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LETTERS TO EDITOR 

^ Pulilic Enterprises and 
bureaucracy 

THIS has reference to Ramaswamy R Iyer’s 
■ continents (August 20, 1994) on my paper 

on ‘Public Enterprises and Private Purposes ’ 
(May 28,1994). I have read with interest his 
ideas on PEs particularly because he was a 
senior bureaucrat at the ministry of 
chemicals and fertilisers.' I address myself 
below to those aspects which specifically 
concern my paper. 

(1) Considerable space in his note is 
devoted to an explanation of the problems 
of Fertiliser Corporation of India (FCI). 
That was not my objective. I used Planning 
and Development Division of FCI (Pand D) 
merely as an example to .show how “lack of 
proper planning, lack of support, 
indifference and even active opposition 
prevented the full indigenous potential 
f^rom being realised”. 1 have no comments 
to offer on the unsubsthntiated/irrelc- 
vant observations made by Iyer, e g, 
“FCI/P and D had many excellent 
engineers but relatively few good 
managers”; “I knew the FCI very well in 
those years, and while it had many excel lent 
people (with several of whom I formed 
friendships that have lasted down the 
years), it was a disaster as an organisation”, 
etc. If one concentrates on the facts 
presented by him, then it can be seen that 
these actually support my propositions. 
Let me give one example. Iyer mentions 
the “ambitious attempt on the part of the 
FCI to take on several projects at the same 
time or in quick succession...”. I also 
referred to this in my paper, and used it as 
an example of the lack of proper planning 
which adversely affected the performance 
of P and D. 

(2) In several places in his note Iyer has 
pointed out that even if some of the decisions 
taken by bureaucrats are now considered to 
be wrong, these decisions were taken in 
good faith - their motivations were not 
improper. It is possible that Iyer is correct, 
though there is no way of knowing this 
from his note. Consider, for example, 
Iyer's opposition to my remarks on the 
decision to go in for 1,350 TPD capacity 
plants and bypass P and D. All that he says 
is that “the then secretary (C and F) 
agonised for a long period over the 
choice...”. In view of the statistics cited in 
foomote SIX in my paper that at 80 per cent 
capacity utilisation, smaller capacity plants 
of 900-1,000 TPD would be more cost 
effective and internationally 1,350 TPD 
plants were not yet the standard size. 

accounting for only 2S per cent of the 
plants in the world, I do not think it was 
improper on my part to question the 
motivation of the decision in terms of its 
impact on indigenous R and D. If the 
decision-makers were genuinely bothered 
about indigenous efforts, then the benefit 
of doubt should have been given to P and D, 
which actually was not done. However it 
is possible that the bureaucrats in question 
genuinely believed that P and D should not 
be promoted. In that case, their honesty is 
of course not in doubt. 

(3) My statement, “thanks ultimately to 
the support of some senior bureaucrats 
and technocrats, some of whom later 
joined organisations like Bechial and the 
World Bank...” was prompted by the fact 
that an intlueniial chief of a public sector 
engineering consultancy firm joined 
Bcchtal. Howevei a bureaucrat/tcchnocrat 
need not necessarily join an organisation to 
serve its interests. Hence deleting the above- 
mentioned statement from my paper docs 
not disprove the point in question. 

(4) Iyer contests my observation on the 
lack of planning for the public sector as a 
whole. He has missed my point. I did not say 
that while deciding on a new public 
investment project, its impact on the 
economy, on imports, etc, are not analysed. 
(The efficiency with which these are done 
can be questioned but that is a different 
matter.) What I meant was that there is no 
forum where a public sector project is 
evaluated from the point of view of the 
impact on the operations of the public 
sector as a whole. I gave the example of 
the rail coach factory at Kapurthala to 
argue how expanding/diversifying some 
existing PEs would have been more 
profitable than setting up a greenfield 
project. The reports of the Project 
Appraisals Division of the Planning 
Commission, which Iyer mentions in his 
note and I also referred to. does not 
consider, for example, whether capacities 
set up for particular purposes and at present 
underutilised can be utilised for the new 
investments proposed. 

SuDiP Chaudhuri 
Calcutta 

Archaeology Conference 

IN his article ‘Recovering, Uncovering or 
Forfeiting the Past’ (November 19, 1994) 
among other things, Cautam Navlakha 
questions the ethics of Indian archaeologists 
who unlike their historian colleagues have 
done little to protest against the destruction 

of the Babri masjid. Throughout his 
indictment, Navlakha quotes from several 
sources and provides the necessary 
references - with some conspicuous lapses. 
One of these concerns me directly. 

Navlakha refers to correspondence 
which he labels a communication’ from 
Peter Ucko. He also refers to something 
Jack Golson ‘wrote’. Navlakha quotes 
extensively from these two sources but 
neglects to state what they are or the 
specific context in which they were written. 
These ‘communications’ are letters that 
Ucko and Golson wrote me earlier thi' 
year. These were in response to my plc't 
that action be taken regarding the fact 
that the WAC. which stands for the 
breaking of hegemonic domination in 
archaeology and a more critically .self- 
conscious and reflexive undertaking of 
academics, had been taken over by people 
known to be involved in 'he |ab]usc of 
archaeology for political end.s and in the 
chauvinistic and .selective rewriting of 
the past. 

I had circulated Ucko’s and Gofson’ij 
letters and other related correspondence 
to some archaeologists and historians so 
that the issue could be discussed 
comprehensively. It is rather ironic that 
Navlakha, in writing .so ably about ethics, 
found it necessary to publish extracts from 
this correspondence without either citing 
the specific context within which it was 
written or getting in touch with me. I trust 
that Navlakha at least .sought permission 
from Ucko and Golson to quote trom their 
letters. 

Nandini Rao 

Madras 

IGauiam Navlakha writes: 
Nandini Rao is correct that the quotations 
from Peter Ucko and Jack Golson in my 
article were taken from the correspondence 
between them and her. However, the 
correspondence was widely circulated and 
that is how they reached me. What I cited 
were portions of direct relevance to the 
issue I was discussing. They dealt with a 
matter of public concern and therefore 
reference to them needed nobody’s 
permission. It is also necessary to point 
out that WAC-3 was provided large public 
funds. Besides, there was no sweeping 
condemnation of archaeologists in my 
article. The critical remarks pertained to 
organisations and associations for being 
unprepared and for starting so late in the 
day with their campaign against thp.jtrjD- 
RSS archaeologists.] 
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By Stealth 
The government has been fond of claiming that it has 

successfully built a national consensus on its economic 
' olicies when, in fact, it has consistently fought shy of 
fingaging in any form of discussion and consultation with its 
critics, including the opposition political parties in parliament 
which among them ttxiay command the support of a far larger 
proportion of the electorate than does the ruling parly. In the 
case of India's membership of the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO), the just-established successor to GATT following 
the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations, the government has 
carried this penchant for ignoring all opinion other than its 
own to the point where it has not hesitated to throw 
constitutional proprieties to the wind. In a premeditated ploy 
to bypass parliament, it waited for parliament’s winter 
session to end and then, just days later, took brazen recourse 
to ordinance raj to amend the patents and customs laws to 
make them conform to the requirements of the WTO. The 
government authenticated the Uruguay Round agreement at 
Marrakesh in April last year and there was ample time and 
opportunity for parliament to di.scuss the consequential 
legislation, e.spccially the vital bill to amend the patents act 
which would have far-reaching implications. Instead what 
we have now are the two ordinances presented to the president 
lor his signature at the very last moment. 

The government’s unwillingness to face parliament reflects 
not just basic contempt for democratic procedures or even its 
apprehension, given that it does not command a majority in 
the Rajya Sabha, that the necessary parliamentary approval 
might not be forthcoming. Above all, a debate in parliament 
would have exposed the lies and deceptions which ministers 
and other official spokespersons have been freely dispensing 
in the attempt to play down the enormous compromises 
which this government - anxious to crawl when it was 
perhaps required merely to bend, to employ an expression 
Very popular once in a different context - was led to make in 
the Uruguay Round negotiations. In the specific case of the 
law on patents, the government has'been claiming all along 
that the country had nothing to worry about immediately 
since India, as a developing country, would have the benefit 
of a 10-year transition period before having to accept product 
patents in pharmaceuticals and agricultural chemical prixiucts. 
However, as the ordinance to amend the patents act now 
makes all too clear, the so-called transition period amounts 
to very little becatfse (1) the country has to put in place a 
mechanism for receiving applications for product patents 
immediately from the date of coming into force of the WTO 
agreement, that is, January I this yetur; and (2) once a product 
ts the subject of a patent application, the applicant will have 

the right of exclusive marketing of the product, which for all 
practical purposes will be as good as product patent protection. 
Transnational pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical 
companies should be expected to immediately fi le appi ications 
for product patents here, gaining in the process the exclusive 
right to market the concerned products in India and putting 
paid to the erstwhile patents law’s goal of encouraging the 
development of competing products through multiple 
procetises. The implications for domestic industry and for 
Indian consumers in terms of the prices of -advanced life¬ 
saving drugs, whose manufacturers will gain monopoly 
marketing rights rightaway and full-fledged product 
patent protection in due course, should not be too difficult 
to imagine. 

The text of the ordinance on the patents law refers to an 
expert group set up to suggest amendments to the law “to 
comply with our obligations and also to safeguard our 
interests”. In keeping once again with this regime’s ways of 
working, the recommendations of the group have not been 
made public and the opportunity for an informed public 
debate on the minimum changes called for in the existing 
patents law has been lost as a result. Was it really necessary, 
in amending the patents act, to go the whole hog as the 
government has done or were there, as was suggested by 
G V Ramakrishna, member of the Planning Commission, in 
a recent address to the Indian Drug Manufacturers’ Associa¬ 
tion, grey areas which could have been left to adjudication in 
due course by the WTO’s disputes settlement mechanism? 
More important, having in its wisdom come to the conclusion 
that there was no alternative to opening the floodgates to 
product patents, it was incumbent upon the government at 
least to initiate some advance action to meet theconsequences 
of the change - for instance, once again as pointed out by 
Ramakrishna, in terms of providing institutional and financial 
support to the Indian pharmaceutical industry to file patent 
applications and defend them in other countries and to defend 
Indian applications and challenge foreign applications 
wherever warranted with the Indian patents authorities or of 
strengthening the R and D effort of the Indian industry, 
especially in developing patentable medicinal and bio-genetic 
products, which are sure to be prime targets of the drug 
multinationals, given the rich variety of bio-genetk material 
available in our country and the large number of medicinal 
sub.stances used in traditional medicines. However, from ail 
available evidence, such matters are far removed from the 
government’s current concerns. And so if a charge even more 
serious than thid of duplicity and deceit could be brought 
against it, that should be one of complacence andincwnpetence. 
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CURRENT STATISTICS Research Foundation 

Equity Ibices hove of late experienced o predpiuite decline. While thrae months ago the BSE’s Senses was ruling 7S per cent above the level 12 months 
earlier, the rise over 12 months is now only 7 per cent. The powerful comsctive factors now in operation are sure to depress equity prices further in the 
coming weeks. Waning of Fils' interest in Indian equities, the stoppage of renewal facility for non-specified shares, the absence of an alternative to bodla 
trading, stricter norms with regard to segregation of brokers’ and clients’ accounts, insistence on proper end>use of CDR funds raised abroad and the 
large primary is.sues in the offmg have oil affected liquidity and contained trading in the secondary markets. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

index Numbers of Wholesale 
Prices (I981-82<=IOO) 

Weights Dec 17. Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Pomt 
1994 Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

- Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

All Commodities 100.0 276.9 0.7 10.0 8.8 7.2 8.0 tO.8 7.0 13 6 12.1 
Primaiy Articles .•I2..5 285.0 0..3 II.O 9.5 10.0 10.6 11.5 3.0 15.3 17.1 

Food Articles 174 315.8 -1.2 9.9 5.2 12.6 7.0 4.4 54 20.9 189 
Non-Food Articles 10 1 300.1 3.2 15 0 16.3 7.1 16.3 24.9 -1.4 8.1 193 

Fuel, Power, Light and Lubricants 10.7 281.4 0.6 5.3 13.8 1 2 8.7 13.1 15.2 132 14 4 
Manufactured Products 57.0 271.4 1.0 10.3 7.5 6.8 6.4 99 7.9 12 6 8.9 

Food Products 10 1 268.0 -0.5 9.8 $ 1 6.3 8.7 12,3 6.8 10.2 13 2 
Fbod Index (computed) 
All Commodities (Average Basis) 

27.5 298.2 -1.0 9.9 6.1 10.5 7.6 70 5.S 17 1 16.9 

(A|#il-December 17. 1994) 100.0 270.8 - 10.3 7.7 10.5 7.8 8.3 10.1 1.3.7 10 3 

Latest Vanaiiun (Per Cent); Point-io-Point 
Cost of Living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 289"’ 0.3 7.4 8.2 7.8 99 
Urban Non-Mon Emp < 1984-85=100) - 236* 0.9 9.8 5.9 6,3 4 9 - 68 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=100) V 1265"’ It 116 3.2 77 7.7 11.6 

Dec 9. Variation 
Money and Banking (Rs crore) 1994 Over Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Month 1994-95 1993-94 

Money Supply (h^) 
Currency with Public 

494325 2650 (0.5) 60759 (14.0) 44143 (12.0) 66741 (18 2) 49344 (15.5) 516.53 (19.4) 
95906 1033(1 1) 13708 (16 7) 11674 (17 1) 13925 (20 4) 7175 (11,7) 8050 (15.2) 

Deposits with B^nks 395164 1309(0.3) 46.324 (13.3) 29772 (10 0) 51601 (17.4) 41741 (16 3) 43392 (20.5) 
Net Bank Credit to Govt .Sector 221286 5536 (2.5) 17500 (8.6) 25113 (14 2) 27548 (15.6) 17975 (11,4) 18070 (12 9) 
Bank Credit to CommI Sector 256033 1944 (0.8) 18830(7.9) 6323 (2.9) 17068 (7.8) 32141 (17.1) 16225 (9 4) 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 70888 -1290 (-1.8) I7I6I (31 9) 7854 (31.5) 28775 (15 3) 3726 (17 6) 10645 (100 6) 
Reserve Money 1.59916 -11.54 (-0.7) 21294 (15 4) 18917 (17.1) 27843 (25 1) 11274 (11.3) 11726 (124) 

Net RBI Credit to Centre 97640 1832(1.9) 8.57 (0 9) 14587 (15 1) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) .5904 (6.7) 
Scheduled Commercial Banks 

Deposits 357561 1092(0 3) 42429 (13.5) 27184 (10 1) 465W) (17.3) 37814 (16 4) .38216 (19 8) 
Advance.s 182074 1645 (0 9) 176.56 (10.7) 4660(3.1) 12436 (8.2) 26390 (21 0) 9291 (8.0) 
Non-Food Advances 168858 1613(1 0) 1.5347 (10 0) 1302 (0 9) 8272 (5 7) 24317 (20 1) 9127 (8 2) 

Investments 151000 4022 (2 7) 18477 (13 9) 12184 (11 5) 26867 (25 4) 1.5460 (17.1) I5I3I (20 2) 

Index Numbers of Industrial 
Production (1980-81 = 100) 

Weights Aue Averaee for Fiscal Year So Far Variation (Per Cent) Fiscal Year Avenices 
1994 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 1000 233.1 227 8(7.4) 212.2(3 4) 3.0 23 0.5 84 
Mining and Quarrying 11.5 220.2 213 4(3.9) 205 3(3 0) 25 0.5 09 45 
Monufucruring 77.1 224.2 219.3(8.1) 202.9 (2.3) 2.2 2 1 30 9.1 
ElectncKy 11.4 305.9 .300.1(6 6) 281 6(9 3) 7.3 5 1 8.5 7.8 

Jan 6, Month Year 1994-95 So Far 1993-94 End of Fiscal Year 
Capital Market 199.5 Ago Ago Trough Peak Trough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79=100) 3766 
(7 3) 

3968 3509* 
(43.3) 

3600 4604 2037 4286 3779 
(65 7) 

2281 
(■-»6 8) 

4285 
(266.9) 

National Index (1983-84=100) 

* data pertaining to Jim 6. 1994 

1800 
(5.9) 

1881 1700* 
(50.6) 

1765 2176 934 2050 1830 
(79.2) 

1021 
(-48.1) 

1968 
(234.1) 

Foreign Trade Oct 
• 994 

Cumulalive for Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 
1994-95 1993-94 . 

1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Exports. Rs crore 6898 43353 (14.0) .38045 (32.2) 69547 (29 5) 53688 (21.9) 44042 (35.3) 32.553 (17 6) 
US $ mn 2199 13820(13.9) 12131 (20.2) 22173 (19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-1 5) 18143 (9.1) 

ItnpotU' Rs crore 7416 47729 (19.8) .39830 (9.0) 72806 (14 9) 63375 (32,4) 47851 (10.8) 43193 (22.0) 
USSmn 2364 1.5215 (19.8) 12700 (-0.9) 23212 (6.1) 21882 (12.7) 19411 (-19.4) 24073 (1.3.2) 

Non-POL US S inn 1875 12076 (.30.6) 9247 (-2,5) 17456 (10.6) 1.5782 (12.3) 14047 (-22.2) 18045 (.3.1) 
Balance of Trade Rs crore -518 -4376 -1785 -3259 -9687 -3809 -10640 

US $ mn -165 -1395 -569 -1039 -3.345 -1.545 -59.30 

Dec 23, Dec 24, Mar 31, Variation Over 

Fore^ Exchange Reserves 
, (excluding gold) 

1994 1993 1994 Month 
Ago 

Year 
Ago 

Fiscal Year So Far 
1994-95 1993-94 

1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Rs crore 60633,4 29949.0 47626,0 -1546.0 30684.4 13007.4 9753.0 5385 10223 -1383 
19316.0 9561.0 15176.0 -211.0 9755.0 4140.0 3109.0 8724 731 .3383 -1137 
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Money Market Rates of Interest {Per cent annum) 

Weekended FridUyK 

InsUument 

necamher 19^4 Momiiibg 1994 Octnher I9»l 

30 23 
(RB 

16 9 
(RF) 

25 
(RF) 

I8S II 
(RF) 

4@ 28 
(RF) 

21 14 
(RF) 

■‘ii 

Coll money rote (weekly 
weighted average) 

C^l money rate 
na na na 5.55 8.16 

(Range: weekly) 10.25- 7.00- 13.50- 7 75- 6.50- 

Treasury bills;- 
50.00 0.25 11,50 0.25 5.00 

9I-Day (On tap or od hoc) 
91-Day (RBI auction): 

4.60 ■4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 

Primary 
Secondary. DFHl (mid-point 

10.26 9.84 9.75 9.37 9.00 

of bid and offer) 
NSE (actually 

9 95 9.78 9.60 945 8.65 

traded, weighted) 
.364-Day (RBI auction) 

... 

Pnmary * 9.91 * 9 83 « 

Secondary. DFHI (mid-point) 
NSE trading 

9.60 9.60 9 95 9,22 8.80 

(Weighted YTM) 
All SCL trading 

I2..57 11.21 11.77 10 62 9.73 

(Weighted YTM) 14 23 11.04 11.57 10.39 9.72 
RBI Repo auctitms (GOI securities) * $$ * $$ * 

Slate govt loans (Coupon rales) - - - - - 

GOI Sccig'iie.s Primary Auctions 

Secondary NSE trading 

11.00 * • * 
(TB conversions into 3-year stock) 

* 

(Weighted YTM) 
All SGL trading 

11.37 11.1.3 II 68 11 76 11.25 

(Weighted YTM) 
P.SU Bunds yield:- 

11.22 II 14 11.12 II 18 11.24 

Tax free NSE (traded, weighted) 9.08 • 9.20 9.32 9.11 
NSE (Range weekly) - 9.07- 

909 
9,05- 
951 

9.04- 
960 

8 99- 
960 

Taxable NSE (traded, weighted) 13 18 13 II 12.88 13 18 13.63 
NSE (Range weekly) 13 08- 12.98- 12 70- 12.84- 12.86- 

Commercial bills. DFHI 
13.30 13 25 13 23 13 26 130.64 

(Rediscount rale) 13 50 1350 1.3.50 13 50 13 50 
Other secondary 7,0- 7 0- . 7.0- 7 0- 7 0- 
(.30/90/180 days) 10.0 100 10.0 10.0 10.0 

CP- Primary market 12 00- 12.00- 12.00- 12.00- 12.00- 
13 00 1300 13.00 13(K) 13.00 

Secondary. DFHI (Discuunl rale) 15 30 15 50 15 50 15.50 15 50 
Secondary market/N.SE 13 45 na na na 11.50 

CDs.Primaty market 11,25- 11..so¬ II.so¬ 11 so¬ 11 so¬ 
11.50 il 75 il 75 il.75 il.75 

Secondary DFHI (Discount role) 13..5() 13.50 13 50 13.50 13.50 
Inler-corporalc deposits 14 00- 14.00- 14.00- 14.00- 14 00- 

(.30/<J(VI8(l days) 
lJTI-1964 Units (Week-end. 

17.00 17.00 17.00 17 00 17.00 

.secondary market price in nipees) 17 80 17.75 17.79 |g.08 18 36 
Hundi Rate 
Memorandum Items- 

(il Forward premia on (he 
US dollar in the domestic 
inter-bonk inarkci (onnua- 
ILsed in per cent per 
annum) (Weekly average) 

2400 24.00 24.00 24 (K) 24.00 

Spoi/Cash 3.27 2.69 604 3.20 1.64 
One-month ' 3.77 4.29 4.65 3.90 3.25 
Three-month .3.99 4..37 4.7'! 4.11 3.96 
SlX-IIKNllh .3.98 4.31 4.42 4.1.3 4.01 

(ii) Havalu Rale (Rs/USS) .34 50 .34 50 .»4..50 34.50 .34.50 

8.11 9.79 7.41 7.01 4.86 6,75 8 82 11.59 

11 05- 9.50- 6.00-• 5.25- 0,5- 9.5- 11.75- 13.00- 
0.25 11.25 19.00 9.25 6.0 5.0 0.5 10.75 

4,60 4.60 4-60 4.60 4,60 4.60 4,60 4.60 

8.75 8.58 8.25 8.29 8.33 8.50 921 9.21 

8 40 

na 

8.23 8,20 8.30 8 45 9.00 9,30 9.00 

9.54 « 9.49 * 9.47 * 9.42 * 

8.80 8.71 8.61 8.60 8.60 8.80 9.00 8 79 

9.76 10.04 9.1 8.78 

na 10.04 9.1 9.10 9.49 964 1009 
6,75 * 6 50 * 6..50 * 700 * 

- - - - - - - - 

* 11.55 
(8-year) 

« * * * « * 

11.22 II 31 11.02 10.72 10.98 10 74 II 27 10 27 

- - - - 10.01 10 89 II 82 1105 

9'.2t) 8 89 8.95 9,42 9 78 10 17 
9,0- 
985 

8 89 8.95 9.42 9 78 10 17 

12 79 .. 13.24 13.33 13.77 
1261- 
12 96 

12.83- 
13 65 

13,00- 
13.65 

... 13.77 

I3..50 13 50 13,50 13.50 14.50 15 50 15-16 5 I5..5-I7 
7.0- 7 0- 7 0- 7.0- 7..S0- 8 00- 8..50- 8..50- 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.50 10.50 11.00 II 00 

12 00- 12 00- 12.00- 12 00- 12.00- 12.00- 12.00- 12,00- 
13.00 13.00 1300 1300 1300 14.00 14.00 14.00 
I5..50 15 50 15.50 15.50 16.50 17.00 17.00 IS.5-17 

na na na na na 12-50 12.20 12 00 
na na na na na na na na 

I3..50 13 50 13.50 13.50 14.50 I5..50 15.50 14-1.5.5 
14,00- 14.00- 14.00- 14.00- J4.00- 14 00- 14 00- 12.00- 
1700 17 00 17.00 17.00 17.00 17.00 17.00 16.00 

18.31 18,50 I860 18.60 18.64 17.80 17.90 17 95 
24.00 24.00 24 00 24,00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24 00 

5.27 5 09 2.00 1 21 1.16 2.47 1 36 6,55 
3,88 2 95 2.00 1.26 1.94 2,26 2.15 3.61 
3.66 2.98 2 48 2.08 2..34 2 43 2,47 340 
.3.71 3.28 3.03 2.73 2.90 2.94 3.06 3 76 

.34.50 .34 50 34 50 34.50 33.00 33.00 .33.00 33.00 

.. no trading * no auction na not .iil.ililc ( ) no lloatalion YTM » yield to inatunty S$ All bids were rejected 
RF means reptming Friday for foitnighlly u-t>iiiiing of conditions of banking business and the foitnight serves as the reserve maintenance period. 
$ Friday being holiday, Thursday data. («' Thursday and Friday being holidays, Wednesday data Call rates at upcoumry centres ruled in the range 
of 6.50-8,75 per cent on November 3 and 4 and 10.75-11,25 on November 18. 

NtJiex: (i) Superscript numeral denotes month to which figare relates, e g, superscript' stands for June, (ii) Figures in brackets ore percentage variations 
over the comparable period of the previous year unless otherwise speciRed, (iii) ~ means not available. 
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IN THE CAPITAL MARKET EPW Research Foundation 

Thermax 

.Established in i %6 .is wanson onoia) 

Pvl. iltL* ciimpany was aniulgamaieci with 

Thermax India (Private; in 1980. changing 

its name in Thermax Pvi The company is 

one of the leaders in the hi-icch and hi- 

growih areas of energy and environment A 

multi-product, multi-division company, ii is 

engaged in the manulaciure of industrial 

boilers, energy conservation equipment, 

absorption chillers, water tretitmem plants 

iind air pollution control and speciality 

chemicals The Ukus is being laid on new 

high poiential aieas ol cogencraiion and 

captive power, absorption cooling and waste 

management The comptiny has a chemical 

manufacturing facility ai Hhosari in Pune. 

A new staie-ol-the-ari plant has been sei up 

in Khopoli to double the mainilacttiring 

capacity. Apart Irom these, the company is 

mioelectronics. post-harvest technology and 

control -ind automation equipment The 

company has collaboration with leputed 

multinationals like Babcock and Wilcox, 

General Electric. Strothers and Bertram. 

Besides having a nu mber ol patented pi i kIuci s 

to Its credit. Thermax has state-ol-the-art 

products in fluid bed combustion, direct file 

chilling, hi-clliciency burners, nuclear grade 

resins and How improvers. The company has 

a strong marketing network and its exports 

were Ks 46 crore Iasi year It has been the 

recipient of the EEPC Export Awaid every 

year since 1988-89 Thermax is entering the 

capital market with a public issue ol 

61 .!2.5(KI equity shares ol Rs 10 each at a 

premium of Rs 180 per share aggregatmg 

to Rs 11.61.3 7.S lakh. The proceeds ot the 

issue arc to be used loi pait financing the 

moderni.salioii and expansion ol its facilities 

at Chinchwad and its chemicals division at 

Khopoli Part of the finance would be 

invested on the Research Centie lor Energy 

and Environment at Chinchwad The 

company also plans to repay loans/deferred 

credit and fixed deposits ol Rs 5.93 crore 

The project has been appiaised by ICICI and 

the total cost is estimated to be at Rs 12,().i8 

lakh. The company has internal accruals lo 

the tunc ol Rs 424 lakh and the public issue 

would letch Rs 11,614 lakh which adds up 

to the cstimaicdcost ol the pro)cci. The issue 

is slated to open soon and is being lead 

managed by Enam I'inancial Consultants 

and ICICI Securities and Einance Company. 

Indian Dyestuff Industries 

Indian Dyestuff Industries, the llagship 
company of the Siin-Grace-Malatlal 
Group, is engaged in the manulucture of 

a wide range ol dyestufls. pigments, 

optical whiteners. dye intermediates and 

industiial chemicals The company is 

entering the capital market on January 19 

with a public issue ol 7.3 lakh equity shares 

ol Rs 10 each at a premium aggregating 

Rs 5,919 lakh comprising 29,60.000 

equity shares at a premium ol Rs 80 per 

share to Flls/El.s/MFs on lirm allotment 

basis and 43.40.000 equity shares at a 
premium ot Rs 65 per share to the public 

and permanent employees The company 

plans to modernise its existing manu- 

lacturing lacilities The proceeds of the 

issue are lo be used lor the modernisation 

piogramme and to liquidate a part ot 

high cost short-term boriowings. The 

company does not have any brand ot iis 

own but neveiiheless has a luimbei ol 

registered trade marks. It has an esta¬ 

blished markeiiiig network. The issue is 

to be lead managed by D.SP Financial 

Consultants 

Southern Fuels 

Sotilhern Fuels, pioniolcd by iheCliacliams. 

iscngagedincokeandco.il mining business 

The company pioposcc lo set up a new 

plant 111 the at Sqxol liidiisltiul Aiea in 

Tamil Nadu lor the niaiuilactiiie ol 24.01)0 

loniics per annum ol low ash iiieiallurgical 

coke Iroiii iiiipoiicd coking coal by using 

the beehive coke oven technology. This is 

the first pioject ol ils kind in .south India 

The raw niaterial required for the project 

is to be imported liom Australia. For this 

the company has entered into an agreement 

with Glencore International AG. The 

project has been apprai.sed by IDBI and the 

cost IS esiiinated to be al Rs 6.5 ciore. 

IDBI IS pariicipatiiig in the pioject by 

granting a teriii loan ol Rs 275 lakh. To 

part linatice ihc issue the company is 

entering the capital market with a public 

issueol 18 lakh equity shares ol Rs lOeach 

ai par aggregating Rs 180 lakh. The net 

ofler to the public would be of 11.54..5(K) 

equity shares of Rs 10 each at par 

aggregating Rs 115.45 lakh The project 

being located in a state notified backwaid 

area, Ihc company is entitled to a state 

subsidy ol Rs 20 lakh. The issue is 

slated to open on January 18 and the issue 

IS being lead managed by Kotak Mahindra 

Finance. 

Reliance Capital 

Reliance Capital and Finance Trust is 

promoled by Reliance Indiisiiics (RIL). 

The comp.any is an accrediied category 1 

merchant banker and a niembei ol OT('Hl. 

At present the company is involved in 

fund-based aciivilics like leasing, 

iiivesimeiit banking, seciiriiics ir.iding. 

market niakiiig, hills discouiiiing and 

intercorporate dejiosns lislce-b.isedaciivi-. 

lies are iiiulerwriiing. issue man.igcinenl 

.ilid corporate advisoiy servu es The 

company is now expanding ils .iciiviiies 

into leasing, hill disi oiiiiliiig. mcichaiii 

hanking and securities Hading including 

market making at the ()T("EI li is entering 

the capital market on January 16 with a 

public issue ol 4,28,57,201) eqiiiiy shares 

ol Rs 10 each at a premium ol Rs I 10 per 

share aggregating Rs 600 cioic Ol this 

issue the net ofler to the Indian public 

would be ol Rs 161.79.38 lakh The issue 

IS being made lo linancc its growth and 

divcrsilicatiort and to strengllicn iis equity 

base and net worth and thus enhance, its 

ability lo leverage Pan ol the hinds 

would be used lor purchasing pioperty 

■Some ol the company's hinds would 

also be deployed lo its subsidiaries The 

issue IS to be loinily managed by ICICI 

Securities and Finance. SBI Capital 

Market. J M Fimiricral and Investment 

Consultancy Services. Jardine Fleming 

India Securities. Enam Financial Consult¬ 

ants, Canara Bank. PNB Capital Services 

and Deutsche Bank. 

Fur the Attention of Subscribers and 
Subscription Agencies Outside India 

ll has coiiK Id our luiliec thul u largo iiumhci ot siihscnptions lo the EFW Iroiii outside 
Ihc country logclhcr with Ihc suhscnpiioii payinunis sum to supposed subscription ugenis 

in India have not been lorwuided to u.s 

Wc wish in (loinl out lo subscribers and subscnplion agcncius outside India that ail foreign 
sub.scriplinns. logcihci with the uiipnipiiatc a'inillancus. tiiusi be forwarded lo us and not 
lo unauthorised third parties in India 

Wc take no resimnsibiliiy whalsoever in rcspcci of subscriptions not registered with us 

Manaofk 
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COMPANIES Rcscurdh Fouadatfod 

JBF INDUSTRIES 

M^or Restructuring 
JBF INDUSIFIES engaged in the texturising 
business has done well in 1993-94 with net 
sales going up by IS per cent, operating 
profit by 32 per cent and*net profit by 61 
per cent. TTie margins would have even 
higher but for the decrease in non-operating 
surplus by 433 per cent and other income 
by a 1S per cent. The company has declared 
a 21 per cent dividend for the year. Exports 
were up by 24 per cent while imports rose 
by 238 per cent. Debt-equity ratio came 
down sharply from 116 per cent in 1991-92 
to 24 per cent in 1992-93 and 14 per cent 
in 1993-94. Short-term bonowings to inven¬ 
tories ratio fluctuated between 101 per cent in 
1991- 92, 84 per cent in 1992-93 and 116 per 
cent in 1993-^. While sales to total assets ratio 
rose from 56 per cent in 1991-92 to 100 per 
cent in 1993-94. sales to gross fixed assets ratio 
fluctuated between 194 per cent tn 1991-92, 
223 per cent in 1992-93 and 209 per cent in 
1993-94. Reifiuneration to employees decl ined 
marginally in the three years. 

■Hie company underwent major restructur¬ 
ing in 1993-94. It had five divisions in 
1992- 93, VIZ, yam, trichloroethylene (TCH), 
dyes and dye intermediates, pharmaceuticals 
and exports. It is now expanding and con¬ 
centrating on its core business, textiles and 
bulk drugs. The TCH and dyes and dye 
intermediate divisions were sold off and the 
funds were used to pay off high-cost term 
loans. The company is expanding the yam 
division by increasing texturising and twist¬ 
ing capacittes from 9,000 tpa to 18,000 ipa 
to cater to the demand of the small and 
medium size weavers located in and around 
Surat and Bhiwandi. As a backward integra¬ 
tion programme, an 18,000 tpa POY project 
is being set up. The yam division of the 
company has fared weil with production of 
texturis^ and crimped yam increasing by 
1938.892 mt. The pharmaceutical division 
too registered an increase in production of 
bulk dru^ by 43.5 mt; production of drug 
intermediates increased by 92.51 rot. The 
company is expanding and doubling its 
ampicillin and amoxeylin capacities! The 
company has ratered into a joint, venture 
with Ptuumachemie of Sri Lanka for the 
manufacture of bulk drugs and formulations. 
JBF will provide technical knbw-hovv from 
time to .time for manufacturing the entire 
range, of bulk drugs. The plant and machin¬ 
ery required for the project is to be ex- 
potted by JE^ India. The company also has 
a joint venture with Borisovskij Zavod. 
Medicinskikh Pieparatov of Russia for sup¬ 
ply and erection of a vial filling plant for dry 
injection powder on a turnkey basis, 'ihe 
project is inan advanced stage of imptemen- 
tabon and is expected to be commissioned 
soon. Ihider ^ arrangement the Russian 
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counterpart is to buy bulk dnfgs from JBF 
for the next five years. 

KBC INTERNATIONAL 

Record Production 
An RPG Group company, KEC International 
is engaged in power transmission and turn¬ 
key projects, petrochemicais, cotton yam 
and merchandise export. The company has 
done well in 1993-94 with net sales increas¬ 
ing by 51 per cent, operating profit by 54 
per cent arid net sales by a whopping 113 
per cent. The increase in other income and 
decrease in depreciation and interest charges 
were balanced by a fall in non-operating 
surplus. Moreover, tlie company had to pay 
tax of Rs S.8 crore. There has bwn a notice¬ 
able increase in selling commission by 254 per 
cent. A 35 per cent dividend was declared for 
the year. Sports increased by 155 per cent 
while impotts were up by only 36 per cent. 
Debt-equity ratio, after a decline in 1992-93 
to 60 per cent from 84 per cent in 1991-92, 
has now risen to 71 perceiu in 1993-94. Sales 
to total assets ratio rose from 46 per cent in 
1991-92 to 86 per cent in 1993-94 and sales 
to gross fixed assets ratio has gone up by 196 
percentage points in the past three years. 

The company, one of the leading playos in 
the international market in the field of power 
tiansmissionline, has achieved an all-time record 
in the production and despatch of transmission 
line towers. Constnretion activity both in India 
and abroad contributed to the high turnover of 
Rs 52 crore. The Cctex divi.sion contributed 
Rs 19.71 crore to the tumova. The market for 
MEK is buoyant and the unit is said to be 
working at full capacity. KEC International is 
planning to s^ up a new plant at Nagpur to 
meet the massive export orders in hand wrath 
moredian Rs SOOcrote. Foractueving the pro¬ 
jected turnover of Rs 500 crore by 1997-98 
from thepie!>raitRs250crore, the thrust is being 
laid on technology improvisation, increasing 
plant size, automation, modernisation and waste 
control, besides increasing bodi domestic and 
international market share. 

For the six-month period ended Sep¬ 
tember 30,1994 net profit was up by 82 per 
cem. Sales in this period were up by 41 per 
cent. The company recently recommend 
bonus shares in th»!tatio of 2:1. 

As a part of its'energy conservarion 
programme an automatic pOvm factor conect- 
it% unit iUE been installed tnd capacMon to 
piidittafo power factor of 0.94 and above have 
been provided for, To teduce the wastage of 
radiaot beat energy, dw galvsniring badr is 
covered vvidi diick insulating sheMa-dtaing 
recess tines. 

The cdnqwny invested Rs 32 lakh fhr 
R aixi D a^vides in 1993-94, The lower 
diviskm expefimenicd wtdi ways of reduc¬ 
ing zinc and arid consumption. The con^- 
ny has also Invested in computerisation of 

planning data, in addition to extending the 
compqternetworktoaU locations. Asaimh, 
its Jai^r factory now has one of the lowest;^’ ’ 
anc consumptions in the Indian industry,'. 

Kll^C ENGINEERING 

N?w Models 
Kinetic Engineering, the Pune based two^ 
wheeler manufactum, posted an increase in 
net sales by 6 per cent and in net profit by 
22 per cent in 1993-94. Operating profit was 
marginally down by 1 per cent The 15 per 
cent decrc^ in taxation, 18 per cem decline 
in interest charges and increase in non-op¬ 
erating surplus of Rs 10 lakh all helped in 
holding die margins at the present level. 
Exports were up by 75 percent while imports 
increased by 24J per cent. A 30 per cent 
dividend was announced by the company. 
Debt equity ratio steadily declined from 
55 per cent in 1991-92 to 27 per cent in 
1992-93 and 18 per cent in 1993-94. Short¬ 
term bank borrowings to inventories ratio 
has fluctuated over the past three years 
between 26 per cem in 1991-92,53 percent 
in 1992-93 and 39 percent in 1993-94. Sales 
to total assets and sales to gross fixed, 
assets ratios have declined over the past 
three years. Remuneration to employees ha^ 
been steady at 36 to 39 per cent. 

KEL experienced a fall in the sales of its 
Luna mo|Kds by 86,801 vehicles in a span 
of five years. .In 1992-93 it lost out its top 
slot to TVS Suzuki which sold over 1.1 lakh 
vehicles compared to 1.10 lakh Kinetic 
vehicles that year. Also, the group tie-up 
with Honda MotorCompany of Japan, Kinetic 
Honda Motors (KHML), saw its Kinetic 
HondaKH 100 brand scooters sales fall from 
82,526 vehicles in 1991 to 66,379 in 1993. 
Company sources auribute the decline in 
sales to tire general recession in the aotorao- 
bilcindustry. With the industry now coming 
out of recession, the company expects sales 
to increase. Honda Motors recently incieasbd 
its stake in KHML to 51 per cem. KHML 
is now being managed by S Nakai and, with 
larger Japanese involvement, greato’inflow . 
of engineering technology from Honda 
Motors is expected. 

The company plans to expand its crqndty 
and oonserpieiuly Rs 60-70 erase is being 
invested. KEL envisages raisiiig produetkn 
oaparity from 15,000 vehicles per mootfa to 
25,000 vriiicles per mnnh. Work has aheady 
stared on the new IJHakhveid^perannuin 
capacity (riant to beset iq> in Bhima, wMdi wIH 
haixUe production of new models. Tike coin- 
pany phms to mCKSiy its existing Luna roodeb 
and two new modds have already been de¬ 
signed. A 73cc two-stroke scooter, branded 
Kinetic Pride, was launched in November 
1994. Another 75cc mobiiis. Kinetic Lava, is . 
to be manufactared, targeting the college stu¬ 
dents segnienL Commerciai production is to 
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The Week’s Companies 
(Rs lakh) 

Financial IndTcaiors 
, JBF 

-_Industries_^ 
KEC 

International 
Kinetic 

E^rineerlng 
KICL Ahmedabad 

EJectriettv « 
. * 

V 
March ■ 

1994 
March 

1993 
March 

1994 
March 

1993 
March 

1994 
March 

1993 
Dec 

1993 
Dec 

1992 
March 

1994 
March 

1993 

[ 
fiKomWappropriatioas 

t Net sales 15172 13157 25447 16853 10189 9601 11961 9931 43499 35768 
2 Value of production 15260 13620 25713 16939 10427 9423 12257 ,10067 43499 35768 
3 Other Incotne ' 265 314 247 165 231 332 334 171 1421 1464 
4 Total iacont^^ 15525 13934 25960 17104 10658 9755 12591 10238 44920 37232 
5 Raw materials/nores and spares 9470 5820 12886. 6878 5613 5049 6806 5790 1062 933 

consumed 3662 6005 3131 2947 691 684 1088 726 23108 23222 
6 Other manufacturing expenses 181 179 2806 2221 1132 1026 1882 1584 3948 3775 
7 Remuneration to employees 434 592 3537 2729 1433 1187 1584 H25 7528 757 
8 Other expenses 1778 1338 3600 2329 1789 1809 1231 1013 9274 8545 
9 Operating profit 311 319 833 1237 331 408 566 546 5490 5562 

10 Interest 1451 1016 2788 1299 1468 1390 786 499 3872 3405 
11 Gross profit 316 314 404 452 648 622 114 253 2930 2788 
12 Depreciation 1135 702 • 2384 847 820 768 672 246 942 617 
13 Profit before tax 0 0 579 0 266 314 135 60 0 0 
14 Tax provision 1135 702 1805 847 554 454 537 186 942 617 
15 Profit after tax 263 176 581 325 90 85 231 151 690 590 
16 Dividends 872 526 1224 522 464 369 306 35 252 27 
17 Retained profit 

' LiabUhies/assets 
18 Paid-up capital 1252 1252 1661 1661 345 288 1247 845 5661 3314 
19 Reserves and surplus 7194 6328 7959 6894 3785 3149 9839 9180 19785 13770 
20 Long term loans 1265 1857 6831 5146 765 937 2002 2919 35836 34918 
21 Short term loans 4038 2193 508 HOI 2537 2102 891 922 963 870 
22 Of which bank borrowings 2649 1653 4 0 978 1037 687 555 963 870 
23 Gross fixed assets 7259 5891 6688 6007 9101 8118 14679 14041 63549 581.50 
24 Accumulated depreciation 1178 914 2776 2428 6393 5750 3835 3548 15776 12876 
25 Inventories 2269 1951 4328 3067 2459 1933 2241 1879 4675 4816 
26 Total assets/liabilities ISI26 13408 29280 23195 9504 7983 16520 15821 77895 67814 
Miscellaneous Items 
27 Excise duty 44 49 971 902 1317 1430 277 270 0 0 
28 Gross value added 1930 1514 6428 5054 2858 2725 3293 2627 12652 12362 
29 Total foreign exchange income 1894 1526 I6I65 7276 1127 643 266 75 0 0 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 1245 388 6381 3259 584 188 1106 564 1076 902 
Key fliuuiclal and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sales to tout! assets) (%) 100.3 98.1 86.9 72.7 107.2 120.3 72 4 * 62 8 55 8 52 7 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 110.3 113.1 150.1 113.9 137 1 148.3 85.6 71.6 69 9 67 7 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 26.6 25.7 96.1 84.1 31.4 33.6 22.4 187 19.9 21.3 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 9.6 7,6 9.5 5.6 15.4 174 4.8 3.2 5.0 5.0 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 9.6 77 II.O 7.7 14.4 14.5 6.6 5.0 89 9.5 
36 Operating prpfti to sales (%) 11 7 10.2 14.1 13.8 17.6 18.8 10.3 10.2 21.3 23.9 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 7.5 5.3 9.4 5.0 8.0 8.0 • 5.6 2.5 2.2 1.7 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 0.0 00 24,3 0.0 324 40.9 20.1 24.4 0.0 0.0 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%), 13.4 9.3 18.8 9.9 13.4 13.2 4.8 1.9 3.7 3.6 
40 Dividend (%) 21.00 21.00 35.00 25.00 30.00 30.00 22.00 20.00 18.00 18.00 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 9.07 5.61 10.87 5.10 16.06 15.76 4.31 2.20 16.71 18.84 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 67.5 60.5 56.0 49.5 119,7 119.3 88.9 118.6 459.0 535.2 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest and 

corresponding last year’s price) 8.3 17.2 27.6 21.8 14,9 15.9 139 22.1 3.7 29.7 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjusted for 

revaluation) <%) 15.0 24.5 73.4 62.6 18.5 27.3 18.1. 29.1 140.8 204.4 
45 Short term bonk borrowings to 

inventories (%) 116.7 84.7 0.1 0.0 39.8 53.6 30.7 29.5 20.6 18.1 
^ Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 23,3 39.2 59.1 50.6 50.2 42.3 200.9 230.1 100.9 125.5 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value abided (%) 9.4 11.8 43.7 43.9 39.6 37.7 57.2 60.3 31.2 30.5 
^ Total remuneration to employees " 

to valueof production (%) 1.2 1.3 10.9 13.1 'l0,9 10.9 15.4 15.7 9.1 10.6 
49 Gross fixed assets fomaatkm (%) 23.2 35.1 11,3 13.8 12.1 6.2 4.5 3.3. 9.3 5.8 
50 Growth in inventories (%) 16.30 34.83 41.12 6.46 27.21 -20.39 19.27 -1.11 -2.93 3.41 
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begin in June alter initial (rials in March. The 
vehicle is to be priced at Rs 20.000 which is 
half the priccof other motorcycles in the market. 
The company also plans to manufacture an 
indigenous lOOcc motorcycle forthetutalmiuket 
and an intra-city car which is to cost aivtund 
Rs 60,000, 

The company invested Rs 56 lakh on R and 
Daaivitiesin l99.t-94. OneofthemaJorresulLs 
of its R and O was the Kinetic Merlin which 
has a home computer, hi-fi stereo and a IV, 
and can also carry out ihe functions of a 
modem. 

KOrHARI INDU.STRIA1. CORPORATION 

Expansion and 
Modernisation 
The Madras-based multiproduct Kothan in- 
dusirial Coiporation (KICL)has done well with 
the nei sales iwsiing an increase of 20 per cent, 
operating protii of 21 per cent and net sales 
ol IKK per eeni. The increase in other income 
by 95 per cent, non-operaiing surplus by 27K 
[Tcr cent and decline m depreciation by 55 per 
cent balanced Ihe increase in taxation by 125 
pel cent and inicresi chaigcs by .1 pci cent. 
Ex|iorls rose by 26K pei cent and im|H)iis were 
up by 101 pet cent. A 22 perceni dividend was 
deelaied lor the year Debt-equity ratio ol the 
companv tiuctiiated at a II per cent in 
1991.92, 29 pci cent in l<)92-9.? and IK pci 
(.cm in lWI-94 Shon-ierm bank bormwings 
ui inveniones ratio loo lluctualed al 50 per cent 
in 1991-92, 29 pci cent in lW2-9,t and 50 |x:r 
cent in 1W5-94 The company’s letum on 
investment has improved marginally in the 
past three years Remuneration to employees 
has declined in the past two years Irivqntoncs 
experienced shaqt lluctuations, they fell by 
I per cent in 1W2-95 eompaied to a nse of 
145 per cent in 1991-92 and ro.se by 19 
per cent in 199.5-94. 

Despite the shortage ot cotton and the 
unprecedented price rise in cotton prices in 
the latter part of the year, the division per- 
lofined well As a continuation of the 
modernisation programme certain ring Irames 
were replaced with the latest long ring frames. 
Wilt] a view to exporting high inteniational 
quality yam three auto coners and three auto 
levellers were imported and were commis¬ 
sioned in July/August 1995. The plantation 
division saw 1.135 tonnes of coffee being 
harvested in 1995-94 Free sale quota for 
coffee has been increased to 50 per cent 
again.st .50 per cent in the previous year and 
through direct marketing of this quantity Ihe 
company was able to realise more. More¬ 
over. the minimum release price was revi.sed 
upwards by the Coffee Board. With a view 
of rai.sing profitability, the company has been 
growing pepper, cardamom, mango, orange 
and sapotta. During the year 30.44 lakh kgs 
of lea was produced as against 26.79 kgs in 
the previous year. The decline in tea prices 
has been affecting Ihe division’.s profitabil¬ 
ity. During the year the company directly 
exported 1,14,400 kgs of made tea. 

The fertiliser division, besides marketing 
its manufactured products, also market^ 
imported muriate of |>otash. Trading in pes¬ 
ticides has also commenced. The phosphate 
factory at Ennore was given the environment 
protection award by the Fertih.ser Associa¬ 
tion of India. The granite division’s turnover 
was Rs 217.39 lakh. The division has been 
exporting proces.sed products like monuments 
and random slabs and also rough blocks. The 
expansion of the monument plant was com¬ 
pleted in March 1994 The granite tile plant 
with 25,0(X) sq mts oftiles per annum capacity 
commenced commercial production in June 
1994. To minimise the eleclrieiiy cost the 
company has erected and commissioned a 
wind mill near Tirunelveli. The company is 
al.sti in ihe process ol implementing a project 
I'orihe maniifaeiureofbcerin Andhra Pradesh. 

AHMF-DABAD FXECTRICITY 

Higher Power Generation 

Ahmedabad Eleeiricily Company (AECL), 
has done well in 1993-94 with net sales going 
up by 21 per cent, operating profit by 8 per 
cent and net profit by 52 per cent. The 
company’s bottomlinc would have been even 
belter but for the decreased other income by 
3 per cent, non-operaling siirpliis by 79 per 
cent and increased depreciation by 5 percent. 
The company declared a dividend of IK per 
cent for the year. Debt-equity ratio lluctuated 
al 194 per ecnl in 1991-92, 204 per cem in 
1992-93 and 140 per cent in 1993-94. 
Remuneration to employees has marginally 
declined over the past three years. 

The overall generation ol 2869 mu was an 

improvement over 2722 mu generated in 
1992-93 while sales increased by 183 mu in 
the year. The cloioiie of the textile mills 
adversely affected the HT consumers to IT 
consumers ratio which imposed transmission 
and distribution losses on the company. But. 
an increase in sales to both HT and LT coui| 
■sumers was registered in 1993-94. The gas- 
based power plant at Vatwa continued to suffer 
due to inadequate gas supply. To anest the 
worsening situation the company is planning 
to convert the system from a single ftiel fired 
tea multiple tired system, for which Rs I Ocrore 
isbeingmvesied. The power plant al Sabarmati 
was plagued with problems due to failure in 
geiK'rator tran.sformer for the fourth year. The 
stagnant siniation in the HT textile units and 
mcrease in outstandings from central and state 
government owned textile mills further aggra¬ 
vated the siiuatiun As per the company’s 
projections, by the end of the century there 
would be a gap between demand for power 
m Ahmedabad and Gandhinagar and the 
company's generating capacity ot 3(X) MW. 
To overcome this shortfall, the company plans 
to add another 250/300 MW of generating 
capacity. According to the company, the fly 
ash division has done exceedingly well and die 
company is confident that it would register 
sales of Rs 100 lakh in the current year. 

'fhe company inve.sled Rs 2 lakh on its 
R and D activities in 1993-94. It pioneered 
the usage of STA-cIcan coating on insula¬ 
tors and equipment ot 66 KV switchyard and 
EHV lines, non-eonvcntional type ol 1 KV 
hybrid straight through joints and 11 KV 
XLPE insulated unscreened conductor. All 
the technology imported in Ihe past 10 years 
IS claimed to have been absorbed. 
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RANDOM REFLECTIONS 

Who’s Afraid of Liberalisation? 
Amn Ghosh 

Liberalisation in the hands of the government of India is today the 
sum of (a) ‘globalisation’ and (b) ‘privatisation’. Both are ideological 
stances unconnected with genuine ‘liberalisation’ of the economy or 
polity. 

THE economic reform policy, initiated in 
July 1991 and pushed through with 
conflicting policy pronouncements but 
unidirectional policy actions thus far, 
is variously described as economic 
liberal isation, globalisation of the economy 
and economic reform policy. Reform 
extends to diverse sectors of the economy, 
including industrial reform - extending to 
the privatisation of public enterprises - 
trade liberalisation, financial sector reform 
and fiscal stabilisation. The popular view, 
created by the media, is that what we are 
witnessing is liberalisation. To the common 
man, the idea is associated with the end 
of ‘licence raj’ or of ‘permit raj’ and, to 
that extent, the idea is popular. To the 
extent the ongoing reforms are directed to 
endingthe ‘discretionary’ licensing system, 
no one - at any rate not many - have 
objected. However, the view that the on¬ 
going economic reform policy isesscntially 
directed to ending ‘licence raj’ (which has 
been popularised by the official publicity 
.machinery) is totally erroneous. Hence, 
there is good reason for attempting a 
dis.section of the reform policy, even though 
this has been attempted earlier. Anyhow, 
it appears to be worthwhile attempting an 
examination of whether and to what extent 
the present reforms are consistent with 
‘liberalisation’. for today any policy action 
initiated by the government is promptly 
defined as part of the policy of economic 
liberalisation. 

Such a dissection is necessary because 
disinformation is not confined to the media,* 
it affects many people who may be expected 
to know belter. In a recent reunion of some 
friends meeting after some 20 years, one 
(who has been living abroad for some two 
decades) questioned me as to how I - one 
of the original initiators of liberalisation 
of the Indian economy, pace the 
introduction of a cement pricing policy 
designed to gradually remove (he price 
control over cement, a similar policy for 
steel,.and of the recommendation (not 
accepted) for gradual elimination of the 
myriad controls over sugarcane and sugar 
production, distribution and pricing, the 
author of the Pagli Committee report on 
Controls and Sab&MidS (1979), consigned 

by the government to the dust heap of 
history - could become a relentless critic 
of the economic reform policy. My simple 
answer was; ‘Who’s afraid of liberalisation?’ 

Let us re-examine the issue. What is 
liberalisation? And how do we justify what 
is happening in the name and guise of 
liberalisation? Let us attempt to answer the 
question in a novel way. Instead of a dull 
essay on the subject - since many people 
have written more interestingly on this 
topic - let us pursue the line popularised 
by many (recent-in-memory>contests. Let 
us use of a panel of three judges (who 
would, for the present, remain unnamed) 
to choose the most anti-libcral among 
policy-makers in India today. And, in line 
with the practice in such contests, we would 
start with the third runner-up, go on to the 
second runner-up. the first runner-up and. 
finally, end up with the champion. This 
procedure keeps up suspense, it heightens 
interest in what would otherwise be a drab 
essay. 

But let us first define the parameters. 
What IS ‘liberalisation’ ? As per the Shorter 
Oxford English Dictionary, to ‘liberalise’ 
IS- “to free from narrowness; to enlarge the 
intellectual range of’. Edmund Burke used 
the term in two contexts: speaking of a 
certain law, he said “It is not apt... to open 
and to liberalise the mind’’, and in 1848 
he said “Russia mu.st liberalise or be 
convulsed”. (How pre.scient Burke was!) 
Anyhow, note the emphasis; “to open and 
to liberati.se the mind”. So we would identify 
liberalisation with steps to liberate both the 
polity and the economy of the country. The 
two go together. And. there is a distinction 
- a very clear distinction - between 
liberalisation and many elements of the 
ongoing economic reform policy. We must 
ask: how can we liberate the polity of India 
(from the diverse narrowness increasingly 
in evidence)? rtow can we liberate the 
minds and release the energies of the vast 
multitudes of the people of this country? 

So. let us have a contest to see who among 
the top policy-makers is afraid of 
liberalisation. Who is it we can honour as 
the championofliberalthoughtand ideology? 

For the third runner-up position, our 
panel of experts has come up with several 

names, who run very close to each other. 
In the final run-up, three contestants ran 
each other quite close; but eventually, 
information minister K P Singh Deo was 
awarded the honour. (Let us keep the other 
two unnamed.) 

To many of us, the choice would be a 
surprise. Why drag in the information 
mini.ster as one afraid of liberalisation? 
What has he said or done? Well, K P Singh 
Deo is in charge of the official media, 
namely, the Doordarshan and the All-India 
Radio, and thereby hangs a tale. Those who 
prefer to watch the Doordarshan (in 
preference to CNN or Star TV) are now 
forced to readjust, for the numerous existing 
channels of the Doordarshan have started 
enthusiastically to beam the MTV for hours 
on end during the evening hours on the 
metro channel; and all types of slea/e. 
violence and sex (now the most important 
features of Indian movies) or ribald slapdash 
are on regular display on other channels. 
And those who acquired a radio set with 
the introduction of the FM channel (in 
order to listen to classical Indian music) 
have to now hastily shut down their radio 
set because the FM channel beams only 
‘philmy gaane'. If you want lo hear good 
classical music, please order your own 
private record player, LPs, or cassettes and 
tape-recorders; and, for the more modern, 
compact disc systems. 

Why IS the information minister so 
desperately concerned about the ’cultural 
invasion’ from the skies that he needs must 
Indianise the invaders’ culture? Do the 
people of this country have any say in 
regard to the type of programmes broadcast'^ 
Would the information minister hand over 
a channel to each state government? Or 
introduce different channels (of music) for 
different tastes? That would be to liberalise, 
to decentralise, to open up the mind. 

But obviously concepts vary, 'fhe .sharing 
of the authority to broadcast (with the states, 
or the people) is farthest from the present 
government’s agenda. The satellites Jiave 
now made it impossible to keep out the likes 
of Star TV (although France has said ‘no’ 
to cultural invasion from the US; and nearer 
home China has virtually banned satellite 
TV - by banning private dish antennae - 
and made a deal in regard to programmes 
in Mandarin). So Doordarshan has to 
compete: it has to make a deal with the Hong 
Kong-ba.sed M’TV. What is next on the 
agenda? We do not know, becau.se the third 
regular channel - announced with lanlare 
as commencing from October 2, Mahatma 
Gandhi’s 125th birth centenary - is still to 
appear, for reasons not made public. 

I n any case, transparency of policies h» 
never been a part of the Indian government ’> 
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approach; and as the information minister 
in the union government, to K P Singh Deo 
must gothc honour of creating (successfully 
or otherwise) a smokescreen in regard to 
all policies and actions of the unton 
government. 

K P Singh Deo has reason to be afraid 
of liberalisation. He is probably incom¬ 
petent. unimaginative; in any case, unable 
to improve even the technical competence 
of his ministry. Consider the following 
example. On November 27. Bombay-born 
Zubin Mehta conducted a 125-membcr 
Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra at the Indira 
Gandhi National Stadium - specifically 
decked up for the performance - to 
commemorate Mahatma Gandhi’s I2.^th 
birthday The programme, designated as a 
•Concert for Peace’, was attended, inter 
alia, by many dignitaries. Doordarshan 
announced that it would broadcast the 
concerl ‘live’. 

One should have known better than to 
trust Doordarshan. The recording was 
screechy, third rate, the light arrangements, 
the focusing deplorable. One must, of 
course, admit that TV is not the best 
medium for broadcasting a concert; it can 
never properly rellcct the sound effects ol 
a large orchestra, with diiferent instruments 
arranged across a large stage. But the 
recording can .still be good, though mono¬ 
phonic (rather than stereophonic). The 
recording was screechy at best; and 
regrettably the AIR. which is better attuned 
to broadcasting musical pieces live, was 
not asked to broadcast the concert. But 
worse was to coiwe. At 7.25 pm sharp, 
baiely 4.5 minutes after the concert 
had started - right in the middle of 
Tchaikovsky’s violin Concerto - 
Doordarshan switched over to the studio 
for routine announcements, to be followed 
by the scheduled news at 7..10 p m. And 
while this also happens regularly when the 
Doordarshan relays sports events (like 
cricket), the special programme becomes 
available on Channel 2 (though thatts not 
quite fair to viewers outside the metro¬ 
politan areas). But not the Concert for 
Peace’. Channel 2 continued to beam 
MTV music (which was obviously more 
important for our Doordarshan pro¬ 
grammers). 

And the same procedure got repeated at 
8.30 p m for the (now hgif-hour) Hindi 
news. As if that were not enough, both 
before and after the news for a brief period 
the concert could be heard, but Doordarshan 
had to beam on the TV screen an 
advertisement for some automobile parts 
company. Talk of technical perfection. And 
what an ideal combination; Beethoven’s 
Seventh Symphony blazing away with a 
carwheel spinning around. By the time the 
advenisemerns were over, so was the 
’Concert for Peace’. 

No wonder K P Singh Deo is genuinely 
afraid of liberalisation. He has good reason 
to be so. 

The second runner-up in the present 
contest, as voted by our Judges, is Kalpnath 
Rai, with his clear, categorical, unequi¬ 
vocal announcement regarding the con¬ 
trols essential for the sugar industry. 
Liberalisation is good for everyone else, 
but not in my domain, thank you. Did not 
someone say, where there is sugar there 
will always be llie.s? Well, you need a 
zealous guardian for an industry that attracts 
flies; who can question that? Kalpnath Rai’s 
claim to the second runner-up position is so 
ciearthat one does not need the sameelaborate 
explanation as one required for K P Singh 
Deo. He is an obvious winner, except that 
in the present instance, he is clearly bested 
by two other cotleagues/pcers. 

The first runner-up is one who is supposed 
to have mi.sscd out being champion, by a 
whisker. Who could it be? The judges have 
had no difficulty in choosing N K P Salve 
for this honour. Does one need to go into 
details? For N K P Salve, ‘globalisation’ 
offers a gulden opportunity for innovating 
new methods of fostering enormous 'rent 
seeking’ - that of government guarantees 
of tax-free profits of 16 per cent on equity 
in the , power sector, with an additional 
return of 0.7 per cent for each percentage 
point that the plant load factor of a power 
plant exceeds 68.5 percent (with guaranteed 
offtakeuptoOO percent, forcing all existing 
power plants to back down heavily - with 
significant ’padding' of investment costs 
(estimated by no less an authority than 
Kirit Parikh, director of the Indira Gandhi 
Institute for Development Research to be 
20 per cent). And to add insult to injury. 
Salve’s minions have dubbed these 
payments as reward tor efficiency. 

Siitce ’liberalisation’ is supposed to be 
liberation from 'permit raj’ and since all 
transactions in the domain of Salve’s 
authority Jiavc been based on private 
negotiations - the details of which have 
not been made known even to parliament 
to this day - the goose that ibcralisation’ 
in the true sense df the term were really 
to be introduced. N K P Salve should be 
really afraid of liberalisation and he must 
be smacking his lips that patently illiberal 
policies can be passed off to a gullible 
country (and a quiescent parliament) as 
part of ihe policy of liberalisation. 

And now we have to wait (with bated 
breath) for the name of the champion to 
be announced. No, your guess is wrong. 
Manmohan Singh languishes below K P 
Singh Deo, even though his brand of 
liberalisation adds up to little more than 
privatisation. We would come to the (many) 
graces of liberalisation later. We must get 
on with the name of the champion. Yes, 
you have got it right at second guess. Hail 

the champion in the ‘who is afraid of 
liberalisation' contest in the haloed person 
of P V Narasimha Rao. As a matter of fact. 
Salve does not lose by a whisker, he is 
miloo behind. 

Do the judges need to explain their J. 
selection? Well, you have to peep into tfiA"^' 
private notes they made for the contest. 
Liberalisation involves democratisation of 
the polity; and what we witness around the 
country is increasing centralisation inevery 
sphere. Liberalism involves transparency 
of the administration; and under a 
parliamentary system of the Whitchall- 
Westminstcr variety the buck stops at the 
prime minister. We have an administration 
today which is anything but transparent; 
and one has only to look up the record from 
the Ayodhya dispute to the senseless power- 
play on Uttarakhand marchers in UP and 
tribal and scheduled caste marchers in 
Nagpur. Finally, liberalisation should 
release the energies of the people for 
creative productive activity. What the sum 
total of policies adopted over the past 29 
months adds up to is; duplicity in politics, 
duplicity in economics, total lack of 
transparency, increasing centralisation and 
extreme illiberalism in that .some 80 to 90 
per cent of the Indian population has been 
getting poorer by the (lay; the future of the 
country has been mortgaged and vast private 
fortunes have been made by a few in the 
name of liberalisation. 

The economy, they say, is growing 
rapidly. And y6t Kirit Parikh, a .self-pro¬ 
claimed supporter of the reform policy, 
tells us that foodgrains consumption (per 
capita) declined from 510 grammes per day 
in 1991 to 465 grammes per day in 1993; 
and (his when foodgrains stocks with the 
FCl have reached a burdensome (and 
wasteful) total of 31 million tonnes (with 
6 million tonnes added to stocks over (he 
year), some part of the stocks doubtless 
becoming unfit for human consumption. 
And yet the stock market is booming and 
foreign exchange reserves are growing 
(with more and more predatory capital 
coming in to grab the equity of prize 
public enterprises being disinvesled by 
government). To equate privatisation with 
liberalisation one has to rewrite the Oxford 
English Dictionary. 

P V Narasimha Rao is the clear winner 
of the contest. 

What are the elements of policy that are 
taking the country down the path of illiberal 
politics, to the concentration of economic 
power in the economic domain, to a .sell-out 
of the economic sovereignty of the nation? 
That would take an another essay; that would 
also involve a repetition of what has been 
staled earlier in this column on diverse 
(K-ca.sions. But perhaps even at the cost of 
repeating one.self some of Ihe elements of 
the ongoing policies need to be spelled out. 
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Centralkation of Financial Conthoi. 

. While we lalk of devolution and of 
panchayai raj, the stale governments are 
being stripped of all control over finances. 

len though, under the Constitution, the 
Wsponsibility lor social and economic 
development vests with them. Whether it is 
fiscal policy or banking policy or policy for 
tiJe capital market or policy relating to 
agranan investments, orinvestmenis in social 
and economic infrastructure, relations 
between the centre and the states have been 
so manoeuvred as to have the lattei forced 
into becoming abject supplicants of the 
centre. Add the control over the security’ 
forces and the increasing outlay on security 
(at the cost of development), and you have 
the complete scenario. New Delhi today is 
as powerful in India as the Kremlin was 
during the days of Stalin in ihc IISSR 

Liberalisation in the context of over- 
centralisation of the polity can only be a 
sham. Also, liberalisation, even in the .strict 
economic .sense of the term, must be a sham 
when It leaves out in the cold some 80 per 
cent of Ihc population, with the spectre of 
lack of employment, of income, of a 
wretched litein insanitary conditions, while 
large profits arc being made by a few 

Liberalisation is today the sum of two 
major policies; (a) ‘globalisation’ and (b) 
‘privatisation’. That both are ideological 
stances unconnected with ‘liberalisation’ 
would require another essay, but the 
examples of policies cited earlier should 
leave one in no doubt as to the real thrust 
of liberalisation. And, in the context of 
‘privatisation’, perhaps Manmohan Singh 
should have got a prize; hut the judges 
accord that prize to P V Narasimha Rao, 
because it is he who has been talking of 

one thing when addressing the PSDs and 
doing the exact opposite when it comes to 
policy actions. 

And is it not he who has repeatedly 
assured the foreigners - yes, only the 
foreigners - that oui policies are 
irreversible'? Well, the consequences of 
many of the policies arc indeed irreversible, 
with some S 20 bill ion of predatory external 
capital poi.sed to take over the oil and 
power sectors and. specifically, in.stitutions 
like the ONGC, IOC, BHEL. the Power 
Grid Corporation and, through this 
mechanism, the NTPC and .SEBs - in 
essence, control over the crucial energy 
.sector in India. 

It is important to ask ourselves, who is 
afraid of liberalisation"? Who .stands lo 
lo.se ifthc policies of reckless ‘rent seeking’ 
(via the present policies) were to be 
reversed’’ 
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COMMENTARY 

Myth of Inflation Control 
Essential Commodities Worst Affected 
EPW Research Foundation 

While the rise in the general index of wholesale prices gives the lie to 
the government’s claims of having brought inflation under control, what 
is far worse has been the phenomenal rise in the prices of essential 
articles of mass consumption including foodgrains, pulses and 
vegetables. Incredibly, the government seems completely unconcerned 
about the impact of this on the living standards of the vast majority of 
the people. 

THE mosi disquieting iispeci ol the current 

economic scene IS the persistence ot innation. 

Apart from the rise in the general wholesale 

price index, what stand out arc the especially 

sharp increases in the prices ot basic 

coiisuiii|>tion goods and consequently in the 

cost o( living indices, particularly those 

icicvani to vulnerable sections like 

agricultural labourers and industrial workers 

The latest provisional general imlex ot 

wholesale prices (base; HIKI-KZ = l(K>l tor 

Decembci 17. 1994 shows a rise of 10 per 

centoverthe final index loi the corresponding 

week ol Dcccinbi’r |99;t Ba.scd on past 

experience, it is to be ex|)ected that when the 

tinal index nunibei is known, the annual 

price increase would work out to anywhere 

around 10 5 to 11 iierceni against about K K 

percent in the pieccding 12-monlh period. 

The weekly aveiageol the general index lor 

the past 12-inonihperiod gives an accelerated 

price rise of 10 percent against 7.7 pei cent 

in the previous 12-inonlh period. Likewise, 

the weekly average ol theWPI lorthe current 

fiscal year so lar shows an increase of 10 .S 

per cent against 7.X pet cent in the 

corresponding (xtriiHi ol the previous year. 

quarters of a year or an annual (compound) 
inllationrateol about 10..^ per cent compared 
with 7 per cent in the first half of the 1980s 
and 7.4 per cent in second halt. The extent 
ot price increase has differed from 
commodity tocummodiiy in individual years. 
In the current fiscal year so tar, for instance, 
large increases have occurred in many of the 
sub-groups under primary articles - 
toodgrains and, among (hem, pulses, 
vegetables, eggs, fish and meat, condiments 
and spices, and other food articles 

However, taking the past four-year period 
as a whole, the price increases have been 
widespread and sizeable. Among the major 
sub-groups ol primary articles, the increa,ses 
during the period end-March 1991 to 
December 17,1994 ranged from 42 per cent 
to 93 per cent This has happened despite 
(he fact that the country has enjoyed gtKid 
agricultural sca.sons unprecedentedly for 
,sevcn years in succession. During the period 
cereal prices have risen by 52.7 per cent and 
pufscs prices by 65.9 percent, simultaneously 
vegetable prices have gone up by 55.2 per 
cent, eggs, meat and fish by 79.4 per cent. 

condiments and spices by S2.5 per cent,.and ’ 
fibrcsby93.2j»rcent. "Die only commotHl^^j 
sub-groups which have shown moderate piiw, ' 
increases are fruits (23.6 per cent) and 
oilseeds (24.8 per cent). 

Within the main group ‘fuel, power, lij;ht 
and lubricants’, electricity (65.9 per cent) 
and coal mining (58.1 per cent) have 
experienced high tariff/price increases. 
Similarly, within the ‘manufactured 
products' main group, price increases have 
been large in some items of food products 
and other agnculture-based products; dairy 
products by 51.7 per cent and sugar, 
khandsari and gur by 68.1 per cent Amongst 
other manufactured products, sizeable 
increases have occurred in the prices of soft 

'drinks (55.7 per cent), cotton textiles (54,9 
per cent), wood and wood products (169.6 
per cent), chemical and chemical products 
(.54.2 per cent), Icrtilisers (100.6 per cent) 
and drugs and medicines (45,3 per cent) 

Interestingly, even the prices of basic and 
capital goods, which had suffered in the 
initial period of the new economic policy 
due to severe recessionary conditions and 
which are generally said to follow cost-plus 
pricing, have begun to look up rather 
markedly. This is evident from the fact that 
in many industries the bulk of (he price rise 
of the past four years has occurred in the 
current fiscal year. For instance, after their 
decontrol in 1989, cement prices rose by 
14.1 percent in 1990-91 and another 17.4 
percent in 1991 -92 butthereafterthe relevant 
price index tell from 217.1 at the end of 
March 1992 to 203.2 at the end of December 
1993. Since then, with improvement in 
construction activity, the cement price index 
has again shot up by 15.2 per cent until 
December 1994 (Table I). In the case of 
machinery and metals and metal products 

though on a poini-lo-poinl basis the rise this 
year so far at 7.2 percent has been .somewhat 
lower than that last year (8 per cent). On 
a pomt-to-point basis, over the 12-month 
period, every major of cornmixlity group has 
shown an accelerated rate ot increa.se. in the 
fiscal year so far, the sharpest increase has 
occurred in' ftaxl articles' (12.9 per cent) and 
in the specially computed ‘food index’ (10.9 
per cent) consisting of ‘food articles' from 
among primary articles and ‘food products' 
trom among manufactured products. 

Post-Rehirm Period 

Table I presents detailed data on the 
increases in the WPI of major groups and 
sub-groups of commodities cumulatively 
since the beginning of the fiscal year 1991- 
92. that is, on the eve of the initiation of 
the stabilisation and structural adjustment 
programmes. Since then there has occurred 
an increase of 44.4 per cent in three and throe 

Tabi 1-. 4' Annual iNcui ASiis in WPI and in GDP Deflators of Commodity Producino Settors 

Fiscal Annual Average Deflators of ODP Onginatmg in 
Year _of WPI_ _Commodity Producing .Sectors* 

1981-82= 1(X) Per Cent 
Variation 

1980-81 = 100 Per Cent 
Variation 

Deflators 
Converted 

to Ba.se 
1981-82= 100 

1981-82 1(81.0 - 108 7 + 8.7 lOD.O 
1982-8.1 1(M.9 -F 4,9 116.5 + 72 107,2 
198.3-84 112.8 -F 7.5 125 8 + 8.0 115.7 

1984-85 120 1 -F 6.5 1.34.1 + 66 123 4 

1985-86 125.4 + 44 144.1 + 75 132.6 

1986-87 1.32.7 + 5.8 153.0 + 6,2 140 8 
1987-88 143.6 ■F 8.2 166.8 + 9.0 15.3.4 

1988-89 154,3 + 75 179 6 + 77 165.2 

1989-90 165.7 + 7.4 196.0 + 9.1 180.3 

1990-91 182 7 + 10.3 216.8 + 106 199.4 

1991-92 207.8 +13.7 2,54 3 + 17.3 233.9 

1992-93 228.7 +10.1 277.3 + 9.0 2.55.1 
1993-94 247 6 + 8.3 NA NA NA 

Consist of (i) agriculture, forestry and f'*'****'" no ana imIy innnMfn,'tiirif%o Qnd 

(iv) eicctnciiy, gas and water supply. 
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Odaph A: Puce Incseases in Key Basic CoNsuMmoN Items 
(Mbk^ f99l-OclQber 1994) 

Commodities 

Table 5; Comparison of Actual Indices (WPI) with Seasonali y Adjusted and Expccted 

Index Series for Post-Harvest Plriod 

All Commodities_ Pnmary Commodities (excluding minerals) 

Period 

(1) 

Original 

Index 

(2) 

Expected 
Index* 

(3) 

Per cent 

Difference 
(2-3) 

(4) 

Seasonally 

Adju.sled 
Index 

(5) 

Original Expected 
Index Index* 

(6) (7) 

Percent Seasonally 
Difference Adjusted 

(6-7) Index 
(8) (9) 

1989 
Oct 168.30 168.07 0.14 166.77 178.61 179.74 -0.63 175 78 

Nov 167..50 167.02 0.29 167.02 176 22 178.99 -1 .55 174.14 

Dec 166.60 165 70 0..54 167.44 173.04 176.68 -2.06 173.25 

1990 
Oct 184.60 180.65 2.19 182 92 198.94 197.21 0.88 195 79 

Nov I8S.I0 179.52 3 11 184.56 200.40 l%.39 2.04 198.04 

Dec 186.60 178.11 4.77 187 ..54 202..59 193.85 4.51 202.83 

1991 
Oct 210.20 210.11 • 0.04 208.28 240.02 241 01 -0.41 2.36.22 

Nov 212.40 208.80 1.73 211.79 246.18 240.02 2.57 243.29 

Dec 213 20 207.15 2.92 214.27 247.40 2.36.91 4.43 247.70 

1992 
Oct 232.40 230.38 0.88 2.30.28 2.58.29- 259.40 -0.43 2.54.20 

Nov 231.70 228.94 1.20 231.03 2.56.84 2.58.32 -0.57 253.82 

Dec 2.31.40 227.14 1.88 232.56 2.55 81 2.54.98 0.33 256.12 

1993 
Oct 2.12 20 250.55 0.66 249.90 280.55 277.38 1.14 276.10 

Nov 251,60 248.99 1.05 250.87 278.47 276.23 0.81 275 19 

Dec 251.70 247.03 1.89 252.96 277..S9 272.65 1.81 277.92 

1994# 

Oct 274.20 271.62 0.95 271.70 311.21 305.23 1.96 306.28 

Nov 274.80 269.93 1.81 274.01 309.11 .303.97 1.69 305.48 

Decs 276.60 267.80 3.29 277.99 308.97 300.03 2.98 309.34 

' Based on monthly seasonal indices # Provisional $ Up to December 17,1994 

also, the price increases in the current fiscal 
year so far in some of the products have been 
sizeable:electrical machinery (lO.dpercent), 
non-ferrous metals (14 per cent) and ferro 
alloys (39.2 per cent). 

Table2presents the ex tent of price increases 
in a defined basket of basic consumption 
items during the period March 1991 to end- 
October 1994 (based on the availability of 
commoditywisedeiaiis). These items, which 
together carry about one-third weight in the 
WPI, have faced every year higher prices 
than the rise in the general price level. In 
the current financial year, while the general 
index showed a ri.se of 6.7 per ccni up to 
the end of October 1994. the composite 
index for basic consumption items has 
registered a rise of 11.5 per cent. Among these 
items, high increases look place in pulses (17.2 
per cent), vegetables (98.7 per cent), lish (18 
percent), tea (25.4 per cent), col lee (178.6 per 
cent), Khandsari (13.6 per cent), gur (19.1 per 
cent), groundnut oil (14 per cent), and drugs 
and medicines (14 3 per cent) 

Taking the period since .March 1991. the 
price increases in some of the common man ’ s 
consumption items are truly mindboggling: 
ricc ( 60.7 per cent), gram (10.8 per ceni), 
vegetables (153.9 per cent), and among 
vegetables potatoes (84.9 per cent) and onions 
(70.3 per cent), fish (136,8 per cent), collec 
(195 percent), khandsari (7.T6 per cent), and 
gur (102 per cent) (sec also Graph A). 

Comparison or WPI winiCPIs 

The higher increases in the prices of 
common consumption items should gel 
rellectcd m the cost of living indices of 
diftcrent wage-earninggroups. though there 
arc significant structural and otherdifferenccs 
between the two sets o( indices. While the 
WPI measures changes in producer prices or 
in pnccs at the wholesale level, the CPIs 
measure the final price at the retail or 
consumer level Other significant sinictural 
differences relate locummtxliiy composition 
(goods only m WPI, while CPI includes 
'services’ to households but excludes capital 
goods as well as intermediate goods), 
weighting diagrams, geographical coverage 
and base period. 

Table 3 presents monthwise movements 
of inflation rates - annual and cumulative 
since March 1991-in WPI (inallcommodiies 
and pn mary articles separatel y) and the three 
consumer price indices. Broadly, it could 
be said that the CTPi for industrial workers 
moves parallel to the movements in the 
general index of wholesate prices, at best 
with a short lag of about three months m 
the former vis-a-vis the latter. Secondly, the 
CPI for agricultural labourers behaves similar 
to the behaviour of the WPI for primary 
articie.s roughly with a lag of about four to 
six months. Finally, the CPI for urban non- 
manual employees shows considerably less 
of association with the WPI. 
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Ta8L£ I: Trends in .Wholesale Prices Index 

(Base: 1981-82 s 100) 

Index Numbers_ _Per Cent Vanation 
Commodities Weight Dec 17, 

1994 
End-Mar Dec 18. End-Mar 

1994 199.3 199.3 
End-Mar 

1992 
End-Mar 

1991 
Mar-Dec 

1994 
Dec 93- 
Dec 94 

Mar 93- 
Dec 94 

Mar 92- 
Dec 94 

Miir9F 
Dec 94-. 

All Commoditws 100.00 276.9 2.58.3 251.7 2.33.1 217.8 191.8 7.2 10.0 18.8 27.1 44.4 
Pnmary Articles 32.30 285.0 259.0 256.7 2.32 2 225.4 195.5 10.0 11.0 22.7 26.4 45.8 

Food Articles 17.39 315.8 280.4 287.4 268.5 2.54 8 210.8 12.6 9,9 17,6 23 9 49.8 
Foodgrains 7.92 303 7 279.9 272 0 238.5 243.2 196.1 8.5 11.7 27.3 24.9 54.9 
Cereals 6 82 290.8 271.1 2.59.3 235.0 241.6 190.4 7.3 12.1 23.7 ' 20.4 52.7 
Pulses 1 09 384.2 3.34.9 .351.5 260.2 2.53.4 231.6 14 7 9.3 47.7 51.6 65.9 
Vegetables 1.29 .303.8 2.50.0 332.8 242.1 209.7 195.7 21.5 -8.7 25.5 44.9 55.2 
Fruits 2.80 2.59.1 242.6 245.6 279.8 260.2 209 7 6.8 5.5 -7.4 -0 4 23.6 
Milk 1 96 310.0 28.3.9 282.1 274.3 2.50.2 220 1 9.2 9.9 13.0 23 9 40.8 
Eggs. Fish and Meat 1.78 3.59.6 323.2 .30.1.3 272.9 233.1 200.4 11.3 186 31.8 54.3 79 4 
Condiments and Spices 0 95 485 8 376 4 402 6 463.5 4.50,2 318.6 29.1 207 4.8 7.9 52.5 
Other food articles 0 69 376 1 245 3 .365 9 .321.6 251 5 2646 53.3 2.8 16.9 49 5 42.1 

Non-food Articles 10.08 300 1 280,2 261.0 224.4 227.6 210.5 7 1 15.0 33.7 31.9 42 6 
Fibres 1 79 .389 .3 .378.5 266.3 206.4 2.30.5 201.5 2.9 46.2 88.6 68 9 93.2 
Oilseed.-! 3 86 264.4 231.0 2.35.4 202.4 221.7 211.8 14.5 12.3 30.6 19,3 24.8 
Other non-tood articles 4,43 295.2 283 3 281.1 2.50 8 231.6 213.1 4.2 5.0 17.7 27.5 38.5 

Minerals 4.83 142.3 138 0 137 2 117.9 1147 109.0 3,1 3.7 20.7 24 1 .30.6 
Metallic minerals 0 23 246.9 268 9 268 9 247 0 198 0 164.8 -8.2 -8.2 0.0 24.7 49.8 
Other imnerals 0.32 228 1 2.31 0 227.0 2186 231 .3 I94..1 -1 3 0.5 4.3 -1 4 17.4 
Petroleum crude 4 27 1.30 2 12,3 9 123.3 103.3 101.4 99 5 5.1 5 6 26.0 28 4 30.9 

Fuel. Power. Light and 
Lubricants 10 66 281 4 278 0 267.3 245 9 2115 188,6. 1.2 5 3 14.4 31.8 49.2 
Coal mining 1 26 .367 8 349.6 349.6 3.34.2 296.5 2.32 7 5.2 5.2 10 1 24,0 .58.1 
Mineral Oils 6.66 235 .3 235.6 221 0 220.8 185.8 170.1 -0 1 6,5 6.6 26 6 38.3 
ElectricTty 2 74 354 0 348 4 .342.1 266.5 242.7 213.4 1.6 3.5 32.8 45.9 65,9 

Manulaciured Products 57 04 271 4 254 2 246.0 2.31 2 214.3 190.3 6.8 10.3 174 26.6 42.6 
Food products 10 14 268 0 252.1 244,8 224.4 210.2 190.8 6.3 9.5 19.4 27 5 40.5 

Dairy products 0 64 304.3 258.1 253.3 2.52 5 260 7 2(K),6 17.9 20 1 20.5 16.7 51.7 
Oram null products 1 53 267 0 267.5 256.6 244,8 2.36 9 197 9 -0.2 4.1 9.1 12.7 34,9 
Bakerv products 0 24 2.50.3 247 7 245 5 2.32.5 227 7. 176.3 1 0 20 77 99 42.0 
Sugar. Khandsun and Gui • 4.06 247 6 241 4 225 7 198.8 155.4 147.3 2.6 9,7 24.5 59 3 68.1 
Sail 0 04 244 1 2.36 5 242 1 231.7 220.2 176.1 3.2 08 5.4 10.9 .38.6 
Edible Oils 2 45 288 1 253 6 258 1 238.6 2.56,7 251.8 13 6 11.6 20 7 12.2 14.4 
Tea and Cotfee processing 0 24 314.5 3162 .316.7 .302.1 305.2 291.3 -0,5 -07 4 1 .3.0 80 

Beverages. Tobacco and 
tobacco prodiicls 2 15 .347.2 317.3 .309.5 296.5 284.8 246.6 94 12.2 17 1 21 9 40.8 

Soil drinks 0 07 399 2 386 4 385 0 313 7 287.1 2.56 4 3.3 3.7 27 3 39.0 .55,7 
Manulaciurc ol bidi and 
cigarellcs 1.93 .347 6 323.7 315.4 304.7 293 3 252.2 74 10,2 14.1 18.5 37.8 

Textiles II 55 258 .3 24.3 5 222.5 208 5 197 7 177 7 6 1 16 1 23.9 30.7 45.4 
Cotton textiles bW 281.2 268.0 23.3,9 222 1 210.5 181 5 4.9 20.2 26.6 33.6 54.9 
Juie icxiilcs 0.69 .378.2 344 6 .3.57.7 281 5 282.6 299.6 9.8 5 7 34.4 33 8 26.2 

Wood and wood products 1 20 429 5 404 2 40.3.6 .345 1 211.0 1.59.3 6.3 64 24.5 lft3 6 169 6 
Paper and paper products 1 99 335.5 333 9 327,9 .324 9 .3(K).5 235 3 0.5 2.3 3.3 11.6 42.6 
Leather and leather 
products 1 02 258 7 251 8 250 6 2.34,5 228 4 230 3 27 3.2 10.3 13 3 12.3 
Rubber and plastic products 1 199 0 190.9 190 7 188.5 182.3 165.6 4.2 4.4 5.6 92 20.2 
Chemicals and chemical 
products 7.36 2.37.4 215 8 210.1 200.5 177.8 1.54.0 10 0 l.t.0 18.4 3.3 5 .54.2 

inorganic chemicals 0 76 .319.4 287 5 270.2 255.7 2.31.1 203.0 11.1 18.2 24.9 38.2 57.3 • 
Organic chemicals 0.45 165.6 128.3 125.4 127.9 126 8 114.7 29.1 .32.1 29 5 30.6 44.4 
Fertilisers 1.74 198.8 179.8 181.8 181.9 127.6 99.1 10.6 94 9.3 55.8 100.6 
Drugs and medicines 1.07 222,5 194.8 192.3 17.3,6 165.8 1.53.1 142 15.7 28.2 34.2 45.3 
Soaps and detergents 0.88 233.2 211.4 201.4 20.3,3 194.1 165.0 10,3 15.8 14.7 20 1 41.3 

Non-meiallic mineral 
products 2.45 275.5 264.2 261 4 236.7 229.7 196.7 4.3 5.4 16.4 19.9 40 1 
Cement 0.86 234.1 2109 203.2 209.4 217.1 185.0 II 0 15.2 11.8 7.8 26.5 

Basic metals, alloys and 
metal products 7.63 310.3 286.5 283.5 264.9 241.7 228.1 8.3 9.5 17 1 28.4 .36,0 

Iron and steel 2.44 277.5 261.6 261.1 242.3 216.0 206.7 6.1 6.3 14.5 28.5 34.3 

Ferro alloys 0.20 363.0 260.7 257.4 257.4 234.6 223,0 39 2 41.0 41.0 54 7 62.8 
Non-ferrous metals 1.03 3.58.2 314,3 315,4 300.4 281.2 263.5 14.0 13.6 19.2 27.4 35.9 

Metal products 1.82 320.2 307.7 306.3 283.5 260.1 243 7 4.1 4.5 12.9 23.1 31,4 

Machinery and 
machine tools 6.27 265.1 244.3 241.2 232.8 222.5 188.8 8.5 9.9 13.9 19.1 40,4 

Non-electrical machinery 3.28 269.9 Z52.3 248.7 244.5 237.0 199.8 7.0 8.5 10.4 13.9 .35.1 

Electrical machinery 2.99 259.9 2.35.5 232.9 219.9 206.7 176.7 10.4 M.6 18.2 25.7 47.1 

Transport equipment 
and ports 2.71 241.3 229.1 226.7 217.4 212.1 190.8 5.3 6.4 II.O 1.3,8 26 5 
Other misc manufacturing 0.97 167.0 165.6 142.3 141.5 137.7 123.0 0.8 17.4 18.0 21.3 35.8 
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Oraph B: WPI por Primary Articles: Actual and S^sonallv Adiusteo Indices por Individual Years: 1989-90 to 1994-95 
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in India, as inflation is usiuJiy led by (he 
prices of primary articles, the CPI for 
agricultural labourers generally experiences 
the highest rise during a period of high 
inflation, as has been the case during the past 
one year (Table 3), 

WPI AND GDP Deplatobs 

It is now accepted that the implied in¬ 
creases in the Wn with as remote a base 

as 1991-82 B 100 do not reflect the reality 
of the aimual inflation rates, though it is 
difflcult to discern the direction or extent of 
the discrepancy. 

Apart from the remoteness of the base 
period, a multitude of problems arises in the 
construction of the index: inadequacy of 
coverageof items and regitmaLiepiesentation, 
repre$entativene.ss of price ^dotations for 
individual items, non-inclusjon of traders’ 

margins as well as unofficial market 
quotations, non-reporting of items, 
unsystems^c revisions and substitution of 
varieties. One clear indication of the under¬ 
reporting of the inflation rate by the WPI is 
brought out by a comparison of the annual, 
rates of increase in the average WPI and 
those in the average deflators for the gross 
domestic product originating in the 
commodity producing sectors (Table 3). The 

Table 2: Trends in Wholesale Price Indices of Basic Consumfoon Items 

(Base: 1981-82= 100) 

Commodities Weight 
Index Numbers Per Cent Variation 

End-Oct 
1994 

End-Mar 
1994 

End-Oci 
1993 

End-Mar 
1993 

End-Mar 
1992 

End-Mar 
1991 

Mar-Oct 
1994 

Mar 93- 
Ocl94 

Mar 92- 
Oct94 

Mar9l' 
Oct 94 

All Commodities 100.00 275.5 2.58.3 251.8 2.33 1 217.8 191.8 6.7 18.2 26.5 43.6 
Food Articles 17 39 329.1 280.4 294,5 268.5 2.54 8 210.8 17.4 22.6 29.2 56.1 
Foodgrains 7.92 297.7 279.9 268.8 238.5 243 2 196.1 64 24.8 22 4 51.8 
Cereals 6 82 282.6 271.1 2.59.6 2.35 0 241.6 190.4 4,2 20 3 17.0 48 4 
Rice 3.69 301.4 275.6 278.6 244.6 245 1 187.5 9.4 2.3.2 23.0 607 
Wheal 2 2.S 269,3 279.8 255 8 236.2 2.30 1 204.9 -3 8 14.0 17.0 31.4 
Jowar 0 42 225,4 198.2 178.5 204.2 255 2 154.2 13.7 10.4 -117 46.2 
Bajra 0 I8 230 5 265.6 199 9 176.8 265.8 152.0 -13.2 30.4 -13.3 51.6 
Mai7£ ().I9 253 1 254.8 193.8 17.3.8 263.6 190.9 -0.7 45.6 -4,0 32.6 
Barley 0 05 2.36.8 308 0 241,8 212.3 262.9 238.7 -23 1 11.5 -9.9 -0.8 

Pulses I 09 392.6 3.34 9 326 4 260.2 253 4 231 6 17 2 .50.9 .54.9 69.5 
Oram 0.41 409 3 .343,9 .362 9 241.6 195.0 1%.8 19.0 69 4 109.9 108.0 
Arhar ' 0.27 .369 6 331.1 341.7 298.8 311 8 268.0 116 23.7 18.5 .37.9 
Moong 0 20 335.1 .333.5 281 2 261 9 264 1 209.8 0.5 27.9 26.9 .59.7 
Masur 0 05 .334.1 236.5 239.0 201.4 212,3 224.9 41 3 65.9 57.4 48.6 
Urad 0 15 481.7 .354 1 291 3 259.2 305 7 290.5 .36.0 85 8 57.6 65.8 
Vegetables 1,29 496.8 250.0 386.2 242 1 209 7 195.7 98.7 105.2 1.36.9 1.5.3.9 
Potatoes 0 47 3.35 9 229,7 422.2 195 9 197.2 181 7 46.2 71 5 70*3 84.9 
Onions 0 I6 353.7 236.7 .395 5 242 9 997 207.7 49.4 45.6 254.8 70 3 
Tapioca 0 13 400.0 457.0 459 9 429.7 .388 8 317 7 -12.5 -69 2.9 25.9 
Green PeiLs I) |4 429 5 210 8 N A 246-3 183 1 183.8 103 7 74.4 134.6 133.7 
I'omaloes 0 I2 ,384 7 181 9 N A 215 4 203.3 1908 II 1.5 78.6 89.2 101 6 
Cauliflower 0 13 16.50 4 206 3 N A 252.6 2.38.8 116.0 700 0 553 4 .591.1 1.322.8 
Fruits 2 80 271 9 242 6 261 7 279 8 260.2 209,7 12.1 -2 8 4,5 29 7 
Bananas 0 47 269 7 2.54.5 277.7 253 6 272 9 221.2 6.0 6.3 -1 2 21.9 

Milk I 96 321 7 283.9 277.8 274.3 250.2 220.1 13.3 17.3 28 6 46.2 
Eggs. Fish and Meat I 78 .355 4 .323.2 298.5 272 9 233 1 2004 10 0 30.2 52.5 77.3 

Egg.s 0 26 249.7 272 3 238.3 222.5 188 7 166,5 -8.3 12.2 .32.3 50,0 
Fish 0.51 467 4 3%.2 .3.54.5 308.6 236 4 197 4 180 51.5 97 7 136.8 
Pork 0 I2 271 1 267.0 272.8 271.1 240.6 268,1 1.5 0.0 127 l.t 

Condimenis and Spices 0 95 444 7 376.4 473.8 463.5 4.50.2 .318.6 18.1 -4,1 -1.2 39.6 
Chillies (Dry) 0 32 242.5 209 9 154.5 194.1 345.1 179.4 15.5 24 9 -29,7 35.2 
1'urmcric 0.05 427 4 525 0 641.2 606.1 821,9 466.0 -186 -29.5 -48 0 -8 3 
Garlic 0.08 1046 1 695.5 899.3 328.2 .366.2 529,4 .50.4 2187 18.5.7 97.6 

Other FiKid Anicles 0 69 403.2 245.3 342.0 ,321.6 251.5 264.6 64.4 25.4 60.3 52.4 
Tea 0.56' 267 0 218.0 .331.0 324.0 247.8 246.5 22.5 -176 7.7 8.3 
Coll'ce 0.I3 1017.5 .365.2 .391 5 310.6 268.3 344.9 178.6 227 6 279.2 195.0 
Ana 0.76 278 8 286.3 262.4 258.8 250.6 203.1 -2.6 77 11.3 37,3 
Bread 0,I5 268.5 264.3 258.1 247.2 239.1 175 6 1.6 8.6 123 52.9 
Sugar. Khandsnn and Gur 4,06 263.3 241.4 246 4 259.2 1.55.4 147.3 9.1 1.6 69 4 78.8 
Sugar 2.0I 225.8 228.6 204.7 193.4 169.8 142.8 -1 2 16.8 .33 0 58.1 
Khandsari 0.30 245.5 216.1 184.1 167.0 131.6 141.4 13.6 47.0 86 6 73.6 

Gur I 75 310.1 260.4 .305.2 210.6 142.9 153.5 19.1 47.2 117.0 102,0 

Sail 0.04 2.57.2 236.5 241.1 231.7 220.2 176,1 8.8 It.O 16.8 46.1 
Edible Oils 2.45 279.6 153.6 267.0 238.6 2.56.7 251.8 10.3 17.2 89 11.0 

Groundnut Oil 0.53 265.0 2.32.5 262.8 189.3 245.6 250 9 14.0 40.0 79 5.6 
Mustard Oil 0.2K 2.36.1 210.6 219.9 189.2 226.3 213.7 12.1 24.8 4.3 10.5 
Coconut Oil 0.17 2.52.2 257 .3 276.0 .331.5 331.4 258.8 -2.0 -23.9 -23.9 -2.6 
Vanaspati 0.52 249.4 227.9 246.6 224.7 272.5 268.1 9.4 no -8 5 -7,0 

Kerosene 0.87 1467 146.7 146.7 146.7 146.7 161.4 0.0 00 0.0 -9.1 
Cotton Clothes 4.86 25S.(> 268.0 256.4 214.9 199.6 177,6 -4.6 18.9 28.1 43.9 
Drugs and Medicines 1.07 222.6 194.8 187.9 173.6 165.8 IS3.I 14.3 28.2 34.3 45.4 

Soaps and Detergents 0.88 234.8 211.4 201.4 203.3 194.1 165.0 III 15.5 21.0 42.3 

Matches 0.23 164.3 16.3.7 163.6 151.2 1.38.4 1.34.4 0.4 8.7 18.7 22.2 

Basic ConsumpUan Items 32.74 292.8 262 7 269.0 247,9 226.0 195.7 11.5 I8.I 29.6 49.6 
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annual increiute& in GDP deflators so den ved 
iiave always been higher than the annual 
increases in the average WPl. The GDP 
deflator (with base 1981-82 s lOOl had 
reached 255.1 in 1992-93 (an increase of 
155. i per cent in 11 years) against 228.7 lor 
the average of WPl (a rise of 128.7 per cent 
in the same period). There are no doubt 
significant differences in the composition of 
the two sets ot data such a.s in the case of 
agriculture where, with the double-deflation 
method, state-level average prices worked 
out as the weighted average of district level 
prices prevailing during the peak marketing 
penod are taken into account. These questions 
are outside the .scope of this note, except to 
take congnisance of the fact that the GDP 
deflator for the commodity-producing 
sectors appears much mure comprehensive 
regionally and by commodity composition 
than the WPl. If at all. even the GDP deflator 
may be underestimating the average inflation 
rate due to such factors as the inclusion of 
peak marketing prices for agricultural crops; 
this IS particularly true tor years in which 
the lean season prices rise at a faster pace 
than the peak marketing season prices. Even 
with the current systems of measurement, the 
CSO’s GDP data give about lU per cent 
higher tenns of trade in favour of agriculture 
vu-a-vis manufactured pnees in 1992-93 
leach with base: 1981-82 = 100). 

Absknce of Seasonal Fau. 

As indicated above, the current high-level 
of inflation seems, on the face of it, somewhat 
exceptional as it has occurred de.spite one 
of the best kharif outputs in recent years on 
top of the preceding six successive years of 
good agricultural production. This is 
particularly true of the behaviour of both the 
general index of wholesale prices and the 
WPl tor primary articles. As indicated in 
Table 3. the price increases during the lean 
season ot 1994-95 (March to July 1994) 
were phenomenally high, which wa.s 
tollowed by some slowing down of the 
inflation rate only for the two months of 
August and September 1994. In order to 
take a closer look at the time senes of WPl. 
we have sought to disaggregate the senes 
into sea.sonal and de-seasonaised (trend) 
components. This has been done in respect 
of three categories of WPl. namely, (a) all 
commodities, (b) pnmary articles (otherthan 
minerals), and tO fuel and manufactured 
products, on the basis of monthly data for 
the period of April 1987 to December 1994. 

The results (which are not reproduced 
here) bnng out that the seasonal amplitudes, 
while they continue to be present, seem to 
have become somewhat blurred in the recent 
period in respect of all the three components 
of WPl indicated above. Even so, to an 
extent in the all commodities index and 
somewhat more di.stinct)y in the primary 
articles index, there are significant seasonal 
clement.\. In this respect, the lessons to be 

derived fromGraph B arc illuminating. Each 
ot the SIX blocks in this graph, representing 
separately six individual years 1989-90 to 
1994-95 (up to December 1994), presents 
two curves - one actual WPl series of primary 
articles (other than minerals) and the other 
seasonally adjusted series. It may be observed 
therefrom that in the three comparable years, 
each in terms ot a quantum jump in 
agricultural output, the two years, namely, 
1989-90and 1992-93. experienced adistinci 

seasonal fall in the price index of pnmary 
articles in the post-kharif period. In the 
current year so far, there has wcuVred a tall 
but the fall has been significantly moderate. 

The above phenomenon of higher than 
expected level of WPl for all commodities 
and primary articles is belter represented in 
the difference between original index and 
expected index (applying the monthly 
seasonal indices) dunng the period October- 
Dccember each year (Tabic 5/. By this 

Tabu; .J: Anncai ANi)CiiMiti,ATivr Inh ation in WPl anoCPIs 

Wholesale Price Index Consumer Price Indices 
All Primary Indusinal Urban Non-Man Agricultural 

Coininodilies Articles’ Workers Env LuNnirurs 
Year/ Annual Cuitiu- Annual Cuinu- Annual Cumu- Annual Cumu- Annual Cumu¬ 
Month Infla¬ lalive Infla- lulive Inflii- lalive Influ- lalive Intla- lative 

tion Increase iion Increase lion Incmasc tion- Increase linn Increase 
Rale from Rale from Rale trom Ralc Ironi K.ue Iroin 

March March March Maali March 
1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 

1991-92 
April 11.6 0 6 176 0 8 122 0 5 12.6 0(, --(.6 
May II.K 1.6 162 2.3 12 1 1 5 II 8 1 2 13 7 0 S 
June 12.2 3 5 169 6 1 13 0 4 0 12 3 3 0 15 •; 2 1 
July I3.i 5.8 17,9 9.3 1.3.2 6 5 13 3 5 6 15 9 .s 4 
Aug 16.1 9.1 21 7 13,6 142 8 0 15 1 8 3 18 3 9 1 
Sepi 16.3 98 22 2 14 3 15,7 too 15 7 8 9 23 1 136 
Ocl 13 9 97 20.7 13 9 149 II 4 142 9 5 23 1 (<= 4 
Nov 14,7 10.8 22.8 16 8 136 II 9 140 10 7 21 : 16 4 
Dec 14 3 11.2 22 1 174 13 1 II 9 1.3 3 10 7 21 7 17 ' 
Jan 13 6 12 3 199 182 129 13 4 124 124 ■'()4 IK 3 

Feb 129 129 177 18 3 13 4 13 9 130 13(1 20 6 21 (1 
March 13 6 136 17.0 17.1 13 9 13 9 1.3 6 13 6 21 9 21 '• 

1992-93 
April 13.8 14.4 16 0 169 144 14 9 1.3 5 14 2 22 6 21 9 
May 138 15.6 15 4 18 0 14.7 164 14 0 154 23 9 2 3 3 
June 13.0 16 9 13 5 20 4 129 17.4 13.2 166 21 9 24 3 
July 117 18.2 12.5 22 9 13 i 20 4 12 8 19 5 20 6 27 0 
Aug 94 19.4 9.7 24 6 II 5 20 4 10 9 20 1 19 0 29 8 
Sept 9.6 20.3 76. 23 0 10 0 20.9 10 9 20 7 14 1 29 6 
t)ct 10.6 21.2 76 22 5 89 21.4 10.8 21 3 II 0 28 1 
Nov 9 1 20.9 4.3 21 8 8.4 21 4 96 21 3 8 6 26 5 
Dec 8.5 20.7 3 4 21 4 8 0 20 9 9 6 21 3 5 9 24 4 
Jan 76 20 8 2.7 21 4 5 7 199 79 21 3 SO 24 2 
Feb 76 21.4 2.3 21 0 5 7 20 4 7 3 21 3 1 9 23 3 
March 7 1 21 6 2.6 20 1 6 1 20 9 6.8 21 3 0 7 

1993-94 
April 69 22 4 3 3 20 8 6 1 21,9 67 21 9 -0 7 21 ' 
May 6,9 23.6 3.3 21 8 5 1 22.4 62 22 5 -1 9 21 1 
June 7,0 25 1 2.6 23.5 5 9 24 4 6 6 24,3 -1 0 23 2 
July 7.3 26 8 3.1 26 7 45 25.9 .5 4 26 0 -2 0 24.3 
Aug 8.0 28.8 4 1 29.7 5,8 27 4 59 27.2 ■2 3 26 r 
Sepi 8.8 30.9 6.9 31 6 6.6 28 9 64 28 4 0 1 29 7 
(Xi 8.5 31 6 8.6 .3.3.1 7,4 30 3 6.< 29 0 .3 2 32.2 
Nov 86 31.2 8.4 32.1 86 31 K 7.3 30.2 6.5 34 7 
Dec 8.8 31.3 8.5 31.7 86 31.3 7.8 30 8 9 3 .35 9 
Jan 9.1 31.8 7.6 .30.6 9.1 .30 8 7,8 30 8 94 35.9 
Feb 9.5 32.9 8.3 31.1 9.5 31.8 8.3 31 4 10 2 35 9 
Mamh 10. i 34 4 10 4 32,6 9.9 32.8 8.3 31 4 II 6 36 9 

1W4.0S 

April 118 36 8 13.3 .36.9 9.8 3.3,8 8.7 .32 5 12 1 .35,8 
May 12.0 .38 4 15.0 40.1 10.6 35.3 97 .34,3 13.2 .36,9 
June 11.8 .39 9 1.5.6 42.7 10 8 37 8 9.5 36.1 12.5 38.6 
July 116 41 5 14.6 45 2 III .39 8 S>.9 38.5 13 4 41 1 
Aug 10.2 41.9 11.6 447 10 9 41.3 9.8 39 6 13 1 43.5 
Sept* 8.4 41 9 10.0 44 8 II 2 43.3 12.4 45 8 
Oct* 8.7 43.0 10.9 47 6 10 3 43.8 11.6 47.4 
Nov* 9.2 43,3 II.O 46.6 

Dec** 9,9 44.3 11.3 46 6 

* provisional ** up to December 17, IW4 -f excluding minerals . 
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(jfitntKtick the expected index of for all 
commodities for December 1994 should have 
been 267.80 against the actual of276.60thus 
suggesting an excessive increase of 3.3 per 
cent: in the WPI for primary articles (other 
than minerals) such excessive rise worked 
out to about 3 per cent. 

Possible Causes 

The macro-economic data obviously 
suggest distinct contra-indications in regard 
to inflation during the recent period. If 
agricultural output is considered as having 
a dominating influence on inflation in India, 
these contra-indications are true of the entire 
period since the beginning of 1991-92. These 
are tuither reinforced by a comparison of the 
recent developments in regard to inflation 
with those of the 1980s. The decade of the 
1980s was generally marked by some 
moderation in the rate of inflation. The 
annual average of the inflation rate as 
measured by the WPI worked out to about 
7 per cent during the decade 1980-81 to 
1990-91 despite a high level of money supply 
growth (17 per cent per annum in M,) and 
a scries of macro i mbalances such as the large 
internal and external debt incurred by the 
central government, sizeable budget deficit 
and, above all, a phenomenally high-level 
of monetised deficit. Agricultural growth, 
which IS a ma^or factor on the supply side, 
showed vast year-to-year fluctuations dunng 
the decade Even so. it did show a decent 
growth ot about 3.6 per cent per annum 
(compound) 

The first four years ot the 1990s so far have 
also experienced a similar growth in 
agriculture. The overall monetary growth 
has been around 17.6 per cent < if 17 per cent 
growth isassumed for 1994-95). A significant 
aspect ot the monetary growth in the 1990s 
has been the curtailment of the centre’s 
borrowing from the Rc.serve Bank of India, 
that IS. the size of the moneti.sed deficit. 
Despite these reasonably favourable supply- 
demand factors, the underlying inflationary 
phenomenon has persisted in the post-reform 
period. An answer to this phenomenon has 
to be found in certain specific factors that 
have operated during this period giving rise 
to significant sectoral price pressures, some 
of which are directly related to the stabilisation 
and structural udjusimcnl programme. 

First, the policy of reducing subsidies in 
some ot the commodities has led to higher 
prices for them. Since March 1991, the WPI 
ot tertilisers has shot up by 100.6 per cent; 
similarly, electricity tariffs have gone up by 
65.9 percent and coal prices by 58.1 per cent. 
.Secondly, the devaluation of the rupee with 
simultaneousemphasis on export-promotion 
has put some pressure on (he prices of import- 
basi^imdexport-tirientedtndustries. Because 
of the operation of other forces such as the 
simultaneous reduction in customs andexcisc 
duties, it is difficult to pinpoint the effect of 
these factors on specific commodity prices. 

Micro-level studies have, however, brought 
out that prices of imported drugs, which did 
not carry high customs duties in the past and 
hence have not enjoyed any substantial 
reductions, have sky-rocketed because of the 
devaluation ofthe rupee. Likewise, aggressive 
export promotion of many primary 
commodities has pushed up their prices in 
the domestic market. 

A third, and probably the most important, 
factor responsible for the acceleration in the 
inflation rate since the beginning of the 
1990s as compared with the 1980s is the high 
levels of procurement and minimum support 
prices granted to agricultural commodities. 
Between 1980-81 and 1990-91, the 
procurement price for (he common variety 
of paddy was raised from Rs 105 per quintal 
to Rs 205 per quintal, i e, an annual increase 
of a little less than 7 per cent or roughly 
equivalent to the general inflation rate, 
whereas in the next four years, the increase 
has been from Rs 205 to Rs 340 per quintal, 
i e, at the annual rate of 13.5 per cent which 
IS much higher than the average inflation rate 
of 10.7 per cent during the period. The 
contrast in the increases in the procurement 
prices of wheat for the two periods has been 
even more glaring: from Rs 130 to Rs 180 
per quintal or at the rate of 3.3 per cent 
per annum in the 1980s and from Rs 180 
to Rs 360 per quintal or at the rate of 18.9 
per cent per annum in jhe 1990s up to the 
1994-95 marketing season. This phenomenon 
IS seen without exception in the entire gamut 
of price fixation for jowar, bajra, maize, ragi 
andmajorvanetiesofpulses. Inconsequence, 
and also as part of the policy of reducing 

subsidiiK. the increases in issue prices of 
djgse commodities have been much larger. 

A final factor which may have contributed 
(0 the accentuation of the inflationary situation 
is the impetus given to free-market forces 
in the new economic milieu. Earlier, there 
was a semblance of control on trade through 
the Essential Commodities Act and such 
other administrative restraints against 
speculation. They have all been given the go¬ 
by and hence the holding power of the rich 
farmers and the speculative proclivities 
amongst traders must be expect^ to play a 
major role in inflation in the coming months. 

A broader aspect of the socio-political 
milieu which will contribute to the 
strengthening of theinflationary forces relates 
to the accentuation of inequalities in the 
distributions of incomes and assets as a result 
of (he new economic policy. Experience 
shows that a higher rate of economic growth 
within such a distorted socio-economic 
structure ipso facto requires a higher level 
of inflation. The government has no doubt 
begun to take specific measures to contain 
inflation - for example, RBI's open market 
operations and monetary control and 
moderate increase of only 3 per cent in the 
procurementyminimum support prices for 
the rabi crops to be marketed in the 1995- 
96 martceting season. While these measures 
may have some short-term impact, it is 
unlikely that they will curb in an enduring 
manner the underlying inflationary forces, 
which deri ve their impetus from the structural 
features of the economy and which have 
become all the more powerful in the new 
socio-economic milieu. 

.Yen 
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Bew^ f3{ Bureaucratic ^Doras’ 
Kaocha Diriali 

The staff associations of the central government employees have 
’ Submitted a memorandum to the Fifth Pay Commission suggesting 
revised pay scales and other benefits for IAS, IPS and other government 
officers. The propo.sed salary structure indicates a conspiracy by the 
bureaucrats to squeeze the state's resources in order to indulge in 
western-style conspicuous consumption, even while the mas.ses become 
increasingly impoverished. 

THE Fifth Pay Coinmisston is in ihe process 
of working out the modalities of pay increase 
tor the employees of the central government 
of India. It goes without saying that once 
the pay scale system of central government 
employees is worked out, the pay scale of 
different public sector units, autonomous 

pay scale starts at Rs 44.0(M) with an annual 
increment of Rs 1,000. ending at Rs 55.(KK), 
as against their present pay of Rs 7,000-7,6(X). 
The suggested junior .scale tor IAS officers 
is Rs 9.000 per month with an annual incre¬ 
ment of Rs 2.S0. culminating in Rs l.t..500. 
as against the existing Rs 2,2(K)-4.(KX) pay 

scale. That means the gross salary of a jii^ 
employed IAS officer would easily workout 
to Rs 16,000 and more per month. The gross 
salary of a cabi net secretary wou Id be around 
Rs 1.20.000 per month. 

The other items they asked tor are much 
more shocking. They want their retirement 
age to be raised to 60 years as against .58 
years. They asked for lotal exemption from 
income tax and for I (X) per cent neutralisation 
of DA. Their medical facilities need to be 
changed from government hospitals to non¬ 
government hospitals with a guarantee ot 
full medical insurance; their group insurance 
needs to be raised to Rs .5 lakh They want 
free transport and .ilso a vehicle advancement 
of Rs 2 5 lakh Having got all this, they need 
to live in a comfortable house, .ind so have 
asked tor a lowered intciesi laic House 
Building Advance (HBA) ot pisi 7 l.ikh 
.Since all this is noi enough, they need .i reason¬ 
able education allowance ol onlv Rs SIX) per 

bodies such as universities, and the 
employees ol state governments will be 
worked out ba.scd on the pay scales of central 
government employees. Of course, the 
constitution of the Fifth Pay Commission is 
one of the routine processes of the central 
government as it has to refix the pay scales 
every 10 years based on the price index, the 
rateof inllation.eic. As I am notaneconomi.sl, 
I am not really competent to discuss the basis 
of pay fixation and such matters. 

What I am concerned with here is a spcci lie 
question which in many ways is going to 
condition our .socio-economic life m the 
future. The Delhi University Teachers 
Association (DUTA) has circulated a 
newsletter (of October 1994) in which a 
shucking thing is revealed with regard to the 
trend ol pay scales for which the central 
government employees are going to ask. 
DUTA asked various teachers associations 
of India to suggest the modalities ol pay 
scales, promotion avenues and the structure 
of other benefits. For the inlormalion of the 
teachers associations, the DUTA newsletter 
fumi.shcd the details of pay scales, promotion 
avenues and other benefits that the Slafl 
Associations of Central Government 
Employees {SACGE) suggested in their me mo- 
randum to the Fifth Pay Commission. DllTA 
asked the teacher community to study tlic pay 
.scales suggested by SACGE and to suggest 
teachers’ own pay scales, so that it can sub¬ 
mit asimilar memorandum to the pay commit¬ 
tee appointed by the UGC recently. The 22 
main items that SACGE suggested to the Fifth 
Pay Commission arc given in the tables. 

What is shtKking is the very mtaxi and 
thinking of central government employees 
in suggesting these scales, promotion avenues 
and other benefits. The suggested pay .scale 
for a cabinet secretary is Rs 60.(XX) (fixed) 
per month as again.st the existing Rs 9.(XX), 
and Rs 55.000 (fixed) for a .secretary as 
against Rs8.Q(K>(fixed)permc>nihai prc.sent. 
For an addituinal secretary the suggested 

Exi.sling 

TAm.i I Pay .Sc.xi Ls Proi'osi II lo SACCF. 

Pnipiiscil 

ICA,S IKS 
Jumorscalc (a) «(XHl-2SO-l2(XM)-.tOO.n.stxi(FA.S) 'iiioii 4(mi Isikki 

22(K)-40(K) (h) V(XM)-2M»-I2(XX)-.VK» l.tStX) (lA.Si 
.Senior scale 

(a) .70(X)-4S(X) (a) I l(M)(l-250-l2(KX) VK).|S(K») (FA.S) HUIKI -KIO .’IMKM) 
(b) t2(K)-4.S<X) (only lA.S) (b) I2(KHI 250 l2tXKI-.VH>-l S()(X) ilA.S) 

Junior adininisirative 
grade/cadrc 
(a) .171X)-,5(XK) (a) l.StKKI-atXI-IUmMXFA.S) ISKXHI .S(K) 21000 7S().2«5()0 
(b) W25-47(X) (only IAS) (b) I62(m-4(X)-lUOOO (IAS) 

.Selection grade 
(a) 4.5(K)-.57(X1 (a) I7()(K) 4(H) l‘)O()()-S00-2 KKX) (FAS) 2WKX) 750 t KXM) IO(X)-44(XX) 
(b) 48(X)-57(H)(oilly IAS) (b) l«2(X)-4(X) l‘)(XX)-,S00 2 KXX) (IAS) 

.Senior adininislmlive grade 
Grade i-.S9(X)-67(K) 22(HX)-5(X)-2t(KX)-750-26(XM) (IAS) ttlXX). |(XH).55(XK) 
Grade ll-New 2WMX)-75()-2y(XX) KXX)-t(XHX)(IAS) 

.Super (line .scale 
(Additional sccreiaryl 
ST l-73(K)-7f)(X) 
.ST ll-Ncw 

.Secretary 
K(XH) (fixed) 

Cabinet secieiaiy 
y(XX) (fixed) 

.3(X)(X)-I(XK)-,U(XX)(IA.S) 
t.KXXIKXXI- KXXXKIAS) 

.37(XM).|(XH)-V)(XX)ilA.S) 

Not siiggesied 

44(XXl I0()0-55(XHI 

55(HX)( fixed) 

(>(KX)0 (fixed) 

/Vo/e.r FAS = For All Services: IAS = Indian Adininisirative Services 

Tabi 1.2 Li Ni.rii 111- ShRVirb (in YrxKs) KhoiuKho io Git Prom(iiiiin 

Service Junior 
strativc Gniik' 

Seicciion 
CtaJe 

Joint 
.Secretary 

Additional 
.Seca-iary 

.Secretary 

IAS 85 14 16 25/26 31 
IKS 9 14 18 29 31 
IPS (police) 85 14 - 29/,30 32/3.3 
lA and A.S 8/9 17/18 .30 - 

IPS (postal) 11/12 - 2.3/24 .30 
IKS 9 18 22/2!< 31 

In ease of Indian Adiiiinisiralive Services (I AS), the year of admissibility lo various grades is as under: 
Junior scale (Ks22lK)-4(HX)) - Beginning 
.Senior scale (Ks t(XX)-45(X)) - 4lhyeiir 
Junior adminisiralive cadre I grade (Rs.37(X)-5(XK)) - 9th year 
.Selection grade (Rs 4.5(K)-.57()()) - 14th year 
Senior adminisirudve grade (Rs .59(X)-67(X)) - Ibth year 
Ridf.v o] Proiiutltim for tAS' * 

- .Senior scale on eoinplelion of lour years to be given automatically. 
Junior adininisirative grtide on January I of (he year in which the officer eoinpleies nine years 
to be given auiomatically. 

- .Selection grade when an ofTieer enicrs the 14th year ot service, lo he given practically 
auioinaiicaily. 
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'month up to a maximum of two children. 

The mood seems to be that if the government 

allows this education allowance without 

limit, they would like to procreate more 

children so that they can get further Rs SOOs 

per month. A forgotten suggestion seems to 

he that those who do not want to produce 

children al.so need to be given somcallowancc 

because that is going to help the state by 

reducing that bureaucratic family's growth 

to a negative rate. The Indian bureaucratic 

class does not seem to be prmlucing children 

for children's sake but producing them for 

allowance’s sake. 

Apart from these substantial monfhwise 

benefits, they asked for lowering'the 

qualifying .service for pension'to 2K years, 

raising ot pension to 75 per cent of 

emoluments for full qualifying .seivicc, no 

ceiling forgratuity. encashment of 12 months 

earned leave. LTC once in two years as 

against existing once in four years (that must 

be given even alter retirement), so on and 

.so forth It IS quite obvious that the senior 

IAS officers who can infidcncc the Pay 

Commission arc involved in .suggesting such 

pay scales and other benefits 

There ts a criminal conspiracy in asking 

for and probably gelling, if not as ii is, but 

neai about scales. The conspiracy is to 

squee/.e the state’s resources and indulge in 

western-style conspicuous consumption in 

a counliy where more than half of the 

population does not get two .square meals 

a day. It is widely accepted that our 

bureaucracy is a non-working negalive 

bureacracy which treats the state and its 

resources as its private property. 

If their sugge.sted scales aie ol absolute 

necessity lor a 'coiTilorlablc’ I'lc. they must 

be starving in the pre.sent scales But the 

reality is not that Even a fterson from piror 

family withoui any projterty, within a .short 

lime alter joining scivice as an IAS or IPS 

ofliccr, can acquiie.urban properties In a 

situation ul collusion ol bureaucrats and 

politicians iheir non-salary incomes have no 

limn Yet they want these salancs; greed 

docs not seem to have any limits. 

We were all witness to the tact that after die 

revision of pay .scales in the 1980s, almost one- 

third of the lop bureaucrats and university 

teachers entered the 'Maruti ear class’. In spite 

ol increasing inflation, as the employees’ 

DA rates were corTe.spondingly increasing, 

the position of the .salaried cla.s.s is far better 

than that of middle peasants nr small entre¬ 

preneurs. The IAS officers, in their nwmo- 

randum. made it very clear that they want 

to belong to the ‘Maruti class’ and hence 

asked for Rs 2.5 lakh vehicle advance, of 

course, specifying the price of a Maruti 800. 

Do not the.se ‘responsible’ officers, a great 

majority of them meritorious as they did not 

come under the reservation quota, know the 

economic condition of the country’? Are they 

not the ones who are handling the econumic 

affuirs Of the country? Are they not the ones 

who arc flying across the world to raise loans 

even to construct a village road? Do they 

not know that the World Bank and IMP are 

after us to squeeze us and capture all the 

markets? Are not the same officers telling 

us with the help of statistics they themselves 

collected, that half of the Indian population 

is living below the poverty line? Yet why 

arc they asking for such salaries and hcnefiis? 

Is it patriotic for high administrators of 

this country to draw more than Rs l,00,0(X) 

salary per month? 

The conspiracy of this naode of thinking 

IS not an ordinary one. It is very much linked 

to the liberalisation process. On the one hand 

the same government is indulging in 

Bcnetll IAS 

Kclirenicnl ugc To be raised lo 60 
Pension cntitleiiicni 
Oualilyiiig service To be lowered lo 

lor pension 28 years 
Kale of pension To be raised lo 

7S per eeni of emolu¬ 
ments lur lull 
qualifying service 

Miniinuiii pension 
riraiiiiiy No ceiling 

Enea.shineni of 
earned leave Up lo 12 months 

LTC 

Volunlury retirement 

Once in 4 years 

after retirement also 

EncushiiKiu of Be permitted wilhoui 
half pay leave any deduction 
Housing Raise HRA lo realisliL 

levels 

CCA In lenns of percentage 
of basic pay 

Medical facilities Prom non-govcrnmeniul 
hospitals should also he 
perinilied 

Group insurance Ceiling 10 be raised lo 
R.S 5 lakh 

Conveyance Free transport 

Bonus Scope lo he narrowed 
down 

Vehicle advance Ccilmg lo be raised to 
Rs 2 5 lakh 

H8A Ceiling to be raised 
to 7 lakh; 
interest rate lo be 
lowered 

Computer advance To be given separately 

Education allowance Reasonable up to two 
children 

Income tax Income totally exempt 
from tax 

DA too per cent 
neut^isaiion 

disinvestmentin sector after sector. Even the 
selling of shares in the railways is being 

mooted. All this is being done in the name 

of ‘efficiency’ of the public .sector. ’Lo.ss 

showing’ in every public sector company 

has become the logic of the day, so that, that 

particular company should become privatised 

in no time. 

In the face of all this, if government 

employees draw salaries at this level, the 

first thing that will happen is that ’democracy 

in India’ (in whatever term that it exisLs) will 

collapse. How? In the face of the tremendous 

inflation that this salary structure itself is 

going to create will ruin the economy in all 

fionts. Since the government would not he 

IRS Joint Consultative Committee 

To be raised to 60 
5 years of service 

30 years 

75 per ceni of emoluments 
for full qualifying service, 
proportionate increase for 
qualifying service in 
excess of 30 years 
Rs 24,00 pm 

No ceiling The ceiling ol 16 5 years 
and Rs 1.00,(MX) to be 
removed 

Up 10 12 months 300 days 
To be given once 
in 2 years 

Once in 4 years 

after retirement also. to retired persons also 
After l5ycarsofqualifying 
service 
Equivalent ot ihe half pay 

Taking houses on 
lease 

leave accunuilaied 

HRA lo be realistic - 

Rs .500-Class-A city 
Rs 400-Clas.s-B city 
Rs .3(X)-Class-C city 

•• 

Medical insurance 

Ceiling to be raised 
to Rs 5 lakh instead 
Rs 1.2 lakh 
Provide transport 
facilities to all 
No ceding 

To be raised to 
cxfactory price of 
8(X) ce Maruti 

- 

To be raised to Rs iO 
lakh 

To be given separately- 
(not in lieu of car) 
Rs .500 pm per child - 
up to a nuxiinum of 
Iwo children 

Source (all tables): Delhi University Teachers Association (OUTA) newsletter. October I9<M. 

Table .5; Other Benefits 
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iible to pay such huge salaries , mass retrench¬ 
ment would take place. Along with the top 
industrial class the top bureaucratic class 
will become thoroughly integrated into 
imperial maHcets. Already the gap between 
the urban and rural economies is enormous 
(if we exclude uiban slums), and this gap 
is going to increase. ‘Americanised’ riches 
and comforts on the one hand, mass poverty 
and starvation deaths on the other, will 
become the order of the day. We know that 
the dalits, bahujans and tribals will be the 
victims of this kind of inflation economy. 

ANDHRA PRADESH 

SEVERAL forums of tribal people jointly 
organi sed a conference on ‘Threats to Tribal 
identity and Importance of Self Rule’ on 
November 20, 1994 at Bhadrachalam, 
Khammam district, Andhra Pradesh. The 
conference, convened by Mokalla Papaiah, 
addressed issues related to land alienation 
and displacement of tribals; atrocities 
against tribal women, tribal employees and 
tribal sarpanchs; implications of proposed 
bills on forest and resettlement and 
rehabilitation; need for tribal self-rule; and 
the recommendations of the Bhuria 
Committee. The state level conference was 
attended by 300 delegates from Khammam, 
Warangal, Vizianagaram, Vishakhapatnam, 
Srikakulam, East Godavari, and West 
Godavari districts and Hyderabad, represent¬ 
ing organisations of tribal employees and 
students, scholars of tribal studies, 
development NGOs and co-ordination 
forums at national, state and district levels. 
Participant organisations at the conference 
included the Akhila Bharata Adivasi Vikas 
Parishad, A P Adivasi (Girijana) Samakhya, 
Koya Abyudaya Sangham, Adivasi 
Sanghibava Committee (Warangal). Krushi 
(Warangal), Yard, Secure. Casas, and CPS. 
After the delegates' conference, a procession 
of 3,000 people went around Bhadrachalam 
raising slogans reltited to the Land Transfer 
Regulation Act, Forest Bill, proposed 
Polavaram dam, tribal self rule, 
Bhadrachalam as a tribal district, common 
property resources, etc. A public meeting 
held in the evening was attended by about 
5,000 people. 

B Janartfiian Rao, addressing the public 
meeting, outlined how devdopment policies 

The same bureaucrats will, then, begin to say 
that democracy is an inefficient system, and 
dictatorship controlled by imperialist bosses 
will be projected as the only alternative. 

WhetheritisDUTAorothcrtcachen’ and 
employees* associations, they must under¬ 
stand the implications of this kind of salary 
structure. Instead of asking for such salaries 
we must, first, fight this very mood of aggran¬ 
disement. One only hopes that the teaching 
community behaves with greaierresponsibility, 
not toward one's seif and one’s own family, 
but towards the starving masses of this country. 

pursued by the post-independence govern¬ 
ments have further intensified the process 
of marginalisation of the rural poor and 
tribal communities by alienating them from 
their common property resources. He said 
that the current economic policy is destructi ve 
in general and would lead to the erosion of 
tribal identity as well as their extinction as 
distinct peoples. The moves towards lifting 
restrictions on land transfer in agency areas, 
he said, would turn the tribals into destitutes 
and slaves in their own lands. In the long 
run the process would also uproot the small 
and middle peasants among non-tribals tn 
the agency areas, as thc.se lands increasingly 
become the playgrounds of industrial and 
foreign capital interests. He said that there 
IS an urgent need loextend the Sixth Schedule 
provisions to all tribal agencies and initiate 
the process of tribal autonomy to safeguard 
the rights of tribal communities as guaranteed 
by the Constitution. Speaking about the 
Forest Bill, he said that it should be radically 
reframed to protect forest wealth from 
becoming the private resource of capital 
interests. Unless it is amended the traditional 
rights of adi vasis would be totally eliminated, 
and this would lead to the privatisation of 
public resources. All development projects 
hitherto introduced in the agency areas have 
only developed the tribal region, but not the 
tribal people. A distinction must be made 
between ‘development’ of tribal regions and 
tribal emancipation, failing which all those 
programmes aimed at tribal development 
would further intensify the hold of the 
migrants and weaken that of the natives, and 
would only create the illusion of tribal 
development while the ground reality 

continues to be one of growing conflict and 
contradictions in the agency areas. 

The general secretary of the Adivasi Vikasa 
Parishad (AP), G D V Kumar, explained the 
growing threat of development policy in 
terms of the physical numbers of tribal 
communities. He said that the increasing 
atrocities on tribal employees reflect the 
unaccommodativc nature of modernisation 
process on one hand, and the threat to the 
survival of illiterate and powerless tribal men 
and women, on the other. He argued that the 
extension of the Sixth Schedule provisions 
to all agency areas was the only way to 
prevent the extinction of tribal communities 
and that around 8 per cent of the national 
budget must be allocated to tribal bodies to 
ensure their progress and freedom. 

M Bharath Bhushan, environmental 
activist, said that the current economic policy 
spells doom to people in rural and tribal 
areas. Large tracts in the agency areas are 
to be converted into private estates in the 
‘national interest'. Several big projects of 
mining, irrigation and power are being hastily 
cleared and thrust on the agency areas without 
the consent or knowledge ol the project- 
affected people. This is conspiralonal and 
anti-people as this development reduces 
people to dispensables, he said. "The 
proposed Polavaram dam across river 
Godavari would wipe out the Koya 
community as a whole, causing environ¬ 
mental catastrophe in the eastern Ghats and 
widening regional inequalities and 
imbalances’’, he said. ‘There would be a 
serious socio-envirunmental crisis and social 
unrest as the Polavaram project threatens lo 
submerge 350 settlements in Andhra. 
Madhya Pradesh and Orissa and 2.fi lakh 
acres of land under cultivation, and displace 
2,24,724 people among whom tribals arc 
around 1.5 lakh.” He said that the loss in 
terms of forests, wildlife sanctuaries, and 
archaeological sites would be irreparable. 
The loss in terms of forest wealth itsell 
would be around 65,000 hectares due to 
direct submergence and vertical (uphill) 
migration by the tribals. The Polavaram 
project was being pursued to suit the interests 
of political parties in the developed coastal 
Andhra districts and industrial interests of 
Vishakhapatnam. He said that the project 
should be immediately withdrawn, lest it 
invite severe unrest in the eastern Ghats. 

Murla Y erraiah Reddy, former MLA, said 
that the moves to withdraw the Land TYansfer 
Regulation Act would deny the right to 
survival of the tribal communities, and there 
would be mass uprising in the agency areas 
against such myopic and anti-poor moves. 
Only united struggles of tribal forums ot 
various sections and at different levels would 
arrest the march of encroachment of foreign 
capital interests into tribal areas, he .said. 

Bodies such as the Integrated Tribal 
Development Agency.Girijana Co-operative 

corporation, etc, have strived to meet their 

IMbal Forums Unite for Self Rule 
B Janardhan Rao 
IVf Bharat Bhushan 

/« the face of threats to their lands, livelihood and cultural identity 
posed by state policies - including the proposed forest and land transfer 
hills and the Polavaram dam - and rising atrocities on tribals, adivasis 
in Andhra Pradesh are demanding the creation of a separtite tribal 

■district of Bhadrachalam and self rule in tribal areas. 
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■organisational interests like any other trading 
enterprises rather than adequately addressing 
the genuine issues and needs of the tribals. 
They only perpetuate the hold of the 
middlemen. The political parties in the area 
failed to address the real issues of 
impoverishment and exploitation of tribals 
by organised forces of trade. 

Ramesh, co-convenor, Adivasi Sanghee- 
bhavaCommittee.dwellingon the educational 
and employment concessions given to the 
tribal communities, said that they arc nominal 
in essence, and even those provisions were 
being denied to them with a few migrant and 
developed communities gaining tribal status 
ol late on the one hand, and thcdi.scrimination 
by dominant caste groups on the other. 
Relcrring to the repeated lurching of a small 
village of Golhi Koyas (Poongutta village 
in Pega Panchayat of .South Bhadrachalam 
Forest Division) by the forest department, 
and the campaign by vested interests 
portraying Gothi Koyas as criminals, he 
asked how Gothi Koyas, who cut tens ol 
trees in the reserved forc.st arc termed 
criminals while Bhadrachalam Paper Board 
illegally clears hundreds ol acres of lorest, 
icmains most civilised He said that calling 
tribals as criminals was a new device to 
isolate and demoralise the tribals in their 
own land. The conspicuous silence or covert 
support to such anti-tnbal machinations and 
atrocities by the parliamentary lelt parties 
was highly deplorable, he said He requested 
the lett and democratic forces to acknowledge 
the problem ol tribal identity in the true 
sense and to combat the forces aimed at 
eliminating cultures and threatening the 
survival ol tribals as peoples, instead of 
paying lip-services to the issue of tribal 
oppression and exploitation. 

Mokalla Papaiah, convenor ol the 
conference, said that the tribals are lacing 
several threats to their survival. During the 
past two years several tribal women, 
sarpanches, and employees have been 
subjected to assaults and murder. Tribal 
women in large numbers were subjected to 
sexual exploitation, concubinage, and 
desertion in roadside villages and mandal 
headquarters. Recently, a tribal woman was 
murdered and made to look like a suicide 
in a lodge in Bhadrachalam, while asarpanch 
in Chintoor mandal headquarters was tortured 
for three days and killed by a group of 
contractors a few months ago. Similarly 
several tribal employees in ITDA and ICCS 
are being discriminated against, harassed 
and some even kidnapped. The government 
machinery in the agency areas is highly 
negligent of the growing threats to tribal 
survival. He said that first the lands of the 
tnbals were looted, then their women were 
cheated, now the tribal leaders and youth 
upholding tribal interests are being physically 
eliminated and their women are being forced 
into prostitution and sexual exploitation, 
Papaiah said that the demand for declaring 

Bhadrachalam a tribal district is now urgent 
and essential to ensure basic security for the 
tribal people. He said the moves to amend 
the Land Acquisition Act 1894 (1984) and 
the Land Transfer Regulation Act (I of 
1970) were aimed at facilitating easy and 
total control-over the natural resources of 
the agency areas. Until now it was a sort of 
internal colonialism, disguised and covert, 
in the agency areas, which is inconvenient 
for the speedy exploitation by multinational 
corpdfati'ons. Now the new economic policy 
wants to facilitate the process of unhindered 
and overt colonisation, which he said, has 
to be fought by tribal and nun-tribal poor 
jointly. He said that the current phase of 
tribal transition is critical, as it would either 
eliminate tribals as peoples if there is no 
concerted resistance, or would become a 
new era of dignity and pride to the tribal 
people through self rule it they succeed in 
resisting the current changes. 

Other speakers included Sri Ramulu, Tribal' 
Teachers Federation, T Bharali, president. 
AdivasiVikasaParishad.Vizianagaramdistrict; 
Aswapaii, BSP conte.stanl for a.s.seinbly 
elections from Bhadrachalam: Kunjam 
Venkateshwarlu, tribal leader; Kunja 
Siiaramulu, secretary. Tribal Teachers 
Federation; P Laxmaiah, Adivasi Sanghcc- 
bhava Committee; and repre.sentatives ol 
tnbal student and youth organisations. Tribal 
cultural acti vi.sis Paayam Muthayya, Ginjana 
Kumari. Sri Ramulu. Jagan and others 
presented cultural programmes 

M Papaiah read the resolutions passed by 
delegates conference in the public meeting. 
These are; 

(I )Thc demand for a separate tribal district 
constituting agency areas ot Bhadrachalam 
and Burgampad is .several years old and is 
supported by several political parties. The 
area has large tribal population and is a 
contiguous region. Bhadrachalam district 
must be curved of Khammam as a separ.atc 
tribal district immediately to ensure safety 
to tribals and effective implementation of 
development programmes and participation 
ol tribal people in governance. 

(2) Thc moves to lift LandTransfer Regula¬ 
tion Act are anti-tribal and anli-ptnir in the 
agency areas of the state. Already the illegal 
control and hold of non-tribals over the 
tribal lands is rampant. Instead, of enforcing 
the legislation into practice to ensure tribals 
livelihood with dignity , the present moves 
to hit the act are retrograde. Such moves 
would result in making lakhs of tribal people 
into landless within a short time. It would 
legitimise ill practices that are considered 
criminal or offences in regard to the tnbals 
according to the existing legislations in the 
agency areas. Such moves are severely 
condemned. The LTRA should not only 
continue to operate wtthout any amendments 
but also must be implemented effectively. 

(3) The proposed Polavaram dam across 
river Godavari submerges above 350 

settlements, predominantly or exclusively 
tribal, in the agency areas of Bastar. 
Malkangiri, Khammam, Ea.st Godavari and 
West Godavari. The dam would result in 
cultural genocide of the Koyu tribe as it 
would disintegrate around halt the.,-, 
population of the community. Attempts by 
the state government to get clearances and 
financial support without any rehabilitation 
programme and consent of the oustecs is 
highly anii-pcople The state govemmeni 
must immediately declare the project as 
withdrawn to avoid severe ecological 
imbalance in the eastern Ghats and extinction 
of one of the largest tribes in the state. 
Ecologically and economically the project 
is a catastrophe and it must be withdrawn. 

(4) Several clauses in the propo.sed forest 
bill are against the interests of tnbals. Clauses 
like'‘carrying capacity’, 'powers of 
settlement officers’, ‘classification of the 
forests', give arbitrary powers to the forest 
officials which deny the nghts of the forest 
d wel Icrs guaranteed by the earl ler and present 
forest legislations. The free play of the 
smugglers m the forest areas with the covert 
political patronage would further intensify 
as the proposed forest bill further alienates 
the tribals from the forests. 

(5) Atrocities against the tnbal people in 
general, and tribal women and their leaders 
are growing in the recent past. The 
responsible authorities employed .for 
checking such atrocities are inordinately 
delaying the justice due to the victims, 
obviousiy under the pressure of local vested 
interests. As a result the feeling of insecunty 
among tribal people is visibly growing The 
conference condemns the growing atrocities 
on tribal people. 

(6) The conference unanimously urged 
three-fold alternative solutions to end the 
growing atroaties and multi pronged assaults 
on tribals, vu. 
(a) granting self rule to the tribal regions by 

cffcctivcapplicationofthcSixth Schedule 
of the Constitution, 

(b) introducing three-tier system in the tribal 
region as specified under the Sixth Sche¬ 
dule and granting district adivasi council 
with full legislative and executive powers 
to deal with the affairs related to land and 
forest management, utilisation of water 
resources and all other matters related to 
the normal civic life in the villages. 

(c) Altering the law enforcing agencies in 
the impicdiaie context to deal with the 
otfenders in regard to the iund. forest, 
tnbal women issues. 

(7) Until the provisions of Sixth Schedule 
are put into vogue, the elections to the local 
bodies in the agency to be held under 73rd 
Amendment (Panchayat Raj) must be kept 
in abeyance. 

It is emphatically urged in the light ot consti¬ 
tution of the Bhuna Committee by parliament 
to look into the varied dimensions and possi¬ 
bilities of operationalising tribal self rale. 
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Latin American Liberalisation 
and US Global Strategy 
James Petcas 
fodd Cavaluzzi 

Liberalisation is not merely a ‘development strategy' elaborated to 
facilitate Latin American integration into the world market. Nor is it an 
inevitable product of some immanent ‘globalisation process’. Rather 
liberalisation is a product of US economic policy-makers, bankers and 
multinational corporations allied with Latin American transnational 
capitalists. It is specific class and state interests (not world system 
imperatives) that dictate the new liberal political economy. In this sense 
reversing liberalisation must begin at the national level within the class 
structure and move upward and outward. 

THERE are a number of explanations for 
the liberalisation policies that have been 
applied in Latin America. One school argues 
that there is a nationalist-populist policy 
cycle, which begins with state intervention, 
nationalisation and protectionism; consoli¬ 
dates an ‘import-substitution’ development 
strategy, then enters into crises because of 
growing state and trade deficits, macro- 
economic. imbalances and declining 
competitiveness leading to the initiation of 
the ‘liberal revolution'. Another line of 
argument focuses on the growth during the 
1970s of a class of transnational Latin 
capitalists linked to the world market and 
benefiting from state sponsored export 
strategies who became the central nucleus 
defining the strategy of liberalisation. A 
third school emphasises the role of foreign 
debt and the leverage and influence of the 
World Bank (WB) and the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) in imposing the liberal 
agenda as a condition for refinancing the 
debt. Others emphasise class conflict and the 
changing relationship of class forces, both 
internally and externally. According to this 
line of inquiry a coalition made up of the 
national bourgeoisie, the working class and 
p^HSantry, which formed the basis of the 
import-substitution strategy, broke apart as 
tt result of a ‘squeeze’ on profits and state 
resources, leading to a new coalition of 
military regimes, linked to an export 
bourgeoisie in partnership with MNCs. 
Parallel to this internal shift the collapse in 
eastern European ‘socialism’ eliminated an 
ahemative source of funding and markets, 
formng Latin regimes to adapt to thedemands 
of the remaining global powers - the 
advanced capitalist coumries. 

There is no doubt that all of these 
explanations provide us with a partial 
explanation. The import-substitution model 
did enter into crises - though it is not cleat 
that it hud exhausted its economic potential. 
The possibility of ‘deepening substitution’ 

of moving from consumer to durable goods 
to capital goods production and investment 
in high technologies was at least a theoretical 
possibility. What is clear is that itolitically 
the social coalition had reached an end - with 
the class issues dividing labour and capital 
creating difficulties in sustaining a common 
policy. Though the liberal transformation is 
thus in part a product of class conflict, that 
does not explain the particular economic 
policies adopted, particularly those unfavour¬ 
able to national capital. 

The second line of reasoning, the growth 
and hegemony of a ‘new’ capitalist cla.ss 
linked to overseas circuits and thus a 
determinant force i n bringing about the li beral 
transformation does refine the previous 
argument by identifying a particular segment 
of capital linked to export markets, and 
overseas financial institutions: asocial strata 
that straddles both the ‘iniernar and 
‘international’ economy. The problem with 
this argument is that this segment is 
determinant of domestic policy buidependeni 
on external institutions, both political and 
economic for its economic strategy to 
succeed. Moreover the ‘transnational 
capitalist’ explanation may explain shifts in 
country policies but it fails to explain the 
regional transformation - liberalisation ha.s 
taken place on a continentwidc basis. 

The argument about the class struggle and 
the fall of eastern ‘socialism’ may have 
reinforced and accelerated the liberal 
transformation but the latter preceded the 
collapse of the Wall by at least a decade. 
One could just as easily argue that the liberal 
transformation caused the demise of 
socialism as much as that the latter brought 
about the ascent of the former. 

The explanatory paradigm in which the 
IMP and WB play a decisive role in the 
liberalisation process certainly is a powerful 
one: their regional reach, the uniformity of 
their prescriptions, the powerful leverage 
they exercise and the high correlation 

between their prescriptions and regime 
implementation of their policies suggest that 
they indeed had a major hand in engineering 
the liberalisation process. 

Nevertheless one is left with several 
questions. If the WB and IMF are important 
actors, the internal composition of these 
institutions reflects the principal donor 
countries, primarily the US, Germany and 
Japan. However, the policy impact of 
liberalisation in Latin American has not had 
a uniform effect on all three central powers. 
The IMF. and WB strategies are themselves 
shaped and given substance by the competing 
economic superpowers. 

in this context, liberalisation in Latin 
America should be examined not merely as 
an outcomeof local ailing segments or MNCs 
and international financial institutions, but 
rather shaped by the strategic economic 
needs of the US state. The primary fact in 
the post-communist world is the increasing 
competition for dominance of world 
markets by the US, Germany and Japan. 
Each economic superpower has carved out 
regions of domination from which to reach 

Tablk 1 Royai.tie,s and Lic'enct. Fu- Payments 

TO THE US FROM Latin Amehk a. 1962-9.^ 

iMilliim US$) 

Year Average 
Pay mem/Year 

Total 
Payincni 

1962-71 -2 6 -26 
1972-81 -24 2 -242 
1982-91 -39 5 -395 
1992-93 -189.5 379 

Table 2: Direct Investment Payments to tiif 

US from Latin America. 1962-93 
{Milium US $) 

Year Average 
Payinenl/Ycar 

Total 
Payineni 

1962-71 -7,6 -76 
1972-81 -4174 -4,174 
1982-91 37.4 374 
1992-93 -32 -64 

Note: Direct investment payments to the US are 
made up of profits remitted, non-iemitted 
profits and reinvested as well as distributed 
earnings 

Table .3; Interest on US Bank Loans and 

Other Payments to Latin America, 1962-93 

(Milliim US S) 

Year Average 
Payment/Year 

Total 
Payineni 

1962-71 -198.2 -1,982 
1972-81 -2,769.3 -27,693 
1982-91 -17..360.4 -1.73,604 

1992-93 -14,608 -29,216 

Nine' These payments are made up of 
approximately 90 per cent interest 
payments to private US banks, with the 
other lOpercentberngmode upoffoRign 
securities, private corp bonds, and stoci: 
dividends. 
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out to unilercut comfwtitors. The US has 
over the past two decades lost competitive 
advantages in a number of product areas 
(automobiles, electronics, etc). As a result 
the US has been piling up a huge trade deiicit 
both with Jt^an (and other Asian countries) 
and to a lesser degree with Germany. The 
withdrawal of US troops from Europe/Japan 
means that ATO and other military alliance 
no longer serve US policy-makers as 
'economic-political leverage’. Threats of 
‘commercial war’ arc two-edged swords that 
can adversely affect US exporters and 
i mpoiters (and low wage domestic consumers 
of cheap foreign imports). The line of least 
resistance and the one most congenial and 
compatible with historic US policies (Monroe 
I>octrine. Panamerican Union, Alliance for 
Progress, etc) is a regional bloc strategy in 
which the US as the major hegemonic power 
can extract trade, investment, interest and 
royalty surpluses from Latin America. From 
this vantage point Latin America (and 
Canada) are strategic sources for the 
accumulation and transfer of profits, interest 
and royalty payments to the US tocompensate 
tor the pegative transfers to other regions. 
The US trade surpluses with the Latin 
American countries .serve to compensate for 
the negative trade balances with Asia and 
western Europe. Low cost production in 
Latin America (cheap labour in Mexico, 
Caribbean) allows US producers to compete 
overseas and in the US market with global 
competitors. 

In this context the liberalisation of Latin 
America was essential to providing US 
capital with access to markets and earnings 
to remain globally competitive. In this .sense 
liberali.sation is intimately linked to US 
.strategic global interests. This policy is a 
product of a consi.stcnt continentwide push 
by the US from the early 1970s. Liberalisation 
was pursued via the IMF and WB through 
US representatives: Latin dictators who 
promoted liberalisation were financed and 
supported: electoral transitions were brokered 
by Washington on condition that the new 
electoral regimes deepened the liberal isation 
process, in a word liberalisation as a regional 
strategy is part and parcel of US strategic 
global policy: Insofar as liberalisation 
‘works’, it has worked primarily for the 
benefit of US MNCs and banks but most 
importantly for the US political economy as 
a whole. Liberalised Latin American 
economies provide strategic benefits to the 
US in balancing its external accounts. In the 
following section we will analyse the 
different forms (types) of return by which 
US has benefited from its hegemonic 
relation - through MNC investments, bank 
loans and royakies. 

Royaltv and Licence Payments 

'The US battle to include 'inteilectuai 
property’ clauses in the GATT agreement 

is based on the fact that royalties and licence 
fee payments have become increasingly 
important to the US balance of payments 
(Table I). Between 1972 and the firstquartcr 
of 1994 royalty and fee payments totalled 
1.06 billion dollars. Between the 1960s and 
the 1990s royalty and licence payments 
skyrocketed: 1962-71 average payments 
per year were $ 2.6 million; 1972-81 they 
grew to average payments of $ 24.2 million 
and in 1982-91 to $39.5 million and during 
1992-93 the yearly average was $ 189.8 
million. Royally/licence payments are a 
form qf rent that are not based on either 
investing in productive facilities or financ¬ 
ing production. Royalty and licensing 
payments withdraw income without 
adding value. 

The growing importance of ‘rentier 
income’ to US external accounts is evident 
when we compare US earnings from 
investments to payments for royalty and 
licences. Between 1961-71 total licence and 
royalty payments were one-third of total 
profits from direct investment, $ 26/76 (in 
millions): between 1972-81 the royalty and 
licence to profits ratio declined to 6 per cent. 
$ 242/$ 4,176 (in millions); during 1982-91 
royalty payments amounted to $ 39S million 
dollars while direct investment to Latin 
America resulted in a $ 373.9 million dollars 
loss. Between 1992 and 1993 the net royalty 
and I icence payments were three times greater 
than profit remittances. 

Direct Investment Proftis 

In the 20-year period between 1962 and 
1981 US multinational corporations remitted 
$ 4.25 billion to the US. ITiis was the boom 
pericxl of the Latin American economies. 
Particularly during 1972-81 US corporations 
benefited from the first wave of liberalisation 
and the huge influx of overseas financing 
(Table 2). 

However with the onset of the world 
recession in 1982, the debt crises and the 
Structural Adjustment Policies (SAP) caused 
the Latin market to shrink, consumer 
spending declined and most economics in 
the region went into a tailspin. The negative 
effects of massive channelling of nesourccs 
to meet debt led to a precipitous decline in 
direct investment payments to the US. During 
1982-91 there was a net loss of $ 373.9 
million. As we shall see below, there is an 
inverse relationship between interest 
payments and profit remittances; as the 
banks extracted vast sums of interest and 
principal payments, profits from productive 
investments declined. Nonetheless the debt 
crises provided leverage for the IMF/World 
Bank to push for the privatisation of public 
raterprises - many of which were purchased 
by US multinationals. As the limited 
economic recovery took place, US profit 
remittance also recovered. Between 1992 

and the first quarter of 1994, $ ISO million 
in profits were remitted - an improveinent 
over the dismal performance of the 1980s 
but far below the levels of 1972-81. The debt 
crises, and SAP not only had an adverse 
impact on the Latin American economies 
but a substantial negative impact on the 
profit payments on US MNC. 

Table 4; Cumulative U,S Tbaoe Surn-uses 
AND Defictts by Decade with Latin America. 

Iaran, Germany, AND EEC, 1962-93 
(Milium VS $) 

Year Latin 
America 

Japan Germany EEC 

1962-71 4.246 -8.795 -2.730 13.892 
1972-81 43.445 -75.468 -1.3.838 47.310 
1982-91 -17,2.50-4,32,373 90,103 -84.130 
1992-93 8.481- 1,09.356 -17.242 5,761 

Sources. Unless otherwise noted. all data 
derived from UN Department of 
Economic and Social Development, 
1992 International Trade Statistics 
Yeariumk (E/F 94 XVII 3. Vol 1), New 
York, 1993, data gathered from Special 
Table B in 1964-93 editions 

Table 4A. US Balarke or Trade, 1962-93 
(Milium US St 

Year Latin 
Amenca 

Japan Germany EEC 

1962 -100 0 100 1140 
1963 -140 320 82 2300 
1964 370 130 121 2380 

200 -440 150 1780 
1966 280 -660 -230 1360 
1967 310 -380 -250 1190 
1968 590 -1200 -1008 290 
1969 710 -1560 -486 940 
1970 1240 -1405 -389 1992 
1971 1120 -3600 -819 520 
1972 1039 -4042 -14.38 -877 
1973 1069 -1378 -1562 712 
1974 1643 -2366 -1442 2672 
1975 5126 -1839 -215 6127 
1976 3478 -5860 30 6804 
1977 1701 -9507 -1.376 2448 
1978 2675 -12453 -3182 976 
1979 4420 -9271 -2704 5028 
1980 8920 -11173 -844 15859 
1981 13374 -17579 -1105 7561 
1982 3540 -16243 -2683 4051 
1983 -11685 -22094 -3958 -2223 
1984 -11569 -37887 -7912 -10176 
1985 -8657 -44.507 -11189 -18638 
1986 -2908 -58403 -14563 -23530 
1987 -850 -57328 -1.5322 -25517 
1988 1077 -.54204 -12172 -12682 
1989 -1070 -50964 -7951 -2652 
1990 5758 -44763 -9442 -2859 
1991 9114 -45980 -4913 10096 
1992 6200 -.50002 -7592 6728 
1993 2281 -.59354 -9649 -967 

Souses: Unless otherwise noted, all data 
derived from UN Department of 
Economic and Social Development. 
1991 huemmonal Trade Statistics 
Yeartutok (E/F 94 XVII3. Vol 1). New 
York. I993;datagatheredIromSpecial 
Table B in 1964-93 editions. 
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Interect Payments 

The principal source of private payments 
from overseas economic activities has been 
interest payments. The growing liberalisation 
of financial circuits and the conversion of 

^the US into a ‘financier state' or creditor to 
Latin Amencan private and public investors 
led to heightened debt burdens. Spiralling 
interest rates led to a massive increase of 
interest payments to the US (Table.'!). Interest 
payments from Latin America to the US 
were an important counter-balance to the US 
deficit with Japan and Germany. Thus while 
the US was a creditor to Latin America, it 
was a debtor to the rest of the advanced 
capitalist countries. The total interest 
payments transferred from Latin America to 
the US between 1972-92 amounted to over 
$ 23.^ billion dollars, of which $ 206 billion 
was transferred between 1982 and the first 
quarter of 1994. These vast transfers had a 
very negative impact on Latin American 
growth, imports and domestic demand, but 
provided the US with a sizeable source of 
income to compensate for its deficits with 
Japan and Germany. 'Liberalisation' has the 
effect of increasing interest and rent payments 
to the US at the expense of the growth ot 
productive assets. Liberal economic policies 
increasedoutflowsofinteresipayments while 
facilitating the sale of licensing and patent 
agreements. Privatisation opened public 
enterprises to buyouts and revived the 
prospects for the return of profit payments. 

The flows of payments to the US show 
a spectacular overall increase with the 
deepening of liberalisation - particularly 
interest and rent payments. It is no wonder 
that ‘free market’ policies have become the 
keystone of US ptilicy and is one reason why 
US policy-makers are willing to support 
‘free market’ electoral regimes against 
military coups. 

US-Laiin American Trade 

If we turn to examining the US trade 
surplus with Latin America we add another 
dimension of the asymmetrical relations of 
the US to Latin America and the underlying 
reason for US support for ‘free trade 
agreements'. 

From the 1960s to the beginning of the 
1980s ‘debt crises', the US had a substantial 
trade surplus with Latin Amcnca. During 
1962-71 the US average annual trade surplus 
amounted to $ 426 million; between 1972-81 
the annual trade surplus grew to $ 4,345 
million. Hie surplus turned to a trade deficit 
beginning in 1983 and continued till 1989. 
The average yearly deficit during 1982-91 
amounted to $ I .‘725 billion (Table 4). 

With the economic recovery ’ the US once 
again began to accumulate a trade surplus 
between 1992 and 1993, an annual surplus 
of $ 2.2 billion. The trade surplus of the US 
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grew during the first decade of liberalisation 
(1970-82). With the debt crises and the 
structural adjustment programmes (SAP) the 
US exports to Latin America declined while 
imports increased as part of the Latin 
American ‘export strategy’ designed by the 
IMF to accumulate income to pay the bankers. 
Nonetheless if we examine the long-term 
effects of SAP it has opened new 
opportunities for the US to re-enter and 
penetrate Latin American markets. If we 
compare the tour years prior to the debt 
crises (1979-82) to the years after the 
adjustments (1990-93) we observe that the 
consequences of deeper liberati.sation has 
been to increase US trade surpluses beyond 
its histone high points. While on the one 
hand the debt cri.ses and SAP did result in 
temporary loss of markets in the long run 
the structural changes leading to the 
elimination of protective barriers has led to 
greater US penetration and takeover ot Latin 
markets. 

If we compare the US balance of trade 
between the US-Latin America to US-Japan 
in the period between 1970-82, we observe 
that the US favourable balance in Latin 
America compensates in part for the deficits 
with Japan (Table 4). During the debt crises 
years (1983-89) the US deficit with Latin 
America was only a fraction of the deficit 
with Japan. With the economic recovery m 
Latin America, the US surplus rc-emerges 
but it IS only a fraction of the deficit with 
Japan and barely covers the trade deficit 
with Germany. 

The US loss ot trade competitiveness in 
relation to Japan and Europe was temporari ly 
papered over by the exploitation of 
favourable trade relations with Latin 
America. However, the US gams through 
‘liberalisation’ have sufficiently undermined 
the Latin productive capacity to the point 
where the surplus from a weak trading region 
fails to compensate for the deficits with 
strung trading partners. 

CuMULAnvE Bai.anO: Sheet 

If wc add the three sources of US income 
from Latin America (rent, trade interest, 
profit) and compare to the trade deficits that 
the US has with Japan and Germany we can 
begin to understand the strategic importance 
of Latin America to US global politics 
(Table 5). 

The contribution of Latin America to the 
US global position can be best understood 

by looking at the combined return!^ from 
trade, investments, loans and licensing 
agreements. The data re veal a steady upward 
movement (the reverse of the US relation 
with Asia and Europe). During 1962-71, the 
cumulative return amounted to $ 6.5 billton; 
during 1972-81 the cumulative return was 
$ 75.5 billion and during 1982-91, $ 156.4 
billion; during 1992-93 the cumulative 
returns were $ 38.1 billion (Table 5). The 
cumulative returns to the US arc ot strategic 
importance in reducing the global deficit 
and compensating for loss of competitiveness 
in other regions. Without the growing 
exploitation of Latin America the decline of 
the US would be more marked and the 
unfavourable impact on its global position 
more pronounced. 

Between 1962 and 1971 US income from 
Latin America amounted to three-quarters 
of Its trade deficit with Japan, and was 50 
per cent greater than its trade deficit with 
Germany. In the lollowing decade, between 
1972 and 1981, US income from l.atin 
America matched the cumulative ii adc deficit 
with Japan. In the past decade, between 1982 
and 1991, while the US doubled its earnings 
from Latin America, its ciimulalive trade 
deficit with Japan increased almost live and 
a half times and its delicit with Germany 
incrca.sed seven-fold The same pattern .seems 
to hold for the present decade. The 
liberalisation ol Latin America has 
augmented the surplus appropiiated by the 
US, thereby in part compensating lor its 
growing trade deficits with Japan and 
Germany. The growing exploitation of Latin 
America is matched by the declining trading 
position of the US vn-a-vn its main 
competitors in the world market. As the table 
indicates, Lati n America has been ot strategic 
importance to the US in balancing its trade 

' accounts and covering over its declining 
global position. 

Latin American Bili.ionaires 

Parallel to the heightened US exploitation 
of Latin America the free market policies 
have led to a profound polansation of Latin 
American societies and the growth of a new 
class of super-rich Latin American 
billionaires. (Thedata are drawn from Forhes, 
July 18, 1994, pp 135,152,153.) This class 
is a direct product of the liberalisation 
process; in 1987 there were less than six 
billionaires, by 1990 there were eight, in 
1991 there were 20 and by 1994 there were 

Table 5. Cumulative Income from Latin America Comfared to Trade Dehcits with Jafan 

AND Germany bv Decade 1962-93 

1%2-7I 1972-81 1982-91 

I Milium US S) 

1992-93 

income from Laiin America 6,330 75,.5.54 I,.'56..375 38,140 
Balance of imde with Japan 8,795 -75,468 -4,32.373 -1,09.,3.S6 
Balance of trade with Germany 2.731) -13.8.38 -90,103 -17,342 
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41. Most of the super-rich were millionaires 
prior to free iriaricet liberalisation; most 
became billionaires with the buyout of 
public enterprises during the late 1980s 
and 1990s. Essentially this class of 
billionaires with their vast network of media 
outlets and allies in the state apparatus, 
control economic policy and electoral 
processes. In Mexico through the PRI. in 
Brazil through the corrupt political class, 
in Chile through the Concertacion, and in 
Argentina, Venezuela and Columbia 
through the traditional major two parties, 
the super-rich have gamed valuable mining 
concessions, telecommunication systems, 
tourist and manufacturing assets. 

There arc now more Latin American 
billionaires (41) than there were m most 
parts ol the world in 1987 when Europe had 
.^6, Japan and Asia combined 40, the Middle 
East/Africa eight, and almost as many as the 
US (49). The great concentration of wealth 
m a small group of families is one of the 
most significant ‘success’ stories in Latin 
America: for. these groups have truly entered 
the top floor of the ‘first world’ in every 
sense of the word. It is they who not only 
have benefited from liberalisation - at the 
expense of the massive impoverishment of 
the majority - but who through their links 
with the liberal electoral regimes have been 
the major backers of neo-!iberal policies. 

The process of economic concentration of 
wealth iiccurrmg m Latin America is part 
of a global process - product of the ‘neo- 
lihcral counter-revolution'. Between 198*7 
and 1994 the number of super-rich 
billionaires has increased from 49 to 120 in 
the US. 40 to 86 in Asia Pacific, 36 to 91 
in Europe and from eight to 14 in west Asia 
and Africa The decline of welfare 
programmes and the privatisation process 
have been instrumental m polarising the 
world between a small group of very rich 
business families and hundreds of millions 
of marginali.sed temporary workers. The 
notion of centre/periphery does not capture 
the super-rich classes north and .south linked 
through a multiplicity of investments, 
financial and trade circuits as well as licensing 
and. pattern agreements. The integration of 
the super-rich into the global market place 
and their capacity to direct and regulate the 
nation-state to finance and subsidise their 
international links is the most significant 
fact of global politics. Globalism is the 
programme of the super-rich. 

The parallel growth of the billionaire class 
in Latin America and heightened US 
exploitation arc dual outcomes of the neo- 
liberal counter-revolution. This is most 
evident in the countries which have advanced 
furthest on the path of neo-liberal politics: 
Mexico has 24 billionaires and has been the 
main source of trade, interest, royalty and 
profit income for the US, followed by Brazil 
with six billionaires, Argentina. Chile and 

Columbia with three each and Venezuela 
with two. The basic rea-son for growing 
poverty and declining health services and 
educational institutions is the diversion of 
public resources to the private s^tor and 
within the private .sector to the very rich. 
'Neo-liberalism' is in essence a euphemism 

for the reconcentration of income through 
the international regulation of state policy. 
Income is transferred upward and outward - 
leaving the poor to struggle in marginal 
’micro-enterprises’, informal employment 
and hand-outs from projects sponsored by 
non-govemmental organisations. 

The importance of the liberalisation and 
privatisation policy for the concentration of 
wealth and the emergence of the super-rich 
in Latin America can be glimpsed by looking 
at the brief biographies published in Forbes 
magazine ofa sample of six Mexican billion¬ 
aires. {Forbes, July 18. 1994, pp 186-190.) 

The Peralta family, worth $ 2.5 billion, 
IS involved in a major joint venture with 
Bell-Atlantic of the US which has invested 
$ 1 billion in a cellular phone company. 

The Guitron family cntcrpri.ses are traded 
on the US stock exchange, and they have 
climbed to billionaire status thanks to the 
toitunc they made through investment in 
Banco Nacional de Mexico (BANACCI), 
the financial conglomerate that arose from 
the 1992 privatisation of the Banco Nacional 
de Mexico. 

The Salinas Pliego family, worth $ 2 
billion, was ennehed through the purchase 
of the govdrnment-ownedTelcvision Azteca 
for $ M5 million in ajoint venture with US. 
General Electric-owned National Broad¬ 
casting Company (NBC) for programming. 
Jorge Larrea Ortega and family also invested 
In and profited enormously from the 
privatisation of the BANACCI. He bought 
the state-owned La Cananea copper mine for 
$ 300 million and now his Grupo Industrial 
Mineria Mexico is Mexico’s biggest mining 
company producing 90 per cent of the 
country’s copper, gold, silver and zinc in 
partnership with ASARCO of the US and 
Belgian Union Miniere with revenues of $ 1 
billion per year. 

The Franco family valued at $ 1 billion 
became billionaires thanks to a $ 400 million 
investment in the priviltisation of Telefonos 
de Mexico and in 1992 a $ 200 million 
investment in BANACCI. 

Cosio Arino family also became 
billionaires with their investment in the 
pnvatisation of the Banco Nacional de 
Mexico. In 1991 with the privatisation of 
‘he state-owned Mexican telephones, Cosio 
Arino clan got S per cent of preferred voting 
stock for $ .50 million which in 1994 is 
valued at $ 400 million. 

This sample of Mexican billionaires 
tHustrafes the way in which slate-pottcy 
(neo-liberal privatisation) favours the 
concentration of private wealth and the 

growing joint exploitation of mineraks and 
penetration of markets by Mexican billion¬ 
aires and US multinational corporations. 

Conclusion 

Liberalisation and structuul adjustment 
policies have played a strategic role in 
opening up Latin America to US 
exploitation and providing a major source 
of income to compensate for US declining 
competitiveness in other regions. At the 
same time, liberalisation has created a new 
class of Latin billionaires who increasingly 
dominate politics and the economy and are 
major partners with US banks and 
multinationals. The result is reshaping the 
regional economic structure with greater 
integration at the top and increasing 
disintegration at the sub-national level. The 
neo-liberal polices have also polarised the 
class structure: the emergence of a new class 
of Latin billionaires with major investments 
in the US, as well as joint ventures in Latin 
America with US conglomerates. The very 
rich are indeed an integral pan of the first 
world. On the other side is the growth of 
an impoverished labour force faced with 
declining state social expenditures, 
chronically low paid employment, and 
landless peasants deprived of influence in 
politics and economy. 'The majonty is paying 
the price for the admission of the super-rich 
into the first world. 

Liberalisation as the ideology of the 
hegemonic power in this hemisphere has 
become an instrument of global competi¬ 
tion- and should be viewed as part of 
strategic economic goals. In any case 
liberalisation has not and is not merely a 
‘development strategy’ elaborated to 
facilitate Latin Amencan integration into 
the world market. Nor is it an inevitable 
product of some immanent ‘globalisation 
process’. Rather liberalisation is a product 
of US economic policy-makers, bankers and 
multinational corporations allied with Latin 
American transnational capitalists. It is 
specific class and state interests (not world- 
system imperatives) that dictate the new 
liberal political economy. In this sense 
reversing liberalisation must begin at the 
national level within the class structure and 
move upward and outward. 

. Notes and Sources for Tables 

Notes 

- The data on Table 1 came from source 8 
For the 1993 Annual data contact Howard 
Murad at DOC BEA 

- The data on Table 2 come from source 6 
For the 1993 Annual data contact Howard 
Murad at DOC BEA 

- The data on Table 3 came from source 7 
For the 1993 Annual daUi contact Howard 
Murad at DOC BEA. 

- The data on Table 4 for 1992-1993; 
for LA, come from sources 5 and 9 
for Japan, came from sources 10 and 3 
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Trade Data Bonk; US DOC International Individual Countries, 1980-93. 

A Japanese View of Chinese Threat 
S P Seth 

Japan is perturbed over China's growing naval strength as it may lead 
to escalation of tensions in the Asia-Pacific region. 

for E^C. Came from sources 9. and 4 
and forCennany. all data came frutn source I 
The data on Table 4A; 
for LA 1992 came from source 5 
for LA 1993 came from sourc^ 9 

for Japan 1992 came Iroiii .source 3 
for Japan 1993 came from .souac 10 
for EEC 1992 came from source 4 
for EEC 1993 came Ironi .source 9 
for Germany, all data came from souice I 

- The data on Tabic S' 
for LA 1962-91 come from sources K. 6. 7, 2 
1992-93 came from sources 8, 6. 7, .3, 9 
for Japan 1962-91 came from source 2 
1992-93 came from sources 3, 10 
for Germany 1962-9.3 came from source 1 

Sources 

(1) fJrganisalion for Economic Co-operation 
and Development, Monthly Slanslics oj 
Foreign Trode. Serie.s A, Pans. 1994 

(2) UN Dept of Economic and .Social 
Developinenl. 1992 Inlemational Trade 
Slaii.ilir.'! Yearb,»>k (E/F94 XVII .3. vol I), 
New York. 1993. 

(3) 'US Balances on International Transac¬ 
tions. by Area and Selected Country 1990 
to 1992’. No 13.30. p 796. In Statistical 
Abstract oj the United States. 1993.113 th 
cd, Washington; Government Printing 
Office, 1993. 

(4) U.S DOC. Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(June 29, 1994). Balance cm Merchandise 
Trade [CD-ROMJ, Available: National 
Trade Data Bank-U$ Depi of Commerce, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis: US Inier- 
nalinnal Transactions' European Com- 
munities; Balance on Merchandise Trade. 
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(June 29. 1994), Balance on Merchandise 
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Bureau of Economic Analysis: US 
International Transactions' LA and other 
Western Hemisphere: Balance on 
Mercundise Trade. 

(6) US IX)C, Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(June 29,1994), Direct Investment Payments 
(CD-ROM]. Available; NationalTrade Data 
Bank-US Dept of (Commerce, Bureau of 
Economic Analysis: US International 
Transactions'. LA and other Western 
Hemisphere-Direct investment Payments. 
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(June 29, 1994), Other Prtvate Payments 
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Bank-US Dept of Commerce, Bureau of- 
Ecunomic Analysis: US International 
Transactions: LA and other Western 
Hemisphere-Direct Investment Payments. 
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(June 29,199A), Royalties and Licence Fees 
Payments [CD-ROM], Available: Notioiial 
Trade Data Bank-US Dept of Coinmerce, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis; US 
International Transactions- LA and other 
Western Hemisphere-Direct inveslifieat 
Payments. 
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(10) US DOC, Imenmtiimid Trade Administra¬ 
tion (June 29, 1994), US Total Trade 

CHlNA’sgrowing military strength ha.shcen 
a matter of growing concern in the Asia- 
Pacific region, so much so that voices are 
being heard m Japan about a security threat 
from China. The Japanese arc generally 
reticent on this. But not profcs.sor Shtgeo 
Hiramatsu who teaches Chinc.se studies at 
Kyorin university, in a recent article m Japan 
Review of Inlemational Affairs he dwells at 
length on the Chine.se threat. He points to 
a series of assertive Chinese claims and 
activities which portend trouble. These are: 
(1) The promulgation of a law in February 
1992 establishing China's sovereignty over 
south China sea islands, including the spratlys 
on which claims have been made by other 
regional countries too. The law also lays 
claim to the Senkaku islands in east China 
sea, which Japan claims to he under its 
control. The law ahso places, the seas 
surrounding the.se islands under Chinese 
sovereignty. (2) As a sequel. Chinese marines 
landed on Da Lae reef in the Spratlys to plant 
a sovereignty post. (3) Further u.s.scrtion of 
Chinc.se sovereignty came, when Beijing 
awarded a US oil company the right to 
develop oil resources in an area claimed by 
Vietnam. The concerned US company was 
assured that the Chine.se navy would defend 
the former’s oil exploration operations from 
outside interference. (4) Such Chinese claims 
and activities arc backed up by its growing 
military might, such as; the purchase of 24 
supersonic Su-27 fighler-bombers Trom 
Rus.sia. l00S-300surf^-e-to-airmi.s.silc.s with 
tour launchers, and five H-76 transport planes. 

There are reports that Beijing is likely to 
purcha.se more lethal weapons and equipment 
from erstwhile Soviet republics which 
include an aircraft carrier, kilo-cla.ss conven¬ 
tional submarines, heavy backfire bombers, 
aerial refuelling tcchnology,andT-72M tanks. 
Little wonder that China’s defence budget 
has gone up by about 50 per cent in the past 
few years. ’The increase could well be greater 
since official defence budgets in Chir^a 
grossly under-report military expenditure. 

It is true that the Chinese navy does not 
measure up to American or Japane.se 
standards. But there have been both 
qualitative and quantitative improvements 
in the Chine.se navy since the 80s. According 
10 Hiramatsu. “The ships in the People’s 
Liberation Army’s (PLA) navy may be out¬ 
dated on the whole, but over the past dozen 
years or so. missile-equipped destroyers and 
conventional submarines are being built at 
a rate of one per year, and missile armed 
frigates at a rate of three per year. 

The destroyers and frigates are being 
upgraded and updated to accommodate 
sophisticated electronic equipment or carry 
helicopters They are being built without 
portholes and are otherwi.se scaled to 
withstand nuclear warfare” China is said lo 
be developing a second generation 
submarine-launched ballistic missile with 
three stages and a range more than 8,000 
kilometres. It is also building a nuclear 
submarine to carry these missiles 

Apparently, all this is being done inpersual 
of a clear strategic doctrine According to 
Lin Zhiyc of the Dalian Naval Vessels 
Academy, where key naval personnel arc 
trained, the PLA navy aims to achieve (i) 
a fairly large radius of action, mcitiding the 
capability to wage war in the surrounding seas; 
(li) the ability to control the sea and the air 
.space in a given area independently; (in) a 
strong rapid response capabi hty; (i v) a strong 
amphibious capability, and (v) the ability to 
threaten others with its nuclear capability. 

However, China does not expect in 
foreseeable future any major armed contJict 
in the region, though it pr^icis certain l(x:al 
conllicts. According to protessor Zhang 
Jingyi. new and old border disputes, such 
as the Chine.se invasion of the islands in the 
south China sea, are intensifying with each 
pas.s'ing day and may not necessarily wait 
till the next century, a justification, perhaps, 
of China’s annexation of these islands in 
1992. Zhang Jingyi finds the direction of 
future conflict shifting towards the high 
seas and hence, the importance of naval 
power to China. 

Neverthele.ss, Beijing hopes that it might 
not have to use its naval power to achieve 
Its objectives. As Lin Zhiyc opines. “Only 
when a country possesses a mobile fleet can' 
it ho^ for political and diplomatic solutions 
whereby one vanquishes the enemy without 
striking a blow... but when the threat fails, there 
is the option of delivering an actual strike”. 

In the context of China’s threat to the 
Asia-Pacific, Hiramatsu is most worried 
about the wrangle between China and Japan 
in the east Asia sea, particularly regarding 
the Senkaku i.slands. The east China sea is 
supposed to be rich in oil and marine 
re.sources. which also explains China's 
assertive ownership over the islands in the 
south China .sea. The Japanese fear that 
though at present China has concentrated on 
the south China sea. it would not be long 
before it fixes its eyes on the east China sea. 
Thus, Japan cannot remain indifferent to the 
Chinese designs in the ea.st China sea. 
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PERSPECTIVES 

Teachers’ Salary Scales 
Case for a Fresh Look 
Amrik Singh 

The issue of pay scales for teachers needs to be looked at afresh, 
especially that of parity between undergraduate and postgraduate 
teachers. Some differentiation between different levels of teaching needs to 
he created to encourage academic excellence and to improve the 
performance of colleges. The concept of an academic ladder needs to he 
amplified. 

1 

WHENEVER the issue of emoluments 
payable to teachers is discussed, generally 
the emphasis i.s on the scale of pay that goes 
with a job at a particular level. This is 
understandable. In the hierarchical world in 
which wc live, the scale of pay is important. 
The question generally raised is; is it higher 
or lower than another equivalent job? in 
plain words, the question of hierarchy and 
the related dimcn.sion ol vertical mobility is 
.seen to be important. 

In this respect, the pay commissions which 
are appointed every few years have on the 
whole done (within limits) quite a job of 
rationalising the system. Almost every pay 
commission claims, amongst other things,' 
that it has brought down the number of pay 
scales that had been in force earlier. The 
int^Hon is not to have too many pay scales; 
a multiplicity of pay scales causes confusion 
and even leads to malpractices. 

In this respect, Pakistan has done an 
impress! vejob. In theeariy 70s\ when Bhutto 
was in power, the system was both 
rationalised and streamlined. All employees 
were fitted into one of the 22 scales that the 
country decided to have lor itself. A driver, 
tor instance, wherever he is posted, would 
be in the same scale of pay. and so on. Skills 
and responsibilities have been identified and 
slots accordingly created. For almost aquaner 
century, the system has run fairly well. 

In our country, a kind of breakthrough 
was achieved in respect of university and 
college teachers when the 1973 scales were 
introduced. In respect of university teachers, 
a kind of parity had existed with Class I 
officers in the government of India. Now 
this umbrella of parity was extended even 
to college teachers. This issue, though 
important, does not have to be discussed 
here. But aieference toone minor dimension 
of the problem might be in order. 

When, in 1986 in the wake of the report 
of the Mehrotra Comrmttec, the issue was 
being processed, the question arose: with 
whom to equate university professors? In 
line with the general thinking (hat teachers 

have to he paid well, it was decided to put 
university professors one notch higher than 
a joint .secretary To equate them with a 
secretary would have been laying it thick. 
Therefore, a kind ofcompromi.se was made 
and university professors were equated with 
additional secretaries. It may not be out of 
place to mention here that the government 
of India docs not have more than 200 persons 
in this rank. Those in the same scale in other 
departments number another 250-300. Even 
a Ll General in the Indian Army is in the 
.same .scale. 

The more pertinent issue is that there arc 
hardly more than a dozen or .so Lt Generals 
in the army, whereas university professors 
number around 10,000 already. In course of 
time this number would increase. 

An average teacher is not even aware of 
this parity having been established at these 
two levels of appointment. That the job of 
a professor is highly remunerated is a matter 
of remote concern to him. Most of them are 
not likely to reach that level of seniority. 
What is, however, of much greater concern 
to him are issues such as: How he is regarded 
by others? How he is perceived by society 
in general? Is he given the kind of regard 
or consideration which others drawing the 
same scale of pay would receive? What 
about lacilities such as hou.sing, medical 
care, transpoit and several other perks which 
are of much greater consequence to him? All 
these are issues which concern him intimately 
and deserve to be looked at somewhat clo.sely. 

'' II 

At this stage, a distinaion needs to be 
drawn between private employment and 
government employment. In the private 
sector, salaries are high and the perks are 
equally lavish, it all depends upon the level 
at which one is working and the responsibility 
that goes with the job. During the days when 
ewrything was controlled by the government, 
certain limits had been fixed in respect of 
remuneration, etc, in the private sector. But 
with the liberaltsaUon oi the economy, most 
of the restrictions have gone and the rest 
would also go in the years to come. Anyone 

working in the private sector, therefore, can 
look forward to an exceedingly handsome 
level of remuneration. 

In the government or the public sectw, 
things arc regulated much more rigorou.sly 
than in the private sector. Rules are 
prescribed. Who is empowered to relax those 
rules, and up to what limit, are also clearly 
and specifically laid down. In plain words, 
there is little room for flexibility. In certain 
jobs, however, there are more perks and 
facilities than in other job.s. Some of them 
arc therefore much sought after because they 
promise a better deal. 

In the public sector, for instance, access 
to transport is easier than in the government: 
the .same is trueof travel as also entertainment. 
Therefore, these jobs are coveted. When 
teachers hear about the lavish ho.spitality 
expenses available to some categories, they 
forget about the panty that they have with 
certain categories of employees and their 
attention is i mmediately switched on to what 
others have and what they themselves do not 
have. 

Envy IS a strong human characteristic and 
is at work in each country and in every 
system. It was said about the erstwhile USSR 
that as many as 18 million persons belonged 
to what was called the managerial class. It 
was a privileged class; to some extent it was 
even a self-perpetuating class. Among the 
worst sufferers of the collapse of the 
communist system have been these 18 million 
employees. During the days of the command 
economy, they wielded enormous power 
and that is what .set them apart from the rest. 

In our situation, the Indian Administrative 
Service has to some extent established the 
same kind of pre-eminence over the years, 
in fact, they wield so much power that it is 
they who more or less decide what scales 
of pay, perks and facilitie,s would be allowed 
to other services. There is a certain kind of 
undisguised hostility between those who 
belong to the IAS and the rest On occasions 
it even assumes the form of confrontation 
between professionals and generalists. 

It is not necessary to go into these wider 
issues, but one issue certainly requires to be 
considered. Should the pay scales of 
university and college teachers be decided 
with reference to what is payable to Class 
I officers? Why cannot these teachers be 
paid more or less, as the case may be. To 
link their scales of pay with those available 
to any category of government employees, 
even if they belong to Cla.ss I, is to concede 
the point in principle that all decisions have 
to be made with reference to what is payable 
to those in the government. 

It is true that these employees ate very 
numerous and in sheer numbers they dwarl 
all others. It is equally true thaithis system 
has prevailed more or less from the 19th 
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i'eiiuiry urds. But now thul wc are poised 
Ki cuter the 21 si eciiuiry. is it mn time to 
delink the two spheres o) aeiivtiy'* In other 
words, an intettraicd and .soeiully rational 
and just view ol' what is payable to teachers 
ought to he taken This ineun.s that teachers 
at every level. Irom the primary to the 
umveisity level, ought to he viewed as 
members ol .1 distinct piol'cs.sion. How they 
are 10 be paid and what dillcreiitial is to be 
maintamed between the dilTerent levels ol 
jobs IS an issue that deserves .serious and 
independent consideration. 

TheTcachers’Commission-ll. which dealt 
with university and college teachers, did not 
go into this i.s.sue except in a general way 
lor the simple reason lhai a UGC-appoinied 
committee under R C Mchrotra was already 
at work on it. The other commission which 
dealt with school teachers was not mhihiied 
by any such consideration. It Ihcrelorc 
examined the question ol' salaiy scales and 
made specilic recommendations. 

riic pnini which de.sorvcs to he underlined 
Is that (caching is a dislmci prolcssion. 
Gmolumcnis payable 10 dtltereni caiegories 
of teachers do not have to be dciei mined by 
eonsideiations which arc applicable to 
governmeni cinphiyees. Their conditions ol 
•work arc tliffereni and ihercl'ore they should 
be dcall with dillercntly II there can be any 
kind ol an analogy, ti can only be with a 
related prolcssion like health. Both teaching 
and health have a good deal in common; 
both arc sei vicc-iiricmcd prolessions 11 some 
kindol parity orcorre.spondccc is maintained 
between the two. that would he in order 
To seek to maimaiii any such parity between 
teachers and other government employees 
IS not in order 

III 

How the i.ssueol salai y scales loruni vei sily 
and college teachers has been handled can 
be broiidly divided lino two phases The Inst 
phase extended trom 1947 to IVT.-t and the 
second pha.se which began in 197,1 continues 
to this date 
■ This IS the general picture. In between 
there arc details, and only the mofc relevant 
ones may be referred to. For instance, the 
signi t'lcance ol the 1973 scale wa.s that though 
university teachers had been generally 
equated with Class I officers of the govern¬ 
ment of India, this parity was extended even 
to college teachers. This was the principal 
xigntficance of the pay revision in 1973. 

Owingiiia vancty of rca.sons which cannot 
be gone into here, even betore the next 
revision took place in 1986, the central 
government had conceded one thing, which 
indeed it tried to undo in 1986. After a 
prolonged strike of 110 days in Delhi 
university in 1982-83. the centre conceded 
what came to be called automatic promotion 
fntm the lecturer’s scale to the reader's .scale. 
This ammintal to going beyond what had 
hofco.sjttwtmncd in 1973. 

When the revised scales were announced 
in 19X7, the organised teacher opinion 
opposed it for two reasons. One. having 
conceded more than it wished to do. an 
attempt was mailc in 1986 to recover the 
positon, and this did not plea.se the teachers. 
The lecturer's scale was now prupo.scd to 
be subdivided into three stages and the 
reader’s .scale into two stages While the 
latter prupo.sal was eventually withdrawn, 
the three stages ol the lecturer’s .scale were 
retained. This somewhat amateurish move 
did not help 

To quite an extent, inovemeni Irttm one 
suh-slage to another has been more or less 
aulomalic. Even in the case ot icciurcrs 
gening the reader’s scale without much lu.ss 
the siiiialion is not significantly heller Quite 
a lew lecturers at least in one university have 
managed to gel the designation of reader. 
Not only that, the internal control sy.sicm. 
which normally regulates movement from 
one stage to another, has become ex¬ 
ceptionally weak and incficclive. 

Though this is not the only explanation 
lor what has been happening, an important 
point I hat needs to be made is that in academic 
terms, it was a miscalculation of the first 
order when in 1973, postgraduate and under¬ 
graduate teaching wereequiHcd with each other. 

In any academic system, there has to be 
a certain hierarchy ol jobs. .Such a hierarchy 
exists everywhere. In the academic world, 
movement Irom one stage to the other 
betokens some growth ol knowledge and 
competence and a certain measure of 
cicativiiy. To prescribe that everyone would 
be in the same scale ol pay, whatever he is 
leaching and wherever he may be located, 
may have solved one problem (getting a 
living wage lor everyone), but it has created 
another problem. It has destroyed for all 
purposes the notion of climbing up the 
academic ladder. With that notion under¬ 
mined. movement Irom one stage to another 
declined lor ihe most part This in turn has 
led to academic dcgcneralion which is one 
ot (he problems that (he system has to face 
today. 

Another adverse by-product of (his 
decision has been that autonomous colleges, 
which had been projected as a feasible 
solution tothc problem of declining standards 
at the undergradiiaic level, have tailed to 
take off. The ab.scnce of any distinction 
between these colleges and other colleges 
was a strong contributory factor. If teachers 
in both categories of colleges have the same 
scale ol pay. why should anyone prefer to 
work in an autonomous college? Such a 
college demands much more of a teacher 
than what his counterparts in other colleges 
do or are required to do. There are of course 
other reasons why autonomous colleges are 
not being established. One of them most 
emphatically is (hat. in termsof salary scales, 
there is no distinction between the two 
categories. 

IV 

Now that the issue of salary scales is to 
be reconsidered afresh, the assumptions 
which govern who is paid how much and 
at what level would have to be re-examined. 
A question (hat would have to be a.skcd and 
answered is whether the 1973 decision to 
equate postgraduate and undergraduate 
teachers was academically right and tactically 
advisable. 

As to ihe academic argument, something 
has been said already. As to the tactical 
angle, this was a mistake which it would be 
diflkult to undo now. More than 85 percent 
ol teachers are engaged in undergraduate 
teaching. If a decision which aficets such 
a large proportion of them adversely is 
propo.sed to be taken, ii stands to rea.son that 
it would be strongly resisted. This became 
abundantly clear when an all-India strike 
t(H)k place in 1987 When' it was called off. 
It was the university teachers who fell 
betrayed. As far as the college teachers were 
concerned, they may not have got everything 
that they wanted but they did not emerge 
loo badly mauled. I'hc bulk of the leadership 
of the strike also came from colleges. It was 
therefore anxious to ensure that the bulk of 
its supporters did not Icel let down. 

As and when such a move is contemplated, 
the same .story would repeat ilself-any 
decision which goes against the bulk ot the 
teachers cannoi but be resisted, Whether the 
policy-makers would be assertive enough to 
do the right thing would depend upon (heir 
political Judgment as well as their mural 
stamina. 

About one thing there should be no doubt 
To persist with the existing arrangement - 
lack of differentiation between two levels 
of teaching - is not sustainable. In financial 
terms, it imposes an additional burden on 
the funding authorities. In academic terms, 
It hits at the very root of academic mobility 
as also academic excellence. In a way, it is 
a classic situation where the tail wags the 
dog. Because the teacher leadership is by 
and large controlled by tho.se coming from 
collegcs.thoseworkinginuniversitiescannot 
make themselves heard or their point of view 
accepted. 

It may not be out of place to mention here 
that after'the strike had been called off in 
1987, it continued for quite some weeks both 
in Delhi and Bombay. The demands were 
different in the two places. In Delhi, the 
teachers did not get anything for having 
remained on strike. Whatever b()d been 
conceded had been won by them earlier. 

In Bombay, the demand was for parity of 
payment between college teachers and those 
working in junior colleges. Despite a 
prolonged strike, the Maharashtra govern¬ 
ment did not accept that demand. To have 
done so would have obliterated the difference 
between undergraduate teaching and school 
teaching. 
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At the university level the principal issue 
is exactly the same. To do away with the 
dit'ferencc between undergraduate and 
postgraduate teaching may please those 
working in colleges, but is not conducive 
or helpful to the academic process as a 
whole. 

As indicated elsewhere, there is one way 
m which the centre can deal with this issue 
relatively easily. Instead of the centre 
continuing to assist the states with funds to 
put teachers on the central pay scale, as it 
has been doing fur about three decades, the 
centre can adopt the altitude that this is 
something which should be handled by each 
stale as it deems fit. This is not a new 
proposal: it has been mooted several times 
and for a couple of decades. 

The issue has al.so been discussed in 
connection with the working of the IJGC. 
That the UGC should only deal with 
universities is a manageable proposition. 
When It is required to deal with more than 
7.50() colleges also, it finds it ditl'icult to do 
so One solution proposed was that as the 
stales alone deal with school education, they 
alone >hould deal wiih undergraduate 
education also. Neither the UGC nor the 
centre nor any other agency should have 
anything to do with education at that level, 
though they may indicate what requires to 
be done and so on FTofcssional education, 
however, is aditferent proposition and could 
continue lo be dealt wnh«through the various 
professional agencies established for the 
purpose 

This need not be empty talk - such a re¬ 
arrangement can be worked out and 
implemented The IIGC is finding it difficult 
lo deal with several thousand colleges: the 
establishment ot regional centres is a pointer 
III that direction. 

Whether central subsidies to states so as 
to help them to fall in line with central 
universities is 50 per cent, 80 per cent or 
I IK) per ceni is a matter of convenience, and 
there is no administrative principle or 
statutory sanction behind it. If. for instance, 
at the lime of the next revision the centre 
reduces it to 50 per cent, there would be no 
problem about it. Different states would 
act differently once that is done. Even 
alter the 1973 revision, each stale did not 
accept the central formula and at least two 
of them. Kashmir and Kerala, did not fall 
in line fully. 

There should be no great problem in having 
different scales of pay in dilTerent states 
though, to be sure, within certain broad 
parameters. The present situation came about 
owing to historical reasons and can be 
reversed. Historically speaking, teachers 
were grossly under-paid till 1973. In order 
to improve their emoluments, the centre 
played an aggressive role. Need the centre 
continue to promote this notion when the 
objccTivcs of belter productivity and better 
jicrformancc have not been achieved? In this 

.situation, it would be tactically advisable to 
let each state deal with the mutter us hc.sl 
as it can. TTic all-India initiative which got 
projected in the early 7()s has not done much 
for the academic system. 

V 

Coming to autonomous colleges, two 
things should be understood clearly. With 
a large number ol Mihsiandardcolleges being 
established ail over the country, iindcr- 
gr^uatc education would never gel out ol 
the morass into which it has sunk. Asaigucd 
elsewhere, the real problem is ihai ihe 
examination system has become a drag: and 
no reform can take place unless the mode 
ol assessment is relormcd. To relorm u on 
a large scale (so as to covci a whole 
university) leiiuires gieat elfort. The system 
does noi seem to be capable ol ii 

Therefore, the only alieniaiivc is ihai the 
.scale of operations is reduced Once ihc 
college becomes a unil ol operation, the 
scale would become manageable The next 
iwo tasks then would be how to ensure that 
colleges perform well and, second, how to 
judge the performance ol colleges Not 
having crossed even the firsi hurdle, il 
seems unrealistic lo talk ol how to deal wiili 
Ihc second hurdle, which undoiihicdly ii 
would be. 

but colleges retuse to claim autonomous 
.status because in the existing easy-going 
atmosphere, they arc hardly accountable for 
anything that goes wrong. Things are both 
diffused and lax No one can be held respon- 
siTile il anything goes wrong becau.se no one 
is given the .specille responsibiliiy to do a 
particular job. It anyone is responsible, it is 
the principal, and he fails lo pcrlorm because, 
generally, he is unable lo carry the teachers 
with him. 

As stated already, there is no incentive for 
colleges to become autonomous. Teachers 
gel the same scale ol salary everywhere, and 
it some of them arc committed and more 
capable, there is nothing to prevent them 
from perlorming better as individuals. The 
system however does not change. .Several 
hundred colleges in the country even today 
are performing well, though il must be 
conceded that they could perform much better 

, if things were arranged differently. In point 
of fact, almo.st half the colleges in the country 
have the potential to perform better provided 
they are put on their mettle and are required 
lo perform. 

Parity between undergraduate and post¬ 
graduate teaching has thus become an 
obstacle in the path of academic progress. 
Because there is no incentive for colleges 
to become autonomous, nut many ut them 
have become autonomous. The hundred or 
so that arc autonomous are unable to generate 
any momentum. I: is when something like 
1,000 or so arc established that a separate 
sector of colleges would begin to grow. 
Perhaps a few hundred of them can he 

esiablishud without imiclutiniculiy ami then 
every year a few hundred more can be aildcd 

Once ihcy cross ihc magnal ntimbci ol 

I.IXM) and once Ihcy aic delinked liom the 

colleges and then salary scales .iic linked 

wiih universities ihc siinaiion \Miuld siart 

changing llickcy lonnlrcc/nig Uiccxisims 

siiuatnm is ih.il aiiionomiuis colleges ,irc 

given iIk same status .is univcisiiy 

deparlmcnis,.iiidilicolhcisarcno!iimccdcd 
this iirivilcgc Once llns happens, die good 

oUl ac.idcimc l.iildcr o| climbing Irom one 

step lo the oihci would ic-asscii Ms prini.icy 

.indihcsiui.ition wouldgctunlio/cn Noihmg 

shori ol such a dra>iic remedy w'onid niiic.ish 

llicpoicnliallycrcanvcloiccs wimh now .nc 

not being allowed Ui pl.iv .i lolc .iitd assert 

ihcmscivcs 

VI 

The coiu'cpl ol llie ac.idcinic l.idilci iieals 

lo be amphlicil somewhat Eseivonc mnsi 

start with a living w.igc; regarding llns (.kI 

there need be no misgivings That tins should 

correspond lo what oilicis ol cqiio.ilciii 

standing enjoy goes wiihoiii saving: n o 

alter thal a differcniial sysicm should be 

established. Perhaps an analogy would help. 

In the armed lorces. whocvci lonis as an 

ollicer gels .i lew promolions bascil on ihc 

length ol his service Atlci ihai. the clcinenl 

ol scicclion comes in, which is very rigoious. 

indeed more rigorous ih.in in civil 

cmployincin. 

There is no reason why progress in ihc 
academic field should be anv less iigorous. 
In the kind ol society which each country 
Is trying lo build lor iiscll. ihe role ol 
educalioii is ccmral Theictorc what kind ol 
talent gels ailiacted inio the leaching 
prolession is a mallei ot considerable 
signilicancc. The first important step is lo 
attract the right kind of talent, and Ihe second 
equally important step is thal uilcnt is 
recognised and nurtured. One way of 
destroying it is to promote people even when 
Ihcy do not deserve to be promoted This 
however should not mean that there has to 
be a wide margin between the top salary ot 
one who has merit of a high order and one 
who is lacking in it As argued by the 
Mehroira Committee also, the difference 
need not be very wide, but the difference 
must exist so as to underline the point thal 
merit gets rewarded and receives its own 
recognition 

There is also a related aspect. One of the 
reactions to the 1973 revision ol scales was 
that the salary gap between high school and 
college teachers was much tmi wide. There 
was some substance in the crilieisin. .Since 
then attempts have been made to bridge the 
gap somewhat, but nothing like a rational 
system has yet evolved One ol these days 
this would have lo be done. 

Ill iheory there can be some disugreeinent 
about what has been st.iicd so fur Tlw more 
pcilincni question, however, is to what extent 
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a good deal of it can be implemented. It 
requires no effort to prove that since all 
decision-making is political, the calibre of 
political leadership is crucial. The fact of the 
matter is that for over four decades a certain 
strategy of development has been followed. 
It is open to many objections and these have 
been articulated meticulously and relentlessly 
by several people. 

The leeling of dissatisiaction with what 
exists IS there, but an alternative strategy has 
nw yet been evolved. Even the much- 
applauded post-1991 liberalisation has nut 
brought about a shift of gears to the extent 
required. In fact, the economic changes are 
not being supported on the political plane 
as much as they ought to have been supported. 
That IS the sad situation today. 

VII 

To make any assumption, therefore, that 
changes of policy, however advisable, would 
be put into effect may not be particularly 
realistic. In this connection two furtherpoints 
may be made. The first one relates to the 
experience of other countries. Except in the 
USSR, no other country in recent history has 
paid academics and scientists as generously. 
That was the only country which made 
extraordinary efforts to draw abreast of 
those countries which had gone ahead of 
her, and even tried to overtake them. That 
she succeeded to some extent in doing so 
cannot be questioned even though that 
country, us a political entity, has ceased to 
exist today. 

In every other country, teaching is at best 
adequately paid. This fact however has not 
prevented other countries from attracting 
Uient into teaching. Remuneration is not the 
only thing that matters: the prestige ol the 
profession and its contribution to national 
life is equally important. What is called 
prestige is so difficult to define that to seek 
to specify or define it woqld be a vain effort. 
Basically it is the contribution of a profession 
like teaching which would Ult the scale in 
its favour. If academics are performing well 
and those who pass out go on to make an 
-impm on stKial and economic life, their 
prestige would go up. But iftheircuntribution 
to social and economic lifeisundistinguished, 
it would work against them and there is no 
question of their being looked up to. It is 
in some such situation that the academics 
in India find themselves. 

Second, to delay a decision on this matter 
would prove co.stly. Even in 1986 when the 
1973 momentum was still in evidence, 
evoyune was not amvinced that die right 
thing was being done The experiment of 
coupling undergraduate and po.stgraduate 
education had not proved fruitful. But no 
(»ie in 1987 had the courage to undo what 
had been done only a decade earlier. A 
decade after that, that feeling of dis¬ 
satisfaction is unmistakable and indeed 
stronger. Remedial steps such as those dis¬ 

cussed above would have to be taken. 
Whether they are eventually taken or not 
would depend upon the quality of political 
leadership and its capacity to .see into the 
future. 

VIII 

Before winding up this issue, it may be 
in order to look at one dimension of the 
problem which is without question technical 
III nature. Nonetheless it has some bearing 
on what is under discussion. When the salary 
scales were revised in 1973, one of the 
argu ments u.sed then was that since examini ng 
students was a part of the job that a teacher 
had to do, henceforth nothing would be paid 
either fur invigilation work or for the 
evaluation of the .scripts. Though not exactly 
an integral part of the argument, it was used 
to disarm the opposition that was being 
encountered in the cabinet. 

It IS known widely that two people who 
opposed university and college teachers being 
put in the revised scale of pay were Jagjivan 
Ram and Swaran Singh. Both of them did 
so more or less in line with the existing social 
attitudes. The.se had been shaped largely by 
the kind of colonial economy which the 
British had built right from the middle of 
the 19th century and which, for the most 
part, remained intact even after 1947. 

Indira Gandhi's attitude however was 
more positive. In the kind of .social scenario 
that wa.s emerging, she wanted to co-opt 
teachers at this level into the middle class 
circuit, and therefore she was for accepting 
the proposal. Not many others opposed it 
except the two mini.stcr.s referred to above, 
and the proposal eventually went through. 

As stated repeatedly, it was almost a 
breakthrough. Till then nobody had defined 
precisely as to where teachers sttaxl. Did 
they belong to the lower middle class which 
had been the situation till then? Or did they 
belong to the upper middle class-the 
category into which they were now being 
inducted'.' The cabinet's decision was most 
emphatically for the latter alternative. 

'This argument about not paying remunera¬ 
tion for examination work began to wear 
thin within a few months. It all depends upon 
the kind of examination sy.stem in force. If 
it were a centralised and anonymous system, 
the kind of public examination which has 
been followed in India for more than a 
century, and which, because of the bur¬ 
geoning numbers, has been more or less 
sanctified a.<i the system which suits India’s 
social situation, payment of remuneration 
was unavoidable. What teachers were 
required to do was not a part of their normal 
duty; it was something in addition to that. 
Therefore they had to be paid for it and this 
is the sy.stem that had been followed all i!ie.se 
decades. But if the system was going to be 
modelled on what was being practi.sed in the 
US - the teacher testing the student and 
giving him grades or marks as required - no 

extra remuneratiem was required to be made. 
The then policy-makers were inclined to 
lean in the latter direction, and they argued 
that the system of %lditional remuneration 
should be dispensed with. 

In practice it was found totally unfcas-ible. 
University after university discovered that 
to get the teacher to invigilate without teing 
remunerated and to examine scripts, again 
without remuneration. Just did not work. In 
fact even when teachers are paid remunera¬ 
tion, quite a few of them evade this kind of 
obligation. The situation varies from 
university to university. In certain cases 
both invigilation and evaluation of scripts 
are remunerated. In certain others the former 
is supposed to be a part of their official duty 
and it isonly the latter which is remunerated. 
Whatever be the details, the fact remains that 
the original understanding has not been 
honoured. 

By itself this may not be such a material 
fac.tor in the situation. But it has a direct 
bearing on the distinction between affiliated 
and autonomous colleges. In the ca.se of 
affiliated colleges, the examination would 
he controlled by the university and would 
conform to the existing pattern. Additional 
remuneration would therefore have to be 
given. In the case of an autonomous college, 
the job of te.sting the students could he done 
by the teachers themselves. To that extent 
they would have to go without the income 
which .some of their colleagues would have. 

By way of a digression, it might be added 
that what is paid as remuneration is 
ridiculously low. Because of the fear of 
having to go against the understanding which 
was a pari of the 1973 pattern, a large number 
of universities pay only marginally more 
than what was being paid before 1973. This 
in turn has worked as a disincentive apart 
from the fact that a large number of 
universities charge a very low examination 
fee and therefore cannot even afford to pay. 
Inothcr words, neitheris theamount attractive 
enough nor is it paid in time. In consequence 
results get delayed much more than ought 
to happen. 

While considering thequestion of revision 
of salary scales, it may not be inappropriate, 
if not imperative, to draw a distinction 
between affiliated and autonomous colleges 
in terms of what has been stated above. In 
orderto be consistent however, one additional 
step would have to be taken. If teachers in 
autonomous colleges are to be equated with 
university teachers, as is implied, the latter 
cannot have a title to any extra payment 
either. A kind of parity would have to be 
established between the two. The issue 
thbreforc is somewhat more complex than 
might appear at first sight. 

Of thi.s. however, there can be no doubt, 
that unless the scales of pay in these two 
types of colleges are different, autonomous 
colleges would not get established so 
easily - as has b«»n the experience so far. 
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REVIEWS 

Indo-Sri Lanka Discord 
S Guhan 

Pangs of Proximity: In^a and Sri Lanka’s Ethnic Crisis by S D Muni; Sage 
Publications, New Delhi, 1993; pp 259, Rs 250. 

After such knowledge, what forgiveness? 
Think now 

History has many cunning passages. 
contrived corridors 

And issues, deceives with whispering 
amhiiions. 

Guides us by vanities. 
- T S Eliot, Gerontum 

ALTHOUGH the literature on Iiidia-Sri 
i.anka relations in the l9K()s is extensive, 
S D Mum's book deserves particular 
attention because it is from a leading 
political scientist who has specialised in 
India's external relations in south Asia. 
Ihe author begins by situating India’s 
concerns in Sri Lanka in the wider context 
of Its approach to its neighbours and 
proceeds to chronicle India’s involvement 
with Sri Lanka between July 198.^. when 
ethnic riots erupted in Colombo, and late 
1989 when the withdrawal of the IPKF 
commenced. The concluding chapter 
summarises the author’s apprai.sal of the 
involvement and the les.sons that could be 
drawn from it. Eight documentary 
appendices add to the value of the book. 

Muni provides a well-ordered account 
of each phase of India’s involvement in 
Sri Lanka’s ethnic crisis. Tlie first phase 
(July 1983-Octobcr 1984). viz, Indira 
Gandhi’s period, was when, following the 
ethnic riots. India assumed a mediatory 
role with G Parthasarathy negotiating Ihe 
principles of settlement, known as 
’Annexure C’, between the Sri Lankan 
government (SLG) and the Tamil groups. 
A second track that Indira Gandhi 
concurrently pursued was to promote and 
encourage, on Indian soii, various Sri 
Lankan Tamil militant groups under the 
direction of the Research and Analysis 
Wing (RAW). As Muni admits. RAW was 
asked to penetrate these groups "providing 
them with training, money and arms to 
limit their militancy, erode their external 
linkages and bring them under Indian 
influence”. 

In the phase that followed (October 1984- 
July 1987), Rajiv Gandhi continued with 
both tracks but was no more successful 
than his mother in either of them. On the 
diplomatic front, yielding to SLG pressure, 
horses were changed in midstream as many 
as three limes in three years; Romesh 

Bhandari replaced G Parthasarathy; he was 
replaced by P Chidambaram and K Natwar 
Singh; and they in turn were replaced with 
Dinesh Singh. The Tamil militant groups 
were legitimised in the Thimpu talks, held 
under Indian auspices, between them and the 
SLG (July 198.5). in the process undermining 
the moderate FULF leadership On paper. 
Ihe December 19.1986 propo.sals formiilaied 
by Chidambaram and Natwar Singh were an 
improvement Irom India’s point of view 
but, not unexpectedly, the SLG did not buy 
them just us it had earlier stymied 
Annexure C by pulling it through the All 
Parly Conference that lasted during all of 
1984 in Sri Lanka At this point, president 
J R Jayawardcnc opted tor a military 
solution and esculaicd the conflict with the 
Vadumarichi operation (May 1987). Rajiv 
Gandhi (hen decided for a direct 
interventionist role for India. By boat and 
air, reliel supplies were sent to Jaifna in 
June 1987 to be tollowed by Ihe Indo-Sri 
Lanka Accord in July 

During the next phase (July 1987-March 
1990), to use .standard journalese, Ihe ill- 
fated Accord ran its hapless course to a 
biller end The principal objcciives ol the 
Accord were to (a) assure Ihe cessation of 
hostilities between Ihe Sri Lankan army and 
Tamil militant groups followed by the 
disarmament ol the latter, (b) promote 
constitutional and other citanges in Sn Lanka 
to enable the Tamils to .secure their long¬ 
standing demands in regard to ethnic identity, 
language, legislative and executive auto¬ 
nomy. land control, representation in army 
and police and the merger of the northern 
and eastern provinces, (c) to ensure ail this 
within a united Sri Lanka, and (d) to .secure 
India’s own strategic interests in insulating 
Sri Lanka from the influences of other 
powers, super or regional. As diplomatic 
theatre, the Accord’s theme was inspiring 
andiis script was wcll-craftcd. RajivGandhi 
even look the final applau.se for granted 
when he hailed it as “the grcatesi event of 
the 20th century” He al.so assured Ihe 
Tamils of India gathered in the Madras 
beach on August 2, 1987 that "short ol 
Eelam all their demands had been secured”. 
However, despite much prompting, neither 
of the two principal characters in the play, 
the SLG and the LTTE, appeared on the 

stage, spoke (heir lines or acted their parts 
according to cue. The LTTE could not be 
disarmed; hostilities continue between them 
and the SLG until today. Nor was it possible 
for India to induce the SLG to effectively 
deliver to the Tamils any of their important 
demands. The unity and integrity of Sn ‘ 
Lanka continue to be threatened. 'To what¬ 
ever degree India might have succeeded in 
weaning away Srt Lanka from other 
powers, at the end of it all, India it.sell ha,s 
been left with little leverage - political or 
diplomatic - with the SLG on the ethnic 
problem. 

On the other hand. India’s incremental 
involvements in Sn Lanka between the 
Accord and the end of Rajiv Gandhi’s 
prime mini.stership in late 1989 entailed 
enormous costs in terms of lives, financial 
resources, property, and India’s military, 
political and diplomatic credibility. By 
September 1987, within five weeks of the 
Accord, the Indian army was in open war 
with the LTTE whom the Indian 
government had bribed and cajoled 
previously tor four long years. In mid- 
1989 the LTTE was able to diplomatically 
outflank India by concluding a deal with 
president Premadasa and succeeded in 
gelling the IPKF fully out of Sri Lanka 
by March 1990 whereafter, from a better 
entrenched position, they have resumed 
their hostilities with Colombo. Militarily, 
the IPKF operation was a failure with the 
mighty Indian army not being abletodisarm 
the LTPE even after two years of effort. 
The IPKF’s goals were ill-dcfined. its 
command of the terrain and logistics were 
poor. Its morale was not sustained, its 
iniclligence was defective and. most 
importantly, the local population in 
northern .Sri Lanka rallied behind the LTTE 
out of solidarity or fear or m reaction to 
the IPKF’s acts of torture, rape and pillage. 
Indian support right until the end for the 
puppet EPRLF government in the North- 
East Province was misconceived and 
resulted in a political vacuum when the 
IPKF finally withdrew early in 1990. Indian 
support for paramilitary units in Sri Lanka 
such as the Tamil National Army (TNA) 
and the Civilian Voluntary Force (CVF) 
and to anti-LTTE militants exacerbated the 
level and diffusion of arms in both countries. 
The Indian high commissioner blustered 
away in Colombo while Doordarshan 
bluffed at home to dupe the public into 
believing that all was going well with the 
Accord. 1310 Indian intervention coalesced 
anti-Indian sentiments among all political 
parties in Sn Lanka and piovokcd the 
second JVP insurgency in 1987 involving 
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lUc toss ol ihousanils of Sn Lankan lives. 
It also serveil to fuel the anii-liKtian siani.vs 
of PakisUin. Baiiulatlcsh anj Ncp.il in 
SAAKC The human ami financial cosis 
were consKlerahle The IPKf- losi 1.200 
and 2.500weieinjuieil Tlicl.Tl'L|)iohab|y 
losl 1,500 with 2.0(M) heinj.’ wounded. 
Ca.suallicsamoii^'othei indiianisaiideivilians 
also ran iiiio thousands The linaiici.il cosi 
of the IPKP opcr.iiioii lo Indi.i was pci haps 
ol thcoiderol Rs2.0(K)io .t.IKKtcroic. Much 
damafieariddcsiruciion wa.s vi.siiciloii pri vale 
;ind public propeilv in northern Sn Lanka 
Thus, on all counts, the Accoul pioved lo 
be not |usi a lailurc hut couiilerproduciivc 
111 the exiicmc. 

Muni’s account ilocs noi substantively {to 
into the uliiniaie pha.se bciwccn December 
1089 and March 1900 Duniij: these months, 
the Janata Dal government under V P Singh 
had replaced Kajiv Ciandhi who had even 
heturc the geneial elections eotniniited India 
towilhdrawmgtheIPKF Inlaelby Deecinber 
1989. the IPKF had been withdrawn Irom 
all districts in north-cast Sn Lanka except 
Jaffna and Trincoinalec. The NE provincial 
government under Varadaruja Perumal, 
prompted and propped by the IPKF and 
RAW. refused to step down to enable the 
recun.stitution of the NE provincial council; 
I f it had done so. it might have been possible 
lo avert a political vacuum m the Tamil 
provinces alter the deinduction of the 
IPKF. The EPRLF government, however, 
collapsed even in February 1990 and 
Varadaraja Perumal. along with several ol 
his cadres, tied to India It was feared that 
during, and consequent on. the vacation of 
Jaf tna and Trincomalec there could be large- 
scale violence on several fronts between 
the LTTE on one hand and the IPKF. .SLG 
forces. oihcrTamil militant groups and the 
paramilitary units (TNA and CVF) on the 
other. This in turn could have resulted in 
another wave of civilian and armed refugees 
into India. The credit for avoiding the.se 
consequences at, the tail end of the 
deinduction process goes to the Janata Dal 
government and to the patient discussions 
with Sri Lankan Tamil groups undertaken 
on its behalf in Madras by M Karunanidhi, 
the then TamiINadu chief minister. Thi s was 
an instance in which New Delhi showed a 
rare wisdom in rcaignising that federalism 
within India could help to promote nu(iona4 
concerns and was not a threat to them. Muni 
chooses to be silent on this very critical and 
sensitive phase except for the convoluted 
observation (p 174) that “the Janata Dal 
government of V P Singh telt itself free of 
any responsibilities to ensure the precise 
relationship between the execution of the 
Jhjly 1987 Agreement and the continuation 
Of withdrawal of the fPKF’. Also, later, he 
repeats the unsubstantiated canards about 

LTTE’s “happy relations' with the DMK 
government in Tamil Nadu forgetting that 
their happiest days hud been with Rajiv 
(j.iiidhi and M G Ramnchandran. 

India's involvement in Sri Lanka during 
1981-9() hasgiven use toa variety of issues 
and questions with both normative and 
consequentialisi implications. Muni’s 
evaluations and ludgments in respect of 
tlieni are, in most cases, evasive, inadequate, 
iiKonsistcnt or aimed at Justifying 
csiablishmeni policies. Overall, he does 
conclude by saying (p 181) that “The most 
desirable way lor India lo approach the 
question of internal contlicls in the 
neighbouring countries is to work 
politically to pre-empt them, and then deal 
with them il neces.sary. In this approach, 
the lemplalion lo gel militarily involved 
must be resisted, notwithstanding the nature 
of pressures and compulsions.” However, 
Ins appraisals of each stage of the 
incremental involvement tend tojustify the 
actions that were actually taken instead of 
uitempting to explore choices and 
alternatives that could have avoided 
progressively deeper entanglement. To 
start with, in his view, India "did not have 
to wart for any invitation from the 
combatants in Sri Lanka’’ to initiate the 
mediation process in 1983; as an atfected 
and interested party, it had the right to 
intervene .iiio/iioiu. He justifies the training 
and arming of .Sn Lankan militants by 
India in terms of ‘leverage-based mediation’ 
adding, in scholarly tashiun. that it is a 
"viable subject lor .serious and systematic 
theoretical exploration”, Also, “India’s 
moves through its political, hiireauciatic 
and intelligence agencies to multiply the 
numbers of the militant groups and create 
and exploit their mutual internecine 
contradictions were al.so aimed at enhancing 
and activating the leverage". For him, 
mediation having failed, India hud to 
intervene in 1987 to safeguard its regional 
interest and status and its internal credibility 
m Tamil Nadu. While admitting that Rajiv 
Gandhi in “his inexperience overlooked the 
complexities of the issues and the actors 
involved”. Muni gives him credit for “a 
considerable account of sincerity ot purpose 
in his thinking”. Despite various infirmities 
in thestmctureoflhelndo-Sri Lanka Accord, 
which he himself analyses. Mum sums it up 
as “a sincere compromi.sc”. In his judgment, 
the Accord “still provides the most 
appropriate and viable basis for resolving 
the Tamil question amicably”. If the Accord 
broke down, it was only becau.se both the 
critical actors, the .SLF and the LTTE, were 
nut forthcoming “to extend the desired co¬ 
operation to India”, a development that 
could not have been foreseen "except 
perhaps by someone blcs.scd with astro¬ 

logical foresight”. All allegations on the 
IPKF’s role in rigging the NEPC elections 
of November 1988 are dismissed by Muni 
as “politically motivated’. Although the IPKF 
did not succeed in disarming the LTI'E or 
m making them accept the Accord, he .sees 
its role as “ positive and .substantial in the 
overall analysis”. To Muni, Indian peace¬ 
keeping was ““not a case of intervention" 
at all and was only seen as such because 
the political change in India (viz, Irom 
Rajiv Gandhi to the Janata Dal) 
'Icgitimi.scd' president Premadasa’s call 
for the withdrawal of the IPKF It is only 
on the subject of the RAW’s operations 
that Muni chooses to call u spade a spade. 
He points out that RAW “‘lacked a political 
perspective on the policy; it also lacked 
accountability for many ol its acts ol 
omission and commission while supporting 
and monitoring the activities ol militant 
groups or .setting them up against each 
other” He refers lo reports that "some ol 
the RAW agents were al.so in league with 
foreign intelligence agencies winking on 
behalf of the Sn Lankan government in 
order to subvert the Tamil movcinent” and 
to the ‘deep resentment’ that the IPKF 
itsell felt for RAW tor not providing il 
with adequate or reliable intelligence Yet. 
Muni does not go into the deeper impli¬ 
cations for foreign policy or lor domestic 
governance in carrying out covert 
operations through tin agency that could be 
neither politically nor administratively 
reined in. 

In sum, the book is a piece ol apologia 
rather than an exercise iii serious political 
analysis It uncritically takes lor granted 
the paramount legitimacy of India’s 
perceptions of its so-called strategic and 
ideological interests. All things - gotxl or 
bad, expedient or foolish - in the pursuit 
of such interests arc justified on grounds 
of honest intentions or in terms ol historical 
necessity. All things that went wrong m 
the conduct of policy arc blamed on the 
intransigence of the SLG and/or the LTTE 
with no critical as.sessmetit of India’s 
tailures to anticipate, provide for and 
counteract It in the context of an intervention 
which not having been mutually accepted 
in the first place by both the principal 
actors in Sri Lanka was vulnerable to 
disruption at different junctures by one or 
both of them. Accordingly, Muni’s study 
is not so much an exercise in evaluation 
or explanation as in extenuation and 
explaining away. As such, this darbari 
contribution is likely to sati.sfy only Rajiv 
Gandhi loyalists in our political, foreign 
office, and military establishments and their 
academic clientele. Rir them, it has always 
been a case of “the Indp-Sri Lanka Accord 
is dead, long live the Accord’. 
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Small but Not Alone 
Keshabananda Das 

Technological Dynamism in Industrial Districts: An Alternative Approach 
to Industrialisation in Developing Countries? UNCTAD-dATH. United 
Nations, New York and Geneva,, 1994; pp xx + 346, price not stated. 

FOR about a couple of decades now signi- 
fleant changes in the industrial organisalion, 
especially in the indusirialised wcsl and, 
of course, in Japan, have drawn attention 
of both the policy-makers and academicians 
worldwide. In the face of disturbing 
recessionary tendencies during the period, 
that witnessed the large, vertically 
integrated units constrained to grow, the 
small and medium enterprises (.SMEs) 
seem to have performed remarkably. 

Allowing for equivocality in establishing 
the degree and extent of this performance, 
the SMEs have surely proven their ability 
to respond boldly to crises and lo chart out 
means of survival and growth. A 
conspicuous aspect of the ‘achieving’ SMEs 
has been their being 'small but not alone' 
Theeoonomiesol spatio-scctoral clustering 
of units, whal Alfred Marshall termed 
industrial districts (IDs), have arguably 
acted as a catalyst. 

Eventually, tn a dynamic setting the 
potential of IDs has to be understood 
through inter-sectoral linkages, internal 
production organtsation and above all as 
a socio-cultural entity containing an 
ensemble of competitive and co-operative 
relations Whal are the notable features of 
SMEs in IDs in the developed nations'.’ Do 
they have any policy implications, 
especially technology related, lor the 
developing nations'.’ Keeping this tn view, 
the UNCTAD-GATE symposium Geneva, 
November 16-17,1992) deliberated on ‘The 
role of industrial districts in the application, 
adaptation and diffusion of technology’. 
The papers, proceedings and synthesis of 
the symposium form the book under review. 

Outlining the conceptual basis of IDs, a 
confluence of views has been' presented 
that range from Meinc Pieter Van Dijk’s 
search for an 'ideal type’ to individual 
instances, mostly in the Italian context 
(Ash Amin, Marco Bellandi. Bjorn Ashcim 
and Zeljka Kozul-Wright). The micro- 
level evidence does differ substantially in 
its specific operational and organisational 
mechanisms manifesting differing socio¬ 
political and administrative environs within 
which IDs function. This, to a large extent, 
sets the parameters of performance. 
Elsewhere, cases from the industrialised 
west point to similar patterns in the 
manifestation of IDs (e g, Pyke and 
Sengenberger 1992]. 

For one thing, a strict definition of IDs, 
though desirable, on the lines of a typical 

Marshallian or ihc laici slylised version of 
Mark II disincis. has remained elusive and 
often not .so useful in the contemporary 
complex sy.stcms ol industrialisation. The 
distinctive features of IDs wiihiii/bctween 
developed nations point to Ihc tedious and 
I rustrai I ng .search for an cqui vaicni' model' 
in the developing countries at various stages 
of industrial achievement. The authors and 
discussants ol the symposium have 
recognised this very well. 

What, however, has been examined are 
the special Icalures of IDs. The crucial 
a.spect locused concerns whal Ashcim calls 
‘endogenous technological capacity¬ 
building’. As exemplified through a variety 
of cases (Part 11) the scope for a synergic 
outcome of innovative activities has been 
seen to be vast Intcr-firm co-operaiion can 
serve as a solid base upon which 
technological upgradalion could be 
possible. The degree of innovativeness 
would depend, of course, upon internal 
resources and level of competence. The 
enhanced lunclional integration of .SMEs 
in IDs into the global capital network in 
the context of structural reforms has led 
to external control by MNCs or largt 
units, adversely affecting the benefits ol 
'embeddedness' accruing through terri¬ 
torial integration 

While such a trend at the macro level 
causes concern, as Fernando Villaran 
suggests, conscious prumotion of 
innovative activities in SMEs remains the 
real chalicngefor policy-makers. Improving 
clusters through provision ol real services 
and institutions fostering technology 
transfer can be worthwhile intervention in 
this direction. The linkages between 
‘nalionar R and D'regional’ SMEs.Koiul- 
Wright demonstrates, are essential for high 
innovative performance of the latter. 

An excellent synthesis of discussions 
(Pan IV), detailed and thoughtful, by 
Brigitte Spath places the issues and policy 
implications in order This is useful as it 
reflects the view of a range of scholars and 
policy-makers, who had not contributed 
papcis but actively participated in the 
deliberations. Highlighting the critically 
of flexible, dynamic and supportive 
interven-tions/institutions in upgrading IDs 
she underscores the imminence ol both 
empirical and theoretical research "adapted 
to the specific conditions ol developing 
countries”. This is an important lesson the 
symposium brought forth. 

The moot question, however, is whether 
the European experiences have been 
studied with adequate analytical rigour so 
as to c.stablish a diivct/causal link between 
the role of lormal instiiiiiions and 
innovative activiiics in the IDs. Again, 
institutions at ditteieni levels - local, 
national and global - can have varying 
impacts or no impact at all Whereas most 
research 'details’ the processes at the 
micro level little is known about its 
biouder implications, especially towards 
promotion of technological dynamism. A 
recent comprehensive review ol European 
IDs by Scliinitz and Musyck (1994) clearly 
points this out. According to them, "There 
IS little systematic as.scssmeni ot the lole 
ol governmental or non-governmental 
institutions m the European industiial 
distriets. In .some cases it is hard tn tell 
whether this is .so because such institutions 
were uniniportant or because they remained 
undcr-re.searched" (p 904) 

This leads to the subsequent question 
of replicability. Even in the European 
context one may draw ‘wrong conclusions' 
by umversalising Italian or Japanese 
experiences. Kristenscn’.s( l994)rcneclions 
on the responses of the Danish local 
'spectator communities' in organising 
production in SMEs, operating in an open 
volatile global economy, elaborates this 
effectively 

Whether and how useful are these 
lessons from developed nations to the 
developing ones'.’ Pioviding a critical 
backdrop to this issue, Khalid Nadvi has 
surveyed the experiences of IDs in 
developing countries His analysis ol the 
available studies, scanty and .scattered, 
pre.senls the diverse and complex systems 
ol production organisation and points to 
the tremendous possibilities ol collective 
efliciency of clusters. Even here, there 
exists a dearth ot studies focusing pnmarily 
on the whole gamut of issues on the ‘actual 
mechanisms’ involved in technology 
transfer, upgradation, product and process 
innovation and adoption in IDs of 
developing countries. This acts as a barrier 
to ‘import’ the European model, if there 
IS one, to the developing countries. The 
evolution of technological dynamism 
depends .so much upon the nature and 
degree of inter-firm relationship and also 
the character and function of the 'social 
milieu’, given the ‘incipient’ industriali¬ 
sation of the developing countries. In fact, 
the strong role of state intervention and 
supportive sectoral institutions remains a 
crucial aspect of technologically activating 
the IDs. Both the case studies presented, 
one on the Okhia ID in Delhi and the 
other on the sophisticated .Singapore 
Technology Corridor, are deficient in 
insights: the former has a very limited base 
of enquiry and the latter is certainly not 
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d ‘represciMatiVe’ case of developing 
nations. One wonders if (his reflects a 
generally casual approach in studying the 
inicro-levcl dynamics, especially in the 
developing countries. 

Further, the overwhelming presence 
of surplus labour in these economies 
“can act as a powerful disincentive to 
process innovanon and. along with 
being synonymous with poor working 
conditions, is likely to dampen techno¬ 
logical process” (p 229).The evidence at 
hand presents a mixed picture making it 
imperative to study as many diverse cases, 
both regionally and scciorally, as possible. 
Policy implications can then be understood 
better. 

RECENTl.Y. the Re.search Centre lor 
Women’s Studies ol SNDT university 
released the firsi title of a scries under the 
general caption, 'Women ol the World 
Series’. The inaugural title. Mariial 
Violem e in Canada by a visiting journalist 
from Montreal. Lise Lcchancc, is ol 
particular signiltcancc for several sound 
reasons. The title however coincides with 
the UN declaration ol \WA as the 
International Year of the Family (lYF) 
Lachance’s detailed and systematic 
evaluations ul the abuse ot power in a 
patriarchal lamily structure, iis inhcieni 
violence, quickly demolishes our load 
notions of the idealised ’family'. She 
establishes ihe invisibility ol domestic 
violence by (he classic ‘closed door’ and 
’silent cry’ imugcries victims of and workers 
against violence arc familiar with. 

Oral histories and excellent samples from 
Canada's judicial annals incases of marital 
violence support Lachance’s report, while 
hercrispjournaiislic style make It eminently 
readable. 

Lachance confronts readers with some 
alarming statistics: 

A quarter ot all Canadian women have 
experienced violence at the hands of a 

< current or past inuriiai partnei This num¬ 
ber which includes common-law unions 
exploded on the public scene on Novem¬ 
ber 18, 1993 when the government 
launched the report of a survey conducted 
on I2.30() women of 18 years and above 
by Statistics Canada on behalf ol the 
Ministry of Health. 

t 

'Tnklequate staiisttes and research in India 
on nwfital violence is forcefully brought 

A sure contributor to (he debate on SMEs/ 
IDs. (his book is timely and thought- 
provoking. 
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home by inlormed pieces ot evidence as 
(Ills. 

One of the main strengths of the report 

IS Its successful demolition ol the hclict 

that marital violence is only physical 

brutality Lachance tells her readers. 

Among all the abuses imjrused on women, 

sexual violence is llic one vicimis find most 
dll fieull to admit, perhaps because il shakes 

the very loundations ot inen/women rela¬ 

tions in a society wheic sexuality - even if 

taboo - defines the essence ol male-female 
conditioning 

Lachance talks about the victims’ 
'isolation’, a known lorm ol mental 
cruelly, by the deliberate withholding ol 
'emotional supporis' or how "some men 
resort to emotional and psychological 
tactics to ensure that a woman cuts tics with 
her nuclear and extended I'unMlies”. 
concluding, "a woman who has been 
battered by her partner may have been 
raped by him. maligned, psychologically 
scared and financially deprived.” The 
writer reminds us. "In each ca.se the aim 
IS the .same; destroy In order to control.” 

The author affirms Ihe absolute 
vulnerability of victims. Il is curious loo 
the report s'lhould confirm that "most 
violent men arc great consumers of 
pornography." Feminist:, had always 
insi.stcd. in fact, established the nexus 
between pornography and violence, lhai 
pornography rcinlorccs violence against 
women. Lachance now reaffirms the same 
in an intimate relationship. 

Reviewing Lachance's report without 
frequently quoting her is nearly impossible. 
Each line ot her report is dense with 

meaning, furthering our quest for 
understanding a form of violence that i.s 
different precisely because it does nm 
“appear suddenly between strangers but 
al ways in the frame of a pn vi leged relation... 
at one end of the scale is intimidation, at 
the other end even death.” 

In less than 100 pages (exactly 94) 
Lachance has provided us not merely an 
overview of marital violence, hut a 
perspective Better still, a comprehensive 
approach - urgently required - to under¬ 
stand a complex, misunderstood, and 
underscored crime, enjoying social 
sanction in many cultures. Lachance 
recalls, 

... male violence is accepted in our society, 
in all but its mo.st extreme forms. Thei efore 
any attempt -to stop wife haticry mu.st 
address those social values which support 
violence 

A most valuable, indeed, inspiring, part 
ol the report is Chapter 4, titled ‘Justice’. 
This section deals with landmark 
judgments, from recent court cases in 
Oucbcc. There is a welcome change in the 
judicial perception ol marital violence, 
recorded through quoies. Lawyer Sylvia 
Schirm. whose practice consi.sts of assaulted 
women, states. "As long as marital violence 
will not he treated in the same diastic way 
as drunken driving, it will not comedown." 
She believes women judges would bring 
greater sensitivity to ca.scs ol wile abuse 
Another senior judge observes, ''marital 
murder is a .second-class crime". 

The 1990 Canada Supreme Court 
judgment by justice Wil.son acquiliing a 
haltered woman who shot her common-law 
husband one night, when she (cared her 
death, was unique (or its compassion In 
victims ol marital violence Justice Wilson 
went on record, asserting, that the ‘learned 
hclple.ssncss’ of victims and ihe cyclical 
nature of their abuse was tantamount to 
"their murder by instalment". Wilson 
reiterated, “far from protecting women the 
law historically sanctioned Ihe abuse ot 
women within marriage us an aspect ot 
hu.sband’s ownership of his wile und his 
‘right’ to chastise her”. 

Wil.son displayed a rare understanding 
of the Lssue, stating bluntly; “It was not 
for (he jury to pass judgment why an 
accused buttered woman .stayed in the 
relationship". Undoubtedly, these Judg¬ 
ments opens a more egalitarian way for 
men und women. 

Lachance reserves (he inevitable 
question. ‘How can we help a battered 
woman'.’’ for hci finale. The answer is 
believe her’ urges Lachance. 

Direct, spontaneous, even impassioned. 
Lachance's report, quite simply, is 
invaluable to workers against marital 
violence. And to the victim.v. 

Silent Cry 
Rinki Bhattacharya 

Marital Violence in Canada by Lise Lachance; Re.search Centre for Women’s 

Studies, SNDT University. Bombay. 1994; pp 94. Rs 40. 
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SPECIAL ARTICLES 

Financial Sector and Economic Reforms in India 
/Vrjun SenKupta 

Of {HI iiKirkt'lS. llw iiuirkrt ppr fiiuincidl sen’icot i.\ ninst pmne to imperfection and. therefore, U) failure and that 

failure occiir.s heaiu.se the price of ftnancial services more often than not fails to clectr that market, in regard to refttrm 

of the financial sector, therefore, ur mii.st admit that hy do not have answers to all the questions, that we lutve to 

move step-hy-step. lookrnf> at the objective conditions which normally are widely different from the ideal and take 

decisions to rectt h our f>ouls thioufth trial and error in a practical world 

THHRt !•. so much irasli thui is wntlcii about 

economu reloims in India and ihcic is so 

much slogan nitingcring that one is quickly 

driven lo taking posiiions on many issues 

wiihoui considering all the as^Kxis so ihai 

one IS iiol idenlilied with calegoiies as pio- 

relormoi anii-icloim A man liom die woild 

ol linance caniioi alloid lo do dial lie must 

.idmii that ihcoielRal and piolcssion.il 

literaitiies do luil provide .in uneqiiivo. al 

.iiiswei to .ill the qiiesiions Only |>oliliciaiis 

.iiid ihi'iilogi.iiis .lie sock sine aboiii dieir 

positions A pi.iclilioner ol piiideiil 

heli.ivioiii, dealing with other peoples' iiusi 

iniisl adinil lii.ii we do noi have .insweis to 

.ill the questions that we have lo move siep- 

by-siep,e.iiili ously. looking at lheob)eetive 

eondiiions which normally are widely 

dilleieni lioni the ide.il .iiid lake decisions 

lo leach our go.ils ihroiigh lil.il and eiioi in 

a pi.iclu.il world 

Lci me give a lew examples ol the 

limil.tlioiis ol the real world m die coniexi 

ol economic letorms First, il is obvious that 

a policy ol Iree entry m any economic sector 

laiinoi be successlul il it is noi m.iiched with 

a policy ol Irec exit il .1 piodiiciion iinii 

Imds that n cannoi be viable in die given 

conditions ol the maikei 01. in an even 

weaker sense. 11 is not going lo make in any 

exisling line of business as much piolii as 

It would make in an alternaftve aciiviiy. n 

should be able lo wind up iis business .11 a 

reasonable cost In the rc.il w orid. 11 can veiy 

seldom be done quickly and Ilexibly liven 

in many indusirial couniiics. exiling Irom 

.1 business involves so much litibiliiy- 

setilemcnls and litigation possibilities that 

the co.st ol exit can become quite huge, and 

more imporianily. quite unccriain. In a 

couniry like India, the exit po.ssibililies 

become even more remote because ol our 

extremely diH'iculi laboiir/redundancy 

legi.sluiiim.s. There is little chance that these 

condiiiun.s will change drastically in the near 

luturc. and all that we can hope lor is ihiit 

conditions would be created through the 

provisions of generous compensations, re¬ 

training lacililies and othci insurance 

hencrits. so that eventually non-viahle units 

m.inage to close down. II a policy does not 

lake mill .iccouni the possible cost ol such 

exit and a lelattvely slow pace ol iis 

inatenalisaiion. 11 cannot be considered 

realistic 

.Siinilaily. il iheie is over-sialling m .iny 

produciion unit, m die sense dial with .1 

reoig.ims.iiioii ol die siallmg p.illein the 

iimi can piodiicc die s.imc level ol ouipui 

widi .1 lower miiiibci ol |K‘oplc employed, 

die iiiiil imisi he able lo shed those stall in 

Older 10 pl.iv me compelilivc game wiih 

elliciciicy I he imiis do 1101 have lo close 

down bill oiilv i.ilioii.ihse its l.ihoiii loice 

•n oidc'i 10 be coniiHgilive in Ihis silualion 

Ag.iin all ih.it we can hope lor in die iic.ii 

lulure IS ih.il d die units arc piep.iiedio incur 

.1 subsianii.il cost ol com|K'ns.iiioii 01 le- 

ir.iiniiig It can iiegoli.ile a setdeiiienl will) 

die irade unions lor ralionalising its labour 

loice Oiheiwise 11 has to w.iii iiidelimicly 

lui the ii.ilui.il coiiisc ol .illrilion lo do lli.il 

liisiice II .1 h.ink W'lih .1 huge suipitis labour 

Il les to .idopi policies on die assunipiioii dial 

the surplus c an be lelrenched m .1 short lime 

with hide cosi. Il IS going to come a croppei 

wiihoiii much loss ol lime. 

.Similarly iiu .iseol piiv.ilisalioii. however 

much 11 may bedcsiiable loi 0111 piiulticlioii 

iiniis Ol coinineici.il hanks lo he piivaiised 

and even il Iheie is no technical le.ison why 

such privatisaiion cannoi be completed, it 

docs not seem possible 10 do so on a large 

scale in India in the near luliiie We c.in 

disinvesi die sh.iicsol Ihese units.iiid d such 

disinvesiment process is piecedcd by .in 

appioprialc resiruciuring of the assets and 

habililies ol the iinils. the leveinies ol such 

diMiivcsiineni in.iy turn oui to he sul I icicni I y 
attractive. Il could then encourage the process 

ol disrivestiiieni. but siill the decisions 10 

go below 50 [Kr cent ol public share may 

lake quite a long lime ic. come. It is ol course 

(Kissiblc lo be critical of this siluation and 

condemn the government lor its lack til 

commitment 10 econcmic rclorms. because 

obstacles to privatisation in niosi cases are 

political without any economic or technical 

jusiilieaiion. But governments arc ixililical 

entities and policy-makers must lake into 

account the political compulsions to assess 

the leasibdiiy ol a policy and woik towards 

Ihc iiliimaie desirable goal 

Ri M Lii I ConstKAiMs 

Theic .lie m.iny such instances ol the real 

hie I onstrainis on die opeiaiion ol economic 

leloims. hui I have ihoscn ihesc spccdii 

examples lo highhghi a point, namely, il 

Ihese Imiitaiions are accepieil then the 

cmph.isis ol policy m die near luiiire h.is to 

he somewhat dilleient..it least loi some lime 

111 ihe ne.ii luiure Insiead ol wishing away 

the exisieiice of public secioi units, whether 

ihey arc hanks or lirms. we have to think 

ol how to impiove then opeialions. how to 

incicase Ihetr aulonoiny .ind how to make 

them beliei llieii |XTlorniancc even when 

theie IS public ownership Foi iinils with 

suiphis manpower die emphasis would be 

how lo oigaiiise Ihe oper.iiions ol ihc iinti. 

diseng.iging this surplus laboiii force 

el licu'iiily. until Ihey can be shed or reii amed 

elleclively. .Similarly, lorpor.itisationol the 

mills .iiul restructuring their assets to 

iii.iximise Ihe leiurns Irom eventual 

diveslmeill should gel a piioiily over the 

ouiiTghi sale ol Ihc units For lo.ss-making 

uniis. however, which cannoi be made viable 

or whose viahihly would involve umi high 

a cost, the policy should be loellect aclosure 

immedtalely wiihoui allowing dico|K*raiions 

to hngei on iiKlelmilely 

Anothei such leal lile consiraint is the 

inability ol Ihe govemnienl to lediice public 

expendiiures below ,1 pariiciil.ir level. 

Reduction ol deficits is a snie qua non ol 

relorms But il lliai has 10 he done without 

raising the tax rales, public expenditures 

have to be broughi down However much 

we may wish to cut delencc expenditure, 

or costs 111 admiiiisiralion. involving wage.s 

and iiiimbers of government .servanis as 

well as all kinds ol subsidies on loud, 

icitiliser, kero.sene, etc, iheie may be an 

cflcctivelimil below which!hegtivcmmeni 

may not be able to go Delicn reduction 

would then imply either a leduciioii ol 

public mvesimein or an increase 111 tax 
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revenues. it'luxHiompliancc and tax-coverage 
cannot he improved through proper 
enforcement and administration, tax rates 
will have to be raised to increase tax-revenue. 
If a reduction in the tax rates, across the 
board, is also made an cs.sential element of 
economic relontis. the only option left would 
be to reduce public investment. But if public 
investment is a crucial determinant of both 
private investment and the rate of growth 
ol our economy - a proposition for which 
there is a large empirical evidence - a fall 
in public investment may actually lead to 
an increase in the deficit as a proportion of 
GDP even with the same ab.solutc amount 
of total fiscal deficit. Clearly, the empincal 
situation points to a number of tradc-ofis 
between different policies, between deficit 
reduction, tax rates reduction and increase 
in public investment. The answers have to 
be based on the realities of the situation and 
not on some pre-conceived biases for and 
against .some policies. If it is a fact that 
reduction in public investment over the years 
would reduce the overall rate of investment 
in India and thereby reduces the rate ol 
growth. It would be necessary, for the sake 
of a succcsstui implementation ot economic 
reforms to provide lor an increase in public 
investment, even if that means no further 
reduction ol tax rates, and a vigorous 
enforcement ol tax-compliance. Some ot us 
feel on the basis of several empirical studies 
that when we have come down from the 
curlier 90 per cent tax regime to 40-45 pci 
cent tax rates, a marginal increase in tax 
rates, and an expunston ol tax coverage 
would not significantly affect output and 
employment. If (he latter is completely 
unattainable, it may be necessary to rai.se the 
fi.scal deficit on the margin, especially il that 
is the only way to protect public invesimcni. 
I must hasten to add that I am the last person 
to support an mcrea.<a.- in ihc fiscal deficit 
and in any case, that should be the last resort. 
What I am trytng to emphasise here is that 
we must uscall the policy variables. Hexibly, 
to achieve our objectives depending upon 
the trade-offs given by the empirical 
relationships. 

Essi?NmAi, Elfmcni-s oi- Rerjrms 

At this stage. I think I must define what 
I meant by the essential elements of our 
economic refonns. The measures that we 
adopted in 1991 were not terribly novel and 
unheard of They have been practi.sed in 
many countries of the world which have 
adopted the Fund-Bank programmes in the 
past. Many of these measures were adopted 
ih 1981 when we went to the IMF for an 
EFF programme. Several economists had 
argued forlheadtrptionofsucha programme. 
With or without the Fund-R.ank a.ssisiancc. 
for quite soibe time in the past and at least 
since 198.7 wjien the short- term debt of our 

country started rising at an increa-sing rate. 
What is novel about the economic reforms 
of 1991 is the timing and the fact that it was 
introduced as a package of measures to meet 
a specific liquidity crisis for which such an 
elaborate package was really not necessary. 
These measures were meant to correct 
‘.systemic distortions' and it was extremely 
courageous of the government to adopt that 
ptickagc at that time. 

There arc three essential elements of 
this package of reforms. First, deregulation 
and liberalisation of all markets; .second, 
increasing competilivcnc.ss in all spheres 
of economic activities; and third, living 
within our means or a .strong budget 
constraint on all economic agents. 

The third clement is self-evident because 
one cannot live beyond one’s means of 
current and borrowed income. If expenditure 
exceeds income, current plus borrowed, 
pnccs will increase to make them equal. 
However, there is a degree of freedom in 
one’s ability to borrow and this is where Ihc 
financial instilutions have a role to 
play - commercial bunks in the case of 
individuals and the central banks in the ca.se 
ol governments. They have to ensure that 
current borrowing matches with the future 
streams of income without which an 
csseiuial' plank of economic reforms based 
on priccstabiliiy will collapse. Indeed the 
maintenance of this budget constraint or the 
fi.scal discipline may be regarded as an 
csscniial prc-condilion for a successful 
implementation of other elements of 
economic reforms, as without that the 
economy would be exposed to expectations 
ol using intlation, which could di.slorl all 
Ihc price - and income - signals for 
appropnalc allocation ot resources hy the 
market There may not be anything 
sacriKsanci about a particular figure of the 
raie of inHation such as that it should be 
less than two-digits or so. What is important 
IS inflationary expectation which de^nds 
upon fiscal di.scipltnc or a visible tightness 
of the budget constraint. 

There is now very little disagreement 
about Ihc desirability of deregulation and 
allowing the market forces to have full 
play. The Indian economy has always been 
a market economy with an overwhelming 
hulk of all transactions being settled in the 
market place. What we have learned Irtim 
our experience is that the only way to 
intluencc the market would be to play with 
the market forces, with price and income- 
related instruments, because any attempt 
to control or regulate those market variables 
would normally create parallel markets and 
generate pockets of scarcities and rents, 
frustrating the implementation of those 
policies. The days of licence and control 
arc over and if there are still some vestiges 
lett. they will have to be given up as soon 
as po.ssible. . 

This, ftflwcvcr.doesnot mean that maricets 
do notinecd guidance or ’free market* can 
be the answer to all our problems. Even in 
theory, competitive markets could ensure 
what is known as Parcto-efficicnt resource 
allocations, leading to the maximum potential 
output, only under stringent assumptions. 
There are many cases when the markets fail, 
the most pervasivecase being incompleteness 
of the markets or imperfection of information, 
which make practically all actual market 
situations failing to meet the Pareto- 
efficiency conditions. If national objectives 
arc not confined to only maximising output 
but also changes in the distribution of 
incomes, either inter-personal or inter¬ 
regional, market failures become almost 
endemic, because non-di.stortionary re¬ 
distributive measures are rarely available. 
The second best theorems go even further, 
suggesting that when there are several 
distortions, removing one of them and 
moving the economy closer to free market 
.solutions may not be welfare impioving. 
I must hasten to add that presence ot market 
failures does not justify widespread 
government intervention All they mean is 
ihai markets left to themselves need not be 
Pareto-efficient and there may exist some 
form of government inierveniion, respecting 
the practical limitations on markets which 
could raise welfare. In other words, when 
one recommends a government intervention 
one must be able to demonstrate that it is 
less expensive and less dislortionary than 
the operation of market forces. Clearly, 
government interventions would have to he 
highly selective. 

I have gone into these details of exposilion 
only to strike an appropriate note of caution, 
that wc must not be swayed by theologians 
cither on the side ot Irec markets or on the 
side of government intervention. The real 
world is very much complicated and pros 
and cons ot every measure have to be weighed 
in practical terms before its adoption. 

Marker for FiNANraAi. Shatvins 

Of all markets, the market of financial 
services is most prone to imperfection and. 
therefore, to failure and that failure occurs 
bccau.se the price of rinancial services more 
often than not fails to clear that market. 
The basic difference between financial 
markets and other markets is clearly brought 
out by the follou'ing passage: 

In capital markets, money today is exchanged 
for a promise of returns in the future. The 
prutni.se is always, in effect, a contingent 
promise: in the case of a bond the promise 
takes the form. ‘I will pay a certain amount 
provided that I can; and if I can’t, certain 
other consequences follow’. In the cn.se ol 
equity, the promise takes the form. ‘I will 
pay a fraction of my profits. I will decide 
the fraction, and I will decide how profil-s 
are defined. Trust me! If I don't pay you 
a dividend.! will reinvest the money in the 
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firm, and you wiil receive a return in the 
form of a capital gain'. It is precitiely this 
difference which explains why tlnancial 
markets are not, and cannot be. run as auction 
markets; why lenders, for instance, do not 
simply lend to those who are witling to offer 
to pay the highest interest rates. Those who 
promise to pay the highest interest rates may 
not. m lad. he those lor whom the expected 
return ishighest... Prices l interest rates) play 
a role in the allocative mechanism - they 
define, for instance, the opportunity cost ot 
funds: but the allocative mechanism is 
fundamentally a xarrnins mechanism, in 
which prices play a .secondary role (Bruce 
GrcenwaldandJo.sephStiglit/..‘intormaiion. 
Finance and Markets: the Architecture of 
Allocative Mechanisms', working papci No 
3652. National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Cambridge. Mass ) 

Let me coniine mysell to the market lor 

loanable lumis where the banks pcrlorm. 

besides the usual agglomeration function 

(pooling logclhcr limited savings ol single 

individuals) and the iranster lunclion 

(iranslerring rc.sources Irom savers to 

investors), also the selection tuiiction 

(selection among alicrnativc use of funds 

and tht control lunclion (to encourage 

prudent behaviour ol those who have been 

provided Itinds). Both the.se last lunclions 

arc Misceplihle to lailures The control 

lunciion. which involves by now the famous 

pnncipal-agcnt problem, is crucial because 

cl torts ol the borrower aftcci the return on 

the loan, and without perfect and costless 

information the banks cannot stipulate all 

the actions which the borrower should 

undertake, norcould they formulate the terms 

ol (he loan conliaci in .such a manner that 

the borrower is induced to take the right 

actions to make the outcomes of the loan 

a success Bunks, therefore, may not be 

expected to make loans of the same size and 

same repayment schedule to be offered to 

twodiMercnt borrowers at the same interest 

rate, il the reputation lot prudence of one 

borrower is wor.se than that of the other The 

selection function i.s even more dilTicult to 

perform, because by varying the price ol the 

loans (interest rates) the banks may not be 

able to get the bc.st allocution ol loanable 

funds. The individuals who are willing to 

pay higher interest rates may on an average 

beat worse risks, willing to undertake projects 

with lower probability ol success but higher 

profits when successful. 

In a classic paper published in 1981. 

Joseph Stiglit/. and Andrew Wci.ss ('Credit 

Rationing in Markets with Imperfect 

Information'; Amenvm Eauumtic Ri’view, 

June 1981) showed that a loan market in a 

situation of impcrlcct inlormalion may be 

charcctcnsud by credit rationing, where 

(he interest rate could be in equilibnum (in 

the sense that bunkers would not have any 

incentive to change the rale once it is 

reached) bul where there could still be an 

excess demand (in (he sense that among 

loan applicants who appear to be identical, 

some receive a loan and others do not, and 

the rejected applicants would not receive 

a loan even il they offer to pay a higher 

interest rate). The conditions under which 

such credit rationing emerges appear to be 

quite general and. therefore, applicable 

lairly universally. They can be summarised 

simply as lollows: as the real interest rate 

charged to any one class of borrowers 

incrca.scs the probability of default on loan 

contracts also incrca.scs. As a result the 

expected return by the bank incrca.scs le.ss 

rapidly than ihe micresi rale and beyond 

a point would actually decrease This is 

mainly because of two rea.sons: lirst, 'the 

adverse risk selection elfcci’ under which, 

as the inictesi rate incrca.scs a higher 

pioporlion ol riskier borrowers come 

forward lor the loan; and. second, the 

'incentive elicct’ under which any one 

borrower will tend to change Ihe nature ol 

his own project from a safer to a riskier 

one. because he can take away the extra¬ 

ordinary profits il the prtiject succeeds, hut 

walk away, maybe with some tost, with 

dclatili il It tails, especially because the 

bank cannoi perleelly nioniior his actions 

Ronald Mckinnon iTIir Onlir of Ero- 

lumiic Lth<'r(ili\iition. Fwuiiciitl Cimliol in 

ilw Transition in a Market Eennomw John 

Hopkins LIniversity Press. 1991) has 

developed the Sliglil/.-Weiss model and 

presented it in terms ol a chart which is 

reproduced hcic The real interest rates on 

bank loansisdillcrcnt from the real expected 

retuin on such loans (taking into account the 

prohabilily of dclault) .Suppose the loan 

applicants can be divided into diflerent iisk 

chisscs. and the number of applicants in each 

class IS sullicicntly large with a defined 

disirihulion The ligtire shows three dislinel 

risk classes. R,. R, and R, m ascending ordci 

ol expected returns and vatiancc in their 

return. Class K, is pcricetly sale with no 

variance in outcome and with the maximum 

interest rate that the borrower can pay being 

r| which IS also the expected rate ol return 

The graph R. covers riskier protects with a 

higher expected yield bul it lies below and 

to the right tif the 45-degree ray because ol 

the incentive clfcct and adverse risks 

selection and expected return to the bank 

increases mote slowly than the loan rate. 

The maximum expecleil return occurs when 

the loan rate is set at r, after which the 

intliicnce of adverse risks selection on bank 

profits more than ollscls increases in the 

rates oi interest. Tlic borrowwers in class R, 

would be oltering invcsimcni opporiumtics 

with higher potential returns but also with 

higher potential detault. Because the real 

expected return of R, projects would be 

lower than that ol R, proiecis. the banks 

lending would be rcstncicd tothe R, category 

(with interc.si rate at r.) and all borrowers 

in R, category will he rationed out, even 
though they have more productive projects, 
although with larger variance in their internal 
returns. The point to note here is that the 
interest rate r, at which credit is rationed out 
is also the equilibrium rate, because if the 
cost ot the loanable lunds to the bank is 
independent of the nature ot the projects 
they finance, ihcbanksprotiisnlsoniaximi.se 
at the interest rate r,. The other classc.s of 
loans will he ignored unless the total of loan 
applications at r, falls short ol the supply 
ol loantihlc funds 

The lower panel ol the liguie brings out 

this excess demand situation more clearly. 

Ly IS the usual demand curve, lor loans as 

a lunclion of the real rate ol intcre.sl 'r'. 

To derive the supply curve ol loans, we 

have assumed that hankers Irccly cumpcic 

lor depositors and the interest rates received 

by depositors would depend upon the 

expected return per rupee of loans, as 

derived Irom I he real interest iiiles;iccording 

to the relationship described in the upper 

panel Under the usual zero-profit 

eompeliiive cquilihnum. the deposit rates 

would be equal to the expected returns for 

any particular interest rate Accordingly, 

there is a maximum deposit rale that banks 

would olfer after which deposit rates will 

fall with the rise in the lending rate, and 

the supply curve ol loans will take the 

shiipc of as given in the lower panel. 

The equilibrium interest rale is r^. at which 

there is an excess demand There is a market 

clearing interest rate, r . at which the demand 

and the supply of loans arc equal, hui that 

IS not the equilihrium interest rale, where 

the banks’ profits are maxinii.scd 

Aovi-ksi Risks .Sclwi ion 

Within the assumptions ol the Sliglilz- 

Weiss model where the maerti-econointc 

conditions arc .stable and the distribution 

ol returns in the projects ol borrowers is 

statistically independent ol one another, 

the banks who arc following prudent 

policies would on then own practise a 

exiling on Iheir interest rate, without being 

dictated by any regulatory authority. 

However, if there are conditions ol macro¬ 

economic instability with inherent 

intlutionary pressures and real exchange 

rate instability. (he expected return on bank 

loan, taking into account the probabilities 

of default, may tali much below the actual 

real rale of interest especially il there is 

a positive co-variance among the expected 

returns to project within any one risk cla.ss. 

Without the regulatory authority trying to 

restrain the interest rates, the banks may 

try to take undue risks. The incentive to 

make high-imerest, and therefore, high- 

risk loans can be very tempting, hccuu.se 

a favourable outcome may lead to very 

high prollts. while tlwy can w;ilk away 

when there arc heavy losses The h;inks 
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would (end to ignore the I'uet that undci 
mucro-economie instability theUefauli rales 
among the borrowers arc not uncorrclaicd. 
especially if the banks concentrate their 
lending to a few large borrowers who are 
willing to pay high interest This tendency 
would get compounded if there ts a deposit 
insurance cover when there is a real moral 
hazard- The expected profits from ri.sky 
lending could he very high in the case of 

favourable outcome when :hc banks would 
try to keep extraordinary profits, without 
having to pay the lull cost ol the probability 
of unusually large losses, whichcan be passed 
on partially or fully to insurance agencies. 
The problem ol moral hazard is multiplied 
when the hanks are not privately owned and 
do not lace at lea.st the ri.sk ol bankruptcy 
nr loss ol theirownership claims m the event 
ot unfavourable outcomes. With or without 

a full deposit insurance cover, n3tkMiali.sed 
banks may behave as if they want to incur 
risk and not as risk averse, appropriately 
regulated, prudent banks. 

Ronald Mckinnon refers to the Chilean 
experience from 1976 to 1982. when 
uncontrolled interest rates coupled with 
implicit deposit insurance of the banks led 
to adverse risks selection among the 
borrowers and severe moral hazards in the 
banks thcm.sel ves. Even though the macro- 
economic conditions were unstable subject 
to large changes in the rate of intlation and 
the real exchange rates. Chile had removed 
interest rate ceilings on deposits and loans 
in a mistaken form of financial liberalisation 
and their financial system almost collap.sed. 
Like Chile, Argentina and Uruguay had 
also made similar efforts to deregulate and 
privatise their banks without sufficient 
fiscal and monetary controls in place. 
Interest rates on both deposits and loans 
were completely freed, leading to 
unexpectedly high lending rates, enterprise 
bankruptcies and bank fa'Iures. to prevent 
which the governments had to re-introduce 
regulations. McKinnon observes that "even 
in the highly developed capital markets of 
the US. the federal deposit insurance is 
creating severe problems lor bank supervi.sors 
in curbing undue risks taken by commercial 
banks as well as savings and loans 
institutions”. This prtrblem can be much more 
severe m a developing country which does 
not still have a very well developed equities 
market, where the standards ot accounting 
and supervision are still in their intancy. 
where the macrrveconomic stability has not 
yet formally entrenched its roots, where 
nationalised commercial banks, with or 
without deposit insurance are the principal 
lenders in the market and where more otten 
than not there is u concentration of loans to 
a few borrowers 

A situation like this is particularly 
relcvani tor the pre.sent stage of ecomimic 
reforms in India. As I have said earlier, 
there is very little disagreement here about 
the principles ot our economic reforms, or 
about the logic of the different measures. 
The debate is basically about the dc.sign 
of the retorms-package and the .sequencing 
of the measures, keeping in mind both the 
desirability and the practical feasibility of 
thediffercnt measures. I do not think anytxKly 
today would be arguing again.st liberalisation 
of the financial .sector or deregulation of the 
hanking system. I have noticed an almost 
universal consensu.s about the major tenets 
of the Narasimham Committee rccom- 
mcndation.s. But the questions still remain 
about how to package these mea.sures and 
sequence them, especially since we have a 
iarge number of banks with substantial non- 
performing assets, quitea fewof them making 
huge losses and a number of them having 
surplu.s manpower with inadcquatediscipline 
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and back-dated technology. 
I do not tfitnk there is much disagreement 

even about the need for privatisation. Some 
of us may stilt believe that bank 
nationalisation of 1969 was a historic 
necessity. But that does not mean that the 
banks have tcf remain under public sector 
even today. If the regulatory system is 
properly worked out and if the Reserve Bank 
IS allowed to enjoy the autonomy that central 
banks should, public ownership is no longer 
nec'sssary to guide the financial market, to 
achieve the objectives of financial growth 
and balanced development. But then u hard- 
headed analysis of our problem must also 
recognise that privatisation ol the hunks is 
not going to solve all our problems or that 
privatisation, or divestment of ownership 
of the public sector banks can he ucliicvcd 
overnight. In the meantime, the banks have 
to be restructured and restored to health so 
that the values of their a.s.scts incrca.se and 
the revenues that can be reali.scd through 
their divestment can expand. 

The policy for opening up the banking 
sector, allowing free entry, subject t<i the 
regulajpry norms, would be an essential 
clement ol improving competition in this 
area. There should be a signilicant incrca.se 
in competition, in providing hanking 
services, both in terms of quality and quantity 
All elements that work against such unleash¬ 
ing of competition must be withdrawn, and 
all facilities must be provided tor improving 
the productivity ol the banks and the 
technology of their operations, so that they 
can build up their competitive strength. 

Dkri-.CiUlation Ol- lNn-.Ki-..si Rar s 

Let me not dwell on these issues very 
much about which I think there is not much 
controversy. Let me come back straight to 
the issue of deregulation of interest rates 
There also I do not think there is much 
disagreement about the need for simpli¬ 
fication, the removal of highly complicated 
and vaned structure of interest rates. The 
Reserve Bank has rightly moved in the 
direction of reducing the number of interest 
rates, which can be regarded as relevant. I 
would also agree that eventually all the 
concessional interest rates should be 
withdrawn. I am not yet convinced that the 
systdm of directed credit should yet be 
completely dismantled. If the logic of the 
credit rationing argument that I have given 
above is accepted, there may still be some 
valid reason for continuing with a limited 
amount of directed credit, especially for 
certain sectors which have large social benefit 
and which are in their infancy in their suge 
of development. But it would be difficult to 
support the provision of such directed credit 
on concessional terms. After all, the interest 
rates reflect the opportunity cost of capital 
and the banks should be able to select projects, 
even in the so-called priority sectors, in the 

light of that opportunity cost, fn any case, 
since money is fungible, and kerb markets 
exist, concessional rate to one sector could 
easily degenerate into provision of rents to 
some selected interest groups, without even 
doing the .screening function, if not the 
allocating function proper, that the interest 
rale is supposed to perform. 

There can hardly be any disagreement 
with the Reserve Bank about its policy of 
the reduction of SLR. If the securities that 
banks hold as a part of SLR increasingly 
earn market-related interest, stipulating a 
precise figure for SLR would siKiii become 
redundant. There can be some disagreement 
about the CRRs, A minimum Iraclion of 
CRRs may have to be retained loriransac lion 
purpo.scs ,ind even that should probably get 
.some remuneration, no mailer how vuioahle 
Ihe service that RBI's rcgulalory activities 
provide loihchanking system - anargiiincni 
which has been ii.scd loju.stify non-payment 
ol remuneration on these re.scrvcs But if 
CRRs arc used lo impound a pari ol the 
liqiiidiiyol the banks and thereby rcsiraining 
the expansion ol crcdil. I am at raid there 
may not he much ca.se in their lavoui, A 
proper open market operation would be a 
much more cfleciivc way ol doing the same 
job and It IS always better lo u.sc the insimmcnt 
that IS transparently aimed ai a spccilic 
obja'ii vc. rathcrthan transmitting a confusing 
signal 10 the system. 

The trouble with open market operations 
IS that they tend lo increase the interest rates, 
especially on government securities and 
Treasury Bills. It is gcKxl that the earlier 
limitations on such interest rates have been 
withdrawn Bui we must also recognise the 
implication ol such policies tor the deficit 
managemcnl of the government. With the 
mounting intere.si burden on government 
expenditures, wc arc intruducinga substantial 
element of inertial deficit in our system, 
which can soon become quite explosive as 
happened in many Latin American countries. 
Indeed, if a fiscal dellcit cannot be eliminated, 
the argument that most of it should be 
financed by borrowing and not by money 
creation, is not quite self-evident A decision 
has been taken recently by which RBI 
tmancing of budget deficit is expected to 
come to zero very srwn. Taken in isolation, 
and in a system with a huge liquidity 
overhang, this is a laudable objective. But 
if the fiscal deficit cannot be reduced 
significantly and if there is already a large 
interest burden that the government has to 
bear, a case can be made that .some amount 
of inflationary tax which is as.sociaicd with 
the RBI’s financing of the deficit may still 
be desirable, provided the growth of money 
supply does not go out of hand. 

The primary objective of policy, 
however, must be the control of fiscal deficit 
and to my mind, that is the e.sscntial pre¬ 
requisite for any success of our economic 

reforms. I started by saying that living 
within our means is the essential plank of 
our economic reforms and by that I mean 
our means, not of only today hut also of 
tomorrow, on the basis of borrowing which 
we can do prudently, and prudence in 
borrowing depends on how the funds are 
spent. In other words we need not make a 
fetish ofany particular number a.s a maximum 
liscal deficit, if a fiscal dclicit is essential 
to support a public investment programme 
cither in infrastructure or in a major sector 
that can be executed efficiently and increa,se 
our proclucLi ve capacii y and potential income, 
It may have lo be justified, if the alternative 
is to go without .such public investment 
progiamme.s. But the most important 
condition is, as I have noted earlier, the 
dcmoiislrahlc adherance lo fiscal di.sciplinc 
so that there is no expectation about rising 
mllation, which can di.srupt macro-economic 
stability. Of paramount importance here is 
Ihe elimination of revenue deficit both at the 
centre and the stales and a demonstration 
that every effort is made to rc.strain overall 
demand pressures on the system. 

In that context, there is no room for any 
relaxed monetary policy and I am afraid no 
ca.se for an i mmcdiate deregulation of interest. 
By non-relaxation of inonetaiy' policy. I 
would meangi vingoui signals that we would 
not only keep a control over money supply 
hut also at lea.st for .some lime over the 
interest rate. We have now a temporary 
Mlunlion created by the unintended increase 
in our foreign exchange reserves. I call it 
temporary because mo.st ot the increa.se in 
our reserves is due lo Ihe fact that our imports 
have nut grown to Ihe extent necessary to 
ab.sorh this extra inflow of foreign capital. 
That again is largely a result of inadequate 
growth in oureconomy. Both these situations 
cannot last for long and we should not be 
unnecesanIy worried about Ihe accumulation 
of these reserves. However, so long as these 
reserves arc increasing they should not be 
mistaken as increase in the supply of loanable 
funds, allowing for a possible lowering of 
the.interest rates. The loanable funds can 
increase only if savings increase or extra 
resources are provided h^ the foreign sector 
through import surplus. When that is not 
taking place, the extra liquidity must he 
mopped up by the central bank and I see no 
alternative but to sterili.se these reserve 
inflows. I have some .sympathy with the 
proposal made in the RBI's Annual Report 
about a small tax on these inflows, although 
I would like to avoid it, lest it gives a wrong 
signal to the international community. A 
better method may be extending the period 
of short-term capital gains tax, from one to 
three years, which may be a damper on tho.se 
investors who are alter purely short-term 
capital gains and not motivated hy the long¬ 
term potential of our economy. But with or 
without these measures for dampening Ihe 
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inflow of these reserves, there is every reason 
why they should be sterilised if their 
aecumuliilion is unintended. There would of 
course he an upward pressure on the interest 
rates, with their implications for the problem 
ot debt management of the public sector. But 
that is a price we have to pay for keeping 
a control over monetary demand. I am not 
persuaded by the argument that if the interest 
rates increase, that itself will further attract 
foreign inflows. The Fll investments which 
are the main factors behind this increased 
foreign exchange inflows are not so much 
guided by the current infcre.st rales as they 
are by the growth potential of the economy 
and the prospects ot capital gains, thai 
basically depend upon the expectation about 
future lall of interest rales. In other words, 
the Fll investement should continue to flow 
in so long as the perceptions ot our growth 
potential persist, and our policies should be 
guided by considerations about the control 
ol aggregate demand, to keep a check on infla¬ 
tion and thereby sustain our growth potential 

If the logic ot my presentation is accepted 
and the description about the credit market 
characteristics in terms of credit rationing ^ 
appears reali.stic, I would suhmii that we 
should follow an interest rale policy which 
has only two elemenis. a ceiling on Ihc 
lending rate ol tinctesi and a floor on the 
deposit rale of interest. .Subject to that the 
banks should be allowed to compete with 
one another in their operations in the financial 
market. The current policy ol a ceiling on 
the deposit rates and the deregulation ot 
interest rates on loans above Rs 2 lakh has 
a danger that it would encourage, in terms 
of the analysis given above, adverse selection 
and the weaker banks, which already have 
large over-hang of non-pcriorming as.sets. 
would move towards providing credit ai 
higher interest rates, involving higher risks 
of default. The stronger banks would be 
competing among ihcm.selvcs for prime 
borrowers, which may lead initially to a lall 
in the inlere.si rate. But us the liquidity over¬ 
hang is removed, cither through stcnlisuiioii 
or through compciiiion with the private 
placement of commercial paper, there would 
be increa.sed competition for deposits and u 
gradual increase in the ates of intcrcsi. II 
my diagnosis is right and if the fundamental 
characteristics of the Indian hnancial 
markets is that of excess demand, I am 
afraid we shall soon go back to the situation 
of upward pressure on interest rales if we 
do not still have a full grip over the macro¬ 
economic fundamentals, and until infla¬ 
tionary expectation is squeezed out ot the 
system, wc cannot afford to relax on monetary 
policy. If we do not succeed in imposing a 
strong fiscal discipline, but still deregulate 
interest rates, I am afraid our primary 
problem will be adverse risk selection and 
(he moral hazards associated with them, 
wtten mu.<it of our banks are still publicly 

owned, without having to pay the full social 
costs of risky lending. Let us not make the 
mistake that the southern Cone countries 
made in the early 80s. Let us he cautious and 
not be overtaken by a zeal for so-called 
'liberalisation’, without thinking tljrough all 

its implications. The greatest threat to 
liberalisation comes from half-baked and ill- 
conceived designs of liberalisation. 

(This paper comprises the author’s Sir Purshotom- 
dosThakurdas Memorial Lecture. 1994. delivered 
at the Indian Instiiute of Bankers. Bombay.] 
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Structural Adjustment and Small I^nducers 
Reflections from Case Studies 

Sarthi Acharya 
Nirti Acharya 

The small-scale sector which accounts for a substantial quantity of goods and provides employment has been 

uniformly affected by the new economic policies on one count or the other. The present policies are also oblivious 

to the problems of small fanners and other primary sector producers, especially in the semi-arid regions. This article 

attempts to assess the impact of new economic policies through a set of case studies of units in the snutll .sector. 

INDIA embarked upon a policy of economic 
liberalisation since the mid-80s. However, 
considerable fiscal indiscipline on the one 
hand, and exports not keeping apace with 
imports on the other, resulted in an economic 
crisis in the early 90s Borrowings from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) had to 
be resorted to, and a structural adjustment 
programme (SAP) and economic liberalisa¬ 
tion were set in motion soon alter. Entry 
ol multinational corporations (MNCs), 
decontrol over markets, and steps to i niegratc 
the economy into the world system, were 
some of the measures undertaken 

Al this juncture it is important to understand 
some basic parameters of the Indian economy. 
Agriculture, to a great extent, is in the small 
larm sector (over 15 per cent of the farm 
holdings arc small), and it employs about 
65 per cent of the total workforce In the 
industry sector, large lactones contiibute 
about 63 per cent ot the indu.strial output 
and employ about 28 percent of the industrial 
labour force. The unorganised sector (mainly 
small industries, handUmms, etc), accounts 
lor the rest. While the output composition 
ol the services sector, by size, is not readily 
available, its employment composition by 
organisccl/unorganised sectors, is much the 
same as in the industrial sector (CMIE 1993 J. 
These statistics (for early 1990s) show that 
over 60 per cent output and about 90 per 
cent workforce is outside the organised/ 
large-scale sectors. It also needs mention 
that the modcr of development till recently, 
advocated investment in machines rather 
than humans; as a result, about half the 
population is illiterate. 

The structural adjustment and globalisa- 
tionofthe Indian economy have to be viewed 
in the above.context. Existing studies on the 
three-year progress since 1991 show that 
while there are large d«)posits (not trade 
surpluses) of foreign exchange, economic 
growth has been well below 5 per cent in 
the post SAP years. Capital formation is 
negative, and the capital goods industry is 
in recession. Also, the presence of MNCs 
is being increasingly felt and is undermining 
local manufacturing capabilities as well as 
R and D. The rising capital intensity is also 
affecting employment adversely (Kumar 

1993; EPW 1994;G01 1994; Mundle 1992; 
Unni 19941. 

An aspect not specifically studied so lar 
IS the impact ol .SAP on .small producers. 
This paper attempts to assess the impact of 
the new economic policy (through 1991 to 
1993-94) on them It presents the findings 
ol a .set of case studies ot units in the small 
sector. The presentation is such that some 
generalisations arc permissible across 
sectors. A few alternatives are put forth in 
the last section The results are tentative and 
should be interpreted with caution since the 
ca.se studies arc lar too lew lor a linn 
gcneralisalion 

■NEP ANo Small Prodiic'ers 

Tliclactth;U India, loacnnsiderablccxtcnl. 
IS a small producer economy, has been 
established earlier. The small producers 
studied here lall into three broad categories: 
the primary producers, the traditional 
extraction/agio-bascd producers (including 
fishermen), and the modern small-scale 
indusincs. Inthisscciion several case studies 
from each ol ihe.se three arc presented with 
a view to judge the i mpact of the new policies 
on them. The case studies arc so presented 
that they blend with the macro situation in 
that sector'. 

Smai.l Farmlks 

Small farmers con.siituie about 80 per cent 
ol the farming community and operate up 
to 30 per cent area Most of these farms arc 
not composite in the sense of being integrated 
with Ihc agro-processing activities, animal 
husbandry or allied activities. The total 
marketed surplus from agriculture does not 
exceed 30 per cent of ths* prrxluce; much of 
the output IS cither consumed within the 
rural secior or the producer households. In 
terms ol investments, rural areas arc, in 
gencril, pixirly endowed. Within the rural 
sector, outside the irrigated bells (that do not 
constitute more than about 35-40 per cent 
area), the level ol investment is very low. 

There is a proposal to declare agriculture 
into an ‘industry’, (rather than leaving it 
■peasant-oriented’), since the late 80s. A 
full-fledged policy document was brought 
out in the 9()s. Its salient features arc as 

follows IBannerjec 1993) and are discussed 
with the help of care studies. 

(i) Improve crop yields through biotech¬ 
nology and transferof knowledge to farmers. 

(ii) Focus on .selected crops where the 
country has comparative advantage. 

(lii) Reduce fxist harvest loss by linking 
farms with agro-technology processing units, 
which in turn, establi.sh forward linkages for 
agriculture 

(iv) Globalise agriculture through exports, 
under the multilateral GATT agieement, 

(v) Promote the plantation and tree-crops 
as major industries 

(vi) Rationalise the existing price-subsidy 
regimes to promote efficieni use ot scarce 
resources 

Farm product exports - mainly rice, 
horticulture products, tea, coffee, sugar and 
nuts - had been in the range .S5-7 hundred 
million annually till about 1991-92 (about 
$3b in 1994). The new policy intends to raise 
this figure several times, beyond $5 billion. 
For this purpose, additional crops identified 
include, fruits, flowers, vegetables, oiksccds 
and wheat, to name a few. Several large 
companies, often of multinational origin, 
have begun to buy lood lor processing, for 
sale in local as well as export markets. In 
some cases, contract farming too is practised 
(e g, promotion o.f tomato growing by Pepsi 
F<K>ds in Punjab). In most of agri-export 
processes, modern biotechnology seeds are 
provided from external sources. The prior 
requirements are. availability of controlled 
irrigation, farm equipment, capacity to apply 
high quantities of fertili.sers and access to 
working capital. Since these preconditions 
arc permissible in regimes of plenty only, 
this policy has been beneficial to the already 
well endowed areas and large farmers. It is 
widely believed in business circles that small 
tarmers have low marketable surplus; they 
would not be able to handle the sophisticated 
biotechnology; and they have little access 
lo(capitalinien.sive)dn|Vsprinklerirrigation 
systems. Finally, the procurement agencies 
find it easier to deal with a few large .suppliers 
rather than a large number of small farmers. 
The prices too of the products marketed by 
the ’gentlemen farmers’ are high and often 
linkedto ’incentives’ for growing these crops. 
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The regime thus) iK tilted against the small 
producer.- 

Thc export policy is being promoted to 
an extent that experts arc finding the uppi'r 
ceiling on landholdings as an impediment 
Iquoted in Business India, December 6, 
I993f. In the coasial regions ot Andhra 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu small-scale paddy 
farmers are being displaced from their land 
(they arc becoming migrant labourers) to 
give way to prawn farming by large 
aimpanies for export.' The.se prawn larms 
not only absorb little labour, they ecologically 
degrade the earth by the inlet of brackish 
waters. In yci another case, it has been 
observed that goal meat export has reached 
very high proportions Goats arc often reared 
by small farmers to supplemcni their incomes/ 
consumption and their droppings arc used 
us manure. An esiimute shows ihal such 
indi.scriminaie exfxm may hurt ihc small 
farmers as well as cmalc shortages ol organic 
manure (observations made in Maharashlra 
and Andhra Pradesh). India has already begun 
import of manure Irom Holland (The Tunes 
of India. April ?, my4). 

Next, the agricultutal modeimsalion 
programme (within the overall agi icullural 
policy) has three elements, irrigulioii 
expansion, rationalisation ol (he cropping 
pattern lor iniegraiion into the markei, and 
use ol fertilisers The irrigation schemes ot 
the surface type are displacing a large luimhet 
of small peasants - ihe damming ol the 
Narmada river is a case in point |TIS.S 199.11 
The waters ol large surlace irrigalion 
dams have a distribution system in which 
the small farms, oltcn located at ihe lail. 
receive very litllc water (observation made 
in Orissa).^ Also, since 1991. the canal 
irrigation charges have been rising at about 
20 per cent per annum, which disturbs the 
financial balances of small larmers more 
than those of the large (observation made 
in Maharashtra). In places where the 
reliance is more on the underground 
aquifers, the water tables have dropped 
beyond 2-S(X) hundred feet, and motors up 
to 10 horse-power are required, to pull the 
water. This is particularly true in the scmi- 
arid areas. The small farmers arc unable to 
access, or use to full extent, motors and 
pumps of that magnitude; as a result, they 
ha veto rely on the seamy and uncertain rains. 

Use of electric power tor irrigation is 
crucial. One ol the conditions ot toreign 
companies to invest in the power .sector, is 
ruHcertaining a hig^i rate ol return on invested 
cupiial^ Presently, most electricity hoards in 
India arc running in losses due to power 
plant incfficiciKy, transmission losses and 
theft. As of ttxlay, farmers pay a flat tariff 
rate based on the horsepower of the motor 
Installed (seen in Maharashtra). The 
go vornment intends to raise the tari fll s steeply 
and meter each watt u.sed so as to pay for 
|fae :to$ses and guarantee returns to the 

investors. Conskiering (he fact that eveii 
today, small larmers survive by imputing 
their own labour at abysmally low wages in 
the semi-arid areas, (heir economy would be 
completely jeopardised by this tariff rise 
(inland Maharashtra. West Andhra Pradesh. 
Northcni Karnataka) fAcharya I993J. 

Fertilisers were subsidised to an extent of 
Rs 40-60 billion in the 80s [Gulali 1989). 
These arc now being pha.sed out. The prices 
of nitrogenous Icrtiliscrs (urea) have risen 
from Rs 4 to Rs 6 per kg, while phosphorous- 
based fertilisers from Rs 8 lo Rs LS. through 
1991 to 1993 Many small farmers (as 
observed in south-eastern Maharushino have 
reduced Ihcir inputs of phosphate fertilisers 
by 30-35 percent, and raised the nurogomms 
fertilisers as substitute. Phosphorous 
sirengthens the stem, libre and seed ol a crop 
plain, while nitrogen helps in plant growih 
The result is obviously not the same by the 
substitution: the grain yield is less and the 
plain has more Icaty grtiwth. The crop is 
more lit lor loddcr than human consumption. 
Small farmers, who, lo a significant extent, 
sow for sclf-consumplion. lose bccau.se their 
need is more of grains and less ot todder. 

The policy envisages rniionalisaliun of 
prices and subsidies, again to integrate 
agiicullurc into the market system. A survey 
ol small turmers in south east Maharashtra 
showed lhat small larmers mainly sow 
.sorghum and millets while large larmers 
grow oilseeds, pulses, sugarcane and coiion. 
The smaller ones, lor want ol enough land 
and other inputs, are not able to introduce 
diversity in Ihcircroppmg pattern. The inpui 
prices, for rca.sons stated earlier, arc rising 
for all crops, hut the output prices show a 
corresponding incrca.se only in the laltcr 
The stagnation in the prices ol coarse grains 
(at Rs 2.30 - Rs 2.50 per kg) over 1991-93 
has resulted in a less than Rs l(K)0 per 
hectare net earning to the small fanner (early 
1994 data). 

Even (he price of Rs 2.30 .stated above is 
not always available lu them. Agrieultural 
markets tlucluaie considerably - the prices 
ot sorghum dropped lo Rs 1.40 per kg. in 
January 1994 in some local markets 'Hie 
capacity of the small operators to wait till 
the murkcl rises again or transport their 
produce lo distant markets, is limited: as a 
result they lose tun her. There is a government 
scheme of fixing floor prices, but the 
procurement agencies are marked by 
corruption and delays. 

In the early 1970s the disadvantage of the 
small tanners was recognised and a special 
set of programmes for them (SFDA and 
MFALA) were c.stablished. In 1980, these 
were merged with other anti-poverty 
schemes, thus diffusing their focus [Vyas 
19931. In the 90s. under the SAP, the financial 
system has become tight. The interest rates 
arc high, priority lending for the rural farm 
sector is under question, and cnteria of 

"bankability of projects’ are increasingly 
being imposed. In fact, one of the banking 
reform committees has recommendedclosure 
of ‘joss making bank branches' in the rural 
areas. While in principle, a bank is expected 
to be accountable to its creditors, lack of 
infnuitnictural development has not permitted 
the small borrowers to pul forth strictly 
bankable propositions in all cases. They arc 
thus losing on anti-povcrty programmes too.' 
The small farmers arc. thus unlikely gainers 
of the new agricultural policies. 

FlSHERm.S Shtok" 

Estimates indicate lhat about 80.000 
fishermen are directly, and about two million 
indirectly, employed in this sector. Over 80 
pet cent of Ihe vessels operated are artisanal 
(small) craft (including catairrarans and dug- 
out canoes) or motorised units (also small); 
the rest are mechanised units (which include 
trawlers (aboul 2,000) or large mechanised 
boats wKh modern fishing gear). The small 
motorised units arc 10 lo 20-l(K)t vessels 
which have engines fitted on ihcm. 

A mechanised trawler (which has 
sophisticated gear lo trace shoals) can slay 
at .sea lor four or live days while the smaller 
craft cannot sustain tor moie than a lew 
hours. The tishing season is ol seven to nine 
monihs The peak sea.son lasts loi a couple 
of inonihs. On an average, artisanal 
fishermen/small motorised boaisopcraiclhcir 
craft for not more than 125-150 days a year, 
while trawlers can stay beyomi 2.‘'0 days 
The average earning of an small ariisanul 
fisherman docs not exceed Rs 40 per day. 

The total catch ol fish in India in 19*72-93 
was 4 3 million tonnes |CMIl-, I993|. out 
of this, about one-litlh was exported. The 
Maharashtra merchant class (big trawler 
opcralors-cum-traders) catches 40 per ceiii 
ol the stale's total fi.sh catch while Guiarat's 
merchani class catches 50 pei cent, These 
figures show the extent ol access, by boat 
type and size. Both. Ihc small and large 
fishermen, however, comrihutc to exports 

.Since Ihe lime India embarked on ihc 
structural adjustment programme, il has 
feverishly directed its policies towards 
market-oriented schemes. Augmenting fish 
priKluction and scaftKxi expon earnings <s 
the core scheme of this policy; and valuable 
fish resource is seen mainly as a source for 
export for earning foreign exchange. As a 
follow up of these plans, the govcrnmeni has 
drawn up an ambitious agenda to additionally 
introduce 2653 deep sea fishing ves.sels. 
These vessels aim to bring to shore, mainly 
the export variety fish; discarding large 
quantities of ‘trawl by-catch’. Licences are 
issued to many Indian business bou.ses i« 
import fishing vessels, and to enter into 
collaboration with foreign companies 
Several such licences have already bee" 
issued^ For in.stance. Cochin-based Inno¬ 
vative Marine Products have tied up with 
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lour companies - Mitsubishi of Saudi 
Fisheries. Gourmet Club of the US. and Sea 
Products of Italy. Integrated Rubian Exports, 
Kerala, began commercial operations in 
October 1992 and has reached a turnover of 
Rs 160 million. U has lie ups with Denmark 
and plan.s to start a joini venture in Bahrain 
{Businesx India. December 6. 199.1). 

In addition, the government has removed 
all barriers for foreign entrepreneurs to in vest 
in India's Exclusive Economic Zone; which 
111 the present scenario may bring in the 
necessary foreign exchange, hut may affect 
the marine life ecology seriously since 
trawlers lish everywhere - inshore, offshore, 
deep sea - and are indifferent to the type of 
fish neltcd or the breeding season Tins policy 
promotes big operators It is also ohlivimis 
of Ihc ecology. There is lillle in il which may 
Ik’ of consequence to the small fisherman 

Detailed talks with Ihe Versova Machhimar 
Vividh Karya Kan Sahkuri .Sociciy (Bombay; 
members and some inlormcd people revealed 
ihai the problems encouiilcred by small 
lishermeii here arc not very diffcreni Irom 
ihos‘‘ lound el.scwhere in the slate and 
coiimry. The fishermen and women m this 
co-o|icrali ve arcengaged, both in indigenous 
lishing as well fishing wilh the help ol small 
motorised uniis Fishing remains a traditional 
and casie-spccific activity ’Kolis’ in 
Maharashtra are engaged in ii. The other 
easie workcisaie engaged in the related non- 
lishing activities (e g. auction and sale ol 
the lish caich) 

Fishing IS a sca.sonal activity and depends 
heavily on Ihc environment. In the absence 
of motorised umis with some. Ihcir h vehlnmd 
IS directly affected by Ihc changes in Ihe 
environment Earlier, the lish in the creek 
(Malad) area was readily available. This 
catch has become very scarce in ibe recent 
years due lo Ihe pollution created by waste 
disposal Irom the chemical indu.sirics in the 
vicinity ol the creek The problem has been 
exacerbated due to Ihe lack ol sullicient 
motorised unils which can go rclaiively 
further into the sea. 

During the 90.s, pomfrets and shrimps, 
which are now available only in the deep 
seas, are available m smaller quanlitie.s. The 
overall cuich quantity has reduced, from 100 
kodis to 25 (I kodi = 22 pieces) per trip in 
a small boat. This, as per local reports, is 
due to over fishing in the area by the heavy 
irawlers harvesting fish beyond sustainable 
limit, thereby changing the pattern of their 
habitat. In addition, an analy.sis of the catch 
compo.siiion shows that many demersal 
species have declined, confirming 
mdisenminate and overfishing by trawlers. 
A similar trend, it was reported, is observed 
in the coastal shores of Kerala, West Bengal 
and Andhra Pradesh ISingh 1993]. This 
change has, as yet, not so much affected the 
big mechanised units since their reach is far 
wider than that of others. 

In recent years, there is rise in the demand 
for tin fish, especially those available at 
some di.stancc from the shore (along with 
shrimps). This has hiked the price of lin fish. 
Some small fishermen with improved 
technology arc able lo make more irip.s to 
the sea, and arc able to go greater distances. 
The motorised boats have saved them from 
the drudgery and helped them to rapidly 
harvest shoals at greater distances Despite 
this, there is reduction in both, individual 
and total catch, foi reasons stated above. 
Thus, lin fish loo, which a few years back 
were considered worth liiilc, are vanishing. 

Private traders have paved their way in 
this .sector Beach auclions arc common, in 
which (he traders buy the fish from the 
fishermen, soon after the latter bring in Ihcir 
catch These auctions take place within 
momcnlsalicrihecaich lands The bargaining 
power with the tishermen is low because of 
the high perishabilily ol llic pioducl and ihcy 
arc nol able in gel a pnee similar lo whai the 
iradcis get. when they (the traders) .sell this 
produce onwards The fishermen have been 
unable lo vcriically micgraic iheir aclivitics 
so as lo obtain ihc lull bendils ot ihc market. 

Bach member is cniillcd for loan from the 
co-operative, which is given from the 
commission the members pay lo the co¬ 
operative, lor arranging Ihc sale. The loan 
IS used lor repairs, equipment, and for other 
fiersonal contingencies. The reduclion in 
caich, along with liiilc price advantage, may 
allccl Ihe loan quantity, it is tcared The 
presence ot private merchants may increase 
Ihc price ol repairs, gear and cquipnieni; 
which may place lurthcr pressure on small 
fishermen There isa possibility of fishermen 
giving in lo pressures Irom auctioneers loi 
lurthcr lowering prices. 

The story of this co-operative tiidicnlcs 
ihat the co-o()crafives have not developed 
linkages with the appointed merchanls ol 
export companies, or even with those who 
sell lisi) in the markets As a result, a great 
deal ol Ihc price margin is taken away by 
the middlemen-lradcrs. As olToday, the co¬ 
operatives play a significant role only in 
arranging beach auctions of the catch ot the 
small fishermen. 

A reduclion in catch, low prices, and 
limited access to cold storage facilities is 
likely lo hit the artisanal fishermen the wirrst. 
They nay be forced to .seek alternative jobs. 
.Since mosi do not have any skills other than 
catching fish, only menial |obs will be left 
for them. TItere arc cases in Kerala where 
fishing technology has led to marginalisation 
of fishermen; they have become casual 
labourcis jSingh 1993). 

Rural Arpisans 

Promonon ol crafts and tiny traditional 
industries has been an oft repealed objective 
in the post-independcncc period. A number 
of manulacturing activities, that are labour- 

intemsive. use traditional technology, and 
yield simple products when seen in the 
context of Ihc extant market demand, have 
been termed village artisanal industries. In 
the post-independence period, ft was 
envisaged that .some of these activities could 
be promoted with a view to generate 
employment, since the capital goods 
investment was not expected to create much 
ol II. The total production ol ihc village 
industries (Vis) sector in 1992-9.3 was about 
Rs 29 billion, and Ihc employment, about 
five million persons. Ils export was of the 
order of Rs 80 million (KVIC 1993], 

The Vis have been lacing stiff competition 
from the modem munul'acturing sector. Their 
survival has been a.scertaincd only because, 
(a) there was partial state support, (b) .some 
of Ihe products in ihc sector enjoy a place 
in Ihc highly volatile fashion markets, and 
(c) some products could be rnarkeied in 
places where Ihe large-scale sceiiii pnxlucts 
did not make an entry owing lo Ihc wide 
geographic spread ol village habiiuis. Since 
the mid-latc KOs when the miKlern industrial 
sector began to expand rapidly, the V Is ha ve 
faced a difficult time. It is estimated that ai 
Icasi half a million handloom weavers have 
been out of job and the earnings of village 
artisans have not risen beyond subsistence 
tor several years |NCRL I99()|. In the 90s. 
when the si/c of the mcxlcm sector is rising 
even faster, its penetration into the rural 
markets is becoming increasingly viable, 
and Its products are replacing Ihose ol Vis. 
The problem is compounded by the credit 
squec/,c and subsidy reduction faced by the 
Vl.s due lo the financial sector rclorms 

Some small sector producers were 
iniervicwcd (in peninsular India) for 
understanding their specific problems. 
Almost all reported that there was lack of 
'level play’ between the modern sector and 
them lor reasons pertaining to lack ol 
infraslruclure, credit, quality control, 
investment, and market access. The 
investment in the VI sector throughout the 
posi-indcpendcncc period never exceeded 
one per cent of the total Five-Year Plan 
outlays, and this figure went down lo 0.46 
in the early 90s 1 Singh 1994). 

The khadi sector* employs about 1.4 
million persons (on full and part lime ba.sis) 
(1992-93 figures) and provides supple¬ 
mentary income to rural households. Tlie 
emergence of synthetic yam has reduced the 
demand for khadi weaving. Even m spinning 
the finer varieties (30 counts and above) 
have become the domain ot the mill/ 
powerloom .sector. Efforts to make polyester 
blend khadi are slow and limited. In the late 
eighties and nineties raw colton/yarn was 
exported in large quantities. Tins rapidly 
raised their price. The mill sector was able 
to buy large invcniories and raise the price 
of Iheir yam and cloth. The khadi producers 
were not able to raise adequate funds for 
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inventory and were not able to raise price 
since the demand for thejr products is highly 
elastic. This sector has 50-80 per cent of 
its institutions defunct for want of funds 
and technical assistance {Buxiness Times, 

April 6. IW4). Funds released for capital' 
expenditure are grossly inadequate, with the 
result that several centres have used up to 
halfofthcirwurkingcapitalforinfrastruciure. 
The effect; the targeted production is not 
achieved. The average earnings of a khadi 
worker have reduced to Rs 8 to Rs 12 a day. 

A pulse processing unit in the Vi setup 
consists of two stone blades which grind and 
polish the pulse. The source of energy is 
manual. Such a unit, in the small .scale, is 
able to process about 25-100 kg ol pulses 
a day The large units have a much higher 
productivity The (imputed) cost of 
processing a kilogram in a VI unit is about 
Rs 0..^0, compared to Rs 0.10 in a large one. 
Costs become comparable only when the 
earnings of the VI workers (mostly .sell 
employed) arf imputed at less than the 
subsistence rates This is possible in cases 
where this VI activity is a secondary 
occupation; which is not always the situation. 
For a Ring time’, the VI type units thrived 
because they processed only for people living 
in small hamicis Now. with the emergence 
ol rapid transport (vehicles ol lighi 
commercial type, manulaclured m the country 
since the 8()s) the market (piocurcmciu and 
processing) is controlled by some who own 
these vehicles and the large power driven 
units. The cottage sector is virtually extinct. 

The south and cast parts ol rural 
Maharashtra have rich black cotton soil 
which IS ideal lor sunnowcr/saftlowci 
production. Under the VI sector, a number 
ol oil extraction units had been .set up 
earlier, which were e.ssenlially in the small 
.scale, using bullocks or small electric motors 
i5-7 horsepower) tor energy The edible oil 
shortage in the KOs resulted in major 
incentives lo grow oilseeds on a large scale. 
Following the success of the technology 
mission on oilseeds, the need to vertically 
integrate the agro-indu.strial linkage saw the 
emergence of large .sized oi I expel lers. which 
supplied oil to large companies (many in the 
multinational sector), which lurther 
processed, packed and sold the oil under 
their brand names. The large-scale sector has 
begun to produce edible oils, priced 
differently for different sections of the 
society. The by-product - oil meal cakes 
used as' cattle feed - is a major export item 
from India, which sold for over Rs 15 billion 
in the international markets, in 1992-9.^ 
ICMIE 199.1). The capacity or perhaps the 
need for .small-scale cxpellers is now 
extremely limited; perhaps only for sell 
consumption of the relatively poorer 
consumers in remote village settings. 

The control of the MNCs on the 
manufacture of .soaps" and detergents has 

receiitty be«i enhanced with their merger 
with major Indian companies, in this Rs 30 
billion industry the small producers have a 
less than 10 per cent share. Small-^cale 
manufacturers of soap use exothermic heat 
generated by reaction of caustic soda with 
organic tatty acids in place of external sources 
ol energy. They arc therefore energy saving. 
There arc abtiut 5,0(K) such units catering 
lo the needs of the weaker sections of the 
society, inexpensive laundries and 
washermen. About 250 thousand people arc 
employed in this industry, which, besides 
soap, also manufactures several by-products 
used in the cosmetic industry. Till 1994 the 
‘non-power using’ soap and detergent 
manufacturers had been exempt from excise 
duly. Hencelorth a 10 per cent cxci.se duty 
has been imposed on them which brings 
them at par with the large manufacturers, 
says a represeniaiive ol (he Association ol 
-Small Soap Producers iBustnexs Times, 

March 8. 1994). Unlike Hindustan Lever 
(the biggest mullinalional in the businc.ss) 
that has raised the prices ot its soaps five 
times since 1900. the smaller ones have not 
been able It) raise their prices to any 
signiiicani extent, lest (heir market share 
falls. The prolitabilily. as a result, has come 
down to 2.5 per cent on .sales Competition 
t rom the large sector and (he new tux threaten 
to rapidly make this sector financially 
unviable, says the Association s|x>ke.sman 

These short case studies illustrate how the 
open market polices have exposed in VI 
sector to unequal competition, since these 
have had inadequate research and 
development, low inlraslructurc. inadequate 
marketing lacilitics and lack ol credit access. 
Many units lace closure due to which 
unemployment may rise. 

Modirn Smai.i. Indu.siriis 

Modern small-scale manulaciuring 
industries, as per the present definition, are 
units which have a I ixed capital noicxceeding 
Rs 6.5 million (7.5 million in the case of 
ancillares). As per the 1988 Census, there 
were a total of about one million .such units 
in the country, employing about .L7 million 
workers. Their total production stood at 
about Rs 430 billion An average (working) 
unit had a plant and machinery size of 
abou! Rs 150 thousand, produced about 

Jts 7(.<) thousand rupees worth of merchan¬ 
dise per year, and employed about 6 workers. 

In the new economii policy resers'ations 
are gone which exposes small units to 
competition. Credit is not so easily available: 
and transfer ol foreign technology is not 
easy to them compared lo the large ones 
(Sandeshara 1991) A talk with a repre¬ 
sentative ot an Association ol Small 
Industries brought forth a lew issues that 
related to the small industry activities. First, 
with the opening up of all markets to all 
types of producer,, the small industrialists 

will ru>d it increasingly difficult to compete 
with the targe and multinational companies, 
in costs, quality and market reach. With the 
restrictions on the scale of production 
released, most big producers arc choosing 
to produce at larger .scales, so' as to allow 
them to teed almost every segment of the 
market. For example, with the merger of 
TOMCO and Levers, the combine will he 
able lo produce soaps for each segment of 
the market, and there may be little place tor 
others. The Association representative felt 
that in the future except products which did 
not enjoy economies of scale, all others 
would be manufactured in large factories. 
The small firms will have to play the role 
ot ancillaries and service units. 

Even in this role there arc restrictions. 
With the introduction of compuicri.scd 
numerically controlled (CNC) machines and 
flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). the 
precision in, say, the high technology 
machinc-ux)l industry (may bein someothers 
t(K)) has visibly risen Many major units 
prefer lo install manufacturing Licilittes m- 
house for the sake of this piecision rather 
than resort to a putting out system. If the 
small-scale industry is not equipped with 
such high precision technology, it may not 
he able lo act as a successful ancillary 
(Annavajhula 1993). 

A lurther problem slated was non-avail- 
ubility of skilled labour. High technology 
(irms require highly skilled personnel, which 
arc not so easily available to small firms, 
due to their incapacity to pay. and limited 
upward mobility offered by them to the 
workers The relatively larger firms in the 
small sector - .say those having fixed capital 
ot Rs 5 million upwards ~ are able lo attract 
skilled manpower; others find it difficult. 
Thus, with the propo.scd restriictunng when 
ancillarisation takes full shape, the relatively 
large units (in the small-scalecategory) would 
have better chance ol survival on this count, 
compared to the relatively smallcrj^nes. In 
essence, in a country of high illiteracy and 
overall low skills, the rent on high skills is 
loo high for the small units to afford. This 
di.scussion refers to the industry in general. 
Observations made in some specific modern 
small firms, as observed tnim select case 
studies, are discussed below: 

(a) Computer Manufacturing 

This IS a relatively new industry in India - 
the first manufacturing unit was set up in 
the mid-70s. In the early 9().s, the computer 
hardware industry size was about Rs 12 
billion, out of which about Rs 600 million 
(5 per cent) was controlled by the small 
producers. India dues not pos.sess the 
commercial technical experti.se to make 
integrated circuits (which are fitted on mother 
boards), disk drives or memory chips. The.se 
parts, which arc imported, constitute up lo 
60 per cent ot the value of the computer. 
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The rest, namely, the monitor, key biranl, 
power supply unit, etc. arc munut'actured 
locally. The manufacturers - big or .situjII - 
put them together according to a predeter¬ 
mined design. 

Most larger munufiicturer.s have either 
entered into collaboration with loreign 
companies like Olivetti. Dell or Hewlett 
Packard, or have opted lor outright purchase 
of electronic designs from overseas 
companies. The smaller ones import ready¬ 
made mother boards. The rest is little more 
than .screwdriver technology, tor both, the 
small and large. The price lag on machines 
manufaciiired by the small operators is less 
by about 20-30 per cent. 

The product market reflects a clear 
segmentation, all goveritnient. big industry 
(private and public), and major commercial 
organisations, purcha.sc‘brand names’ I rom 
the larger manulacttircrs; while individual 
professionals or small commercial com¬ 
panies buy from the smaller ones. One of the 
reasons why small producers tail in carving 
a larger market lor themselves, is their 
incapacity to compete against large tenders 
or deposir large sums of earnest money. 
Others relate to the range ol then produce 
(they arc able to set up only PC' models), luck 
of advcritsing/inarkciing. and limited 
geographic limits tor supply (and service) 

Earlier to I Wl, the smaller units enjoyed 
a flat rate ol depreciation allowance at 25 
per cent. Thi.s has now been cut. they gel 
25 per cent tor the April-,Sepicmbcr period, 
and only 15 per cent for the CTctoher-March 
period. Next, the excise duty lor units with 
sales up to Rs 1..5 million, was nil earlier. 
Now Iheie is a 15 i)cr cent ru/ valort'in duty 
lor all. With these additional taxes the .small 
manufacturers’ margin of profit has reduced. 
To offset the scale disadvantage, they try 
keep wages low. Asa result they arc not able 
to employ guulitied workers, and their after 
sales services are pool This further narrows 
thetr .market. 

Oncol the ways devised by some "traders’ 
has been to smuggle parts fiom overseas and 
sell them in the gray’ market. The.se arc 
cheap because no duty is paid on them, hut 
arc illegal. In a btd to survive, the smaller 

’makers buy goods trom the gray market and 
sell unmarked computers against cash 
payment and give no receipts. This kept up 
their margins - even though illegally -- lor 
some lime. 

In the I W4-‘)5 budget, the customs duty 
on computer components were slashed .so 
as to reduce smuggling. The excise tuxes 
have however not been reduced. As a result, 
while the gray market will shrink, the small 
producers will have to face stiffer 
competition. 

<b) Leaiher Ganm-nts 

Leather and leather goods, is a Rs 00 
f»IUon industry in India 11992 93 data sec 

CMIE19931, About 40pcr cent of the product 
is exported, which makes it a major export 
earner. Most leather goods manufacturers 
arc in the small scale, .scattered across centres 
in Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradc.sli. and Andhra 
Prade.sh The tanneries which supply high 
quality processed leather are mainly 
concciuruicd in Madras though there arc 
other centers «m). The Icathei giKxIs exporters 
prtncipally rely on (he tanneries in Madras 
[CLRI 19901. 

A group ol small-.scalc leather manu¬ 
facturers and exporters (gioss sales about Rs 
3-5 million each per annum) was interviewed 
in detail. They stated that the buyc.'.s (from 
over.sea.s) always compare Indian goods will', 
those trom China. The Chinese use culling 
and .stitching machines which are at least 20 
to 30 per cent more el licicnl than theirs Titc 
break downs loo in them are less in 
comparison to Indian- made machines ITiese 
(German and Japanese made) machines are. 
not so easily accessible to the small and tiny 
producers here. Since the Chinese .set the 
standards and prices, the Indi.iiis have to 
lollow. Due to this, the rale ol lotiii n on their 
ellorts IS low. This (technical) problem is 
compounded by the tact that skilled labour 
IS dillicull for (he small and (my sector to 
retain. In reality, the small and tiny units 
have become training grounds tor the Iresh 
workeis who ultimately join larger ones lor 
more steady jobs. 

.Small-sccloruniis.even il they arc export- 
oriented, are not favoured by hanks and 
financial institutions lor credit These 
inslilulions look at conventional ratios and 
si/.c ol capital to judge the exlciii ol 
creditworthiness of the bonowers Since 
these uic not always satislied. the credit at 
times is delayed by up lo a year lj.'Ucrs ol 
credit are not honoured by banks ut home, 
thus denying working capital lo thc.se units 
The inidrinal market interest rales arc as 
high as .30-40 per cent, which cat into the 
profit margins. International banks and 
financial institutions too. do not encourage 
.small and tiny firmstoavail of Iheirserviccs. 
Raising equity in loreign maikels isadistani 
dream 

International marketing is not easy, 
certainly not loi small firms. They have to 
go through intermediaries which provide 
brand names - at tunes more than one - and 
the units arc required to manufacture under 
thetr trademark. Considerable value added 
IS taken away hy the inicrmcdianes since the 
co.si of marketing (advertising, etc) cannot 
be borne by the small firms. 

The raw material required for production 
ol leather garments is refined leather, which 
is controlled by a few (Madras>hased)dealcrs 
These dealers find it cumbersome and 
expensive to deal with a large number of 
small users. They piefcr lo trade with a few 
large u.sers. Access to dealers hy the small 
manulacuircrs has been identified as a major 

constraint. At times, they have to go via a 
few regional intermediaries and pay more; 
and at others, run up their inventories beyond 
their needs. These are major constraining 
factors. 

Leather being an export product, the small 
and tiny producers tcei that they should be 
provided with incentives such as tax relicts, 
and stalls lo advcrti.se their products in 
international trade lairs. These facilities, at 
present, arc not provided lo them. They 
lurihei complained that the impon-cxpon 
process is bothersome and requires too much 
paper work. If the procedures are simplified, 
ihcir administrative cost would reduce. 
Lastly. It was staled that little research is 
done lo meet the R and D needs of the small 
firms There is emphasis on basic research 
and not on the problems ol small units 

(c) Readyimule Garments 

Readymade cotton garments export is 
perhaps the largest net foreign exchange 
earner (Rs 70 billion in 1992-93) Theie are 
large lactones which use power driven 
machinery to produce standard garments 
mainly (or the domestic inarkci Next, there 
are a large number of tai loring and I ahriculion 
units that are (in most cases i sub-contraefees 
ol marketing entetprises Exjioris mainly 
originate Irom the small sector Division of 
labour is achieved hy siib-contracting 
diOcrenl processes in dilleieni units The 
capital cost too is laterally sfiieail This 
divcrsilic.ition is highly cost cfld ii vc in this 
(seasonal demaiul) industry, since both, 
capital and labour arc cheaply available and 
can he seasonally activated IChallcrjee and 
Mohan 1993]. 

Export of garments is,subject to the Multi- 
Fiber Agreement (MI'A), according to which 
each country is permitted to export, to the 
U,5 and EEC region, subject to certain quota 
restrictions. The destinations ot over 70 pei 
cent Indian garment exports are in the U.S 
and EEC countries, because of which an 
Apparel Export Promotion Council has been 
SCI up to distribute this quota among diflereiu 
exporters. There arc ovei l(),(K)() units 
registered with this Council Only about 
250-<Kld are manulaclurcrs; the others aie 
merchant-exporters that access the produce 
trom the small fabricating units. 

An interview with a few Maharashtra- 
based small stitching and fahncuiing units 
revealed that apart from some common 
problems of non-availability ot credit from 
institutional .sources, problemsof markcimg. 
and high labour retaining costs, there were 
.some industry-specific problems arisini! 
from the new economic policy. TItese aie 
discus.sed here. 

Most of the tnmming equipment i' 
imiiortcd. and subject to high customs duty 
in .spile of being employed in l(X) per cent 
Export Oriented Units. There is u proviMun 
forpan-retund ot the duly onccil us ‘proved 
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that the equipment is actually used for export 
purposes. Hhe bureaucracy itere is more than 
bothersome for the owner-managers. Next, 
it needs mention that the Indian made 
stitching machines are only half as efficient 
(2,000 stitches per minute) compared to the 
imported ones. Imports arc permitted but 
concessional customs duty is allowed only 
if the exporters are able to increase exports, 
equivalent to four times the cif value of the 
imponed machine, within apenod ol 5 years. 
This implies that (he annual net exports to 
capital ratio, be about 0.80. One exporter 
calculated that, this policy, if applied to his 
unit, would imply that he would have to raise 
his exports by three times the current value 
within a period of six months Non¬ 
availability of the latest technology shows 
up in the unit value realisation too: countries 
111 the Far East earn 50-70 per cent higher 
tor the same volume of garment merchandise. 

The problem in quality indtcaied here 
emerges from the non-availability of labric 
loo at appropriate prices. Industry sources 
say that 60-70 per cent of the major yarn 
counts used for garments arc being exported. 
As such jl IS alleged that about a third of 
the 150 odd million kgs. ol yarn produced 
m the country is not of export quality; and 
yet yarn export is unabated Stnee December 
1995 till March 1994, the price ol yarn (of 
the 20s and 30s count range) rose by about 
50-60 per cent, and of fabrics, by about 30- 
40 per cent (Buxinex.t Timex, March 24, 
1994) With the export market being highly 
quality conscious and price elastic, the small 
producers are finding it hard to balance 
between quality and profit margins. 

It was mentioned earlier that apparel 
producers are subject to MFA. due to which 
quotas are di.stnbuted to exporters. Prior to 
1991, this was distributed according to 
volume and price, but later, with a view to 
attain maximum unit value out ol every 
exported piece, a past pertormance 
entitlement tPPE) was stipulated. This 
requires that quotas would be given, based 
on the past performance (three to tour years) 
of a company. The quotas would be valid 
tor six months. They can .be freely trartsferred 
by the quota holders. In principle the PPE 
policy is sound, but in practice, (a) there is 
an emergence of ‘black market ’ forthe quotas 
tn which the relatively well established units 
sell portions of their quota to others; and (b) 
new entrants find no way to enter the market 
other than through the black market route 

There ^erc a number of administrative 
difficulties too quoted, all of which raised 
the unit cost of manufacture. First, most 
exporters require advance licenses for import. 
These arc issued in New Delhi, and it is 
expected that producers go to New Delhi for 
procuringth^.Ncxt,merchandiseclearance 
®t ports, and the involved paper work; take 
ttp to two months in the Bombay port 
compared to a few hours in, say. Singapore. 

Lastly, the export subsidy, which they got 
earlier, has been withdrawn, as part of the 
IMF conditionalities. 

in essence, the garment exporters said that 
these problems may not permit them to 
maintain their 20 plus percent export growth, 
as in the recent years. 

(d) Mini Cement Planlx 

The Indian cement industry is worth about 
Rs 40 billion (1990-91 figures). Most units 
are established at limestone pit head.s, as 
typical to a weight losing industry. The 
process of manufacture entails mixing 
crushed limestone and clay in a rotatory kiln 
to obtain granular clinker, which is then 
powdered and relined to make portland 
cement. Nearly all manufacture lakes place 
in large units of over one million tonnes 
capacity each per annum. The fuel used for 
fusion is coal and electric (xiwer. 

Cement has also been mnnulactured by 
smaller units (up to I0,()(X) tonnes per year) 
using vertical shall kilns in place of rotatory 
ones, which bum coke dust as fuel. This 
technology was concci ved when it was found 
that steel plants generated a lot of coke dust 
as a by-product, which otherwise went waste. 
These (mini) plants arc able to produce most 
grades of cement (c g, 33,45, and even 53) 
dr.pending on the availability ol raw 
materials. An interesting comparison 
between one large, and KX) small units esta¬ 
blished in atliisler. was piesented by a small 
mill owner The summary data are as below. 

This table shows that toi most grades of 
cement, small units have a fixed cost and 
energy advantage, and they provide more 
employment Next, a vertical shaft kiln can 
be tabncalcd on the spot while a rotatory 
kiln requires manufacture m large factories. 
There arc several such mini cement plants 
in operation in China. 

One of the mam problems in the recent 
years has been non-availability and high 
price of coke dust This product, till recently 
a waste, was sold at Rs 200 per tonne in 1986 
to the mini cement plants By 1993, its price 
rose to Rs 1,500 Even at this price the 
material is difficult to obtain. The small 
units can match the prices of the larger 
manufacturers if the coke dust cost does not 
exceed Rs 5(K) per tonne (1993 prices). It 
needs mention that coal, which is used by 
the bigger factories, still sells at Rs 600 per 
tonne (up from Rs 150). Many mini cement 
operators have truncated their operations 
due to the price of coke dust: they now buy 

clinker from the bigger factories, process it 
into cement, and sell it. 
. In early 1994 an excise duty of Rs 12 per 

(SO kg) bag was imposed on production 
from mini cement plants. This has further 
eroded the margins of these units. Several 
of them are shutting down. At another level, 
the mini plant operators said that in a weight 
losing industiy like cement, if a numbet of 
units are located in a neighborhood, railways 
can effectively be used for transporting in 
lime.slone and tran.sporling out cement on a 
cost ettccti VC basts. At present the plants are 
scattered at distant locations. As a result they 
are forced to use road transport which is 
three times more expensive than rail. 

Lastly, in a market economy, the buyers - 
who in most cases are large distributors or 
users prefer to obtain uninterrupted supplies 
at minimum administrative cost. As in other 
cases, they prefer to negotiate with a single 

^large unit (or be appointed agent of. as is 
the industry terminology) rather than be 
market agents for small firms. A similar argu¬ 
ment applies to input supplies from limestone 
quarries. A mini plant owner stated that small 
firms did not require subsidies or protection; 
what they needed was innovative planning 
and implementation at the macro level. 

(e) Rubber Products Manufacture 

The rubber industry, which mainly caters 
to the tyre and tube requirements (up to 75 
per cent), also has a fourth of it producing 
a range of items like fan belts, household 
appliances, surgical equipment, packings, 
etc. The tyre industry is fully in the large 
scale, bul the latter are produced by both, 
small and larger units. There is some export 
of rubber pr^ucts. but .it does not feature 
as a major foreign exchange earner 

Most natural rubber products face stiff 
competition from synthetics. The latter are 
cheaper and can be used with higher 
versatility. Till February 1994 there was 
some tax exemption enjoyed by the small 
and tiny manufacturers on inputs. Since then 
It has been withdrawn. In this context, a plea 
on behalf of 7,(K)0 small and tiny rubber 
units, was published in a leading newspaper 
{The Times of India, April 4, 1994). 

Three small manufacturers were 
interviewed. Their units make fan belts and 
some other accessories for automobiles. The 
owners said that small rubber units arc not 
getting any market direction after 'level 
playing' with the larger units and 
international companies has been established. 

Uuge Unit KX) Small Units of 
(One Million Tonnes/Year) 10.000 Tonnes/Each 

Capital cosi 
Einployineni 
Naiure of einployineni 

Energy use 
Quality 

Rs 2-3 billion 

300 
High qualified 
12.5-13.5 units/tonne 
All grades 

Rs M .25 billion 
5,000 ' 
Mainly semi-skilled/tow qualificalion 
90-100 units/tonne 
Most grades 
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They also complained that competition from 
synthetics, and high taxes, have created an 
environment of uneconomic production. The 
only reason they survive is the ‘gray market’ 
production in parts of northern India (i e, 
production for which taxes are not paid). 
They buy from there and sell in metropolitan 
cities. They have essentially become traders 
rather than manufacturers. Import of machines 
that process synthetic material was ruled out 
since such machines arc not manufactured 
for small scale production. Small scale rubber 
manufacture, according to them, is a dying 
proposition under the present market 
conditions. These case studies reveal that the 
small producers is none too happy after the 
implementation of the SAP. While not all 
of their problems can be attributed to the said 
programme, some certainly can. 

Concluding Observations 

The small .scale sector, with its limited 
productivity and elementary technology, 
produces a substantial quantity of production 
and provides an even larger proportion of 
employment. The case studies data show 
that the units in this sector have uniformly 
been affected by the new policies on one 
count or the other. 

The present policies are oblivious to the 
problems of small farmers and other pnmary 
sector producers, particularly in the semiarid 
regions. While high value added pro-duction 
for export from the already well endowed 
areas cannot be avoided, concerns of local 
food security arc equally a.s vital for most 
other parts of the country. It has been 
established that marginal lands and small 
farmers can be viable economic propositions 
in the presence of infrastructural facilities, 
appropriate technologies and suitable speial 
organisation [ILEIA 1992]. There is need 
t'OTa great deal of effort to set up all these. The 
same argument applies to other primary 
sectors. 

Arguments relating to natural products 
such as fish are more complex since there 
is an added dimension of ecological 
degradation. The case for state intervention 
is much larger here. The problems of small 
producers in the artisan and small industries 
sectors relate to markets (of both factors and 
products), technology access, credit and 
quality manpower. These problems are 
endemic becau.se the big and the small will 
always be unequal in the market as long as> 
they compete. Forms of complementarity 
will therefore have to be envi.saged if the 
small scale sector is to survive- A few 
pertinent elements are stated here: 

(I) The place of some small industries as 
ancillaries can be ascertained through 
technologicai strengthening. The problem 

., of access to and assimilation of newer 
technologies can perhaps be approached by 

, institutional airangemems on the one hand 
j /iii^ipfoi^cturat development op the other. 

(2) Next, within the modem industrial 
system in most industrialised countries, small 
enterprises are extensively engaged in the 
services sector. In India there are far too 
many small units manufacturing products 
which are in competition with large scale 
production. .Some of them need transition 
to the services sector. It is a recognised fact 
that most services can effectively be deli vered 
by the small operators. 

(3) Lastly, the credit and finance 
institutions, other things given equal, can 
afford not to have dual policies lor small and 
large sectors. 

SAP has been successful in countries 
which have had flexibility for change: like 
developed infrastructure, substantial human 
endowment, ready access to technology, 
food security, etc (eg. South Korea, 
Australia). It follows that small producers 
can be partners if the conditions for 
economic Ilexibility are achieved and level 
play conditions established. 

Notes 
[A larger version of this paper was prc,senled at 
an ITDG seminar held in Colombo m June 1994 
The authors would like to thank the ITDO for 
financial assistance. Co-operation extended by 
different small industry associations and 
individual producers was mast helpful i Kurian. 
S Joglekar and .S Narwade, helped m the 
preparation of this paper in different capacities.] 

1 Most case studies here ore done on an ad hoc 
basis. For example, no sampling exercises, 
etc. have been under taken. Effort has 
however been made to keep a broad, sector 
specific representation 

2 The modern biotechnology products promote 
mono-cropping, as well as high resource 
mtensily. The ecological impact of these could 
be quite high, according to some experts. 

i My conversation with Radhakrishna 
(Hyderabad) and Shanthi (Madras), have been 
very useful in this context. 

4 Infonncd sources say that such a situation 
prevails in many irrigation projects in the 
country 

^ In a recent event, a sericulture project, meant 
for the weaker sections of the society in the 
rural areas, was refused funding by banks on 
the grounds that poverty schemes were on low 
priority, even though this project was a sound 
bankable proposition. The first author of this 
paper was involved with project. 

6 We are grateful to John Kurien and MDevraj 
for introducing to us the different facets «f 
the fish economy in India. This section 
liberally draws upon Kunen (1993), 

7 Till recently, when the licensing system was 
still prevalent, permission to expan4 
production beyond a size was not given to 
the large scale sector. The units, in turn, did 
not find it economically feasible to expand 
marketing beyond the uman areas when their 
production base was limited. 

8 All the data in this section me drawn from, 
business journals, official sources, and case 
respondents. 

9 Cottage soaps are manufactured in both, rural 
and urban areas. Not all (tnits come under the 

VI sector. The production and employment 
ftgures given eorlim may include only a part 
of the total data pertaining to cottage soap. 

10 The London-based 'Economist' (April 9- 
15,1994) too voices the excise duty irritant 
for the smalt computer producers in India 
(see pg 77). 
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Bureaucratisation, Corruption 
and Depoliticisation 

Changing Profile of Credit Co-operatives in Rural Haryana 
Surindcr S Jodlika 

Based o)] a field-study tin ee villages and three i>i mian af’iieiiltural credit sat ietie \ li‘At'S)froiiiananiii iilturally 

developed district of Harvana. the at tide ar)^ue\ that the fiieeii i evolution teehiudons and the introduetion of a fU'w 

offtaninational structure in IVlfi have hioui;ht ahoui sufuifu ant ehaiif’es in the workini; of ■ >edir eo-operalives Greater 

huteaueratisatinn has led to niaritinalisation of the elected hod\ in the funetioniii)’ of the co-operative and has led 

to the alienation of iis ineinhers 

I INLIKE other j'.poctsdl ajiiiiri.mpioeesses, 

liieraiure ott pnm.irv apruiiliin.il (.leilii 

soLieiies (EAC'S) IS. siiiprisiiielv, iii.iikeil bv 

ii near abseiiee ol debates ami dilleieiices 

aiiionj; the students ol the liulian .ipiaiian 

sseiie RtiHL’iiiL' lioin oKieial lepoils to the 

lorntulalions ol itHlieal seltolais. llieie is a 

neat iiiianiniiiy iniheliieialuieonihesubjeei 

to link the tiinctioninf! ol I'AC'S to (he 
prev.iihnj; sirtieluies ol landholdines and 

powei relations in the ruial sonety ‘ 

roinuilaled inllie Ih.SOsaiid Ibhils.lliein.iin 

ai puineiii ol this thesis has been the siRcesstiil 

iiMiiipulalioi) ol PAC.S by the iiadttioually 

ilontinani sectionsol lhevillj);e Thishelped 

them to teprtidiue then dominance m the 

inral siieielv It also meant that the small .ind 

mai):inal landowners eonlinued to depend 

on the inlormal soureos ol eiedit makine ti 

dillieull till them to ;idopt new teehnoloav 

Ol bcnelii liom ilevelopmcntal piopiamines 

('onsei|uently. the EA(’.S. latliei III.in 

biidginj; the yaps, have in lait widened the 

dilleienLCs between the nth and the pool 

in the luial society 

This thesis has been best suiiiniarised by 

Konald J HeiTiiij:, 

The pievailiny system ol land leiitiies Iciitls 
to be I epi oduc ed as it hiei .11 ehy ol dil lei eiilial 
lights to insliintionulei edit, ultei pieseivniy 
the very dislinelioiis which weie the eoic 
ol'the ''liadilioiia!" agiaiiaii system 

the How ol eiedit tends to lollovs the lines 
ol [Kiwei in the village m the case ot pi iniaiy 
societies. jHivver 111 the village typically is 
a util I III liiiafte of the hind leiiiire sysiciii 

Ii) suniniuiy (1) leiiams are less likely 
ibantiwneisloheineinbersoreo-operatives: 
(2) small owners are less likely than huge 
owners to be iiieiribcrs; (.■<) small holdeis in 

eo-o|>eiaiive.s ate less likely to leeeive loans 
and the eo-opcraiives meet a sinallei 
percentage ol then total eiedit needs 
compared to large owners 11977: 121-n2 

emphasis added) 

Similarly, on the basis o( his extensive 
lieldwork in dillercnt parts ol the eoiintiy. 
I^aniel Thorner coneluded; 

■. there is nothing in the reeoid ol co- 
operattves to suggest that it is the interest 
ot the weak that will prevail .. the evidence 
suggests that the structure of village power 

has nnposeil and will coiiliiuie to impose 

Its own panel n on the ci.-opeialives 1 l')(.-|) 

Though .1 loi h.is changed in Imli.iii 

agricniunc siikc'I hoiiier's lieldwoik, iheie 

h.is been vei v little i haiige in the pievailing 

uiideistanding ol I’AC'.S This can peihaps 

be aitiibuled to what Pandey. in one ol his 

leeeiit aiticles on the subjeet, has (Jeseiibed 

•IS “ahisionc appioach" and the ■■conip4irt- 
menlahsednninnei'dl iinderstanding saiious 

•ispeels ol agi.iii.m tiansloriiMlion |P.iiulev 

1994 K()(| As he lightly aigiies, we neeil 

to undeisl.ind the winking ol I’ACS 111 lela- 

tn >11 to the changes expel lein ed in the 1 elated 

sphi les ol agi.niaii stiiicliire. spccilic.illy 

Hie successes aiid/oi lailuiesol land lelonus 

and the gieen lexoliilion technology 

Hased on .111 intensive lield siiidx ol thte’e 

villages ,ind the three 1V\('S selccied lioiii 

an agru tillurallv developed disinct ol 

llaiv.iiui.'Ihe arlu le aigiu-s ih.il tin success 

ol the gieen levolulioii lechiioloev .ind the 

mliodlic lionol .1 new'01 gams.moii.il sitiic line 

ol the I’AC.S h.ive Ic’d to sign 1 In .1111 c li.inges 

111 the working ol eiedit co opci.itives 

The gieen levoluiioii technology helped 

the big. .iiid Ihe verv big laiiiic is to geiieiale 

si/eable stiipliis 'riiev 110 iiioie depended 

on I'Af’.S loi shoii-ieim crop lo.nis riieii 

surplus took c.iie ol tl'e short Ic’iin 

recniiieiiieiils I'liey also had suhsianiial bank 

.iccoiints 01 si.iiuling with '.I'hlias' 

(comimssion .igenis in the gram niaikels) 

and invested pan ol the smplus m non- 

agiiculitiial.ifliviiies I’oi c.ipilal investment, 

such as buying .1 inicioi. they appio.iclied 

Ihe collimeiciat Kinks lor long-leini loans. 

.Siiiuillaiieoiis huieaticialisalion ol Ihe 

PAf'S in the n)id-l97()s shilled Ihe Ji fat in 

|H)wer troiii the nian.igiiig coiiiiiiittee and the 

eleclcd piesideiil to the secrei.ii v. an otticial 

appointed bv disiiict co-opeiative banks. 

The oil ICC ol the (nesu'cnl no longei ollered 

a souice ol powei and patronage 
These developments have led to (1) a 

W'illidrav.Ml ol Ihe doininaiil interests lioni 

the working ol PAC.S leading to .1 near 
complete ‘depolitici sation ol the institution. 

(It) the dcpohticisaiion has iianslormed the 
institution into a "ty pical corrupt org.inisaiion 

ol the state govcinmeiH' '. and (in) the PA( .S 

h.ive giaduallv become .1 source ol ciedil lot 

middle .md small lainiers ,md si'o,'.’ non- 

agiiculluiist' mcnibers 

PAf'.S is: .Sir i)> Vli I SOI s 

(leiiei.illy. one P.AC.S covers two to loin 

villages rile PAC'.S' ollice is localed in one 

ol Ihcse villages, - ollen in a comparativclv 

bigger village Out ol the ihiee villages 

studied. PAC.S’ ollicers w-eie located within 

the piemises ol Ihe vill.igc I .md II while 

Ihe village III was attached to .1 PAf'S which 

h.id Its oilicc in .1 nciirhy vill.ige. All Ihe 

Ihiee PAC.S were loinied in the early l9.S().s’ 

w nil the initiative ol the big .md the medium 

l.mdowners While the medium hit mers were 

iniciesied inche.ipcic'dil.the big laiulowncis 

h.id .111 eye on the membership ol the 

managing cominiltce and the post ol president 

as a souice ol innueiic e .ind power In some 

c .ises. school teachers and shop keepers were 

.ilso .miong the loundmg iiieiiibeis ol the 

clc’dll SOI lellc’s 

'I he elected president .mil the m.inagmg 

committee appointed .1 seciei.iry and a 

s.ilespeison liomamoiigsi themenibeis The 

piesideiil would genet ally be .ibig landowner 

w bile the sec rei.iiy <ind Ihe salespei son would 

he a medium 01 .1 small landovvnei The 

PACs' ollice would he loeated m the house 

ol the piesideiil ot the secietaiy 

On the leconimendalion ol the RBI the 

slate government introduced .1 new .scheme 
iindei which the F’ACS weie biought under 

cliiect control ol the ceiiiial co-operative 

bank This entailed .1 lornialisi’d set ol 

guidelines reg.iiding the lixing ot cicdit 

limits and apfMiiiiiniem ol a.secielary to take 

care ol the day-to-day lunciioning ol the 

society This new c.iieiaket' ol Ihe PACS 

w'as an outsider, a legulai employee ol the 

central co-operative bank who wassuppo.sed 

to work .IS per the guidelines leeeived Horn 

his employer Me kept all the accounts and 

co-ordinated with the disliiit co-operative 

bank The PAC.S (iHice also got shilled 

lioiTi the hou.se ol the president to a ditleieni 
SI le. The managiiig coinmiliee I hough elected 

eveiy three years, no longer had a diiect 

control ovei the secretary and was denied 

any financial powers. 
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The PACS advanced two types of loans - 
crop loans to the farmers and consumption 
loans to the ‘non-agriculturist members’.^ 
The maximum limit ot consumption loans 
was Rs 1,000 for labourers and Rs 2,000 for 
rural artisans and petiy-shopkecpcrs. The 
upper limit for crop ioans was fixed on the 
basi.s of the size of the landholding of a 
farmer and was Rs 10,000 for the small 
farmers and Rs 20,000 tor the big farmers,' 
The consumption loans were madeavailabic 
in cash, but, in case of crop loans, half of 
it was in cash, while the other hall was in 
kind -1 e. fertilisers, seeds, etc. These loans 
were advanced for a period of six monihs 
and differential interest rates were charged 
on different categories of loans.'’ Money 
could also be deposited with (he PAC.S but > 
very few members ventured to do .so. 

Among the three villages studied, thccredil 
society of village II was most popular since 
farmers belonging to various strata were its 
active members. This society was also one 
of the most successful societies in thedistrict. 
The PACSot village I and village III were more 
typical ol the “.societies" in the region, the 
PACS ot villagclll being the mo.st unpopular. 

Who Borrows krom PACS 

The conventional view that co-operativc 
credit IS a monopoly of the rich and the 
dominant ofa village had hardly any validity 
in the villages studied As per the official 
information, a majority ot the act i vc members 
in the three PACS were the non-agriculturisis 
(57.21 percent) and the small farmers (26.47 
per cent). The big larmers, owning more 
than seven acres of land, constituted 16.31 
per cent Significantly many members ot the 
PACS (42.3 per cent) had dead accounts. 
The number ot tuncnoning accounts was as 
low as 44.4 ficr cent in the PACS III and 
wa.s 65.4 and 59.6 in PACS I and PACS 11 
respectively In ca.se ol active members, the 
proportion ol non-agriculturists was highc.st 
in PACS I (66.7 per cent) and was ,52.3 
per cent and 50 per cent in PACS II and 
PACS III respectively. In PAC.S II and 
PACS III 21 jiei cent and 17.5 fwr cent of 
big farmers were active while only 13 per 
cent ol them were active in PACS 1. 

The pattern was slightly different among 
the resjxindcnis of the three selected villages. 
Out ol 185 respondents. 92 respondents 
(49.7 per cent) were members of PACS yet 
only 69 respondents (37.3 per cent) were 
active borrowers Tablc2showsthat farmers 
owning land up to 25 acres were the most 
active borrowers. Interestingly, contrary to 
the official figures, few landic.s-s labourers 
(labelled non-agriculturists' by the PACS) 
borrowed from PACS. Thus, majority of 
‘non-agriculturist’ borrowers must be rural 
arttsans or otlier occupational groups. 

On the other hand, few very big farmers 
were active members of PACS. They rarely 
needed institutional loans for tinanci ng crops. 
;df 22 interviewed 14 reported that they have 

surplus ample enough to disperse with the 
agricultural credit. Most of them belonged 
to village 11 and joined the PACS to 
participate in the elections of the managing 
committee. This was also trueof big farmers. 
Des Ra) owning 20 acres ot land from village 
II joined PAC.S in 1980 so as to vote in the 
electiuas of the managing committee. He is 
entitled to borrow up to R.s I0,(XK) but in 
past eight years, has borrowed only once. 
Devi Lai. the leader of Lok Dal. during his 
election campaign in 1986 promesed waiving 
ol all institutional loans on getting elected 
to power. So Des Raj borrowed hoping that 
there would be no need to return the amount. 
Incidentally, his loan was nut waived and 
he had to repay it, Sham Lai owning 55 acres 
from the same village was borrowing avidly, 
not for shurl-icrm requirements but for 
invc.sting in land. 

Moreover, for the big farmers borrowing 
from PACS was ‘status-degrading’. The 
secretary of PACS III hud this to say on the 
is.sue: 

.. hig farmers iii these villages Jo not need 
credit They also feel Ihai borrowing from 
the credit siKiety would damage their prestige 
in the village Bveryone in the village gets 
to know when someone borrows trom ihe 
society. And lor a Chaudhury lo he indebted 
lo PACS is an insult. They would not mind 
horiowing Irom a bank or from an arhtia hut 
being indebted lo PAC.S is as bud us 
moitgugiiig one’s land lo a moneylender 
These values arc particularly strong among 
the big landowning Jais and Rurs.^ 

However, the secretary claimed of having 
succeeded in the last fouryearsin motivating 
lew big farmers to join the PACS. This he 
was able lo achieve bccau.se being a jai 
himself, he could easily befriend them. The 
big larmers who borrowed Irom PACS, 
instead of using the credit, lent the amount 
to labourers at a monthly interest rate of two 
to three per cent. Besides generating 
additional rciurns, this assured them of the 
labour supply during the peak .seasons." 

Ri-asons KIR Not Rokrowino from PACS 

An important observation on the basis of 
the field data is that many respondents were 
no longer members of PACS nor ^id they 

borrow from them. Though farmers owning. 
up to 25 acres were members of PACS to 
a large extent, around half of them were 
inactive. The most significant factor behind 
this development was the bureaucratisation 
of the PACS and the prevailing corruption 
inthem(seeTable3). Charges of corruption 
were reported more frequently from village 
I and village III. Respondents of village II 
did not complain about corruption. Also, the 
village has a better record of participation 
in the functioning of the PACS. Thus, it can 
be concluded that there is an inverse 
relationship between corruption and 
participation. 

The secretary' s office became pivotal with 
the introduction of the new organisational 
structure in 1976. The managing committee 
lost control over Ihe day-to-day functioning 
of the credit society with the secretary 
appropriating all the power. All complaints 
of corruption in PACS were again.st the 
secretaries and none against the managing 
committee or the president. Whenever the 
members borrow from the PACS they have 
to pay a bribe of R.s 10 to Rs 50 to the 
secretary. If the borrower retuses the bribe, 
the secretary delays the loan and creates 
other bureaucratic hassles. The secretanes 
take advantage of the creditors’ inahiiily lo 
repay Ihe loan in time In such cases, he 
charges his ‘‘fee’’ and rc-is.sues the loan 
without actually having received it. For a 
person who has in pay a monthly interest 
ol two to four per cent in the inlormai credit 
market, payment of bribe was not an 
"uneconomic" proposition Over period of 
time paying bribe becomes a routine The 
secretary asks for his lec even when the loan 
has been re-paid in lime. 

This practice created apprehensions 
among the villagers. Lckha Gujjar. holding 
four acres from village I, was an active 
member of the PAC.S two years ago 
Frequent cases of corruption and the 
demands for bribe made him apprehensive 
of the society and he stopped borrowing 
altogether. He prefers informal sources ol 
credit. In his own words: 

The society is very useluL especially tor a 
.small farmer. But I have stopped borrowing 
because the present secretary is a cheat One 

Tabu. I Membership of PACS (Combined)'* 

PAC.S Active Members 
, Non- 

Agricultunsis 
Siuall Fanners 

(Less than 
7 Acres) 

Big Fanners 
(More than 

7 Acres) 

Total Active 
Members 

Non-Active 
Members 

PAC.\S 1 250 76 49 375 195 
(66.7) (20,3) (13.0) (l(K)U) 

PACS II 22.5 115 90 430 292 
(.52..3) (26 7) (21 0) (i(X).O) 

PACS III ItK) 65 35 200 250 
(50.01 (32 5} (17.5) (l(X).0) 

Total .575 - 266 164 1005 737 
(.57.21) (26.47) (16.31) (KXI.O) 

Note'. * As in October 1988. 
Soun e: Inlormalion provided by the .secretaries of Ihe three PACS. 
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cannot trust him. If I borrow, he may 
manipulate my account. Being an illiterate. 
I am scared to take the risk. It is belter to 
burrow on higher interest rate than to land 
up in a serious problem. 

AmHher farmer, owning 14 acres, slopped 
borrowing six years back. He stated: 

I no more borrow from the society I have 
had a very bad experience. When I was an 
active member the then secretary withdrew 
money on my name by loi ging my signatures 
When I came to know about it I was annoyed 
The present secretary is also corrupt. It is 
better to keep away from the society Their 
loans are of no use to us 

Some respondents had to waste four to five 
days in getting a loan from the PACS There 
are too many formalities and if one has to 
bribe the secretary, the whole process 
becomes as costly as informal credit. What 
Hunter wrote about co-operatives seems to 
apply quite well to the PACS I and PACS 
III. To quote him: 

111 a corrupt society corruption will use 
any channel which comes to hand, and co¬ 
operatives are no more (though no less) 
condemned by this than any other scKial 
instiItTtion Ctj-opcratives are iicalcd as 
anolhet branch of bureaucracy. The 
.secretaryship is |ust. another job with 
opporiunuics for gam (l%9.15(i-I,57) 

PAC.S are unanimously fierceivcd as a 
slate government institution. Many 
respondents did not borrow Irom PAC.S 
becau.se they did not want to get involved 
with any 'oflicial agency’. Small and 
marginal larmers expressed apprehensions 
tlial if they were unable to repay the loan 
in lime, they would be arrested by the ptilice 
or ihetr land would he confiscated. Some 
Icarcd losing their creditworthiness on 
joining the PACS. The villagers picler 
their indebtedness to remain a secret. 
However, this is not possible. Some find 
It insulting that the secretary, in presence 
ol other villagers, should ask them to return 
the loan. This damaged their prestige and 
discouraged them Irom borrowing again. 
A marginal larmer with two acres (rom 
Village III said: 

Society loans are not good lor a poor man 
A small farmer always lives in uncertainties 
II'one cannot pay back the loan in nine, the 
secretary humiliates the peison in presence 
of other villagers and relatives. One loses 
one’s status Only a rich man who has 
money in his pocket cun ulford to borrow 
from society and banks. Even a bania is 
better than the society 

Similar views were expressed by others 
'.Status' worried the small and the medium 
larmers bclongingto the lix;al dominant castes 
much more than tho.se from the hiwcr ca.stes. 

U'HLISATION AND Dia^AlIl.TS 

Uiilisutiun pattern and defaults arc 
diiccily related to the questions, such as, 
't'bo borrows from the PACS'.\ hbw docs 

rtw institution interact with the local power 
structure?, for what kind of needs do the 
members borrow? With bureaucratisation. 
patterns of utilisation and default alstr have 
undergone significant changes. A large 
majority of the respondents who borrow 
from PACS’. expend 'rationally' Most 
larmers (80 per cent) spend the credit on 
the crop lor which the loan is borrowed. 
Some spend a part of it on consumption. 
In most cases larmers avoided borrowing 
fertiliser b.igs or seeds from the PACS. 
They purchascil them at a slightly cheaper 
rate from the nearby towns. However, in 
cases where u small or medium farmer was 
unable to mobilise cash Irom informal 
.source he procures fertiliser bags from the 
society, .sells them at a slightly cheaper rate 
to some other farmer and u.ses the cash tor 
his urgent requirement. But, by and large, 
the ‘m-kind’ loans were not popular 
amongst the members. Similarly, ol 18 
agricultural labourers, 1,^ use the loan 
primarily for consumption purposes 

The change in .social composition of 
active mcmbeis, the htircaucialisation ol 
the institution and the proper ulilisaiion of 
the PACS loans has resulted in a significant 
decline in dclaull Though there arc many 
dead accounts - niosily because of dclaull - 
those who are currently active did not default 
very olteii Most ol the dead accounts wcic 
dead even bclorc the new organisal tonal 
slrucltirc came into existence in 1976. There 
arc some cases of 'willul dolniiir but nio.st 
ol these aicot a contingent nature rather than 
rellcctive ol any iiend. I'hc recovery rate of 
PACS fl. as reiKirtcd on June .M). 1988, was 
8.'^ per cent and ol PACS I and PAC.S III 

wa-s SOatKi 85 percent respectively.'' Defaults 
were mostly due to genuine economic 
compulsions. Hiere were many cases of wilful 
default during the year of the field work but 
these were yet to be declared as default cases. 
These defaults were a consequence of the 
election promise of Devi Lai."’ 

LiK'Ai. Powr-R SrRtK'riiRf. and 

FijNnioNiNCi 'OF PACS 

As mentioned earlier, literature on PACS 
has repeatedly .stressed the vulnerability of 
PACS lo the local power slruciure. Instead 
of empowering the weak and the deiiendem, 
PACS credit a monopoly ol the rich and the 
powcriul, helping them further con.solidate 
their duminani economic status in the rural 
society. The PACS in the .selected villages 
did not function on thc.se lines Neither the 
villagers nor the dominant rich farmers saw 
PAC.S as a useful source of power and 
patronage. There arc two reasons for the 
withdrawal ol the dominant rich farmers 
Irom the instituiion. First, the bureaucratisa- 
turn of the credit system after 1976 made 
the secretary, paramount in the functionary 
of the siK’ieiy This marginalised the role of 
the elected managing committee-and (he 
president in the day-io-duy activities of the 
PACS Secondly after the green revolution, 
the big farmers have enough surplus lo lake 
care ol Ihetr consuinplioii needs ,ind short- 
icri.i cash requirements tor ciops Badltx) 
Gtijj.ii. owning 50 acres, was a president of 
the PACS I during the late 1970s. However, 
he realised that the iircsidcni’s post did not 
profit him in anyway The only task he 
pcriormed was to visit a nearby town lo 
attend meetings. He states: 

Tahii 2 C'aiii.okv*isi PAC.S Mi .viKiKSiiir of Rcsisindcnts 

r ategory Active 
Members 

Passive 
Mcmticn, 

Non- 
Members 

I'otal 

AgiK’ullurj] lahouicis IK 2 S5 7.S 
(24) (2 7) (73 3) (KX)) 

Small and iiiuiginal larmers (up to S .icrcs) n 8 It) 3S 
(48 6) (22 9) (28.81 (1(X» 

Middle larmers (S- It) aeies) 12 1 11 It 
(50) (4,2) (4.3 8) (l(X)) 

Big farmers (I0-2S aiie.s) IS 9 S 29 
(SI.K) (31) (17.2) (l(X)) 

Very hig laiiiicrs (2^ 4 acres/ 7 3 12 22 
(31.8) (1361) (S4 ,S) (KXI) 

Total 69 23 91 18.S 
(37 3) (124) (49 19) (100) 

Note f'lguies III |).ireiitliesi s are |>eiteiilags 's 

TaiuI. t rAiii.oKvwisi Ri ASON .SiMRU iiY RiisisiNUFNT(Non-Mf,mbf;rs and 

Ina( iivi Mimbfks) iob Not Availi.m. PAC.S Loans 

Caiegory Do Noi Biireaiicrulie Alruid ol Not NA Total 
Need PAC.S and Corrupt Oflicial Aware 

Cretin Credit 

Agricultural lalrourcrs 9 19 12 26 18 7S 

Small and marginal tanners 1 9 5 3 17 .35 

Middle farmers 2 .S 3 2 12 24 

Big larmers 9 0 0 I.S 29 

Very big laniwis 14 1 0 0 7 22 

Total -- 43 20 31 69 185 
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I(ii uiiciuliii)! a ini.-oiinj! in the (chxil 
lic(iUi|iiai iL-i they |)uul me tivu i iiftccs. A vimi 
to the town lakes a whole day Kven a labtnircr 
j;cls mol 0 th.in live rupees lor a clay's lahotir 
Hecoininji preMdeiil was of no use to me. 

After compleiing his term. Budloo Gujjai 

ncvci again eonlesicti the |K)si, The etiriieitt 

picsideiii of PACS 1, Jagtur Siitgh, owns 

seven acres of land and has no trticior. He 

IS neither populai noi a powerUil nienihei 

hill since iheie are no contestants tin the 

post, he IS oceiipviiig it loi past ihiee terms 

When asked about the isowers he en)oys and 

how lar Ins position is comparable with that 

ol the village sarp.inch. he replied 

A piesiileiil ol a eo-o|)e! alive society is nol 
a very inlliienlial poison f'ompaietl to ihe 
village saipanch. he is nothing Fiailiei. 
when the Imaiieial powers weie with the 
managing coniinillee the piesidenl had sonic- 
say Now ihe ceiitial eo opeiative bank 
eoiuiols evervihiiig file ineinbeis have an 
accouni in Ihc-ccnlial eo-opei alive hank and 
they gel a passbook in which they have then 
phoiogiaph They do nol need us foi gelling 
loans aiiynoie The managing commillee is 
only a lormal body now 

The big and very big larmers have 

paiticipaied more in the PACS II ihan Ihe 

other two societies Many among them arc 

active members and ihere have been lieice 

contests lor oleelions iti the managing 

committee The larmers aimed lor 

membership ol ihe 'block samilT via ihe 

managing eommiitee winch ollercd status 

Ol 'chaiidai' in the village. Jamal Singh, 

owning ten acres, was rcc ently elected lo the 

numagmg committee and was hopctiil ol 

hemg chosen loi the post ol the piesidenl. 

He was member ol the PACS since l‘J7(). 

He could boriow up to Rs lO.OIK) but in 

leceni past he has nol boriowcd tinything. 

He has enough s.iviiigs which he has 

deposited III a commciciai b;ink In lad he 

hirnsell lends money to oihc-r villagcis He 

waseleai ahoiil his motive tor eonleslmgtoi 

the post 

. as such the managing eonimillec has ,i 
veiy liiniled lole to play in cveiyclay 
lundioning ol PACS Hul being a piesidenl 
offcis some icspeciahility in the village 

PAC.S III appeared completely free Irom 

village polities The big fainiers did not 

consider It a source of pow'cr or status There 

have bi;en no elections foi the managing 

eotnmitiees ol PACS I and PACS 111 lor past 

ten yeuis. The president ol the PACS III. 

IJarya Ram. a small tanner owning loui 

iieies, sees presidentship making no 

significant diflercnec to his .social posilion 

111 the village, 

The respondents, including .ictivc 
members Ironi lower eltisse.s/easics. 
mctilioned the state governnieni or the 
secreiaiA' as the eontiollmg authority ol 
PACS. Some did nol even know who the 
preitklent was Nmie of the members opined 

.sjhatihemicicly was eonirtilled by big farmers 

or that It belonged loihc members, Tliorner’.s 

observation made in early HJfrOs about the 

attitude of villagers towards PACS in the 

region appears valid even today He wrote' 

, there seemed to be little ‘co-opeialive spirit' 
in the villages wc visited To the oidinary 
small pe.is.iiii .iiul balaidar the eo-opciativc 
was simply a 'village b.itik' liom which he 
could get .1 quite moclesi loan piovidcd he 
siibsciibcd lo a shaic llWM' III) 

CoM l I'DINC. Rl MAHKS 

11 PACS aic to lunct ion tis a developmental 

sialc-supporied p;iriicipaioiy institution by 

pioviding chcaji credit and thus becoming 

an tillcrnalivc lo inlormal sources of credit 

which aie economically and socially costly 

m reproducing icl.itions of defieiidenec. the 

least one c .in say is that the PACS have only 

marginiilly .iclnevedthisobieetivc Though 

there has been a near-eompleie ir.insloima- 

iion ol the rm.ii eicdii market .ind most ot 

the cx-bani.i nionevlendcis h.isc moved out 

ol the villages into urban ocenpations. the 

PACS have li.iidly played any signilie.int 

role III this pmeess Nor base the PAf'S 

become an .ilieiii.iiive souicc ol credit lor 

the larmers and the labourers Nearly 64 pei 

cent ol those interviewed weie not even 

.ic'ii ve members ol the local PACS. A ma|oi ily 

of small/ni.iiginal and medium larmers, who 

need credit lor invcMincni in eiops. did nol 

see llie PACS as a viable .iltemalive lo 

inloniuil souues such as .irlitias 

The obvious leasoiTlor this is an absence 

ol any kind oi eo-opci alive movement Irom 

below. PACSdonol Itiiielioiiaspailieipatory 

eo-o|)etallvc inMiliiiions Their image is more 

ol a small-sc.ilc commciciai bank (or (he 

mini banks as some 1)1 the lespondenis called 

them) The new system did wc.iken the 

control the rich .md Ihe powciful in the 

village h.id on the institution but it also 

alicn.iled ihe rest. Burcaucraiis.iiion not 

only led to depolitieisalion and eorruplion 

but also diseotiiagcd participation ol those 

It was supposed lo serve 

Notes . 

1 For cxaiiipic, see Kill Kcporis, l'>S4, IW). 
Thomcr, l‘)04. Hunter, IWi*). Fiaiikel. I')?!, 
Herring, l‘)77; Nilkaiil .mil Das. 197*). Kolh, 
19X1. Otimmen 19X4. Jushi. 19X5. 

2 This p.i|x-r IS a pan ol u bioaik-r study of 
agrui'i.in change and dcbl de|Kndencics in 
Haryanaagriciiliure Fieldwork lorlhesludy 
was conducled in three medium si/.e villages 
ol anugiiculuiiullydevelopeddisiricKKainal) 
of flaryanu The field work was earned out 
during I9XK-89 ovei a (leriod ol six months 
Apart lioiii ohservalions and iiilerviews with 
vuiious ix'ople. 1X5 case sliidies ol farmers 
imd lahoiii Cl s ie|>i esenimg dl I lerenl c.ilegories 
wcie conducled (see Jodhku Id'XI) 

1 The PACS I was legislered in I9S1 and the 
PACS II and PACS III siaricd in 1952 

4 For PACS 'iiim-agriciilmnsis' are those 
villugeis who do not own and eullivate land 
The calegoiy includes landless luhoureis. 
(X‘tly-shopkeepers and village ani.uns 

5 A ctilhvaiitig fanner who owncxi up to seven 
aetc.s ofTofld wu-vconsidered a 'sinull funner' 
and ihoxeowningtnore ihan seven acres wca- 
considu^ 'big farmers' 

<) For u iS^ip to Rs S.tXK). the uilercsl charged 
was 11 5 percent. Fnrioans between Rs 5.(XK) 
and Rs lO.tKX). it was 12 5 per cem and on 
the loans above Rs lO.tXK) the interest was 
1.1 |)ci cent The interest rale Inr eonsumpliun 
loans was highei (15 per ccnl) 

7 Jals and Kors are Ihe local landowning 
dommunt castes In village II and village III 
almost all the hig landowners came iroin 
Ihese categories 

X For debt dependencies ol ugricullural 
l.'ibourers. sec Jodhka. 1994 

9 liitobiialioii provided by (he three secictancs 
ol Ihe PACS This is pariicularly significani 

, m light ol Ihe lael thal Ihe reeoveiy ol Ihe 
agricultural loans advanced by eoiiimeieial 
banks was as low as 42 lo -IS |k-i cent 

1(1 Allei Devi Uil tame lo powei, some lo.ins 
weie waived but only those ones which were 
laken bclore March 2.5. 19X6. weie iioi 'dead 
loans' Cnon-delaulmig iiieiiiheis') and (he 
money was suit oiMslanding on June 5(1 19X7 
A principal aiiiouiil ol Ks 17 iMHiaiid inieresl 
woilh Rs 14 (KKI was w lived in die PACS II 
Old ol lliis. an amoiini ol Rs 2.X()(I was 
piinvipjl amoiini ol non .igiiLulliirisls and 
lesi was that of Ihe larmers In PACS 111. Rs 
12.7(M) ol principal .imoiim .uid Rs h.OIK) ol 
the inieresl was waived Only one non 
.ig'ncullurist henetiied Ills oiiisi.iiulmg loan 
ol Rs 5(K) was waived In c.ise ol the PACS I. 
Rs |S.(i()() and ks X.StKl was wrilleii oil 
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DISCUSSION 

Democracy and the Fight 
against Communalism 

K Balagopal 

THIS IS ii belated response to Siiinania 
Banerjee’s Santth Parivar and Dcmoeiatie 
Rights' {1:FW, August 21, 1W2) Belated, 

but eeriainly not um) late, loi the issue he 

has raise,d is one that we are living with, and 
will conlinuc to live with tor a long time 

to eome And the attitudes he adopts aie part 

ot the legacy ol the left that needs lo he 

eritieally rc-ihought 
Banciiee's suggestion that the lell and 

seeulai lorees should be prepared to take on 

die Hinduiva lorees physically cannot be 
laulied. it by that he means that they should 

beprepaicd to laeeloree with force iiulelente 

ol iheexisieneeandlheiightsot the Muslims 

Ol olhei likely targets ol the Hindu 

nimmunaliMs. sueii as lor insianee the d.ilii 
lommunilies II this is all he rne.ins. Ins 

complaTni that the secular lorees are hesitant 

lo lake the plunge and are seeking lame reluge 
in issimig pamphlets and holding seminars 

IS a valid complaint too Though one is sure 
he docs mil obiect to die issuing ol pamphleis 

and the hokhng ol seminal s ,is such 

Bui Banerjce's compl.iini and .iigiimeiii 

do noi stop theie Alleging I airly enough 

th.il “Ihe lell panics have betrayed .in 
unwillingness lo engage unhesitating^ in 

conlronttngthepolilico-ieligiousconligiiia- 
tion ol Hinduiva and Ihiow the power ol 

ihcir organised working class base behind 

such a conlroiitation ". and citing the 
example ol the heroic ol tragic ellorls ol 

ihc German and Italian communists ol Ihe 

id.MK, he adds that the left ptirties lusiily 

their inertia by chanting the oUl principle 

("now leduccd to an almost anachionistic 
manira") tliui “communalism should he 

loughi ideologically and politically, instead 
ol by administrative measuies" Let us ignore 

lor a moment whether the organised oi other 
working class is itself mtercsied m being 

thrown’ into the conliontation with 

communalism (lor it is always assumed that 

the working class is ready loi all such 

progiessive tasks, and only the Icadeiship 
IS at fault) What is striking m his argument 

IS that he begins with the working class us 

the possible but neglected btittermg ram 

against communalism. and ends with 

'administrative measures’ as the lorec 

needlessly despised by the lelt. This is not 

an isolated slip in his argument. Throughout 

his argument against ‘democratic tolerance’ 

towards the Hindu communalisls, .Sumanta 
Hiinerjeeisquitcambiguousonlhcque.stion. 

whose tolerance is he talking abtiuf’ That 

ol the democratic forces, or that ol the 

insiiiution.s ol the Indian state and the 
political process called the government of 

India’' It IS precisely bec.iuse .Siiinanla 

Baneijec. given his long involvement in 
civil lights work, cannot be accused ol a 

liglu-ncartedatiiiude towards democracy and 
democratic rights, ih.it this amhiguily needs 
to be discussed 

The Sangh parivai does noi believe in 
democracy, nor m the democratic values 

expressed in llic Indian Constituiioii The 

more il glows, the more it wnll dcslioy ihose 
values And so lo show the .Sangh paiivar 
democratic lolcr.mcc is lo wantonlvdcstioy 

dcmociacy The picscrvalion ol dcniociacy 

andilicpioiccnoiiol ihelivcsol ihclhoiisands 

of mdis iduals w ho arc likely lo he saenheed 
loi ihe rise ol ihe parisai are much moie 

impoilaiil tn.in Ihc dmoci.itic lights ol ihc 

unholy paiivar Tliisislliei luxol Banerjee’s 
aigumcnl 

I'm Dll I SIMS 

rhcieisModciiyiiig ihiitlhcie is a dilemma 
ii.'rc Hill Id us look ai .ill Ih.ii is iinoivcd 
here - all ihe elemenls ol the dilemma -- 

bcloie we eoiiK loaeonclusion The denial 
ol demoLi.iiK iigliis such as lor iiisiancc the 

iiglils ol Ircc s|',eech and assembly lo any 
individual Ol group in socicly does not only 

desiioy the ihances ol that individual or 

gioup lo glow and lioniinaie society It 
simultaneously desiroysthevalucsexpiessed 

by the iighls denied, and the inslilulioiis 

lespoiisiblc lor giiaraiUceing those lights, 

f’hc.se values anil insiiuiiioiis may he let med 

‘bouigcois (I am iioi imputing this 

lermmology lo .Sumaiua Banei|ee) il ihen 
historical 01 igni.ind philosophical expiession 

IS liaccd to the anli-lend.il ilcmocialic 
revoliilioiis ol lunope which lesulicd in ihc 

dommaiioii ol capital ovci -.ocicty boi ihc 

reason ol lhai historical oiigin the spccilic 
meaning anil mslilutioiial loriii ol the lights 

do also caiiY bourgeins limil.ilion> 
Nevertheless each such iighi cxpicsses a 

value th.il is as much .1 lasimg icsourcc ol 
human civilisaium as the sic.im engine lhat 
Marx w.is imnicnsely impressed by. and 
eachol ihc insiiiulionsevolved by bouigeois 

socieiy 101 the implcme iiiuion ol ihc ngliis 

ta prolession.il and mclependenl judiciaiy, 
lor insiani'"! embodies pimciples ihiu need 

to be carried lorw.ird Wade the slructural and 
conceptual limilaiioiis ol Ihe insiiUitions 

(suchaslheec)ualiotuil total alienation Irom 

society with judical imparlialilyI are 
ciiliciscclandoveicoi’.ie. hvcryconiempoiary 

civil libc'iiics snuggle must sirive and does 

strive no! iiiily lo pioieci a given iiglil m 
agivencoiuext (the 1 ighi ol ubnsonei againsi 

umuie. 01 ol slumc.wellcis againsi cviciion) 

but also the dc.mocrutu values and 

in.slilulionul principles relating to lhat right, 

while critically overcoming ihc bouigeois' 
expression ol the notions and loi ms in which 
ihe principles are embodied, and the 
msiitiiiions in which then realisation is 

enshrined. 'I’his is a complex task that can 

never be reduced lo a black ami while ‘cla.ss 
chaiaclei' ol rights (such as ih<ii bourgeois 

demucr.icy is honeyed poison, with aceeiil 

on the ixnson or lhat it is nunc ol a poi.son 

because il is honeyed, with aciciU on the 

honey j, though Ihe class charac icrdoeseniei 

the dclinition. concepiiialisalion and 
insiiiutionalisatioii ol die ngliis. 

This prclacc is not iiuendcd lo imply that 

.Sumania Baiierjee has expiessed himsell in 
ihcsc icrms. ii is however neicssaiy lo stale 

these ideas in black and while lo icali.se the 
lull implication ot Baiici|cc’s aigiiment. He 

iccogniscs the ciudesl ol these iinphcalion.s 

when he posils .III argumcni Ins crilics may 

ollci. il the police aie allow'd! lo behave 

uiilawlully with Ihe Sangh parivar they are 
likely to behave m the .same lashion with 
others He does not really answer this 
aigumcnl. probably because he does mil 

rcg.iid It w'cirihwhile 10 do so Yet. one only 

has lo listen to eompiainis abmii police 
misbeh.iviour in post-fiill Pun|ah lo rcali.se 

how serious the consei|ueiiccs ol willul 

erosion ot Icgaliiy in police behaviour can 
be (Wchadaiusieol ii when some coiiipames 
ol commandos liom f’lmiah weie posted in 

Katimii.igai lo thw.irt llie Beopics W.u’s hid 
lo lou'clully obsiruii ihc eleclion piocess: 

the commandos struck lorioi among women 

by behaving like piivileged studs in heal ) 

in Andhra Pradesh, puheemen who have 
done .1 slim in Ihc naxalile .illceled are.is arc 

taking to such lawless beh.iviour wherever 

Ih'cy arc posted m ihc slalc dial the ’public 
opinion’ Ihal condoned police excesses in 

Telang.ina because it lell the n.ixalucs did 
iioi ilcsei ve democialu ngliis is now riienig 
ils .itnillde 

Bui dlls IS only the crudest, and iherelorc 
Ihc musi easily recognised, implication of 

his .iigiiment Por m.stancc. he also cnlicises 
thc'iudii laiy loi allowing ‘democralic space’ 

lolhc Sangh paiivar by merely doing ils duly 

as uiidcistood by the itidgcs concerned' tor 

striking down the ban onlei on a HIP tally 

in Calcnna. lor oidenng the Orissa 
iidniimslraiion lo reopen Ihc locked VHP 

oil ice; lor sinking clown the ban on ihc RSS 

and die Bajratig Dal; .irid lot allowing the 
installation ot Ramtalla idols at the site of 
the demolished masjid. Some ol iliesc orders 
ol die courts can be laulied lor a lack of 

judicial impartiality in imcrprcling tacts and 

the law. .Such a criiicisin is even politically 

very neccs.sary lor it points to the giowih 
ol a shamelessly pro-Himlulva outlook in 

Ihe judicial y and the admiiii.stration. to Ihc 
detriment ol the values ol sceulansm and 
the evenhanded iiitciprciatnm ol law But 
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such is mn Sumanta Baneijee‘s criticism. He 
is against the granting of ‘democratic space’ 
to the Sangh pari var by the courts irrespective 
of how judicialLy correct the orders are. His 
argument is that because the Sangh parivar 
is a fascist force, it should nut allowed • 
any democratic space by the courts, quite 
irrespective of the legal merits of the case. 
How much harm this can do to the Sangh 
pari var one d(x:s not know, but it will certainly 
do immen.se harm to the courts as an 
iastitulion of democracy - of bourgeois 
demociacy, yes, but as we have said above, 
that is not an uncomplicated description. 

When we move from the judiciary to the 
armed executive, the plea for greater 
intolerance towards the fa.scists becomes 
positively dangerous. Sumanta Banerjee is 
allowed to lay down - and legilimi.se in the 
name of democratic rights - the principle 
that fasci.sts do not de.serve democracy. But 
he will not be the one to determine who the 
fascists are when the time ol determination 
comes He is careful enough to argue that 
his contention will not apply (if he can help 
It) to the naxalites and other radical forces, 
who UK) indulge in unconstitutional acts, 
because their goal is the constitutional goal 
of socialism, and the democratic goal ol 
upliftment ol the oppressed. This is both 
irrelevant and arguable It is irrelevant 
becauseonce ‘the left. the liberal intellectuals 
and the human rights groups’ endorse the 
view that the Indian state need not extend 
democratic tolerance to fascists because such 
tolerance will result iii the growth of la.scism 
and the throttling of democracy, they are not 
going to he consulted about whom the Indian 
state will define as lascisis. In his rhetoric, 
Sumanta Banerjee has already included the 
‘Punjab and Kashmir terrorists’ in Ihe list 
of the damned with whom Ihe Hindu 
communalists are to he treated on par and 
denied democratic rights Though his prose 
leaves room lor the unhappy supposition 
that in his view democratic rights groups 
should only oppose the torture and killing 
of ‘non-involved persons’ by the security 
forces in situations such as Punjab and 
Kashmir and not of persons who arc actually 
involved in the militancy, I will take it that 
he intends it only as a rhetorical statement: 
when the Punjab and Kashmir militants arc 
denied rights on the ground that their aims 
are unconstitutional and their politics 
communal, why should not the .same apply 
to the Sangh parivar'.' The Indian stale will 
be only tiH> glad to u.se the licence Sumanta 
Banerjee offers in reverse. Not only the 
Punjab and Kashmir militants but also the 
Nuga. Miito and other north-east militants 
too have aims that are unconstiiuiional. and 
some ol them at least will probably not 
ensure the rights of minorities i n their regions 
once they succeed (and in that scn.se are 
communal). And yet it is precisely the civil 
ltbettie.s groups that have consistently argued 
that behind the seccssiomsm and sectarianism 

y of these movements there is a historical 
' { and a social reality that need to be 

the level of argument and 

5tl 

persuasion and not with guns; that the people 
who support these movements should be 
won over if that is at all possible, and not 
terrorised: that even militants caught red- 
handed should not he executed extra- 
judicially but should be tried in a court of 
law: and that at the end if it is not possible 
to prevent secession by persuasion, then 
they should be allowed to secede. This point 
of view, which was first expressed by a 
handful of civil liberties groups in the teeth 
of universal condemnation has now been 
grudgingly acceptedasalcgitimate viewpoint 
that has to be acknowledged and 
accommodated, howsocverunwillmgly. The 
criterion whether the goals of u political 
movement are constitutional or not. which 
Sumanta Banerjee introduces quite arbitrarily 
to distinguish the radical forces from the 
Sangh parivar. can be a dangerous one. A 
political group may honestly want to cficci 
changes which are not visualised by Ihe 
Conslitulion. and may take to arms to that 
end. It would be suicidal for the notion of 
one’s democratic right to espouse politics 
of one’s choice il on that ground civil nghis 
groups allow the .state thcdi.scretion to deny 
them the very right to exist politically, that 
IS. to enjoy the right of free speech, peacelul 
assembly and a fair trial if arrested on charges 
of violence. 

Sumanta Banerjee. of course, has a more 
solid criterion than con.stitutionaliiy. This is 
whether a movemcni is taithful to the ideals 
ol social, political and economic democracy 
He would argue that those who indulge in 
violence towards ends which are violative 
ol those ideals do not deserve democratic 
rights. But again, the question arises who 
IS to judge in ease ol doubt, lor douhl there 
will always be Most of the minoriiy- 
naiionaliiics movements in India can be 
faulted with espousing ethnic self- 
determination (an element ot political 
democracy) without committing themselves 
to a dcmoeralic lorni of political life after 
‘liheraiion', and'al.so oltcn at Ihe cost of 
.social regression Tlie communists loo can 
be t an ly aecu.sed of espousing economic and 
.social democracy at the cost ol political 
authoritarianism. And .soon. Indeed, anyone 
who wants to seriously dispute Sumanta 
Bancrjec’s argument that the naxalites can 
be allowed demiKTutie rights for their goal 
is the constitutional goal of socialism may 
well argue (as the more intcllceiual among 
police officers arc already arguing) lliai all 
that the communist revolutions have achieved 
in this century is the discovery ot a rather 
crude and ungainly road to capitalism - or 
rather, neouilonial subordination - which 
slate India has any way reached by a more 
civilised route, and therefore there is no 
reason why the naxalites should be allowed 
the freedom to take a lot of lives and impose 
upon this country an authoritarian 
government. This argument can no doubt be 
disputed by exhibiting the material and 
cultural advancement of poor people’s lives 
under communist regimes, but it is the Indian 
state and not some well-meaning democrat 

that one will be trying to convince. And it 
would be dangerous for the naxalites and 
other radical forces if their democratic right 
to exist politically is predicated on the 
possibility of proving to the satisfaction of 
the Indian state that the trade-off between 
political authoritarianism and material well¬ 
being in the erstwhile communist bloc 
countries has been positive at the end of it all. 

Democracy can only be indi visible because 
in this imperfect world of imperfect human 
beings and their imperfect politics there can 
be no dividing line that will ensure by mere 
logic that all those who deserve democracy 
will get il, and tho.se who do not will not. 
Il IS quit; likely, on the contrary, that once 
such a line is drawn and approved by ‘the 
left, the liberal intellectuals and human rights 
gioups’. It is tho.se who do not deserve it 
that will get it. and il is those who de.serve 
democracy that will gel pushed out, for il 
IS not those who have drawn the line that 
will decide its application, hut the likes of 
P V Narasimha Rao. 

But what will definitely hapjien in the 
course of this effort is that the notion that 
the state has the prerogative of deciding who 
has the right loexist [xrlttically and who does 
not have that right gets legilimi.scd. and that 
IS to the detriment of all that we understand 
by democracy. If religious fundamentalism 
can be a basis for fascism, so can stale 
authority il allowed to take arbitrary forms. 
To call for strengthening the latter to fight 
the former can he suicidal. In more immediate 
terms, there is nothing that P V Narasimha 
Rao would like more than to have the liberal 
intellectuals and Ihe civil liheriies groups 
egging him on lo ‘ruthlessly suppress by 
coercive measures' the Hindutva forces, lor 
when he decides to get tough wiih them he 
has all the democratic forces behind him. 
and when he decides to be indulgent luwaixls 
them, he is more democratic than all the 
democrats in the land. Il would just suit his 
kind of unprincipled and opportunist 
manipulation that is read as ambivalence by 
some, pragmatism by others, and the 
quintessential broad-inindcdness ol an 
ancient civili.saiion by the rest. 

WlNNlNCi OvKR PlOPI.K | 

But il IS necessary in go deeper into the 
mailer A discussion ol some ot the 
assumptions that lie behind Sumanta 
Banerjee' s argu ment is neces.sary .quite apart 
from the problem of Hindu communalism. 
Sumanta Banerjee recognises that the 
ideological bailie against Hindu communa- 
tism should enable us “to reconquer space 
in the democratic arena in favourof the anli- 
eommunal forces”. One would imagine this 
is the e.ssence of the matter. This space that 
IS to be reconquered is not out there 
somewhere in society, but in the minds of 
the people, in the social consciousness ot 
the era. And therefore what he is saying is 
the same as winning over people lo the 
•secular and demiKratic world view. How is 
this to be done? Why would or should people 
be attracted to the secular and democratic 
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view of life? What is it that prevents pet^e 
Homgening attracted to it?Sum»itaBaneiiee 
says at one point that a democratic and 
peaceful debate with Hundutva is not possible 
when people are all terrorised or partisan, 
and rendered somnolent by the bulldozing 
of Hindutva. Let us admit that more people 
are partisan than are terrorised, and that whai 
is an opium-induced somnolence for you is 
conviction born of faith for me. And it is 
these convinced partisans that are to be won 
over, or at least made to realise that their 
ideas will not be allowed the legitimacy that 
every idea requires to become socially 
effective. Is that to be done by banning the 
propagation of the ideas they are convinced 
ofCcriainiy. the lca.st likely way of changing 
people’s views is to start by banning the 
expression ot the views to be changed. 

in any case, the politics of Hindutva is 
based on a political and tendentious 
elaboration of the day-to-day culture ol 
hrahniinical Hinduism, and while the Viswa 
Hindu Panshad can be banned, neither this 
culture nor its myriad organisations cun be 
banned. Can the Indian state place a ban on 
the Ganesh Utsav Committees and the 
Dassara Pooja Mandalis’’ Can it ban the 
Shankuracharyas and the smaller Iry among 
the brahmin preachers from carrying on 
Hindutva propaganda? Can it ban the newly 
cieaied Dharmasansads that arc issuing 
ultimatums to ific two brahmins sitting at the 
top of the Indian .state’' Can it ban the 
responsive chord that Iheirdicta strike in the 
hearts of the two brahmins’’ 

Assuming that it can or will do this (which 
IS to assume the impossible), will it win 
democratic space for the anti-communal 
lorccs’’ All the erstwhile socialist countries 
reasoned exactly thus, not only about ideas 
ol religious fanaticism, but all ideas 
unpalatable to socialism. They only 
succeeded in creating lor them.seivcs the 
illusion that all reactionary ideas had died 
out and the ’new man’ wasJtKirn. It only 
required the removing of the lid to disclo.se 
that not a single reactionary idea had died 
out. And tor having been suppressed 
ruihlesiily, religious and ethnic chauvinism 
have burst out with a maniacal passion 
unknown in countries which believed ihai 
however unpalatable and pusillanimous it 
may seem, political and ideological freedom 
IS indivisible. 

We do not yet know fully what it is in 
human beings that keeps ethnic, religious or 
communal violence alive as political 
passions, and have been conteni with 
explanations of why such violence is 
espoused by whom in a given setting (which 
IS about ail that Marxism as popularly 
understood can tell us); but certainly, the 
ruthless suppression that Sumanta Bancrjec 
advocates is no way to save ourselves from 
the cancer. We can on the other hand try to 
convince the oppressed and exploited classes, 
castes and other social groups that Hindutva 

contrary to their material and cultural 
interests- we can work for organising such 
people to resist the forces of Hindutva 

physically if necessary; and wc can try to 
appeal to the democratic, humanist and onti- 
authoritarian values that all human societies 
possess side by side with values of 
domination and suppression. The first of the 
three tasks has been attempted on a sizeable 
(if still inadequate) .scale by the left parties, 
the dalit groups and other democratic 
organisations. The second is yet to be 
attempted on a significant scrnle. as Sumanta 
Banerjee rightly complains. But the third is 
a vital task whose necessity is insufficiently 
understood by progressive forces because it 
IS not adequately comprehended by radical 
political philosophies, including Marxism 
which is the most comprehensive of them 
all. So long us ihc fanatical chauvinism of 
Hindutva is not consciously rejected as a 
value, or rather as a value-complex that 
forms part ol .ocieiy’s culture and shapes 
human ideas anu behaviour, it will not he 
fully defeated, and even il ii is defeated in 
one form, il can re-emerge in ever new 
lorms, whether or not related to Hinduism 
(Hi.siory IS wiiness lo innumerable instances 
where those who have fought an 
authorilananism that oppressed them have 
themselves lurned .iiilhontanan Ihercaller, 
lor what ihcy have loughi is not oppression 
u\ such hill the oppiession ol ihe Gihei ihai 
has hurl Iheir inieresis.i 

And It IS in view ol ibis need ol ren-cling 
Hindu laiuilicism .is a value-system Ih.il Ihe 

call lor an end to democratic tolerance needs 
to be reitcicd. lor such a picsciiption allows 

religious or ethnic lanalicism no conieiii of 
Us own but only Ihc lolc ol an iiistnimeiilality 

in protecting a inalcrial inicicsi Hindutva. 

on the conirary. is not only thai but over and 

above lliai ii is a set ol values, ailiiudcs and 
norms ol behavioiirlhatcanonlyhccoiiniercd 
with the aid ol alternative values and norms. 
And this task must necessarily be undci taken 

by an open and equal debate th.il calls upon 

the hi.sioiically evolved human .sen.se ol 

justice, equity and lairness .Such a debate 
can never be conducted, and can never win 

minds and o|ien up demiKratic space, il one 

parly to the debate is suppressed by being 

denied freedom ol expiession Ol all 
arguments, an argument lor justice unlairly 
conducted can never win approval, even if 

It IS entirely logical and scientific. That 
would be conirary to the human moral sen.se. 

The alternative values and norms can 
emerge from struggles against Hindu 
lanaticism; or rather, they can be recalled 
through the struggles from the moral 
stoiehouse ol the human siiccics. it.scll a 
historically evolved and contradiclion-ridden 
product til human civilisation. This process 

of emergence of new values from struggles 
IS not as .straightforward a process as it .seems 

III the midst of struggles, but is an intricate 
pattern of generalisalion, consolidation and 

recovery. A proper understanding of this 
process requires a more thorough under¬ 

standing ol Ihe moral hie ol the hunutn species 
than is revealed by Ihe base-su|Krstructure 

determinism and the concomilani presump¬ 

tion that .social consciousnc.ss can be lully 

classified in a ohe to one fa.shion in terms 
of the ‘base’ determinants such as class or caste. 

This moral life of the human species is 
something that it has culti vated as elaborately 
as its technical skills, and conjointly with 
it. Any oppressive .social structure Ol practice 
such us lor instance the lanaticism of Ihe 
majority reflected in Hindu chauvinism gains 
support by appealing to what is violent, 
destructive and anti-human in human moral 
life. Democratic tolerance and the acceptance 
of social equality as a principle, which are 
central values ui .secularism in the Indian 
context, appeal to the sense of justice that 
human cuitui cs equal ly possess. These moral 
possihiliitcs are intrinsic in human beings 
as much as they arc a product of history, in 
the sense that they are a historically 
determined elaboration of innate human 
potential expressed m spontaneous qualities 
such as empathy, satiety, revulsion, fear, etc, 
that arc universal to human beings 

In understanding the moral life of the 
human species, Marx's dictum that Being 
determines Consciousness must be 
undcrsiood with reference to the specific 
nature and slruclurc of human consciousness 
and human psychology Social being 
dcici mines social consciou.snc.ss by virtue ot 
and ihiough Ihe specific lorm in which human 
consciousness is siroclurcd. It is easily 
dcnuinsirahle iluil humane ideals such as 
equality and lusticc aic born ot icsisiance 
lo conditions ol injustice and inequality, 
whcicas inhuman valuc.s are born of 
oppiessivc social relaiions. and social 
practices structured oppressively. But that 
IS not the whole ol ihe mariei Firstly, the 
values and Ihe norms are the ideal form of 
expression ol immediate needs, interests and 
aspirations, whcthci narrow or hroud; it is 
a chai'actcrislic ol Ihe siruciurc ol human 
eonseiousncss thai immediate interests and 
aspirations - whcthci ju.siorun|usi, whether 
ol Ihe oppressors or the oppressed - get 
expressed in lerins ol universal values, ideals 
and moral precepts This generalised 
expiession is not necessarily a fraud 
perpetrated consciously lot hegemonic social 
purposes; nor is the generalised ideal co¬ 
equal with the immediate inleresi or 
a.spiraiion, an assumption that enters all 
glorification of Ihe 'class consciousness’ of 
the oppressed. It is on the contrary just what 
it is: a characteristic feature of the structure 
of human consciousne.s.s, ot the naturcofhu man 
thought, which cannot concei vc of immediate 
interests except in terms ot universal values, 
just us in general ii cannot think ol the 
concrete without the aid of abstractions. 

And secondly, this universal value in which 
a panicular interest is expres.sed. or through 
which a particular life condition is 
conceptualised, is capable ot surviving the 
particular situation (indeed that is when we 
realise that it is not eo-equal with, nor a 
fraudulent generalisation of. the particular 
interest), ot abstracting itself from the 
particular context, and becoming part ot the 
‘common scn.se' of that .society, attaching 
itself to this and that situation, and acquiring 
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this and lhai meaning ai liWcr Mages, nierc 

is lints a eontmijous proLX'ss ol geneinlittn. 
ds'linitiiin and s|)eeilicaiionol ethical ni)niis. 

values and ptcccpis iluii arise in and aie 
geneialised liom .s|x-ci(ic lile siuiaiums anu 
siruggles. which pioce.ss iieaies ihc moial 
ciinicnl ol social culuiie which is 
iiiMiliilioiiahscdincivil socieiy iniheniannei 

described bv (irainsci and oihcrs, and winch 

III uirn shapc:s Ininian behaviour in socieiy 
through ihc kind ol conllicl lypilled (though 

ccriainlvnoi hilly explained) by Ihc faeiidian 
conllicl bclwccn ihc Id and the Suiieiceo 

The ensemble ol ihc values and eihical 
piinciples dial have accunuilaicd in ihc 

history ol any socieiy is a very complex 
slinciuiv ol noinis ihal carry histoiically 
spccilic inc.inings .ind inlerpielalions 

•illachcd lo moial absolulcs such as liulh. 

kindness love cic Aciilicalalliludclowaids 
mis moral iimvcisc m which one rejecls the 

inluimaniiy dial hides behind high moralily 

and coiiiinuously calls Ididi the huinanisin 

that co-ex isis with il.oiiglil lobe an imporlani 

purl ol ladical political [iiacticc 

Nl J li H)K \ bin sii Look 

All ibis has a be.inng on die need lo lake 

a Irc'sh look ai lamiliai Maixisi posiiions. 
ol which Sumania Baneriec's is but one 

example The lighi against Ifincluiv.i. oi 
against aiilhorilailanism and lascisiii in 

geiieial, is nol just a dclensivc slrugglo lo 
proicci democratic rights and values It is 

pari ol the snuggle lot lesliiiciuiing human 

exisiciice on a higher plane TIU' whole 
ciucslion ol this icsiiucluiing needs lo be 

icthoughi aliesh. now that the total lailuic 

ol the communist pio|eci - die ailempi lo 
pul Marx's ide.is into piaciii e - is evident 

The pioleiaiiai has nowhcie exhibiied the 

desire imputed to ii by Maix to take charge 
ol the allaits ol humanity and rebuild its 
cxisiencc oil the basis coinmunisi 

collei tivism. And the communist paitiesthal 
subsiiluied Ihemseivcs loi die pioleiaiial 

have made a mess ol the lob, ai cnoimotis 
COM. whichevei way they tried, the .Stalinist 

way. ibe Maoisi wav. the Tiioisi way, .md 
even the Saiulimsia way 

The basics ol Maix's prognosis ol the 

liituie Iheieloie need lo be lelhoughl. and 

hence also the basics ol hisihcoi y ol history 

Marxism, as well as oilier radical and 

piogressive polilic;il philosophies, have 

rightly stressed die necessity ol oiganised 
.struggle agamsl unpisl soeitil sliucliiies as 

the only way ol deleaiing them, lor meie 
moial preaching will never put an end to 

iniusliec Kui the lebiiilding ol human 

existence in the lor 111 ol gist sirueunes and 

on the b.ists ol jtisl social relalions is a 

clillereni tnailer 'I'ltisrebuilthng h;is wrongly 

been seen as a diieel eonliniialion ol the 
sinigglc agiun.si inju.siiee, riiis nol ion dial 

Ihe f'oit e dial is necessary lo destroy unjust 

.social sirueiuies will by ii.scll lead lo (he 

rgvonsirucium ol society on a jusi basis 

.ihrcHtgh the class rule of the oppressed hits 

,,h«ich suHlcicnily proved an illu.sion by the 

i^'ftipiijcmngs ol this century. Stru^le 

'■liiiv' ) ■ . ■ , 

Oppressive social structures, and the 
reconslruction ol'society on the basis of co¬ 
operative and egalItalian relations, arc 

c'viclcnily linked not through Iher/rc/oto/a/r//* 
0/ the i'll iDi'x. but thiough the i iiliiiml 

l)i>\\il>iliiii'\ iii>i‘inul nil hv III!' \iii'(i‘\.si\'i‘ 
•iirnilflli'i. .md Ihcic is 110 last snuggle, noi 
a niillcnmal vu ioiy To undersiaiid this, we 

need a more conipleic undcrsianding ol 
biiiiian consciousness, culture, lormsol sucial 

behaviour, .iiul the mode ol loimalion ol the 
human pcisonaliiv diiotigh die snuggle 
bclwccn die uiuvcis.il psychic subsliaUim ol 

hiiinan nainic and Ihe paMicul.ir norms ol 
conn acliclion-nddcnscicialeulluie.lhan even 
a (iramsci ever allcmpled (M.io's noliou ol 

eiilimal revoluiioii is poliiically inspiring 

bill philosophically il goes nc) larihe: I’lan 
IS allow'ed by die hasc-supeisiiuclure 

(ramework ) 
Theelabor.iiioiiol Usiechnie.il e.ipabililu’s 

by die human species m iis siruggle lo wm 
a livelihood lioni iialure has been given .1 

cential place hv M.irv inihcnolionol human 

piogiess. This elaboration is b.isec! on Ihe 
specd'ie physical struciuieol hum.iri beings 
such .IS ihe possession ol iwo h.ini's lo cvoik 

with, and a brain capable ol ai. elahoiale 
leaining process Bui ec|u.ill\. human 
piogress h.is mvolveci die el.iboialioii ol 

moial values coiidueive lo a co-opeiaiive. 
col lecli V e appropi lai ion ol Ihc wc.ildi ci calccl 

by die hands and the brain, wliic li values 

have been elaborated m .1 .struggle against 

.mn-soiial values (also generated in the 
coiiisc ol ihe same hisioiy) ol oppie.ssion 

domination .md violence Tins inoiai 

evoliiiion IS.I hisiorical process olelaboi anon 

ol moial possihihlies implied bv die specdic 

psychicsiruciureol huin.inbeings.,isiiucitire 

dial makes both anii-soci.il .md soci.il 
responsesinlimsically possible Whai human 

beings have clone lor diem.selves widi ihcir 
physical possibiliiies is made die ihicad ol 

human hisiory and ihereloie also die Ihre.icl 
ol human liberation (lor in Marx's 

imdcrstandmg. liberation is inimaiieni 10 

hisiorylby Maix This has given ns valuable 

insights intooui past and valuable guidelines 
loi our luime Bui this iiiulerManding is 

ineomplele w'llhoul supplemenimg 11 willi 

an uiidcrslaiiclmg ol what humaii beings 
have clone loi ihemseivcs with then moral 

poiemial. and whai liiluie Ihal indicaies lor 

Ihe species 

Marx ccriamly did nol ’ignore' the moral 

hisiory ol himi.iiikmcl. bill lorhimihis moral 
hisioiy has no paiaineleis ol ils own hul is 

a deiivative ol die material history. This is 

evidently nol true The human species 
possesses moral as well as physical 

possihilUies - based on its psychic .and 

physical strut tuies - both ol which ii has 

elahoraied eonjoiiidy m Ihc eouise ol iis 

snuggle lo.saiisly its (eoiisianily elahoraied) 
needs. The one is nol a dcrivaiivc ol the 

Ollier. The Iwo ate iwo limbs ol die pioeess 

ol coii|oml lealisalioii ol die lolal potential 

ol the species on the basis ol a given 

I rumewoi k ol its physical and psychological 

and responses. The |)liysteal sirtietiitc 

is the starting poini tor it.s technological 

evolution, and the psychic .sirueiurc the 
starting |ioini of its moral evolution, both 

ol which arc pari id' a single process. That 
the iKitcntial orhnnian niaieruil developmein 

is nol iinlimiied and unbounded as is 
soinelimes iniphccUui Marx has been well 
bronghl oul by the ecology movemein 

Htinian moral potential is also ec|milly not 

an iinhniiied and unbounded one. as imagined 
111 Ihc wilder ol Maix's ideas aboui 
eommimisni Whai we rec|uiie lodav is a 
icmieipieialion ol all tli.ii is nue in Marx's 

theory ol hisioiy and sot lely liom die poini 

of view ol die tolalily ol (lie human siibjcc l. 

ll.e loialily ol its given humanhess. phys1c.1l 

as well as psychic, lalhcr than the human 
sublet i reduced to an inlelligcm and 
acc|uisitivc lolling .immal. whose iiioiai 

[K'ssibililies aic icndcicti iiiliniic .md 
irielcvanl lor polilic.il pracucc' bv being 
simply ignoicil thcoiciicall) 

The lutiire icvc.ilcd by such a 

lemiciprclation may not look iiariiciilarly 
losy lighl now. and one c.iiinoi be denied 

one's nghilul pessimism .ihotii any 

milicnmuni. lot while himiaii beings .iic 
iiiuveis.illv capable ol both violence and 

love cnielly ami generosity, ii is violeiKc' 

and cruelly dial have i oiisiiUiietl the 
liiiKlanifiUal oigaiiising pimci|iles <il all 
soci.ilsiiueuiresieg.propeiiy i.isie lamilvi 
III .ill civilisc'd hurii.in socieiies till mivv, 

wheicMs die hiiin.in c.ipacitv loi empaihy. 

love and kindness has been suhoulm.iiecl in 
Ihese vioicni siinciiiies lolien m .1 eiuclly 

clisiorieci loniil The only leason lor nol 

loially ie|cc'iing Maix's iiiopi.i is dial while 

all people al .ill limes h.ive iiujiilgecl in 
haiieci, violeiiee ami l.ilselnuKl, noi meielv 

as peisoiial abeii.ilioiis bid as limdailii'iil.il 
siruciuuil praclices.theicisnohumaiisoc leiv 

llial has accepted these modes ol bchaviom 

as morally noble. On the conirai y, only lovc 

kindness and imlh have been accoicicd Ih.u 

honour m all societies The anii-sotial 

c|ualiiics have ceriainly hceii saiiciioned 
moially ,ind socially and even mamlaied .is 

in brahminical dharma. bui always in the 
name ol highei values such as iruih and 

ctjuiiv lAmariya Sen in his siiidy ol 
inequahlies says dial even those who defend 

mec|uality do so m the name ol a highei 

etjualily ) Perhaps this paradox ol human 

civilisation understood as a quality ol iis 
moial universe gives htipe ol die possibiluv 

ol a ■co-operative commonweallh ol the 
working people' I in which evervone does 

all work), provided Ihal Ihe snuggle Im 

appropriaiing die maierial wealth ii hav 

produced for and by die whole of the sociciv 

ralher ihan a tiuction ol it. is joined will' 

a sli iiggle lo invert Ihc moral umver.se ol ihe 

species .so that violence is siibordinaicil 

.social siriiciureand habiiual practice to lo“' 

and envy similarly to gcncro.sily 

Bui perhaps also nol. In any ca.se. d ih*-' 

millonnium lads our practice muM ai lead 
give us a rcliirmcd socieiy. which isdoubthil 

il wc go on uncritically repeating old idea' 

and uttiiudcs. 
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Recent Books on Police Studies/Crimes 

Crime against Womenr O. C. Sharma 

Encyclopaedia of Police in India (Vol. i); 

S. K. Ghosh & K. F. Rustamji 

Encyclopaedia of Police in India (Vol. II) (in 2 parts); 

S. K. Ghosh & K. F. Rustamji 

Drug Abuse and Society: Saroj Prashant 

Terrorism: World Under Siege: S. K. Ghosh 

Industrial Security Management: S. C. Dey and S. C. Kaushal 

Kashmir Politics: Problems and Prospects: Gull Mohd. Warn 

Victimology In India: V. N. Rajan 

Work Culture in Police Administration: Sunita Singh Sengupta 

Ayodhya Imbroglio: T P. Jindal 

Indian Police Today: Sankar Sen 

Suicide: Problems and Remedies: Shamim Aleem 

Indian Press Role and Responsibility: Krushna Singh Padhy 

Freedom of Speech and Assembly and Public Order: S K. Ghosh 

Torture and Rape in Police Custody: S. K. Ghosh 

Women and Crime: S K. Ghosh 

Indian Mafia: S. K. Ghosh 

The Politics of Violence (Dawn of a Dangerous Era): S. K. Ghosh 

Criminology, Victimology & Corrections: 
V. V. Devasia & Leelama Devasia 

Communal Riots in India: Jitendra Narayan 

Communal Riots in India: Meet the Challenge Unitedly: S. K. Ghosh 

Fair Sex in Unfair Society (Women and Crime): Asha Mathew 

Crimes and Criminals (A Socio-Economic Survey) S Mohanty 

Ragging: Unquiet Campus: S. K. Ghosh 

Police and Sociai Change in India: Rashmi Mishra & S. Mohanty 

Reflections on Kashmir Politics: 
Gull Mohd. Wani & Nasir A Naquash 
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Rs 400/- 
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Ensure with Children’s College and Career Fund 
Investment in UTI's CC’CF helps you meet mounting educational expenses, 

and to achieve your child’s career dreams. 

H I C H L I (i H T S 

• An open-ended scheme • Scheme for children up lo 15 years. • Each unit of Rs 10, minimum 

investment ol Rs 2000, and in multiples ofRs 1000 thereafter • Growth of the fund will be credited to 

investors' accounts periodically m the form of bonus units • Partial withdrawal allowed twice every 

year - 50% at 18 years' age, with an additional 10% every year up to age 23 years. • Provision to 

nominate alternate child • Bonus units against bonus dividend of 15% p.a. for the period ended 

30/9/94 will he allotted to each member on pro-rata basis depending on the date of joining. 

CHILDREN'S COLLEGE 
AND CAREER FUND 

lUniT PLAM-93S 
<Mi<r iX {e ttXLd.. 

is% p.a 
\ bonui eflvidand 

'=:^d*ciar«a for ttia 
period ended 
on SO 09 94 
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UNIT TRUST 
OF INDIA 
For your better tomorrow. 

1 the taciors and forces affecting 
. __t anV 
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SHOULD INDIAN RAILWAYS BE PRIVATISED? 

ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS: END OF 
POLITICAL IMMOBILISM? 

MONEY MARKET: RBI’S ABOUT-TURN 

NEW WORLD ORDER AND INDIAN 
INTELLECTUALS 

DISEMPOWERMENT OF 
BUREAUCRACY: A CLASS ANALYSIS 

3 GENES AND THE‘MORAL 
MAJORITY’ 

ECONOMIC REFORMS IN LDCs: THEORY AND EVIDENCE 



ItlliUrtJ Ollin: 14S-<. Dr Viegos Strut, Bomiioy 400 007. Ttl: 8387094/307/ fii: 839IS79 
Public Issue of 36,72,80014% Secured Fully Convertible Debentures comprising of 13,23,800 

14% Secured Fully Convertible Debentures of Rs. 210/- each for cash at par and 23,49.000 
14% Secured Fully Convertible Debentures of Rs. 210/- each for cash at a premium of 

Rs. 40/- per Debenture on Firm Allotment basis to Foreign Institutional Investors/Non Resident Indians, 
Indian Financial Institutions and Indian Mutual Funds, aggregating Rs. 8,692.48 lakhs. 

FIRM ALIOTMENI AT A PREMIUM OF RS. AO/- PER FCO TO 

' Total Amount 
|R» incrorts) I 

RISK FACTORS ■ r L * 
MwiultoHwCanvsny l•C^na^aBank 

1 The Connany la yS to 0B»(i (totWion conwa clearance Im sail ! • Bum 
project I • Andtira Bant 

2 TtiedeniandtMStoagesfiactSMIlliquiltemiinalisdependcnion I ! BanUKarnal; 

ltwiiiDOit/eiipodotlilM8clierTHca(cargoltiraugnja*atHrlalNet^ ' , inviSDeve 
Port the Company s yfl 10 ottam mwonmenial clearance and . - i 
reijiasileceililffialeijiKlettitilosniB Adieu additional bulk storage i •canbankioi 
bcililySJttP.NtairaStwa i Fund *030601 

3 The proposed project tor manitadijieolielined iodised salt IS to be I *1311103114010 
located on leasehold land oi Med Sail Wodi Indusliies limned I Motoal Fund • 
(USWILj.aCompanyrelentdloBlFBIorieliabililalion RawSan.Ihe 1 FundnGICMi 
basic ram material lor the Iodised San Pioied IS also ptoposed 10 he ' mioh; 
piocumdlitnsanparisoeiiiiedhyUSWtl the promoters otGanesh .* np ' 
Group have sutimined a proposal 10 Bank ol India, the operating Fils 1 India Libeialis 
agencyloracgtasilionaridievivaloiJSWIliiitioMlIliesijMing ; litelnsioance 
Ihe proposal to BIFR lor Imal decrsion Any dclay/adverse decision ' 
ol BIFF), nil alleci the irnplememationofthesan project 4 

4 Ihedalaonannualreguiremenisandprodudiondrodisedsaltare NBIs 
based on Ihe Company's onmeslrmales ‘ - 

5 Ganesh Anhydride limled IGAL) a Croup Company, has owidues GRAND TOTAl 
lo insHlulions/tMoAs lo the extent ol Rs 1,17551 lakhs as _ - —-- 
on 3103 94 

6 Ihe Company is yet to abtom sandion loi pOMi Igr Ihe proppsed pioieds 
7 Ihe Company is yet to place orders lor major plant 8 machinm lor Ihe sail project 
8 Fheie has been a delay ot S weeks in despatch ol Relund Ordets/^ie Cedilicales by GAt in respect ol Iheo 

nievinus issue 
9 There has been delay in despatch nl Belund Orders/Shiit Cemlicales inresped of Fligtts Issue ot 1991 and 

1994 and in listing ol Secunties ol Ihe Company on some ol Ihe Slock Fxdn^ in leped ol iheii pmious 
issue made in Jriuary, 1994 

10 Thecommeicial pioductian lot manulaauie ol Benroic Acid and Sodium Bentoale which was estimatod 10 
comnence liom June 1992 as pel Lehei ol Oiler lor Rights Issue made in 1991. adually commenced in 
Fetniaiy. 1993 

Eait*m*l to th* Company 
11 ThernassiveexpaisionolChemicalSioragciaciliiiesisproposedinyiewofineemeigingdemnlannoul 

or bulk impods/exporls ol liquid chemicals lollowing liberalised Hade policy ol Ihe Grtremimti ol Ma Ary 

alDBI *11011 Trust ol India 

*UTI-IGF*ll[l Bank limited 

* Canara Bank * Stale Bank 

ol India*BankolBaioda 

* Andhra Bank * Curporatinn 

Bank*Karnataka State Indl 

Invl S Oeve Cotpn lid 

* Canbank (Oltshore) Mutual 

Fund*Canbank Mutual Fund 

*Iaurus Mutual Fund *SBI 

Mutual Fund * India Magnum 

Fund * GIC Mutual Fund 

* Apple Mutual Fund 

India Libeialisation Fund 

I lie Insuiance Corporation toll 

TAIB 

GRAND TOTAL : Rs. 58.725 crores 
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MGNUGHTS channs in this policy could adversely allect ihe potential dernand 

1 FsUUishRlpiilrt making Cortpariy paying dividend since 1967 being the Ilia yeaiol operation 12 Ihe Company (tonsiines impeded raw materials lor its enaing business ol mmulaclin ot Betvoale 
2 MnUdiiniindsupplieiolBeruoalePla$liciiefs.BemoicAcidandSodium6eiuoale,animponsubailule Plaaiciieis Any adverse lludualioits in loieign exchange rale wilfhave a bearing on Ihe protitabtlilyol Iht 

3 Promolers tilth over ^yaisolexpenence in chemical intbstiy Corrpany 
4 FnlAn lor tfenvcalaonge having gieal demand 
5 Susanul growth in ptoliliilily and rUwoilh : MANAGEMENT PERCEPTION OF THE RISK FACTORS 

6 Onershalion into manulacluieolflelined Iodised Sail and other marine based chemcals intweniHolh* Company 
7 Mo laimeenaliiquied other Ihan sea water lor the divtisilicahon project I The projects do not generale any ellluenis and theitloie Ihe Coinpany dees not expefl any piobten in 8 Euumionrt capacity ol liquid Storage licilile horn 70,(100 KLIP 2,35,000 Kl at JawahadalNehni Pod, obtaining pcklulioncomrol clearances 

NtovaStm near Bombay 1 Iheliberalisedirade polictesollheGovemmentollndiahaiesubstartiall|iincieasedlhepolenlialdemand 

9 AlWdneConveisionlermslorOebenlufeinIWOstages loistoragelacililiesandlhisdemandisexpedcdlogoupluithei Indianpodsaiepiesenllyshoilolslocagf 
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Not By Privatisation 
* V vii * ' ‘ 

A carcCul examination »( the ca.se ior privatising the railways in India, 

using the I'ramcwork of the theory of conicstahility. leads to the 
conclusicm that, considering the social burdens the railways have been 

required lo carry, ihc gains in productive cincicncy accruing to the 
railways from privatisaiiun will he more than outweighed by the losses 
of allocative efficiency and other non-commercial benefits which the 
country has enjoyed from the historical role the railways have played 
m its socio-economic development. 103 

Curio Case Model 

The economic relorms being undertaken almost throughout the 
developing world ttxlay arc guided by rulcs-of-thumb and the general 
equilibrium model of the economy to which thc.se standard rules apply is 

an unreali.siic portrayal ot mo.si developing economies. The model holds 
good only under very restrictive a.ssumption.s and only for small 
economic.s and not large ones such us India's. 113 

Political Thaw 
The assembly elccimns in Andhra 
Pradesh and Karnataka have brought 
(Hit some significant shifts in the 
ahgiiiiioni of political forces. The 
inimobilisiTi which has intirkcd the 
Indian political .scene may be 
coming to .in end. K1 

Second Thoughts 

Dcvciopincnts in the money markets 
List monlh were notable for Ihc 

about-iurn by the Re.scrve B.ink 
which in)ecied Rs 2.(MK)-2..‘>(Xf ciorc 
mill the inaiket. going against the 
earlier oh)ectivc ot contracting 
primary liqiiidiiy and containing 
money supply growth 73 

Reverse Scholarship 

Couniiics pursue their own interests 
the way they iierccive them .ind it is 
for others not lo he deceived hy the 
rhetoric. To uiidersliind the interests 
that are masquerading as values, what 
is reqiiiicd is a detailed study of the 
economy, polity anil ciiluire ot the 
western world m general .ind the US 
in particulai, for these are the main 
protagonists in the contemporary 
.*cciic without understanding whom 
we cannot shape our own |x>liiies 
to meet then strategies. 93 

All in Our Genes 
The ideological shill to the right in the 
US IS being underpinned hy certain 
trends in lire social sciences and their 
popular disscmiiiation Two recent 
publications exemplily this. tt7 

Unpretty Record 
The CBI report on the infamous 
Mu/affarnagar incident has put 
new life into the Uttarakhand 
movement - at a lime when the 
Mulayam Singh government’s 
record in its first year in olfiee has 
come in tor sharp criticism Irom 
all quarters N2 

In Decline 
The process of disempowermenl of 
the bureaucracy which is supposed to 
have begun with Ihc erosion of the 
‘licence-permit raj’ has to be located 
in the complexities ol the relationship 
among class, bureaucracy and 
state power 119 

ls.sue Evaded 

Although Ihc plan of action 
approved at Ihc Cairo contcrencc 
on population and development 
shows the influence of the 
international women’s movement 
and the issues it has raised, it fails 
to tackle the crucial question of 
inequitable development between 
the north and tlie .south._ 

Caste Balance 

Deve Gowda, the new Janata Dal 
chief minister of Karnataka, is a 
leader with a mass base, hut where he 
will find himself ic.slcd is as a 
political manager. 1'hc vokkaligus 
and Ihc linguyais have establi.shcd a 
hold over the party, but how long the 
accommodation between them will 
last remains to he seen. S4 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

M Shatrugna 

SATYASHODHAK - Centre for Social 
Research expresses its deep sense of 
shock and grief at the sadden and untimely 
demise of M Shatrugna on December 31, 
1994. Cheerful and lively, Shatrugna was 
suffering from liver cancer which was 
detected to be in an advanced stage only a 
few weeks before his death. 

Shatrugna played an active and signi¬ 
ficant role in the AP teachers' and civil 
rights movements during the last three 
decades and was closely associated with 
the women and dalit-subaltem causes when 
they emerged as important questions in 
politico-ideological discourse from the 
1980s onwards. He was one of those rare 
individuals who embodied the finer 
aspects of the left and democratic tradition. 
In his actions and speech one could clearly 
feel the qualities of frankness, tolerance 
and transparency. 

When Satyashodhak was founded in 
1992, Shatrugna was one of the few 
friends who encouraged us and showed a 
sustained interest in our activities - an 
instance of his readiness to appreciate new 
initiatives and'openness to new modes of 
enquiry. It is difficult to believe that 
Shatrugna is no more with us. 

K Srinivasulu, 

S SiMHADRI 

Hyderabad 

Chan^ng India 

PLEASE forgive this tardy reply to G P 
Deshpande’s review (September24,1994) 
of my book Changing India (Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1993). The 
review contains some factual cnors which 
1 would like to correct; 

(1) The first part of my book does not 
deal with "...the history...of bourgeois 
revolution and change in India." That is 
the second part. The first deals with the 
basic social institutions of the Indian 
countryside,, 

(2) 1 do not “open...[my] discussion 
...with ...caste” nor does caste occupy “the 
central place” in my discussion. 1 open my 
discussion with a long introductory cluqiter 
and then achapteron families and villages. 
Of seven chapters, caste is the specific 
subject of one, the closely related subject' 
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of another, on class, and the occasional 
subject of other chapters in Part I. In 
Part il, caste is barely mentioned. 

(3) My discussion does not give the 
“impression” that I think the varnadharma 
to be of “Vcdic times”. I have no thoughts 
on the matter and imply none. My relevant 
sentence is, “...Hinduism is disinclined to 
search the historical past for validation, 
and the validity of varna dharnui is not us 
a memory of the past but as a living 
ideology” (p 54). 

(4) My summarjr sentences on 
sanskritisation are, “As it applies to village 
families nowadays, Srinivas' model [of 
sanskritisation and westernisation] is too 
dichotomous and too equating of 
sanskritisation with village upward 
mobility... Upwardly mobile village 
families are sanskritising and westernis¬ 
ing: taking from both what serves them 
best” (p 68). Is this a ‘cliche’? 

Robert W Stern 

Sydney 

Raw Material Price Rise 

INTERNATIONAL prices of key industrial 
raw materials have doubled or even tripled 
during 1994. Petrochemicals, newsprint, 
non-ferrous metals, metal scrap are 
touching record highs. Press reports 
suggest that the entry of finance capital 
into commodity markets is mainly 
responsible for this state of'affairs. 

Indian manufacturers have raised price; 
to match the import price without any 
justification in terms of cost economics. 
For example, aluminium price is linked to 
LME when both bauxite and power are 
available locally at the old rates. User 
industry is reeling under the impact of 
both international and local price rise. A 
number of small scale units have downed 
their shutters as they cannot absorb the 
hike in raw material cost. 

The Indian government has, apparently, 
£pw options to manage the situation. It 
has already reduced the customs duties 
substantially under the liberalisation 
jpolicy. In some cases, for example 
newsprint, the duty has been removed 
altogether. Physical regulation is out of 
fashion. The issue is also not on the 
agenda of the international regulators, 
namely, the World Bank, IMF and 
GATT. 

We call upon readers to express their 
views, experiences and suggestions on 
the subject. Our intention is to prepare a 
report on the issue which will serve as a 
starting point for a larger debate. A copy 
of the report will be sent free to all 
contributors. 

Arun Goyal., Chalabathi Rao, 

Ravinder Gobl, R K Roy, 

Takhat Ram 

Academy of Business Studies, 

24/4866 Sheeltara House, 

Ansari Road, 

New Delhi-110 002. 

Moonis Raza 

READING Moonis Raza's ‘Indian 
Muslims in Their Homeland’ (Septem¬ 
ber 24, 1994) was a moving and poignant 
experience. He is as, many of us know, 
no more. His trajectory from a brilliant 
student at Aligarh (with late Sultan Niazi 
he was in the Indian students’ debating 
team which went to England and made an 
impression) to joint general secretary of 
the underground Communist Party at 
Kanpur during B T Ranadivc and 1949 
railway strike terror days to university life 
and ultimately a career in Indian academic 
and bureaucratic life was typical of such a 
proportion of the Left youth of the 1940s. 
Of course, many others did much more 
heroic - and also much more unheroic - 
things. 

What marks out Moonis Raza, some¬ 
thing which shows so weH'througb the 
EPW piece, is his outgoing forward- 
looking doggedness to stand up and 
fight for a secular, modem India - fair 
and egalitarian to the extent subordinate 
capitalist development will allow. So 
many of us, his friends from various 
quarters, would do so many things 
differently. But the forthright stand for 
a secular country and for a fair deal for 
its largest' minority which he took as 
neither a .complaining underdog nor a 
complacent apologist of the Indian state 
was characteristic of everything he 
did - some wrong but much right and 
effective. 

S Shukla 

New Delhi 
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A Tale of Two Countries 
WHAT has gone wrong in Mexico is the question that 

people, not just in that country, but all over have been 
asking. Here is a country which until the other day was held 
up as a model of successful economic reform, including 
both liberalisation and privatisation, and was admitted to 
OECD, the club of the developed countries, in recognition 
of not just its fast economic growth over the past five years 
but also its high ranking with the international commercial 
bunks through whom external credit flowed into the country 
directly and indirectly. Today Mexico’s foreign exchange 
reserves stand drastically reduced from $ 30 billion to 
$ 5 billion, i e, to a level less than one month’s imports. The 
rate of exchange of the Mexican peso has declined sharply 
from three pesos to one US dollar to six pesos within days. 
The domestic inflation rate which was supposed to have 
been brought under control (it was hovering below 10 per 

•cent per annum in 1994) ms once again threatening to 
cscalam to typically Latin American levels. 

The answer to the question posed at the outset has to be 
sought in the .sort of resource mobilisation Mexico resorted 
to in order to finance its economic growth. True, the 
country attracted si/cahic foreign capital whose inflow 
enabled Mexico not only to finance domestic investment 
but also to build up its foreign exchange reserves. But the 
country's economy is in the doldrums preci.sely because of 
the composition of the inflow of foreign capital. The 
outstanding credit extended by the international banks to 
Mexico stood at over $ 70 billion by mid-1994 and of this 
not less than $ 30 billion (over 40 per cent) was short term. 
So is it a matter of much surprise if at the slightest 
indication of a possible weakness of the Mexican economy 
the country’s exchange reserves declined so very shtuply 
within days’.' 

What has happened to Mexico could easily happen to any 
other country as well. In India the authorities lose no 
occasion to boast of the build-up of the country’s foreign 
exchange reserves from around $ I billion in mid-1991 to 
over $ 19 billion by the close of 1994. But don’t we have to 
remember at the same lime how these exchange reserves 
have been built up? Direct foreign investment so far during 
these three and a half years does not add up to more than 
$ 1 billion. The rest of the growth in reserves can be 
attributed to sources such as non-resident deposits, foreign 
portfolio investment and inflows through international 
banks - all sources of hot money which make a country’s 

payments position extremely vulnerable. The current crisis 
faced by Mexico demonstrates how things can go wrong and 
how quickly if a country depends too much on footloose, 
sources of external finance. 

It has become quite fashionable in our country to refer to 
China, its economic reforms, its ability to attract foreip 
capital in massive amounts, its industrial upsurge and its 
sustained high rate of economic growth - supposedly* to 
drive home the point that only through liberalisation and 
massive inflows of capital can we hope to industrialise fast 
and get on to a high growth path. Not that China’s experience 
is irrelevant in our context. But we have to be careful while 
drawing our lessons from that country’s experience. To 
illustrate, how can we ignore the fact thkt the solid 
foundations of China’s industrial upsurge and fast economic 
growth are laid in its sustained high rate of domestic saving? 
What attracts foreign capital, in its various forms, to China 
is its self-reliance in regard both to the domestic saving the 
economy generates and the continuously expanding export 
earnings. So it is not so much with a view to supplementing 
its domestic saving or export earnings that China has needed 
foreign capital as to induct technical know-how and thereby 
to speed up its modernisation. And that is why China has 
been able to choose and be selective in the import of foreign 
capital. China’s strong bargaining position vis-a-vis foreign 
capital can be gauged from its n£t asset position in relation 
to international banks which, as many observers have noted, 
have increased their overall lending in Asia. Where China 
stands apart, however, is that even though the banks’ 
outstanding credit to it is substantial, being as high as 
$ SO billion, it is more or less balanced by China’s deposits, 
with them. Indeed China has been and continues to be the 
largest gross depositor with the international banks, as the 
latest issue of the Amex Bank Review brings out. So when 
one compares China’s foreign exchange reserves of $ 30 
billion with those of other countries, one has to bear in mind 
the relative net position in relation to the international banks 
and the other sources of capital inflow of the countries 
being thus compared. If today China faces no crisis in its 
external financial position in spite of the substantial 
outstanding credit extended by the international banks 
whereas Mexico is in deep trouble, it is because of the sound 
foundations of China’s economic growth. What lessons we 
should draw from the experience of these two countries is 
clear enough. 
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ECONOMIC REFORM 

Them Eat Prawns 

PRAWNS produced by brackish waicr 
aquaculture have become the biggest 
component ol scatcMid exports, accounting 
lor 71 per cent ol' the total of Rs 1.335 crorc 
projected tn 1995-96. The trend in aquaculture 
ts toward ■semi-intensive’ cultivatton on 
larger farms replacing small-scale farmtng 
with low yields. High prolit levels and 
government inceniivcs have encouraged a 
number ol large corporations to enter this 
field, leading to haphazard development of 
aquaculture in the absence of adequate 
gtrvernmeni guidelines. Shrimp farming i,s 
expected to cover an area of I .OO.IXK) hectares 
by the end ol the Eighth Plan, producing one 
lakh tonnes of shrimp per year, as against a 
prtxjuctiun of 63.(XK) tonnes from 82..5(X) 
hectares in 1993-94. The slate with the largest 
area under aquaculture is West Bengal, 
loltowed by Kerala, oihei states engaged 
in prawn cultivation include Orissa. 
Andhra Pradesh. Karnataka. Maharashtra, 
and Tamil Nadu. 

According to environmentalists, the social, 
economic and environmental costs of .shrimp 
farming liu* outweigh its export earning 
capacity. Aquaculture is destructive of 
grouiulwaiei tcsources and agricultural land 
becau.se ol s.iliiiaii(m: waste from the farms 
pollutes the iKcan and shoreline, leading to 
a decline in catch; and wild slocks at sea are 
depleted lo slock shrimp larms, iheieby 
destroying the liveliluNMl ol local fisher- 
lolk. Although olficially agricultural land is 
not allowed lo be converted to shrimp 
aquaculture, lertilc paddy lands arc in fact 
being converted on a large scale due lo the 
higher prolitability ol this activity. 

The environmental and economic damage 
cuu.sed by shrimp farms has led to protest by 
local people in several affected areas. The 
farmers and fishermen in Ouaid-e-Millcth 
district tn Tamil Nadu, for example, have 
called tor a total ban on the aquaculture 
industry Farmers there fear that uncontrolled 
development of shrimp farms may cause 
.salination ol the soil, forcing them to sell 
their lands f-.u'm labourers are agitated over 
the loss ol employment opponunities; they 
say that shrimp farms provide little 
employment and that women arc not 
employed ai all (the industry claims that 
each hectare of shrimp larni can provide 
employment dtrectly to two persons and 
indirectly to eight). The liK'al fishcrftdk are 
opposed because shrimp (arms have come 
up i(H> close to the seashore, and ihc inlet and 
outlet pipes obstruct their movement along 
the bciich and entangle their nets. The shrimp 
farms also have caused salination of the 
groundwater, so that the women have to 

walk for limg distances to lind fresh water. 
The agitation against shrimp farming in 
ihisdistnct resulted in tension and violciKe: 
according to a PUCL fact-finding team, 
last August supporters ol prawn farms 
burned down 40 dwellings of landless 
labourers and tortured and detained activists 
opposing the tarms. 

In spite of local opposition, various states 
arc going ahead with pnimolinn of this 
foreign exchange earning activity. The 
govcrnmctii of West Bengal wants to make 
the slate a ma|or prawn exporier. and it 
expects an investment of over Rs 5,(XX) 
crore over ihc next five years. It has begun 
identifying one lakh hectares of land 
suitable for exclusive prawn farming, to be 
leased to private .sector investors lor setting 
up '.semi-iiuensivc' farms. Hindustan Lever 
has already invested in prawn farms on a 
large scale m the state, and other companies, 
including IFB Agro, ITC Agro, Lakhotias. 
and Andrew Yule, are setting up farms and 
high-icchnology priKcssing plants, some 
with foreign technical collaboration or 
World Bank aid. The West Bengal 
government is .setting up a large hatcheries 
project with assistance from the World 
Bank, from which, not surprisingly, much 
of the support to aquaculture development 
IS coming. The Aquaculture Foundation of 
India, which wiis lounded reccmly to 
promote the "blue revolution’, plans to 
establish at least three 'technology 
development centres’, each costing two to 
three crore rupees, lor which the World 
Bank has agreed lo give interest-free loans 
of up to 80 per cent 

An expert committee appointed in Ihc 
wake of the controversy m Tamil Nadu has 
made several sensible recommendations 
for the regulation of aquaculture, but it 
remains to be .seen whether the state and 
central governments have the will to 
formulate and enforce rules protecting the 
ecology and economy of Ihc coastal areas 
if such rules contravene thcimpcrativcs ol 
cxporl-oricnlcd ‘development’. Shrimp 
aquaculture is a highly wasteful and 
inefricicnt technology which feeds the 
markets of foreign countries while 
depriving local people of their livelihood, 
fiKid and drinking water. The results of its 
uncuntmlled development are already 
being seen in Andhra Pradesh, where shrimp 
prixiuction has been halted on 32,000 
hectares by a deadly virus, causing a loss of 
over Rs 4(X) crore. Investigators attribute 
this outbreak to the indiscriminate use of 
biochcmicals and tunibiotics and to the 
unscientific farming practices which have 
been followed by large corporations as 
much as by small farmers. Still, the policy 
of the government, in its quest for the holy 
grail of foreign exchange, seems to be lo 

sucrilkc equitable and sustahtabic ti^clop- 
mem at the altar of export-oriented high- 
technology production. 

MAHARASHTRA 

Still-Born Third Front 
AN attempt to work out a united front of 
non-Congress. non-BJP-Shiv Sena forces 
in Maharashtra has ultimately failed. The 
Progressive Democratic From (PDF) and 
Baliujan Shramik Samiti (BSS), the two 
main hlix:ks of the emerging third front, 
have parted way and declared ihcir separate 
plans of seat distribution. 

Ever since the last assembly elections of 
1990 the Slate Janata Dal (JD) unit has been 
facing rough weather. It suffered three 
spills which greatly reduced its strength in 
the assembly. First to depart were nine 
legislators, who Icit to join the Congress 
Next, four legisl.iiors belonging lo Sharad 
Joshi’s Shclkari Sanghatana, who had been 
elected on the JD ticket, walked out. Lastly, 
when George Fernandes formed his .Samata 
Party his followers in the state descried the 
JD camp to join the new pariy Moie serious 
damage toJD’s image was done by Sambhaji 
Pawar, the former president ol the slate 
unit, who gave a clarion call to purge the 
parly ol ‘brahminicul’ elements like Mrinal 
Gore, Madhu Dandavaic and Bapusaheb 
Kaldate. Swiftly. Sumbhajirao Kakade. a 
traditional rival of Sharad Pa war tn Baramali, 
was made the chicl ol the putty slate unit. 
Thus. PDF which had won 40 seats in the 
1990 as.sembly elections and was composed 
of JD. Peasants and Workers Parly (PWP), 
Republican Party of India (Khobragade), 
Shetkan Sanghatana. Datta Samant’s Kamgar 
Aaghadi and the two maincommunist parties 
was largely defunct by last year. 

In the mean whi Ic, the Prakush Ambedkar- 
led Bharatiya Republican Parly (BRP) and 
Bahujan Mahasangha (BMS) combine 
registered an upward swing. Besides .sending 
two M LAs to the stale assembly, the combine 
captured 15 zilla parishads and 40 panchayat 
samitis in the state. In these elections, it 
worked out a winning dalit-OBC-Muslim 
configuration, popularly known as 'Akola 
pattern’. The left in the state, in the luce of 
the impending GATT treaty, had joined 
hands across party lines lo launch the 
Shramik Sangharsh Samiti (SSS). Given 
the successful performance of BRP-BMS 
and the redundiuii nature of PDF, it was but 
natural that Ihc left should forge an alliance 
with the former to constitute the Bahujan 
Shramik Samiti (BSS). 

The drubbing the Congress received in 
the assembly elections in Andhra and 
Karnataka and the continuance of the 
BJP'SS alliance m Maharashtra goaded the 
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KCcular and prc^rcsni ve fnrccii tn the kuic ut 
itliempt a bniad third front. The Bahujan 
.Samaj Party (BSP) which was flying high 
and claiming to contest 2KK Maharashtra 
scuts independently had its wings clipped in 
the Andhra and Karnataka elections. 
Kunshirain. its leader, started to speak of 
giving pnonty to the bahuian movement in 
place of electoral politics. Yet the parleys 
between PDF (now composed of JD. PWP 
and RPI-Khohragadc) and BSS continued 
to vacillate, with each making exaggerated 
claims of strength. V P Singh tried to inject 
urgency into the proceedings and was 
largely responsible for the Shivaji Park 
rally of January 2. But the rally which was 
conducted under the banner of Bahujan 
Shramik Muhapanchayat and witnessed the 
presence ot 17 diverse parlies proved to be 
an anil-climax 

Already a tew important sarpanches were 
missing from the mahapanchayal. 
Sambhaprao Kakadc ot JD. Datia Palil ot 
PWF' and Mulayam Singh Yadav (who had 
said that he would attend the punchayal) 
wcic ahsem. Later, il was revealed lliat the 
regional leadership ot JD w.is displeased at 
V P Singh attending the rally against their 
wishes Within the JD fold. Kukade is known 
to he a close ally of Kamknshna Hegde. 
who with the rcceni triumph in Karnataka, 
IS demanding autonomy lor regional JD 
units. Obviously, V P Singh’s interference 
in Maharashtra alfairs was not welcomed, 
l-'urther. there is j backdrop ol enmity to the 
Kakadc-Amhedkur relationship During the 
Baramali by-eicctioii last year. BRP-BMS 
h.id fielded i ts o wn candidate agai nsi Kakadc. 
In this context. V P Singh’s display of 
aticclion for Prakash Amhedkarby attending 
the rally was like adding salt to the wound 
The mahapanchayal also decided to 
accommodate the Samata Party which is 
posing a challenge to Lalov) Pra.sad’s JD in 
Bihar. This development confounded the 
Maharashtra JD unit on whether to enter 
into a tie-up with u party which is its avowed 
rival in another state. 

The strain of working out political 
equatiims across isgion.il s.iiiaiions was 
lelt by other parties loo The poliiburo of 
CPI(M) was not too keen that its st.iic unit 
should share a common platlorm with BSP. 
Kan.shiram during his forays into Bengal 
had voiced his intentions of toppling the 
Lett Front gtiverninent there. Even Mulayam 
Singh dispatching his deputy for the rally 
raised quite a few eyebrows. Apart from 
Mulayam and 'V P .Singh not seeing eye to 
eye with each other, it was very doubtful if 
Mulayam Singh would address an anti- 
Congress rally given that the survival of his 
government in UP depends on Congrc.ss 
support. Lastly, the bloated claims for .scats 
made by every party made the pr(x;css of 

scat adjustment exasperating. Atone stage, 
BRP-BMS asked for 212 scats, BSP-SP for 
127 seats, Samajwadi Janata Party (Anil 
Gote) for 120 scats and the communists for 
40. Whether this was a deliberate ploy to 
scuttle the deliberations, is a matter of 
speculation. 

Il IS now clear that Maharashtra will 
witness a multi-cornercd contest with the. 
Congress and the BJP-SS alliance as the 
principal contenders. If a united third front 
had coalesced, the Muslims in the state, 
given their near-complete alienation from 
the Congress, would have voted for it. But 
now they would cither remain neutral or 
vote lor the Congress. The PDF and BRP- 
BMS arc trading accusations, the latter 
alleging that the former had behaved like 
’Sharad Dal’ throughout the proceedings. It 
would not be surprising if the PDF and BS.S 
concentrate their energies on defeating each 
other's c.indidatcs in the coming elections. 
In this process, the hopes ol challenging the 
state's traditional maratha leadership by 
projccimg a mahar alternative will have 
come to a sorry end, 

NARMADA DAM 

Need versus Greed 
THF. belated disclosure ol the collapse of a 
part of the Narmada dam during the 
fliKids III Scpicmbcr last (news of which 
had been suppressed by the dam auiho- 
riiics and the government all these months, 
and which came to light only when 
leaders of the Narmada Bachao Andolan, 
the imti-dam movement, met the press in 
Delhi recently) rcinlorces the allegalions. 
suspicions .iiid misgivings that h.ivc 
bedevilled the Narmada dam ever since its 
conception. 

To come to the recent disaster, it was 
apparently caused by what the authorities 
now describe as ‘unprecedented rainfall’, 
as a result of which a massive chunk of the 
dam structure was washed away by the 
floods creating a huge crater. According to 
reporters who recently visited the spot, the 
crater contains relics ol a major component 
ot the dam known as the ’.stilling basin’. 
While the dam authorities arc dismis.sing 
the disaster as damage ’not uncommon' 
during construction, representatives ol the 
Narmada Bachao Andolan point out that 
although the dam was supposedly designed 
to withstand a ‘once-in-KK) years’ fliHid 
(according to official clai ms), the September 
tlixxls were nowhere near that inicnsitv. 
Obviously therefore there must have been 
something wrong in the design ol the dam - 
a suspicion voiced not only by the activists 
of llw Narmada Bachao Andolan. but by 
engineering and environmental experts all 

these years. One of the casualties of the 
September fitxids is the power house of the 
Narmada dam. which was submerged under 
almost 20 metres ol water, thus throwing 
out of gear its power generating capacity - 
the only component of the dam which made 
It economically viable in the opinion of the 
World Bank. 

While the Narmada Bachao Andolan 
activists are reiterating their demand that 
the government stop the construction ot the 
dam. the authorities arc sticking to their 
determination to continue work at the dam 
site. III spite of the latest di.saster which ts 
being attributed by engineers to faults in 
construction Rut technical flaws and the 
consequent risks are only one. though not 
minor, part ol the Narmada dam story. The 
displacement ol thousands of villagers and 
their resistance, the obduracy of the 
government in persisting with the project m 
spite of a World Bank investigation team’s 
censure of the Indian government’s pinir 
plans lor rehabilitation, and the international 
support and solidarity from environmental 
and human rights groups that the Narmada > 
Bachao Andolan has received are now a part 
ol history 

A film of this history, shown recently in 
Delhi, ironically enough, coincided with 
the press leak about the latest scandal 
surrounding the cpI lapse of .i pan of the 
Narmada dam. All Ka/imi’s leature- 
diKumcniary ’Narniada A Valley Ri.ses’ 
chronicles the main events in the long 
struggle that the threulencd villagers of the 
Narmada valley had been waging against 
the construction of the dam a misbegotten 
enterprise which is being touted by New 
Delhi as one ol the world’s largest 
’development projects’. Ka/.imt’s film 
questions this concept ol ‘development’ - 
through the voices of both the tribal villagers 
and the middle class activists who had 
joined them to resist their displacement 
from their traditional homeland. One such 
activist tries to integrate his experience in 
the struggle with a political perspective as 
he tells the story of his lour-yearold nephew, 
whom he asked' "What do you want to do 
when you grow up'^" He said. “I want to be 
a doctor". The uncle lelt happy hoping that 
the boy wanted to .serve the people. But 
when he further asked him what he would 
do when he became a doctor, he s.iid "I will 
get a big car. Alter that, a big house. My 
mother has said that unless I get a big car or 
hou.se. she will not live with me." This is the 
notion ol ‘development' that has been dinned 
into the mind of a tour-year old hoy. 
Development has become synonymous 
with the greed ol the rich in the perception 
of the poor. As Baba Amte at one stage in 
the film says' “li is a struggle between 
‘need’ and ‘greed’." 
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CURRENT Si*ATlSTlCS EPVf Research Foundation 

Though the provieioni) index of wholesale prices shows the annual inflation rate to have fallen to 9.8 per cent, when the fintU figures come out the ride will 
be seen to be above the two-digit tevel still. The nse in the cost of living indices continues to gain momentum. While moneioty growth hat been arrested 
somewhat, the expansion in non-food advances at Rs 20,223 crore so far in the financial year against Rs 276 crore last year has been phenomenal. Share prices 
have fallen fuither with the Senses and the National Index showing over-the-year declines of 7 to 8 per cent for the first time since March 1993. In external trade 
an expHt growth of IS. I per cent has been accompanied by a 32.2 per cent rise in non-POL imports, thus marking the re-emergence of the coumry's traduional 
high import propensity 

Macroeconomic Indicators 
Index Niunben of Whelcaaie Weights Dec 24. Vanaiion (Per Cent): Poini-io-Poini 

Pricea (1981-82=100) 1994 Over 
Month 

Over 12 Month.s 
Latest Previous 

Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 
1994-95 1993-94 

1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

All Commodities 100.0 276.7 0.5 9.8 8.6 7.1 8.2 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
Primnry Articles 32.3 285.4 0.7 11.4 7.8 10.2 10.3 11.5 3.0 15 3 17.1 

Pood Articles 17.4 315.0 -1.1 10.1 5.0 12.3 6.5 44 54 20.9 18.9 
Non-Pood Articles to.i 301.2 36 1.5.2 11.2 7 5 16.5 24.9 -1.4 8 1 19.3 

Fuel, Power, Light and Lubricants 107 281.4 0.6 5.3 13 8 1.2 8.7 13.1 15.2 13.2 14.4 
Manufactured noducts .37.0 270.9 04 9.7 8.0 6.'6 6.8 9.9 7.9 12.6 8.9 

Pood Products iO 1 267.7 -0.7 8.6 9.8 6.2 98 123 6.8 10 2 13.2 
Pood index (computed) 
Ail Commodities (Average Basis) 

27.5 297.6 -1 0 9.6 6.5 10.2 7.6 7.0 5.8 17 1 16 9 

(April-December 24, 1994) 100.0 270.9 - 10.3 77 10.5 7 K 8.3 10.1 13.7 10 3 

Latest Variation (Per Cent): Pomt-lu-PuiiU 
Caet of Living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 289"’ 0.3 10.3 7.4 8.2 7.8 9 9 6.1 13.9 13.6 
Uiban Non-Mon Ehnp (1984-85=100) 236* 0.9 9.8 5.9 6.3 4.9 68 1.3.6 134 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=100) 1265"’ l.l 11.6 3.2 7.7 7.7 11.6 07 21 9 166 

Dec 9. Variation 
Money and Banking (Rs crore) 1994 Over Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Month 1994-95 1993-94 

Money Supply (NL) 
Currency with rablic 

494325 2650 (0.5) 60759 (14.0) 44143(12.0) 66741 (18 2) 49344 (15.5) 51653 (194) 
95906 1033(1.1) 13708 (16.7) 11674 (17.1) 13925 (20.4) 7175 (117) 80.50 (15 2) 

Deposits with Bonks 395164 1309 (0..3) 46324 (13.3) 29772 (10 0) 51601 (17.4) 41741 (16.3) 43392 (20.5) 
Net Bank Oedit to Govt Sector 221286 5536 (2.5) 17.500(8,6) 25113 (14.2) 27.548 (15.6) 17975 (114) 18070(12 9) 
Bonk Credit to CommI Sector 256033 1944 (0.8) 18830 (7 9) 6323 (2 9) 17068 (7.8) 32141 (17.1) 16225 (9 4) 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 70888 -1290 (-1.8) I7I6I (31.9) 78.54(31.5) 28775 (15.3) 3726(17 6) 10645 (100.6) 
Reserve Money (Dec 16. 1994) 164.365 3557 (2.2) 2.5743 (18.6) 21.339 (19,3) 27843 (25.1) 11274 (II..3) 11726(12 4) 
Net RBI Credit to Centre 96582 1442(1.5) -201 (0.2) 12007 (12.4) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) .5904 (6.7) 
Scheduled Commereiol Banks (Dec 23, 1994) 

Deposits 358475 -57 (0.0) 4.3343 (13.8) 32047 (11.9) 46.560(17.3) 37814 (16,4) 38216 (19.8) 
Advances 187166 5248 (2.8) 22748 (13 8) 6525 (4.3) 12436 (8.2) 26390(21.0) 9291 (8.0) 

Non-Pood Advances 173734 5130(3.0) 20223 (13.2) 2760(1.9) 8272 (5.7) 24317 (20.1) 9127(8.2) 
Investments 152243 3811 (2.5) 19720(14.9) 14902 (14.1) 26867 (25.4) 1.5460 (17 1) 15131 (20.2) 

Index Numben of Industrial 
Froducthm (1980-81=100) 

Weights Aug 
1994 

Avenute for Fiscal Year So Par Varianon (Per Cent); Fiscal Year Averaites 
1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-9 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 100,0 2.33,1 227.8 (7.4) 212.2 (3.4) 3.0 23 05 8.4 8.6 8.7 7.3 
Iriining and Quarrying 11.5 220.2 213 4(3.9) 205.3 (3.0) 2.5 0 5 0.9 4.5 63 7.9 3 8 
Momifacturing 77.1 224.2 219.3(8.1) 202.9 (2.3) 2.2 2.1 3.0 9 1 8.6 8.7 7.9 
EleMricity 11.4 305.9 300.1 (6.6) 281.6 (9.3) 7.3 5.1 8.5 7.8 10.8 9.5 7.7 

Jon 13. Month Year 1994-95 So Far 1993 -94 End of Fiscal Year 
Capital Market 1995 Ago Ago Trough Peak Trough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79= 100) .3604 3944 3929 3600 4604 2037 4286 3779 2281 4285 
(- 8 3) (.59 7)» (65.7) (-46.8) (266.9) 

Notional index (1983-84=100) 1732 1863 1870 1765 2176 934 2050 18.30 1021 l%8 
(- 7:4) (65.6)* (79.2) (-48.1) (234 1) 

* variation over Jun 13, 1993 

Foreign Trade Nov 1 Cumulative for Fiscal Year .So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
1994 1994-95 199.3-94 

Expons; Rs crore 6657 .50012 (15.2) 43405 (31.3) 69547 (29.5) 53688 (21.9) 44042 (35.3) 32.553 (17.6) 
USSmn 2121 I594I (15.2) 1.3840 (19.5) 22173 (19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-l„5) 18143(9.1) 

Impons; Rs crore 7495 55227 (22.5) 45075 (7.6) 72806(14.9) 63375 (.32.4) 47851 (10.8) 43193 (22.0) 
USSmn 2.388 17603 (22.5) 14.372 (-2.2) 2.3212(6.1) 21882 (12.7) 19411 (-19.4) 24073 (13.2) 

Non-POL USSmn 1832 13908 (32.2) 10524 (-2.9) 17456(10.6) 15782 (12.3) 14047 (-22.2) 18045 (3.1) 
Balance of Trade; Rs crore -838 -5214 -1669 -32.59 -9687 -3809 -10640 

USSmn -214 -1662 -532 -1039 -3345 -1.545 -5930 

Dec 30, Dec 31. Mar3l. Variation Over 
Foreign Exchange Reserves 1994 1993 1994 Month Year Fiscal Year So For 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
(excluding gold) Ago Ago 1994-95 199.3-94 

Rs crore 607.52.0 31061.0 1 47626.0 -262.0 29691.0 13126.0 9753.0 27430 5385 10223 -1383 
US S inn 19392.0 9907.0 15176.0 -M.O 9485.0 4216.0 3109.0 _8714 731 3383 -11.37 
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Foreign Trade 
ComawdltyCanqiwttteBiif ADr-Sep94 Oct93-M«f94 ADr-Sw>93 1993-94 1992-93 
Imparts and Exports RsCr US $ mn Rs Q US $ ma RsCr USSmn RsCr USSmn RsCr USSmn 

Imports 
Pood and live aninuds 

chiefly for food 2333(5.8) 744 900(2.3) 287 650(1.9) 207 1551(2 1) 494 1911(3.0) 660 
Pulses 273(0.7) 87 376(1.0) 120 191(0.6) 61 567(0.8) 181 334(0.5) Its 
Cashewnuts, raw 350(0.9) 112 342(0.9) 109 141(0.4) 45 483(0.7) 154 376(0.6) 130 
Sugar 1523(3.8) 485 neg neg neg- ‘neg neg neg neg neg 

Crude materials, inedible oils 
except fuels 3055(7.6) 974 2316(5.9) 738 1883(5.6) 600 4199(5.8) 1399 4777(7.5) 1649 

Pertiliser crude 189(0.5) 60 235(0.6) 75 155(0.5) 49 390(0.5) 124 459(0.7) 158 
Metalifers ores and meai scrap 1004(2.5) 320 684(1.8) 218 615(1.8) 196 1299(1.8) 414 1922(3.0) 664 

Mineral fuels, lubricants and 
related materials 9717(24 1) 3097 9169(23,5) 2923 10344(30.6) 3298 19514(26.8) 6222 18525(29.2) 6396 

Petroleum, crude and 
products 8654(21.5) 2759 8388(21.5) 2674 9667(28.6) 3082 18055(24.8) 5756 17142(27.0) 5919 

Animal and vegetable oils, 
fats and waxes 244(0.6) 78 118(0.3) 38 48(0.1) IS 166(0.2) 53 168(0.3) 58 

Chemicals and related products 5631(14.0) 1795 5224(13.4) 1665 4062(12.0) 1295 9286(12.8) 2961 8913(14.1) 3077 
Organic chemicals 1866(4.6) 595 1708(4.4) 545 1174(3.5) 374 2882(4.0) 919 1871(3.0) 646 
Fertiliser manufactured 863(2.1) 275 1022(2.6) .326 966(2.9) 308 1988(2.7) 634 2023(3.2) 699 

Manufactured goods classified 
chiefly by materials 6517(16.2) 2077 7609(19.5) 2426 7106(21.0) 2266 14715(20.2) 4691 12455(19.7) 4300 
niarls. precious/semi- 

precious stones 2447(6.1) 780 3801(9.8) 1212 4483(13.2) 1429 8284(11.4) 2641 7072(11.2) 2442 
Iron and steel 1.521(3.8) 485 1502(3.9) 479 949(2.8) 303 2452(3.4) 782 2060(3.3) 711 
Non-ferrous meutls 1096(2.7) 349 830(2.1) 265 659(1.9) 210 1490(2.0) 475 1144(1.8) 395 

Capitol goods 8772(21.8) 2796 12212(31.4) 3893 6733(19.9) 2147 18944(26.0) 6040 13123(20.7) 4531 
Machinery except electncal 
and electronic .3638(9.0) 1160 4289(11,0) 1367 258.3(7.6) 824 6871(9.4) 2191 4786(7.6) 1653 

Transport equipment 1624(4.0) 518 2394(6 1) 763 1579(4.7) 503 3973(5.5) 1267 1338(2.1) 462 
Project goods 2600(6.4) 829 2583(6.6) 824 1811(5.3) 577 4394(6.0) 1401 3701(5^) 1278 

Others 4047(10.0) 1290 1398(3.6) 446 3032(9.0) 1338 4430(6.1) 1412 3503(5.5) 1210 
Total 403 l.S( 100.0) 12851 38948(100.0) 12416 33858(100.0) 10794 72806(100.0) 23212 63375(100.0) 21822 
Exports 
Fo^ and live animals chiefly 

for food 5285(14.5) 1685 6048(16.4) 1928 4721(14,6) 1.505 10770(15.5) 

* 

3434 8084(15.1) 2791 
Cashew kernels 641(1.8) 204 .542(1.5) 173 500(1.5) 159 1042(1.5) 332 745(1,4) 257 
Oil meals 797(2.2) 2.54 1.358(3.7) 433 951(2.9) 303 2309(3.3) 736 1545(2.9) 534 
Marine products 1.37.5(3.8) 438 1563(4.2) 498 974(3.0) 310 2J37(3.6) 

136(0.2) 

809 1743(3.2) 602 
Beverages, tobacco and 
tobacco manufactures 50(0.1) 16 61(02) 19 75(0.2) 24 43 160(0.3) 55 

Crude materials, inedible 
oils except fuels 2164(5.9) 690 1568(4.2) 500 2480(7.6) 791 4048(5.8) 1291 2798(5.2) 966 

Iron ore .592(1.6) 189 694(1.9) 221 663(2.0) 221 13.57(2.0) 433 1104(2 1) 381 
Mineral fuels, lubricants and 

related materials 682(1.9) 217 506(1.4) 161 742(2 3) 237 1248(1.8) 398 1.379(2 6) 476 
Animal and vegetable oils, 

waxes and fats 210(0.6) 67 159(0 4) 51 185(0.6) 59 344(0.5) no 162(0.3) 56 
Chemicals and chemical products 3479(9.6) 1109 3345(9 1) 1066 2628(8.1) 838 5973(8.6) 1904 4198(7.8) 1449 

Drugs, pharmaceuticals 
and fiiH* rhemicals 1086(3 0) .346 1107(3.0) .353 907(2.8) 289 2014(2.9) 642 1533(2.9) 529 

Dyes/intermediates/coal tar 
chemicals 672(1.8) 214 631(1.7) 201 519(1.6) 165 1150(1.7) 367 958(1.8) 331 

Plastic and linoleum products 639(1.8) 204 .592(1.6) 189 422(1.3) 135 1013(1.5) 323 433(0.8) 150 
Manufactured products classi¬ 

fied chiefly by materials 202.^3(.S.5.6) 6456 2092l(.56.6) 6669 17930(55.3) .5716 38851(55.9) 12386 30752(57.3) 10618 
Leather iiuuiufactures ' 934(2.6) 298 1757(4.8) .560 877(2.7) 280 2634(3.8) 840 2512(4.7) 867 
Shoe, leather 688(1.9) 219 871(2.4) 278 634(2.0) 202 1505(2.2) 480 1188(2.2) 410 
Gems and jewellery 6236(17.4) 2017 6648(18.0) 2119 5880(18.1) 1874 12.528(18.0) 3994 8897(16.6) 3072 
Cotton yam. fabrics, 

inadeups. etc 3162(8.7) 1008 2600(7 0) 829 2237(6.9) 713 4837(7.0) 1542 .3911(7.3) 1350 
Manmade yam, fabrics, 

madeups. etc 862(2.4) 275 639(1.7) 204 68.5(2.1) 218 1324(1.9) 422 1079(2.0) 373 
RMC conon inci accessories 318.5(8.7) lots .327.5(8.9) 1044 2890(8.9) 921 6166(8.9) 1966 5156(9.6) 1780 
Carpel (excl silk) manmade 652(1.8) 208 780(2.1) 249 631(1.9) 201 1411(2.0) 450 1X59(2.3) 435 

Capiuil goods 3229(8.9) 1029 .3397(9.2) 1083 2836(8.7) 904 6232(9.0) 1987 4964(9.2) 1714 
Metal manufactutes 1014(2.8) 323 1190(3.2) 379 984(3.0) 314 2174(3.1) 693 1622(3.0) 560 
Machinery and instruments 1022(2.8) 326 1040(2.8) .332 956(2.9) 305 1996(2.9) 636 1569(2.9) 542 
Transport equipment 1062(2.9) 339 1047(2.8) 334 793(2.4) 253 1840(2.6) 587 1546(2.9) 534 

Others 1103(3.0) 352 1014(2.7) 323 845(2.6) 269 1957(2.8) 620 1192(2.2) 412 
Electrooic goods .540(1.5) 172 546(1.5) 174 432(1.3) 1.38 978(1.4) 312 615(1.1) 212 

Total .346.55(100.0) II62I 369.58(100.0) 11781 32442(100.0) 10342 69547(100,0) 22173 53688(100.0) 18537 
(Hguies in brackets are percenti^ to total) 

Nines: (i) Superscript numeral denotes month to which figwe relates, e g, superscript * stands for September, (ii) Figures in brackets are percentage variiKions 
over the period spefiried or over the comparable period of the pnvious year. 
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IN THE CAPITAL MARKET EPyf Research Foundatioii 

Prism Cement 

PRISM CEMENT, initially monporaicd 
a.s Karan Cement, is c.siuhlishiiit' a siaic- 
ot'-thc-art cement plant wnh a capacity ut 
2 mipa of ordinary portlaiul ccmeiii in 
Saina in north Madhya Pradesh. Production 
is expected to begin in November 1996, 
The plant location has the dual advantage 
of proximity to the cement deficit markets 
in the northern and eastern parts of the 
country and availability of limestone, coal 
and other inputs close to ihe plant. The 
plant site is well connected by road and 
rail. The project has been appraised by 
Industrial Credit and Invesiinenl 
Corporation of India (ICICI) and Intel- 
national Finance Corporation. Washington 
(IFC-W) and the cost is estimated to be 
Rs 57.5 erorc IFC-W has sanctioned a 
term loan of $ 30 million and is purticipating 
in equity to the extent of Rs 15.7.5 crore 
ICICI has .sanctioned a term loan of Rs KO 
crore and^is underwriting Rs 20 crore. For 
pan financing the pro|ect the company is 
entering the capital market on January 31 
with two simultaneous but unlinked 
public issues of 7,87.6().(MK) equity shares 
ofRs 10 each at par aggregating Rs 7.S76 
lakh and 37 lakh 13.5 per cent secured 
redeemable partly convcmblc debentures 
of Rs 250 each at pur aggregating Rs 9.250 
lakh. The company has also made 
arrangements for buy-back ol non- 
convenible portions of debentures with 
UTI and HDFC, The issue is to be lead 
managed by ICICI Securities and Finance 
Company. .SBI Capital Markets, DSP 
Financial Consultants and Kotak Mahindra 
Finance. 

Shriyam Securities and 
Finance 

Incorporated as Spotlight Trade and 
Finance, Shriyam Securities and Finance 
is engaged in merchant banktng. custodtal 
service to mutual tunds and other 
entities, stock broking as a registered 
member of the stuck exchanges, sponsor 
of OTCEI financing and assisting in 
providing venture capital The company 
has been awarded membership of the 
National Stock Exchange for both 
wholesale debt market and capital 
market. The company is entering the 
capital market on January 19 with a public 
issue of I crore equity shares of Rs 10 
each at a premium of Rs 20 per share 

aggregating Rs .3.()()() lakh including 
firm allotment ol 2(1 lakh equity shares 
to mutual Kinds and 20 lakh equity shares 
to tinancial mstiiutums aggregating 
Rs 1.200 lakh I'hc piojeci has been 
apprai.sed by ICICI The (unds will be 
used to strengthen the existing inlra- 
structuial lacilities .md to augment 
resources (or luriher growth and divers¬ 
ification. The issue is to be lead managed 
by ICICI Securities and Finance and J M 
Financial and Investment Consultancy 
Services. 

Awas Ayogen Vittinigam 

Awas Ayogen Viiiinigam is operating in 
(he field of housing finance. It promotes 
ownership housing by providing Imance 
Awas has been classified as a housing 
finance iiisliiulion by the National Housing 
Bank. The company, seeing the giowmg 
demand lor housing in and aiound 
Gujarat, specilically in the ruial areas, has 
decids'd to undertake an expansion ol its 
curieiii business For this ii needs to 
.mgment its long-term resources .md 
capital To pan Imance Ihe pioieci Ihe 
company is entering the capital market 
with a public issue of 2.3.K().(MK) equity 
shares of Rs 10 each at par aggregaimg 
Rs 2.3K lakh. Bank ol Baroda has 
appraised the pro|ccl and Ihe cost is 

estimated to be at Rs 434.99 lakh. The 
issue, slated to open on February 9. is to 
be jointly managed by Doogar and 
Associates and H M Desai .Shares and 
Financial Consultancy Services 

Indo Holland Agro 
Exports 

Indo Holland Agro Exports is engaged 
111 lloricullure and is entering manu- 
lacture of greenhouses in a big way. The 
company has imporicd the latest 
Dutch technology lor its floriculture 
project and is focusing on building on 
India's natural advantages ol abundant 
sunlight, cheap labour and low require¬ 
ments ol energy, To cut the project cost 
the company has diversified into manu¬ 
facturing its own gieenhouse system 
which would match the best poly 
gieenhouses available m the world and 
be highly tost ellciiivc The company 
expects to cut the cost ol greenhouses of 
equivalent qu.diiy aiul sophistication by 
almostone-thiid li will produceacomplete 
range ol greenhouses liom simple poly 
tunnels to huge multi-span greenhouses 
Orilers tor the Inst batch ol greenhouses 
have been booked Faieouraged by this the 
company is thinking ol hiving oil Ihe 
gieeiihouses division into a sepaialc 
company 

Revksed .Subscription Rates 
inland 

(ineluding Nepal uml llhiil.inl 

Inslilutions 
Six iinmlhs (Inc ycai 

m) 
Iwo years 

112.S 

[III riiitfi'X) 

Three years 
16.5(1 

Individuals 751) 47.S X75 1275 
Coiicfssioiial Kates 
Tcachers/Rc.seui end's 32S 'KXI 
Siudenis - 225 
Concessioiiul rales are uvuilnhlc only in India. To avail of concessional rates, ecrlincuie Iroiii 
relevant instilulion is esscnliat 
ReiniUaiicc hy money ordcr/bank draf(/|«)slal order requested. Please add Rs 14 to uutsialion 
cheques towards hank eullcelion charges 

Foreign (tn US $) 

Air Mail _Surface Mail_ 
Inslilutions Individuals lasiituiions individuals 

Pakistan. Kangladcsh & .Sri Lanka 
USA. Canada. UK. Europe. 

HO 50 65 10 

Jairun. NCu Zealand. 
Australia & Russia 1.50 ItX) 9tl 65 

All other eouniries IIXI 70 70 50 
All ruiniiiuiiccs lo Kcmumiir and Political Weekly 

_o 
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COMPANIES EFW Research Foundatton 

INDIAN SEAMLBSS METAL TUBES 

Alffected by Recession 

THE flagship company of the Indian 

Seamless Group, Indian Seamless Metal 

Tubes (ISMT) has shown mixed results for 

1993-94, with net sales going up by 2 per 

cent, operating profit fulling by 6 per cent 

and net profit rising by 17 per cent. The 

boost to net profit was attributed to the 33 

percent increase in other income, 22 per cent 

decrca.se in depreciation and a rise in non¬ 

operating surplus by Rs 3.26 crore. ISMT 

declared a dividend of 32 per cent for year 

against 30 per cent for the previous year. 

Exports were higher by 25 per cent while 

imports fell by .59 per cent. 

Debt-equity ratio shows a steady decline 

from 112 per cent in 1991 -92 to 68 per cent 

in 1992-93 and 57 per cent in 1993-94. 

Short-term bank borrowings lluctuatcd at 

39 per cent in 1991-92, 41 per cent in 

1992-93 and 17 percent in 1993-94. Sales 

to totakas.sets ratio declined by 18 percentage 

points after having been steady at 78 percent 

for two years, while the sales to gross fixed 

assets ratio lluctuaied at 120 per cent in 

1991-92, 130 per cent in 1992-93 and 109 

per cent in 1993-94. Remuneration to 

employees incrca.scd marginally. 

Operations were affected by the 

recessionary trends in the engineering 

industry To cope with the situation, the 

company to absorb the increased cost and 

even reduce prices and extend longer credit 

to customers. An ultrasonic testing machine 

lor testing bearing tubes and controlled 

atmosphere arrangement for the cold draw 

annealing furnace was installed as a measure 

of quality improvement. During the year. 

Seamless Tubes and Tectinologies (India) 

(STTIL) amalgamated with the company. 

This being a kind of vertical integration, the 

company expects to improve its performance 

with the addition of high value added 

products such as cold rolled rings and fuel 

injection tubes. The company was successful 

in obtaining ISO-9002 certification and this 

is expected to help in boosting the exports. 

It is also embarking on a plan to increase 

its downstream processing thereby enhancing 

value addition and quality of the products. 

Indian Seamless Steels and Alloys 

(ISS AL), an associate company,commenced 

commercial production during the year and 

its output has been steadily rising. ISSAL 

has established production of quality steels 

at competitive operating costs. It is now 

planning to enlarge the product range by 

installing a downstream rolling mill. With 

the objective of reducing cost of raw material 

the company is installing a mini blast furnace. 

Indian Seamless Financial Services fared 

well in 1993-94. It has commenced merchant 

banking operations and is actively involved 

in underwriting and issue management. 

Commercial production at Taneja Aerospace 

and Aviation started from 1994 and two 

aircraft have been sold. Commercial 

production of two-seater all-composite 

trainer aircraft named Hansa-3, jointly 

developed with National Aerospace 

Laboratories (NAL), is to commence in the 

second quarter of 1995. 

CAPRIHANS (INDIA) 

Expansion and 
Modernisation 
Caprihans India (CIL), a Kalpataru group 

company, is a leading player in the soft PVC 

market manufactunng opaque sheetings, 

printed films, transparent films and films 

developed for customised applications. It 

has one of the largest product range^ among 

all PVC film manufacturers. Most of the 

products are intermediate products which 

are later converted and sold for final 

consumption to customers. The company 

has done well in 1993-94, with net sales 

going up by 23 per cent, operating profit by 

14 per cent and net profit by 90 per cent. 

The 89 per cent increase in other income was 

balanced by an 83 per cent fall in non¬ 

operating surplus. The 33 per cent increase 

in depreciation was more than offset by a 

71 per cent decline in taxation. A 35 per cent 

dividend was declared for the year against 

30 percent in the previous year. Exports fell 

marginally while imports were up by 121 

per cent. Debt-equity ratio fluctuated at 

30 per cent in 1991-92, 23 per cent in 

1992-93 and 47 per cent in 1993-94. Sales 

to total assets and sales to gross fixed assets 

ratios declined by 32 percentage points and 

65 percentage points, respectively, in the 

past three years. Remuneration to employees 

has been increasing marginally in the past 

three years. 

The company crossed the rupees hundred 

crore mark during the year. The company's 

plan for expanding capacity by 100 per cent 

at Nasik for manufacture of PVC film and 

sheetings has made substantial progress. Both 

the calendering units have commenced 

commercial production. This means that raw 

material requirement would increase 

substantially. Also, the simultaneous 

modernisation the company has embarked 

on has led to the rationalisation of product 

flows, removal of bottlenecks, upgradation 

of product quality and cost advantages. The 

company faces stiff competition frenn small 

scale and unorganised sector units which 

enjoy a substantial price advantage. During 

the year the company commenced develop¬ 

ment of a property in central Bombay which 

would be a multi-storeyed commercial 

complex 

Caprihans invested Rs 12 lakh on R and D 

activities in the year. The major activities 

that were undertaken were the installation 

of an R and D unit at its Nasik plant. All 

the manufacturing units are being provided 

with facilities for on-line quality control. 

Al.so, individual customer-oriented products 

are being made to meet the specific needs 

of end-users. R and D efforts have helped 

the company in containing costs despite nse 

in cost of raw matenals. The company having 

pioneered the concept of hollow corrugated 

boards (HCB) in India which is a superior 

substitute to corrugated paper boxes though 

also eight times more expensive, is now 

concentrating on increasing the applica¬ 

tions for this product. The company also 

plans to develop products in the high 

technology PVC area, particularly for defence 

applications. Its R and D activities have also 

helped in the reduction of scrap at 

manufacturing point 

FINOLEX PIPES 

Backward Integration 

Finolex Pipes did not do well in 1993-94. 

Though net .sales were up by 17 per cent, 

operating profit and net profit were down 

by 19 per cent and 54 per cent, respectively. 

A fall of 45 per cent in other income and 

of 76 per cent in non-operating surplus and 

a 28 per cent increase in interest charges 

coupled with a 66 per cent hike in other 

provisions all contributed to the lower 

margins De.spitethisthe 10 per cent dividend 

has been maintained. Debt-equity ratio fell 

sharply from 642 per cent in 1991-92 to 78 

per cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank 

borrowings on the other hand shot up sharply 

by 21 percentage points in the span of three 

years, while the sales to gross fixed assets 

ratio regi.stered a fall of 39 percentage points 

in the same period. Remuneration to 

employees has shown an increase from 3 per 

cent in 1991-92 to 10 per cent in 1993-94. 

Net value added to value of produaion 

declined by 20 percentage points in the same 

period. 

Sales of pipes and fittings were affected 

mainly due to the prolonged transporters’ 

strike and the lower utilisation of productive 

capacity compared to the previous year. 

According to the company, profits for the 
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Tlw Week’s Compniies 
(lb lakkt 

ISMT Capiriliaiis Flaolex Likbaiipai Bumwgiui 
Financial Indicators _ (India) National_WaHcowe 

March March March March March March March March March March 
1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

Incomc/approprlatlons 
1 Net sales 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total iiwome 
5 Raw materials/stores and spares 

consumed 
6 Other manufacturing expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 Operating profit 

10 Interest 
11 Gross profit 
12 Depreciation 
13 Prtfit before tax 

14 Tax provision 
15 Pnfit t^er tax 
16 Dividends 
17 Retained fnofit 
LlablUtles/aateta 
18 Paid-up capital 
19 Reserves and surplus 
20 Long term loans 
21 Short term loans 
22 Of which bank borrowings 
23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
25 Inventories 
26 Total assets/Iiabilities 
MlsccUaneoiu itema 
27 Excise duty 
28 Gross value added 
29 Total foreign exchange income 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 
Key (Inuicial and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 
35 Gross profit to soles (grots margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest and 

coiTesponding last ykor’s price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjusted for 

revaluation) (%) 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Total remuneration u> employees 

to value of production (%) 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 
50 Growth in inventories (%) 

10613 10441 9071 7332 11955 
10727 10583 9265 7152 12311 

965 725 423 223 433 
11692 11308 9688 7375 12744 

6705 6496 4296 3537 9775 
1223 1334 2431 1260 1378 
572 380 670 597 136 
909 669 986 844 457 

2283 2429 1305 1137 998 
1131 986 394 393 232 
1478 1442 916 774 1046 
265 344 171 128 76 

1212 1097 745 646 965 
0 65 85 300 0 

1212 1032 660 346 965 
281 206 93 55 1297 
931 826 567 291 -332 

882 757 362 182 12893 
6638 4661 3846 2049 19414 
4353 3723 1983 514 25333 
3213 2014 869 1621 6932 
470 806 102 275 1808 

9719 8029 5212 3076 62770 
2450 2172 1437 1271 101 
2683 1946 2939 2017 5140 

17525 13231 10354 6560 74130 

1512 1271 1586 1424. , 212 
3390 2763 1909 1745 1275 

373 284 1875 1899 80 
138 315 3253 1450 4268 

60.6 78.9 87.6 III.8 16.1* 
70.3 93.6 128.5 167.9 18.5^ 

34.9 34.4 36.6 56.7 2.0 

8.4 10.9 8.8 11.8 1.4 
13.9 13.8 10.1 106 8.7 
21.5 23.3 14.4 15.5 8.3 
11.4 10.5 8.2 8.8 8.1 
0.0 5.9 11.4 • 46.4 0-0 

16.1 19.0 15.7 15 5 3.0 
32.00 30.00 35.00 30.00 1000 
13.74 13.63 ‘ 18.23 19.01 ' 0.75 
82.5 69,9 93.0 74.7 25.1 

12.9 17.6 *13.2 0.0 90.9 

59.8 70.4 58.9 37.8 78.4 

17.5 41.4 3.5 13.6 35.2 
48.5 41.8 70.8 93.0 216.9 

16.9 13.8 35.1 34.2 10.7 

5.3 3.6 7.2 8.3 . 1.1 
35.5 , 11.7 199.7 14.3 25.3 

37,87 3.68 45.71 -14.43 315.86 

10186 9136 6440 15236 12600 
10564 8879 8564 14974 12375 

794 156 186 283 174 
11358 9035 8752 152.57 12549 

8341 5575 6075 5962 5098 
678 294 363 4073 3366 
128 635 523 1699 1420 
979 1178 791 2005 1639 

1232 1353 1000 1518 1026 
181 355 429 568 536 

2262 1016 574 950 490 
124 275 236 103 90 

2135 741 338 647 400 
0 0 0 301 99 

2135 741 .338 546 301 
916 117 117 146 ',{)8 

1219 624 221 400 193 

12832 469 469 748 600 
19655 2063 1438 3341 1834 
21956 1642 1984 977 760 

231 335 263 1712 2067 
108 323 401 620 1472 

50077 4496 4045 2155 2()I8 
826 1476 1204 825 744 

1236 1511 1588 2078 2839 
63547 5808 5666 8754 7206 

0 2161 2692 1657 1524 
3088 2037 1449 3070 2403 

80 152 14 1855 911 
4270 623 591 1884 1093 

16.0 157.3 149.0 174.0 174.9 
18.6 202.6 203.2 224.8 239.5 

6.2 45.3 35.8 142.5 1I9.I 

3.6 17.5 10.1 10.9 68 
22.2 III 6.8 6.2 3,9 
12.1 14.8 11.8 10.0 8.1 
21.0 8.1 4.0 5.6 3.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 35.5 24.8 

6.6 29.3 17.7 13.4 12.4 
10.00 25.00 25.00 22.50 18.00 

1.66 15.80 7.21 7.30 5.02 
25.3 54.0 40.7 54 7 40.6 

24.6 . 8.9 30.5 37.7 45.8 

67.6 64.8 104.0 23.9 31.2 

8.7 21.4 25.3 29.8 51.8 
703.4 733.1 1420.0 86.7 136.5 

4.1 31.2 36.1 55.3 59.1 

1.2 7.2 6.1 11.3 11.5 
170.7 11.1 4.i 6.8 3.7 
-8.17 -4.85 19.04 -26.81 2.16 
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previous year had been higher because of 
extraordinary income and income earned by 
the way of dividend, capital gains, etc. on 
deployment of temporarily surplus funds 
raised for the PVC resin project. In the year 
under review, these funds were used for the 
project and thus income attributable to this 
source was lower. 

Till 1994. the company was a single 
product manufactunng unit producing rigid 
PVC pipes and fittings. It recently undertook 

’ a backward integration programme by 
diversifying into PVC resin production. This 
project of Rs 630 crore went on stream in 
April 1994. Encouraged by its performance, 
the company is planning to expand its 
capacity by 1.2 lakh tonnes. The entire PVC 
requirement would now be met internally 
and therefore the company expects to lower 
Us manufacturing expenses by a significant 
20 per cent De-bottlenecking operations to 
increase production are also being planned. 
The company’s new product developed in- 
house. VIZ. SWR pipes and fittings was to 
be launched during the year. With shift in 
demand from smaller si/.c pipes to bigger 
si/e pipes, where margins arc higher, the 
company expects to i nipiove its performance 
and margins The company has set up an 
open .sea cryogenic jetty at its Ratnagiri plant 
and this has now become operational, but 
during the monsoon the Ratnagiri ports arc 
officially declared closed. As there are no 
breakwaters, the jetty is fully exposed to the 
weather causing the water to go up around 
4-.‘i meters. This renders bcithing and 
unberthing operations unsafe, thereby 
seriously affecting the operations of the 
company. The company was shut from 
May 29 to June 23, 1994 due to technical 
problems and this would affect its per- 
lormance in 1994-95. 

The company's R and D department has 
been undertaking continued development of 
new types of pipes fittings, new raw material 
formulations and new production techniques. 

LAKHANPAL NATIONAL 

Upgrading Technology 

Lakhanpal National, a joint venture between 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Company of 
Japan and the late D D Lakhanpal. is engaged 
in the manufacture of dry cell batteries. The 
collaboration is a technical as well as a 
financial one with Matsushitq holding40 per 
cent stake in the company’s equity. ‘Novino 
Gold’ is one of the popular brands under 
which the company markets its products. 
Net .sales were up by<8 per cent, operating 
profit by 35 per cent and net profit by 119 
per cent in 1993-94. The 17 per cent fall in 
interest charges was balanced by the 16 per 
cent rise in depreciation. Though there was 

a fall in other income by 17 per cent, non¬ 
operating profit was up by 500 per cent. A 
dividend of 25 percent was declared. Exports 
were up by 985 per cent while imports were 
up by only 6 per cent. Debt-equity ratio has 
shown a steady decline from 126 per cent 
in 1991-92 to 104 per cent in 1992-93 and 
64 per cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowing has declined slightly. While sales 
to total assets went up by 8 percentage points 
in the past three years, sales to gross fixed 
a.s.sets declined by 5 per cent in the same 
period. Fall in inventories led to a negative 
capital growth in the year. Remuneration to 
the employees fluctuated at 33 per cent in 
1991-92,36 per cent in 1992-93 and 31 per 
cent in 1993-94. Net value added to value 
of production has shown a steady rise in the 
past three years. 

With thcobjcctiveof maintaining its market 
share m the liberalised environment, the 
company has been giving a thrust in the areas 
of quality and least cost manufacturing. 
Technology upgradation is also being 
undertaken along with quality improvement 
to mcci the specific needs of the market. As 
a step towards globalisation, the funds raised 
through the issue of capital are proposed to 
be used tor expansion of production capacity 
by establishinga new plant for manufacturing 
hi-tech cco-friendly mercury free penlite dry 
cell batteries. Commercial production is to 
commence this year There was a quantum 
leap in the exports of spare parts during the 
year. The company has al.so started exporting 
battery components to other countries. 

The R and D centre of the company has 
the recognition ot the government of India 
Ef forts tomdigenisecritical htgh value items, 
quality enhancement and development of 
new products are being undertaken. Efforts 
are on to absorb battery grade separator paper 
manufacturing technology to suit the 
requirement of the Indian market 

BURROUGHS WELLCOME 

New Drugs 

Burroughs Wellcome is engaged in the 
manufacture of bulk drugs, chemicals, 
formulations and cosmetics The company 
IS a market leader in several drugs having 
therapeutic uses. The net .sales of the company 
went up by 21 per cent with the new third 
generation drug, Cefizox, faring well m the 
market along with Tiacrium, actified plus 
tablets, theo-pa tablets, septran and calpol. 
Operating profit of the company was up by 
48 per cent and net profit by 81 per cent. 
Net sales would have been even higher but 
for the rise of 204 per cent in taxation of 14 
per cent in depreciation and of 5 per cent 
in interest charges. The increase in other 
income by 62 per cent helped in holding up 

margins. Exports were up by 110 per cent 
while imports were up by 75 per cent. A 
22.5 per cent dividend was announced for 
the year against 18 per cent in the previous 
year. Debt-equity ratio has shown a steady 
decline from 44 per cent in 1991-92 to 31 
per cent 1992-93 and 23 per cent in 1993-94. 
Short-term bank borrowings have fluctuated 
at 40 per cent in 1991-92, 51 per cent in 
1992-93 and 29 per cent in 1993-94. Sales 
to total asset ratio has been steady at 174 
per cent lor the past two years while sales 
to gro.ss fixed assets ratio grew by 83 
percentage points. There was a large fall m 
inventories by Rs 7.61 crore due to which 
gross capital formation was negative. 
Remuneration to employees fell marginally. 

The company undertook replacement of 
old machines during the year. The 
granulation section of the tablet department 
was renovated and technically upgraded in 
line with current good manufacturing 
practices (CGMP). Old machines and ve.ssels 
in the tablet and liquid departments were 
replaced with new and high speed machines 
and vessels thereby increasing efficiency m 
both-the departments. The sterilised product 
manufacturing facility has been geared up 
for manufacture of neosporin eye drops 
after reformulating it. A new automatic high 
speed blister packing machine with collator 
and non-fill detection system has been 
installed in the packing department which 
has increased the blister packing capacity 
for tablets. The chemical division has 
initiated measures for improved proccs!>es 

.and products and the u.se of cerlain raw 
materials has been reduced. 

The company plans to introduce new 
tlrugs Cefspan an oral drug, an original 
product of the Japanese Fuijisawa 
Pharmaceuiical Company, IS now registered 
by the company m India and is to be 
introduced shortly. Burroughs Wellcome 
lias obiaincd permission for marketing two 
original Wellcome di.scoveries, Wellferon 
and Exosurf. 

The company incurred an expenditure of 
Rs 85 lakh on R and D in 1993-94. The 
company has a well equipjied R aqd D 
laboratory Reformulation of existing 
products, developing new pharmaceutical 
dosage forms and process modifications are 
some of the activities that are being 
undertaken by the department. 
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CIVIL LIBERTIES 

Students’ Rights 
A G Noorani 

The issues raised by the Campus Committee for Academic Freedom set 
up in Bombay University, most importantly that of freedom of speech 
and expression for students within the campus, should provide the 
occasion for a serious ^ort to draw up a charter of students' rights 
and duties. 

THE Campus Committee for Academic 
Freedom (CCAF) set up on the Kalina 
campus of Bombay University by its 
students would do well to invite major 
students ’ bodies in the country to co-operate 
in drawing up a considered and 
comprehensive charter of students’ rights 
and duties. Politicians who are dying to 
cash in on students’ unrest are best left out. 

Aruna Chakravarty of Indian Express 
has done a service by reporting (on 
December2l and 23.1994) on the activities 
of CCAF. Oh December 20 students voted 
in a ‘referendum’ on a resolution seeking 
full “freedom of speech and expression” 
within thecampus. Of the 750 votes polled. 
719 supported the resolution. The report 
lists grievances by no means unique to the 
Kalina campus. Nor are they unprecedented. 
That, of course, is no reason for taking 
them lightly, rather for taking concerted 
action on them. 'The grievances are: 

(1) Students of the Humanities Division 
Forum were debarred from meeting in the 
campus library, as they used to regularly, 
because the discussions could become 
‘controversial’. 

(2) The monthly campus magazine 
Challenge was not permitted to be released 
or sold for want of ‘requisite permission’ 
from the uni versity authorities. The decision 
was rescinded after a signature campaign 
against it. Later the authorities demanded 
information regarding the magazine which 
led to the stoppage of sales in August this 
year. The pro vice-chancellor is repotted to 
have said that sale of“anything except canteen 
food within the campus precincts” was 
forbidden. 

(3) 'The play ‘DonoMareJayenge’ written 
by a student after the Bombay riots in 1993 
was stopped from being performed. When 
the writer/producer, Vijay Akila. persisted, 
he was thrown out of the campus hostel. 

(4) (n October this year the University 
cancelled the booking of the J P Naik 
Bhavan where a talk by the suspended deputy 
municipal commissioner, G R Khairnar, 
was scheduled. When the students went 

ahead regardless, a show of force by security 
guards and policemen was staged. 

(5) No elections have been held to the 
Post-Graduate Students’ Union (PGSU) 
though students have been regularly paying 
the union fees. 

(6) There is no students’ council to air 
students’ grievances. 

(7) Access to the vice-chancellor is denied 
to students. 

'The pro vice-chancellor. V N Gupchup, 
asserted, "we are not controlling the views 
of the students”. But in some respects he 
only confirmed the students’ grievances: 
“We stopped the sale of Challenge because 
they used to set up counters for the sale 
of the magazine”. What was so wrong 
about that? If the counters caused any 
obstruction appropriate alternative sites 
could have been arranged. According to 
students, Gupchup himself had in their 
presence ordered the deputy registrar to 
'take action’ against students who sold the 
magazine. “When we asked him whether 
we could distribute the copies, he said we 
would have to give an application and a 
committee would look into the matter.” 

Students allege that they were asked to 
submit applications for permission to collect 
funds for Latur earthquake victims and 
there was no response to the applications 
even after two and a half months. The pro 
vice-chancellor as well as the librarian 
denied any ban on meetings in the library. 
They were ’unaware’ of the meetings in 
the first instance. 

Here is an appropriate case for an inquiry 
by one of the civil liberties bodies. 
Universities are ‘sute’ within the meaning 

of Article 12 of the Constitution and their 
authorities are bound by the chapter on 
fundamental rights in the Constitution. That 
includes the fundamental right to freedom 
of speech and expression embodied in 
Article I9(l)(a). 

Section 43( I) of the British Education 
Act, 1986 provides an apt parallel. It 
deserves incorporation in our University 
Acts. It reads thus: “Every individual and 
body of persons concerned in the 
government of any establishment to which 
this section applies shall take such steps 
as are reasonably practicable to ensure that 
freedom of speech within the law is secured 
for members, students and employees of 
the establishment and visiting speakers.” 

It may be recalled that the authorities of 
Maharaja's College, Emakulam, had ordered 
the suspension of the printing and distribution 
of the college magazine for 1984-85 a few 
days after it had been formally released at 
a function at the college auditorium on 
September 10,1985 (see this writer’s article 
on 'Students’ Magazines’, Economic and 
Political Weekly, October 19,1985. p 1768). 
The principal of the college had taken 
exception to the Malayalam translation of a 
review by Mndula Sood of a PUCL report 
on the Delhi riots published in Indian Ex(?ress 
of December 9, 1984. 

The problem arises because college 
authorities are generally the ’publisher’ of 
college magazines and Section 7 of the 
Press and Registration of Books Act, 1867 
provides for a legal but rebuttable 
presumption that the editor or publisher 
shown to be such in a journal shall be held 
(unless the contrary be proved) to be editor 
or publisher of “every portion of that issue". 
No editor or publisher can be held 
accountable for every portion. In any case 
this 127-ycar old statute calls for a review. 
The ingr^ient of actual knowledge or mens 
tea should be written into S 7. 

That apart, the wider question of students’ 
rights must be tackled in earnest. It goes 
without saying that no charter would be 
complete which does not provide for students’ 
duties as well. In this exercise issues that 
commonly arise such as police entty on the 
campus must also be addressed properly. 
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MONEY MARKET REVIEW 

RBI’s About-Ttam 
December 1994 ended with the central bank injecting Rs 2,000-2,500 
crore into the market to quell the money market's riotous behaviour in]^ 
an about-turn from the beginning-of-the-month objective of contracting' 
primary liquidity and containing money supply growth. 

I 
Backdrop Developnients 

THE country' s central bank was much in the 
limelight in December 1994 insofar as the 
money market was concerned. First, it was 
the open market operations of the Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) which it had begun 
resorting to in November to contain primary 
money growth. In December the RBI 
switched gears after absorbing less than 
Rs 110 crore in the initial stage as the market 
was turning dry; the RBI also had the primary 
task of fulfilling the government's borrowing 
requirements. Therefore came the conversion 
offer of 364-day treasury bills for which, 
howevpr, the authorities drew a blank as 
expectations went all wrong. And the month 
ended instead with the central bank injecting 
Rs 2,000-2,500 crore through the Discount 
and Finance Hou,se of India (DFHI) and the 
Securities Trading Corporation of India 
(STCI) to quell the money market’s riotous 
behaviour - quite an about-turn from the 
beginning-of-the-month objective of 
contracting pn mary liquid! ty and containing 
money supply growth. 

(a) Open Market Operations 

During the early part of the month, the RBI 
continued with.its open market operations 
(OMOs). Having unsuccessfully experi- 
meilted with a short-dated security (7 per 
cent 1998 for a pnee of Rs 90.27) towards 
the end of November, the central bank came 
round to a safer bet and offered the converted 
11.75 per cent long-dated security maturing 
in 2001 at an attractive price of Rs 102 or 
a yield to maturity (YTM) of 11.3090 per 
cent per annumon December I.The previous 
day'straded priceof this paper was Rs 102.20 
at a YTM of 11.2665 per cent and the total 
amount sold by the RBI was Rs 100 crore. 

On December 5, it replaced the above 
.security with 12 per cent 1999 at a price 
of Rs 103.34 which, however, remained on 
tap only for a day. Also, at a yield of 
11 .(X)04 per cent, the market picked up just 
Rs lO.I crore worth of this security. On 
December 6, the RB! adopted a passive 
stance and offered a very old, dormant 6.2S 
per cent 1996 paper at Rs 92.31. Though 
attractive in itself, since a 12.75 per cent 
paper maturingin the same year was trading 
in the market at a yield of around 10.33 
per cent, there were no takers for the 6.2S 
per cent paper. 

Thereafter the OMOs came to a halt during 
the month. The indications are that the RBI 
may no longer be able to do OMOs for quite 
some months now unless it offers 
phenomenally high yields. The latter would 
be disruptive of the yield structure in the 
market. That apart, the OMOs cannot be a 
preferred option for the authorities in a 
situation where the secondary expansion is 
more dominating than the primary money 
expansion, though the gospel of monetarism 
which has inspired the policy planners may 
not allo.w for any such fine distinction. 
Besides, banks have already begun a deposit 
rate war in order to compete for deposit 
re.sources but this would soon compel them 
to hike their prime lending rates. It would 
in turn bring to the surface many conflicting 
elements. Having freed them, the RBI may 
not be able to prevent a firming up of the 
banks' lending rates which are alre^y high 
for the borrowers except the top-rated 
companies.' In fact the RBI may prefer higher 
interest rates on the assumption that they 
may curb inflation. But, in a situation of 
slack real economic activity, the more 
probable consequences of higher interest 
rates would be a further reduction in 
economic activity as well as stimulus to 
cost-push inflation. 

(b) Conversion Offer for T-Bills 

A significant development during the 
month was the government ’ s offer to convert 
overRs 3,700 crore worth of 364-day (-bills 
into a dated security. These were the balance 
t-bills from the lot offered earlier but which 
remained unconverted. In March 1994, (he 
government had offered to convert over Rs 
22,000 crore of 364-da) t-bills maturing 
between January 6 and March 17 this year 
into 10-year security at a coupon rate of 12.5 
per cent. The market had accepted the 
conversion of Rs 11,226 crore worth of the 
bills or 59 per cent of the bills offered. 

Against the background of the new 
floatation of an 8-year security which had 
attracted massive excess subscription at a 
cut-off yield of 11.55 percent in the previous 
month, the yield of 11 per cent for three 
years in the latest conversion offer could be 
said to be anractive. But the market found 
this offer quite unattractive and dragged its 
feet. The market players were apparently 
guided by the prevailing yield rates in tlw 
secondary market. The 364-day t-bills 
maturing in December 1994 and February 
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1995 were traded in the range of 9.47-10.46 
per cent as per the SGL data released by the 
RBI, while the 12 per cent govemn^nt paper 
maturing in 1995 was trading at 10.8 per 
cent plus. Also, when the conversion offer 
was made in the last week of December, the 
call money market was ruling at 12-13 per 
cent. Even so the authorities were probably 
expecting that at least about 50 per cent of 
the eligible bills would get converted. 

Contrary to the official expectations, the 
already tight liquidity position which was 
induced by a few bulk demands and which 
was further accentuated by uncertainty 
prevailing in the money market on account 
of the ensuing 85 per cent average cash 
reserve ratio maintenance beginning January 
7, 1995 contributed to the building up of 
lukewarm market response on the conversion 
offer. In order not to get caught on the wrong 
foot, the market preferred to keep enough 
liquidity or at least hold short-term liquid 
paper as asset. Clearly, while the market 
preference had undergone a transformation 
with the demand for commercial credit 
picking up rather significantly, the authorities 
were probably influenced by the earlier 
enthu.siasm which banks in particular showed 
for sovereign debt instruments vis-a-vis 

commercial credit because of no provisioning 
requirements for the former TTic response 
of the market to the conversion offer turned 
out to be not only far below the expectation 
but abysmal. As against the amount of over 
Rs 3,700 crore which was eligible for 
conversion, the RBI received offers for 
converting only Rs 107 crore which was a 
piddling 2.8 per cent of the eligible bills.- 

(c) Growing Liouidity Crunch 

Bankers’ preference for liquidity over 
short-term attractive return was under¬ 
standable. The money markets had been 
moving towards a tight liquidity regime 
since late November. On the supply side, the 
sources of liquidity seem to have got dried 
up. RBI’s foreign exchange assets (other 
than gold), which had touched $ 20 billion 
(or Rs 61,887 crore) on October 28, have 
since then declined to $ 19.39 billion 
(Rs 61.391 crore) as on December 30,1994. 
Forthe past one month ending December 23, 
aggregate deposits of scheduled commercial 
banks have stagnated, in fact fallen by Rs 57 
crore, in contrast to a rise of Rs 6,3^ crore 
in the corresponding period last year. 'Other 
deposits’ with the RBI, which represent 
essentially the float funds of the public sector 
financial institutions and which had touched 
Rs 4,181 crore on November 25, have been 
lower since then; they were at Rs 2,684 crore 
as on l>ecember 16, 1994. On the demand 
side, almost an equivalent of over Rs 11 ,{X)0 
crore of liquidity has been plucked out of 
the system in bulk deals during November 
and December: Rs 1,630crore in RBI’s open 
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market operations; Rs I .(KX) crore as two By the third week of December, bankers’ 
instalments of subscription to the 8-year apprehensions regarding the liquidity 
partly-paid new GOI security; subscription tightness in the market were proved right 
to the UTI’s US-64 rights issue anticipated For, banks .sold considerable amount of t- 
at about Rs 3,600crore; PSUdisinve.stments bills towards the end of December On 
amounting to Rs 2,500 crore; and advance December .30, in 14 deals Rs 168.43 crore 
tax payment.s’dueon December 15, variously worth of 364-day t-blils maturing between 
placed but likely to be between Rs 2,500 January 6 and September 1,1995 were sold 
crore and Rs 3,000 crore. Besides, bank outright, whereas 23 repo deals m 364-day 
credit to commercial sector has suddenly t-bills maturing between January 20 and 
begun an uptrend. While it has been on the December 8, 1995 totalling Rs 392 crore 
rise since October, the rise in December has were recorded in RBI’s SGL transactions, 
been much more phenomenal. Between There were even distress sales noticed 
October 14 and November II bank credit according to which banks sold 364-day 
expanded by Rs 3,990 crore but between t-bills maturing on January 6 at YTMs 
November 11 and December 23 it increa.sed 

varying from 15.04 per cent to as high ^ 
29,92 per cent. 

II 
Market Developments 

Firming Up of Cai.l Money Rates 

it looked as though both the market as well 
as the authorities were caught unaware of 
the impending wide gyrations in call money 
rales and the dizzy heights to which they 
climbed. The first nine days of the month 
formed the part ol a reporting fortnight 
(ending December 9) when the call rates 
remained in the range of 5-7 per cent though 
there were briel intra-day spells ot higher 
call rates ol 7.25-7.75 per cent on December 
7 and 8 mainly due to hectic last minute 
attempts at covering CRR by some of the 
private banks and small-size nationali.scd 
banks which have of late become active in 
the call money market. Rates Tinally fell to 
as low as 0.5-2 per tent on the reporting 
Friday which was in contrast to the high 
rates prevailing on both the reporting Fridays 
of November. 

The next fortnight, however, began on a 
firmer note with rates going up to 12 per 
cent on the very first day (December 10) and 
gradually moving upward to reach 13.50pei 
cent on December 13 and 13 25 thereafter 
till December 16. The tightness in the call 
money market during December 10-12 was 
partly the fall-out of the artificial scarcity 
created by the special instructions to SBI not 
to circulate the Boat funds generated out ot 
the sub.scription lor PSU disinvestments. 
The overall hardening of call rates was also 
pepped up by heavy burrowing by foreign 
and private banks. Apparently the tending 
banks have not yet worked out clear exposure 

by Rs 6,737 crore; in the latest fortnight 
ending December 23 alone there has occurred 
an expansion of Rs 5.092 crore. All these 
have happened when the deposit resoures of 
banks have stagnated. Added to the strained 
liquidity situation, the 85 per cent of the 
prescribed cash reserve ratio that banks arc 
expected to maintain on a daily basis from 
January 7 has prompted banks to be cautious 
and remain liquid. As such, rather than getting 
ItKked up for a three-year period, banks 
have preferred to get their cash back by not 
converting theirt-bills holdings. Toan extent, 
this may also have been induced by the 
desire to subscribe for the forthcoming mega 
capital issues. 

Table 2: RBI’s Repurchase (Repo) Auciions 

(Rupees in i rore) 

Dale of Repo Bids Traded Bids Accepted Cut-off 
Auction Period in 

No of Days 
No Face Value 

(Amouni) 
No Face Value 

(Amount) 
Repo Yield 

Rate (Per Cent) 

1993 
November 12 M 29 3059 11 2052 6.5 . 
November 26 14 21 2915 4 2185 6 5 
December 10 16 39 4870 17 .3202 6.25 
December 24 12 31 1508 21 1285 6.25 

1994 
November 11 14 7 .315 1 75 6..50 
November 2.S 14 5 210 1 .50 6.75 
December 9 14 1 10 All icjected 
December 21 14 1 10 All rejected 

Table 1. Call Money Rates 

(Per cent per annum) 

Noveinher 1994__ _ IJecember 1994 
hems 25(RF) 18 IKRF) 4 .30 23(RF) 16 9(RF) 2 

Weekly range 11 25-0.25 9.50-11.25 6.00-19 00 5.25-9.25 10.25-50.00 7.00-0.25 13.50-11.50 7.75-0.25 6..SO-5.00 
Weekend (Fnday) 2.(X)-0.25 10 SO-11.25®' 11.00-6.00 5.25-9.25* 3.OO-5O.00 2.50-0.25 13.2.5-11.75 2..50-0.25 6.50-5.00 
Weekly weighted average 8.11 9.84 7.41 7.08 no 7.40 12.10 S.55 8.16 
OFHI lending rates (range) 11.25-2.50 8.50-11.25 5.8.5-18.0 5..50-9 25 na 11.50-1.00 II 00-13.00 7.50-1.50 11.00-5.45 

NtUer * Fndi^ |Mid Thursday being holidays, Wednesday data. 
na = igM available; @ Friday being holiday, Thursday data. 
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Graph D: Yieui Curves for 364-Day T-BniS AND Dated 

Securities WEiiiHrED Average eor the Week Enped December 1994 

Pr.riod to maturity in ascending order 

Graph C: Yield Curves For 364-Dav Treasury Bills and COt 

Securities - WeiaHTEP Averaoe for December 1994 

Period to maturity in ascending order 

Graph E- Yield Curves for Dated GOI Securities and State 

Government Securities - Weighted Average for December 1994 

limits for lending to private banks and hence 
were either reluctant to lend too much or were 
lending only at high rates. Apart from these 
special fea:tors the hardening of call rates was 
reflective more of an underlying liquidity 
dry-up in the system, as explained earlier. 

With the call rates remaining high, some 
banks in desperation but having export credit 
exposure tapped the RBI window for export 

^refinance at 11 per cent which was lower 
than the prevailing call rates (with RBI credit 
to banks galloping by Rs 4,684 crore in one 
week ending December 16). Also, ready- 
forward deals in364-day t-bills and pennitt^ 
dated securities were sparked to life with 
deals worth of Rs 885 crore being transacted 
during the week ending December 16. 
Recovering from die-shocks of the scam 

period, banks have learnt to use the repo 
route when the call rates rule high. Also, in 
the situation of a scramble for liquidity, 
everyone had turned sellers of gilts and 
banks were finding it very difficult to locate 
buyers for such securities. Repos therefore 
became a preferred option, also as a hedge, 
particularly when gilts faced severe selling 
pressure. 

The following week ending on repotting 
Friday (December 23) experienced gradual 
softening of call rates. On December 17, call 
rates opened oh a ftim note at 11.50 per cent 
and hovered around 6 to 10 per cent on 
December 19. This relatively high rate was 
m^nly due to last minute borrowing by 
Some foreign banks to cover their CKR 
lequiremMits. The call rates then started 

easing when it reached the range of 0.25- 
2.50 per cent on the reporting Friday. With 
this, there was a general expectation that the 
easiness would continue. 

However, the maritet expectanons were 
belied when the call rates started going into 
a dizzy spell during the rest of the month. 
On Dc^mber 24, call rates opened on a firm 
ttme at 10.25 pa cent and thereafter parted 
reaching higim tops each day; 12 per cent 
onDecember26,13.25 percent on December 
27,18 per cent on December 28.32 per cem 
on Dei^mber 29 and further zooming to SS 
per cent on December 30 with unconfirmed 
reports quoting even 65 per cent on that day. 
During December 24-30, the hi^ call rates 
weredueto(i)thc absence of regular lenders, 
(ii) the curtailment of lending by the financial 
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The Sephis programme is concerned with 
comparative research on the history of 
development. It invites scholars from the South 
to make critical reassessments of development 
trajectories, their origins, course and effects. 
Under the overall theme Historicising modernity 
and development, Sephis endorses historical 
research on the following subthemes; 

1. The-forging of nationhood & the contest 
over citizenship, ethnicity and history' 
2. ‘Equity, economic and social transformations’ 

Under these subthemes the Sephis programme 
will give special attention to the search for new 
identities in the South and the meaning which 
categories such as class, community, religion, 
ethnicity and nationhood have for different 
groups of people in the South. The first 
subtheme focuses on identities and the second 
on problems of equity, in the context of 
economic and social transformations which have 
attended the advance of modernity. 

^ Fellowships for Post-Doctoral Research 

In 1995, five fellowships are available for Post¬ 
doctoral research. Funding will be provided for 
travel and research costs, and salary according 
to local standards. These fellowships extend 
from a minimum of three months to a maximum 
of two years. Eligibility. Scholars who received 
their PhD degrees preferably within the last five 
years and who are employed by or affiliated to 
a University, a research institute or development 
agency in the South. 

♦ Grants for PhD Research 

ip 1995, ten grants are available for PhD 
research. PhD Grants will be provided for a 
period from one to three years. The proposal 
must include a period of research and should 
make clear that the applicant can realistically 
complete his or her draft thesis in the given 

The South-South exchange 
programme for research on the 
history of development 

time. Salaries are not normally included in 
Sephis PhD grants. Eligibility: PhD students 
enrolled at a Southern university, who are 
supported by their institution. 

Application for these grants should include: 

- a research proposal (maximum of 5000 
words) <ncluding a timetable [applicants for 
Post-doctoral fellowships should indicate the 
form of publication (book, article, etc.). 
Applicants for PhD grants should indicate the 
period needed to complete the draft thesis]. 

- an academic curriculum vitae 
- a letter testifying to institutional affiliation 
- a copy of the PhD certificate (for Post¬ 

doctoral fellowships) 
- names and addresses of two referees 

(including telephone and possibly fax and 
E-mail numbers). Applicants for the PhD 
grants should also include a letter of 
recommendation by their thesis supervisor. 

- preferably, an example of the applicant’s work 
- a budget 

Research proposals will be selected by the 
Sephis Steering Committee, which consists of 
historians from different regions in the world. 
The applications will be evaluated according to 
quality, relevance to Sephis themes, 
comparative potential and contribution to 
South-South co-operation. The application must 
be received before April 30, 1995. 

♦ The application - and all requests for infor¬ 
mation about the grants programme - should 
be sent to: 

Sephis Grants Programme, 
Faculty of History & Art Studies, 
Erasmus University Rotterdam, 
PO Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands 
E-mail: Bosma @ sephis.fhk.eur.nl. 
Telephone + 31 104082404 
Telefax + 31 104524503 
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institutions with some of them even 
borrowing from the term money market, (iii) 
(he emergence of SB i as a major borrower 
due to month-end demands for oil/defcnce 
payments, and (iv) an air of uncertainty 
regarding (he possibility of upward 
movement of the general interest rate 
structure in the wake of inflationary spirals. 

Apart from repetition ot large repo 
transactions on December 29 (Rs 761 crore) 
and on December 30 (Rs 584 crore). the 
volatile and high call rates also forced quite 
a few banks to tap rupee export credit 
refinance from the Reserve Bank again. 

The call rates dropped to 25 per cent 
towards the mid-day of December 30. Some 
dealers report that this decline was on account 
of the SB! moving back as a lender in a big 
way Rates dropped further to 20 per cent 
later in the attemoon when the Reserve Bank 
injected Rs2,00()-2..5(K)c.rore into the market 
through DFHI/STCl, the rate remained at 18 
per cent in the closing hours ol Friday. 

Ill another significant development, the 
traditional lenders, vi?., financial institutions 
(FIs), turned borrowers tor the first time in 
the term money market in which they were 
allowed to participate as liorrowers in October 
1993 liarliei. they could participate in the 
money market only as lenders in the credit 
policy ol October 1993 the RBI had allowed 
FIs to participate also as borrowers up to an 
aggregate limit of Rs 1,000 crore with the 
RBI lixing individual limits lor borrowings 
from time totime 'fhe leading institutions - 
IDBl, ICICI and IRBI - have reportedly 
tapped (he market, although the reasons for 
their turning borrowers were not clear; 
presumably, they were trying to bndge short¬ 
term gap between demand aixl .supply. It may 
be noted that IDBI’s mega issue of Rs 2,400 

crore was scheduled to tap the market in late 
January (which has since been postponed). 

The call money market behaviour in 
December and the causes thereof are similar 
to those that occurred earlier in September 
1994. Absorption of liquidity in 10-year 
state development bonds, as also the second 
instalment of advance tax payment by 
businesses, had resulted in liquidity squeeze 
in September giving ri.seto wide fluctuations 
in call rates. A scries of bulk transactions 
as explained above brought about a liquidity 
crunch in December giving rise to similar 
gyrations of call rates. Due to an acute 
re.sourcc crunch, DFHI’s call money rates 
were much higher m December than m 
September. The money market behaviour 
also nas had its repercussions on the domestic 
toreign exchange market, though somewhat 
differently on two Occasions. In September 
the banks short of rupee funds sold dollars, 
which sent the swap premia for the dollar 
in the cash/spoi and tom/spot markets 
zooming. Banks were even borrowing dollars 
liom their overseas branches and nostro 
accounts and selling them in the swap market 
in India, essentially because of the large 
arbitrage possibilities that obtained then as 
a result ol the wide differentials between 

domestic and international interest rates. 
While the average of the annualised forward 
premia in the spot/cash market for the middle 
two weeks of Septemeber touched 20.94 per 
cent and 17.20 per cent, respectvely, the 
corresponding premia for the six-month 
period remained at 1.68 per cent and 2.25 
per cent. Contrariwise, in December there 
was a large demand for dollars due to the 
month-end/year-end release of loreign 
exchange for oil and defence purchases 
combined with the slower pace of jnflows 
following rising import surpluses, reduced 
portfolio investment by Fils and GDR funds 
kept abroad. As a result, the forward premia 
for the tenn contracts (3-month and 6-mon(h) 
were higher than those for the spot/cash 
deals (.see 'Current Statistics’, /;PIV, January 
7. 1995). Instead, the rupee depreciated to 
an extent against the US dollar almost 
throughout the month with (he RBI’s 
relcrencc rale ruling .somewhat abttve the now 
near two-year .sticky rate of Rs 31.37 per US 
dollar, even though 7hc dollar has been 
depreciating against other major currencies. 

Developments in December suggest that 
the market players are gradually becoming 
more sophisticated by resorting to ftesh 
instruments even as the authorities arc 

Tabll 4 AiinioNS op 364-Day Treasury Bills 

[Rupees in i rare) 

Date of Bids Tendered Bids Accented 
Auction No Face Value 

(Rs) 
No Face Value 

(Rs) 
Price 

(Per (2enl) 
Yield Rale 
(Per Cent) 

1093 
December 7 77 2193 24 815 89 95 11,17 
December 21 105 3483 75 25 4.56 89 97 II 15 

1994 
December 7 18 «) 14 31 91 05 9 83 
December 21 26 107 12 62 98 9.91 

Date of 
Auenon 

Notified 
Amount 

Table 3 AurrioN.s or 91 -Day Treasury Bills 

(Rupres in i tore) 

Bids Tendered Bub Accented Subscription Cut-off Cuil-off Amount Outstanding (Rs) <jP 

No Face No Face Devolved Price Yield Total With Outside 
Value Value on RBI (Ks) Rate RBI RBI 
(Rs) (Rs) (Rs) (Percent) 

1993 
December .3 200 44 676 17 200 0 00 97 90 8.58 3255 14 60.00 3195 14 

December 10 200 43 1089 3 2lX) OIK) 98 03 804 .3436 7.3 6000 3376 73 

December 17 200 30 1027 8 2(K) 0.00 98.05 7.96 .3313 2.3 60 (X) 3251.23 

December 21 200 22 409 3 2(K) 0.00 98.08 7.83 .3461.2.3 60.00 3401 23 

December .30 .3(X) 35 860 12 300 0.00 98,09 7 79 3300 (K) 60 (X) 3240.00 

994 • 

December 2 1.50 25 .59 19 49.25 75 75 97.80 900 .32% 00 1051.50 2244.50 
(1) (25) (1) (25) 

December 9 100 19 27 5 10.25 39.75 97 71 9.37 2896.00 1091.25 1804.75 

(1) (50) (1) (50) 
December 16 100 14 25.5 6 10 40.00 97.62 9.75 2496.00 6.54.25 1841.75 

(1) (50) (1) (50) 
December 21 100 16 32 6 1.3 0 00 97,^ 9.84 22% 00 6.54 25 1641.75 

December .3() 
(2) (150) (2) (87) 

100 9 19 8 18 0.00 97.50 10.26 2096.00 427 25 1668.75 
(2) (150) (2) (82) - 

Notes: Figures in brackets represent numbers and amounts of non-competitive bids which are not included in the total 
@ Outstanding amounts are estimated for all weeks of December 1994. 
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encouraging instiution build-up in the 
niarket. Apart from the DFHI, the RBI is 
reported to have used the STCI for extending 
some additional liquidity into the system. 
The National Stock Exchange of India(NSE) 
ha.v facilitated the trading of commercial 
paper (CP) on its screens for the first lime 
(Table S). A con.straint in the call money 
market which surfaced during this period of 
liquidity stringency has been the absence ot 
agreed expo.surc limits set by the lenders lor 
the new private hanks which have as yet 
inadequate deposit base. In instrument 
promotion, a CP-like instrument in the torm 
of floating rate bonds with the hacking of 
a system ot revolving underwriting facilities 
(RUFs) have heen evolved by some 
corporates probably as an answer to the RBI 
delinking the CP from cash credit limits. 
Faced with stnngency in liquidity.- banks have 
made use of bills rediscounting as well as repo 
deals because the funds so generated do not 
add to the net DTL ol the borrowing banks. 

PrxiR Ri-spoNSr-. ro RBI's Auctions 

Both the repurchase as well as primary 
auctions by the RBI experienced declining 
interest with the market forthcoming with 
less and less ot bids. As a result, the RBI hud 
to offer higher yields on government paper 
and also take an incieasing share in the 91 -day 
treasury bills auctions, though the last two 
auctions of 91-day bills saw higher 
contributions from non-competitive bidders 
who absorbed the slack relieving the RBI 
ot shouldering devolvement. Even so, the 
RBI hud to raise the yields in all the primary 
auctions - repos. 91 -day t-bills and 364-day 
t-bills (see Tables 2. 3 and 4 and Graph B). 

Apart trom the declining response and 
rising cut-off yield rates, a distinct aspect 
of the cut-off yields pattern in primary 
auctions of December was the closing of the 
difference as between 91-day and 364-day 
t-bills (Graph B). In the auctions of the first 
week of December, while the cut-off yield 

on 91 -day t-billk was 9per cent, that on 364- 
day t-bills was 9.83 per cent. In the third 
week the corresponding yield rates were 
9.84 and 9.91, respectively. Likewise, in the 
next batch of auctions of 91-day bills (on 
December 30) and 364-day bills(on January 
4,1995). the comparable cut-off yields were 
I0.26perccntund I0.56percent, respectively. 
In general the market has shown a slight 
preference tor the one-year bills. 

SKaiNDAIIY MaRKCT 

Refiecting the tight liquidity situation, 
there was considerable .selling pressure in 
short- and medium-term money market 
instruments in December. As a result, prices 
of these insirumcitis constantly fell while the 
yields rose. Interestingly, the month-end 
period saw a good deal of activity in repos 
(other than those wiiltihc RBI), particularly 
in shori-term paper such as 91 -day and 364- 
day t-bills 

Zero cohpon bonds and convened .sccuri tes 
continued to dominate the secondary market 
with over 11 per cent yields. Interestingly, 
the month also saw some significant activity 
in a lew state government securities. 
Maharashtra. Tamil Nadu. Bihar, Andhra 
Pradesh and even Jammu and Kashmir paper 
witnessed selling activity. The amounts sold, 
however, were insignificant and indicated 
that these were genuine deals rather than 
speculative ones. 

Considerable interest was shown in 364- 
day treasury bills too, especially those 
maturing between January I99S and 
September 1995. The yields varied in the 
range of 9 per cent at the short-end to 12 
per cent at the long-end. There were, however, 
quite a tew distress .sales otfermg yields of 
over 29 per cent towards the end ol the 
month indicating, as explained above, the 
difficult liquidity situation in the market. On 
December 30, for instance, two deals were 
done in 364-day t-bills maturing on January 
6 at YTMs of 15.0454 and 15.9556 per cent 

and four deals were done at rates besween 
27.9223 and 29.9204 per cent; the total 
amountofthese transactions was asignificant 
Rs 120 crore. On the same day a large 
number of repo transactions worth Rs 392 
crore were also recorded by the RBI in its 
SGL transactions. However, the NSE 
operations showed no significant 
improvement either in the order value or the 
traded value (Table 5). 

(a) Government Securities 

Reflecting the liquidity crunch, the govern¬ 
ment securities traded at a higher yield. 12.5 
per cent government stock maturing in 2004 
was traded at a yield of 11.693 on December 
I which was higher by a couple of decimal 
points from the yield on the same security 
traded earlier. Prices of other securities also 
marginally fell during the first reporting 
lurtnight. The 11.75 percent 2001 and 12.5 
per cent 2fX)4 stocks remumed among the 
favourite scrips. The interest in converted 
scrips has been on account of the older 
securities being on hunks' investment 
portfolio and if banks trade in them ihey will 
have to provide for depreciation. 

Later, during the .second reporting fortnight 
the securities market saw herghtened activity 
in sell quotes with little interest in buying. 
As a result, prices of the securities fell sharply 
and the yields increased by 50-100 basis 
points. 

The downtrend in .security pricesineviiably 
pushed up the yield to maturity (YTM) 
structure (Graph C). The fall in .security 
prices also entailed capital los.ses on stocks. 
As a result, the rates of return on government 
securities, especially longer-term ones, 
recorded declines. This made the prices and 
return on longer-dated securities more 
volatile. The SGL data as published by RBI 
bear ample testimony to these phenomena. 
For example, the price of 12.75 per cent 
1996 GOl stock continually suffered los.ses 
duringthe month; it declined from Rs 102.85 

Tablc 5' Operations op National Stikk Exchanoe (NSE) During December, 1994 

{Anumm III Rupees, crore) 

Week Ending 
Descnpiors .30 • 23* 16 9 2 

Traded Order Traded Order Traded Order Traded Order Traded Older 

1 Treasury Bills 
AVI .day Bills 
B.364-day Bills 140 316 40 140 150 445 82 .304 * 35 265 
Sub-imal 140 316 40 140 1.50 445 82 304 35 265 

2 GOl Dated Securities 
A Converted 56 257 52 262 25 401 10 325 81 695 
B Regular 8 53 10 115 3 41 5 60 5 123.5 
C Zero coupon - - - - 45 160 10 115 12 64 
Sub-iolol 64 310 62 377 73 602 25 -500 98 882.5 

3 State Govt .Securities 24 53 - - 5 10 - - - - 

4 PSD Bonds 
A Tax free - 16.88 21 68.98 15 60 14 60 34 129 
B taxable 9 .36 32 1.34 69 185 31.5 208 16 146 
Sub-total 9 52.88 53 202.98 84 245 45.5 268 .50 275 

S Float Rate Bonds - 10 - 25 - 36 - 31 - 22.08 
6 CPs to 20 25 .50 - - - - 10 20 
7 Debentures - 4.23 5.94 - 4.77 0.15 6.45 - 31.83' 
Grand total 247 , 766.11 180 800.92 312 1342.77 152.65 1109.45 193 1508.41 

Note: * Exetuding December 20. 
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AmiNDiit Tasue; SBCtwibAKY Monky MAmaiTOi'iaiATOWs; RBt’s SOL Data 
(Amimni in rufieex rrorel 

IVscriptiuns Week Ending December 1444; Yield to Muturiiv on Actual Trading Total for the Month 
50 23 16 4 2 ol' December 1444 

Aim YTM CY Amt YTM CY Aiiit YTM Aim YTM Amt YTM Amt YTM CY 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 16) (7) 18) (4) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 

1 Treasury Bills 
A 41-Day Bills 

1) Dee 1944 1 02 5 01 1 02 5 01 
11) Dec tl. 1444 - - - 8,(K) 6 40 - - - - - 8 00 6.40 

III) Jan 7. 1445 0K5 K27 - - - - - - - 0.85 8 27 
IV) Peh 25, 1445 - - . - - - 1 .)5 4 51 - - 1.53 4 51 

Siib-loial (voliiine) 
B 564-Day Bills 

t)K5 8 27 - 8.(K) 6 40 ‘ 1 35 4 51 1 02 5 01 II 20 7 14 

1) IV-cV. 1444 - - • - - - It) IX) 7 48 5 7 48 I5(K) 7 65 
III Dec 2.5. 1444 - - - 8.(K) 12 20 25 00 1041 5(M) 4 47 - 38 (X) 10 73 

iii) Jan 6, 1445 170 40 16 45 - 1 04 10.64 - - - - 33 4 47 204.44 1571 
IV) Feb .5. 1445 - - . - . 28 (X) It) 42 15 (Kl 10.12 80 4 47 123 (X) 4 77 
V) Feb 17. 1445 7.50 4 88 - 55 (Kl 10.22 - 17 55 10 65 26 64 11 13 55 7 4()2 122.54 10.28 

VI) Mat ,5, 1445 - - - - . 21 4 72 21 (X) 4 72 
VII) Mar 17. 1445 0 7K 10 86 - 48 (H) 10 22 40 4 47 88 78 10 12 
VIII) Apr .5 1445 - - - - - S 10.01 5(X1 10 01 
IM Apr2«. 1445 24 58 12 17 - 28 (M) 10 52 - 50 00 II 52 17 (XI 10 24 1 4 10 22 126 48 11 18 
X) May 12 144*) 55 (K) 11 48 • 28 06 It) 55 - 10 (X) II 44 0 8(1 4 41 50 4 82 103 86 10 (j8 

XI) Mav 26. I44S - - 25(H) II 47 - - 25 (X) 11 47 
Ml) Jiin 4. 1445 4(K) II 72 - 10 (K) 12 54 10 (X) 12 56 10 (XI 10 57 20 4 4 5 54 (X) 11 04 
XIII) Aug 4, 1445 5 (K) 10 65 5 (H) II 07 - 65 (X) II 81 50 (XI 10 80 125 (X) 11 55 
XIV) Aug IK. 1445 S(M) 1 1 04 - 70 (M) 1 1 04 .50 (XI II 85 5(X) 10 82 130 (XI II 34 
XV) Sept 1, 1445 116 00 12 62 - 85.50 1 1 60 II5(X) 12 07 I5(KI 10 57 55 10 07 384.50 II 80 
.Sub total (volume)* 575 26 14 14 270 65 II 07 545 ,55 11 57 2(X) 44 10 54 526 60 4 72 1 566 50 11 61 

2 CiO|J)aU'd Securities 
A Convened (PerCem Year) 
II 12 (X), 1445 55 67 II 01 11 42 .5.5,(K) 10 47 II 41 80 00 10 42 150(X) 10 58 - 540 67 10 74 11 84 

II) 12 75 1446 12 50 1 1 15 12 52 21 25 II 15 12 51 15 (XI It) 42 45 (X) 10 53 20 10 41) 115 75 10 (>6 12 43 
III) 12 (X) I4S)4 - 2 (H) II 12 11.66 12 (X) 11 01 10 OO II 01 - 24 (K) 11 02 11 62 
ivl 1 1 75 2(K)I 5 (X) 11 64 1 1 84 SIX) 1 1 54 II 56 15(X) II 54 160 II 27 185 0(1 11 24 II 51 
V) 12 50 2004 108 (XI 12 17 12 24 7 IX) 1 1 84 12 10 20.(X) 11.82 I20(X) II 83 13 11 64 268 (X) 11 46 12 15 
.Sub-toiai (volume) 181 17 II 75 12.18 40 25 II II 12 04 142 (K) II 10 325 (X) II 03 143 (X) II 21 451 42 11 22 11 45 

B Kegulai tPei C'ent Year) 
1) 11 ()4. 2(HXI(lll - - - - - - 10 11 07 l()(X) 11 07 II .56 

II) l3 3t,2(X)l - - - - - - - 1(1 11 5(1 10 (K) 11 50 12 27 
lii) 11.55, 2(K)2 - - - II 25 II 50 II 25 II SO II 41 
IV) 11 .50. 2(K)7 5(K) 12 08 II 45 - - 5(X) It 48 - 10 (X) 12 05 11 41 
V) 11 .50, 2tK)8 - 5 (XI 12 40 12 21 - 5 (X) 12 40 1221 

Ml 11 50 2011 5(X) 1248 12 34 - - - - 5 (X) 12 48 12.34 
Sub-total (volume) 10 (X) 12 28 12 17 5(X) 12 40 12 21 5(K) II 48 51 25 1 1 56 51 25 11 70 II 84 

(A+B)” 141 17 11 76 12 IK 45 25 II 17 12 05 142 (X) II 10 530(X) 1 1 04 224 25 11,23 482 67 II 24 11.44 

C Zeio coupon (Per Cent Year) 
1) 0(X). 1444 - - lOtX) 11 36 50 16 II 23 22 II 10 62 16 II 21 10 77 

L) KBI’s Open MarKci 
Operations (Per Cent Year) 

I) I2.(K). 1444 - - - - - 10 07 II (X) - - 10 07 II (Kl II 61 
It) II 75. 2(Kli Oil) 11.31 11 52 - - - 25 (K) II 31 75 II 31 ItX) 10 11 31 II .52 

(A-)-B-(-C-fD) 14127 1176 12 18 45 25 II 17 12 05 1.52 II 12 395 23 II 07 .321 25 11 24 1 155 (X) II 25 11.84 

.3 REPO 
1) 41-PayTBill .30 (K) - - - - - - - - .30 (XI 

II) .364-Day T Bill 91.3 (XI - 236 (X) - - - - 285.(K) - 14.34 (K) - 
lii) Govt Secunties (Per Cent; Year) 

I2.(X), 1445 24 (X) I2.(X) 70 (K) II 47 . - - 44 (X) 
12.75. 1446 245.(X) 12.75 - - - - - . - 245 (X) - 
12 (XI, 1444 1(1 (X) 12.00 - - - - . 10 (M) - - 

12.50. 2(XI4 278.(K) 12.50125.00 . 12,46 15 (XI 125 (X) - 543 (K) - 
Sub-io(ai( volume) 1500 (X) - 431 (X) - - 15,00 - 4I0.(X) - - 23.56 (X) 

Excluding RBI’s 14-day repos 

4 State Govt Securities (Per Cent; Year) 
8.25J&KSDL 1945 - - 0.06 6.69 - - - - 0 06 6 64 8.17 
7.50 Mah SDL 1497 0.01 6.85 7 39 - - - - - 0 01 6.85 7 34 
4,75 Mah SDL 1448 0.01 8.77 4 47 - 0.04 8,78 - 0 10 8 78 4.47 
4.75 TN SDL 1948 - t - . - - - 0.06 10.48 - 0 (X> 10 48 10 1.3 
4.75 Bihar SDL 1998 . - - - 0.02 1()..56 - 0 02 10 56 10 (X) 
1.3.50 Bihar SDL 2003 0.04 11.60 12.27 - - - - - 0 04 II 61) 12 27 
l.5..5() Mah SDL 200.3 0.08 11.22 12.03 • - - - 0 08 11.22 12 03 
1.3..50 AP SDL 2(K).3 ' ■ I..50 11.62 12 28 - - - - I 50 11 62 12.28 

(Cimtd) 
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Ai>>«noix Tahje: Sbconoaky Money Makket OrenATtoNs: Rd’s SC^DaTa (CoHto^ 
(Amtimr in ntpees cwre) 

Descriptions Week Ending December 1994: Yield to Maturity on Actual Trading Total for the Momh 
30 23 16 9 2 _of December 1994 

Amt YTM CY Amt YTM CY Ami YTM Amt YTM Aim YTM Amt YTM CY 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (1.3) (14) (15) (16) 

13.50 TN SDL 2003 0 07 12,15 . . . 0 07 12.15 12.62 
12.0(X)UP SDL 2004 0.06 II..56 11 40 - - - - - . - - -0,06 II 56 11.40 
12 50 Mah SDL 2(X)4 2 16 II 90 12 10 - - - . - - - 2 16 11.90 12.10 
12..50 WB SDL 2004 - - . 0 06 II 56 II 88 0.20 II 61 . - . 0.26 11..59 11.90 
12.50 TN SDL2(X>4 
13 (K) Mah 

3 00 II 97 12.15 - * 5(X) 11 95 - - " 8.(K) 11.96 1214 

SDL 2(K)7 
13 OOOnssa 

0.01 II 80 12 07 0,0.3 12 20 12 37 • - • 0 04 12.09 12.29 

SDL 2007 
11 .50 Mah 

- - ■ - - - 0 12 II 80 - ■* 0.12 11 80 12.07 

SDL 2011 - - - - - . - - - 0.01 1163 0 01 11.63 11.62 
Suh-lutal (vulunie) 5 23 II 31 11 .52 1 73 II 31 II 52 5 45 11.31 0 17 II 31 0,01 1131 12 59 II 83 12.08 

Grand loial (voluiiie) 2070 61 806 6,3 .568 (K) 1007.17 648 88 5101 29 ' - 

(-) means no trading, YTM per cent = Yield to maturity in per centagc per annum; CY per cent = Cunent yield in per cent per unmim. * Yield rates 
of these suh-groups of t-bills and diited securities have been used for the graphs 
Notes'. (I) Yields are weighted yields, weighted by the amounts of each transaction 

(2) Current yield has not been worked out for treasury hills 

(YTM = 10 4 per cent) on November 30 to 
Rs 102 21 (YTM = 10.92 per cent) on 
December 12 and further to Rs 101.50 
(YTM= 11.47 per cent) on December 20. 
Similarly, the price of 12 per cent 1995 
security which was Rs I0I.40(YTM= 10.21 
per cent) on December 8 below the lace 
value of the stock to reach Rs 99.90 
(YTM = 12.08 per cent) on December 30. 
This scenano is repeated in almost all other 
.securities. The zero coupon 1999 bond faced 
continuous decline Irom December 5 
onwards The long duration securities, such 
as, 11.50 per cent 2(K)7.11.50 per cent 2008 
and 11.50 percent 2015 OOI stocks suffered 
considerable capital losses as their prices fell 
below their face value. 

(h) Yield Curve Behaviour 

A distinct fall-out of the current and 
prospective developments in the financial 
sector dunng December 1994 with severe 
liquidity strain, stiffening of the shorl-tenn 
rates and heavy demand lor commercial 
credit, has been the distortion to an extent 
in the yield curve for government paper (see 
Graphs C and D). In fact an inverted pattern 
of yield curve has emerged towards the la.sl 
week of the month of-December 1994 with 
yields on 361 -day t-bills overshooting those 
for dated securities at the latter’s longer end 
of the maturity order (Graph D). Even at the 
stage of primary issues, the difference 
between the cut-off yields for 91-day and 
364-day t-bills has been almost eliminated 
(GraphB) Interestingly.evenlhebehaviour 
of the yield curve in respect of the dated 
securities (taking the average of the 
transactions for the month together or 
separately for the last week qf the month, 
each as a surrogate for a point in time) does 
not appear to be a smooth one. Finally, there 
have emerged signiticant secondary 
transactions in state government securities 
whose yield curve do not :4iow any serious 
distortion. A companson of the averages of 

the YTMs for central and state government 
securities is attempted in Graph E. 

(c) PSU Bonds 

Significantly, trading activity in PSD 
bonds remained subdued during the month. 
While tax-lree bonds traded at an YTM of 
9 pet cent, taxable bonds fetched 13.5 per 
cent to 13.8 percent in the secondary market. 

(d) Comnercial Paper 

The commercial pa|)er (CP) market had 
been dull following the October credit policy 
announcement which disallowed banks from 
automatically restoring cash credit limits at 
the time a CP matures. CPs were quoting 
at 12-13 per cent-in the secondary market 
around the first week of the month. Towards 
the third week ot the month the Reserve 
Bank issued a circular to banks setting a time 
limit of 15 days for considering the 
borrowers’ application for renewal of cash 
credit limits. With this, there may be a 
renewed interest in this instrument. The 
market has already sent positive signals. 

The need for having a short-term 
instrument in the market forced the players 
to look for newer avenue*. Floating rate 
bonds (FRBs) with Revolving Underwriting 
Facility (RUF) and non-convertible 
debentures "with such RUF were two such 
innovations introduced in the market during 
the month. Basically hedging instruments, 
these provided flexibility to issuers and 
investors in an uncertain interest rate scenario. 
The RUF gave the same comfort to issuers 
of FRBs and NCDs as that offered by a 
standby arrangement. In specific ca.ses, the 
issuers issued less than two-year FRBs and 
NCDs and got them underwritten by banks 
for short term, say three months, duration. 
The bank would keep revolving this 
underwriting commitment every three 
months. The instrument thus has the 
advantages of both short-term as well as 
medium-term instrumeilts. 

In doing .so, however, the issuers got away 
from both the regulators, .SEBI and RBI ■ 
the requirement of credit rating ol an NCD 
lor above two years anu the disal'owancc 
ol underwriting ol an issue by banks, 
respectively It is understood <ihat both the 
regulators arc now considering how to curb 
this hybrid that is oui of the regulatory 
framework It is desirable that both the’ 
institutions reiterate their regulatory and 
supervisory concerns in this aspect. 

(e) Certificates of Deposit 

This instrument appears to have almost 
remained dormant during the past lew 
months. While theie was no interest 
whatsoever in the instrument lor 91-day 
duration, one-year duration CD was quoted 
at around 11..5()-11.75 jicrcent. Whether any 
trading took place at this rate was, however, 
not known. In any case, banks are nut too 
enthu.siastic about mobilising deposits ever 
since they have been on a spring-cleaning 
drive. In an otherwise dull CD market, there 
was, however, a sudden flash with the 
Corporation Bank deciding to issue a CD 
worth Rs 4(X) crore. Though reasons for the 
bank going in for such a large liabi lity creation 
were not clear, it was certainly a move 
related to the growing liquidity crunch in 
the money market. 

(f) Inter-Corporate Deposits 

Inter-corporate deposits were available to 
P, companies for 30 days at 14-15 per cent, 
for 90 days at 15.25-16 per cent and 180 
days at 16-17 per cent. The squeeze on the 
funds being raised by corporates through 
GDR route which had« made the 
intercorporate market flush with funds over 
the past few months was indeed reflected in 
the firming up of the rates in this market. 
Funds which were available at 14-15 per 
cent were now costlier at least by one to two 
percentage points depending on the duration 
for which the funds were required. 
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COMMENTARY 

End of Political Immobilism? 
Ajit Roy 

The assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh had opened a new path when, 
in a triangular contest, the Congress and the BJP were simultaneously 
humbled. The re.sults of the latest assembly elections in Andhra Pradesh 
and Karnataka are significant for the confirmation of the historical 
advance of this yearning for a third force. 

THE recently held polls for the four state 
assemblies which included the two major 
southern states of Andhra Pradesh and 
Knniataka have served to reveal some very 
significant shifts in the alignment of popular- 
political forces. This has in turn brought into 
sharp focus options before and criteria for 
choice by social segments and pol itical actors. 
Theoretically speaking, of course, the long¬ 
term validity of the revealed trends is open 
to question, the next round of elections in 
five states in P'ebruary may confirm, modify 
or even completely nullify them. But the 
prospectsoftheireaily nullification are father 
unrealistic, as ihe.se shifts aic the products 
of a long gestation penod. It is rather more 
likely that the next Lok .Sabha elections, 
wheihei held in early 1006 or earlier this year, 
will be strongly influenced by the political 
shifts revealed in the past round of polls. 

The two most important revelations of 
this round ol elections are’ first, the erosion 
in varying degrees, of popular support of the 
Congressd) in Us recognised bastion, the 
two southern states of Andhra Pradesh and 
Karnataka, and. second, the failure of the 
BJP 10 exploit the division of the anti-BJP 
votes. Perceptive analysts have further 
noted or surmised two important shifts 
behind these two crucial developments, 
namely, (i) the Congressd) has alienated 
a considerable section ol its traditional 
support base formed by the dalits, adi vasis 
and Muslims, (ii) the Muslim minority has 
opted lor voting en ina.wu' for a third force 
vis-a-vis the Congress(l) and the BJP if and 
when adjudged to be a viable and credible 
alternative to the Congressd). 

All this in essence means that the 
immobilism that has been marking the Indian 
political scene since the Congress was 
worsted in eight states out of the then 16 
in 1967 IS perhaps coming to an end. For 
the last 27 years, the Indian people have been 
repeatedly trying to dislodge the degenerate 
Grand Old Party’ of Indian politics. They 

have so far succeeded in this effort a number 
of times in the states and twice at the centre, 
but only in the dubious company of Hindu 
fundamentalist or Muslim .sectarian forces. 
There have been exceptions, of course, as 
in West Bengal and Tripura wherein the Left 

led by the CPI(M) has been able to cut an 
independent path to displace Congress rule. 
But this was successfully quarantined in the 
eastern zone. Only the previous round ol 
state elections in Uttar Pradesh, the Hindu- 
Hindi heartland of the country, blazed a new 
path when in a triangular contest, both the 
Congress(I) and the BJP were.simultaneously 
humbled. But it was considered to be more 
or less a singular achievement and the south 
was considered still to he a well-guarded 
Congressd) bastion. The latest results in 
Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka are significant 
for the extension and confirmation of the 
historical advance ol the yearning fora third 
force 

It IS of course possible to cxaggciate the 
significance ol the Karnataka and Andhra 
Pradesh poll verdicts The small number of 
seats won by the Congressd) m these .states 
IS not a true reflection ol its grass roots 
strength. In Karnataka, the BJP has- annexed 
40 seats to secure the second place in the 
house while the Congress tally is 36 only. 
But the Congiess(l) got 26 per cent ol the 
popular votes as against the BJP's 19 per 
cent. II the votes polled by Bangarappa's 
Karnataka Congress Party is added to the 
Congressd) share, then the combined total 
would be only fractionally lower than the 
winning Janata Dal’s tally ol alKiut 38 per 
cent. Hence, insofar as a shift in the 
consciousness of popular-political forces is 
concerned, the dominance gained by the 
progressive trend is only marginal. 

The rout of the Congres.sfl) in Andhra 
Pradesh, however, is based on firmer ground. 
Compared with the previous assembly 
elections in 1989, the Tclugu Desam Party 
(TDP; has increased its share of voles by 
about 7 percentage points to about 44 per 
cent, while the Congressd) share has declined 
by 14 percentage points to about 33 per cent. 
In welcome contrast to Karnataka, the 
Congressd) loss in Andhra Pradesh has not 
benefited the BJPat all, whose share remains 
unchanged at 3.4 per cent. 

From another point of view, while the 
electoral gains of the Janata Dal and the 
Telugu Desam in Karnataka and Andhra 
Pradesh respectively represent in the final 
analysis their successes tn forging a 

broadbased alliance of popular forces which 
particularly include the dalits, adivasis and 
Muslims and politically articulate Left- 
democratic segments, the leading core in 
both the cases is formed by the middle 
caste and generally well-to-do farming 
communities, singly or in combination. In 
other words, although the humbling of the 
Congressfl) in this round of polls objectively 
represents an advance of democratic socio¬ 
political tiends, the subject! veconsciou.sness 
and calculations of the leading forces of the 
winning formations are still generally 
ensconced in traditional idioms and digits 
of thought. 

N T Rama Rao’s promises of ncc at Rs 2 
a kg and complete prohibition in the state 
no doubt played an important role in 
mobilising the rural poor and the women 
voters. Even if these promises are dismis.sed 
by their critics as irresponsible and 
unenforceable populist gimmicks, they 
nevertheless stimulatedjustified and healthy 
aspirations of the masses and hence should 
be regarded as positive impulses. 

Yet, the rejection oftheCongress(l)inlhis 
round reflects little more than an elementary 
democratic consciousness on the part of the 
voters. The failure of the Communists m 
Karnataka, in .spite of their linkage with a 
section ol the INTUC, clearly indicates the 
absence ol Left commitments on the part of 
the voters. This also indicates a non¬ 
committal stance of the masses towards the 
crucial NEP. Although neither the 
Congressd) nor the Janata Dal or the 
Communists made the NEP acentral or even 
major issue, the decline in the Congress 
votes reflects at least the absence of any 
positive attraction of the NEP for the people. 
This conclusion is not contradicted by the 
relative successes of the Communists in 
Andhra Pradesh which is perhaps the joint 
product of their alliance with the Telugu 
Desam Party and the decline of the 
Congrcss(I)’s appeal. 

The rejection of Kansi Ram’s Bahujan 
Samaj Party by the Andhra Pradesh dalits, 
however, is not ea.sily explicable. The party 
contested 262 seats to secure a meagre) .26 
per cent of the polled votes. All but a few 
of its candidates forfeited their deposits. In 
this state with its high caste tensions, this 
dismal record of the party claiming to be the 
liberators ol the dalits cannot be the result 
of the latter’s oversight or mindless rctlex. 
The dalit masses were probably rcpul.sed by 
the Bahujan Samaj Party leaders’ lack of 
credibility due to their vanousinlantile antics 
as well as the lack of viability of the party 
on account of the sharp polansation between 
the two major contestants. 

The shock of the latest round of elections 
has imparted many new impulses to the 
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entire body politic. It has led to new stirTiog.s 
within the Congrcss(I) and outside and 
opened up new options for the parties and 
the people. It has, as foreseen, led to a 
de.stabilisationof.somekindofthcNarasimha 
Rao leadership within the Congress and 
adversely affected the creeping process of 
consolidation of the Congrcsstl) regime. 
This in turn has given rise to hopes lor the 
emergence of a new centrist alternative to 
the Congress regime. 

Capitalising on the shock and disquiet 
in the Congress! I) and its support buses, 
the latent and simmering power struggles 
in the party have come to the fore. Combined 
with the vigorous oticnsives of the more 
confident opposition in parliament, the 
pressures ol the perturbed tanks ol the 
Congrcsstl) parliamentary party have 
succeeded in ousting three ol the most 
tainted ministers More enduring in its 
impact IS the dramatic resignation of the 
union human resources development 
minister and the most persistent challenger 
to the Rao leadership, Arjun Singh. The 
Congress, and the nation, may now be 
laced with prospects of a choice between 
these two chiet contenders. In making the 
choice they should not overlook some ol 
the basic issues involved 

Although he has all through his prime 
ministerial career been paying homage of 
.sons to 10 Janputh, no one cun ulford to 
overlook his thinly camuutlaged struggles 
to come oui of the tutelage It should afso 
be noted that the first plebeian in the seal 
of power m New Delhi on bchall ol ihc 
Congress, (hut is. counting out the hriel Lai 
Bahadui .Shasin period. Nurasimh.i Rao did 
initiate something like a weak glasnost. while 
Arjun Singh and some of his cohorts have- 
not only been close to Madam, they can hope 
to upstage Rao only with consulerable 
suppon from that quancr. This, at least 
initially, can only he a reirogrcs.sion as it will 
cenainly revive the grip ol the imperial 
family on the powcrcenire li may. however, 
he argued, nol without jusiiticuiion. that a 
shon-term renewal of ihc ‘Nehru-Gandhi’ 
mystique may be conducive Ut its nnal 
exitnguishmcnt! 

Funher. while neither Rao nor Singh can 
be regarded as epitomes of cleanliness in 
personal conduct, it is nor without 
significance that in the inicresi ol power 
struggle the Rao clique did bring up (he 
Bofors affair, while Arjun Singh's seven- 
pagb chargcshect against Rao raises many 
worthwhile and ju.siified issues but skijis 
over Bofors. 

Arjun Singh surely scores plus marks over 
Rao on two jxiints: first, m his demands for 
the correction ol Rao’s sort Hinduivavad 
and, .second, al Icviatimt of the adverse i mpaci 
of the NEP on the poor and the marginal i.scd. 
While credit should be his due lor the firsi, 
the second is not substantially different from 
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Rao's own advocacy of a middle path. 
Moreover, the fundamental question about 
the NEP is not merely a further 
im|)overishmenl ol ihc poor. It is the 
comprehensive question of its pervasive and 
perverse impact on the nation’s political and 
economic sovereignly and of safeguarding 
the country Irom an inevitable cultural and 
iniclicclual degeneration. Judged this way. 
the difference between Ran and Singh is not 
wide. Unle.ss Arjun Singh can be pushed 
further so as to cut the lie-up with 10 Janpath 
and to call lor a reversal ol the policy of 
surrender to the process of globalisation 
under ihe auspices ol the global MNCs and 
their agencies, the option will amount lo 
almost a choice bciwccn tweedledum and 
tweedledec 

The choice lor the Congress apart, the 
prospects ol a choice hetween the Congress 
and a centrist alternaii vc is obviously much 
more imporiani. Judged by the preseiil 
portenis. the hope ol ieduction of the 
Congress to a small minority in the next 
Lok Sabha is not uniealisahle. Indeed, il 
can very well end up with about 100 MPs, 

that is. comprising abtuii 70 MPs from (he 
south us in 1984 and about 40 MPs from 
Ihe north as in 1989. In order to make this 
a reality, the period from now ort till the 
coming Lok .Suhhu elections has to be 
utilised for achieving three major 
objectives; 

First, a broad consensus on national 
policies covering the cniire range of issues 
among all the centrist forces, big or small. 

Second, some solemn and firm 
commitment by the various aspirants for the 
top post to abide by a declared procedure 
for the selection of the person. 

And third, a .serious attempt to huild up 
a Left con.solidation as Ihe fulcrum for the 
new line of development, the central thrust 
ot which has to be a skillul but determined 
struggle against the piocess ol globalisation 
under the global MNCS 

Unloriunalcly. with the Jyoti Busu line 
emerging Inuniphanl in the CPKM). there 
is no real possihilily lorthe third requirement 
lo be lullillcd. Hence, the coming period 
may perhaps witness a re|>ciuionol another, 
failed. J.iiiata cxjienineni 

UlTAR PRADESH 

Fresh Life for Uttarakhand Movement 
Amuresh Misra 

The CBI report on the infamous Muzaffarnuf’ar ineiBent has pm new 

life into the Uttarakhand movement - 

Sinffh government ’.v record during’ il.\ 

sharp criticism from all quarters. 

THE new yeai in UP jxiliiics came in ihe 
lorni of another discomfituic lor the 
Mulayam Singh govcriimciii - ihc much 
awaited t'BI enquiry on ihe inlanious 
Mu/aflarnagar mcidcni was finally out. It 
confirmed whai many independent 
organisations and political panics had been 
saying all along, thai on the laial day of 
October 2. when men and women ol 
Ullurakhund were going to Delhi lo attend 
a rally, they were siopjied and brutally 
assaulted by Ihc Uli.irPiadcsh jiolicc. Women 
were raped and men killed - the CBI report 
listed the numbci ol the former al seven The 
'oHiciul' indicimeiit pul Ihe iiail on one ol 
the mosi gruesome incidents in Ihc recent 
hi.story of UP. which Mulayam Singh and 
his partners m ihc BSP had done all that was 
inlheirfiowcriodcny oi suppress. Ilexposcd 
not only the absynul human righls record 
ol the government but also its history of 
11 aud and manipulation through which it hud 
tried to convert mcidcnis like Muzuffamagar, 
Khaiima, and MussiMtric to its immediate 
jxtliiical advantage. 

at a time when the Midavam 

■ first year in office has come ni for 

The CBI disclosuics havemtused new lilc 
m the Uttarakhand movcmeni, which alicr 
Oclobci 2 was becoming short on mass 
intensity. Political parties leading the 
movement have gol a new stick with which 
lo heat Ihc government, and the coming days 
arc likely lo witness a new jihasc of Ihc 
movement, this lime on a more organised 
pohiicai basis. At Ihc same lime, whatever 
‘siabiliiy’ Mulayam Singh wasabicioaequire 
after Mu/.nftarnagar has also cvajxiraied and 
the chief minister is on the defensive. The 
whole issue has snowballed al a lime when 
the govcrnmeni has completed u full year 
in otfice. and iis record has come in lor 
strident cniicism Irom all quarters ranging 
from the press to political parlies. The latter, 
ranging Irom the BJP to the CPilML). have 
all conic out with their White Papers on the 
pertormance ol the government winch have 
highlighted, apart from the lailure to fulfil 
poll pronii.ses. the raw deal given to daliis 
and the poor amongst the OBCs. The most 
backward sections, indeed, have .started 
moving away Irom the ruling combine. 
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though their future course remains 
unpredictable. 

The CPI(ML) document, besides pointing 
out the complete failure of the government 
to distribute land, ensure minimum wages 
and guarantee the self-respect of the dulits, 
also laid .stress on some glaring enomalies 
of the regime. When it came to power, the 
sugar mills and government bodies owed 
crores of rupees to sugarcane farmers. This 
issue erupted as a major scandal during the 
last BJP government’s reign, which led to 
firing on peasants and fervent advocacy of 
the issue by Mulayam Singh him.self. Now. 
after a year in office the chief minister has 
yei to offer anything substantial on the issue, 
and (he stale and the private sector still owe 
more or less the same amount to the farmers, 
the majority of whom come in the category 
ot small peasants. 

Another issue which is causing serious 
concern is ihe gi owing power ol the lumpen- 
mafia forces m the stale. In laci. the 
implementation ol the new economic policy 
in the Slate by Mulayam Singh has come 
practically in the form of reckless 
privatisation, benefuing those with hoards 
of black money, and the virtual 'liberah.sation 
ol corruption’ Thi.s. in turn, has unica.shed 
anarchic lorcCs in Ihe economy and polity, 
the lull iinp.ici ol which will he leli in the 
days to conic 

Yet. de.spiie all this, any imminent threat 
to the SP-BSP government by means ot a 
con.stitutional coup d'etat Iwiks unlikely. 
After (he resignation of Arjun Singh trom 
the union cabinet, the Congress i.s divided 
as never before in UP. with N D Tiwari also 
joining the anti-Rao bandwagon. The 
appointment of Rao’s trusted aide. Jiicndra 
Prasad, as the new UPCC chief, loo. has not 
changed ihe situation - most of the 
Congressmen in the stale remain opposed 
to Rat) and the Mulayam Singh government, 
due to which Jilendra Pra.sad also stuck an 
anti-Mulayam posture. Yet. the high 
command's policy seems to he the same as 
before ~ that of opposing Multiyam Singh 
upfront while ensuring that his government 
does not fall. It is possible that m the coming 
days the Congress may well withdraw ns 
support to the govcmnicni .without however 
pu.shing things to a point where its survival 
becomes questionable. Mulayam himself i.s 
going to prove his majority on February I 
at the start of the new legislative assembly 
session, and in all probability he will survive 
the vote. The Congress will try to effect a 
boycott by its members, and if a crisis 
develops.u new polansation in theas.sembly, 
with the OBC members of the BJP supporting 
Mulayam, can also take place. 

For the Congress, however, Ihe pre.scnt 
turmoil in its ranks is less likely to subside. 
The revolt agaiast the leadership of Rao is 
now no lunger conFined to any fringe group 
but has encompassed the majority. Things 

are as yet not under the control of present 
UPCC chief, and there is a growing 
polarisation amongst Congressmen as 
regards its future in the Hindi belt, particularly 
in UP and Bihar where the party is facing 
a real possibility of irrelevance and 
marginalisation. The coming together of 
Jagannath Mishra, N D Tiwari and Arjun 
Singh with the covert backing of Sonia 
Gandhi is an attempt to revive the Congress 
on the old basis, by weaning away the upper 
castes from the BJP and winning over the 
minorities and the dalits by laying greater 
stress on the articulation of the OBC-dalit- 
minorily plank. Once again, the national 
level crisis ol Ihe Congre.ss is emerging with 
the Hindi belt us its focus, and future 
dcvciopmeni.s here will ultimately decide 
Ihe way ol the parly in the coming days. At 
present, the. battle is being fought in the best 
traditions ol Ihc Congress and within the 
strict limits ot ihe parly, but after the March 
assembly elections, the ongoing polansation 
is expected u> take a more concrete shape. 

But whichever way the Congress goes, a 
peculiar stale oi unimalcd stasis seems to be 
gripping the parameters of UP politics. The 
Mulayam Singh governnicni. despite 
prospects ot continued rule tor at least some 
time. IS hardly giving any impression of 
cunsoliduiion. it is.ilso losing populist appeal, 
and the BSP too has almost completely lost 
Its high profile posture. By all accounts, the 
SP-BSPgovcrnnient isrulingmainlybecati.se 
ot the stalemate in the earlier polansulion 
which propelled it to power, and Ihe fact o( 
a lack ot an aliernative That is why after 
one year in power it is giving the impression 
ol neither, moving "forwards’ nor 
‘backwards’. The BJP too is caught in the 
same bind, with neither new issues nor a 
political expansion coming to the fore. 
Amongst the Icll the CPKM) as before 
continues in iis nun-lunctional .stale while 
the CPI also has nol recovered from the 
political blow given by Mulayam Singh 
Thi.s .stale m itself rctlccis ihe limits reached 
by the poliiiciti balance ot .social forces in 
the Iasi elections. 1’hc slate is currently 
witnessing a powerful movement of 
employees which, despite all efforts by 
Mulayam Singh, has not shown any signs 
of breaking down on the basis of caste or 
other divides. In ihe near future, new issues 
arc likely to arise in the mainstream political 
agenda, and political parties are gearing up 
lor the challenge. 

’The month of March is going to be a 
month of rallies in the state, but political 
observers are keenly watching a proposed 
rally of the CPI(ML) in the second week of 
the month After a long time a signiticani 
independent rally ot the left is being held 
in the slate; most of the previous rallies of 
the CPI and CPI(M) were either organised 
jointly by (he cenirist parties on the issue 
of communalism. etc, or were mainly pre- 

electoral exercises. The CPKML) attempt is 
different because it is being held to open a 
space for a left alternative in the state at a 
time when there is a vacuum in the general 
left-democratic oppositional camp as well. 
The rally is attracting the attention of sections 
of the democratic intelligentsia, and a state- 
level organisation of progres.sive Muslims, 
the Muslim Forum, ha.s al.so announced its 
desire to participate in the event. Especially 
after the infamous CBI raid on the premises 
ot the Nadwa seminary in Lucknow, the 
student protest against which was led. 
incidentally, by the CPI(ML)-backed All 
India Student Organisation (AISA), the 
Muslim intelligentsia is also searching for 
an alternative. The Urdu press in the state 
look particular pains to highlight the 
involvement in the Nadwa alt’airof the AISA, 
which also led u 20(X)-strong gherao of 
Mulayam Singh on December 2 on the issues 
of unemployment, privatisation of education 
and free education to dalits. The gherao led 
to an unprecedented confrontation with the 
Rapid Action Force (RAFi winch led to 
many injuries and was widely covered by 
the press An interesting sidelight was the 
wide participation of dalit and OBC students 
in the AISA programme Prior to this, in the 
last week of November the CPKMD’s 
women’s wing, the All India Progre.ssive 
Women’s Association (AIPWA), also held 
a I ,(X)0-slrong rally (the first high profile 
programme of a women’s organrsation for 
age.s in UP) in Lucknow, on the issues of 
equal property rights, .JO percent reservations 
to women, constitution of a women’s 
commission in the state and atrocities against 
women all over the state, particularly in 
Uttarakhand 

ATTENTION 

Scholars/Readers 

For your requirement of Rare, Out- 
of-Print and New Books and 
government publications on india. 
write to or visit-- 

Prabhu Book Service 
Sadar Bazar 

^ Gurgaon, Haryana 122 001.'India j 
Tel; on STD 0124-320588 
From Delhi only 8-320588 

Branch Office: 
30. Hauz Khas Village, 
New Delhi - 110 016 

We are also interested in purchasing 
single books/individual collections/ 
whole libraries of antique/rare books. 
Books signed by Mahatma Gandhi, 
Jawahartai Nehru, Indira Gandhi, 
Rajiv Gandhi, Tagore and other 
nationalist leaders are of special 
interest. 
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Karnataka: Elections and After 
V K Natraj 

Deve Gowda, the new Janata Dal chief minister of Karnataka, is a 
leader with a mass base, hut where he will find himself tested is as a 
political manager. The vokkaligas atul the lingayats have established a 
hold over the party, but how long the accommodation between them will 
last remains to be seen. 

THE election results in Karnataka have 
shocked the Congress and at the same time 
confounded political analysts. While no one 
believed that the Congress would romp home 
as confidently as it had done in I98y this 
dismal showing was not expected cither. 
The principal factor behind the Congress's 
loss of lace is its abysmal performance as 
the ruling party, which started in 1990 when 
VeerendraPatil was replaced by Rangarappa. 
More than preference for Janata it is adccidcd 
rejection of Congress and a stern warning 
to all parties not to lake the electorate for 
granted any more 

in the last three or four years Karnataka 
has witnessed governments whose 
functioning has been, to bccharitable, comic 
Bangarappa's administration was lull of 
massive shows ol strength, scandals of 
corruption and whimsical transfers of civil 
servants with hardly any focu.sed development 
strategy. Vecrappa Moily. who succeeded 
him, secured the top post essentially because 
he hails from a minor community. It must 
have been thought by the Congress high 
command that soon after the Mandat 
judgment of the Supreme Court it would not 
do to have a chief minister from a dominant 
caste. This obviously carried little con viction 
with the voters. Within the party too 
dissidcnce was practically always visible. 

Two major policy landmarks were 
attempted by Moily. The first was an attempt 
to control capitation fee'in engineering and 
medical colleges. The government lied itself 
up in knots and admissions in 1993 were 
delayed for months. Ironically, the 
managements of private prolessional colleges 
went laughing all the way to their banks. 
Little was gained by this somewhat ill- 
thought-out intervention. 

The second initiative of the Moily 
government was its attempt at reformulating 
the reservation policy which has been 
discussed by this writer in EPW (July 9, 
1994). The quick succession of orders and 
amendments was truly mindboggling. At the 
end of the exercise the government could 
offer nothing by way of a substantial 
improvement on the Janata government's 
order of 1986 which it.sell was no shining 
example of intelligence. The chief minister, 
while not grappling with dissidcnce. was 
busy claiming that he and his government 
had rooted out corruption. 

1'he distribution ot party seals too prcxJuccd 
more than a fair share of problems. Several 
rebel Congress candidates got elected. Efforts 
were made to woo them to the Congress fold 
so that It could be the official opposition 
party. Right now it has 36 MLAs against 
the BJP's 40. But this ploy failed. There are 
rumours of vast sums of money having been 
spent by Congressmen to defeat their own 
parly candidatc.s. Moily’s analysis of the 
electoral loss was simplistic He tried to 
suggest that his party lost mainly because 
of Its principled stand on communally 
sensitive issues. Perhaps he chose to forget 
that even Gundu Rao who had led the 
Congress to its first electoral loss in the state 
in 1983 had not taken the party to such 
depths as he has. 

Then there is the all-importani question, 
what made the Janata Dal tick'' JD supporters 
tend to argue that the results aie a positive 
vole for the party, not merely a reflection 
ol anti-Congrcss sentiment. It is suggested 
too that the Congress found the entire Muslim 
vote alienated Irom it Tlie latter point (icrhaps 
contains some truth, although it alone cannot 
serve to explain the JD victory. It is true that 
Muslims perceived the Congress as a back- 
stabbing party with a deceptive secular 
appearance. Ayodhya apart, the Idgah issue 
in Hubli-Dharwad and the deaths resulting 
from the Urdu news rioting in Bangalore 
mu.st have added their share of disaffection 
tor the Muslims not voting Congress almost 
en bloc as they were earlier wont to A 
significant factor was the unity which the 
JD projected.' This was a big change from 
the scene a year or so ago when the JD gave 
every indication of being a house divided 
against itself. TTie coming together of Hegde 
and Deve Gowda in particular was a major 
positive factor for JD. And the party 
undoubtedly gained from not having been 
in power Also, Hegde’s plea to let the stale 
unit alone was a wise move. 

The BJP has done very well, jumping 
from just four .scats in the previous assembly 
to 40 now. Too much should not be read 
into the fact that the party has won fewer 
scats this time than the number of assembly 
segments where it had a majority in the 1991 
parliamentary elections. The electorate 
distinguishes between assembly and 
parliamentary elections rather better than 
many analysis. At least for the moment the 

BJP is being perceived by the voters as a 
viable alternative to the other major parties. 
It appeals to the Hindu sentiment which is 
never absent in most people. It gains from 
the posturing of the pseudo-secular parties 
and leaders whose commitment to the cau.se 
of secularism is highly dubious. Not having 
been in power and being an organised outfit, 
the BJP appeals to the middle-classes' 
attraction for discipline and ‘integrity’. 
Equally pertinent is the change in the 
complexion of the patty. It is no longer a 
brahmin-dominated organisation. It is said 
that there is at least tacit agreement within 
the party in Karnataka that brahmins should 
be kept out of the party’s higher echelons. 
It IS likely that this has not yet permeated 
into brahmin consciousness but it helps in 
wooing voters from the major communities. 
There are only five distnets where the BJP 
drew a blank. 

What of the future'' The JD, after some 
initial infighting, elected H D Deve Gowda 
as the leader. This makes political .serse foi 
a number of reasons The vokkaligas have 
not had a chief minister since the formation 
of the enlarged state Also to be remembered 
IS that K Hanumunthaiah look a statesman¬ 
like decision by supporting the move (or 
enlarged Mysore knowing that this would 
reduce his own caste (vokkaliga) to the 
second place numerically Also Deve Gowda 
has campaigned tirelessly and is an able 
organiser. Hegde, a quintessential political 
being, did not contest the election. In fact 
he went undergioimd mainly to avoid the 
pressures which would undoubtedly have 
been put on him from his supporters who 
are not small in number. Speculation was 
rife that despite not being elected, Hegde 
would be drafted as the chief minister, re¬ 
enacting what took place in 1983, Hegde 
appears to have made up his mind well in 
advance against this He must have known 
that if he became chief minister he would 
be busy constantly fighting attempts to unseat 
him. It IS said that during his chief 
ministership (1983-88) both Bommai and 
Deve Gowda never deased conspiring to 
unseat htm. Also, he would have seen the 
npples which would haveinevitably followed 
if Deve Gowda had been denied the top spot. 
Above all, he has his eye on the south block 
in Delhi. In fact it was this ‘Delhi focus’ 
which contributed to his dwindl ing popularity 
as chief minister. In the final analysis Hegde 
played a significant role in averting a 
showdown. What transpired was that J H 
Patel (now deputy CM) threw his hat into 
the ring. A frenzied mob of Deve Gowda 
supporters, suspecting that their leader was 
being shortchanged, created unruly scenes 
and forced its way into the secretariat. Much 
of their wrath was directed at Hegde who 
is often accused of being an ace manipulator, 
though in the present in.stance he was, if S 

all, manipulating in Deve Gowda’s favour. 
Deve Gowda knew too that had Hegde tried 
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lo twcomc the leader he would have succe¬ 
eded. He tendered an open apology to Hegde 
for the ill-treatment he was subjected lo. A 
routine police enquiry has been ordered. The 
CM has staled that if his MLA son is proved 
to have hcen involved he will make him resign. 

This was not a particularly auspicious 

beginning but there arc other somewhat 

di.sturbing portents as Well. Practically every 

cabinet minister has started making policy 

siatcnieiils The sialcmenis are oltcn ai 

vuiiaiice Willi one another. There are ol 

course the usual gniniblmgs about allocation 

ol poril olios as also about Mi .As not induek'd 

milt the mmistry Most disiurbme ol all is 
the govcininem's sl.iiul on leseivalions ll 

IS siaicti lliai Ihe goseriimcm will icvert to 

the goveinmcni ordei issued by llic lanata 

govcinmeni m lOKO vvim li li.iully excluded 

any one No loinial oidei li.is been issued 

as yei Tire p.iily has also not cmcicdiiself 

with hoiioiii bv makiiiL' C M Ibr.ihim the 

presidcnl ol llie stale iinil While .1 chasle 

INahriel but emphatic apostolic IcUei tilled 

'On kcseiving Priestly Ordmalton to Men 

Alone’, made public at the Vatican on May 

h) last ycai. Pope John Paul II declared the 

Roman Catholic Church’s decisive ban on 

priestly ordination lor women - iromeally, 

shortly after 1,300 women deacons were 

made eligible for priesthood by the Church 

ol England. 

Central lo the defence ol an all-male 

pric.sihood is the Vatican’s assertion of 

Christ’s choice ol apostles from among men 

alone In accordance with (his. (he church 

has always bestowed priestly ordination only 

on men' the exclusion of women from 

priesthood is consistent with God’s eternal 

plan for the church. The Pope also reasons 

that “the fact that the BIcs.sed Virgin Mary, 

the Mother of God and the Mother of the 

Church, leccivcd neither the mission pro|)cr 

oflhe Apostles nor the Ministerial prie.sthoixJ 

clearly shows that the non-admission ol 

women to pncstly ordination cannot mean 

that women are of lesser dignity, nor can it 

be construed as discrimination against them" 

(text ol apostolic letter quoted in The 

Lwininer. Bombay. June 25, 1994). 

The eurrenl papal ptisiiion is bolstered hy 

a traditional male- centred Christian theology 

that has legitimised an all-male priesthood 

on the grounds that god is male, that C’hnst 

speaker in Kannada, Ibrahim has been a 
llgure of controversy and docs not enjoy 
a high reputation for probity. This is a 
rather bray.en cflort to please the Muslims. 

Deve Gowda is a very hard wot king person 

As PWD minister he was known foi his 
command of his portfolio. He is a leader with 

a mass ba.se but where he will find himscit 

tested IS as a political manager. The 

vokkaligas and lingayais have established a 

hold over the parly but how long the 

accommodation between them will last 

I emains to be seen Equally important is how 

ihe Hegde loyalists will act. The one saving 

grace may be that the ruling party docs not 

enjoy a massive nuijorily.That should prevent 

Ihe sort ol iriutnphalism which rums parties 

whieli have runaway majorities It is lo be 

hoped lha! the new C’M and his legislators 

appieciaie Hits peculiar adv.intagc All lhal 

Deve Gowda has to do is to compare his 

parly's pcriormanec during 1983-85 with 

lhal duiing ilie second phase 

and Ills eho.sen 12 .i|Kislles were male, lli.U 

II wasamaieClin.st wluircdeeincd hiiiiiankiiid 

hy his death on Ihe cross and lhal tins 

icdeniptive act ol love cxpicssed in Ihe Holy 

liueharist (1 e, ihe mass) is pcriornied by male 

priests acimg ‘in [leisona Chrisii' 

It IS turihcr coniended lhal while men arc 

the heads ol women, women arc created as 

helpers of men. unendowed wiih auihoiily 

and the abiliiy lo mini.sier For biblical 

rcleicnecs lo corroboralc this, is eiied I 

Corinthians 11.3 winch says. ’'Christ is 

Supreme over every man. the luisbantl is 

supreme over Ins wile and GikI is supreme 

over Chrisl”, or I Timothy 2:11-12 which 

reads, '‘Women should learn 111 silence and 

all humility. I do not al'ow them (0 leach 

or to have am horny over men. they must 

keep qyicl". and I CoriiUlnans 14:34-3.5 

which says, ‘'Women should keep quid m 

meetings. Thev .ire noi allowed lo speak, 

as Ihe Jewish law says they inusi noi be in 

eliuige. If they w.ml lo lind out somellnng, 

they inusi ask iheir husbands .11 home It is 

a disgreeclul llnng lor a-woman lo speak in 

a {.’hiiich mceimg,” 

The crdinaiion el women, ihcrcfore. 

shakes the very lundamcnials ol the 

saeramcm ol Ordmaiion. eompronnsmg 

Chrisiiaii dodrine .iiid creed, in Ihe view ol 

the traditionalisis. 

Such theological elaboration is anchored 

in the biologistic Aristotelian world-view of 

gender identities and relations that believed 

lhal females are born from a dcleci in 

gestation wherein the male seed that normally 

produces only a male tails 10 fully form. The 

result is a defective human being or woman, 

nuturnlly and biologically destined to be 

physically weaker and morally and inlel- 

Icctuully interior to males This renders 

women unable lo represent the tulincss of 

human nature She must he governed hy males 

Writes leminisl theologian Roscmaiy 

Radlorth-Ruciher, “Drawing heavily 011 

Ansiotclian anihro|iology .Tliomas .Aquinas, 

a normative thcologuni lor the Roman 

Cathohi iradilion. perceived the riialeness 

ol Christ as .in oniological iiceessiiv and noi 

jusi a historical lad As males .ihme repfe- 

.senled the liilly hiiinan. Chnsi had lobe male 

lo be the colleclive repicsentalion or head 

of luim.mity ll followed that women could 

not represeni Chrisl and as ordination 
conicrred le.iehing and dominion over olheis, 

and women were considered incapable ot 

this, ihcy could noi he ordained" 

(‘Caiholieism, Women. Body and Sexuahiy' 

in Women. Religion iind Se\tiolii\ edtied 

by Jeanne Bcacher, WCC F’liblicatioiis, 

Geneva, 1990) 

Radforlh-Rculhei furllici writes. 

though tins Thoniistie tradition has long 

iiilluenecd theological pci ccplions on gender 

relations,includingihequesiionol women's 

oidinatum.iecentolliei.il thinking has soughi 

to retain liis conclusions, wilhoiii Ins 

premises Women are now said 10 he h.iiined 

rromordmaiion.notbec.iuseot .iny iiilenoi 

status 111 nature or socidy. biil bce.iu.se it is 

.1 s.icraiTicntai mystery’ • a special 

relationship with C’hn.si The hisioiic.il lad 

that Chrisl was m.ile demands ih.u anothei 

male mii.si repiesent himon earth, lorsymhols 

need lo natuiallv resemble what they 

symbolise Lurking insidiously behind the 

picsent leaching that women cannoi be 

oidained becaii.se ihev cannoi image ('hiisi, 

IS the traditional view ih.a Ihev lack hilly 

human standing .md peisoiihooil ’’ 

Juxtaposed .igainsi the traditional view 

arethe views of lorw.iul-lookmg theologians 

who assert thai women’s suhorciination is 

not hiologie.illy but socially ddeinniicd and 

Ih.it theology is cultuie hoiiiul. with 

mainsiieam theology piovuhng a quasi- 

divine lusliliealioii lot unequal gender 

relations in society ll is ineviiahle. then, ih.il 

rinisliaii iheologv should be impregnated 

will! pairiarehal hi.ises, mirioring the 

pairi.iKhal mindset ol biblical wiiters and 

theologians who were produtlsol iiainarchal 

social sellings. 

Says Ainciican leminisi iheologiaii 

Elizabeth Johnson, "('hiisi had ti' assume 

a physical torni and live 111 certain umc- 

sp.iee c o orditiaies. II natural resemhhinte 

to Chrisl IS Ml eruei.il 10 priesthood, all 

pnesis ouglil 10 be lighi-skmiied, medium 

Should Women Be Ordained? 
Debate in Roman Catholic Church 
Jean D’Cunha 

The priestly ordination oj women, which the Vatican firmly rejected 

throiiyh an apostolic letter last year, can only amount to fulfilment of 

Christian faith and practice, not a violation of if. 
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stored, long'haired Jews ftom West Asia, 
excluding dadc'skinned, tall, short-haired 
then irotn other geographical .settings. 
However, gender has been unfairly singled 
out as the only attribute of resemblance to 
exclude women tram ordination" (interview 
with the author. 199.3). Or as Radford- 
Reuther asks, "how have bread and wine, 
which surely d«) not knik like a male human 
being, come to represent the body and blood 
of Chri.st m Holy Mass’’” 

On the question of god’s maieness, which 
is used to bolster the all-male priesthood, 
progressive theologians such as Gubnellc 
Dietrich assert that god is neither male nor 
female, but an integration of both, 
transcending the gender dichotomy. Also, 
Christ’s maleness does not exclude any 
individual - male or female - from the image 
of god or from equal participation in church 
lile; doing so is a veritable transgression of 
Christianity (‘Perspectives of a Feminist 
Theology: Towards the Full Humanity of 
Women and Men” in GoJ, Women and 

Bible. Vol 22, No 3, Lagos, 1983). ’Christ 
in fact came to liberate us from all forms 
ol oppression, including patriarchal 
oppression. So to exclude women trom 
ordination is hardly consistent with the 
liberating teminisi per.s|jeclive of Chrest". 
says Sr Jeanne Devos of the ICM 
Congregation. Bombay, 

Christ’s personality was a rich 
combination of what are .socially defined as 
masculine and feminine attributes. He was 
active, assertive, rational, intellectual, 
courageous tmd determined, bui he was also 
loving, nurturing, gentle. compa.ssinnaic. 
Ilexihic and receptive. One can, therclorc. 
argue that it really docs not matter whether 
he IS physically and ob.servably male; (or the 
whole process of becoming human involves 
providing equal opportunities to both .sexes 
to develop their innate human potential, 
uncircumscribed by socially stultifying roles. 
Develop'ing an androgynous personuliiy like 
Chri.st IS crucial tor the dcvciopnicm of 
richer human communities. 

Further, biblical .scholars maintain (hat 
Christ’s progressive relationship with women 
defied the patriarchal environs of his limes 
that perceived them as inferior, unclean, 
carnal and until to hear witness, a perception 
that con.sequentiy marginalised them from 
ecclesiastical pariicipaiton. including 
ordination (Pearl Drego. ‘The Feminist Point 
ofView’ in TheEmerginK Christian Woman. 

Church and Society Per.'S/iertive edited by 
Stella Faria ci al, 1984). 

According equal value and responsibility 
to both sexes in his plan for humankind. 
Christ included women in his public ministry 
as his disciples and tollowers. He taught 
them, revealed himself to them and held 
theological di.scourses with them. In fact it 
was women - Mary, his mother, and Mary 
Magdalene - wlio demonstrated unflinching 
coramitmenl to his cause, accompanied him 

toCftlvarjr and witnessetf hisgruesome dciifh 
on the cross when the male apostles had 
retreated in fear. Anti it was to Mary 
Magdalene that the Risen Christ first 
appeared and entrusted the public 
proclamation of the ministry of his world, 
thus urging women’s entry into public life. 

Scripture scholars also maintain that 
women were certainly present al the last 
supper, as wn.s the custom in tho.se days, or 
else their absence would have been spcciticd. 
Therclorc, the Eucharist and Christ’s 
permission to “do this in memory of me” 
was also given to women. 

Vatican II's emphasis on gender equality, 
lay participation in the Church’s Mission 
and the 1983 Canon Law Code pnividing 
for panshc.s lo be run by women accountable 
to priests who visit the parish to celebrate 
the sacramcnis have opened upnew pastoral 
possibilities for nuns and the laity, 
esfiecially in the west. Assuming leadership 
positions Within parishes, significant 
numbers of women arc engaged in pastoral 
functions once considered the sacrosanct 
prcscrvcofmalcpriests - rcading.scripturcs. 
preaching, counselling, distributing Holy 
Communion The trend is sharpening 
with tliel number ol tho.se Inking to priestly 
vocations .shrinking fast. 

A large luiiiiber of nuns and laity in India 
ttHi arc engaged in such pastoral woik - 

SAMEEKSHA TRUST BOOKS 

hetii^hg ii^hifttrl«is,duitrilMrtii^U(>mim 
visiting theilUorpinising hturgkat services, 
working in mission stations and in grass 
roots people’s struggles. “In fact most church 
ministries engaged in by ordained priests - 
the Lust Sacraments to the dying, for 
instance - require qualities of nurturance 
and sensitivity which are socially dellned 
female traits... But ironically women have 
traditionally been marginalised from this, 
because they are not ordained”, says Sr 
Jeanne Devos. "Also, decision-making rests 
with a male clergy, that competent hut 
unordnined women arc marginalised from." 

Gender equality, the concept of a Church 
of the People and full participation ol the 
laity in Christ’s life have been accepted in 
principle. Women successfully fulfilling 
several pric.stly functions have been accepted 
as a pragmatic solution to the problem of 
fulling priestly vocations, especially in the 
US. .Several other Christian dciinminutions 
have ordained women mimslcis Given all 
this, what IS the legitimate rulionaic for the 
exclusion of women Irnm priesthood'.' 

Biblical scholars assert that if Love, Justice 
and Equality is the essence of Christianity 
and if we believe that both men and women 
arc creuled equally in the image and likeness 
ol god. then ordination ol women can only 
be a lulfilineni ol Chnsliniitiy lailh and 
practice - not a violation ol it. 
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UNITtoSTAm 

Genes and the oral Majority’ 
Carol Upadhya 

The ideological shift to the right in the US is being underpinned by 
certain trends in the social sciences and their popular dissemination. 
Two recent publications exemplify this. 

THE recent Republican victory in the US 
elections is one outcome of a process of 
ideological shift to the right that has been 
taking place over the last two decades. There 
IS still considerable diversity in political 
thought in the US. including a continuing 
liberal tradition and a small radical one, but 
It appears that muin.stream America today 
is farther to the right than it has been lor 
a long time 

This process is not simply a reaction to 
recession, unemploy ment. the crime rate and 
other such issues that concern Americans. 
Rather, there appears to have been a del iberatc 
move on the part ol a section of the 
intelligentsia to construci an ideological 
Iramework lor right-wing policies, in order 
to lend .support to the public's reactionary 
impulses and prejudices with hard ‘facts’ 
and respectable academic theorising and to 
give some philosophical and 'scientific' 
justification to elitist and anti-dcinocratic 
political positions. There are two cases in 
point 

A recently published bcKik by Charles 
Murray (a .sociologist) and the late Richard 
Hcrrnslein (a psychologist). The Hell Curve: 

In lelliKeiiL e wul CUtxs Struct we in A met teem 

Ltfe. has spawned a controversy tiboiit IQ 
testing and its uses. It has revived the old 
theory that intelligence is innate and hence 
diftcrences among racial and ethnic groups 
in IQ scores arc genetically determined. The 
similar theories of Jensen and ShiK'kIcy in 
tlicearly 197()s used to be cited in psychology 
classes as examples of bad .science (and of 
the u.scs to which bad science can he put), 
but Murray and Hcrrnstcin have put a new 
twist on the debate. They argue not only that 
intelligence, or 'cognitive ability'. is a single 
entity that can be measured by IQ tests and 
that is largely inherited, but al.so that 
intelligence has become the major 3 
determinant ol success and hence of class 
(H)sttion. American siKicty is increasingly 
becoming a caste system ba.sed on IQ - the 
bright become successful and intcr-inarry. 
forming a genetically superior upper class, 
while the less smart are stuck at the bottom 
of the pile, reinforcing their low position by 
breeding among them.selves. condemned to 
a life of crime and welfare. Although the 
authors arc careful to di$.sociaie themselves, 
from a racist position, their theory clearly 

implies that since blacks have lower average 
IQ scores than whites, they are bound to 
make up a large proportion of this underclass 

The authors go on to afgue that since 
innate intelligence rather than social 
background is the most important 
determinant ot poverty and of rcsultingsoeial 
problcms'such as crime, 'illegitimacy' and 
drug dependency, there is little that 
government programmes can do to li ft people 
out ol poverty. Two chapters arc devoted 
to arguing that affirmative action 
programmes should be curtailed, because 
the beneliciaries arc inherently incapable of 
improving their situation. The book has fed 
into a widespread feeling that liberal social 
policies have tailed because they arc 
fundamentally misguided, and it provides 
'scientific' jusiitlcaliou for wriling oil the 
(largely minority) pixir The argumeni about 
genes and class also fits in well with the 
Republicans' pioposed programme of 
rciorm. which promises tocut hack on wcitarc 
to di.scouragc |hioi single (mainly minority) 
mothers fro'm reprixlucing. The authors ol 
The Bell Curve contend that since the low- 
IQ 'underclass' is breeding at a taster rate 
than the general population, the average 
intelligence ol the population is declining - 
an argument that gives further support to the 
abolition ol welfare and which is eerily 
si milar to that of the eugcnicists of the 1920s 
and I93()s The .same Charles Murray, in an 
inlamousrepon last year, called illegiiimacy 
the "single mosi im|xiriant siKial pniblcm 
of our time”, .since all other siKial problems 
ol the 'underclass' stem from this. He 
proposed that welfare be abolished and 
orphanages be built to house the children of 
unwed iiiotherson welfare - a proposal taken 
up by a few of the more rabid Republicans 
recently elected. (It is not by coincidence that 
Murray is a fellow at the Amencan Entcrpri.se 
institute, a right-wing think tank.) 

The .second example is the publication of 
The Moral AtttiiutI ■ livolutionarv Psychology 

ant! tivervday Lije hv Robert Wright, a senior 
editor at the New RepuhUc. Wright draws 
on the findings of evolutionary psychology 
to explain some aspects ol human behaviour, 
particularly in relation to .sex, love and 
marriage. Evolutionary psychology isa close 
cousin of the older field of sociobiology, 
whose theories have also been fiitcring into 

the popular press in the US. The bdsic idea 
is that much of human behaviour can be 
explained by reference to the operation of 
genetic selection in human evolution. That 
IS, certain behaviour patterns have evolved 
because they increased the individual’s 
chances of reproductive success and hence 
of passing on his/her genes to the next 
generation. Behaviour patterns such as 
polygyny, incest avoidance, and violence 
among males arc sought to be explained 
by reference to their adaptive features in 
.some remote period of the human past 
Similarly, evolutionary psychologists 
believe that natural selection has shaped 
the human mind and ingrained certain 
patterns ot thought, afferti viiy and response 
that arc universal 

Wright has taken these ideas and applied 
them to the behaviour of modern humans, 
as he sees it. In the realm of human .sexuality, 
mate selection is not determined by 'love' 
or social custom but by underlying genctii 
urges such as that tor males to produce as 
many offspring as possible, or for females 
to marry men who can best provide for their 
children Human consciousness, social 
organisation and culture are mere 
epiphenomena: the real motivators of 
behaviour lie deep within our genes, out ot 
reach of our conscious understanding. He 
also argues that our 'moral' sentiments- 
love, sympathy, benevo e have evolved 
because they helped our ancestors to 
reproduce successfully. Our real inner 
motives arc hidden from us, and appurcntly 
'good intentions' arc really directed at 
achieving reproductive success. (The basic 
Haw in these theories, trom the point ot view 
ot cultural anthropology, is that they lump 
humans together with other antmals in 
assuming the priority ot biology, rejecting 
the view that humans are fundamentally 
different because they have culture and 
language and hence learned behaviour is 
more important than genetic wiring.) 

What The Moral Animal and The Bell 

Curve have in common is a theory ol human 
nature that discounts intention and 
consciousness, as well as social and cultural 
environment, as factors in human action, 
and attributes behaviour to forces outside of 
human control - be it genes that make us act 
or IQ (genetically given) that determines life 
chances. The tradtiional social liberal view 
that we are the masters of our fate, that life 
can be improved with effort, is being over¬ 
run by a new conservative ideology that, 
paradoxically enough, seems to reject the 
notion of free will m favour of genetic 
determinism. It is interesting to see how 
science follows political mood. During the 
I960.sand I970.S- the heyday ot liberalism - 
psychology was dominated by bchaviouri.sm. 
which emphasises the importance of 
environment and learning and discounts 
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innate behaviour. Now that conahrvaitstn is 
winning out. evolutionary psychology has 
come into vogue (behaviourism is out), 
along with an interest in intelligence testing. 
However, this sociohiological view of 
humankind fits into current political thought 
in a roundabout way. While Murray argues 
that ‘biology is destiny' because IQ 
determines success in life, Wright’s version 
is not thai we are destined by our genes to 
he aggressive, promiscuous, or whatever, 
but that if we can learn what our ‘real’ 
human nature is, we can control it. Our 
'natural' impulses (which lead to chaos) 
need to be curbed in order (or society to 
survive. He says, “We are potentially moral 
animals... bul we are not naturally moral 
animals. The first .step to being moral is to 
realise how thoroughly we aren’t.’’ 

Thus we come full circle via genes and 
abstruse sociohiological arguments to the 
‘Moral Majority’ and the Republican 

THE International Conlerence on 
Population and Development (ICPD) was 
held ai Cairo. Egypt, in Seplcmber This 
IS the third conference in a .senes of 
conterences that have been organised by 
United Nations Fund for Poptilaiion 
(UNFPA) and held at an interval of 10 
years. First conference was held in 1974 
at Bucharest. Romania, and second in 19K4. 
al McxicoCily. However these conferences 
were preceded by two other conlcrcnccs 
organi.sed by the International Union for 
the Scientific Study of Population (IllSSP) 
with the assistance of UN. First of the 
lUSSP conlerences was held in 1954 at 
Rome, Italy and second, at Belgrade in 
1964. lUSSP conlerences were essentially 
academic di.scussions on the subject areas 
under the theme of population. Inter¬ 
relationships between socio-economic 
conditions and population were discussed 
as a part ol academic interests. No 
discussions took place to manipulate 
population size. Politicisation of popula¬ 
tion issues, in the UNFPA-spon.sored 
conferences is indicated by the fact that at 
Cairo lUSSP, an association of the 
professionals in the field of population and 
which participated as nn NGO arranged a 

‘Contract with America’. The vision that 
these two tracts summon up is frightening - 
it is easy to imagine how. backed by the 
authority of science, the state can suppress 
and terrorise the poor by taking away their 
children, force them to work in low-wage, 
dead-end jobs, and deny them any 
opportunity to advance by labelling them 
genetically inferior. The hegemony ol the 
few at the top is reinforced by economic 
and social policies, and the masses in 
the middle are controlled through laws 
that enforce conservative ‘morality’. 
Conservatives rail about big government, 
but ii seems that the state is about to omc 
more powerful than ever This csolving 
American ideology, its disscmin.ition 
through pop psychology books and TV 
talk shows, and its connection with the new 
political agenda, need to he carefully 
followed and analysed by concerned 
thinkers and academics 

special function to felicitate Nulis Sadik, 
secretary of the conference. 

It IS significant that Bucharest and Mexico 
conlerences were called ‘population’ 
conferences, however the concerns that 
animated the debates at both these 
conferences were centred on the beanng of 
population on social and economic 
development, the main concern ol the 
meeting al Cairo. The Cairo conference was 
tilled ‘Population, Sustainable Development 
and Sustained Economic Growth’. During 
the period between Mexico and Cairo, 
feminists were active in expressing their 
stands on the population i.ssucs. Women, 
especial ly those from the .south, raised issues 
ol poverty, consumerism, promotion of 
hazardous contraceptives and the neglect 
of women’shealth.especially reproductive 
health. Cairo conference, therefore, had 
greater influence of womenis issues and it 
discussed subject like sexuality and 
reproductive health and abortion. Before 
Bucharest conference eminent Frenchman, 
and a cfemographer said, “The political 
gathering will he led. kept in motion, 
directed and controlled by the United Stales. 
At Bucharest, a world population plan of 
action wilt be proposed that will take 

aim, whatever imy be stnd to disgtitse it, 
at the sovereignty of nations... The plan of 
action proposed by the Americans talks 
about reducing the birth rates of less 
developed countries by 10 per 1,000.“ 
This perception was shared by many of 
the delegates attending the Bucharest 
conference. 

During the first international develop¬ 
ment decade, observed in 1960s, the 
phenomenon of mass poverty was 
conceptualised us ‘underdevelopment’. 
United Nations classified the countries with 
per capita income of le.ss than one-tenth 
of that of US, as underdeveloped countries 
Thus 70 per cent of the populations of the 
world lived in underdeveloped countries. 
It was argued that exporting the western 
development models, giving finaiu'ial aid. 
transferring science and technology, would 
bring about ‘trickle-down’ effect .ind the 
poverty will slowly vanish from the face 
of the earth. Under this thinking the 
iniernalionul penetration increased 
dramatically. Among these is the example 
of the Green Revolution technology 
However in the 197()s the fallacies of these 
development concepts became visible. Foi 
example, experience with Green Rcvolution 
showed that the better placed farmers 
benefited more Lower strata of the 
peasantry frequently lost land and the ranks 
of agricultural labourcis expanded. Food 
stocks grew not only because of the increase 
in production but also due lo luck of buying 
power of the poor Developed nations 
experienced ecological crisis Also 
introduced were labour-intensive, eXpori- 
oriented industries (mostly based on 
multinational investments), especially in 
electronics, garments and toy-making. 
These have been a major form of 
employment of women in the countries of 
south-east Asia. Such employment, 
searching for young, unmarried women 
with nimble fingers’ has been very 
exploitative in terms of low pay, low job 
security and sexual exploitation. Researches 
on women’s conditions carried out at this 
time clearly brought to light women’s 
marginalisation in both developed and 
underdeveloped countries. In the west the 
period of reconstruction and expansion of 
capitalisfn had led to the increasing 
disempowerment of women in the societies. 
In the third world, privatisation and 
dc.slruction of resource base took on 
alarming proportions posing a direct threat 
to the survival of the poor mas.ses and 
implicitly to vast sections of women. 

Findings of a large number of researches 
acknowledge that despite substantial 
economic growth and certain shifts in the 
socio-economic structure, the overall 
situation of the potrr. at best, had been 
.stagnant and was deteriorating among those 

Politics of Population at Cairo 
Malini Karkal 

Although the plan of action approved at the Cairo Conference 'on 
Poprulation and Development shows the influence of the international 
women's movement and the issues it has raised, it fails to tackle the 
crucial question of inequitable development between the north and 
the south. 
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closer to the bottom of the social ladder, 
especially the workers in the traditional 
and informal sectors and women. The 
richest 25 per cent of the population of the 
world receives 82.7 percent of the world’s 
income, whereas the piKirest 25 ^r cent 
has to do with a share of 1.4 per cent. 

There are some overriding features i n the 
development concept which interlink the 
perpetuation of poverty, the marginulisul ion 
of women, and the dc.struction of 
environment. There is also deterioration in 
the cultural field. Women’s rights are 
threatened from two ends. On the one hand 
religious revivalism, fundamentalism and 
communalism encroach on women's free 
spaces. On the other hand, the new avenues 
ol freedom opened up by capitalism go 
along with massive objcctilicalion and 
commercialisation ol women’s bodies and 
violent assaults on their physical and 
spiritual integrity. Both thc.se tendencies 
are rooted in a development model which 
perpetuates and deepens poverty and 
marginalises women 

In the decade 1962-72, a scries ol 
rc.solulions on population weic adopted in 
the governing bodies of the UN agencies. 
The leadership was provided by the US and 
resolutions were initialed and supported by 
western and some ol the Asian couiiiries. 
who aigued that rapid population growth 
was a serious impedimeni to development 
and that lamily planning programmes were 
urgently needed. This view met with 
considerable opposition and resistance from 
Catholic, Socialist and Alrican nations. 
The resolutions passed by the inter¬ 
governmental bodies ol the UN gradually 
legilinii.sed family planning and established 
It as a human right, obtaining the co¬ 
operation ot governments in the provision 
ol family planning services and ultimately 
finding acceptance for the notion of targets 
to limit population growth as a part of 
development policy. Each of the major 
functional agencies - WHO, UNESCO. 
FAO. ILO. and the World Bank - acquired 
mandates that roughly paralleled those 
emanating from the UN. 

The third world countries attributed the 
dispantics between them and the developed 
countries to their disadvantaged position 
in world trade and to the economic policies 
of the rich countries towards them Five 
months prior to the Bucharest, at the 
initiative ot some, of the third world 
countries, sixth special session of the UN 
was called at which the declaration on the 
establishment of a New International 
Econonitc Order and an associated 
programme of action (POA) was accepted. 
The programme touched upon the third 
world concerns, including raw materials 
and primary commodities, food, trade, the 
international monetary system, industria¬ 

lisation. transfer of technology, multi¬ 
national corporations, strengthening the 
UN system and special assistance to 
developing nations unable to cope with 
problems of development. It was decided 
that the World Population Conference at 
Bucharest should be directed to the efforts 
to establish a New Economic Order. No 
meiiuon was made of the demographic 
issues of‘population’ and its consequences 
on development. 

During First and Second United Nations 
Development Decade, industrialised 
countries had pledged to greatly increased 
aid to the third world countries. However 
in reality they had decreased the percentage 
of their GNP that they allocated to the 
development ussistuncc. making the poor 
countries feel that the west was nut 
interested in their plight. The US had made 
population growth in the third world into 
an American cau.se. The US had reduced 
development and had boldly assumed 
world leadership in the population 
movement and given it a distinctive 
American idcnlilicntion 

Most ol the hopes and expectations of 
the population lobbyists who had taken the 
lead in con veni ng the Bucharest Conference 
were embodied m the Draft World 
Population Plan ol Action (POA) However. 
.It Bucharest, the third world countries 
were well organised and opposed the 
official dial! re.solution that was designed 
to promote American interests. The draft 
plan came under intense conflict and 
difficult negotiations. Midway through the 
conference, many delegates and even 
members ol the secretaiiat openly 
acknowledged the real po.ssihility that the 
conlercnce would ad|ourn without the plan 
being approved. Some ^00 amendments 
were introduced and debated The final 
version of the World Population Plan of 
Action was a product of strained 
compromise. The draft plan had undergone 
extensive changes in spirit and substance, 
especially in the provision relating to 
fertility and ptipulaiion control. The draft 
plan h'ad as its purpose “to affect population 
variables". The final version stated its 
purpose as- “to help co-ordinate population 
trends and the trends of economic and 
social development”. The Draft Plan 
.stressed the need to limit population growth 
through implementing population and 
social welfare policies with direct eflect on 
fertility. The final plan, by contrast, 
conveyed a strong sense of urgency about 
the need to accelerate socio-economic 
development in general and to bring about 
a new and more equitable iiitcrnafional 
economic order. It urged the developed 
countries, who had high per capita use of 
resources, to adopt appropriate policies in 
consumption, bearing in mind the need for 

fundamental improvement in international 
equity. The Bucharest conference brought 
intocifculationanew phrase, development 
is the best contraceptive’ 

The background section of the plan 
clearly indicated the attitude of the majority 
of delegates at Bucharest that ‘population 
problems’ are really symptoms of 
imbalances in the developmeni process, 
which arc in turn, a con.sequence ol the 
inlernalionai economic system The US 
along with most other western industrialised 
nations is simply not prepared to accede 
to ihe radical transformation of the 
international economic system as proposed 
by the developing nations. The demand for 
a New International Economic Ordei was 
ideologically objectionable as well as a 
threat to American wealth and power. 
From the American perspective, it was an 
attempt to improve economic conditions 
in the third world by redistributing the 
existing wealth of the indusiriali.sed nations 
rather than by creating new wealth through 
development. At Bucharest it was slated 
that family planning programmes were 
needed, because they satisfied needs to 
which people were entitled us human 
rights A human rights rationale promised 
to make the programmes less politically 
sensitive. 

In spite of the decisions at Buchare.st, 
during the period intervening between 
Bucharc.s( and Mexico the population 
control programmes were promoted 
vigorously. In 20 years preceding Mexico, 
Ihe US had pushed population policies in 
the developing countries harder than any 
other western country. It had strongly 
supported the demographers to contribute 
to the population re.ss'arch and medical 
science to develop yontiaception. Through 
the Office ol Populalton of the Agency for 
the International Development (USAID) 
was mounted a largest population assistance 
programme and a corpus ofbO profcssionals 
was maintained at Washington, with 
advisors in more than 40 countries and 
support for family planning in 90countrics. 
The countries that accepted population 
control policies received aid from the US 
government for a variety ol social and 
economic programmes. 

In Mexico, the developing countries no 
longer spoke ol international population 
assistance as racist, genocidal. or 
imperialistic, or accused western countries 
of advocating population control as a 
substitute for foreign aid. More and more 
of the poor nations had come to ‘reali.se’ 
the problems of rapid population growth, 
infant and child mortality, urbanisation, 
and migration to be addressed with or 
without the major transformations in the 
world economy. The declaration accepted 
at the end of the Mexico Conference was 
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in cloiu; conformity to the Official draft. 
There was a strong endorsement of the 
principle that the governments should as 
'a matter of urgency' make family planning 
services ‘universally available*. The 
Declaration also added that “social and 
population pressures may contribute to the 
continuation of the widedisparity in wcitare 
and quality of life between developing and 
developed countries." 

At Mexico, in 1984. the relationship 
between population and development still 
occupied centrestage. but was debated in 
a frame quite unlike that at Bucharest. The 
88 recommendations of the plan of action 
added emphasi.s and urgency on concerns 
with the environment, the role and status 
of women, meeting 'unmet needs' fur 
family planning; and education. It also 
added that. ‘The experience of the last 
decade has demonstrated., (that) lack of 
definite commitment, inadequate rc.suurces. 
ineftcctive co-ordination and implementa¬ 
tion and insufficient data, have limited the 
effectiveness of governments in the 
implementation of the national population 
policias.” At Mexico, the US talked ol 
development at large and developing 
countries tended to sec it as the main 
actionable issue on the agenda. Social and 
economic development was accepted as a 
central factor in the solution of population 
and inter-related problems. Population 
I actors were considered to be very important 
in development plans and strategics and 
had a major impact on the attainment of 
development objectives. At the conference 
It was accepted that the US provided the 
single most important source of leadership 
and resource tor international population 
programmes. 

At the Prep Com II of the International 
Conference on Population and Develop¬ 
ment (ICPD), before Cairo, held in May 
1993, Sadik stated that ’‘the mandate of 
the Conference is to produce a document 
on the full integration of population 
concerns into tlie economic and social 
activities and sustainable development ” 
She added that there was a need to set 
goals to reduce infant and maternal 
mortality, for increasing life expectancy 
and literacy, and for lowering the global 
fertility rate from 3.26 to 2.62 births per 
woman by the year 201S. Sadik emphasi.scd 
the need to ‘rectify’ the failure of UNCED, 
the Conference on environment he at 
Rio, to address “the place of population 
within economic and environmental 
sustainability.” 

Cairo Conferenck 

Cairo conference was not just a meeting 
of the officials to take decisions but a 
process that was a culmination of over 

three years of consultations around the 
world. There were three preparatory 
committee meetings of the governments 
that were convened at the UN headquarters. 
Second, five regional inter-governmental 
conferences were held in Africa, the Arab 
world, Europe. Latin America and the 
Caribbean, and Asia and the Pacific. Third, 
si X expert group meetings on various themes 
such as population and environment, 
population and women and family planning, 
health and family well-being were 
organised. The UN and most of its member 
governments are increasingly open to co¬ 
operation and collaboration with non¬ 
governmental organisations (NGOs). The 
turning point wa.s when 1,420 NGOs 
attended the 1992 UNCED conference on 
environment using an accreditation process 
that has been emulated in a scriesofrelated, 
major conferences - Conference on Human 
Rights held in Vienna. Cairo Conlerence 
on Population, Conference on Social 
Development scheduled for March 199.5 
at Copenhagen and the Conference on 
Women scheduled lor September I99S at 
Beijing. UNFPA and other funding 
agencies funded several regional meetings 
in countries where NGOs discussed 
population issues. More than 100 
governments drafted national reports on 
population which were used by the ICPD 
secretariat to draft the document for 
discussion at the conlerence. The draft 
plan was a hefty document, well over twice 
the combined length of its two predecessors. 
On the whole there was a far greater 
involvement of the general public in the 
discussions on population. 

Discussions at ICPD Cairo had a major 
bias of the interests of the developed 
countries. Shonages ot labour force due to 
low fertility fur long durations generated 
conditions of migration of labour from the 
developing countries. Today substantial 
populations from these other countries live 
in the developed countries. Permitting 
migrations of the dependents of these 
migrants with the objective of reunification 
of the family is not in the interests of these 
host countries. The migration issue tackled 
at Cairo protected the interests of these 
countries. The .same was the situation with 
the issues facing indigenous people. The 
resource crunch fel: especially by the 
developing countries was completely 
ignored and there was no discussion on 
consumerism in the developed countries 
nor on environmental damages. 

In a departure from previous inter-' 
national population conferences and the 
experience at Bucharest conference of 
major disagreements and serious discus¬ 
sions which generated fears of the 
conference delegates dispersing without 
any agreed document, the rules drafted at 

the Pre-Corn ill, stipulated that the work 
of the conference and the adoption of its 
report were to be accomplished by general 
agreement rather than consensus. The UN 
General Assembly, held in July 1994, 
approved the rules of the conference. It 
was also convenient that much discussion 
would take place on issues such as abortion, 
sexuality, new forms of family, etc. This 
not only diverted attention from the issue 
of development but it created strange 
bed fellows - like the Vatican and Muslim 
fundamentalists. Latin American countries 
with their strong Catholic background 
and Arab and Asian countries that have 
strong Muslim influence raised similar 
objections. African countries, less 
obsessed by religion found themselves 
aligning with western and east block 
countries. On the.se issues women - and 
majority of them represented interests of 
.southern countries - had to support deve¬ 
loped countries. 

Official delegations of about 180 
countries participated in the conference 
and estimated NGOs numbered 1,200 to 
1,500. The number ol participants at the 
NGO meets wa.s larger than those in the 
official meetings. While the NGO 
delegations were dominated by women, 
the official delegations had a majority of 
men. G-77 represented the interests of the 
130 developing countries. Journalists- 
estimated to be around 4,500 - were very 
active and modern facilities helped them 
in their job. Unlike most international 
conferences, which inevitably become a 
north-south tug-of-war, the ICPD, with its 
religious and cultural undertones, cut across 
traditional alliances. Over 14,000 security 
persons guarded the delegates and assured 
smcKith lunclioning of the proceedings of 
the conference. 

In comparison to the two previous plans 
of action, accepted at Bucharest and 
Mexico, the Cairo Draft showed a definite 
expansion in the concern of the international 
population community with the health 
dimension. However, the health policy fell 
short of concern for the health of the 
adults and of the elderly. Major interests 
and contributions of the Cairo Draft were 
in the area of reproductive health. An 
overwhelming focus is on sexually 
transmitted diseases with more general 
concern for reproductive tract infection^, 
to the neglect of other important conditions. 
This IS likely to have happened because 
such conditions are associated with 
infertility, cervical cancer, certain adverse 
outcomes of pregnancy and HIV 
transmission, and they also have socio¬ 
economic costs related to treatment of the 
disease and to impact of the disease on 
functioning and status. Another reason for 
the overwhelming focus on sexually 
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triinsmitteti diseases is probably the growing 

aoention given to AIDS because of ils 

increasing prevalence and its devastating 

I onscqucncc* in developed and developing 

countries. The Cairo POA recommends 

comprehensive reproductive health services 

within a primary health care delivery 

system Expansion ol services will ceriainly 

be resisted by the family planning 

establishmcni both on the basis ol cost 

implications and becanscol'thc dominance 

ol vcriical service approach lhai gives 

priority lo family planning service over all 

others 

Although Ibeusing aitcntion on health 

service inicrveniion, the Cairo dociinieni 

fails to look .11 women’', health holisiu ally 

giving due isilciuion lo the (actors lhal 

condition and constrain the health siiiiaiion 

and the health-seeking behaviour of women 

The POA gives eonsidoraiion in the section 

on reproductive health lo gender tclations 

as one aspect of social coniexl in relation 

to sexual health. However, other aspects 

such as women being socialised lo accept 

morbidity in silence should have been 

taken into account m uttraeling women lo 

use health seivices Women’s pcieeption 

ol .sell al.so needs to be consideied, as 

women give priority to the needs ol others 

over their own needs Olhci aspecis such 

as the heavy w'(iik-load on women, 

parliciilarly in iiiral areas, together with the 

increasing cnnsir.nnts ol low status and 

poverty tli.il pievcnts women Irom using 

health sei vices should al.so have been 

considered On the whole there is absence 

of articiil Uion ol issues lelating to the 

health of women in the population policy 

The population establishmem deals most 

directly with medical inlerveniions 

forgetting that these interventions are 

subjcci to pcreepiions and behaviours that 

are deeply rooicd in social and cultural 

realities. 

The mam eomniiticc of ICPD had glossed 

over the question ol cqu ii able developmcni 

and supported the northern agenda ol 

pcipulalion control. Many southern govern¬ 

ments whose ruling elites now espouse the 

modern consumenst life style ol the north 

also adopted the same attitude .Southern 

NGOs. iherelorc. dismissed the claims ol 

.some ol the delegates at the mam 

eonterenee that the eonlerence was a victory 

for women whose ‘empowerment’ is the 

cornerstone ol the emerging ICPD 

docUTTient. Southern NGOs categorically 

maintained that theemphasis on population 

control measuies pinned the blame 

squarely on the women ot the south, when 

in fact these problems stem Irom the 

inequiues between the north and the south 

and exploitative transfer ol resources 

which has led to ovcr-consumplion and 

global enviroimieiual degradation. The 

programme of action, they said, therefore 

is nothing but an insult to women, men and 

children in the south who will receive an 

ever gio wing dose of population assistance, 

while their issues of life and death will wait 

the Social Development Summit of 199.''. 

Though development was a component of 

ihc ihcme of the conference much time was 

consumed by the sections ihat were 

bracketed (not agreed upon at the drafting 

stage)’ Efforts weic made lo arrive at 

acceptable wordings and in most cases 

they were interpreted dificrcntly by 

participating delegates. The decisions on 

matters related to development were 

virtually excluded from the discussions 

There was a comploie absence ol ihscussion 

on the existing inequities bet ween the noi th 

and south and the unequal and exploitative 

transfer ol resources that has lead to ovci- 

consumplion and global environmental 

degradation. Population growth in the north 

with its consumption paticin is a greater 

threat to the planet. Issue of debt ol the 

thiid world coiiniries, that has inlluenccd 

the global economic system, and rcsuliam 

drastic cuts in the government spending on 

social services and falling living standards 

.ind iinemploymeiii. were .iKo not 

discussed It was gencr.illy said lhal the 

issues ol development Will be discussed at 

the conleicnce on social <lcvclo|iineni 

scheduled to be held at Copenhagen in the 

beginning ol 199.''. .Similarly besides 

talking ol the tights ol education ot 

women, and their rights of employment, 

there was hardly any discussion about 

the issues of women. And these were 

postponed to the conference on women to 

be held in September 1995 at Beijing,- 

China. 

The financial requirement of the POA 

is about $ 17 billion by 2000 and $ 21 by 

2015, an amount lar less than what UN 

approves at other deliberations Two-thirds 

of this IS to come Irom the developing 

countries and the remaining from the 

indu.strialiscd nations and the multilateral 

institutions. Population assistance 

programmes, to which Reagan and Bush 

administration gave a rather low priority, 

arc receiving strong support Irom the 

Clinlon adininistralion .is well as the 

Congress U.SAID has voted a population 

assistance budget of $ 392 million for the 

1994 fiscal year (an all-time high), which 

includes $ 40 million lor the UNFPA. 

Addilioiiui lundsearmaikcd lorpopulaiion 

assistance through other programmes 

raise the total to the half billion dollar 

maik Funds lot the previous year, 

FYI993. have already been lorwarded to 

three iHicrnational agencies lhal had 

their US lunding ciit-ott in 1985 (under 

the Kcagan-Mexico ('iiy Policy) $ 14 5 

million lor UNFPA, ,S 2,5 million lot the 

International Planned Parenthood 

Federation (IPPF), and S 2 5 million fur 

the World Hcalih Organisaiion’s Human 

Reproduction Programme (WHO-HRP) 
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New World Order and 
Indian Intellectuals 
Daya Krishna 

Countries pursue their own interests the way they perceive them and it 
is for others not to he deceived by the rhetoric. To understand the 
interests that are masquerading as values, what is required is a detailed 
.study of the economy, polity and culture of the western world in general 
and the US in particular, for these are the main protagonists in the 
contemporary .scene without understanding whom we cannot shape our 
own policies to meet their strategies. 

A NEW linpenum is taking shape - an 

iinpcrmm. more total and more global than 

any that history has seen uptill now. It is 

backed. [x:ihaps tor the lirst time in history, 

by organised inlormalion and knowledge 

and skill that has seldom been seen in the 

past and though It has an unlhinkublc coei Cl ve 

p(»wcr at Its command as was evident m the 

wai with Iraq a lew ycais back, its basic 

strategies tor achieving the impcriiim are 

pri man I y economic, cultural and even moral, 

li tias also a |xilitical facade in that it does noi 

directly seek to achieve the new world oidci 

as at wishes it to be but docs so thiough the 

institutions and agencies ot the UN which 

osten.sibly is a world body where each 

sovereign nation is supposed to be 

represented and whose decisions, thus, arc 

suppo.sed to represent the decisions not of 

any one country hut ol the wm Id as a whole 

111 Its totality (oi sub.serving the interc.sts ol 

tile world and not those ol any parliculai nation 
or group ot nations. The pressures exerci.sed 

toi achieving these aims are primarily 

economic, but they aie also increasingly 

marked by a rhetoric in which legal and moral 

values play a crucial role so that it becomes 

diHicult lor anyone to question them on 

those very grounds. The violation ol'human 

rights and the demand for non-prolilcration 

of atomic weapons are the two obvious 

examples but there are many others such as 

the treatment of minoniies, the suppression of 

the demands lor regional independence, 

freedom in the sense ol non-restriction of 

terms of trade and other .such matters. 

However, behind this plea lor a moral 

order of the world which ought to be i mposed 
by economic .sanctions and. il need he, by 

military sanctions also, is the sheer sclf- 

iniere.st as conceived by those who arc most 

vociferous in voicing these concerns as. 

when it comes to their own behaviour, they 

forget tho.se very values which they want to 

impose on others. Everyone knows, for 

example, who brought Ihc nuclear weapons 

into being and who first u.sed them even 

when it was not militarily necessary to do 

so. Or. who has continuously violated animal 

and human lights m their own countries and 

with respect to their own pcr'ples till veiy 

recent times even m the way these values 

were conceived and delmcd by themselves. 

The fate ol the Ked Indians in ihc US is well 

known and.so also the discrimin.il ion against 

the blacks and the Jews till almost Ihc other 

day when ii was difficult even lor siudenl.s 

with oui.standing abilities to gel admission 

to prestigious universities just because they 

happened to belong to thc.se groups The 

di>criniinaiion against women was no 

dillerent. as any history ol the struggle to 

achieve such equality on the part ol the 

under-privileged would amply show. 

The story, ol course, does not stop here 

and no one knows better than the leaders ot 

tho.se count lies as to how the economic 

needs of the armament I ndustries ha ve I uel led 

military I ivalries between nations elsewhere 

so that obsolete armaments may be sold to 
them and thus the sagging profits ol those 

industries piopped up. The case ol Bolors 

in India is well known but there are many 

others which can easily be lound il one 

chooses to consult the easily available 

iclevant data concerning these matters. 

But there is nothing to be .surprised at in 
all this, as countries piir.sue their own intcre.sts 

Ihc way they perceive them to be. Il is others 

who should he awaie of them and not be 

deceived by the rhetoric in which they are 

.'ouehed Once we know the interests that 

are masquerading as values, we would tieat 

•hem as such and know how to meet them 

in terms ot our own sclt-micrcsi. Bui lor 

that It IS ncccs,sary that we become aware 

ol the way the contemporary world is 

developing and the inicrcsi.s and the 

motivations ol each of Ihc major actors on 

the world stage For that, what we require 

IS a detailed study of the economy, polity 

and culture of the western world in general 

and the US in particular which are the main 

protagonists in the contemporary scene and 

without understanding whom we cannot 
shape our policies to meet their slriKegies. 
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PERSPECTIVES 

The west i hcreforc needs to become an object 

of study so that we may know it more fully 
just as we ourselves, along with all other 

non-western nations, have been an abject of 
study to It for a lung, long lime. 

It IS true that the west resents such a. 

reversal ol roles even at the cognitive level. 

Levi-Strauss's lamous remark in his lecture 

at the Smithsonian in the early 60s that "the| 

symmetry in such cognitive enterpri.scs wasj 

not a children's play which could be I 
undertaken by any society with respect to| 

another .so as to make it an object of study. | 

A .society must also become an object in the J 

sense that it is conquered, subjugated or| 

made subservient to the other". Much water | 

has llown since Ix'vi-Strauss argued this 

position in a brutally trank manner but. 

perhaps, the inicrnali.sed attitudes of both 

the parties have not become much different 

from those days This is reflected in the fact 

that while there arc numerous studies on the 

non-western world by western .scholars, there 

arc hardly any sttidics of the coniemporaty 

or even the classical west by scholars of non- 

western origin. Each year hundreds ofj^ 

scholars from the western world come toj 

study the non-western cultuies in all their 

aspects while those who go Irom the latter' 

to the west do so pnmarily to be taught and< 

learn the conceptual structures and 

methodologies Irom them and not to sludys 

them A Srinivas goes to Standford and| 

writes about A Reiin'inheietl Villaf’c in Indiaj 

just as a Dube had done long hack in CorneH| 

where he. wrote his well known book cntitled| 

All liuluin Village, but the startling fact 14 

that nobody is surpii.scd or shocked at il.| 

We had more than 200 years of Britislf 

presence m India and more than a thousanc|' 

years ol effective presence ol Islam in thiil 

country and yet studies, either of Rntish on; 

Islamic civilisations, would hardly he fnun4 

to have been done on any significant .scale, 

by any Indian scholar during this lung period, 

of their presence in this country. | 

Conversely, the number of works producec| | 

both by British and Islamic scholars are no 

only numerous but'relatc almost to all arca^ 

m which this civilisation had been active ft 

a long lime. Even the number ol iranslatioi 

from .Sanskrit and other Indian language 

into English is incomparably more than wi 

have Irom English into Sanskrit or any o! 

the other Indian languages. Tlie situattMil 

was no dillerent in earlier limes when w| 

have recorded evidence ol Indian texts beinf 

translated into Arabic and Persian by scbolarl 

in west Asia and by Chinese and others intl 

the language of their own country. Thcrl 

seems to he something in Ihc Indian ciillut| 

which stands in the way of its inldlectual| 

taking an active tntere.si in the ‘othci 
parliculai if the ’other' happens to beUm; 

to another civilisation, culture or ix’ligioi 
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The awtinuimee of such an atfhuile in the 

contempurary coiucxt will have as disustrmis 

a cunscquunce as it had in curlier times. 

Ttiday. ul etturse. we have the illusion of 

knowing Ihe west, pariicularly because oi 

our knowledge of English and what is 

availableinit irom«>l her languages through 

translations. Bui this 'knowledge' is 

knowledge only in a supcrfieial sense as it 

dws not encourage in us the active intellect 

which is the hallmark of real knowledge, in 

that it both encourages and challenges us to 

think for ourselves and add to it further Tfie 

truth of this statement may be made evident 

10 anybody by a.sking him to rclleci. even 

cursorily, on the tael that all the additions 

and innovations in Ihis 'knowledge' lhal we 

are supposed to possess have been made noi 

by us. bill by those Irom whom wcorigiiiully 

borrowed ihis knowledge And this is iriie 

not only in the Held of knowledge, but al.so 

in ihe Held of technology which we continue 

to borrow while those Irom whom we borrow 

continue to innovate and make iidvanecs in 

It so that we arc obliged to borrow again tor 

fear ol being left behind with a technology 

which has become obsolescent and is hardly 

competitive m the contemporary world 

One may say that the situation is not 

exactly whal I am trying to .suggest ii lo he. 

Aren't there, lor example, a lot of ‘Amei ii an 

studies’ in this country ' And don't we have 

m fact an Aniencan Studies Rc.search Cenirc 

in Hyderabad equipped with one ol the best 

libraries in south Asia, and don’t scores ot 

siudcnls every year go iherc to do rescarcli 

on Amencan subjects in an atmosphere which 

IS congenial lur research'' This all is, ol 

course, true hut when we l(H)k a little closet 

at the aiuiis ot research undertaken and ihe 

type ot research done and compaie il with 

what the American students have done on 

India during this very period, we will rcahse 

that the very idea of ‘research’ in this counii \ 

IS different from what lesearch means in the 

west these days. First, most of this research 

is confined to the field of American I ileraturc 

which can more easily he done from texts 

and critical sources available in a library. 

There arc hardly any studies of social or 

political institutions which require a pcr.sonul 

acquaintance with the reality concerned and 

which will involve going to the U.S to study 

them, in lacl. oneof the reasons why .students 

from the west have to come to India and 

other non-wesiem countries for ’study’ is 

because a living acquaintance is considered 

absolutely necessary for ‘knowing’ about 

such matters as they cannot be gra.spcd just 

by reading textbooks on the subject. The 

'living reality’ of a .society or culture 

generally does not coincide with what one 

reads about it in a text. In fact, many a lime, 

it is JU.SI the opposite of it. And, if one sees 

ihe thrust ot the empirical and even textual 

studies done by the students from the west 

during the Iasi two or three decades, one 

would find that it is concerned with the 

creation of a new 'picture' of India which 

is totally at vurinnec with the picture that 

It^iuns have of ihemsclves or which they 

would like to have. It is both the images of 

the past that mo.si Indians cherish and tltc 

tuiure that they would like to build which 

is under attack through one ol the suhtlcsl 

cognitive .strategies that perhaps the world 

has even .seen, for what is .said is not untrue, 

but only liall-tnic and skewed in a direction 

which, mixsily niiconsciously. helps the current 

interests of the impcrium in the making. 

The ideologues in the U.S on the other 

hand, are already urging their rulers not lo 

he inhibited hv older idc*ologics and valuc- 

sy.stems in assuming the role which history 

has provided The idea ol lum-micrlercnce 

m the sovereignly ol other nations' internal 

affairs is considered as oiilmodeil and il is 

being urged as ’Icgilimaie’ lo impose Ihe 

new ‘unequal’ world order where access lo 

certain kinds of knowledge, technology, 

arms. rc.s<Hirces and markets arc to he a 

monopoly ol only a lew and. ultimately, 

perhaps only tif one. To impose sanctions 

against those who do not fall m line is the 

new ’divine righl" of these rulers 

Whal we need lirsi. ihereloic. is a change 

in Ihe pcr.speclive ol Indian mlelleciuals so 

lhal they hciaime interested m other cultures, 

polities and civili.sations, particularly in the 

context of the way they perceive the world 

in terms of their own interests and their view 

of what 'others’ arc and the way they wiun 

their relations with them to develop. This, 

of etturse. presupposes a wide-ranging 

iniercsi and curiosity about that which is 

ditfercni from one.sclf: but in the context of 

a world which is politically and economically 

competitive, mere inicrcsi and eurio.sity will 

not sullicc. Whal will be required is detailed 

information on and analysis of ihe .strength 

and weaknesses ol the other and an 

undci standing of the way its interests and 

values clash with (hose ol one's own and 

where they converge, perhap.v aguinsl some 

other polity or society or civiltstuion. But. 

as everytme knows, this is a vicirms circle 

and Ihe task of the thinkers is not to deny 

the fact ot the circle being there, but to find 

a way of getting out ol its viciousness while 

die actual politicians would more or less 

have lo live with it and in it. 

The world of politics or trade is noi a 

happy one for anybody who is seriously 

concerned with (he rcali.sation of values in 

this wiirld but in the comemporary situation 

whcic. whether one likes it or not. one has 

to he a citi7.cn of a nation state and one has 

to have a passport lor gelling out ol one's 

country and a visa tor gelling into another, 

11 IS imperative lor imcliccuials of a country 
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lo realiiie the strategics, policies and designs 
which trther states may have towards tme's 
own. In the contemporary context, however, 
one may be deluded about the real 'other' 
ait it is in the interest of those who aspire 
lor an imperium over the whole world to see 
that neighbouring countries are at logger- 
heads with each other and that it is perceived 
a.s the super-arbiter in disputes between them. 
The real dynamics oi world politics in 
contemporary times does not directly 
emanate from what your neigh-bouriiig state 
does or say.s hut rather from those who wish 
itt use both for purposes of their own 
advaiicemeni and dominuiion over (hem. 
Afterthe breakup of the Ru.ssiun Empire, the 
US alone remains as the sole aspirant I'or 
globalimperiuminthccomingccntury Most 
of the world seems to have reluctantly recon¬ 
ciled Itself with the situation, though (here 
seems .some attempt by western Europe on 
the one hand and Japan and China on the other 
to create .some counter-balancing bargaining 
positions at least in.some areas I'orihemselves. 
As lor India, it neither seems lo (losse.vs ihe 
will or the vision or the skill ui inanociivei 
in the situation that is eniciging both at the 
political and ihc ecomimic level today 

Yei. ultimaicly ii is ihe task ol ihc 
inielicciuuls lo expose the inicicsis behind 
the rhetoric ol values and. in a sense, coni roiil 
those who warn lo impo.se a new order on 
the world with then own violation of ii in 
their own country and ihcir own peoples. In 
Ihistask Ihe intelleciuals of the noii-we.stem 
world have an advantage as neither ihc U.S 
nor the European countries are a elosed .society 
and, at least the U.S is almost a plurulisi 
society in the extreme where every possible 
view has siitl a preacher and an audience 
The.sc aie some of the mo,si investigaied 
societies by (huirown insliluitons, but seldom 
has Ihc data coliccled by them been used for 
purpo.ses of a different analysis than the one 
which the intellectuals of that .society are 
usually prone lo do. The presence of religion 
and supersiiiton in the west, lor example, 
IS rampant even on those prestigious 
campuses where every year ihousands ol 
non-we.siern sludenis go lo learn and yei the 
imiigcot luiioiial wesicotuinuesiodominuie 
the iion-we.siern mind. .Simil.trly. there is 
large-scale corruption in the military 
establishnicnls and even the N AS A Re.search 
Programme is not immune to it as has been 
documented by iis own inquiry commiitcc.s. 
Yet the picture of the honest west continues 
ioda//le and dominate the non-wcMcrn mind. 
Tlw discrimination against ihc differeni 
clhnfc groups is well known a.s well as the 
tael thill the Siulm functions in most ol the.se 
countries arc generally pertormed by legal 
or illegal immigrants I rum piKir neighbours 
in Ccmral and Latin America or even by 
lho.se ihai arc .siill pouring from the Pacific 
or the Far East. Yet the idea of a non-cu.stc 
.society in ilie w»w.i is .sedulously propagaicd 
ui)<i accepted everywhere. 

The.sc arc only rough examples. TTie point 
is that this immense datanceds lobe analysed 
from u new point of view and that empirical 
studies of western institutions in their own 
setting be undertaken by nun-western 
students with open minds .and open eyes. 
Also, the intellectuals of the western world 
should be challenged to take a closer look 
at the reality in ihcir own countries and 
engaged in a dialogue regarding the double 
standards they use for de.scriplion and 
analysis for their own country and the ones 
they use tor countries other than their own. 
To give but one examplc,‘lhosc who tell us 
that the idea of nation stale has become 
outdaicd in ihc modern context need only 
be asked lo abolish vi.sas to their own country 
and lace the consequences ihcreol. This ol 

course they will never do, for they would 
like the abolition of visas in ail nun-western 
countries for themselves and not be prepared 
lodo the same for others in Iheirown country. 
Thi.s epitomises the current world situation 
as do the exchange rates between the western 
and non-western world and it is in thiscontexi 
of inequality that the debate on a new world 
order based on universal values has to be 
conducted, tor there still are sufficient persons 
in thd we.st who believe in the universality 
of rciisoii and a dialogue in its terms. But 
lor that lo occur, what wc really need is an 
‘active iiuolicct' that docs nut accept every 
iniclicctual ware that comes at its lace value 
without .scrutinising Its real worth and testing 
il at the bar ol one’s own ludgnicnt and 
experience. 
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REVIEWS 

From Club to Karkhana 
Sai\fay Subrahmanyam 

Maritime India in the Seventeenth Century by Sinnuppah Arasaratnam; Oxford 
University Press. Delhi. 1994; pp ix + 294, Rs 375. 

IN a publishing career that now spans very 
nearly fourdecadcs. Sinnappah Arasaratnam 
has been a pruhtic writer (at least 10 biHtks, 
and several hundred papers would be my 
guess) on the htstory of Indtan Ocean trade 
between 1.5(X) and 1K(X), and on ethnic and 
sectarian problems over the last t wocenturics 
in .Sri Lanka and south-east Asia Where 
maritime India isconccmcd. his geographical 
locus since the early 1960s has very largely 
been on the Coromandel coast ol Andhra 
and Tamil Nadu He has drifted gradually 
Irom work on the latter hall ol the 17th 
cenlury, to writing more and more on the 
IKth century. His current research seems to 
locus largely on issues lelaiing to the 
■ ransition to colonialism in the coniexi of 
late IHth century Coromandel. 

A-s' he reminds us in his preface to this 
book. Arasaiatnam was a loundcr-meinbcr 
ol the Indian Ocean ‘club' of the 1970s. 
which priHluced a number ol inllucniial 
essays and monographs, as alsothc collective 
volume Intiui and the Indian Ocean. I5IH)- 

/^CW(eds Ashin DasGupta and M NPearson) 
in 1987. That work represented the belated 
result ol a conference at Santiniketan. and 
the coming to fiuition ol a sort of consensus 
in whieh such hi.storians as Pearson. Das 
Gupta. Om Prakash. Bruce Watson. Peter 
Marshall and ol course Aiasaratnam 
participated. These authors agreed incssence 
in the I97().s with the thesis of Steensgaard 
that the Companies were a significani 
modernising force in the context ol the early 
modern Indian Ocean, and drew a sharp 
contrast between the 16th and the 17th 
centuries. They also set out a picture 
(adumbrated by Pearson and lent cautious 
support by Das Gupta) of Indian merchants 
adrift in a hostile sea. and prey to the 
competition of Europeans. Merchants and 
states were seen as clearly disjunct in the 
Indian context; this was seemingly a 
■Structural characteristic of Indian society. 
By the turn of the 1980s. this view had 
received the benediction of the doyen of 
India's 'medievalists',Irfan Habib, whotook 
to quoting Das Gupta and Arasaratnam with 
undisgui.sed approbation, even while 
expressing scepticism about some of 
Stcensgaard’s more extreme flights of fancy 
(on ‘peddlers', for example). The view 
summarised above thus was by the early 
1980s a perfectly well-e.stablished orthodoxy. 
Even determin^ loners like K N Chaudhuri 
(who perhaps preferred the Athenaeum-to 

the Indian Ocean Club) did not deviate 
.significantly Irom this line (cf his 1985 
work. Trade aiul Cmlisation in the Indian 

Omi/i). though admitiing. like Habib, certain 
qualifications in respect to Stcensgaard's 
arguments. Pucca members of the Army and 
Navy Club like G V .Scammcl (cf The First 

ImiierialAfte) quoted chapter and verse from 
the writings ol this other club, while stoutly 
detending them Irom attack by their rare 
Clitics. Nnhie.we ahliite. 

Bui. by one ol tho.se minor ironies ot 
history, by the time India and the Indtan 

Ocean appeared, the club had become rather 
more crowded Not only were there new 
apjilications loi membership (liom the likes 
ol Teotonio de Sou/.a. Anthony Disney. 
H W van Sanien, or J J Brennig). but a 
numbei ol 'gale crashers’ came along to 
spoil the party These were historians ot ihc 
hinterland, like Prank PcrIin.C A Bayly and 
David Ludden. who wished to incorporate 
the Indian Ocean into their arguments about 
the long-term historical irajecloiy ol .south 
Asia. Not content with challenging the 
hislorians ol the interior, it appeared thal 
they wished to break up the cosy division 
that the I97()s version oi' Ihc Treaty ol 
Tordesillas had imposed between coast and 
hinterland, and beiwecn those who read 
Persian and tho.sc who read Dutch (in a 
manner of speaking) Their intervention 
helped in part lo shilt the terms of the debate, 
to change the Indian Ocean Irom a closed 
club to an open-ended workshop, or a 
‘karkhana. il one prefers. 

In a convoluted way. this book is 
Arasaratnam's response to these changes in 
the terms of the debate, and as such is a 
curious exercise. First of all. the book is 
deliberately designed to be totally devoid ol 
footnotes and even bracket (Chicago-stylc) 
references. It thus has the appearance of a 
primer or manual The references lo other 
authors whose work has been consulted is 
relegated to a summary discussion in the 
Bibliographical Notes’ (pp 276-91). Here, 

happily, hoi only the old faithful members 
of Ihc club but lelativc latecomers (and even 
Frank Perlin) find mention. This is indicative 
of .somewhat changed times, no doubt. But 
the technique has its limitations. The innocent 
reader is left with little or no sense that this 
book IS located in a debate. Other writers 
arc never cited or discussed in tlic text. We 
usually have to take Arasaratnam's espousal 
of an argument on faith, simply because he 

believes that the contrary view is wrong, or 
'exaggerated', or 'unlikely' (or because he 
does not mention it). The Author thus 
emerges as his own main Primary Source, 
in a happy conflation of categories. As a 
consequence, we have the construction of 
a mellifluous narrative, a story’ it you will, 
that the reader is led into while sitting at 
Arasaminam’s knee 

This story is divided into 10 chapters. We 
begin with ‘Ports and the Ocean', with its 
obligatory gazetteer-style move up and down 
the coast. This IS a technique thal Arasaratnam 
has long patented. Then we move on to the 
Legacy of the Immediate Past’, which 

contains a synoptic and rather hurried 
discussion of the 16th century There now 
fol low lourcore regional chapters on Gujarat. 
Malabar and Kanara. Coromandel, and 
Bengal. Kanara is given rather short shrift 
ill ihis pioccss. as is the Konkan. Indeed, 
even Kerala winds up being rather neglected 
in relation lo Gujarai and Coromandel 

The real 'innovation' comes in Chapters 
7 and 8. which discuss merchants and their 
political positioning, and concede at least 
some modifications to the Pearson 
merchants-and-mleis hypothesis. The la.st 
chapter but one on 'Shipping and Seafaring’ 
opens up an interesting domain but barely 
touches Its surface This is because the 
secondary literature there is poor, and in a 
book such as this, no new research by the 
author is demanded. The Conclusion 
provides one with a chronological prospect 
ol Ihc drill to European hegemony in the 
I8ih century, and curiously enough 
reintroduces Pearson’s hypothesis of weakly 
articulated states and unprotected merchants 
back into the picture. 

ill the final analysis. I must confess to 
being unsure who the reader ol this book 
IS meam to be. Specialists will want more 
depth, and in a more rigorous framework: 
they will afso wonder why relatively easily 
accessible secondary literature in English is 
being summarised once more. Arcthe book’s 
readers the hibernating historians ol the 
interior, on the assumption that the old 
division of labour holds') Or is it meant lo 
be a book to be browsed through and read 
on railway trains by curious members of the 
middle class') If the last, its narrative lacks 
the warmth, texture and relief that would 
hold such a reader's attention. Arasaratnam 
is a worthy essayist of the old schtwl, but 
his writing style does not have the charm 
and grace ol his colleague and ally Ashin 
Das Gupta, For example, the text is crowded 
with place-names and details that add little 
to its general outlines. There are no 
illuminating anecdotes, no juicy contem¬ 
porary quotations, no witty turns of phrase. 
And, alas, .some of the details arc simply 
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We we toW earty o» of f»m 
voyage of Vatico da Gaina who was pitoted 
by Abdul bin Majid, presumably a Gu jarati 
Muslim" (p 8); later that Honavar was the 
principal port of the Nayalca of Ikkcri (p 22); 
or again of the Portuguc.se capture of Diu 
m 1554 (p45); repeatedly that Nagapattinum 
was fortified by the early 17th century; on 
p 249. the incident attnhuted to l6jlK tmk 
place in 1634; the Mughal ship Ganj-i Sawui 

is throughout called Caiij-i-Sawar. and so 
on. Indian and Arabo-Pcrsian names are 
spelt throughout with careless abandon; 
“Muhaniad". ‘Taqui”. “Meah Mizany”. etc. 

If there were a strong new argument in 
the book, or a .strong quantitati vc foundation 
las wc expect from Om Prakash’s 
forthcoming volume in the New CamHrid^e 

Historv of India) such detail could be 
dismis.sed as *merc detail' But the book is 
a work of narrative history, and hen(CC has 
to be reliable us narrative. Here it falls short 
of expectations. This said, it inu.st be said 
that the book docs have its merits, most 
notably its useful bibliographical essay. 
Certain simple ideas arc also set out, although 
at somewhat tedious length, and (for a hook 
of this size) with a surprising amount of 
repetition. .Still, wc have a scn.se that - if only 

BARRING a lew exceptions both in Marathi 
and English, recent studies on the dalit 
movement in Maharashtra are cither 
.sequential in nature or theoretically 
insensitive. JayushreeGokhalc’s biKik under 
review offers a theoretically sensitive 
appniach involving criticism of the cultural- 
ideological approach adopted by M N 
Srinivas. Mark Juergensnieyer, Eleanor 
Zclliot. Owen Lynch and Michael Moflati. 

According to Gokhale. the ciiltuiul- 
ideological approach treats the untouchables 
as a striking cu.se of submissiveness (p .34). 
On the contrary, the author argues, the 
untouchables did not always accept their lot 
with stoic obedience and docility. They, 
particularly themahars, protested some times 
violently against repressive Hindu stKial 
order (p 34). The author criticises the cultural- 
idcolr^ical view of the dalit movement for 
ntM taking into consideration the overlap of 
caste and class dimensions of the rnahar 
movement in Maharashtra. Therefore, the 
author, basing her theoretical framework on 
the approach of Kathleen Gough and 
Emmanuel Terry, believes that the historical 
development of the mahar community reveals 

the format had altowedldm to - AmsariMnam 
might just haivc engaged his peprs and even 
younger historians in discus.s-ion. This is 
reassuring because members of the Indian 
Ocean club have not always been .so open- 
minded: aiKilher recent biMik by Ara.saratnum 
and Aniruddha Ray, titled Masidiixtinam 

and Cainhuy (Munshiram Manoharlal. 
IW4), possesses the apparatus of footnotes, 
hut practically rcluscs to acknowledge the 
existence of other historians who have written 
earlier on thc.se subjects 

Now, as teachers .so often tell their budding 
research students, writing history is not 
merely about the relatioaship between the 
historian and his ‘sources', but between the 
historian and historiography. Simple, 
unretcrenced, undcr-probicmati.sal, narrative 
histones thus represent a throwback lo 
another age, 10 the time of N Macleixl and 
H Terpsira. We surely do noi need to lead 
Arnaldo Momiglianolorcali.se that. As things 
stand, then, we must look iorward to 
Arasaratnam's forthcoming monograph on 
late IKth century Coromandel, from which 
we shall have a better sense of where he 
choo.scs to locate himself in lelation to other 
historians and their work - and. above all. 
wliY he does .so. 

a .structural overlap of the caste and class 
Inctor I p 15). This overlap ol ca.ste and cla.ss 
gels rellccied in the relationship between the 
low economic position and the low position 
the mahurs occupied in the social hierarchy 
of Indian .society then and now. However, 
due to the lack ol empirical data, the author, 
fails lo.substantiate Ihiseonteniion. Similarly, 
her criticism ol the cultural-ideological 
approach lor having overliHikcd the class 
conllict dimension ol the mahur movement 
tp 5) does mil gel justified since her own 
study hills to establish sufficiently and 
.systematically as to how the mahar movement 
in Maharashtra represented cla.ss conllict. 
The author, therefore, ends up gi ving acasual 
ircaimcnl Ipacomplex hut important concept 
like the caste-class overlap. This may be 
because the author has not located her own 
framework in the background of the debate 
that began in lute 1970s between Dipankur 
Gu|Ha. Sharad Patti and Gail Omvedl. In this 
debate which aimed at deciding the true 
cpistcmic status ol caste and class, GUpta 
considered ca.sic as a part of superstructure 
while the latter considered it as a pan of the 
base [Gupta 1978]. In fact, fur anyone 

studying the mahar movetnent, it is 
imperative to understand Ambedkar’s ktea 
of class-caste relatiun,ship and his treatment 
of caste as pan of base or superstructure. 
Funher, is this overlap between caste and 
class without any complexity'.’ If this was 
so, as the author seems to believe, what .sense 
docs one make of the mahars of Vidharbha 
who were .social I y inferior to the upper castes 
but economically supenor to them'.' Even 
today in the Nagpur region, landholdings of 
the mahars are larger than that of the upper 
castes. In fact, in some villages near Nagpur 
the upper castes work as agricultural 
labourers on the liclds of the mahars There 
arc also medium mahar industrialists in 
Nagpur. Thus, this economic position of the 
mahars, at least in the Nagpur region, di.sturbs 
the correlation between low social status and 
low economic position 

.Similarly, according to the castc-cla.ss 
ovcflap. the brahmins and the higher castes 
can easily he identified as the exploiters and 

■the shudras as the exploitcti But what about 
the kunhis, kapus and vokkaligas’ Were 
they the expoliled? Do they not exploit and 
assault the dalits even to this d.iy’’ Was not 
Ambcdkar sensitive to this non-hrahmin- 
dalit tension in Maharashtra, and jVladras 
presidency'’ Even today, along with the 
mental harassment, the growing atrocities 
on the mahar-buddhas by the upper castes, 
particiilat'ly the non-brahmin castes ol rural 
Maharashtra, conliims the intoleiance and 
hatred against these most exploited sections 
of Maharashtra. This attitude reflects a 
vertical articulation of .social tensions. 

Horizontally, internal diftercntiaiion is 
taking place among the mahars ol Maha¬ 
rashtra due to the wellare-state intervention. 
This internal diflerentiation was visible 
among the mahars ol Nagpur region even 
belorc independence. Gokhale rightly takes 
note of the role the state played in facilitating 
the elite formation among the mahars Thus, 
we have mahar malguzars in the pre- 
indcpcndcncc period, and in the posi- 
indcpcndcnce period wc have mahar elites. 
Thus, the vertical siKial tension between the 
mahars and the middle and high castes and 
the horizontal tension within the mahars 
certainly calls into question the caste-class 
overlap the author is attempting to establish. 

But then, if these internal, non-aniagonistic 
conlradictions arcemerging within the mahar 
community, why do they not find organised 
and manifest articulation against the mahar 
aristcKracy'.’ It appears that the aristocracy 
has been trying to counter the subaltern 
mahar consciousness by cither appealing to 
mahar solidarity in the face of any'outside 
opposition to their vested interc.si or by 
perlorming welfare activities like inaugu¬ 
rating sch(N>ls for mahars (like the ones 
standby maharmalguzarsofNagpurhcforc 
independence) or distributing free books 
and clothes, and conducting free coaching 

One-Dimensional View of Dalit Movement 
(iopal Guru 

From Concession to Confrontation; The Politics of Indian Untouchable 
Community by Jayashree Gokhale; Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 199.3; pp 381, 
Rs .300. 
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t»r miyliur; difldrcQ. Tlw mahsr 
urisuM.'rauy ulso tries to assuuge ttte cumOKHt 
mahars by pariicipaiing in the daiit struggie 
Inim the periphery, like paying nominal 
conirihuiion to a social l unciion nr a social 
struggle (ho latter organise. Thus, resurrecting 
the ideology of mahar solidarity may not 
have direct hegemonic intention, nor it may 
reproduce the ideology based on social 
hierarchy (though this charge may hold true 
in I espect nt'the attitude of the mahars towturds 
the mangs) hut it can indirectly contribute 
to legitimation of the structures ot 
domination. The author has missed this point 
which has lot of bearing on the formation 
of the aiui-statc. and therefore, anti-.systemic 
mahar consciousness. 

However. Gokhalc’s study ot the mahar 
movement in Maharashtra makes three 
relevant |)oinis which are similar to Zclliot’s 
study on the mahar movement First, the 
author attempts to understand the emergence 
ot the mahar movement against the 
backgioiind ol various pre-Amhedkarsocial 
movements by situating this emergence 
within the socio-economic changes taking 
place as a le.sull ot Hrilish irhpcrialistic 
policies in the 19th and 20lh century 
Maharashtra. .She argues that the organised 
piolest ol the mahars under Ambedkar’s 
leadership should be undcrstoixJ in terms 
ol (he displacement process ol the mahars 
and then subsequent migration caused by 
the 'pull (actors', such as education, 
indu.siriahsation. business. trans|Kiri and 
communication sy.stcni that created job 
oppoiiunilies lor the mahars (p 47) and the 
■push faciois’. such as landlessness, 
uneconomical landholdings, and stihversuin 
ol iradilional occupations (p 47). 

Secondly. Gokhale talks ol the primacy 
ol politics ol the mahar movement in terms 
ol political Strategies, and the forms ot 
lailitical participation and political organi- 
sutions that were u.sed by the mahars to 
rcgistci their protest. She also highlights 
Amhedkar’s growing political concern 
behind developing an independent mahar 
(Hilitical identity. Thus, the strategical shift 
Irom the socio-economic sphere to the 
political constitutes the primacy of the 
political. This is a valid point since it 
highlights (he ccnirality of politK;s in the 
mahar movement. Yet the primacy of the 
political is seen by the author as a disjointed 
process. The author .seems to convey that the 
.soeio-cultural activities of the mahars in the 
1920s were devoid of any jiolitical element. 
But were not the mahar efforts at temple 
entry and lor .sanskritisation potentially 
political as they reflected a negative 
consciousness which is a prc>condilton irf 
a real political con.sciousness't Moreover. 
Ambedkar's primacy of imlitics is not to be 
seen merely in its insinimeniali.st scn.se but 
also in its theoretical-normative sense. 
Ambcdkar considered all struggles, including 

the maha^ial and (hc.ideatopcai. aspblUical. 
'it isduc to this political v)Kinn.lhat Ambedkaf 
considers Hhagwu Gita a political book. 
The Hlutftww Gita legitimised .the sub¬ 
jugation of the shudras and the ati-shudras 
to tlichrahminicul domination ot upper caste 
class |Kcer I9.S4;I301. By the same logic. 
Ambedkar’s Tin- ItutUllui ant! His DIuimma 

should he read us a political hook since it 
annuls Ihc negative utopia of/f/iogH'rif Gila 

and provides a positive ulopiaof (he Buddha 
and his Dhammu by assuring the toiling 
masses ol ihe righi to quality, liberty. 
Irutcrniiy and Ircedom. Thus, at a theoretical 
level Ambedkar's poliiics dciermines ihc 
creation ol civil society and also aims at 
progressive tran.scendcnce ol the individual 
into the colleen ve This has been adequately 
home oui by Amhedkar’s cnlicisin of Ihc 
French revolution as a desirable but an 
incomplete rcvolulion. and Ihc Russian 
revolution as a compicic one |Khairmodc 
I9K7: 47-4KI 

Thirdly, despite (he theoretical lailuro to 
relate (he castc-cluss overlap to the mahar 
siiuution. the author nonetheless attempts to 
critically assess the roleofdiflerent political 
organisations Boated by Ambcdkar and later 
by bis (ollowcrs Gokhale regards the 
Independent Labour Party l ILP) established 
by Amhedkar in 1936 as representative ol 
the class model since it sought to include 
licasanis and workers Irom all castes (p 134). 
She lunhci argues that though the i.sstics 
which ILP mobilised were secular in 
character (p 132), the paity tailed to susiam 
Ihe cla.ss unity ol all the esploiied ca.sics 
She lists tollowmg reasons for Ihe failure 
ot ILP Firstly, the C'ongicss politics 
implanted a nil hciwccn the mahars and Ihc 
mangsot Mahaiashliu. Secondly, the maraiha 
lestilcwoikcrs practised cusicdi.sciiminalion 
again.st the uniouchahic workers in (he 
weaving and spinning sections ol Bombay 
textile mills Thirdly, ihc communist 
commitment to .social I ssiics was questionable 
(p 140). All this prompted the mahars to 
have .separate organi.salions which would 
rcprc.scni Ihcir specific case. 

Though It IS true that the Bombay textile 
workers were plagued with caste cons- 
ciousne.ss and the communists tailed to 
address it, this consciousness was not only 
a colonial construct hut was also pcrpelualcd 
among the workers by native industrialists 
of Bombay. For example, Ihe chawls ol 
Hoinhay textile workers were con.slrucicd 
hy the British town planners and (he native 
capitalists along caste lines which later 
became sites ot caste undcommunal tensions 
IGuru I987;39|. Further, why were the 
marathu workers practicising caste 
discrimination again.st the mahars’' Was it 
because (he maralhas were intrinsically 
castei.st'.* Why were the marailuis practising 
ca.sie dLscnminalion only in certain sections 
of the (exliie mills'.' 1’his demands answer 

because otherwise caste amsemutn^ lUi a 
divisive force amongst the Bombay textile 
workers can become a stereotype. The 
marathas and other upper castes were 
opposing the entry ol the mahars into certain 
sections of the mills hccau.se they did mR 
want any further competition from the mahars 
for (he already shrinking industrial jobs.', 
Also, since (he weaving and spinning sections 
were well-paid the marathas did not want 
competition in lhc.se sections IChaudhari 
I97.‘);901. 

DaI.IT RIvSPONSI; to Ci.a.vs-Basf.d 

MoBiu.SAnoN 

In her chapters on Republican Party of 
India (RPl) and Dalit Panthers l DP). Gokhale 
asscs.scs the political response of these two 
organisations lo the class-based rural 
mobilisation of the landless castes of 
Maharashtra. She argues that ihe RPl and 
DP were in the beginning scnsiiivc to the 
castc-class dimensions of the toiling mas.ses 
ol Maharashtra. To substantiate her 
argument, she relers to the dalit struggle for 
government land led hy DadusahchGaikwad 
and highlights the literary response lo Ihe 
dalii political movements in Maharashtra 
ip 226). Gokhale opines that the caste-class 
sensitivity ol Ihc RPl and DP, however, was 
temporary and both lhc.se organisations fnticd 
In sustain the democratic consciousness of 
the toiling castes (p 342). The reasons listed 
for the failure are: (a) Ihc election 
manoeuvring by the dalii leaders, (b) the 
huddliisi conversion that divides the mahars 
Irom (he other scheduled castes, (c) the 
parochial mahar leadership, id) the shift 
Irom Ihe rural ha.se to that ot the urban 
middle-class of the RPl (p 250), and (c) the 
appropriation of dalits by the socialists and 
the Congress, leading lo (hceveniuul decline 
ot dalit organisations (p 27.‘i). But this .seem.s 
to he a simple, siraightlorward rca.soning, 
inadequate to explain the complex dalit 
politics. Il IS not possible lo grasp the failure 
of posl-Ambedkar dalil politics (barring 
FJ.SO, 1969 RPl. and early years of DP 
acdvism). without linking il to the 
idcologi.salion ol Ambcdkar by (he RPl 
leaders and ihcir so-called dalit intellectuals 
in (he slate. This idcologisation emphasises 
Amhedkar’s ideas on democracy, liberal 
siaic. political and burcaucialic power, and' 
the Indian Constitution. It underplays his 
critique of liberal democracy, which grants 
only a legal status lo the individual (Guru 
1993a]. It ovcrl<H>ks his critique of political 
power in plural democracy which cannot 
suflicientiy ann the dalils to change their life 
condition (Guru I993h] ami his critici.sm of 
the Indian Constitution as a text full of 
contradictions. This idcologisation causes 
damage not only to Amhedkar but to the 
entire toiling masses in three way.s. Firstly, 
It robs Ambedkar's ideology of its 
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revolutionary and subversive character and 
hence in eff^t leads to the legitiinisaticin of 
the oppressive ideological and institutional 
structures. As a corollary to this, the 
ideologisation replaces the need on the part 
ot the dalii leaders to make Ambedkar’s 
ideology complementary to other emanci¬ 
patory ideologies. Tlie critique of Gandhi 
and Marx, right from B C Kambic in 19.^9 

to Mayawati in 1994 is the case in point. 
Dalit intellectuals who attempted to relate 
Ambcdkar to Gandhi or Marx arc projected 
as anti-Ambcdkar and, therefore, traitors. 
The ruling party and the state in Maharashtra 
tcels comfortable with leaders who condemn 
left dalit intellectuals and labelled the land 
struggles ol the dalits in 1959 and 1964 as 
unconstitutional (Kasloe I989|. In such 
situation, the state tinds itself free todi.scredit 
the dalit movement by co-opting the most 
radical dalit leaders like Dudasaheb Gaik wad 
under whose leadership the land struggle of 
1959 and 1964 had seriously threatened the 
post-independence stale for the first lime 
This ideologisation of Ambedkar has 
hampeicd the growth of democratic 
consciousness through a broader ideological 
mobilisation ot the toiling castes The dalit 
leadcis have appropriated Ambedkar unto 
them.seivcs. raising liis statues and busts in 
the narrow contours ol a mahar or buddhist 
colony The state and the rural ;ind urban 
iich help such el torts deifying Ambedkar by 
olfering govcrnnient land ;ind finance This 
kind of patron-client relationship between 
the state and the dalit power brokers is a 
result ol a class alliance The dalit clients 
whocithei profit or live-oll the exploitation 
ol their labouring brothers, arc maintained 
by their patrons at the periphery of various 
ptrwer structures and thus, specialise in 
legitimising the state. Hence, it is absolutely 
e.s.sential to lake into consideration the staic- 
dalit relationship Co-optation of dalits by 
the Congress does not completely explain 
the systematic suppression of organised dalit 
expression by dominant political forces, 

Mahar-Mang CoNFi.irT 

In locating caste and class dimensions of 
mobilisation of the toiling masses Gokhale 
views Ambcdkar|.s buddhism as relevant for 
the class mobilisation of lower ca.sle Hindus 
and the untouchables. She argues that 
Ambedkar’s buddhism provided basis for 
the consolidation of a new caste identity. 
But. buddhi.sm which was a rallying point 
in affecting hori/ontal mobilisation could 
neither achieve the unity of all castes within 
the dalit community nor could it achieve 
vertical mobilisation of lower caste non- 
dalits and the dalits. According to Gokhale, 
buddhism could not have total impact even 
on the mahars (p 157). However, the author 
does not give appropriate reasons for the 
failure of buddhism to create denitrcratic 

consciousness both at the vertical and 
horizontal levels. To understand this, it is 
necessary to ascertain whether the failure is 
a fault of the buddhist theory or the buddhist 
practice? In fact the fault lies in the theory 
as well as the practice. The buddhist bhik- 
shus with the .sole exception of Anand 
Kousallayaii. do not reinterpret buddhist'tri- 
saran’ as equality, tiaterniiy. and freedom 
from exploitation. They do not separate the 
in-saran trom the ’panchasheef which is 
related to individual moral conduct. The,se 
leaders insist that both these aspects of 
buddhism should be lollowcd. Thus, the 
attempt to force down the throat ol the 
fol lowers w'hu arc not prepared to digest this 
combination is bound to fail. In oihei words, 
the attempt is to dissolve the tension between 
the tri-saran (the collective) and the 
panchasheei (the individual) Thus, the lack 
of radical leinterpretation of the tri-saran as 
equality, fraternity, and freedom from 
exploitation, and the lailurc to isolate the tri- 
saran from the panchasheei (making the 
latter an individual prerogative) prevents 
people who find it difficult to lollow the 
panchasheei in toto from coming together 
on the tri-saran which offers a common 
programme foi collective mobilisation ol 
the oppressed This buddhist homo¬ 
genisation. which neither the Buddha nor 
Ambedkar would have approved, is also 
evident at another level. The buddhisis insist 
that they should adhere to buddhism in its 
positivistic tormol complete lationality and 
.scienticism Those who do not tullil this 
e.s.sential condition face dire consequences 
like social boycott, unbecoming ot any 
buddhist practice. If this homogenisation 
prcventsthcmahar-buddhi.stsirom enjoying 
other creative cultural practices ot the little 
tradition how can they fulfil Ambedkai's 
dream ol the buddhist dhamma'' .Since this 
homogenisation eschews varkari bhakti 
tradition of Chokha and Tukaiam (some 
attcmpis in this direction arc being made by 
dalit leaders, like ArurrKinnblc, and Bahujan 
Mnhasangha in Maharashtra), how can 
buddhism'be expected to unite the other 
backward castes to create conditions of 
emancif/ation'' Such queries should have 
warranted author's attention. 

Moreover. assessing the impact of 
buddhism irf Maharashtra, it is ob.served that 
the response of dalits to buddhism is uneven 
in Maharashtra. The mahars trom Vidarbha 
were the lirst to respond while the dalits 
t rom Konkan and southern Maharashtra were 
the last. Did the various social reform 
movement.s. and bhakti movements like 
mahanubhav. varkari made it easy for the 
Vidarbha mahars to respond to Ambedkar’s 
call earlier than their counterparts from 
Konkan and southern Maharashtra? Or was 
this due to ab.scnce of strong Christian 
movement that would otherwise have 
deviated the mahars of Vidarbha from the 

buddhist conversion? Th fact this was tht 
case. So, how come Gokhale says that the 
buddhist conversion was a personal decision 
of Ambedkar, and the mahars responded to 
It overnight (p 171)? Incidentally, there is 
a late respon.se, as late as 1982, ol the mahars 
to buddhi.sm in western Maharashtra. What 
could be the reasons bchi nd this occurrence ? 
Questions such as these remain unanswered. 

Aciording to Gokhale, the mahar-mang 
conflict hits been another major hurdle in 
creating class model of politics in 
Mahanishtra The iiuthoi, taking cue from 
various .studies, lists following factors for 
the con II Id between the mahars and the 
mangs: the monopolisation of various 
government schemes by the mahars, the 
Iccling ot mutual suspicion, the controversy 
overthe buddhist conversion and the pxssing- 
overot traditional occupations of the mahars 
to the mangs. It is true that the mahars have 
taken more advantage o( government 
opportunities. But otherwise the mahar-mang 
tension is treated by the author at the level 
of polemics, if the debate is not compre¬ 
hensive It can lead to serious problems. 
This IS already happening as some mang 
elites and Congress leaders are fanning 
host 11111 es bet ween themaharsandihe mangs 
I Guru 1993cl 

The question that begs serious attention 
IS why the mangs have become mobile 
recently’' Their traditional skills like rope- 
making, baskets and broom-making kept the 
mangs tied to the village economy As 
compared to the mangs, the mahars were 
unskilled labourers and numerically larger, 
and lienee, had to face early displacement 
trom the village due to the growing pressure 
ol agrarian unemployment caused by the de- 
pcasantisation of the cultivating non-dalit 
castes undei the Briti.sh colonialism The 
inahafs t(H)k to education lor survival, and 
hence, then early response to government 
lacilitics. Though the mangs from the 
drought-prone area ot Bombay slate were 
migrating to cities even before 1947, a 
massive displacement of the mangs began 
from 1970 onwards. It is during this period 
that the ropes produced by Garware Nylon 
industries subverted the traditional 
occupation of the mangs in a big way. Thus, 
by the time the mangs arrived in the 
developmental process, they found it already 
stagnated in terms of job opportunity and 
other avenues of progress. Instead of 
understanding these processes that underlie 
the structure of inequality, the mangs hold 
the mahars responsible for their 
backwardness. This anti-mahar feelings are 
inflamed by the interested parlies, sometimes 
leading to clashes between the two 
communities. Gokhale cites British rope 
industries subverting the traditional 
occupation of the mangs in the beginning 
of 20ih century. But this is dubious. Firstly, 
Gokhale docs not provide any evidence as 
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how and where the British rope 
industries subverted the mangs traditional 
rope>making occupation. Secondly, Ihe 
displacement of the mangs can best be 
understmKl in terms of the drought situation 
that pushed the mangs out of the village 
economy. 

Mahak Movement in Vidariuia 

Discu.ssing the early organisational cl torts 
of the mahars of Bombay and Nagpur 
regions, Ookhalc draws an interesting 
theoretical point about thcdiffcrcni political 
development ot the mahars of the Nagpur 
region from the other parts of Maharashtra, 
relating this difference to .socio-economic 
factors. She mentions that the mahar 
.movement in Vidarbha being less radical 
than that in Konkan and the Desh i western 
Maharashtra) (p 74). However. Gail Omvedi 
differs IroinGokhale’s ob.scrvation. Omvedi 
locates an element of radicalness among the 
mahars of VidiUbha. Omvedi attributes this 
radicalness to the liberal political atmosphere 
that prevailed in Vidarha and to the peasant- 
worker nexus. Onivedt’.s argument makes 
sense if one understands it against the 
background of the massive suppression of 
tliemaharpolitical expre.vsionmMaralhwiKia 
tor StK) years under the hostile leudal 
.structure of the Ni/am ol Hyderabad But 
Gokhalc's observation also seems valid since 
the mahars of Vidarbha. al least a wealthy 
section ol It. lacked radical content. Yet. 
(jokhalc lads to relate as to how the relative 

. aflluciice ol Vidarbha mahars led to the 
blunting ot radical edge ol the mahar 
movement. This relative lug in the mahar 
consciousness cun he under.sUHxi if the mahar 
material interests are seen to he no dillercnt 
from the upper caste /.ammdary interests 
epitomised either in ihc Hindu Mahasabha 
or the Congress ol Vidarbha. It is against 
this background that one can understand the 
mahar leaders favouring the C'ongress and 
the Hindu Mahasabha in Vidarhha. 
Delineulingihe logic of this regional vai laiuiii 
further Gokhale argues that the economic 
comforts of the mahars' as well as their 
fragmentation into sub-castes prevented the 
development of a radical consciousness in 
the mahar movement of Vidarbha. Gokhale 
also thinks that the isolation of Nagpur Irom 
eventsand advances taking place in Bombay 
and the absence of the mahar military tradition 
which played u major role in mobilising Ihc 
mahars of Konkan and Saturu to have 
contributed to this phenomenon (p 74). Even 
though the military tradition has contributed 
to thcradicalisation ol the mahar iTKivement. 
the first argument by Gokhale is less 
convincing. Firstly, there was no physical 

. i$olation between Nagpur and Bombay. They 
were linked to each other by railway. 
.Atnbedkaraccompanicd Chhatirapati Shahu 
bf Kolhapur to Nagpur in 1920. Therefore. 

■ X 

the lack of radicalness. if any, needs'to he 
explained in terms of .something else, and 
not isolation. In fact, alter 1920 Ambedkar 
stirred the mahars against the British 
imperialists and the native brahmins and 
hanias. Even if one accepts Gokhalc’s 
argument that the mahar movement in 
Konkan and the Desh was srKTO-polilieally 
radical than the mahar movement ot 
Vidarhha. it holds true for the pre- 
independcnee period. Alter independence 
iheic is an eclipse 01 militancy and radical 
eontcni in ihe mahar movement of the.se 
regions |Guru I993d|. (Gokhale has not 
covered the pre-independenee mahar 
ino vcmeni of M arai h wada.) Gokhale’s work 
docs not lorward any answer regarding the 
regional variation in Ihc expression of dalit 
proicsi I rom I960 onwards. Yel. the 
following argumeni can elucidate the de- 
radicahsaiion of ihe movemcni in western 
Maharashira. The green revolution and the 
network ol co-operative institutions has 
resulted in the improvement ot economic 
conditions ol both the mahar landholders 
and the laiulless labourers in wcsicrn 
Mahurashiia. As a result, the dalil.s idenliiy 
themselves with Ihe eo-operative bosses at 
various levels ol polities ll is due to the.se 
corresponding beneliis, no dalit group can 
claim to be enjoying the support ol the 
coininon mahars from southern Maharashtra. 
Besides. Ihe co-opeiaiive structures, the 
Christian conversion ol the dalits in this area 
also contribuied lo the pucificatiun ol the 
daliis The Chiistian conversion did not 
advocate confiontations with Hinduism 
which the hiiddhisi conversion in Vidarbha 
and Marulhwadu eflcciivcly did. It is only 
alter Chundure killings that the Dulil- 
Chrislian Liberation Movement launched a 
scathing attack on Hinduism of RSS variety 
IGuru I992|. In the Konkan. Ihc mahar 
movemcni has almost disappeared alter 
independence because of the massive 
iTiigralion caused by regional backwardness, 
'file landlessness ol the mahars who did nut 
possess even the wuiun-land tueilitalcd the 
migralion (Gaikwud 1992]. As a result, the 
young mahars migrating to Bombay and 
Pune icii Ihc older ones to .survive on Ihe 
moneyorder economy. In such a .scenario Ihe 
mahars cannot hcconio a critical part of the 
social relationships in Konkan. Thus, there 
cannot he any radical movement based on 
genuine and authentic consctousncs.s of the 
local mahars. 

As compared to the Konkan and wcsicni 
Maharashtra the diilii pnitest in Vidarhha is 
more miliiuni and the dalit solidarity much 
stronger. Th i s dal it mi I it laicy i s oltcn rellectcd 
III their eollcelive retaliation of the Shiv 
Sena and their militant protest on the 
renaming issue of Marathwada university. 
Five dalit activists from Nagpur were ktlicu 
in Ihc police firing of I97X. The dalit 
.solidarity is also rcdeelcd in Ihc dalit folk 

literature of Vidarhha. This ntilituit 
ckpressionofdalit protest in Vidarbha isdue 
lo genuine educational interventions by the 
non-hrahman leaders. The educational 
endeavours of Punjahrao Deshmukh, the 
Nagsen van education campus at Aurangabad 
who.se first beneficiaries were the students 
from Vidarbha. Ihe lack of Christian 
missionary activities, the presence of strong 
traditions of bhakli movement which later 
contributed to the buddhisi conversion ot 
Ihc mahars of Vidarbha and the relatively 
largcdalit population boosting thceonlldence 
of the dalit masses led to the militant 
expression of the dalits of Vidarbha. Though 
Gokhale has not studied Ihe dalits of 
Marathwada in depth, the recent rise of Ihc 
dalit militancy in Marathwada would 
certainly make very interesting study 
Moreover, it would be interesting to gauge 
to what extent the dalit literary movement 
retlecied the aspirations of the dalit 
movement, ll is not always possible lor a 
scholar abroad to keep track ol the nature 
and scope of any movement that is being 
shaped by dialectical unfolding of evenis. 
Therelorc, keeping in view the constant 
attempt by the flindutva forces to Hinduise 
Ambedkar, the author ought to had been 
carclul ih borrowing iineonditionaily from 
Dhanunjay Kecr who secs Islamic conversion 
<ii dalits as dc-nalionalisation of the latter 
(p 169). Nonetheless, Gokhalc's book is 
certainly an useful addition to the literature 
on the dalit movement in Maharashtra. 
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SPECIAL ARTICLES 

Should Indian RaUways Be Privatised? 
M Q Daivi 

The operating losses experienced hy many railways in the face of competition from other transport modes have 
compelled many national governments to restructure their railway organisations in order to administer them on 
commercial basts. One such structural reform suggested is the privatisation of railways. 

This paper examines the ca.se Jor privatising Indian Railway.s. one of the largest rail networks in the world. The 
ca.se is examined using the framework of the modern theory of contestability (which has underpinned the recent trends 
towards deregulation in the (IS), and the theory of property rights (which has provided the principal rationale for 
privatisation in the UK). The paper concludes that, viewed in welfare terms, considering the .social burdens Indian 
Railways' have been required to carry, the gains in productive efficiency accruing to the Railways from privatisation 
would he more than outweighed bv los.ses of allocative efficiency and other non-commercial output which the country 
has enjoyed from the historical role the Railways have played in its socio-economic development. 

I 
Introduction 

IN developed countries the dilliculties 
experienced by iruiny railways to increase 
I heir passenger or freight tralficorto prevent 
II Irom tailing while the overall movcnients 
having increased have compelled national 
governinenis to restructure their railway 
administrations in order to run them on 
commercial lines ISilvcrleaf 19921 In some 
loumnes. the stmctural retorni has assumed 
Ihetransicrol the railways Irom government 
departmcnis to public corporation. 
Elsewhere, the change has involved their 
iransici ilirectly from government ownership 
to piivd' ownership. Some ol the major 
advantages claimed tor privatisation ol 
railways arc. bettei use ol the railways, greater 
responsiveness to the customer, a highei 
quality ol .service, giealei emphasis on 
piolltabilily and better value lor money lor 
the public who travel by rail. Except in the 
case of Japane.se National Railways (JNR). 
which were privatised on April I, I9K7, 
there is. however, little hard evidence to 
support these claims. JNR was split into six 
regional passenger companies and one 
nationwide freight company.' All these 
companies, it has been claimed, have shown 
remarkable improvement in perlormance 
since they were created five years ago. This 
is in sharp contrast to the declining 
performance and financial troubles 
experienced by JNR five years ago. All the 
same, because of the particular aspects of 
the operating environment in which the 
privatised railways in Japan have been 
lunctioning. the Japanese experience is not 
readily transferable to other countries. The 
case for privatisation of railways must be 
carefully examined within the operating 
environment of each individual railway. 
The main objective of this paper is .to 
critically examine the ease for pri vatisation 
of Indian Railways. The issue has been 

raised by the Railway Fare and Freight 
Committee in the questionnaire circulated 
by It lor public evidence. Since privatisation 
IS one ol the favourite prescriptions policy¬ 
makers have recently been recommending 
almost cveivwhere for reorganising the 
structure ol many ailing industries, there is 
need to debate whether and to what extent 
this remedy can he applied to cure the 
organisational ills of Indian Railways. 

The format of this paper is as lollows: we, 
first, discuss bricfiy the thcoictical under¬ 
pinnings iindei lying the ca.sc lor deregulation 
and privatisation: next wcexaminc the recent 
experiences ol the US and the UK in the 
deregulation and pri van sal ion of some ol 
their important industries. Deregulation has 
played more crucial role in the recent 
indusiiial changes in the US. while 
pri vail.sat ion has been one of the great success 
stones ol the Conservative goveinmcni in 
the UK. We then proceed to see to what 
extent the theoretical models developed for 
justification ol deregulation and privatisation 
can be applied to railways in general and 
to Indian Railways in particular. Finally, 
since Indian Railways arc operated as a 
departmental undertaking of the ministry of 
railways, the papci proceeds to examine the 
case lorcon verting the Railways into a public 
sectorcorporai ion as a measure ol improving 
their prixluctivity and financial perlormance. 
The final section summarises the mam 
co.iclusions ol the paper. 

II 
Theory of Deregulation 

and Privatisation 

It IS uselul a', the outset to draw a 
di.stinciion between deregulation and 
privatisation as the two terms, although 
u.sed interchangeably in the literature, do 
not necessarily connote the same thing. 
Deregulation involves abolition of all 
fonns of institutional, legal or statutory 

impediments to the entry or exit ol firms 
in a given industry irrespective of who 
owns the firms, the aim being to promote 
competition in the product/servicc market: 
whereas privatisation implies transfer of 
ownership rights from public to private 
sector Such transler may take the form of 
handing over the ownership to a single 
individual or firm or a group of firms in 
the private sector (which may occur in the 
absence of a capital market) or a wider 
group of shareholders via the capital 
market. Privatisation is an antithe.sis to 
nationalisation but deregulation can co¬ 
exist with both public and pri vatcownership 
of the means of production and distribution. 

The theoretical underpinning tordcregula- 
tion and privatisation is derived from the 
work ol the American economists on 
‘contestable markets’, particularly in the 
work of Baumol, Pan/.ar and Willig (1982) 
and Baumol and Willig (1981). A contestable 
market is one m which existing firms are 
vulnerable to hit-and-run entry. All firms - 
actual and potential - have access to the 
same production methods, and hence their 
cost functions aie identical. The essential 
characteristic ol a contestable industry is 
that entry involves no sunk costs: a firm can 
enter the indu.st ry without making irrevocable 
expenditures, and so there arc no barriers to 
exit. As Baumol (1982) has put it: “Even 
a very transient profit opportunity need not 
be neglected by a potential entrant, lor he 
can go in, and, before price changes, collect 
his gains and then depart without cu.st. should 
the climate grow hostile.” 

Here the distinction between sunk costs 
and ‘fixed costs' should be noted. Fixed 
costs are costs that do not vary with the 
level of output; they are not always sunk. 
Fixed costs might be avoidable, tor 
example, by renting assets from another 
market on short contracts, although, as 
Beeslcy (1986) has mentioned, they might 
well be embodied in items of equipment 
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to the extent that the tnhrket supplying 
. (renting) the equipment itself reflected 

‘sunk costs’ of commitment to that market, 
ft is perfectly possible to have a contest¬ 
able market with high fixed costs, so long 
as there arc no sunk costs, and indeed a 
natural monopoly market can in principle 
be contestable and vulnerable to hil-und- 
run entry. 

If equilibrium cxi.sts in a contestable 
market, the following properties hold (see 
Vickers and Yarrow 1989]; 
(i) Price P equals average cost. That is to 
say, all firms make zero profits. If P > AC 
there would be an incentive for a new firm 
to enter the market and to displace an 
incumbent firm by slightly shading its price 
If P < AC a firm would do better to leave 
the market, which can be done costlessly in 
view of the assumption that sunk costs are 
absent. It follows that P=AC at equilibrium 
(ii) There is no inefficiency in production. 
If an cxi.sting firm was producing its output 
at more than minimum cost, rivals would 
find it profitable to enter the market, lake the 
firm's business, and produce more et ficiently. 
(iii) Price is at least as great as marginal cost. 
If some firm was operating where P < MC, 
a new firm could profitably enter the market 
producing slightly lc.ss than the othci firm 
and lake that firm's business by shading 
price infinitesimally. This strategy could be 
profitable because the marginal revenue lost 
by reducing output, which is approximately 
equal to P, is lc.ss than the .saving of MC. 
(iv) It there are two or more firms at 
equilibrium in the market, then price is no 
greater than MC. If one of the existing firms 
was operating where P > MC. a new firm 
could come in and produce slightly more 
than that firm. The entrant’s marginal revenue 
MR (=P) would exceed his MC, and so he 
would make more profit than the firm 
displaced. The entrant could (and would) 
also take some of the business of the othci 
incumbent firms by an arbitrarily smal I price 
reduction. (Note that (iii) and (iv) together 
imply that P=MC if there are two tir intire 
firms at equilibrium.) 
(v) The number and configuration of firms 
at equilibrium is such that industry output 
is produced at minimum cost. There is 
thereforeproduclivcefficicncy at the industry 
level as well as the firm level 

Results (i) through (v) above were stated 
in the context of a single product industry 
in order to show as clearly as possible why 

. they hold. The aiguments generalise naturally 
to multi-product industries, where (i) through 
(v) also hold. However, for an equilibrium 
in multi-product industries, two more 
conditions must hold. 

; (vl) There would be no cross-subsidies 
^ between products/scrvices. This follows from 
' (the condition that price must he at least as 
f; peat as marginal co.st forall pnxlucis/serviccs 
; in tlw industry. Otherwise a new firm could 
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profitably enter producing slightly less of 
the product/service in question than some 
existingfirm. This pixifit opportunity is ruled 
out only if cross-subsidy is absent. 
(vii) If indivisibilities or joint costs exist, 
then under certain assumptions about cost 
conditions (trans-ray convexity and declining 
ray average costs), allocative efficiency can 
be achieved by adopting Ramsey pricing, 
under which pnees are allowed to exceed 
marginal costs by a factor which is inversely 
proportional to the price elasticity of demand. 
Ramsey prices maximise welfare subject to 
a minimum profit constraint. 

By now it will he clear that the properties 
that hold at equilibrium in a cuntesiable 
market arc iughly desirable by the yardstick 
of traditional welfare economics. There is 
internal efficiency, because firms - individu¬ 
ally and colleclively - arc compelled by the 
mere entry threat to produce at minimum 
cost, and there is allocati veefficiency because 
P=MC, except possibly in a natural monopoly 
(in which case pricing is optimal subject to 
the non-negative profit constraint). 

The theory has been proposed as a 
competitive benchmark that is in a sense 
more general than the traditional textbook 
model of competition. Instead ot a large 
numberof very small firms being the hallmark 
ol competition, it is entry threats that make 
for competition in a contestable market, even 
though only one or two firms might exist at 
equilibrium. In fact, market structure is 
deiermi tied endogenous! y hylhetundamcnial 
parameters of technology and demand. It is 
sunk costs (as opposed to fixed co.sts) that 
arc central to the contestability theory 

The contestability theory has been at the 
heart of the recent American enactments on 
deregulation, notably of telecommunications, 
airlines and road haulage The motivation 
for deregulation and. in particular, for 
privatisation in the UK was. by contrast, 
provided by the Austrian school Of thought 
which emphasises the role of ‘property’ or 
’ownership’ rights and of ‘incentives’ for 
profit maximisation in the evolution of an 
optimal industry structure. Transfer from 
the public to the private sector (or vice versa) 
of entitlements to residual profits from 
operating an enterprise ncccssaply implies 
a change in the relationships between those 
responsible for the firm’s decisions and the 
hcneficianes of profit flows. In general, the 
change in the allocation of property rights 
leads to a different structure of incentives 
for management and hence to changes in 
both managenal behaviour and company 
performance. The British privatisation 
philosophy has been rationalised within the 
framework of these incentivecffccts [Vickers 
and Yarrow 1989]. 

This paper docs not wish to go into the 
details of the Austrian economics ol 
privatisation-interested readers may refer to 
Vickers and Yarrow (1989) and Becsicy 

(1992). However, a brief description of 
principal-agent theory is in order. The general 
agency problem can be characterised as a 
situation in which a principal (or a group 
of principals) seeks to establish incentives 
for an agent (or a group of agents), who takes 
decisions that affect the principal, to act in 
ways that contribute maximally to the 
principal’s objectives. The difficulties in 
establishing such an incentive structure arise 
from two factors; (a) the objectives of 
principals and agents typically diverge, and 
(b) the information available to principals 
and agents will generally he diftereni. 

Within this framework, managements of 
enterprises can be regarded as agents acting 
(in the case of private ownership) for 
shareholders or (in the case of public sector 
ownership) for the department of government 
to which they are responsible. Alternatively, 
in the latter ca.se, government departments 
may themselves be considered to be 
agents acting for (he ultimate principals, 
the voting public. Either way, an immediate 
consequence of privatisation will he some 
shift in the objectives ol principals In 
addition, it is also expected that the transfer 
of ownciship will be a.ssociaied with some 
change in the types of incentive .systems that 
can be offered to managements. Thus, under 
private ownership, rewards can be linked to 
the company’s .share price via share 
ownership or option schemes, while poor 
financial pertormance might be penalised by 
the threat of takeover by another firm or 
bankruptcy. 

In developed counines, privatisation of 
public enterprises typically entails the sale 
of equity to many shareholders, each of 
whom po.s.scs.scs a relatively small fraction 
of the total equity of a particular cnterpiise. 
Hence, at any time, a shareholder can transfer 
his property rights to another investor and 
thereby terminate hisdireet relationship with 
the company. As a result, substantial changes 
in the number ot principals and in the 
distribution of shareholdings can occur 
quite rapidly fAlchian and Demsetz 1972]. 
In these circumstances, the pursuit of its 
own objectives by the management of the 
enterprise will be constrained by three 
groups of participants in capital markets: 
(i) the enterprise’s shareholders, seeking 
contractual arrangements with management 
that maximise their own payoffs; (ii) other 
investors or their agents who might purchase 
the firm's shares as a prelude to attempting 
to alter existing contractual arrangements; 
and (ii i) the enterprise’s creditors who could 
seek managerial.changes in the event of 
threatened or actual default. 

The emphasis upon ownership rights and 
the associated principal-agent problem in 
the British attitude to privatisation must be 
considered against the background of the 
persistent problems of management and 
control which have made the relations 
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between government amt nationaliiseid 
industries one of the constant sources of 
friction between government and public 
administration. Underlying the privatisation 
process in the UK has been the belief that 
it will lead managers to place greater weight 
on profit maximisation and technological 
and managerial innovations as private sector 
managers are subject to incentives and 
disciplines different from, and more 
demanding than, tho.se which apply to their 
public sector counterparts. In actual practice, 
however, the Bntish privati.salion programme 
has been motivated by such a multiplicity 
of objectives that it is difficult to find any 
clear rationale behind it [Kay and Thompson 
I d86|. While the concern to promote internal 
cfliciency and encourage innovations through 
competitions has remained the most 
frequently pronounced c*ijectivc of each 
pn vatisation scheme in the UK, the treasury ’ s 
mam interest has been in the revenue which 
could be raised from privatisation .Some 
policy-makers saw a god-given chance to 
icversc the clock of socialism through 
privatisation while others looked ai it as a 
means of disciplining the powei o( public 
sector trade unions Thatcher wanted to 
promote popular capitalism through wider 
share ownership 

111 
Privatisation in Practice 

Belore proceeding to discuss the case of 
railway privati.sation it would be interesting 
to mention in passing how deregulation and 
privatisation programmes have fared at least 
in the two western countries, vi/. the I I.S and 
the UK, where they have played a prominent 
part over the last l.'i years in changing the 
industrial structure of those countries. We 
begin with the U.S experience first. 

US Experience 

Since there was haidly and nationalised 
.sector in the US, the main focus ot attention 
ha.s been to promote a competitive industrial 
structure through deregulation in those 
private induslric.s whtch were dominated by 
monopolies. The US policy was based upon 
a coherent rationale derived from the 
contestability theory. If this theory has some 
validity, it was expected that deregulation 
would set in motion forces which will 
revolutionise managerial practices or 
structures and bring about technological 
changes, resulting in productivity improve¬ 
ments. These improvements will lead to fall 
in prices or improvement in product quality 
and finally elimination of cross-subsidy. 

Has the American experience confirmed 
the expectationsuf the contestability theory? 
By way ot illustration 1 referto fourindu-stries 
which were deregulated m the US in the 
early stages of its recent deregulation history, 
viz: (i)stock market, (it) airlines, (iii) trucks 

$nd iWlroads, and (iv) tdecomiriunications. 
My summary comments are os follows [for 
a detailed discussion of the US experience, 
see Bailey 1986], 

(i) Stock marker.- Trading on the American 
Slock market was deregulated on May I. 
1915 when brokers were al lowed to compete 
on price and freely charge commission rates 
irrespective of the size of the securities 
transactions or the class of investors Until 
then brokers were required to charge fixed 
commissions lor these transactions. This 
had led to various malpractices, including 
pressures from institutional investors tor 
volume discounts and services of various 
sons .Since 197,‘> there have been substantial 
gams lor the large in.stitutional investors, 
whose rales have been reduced by more than 
50 pci cent. Smaller institutional investors 
have gamed about 20 per cent from price 
declines. Commission rates for small trading 
blocks for individoal investors ro.se slightly, 
but declined more than .SO per cciii lor 
individual trades in large bliK'ks. 

(ii) Atrliiie.\. A majoi step Uiwards 
deregulation in US was taken when the 
Airlines Deregulation Act was pas.scd in 
1978. which lully deregulated routes by 
December tl, 1981 .ind rates by January JI, 
1983 Until then, major markets were 
leservcd for tiunk earners, such as United 
and American. Prices were set by a formula 
developed by the Civil Aeronautics Board 
(CAB) since 1938. Safety regulation was 
unchanged and was retained under Federal 
Aviation Adniinistraiion (FAA) while 
residual regulatory lunctions wcrctraiislerred 
to US Department of Transport as CAB was 
closed HI 1985. 

How ha.s deregulation aticeted the 
American airline industry? In the years 
immediately tollowing deregulation, there 
were substantial gains in productivity due 
to reduction in costs and economies in the 
scale and scope ot operations. Overall there 
was 40 per cent reduction in fares but the 
gams in terms of tare reduction were not 
spread uniformly across all the markets. 
There were differences in tare reductions 
depending upon market distance and market 
size In thin markets, where the CAB formula 
was known to undervalue costs, fares in fact 
went up about 10-15 per cent. Similarly, 
fates tended to go higher tor short haul 
markets of moderate density, where CAB 
formula fares had again been set below cost. 
The long distance routes and high density 
markets gained maximum from fare 
reduction. Load factors also recorded a 
significant improvement in the wake ot the 
structural changes which occurred following 
deregulation. Small local service carriers 
sub.sfantially expanded the scope and scale 
of their operations. Airline companies of all 
types (from trunk to local operators) 
increased the percentage of their departures 
from main city hubs. The hub-and-spukc 

delivery method discouraged abandonmott 
of thin routes because of the benefits of 
maintaining spoke routes for feeder traffic 
for trunk routes in order to take advantage 
ot the economics ol scale ot plane size. In 
the subsequent years, the .smaller earners 
could not withstand competition from the 
trunk-route carriers for spoke traffic and so 
many of them went bankrupt The American 
airline industry is once again dominated by 
big curriers exhibiting the usual lealures of 
the oligopolistic market. 

till) Trucks and Had. Although rail and 
road transport has been m private hands in 
U.S, regulation by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission (ICC) had led to halkanisation 
of authority (few. if any, integrated national 
mule structures existed), legislation of 
col Iccii ve rate making and the careful scrutiny 
of rates which threatened to upset the market 
structure. There was an urgent need to 
deregulate the transport market by relaxing 
collective rate-making and removing barriers 
to entry and exit. Bankruptcy of the Penn 
Central led Congress to pass the Railroad 
Revitalisation arid Reform Aci in 1976 and 
the Staggers Act (rail) and the Motor Carrier 
Act (trucks) in 1980 The two pieces ol 
railway legislation segmented the industry 
into competitive anti market-dominated 
spheres The truck legislation made entry 
much easier, as the burden ot proof was 
shifted to opponents ol entry to show that 
entry was harmtui to consumers. 
Deregulation has had beneficial impacts in 
both the sectors of the transport market. The 
cqsis of transport were reduced as a result 
of productivity gains and theic was a 
significant increase in freight traffic. For 
example, real rates lor truck-load have 
declined 25 percent, rail rates liavc dropped 
7 per cent and rail movement, particularly 
trailer on Hat car services, had risen by more 
than half between 1981'and 1984, 

(iv) Telecommunications: Until early 
1960s, the industry was dominated by AT 
and T. Basically, technological changes in 
the provision of long-distance .services had 
undermined the natural monopoly enjoyed 
by ATandT As coaxial cable supplemented 
ordinary cable, and as microwave and 
satellites and optical fibre supplemented 
coaxial cable, costs tell dramatically. 
Meanwhile, a senes of decisions by ihc 
Federal Communications Commssion (FCC) 
andtheCourts from 1959 to 1969 authorised 
competitors to build alternative networks 
which practically eroded the monopoly of 
AT and T. The opening proce.ss was made 
far more rapid as a result of anti-trust suit 
against AT and T by US Department of 
Justice m 1974. In the settlement m 1982, 
AT and T was divested ol its ltx:al portions 
of Its 22 Bell operating companies, which 
were restructured into seven holding 
companies. Thus, telecommunications 
became a lul ly deregulated market, providing 
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t»asiderablechoicct&u«er!i for iorig-disuncc 
«ervicG!>. Thi: gain.s of dcreguiaiiun in this 
fietd have mainly been in the form of (he 
reduction of cross-subsidy between local 
and long distance services. Cross-subsidy 
occurred due to two factors: Technological 
changes sharply lowered the cost ot long- 
dtsta'ice calls relative to local calls, while 
political rate-setting process saw to. it that 
local rates were held down. 

LIK Exi*ekikn(t 

As has been ob.served curlier, there has 
been no coherent rationale lor privatisation 
of state enterprises in UK. the chief 
motivation being to sell state assets to 
mobilise revenue for the exchequer |Kay 
and Thompson I9K6). The ('onscrvaiive 
Party's election manifesto ol 1979 had 
relatively little to say on privatisation, and, 
during the first term of Thatcher's 
government in office, the proceeds from sale 
of state assets were below £ 5(X) million per 
annum. However, after Thatcher’s re-election 
in June 1983. the privatisation programme 
was accelerated dramatically. By the 1987 
election the annual procc*eds from asset 
sales approached £ S billion, t e. about 10 
times the earlier level. 

The privatisation of British Telecom in 
1984 marked a major point ol departure in 
the UK privatisation programme. Tins was 
followed by the privatisation of gas, 
electneity, airports and water industries In 
the U K. privatisation enlai led the replacement 
of public ownership by private ownership, 
with the state playing the role of a regulator 
to protect consumer interest. In comparison 
with the American deregulation policy, little 
attention was paid to promote competition, 
especially in the early stages ol the 
privatisation process, the assumption being 
that com|)eiilion would follow automatically 
as a consequence of the simple transfer of 
ownership. British Gas and British Telecom 
were example ol this. In luct. in the words 
of Kay and TTiomp.son (1986), “privatisation 
in the UK has increasingly come toemphasise 
the virtues, of denationalisation over, and 
even at the expense of, the promotion of 
competition'’. It was realised much later in 
the day that if privatisation were to set in 
train competitive forces to revolutionise the 
UK's industrial structure and also bring about 
technological changes which were .so cs.senti al 
to enhance (he productive efficiency ol its 
industry, it was vitally important to undertake, 
simultaneously with the iransterofowncrship. 
explicit measures to promote competition. 

Such a change in the British itttilude to 
privatisation occurred with the enactment of 
the Transport Act 1984 which deregulated 
local bus transport services all over the UK 
except in London. Earlier in 1980 when the 
long distance couching services were 
dercgutated.it waspxpccted that the National 
BusCompany (a public sector undertaking). 

would be btutcen and sold to did private 
secuir. But this did not happen bu-ausc of 
disagreement about the future .structure of 
the industry. The 1984 Transport Act, in my 
view, provided for the first time in the UK 
a clear and coherent framework for the 
deregulation and pri vati.saiinnof public sector 
uciiviiics, whose declared objectives were 
not only to sell public secior transport 
undertakings lo private operators but also 
to promote competition in the local bu.s 
industry by removing barriers to entry for 
the new comers. This point needs lo be 
highlighted in pas.sing.foriinot only accounts 
tor the relative success of deregulation and 
privatisation policy in the road trunspi^rt 
sector hut also tor the absence, in this secioi. 
ol complex regulatory machinery which has 
to he devi.sed <n other privatised industries 
to protect consumer interest and promote 
compcimon 

IV 

Railway Privatisation 

Li’.s.s()ns ikom Ami-,ric'an and 

BKrnsii Exh-rii-ncks 

Whai lessons can wc draw from the 
American and British experiences of 
deregulation and privatisation lor privatising 
railways in general and Indian Railways in 
particular'.' First, one ol the key Ics.sons to 
be drawn from the differences in the 
American and British approach to industrial 
liberalisation is that it is the American, rather 
the British, model which holds out more 
polcnltal for encouragi ng compel it i ve moves 
and organisational and technological 
adjustmcnisin the industrial siruciurcs which 
are so necessary lo improve productive 
efficiency. The American approach, as wc 
have seen above, is based upon the ideas of 
cunlestahility and sunk costs Indiisirics 
which satisfy the contc.stahiliiy criteria 
readily become candidates for deregulation 
and. in the case ol nationalised industries, 
lor privatisation. The British approach, 
although in practice it has had a multiplicity 
of objectives, e.sscntially derives its 
I ntel Icctual ori gi n from t he theory of propert y 
rights and a system of managerial incentives. 
Central to this approach is the belief thai 
private ownership is better placed to achieve 
product! vcefficiency than public ownership. 
This argument can. however, be questioned 
on a number ot grounds, in the first place, 
there IS no conclusive empincal evidence to 
prove that pri vale companies always perform 
better than (heir public counterparts even 
where profitability and ctrmmerciai success 
are given uverriding importance. Secondly, 
when an industry is privatised (particularly 
through stock market sale), the managers of 
the new private company are. in many cases, 
literally, the same people as tho.se who 
managed the old firm the day before. Thus, 

4is Kay and Thotnpison have pointed otit, 
any change ties nm in the characterof abilities 
of I he management bu t i n (he const raints and 
opportunities with which that management 
is faced. There is no intrinsic reason why 
these constraints cannot he ea.scd or removed 
altogether or the requisite incentives cannot 
be offered to management under public 
ownership. TItirdly, the property rights 
approach is not best suited lor reorganising 
ihc structure ot the nationalised industries 
where considerations of al locative efficiency 
arc a.s imporianl as (hose of productive 
efficiency (Kay and Thompson 1986). The 
convcniional wisdom of welfare economics 
is that while private ownership docs better 
than public ownership iii leniisof product! vc 
cfficiency.it fails badly to achieve alliKiilive 
cfliciency. This has historically been ihc 
main rationale behind nationalisation. 

The theory of property rights thus 
provides a valid ground lor privaiisalion 
of those public enterprises wheie losses in 
productive efficiency more than ouiwcigh 
losses arising Irom allocative weaknesses 
In the British context, the pnvaii.sation of 
telecommunications, gas. airways, airports, 
etc, was justihahic, since allocative weak- 
ncs.ses (or non-commcrcial objcciivcs) were 
comparatively less important. However, this 
theory is not en.iugh to make a convincing 
ca.se lor the pnvalisuiion ot the public 
enterprises where allocaiive-ellicicncy 
objectives (external cflects anUdistributional 
consequences) arc as important as lor even 
more important ihan) those aticeting 
productive efficiency and proliiabiliiy. Most 
infru.struciurul investments fall in this lattei 
category, including investmenis in railways. 
The ca.se for the privatisation ol railways 
must, therefore, be examined wit hin a broader 
Iramework involving incentives lo both 
productive and allocative etficiency 

* 

CONTE-STABILITY AND RAILWAY PRIVA USA DON 

There is a close relationship between the 
degree of contestability of a given industry 
and the level of productive efficiency that 
management cun achieve fur that industry 
under agiven environment. This relationship 
depends mure fundamental ly upon the nature 
of Ihc industry's production function rather 
than Ihc pattern of its ownership nghts. 
Thus, industries with constant returns to 
.scale (i e, zero iTxed costs), such as road 
transport, production oftelecommunications 
or electrical equipment, fit neatly with the 
contestability hypothesis and so are obvious 
candidates for privatisation Even industries 
with substantial Fixed costs, like power 
generation, steel and coal production, satisfy 
the contestability conditions since the sunk 
costs are limited. If these4ndu.<itries are not 
doingwellunderiniblicmanagement because 
of wrong incentives structure, the need for 
product! ve efficiency would dictate that they 
should be transferred to private ownership 
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whcie the motive fm (mtfit Awxiroiiiation 
and the pressures of competition would 
obviously ensure that the in^strics arc run 
etl'iciemly. Even without bringing in the 
allocative-efficiency considerations at this 
point, the problem arises in respect of those 
indusincs where sunk costs are high and 
entry and exit are not costless. The clas.sic 
example ol this is railways, although other 
social overhead industries, such as 
lelecomniunication. clccincity di.stribution. 
water supply (which have been privati.scd 
in the IIK). also fall in this category. 

Apart from sunk costs, the operation ot 
railways is complicated by two additional 
factors: (i) the existence of network 
economics, and (ii) the extent of vcrticul 
integration in which the vanous lailwuy 
operations arc organised-Network economics 
anse. to a greater or lesser degree, in all 
lorms ot public transport, and where they 
do un.se i( is difficult to avoid cross-subsidy. 
In network industries, operations on the trunk 
routes arc often profitable (c g, the Intercity 
sector of the Bnii.sh Rail) hui it is hard to 
visualise how one cun privatise irunk routes 
wilhout affecting the linanciul viabilily of 
Ihe branch-hne operations Public .subsidy 
IS a musi if hrunch-line operations aic lo he 
conUnued. The vertical iniegrulion of ihe 
rail system presents problems ol co- 
ordinaiing inve.siments in modernising and 
upgrading lailwuy track, signalling and 
coinmunicniions with those made in 
l(Komolives, rolling stock and other related 
equipment if. as ihe British government’s 
recent proposal to privatise British Rail 
(1992) visuali.scs, track operations were to 
be .separately privatised from train operations. 
Ii would be extremely difficult and 
complicated to achieve co-ordinaled invest¬ 
ment in rail intrustructure and equipment in 
a privatised railway system in which the 
durations lor which Iranchisc coniraclsare 
awarded differ for track operators and 
service operaiors. In the absence of such 
co-ordination, there is a real danger of 
underinvestment in railways, not only 
because ol Ihe problems of matching 
mvesiinents in dittereni kinds of rail 
technology but also because there is no 
guarantee that private operatoi s would face 
similar incentives to invest in railways 
efficiently. 

in fact, the types of co-ordination problems 
that will have to be faced in practice would 
depend upon.the structural model adopted 
lorrail way pn vatisation. The British proposal 
tor privatisation of BR considered tour 
options: (i) privatising BR a.s a single entity; 
(ii) privatising BR along the business sectors 
in which its markets arc presently split- 
intercity.'Regional. Network Struihea.si, 
Trainload Freight, etc; (iti)splitting BR into 
purely geographical units; and (iv) splitting 
BR into track and train operations, with 
track operations initially retained with BR 

tntt uhiffiiHciy to be pas-sed on to un 
iiKlepcndcm operator and train services to 
be franchi.scd through competitive tendering. 
The British Govcriimont has chosen option 
(i v) for privatising BR. Opiioii (i) was rejected 
becau.se BR's financial lo.s.scs arc loo great 
toattracl takers torn asasingicuiiii. Similarly, 
option <ii) was lound unatlraciivc since 
BR’s diticreni business .sectors perform 
diftercnily. .some (such us inieicity services) 
doing financially hetterund therefore saleable 
while others (such as regional services and 
some parts ot Ircight business) doing badly 
and therefore unsaleable. Option (in) was not 
found to be suilablc in the UK eonicxl since 
a number ot regional railways would have 
to be subsidised. 

There is another reason why contcslability 
argument does not apply so convincingly in 
Ihe case ol railways, "rhe crucial motive lor 
privatisation ol a public enterprise is said 
lo be the scope ii provides lor gams in 
productive etficieney through eompctilion 
However, railways have always been subject 
lo severe competition from other mixics of 
transport and have accordingly been forced 
by ihc markei to focus ihcir strengths on 
those areas of operation where they arc 
particularly eost-eftccti ve. viz, long distance 
Irulfic. heavy Ireighl and services involving 
large volumes ol passengertratficl Adamson 
cl al 1991). It IS not clear ihcrclore whai extra 
etiicicncy gains ihe railways can expect lo 
achieve Ihiough competition between 
Uiftercni rail operating companies over and 
above those already made through inier- 
modal compeiition. 

Howevei. it might he argued that 
productive-cllieicncy gains in the field ot 
transport acciiie nol only Irom inicr-modal 
conipciilion hul also I rom compeiition wiihm 

the rail sysiem itsell (Rickard 1991). This 
point IS correct and ii may be mentioned 
that the nature ot this competition will also 
depend upon Ihe actual model adopted for 
privali.sation. For example, il privali.salion 
were lo take the form of Ihc proposed British 
model, competition could be in the shape 
ofdiftcrent tianchi.sc-holdersoflcring price 
reductions for similar quality of service 
provided or improving the quality ot service 
oltcrcd lor ihe same fares or both, although, 
since the track is owned by other companies, 
ihc service-providers will not be able lo 
increase the speeds ol their train.s on their 
own. If. on the olhei hand, privalisation 
were carried out on the Japanese model by 
breaking the national rail system into 
independent regional companies, it is not 
clear how wilhin-lhe-syslem competition 
can be promoted to attract traffic. There 
might be scope for freight operators, as 
Rickards points out, to run freight .services 
over track owned by other companies and 
over which other .services are also operated 
but the scope lor such competition must 
in actual practice be limited. 

AlWITATIVE EFRCtENTY AN1> 

Railway PuiVATiSA-noN 

Historically, railways have played a crucial 
role in the development of many ctmiuries: 
they arc by far one ol the most cnergy- 
cfficicnt modes of transport; and tor many 
environmentalists, they are iheeleancsi mode 
if they are run on cleeirie traction. Even 
when issues of market structures and 
manageriiil perlbrmance were rcsol ved. there 
would Mill he (he question of reconciling the 
non-commercial objectives ol railways with 
the commercial criteria. This question is of 
pariicularimportanccinadeveloping country 
like India where there is a constant demand 
for opening new railway Imes/scrvices which 
arc not justifiable on purely financial criteria 
(or to continue operating the existing loss¬ 
making lines/services) in order to meet the 
transport needs of lower-income groups or 
promote the dcvelopmcni of the backward 
areas. Such railway lincsAservices are 
operated by Indian Railways through cross¬ 
subsidy Since cross-subsidy is not 
permissible within the conlc.siahiiity model, 
pioductivity efficiency would require that 
these iincs/services should nol be 
considered for new investnienl (or that the 
existing loss-making lines/.scrviees be 
withdrawn). If subsidy were thought 
necessary, ii would he better lo provide an 
up-lioni grant directly at the cost of the 
taxpayers rather than the users of Ihe 
profiiablc lines/.serviccs. Obviously, we arc 
treading here over the delicate grounds of 
public economics where value loaded 
welfare judgments are unavoidable. 
Productive elficiency is no doubt critical 
for the financial health ot public enter¬ 
prises hut there are, in real hie. occa.sions 
when cconomi.sts find it desirable on 
welfare considerations to subordinate the 
needs ot productive .efficiency to lho.se of 
allocative elficiency. This can happen, for 
example, when external effects or 
disirihutiunal consequences assume 
overriding importance in a.particular 
context. This is precisely why economists 
lake recourse to a social cosl-bencfu apprai-sal 
process to justify vital public investment 
decisions. Many railway investment projects 
implemented in the posi-sccond-wur period 
would not certainly have passed investment 
criteria based purely upon productive 
efficiency objectives or the financial rate of 
return accruing to the railways. Allocative 
efficiency criteria have played paramount 
role in the pricing and investment decision 
of railways almost everywhere. And it is the 
belief that the private ownership of the 
railways would nol achieve allocative i 
efficiency a.s effectively and etTicicntly as ; 
their public ownership, which is at (he heart < 
of the argument against (he privatisation of j 
railways. We consider this question in the j 
context of Indian Railways below. 
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V 
Privatisation of Indian Railways 

iNSimmONAL BArKGROlIND 

Indian Railways have been managed ns 
a departnicntal undertaking ol the ministry 
of lailways in the government of India 
following their structural reorganisation 
after independence As a departmental 
undertaking, they arc managed by a board 
within the mini.stry whose chairman is ex 

officio the secretary to the government. In 
managing the aftairs of the Railways, the 
board has been expected to achieve a certain 
commercial remit as we shall discuss below, 
but it has never been subject to any 
bankruptcy constraint for the Railways' 
financial losses. In fact, it cun be fairly stated 
that in the post-independence fieriod, being 
the backbone of the country's transport 
system, the perlormancc of Indian Railways 
has been as.scssed more in terms of their 
success in achieving the social objectives ,set 
for them by politicians, rather than m terms 
of their commercial success. 

The principal commercial remit set tor the 
Railways is in respect ol Unancial targets 
they arc required to achieve on the capital 
funds provided by the central government 
to finance thejr expansioti programmes. 
Indian Railways aic not allowed to borrow 
money directly Irom the capital market to 
ftnance their invesiincnt. Their investment 
programmes arc financed mainly by 
btirrowing Irom the central government but 
partly also through inienial generation of 
resources Capital lunds borrowed from the 
government are not m the form ot grants (as. 
lor m.stance, in the case of Hritish Rail in 
the UK) hut in the lorm of non-rctundable 
loan on which they have been required to 
pay. right Irom the time dating back to the 
1924 Separation Act, a 11 xed rate ot di vidend 
(around (>.5 per cent) to the government. 
Besides, the Railways are also been required 
tomtikeadefmilcconlribulion to the General 
Revenues of the central govemment, perhaps 
as a quid pro quo for the lunds jirovidcd to 
them at a concessional rate. These 
requirements have, of course, been subject 
to review from time to time on the basis of 
the recommendationsof Railway Convention 
rommiliecs. In actual practice, however, 
these requirements have hardly been met. As 
the Railways have come under increasing 
financial pressures, partly from competition 
from other modes of transport and partly also 
from the various policy constraints imposed 
upon them (c g, the uneconomic tariff policy 
forced upon them by the govemment and the 
various social burdens they have been 
required to carry), their dividend obligations 
have accumulated over lime into a huge 
indebtedness to General Revenues [sec the 
reports of the Expert Group on the Capital 
Structure of Indian Railways I97K and the 

High Level committee on Social Bur^s on 
Indian Railways 19791, 

Despite these constraints, the need for 
operating Indian Railways as a commercial 
undertaking on sound business principles 
has neverbeen lo.si sight of in policy-making 
circles in India The reports ol the Railway 
Convention Committees and the various 
inquiry groups that have gone into the 
Railways' financial and pricing policies have 
highlighted the importance of operating the 
Railways as a commercial enterprise. None 
ot these committees have, however, spelled 
out in precise terms exactly how to mn the 
Railways on business principles while 
retaining their character as a departmental 
undertaking and. at the same time, carry on 
the various obligations imposed on them by 
the government in the pursuit of its social 
objectives. We are. once again, faced with 
the dilemma ot reconciling the commeicial 
objectives set out for Indian Railways with 
the social and allocative efficiency concerns 
which the Indian government has sought to 
pursue in operating the country's railway 
system. 

The key question to pose then is whether 
in the light of the institutional environment 
in which Indian Railways operate and the 
conllicting policy objectives .set lor them by 
the government, can one really make a 
sensible ca.se for their privatisation? Being 
a departmental undertaking, the Railways 
have practically no effective control over 
their investment and pricing policies For all 
practical purposes, their investment 
programmes arc determined by the Planning 
Commission while their pricing policy is 
subject to parliamentary control. Now. the 
ca.sc made by the proponents of privatisation 
IS as follows: In today’s competitive 
environment, unless the Railways enjoy full 
freedom to control their pricing and 
investmeftt policies, improve their 
prtKiuclivity and provide the type of service 
their customers want, there is little hope of 
their financial survival. A revolutionary 
change is therefore culled for m the structural 
organisation of Indian Railways, involving 
new managerial practices, operational 
procedures and profit-oriented work ethics. 
Such a structural change in the Railways' 
administration can only be brought about, 
according to the proponents, by their 
privatisation. Privatisation will transfer 
control over their pricing and investment 
decisions Irom the hands of the precedent- 
led bureaucrats to tho.se of an indejiendent. 
professionally-minded board of directors, 
who would presumably manage them, 
depending upon the incentives structure 
offered for them, in the best interests of their 
customers as well as their shareholders. They 
must bear their cu.stomers’ interest in mind, 
otherwise they would lose them to their 
competitors. They must also .satisfy the 
expectations of their shareholders for a fair 

rctumon their i n vesttnw because, according 
to the agency theory, the shareholders are 
the principals who engage them to run their 
business. A pri vati.sed management structure 
for Indian Railways would thus be best 
suited to optimise the objectives of both the 
consumers and the shareholders. 

This argument IS undoubtedly unassailable 
in terms of the economic theory ot property 
nghts. The central focus of this theory is to 
determine an optimal incentive structure for 
the principal to lay down for theii agents to 
maximise the internal efficiency of the firms. 
Can Indian Railways be operated within the 
f ramework of principal-agent relationships 
while still functioning as a public industry? 
The Railways have historically played a 
crucial role in the country’s economic 
development and .socio-political integration. 
They have also carried a number of social 
obligations to tulfil the government’s non¬ 
commercial goals. If Indian Railways were 
tooperate within the framework of principal- 
agent relationships, the central question to 
address would be how to account and pay 
for the benefits enjoyed by the country from 
the non-commercial output produced by the 
Railways. Now, there is no methodological 
problem so long as the Railways’ entire 
equity capital is subscribed by the central 
government. For then the principals whose 
interests the Railways would serve would 
be the taxpayers themselves There would 
benoconllict ofintcrests since the taxpayers 
can determine, through voting process, the 
amount ol non-commercial output the 
Rail ways should procluce Hie problem arises 
if the Railways’ equity capital were entirely 
held by piivate investors, which naturally 
would be the case under privatisation For 
then the agents (i e. the management) 
operating the Railways would not find it 
in their interests to fulfil the social 
objectives of the government. On the other 
hand, it would be tn their interests to 
maximise the commercial output of the 
Railways, as this would give maximum 
return to the principals on their invc.stment. 
If the Railways were still required to carry 
their social burdens, the costs of these 
burdens should fall, according to the 
proponents of privatisation, upon the 
taxpayers and not the users of the railways. 
For, otherwise this would amount to cross¬ 
subsidisation. 

There is a good economic case, in the 
present-day conditions, for shedding a large 
number of the social burdens of Indian 
Rail ways. These burdens need to be carefully 
reviewed so that a correct financial strategy 
might be evolved to meet their costs without 
burdening the finances of Indian Railways. 
The crucial issue to ponder is whether Indian 
planners and policy-makers can afford to 
sacri fice the allocative efficiency and equity- 
dislributional objectives which the 
Railways have been required to pursue in 
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the interest nf the country’s development. 
Many Indian planners believe, in my 
judgment, that the pursuit of these 
objectives is still important for India’s 
socio-economic development. If this view 
is correct, then it is clear that a privatised 
railway system would not be able to achieve 
these objectives as efficiently as would a 
publicly owned railway system. 

Practical Problems 

Even if we set aside the allocative- 
efficiency issues associated with the 
privatisation of Indian Railways and 
concentrate only upon productive-efficiency 
aspects, the case for privatisation is still 
dihicult to justify because of the non- 
applicability of the contestability model to 
the Railways. First, because of the technical 
indivisibilities of their assets, investment in 
railways are huge and chunky, requiring 
re.sources usually beyond the reach ol private 
investors However, as has been mentioned 
in the theoretical section of this paper, it is 
not the stze of fixed investment that acts as 
a deterrent to private investors from entering 
an industry but the ‘sunkness’ ot the costs. 
Almost all investments in railway assets, 
including not only investments in tracks but 
also in locomotives and rolling slock, are 
sunk costs because ot the specificity ol' use 
of railway assets. If Indian Railways were 
to be privatised as a singleentity, it isdifficult 
to visualise how private investors can aflord 
to commit resources on such a large scale 
to purchase assets which cannot be easily 
disposed of it the demand tor rail traffic 
declines This problem will anse no matter 
what model were adopted for privatisation. 
For example, even if the model propo-sed tor 
the pnvatisation ot BR were adopted, in 
which the operators acquiring franchi.scs to 
operate services can rent locomotives and 
rolling stock instead ot purchasing them, the 
company (or companies) supplying these 
assets will be lumbered with huge sunk 
costs, should the demand for railway service 
decline. The very logic of the conte.stability 
theory militates against the privatisation of 
the railway system not because the 
requirements of funds for fixed investment 
arc enormous and often beyond the means 
of private investors but because sooner or 
later the investments are likely to be “sunk" 
because of the risks and uncertainties 
involved in a mode of transport whose market 
has been progressively eroded by inroads 
from other modes of transport. 

Secondly, the operations of Indian 
Railways are jirobably more vertically 
integrated than those of many other railways 
in the world. For example, most of the 
equipment required to operate thetr line- 
haul system, including signalling and 
communications, locomotives and coaches, 
arc manufactured by Indian Railways within 
theirown integrated workshops. The Railway 

Board in consultation with the Planning 
Commission co-ordinates the various 
components of the Railways’ investment 
programmes to ensure technical and 
operational compatibility between line-haul 
assets and rolling slock equipment, so that 
there is no mismatch in the facilities 
developed. Indeed, the co-ordination problem 
goes much beyond merely ensuring technical 
compatibilities between rail equipment. As 
Helm and Thompson (1991) have pointed 
out, privatisation may lead to under¬ 
investment in the transport sector, particularly 
in the creation of long-lived facilities and 
equipment, if pnvati.sed companies faced 
inadequate incentives to mve.st efficiently. 
Indian Railways have already been facing 
this problem in respect ol the production of 
wagons which, unlike locomotives and 
coaches, is '.-amed out m the private sector. 
Whenever the demand for wagons has fallen 
and manufacturers had surplus si(x;k on hand, 
they have found it hard to trust the Railway 
Board's forecast ol the future demand for 
wagon capacity. This has cau.sed difficulties 
in matching investment in wagon 
manufactunng capacity with the Railways' 
wagon stock expansion programmes. 
However, since the scale of sunk costs in 
the production of railway equipment is not 
as prohibitive as in the creation of line-haul 
assets, one might make a good case, using 
contestability argument, for privatising as 
well the production of locomotives and 
coache.s required by Indian Railways, 
provided enough care is excrCLsed tor 
ensuring adequate investment in. and the 
requisite compatibility of. the rail equipment 
manutactured by private companies. 

Another operational problem the 
pnvaiisationot Indian Railways will certainly 
throw up relates to the difficulties involved 
in the timetabling proce.ss.Theco-ordination 
ot the timetabling procc.ss is a difficult task 
in every railway system but considering the 
size of Indian Railways' network, it would 
be impossible in practical terms to replicate 
this process through market mechanism. As 
Adamson, ct al (1991) point out, it, for 
example, the rights to train paths were bought 
by one company, this would affect its 
requirements for platform access and rolling 
slock starting at a terminus being shared 
with other operators. The availability of 
platform space at a given time would in turn 
affecttheavailability of paths on other routes, 
and so on. Hence all scarce capacity which 
critically affected other stress points on the 
network would have to be simultaneously 
commercially traded and subsequently 
operated in a co-ordinated manner to en.sure 
efficient competition. The interdependence 
inherent in tram planning would make 
timetabling a tortuous process in a privatised 
regime, unless the whole railway system 
were handed over lo a private operator as 
a single entity. Any other model adopted for 

the pnvatisation of the Railways would have 
to face this problem. 

Structural Model rir Privatising 

If Indian Railways were to be privatised, 
despite the reservations expressed against 
their privatisation above, it would be 
instructive to speculate which of the various 
models proposed for rail privatisation would 
be most appropnate for them to adopt. As 
I had mentioned earlier, the British proposal 
for the pnvatisation of BR had considered 
four possible options, viz, (i) privatising BR 
as a .single unit, (li) privatising BR along 
business scctois, (lii) breaking and privatising 
BR as regional companies, and (iv) .splitting 
BR into track and train operations, and 
franchising tram operations separately 
through competitive tendenng. The British 
Government has selected the fourth option 
for pri vatisi ng BR. On the other hand, except 
in the case of freight operation, the Japanese 
government chosen to break JNR's passenger 
service network into six regional companies 
for privatisation. The freight business was 
privatised as a single unit and handed over 
to a nationwide company to operate. For the 
privatisation of Indian Railways, the best 
model often suggested is the Japanese one. 
The preference for the Japanese model is 
based upon the fact that Indian Railways are 
already organised on a zonal basis, with each 
of the nine zonal Railways functioning more 
or less as a separate operating and costing 
unit. All the same, it must be remembered 
that the nine Zonal Railways are very closely 
integrated not only in terms of their ticketing 
and timetabling operations but also marketing 
and business operations and so. if they were 
to be successfully pnvali.sed. it might be 
necessary, as a preliminary step to 
privatisation, to run them for some time as 
independent business units in order to test 
their financial viability individually. It may 
not be practical to sell all the zonal companies 
simultaneously; the government should start 
selling the most profitable companies first 
as these would be in a better position to 
attract private investors and then the less 
profitable companies, and so on. The loss¬ 
making zonal railways, such as the North- 
East Railway, probably may not find takers 
in the private sector. 

The privatisation model, suggested above, 
would eliminate the need for cross¬ 
subsidisation between different zonal 
railways, since each zonal company would 
be operating on its own. But it is likely to 
raise a number of operational problems for 
the government. First, since not all zonal 
companies are likely to be financial ly equally 
viable, the government may have to subsidise 
from the central revenues those companies 
which do not have enough traffic to cover 
their operating costs. Secondly, under a 
privatised regime, the government would 
have to offer outright grants to the operators 
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for the various social obligations borne by 
them at the instance of the government. 
These obligations were previously financed 
by Indian Railways through cross- 
subsidisation, including the operation of loss- 
making commuter services in the 
metropolitan areas. Thirdly, the government 
would be faced with the problem ot 
maintaining uniformity in the technical 
standards and the levels of service-quality 
achieved by different zonal companies. This 
is hccuu.se since the llnuncial strength ol the 
different regional companies would not he 
the same, the rale at which differeni companies 
would be able to absorb new leclinologies 
or miHlemisc iheir equipment would differ, 
thereby creating technical disparities in the 
country'srailway network. Ifthczonal model 
were adopted tor the privatisation of Indian 
Railways, all these problems must becarclully 
addressed and suitable remedies devised to 
deal with them helore embarking upon the 
privatisation programme 

The other privatisation models are less 
suitable lor Indian condiiions. For example, 
the business-sector model is not possible for 
Indian Railways since their operations are 
not structured on business-sector lines us in 
the case of BR. One may, all the same, 
visualise a .sccnano ol privatising Indian 
Railways' must profitable long-distance 
intercity passenger or freight .services to start 
with. as t hese are must h kcl y t o at t ract pri vatc 
operators, leavingthe less prurnable business 
for sale later and the Railway Board to operate 
only the loss-making .services with tinancial 
suppon from the central exchequer. One 
wonders ifthc Indian government would be 
prepared to cniertuin such proposal, il only 
because it would raise the most insurmoun¬ 
table difficulties of allocating joint costs as 
both the profilableandnon-profuahle sectors 
would be using the same tracks and other 
common assets. Moreover, the idea ot hi ving 
off the profitable parts ot the Railways' 
businesses to private operators, leaving the 
Railway Board with the loss-making .services 
to run, may sound bizarre to many policy¬ 
makers. 

It is true that the modem trend in both 
developed and developing countries is 
towards deregulation and privatisation of 
their industrial structures. I welcome the 
policy of deregulation in every sector of the 
Indian economy, since I believe that such 
measure would open up new upporiunitics 
for both producers us well as con.sumers - 
for producers to adopt new technologies and 
engage in the production of whatever goods 
and services they find most profitable to 
produce and for consumers to consume 
whatever goods and services give them 
maximum satisfaction. While deregulation 
is m(i.st welcome in every .sector of the Indian 
economy. including the transport scctoi. any 
proposal for the privatisation of Indian 
Itaiiways mustbe carelully examined. Such 

examination must not only take account of 
thceffects of privatisation upon the productive 
efficiency ol the Railways but alsotheequity- 
allocational objcclive.s of the government. 
And even while focusing upon productive 
efficiency ohjcciivcs. it would be e.s.sential 
to give caretul thought to the various 
operational problems highlighted in this 
paper Oilierwise. privatisation might as well 
open a Pandora’s Box for the Railways 
rather than solve any of their productive 
ellicicncy problems. 

VI 

Indian Railways as a Corporation 

While I rejeci pnvaiisation as a solution 
tor improving the productive clficiency of 
Indian Railways, there is much to be said 
in favour of changing their structure from 
a departmental undertaking into an 
independent public corporation. The 
establishment of such a corporation, if 
properly simcturcd and armed with adequate 
[Hiwers for making decisions on such key 
variables as pricing and investment, would, 
in my view, provide the management ot the 
Railways (he necessary freedom to run their 
operations on .sound commercial principles. 

This proposal has bceo a subject of much 
public debate in the past hut no action has 
been taken due to pressures from the vested 
interests. I believe il would not be out of 
context in the privatisation debate to restate 
the case for converting Indian Railways into 
a public corporation under (he ministry of 
railways. I intend to devote the final section 
of the paper towards this end. 

The case tor chixising a corporate structure 
tor the Railways was examined in detail by 
an Bxpert Group on the Capital Structure ot 

Indian Railways set up by the ministry of 
railways in 1978. The group had cited the 
following advantages which the Railways 
would enjoy if they were to operate as a 
public sector corporation: 
(i) Asacorporation, they would have chosen 
their capital structure .so as to finance as 
much of their investment as possible by 
raising equity, thereby keeping (heir loan 
liabilities to a minimum. 
(li) They would have greater flexibility in 
fixing theirfarcs and freight rates, and relating 
them as far as possible to costs. 
(lii) Since they would have been under 
pressure from their equity holders to break 
even, they would not have continued with 
their unremuncrative operations. 
(iv) They would have invested more on 
innovations and modernisation of their 
capital equipment in the lace of competition 
from other modes of transport in order to 
reduce their operating costs. 

Unfortunately, theexpert groupconsidered 
that the question of ownership of Indian 
Railways was beyond us terms of reference 
and accordingly decided not to make any 
specific recommendations in this regard. 
However, it had raised some important policy 
issues which are equally relevant in the 
present context. The group, ol course, looked 
at the question of converting the Railways 
into a public corporation from the viewpoint 
of restructunng their capital base rather than 
giving the Railways an autonomy for 
decision-making without ministerial 
interference. In India, public sector 
undertakings, which are organised in the 
form of corporations, have their capital 
.structure as a mixture of equity and loan 
capital. However, being a departmental 
undertaking, the entire capital base ot the 
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Railways is in the form of non-retrayable. 
but interest-bearing, loan from the central 
government.^ Interest (dividend) payments 
arc exempted on certain segments of railway 
investment on the recommendations of 
Railway Convention Committees. Thus, as 
has been ob.served earlier, although they do 
not have to repay their loans, I ndian Railways 
arc required to pay to the central government 
a fixed dividend ot around 6.5 per cent on 
their loan capital, whether nr not they made 
profits. .Since a large part of their capital has 
been financed by borrowing Irom the 
government rather than internal savings, the 
Railways' financial structure has been highly 
ovcr-capitalised. The expert group wanted 
to relieve the Railways of this anomaly in 
their capital structure. By converting the 
Railways into a public corporation, it would 
be possible, the group argued, to convert pan 
of their fixed interest-bearing liabilities into 
equity, thereby releasing the Railways Irom 
an obligation topay a predetcrmineddividcnd 

There is, however, a fundamental 
difference between the equity capital 
provided by private investors to a jtiim slock* 
company and that provided by the 
government to a public sector corporation 
1'he equity shareholders m a joint stuck 
company can always withdraw theii capital, 
by selling their shares on the sUx’k market, 
il the company is losing money but this 
option IS not available to the government in 
relation to a public seclorcorjioralion. Equity 
capital given to a public corporation, 
therclore, amounts cttecli vely to an outright 
grant if it is losing mdney and mu.st therefore 
be treated oii the same footing as a grant 
from taxpayers to a departmental under¬ 
taking. According to the theory of ownership 
rights, there is no bankruptcy constraint on 
a public sector corpoiation whose shares aie 
not freely traded on the stock market. Fiom 
this point ol view, the requirement to pay 
a fi xed di vidend on thci r loan capi tali mposes 
on the Railways, at least in theory, an 
obligation to earn a surplus over their 
operating costs. The Expert Group, 
accordingly, concluded that "unless 
according a corporate status to the Railways 
means complete autonomy to them in their 
pricing and investment decisions, so that the 
fares and freights fixed by them reflect the 
real cost of providing their service, there is 
no reason how the mere restructuring of the 
Railways' capital on the equity principle 
would hdp the Railways in getting out of 
their present financial plight." 

As has been observed above, the expert 
group looked at the question of according 
a corporate status to the Railways from a 
rather narrow standpoint of changing the 
capital base of the Railways. The group, 
therefore, came to a negative conclusion on 
this issue as it believed that the mere- 
conversion of railway capital into state-owned 
equity would have no consequence on the 

Railways' financial position. However, to 
my mind, the importance of the issue goes 
much beyond its impact on the re.structunng 
of the railway capital. It assumes special 
importance in the context of the privatisation 
debate For the accord of a corporate status 
to the Railways is likely to bring about a 
lundamcnial change in the relationship 
between the management of the Railways 
and the government. The nature ol this 
relationship would depend upon three 
factors: (a) what sort of corporate objectives 
the managcmcni is required to optimise? 
(b) what degree ol freedom the managers 
enjoy from ministerial control in managing 
the alfairs of the Railways? and, (c) what 
kind ol ii,< entivc scheme the management 
has been oticred to optimise the Railways' 
corporate objectives? In the conventional 
model of the nationalised industries, the 
standard approach has been to regard 
managers as the trustees of the wider public 
interest, and expect them to manage public- 
enterprises by optimising some torm ol .scKial 
wcllarc lunclion The ‘public interests' 
theories arc, however, of little relevance to 
the present-day conditions. A more useful 
approach would be to look upon public- 
corporations m then role as developed in the 
theory ot properly rights 

'I'his theory, as has been outlined earlier, 
presumes the managers ol corporations as 
agents who serve the interests ol their 
principals, vi/. the shareholders, who supply 
capital to the corporations. In a perfectly 
competitive markets, the managers also 
automatically salisty the interests of their 
customers by meeting their demand at a 
minimum cost, but this need not be the case 
tf the markets are less than pcriectly 
competitive. Now. the que.stion to ask is: can 
the principal-agciit theory be applied to public 
corporations, even it private investors were 
allowed to own only a sizeable part of their 
share capital? The answer w ill depend upon 
three major factors, viz... (a) the size of 
shareholding the private investors are allowed 
to hold - generally, the larger the size of this 
holding, the moie effective would be the 
siiKk market control on the operations of the 
corporations; (b) whether the shares of the 
corporations held by the public arc allowed 
to be traded on the capital market; and (c) 
the extent ot managerial autonomy provided 
in the statutes setting up these corporations. 

Presently, the equity capital ofthe Railways 
IS, as we have noted above, entirely owned 
by the central government, which implies, 
ipso Jacto, that the ‘principals' whose 
interests the railway management must 
serve arc the taxpayers. If the Railways 
were accorded a corptirate status, it will be 
crucially important that the structure ofthe 
proposed corporation is modelled t») fulfil 
the three conditions'meptioned in the 
previous paragraph. For example, if the 
equity capital of the proposed Railway 

Corporation were entirely held by the central 
government, as in the case of a departmental 
undertaking, the framework of control over 
the operation of the Railways would be no 
diflerent from theexisting ministerial control 
and bureaucratic intervention. .Such system 
would not be conducive to injecting 
comnieicial procedures and markctdiscipline 
into the management of Indian Railways, An 
important and innovating breakthrough in 
the structural model ol public corporations 
in India would be to invite private .sector to 
freely participate in their equity ba.se. Such 
a struciural reform has already been 
introduced by the present Indian government 
by tiiviting the private sector to purchase up 
to 20 per cent ol the share capital of a number 
of selected ptiblic corporations. The same 
structural model should be adopted for the 
Railway Corporation by inviting private 
investors initially to purchase 20 per cent 
ol the Corporation’s share capital, hut 
gradually this share should he raised to 49 
per cent. This would still leave the control 
ol the Railways with the central government, 
il so desired, 

II Indian Railways were converted into 
a public corporation on the above lines, it 
will, in my view, go a long way in 
revolutionising their managerial practices 
and operating procedures and bringing 
about technological changes which arc so 
vital lor improving their productive 
efficiency and financial health. I strongly 
support the case lor converting them into ; 
a public corporation In such a corporation, 
the central government would hold the j 
major share of its equity capital but by i 
offering private sector an opportunity to t 
acquire a sizxablc part of its equity base, ; 
the government would expose the Railways, -j 

al least partially, to the financial discipline * 
and the shareholder monitoring of the » 
capital market. However, to obtain the full I 
benefits from the structural change ; 
suggested in this paper, two further '■ 
requirements would be in order: (a) suitable 
provisions in the .statute .setting up the 
proposed Rai I Corporation i n oi der to ensure } 

the managers necessary freedom from | 
ministerial intervention, so that they may ^ 
manage the business of the Railways on / 
commercial principles, (b) and a properly s 
structured incentive scheme for the managers * 
to optimise the corporate objectives set for i 
the Railways. There is no room in this paper i 

to go into these modalities, which should 
best be left to the experts to work out, ' 

vn \ 
Conclusion k 

I 
i 

The Indian government has adopted a. | 
liberal approach in its economic and industrial j 
policies. Liberalisation implies deregulation J 
ot industrial .structures and abolition of all | 
forms of licensing and restriction on the | 



entry ami exit of firms in every sector of the 
economy. It does not necessarily mean 
denationalisation or privatisation of public 
enterprises. In fact, public and private 
enterprises can coexist and compete with 
each other in a deregulated economy, and 
there can be competition between different 
public corporations themselves in a given 
industry without any involvement of the 
private sector. But where public corporations 
are not performing satisfactorily and there 
is a hard empirical evidence that the private 
.sector can do better, there may be a good 
economic case for handing over such 
corporations to the private ownership and 
management. 

A number of activities in India’s transport 
sector may fall in this last category. For 
example, there is no economic justification 
for reserving intercity road passenger 
transport exclusively for the public sector, 
as it happens in a number of Indian states, 
and public interest will be better served if 
state road passenger transport corporations 
are expos^ to competition from private 
operators by deregulating the road 
passenger transport industry in these stales. 
Similarly, there is a good economic case 
for deregulating India’s domestic airline 
.services and privatising the third airline 
.service, the Vayudut, which has been 
running into losses. Markets in these sectors 
of transport are contestable as sunk costs 
are negligible. The same, however, cannot 
be said about rail transport, as has been 
discussed in this paper. But the case against 
the privatisation of Indian Railways goes 
much deeper than that. My ca.se against 
privatisation was not only based upon the 
non-applicability of contestability theory 
to the Railways and hence the lack of any 
gains to the Railways in productive 
efficiency but also the fear that privatisation 
would, in fact, entail losses ut allocative 
efficiency and other non-commercial gains 
the country has enjoyed from the historical 
role the Railways have played in its socio¬ 
economic development. 

While I have opposed the idea of 
privatising Indian Railways, I have argued 
for converting their structure from a 
departmental undertaking into a public 
corporation, with its equity capital open 
for private sector participation. I believe 
such structural change in the Railways’ 
corporate status, with statutory provisions 
to ensure the management freedom from 
ministerial interference, would go a lung 
way in ensuring their commercial success, 
while simultaneously enabling them to 
continue to fulfil their social objectives. 

Notes 

fTbis paper was presented to a seminar organised 
hy Railway Fore and Freight Commitlec and 
iiutiituie of .Social and Economic Change ai 
Bor^alore.) 

1 The equity capilsi of these companies is held 
by a Slate bolding company which has not yet 
offered it to the public, 

2 Recently, the Railway Finance Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Indian Railways, hod issued 9 
per cent tax-free bonds which were mainly 

subscribed by financial in.stifutions. 
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Economic Reforms in Developing Countries 
Theory and Evidence 

Nirupam Bajpai 

Economic reforms are being undertaken almost throughout the developing world today, preceded in most of the 

countries, including India, by a fiscal and balance of payments crisis. It is argued that the reforms are guided by 

ruies-of-thumb and the underlying general equilibrium model of the economy for which these standard rules apply 

is an unrealistic portrayal of most of the developing economies. The model holds good only under very restrictive 

assumptions, perhaps only for .small economies and not large ones. Besides, while it is important to attain and maintain 

fiscal discipline, the IMF's approach has prolonged the process and invariably Jailed to yield the desired results. 

I 
Introduction 

ALMOST thtoughout the developing world 
the introduction of markct-onented reform 
agendas have been put in place under the 
auspices of the International Monetary Fund 
(henceforth Fund) and the World Bank 
(henceforth Bank). While the Fund's focus 
IS essentially short-term stabilisation, the 
Bank has focused on realising longer term 
structural adjustment in all developing and 
now quite a few erstwhile socialist 
economies Structural adjustment is used to 
promote the marketisation of economies 
through reliance on market signals to guide 
economic decisions and allocate rc.sources. 
As part of this agenda, the Bank goes on 
to seek structural reform built around 
deregulation, import liberalisation, market¬ 
isation. and privatisation of the national 
economy. 

Intheinitial stages.emphasisof the reform 
programme is on stabilising (he economy 
with fiscal restraint and currency devaluation 
taking the leading role. Having stabilised the 
macro-economic environment, it is suggested 
that the emphasis should shift to structural 
adjustment encompassing various micro- 
economic and institutional reforms in order 
to remove inefficiencies and to ensure an 
adequate rate ot growth. However, this set 
of sequence is not being followed in the last 
five-seven years since both the Fund and (he 
Bank arc operating simultaneously and hence 
the broad sequencing of stabilisation and 
then reforms is no longer adhered to. 

While most developing country govern¬ 
ments’ economic reform programme adheres 
to an orthodox pattern associated with the 
Fund, the Bank, and the mainstream western 
macro-economic profession, some other 
countries are struggling, with varying degrees 
of success, to chart their own course. 
However, there appears to be a broad 
consensus atnong economists and policy¬ 
makers regarding the applicability and 
effectiveness of the Fund/Bank programme 
or what is often called the slabilisation-cum- 
structural adjustment package. 

An attempt is made in this paper to assess 
the extent ol theoretical and empirical support 
behind eonomic reforms. The rest of the 
paper is organised as follows. While 
Section II deals with the broad sequencing 
of .stabilisation and then leforms. Section III 
discusses the ruies-of-thumb approach. 
Trade policy reform and related issues are 
analysed in Scclion IV. Distinction between 
allocative and productive elficicncy at the 
micro level is discus.sed in Section V. 
Section VI lays emphasis on a novel three- 
gap ad|uslmen( model (lor savings- 
investmcnt. trade, and fiscal limitations) at 
the macro level Concluding remarks are 
pre.sented in Section VHI. 

II 
Stabilisatioa,thcn Reforms 

Although both the Fund and the Bank 
have been emphasising that stabili.sation 
should precede structural adjustment, in 
practice, both stabilisation and structural 
reforms are found to be going on 
simultaneously. An important reason lor 
this IS that the Fund’s approach toward 
stabili.sation results in a long drawn priKess 
pnmari ly due to the neglect of crucial macro¬ 
economic factors, such as linked foreign 
exchange and fiscal constraints, financial 
fragility, and the dynamics of the inflation 
process. By implication, therefore, the results 
of Fund-supported programmes have been 
far from satisfactory. 

Studies have found that the Fund's 
programmes have not been optimal for 
slabil isation, growth or income distribution. 
Most Fund-spon.sured programmes relied 
heavi ly on cuts in real wages and devaluation 
of the exchange rate. However, we argue 
that the former usually resulted in further 
declines in aggregate demand and growth 
while the latter resulted in higher inflation 
and drops in production. The elasticities of 
substituiion in consumption and production 
were usually very low, hence consumers did 
not quickly switch to cheaper domestic 
goods, nor did producers switch quickly to 
the export sector. 

Furthermore, the Fund’s contention that 
large improvements were seen in the 
programme implementing couiitnes in the 
post programme period is debateable. First, 
the Fund's programmes have not yielded the 
desired results on the price stability front. 
Also, the use of fiscal deficit by the Fund 
as the sole indicator of fiscal correction may 
not be correct. The conventional budget 
deficit and revenue deficit would perhaps be 
more relevant. In India, lor instance, the key 
area lor action is the reduction in the revenue 
deficit. The growing revenue expenditure 
and the resultant revenue deficits may pre¬ 
empt a large part of household savings that 
could be invested. Second, whatever 
improvements are seen in the balance of 
payments are because of; (a) drops in imports 
as aggregate demand falls dramatically, rather 
than higher exports and (b) the infusion of 
fresh external resources due mainly through 
the Fund itself, and the resumption of new 
lending through commercial banks and in 
some cases relatively greater direct foreign 
investment. 

Accompanying the Fund’s stabilisation 
programme arc the Bank’s Structural 
Adjustment Loans (S ALs). Contrary to what 
the Bank had always maintained, that is. 
structural reforms would be undertaken only 
in an environment of macro stability. World 
Development Report (1989). in reality, this 
is not the case. Both the Fund and the 
Bank arc, in fact, operating simultaneously 
in the developing countries and in the process 
are neither able to achieve macro stability 
nor restoration of sustainable growth, 
especially in the Latin American countries 
Bajpai (1993). 

Both policies result in a ‘competition for 
instruments’, where what is required to 
succeed on one front is the opposite of what 
is needed to succeed on the other. Historical 
evidence from successful Asian exporters 
suggest stabilisation should be consolidated 
before attempting trade reforms Sachs 
(1987). Moreover, since inflation generates 
serious distortions, liberalisation will take 
place under inappropriate signals. Hence, 
the need to bring down inflation first Fischer 
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(1987). In countries with High inflation where 
Klabiii.siui(>n requires (he use of exchange 
rote as a nominal anchor, it is preferable to 
postpone trade reform until the economy has 
attained a reasonable degree of macro 
stability 

Data in Table I sugge.sis that despite having 
implemented orthodox policies for over a 
decade, the economics have continued to 
.suffer tiom macro instability and low rates 
of economic growth While it is argued that 
South Korea. Chile and Turkey are success 
cases of orthodox reform policies, this, in 
our view, is noi emircly true. South Korea’s 
success, to a large extent, is atirihulabic to 
its state, which developed the necessary 
infrastructure, human resources, and 
intervened in the process of resource 
allocation so as to achieve overall 
dcvelopnicin As the Korean economy grew, 
with a stiong industrial ba.se. the Koreans 
gradually undertook liberalisation,’and 
rightly so It made sense for them to open 
up since it was the only way to ensure further 
growth of the economy. Chile can hardly be 
called a success since a lew years of strong 
export growth is by no means an indicator 
to suggest that the reform programme has 
succeeded Moreover, Chilean exports 
(largely copper and primary products) arc 
growing nut hecau.scofthc orthodox policies, 
but due to the heavy mve.stments made by 
the state in the copper mines over the last 
10-12 years Turkey, on the other hand, is 
facing serious macro problems today, and 
a few years of stable growth m between 
(which is not sustainable) cannot be termed 
a success case. 

Ill 
Economic Policies Guided 

by Rulcs'Of'Thumb 

Most of the economic policies advocated 
by the Bank, and asked lor in return of SAts 
areguidcdbyrules-of-ihiiinb Theunderlying 
general equilihrium model ol the economy 
for which the standard rules apply is an 
unrealistic portrayal ol most developing 
economies. Dcvaraiaii and Lewis (1992) 
construct a simple two-sector model to 
highlight the critical assumptions fordiftcrem 
rules-of-thumb. and it demonstrates what 
happens to the standard prescriptions when 
these assumpt ions do not hold However, we 
focus in this paper on trade and exchange 
rate policies in the currently pursued 
adjustment strategy. 

In the macro-economic arena, governments 
arc asked to get the exchange rate right’ by 
maintaining an appropriate real exchange 
rate. Appropnaic adjustments in theexchaiige 
rate arc identilied by conventional wisdom 
as those rec|uired to oflset the difference 
between domestic and world inflation 
Similarly, in the area ol trade reform, the 

focus is on the ^el twd pattern of import 
torififs. Government are advised to lower the 
average level of tariffs, and reduce or 
eliminate the dispersion of rates across 
different commodities. Also, it is suggested 
that quota restrictions (QRs) should be 
removed from intermediate inputs, capital 
goods, and other non-competing iinfiorts as 
also from a variety of final goods that do 
compete with domestic production. 

Fund programmes bear testimony to the 
fact that exchange rate reform has been a 
nearly universal clement in the standard 
package prescri bed for developing countries. 
Exchange rate policy focuses on two distinct 
issues, first, changing the level of exchange 
rate (usually through a devaluation) in order 
to reduce pressure on the balance of pay ments 
and to remove distortions in the relative 
price of tradables and non-tradables, and 
second, managing movements in the 
exchange rate in order to minimise the impact 
of adverse external developments. While it 
may be true that major exchange rate 
adjustment is required to icducc the 
distortions between tradables and non- 
tiadablcs, rules-ot-thumb are, however, of 
little use in providing a guide m such ca.ses 
Often It IS the ca.se that policy-makers proceed 
by trial-and-error m choosing how large an 
adjustment should be made, ol course, 
political feasibility often constraining the 
choice. 

It IS believed that maintaining a competi¬ 
tive exchange rale is one of the most 
important guarantees lor achieving a sound 
closure of the external gap. Since the pre- 
stahili.sation situation, often, hut not all the 
times, includes an overvalued exchange rale. 
It becomes necessary to devalue early on. 
However, devaluation has complicated, 
economy-wideeflccls By increasing import 
costs, it may be price inflationary and output 
contractionary Agenor( 1991). Kmgman and 
Taylor! 1978). Recent experienceinTanzania 
and Ghana suggest that capital inflows 
provided to support devaluation can be used 
to reduce excess demand by allowing 
intermediate imports and production to rise, 
with a corresponding reduction in inflation. 
A reasoned ludgment about the likely effects 
ol devaluation is e.ssenfial in the design of 
stabilisation programmes. Ifany rule applies, 
however, it might be that small, open 
economies which are externally constrained 
are more likely to respond favourably to a 
devaluation/capital inflow package than are 
large, closed ones 

The co-ordination of devaluation with 
other policies is also problematic in the 
context of both stabiltsation and adju.stment 
For anti-inflaiion purpo-scs, the exchange 
rate may be lro/.en as a nomtnaf aiK'hor. Of 
course, tf inflation continues there will be 
real currency appreciation, and consequently 
im|X)rts will rise and export grtrwfh decline 

thereby upsetting(here^sidbiQftheeconomy 
os in numerous failed stabilisation attempts' 
in 1.4itin America over the past two decades. 
With regard to fiscal policy, if depreciation 
is expansionary, then it can usefully be 
combined with austerity. The exchange rate 
change improves the trade balance, while 
fi.scal policy helps avoid an inflationary 
excess demand situation. However, in the 
event of a devaluation being contractionary, 
which IS most often the case, combining it 
with fiscal austerity can lead to disastrous 
results. 

Furthermore, devaluation by itself 
cannot improve the trade performance 
Getltng rid of extreme price distortions 
appear to be a necessary condition for (or 
at lea.st correlated with) greater tradability 
of domestic activities. However, mere 
price incentives are never sufficient lot 
improvement in trade performance. A real 
exchange rate with a reasonable, stable 
value IS an invaluable stimulant to net 
exports. Of course, it miJst be supplemented 
with directed trade promotion 'policies, 
.such as lax drawbacks, export subsidies, 
and cheap credit, etc. as well as slate 
intervention to improve infrastructure 
The real exchange rate could be held stable 
by following a crawling peg policy 
involving frequent nominal mini-devaluat¬ 
ions to keep the exchange rale in line with 
the domestic price level Briefly put, the 
simple rules-of-thumb arc inappropriate il 
a complex representation ol the economy 
IS adopted. Only undei very restrictive 
assumptions is the simple exchange rate 
rule appropriate. For example, a rule used 
for real exchange rate policy makes sense 
only when the balance of trade is zero or 
for iicstancc unifying tariff rates iseftlcicncy 
improving only when all other taxes arc 
set optimally. 

IV 
Trade Policy Reform 

Trade policy reform is perhaps one of 
the most crucial components of the currently 
pursued adjustment strategy. It is argued 
that developing countries need to move 
away from a distorted trade policy regime 
toward a more neutral one. As part of the 
move toward a more liberal regime, a 
standard sequence of policies >s 
recommended: first, there should be macro 
stability; thereafter, quotas should be 
converted into tariffs, and then the tariff 
.schedule should be simplified to two or 
three rates in the 10-50 per cent range, 
sufficient to provide some protection and 
generate revenue (for country details refer 
to Table 2). By contrast, experiences of 
many countries have shown that sutitained 
output growth is possible even with a 
distorted trade regime, and moreover, most 
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formal models show that eliminating 
distortions is likely to be of second order 
significance anyway. 

While the orthodox view has maintained 
that trade liberalisation and currency 
devaluation are crucial to attain and more 
importantly sustain higher levels of 
economic growth, we argue, on the other 
hand, that trade policy orientation may not 
be a dominant determinant of growth and 
hence may not perhaps deserve the attention 
being given to it. Several authors including 
Rodrik (1992) and Krugman (1989) have 
emphatically suggested that multiple 
equilibria are possible with trade reform. 
With low investment level in the economy, 
the probability of reform collap.se is high 
and similarly another equilibrium point 
exists wherein the investment level needs 
to be sufficiently large to bring down the 
probability of collapse 

Programming the level and composition 
of non-competitive intermediate and capital 
goods imports has been a key lactor in the 
success of developmentniist states In South 
Korea, for example, authors of diver.se 
viewpoints agree that instruments, such as 
quotas, directed credits, and targeting were 
used t6 promote import substitution which 
led to export growth. Similarly, Brazil used 

protection and licensing to build an 
aut<)mcM)ilc sector which nourished until the 
economy was derailed on the macro front 
in the 198()s. Turkey, Colombia, and Kenya 
have proved to be successful exporters 
primarily due lo their policie.s of import 
quotas and export subsidies which directly 
focus on ex|)orts. 

Furthermore, the objective of trade 
liberali.saiion is in direct conflict with the 
objectives of reducing the balance ot 
payments deficit and the budget deficit 
[Bajpai I99()|. Tariff reduction typically 
results in reducing government revenue 
and simultaneously increasing the import 
bill. This, in turn, increases both the budget 
deficit and the balance of payments deficit. 
In Mexico, lor example, the trade reform 
reduced by half the share of trade taxes in 
the total government revenue and magnified 
the requisite fiscal retrenchment Moreover, 
in Thailand and Morocco, tan ft reductions 
were ultimately reversed, to a large extent, 
tor budgetary reasons. 

Similar to the case of exchange rate 
policy, the traditional rules-ol-thumb with 
regard to trade rctorm arc appropriate only 
for highly simplified model economies In 
the proce.ss, the standard rules of tariff 
reform lend to neglect certain crucial aspects 

about the underlying economy. Typically, 
tariffs are ipured as an important source 
of revenue for the government and also the 
fact that there may be other domestic taxes 
in the system. In addition, the reform 
programme also ignores the fact that imports 
and domestically produced goods in the 
same sceior may not be perfect substitutes. 
Country studies in Tayloi (1993) have 
shown that reducing larifl levels do not 
always help exports and that reducing the 
dispersion in taritf rates docs not necessarily 
improve etiicicney 

V 

Allocative vs Productive Efficiency 

The structural adjustment programme 
typically encompasses various micro- 
economic and institutional relorms in order 
to remove inefficiencies and to ensure a high 
growth rale While structural adju.stmeni is 
amultifuceted proce.ss. the currently pursued 
approach emphasises the role ot economic 
liberalisation. The argumeni underlying the 
ca.se for economic liberalisation is that 
allocative efficiency can be improved by 
lilting controls in the markets for 
commodities, credit and foreign exchange. 
The removal of pnee distortions is expected 

Tabi.i I F-conomk Iniik atdrs 

{Annua! Avcrunc Rale\ of Gniwih) 

GDP Growth Gross Doin Invcsiincnt Mcrch.indise Inn.'iiion* Real Wages Real Output Per 
(Percentage ot GDP) Exium Growth Consumer Prices IV87 = l(K) Employee 
_(US $ Tcniis)_(I^IS? = l(K)| 

1980 1985 1992 1980 1985 1992 1980 1985 1992 1980 1985 1992 1980 1985 1992 1980 1985 l‘M2 

Argenima 27 -6.6 8.6 25.3 17,5 16 7 -6 7 119 2 0 l(M).8 672 25 101 103 5 76.2 
(1989) 

121 78 86 
(1989) 

Brazil 9 1 79 -0 9 23 3 19 2 17 5 2.3 3 2 1 129 83 227 1008 60 1 99 2 72.6 
(1990) 

84 88 101 
(1990) 

Chile 82 7 0 10 3 24 6 17 2 23 7 -2 8 62 144 3'; 31 15 101 7 98,2 107 7 
(1990) 

- 

(1990) 
Colombia 4.1 3 3 27 19 1 19.0 17 6 18.0 44 13 2 27 24 27 86.5 99 7 1(K).2 

(1990) 
68 88 112 

(1990) 
Ghana 1.2 5 1 3 6 5 6 96 12 6 1.3..3 26 5 98 50 10 10 - - - - - - 

India 6.7 5 4 4.3 20.9 23 9 23 2 -9.1 -.3.9 10 6 11 6 12 81.2 98 108 5 
(1989) 

61 91 108 
(1989) 

Indonesia 7.9 26 6.3 24 3 28 0 .34 6 -2 9 -10 4 16 2 18 5 8 69 9 96 5 129 7 
(1990) 

57 83 119 
(1990) 

Ivory Coast -12 4 5 -0 3 26.5 126 89 26 8 42 15 2 4 - - - - - - 

Mexico 8.4 79 2.6 27,2 21.2 23 7 35 7 -5 8 -29 26 58 16 146 6 109 8 109 7 
(1990) 

85 99 117 
(1990) 

Pern .Tl 2 1 -2.8 28.8 18.4 16.3 -16 0 21 4 5.2 59 163 74 99 9 74 7 70 5 
(1988) 

~ ~ - 

Philippines 3 4 -7.3 29.1 15.3 22 6 15 4 -22 2.1 18 23 9 68 9 75 1 119.8 
(1990) 

91 90 109 
(1990) 

South Korea -3.3 69 4.8 29 5 29.3 39.1 

(1991) 
10 0 6,5 84 29 3 6 ^8 85.7 1.30 

(1990) 
60 84 123 

(1990) 

Tanzania 27 1.2 3.7 23 0 15.7 42 4 28 -11.0 18.5 30 33 22 286 4 145 0 87 9 

(1988) 
108 115 105 

(1988) 

Turkey -0.7 5.0 5.5 21.9 21.0 22 5 19 1 164 9 1 111) 45 70 1167 98.2 1144 
(1990) 

60 82 115 
(1990) 

Uruguay 6.1 1.6 7.4 17 3 114 128 24,5 -2 7 1 5 64 72 69 86.2 82.9 92 2 
(1989) 

91 97 102 
(1989) 

Note: * Percentage change over previous year, calculated Irom indices 
Sources: Inlemalitmal Finonctal Slutistics. IMF. 1V93 and Worhl Tahles. World Bank, ivva. 
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to eniiaBce e^ciency by calling forth an 
apprt^riate behaviou^ response. We argue, 
that although allocative efficiency gains do 
iiccrue with the removal of distortions, but 
they are only a one-time gain. Reallocation 
of resources to the sectors where they arc 
mo.st productive at world prices would 
lead to a once-and-for-all gain in the 
efficiency of the economy IKrugman 1989]. 
Such a reallocation can explain only a one¬ 
time gain, however, not a continuing 
process ol growth. Besides. Krueger 11985), 
one ol the strong advocates of the 
Itberalisution policies admits "...while 
there were numerous micro-economic 
changes th.it accompany devaluation, 
liberalisation, and altered (trade policy) 
bias. It was not po.ssible to detect significant 
effects of these changes on growth 
performance”. 

At the micro-economic level it is 
important to tjistinguish between 
■‘allocative” and “productive” efficiency 
gains. With regard to industry and finance, 
Hjalmarsson (1991) and UNCTAD (1991) 
respectively make a distinction between 
allocative and pniductive efficiency. The 
latter is by no means assured by removing 
price distortions to put allocative efficiency 
into place. There are several other factors 
which affect productive efficiency, lor 
instance resource endowments as defined 
by changing technology and tastes, 
market and capital stock structures, the 
si7x: of the economy, access to geopol i tical I y 
determined capital intlows and penetrable 
markets. Moreover, gams in allocative 
efficiency via changes in real macro prices, 
such as wages, exchange rate and the 
interest rate cun be misleading, it 
improvements in productive efficiency are 
trivial at best. Also, movements in their 
nominal counterparts have complicated and 
economy-wide effects Taylor (1993). 

increases in GNP can be registered while 
the one-time reallocation of productive 
factors lasts and hence it may be incorrect 
to presume that liberalisation can raise the 
rate of growth over the medium to the long 
run. However, one comes across 
overwhelming literature favouring across- 
the-board liberalisation to attain and more 
importantly sustain higher levels of economic 
growth. Be that as it may. the theoretical 
underpinnings of the liberalisation policies 
.seems to be rather weak. For example, it is 
significant to distinguish between (a) an 
increase of, say, 2 per cent in GNP every 
year, and (h) a permanent increase of 2 per 
cent in the gaiwth rate of GNP. The economic 
theory underlying the case tor liberalisation 
makes a claim only regarding the first 
scenario. The practical difference between 
the two scenarios can be observed by noting 
that an economy with an underlying growth 
rate ol 4 per cent a year will have a GNP 

under scenario (b) thia Is almost one-fifih 
larger at the end of a decade than under 
.scenario (a) (Lucas 1989]. 

Perhaps an analogy could be drawn 
between what we have discus.sed earlier, i 
c. 'allocative' and 'prtxluctive' efficiency 
on the one hand with ‘level’ effects and 
■growth’ effects respectively on the other. 
Qualitatively, the ‘neoclassical’ growth 
model makes a distinction between the level 
and growth etfecis. The tormer are the 

changes that raise or lower balanced growth 
paths without affecting their slope, while 
the latter are changes in parameters that 
alter growth rates along balanced paths. 
The structural adjustment programmes 
suggest that developing countries should 
remove import quotas and reduce their 
import tariffs significantly since these are 
inefficient barriers to trade and hence act 
as a limitation on growth. However, removal 
of trade barriers as per the neoclassical 

Tabi.i 2 Tkaoi Poi-k v Kbkok.vis in SELEcrtn Develoeino Countkics 

Argeniinu: Trade lihcrali.sution hcg.in in 1986 and accelerated in 1991 when virtually all QR.s 
were removed (except on autoiiiobilcs). Stabilisation programmes were launched in 
1980 and 1990 which were unsuccessful 1986 to 1991 average uc/lu/oreiiitarin on 
impuris fell from I 15 per eent lo .tS per cent In 1992. the tarifl band was reduced 
lo 0-20 per cent 

Brur.ll' in 199(1.tradelibcrulisationbcganwilhliftiiTgofiinporlrestnctionsun I.XOOgoods 
The average larift came down from 20 per cent lo 17 I per cent by 1992 and was 
further reduced to 14 I percent in July 199.^. 

Chile Kclorms began m 197t; QRs eliminated by 1979 and uniform tariff rale of 10 per 
cent, this rose to .t5 per cent during 1982-8.1 crisis bui was then reduced to I .S per 
cent 

Colombia .Starling in 1983. import quotas were converted into tariffs contributing lo onc-lhird 
ot revenue increase from taxes till 1987.Average tariffs were 20 9 percent in 1979, 
lell lo 18.7 percent in 1984 and rose lo 29 percent in 1989; by Augusi 1991, average 
tarifl lell lo I.S pcrceni 

Ghana Kclorms began in I982;hciwcen I983and I986currency wasdevalued 32-fold Ihen 
by alurlherbb pcrceni in I987andafurther43perceniin 1989. average tariffs have 
lallen from 39.7 per cent in 1982 lo 6 3 per ccnl in 19X9. m Januaiy ol 1989. import 
licensing was aholi.shed Tariffs remain very low in Ghana 

India' Major reform of trade regime in 1991. Import control through licensing has more or 
less been abolished.A continuous process ot tarifl reductions since July 1991 The 
peak rate of import tariff has fallen from I SO per cent to 6.S [ler cent hetween 1991 
and 1994 

Indonesia' Reforin.s began in 1983; Average tariff rale fell from 17 8 per ccnl to 13 4 per cent 
between 1983 and 1989. 1983 currency was devalued by 28 per cent after which 
real crfeclive exchange rate was kept stable till 1986. when there was a further 
devaluation of 31 per ccnl,between 1986 and 1992, proportion ot domestic goods 
protected by import licensing fell Irom 43 per cent lo 13 per cent while average 
nuiiimal protection has halved 

Ivory Coast Structural adjuslincnl programme launched at (he end of 1981. The next phase of 
rofurm began (1984-86) saw tariff conversion followed by an increase in average 
tariff rale from 23 S per cent lo 26 6 per cent over 1984-88 1989 saw a major 
stabilisation programme 

Mexico Trade liberalisaliun in two phases, 1985 lo 1987 saw tarifl conversion and reduction 
, in import licensing coverage from 92 per cent lo 25 percent; 1987 onwards emphasis 

on luriff reduction (average fell from 8 2 per cent in 1987 lo 5 4 per cent in 1989). 
NAFTA envisages phased elimination of tariffs. 

Peru .Stabilisation programme commenced in Augusi 1990 and included substantial trade 
reform All QRs werecliminaled and the tariff system was simplified lo include only 
three rates (10 per cent, 25 per cent and 50 per cent). The lop rate was reduced to 25 
per cent in March. 1991. 

Philippines 1983 crisis forced the country to embark on a major stabilisation effort Serious 
efforts at structural reforms cuininenccd in 1986 Most QRs were removed; 1992 
foreign exchange market was tully deregulated, phased reduction announced in 
import tariffs 

South Korea. Trade liberalisation was selective (concentrating on capital goods and intermedi¬ 
ates) and comincnced in 1972. Between 1983 and 1989. the proportion of product 
classes carrying import restrtetions fell from 19.6'per cent to 5..3 per cent. 

Tanzania. Early 1986 simultaneous implementation of stabilisation and adjustment programmes 
including libcralisaiion of trade regime and devaluation. 

Turkey: 1980 liberalisation began; average tariffs fell from 39.1 per cenfin 1979 to 11.1 per 
cent in 1980: 1984-imporl surcharges introduced that increased opacity of the 
system. 

Uruguay Significant efforts were made between 1973 and 1982; import quotas and licensing 
were eliniinaied in 1975 and controls on capital goods imports terminated in 1977; 
1982-85 recession was followed by efforts to stabilise and restructure. Broke down 
in 1988. efforts resumed in 1990 and were relatively more successful. 

Sourcey. Kodrik 1992, and World Bank 1992. 
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{■rowiti ilioory »s a level eirecl. unuloiious 

lo ihe oiie-liine upwariJ in 

pmduelum pnssibiliiies. .nuJ mu a growth 

elleci. Giowth rates that ate both large atid 

more importatitly susiained may not be 

achieved simpiv by allocative etlicieiiey 
gains or level elleets. 

VI 
Three Gap Approach 

In order lo highlight how mier-lmkages 

•iniong exieiiial shocks, internal (espei tally 

liscal t laeiors. and the siinclural leaiurcs ol 

the developing economies can lead lo 

macro'ccoiiomic imbalance, a ihiec gap 

model IS heing used by m.my eionomisis 

The Madiiional two gap model is extended 

by adding a third liseal/linancial consiiaini 

to the specilicalion The libeialisalion 

liicialure postulates that it insliimionar 

obstacles aie removed, a maikei economy 

will aliaiiianet|mlibitum position by iisell 

Hy contiasl. Ihe neve g.ips .ippioach 

considers that chseqiiilihiiiim pheiioniemi 

may nr may not peisisl atlei baineis lo the 

liee y/oiking ol market loices arc taken 

away. The outcome will depend on wheiliei 

Ol not m.irkei signals by themselves nicluce 

economic aeloi sloe lose the gaps. Iiowi-ver. 

ihis will be deieimined by the simctural 

leatmes ol the economy at hand. 

The three gap approach is designed 

explicitly to iiicoipoiale the diveise 

siruciiiral characiensties ol developing 

economies .Such details are ignored by the 

orthodox neoclassical appioaeh since it 

sets oiii a uiiiveis.il policy p.ickage to be 

.ipplied iriespeclive ol llie eoiiiiiiy in 

cpiestioii Country studies m Taylor 119').^) 

suggests al least live sets ol laeiors 

contributing to inacio-ec ononiie imbal.ince 

Numerical evidence in this icgarcl is 

pie.seniecl in Table < 

The public sector plays .in important lole 

III capital lorniation in almost all thecoumi les 

III the sample l•urthcl■nu)le. most ol ihe 

loumrv studies h.iveshow'ii a stiong liiik.ige 

heiweeii ))iiblic iinesiment .iiid the 

ioilsec|ueni eiowdiiig in ol piivale eapilal 

loini.iiion Indeed, public capital loini.ilion 

may be the only vehicle lor stiniul.iinig 

mveslmeni atioi a (Kriod ol adseise shocks. 

I'niess. ol course, export growth pulls 

invcsinieiii demand up in a cumulative 

process .IS was the ease m Korea, in any 

event pit vale capital lorniation can h.iidly 

he seen .is an aiiswei 

Also, the public sector in inosi ol the 

countiies Is a strong net saver Ol eomse. 

Ihcie iire oxeepiion.s. siieh as Nicaiagua. 

I 'ganda. Zambia, .ind Zimb.ibwe (Table 11. 

I'his is largely dne to (he maero-economie 

ilisiress in these eountrics. .Savings by the 

public scetoi icllccls its aetivity ineapiiaL 

tornuitioii as well as (he ability ol'the state 

to gather resouiecs Table mdiciUcs (hat 

private savings Hows aie also l.trge. They 

must he miermediated imoeaintal lormalmn 

and/oi loans to the slate to covet Ihe public 

•secioi bon owing leciuircmenitl'SliK). This 

process can Imeh into imhal.mee il a l.ill 

m Ihedem.md (or domeslieassets sc|iiee/cs 

credit to the public secloi oi lor private 

mveslmeul pio|ecis 

Table ' shows negative li.icle clelicii. dial 

IS. suiphises Itii mosi ol the eoimlrics 

Howcvei. with the exception ol India. 

N ic ai .igua. Si 11 ..ink.i 'I aii/ama. and I Iganda 

III in.iiiv eases iliese lelleei loieigii shocks 

Milleicc^in Ihe IdgtK Ot course. Laliii 

Amaiie.m eouniiies had to run surpluses 

to meet loieigii inleiesi ohiigalioiis .u tlie 

same time ,is iheir goveiimieiils needed 

lisc.il suiphises since ihev h.icl iiaiioiialiscd 

loteign debt Pool piim.nv piodtiel 

exporiei s m Alnea.on iheoiliei hand, were 

hii haicl bv sie.icly declines in ibeir lerms 

ol li.ide and l.iggiiig cxpori volumes 

IKaip.ii IW2| 

■I'liedviianiic m.iero-ecoiiomic behaviour 

ol developing economies is strongly 

allecied liy the le,times memioiied above, 

espeei.illy when they are hit by .in external 

shock A sudden eul-oll ol cieclils oi a 

sigmlie.ini l.ill III ilieicimsol ir.ide, besides 

iMggeiiiig inll.iiioii il devalii.iiion is 

neces..uy, is likely to eaii.se icdueiions in 

boili ouipiii and investment The lollowmg 

c'h.imiels .lie empli.isiseci by die ihiee gap 

models. Iiisi, die d.ila m Table .< siiegesls 

dial by limiimg imporis, sc.iiee loreign 

exeh.iuge eithei squee/es euiienl 

piodiiclioii <11 c.ipilal loim.ilioii Phis is so 

beeause local eommoclity itiocluciioii 

lecpiiic's impoiieil iniermecliaies while 

loieigii iii.ideeainlalgoods.iie.inesseiili.il 

ec>ni|Hmcnt in most invc.stment projget.s. 
.Secondly, smee capital inflows are u 

source ol .saving.s. they are lo he replaced 

domesiieally it ihcir Plow iseuriailod. The 

iec|iiircd reduction in aggregate demand, 

however, is olicii realised ihiough an 

acceleration m inllalion Fiiuilly, lewer 

luiuls will be Plowing Ihroiigh die Pinaneial 

system, ledueing die supply ol'credit and 

Ihereloie eapilal loimation. Since 

iiueinaitonal capital in.iiketsarciinperleel. 

Ihe Cl oiiomy tends to udjti.si to reduced 

point in lime .ivailabihty oP lorctgn 

exchange via ouiptii rediieiioas medi.itcd 

by lasier iidlaiion .mil (Jomestic eicdii 

ratiomiig 

VII 

Concluding Rcmarkii 

All attempt IS m.ide in this paper lo 

highlight lhemadcc|uaeicsol dictradilioiial 

I tdes-ol-lhumh approach toward economic 

ri’lorms m developing eotiiilMCs. The 

Lindcriying model does iioi seem to 

addiess the eomplexilies ol economic 

sti ucltires in (he developing economies .ind 

hence holds good only iinilcr very resirietive 

assumptions Howevei. despite these 

tuiHl.imental weaknesses the standard 

rules have enjoyed widespread use and 

aeee|)(.mee 

Any move lowaid dramaiie lilveraiisalion 

needs lo be preceded by a successful 

si.ihdisaiion programme. A siruciiirul rclorm 

piogr.imme .leeonipanyiiig siahilisaiion 

measures may neither help achieve macro 

slahdily noi the resloiation ol sustamiihle 

giowih Ol eomse. anv ma|or ad|usiment or 

si.ihdis.iiion piogramme has .ilw.iys to keep 

m mind a very impori.mi boundary eondilioii. 

1 MU 1 t 1)1 VI 1 lil’IS(. ('ueNIMV 1 KADI . Isvi SIMI N'l ANI> .Svvisi.s Flows ... 

Countiy .nut In 
Year 

ilci mediate liivesimeni (Perce uiaec of GDP) .Suvilies 
llllpillls Fiiieigii 

Capiiai 
(mhiiIs 

Diinieslii' 
Capilal 
ChumIs 

Piiblu 
Seeloi 

Hnvaic 
Secioi 

Public- 
Secior 

Private 
Sector 

Trade 
Delieii 
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that ia. the capacity of the state, both with 
regard to its political and administrative 
limitations. The .state will ultimately have 
to play a crucial role in the success of any 
structural adjustment programme. The llscal, 
foreign, and savings gaps are clo.scly linked. 
Improvement in the first is not likely without 
gains for the other two as well. Indeed, 
external support may well be required on all 
the three fronts. However, the currently 
pursued adjustment strategy docs not take 
into account the diverse structural 
charactensticsofdevelopingcountnes which 
the three gap approach does. 

Thccurrcntly pursued adjustment strategy 
lacks theoretical support, and moreover 
empincal evidence Irom Latin America. 
Africa, and more recently from Eastern 
Europe and Ru.ssia suggests that different 
economics with different institutional 
relationship and varying lines of causality 
in their economic sy.stems require different 
approaches to .stabilisation and structural 
reform. 

There are examples of succes.ses and I'ai lure 
of both orthodox and heterodox policy 
initiatives. The problem at hand is how to 
invent and .sequence pol icy changes relevant 
for each economy's historical and 
institutional context. Be that as it may. factors, 
such as the structure of the existing capital 
stock, the si/.e tif the population, and natural 
resourceendowments put .somewhat tlexible 
boundary conditions on policies aimed at 
raising productive efficiency, but a general 
solution is nowhere at hand 

[The author is grateful to Tahir Andrabi, 
Stanley Fischer. Lance Taylor and Thierry 
Verdier for useful discussions. However, the 
views expressed in the paper are author's own. 
The paper was written while the author was a 
visiting scholarai the Department of Economies. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Cainbridge. Massachusetts.] 
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Disempo weiment of Indian Bureaucracy 

A Class Analysis 

SKDas 

A bureaucracy becomes auinnomous and exercises power when the process of class formation is weak or when 

no class is dominant in a society. Once a class becomes dominant, the autonomy of the bureaucracy ceases to exist 

and it becomes an instrument in the hands of the dominant class. In India, the growth of clas.ses was stunted during 

the Moghul and British rule: in the post-colonial situation, no cla.ss was dominant. Since the Indian bourgeoisie is 

now in the process of establishing its dominance. Indian bureaucracy will soon lose its autonomy and power. 

IT is commonly believed that with the 

dissolution of the ‘licence-permit raj', the 

process ol di.scmpowcrment of the Indian 

bureaucracy has finally begun. From the 

right, such a process is seen as the result of 

a situation in which the bureaucracy has 

been overtly regulatory and intrusive, and 

has steadfastly supplanted market torccs and 

individual initiative. The left has viewed 

such a process as having been brought upon 

Itself by a bureaucracy that is uncanng, 

unjusi and inattentive to the needs of the 

econoillically disadvantaged. Thqse in the 

middle have attributed this process to the 

working of a bureaucracy Ihni has been 

wasteful of public money, sloihtul, inef¬ 

ficient. inconsiderate of the gcncr.il public 

and monumentally corrupt 
Such analyses, albeit well-founded as the 

woes experienced by the pubi ic would testify, 

remain inadequate, as they are mereentiques 

of the bureaucracy qua bureaucracy. They 

neither fully problematise the process in the 

specificity of the Indian situation, nor do 

they locate it in the complexities of the 

relationships among class, bureaucracy and 

state power; this is what this article attempts 

to do. 

Theoretical Framework 

In recent years, there has been considerable 

di.scussion of the state as an object of 

theoretical and empirical enquiry, both in 

the writings of contemporary Marxists and 

non-Marxiiits, but an explicit focus on the 

working of the bureaucracy has been 

significantly absent. Some interesting work 

on the functioning of bureaucracy has been 

done by Goran Therborn,' Claus Offe.- and 

Erik Olin Wright.' but such work has tended 

to ebneentrate on the bureaucratic structures 

in advanced capitalitst societies. Therefore, 

the writings of Max Weber, Marx and Engels 

still provide the crucial points of reference 

for any meaningful discussion of class, 

bureaucracy and state power.^ 

About bureaucracies, Weber says. 

The decisive reason for the advance of 
bureaucratic organisation has always been 
its purely technical superiority over any 

other form of organisation. The fully 

developed bureaucratic apparatus compares 
with other organisations exactly as does the 

machine with the non-mechanical modes of 
productioii Precision, speed, unambiguity, 
knowledge of the file.s. contmuily, discrclion. 
unity, strict subordination, reduction of 
friction and ol material and personal costs - 
these are rai.sed to the optimum point in the 
strictly buieaucratic administration and 
especially in its moniKratie fonn.' 

About the overwhelming power that the 

bureaucracy excrci.scs, Weber writes, 

Undei normal conditions, the power (Xisition 
ol a fully developed bureaucracy is always 
ovcrtowering. The politicul muster always 
finds himscit in the position ol a dilettante 
who stands up|K>sitc the expert" 

Can the bureaucracy ever be dismantled? 

Weber’s answer is in the negative. He says. 

Once It is fully established, buieaueraey is 
among those social structures which arc the 
hardest to destroy... And whcic the 
bureaucrati.sationotadministraiion has been 
completely carried through, a form ol power 
relation is established that is practically 
unshattcrable. The ruled, for their part, 
cannot dispense with or replace the 
bureaueralic apparatus of authority once it 

exists.’ 
* 

Since bureaucracy cannot be eliminated, the 

problem, according to Weber, was how to 

check bureaucratic power and to provide 

guarantees that would prevent bureaucrats 

from overstepping their proper place. Writing 

about Germany, Weber advocated a .strong 

working parliament that alone could control 

the bureaucracy." 
Weberian insights into the nature and 

working of bureaucracies, profound and 

seminal though they were, are not particularly 
useful forthepurposesofouranalysis because 

of the following reasons. First, for Weber 

buieaccratic power is not derived from the 
economic hegemony of thecla.ss that founds 

the state but from the need for rational and 

predictable administration. Thus class and 

power in the Webenan paradigm are related 

only in a contingent manner. Such a 

formulation misses the very crucial 

relationship between bureaucracy and cla.ss 

power; in Weber, there is no assumption of 

shared interest between the bureaucracy and 

the dominant class.'' Second, the only scenano 

in which Weber contemplates erosion of 

bureaucratic power - the creation of a strong, 

working parliament - is not realistic as it 

dues not take note ol the important 

relationship of parliamcntury institutions to 

class power. While it may be true that a 

strong, working parliament may circumscribe 

bureaucratic ptiwer to .some extent, it is 

debatable whether a strong parliament is at 

all possible given the contradictions of a 

capitalist society. Weber him.self was not 

overtly optimistic about the long-term 

durability of parliaments, but his pessimism 

had more to do with the organisational 

problems faced by a parliament when dealing 

with a powerful bureaucracy. Weber never 
tried to situate the question ol efficacy of 

parliamentary institutions in the context of 

the social contradictions of capitalist 

society."’ 

Marx' s observations about the bureaucracy 

came out of his critique of Hegel, particularly 

Hegel’s ob.scrvations in Philosophy of 
Right." In that book. Hegel contended that 

the most important institution in the state 

was the bureaucracy which represented “the 

absolutely universal interests of the state 

proper”, the particular interests having been 

mitigated by hierarchy, speciali.sation, 

expertise, co-ordination and the internal and 

external pressures for competence and 

impartiality. Marx, on the other hand, argued 

that the bureaucracy, far from representing 

the universal interest as characterised by 

Hegel, only transformed universal interests 

into private iqteresls. As Marx writes. 

The bureaucracy asserts itselfto be the final 
end of the state. Because bureaucracy makes 
its formal aims its content, it comes into 
conflict everywhere with the real aims. Hence 

It IS obliged to present what is formal for 
the content and the content for what is formal. 
The aims of the state are transformed into 
aims of bureaus, or the aims of the bureaus 
into aims of the state The bureaucracy is 
a circle from which nobody con escape, its 
hierarchy is a hierarchy of knowledge. The 
highest point entrusts the understanding of 
the particulars to lower echelons, whereas 
these, on the other hand, credit the highest 
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with »ii tindcistundini: iii regard U) llie 
tinivcr'iul (the general inteicst); and thus 

they deecive mio anolhei.'- 

Marx argues that su long as private and 

public spheres are conceptualised as distinct 

and opposed lo each other, the bureaucracy 

would claim lo represent the general interest 

ol the comnuiiiily. As a matter of I act. such 

distinction and opposition provides ihe 

Icgiliniaiion on the basis ol which the 

bureaucracy justilies its power Marx 

contends that such a dualism between the 

spheres ol private and public inicresi does 

not exist. The claim of the stale and its 

bureaucracy to repieseiu the general interest 

is negated by the existence of classes. Marx 

therelore argues that the indeitendence of 

the state from the dominant class is illusory: 

it islheownershipofpro|teriy that determines 

IMilitical powci As Marx put it dclinilively 

in The CtmHiiini.M Munilt’sio." "the 

execuiive ol the modern state is bin a 

commitiiv lor managing ihecommon alfairs 

of the whole bourgeoisie" 1'lie state and its 

bureaucracy are insiiumenisot Ihe dominant 

class, such an insiriimentuhsi perception of 

the slate by Marx was liiriher expanded and 

relincd by Ixniii.''* Paul .Swee/y.''' and Ralph 

.Miliband."’ 

The other interpretation ol Marx's 

account ol the relation among classes, the 

bourgeoisie and the state, particularly the 

characterisation of the Bonapartisi stale, 

emerges out ol a reading ol Ttw IukIiii'i'hiIi 

Hrumuuf oj Uiut.s Hoiiaixiiv.'' this was 

taken up liirther by Louis Althusser" and 

Nico Poulant/as Poulant/as’ lornuilation 

IS based on the Althusserian iiucrpretaiioii 

of Marx that posits a relative separation 

between Ihe economic and political instances 

of .tlu.' capitalist mode ol production. 

Althusser argues that Ihe Marxist social 

whole IS constituted by a certain type ol 

complexiiy. lire unity ol the structured whole 

t'vniaimng levels oi iiist.uices which arc 

di'slmct lelalively auioiiomous. and which 

co-exist within this complex structural unity, 

uritciilated with one anothei according to 

specific deierniinalions. fixed in the last 

instance by the level or instance ol the 

economy. Poulant/as borrows the coticepi 

of relative autonomy from Althusser and 

enlarges it to conceptualise Ihe autonomy ol 

the stale apparatus from the dominant cliiss 

in a capiiah.si .society. Poutani/as argues that 

the capiiah.si state functions to maintain ihc 

cohesion and unity ol Ihe siKial tormation, 

hut carries out this lunction specilically by 

containing class struggle by way ot 

organising the dominant class .nid 

di.sorgam.sing the dominated classes. This is 

done by cleverly prc.seniiiig the state as the 

unity ol the people-nation, both by concealing 

die class character of the stale apparatus 

from the dominated classes .nut try 

specifically excluding them lioin -^i.iic 

insiituiioiis. 'rtiis is possible only hec.iu.se 

' the stale ii|>paratus is relatively autoiHrmous 

from ihe economic instance.-" Poulant/as 

argues that the capitalist class is not a 

homogeneous class: it consisis of several 

Iractions whose interests are not always 

identical The stale can .serve Ihe ruling class 

only when it is relatively uuionomous from 

the diverse Iraclions of the capitalist class 

precisely in order to organise the hegemony 

ol the whole ol this class. 

Such <1 conception ol iherelaiivciuitonomy 

ol Ihc state apparatus has been used in a 

wider pers|jeciive to mean ihal Ihe slate 

generally, and Ihe bureaucracy in particular, 

emerge as a distinct sphere in soeieiy, may 

lake a variety ol forms, and con.stilute a 

source ol power which need not be linked 

to Ihc mtcresis. or he under the control, of 

the capitalist class The concept ol relative 

autonomy, however, may not apply to social 

lormaiions where Ihe autonomy ol Ihc .stale 

does not necessarily result in Ihe hegemony 

ol Ihe dotntnuni class, as has been shown 

by Thomas Buinai m his stifdy ot Peru and 

Brazil." and Anupam Sen in his study of 

India '' In laci. .is Ham/a Alavi writes with 

retereiice lo the stale in Pakistan and 

Baiiglade.sh. 

Such a proposition (rt'ltilivf initimomw 
cannot apply lou discussion ol post-colonial 

societies in which the piohlem arises not 
with icfciencc lo ‘diverse tiaciions' of a 

single class, the bourgeoisie, but railici with 
rcleienec iothieedilleienipro|Kiiicdclasses, 

which do noi eonslilule 'a whole', toi they 
havcdillerciU Mi'ueluiul bases andeompciiiig 
class inieiesis-' (emphasis added) 

There is. however, a third strand in Ihc 

writings of Marx and Rngels which suggests 

that Ihe hinoaiicracy could become 

independent when classes in the social 

I'ormalion have siunied growth tir when no 

class emerges .is ihe dominant class. In such 

scenarios, the hurc.iucracy becomes Ihc I uling 

class ■' As Marx says. 

The iiidcpendciieu ol ihe .slale is only lound 
nowadays in those eounines where thcesiales 

have not yei eoiuplelely developed into 
classes, wlicre cslalcs. done away wiih in 

more advanced couiUrics, still have a part 

to play, and whore there exists a niixuiic. 
countries, that is lo say. in vntieh no one 

seelioii ol Ihe population can achieve 
dominaiKc over ihc other 

In fact, ihis siraiid ol Marx’s iiosiiion is 

continued hy bhgels when he comments on 

the situation m Germany: 

Bureauci.ic) .. very soon becomes an 

unbcuiablc fetter tor the bourgeoisie.. And 
the more the iiulusliy develops, the more 
'eon.seienlious ollicials' ap|x;ur -- that is. 
officials who either Irom pure iiairow- 

mmdcdne.ss or iroin llie htireaucnilie hatred 

ol the bourgeoisie. |)cster ihc factory owners 
with the most infuriating chicaneries The 
tNHirgcoisie.lherctoro,iscout|K'lledlohreuk 

(he |)owcr ol (he indolent and jicuilogging 

burcaueracy. Prom the mumem the state 
administration and legislature fall under 
the control of the bourgeoisie, the 
independence of the bureaucracy ceases to 
exist, indeed Irom (his moment, the 

tormentors of the bourgeoisie turn iiiio 
their humble slaves ’’ 

The discussion so far suggests a theoretical 

framework lor our analysis, follows. The 

bureaucracy is independent and exercises 

power when classes in Ihe social formation 

have .stunted growth or when no class einergcs 

a.s (he dominant class in a social tormation. 

In such situations. Ihc bureaucracy becomes 

the ruling class. However, once a class 

becomes dominant over other classes in a 

social formation, the independence of ihe 

bureaucracy ceases to exist and H becomes 

an instrument in (he hands ol the dominant 

class 

Indian Sihiaiion 

In India, the procc.ss of class tormation has 

been very different from that in Europe In 

the European case, capitalism grew out of 

leudalism: (he development ol merehaiil 

capitalism and industrial capitalism was made 

possible by ihe operation of internal 

economic forces.’* Poi instance, under 

leudalism excessive exploitation ol peasants 

and serls hy feudal lords in quest of larger 

rents to meet their increasing demand lor 

luxuries, the association ol merchant capital 

with land purchase deals, and the resultant 

commcTcialisulion ot agriculture, gave rise 

lo a situation in which labour was rendered 

surplus and a large segment of ihe peasantry 

was evenluiilly iranslormcd into landless 

wage-labourers."' As Maix says. 

The prelude to the rcvoliilioii lhai laid the 
foundation of the capitalist mode of 

production was played out in the Iasi Ihiid 
of the fillecnih ccnUiry and Ihe liisl few 
decades ol Ihc sixiceilth A mass ot 'tree' 

and unattached proletarians was hurled into 
Ihc labour-market... Ihe gieui feudal lords, 

in ihcir defiant oppi'sition to the king and 

Ihc Parhumcni. created an incomparably 
largci proletariat by forcibly driving the 
IKasuntry Irom the land, lo which the latter 

had the same feudal title .is ihc lords 
thcinselve.s. and by the itsurpulioii ol Ihc 
common lund.s.*' 

The important point to be noted here is 

that the relation of production - the feudal 

lonls owned the lands and the serfs as well - 

was central to the process of separation ol 

(he producers from the land and to (he 

creation of Ihc necessary anlagomsm 

between the feudal lords and Ihc peasantry. 

More important, (he absolutism in politics 

that dominated the EEuropcan .scene in the 

I7lh century was. in lad. a crucial 

detennmam in the proecsKtif merchant capital 

cstahlishiifg its control uvei the slale 

apparaiu.s. .Absolutism in puhiuaiMas made 
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IKissihlc (n B(tr()|K' pnmurHy because llw 
huuri;c(tisie utittncd iisclf with the king. 
Such ah.soluti.sm was insirutncntul in 
circumscribing the pnwer and inllucncc of 
the feudal Uirds; in addition, the absolutism 
of the slate was used very clfectively to 
eliminate all possible fetters on the growth 
and development ol capitalism. Eventually 
(he succeiisful bourgeois revolution against 
the slate bi ought ubtiut the end ol absolui i sm 
in politics and enabled the capitalist class 
to found its own state." 

In India, class tormalion was stunted 
from the very beginning, in tact, the process 
of class lormation. as it developed, was 
unlike the progression ol stages as in 
Europe. In India, the dissolution of the 
primitive society or clan otganisalion did 
not give rise to a slave system or tetidalism 
Instead, there was what Marx dcseribed as 
the Asiatic mode ol pioduction wiih the 
OnciUal desptitu stale as its prini.ipul 
characteristic. In this nuide. the /amindars 
Ol the [agirdars could noi emerge as an 
independent class, as (he leudal lords did 
in Euiope. becau.se ot the laci ihai the 
/amindars and jagirdars were iiol the owners 
ol the landon which they collected levenue 
This vvas also the leason why capitalism 
was un.ibic loevol ve smoothly and naiiii ally 
out ol Ihe Asiatic mode, ihe precondition 
tor the emergence ol capiialism. namely, 
wage lahoui. was signilicantly absent Sinec 
the /.amindars and lagiidars did not own 
the land. Ihey were noi in a posiiion to 
separate the woikers (rom the land as m 
Europe '' 

Howevei.Ihe Asiaiic modcol production 
was not as iiretrievably slagnani and 
immobile as Marx would have us believe. 
In Ihe I7ih and IKth centuries when iiade 
was opened up with the West, a merchant 
(. lass ihai w'as prosperous and hud the capacity 
to achieve dominance mthe social formation, 
came iiiio existence. But with the industrial 
revolution in England. India was made inio 
an importer ol manufactured commodities 
instead ol being an exporter: that was the 
end ol the rising mcrehuni cupitahsi class." 
IJItimaicly, an indigenous capitalist class 
did emerge in colonial India, but in the 
scheme ol things, ii could only be a 
comprador class, thoroughly subservient to 
the metropolitan bourgeoisie that controlled 
the state apparatus.''' Such u comprudoi 
bourgeoisie that was a mere agent ol (he 
metropolitan bourgeoisie could never 
become the dominant class. 

At the time ot independence, post- 
colonial Indian society had three classes, 
but none ol them were dominant. The 
Indian capitalist class, congenitally weak 
becau.se of its comprador .status, was in no 
position 10 achieve dominance. The 
metropolitan bourgeoisie was no longer 
dominant, because,in the post-colonial era 
it did not control the state apparatus any 

more. Tltere was. of course, fhc landed 
class, hut it did not enjoy dominance. 
Thus. Ill the history of flic Indian social 
formation, either the process of class 
formation was stunted, oi when clas.ses did 
eventually emerge, none of them was in 
a position to achieve dominunee over die 
other clas.ses 

In such a situation, the Indian bureaucracy 
was autonomous .md exeieised power both 
during the Moghul and Ihe Bitlish iiile. 
because ihc giowih ol classes was suinied." 
Ai the time ol iiide[%ndcnce and atlcr. the 
bureaucracy was autonomous because no 
single class was able lo establish its 
dominance over other classes. What Ham/.u 
Alavi said ol posi-coloniul societies in 
Pakistan and Bangladesh, applied equally to 
the Indian siiuaiioir 

The essentia! prohicm aboiil Ihe stale in 
|H>si-eulonial soeielies sienis liom Ihe lael 
Ihai II IS mil esiahlished by an a.secndaill 

native bourgeoisie hul instead by a loieign 
impenalisl houigcoisie At indcpendenec. 
howevei. the diieei eoinniand ol the laller 
ovei the colonial stale is ended Bui. hy ihe 
same token, its inlluenee ovei it is hy no 

means biotiglil u> an end The nieliopolitan 

bouigeoisie. loined hy oihei iieo-coloiiiahst 

bourgeoisies, is prescnl in Ihe posl-eolonial 
soeiely Ihe slate in the |aosi-colomal society 
IS noi the iiisiiuiuent ol a single class. Ii is 
lelalively auioiiomuiis and ii mediates 
between the sompelmg mieiesis ol Ihe ihiec 

puipeiiiedelasse.s, namely. Ihe metiopohlan 
houigeoisie.lhe iiidigcnous bourgeoisie and 
Ihe landed classes, while al the same lime 
aLling on hehall ol ihem all lo prcseive the 

sosial ordei in which (heir inleic.sis aie 

embedded, namely, the institution ol private 
piopeily ami ihe capitahsi mode as (he 
doinmanl mode ol pioduction 

In Ihe posi-eolonuil siiuaiioii. Ihe Indian 
bureaucracy also assumed an aiiionomous 
economic lole ciiphcmislically. to promote 
egalitarjanism. lo inlluenee income 
disinhulion .iiid lo alleviate poverty. In 
laci, the buicaucracy .'.ppropiiaied a 
.subsiamial part of the economic surplus 
and deployed ii in buieaueratically directed 
economic acliviiies ostensibly lo promote 
economic developmeiii; m Ihe process, it 
.irrogated lo iiscll lire commanding heiglus 
ol Ihe economy lo die exclusion ol die 
Indian bourgeoisie. Thi ouipiii, ol course, 
was v/oelully inadcquaie: there wasastcady 
worsening ol overall economic conditions 
tor the poor juxtaposed with uncontrolled 
consumptionism foi the rich and the 
burgeoning middle class. The inevitable 
happened - there was a serious depletion 
of lorcigii exchange lesourecs and Ihc slate 
was driven, oui o', sheer necessity iVir 
consumption even on a quoiidiaii basis, lo 
seek linancial a.ssi.s'aiice from iniernational 
lending agencies 

The imcrnaiional lunding agencies have. 

of course, agreod to dole out largesse, hut. 
have made it contingent on the 
impiemcntaiion ol a programme for 
dismantling the bureaucratic stranglehold. 
Ihc programme to lie supervised by their 
resident repre.scntalivcs in India. More 
imixu'iainly. die agencies have insisted upon 
jiiomiing the Indian bourgeoisie us the 
favoured agency lor the country's 
devciopnieni, and in (he pioccss have 
moiinied <m ideological ollensivc against 
any lonn of hurcaucraiically induced 
sialism ih.ii 111 their minds, constitutes 
impericciions in hegemonising the 
bourgeoisie. This elicciively creates the 
necessary conditions lor the Indian 
bourgeoisie lo establish iis dominunee in 
the social lormation Considering Ihe 
emerging close linkages beiween these 
agencies and India, .itid given the 
performance of these agencies in managing 
ceononiie developmeiii ,ind guiding class 
lormation in nuich ol ihe third world." 
coupled with their in.stitutionni capability 
lo do so. It Is only a matter ot time before 
the Indian bourgeoisie aeiually establishes 
Us dominance in the social lormulioii 

'fherc arc two laclors of conlemptirary 
signil icuiice dial valorise Ihcongoiiig process 
of (he Indian bourgeoisie eslubhshing ils 
dominunee. First, there has been an 
overwhelming global con.sensus that for 
die economy to reach a higher giowth path, 
the bourgeoisie should be hegcmonised; 
any deviation by way ol siatisni or 
bureaucratic intrusion would merely detract 
from this objective Sectmd. third world 
couniries are vying with one .iiioihcr in 
welcoming MNC operaiions lo their soil. 
Ihc MNCs on their part, are uurncicd by 
ihe iminensc poieniiul ol the cver- 
cxpandiiig inarkei outlets in these couiurics. 
The MNCs. however, h,tve shown a marked 
prctereiicc for operating (lirough the 
domestic bourgeoisie so that they eouid 
pursue their sole interest ot protil-muking 
without being disiraeled by political risks 
.iiiendant on direct investment To enable 
Ihe domestic bourgeoisie to provide 
meaningful support in these joiiii ventures, 
the MNCs now have a vested interest in 
ensuring that this class is made domitiatu 
in (he social tormation. 

Is ihisuscendant bouigeoisie acomprador 
one'.' If ii IS. ils subordinate status would 
necessarily detract from iis colonising the 
bureaucracy. It has now become fashion¬ 
able to attribute the a.scendancy of the 
Indian bourgeoisie to a paiiun-client 
relationship: the iniernational funding 
agencies are viewed as uninipoicni 
pairons that can mctamorphise domestic 
bourgeoisies at will, while the Indian 
bourgeni.sic is seen as a weak, dependent 
and subordinate client. It would be sheer 
naivete, however, to sec the IMF and the 
World Bunk us demiurges, organising 
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sKiglchiiiiJtx^he pruccsK of hegcmoni&ation 
of weak domeHiic bourgeoisies in errant 
capitalist countries ot the third world: they 
should rather be scon as ‘organic intellectuals’ 
in their role in promoting and installing 
abroadcr project for hegemonising the 
bourgeoisie on a global scale.'"’As Antonio 
Gramsci put it. “Every social group creates 
together with iisell, organically, one or 
more strata of intellectuals which give it 
homogeneity and an awareness of us own 
functions not only in the economic but also 
in the social and political fields. The 
capitalist entrepreneur creates alongside 
himself the industrial technician, the 
specialist in political economy, the 
organisers of a new culture, of a new legal 
system, eic."" The organic iniclleciuals 
provide (he political, iiucllectual and moral* 
leadership through which hegemony is 
established. With the IMF and the World 
Bank as organic intellectuals, the liegcmony 
that i.s sought to be established is that of 
the bourgeoisie as a class: the project is 
to expand ii economically, politically and 
ideologically to cover the entire globe.'*- 

Thc increasing number of joint ventures 
between the MNCs and the domcsiic 
bourgeoisie, with the MNCs taking the 
initiative, has given ri.se lu an inllueniiul 
critique that also invokes the comprador 
argument, this critique tends to sec the 
domestic bourgeoisie as weak and dcpeijdeni 
vis-a-vh the MNCs. Such a characterisation 
of the uscendant Indian bourgeoisie as 
comprador to the transnational bourgeoisie 
is a mere mindless chanting of the 
dependencia mantra.^' The new relational 
pattern that joins the Indian bourgeoisie to 
the transnational'bourgeoisie can be more 
appropriately de.scribed us a mutuality: it is 
neither antagonistic nor comprador The 
MNCs vatue^their new-found relationship 
with the Ihdian bourgeoisie, because .such 
aTelafionship gives them acccs.s to the Indian 
'fiiarkct for their merchandise and 
technologies without subjecting them to the 
political risks inherent in direct invc.stment. 
and without their having to navigate the 
intractable realities ot an unfriendly 
environment. The Indian bourgeoisie, on its 
pan, gets access to technology and entry into 
the hdlowed ponals of international business. 
Thus, the relationship is beneficial to both, 
the dependence is mutual and equal; the 
mutuality is between partners, neither 
unequal nor hierarchical. 

The Indian bourgeoisie is now in the 
process of emerging as the dominant class 
in the social formation. It will eventually 
found its own state and colonise the 
bureaucracy; the Indian bureaucracy will 
ultimately become an instrument of the 
Indian bourgeoisie. Such a process is 
gradual and incremental; even Lenin, 
perhaps the greatest protagonist of the 
instrumentalist view, who believed thot a 

socialist revolution would instantly 
demolish bureaucratic .structures,'” found 
to his disgust that bureaucracy can be 
subordinated only over a period of time. 
Addressing the Eighth Party Congress in 
1919, Lenin said, “We have been hearing 
complaints about bureaucracy for a long 
lime, the complaints arc undoubtedly well- 
founded... Here wc arc suttcring from the 
fact that Russia was not sufficiently 
developed as acapitalisi country. Germany, 
apparently, will suffer less from this because 
her bureaucratic apparatus pu.sscd through 
an extcn.sivc school, which sucks people 
dry but compels them to work and not just 
wear out armchairs us happens in our 
offices.”'*' Now that the Indian bourgeoisie 
IS in the process of being dominant, the 
autonomy and power of the Indian 
bureaucracy will gradually wither away; 
ihc dis.soluiu>n of the licence-permit raj 
was. perhaps, the beginning of the end. 
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DISCUSSION^ 

TFPG in Manufacturing Industry 
D U Sastry 

THIS is a brief note with reference to 
the paper by P Balaknshna and K 
Pushpangadan (£PIV. July 30.1994) and the 
reaction to it by Isher Judge Ahluwalia 
(EPW, October 22, 1994). 

The point raised by Isher Ahluwalia is 
whether double deflation is better than single 
deflation and whether reliable price indices 
for raw materials are available to deflate raw 
materials. On the first point Isher Ahluwalia 
agrees that double deflation procedure is 
better than single deflation. On the second 
point, she says she did not do double dellation 
as she did not find reliable data. 

Ahluwalia observes that raw material 
prices have been rising faster than output 
prices in Indian industry dunng the 1970s 
and 1980s. In such a situation, will not single 
deflation method result in understating value 
added? This has obvious consequences for 
productivity growth. And therefore it is both 
necessary and desirable to go in for double 
deflation procedure in obtaining a real 
measure of output. 

The second point is about non-availability 
of reliable data on price indices for raw 
materials. The wholesale price index numbers 

appropnate as it docs not capture structural 
changes in the I97l)s and I98()s. The point 
IS valid. But Laspereys index with fixed 
weights, no matter what base you consider, 
cannot accommodate structural changes. 
This is the limitation of the Laspereys Index. 
Structural change is a continuing pheno¬ 
mena because prices are changing, new 
commodities are emerging and technology 
IS changing. This is especially so in the 
Indian context due to planning and more 
recently due tochanging policy environment. 
Once this is recognised, the alternative open 
is to construct a chain index which 
incorporates such structural change. The 
efiort involved in the con.struclion of such 
a chain index is even more demanding in 
terms of data and time. 

For these reasons most scholars resort to 
single deflation procedure. I myself have 
done this in my studies. More often than not, 
the point does not strike one until someone 
points it out. The argument that reliable data 
does not exist is simply not true. It is also 
important to remember that all deflation 
procedures, whether single or double, are at 

best approximations, no matter how much 
meticulous care you take. 

Two other points require special mention. 
There are a number of reasons to believe that 
ASI output data are somewhat understated. 
First, output IS ex-factory net of taxes and 
duties The scope for lax evasion exists due 
to seepage in output. How much of it escapes 
the tax net is anybody's guess. Second, 
while output is ex-factory, raw materials 
consumed are inclusive of taxes and duties. 
This would imply under-valuation of value 
added. Third, wholesale price index numbers 
used for deflation of output/valuc added 
include taxes and duties, while output is ex- 
factory. This also affects value added. 

The second point relates to ASI coverage. 
AS I covers only the organised manufacturing 
sector. The small sector which produces 
about one-third of industry output is outside 
the scope of ASI. inferences drawn using 
ASI data should at least qualify explicitly 
their limitation. Unfortunately, recent studies 
on productivity have generally overlooked 
this factor. 

It is easy to brush aside comments. A 
smart reply is not always a correct reply. 
Scientific progress comes througth intense 
debate, dissent and an open mind to 
understanding others. There is much to learn 
from one another. 

put out regularly by theoffice of the economic 
adviser, ministry of industry, government of 
India, report data on raw material prices as 
well as fuel prices both for the aggregate as 
well as for individual items within the group. 
From these it is possible to construct a 

Calculating the Fiscal Deficit 
IS Guiati 

weighted index for each individual indus¬ 
try. For instance, the price index for 
electricity, limestone and coal could be 
combined with relative weights and this 
index could be used for deflating raw 
materials consumed in cement industry. 
Similarly, for other industries, raw material 
price index can be constructed with more 
recent base 1981-82=100. 

It is also possible to construct price index 
of raw materials for each industry from the 
Annual Survey of industry volumes. ASI 
volumes present detailed data under the head 
Basic Raw Matenals Consumed, on raw 
material inputs both in quantity and value 
terms. The only item for which only value 
figures are reported is the item ‘Others’ 
which is a negligible fraction of the total raw 
nuiterials consumed. TTie construction of 
such an index for each industry is 
undoubtedly an enormous task both in terms 
of time and effort. 

Isher Ahluwalia points out that raw 
material pricedeflatorwith 1973-74 weights 
derived from 1973-74in[wt-output table by 
Balakrishna and Pushpangadan is not quite 

BOTH M Subbarao (EPW, August 27.1994) 
and R J Mody (A’PIV, September 17, 1994) 
have offered very insightful comments on 
my note (EPW, May 21,1994) on calculating 
the fiscal deficit. Subbarao takes the view 
that given the way the government has chosen 
to define the fiscal deficit, namely, as; 
(Total expenditure (revenue and capital)] 
minus [Total revenue receipts + non-debt 
creating capital receipts], there is little room 
for ambiguity as “the formula provides 
automatically for netting out recoveries of 
past loans from fresh loans advanced during 
the year, just as it provides for neUing out 
disinvestment proceeds from fresh 
investment in public enterprises”. Not only 
is there no ambiguity about the treatment of 
public sector disinvestment proceeds, 
according to Subbarao, but also there is 
“nothing particularly wrong in taking credit 
for these proceeds in determining the fiscal 
deficit as long as the fiscal deficit itself is 
used with the caution that it wanants”. 

The concern addressed in my note, I may 
clarify, was not with regard to the departure 

made by government from standard usage 
in defining the fiscal deficit for its purposes, 
but with the questions and doubts the 
definition thus adopted raised, particularly 
with respect to the treatment of the proceeds 
from public sector disinvestment. It will be 
useful to recall in this context that no 
objection was raised to the government 
deftnition on grounds of ambiguity. What 
my note was really trying to examine was 
the extent to which the doubts raised by 
critics with respect to netting the fiscal deficit 
for public sector disinvestment proceeds 
were valid and came to the conclusion that 

...from the point of consistency, if recoveries 
of loans are allowed to be set'off against 
total government expenditure, there should 
not be any objection to treating sales 
realisations of public sector equity Similarly. 
Having said that, my note went on to raise 

a question about the implications, for 
purposes of policy analysis, of netting the 
fiscal deficit for certain types of capital 
receipU, which the government described as 
non-debt creating. The net amount realised 
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from these non-rkht creating rcccipfs. it wiut 
argued in my imhc, 

wouUt Icgtiimaicly he considered in the 
nature of government recei|ii that should 
he taken i(> raise and not reduce the fiscal 
deficit hecause such receipt iisell lakes on 
the nuiurc of borrowing in Ihe sense ihai 
■he amount thus received, like other 
amounts the goveriimcni hoi rows, goes 
towards the Unancing of current goverii- 
iiieni expenditure 
Tlie point being nuitle here is not so 

much about whether the so-called liscal 
deficit IS higher as a consequence hut nhoiit 
the nature ol government receipts that 
finance Its expenditure. Basically. I believe, 
from the point ol view ol maero-eeonomie 
munugemcni. it is how government 
expenditure is linuiiecd that is important 
When Suhharao rclers to the ■critical 
importance’ of the method ol financing the 
fiscal dcricit bccau.se "it inllucnccs the macro- 
economy in ways more diverse than can he 
captured by its aggregate value or the terms 
ol its financing" or when Mody refers to the 
objectives of stabilisation. I think our 
concerns are very much the same 

K SRINIVASULli's article ‘BSPand Caste 
Politics’ {EFW. October I, 1^94) occupies 
an uneasy middle ground between Marxism 
and Ihe politics ol identity and will in all 
likelihood he .sm|rcd at from both sides 
While It would seem the wi.sdom ol hindsight 
to comment upon the performance of the 
Bahujan Sainaj Parly in the assembly election 
in Novcmher-Dccembcr IW4. one c.mnoi 
leave uncxamined the questions raised m the 
article both about our understanding ot the 
mode ol production and the possible 
identification ol certain castes with a 
particular mode of production - in the present 
case, the supposed confrontation ol the 
'feudar reddys of Telengana by the 
'capitalist' kamnias ot coastal Andhrsi. 

Karuinchodu is not a lohucco-growmg (and 
at the same lime a green revolution) village, 
but a canal-irrigated and picdoniinuntly 
paddy-growing coa.stal Andhra village. 
Tobacco culiivatuin in coastal Andhra is 
nearly a century old tmd far predates the 
green revolution. 

Coming to more debatable questions, 
one x'annot leave unchallenged the 
(heorclical assumption behinil the obser¬ 
vation "if one were to imagine them |casic 
rioisl to he symptornalic ol pre-capitalist 
social rclation.s (lor. in the received 
paradigm of undursiaiiding. caste runs arc 
fdken to he charucieristic of a backward 

I am alirgeted to Mody's suggestion that 
(he fi.scat deficit he delincd in terms of the 
net increase in tlie government’s financial 
liability rather than in the way the 
govcrnincni has cl)o.scn to dcliiic it - mil 
so much hccau.se ii accoininodaies my 
"argument for ircaiing both the terms (i c. 
iccoveries ol loans and public sector 
diMiiveMmciii) in the same manner'’ as 
because, as Mqdy ably dcmonsirales. it is 
aconcepi relevant "ifcconomic stabilisation 
IS the goal ol fi.scal policy". In the current 
Indian context, however. I loo like Mody. 
led that "the good old ctinccpi" of deficit 
finance m the scn.sc ol budget ild'icil is 
"more relevant" and "quite sound as 
compared to the newly imported concept" 
ol fiscal delicti 

Also. I fully agree with Mody when he 
observes that we need mil take a particular 
definition of ddicil assacrosanct. A concept 
has to be usd til lor the purpose it is meant 
to subserve Mody and 1 ate evidently 
agreed on the usefulness ol the budget 
delicti as a concept in the lormulalion and 
implementation ol macro-economic 
stabilisation policy 

feudal social milieu like Bihar), it must be 
pointed out that these iiots. pic-planiicd 
and meticulously executed hadoccuned m 
the advanced green revolution areas of 
coastal Andhra” Or what is stated in as 
many words in a later paragrapli: "The rich 
peasant and ’capiialisi landlord' dass-cusie 
that emerged in the Icriilc coastal Andhra 
rcgionover apcriodol timcaiidcTyslalhscd 
into a noiivi'dti nrlu- siratuin with multiple 
economic micicsts m cinema production 
and disirihuiion. agro-indusiiy and the 
tertiary secioi (in social terms 
predominantly belonging to the kamma 
caste) hut denied access to the corridors 
of powci during the three decades of 
Congress rule found in NTR a gcncriil who 
could rally the ma.sses tn the electoral 
battlefield and furlhcrihc political interests 
of this class." 

Implicit here is the conception of agrarian 
capitalism in terms of the tractor-tubcwell- 
HYV-canal irrigation paradigm that has 
intormed much ol the mode ol priKluciion 
debate and which is put forth with unfailing 
regularity by the peiusanl orgunisaiinns of 
theCPI andCPIt M). Tosee green levolulion 
arcus, with ItK'ir relatively nv>rc developed 
prtxJuciive forces, inirasiructurc and output 
fur a market ot sorts, as representing 
capiiulisiii III agriculture, is a perversion ol 
the CPU ML) position on semi-feudalism. 

One should in.siead .see the phenomemm in 
icrnis of'social iransilioii. A situation w'lierc 
specific forms of feudalism have been 
destroyed without agrarian surplus acquiring 
a dynamic of scll-icproduciion and thciehy 
overthrowing or subsuming all pre-capilalisi 
relations that hind the tiller to the soil. What 
we sec in the green revolution areas can 
hardly be described as large-scale profil- 
maximising larmers al one end and forninlly 
free agricultural proletariat ul Ihe other end 
ol the .scale, so to sjieak. 

What characterises Indian ugriculluic 
insicad is a welter of priKluciion relations 
with the common thread ot various degree' 
ol unlrceluhoiirhy marginalised and iandlcs' 
pcasaniry. For. even in the green res'oluiion 
areas ot Andhra Pradesh, lormal cash 
payment is not wages in return for dcrmiic 
iahoui lime bui payment in return loi 
unspecified services and laboiii lime This 
IS olicn compounded by usury and boiidagc 
of varying micnsiiy depending upon ihe 
|)ccuiiurilics of Ideal custom and allernalive 
.sources ol livelihiHid lo the pioducei To see 
a class ol 'capiialisi landlords' m this is lo 
fall victim lo the vulgarised and mechantslic 
undersianding ol academics who see in 
Indian agriculuirc 'palehes ol capitalism 
surrounding a vast hinterland ol leudalism. 

Bxirapolaling Itom this and deseiihiiig 
NTR's campaign as aiui-fcudal rhetoric 
ainounis lo imposing a pnori concepis on 
icality In I act. NTR’s rhetoric is thoroughly 
leudal. Wiiiiess Ins einoiive appeal lo the 
pride ol his ’Tclugu km' with liiinselt as 
Ihcir benign pairiarcli. the invoking ol the 
bailies ol Palanachi in Guniui or Bohhili 
in Vi/.iaiiagaram districts oi his much- 
publicised subsidised nee sehenie as 
u personal largesse lo liis ‘Tclugu’ 
constituency 

As for the abolition ot the village ofliiei 
system, one can luslifiably a.sk whether 
purely adniimsiialive reforms would m 
themselves coiisiiiutc abolition ot a certain 
mode ol production. Surely, the author 
with his scn.sc ol history, is aware ol the 
admini.strutive rclorms undertaken by the 
Ni/am's state under the ad mint si ration ot 
Salar Jung or Arvamiida Ayyangar. or ol 
the reality of the I'elcngana armed struggle 
being the .stronge.st in the Warnngal and 
Nulagonda siibhas which were ryutwan 
areas. 

What NTR ha.s perlonncd is u purely 
admimsiralive reform striking al the base of 
the Congress Party’s structure of support 
and patronage systematically built up over 
(he decades and broadening ihc ba.se ol 
the state by ineoiporaiing new sections o1 
landed/propertied clas.scs 

That the emergence of ihe.se new sections 
and their articulate reprcscnintivcs in civil 
.siK'icly has led to a social Icrmcm in Andhra 
society is a heartening fact, hiii ulliniaiely 
class is as class docs. 

Caste and Politics in Andhra Pradesh 
K Narendra Mohan 
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Bonus dividend, if declared periodically, 

will be payable on maturity. 
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Liberalisation and Asset Distribution 
Given the presence of a large number of assctic.ss poor in a country as an 
initial condition, a competitive equilibrium will have a sizeable volume of 
involuntary unemployment consi.sting mostly of these very poor ppople. In 
other words, liberalisation, which essentially means introduction of 

market competition, cannot resolve the unemployment problem so long as 
sharp inequality in asset distribution persists. Having started with radical 
land refurmti, east Asia's situation in this regard was radically dilferent 

from (hat of south Asia and Latin America today. 157 

Paying for Privatisation 
Too often high-level health and development planners get so absorbed in 
macio issues of health economics that they lose sight of the micro issues. 
Little research has been done to examine the extent to which the money 
poor lamilies spend on health care affects their nutritional status and 
thereby their health and survival, particularly of women and children. 
Yet these questions are crucial in the context of the west’s current assault 
on health care in the third world in the name of privatisation and 
cost recovery. 147 

Sharing Power 
Of India’s ‘two socictie.s’. one is 
poi.scd U) receive marginal hcnefiis 
from the broadening of the 
institutional base of power that is 
being promoted under the two 
amendment.s to the Constitution on 
the subject of decentralisation 
and elected self-governing local 
authorities, while the other is left 
to lend lor itself under regional, 
national and international conditions 
more hostile than ever before 
experienced in the country's 
post-colonial history. 152 

TVansport and Environment 

Urban transportation in India is 
dominated by road transport. Study of 
passenger transport by vehicle type 
and energy intensity in a large city 
throws intere.sting light on the relation 
between transportation and energy 
consumption and the environmental 
impact. 161 

Mocking ^Populism* 

The Telugu Desam Party's cheap rice 
scheme has undoubtedly attracted the 
people. The question of fiscal 
profligacy cannot be divorced from 
the larger question of how and on 
wnat basts the nation’s re.sources are 
being shared out. Under neither the 
bureaucrai-polittcian nexus nor the 
laws of the capitalist jungle do the 
weak have any place and so they arc 
bound to seek protective measures 
from the government on pain of 
voting it out. Contemptuous attituctes 
towards pqMilism’ have to be 
jutted in this light. 136 

Irrigation Potential 
A large amount of data is now 
available for completed irrigation 
projects on annual and seasonal 
rainfall in the catchment, run-olT and 
duscharge. and the volume of water in 
the reservoir every year, classified by 
different types of catchment 
Redefining the irngation potential of 
projects on the basis ol' these data 
instead of sticking to old, almost 
ancient, formulae should engage the 
attention of irrigation engineers. 176 

Farmers and Politics 
One of the most surprising outcomes 
of the Karnataka a.ssembly elections 
was the dismal performance of the 
Karnataka Rajya Raitha Sangha, the 
powerful organisation of farmers. The 
reason for this lies in the Sangha’s very 
approach to electoral politics. 140 

Dalit Literature 
While there was no literary genre 
distinctively known as 'dalit literature’ 
in Telugu in the pre-independence 
period, the agony and anger of the 
dalit masses were reflected in the 
writings ol dalit intellectuals. 171 

Securing the South 
The west now seems to view the 
south as a threat which needs to he 
militarily and politically countered. 
How can the countries of the south 
enhance their external security in this 
emerging international system? 143 

Rooted 
Despite his national and international 
stature, Malcolm Adiseshiali. who passed 
away in Madras in last November, 
retained a very local identity. 142 
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Dark Comers 
THE Bangla bandh on December 22 was 
more or less a standardised specimen of the 
by now patented brand, but distinguished 
from others only by some of its bizarre 
qualities. Gilied by the stale Congress (I) to 
condemn the murder of Ramzan Ali, a 
Forward Bloc MLA, in theMLAs' Hostel in 
Calcutta, the bandh was pointedly opposed 
by the Forward Bloc itself, along with, of 
course, the Left Front spokespersons. 

Captioned in a leading Calcutta daily 'A 
ghastly end to a nefarious character', the 
story of this crime is very bewildering. 
Convalescing after an eye operation, Ali 
was strangled at midnight of December 20- 
21 in his bed at the MLAs’ Hostel in the 
presence of his (second) wife and another 
woman, a former Gorkha League MLA. 
About two hours after the crime, the two 
women who claim to have been gagged and 
tied up by the assassins managed to set 
themselves free and ring up someone at 
another room in the same hostel through the 
intercom. Finally, the police was brought in 
after nearly two hours. 

There are many intriguing elements in 
the reported account of the crime which wil I 
tax the credulity of any person. A high level 
investigating team has been set up at Jyoti 
Basu’s intervention. Htis affair, however, 
sheds a lurid light on the moral sensibilities 
of a leading Left Front party and by extension 
of die leader of the Left Front, CPI(M). 
From all account Ramzan Ali was not exactly 
a man of sterling character. He was accused 
of involvement in many shady <|eals, 
including the siphoning of Rs 1.66 crote of 
funds from a co-operati Ve bank. This charge 
is now under CBi investigation. Earlier,he 
was one of the accused in a murder case in 
his district By now, owner of considerable 
property, Ali was reported to have been 
inv^ved in smuggling with Bangladesh 
acron the border. Yet apart from* being an 
FB MLA, he was also the president of his 
party’s kisan organisation in the state. 
Repmied to have been one of the main 
finiuicicrs of his party, he was seen to be 
ckMe to tite FB intmster in charge of co¬ 
operatives in the Left From government. 

Certainly the Congress (1) did not cover 
itself with gkxy by seeking to paralyse die 
state on account of what is likely to be 
revealed as a sordid but private drama. The 
popular participation in the bandh was 
abrolutely passive and partial and Induced 
partly by considerations of personal safety 
and partly by opportunistic consideration of 
w unearned leave. 

Solution of die murder mystery apart. 
Forward Bloc and the leading Left party 
CPI(M) surely owe the public an explanation 
as to how suchashady character could have 

sneaked into a Left party and prospered 
under its protective wings so far. This is 
particularly relevant as the Left Front is in 
the ftont rank of the fight for probity in 
public life in parliament. 

A Reader 

Calcutta 

Huiig^, Scarcity and Policy 
FOR the past seven years we have organised 
a major conference, the Hunger Research 
Briefing and Exchange, in collaboration 
with Interaction, the American Council for 
Voluntary International Action. The eighth 
annual briefing will be held on April 5-7, 
1995 at Brown University in Providence, 
Rhcxie Island. 

The 1995 briefing focuses on the interplay 
of resource and policy factors that link 
vulnerability to hunger and capacities for 
sustained development in people's lives. 
Hunger usually is linked to resource scarcity, 
but are key intervening variables population 
growth or policy failure? In view of changing 
relationships of people to land, and peoples 
to states, how can government, intergovem- 
ment, and non-government (including 
community, field-based, and academic) 
programmes colla-borate to make over¬ 
coming hunger part of the broader sustainable 
developmental goals of economic growth, 
positive political change, environmental 
protection, public health, and education? 

Key topics to be addressed in the briefing 
include: theconflictingregaiding the impact 
of economic liberalisation and GATT on 
food security; the politics of protecting the 
vulnerable in failed states; control of land 
and water resources by hungry populations; 
community involvement in nutritimi improve- 

ment and child healdi; household perspec¬ 
tives on agricultural inoductivity and food 
security; hunger in development education, 
and changing hunger scenarios in the US. 

The briefing will offer an extensive exhibit 
of books and other publications and will be' 
held in conjunction with the annual awards 
ceremony forthe Alan Shawn Peinsiein World 
Hunger Awards. More than 175 individuals 
from government and academic institutions 
and private voluntary organisations around 
(he wo/ld typically attend the brieftng. 

Eixen Messer 

Director 

World Hunger Programme, 
Brown University, 
Providence, Rhode Island. 
USA. 

Press in India 
THE article ‘Foreign Print Media 
Incarnating as Indian Fourth Estate?' by V 
R Krishna Iyer (December 3,; 1994) is an 
enli^tening exposition of the developments 
likely to be detrimental to the independence 
of India due to the entry of the foreign print 
media. His assertion that there arc 
possibilities of abuse of the freedom of the 
Press and the domination will be difficult to 
repudiate. At the same time one is amazed 
that the writer has ignored of the lamentable 
monopoly of a few families in the realm of 
journalism. These have engaged wriicre of 
a community to be editors of their dailies 
and weeklies whose partiality for and 
identification with corrupt political leaders 
and eagerness to take refuge in the ‘cult of 
silence’ are well known. 

T M Gnanapragasam 

Madurai 

Revised Subscription Rates 
Inlend 

(including'Nepal and Bhutan) 

Institutions 
Six months One year 

600 
Two years 

1125 

(in rupees) 
Three years 

1650 
individuals 250 475 875 1275 
Conccasloiwl Ralaa 
Teachers/Reseorcheis _ 325 _ 900 
Students - 225 - - 

Concessional rates are available only in India. To avail of concessional rates, ceitiricate from 
icievam institution is essential. 
Remluance by money order/bank dralt/postal order requested. Please add Rs 14 to outsittion 
dwques towards bank collection charges. 

Fordgu (in US 1) 

Ak Mail_ Surface Mail_ 

Institutions Individuals institutions Individuals 
Paldsiaii, Bangladesh A Sri Lanka 
USA, Canada. UK. Europe. 

80 50 65 30 

Japan, New Zealand, 
Auauella A Rusiia 150 100 90 65 

All other countries too 70 70 50 
All rraninaiices to Ecoatask and PnUtical Weakly 
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POLITICAL 

WiU It Last? 
THECSO’sinclexofindustriaiproduction(b^: 1980-81=100) 

has risen impressively since the beginning of the current 
fiscal year. In the April-June quarter, the index rose by 7.3 per 
cent over the corresponding quarter of 1993-94 and in the July- 
September quarter by 8.8 per cent, thus yielding an industrial 
growth rate of 8.1 per cent in the first hsdf of 1994-95 against 
3.4 per cent in the first half of 1993-94 and 4.2 per cent in the 
second half Tlie index for the manufacturing sector rose by 8.8 

•per cent in April-September 1994 against 2.4 per cent in the 
comparable period of 1993-94. The use-based classification of 
industries shows an interesting pattern of growth. While the 
basic goods and intermediate goods groups have experienced 
a deceleration from 7.1 per cent and 10.8 per cent in the first 
half of 1993-94 to 4.3 per cent and 4.6 per cent, respectively, 
in the first half of 1994-95, the growth of the capital goods 
sector has picked up from -10 per cent to 23 per cent. There 
has been some improvement in the growth of the consumer 
goods group from 2.6 per cent to 6.4 per cent. Within the 
consumer goods group, while the growth of the consumer 
durables sub-group has continued to be high at 10.4 per cent 
it has decelerated somewhati from the 12.9 per cent achieved 
in the first half of 1993-94. Interestingly, the consumer non¬ 
durables group .seems to be coming out of its long spell of low 
growth and has grown by 5.5 per cent compared to 0.4 per cent 
in the same period last year. 

While spokespersons of industry and government have been 
exuding confidence that industrial growth will soon touch 10 
to 12 per cent per annum, the nature of the growth so far does 
not suggest that such optimism is well-founded. In a number 
of industries, the recent growth has been in the nature of what 
may be termed ‘replacement’ growth after three consecutive 
years of decline in ouqiut. In fact, the output index for these 
industries is still well telow that in 1990-91, four years ago. 
For instants, in the case of the capital goods industries group, 
the average index in 1990-91 was 291.7 whereas that in the first 
half of 1994-95 was only 277.6. Further, the overall growth 
rate has been raised above 8 per cent as a result of die very sharp 
rise in a few industries. The 32.1 per cent growth in the group 
‘electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances’ and 16.8 per 
cent growth in ‘transport equipment and parts’ have been 
largely resptmsible for the rise in the aggregate index in April- 
Septembo-1994. Within these groups, there have been striking 
increases of nearly 60 per cent in commerci^ vehicles, 17 per 
cent in passenger cars. 25 per cent in two-wheelers and 54 per 

in three-wheelers. Increases ranging from 20 to 50 per 
cent have occurred in refrigerators, cement machinery, lifts, 
power distribution uansformers and textile and chemical 
machinery. However, in all of them, the level of output this 
year is still below that four years back. Except chemicals and 
chemical products and synthetic fibres, noodiermajorindustry 

can be said to have grown in a sustained manner over the past 
three or four years. 

The jump in output in particular industries is attributable to 
special circumstances. In the case of commercial vehicles, for 
instance, improved agricultural output in 1994-95, sizeable 
defence purchases, the railways’ continued poor performance 
and induced demand from easy availability of bank credit have 
contributed to the sharp rise in output. Larger expansion of 
non-food credit (Rs 25,583 crore over the past 12 months 
against Rs 9,628 crore in the preceding 12 months) also 
contributed lo the rise in demand for passenger cars and other 
consumer durables. For the coital goods sector, a sizeable 
contribution has come from the expansion in the output of 
commercial vehicles, though amongst the machinery items 
some like textile machinery, cement machinery, machine 
tools, construction equipment and some items of power 
equipment (power semi-conductors, turbines and electric 
generators) have also shown sizeable increases. With substantial 
backward and forward linkages with agricultural output, many 
items of intermediate and consumer goods have got an 
immediate impetus. In some agriculture-based industries, 
increase in exports too may have contributed to higher output. 

The country has experienced seven good agricultural years, 
but investment in agriculture has been sluggish. The system of 
rural credit, which provided some impetus to agricultural 
growth in the 1970s and 1980s, is in disarray. The buoyancy 
in the overall availability of commercial bank credit, which 
originated in the sizeable coital inflow from abroad, may not 
also continue. Some strain in liquidity in the banking system 
is already in evidence and the consumer durables group has 
apparently begun to feel the pinch. The monetarist approach 
of the authorities is likely to induce them to restrain credit 
expansion by operating on interest rates. In any case, the 
persistent high rate of inflation will also erode purchasing 
power with ^ middle classes, thus affecting the demand for 
indusUial goods and undermining domestic saving. 

Industrial growth, if it is to be sustained, has to be supported 
above all by growth of investment in the economy. In this 
respect the available indicators are hardly encouraging. At 
the aggregate level, gross domestic investment has at best 
stagnated in the past few years. It touched a peak of 27 per 
cent of GDP at current prices in 1989-90 and thereafter fell to 
25 per cent in 1991-92 and a little over 24 per cent in 1992-93 
and 1993-94. Taking into account the likely picture of 
domestic saving and inflow of foreign capital, it is unlikely 
that domestic investment will exceed 25 to 25.5 per cent of 
GDP in the current year. Among the different components of 
investment, reports suggest that while investment in 
residential construction has picked up, that in factory 
construction and machinery and equipment has not. 
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Studies St the micro level confirm the 
above prognoses. Projections of corporate 
investment by the Reserve Bank of India on 
the basis of costs of prefects sanctioned 
by the term-financing institutions suggest 
that the rate of growth of total capital 
expenditure in real terms has declined 
from 18.5 per cent in 1992-93 to 14.5 pet 
cent in 1993-94 and further to 10 per cent in 
1994-95. Similarly, aCMlE survey of 3,000 
industrial investment projects on hand 
involving a total investment of Rs 7.76,444 
crote shows a sharp rise in fresh invest¬ 
ment intentions (45.7 per cent) but very 
slow growth in projects actually being 
implemented (4,4 percent). The RBI .study 
.shows concentration of new project pro¬ 
posals in chemicals and petrochemicals 
(32.7 per cent) and metals and metal 
products (18.4 per cent). CM IE data show 
that power plants accounted for about 75 
per cent of the increa.se in investment 
proposals between the end of 1993 and 
1994. The CM IE survey has also brought 
out that a large number of projects have 
been stalled for one reason or the other, if 
they have not been abandoned outright. A 
frequent reason cited is the new com¬ 
petition that industry is facing from 
imports. This is particularly true of 
chemicals and petrochemicals, where 
reduction of customs dutie.s has rendered 
projects unviablc. A few steel projects have 
similarly been put on the shelf after the 
recent reduction in import duty on sponge 
iron and finished steel. Investment in the 
power sector has suffered for three major 
reasons: virtual stoppage of new investment 
by central government enterprises such as 
NTPC and NHPC, transfer of .several 
projects earlier proposed by SEBs to the 
private sector with consequent delays and 
cost overruns and entanglement of the new 
power policy in controversies over high 
capital costs and non-transparent agreements 
tor power purchase by SEBs btised on 
assured returns and guarantees and counter-' 
guarantees offered by the government to 
foreign investors. 

Finally, under the present policy 
framework it is unlikely that exp^irt of 
manufactures will provide much momentum 
to industrial growth. Among the lessons to 
be learnt from the experience of 
industrialisation of the south-east Asian 
countries are that the state has to play an 
active role in industrial restructuring with 
clear priorities and that export growth will 
not be sustained unless it is knowledge- and 
capital-intensive, which in turn requires a 
dynamic technology transfer and absorption 
policy and also a policy for import 
substitution. The government’s stance in 
these respects leaves much to be desired 
and the effects on industrial growth will he 
apparent even in fhe medium term of the 
npxt five years or so. 
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GUJARAT 

Factioiis to the Fore 
WITH no third force in sight, the Congress 
and the BJP will be the main claimants for 
power in the coming assembly elections in 
Gujarat. But given the turn of events in the 
last year there is much to make both the 
parties circumspect about the eventual pull 
outcome. 

The last assembly which came into being in 
1990 went through notable shills in power 
alignments. The late Chimanbhai Patel who 
formed the Janata Dal(JD) government with 
outside support of the BJP continued to remain 
in power even after the withdrawal of BJP 
support in the wake ui the rath yatra. 
Chimanbhai Patel axtid achieve this feat by 
shrewdly delinking 67 out of the 70 JD 
legislators and constituting a Janata Dal 
(Gujtirat) government with the help of Con- 
gre.ss support. Later, JD(G) mergctl with the 
Congrc.ss in June 1992. taking the tally oi the 
ruling party to 99 in an assembly of 182 scats. 

Though officially merged, the iactituial 
divide between JD(G) and the Congre.ss 
persisted. The upper caste countenance of 
the former hardly found lavour with the 
latter which prided it.sell' on its .successful 
KHAM strategy of the 80s. The sudden 
demise of Chimanbhai Patel in February 
last year, a year betore the scheduled 
assembly elections, created a leadership 
crisis. It look two months for the central 
leadership to ultimately sideline Urmilabcn 
Patel, the widow of Chimanbhai Patel, and 
Prabodh Rawal, the chief of the stale 
Congress unit, and opt for Chhabi Idas Mehta, 
the state finance minister, as the new chief 
minister. Thereafter. Madhavsinh .Solunki, 
the chief architect of the KHAM strategy, 
attempted a comeback by first launching a 
campaign against Prabodh Rawal in May 
and then organising a convention at 
Bhavnagar in November demanding the 
purge of corrupt and cri mi nal J D(G) elements 
from the Congress. Tlie intention was clear; 
to get a larger say in the alkx:alion of tickets 
for the coming assembly election. But 
Solanki’s adventurism has backfired. The 
nomination of Ishwarsinh Chavda, father- 
in-law of Solanki, as the pres'ident of the 
Kaira district Congress resulted in an 
immediate retaliation from the JD{G) camp 
in the form of resignations (later withdrawn) 
of th|jce ministers and six MLAs. And now 
the ticket distribution for the assembly 
elections next month shows that the JD(G) 
group has been able to compr 75 nominations 
compared to the Solanki faction which has 
got a paltry 10 seats. As a result, in spite of 
Prabodh Rawal's claim that almost all the 
rebel nominations have withdrawn, reports 
suggest that a large numberof rebel Congr&ss 
candidates remain in the fray. 

But the BJP is not in a position to draw 
much comfort from the Congress infighting. 
Since June last year, out of Ae 10 states due 
togo to the polls, the BJP has been particularly 
hopeful about Gujarat. It had won 67 seats in 
the last assembly elections and 21 out of the 

25 Sabha seats. Ptnthcr, the Congress 
rout in the assembly elections in Asitfitra utd 
Karnataka had made the j^y particularty 
optimistic regarding thecivic polls inGujarai 
in December. Out of the 54 municipalities 
and nagar panchayats for which elections 
were held, BJP contested 50 while the 
Congress decided to play safe by contesting 
only 25 and supporting independents in the 
remaining. In the event the BJP performance 
was unimpressive. Though it improved upon 
its previous position by gaining control of 
14 civic bodies, the achievement was far 
below its expectations. The party won 607 
out of the 1,443 seats it contested and suf¬ 
fered major setbacks in its strongholds ol 
Kutch, Saurashtra and north Gujarat. The 
debacle brought the siinniering tensions 
within the state BJP to the fore. Shankersinh 
Waghela, MP, and Kashiram Rana, the state 
unit chief, blamed Keshubhai Patel, the 
leader of the opposition, and Narendra Modi, 
the RSS strongman, for sidelining long¬ 
standing party workers and tavounng 
condidates with a RSS background. The 
internal bickering has resulted m sprouting 
of rebel candidates all over the slate for the 
assembly elections. 

Thus both (he Congress and the BJP are 
plagued by similar problems. Yet till now 
Gujarat has never been a fertile terrain lor a 
third lorce to emerge. On both the occasions 
when such adevciopmentdid occur - Kisan 
Mazdtxrr Lok Paksha in 1975 and JD(G) in 
1990-It was Chimanbhai Patel who 
achieved the feat, on the basis of the cohesi vc 
palidar lobby. Kanshiram's attacks on 
Gandhi have alienated thcGujuraii jxipulacc 
from the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) 
Though the BSP won 12 scats in the recent 
CIVIC polls, all of them arc from pre¬ 
dominantly Muslim areas. This indicate.s 
that the Muslims in the state desire a new 
political formation, but given the palhctii' 
condition of the state JD and the rawness ol 
SP-BSP, in this election at least they will 
have to suffer their agony in silence. In lact 
muslims, dalits and backward castes con¬ 
stitute 76 per cent of the siaie’^ population 
But the anil-reservation riots which snow¬ 
balled into anti-Muslim riots in the 8()s have 
driven a wedge between them and made an 
alliance of these forces difficult. The biggest 
gamer of this communalisation has been the 
BJP which has made significant inroads 
among the SCs, STs and OBCs.This develop 
ment has forced the state Congress to rely on 
the patidar community. Thus with KHAM 
marginalised, only a united show by its 
various factions on the lines of Madhya 
Pradesh can assure the Congress of success 

CPI(M) 

Note of Dissent 
A correspondent writes: 

THE veteran CPI(M) leader Nripen 
Chakravarty has become the centre ol an 
embarrassing controversy for his party 
Some days ago in the course of informal 
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witii wme kxai jounuilisa front )ut! 
hospital bed in Calcutta, be denounced in 
very sharp language the anti-working class 
policies ol'the West Bengal Left Front gov¬ 
ernment and deplored the stink of corrup¬ 
tion in the ranks of the state CPI(M). This 
naturally found its way into newspapers. 
Not only was he immediately removed trom 
the easily accessible ward to the mucces- 
sihlc cardiac ward, Jyoli Basu publicly de¬ 
clared that Chakravarty had iWcn retired 
because of his old age from the polithuro of 
the party. Indeed, even though Chakravarty 
so«>n thcrealter left the hospital, he did 
n<« participate in the PB and CC meetings 
then in .session in the city, although he was 
still here 

,S(X)n aflei wards. Chakravarty went back 
10 his normal residence at Agailala inTripura 
and is reported to be well enough to resume 
his normal life He has not, however, 
repudiated or retracted his reported 
statements. In the meantime, on January b, 
IINI circulated a message trom New Delhi 
about ihc CPI(M)’s denial that he had been 
removed or retired from his party positions. 
This is understandable Although titcre are 
historical instances ol arbitrary removal of 
members trom party positions or even their 
suspension and expulsion, the principles of 
communist party organisation do not permit 
such steps without giving the concerned 
person an opportunity to be heaid Violaiion 
of this principle has occurred and can occui 
only in underground conditions ol party 
functioning which is not the case today. 

Even i( Nripen Chakravarty has not been 
removed from PBATC by Ihc leadership, the 
lad leniains that by his public outburst 
against Ihc leading unit of the parly and, by 
iinphcation. its most important leader today, 
Nripen Chakravarty has violated the normal 
party cixlc Whether the party proceeds 
against him remains to be seen. If it docs, 
then It may lead locvcn more embarrassment 
to the parly leadership. TIte old war horse 
that he IS, Chaktavariy may decide to gird up 
his loins for a battle royal, more so since 
truth, and absolute truth, is on his side. 

.SOUTH AFRICA 

Restitution, Not 
Redistribution 

LAND relorm has begun in earnest for the 
settlement of people who were forcibly 
removed and a legislative framework has 
been set out to address land disputes arising 
fn>m apartheid, in the form of the Land 
Claims Commission and the Land Claims 
Court. This is about the only specific 
legislative measure that president Nelson 
Mandela referred to in his new year-eve 
address, indicating not merely the 
government’s and. even more, the ANC’s 
sen.se of achievement over the passing of the 
measure but also of the high expectations 
raised. In the perception of the ANC, as spelt 
out in the report of the land affairs mini.stry 

appended to the ANC secrmiy-gcneml's 
reptm to dte 49dt national conference at 
Bloemfontein last month, the passing of the 
Restitution of Land Rights Bill by parliament 
on November 8 last year was a notable 
contribution in the resolving of “the crucial 
issue of land reform in a sensible, practical 
and democratic manner". 

The legislation however provides tinly lor 
(he restitution of land rights, and is directly 
concerned with the undoing of the variou.s 
apartheid laws, beginning with the Native 
Lands Act. 1913. and all the subsequent 
legislations ihat followed from it, by which 
the share of land of the black people 
consiituting over b.S per cent of the 
population (75 per cent it one limits the 
concept of ‘black ‘ to Africans) was restricted 
to .1 mere 13 per cent of the total area ot the 
country - - the area demarcated as the erst whi le 
‘homelands' - as well as the Group Areas 
Act of 19.50 hy which millions of people 
were forcibly removed from lands on which 
they hud lived lor generations.The genet ally 
agreed eslimatc is that around 3.5 million 
people wen* forced out ol their lands 
subsequent to ihc Group Areas Act alone, 
apart from the many more millions relocated 
III the so-called homelands even if only 
notumally. 

The proposed process ol rcsliiution applies 
to Ihc ‘dispossessed communiiies’, a 
dc.scriplion thai is applicable to those forcibly 
removed under the provisions of the Group 
Areas Act, the so-called apartheid removals. 
In the words of the land affairs ministry 
report, “the Bill jntiw an Act] makes 
provision lor the rcstimiion of right to land 
to persons or communities disposscs.scd of 
such a right under or fur the purpose ot 
furthering the objectives of racially 
discriminatory laws". But the fact is that 
black loss of land predated the apartheid 
laws - a point made not merely by the Pan 
Africanist Congrc.ss of A/ania (PAC) bui 
also by the Contralesa (Ctingress ol 
Traditional Leaders of South Africa), the 
pro-ANCorgiinisationoi‘‘traditional leaders' 
who.se annual general meeting last month 
recommended that the retrospective dale for 
the restoration of lost land should be April 6. 
1652, (he day on which the first Europeans 
landed tin the Cape coast. It was on the 
ground that the legislation provided only for 
re.siitulion of land and not for its redistribution 
that the PA(' opposed the bill when it was 
introduced m parliament. 

The ANC does recognise the problem and 
proposes to tackle what it calls the “legacy ^ 
of racially skewed land distnbuliuii” hy 
redistribution which is to be “principally 
effected tJiruugh state-assisted processes on 
theone hand and through market mechanisms 
on the other" State-assisted land acquisition 
is to include the allocation of state-owned 
land, directed at those in need of land fur 
residential settlements and for agricultural 
purposes. The reconstruction and 
development programme (RDP) too calls j 
ftv redistribution uf30 per cent of agricultural 
land over the next five years; and the land 

affairs minmtry ha.s budgeted rand 316 
milllcm (approximately Rs 300 ctait) far 
land reform pilot projects in selected districts 
of the nine provinces. 

The problem however is that the official 
figures of available state-owned land (about 
2,50,(XX) hectares) will hardly meet the 
requirements, let alone the expectations, of 
the landless Quite simply, the problem 
cannot even be touched without affecting 
the powerful ’tarmer' lobby, comprising 
aiinosi solely ol prosperous white "farmers’ 
whose organisation, the South African 
Agncultural Union (SAAU) made its clout 
felt by securing significant modifications in 
the Restitution of Lund Rights Bill at the 
time of Its introduction. 

The proptwed market route’ to clfecl 
land redistribution is acknowledged in the 
ANC document itself as being limited by 
legislative, administrative and financial 
constraints. In the words of the document; 
“Pan of the land reform programme tried to 
ensure thal people are able to buy land on the 
open market However, there are financial 
constraints; a rural finance enquiry has been 
established as a presidential commission. 
There are also legislative and administrative 
constraints, notably the sub-division of 
agncultural land tax." 

National Inatituta of Sclanca 
Technology & Davalopmant Studtaa 
Or.K.S.Krishnan Marg, New Delhi-12 

RECENT PUBUCATION 

Science in Society: Some 
Perepeedves”. Edited by Prof. Yaah Pal 
Ashok Jain and Subodh Mahanti. Cyan 
Publishing House, New Delhi, 1994, 

Rs.400.00, pages xvii+405. 

The book containing twenty three 
articles views science as an integral part 
of social activity and not as an alienated 
sub-culture. 

A distinctive contribution of the bode 
lies in bringing together distinguished 
specialists from areas as diverse as 
physics, earth science, philosophy, 
economics, law. information science, 
science policy, agriculture and modern 
biology. 

The themes coveted by the book ate 
Science and Spirituality; Excellence, 
Equity and Information Need in Science 
Education; Science Peace and Social 
Development; Challenge and Excitement 
in Science; Intellectual Property Rights; 
and Alternative Paradigms of 
Development. 
OnUn may be plated wUk eUter the 
pubUsker » NISTADS 
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CURRENT STATISTICS EPW Rwarcli FottB4«tion 
1994 has ended with a 10 per cent inflation rate, a 20 per cent rite in Mj and a 25.7 per cent expansion in ret«ve money. Scheduled commercial 
banks’ deposits rose by 19.2 per cent (Rs 57,856 crore), advances by 18.1 per cent 28,659 crore) and investments by 26.3 per cent (Rs 31,685 
crore). With around 3 per cent and 6 per cent increases in income originating in ogriculiure and industry respectively, GDP growth is estimated 
at about 5.2 per cent in 1994'95. Capital market activities hove declined since September 1994. Foreign exchange reserves (other than gold) have 
been depleted by about $ 770 million in the past two months. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 
Index Ntanben ef Whoicsnie Weights Dec 31,_Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Point 

Prfcca (1981-82-100) 1994 Over 
Month 

Over 12 Months 
Latest Previous 

Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 
1994-95 1993-94 

1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

AH Commodities 100.0 277.1 0.4 10.0 8.5 7.3 8.1 10.8 7.0 13.6 12 1 
Mmaty Articles 32.3 286.6 l.l 12.4 74 10.7 9.8 11.5 3.0 15.3 17.1 

Food Articles 17.4 316 8 0.3 11,7 4.1 13.0 5.7 4.4 5.4 20.9 18.9 
Non-Food Aitictes 10.1 301.8 2.3 15 3 11.3 7.7 16 7 24.9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

Fuel, Power, Light apd Lubricants 10.7 281.4 04 5.3 13.8 1.2 8.7 13.1 15.2 132 14 4 
Manufactured ntrducts 57.0 271.0 0.1 9.5 8,2 6.6 7.0 9.9 7.9 12.6 8.9 

Food Products to.i 267.5 -44 8.9 9,4 6.1 9,5 123 6,8 10.2 13.2 
Food Index (computed) 
All Commodities (Average Basis) 

27.5 298.7 0 1 10 7 5.9 10.6 6.9 7.0 5 8 17.1 16.9 

(Apnl-December 31. 1994) 100.0 271.1 - 10.3 7.7 10.5 7.8 8.3 lO.I 13 7 10.3 

Latest _Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Poini_ 
Cost of Living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 
Urban Non-Man Emp (1984-85=100) 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=100) 

289"’ 0.3 
238'' 0 8 

1285" 1 6 

10.3 
9.7 

11.2 

7.4 8 2 
64 72 
6.5 9 4 

7.8 9.9 
5.9 
9.8 116 

6.1 
68 
07 

13 9 13.6 
13 6 13 4' 
21 9 16.6 

Dee 2.3, Variation 
Money and Banking (Rs crore) 1994 Over 

Month 
Fiscal Year So Far 

1994-95 1993-94 
1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Money Supply (M,) 494795 2295 (0,5) 61229 (14,1) 4.54.34 (12.4) 66741 (18.2) 49344 (15 5) 51653 (19 4) 
Currency with imblic 94825 2399 (2.5) 12627 (15.4) 9986(14 6) 13925 (20 4) 7175 (II 7) 80.50 (15,2) 
Deposits with Banks 396386 465(0.1) 47.546 (13.6) 35135 (11 8) 51601 (174) 41741 (16.3) 43392 (20 5) 

Net Bank Credit to Govt Sector 21.5794 900 (0.4) 12008 (5 9) 212.55 (12 1) 27.548 (15 6) 17975 (114) 18070(12 9) 
Bank Credit to Comml Sector 262092 .5.540(2.1) 24889 (10 5) 9148 (4.2) 17068 (7.8) .32141 (17 1) 16225 (9.4) 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 70103 -1744 (-2 5) 16,376 (30.5) 9773 (39 2) 28775 (15.3) .3726(17.6) 10645 (l(K)6) 
Reserve Money 154326 -1597 (-1.0) 1.5704 (11..3) 16018 (14.5) 27843 (25.1) 11274 (11 .3) 11726(12.4) 
Net RBI Credit to Centre 91249 -3274 (-3.6) -5534 (-5.6) 82.37 (8.5) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) 5904 (6 7) 
Scheduled CoinmerciaJ Bonks 

Deposits 358475 -57 (0.0) 43343 (13.8) 32047 (11 9) 46.560(17.3) 37814 (16 4) .38216(19.8) 
Advances 187166 5248 (2.8) 22748 (13.8) 6525 (4 3) 12436 (8.2) 26390 (21 0) 9291 (8.0) 

Non-Food Advances 173734 5130(3 0) 20223 (13.2) 2760(1.9) 8272 (5 7) 24317 (20 1) 9127 (8 2) 
Investments 152243 .3811 (2.5) 19720 (14,9) 14902 (14.1) 26867 (25.4) 15460 (17 1) I5I3I (20 2) 

Index Numbers of Industrial Weights Aug Average for Fiscal Year So Far_Variation (Per Cent!: Fiscal Year Averages 
Production (1980-81=100) 1994 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 
Mining and (parrying 
Manufacturing 
Electricity 

iOO.O 
11.5 
77.1 
11.4 

233.1 
220.2 
224.2 
305.9 

227.8 (7.4) 
213.4 (3.9) 
219.3 (8.1) 
300.1 (6.6) 

212.2 (3.4) 
205.3 (3.0) 
202.9 (2.3) 
281.6 (9.3) 

3.0 
2.5 
2.2 
7.3 

2.3 
0.5 
2.1 
5,1 m 

8.4 
4.5 
9.1 
7.8 

8.6 
6.3 
8.6 

10.8 

8.7 
7.9 
8.7 
9.5 

7.3 
3.8 
7.9 
7.7 

National Accounts 1994-95 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 
(Rs crore) (Pro!) (Adv EsO 
GDP at factor cost: 

1980-81 prices 242290(5.2) 230424(3.8) 222089(4.1) 213.590(1.1) 211260(4,9) 20145.3(6.9) 188642(10.7) 170322(4.3) 
Current prices 816580( 15.7) 705775( 12.4) 627913(13.8) 551.5.52(16.0) 475604(16.4) 408661(15,9) 352703(19.6) 294851(13.4) 

Per capita GNP at factor Cost: 
1980-81 prices 2636(3.5) 2.547(2.1) 249,5(2.3) 2438(-1.4) 2473(2.6) 2410(4.7) 2301(7.8) 2134(1.9) 

KIMKm KUtJiUH Wdri-:iki» mmma 
Fotolgn Trarie Nov Cuotdmvc f9r pineal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

1994 1994-95 1993-94 

Exports: Rs crore 6657 50012 (15.2) 4.3405 (31.3) 69.547 (29.5) 53688 (21.9) 44042 (35.3) 32-553 (17.6) 
USSmn 2121 15941 (15.2) 13840 (19.5) 22173 (19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 1814.3(9.1) 

Imports: Rs crore 7495 55227 (22.5) 4.5075 (7.6) 72806 (14.9) 63375 (32.4) 47851 (10.8) 4319.3 (22.0) 
US$mn 2388 17603 (22.5) 14372 (-2.2) 2.3212(6.1) 21882 (12.7) 19411 (-19.4) 2407.3 (13.2) 

Non-POL US $mn 1832 1.3908 (32.2) 10524 (-2.9) 17456 (10.6) 15782 (12.3) 14047 (-22.2) 18045 (3.1) 
Balance of Trade: Rs crore -838 • -5214 -1669 -3259 -9687 -3809 -10640 

USSmn -214 -1662 -532 -1039 -3345 -1545 -5930 

Jon 6, Jan 7, Mar3l. _Variation Over_ 
Foreign Exchange Reserves 
(excluding gold) 

1995 1994 1994 Month 
Ago 

Year 
Ago 

,..Rsial..Yc(g?9.F(ff 
1994-95 1993-94 

1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Rs crore 60474.4 .30591.7 47626.0 -37.3.3 29882.7 12848.4 9753.0 27430 5385 10223 -1383 
US$mn 19230.0 9751.0 15176.0 -73.0 9479.0 40.54.0 3KI9.0 8724 731 3.383 -1137 
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D^^MMaiket 
SharaTrkc Imlaz Jan 20. 

1995 
Month Year 

Ago 1994 
1993-94 ■MB1355i®3 

Troi^b Peak Trough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

BSE sensitive index (1978-79=100) 3601 3927 3753 3600 ^ 2037 4286 3779 2282 4285 1168 
1 (-*.1) (48.2) (65.7) (-»6.8) (266.9) (49.6) 
National index (1983-84=100) • 1740 1864 1802 1765 2176 934 2055 1830 1021 1968 589 

(-6.7) (56.2) (79.2) (-48.1) (2.34.1) (39.9) 
BSE-200 (1989-90= 100) 411 443 475 433 526 224 507 450 234 585 159 

(-13.5) (57.3) (92.3) (60.0) (267.9) (-) 
Doliex (1989-90= 100) 218 235 • 252 230 281 119 269 239 125 376 ■ 135 

1 

(-13.5) (31.3) (91.2) (-66.8) (178.5) (-) 

1 P/E Ratio (Month Average) Dec 94 Nov 94 Dec 93 Ouaiter Endins End of Fiscal Year 
Sep 94 Jun 94 Mar 94 Dec 94 Sep 93 Mar 94 Mar 93 Mar 92 

BSE sensitive index .34.7 46.8 39.7 36.9 46.8 29.3 44.3 
National index 38.6 KHa 46.9 39.8 33.7 46 9 27.1 41.9 

BSE Turnover (Rs. crore) Dec 94 Nov 94 Dec 93 Cumulalive for Pull Fiscal Year 
1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 199^-93 1991-92 1990-91 i 1989-90 1988-89 

Specified shares 680 1026 8176 11417 46627 62213 33207 54610 28863 2.5212 17357 
Non-specified shares 3569 4010 1927 37907 10927 22324 12489 17168 7149 4173 3206 
Tolai 4249 5036 10103 49324 57554 84537 45696 71778 36012 29386 20563 
Average daily turnover 249 9 296 3 1010.3 .322 4 .364.3 387 8 238 0 332.2 I88.S 134.8 97.5 
No of working days 17 17 10 153 158 218 192 216 191 218 211 

Market Capitalisation Nov 94 Oct 94 Nov 93 (Quarter Ending End of Fiscal Year 
(Lost working day) (Ks crore) Sept 94 June 94 Mar 94 Dec 93 Sept 93 Mar 94 Mar 93 Mar 92 

1 BSE listed companies 401692 41.5881 2667.38 416966 398044 344462 30.5000 223549 344462 189405 305987 
' (50.6) (42.6) (4.8) (15.6) (12.9) (364) (21.6) (81.9) (-38.1) (-) 

1100 National index-based scnps 166068 170052 119893 169646 158586 146176 125795 99868 146176 7.3075 112041 
(38 5) (46 7) (7 0) (8.5) (16 2) (26.0) (30.2) (100.0) (-34.8) <-) 

1 ('iipital I5WUVS lanunched Nov 94 Oct 94 Nov 93 Cumulative for Ouarier Endmg 
1994-95 1993-94 Sept 94 Jun 94 Mar 94 Dec 93 Sept 93 June 93 

Ainouiit (Rs L'lure) 1443 1629 1531 4375 4568 540 
Nuinhi'r of issues 94 103 148 97 138 86 96 40 

Investment by Foreign Institutional Investors (Fils) 
in Secondary and Primary Markets (for each month) 

Month No of Regd Fils Gross Purchases Gross Sales _Net Investment Cumulative Net 
(1994) (Cumulative) RsCr USSmn i KsCr USSmn Rs Cr US $ mn Investnmit (^ 

USSmn 

Prior to Jan 1994 777.8* 
January 136 1288.6 415.7 54.0 17 4 12.346 398 3 1176 1 
February 145 904.6 291.8 144 0 46 5 760.7 245.4 1421.5 
March isy. 762.4 245 9 203 5 65.6 558.9 180.3 1601.8 
April 166 705 4 227.5 198.8 64 1 506.6 163 4 1765.2 
May 191 962.5 310.5 160.4 51.7 802.1 258,7 2023.9 
June 199 1029 1 332.0 274 2 88.5 754,9 243.5 2348.0 
July 217 423.4 136.6 170.5 55.0 252.9 . 81.6 2449.4 
August 222 539.5 174.0 178.1 57.5 361.4 116.6 2566.0 
September 229 647.4 208.8 201.8 65.1 445.6 143.7 2717.3 
October 241 610.8 194.7 265.8 84.7 345.0 III.3 2827.1 
November 259 .308.1 98.2 274.2 87 4 33.9 10.9 3012.6 
December 259 363.7 115.9 316.2 100.8 47.5 15 3 3027.9 
@ Inclusive of late reporting which is not incorporated in the monthly flows * RBI has placed it at $ 829 million 

Industrial Production 
' % 

> Cumulative for Fiscal 
_Variation Over _Year So Par__End of Fiscal Year 

Weight Nov 94 Month Year 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 

All commercial vehicles 
Medium and heavy commercial 

1.37 15332 -1497(-8.9) 3136(25.7) 1187.30(58.6) 74843(-4.1) 141436(10.0) I28580(-I4.2) 

vehicles 8161 -2.50(-3.0) 1832(28.9) 59807(92.2) 31122(-32.2) 65975(-l3.2) 7605(-) 
Light commercial vehicles 7171 -I247(-14.8) 1304(22.2) 58923(34.8) 43721(36.1) 75461(43.7) 52529(-) 
Cans 0.14 19S86 3888(24.8) 1471(8.1) 153841(17.1) 131320(32.8) 209695(28.6) l63100(-4).9) 
Jeeps 0.29 4845 1234(.34.2) 532(23.3) 27678(-4.4) 28948(13.3) 49896(27.0) 39276(42.9) 
All two-wheelers 0.38 169411 -20649(-10.9) 33052(24.2) 137.5470(25.5) 1095784(14.2) 17.56155(17.0) 150054l(-6.7) 
Scooxers and Mopeds 0.19 121080 -)38i8(-10.2) 16850(16.2) 979929(19.5) 819814(14.4) 1.302200(16.1) ll2ll45(-4.6) 
Motorcycles 0.18 - 48331 -6826(-l2.4) 16202(50,4) 395541(43.3) 27.5970(13.5) 461955(21.8) 379396<-12.1) 
Three-wheelers 0.03 9327 -2877(-n3.6) 1809(24.1) 79273(53.7) 51585(20.5) 91608(40.6) 65I66(-I4.5) 
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IN THE CAPITAL MARKET ite«.rch 

Jindal Vijayanagar Steel 

PROMOTED by JISCO and associated 
companies belonging to the Jindal 
organisation and the Karnataka State 
industrial investment and Development 
Corporation (KSHDC), the company is 
setting up an integrated steel plant with a 
capacity of I.2S million tons per annum 
of hot rolled coils at Torangallu in Bcllary 
district of Karnataka, which has rich 
iron ore rc.serves having iron ore content 
up to 67 per cent. The company plans to 
use the COREX process which it pro¬ 
poses to procure from Voest Alpine 
Industricanlagcnbau (VAI). Austria VAI 
IS to provide the company technical 
details for the site work and performance 
guarantee in respect of productivity, coal 
consumption, top gas generation and 
calorific value of top gas. The process is 
non-polluting and generates insignificant 
quantity ol effluents, fumes and dust us 
compared to the conventional steel-making 
process and hence is cnvironmcnt-lrieiully. 
The company proposes to sell its products 
through the established marketing network 
of the group. The project has been appraised 
by ICICI and the cost is estimated at 
Rs 3,300 crorc. To part finance the project 
the company ts entering the capital market 
with simultaneous but unlinked public 
issues of 13.5 crorc equity shares ofRs 10 
each at par and parfjy convertible 
debentures (PCDs) of Rs 40 each. The 
convertible Part A of Rs 20 of each 
debenture will be converted into two equity 
shares at par on allotment. The non- 
convertible Part B of Rs 20 is to carry 14 
per cent interest payable hall yearly and 
will be redeemed at par in lour equal 
instalment at the end of the 6th, 7th, Kth 
and 9th years after allotment. The issue, 
slated to open on February 10. is being 
lead managed by ICICI Securities and 
Finance. Creditcapital Finance Corptira- 
lion, IDBl, PNB Capital Services. SBI 
Capital Markets and Jardine Fleming India 
Securities. 

CRB Capital Markets 

Promoted by CRB Group. CRB Capital 
mairkcts has established itself as a front 
ranking finance company in the country 
providing a whole range of financial 
services from conception to completion. 
The company is registered as NBFC with 
the RBI and has been engaged in leasing 

and hire purchase since its inception. 
The company is registered with SEBI as 
a Caicgory-I merchant banker and a 
member of OTCEl. It has the top position 
among private merchant bankers in the 
country. The merchant hanking division 
undertakes issue managemcni. promoter’s 
funding, loan syndication, etc. The 
other activities of ihc company are corpo¬ 
rate fmuncing, equity research and analysis 
and investment hanking, spon.soring of 
mutual funds, OTCEl. fixed deposit 
mobilisation, .security trading and capital 
market operation, consumer finance, 
international finance and NRI services and 
portfolio management. The company 
wants to increase Us capital base for 
expanding leasing and hire purchase lor 
investments in joint venture projects and 
for enlarging its existing brancli/fraiichisc 
network and setting up new branches 
and franchi.scs abroad. These business 
plans have been appraised by Indian 
Overseas Bank and the co.st is esliinaicd 
a( Rs 424 crorc. To part finance this the 
company is entering the capital market 
with a public issue of 86.7.5 lakh equity 
share ol Rs 10 each at a premium ol 
Rs 90 per share aggregating Rs 86.75 
crore. The issue, which is slated to open 

on January 31. i.s being lead managed by 
Indian Overseas Bank and IFCI. 

Rajdoot Paints 

Rajdoot Paints, engaged in the manufacture 
of paints, has a wide range of pnxlucts which 
have their application in domestic and 
indu.siriai uses. The products are marketed 
under the brand name Rajdoot, Spred and 
Yak. The company is entering the capital 
market on January 31 with a public issue 
ol .30 lakh equity shares ol Ks 10 each at 
a premium of Rs 65 per share aggregating 
Rs 22.50 lakh. The stake of the promoters 
and a.s.socialcs in the iiosi-issue equity will 
be 62.5 per cent The company has been 
promoted by fK'ople who have decades ol 
experience in ihc field and does not propose 
loundenakcanynew manutucluring activity. 
Thcrclorc no gesialion period is involved. 
One of the main piirpo.ses of the i-ssuc is to 
augment long-term resources for working 
capital requirements. The company proposes 
to install some machinery for improving its 
product quality and reducing process loss. 
The i.ssiie is lo be lead managed by Allian/. 
Cupiial and Managemcni Services and ITC 
Cla.ssic Finance. 

Call for Papers 

Indian School of Social Sciences, Calcutta, 
66 Acharya Prafulla Road, Calcutta-700009 will 

organise, in Calcutta, a 3-day Seminar on 

“Globalisation and its impact on India” in the 4th week 

of March 1995. Papers are invited from Social 

Scientists on economic, social and cultural aspects 

of Globalisation which should be sent before 11th 

March 1995. 
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CtHWPANIES EPW Researdi Foundatioii 

SEARLE (INDIA) 

Improved Performance 

SEARLE INDIA, (he phanna-cum-pesticides 
finii, has done well in 1993-94 after having 
suffered a decline in its margins the previous 
year. Net sales were Rs 103.25 crore (5 per 
cent rise), operating profit Rs 14.53 crore 
(up by 21 per cent) and net profits rose by 
32 per cent (from Rs 4.41 crore to Rs 5.83 
crore). The results were helped by increase 
in other income by Rs 1.23 crore and decline 
in interest charges and depreciation by 4 per 
cent. The dividend was raised by 8 per cent 
to 28 percent. Debt-equity ratio has fluctuated 
at 39 per cent in 1991-92. 44 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 9 per cent in 1993-94. Sales 
to total assets and sales to gross fixed assets 
ratios have steadily increased over the past 
three years. Remuneration to employers has 
been fluctuating at 35 percent in 1991-92, 
37 per cent in 1992-93 and .34 per cent in 
1993- 94. 

'Searle India has two divisions, agro¬ 
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. The agro¬ 
chemical divi.sion accounts for 55 per cent 
ol turnover and the larger part ot profits. The 
company’s fenvelerate is a market leader 
and IS Its largest selling product, it accounts 
for nearly 55 per cent of the agrochemical 
division’s turnover. Searle’s chloropyiphos 
(an insecticide-cum-ovacide) is also a 
market leader and has achieved this status 
in a short span of two years. The company 
has also introduced a wide range of other 
products like monocrotophos, cy permethain, 
butachlor and dimethoatc. 

The pharmaceutical division was for some 
time a marginal player in the market since 
the company was diversifying itself into 
agrochemicals. But m 199.3-94 the com¬ 
pany’s hulk drugs fared well with sales 
doubling. Lomonfen, an anb-dianhoeal, is 
a leading ptoduct. The company plans to 
launch a number of pharmaceutical products 
in the next two years and has been looking 
for suitable foreign collaborations. 

The company invested Rs 79 lakh in 
R and D in the year, 25 per cent more than 
in the previous year. 

KESAR ENTERPRISES 

Fruits of Expansion 
Kesar Enterprises has done well with net 
sales at Rs94.55 crore in 1993-94. Operating 
profit (Rs 17.95 crore) went up by 19 per 
cent, while net profit more than doubled 
from Rs 2.11 crore to Rs 4.56 crore, despite 
Rs 35 lakh being paid as taxes (nil), increase 
in depreciation and interest charges by Rs 28 
lakh and Rs 15 lakh. There was an increase 

in other incomeof 18 percent. Non-operating 
profit was Rs 6 lakh compared u> a loss of 
Rs 20 lakh in the previous year. Exports fell 
further by Rs 7.33 crore (59 per cent) after 
an 18 per cent decline in the previous year. 
Imports were also down to Rs 7 croreagainst 
Rs 18 crore in the previous year. A 30 per 
cent dividend was declared for the year. 
Debt-equity ratio fluctuated at 73 per cent 
in 1991-92, 110 per cent in 1992-93 and 
34 per cent in 1993-94. The sales to total 
assets and sales to gross fixed assets ratfQS 
have grown steadily in the past three years. 
Remuneration to employers has been steady 
at 26-27 per cent in the past two years. 

The expansion and modernisation 
programmes started by the company a few 
years ago have begun to yield results. The 
sugardi vision’s plants ran at a crushing rate 
of more than 4,500 TCD and the crushing 
capacity is expected to rise to 4.800 TCD 
in the coming season. Production in the 
di.stiilery division declined from 108.68 kilo 
litres to 88.51 kilo litres. The problem of 
contamination forced closure of the plant for 
some time. The problem has been overcome. 
Production and distribution of country I iquor 
has been satisfactory. The working of the 
ENA plant was stabilised and the product 
was found to be of good quality and the 
market is said to have accepted it. Since the 
demand for hiring tanks has been steadily 
growing, the DTC division has undertaken 
an expansion project at Kandia port at an 
estimated co.st of Rs IS crore which, when 
fully implemented, would double capacity. 
The project is to be completed by May this 
year. 

Indian alcohol prices having gone up. the 
company now finds it unfeasible to export 
alcohol. The UP government continues to 
control 65 per cent of molasses production 
including its price, and 35 per cent is available 
for the free market sale. Due to this there 
was a shortage and prices shot up. 

Kesar Marble and Granite is a wholly- 

owned subsidiary and incurred a loss m its 
first full working year. This was largely due 
to difficulty in procuring raw materials. 

Thecompany spent Rs 11 lakhonR and D. 
The R and D department has been involved 
in projects relating to by-products of the 

'sugar factory, alcohol and methods of 
improving methane generation. 

MADHUSUDAN INDUSTRIES 

Rise in Profit 
Madhusudan Industries manufactures 
vanaspati. refined oils, .sanitary ware and 
glazed tiles and has done well in 1993-94. 
Net sales went up by 3 per cent, operating 
profit by 7 per cent and net profit by 91 

per cent (from Rs 2.45 crore to Rs 4.68 
crore). A 72 per cent growth in other 
income and increase in non-operating 
surplus from Rs 22 lakh to Rs 104 lakh, 
nil taxation and an 8 per cent (^crease in 
depreciation and 17 percent fall in interest 
charges all helped to keep margins high. 
An enhanced 30 per cent dividend was 
announced for the year. Exports were down 
by 21 per cent while imports increased by 
23 per cent. Though the sales to gross fixed 
assets ratio declined by 76 percentage points 
over the past three years, it was .still high 
at 298 per cent in 1993-94. Sales to total 
assets ratio declined by 35 percentage points 
over the past three years. The debt-equity 
ratio fluctuated at 57 per cent in 1991-92, 
159 per cent in 1992-93 and 47 per cent 
in 1993-94. Raw materials consumed to 
value of production has remained steady 
at 65 per cent. 

The recession in the oil industry coupled 
with the emergence of new vanaspati 
manufacturing units enjoying sales lax relief 
have adversely affected the competitive 
position of the company in Rajasthan and 
Maharashtra. Despite this the company has 
been doing well and production increased 
by 4.5 per cent and capacity utilisation was 
higher than the industry average. Excess 
capacity in the solvent extraction industry 
squeezed the company’s margins. Fre¬ 
quent power interruption increased pro¬ 
cessing cost and lowered production in the 
solvent plant at Nimbahera. To overcome 
the problem, the company has installed a 
DG set. 

Production of sanitary ware and ceramic 
tiles was lower by 530 mt and 978 mt 
respectively. ’Hus is attributed to labour 
unrest and disruption in gas supplies. The 
modernisation and expansion programme 
in the sanitary ware unit was completed 
in December 1994, raising capacity to 
16.000 mt per annum. The company 

installed screen printing machines in the 

tiles unit during Ihe year. 
The company is diversifying into the 

energy sector by setting up a wind farm for 
generating 5 mw for captive consumption 
at a cost of Rs 20 crore in two phases.' For 
(he first phase the Indian Renewable Energy 
Development Agency has sanctioned a term 
loan of Rs 708.5 lakh. Allotment of land 
from the Gujarat Energy Development 
Agency is awaited. 

The company has been undertaking 
R and D activities in development of new 
products with new designs as well as the 
development of new body and glaze for 
the ceramic division. The company is in 
the process of developing its refractories 
to improve the quality of the plaster of 
paris. 
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The Week’s Con^airies 
(Rn lakhi 

Financial Indicators 
Sea lie 

_{India)_ 
Kesar 

Enterprteea 
Madhuaudan 
Industries_ 

Supreme 
_Industries 

CEMINDIA 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

June 
1994 

June 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

Income^appropriatloM 
1 Net sales 10325 9794 9435 6955 11947 IIS80 22191 17660 10435 5634 
2 Value of production 10523 10274 9045 8023 11854 11805 22874 17931 10435 5634 
3 Other Income 371 248 520 438 155 90 362 147 64 40 
4 Total income 10894 10522 9565 8461 12009 11895 23236 18078 10499 5674 
S Raw materials/storcs and spares 

consumed 4938 4434 5044 4325 8968 8989 14310 11830 4077 1796 
6 Other manufacturing expenses 1603 2290 1179 1294 903 904 1262 1098 780 500 
7 Remuneration to employees 776 723 640 531 479 451 652 571 789 634 
8 Other expenses 2124 1875 907 813 869 813 2910 1570 3954 2301 
9 Operating profit 1453 1200 1795 1498 790 738 4102 3009 899 443 

10 Interest 287 302 874 859 261 315 2070 1596 76 66 
11 Gross profit 1158 899 927 619 633 445 2122 1524 825 380 
12 Depreciation 165 172 436 408 165 180 1000 711 106 79 
13 Proftt before tax 993 727 491 211 468 265 1121 813 719 .301 
14 Tax provision 410 286 35 0 0 20 0 0 380 150 
15 Profit after tax 583 441 456 211 468 245 1121 813 3.39 151 
16 Dividends 219 157 174 91 138 82 395 278 51 46 
17 Retained profit 364 284 282 120 330 163 726 535 288 105 
LiabiUties/assets 
18 Paid-up capital 782 782 634 360 462 305 956 695 128 128 
19 Reserves and surplus 2797 2433 1890 1108 2462 1271 8493 5394 1067 1021 
20 Uing term loans 912 788 878 1624 1382 2514 13098 4474 0 0 
21 Short term loans 265 720 3117 .3318 587 399 2714 5463 0 98 
•22 Of which bank borrowings 218 723 2226 2711 363 230 1381 1398 0 98 
23 Gross fixed assets 2527 2343 6153 5130 4003 3260 17842 13593 2056 1854 
24 Accumulated depreciation 1268 1126 2596 2164 14.30 1272 5163 3727 882 781 
25 Inventories 2414 2182 3631 4031 1356 1440 3774 1890 935 865 
26 Total assets/liabilities 6205 6057 9379 8718 5887 5464 31807 20794 6096 3676 
MlsceUaneous Hems 
27 Excise duty 603 426 557 482 676 919 3009 1633 0 0 
28 Gross value added 2229 1933 2432 1957 1421 1217 4786 3774 1804 1144 
29 Total foreign exchange income 970 1507 499 1235 791 1010 1017 554 0 0 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 893 810 21 22 190 148 6636 3288 203 55 
Key Rnancial and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 1664 161.7 100.6 79.8 202.9 211.9 69.8 84 9 171.2 153.3 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 217.1 207 4 144 7 108.5 244 2 258.0 87.8 110 2 873 2 451.8 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 88.2 82.5 39.5 38.1 .35.5 37.3 26.8 27 8 87.7 61 7 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 

to total assets) t%) 18.7 14.8 9.9 7 1 10 8 8 1 6.7 7.3 13.5 10.3 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 11.2 92 9.8 89 53 3.8 96 8.6 7.9 6'.7 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 14.1 12.3 19.0 21.5 6.6 6.4 18.5 17 0 8.6 7.9 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 9.6 74 5.2 3.0 3.9 2.3 5.1 4.6 6.9 5.3 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 41.3 39 3 7.1 0.0 0.0 7.5 00 0.0 52.9 49.8 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%) 16.3 13.7 18 1 14 4 16.0 155 • II.9 13.4 28.4 13.1 
40 Dividend (%) 28.00 20.00 30.00 26.IX) 30.00 27.00 50.00 40.00 40.00 36.00 
41 Earning per shore (Rs) 7.46 5.64 7.37 6.09 10.24 8.13 11.73 11.70 26.48 11.80 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest and 

45.8 41 1 40.5 42.1 63.9 52 4 88.0 69.5 93.4 89.8 

corresponding last year's price) 28.2 53.2 9.3 12.1 10.6 8.6 30.7 31.2 28.7 42.4 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjusted for 

revaluation) (%) 25.5 24.5 34.8 110.6 47 3 159.5 155.7 92.6 0.0 0.0 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 9.0 33 1 61.3 67.3 26.8 16.0 36.6 74.0 0.0 11.3 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 6.3 16.6 456.6 486.1 76 9 78.8 77.9 76.1 113.0 115.4 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value added (%) 34.8 37.4 26.3 27.1 33.7 37.1 13.6 15.1 43.7 55.4 
48 Total remuneration to employees 

to value of production (%) 7.4 7.0 7.1 6.6 4.0 3.8 2.9 3.2 7,6 11.3 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 7.9 6.5 19.9 11.8 22.8 37.1 -0.2 55,9 10.9 18.8 
SO Growth in inventories (%) 10.63 30.82 -9.92 35.59 -5.83 39.81 99.68 -26.29 6.09 -1.26 
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SUPREME INDUSTIRIES 

Diversification 
Programme 
Supreme liKlustnes has done well in 1V93-94 
with net sales going up hy 25 per cent, 
operating profit hy 36 per cent and net 
profit by 37 per cent. This is coinrnendahic 
after the previous year’s decline margins. 
Though depreciation was up by 40 per cent 
and interest charges by 29 per cent and 
non-operating surplus went down by 18 
per cent, the bottomline was sustained by 
the 146 per cent increase in other income, 
A dividend of 50 percent was declared lor 
the ycai against 40 per cent foi the pievious 
year 

Exports were Rs 10 17 ciorc against 
Ks6 6l crore in the pievious year. Gross 
fixed asset formation declined drastically in 
the year. Debt-equity ratio has ri.sen by 51 
percentage points m the past three years. 
Sales to total assets and sales to gross fixed 
assets ratios have declined in the past three 
years Return on iiiveslinent also declined 
to 6 per cent in 1993-94 Short-term bank 
borrowiiTgs to inventories lluciiiaied at 
36 pel ceni in 1991-92, 73 per cent in 
1992-93 and 38 per cent in 1993-94. 
Remuneration to employees to gross value 
added ratio has Hucluated at 11 per cent 
in 1991-92, 15 percent in 1992-93 and 13 
per cent in 1993-94, Net value added to 
value of production ratio has declined in 
the past three years. 

The company plans to embark on a 
modernisation, expansion and diversi fication 
programme. The industrial components 
busine.ss improved, thanks to the pick up in 
demand from the automobile and consumer 
durable industries. Materials handling crates 
leccivedabiKi.st with thccompany .supplying 
crates to Coca-Cola and Pepsi Cola. The 
demand for moulded furniture has unproved 
and the company has launched several new 
models of moulded furniture It has also 
increased its furniture items capacity. AK 
Structural Foam was merged with the 
company. 

The packaging divi.sion saw substantial 
expansion The wide width film plant has 
already gone into production. This has 
opened up opportunities tor making several 
new constructions of llcxible packaging 
materials.The increase in demand for 
protective packaging products has also 
opened new avenues for investment. 

The PVC pipes and fitting division has 
been working well and the company is 
planning to increase the volume and variety 
of products. The focus is on increasing the 
volume of specific products for the export 
market which has .seen successful launching 
of several new products. Steps to augment 
the capacity of the fittings division by 1,800 
tons per year have been undertaken. The 

MLS divisioii fared well with the refrigerator 
industry coming out of the recession. 

Siltap Chemicals has enhanced capacity 
by 500 tons The enhanced capacity has gone 
into commercial production. Further increase 
in capacity is being planned considering the 
growth in dem’und. Klockner Supreme 
Pcntaplast. producing rigid PVC film and 
sheeting, has met with success in the market 
and hence has decided to increase its 
capacity. Supreme Petrochem and Mtipnar 
Films has collaboialcd with Huntsman 
Couli (Hong Kong) to pul up a plant to 
manufacture 1.500 tons ol extended 
ptilyslyrene foam food packaging products 
per year with an invcsiment ol Rs 20 crorc. 
Huntsman Couti and .Supreme arc to have 
equal rights in Huntsman Supreme. Supreme 
Industries is to invest Rs 4 ciore and the 
unit IS expected to go into production by 
the end ol this year. 

The company has been carrying on R and 
D in the areas ol cost reduction, modification 
tor higher pioductivity and development ol 
new products. 

CEMINDIA 

Expanding Operations 

C'emindiaCompany, subsidiary ofTialalgar 
House Pic of fiK renamed as Tialalgar 
House Construction, has done well with net 
.sales going up by Rs 48 crore. operating 
profit by 103 pcrceni and net profit by 124 

per cent. Though taxation increased a 153 
per cent, depreciation by 34 per cent, and 
interest charges by 15 per cent and there 
was a 33 percent decrease in non-operating 
surplus, net profits still remained high. 
Encouraged by the performance, the 
company declared a 40 per cent dividend 
lor the yea?. .Sales to gioss 11 xcd as.seis and 
sales to total assets ialtos remained high 
at 507 per cent and 171 per cent Earning 
per share has increased Irom 4 per cent in 
!991-92 and 1 i percent in 1992-93 to 26 
per cent m 1993-94 The company has 
given Its shareholders a bonus issue in the 
ratio ol 1.1. Rcmuiiciation to employees 
has seen a decline Irom 59 per cent in 
1991-92 and 55 percent m 1992-93 to 43 
per cent m 1993 94 

The operations ol the company have 
expanded .subsianlially New contracts for 
a total value of Rs 17,600 lakh were signed, 
Somcol the ma)or contracts include marine 
and civil works at JNPT, shipyard in Goa. 
ruiicorin Port Trust. North Madras powci 
station project, Calcutta Port Trust, 
construction of bridges for UP government 
and IRCON. diaphragm working and 
anchoring ami civil works tor parliament 
libraiy building m New Delhi 

The R and D depai tmcni ol the company 
has been recognised by the government's 
Dcpiirlment of Science and Technology. 
The department assisted m evolving system 
lor liner protected piling and mechanised 
jetty construction 

SAGE Piibiishors ttf the 

Uiorossittnal 
.Social Sciences 

PSYCHOANALYSIS AS A HUMAN SCIENCE: 
BEYOND FOUNDATIONALISM 

BHARGAVI V DAVAR and PARAMESHWAR R BHATT 

The precise status of psychoanalysis has been the subject of considerable 
debate in recent years. Widely known as the ‘foundations of psychoanalysis’, 
this debate revolves around whether psychoanalysis can be treated as a 
cognitive science and, in turn, involves the epistemological status and 
ethical underpinnings of this theory. 

This highly original work is an important contribution to the debate. In 
particular it challenges Karl Popper's critique of and Adolf Grunbaum’s 
virulent attack on psychoanalysis. Contrary to Popper’s view of the 
psychoscientific nature of the theory, the authors of this book provide an 
epistemological rationale for. its scientificity and an ethical rationale tor its 
humanism. 

212 pages* 220 mm x 140 mm* Rs 245(cloih)* Rs 145(paper)* 1995 

SAGE PlIBLICA’nONS INDIA private LIMITED 

Post Box 4215, New Delhi 110 048 
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COMMENTARY 

Andhra Elections: What Happened and 
What Did Not Happen 
K Balagopai 

The voting statistics do not show that it was the cheap rice scheme and 
prohibition that were primarily responsible for the Telugu Desani 
Party's phenomenal victory. What is striking is not the increase in TDP 
votes, but the fall in Congress votes by as much as 12 to 14 percentage 
points. 

I 

SOMEBODY has remarked tongue-in-cheek 
that the two-party system has come to stay 
in Andhra Pradesh. The characteristtc feature 
of this much hankered after state of political 
grace is that there are two hardly 
distinguishable political formationseach with 
its own constituency of loyal voters, while 
the non-loyal voters shift from the one to the 
other in sufficient measure from one election 
to the next to ensure that governments keep 
changing with predictable regularity, if not 
an entirely predictable penodicity. Critics 
lacking in the blessed spirit of charity will 
call it a Tweedledum-Tweedledee political 
system, but it is no doubt better than having 
a single Tweedledum ruling in perpetuity. 
For one thing, while the general siKial and 
political character of the government remai ns 
the same from one change to the next, there 
is some check on how cavalierly the rulers 
can play games with the people. Congressmen 
of Andhra Pradesh who took their power for 
granted got a shock this time that they have 
not recovered from even a month afterwards. 
Secondly, the competition for the votes of 
the elusive voters who sit on the fence and 
amuse them.selves by voting this way once 
and that way the next time does lead to 
however partial an attempt to meet the dire 
needs of the voting public at large, a healthy 
fall-out of political uncertainty that 
Manmohan Singh's admirers describe as 
populism. Blessed is this populism without 
which many more would have starved to 
death in this land which is marching from 
brahminical cruelty to capitalist cruelty, from 
the mle of dharma to the iron rule of the 
International Monetary Fund. And thirdly, 
there is this thing called empowerment of the 
powerless that everyone talks of a lot these 
days. One is not talking of the gratuitous 
empowerment that the CPI and CPI(M) are 
enjoying in Andhra Pradesh this season, but 
theempowerment of what the Supreme Court 
has with unfelicitous contempt described as 
the 'creamy layer' of the dalits and the 
backward castes. For all its much despised 
creaminess this class or class-fraction would 
have had little chance of coming close to 

positions of power if a Congress clone such 
as the Telugu Desam Party had not come 
about and afforded the dynamic among the 
lower castes a chance to play one party 
against the other and push themselves into 
positions of power in this party or that. This 
too, of course, is 'populism', for it is not 
necessarily congruent with the most efficient 
use of the nation’s resources that is the ruling 
dogma of today's India. 

All this is not to say that alternatives to 
the Congress .such as the Telugu Desam 
Party are the best that could have happened 
in this best of all possible worlds, for that 
would be taking a needlessly pessimistic 
view of an admittedly imperfect world. For 
the deadening effect that this replication of 
the Congress by other names has on the 
political culture of a people is an incalculably 
vicious consequence of the emergence of 
charismatic fakes such us N T Rama Rao. 
The purpose of this prologue, rather, is to 
caution against contemptuous attitudes 
towards 'populism' on the one hand, and on 
the other against the inability to see that in 
human affairs desirable ends can and 
frequently do realise themselves in seemingly 
immaterial, utterly uninspiring and even 
incongruous changes. The human historical 
agent is no match for its own glonous 
aspirations, and as much progress in its affairs 
(as well as resistance to retrogression) is 
wrought by incongruous irrelevancies as by 
revolutionary planning and firmne.ss. 

It is necessary also to caution against a 
third attitude, which is being developed into 
a whole myth by CPI(M) circles. This is to 
read ih the recent victory of the Telugu 
Desam Party a rejection of P V Narasimha 
Rao’s economic reforms. The CPI and the 
CPI(M) are at liberty to collect all manner 
of political creatures - including Congress 
clones, crooks and opportunists who would 
rather be in the Congress than outside it - 
around them; and in this free world one 
cannot prevent them from christening this 
motley grouping a left and democratic alliance 
or a national alternative or whatever; but one 
should firmly insist thatthey stopinterpreting 
reality to suit their tactics. Assuming Aal the 
TDP won on a vote for cheap rice, that only 

indicates popular resentment at rising prices 
and hungry stomachs. It is part of an 
unfortunate culture of inteipretation that has 
become common with marxists to argue that 
since the recent spurt in prices is a 
consequence of economic liberalisation, the 
vote against pnee rise is objectively a vote 
against liberalisation. The gap between this 
reductionist interpretation and the actual 
consciousness of the people is an abyss that 
renders the interpretation a particularly bad 
case of wishful thinking. It is the wishful 
realisation of two elusive desires; one. that 
the people at large should recognise that 
economic reforms are bad for them, and 
should consciously reject them; and two, that 
the left forces should succeed in leading the 
people to the realisation. 

It is of coure a matter of delight to believe 
that thcTclugu people stood up firmly against 
the prime minister’s regressive economic 
policies and gave the old man a re.sounding 
rebuff for having presumed that because he 
IS a ‘child of the Telugus', the .state would 
vote by him in a time of crisis. It is indeed 
true enough that the sentimental response 
that he expected (he u.sed the word hidda 
which means daughter rather than son in his 
native Telangana. and in general Telugu 
usage connotes the child in itsdependent and 
helpless aspect) was not forthcoming from 
the electorate. And yet, happy though one 
would be to arrive at such a conclusion, there 
IS little reason to see the defeat ol the Congress 
as principally a rejection of the prime 
minister’s presumptuous appeal for support 
to his structural adjustment policies. Of the 
three reasons oflered for the victory of the 
TDP - rejection ol the economic reforms, 
vote for NTR’s cheap rice and prohibition 
policie.s, and infighting of theCongress - the 
third and the least glamorous appears to have 
been the most significant, however reluctant 
we may be to accept such unromantic 
conclusions. Economic reform in the abstract 
was an irrelevant matter not only because the 
people at large are far from being aware of 
Its implications and conscious in rejecting 
it, but also because NTR is hardly anti¬ 
liberalisation. He IS, like most Congressmen, 
as much a convinced advocate of the 
philosophy of the market as he is utterly 
feudal in hiscultural attitudes, and theTelugu 
Desam Party has never spoken out against 
liberalisation as such, though it has put to 
skillull electoral use the consequent price rise. 

The cheap rice scheme has no doubt 
attracted people, and quite rightly, whatever 
may be said by persons who are worried 
about budgetary discipline. The question of 
budgetary profi igacy cannot be divorced from 
the larger question of how and on what basis 
the nation's resources are bdng shared out. 
and when that is left either to the bureaucrat- 
politician nexus or the laws of the capitalist 
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iungle, in ndthernf which the weak have any 
place, they are bound to SMk protective 
schemes from the government on pain of 
voting it out. especially because what such 
schemes eat into is administrative or infra¬ 
structural investment of a kind that does not 
solve their food and employment problems, 
except by way of an unredeemable assurance. 

Much the same can be said about prohibi¬ 
tion. The movement for total prohibition 
that appeared on the scene in Andhra Pradesh 
atter country liquor (arrack) was banned in 
1993 upon pressure from the rural women’s 
Kiruggic, was in fact not a movement to 
mutch the earlier anti-arrack struggle. The 
modem variety of inebriating tluid called 
IMFL IS a middle class, lower middle class 
and organised working class men's addiction, 
and while women ol these families are as 
much Its victims as women of rural labouring 
classes arc of arrack, (hey did not come out 
inio the streets as ihc latter did. The total 
prohibition agitation was a meciings and 
seminars affair promoted through the press 
by Eenudu. a paper that combines anti- 
Congrcssisin wiih a determined eftori to 
rccrca(p lost legitimacy toi the .state’s ruling 
elite And vet, both the main political parties 
were tearful of the appeal the issue may have 
lot women voters Men are evidently never 
fully sure that the weighty arguments they 
ol fer (rangi ng I rom reasons of common .sense 
to those of fiscal .sense) tor their inability 
to cuie themselves ol Ihc addiction to drink 
as a habit and their addiction to the business 
of drink as a very lucrative economic 
activity, will ever convince women who 
suffer physically, emotionally and 
economically from it And so NTR jumped 
in and declared that he would impose total 
prohibition within half an hour if he was 
voted to power, and the Congress chimed 
tn saying that (though nobody believed 
them) they too would do .so in due course, 
no matter that both the parties arc chockful 
of manufuciurcrs and vendors of liquor, 
licensed or illicit. 

And yet, voting statistics do not show that 
It IS the cheap rice scheme and prohibition 
that were primarily responsible for NTR’s 
phenomenal victory. The percentage of votes 
the TDP and its allies got this time was not 
substantially higher than what they got last 
time, though as the polling percentage was 
higher this time, it means that a larger 
proportuin of the electorate voted for them. 
What is striking is not the increase in TDP 
(plus allies) votes, but the fall in Congress 
votes, which appears to have been as much 
as 12 to 14 percentage points. A small part 
of these votes went to the TDP, another 
small part went to the BJP and the BSP, 
but the major part of it went to Congress 
rebels. This cornering of votes by Congress 
rebeLs is a very signifleant fact revealed by 
the voting statistics. The Congre.ss has truly 
become a veritable jungle of clawing and 
biting wild animals which are unmindful 

of the possibility that they will destroy the 
species in the process. No tears need be 
wasted over this, but their unconcern is a 
study in depravity, in district after district 
it was senior Congressmen who first of all 
played all possible dirty games to get 
candidates of their choice nominated, and 
when they failed against the wily Congress 
president who can play as dirty games os 
any of them, they set up thcirown candidatc.s 
against the official nominees, or otherwise 
queered the pitch for their party. Members 
ot parliament Dronamraju Satyanaruyana 
in Visukhapatnam, Vir.ianaguram and 
Srikakulam di.siricts; Mugunta Subbarami 
Reddy in Neliore and Prakasam districts; 
Y S Raiasekhar Reddy in Cuddnpah and 
Anantapurdisiricis. Rayapati Samhasi va Rao 
in Guntur district; Ganga Reddy in 
Nizamabad district; former union minister 
Jalagam Vcngul Rao in Khammam district 
and smaller try el.scwhcrc did ihcir worst to 
get Congiess candidates deleated. Their 
success in this clfort was the most signit leant 
factor in deciding the huge margin of the 
Congress' deleai. 

It IS not that hui fur (his (he Congress 
would have won The prohibition, the cheap 
nee scheme and general disgust with the 
Congress hud done enough to stabilise the 
normal TDP vote and to decide the minds 
of (he fluid voters. But tor Congress 
infighting, It appears the TDP would in any 
ca.se have won but with an unspectacular 
margin that would have left no scope lor the 
largely misplaced encomiums the Telugu 
electorate is receiving for its perspicacity, 
firmness and wisdom, nor any rtxim for 
myth-making about popular rejection of the 
structural adjustment policies. 

U 

Apart from the price rise, and resultant 
deterioration of living conditions, the other 
significant issue in the elections was whether 
and to what extent persons of scheduled 
castes, tribes and backward castes would 
come into positions ol power in the changed 
context of post-Mandul politics. .Such an 
aspiration cun be dismi.ssd as seeking power 
‘within the present oppressive system’ us 
many Marxists have done, but since it is 
preci sely one of die oppressive characteri sties 
of the present system that positions of 
importance and authority are denied (both 
by virtue of the socio-economic structure 
and by conspiratorial tactics) to persons of 
the lower castes, such an aspiration is not 
a desire for change 'within the system’ but 
is an attempt to dent the system along at least 
one dimension. This much is tnic. whether one 
believes that this will in due cour.se generalise 
itself into a larger assault on the system in 
a! I its oppressi vc di mansions, or one .suspects 
that it Will end with a widening of the .social 
base of the Indian state and capital. Indeed, 
which of these will happen is not something 
that can be predicted beforehand. 

The victory of the SP-BSP in Uttar Pradesh 
on the basis of an explicitly anti-Hindutva 
campaign inspired many dalil activists in 
Andhra Pradesh to join the Bahujan Samaj 
Party and try to build it into a major political 
force in the state. Kanshi Ram, too, took a 
lot of pains to campaign in ihe state. The 
dalit movement has developed into an 
important political force in AP in the last 
decade, and a very sizeable part of the 
movement joined the BSP. unfortunately 
bringing with it it.s internal contradictions 
too. The other siz.cablc stream to join the 
BSP (especially m the Telangana districts) 
was that ot former nuxalites, of whom 
K G Saiyamurthy and Chiranjecvi are the 
most prominent 

Nobody expected the BSP to win many 
seats in the elections, though BSP leaders, 
in imitation ot the dominant political culture 
whose lone is set by the Congress, made 
vastly exaggerated claims about the seats 
(hey would win and (he policies their 
government would adopt, and while the 
overstatement was very evjdent, most people 
were wary of cautioning them for fear of 
being dubbed unti-dalit. a term of abuse as 
potent today as 'petit bourgeois’ was in the 
heyday of the now faded glory of com¬ 
munism. As It happened, the BSP won no 
seals and indeed it lost its deposit in all but 
one constituency, theexception being Bapatia 
m Guntur district where Katli Padma Rao. 
founder-general secretary of the A P Dalit 
Mahasabha did quite well. 

But Ihe entry of (he BSP into electoral 
politics of Andhra Pradesh in a big way 
signifies not the possibility of immediate 
political power but (he shifting of dalit 
political consciousness from the agitational 
arena to the electoral arena and its con.solida- 
tion therein as a political party If the BSP 
leaders had acknowledged (his distinction, 
disciplined their claims accordingly, and 
concentrated on organisational work and on 
the elaboration of the full logic of their 
principal campaign slogan; 'vote hamara, 
seattumhara-nahinchaiega.nahinchalega’. 
(hey need have caused no disappointment 
to their hopeful followers and sympathi.sers 
at the end. They spoilt things by neglecting 
organisational work to the point that they 
went through the elections without any 
organisational structure ai all. dependent 
solely on Kanshi Ram'simage and (he appeal 
ol their ideology; by making no attempt to 
set right the internal divisions which soon 
became public in ugly scenes at (he time of 
seat allotment; and by allowing disenchanted 
SC and BC leaders from the Congre.ss and 
TDP for whom the dalit activists have no 
regard to enter the party and acquire 
importance in it. 

The other outcome expected from the entry 
of Ihc BSP was that whether the Congress 
won or the TDP won, more persons from 
the lower castes would attain positions of 
political importance, which also would be 
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u siwial advance irrespective of whai one 
thinks ot the Congress ami TDP as political 
parties. For the first lime perhaps in the 
history ol the Congress Party, backward 
caste and schedolcd caste leaders talked 
openly about tbe injustice done to the lower 
ca.sies by the Congress leaders in the allotment 
of seats and ol fiecs Though they would add 
the riitial declamation that Kanshi Ram was 
an advcntuicr and that the Congiess alone 
would .solve the problems ol dalits underthe 
leadership ol P V Naiasimha Kao. ’great 
friendol the weaker .sections’, ii was evident 
that they owed their new-found courage to 
that very adveniurei and not to the gieat 
friend of the weaker sections On the oihcr 
hand, the Congre.ss leadership became jittery 
at the large lurnouts that attended Kanshi 
Ram’s public meetings m the beginning 
Vijaya Bhaskar Reddy, the Congress chief 
minisici ot the state, mobilised Congress 
leaders ol each of the toiling castes to hold 
rallies ol that casie ai Hyderabad to which 
he himsell would be invited as chicl guest 
and would promise all things under the sun 
to that community; subsidised yarn to 
weavers. t|uarrics to stone cutters, excise 
contracts to lodday tappers, etc As ticket- 
disiribulion day neared, grand promises were 
made ih.il a huge (iroptirtion ol theCongress 
tickets would be given to persons of the 
lowei castes 

And simultaneously, uppei caste leaders 
lor the tir.st tunc started acknowledging caste 
openly. They gave up the earlier pretence 
that they had been dominating politics by 
virtue of shcci merit. Biahmins held meetings 
at Vijayawada, Nellore and Hydciubad in 
which one demand was dial they should be 
allotied the tickets lo certain specified 
constiluencies, as the brahmin population 
therein was si/,cable. This is the kind ol 
argument that in the pa.si only Muslims. 
ChriNlians or backward castes would have 
used, and would have been branded narrowly 
castei.si Ol sectarian by brahmins Kamma 
Congressmen who have always Icll 
overwhelmed by ihc Reddys in that party 
held a meeting and rc.solved oblujusly ihat 
all castes should be given tickets m propoi- 
tion commensurate with iheir ’iiniHiiiance', 
which in their case means noi only numbers 
but also economic power, ot which ihey 
have pleniy And the Reddys look visible 
pains lo explain away ihcir embarrassing 
preponderance in theCongress. 'niu.s bahujan 
politics had achieved the first victory that 
any rebel niovemen! aspires tor to force the 
dominant groups to dump their myths and 
acknowledge the hidden aspects of reality. 

Unforiunatcly. the opportunities opened 
up by these developments slipped away as 
elections neared, with the visible decline in 
the euphoria surrounding the BSF. The 
Congress and TDK leaders soon felt quite 
reassured, and not many more scats were 
allotted to the SC.s and BCs than is u.sual. 

And in N T Rama Rao’s new cabinet, (he 
number and the importance of the po.sts 
given to the SC s and BCs isnot very different 
from the past. A beginning has, however, 
been made in the matter, and Ihc future can 
witness more significant changes if the BSP 
leadership draws the requisite lessons trom 
this experience 

III 

And ihcvc was pleniy ol violence, too. 
Rayalascema warlord gangsterism has in the 
last lew years become a major topic ol 
lameni in Andhra Pradesh. One reason could 
be the legitimacy problems it creates lor the 
rulers, especially in view ol the democracy 
vs violence antithesis (hat dominates ihcir 
discussion of naxahsm Aimther reason is 
ihe growing awareness of democracy and 
democratic rights among the people ol 
Rayalascema. A third reason is the growth 
of Ihe gangsterism into a major cancer in 
recent years, with its irunsmutaiion into an 
instrument ol money-making and political 
advancement Violence, as a consequence, 
has accompanied all recent elections, as has 
the exhortation that the violence should be 
- and Ihe promise that it will be - contained 
in iIk iiueresis ol democracy. This time 
roiMiii .helcarot.Scshan - ofhisarbiirariness 
railici ihan Ihe legal auihorilyol the Election 
Commission. o( whose exact extern nobody 
including Scslian is clear - restrained the 
contenders somcwhai. but never!hclcsslherc 
was plenty ol rigging, bomb throwing and 
killing. Al Dhone in Kurnool district. Ironi 
where Viiayabhaskar Reddy conicsled. all 
Ihc village laeiions uniied to rig the polls 
in the then eliiel minisler's favour, and ihere 
was none Iclt to protest in Ihe villages 
Alampur in neighbouring Mahbiibnagai 
district .saw a (riungular fight ihai held up 
eleciioneeriug in the taelion-riddcn area to 
Ihc most ludicrous light. The Congress 
candidate was a recent convert Irom the 
Telugu Dc.sani Parly, and the Telugu Desam 
candidate conversely a rceeni convert from 
the C ongress, both of them Reddy faelionisis 
Irom Kurnool disinet, transported to 
Mahbubnagar chslriei as a .solution to the 
impos.sihle seai-distribuiion problem. The 
third candidate was the silling BJP MLA, 
also a Reddy taclionisi. but a local man. As 
a local voter described Ihc three in helpless 
hiitnour. ’one makes bombs in his hou,se, 
one on ihe icrraee and one in the basement'. 
The three ijl them made such thorough 
nonsense of the polling process that ihc 
entire consliiuency had to have a repoll, 
c’cnainly an unusual thing 

But an entirely humourless terror stalked 
northern Telanguna this time The obstinate 
attempt by the People’s War Group (PWG) 
lo ob.struct the poll campaign at all cost, and 
the deierminaiion of the police to thwart this 
attempt equally at any cost led to a spate 
of violence in which more than 50 lives were 

lost. Neither thasc who believe ir» electoral 
politics nor those who reject it would reckon 
it worth so many lives. The PWG asked the 
people to boycott the polls as usual, and also 
threatened the contesting candidates nt)t to 
campaign, on pain of physical violence (they 
made an exception from this bun on campaign 
for the CPI (ML) candidates and the BSP 
candidates). Tho.se campaigners who violated 
this rule had their vehicles burnt and their 
bones broken. The police moved in, not 
merely to proieei the contestants from this 
violence, bin also lo defeat the PWG's 
political tactics and ensure thai votes are 
polled 111 large numbers. This much has 
happened in past elections tiM) The ostensible 
purpose of the police has been to ensure lha) 
‘voters can vote treely and fearlessly’, though 
It IS a matter of common knowledge Ihat 
while Ihc PWG has violently pievenied the 
eonieslants Irom exercising ihcir Icgilimatc 
right to campaign, il has not inteilcied with 
the people’s right to vote, in ease they choose 
lo disobey the PWG and go and vote. But 
Ibis time round, no bones were made aboui 
the real purpose ot Ihe police they were not 
there lo merely proieei Ihcconicsianis’ light 
to campaign and the voters’ right to vote, 
bill lo dclcai Ihc entire pohiical eflort of the 
PWG ea-o-i'n Ihe elections, no mallei that 
It IS no pari of iheir job lo do so. The police 
held nieeliiigs in village alicr village in 
which iiispeciois would openly Ihicaien 
people that il they did not vole, then lalion 
cards would be wiihdr.iwn, ihe cleelrieiiy 
coiincciion to the village would he eul and 
their children would be denied social welfare 
.scholarships. It was ccriainly an odd way ol 
giving confidence ii> votcis who mav wi.sh 
lo defy the PWG’s direction 

To aid Ihe AP police, a large number ol 
CRPF and BSF men were dumped in the 
PWG-influenced dislriets, A parlicularly 
vicious and drunken lot ol paramilitary 
commandos were biought from the Rinjab 
and stationed in Karimnagar distriei, 
apparently bceause more terror must be 
inllictcd to ensure that votes are polled m 
the prime mini.sler’s native di.stricl. The way 
these Punjab commandos behaved is 
testimony to what can happen if the police 
arc allowed to develop into a lawless force 
in the name of .suppressing political or .social 
lawlessness. Drink and women were the 
principal inierestsofthc.secommandos They 
drank everything they could lay their hands 
on, pawed women in village lanes, raped a 
vegetable-seller in Ramagundam, and 
succeeded in driving women off the streets 
in panic wherever they were stationed. When 
the harassed people complained to the local 
police, those worthies who arc usually a 
terror to everyone, expressed helplessness 
and suggested that the women keep to their 
homes until ’thosefellowsleavethcdistrict’. 
Not to be outdone, men of a CRPF platoon 
stationed at Kataram raped another woman, 
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a daiU labourer by name S-jlamma, who wax 
however helped by presi reporters to gt» to 
the district collcciur and siiperiniendcm ot' 
police and lodge a complaint. The 
administration ordered an enquiry by a 
woman IPS officer who managed to coerce 
the victim to say that she had not been raped 
by anyone but had got drunk and lalicn. and 
then started eliciting the 'background' of the 
pressmen who had taken interest in the matter. 

The .strategy adopted by the police to 
delcat the PWG’s intentions was to gather 
Irom each village youth known to he 
sympathisers ol the PWG and hold them 
hostages troin about a month prior to the day 
ot polling. The implicit threat was that they 
would be obiects ol retaliatory killing il the 
PWG indulged in excessive violence. And 
these youth were also meant to be lined up 
betnre polling stations and compulsoiily 
made to vote on polling day. as a 
dcmonsiiaiive exhibition of the success ol 
the police in defeating the intentions ol the 
People's War Group. Not many people in 
thiscoumry would perhaps bclievethaiabout 
VIHK) youth were thus held like slaughter 
animals in police cu.stody lor the whole 
month ot November. The PWG. lor iis part, 
as if to challenge the police to kill the 
hostages, senselessly landmined t wo vehicles 
carrying jioliceinen and killed 16 pct.sons 
including a lew civilians, in the last week 
ol November 

The first incident was at Lcnkalagadda. 
an interior village ol Karimnagar district, in 
which some Punjab commandos travelling 
III a tractor weic blown up and killed along 
with the iMcioi driver and the local suh- 
ins|)cclor ot police, and the second incident 
happened right iieai Waraiigal town, and on 
a slate highway to boot, killing paramilitary 
men of the AP .Special Police The second 
landmine was apparenily intended lor the 
Congress governnieni's nninicipal 
administration iiiinisici Madadi Narasinilia 
Reddy, an old enemy ot the PWG. but he 
escaped and a police escort vehicle was hit 

This macabre challenge was expectedly 
taken up by the police and there ensued a 
killing spree in which 35 peisons were shot 
dead. 34 in Warungal and Kaiimnugar 
districts and one in Ni/amabaddisirict. Most 
ol them were picked up iroiii home or place 
ot work in the full view and against the 
protests of their kith and kin and colleagues 
and shut dead within a lew hours in .some 
neighbouring village. Oddly enough the 
police did not kill any ot the 3.0(X) suspected 
sympathisers already in their custody. That 
would not create enough of terror, and it is 
terror that the police want. St) they went one 
step worse, and picked up youth who had 
m>i even been considered to have enough 
links with the PWG to merit prior detention 
and killed them. All the killings except one 
were the handiwork of the ItK'al police, the 
one exceptiiin being worthy of detailed 

mcnttdh. The victim was a45*ycur old dalit 
woman. Manihena Rajumma of Lakkepur in 
Karimnagardisincl. mot hcrof live daughters 
and a .son. On the afternoon of November 
29 some Puniabeommandos fromGajulapalli 
camp went to Lakkepur on a raid, searching 
lor hidden naxalites or hidden ammunition. 
They were lully drunk on toddy and heavily 
armed with automatic weapons When they 
upprtiached Raiammu’s huu.se she tried to 
leave by a side door for she was alone in 
the house and was scared at the prospect ol 
the search. Rut they spotted her and by signs 
asked her to ciime back. They entered the 
house and lound one ol the two rtHiins 
Iwked. They asked her to o()en it As the 
lerrilied woman tumbled with the key loi 
a miiuilc. one of the impatient commandos 
aimed his gun at her and shot her right 
through her back The bullet killed her, went 
through the locked door and emerged out 
ol the other wall to lodge in the wall ol the 
neighbour's house. The drunk commandos 
then went out telling the horrilicd villagers' 
‘buddi mat gayi' 

This killing went on till December 3. and 
polling 111 north Tclangana was on December 
5. On the previous evening the youth in 
cu.stody wcie sent home to vote and get votes 
(xilled in then villages the next day. and 
come back again to report at the police 
station the day alter polling The implied 
threat again was thai il not enough votes 
were polled, thc-youlh could be killed. Indeed, 
the threat was not lelt implicit. It was slated 
bluntly In any ca.se, there was quite heavy 
polling in the north Tclangana districts and 
all ('ongress heavy weights including the 
prime minister's son and his iri-law lost 
ma.ssively The losers themselves attributed 
their delcMt at least in part to the methods 
adopted by the |)olice (with their sanction, ol 
course, though they would dishonestly pul 
all the blame on the police alter their defeat). 

In the course of this blood bath, the mam 
issue between the two armed contenders was 
Icli undecided: how many people would 
have voted, and how many would have 
boycotted the polls, if they had had peaceful 
conditions lor the exeicisc of their choice'’ 
And in the interests ot what great principle 
had so many lives been lo.si'.’ 

IV 

The final question that remains is: What 
do elections signity in the new politico- 
economic consensus ol (he ruling clas.ses'.’ 
Economic liberalism dues noi rendcrpolilical 
power iricicvuni. for what it nullifies is not 
governmental authority but governmental 
stK'ial re.sponsibility The Indian .state of the 
1990s IS not a powerless political entity, nut 
the idem' ol 19th century liberalism. What 
it IS treed Irom is only responsibility for the 
welfare of the people. The rest of its authority 
and rcspon.sibility ts intact. And so it 
continues to he as profitable to be in the 

business of politics as in the days ol the 
licence-permit raj; perhaps more so. tor lots 
of money is flowing into the country now 
both in the private and public sectors; and 
with globalisation' ihesiakesofall politico- 
economic activity is pushed iipand computed 
in worthier currencies than the good old 
rupee. 

Politicians' hunger ftii political office has 
thcrelore increased and not ilccrca.sed, and 
the private wealth they have at their di.spo.sal 
has also increa.scd with the multiplication of 
ecommiic opportunities available to the 
propertied classes, They have therelore 
fought tooth and nail to get 'tickets' Irom 
winning parties and have u.setl the most 
shameless means to gel elected It is trite to 
say that political morality has never been as 
low as this, tor it gets lower and lower day 
by day and is always lower than it has ever 
been Andthecontingcni human imagination 
which (lor all its pretensions to unlimited 
vision) IS bound by experience and po.ssibic 
exirapolaiion believes on each day that it has 
sighted the nadir, but what it has .seen is only 
the muikicst depths it can imagine, the nadir 
of Its imaginative capabilities 

The norms laid down by .Seshan to 
discipline campaigning and to limit campaign 
ex()endilure to legally permissible limits has 
meant ledticed publicity expenditure tor the 
candidates, which has actually hurl the 
newcomers like the BSP and parties like the 
CPKML) groups whieh participate in 
elections, tor wide publicity for their views, 
slogans and symbols is crucial for them 
rather than the Congress and TDP Foi the 
lattci the expense saved on this accouni has 
meant more to spend on unaccounted activity, 
.such as the eleventh-hour disiribulion ol 
cash and liquor which is a common lealure 
ol Indian elections. Votes were paid for at 
an unprecedented rale this tunc but whether 
they were successlully purchased is difficult 
to tell In any case, the Tehigu Dc.sam Party 
IS not ‘yc.stcrday' s baby' (to borrow Seshan's 
memorable caveat about himself) and can 
spend as much as the Congress, and .so it 
probably made no dilferencc in the end. 

But what elections mean tor the voters in 
the nevs' era is that this is one of the times 
they can put pressure to force the political 
system to be answerable to their needs, no 
mutter that such answerability is called 
'populism' these days. As the social 
responsibility ol the government has been 
oliicially discarded. i( must be enforced by 
the collective assertions of the people. One 
such possible moment of assertion iseleciion 
time, when the threat of voting |xilitictans 
out ot power can help bend official policies. 
Perhaps it is the recognition ol this 
.(Kissibility that has by a peculiar cognitive 
jump turned il.selt into an interpretation 
(only partially true) of the disastrous defeat 
of the Congress in the Andhra Pradesh 
elections this time. 
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KARNATAKA 

Raitha Sangha’s Political Dilemma 
Kripa AP 

The most surprising outcome of the Karnataka assembly elections was 
the dismal performance of the Karnataka Rajya Raitha Sangha. The 
reason for this may he its very approach to electoral politics. 

THE outcome of the recently held Karnataita 

assembly elections surprised one and all. 

More surprising was the dismal performance 

by the Karnataka Rajya Raitha Sangha 

(KRRS), the state level farnters' organisation. 

Out of the 90 odd seats contested, the KRRS 

has been victorious in only one constituency 

(Pandavapura). Even more shocking was the 

fact that the two top leaders of the KRRS - 

M D Nanjundaswamy and Baba Gowda 

Patil - who arc sitting MLAs, have been 

unable to retain their scats. The general 

performance of the KRRS has been very 

poor, with the number of votes being polled 

very low. The KRRS stronghold - Mandya 

district - has badly let down the organisation, 

with many of the local leaders faring poorly. 

These developments are really surprising 

given the fact that since 1989 (previous 

election) the KRRS has had to deal with a 

number of issues which have kept it in the 

limelight. KRRS's handling of the Cauvery 

waters dispute and its stance on the removal 

of ferti liser subsidy had attracted the attention 

of the rural jwpulation. The KRRS was able 

to win the grudging respect of the urban 

population and even the politicians with its 

in-depth knowledge of the Dunkel proposals 

forGATT. In fact, the KRRS deserves credit 

for generating public, political as well as 

academic debate all over the country on the 

GATT proposals. 

The reason behind KRRS's dismal 

electoral performance probably can be traced 

to its very approach to electoral politics. 

Since its inception KRRS’s stance towards 

electoral politics has cost it dearly. The 

KRRS, formed in 1980, was essentially a 

non-party organisation. Subsequently when 

the a.ssembly elections were announced in 

1983, the KRRS decided to adopt a neutral 

stand. Not only did the KRRS forbid its 

members from standing for election, it al.so 

forbade them from participating in 

electioneering. This was widely opijosed by 

a large section of the KRRS members, who 

felt that forbidding participation in elections 

was not a wi.se move. Further, they were 

keen on suppoiting the opposition aliiance 

in order to defeat theCongrc.ss(l). The KRRS 

leaders were firm on this isttue. They felt that 

entry into politics would weaken the 

movement. TTiis apart, they had also felt that 

quicker results were possible through 

agitational politics. Furdier. they would not 

need to have majority support to get these 

results. This uncompromising stance of the 

KRRS led to dissension within the 

movement. Consequently, a sizeable section 

of the KRRS members, particularly from 

Bellury and Oharwad di.slricts, withdrew 

their membership from the organisation. 

Prominent among them were Revanasiddaiah 

from Bcllary, and Sankrikoppa. Sidagantimat 

and Sangappa Uppin from Dharwad. This 

break-away faction decide to form a separate 

farmers' organisation, the Karnataka Ryota 

Karmikara Jagriti Samiti (Karnataka 

Fanners and Farm Workers As.sociation) 

with C M Revanasiddaiah as its president 

and M S Sankrikoppa as its secretary. Both 

of them are Janata Dal loyalists. It is 

important to note here that just a few days 

before the 1983 elections owing to pressure 

from within and without, the KRRS gave 

a cal I to the farmers to overthrow the Gundu 

Rao government. 

The agitational politics of the KRRS did 

not produce the same results with the then 

Janata government as it did with the previous 

government |Congress(l)J. It was felt that 

a neutral stand or boycotting elections was 

not really effective, as under the existing 

election law a certain minimum of votes 

relative to the size of the total electorate was 

not essential for a candidate’s victory. Thus 

the KRRS decided to enter politics and fight 

its battles on the floor of the legislature. It 

was decided to field people's candidates as 

had been talked of during JP's time. The 

candidates are trained as legislators but do 

not have any affiliation to any of the existing 

political parties INanjundaswamy l984].The 

KRRS decided to test the waters with the 

1984 Lxik Sabha elections. The .strategy was 

to field candidates independently without 

affiliation to political parties. The candidates 

were expected to continue their support to 

the KRRS and were cautioned against forging 

alliances with other political parties. The 

KRRS fielded seven candidates in opposition 

both to the Congrcss(l) and the Janata Dal 

[Nadkami 1987). The KRRS fared badly in 

tile elections with all hs candidates losing 

their deposits. Further, even in the 1985 

assembly elections, the lonecandidate lielded 

by them lost from Shimoga (Deccan Herald, 

April 12, 1989). Thus, the KRRS’s initial 

attempt at electoral politics was not 

successful. 

However, the KRRS's dedsion to enter 
the formal political arena met with seveae 

opposition from a section of the KRRS 

members, paiticularly from Hassan district. 

The Hassan faction had been against the 

KRRS’s earlier decision to stay away from 

politics. They felt that to bring about any 

kind of change necessitated political power. 

They did not break away from the movement 

as they believed that while political power 

was essential, it came later in the process, 

after the organisation had consolidated its 
base. When the KRRS decided to enter 

politics, the Hassan faction along with some 

others argued that the KRRS should not 

contest elections on its own. To be effective 

as a political force it would have to combine 

with other progressive forces like the Dalit 

Sangharsha Samiti and Pragati Ranga to 

tight the elections. This was possible since 

all these forces had considerable agreement 

on ultimate goals. During this time, intcn.se 

discussions and debates were earned out by 

the KRRS members on the need to form a 

‘third force’ in Karnataka. A section of the 

KRRS, particularly the Hassan group, 

insisted that the KRRS on its own would nut 

be effective as a political party as it would 

be representing the interests of only one 

section of society. A political party would 

be required to Iwlancc the interests of all 

sections of society. It was for this reason that 

they were opposed to the name ‘Kannada 

Desha’, under which the KRRS was planning 

to contest elections, as it would be limiting 

in its scope. The KRRS contesting elections 

on its own would not only alienate the poorer 

sections of the urban sector, it would also 

create an imbalance by representing only 

a particular section of the society. The 

KRRS as an organisation was limited in 

its spread, and hence as a political party 

it would just end up dividing the votes. 

Thus, this faction strongly favoured an 

alliance of all radical groups to fight 

elections (Venkatesh Murthy 1992). 

The KRRS leaders, on the other hand, 

were again.st such a move. The Hassan faction 

was suspected to have close tics with Deve 

Gowda. Their apprehension was thSt 

formation of a third force with other 

progressive organisations would entail 

compromises. It was also alleged that, 

attracted by quick results, these members 

had gotten onto the payroll of different 

political parties and individuals like Deve 

Gowda. Whateverthercasons, the,difference 

of opinion regarding KRRS’s entry into 

politics and the formation of a third force 

finally resulted in the KRRS expelling nearly 

17 members from the organisation [trutUm 
Express, July 23, 1989). This dissension 

proved costly for the KRRS as it completely 

lost Hassan district which was once a 

stronghold. The KRRS, which w«it ahead 

with its political strategy of contesting the 

1989assembly elections, fared a little better 
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than in the eai'iier^tiempts. Baba Gowda 
Patil, contesting from Kittur and Oharwad 
(rural), was the only successful candidate, 
winning from both the constituencies. 
While he retained the Kittur scat, the KRRS 
successfully fielded their second candidate, 
Nanjundaswamy', dunng the hy-clcctions 
from Dharwad (rural). However, once again 
the KRRS was unable to prove politically 
weighty in its strongholds, namely, Shimoga 
and Mandya. While the KRRS claimed to be 
satisfied with its performances, speculating on 
its political future, critics thought otherwise. 

The KRRS’s decision to contest in the 
1991 parliamentary elections was not 
received favourably by the rural population. 
The feeling was that the KRRS should first 
consolidate its position at the state level, 
recover its lost ground and strengthen its 
base, in fact, this has been the general opinion 
of the majority of the rural populalton towards 
KRRS's entry into politics. KRRS is 
preferred as an organisation, a lobby, without 
political leanings. A common fear is that 
once KRRS gets into politics, it would become 
corrupt )ust like other political parties 

To a certain.cxicnt the voting pattern in 
the recent elections indicates that the.se 
apprehension.s have come true. While the 
reasons behind the poor electoral perfor¬ 
mance of the KRR.S arc debatable, it is 
irrefutable that the neglect of local units and 
lack of commitment towards constructive 
work at the grass roots level have acted as 
contributory factors. Explaining the KRRS’s 
poor performance Nanjundaswamy. 
president of KRRS. felt that the “BJP f actor 
had cut into the ‘gullible’ Hindu voles and 
forced the minorities to change their loyalty 
from Congress to the other national party 
which might come to pttwer” (interview Dec 
24, 1994, Bangalore). 

Interestingly both the silling MLAs were 
defeated by Congress(I) candidates rather 
than BJP or JD candidates. According to 
Nanjundaswamy. a concerted effort was 
made both in Kittur and Dharwad (rural) 
constituencies by the Congress(l) to defeat 
the KRRS leaders. He feels that issues or 
policy matters are not taken into consideration 
by the electorate while voting, and this time 
caste played an important role. 

Whatever reasons to which the KRRS 
might attribute its dismal performance, it 
can no longer ignore the fact that it might 
have a better appeal as an organisation and 
a lobby rather than as a political party. In 
fact, at the executive committee meeting at 
Bangalore (after the elections) the KRRS 
has taken a decision to directly approach its 
members and seek their opinion on whether 
the KRRS should contest in the forthcoming 
panchayat elections. Taluk units have been 
pulled up for their neglect of local units. 
According to Nanjundaswamy, KRRS’s 
involvement with electoral politics would 
continue, as it wants to educate the rural 
electorate regarding the political process 

and work towards ‘cleansing’ the electoral 
process which has become corrupt. 

However, the political defeat has not 
deterred the organisation from its work. In 
fact, plans are being made to resume its tight 
against the new economic policies. The 
KRRS has been seriously consideringjoining 
hands with INTUC in fighting against 
economic liberalisation. KRRS with the help 
of third world network plans to set up an 
international research in.stitule on sustainable 
agricultural development. Special efforts arc 
being made to set up a seed supply system 
which will not only function as a seed bank 
but alvso include production of indigenous 
seeds - KRRS’s reply to GATT! 

Thus a look at the political journey ot the 
KRRS shows more downs than ups Apart 
from a modest success in the 1988 elections 
(when the KRRS won two seats), its other 
ventures into electoral politics have been 
unproductive. In fact KRRS has had better 
.success as a lobby, particularly m dealing 
with price issues. If electoral performance 
IS any indicator, the response ot the rural 
population seems negative towards KRRS’s 
entry into politics. Time and again the rural 
population has come out with the same 
verdict - that they clearly prefer KRRS as 
a lobby than as a political party. 

It IS obvious that the KRRS has found itself 
in a quandary m relation to entry into politics. 
Leaving aside their claim that they wish to 
‘cleanse’ the leaders, possibly they embarked 

upon fmmal politics lest they .should be 
totally marginalised. They cannot but be 
aware that to succeed as a political force the 
base of support will have to expand. Such 
expansion will necessarily mean a dilution 
in terms of the movement’s orientation. The 
precedent of Naray anas wamy Naidu ’ s Tami I 
Nadu Agriculturists’ Association (TNAA) 
attempting a political career is not heartening. 
Further, given the reservationsof the farmers 
ihcm.seivcv, KRR.S might well encounter 
severe problems. 

The KRR.S might do better by limiting its 
political ambitions to securing representation 
in local government and the slate legislature 
adequate to enable it to articulate the interests 
of farmers whili! not aspiring to political 
power. Di.sav()wal of political ambitions .such 
as capturing .state power may enable the 
KRRS to carry conviction with its principal 
supporters The KRRS was able to mobilise 
massive support for their attack against the 
multinational company, Cargill. The paradox 
is that it has been unable to translate that 
support into votes. Obviously, the rural 
population prefers KRRS as a representative 
platform to air their grievances rather than 
as a formal political party. 
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A Modest ‘Giant’ 
Nirmal Sengupta 

Despite his national and international stature, Malcom Adiseshiah, who 
passed away in Madras on November 21, 1994, retained a very local 
identity. 

FOR alwut a half the days in the month 
Malcolm Adiseshiah would be out of Madras 
attending meetings and conferences. But 
when he was here his car would enter the 
Madras Institute of Development Studies 
(MIDS) exactly at the same time, around 
10.30. He would be seated in his chair and 
would be working at a frantic speed till 2.30 
in the afternoon reading, writing, talking to 
visitors. Rarely did we sec him in person 
outside a scheduled meeting. But his presence 
was always felt. The Bulletin edited by him 
would reach our desks every month in time. 
He would be there attending most of the 
seminars and workshops invariably making 
some useful observations. And though the 
in-house chairman was extremely reluctant 
to get involved in day-to-day matters, being 
totally averse to any sort of interference, he 
would conduct his chairman’s duties 
absolutely thoroughly. So when the cur 
stopped coming and the room remained 
locked everyone at MIDS felt his ab.sence. 
Precisely it was the same to many others in 
Madras, in the state, and outside the state 
although their points of contact with him 
were strictly business. Malcolm Adiseshiah 
IS to be remembered by his work and the 
way he conducted it. 

His father was a professor of philosophy 
and principal of a college at Vellore, near 
Madras. His mother was an active social 
worker and was the first woman councillor 
of the local municipality Malcolm 
Sathianathan Adiseshiah was their second 
son bum on April 18, 1910. He received his 
education at Vellore, Madras and London, 
began his career in Calcutta, was then in 
Madras Christian College, moved to Geneva 
and then joined the UNESCO in 1948. He 
served the UNESCO for 22 years and was 
deputy director general for the last eight 
years of his career. After retirement he 
returned to Madras in 1970 and established 
the MIDS. He had also agreed to .serve as 
vice-chancellor of Madras university in 1975 
and was in office lor three years until he was 
nominated to Rajya Sabha. 

Malcolm Adiseshiah received his PhD 
in economics from London .School of 
Economics. Just for the record, later, he 
was conferred honorary doctorates by 15 
universities, was decorated by 40 countries 
and was awarded Padma Bhushan in 1976. 
As an academic he was unconventional even 
at that early stage. At Madras Christian 

College he had introduced Keynesian 
economics in the early 4()s when most others 
were not even aware ot its significance. 
Simultaneously, he had started a Rural 
Service League to acquaint the students with 
the economic reality. Till the end he worked 
in applied economics. Two of his regular 
contnbutions - a mid-year review of the 
national economy and acrilique of theTamil 
Nadu government’s Economic Appraisals - 
were unique summary accounts and were 
widely read. He had an interest in many 
other subjects, particularly in environmental 
issues. His greatest contribution however 
was as an educationist. Adi.scshiah was 
instrumental in setting up a curriculum for 
primary, secondary and collegiate education, 
examination reform, reform of university 
admmistration.dcvelopment of social science 
studies. vucationali.satum, introduction of 
science and technology at appropriate levels, 
promoting interdisciplinary research, non- 
formal education, continuing education and 
improvement of educational data. He was 
the chief architect of the adult literacy 
programme of UNESCO. The list ol 
institutions he was associated with included 
International Council lor Adult Education, 
International Institute tor Educational 
Planning, International Literacy Jury. 
National Literacy Mission. National 
Council of Educational Research and 
Training.Tamil Nadu Board of Continuing 
Education, Tamil Nadu State Council for 
Science and Technology, Centre foi 
Development Studies. Trivandrum, Tala 
Institute of Social Sciences. Bombay and 
Council for Social Development. Delhi. 
He was also one of the founders of the India 
International Centre. 

The administrative and organisational 
capabilities of Malcolm Adiseshiah were 
phenomenal For example, during his three- 
year term as vice-chancellor of Madras 
university he decentralised its functions, gave 
autonomy to selected colleges, implemented 
UGC scales of pay, inaugurated a housing 
scheme for employees, added several new 
departments, started semester system of 
examination, initiated orientation courses 
for teachers and introduced community 
service scheme into the curriculum. For each 
of the innumerable meetings he had to attend 
heal ways read minutely all the related papers. 
If he referred to page numbers and lines of 
a document - which he very often did - that 

was never from a cursory glance. If 
presiding oyer a meeting or a seminar, he 
would sum up the proceedings so accurately 
that no one would suggest any alteration. 
Like most successful adminstrators he never 
missed a point an(l was quick to make 
decisions. But unlike many of them he was 
also respectful of the offices of his juniors. 
The air-conditioner in his room was 
removed to equip the room housing the 
newly-acquired computer at MIDS. 
Sometimes there would not be substitutes 
if personnel to assist him were on leave. 
Telephones failed, careless visitors would 
talk loudly outside his room - he would bear 
with almost every inconvenience. 1’he 
ultimate step was to request the administrative 
head, the director, if something could be 
done. Everyone who came in touch with 
Adiseshiah was impressed by this rare 
exampicof modesty. Every visitor on work, 
whatever may be his or her position, got 
VlPtreatmenifrom him; but anyone without 
a legitimate rea.son to visit would be cixilly 
shrugged oil. The last aspect helped him 
to remain a voracious reader 

In spite of his national and international 
stature Malcolm Adi.scshiah retained a very 
local identity He was overtly a Tamilian in 
his lifestyle. He would come to MIDS 
dressed in the local way. He loved to speak 
and write in Tamil. He promoted theTamil 
language m various ways like .setting up 
the International Institute of Tamil Studies 
and by commi.s.sioning a translation ol the 
Tamil classic Thirukkural If occasion 
demanded it he would not hesitate to declare 
that he was a devoted Christian. He was 
closely associated with several Christian 
socialwork organisations and institutes His 
acquaintances of that period say that he was 
very much an Indian while in UNESCO In 
his official capacity he had channelised 
substantial UNESCO Technical Assistance 
Programme funds to India. But Adiseshiah 
never faced any charge of being parochial. 
No one of a different language, religion or 
country had ever received biased treatment 
from him. Never was he associated with any 
organisation promoting divisivcness. In 
these days of religious, ethnic and national 
conflicts, when local and sectoral identities 
tend to become liabilities, Malcolm 
Adiseshiah personified a successful way of 
combining the two. 

Alter retirement someone as affluent as 
he could have rested on his laurels. Not 
Adiseshiah. He staited MIDS in one of his 
properties. When in 1978 it was reconstituted 
as a national institute, Adiseshiah and his 
wife donated to it land, a building and a 
considerable sum of money as endowment. 
He was more of a mi s.sionary. H i s tastes were 
simple. He wanted to be sure that his mission 
would go on and left a major part of his 
savings for promoting research in the social 
sciences. 
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Security of the South in Emerging 
International System 
Amit Gupta 

How can the countries of the south enhance their external security, 
given that the west views the south as a threat '/ To answer this 
question, this article examines the western (. onception of security in the 
new world order and analyses the west’s capability to enforce its vision. 
It goes on to analyse the military capability of the .south and the south ’.v 
options in the emerging international sy.stem. 

HOW can the counlnes ol the south enhance 
their external security in the emerging 
international system’’ The question is 
particularly important since the west now 
seems to view the south as a threat which 
needs to he militarily and politically 
countered PrcsidentClinton staled at the UN 
in September 1993 that nonprolileration 
would he a priority of his administration's 
toreign policy More specil'icallv. the 
Pentagon is restructuring its loices and 
diKtrine under iis counterprolileration policy 
to combat a nuclear armed southern stale. 
The Clinton iKimmisiration’s national security 
advisor. Anthony Lake, in a recent article has 
branded several southern states as 'backliish 
states’ - slates which wani to stay outside 
the new lamily ot democratic, free-market 
nations-and has called tor thcircontainmcnt.' 
II the wesl’s attitude is to view the south as 
a threat, and to develop military and political 
strategies to neutralise it. how should the 
south respond to this new policy’’To answer 
this quesuon. Ihis article lirst examines what 
IS the western conception ol security in the 
emerging international system .Seconil, it 
analyses the west's capability to enlorce 
such a vision. Third, it analyses the nature 
of the military capability ot the south 
countries. Finally, it discu.sses what sort of 
options this provides in a new international 
system. 

A’niTUUf. Ol- niL WtsT 

The attitude ot the west is based on a 
number of factors, the most important of 
which is its proven military superiority. The 
Gulf war showed that despite the major 
advances made by the south in weapons 
prtKluciion, the west - particularly the US - 
had the capability to prevail in a set-piece 
conventional battle. This conventional 
superiority IS unlikely lochangem the coming 
decades since no single southern country, or 
even collection of countries, hasthc necessary 
scientific base or financial resources to build 
up a conventional military machine. 

It was this proven military superiority 
which led to the hope after the Gulf war that 
a ’New World Order’ could be created. In 
this world order the hitherto defunct concept 
of colltxtive security - under the aegis of 
the UN - was to be revived to maintain peace 

and international security. Military 
supcnority and the new cun.scnsus among 
the western powers, it was believed, could 
rejuvenate a mission which the UN had 
virtually given up after the Korean war. But 
in translating this military superinrity into 
political power, the wc.st. especially the U.S. 
was being even more ambitious than the 
great powers which had sal down at 
Dumbarton Oaks loconstruci the UN Charter 
Not only was collective security and 
peacekeeping going to be the agenda ol the 
new US-led UN, it was also going to take 
on a new task - peacemaking. Under the 
rubric of peacemaking, the military 
preponderance ol the US-led western 
coalition was to be used loi such ambitious 
tasks as trying lo rebuild a Somali nation and 
resloringdcmoc-racy in Haiti. Military power, 
therefore, was going beyond ihc conquest ot 
len iiory, or the deterrence ol aggression, to 
the actual reshaping ol societies ~ again 
something which had not been succcsstully 
acbicved since the 194()s by the US in 
Germany and Japan and by the former Soviei 
Union in ea.stern Europe. 

Western attitudes towards the south were 
also shaped by the belief that there was now 
a consensus m the ‘New West'. The we,si in 
Ihc post-cold war era is seen as being one 
civilisation, encompassing eastern F.urope 
and tbc European stales of the lormei Soviet 
Union.' These nations temporarily had a 
consensus on such issues as the sale of arms 
to the .south, and on co-operation in the UN 
on international security issues. This 
consensus was supposed to make the UN into 
a viable instrument tor enforcing western 
willandtolacilitatedrawingiogethcrmilitary 
capabilities to enforce order in the .south. 

Third, while attitudes towards the former 
communist nations have changed they still 
remain the same whereihe south isconcemed. 
In the cold war era, the south was seen us 
being poor, unstable, heavily militarised. 
Now the south is still considered poor, 
unstable and heavily militarised. Due to such 
an attitude no serious attempt has been made 
to bring soutbem countries into the emerging 
secunty framework. President Bush u.sed to 
talk about ‘partners in leadership’, meaning 
theUS.Germany andJapan. PrcsidentClinton 
has pushed through the North American Free 

Trade Agreement and the A,sia-Pacific 
Economic Commission. But all Ihis really 
boils down to is a search for markets. No 
real attempt has been made to bring south 
countries in as partners in a common security 
framework. Braitil, India, Israel and South 
Korea, tor in.stance. are not included as 
partners in this new security framework. 

What follows Irom such altitudes is that 
the west is seeking to militarily defang the 
south and impose political solutions on it 
which are seen as being conducive to the 
‘New World Order’, Thus General Aidid 
was declared athugand acrimmal in Somalia, 
and Ihc Clinton administration continues to 
try to bring back prime minister Aristide to 
power in Haiti. 

Militarily, the primary concerns are lo halt 
the spread of weapons ol mass destruction 
and the means to deliver them (nuclear, 
biological and chemical weapons and bal li.siic 
missile delivery sy.sicms). This includes 
selling up torce structures to actually fight 
m conllicis where such weapons are used, 
and liirlher. lo create a western military force 
which can be used lor peacekeeping and 
peacemaking missions. ‘The US has been 
.seeking to develop lies with both Russia and 
now. It seems. China - which is the one 
.southern state lo be solicited for this purpose. 

CON.STRAINTS 

Yet while the general posi-Gulf waratiitude 
has been to establish an international order - 
by either the use or show of force - it has 
not worked because ol a number of 
constraints. Money is a major constraint At 
a time when most nations in the west, 
particularly the US and Russia, are taced 
with budgetary pressures, it is difficult lo 
find financial resources to fund a major war 
effort like the Gulf war. The US had to pa.ss 
the hat around in order to get the money to 
fund the Gulf war While the western nations 
were willing to contribute to that effort 
becauseol the threat to world energy supplies, 
they may not be willing to contribute large 
amounts for future conllicis in the world. 
The reason for this reluctance is that the 
western consensus is breaking down. 

The western consensus is breaking down 
both on the use of force and on who arc the 
precise members of the western alliance itself. 
To answer the latter question first, the ‘New 
West ’ wasconceived as including bothca.stcm 
Europe and the European parts of the former 
Soviet Union under one civilisational 
package. In fact there arc three wests: the IIS, 
western Europe and eastern Europe/formcr 
Eurofiean .Soviets. Each of these, however, 
has different views on the utility of force in 
the new international system The west 
Europeans arc less than enthusiastic about 
playing the international policeman, and 
certainly not willing to make major financial 
or human commitments to do this. West 
European reluctance lo get involved in the 
Yugoslavian civil war without an American 
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commitment is an example of this. The 
Russians and cast Europeaas are so strapped 
for finances that they will find it difficult to 
regularly send military contingents abroad 
fur peacekeeping and peacemaking duties. 
Further, the Russians are seeing a nationalistic 
revival which is creating a break in the 
consensus. Nationalist groups in Russia like 
Zhirinovsky's are arguing that Rutisia should 
play a more active role in international affairs 
in order to regain its lost standing us a major 
power. This has led to a Russian push to 
increase arms .sales to the south, it has also 
led Boris Yeltsin lodeclare in tlie UN Secunty 
Council that Russia would vote against greater 
economic sanctions against Libya, it may 
also see the Russians fomenting civil unrest 
in the former republics of the Soviet Union, 
in fact, as Alexei Arbatov points out. there 
IS already a move in the west to give Russia 
a free hand in dealing with the tormcr 
republics, with the pos.sible exception of the 
Baltics. If this happens the Rii.ssians will be 
so preoccupied with events in ihcir own 
backyard that it will he difficult fur them to 
commii troops elsewhere. 

A related constraint is the will to light, it 

is becoming increasingly difiicult lomoiivaie 
people to go overseas and fight in wars whicli 
do not involve the vital intcresisof the wesiem 
nations. A number of west European nations 
have opposed committing trtxips beyond the 
confines of Eliropc. In the US there is still 
a will to tight but only under specific 
conditions: that there be a clear-cut mission: 
that It end quickly and that it involve a low 
loss of life These conditions are particularly 
important given the changing composition 
of the US armed forces. Close to 0 per cent 
of the US armed forces are minorities and. 
increasingly, the well-to-do are not entering 
the military. Thus the US national security 
system is being shaped along class lines. 
Those making the decisions and sending 
young Americans out to tight are the well- 
to-do who themselves have not seen combat - 
Clinton and Quayle. Nor will their children. 
Ifiose actually dying in different parts of the 
world arc either minorities or less well-to- 
do whites. As John Lewis Gaddis iioiiits out. 
“Resentment over this pattern - when it 
develops ~ is likely to undermine whatever 
foreign policy consensus may yet remain 

If such constraints exist, under what 
situations could western force be mobilised 
and u.scd? Three types ol mission may dnve 
western intervention in the south; the resource 
mission, the peacemaking mission, and the 
punitive mission. The re.source mission is to 
counter threats to natural re.sources which are 
badly needed by the west and fluctuations 
in the supply of which could hurt western 
ecoaomies. At present oil seems to be the 
only major natural resource which falls in 
this category. This is also the one mis.sion 
for which the western nations are most likely 
to agree that mil itary action needs to be taken 
and will, therefore, provide both the monetary 
resources and personnel to carry it out. 

The peacemaking mis.sion combines 
humanitarian assistance - as in the case of 
Bosnia and .Somalia - and the attempt to 
bring about a peaceful and just society in a 
country - as in Haiti and Somalia. In the 
initial euphoria of a changed international 
sy.stein, it was assumed that western nations, 
through the UN. would be able to create 
strong governments which supported 
democracy in the south and in the former 
communist world. The justification for such 
a mission came from the increasing number 
ol nations which started moving towards a 
process which has been called either the 
‘third’ or ‘fourth wave of democracy' - in 
which significant numbers of nations start 
the transition to democracy * 

The problem with this approach was that 
It underestimated the co.sts of peacemaking. 
Putting troops into a civil war or internal 
anarchy situation is not a short-term process, 
even if the troops have an overwhelming 
military preponderance. Such a process 
involves c.stablishing workable governments 
-Lebanon, Haiti- and in soniecascs,re.stonng 
civil .society - Uganda, Somalia. These arc 
long-term processes which require a 
continued military presence. This was the 
case with the American military occupation 
of West Germany and Japan alter the .second 
world war in hcithcases, the US went through 
a lengthy process of military occupation: ii 
demilitarised ihe.se societies, eradicated the 
institutions ol luscism, and laid the 
foundations for democracy. Such a reshaping 
of societies was pos.sible bccau.se these nations 
had lost the war, were occupied, and could 
not aggressively challenge the occupation by 
the allied powers. Further, the cold war 
demanded a long-term military and economic 
commitment to Germany and Japan. 

Fbw of the conditions which facilitated the 
democratisation of Germany and Japan in the 
1940s and I9.5()s apply in the ‘New World 
Order’. The US and the rest of the west do 
not have the military will and economic 
capability to enforce dcmtKralic systems in 
the .south. Unlike Germany and Japan, there 
has been aggressive resistance to the western 
efforts to impose civil societies and 
governmental structures m the south. Lebanon 
in the 1980s and Somalia in the last couple 
of years are examples of this. Peacemaking 
in such situations requires the willingness to 
take casualties in order to enforce a particular 
governmental system. 

This willingness is severely circumsenbed 
by western public opinion’s distaste for 
casualties and is heightened by the media, 
in the last few years European public opinion 
has been agamxi extra-regional military 
intervention American public opinion has 
been more complex. While the average 
American supports tlie external useof military 
force, hc/she would like such intervention 
to have a finite timetable and lead to very 
low casualty rates. The Pentagon has 
recognised these opinions and in the Gulf 
war imposed military censorship to en.<iure 

that the wrong type of pr^s coverage did 
not take place. 1^ere was also the drive to 
bring the Gulf war to a swift conclusion and 
bring the ‘btiys and girls’ home. Censorship 
and swift conclusions, however, arc not 
possible in peacemaking situations. Being a 
more long-term commitment it is difficult to 
prevent independent coverage of events 
within a .society It was difficult to censor 
media coverage in the Congo and Vietnam 
in the 60s, Just as it has been impos.sible to 
half media coverage in Lebanon in the 8Us. 
and in Somalia and Haiti in the 90s. in fact 
when the US special forces landed on the 
beach in Somalia there were more reporters 
there than .soldiers. Thus once casually rales 
start going up and the media highlights il. 
there is a discernible drop in public support 
lor such operations and a clamouring to 
bring the boys and girls back home. 

Peacemaking, therefore, is the lca.st likely 
area in which the wc.st is willing to u.sc force 
in the south. Yei situations requiring 
peacemaking arc on the increase around the 
world. The breakup ol multi-ethnic slates 
and the increase in civil wars create the need 
tor multinational peacekeeping and 
peacemaking forces. Such forces, however, 
are unlikely to come for the reasons mentioned 
above. Thus in iheone area wliere intervention 
IS needed it will be least available 

PUNIIIVE M|.S.S1<)N 

The punitive mission will be aimed against 
terronsi groups, guernlla movements, and 
‘backlash’ states. Ol these three groups the 
’backlash' states need to bediscus.sed becau.se 
attacks against them could lead to a full-scale 
war. One of the fallouts ol the Gulf war was 

■the belief that m future no militarised southern 
state would be allowed to become a threat 
to international peace and security. Such 
states would be branded as rogue stalc.s, 
isolated in the international community, and 
be militarily neutralised. Iraq was the ttr.st 
rogue state to he neutralised and North Korea 
could possibly be the next one. in such a case 
the west need not act in union, since the US’s 
military capability would be sufficient to 
prevail. Corcsensus, therefore, would appear 
not to be a problem. Neither, il is believed, 
would there be a need for aprolonged military 
involvement, or for a long-term troop 
commitment. In the case of North Korea, for 
example, there could be a massive air strike 
against its known nuclearfacilities. President 
Clinton has also obliquely threatened to 
respond with nuclear weaponry against the 
Kim II Sung regime if it were to initiate the 
use of nuclear weaponry. Where docs the 
south stand against such attempts at 
intervention? To answer this question il is 
necessary to look at the current state, of 
southern military capability. 

South's Military Capability 

During the 1980s there was a general 
upgrade in the quality of weapons produced 
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by southern countries -especiaflyincountries 
that had extensive scientific-industrial bases 
such as Brazil! India, South Korea and Israel. 
Thus 26 countries had ongoing missile 
programmes and at least four were developing 
combat aircraft (Israel, India. Taiwan, and 
South Africa). Other systems put into 
production included ships, tanks and guided 
mis.silcs(lndia,lsrael.andBrazil). Brazil and 
India also initiated programmes foi the 
construction of nuclear-powered suhmari ties. 
Coupled with the development of such 
systems was the growing capability of 
.southern countries to produce weapons of 
ma.ss de.struciion; Libya and Iraq produced 
chemical weapons; North Korea and Pakistan 
embarked on nuclear programmes. 

By the start of the 1990s. however, the 
attempt by southern countries to advance to 
a higher technological level met with mixed 
.success,' On the production side, most were 
able to expand the range of .sy.stems they 
prixiuced and upgrade the quality of those 
systems. Certain southern states were also 
able to make advances in the production of 
electronic sub.sy stems - Israel and .Singapore 
being the mosl prominent examples. But 
when g came to developing state-of-the-art 
conventional weapons, the track record was 
tar less successful. A number of programmes 
were either terminated or pushed to the point 
ol becoming uneconomical because of high 
development costs, technology rcsiriclions, 
and internal picssures The most complete 
programme to develop a supersonic fighter 
was Israel's Lavi fighter, but this was scrapped 
in 1987 owing to the escalating costs and 
pressure (rom American aerospace firms, 
who saw the plane cutting into their market. 
India’s Light Combat Aircraft, similarly, may 
end up as a technology dcmon.sirator, while 
Taiwan’s lighter aircraft programme may be 
shelved due lo the recent import of high 
quality American and French aircraft. 

Where the counti les of the south succeeded 
was in the production ot low to medium lech 
weaponry - subsonic aircraft, armoured 
personnel carriers, field guns and certain 
types of naval vessels - and, paradoxically, 
in the development of weapons of mass 
destruction. 

Southern counine.-- were able to produce 
nuclear and chemical weapons, as well as 
ballistic missiles which could be used to 
deliver them. The reason these countries 
were able to acquire such weaponry lay in 
the vintage of these technologies; nuclear 
weapons are 50-year old technology; 
chemical weapons date back to first world 
war; and ballistic missiles were first used in 
second world war. Yet despite their vintage 
these weapons are not obsolescent and kill 
just as effectively as they did half a century 
ago. Thus, the southern nations were able to 
develop these weapons even while failing to 
produce more advanced conventional 
technology. 

How does the south's military capability 
position it to deal widi the west in a new 

intemabonal system? pint, it should be 
acknowledged that the south's conventional 
military capaiiility has not developed to the 
extent it was hoped that the modernisation 
efforts of the 1980s would allow. Thus, in 
a large-scale con ventionalcontlict a southern 
country, if lucky, could bloody the nose of 
a western power, as Argentina did to Britain 
in the Falklands war. In the end, however, 
the western nation would mo.sl likely prevail 
-especially if il were either ihe US orRus.sia. 
This would seem lo put constraints on the 
use of force by the rising middle powers of 
the south like India, Brazil and Israel. 

Bia the lack ot convcntinnul capability is 
made up for by the exisicnce of weapons of 
mass destiuciion in these cnunincs' arsenals. 
The possession ul nuclear, biological and 
chemical (NBC) weapons po.se a deterrent 
to the use o*' western force because they 
severely raise the costs of intervention." 
Former secretary ot defence Les Aspin 
acknowledged this fact in a public speech 
when he declared that, "Weaptms of mass 
destruction may threaten our forces m the 
field, and in a more subtle way threaten the 
effective use of those forces.”' Zbignew 
Brzczinski put it more bluntly when he wrote 
that the existence of weapons of mass 
destruction in unstable nations of ihc world 
would dissuade western public opinion from 
intervening in conflicts in these region.s." 
The crucial pioblem for the west here would 
be the willingness to bear casualties. If 
dragging a dead soldier through Ihe streets 
ot Mogadishu can tngger a timetable for 
withdrawal, the death of large numbers of 
US troops in a confrontation would dampen 
enthusiasm lor such military actions in the 
future. 

Not only will the western powers be 
dissuaded from intervening because of public 
opinion, but the aciual use of suPh weapons 
in the field of conflict could have devastating 
effects for the very allies that the west seeks 
to protect by intervening. In a North Korea- 
South Korea conflict, the use of a nuclear 
weapon by the north over the south would 
not only kill American troops but also 
devastate parts of South Korea. Similarly, if 
a southern nation were to use biological 
weapons in its opponent's territory, it would 
make the land uninhabitable fur an entire 
generation. Britaintestedbiological weapons 
on Guinard Island dunng the second world 
war, and the island remained uninhabitable 
till the mid-i980s. Destroying an ally you 
seek to save is not the ideal political outcome. 

What the west sees as its primary threat, 
therefore, is not the acquisition of an offensive 
capability by the south. The acquisition of 
weapons of mass destruction is not going to 
alter the global military balance. The US and 
Russia will remain the principal nuclear 
powers. China, France, Britain and possibly 
Ukraine will be second tier nuclear powers, 
and the nations of the south will be a distant 
third, it is a threat in a negative sense because 
it restricts westom interventionary capability. 

Consequently, H will constrain the west’s 
diility to create its notion of a ‘New World 
Order’. It is in order to counter this potential 
threat that nations like the US arc 
reconfiguring their armed forces to deal with 
the challenge posed by the south. What ilien 
can the nations of the south do to strengthen 
ihcir security'? 

One approach would be lo accept the west’s 
demands for arms control and eventual 
disarmament on western terms, This would 
involve the tour remaining nuclear capable 
natioii.s in the south - India. Pakistan. Israel 
and North Korea - giving up their nuclear 
options itnd signing ihe NPT. It would also 
involve placing limits on conventional 
weapons programmes and the sale of 
weaponry lo other nations The problem with 
this approach IS two- fold. Al Ihe more obvious 
level, it would leave regional conflicts 
unre.solvcd and at the same time remove the 
security which weapons ot mass destruction 
provide to the nations locked in these enduring 
regional rivalries. At a more fundamental 
level. It condemns the nations of the south 
to a second-class status in Ihc emerging 
international system. 

As bifHilanty ended, the debate in the north 
shifted lo one of just how dangerous a 
muili|V)lar .system was.'' Bipolarity was seen 
as having intioduced systemic stability while 
muittpolaniy was seen as causing instability 
because the increased number of major 
powers meant a greater chance of conflict. 
The real issue, however, was not the relative 
merits of bipolarity and multipolarity in 
creating systemic stability, but what were the 
underlying assumptions behind Ihe new 
muliipolanty Here, sadly, the dcscussion 
rested on the assumption that multipolarity 
meant a return to the classic multipolar 
systems of western Europe. Thus Mear- 
sheimer, for instance, used examples from 
past European systems to show how unstable 
multipolarity was. 

What should have been discu.sscd, instead, 
was whether multi^wlarity created a new 
world order. Classical multipolarity was 
marked by colonialism spheres of influence, 
lack of self-determination, economic 
rapaciousiiess and a scant regard for human 
rights. Further, the have-nots of the system 
were pawns whose lerritoriescould becarved 
up to suit the demand.'* of systemic siability. 
The 1884Congress of Berlin, in which Ainca 
was carved up over a conference table, is a 
case in point. The post-cold war literature 
does not question these characten.stics of 
multipolarity. Mearsheimeris womed about 
stability, Krauthammer about whether 
multipolarity has actually come about or 
whether the US is still the only super|>uwer. 
Nye, while rejecting these conceptions of 
world ordei, makes the same mistake of 
concentrating on the great powers. He argues, 
for example, that the new order is marked 
by transnational interdependence which leads 
to a diffusion of power. Nye supports his 
argument by giving, among others, the 
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example of how privaie actors in the gkibal 
capital markets constrain the way interest 
rales etui he used to manage the US economy. 
Such interdependence, however, only exists 
among the major powers - Bra/.i lians. Fi jians 
and Rwandans do not constrain US interest 
rales - .so Nyc too ends up di.scussing a great 
power-centric international system. Since this 
attitude ot the west is not going to change 
It does not make sen.se for the nations of the 
south to giv^^.up their last bargaining chip. 
The fact is ihafihe new international system 
Itwks very much the same from the south 
- by the big itowcrs. foi the big powers, ot 
the big powers. In this system the west views 
the south’s military capability as a threat to 
international order. 

it capitulation has its dangers so docs 
belligerence. The American response to the 
limited success of nonprolileration efforts 
has been to develop a counterproliferaiion 
policy, whereby torce structures will be 
developed to counter the prol iteration threat. 
Such a |H)licy is not in the iiileresis ot cither 
the wc.sl or the south, it would turn the south 
into a baillcground which is devastated by 
weapons ol mass destruction; n could also 
lead to large-.scale casualties in western forces. 

.Second, muchof the piolilcration literature 
emeiging fioin the south in the heyday of 
the cold war on weapons ofmassdeslniclion 
focu.scd on providing a rationale tor the 
south’s possession ol such weapons '' These 
arguments u.suallY included the existence ol 
genuine security threats, lire lack ot guarantees 
from the major powers, and the lack of 
progress by the majoi jxrwers in the area of 
di.saimameni Basically this debate was 
adversarial in nature since it saw the south 
staving ofl the west’s nonprolileration 
efiorts. With the cold war dead the south 
needs lodiscussilscapahilityina new context. 

Thu .Sot nil's Oitions 

The middle powers of the south need to 
recognise that the end of bipolarity Iras 
provided the means to restructure the 
international system so that the south has a 
gicat say in mtemational outcomes Part ol 
the early Indian debate, lor instance, 
concerned what kind ot mie u nuclear India 
would play in a imernational systenr. At that 
point of time .some Indian scholars argued 
that Indian possession of nuclear weapons 
would nrirsl likely lead that country to become 
a status quoist power within the international 
.system.'' The middle ptrwers ot the south 
treed to make (he same argument now. Most 
southern nations which still have nuclear 
pnrgrammes have stakes in the continuatiirn 
of the present international order hecuu.se ot 
the growing ccomtmic linkages around the 
world. IsiacI, India. Pakistan, undeven North 
Korea, all need wc.stcnr economic ussisiancc 
and more importantly, investments, to 
continue to transform their economies. 

Further, the death of the cold war rc.sulve.s 
some trl the early concernstrf the mrn-aligned 

movement: the prospects of a global 
Armageddon are now negligible; Ihc US and 
the former Soviet Union states arc reducing 
their nuclear arsenals; and most of the nations 
ol the world - developed and underdevelop¬ 
ed - are concerned about the faic of their 
economies, indeed. Juwahurlal Nehru saw 
tuiure global security lying tn such a shift 
of emphasis. Whai the south needs to do, 
ihcrelorc. is to prevent western attention 
Iroin being diverted to future militarisation, 
yet at Ihc same lime retain its cupahtliiy lor 
set l-defencc. It is in this context that declaring 
oneselt a stiUus quoist power makes sense. 

Becoming a stains quoist nation does not 
mean disarmament ln.sicad.il requires taking 
iniliali ves which convince the major powers 
(hut (he middle jxiwcrs ol the south are 
willing to preserve certain common security 
norms. One such propo.sal could email a 
southern guarantee to jirevent the transfer of 
weapons ol mass destruction and the 
technologies associated with it. Such a step 
d<x:s not endanger the .security of southern 
states and instead Ills iniolhcongoing policies 
of .some of the southern states. While Brazil. 
China and North Korea in the I98().s were 
willing to traiislcr mi.ssilc technology to 
Middle Eastern nations, India in the IDKOs. 
according to V Arunuchalam. then director 
of dctcncc icscarch and development, turned 
down $ 2(X) inillion worth ol sales to Iraq. 
Puki.stan. similarly, despite its rhetoric ahoiii 
the ‘Islamic Bomb’. refusedlo transtcrnuclear 
technology lo Libya. Such a guarantee would 
noi really harm southern inicresls yel al the 
same time would assuage western lears about 
the prolilcraiioii ol weaponry. 

Second, .southern .slates have to come up 
with their own proposals for peacekeeping 
forces. The need lor such missions is 
becoming all the more widespread, even as 
the we.sicrn powers arc weakening in Ihcii 
will to carry out such missions .Southern 
.states could earmark military units within 
ihcir armed forces for deployment around 
the world. These nations could also spccily 
in what situations and what geographic 
regions they are willing lo allow their forces 
to serve. Another a.spect ol such a policy is 
(hat It would shilt the dchale on the use ol 
such force Irom the great power-dominated 
Security Ctnincil to the more dcmiK-ratic 
General Assembly. Repeated u.se ol the UN 
General Assembly for proposing sueh 
operations would increase thecffcclivcness 
and thcdcimK'ratic nature ol that international 
organisation 

A third step would be lo collaborate with 
the arms industries ot the northern countries 
to build new weapons systems The major 
cutbacks in northern defence spending have 
left lhe.se nations' arms industries struggling 
to find new markets. At the same time, 
southern arms indusi nes have run into bolt Ic- 
necks while trying to produce new systems. 
If the .southern states were to actively seek 
collaboration it would create an 
interdependence in the armx market which 

would have favourable implkationsforboth 
Ihc north and the stiuth. The north would 
bcncfil in terms of higher employmeni 
levels andthc survival of key industries. The 
south wtiuld acquire new sy.stems. More 
im|rortun(ly. sueh collaboration would create 
linkages which would .stress the value of the 
south to the north. Israel, for instance, is 
already pursuing such a strategy. 

In conclusion the .security of the south lies 
in trying to create a meaninglul role lor itsell 
in international affairs - a role which breaks 
(he outdated conception of multipolarity and 
shifts It towards a more democratic 
international system. Tough bargaining and 
the willingness to work with the major powers 
IS ilie first step in this process 
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PERSPECTIVES 

Turning Health Into an Investment 
Assaults on Third World Health Care 

David Werner 

Too often high-level health and development planners get so 
absorbed in the macro issues of health economics that they lose sight 
of the micro issues. Little research has been done to examine the 
extent to which the money poor families spend on health care affects 
their nutritional status, and thereby their health and survival, 
particularly of women and children. Yet these questions are crucial 
especially in the context of the current assault on health care 
unleashed by the west. 

IN spite of the acclaimed goal of health for 
all. in recent years formal health services 
have become increasingly inaccessible to 
the growing numbers of destitute people. 
The reason largely economic. At the same 
time that poverty is dcc|)ening in many 
nations, rich and pool, ihe costs for basic 
health care aie being systematically shiftcti 
from the public .sector lo the individual 
consumer 

Since the early IWOs the imome gap 
between rich and poor has been widening 
between countnes and within lb m Today 
over one billion pcr.sons - one in live of the 
world's people - try to survive on less than 
one dollar per day ' In many countries, 
minimum wages have fallen so low that they 
do not cover the tamily's basic food needs. 
On a recent visit to Bolivia, I was told it now 
takes seven official minimum wages lo 
adequately teed a family ol live. No wonder 
a lot of Bolivians grow coca - or chew it to 
stave off hunger. Ami no wonder over half 
ol Bolivia's children show signs of .stunting.' 
Toooften high-level health and development 
planners get so absorbed in macro issues ol 
health economics that they lose sight ol the 
micro (or human) issuc.s They foci;s on how 
health ministries laced with increasing 
demands and shrinking budgets cun function 
‘cost cflectivcly' rathci than on how 
impoverished families can cope with fulling 
wages and lising costs ol both ftxid and 
health services. Little research has been done 
to examine the extent to which the money 
poor families spend on health care affects 
the nutritional status, and thereby on health 
and survival, especially of women and 
children. Yet such que.siioris are of crucial 
imponance when considering the current 
trends towards privatisation and cost 
recovery. 

Ever since the western medical model was 
introduced into southern countries in colonial 

limes. It has been a iwo edged sword. Its 
urban-based, doctor controlled, expensively 
equipped 'disca.se palaces' have always 
catered to the privileged ' The tew health 
services directed at the 'natives' were mainly 
designed to keep them productively working 
in plantations and/or lactones owned by the 
nch. Thus in the colonial era, health tor the 
poor was not seen as a right, but as a 
requirement for well-managed perlormance 
of labour 

In Ihe post-second world war era. there 
was an evolving social con.sciousness that 
all people arc entitled to the same basic 
rights and that society has a rcspon.sibilily 
to make suit- the basic needs ot all people 
arc met. i egaidless of gender, r.icc. class, and 
relative ability or disability. Asa parrot this 
new basic needs approach, development 
planners sought ways to make western 
medical and health services more widely 
accessible to underserved third world 
communities. Thus rural dispensaries were 
set up and stafled by modcstly-trainctl health 
auxiliancs While this ‘rural penetration' of 
western medicine brought .some bcnerits, it 
also created new problems. One was added 
costs to consumers Even where services 
were subsidised, travel to the dispensaries, 
which were tew and far between, involved 
time andexpense. Medicines, when available, 
were often costly; or sick persons were 
rcfeired to a distant hospital at still greater 
co.sts to the poor family. Under the intiuence 
of new wonder drugs, people’s faith in low- 
cost home remedies began to decline. 'A pill 
for every ill’ became standard treatment and 
injeclionsacquired a magical ethos. Budding 
multinational pharmaceutical companies 
capital! sed on this growing drug dependency. 
Die medicalisation and commercialisation 
of health care, together with an erosion of 

- traditional fomts of self-care, became a 
growing obstacle to health. 

HfcALTlI CARfc AN OB.STACI.E TO HnALTO 

Several years ago a group ol vi llagc health 
workers from Mexico and Central America 
went to the Philippines to exchange ideas. 
Near Tacloban we visited Ihe Makaptwa 
community-based heal|ltprogramme 
Among other innovatio" local health 
workers had organised neighbourhood 
groups to make their own herbal medicines 
for common aliments. These combined 
traditional lore with modem science. Cough 
and cold syrups contained bitter orange, 
high in Vitamin C An 'ABC diink' for 
diarrhoea was an oral rehydration mix with 
tasty herbs added. In lestivc gatherings, men. 
women and children took part in preparing 
these handy home remedies. 

The Makapawa health workers proudly 
told us that after only two years child 
malnutrition and mortality had decreased. 
We asked why They said it might be the 
nutrition training tor mothers during under 
fives* clinics. But the mothers present .said. 
“Not so! For years visiting nurses have 
lectured us on how to feed our children. If 
we don’t feed them right, its for lack of 
money, not know-how.” Yet the mothers con¬ 
firmed that current wages were lower than 
belorc. So why, we asked, had Ihci r children’s 
health improved’’ At first, no one had an 
answer. We asked how much the mothers 
were spending on health care: herbal medicines, 
mixlem medicines, travel to doctors, etc. The 
average turned out to be 10 to 12 per cent 
of family earnings We said this was low 
compared to other lands we had visited, 
where some poor families spent 30 per cent 
or more of their earnings on health-related 
expenses. Then one mother said, "We don't 
spend nearly as much now as we used to." 
Others agreed. Before the programme began 
some families had spent over 40 per cent of 
their earnings on health-related costs. Their 
hungry children were constantly gel ling sick. 
A family would first spend on a witch doctor, 
then on modern tonics and cough syrups, and 
finally on costly trips lo city doctors and 
hospitals. In emergencies they had to borrow 
from ‘loan sharks’, and pay back for years. 
If their children recovered, little money was 
left to feed them and soon they fell ill again. 

“But now when our children have coughs 
or colds or diarrhoea we give them our 
home-made medicines”, explained one 
mother. ’That leaves more money lor food 
(and for medical help when really needed). 
So our children arc fatter and gel sick less 
often. Wesaveeven moreon health expenses. 
So we can feed our children still belter! And 
now they die less often!" 

“Youknowwhatwe'resaying'" cxcl ai med 
one mother. ”We'rc saying it was what we 
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were spending on health care that was 
killing our babies!” Thus the mothers 
recognised that by avoiding some ol the 
high costs ot commercial incdicmu. and by 
rediscovering the value ol'certain traditional 
lorms ol healing, they could better protect 
their children's health Another factor, they 
realised, was that their health workers had 
helped-thcm organise and share in times 
Of need, to ttyoid falling prey to the loan 
sharks ■* r 

By the late I970.S. wide recognition that 
the western medical model was still lading 
to adequately improve third world health 
levels led to growing demand lor relorm. 
In 1978 the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) and UNICEF convened the lamed 
global conference cndoising the Alma Ata 
Declaration. To advance lowanl Health lor 
All by the Year 2000. the declaration called 
for a potentially revolutionary approach. 
Primary health care (PHC) was conceived 
as a comprehensive sirategy that would not 
only include an equitable, consumer-centred 
approach to health .services, but would 
address the underlying social and political 
determinants of health It called lor 
accountability of health workers and health 
ministries ro the common people and for 
social guarantees to make sure that the basic 
needs - including food needs ol all people 
arc met. In recognition that socially 
progressive change only comes from 
organised demand, it called for strong popular 
participation. Unhappily, these high 
expectations of Alma Ata have luit been met 
Today, 17 years later, it is painlully evident 
that the goal of Health lor All is growing 
more distant, not jusi lor the poor, but lor 
humaniiy Some critics say that primary 
health caic has failed Others piotcst that it 
has never really been tried 

Strategically, there have been three majoi 
events that have sabotaged the revolutionary 
essence ol piimaiy health care, (1) the 
introduction ol selective primary health 
care at the end of the 197()s. (2) struciuial 
adjustment programmes and the push lor 
u.scr-linaneed health services, iniroduced 
in I98()s. and (^) the lake over ol third 
world health care policy-making by the 
World Bank in the 199(),s All three ol these 
monumental assaults on primary health 
care arc a rcneclion of the prevailing 
regressive socio-political and economic 
trends 

.Shi.t;r-iivi Primarv Huai ni Cari 

No siwiier had the dust settled from the 
Alma Ala Conicrencc in 1978, than top- 
ranking health experts in the north began to 
trint the wings ol pomury health care. They 
a.sscrted that, in view of the global recession 
and shrinking health hudget.s, such a 
comprehensi veapproach wouId be Iik)costly. 

If any health statistics were to be impnrvcd, 
they argued, high risk groups must be 
‘targeted’ with a lew cost-eflcctive 
interventions This new politically-sanitised 
version of PHC was dubbed selective priimuy 
health care 

UNICEF had been a strong advocate ol 
Comprehensive Primary Health Care as 
declared at Alma Ata. Hut frustrated by the 
unwillingiic.ss ol major donor agencies and 
health ministries lo seriously promote such 
a radical model, and pressured by the socially 
retrograde political climate ol the 8().s. 
UNICEF soon compromised It began lo 
advocate selective PHC as being more 
‘realistic’ Through its so-called Child 
.Survival Revolution - which some critics 
called a counier-rcvolution - UNICEF 
prioiitiscd loin iniervenlions known as 
GOBI (growth monitoring, oial rchydia- 
11041 therapy (ORT). breast - leeding, and 
iminunisation). UNICEF later attempted lo 
broaden its limited package of health 
technologies to GOBI-F‘FF (adding food 
supplements, temale education, and lamtiy 
planning) But in practice, m most countries 
PHC became even more selectively reduced 
to the twin engines ol Child Survival; ORT 
and immunisation. 

The global child sui Vi val campaign quickly 
won high-level support For those in positions 
of privilege and power, it was sale and 
politically useful It promised to improve a 
widely accepted health indicator, namely, 
child mortality, while it prudently skirted 
(except in rhetoric) (he social and economic 
inequities underlying poor health Nol 
surprisingly, many health professionals, 
governnienis. and USAID quickly jumped 
on the child survival bandwagon. Even the 
World Bank which had previously noi put 
much investmeni in hcallh - began lo lend 
Its .support. But technological solutions can 
only go .so far m combating health pioblems 
whose roots arc social and political 
Predictably, the child survival initiative has 
had less impact than was ho|x:d Over l.t 
million children still die each year (roughly 
the same numbei as US years ago. although 
the percentage is .somewhat reduced) Mosi 
ol the.se deaths still are related lo poverty 
and undernutrition 

It has become increasingly clear that 
reducing child mortality through .selected 
technological interventions does nol 
necessarily improve children's health or 
quality ol lite. especially if they do little 
to combat poverty or improve living 
sumdards. During the l9K()s a disturbing 
pattern begun to emerge in the health 
indicators ol some (Mior coumries. while 
child mortality ratesdropfied. undernutrition 
and morbidity rates increased. Such a pattern 
bodes an ominous torecast. And sure enough, 
in the late 80s and early 90.s in many countries 
the decline in child mortality rates has now 

slowed or hailed, and in aeveral countries 
(especially in sub-Saharan Africa) child 
mortality is increasing.' 

Equally disturbing, the two most heavily 
promoted technologies for reducing child 
mortality arc proving difficult lo sustain 
Since the start of the 9().s, there has been a 
backslide both in Oral Rehydration Therapy 
usage and Immunisaiion coveiugc'' The 
recent decline in immunisation and 
corresponding increase in |>olio ca.scs arc 
shown on the two graphs Irom I INICEF’s 
Suite (>l illf WorldChildren Re/)<>rl. IW4. 

As lor oral ichydration. even Egypt’s national 
programme - longuphcldasihegrcal success 
story - has in the 9()s expciiericcd a 
precipitous decline in ORS usage rates. Irom 
more ihan .SO per com. down to 21 per ceiii ', 

The disappoiniuig and in some couiiiiics 
diminishing inipaci ol Or.il Rchydraiion 
Therapy can in pari be explained by .struciiii al 
ad|uslmenl policies, which have melhiKlically 
shilted the costs ol health services and 
products onto the piMir But il is parllv due 
to the dependency-creating, disempowering 
way the technology was imroduced As we 
all know, there arc two basic appioaches lo 
ORT II) manutaeluied packets oi oral 
rehydration salts (OR.S). and (2) ‘home 
lluids', .Strongencouiagemeniol appropiiate 
home lluids promoles greatei sell-ieliance 
and conirol over cliairhoeal disease al the 
tamily and community level Home IIukIs 

are less cosily, more rapidly and reliably 
available, when prepared with ccieals or 
slat dies cun be saler and more ellective than 
the sugar-based ORS lornuila 

But Irom the siaii. WHO. UNK’EF and 
USAID pul then higgesi mvesimeni into 
luctory-made packets, thus pharmuceulica 
lising a ‘simple solution' and creating 
de[)endcncy on a product whose pru ii and 
availability lie outside lamily and comnitiiiiiy 
conirol At I irst ORS packets were distributed 
tree. But when he.ilth budgets were sLcshed 
by ud|ustment policies, health ministries were 
pressured lo piivalise both production and 
distribution This comnieiciali.salioii ol a 
[Riiciiiially “lite saving iechnology‘. means 
that today many poor lamilies spend up to 
one-lourthof then day’s wage lor one packet 
ol ORS Since undciriuirilion is the 
predisposing cau.se of death Irom diarrhoea. 
It IS ea.sy to sex how social marketing that 
induced pinir lumilies to spend their limited 
food money on ORS packets may be 
counterproductive in terms of lowering child 
mortality. However, virtually no studies have 
been done to deterinine how lamily 
expenditure on OR.S may negatively elleci 
child nutrition and survival 

Apart Irom promoting needless spending 
by poor families, privatisation of ORS has 
made teaching about oral rehydration moie 
problematic. As you know, here in India 
there is an array ol ORS products on the 
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market.Uc.signcdforntixing with quantities 
<)!' water ranging troin one litre to 1/.^. 
1/4 and 1/5 dl a lure. This wide variation 
makes il impossih'le to teach I'amilies how 
to mix a sale an et’fective ORS drink. All 
the health worker can tell inotheis is. 
"Follow the instructions on each packet” 
But in a land wheie most women cannot 
read, following such instructions is not 
easy The prohahiliiy ol preparing 
dangerously concentrated OR.S drinks has 
increased 

Wi.sely. in the last lew years, I'NICEF 
and WHO have begun to place more 
emphasis on increased home Hinds and 
continued leeding tincluding hreast- 
leedingi rather than such dispioportionate 
emphasis on ORS packets Bui alter a 
decadent markeliugthe|)ackeisasa wonder 
diug. It IS (iroving ditticiilt to re-ciliicatc 
people taiid especially health practitioners) 
that ihcv c.in save both money and lives 
by using appiopriate home thinks. Some 
health activists diaw a parallel between the 
misdirected piomoiion ot f)kS packets and 
that ol bolile-lecding Both involve 
comnierci.il pioducts which aie morecustiv. 
moienmriiionallycounieriiiodiiclixe. more 
depcndency-ctealing. and nioieevploitaiive 
ol the pool, ilian aie the coiresponding 
home dunks /imb.ibwe is one couiiliy 
that has taken a tourageous st.ind in tavoui 
ol home soltilions .ind h.is lelused to use 
OR.S packets The Zimbabwe health 
niinisiiv liinily rcliises to let OKS packets 
he iisctl even in healih centres, on the 
grounds that this would m.ike people 
think home drinks aie a second best 
siibslitulc Instead, nurses leach molheis 
how to prep.iie and give the same 
rehydialion drinks they aie encoutaged to 
use at home 

Sl"KllCII I<AI AoIIISIMI'NI PKOtlKAMMCS AM) 

CoSI-RM( OVI HI Pl.ASIS 

The next big set-back to primary health 
care has been the mirodticiion. during the 
lysOs.ol sirticlurai adjustment progiammes 
(SAPs) Engineered by the Workl Bank and 
IMF, (SAPs arc, in es.sence. a way ot making 
poor people pay lor the ii responsible lending 
by the rich in the north to the rich in the 
south. By the beginning of the 8()s. the 
"development' strategics imposed by the 
north on the south had begun to backlire. 
The Big IS Beautilul development 
paradigm - pushed in the ftOs and 7{)s by 
huge loans Irom northern banks - made 
piHir countries mure dependent on the global 
market with its riithle.ss ups and downs. 
With the introduction of large-scale, 
machinery-intensive agribu.sincss and 
industry, land and wealth coneentruted into 
Icwcr hands. Landlessness, unemployment, 
poverty, and hunger increased. Crowing 

unrest brought more repressive ntcasurcs 
ol .social control. Even in countries that 
experienced "economic miracles', like 
Bra/il. real earnings ol workers drastically 
declined. More irickled up than trickled 
down. In sum. lor vast numbeis ol people 
dcvelopmeni leally meant undeidevelop- 
meni. It brought deteriorating living 
conditions and denial ol basic rights. 

But tioubles were |usl beginning. By the 
start ol the Xl)s |)oor countries were laced 
with siaggeiiiig loreign debt Huge interc.st 
payments ol Isei any benclils Irom economic 
growih As third world economies began lo 
lalter. northern banks withheld new loans, 
and scores ol countries went into a fi.scal 
lailspm. .Some - beginning with Mexico in 
1982--.mnounced ihey simply could not 
pay. The hanks with billions ol dollars in 
loans to pool countries, teared economic 
collapse il dcblor countries cleluultcd on 
Iheii loans. 

Then the World Bunk and IMF came lo 
the rescue I pi iinarily ol the northern banks i 
Thev gave countries in crisis bail-out loiuis 
to keep servicing their huge debts and 
hopelully to restore economic growih But 
strings w'cie attached lo these loans, mainly 
III ihc lorm ol structural adjustment 
programmes SAPs were designed to 
sireamline poor country economies so as lo 
iree up money lor servicing loreign debt, 
and lo hind poor countries into international 
Hade .iccords that lavourbig business and 
"Ircc maikcl' iiueresis in the north SAPs 
have usually included Ihc lollowiiig 
components' cutbacks m public spending, 
piiv.itis.iiioii ot government enierpnscs. 
Iiee/ing ol wages and Ireemg ol prices, 
increase ol production loi export rather 
ih.in lor local consumption, reducing 
taiills and legtil.itions and dealing 
mceniives to attract loreiga capital and 
trade, and reducing government delicits by 
charging iisei lees lor social services, 
including healih 

In sum. such policies add up lo 
"‘translerrmg resources to investors and 
loweiingp.ivmentsto labourers" "Inevitably, 
they hit the poor hardest Budgets for so- 
called ■iion-productive " government 
initiatives such as health, education, and 
lood subsidies are ruthlessly slashed, while 
bloated military expenditures were mostly 
left untouched. Public hospitals and health 
centres-wore sold tothc private sector, pricing 
their services out ot reach of the poor. Falling 
real wages, food sctircily. and growing 
unemployment due lo government layoffs 
all joined to push low-income lanulies into 
wor.scn’iig 

The overall impact ol adjustment has been 
hotly debated. At first the World Bank denied 
that siruciural adjustment has hurt the poor 
(This is like the tobacco industry saying 
there is no pr<K>f that smoking causes lung 

cancer.) More recently, the Bank has 
conceded that adjustment may have ctiuscd' 
temporary hardships for low income 
families, hut that such austerity (starvation 
ol children.') is necessary to restore 
economic" growih Ignoring the hi.storical 
lecord, the Bank still seems to think that 
by helping the rich gel richer, the benefits 
will somehow trickle down to the poor. But 
tliecvidence isoverwhelming that .structural 
adjustment, linked with other conservative 
trends 111 leceni years has caused a major 
set-back to third world health "‘The World 
Bank dciciids iis strategies with reports 
and gra|)hs showing that over the past M) 
years third world healih has steadily 
improved. However, lhe.se refiorts shrewdly 
downplay the laci that in many countries 
improvements in health have slowed down 
Ol stopped since the mid-80s. and more so 
111 the 9().s " ill some countries rales of 
undernutrilion. lubcrculosi.s, cholera. .STDs, 
plague, malaria, and other indicators ol 
dctcrioraling conditions, have been 
drastically increasing 

III spite ol a modicum of development aid 
Irom the north, m the I99()s more than $ 60 
billion net Hows each year Irom the poor 
countries to the rich GATF and lecent 'Iree 
trade' agreement, as currently drafted, are 
more likely to increase than decrease this 
inequity Today, the income ol the richest 
20 per cent ol the world's inhabitants is 
140 limes as great as that ol the poorest 
2()|ierccni. And worldwide the gap between 
rich and jioor has grown 30 percent in the 
last 10 years Although enough lood is 
piodiiced in Ihc woild lo lecd all people 
adequately, according lo the UNDP nearly 
one quarlci ot the world's people do not 
get enough to eat. 

I'sci-linancing or cost recovery schemes, 
itigelher with privatisation ol public health 
services are among the adjustment policies 
mandated by the World Bank and IMF 
liNK'EF has also promoted usci-financing 
ol village healih posts through the so-called 
Bamako liiitiattve. now tunciioning in many 
AI man countries and elsewhere While 
UNICEF has some reservations about the 
initiative, it argues that in today's hard times 
il sees no better altern.itivc. Cutbacks in 
health budgets during the 80s re.sulted in 
closure ot many rural health posts, largely 
lor lack of medicines UNICEF knows that 
jx'ople want medicines and are willing to 
pay forthem. .Sothrough Bamako, consumers 
are charged enough lor drugs to keep the 
healih posts stocked and functioning. 
UNICEF has tried to make the Bamako 
Initiaiivc user-friendly and community 
controlled (c f, UNICEF's Adjustment with 
a Human Ftice)Indeed, the programme 
does have a numbei of positive leatures. For 
one, only essential drugs arc used (although, 
perhaps countcrproduclivciy. ORS jiaekeis 
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are sdd as ai) 'essenttai drug’ for home use). 
Also, in some of the Bamako community- 
run health posts I have visited, local 
participation has been acti ve and oithusiastic. 
But many cost-recovery schemes have 
serious - ^nd perhaps life-threatening - 
drawbacks, iustjtecause poor families arc 
willing to pay for medicines does not mean 
they can afford to pay for them. As we saw 
m the Philippines, poor families often spend 
tor inediciite the last pennies;they need to 
teed their sick children. And-when health 
posts are financed through sale of drugs, 
the temptation to ovcr-prciJcribe is great. 
Also, because the poorest families get sick 
most often and tend to require more 

• medication, they may carry more than their 
.share of costs for the health post. While 
Bamako has provisions to charge le.ss to 
the poorest of the poor, such salety nets 
work better on paper than in practice. 
Studies in some countries have shown tliai 
when cosl-recovcrv has been introduced, 
utilisation of healin cenire.s by high risk 
groups has dropped. Forcxample, in.Kenya 
the introduction ol user fees at a centre for 
sexually transmitted discuses caused a sharp 
decline in attendance and an increa.se in 
unu-eated .STDs.'' 

Whatever, their short-term impact, the 
introduction of the.se so-called cost-sharing 
schemes has disturbing long-term social and 
ethical implications. It represents u retreat 
from progressive taxation, where society 
cakes from the prosperous to hcnellt the least 
fortunate, in a sense of fairness and sharing. 
Placed in historical perspective, when 
decision-makers begin to intlict destitute 
ondundernourished people with an increased 
portion ol health-related costs, this is a great 
step backwards. It means that lor those in 
greatest need, health care is no longer a 
human right. 

WoRiD Bank Taki-ovi-.r or 

Healto Policy Pi.anninc; 

The World Bank's 199.? World Develop¬ 
ment Report. Investing in Health, has put 
the last nail in the coffin of the Alma Ata 
Declaration.'' Turning Health into 
Inve.slment would be a better title, for the 
Bank takes a dehumanisingly mechanistic 
marketplace view ol both health and health 
cure. When stripped of iis humanitarian 
rltetoric, ilschilling thesiMs that the purpose 
of keeping people healthy is to promote 
economic growth. Were this growth to 
serve the well-being ol all. the Bank's 
intrusion into health care might be more 
palatable. But the 'cconomie growth" which 
the Bank invariably promotes as the goal 
and measure of development' has 
invariably benefited large multinational 
airporations. often at great human and 
environmental cost. The World Bank cells 

us it has tunied over a new leaf: it now 
recognises that sustainable development 
must take direct measures to eliminate 
poverty. Yet the Bank has so consistently 
Financed projects and policie's which 
worsen ihp situation of'disadvantaged 
people that we must question its ability to 
change its course. A growing number of 
critics suggest that perhaps the most 
effective step the World Bank could take 
to eliminate poverty would be to eliminate 
Itself. 

On Firtt reading, the Bank's strategy for 
improving health status worldwide stninds 
comprehensive, even iTiode.stly progressive. 
It acknowledges the economic roots of ill 
health, and slates that improvements in 
health arc likely to result primarily from 
advances in nob-health sectors. It calls for 
increased lamily income, better education 
(especially lor gii Is i, greater access toJiealth 
care, and a Uh-us on basic health services 
rather than tertiary and specialist care. It 
quite rightly criticises the persistent iniquity 
and inctliciency of current third world 
health sy.stems. Ironically, in view of its 
track record ol slashing health budgets, it 
even calls for increasexi health spending 
...So lar so gmid. But on reading further, 
wc discover that under the guise of 
promoting an equitable, cost-effective, 
decentralised, and country-appropriating 
health syMcm, the World Bank's key 
recommendations spring from the same 
son ol structural adjustment paradigm that 
has worsened poverty and lowered levels 
of health. 

According to the Bank’s prescription, in 
order to save ‘millions of lives and billions 
of dollars’ governments must adopt “a three 
pronged policy approach ol health retorm: 
(1) Foster an enabling environment lor 
hou.scliolds to improve health; (2) Improve 
government spending in health; (3) Promote 
diversity and competition in the promotion 
of health services.” 

The.sc recommendations are said to rellect 
new thinking. But stripped of their Good 
Samaritan face lift, and reading the Report's 
fine print, we can restate these three prongs 
more revcalingly; (I) ‘‘Foster an enabling 
environment for households to improve 
hcalili” means requiring disadvantaged 
tamilics to cover the costs ol their own 
health care., in tiiher words, fee for service 
and cost recovery through user Financing; 
putting the burden ol health costs back on 
the shoulders of the poor. (2) “Improve 
government spending in health” means 
trimming government spending by reducing 
services from comprehensive coverage to 
a computerised selection of cost-effective 
measures ... in other words, a new brand 
of selective primary health care. (3) 
"Promoicdi versity and com^tition” means 
turning over to private, profit-making 

doctors and tHisinetses moat of thote 
government services that used to provide 
free or subsidised care to the poor... in 
other words, privatisation of most medical 
and health. services; thus, pricing many 
interventions beyond the reach of those in 
greatest need. 

So we find the Bank’s new health policy 
is old wine in new bottles: a rehash of the 
conservative strategies that have systemati¬ 
cally derailed comprehensive primary health 
care - but with the added shackles of 
structural adjustment. In e.s.scnce. it is a 
markct-fnendly version of selective primary 
health care, which includes privatisation of 
medical services and user-Financed cost 
recovery.'* As with other selective PHC 
schemes, it focuses on technological 
interventions and glosses over the social 
and legislative determinants ot health; 
issues such as legalisation of abortion and 
abandoned children. One reviewer (David 
Legge) observes that the World Bank Report 
IS “primarily oriented around the technical 
fix rather than any focus on structural causes 
ot poor health; it is about healthier 
poverty”.'* 

The Bank prioritise health interventions 
by calculating their relative cost effective¬ 
ness. This is measured by the number ot 
disability adjusted life years (DALYs) 
saved through each intervention. The cost 
of each intervention is weighed against the 
person’s potential 'productivity' (i e. 
contribution to economic growth). JEach 
disease and ailment is classified according 
to how many^yeanof producti ve (disability 
free) life the' individual loses as a result. 
The Bank has studied and prioritised 47 
different public health and clinical 
interventions, expressing their benefits in 
DALYs achieved. Forcxample, leukaemia 
ireatment is not cost-effective, only 10 
DALYs being saved for $ 10.000, while 
Vitamin A supplementation achieve.^ 
nearly I DALY for $ I. 

In calculating DALYs. years of 
producti ve life lost are weighted according 
to age and work potential. Hence children 
and the elderly have lower value than young 
adults, and presumably disabled persons 
who are unable (o work are awarded zero 
value and therefore'have little or no 
entitlement to health services at_ public 
expense. The very term Disability Adjusted 
Life Years is an affront to disabled 
persons. (The DALYprioritisation method 
which authoritatively deprecates disability 
has the stench of eugenics. Disabled 
activists need to join with health rights 
activists to proie.st this potentially neo- 
fascist policy.) 

The investing in Health Report advocates 
that governments should favour, an 
environment that enables households to 
improve health. But to do this it does not 
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coll loutUy for fairer wa^or«trun£eir<abour 
unions. Instead., as always, it reuominend.s 
economic growth policies backed by 
structural adjustment programmes which, it 
claim.s, will eventually raise income per 
capita. In making this recommendation, the 
Bank ignores the fact that in many countries 
with SAPs average per capita income has 
plummeted. Even in countries whose 
economies have partially recovered, most 
gams have been pocket^ by the wealthy; 
pcHir people’s real income has tended to 
decline. 

With its call for “greater diversity and 
competition in the provision of health 
services, promotingcompeliti ve procurement 
practices, fostering greater involvement by 
non-government and other private 
organisations, and regulating insurance 
markets”, the Bank’s new policy lor the 
third world sounds suspiciously like the 
health care model of the US. It argues that 
private health care for individuals gives 
more choice and satisfaction and is mure 
efficient. But there is little evidence to 
support this claim. The US health system, 
dominated by a strong profit-hungry 
private sector, is by far the most expensive 
in the world, yet US health statistics are 
(he worst among the northern industrialised 
nations Indeed some US health indicators 
aic worse than those ol certain third world 
countries. Most striking is the extreme 
iniquity ol the US health system; 
Washington. 1X7. with its large low-income 
population, has poorer child and maternal 
mortality rales than Jamaica.''’ Several US 
inner cities have immunisation rates a.s low 
as 1 (.) per cent and for the last several years 
deaths trom measles in the US have been 
increasing.'* 

The commercial medical establishment 
and some large NGOs have celebrated the 
World Bank’s Investment in Health strategy 
as a 'breakthrough’ toward universal, 
more cost-efficient health care. But most 
health rights activists see the report as a 
masterpiece of disinformation, with 
dangerous implications. They fear the Bank 
will im{H)se its recommendations on those 
ptior countries that can least afford them. 
With Us enormous mnneyleoding capacity, 
the Bank can force poor countries to accept 
Us blueprint by lying it to loan.s. as it has 
done with structural adjustment. In addition 
the Bank states that it will encourage the 
donor community “to asstst by financing 
the transition costs, especially in low- 
income countries". 

Call ixm Oroanised PaorEsr 

It is an ominous sign when a giant 
financial institution with such strong ties 
to big government and big business bullies 
its way into the field of health care. Yet 

according to the British medical journal. 
The Lancet, the World Bank is now moving 
into fii,>t place as the global agency most 
intlucncing health policy, leaving the World 
Health Organisation in a weaker second 
place Despite all its rhetoric about 
alleviation of poverty, strengthening of 
households, and more equitable and efficient 
health care, the central function of the World 
Bank remains the same; to draw the rulers 
and governments of weaker stales into a 
global economy dominated by large 
multinational corporations. Its loan 
programmes, development priorities, and 
adjustment policies have deepened 
inequalities and contributed to the 
perpetuation ol poverty, ill health, and 
deteriorating living conditions lor at least 
one billion human beings. 

In various puits of the world, concerned 
groups are attempting to engender a 
broad-based protest of the pernicious 
policies of the World Bank and IMF. Health 
Action International has put together a 
packet of writings from a wide variety of 
sources, criticising the 199? World 
Development Report and alerting health 
activists to oppose it. Covering a broader 
critical analysis, “.SO Years Is Enough" is 
an international coalition organised 
around the 50th anniversary of the World 
Bank and IMF. Involving scores of 
environment, development, religious, 
labour, student, and health groups, it 
represents an unprecedented worldwide 
movement to reform these International 
Financial In.stitutions. At the same time, 
many groups and networks around the globe 
are working on health and development 
issues from u grass roots perspective, 
trying to listen and respond to what people 
want. They arc attempting to create broad 
public awareness of our current global 
crises, and to organise a groundswell of 
pressure from below on the world’s policy¬ 
making bodies. Two such grass roots 
coalitions based in the south arc the Third 

' World Network based in Malaysia, and the 
Inletmtlionul People's Health Council. 
based in Nicaragua 

It is urgent that all ol us concerned with 
the health and rights ol disadvantaged 
people become familiar with the World 
Bank’s Investing in Health Report. We 
must speak out clearly about the harm its 
policies arc likely to do, and clarify whose 
interests those policies serve. New 
communications methods-urc needed to 
alert ordinary people to tar-rcaching 
concerns, and to counter massive 
disinformation, which ha.s become the most 
effective strategy of social control. Never 
has the need been greater for a co-ordinated 
global effort to demand that world leaders 
and policy-makers be accountable to 
humanity. 
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REVIEW ARTICLE 

Panchayat Raj and India’s Two Societies 
T V Sathyamurthy 

New Hurizoiiii for ^est Bengal's Panchayats: A Report for the Ciovernment of West Bengal by Nirmal Mukiirji and 
D Bandyopadhyay: Govcrnmciii of West Bcnjial Publicalion. Calcutta, pp 69. 

1'flH Indian Constitution was lashioncd in 

an uiinuspherc in which the political elite 

was cominilied to a unitary view ol ihc posi- 

colonial state. The reason tor this lay in a 

number ol inter-weavint: lactors ot which 

thepartilion was but one. Ot equal iinpoi tance 

to partition in this regard was the signili- 

cance attached by the trainers of the Consti¬ 

tution in general, and the Congress I’ariv in 

particular, to the enicrgc.nce ol a single 

cohesiveovei-arching and all-encoinpassing 

nationstate 'I'he Indian national bouigeoisie 

and then supporters wcie ol the view that 

the development ol capitalist rel.itions ol 

prtxJuction in India was bound up with the 

emergence of an evei-e’tpanding market, 

and. lowaids this end. ai least in the medium 

run, with the establishment ol a system ol 

centrally-planned piotluct ion ol the essential 

ingiedients ol a imxlcrn indu.sti nil economy. 

A power structure, in which the centre would 

be di.spioportionatcly powerlul. was crucial 

to the achievement ol this goal. 

The central govcinmciu, lor its part, and 

the Congress Party that took contiol ol it 

in 1946. strongly subscribed to the view that 

its role was to lellecl and lepresenl the 

interests ol the Indian national bourgeoisie 

(equated with the industrial bourgeoisie 

during the Mrs! phaseol India's post-colonial 

history), whilst acting as a coniiollmg lorcc 

III keeping the mass ol the people (and. in 

particular, the working classes) m check 

'ntc homogeneity ol the powei wielding 

elite at the centre and in the states (as well 

as its interchangeability between the two 

loci of political power), during the lirsi two 

decades ol independence, gave rise to the 

illusion that the Indian state could he 

controlled in a harmonious f.ishion by those 

in power at the centre and m the state capitals 

at the head ol the various slaty govemmenls 

However, even the mildest tendency 

towards dtssidence, let alone autonomy. was 

met with a disproportionate show ol lorce 

by an intoleiant centre, always ready to 

interpret independence of thought as an 

unpatriotic and anti-national act. Thus, over 

live yeais before the Kerala stale 

dcinoci.ilically returned a CPI-led govern¬ 

ment to power (1957), the PBP.SU govern¬ 

ment. which hud changed hands us u 

consequence ol <1 minoi democratic 

houlvvi'rsi-nwni m the assembly, resulting in 

the Congress P.rrty losing its nui|ority, was 

immediately brought to heel by the centie 

Piesident’s lule was hastily invoked lot (he 

lust (line Theeriant ministry w.is dismissed 

as a prelude 10 poliliciil manoeuvres aiinctl 

ui icsioring the (’imgrcss Party to |M>wcr - 

an unusual augury ol the politicMl till I icultics 

that wcic I'l Iv compounded in thal scnsilivc 

arcaol (hcicl.ituinshiphclwcciithcchl'Icicni 

tiers ol goveinnieiit 

It) I ow on .SI Ml 

Discussions ol the lortuied lelationsliip 

between the ceniic anti the state in India 

oltcn Ignore the icluft.mcc shown hy state 

governments to devolve itolitical power to 

the disiiift and suh-ilisiiict levels The 

behaviour ol most state governments. .11 

least until the mid-K()s, in (his respect, has 

been ol a piece. Although at one level, il 

IS no moie than a replieaiion ol the ideology 

of IheCongiess Pariy lowards ihe loweriiers 

ol goveinment. yet ;it .molher level even a 

regional paity such as the DMK/AIADMK 

has been known to be an .idaiuant 

eoneenlr.iloi ol power .11 its own headquaiters 

(w'hich. m tills e.ise. is the capital ol the state 

eoneei ned) 

To some extent, this eonstiluiesarelleeiion 

ol the lelaiivelv low level ol diflcrenliation 

ot the agraiian economy, whereby mtra- and 

inter-elass eonlhets do not come into shaip 

and eonllieiu.il locus on (he polilieal aiena 

At the same lime, the eharaetci ol inclusinal 

develo|)meni ol the stale - which depends 

upon ihe centre's benevolence and on Ihe 

ri.seol small and medium indusiry (lor which 

the slate government can act as a calalysi, 

and on occasion, even as a bcnelacinr) - has 

been such .is 10 pose no urban challenge to 

the ruling p.iilv .it Ihe stale capital For the 

lesi. Ihe lile-hne of the regime sireiehes over 

Its ability to deploy a brand ot iropulism with 

the atm ol mobilising the liim|X'n elements 

in ordei 10 unleash anarchic violence 

against those who are eritical of the govern¬ 

ment and demand a more demoeraiic 

distribution ot power 

In llto.se regions (e g, es|iecially where the 

Green Revolution was introduced during the 

60s) m which dillercnliuiion has been 

pronounced (and new class layers or strata 

of rich and middle iwasantry as well as pooi 

peasantry and ugiiculliiral labour have 

appeared), the state governments (and the 

(’ongioss Parly) have been less able to resist 

lieisisteni demands lot greater dcvoliilion. 

dcmocr.ilisalion and local autonomy The 

appio.iches adopted by diffetcni stales have 

been shaped bv .ippro|)rialv local (1 e. 

legional) laeiors Thus, even during ihccai ly 

ycais ol mde|K*iKlence. the stale of Bombay 

(.subsequently.Ihesialesol Maharishlraancl 

fiu|.ir.il) adopted a policy ot devolving 

adminisiialive responsibilnv Ihiongh a 

sysleiii ol moililied panchavali ia| iwiih die 

disliicl admmistiaiivc slnicUae. undci ihc 

eollec'loi. as the lounl.iin ol poweii This is 

not the appioiuiale place to considei ihe 

pieeise ciienmsianees undei which such 

ch.inges lake pl.ice. bui ii is woiih poiniing 

<Hii lha| even in .1 slate such .is M.ib.iiashira. 

Willi die .leerelioiiol diedisliiclsol Vidaihha 

I which had a dillereni baekgroiincl Irom. 

.say, the I clad vel y prospen ms t (i.isial disii icis 

ol Ihe loimei Boinb.iy presideiiey), the 

hluepiiiii for die devolution ol .idnnnisi- 

rative lesponsibihlies. .is ongiiiiillv con¬ 

ceived, could noi be lollowed undormlv 

ihroLigboui the si.iie 

riiedeeadeol lhe(>()s ended with die splits 

(ol qualitatively ddleieni kinds) withm ihe 

luling pally at two levels. Al the centre, the 

patty spill into the Congiess (R). .1 maior 

segment undei Indii.i Ciandhi's le.idership. 

and the Congress lO), a minoi segment 

under the coniiol ol the ■.Sviidieaie' At this 

level ol die parly, ihere w.is no ddleieiice 

in orieniation helween die iwo scgmenis 

over the quesiion ol eeniralisecl uiiilary 

conirol ot the powerol ihesi.iic.' Al the state 

or legional level, however, the split was 

more complicated lor two inaioi reasons. 

First, the siaieCongress Party sul leied set tons 

internal splits m those slates m which new 

classes with speed II inieiestsc.imeinio being 

as 11 direel consequence ol the (Ircen 

Revolution (e g. Puniab. Harvana. western 

IJllar Pradesh, and ecriam parts ol Bihari. 

In Ihe Punjab, this phenonicnon was uniquely 

combined with the movement loi regional 

autonomy ol the .Sikhs wlio.se loyalties were 

divided between the Congress Parly and the 

Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD). In Uttar Pradesh. 

Maryana and Bihar, where there were no 

si/cable parties m opposition to the Congress, 

the Congrc.s.s Party it.sell underwent splits, 

the '.spliltists' in ihe.se ca.ses being, invariably, 

Ihe polilieal rcprc.seniatives of the newly 

emerging agrarian elas.scs (especially the 
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rich and middle peasatttry), of which 
Chnwdhury Charan Singh was the first pre¬ 
eminent inter-state leader. 

At the level of the central party 
orgamsiition. the split between Indira Gandhi 
and the 'Syndicate' was hardly ideological 
on the dimension ot the centre versus the 
icgions/states, and the tormer’s donning the 
inuntlc ot radical populism had nothing 
whatsoever to do with pow'ci-shaiing 
between the centre and the states, let alone 
increasing the democratic content of Indian 
politics. A specific thrust to local [xrwer. 
albeit power confined to reprc.sentative.s ot 
the rich and middle peasant classes, was 
given by the political forces which developed 
along Lok Dal lines (anil its subsequent 
iiaiismogriticaiions and inteinal realign¬ 
ments) The competition loi power in these 
slates. Iroin the late OOs onwaids. was 
between those who were seen by the iich 
and middle peasantry as more tiuly 
icpresentaiive ol llieir economic or class 
interests 

The picmiss ol ihc primacy ol central 
powci has never .icquired ihc slaiiis ol a 
liegemonic idea in India - not even in the 
halcvon rlays ol the early phase ol Neliiii’s 
piime ministciship The reason loi this lies 
III the hs no means negligible inlltiencc 
evercised bv the ethos ol dcccnti.iliscd. 
dcvolverl oi local powei in the sirands ol 
polilual lliinkiiig associated wilh leaders 
such as (i.indhi land, since Ins death, in die 
.Sarvod.iv.i inovemeni). Jaya I’lakash 
Narayan.kamManoh.ii t.ohia.and.Soci.ilisls 
ol various hues, all of whom resisted the 
leiiiptalioii ol ollicc Ai .1 ihcoietical level, 
.my dismssion ol the lelalions between 
leiitr.il aiilhoniv and local deiiioeiacv that 
coneentrales 011 the stmetures ol power to 
ihi- excitision ol movemenis ol cleniocialic 
lesisi.inee oiigiiiaiing in a vaiiety ol loiees 
ol opposition - at the grass roois. 111 the 
regions, and m among die ‘weakei sections 
111 society (e g. dalits. .uhvasis. sehecliiled 
castes and h.ickwaul cl.iss. pool pcMsaiiliy. 
agriciilluial laboui. inaigm.ilised workers 
and women) - can only dirow partial light 
on the qiiesiion of dcvoltilion o( power, 
involving a double disioiiioii On die one 
hand, such aceoiints exaggeiate the 
onuii|Miienee .mil ubic|uilousness ol eciuial 
(Hiwcrtaiid. by exiension, powei wielded in 
slate capitals ruled by regional parties 
with equally centralising tendencies)', on 
the other, they unclcrcstnnaic the ixncntial 
of the locality or penphery, as the case may 
he, to liberate itsell fioin at least ccdnin 
a.specis ol dominance by Ihc centre and to 
increase, to a corresponding degree, its 
democratic capability. 

Regional parties in opposition to the 
Congress (e g. DMK, AIADMK. Tclugii 
Dc.sam and. to a limned degree, the SAD 
and the Asom Gana Panshad and. latterly, 
the Yaduv-dominated Samujwadi Patly of 

Uttai* Pradesh and Janata Dal of Bihar) have, 
in differing degrees, mounted .strugglc.s to 
supplant dominant higher castes and replace 
them with middle and lower middle castes 
t reminrscent of (he struggles beiwccn tenants 
and iUimindars in the latter part of the I9lh 
century) m executive puhlicul control of 
state govcrnnicnis. Exceptionally, in Bihar, 
this kind of struggle has. to u linmed extent, 
taken on a slightly dilicreni colour - mainly 
due III the iiiiiKitivcof KarpooriThakur who. 
as cinol ininistci during the Janaia interlude 
ol the late 7()s. did aitempi to broaden the 
inierprciaiionol the caste equation ol power 
by reaching lurlhcrdown the caste hierarchy 
than any olhci regional parly leader ■’ In the 
present decade, Laltut Prasad Yadav has 
added a somewhat vai legated and sticeesslul 
caricature ot the political experience 
bequeathed by the shortlived Karpoori 
Thakut regime 

I shall return to the question ol demociaiic 

devolution of political powei to Ihc weakest 

sections of Ihc population lai the grass mots 

level) lowaids the end ol this essay, for the 

inotneni, I shall limit the discussion to ihc 

msiiiutional uspecls ol the extension of 

ilcniocraiiially ciccied goveriimeni by 

increasing Ihc number ol polilical licrs to 

five ihroughoui the counti) (under ihe 

provisions ol the 7.1idand 74ih Amendmenis 

to Ihc Consliiuiion) - ihc cciurc. the Male. 

Ihc /ilia. Ihc samili and Ihe p.inchayat (or 

cluster ol \ ill.igcs). The inlcrcsi ol the report 

by Mukarji and Handyopadhy.iy lies in the 

ciucial role which the communist parties 

have played, since the 5()s, in ihe 

consolidaiionol local power tin ough elected 

local government m those stales in which 

ilicy have wiclileil considerable political 

mtliiciicc and cnioyed popularity among 

ihc mass ol the people Nowhere has (his 

role been so successlully played and on 

such .1 h.iMs ol conlimiity (over 17 ycais to 

date) as 111 the state ot West Bengal which 

lias iciurncil lour successive CPItMl-lcd 

felt l-'iont loahiion governments to power 

since l't77. 

I'.M’I KI.MI-MS IN Dl VOI I'llO,'; 

The charactciislic Icatiircs ol the 
experimcms m the devolution ol power m 
India can be best understood against this 
liistorical background It is well known that 
Ihc li'si systematic blow in lavourol power¬ 
sharing bciwecn ihe centre and ihe stales was 
struck hy the niulliple coalitions (and Ihc 
DMk in Madra.s') which dcfcalcd the 
Congress in eight slates in the general election 
ol 1967. These coalilions embraced t he whole 
ol the polilical spectrum Iroin the llllr;^ 
coiwcrvaiivc .Swaianira Parly to ihe niosi 
nidieal icit wing electoral party (namely, the 
CPI-M).^ 

But it was not imtil 1977 that relatively 
.stable cppo.siiion govcrnmcni.s at the state 

level became a real ity in sc veral stales. During 
the XO.s and 90s, a majority of stale 
governments have emerged which arc ruled 
by parties or coalitions opposed to the 
Congress(l) During the la.sl two decades, 
too, the hold ol the Congress! I) on the Indian 
state has been challenged by a variety ot 
political forces - in the lorm ol coalitions 
which have included both parties with a 
highly centralising orientation (and there¬ 
fore 111 that respect no ditfereni from Ihe 
Congress Howards political and state power, 
c g. the BJP. the CongresstO) and other 
splinters of ihc Congre.ss Party, and parties 
with a iciutively decentralising general 
orientation towards stale power and a more 
or less strong commitment to autonomy at 
levels below the centre and the state, often 
down to the village tc g. Ihe Sociah.si Party, 
the I .ok Dal, .lanata Dal and parlies that have 
spill off trom these) 

In pracliec, however, even the parly with 
the greale.si de-cciiiralising tendency among 
those opposed to the Congress (such as (he 
lower caste political lormalions in Ultai 
Pradesh and Bih.ir) has never .shown a 
democratising propensity beyond em)xiwer- 
ing the more wealihv and iiitlucntial rural 
segmeiiis ol the lowci middle castes at the 
expense ol those ca.sies which until recently 
have been cmrenched in local power 
Moreover, its assumption ol executive 
control ot the slate government is invariably 
accompanied by icpicssive violence being 
directed agamsi ihc politically articulate 
segments ol the lowest castes, mainly 
consisting ol adivasis. dalils. scheduled 
castes, poor pcasaniry, agiicultural labour, 
and esiHicially then women 

The cllorls to devolve political power and 

to sut luse the three lowest tiers ol government 

with II must be i iewed against thcbaekelolh 

ol an cxircmely complex procc.ss ol socio¬ 

economic diflereniiation and coniradicuon. 

This has been taking place under condi¬ 

tions ol acute and endemic scarcity, and 

within structures consisting of layer upon 

layer ol encrusted and entrenched intluence 

and |X)wcr stoked up by corruption and 

venality which have reached monumental 

proportions during Ihe last quarter of a 

ceiuiiiy ' 

Ol all the aiienipis made by state 
governments to msiitiiiiorialise deino- 
ciatically elected Ux al government at the 
district level and below, 1 hose during the late 
7()s and caily 8()s by the rPl(M)-lcd Lett 
Fmiii coalition government in West Bengal 
and by the .lanata administration in Karnataka 
(under Ramakrishna Hcgdcaschicf minister) 
represent the most Iai-reaching, .sciious and 
successful ones. In tact, so successlul had 
the Janata exjxuimcnl in local elccioral 
democracy become lhai the Congresstl) 
ministry that was elected in the late 
simply discontinued it. thus putting locally 
elected governmcni in cold storage until 
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forced by circumstance (i e. the passing of 
the 73rd Amendment) to restore it. 

It is important to note the sociological 
background of the party or coalition in power 
m each of these cases. At the heart of the 
political systemof Karnataka over which the 
Janata Party presided dunng the early and 
mid-KOs. the norms of the Congress culture 
continued to pre vai I. This was amply reHeclcd 
in the corruption which quickly became as 
pervasive a feature of political life under the 
Janata administration as it had been under 
Devaraj Urs (a lormci Congress chief 
minister) or any ol the other of Hegde’s 
predecessors, and would be under his 
successors However, even though the slate 
leadership ot the Janata Party quickly 
succumbed lo ihe aimosphere ot corruption 
prevailing m the state capital, it did take 
scriou.slythcparty'.scominitmeni locstahhsh 
elecioral democracy at Ihe three lowest levels 
of government. 

The Janata regime's initiative in respect 
of panchayati raj was broadly consistent 
with its general orientation to devolution ot 
power and the spread of autonomy to the 
local level. The CPI(M)’.s enihusia.sin tor 
democratically elected structures ot local 
power IS derived from a more complex 
worldview Unlike the Janata Party, the 
CPK M) carries out Us political work through 
cadres. It has to its credit a long history of 
(partial) consciousness-raising political 
activity in thecounirysidc. In Kerala.Tripura 
and West Bengal, the l•ullllg Communist 
Party teven Iroin before the 1964 split) has 
pursued retomiist goals to a greater extent 
than any other political organisation. The 
establishing of a strong democratically 
elected local government strueluic was seen 
as a strategic necessity for the realisation of 
the social benefits and the general ethos ul 
Operation Barga. in the long run. in the 
countryside. Thu.s, the Janata Party in 
Karnataka (and also the Telugu Desam, 
during the KOs, in Andhra Pradesh) and the 
CPKM) in West Bengal were motivated by 
different political considerations in their 
decision to introduce the three tiers ol local 
administration on an elective ba.sis But. 
both were engaged in similar exercises of 
‘taking power to the people' (or, rather, 
‘taking power to the local elites’). 

The West Bengal and Karnataka 
experiments in e.stahlishing democratically 
elected and accountable local government 
structures during the late 70s and early 8()s 
have provided the wherewithal for a blueprint 
applicable, with suitable modifications to 
take account of local/regional specificities, 
to the whole of India. Motivated in part by 
Cr'iigiesslD's proverbial opptmunism, and 
driven in part by necessity, the centre itself 
sought, during the latter part of Rajiv 
Gandhi’s prime ministership, to put forward 
an alternative approach lo democratically 
elecied local government bodies. This would 

have involved direct links between iheGcntre 
and the rural himcriund in different parts of 
Ihe country (mediated through the di.striet 
collector), conveniently overlooking the 
intermediate ‘fcdcraf layer of the stale 
government structure (which, in a large 
Dumber ol cases, has been ruled Irom time 
to time by regional and national parties of 
the opposition) in the process. 

In actual fact, however, with the surfacing 
ul new political pressures (extending far 
beyond conventional parly politics and 
spilling over, lihcially. into areas ol mass 
protests against the negative and .inii-pcopic 
policies of both the centre and v.iiious Male 
governmcius) on the one hand. and. on ilie 
other. Ihe emergence ol new co.iliiions oi 
the recycling ol existing coalitions involving 
different political paitics. ihis paiticular 
interveniion ol the centre never got oil the 
ground Tlie only political altetnative Icll to 
Ihe central govemineni with the dawning ol 
the present decade was to push through 
amcnJinenls lo the Consliluiion requiring 
all stales to eairy out the tusk ol establishing 
dcmoeralieully elected local governments at 
the three lowest levels t/illa, sumili and 
punchayat) us well as in all municipal eenircs. 
The initiative ol the Left front and Janata 
governments ol well over a decade .igo 
(followed by serious evaluations ol their 
progress from tunc to time), can be said lo 
have heralded the development ol panchayati 
raj on an ,ill-lndia basis Belore this 
millennium ends dcmoeraliCnfly elected 
paiichuyali laj will have been sei in motion 
in all stales. 

Fik.s"! .Sysii maiic Evai oamon 

it IS puriicularly appiopriuie (hut the first 
systematic evaliiai ion ol panehuyali laj. with 
pointers to the I mure (August 1992-February 
1993) was entrusted by the government ol 
West Bengal to two.seasoned administrators. 
It IS worth mentioning that both ol them, in 
their diffcreni ways, are disimguished for an 
uncommon degree of political nous. The 
significance ol the resulting report - along 
with earlier interimevaluuiions of panchayati 
raj in Karnataka (eg. hy A K Ghosh) - lies 
noi only in the light that ii .shcd.s on West 
Bengal hut also on the general process ol 
evaluation ot elected local government which 
IS relevant to all other parts of the country. 

Nirmal Mukarji has an intimate knowledge 
of the problems entailed in devolution ot 
power with special reference to the Punjab, 
where, as a young ICS officer, he was closely 
involved in the implementation of that 
government’s policy ot land consolidation. 
It is well known that he returned to that state 
as governor, from his retirement, during the 
brief interregnum that was presided over by 
V P Singh as prime minister. Dcbabrala 
Bandyupudhyay earned well deserved 
encomia for ihe crucial role that he played 

in persuading thousands of bargadars to 
shed their feudal fears and claim their land 
rights under the laws passed by the Left 
Front government in pursuanceof the policy 
enshrined in Operation Barga. Bandyo- 
padhyuy hud hi^ experience, as a young 
officer working under Harckrishna Konar 
(the land revenue minister of (he Unit^ 
From admimsirutions ol the 1967-1970 
period) who, for the first tunc in West Bengal 
(or. lor that matter, anywhere else m India 
with Ihe exception of Kerala), look upcudgcis 
(III hehull ol the piarr peasantry and the 
.igricullural workers Until his (somewhat 
iiulceently hasty) translation to the central 
government in the early KOs (whereby hangs 
a talc which did little credit lo Ihe CPItM) 
leadership). Bandyopudhyay was the heart 
and soul of the tmpicnicnialion side (d 
Opeiation Barga. 

Theaiithoiso; ihisKcpKiri weic concerned 
lo gam an understanding ot the issues of 
governanee as viewed liom below. To ihis 
clfccl. they ■‘i/i/crac/rr/with many small and 
marginal larmci.s. haigadars. palla-holders 
ol vested lands, lisher-folk. landless labourers 
and others" (para I 7. emphasis supplied). 
From ihe lop drawer, ol course, they were 
"l)nyiU'!‘c(l u> meet .Shri Jyoti Basu... .Shri 
Benoy Cliowdhuiy, .Dr Ashim Dasgupla, 
.. aiii.1 Dr .Surya Kanla Mishia " (para 1.5, 
emphasis supplied) They also met. among 
olhers. anumberofrcscarehers, inlellcciuals 
and reiired civil servants belonging lo the 
middle drawers (para l.(i) It is necessary to 
make this 'hieraichical' |Hiini on the matter 
ol who they met, and the dillereni accents 
given lo the various nieeiings, if only to 
draw uticmion to the fact that it is exiiemely 
diffieull to icverse Ihe order ol importance 
given lo inlorniants chosen from different 
siral.i ol society, even • and peihaps 
pariieularly - when Ihe subject considered 
IS the democratic devolution of power and 
Ihe empowerinem ol the 'weaker sections 
ol society’. 

The language ot euphemism in which wc 
clothe our thoughts makes it wellnigh 
impossible even for the tuir minded and 
forihright members of the cine such as the 
authors of this otherwise excellent and tur- 
rcaching Report lo show a sufficiently keen 
appreciation ol certain self-evident truths; 
among these is the fact that the ‘vertically 
challenged', and economically, .socially and 
culturally dusadvanlagcd segmcnls/classes/ 
castes ot six;iety - which are also the piitat i ve 
bcncriciarie.s of any trickle down' going in 
the process of development - cannot hope 
to obtain a fair deal for themselves, given 
(heohsiacics that they will have to overcome. 
Tliis IS a statement worth making in so many 
words not only because of its psychological 
and sociological salience, hut also lor the 
reason that it gtxss to the hcai^ot the socio¬ 
economic ci'iUradiclions of India's caste- 
ridden and class-divided s(x:icty. 
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Many parts of India am enmeshed in the 
dynamic imeracinm between the (depen¬ 
dent. fragmented, uneven and di.stortcd) 
development of capitalist relations of 
production (especially, but not only, in 
agriculture) and the persistence land, an 
some ureas, even a deepening) ol pre¬ 
capitalist (i e. 'feudal') modes of production. 
Ii IS dilfiult to exaggerate the built-in 
limitations in the way of "working the system 
to the advantage of the disadvantaged". 
Mainstream political discourse is yet to 
become sulficienlly liberated lo disregard 
the taboos against dealing with coiillicl and 
coniradicliori las opposed to consensus) us 
the essential prerequisites ol change. 

The panch.iyali rai initiative ol ihe West 

Bengal government in I97h evoked 

considerahle pariicipaioiy interest and 

generated trosh political energy. Yel. wilhin 

a period of 10 years. "| a|nd with the coming 

ol the new punchayuls in l‘)XK . |i|lie 

innovative spirit ol the early years is haidly 

lo be seen" (para 2.(i) The mam task ol ibe 

authors ol ihe lepori was lo addiess ihe 

question of why "Ihe panchayats are iciuling 

lo run mil ol steam' (para 2.7) This ihev 

do along two broad lines ol enquiry - one 

conceptual and the other progi aniinalic. The 

report coirectly ideniilies the inherent 

sirucliiral weakness of the panchayats as the 

root cause ol the iiuiod ol lisllessness inlo 

whicti they appetir lo have siinli 

i'ltleen ‘concepiii.ir dimensions arc 

idenlilted in Chaptei .1 ol Ihc reporl Ol 

these, sell-governancc ,md autonomy .iie 

theoretically and ideologically central to the 

long-term prospects ol panchayati ra|. The 

identification ut functions, recruitment ol 

stall, raising finances and delinmg the 

parameiers of tiiiancial devolution and 

lesponsibilitics. the task ol managing the 

spread ol nrbanisalion to certain parts ol the 

couniryside, cnstirmg the spre-id of ihc 

hencliis ol dcvclopnicm to social gioups 

which have been and .iic slill kepi out til 

Its purview le g. piamations. loresi vill.iges), 

redrawing the politico-administialive map 

ol Ihe stale to oplimalisc. .is lai as possible, 

the si/e and sociological cohesion ol disii u is. 

blocks and panchay.ils. widening Ihc soci.il 

b.cse liom which reciiitiment to loc.il level 

politics IS made. and. in pariictil.ii leiuleimg 

panchayais .icccssible to new pci son dr.iwn 

front the lower echelons (i o. the lowest 

castes and Ihe pooiesi seeiions) ol local 

society, developing a collaboiatixc siyle ol 

wcll-coordinaled miei-level lunclioning .ii 

Ihedisihcl. block aiul panchyai levels wiih 

the nccessaiy links made in an im.igmativc 

and cilieient mannci. ensuiing that open 

uccouniing procedures are being followetl 

and local governmeni aeiniinls are being 

properly and regularly audiiod. manilesiing 

Ihc same Ihorougliness .iiul diligence in Ihc 

conduct ol local cleciions anti by-elections 

at Ihe ihice local levels ol governmeni as 

at ihe iiiaic level, and evuiving a suitably 

unauthoriturian day-tu-day relationship with 

the‘State governmmt bureaucracy and 

mintsiry - these arc the subjects on which 

the Repttrt has reflected in depth and aginst 

a background ol a wide sampling of feeling, 

opinion and experience gathered in the 

course of then peregrinations and audiencc.s 

with the powers sealed on high. Outic why 

these should he treated as belonging to the 

conceptual iiilherihun the operational level 

of discourse is beyond this reviewer's 

comprehension. 

W MUM I I OK .Si I I -(ilAI KNMI M 

Be dial as il nuv. Icl me hiielly leiiirn (o 

Ihegenci.il ciiiiiiiicol local |)oliticsembiKlied 

in llieeh.ipiciip.iias hi io.t.l()).Twopt>inis 

aie m.ide in lliesc paiagiaphs l-iist. the 

'|ioliticai kingdom' shall he exiendetl lo die 

lowest lev els in other winds, ihe hure.iiiei.ilic 

dtiminalion ol die |)eiiphcry by die si.tie 

governmeni slimilil he broken In positive 

leims. diis would involve die eonleirine ol 

such pi iwei s .iiul audioi iiv on die p.iiii h.ivals 

by die sl.ile legist,lUire as would enable diem 

lo lunetion ,is "ciedible insiiiiiiimis ol sell- 

goveiniiieiil" I lie.iiidioisrii.iw .itleiilionlo 

die tail di.ll tlespile ils seiisiiuiis lo die 

quesiioii ol i.iking poliiiis lo die |)eople ,is 

lur down die l.iddei as possible, die Led 

Fioni goseiiimeni has nol yel amended ihe 

West Heiig.il I'.iiieliayal Aei passed bs the 

Congiess .idiniiiisir.ilion in 197) wliieh 

compleieK .iiid poinlediy ignoied ‘sell- 

govern.ince' as a giiulmg ptineiple ol loc.d 

govcrnineni. 

As a goveinmeni winch played an aelive 

role in piomoiing the .nnis ol die 7.(id 

Amendmeni lo ihc ('onsiiiiiiion. the 

goveinnieni ol Wesi lieiigal shoiilil tle.irly 

cnuneiate poliev lo die elleci ili.il Ihe 

liiiul.imeiilal obieeiive ol p.iiithy.ili i.ii is 

scll-goveiiiment .il e.ieli level, ensuie iis 

elleelive eominnnieation ipiesumahly. in 

the long run. dnmigli educational means) 

throughoui soeielv. and overhaul ilie 

p.ineh.tv;.; I.iw “noi simply u> briiiL’ ii m line 

w’llli die 7.iid Aineiidmenl. bni more 

impoiianih loeivceenti.ilnviodie principle 

ol sell-eoveiiinieni ' ipaia t (ii. 

.\n ilie lust sl.iie lo iiiliodiicc polilic.il 

paneli.iv.iis. Wesi Hene.il was well placed 

lo embaik on die i.isk ol esiahlishing scll- 

govc'nmg p.iiK liv.ils 'Jiulerdie lubr'c ol 

sell-govemiiieni, some line dislinciions aie 

in.ide III die lepoil beiwecn (devolved) 
[Miweis. ies|ionsihiliiies. Iiineiions. ilujies 

and .iiiihoriiy The .iiilhors qiiiie rightly 

rememhering die .iiiihont.iii.in nigliiinare 

ol Ihe Inlern.il Hmergeney ol I97.S-77. 

lecoiiinieiul sleenng clear ol the terms 

'audioiilv' and 'dunes' They recanunend 

developing the meuiiing ol the term 

'luneiioiis'. wliK'li neeessiirily involve 

eoiKsidci'aiitHis aprieriaining lo 'powers' ,md 

'rcspunsibililies'. Funclions could ijg use¬ 
fully defined us a blend between 'aui'momv 
by right’ and entrustment by discretion' 
(para 3.10). 

Chapter 4. dealing with 'programmes’, 

touches on a number uf sensitive and 

suKslanti ve area. Programmes constitute Ihc 

Ide blood uf the panchayais The bulk ol 

Chapter 4 thus properly and naturally deals 

with diflcreni aspects of the land question. 

In this sense. Operation Barga, which 

rcprc.sciils ihc lirsi serious attempt at 

comprehensive land relorm within Ihc limits 

prescribed by the Indian Constitution, gave 

the p.ineliayals a suhsiunti.nl programme of 

lar-reaehing socio-economic change in the 

couniryside. Yel. alter a high tempo oi 

.icii viiy which la,sicd a pc/iod of hardly three 

years, the implenieniation ol land di.strihu- 

tion lo bargudnrs. under die new legislation 

literally lapsed into a small Incklc of an 

.innu.il average ol less than U).(XX) acres of 

vesieci agric'ulUiral land Bven more alarming 

than die very slow rale of recording, the half 

.1 million hargadars whom the new law had 

not yel leached is die onset of an m.sidious 

process ol revel sal ol ecriam crucial aspects 

ol die leloi ni I'hus. ihc aiilhors came across 

luinieioiis in.sianees 

III winch eiop sharing is nol uccording lo 
law .111(1 IS .itlveise lo the bargadais' iiueresl. 

In l.ilpaiguii II Is alniosi universally on 
SO .SI)basisag.iiiisiihe 7.S;2.Sialiopresciilxxl 
by law II IS he duly ol die panchayais 
III sec- (h.il the law is enloieed and llmi 

h.iigaduis rclain die ciop share (hey are 

sl.nnlorily cnlilled lo (para 4 5. p 2.S) 

Tlio.se who are lamiliar with the conditions 

prevailing in rural Bengal until the late 7(K 

can only shudder ai the thought ot such a 

rciiogression to Ihe past alter so hricl a 

llic'kcr ol .serious relorm 

One ofihe remedies suggested in thcrepon 

I or dea 11 iig w 11 h feudal prac I ices i hu s erecping 

III by the back door would he. following the 

example ot Punjab (1952). lo undertake a 

siaie-widc programme ol consolidation of 

landholdings. Punjab's experiment in 

dc-eeniraliscd planning is also held up as an 

example in a s|K‘c'ial Appendix consisting 

ol ap.ipei specially preparedbytheFinancial 

Conimissioiicr (Development). Punjab 

(pp .S3-.S7). A policy ot land consolidation 

will secure advantages lor peasants with an 

optimum level ot landholding but will also 

have die c'llcci of ituensilymg downward 

diflereniiation among iXMirer pea.saiits and 

agricultural labourers This point has nol 

even been alluded lo, let .ilone given the 

impoiiance that il deserves. 

Clo.scly related to the recent land relorm 

IS the need lo reorientate, il not rcsinicturc. 

Ihc sysicin of land administration in the light 

ol Ihc agrarian programmes ofihe punchy ais 

and, in particular, Ihc maintenance of a 

detailed mau/a wise record olihe crops grown 

on each (icid during every eri»p sea.son.. 
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Morccivcr. ;in iniegraicd programme «l 

agncultiiial development, placing emphtcsis 

on laising eltvll<Mln1enl-c<m^elo^l^ne^^ ol 

I urul tolk and pi omotiiig eUucaiidnal training 

lor them in science, is strongly urged in the 

Report. The authors have also made detailed 

recommendations on programmes involv¬ 

ing agricultural inaikeiiiig. co-operative 

marketing, rural credit laciliiies and access 

to these, on thcesiahlishmeni of "all G|ram| 

Planchiiyul | Iwadtiu.irteis as /oiviZ/xmi/.i lor 

the selling up of laciliiies within walking 

distance Irom people’s homes" (para 4 M. 

emphasis supplied), and ol "all P|ancliava(| 

fSlamiii headquarieis as gi/mr/i <r/i(r<'.i" 

tpura 4 <ki iconslitiilme an intermediate 

level, in .1 developnienlal coniexi, between 

the gram ptineliayai and the district), and the 

introduction ol systeinatu training ol 

panchayat level ollicials and elected 

rcpreseniatives ai the .State Insiitule ol 

Panchayais t Kulyani). as well as leseaich in 

academies where our knowledge and 

undersianding ol local problems can he 

extended and deepened 

A long list ol desiderata in ihe lunclional 

sphere ol panehayal goveinineiil and 

administration has been hi ought togeihei m 

this report It is based on West Bengal's 

tilready rich and vaiied experience in the 

sphere ol local governiiieni (though not. as 

yet. local sell-govcinmeiit) As such, the 

elective local government stiuctuies m a 

nnmher ol states in the country 1I1,it are nou 

being iisheied in to exisience (hv niiil-IW.S. 

all states in India will have elected sell- 

goveiiiine loc.il structures ol powei in pl.icc 

at the /ilia, sainiti and panchayat levels) 

.ilready have a reasonahlv well tried blue¬ 

print to go on III West Bengal. The authors 

of the Report have rendered .1 signal service 

by using the occasion piovided bv the 

Wel.1 Bengal government' s inii lati ve to di aw 

up a check list ol lunetions and metliiHls in 

■ this sphere 

Is \ SlkAlllAl kt I 

Despite the enoimotis amount ol woik 

that has gone 1 nlo I he rescai chi ng and putting 

together ol ihis repori. two major problems 

have been swejii undei the caipet. through 

no delibciaie inieiuion. it mtisi he added, on 

the pan ol the aulhors. First, by virtue ol 

Its pinvenaiice. the remit ol the Report has 

been limited to the sphere ol iiistiiutional 

polities (as defined in political practice .ind 

consiitiiiional verbiage) which are literally 

beyond the retich ol a vast nia)ority ol the 

Indian masses - the disinheiiled. the 

disposscs.sed. the marginalised and the 
submerged sections of society existing below 

the poverty line Even in a state (such as 

■ West Bengal), continuously ruled by a lelt- 

ol-centre government (lor 17 years now), 

noted for its sensitivity to the fliiciuaiions 

of the ruriil social scene, and reputed lor its 

relative lack ol antipathy towards the mass 

ol the people, the authors have niMed that 

the rural up|)er crtisi has begun to Ilex its 

muscle again as evidenced in Ihe partial 

teversion to certain past practices in certain 

disliicis at least. 

We return to Ihe dillicult question ol how 

political power can he dcmocraiieally 

devolved to (he weakest sections ol Ihe 

population 'Hie niagniludc ol (Ins problem 

can he conipiehended by visualising India 

as consisting ol two halves - a smaller 

segmeni made up ol those who. by virtue 

ol then eeononiK and social position, aie 

able 10 benilii lioiii Ihe struclure ol power 

by exerting (iressure ol various kinds, and 

ania|oi segmeni.consisiingol iherelaiisely 

uiuhtleieniiaied poor, which is beyond ih 

pale. Whilst 11 is Hue that the excicises now 

under way in ilie spheie ol decentralisalion 

of power and lesponsibihties (with. 11 may 

Ik' added, no change in the pattern ol central 

control ovei Ihe purse siiings) will produce 

a 'liickledow'ii' elleci Irom which Ihe rural 

and local elites (c g. small business, small 

leiaileis, etc. including members newly 

lecruiled liom the lower casles. as a 

conss'qiience ol power .11 the slate level 

changiiig bands iioinihecrslwhile dominant 

uppei castes to middle .ind lower middlc 

casie elites) will benelii. they will leave Ihe 

pooiest 4ti-.‘il) pel cent ol the society 

untouched and. peihaps. even woise oil (if 

that can tic imagined') 

Thereloie, Iheie aie two societies in India, 

one ol w'hich is poiseil to leceivc iii.irgnial 

hciielils lioni the bioadening ol the 

nisiliuiion.il base ol powei ih.ii is being 

piomoied uiiclei iwo icceni ainendmenis to 

the Indian Constitution on the sub|ecl ol de- 

centiahsalion and elected sell-governing 

local aullioiiiies The other is lell to tend 

lor ilsell uiidei regional, national and 

iniernalional eondilions more hostile than 

evei beloie experienced, ai least in India's 

|rosl-coloni.il hisloiy 

Theie is and can be nothing in such a 

lepoilasthisfoi the latter ol (heiwo societies 

ideniilied above The lutureol thedilleieni 

segments ol which ii is composed can be 

charted only ihioiigh jHililical action, activi.sin 

carrying .1 variety ol impulses, and 
movemenis ol lesistance to Institutional 

powei III all Its lorms including lire new 

avatar ol deceniialised power. Perhaps the 

authors of the Repoit. now that they have 

been leleaseil Irom the shackles of 

instiiuiions. will ollei us iheir medilaiions 

on Ihe sub|cci and tell us what the ousiside 

hH>ks like Irom ihe inside now dial they 

Ihem.selves .ire outside (I should like to 

think, not only (iliysically and metaphorieally 

hill also psychologically .inci emolionully). 

Entailed in the ciucsiton raised above is 

the intellectual issue which ciin he lormu- 

lated quite simply as lollows: can oik' locus 

on 'deceniiatis.iiioir in a sirailjacketed 

liamew'oik ol institutional (lowei by adopting 

a method of approaeh which addres,kc.s 

‘conecpiual' and programme-bused' issues 

separately betore linking them together'' 

Alter reading RejNijrl, i was lett with the 

impression (hat in view of the limitations 

built into the tipproach. no serious contri¬ 

bution can be made on the ‘conceptuar side 

unless the basis ol state power in India is 

challenged and a radical interpretation of it 

ollercd which could act as it springboard on 

which alternative progranitncs may he 

hammered out with a view to generalising, 

if not uiiivcrsalising. the henelits of 

development Ouesiions ol theory, con- 

cepiiialisalion. methodology and issues 

relating to the o|>cratuinal. lunclional and 

piograiiiimiiic realms could thus he 

vigoiotisly and demociatically dehaied and 

Ircsh solutions aimed lor Here again, we 

need transluMon and siilliision ol new 

inicllcelual blood imbued with an 

iniiigmaiive eommiimeni 10 the goals ol 

developmeni 

Notes 

I Morarp Dcs.ii as pniiu- iiiinisici w.is 

inllesiblc kiw.ikIs llu- ^^s,on sliulciii 

IIIOVSIIICIII anil Sikh ilisscili ill llu' Pniiiah 

which bcgiin as .in agilaluin tin greater 

aiiliinoiiiy lor the stale wilhin ihc meaning 

III die 'Vn.inilpiir Saliih Resoliiiiiin Fven 

('hiiwilhtii V rii.ii.in Singh (m. tin that iii.iUer 

Vishsv.iiiaih I'lai.ip Singh) sv.is lelaiivels 

spe.ikiiig iiioie leniDsl m lenlralist ihan 

ledeialisi in his polilii.il oiienlanoii In 

dlls sense, all ihe pi'iine iiiinisii'i s ol India 

and Iheii cabineis 10 dale have heen 

iltieoiiipi oiiii Singh ceiiii.ilisl 

7 Kail) Manohar l.oliia w.is ilii liisl socialisi 

le.ider in India who .idvoe.ncd die piim.icy 

ol the 'easie snuggle' .is dillerenli.iu il Irom 

Ihe chi-ss snuggle Diirmg llu Iasi decade 

ol Ills lile he piop.ig.iled Ihe view that imless 

caste diSLiimm.ilion was lemoscdlheie could 

he lui liiuire lor India Karpooii Ihakuiw.is 

Ihe Ills! poliiician m India's posi.ioloiii.il 

hisioiy who .illempled lo |iu( l.olu.i s iile.i 

lino piac'iiee dining Ins hriel sum as ihiel 

mmisler ol Hdiai 

t Neilhfi Ihe DMK nor die AIADMK was 

serious ahoiil devolving powei to suh-slalc 

sliiieiuies even ihoiigh die tin met pioneered 

Ihe agilalion loi moie poweis tin ihc stale 

down Irom die cenire hy appointing a 

c'oniiiiillee which piodiiced ihc lelehraied 

Kuianiuimar Repori Theiehy a slari was made 

III Ihe hisioiy of cenlre si.iie lelalioiis which 

ended wilh ihe ptihliealion of the .Sarkunu 

Report III ld)(7 

4 Snie'e the hue 7(lscven soiiie id iheCRKMl.) 
lac'tions have enleretl ihe parhaineiilury 
pioeess. mainly at ihe level of stale 
legislalures fhe Indian Peoples Fioni 
(IPF). a Irinil organisation ol Ihc CI’I(M-Ll 
iiiuvemenl. lakes part in cleelions al all 
levels 

5 Al Ihe lower levels, this cclifiee of enrruplinn 
and nupoiism has heen iiiamluined inuiel 
inumly through cnilusiun hciwecn the local 
eliios on the one hand and the all bid 
oiimipoient local bureaucracy on the oilier 
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SPECIAL ARTICLES 

Liberalisation, Unemployment and 
Capital Reform 

Kanjit Sau 

The fhuuuT miniswr has nathiml a model of eeoiiomie (Icvelopment that envi\a,i;e\ liberalisation and f’lohalisation 

of the economy. A.wei tii.stribntion in India is eerv .skewed Usini’ the efjleieney wane theory this paper proves with simple 

fieometry that a competitive etiiiilihriiini in an economy with hi)>hl\ niieipial asset holdiiif; will entail involuntary 

unemployment of the assetless pool Althoiinh both are competitive, the eqialihriiim here sliarph differs from that of an 

.Anow-Dehren eronoms which piesumey sufficient iissci.s lor all af>eni.s 

hast Asia had satisfied the Aiiow-Dehieii presumption thionnh radical land leforms before the economic 'miracle' 

was nntiatcd .South Asia and ham America lore miserably in this respect 

II land refonn is not feasible. < apital leforni can set ve the .samepiirpo.se. A .scheme of capital leforin has been sufift^'Sted 

heie foi India. It tuin.spires dial die consiaiipiion ilyiiamii s in India may anni'avate the problem of unemployment of the 

pool 

ON v,irii>u'> (KC.iMoiis llw linancv iinnistL’i 

has ri’ve.ili'il Ills views on ihc Indian wDiuimv 

I lisaddii'ss.il llii'l,iiio|)C-iMsl A SI a II oitoiiiu 

siininm Siii'.Mpoii- III(klobi-i ld')4nniiuls 

upllic iiiodol he Inis in mind Siiiee June 

IWl, Maiinioliaii Sinph has been [nessine 

loi dereeiilalion. I ibei alisal ton and 

alobalisaiion I'leedoniol piisaieeiiU'ipnse 

and eoinpeiiiion in ihe niaikeiplaie. 

lombined willi provision ol cssenlial publie 

seiviies by ilie eoveinnieni. would unleash 

inilialivesol the individual.eiisuieellii leney 

ol resoiiiee lUilisalion .ind piomole human 

developmeni 

In Ills .Smeapou speei h Manmohaii .Siiieh 

h.isUrawii.isubllepieluieol the woi Id economy 

w'lK’ii-IndiaiH I ujiiesai eiilial place hasi Asia 

Is ihe site ol an econonue miiacle jWoild 

Hank IW<| To cdiiiimie the prospeiily il 

requiiesesieinal maikeis Meanwiiilea lonj; 

leeession has sell led ovei liurope willi no 

sij:ii ol eoine awav loo soon In anv ease, 

ihe weslern eoiinincs aie saiiiraled w'lih 

eonsumei durables, and iheii deniand has 

hc'eonie piiee inelaslic I'lidei llieeiicuni- 

sianees. Indiac'iaieoiiieioe.isi Asia'sieseiie 

hasi Asia would lind m India a lai^e 

markel loi trade and invesiineiu. Wiih easl 

Asia's eapiial iiivesimeni in key .seeiois ol 

India, .specially iiiliasinieture. piodueiion 

will rise, people will have greater purchasing 

power, and Iheii appetile lot inipoii will he 

heighlened. Hast Asia will then reap iiioie 

than whai il sows loday. 

India will have an openecominiyol privale 

enterpi ise, with a social conscience. Cnoiigh 

wealth will be pioduced in Ihe private seetor. 

and picniy of lax levenue will How into the 

public exctiequer Oovcrnmcni will look 

allci those who do nm bcnel'ii Iroin the 

markel inechanisin. This, in short, is the 

Manniohan model to replace the Mnhalannbis 

model that has inlonncd India's policy¬ 

making Ml tar 

Wecoiisidei lullemploynieni.inelemental 

ob|eclive ol Ihe economy and society This 

aspect cloes iioi ligiiie m Ihe Vlanmolian 

model The pieseiii papei will show ih.il. 

given die piesciice ol .i huge iiumbei ol 

asselless pool |K'ople m the couiitiy as an 

mili.il condilion. .1 compelilive equilibrium 

will li.ivc a si/eable volume ol involuiii.iry 

uneniploymeni lonsisting niosilv ol these 

veiy poor people I’ul another way. 

libeialis.iiion. which esseniially means 

miiocluciion ol market eonipeiiiion. caiinol 

lesolve the unemplovmeni problem so long 

.is sliaip inec|u.ility in asset disliibulion 

pcisisis 

The theoiclic.il coiilent ol oui essay chaws 

upon die hiei antic on clliciencv-wageiheoi v 
|Hliss and Siein ld7K. Leibensiein l‘J.‘S7. 

.Sliglil/ l‘J7(i|. Ill p.irlieul.ir a most 

illunim.iimg .iiiulc ol D.isgiipia .ind Kay 

I l‘IK6| llowevei. die proof .11.1 crucial step 

ol die aigumeni - ivnaiiimg 10 die sh.ipe ol 

ciiivc AHC'I) 111 l-igurc 4- is ouis, given in 

die Appendix 

The logic Is simple Ineqiiahiv ol asset 

disiribuiion implies null.illy poveity loi the 

deprived Assume .1 diieci relaiionship 

bciween income, which isenlirely consumed, 

on die one hand, and the productivity ol 

labour on the other. I'overty thus emails low 

produclivily. I’oieiilialeniployers would lliid 

the sei vices ol a |hioi person loo ex{)cnsive 

to employ while lho.se ol a lelalivciy well- 

lo-do (X-rsoii arc also available So. poverty 

leads 10 unemployineiit. and vice versa A 

VICIOUS ciicle IS dills conipleie .So long we 

ha.'c heard that uneinploymeni causes 

poverty; now die table is turned; poverty 
spelts unem|)loyniem. and t hcrebv rcmloices 

it.seM’. The iniiial eondiiioii mailers. 

Adam Smith s docliinc ol invisible hand 

as well as die Arrow-Oebreu competitive 

equilibrium pri'sunies an economy ol asset- 

rich agents. India does not answer this 

descripiion Hcie land is very scarce, am 

soiscapilahaiidbolhdistiibulionsarchcavii; 

skewed 

Theie aie two ways, ii will transpire, ol 

comhalmg involuniai y uiicniployiiient. Or 

is to .iceiimulaie assets over lime; the othei 

IS 10 have a more even distribution of existing! 

assets E.ist Asia stalled out with the latteif 

dirough most i.idical land relorms, Soulh| 

Asia has .1 miserable recoid on this fronl| 

l.,iim Ameiie.i hues even worse. | 

I 

Unemployment in Competitive 
Equilibrium 

Pioduclion lakes place wiih iwo inpuis| 

namely, hibour and land. We distingui.slf 

beiweeii hibour-powerand labour-lime. "Bj| 

labour-power is to be understood th^ 

aggregate of those mental and physical 

(o/><i/)i//ric.vcxisiiiiginahunianbcing,whicl| 

he eu irises whenever he piodiices a usc| 

value ol any descripiion" I Marx I8()7: I67| 

Italics ours I By coiitrasi, labour-lime is fixecS 

undoimly at. say, eight hours a day Th(| 

laboui-power dial a worker actually renders 

during a given labour-lime depends, bv 

assumption, upon the income he receivc| 

and consumes. Higher wages, beyond 

threshold, meansgrealeretlieiencyoflaboiiij 

Il IS die labour-|iower dial is an input in Ih 

production lunciion 

A labourer may own land which cnablel 

him to receive rent. In that event his incomi 

consists ol wage and rent | 

This essay turns on the distinction bet wcc| 

the wage rale per unit ol labour-time ar 

ih.u ol labour-powei. A worker has one urn 

ol labour-timetosupply.Thereisaminimu! 

accepiable w.ige rale below which he wt[^ 

not supply his laboui-tune, it is called hi| 

reset vation wage Note lhai reservation wag| 

relates to labour-nine. 
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FmuRB J; LAMDiiss Larouk&m Fiou»e 2: Smau, LanoowhB* LaboHreii 

FKiIJKI < Bill LaNIXIWNEK LaBO(IKI:K Fioure 4. Unemi>u)vment in Competitive Eoiiilibhm'm 

An employer knows Ihui a worker’s 
efficiency responds to the latter’s income 
including wage. So he offers that wage which 
minimises the wage-cost per unit of labour- 
power rendered by the worker for him. The 

. following symbols will be used. 

y ® income of a worker = wage + rent 
^consumption, w = wage per unit of labour- 
time. r s rent per unit of land, a s land 
owned by a worker, f = labour-power 
rendered by a worker, f = f(y). w’ = 
'"reservation wage”. It rises with 
landholding, w* = markcl-oflcrcd wage 
per unit of lahtrur-time: it is optimal (cost- 
minimiKing Mor Hie employer="efficiency 
■wage” V = iiuirkei approved supply-price 

;; if lahour-powei = “effective supp!y-price” 
;.»f labour-power. 

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 5 show the f(y)- 
lunclion. Its shape is given by the following: 
l(y) = 0 for y < m; and f(y) > 0, f’(y) > 
0, and f”(y)< 0 for y > m, where m is a 
parameter. 

To begin with, suppose there arc three 
persons in Iheeconomy. indexed respectively 
by 0. 1, 2. Person 0 has no land; person I 
owns a plot of land with rent-income less 
than m; and person 2 is a big landowner 
defined as one having rent-inconK greater 
than m. In what follows sub.scripts will refer 
to the persons concerned. A variable common 
to all persons will have no subscript. 

(I) a„ a 0, and a,>a,>a„ 

<^) y« = 
i3) y, = w, + ra, 
(4) y, = w, -i- ra. 

Figure I shows the conipiiiaiiun of w* 
An employer will oiler a landless worker 
this wage, it at all, so as to minimise the 
wage-cost per unit ol labour-power w/f(y). 
This efficiency wage twcurs where a ray 
through the origin is tangential to the labour- 
power curve l(y). By assumption, the 
rc.scrvation-wage of the landless worker is 
less than his cfficicncy-wagc. .So he ticcepts 
the job if offered at w* 

Figure 2 similarly depicts the cfficicncy- 
wagc of person I who has rent-income ra,. 
The method of derivation is much the same 
as m Figure I. And the geometry clearly 
shows that w* is less than This is an 
interesting feature. 

Now there is an asymmetry. For person 
2 the efficiency-wage coincides with the 

#■ 
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FiouRe S: Imnduss aiw Small Landowner Labourem 

reservation-wage. Figure 3 is drawn 
accordingly. 

The next step is to calculate the all- 
imponant effective supply-price of labour- 
power, denoted by v «nd defined as follow.s. 

(5) v = w*/f(w* + ra) 
We .shalUvgue that 
(6) v, < v„ 
(7) v„ < v. 

From (6) and (7) the shape of ABCD-curve 
of Figure 4 will be deduced, for a large 
population with unequal distribution of land. 
A very simple geometric proof of (6) and 
(7) IS given in the Appendix. 

Consider a more general case with a large 
number N of people. Workers are arranged 
in a non-decreasing order of landownership. 
In Figure 4, workers belonging to OK are 
landle.ss. each having v„ which is measured 
by OA. As landholding rises the effective 
supply-price of labour-power goes down, up 
to a point. We know the reservation-wage 
of a big landlord can be arbitrarily large. So 
curve ABCD in Figure 4 must turn arOitnd 
and move upwards .stretching to a very high 
level. 

We shall now characteri.se a competitive 
equilibrium in this.econumy. In equilibrium 
rent is equal tothe marginal product of land. 
And the marginal product of labour-power 
is equal to the effective supply-price of 
labour-power. One wage rate prevails in the 
economy, and it is uniform for all workers 
regardless of their landholding. In Figure 4, 
supposcOV is the marginal product of labour^ 
power in the economy. Curve ABCD 
essentially represents the wage-cost of 
labour-power from the viewpoint of 
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employers. So only LM people - all 
landowners - will be employed OL people 
will not gel jobs even if they arc prepared 
to work at a lower wage rale. This is 
involuntary unemployment. Of them OK are 
landless, and KL are small landowners. MN 
people are unemployed loo; but they are big 
landowners: for them it is voluntary 
unemployment. 

As for dynamics, improvement in the 
quality of land or accumulation of more land 
can raise the productivity of labour across 
iIk board; then VE-curve in Figure 4 shifts 
up. If such shift continues, eventually full 
employment of all landless and small 
landowning workers may be possible. 
Altem^vely, an appropriate redistribittion 
of the existing land cast flatten ABCD-curve 
into VFCGE, thereby ensuring full 
ranploymeni for all. On the other hand, a 

^certain padam of consumption dynamics 
may force the ABCD-curve to move up, 
aggravating unemployment. Such a 
phenomenon in the case of India is not 
unlikely, as we shall see in a moment. 

II 

Capital Reform in Lieu of 
Land Reform 

Land distribution in India is heavily 
skewed. The Gini coefficient is around 0.7 
Paucity of land reform is amply illustrated 
by the following figures. “As on July 31, 
1977, the estimated .surplus area was only 
S.32 m illion acres, the area declared .surplus' 
was 4.04 million acres, the area 'taken over’ 
by government was 2.10 million acres, and 

the areas actually distributed was only 1.29 
million acres” (Planning Commission 
1978:12]. The total net area sown in the 
country was 3SS.S million acres. So land 
reform had not touched even I per cent of 
the cultivated area. Since then the picture 
remains very much the same except in some 
parts like West Bengal. 

What IS the value of agricultural land in 
India? In 1991-92 the net domestic product 
in agriculture was Rs 1,515 billion at current 
prices |RBI 1992:9]. Market value ol land 
is equal to the present value ol the mfinile 
lime-stream of rent. However, we shall take 
a more comprehensive view. Discounted at 
10 per cent, the present value of the stream 
of net domestic product of agriculture comes 
to Rs 15,150 billion This is the value of 
cultivated land in India. 

Evidently the landless poor arealsocapital- 
less I.' the gtivernineni could not do land 
reform it can possibly think of an alternative 
which IS politically less demanding Capital | 
inve.stcd in the centre’s public-cnterpnses| 
stood at Rs 1.020 billion as of 1990-91 (GOl 
1992:20], Here is a possible scheme. Let the | 
ownership of 10 per cent of this capital be I 
granted to the poorest of the poor in the | 
country, or to those who are just below the! 
poverty line. A trust may be formed with! 
this capital fund, and the annual proceeds! 
distnbuled to the beneficiaries. By the theory | 
of the preceding section, then segment AB > 
of Figure 4 will be lowered, and fulll 
employment of the previously assetless | 
people may become possible should at 
.suflicicni amount of capital be available fori 
this purpose. In theabsenceof such a project,! 
economi'' liberalisation, that by definition I 
brings about market competition, would end ^ 
up with a huge volume of involuntaryi 
unemployment of the assetless people| 
causing widespread poveity, malnutrition, I 
and low productivity of labour. No amount I 
of foreign capital, accompanied 1^ latest I 
technology, would be able to addms this| 
denouement. The Manmohan model is likely | 
to founder on this rock. ^ 

To pul the proposed capital reform in| 
perspective, we reckon that one-iemb ofRsi 
1,020 billion is equivalent of three billionl 
dollars at current exchange rate. As we have! 
argued elsewhere (Sau 1994] India has| 
suffered an avoidable deadweight loss ot| 
two billion dollars on the foreign cxchangcl 
reserves of the country since 1991. The| 
Reserve Bank of India has pegged the valuef 
of rupee to dollar. To defend that rate the| 
RBI has been purchasing excess dollar from| 
the market and pulling it into US Treasury! 
bills. The associated sierihsaiion also costs| 
a great deal. The rate of inierest on US| 
Treasury bills is about 4 per cent; but thel 
bonds issued by the RBI in open markelf 
operation at home for sterilisation carriesl 
interest rate of 11 per cent. Clearly the RB|i 
loses 7 per cent on (his acasunt. (i 
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Meanwhile ihc dnthtr has beencic|)n:ciuling 

( rclaiivcuiniark and yen, whi Ic I ndia’s fcjreign 

‘ exchiint!e reserves are beinj: kepi mostly in 

dollar assets. Thercldre. the value of the RBI 

(xirtfolio has shnink in terms ol mark and 

yen. 

These los.ses could have possibly been 

avoided il Ihe lupec was pegged to a basket 

ot curieneies like dollar, mark, and yen. 

nithcr than to the dollai .ilone The RBI 

ixirll'olio ol loreign exchange reserves also 

could have been diversified aerosscurreneies 

Hercaresome relevant data. The l.'S accounts 

for l‘> per ecni of India’s export and 1.1 (kt 

■ cent of im|xirt, the European I Imon 2k per 

cent ol export and 40 per cent ol iiiipon. 

and Japan K per cent ol both export and 

import. The secular decline ol dollar had 

begun 111 March 1985 During l‘WI-93 it 

was obvious that lying Ihe rupee with dollar 

would mean its dC|iieciation ei.s-o-en the 

mark and the yen. 

A country that can evidently at ford lo 

waste two billion dollars over three ye.iis 

on accotini of its moiiciaiy and exchange 

rate policy should not hesiiaic to distribute 

three billion dollars worth ol public capital 

lotlsownpoor Weareconlideni Ihe proceeds 

of that capital will be pul to be.si possible 

' use from micro as well as macro point ol 

view. Above all. laboiii prodticlivity will 

rise. If anything, the Manmohan model ol 

eapitalisi development will be laciliialed. 

Ill 
Con.sumption Dynamics 

A very critical as.sumption ol the ihcoiy 

is that labour priKlucliviiy rises wiih a 

worker’s income. How strong is this 

presumed linkage’' The findings ol a 

consumer survey. 1992-9.^. conducted by 

the National Council ol Applied Economic 

Research (NC'AHR), New Delhi, leml lo 

rai.sc some doubt about it Poor households, 

barely above the poverty line, are absorbing 

agtxid deal ol luxury prodticls and coii.sumer 

durables, probably at the exj-ienseot essential 

foodilemsandnuinents Low-income[K'ople 

(with less than Rs IS.tMK) a year) account 

lor 18 pci ceiii sales of lipsticks. .11 per cent 

ol nailfxilish. and 20 pei cent ol lace cream 

It was once thought that the.se people had 

barely enough to eat. But. reportedly, ilicy 

arc buying most ol the country's dctergciii 

' soups (58 pel cent), toilet soaps (8(1 pei 

cent), as well as 48 per cent ol lea. .18 per 

‘ cent ot clcctiic bulbs, and .11 per ceiii ol 

hKithpusle 177w' Lcimmmsi 1994 .111 

' Some ol these numbers may be o|K'n lo 

,, further scrutiny. But ihc behaviour paiierii 

isnoiimplausible. Felix (198.1) hadobsei veil 

, a very similar consumer dynamics in I .atm 

jj America.Suchaconsumpliondyiianiicsili.il 

sacrifices es.senlial niiirienls lot laiii \ 

, cmcrtainineni will have the etiect ol shilling 

the ABrD-curve up in Figuie 4. iherebs 

uggruvuiing die |Nohlem of unemployment 

of the |xioi. I he Manmohan imKicI will 

rec|Uire a pi oper rcxirienialion in such a mi lieu 

Let u.s recall that il w as Indira Gandhi who 

look a mapir initiative in the early I98()s for 

lihcialisalioii ol the Indian economy. .StMin 

she had to retrace her steps, and recoil back 

into that liine-lesled slogan ot garibi hatao’ 

(remove poverty) which had retrieved her 

liom the brink ol the precipice on several 

occasions in the past. There is a school to 

assert that it was the Khalistan revolt which 

lorcetl her back once again into populism, 

away Irom the bumpy road ol economic 

liberalisation. 

One Ignores the political economy ol a 

counlry at one's own peril The Manmohan 

model IS likely to heighten ceii.iin tensions 

ol ihctHilitv III a not very lai-lelched scenario 

It will sii.iiii the social lahric of India lo the 

limit dial IS loo siructuial to be subsidised 

awav by Ihe eovernment Aitaiiimeni ol lull 

employment .is soon as [Hissible is the best 

insuiance loi Ihc Manmohan model. And 

herein tests the model’s weakest point at Ihc 

moment 

Appendix 

First (hi will be proved F'iguies I and 2 

ate supciimposeil on one another lo gel 

Figure 5 with a bit ol relabelling The new 

diagram is sell-explanatory once we 

recognise that () O, ol Figure 5 = ra, ol 

Figure 2 We have to show that OA/AB is 

greaiei lhanO A/A|B| Prool. Evidently, in 

Figure 5. angle B|()|A| is greater than angle 

BOA Thercloiv. A|B/0|A, is greaier than 

AB/OA Hence.OA/ABisgiealerthan0|Ay 

A,B, OED. 

The reservation wage ol a big landowner 

can be veiy high even inlmily. So his v 

l.s Itirger than v„. This proves (7), Curve 

ABCD in Figure 4 is drawn for a population 

of N where people arc rcpre.scmcd in a 

conlinuuin along ON. The underlying logic 

lor Its shape is given above. 

(This paper belongs lo a reseaich pio)ccl 
sponsored by Ihe Centre tor Manageiiieni and 
Developineni Studies. Indian Insliliite ol 
Maiiagemeiil. Caleutla wilhoiit assuiiiine any 
responsihilily for Ihe views cxpres.sed here | 
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’A’ansportation, Energy and Environment 
A Case Study of Bangalore 

B Sudhakara Reddy 

Urban traiispnriatian in India is dominated by road transport where aiitoniobiles and trucks consume about 90 

per cent of th^ total transportation energy out of which SO per cent accounts for passenger transport. In Bangalore, 

an urban centre of South India, personal transport, particularlv by two-wheelers, at counts for fill per cent of total 

vehicle kilometres and their share in energy u.se accounts for SO per cent of the total 

This article, based on econometric analvsis of annual data II9S0-90). disaggregates passenger transport bv vehicle 

type (two-wheclers, cars, buses, etc) and studies its impact, on pas.senger kilometres and energy intensity. The study I 

investigates the relation between transpoitation and energy consumption and its environmental impacts. i 

I 

Introduction 

THF, exiMiiij: sysicm iil tMn.s[><)ri in ;iny 

Lountry jncaily innuciKCMliceciimimii. and 
siH ial siaiu'.ol ns pctipU- Dcvclopincnl will 
always slow where (lansportalion is bad 

and iiiadcqualc. Indeed, poverty and 

iinmobilily are closely lelated. Qaiek and 

elTicieni means ol transportation has made 

our wotid smallei than that ot our 

grandparents In one way or the other, 

iransporlalion has revolutionised out lives 

in the 2()lh eenlury. A measure ol 

development is the leve' .itid extensity ol 
iran.sporl.ilion available, In pdoi countries, 

a vast amount ol energy and tttne ate spent 
in an ellori to get things moved 

Trans|)t)il is almost synonymous with 

energy liven though coiiimuling through 

ellicient mode ol iraiispoii reduced travel 

time, the demand tor energy increased due 

to the spatial expansion ol society The 

conquest ol distance by the de.striiclion of 

time IS lueled by the large inciease in 

energy consumption. There is no doubt 
that transportation is the mam root ol our 

energy crisis. The curierit debates about 
global warming and o/one layer depiction 

arc directly related to the consumption 

patterns ot present generation Automobile 

IS the single largest cause ot aii-pollution 

which has .serious eftect upon the health 

ol human and all other animals, plants and 
structures 11.21. F.ven with all this iiegatsve 

impact, transportation has become 

indispensable in the life ol man Therefore, 

understanding these tacts is essential from 
two stuiidpoinis. First ot all. it should 

provide all insight into the impact of the 

increasing vehicle population on the 

energy coii.sumption and environmental 

ctinsidcrations. Also, it is important to 

study the technological alternatives to 
increase the efficiency ol vehicles and 

substitute other forms ol lucls. From this 

perspective, transportation, energy and 

environment and the emerging situations 

iK*ed a fresh look. 

The present pa|rcr analyses some of the 

changes that had taken place in the past 
decade t IVKO-W) in the ti ansportaiion sector 

ol Bangalore, a last growing melnipolis ol 

south India. Tians|iortatioii accounts tor 
nearly .'it) |ier cent ol total petiolcuinpriKlucts 

consumed ol which 90 |icr cent is for load 

transpoit |.t) The iapid growth in pics.senger 
vehicles, particularly two-wheclers (I.S41 

per cent p a), is partly due to the inadequacy 

ol public transport, and partly due to 
substantial iiicrea.se in the city s (xipulation 

This not only increased the total luel 

consumption, hut also the number ol 

passenger kilometres The result is the 
increasing density ol vehicles and Ihe 

environmenial pollution The present study 
focuses on road transport where two- 

wheclcrs. three-wheelers, cats, and buses 

play a doimnaiit role The impuct ol energy 
use on passenger iraiispori volume. iniKles 

ol transfiori, eneigy intensiveness of each i 

mode and their environmental elfcets are 
di.scussed m this pajx'r. 

Background Data and Information | 

Bangalore is the capital of Karnataka 1 
slate 111 the southern part ol India with a ; 

populaiion ot about lour million (1991 I 
census) The corporation ol the city of I 
Bangalore covers an area of 5(X) sq km and I 
has a ixipulation density of K.(KK) persons/ I 
sq km Between I9K1 and 1990, the I 
population grew by about 8 per cent p a. The I 
ma|or land use m Bangalore is residential | 

(.15 pci cent), tollowcd b) transportation | 
120 per cent) The leniaining land is u.sed | 

lor commercial, industrial, and other f 

purposes The present and luturc patterns | 
ol the land usage indicate that between f 

Tvill.l I l.XNIl Usi P-MIIK.S 

isHani.moki (1991-3001) 

il'ei Criiii 

Ty|x.‘ ol use 1991 2(H) 1 

Kesideniial 14.16 .17.14 

Trans portalioii 20 81 20 51 

Harks, playgrounds, etc to 09 9 90 

Industrial 10.14 9 92 

Agriculture 4 17 1()<) 

C'oiiiiiiereial .1 49 4 18 

Others (schools, public 

buildings. CIO 16 92 t4 84 

Total ItXKX) l(X)(M) 

Tahii ^ Eni* IJsi Anai vsis III-Hi 

Tahii 2 HntioKMAMi l.soiCAroR.s or BT.S | 

Indicator 1980 1990 Her Cent 

Incrcosi: 

Fleet strength 820 1675 104.27 
Opcraiiiig efficiency *>0 2 95 .1 32 

Average speed (kill) 28 12 14 29 

Trips/vehicle/rlay 17 2 181 7.56 
N(i ol routes 162 146 .1(183 
Rouic kilometres 48.1(1 8121 67 11 

Average route 

length (km) (140 14 88 11.07 

No ol schedules 581 1120 121.64' 
1 

Si/urte' Statistics Depamnent. Karnataka State; 

Road 1 ranspori Curpoi'alioii. Bangalore.] 

iRoi I (rM Pkoiiik is (TJ) (I9X9-90) 

End-usc M.S H.Sl> UR) K) Total 
..S' 

Transport 3189 (27 76) 9218 (71 47) 1292^ 
(KM) (HI) 84.09 69 8(1 

Power generation 1748 I74l| 

1191 9 4« 

Process heat 703 (18 28) .1121 (81 2.1) 

1 l(K) (Ml) (l(M)(X)) 

Total 1589 (19 18) 10986 (.19.12) 703 (.1 79) 1123 (l(v87) I85ra 

(1(H)()) (t(M)t)) 11(8)0) (KXI.O) (l(K).()| 

Nnle. Figures in parentheses represent pcreeiiluges 
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Figure J : CoMMatriA), ENi*t.v Dinshmi'hon (t480-9()) are a sericK of one-way Hireets in ihc city. 
There arc many significant junctions in the 
city without any flyovers. 

Generally. BTS operates its services mainly 
between 0600 and 2100 h. Many of the 
buses operate on fixed routes from points 
around the city centres and to suburban 
areas Also. BTS operates Peak Hour 
Services (PHS) to some important indust rial 
suburbs There arc pronounced peaks ol 
person movements into and out of the city, 
ie.()«00-l l(K)hand 1700-2000h. Majority 
of the commuters are employees and 
working class categories belonging to the 
middle and low income groups. Higher 
salaried people use personal transport such 
as motor cycles and cars. 

Ill 
Transportation 1981-90 

The growth of Bangalore city has been 
phenomenal. It achieved HO per cent 

HO-HI HI-82 82-8.t H,VK4 84-85 8.5-86 86-87 87-88 88-8V 89-90 population growth between I‘PI and 1980 

Year. and 50 per cent between 1981 and 1990 The 
growth pattern indicates that, within the next 

199] and 2000 AD, Ihc share of re.sidcniial. and two-wheelers. A fairly well developed few years, all of the satellite town ccniies 
and commercial sectors will increase and Bangalore Transport Service (BTS) exists will be a part of Bangalore And, the Public 
those of transport and industrial sectors and with its major fleet operating from Transport Service. BTS. c mil keeping pace 
parks will decrease (Table I) (4]. The.sc Bangalore Bus Station, the centre ot the withthcexpansion.Between lOKOand 1‘7‘X). 
figures indicate that the land iuea provided city. There is no electric suburban system its fleet strength was doublcal I nun 820 to 
for transport is inadequate and may not keep for mass transport, although there arc 1.675 Thus the number ol vchicics/inillion 
pace with the growth of trafllc. Also, the periodic discussions on this subject. Many ol population increased only marginally, i 
increasing vehicle population and the of the roads m the city are narrow. There e,trom266to280andlherouicki'ntruvellcd 
encroachment of footpaths by street vendors 
have resulted in congestion of roads with the 
consequence of fall in traffic service. These 
tratfic hurdles result in low travel speeds, 
frequent stops with the acceleration and 
deceleration of vehicles resulting in increased 
fuel consumption and exhau.st pollution. 

The transportation picture of Bangalore 
ischaracteristicof many metropolitan cutes 
in India. In Bangalore, passenger road 
tran.sportation is provided prim.'.rily by 
public transport and autorickshaws (three- 
wheelers) and private vehicles, vi/., cars 
and Iwo-wheelers. There is a predominant 
automobile traffic much ot it involving 
daily work trips consisting mainly of buses 

Table 5 Consumption or Energy (Se(torwise) (1989-90) 

Year Total 
Consump¬ 

tion 
(TJ) 

_Road Transpotl 
Motor Diesel Total 
Spinl 

As 
Per Ceni 
of Total 

Raiilway Transport 
Diesel Coal Total As 

Per On) 
of Total 

1980-81 9068 1989 ,1877 5866 64 70 258 2943 1201 35 .30 
l‘J8l-82 8746 2060 1872 59.11 67.82 314 2501 2814 32 18 
1982-81 8921 2159 4280 6119 72 18 381 20‘)9 2482 27 82 
1981-84 9058 2.145 457.1 6918 76.38 469 1671 2140 23 62 
1984-85 9167 2484 4974 7458 • 81 .15 566 1144 1710 18 65 
1985-86 9870 2622 5712 8.134 84.44 6.14 902 1516 15 56 
1986-87 I014S 2827 6205 903.1 87 31 716 597 1311 12 69 
1987 88 l(W94 1024 6825 9849 89.58 794 351 1145 10.42 
1988-89 1183^ .1292 7440 10732 90.68 913 19(1 1103 9 32 
1989-90 12907 .1589 8192 11781 91.28 1046 80 1126 8.77 

TaBLL 4. CONSUMPIION Ol PbTROI him PhOOUITS by EnO-UsI. Si'lTOR (1989-90) 

Sfwnrr. Pninury dauvfnNn Inditoi (hi Cotporaiion. Bharat Petroleum Corporaiitm. Hindustan Peirolcuni (2urpuratiun, and Indu-Bunnun Petroleum Cmporation. 
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PiouRfc 2: PeTwjusinn Phouikts Ce)NsiiMKrioN{l98()-'«)) 

Bharat Petroleum Corporation and Indo- 
Burman Peiioleiim Corporation, 

IV 
Data Analysis 

The consumption o'l commercial energy 
between l9K()and I WO (Figure I) indicates 

Tabi.c 7 Growth Raiks or Motor Vliik lks and Pctroi, Con.somition (1980-90) 

Year 
Two- 

Vehicle Type and Its Growth Rale (Per Ccni2 __ _ I 
Giowth Three- Giowlh CaisGrowlh Jeeps Growih Taxis Growth Petrol Growth I 

Rate I 
(Per I 

Cent) h 

increased by 67 S? per cent (Table 2) I.*)] 
Thcrelore, at present, the only solution Cor 
a Bangalorean who wants to reach his 
destination in time is to have access to a 
private vehicle, be it a two-wheeler or a 
car. That is why. private vehitle population 
increased by ,t(K) per cent during the same 
period Thus, personal iranspoitation 
occupies u signiCicaiit pail ot road 
transportation, thereby, increasing the |icr 
capita energy consumption Thus, the use 
o( automobiles and their luci demands is 
central to a discussion ol energy in 
transportation 

Data iK'riaining lo the number ol vehicles 
ol dilCcrenl categories (or a period o( 1(1 
years (I9K()-XI to 1989-90) was obtained 
Irom the ol lice of the iransjxirt commission¬ 
er. Bangalore. It gives inCormalion on the 
number ol vehicles ol each category, vn. 
two-wheelers, autos, cars, jeejis, buses, tnicks. 
etc. The information on the quantity ol the 
consumption of petroleum products, i e. 
petrol, diesel, fuel oil, light diesel oil. and 
kerosene was obtained from the oflices of 
the oil corporations, vi/. Indian Oil Corpo¬ 
ration. Hindustan Peiioleum Corporation. ---—------ • ' ' 

Tami.i. 6 SrAiisncs ol Mourn Vi hh i rs ash TiiriH .Sharks (I9H0-81 ro l989-‘>0) 

that the shores of transpuri .sector arc high 
when compared to other energy carriers. In 
the case of pctmicum prtKlucis also, the 
transportation sector is the largest consumer 
and its share is increasing over the years 
(Figure 2). During 1989-90. Bangalore 
consumed 18519 TJ of energy, out of which 
69.80 per cent went to the transport services 
and the remaining to the power generation 
and process heating. In thetranspon services, 
diesel, which is used by railways, buses and 
trucks, etc, is the mam tuel accounting for 
59.32 per cent of the total while the rest is 
met by petrol (Table 3). Between 1980 and 
1990. the share of energy fortran.sport sector 
increased Irom 46.3 to 49.5 per cent while 
that ol industrial sector’s decreased. No 
changes are noticed in the shares ol residential 
and commercial sectors (Table 4). 

Modern transport sector in most develop¬ 
ing countnes exhibits another predommant 
trend. vi/„ the major share is held by the road 
transport. The share of road transport 
which was 64.7 per cent during 1980-81 
increased to 91 28 per cent in 1989-90. 
whereas railways show a corresponding 
decrease The main reason for this may be 
the shift from coal to oil. The breakdown 
ot luel type by mode of transport provides 
an interesting glimp.se ol the variability in^ 
transporl energy use pattern (Table 5). A| 
study ol the variation ol the number of| 

Whee¬ 
lers 

Rale Whee¬ 
lers 

Rale Rau- Rate Kate Con- 
stnnp- 

tion 
{k\) 

1980-81 II1750 1(8)46 3I71K 35.54 1120 61016 
1981-82 I2S6IX) 12 39 10155 108 32429 2 18 1570 0 45 1171 4.15 63180 
1982-83 1355.16 791 1106.1 6 84 31500 1 32 1726 4.17 1276 8 97 66230 
1983-84 I622(8i 19 08 lIKKO 7 38 3(>(8)4 7 6.1 4043 8 51 1607 25 94 71938 
1984-85 189619 16 90 11148 -4 48 47787 32 51 4995 23 55 2027 26 14 76193 
1985-86 216234 14.04 10446 -7 95 ,53150 11.22 4914 -1 62 17.56 -13 37 80426 
1986-87 216726 9 48 10524 0 7.5 54885 3 26 5122 4 23 1717 -222 86712 
1987-88 .101677 27 44 12439 18 20 04703 17.89 5741 12,09 2027 18.05 92756 
1988-89 .143731 13 94 I55I3 24 71 65916 1 87 596Ti 3 92 2089 3.06 t(X)9H0 
1989-90 401811 16 90 15591 0 50 71078 7 83 5823 -2 40 2218 .6.18 11(8)83 
Average growih 

luic (per eenO 15 41 5 45 9 75 5 90 8 59 

-V55| 
4 831 
8 62 V 

7.84 
6.95 f 
8.871 
9.011 

6.79 i 

Year 
Two- 

Wheclers 
Per Ceni 

of 
Total 

Three- 
Wheelers 

Per Cent 
ol 

Total 

Njinthcr o.l Vehicles olJEach.Typc aniLTheir Shore.in Total 
Cars Per Cent Jeeps PerCeni Buses Per Cent Tmeks 

ol of of 
Total Total Total 

Per Cent 
of 

Total 

Olhers Per Cent 
of 

Toial 

__^1^ 
Total i 

S 

if 
1980-81 111750 64 63 l(H)46 5 81 317.38 18 354 3554 2.06 22.56 1 30 8236 4 76 ,3413 1 97 I729I2| 
1981-82 1256(8) 66 88 10355 5 51 32429 17.267 3570 1 90 2239 1.19 8545 4 55 3293 1 75 1878021 
1982-83 1.15516 67.22 IIWi3 5.49 335(8. 16 618 3726 1.85 2482 1 23 1(8)20 4 97 .3478 1 72 201623 fr 
198.1-84 162206 69 67 11880 5 10 36064 15.490 404.1 1.74 2704 1 16 l(K.86 4,59 .3735 1.60 232818 !| 
1984-85 189619 69 10 11348 4.14 47787 17 413 49-95 I 82 2926 1 07 111(8. 4.05 5157 1.88 274420f 
1985-86 2162,14 7I.(W 10446 3.43 53150 17.473 4914 1 62 2746 0 90 11532 1 79 44(8) 1 45 .3041661 

1986-87 236726 72,49 10524 3.22 .54885 16.805 5)22 i..57 .1030 093 11366 .148 4442 1 ,16 -3265811 

1987-88 .301677 74,09 124.39 3.06 64703 15.891 5741 1 41 3151 0.77 1.3013 .1 20 5753 1 41 407l.59| 

1988-89 .343733 74 74 1.5513 3..17 ■ 6.5916 14.332 5966 l,.3(l 3270 0.71 15229 3 31 9388 2.04 459897^ 

1989-90 401811 76.75 15591 2,98 71078 11.576 5823 Ml 34.93 0 67 16467 3 15 8431 1 61 5235.39| 
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Hcure 3: C«owTN cw Vehicular Porulattoh (1980-90) 

EZ3 2-whecler 
tWi Auto 

ISSI Car 
■■ Jeep 

om] Bus 

Truck 

80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 

. Year 

different vehicles over time (i e, from 1980- 
81 to 1989-90) shows that two-wheelers and 
c^s have increased steadily with time while 
the increase in other types of vehicles is 
marginal (Figure 3). The variation of 
different categories of vehicles between 1980 
and 1990 indicates that, during 1980-81, 
two-wheelers constituted 64.63 per cent of 
the total whereas they increased to 76.75 per 
ccm during 1989-80. All other categories 
showed adeclining share in the total. During ^ 
the same period the average growth rate of 
vehicular population was 13.22 per cent 
(Table 6). 

The growth of two-wheelers is remarkable 
after 1980. They achieved an average growth 
rme of 15.41 per cent per year during this 
period, certainly, the highest among 
developing countries [6]. During the same 
period, the growth rate of petrol consumption 
was 6.79 per cent (Table 7). In the case of 
diesel-driven vehicles (Table 8), trucks 
achieved an average of 8.18 per cent growth 
per annum while that of bu.se.s was only 5.11 
per cent whereas the diesel consumption 
reported an average growth rate of 8.15 per 
cent per annum. The characteristics of 
different categories of vehicles (Table 9) 
shows that the fuel consumption (I/km) varies 
widely with the type of vehicle. It is 0.03 
for a two-wheeler and 0.09 for a car. In the 
case of specific fuel consumption, it is 290 
g/km for a two-wheeler and for a car the 
value is 182 g/km [7). 

V 
Vehicle Type and Energy Use 

Vehiojs Census Approach 

The total petrol/diesel consumption 
disctissed in this study does not reveal the 
jeontribution of various categories of 
vehicles to the total consumption. 

164 

Therefore, the effect of different categories 
of vehicles on the total consumption is an 
important parameter to find out. Instead of 
finding out these values by sample surveys, 
the vehicle-wise consumption can be 
estimated using statistical methods. This 
method can be referred to as vehicle census 
approach. Using this approach, the fuel 
consumed by different vehicles was estimated 
by regressing the average monthly fuel 
consumption on the number of vehicles in 
different categones. The form of equation 
to estimate the monthly fuel consumption 
of ith category of vehicles is; 

Y. = P,. -P I X,B, 

where 
X, = number of vehicles of ith category 
Y, = consumption of fuel (kl/year) 
P, = average rate of tuel consumption 

per ith category of vehicle (kl/y) 
The regrc.ssion coefricients indicate the 

marginal increase in fuel consumption per 

unit increase in the number of vehicles ot' 
the ith category. If the increase is linear, then 
the regression coefficient is also the average 
energy consumed per month through that 
category of vehicles. 

The resulting equations are; 
For petrol-driven vehicles 
= 19030+0.1286 2W-P 1.2256 3W+0.4533 Car 

(0.06123) (1.0927) (0.3166) 
+ 0.6258 Jeep + 2.8801 Taxi 

(0.3215) (1.7235) 
R2 = 0,98 

For diesel-driven vehicles 
= 21306 + 15.4311 Bus + 7.5411 Truck 

(7.024) (2.15) 
R- = 0.96 
(Figures in parentheses arc standard errors.) 

The results (Table 10) .show that on an 
average two-wheelcrconsumes 10.72 litres 
of petrol per month whereas a carconsumes 
37.7 litres. The high values of t indicate 
that the regression coefficients arc not ;;.cro 
and there exists a'relationship beiween the 
number of vehicles of different categories 
and the consumption ol petroleum products 
Using the fuel consumption per vehicle the 
total energy consumed per each category 
of vehicle is estimated. Two-wheelers 
consume 42.19 per cent of the total petrol 
whereas 26.29 per cent is used by cars. 
Trucks are the major consumers of die.sel 
with 63.31 percent followed by buses with 
27.29 per cent. In the passenger transport, 
buses consume 33.42 per cent of the total 
followed by two-wheelers with 28,22 per 
cent (Tabic 11). As shown in Figure 4, 
trucks are the majorconsumers of petroleum 
products with 40,84' per cent of total 
consumption followed by buses with 17.7 
per cent. 

VtaiK’LE CateciOry and F-neroy Use 

In this section, energy use is disaggregated 
into vehicle category use. In each category, 
energy use is expressed as the product of 
a level of activity and an energy intensity. 

Table 8. Growth Rates of Motor Vehicles and Diesel Consumption (1980-90) 

Year _Vehicle Type and Its Growth Rate (Per Cent)_ 
Buses Growth Truck.s Growth Tract- Growth Trail- Growth Others Diesel Growth 

Rate Rate ors Rate ers Rate CoiLsum- Rate 
ption 
(kl/y) 

(Per 
Cent) 

1980-81 22.S6 8236 1929 17.34 549 103299 
1981-82 2239 -0.75 8545 3.75 1781 -7.67 1637 -S,.59 475 102778 -o.se 
1982-83 2482 10.85 10020 17.26 1823 2.36 1678 2..50 514 11.3345 10.28 
198.3-84 2704 8.94 10686 6.65 1510 -17.17 1.361 -18.89 757 120763 6.544 
1984-85 2926 8.21 11106 3.93 1493 -1.13 1444 6 10 1676 132573 9.779 
1985-86 2746 -6.15 11.5.32 3.84 755 -49,43 671 -53.53 1963 152242 14.83 
1986-87 3030 10..34 11366 -1.44 496 -.34..30 446 -33.53 2269 165585 8.764 
1987-88 3151 3.99 13013 14.49 693 39.72 589 32,06 3127 I8I420 9.563 
1988-89 3270 3.78 15229 17.03 893 28.86 789 33.96 6500 194427 7.169 
1989-90 3493 6.82 16467 8.13 853 -4,48 762 -3.42 5443 207830 6.893 
Average growth 
rate (percent) 5.11 8.18 -4,81 -4.48 8.15 
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FmwtE 4; Shares of Diffbrient Transfortation Mooes in the Totai. Enerov Consumption 

Jeeps (I.I per cent) 

Taxis (I y percent) 

For example, lor automohiles. the activity 

selected is vehicle-kni travelled and the 

energy intensity is then expressed as Joule/ 

km. Total energy u.se is the sum ol such 

products 

F.l = 

E = VKM • (El) (2) 

where 

i = Category ol vehicle 

E = Total energy use (Joules) 

VKM = Vehicle kms 

El = Energy Intensity (J/km) 

Using this equation, the change in energy 

use over time is then decomposed into a 

change due to changed activity levels and 

a change due to changed energy intensities. 

Energy consumption of any mode ol 

transport depends mainly on its energy 

intensity, i e. the inverse of efficiency 

(expressed as loules per passenger km). 

This index is not only related to fuel 

efficiency but also the use rate of modes 

(e g, the loading rate of city buses) |8]. The 

energy intensity of any transportation mode 

the share of BTS buses decreased from 81.89i 

to 76.62 per cent for PKMs. and 45.92 to| 

35.12 per cent for energy use (Table 13) 

Figure 5 shows the .shares of di fferent vehiclesl 
in the total energy use. 

The energy intensiveness for different! 

transportation nKxies indicates theefficiencyfe 

of any system. An average car has an energyll 

intensity of 0.99 MJ/passenger km and a 
two-wheeler 0.72 MJ/passenger km. The 

BTS bus has an energy intensity of 0.16 

passenger km (Table 14). This wide variation] 

between different categories of vehicles is] 

due to various factors such as energy] 

consumption per km, average vehicle loadJ 

speed of the vehicle, etc. Even in the sam^ 

category, there will be considerable variation 

depending upon the age. quality of thej 

vehicle, traffic congestion, etc, which works) 
against efficiency. 

Transportation and Energy Demand 

The structure of energy demand for road 

transportation can be studied as; 

(.3) 

IS calculated as: 

F 

EF • LF 

where ' ' 

I = Category of transport 

j = Type of fuel 

El = Energy intensity (J/passenger km) 

EF = Fuel efficiency (vehicle km/litre of 

fuel) 

LF = Loading factor (persons/vehicle) 

F = Energy content of the fuel (J/litrc) 

To calculate energy intensity, one should 

estimate the distance travelled per vehicle 

category and the estimation of per vehicular 

consumption of luel. Table 12 shows vehicle 

kms and energy activity in detail for all 

I modes ol transportation during 1989-90. 

, Two-wheelers accounted for the highest 

I number of vehicle kms (53.3 per cent). In 

the case of passenger kms, between 1980 and- 

1990, two-wheelers achieved an annual 

growth rate ol 25.% per cent and their share 

in energy consumption increased from 16.71 

to 29.66 per cent. During the same period. 

PTE. = PKM., • 

(travel 

(KMA/),^/PKMJ 

(capital intensity 

demand) stbek) of use 

[(EA'KM),^ 
energy intensity 

(4) 

where 
t = Index for the year j* 

i = Index for the vehicle categoryl 

j = Index for the fuel type | 

PTE = Passenger Transport Energ^ 

Demand (GJ/year) | 

P . = Passengers travelled (no) I 
KM/P = intensity of transport demamf 

(km/passenger) 

PKM = Passengerkilometresdemandec| 

= P * (KM/P) (km/year) | 

V = Numberofvehiciesinoperation| 

, KM/V = Intensity of vehicle ust^ 

(km/vchicle) ^ 

VKM = Annual vehicle kilometres 

E = Energy consumed (GJ) 

EA’KM = Energy intensity facto^ 

(GJ/PKM) I 

Using equation (4), the energy demand, PTE,;] 

can be disaggregated into different factorsf 

Table 9: Charaiteristics oi- Major TkANSPORiAnoN Modes 

Type of 
Vehicle 

BHP 
(Shaft) (Shaft) 

Fuel Consumption 
(l/kin) 

No Imud Fulf Load 

Speed 
(kin/hr) 

CaiMicity 
(Tonnes) 

Fuel Consumption 
(1/hr) 

No Load Full Load 

Mass of Fuel Tank 
Body Capacity 

(Tonne.s) (Tonnes) 

Specific Fuel 
Consuinpiion 

(R/km-ton) 
Full Glad No Load 

Life 1 
(Years| 

Scooter l..5() 1.13 0.02 0.03 40.(K) 1) 13 0.80 0.90 0,10 HtX) 290.0 15.(4 
Motorbike 1.75 I..30 0.02 0.03 45.00 0.13 0 80 0.90 Oil 290.0 200 00 
Car 14.50 10.90 0.08 0,09 70.(XI 0.50 4.50 5 .50 0.40 182.0 HHRi 

Jeep 18.00 13.50 0.10 0.13 45.00 070 5.50 6 20 40.00 156 3 ISO# 
Van 24.00 17,90 0.13 0.15 40.00 0.80 5.00 6.00 0.60 50 00 130.0 65,00 <5-<XSj 
Tioclor 35.00 26.11 0.20 0.25 20.(X) I..50 6.00 5.00 2.00 60 (X) 167.0 103.00 25,Of 

Truck 110.00 82.60 0.16 0.20 .50 (X) 7.20 12.00 10 00 8.50 18000 27 8 20.00 20.0| 

Bus 110.00 82.60 , 0.16 0.20 60 (X) 7.20 12.00 lO.IX) 8.50 I8()(X) 27.8 20,00 200® 

Simrees: Statistics Oeportinent, Karnataka State, Transport Corporation, Bangalore. 
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FiciUkc 5' Shares of Different Tkansfoktation Mooes in the Totai. Vehicle Kilometres is 0.99 MJ/PKM whereas fora two-wheeler, 
it is 0.72 MJ/PKM and for a bus 0.16 MJ/ 
PKM. With the introduction of fuel efficient 
two-wheelers and cars, the consumption per 
vehicle seems to have come down. However, 
this fact is yet to be tested. 

As the above results show, in the near 
future, two factors play an important role 
in the reduction ol energy demand and one 
factor contributes to its acceleration. The 
former are improvements in the efficiency 
of the vehicle engine and less average run 
per vehicle and the latter is an increa.se in 
the total number ol vehicles 

Vehicle Ei.a.sticity 

Vehicle elasticity is an important factor 
in determining the impact of vehicle 
penetration in the future. The elasticity of 
aparticularcategoryol vchiciccanbedefined 
as the rate of change in totai consumption 
of energy with respect to its percentage 
penetration. This can be gi ven by the equation: 

The first factor. V, is the number of 
vehicles. With increasing incomes and 
availability of vehicles on loan/lcasc. the 
rate ot growth of vehicle population increased 
rapidly over the years. Average number of 
two-wheelers per family was 0.18.S during 
1981 which increased to 0.45 in 1990 19). 
This indicates that one out ol every two 
hou.sehoids in Bangalore possesses a two- 
wheeler. The respective figures lor cars are 
0.05 and 0.08, This is because, with 
increasing urbanisation, the need and the 
demand tor pas.senger transport incrca.ses 
simultaneously. Also, with increasing 
population, the number o( people travelling 
increases, thereby increasing the number of 
vehicles. Thus, with increasing urbani.sation. 
and population, not only the P||| incrca.ses 
with respect to t, but the proportion of 
allocated among different categories ol J 
changes with respect to the growth rate of 
population, availability ol vehicles, income 
of the population, rate of urbanisation, and 
the relative transport fuel prices. 

The’second factor, km/V, is the average 
run per vehicle per year. These values are 
4.530 km/year for car and 3.860 km/year for 
two-wheeler. With almost explosive growth 
of urban centres, the distance between the 
home and work place increases, thereby 
increasing the distance travelled. 

The la.st factor to be considered. E, is the 
fuel consumption. This depends on the 
efficiency of the mcxie of transport which can 
be measured by the energy input required to 
transport passengers to a given unit of 
distance. Thus, the efficiency of a vehicle 
can be defined in tenns of (E/V KM or the 
product value of load factor (VKM/^KM)^^ 
and the energy intensity of a vehicle can be 
defined through (E/PKM)^,. For a stated 
vehicle energy intensity, energy efficiency 

can be maximi.scd if the vehicle is operated 
at l(K) per cent passenger capacity. Thus 
when a private car is driven by one person 
or when the public transport buses run 
without the full capacity, the energy 
intensity per passenger km increases. At 
present norms, the energy intensity ot a car 

AY, 
Y, = liiel consumption of ith category of 

vehicle (kl/year) 
X„ = number ol vehicles in the ith category 

using jth fuel 
P, = average fuel consumption ol ith 

category of vehicle (kl/yearf 
n = vehicle elasticity. 

Tablf IO- Per Vkhici f Conshmition of PnRoi.i-.oM Proddits 

Fuel 
Type 

Vehicle Type Regression 
Coefficient 

l-vnluc Pei Vehicle 
Cnnsuiiipiion (l/iii) 

Pcirol Two-wheeler 1) I2K6 I..S63I 10 72 
Three-wheeler 1 2256 1.1217 102 13 
Car 0 4.S33 1 4317 .37 78 
Jeep (1625S 1 7238 S2 IS 
Taxi 2.8801 2.().S8I 240 01 

Diesel Bun IS 4.341 2.0.S24 1286 18 
Truck 7 S4lt 3 2981 628 43 

Table 11. Transfortation Enerov Usf, by Modf of Transport (IVRV-yO) 

Vehicle 
Type Motor 

.Spirit 

Energy Oonsumptipn ^TJJ 
Diesel Pa.ssenger 

Transport 
Freight 

Transport 

Total 
(TJ) 

Per Cent of (be 
Total 

Two-wheelers I68.S 1685 1685 14,98 
(42 19) (28 22) 

Three-wheelers 623 623 623 5..54 
(15 60) (10.441 

Cars 1050 lO.SO 1050 9.33 
(26 29) (17.59) 

Jeeps 119 119 1.06 
(2 98) 

Taxis 208 208 208 1 85 
(5 21) (3.48) 

Buses 1995 1995 1995 17.73 
(27 49) (33 42) 

Tnicks 4.595 4595 4.595 .40.84 
(63.31) (87 31) 

Others 309 668 309 668 977 8.69 
(7.74) (9.20) (16.8.5) (12.49) 

Total 4086 7349 5963 5.3.50 11252 l(X)(X) 
(lOO.(X)) (IU().(X» (100.00) (iO().(K)) 

Note Figures in paienlhesis icpmsem percenu^es 
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. FIOURE 6: CO EMISSinNii THRUtKW DlfVEURNT TRAKSnWTATtON Mimibi 

This T) IS considered as the index 
representing the cpnsumption-penetraiion 
rclalKTiiship. It is dimensionless and lies 
between zero and one Elasticity ol zero 
implies that the total fuel eunsiimption is 
not alfceted hy the ith vehicle whereas 
elasticity ol one implies that the total fuel 
consumption is affected only by the ith 
vehicle category 

The valucol t| in the equation (5) indicates 
that a one-point increase in the penetration 
of a vehicle category results in certain 
percemage increase in petrol usage. For 
example, in the case ot two-wheelers, the 
consumption ot petrol per annum is 128.64 
lures and the vehicle penetration is 0 5023. 
Hence, the two-wheelerelasticify ol petrol 
consumption is 0 47 which means that 
with a one percentage increase in the 
penetration ol two-wht*clcrs results in a 
0.47 per cent change in the consumption 
of petrol Table 15 contains the elasticities 
ofdiffcrcnt vehicle categories. On this basis, 
a I per cent increase in the penetration of 
two-wheclers can be estimated to lead to 
an increase in Bangalore’s petrol 
consumption to 387 90 kl per year. Similar 
calculations have been carried out to 
estimate the effects on petrol and diesel 
consumption of increase m the penetration 
of other vehicles (Table 16). 

lNn;Ri)ia>BNt)ENn= 

The interdependence ol one vehicletin the 
other is an important factor that must be 
given due consideration. A ratio of one type 
ol vehicle to the other can be formulated as 
given in Table 17. For example, the ratio 
of the number ol cars to the number of two- 
wheelers decreased even though there is an 
individual increase. In the case of cars to 

auto, and two-wheelers to auto, the ratio 
incrcu.ses. This indicates that two-wheclers 
arc increasing last when compared to other 
categories of vehicles In the case of public 

transport service (BTS), the ratio is 
decreasing with all other categories of 
vehicles indicating that it is not keeping pace 
with others. 

VI 
Dbeusuon 

ImPACI on ENVIRONMESrl 

Vehicles emit carbon monoxide, unbumt 
hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxide and sulphur 
dioxide which pollute the environment 
I hereby causing .serious damage to the health 
of human and other living things. In this 
study, an attempt was made to estimate the 
emissions through various vehicle 
categories based on the emission 
measurements carried out hy Pundir and 
Sudhakar |l<)j 

The contribution ol various categories of 
vehicles to the air pollution is given in 
Table 18. An important observation from 
these figures is that the contribution of 
two-wheclers to the total emissions is very 
high for carbon monoxide and 
hydrocarbons. For 1989-90, the total CO 
emissions were 33,043 tonnes in which the 
coniribution oftwo-whcelcrs and cars were 

Tabu 12 VehkliTypi and Eni.h<,v Use (1989-90) 

Vehicle 
Typo 

Vehicles 
(No) 

Fuel 
Consuiiin/ 

Vehicle 
(Kl/year) 

Kni/VtfhicU* 
(ThousjinJs) 

Vchiele-Kins PcrCenlol 
(Millions) the Tolal 

Total Fuel 
Consiiinn 

(kl) 

Energy 
(TJ) 

Two-wliceler 401811 0 15 5.80 1551 55 52 51689 1685 
Three-wheeler 15591 1.23 24 51 582 15 14 19110 625 
Cars 71078 0 45 455 522 11 08 52215 10.50 
Jeeps 5825 0.05 5 75 22 0 75 5644 119 
Taxis 2218 2 88 28.80 64 ’ ' 2 20 6588 208 
Buses 4215 15 45 40 50 195 6 71 65054 2407 
Trucks 10467 7.54 22 02 575 12.81 124180 4595 
Tolal 517205 2908 40 KKI (K) .502281 10687 

Tabi-I 13. Moors 111 rRAKSKIRl AND ClIANCCS IN PASShNOKR Km.S AND EnIiROY Ush (1980-90) , 

Vehicle Passenger Kins Annual Share ol PKMs Energy Use Shore of Energy 
Type (MillipnJ Growth (Per (Tent) (TJ) (Per Cent)_< 

1980 1990 (Per Cent) 1980 i99() 1980 1990 1980 I9W 

Two-wlweler 647 2526 25 96 6 76 12 18 469 1685 1671 29 66 
Three-wheeler 445 764 7.25 4 65 4(XI 401 625 14 51 10 97 
Cars 475 l(>(>5 12 58 4.97 5.56 469 1050 16 72 18.49 

Jeeps 62 102 6.45 0 65 ()..5.5 75 119 2.59 2 09 
Taxis 106 211 991 III 1 1(1 105 208 5 75 5.67 
Buses 7854 14657 8.68 81.89 76.62 1288 1995 45 92 .5.5.12 
Tolal 9567 19105 100 KM) 2805 5680 KM) 100 

Tabu; 14 Viaiicu: Type and Energy Use (1989-90) 

Vehicle Fuel Energy Activity Vchielc-Kiiis i Passenger Energy 
Type Cunsuiiinlion (TJ) Unit (Million) Kins IniensKy I 

(Kl) (Million) (MJ/PKM) 

Two-wheeler 51689 168.5 PKM 1551 2527 0 72 
Thrce-whtscler I9IU8 625 PKM 544 764 0 82 
Cars 52224 1051 PKM 3.54 1062 0,99 

Jeeps 5644 119 PKM 29 102 1.17 

Taxis 6.388 208 PKM 70 210 099 

Buses 65055 2407 PKM 525 14625 0 16 

Total 6095 2675 19089 
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Fkiulte 7: HC Emissions THUouaH Different Transportation Mmies 

.38 and 21.5 per cenj respectively. In the 
case ol HC. the estimated emissions were 
14,296 tonnes in which the share of two- 
wheelers IS around 54 per cent. Diesel- 
driven vehicles are the major contributors 
of NO (90 per cent of total). Figured 6 and 
7 show the contribution of emissions for 
different categories of vehicles and 
Figure 8 gives detailed information on the 
relative impact of different modes of 
transport on energy consumption and 
environment. 

As the results suggest the quantity of 
emissions particularly by two-wheelers is 
alarming. And in the coming years, the 
Tigures will increase further due to increase 
in the vehicle population. Unless steps are 

Actually, automobiles pollute in several 
ways and control of engine emissions 
deals with but one of these. For example 
an auto tyre reduces its weight by about 
1/3 kg less every year, the loss being in 
the form of rubber dust abraded away 
against the road. Thus, each road vehicle 
contributes some 1/3 kg ol rubber dust to 
the ambient each year. While there has 
been no definite study of the flow and 
ultimate end of this pollutant, it can be 
assumed that a portion of it goes into the 
air we breathe while .some is washed down 
to earth - perhaps to pollute the drinking 
water [12]. 

Asbestos dust is one of the known, 
identified carcinogens. Every time an 
automobile's pedal is pressed, asbestos dust 
is put into the atmosphere. Autobraking 
linings are made up of asbestos, and in the 
course of converting the machine's kinetic 
energy into heat, the.se linings are converted 
into asbestos dust. 

Impact on Land Resources 

In the case of transport, another serious 
waste related to auto and taxi use is that of 
land resources which necessitates large 
amounts of valuable land for the movement 
and parking ot vehicles, in Bangalore, the 
availability ot the land fortransport is limited 
(20 per cent of total, includingparking space) 
and It is not possible to expand it because 
the living areas are densified, thus permitting 
the .services to be available with minimum 
travel requirements. Also, the cost ofbuilding 
and maintaining the streets, roads and 
highways, cleaning them, providing them 
with light and traftic signals, etc, is no way 
related to the direct users' willingness and 
ability to pay Thus the question is whether 
to invest in the increase of transportation 
facilities like construction of more roads, 
increasing the number of operations per 
vehicle, etc,, or utilise the existing 
infrastructure more efficiently. 

Impact on Energy 

The consumption ol energy in 
transporting people is only a pan of the 
total energy consumption Vehicles accouni 
tor significant energy consumption in their 
manufacture and transport, extraction and 
processing of raw materials required for 
their manutacture. Similarly, the cons¬ 
truction and maintenance of roads consume 
energy. 

Tabi e is, VhiiicLF Elasticitie. 

taken to reduce emissions, there will be a 
serious damage to the environment. .Some 
funda-mental approaches to the fuel 
economy improvement enable percentage 
emission reductions, e g, in an efficient 
engine, the combustion temperature lowers 
reducing NOx formation. Also, the increase 
in unbumt hydrocarbons, with air to fuel 
ratio, can be prevented, by improving 
ignition and can be mitigated by improved 
exhaust after-treatment [11]. 

Also, in the long run, vehicle-emission 
standards should be formulated on the basis 
of pollutants emitted by different categories 
of vehicles under actual driving conditions. 
Necessary test procedures should be 
developed and the requisite facilities should 
be established. Assessment of present^ 
engine technology, monitoring air quality 
and establishment of laboratories for vehicle 
certification foremissions should be made 
bbligatory. 

Vehicle 
Category 

Fuel 
Used 

Per Vehicle 
Consumption 

(i/y) 

No of 
Vehicles 

Vehicle. 
Penciration 

Ela.<sticily 

Two-wheeler Petrol 128 64 401811 0..5023 0.470 
Three-wheeler Petrol 1225 68 1.5591 0.0195 0.174 
Car Petrol 45.1 24 71078 0,0888 0.293 
Jeep Petrol 625 80 5821 0 0073 0.033 
TaxLS Petrol 2880 12 2218 0.0028 0.058 
Bus Diesel 1.54.1.1.44 .1493 0.0044 ■ 0.259 
Truck Diesel . 7.541.14 16467 0.0206 0,598 

Tabu; 16: ErpErr of Increase of Vehicle Penetration on Fuel CoNsuMPnoN for Bangalore 

Vehicle 
Calcgoiy 

Vehicle 
Penetration 

Elasticity Increase in 
Consumption (kl/yeur) 

Two-whccler 0..5023 0.470 387.90 
Three-wheeler 0.0195 0.174 190.26 
Car 0.0888 0.29.1 320.75 
Jeep 0.0073 0,033 36.28 
Taxis 0.0028 0.0.58 63.60 
Bus 0.0044 0.259 5.17.45 
Truck * 0.0206 0.598 1238.02 
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Ftomie 8; iMrAcr of DiFFEneiuT TRANsmtAtiON Mooes on EMMCiV Consumftiom and Environment 

Demand Side Management 

The solution lor solving transportation 
problems should be seen in terms ol 
technological, and policy perspectives.They. 
are: 

Technological 

(lii)Trade-offs. Trade-offs among the 
performance, emissions, cost, safety and 
fuel eamomy have been used by the manu¬ 
facturers in meeting this. 

(b) Alternative luels: In Bangalore, 90 per 
cent ol the total transport energy is through 
road vehicles. Thus, there is a clear need to 
reduce the energy lor road transport which 

despend.s on oil-based fuels and this requires 
changes to engine/motor technology.’ Tte 
most promising alternative technologies 
appearsiobeComprcssedNaturalGas(CNG) 
and electric motors. 
(i) CNG: CNG is obtained by compres.sing 
gas to 2300-2600 psi. This is most suited 
for the vehicles with high mileages and 
restricted range of operations such as buses 
and taxis, and thus urban areas are most 
suited for CNG operations [13.14]. 
(ii) Electric vehicles: Electric vehicles require 
a wire feed or heavy baltcnes to provide 
power. Because wayside connections arc not 
feasible for most vehicles, electric vehicle.s 
can be battery powered. Improved battery 
vehicles will result in traffic compatible 
vehicles capable of limited application such 
as in urban areas [IS], 

Tabi£ 19: Reduction in Energy Use (MJ) 

iROM Shikting One Modf of Tran.sfort 

TO Another THRtiuoH One PKM 

Change in 
Mode of _ 
Transport 

Energy Iniensiiy 
_(MJ/PKM) . 
Une Another 

Mode Mode • 

Saving 
(MJ) 

Two-whccicr 
to bus 0.72 0.16 0 56 

Three-wheeler 
(0 bus 0,82 0 16 0 66 

Car 10 bus 0.99 0.16 0.83 
Jeep to bus 1 17 0.16 I.OI 
Taxi to bus 091 0 16 0 75 
Car to 

three-wheeler 1.09 0.82 0.27 

(a) Fuel economy. Since 80 pet cent of 
transport energy is through two-wheelers 
and cars, a shift to small cars and to lighter 
iwo-whcclers, which are fuel economic, 
could save significant quantities of fuel. In 
this direction, the major fuel economy 
improvements in the past decade are: 
(i Propulsion system efficiency: Engineer¬ 
ing improvements give 36 per cent increase 
in power/unit of engine size. 
(ii)Vehicle design: Improved design and use 
of new materials, the ratio of weight to 
interior volume of vehicles has been reduced, 
thereby reducing the fuel consumption. 

Tabi e 18 Vehicle Emission Inventory for Bangalore (1989-90) 

Type of 
Vehicle 

Average Mas.s Emissions 

„. _(S/itHU.. _ 
CO HC NO 

Vchicle-Kms 
(Millions) 

CO 

Total Emissions 
(Tonnes/Year) 

HC NO ~ 

Two-wheelers 8.3 5 18 - 1.551 12873 80.14 - 

Three-wheelers 15.84 9.87 182 6051 1770 - 

Cars 24.03 3.57 I..57 122 7738 11.50 506 
Jeeps 24 03 3.57 1.57 22 529 79 15 
Taxis 24 03 .1.57 1 57 64 15.18 228 l(X) 
Diesel Vehicles* 0 0228 0 0088 0.0431 189214** 4315 166.5 8156 
Total .13041 14926 8797 

* g/g of fuel consumed 
** diesel consumed. 

1980- 81 
1981- 82 
1982- 83 

1985- 86 
1986- 87 
1987- 88 

Table 17: Change in Passenger Tran.si>ort Vehicles in Banoauire (1980-90) 

__ No of Vehicles _ _ ___ Ratio of Vehicles ____ 
■ two- Three- Cars Taxis.Buses .3W/2W Car/2W‘ faxi/2W Bus/2W" .tw/c'ar Bus/3W BiivCar' 
Wheelers Wheelers 

111750 10046 
12.5600 10355 
1355.36 11063 

052 
243 

34.3733 1.551 
401811 IS.59 

4671 0.090 0.284 0.010 0.042 0317 
5090 0.082 0.258 0.009 0.041 0 319 
.5507 0.082 0.247 0.009 0041 0.330 
.5911 0.073 0.222 0010 0,037 0.329 
6155 0.060 0.252 0011 0.032 0.237 
5168 0.048 0.246 0.008 0.024 0,197 
5704 0044 0.232 0.007 0.024 0.192 
6575 0.041 0.214 0.007 0.022 0.192 
4247 0.045 0.192 0.006 0.012 0.235 
4215 0039 0.177 0006 0.010 0.219 
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(c) Communicaiions: The improvement in 
electronic communiciitions will reduce travel 
need of the people. Many tinancial tran.sac- 
lions which require sheets ot paper to be 
transported cun he done more quickly using 
the improved telecommunication sysicins. 
Remote work stations, armchair shopping! 
train/air reservations, telc-conicrenccs. etc, 
allow the u.ser to avoid physical travel 

To develop and exploit technological 
opportunities to turthcr reduce luci 
consumption, it would he valuable to 
strengthen technological policies (such as R 
and D programmes) as well as to enact still 
more etlectivc air pollution standards. In 
designing more effective standards, greater 
attention should he paid to (a) tuel economy- 
emission interaction and (b) non-standard 
situations. Also taxes and rebates based on 
emission performance might be cl'lective. 

Polic\ Formulation 

(a) Planning: Transport planning policies 
nffct greater scope for reducing energy 
con.sumplion. Since the two-wheclers and 
curs consume .50 per cent of total energy for 
piassengcr iian.sport. shitting of modes ol 
transport from iwo-whecicr.s/cars to buses 
could save energy It one passenger km is 
shifted from a high energy intensity mode 
to low one, the savings will vary from 0 49 
to I..12MJ (Table 19) Also, the long-awaited 
rail transit system is urgently needed .since 
the present bus system cannot sustain the 
incTcasing loud. Land planning is also an 
important factor to be considered 

(b) Pricing. Generally, tuel price increa.se 
would motivate tuel economy, but. as the 
recent trends .suggest, thceffect IS not thought 
to be strong. It has been estimated that price 
elasticity is -0.5 lor the new tuel efticieni 
vehicles 116) That is. lor every 10 per cent 
increase in tuel price, the avciage buyer 
would opt for a vehicle with 5 percent higher 
fuel economy 

Thcrclore, altcrnaiive pricing strategies 
should be given importance This should 
go further than just road pi icing There 
should be ecological taxation relorm 
which shifts the present luxation burden 
progressively over a .^0-yeai period away 
from income tax .This should penal ise those 
activities which consume space, energy 
and create pollution leading to ecological 
and environmental degradation. If applied, 
these policies cun steer the economy 
towards a state which encourages 
environmentally friendly activities and 
discourages the opposite. 

VII 

Conclusions 

In Bangalore, transporiatton energy 
particularly by n>ad vehicles constitutes 
nearly 90 (ler cent of Uitalenergy consumption 

out of which 80 per cent is through 
pas.scnger transport. Between 1980 and 
1990. there was a significant growth tn 
personal transport, particularly by two- 
wheclers (15.41 per cent p a) which 
accounted for 60 per cent total vehicle 
kilometres. In energy use the share of two- 
wheelers and cars was around 25 per cent 
ot the total. This growth in personal 
transpoi i. which has a high energy i niensity, 
will increase energy consumption. As our 
results suggest, the energy intensities ol 
each mode ot travel could have a significant 
impact on eneigy ii.se Also the environ¬ 
mental impacts ot transport are signilicant 

Since the economic growth, technological 
advancemeni and transportation are inter¬ 
related. the increase in iransporiaiion's 
share of energy will be quite high in the 
coming ycais. As the vehicle elasticity 
results indicate, a one percentage point 
increase in two-wheeler population results 
m 0 47 per cent increase in petrol 
consumption Thus, with increasing use ol 
transport scrvtces, the level ol energy 
consumption, and iheieby. the atmospheric 
pollution incicases. This poses a major 
environmental dilemma. 

II there is an increase in petroleum prices, 
the level of travel may decrease, thereby 
decreasing the energy intensities ol each 
transpoitalion mode. However, with 
increasing incomes, personal transport wtll 
increa.se and so also the per capita energy 
consumption. Thus, the impact of gnrwing 
volume ol personal vehicles more than 
offset the impact ol reduced energy 
intensities. Modal shilts to less energy 
intensive modes (Irom two-whecicr to bus) 
could contribute to energy savings To 
achieve this, the government should make 
the public transport bus system more 
efficient and also consider seriously about 
the rail transit system. Pricing of transport 
services bused on .some sort of bus operating 
index, incentives lor economic operations, 
luel conservation, punctuality, etc, will 
improve the pcriormanceol BTS. Also, the 
introduction of point to point travel by 
public transport, education on con.servalion 
of luel, etc. are important factors to be 
considered Fuel-cfticient vehicles should 
be encouraged with some incentives in the 
form ol tax concession, etc. Also, the 
environmental consequences ot transporta¬ 
tion should be given importance while 
framing transportal ion policies. 

Since the economy of a country 
depends to a major extent on energy, 
particularly Irom liquid fuels, the availa¬ 
bility and advancement of alternative 
technologies like electric vehicles. CNG. 
methanol, etc, lor transportation should be 
investigated. 

A developing country like India caifnot 
afford to neglect the development of an 
elTicient transportation system. 

^he wiiIkh' wishesto thank Ainulya K N Reddy. 
president. Inlernalional Energy Initiative for 
providing valuable suggestions] 
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Dalit Protest Literature in Telugu 
A Historical Perspective 

A Satyanarayana 

Although there was no literary genre distinctively known as 'dalit literature' during the pre-independence period in 

Andhra, an examination of the literary works of certain dalit intellectuals indicates that the agony and anger of the dalit 

masses are reflected in their writings. This paper analy.ses the nature of literary representation of dalit problems and the 

emerging consciousness in the writings of selected dalit scholars. 

THE objeclivc of this paper is to discuss the 
historical context of the emergence ol a 
literary genre which rellccicd the growing 
identity, awaiencss and consciousness of the 
dalits during the colonial period Although 
there was no lilcrary genre distinctively 
known .is dalit litcraiurc' during the pre- 
indcpendcnce period in Andhra, an exam¬ 
ination ol the literary works, i e, poems, 
novels, plays, etc. of ceiiam dalii inicllcv- 
tuals indicates Ih.ii the oppicssiori, agony 
and anger ol the dalit masses is rcllecied in 
their writings. An atiempi is made in this 
papci to analyse the naiure of literary rep- 
lescntiriion ol d.alii problems and the cmeig- 
ing consciousness in the writings ol selected 
dalit scholars. It locu.scs on ihe trealment ol 
casie oppression, iinlouchabilily and Jalit 
sensibility in the wntings ol dalit intellectuals. 

In recent years the socio-culliiial and 
political assertion of the oppressed mas.ses 
belonging lo ihe lowei sections—the dalits 
-has been accompanied by a distinct literary 
genre called dalii literaiure It is noted that 
"the di.stinctivencss ol dalit lilerature lies in 
Us .luthentic unity ol language and conicni 
In It the disillusionment anddisgust ol young 
dalits, olien .iccompanicd by a desire of 
revenge, come alive It revives the memory 
ol the pain and siilleringol past geneiaiions 
It conlronts ceniuries ol hipoensy, deceil 
and violence sustained >n the name ol 
tradition" ‘ In Andhra Pradesh, the 
Karamchedu episode- marks a turning point 
in the growth ol the dalit movement. A senes 
ol uppcrcastc attackson the dalits indiflercnl 
parts ol Ihe stale resulted in Ihe formation 
of various organisations ol dalits, which arc 
presently channelling the assertion and 
pirlitical arttculation ol the dalit mas.ses. A 
wide vanely of political formations, cultural 
organisations and ideologies (ranging from 
liberal bourgeoislo radical marxi.si) represent 
the growing consciousness of the dalits in 
the state 

Broadly speaking, since the lyWs an 
increasing number of poets and writers drawn 
from the dalit communities of the states o( 
Maharashtra, Karnataka. Andhra Pradesh, 
etc, have been producing literary works such 
as poems, short stories, novels and dramas 
representing the themes of caste oppression, 
untouchability, poverty, repression and 
revolution. The writings of dalit .scholars 

also contain powerful denunciations of and 
fierce attacks on the caste system and on 
brahmanical Hinduism. It has been (Htinled 
out that the dalit .Sahitya is considered to 
bcauniqiicgenreol modem Indian lileratiiie. 
lor now untouchables ihcmselves using the 
ir.iditionally-denicd we.i(X)n ol lilcr.icy, aic 
exposing the coiidilioiis under which they 
have liveil, as well as directly rebelling 
Cvidroha ) against the Hinilii insiUulion 
which has assured Ihcir perpetual 
subordinalioii lo ihe Vaiiui order.' As lar as 
Andhia Pr idcsh is concerned, it can be said 
that both Ihc radical lelt movement and the 
Dalit Maha .Sabhas have thrown up a new 
gencrationot dalii scholars, iniclleclualsand 
philosophers whose wruiiigs sharply rcllcci 
the changing perceplions and consciousness 
ol ihedalu masses In their writings ihc dalii 
quesiion is posed in icrmsofthcannihil.ition 
of die casie system and the building up ol 
a casteless egalitarian society. 

Hisiokkai AN7T.i I 01 nis 

Howevei. the emergence of dalit literature 
in leceni times is not without Us hisiorieal 
aiilecedcnis. In l.ict, since the medieval perKKi 
the Telugu-speaking region ol the Deccan 
witnessed ihc dcvciopmeni ol the bhakli 
movemcni. which led to the emergence ol 
a literary ti.idUion among the non-brahman 
scholars, Vemana, Poiuluri Vecrahhrahinan 
et al, which propounded anti-caste 
movements and denounced ihe caste system, 
social inequality and oppression The saint- 
[Hiets emphasised in unequivocal terms the 
inequalities and injustices suffered by the 
lower and untouchable castes due to the 
varna order The mctlieval bhakti tradition, 
therelore, lirst raised certain themes and 
i.ssucs regarding the life and sullerings of 
those at the bottom ol the caste hierarchy 
By and large, the themes of the bhakti 
tradition ieap(K'arin the dalit literary tradition 
both during anti alter independence, even 
though the perspectives of the two traditions 
is diftcrcni. 

In Telugu lilerature the problems of 
untoueliabiliiy and the poverty and misery 
of dalits were represented by nationalist and 
liberal schol.irsdrawn fromtheuppcrcasies.'' 
In particular, the literature which was 
generated during the time of .social reform 
movements contained various problems 

coni ronied by different segments of society. 
Social reformers such as Gurajada Appa Rao 
and Veereshtilingam broadened the base and 
scope of literature as well as transformed the 
traditional character ol Telugu literature 
"inlo a modern tool ol communication’'.’ In 
contrast to the conservative elitist literary 
iradiiion. modern writers such as Appa Rao 
and Gidugu Ramamurlhy favoured and 
popul.itised Ihe use ol spoken language in 
lileraiy crealion Though Gurajada and 
Vecreshalingam aic acclaimed, as the 
‘lounders ol new epoch in modern Telugu 
literature', iheir writings tocused mainly on 
ihemcs and problems .such as bndepiicc, 
wkIow remarriage, etc. related lo women of 
upper castes, mainly brahmins. Neither 
Kaimmilkain (Bride Price) nor Raja Sekhara 

Chantrain. wiitlen by Appa Rao and 
Vecreshalingam respeciively. addressed the 
basic, tundamenial problem of caste 
oppression and alienation ol dalit ma.s.ses 
from the mainstream socieiy. This does not 
mean that their contribution to social relorin 
IS negligible, yet strangely problems central 
lo the varna system e.seaped their uttention. 
While they sought to lelorm certain evils of 
the Hindu siKial system, they failed to grapple 
with the ideological and institutional 
Iramework of brahmanical Hinduism Thctr 
reading ol classical texts and .scriptures was 
only aimed al lefoiniing some aspects ol 
Hindu society, hut not toquestion and negate 
the varna system itsell. 

Thus the social relormers ol modern 
Andhra did not inherit and continue the 
mpdieval bhakti tradition, it was 
d^continiied. This discontinuation was 
|H>ssihlc perhaps hecau.se the fact that unlike 
the bhakti saim-pocis. the social relormers 
compromised with Ihe exi.siing .social order. 
Also, given their sociaj background and 
Intel lectiial and cultural tradition, they could 
not profess ant'-fcudal and anii-colonial/ 
caste ideology and consciousness Unlike 
the saint-pocis they did not revolt against 
all kinds ol .social evils They were selective 
in their philosophical and ideological 
standpoint. In this sense Ihc modern .siKial 
retoimcrs failed to generate and build up a 
popular cultural and ideological movement 
against the casie sy.stcm.” 

Nevertheless Ihc nalionalist literature 
generated since the lime of the 
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Vatutemataram movemcni reflected (he 
problem of (he dalil ma.siieii, though to a 
limited extent. It wa.s pul to both social and 
political U.SC. The Gundhian movement 
inspired a numhci of ^'holars who argued 
that national liberation will herald a new 
epoch in which discrimination and 
oppression of all sorts will be abolished In 
order to build a united and coherent anti- 
colonial movement, they exhorted the iieople 
through their writings to eradicate social 
evils and unite. In this context novels such 
as Unnava Laxinarayana’s Malupalli (1922, 
'Harijan Hamlet') and Ranga's Hunjimu 

Nayakiidu (19.13) are .socially significant 
literary works. Both of them depicted the 
problem of untouchahility and the mi.sery 
of daliis. but they suggested that with certain 
changes and modi ticuiions, ihc existing caste 
system could be maintained The solution 
to the dalii problem is oftered wiihin (he 
existing tramework ol the caste system. In 
a sense, it was not truly a realistic 
representation of the dalii quesiion. 
Therefore, in the writings ol non-dalit 
.scholars the problems ot untouchabiliiy and 
caste discrimination was rcUccted not as a 
serious and I'undamenial one. Tlicy advocated 
minor rcloims and adjustments, yei favoured 
conlinuaiion ol (he existing unequal .social 
hierarchy. For them the dalii masses became 
an object ol pity and sympathy The 
nationalist iiuclligentsiu. which was i.solulcd 
and distanced from the dulit masses, failed 
to fully grasp and comprehend the opjtression 
and discrimination faced by thedalit masses 
in their everyday life. Though they were 
inspired hy the ideology ot nationalism, they 
were insensitive to the socio-eultural and 
economic oppression ot the dalii 
communiiics Theaspirationsanclemolional 
feelings of the dalit masses were noi 
adequately taken cognisance of by the middle 
class inicllecluals, who were predominantly 
drawn from the upper ea.stes. It wasproci.sely 
for this reason that the Gandhian programme 
of 'Harijan uplittmenf wasa luiliiro. A daltl 
poei ridiculed the eommitmciu of pseudo- 
Gundhian upper caste activists loward.s the 
upliftniem of uniouchahics. He wrote: 

You purve that you arc the dc.sccndanis of 
.suge,s 

Outwardly you call us brothers 
You boast to have listened to the teachings 
of Gandhi 

NobiHly lollows (hunt, is not ii inju.siice 
You forget (he words of Mahatma Gandhi 
You burn with anger at the untouchables^ 

The constructive programme (harijan 
upfiftment, temple entry, etc) ot Gandhi was 
populansed in Andhra with a view to integrate 
the. dalil masses into the lold of the 
mainstream nationalist movement . The 
sopio-poliiicnl prtigrammc of Gandhi was 
not fully realised due lo ihe alienation of the 
dalit communiiics. F<ir them Idalits) Ihc 

nationalist appeal was meaningless insofar 
us it did not incorporate their sufferings, 
emotions and aspirations. Thus a dalit poet 
opined, "Equality is Swaraj". 

However, it the nationalist literature of the 
1920s partially reflected the dalit question, 
the progressive literary tradition of the 
193l)s and i940s was no belter either. 
Undoubtedly the progressive wrileis who 
were guided by ihc philo.sophy and ideology 
ot Marxism ' piopounded the building up 
ot a classless society. The marxisi literary 
and cultural movement became a powerful 
social force Rut ihc basic flaw in this literary 
tradition was that it did not adequately lake 
note of dilfcrcnt kinds of non-class 
exploitalion such us by caste, gender, ethnic 
group, religion.etc. which existed in scKiciy. 
Class struggle and class oppression were 
seenasuniver.sal laws As Ambedkurpointed 
out. marxisi scholars in India failed lo 
adequately understand and comprehend the 
caste-specific character of Indian society.' 
Though the piogressivc writers guided by 
a .socialist perspcciivc pleaded for socio- 
eeonoinicjustice. iheir wnlings did not relied 
caste oppression and discrimination to Ihc 
extent that il de.servcd. Attacks on the caste 
system, abolition ot ea.sic oppression, social 
equality and sell-iespcci ol the dalil mas.ses 
were tioi the themes which characterised 
their writings Barring a tew, a majority of 
the piogrcssivu wniers were drawn from Ihe 
upper ‘savarna’ cu.slcs. Thus just as their 
predecessors (I e. the nationalist inlclligentsiu 
of the I92()s) did. the progressive writers 
tended to address Ihc problems confronted 
by the middle classes and advocated 
piecemeal social reform.Il has been noted 
by a literary cm ic that the progressive writers 
association was dominated by middle class 
iniellectuals mostly drawn from the non- 
dalit uppercusics He wrote, "the progressive 
literature was mainly created by middle class 
youth who were influenced by the 
Communis! movement. In actuality the 
progressive literature did not go beneath Ihe 
middle cla.ss rcadcr.s''." Another scholar 
remarked: ". .the literary activities of the 
PWA which were... eonllncd primarily to 
middle class intclleeiuals. and also, to sofne 
extent, to the literate and marginally l(> a few 
people trom lower middle and middle and 
piKir peasants and working class .sections. 
By and large, the majoi' sections of lower 
order were left out of its impact."'’ It was 
so because "all those drawn into the PWA 
were not a part of the Communist Party 
cadre. Some of them were fellow travellers 
and some were not even that."'' It was no 
wonder that many scholars and intellectuals 
of dalil background were not a part of this 
progressive literary tradition. At the 
political level also, the Communist party 
failed to integrate the vast majority of the 
dalil ma.sscs into the larger struggle for 
liberation. 

Dalit Litorature 

An examination of the nature of social 
participation in the freedom struggle in 
Andhra indicates that there was no 
considerable participation of the dalit masses 
in il. It was mainly due to the fact that 
economically and educationally advanced 
upper caste groups dominated the Congress. 
Social inequality, caste discrimination, 
illiteracy, poverty, etc, kept the dalil 
communities away from the mainstream 
nationalist struggle, at least until the 1930s. 
TIte ideology of nationalism did not inspire 
them as they were subjected to severe socio¬ 
cultural di.scrimination and oppression by 
the same upper caste forces which 
championed and led (he anti-colonial nuitonal 
movemcni. The upjicr caste leadership also 
failed toevol ve a programme and perspecti ve 
of siK'io-cultunil emancipation of the dalits. 
Hence they distanced them^elve.^ from Ihe 
liberation struggle The Gandhian 
programme and technique also did not 
eomplclclv succeed in integrating them into 
the lold ol the Ireedom struggle The 
aspirations and emotional Icclings ol ihc 
dalil musses did noi become an integial part 
ol the naiionulist ideology and programme. 
The mitionalisi literary and cultural tradition 
denied a legiliniate place and role tor them. 
Thus the political and socio-cullural as.sertion 
ot (he dalil mas.ses developed independently 
and outside the organisational tramework ol 
the Congress Party, 

In Andhra, the struggle for emancipation 
ol dulits from the clutches of upper caste 
domination andforachicvingsiKial equality 
was launched by Ihe Adi-Andhru Mahashhha. 
Its first conference was held at Bezwada on 
November4-6,1917, under Ihe presidentship 
ofBhagyaReddi Varma. it was the beginning 
of dalit scif-mohilisation tor self-respect and 
social equality. A .senes of Adi-Andhra 
conlerenees were held between 1917 and 
1938 in different parts of Andhra, which 
helped in the mobilisation of the dalit masses 
in their struggle for social justice.'^ The 
educated and enlightened sections within 
thedalit communities provided thedirection. 
programme and leudershi p I or the movement. 
Persons such as Bhagyu Reddi Varma, Sundu 
Venkaiah. Kusuma Dharmanna. Vemula 
Kurmaiah, et al. provided leadership tor the 
dalil movement. The basic thrust of the 
movement was to critique Ihe ideology of 
brahmanical Hinduism and counter the socio¬ 
cultural hegemony of the upper castes. It 
also sought to organise the dalit masses for 
achieving .socio-economic and political 
equality. The main item in the agenda of the 
movement was abolition of unlouchability, 
caste oppre-ssion and discrimination. The 
counter-cultural movement and ideology 
propagated hy dalil intellectuals contained 
a critique and negation of brahmanical 
Hinduism and undermining of the cultural 
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iradttion ofcaste Hindus. Utescuspects wdre 
well-iiepresenteU in the literary and cultural 
traditions of (he dalits in the 1930s and 
1940s. The literary, cultural and ideological 
articulation of dalit identity and sensibility 
was projected by the first generation of dalit 
intellectuals. They were the products ot 
western education, which was made available 
to them by Chnstian missionaries and the 
Brahmo Samaj. The .spread of education 
(though limited) during the first quarter of 
this century among dalit communities was 
possible due to the prolonged activities of 
mi.ssionarics in coa.stal Andhra. Tlicreforc, 
the Krishna. Godavari and Gunlur districts 
witnessed the active movemcnl of the Adi- 
Andhra Mahasuhha. The dalil lileiary and 
cultural tradition was also established in 
Coastal Andhra. Below a random survey 
ol the writings ol dalit scholars isunderiakcn. 
with s|>ecial reference to the literary woiks 
ol Gun am Jashuva, Bhoi Bhccmanna. 
Kusuma Dhurmanna. and Bhagya Reddi 
Varma. 

In an ettort to create solidarity and identity 
among the dalil ma.sscs. Bhagya Reddi Varma 
asserted that the so-callcd uniouchahle.s were 
nevera pan and parcel ol caste Hindu t Aryan) 
.society.'^He criticised the Aryan gods such 
as Rama who perpetrated injustices and 
atrocities on shudras and dalits. He went on 
to suggest a break trom Hindu tradition and 
ifhgion as ihe primary neces,sity for pulling 
an end to the plight of the dalit communities 
as well as to maintain their separate identity 
He stressed that dalits were the original 
mhabilants ol the land ('sons of the soil') 
and called thcm.seivcs Ihe 'Adi-Andhras' 
This term was coined and con.sciously put 
to use to denote unity ol Ihe dalits. He 
opposed and rejected the derogatory term 
■panchamas' used by the upper castes. Maha 
kavi Gurram Jashuvuqucstioncd Ihecrcaliun 
of the panchama varna. He also questioned 
the wisdom of the upper ca.ste Hindus in 
treating the dalil masses as panchamas/ 
outcasles Hi-, piocm reads. 

We heaid that for the old Brahma 
Born Four Sons 
The wretched lower than the animal 
Who is this Fifth Caste person! 
Savithri! (Molher) 

The Adi-Andhra Mahasabha demanded that 
the government designate tlic dalits as Adi- 
Andhras and this wasconceded. Similarly Bhoi 
Bheemannacoined anoihcricmi MaMas which 
indicated the two main sub-castes within the 
dalits (Ma = Mala; Ma = Madiga). This term 
was deliberately ased by him to foster the 
concept of unity amongthe dalit communities.” 
Jashuva was critical of sub-ciste rivalry among 
dalit communities. He fell that ignorance was 
the main reason fw this. 

In addition to these terms the dalit writers 
also traced the common ancestry of dalit 
communities. They claimed that they are 

the children of ’Maiangi Kanya' and (he 
descendants of Anindhali. In his drama 
Ragavaslmiham, Bhccmanna offered a 
critique of the hrahmanical inicrpreiation ol 
the origin and siuius of dalits. It is intended 
to reject the hrahmanical reading of certain 
Hindu elussieui texts. It is also a negation 
ot the hrahmanical view which attributes the 
lowest and meanest birth to the untouchable 
castes. The marital relationship between 
Arundhaii (the Matangi girl) and Vasisla 
(the brahmin sage) is interpreted by 
Bhcemanna to claim the highest social status 
forthe dalits The message conveyed through 
this drama is that the dalits are not the 
outcastes and that they have a legitimate 
claim I'orihe higher social status and prestige/ 
privilege enjoyed by ihc caste Hindus. Jala 
Rangu Swamy. in a long poem entitled 
‘Who are the umouchahics'. crilicised the 
uppci cusic Hindus for caste diserimmaiion 
and asserted the rights of dalits to social 
equality. He reasoned that the so-callcd 
panchamas were the original people 
('anaryas' > ol Tclugu country The Aryan 
invaders dcleaied ihe anarya rulers and 
subjugated them. Further, ihe Aryan 
conquerors imposed (heir rule and culture 
on the anaryas. The latter wore oppressed, 
di.scriminaicd against and relegated for 
slavery (oui-casic). The poem reads: 

Some occup.ilions were created and assigned 
to us 

We were named as serfs 
Caste discTnnjn,iiion was imrodueed. we 

were suppics^od 
We were irouhicd with slavery/seildom 
Oceupaiional ditlerenec weic imposed, we 

weie alicnaied'” 

While denouncing the Aryan conquest, 
which led to the enslavement of Ihe dalits. 
the pool (Ranga Swumy) proclaimed the 
glory of their (anaryas) past by claiming the 
great sages anti pious/chasle women of the 
ancient times. The poem is as fallows; 

The great wiin iors of Puranas were our people 
Vashistha. Valiniki etc. belonged to our 
dynasty 

Vedavyasii Paiusara were out people 
Hahuman. Sugiecva were our brothers... 
Did not the great mothers ol Hcios bom 
amongst us 

Did not they observe chastity 
Is nut Arundhathi, the daughter of our caste 
Sahari. Matangi wcie our women.. 
A caste m which such great people were 

horn being alienated 
We were made lowly people, 
excommunicated''' 

Bhoi Bhccmanna pleaded for social 
equality. He wrote: 

Around the neck ot Ihe powerful Indian 
Nation 

Caste, Ftcligion arc the hangman's ropes... 
Destroy the guile of caste and religion 
Eradicate the human inequalities^’ 

The mmit forceful attack on upper caste 
Hindus, who are said to be responsible for 
the perpetuation of caste discrimination 
and excommunication of the dalil masses, 
was launched by Kusuma Dharmanna. He 
was a bitter crilicof hrahmanical Hinduism. 
In his long poem, 'we do nor want the rule 
of black landlords', he portrayed the 
miserable and pathetic living conditions 
of the dalil mas.scs. He wrote: 

(Wc have) only smal I huis outside ihe village 
We do not have big houses 
All. light do not trifle 
(Wc have) no delicious CikkI. curry 

To wear (we have) no Saree. Loin cloth 
(We havei no tail, ornumcnis 
(Wc have) no land lo plough, eat food 
(You have) no sympathy on our poverty-' 

The claim lor social equality was widely 
propagated by the Adi-Andhra Mahasabha 
through Its resolutions and demands for the 
use of public wells, educational institutions, 
temples, etc. by the dalits Hie aspirations 
ol the dalit masses for socidl equality was 
negated and vehemently opposed by the 
arrogant upper castes, and many a time the 
dalils were subjected lo physical attacks and 
reprisals. In the Andhra countryside a number 
of violent incidents occurretl in the 1930s 
and 1940s when the dalil communities 
persisted in ihcir struggle lor equality and 
scll'-rcspecl. A few instances will suffice to 
make this poini clear In Gajularcga village 
(Vizugapatam disinti) a newly married dalit 
couple were taken in a procession on 
horseback through the mam .streets of the 
village, III Mangalagunta (Chitioor district), 
dalits walked in the .streets wearing footwear: 
in Eluru iwe.si Gndavan). dalits took out 
a religious procession on a festival day 
through Ihe same street which was used by 
the upper cu.ste.s; a dalit disciple worshipped 
the goddess Aluvelu Manga (wile of Lord 
Venkateswara) in Tirupaii for which a case 
was foisted against him.-' These acis by the 
dalit masses enraged the upper castes in the 
respective villages and resulted m physical 
attacks on them. Such assaults froui the caste 
Hindus helped in strengthening the feeling 
of their distinct identity Thus caste 
oppression and discrimination became the 
central themes in the writing.s of dalil .scholars. 
In particular. Kusuma Dharmanna in his 
writings and s|>ccches (inaugural address 
lo the Dalit Mahasabha Conference. 
Vizianagaram. 1936) exposed the false, 
hypocritical and cunning nature of 
Hinduism and ridiculed the brahmaiiicai 
double-standards. He freely quoted verses 
Irom the works ot the medieval saint- 
pocts/scholars such as Vcmana and 
Veerabhrahman to denounce the unequal 
and inhuman Hindu social order.-' He 
appealed to the dulit masses lu unite and 
fight lor .socialism. He fell that it was 
through achieving .social equality alone 
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that the datii masses could hope for a decent 
living and self*rcspccl. By socialism 
(“samyavadam’) he meant "a society where 
there will he no distinctions based on caste, 
religion, rich and pooi. A society in which 
there will be no place for discrimination and 
internal rivalry." 

The urge for dignified living, self-respect 
and social equality is powerlully presented 
in the works of Jashuva and Bhccmanna. 
Ja.shuva. a great creative poet and a literni'y 
genius of the modem times, was humiliated 
and subjected to intense mental agony by 
the inhuman caste system as well as by 
arrogant and casteist scholars. He was treated 
as a literary outcastc by the scholarly world 
which was dominated by the upper castes, 
mainly the brahmins. His creative genius, 
merit and literary talent were nut recognised 
and encouraged because of his low birth and 
dalit background. But he was not a coward. 
He resisted and cxpirsed the cruelty ol caste 
oppression through his pen. He said. "Lite 
taught me many lessons. I have two teachers 
(Gurus) - poverty and Caste/Religious 
discrimination. If one taught me patience, 
the other one increased my power to icsist. 
But did not convert me as a slave. I intend 
to pierce through caste distinction, poverty 
and prove that I am a human being I wield 
a sword. My sword is my poetry. It has no 
hatred against the .society as such. But hatred 
on its policy.In the poetry ol Jashuva 
the angei. agony, disgust, misery and the 
daily bitter experiences of the dalit masse.s/ 
communities is most authentically and 
realistically represented. His famous prKrtical 
works. The Bat’, The Orphan’, etc. 
indirectly mirror the bitter experiences and 
stark realities of his personal life. It is noted 
that "The Bat’ graphically reflects his growing 
resistance con.sciousncss and longing lor 
better human values. In it he posed a number 
of questions to Hindu society, religion and 
culture which is responsible for the 
perpetration of untouchability. ’The Bat' is 
the tlr.st poetical work in which a dalit is the 
hero. The poet speaks through him. It depicts 
the miserable life and sufferings ol the dalit 
masses: 

When his (Dalit's) hands do not work 
The green ticlds hesitate to yield ciops 
He sweats, provides twid lor the world 
But he hiin.selt has no loud.'’’ 

TJie material condition of the dalit mas.ses 
who worked us agricultural labour is revealed 
in such poems. He ridiculed the brahmins 
who treat the dalits as untouchables but use 
the footl-grains prtxluced by them as offerings 
to the gtKls in the temples; when they (the 
dalits) do not produce fiaxl the gods will go 
hungry. 

By swallowing the blood ol the 
wretched (dalit) 

Lives the iron ankicted Mother 
Upon smetIfRg his air hisses with vengeance 
The fow - hood Hindu Cobra 

'This poem is a reflection of how the 
pui sonous snake caltcd H indiiism perpetuates 
oppression ol dalits by savarnas. 

Jashu va wrote his bittcrand moving poetry 
at u time when the dalit mas.ses were launching 
.struggles for self-respect, independently and 
outside the framework of both the Congress 
and lett parties. Bhoi Bhccmanna captured 
the intensity and essence ol struggles ot the 
dalits for achieving .socio-economic and 
political iiisiice and reflected them iii his two 
plays. /*«/cri( (‘Annual Servant’) and Cooli 

Rajii (‘The Labourer King’). 
Palcru dcpicis the village lile ol coastal 

Andhra, whteh was characterised by socio¬ 
economic siratificalion in which the 
agricultural laNiurers were drawn basically 
from the dalit conimunitics. while the 
landlords belonged to the upper castes The 
dalits were ecoiiomieully and educationally 
the most hackw.ird. Government clforts and 

Candhian programmes played no significant 
rote in their uptiffmem. Social evils like 
untouchability and caste discrimination were 
practised unabated. Moreover, the ca.ste 
ideology denied them any access to 
knowledge and education. The hero of the 
play. Venkanna. a dalit ‘paleru’. works for 
the same landlord who employed his 
forclathcrs. He was a victim of hereditary 
bonded labour which was practised by the 
upper caste landlords with the .sanction of 
the caste system and in the name ot custom 
and tradition. In spile of ngid customary 
sanctions ihe hero, with the help ol an upper 
caste schiKil teacher, was encouraged to go 
to school and study. The little paleru. on 
.seeing Ihe upper caste children of his age 
going to school, was also inclined to study. 
But his landlord would not tolerate such an 
idea He did noi even like the palcru sing(rig 
songs in the fields However, wiih ihe help 
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of tlw «:hool teacter and an uppef cajtte girt, 
the paleru decided to escape from the village 
and go to Rajamundry (a nearby town) and 
Join the school run by the Brahma Samaj. 
One day when the landlord came to know 
about the intentions ot the paleru, he scolds 
his father. The dialogue is instructive of the 
attitude of the upper castes toward the eft orts 
of the dalit masses to educate themselves and 
acquire knowledge 

Kuberaiah (landlord): O. son of a he buffalo! 
Did anybody go to school in your family 
Pullaiah (Dalit): Yes sir, Ah Ah is it? No 
sir no. 

K: Is not it a sin for you to lead (and write)'' 
P: Big sin lord Very big sin indeed Neither 

during the lime of my giandlather. nor my 
faihei, myself, nor even my son Yenkadu .. 

K' Stop It IS alright until your time Withyour 
s>>n Yenkadu the tradition of your family 
IS destroyed 

P- No iny lord I sweai. I pledge my life My 
son IS not like that 

K’ You son ot a donkey Why does a son ot 
a slave need education'* 

P: To whom my lord? Even if you cut my 
stomach, there is not word in it 

K- Osh* Youi Yenkadu. 
P Oh my giKidness 
K He will be of no u.se 
P' O my God* (beats chest). 
K He is not doing any work He always sings 

and reads books .Stop him Irom doing 
agricultuial labour. Educate and make him 
a collector Get lost 

P. We arc your slaves my lord Save us my 
lord 1 will kick that son of a donkey. I will 
bury him What stops you my lord'* You 
should have broken his bones 

K; Well. I did something Ifyou can teach him 
good manners and behaviour keep him 
here or else kxik for some other way. As 
you are dependent on me since your child- 
htxxl I am just thinking OK you can go 

The lather goes home and beats his son. Later 
the boy runs away troin the village, pursues 
his studies and secures BA degree. After that 
he becomes a deputy collector. He also mar- 
nes theupper caste gtrl, his childhood fnend. 

The central theme of this play is an urge 
for social equality and the acquisition of 
knowledge and education by the dalii masses 
for a decent living as well as for a respectable 
place in the society. In it there is a suggestion 
that through education and inter-caste 
marriage social mobility is possible. The 
author opined that the problems of daliis is 
not only that of class. In Indian society the 
dalits uni ike other castes have no opportunity 
to lead a respectable life. Hence dalits should 
be educated first and obtain good official 
positions. This play also represents the 
educational and professional needs of dalits. 
for education was seen to be a .social leveller 
and a means to acquire secular and ptiliiical 
power. The play is imaginary no doubt, but 
it IS a guide to many real life experiences 
of the dalit mas.ses. It was staged in many 
villages of coastal Andhra. As a literary 

creation it became a basis for social change/ 
mdbility. The author remarked that many 
young dalits. inspired by the play, left their 
traditional occupation and took toeducation. 
The popularity of this play is indicated by 
(he tact that in 1953, Bheemanna (the author) 
was facilitated in Ponnur village. Guntur 
district, on the occasion of its hundredth 
performance 

In this paper we have pre.scnied an analysis 
ot the beginnings of a literary genre which 
can be broadly called dalit literature.-'’ 
Although most of the scholars whose writings 
are examined in thisarticle did not exclusively 
write about and/or lor the dalit masses, yet 
being prixiucts ot dalit communities they 
represented the problems of the dalit masses 
and their emerging consciousness in their 
works moic sympathetically and realistically 
than the non-dalit scholars who preceded 
them There seems to be a tundamental 
ditference between the stivarna scholars who 
projected the dalit problem in their writings 
and the dalit scholars The non-dalit (upper 
caste) scholars were distanced and siixkI 

aloof from the dalit musses. They were also 
unfamiliar with their emotions, aspirations 
and living conditions. If at all there was any 
solidarity, allinity and link bclwcen them it 
was purely emotional .Such an emotion was 
guided by an ideology ol nationalism and 
marxism, about which the large majority of 
the dalii mas.sc.s were ignorant In contrast, 
the dalit intelligentsia had gtxxl knowledge 
of and insight into the lilc experiences ot the 
masses about who.se problem;- they wrote, 
their thoughts and leclings were tused with 
those of the masses. The subject matter for 
their works was provided by the everyday 
life experiences and existential problems 
ot the dalit masses Thc.se writers, who 
found inexhaustible raw material in the 
society and community in which they and 
the ma.s.se.s were born, shaped it into a 
realistic literary repiescntation. The main 
characteristic feature of dalit literature was 
its contemporaneity and realistic 
pre.scntation. The savaina scholars who 
depicted the dalit problems in their writings 
were guided neither by the philosophical 
and ideological tradition of the bhakti saint- 
poets nor by the liberation ideology and 
philosophy of Phule and Ambcdkar. The 
dalit scholars critiqued the brahmanical 
social order and Htndu ideology based on 
the philosophy and ideology ol both the 
bhakt saint-poets as well as Phule and 
Ambcdkar. In this sense it can be said that 
the dalit intellectuals of the pre- 
independence period were the forerunners 
to the contemporary dalit literary and 
cultural movements in the state. 
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DISCUSSION 

Redefining Irrigation Potential 
Don’t Damn the CV Alone 

S M Vidwans 

MY critique (EPW, December 4, 1993) of 
the paper ‘Redefining Gujarat’s Irrigation 
Potential' (EPW, June 26. 1993) by D H 
Parikh, A J Vora and Y K Alagh (PVA for 
short) showed that PVA's paper failed in 
Its objective of establishing variability of 
rainfall as the reason for redefining (i e, 
down-rating) Gujarat's irrigation potential. 
But, a.s the critique pointed out, rainfall 
variation obviously affects irrigation poten¬ 
tial in terms of the volume of water stored 
in the reservoir - the very reason why the 
dependability factor comes inhi play. If 
dependability is 75 per cent, in that much 
per cent of years over a long perirxl full 
ptilential will be realised and in 25 per cent 
less than full. One cun therefore think about 
an average iwtential that will be obtained 
over a long period, an average of (I) full 
potential in 75 per cent of years, and (2) 
less than full potential - less by varying 
amounts - in the remaining 25 percent. The 
difference between the full and the average 
potential gives the extent ot down-rating of 
the former that will be required because of 
rainfall variation. Thus, the maximum, 
though unlikely, extent of down-rating will 
be 25 per cent when dependability is 75 per 
cent, and 50 per cent when the latter is 50 
per cent. It is therefore a truism that full 
irrigation potential requires to be down¬ 
rated on account of rainfall variation: it is 
surely not a discovery. The only point of 
interest perhaps is the extent of down-rating 
and Its relationship with rainfall character¬ 
istics. Possibly a minor point, it becomes 
statistically interesting to pursue because 
PVA raised it and handled it rather unsuc¬ 
cessfully. That IS the limited objective of 
this follow-up paper. 

Irrigation Potential 

There may be several project-specific 
reasons for a less-than-full realisation of its 
irrigation potential. Some of them ari.se 
after water is released from the reservoir; 
they apply even if the reservoir were full. 
Other reasims such as rainfall vanation and 
environmental degradation of the catchment 
area affect the very volume of water in the 
reservoir. We are not concerned with the 
first type of reasons, and of the second, only 
with rainfall variation assuming that the rest 
were token into account when the project 
was designed and remained unchanged after 
its construction. This assumption is neces¬ 

sary to measure the effect of rainfall vari¬ 
ation unconfounded with other changes that 
may have occurred. Thus, the scope of the 
study IS confined to measuring the effect 
of rainfall variation on the volume of water 
in the reservoir, and the latter is taken to 
mean the same as irrigation potential, with 
the two terms used synonymously in the 
paper. 

Using a fairly long series of rainfall data 
for low-rainfall centres of Maharashtra, the 
paper studies the relationship between water- 
storage and rainfall parameters and offers 
an empirical basis for the mam assertions 
of my critique. It also gives estimates of 
the main measure for PVA’s sample centres 
and a few other centres from Gujarat- 
Suurashlra based on an empirically tested 
mtxici ot rainfall di.stribution Finally, it 
quantifies certain implications of the sug¬ 
gestion to reduce dependability. The re,suits 
would show that neither rainfall variation 
nor Its effect on water storage is of such 
a magnitude as to cause a disturbing pre- 
(Kcupation with the need to redefine (down- 
rate) irrigation potential in Maharashtra 
becausiyif either of them. It is not suggested 
that the .same conclusion would apply to 
Saurashtra or Gujarat. Thinking that they 
succeeded in their objective, PVA appeared 
to generalise their Saurashtra findings for 
the whole of Gujarat. The results given here 
will argue against such generalisations. 

Let 
V = The volume of water that gets 

stored in the reservoir at the 
end of a year; 

V = volume of water when the res¬ 
ervoir is full, that IS the full 
irrigation potential; 

y = total rainfall in a ye’ar in the 
catchment area; 

M = mean of y; 
S = standard deviation of y; 
C = S/M, flic coefficient of varia¬ 

tion (CV) of y; 
d = the dependability factor, that is 

the probability that in any year 
the reservoir will be full, i e, of 
V = V; 

P ('/i) = the probability that in any year 
the reservoir will be less than 
half-full, i c. of V < V/2, the 
main variable of PVA's paper. 

The values of proper fractions? d and 
P (Vi), and of C may be cxprcs.sed as 

percentages. Other notation will be 
introduced as the need for it arises. 

Annual Yttm and Run-Off: 

Engineers’ Formulae 

Since an inch of rainfall on one square 
mile of an area equals 2.3232 Mcft of water, 
with y inches of it in a year on a catchment 
arae of A sq miles the total volume of water 
that falls on it, i e. the annual yield: Q. is 
given by 

0 = 2.32.32Ay Mcft ...(I) 
However, not all of this flows down the 

catchment because of losses m absorption, 
evaporation and transpiration which depend 
upon .several physical and topographical 
characteristics of the catchment and the 
amount of rainfall itself. Irrigation engi¬ 
neers’ different formul.ae use only a certain 
percentage of y to work out Q; the reduced 
y is called run-off; R. The basic logical 
structure of almost all the formulae is, 
however, seen to be the same.' that is. the 
percentage of y that will be effective as run¬ 
off will be (y-H). and the run-off given by 

R = y(y-H)/IOO inches ...(2) 
where H, the technical parameter, and 100 
are both in inches. 
The annual yield is then given by 

0 = 2.32.32AR = BG(y) Mcft ..(3) 
where B =0.023232A, and G(y) stands for 
the quadratic expression: y(y-H). in y. 

The technical parameter; H, varies in 
different formulae ranging ftom 3" to 7", 
its lower value reflecting belter run-off 
conditions in the catchment. It is assumed 
that the annual rainfall is at least H inches 
and does not exceed (lOO+H) inches, the 
latter holding good for the low rainfall areas 
to which the formulae apply. As an exam¬ 
ple, with y = 20" and H = 7", though the 
amount of rain water per sq mile of catchment 
is 46.464 Mcft, only (20-7 =) 13 per ccn| 
of It will run off and the annual yield will 
be 6.04032 Mcft. in one type of formula, 
the value B differs from the one given 
above, but as we shall see, this does not 
affect our results. 

We should note in passing that the for¬ 
mulae use total rainfall and do not take into 
account its distribution over time. Also, one 
of them uses total monsoon rainfall while 
the others the total annual rainfall. 

Given the value of H, the percentage of 
rainfall which is effective as run-off, i e 
(y-H). thus depends on the amount of 
rainfall itself, and this essential structure 
of the formula (3), and the value of H have 
certain important implications for our 
problem. The run-off or annual yield not 
only increases with the amount of rainfall, 
but increases in proportion to much more 
than the square of the rainfall amount, and 
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mote NO when the initial amount is small 
or H large. If the amount doubles, the run¬ 
off more than quadruples: conversely, to 
get half of the run-off (fot a particular 
rainfall amount), rainfall has to be more 
than 0.7071 time the initial amount, that 
fraction being the square r<K)t of '/j. (See 
mathematical note: I.) 

Variaiion in Raini-au. and 

WaTUK S iORACjL 

Let Y,, be. the rainfall m inches such that 
Prob (y > Y,|) = d . .(4) 

Then, if dependability of the lull poieiiiiul. 
V, IS to be d 

V = BC.(Y^) .(5) 
For 7.S per cent dependability. Y ^ is the lirsi 
quartile. and lor 50 per cent Y ^ is the median 
of the rainlull distribution When rainfall 
exceeds Y.. v does not exeeed V as the 
excess water will overflow This ensures 
that 

Prob (v=V) = Proh (y5Y,) = d .(6» 
and 

Prob (v<V) = Prob (y<Y|) = (l-d), (7) 
II we eonsicicr now only those years when 
the re.ser5()ii does not fill to its full capacity, 
I e. V < V, or y < Y ,' the average value ol 
V tor Mich years, v, will be given bv 

V, = BE,lG(y)) '..(«) 

where F.,. in standard notation, stands for 
the < imtliiional cxiH'ciril {ttvenijfc) valitr 

operator, the condition here being' y<Y, 
or v<V. Obviously, will he less than 
V From this, the unconditional average 
ol V. that IS. its avcrufic over all veins 

V. will be 
V = Vd +v,( I- d) . (‘t) 

Clearly, v will also he less ih.in V and the 
relative extent to which it is so gives the 
down-rating factor. DR, by which V should 
be reduced to obtain v. Thus, 

DR = (V - v)/V ...tlO) 
and using (9). 

DR = (I-d) (l-v/Vi ...(II) 
DR IS a proper Iraelion and may be ex¬ 
pressed as a percentage. Further, (II) 
shows that its maximum value is (l-d), 
as staled in the first paragraph. Ceteris 

paribus. DR incrca.ses with H. It would 
al.srr tend to do so when Y, decreases (see 
inathem.atical notes: 2 and 5). Also, it 
measures Ihe relalivc average variation ol 
V from V.' 

We have thus derived an expression 
Itir the extent ol down-rating ol lull 
potential on account of rainfall variation. 
For Its ealcul.ition. all lhal is needed arc 
u long .senes of annual rainfall data and 
values of the dependability factor and H. 
We may also note for this purpose that 
for any year with rainfall y < Y^,, by (3) 
and (5). 

vis = C(y)/G{Y,) = y(y-H)/|Y.,(Y,-H)) 
...(12) 

and conscquenlly. by (K). 

v,A(« E|G{y |/0(Y^) 
= |E,(y-)-HE,(y)|/(V-HY,) ...(13) 

In (12) and (13). y. y , and II. all can be 
expressed in inches or metric measures. The 
procedure ol calculation is straighlforwtird: 
From the annual rainfall data, work out the 
value of YI and. from it and II. the value 
of G{Y,). Taking uli values of y which are 
less than Y,. calculate their average: E|(y). 
and the average of their squares: E, (y^), then 
v,/V by (13). and DR by (II). Alterna¬ 
tively. one may calculate v/V by (12) for 
all such values and lake their average to 
obtain V|/V and then DR by (II). 

One can also derive an expression for 
P ('/i; 111 winch PVA arc interested. If Y^ 
IS the rainfall needed to till the le.scrvoir 
to hall Its lull e.ipaeily. then using (3) and 
(5). we get 

:Y, (Y„-H) = Y,,(Y„-H) ...(14) 
With Y. known. Y can be calculated as the 
solution ol this quadratic equation, and Irom 
It P(IA) by the equation 

?(W) = Prob (y < Y,) ...(IS) 
with (he RHS worked ou( from the rainfall 
data as the proportion of years in which 
rainfall was less than Y . Like DR, 
increases us H increases and tends to do so 
when Y^, decrea.ses. (See mathematical 
note: 6). It should be clear that DR and P(Vi) 
arc different measures although PVA used 
the latter to infer about Ihe former. 

Maharashi'ra 

Wc shiill now apply thc,se formulae to 
work out the values ol DR and PC/i) foir a 
sampleof low-rainfall centres m Maharashtra 
on (he basis ol then rainlull data. Before 
that. It would be mstruetive to note a few 
important characteristics of the rainfall 
distribution in the slate 

The values of the mean: M. the coci Ftcient 
ol vaiiation: C. and the minimum rainfall 
were ,1 vii I lable I or 334 cen Ues i ii M ahara.shtra 
h.iscd on data on annual nnntall lor varying 

IaIIII I DiSI'KIBC'IION orCl.MKLS UV AVI KA(.l AnNI'AI RaINI All. ano CV 
Muliuiushlr.i 

(Centres wiih 50 or more years' data) 

Avoiuee CV Per Ceni Average 
CV 

(Per Cent) 
Aiiiuial K.iinlatl IS io 19 
in iiini 

20 lo 24 25 10 29 50 lo )4 55 lo 59 40 lo 44 All 

4iH)-4W .. 1 (i 2 - 9 52 49 

500-S9y - 5 17 1 26 52.56 
mi-tm 9 14 - 25 50.6K 
7()0-7W 1 17 7 - 29 29.21 

,Siih-lolal 4(M) 7‘>‘) - 52 44 7 1 «7 ,50.K« 

1100-999 7 21 -- - 51 27 16 
I()0(J-II99 7 6 2 - - 15 25 97 

12001)99 1 - 9 25,24 

I4(M) 1599 ■) 1 - 24.()9 

1 .. 4 1 - 6 27 65 
2000-2499 h - -- - K 25 SI 
2500-2999 1 5 1 - 7 2I.S.5 

tlXMl and inoie 1 11 14 21 27 

Nnte Fiaeiioiial pail ol value ol aveiage ruinfall linnil and ol CV (pei eent) igiuircil in ela.ssify 

vciilies 

■rAiii.i 2 1>IS IKIDI MON or CkNiRi V UN Avi KAi.r Anm'ai Raini All AND oil. Minimum Raini-ai.i 

AS i’lHI l-NTAl.L Ol 1111- Avf RAliL 

Muharashlra 

(Cenlies wnh 50 oi moie years’ data) 

Average 

Annual Ruinlall 
in mill 

10 to 19 20 to 29 50 10 59 40 to 49 50 to .59 60 and 
More 

All Percentage 
(Min/Aver) 

400-499 2 5 I - y 50.08 

5(H)-S99 5 11 It) - - 26 56..56 

6(H)-699 2 5 12 4 -- 25 54.75 

700-799 1 7 12 5 4 - 29 55.65 

Sub-total 400-799 5 18 58 20 6 87 .55.04 

800-999 2 2 12 15 2 51 58 81 

lOOO-l , 99 .. 4 2 5 4 -• 15 41 65 

l2(KI-t599 .. 2 1 s 1 - 9 40 74 

14(H)-1.599 1 2 5 49.78 

1600-1999 1 2 - -* 6 59 60 

2000-2499 1 fi 1 1 8 46.95 

2.5(X)-2999 .. 5 1 7 5205 

,5(K)() and atom - 1 - 4 9 - 14 49 4t 

tVii/e: Fraeuonal part ol value of average ruinfall (mm) and ot (lereontuge (immmimVaverage) igmwfd 

in classifying lonires. 

1,77 
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mtmber of yean; of the period; 1'900-80. 
Only those centtes with data for 50 or more 
years were considered assuming that their 
estimates of M and C would be relatively 
firm. Omission of centres with questionable 
values of the minimum further reduced the 
number to 180 whose data have been used 
in making Tables I and 2. Centres with 
low annual rainfall: 400 to 800 mm, num¬ 
bered 87, with 76 having data for 70 or more 
years. 

Table I classifies the I SOcentres by ranges 
of M and C and also gives the average values 
of C for ranges of M. The expected inverse 
relationship between the two emerges from 
the table.' For the low rainfall centres the 
average value of C is a little over 30 per 
cent with most values between 25 and 35 
per cent. As we shall see later, Saurashtra 
centres have generally a much higher co¬ 
efficient of variation than this. 

Another parameter of rainfall distribu¬ 
tion which might be relevant is the'threshold 
value below which rainfall rarely measures. 
The observed minimum in a long series 
provides agood approximation to It. Table 2 
classifies the centres by ranges of M and 
the percentage ratio of the minimum to the 
average. One would expect the ratio to tend 
to increase with M, The table shows thi.s 
tendency, but not very strongly. It is rather 
weak for low values of M with the ratio lying 
between 20 and SO per cent and averaging 
to around 35 per cent. 

For studying the relationship of DR with 
rainfall parameters, a purposive sample of 
24 low-rainfall centres was selected to 
represent the range of values of M. C. and 
the relative minimum: R,„. The selection 
was made in pairs of centres within each 
M-group spread over the range of the C- 
values in that group: each centre in a pair 
had roughly the same C but as widely 
different value of R,^ as the data permitted. 
The names of the sample centres, and the 
values of the mean, CV and the minimum 
are given in Table 3 which al.so gives the 
values of the first quartile and the median. 
(The values of R,„ are given in Table 5.) 
Annual rainfall figures for each centre were 
then used to work out the values of DR and 
P(W)by the application of the first procedure 
based on formula (13). The calculations 
were made for two dependability factors; 
75 and 50 per cent, and two values of H: 
3" and 7", or 76.2 mm and 177.8 mm. The 
results are given in Table 5. 

The alternative procedure of calculation 
of DR is illustrat^ in Table 4 to help in 
understanding the relationship between 
rainfall and v/V. The table also illustrates 
the calculation of P(t^i). 

The table is .self-explanatory. Nevasa has 
80 years' rainfall data. After arranging the 
80 values of annual rainfall in an a.scending 
order, the first quartile, for 75 per cent 
dependability, works out at 453.0 mm. The 

table shows die first 20 lowest values of 
annual rainfall arranged in an ascending 
order. D.sing equation (12), the next two 
columns give, for each rainfall value, the 
percentage ratio: v/V, for the two values of 
H. Note that although the first rainfall value 
is nearly half the first quartile value, the 
ratio: v/V, is less than one-fourth for the 
lower value of H. and very much less for 
the higher value of H.* 

Consider H = 76.2 mm; the average of 
the 20 values of v/V is 63.13 which gives, 
by equation (13), the percentage value of 
V|/V. From this and by equation (9), v/V 
is 90.78 per cent, and by equation (II), DR 
works out at 9.22 per cent. With higher H, 
DR IS 10.74 per cent. 

To work out P('/i), we first solve the 
quadratic equation (14) with equal to 
453.0 and obtain equal to 332.71 mm 
and 353.92 mm for the twt) values of H 
respect! vely. The proportion of years when 
the rainfall was le.ss than these two values 
gives the corresponding two values of 
P('/4). The proportion is obtained by 
interpolation using the first two columns 
of the table, after applying continuity 
correction, as 8.86 and 10.99 per cent 
respectively.' Note that as H increases so 
do DR and P(‘/^). 

Table 5 shows the values of DR and P('/i), 
for two values of H and two values of the 
dependability factor, for every .samplecentre. 
It also gives the values of the three rainfall 
parameters: M, C, and R^^^ to help .study the 
relationship of DR and P (Vi) with them. 
The serial numbers of the centres are the 
same as those in Table 3. The commonly 
used two engineers’ formulae take H = 7" 

TAVJE 4: tlXUSTtAtlVB CAlXOLAtlON OP 

Oown-RaHno Factor: DR, amp op F( 1/2), the 

Probaeiutv op Reservoir PauNo to Less than 

Half the Full Capactty, for Nevasa 

WITH 80 Years' Data 

Dependability: 75 Pw Cent 

Sr No Rain¬ 
fall 
mm 

VOS Per Cent of V 
H«76.2 H-I77.P 

mm mm 

1 224.7 19.55 8.45 
2 245.5 24.35 13.33 
3 262.3 28.60 17.78 
4 279.9 33.40 22.92 
5 287.7 *35.65 25.36 
6 316.2 44.46 35.10 
7 316.6 44.59 35.25 
8 344.0 53.97 45.86 
9 351.9 56.84 49,14 
10 358.9 59.44 .52.14 
II 390.3 71 82 66.53 
12 401.9 76 69 72.25 
13 403.9 77.54 73 25 
14 411.4 80 79 77 09 
15 419.3 84.28 81.23 
16 435 3 91.58 89 91 
17 435 5 91 67 90 02 
18 443.2 95 29 94,35 
19 443 2 95.29 94.35 
20 446 5 96.86 96.24 
A: First quartile 
B: Average of 20 

453.0 100.00 100.00 

values: v,/V 
C: Weighted (75.25) average 

63.13 ,57,02 

of A and B' v/V 90 78 89 26 
D; DR = (lOO-C) pei cent 
F. Rainfall needed 

9 22 10,74 

for V/2 (mm) .332.71 .353 92 
F. P (V4) (per cent) 8.86 10,99 

fi/oie: All rainfall figures were arranged in an 
ascending order: the table shows* the fust 
20 of them 

Tabix 3; Parametshs of Rainfau. Distribution for 24 Selecteu Centres of Low Rainfall 

IN Maharashtra 

Sr Centre 
No 

No of 
Years (n) 

Mean 
(mm) 

Min 
(mm) 

First 
Quaitile Q, 

(mni) 

Median 

Qi 
(mm) 

CV 
(ftsrCent) 

1 Phalian 79 473.6 215 4 .376.7 473,8 29.81 
2 Kopurgaun 77 496,1 180.6 408.8 494 7 31 23 
3 Mhaswad 79 488.2 108.5 379.4 500.0 • .34.65 
4 Sangoiimer 78 474.1 86.7 .369.7 4.54.9 37.87 
5 Ncva.su 80 587..5. 224.7 453.0 587 1 29.22 
6 Shrigonda 79 526.8 226.9 393.7 496.7 30.82 
7 Mirajgoon 68 566.5 156.0 446.5 572.0 31.62 
8 Sirur 79 514.5 246.1 399.5 496.6 32.46 
9 Dahiwadi 79 .506.9 191.1 ,374.4 479 1 38.21 
10 Pusesauli . 79 50<f.5 129.7 314.0 518.4 42.50 
11 Tasgaon 78 619.3 194.4 509.8 608.0 27.13 
12 Erandol 77 688 3 352.8 .546.7 674.7 28.60 
13 Islainpur 78 662.6 314,0 506.3 637.2 30.82 
14 Pandharpur 79 610.9 156 8 475.7 618.6 30.86 
15 Amalner 79 681.6 249.2 540.0 641.6 33.39 
16 Shevgaon 77 630.0 172.6 479.6 619.5 34..54 
17 Jalgaon(l) 80 776.0 391.7 654.0 783.8 23.88 
18 Taloda 79 792.4 286.0 663.3 765.6 24.91 
19 Bhusowal 80 743.1 172.7 620.0 7.31,0 28.04 
20 Chalisgaon 80 723.3 316.2 .598.2 707.4 28.09 
21 Jatgaon(2) 79 726.5 19.3.1 541.6 727.4 .32.74 
22 lunnor 78 742.9 299.5 589.7 725.8 32.88 
23 Deolgaonraja 67 743.3 99.1 557.9 771.8 36.67 
24 Kalvan 78 703.6 194.3 518.5 647.6 38.45 

NiM: CV based on the divisor (n-l); Sr No 17 belongs to Jalgaon district and No 21 to BuMSiana. 
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or tiWTBabouu; the third takes it to be 3”. 
Results are shown for both to help study 
the relationship of DR and P('/i) with H. 
(Table shows H in metric measure.) 

When dependability (d) is 75 per cent, 
DR does not exceed 10 per cent in most 
cases for H = 76.2 mm and 12 per cent for 
H = 177.8 mm. The design of the table helps 
one see how DR varies according to the 
three rainfall parameters and H. As a direct 
consequence of the structure of the run-off 
function: G(y). lower mean ramfaJI, higher 
CV, and lower relative minimum, all 
separately push up the DR. Also for every 
centre, DR is higher tor the higher value 
of H, though the difference is quite small. 
(As we shall see later, the difference ccnild 
be large in other cases.) Thus, although 
rainfall variation leads to the consideration 
of DR, Its value - that is, the extent of down- 
rating - IS determined by other rainfall 
parameters also and the rainfall-runoff 
relationship m the catchment. 

With DR small enough and varying in 
a narrow range of 7 to 14 per cent, there 
IS little point in quantifying its rclafton- 
ship with the rainlall parameters. How¬ 
ever.jo broadly gauge the relative impor¬ 
tance ot the latter, a regre.ssion analysis 
was carried out which yielded the lollow- 
ing results. DR refers to d = 75 per cent 
and H = 177.8 mm. The mean: M, is 
measured in decimeurs.'' 

DR = 13.86-0.y4M+0.16C-0.()7R 
(4.72) (-4.84) (2.94) (-.3.57) 

...(16) 
R‘ = 0.8373 F,^. = 34.32 

and 

logpR o 2jS6 - 0.5aog,M.+ 0.461og^,C 
t^: (3.40) (-5.48) (3.06) 
- 0.231og.R„ ...(17) 

(-4.11) 
R' = 0.8641, F,„ s 42.40 

All t-values are highly significant, even 
at 0.5 per cent level of significance, and .so 
are the F-values. The analysis of variance 
shown in Table 6 points out that every one 
of the three parameters makes a significant 
contribution in explaining the variation in 
DR. Equation (17) shows that the mean 
rainfall is a little more important than the 
CV in determining DR and the relative 
minimum also inducnces il substantially. 
Not merely a high CV but a low mean also 
increa.ses DR (sec mathematical notes 4 
and 5). 

As one would expect, reduction of 
dcpend.'ibility. Irom 75 to 50 per cent, invites 
larger DR which, as the table shows, then 
lies between 16 to 25 per cent (H = 177.8 
mm), nearly 2.5 times its value for 75 per 
cent dependability. Its relationships with H 
and the raintall parameters continue to be 
the same. 

For all .sample centres P('/i) is also small 
for75 percent dependability. It exhibits the 
same relationship as DR with H and the 
rainfall parameters tor both values of the 
riepcndability factor. Curiously cmaigh. il 
ditiers Irom DR by a small margin of one 
or two percentage points, although it is 
slightly less than DR on the average and has 
greater relative variation than that m DR. 
The two are positively related with corre¬ 
lation coclficient ranging from 0.87 to 0.96; 

die Iwger the P (V4) the larger the DR. \ 
vice versa, an observation made in 
critique. 

In sum, the down-rating of full irrigationl 
potential in Maharashtra, for projects wUhi'' 
low-rainfall catchment areas, that may be* 
required due to rainfall variation will be; 
between 8 and 12 per cent for 75 per cend: 
dependability and between 20 and 25 per!, 
cent for 50 per cent dependability. Majoil; 
and ineditim irrigation projects are gener-1; 
ally designed with 75 per cent dependabil-|< 
ity. and they account lor a large percentagei. 
of total irrigation potential. Even if theirj' 
catchment areas have low raintall - which;' 
may not be the case always - down-rating' 
of full irrigation potential on account of 
rainfall variation does not appear to he a' 
serious problem and should be the least of! 
the worries ol policy advisers. It is al.so, 
observed that the extent of down-rating' 
depends not only on the CV but also on the 
mean rai nfa 11. and the t wo a fl ect 111 n opposi tc 
directions. 

Gujarat 

The above approach could not be followed 
for Gujarat centres since a long scries ofl 
annual rainfall data for them are noiavailable 
to me. Only the values of the mean and the: 
standard deviation are available for PVA’s 
centres and for some additional centres. 
Using these values. I attempt to give 
rca.sonably good approximations to DR-: 
values for the.se centres ba.sed on a tested 
statistical model of frequency distribution 
of annual rainfall. Scientists of the. Institute 

Tabi.e 5: Probability of Rf.sf.rvuir Fii lino nj l-Bss iiian Haij- rut Fiiu. Cahaiti-y (’('/?), ano thl Down-Ra-ono Factor- DR 

.Sr No 
of Centre 
in Table 3 

Mean 
mm 

CV 
Per Cent 

Minimin 
as Per Cent 

of Mean 

Dependabilitv 75 Per Cent Dependabilitv 50 Per Com 1 
PC/j) Pei Cent DR Pei Cent P(W) Per Cent DR Per Cent 

H = 
76 2 mill 

H = 
177.8 mill 

H = 
76 2 mm 

H = 
177 8 mm 

H = 
76.2 mm 

H = 
177.8 mm 

H= 
76 2 mm I77.8inm 

1 474 29.8 45.5 801 9 29 8 62 10.72 18 39 23.81 21,80 25 16 
2 496 ■31.2 36.4 8 40 9.97 9.70 11.55 15.78 17.97 19 62 22 33 
3 488 34 7 22.2 12 89 14 77 1190 I4..30 23 79 26.53 23 73 26,67 
4 474 .37.9 18.3 II 72 14 76 12 17 14 32 17 02 22.36 21 .56 24.50 
.5 .587 29.2 .38 2 8 86 10.99 9.22 10 74 18 74 24.40 20.37 22,50 
6 527 30.8 4.3.1 ' 8 10 9 15 741 9.07 16 18 20 84 18.75 21.42 
7 566 .31 6 27 5 7 08 804 10.24 11.93 22 19 23.87 21.94 24.29 
8 514 .32.5 47.8 5 44 12 15 9.00 II 00 18.34 22,80 20 27 23.16 
9 .507 .38.2 .37,7 9 69 13 44 10 51 13 04 21.74 24 61 22,09 25.29 

10 509 42.5 25.5 11.17 14 44 10 67 13.97 35 64 35 86 .30 34 33.68 
II 619 27 1 31,4 6.29 7 73 8 85 10 05 1390 16 75 17.77 19.59 
12 688 28.6 51 3 6.31 7.57 7.6.3 861 15 17 1757 . 18.40 20.06 
13 663 30.8 47 4 4.02 5.64 7..54 8 65 15 30 20 97 18 86 2071 
14 611 .30.9 25 7 7 25 V62 8..39 9.61 18.66 23.58“ 21.33 23.38 

15 682 33.4 36.6 6 29 9 60 7.94 8.95 12 80 13 13 16.28 17.85 
16 630 .34.5 27.4 6 88 8 89 9.46 10 82 1890 19.66 22 28 24.42 

17 776 23 9 50.5 4 17 5.02 6.82 7,49 10.50 12.06 17.12 18 40 

18 792 24.9 .36.1 2..30 4 15 6 45 7 07 8.03 11.01 14.91 16 08 

19 743 28 0 23.2 7,26 7 58 8.81 9.67 12.42 17 20 18.14 19.57 

20 723 28.1 43 7 4.19 5 67 8.61 9,.S6 17 14 18 16 17.99 19.52 

21 727 32.7 26.6 5..50 9.4.3 8.61 966 20,28 25 33 21 94 23.61 

22 743 .32.9 40.3 6.29 7 86 8 73 9.69 17.21 18 79 19.70 21 27 

23 743 36.7 13.3 12.39 13.97 11.97 13.14 24 97 27.36 25.61 27.23 

24 704 38.4 27.6 6.66 8.82 9.16 ■ 10.36 1699 17.73 19.77 21.57 
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«>jT«>p»cal MetetJTHlogy (ITM), Pnnc have 
tkme considerable work to discover the 
model, found that the two-parameter Gamma 
distribution fits the Indian data well, and 
umcluded that "the seasonal and annual 
rainfall at stations in different parts of India 
can be taken to be Gamma distributed”.’ The 
two parameters of this distribution can be 
estimated fn>m the known values of the 
mean and standard deviation nr CV. and the 
distribution completely specified.*' All the 
calculations (hat would have been done on 
the observed distribution can be done by 
appropriatecalculusonthc.spcciriedGaminu 
distribution." 

For our problem too the Gumma 
distribution .seems lo work well. Tlic values 
of DR were calculaicd on its basis for ihc 
24 centres of Maharashtra, and when 
compared with iho.se in Table 5 were 
observed to differ from them hy a small 
margin, not exceeding two percentage points, 
for most centres and were on the average 
lower by a half percentage point. For our 
problem this degree of approximation is 
very satisfactory. Table 7 shows the 
comparison for H = I77.K inm only lor the 
.sake of brevity and also because that value 
IS perhaps more appropriate lor low rainfall 
centres of Maharashtra and Gujurat. 

Based on (hcGammadisirihution.Table K 
shows values of DR for PVA’s centres and 
some additional cemres."’ PVA's centres 
arc grouped first according to the mean 
rainfall, and then within each group arranged 
in an increasing order of CV; the additional 
centres arc arranged in an increasing order 
of the mean. As stated in my cniique. PVA 
did not give the value of dependability factor 
for each project; the tabic shows DR lor both 

the valu^. PVA's estimates of mean and 
CV are bused im an inadequate sample; the 
iiddiiional centres have data for a much 
longer .series of years and perhaps represent 
the Saurashtru situation better. It appears 
that values of CV exceeding 60 per cent for 
PVA's centres are suspect, especially for 
Moj." Such cases excluded, DR lies for 
PVA’s centres between 12 and 16 per cent 
for 7S per cent dependability, and between 
2.S and .'<(1 per cent lor 50 per cent 
dcpendahiliiy. 

Values ol P('/i), not shown in the table, 
differ little from corresponding DR values 
as in Maharashtra's case. Because PVA’s 
P('/2) values, based on the oh.serviitions on 
re.servoir lilling, al.so reflect the effects of 
factors other than rainfall variation, they 
arc no) strictly comparable with DR and 
Pf'/i) values based on rainfall di.sinbution. 
Al.so. the number of observations is small. 
On the whole, they arc much higher than 
the DR values shown in the table for 75 
per cent dependability. Even for 50 per 
cent dcpciKlahiliiy, they arc loo high for 
centres with low enough CV and not so 
low mean. 

Four of the additional live centres arc 
from Saurushtra; tor (wool them, with low 
means and high TVs, the DR is outside the 
above range and higher. A comparison ol 
Veraval and Bhu). which have about the 
same CV, brings out the considerable cflcci 
the low mean has in pushing up the DR. 
(Sapda-Vartu comparison shows Ihc same 
hut lo u less exicni.) tl appears that in 
Gujarat and .Saurashira. except when the 
mean ruinlal 1 is less than 4(X) mm. the ex tcni 
ol down-rating in most cases will not exceed 
15 per cent for 75 per cent dcpendahiliiy. 

oml 30 per cent when dependtibilUy is SO 
per cent. 

Separation or EfpetTs of Mean 

AND CV ON DR 
t 

The Maharashtra exercise attempted to 
quantify the separate effects of mean dnd 
CV on DR. But such a separation by an 
analysis of cross-sectional data has limita¬ 
tions because of the relationship between 
the two - both arithmetical and observed. 
The larger the mean, the smaller the CV. 
The use of a model distribution however 
enables us to separate the effects Table 9, 
prepared for this purpose, shows values of 
DR ba.sed on the Gamma distribution for 
ull coinbinaiions of five values each ol the 
mean and CV, and two values each ot H 
and the dependability factor. The lowest two 
values of CV roughly cover its range in 
Maharashtra, and the other three in 
Saurashtra and Gujarat. The highest mean 
value may not be perhaps applicable to 
■Saurashtra. In a sense, the table is a ready 
reckoner tor DR. The set of lour equations 
given at its tiHit approximates the DR values 
in It The eocfficienls of log M and log C 
m them give the average elasticity coeffi¬ 
cients ol DR with re.speei lo M and CV 

The firsi point to noic is that it all othei 
parameters remain the same, DR increases 
with CV, as expected, and much more so 
when the mean is low and H higher Second, 
the mean makes a large diflercncc to DR 
when It IS low; an increase in a low mean 
reduces DR lo u considerable cxicni, and 
this eflect is more pronounced wnh higher 
CV and H. Third, the parameter. H, has a 
significunl eflect on DR when the mean is 

TA*i.r 6. Ri.(,krssi(>n id IjH dm C, M a.m) R„ 
Analysis of vuriuiiee to u.s.suss incruiiieiilul 

cuntnbulion ol oxpianalury variuhles 

Source ot 
Variation 

Sums of .Suuaies 
Regression Type 

Linear Log- 
linear 

dl 

Residual ss alter 
regression of DR on 
(DC only .fx..s: 0.3281 22 
(2) C and M only 2*) 10 0 20X1 21 
i.'DC, MandR,,, I5..22 0 1129 20 
(4) Twal ss 

F-UW tor significance 
of legrussion due to 
(DConly((4)_<l)|/l 

94 15 0X110 21 

■ (IV22 
.11.77 13 69 

(2) nddition of M 

: F,,'= 1I.2J 
. (2)/2l 

i.t) luiiher addition ot R,„ 

12 10 

c _ ((2H.'»))/I 

(3W20 
12 77 16.90 

N<irr. All F-votucs are highly signiricant. Ihc I 
per ceni cniical values being 7 94, X 02 and 
8 fOtortO.(2)andG)respeciivuly. 

Tabli- 7' Vahiisiit DR (Pi.b Cr.Ni) Baseh on Actual Annuai Raini-all Daia and Tiiosi Estimath> 

IKino a Gamma Dis-ntiBUTioN Modi.i 

H = 177 X mill Maharashtra 

Si Cenire 
No 

d = 75 Pei Ceni d = 50 Per Cent 
Actual Model Actual 

I Phallun 10.72 I0..12 25,16 22.48 
2 Koparguon 11 55 10 52 22.11 22.89 
1 Mhaswud 14 10 11.65 26.67 24 71 
4 Sangainnei 14 .12 12X1 24.50 26.44 
5 Nevasa . 10 74 9.26 22 50 20.89 
6 Shl'igonda 9 07 10.12 21.42 22.29 
7 Miraigaon 11.91 10 06 24 29 22 28 
X Sirur 11 00 10.71 21 16 21,27 
9 Dahl wadi 1104 12,47 25.29 26 07 
10 Pusesauli ' 13.97 11,65 11.68 27 84 
11 Tasgaon 10 05 8 51 19.59 19.56 
12 Erandol X6I 8.68 20 06 19 92 
11 Islainpur X65 9 16 . 20 71 21.17 
14 Fandharpur 9.61 9.60 21.38 21.51 
15 Amaliier 8.95 9.95 17.85 22.28 
16 Shevgaon 10.82 10.48 24 42 21.15 
17 Julgaon(l) 7.49 7,21 18 40 17.06 
IX Taloda 7.07 7.46 16.08 17.57 
19 Bhusawai 9 67 8.1K 19.57 1918 
20 Chalisgaun 9.56 844 19 52 19 49 
21 Jalgaon(2) 9.66 9.61 2161 21.75 
22 Junnar 9.69 9 61 21,27 21 71 
21 Deolgaufiraia 11.14 10 54 27.21 2142 
24 Kalvan 10.16 11.12 21.57 24.18 
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low; the higher H ieadti to a larger DR with 
a low mean, and more *« when CV is also 
high. The equations show that the positive 
elasticity cocftlcient of C is large but less 
than unity, and decFease.s with dependabil¬ 
ity. TTie coelTicient of M i.s negative and 
si/eable tor higher H. and quite large fur 
15 per cent dependability. It thus counters 
the effect of CV on DR, Evidently, there 
is aLso som«»*‘inicraclion" effect of the three 
parameters on DR. 

It should be thus clear that if DR is to 
be investigated, all relevant parameters 
should be taken into account and not merely 
the CV, As I pointed out in my critique, we 
are dealing with a case of physical 
relationship ol the variables with these 
parameters, and. to be useful, a statistical 
analysis has lo incorporate the relationship. 
II. disregarding it. as PVA did. observations 
lor projects with differing mean values of 
calchmcni rainlall. different dependability 
lactors. and. perhaps, dilfereni types of 
catchment arc all pul logclhcr. and suhjeelcd 
lo a regression analysis between the DR and 
the CV, such an cxcrci.se will be misloadmg 
even if.^unlike PVA’s it is ba.sed on sound 
data 

Ri-.Donios IS Dm NDAiiii.MY 

PVA in.ike u lelercnce to a suggestion 
made in 19X7 by one ol iheiti to lowei 
dependability from 15 to .‘>0 per cent in 
regions "with high value of water”, and to 
Gujarat government’s corresponding action 
in drought-prone areas that lollowcd. The 
suggestion is not a new one. the Maharashtra 
Irrigation Citmmission (19W)) made the same 
recommendation observing further that; "It 
IS true that with a lower dependability the 
average annual utilisation over a period ol 
years would be less in coinpiiri.son lo the 
projected utilisation and that this would 
increa.se the cost, hut this increttse would 
be counterbalanced by economics inherent 
in large scale construction and operation of 
irrigation schemes. In any ca.se, the need for 
more water makes the harnessing of larger 
supplies imperative " The Cummissioit 
also assessed that about 3.1 per cent 
additional water would become available 
in the process. 

Our analysis of rainfall data or model- 
based distribution can be extended to quan¬ 
tify the implications of this suggestion. 
Suppose V. V, and DR refer to 75 per cent 
dependability, and V, v' and DR' to 50 per 
cent dependability, when the project is 
redesigned with the same dam-site .so that 
the catchment area is not altered. Note that 
each of the latter three is greater than its 
corresponding previous value. The factor by 
which V will increase, t e. the escalation 
factor 

EFV = VW = 0(Y„,VG(Y„„) ...(18) 

The capacity of the reservttir will have 
to be increased and other infrastructure 
augmented to serve the increased full 
potential. The escalation factor; EFV, will 
thus indicate, but not measure, the implied 
cost escalation. The benefits, in terms of 
the increase in (hcaverage potential, would 
nut however increase in the same 
proportion The escalation factor tor the 
average potential 

EFv = v’/v 

= EFV(I-DR')/(I-DR) ...(19) 
using (10) and (IX) .Since DR' is larger 
than DR, EFv is less than EFV. Thus the 
incrca.se in the average potential will be 
porportiimatcly less than that in the full 
potential as the Maharashtra Irrigation 
Commission noted For example, for 
Nevasa, using Tables 3 and 5. and with 
H = I77.X mm. EFV is 1.9276 and EFv 
1.6736.. 

The percentage difference between the 
two escalation factors, with EFV as 1 (K), 
has much significance. Suppose K and K' 
arc the costs per Mcft ol V and V’ 
respectively. The costs per Mcft <U the 
average poieniial in the two cases will be 
KV/v and K V'/v'. and it the latter is not 
to exceed the lomier 

K7K < VvVV'v 
that is 

K'/K S EF v/EFV 

or t)«; pereeniage reduction from K to K*. i e, 
lOOfK-K’VK S IOO(EFV-EFv)/EFV 

...(20) 
(For the above example of Nevasa. the right 
hand side equals 13. IX.) While K and K' 
arc taken into account when the project is 
designed, it is the unit cost of average 
potential that is the effective cost. If this 
cost IS not to increase in the proce.ss of 
reducing dependability, the reduction in unit 
cost of lull potential (K to K') shtiuki be 
ill least equal to the percentage diffctcncc 
between EFV and EFv with EFV as 100.'' 
(In Nevasa example, the reduction in unit 
cost has to be at least 13 per ccni.) Based 
on the Gamma distribution. Table 10 givc.s 
the values of the iwo escalation factors and 
their percentage difference (tor (he same set 
of values of M. CV and H as <if Tabic 9). 

Tltc proportional increase in the average 
poiential is always less than that in the full 
potential. Both display the same trend as 
DR for variation in H, the mean and the CV. 
But changes in the mean affect them much 
less except when it is low and CV and H 
higher. Their very large values in certain 
cases retied the very low volume, per unit 
of catchment area, of the 75 per cent de¬ 
pendability lull potential. In the.se situa¬ 
tions. unless the catchment area i.s very 
large It may be impractical to create this 
potential 

Iadi-i 8 tsiiMAn:!) Vauics iM I)K (h'K t>NT) BasiiI) ON Gamma Dlstkibi'iion Mouse 
H = 177.8 inin Guiarai 

,Sr Cenire Mean CV DR (Percent) 
No mm Per Cent d=75 Per Cent d=5() Pei Cent 

PVA's Ccniics 
1 Bhugavo III) 445 50 34.32 12 15 25 31 
3 Muchhulll 485 80 36 42 12.21 25.58 
1 Machhudll 485 80 36 42 12 21 25.58 
4 Limdi Bhogavo 472 20 38 36 12 98 26 69 
5 Shcirunji 477 21 40 98 13 68 27 74 
6 Fulzaiell) 472 99 48 13 15 78 3060 
7 Gondali 486 70 49 84 15 99 30 95 
X Ghee 480 88 ,59 08 18,48 33.97 
9 .Sapda 450.81 66.15 20 93 .36 44 
10 Coma S62 40 35 43 11.15 24 14 
11 Rongola SI4 70 43 98 13.99 28.36 
12 4ihudan 5J9 70 44.68 13 87 28.29 
n Puna S09 67 48 14 14 14 28 90 
14 Sasoi 599 67 48 14 14 14 28 90 
\5 Ghelotl) 525 71 49 76 15 36 30.32 
16 Brahimii 529 38 51 12 15 66 30,74 
17 Phuphal 523 85 51 98 15 95 31 10 
18 Ghclo(.S) 52) 82 52 47 16 II 31 29 
19 Bbimdad * 522 40 54 98 16 72 .32,08 
20 Ueini (1) 512 80 56 45 17 24 .32 67 
21 Vami .583,f)0 67 43 18 71 34 78 

22 Suraiwadi 627 85 52 02 1481 29 96 

23 Moj 724 40 81 79 20 04 .36 78 
Additional Centres , 

i Bhu|(KI) 350.00 .54 29 21 44 36 14 

It l>w;.rka(60) 376.00 58 24 21 37 .36.32 

iii Veraval (68) .559 (K) 53.67 1590 31 19 
IV Ra|k'.M<K3) 643 00 39.19 II 61 25.09 

V Alimedabad (92) 779.00 39 02 1099 24,25 

Nute: Figures in parenthe,ses after the names of additional ceiiire.s are numbers of years of data on which ' 
the mean and the CV ore based 
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The percentage difference between the 
two escalation factors varies in a very narrow 
range; iO to 20. It varies only a little widt 
the mean unless the latter is very low. or 
with H; the CV affects it the most. The 
conclusion would be that with lowering of 
dependability from 7S to SO per cent, the 
cost per Mcft of new full potential has to 
be less than before by at least 10 to 20 per 
cent depending upon.the CV. Otherwise the 
lowering of dependability will become a 
more expensive proposition in terms of the 
unit cost of average potential. 

Results in Table 10 will perhaps support 
PVA’s argument for lowering of depend¬ 
ability of Saurashtra projects. 

Concluding Remarks 

Variations in annual rainfall, a natural 
phenomenon, causes variation in annual 
potential of an irrigation project; more of 
it if dependability of full potential of the 
project is relatively low. If policy advisers 
are seriously concerned with this 
unrechessable vanation in potential, they 
should note - as this exercise has made it 
abundantly clear - that not only the CV but 
the mean also of annual rainfall determines 
the extent to which the down-rating of the 
full potential would be required on this 
account. The principal argument of PVA’s 
paper that DR increases with CV is unex¬ 
ceptionable. But it is only partially true; it 
is true if fee mean remains the same. And 
the effects of changes in the mean and the 
CV on DR are in opposite directions; just 
as a larger CV causes a larger DR, so also 
a .smaller mean. Nature is not always kind 
and the two often go together. It would be 
incorrect to hold fee CV as the sole offender. 

Ideally, one should estimate DR and study 
its relationship wife rainfall parameters on 
the basis of data on annual discharge of a 
river and the annual rainfall in its catchment. 
In the absence of fee former data, we have 
carried out the exercise using only the latter 
and the rainfall-runoff equations of irrigation 
engineers. The centre piece of the exercise 
is fee structure of these, equations. But it 
will be unrealistic to suppose that G(y) 
precisely defines this structure or that a 
particular value of H specifies it for a 
paiticular project.'* After all, G(y) is only 
in iqiproxtmation - perhaps a good one - of 
.^lity. The values of DR and other measures 
pvai here are therefore, only as good as 
he engineers’ fcumulae. These have been 
n, use for many decades now and could be 
dined, and in consistence wife their refined 
versions the DR values could be also 
eworked. The thrust of the present exercise 

however, only to demonstrate how, once 
. he formula defining rainfall-runoff 
I eiatimshjp is given. DR and other measures 
^<uiM be worked out using a long series of 
tnouai rainfall data. Further, DR is a direct 

Tabu 9: Vai-ues of DR (Per Cent) Based on Gamma DisniHUntoN nm DiFniMNr Values of Mean, 

CV. H, AND THE DEfeNOABIUTY pACTOR: d 

d (Per Cent) H 
mm 

Mean 
min 

_CV (Per Cent)_ 
25 35 45 55 65 

75 70.2 250 744 9.92 12.22 14.32 16.28 
450 7.16 9.52 11.66 12.62 15.43 
550 700 9.29 11.26 13.24 14.96 
650 6.90 9 15 11.17 12.00 14.66 
750 6.82 9.05 11.04 12.82 14.46 

177.8 .250 10.88 14.96 18.52 21.65 ' 24,47 
450 9.02 12..20 15.35 18 12 20.67 
.550 8.24 11.12 13.84 16.34 18.65 
650 7.82 I0..50 • 12.99 15.30 17.45 
750 7 56 10.11 12 47 1464 16.67 

50 76.2 250 17 54 22..29 26.29 29.72 32.51 
450 t7 03 21.77 25.68 28.95 31.71 
550 16.74 21 41 25.28 28.51 31.24 
650 16.55 21.17 25.01 28.22 3094 
750 16.42 21 01 24 82 28.02 30.72 

177.8 ,250 22 74 28.57 32.98 36 35 39.03 
450 20 12 25 55 29.89 33 35 36.16 
550 1891 24 07 28.28 31 72 .24..55 
650 18.21 22.22 27.22 30 72 33.54 
750 17 76 22.66 26.70 30 05 .32 86 

I- d = 75 per cent. H = : 76.2 mill 
log, DR = 0.2242 -0.1329 log.. M + 0.7992 log. C; R’ = 0.9986 

II; d = 75 percent. H = 177.8 mm 
log, DR = 2,5880 -0.5028 log,. M + 0 8486 log,. C; R' = 09928 

III d x: 50 per cent. H = 76 2 mm 
log. DR = 1.2277 -0.0801 log, M + 0.6534 log.. C, R^ = 0 9967 

IV:d = 50percent, H = 177.8 mm 
log, DR = 2.7122 -4) 2747 log. M + 0.6201 log,. €. R= = 0.9904 

Table 10: Eeeect of Reducing DErENUABtUTY from 75 to 50 Per Cent- Escalation Factor.s (EF) 

FOR Fuu. (V) AND Average ( v) Potential Based on ihe Gamma Distribution 

H Mean CV (Per Cent) 
mm 25 35 45 55 65 

.350 EFV I..50 1.80 2,19 2 73 3.51 
EF V 1 34 1 55 1.84 2.24 2 83 

Per cent dif 10.92 13.84 16 15 1797 19.38 
450 EFV 1.48 1.76 2.11 2.59 3.25 

EF V 1.32 I..52 1.78 2.13 2.63 
Per cent dif 10.64 13.53 15.87 17.75 19 25 

550 EFV 1.47 1,73 2.07 2 52 3.12 
EF V 1.31 1.50 1 75 2.08 2.53 

Per cent dif 10.47 13 35 15 70 17 60 19.15 
650 EFV 1.46 1 72 2,05 2 47 3.05 

EF v 1 31 1.49 1.73 2.04 2.47 
Per cent dif 10.37 13.23 15.58 17.50 19.07 

750 EFV 1.45 1.71 2.03 244 3.00 
EF V 1.30 1.48 1,71 2.02 2.43 

\ Per cent dif 10.29 13.15 15.49 17 42 19.02 

350 EFV 1.79 2.42 3.61 6.74 41.83 
EF v 1..55 2.04 2.97 5.47 33.77 

Per cent dif 13.31 1601 17,73 18.77 • 19.27 
450 EFV 1.63 2.06 2.71 3.80 6.10 

EF V 1.43 1.75 2.24 3.10 4.91 
Per cent dif 12.21 15.11 17.17 18.60 19.53 

550 EFV I..57 1.93 2.43 3.20 4.49 
EF V I..38 1.65 2.03 2.61 3.61 

Per cent dif 11.63 14.57 16.77 18.39 19.55 
650 EFV I..53 i.86 2.30 2.94 3.92 

EF V 1.36 1.60 1.92 2.40 3.16 
Per cent dif 11.27 14 21 16.48 18.20 19.50 

750 EFV I.Sl 1.82 2.23 2.79 3.63 
EF V I..34 1.56 1.86 2.29 2.93 

Per cent dif 11.04 13.96 16.26 18.05 19.43 

Mm: Per cent difference, absolute, with EPV as 100. All figures rounded after calculations. 
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iccuit of ptiysicai relationship between 
th« nip<off aid the rainhiU and a meaningful 
exercise investigating DR and its relationship 
wiOi rainfall and other parameters cannot 
i^sore this physical reality. 

A large amount of data should now be 
avM labie for completed projects on annual 
and seasonal rainfall in the catchment, 
run-off and discharge, and the volume of 
water in the reservoirevery year, classified 
by different types of catchment. The 
refinement of the old - almost ancient - 
formulae on the basis of these data would 
be worth the attention of irrigation 
engineers. 

Finally, this exercise ends on a congrat- 
ulaioiy note. It is observed (Table 5) that 
the values of DR and P('/i) are generally 
close to each other though the latter show 
a greater variation and are on the average 
slightly lower than the former. Their values 
based on the Gammadistributionalsoexhibit 
the same closeness. Some mathematical 
relationship must be at work, and unaware 
of it. 1 did not expect this closeness before 
I started this exercise. PVA do not refer to 
Che mathematical relationship nor do they 
explain why P(V4) would be a good proxy 
for DR,.to measure which was their (*jec- 
tive. It cannot be that P('/4) was easily 
observable, for DR was equally so from the 
same data on the filling of the reservoir on 
which P(‘/j) was based. PVA thus deserve 
compliments for their serendipity in chmts- 
ing P('A) to stand in for DR so satisfactorily. 

Mathematical Notes 

The implications of the structure of G(y) 
follow from a high school algebra theorem: 
A ratio of lesser inequality (i e, less than 
one) between two positive numbers de¬ 
creases when a positive number less than 
both IS subtracted from the numerator and 
the denominator. As a corollary, the ratio 
increases when a positive number is added 
to both. Conversely, with the same arith¬ 
metical operations, a ratio of greater ine¬ 
quality changes in the opposite direction. 
Thus.'if 0<H <H’< y < Y 

(y - H’y(Y - H’X (y - HXY - H)< y/Y <1 

■••(i) 
(I) From this it follows that with G(y) 
= y(y-H) 

G(y)/G{Y) < yW* or G(Y)/G(y) > YVy’ 
...(ii) 

Thus, if y increases to Y, G(y) increases by 
a factor larger than the ratio of their squares. 
Further, the ratio of the two ratios: 
{G(Y)/G(y))/|YVy^} *(I -H/Y)/(l-H/y) 

...(iii) 
.which is always greater than one. reduces 
to mte as a limit when both y and Y tend 
to infinity, and tends lo infinity when berth 
decrease so that y tends to H. The ratio: 
G(Y)/Q(y), thus becomes a larger multiple 
of (Y^^^) as y becomes smaller. A little 

derivation will show that the ratio behaves 
similarly when H increases to y. 
(2) If G(y)’ * y(y-fT), then by inequality (i), 

G(y),7G(Y)’ < G(y)/G(Y) ...(iv) 
Therefore, when H is changed to a larger 

value: H’, all values*of v/V for a given set 
of y-values less than a given Y^ decrease, 
and as a result v^Af decreases, and by (11) 
of the paper, DR increases. Thus. DR is an 
increasing function of H. 

(3) We consider only those cases when 
d 2 0.5. Because of the positive skewness 
expected in the rainfall distribution, Y^ will 
then be less than the mean. For a given d. a 
change in is caused by changes in y- 
values. Generally, Y,, will increa.se or 
decrease because ail lowest (I - d) propor¬ 
tion of y-values do so. Three simple models 
ol change are considered below in which 
all original ordinal relationships remain 
unchanged. The changed values are denoted 
by y’ and it is assumed that their minimum 
value continues to be greater than H. 

If, (A): all y-values change by the same 
amount, or (B); they change in the same pro¬ 
portion, Y^ will also change similarly, and 
in both cases it will be easy to show by the 
application of the theorem or its corollary 
that DR will be a decreasing function of Y_,. 

((') In the third case, all y-values less than 
the mean. M, increase (decrease) and tho.se 
above the mean decrease (increa.se) by 
varying ainounis' but their ordinal relations 
are not changed. Tlic new values are given by 
y' = ky + (1 - k)M and Y;, = kY„ +(1 - k)M 

...(V) 

where k is positive. If k < I, Y^ and all 
y-valufes less than it increase. Further, 
since 

y' - H = k(y - H) + (I - k) (M - H). 
using the corollary to the theorem, it will 
be seen that for all y < Yj y'/Yj > yAf^ and 
(y- - H)/(Y;- H) >(y - H)/(Y, - H) ...(vi) 
and consequently, 

G(y’)/G(Y;) > G(y)/G(Yj) ...(vii) 
which le^ds to a decrease in DR. If k > I, 
Y, and aJI values le.ss than it decrease, all 
relationships are reversed and DR increases. 
In the case (C) too, DR is a decreasing 
function of Y^. 

From these simple models, it vvill be 
clear that DR would generally - but not 
always - decrease (increase) when Y,, 
increases (decreases). When more complex 
changes take place in the lowest (I - d) 
proportion of y-valucs that change Y^, one 
needs the knowledge of the specific 
distribution of y to work out the effect of 
the change in Y^, on DR. 

(4) When d 2: 0.5. for a given mean, Y^ 
IS a decreasing function of CV, and for a 
given CV, an increasing function of the 
mean. The three cases considered abtjvc 
represent the situations when, (A) the mean 
and CV change in opposite dirccuons, (B) 
only the mean changes but not the CV, and 
(C) only the CV changes but not the mean. 

In the fourth case; (D), when the iiKan and 
the CV change in the sam^ direction, 
opposing changes affect Y„ and the net 
change in it and its effect on DR can be 
worked out only if the distribution of y is 
fully specified. While it may be intuitively 
clear that DR. for a given mean, will be an 
increasing function of CV, that it will be 
related to the mean may itself be an 
unexpected result. The above derivations 
will show how, through the changes in Y^ 
and values below it, DR tends to become 
a decreasing function of the mean for a 
given CV. 

(5) It is relatively easy to see how the 
value of the minimum affects DR. If, for 
a given d and Y^, the minimum increases 
(or decreases), it would generally push 
values lower than Y^ towards it (or pull them 
away from it) which will result in a higher 
(lower) value of v,/V and consequently a 
lower (higher) DR. Even by itself, the 
minimum, when it changes, will affect DR 
similarly to some extent. 

(6) In the case of P('/2), from equation 
(14), with a little calculus, it will be seen 
that the ratio: Y increases with the ratio: 
H/Y_,. Thus, when H increases, the former 
will increase leading to an increase in P(t4) 
because Pnib (y<Yj) remains fixed at (1 - d). 
When Y .decreases. P(‘/^) lor the sanK reason 

d 

will tend to increase. 

Notes 

(It IS nol easy lor a solitary re.seaTch worker like me 
lo carry oul a statistical study such a.s this without 
help which I received in generous measures frqm 
past and present government officials and friends. 
V B Mujumdar, director of economics and suitistics 
of the Government of Maharashtra (COM), readily 
provided me with data on rainfall in the state and 
that too with some preliminary processing. R H 
Paul and W I) Bhide. retired superintending and 
chief engine^ - of COM respectively, took interest 
in the problem, elarified its technical aspects and 
provided me with the necessary material D A 
Mooley, fiamcr scientist ofihe InsmuieofTropical 
Meteorology. Pune, was generous with his lime 
and gave me the benefit of his experience of the 
statistical work he did on rainfall distribution. 
Very iinpoitontly, he provided me with the formulae 
for working out the incomplete Gamma integral 
without which the exercise could not have been 
done with ease A large part of (he complicated 
computational work this study entailed was not 
possible but for the use of a which my friend 
V J Puntambekar kept at my disposal with 
considerable technical input of his own. I am 
grateful to all of them for their enthusiastic support 
to this work. Needless to Say. any errors lo it are 
mine.] 

I Basically, three formulae are in use, with 
rainfall y. m inches 
By Inglis'Tonnuia for non-gfurr catchment:,, 
R = y(y - 7)/IOO inches - ' 
The other two. Binnic’sandStrange’sfoimulae’ 
aie in the fonii of tables which give R and Q for 
values of y. For the range' 1.5" lo JO" (375 to 
750 min), I find after some derivation that 
Binnie's formula: R = y (y-3)/IOOinches.and 
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Strwge'Kl'omuila: R^constoM, yiy~ 6.65A8)/ 
100 inches give exactly the values in Biiinie's 
table amt very good approxiinotiuns of those 
in .Strange's loble For rainfall below 15”. the 
formula gives exact values in the fonner table 
but underestimates those in the latter, leading 
to ovcFcstimation of DR slightly. The latter 
clas.siries catchments in three classes Good, 
average, and bad. the value of the con.\taiil is 
I 1267 for a good catchment, and 0.75 and 
0..50 time this value for the average and bud 
catchiiieiii re.spcciivcly. For a particular 
catchment the icUiliw magnitudes of R and Q 
are unaffected by the value of the constant. 
Thus the structure of the three loniiulac is 
the same with H taking three values .1". 
6.656H" and 7" There i.s a .small variation 
though, y IS loial monsoon rainfall in 
Strange's table and total annual rainlall in 
the other two Inglis' foniuila foi ghtii 
catchments is not. I ihink. applicable lo low 
rainfall areas and hence not considered < Ref ■ 

. Minor Irrigation Manual. Governiiieni of 
Maharashtra. 1 and P U. 1966) 

2 The average absolute deviation ol v Irom V is 
(I -d)(V- i,) + d(V-V) = (l - dKV - 5,) 

and relative to V. the average deviation equals 
(l-d)lV-v,)/V 
which by ecpiation (II) equals DK 

.1 Dhawan {EPW, Getobei 23, IW3) also at- 
knowledges Ihe cxpcelcd tiiveisc relalionship 
between the mean and the CV 

4 In a year when rainfall was lo.ss than H. v. 
which cannot he negaiive. was taken lo be 
zero, bul the year was counied lor 
calcululiotis The same rule was applied to 
calculations based on ihe Gamma 
disiribuiion 

5 Insiead of couming frequency Kunel/oi aiiy 
observed value of rainfall, a trequeiicy ot 0 5 
was reckoned helnw Ihut value and unothei U 5 
above that value. The numbers m ihe first 
column of the lublc also .stand foi ihe cuiiiulalive 
fraquencies. and they wcie. as a result, taken 
as. 0.5. I 5. 2.5. .elc. for .successive rainfall 
values before interpolation. 

6 A substantial pari of computation was done on 
a hand-held programmable calculator To keep 
the number of decimals cuinpurable. M was 
read ill dm: on second Ihoughi. I should have 
read il in cm. The log-linear equation would he 
more a|ipropriaie because of the underlying 
model of rainfall disinbuiion and (he far from 
simple manner in which DK gets determined 

7 Inthepaper: DistnbuiionFunction lurSeasoiial 
and Annual Rainfall nvcrlndia. by D A Mnoicy 
and G Appa Rao. Insliluie of Tropical 
Meteorology. Puona-5. India, published in 
Monthly Weather Review. US Wealhen 
Bureau. Dcpanmciii of Coimneree; Vol 99, 
No 10. October 1971 

8 The probability density function: f(y). ol ihe 
two parameter Gamma distribution is 
f(y) = Constant, y. Exp (-y/b), y > o 
Its mean » b (a-t-l). and CV = IAa-i-1)''^, 
Given the values'of the mean and the CV. a 

- and h are estimated from these equations 
Mooley aigi Kao however, employ a more 
sophisiicaied method of maximum likeli¬ 
hood estimanon 

9 The calcuiations involve incomplete 
iniegrals of the Gumma distribution which 
weie done by formulae Mooley provided. 

U) The paper at (7): the values of ir«an and SD 
are given in its Table 3 and the sample 

number of observations in Figure I. which 
weie read with a magnifying glass. 

11 Sue Dhawan at (3). 
12 This avsuines addilivity; however, as staled 

loicr in the paper, some mleruction is present 
13 These are noi strictly .regression ct|ualions 

because the Table 9 gives the exact values. 
The value of R- is given only lo indicate the 
degree ol appiuxiiiiafion 

14 The Report ol Maharu.shlru lirigation 
Commission (1962). |Hihlished hv Gdvenmicnl 

of Maharashtra {I963f: paragrafth 2.5.1 
(Marathi). 

15 The latter also equals 
I00(DR’-DR)/(I-DR) 

16 My information is that engineers work 
oui run-off hy alternative formulae and 
u.se the safest (i e, Ihe lowe.stl value in 
designing a project As a result, tlie 
actual dependability fuclor may be 
dilferem - a little highci perhaps ~ than the 
planned 
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China's IVyst with Globalisation 
Rejecting neoliberal diagnoses, China has created a transitional 
economic system that combines in a most original way seemingly 
contradictory elements of central and local planning, the domestic 
market and a relatively small window looking out into the world outside. 
Above all, China’s experience-illustrates most vividly the contemporary 
relevance of ‘economic self-reliance’ as the motor of growth in a 
developing country, PE-2 

Colonial Ethnography 
The task of re-examining colonial ethnography and demystifying and 
exposing the colonial conspiracy is far from easy, especially when 
post-colonial scholars remain captives of the premises of colonial soldiers, 
administrators and ethnographers The crucial issue is to bring out the 

extent of enmeshment of ethnographic reports with imperial power as 
reflected m colonial brutalities to silence the indigenous peoples’ 
struggles lor autonomy, survival and independence. 220 

Undoing of Green Revolution 

The current inicrnulionulisaiion of 
capital has the efiect of transforming 
the stale into a ‘transnational state' 
in which domestic, social and political 
relations arc increasingly shaped hy 
global capital eiicuils. In contrast lo 
the green revolution period, the 
ciirrcni phase ol internationalisation 
of agribusiness impedes the ability 
ot third world .states to formulate 
self'-sustainiiig and pro-|VH)r 
agneuliural policies PE-20 

How Will Mu.slims Vote? 

A survey ot Muslims in Bombay 
brings oul the .strong anli-Congress 
seniinieni prevailing in the community. 
Irrespective of the Ulema council’s 
directive, a majority of Muslims 
arc for an alliance with Hindu 
backward caste political forces. 197 

Two Cultures 

Getting time and unccnuinly into 
economic theory has truly been a 
pons asinorum ol mainstream 
economics, with even the most 
clcgani model that wc have, that of 
Arrow-Dcbrcu, being essentially static. 
In this context it ha.s been a tragedy 
for economics Ihai us praciilioners 
have resolved them .elves into two 
distinct compartments, those who 
indulge in high theory and others who 
dirty their hands with empinco- 
compulational work PE-31 

Be3'ond Food ‘Surpluses’ 

The present phase in our economy 
and agriculture is indeed an 
appropriate lime to give serious 
thought to the past performance, 
present status and the pnoruies fur 
the future directions of change 
in the food security system. 215 

Cardboard History 

With the divine blessings of 
Jayalaliiha, the eighth world Tamil 
conference in Thanjavur concluded 
successfully, showering prai.se on its 
patroness. The distinguished 
participants demonstrated their 
scholarly di.senga^emeni from the 
world of realpolilik by maintaining 
a cautious silence about the 
deportation of their colleagues 
from Sri Lanka. 201 

Value in Negation 

The value ol postmodernism 
derives from its power of negation. 
Its critique of objectivism and the 
‘metaphysics ol presence’ offers a 
new philosophical framework 
within which elements of the early 
critiques of enlightcnment/modemity 
can be incorporated and given a 
more comprehensive form and 
analytical depth. However, when 
the concepts employed in the critique 
are transformed into affirmative 
norms, they yield an attitude of 
scepticism and nihilism within 
which every kind ol ‘coherent’ 
and ‘meaningful’ enquiry 
becomes suspect_'PE-4S 

Premature Obituary 

The dismissal ol Marxism as either 
an intellectual tool or a potentially 
politically relevant force m the 
contemporary world is profoundly 
mistaken,'The collapse of 
bureaucratic collectivism in 
central and eastern liurope in fact 
signifies the definitive vindication 
of Marxism in theory and 
political practice PE-38 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

Pleasing the Master 

SOME five years ago Ashok Rudra had 

enunciated in this journal his thesis on the 

emergence of the intelligentsia as the third 

ruling class in India. Were he alive today he 

would have definitely felt compelled to 

revise his thesis to add that not only has the 

intelligentsia emerged as the third ruling 

class but, like the dominant partner of the 

erstwhile ruling class combine ot big 

bourgeoisie and landlords, has acquired 

strong compradore characteristics as well. 

Watching the proceeding ol a 'seminar' on 

Indo-US Relations at A N Sinhu Institute of 

Social Studies (ANSISS) in Patna on 

December 14 last, one was consistently 

haunted by this thought 

ANSISS, one ol the premier research 

institutions of its kind in the country, can 

boast ol having had such illustrious 

scholars on its faculty as A K Das Gupta, 

R N Maharaj. Pradhan H Prasad and 

Sachhidanand, to name only a few, all known 

not only for their intellcciual achievements 

but equally for their integrity, independence 

and academic honesty. This institution once 

upon a time had seen these traits reaching 

such pinnacles ol glory that one of the 

economists ol this institute did not feel shy 

ol presenting a damning indictment ol the 

Sarvodaya Programme even though the 

leading light ot Sarvodaya movement. Jay 

Prakash Narayan, happened to be the 

chairman of the institute. Such academic 

integrity alas is a thing of the past now. 

The main speaker in this so-called seminal 

Was ET Emrce, advisor to the US ambassador 

in India. The gathering at the .seminar was 

bigger than any of the seminar held at 

ANSISS in recent times. After Emree had 

given his long sermon on how much the US 

valued democracy, civil liberties, human 

rights and all the virtues on this earth and 

how India was us naniral parmei even though 

it figuicd quite low in the list of foreign 

policy priorities of the US, those present, 

and they included leading lights of ANSISS, 

Patna University and other intellectual 

stalwarts ol the city, presented a show as if 

they were vying with each other to plca.se 

the virtuous speaker from the land ol all 

‘virtues' in the world. Emice was showered 

with encomiums - ‘how true’, ‘how noble', 

'how kind' and what not. 

Nobody remembered the ghastly 

bombarding ol civilian targets in Iraq, the 

firings by the US army on queues of hungry 

people in .Somalia, the events in Haiti, the 

inhuman emhaigo on food and essential 

life-saving medicines i mpo.scd against Cuba, 

the bliKxly interventions in Panama, the 

backing to military dictaiorsmps the world 

>K(> 

over, not to speak of the numerous killings 

and assassinations hatched by the CIA. All 

these were conveniently forgotten by the 

intellectuals assembled at the seminar hall 

of ANSISS on that wintry afternoon. The 

only thing that the distinguished’ gathering 

seemed to remember was that an 'angel' 

from the lord of the world was there and he 

had to be pleased. So all of them waited in 

the wings to have some crumbs thrown by 

the angel in the form ol grants, projects and 

so on. 

The only one who stood up in the end and 

mtxlcstly challenged Emrec’s sermons was 

promptly damned as a confused man by the 

one presiding over the ‘.seminar’. Nobixly 

in fact had the patience to listen to this man. 

After all in this gathering of distinguished 

intellectuals, he was a rank junior having no 

credentials, such as voluminous books or 

scores of papers, to his credit to call himself 

an intellcciual except that he was a teacher 

ol economics in Patna University. And in 

any ca.se it was already getting dark and the 

distinguished gathering’s attention had now 

shifted to the high tea financed by US 

dol lars that awai led them outside the semi nar 

hall. And if this man was to be allowed to 

continue, with the ‘nonsense’ which he was 

‘pontificating’ it would have displca.scd the 

white master and the expected dollars would 

have been threatened. So the man presiding 

over the seminar promptly drubbed this 

speaker as "a confused muif wallowing in 

his numerous conlusions”. 

Next day the newspapefs dutifully 

reported the sermons of Emrce making no 

mention at all ol the person who sUmxI up 

and got damned as a coni used man. Later on 

in the day, the same ciowd of intellectuals 

was seen chattering over the noble views of 

Emrce and makingjibes about the ‘confused 

man’ , 

The entire jamboree underlined one 

thing - the intellectuals of this supposedly 

great land have lost a modicum of self- 

respect and have acquired strong compradore 

traits. 

KC 

Patna 

Socialism or New 
Democracy? 

DULY bemused as we are by post- 

Poucauldian wisdom, we refuse to see in 

the striking juxtaposition of a vituperative 

letter on ‘non-class socialism’ by Prabodh 

Dutta ol Calcutta and another letter on the 

crucial que.stion ot a ‘mass struggle’ from 

Niranjan Phukan (EPW, December 3, 

1994), the trace of any agency. But surely. 

in a climate where democracy has come to 

mean the right of might alone and sane 

reason is often buried under vulgar abuse 

of childish spite, one expects a modicum 

of fair play from a journal devoted to 

social justice. 

It IS clear that Phukan has not espoused 

any variety of non-class socialism at all, 

though he has not cared to spell out the 

class angle for the benePit of diehard 

dogmatists. In fact, he has pleaded for a 

scries of mass campaigns for a people’s 

democracy. 

Unlike Dutta, Phukan does not assume 

that India is a tull-tledgcd and stable 

bourgeois democracy. In fact the combi¬ 

nation of feudal and imperialist support 

continuously sabotages its democratic 

pretensions Hence, the goal of people’s 

struggles should be a people’s democracy, 

a genuinely democratic constitution against 

the designs of imperialism and feudal 

interests. 

Phukan proposes that the left lead the 

struggle, freed from its bondage to 

parliamentary criticism and adventurist 

violence The masses to be led are not 

merely the working class, but an alliance of 

what he calls ‘the oppressed classes’. In a 

country where smaller nationalities, the 

minorities, and the petit - bourgeois are 

among the oppressed, and where the concept 

of law Itself remains confused, even a 

struggle tor genuine democracy has 

revolutionary implications. 

Delta's lack of understanding stems from 

a sterile dogmatism of the left that can 

neither learn from its past mistakes nor 

can make creative applications of received 

ideology to Indian situation. People like 

him find themselves surrounded by 

narrowing walls of a dream of pure 

socialism which they do not know how to 

turn into reality. Frustration leads to 

accumulation of impotent spite and lunatic 

fury revelling in imaginary atrocities on 

their critics. The fear of the new goads 

them ultimately into the arms of their 

traditional enemies. 

Guppy Deshpande 
Shillong 

A Correction 

In the article ‘ Arunachal Pradesh; Tension 

ovcrChakma Issue’ (December 31,1994) 

on page 3312, column 2, the period of the 

Assam movement was wrongly mentioned 

as 1985-90. It should read 1979-85. The 

error is regretted. 

Ed. 
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At Stock Market’s Mercy 
The precipitate tall in equity prices on the Indian stock 

exchanges in the past lour months or so should not he a 

surprise to a keen observer of the stock market scene. The post¬ 
scam buoyancy in share prices up to September 1994 and the 

subsequent retreat have been dictated by the actions of foreign 
institutional investors (Fils) Even the steps taken by the 
authorities in recent months in intnxlucing various regulations 

with a view to enforcing a degree of discipline on the markets 

have essentially been guided by the adverse reactions ol the 
Fils to the various questionable practices and structural 

problems of the Indian stock market system. 
Initially, the Fils had swarmed m when theic were both pu.sh 

and pull factors in operation. Low interest rates in the US 
accompanied by the persistence ol recessionary conditions in 
Europe induced the Fils to look to the emerging markets in 

Asia for portfolio investments. The offer ol an attractive 20 per 
cent tax rate on investment income and 10 per cent on long- 

temi capital gains was made by the Indian finance ministci in 
1992-93. but the Fils began making sizeable investments in 

the Indian markets only in the July-September quarter of 1993 
when share prices began to look up. The BSE sensitive index 
(base: 1978-79= 1(K)) which was around 2,2(X)-2.3(X) between 

end-March and end-July 1993. with average pnee-earning 
ratios of shaics ranging from 28 to 32, shot up to 3,346 (or by 

.32 per cent) and the price-earning ratio to 40 by the end ol 

December 1993. Therealter, tor abirut nine months up to 
September 1994, Fils’ investments, and consequently share 

prices, rose sharply. During that nine-month period the Fils 
made gross purchases worth as much as Rs 7,265 crore or an 
average of Rs 807 ciore per month. Correspondingly, equity 

prices as represented by the sensex touched a peak of 4,618 on 

September 16, 1994, registering a rise of over 110 per cent 

since mid-March 1993 and taking the P/E ratio beyond 48 The 
daily turnover of the Bombay stock exchange galloped from 

Rs 163 crore in June 1993 to Rs 1,010 crore in December 1993 

(partly due to PSU shares); it remained high at Rs 384 crore 

and Rs 340 crore in August and September 1994. There was 

a spectacular rise in market capitalisation of BSE-quoted 
shares from Rs 1,60,952 crore in April 1993 to Rs 4,46,884 
crore in August 1994, a rise of 178 per cent. 

Then came a series of adverse factors, on both the pull and 
push sides. Quick and sharp increa,ses in US interest rales and 
economic recovery in the industrialised countries reduced the 
incentives for fund managers to move to the Asian emerging 

markets, in India there tx'curred some major micro and macro 

developments which went to reinforce the Fils’ natural 
inclination to be fair-weather friends. First, it was time Itir the 

Fils to book profits in those investments which had crossed the 

12-month lock-in period to quality for the low long-term 

capital gains tax of 10 per cent. Then in October 1994 came the 

private placement of 7 per cent Reliance Industries (RIL) 
shares worth Rs 900 crore niiiinly with the UTl, followed by 

the merger of two subsidiaries with RIL in early November, 

which sh(x;kcd toreign as well as domestic investors in.solaras 
transparency in share transactions was concerned. There was 
in consequence a quick tail in GDR prices of Reliance and 

other companies quoted abroad And as these developments 

coincided with the calendar year closing for the RIs. there was 

a sharp decline in then investment. From Rs 648 crore in 

September and Rs 611 crore m October 1994, their gross 

monthly purchases came down to Rs 308 crore in November, 
Rs .364 crore in December and Rs 316cioic in this January (up 

to January 20). More than the decline In gross monthly 

puichascs, it was the steady use in gross monthly sales by ITIs 
that brought down their net investment. The Fils’ sales went 

up Irom Rs 108 croi e in July 1994 to Rs 316 erore in December 
and Rs 233 ctore m Januaiy (up to January 20), as a result ol 

which their net investment Icll Irom Rs 755 crore m June 1994 
to Rs 345 erore in October, Rs 34 crore in November, Rs 48 

crore in December and Rs 8J erore in January so lar. 

The decline in Fils' investment has been relleeted in steady 

losses in equity prices and a general slackness in market 
activities.Thesensexdippedto3,411 on lanuary 24, registering 

a fall of nearly 25 per cent (rom the peak o( 4,618 leached in 
September 1994, with the price-earning ratio touching a low 

of 30. The average daily turnover slipped from Rs 441 crore 
in October 1994 to Rs 250 crore m December 1994 and has 
slumped to less than Rs 2(X) crore so lar this month The RIs’ 

disinclination to make substantial commitments has made the 

authorities sit up and initiate a few long overdue steps to 

discipline the market, which have in turn dampened the 
speculative aeti''itiesol sharebrokers Apart liom banning the 

archaic hadia system, the government has insisted on coiporate 

bmlies retaining abroarl the proceeds of their GDRs and Euro 

funds till these proceeds can be used for project linancmg in 

India. Fuilher, with the ban on badla itan.sactions, brokers’ 
attention shifted to cash .seiips in which the daily turnover has 

expanded significantly In 1993-94 the total turnover in group 

A or specified shares was Rs (>2,213 crore against Rs 22,324 
crorc in group B or non-speeified shares, or 36 per cent of that 

ill group A scrips. The tables have been turned in 1994-95. with 
the turnover in the group B shares overtaking that in group A 

shares. In September UJ'M, the turnover was Rs I ,‘'40 crorc in 

group A and Rs 6,558 crorc in group B, or 425 pei cent of that 
in the former. Even in Decembei 1994, when share prices and 
general share market activity suffered a setback, the respective 
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turnovers were Rs 680 crore and Rs 4,248 
crore. Apart from the PSU shares being now» 
traded as group B securities, a major factor 
has been ^e repeated renewal of transactions 
as a backdoor form of badia by brokers with 
the connivance of the stock exchange 
authorities. Renewals have reportedly 
increased from about 20 per cent of 
transactions to over 40 per cent, with some 
select cash scrips crossing even 80 per cent, 
forcing SEBI to ban renewal of transactions 
in non-specified shares ant^ insist on the 
seven-day settlement procednire. SEBI has 
also insisted on strict .segregation of clients' 
and brokers' accounts as required by the 
government notification amending the BSE 
by-laws effective from December 5, 1994. 
Finally, in the face of the sharp fall m share 
prices following the reduced net investment 
by Fils, the government has. through an 
ordinance, opened the doors to the writing 
and trading of options in stock markets and 
substantially strengthened the regulatory 
powers of SEBI over capital market 
intermedianes as well as corporate bodies 
insofar as they concern the issue of capital, 
transfer of securities and other related 
matters. 

While some of these measures were long 
overdue and hence are to be welcomed, what 
IS objectionable is that the government’s 
actions are being increasingly guided by 
short-term considerations. In the pre.sent 
i nstance. the o verwhe I m i ng concern i s about 
the Fils' investments. This approach is 
seriously Hawed from the viewpoint of the 
long-term development of the capital market. 
In the first place, options trading is an 
independent derivative es.scntially intended 
to enhance speculation based on average 
price variations of a composite set of .scrips 
or indices ot scrips. Apart from the fact that 
the scope for rigging prices is all the more in 
the Indian situation as the volume of 
transactions is not only not large but also 
now distributed between three major 
exchanges, the crying need is to address 
questions of basic reform such as the 
introduction of depositories and screen- 
based transactions so as to ensure 
transparency and essential disclosures. 

At a more fundamental level, the 
government hasHtill not reali.sed the dangers 
of relying on Fils for boosting share prices. 
Such portfolio investment is both expensive 
and volatile The volatility can hurt the 
process of capital market development. In 
the long run, a healthy market is one in 
which prices are set by the fundamentals of 
the economy and by investment emanating 
from cash flow of corporate bodies and 
saving of households. Even injection of 
bank money may at limes create unsettled 
conditions in the market, us happened during 
the scam. Excessi ve dependence on portfolio 
investment may al.so (end to artificially heat 
the market, as happened in September 1994 
when share prices surpassed even the peak 
of the scam. Further, financial structures of 
companies may lend to get distorted with 
overwhelming dependence on equity 

financing even for working capital purposes 
- a phenomenon noticed in the recent past. 
Detailed studiesof the experienceof different 
countries have shown that stock market 
exuberance does not serve any macro¬ 
economic goal, whether generation of 
additional domestic saving or more efficient 
allocation of investment oreven disciplining 
of corporate managements. Claims to these 
effect have been proved to be myths. Instead, 
excessive stock market activity encourages 
corporate bodies to expand or diversify 
through takeovers and similar devices rather 
than through organic growth making for 
long-term economic development. The stock 
market-dominated economies of the US and 
UK have found themselves at a competitive 
disadvantage vis-a-vis the economies of 
Germany and Japan which prospered with 
bank-based financial systems. I'lic perverse 
aspects of stock markets can hinder corporate 
sector development, particularly in 
developing countries where entre¬ 
preneurship h.ia a strong bias fur trading. 
India IS certainly no exception to this. 

CONGRESS PARTY 

Cynical Game 

DESPITE his attempts to pul a brave face on 
his suspension from the Congress Party. 
Arjun Singh must be conscious deep down 
of the risks ot his political gamble. For all 
his talk of mobilising support by working 
among common Congress activists, he knows 
very well that he cannot make any dent in the 
party anywhere without sustenance from 
the provincial Congress 'satraps'. The latter 
are divided and are only too willing to throw 
in their lot with the highest bidder. Prime 
minister Nancsimha Rau. being in power, is 
in a more advantageous position than Arjun 
Singh in distributing largesse. The mood 
among Congress workers and middle¬ 
ranking leaders was summed up by one sueh 
leader from West Bengal recently who was 
reported to have said that if Arjun Singh 
achieved anything they would be behind 
him. otherwise they would forsake him. 
What else can one expect from a party which 
IS totally devoid of any ideology, and has 
become a bloated body of corrupt leaders 
and lumpen activists'.^ 

Since his suspension from the primary 
membership of the party debars Arjun Singh 
from campaigning in the coming elections, 
he will have to bide his time for any effective 
intervention till the elections areover. During 
the elections, he and his followers may do 
therr best to ensure the defeat of Rao’s 
candidates - in order to demonstrate that the 
party under Rao has collapsed and therefore 
needs a new leader (in the form of Arjun 
Singh). But It is doubtful whether, even if 
the Congress is defeated in most of the six 
states, Arjun Singh will be accepted as 
replacement for Rao. There is too much of 
jockeying for the top position among the 
ageing leaders of the Congress. Sharad 
Pawar, one of the claimants, has already 

blamed Singh for “exceeding limits". The 
Kalpnath Rais and the.N DTewaris who are 
now supporting Singh may well evaporate 
in the next stage in the tussle for power. 

The other option for Arjun Singh then is 
an honourable exit from the party with a 
chunk of followers. By clamping a show- 
cause notice on him, paving the way for his" 
eventual expulsion, Rao has in fact pushed 
him to the wall. We might therefore sec the 
mushrooming of yet another Congress Party 
- a Congress! A) perhaps? What are the 
prospects of such a rump headed by Arjun 
Singh in the next general elections? 

By accusing Rao of compromising with 
the Hindu chauvinistio forces on the Babri 
masjid i.ssue, Arjun Singh hopes to win the 
Muslim constituency. By playing on the 
popular resentment against corruption, he is 
perhaps dreaming of emerging as another 
Jayaprakash Narayan, harking back to the 
1974-75 period. By harping on the alleged 
suppression of evidence and delay in the 
Rajiv Gandhi assassination ca.se, he is trying 
to ensure the support ot the enigmatic lady 
at 10 Janpath and the Rajiv loyalists within 
the Congress Party. By shedding tears over 
the plight of the people due to Rao’s 
acceptance of the economic liberalisation 
policies, he expects the Lett to support him. 

But on all these counts in his multi-pronged 
electoral strategy, Arjun Singh stands on a 
sticky wicket. First, the Muslim leaders 
appear to be sceptical about his rather belated 
eoneiliatory gestures towards their 
community. One of them, EbrahimSulaiman 
Sait, the convenor of the All-India Muslim 
Personal Law Board, has dismissed these 
gestures of his as coming “two years too 
late’’, and has demanded nothing short of the 
rebuilding of the mosque at its original site. 
Can Arjun Singh afford to make that promise 
and carry it out - if he is voted to power? For 
all his anti-BJP rhetonc, and pretensions to 
secularism (which are calculated to woo the 
Left), in practice he has always been careful 
to adhere to the traditional superstitious 
Hindu practices (like expensive ‘yagnas’ 
and obeisance to god-men) in order toensure 
support from the Hindu vote bank in north 
India. As the minister for human resources 
development in the Rao cabinet, his last act 
of compromise with the Hindu chauvinist 
forces wa^ his ad vice to the foreign delegates 
to the World Archaological Congress in 
Delhi to refrain from bnnging up the issue ot 
the destruction of the Babn masjid at the 
conference. 

As for the other issues which Arjun Singh 
has raised in his campaign against Narasimha 
Rao - whether the question of corruption or 
that of the ill effects of the economic 
liberalisation - he had been a part of, and a 
party to, all these developments during the 
years of his tenure as a member of the Rao 
cabinet.-If he was ail that conscientious I 
should have resigned much earlier- in 1992 
when Rao allowed the Hindu fanatics to 
demolish the Babn ma.sjid, or when he fell 
that Rao was shielding corrupt politicians 
(one of them being Kalpnath Rai who, after 
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being dismissed from the cabinet, has now 
snuggled up to Aijun Singh). 

Given this dubious political background, 
it is doubtful whether Aijun Singh will be 
able to carve out any significant niche for 

h^himself in the configuration of political 
J forces that may emerge folio wing the com i ng 

assembly elections. 

POVERTY 

Removal by Definition 

IX)ES anyone believe that unemployment 
in India is around 2 per cent only, whereas 
the proportion of persons below the poverty 
line IS close to 41 per cent? But that is 
precisely what is thrown up by National 
Sample Survey data for the period January- 
December 1992. 

That experts in this business of numbers 
have themselves been uneasy about the 
credibility of the figures ol unemployment 

, which the NSS surveys yield is evident from 
the attempts from time to time to not only 
refine concepts but introduce new ones. The 
two concepts ol unemployment that have by 
now come to suck and be widely accepted 
are ‘usual staWs' and ‘weekly status’ The 
former is supposed to capture the number of 
those unemployed most of the year and 
the latter those unemployed in the week 
preceding the survey, with the latter 
considered possibly more reliable than the 
former on the assumption that recall time is 
shorter for the respondent. And the two 
measures do yield different results. Thus 
while the figure for male unemployment by 
usual status works out to 1.9 per cent for 
1992, by weekly status it goes up to 2.8 per 
cent, which means lhai measured by weekly 
status the unemployment level turns out to 
be over 50 (wrcent higher than that measured 

,by usual status. Nonetheless, it comes 
nowhere near the estimated proportion of 
persons below the poverty line. Hence, the 
question of credibility of the unemployment 
estimates. 

With poverty level as high as it is, and 
virtually refusing to contract despite the 
much touted budgetary allocations for 
employment generation and anti-poverty 
programmes year after year, the question of 
attempting reasonably credible estimates of 
unemployment must be faced squarely. Or 
IS it that such an attempt has to be abandoned 
altogether? In any case, the present farcical 
scenario conjured up by NSS data of very 
low unemployment co-existing with very 
high poverty levels is becoming increasingly 
laughable. A concept of employment will 
have to be evolved that takes note of the fact 
that a large proportion of the workforce in 

*.the country is driven to take up work, 
however demeaning and low paid, because 
the alternative before them is to starve and 
see their families starve. To consider such 
people as employed is to make a mockery 
of the very concept of employment. 
Employment has to at a certain level of 
earning. 

It is ironic that the attempt so far has been 
not to arrive at a credible concept of 
employment but to dilute the concept of the 
poverty level by introducing the notion of 
two square meals a day in order to find out 
if the poor also starve, as if a square meal is 
easy to gauge and poverty is not. 
Interestingly, measured by the yardstick of 
two square meals a day. the proportion of 
those thus deprived in rural India was 
supposed to be less than 1 per cent in 1992 
which is lower than the proportion of men 
unemployed by the usual status. By such 
statistical Jugglery unemployment and 
poverty can be proven to have vanished 
from India. But to what purpose*’ 

BIHAR 

Caste Equations 

WHAT IS remarkable about Laloo Prasad’s 
government in Bihar is its completion of 
the five-year term of office without any 
disruption This is an achievement given the 
fact that for past two decades and a half no 
government in the state was able to endure 
so long. Thus, despite the various gibes in 
the press about Laloo’s style of functioning. 
p«)ple in Bihar have expenenced political 
stability after a long time. That Laloo Prasad 
still claims considerable support in the state 
was evident in the mammoth ganb rally he 
organised in Patna in October, last year. The 
rally was also a show of sU'ength directed at 
the rival Samata Party which a couple of 
weeks earlier had at the same site of Gandhi 
maidan held a Jan Adalat for ‘Bihar Bachao’. 

It was the politics of the backward castes 
that bestowed the chief ministerships of the 
country’s two most populous neighbouring 
states on two yadavs. Though Uttar Pradesh 
went through turbulent political upheavals, 
including the dotting apart of Mulayam 
Singh from V P Singh's Janata DaItJD), 
Bihar continued to be the latter’s bastion. 
But the politics of the backward castes in 
effect consolidated ca.ste politics in the states. 
The kurmis and the koens. led by Nitish 
Kumar's Samata Party, a breakaway group 
of the JD, have accused Laloo Prasad of 
‘yadavisation’ofBihar'spolity. Incidentally, 
both Laloo Prasad and Nitish Kumar are 
contesting elections from constituencies 
having a strong ba.se of their respective 
castes. Danapur and Raghopur, from where 
Laldo Prasad has filed his nominations, are 
y adav-dominated areas whi le Hamaut, N i tish 
Kumar’s seat, has a solid kurmi presence. 
But the so-called yadavraj will be toppled 
only if anti-La loo forces in the state reach an 
agreement amongst them.selves. And this is 
nowhere in sight. Virtually every opposition 
alliance in the offing has broken down. 
Samata Party and CPI(ML) have parted 
ways due to disagreement over seat distri¬ 
bution. Samata Party itself has suffered a 
split with Ram Sunder Das, a former chief 
minister, initiating theLoktantrikSamajwadi 
Morcha. The deliberations between the SP- 
BSP combine and Jharkhand Mukti Morcha 

(Soren) have flopped. The Congress, the 
BJP, and the new-born Bihar People’s Party 
(BPP) are to contest separately. Interestingly, 
the only alliance that survives is between 
Laloo Prasad’s Janata Dal and the two 
communist parties, CPI and CPI(M). Laloo 
Prasad exerts a tight grip over the yadav- 
Muslim block which forms .50 per ceni of 
the voting population. He has unsettled the 
base of his communist allies lot). When the 
two communist parties launched a land- 
grab moveineni in protest against the 
govemmeni’s failure to address the land 
problem, Laloo simply asked the yadavs in 
the communist told to disown their parties. 
Further, the growing support to the Vinod 
Mishra-lcd CPI(ML) m north and central 
Bihar has left the CPI and CPRM) with no 
option but to seek rapprochement with Laloo. 

The real challenge to Laloo Prasad’s 
dominance will be in .south Bihar On 
December 20, 1994 a bill was passed in the 
Bihar assembly constituting an autonomous 
council for the development of 18 disincts 
of Chhotlanagpur and Santhal Parganas of 
Jharkhand. Bolstered by what it secs as a 
vindication of the party stand, JMM(S), an 
adversary of Laloo Prasad, has decided to 
contest all the 82 seats of south Bihar on its 
own. Laloo had alienated the tribal 
population ol south Bihar by declaring that 
the separate slate of Jharkhand would be 
formed only over his dead body and the 
JAAC bill and the announcement of 76 per 
cent reservations for tnbals may not have 
compensated for their ire. 

Among the conservative forces in Bihar, 
It is Anand Mohan Singh’s BPP. and not the 
Congress or the BJP, that has captured the 
imagination of the upper castes in Bihar. It 
IS reported that thebhumiharsand iherajputs 
who dominate Muzaffarpur and Vaishali 
districts of north Bihar have gravitated 
towards this party The murder of Choten 
Shukla, a prominent party activist, in 
December and the lynching of the district 
magistrate ofGopalganj.adalii, in retaliation 
have added to the polarisation of caste forces 
in the state. The Congress, the largest 
opposition party in the outgoing assembly, 
is destined to sink further. ‘The party’s 
state leadership is factionalised beyond 
remedy. Jagannath Mishra’s ‘non- 
political’ drive against economic back- 
wardne.ss of the state could not inspire 
even his parly members into action The 
BJP, on the other hand, constrained by the 
code of electoral conduct, is hanking on 
criminalisation of state politics and the 
infiltration of Bangladeshis - issues that 
have failed to arou.se the public. 

Laloo Prasad Yadav’s success in 
challenging the election commissioner over 
the issue of photo identity cards has dwarfed 
all his rivals. Though the opposition parties 
may cry themselves hoarseover the financial 
mismanagement of the state, the tact is that 
the stale has always been mismanaged It is 
the security and dignity that Laloo has been 
able to give the backward castes and the 
Muslims that is new. 
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INDUSTRY 

Breakfast Revolution 
A correspondent writes: 

THE opening of the eeononty has cicareil 
the way for the in vasitm of the Indian market 
by foreign branded food products. Between 
August 1991 and September 1994, 290 
foreign collaboration projects were approved 
in the frmd processing sector, with proposed 
investments totalling Rs 1,816 crorc, ol 
which Rs 7(K) crorc are estimated to have 
already entered the country Foreign 
companies have apparently been animated 
by the govemmcni’ s propaganda that India’s 
■growing middle class’ is ready and able lo 
purcha.se their products. Even it one slicks 
to the urban middle and upper cla.s.ses. there 
is a large and tempting market lor foicign 
food and pseiido-lood products, not lo 
mention consumer gixids i n general. Foreign 
firms have the resources t(> spend heavily on 
advCTiising and marketing, and we are already 
witnessing Ihetr onslaught, particularly ol 
lorcign liquor brands The wave ol theluture 
lor the maikeiing ol lorcign processed tood 
prixliicts can be seen in the launching ol 
Kellogg’s ready-to-cai brcaklnsi cereals 
(corn, wheal and rice flakes) recently in the 
Bombay market. 

With a total project cost ol $(i0 million. 
Kellogg India (a 1(K) per cent subsidiary of 
the American Kellogg Company) may have 
to wait a itumbci ol yeais to sec a profit, but 
company officials say they are in lor the 
long haul. Initial maikel survey results were 
discouraging-a survey ol 17 million urban 
households by the Indian Maikcl Research 
Bureau (IMRB) lound lhai the penetration 
of cold cereals m the market is only 1 per 
cent at present, while 12 per cent of 
households cut bread loi bicaklast and most 
prefer hot foods such as ’dosa' and ‘paratha’. 
But Kellwgg’s own market research 
convinced it that the Indi.in urban middle 
and upperclasses are becoming more ’health- 
ton.scious’ and so may he w'llling lo give up 
then traditional 'greasy’ bieakfast lare lor 
■nutritious' Kellogg's cereals, 'loriitied with 
vitamins and non’ Thus its marketing 
strategy is concentrating on the health aspects 
ol the product. 

Many leel that Kellogg will have an uphill 
battle to convince corisuitiers here to eat its 
cereals for breaklast. but the company has 
plenty ofcxperience in creating a market lor 
Its products III countries where lood habits 
are very diflerent It will use that experience, 
plus money power, to pood advantage here 
It plans to ‘educate’ the consumers through 
advertising that targets parents, teachers 
and doctors, and tooiganise programmes in 
schwtis to promote its products This stra¬ 
tegy indicates that the real eventual target 
will be children, as in the United States - the 
company also plans to launch 'Frosted 
Flakes ’, a sugar-coateil v ar iet y of corn flakes 
popular with children 

It IS ironic Ibut not surprising) that with 
increasing health consciousness in the US 

leading consumers to turn away from such 
heavily processed foods, especially for 
children, Kellogg is trying to open up the 
Indian market on the plank of health Rmds 
(much us cigarette companies arc turning 
lo third world markets as first world con¬ 
sumers aic giving up smoking). American 
nutritionists discourage parents from buying 
bretikfasi cereals for their children bccau.se 
the sweetened varieties are little belter than 
junk lood The main consumers of cold 
cereals abroad are probably children, given 
the prolusion ol super-sweet brands with 
numerous strange llavours and shapes, and 
the producers aim their advertising directly 
at children via television. While Kellogg 
could make .i case for plain corn flakes or 
wheat-based cereals as healthy foods, its 
role in spoiling the diets ol millions of 
children m the U.S and elsewhere with its 
children’s brands ol cereal cannot be denied. 
In any case, a traditional Indian breaklast. 
be It ’dosa’ or ‘paratha/sub/.i’. is by no 
means less nutritious than a bowl of pro¬ 
cessed and chemically preserved grain 
soaked in sugar and a little milk i which also 
has lat, alter all), and it is certainly cheaper 

It remains to be seen whether Kellogg will 
succeed iiu'lianging Indian eating habits At 
present its significance is minor - alter all. 
only a small segment ol the population can 
allord to buy its products But those who 
think that Indian tastes cannot be changed 
should recall that the national habit of 
drinking lea was iinroduted by the British 
authorities in collaboration with the lea 
companies with the explicit obiectivc ol 
providing a cheap, energy-giving drink to 
the toiling masses (and ol course, ol creating 
a new market lor lea produced by British 
companies in India). Tea was heavily 
promoted in every corner ol the country 
through slogans such as ’chai piyo, khoob 
dm jiyo’ winch were pasted on walls and 
chanted by tea vcndois, and by distribution 
ol I rce packets The result has been a decline 
in nuintional status as 'chai’ has replaced 
the traditional glass ol milk in the morning, 
even lor children. Given this history, is it 
likely that the opening ol the economy lo 
lorcign lood brands will have a salubrious 
ellcci on the health ol anyone, including the 
middle classes".' Already the road is being 

paved for the entiy ol highly processed 
loods in the market - the department of 
health had lo change the rules to allow 
Kellogg to u.se BHA. an anli-oxidanl, in its 
cereal 

Even in the I IS, the big I'ikxJ corporations 
had lo create markets for their products 
through iniensiveadvcriisingi'nd ‘consumer 
education', in the process changing 
dramatically the way Americans eat The 
result IS that the average Ameiican diet 
today IS very unhealthy, with tixi many 
highly refined loods, Iih) much lat and sugar, 
and too many ai lificial preservatives, colours 
and llavours. Even the US government 
rccogni.ses this fact, yet companies like 
Kellogg arc allowed lo push thcirjunk ftKtds 
at children, whose ftxid preferences arc still 

being formed. Now th^u they have been 
allowed to operate in India, will the same 
companies behave any differently here? 

POLITICS 

The Real Issues 

V P ,SINCH’S prediction in New Delhi on 
January 20 that the country was heading for 
a coalition in 1996 is not much of a prophecy 
while his projection of this coalition as an 
anIi-BJP line-up betrays a serious 
underestimation of the advanced socio¬ 
political reality ol the time. That the present 
ruling power at the centre may suffer 
conclusive defeat due to its alienation from 
the people and sharjiening political-factional 
dissensions within are lixi patent lo be 
ovcriixiked But there is nothing on the 
hori/on to indicate that the BJP can exploit 
this situation to emerge as the major 
challenger With its Imilwuisini (the Ram 
Janmabhoomi-Babri mas|id tangle) blunted 
and Its inability .so lar to tormulaic any new 
fiction to hoodwink and bamboozle the 
masses anew, the BJPtixlay is in no position 
lo emerge as a ma|or contender lor jxiwcr, 
even il one ignores the debilitating cllccls ol 
the glowing powei struggles among its 
leadcis. 

More concretely and specifically, the BJP 
has little prospects in Bihar and the states to 
Its east as also in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil 
Nadu anil Kerala in the .south. Even in 
Karnataka its share ol votes declined in the 
recent assembly elections relative to that 
during the last Lok Sabha polls II the recent 
niunicipal elections in Madhya Pradesh are 
any guide, its chances in that stale are not 
bright either Even if compared with these 
areas, the BJP lares a little better in the 
western and northern regions, there is hardly 
any possibility ol its sweeping the polls m 
those slates. 

Against this background, the projection 
ol the coming l,ok Sabha poll battles as 
primarily an unli-BJP conlrontation is 
entirely mi.sconceived Indeed, this is a sure 
way to demoralise the people or at least to 
ensure lailure to galvanise them for a 
worthwhile political battle.The task dictated 
by the developing situation is to set an 
agenda belore the people to tichievca secular- 
dcm(x;rutic. clean and ethically motivated 
alternative - a credible and viable third 
force - to del cat the corrupt, degenerate and 
servi Ic Congress as well as the anti-national. 
anti-dcmocratic, indeed fascistic BJP. 

Unless the leading lights of the emerging 
third force themselves imbibe confidence 
and conviction in this realisable prospect, 
they cannot enthuse and mobilise the people 
for Its realisation Indeed, the key to the 
consolidation of this third lorcc. that is. the 
weaning away of sczeable segments of the 
Congress edifice towards itself, iscontingent 
upon the faith and conviction of the third 
force in its own victory. Statements such as 
V P Singh’s can serve only to undennine this 
confidence. 
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IN THE CAPITAL MARKET EPW Research Foundation 

Birla Advantage Fund 
BIRLA MUTUAL FUND is entering the 
mutual fund business with the launch of 
an open-end scheme called 'Birla 
Advantage Fund’, The corpus of the fund 
is targeted at Rs 100 crore. The plan is to 
restructure the investment portfolio in such 
a way as to maximise capital gains for unit 
holders rather than provide annual income. 
Accordingly, the fund plans to invest at 
least 70 per cent of the corpus in equities. 
The balance is to be invested in debt and 
money market instruments. To provide 
transparency, the fund will announce the 
NAV of the fund on a daily basis and full 
details of the portfolio will be announced 
annually. Unit holders would be eligible 
for loans against units to be provided by 
Birla Global Finance. The fund has been 
sponsored by Birla Global Finance, 
formerly known as Birla Growth Fund, 
which belongs to the Aditya Birla group. 
The investment of the corpus is to be 
managed by Birla Capital International 
AMC which IS a joint venture between the 
Aditya Birla Group and the Capital Group 
Companies of the US. The issue offer 
comprises 10 crore units with a par value 
of Rs 10 each. The issue is slated to open 
on February 17. 

SRP Industries 

A Lunar group company, SRP Industries 
has been successful in turning agricultural 
waste into pure silicate, giving various 
products including precipitated silica of 
highest purity. The process does away with 
the need for melting crystalline silica sand 
in a high power-consuming furnace and 
producing pollutant sulphuric acid The 
amorphous silica is produced by reacting 
agricultural waste with caustic .soda, which 
is recovered fully from the process. The 
company plans to implement the project 
which is scheduled to be on stream by 
the end of the current year. The 2tpd 
stream has already commenced produc¬ 
tion and seed marketing has been 
successful. To part finance this project, the 
company plans to enter the capital market 
shortly with rights cum public issues at a 
premium. 

Essar Oil 

Essar Oil belongs to the Essar group which 
has an asset base of about Rs 6,000 crore 
and an investor base of over 8,00,000 with 
interests in steel, power, shipping, financial 
services, trading and turnkey projects. The 

company has been involved in the oil and 
gas sector in offshore construction and 
drilling and has recently been awarded 
three explicate blushes by GOl. The com¬ 
pany. to finance the existing operations 
and the 9 mnt oil relinery project of Rs 5,350 
crore, proposes to enter the capital market 
on February 7 with a simultaneous and 
unlinked straight equity issue of Rs 166.5 
crore at a premium of Rs 35 and an.Oplional 
Fully Convertible Debentures (OFCDs) 
issue of Rs 1,649.99 crore at an average 
premium of Rs 37.5 The net offer of 
OFCDs to public is approximately Rs 714 
crore. 

The 9 mtpa world scale refinery project 
IS being set up by the Essar group which 
has a proven track record of setting up 
mega greenfield projects such as its 2 mtpa 
HR steel plant at Hazira where trial 
production has commenced. The refinery 
project being set up at a project cost ol 
Rs 5,350 crore will have one of the lowest 
capital and marketing costs for similar 
refineries internationally. The location 
being Vadinar, an all-weather deep-draft 
port in Gujarat, the refinery enjoys 
proximity to west Asian crude as also to 
the growing markets in north and west 
India and there would be easy accessibility 
to Indian Oil's Kandla-Bhatinda oil 
pipeline. The issue is to be lead managed 
by IDBl, ICICI securities and Finance 
Company, Enam Financial Consultants, 
SBI Capital Markets, IFCI, DSP Financial 

Consultants. JM Financial and Investment 
Consultants Services. 

Banaras Beads 
Banaras Beads (BBL) is presently engaged 
in the manulacture and export of glass heads 
and imitation lewellery, woollen products 
and handicrafts While manufacture and 
export of glass beads and woollen products 
are handled by the Varanasi division, 
handicrafts are being handled by the Delhi 
works The company is entering the capital 
market on February 3 with a public issue 
of 22,16,000 equity shares of Rs 20 each 
at a premium of Rs 75 per share aggregating 
Rs 1883.60 lakh. The company owns three 
industrial plots in Varanasi along with 20.000 
sq ft built-up area in New Delhi. It now 
proposes an expansion by additional civil 
construction in existing buildings for utility 
services in Varanasi plots. Also, acquisition 
of 17,000 sq ft for godown-cum-.showroom 
in New Delhi is being planned. Thcjewellery 
project needs 17,000 sq ft for godown, 
workshop and officc-cum-showroom. Also 
a godown-cum-showroom is being planned 
to be opened in Bombay. The company 
plans to incorporate computer aided design 
system for the glass beads and imitation 
jewellery divi.sion. The project has been 
appraised by IDBl and the total cost is 
estimated to be Rs 3559.58 lakh The issue 
is to be jointly managed by IDBl, SBI Capital 
Markets and SM Finance 
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CURRENT STATISTICS EPW Research Foundation 

The annual inflation rate, measured by any of the price indices, ha.s further accelerated; 10 h percent by the WPi against 9 I percent in the previous 
12-month period and 10 per cent by the CPI for tndu.sirial workers against 7.4 per cent M, giuwth has slowed down due to niodcraiion ot 
expansion of net bank credit to government following a sharp coniraction of RBI ciedit to the central government However, bank credit lo the 
commercial sector has begun to gallop, financed to an extent by disinvestment of trustee securities by banks Reports suggest continued high gold 
import (official and clandestine) at 257 tonnes in 1991 and 262 tonnes in 1994. worth roughly Rs 12.000 Ciore each year 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

Index Numbers of Wholesale 
Prices (1981-82=100) 

Weights Jan 7. Variation (Per Cent) Point-to-Point 
1995 Ovei Over 1 2 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1995-94 1992-95 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1995-94 

All Commodities 100 0 279 1 0 9 108 9 1 8 1 8 1 10,8 7.0 156 12 1 
Primary Articles 52 5 291 1 2_2 144 8.8 124 96 11 5 5 0 15 5 17 1 

Food Articles 174 519 3 0 9 150 5 5 159 5 5 44 5 4 20 9 189 
Non-Food Articles 10 1 511 9 47 19 0 15.7 II 5 168 24 9 -1 4 8 1 19 5 

Fuel. Power. Light and Lubricants 107 281 4 00 5 5 15.8 1 2 87 15 1 152 15 2 144 
Manufactured Products 57 0 271 9 02 9 6 8.5 70 7 5 99 7 9 126 89 

Food Products 10.1 269 2 -0 1 89 11 0 68 10 2 12 5 6 8 10 2 15 2 
Food Index (computed) 27 5 500 9 0 5 11 6 7.2 II 4 69 7 0 5 8 17 1 169 
All Commodities (Average Basisi 
(April-January 7. 1995) 100 0 271.1 - 10 5 7 8 10.5 7 9 8 5 10 1 15 7 10 5 

Latest Variation (Per Cent) Point-ioPoint 
Cost of Living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1995-94 1992 95 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1995-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 289"' 05 10 5 74 8 2 7 8 9 9 6 1 15 9 156 
Urban Non-Man Emp (1984-85=100) 258'' 0.8 97 64 7 2 5 9 - 6 8 15 (, 15 4 
Agn Lab (July 60 to June 61 = 100) 1285" 1 6 II 2 6 5 94 9 8 1 1 6 0 7 21 9 16 6 

Dec 25. Variation 
Money and Banking (Rs crore) 1994 Over Fiscal Year So Far 1992-95 1991-92 

Month 1994-95 1995-94 

Money Supply (M,) 494795 2295 (0 51 61229 (14 1) 454.54 (12 4) 66741 (18 2) 49544 (15 5) 5I()55 (194) 
Currency with Public 94825 2599 (2 5) 12627 (15 4) 9986 (14 6) 15925 (20 4) 7175 (II 71 8050 (15 2) 
Deposits with Banks 596586 465 (0 1) 47546 (15 6) 551.55 (118) 5I(>0I (1741 41741 (16 5) 435SJ2 (20 5) 

Net Bank Credit lo Govt Sector 21-5794 900 (0 4) I2(M)8 (5 9) 21255 (121) 27.548 (15 6) 17975 (1141 18070 (12 9i 
Bank Credit to CommI Sector 262092 5.540 (2 1) 24889 (10 5) 9148 (4 2) 17068 (7 8) 12141 (171) l(>225 (9 4) 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 70105 -1744 (-2 5) 16.576 (505) 9775 (592) 28775 (15 5) 5726 (17 6) 10645 (100 6) 
Reserve Money (Dec 50. 1994) 160844 1827 (ID 22222 (16 0) 17146 (15 5) 27845 (25 1) 11274 (111) 11726 (124) 
Net RBI Credit lo Centre 90227 -6251 (6 9) -65.56 (7 5) 7842 (8 1) 265 (0 5) 4257 (4 6) 5904(6 7) 
Scheduled Cnininercial Banks (Jan 6, 1995) 

Deposits 558614 1055 (0 5) 45482 (15 8) 56185 (15 5) 46.560 (17 5) 57814 (16 4) 58216 (19 8) 
Advances 190076 8(K)2 (4 2) 25<-.58 (15 6) 9907 (6 5) 12456 (8 2) 26590 (21 0) 9291 (8 0) 

Non-Food Advances 176214 7556 (4 2) 22705 (14 8) 5572 (5 8) 8272 (5 7) 24517 (20 1) 9127 (8 2) 
Investments 148468 -2552 (-1 7) 15945 (12 0) 21156 ( 20 0) 2()867 (25 41 15460 (17 1) I5I5I (20 2) 

Index Numirers of Industrial Weights .Sept Average lor Fiscal Yeai So Fai Variation (Per Ceni) Fiscal Year Ave^ace^ 1 
Production (1980-81 = l(X)) 1994 1994-95 1995-94 199.5-94 1992-95 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 100 0 241 5 251 7(8 1) 214 4 (5 4) 5 0 2 5 0 5 84 ■DS KHIB 
Mining and Quarrying 11 5 214,5 215 6(4 1) 205 2 (5 5) 2 5 0 5 0 9 4 5 65 
Manufacturing 77 1 256 5 224 1 (8 8) 20.5 9 (2 4) 2 2 2 1 5 0 9 1 8 6 
Electricity II 4 505 6 500 7(7 0) 281.0 (8 6) 13 5 1 8,5 78 108 BiWtl 
Capital Market 

Jan 27 Month Year 1994-95 So Far 1995-94 F.nd of Fiscal Year I 
1995 Ago Ago T rough Peak 1 rough Peak 1995-94 1992 91 1991-92 

BSE SensDive Index (1978-79=1(X)) 5506 
(-158) 

5927* 4069 
(56.8) 

5600 4604 2057 4286 5779 
(65 7) 

2281 
(-46 8) 

4285 
(266 9) 

National Index (1985 84=I(K)) 1705 
(-119) 

1864* 1955 
(65 5) 

1765 2176 954 2050 1850 
(79 2) 

1021 
(-48 1) 

1968 
(2.54.1) 

• data pertatning to December 25. 1994 

Foreign Trade Nov 
1994 

Cumulative lor Fiscal Year So Far 
1994-95 1993-94 

1995-94 1992-95 1991-92 1990-91 

Exports Rs crore 6657 .50012 (15.2) 4.5405 ( 51 5) 69547 (29 5) 5.5688 (21 9) 44042 (.55.3) 52555 (17.6) 
US $ mn 2121 15941 (15.2) 15X40 (19.5) 22175 (19 6) 18557 (5.8) 17866 (-1.5) 18143 (9.1) 

Imports: Rs crore 7495 5.5227 (22.5) 45075 (7.6) 72806 (14 9) 65575 (52 4) 47851 (10 8) 45195 (22 0) 
US S mn 2588 17605 (22.5) 14572 ( 2 2) 25212 (6 1) 21882 (12 7) 19411 (-19 4) 24075 (13.2) 

Non-PDL US $ mn 1852 15908 (52 2) 10524 (-2 9) 17456 (10 6) 1.5782 (12 5) 14047 (-22 2) 18045 (5.1) 
Balance of Trade Rs crore -858 -5214 -1669 -3259 -9687 -5809 -10640 

US .$ mn -214 1662 -552 -10,59 -5545 -I.M5 -59.50 

Jan 15, Jon 14, Mar 51, Variation Ovei 
Foreign Exchange Reserves 
(excluding gold) 

1995 1994 1994 Month 
Ago 

Year 
Ago 

Fiscal Year .So Far 1995-94 
1994-95 1995-94 

1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Rs crore 
US $ mn 

60899 6 
19488 0 

51456 1 
10019 0 

47626.0 
15176 0 

-247.7 
65 0 

29443.6 
9469.0 

13275.6 
4512 0 KSEEHKtSI ■■Sui 

-1585 
-1157 
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External Sector 
June June _____MatVtl TW£B_ 

Exchange Kate of Rupee 1994 1993 1994 199.3 1992 1991 1990 1989 1988 1987 1986 

36-Country TWER (198.3=100) : 
(Based on FEDAI Kates within brockets) 
Nominal (44 20) (44.94) (44.99) (44 94) (43 87) 49 89 64 08 7.3 52 73 4.3 79 82 82 19 92 01 
Real (65,00) (49.15) (63..36) (.39 15) (56 .33) 64 24 74 69 78 70 77 52 84..36 84 73 92 13 

Monthly Average Annual Average Rates 
Rates , 

Jon 20. Month Year Mar .31, Mar .31. March March 1993-94 1992-9.3 1991-92 1990-91 
1993 Ago Ago 1994 1993- 1994 1993 

Official/RBI Reference Raies/Rs per US $ 31 37 31 37 31.37 .31 37 ■If ■Rig .31.37 31 37 23 97 ■ 24 47 1794 
Market/FEDAl Raie/Rs per US $ 31.37 31 .37 .3137 .31 .37 31 37 31 .36 30 63 - 

Foreign Direct Investment Foreien Collaboration Annrctvals AoDrovals Involving Foreign Investment 
1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 1994 199.3 1992 1991 1990 

(up to Oct) 

Number 1319 1476 1520 950 666 863 785 692 289 194 

Amount of Foreign Investment Approved Actual Flow of FDI 
Amount 1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 1994 1993 1992 1991 1990 

(up to Oct) (up to Oct) 

Rs Crore Hiu ' IH ■bruhhrshi^i 1786 67.3 351 - 

US $ million ■i 708 575 240 142 - 

Foreign Aid (Ks crore) Aniil-Octoher 1994-95 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 
1994 93 1993-94 (Budgi-t) (Actuals) 

Net Aid Receipts Ha 2460 
Net Aid Inflows Hal 1218 

Tourism 1993-94 1992-9.3 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 1986-87 

Tounsi Arrivals UXH)) 1871 3 1820 8 1781 9 161.3 7 176.3 0 1619 3 15135 1491 9 
(2 8) (2 2) (104) (-8 6) (9 0) (7.0) (14) - 

Foreign Exchange Earnings (Rs crore) 4372 3989 3318 2444 2386 2054 1856 1607 
(14 6) (20 2) (35 8) (2 4) (162) (107) (155) - 

(US $ million) 1437 1302 1336 1362 1433 1418 14.31 1.309 
(119) (-4 0) (-0 4) (-5 0) (1 1) (-0.9) (9 3) 

Bullion ' 

Bullion I'rices Jan 20. Month Year March March March March March March 
199.3 Ago Ago 1994 1993 1991 1990 1989 1988 

Bombay Cold (Ks/iOgm) 4725 4680 4030 4611 4082 4443 3440 3140 3140 3140 
London Gold (VOi) .380 2.3 .381 330 23 387 35 3.30 34 .344 64 363.39 .39.3.66 390 27 443 49 
Spread over London (Per Ont) 23 2 21.8 21 18 21 9 .36 1 53.4 44 8 613 69 6 
Bombay Silver (K.s/Kg) 6.3.30 6474 ( 38.30 7159 .3492 80.30 6663 6464 67.35 6136 
London Silver (VtJr) 4 78 4 83 .3 74 .3 64 3 63 4..30 3 97 3 07 .3 79 641 
Spread over London .31 7 32.9 81 6 25 9 49 1 88 9 1718 1313 1339 129 4 

Estimated Imports ' 1994 1993 199.3 1993 1993 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989 1988 

(Official/ Clandestine. Tonnes) (Prov) Total 04 Q3 02 Ql 

Gold 135 
Silver mm 250 

Industrial Prcxluction 
Core Industries Variation Over Cumulative for Fiscal Year 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

•SoFar 
Ocl94 Month Year 1994-9.3 1993-94 

Coal (mm ins) 20 62 2 69(150) 1 81 (96) 12.3 49(2 1) 120.92 (5 3) 246(3 2) 238 (3 9) 229 (8.3) 
Electricity (inn kwh) 29485 13.39(4.8) .3010(11 4) 197211 (7 6) 1832.39 (7 .3) 323.323 (7 4) .301066 (.3.0) 286700 (8 5) 

Hyde) (mn kwh) 7790 -1720 (-18.1) 1458 (2.3 0) 51751 (16.6) 44.378 (.3.1) 70311 (0.7) 69833 (-3 8) 72.3.30(1 4) 
Thennal (inci nuclear) 21695 .3079 (16.5) 1.352 (7 7) 14.3460 (4.8) 138861 (9 1) 2.33012 (9 4) 231233 (8.0) 214150 (11 1) 

Crude petroleum (lakh ins) 29 1 1.3(48) 6()(1'6.0) 181.4 (17.5) 1.34 4 (-3 6) 270.2 (0.2) 269.5 (-112) 30.3 4 (-8 2) 
Petroleum produces (lakh tns) 49.6 1.8 (3.8) .3 4 (7 4) 328 9 (4.6) 3143(1.1) .34.3.4 (1 6) .334 8 <4.0) 48.3.3 (-04) 

Saleable steel (0(X) Ins) 1029 4(04) 62 (6 4) 7043 (7.6) 6.34.3 (3 4) 11981 (.3.7) 11.3.33 (12 6) 10570 ( -1.1) 
Cement (lakh ins) .31.9 .3.1 (10.9) 4 7(9.9) 3.30 2 (7 3) .326.2 (5 1) .378.0 (6.8) .341 0(0 2) 540 0(4 0) 
Penilisers (N) (000 tns) 683 99(17 0) .33 (.3 1) 4432 (7.1) 4140 (-1 6) 7274 (-2.1) 74.30(1.8) ■7300 (4.4) 

fertilisers (P,0,) ((KXI ins) 184 6(3 4) negligible 1347 (60.3) 840 (-4 1 7) 1810 (-21 5) 2306 (-10 0) 2.360 (24 9) 

(i) Superscript numeral denotes month to which figure relates, e g. superscript * stands for April (ii) Figures in brackets are percentage vanations over 
the period specified or over the comparable period of the previous year (iii) - means not availabic/nol relevant 
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COMPANIES EPW Research Foundation 

DEEEPAK NITRITE 

Rise in Sales 

DEEPAK NITRITE, a market leader in 
nitration products that meet critical needs in 
dyes, agrochem and pharmaceuticals indus¬ 
tries, has done well in 1993-94 with net sales 
increasing by Rs 21.84 crorc (28 per cent), 
operatingproFit by 16 percent and net profit 
by 119 per cent. There was a 43 per cent 
decline in depreciation and 60 per cent 
increase in other income. The company 
declared an enhanced dividend of 22 per cent 
against 20 per cent in the previous year. 

Exports were up by 27 per cent ( Rs 1.69 
crorc). Imports were also up by 33 per cent. 
Return on investment has been steady at 6 
per cent in the past two years. Sundry cre¬ 
ditors to 'current assets ratio has risen in the 
past three years from 19 per cent in 1991-92 
to 21 per cent in 1992-93 and 23 per cent 
in 1993-94. Remuneration to employees 
after being steady in 1991-92 and 1992-93 
rose marginally by 3 percentage points in 
1993-94. Earning per share fluctuated at 
Rs 10inl99l-92,Rs4in 1992-93 andRs 9 
in 1993-94 Exports to sales ratio remained 
steady at 7 per cent in the past two years, 
E>ebt-equity ratio fluctuated at 112 per cent 
in 1991-92, 118 per cent in 1992-93 and 
92 percent in 1993-94. Short-term borrow¬ 
ings to inventories rose sharply by 18 
percentage points for the year as against 
57 per cent in 1992-93. Net value added 
to value of production showed a decline 
from 23 per cent in 1991 -92 to 21 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 18 per cent in 1993-94, 
Sales to total assets and sales to total gioss 
fixed assets ratios showed increase in the 
past three years. 

The performance of all the three divisions, 
i e, nitrite, the sodium nitnta/nitrate, HAS, 
AN and GN, was commendable. However, 
nitnc acid production and sales were under 
pressure due to competition from large pro¬ 
ducers having in-house ammonia produc¬ 
tion. Cost of power and fuel has gone up 
considerably and efforts are being made to 
overcome the impact through improved 
efficiency and better utilisation of existing 
capacity. The nitroaromatic division, despite 
stiff competition and considerable reduction 
in selling prices, has performed well due to 
increased capacity utilisation. The com¬ 
pany's efforts III value addition have started 
yielding results. Sahyadri Dyestuffs and 
Chemicals division continued to work at 
high capacity in spite of increased compe¬ 
tition in domestic and international markets. 
The dye-intermediate section in particular 
show^ significant improvement. 

The company invested Rs 11 lakh on 
R and D during the year, with the focus on 
improvement in yields of present products, 
new process for nitroaromatic-based down¬ 
stream products and improvement in efflu¬ 

ent treatment using bio-iechnological so¬ 
lutions. The department plans to develop 
nitration and reduction based technologies 
as a downstream activity to nitroaromatics. 

IVP 

Revived Demand 

IVP has shown mixed performance with net 
sales declining marginally by Rs 1.67 crore 
(2 per cent) and operating profit by 17 per 
cent. Bui net profit was up by 20 per cent. 
Though other income was down by 35 pei 
cent, non-operaling profit was up by Rs 115 
lakh (212 per cent), depreciation, interest 
charges and taxation were down by 38 per 
cent, 5 per cent and 24 per cent, respectively. 
This helped m holding margins up A 20 per 
centdivtdend was declared fortheycaragain.st 
17 per cent in the previous year. Net value 
addal to value of production has increased 
from 13 per in 1991-92 to 20 per cent in 
1993-94. Return on investment has declined 
marginally in the past two years Turnover 
ratios have declined over the past three years. 
Sales to total assets declined from 164 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 138 per cent in 1992-93 
and 128 per cent in 1993 -94 Sales to gross 
fixed assets declined from 316 per cent in 
1991-92 to 293 percent in 1992-93 and 276 
per cent in 1993-94. .Sundry creditors to 
current assets fluctuated at 18 per cent in 
1991-92, 16 percent in 1992-93 and 19 per 
cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank borrow¬ 
ings to inventories increased from 84 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 101 per cent in 1992-93 
and 116 per cent in 1993-94, while debt- 
equity ratio declined from 43 per cent in 
1991-92 to 35 per cent in 1992-93 and 28 
per cent in 1993-94. Exports declined by 
Rs 1.72 crore (73 per cent) against a 22 per 
cent fall in the previous year Imports were 
also down by 6 per cent for the year 

In the next two years the company intends 
to invest Rs 30 crore on diversification, 
expansion and modernisation. With this the 
company expects to become broad-based, 
thus helping to improve profitability. With 
the engineering and chemical sector reviving 
after the recession, the company’s products 
laced increased demand. To meet the grow¬ 
ing demand and upgrade production faci¬ 
lities, the company proposes to make fresh 
investment. It plans to raise the required 
funds by making an issue equity share or 
convertible debentures, fur a maximum of 
Rs 30 crore. The company has entered into 
two technical collaborations with Ccrasiv 
GmbH. Germany, for manufacture of high 
alumina faucet discs, which is imported at 
present. The second collaboration is for 
upgrading and increasing tiie product range 
of the industrial ceramics division. 

The company invested Rs 5 lakh on 
R and D activities. The department has been 
carrying on research with the focus on pro¬ 

duct development, import substitution and 
technology upgradation. 

SOL PHARMACEUTICALS 

Rise in Exports 

Sol Pharmaceuticals has performed excel¬ 
lently with net sales going upby 124 percent 
(Rs 87.7 crore), operating profit by 170 per 
cent (Rs 14 88 crore) and net profit by 141 
per cent (Rs 4.96 crore). Taxation increased 
by Rs 14 lakh, depreciation by Rs 126 lakh 
and interest charges by Rs 9.18 crore. But 
the effect was mitigated by the increase in 
other income Irom Rs 9 lakh to Rs 80 lakh 
and in non-opcrating profit from Rs 4 lakh 
to Rs 70 lakh. A 30 per cent dividend was 
declared for the year against 25 per cent in 
the previous year. 

Exports were up by 399 per cent (Rs 45.71 
crore) while imports were up by 127 per t ent 
(Rs 28.42 crore). Debt-equity ratio fluctu¬ 
ated at II percent in 1991-92, 154 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 27 per cent in 1993-94. 
Short-term bank borrowings to inventones 
ratto too fluctuated at 96 per cent tn 
1991 -92,87 per cent in 1992-93 and 89 per 
cent 111 1993-94. Sales to total assets ratio 
declined from 135 percent in 1991-92 to 124 
per cent in 1992-93 and 94 per cent in 
1993-94. Sales to gross fixed assets ratio 
also declined from 547 per cent in 1991-92 
lo 368 per cent in 1992-93 and 285 per cent 
in 1993-94. Growth in inventones fluctu¬ 
ated at 143 per cent in 1991 -92,60 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 2.30 per cent in 1993-94. 
Earning per share declined by 6 percentage 
points for the year. Net value added to value 
of production increa.sed by 3 percentage 
points fur the year. 

The formulations division showed a 
growth of .34 percent in the year. The company 
launched a new range of formulations in the 
domestic and international markets. The bulk 
drugs division has also done well with sales 
going up by Rs 74.85 crore. With the ad¬ 
dition of the bulk drugs division of Standard 
Organics, manufacture of a wide range of 
products for domestic and export markets 
along with sale of these products is expected 
to improve. The exports division is focusing 
on establishing new markets along with the 
introduction of new products. With formu¬ 
lations becoming a thrust area, exports are 
expected to increase. 

Standard Organics (SOL) was amalga¬ 
mated with the company. During the year 
the company made a rights issue, followed 
by a public issue. The proceeds were utilised 
for meeting the cost of expansion and pro¬ 
duct diversification and working capital' 
requirement. The company also made a 1:4 
bonus issue in January 1994. 

The company spent Rs 91 lakh on R and D 
in the year, developing formulations for 
export and also new cost effective processes. 
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The Week’s Companies 
(Rs lakh} 

SOL SayeJi Deepak HindusUn IVP 

Financial Indicators PhirmstCUUaU lodwrtriw _Nitrite_ Sanltarvwart_ 
March March March March March March March March March March 

1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

iDcomc/appropria lions 
1 Net sales 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total income 
5 Raw materials/stores and spares 

consumed 
6 Other manufacturing expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 Operatmg profit 

10 Interest 
11 Groxs profit 
12 Depreciation 
13 Profit before tax 

14 Tax provision 
15 Profit after tax 
16 Dividends 
17 Retained profit 
Liabilities/assets 
18 Paid-up capital 
19 Reserves and surplus 
20 Long term loans 
21 Short term loans 
22 Of which bank borrowings 
23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
25 Inventories 
26 Total asseis/liabililics 
Miscellaneous items 
27 Excise duty 
28 Gross value added 
29 Total torcigii exchange income 
30 fotal foreign exchange outgo 
Key Hnancial and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ralio (sales to total assets) <%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 
39 Profit after tax to net wonh 

(return on equity) (9(>) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest and 

corresponding last year's price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjusted for 

revaluation) (%) 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Total remuneration to employees 

to value of production (%) 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 
50 Grow«h in inventories (%) 

15840 7070 8075 6934 9937 

17187 7454 8060 6909 9816 
80 9 162 147 416 

17267 7463 6222 7056 10232 

10561 4911 4200 3789 3838 

1419 561 1588 1282 1676 
990 357 631 651 643 

1938 763 1075 813 2260 
2359 87! 728 521 1815 
1325 407 259 264 963 
1104 468 470 341 856 
205 79 81 151 313 
899 389 389 190 542 
52 38 116 58 53 

847 351 273 132 489 

213 59 49 34 118 
634 292 224 98 371 

1027 235 III 114 534 
5359 663 1484 1260 3906 
1772 1387 315 200 4085 
5157 1555 1461 1295 1935 
5088 1510 1457 1117 1065 
5544 1917 3168 2982 7321 
1330 252 1910 1832 2565 
5705 1728 1308 928 1406 

16818 5682 4117 3617 12839 

517 343 1302 1042 0 
3618 1.301 1400 1312 2174 
5714 1143 336 158 782 
5146 2266 103 79 649 

94.2 124.4 196 1 191 7 77.4 
119 0 184 1 239.5 241.7 95.0 

65.3 67.9 44 2 44 0 29 7 

6 6 8 2 II 4 94 6 7 

7.0 66 5 8 49 8.6 
14.9 12.3 9.0 7.5 18.3 
5.7 5.5 48 27 5.4 
5.8 98 29 8 .30 5 9.8 

13.3 39 1 17 1 96 11.0 
30 00 25.00 75 00 50.00 22.00 

8.25 14.94 471.93 213.33 9.16 
62.2 38.2 2703 5 2200.0 83 1 

19.6 12.7 9.9 4 7 8.5 

27.7 i54.5 19.7 146 92.0 

89.2 87 4 1114 120.4 75.7 
1135 158 2 53 4 63.6 54,7 

27.4 27.4 45.1 49.6 29.6 

5.8 4.8 7.8 9,4 6.6 
189.2 119.3 62 14 1 2,9 

230.15 60.15 40 95 -24.24 -14 II 

7753 6883 5888 7648 7815 

8031 6973 6182 7676 7813 
259 68 96 57 89 

8290 7041 6278 7733 7902 

3415 2024 1768 5146 5094 

1283 1982 1803 405 554 

611 837 724 404 356 
1429 784 544 923 856 
1552 1414 1439 855 1042 
915 846 922 419 444 

780 1061 933 605 652 
556 484 521 83 134 

223 577 412 522 517 

0 0 0 169 224 

223 577 412 353 293 

107 46 40 138 117 
116 531 372 215 176 

534 364 209 688 688 
3600 5960 4941 1655 1473 
4892 2234 1094 662 767 
1005 2256 3939 1870 1784 

945 1310 989 1526 1237 

7112 10541 10408 2766 2664 

2213 3760 3261 942 1003 

1637 2092 2055 1305 1220 
12185 12450 11297 6029 5628 

0 1811 2040 324 385 

2296 3249 2974 1618 1523 

613 391 384 66 256 
581 113 73 336 368 

63 6 55 3 52 1 126 9 138 9 
77 3 63 6 57 8 156 9 165.9 

32.3 30 8 28 6 58.5 57 2 

64 8.5 8.3 10.0 II 6 

10.1 154 15.8 7.9 8.3 

20 0 20.5 24.4 11 2 13.3 

2.9 84 7.0 68 6.6 
00 00 0.0 32.4 43.3 

5.4 9 1 80 15 1 13.6 

20 00 20 00 2000 20 00 17 00 

4 18 16.50 21.19 5.13 4.26 
77.4 94.5 106.9 26.3 23.3 

10.8 11.2 6.5 21 4 23.5 

118.3 67.4 52 4 36.6 47.9 

57 7 62 6 48.1 116.9 101.4 

55 4 45.4 46.2 36 1 316 

26.6 25.8 24,3 25.0 23,4 

7.6 12.0 11.7 5.3 4.6 

2.6 2.5 5.4 24.5 -2.0 

31.38 1.80 19,48 6.97 12.13 
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SAYAJI INDUSTRIES 

Higher Margins 

After being plagued by nse in input cost and 
recession in the starch industry in the pre¬ 
vious year leading to a fall in proni, Sayaji 
Industries has done well in 1993-94 with net 
sales increasing by 16 per cent, operating 
profit by 39 per cent and net profit by 106 
per cent. Though there was a 100 per cent 
increase in taxation the effect was slightly 
reduced by a 46 per cent decrease in depre¬ 
ciation. Non-operatmg profits were down by 
98 per cent. Other income went up by 10 
percent. Reduction in the cost of raw matenals 
resulted in better pnxluclion activity tor the 
year. Also, the reduced bank rate enabled the 
company to borrow more at the same cost. 
But certain unfavourable laciors like increase 
in the cost of electncity, coal and furnace 
oil and al.so increase in repairs and mainte¬ 
nance charges proved detnmental to raising 
the margins The company declared a 
dividend oi 15 per cent for the year against 
50 per cent for the previous year. Earning 
per share has been high at Rs 471 in 
1993-94 compared to Rs 226 in 1991-92 
and Rs 213 in 1992-93. Remuneration to 
employees fell marginally by 4 percentage 
points in the year against 49 per cent in 
1992-93. Both sales to total assets and sales 
to gross fixed assets ratios have n.sen steadily 
in the past three years. Short-term bank 
borrowings increased by 16 percentage points 
in 1992-93 but declined by 9 percentage 
points in 1993-94. Sundry creditors to cur¬ 
rent assets ratio fiuctuated at 21 per cent in 
1991- 92,27 per cent in 1992-93 and 22 pei 
centin 1993-94 Debt-equity ratio tluctuated 
at 15 per cent in 1991-92. 14 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 19 (wr cent in 1993-94 

Exports were up by 116 per cent while 
imports were up by 22 per cent. Increase in 
exports IS being attributed to the agreements 
with Amylum of Belgium for the upgrada- 
tion of technology. Installation of certain 
machineries and equipment has improved 
quality ol finished products and reduced cost 
ol produetKin. The company has completed 
theesiablishmcni ol its plant to ninnutacturc 
'Mannilor, used m foods, pharmaceutical 
and cosmetic pnxlucts as an antioxidant, and 
commercial production is said to have com 
menced. 

The company incurred an expenditure ol 
Rs 15 lakh for its R and D activities The 
majoi thrust IS being laid on pollution control 
and energy conservation. 

HINDU.STAN SANITARYWARE 

Modernisation Programme 

Hindustan Sanitaryware, the fiagship ol 
the H L Somany Group is engaged in the 
inanutacturc ol ceramic tiles and sanitary¬ 
ware. The sanitaryware division has two 
units, one in Bahadurgarh in Haryana and 
theothenn Somanypuram in Andhra Pradesh 
Net sales in 1993-94 were 16,851 mt 

(up by Rs 9.95 crore in value), operating 
profit was up by 44 per cent (Rs 2.4 crore), 
and net profit by 40 per cent (Rs 1.65 
crore). Depreciation and interest charges 
were down by 7 per cent and 8 per cent, 
respectively. The 10 per cent decrease in 
other income was more than compensated 
by the 18 percent increase in non-operating 
profit. The company has maintained its 
di vidend at 20 per cent for the year Earning 
per share declined to Rs 16 for the year 
against Rs 21 in the previous year .Sundry 
creditors to current assets ratio JecTined 
from 18 percent in 1991-92 to 16 percent 
in 1992-93 and 11 percent in 1993-94. Net 
profit margin more than doubled from 3 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 7 per cent in 1992-93, 
and then increased marginally by I percent¬ 
age point in 1993-94 Debt-equity ratio 
fiuctuated at 148 pei cent in 1991-92, 21 
per cent in 1992-93 and 35 per cent in 
1993-94. Short-term bank borrowings to 
inventories ratio decreased by 10 percentage 
points in 1992-93 but has increased by 14 
percentage points in 1993-94 Gross .savings 

to gross capital formation ratio increased 
by 50 percentage points in 1992-93 and 
by 188 percentage points in 1993-94. Net 
value added to value of production has 
remained stable at 39 per cent. 

The Indian Council of Ceramic Tiles and 
Sanitaryware has been making persistent 
efforts for the reduction of excise duty to 
20 per cent from 30 per cent. As a part of 
its modernisation programme, m one of the 
casting shops at Unit I, environment control 
equipment has been installed and success¬ 
fully commissioned. This has resulted in 
increased productivity from the existing set¬ 
up. Many new patterns were developed for 
the export market and repeat orders have 
been coming in The company expects to 
launch two new suites and is also planning 
the introduction of lour new colours Pro¬ 
ducts of the company were well accepted 
in the UK market and the company has 
bagged its maiden export orders from the 
IKS market to become the first Indian 
sanitaryware company to entei the sophisti¬ 
cated IIS sanitaryware market 

LATEST IN SOCIOLOGY 

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION & MOBILITY 
K.L. Sharma 

Professor Sharma examines critically theoretical and methodological issues in 
the essays included in this volume. The book provides a comprehensive and 
critical review of the studies on social stratification particularly from a sociol¬ 
ogy of knowledge perspective. The book must prove as a soiuce material for 
teachers, researchers and snidents. It encompasses aU that which one would 
normally like to know about social stratification in India. 

ISBN 81 -7033-263-7 290pp Rs. 400(cloth) Rs 100(pbk) 

•j RAWAT PUBLICATIONS 
3-Na-20, Jawahar Nagar, JAIPUR 302 004 
Phone: 0141-567022 Fax: 0141-567748 

Monthly 
Review DECEMBER 1994 

UNEMPLOYMENT: CAPfrAUSM’S ACHILLES HEEL {Tlw Editorm 
CHINA AT THE BftINK: CLASS CONTRADICTION OF “MARKET 
SOCIALISM” I Robwt WMI 
REMEMBERINO SOL ADLER | Jmma PMk 

AnnyalsubsaptiqnHs.240.00(ini6vi(hiai) withl<s.2S.OO JarPAHmaybe 
sent by MO/DDpqyabU to CORNERSTONE PVBUCA tlONS P.O.-Hm 
Co-openatve, KHARAGPUR-72J306, WB 
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COMMENTARY 

Politics of Muslim Vote Bank 
Irfan Engineer 

A survey of Muslims in Bombay brings out the strong anti-Congress 
sentiment prevailing in the community. Irrespective of the Ulema 
council’s directive, a majority of the Muslims are for an alliance with 
the backwards. 

THE post-B.tbri niusjid demolition and the 
consequent communal holocaust all over the 
country has rudely shocked the Muslim 
psyche The anger of the community was 
seen recently in the assembly elections held 
in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh, where 
Muslims arc said to have voted again.st the 
Congress and thus, contributed to its defeat. 
Now elections are to be held in Maharashtra. 
Gujarat, Bihar. Orissa, and Aiunachal 
F’radesh. Vaiious political parties are vying 
loi Muslim, votes by oflering various 
promises In this context, the Centre lor 
.Study ot Society and Secularism and 
IDRAAK conducted a survey to study the 
political perceptions of the minority 
community. A hundicd-odd randomly picked 
up Muslim men and women in Bombay were 
respondents ol this pre-poll survey The 
survey was done more than a month before 
the poll date, the campaigning had not yet 
commenced and the candidates were yet to 
be finalised by the parties However, the 
intention was more to gauge the pretcrenccs 
lor political parties and programmes rather 
than foi individual candidates. 

The Muslims constitule about 15 per cent 
of the city's population They are 
concentrated in lew pockets in the city and 
therefore capable of inlluencing election 
rc.sultsinatlea.si 11 out ofthe 34 metropolitan 
constituencies. Their presence m other 
constituencies is marginal and incapable of 
influcncingtheelcctionresults City Muslims 
do not constitute a monolithic community 
though the Hindutva forces, the Muslim 
lundamentalists and other parliamentary 
parties would like the common man to believe 
so. Muslims in the city come from various 
regions of the country and continue to 
maintain their regional identities. Similarly, 
they are akso divided into different sects, 
with each sect having its own priesthood 
which ensures that the Muslims remain 
divided along sectarian lines. Nearly 95 per 
cent of the city Muslims live in dire poverty, 
toiling as petty vendors, bakery workers, 
daily wage earners in shops and small firms 
owned by Muslims. Some Muslims are 
engaged as low wage earning artisans in 
wood carving and zari designing. The much 
discussed Bangladeshi Muslims work as 

bonded labourers in the construction industry 
The remaining 5 per cent own shops, 
business, small-scale lactones, financial 
instituiions like the Bombay Mercantile Co¬ 
operative Bank, with a very few in salaried 
jobs. They are mostly composed of business 
communities like bohras, khojas and 
memons Thus, the Muslim elites of the city 
mostly belong to the business class. 

MllSI IM CoMMUNimS 

Muslims arc divided into numerous .sects 
such as Wahabis, deobandis. ahlc-hadis. 
bohras, khojas. memons. etc. Each sect claims 
ii.self to he more loyal adherent than the 
others Muslims are also divided on regional. 
cl.iss and lasic lines, e g, sheikhs, ansans, 
qureshis, palhans. syeds, bagwans, and .so 
on Sociologically, there is hardly any 
commonality between these communities, 
except that they arc all followers of Islam. 
The.sc communities rarely mix with each 
other and /.calotisly guard their own identities 
Each sect maintains a separate mosque The 
syeds, the sheikhs and the palhans consider 
themsel ves superior and hold the lower caste 
converts like qureshis and ansans in 
contempt. The upper caste converts to Islam, 
like the bohras and the khojas. have strong 
prejudices against other Muslims whom they 
address as ‘nuabhai’ The bohras and the 
khojas intermingle more with upper caste 

Hindus than lower caste Muslim convens. 
These separate communal identities 

persisted due to the varied customs and 
rituals followed by the communities, 
reflecting their regional, caste and economic 
differentiation Each Islamic sect has its own 
clergy and elite who have vested interest in 
keeping the followers divided on the basis 
of petty sectarian issues. Thus, even the 
political participation of the members is 
decided at the seci/community level. The 
elites of each sect/community, in order to 
protect and further their economic interests, 
extend financial support and assist the 
politically ambitious members in the 
elections. In return they expect political 
patronage from them, 'fhe clergy akso wants 
congenial environment tooperate.Theclergy 
and the elite thus join hands and appeal to 
the members to vote for the party which can 
best assure them of patronage. The economic 
elite wield influence over their community 
since they support all chantable purposes 
like educational institutions, health services, 
mosques, and also, to some extent, the well¬ 
being of the poor. Nevertheless, whenever 
there were compelling reasons, the depnved 
sections of the community have ignored the 
advice of their elites and clergy There are 
two glaring instances of this in the post- 
Babri ma.sjid demolition period, (i) all 
Muslims, cutting across class, caste and sect, 
refu.sed to obey Imam Bukhari’scall in 1993 
to hoist black flags and boycott the Republic 
Day in order to protest against the demolition 
of Babri masjid; In) the Muslims ignored 
the Imam's appeal lo vote for Janata Dal in 
the recent assembly elections of UP. The 
Miisiim masses wisely voted for SP-BSP 
candidates where the latter were likely to 
win and voted tor that candidate who would 
defeat the BJP where SP-BSP alliance was 
unlikely lo win. 

The political participation of the bohras 
can be studied as an instance of the sect/ 

TaBLC I I'LRIORMANCt OF MuSIIM CANDIDATfiS IN ASSEMBI.S ELECTIONS 

Coiisliluency . _1.980_ _1985_ _19911 
Congress Muslim 

l-eague 
Congress Muslim 

I-eague 
Congress Muslim 

League 

Lfinarkhadi 15,29l)» 7,034 18,I7.S#* 12.244 10,799 .U,866* 
Khetwadi 18.335 684 19,267 - 20.I3.S# - 

Nagpadu 17.975* 6,072 20,081* - 21,026* 19,467 
Ainboli 26,572* 3.819 39,797#* 14.993 25.375# 39,728 
Chinchpokli 17,512* 21.086#* 11.948 25.236#* 6.228 
Andhen 25,073#* - 47..346#* 7.945 62,276#* - 

Kurla 22,383# 41.472#* 9,SI3 59.54.3# 
Nehru Nagar 21,276#* - 26,460#* - 23,783#* 776 
Bandra 22.440* - 30,293* - 34.251* - 

Tutbhc 35,115#* “ 38,933* - 97,715* - 

Source' Mahanuthlra Ktijya Vidhan Subha Nivadnuk Poorvaptlhika, Directorate of Information and 
Public Relalions, Government of Maharashtra 
# the candidate fielded was Hindu 
* the candidate was victorious. 
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community level paiticipation of the Muslims 
in the election process. The religious head 
of the bohras, the Syedna, always asks his 
community members to vote for the Congress 
candidates. Before issuing such directive, he 
bargains with the party and protects his 
interests. The Syedna is least bothered about 
the Shahi Imam's directive to vote for a party 
of the latter’s choice. Similarly, the Shahi 
Imam’s writ does not run over other sects. 
The elites and the clergies of different 
communities enter into separate bargains 
with political parties of their choice to protect 
their vested interests. Muslim leaders 
belonging to same political party vie with 
each other. The Muslims vote unitedly only 
when they perceive a common threat. The 
Ulema council has been recently constituted 
in the city. It is an attempt to bring together 
the clergy of various sects .so that they can 
cohesively intervene in certain situations. 
The Ulema council. dominated by the sunnis. 
has dissensions within it. The political parties 
have thus pacified the clergy and allowed 
fundamentalism to grow. But overwhelming 
majority of the Muslims, who are deprived, 
often vote against the wishes of the clergy 
and the elite of their sect. 

The clerical-elitist appeal is one of the 
factors that influences the voting pattern of 
the Muslims. The Urdu press, too, has 
tremendous intluence on the Muslim voting 
behaviour. In general, the Urdu press survives 
by stoking the passions of the Muslim 
community. Inquilah which gives high dose 
of fundamentalism, has highest circulation. 
Being more fundamentalist has never 
prevented it Irom being pro-Congress. Only 
recently, after Fuzail Jafn became the editor, 
that Inquilah has become critical of the 
Congress. It is giving extensive coverage to 
the Ulema council and trying to convey an 
impression that all Muslims are eagerly 
awaiting the directive of the council to make 
their decision. However, as prominent 
Muslims admit, the Ulema council’s decision 
would hardly influence 5 per cent of the 
Muslims. Due to internal dissensions, the 
Ulema council has not been able to decide. 
The orthodox sunni section has already 
severed its links with the council. When con¬ 
tacted, the general secretary of the council, 
Maulana Abdus Qudus Kashmiri refused to 
say anything about the elections, except that 
the Muslims should not vote for the Congress 
or the BJP. Inquilah is also reporting the 
various meetings of the Ulema which criticise 
the Muslim leaders for lack of unity within 
them. The Muslim leaders in turn allege that 
the Ulema itself is not united. The reality 
is that neither the leaders nor the clergy want 
to unite so as tt) safeguard the interest of the 
Muslims. Their interests differ widely and 
can be safeguarded only by supporting 
various forces. Urdu Times, on the other 
hand, is playing down the Ulema council. 
It gave extensive coverage to the recent visit 

of Mulayam Singh Yadav and is backing the 
third force. Sarfraz Arzoo, the editor of 
Hindustan is campaigning amongst the 
Muslims to vote for the BJP-SS alliance. 
The editor is opportunistic. Nevertheless, 
Hindustan has very little circulation. 

Various parties and organisations are 
holding public meetings in the Muslim- 
dominated areas and raking up different 
is.sues to influence the voters. Mulayam Singh 
held a public meeting on YMCA grounds 
which was reportedly well attended by the 
Muslims. He highlighted his government’s 
achievements, including the recruitment of 
9 per cent Muslims to the police force. He 
criticised TADA and emphasised the unity 
of the Muslims and the backward classes to 
tight against the communal forces. The 
meeting was organised by UP Haj and 
Welfare Association, Bombay Aman 
Committee, Bombay Citizens Welfare 
Committee and Agripada Relief Committee. 
Muslims lined up on both sides of the road 
from where his motorcade was to pass and 
many prominent Muslim citizens called on 
him. Bashir Patel, the lone Muslim League 
MLA who defected to Samaj wadi Party along 
with three party corporators, mentioned in 
a press conference that he joined Samajwadi 
Party to work for the unity of the Muslims 
and the backward classes. Another public 
meeting was addressed by Ibrahim Suleiman 
Sait who leads Indian National League, the 
breakaway faction of Muslim League in 
Kerala. The target of his attack was G M 
Banatwala. the president of Muslim League 
He charged Banuiwala of being a Congress 
agent and called upon the Muslims to support 
the third force Muslim Samaj Sangalhan 
also organised a public meeting which was 
addre.s.scd by Ruindas Athavalc, the minister 
ot state for welfare. The minister and the 
organisers exhorted the Muslims to look 
beyond their own community and work for 
a unity with the backward classes so as to 
defeat the communal forces. 

Like other communities, the Muslims also 
formed secular organisations to solve their 
day-to-day problems and organise welfare 
activities. While .some organisations have 
general membership, some are exclusively 
Muslim organisations (especially when the 
Muslims do not have any say in multi¬ 
community organisations of a particular 
area). Like Ganeshotsav mandals, these 
organisations organise religio-cultural 
activities like Moharram, Tazia processions, 
etc. This IS done in co-opcration with other 
communities. The leaders of these 
organisations have to keep good relations 
with vanous party leaders in order to solve 
problems like civic malfunctioning, getting 
arrested people released, and securing funds 
for their activities. Depending on which 
party helps them, the leaders of these 
organisations ask people to vote for that 
party. By and large the decisions regarding 

casting of votes are taken at this level. Our 
investigators found that most of the local 
leaders have gone against the Congress and 
that too for non-religious reasons. The local 
leaders were helpless spectators during the 
communal riots and after the bomb blasts 
even the innocents were harassed. They found 
entire state administration against them. Even 
the Mu.slim leaders of the Congress failed 
to do anything substantial for them. They 
are annoyed for being repeatedly cal led upon 
to prove their citizenship and patriotic 
credentials. No leader, whichever party he 
may belong to. is able at the present juncture 
to assure the community. Therefore, the 
community .seems to be in a motxJ to defeat 
the Congress that has brought them to such 
a pass. In order to achieve this they have 
started to look for alliances with the nun- 
Muslims. But since the third force has not 
matcriali.sed, it remains to be .seen whom the 
Muslims will vole 

National InstHuta ot Scianca 
Tachnology and Davalopmant Studiaa 
Dr.K.S.Krfshnan Marg, New Delhi-110012 

RECENT PUBUCATION 

Sdentifle Communities and Brain 

Drain: A Sociological Study". Subodh 
Mahanti, VV Krishna, E Haribabu, 

Vinod Jairath, Apama Basu. Cyan 

Publishing House, New Delhi, 1994, 

Rs.200.00, pages 149. 

The migration of skilled scientific and 

technical personnel from India to 
affluent West is a sociological 

phenomenon with manifold dimensions. 

A number of studies estimate a loss of 
US$10-20 billion to India due to Indian 

brain drain during 1966-86 alone. Do the 

brains go where money is or the brains 

go where the brains are? This 
exploratory study, inspired by late 
Professor Sukhomoy Chakraborty and 

undertaken by NISTADS, identifies and 
defines brain drain beyond its much 

discusses economic dimension. 

It helps (a) understand the structure and 
organisation of Indian scientific 

community as reflected in the research 
groups, (b) identify the social feature of 

research groups which tend to check or 

promote the process of brain drain, and 

(c) suggest some policy 

recommendations on the basis of 

findings. 

It provides fresh insight into the brain 

drain»an original contribution to, the 

literature on the subject. 
Orders may he pUteed with either the 

puUbher or NISTADS 
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Party Performances in 

Previous Ei.ections 

In (he 1989 and 1991 Lok Sabha and 
1990 assembly elections, Muslim voters in 
Bombay had prclcrred the Congress. The 
I9K9 elections resulted in a hung 
parliament. Yet, the National Front had not 
struck roots in Bombay Thus, tor all 
practical purposes, the choice for 
Bombayitcs was between the Congress and 
the BJP (the BJP-SS alliance had not yet 
materialised). Both, the Congress as well 
as the Hindutva Ibrccs. were competing to 
capitali.se on the Ram Janinabhoomi-Babri 
masjid controversy Rajiv Gandhi had 
commenced his campaign Irom Ayodhya 
by laying the toundniion stone of the Ram 
temple in November 1989 The Congress 
as well as the Hindutva (orccs were 
competing tot Hindu voles, taking 
advanlageof the phobia amongst the Hindus 
engendered by the separatist movenicnls in 
the country Muslim vote bank then had 
little signilicancc. The same situation more 
or less continued during the 1990 assembly 
elections The Congress had fielded tour 
Muslim candidates in the city, out of which 
three won The candidate who lost was 
Abdullah ,Sh.ihadai Iroin Umarkhadi 
constituency, who was dcicated by the 
Muslim League candidate Bashii Patel by 
nearly 14,000 votes. Due to the rising tempo 
of Ram Janmabhoomi-Babn masjid issue, 
the Muslim League (MIO for the lust time 
expanded its base in the 1990 elections. It 
not only won the Umarkhadi scat but also 
polled more votes than previous elections. 
In 1980, the ML could poll only 17,609 
votes trom the four constituencies In 1985 
assembly elections, it polled 56.643 votes 
from five constituencies and in 1990 it 
polled 1,01,085 votes from these five 
constituencies The ML also stood second 
in Amboli assembly seat, which was won 
by Shiv Sena. .A small section of the 
Muslims therefore appearto haveexpressed 
their displeasure with the soft Hindutva 
stand of the Congress during the 1990 
assembly elections itself 

Table 2 shows that the Muslim voters 
slowly but steadily are shifting away from 
the Congress. The shift is significant In 
fact, more Muslims are likely to vote against 
the Congress than the survey shows. This 
IS evident from the fact (hat out of the 29 
per cent who showed their preference for 
the Congress, 22 per cent did not approve 
of the Congress’ policy on the Babri masjid 
dispute and the communal riots. It is also 
possible that the Muslims would vote for 
the Congress since the third force has not 
emerged in the state. The only area where 
those who will vote for the Congress 
outnumbered those who were for the third 
force. wasGovandi and Baiganwadi where 
the Congress minister laved Khan is to 

contest, laved Khan is known for his strong 
arm tactics and had reportedly arrested a 
Muslim woman who had publicly expressed 
her dissatisfaction with the developmental 
work in (he area. A prominent social worker 
ol the area and erstwhile Congress 
supporter, Shcr All. has publicly .said that 
he will not work for Javed Khan and the 
Congress. 

Ten respondents showed their preference 
lor the BJP. As many as eight out of them 
approved the BJP’s policy towards the 
Muslims. However, .ill those who showed 
then prclerence lor the third force approved 
ol their policy towards the Muslims Lven 
those who did not want to vote or had not 
yet decided whom to vole, expressed their 
displeasure with the Congress In all only 
7 per cent approved ol the Congress policy 
on the Babri masjid and the communal riots. 

Salim Zakaria. the minister ol stale for 
education, who is conicsiing elections from 
Bandra agreed that the Muslims arc 
unhappy with the Congress and that the 
BJP has succeeded in alienating the 
Muslims from the Congress. He was critical 
ol the Congress lor not taking firm steps 
to counter BJP's propaganda The 
alienation, according to him. climaxed with 
the demolition of the Babri masjid and the 
construction ol the unauthorised temple. 
The Congress, he lelt, should have accepted 
Its mistakes and assuaged Muslim 
sentiments. The Bombay riots worsened 
the situation. I’unishing Bal Thackeray, 
Zakaria added, is not challenge to the 
Muslims but to the law of the land. 
Nevertheless, he opined that there is no 
alternative for the Muslims other than the 
Congress. The secular elements in the 
Congress should be strengthened and this 
can be done if the Muslims stand solidly 
behind the party. The disintegration of the 
Janata Dal and the third force has left no 
alternative for the Muslims but to stand 
behind the Congress. 

Table 2 Pariywise Voting Preference 

(percentage) 

Parly Voting Preference 

Congress 29 
BJP to 
Third Force 44 
Will not vote .5 
NolDefiJcd 12 

The survey shatters several misconcept¬ 
ions. One misconception is that the Muslims 
give top consideration to their religious 
interests while casting their vote. Though 
22 per cent of the Muslims did nut approve 
of the Congress policy towards the Babri 
masjid and the communal riots, they still 
wanted to vote for the Congress for other 
reasons Amongst these are businessmen 
and professionals who in all probability 
approve ol the economic policiat of the 
Congie.ss and may have bcneflledto some 
extent. I'his also indicates thM tbeK is 
polarisation within the community. The 
deprived section of the community would 
like to punish the Congress not only for 
lack of concern and disen-mination against 
them. It also seems to be concerned with 
Its security. The businessmen and the 
professionals, nevertheless, constitute a 
microscopic minority within the Muslim 
community. Therefore, the deprived masses 
who suffered during the riots and are 
concerned about their security, and are at 
the receiving end of the new economic 
policy are against the Congress. 

The different party preferences also 
indicate that the Muslims do not vote 
unitedly. Only 12 respondents had not 
made up their mind whereas 88 respondents 
had decided whether to vote or not and 
whom to vote. This is. significant because 
the Ulema council has not yet decided 
tor whom should they direct the Muslims 
to vote. Thus, even before the Ulema 
council announces its directive, majority 
of the Muslims seem to have made up their 
mind. 

Musijm Vote Bank 

Most political parties like to give an 
impression of a herd mentality amongst the 
Muslims. If previous voting patterns are 
any indication, the Muslims are neither 
exclusive vote bank of the Congress nor 
have they always voted unitedly. Vote banks 
are more a creation of political parties 
rather than religious or communal 
behaviour. Moreover, the Muslim 
community is not the only community to 
vote unitedly. Other communities also have 
at times voted unitedly. Political exigencies 
of the parties and economic interests of the 
elites result in projections of vote banks. 
Certain emotional issues like Muslim 

Table .t: Arcawise Voting Preference 

Party Md Ah 
Road 

Crawford 
Market 

Dhunivi Govandi Kurla Jogeshwari Mahim Golibar Bahram- 
pada 

Third force 3 6 4 1 6 3 7 3 6 
Congress 2 4 4 6 0 2 2 ? 1 
BJP 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 
Not voted/ 
Tiot decided .3 0 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 

Total II 11 10 10 8 8 10 II 10 
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personal law are sometimes exploited 
successfully. Perception of common threat, 
nevertheless, does make the Muslims vote 
unitedly. More intense the threat, more 
unitedly the community acts and votes. In 
Rampur constituency (UP), there are 47 
per cent Muslim voters. Yet. in 1991 BJP 
won because ot the division of the Muslim 
votes amongst three parties. Same thing 
happened in Domariaganj (UP) consti¬ 
tuency from where Mohsina Qidwai. a 
senior Congress leader, and Seema Mustala, 
a SJP candidate were contesting. In spite 
of 35 per cent Muslim votes, their division 
led to BJP victory. In West Bengal, the 
Muslims always vote for the Lett Front 
defeating even the Muslim candidates of 
the Congress 

ANTi-CoNGRt-ss Votes 

Though the Muslims voted for the 
Congress in the post-independence period, 
it was due to its popularity and secular 
image. They never hesitated to vote against 
the Congress whenever it became 
unpopular. The Sarnyukta Vidhayak Dal 
governments in West Bengal. UP. Bihar. 
Punjab could not have been formed without 
the support of the Muslim communities in 
1967 when the Congress was voted out of 
power. Charan Singh successfully garnered 
the votes of Jats. OBCs and Muslims to 
become the chief ministei of UP. In the 
years immediately preceding 1967. there 
were two factors (besides of course the 
general economic crisis) which intiuenced 
the Muslim vote. The major communal noi 
at Jabalpur in 1961 and the whipping up 
of national chauvinism during 1965 Indo- 
Pak war guided the Muslim voles Tlic 
Shahi Imam stood up against the demolition 
of the Muslim-dominated slums during the 
emergency. The government’s inability to 
arrest him made him popular amongst thc 
DelhL Muslims. When Ihe emergency was 
lifted. Vajpayee and the imam addres.scd 
several Muslim gatherings and appealed 
them to vote for the Janata Party. Impression 
was thus formed that he is the leader ol 
all Muslims, if the Muslims voted against 
the Congress in 1977 elections, it was 
because the Shahi Imam was accepted by 
all Mu.s)imsa.sthcirleadei for his opposition 
to the emergency. 

Indira Gandhi tried to won back the 
Muslim votes in 1980 elections by 
hobnobbing with the Shahi Imam. 
However, in spite of the Imam’s directive, 
the Congress could not get massive Muslim 
votes. A section of the Muslims did vote 
for the Congress since the Janata Party had 
split. Subsequently. Indira Gandhi lust 
confidence in Muslim votes The common 
threat of insecuriiv amongst the Hindus 
due to the secessionist movements m Punjab 
and Assam were used to carve out a Hindu 

vote bank. Minority vote bank could be 
thus dtspcn.sed with. 

The dominant political forces are now 
di vided into three camps, the Congress, the 
BJP and the NF-LF The importance of the 
Muslim vote bank has thus increased. More 
so. since the Muslims arc at present in.sccure 
due to the onslaught of the Sangh parivar’s 
Hindutva. the soft Hindutva of the 
Congress, the trauma of communal riots 
and the increasing atrocities under 
TADA. They are therefore likely to vote 
unitedly to defeat the Congress as well as 
the BJP-Shiv Sena combine. This, however, 
should not give ri.se to the misconception 
of permanent vote bank of the Muslims 
since the Muslims arc as divided as the 
Hindus on caste, regional and scciarian 
lines. 

The real issues of the deprived Muslims 
have so lar been ignored by the 
fundainentalisi-dominatcd leadership 
Political parties in their lust lor votes have 
assisted the fundamentalist section. Thts 
has led to Ihe suppression ol democratic 
forces within the community. A new hope 
IS however on the horizon. Alter the 
demolition of the Babri masjid. polarisation 
IS taking place within the communily 
beiwecn the lundanienl.ilisi and Ihe 
dcmocraiic lories In oidci ii> ilclcai the 

Congress the deprived sections want to 
join hands with the backward classes. 
Recently, there have been several Muslim 
OBC conventions in Maharashtra wherein 
cutting across community lines, the 
deprived Muslims have re.solved to unite 
for their just demands. This will unsettle 
the fundamcniali.sts and interests of the 
deprived .sections will be on the agenda 
For this trend to succeed, genuine 
democratic forces culling across religious 
barriers should come together. Gauging 
this trend. .Sharad Pawar has promptly 
announced the government’s resolve to 
extend reservations to the Muslim OBCs. 

Salim Zakaria wants the secular forces 
within the Congress lo be strengthening. 
With this propaganda, 50 per cent ol the 
Muslim voles will be in lavour of Ihe 
Congress and other 50 per cent will he 
divided between remaining parties 
However, the deprived Muslims aie so 
angry lhat they are likely lo vole against 
the Congress and the BJP But whom they 
will vole depends (111 the candidates ol non- 
Congi ess, non-BJP parlies We have already 
witnes.sed such voting pallciii in the Iasi 
UP eleciions 

(The siiivcy ol Muslim voters was carried out 

oil helialt ol C’eiiiie lor Slmh ol Soiiely and 

Seciilaiisiii I 
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Eighth World Tamil Conference 
Of Cardboard History and Discursive Space 
V Geetha 
S V Rajadurai 

With the divine hlessiiif's of JayaUilitha, the Eighth World Tamil 
Conference in Thanjavur concluded successfully, showering praise on its 
patroness. The distinguished participants demonstrated their scholarly 
disengagement from the world o/ rcalpolitik hy maintaining a cautious 
silence about the deportation of their colleagues. 

THE prosiditi}! Jetties til the eighth World 
Tamil Conlerencc which concluded in 
Thanjavur on January 5. 1995 constituted 
a veritable Holy Trinity in themselves 
Summoned to bless this hallowed event hy 
AIADMK pailyiTien and women, the medi¬ 
cs al Chola monaich Raiara I. Thiruvalliivar 
whose verses eddy the minds ol bus com¬ 
muters 111 Tamil Nadu everyday tinscribed 
as they are inside buses that iiicdly ply the 
anarchic roads ol Tamil c'ouniry). and M G 
Ramachandian, Tamil Nadu’s heio lor all 
■.easons. arrived m their respective avatars 
ol Slone and bion/e to giace mouldy old 
I'hanjavui Ttiechoieeoltliisp.irticulacirimty 

IS ot course, not entiicly loituitous C'hict 
minister Jayalalitha's pretensions to aullior- 
ity derive Irom a patchwork tradition, and 
Ra)ara|a. who consecrated hiahnim hege¬ 
mony at the altar ol loyal mle. is a natiii.il 
lorcbear For one who thiises on a complcie 
lackol accountability to the polilieal process 
and the people, and whose chiel virtue is 
her immense capacity to lelish sycophancy 
in all Its divci.se lorms. the murky politics 
ol medievalism is hound to hold attractions 
Thiruvalluvar, whose ethical wisdom IS olten 
invoked to repiesent quintessential Tamil- 
tiess. IS a useful household god For one who 
reveres the Kaiichi Paraiiiacharya and Peri- 
yar ostensibly in equal measure. Thiruval¬ 
luvar assumes great signilicance. Constitut¬ 
ed as he IS in popular imagination as one 
who IS a' ways beyond caste and community, 
he reconciles contrary qualities in himself 
Thus he repre.sents rational, ethical as well 
as spintual and sacred attiibutes and .stands 
loracivihsational glory to which all Tamils 
may aspire. M G Ramachandran is a divinity 
ol a difTcrcnt calibre He is part guardian 
spirit and part transcendeni object He exists 
-IS a touchstone on which sub.scquent leaders 
au. expected to test their munificence, no¬ 
bility and good intent. H.s very name in¬ 
vokes reverence and more important, lends 
credence to Jayalalitha's careless promises 
of largcs.se to the people. 

in then lack of fit with one another, this 
unlikely trinity may be seen to be emblematic 
of history as it obtains in present day Tamil 
Nadu Never has the Tamil past appeared 
so tawdry and inauthentic as it does now - 

claimed by a party and a Icadei who have 
done and said nothing to thus el’lortlcssly 
appropriate it Unlike her forebears in office 
- heie one mu.si reluciantly include MGR 
- Jayalalitha has no alliliation to speak of 
with the Non-Brahmin-Dravidian movement 
Her attempts to own history and embody it 
in her person are symptomatic of her essential 
non-relation to this history She lacks that 
powei of utterance whu h came so easily to 
C N Annaduiai and M Kaiunanidhi. both 
ot whom utilised the word lo constitute a 
viable Lommuniiy and polity Neither can 
Jayalalitha hope lo capture and possess that 
aura which still surrounds MGR She had 
to. theietore. necessarily resort to cardboard 
and tiii-.el to invent a past, create a present 
and carve out a constituency It is not 
accidental that at Thanjavur she forced history 
to conlronl its own past achievements in 
Slone and metal with creations in cardboard 
and synthetic paint. Arches (one ot them 
compared her with the Vaishnavite saint 
Andal), cut-outs, posters, floats and 
billboards were as.sembled in all their tinsel 
glory to announce the triumph of the kitsch 
version ol Tamil history. Jayalalitha and her 
niinisiers were pie.sent at that blessed hour 
when history marched past in a haze of 
silvcrloil and lechiiicolour. Her benign ga/c 
and approval imparted to this roll-call of the 
dead and buried a certain ‘truth’. During the 
conference this .sanctified truth would hover 
over seminar halls, mocking the vainglory 
ol scholars who had gathered in vast numbers 
to argue, deliberate and establish their fine 
points ol view'. 

* * * 

Qucstiors ol history, historical truth and 
objectivity were resolved in the most 
historical liishion at the Eighth World Tamil 
Conicrcnce That spirit of enquiry and 
curiosity wiich seeks to make sense ol the 
past, and that eschatological urge to connect 
and narrate events and .scholars' will to 
knowledge, were put to test, as a host of 
persons, including the prime minister P V 
Narasiinha Rao, sought tirelessly to 
iciterate well-worn myths about the glory 
that was Tamil culture. In a speech that 
could easily rival a 10th .standard school 
history tcxtbiKik's clains to erudition and 

knowledge, Narosimha Rao, famed for bis 
learning and his talents as a polyglot, 
demonstrated once mote that singular lack 
of vivacity and wit which have endeared him 
to wags and cartoonists all over the country. 
Names of ancient Tamil classics and poets 
tumbled out of his talk in a hurry and in pell- 
mell fashion as his practised literary tongue 
clicked in frustration over those oh so harsh 
Tamil syllables! It is possible he considered 
this 01 deal worth suffering in order to strike 
afrcshdeal with Jayalalitha's AIADMK and 
evolve a New Electoral Policy that ignores 
irritants like the TNCC chief’s protest against 
Rao’s participation in the conference. 

Lapses of a mure senous sort occurred as 
wcl I, but we can vouch that neither the prime 
minister nor the central government had 
anything lo do with these. Consider the logo 
designed tor the conference - it shows a map 
ol the world across which are strewn sundry 
objects ostensibly symbolic of Tamil history 
and culture. Our concern is with the map as 
such, since it is a curious one that has neatly 
excised out the island of Sn Lanka from its 
contents' It is as if the organisers not only 
desired to re-wriie history in Her image - 
as one long-standing billboard m Madras 
city has it. ‘henceforth there will be no his¬ 
tory only Her-siory’ - but were determined 
to re-draw the map of the world if only to 
gratify her geographical imagination llius 
a new sacred geography has been propounded 
in defiance of actually existing lines of 
political and cultural demarcation and 
intersection Sn Lanka and its Tamil 
population obviously cannot figure in this 
cultural universe where historical and 
linguistic links and shared cultural worlds 
and concerns have been erased in favour of 
a bounded and ‘pure’ cultural space. Here, 
surrounded by lifeless symbols of culture 
she covets - the cultural objects shown in 
the logo include images of the flags of the 
Chola, Pandya and Chera kingdoms and a 
temple tower - Jayalalitha reigns supreme, 
proud and alonein herunabashed narcissism. 

It IS another matter that the Tamil diaspora 
whose history and culture the conference is 
supposed lo represent consists largely of 
Tamils from Sn Lanka whose contributions 
to Tamil research and study have been 
extremely significant (One may recall the 
singular contribution of late Father Xavier 
Thaninayakam whose brain-child is the 
International Association of Tamil Research 
(lATR), which IS nominally responsible for 
organising World Taipil Conferences.) When 
the sovereign wills, the subjects have to 
make themselves invisible. Or, as happened 
with Sivathamby, Rupavathi Sivathamby, 
Velup Pillai, Shanmugado.ss, Manonmani 
Shanmugadoss and Peter Schalk, they are 
simply whisked away by the police. 

* * * 

'fhe forced and dramatic deportation of 
these renowned scholars from the conference 
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and subsequently front India is a matter that 
begs explanation. To date, none has been 
offered. Sivathamby. who is past 65 years 
of age, has pioneered critical work on ancient 
Tamil drama. His work on Tamil literary 
history, historiography, Saiva Siddhania 
philosophy, film, and modem literature in 
Tamil reveal him to be a scholar of many 
talents whose range of enquiry is wide and 
whose observations have ^ways been 
stimulating. Sivathamby earned hisdoctorate 
from the University of Birmingham and was 
a student of Georg Thomson, well known 
Marxist teacher and critic. In spite of his ill 
health, Sivathamby continues to live in Jaffna 
despite black-outs, gunfire, rations and the 
LTTE. Velup Pillai, a Jaffna Tamil now 
teaching in Uppasala University in Sweden, 
is chiefly known for his excellent studies in 
Tamil literature of the Sangam period and 
the philosophy of the ancient Tamils 
Shanmugadoss heads the department of 
Tamil in Jaffna University and has produced 
outstanding works on Tamil grammar. His 
wife Manonmani Shanmugadoss is a scholar 
of her own repute and is working in a 
prestigious institute of Colombo. Rupa vathi 
Sivathamby, wife of Sivathamby, is a 
meritorious academic. The Swedish scholar 
Peter Schalk has been a keen observer and 
student of Tamil history and culture, and his 
paper on."The First Evidence for the 
beginning of Buddhism in Tamil Country" 
was approved by the lATR for presentation 
in one of the seminars of the conference. He 
has, at times, lent his name to the cause of 
human rights of Tamils in Sn Lanka, and 
this has earned him the unique dustinction 
of receiving two deportation orders - the 
first from the Sri Lankan government a few 
years ago while he was on tour in the island, 
and now from a state government in India 
that rules in the name of the Tamils. But by 
no stretch of the imagination could the words 
or deeds of these scholars be interpreted to 
be in sympathy even remotely with the 
ideology arid practice of the LTTE. If none 
of the scholars still ba.sed in Jaffna has 
chosen to speak a word against the Tigers, 
it is because of their commitment to discrei ion 
as the better part of (their) valour. 

The humiliation suffered by the scholars 
did not stop with their graceless expulsion 
from the conference. Sivathamby and Velup 
Pillai, together with their family members, 
were virtually kept under hou.se arrest in the 
Madras University Guest House with the ‘Q’ 
branch police keeping the surveillance. It is 
obvious that none of these men and women 
nor the other 25 or so Sn Lankan Tamil 
scholars could have constituted a threat to 
the security qf the chief minister Jayalalitha 
or. for that matter, the nation. If this were 
not a matter of grave importance, the solemn 
observation of officials that they had received 
“iaiveise notice” regarding these scholars 
could be construed to r^resent a laughable 
instance of paranoia. It is clear that the 

objection to these scholars is due solely to 
their filiatory and, in a sense, entirely 
accidental ties to Sri Lanka. To penalise 
them for living and working in an existential 
context they cannot wish away is. of course, 
to pienalise birth. As such the gross injustice 
done to these men and women can only be 
described as undiluted political racism. The 
chief .secretary to the government of Tamil 
Nadu has tried to shift responsibility and 
blame by claiming the visas given to the 
deported men and women had been cancelled 
by the central govcmmciit at the Iasi moment. 
He cannot, however, explain how the Indian 
high commissioner’s office in Colombo 
issued visas and the immigration officials 
in Madras city cleared their entry into the 
country in the first place Besides, lists of 
invitees had been prepared in advance by 
the lATR and approved by the Tamil Nadu 
government, which had ample time to make 
Its apprehensions known. The stale 
government has also tried to rationalise its 
actions by claiming that Sivathamby el al 
were invitees of the lATR and that it really 
had no idea who the scholarly invitees 
would be. This claim, coming as it is from 
a state government that has completely 
hijacked the conference, broke the silence 
of Nabora Karashima. the president ot lATR 
who characterised it as strange logic'. It is 
noteworthy that the central government has 
neither agreed nor disagreed with the 
contention of the chief secretary to thcTamil 
Nadu government that it liad ordered or 
implied that these particular scholars had 
to be expelled and deported. However, 
immigration officials are known to have 
remarked that their job is only la verify the 
genuineness of the passport and the validity 
of the visa, whereas the state government 
could order deportation of foreigners if it 

so wished by filing an affidavit beftore a 
magistrate stating that the presence bf the 
foreigner on Tamil soil is undesirable [The 

Hindu, Madras edition, January 4,1995). It 
IS clear that government of Tamil Nadu is 
solely to be blamed for this act of discourtesy 
and its arbitrary exercise of power. 

The Tamil Nadu govemmem’s antipathy 
towards Sri Lanka has extended to Sinhalese 
as well, for Sinhala scholars too were left 
out from the list of invitees. Even those Sri 
Lankan Tamil scholars who were given 
preliminary invitations did not receive the 
final and officially confirmed invitations to 
the conference. There was no consultation, 
from the very beginning, with the Sri Lankan 
chapter of lATR. Meanwhile many of those 
who received the preliminary invitation had 
sent in abstracts of their articles and even 
paid the required participation fee of Rs 850. 
When the final invitations failed to arrive 
some of them sought the good offices of Sri 
Lankan minister Thondaman, who put to use 
his connections in Madras and obtained seven 
invitations. The.se invitations were shared 
between scholars from Jaffna University. 
Perediniya Univeisity and the Eastern 
University where Tamil and allied .subjects 
are taught. But these seven did not know that 
their travails had just begun. When they 
reached Thanjavur they were dismayed to 
discover that Rajaram, the organising 
secretary of the conference, would not accept 
the invitations they possessed as valid. They 
were rudely asked to seek out Thondaman 
himself for further help. After a harried two 
days, during which they literal I y went without 
food and had to stay with friends, they 
decided to return to Madras. By then they 
had also come to know of Sivalhamby’s 
expulsion and naturally enough feared for 
their own safely. 
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Such a total lack of civility on the |»it 
of the government ofTamil Nadu was evident 
in other instances as well. No one is very 
clear as to whether Chenna Reddy, the 
governor ofTamil Nadu, was sent an ofTicial 
invitation to attend the conference. According 
to Raj Bhavan sources, an invitation mailed 
to him reached his office just two days 
before the conference. Former chief minister 
and DMK chief M Karunanidhi was sent an 
invitation which addressed him as an “ex- 
MLA”. (He quipped back with the reply that 
this was a case of an ex-actress writing to 
an ex-MLA!). S R Balasubramaniam, the 
leader of the opposition Congress(l) in the 
Tamil Nadu legislative assembly, fared 
worse. An invitation handed over to him by 
a traffic police inspector did not even address 
him by name but only as “Leader of 
Opposition”. Not only do these acts constitute 
a breach of propriety but they express a 
political arrogance that has shown itself to 
be utterly indifferent to criticism, im¬ 
precations and rebukes. The Thanjavur 
conference will be remembered as much for 
the habitual practice of a diabolical 
doublespeak by the AIADMK as for the 
ineptitude ancflack of professional decorum 
which characiensed it. 

* * * 

As Jayalalitha was making history (and 
headlines) of a sort, the seminars attended 
by scholars (both local and foreign) in the 
various disciplines progressed in due 
solemnity. Paper readers dnd observers 
expressed their “utmost satisfaction” at the 
conduct of academic sessions and were one 
in noting that whatever disturbances had 
occurred outside their exalted premises, diese 
did not affect the nature and content of their 
deliberations. The matter of the deportations 
elicited a protest from Karashima well after 
it had occurred. Others waited out their turn 
and chose to make their displeasure known 
only during the concluding plenaiy session. 
By that time Sivathamby was already in 
Jaffna and Velup Pillai was nuking a detour 
to Stockholm. Neither these protests nor the 
statements of men such as Burton Stein - 
he IS reported to have characterised the 
deportations as a fascist gesture - mattered 
at that point; except that they served as 
pathetic instances of a scholarly conscience 
reluctantly and lately come to life. For the 
few who protested there were many who 
maintained a cautious silence which they 
dared break only after the conference was 
over. Robert Frykenberg, for instance, in an 
interview given to anBnglish daily observed; 
“When the bone of contention between two 
countries and two communities is Tamil, 
ind when one country's prime minister has 

been blown up because of this, there is no 
point in commenting because no matter how 
you look at it, it is an extremely sensitive 
issue” (Indian Express, Madras edition, 
January 8,1995). Mme minister Rao could 
not have produced a more evasive answer 

nor dared to implicate the dtpoited scholars 
in the Ri^iv murder case! This scholarly 
disengagement with the world of realpolitik 
is not onjy disturbing but extremely 
problematic as well. Does Frykenberg 
suggest that the expulsions were somewhat 
justified? Does he imply that when politics 
and statesmen are involved in a matter such 
as this, academics and intellectuals would 
do well to remain silent and willingly abdicate 
their ethical responsibilities? For us who are 
beyond the pale of academia this is simply 
an instance of scholars preferring concourse 
with the dead than a dialogic engagement 
with the living. Not that these are such 
mutually exclusive tasks that they may, thus, 
be separated even for heunstic/hermeneutic 
or analytic purposes. 

• * * 

This brings us to the vexed question of 
the relationships that underwrite the history- 
politics equation, or more generally the 
relationship that exists between intellectual 
enquiry and political responsibility. There 
are several issues that need to be disentangled 
here: First, if intellectual enquiiy. especially 
as it relates to history, is to freeze up within 
Its own discursive space, it automatically 
becomes sealed off from a larger com¬ 
municative universe. Here, other versions of 
the past get written and often at a ruler’s 
whim Lies, half-truths, patent falsehoods 
and deceptions are habitually yoked together 
to produce a formidable narrative that 
reproduces itself with little or no effort 
because a solid and powerful communicative 
apparatus literally realises these fictions as 
saleable trulh.lf intellectuals fail to, or refuse 
to, engage these lies in a combative sense, 
they risk becoming collusive with the 
perpetrators of these falsehoods. For a 
generation that has only known MGR and 
Jayalalitha, all of modern non-brahmin 
politics converge into a much awaited tclos 
where, as we remarked earlier, history 
becomes her-story - in what really amounts 
to a double travesty of the non-brahmin 
movement and feminist discourse. If 
academicians are going to let this sort of a 
travesty take place on the grounds that this 
is all politics, while we are doing the real 
questioning and the real thing, one is forced 
to question the credibility and motivations 
of such exercises in academic learning. 

Second, the lATR obviously cannot seek 
refuge in a sort of schizoid reasoning - let 
the government go ahead with its own show 
while we men of letters confer in peace. For 
what this really amounts to is that two sons 
of knowledge are being sanctioned here, one 
for the adoring masses who anyway do not 
care for history, and one for the insiders who 
really cannot be expected to worry about the 
adoring masses. The question then is, what 
are these conferences for and for whose 
benefit is research being urged in diverse 
fields? Allowing for the interplay between 
knowledge and power that is characteristic 

of a great deal of intellectual enquiry, one 
is still left with the question of scholarly 
responsibility, of wh^er it is merely to 
archive or whether it can be extended to the 
hapless living as well? 

• • * 

Last; we cannot really close our 
observations without offeringa few examples 
of that diabolical doublespeak we had 
occasion to refer to elsewhere. The first 
instance relates to a session on women in 
Tamil Nadu that was graced by the chief 
minister herself The recurring theme of the 
various addresses was simply this: that under 
Jayaialitha's compassionate rule, women's 
lot has improved vastly, that she was indeed 
personally responsible for this glorious 
achievement. Jayalalitha was duly apostro- 
phed by almost every speaker, many of 
whom prostrated themselves before her 
before commencing their talk. What seems 
galling about this particular session is its 
essential falsehood. For in the three years 
since Jayalalitha assumed office, not only 
have monumental crimes against women 
been reported, a considerable number of 
them involving the police, but the one act 
for which she is often praised - the settuig 
up of women’s police stations - has proved 
as much of a nuisance as anything else. For 
one thing, women constables have proved 
themselves to be as harshly abusi veof women 
petitioners as their male counterparts, and 
occasionally as foul-mouthed as well. 
Further, given the excessive pampering of 
the police force by the chief minister, the 
police have become a virtual law unto 
themselves, unaccountable to even the 
judiciary. More important for our purposes, 
they have set themselves up as moral arbiters 
in family disputes and are known to have 
coerced women to go back to unhappy 
mamages. Thisbeingthe reality experienced 
by thousands of women, it is surely gross 
that Jayalalitha and her worshippers should 
thus comfort each other with self-serving 
lies and fortify themselves within a circle 
of deception. 

However, doublespeak is not confined to 
Jayaialitha’s political camp alone. Consider 
P Nedumaran, vociferous supporter of the 
LTTE and advocate of self-determination 
for Tamil Nadu - not only was he present 
at the conference while scoreg of Tamil 
scholars and enthusiasts (some of them led 
by his political allies) were lathi-charged 
and bundled out of Thanjavur to be thrown 
into the central prison in Trichy for trying 
to organise a demonstration to protest against - 
the state government’s unwillingness to make 
Tamil tite sole medium of education and 
administration at all levels, but he evoi 
attempted to defend Jayalalitha on the matter 
of deportation of scholars by arguing that 
the centre was to blame. It is Clear that in 
the tinsel world of Tamil Nadu’s politics, 
colours may be changed at will to keep intact 
the glitter that chracterises it. 
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<No Fish to Eat’ 
Impact of Liberalisation 
Ambrose Pinto 
Berin Laeku 
Latha Radhakrtohnan 

In spite of the now well known effects of mechanised boats on fish catch as 
well as on the economy of the traditional fishing community, the 
goverruneni of India has now opened Indian waters to foreign fishing 
vessels. Protesting against this invasion which wilt have a disastrous 
impact on the economy and the social life offisherfolk, are both traditional 
fisherfolk as well as mechanised boat operators. 

FISHING in the territoriai waters and be¬ 
yond has always been the major source of 
livelihood for Hshennen all along the coast. 
Till the early 70s fishing was confined to 
traditional type of vessels, viz, catamarans, 
country craft and canoes. When the mech¬ 
anised vessels with fishing gear and bottom 
trawling were introduced conflict arose 
between the traditional fishermen and the 
new class of mechanised boat operators. The 
introduction of mechanised boats no doubt 
enhanced the marine fish production. But 
they also brought forth a number of socio¬ 
economic problems. The mechanised boats 
scrapped the bottom of the sea for fish. This 
led to the gradual decrease in fish haul and 
made life difficult to traditional fishermen. 
Bottom-trawling during monsoon months 
adversely affected the growth and viability 
of fish, in particular the spawning of fish. 

Kerala’s traditional fishermen who were 
the most orguiised raised a try and hue 
against the mechanised boats. The govern^ 
ment of Kerala appointed in the year 1981 
an expert committee headed by D Babu Paul 
to enquire into the allegations of traditional 
fisherfolk. The committee with its vested 
interest members could not reach unanimity 
on the question. Later the government 
appointed the Kalawar Commission and 
based on the report prohibited bottom- 
trawling during the monsoon period. In the 
interest of conservation of fish wealth the 
Kerala government, from 1992, banned 
bottom-trawling by all the boats in the 
territorial waters. As expected the lobby of 
the mechanised boats appealed to the court. 
The Kerala High Court supported the findings 
of Kalawar Committee and two reports of 
the special offlcers appointed by the state 
government and observed that “mechanised 
nets like the purse-seine do an irreparable 
damage to the existing stock of fish by 
killing the juvenile fish and fish eggs and 
by prcvmting fish breeding". The purse- 
seitKr caught 600-800 tonnes of fish per 
annum while the traditional crafts could 
catch only five tonnes in 1980-82 in Kerala. 
The situation of the traditional crafts is 

worse today on account of non-availability 
of fish. 

The court also observed from the data 
provided that while the population of the 
traditional fishermen has increased by more 
than 20.8 per cent, the average production 
of each fisherman declined by more than 
half. This resulted in 98.5 per cent of the 
fishermen population descending below the 
poverty line. The mechanised fish gear 
operators though smaller in number were 
able to catch more than 92 per cent of the 
fish. This left a fatal effect upon the lives 
and economy of the traditional fishermen 
The court had no hesitation in stating in clear 
terms that the use of mechanised gear in 
fishing did not lead to any increase in 
production. But it posed a real threat of 
depletion of stocks. In countries like the US, 
Norway, UK and Japan where the number 
of fishermen engaged in fishing is small, 
steps have been taken to restrict fishing by 
sophisticated gears to avoid destruction and 
depletion of the pelagic fish wealth. 

In spite of the evil effects of mechanised 
boats on traditional fisherfolk, the govern¬ 
ment of India has now decided to open 
Indian waters to foreign vessels keeping 
with its policy of globalisation and libera¬ 
lisation. The invasion of our seas by foreign 
fishing vessels has brought together both the 
traditional fisherfolk and the mechanised 
boat-operators. Use of destructive and 
uncontrolled fishing tcchnologiesol the west 
will quicken the pace of the depletion of 
fishery resources. According to the'Food 
and Agricultural Organisations.already stocks 
in four ouLof the world's 17 major fisheries 
are seriously depleted while catches in nine 
other countries are declining. It is ironical 
that when some countnes are waking up to 
the consequences of overfishing, India is 
welcoming foreign fishing ve.sscis with 
open arms. 

India has a huge coastline of about 6,100km 
and an estimated annual potential of about 
four million tonnes. Fishery and allied 
activities is a source of livelihood for over 
75 lakh people. The traditional fisherfolk 

who constitute 80 per cent of the fishermen 
operate in the inshore waters within the 50m 
depth. Since fishing has become uneconomic, 
the small-scale fisherfolk are compelled to 
increase their investments 20-fold requiring 
even up to Rs 10 lakh to remain operational 
at present. With foreign vessels entering the 
race, traditional fisherfolk will have to be 
cased out of their age-old profession and 
thus deprived ot their livelihtxid. 

Leading industrial houses like ITC, 
Dunlop, Hindustan Lever, United Breweries, 
etc, have made big investments in shnmp 
culture, deep sea fishing and seafood 
processing projects. A large number of these 
projects are export-oriented. In addition to 
these large industrial houses, reputed 
companies from France. US, Japan, South 
Korea, Australia and Germany have come 
forward to establish joint ventures. The 
government’s decision to permit joint 
ventures with 60 per cent equity within 
India’s 200 km exclusive economic rone has 
led to restlessness among the country’s 
fishing population. The 33 lakh fisherfolk 
who live along India’s 9,040 km long coast 
are wondenng about their bleak future. 

In spite of all the .scientific reports that 
point out to the depletion of our sea sources 
the technical committee instituted by the 
government of India has recommended an 
increase in deep sea fishing under the 
assumption that there arc fish stocks for 
2,630 deep sea ves.scls. About 128 licences 
have been issued till February 1994. What 
is worse is that foreign vessels have been 
given the right to export 100 percent of their 
catches for a mere 12 per cent remittance 
of the earnings. These licences permit the 
vessels to haul in everything with their over 
efficient nets. Licence grant the right to fish 
without any quota restrictions 

CoNSEOUENCB OF GOVERNMENT’S POLICY 

Arguments and counterarguments could 
be pul forward towards the policy of the 
government. What is important to look at 
is the whole problem in a ‘mass’ perspective 
than a ‘class’ perspective. That the policy 
supports a privileged class of multinationals 
both within and outside the country is beyond 
doubt. The mass of traditional fisherfolk 
will be further marginalised. The struggle 
of the traditional fisherfolk against 
mechanised boats and multinationals is 
essentially a struggle between man and 
machine, livelihood and greed. The three 
enquiry commission of the government of 
Kerala have pointed out the danger of 
overfishing with devices detrimental to the 
fauna and flora' of the sea. In the last six 

years certain common species of fish have 
disappeared altogether. 

That the mechanised boats and the 
multinational s would destroy our sea-wealth 
needs no proof. The latest data of fish 
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production in Kerala well establish the fact. 
The total fish production of the state in 1990 
was 6.94 lakh tonnes. It came down to 6.04 
lakh tonnes in 1991 and 6.03 in 1992. 
Kerala’s share intiational fish production 
has dropped from 23 per cent to 20 per cent. 
The Mahara.shtra fishermen claim that their 
overall catch has gone down by 30 per cent. 
Besides mechanised boats, pollution in the 
Maharashtra waters could be another reason. 
Coastal rivers brimming with industrial 
effluents successfully destroy the fish in the 
shallower sea waters. A special problem is 
caused by the operation of the Oil and Natural 
Gas Corporation (ONGC) at Bombay ’ s coast. 
Prawn beds are often found near oilfields. 
When fishermen approach the oil ngs they 
arc shooed off by ONGC. Fishermen also 
complain that the effluent from the oil rigs 
has affected the fish in the vicinity. Added 
to the arithmetic of production is the greater 
danger of diseases afflicting fish. Two years 
ago tonnes of fish had to be abandoned and 
fishermen put on ‘vtxiation’ due to wide¬ 
spread fish disease Several instances of 
people taken ill after eating fish had been 
reported m tlic pnnt media in recent years. 

The social consequence is the dis¬ 
integration of fishermen's families. Here are 
a lew interviews that would give us indicators 
of traditional fisherlolt'-s lives: 

Says a traditional fisherman of Alleppey 
district, now involved in nng-seine fishery. 
“I have been fishing in the sea for 20 years. 
But now I can fish only for four to five 
months in a year. There is no fish for the 
icmaintng months. If I gu continuously for 
fishing. It IS a severe loss tor me. Thus I am 
worried about my future, what will happen 
tomorrow to me and to my family”. 

Elias, living on the banks of the lake in 
Kollan district says: ‘Traditionally I was 
fishing in the lake. But now there is no fish 
there. So wc all go to Emakulam district lor 
survival. I have a small boat. Traditionally, 
1 was fishing in inland water, but now the 
inland water bodies have shrunk. And the 
remaining water bodies are given to pnvate 
hands and contractors on lease. Small boat- 
onwers seem to have a gloomy future, because 
there is no spare left for them in inland or 
coastal waters. 

Ambika from Pallithodu village in 
Allepfijejy district distressingly tells; “My 
father 1s a fisherman in Pallithodu. I have 
three sisters and one brother. Five years ago 
our whole family was involved in drying 
fish. But then came to a lime when there was 
no fish to dry. Now whatever fish my father 
catches, he immediately sells in the market. 
And there is no surplus fish to store or to 
dry. So we are idle. Hundreds of women like 
me went idle because traditionally in every 
family women arc involved in this work. 
There is no work for me. The same is»the 
case with my sisters and brothers, and mosi 
of the village women”. 

Leelamma began- vending fish when she 
was 19 years old. She lost her husband at 
sea a few years ago and is now a widow. 
Her earnings are essential to feed, clothe and 
educate her children. Her husband became 
cynical and took to drinks, when he could 
not make his ends meet saying, “When the 
sea mother gives me alms like a beggar 
instead of rewarding my labour with wealth, 
what am 1 to do but drinkT’ What her husband 
told her was significant, “Some people are 
making liquors instead of fishing in the sea, 
and I am drinking liquor instead of fishing 
because there is no fish in the sea”. 

Mariamma is a fish vendor and has been 
one since she was 18. She cannot remember 
how old she is now but thinks she must be 
over 30. She looks very old. Some years ago, 
on the advice of a wandering social worker, 
she had a tubectomy after two children. At 
that time, she had a daughter who was two 
months old. Shortly after her operation, she 
discovered that her son suffered from akidney 
disease. The doctors in the big hospital in 
Tnvandrum told her that nothing could be 
done for him. One young nurse advised her 
to look after her younger child properly 
since she could have no more children. 
Someone told her that a very big operation, 
costing a huge amount of money might save 
the boy. Manamma prayed to god that her 
husband might catch a lot of big sharks 
which would fetch them enough money for 
the operation One night, while she was 
praying, her husband had gone to fish in his 
own kattamaram. Having cast his net into 
the water, he tell asleep waiting for the fish. 
Late at night, a trawler came and hit the 
sleeping man. His country craft and net were 
badly ravaged. The kattamaram could not 
be reconstructed because the wood of which 
It IS made has become very scarce and 
expensive, thanks to deforestation and 
industrial use in the manufacture of match 
sticks A kattamaram has four to five logs 
and a new craft costs between Rs 1,500 to 
Rs 5,000. His ruined craft was worth 
Rs 5,000 and the net that was lost was 
Rs 2,000. Meanwhile,Manamma’strystwith 
doctors, hospitals, medicines, magic men 
and holy shnnes resulted in a serious state 
of debt Her husband is today a coolie in 
a boat. Manamma could not look after her 
younger daughter as the young nurse had 
asked. She had to run up and down the 
markets to feed her family and stopped 
lactating. Her baby daughter was neglected 
and had a chronic bout of dysentery. She 
died when she was 11 months. Finally, 
Mariamma buried her elder son when he was 
round seven years old. 

There is a clear economic and ecological 
advantage, besides the social benefit, in small- 
scale fisheries as compared with the big fish 
industry. The small-scale sector is well 
adapted to the ttopical aquatic ecosystem 
and local fishing communities frequently 

possess built-in mechanisms and rules for 
over-fishing. 

The ecological wisdom of the traditional 
fishermen has always been very'good, says 
John Kurien, social scientist from Trivan¬ 
drum mentioning an old saying “never touch 
a shoal to the left of the boat”, thereby saving 
it from extinction. In contrast over-fishing 
among trawlers is quite frequent; they destroy 
the ocean floor in the effort to squeeze out 
the shrimps with bottom trawling. Large- 
scale operators can sell out of one sector of 
operations and reinvest in another with a 
minimum of personal sacrifice. For the small- 
scale fishermen there is no. such option and 
that is one important reason why he prefers 
sustainable development of fisheries. 

The problem today in fisheries is not 
unique. It is similar to other resource-use 
patterns in society where the powerful 
appropriate the resources traditionally used 
by the artisanal sector. However, the blame 
for depleting resources is con veniently passed 
on to the poor as their sheer numbers frightens 
the authorities. India cannot ignore the fact 
that the employment generated in the laige- 
scalc fishing operations is only lOOof small- 
scale fishing for every crore of investment. 
Even the fish catch compared to the fiiel 
consumed by the big fleets is one-fifUi less 
than in the small-scale fishing sector. 

The conflict between the small and the 
powerful in the fishing industry is not just 
a matter of resource conservation,economics 
or legislation. It is a socio-political problem 
dealing with the ultimate survival of fishing 
communities and the many millions of people 
they represent. 

llie stress of India on exports is pushing 
the flow of protein from the needy to people 
who can provide the foreign exchange. The 
supplies of fisheries resources for the poor 
are reduced further because the market sy ston 
lends to mo ve fish towards those with higher 
incomes. Most of the fish in international 
trade goes to more highly developed 
countries. “Of the fish that is consumed 
directly, most goes to people who already 
have enough food. Only a relatively small 
share goes to those who are at risk of 
undemutrition”, says George Kent of Hawaii 
University pointing out the fact that people 
in developed countries consume more than 
four times as much fish as consumed in 
developing countries. 

Fish cannot be replaced by anything else 
in the nutritional programme for die poor. 
Fish resources are well distributed all over 
the world and so fishery products are 
geographic^ly within the reach of most 
consumers. Given the good nutrient 
prop«ties of fish, its widespread availability 
m^s that it hasabetter potential for iweting 
special nutrient needs than other nutrioit 
distribution systems, such as vitamin pills 
or fruitified foods. Also, a relatively small 
increase in total protein intake obtained by 
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idding a few grammes of Hsh protein to a 
cereal-based diet, greatly enhances the 
nutritional quality of the cereal protein. 

The government has to demarcate the areas 
of small fishermen and industrial fisheries 
very clearly. Malnutrition problems can in 
no way be solved except by providing fish 
at prices which the poor can afford. This can 
be done by the small-scale fishenes sector 
who have the capacity to keep their overhead 
costs low, provided they do not have to 
compete with hawlers. Any good fisheries 
programme should be able to pass five major 
tests as devised by Gaihung contributing 
more protein to the most needy, leading to 
better standard of living for fishermen, 
contributing to more egalitarian social 
structures, strengthening the ecological 
balance and protect aquatic life. 

To give the ftshcrfolk a hope for the future, 
it must be remembered that the crux of the 
fisheries policy is their welfare and not the 
short-term maximisation of foreign 
exchange; to protect aquatic life and the life 
of the fisherfolk, instead of short-term 
appeasement measures, which in some cases 
Utually create cleavages between the better- 
off fishermen and their less privileged 
brethren, a clean break with the past is 
imperative, and a new beginning. 

To fight for their right for existence the 
traditional fisherfolk had organised a 
nationwide fisheries bandh on February 4, 
1994. No fishing vessel ventured into the 
sea and the whole sale and retail markets 
remained closed. In June 1994, the 
representatives from the nine coastal states 
met* in Kochi and formed the National 
Fisheries Action Committee against joint 
ventures under the chairmanship of Thomas 
Kocherry. The Committee has demanded 

'cancellation of all licences issued to joint 
ventures! As per the decision taken by the 
committee, July 20 was observed as Black 
Day in all the coastal states. The committee 
had decided to launch an indefinite all-India 
fisheries strike from November 23, 1994. 
Foreign fishing vessels were not permitted 
to come to the ports for refuelling. 

In their memorandum addressed to the 
prime minister, the National Fisheries Action 
Committee has given a clear statement of 
their opposition against the new deep sea 
fishing policy. Their reasons are the 
following: The policy is destructive since it 
would mean loss of control over the nation’s 
resources. The government will have no way 
of knowing the size and the nature of the 
catch and catch values. It will be thus difficult 
to monitor the depletion of marine resources. 
The foreign vessels are likely to overfish 
and a large number of species will be wiped 
out. Moreover, since foreign fleets have 
highly specialised technology, the skilled 
jobs will bfe occupied by foreigners. Only 
a few mefllal tasks like those of a deck-hand 
and cook will be available for India labour. 
There will be no need for shore-based jobs 

since processing, grading and packaging of 
products will be done on board the ship. 

Since these fishing activities are 100 per 
cent export-oriented, the Indian people will 
be denied fish for domestic consumption. 
Fish provide 29 per cent of the animal protein 
eaten in Asia. Pressure from foreign fleets 
and export-driven policies will mean that 
even as the c^h increases, there is lesser 
supply of fish for domestic consumption. 
Many varieties of fish included in the Indian 
diets are exported to make fish meal and 
animal feed. There are now cases of Vitamin 
A deficiency even among children in fishing 
villages. This problem would not have 
occurred if fish was available for domestic 
consumption. 

The National Fishworkers’ Forum has 
therefore urged the govcmmeni to reconsider 

ksdeepseafisMng policy. They atein favour 
of a new policy which would give more 
importance to the small-scale fishermen for 
the harvesting of the deep sea resources. 
Incentives in the form of subsidies and credit 
should be provided for the fishermen. The 
government should also ensure supply of 
fish for domestic consumption. All round 
efforts should be taken to maintain 
India’s marine wealth at sustainable 
levels. Overfishing should be avoided 
and there should be no depletion of our 
marine resources. Will the government 
pay heed to the just demands of the 
fishermen? Is there hope for our seas? Should 
we wait till things b^ome unmanageable 
and then pronounce that it is now necessary 
to have a total ban on all fishing for some 
years’’ _ 

C S E 

The Centre for Science and Environment an 
established research institute is now 

developing its library and information services 
unit into a more vibrant outreach centre 

The Centre needs to augment its 
senior team to manage this unit 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
(INFORMATION SERVICES) 
Will be overall incharge of the development and 
management of the environmental resources 
unit; must be a professional in information 
sciences; have at least 5 years experience in 
senior position combining administrative as well 
as documentation skills. Candidates with expo¬ 
sure to electronic mail, and in dissemination of 
information services will be given preference. 

DOCUMENTATION COORDINATOR 
Must also be a professional in information 
sciences with at least 3 years experience in senior 
position. 

DOCUMENTATION COORDINATOR 
(AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES) 
Will be incharge of development and manage¬ 
ment ot the audio-visual resources; slides, 
photographs, video etc. Candidates with experi¬ 
ence with multi-media documentation will be 
given preference. 

Salaries and benefits will match the best in 
industry Apply with full details to- 
Deputy Director, 
Centre for Science and Environment, 
41. Tughlakabad Institutional Area, 
New Delhi -110 062. 
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China’s IVyst with Globalisation 
Nirmai Kumar Chandra 

This paper attempts to show how, rejecting neoliheral diagnoses on many occasions. China has created a transitional 

economic system that combines in a nu>st original way seemingly contradictory elements of central and local planning, 

the domestic market and a relatively small window looking out into the world outside. If the mix was very much of their 

own concoction, the Chinese have learnt copiously from their own past and from the USSR as well as their own neighbours 

such as Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. The author's objective is not so much to chronicle the .story, but to look for policy 

recipes for others, both developed and developing countries, underscoring the counter-productive nature oj the neoliberal 

dogma. 

CHINA is the latest,de siede economic 
miracle from east Asia to have da7.7.lcd the 
world. Between 1965 and 1990 her national 
income (net material product) at constant 
1985 prices increased six-fold. In 1980-92 
the per capita GNP galloped at 7.6 per cent 
per annum, surpassed only by South Korea's 
8.5 per cent. China''s export in $ billion 
jumped from 2.6 in 1965 to 91.8 in 199.1, 
while imports soared from 2.1 to 104 over 
the same period. The object of this essay 
IS not so much to chronicle the story, as 
to look tor policy recipes for others. 
However, policies at one point of lime 
cannot be examined in isolation from what 
happened before, unless one is a faiihlul 
member of the neoliberal Iraternity for 
whom there is only one standard set ol 
prescriptions to cure all ailments 
irrespective of historical time and 
geographic space. On several occasions in 
l||e following pages 1 take issue with 
niiolibcral diagnoses on China, showing 
why these were rejected, and in the process 
was created a transitional economic system 
that combines in a mo.st original way 
seemingly contradictory elements of central 
and local planning, the domestic market, 
and a relatively small window looking out 
into the world outside Ifthemixwas very 
much of their own concoction, the Chinese 
learnt copiously from their own past, and 
from the USSR as well as neighbours like 
Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. 

The paper is divided into two parts. Part 
A scrutini.ses in some detail the external 
transactions of China since 1982 to the 
present. Section I shows how the country 
has of late become very important for the 
rest of the world in providing opportunities 
for investment, hogging the attention of 
western media. Sections II to VII examine 
at length the components of China’s balance 
of payments (BOP), and it is shown that 
China had basically followed a strategy of 
balanced trade, equilibrium in current 
account, and parity between the inllows 
and,oi)Iflow$ of capital. The question of 
capital flight from China is taken up in 
Section VIIl. 

Part B of the paper seeks lo piece together 
the contours of the transitional economic 
system. After underlining the continuity 
and change between the cultural revolution 

and the present phase of Refoiin in Section 
IX. current policies in respect ol import, 
foreign investment, local enterprises and 
local planning, and central planning and 
state-owned enterprises, are analysed in 
the next lour sections; parallels with 
contemporary India are drawn on a number 
of occasions to highlight the contrasts 
Section XIV explorcsChina’s tactics in the 

ongoing negotiations on hei entry into the 
GATF 

The concluding section begins by noting 
the dark clouds looming over the horixon 
which may erupt in a social turmoil Finally. 
1 drav^ a few lessons from China's experience, 
lor both developing and developed countries, 
underscoring the counter-pioductive nature 
of the neoliberal dogm.t 

PART A: EXTERNAL TRANSACTIONS 

I 

Lure of China 

That China has been importing capital 
on a large scale since the early 80s is a story 
familiar to all Data Irom the world bank’s 
World Development Report iWDR) IW4 

are reproduced in Table I The absolute 
size of China’s total debt in 1992 was 
smaller than that ol a number of countries 
including India, but the increase in 1980- 
92 by nearly ,$ 65 billion overshadows that 
for every other countiy barring Russia, 
which IS a special case insofar as it inherited 
all debts and as.scts of the erstwhile Soviet 
Union As for long-term debts, the 
outstandings at the end of 1992 were again 
somewhat lower in China than in a number 
of others, but the rise over 1980-92 is the 
highest, leaving aside Russia. 

Turning lo aggregate resource inllows in 
1992, including grants, loans and loreign 
direct investment (FDD, China occupies the 
pre-eminent position (Table lA). As much 
as $ 22 6 billion were pumped into China, 
or 50 [)cr cent more than into Russia, over 
i(X)perceni vt.\-a-vis Mexicofinanticipation 
ol the NAFTA), and .so on. China’s .share 
in the total inflow into all non-OECD 
countries (^ 1.19,4 billion) was about one- 
sixth. In respect ol FDl, China dwarfed 
everyoneelsebyabiggcrmargin.withS 11 2 
billion coming in, she was way ahead of 
Mexico, Argentina and Thailand, and 
accounted for nearly 28 per cent of the total 
for non-OECD countnes 

During 199,1 the inflow into China shot 
up to dizzier heights. According to the 
Chinese minister of planning (Beijing 

Review, April II, 1994), ‘foreigr; capital 
used’ jumped to $ 36.8 billion, or a 91.5 
per cent increase over the previous year. 
The implicit figure for 1992 in $ 19.2 

billion which is less than that in Table IA 
by $ .1 4 billion, suggesting a lack ol lull 
compatibility between the two sources But 
the underlying trend is unmistakable FDl 
into China amounted in $ billion to 25.8 
in 199.1 and 11 2 m 1992, according to the 
Chinese estimates, the latter coincides with 
the figure in Table lA While data tor other 
countries arc awaited, there is little doubt 
that China accounted tor much huger shares 
in 199.1 over those in 1992, of both 
aggregate resource inflow' and FDl 

According lo a Chinese oltai.il, .uiual 
FDl during the first hall of 1994 w'as J 14 7 
billion or 55 per cent above that in 199.t 
hut ‘loreign investment contracted’ was$ 44 
billion or down by 25 per cent The fall was 
attributed mainly to the real estate secioi 
aceountiiig for .18 per cent ol the 199.1 
contracts. Ol late, the government disallowed 
tax-lrec import of cars by joint ventures (up 
lo 10 per cent in some regions) which had 
no foicign capital at all (Reuter report in 
Bu.sines.s Standard, August 8. 1994). In 
some special Economic Zones, according to 
The Economist (August 6, 1994, p 57), one 
could earlier pledge jusi $ 3,00,(X)0. deliver 
a bare 5 per cent of this sum, and import 
duty-free cars. One joint venture in printing 
brought in equipment worth $ 5(),(X)0. but 
declared its value at $ 2.5 million. Besides, 
'a good part’ of inward FDl was really from 
domestic investors who persuaded officials 
to attribute it to various Hong Kong holding 
companies (see below) Hence the fall in the 
value of contracts may not signify much. 
The latest figures show FDl in January- 
September 1994 at S 22.7 billion, or 49 per 
cent above that in the corresponding months 
last year. China is already the world’s 
second-most important destination of FDl, 
eclipsed by the US with $ 32 billion in 
1993; soon China is expected to emerge 
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m Ihc top (Reuier report in The Economic 

Times, November 28. 1994, p 2). 
One way of as.sessing the importance of 

PDI is to compare the annual inflow to gross 
fixed capital formation (GFCF) in the 
country. This percentage, according to the 
UNCTAD’s World Investment Report 1994 

(Annex Table 5). v/as insignificant during 
1981- 85, averaged 2.1 during 1986-90. and 
ro.se to3.1 in 1991.The same/fcpwY(Anncx 

Table 3) also indicated the stock ot FDi at 
$ 29.7 billion at end-1992. As shown later, 
estimating the slock Irom Ihc cumulative 
intlows into China is apt to be misleading; 
so is the ratio o( inward FDI to GFCF lor 
China. It would be equally wrong to infer 
that foreign' saving through FDI contributed 
3 I |)er cent of total savings in the early 
1990s; lor, China’s outward FDI was also 
very large, and the net lorign contribution 
was probably negligible, il at all positive. 
Despite this caveat there is no gainsaying 
the fact that inward FDI plays a major role 
111 China from a qualitative rather than a 
quantitative pcrspcctivc. 

11 
BOP and Re.scrvcs 

II a country is a net importer ol capital 
ovci a period, accounting rules suggest that 
It should have, (a) a delicit in the current 
account of the BOP. usually with a trade 
deficit as well, and (b) a surplus in the capital 
account to neutralise the last The cuniulati ve 
totals, as shown in Table 2. tell a dilfcrcnt 
story. In presenting the data. I have used the 
sub-periods. 1982-84. 1985-89. and 1990- 
92. taking into afCount the signs of the 
current account balance; the latter was 
consistently positive for each of the years 
during the first and the last sub-periods 
Fxcept for a small surplus in 1987, there was 
a deficit in all other years during 1985-89. 
The trade deficit over the whole period, 
1982- 92. amounted to just $ 5 5 billion, 
while the current account, inclusive of 
‘unrcquitcdtraasfers'ofS 5.3 billion, showed 
a .surplus of $ 18.2 billion; during 1990-92 
the current account surplus was astonishingly 
high at $ 31.7 billion. Evidently, the trade 
balance is less reliable than the current 
uceount balance in assessing the ‘need’ for 
foreign capital intlows. Thus a developing 
country with substantial inflows from touri.sm 
or migrant workers remitting a part of their 
earnings abroad, can live with trade deficits 
without getting into the external debt-trap. 

What does the capital account in Table 2 
show? Excluding foreign exchange reserves 
(Reserves), the capital account was positive 
at almost $ 44 billion in 1982-92; including 
Reserves, the surplus dwindles to a mere $ 
4.2 billion, as the former went up by $ 39.7 
billion. The major (net) capital inflow took 
place in 1985-89 when the current account 
had a mas.sive deficit of S 26.3 billion, the 
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capital account, excluding Reserves, had a 
surplus of $ 31.8 billion, and Reserves went 
up by $ 2.2 billion; these appear to be quite 
plausible. A dramatic change took place in 
the three years, 1990-92, when the 
corresponding figures in $ billion were all 
positive at 31.7, 11 and 24.5 respectively. 
Thus in this last triennium China had an 
exceptionally large current account surplus, 
a moderate one in respect of capital account 
(less Reserves), and a huge build-up in 
Re.scrvcs. In lad, the Reserves stood at neai ly 
$ 44 billion at the end of 1991, and were 
run down by only $ 2.1 billion during 1992. 
Actually, Irom July 1992 the foreign 
exchange holdings of the Bank of China 
were no longer considered part ol the 
Reserves which dropped tojust $ 20 6 billion 
at the end of the year (IFS Yearbook 1993). 

It can be estimated that in 1991 the reserves 
with the central bank. People’s Bank ol 
China, were $ 22.7 (= 20.6 + 21) billion, 
and hence those of the Bank of China totalled 
$ 21 (= 43 7 - 22.7) billion. 

What happened to the assets of the Bank 
of China'' Obviously, these funds have been 
deployed abroad. Once these were taken out 
of the Reserves, the BOP should have 
reflected a corresponding increase in China’s 
foreign as.sets on some other head in 1992; 
but It does not Apparently, this enormous 
sum was simply taken out of the sight of 
all blit the Chinese authorities But not for 
the US Tieasury which still puts China’s 
current Reserves at $ 49 9 billion. As 
expected, the Chinese authorities have 
dismissed the claim and stick to the lower 
figure cited earlier llieijinn Review. August 
22, 1994, p 5). A glance ai the Reserves 
ol dilfcrcnt countries shows that only 
Germany. US, Japan and probably Taiwan, 
held larger sums than China in 1991, and 
thesamc would be tnic lor 1992 il the latter’s 
‘hidden assets’ were reckoned with (ITS, 

November 1993) 
Three furthcrpoints may be noted. Firstly, 

over 20 per cent of Hong Kong’s currency 
notes arc actually circulating in south China, 
while a total of about US$6 billion is held 
as deposits in Hong Kong banks by Chinese 
banks, though the Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority does not consider thc.se funds to 
be controlled by the Chine.se government 
tFinancial Times report in Riisiness 

Standard, July 23, 1994) Secondly, the 
Bank of China and its affiliates in the territory 
constitute the second largest banking group 
in Hong Kong; the bank was authorised 
earlier this year to print notes worth HK $ 
3 billion,i.>r4pcrcent ofthe total in circulation 
(Beijing Review. May 9,1994, p 6). Thirdly, 
China’s Reserves are likely to go up 
substantially once Hong Kong ceases to be 
a Bntish coiony. The f^scal surplus, according 
to Hong Kong’s budget forecast, will amount 
to HK $ 141 billion in March 1998, while 
l.and sales will add another HK S 128 billion; 

or a total of about US $ 37 billion will accrue 
to China (FEER, March 17. 1994, p 18). 

While I have .so far utilised the BOP 
current account data, the US government 
believes that the export figure of $ 69.6 
billion for 1992 understates the ‘true’ 
magnitude, estimated fi om partner countries’ 
imports, by as much as $ 9 billion or by 
nearly 13 per cent (Reuter report. Business 

Standard, July 23, 1994). As argued later, 
this may not be the appropriate procedure 
for China 

III 
Loan Capital 

To what extent docs the BOP capital 
account explain the rise in China’s long¬ 
term external debt as estimated by the World 
Bank and shown in Table 3’’ The debts 
increased between 1981 and 1992 by S 52.7 
billion. Regarding the capital account of the 
BOP (Table 2). I consider the following 
long-term debt intlows: drawings and 
repayments on other loans received by 
resident olTicial sector (65 and 66), drawings 
and repayments on other loans received from 
deposit money banks (74 and 75); drawings 
and repayments in respect of suppliers’ credit 
obtained by China (81 and 82); and portfolio 
investments (53 and 58). The figures in 
parentheses refer to the IMF code or line 
numbers. For different periods these BOP 
totals (in $ million) arc compared to the 
World Bank estimate of long-term debt 
flows as follows. 

BOP 

(1) 

World Bank 

(2) 

Difference 
(1-2) 

(3) 

1982-84 2.560 905 1,655 
1985-89 26,028 30,864 •^.836 
1990-92 4.973 21,432 -16,459 
1982-92 33,561 53,201 -19.640 

The average annual gap between the two 
estimates was moderate at $ 550 million in 
l982-84.turnednegativeatalmostS I billion 
in 1985-89, and rose .steeply to $ 5.3 billion 
in 1990-92. What does the gap represent for 
the years since 1985? The BOP data on loans 
received by the official sector have 
corresponding entries on official loans 
extended by China; similarly, those on 
suppliers’ credit Irom abroad are matched 
by export credit from China. I suspect that 
figures on long-term banking capital do not 
correspond to the common sense meaning 
of the Items, and may include transactions 
of bunks owned by China, but incorporated 
abroad, especially in Hong Kong Loans 
Iron bank branches in the mainland to the 
head offices in Hong Kong would appear 
with a negative sign in the capital account, 
and could hence be set off again.st loans 
received by China from foreign banks based 
in OECD countries. Only the latter, hut not 
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the former, are reported in the WoHd Debt 

Tables (WDT) or in the publications of the 
Bank for International Settlement (BIS) and 
the OECD. This is admittedly a crude guess, 
and the exact mechanism may be quite 
different. 

If one is to trust both the World Bank debt 
statistics and the Chinese BOP, the gap can 
only represent the ‘hidden’ long-term foreign 
assets built up by China, totalling nearly 
$ 20 billion during 1982-92; the over¬ 
whelming bulk of the outflow took place in 
1990-92. 

Long-term loans extended (net of 
repayment) by China are shown in rows 
(4ai) of Table 2. The net outflows on these 
heads in $ billion were 1.4 in 1982-84, 2.1 
in 198.‘5-89.3.5 in 1990-92. and 7 in 1982- 
94. Thus in respect of long-term loans, against 
China’s liabilities at the end of 1992 ol 
$ 58.5 billion, the assets should have been 
around $ 27 billion, i e the sum of ’hidden’ 
outflows and the declared volume of net 
loans to foreign countnes. 

Regarding short-term capital, the World 
Bank reports China’s debt at nil for the years 
up to 1982, which rises in $ billion to 5.6 
in 1984, 6.9 in 1989, and 10.8 in 1992; 
barring a couple of years, there is a moderate, 
but steady, increase over the penod. From 
the BOP figures in Table 2. it is not possible 
to unscramble the inflows as recorded by the 
World Bank, from the outflows; the overall 
net outflows in $ billion were 2.1 in 1982- 
84, 1.3 in 1985-89, and 3.7 in 1990-92, 
totalling 7.1 over 1982-92. It follows that 
the cumulative outflow (gross outflow less 
repayments) of short-term capital from China 
was $ 17.9 <=7.1 +10.8) billion, which was 
partly offset by outstanding liabilities to 
foreign-owned banks, etc, to the tune of 
$ 10.8 billion at the end of 1992. As with 
long-term capital, most of the short-term 
outflows were concentrated in 1990-92. 

Combining the long- and short-term 
outflows in the form of loans, ’hidden' or 
otherwise. China’s foreign assets under these 
two heads amounted to nearly $ 45 (= 27+18) 
billion at the end of 1992.1 looked at the 

BIS-C£CD estimates of China’s total debt 
over the years 1983-88; the former exceeded 
the World Bank’s by a significant margin. 
Thus in 1988 the former put total debt in 
$ billion at 49.7, including 16.5 of short¬ 
term debt; the corresponding World Bank 
estimates were 42.4 and 8.8 respectively. 
The major discrepancy lies in the size of 
short-term debt. Ifthegap persisted till 1992, 
the higher estimates would imply that China 
had a bigger stock of both foreign assets as 
well as liabilities. Ifthe OECD estimates are 
preferred, China’s foreign assets would well 
exceed $ 45 billion in 1992. 

IV 
Investment Incomes 

Next, consider the income flows in the 
current account due to investments, long¬ 
term as well as short-term, but excluding 
inward or outward FDI. The World Bank’s 
WDT indicate interest payments by the 
borrowing countnes separately for long-term 
debts. IMF charges, and short-term debts. 
But the BOP provides a different 
classification from which these items cannot 
be segregated; hence only the overall 
investment (non-FDI) income outflows can 
be compared to the World Bank’s. 

The BOP outflows were generally smaller 
than the World Bank estimates till 1989 In 
$ million the former totalled 1,859 in 1982- 
84, and 7,188 in 1985-89 against the latter’s 
2,641 and 9,458 respectively. In 1990-92 
the BOP estimate was slightly higher at 
$ 10.8 billion against $ 10.3 billion of the 
World Bank. 

What is remarkable is that the inflows of 
income from non-FDI inve.stments in the 
BOP generally exceed the outflows noted 
above, barring, just 4 years, viz, 1986-89. 
If one takes the sub-periods as before, the 
net inflow amounted in $ billion to 2 6 in 
1982-84. 0.25 in 1985-89, 1.9 in 1990-92, 
and 4.7 in 1982-92 If the BOP data on 
outflows were replaced by those of the World 
Bank, there would still be a net inflow in 
$ billion of 1.8 in 1982-84, -2.0 in 1985-89, 

2.7 in 1990-92. and 2.3 in 1982-92. In other 
words, in most of the intnrvals China earned 
more than she paid put. There are veiyfew, 
if any, developing countnes in a similar 
situation. It implies eitherthat China’s foreign 
loan assets have generally exceeded her debts, 
orthat the former earned signi-fjcantly higher 
rates of return than the latter. 

Neither hypothesis can be dismissed 
lightly. It is evident from the earlier sections 
that a good pan of Chi na’s loan assets abroad 
arc ’hidden’ and another sizeable pan consists 
of funds that are unlikely to have been 
deployed in low-yield but risk-free Treasury 
bills, etc, of OECD countries. Assuming that 
all her Reserves of $ 20.6 billion were tied 
up in this way, the latter would constitute 
no more than 20-25 per cent of her total non- 
FDI assets. 

As for China’s own debts, the over¬ 
whelming bulk of these were contracted at 
market rates, the share of concessional 
loans, i e, bilateral development assistance 
and aid from multilateral agencies, in the 
total being rather small. According to the 
World Bank, this percentage rose from 8 3 
to I5.2dunng 1983-89, and further to 16.5 
in 1992. It IS worth noting that the share 
of ’official’ creditors (i e. inter-govern¬ 
mental and multilateral loans) in the total 
was somewhat higher than that of conces¬ 
sional loans and ranged between 21.1 per 
cent and 24.4 per cent during 1983-89 
(WDT. and WDR, various issues.) Not all 
official loans were on concessional terms. 

The upshot of the discussion is that the 
rates of return on China’s loan assets abroad 
could not far exceed those on her own debts. 
Considering that the net income Hows on 
this score were generally positive, especially 
since 1990, it is unlikely that China’s assets 
were much lower than debts for most of 
the period. 

V 
Inward FOI 

China, as seen before, has the largest inflow 
of FDI. As the BOP inflows are net of capital 

Tabi,I: 1 Debts of SF.i.F.rTED Highly Inuebteo Countries Table 1a Aggregate Net Inflow of Resources 

($ million) (ANIR), including Net Foreign Direct 

Stock of ITebl Inurement in Debt 
INVESTMENT (FDiX SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1992 

{$ million} 

ANIR FDI 
Total 
1992 

Long-Term 
1992 

Total 
1980-92 

Long-Term 
1980-92 

Argentina 67.569 49,079 40.412 32,305 Argentina 5,019 4,179 
Brazil 121.no 99,247 .50,098 41,781 Brazil 7,151 1.454- 
China 69,321 58.475 64,817 5.3.971 China 22,628 11.156 
Egypt 40.018 .36,425 19.101 19,948 Egypt 459 2.979 
India 76,983 69,226 .56,401 50,546 India 4,460 151 
Indonesia 84.385 66.180 63.441 48.011 Indonesia 7,711 ' 1,774 
Malaysia 37,193 28,975 7,848 15,180 Malaysia 5,297 4,118 
Mexico 11.3,378 82.894 56,000 41,679 Mexico 10,309 5,366 
Poland 48.521 43,169 39.627 36,575 Poland 9.33 678 
Russia 78.568 64,703 76,328 62,463 Russia 14.401 
Thailand 39,424 24.697 31,127 • 19,051 Thailand 3.836 2,116 

•Source. World Bank Source: As above. 
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repatriation, the cumulative total at the end 

of 1992 was $ 33.8 billion. In 1993 there 

was a quantum jump by $ 25.8 billion, 

signifying a 2.3-fold rise over the 1992 

inflow or a 57 per cent rise in the stock in 

the course of the year. China has also a very 

sizeable outflow, totalling $ 9.4 billion in 

1982-92, of which $ 4 billion went out in 

1992 alone. 

As against the BOP figure, the Chinese 

minister for foreign trade and economic co¬ 

operation put the amount of foreign 

investment at $ 60 billion in early 1994 

(FEER, May 2. 1994, p 6). The chief 

economist at the Research Institute of Japan’s 

leading securities firm. Nomura. Chen 

(1994). put an even htgher value of about 

$ 75 billion; ‘since 1979 direct investment 

in China from Hong Kong, including foreign 

investment routed through the territory, has 

amounted to around US $ .50 billion on an 

implementalion basis - more than 60 per 

ccntofChina’s foreign investment [emphasis 

added] My presumption is that the Chinese 

minister as well as Chen were not referring 

to FDl in the strict sen.se. but rather loosely, 

lumping together equity and loan capital for 

the foreign-funded projects, moreover the 

figures just xtted may include Chinc,se 

contiibution to the joint ventures 

The accounting system of China in respect 

of FDl is very different from that of other 

countries. Tfic current account items (IMF 

line codes 11 and l2)on 'reinvestedcarnings' 

in the BOP are uniformly blank: those on 

‘other direct investment income’ (codes 13 

and 14) are paltry at $ 125 million for 

outflows and $ 75 million lor inflows over 

the whole period. 1982-92. Dividend inflows 

in 1990-92 were nil. and .the outflows in 

1992 was just $ 22 million, i c, a return of 

0 I per cent on the accumulated stock at the 

end of 1991. None of these figures is 

plausible. It suggests that returns to FDl in 

China take a somewhat ‘devious’ route, 

which needs a deeper probe. 

'The very fact that there is almost an 

avalanche of FDl into China rules out the 

possibility that the profit rates have been 

low. According to one estimate, ‘the rate of 

success of corporate ventures’ (defined as 

meeting the original profitability forecasts) 
m Shanghai is 94 per cent, and as many as 

28 of the 160 largest global firms are carrying 

on business in that city. A survey by the US 

China Business Council found that 46 per 

cent of American businesses in Ihe whole 

country earned higher than expected profits 

against a mere 7 per cent that were 

disappointed (PEER, June 23. 1994, p 55). 

How were the profits repatriated? In the 

absence of disclosure by the Chinese 

authorities or foreign investors, one can only 

make informed gue.s^s. In his context, one 

may refer to two recent reports, (a) A 1993- 

survey by the Federation of Hong Kong 

Industries which counts some of the colony ’ s 

biggest manufacturers among its 2,(XX)-odd 

members, found that despite rampant 

corruption and chaos in China’s regulatory 

framework. 90 per cent of its member 

companies put up factories in Guangdong 

province with an investment of $ 2.2 billion, 

and a workforce of 7.25,0(X). The report 

adds, “Hong Kong’s cumulative investment 

in Guangdong totals US $ 17 billion or about 

80 per cent of all foreign investment there” 

(PEER, September 23. 1993, p 78). (b) 

According to another report, out of 7,000 

joint ventures in Guangdong, many exist 
only on paper; the .same owners simply form 

new companies every time the two-year tax 

holiday runs out” {PEER, November 25, 

1993. p 52). 

As for (a), what was the value of net 

investments by the Hong Kong companies - 

S 2.2 billion or $ 17 billion? The implicit 

value of investment per worker would be 

either S 3.0.14 or $ 23.448. According to 

Lardy (1992). the mean capital per worker 

in the live export sectors of China, viz. 

apparels, textiles, miscellaneous manu¬ 

factures. telecommunication and .sound 

recording equipment, amounted to 13,991 

yuan in ihecarly 199()s: converted intodollurs 

at the prevailing exchange rate. Lardy’s 

estimate gives credence to the lower figure 

on Hong Kong’s investment in Guangdong. 

It follows that although inward FDl in the 

BOP (Table 2) or WDR is presented as ‘net 

inflow’, it would tie misleading to consider 

the cumulative inflows over the years as the 

end-penod stock. After all. the Hong Kong 

firms just cited accounted for more than one- 

half of the cumulative inflow of $ 33.8 

billion into the whole of China till 1992. One 

reason behind the liquidation of ‘old’ PDI, 

which is never reflected in the BOP. is cited 

in (b) above 

Certain other practices reinforce this 

conjecture. Many foreign companies in China 

have complained about the fuzzy regulations 

to discourage profit repatriation. Further, 

Japanese firms which greatly expanded their 

investment in China from under $400million 

in 1991 to over $ l.(X)0 million in 1993. 

reported that they faced demand for ‘foreign 

exchange balance’ from the Chinese side 

(PEER, September 9, 1993, p 46). 

I guess that the (implicit) income flows 

related to FDl are incorporated in 

merchandise trade figures with tacit support, 

from the Chinese authorities. Indeed, foreign 

ventures, wholly or partly owned by 

foreigner, account for a significant and 

increasing part ot China’s overall trade. 

According to Kueh (1992), the three types 

of ‘sanzi’, viz, equity and contractual joint 

ventures, and wholly foregn-owned firms, 

had combined percentage shares of 5.2,9.2, 

12.6 and 16.8 in China’s total exports trom 

1988 to 1991; the corresponding figures for 

import were 14.3, 19.7, 23 6 and 26,6. 

TAm,F, 2 China’s Balanct OF Payments. 1982-92 
(S million) 

1982-84 1985-89 1990-92 1982-92 

I Current A/C 11380 -27916 29410 12874 
1 Trade balance 6253 -34859 23091 -5515 

a Exports, fob 65737 169872 18(K)06 415615 
b linpons. fob -59484 -204731 -156915 -4211.30 

2 Investment income net 2609 230 18.56 4695 
a Receipts' 4469 7464 12694 24627 
b Payments*' -1860 -7234 -10838 -19932 

3 Other invisibles, net' 2520 6713 4463 13696 
4 Transfers 1439 1646 2260 5345 

11 Capiml A/C 1097 31772 11037 43906 
1 FDl; outward -271 -33.54 -574.3 -9368 
2 FDl. inward 2323 124.35 19009 33767 
3 Portfolio'* 144 .6342 -6.3 6423 

a Public sector bonds 0 142.3 -1021 402 
b Other bonds 144 4919 958 6021 

4 Ijing-term capital 
a Office sect, net 1073 14258 1880 17211 

1 Net loons given' -1163 -658 -.3515 -5336 
ii Net loans taken* 2236 14916 5395 22547 

b Banks' -468 4033 -1683 1882 
c Other sectors" 387 -687 1379 1079 

S Short-term capital 
a Official sect -857 71.3 25 -119 
b Banks 12 -699 237 -4.50 

c Other sectors -1245 -1269 -404 -6518 
111 Reserves -12969 -2190 -24524 -39683 
IV EandO -947 -.3312 -1818.3 -22442 

Nines: aIMFcodes, 13. 15.17 and 19; b Codes 14,16,18, and 20.c Codes 3-10. 27. 28, 31 and 32; 
d see the text; e Codes 62 and 63; f Codes 66 and 67; g Codes 74 and 7.5; h Codes 77,78, 81 
and 82 

Simnr: IMF. Palani'r of Payments Yearbook, vanoos is.sues 
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respccti vely.Lardy’s(l992)tableon exports 
through joint ventures tells a similar story; 
the value in $ billion rose 1.2 in 1987, to 
4.9 in 1989, and 12.1 in 1991. the percentage 
vis-a-vis total export (Table 2) being 3.4, 
11.3 and 2()..S in the same years. Ash and 
Kueh (1993, p 725) have .shown thai total 
export from Guangdong provtnee increased 
tnSbtllion from 8.2 in 1989 to 13.7 in 1991. 
the percentage shares of FDI-relatcd export 
being 36 and 45, respeettvely. the 
corresponding totals for import were 4.8 and 
8.5, with the percentage shares at 40 and 
53, re.spectively. 

Funhermore. decisions on export, import, 
FDI, etc, are highly decentrali.sed in China; 
the power of the central authorities may well 
be weaker than in most countries. Not 
individualenicrpnses, state-owned orprivate, 
but rather local authorities from the provinces 
down to the townships have acquired 
enormous powerol late (,Section XII below) 

I visualise the scenario as follows In the 
export of textiles, garments and a host of 
light engineering products, overseas Chinese 
Finns play a major role. Consider a Hong 
Kong capitalist entering into‘co-pro<luclion’ 
or ‘joint venture’ with a Chine,se partner 
over a finite period; the equipment are 
imported into Chtna as inward FDI in the 
capital account, and merchandise import in 
the current account, but the agreement docs 
not typically provide for capital repatriation 
at the end ol the contract period. The Hong 
Kong capitalist could realise profits by 
overcharging for the machinciy supplied to 

the joint venture, and under-invoicing 
exports. In the early 1980s, many joint 
ventures had a life-span of 10 years with no 
provision lor automatic renewal (FEER, 

September I, 1994, p 53). Out of a total of 
145 Taiwanese investment in Xiamen 
province in 1988-89. Luo and Howe (1993, 
p 757) lound that ‘lile terms’ of FDI ranged 
from 10-19 years (or 45 firms. 20-29 years 
lor 35 firms and over 30 years for 45 firms. 
The average term was shorter in the earlier 
period. Further, .some 60 per cent of China’s 
export to the US is routed through Hong 
Kong iFEER. March 17. 1994, p 18), 
enabling Hung Kong businessmen to add on 
a profit margin 

What about other types of joint ventures 
of a long-term nature"' so long as these are 
engaged in cxpo|t, profits can be earned as 
before through appropriate pricing ol the 
initial import ol goods and recurrent eX|)or(s 
The scenario should be no diflcrcnt tor 
import-substitution activities, e g. (oreign 
firms in soli drinks, automobiles, .steel, etc 
Since these firms typically import raw 
materials and/or components from year to 
year, the authorities may allow them to 
overcharge in lieu of profits lot then 
operations within China, or. they may be 
compelled to earn their profit through 
counter-trade 

If the story just painted broadly conforms 
to the Chinese reality, then there is no need 
tor separate BOPentrics on di vidend outllow 
and reinvested earnings Docs it also imply 
that the BOP values of export (import) 

sign! tlcan(tyunderstate(over$(atc)the‘real’ 
values, in the sense that the same goods 
would fetch (cost) much more (less) if trade 
took place with unrelated firms from abroad'^ 
Apparently, that is the case; the extent ol 
distortion is measured in some studies by 
examining trade data from partner countnes. 
as noted below. But then Chinese firms may 
have lacked access to OECD markets; without 
a margin for, say, the Hong Kong partners, 
such exports may not have taken place at 
all As lor ‘overvalued’ imports, the loss on 
this .score have to be balanced against the 
alternative of dividend outllow and capital 
repatriation. The desirability or otherwise ol 
the current practice from China’s standpoint 
can hardly be established in the absence of 
more information which may never be 
available. If one recalls that FDI in developing 
countries generally lead to a huge dram ol 
resources, the merits ol the Chinese system 
is all loo apparent, especially in the context 
of decentralised decision-making .Since 
foreign exchange balance is slipiilated for 
each protect, it obviates the need lor 
cumbersome monitoring by Beijing ol 
repatriation of dividend or capital. It is not 
surprising that loreign investors and their 
home governments are voluble critics ol this 
stipulation. 

VT 
Outward FDI 

On the other hatul. the actual stock ol 
Chine.se FDI abroad may well exceed by a 

Tsri.i 2a China's Annuai BaI ANCf 111- PAYMRNIS. 1982-92 
($ milium) 

l</«2 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

1 Current A/C S82? 4487 2509 -1 1417 -7034 t(HI -3802 -4317 11997 13272 6401 . 
1 Trade balance 4249 1989 14 -1.3123 -9140 1661 5315 -5620 9165 8743 5181 

a Exports, fob 21 125 20707 23905 25108 25756 34734 410.54 43220 51519 58919 69568 
b Imports, lob -16876 -18717 ■ ■2.3891 -.38231 -34896 36.395 -46369 -48840 -423.54 -50176 -64385 

2 Invcslinent incuiiie net 255 1017 1338 708 59 -161 -301 43 92^ 771 162 
a Receipts 1054 1466 1950 1517 1116 1180 1606 2045 3124 3834 5736 
b PaynKnls -799 -449 -612 - 809 -1175 -1341 -1907 2(8)2 -2201 -3063 -5574 

.f (Jther invisibles net 856 968 716 755 1786 1898 1.395 879 1635 2927 -99 

4 Translcrs 486 511 442 243 379 224 419 381 274 8.31 11.55 
II Capital A/C 209 650 239 8971 5944 6(K)I 7133 3723 3255 8032 -250 

1 Ft)! outward -4(KK) 44 -93 -134 -629 -450 -()45 -850 -780 -8.30 -913 
2 Fr>l inward 429 616 1258 16.59 1875 2314 3194 .3393 3487 4.366 111.56 

Portfolio 41 20 83 3027 1.568 1051 876 -180 -241 235 -57 
a Public secloi bonds 0 0 2263 -40 - 140 -340 -320 -241 ■1.30 -450 
h Other bonds liab 41 20 83 764 1608 1191 1216 140 0 ,565 391 

4 l.ong-leiin capital 
a office sect net 41 398 634 1115 4090 1309 3166 4578 3013 2236 -3369 

1 Net loans given -473 -388 -302 -104 145 151 -729 -121 -116 -48 -3351 

II Net loans taken 513 786 937 1219 3945 11.58 , 3895 4699 1129 2284 -} -l.s 

b Banks -546 32 46 2171 1605 1665 671 -2079 447 ’ 1097 -3227 

c Other sectors 487 179 -279 -642 449 95 0 309 577 649 15' 
5 .Shorl-icmi capital 

a Official sect -162 -220 -475 68 509 -112 198 50 -115 0 
■1 

|4fl 

b Ranks 44 -24 -8 2517 ■3290 219 437 -582 -2762 558 2441 

c Other seciois -82 -278 -886 - 315 486 105 -559 -986 -321 -196 -.3487 
III Reserves -6325 -4787 -18.57 2440 2408 -4783 -2374 479 -12047 -14537 20611 
IV EandO 294 -.350 -891 6 -958 -1518 -957 115 -.3205 -6767 -8211 

Siiun e.i uni/ niitlanuiiuns See Table 2 
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big margin the cumulative outflows revealed 
by the BOP. The chief economist of Japan's 
Noinura Research ln.stituie. Chen (1994) 
estimated China's 'existing direct 
investment’ in Hong Kong at $ 20 billion 
at the end of 1993 or double the level reached 
three years earlier. According to Merril 
Lynch, another leading investment banker 
from the US, six Chinese firms that got listed 
at the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (SE), had 
a market capitalisation of about $ 2.2 billion 
at end-1993; 22 pipeline ca.ses may raise a 
further $ 6 billion from the market Among 
the backdoor listings (below) the most 
important was CITIC Pacific with a 1993 
turnover of S 2.4 billion (‘The 1994 Guide 
10 World Markets'. F,uromoiu>\. June 1994, 
pp 45 -47) Accordi ng to another recent study 
by Edward Chen of Hong Kong University. 
Chinese investments in Hong Kong "was 
more or less the same as that of Hong Kong 
investment in China. The British colony 
accounts lor h.S per cent of toial |(orcignl 
investment in China” (Reuwr report in The 

Ecotumm- Tim<'\. October 2H. 1994, p 2). 
'The nunluioiH’i (Well Chi ne.se enterprises 

laising lunds through the Hong Kong .Sfi 
since October 1992 when nine ot them were 
first listed, is de.scribed in .in intercsling 
report by .Sender (/•7;fc'/f,bcbruary 10.1994. 
p 50) Out ot the nine, in early 1994 six 
shares were Haded at a .substantial premium 
over the initial issue price. Hong Kong has 
become the world’s sixth largest exchange 
'thanks partly to inflows ot overseas orders”, 
according lo the .SE's duel executive. 
Investors, however, tace a risk Disputes 
may arise when the "issuers come Irom a 
country that has no capitalist law and list 
in a place with a well-delined legal structure" 
Who exactly is the ‘state’ when it comes to 
the majority of newly created joint 
companies? One legal exjiert in Hong Kong 
conlessed ignoiancc about who actually 
controls’ the .shares in China. The problem 
IS compounded by the tact that relatively 
dormant 'shell companies' listed in the Sfi, 
arc bought up by Chinese firms who thus 
gain backdoor entry into the SE. At the same 
time, thetc was widespread insider trading. 
Thus, tor no apparent reason, the share price 
of Conic Investment shares .soared 1.6 limes 
on February 9, 1994 to u little over HK $ 
I; on April 28, against the prevailing market 
pnee of HK $ 2.70, China Aerospace offered 
ju.st HK $ 1.4 per share, acquired the Shell 
company, and in the next couple of weeks 
Its price shot up to a peak of HK .$ 7, Hong 
Kong regulators suspect that managers of 
mainland firms personally buy substantial 
slakes before (he parent firm starts bidding. 
Since premiums of US $ 12.8 million were 
common, the gain from insider trading was 
considerable. A vexed issue pertains to land- 
use fights in China; Chinese firms, it is 
widely suspected, grossly overvalue it in 
ordertocommand large premiums in the SE. 

Besides, tond-me tights in China are quite 
complex. Can the Hung Kong regulators 
afford to maintain objective standards, losing 
in the bargain major clients to other SEs’’ 
Since September 1992 New York began 
listing Chinese firms without raising 
awkwardque.stions laced by applicants from 
the US or elsewhere. The dilemma is all the 
greater if the Chine.se fiim is headetl by a 
person with strong political connections. 
For instance, tour major companies listed in 
Hong Kong, namely, China Asset Holdings, 
Poly Invc.stments, China Venture Capital, 
and Concord Grand Holdings, are headed 
respectively by two sons-in-law. one 
daughter, and one son ol Deng Xiaoping, 
and each major company had one or more 
affiliates in Hong Kong 

Another big name, Shougang Corporation, 
IS China’s steel-making giant and in the 
charge ol Zhou Guanwu who had served 
under Deng way back in the 193().s Its Hong 
Kong arm ts headed by Zhou’s son, Zhou 
Bcilang. and controls six listed companies 
with a total maikct capitali.saiion of $ I 7 
billion, and hall-ycaily sales in 1993 ol 
about i 350 million In some of iis deals, 
Shougang allied with Deng Xiaojiing’s son, 
DengZhilang The young Deng is an aspiring 
property developer who has teamed up witfi 
firms in Hong Kong sjionsored by the 
People’s Lilieialiun Army, lo build luxury 
villas Shougang plans to build six shojipmg 
centres in China ai a cosi of .S 250 million 
in a 50:50 purinership with one ol Deng 
Zhifang’s piivaiely owned companies in 
Hong Kong Shougang also jilans a $ 6 
hillion sieel mill in China’s Shaiulgong 
province, ol which 45 per cent will conic 
fiom foreign investors tC Gold.slein, FEER. 

February 10. 1994, p ,54). 
Another major player is China Resources 

Enierpri.se. it is listed in Hong Kong, had 
a turnover ol .5 6 5 billion in 1992, and 
acquired a 50 per cent stake in Hong Kong 
Chinese Bank in 1993. Closely linked to the 
Chinese ministry of foreign economic 

relations and trade, it benefited from an 
injection of $ 410 million from the parent 
over the years (FEER. June 16, 1994, p 61),. 

China Intemational Tru.st and Investment 
Corporation, better known by its acronym, 
CITIC, occupies the pride ol place among 
China'siriUisnationals with total assets spiead 
over U.S, Canada, Europe, Australia and 
Hong Kong, exceeding 80 billion yuan or 
about $ 10 hillion; tl has a workforce of 
30,000. It was founded 15 years ago by 
Rong Yircn who was already a well known 
capitalist in prc-iiberaiion China, and has 
been a deputy o! the National People’s 
Congress lor the last 40 years, including 
shorter spells as the Mayor of Shanghai and 
accniralminister Atavouriicof ZhouEnlai, 
Rong was specially requested by Deng 
Xiaoping in January 1979, to ‘.set aside other 
work and concentrate on economic 
construction centred on ojtening to the outside 
world, foreign exchange earning and 
exploring .some new [a Jvcnucs for economic 
progress Deng made tl clear [that] China 
could make use of some useful capitalistic 
practices He also appointed Gu Mu, then 
vice premier, to maintain direct contact with 
Rong to make sure things went smoothly . 
Whenevei he met difticullics, Rong wrote 
letter to Deng, who always fully supported 
him by answering his letters with detailed 
instructions, and asking concerned 
departments to give Rong the green light.’ 
In 19K4 Deng presented an inscription to the 
CITIC, calling it 'a window of China’s 
ojK-ning up to the outside world’ As for 
Rong’s own philosphy, he once told his 
wife, “for me, the state always come first, 
the company second, and my tamily third." 
He has cca.scd to head CITIC, and became 
China’s vice-president in 1993 (Wet, Beijing 

Review. August 29.19941. The CITIC Pacific 
mentioned earlier, is a CITIC subsidiary, 
and holds 12.5 per cent ol the equity in 
Cathay Pacilic airlines, one of the world’s 
largest; besides, it has a 46.2 per cent slake 
in Dragon Airways which is regional in 

Tabil t China's Exilknai. Unm and Inif.iuxi Paymints 

($ miUum umt penenhiges) 

Total 
Debt 

(1) 

Lona-Term Debt 
Total Concessional 

(Per Cent) 
(2) (3) 

Short-Term 
Debt 

(4| 

Inteicsl Paid. 
All Debt 

(5) 

1980 4.S03 4.303 0 “ tl8 
1981 .3797 3274 0 

1982 83,39 .3221 SO 2 too 823 

198.3 9609 3.301 8 3 3984 821 
1984 12082 6179 10 3 36(H) 997 
198.3 16722 9963 13 3 64(9 1182 
1986 23746 16.398 146 6076 1063 

1987 35034 25927 142 8221 1813 
1988 42406 32388 147 8806 2193 
1989 44812 36998 21 2 6907 3198 
1990 52334 4.3319 21 4 6766 3142 
1991 60831 ,30531 21 3 10300 3677 

1992 . 69321 38473 19 6 10846 ■3520 
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character. In 1993 CTTIC Pacific altrng wih 
Swire Pacific, the major shareholder in 
Cathay Pacific, put in a $ 2.2 biilion bid tor 
a real estate on the Kowloon island of Hong 
Kong {FEER, January 27, 1994). 

Over the last decade or so, the Chinese 
military have set up at ieast 20,000 business 
ventures, primarily within the country, but 
also abroad. The earnings from this source 
is reported unofficially at 43 billion yuan, 
matching the country ’ s defence budget. Poly 
Group Corporation is the main arms exporter 
for the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). 
The latter’s General Logistic Department 
(GLD) is the umbrella organisation. China 
Xinxing Corporation, a sprawling 
conglomerate underGLD. signed investment 
contracts worth $ 1.2 billion in July 1993 
at a Hong Kong exhibition. Firms under 
GLD earned over 6 billion yuan (over $ 1 
billion) in 1992, but many under-reported 
their income in order to evade payment to 
GLD: the audit report for the same year put 
unreported income at one-sixth of the total. 
The GLD firms have a large presence in 
Guangdong, and above all, in the Special 
Economic Zone of Shen^Jlen, next to Hong 
Kong. Whi le few details of foreign operations 
have surfaced, the PLA has started many 
companies in Hong Kong, stime of which 
areengagedin hi-tech activities. Obstcnsibly 
aCme subsidiary. Poly GroupCorporation, 
actually belongs to GLD and is a major 
Chinese transnational with a revenue of 
S I billion in 1992; it has around 100 sub¬ 
sidiaries, and acquired in 1993 full control 
over two important Hong Kong companies 
in trading and shipping respectively. The 
president of Poly is a son-in-iaw of Deng 
Xiaoping, and another director is the son- 
in-law of Yang Shangkun, the former 
president of ChinafFEE/f, October 14,1993, 
pp 64 fO. 

“As foreign investment pours in, Chinese 
capital is flooding back out. Entrepreneurs 
and public sector managers seem in no hurry 
to repatriate offshore balances accumulated 
in the trade boom of past .several years” 
{FEER, July 15, 1993, p 72). Other reports 
corroborate that China has accelerated the 
purchase of foreign assets, frequently paying 
above the marker price. “Many Chinese 
companies are cash rich and can fund such 
acquisitions from theirown working capital.” 
Some like Sin«chem and Sinopec have even 
bought real estate abroad (FEER, October 
14, 1993, p 74). Prompted by the keen 
interest shown by the SEs in Hong Kong 
and New York, the Chinese companies are 
entering intotbe fraji with a gusto. After ail, 
the US alone has SO million individual and 
1,000 institutional investors (FEER, August 
4, 1994. p 58). 

Large amounts of hard cuirency funds are 
now at the dispo.sal of Chinese firms which 
are set to acquire more. It is by no means 
clear how this will, if at all, be reflected in 

China’s BOP. Chinese firms can now raise 
funds abroad either on own account or 
through overseas subsidiaries. If these are 
not brought into China, and utilised, for 
instance, to expand the foreign asset base 
or promote China’s export, these will not 
appear in the BOP at all. ’The funds would 
become inward FDI in the BOP if the proxi¬ 
mate source was a firm incorporated abroad, 
e g, a subsidiary in Hong Kong; or these may 
be shown as loans to the parent Chinese 
company, i e, 'portfolio capital inflow’. 

VII 

Errors and Omissions in BOP 

if all foreign exchange transactions are 
accurately recorded, then the sum of current 
account deficit (surplus) and of capital 
account .surplus (deficit), inclusiveof changes 
in Reserves, must equal zero. But this is too 
stringent a requirement; in practice, the sum 
IS non-zero and is called ‘errors and 
omissions’ (E and O). Under ‘normal’ 
circumstances, E and O over a number of 
years ought to have opposite signs with a 
mean close to zero, analogous to the error 
term in regression analysis. So long as the 
E and O over a period is rather small in 
relation to the size of foreign exchange 
transactions, one can ignore it. An E and O 
of, say, $ 5 billion, would be insignificant 
for the US, but not for a developing country. 
For many Latin American countries in the 
1970s and 1980s the E and O was consi.stcntly 
negative and large, which was taken as an 
indication of capital flight. 

In the case of China one reason why the 
E and O may nut be negligible is that exports 
as well as imports are valued by the customs 
authorities on an f o b basis, and not according 
to the payments and receipts recorded with 
the central bank. For instance, two sets of 
Indian official merchandise trade figures are 
available from the customs authorities and 
the Reserve Bank of India respectively. The 
difference is explained by leads and lags in 
physical shipments as against payments and 
receipts; some exporters may be fully 
reimbursed for the shipment only in the next 
accounting year, and similarly, some 
importers may have to make advance 
payment for consignment. Since in India's 
BOP only the Reserve Bank data on 
merchandise trade are incorporated, the size 
of E and O should not be affected by these 
leads and lags. Not so in China. Hence China 
should have a relatively larger E and O than 
India under ‘normal’ circumstances. 

It is wellnigh impossible to set a theoretical 
or a priori upper bound for E and O. One 
rule of thumb is to focus on the ratio of E 
and O to exports over a period, say. 3-5 
years, and rule out ‘abnormalities’ when the 
ratio stays below a threshold, say, 2 per cent; 
if It is negative, and the absolute value 
exceeds 10 per cent, there is a strong 

pn^umptitm diat capital fli^tistsdring place. 
Using these thresholds, one finds fromTable 
2A that China’s E and O in S million ranged 
from 294 to -1,518 during 1982-89, rose 
steeply to -3,215 in 1990 and further to - 
8,211 in 1992. Over the sub-periods, the 
cumulative outflows in $ million were 947 
in 1982-84, 3,312 in 1985-89 and 18,183 
in 1990-92, the corresponding percentages 
to total export being 1.4, 1.9 and 10.1. 
respectively. My tentativeconclusion is that, 
except for an odd year or two, the relative 
magnitudeof E and O was rather insigni ficant 
up to 1989, and the flight or export of capital 
through this route took senous proportions 
only since 1990. 

What explains the extraordinary size of 
E and O in recent years? With rapidly 
expanding foreign exchange transactions, 
the statistical system which had never been 
too strong, may have been overstretched. 
This is not a sufTicienI explanation. 

There is a strong presumption that 
corruption played a major role. According 
to the deputy Procurator, General Liang 
Gunqing, corruption “is now worse than at 
any other period since New China was 
founded in 1949 li has spread into the parly 
and government administralions and every 
partofsociety ”ln l992,theChine.scofficials 
spent 17 billion yuan ($ 2.95 billion) in 
travel and entertainment, according to the 
state-owned China Newx Ser\-ice In January- 
May 1993, state units spent over 14 billion 
yuan on vehicles alone. In the course of a 
much-publicised anti-corruption drive some 
2.00,000 cases were sent for inve.stigation 
in January-July 1993, yet few prosecutions 
took place (FEER, September 16, 1993, pp 
16-17). Next, tax eva.sion by enlerpn.ses is 
rampant. By early 1993 some 300 tax 
consultants had entered the .scene; shortly 
after China International Taxation Consulting 
was set up, some of China’s leading 
companies became its clients, underlining 
the international dimensions of their 
activities. Authorities believe that unpaid 
taxes amounted to a colossal 100 billion 
yuan ($ 17.3 biilion) in 1992. According to 
one study, state enterprises did not pay half 
their dues, and the percentages were much 
higher at 60 and 80, respectively, for 
collective and private enterprises. ‘High tax 
rate, many tax breaks, and light tax burden’ - 
that is how an expert described the current 
system. While widely quoted official 
statistics indicate that 40-50 per cent of state 
enterprises are in the red, the actual story 
may be very different. The local authorities 
have the power to offer tax privileges, and 
they exercise it merrily since they are 
supposed to p^s on their entire collection 
to Beijing. The enterprises in theory can 
retain no more than 10 per cent of their 
declared profits, which again encourages 
them to cheat. For instance, Shanghai Forever 
was declaring losses year after year, but 
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suddenly disclosed substantia profhs just 
before listing at the Shanghai Stock 
Exchange. There was another firm which 
parked its earnings carefuUy in subsidiaries 
and went on expanding its businesses while 
the parent company’s finances were in a 
poor shape (H Sender. PEER, November 25, 
1993). lire State Asset Management Bureau 
admitted that during the three years, 1991- 
93, 500 billion yuan (i c. well over $ 60 
billion at the present exchange rate, or at 
least five times as much at the purchasing 
power parity of the two currencies) of state 
assets were channelled improperly into 
private hands {PEER, May 5, 1994, p 77). 
By comparison. India’s stock exchange scam 
of 1992 pales into insignficancc. No wonder 
that the moral fabric of Chinese society has 
been tom asunder. According to one report, 
the police is no more in control, mafias are 
spreading their wings, and the popular 
perception is. ‘cops and robbers; they’are of 
the same tnbe'. The rich have their private 
security guards (Ffe’EX, June 6,94, pp 22ff). 
Individuals with huge ill-gotten wealth must 
have taken a part of their capital abroad, 
reflected in high E and O 

But that may not be the whole story. Over 
100 Chinese institutions were authorised to 
borrow abroad by 1993. They exercised it 
in such a hurry that a Japanese banker was 
reminded of Latin America m the early 1980s. 
The former also abused the lunds so created 
{PEER. July 15, 1993. p 77). Moreover, 
slate-owned enterprises may have also 
deferred the return flow of earnings abroad 
Irom export, etc, for a variety of reasons, 
including the accumulation of foreign as.scts. 
The picture, to say the least, is quite blurred. 

VIII 
Capital Flight? 

Capital flight from developing, especially 
the highly indebted countries, is a widely 
discussed topic. Although several Latin 
American countries have been mthelimelight 
in this regard, it was by no means confined 
to that region. There has been speculation 
about China as well. The most startling was 
the allegation made in a Hong Kong 
newspaper, citing an internal document of 
the People’s Bank,of China, that 'mainland 
bankers had looted China of US $28 billion’ 
in 18 months till mid-1993. Sender (PEER, 
September2.1993, p65)commentcd: “Given 
the amounts allegedly siphoned off, it was 
both hard to take it seriously - but harder 
still to dismiss.” 

F R Gunther of Lehigh University, US, 
conducted a study with support from the UN 
as well as China’s ministry of foreign trade 
and economic co-operation on capital flight; 
his ‘broad’ estimates ranged $15-25 billion 
in 1990 and $ 13-28 billion in 1991; it should 
have risen in 1992 (cited by L Kaye, PEER, 
July 15, 1993, p 72). The range of the 

estimates corresponds to two different 
measures of capital flight, of which one is 
followed by the World Bank and will be 
discussed shortly. A subsequent study by 
Gunther put capital flight at $ 40 billion in 
1993, “some of which may have roundtri pped 
as part of the $ 20 billicm FDI into China” 
(PEER, March 1994). 

The World Bank has estimated capital 
flight from as many as 84 countries outside 
the C®CD. Chi na comes at the very top with 
an annual outflow of about $ 4.4 billion 
(read from a bar chart) between 1981 and 
1991, followed by around $ 3 billion each 
from Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela, etc 
[Claessens and Naude 1993]. The World 
Bank's ‘residual' method defines capital 
flight as the difference between ‘sources’ 
and ‘uses' ci foreign funds. The former 
includes changes in the ‘net external debt' 
(A) and net inflow ol FDI and portfolio 
corporate equity (B) The ‘uses’ arc BOP 
current account deficit (C) and increase in 
Reserves (D). While A is taken from WDT, 
the rest are from the IMF’s BOP series; of 
the above items, B refers to IMF line numbers 
45-52 and 59-61. and the others are .self- 
evident. 

Before looking at the numbers, it is well 
to bear in mind the underlying assumptions 
behind most capital flight estimates. These 
seek to measure the outflow of capital on 
private account from countries which do not 
permit free mobility ot capital, and hence 
the outflows arc either illegal or scmi-lcgal 
Further, the governments concerned, it is 
presumed, are not encouraging the 
accumulation of foreign assets since they 
lack foreign exchange to finance necessary 
imports; if this scarcity did not exist, the 
governments would not have piled up in the 
first place large external debts. 

These premi.ses arc generally valid for 
Latin Amenca, Africa or India, but arc of 
doubtful relevance to China. True, there is 
massive corruption in that country and private 
individuals have misappropriated huge 
amounts ol slate-owned' assets, some of 
which could have been siphoned off 
abroad. But large state enterprises also 
acquired enormous foreign assets, actively 
encouraged by the government; this can 
hardly be called capital flight. 

Coming to the World Bank’s estimate, 
there appears to be one serious flaw. In 
calculating the ‘sources of funds', FDI 
inflows are treated as ‘net’ and hence 
cumulative; but that is not correct for China. 
The putative FDI slock, calculated from my 

IX 
Continuity and Change 

In the west, the ‘open door’ policy has 
been hailed as an historical turning point; 
it enabled China to get out of the Maoist 

Table 2A, was $ 22.6 billion at end-1991; 
the ‘actual’ or ‘existihg’ stock, extrapolated 
from the Hong Kong report cited earlier, 
would fall short of $ 6 billion. On this score 
alone the magnitude of ‘capital flight’ gets 
reduced by $ 16 billion over the decade, and 
the average annual figure comes to $ 2.8 
billion dunng 1981-91. 

Claessens and Naude further note that 
there are alternative methods to estimate 
capital flight, they have, however, shown 
that insofar as the former are denved from 
BOP statistics, these are methodologically 
equivalent to the World Bank’s. Now, some 
authors have added leakages from 
‘misinvoicing' to the estimates of capital 
flight. ‘Misinvoicing’ is the difference 
between say, China’s export to the ‘world’ 
(rather, ‘rest of the world’), and the world’s 
import from China, obtained by adding up 
imports by all trade partners of China; 
similarly. forChina's import and the world’s 
export. There is a uniform adjustment for 
c 1 f and ‘f o b', factors, and all data are 

taken from the IMF's Direction of Trade 
Statistics. In China’s case, ail of 
‘misinvoicing’ may noundicatecapital flight, 
since a part of it must be attnbuted to profit 
repaination by foreign investors; another 
part may represent capital export encouraged 
by the stale. But some ‘misinvoicing' must 
have been on private account, i e. a case of 
capital flight. There is no way disaggregating 
the total along these lines. 

Finally, if there was, indeed, a massive 
capital flight, accompanied by a huge inflow 
of foreign loans and FDI, how does one’ 
explain the BOP statistics on investment 
income flows? The two-way income flows 
with respect to FDI, inward and outward, 
arc practically nil. Regarding non-FDl 
investment incomes, receipts generally 
exceed payments, barring three years, 1986- 
88. when the deficit totalled a mere $ 521 
million. Over the whole period, 1982-92, 
there was a large surplus of $4.7 billion; 
average annual gross receipts increased 
markedly in $ billion from 1.5 in 1982-84 
to 4.3 in 1990-92. To my knowledge, none 
of the Latin American countries exhibited 
these characteristics. Rather, China’s 
situation is analogous to capital-exporting 
industrialised countries that tend to earn a 
growing surplus from investment income 
flows. 

Thus I conclude that though there was 
some capital flight from China, the bulk of 
the outflow IS better regarded as officially 
promoted capital export 

straitjacket of an inward-looking, slow- 
moving, ‘iron rice bowl’ economy into a 
prosperous, forward-looking and dynamic 
one. This interpretation is rather dubious. 
TTic changes since Deng Xiaoping became 
the paramount leader at the end of 1978, are 
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truly hreath-iaking, but the continuities are 
hardly less remarkable. The celebration of 
Mao’s centenary in contemporary China is 
not a charade performed by nostalgic non¬ 
agenarian patriarchs. 

Was China stagnant during the cultural 
revolution years of 1965-75'^ At constant 
1985 prices, the GNP in that decade increased 
at a compound rate of 6.9 per cent per annum 
which IS high by any standard; its acceleration 
in 1980-92 to 9.1 per cent per annum was 
no doubt impressive As lor the value of 
export at current US dollars, it did stagnate 
at $ 2.5-2.8 billion dunng 1965-71. After 
the visit of ihcUS president Nixon to Beipng 
in early 1972. export surged by one-third 
in 1971-72: the compound animal growth 
rate from 1971 was 29 per cent till 1975. 

' when the cultural revolution ended. The 
interregnum 1975-78. saw deceleration. 
From 1978 to 1992. the annual growth rate 
was an astonishing 16.1 per cent (calculated 
from IFS Yearbook IW3). Surely, export 
growth did not decelerate because the cultural 
revolution was abandoned: tor any country 
it would be virtually impossible to sustain 
a growth rate ol almost .^0 per cent. Deng 
and his advisors have every reason to feel 
proud about their achievement But the 
success of the earlief phase is also very 
.striking, refuting the stagnationist view. 

There is again a tendency to dub the ‘open 
door policy’ as just anothci name lor the 
liberal prescription of ’export-led’ or ‘export- 
oriented’ growth. That interpretation 
apparently holds when one examines just the 
ratio of export to GNP; with both vanables 
measured ai current prices and exchange 
rates, the ratio shot up more than three-fold 
from 6.1 per cent m 1989 to 18 5 per cent 
in 1992. However, this increase can be al most 
wholly attributed to the repeated devaluations 
from l.50yuanper$in I980io5.51 in 1992 
UFS Yearbook 1993). This was far in excess 
of the diflerential rates ol annual inllutton 
over the same years, amounting to 6.5 per 
cent ill China, and 4.3 jtcr cent for all ‘high 
income’ countries that were the main trading 
partners Recalculating China’s GNP in 
current 1992 yuan, converted into dollars at 
the 1980 ‘real' exchange rale (i e, the nominal 
1980 rate adjusted lor the higher inllalion 
rate in 1980-92), yields an export/GNP ratio 
in l992ol 6.8 per cent, or just a shade above 
that in 1980. In the same vein, Nayyar (1988. 
pp 96-98) had earlier shown that at the 
nominal 1980 exchange rate of the yuan the 
percentage share in ‘national income’ (net 
material product) fluctuated in the range. 4.6 
to 6.1 for export, and 4.0 and 9 4 for import, 
during 1975-85. The upward trend was rather 
mild. Alternatively, irtheGNPin 1992 were 
estimated at the ‘purchasing power parity' 
of the yuan, the export/GNP ratio would be 
quite small at 3.8 per cent. A similar 
conclusion emerges if one looks at China’s 
import which, in the lung haul, equalled 
export. In 1980-92 the current dollar value 

of import rose 9.2 per cent pet annum; 
allowing fur the inflation rate abroad, the 
volume of impart should not have risen by 
more than 6 per cent per annum, which is 
much less than the 9.1 per cent per annum 
growth rate in real’ GDP (computed from 
data in WDK 1994). Thus China’s growth 
over the.se ‘miracle’ years was propelled 
primarily by domestic factors, and foreign 
trade played an extremely crucial supporting 
I ole. ■ 

By underlining (he continuities in some 
rcsjiects. I do not deny that u great deal has, 
indeed, changed in Chine.se society and 
economy since the days of Mao. The love 
for lucre has become all pervasive. In earlier 
sections evidence was collected to show the 
emergence of what contemporary Russians 
call ‘savage’ (r/iiti/lcapilali.sm.orMarxcalled 
‘primitive accumulation’. These have no 
doubt brought cheer to the ideologues of 
private capitalism as the only viable form 
of social and economic organisation; 
however, China is still some distance fiom 
the liberals’ idyll. 

Not only that the Communi.st Party is still 
at the helm, but Deng and his followers have 
not deviated Irom one ol the basic tenets of 
old-fashioned communists, namely ‘national 
self-reliance’. Despite all thcireageriiess (or 
growth and modernisation, the Chinese 
Icadeis have remained fiercely independent 
in the domains ol economics, politics and 
defence, without succumbing to the dictates 
of the U.S. the world’s sole surviving 
superpower. In foreign trade, a balance 
between expoit and import of goods is still 
a cardinal principle of policy. The same is 
true for capital flows. China encouraged the 
inflow of foreign goods and capital, not as 
a one-way traffic to modernise her economy 
(as was tried in the US.8R under Brezhnev, 
Latin America, India, etc), but only as atyio'r/ 
pro quo, simultaneously, the rich countries 
opened their markets to Chinese goods, and 
allowed Chinese firms to build up their 
Ioreign assets. By avoiding the ‘dependency 
trap’, she entered into a relationship, more 
rewarding and genuine, of interdependence 
with the rest ol the world. 

As lor the domestic economy, China has 
abandoned the earliei over-centralised 
planning system, and embraced a new market 
philosophy, granting wide-ranging 
autonomy toenterprisc.s, provinces, and local 
authorities. Yet. many strategic decisions 
arc made by the central authorittes in a 
flexible and highly effective manner; and 
the concept of the market is vastly different 
from that in western textbooks. 

X 
Import Policy 

In the matter of imports China, according 
to the US government, “maintains one of the 
most protectionist regimes in the world” 
(FEER. Augu.st 25,1994. p 50,). I nnumerable 
barriers have been erected by central as well 

as local auihoriiies. A recent World Bank 
study found that “fully 50 percent of imports 
larel subject to some form of non-tariff 
barriers - licensing requirements, quotas and 
other types of quantitative controls". As one 
US trade negotiator put it, China has “a 
capitalist export regime with socialist import 
rules” (FEER. April 28, 1994). There is a 
good deal of truth in the.se assertions Thus 
after several years of comfortable trade 
surplus. China ran into a big deficit of 
$ 12.48 billion in 1993. Thanks to prompt 
corrective measures, viz rccentrali.salion of 
jKiwerlo set pnces.closureof futures markets, 
etc, the deficit was drastically reduced to $ 
0.8 billion during the first half of 1994; 
export shot up to $ 48.4 billion (-1-30 per 
cent), while imptirts were pegged at $ 49 2 
billion (-1-21 per cent); the figures in 
parentheses are percentage changes overihe 
same period in 1993. (FEER. .Scptembci 1, 
1994, p 47) So foreign trade is not left to 
the vagaries of ‘free m;irkei forces'. 

Import control did not iiie.in that China 
was minimising import by piuning all 
‘inessentials’. Smcelheovcrall trade balance 
was maintained, over the years many 
consumer goods (along with capital gmids) 
were imrHirted in increasingquantities. while 
domestic production of im|)ort-iniensive 
Items was encouraged Has China been 
loolish',' Few will advocate that developing 
countries should run up large trade surplti.scs 
But indi.scri inmate imports even ovei a short 
span ol time, .Nayyar (1988, pill) leared, 
can easily turn the surplus into an 
uncontrollable delicit Vaidyanathan (1988. 
pp 31-32) voiced the same mi.sgiving. He 
was further worried about the employment- 
displacing effect ol new technologies W.i- 
a-vi.\ traditional ones In practice, the high 
labour-intensity ofChine.se exports, and the 
rapid expansion of the home market lor 
consumer goods should have mutgaied, if 
not neutralised, the impact on employment 
of imported technologies. On the other hand, 
Vaidyanathan’s concern about growing 
inequalities in post-reloim China, strongly 
associated as both'cause and effect of 
‘consumerism’, requires a more careful 
examination. 

Returning to the BOP aspect of consumer 
goods import, thanks to the import control 
China avoided the external debt-trap. On the 
other hand, in a period of rapidly rising 
export, unless the tmpoit bill is enlarged, the 
consequent trade surplus might invite 
retaliation from trading partners. Indeed, the 
ever increasing flow of import has greatly 
strengthened China’s lobbying power m 
those countnes and taken the wind out of 
the sails of critics clamouring for a cut in 
China’s export; the opponents might be 
human rights activi.sts denouncing the lack 
of personal freedoms incontemirorary China 
and/or the u.sc of low-cost prison labour in 
export production, spoke.smen of industries 
unable to compete against imports of low 
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technology producu like textiles) gamcnts. 

toys, etc 

Should China have imported more ol' 

capital goods in lieu ot consumergtMids'Ma) 

True, the USSR under Bre/.hnev lollowed 

that path, increu.stng crude oil export in 

return Idr technology and machineiy Owing 

lu numerous drawbacks in the overall 

planning system, Soviet industry was unahlc 

to assimilate, still less dtllii.se. the new 

technologies, and many imported machines 

were poorly utilised The capital goods 

indusine.s in a planned economy (or, indeed, 

anywhere) have a limited capaciiy lo absorb 

foreign technology at any poini ol lime, 

determined by the macro liainework, the 

level ol skills .11 ihe eiileipnse level, 

tcihnology in use in lelated (lorward or 

backward) enteiprises. and so on None ol 

these can be changed radically ovcrnighi 

Had C'hnui conceniiatcd on ihe import ot 

capital goods.it might me Meet have t rippled 

her own indiismcs m these branches If, on 

the olhei h.iiid. m.iehmery imports aie well 

legulateil within Ihe Imnis ol whai the 

domestic iiidnslry can assiniilalc, ihe latlci 

may enieige healthier in the long run (b) 

riiere eoulil also b<‘ a sound macroeconoiiiK 

leason behind China's iinpoil ol inessential 

eoiisunicr goods The invesimeni laie was 

lonsisieiilly Ingh in the l‘:)h()s at around .10 

per cent or more, generaiing siiong 

mllationaiv liends. .nid ihc impoil ol 

consuniei goods eased the (iressure to some 

exletil 11, instead, capital goods weie 

iinporled in l.irgei t.|uanlilies, the inflaiion 

rale would have been highei. upseltiiig the 

alre.adv pietarioiis balance between the 

disposable iikoiiic ol the populalion and 

the supply ol consumer goods (c)Techiio- 

logiially. iinport-subslilulion is lai easiei in 

most consumer goods industries Whenever 

Ihe governments were deternuned, many 

dcveltiping eouiUries succeeded in this 

resficcl during the p.isl decades The CiATT 

loday pie.senlsanexleriialobslav ielouiipoit- 

mbsliliilion policies But that thieai looms 

l.iige ovci capital goods iiidusliies as well 

XI 

Foreign Investments 

One main thrust ot'lhe 'open door' policy 

was lo aliraei loreign capital F'or export- 

oriented FDI, thcic were haidly any 

resuiclions. the .Special Economic Zones, in 

patliculur, were created to promote such 

investmeni Many other developing 

countries, including India, did the .same, 

though China reaped greater benefits than 

most dthers. For FDI catering lo the home 

market, China lollowed a case-by-ease 

approach like other developing countries 

pursuing an import-substitution strategy. It 

IS worth examining her policy in livescelors 

of special interest as much to transnationals 

as to China; transnationals from developed 

countries are often believed to have a 

monopoly of know-how in all thc.se areas, 

f'wo of the sectors belong to ‘infrastructure’, 

and the theme song of WDK /9W is about 

what the developing countries musi do to 

attract tiansnalionals in these areas India’s 

contrasting approach isalsobricllydesciibcd. 

(a) Power. By l‘)92 China had attracted 

over 3> 10 billion imo her power generating 

indusiiy through international borrowing, i 

e. 'loans to replenish the I/.I shortage ol 

inanuluciuring and investmeni capability in 

the existing energy estahlishmcnl ll was 

annouiued dial China welcomes loieign 

inveslois lo ( onsiiuel or upgr.ide Us powei 

industry by way ol joint equity and co¬ 

operative veiiluiev, or other loims ol 

investnieiu ' And Chiii.i hopes to add every 

year 1,1 Otitt MW ol eapaeily. "doubling Ihe 

scale ol powei produi lion by the end ol Ihe 

century " (.Song Jian. /ft'i/nig Review, August 

22, 1994) Yet. China sets down the terms 

ol entry Thus in early l994Cliiiiaeaneelled 

a eontiael woiih .S ISO million lor a )oini 

vemure in vs Inch the loreien paiiiiei was lo 

have a 10 per lciii st.ike; the veiuuie would 

lake ovei some existing power plants in 

Shandong piovinee. and also sei u|) new 

units Apparently, .i daughter ol Deng 

Xiaoping lisiened lo Goldman S.ieh's oral 

preseiilaiion belore poietilial inveslors who 

wcie piomised a 20 |kt ceiii i;ile ol reiurn 

(Rf)R) The ventral authorities m Chin.i 

objecli-vl both lo the high loreign equily 

ralio, and KOR Against .i ceiling ol 12 |K'i 

cent imposed by Bei|mg. some laigc cities 

are actually olleiing |usl 10 per ecnl ROR 

Moreover, local .lulhoiities have since 1991 

been torbidvien lo provide guaranlites to 

ixiwci pioieits Yei Shandong olhcials aie 

soil ofleringguarantee ‘on Ihe private' And 

Goldman Sachs did iiol wilhdraw Irom the 

scene, but rep.ickaged ihe deal now worth 

f 2 billion lo be raised Irom ibe vapilal 

maikeis in New Yoik and Hong Kongt /■ EhH. 

Apiil 14, 1994. p 74). When China slapped 

a ceiling on ROR lor all loreign-liiiuled 

iiitiasiruchii.il pro)ec’is, it annoycil greatly 

Gordon Wu. .i big Hong Kong e.ipitahst who 

has linaiuevi iniiumerable projecis in 

Guangdong and niainiams close links with 

provincial leaders. Wu has threatened to put 

no more lunds into China’s power sector 

(The luotioiiuM. August 6. 1994. p ft!) 

Farliei. Wu’s power projects used lo be 

guaianieed by Guangdong Intern,ition;il 

Trust and Investineiii Co (GITIC) ‘China 

IS no longer the favouiite’ tor Wu who has 

been scouimg for piojcets n Indonesia and 

elsewhere April 14, 1994) f'orcign 

capital will heneclonh seek greenci pastures, 

forsaking China, warns The Economm 

(Augusi 27. 1994, p 49), oblivious ol the 

persistent crisis faced by global suppliers ol 

power gcnc'ating equipment For quite 

.sometime they are looking above all to A' la 

lofilllheiroiclerbookstA. tiaMci. Fimmetal 

Tiuie.i, April 7, 199.1. p .')). As the R/m;ie.v.v 

Week (repioduccd in Tie Economic Times. 

August 21, 1994. p S) iciierated. power 

demand will rise by just I per cent |)er year 

in North America in Ihc nexi 2.1 years, power 

proieets in the U.S e.irii a meagre 10-11 per 

cciu ROR, and the main hope for the 

equipmcni supplicis lies in Asia lollowed 

by Latin Ameiica, Despite the siiltcning of 

her sianee. Iheie is no dearth of foreign 

propo.sals lo luiid power projects 

Quite illuminating is an interview by Ihe 

minisicr ot power industry, Shi Da/hen 

(HeijiiiK Review, November 21, 1994) (a) 

Out ol fil loieigii liinded projecis with a 

capacity ol 40 GW (I GW = 1000 MW) 

since the ojieii door policy was adopted. 31 

piojcets wiih an aggregate capacity vif 20 

GW were operational by 199.1, lor the 63 

projects, foreign funds totalled S 14 .1 billion, 
ol which 70 fx;r cenl came as loans from the 

World Bank and industrial eounines Current 

negoiiaiions with the flS cover projects with 

a capac'itv ol 10 GW, ,md total investment 

ol S 17 billion (b) While weleoniiiig foreign 

capital. China adheies 'to ihe principle lhai 

Ihe grid system should be placed under 

unilied stale nian.igcinent and that sales of 

lixed assets are prohibited the only 

fiiianeing areas open to loreign investors are 

operational aspeeis lelating lo the power 

industry. The loreign share in various 

strategic powei plants is limited to 30 |x;r 

cenl At the same lime, we musi comply 

wall die lael that investors dcseive profits. 

Thereloie, the Chinese government 

cneouiages loieigii businessmen lo settle 

proliis in icims ol Renminbi, and foreign 

I n vcsiors agi eel ng to do so shou Id be granted 

preferential ireaimenl in mvcslmcnis 

Chin,I’s social system determines that foreign 

investors aic not requited lo lundcrtakei 

risks ussoeiaied with operaiing pi i vatc power 

plantsinolhcrcountries . |Clonsidcringthe 

eom|)aralive .idvaniagcs, officials from the 

Woild Bank say that China oilers the best 

rate ol return on investments in the power 

indusiiy ‘ (e) China’s installed capacity in 

GW inereasevl from 1 Sim !949t()ovcr ItX) 

in 19S7 and 191 in 199.1; against an annual 

average increase ol a little below 12 in 1987- 

92. ihe ligure lor 1993 was II, and the 

lorecasi is 11-17 in 19‘>l-97,and20iii 1998- 

2(HK) (d) As lor leehnology. 'China ha.s 

husically unitieci standards lor domestically 

manufaeluredpowergeneialionequipmeni... 

I.iiul can] iiivleix'nviently iiiulertakc Ihc 

coiistruelion of large power projects with an 

installed cap.icny ranging from 2 million to 

3 million KW, as well as various types ot 

hydropower stations, large dams reservoirs.’ 

The Chinese engineers have huilt 31 power 

.stations, each with a capacity ol 1000 MW. 

Among those under consiruetion isthcThiec 

Gorges Hydropower .Station with a capacity 

of 18,200 MW 

One may draw the following inlerenccs. 

(I) Assumingihai all toieigri-fundedpiojccis 

materialised alter 19S7, then contribution to 

the overall mercusc in installed capacity 
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during 1987-93 was ju$( 22 percent. It may 
go up somewhat in the remaining years of 
this century, but not by very much, (li) 
Foreign capital and technology imports do 
not replace, but supplement, domestic 
resources in a penod of heady growth. While 
ensuring adequate returns for foreign 
investors, the Chinese government has so far 
retained control over the power sector. 

The contrast with India is striking. Our 
public sa tor firm. BHEL, which has installed 
about two-thirds ofthe existing power plants 
in the country, can annually produce 
equipment with a capacity of 6,000-7,000 
MW; this is well in extess of the current 
official target of20.000 MW of fresh capacity 
up to 1997. Further, BHEL has won 28 out 
of 31 contracts against global tenders within 
and outside the country in the past 10-15 
years; no transnational has so far matched 
this record. Pleading a severe fiscal crunch, 

.the Indian government has virtually offered 
aTartf blanche to transnationals. But they 
will bring in only 40 per cent of the project 
funds, choose their equipment and raw 
matenals (domestic or foreign) without a 
tender, set power price at twice the present 
generating costs in the country, and enjoy 
guaranteed offtake of whatever they can 
supply and timely payment in foreign 
exchange, including a minimum of 16 per 
cent post-tax ROR. These agreements will 
not only cnpple BHEL and lead to a massive 
haemorrhage of foreign exchange, but also 
impoverish the public sector power 
generating authorities that may be obliged 
to shut down, in case of excess supply, their 
low-cost plants to fulfil the terms of the 
contract (NWGPS 1994). Moreover, very 
little has been done to improve the 
management of existing power plants which 
often run at 30-50 per cent ol the rated 
capacity, although actual experience at 
several sites showed a 100 per cent 
improvement without the induction of new 
technology or investment. Nor any serious 
effort IS under way to encourage more 
efficient use of power by consumers, 
individuals or firms, that could cut back 
demand significantly. Lastly, rural power 
consumers, accounting fora significant part 
of the total, are heavily subsidised eroding 
the finances of the public sectors; only now 
remedial measures are being considered 
(Kapoor 1994). 

(b) Telecommunications. China, to the 
best of my knowledge, docs not possess 
technology comparable to that of India’s C- 
DoT (Centre for the Development ol 
Telematics). Hence‘foreign investment was 
welcome in telecom equipment, research 
and education’, according to Wu Jiachuan, 
the minister concerned. Tbe plan envisages 
over 10 million new telephone lines a year 
with the stuck (in million) increasing from 
30 in 1992 to 42 in 1993 (actual) and 140 
by 2004. Cumulative foreign investments 
that stood at S 5.7 billion till 1993, will rise 

by another $ 7 billion till 2000. Yet there 
is 'a ban on direct management or equity 
ownership of services by foreigners, a policy 
that reflects national security concerns and - 
some analysts say-the ministry’s strong 
interest in protecting its lucrati ve monopoly. ’ 
China’s overall investment in telecom fixed 
as.sets during 1993 was $ 4.7 billion, whilt 
the 1994 budget has gone up to $ 6.2 billion. 
(IJeu/er report in The Economic Times, iune 

22, 1994, p 2) Once again, loreign capital 
is cal led upon to supplement, and nut replace, 
domestic resources. 

Quite unorthodox in this context is the 
creation in 1994 of China United Telecom¬ 
munications Corp (Unicom), backed by the 
ministries of power industry, electronics 
industry and railways; the army is still hesitant 
(for security reasons) about the venture which 
will break the monopoly of the ministry of 
posts and telecommunications. Unicom is 
registered with a capital of about $ 116 
million, including $ 9.3 million each from 
the six bigge.st state-owned companies like 
CITIC, China Resources Co., China 
National Chemicals Import and Export 
Corp, China National Technology Import 
and Export Corp, etc, which have all 
extensive foreign assets. Unicom plans to 
spend $ 12.5 billion till the end ot the 
century, when it should handle 10 per cent 
of long-distancc calls and 30 per cent of 
mobile telephone services (Reuter report 
in The Economic Times, July 21, 1994). 
The Economist (August 27,1994) ishopcful 
that thanks to Unicom, the present ban on 
foreign-owned telecom services will be 
lifted. There is so far no indication of such 
a policy change. 

On the other hand, the Unicom example 
IS very interesting from a theoretical 
perspective. Although diehard liberals may 
dismiss it as an instance of spurious, stale- 
managed competition, it resembles strongly 
state-sponsored rivalry among the giant 
private conglomerates in post-war Japan 
which were shielded till recently against 
foreign competition. One wonders whether 
the Chinese leaders took a leaf out of 
Bukharin’s writings of the 1920s that were 
published and seriously discussed in China 
during the lust decade; nearly 70 years ago 
the Bolshevik leader warned against the 
‘parasitic’ state monopolies in the USSR 
and sought to promote competition among 
autonomous socialist enterprises (Chandra 
1992). 

What IS the Indian scenario? Set up in the 
mid-1980s, the C-DoT designed from the 
scratch and commercialised within a few 
years digital electronic switching systems 
th'rough a large network of domestic 
licensees. The systems are both ‘state of the 
art' and cheaper than those of the established 
transnationals. By now over 3 million 
telephone lines m the country are connected 
to C-DoT systems, and the annual capacity 
of the equipment manufacturers exceeds 2 

million lines. Owing to the post-1991 
liberalisation, transnationals have already 
set up manufacturing facilities with an annual 
capacity of 0.5 million lines, pre-empting 
about half the aggregate market, averaging 
1.1 million lines in the past two years to 
March 1994 Even if actual demand were 
to reach 2.2 m 1996-97 as the revised official 
forecast claims, the entire demand could 
have been met by the C-DoT licensees 
Moreover, the government is blindly 
pursuing the Anglo-American pattern of 
deregulation, enabling domestic as well as 
foreign private companies to operate basic 
telephonic as well as value-added services' 
(Meemamsi 1994,Purkayastha 1994).llgoes 
without saying that tew pnvate operators, 
li any, will opt lor indigenous technology, 
sounding the dcalhkncll ot an industry which 
was among the most conspicuous success 
stones-of hitech industry anywhere in the 
developing world 

(c) Civilian ain raft. China has very iillle 
manufacturing capability in this domain, 
and has bought planes from the ex-U.SSR 
as well as we.stcrn firms. She already 
possesses 150 Boeings, 15 Airbuses, and 39 
MDs (McDonnel Douglas). Since her future 
requirements are even greater and taking 
advantage of the recession in the global 
market for aircraft, China has been 
negotiatingco-pioduction arrangements with 
vanous suppliers While Boeing and Airbus 
have so tar agreed to .set up only Bight 
simulators to train pilots (f'fc'Jv/f. August 25, 
1994, p 42), MD has gone lurthcr Shanghai 
Air Industry Group will manufacture in a 
joint venture with MD, 20 units of 150-seat 
commuter planes with advanced avionics 
The US company will: provide information 
on aircraft design, parts and components, 
aircratt systems, engines and raw materials, 
-send experts to China; and assist them in the 
domestic production of fuselages (Beijing 

Review. August 8, 1994). The Chinese 
strategy is a variant of the ‘phased 
manufacturing programme’ (PMP) much 
maligned by liberal orthodoxy today. 
Strangely, no Indian government, not to 
speak of the present one, ever gave a thought 
to it, although the two public sector carriers 
have a fairly large fleet between them. 

(d) /4 utomobiles. Here again China did not 
possess modern technology, but the supply 
had to be enhanced to ‘provide material 
incentives’ in the new post-1978 context. 
From social considerations of cqutty or 
environment, one may questton the 
dcsirabi lity of encouraging the use of private 
cars, but one must admit that the policy did 
not upset the trade balance. A large number 
of imported fuel-efficient cars was probably 
better than a duplication of the existing 
manufacturing plants with outdated 
technology. On the other hand, a big country 
cannot depend entirely on the import of 
automobiles. Besides, the overseas market 
for China’s main exports today (textiles, etc) 
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IS reaching saturation point and is further 
constrained by the slo'w rise in income levels 
in the OECD countries. Hence China adopted 
the PMP route for joint ventures in the 
automobile sector in order to maintain the 
trade balance in the long run And FDI in 
the sector has been carefully regulated so 
that “only those who undertake to help China 
develop Its own auto industry will be allowed 
to enter the Chinese market, and the 
technologies they bring in must be ol an 
internationally advanced level. China's long¬ 
term target is to cultivate a number of large 
motor groups with thc'capability ol design, 
manutacturing and assembling" {Reijiitu 

Review. August 2, 1994, p .“i; The Economist, 

September 10,1994, p 81). In the immediate 
luturc China is focusing on the auto parts, 
piesumably with a view to exporting in large 
quantities At this moment no fresh 
investment pro|iosals liom lorcigners aic 
entertained, though the ban m.iy be lifted at 
the end o( 1995 

te) Chemteah A icport in The Etononust 

I September 24. 1994, p 71. reproduced in 
The Etonomii Tones. October 10. 1994, 
p21) IS worth quoting at some length It 
began " ‘WAN'I'l'iD S 10 billion ol invest¬ 
ment and technology ' That was the begging 
message .sent by the Chinese government to 
W) or so representatives of the world’s 
chemical industry wlui attended a govern¬ 
ment approved conlerenee oiganised by 
Chemuai Week, a ll>S-based) trade papei, 
in Beijing recently " Although the chemical 
industry is the fourth largest in China, it is 
‘still a iiddlei. accounting loi a meie 3 pci 
cent ol world production ' It is so 
incflicienl', Ihe firms are ‘overstalled by 50 
percent.but cannot lay peopleolT. Despite 
a low pel capita consumption ol plastics at 
5 pel cent ol the American level, ‘China 
imports hall ol its plastics In 1993 it spent 
$ 11.2 billion of piecious foreign currency 
importing chemicals.’ Though China 
‘ wants...toinvest 111 new plant and equipment, 
and become an exporter’, the industry has 
no money, and ‘everybody agrees that most 
companies are making losses’. And the 
industry has a growing environmental 

problem ’ There arc 1554 joint ventures in 
the industry, the average foreign investment 
being near$ 10 million. ’Few make money. 
So far the foreigners have shied clear of 
government’s plan to build six big 
ttctrochemical complexes, worth up to $ 2 
billion a piece, by 1997 Foreigners have 
several criticisms of the government - it has 
a cavalier attitude towards intellectual- 
property rights (although it is now cracking 
down on private firms); it prevents foreign 
firms from recruiting their own .stafl; and 
It levies heavy taxes if thc^ try to take profits 
out of the country. Moreover, although it is 
beggar, China can be choosy about the type 
of investment it welcomes. It recently 
postponed approving any new joint venture 
oil refineries until 1995 partly to protect 

Sinopec, who.se refineries have been losing 
market share.’ Bureaucracy is a mSjor 
problem for foreigners; W.R. Grace moaned 
that It took them 15 years ’to progress from 
negotiations about buildinga plant to starting 
production. China is trying to mend its 
ways ..It also looks as il China may, for a 
while, waive its stipulation that new investors 
must export ’ Foreigners ‘still have two 
fundamental objccliotis . First, the 
IragmentcdChinc.sechcmical industry needs 
U) con.solidate before it is worth building 
new plants And, second, world’s chemical 
indu.stry is already oversupplicd. Firms in 
western and Japanese chemical markets are 
just breaking even; new capacity from an 
exporting China could force them back into 
losses Capitalism, as Bcipngisdiscovcrmg. 
IS not an altruisfic affair' 

The Economist's litany of grievances 
should ring a bell familiar lo Indian readers 
Bui the report is a curious mixture of facts 
and wishful thinking At ieasl one ’fact’, 
namely, that lew chemical joint ventures in 
China make money, is patently fafsc Had 
It been true, inllows would have dried up 
long ago, and global companies would not 
have thronged the Beijing conference! 
However much The Economist might wish, 
China never approached the west or J.ipan 
with a hat in hand like Gorbachev or Yeltsin, 
India and other developing countries. 
World’s chemical giants went to Beijing, not 
to dispense aims, hut to seek a respite from 
the prolonged recession marked by a surfeit 
of capacity and squeeze on prolils. There is 
no better place for them to go than China, 
the most powerful engine ol growth in the 
contemporaiy world with no signs of an 
impending foreign exchange crisis The 
(Chinese have no leason lo be enchanted by 
the siren songs of liberals who have managed 
lo mess up nearly every economy that they 
could thanks to the IMF-World Bank duo; 
on all counts, China’s peilormancc is miles 
superioi 

On the other hand. The Economist's 

apprehension that China may eventually 
hccomc a net exporter of chemicals alter the 
infusion ol western capital and technology, 
and thus precipitate a gale of (creative’’) 
destruction shaking out some ol today’s 
giants, IS genuine China is just trailing the 
Japanese path By fencing her home market 
most assiduously, Japan took advantage of 
the intense rivalry among western 
transnationals and obtained technology 
against payments with practically no 
restrictions on export. Why arc the western 
and Japanese firms not wi.scr today? The 
answer lies in the fact that all transnational 
firms arc heavily depcndcnl on the respective 
nation states and cannot form giobal cartels 
so long as there is a bitter struggle tor 
economic supieniacy among the triail of US, 
Europe and Japan. China’s (and earlier, 
Japan’s) international economic strategy is 
based on this understanding of global 

capitalism, formulated in its essence by the 
American Marxists. Sweezy and Magdoff 
over 25 years ago. 

China’s approach to inward FDI may now 
be summarised (i) In no case was domestic- 
capability sacrificed to induct foreign 
technology and capital goods; rather FDI 
was called in to supplement domestic 
resources (ii) In all hilech areas foreigners 
were lequircd lo have joint ventures, usually 
with stale-owned enterprises which were 
cither majority, oral least co-equal, partners. 
Incideiilally. India's Foreign Exchange and 
Regulation Act, 1973, allowed 100 per cent 
lorcignownershipin hitech sectors, hut failed 
to attract any .such FDI (lii) Foreign firms 
arc generally expected to have a balanced 
trade, profit repatriation has been linked to 
foreign exchange earnings, (iv) In the long 
run, the country hopes lo export substantial 
quantities of value added hi-lcch products 
through loiiil ventures or own enterpnses 
Far Ironi being a toothless supplicant. China 
has set- the cntiy terms for FDI. taking 
advantage of the huge size of her donieslic- 
market expanding ai a spectacular rate, and 
the intense rivalry among global giants in 
a period of very sluggish demand growth 
in OECD countries 

XII 
Local Enterprises and Planning 

A unique feature of Ihe Chinese economy 
IS the institution of ‘collective’ enterprises. 
Owneil neither by the state nor by private 
individuals, thcirjundical status is ill-defined. 
While posl-iax profits of a stale or private 
unit goes respectively to the slate or the 
individual, “this residual ownership right 
resides with the (colleenve| enterprise Itself 
(Rawski 1993, p I.) Acording to another 
legal expert (Lichtenstein 1994, pp 8-9), in 
urban collective enterprises, “ownership 
rights . [arc] exercised by the workers’ 
assembly, which selecis the enterprise 
management’’. In rural collective enterprises, 
“Ihe proprietary rights (arc] exercised by the 
peasants’ congress or c.ollective economic 
organisation reprc.senting all peasants ’’ 
Further, the latter retains 60 per cent of their 
after-tax piofils, the lemaindcrbeing utilised 
for “agricultural infrastrucfure and renewal 
and development of otlier enterprises”. The 
autonomy ol the collective enterprise is 
highly circumscribed by the local authorities, 
urban or rural The significance of lhe.se 
enterprises is underlined by their spectacular 
growth since 1980, particularly in the rural 
areas Industry as a whole increased itsoutput 
at a compound rate of 12 6 per cent per year 
during 1980-90 when rural or ‘township and 
village entcrpri.ses’ (TVE) expanded twice 
as fast by 25.7 per cent per year, increasing 
their share in the national total from 10.4 
lo 31.8 per cent. (Field 1992.) Without 
venturing any counter-estimate, Rawskt 
(1993) has produced sufficient evidence that 
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there is an upward bias in these measures 
of industrial growth, affecting both large 
state units and TVEs. Most recently, the 
State Statistical Bureau has used sample 
surveys and other statistical tools to knock 
off as much as 160 billion yuan from the 
1993 output of industry, which amounts to 
over 11 per cent ol the total for industry, 
or more than 5 per cent of the GDP (Beijitiff 

Review. April 11,1994, p 21, and April 18, 
1994, p 12.) Even then it is doubtful if the 
long-run growth rate would be drastically 
reduced for industry as a whole, and the 
TVEs in particular. Thc.sc industries have 
also a most creditable record in export, their 
contribution in $ billion jumped from 3.9 
in 1985 to 12.5 in 1990 (Lardy 1992. p 711), 
accounting for 15.5 per cent and 24 3 per 
cent respectively of the national total. Ipso 

facto such establishments can hardly he 
called inefficient as many tend to, inside 
and outside China 

The overwhelming bulk of TVEs belong 
to the ‘collective’ sector. These enterpnses 
do operate through the market. The central 
planners do not directly allocate raw materials 
to them nor determine their outputs. Indeed, 
the number of centrally allocated industnal 
goods, according to a World Bank study, fell 
drastically from 123 to 66 during 1980-86. 
Further, greater funds at lower levels and 
weaker central control, according to a World 
Bank publication, "have created a foundation 
fortheestablishmeni of local protecti vequasi- 
planning systems These systems provide 
benefits for enterprises, particularly those 
established by community governments, so 
that they can be coun'ed on to turn over 
taxes, fees, and profits In a sense a quasi- 
planning system operates like a traditional 
planning system: it tries lo infiltrate into 
every link in the operations ot the enterprise, 
from personnel, finances, and materials to 
production, supply and marketing. But 
community governments can no longei 
impose indexible adininisirative restraints 
on enterprises, lor. the extent to which they 
can control or support them is limited by 
their own capacities" (Byrd and Qinsong 
1990, pp 397-98). The same authors (pp 
87-91) further observed that: (a) most TVEs 
of a "substantial si/.e are owned and 
controlled by community govcrnmenis at 
township and village levels”; the govern¬ 
ments play a "critical role in .strategic 
decision-making... |like the) headquarters 
of multinational corporations"; (b)theTVEs 
have “very strong local roots" and cannot 
be relocated; and (c) the TVEs do not have 
any "captive markets" 

The modus operandi of TVEs is far from 
transparent, to say the least; it docs not fit 
into the siraitjacket of a Soviet-type 
‘command economy’ or of a ‘free market’. 
From the account of Byrd and Qinsong, it 
appears that the TVEs ‘benefit from the local 
protective systems’, without enjoying a 
captive market, indeed, they also make a 

significant contribution on the export front. 
This combination of local planning and 
exposure to market forces, from the local to 
the international plane. ha.s again tew parallels 
elsewhere. 

If the success of rural industries is most 
glittering ttxlay, the idea of self-reliance at 
the local level was one of the most original 
Maoist ideas shaped dunng the Yenan days, 
and recurred through the years ol the Great 
Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution 
(Schran 1975). In the early 1970s, if an area 
was self-sufficient in raw materials, it would 
be subject to local, rather than central 
planning and allocation. Provinces 
sometimes built lactories. disrupting 
production elsewhere. There is the dramatic 
ca.se of the Chekiang provincial leader who 
refused to send raw matcnals to Shanghai, 
declaring that “Chekiang is not a colony of 
Shanghai" (Lardy 1978, p 151.) In the pre- 
Reform years of 1970-78, the value of output 
at constant 1970 prices output of brigade and 
commune industries witnes.scd a 6-told ri.se 
trom 6 4 to 39.0 billion yuan (Ronas 1992. 
P 21) 

The observations of Fei Hsiao Tung( 1986, 
pp 35, 123 and 150-52), an eminent social 
scientist who made many field trips to rural 
and semi-urban areas of Jiangsu province 
from the 1930s to the early 1980s. are quite 
instructive. By 1966 there were only 280 
rural industrial units in Ynnchcng 
Municipality in the northern region of the 
province, and the real take-off can be dated 
to the mid-1970s. In the town of Xinta, 
Wujiang County, bordering the suburbs ol 
Shanghai, except for one oil pump lactory 
going back to 1958, all others were posi- 
1975. But in the central region which is 
industrially more advanced than the north, 
the first generation of ‘simple’ industries 
were .set up in the late I95()s. and ‘laid the 
foundation lor the later generation’ of 
modem, science and technology-oriented 
enterprises Although there was a ‘general 
dissolution' in I960, the early cnthu.siasts 
kept many of the units alive. The second 
period ol development was in the early 1970.s, 
and liberated development’ began after 
1978. 

Almost as a corollary to the growth of 
TVEs, the central government re venues failed 
to keep pace with the growth of the economy. 
If in 1979 total revenue amounted to 27.7 
per cent of the GNP, it fell to 18.3 per cent 
in 1991 and 17.5 per cent in 1992 (IFS 

Yearbook 1993). While I have no aggregate 
data on local authorities’ finances, Byrd and 
Qinsong (1990. p 396) mentioned one city 
that obtained as much as 71 per cent of its 
extra-budgetary revenue Irom' local 
enterprises and administrative departments. 

Indeed, planning in China was never quite 
as centralised as in the USSR. Local 
governments allocated in 1980 as much as 
42 per cent ol steel, 46 per cent of coal, 3# 
per cent ol non-lcrrous metals, etc. ‘The 

Chi nese system’, according to a World Bank 
economist, Tidrick (1987, p 176), ‘‘is an 
amalgam of hierarchical planning, cellular 
planning, and markets." It would be one¬ 
sided to emphasise the ‘cellular’ aspect, as 
Donnithorne (1972) tended to: the Chinese 
never wanted to set up a ‘cellular’ economy 
with each ‘cell’ growing mainly on its own 
like ‘an independent kingdom’ (Chandra 
1988, pp 124-29). I have already given .several 
examples on how the central government 
has been intervening in a decisive manner 
in areas of ‘truly national’ importance, and 
withdrew from those where central co¬ 
ordination is not necessary. Guangdong's 
vice-governor was asked by a visiiing US 
diplomat carlierlhisyear: ‘How much control 
does Beijing have on Guangdong’s plans?’ 
The reply was categorical. "None 
whatsoever" (PEER. February 17, 1994, p 
45). I believe that the vice-governor may 
have boasted a little. After all, joint ventures 
in Guangdong’s power sector had to be 
revi.sed drastically at Beijing’s behest 

XIII 

Central Planning and State 
Enterprises 

As the market forces weic increasingly 
activised, the nature of central planning 
underwent a maior transformation Those 
for whom the plan and the market are 
nccc.ssarily antithetical to each other, would 
conclude that the edifu c ol planning has alt 
but crumbled in China But that would be 
rather simplistic. A good pan ol the traditional 
planning system remains very much in place 

First and foremost, the industrial scene is 
dominated by the state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs). While commending the extremely 
rapid, 210-fold expansion (.since 1978) in 
private sector employment to 29 39 million 
in 1993, the flerjrng Review (June 20, 1994. 
p 20) added. “As an increasingly important 
component of the national economy, private 
economic establishments, ai pre.seni. areon/v 
a supplement to the pubi icl y-o wned economy 
which continues to be the leading factor 
dominating the li feline ot the overall national 
economy (emphasis added)" Despite the 
relatively slower growth, the .SOEs still 
account for about two-thirds ot.thc industrial 
output, the ratio being even higher in heavy 
and capital goods industries. 

Next, the lion’s share ol national 
investments are still (lowing into the SOEs. 
Out of an aggregate fixed investment ol 
1,183 billion yuan in 1993 lor the whole 
economy, the SOEs and state-owned 
lastitutions got465 bil lion in fresh investment 
and another 219 billion for updating 
technology. The 1994 budget envi.sages a 
total investment in the economy of 1,3(Kt 
billion yuan, including 875 billion yuan for 
the former, leaving 425 billion for collective 
enterprises and institutions as well as the 
private sector {Beijing Review. April If 
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1993. pp 22-23). Planning, above all, is 
about investment; the huge share of the 
SOEs implies a corresponding role for the 
planners, unless the SOEs are all autonomous 
and engaged in 'atomistic competition' 
between themselves. 

Further, the central planners continue to 
allocate directly a large part of the key raw 
materials and machinery produced by the 
SOEs. It IS true that production quotas are 
no longer fixed in a rigid manner. Singh et 
al (1994) write: “the SOEs al.so benefited 
by fix ing or reducing production quotas, and 
(rcely expanding and disposing of above¬ 
quota output. During the IVKOs, 
governments at all levels devolved decision 
rights, risks and rewards to both .slate 
enterprises andTVEs. A recent World Bank 
survey [tound) A plurality of TVE firms 
were authorised to make decisions in eighi 
out of the 11 areas covered by the survey 
without consulting the supervisory 
government agencies State firms typically 
enjoyed autonomy in only five ol eleven 
areas. Lacking a tormal sy.stcm ol laws, 
regulations and enforcement proceedings, 
non-stale enierpri.ses often find themselves 
vulnerable to the caprice of officials, while 
slate enlcrpriics use close links to the 
government to protect, and where possible, 
enlargeIheirlurl " lividcnily.central planners 
have ,1 considerable say over the .SOEs 

It also follows from the passage just ciied 
Ihal there prevails a pluiality of prices lor 
a number of critical goods, the quota output 
IS sold at a lower, staie-deierinined price, 
while the excess fetches a highei value in 
the maiket. In short, the ‘law of one price 
(oronc commodity'.the hallmark ol a market- 
driven or ol a Soviet-type overcenirali.scd 
economy, docs not apply to China The 
system isnot unlike that in .Soviet agriculture, 
once the kulk)io/.nik fulfilled his work 
obligation at the kolkho/.. he could devote 
his spare time to the private plot and sell 
the products at the kolkhoz, market at prices 
well above tho.se m state .shops 

There is a big question mark over the 
future of .SOEs Officially, .some 40 percent 
ol these enterprises in 1993 were in the red 
(Beijing Review. May 2, 1994, p ,S). 
Elsewhere, even higher percentages are 
mentioned. However, many of the losing 
concerns, as noted earlier, may nut have lost 
ihcir financial muscle, having tucked away 
resources in alTiUates and subsidiaries. 

In the north-eastern piovincc of 
Heilongiiang, according to the flrMWK'.v.vWeeJt 
(repruduced in The Economic ri/nei, August 
I, 1994, p 9). some 2 million workers lost 
their jobs in 1993, while in March 1994 
about I .OO.OfK) workers took to the streets 
protesting against pay cuts; and Han 
Dongfang, a Chinese labour activist exiled 
in Hong Kong, claimed that SO million 
workers were on the verge of unemployment. 
II that were true, the workforce in the SOEs 
would be reduced by about one-half, which 

is close to the percentage of loss-making 
concerns. Had the bankruptcy lawdiscussed 
in earnest since 1986, were enforced, there 
would no doubt be a massive retrenchment. 
But the same report regretted; “the 
government is backing off from ambitious 
plans to cut subsidies as it would have caused 
more job losses". Similarly, moves to 
privatise unprofitable stale enterprises have 
been “stalled becau.se of government fears 
that too many state assets will flow into 
foreign hands”. Predictably, The Economist 

(August 27, 1994, p49) is equally unhappy. 
“Often unprofitable, always unwieldy, 
China’s big state firms cannot be restructred 
without foreign help” It rules that "China 
has tiled to limit foreign inllucnce. As 
oflicials aic keen to protect ‘strategic’ 
industries, loreign ownership ol companies 
listed m the maiiiland" w'lll not exceed 35 
per cent. 

On the whole I would di.scount fears of 
a massive closure or privatisation of the 
SOEs in the foreseeable future I Indoubicdly. 
the Chinese economic sy.stcm is in transition 
The ideological commitment to preserve 
slate ownershi p over the means of product ion 
as the ‘e.ssence of .socialism’ oreschew private 
ownership, may have disappeared; but there 
IS still a strong will to restrict foreign 
ownership. Once private capital acquires 
more clout, the SOE managers gain more 
autonomy, the regional leaders nibble away 
al cenli:il control, and so on. conditions 
would be ripe for the system itself to be 
iransfotmed Not being a crystal ga/er. I 
retrain from further speculation on whether 
or when such iranslormation will take place 

XIV 

The GATT 

What is China's stand on the GATT? 
Beginning with a bnci examination of the 
present agreement, I seek to show how it is 
at variance with China’splan-markci regime, 
ending m a speculative note about the issues 
involved 

The GATT Final Act of December 1993 
(henceforth just ‘GATT’), has several 
features inimical to developing countries 
committed to the traditional import- 
substitution strategy of industrialisation; in 
most cases there arc special provisions 
allowing them to remove the protective 
barriers gradually by the year 2005, at a 
slower pace than for developed countries. 
The .singlc-itH).sl important benefit for the 
former group would be the abolition of the 
Muldfibres Arrangement (MFA) under 
which the rich countries have been protecting 
their textiles and garments industries, by 
fixing import quotas for developing 
c'ouBiries; but these benefits, too, would be 
staggered, and the last 50 per cent of the 
barriers will diitappear only in the final year 
of200.5.1 wish 10 focus on thcGATT system 
after 2005. setting aside the transitional 

issues. Briefly, the long-run disadvantages 
for developing countries arc as follows. 
(a) So far only the developing countries, but 
not the developed ones, could impose high 
tariffs and quantitative restrictions on the 
import of manufactures, if it was thought 
necessary to promote specific industries, or 
for a number of other reasons Now they 
cannot do so A developing country firm 
must from its inception be inlemationally 
competitive, or else it cannot come up at all. 
If one looks at the current industrial scene 
in China, south Korea, India Brazil or even 
Japan, it is doubtful if more than a handful 
of branches m the heavy and capital goods 
sectors of China. India or Japan would ever 
come into being had the present GATT been 
in force from 1950 
(b) Government subsidies will be severely 
limited for agriculture, manufacturing or 
industrial R and D. Many developing 
countnes in the previous decades subsidised 
the key industries heavily in the initial phase, 
this would no more be possible On industnal 
R and D, giant firms in (he rich countnes 
can afford to spend far larger sums of R and 
D than their counterparts in developing 
countries Moreover, in many critical areas. 
R and D financed through the defence budget 
f outside the scope of the GATT) are actually 
carried out by private firms, very often there 
IS a civilian spin-off adding to their 
competitive advantage. Most new. R and D- 
inlcnsive .sectors will thus be monopoli.sed 
by the developed countnes 
(c) Free trade in agriculture should equalise 
prices across the countries, it will be 
reinforced by the requirement that each 
country must imjxm at least 5 per cent of 
itsdomestic demand furihe.se products. Many 
developing countries were so far able to 
industrialise by keeping agricultural prices 
lower than in the world market, thereby 
enhancing the prolitability of domestic 
manufacturing, it also helped them to export 
higher value added manufactures rather than 
agricultural raw materials Hence, the GATT 
may lead to a rcliKation of .some agro-based 
industries from developing to developed 
countries. Lest this appears far-fetched, let 
me cite the ca.se of steel exports by Japan 
and south Korea, both importing iron ore 
as well as fuel from far-flung .sources. By 
the year 2005 when the MFA expires, 
technical progress in textile machinery and 
microelecironics may make developed 
countries competitive in the production of 
textiles and garments 
(d) Under the GATT no country discriminate 
between domestic and loreign-owned 
enterprises, impo.se a ceiling on foreign 
equity stake in a firm, enforce a phased 
manufacturing programme (FMP). or require 
foreign firms to balance their foreign 
exchange inflows and outflows. China. India, 
South Korea and others used these methods 
to foster the growth of ItK'al firms; and Japan 
until recently had practically .shut out all 
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foreign firms. Unrestrained freedoiivfOr 
transnationals will adversely affect domestic 
firms in a wide .spectrum of industries with 
large economics of scale in manufacturing 
(c g. chemical 'procc.ssing, cars and 
computers), advertising, or access to finance 
(as in soaps/dclergcnts. cigaicttcs. packaged 
lea or coffee or other agrofotids, healthcare 
products, pharmaceuticals). As Soburo 
Okita remakred during a visit to India in 
1992, there would be no Toyota or Nissan 
if transnationals had a tree run in Japan 
fiom 19.50. 
(e) .So tar the intellectual property rights 
(IPR) on patenting, copyright, and so forth, 
were established by each nation separately. 
Over the last 20 years the system of IPR has 
been gradually harmonised between the rich 
countries, though the developing countries 
generally maintained their own sy.stems In 
particular, patenting of pharmaccuticai and 
food products, lertilisers, pesticides and 
agiicultural seeds could not be patented; in 
India, for instance, only the particular 
processes were given patent protection. The 
OATTbasically lolkiws the American model 
of IPR, which IS likely to raise consumer 
prices and dampen the growth of developing 
country firms in a number of critical .sectors 
(f) .Services, loo, have come under the GAI'I" 
for the first time Banks, insurance 
companies, etc, will freely move fiom one 
country to another In view ol the large 
advantages of scale in these .ireas, there is 
di.stinci po.s.sibiliiy of developing country 
firms, public or private, being .swamped by 
the global leaders. This, in turn, will reduce 
the monetary and financial independence of 
developing country authorities, leveraged 
buyout ol local firms by global giants in 
manufacturing may be accelerated 

On all these points, the contemporary 
economic regime in China is in llagrant 
contradiction with the GATT’ articles. One 
may recall that besides the politics of the 
cold war. the basic incompatibility between 
the centrally planned and the market 
economics was pul forward as a key .irgiiment 
to keep the Soviet-type econtiiriies out ol the 
GATr. And China still remains a half-way 
house. To lulfill the GATT requirements. 
China will have to. (i) lorego import control; 
(ii) slop .subveniions. overt or covert, to the 
SOEs as well as sectoral R and I) institutions; 
(hi) scrap the system ol centralised allocation 
of scarce materials to the SOEs, which leads 
to a multiplicity of prices fur the same good, 
(iv) give up .state control over prices of 
agricultural and indltstruaDeummodilies, .so 
that the relative prices in China move closer 
to international levels; (v) dismantle the 
local planning system, leaving the TVEs at, 
the mercy ol global iiiarket forces without 
any local protection; (vi) remove all obstacles 
against torcign investment in different sectors 
of manufacturing and services, and (vi) 
enforce the new IPR regime. 

The Chinese leaders cannot be enthusiastic 
about The GATT Final Act, 1993, but had 
no- voice in its drafting. As Taiwan was 
thrown out of the GATT, China has been 
assiduously trying to re-enter the GATT 
since 1986 The U.S has now been authorised 
to conduct negotiations with China on behalf 
of the rest of the GA'IT signatories, and is 
dragging her feet over it China, loo, has 
been setting her own conditions. 

While the German Chancellor Kohl, 
acetirding to the Heijing Review (July 18, 
1994. p 4), "pledged all-out support" tor 
China’sentry intothcGATr during Premier 
Li Peng’s visit loGcrrnany, Li Peng declared 
on the German TV. “One of the major 
preconditions which will enable Germany 
to tap the full potential ol the Chinese 
market is that [Germany) expands imports 
of Chinese products." Anoiher Chine.se 
minister staled that China wants to be 
treated as a developing country in the 
GATT, although “it cannot be ruled out that 
China will carry out some duties reset ved 
for developed countries" On the foreign 
trade regime, the minister admitted that 
China IS shifting from an administrative to 
a legal sy.siem Significantly, she added' 
"ReguLitions help the GATT contracting 
parties to undei stand China" (/Jei/ing Review, 

May 23, 1994, pp .5-6) As The Fioiiomisi 

(August 6,1994) rightly noted,China’sdesire 
for a developing country status is to gain 
a longer breathing space before adapting: hci 
rules on loreign mvcstmenl, IPR,etc Fuilhcr. 
in 1992 GATT members agreed to readmit 
China letting m Taiwan 

The officials from the US which Miffered 
a tiade deficit ol $ 23 billion with China in 
1993, bemoan the fact that China has not 
even published her import quota.s lor 
manulactiircs, lurther, the customs regime 
IS strange - there arc dilfcrcni rules in lorcc 
at different ports (The Economist. August 
6, 1994) The spate of US-inspired studies 
on misinvuicing in China’s loreign trade is 
meant to prove that the country has been 
enjoying a laiger trade surplus than reported 
in Its customs data; this would strengthen 
the case for declaring China as a developed 
country. 

On at least one point, namely, the IPR, 
China has been repeatedly telling the world 
that she is honestly implementing the 
provisions (Beijing Review. June 20, 1994. 
p 8ff). Thus a Chinese firm selling fake Ray- 
ban glasses was fined 3,00,000 yuan and had 
Its goods and equipment worth 5,40,000 
yuan seized by the authorities (Beijing 

Review, July 11, 1994, p 16). On the other 
hand, aft er t wo years of legal bat I Ic, a Chi nc.se 
court fined a Shenzen company just $ 250 
in December 1993 for pirating Microsoft 
software, the amount was later enhanced to 
$ 2.500 (FEER, May 19, 1994. p 55). 
According to the International Intellectual 
Property Alliance, Washington. American 

firms estimated their overall I6ss in 1993 
from ‘piracy’ at $ 800 million, including $ 
322 million due to software alone, from 
China, The corresponding figure in $ million 
for other countries were: 952 and 854 from 
Japan, 423 and 371 from .South Korea, 192 
and 95 from Indonesia, 191 and 81 from 
India, 155 and 38 from Thailand. L50 and 
106 from Taiwan, and so on. Japan's total 
excludes the loss from piracy of ‘records and 
music' for which no data are available (/'’£'£/?, 
May 19. 1994. p 55) 

This last piece of ‘evidence’ is quite 
revealing. Apparently, Japan, South Korea 
and China are by far the worse offenders, 
and yet none of these countries were vocal 
opponents ot the IPR Japan, in particuiur, 
has been widely accused ol excessive 
protectionism to minimise import ol 
manulaclures. which led lo mammoth trade 
siirplii.sc.s over the years, c.spccially against 
the US More than one US picsidcnt have 
threatened lo retaliate, and did obtain 
significant concessions by way of ‘largcted 
imports’ (in violation of GATT principles) 
of US mamifacturers Yet the problem 
persists For, the US has lost her economic 
hegemony, .ind a lull-seaic trade war with 
Japan may cosi her dearly. 

The same applies miiiatis mniamln lo 
China What makes China ,so diflereiU Irom 
otlier developing couniries, is the sheer si/.e 
of the economy and its impressive giowlh 
III GDf’ and loreign trade She h.is emerged 
as a ma|oi importer ot goods worth ,$ 100 
billion in 199) During 1992 and 199.') 
China’s import ro.se by over 25 per cent pci 
annum, and an increasing proportion of the 
i()t;il came fiom l)ie Pacific region “China 

has become the princiiml engine of growlh” 

in the Asia-Paeilic region, aceoiding lo 
Pacific F.conomu Outlook, a report lor the 
inier-govcmmciildl Pacific Economic Co¬ 
operation Council (beitci known as APEC) 
foi 1994 (FEER. June 23, 1994, p 59; 
emphasis added) The Icadeis of G-7 
countries arc making a bee-line to Beijing 
in .search of mulli-billion-dollar contracts 
In the US alone, several hundred thousand 
skillcdjobs in hi-tech areas apparently depend 
on Chinese orders. A Tier a great deal of noise 
about human rights in China, president 
Clinton was compelled to renew the MFN 
treaty with China in mid-1994. Above all, 
the OECD IS going through its worst ever 
economic crisis with stagnating GNP and 
massive uncmployincnt. They are just 
incapableuf pressurising theChinese leaders 
lo adopt the GATT system at a faster pace 
than the latter arc wont to. 

Nor is it clear that the wc.st really wants 
China to ha.stcn greatly the pace of 
adjustment. Notwithstanding the sclf- 
nghieousness of the mandarins at the World 
Bank and the IMF, ‘the big bang’ approach 
to transition from central planning to 
marketisaiion and privatisation in the cx- 
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USSR and Poland has been a fiasco. While 
production has cullap.sed and social misery 
accentuated manifold in these countries, the 
west has gained very little by way of trade 
or investment opportunities. By any criterion 
other than that of free market ideology, the 
big bang approach has been a ‘deadweight 
loss’ fur all conceined On the other hand, 
the west or Japan did not have much of a 
stake in the USSR or East Europe by way 
of trade orinvestment; hence the tragedy did 
not pinch their pockets, except in the special 
ca.se ofEast Germany. But China is adiffei ent 
story altogether Alexander Haig, the former 
US secretary of state, is now lobbying for 
China, promoting in particular US 
investments in Guangdong, recently he said 
that he "welcomes China's entry into the 

GATT", but did not want to "exaggerate the 

henefits to China of memhership" (Heijing 

R<'i’ieH’,July4.1994,p 12)(emphasis.added). 
This last si.iiemcni could as well come 

trom the Chinese leaders. Why should they 
abandon their half-way house and embrace 
the laisse:-Jaire philosophy enshinned in 
the GATT’’ Quite apart horn the ideological 
’overhang’ of communism, there is no 
objettive reason tor them t(> make a volte 
toi e Againil llie Iasi tew decades ol relative 
stagn.ilion under the old legiine in the USSR 
and east Europe. China’s performance has 
been sparkling I can think of no nation in 
(he world that opted lor a systemic 
iranslormaiion in a period of iinprecedcnied 
piosperity. How can China privali.se her 
SOEs in the nexi 1(1 years unle.s,s she is 
willing to let loreigners take a grip over the 
commanding heights ol the economy'^ Can 
whatever remains ol ceniral planning be 
given up in favour ol atomistic competition 
through the market alone - without disrupting 
the chain ol prixluction'.' Even if there were 
no ideological opposition, restructuring 
thiough the induction of lorcigri and domc.stic 
pnvate capital into the SOEs would certainly 
lead to a massive fall in output and employment; 
no leadership can countenance the economic 
and scKial turmoil that wcHild ensue 

Then there is the question of local 
authunties. Deccntrali.sation of political and 
economic power in coniemporary China has 
gone very far with deep historical roots. 
Thc.se organs are in some ways like quasi¬ 
states. far more powcrlul than the state 
governments in India or the US. Even if the 
central leaders are willing, the local 
authorities may not give up their planning 
role and take directives from the market 
alone. They also shoulder a special 
responsibility not home by the states in India 
or the US. Despite the phenomenal increase 
in employment in rural enterprises to more 
than 100 million in 1992 (Beijing Review, 

October 24, 1994, p 12), the problem of 
surplus labour in rural China is extremely 
acute. At least 20 million of them are roaming 
around from place to place in search of jobs. 
Estimates of surplus rural labour reach up 

to 1 OOmillion (Reuterrepon in Tha£conomic 

rfrtiej. October 28, 1994, p 2). Since the 
local authorities are directly responsible fd>r 
the well-being of the local population with 
little assistance from the centre except during 
emergencies, and derive a large part of their 
incomes from the operation of enterprises 
within their territories, it would be .suicidal 
on their part to leave the fate of the TVEs 
to the impersonal market. 

My own reading is that China is likely to 
join the GATT, and hopes to emulate Japan, 
infringe upon many of the GATT stipulations 
even after 2(X).S, but keep tinkering all the 
time with her economic system at the mat gin 
At the Novembci 1994 meeting of the APEC 
forum in Indonesia. China ret u.sed to commit 
herself to regional free trade as late as the 
year 2020: Japan look the same position 
{The Economic Times, November 4, 1994, 
p 2^. In view ol the opaqueness in the structure 
of the SOFis and TVEs (‘multiple mothers- 
in-law’), a legal system very different from 
the Euro-Amcricaii one, the over-arching 

’ role of the Communist Party in all spheres 
ol life, and so on, it would be wellnigh 
impossible for an international body like the 
GATE (or its successor, WTO) to police the 
economic transactions between aitihontics 
at various levels and the lirnis in their charge 
When glai ing anomalies arc brought to light, 
China will make appiopriatcconcessions as 
Jap.ui has been doing 

XV 

Conclu.sion 

F-or all the economic ,succe,s.ses of the past 
l.'S years, the Chinese leaders are haunted 
by the spectre ol social upheaval. Vice- 
prcmier Zhu Rongji admitted that coastal 
areas of the country have developed taster, 
though in “recent years., some inland areas 
have also experienced rapid development” 
He hopes that the distnbution of income 
“will be regulated” by reforming the income 
tax system, and “perfecting” the social security 
system, “thus mapitaining the social stability” 
(Beijing Review. July 11, 1994, p 8flj. 

What went wrong’’ With its monetarist 
obsession, the we.stcm press is obsessed by 
the menace of inflation, now running at 20- 
30 per cent per annum in the major cities. 
The Chinese do not underplay it. but an all- 
out fight against inflation is neither necessary 
nor dcsilable. An opinion poll conducted in 
October 1993 by the market research firm, 
Honxon, found that 75 per cent of 1,539 
respondents from Beijing, Shanghai and 
Tiajin fel; that ‘inflation was outstripping 
their income growth’; yet for 64 per cent of 
the total, inflation was ‘bearable’, and more 
than one-half dismis.sed the possibility of 
widespread hoarding of food as in 1988 
(PEER, March 3. 1994, p 53). Subsequent 
reports paint a similar picture. The inflation, 
in any case, is not disrupting production or 
investment. 

"I'*'!"' 

selSJfflf source of latent tension is the 
absence of trade unions to defend workers’ 
legitimate interc.sts and the prevalence of 
appalling working conditions in innumerable 
enterprises. Officially, out of 1.70,000 
foreign-funded joint ventures employing in 
1993 over 10 million workers, trade unions 
covered barely 12 per cent of workers. In 
4,00,000 township enterprises employing 
25 million workers, just 8 per cent are 
unionised {Beijing Review. July II, 1994. 
p 7). Creating trade unions may not be 
enough As the Business Week (reproduced 
in The Economic Times, August 1, 1994, 
p 9) remarked, the All-China Federation of 
Labour isjust a pliant tool of the government, 
and not much can be expected without strict 
vigilance by the government. Working hours 
are often excessive, causing a large number 
of accidents Guangdong alone officially 
rcporled45,(XX)induslnal aceidentsin 1993, 
claiming niorcthan 8,700 lives The situation 
is grave as foreign ventures now employ 
millions of workers in the whole of China 
Although the official media have targeted 
firms with Hong Kong capital, others believe 
that mainland Chinc.se investors running joint 
ventures jnside the country through Shell 
companies in Hong Kong, are among the 
worse offenders In my view, the Chinese 
leaders may Uikc corrective measures to .stamp 
out overexploitation of labour without 
jeopardising growth prospects. In .South 
Korea. Taiwan, etc, conditions were no less 
deplorable initially: a gradual amelioration 
did not cause a rupture in the dynamics of 
these economics 

More intractable is the question of 
unemployment According to official data, 
urban unemployment is on the wane, the 
number in million declining from 5.4 in 
1980 to 3.6 in 1992 {Beijing Review,October 

24.1994, p 22). In the absence of substantial 
unemployment benefits, these numbers may 
not mean much The real threat comes from 
rural areas on which some figures were 
given in the previous section It can become 
explosive unless ways are found quickly 
enough to create productive jobs in cities 
and villages and stem (through economic 
measures) the inflow of surplus rural labour 
into urban areas. Despite the great 
achievement of the TVEs. 1 am sceptical if 
‘full employment’ even at comjmratively 
low wages can be attained in the foreseeable 
future. Hence the accent may shift to welfare 
schemes to contain antagonism as between 
social classes 

As for the distribution of incomes, there 
is a silver lining. The number of the poor 
(annual) income per capita in 1993 of less 
than 360yuan) inofficial headcount,dropped 
sharply from 250 million in 1978 to over 
80 million in 1993. Yet the disparities arc 
still striking. Children at prominent schools 
in Beijing and Chengdu spen(^annually up 
to 10,000 yuan on tuition, but many in 
Shuichung County. Guizhou province. 
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cannoi intend schools charging 60 yuan per 

month in fees ylieijmf’ Review, May 16. 

I<m. pp 7-V) 
Progressive taxation to reduce inequalities 

IS still at Its inlanty ('iiirenily, a rhinese 

citi/,cn eaining mote than «0() yuan per 

month has to pay iiicoinc lax. Ihc thicshold 

IS higher at 4.tM)f) yuan lot loieigncrs, and 

the maximuin tax rate is 4.*) per cent lor all 
individuals ('‘apilalgainsonliading in stock-. 

Ishaicst ate lax-exenipi The total colleciioii 

ol personal incoinc taxes lioni cili/.eiis and 

loreigncis amouiiicd lojusi I ,1 billion yuan 

in the first quarter ol 1W4 l/ier/iac Review. 

April 26. 1964. p 96) How good w-as the 

lax cflort'* A recent official survey estimated 

the numbei ol ('liiiiesc households with an 

annual incoine exceeding .SO.IKM) yuan al .*) 

million, ol which ovei 20 per cent earned 
more than I .(K),(KK)yuan per latnily t/h-i/nig 

Review. Sepieinbci 19, 1994. p 29) From 

the latter set ol ligures.l make the lollow'ing 

giiesslimaie. the aveiage annual income in 

yuan was 7.S.()l)t) loi the lirst 4 million 

hou.seholds, .ind 1.20.0(K) lot the remaining 

1 million households, hence the twogioups 

had a combined quartei ly income of I .O.TtXX) 

t= 18,2.‘iO X 4 .M) X 1) million yuan Since 
lower income^roups t9,6(X) .‘'O.(X)O) were 

also taxable, the income lax lollectcd lioin 

the rich (‘iO.lKXl + groups) in lamiaiy-Maich 

1994 was )nsi above I |>ei cent ol their 

income. This simple exei CISC I eveals that the 

■threat' ol income l.ix is a paper ligci m 

China today, noiwnhsianding the pious 

wishes ol the Icadeiship. One gels an idea 

ol di.spartlies when one looks at the eai nmgs 

of Shen/en wot keis.curicully pulling in 12- 

1.^ hours a day lor one yuan (12 US cents) 

pertioui tl-'l/nR. June 16. 19s>4. p J.S) In 

real terms that is not higtiei than the daily 

wages ol an unskilled tabouret in Calcutta 

Average annual w.iges in 1992 ol 

employees' m all sectors stood al 2,7 H 

yuan, while those in agiiculltnc .ind nulustrs 

were res|Teclively 1.72,*' and 2.774 iWciyi/i.c 

Review. October 24, 1994, p 19) 

I can think ol two re.isons whv the 

authorities aie so hall-hearted m the mallei 

of income taxation Fust, like then 

counierparts elsewheie. Ihc Chinese rich are 

reluctant to part with 'hard eaincir wealth 

by way ol taxes. Being well connected to 

the political apparatus, most ol them esc .ipc 

the tax net More imporiani peihaps is the 

belicl ol Heng Xiaoping and Ins lollowers 

in ihc noiorious 'irickledown theory’, lei 

some people get rich loday, and gradually 
wealth will spiead to the rest ol the sociely 

It could be a legitim,iie le.iciion to the ’iron 

ncebowl’ dogma ol earlier yeais when thcie 

was littlecorrel.ilionbetwcen an inclividuars 

effort and his e.irning so that workers had 

little incentive lo conlribule to the social 

ouiptil lo the best ol then ability. But that 

coniiadiciion persists to this day in a new 

form. With so many opportunities lor 

speculation, corruption, .ind .so on. theie is 

till nocoirclatinn bet wcen'en'ort and earnings, 

which gives rise lo popular ho.slility against 

the iiinive(iii\ /(c/ic.i. This revulsion, tn turn, 

springs to ,1 l,irge extent from the socialist, 

cgalllaiiaii ethos which struck deep toots 

among ilic [icoplc 

There arc no decisive arguments, 

lheoretic.il or empirical, vindicating either 

egalitarianism or its opposite II Ihc posl- 

|97X acceleration in China’s grow'lh is 

aiirihulcd lo the introduction ol Ihc market 

and a llcxibic incomes policy, invoking the 

logic ol i>o\i hoe eri>o propter hoc. the same 

tac'lors nuisl also be held responsible lor 

wlial Hllman (1994) appositely calls 

i.tiui.\iroik(i (caiasiiophc in the wake ol 

perestroika) in the cx-U.S.SR Morcovci. 

according to president Clinton's economic 

advisors, in ihc 196()s the marginal income 
tax peaked al KO (ler ceni as against 40 per 

cent in the posi-Rcagan era whenetononue 

giowth slowed down considciably On .i 

more ‘(ii.tclic.ir plane, one might leekon 

ihai ■luniiegiown’ capil.ilisis ,iie needed lo 

deal clfectively with the mieinationai 

bourgeoisie .Should inlluential persons he 

helped to steal slate properly (see above) in 

the piocess''Hciymg R('17('u (July I 1. 1994, 

p6) c'ompl.imed that manv local aulhoiilies 

.ire selling oll.issc-islo pi iv.ile I inns, doiiK’slic 

as well .IS loreigii, ’soon' Iheie will be .i l.ivv 

lo pieveni die disposal ol si.ne pioperiv 

woiih 1) TS2 hillion Was ii esscninil lor 

Chinese m.in.igcis lo book piolils iiiiining 

inio millions ol doll.us. ihiough insulei 

trading beloie Iheir coinp.inies weie listed 

on the Hong Kong Slock Fxc'hangc ’ Scoies 

ol Soviet piolcssionals since Ihc 1920s had 

coninianded the icspcci ol vc'esletn 

indiislii.ilisis .iiid hankcis lor their business 

acumen, withoul h.iving amassed personal 

lorlunes The s.inicis piobably Irueol a Luge 

number ol c'onlcni|iui ary Chinese spec ial isis, 

including the prescnl viee-piesidcnt Rong 

Yiren The piaginalic'logic is)usiaslragile 
.IS others 

II I remain scepiical about ihe ’need' (or 

millionaires in a developing economy. I 

would not go lo Ihc other extreme .ind assert 

lhal China during Ihc Culliiral Revolution 

h.id a 'soci.illv oplimal’ disirihuiion ol 

income That the lallci was soci.illy Icll lo 

be mine Ian, is beyond dispiiic, and lhal 

constitutes a major source ol social tension 

Noone swearing by democracy can honestly 

ignoie such sc-niimciits unless there is 

sutlicieni evidence lli.il Ihese are in eonllici 

with Ihe ‘iransccndcntar goal of a more 
rapid giowih, such evidence does not exist 

Wcsicin media have cairicd news ahoul 

IKMsant unrcsi in China loi ihc past couple 

of years ■‘The problem ol i cl ievmg the burden 

on peasants is noionly an economic problem, 

but also a political problem". The Reople’.s 

Dailv recciilly admillcd in a liont-pagc 

commentary The A.swtcuuetl Rre.<i.<i lurther 

reported lhal local aulhorilics were milking 

ixiasanis lor road eonslrueiion, irrigation 

Ikiiliticii, etc. Again.st rampant exactions, 
the Centre fixed a ceiling of 5 per cent lax 

on peasants’ incomes, and banned the levy 

ofdo/.ens of fees toward ‘social stabilisation’. 

‘loilei management’, etc {The Telegraph, 

November 6, I994. j) ,J). In I99.4. China’s 

luoiioiiiK Dailv published a survey rcjiori 

itulicaling that jicasanis paid local taxes and 

lees amounting to under 25 pci cent of llicir 

ijicomcs. The l eoiioiiiiil (May 8. 1994. p 

29) correspondent 1 ntervie wed some work ing 

peasants in .Sichuan who claimed to have 

shelled out as much as 45-40 per cent ol iheii 

income. Thcic is lilile doubt that the levies 

oil peasants lar exceed the inaxiinuin 

stipulated by the ccnirc. which may bc 

contrasied wiih less than I pei ccni income 

lax collecied liom ihc urban iich 

Despite much jiopular disconicnt, the 

Hash point may not bcie.ichedil Iheiiajeclory 

ol economic giowih does mil (alter in its 

ionise l.eaving .isule a tonjile ol hundred 

million jXMsons living below or (iisl .ibove 

Ihe .ihsoluie jiovciiv line. Iheoveiwhelming 

iii.i|oiily, especially in coastal are.is. have 

experienced ,i iliam.ilic rise in disposable 

ineomc and consiinipiion I'ei e.ipit,’ 

i onsiimjilion m jie.is.iiil househiiliKincie.iseil 

in le.il leiiiis by 7 85 jx'i cent jii-i innuni in 

1978-90. ihoiiglillie laleli.iddioppedsliaiplv 

lo a ineic 0 2 jicr i enl in 1988-9(m Isl ini .rid 

Hem 1992) The uib.m lev els ol living shiHdd 

h.ive ex|i,Hided even laslei This nia|iinlv ol 

woikeis and |ie.isanls nol lo sjx-.ik ol ihc 

noHMom IK lies .ind ihe Coiiiniiimst Rally, 

have a slake in Ihe st.iliis quo Bui upheavals 

can lake place even in Ihe niidsi ol plenty, 

as wiinessed in Ihe migliu w.ive ol youth 

and siiidenl pioieM in F'l.inu-, (leimany. 

Italy and ILS during ihe ‘swinging' IdhOs 

W'h.ii lessons, il any, c.in he ili.iwn liom 

Chin.i's i-x|ieiicnce ’ The loiindalioiis ol 

Chin.i's giowih. I ma\ ici.ipilulalo were 

inleinal in n.ilure .ind access lo loieign 

m.iikeiv|iio\ided a vii.il oullei. helping the 

coiinuv lo lide ovei numerous mtcinal 

boillenei ks The access was pii'dicaleduiion 

Chin.i's inlorm.il jioliiic.il alliance with the 

ILS Nixon's visit III China in 1972 look 

place |usi as Ihe Vietnam war was boiling 

up much to America’s discoinlilure, and 

Deng’s voyage lo Ameiiea in early 1979 

eoincided wiih the Soviet invasion ol 

Alghanisian Like lap.in, Taiwan and South 

Korea in the previous decades. China’s 

privileged entry mio the I IS market cannot 

be cxjilaincd in isolation bom Ihe Sovici- 

Amcrican cold war After the collaji.se of the 

ILSSR. no country is likely loobiain political 

and economic favours on a .similar scale. 

In any ca.se, the prolonged recession in 

the G-7 countries IS likely to turn them even 

more proleclionisl. notwithstanding Ihe 

GA'rr Hence 'aiiolhci miracle cannot be 

expected round Ihc corner 

Above all, China’s ex|x:ncnce illustrates 

most vividly the contemporary relevance of 

'economic scll-reliance’ as the motor of 
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growth in a developing country. Barring 
shorter or longer spells, other ea.st Asian 
countries like Japan. South Korea and Taiwan 
had followed the same path. Self-reliance 
does noi refer lo a closed, autarkic economy 
as alleged in neolibcral caricatures of the 
idea; it implies simply a balanced two-way 
flow of goods, services and capital with the 
rest of the world t'oncrctcly. developing 
countries that hail a plan Irame. can avoid 
the pitfalls ol kauniroika and learn from 
China the following; ta) In encouraging 
domestic market lorces. a proper sequencing 
of measures is crucial for the plan frame to 
remain clicctivc and yet more flexible (b) 
Any new policy that may desrupt domestic 
production, investment and employment 
even in the short run. should be avoided 
unless ihe long-run benefits in all three 
respects areclearly demonstrated, ti) A long- 
run equilibrium in the BOP current account 
ought lo have a binding consiraiiii so that 
imporis and foreign capital Hows arc 
regulated accordingly Developing countries 
ih.it never h.id a plan frame should create 
one, not by adniiiusirative fiat, but by 
evolving a national consensus On the othei 
hand, small countries in Asia, Africa or 
Latin Aniervca.cannot havcmeaninglul plans 
unless they lorm large regional blocs, 
indciK'iidenl of the global tiiad All these 
prospects are dim so long as the vast mu|ority 
ol developing countries remain under the 
surveillance ol the Fund-Bank duo 

Ills ironic that inlluential government and 
business circles in India have been hankering 
after a berth in the NAl^A, RC, APEC, and 
even A.SEAN, without any positive response 
from the other side Curiously, when the 
Chinese Ambassador lo India recently 
mooted the idea ol a .Sino-Indian trade bliK. 
our officials were nonplussed. Only a handl ul 
ol torward-lookmg Indian businessmen are 
expanding contacts with China through t radc 
as well as joint ventures 

The story of China has no less relevance 
tor the rich countries Guided by the myopic 
and narrow husme.s.s mteresis ol their own 
transnationals, the so-called 'national 
champions’, these govemments have become 
pri.soncrs of monetarism; they seek to 
overcome domestic demand deficieney by 
‘prising open’ the markets of dependent 
countries in diflcrent corners of the world. 
In the short run, Iheirexports and investments 
abroad may go up; but insofar as domestic 
resources in the importing countries are 
replaced by imports and 'devalori.sed' in the 
process, their growth rate must come down. 
In subsequent rounds, their capacity to absorb 
imports from the rich countries will also 
diminish, accentuating recession on a global 
scale. China which refused to embrace 
neoliberal theory, offers the almost perfect 
counter-example. Her balanced two-way 
trade and investment with the G-7 countries 
created over time far greater business 

of^rtunitics than the latter’s dealings with 
a whole host of indebted developing countries 
taken together. The attitude of the 
governments is no different from that of 
Harvard students attending the class of Robert 
Reich, the present US secretary of labour; 
they preferred both America and Japan to 
grow at I per cent a year, rather than Japan 
leapfrogging at ^ per cent against 2 per cent 
for the US (The Kconoinisi. reproduced in 
The Economic Times, November 4. 1994, 
p 7). To get over their own recession and 
clear the frightening backlog of .f5 million 
unemployed in the OECD region, the rich 
nations have to abandon their basically 
neomercantilisi, beggar-ihy-ncighbour 
approach masquerading as liberalism, and 
appreciate that a prosperous, rather than an 
impoverished, third world creates more 
propitious conditions for their own progress 
III the long run Policy instruments have to 
he drastically redesigned to enable an ever- 
incrcasing proportion ol mankind to 
participate in the process of development 
without sacniicing their independence and 
dignity But. alas, the political prerequisites 
for such rethinking do not exist in the citadels 
of global power. 

[I hcncliicd Iroiii discussions with Sushil 
Khannu. research assistance by A K .Singha, 

and financial support Iroin the CMD.S, IIMC | 
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'D’ansnationalisation of Third World State 
and Undoing of Green Revolution 

Meera Nanda 

The current internationalisation of capital has the effect of transforming the state into a ‘transnational state’ in which 
domestic, social and political relations are increasingly shaped by global capital circuits. In contrast to the green revolution 
period, the current phase of internationalisation of agribusiness impedes the ability of third world states to formulate self- 
sustaining and pro-poor agricultural policies. 

1 
Introduction 

STUDIES of science and technology policy 
presuppose a pivotal role foi sovereign 
nation-states in generation and advancement 
of new knowledge. Ii is true that it has never 
been possible to contain scientific ideas and 
technological advances w'lthin the boundaries 
of nation-states; new ideas lend to spill over 
beyond their place of ongin into distant lands 
through relatively peaceful (eg, trade, 
licensing)orcoercive (eg, colonialism) means 
of technology transfei. Yet, the original 
impetus for scientific research and 
innovations has been assumed to originate 
from individual nation-states, each 
responding to its mtcnial balance oi class 
power and social needs. Radical and liberal 
chroniclers/critics of science and technology 
alike tend to give pndc of place to the state, 
both as a source of new innovations and as 
a source of checks and balances on the use 
of these innovations. 

But recent and ongoing changes m the 
global economy suggest that states can no 
longer be assumed to be autonomous 
“national communities of fate”, that govern 
themselves and determine their own luture 
[Held l‘f9T 142]. The current inter¬ 
nationalisation of capital has the effect ot 
transforming the state into a “transnational 
state” in which domestic, social and political 
relations are increasingly shaped by global 
capital circuits. The resulting redefinition of 
the state, in which “policy choices and 
regulatory frameworks are increasingly 
governed by needs forglobal competitiveness 
rather than national coherence” [McMichael 
1992; 344], calls into question the prevailing 
conceptions of the state in the state-centred 
paradigm of science and technology policy 
.studies. 

Even though transnational states continue 
to claim the same formal political sovereignty 
over decisions related to ‘national’ economy 
and growth as enjoyed by the classic nation¬ 
states, their actual autonomy in policy -making 
and national regulation has been severely 
eroded by the stiuctures of the global 
economy. This disjuncture between formal 
political sovereignty and actual autonomy 
over policies that affect local/domestic affairs 
IS especially troublesome for third world' 
state.s, which have historically been 

subordinated to the induiitnally developed 
core countries through colonialism and 
imperialism. Tran.snationalisation makes 
these countries’ policy-making apparatuses 
increasingly subject to the vagaries of 
international economic and tCi.hnological 
forces.^ Under these circumstances, national 
governments are forced to curtail their 
traditional - and in the developmentalist 
stales of the third world, essential - functions 
of protecting national markets in money, 
labour and commodities. This retrenchment 
of the slate is simultaneously a result of, and 
a cause of. (further) subordination of national 
pnorities to the international market dynamic. 
In third world countries, this implies a gradual 
undermining of goals ol development and 
need-satisfaction. 

This paper aims to examine the impact of 
the current phase of internationalisation of 
agribusiness on the ability of third world 
states to formulate .self-sustaining and pro¬ 
poor agricultural policies. It is argued here 
that compared to the earlier period of 
agricultural modernisation - the so-called 
‘green revolution' - the current pha.se does 
not allow agricultural innovation policies to 
be guided by national development pnorities 
Public institutions which shaped the green 
revolution policies, both at the level of 
national governments and in international 
agricultural research organisations, arc 
shrinking in importance and are in the 
process of being replaced by unregulated, 
transnational market forces. 

In order to make this case, the paper first 
describes the contours of the emerging fcxxl 
regime in which transnational capital is 
dictating, and even replacing, national 
policies. Here, the emergence of the so- 
called ‘new agricultural countries’ (NAC^^) 

will be discussed. The ‘new agriculture’ of 
selected third world N ACs (notably Mexico. 
Brazil and Chile in Latin America, ’Thailand 
and increasingly India in Asia) is ‘new’ only 
insofar as it replaces colonial commodities 
(bananas, sugar, cotton, etc) with new exports 
(fresh fruits and vegetables, flowers and 
poultry and meal products) The new 
agriculture, it is argued, serves to articulate 
liKal production relations in the NACs to the 
world economy more clo.sely than colonial 
agriculture ever could, and thus causes an 
even deeper disarticulation of agriculture 
from the needs and lives of the local 

populations. The emergence of NACs is 
discu.s.sed in the context of the larger changes 
in the world economy.’ The next section tnes 
to provide a theoretical understanding of the 
process of transnatioiialisation ot the stale, 
including the policy-making options open to 
the state. The iinal section examines in detail 
three policy arenas which arc in effect 
unravelling the national development policies 
encoded in the green revolution These policy 
arenas include stale support for agiiculturc. 
contract farming as a substitute for stale- 
supported extension services, and the 
changing division ot labour in agricultiaal 
re.searcb. The paper concludes with some 
thoughts on the i mplications ofihc.se policies 
for the idea of development 

Although this paper docs noi directly set 
out to understand the changes in Indian 
agriculture, it is honied that an analysis of 
the older, well-eslablished NACs in Latin 
America (c.specially Mexico and Biazil) will 
help understand the entry lecenily of Pepsi 
and other transnational agribusinesses in 
India 

/ H 
^ Transnationalisation of 
Agricultural Production 

Any mention ot the ‘global economy’ 
generally evokes an image of a global 
as.sembly line, churning out manulacturcd 
goods from garments to cars. It is not fully 
appreciated that changes in the .world 
economy have globalised agricultural 
production as well. Internationalisation of 
the agro-f(K)d industry works roughly on 
these lines, selected third world ‘Newly 
Agricultural Countries’ or NACs* specialise 
III exports of labour-intensive ‘luxury’ crops 
- off-sea.son and exotic fruits and vegetables, 
frozen juices and fresh cut flowers - in 
addition to export of animal feed, beef, 
poultry and fish, etc, while the industrialised 
aiuntries of the north specialise in export of 
‘basic’ wage-foods, e g, wheat. 

This configuration is fundamentally 
asymmetrical, for as McMichael and Myhre 
point out, “while the South’s agro-food 
production is reoriented to higher value 
markets overseas, the North exports (indeed 
dumps) its domestic surpluses. ’The former 
compromisesor pie-empts a coherent national 
agriculmral sector, while the latter expresses 
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the highly protected agricultural sectorof the 
metropolitan nations” (1990: 67]’. This is 
what leads to the paradoxical - and cruel 
situation exemplified by Mexico which has 
become a major agricultural exporter of 
‘luxury’ commodities but has to depend on 
import of foodgrains to meet local ftxid needs 
[Barkin 1987], Agricultural policies in these 
NACs have become “denationalised” 
[McMichael 1992:354], which is to say. they 
have become disconnected from the idea of 
national self-sufficiency in food The ability 
to satisfy the food requirements of the 
population through local production was the 
motivating idea behind the green revolution 
Clearly, the rules of the old “f(KXl regime”' 
do not work anymore. 

But while this asymmetry and import- 
dependence ol the third world is not new. 
something qualitatively different from all 
earlier stages of capitalist agriculture is 
happening to world agnculture This new 
element has been described by William 
Fiiedland as a movement from "polyglot 
local farming; practices to concentrated 
corporate-capitalist agrirw/turn/production, 
la] movement from niral farming toindustnal 
agnculture” ^1991 -3) All earlier agricultural 
practices, from family (or jieasant) farms to 
the "Fordist" extension of chemical and 
mechanical agnculture (the typical green 
revolution agriculture) are giving way to a 
highly indu.stnalised and capitalised food 
sector which utilises genenc foods cultivated 
anywhere in the world lor the production of 
processed foods, or simply as ctimmodity 
links for production of beet and other am mal- 
ba.scd ftxid items. This basic change is well 
described by Friedland 

The presem situation is One m which the 

connotations ol 'iarming' in particulai 
lutalily and community, but also other 
categories that are limited to national econ¬ 
omics. nutioii-stutcs and national societies 

- are giving way to vertically and hori/.oii- 

tally integrated production, pioccssing and 

distribution of generic inputs for mass 
marketable foodstuffs (1991.3-4). 

Before we examine the changing nature 
of state policy-making that has allowed the 
new food regime to emerge, it will be useful 
to take a closer look at (a) NACs and how 
they are articulated to transnational 
agribusiness; (b) how ItKid production in 
NACs has become disarticulated from the 
needs of the populace for ftwKi; and (c) the 
historical evolution of NACs. 

New AoRictiLi'iiRAL Countries (NACs) 

These countries have emerged as exporters 
of the so-called ‘non-traditional’ fiKid, feed 
and horticultural commodities sold under 
major transnational brand names to the world 
market, including markets in North America, 
Europe and Japan (and increasingly Hong 
Kong as well). Luxury food production 
accounted for a quarter of the third world’s 
total processed food output in 1980, making 

it one of fastest areas of industrial growth 
[McMichael and Myhre 1990]. As in 
manufacturing, not ail third world countries 
are equally incorporated in this circuit: 
sourcing is limited to a handful of middle- 
income third world countries, and ba.sed upon 
their 'comparative advantage’ in climate and 
labourcosts, different countries arc emerging 
as specialised sources for particular items. 

Latin American countries, for instance, 
satisfy the growing taste of North Americans 
for year-round Iresh tomatoes, lettuce and 
table grapes and lor more exotic fruits and 
vegetables In 1990, the US imported more 
than$ I 6 billion worth offresh and processed 
vegetables from Mexico alone. Mexico now 
provides nearly half of all fresh tomatoes 
consumed tn the US along with temperate 
crops such as asparagus, broccoli, cauliflower, 
etc Chile is a major off-season exporter o( 
fresh fruits during the northern hemisphere’s 
winter months. Table grapes, apples and 
pears account lor roughly 90 per cent of 
Chile's total export volume, though it is 
diversifying into speciality fruits such as 
apricots, cherries, nectannes, kiwi fruil :ind 
avocado. Brazil is the world’s largest frozen 
orangcjuice exporter. Frozen juice makes up 
Brazil's third most important agricultural 
export alter coffee and soybean. The 
Canbbean countries, especially Costa Rica, 
the Dominican Republic and Guatemala 
have become the major exporters of fresh 
and tozen vegetables and juice to the fi.S. 
In addition. Colombia has emerged as the 
woild’s second largest exporter ol Iresh cut 
flowers (alter Holland), with nearly 80 per 
cent of Its flowers headed to the US [Llambi 
1993] 

Similarly, African and Asian countries aic 
beginning to supply luxury food markets in 
Europe, Asia (mostly japan and Hong Kong) 
and iheoil-nch Middle East countries Kenya, 
Zimbabwe and South Africa are big fresh 
produce and llower exporters to England, 
France and western Europe Malaysia and 
Thailand arc emerging as agro-exporters 
for Japan and Hong Kong Thailand is 
increasingly seen as ‘Asia’s sujiermarkei’ 
and is beginning to supply not just fresh 
produce but also animal Iced and broilers to 
Japan and other countries [McMichael and 
Myhre 1991], Other third world countries 
are joining the ranks of NACs. The 
government of India, for instance, entered 
an agreement with Pepsi Company in 1988 
to let It set up two industrial facilities tor 
processing fruits and vegetables to be 
specially grown for processing in Punjab, 
the largest grain producing state in the 
country. Pepsi will not only process the 
produce, but also organise (he production 
through contracting the local farmers 
fChakravarty 1989].'’ (More on contract 
farming below.) 

The import^t point to note is that non- 
traditional food exports in all NACs are 
vertically integrated into major transnational 

agribusinesses. Being perishable, fruit and 
vegetables (and of course fresh-cut flowers) 
requirecapilal-intensive 'coolchains’ which 
maintain chilled temperatures from the point 
of origin lo (he point of sale. Major and well 
known TNCs, including household names in 
North America like Dole and Chiquita, have 
been able to provide the infrastructure and 
co-ordination needed for this business. Some 
of these TNCs, like Chiquita. Del Monte, and 
Dole, started out in banana (and pineapple) 
production in the Caribbean and South 
Anicricii and have only recently diversified 
into fresh Iruit .ind vegetables ’ Some new 
agribusinesses like the Polly Peck and Albert 
Fisher Group (both UK-based) corporations 
have no previous experience in traditional 
third world food exports. 

Another highly transnationalised and non- 
traditional food export from (he third world 
includes feed for livestock production. 
Livestock pioduction in the industrial 
countries has changed from being a national 
sector to a transnational big business linked 
through corporations to farms and fcedlots 
all across the world." Through aggressive 
.state policies, encouraged by multilateral 
banks, Brazil and Mexico in the Americas 
and Thailand in Asia have become major 
exporters of animal feed. Along with 
traditional animal feeds like soybeans, Brazil 
has established a big market in pulp from 
the frozen orange juice indu.stry and Thai land 
is expanding production of tapioca for animal 
feed [Friedmann 1993]. 

DlSARnCDl.ATION KROM NaHONAI- 

F(X)D Sll.l-Stll->iaENCY 

Even a cursory examination of the new 
agriculture reveals that it is less a vehicle of 
national agrit uliura) mtxlemisation rooted in 
a maturing home market, and more a 
profitable component of internationalised 
circuits of consumption and production. The 
fixxl sector is no longer seen as a part of basic 
need satisfaction but has instead become a 
source of inputs for transnationalised agro- 
industry it has meant pre-empting national 
l(X)d sufficiency and indeed, national food 
entitlement policies in many NACs. 

One evidence for this ‘denationalisation’ 
ol food policy comes from Mexico where: 

The bulk of Mexican exports is accounted 
by coffee, fresh fruits and vegetables and 
livestock, while the majority of imports are 
basic foodgrains. followed by fecil grains 
and oilseeds In other words, Mexico ex¬ 
ports non-cssential commodities and im¬ 
ports essential ones [Raynolds 1993:110]. 

Mexico achieved self-sufficiency in food 
by the early 1960.s. But by the early 1980s, 
the country had again became dependent on 
imported corn to satisfy the food needs of 
Its people. During 1982-86, according to 
David Barkin, agriculture grew faster than 
the economy as a whole, but the country was 
forced to import large volumes of com to 
meet domestic needs. Overall, the per capita 
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food consumption declined, even as (he 
agricultural sector as a whole boomed. Part 
of the reason for this di.sjuncture lay in the 
fact that Mexican fanners were planting 
sorghum for animal feed instead of com for 
human consumption These changes are 
evident from the data on harvested land in 
Mexico' the area under food crops (especially 
mai/.e) declined precipitously between 1965 
and 1982. while sorghum production 
exploded, becoming the country’s most 
extensive research crop (Barkin 1987:278). 

Internationalisation is a big part ut the 
reason for this shift. According to Barkin, 
by moving to sorghum Mexican larmcrs 
were only responding to the price signals in 
the national markets. The crucial twist to this 
.scenario is that in the absence of support 
prices set by the Mexican government, the 
national prices reflected prices inintemational 
futures markets. Barkin ascribes the end of 
food self-sufficiency in Mexico to the tact 
the Mexican .state has allowed international 
price signals to dictate agricultural policy 
and the alltKation of resources. 

But reliance on food imports is only one 
indicator of integration into transnational 
circuits ot capiial. Equally imponant is ihe 
manner in which this integration takes place 
at the level of production. According to 
Steven Sanderson, another well known critic 
of intcmationalisation of Latin American 
agriculture, Ihe vertical integration of pca.sants 
into agribusiness through contract farming 
“denationalised production by shifting the 
locus of producer control away from the farm 
toward the agro-industrial enterprise (which) 
in turn. IS likely to employ technologies of 
production emanating from TNCs at the 
international level” (Sanderson 1985:53). 
This process completely destabilises the 
traditional farmers cither by forcing them to 
shift away from subsistence production (or 
basic food production tor the market) into 
producing inputs foi agro-industry, or by 
simply marginalising (hem with respect to 
the economy at large. 

Pu^ermore, ai the level of the consumer 
market, the productive apparatus of TNC 
agribusiness tends to he geared toward global 
markets at the expense of domestic 
consumers. As many analysts have pointed 
out, export promotion of .special food products 
- frozen orange juice from Bra'zil, modem 
poultry industry in Mexico and Brazil, frozen 
strawberries from Mexico, to cite some 
examples - serve mass markets in more 
affluent countries and the more affluent, 
upscale consumer markets internally. 

His'niRicAi, Evolution or NACs 

One way to understand the emergence of 
the ‘new’ agriculture desenbed above is to 
.see it as the end of the impoit-substitulion 
model of agricultural modernisation 
associated with the green revolution and the 
adoption of export-led development by a 
growing number of third world countries.’' 

PP.-22 

One advantage of this perspective is that it 
explains changes in agriculture as a subset 
of the larger changes in global economy that 
have encouraged an export-led, market- 
oiiented growth in all parts of the world. In 
other words, (he same global changes that 
have led to globalisation of industrial 
production in NlCs are responsible for NACs. 

These larger economic forces can be 
broadly characterised as ‘internationalisation 
of capital’, which is leading to a more 
integrated world economy (Jenkins 1987).'" 
This thesis tries to explain the growth of 
transnational corporations as an aspect 
of‘self-expansion ot capital’ (both banking 
and industrial capital) beyond national 
boundaries A big push for inter¬ 
nationalisation of capital .came m the late 
196t)s and through the 197()s as the U.S faced 
increasing competition from Japan. Europe 
and lower-wage, newly industrialising 
countries. Along.stdcwiihproductivccapital, 
this penod also witnessed the ecniralisation 
of banking capital on a world scale, a 
phenomenon which tixik its toll on the third 
world through (he debt crisis 

Major transnational banks. Hush with petro¬ 
dollar deposits from the Arab countrie.s. 
advanced huge sums of money to selected 
third world countries through the 197()s to 
help them finance their import .substitution 
industnalisation. But following Reagan’s 
1979 monetary policy in the US, which rai.sed 
the interest rates for the debtor nations, and 
the general global recession, major third 
world debtors had to borrow simply in order 
to pay the interest. Debt acquired crisis 
proportions in 1982 when Mexico nearly 
defaulted. Although the creditors have 
devi.sed case-by-case strategies to allow the 
debtor countries to pay back the debt, the 
entire process had lorced a major structural 
change in third world countries, especially 
the debtors in Latin America and Afnca 
Two major consequences that are relevant 
to our purpose include, (a) an end to import 
substitution industrialisation and the 
beginning of a more outward-oriented, 
export-based growth, and (b) a larger 
overseeing role fur multilateral financial 
institutions (especially the IMF and the World 
Barrie) in the economic policies of the third 
world (Gilpin 1987; 317-28). 

Against this background, it becomes 
possible to see the green revolution as part 
of the earlier import substitution mode of 
modernisation in which nation-states 
formulated policies aimed at national self- 
sufficiency." In other words, the green 
revolution belongs to a world order in which 
the economy was still not a ‘world economy' 
but an international economy and national 
regulation of economies was possible. NACs 
represent an undoing of this “national 
coherence” [McMichael 1993). The ‘new 
agriculture’ is instead subordinated to 
international price signals and “national 
development becomes international and local 

Economic 

economies become a part of the global 
market” [Barkin 1987:275). 

The integration of third world (and the 
formerly communi.st countries of the eastern 
bloc) in the international economy, however, 
is infiucnced by a histoncally determined 
unevenness in wages and technological 
abilities. Indeed, seen historically third world 
food and agncultural policies have been 
deeply influenced by the domestic farm 
policies of major fotxl exporting countries, 
especially the U.S. The food regime analysis 
by Harriet Friedmann provides some 
interesting insights into this structural 
imbalance (1990, 1993). Very briefly, the 
source of third world dependence (and US 
dominance) lay in the wheat surpluses the 
US government held from 1947 to eaily 
1972 These .suijrluses were the result ol the 
price support the US government began to 
olfer 10 American tanners as a part of the 
New Deal in 1930,'’ Immediately after the 
second world war, the US government u.sed 
Marshall Aid funds to buy surplus 
commtxlities for subsidised sale in Europe 
After the reconstruct ion ol Europe, the 
surpluses were directed to the third world as 
part of PL 480 food aid This provided third 
world governments a way to keep their ItKid 
prices (and consequently, industrial wages) 
low without ha ving to improve thcirdome.stic 
food pioduciion The American food 
surpluses abruptly ended with the gigantic 
gram deals the US made with the USSR in 
1972 and later By then, a select handful of 
NACs (notably Brazil) began to compete as 
exporters of feed grams to Japan and other 
countries. But many othei third world 
countries, their economies dependent on 
American surplu.ses, were forced to buy grain 
on world markets The point to note is that 
the de(iendence ol some NACs on imported 
foodgrains is a historical legacy ol US farm 
policies." 

Apart from the larger economic changes 
in the world economy, technological 
substitution of traditional exports of third 
world countries has played an important role 
in the emergence ot NACs. Industrial 
“substitulionism” [Goodman 1991:38) has 
long been a strategy of (he food industry to 
get around the biological constraints 
(including locational and seasonal 
.specificities) of agricultural production 
Wherever possible, the food industry has 
tried to develop (a) industnal substitutes for 
plant-derived products, and (b) generic raw 
materials substitutable for one another." 
Replacement of sugar with industrially 
produced high-fructose com syrup (which 
now accounts for nearly 40 per cent of^ 
sweeteners used in the industrialised 
countries), and replacement of palm and 
coconut oils with soy oil (an industrial by¬ 
product of soymeal animal feed) are familiar 
examples of how substitutionism has reduced 
the world demand for traditional tropical 
exports. Some other high-value traditional 
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exports, e g, vanilla, might be facing a similar 
fate with the development of tissue culture 
technologies [Buttcl 1990], As markets for 
traditional exports dried up, third world 
countries were forced to diversify into other 
high-value crops including flowers, fruits 
and vegetables. 

ni 
Transnationalisation of National 

Policy-Making 

As described in the previous .section, 
transition to a world economy lends to replace 
national regulation with price signals from 
the world markel But this transition docs not 
mean a diminution of stale power, rather it 
has the effect of transforming the national 
slate into a 'transnational state’ Robert Cox 
provides a very succinct derinitioiv 

The internationalising ol the state is the 
global piocess whereby national policies 
and practices have become adjusted to the 
exigencies ot the world economy ol inter¬ 
national production Through this process, 
the nation-state became part of a larger and 
more complex political stiucturc that is the 
counlerp,irll(>intei national pioduclion las 
a result] ihr Internal slrurliire.\ iif slater ate 

adjustedst> that eat ht an hesl tian.sfitim the 

glahal Lonxensux tnta natnnial i>olii\ and 

praittce (Cox 1987 253-,S4; emphasis 
added) 

ITiat the nature of nation.il governments 
- and consequently, the nature ol politics 
Itself -- changes in the process of 
internationalisution of production is an 
important insight. Very otten, analysts and/ 
or critics ol the world economy tend to 
portray the changes in world economy as a 
7.ero-sum game between autonomous nation 
states, with the third world generally at the 
losing end Even those science policy 
analysts who are trying to bring policy¬ 
making in tune with the fact of globalisation 
often fail to see the structural changes that 
have taken place in tlie interests and 
constraints on governments’ ability to make 
policy decisions.'" Rather than simply trying 
to reconcile the national interest with the 
international, it is important to identify the 
ways in which the international has become 
national. 

This idea of transnationalisation of the 
state IS only now beginning to be theorised 
in social science literature. It has recently 
received exteasive treatment from prominent 
political theonsts including David Held 
(1991) and Robert Cox (J 987). The concept 
has been used to understand the changing 
nature of agricultural production by a group 
of rural sociologists at Cornell University, 
including the prolific Philip McMichael 
(1990,1992,1993,1994). In this section we 
will use the insights the.se authors offer to 
update and revise our undei standing of the 
role of the state in policy-making. 

The two most important actors in policy¬ 
making include the government and 
businesses. Knowledge generation and 
diffusion is .seen as a part of government’s 
job to create resources for the nation. 
Businesses, on the other hand, do not have 
any such national mandate. While they make 
vital decisions about investment in, and 
production of. technologies with which we 
live, business dcci.sion.s remain outside ol the 
democratic mechanisms for public 
accouniahi lily. This is the idea behind Charles 
Lindblom’s (1977) notion ot the "privileged 
position of business" which explores how 
businesses take ovei many essential (and 
"momentous") functions of the .state in 
polyarchies, and thus exclude them Irom 
(Mipular control." 

Even though liberal poliiieal thcorisls like 
Ltndblom are critical of the fact that the 
profit marginol private businesses isallowed 
to decide matters of great con.sequcnce to 
society, they do not despair of the market. 
Ltndblom is indeed quite emphatic about the 
superior ability ol the market (as compared 
to bureaucratic planning) to express popular 
demand for genius and services - and to 
niainiain a higher degree of accountability 
within the authority structures. His idea of a 
■■ hybrid loriti ot popular control” (1977.156) 
aims to bring markets under lat ger poiyarchal 
(governmeiil) control without, however, 
curbing their dynamism with excessive 
governmental iriterlerence. Forlhis puqKise, 
Ltndblom piopo.ses to turn the privileged 
state of businesses into an opportunity lor 
popularly controlled governmenis to demand 
.social accountability from markets. If 
businesses need inducement from govern¬ 
ments (in the sha|ie ot tax breaks, .subsidies 
in the form of basic research and development 
and the like), then the government should, 
in return, direct them to conform to certain 
socially acceptable norms, including the 
choice of technologies, the pace of their 
development and sensitivity to the 
environment."' 

This idea of hybrid control rests squarely 
on the assumption that ihc business operating 
within the jurisdiction of a government can 
.scrvc’the needs of the citizens of that society 
Or as David Held puls it, there is an 
assumption ol a "symmetrical and congruent 
relationship between political decision¬ 
makers and the recipients of political 
decisions" (199LI39). But this assumption 
can hold only as long as markets respond to 
the efficient prices set by the demand-and- 
supply internal to a society. Once the 
production and inve.stmeni decisions of 
private businesses begin to be shaped by 
signals from the world (rather than the local/ 
national) markets, slate inducements and other 
regulations can no longer be simply assumed 
to serve the larger national welfare. The state 
in market economies, in other words, cannot 
simply justify the inducements it offers 
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businesses as serving the welfare of the whole 
society. The very possibility of a national 
economic policy is, accordingly, reduced. 

Marxist explanations of the role of the 
stale in policy-making are equally 
handicapped by taking the existence of 
.sovereign nation-states for granted. Without 
going into the details of Marxist theory of 
the state - a subject uk) vast to be addressed 
here- we can get a good idea of its limitations 
through Jack Kloppenberg’s analysis of the 
development of the seed industry in the US 
I Kloppenberg 1988 (. The stale in a capitalist 
society IS "charged with pioviding the 
conditions for proliiablc accumulation (of 
capital]’’ (i 988.13). In the agricultural sector 
in the US through the 19th and early 20lh 
centuries, it meant destruction of all those 
relations of production which were not hilly 
integrated with the inuikei and the 
suboidinalion of all use value to the logic 
of profitability To .serve that end, the US 
government supported a massive research 
ellort to make belter seeds and other (arm 
supplies available to the farmers, science in 
this instance was “incorporated into the 
historical priK'esseso'f primitive accumulation 
and commodification” (1988 10). But as this 
science-based comniodifieation of the rural 
scclorprogressed, public secloi involvement 
became an obstacle to profit-making for 
private seed companies. Again, in ordei to 
serve the needs of capital accumulation, the 
public sector was forced to withdraw from 
actually making improved seeds available to 
the farmers Thus the slate is basically a tool 
for capital accumulation lor the owning 
classes and changes its pnontics, policies 
and laws in order to serve that overarching 
goal. 

Apart from denying the stale any autonomy 
at all, this account ol the state is tew lied lo 
the cla.ss interests embodied m the domestic 
economy -state policies help naiional capital 
expand into sectors of the national economy, 
while any inicmatiunal component of these 
policies (collection of germplasm from the 
third world, in Kloppenberg’s ease), is 
simply meant to aid the process of capital 
accumulation at the national level. The 
limitations of this perspective become clear 
in view of the tact that in third world countries 
today, peasants engaged in subsistence 
farming arc being directly integrated into 
global agribusiness through contract farming. 
Capital accumulation, even primitive 
accumulation, is hardly a national matter 
anymore. 

The common problem with both the 
Marxist and liberal theories of democratic 
(or more exactly, poiyarchal) states has been 
succinctly summarised by Held (1991:139). 

The underlying premises of dcmocratic 
theory - in its lilwrai and radical guises - 
have, in short, been, that democracies can 
be Ueated as essentially self-contained units; 
that democracies are clearly demarcated one 
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from another; that change within democra¬ 
cies can be understood largely with refer¬ 
ence to the internal structures and dynamics 
ot national politics and that democratic 
(Kilitics IS Itself ultimately an expression of 
the interplay between forces operating within 
the nation-state. 

Held traces the root of these problems to the 
two assumptions all 19th and 20th century 
social theory makes. First, that formally 
sovereign nation-states arc autonomous stales 
That i.s, a state which has the undisputed right 
to determine rules, regulations and policies 
within a given territory can actually execute 
this right autonomously without constraints 
from any other nation-state or a system of 
states. Second, democratic theory assumes 
the processes and i. stitutions ol democracy 
to evolve from and function within the 
framework of individual nations. That is, a 
government rules by the consent of the 
majority ol its own citizens and is accountable 
only to them. 

Both these assumptions are no longer valid 
in today’s world which is marked by a high 
degree of internationalisation of pioduction, 
consumption and finance (all of which are 
undergirded by advanced technologies of 
communication and transport) In this world, 
formally sovereign states cannot be a.ssumed 
to be autonomous states. Globalisation of 
economic relationships has altered the 
possibility of deploying whole ranges of 
economic ptilicy. As we discussed above in 
the context of Lindblom’s idea of hybrid 
control, as the key economic factors such as 
the levels of investment, revenue and 
employment within a country become 
dependent on the decisions of iiansnational 
corporations and/or hunks, governments can 
no longer intervene and manage their 
economics. TTius, as David Held puts it, 
“with the increase in global inter¬ 
connectedness, the number of political 
instruments available to governments and 
effectiveness ot particularmstruments shows 
a marked tendency to decline”. This is 
attributed to the loss of a wide range of 
border controls which served to restrict 
transactions in goods and services, prixluction 
factors (including capital and technology), 
ideas and cultural interchange.”' 

The obverse side of this shirking of policy 
options at the national level is the growth 
of international policy-making options. The 
traditional domains of state activity - the 
very basic functions of economic manage¬ 
ment for capital accumulation - cannot be 
fulfilled without resort to international forms 
of collaboraikin. The rapid growth of 
transnationaHink's ik evidenced in the vast 
array of international regimes and 
organisations which have been established 
to manage whole areas ot transnational 
activity (trade, space, the oceans, and so 
on).“ Some of these organisations serve 
largely technical interests (e g, the l.'ni versal 
Postal Union, the International Tele¬ 

communications Union, etc). But other 
international bodies like the International 
Monet.ary Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB) 
and many development agencies of the UN 
are involved in more contentious issues of 
allocation of resources and setting the rules 
of the global order. Participation ot nation- 
stales in these iniemationul organisations has 
brought with it new constraints on the 
autonomy ol formally .sovereign .stale.s 
Indeed, as David Held proposes, the idea of 
sovereignty itself has to be conceived today 
as divided among a number of agencies - 
national, regional and international. Overall, 
there is no doubt that. 

Global processes have moved politics u long 
way from activity which simply crystallises 
I irst and toremosi around state and interstate 
concerns. (They arej blurring the bound 
aries of domestic politics, transforming Ihe 
conditiun.s of political decisioii-making; 
changing the institutional and organis.'itional 
context of national polities; alleringthe legal 
Irumework and administrative practices of 
governments; and obscuring the lines of 
responsibility and accountability of national 
states themselves From these processes 
alone one can say that the tiperaiion of Matex 

in anevermore complex intei national xystem 

both liniitx iheii autonomy unJ infunf’ex 

ever more upon their xovereignty (Held 
1991; I.S?; emphasis in original! 

Accordingly, the meaning and place ol 
democracy - the second as!.umption of 
democratic theory - has to be rethought. For 
instance, m a world where the actions of a 
national government affect not only its own 
citizens but citizens of the other parts of the 
world as well, what should be the nation- 
stales' relevant constituency for consent and 
accountability? Should the constituency be 
local, national, regional or international? 
Generally, territorial boundaries are 
insufficient ground.s tor inclusion and 
exclusion ol individuals in participation in 
decisions affecting their lives. Indeed, 
globalisation raises profound questions not 
just about participation but about all key 
ideas of democratic thought: the nature of 
acon.stituency, the meaningof accountability, 
the proper form and scope of political 
participation, etc. 

But here we are more concerned with 
speci ficsof how transnationalisation actually 
affects state policy-making powers and 
abilities, especially as these policies affect 
the agricultural sectors in third world 
countries. Two general statements about this 
phenomenon will suffice for now. 

First, the mechanism and manner of 
transnationalisation - and the potential for 
destabilisation it entails - is not the same for 
al I states but varies with the differential power 
the stales ha ve in the world economy. As Cox 
points out, the transnationalising of the third 
world state is “more openly induced by 
external pressures than the internationalising 
of the advanced capitalist stale is" (1987:265), 

and thus provokes more awareness and 
resentment (e g, against the US and the IMF 
and the World Bank which arc assumed to 
be acting on the US’ behest). In the advanced 
countries, on the other hand, inter¬ 
nationalisation has the appearance of being 
the result of ineluctable impersonal forces. 
Thus, there arc bigger chances that this process 
will generate deeper opposition and political 
upheaval in third world countries than in the 
more advanced capitalist economies. 

Second, the powers that transnational 
financial structures acquired m response to 
Ihe debt crisis have diminished the autonomy 
of third world slates severely. External debt 
has been .singled out by |x>litical theorists as 
the most pervasive pressure on third world 
stales to expand expons to earn foreign 
exchange. IMF and World Bank adjustment 
lending programmes not only curtail public 
investment in local pioduction, bul also 
change the very policy-making apparatus in 
third world countries - representatives of the 
multilateral and trade institutions (IMF, 
World Bank and lalcly, institutions like Intcr- 
Amcncan Development Bank) actually sit in 
the state policy-making bodies fMcMichaei 
and Myhre 1991], 

In conclusion, the nation-stale seems to be 
yielding its primacy ot place as a political 
mediator and an agent ol capital accumulation. 
In Its stead, the inslitulions and mechanisms 
ol the global regime are scitiiig the terms ol 
economic policy. The state acts more as a 
facilitalorof thereqiiiicmcnisof global,ralhei 
than the national, capital 

of Third 
World State.s and Undoing 

of Green Revolution ' 

Earlier in this paper the green revolution 
IS presented as belonging to an era of 
economic nationalism, and it is suggested 
that the NACs represent an undoing of that 
era. It is time now to examine how this 
undoing has come about. Specifically, this 
section aims to examine the changes in the 
agricultural policies of selectedNACs which 
have restructured their agricultural sectors 
from the goal of national self-sufficiency in 
f(X)d production to the goal of increasing 
export earnings. 

But before we examine the content of 
specific policies, it will be useful to place 
the green revolution in the ideological and 
in.stitutional context of its time The idea 
behind the green revolution - deliberate and 
planned slate involvement, with help from 
international agencies, in the creation of 
national and international institutionscapable 
of doing rcvsearch and providing extension 
services to farmers - was fairly novel when 
it was first senously considered in the post- 
second world war years The newly 
constituted. Food and Agriculture 
Organisation (FAO) did not see any need to 

IV 
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sponsor additional research in high yielding 
seeds adapted to the local conditions of 
developing countries. The conventional 
wisdom at that time was that lagging 
agricultural development in the ncwly- 
mdependent developing countries could be 
corrected by a diffusion of already existing 
technologies from the industrially advanced 
countries [Hayami and Ruttan 1985: 2641. 

This view changed by the late 1950s as 
thelimitationsofthediffusion model became 
evident and serious food enses developed in 
many parts of Asia, especially India Also, 
around that time, the agricultural science 
programmes ol the Ford Foundation (in the 
Philippines) and Rockefeller Foundation (in 
Mexico), aimed at training local scientists in 
breeding high yielding varieties of food crops, 
btigan to show promise. The two foundations, 
along with ihe ‘host’ governments, set up the 
International Rice Research Institute in 
Manila in 1959, and the International Centre 
for the Improvemeni tif Mai/.e and Wheat 
(CIMMYT) 111 Mexico in 196.1 In early 
1950, the govcnimenl ol India formally 
requested the Rockefeller Foundation tor 
help in developing hybrid corn in India. Il 
was these developments that led the FAO 
and other international organisations 
I including the World Bank, the UN 
Dcvelopnieni Piograniinc) and nine national 
governnients (led by the ILS) toorgani.se the 
Constillative Group on International 
Agricullure (CGIAR) in 1971 By 1984. 
CGI AR was spending,S 180 million annually 
on 10 International Agricultural Research 
Centres (lARCs) and three lesearch-rclatcd 
programmes [sec Hayami and Ruttan, ch 9 
lor a hi.story of lARC s] 

While legions ol radical ci iiics of the gieen 
revolution have endlessly laid bare the self- 
interest (control tif indigenous germplasm 
and access to third world markets in seeds 
and farm chemicals)-- that motivated the US 
government and foundations to take a lead 
in the green revolution, these critics have 
paid very little attention to the other significant 
partners in this phase of agricultural 
modernisation- the third world governments 
Ihcmselves. In order to get a fuller idea of 
the developmental ist and nation state centred 
ideas about modernisation prevalent at that 
time, it IS important to open the black box 
of national agricultural policies. 

That is precisely what a 1989 paper by 
Uma Lelc and Arthur Goldsmith does for the 
green revolution in India. Their study of the 
internal documents of the Rockefeller 
Foundation and key ministries of the 
government of India reveals the extent to 
which the green revolution was a part of the 
overall project of nation-building. Nearly a 
decade before India was forced by a major 
food crisis (the 1965 drought) to appeal to 
the Rockefeller Foundation and the US 
government for technical a.ssistancc in trying 
out high yielding varieties of wheat and rice, 
the Indian government had been working 

with US scienti.sts and educators in 
reorganising its agricultural research and 
education systems. The Indian government’s 
emphasis, which was shared by us American 
collabtirators,^'' was on building institutional 
infrastructure for research suited for local 
crops and local farming conditions. 
According to Lcle and Goldsmith, India fared 
a lot better (as compared to other third world 
.states, especially in Africa) in becoming self- 
sufficient in loud, because in India agricultural 
miKlernisalion was a part of larger "nationally 
determined goals of development as opposed 
to ad hoc projects formulated on an indi vidual 
basis” (I989:.121) 

This IS precisely the point Foi a brief 
period beginning at the end of second world 
war and enditig with ihe onset of the debt] 
crisis,-'* the idea of 'national development'! 
was conceivable The ideal conditions for^ 
development were those elaborated within 
the framework of the .states, v/hich were 
supposed to be accountable to both their 
people and to the institutions of the world 
economy treated at Bretlon Woods [Cox 
1987:255] The justification lor such an 
arrangement was piovided by Keynesian 
economics, which showed how nalioiinl 
regulation of demand and supply could work. 

Moreover, the very idea of development 
was quite novel. HisUirically, international 
iradt - be ii in raw material and slaves as 
undci coioiiialism, or in cheaper goiKls made 
by poorly paid workers lotlay - has been 
based upon ci.mparaiivc advantage in 
supposedly immutable t.ictors such as climate, 
natural endownicnis, abundance ot labour, 
etc. The idea ol development meant a belief 
that the.se ‘endowments’ were not fixed by 
natuie but were in.stcad ‘arbitrary’ [Gilpin 
I987 22,1| and could be changed by 
appropriate national policies. Thus the green 
revolution was an implicit statement of a 
belief that the third woild could reverse its 
‘comparative advantage' as a producer ot 
raw materials and luxury fcHxls (tea. coffee, 
cocoa, etc) tor the advanced nations, and 
could again become .self-sufficient in foixl 
production (as it was in pic-colonial times). 

The ‘undoing’ of the green revolution, a 
phenonicnon this paper has ined to describe 
and explain, has come about as a result of 
an exhaustion of the twin ideas of national 
development and the arbii rary - and alterable 
- nature oi comparative advantage of 
nationsThe assumption underlying Brclton 
Woods-that nation-siaiescoulCibe iu’counta- 
bletoboth international financial institutions 
and to their citizens without any conflict of 
interest - has proven to be unworkable, 
(changes in the world economy (described 
in Section II) have led to a return to the 
doctrine of free trade based on the old notions 
of comparative advantage. The GATT treaty 
repre.sents a triumph of these ideas. 

In many third world countries, especially 
those with bigger debt burdens, global rather 
than national economic regulation is 

becoming the norm and is increasingly 
enforced by international financial institutions 
like the IMF and the World Bank. Thus 
McMichael (1992a) reports that structural 
adjustment loans to third world debtors has 
forced a diminution of programme-oriented 
ministries (social services, agriculture, 
education, etc) as compared to trade and 
finance ministnes. I’hesc minislncs treat 
agriculture as one more source of increasing 
export earnings rather than as a .source of 
need satisfaction ol the populace The new 
agricultural policies being promoted by the 
more export oocnied states ,ire devoid of a 
broader rural J'. vciopmcnt - and equity - 
agenda that used to be a part ol the official 
rhcloric ot the green revolution 

This new mstiiutional and ideological 
arrangement has led In thiee kinds of policy 
changes- (a) economic subsidies to food 
exports, (b) substitution ol contiact (arming 
for extension services, and (c) increased 
involvement ol ihc private sector in 
development and deployment of agncultural 
technologies We now proceed to examine 
these in detail 

.SlAIT .SlIPlslRI lOk kxPORI At.RIClil.'ItlRl' 

Like their counterparts in the advanced 
capitalist countries, governnients in the third 
world have traditionally used pnee support 
to lanncrs and subsidies for infrastructure 
(irngiition, roads, farm chemicals, etc) as a 
means of encouraging the use of new .seeds 
and farm technologies. These policies paid 
rich dividends through the green revolution 
years, hut are now under threat from the 
IMF’s stnictural adjustment policies and the 
free trade policies written into the GATT. 

Mexico IS a striking example of this 
unravelling. As David Barkin (1987) tells it, 
until the mid-1960s, iherc appeared to be a 
happy coincidence between the two criteria 
of needs and profitability in rural Mexico. 
The first advances ol the green revolution 
(which had its origin in Mexico in the mid- 
1940s), coupled with land reform, led to 
.spectacular gains in yields in wheal and 
maize in iingated areas Starting in the mid- 
1960s, the US markets for Mexican exports 
of cattle, cattle feed and fresh fruit and 
vegetables began to grow. Mexico also saw 
a growing domestic market for ‘durable foods’ 
catering to more upscale consumers Both 
Bailiin and McMichael 11991) conclude that 
the Mexican government tailored its 
economic policies (especially investments in 
irrigation and faim chemicals) to encourage 
crops destined for export markcis. Those 
farmers who could find the resources to 
modify their operations stopped prtxiucing 
foodgrains and other traditional crops and 
instead planted on the basis of profitability 
alone. Consequentlty, sorghum, virtually 
unknown in Mexico in the 1950s, became 
(he country’s number one cash crop less than 
two years later. The .slate could have made 
food prrvduction equally or more prtifitablc. 
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but it tailed to tncTcase the support prices 
for small-scale agriculture, the primary 
producer ot traditional products. Indeed, in 
order to keep down the consumer price ol 
fotxl. the procurement price ol food tell 
lower, making commercial tarming for 
nonfocxl products even more attractive. The 
government made up the shortlall in UkkJ 
through imports, leading to ihc absurd 
situation reported by Barkin - the country 
was exporting increasing amounts ol 
agricultural products, atid at the same time, 
using those export dollars lo buy food. Even 
though in this pre-debt crisis phase the 
Mexican government favoured large-scale 
and export-onenled sectois over the more 
traditional larm sectors, it maintained its 
legitimacy among the impoverished by large- 
scale subsidies lor basic food items for the 
urban population and loans and maikcting 
support for small farmers 

For a short span of ttmc (between 19X0 
and I9H2) Mexico tried to reverse its 
dependence on imported food - and gave a 
real world example ot what economic policies 
work for self-sufficiency. Discontent among 
small holders in rural Mexico, coupled with 
a drought in 1979. led the government lo 
formulate a plan to recover its lost scll- 
suff'tcicncy an food Two programmes were 
launched in quick succession, the Sistema 
Alimcniano Mexican (SAM) from 19X0 to 
1982 and the Programa Nacional de 
Alimcniacton (PRONAL). which leplaced 
SAM in l9X.f Both aimed at increasing 
productionm small-scalcdryiand agriculture, 
increasing rural employment and improving 
nutrition (sec Burkin 1987 loi details]. 

The remarkable success ol SAM gave a 
clear example ol what the state could 
potentially doto impiove the economic status 
of small farmers. Funiled generously through 
petroleum money. SAM increased the 
producer prices lor basic food, extended 
low-interest credits for lood production and 
subsidised farm inputs (especially cheap seeds 
and fertilisers) The results were .striking and 
immediate, in the three-yeai [leriod Irom 
19X0 to 19X2. agriculture grew at 5 2 pei cent 
as compared to 2 X per cent dunng the 1977- 
79 period Giam ouipui increased signi¬ 
ficantly through the leiiicorporation ot land 
into cultivation and through subsidi.sed 
inputs Staple foods - corn, beans and rice 
-all showed a marked increase A significant 
improvement m availability ol lood to the 
rural poor was also reported. SAM ended in 
1982 (due to a change in the administruiion. 
apart from other problems) and was followed 
by PRONAL. which sought to improve the 
infrastructure for dryland tarming (Barkin 
1987], s 

But the deepening debt crisis ol 1982 
brought these programmes to an abrupt halt 
In )986, the World Bank begun negotiating 
with the Mexican government to develop a 
structural adjustment loan that was 
conditional on the elimination ol lood 

subsidies, privatisation of state agencies, 
domestic agricultural price liberalisation 
(i e. withdrawal of price supports), input 
price liberalisation (i e. end lo subsidies) and 
streamlining ol the agricultural mini.stry 
through mass dismissal ol employees. As 
one indication ofthc slate’s withdrawal from 
the countryside, stale investment in 19X6 
was 47 per cent less than it was during 1981 
(when SAM was at Us peak) (Raynolds el 
al I993|. 

Thus, as compared lo the green revolution 
years (loughly. Irom the late I94()s thiough 
the middle I96()s) and even Iheeaily pha.ses 
of Mexico’s integration into global agro- 
industry. the cm tent agricultural policies - 
the ‘new’ agriculiurc. as this paper has 
described it - have seen a diminution of the 
national development component in favoui 
of global markets As Raynolds et al (199.)) 
aptly put It, “the state’s policies have shilled 
from building a domestic agro-food complex 
with a strong export component into 
exploiting iigiiculture lot generalised liscal 
stability’’. The real losers in this shill arc 
the |X‘asanis and small commcrcidl larmcrs 
who have been left lo lend lot themselves 
in a volatile world market Indeed, the roots 
ol the Indian rebellion in the stale ol Chiapas 
earlier this yeai can be traced lo the .social 
instability and inequity caused by the 
ojKralion ol the unregulated market (Burbach 
I994|. 

This shilt IS not unique to Mexico. The 
Dominican Republic has undergone almost 
ideiilical changes as de.scribcd lor Mexico, 
with the essential dillerencc that the latter 
has always been more closely iniegiated into 
the world economy The Dominican 
Republic’s economy has been dominated for 
centuries by the production ol sugar, and to 
.1 lesser extent, col tee. cocoa and tobacco, 
lor sale in Euio[x;an and North American 
maikcts Collapse ol the sugai export market 
(III large pan due lo technological sub.sii- 
lution, sec Section II) has lorced country to 
aggressively piomote non-lraditional 
markets-'' as it seeks to make structural 
adjustments under the supervision of 
mulUlateial tmancial instiiuiions. Like its 
counterpari in Mexico. Ihc national 
government has been loiced to withdraw 
Slate support lot local I'cnkI production. But 
the Dominican Republic has gone much 
farther in explicitly supporting the new 
exports of fresh produce - the stale has made 
nearly l(),(KK) hectares of state-owned land 
available to loreign agribusine.ss (including 
the US-based TNCs. Chiquita and Dole) on 
a concessional basis to cultivate pineapples 
lor export. This land lease is supported and 
funded by the US Agency lor Iniernalionul 
Development through the sugar diversi- 
lication programme (Raynolds I994|. 
Moreover, the multilateral agencies (includ¬ 
ing the Inier-American Development Bank) 
al.so have made structural adjustment loans 
available to the government to provide tax 

cuts and state-subsidi.sed credits to non- 
traditional agricultural exporters. The ‘free’ 
market ideology that underpins the export- 
led growth of the Dominican Republic (and 
other NACs) does not by any means imply 
substitution of the slate by market 
mechanisms, but actually the deployment of 
slate policies to serve the international market. 

Similar restructuring of policies is 
occurrmgin many other countries, including 
Ghana in Africa (Tripps 1993] and India 
(Gill 1988.1990] ”Thc.scchangcsmaydifler 
in details but they share the logic desenbed 
here for Mcxicoand the Dominican Republic. 

CONTRACI Farminc; 

Most successful experiments tii the green 
I evolution seem lo be I he result ot two nai tonal 
policies (at development ol crop vaiieiics 
consonant with local envuonmental 
conditions, social tastes ;ind resources, and 
(b) piovision of Imancial and technical 
suppoii to the growers through extension 
services (Leic and Gokismith 1989 for India, 
.indTripp 1993 lorGhanal With the growing 
maikct orientation ol agricultuic, the 
governments in the NACs are ceding these 
cnicial policy arenastomlei nationalised agio- 
industry, which IS bunging the practice of 
conn act tanning to the countryside in third 
woild countries In this mode of production, 
the contr.icling linn piovides all Ihosc.services 
and inputs - .seeds .ind lai in chemicals, llnaii- 
cing and m.irkeiing - that the stale-run agen¬ 
cies used lo provide at .i subsidised price 

Contract larming is a way to mtegrale 
independent growers into new production 
complexes It is a loimol sot lal oigani.salion 
m which 

plants and .inimals aic produced on land in 
relation to Ihc complex and changing piolil 
conditions of global competition il is a 
means to introduce distinctive woik lou- 
iines. new on-taim technologies and laboui 
processes, a furthei concentiation ol capital 
in agro-food systems and not least, to deep¬ 

en the form of appi oprwnon h\ vi hn h i ural 

pioduilion ptotesse'k ore lonveiied into 

iiiduilriol products h\ apio-iitdusiiiol i tip 

Util (Walls 1990 149. emphasis added] 

Lately, contract laiming has been heavily 
promoted by multilateral Imancial bodies 
and major international aid agencies, 
including USAID and Ihc British Common¬ 
wealth Development CorporaiMwi The latter, 
in conjunction with the World Bank, has 
pioneered palm oil, cocoa and iiibber 
contracting across Asia, Alrica and Latin 
Amenca USAID, as we .stiw in the case of 
Dominican Republic, has supported TNC- 
managed coiiitact farming. But such 
operations are not limited to private 
contractors - stale-run agencies can and do 
serve as contractors as well, as in the case 
of tea production in Kenya, tobacco and 
livestock in Thailand, rubber in Malaysia 
and palm oil in the Philippines (all examples 
are from Watts 1990). ’Third world govem- 
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mcnts. Watts claims, arc very attracted to 

contract tanning tor it helps them retreat 

from the countryside, while at the same time, 

maintain the nutionalisiic rhetoric ot‘putting 
peasants first' 

Contract larming tnvolving transnational 

capital is most advanced in Central and Ltiiin 

America. The import substitution policies ol 

Latin American countries in ellect invited 

TNCs to invest m these countries (m ordci 

to avoid tariff barriers), aiul the agribusiness 

investment has grown through intcgraimg 

the pioduccrs into their operations through 

contract taimmg. In Mexico, loi instance. 

Pillsbiiry, Campbell Soup, General l■•■oods 

and other Nonh American TNCs have been 

contracting lor sliawberries. tobacco, 

tomatoes and cocoa since the PTSOs Many 

others (Chiquil.! and Dole! opciatcd banana 

and sugarcane plantations (Friedland 19‘M| 

With the intensificaiion ol agricultural ex¬ 

ports 111 recent yetirs. production iclations 

modelled after the old lashioncd plantations 

.sy.stem have re-emerged - m the Dominican 

Republic, lor instance, large TNCs hire 

workers to cultivate l.iiiil managed by the eom- 

panv (and leased trom the state loi a percen- 

i.ige ot the profits) This an.iiigemcnt leaves 

the lorpoiation in complete lontrol ol the 

pioduclion and supply otpnHiuce Other tomis 

ol contract farming resemble the old putting 

out' system of industnal priKluetuin in which 

biisinc.s.ses eontraet a large number ol |Tc.isanl 

growers to produce the desired crop In this 

iikkIcI. too, businesses eonirol the qu.iniity, 

i|ualily, ciedit, inputs, prrKluetion metIuKi and 

inaiket access 

Arrangements like these ate not unconinion 

m other parts ol the thud world .Small 

peasants lontr.icling with local meiehants ol 

join' veiiluies helween local and loreign 

merchants .md exporters is becoming a 

coninion phenomenon There aic well- 

established networks ol local peasants m 

Kenya who produce sugar, tea. tob.icco and 

iresh Iruit and vegetables under eontraet to 

stale and private eoiitractors. with only l()0 

Kenyan buyeis-piocessors exporting 

carnations and specialty vegetables to 

Uindon. and green f.eans to F’.iris Senegal, 

loo.isancxjxrrlcrol fresh produce According 

to Walts, the majority of Kenyan contraci 

farmers are women. In Asia.Thailatid’s lood 

exports arc largely based on rural small 

holders under contraci to the agro-food 

processois |McMichael and Myhre 1WI| 

India has recently allowed a joint ventuic 

between FepsiCoand twolndiun corporattons 

(one state-run and another privately owned) 

to begin contracting ircasants m the stale ol 

Punjab to grow vegetables for processing 

(Chakravarty I989J. 

Contract larmmg tn Sander.son's (198.S) 

opinion "denationalises" production by 

shitting the locus of control away from the 

larm toward the agro-industrial enterprise 

Crucial decisions about what to produce and 

how much arc settled by fluctuations ol 

world commodity markots, rather than by 

cither national plans or domestic markets. 

Not surprisingly, regulation ol lood quality 

- food .salety, pesticide residues, physical 

appearance, processing qualities, etc - also 

passes out ol the hands ol local government 

agencies There aie many cases ol prixlucc 

not bei ng al lo wed I nto t he I mpoi 11 ng cou ni ries 

because of laihire lo meet those countries' 

environinerital .st.iiidards In such situations, 

the contracting lirms simply suspend 

purchase, leaving the larmers with thcirstock 

of perishable pioduce |scc Raynolds 1994 

and Walts 1990 loi examples) 

Apart Irom these disarticulations of 

production and regulation from the loc.ii 

base, contract farming has seiious 

implicaii >ns lor icchnologv choices 

Hvidence shows ihal it is quite likely that 

coiitrac 1 laimingvc'ill simply become a conduit 

lor new technologies which will be oiilside 

any ineanniglul government control Most, 

though not all, contiacts allow the contractor 

to lay down s|x;ci lies ol pioduclion pi aclices 

These companies aie allowed to supply the 
larmers with their own seeds and inputs I 'or 

instance. PepsiCo m India declared the local 

tomato v.irieiics to be unsuited lor its 

pioccssmg opcialion It was allowed to 

distribute imported gerinplasm to 107 local 

larmers who cultiv.iied '.(>()() hectares ol 

land with It |Gill 1990) Pepsi, moicover. has 

plans 1,1 set up a plant research centre lo 

develop new v.uielies bettei suited to the 

local climaie - and lo its own specilications 

Provision ol seeds, chemical s and technical 

.ulvice to laiineis .I'ooul how to use them - 

all these lunciions that agiibusiness is 

permitled undei conlr.ic'l lainiing - have 

been the traditional mainstay ol adaptive 

research and extension .services Although 

geneial opinion has swung against the public 

sector'smvolveinent in agriculliiral re.search, 
the lact remains that extension services have 

many success stones Hven I he harshest critics 

ol national and international research ceiiiics 

set up during the gi ecn revolution have come 

lo accept that they have been responsive to 

local ecological conditions and lood needs 

Patient and long-term involvement ol 

extension services has led lo widespread 

adoption ol green revolution seeds and inputs 

even by small larmers |Tripji 1W ^ |. Although 

it cannot be denied (hat richer larmers lend 

lo monopoli.se the goveinmeni-run credit 

and extension services, the lact remains that 

these services were m.indated to help all 

lariner'. regardless ol the si/e ol holding 

Contraci hirming operates tinder no such 

mandate. Contractors are Iree to select only 

the more viable, generaily richer and alre,idy 

well-established farmers I Watts 1990) The 

ptwrrer la'ineis can ntake no claims on these 

private sector services As a re.sull, there is 

a real darigei that as national governments 

let the market lake care ol extension .services, 

there may be noiAmg left ol them lor the 

farmers who need them the mtist. 
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CltANC.INd DiVI.SION Ol- Laboiik in PLAVr 
Bioikchnoi.oi.y Risi akch 

Breakthroughs in agricultural biotechno¬ 
logy have mieiisified the snuggle between 
private and public sector rescan h institutions 
overihedivisionol labour between .so-called 
basic and applied research According to 
Kloppenberg's political economy of the 
development ol the private hybrid seed 
mdusitv 111 the ll.S (Klopiicnberg 1988], at 
those historical lunetures when new technical 
innovations m.tke commiHlilicationot seeds 
easier, piivaic industry h.is sought to limit 
the activities ol scientists m public research 
centres to doing 'basic' research only The 
first phaseot marginalisation ol public sector 
scientists (in land grant univcrMiics) came 
in the lOtOs when it became possible to 
hybridise com. and the second big push to 
sideline - or co-opt - re.search in public 
institutions has been in progress since 
advances m biotechnology made genetically 
engineered seeds a possibility 

A similar redeliniiion of the division of 
labour has also begun internationally. As Buttel 
and his colleagues expressed the piohicm' 

the technological pivor ot intcrnulional 
agriciiluiie and luial development is in the 
process ol being superseded by new tech¬ 

nical loi ms that will significantly change the 

context within which technological change 
in the Thud Woild is concc|)liialiscd and 

planned thcclusiei ofenici gent techniques 
geiiericjlly known as hiotechnology' will 
be lo the Green Revolution what the Green 

Revolution was lo u aditional plant varieties 
and piacliees IBiitlel et al 1985 .521 

As suggested al the hegmntng of'this 

.sec'lioii, the green revolution was set in motion 

through a collaboration hetween inter- 

nation.il leseaich institutions and national 

goveinmenls whic h sei up their own research 

centres <ind extension services. Whatever 

shape this eollahoialion look m clitfcrcnl 

eounirics, the dclimng feature of the green 

revolution was Ihal it was in the public 

domain This is not lo say that |vi vatc interests, 

particularly agroehcnucjltiansnationals, did 

not bcnelil Irom the spread ol the green 

revoluhon, for clearly they did But private 

corporations did not themselves spearhead 

the green icvojiiiion or have a clelernimaie i 

role 111 the shaping of research priorities. 

Indeed, it is fair to assert that the dislocations 

stimulated by the inequitable deployment of 

green revolution technologies could have 

been worse had lARCs not been commuted 

to a mtssion-oitented ideology of ‘public 

inlet csl'. 

Moreover, the main technology used in the i 

green revolution - plant breeding - was j 
developed by public sector institutions in the j 

west and successlully adapted by national j 
re.search institutions in several thud world j 

countries Buttel summanscs the situation; I 
Due to loreign aid. naming and research j 
eflorts Irom mullilatciai iii.simiiioiis such as | 
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the United Naiums’ FAO and International 
Agricultural Research C'cnires (lARC's) and 
Third World govciiiment invcsiiiieiiis in 
personnel training, racililics and research 
prograinme.s, a significant number of coun¬ 
tries (especially India. Brazil. Mexico and 
China) developed the capacity to undertake 
some ha.sic rcseaich and virtually all the 
types of applied agiicultural research then 
being undertaken in the advanced countries 
Tens of others had suflicicni capacity to 
modify and iransler new technologies de¬ 
veloped by lARC’s or develo|)ed country 
research in stales Even sonic ol the poor 
countries of the so culled Eouith World 
(e g, Bangladesh) were able to make use ol 
public-domain technologies developed else¬ 
where. with a modest amount to technical 
assistance from more favoured nations and 
multilateral research institutes [Butlel 
1990:1641 
The pnvate sector largely stayed out the 

development ol gieeii revolution seed 
varieties because it was not very profitable 
Despite many attempts, the inajoi seeds ol 
the green revolution - wheal and rite, the 
staple foods in most ol the third world - 
could not be successfully hybridised Lack 
of hybridisation meant that these seeds could 
not be sold as proprielary brands which would 
have to be bought afresh every year 

All that IS now changing Biotechnology 
has provided the pi i vale .sector with a powerful 
tool toeoninieicialise seeds Hus has already 
led to a big move of agricultural research 
"from (he campus to the corporation” 
f Kloppenbeig 1988:220] in the indu.siriali.scd 
countries, 'fhe growth of plant biotechnology 
has .seen big takeoveis ol private .seed 
companies by giani chemical .iiid 
pharmaceutical companies (which sec seeds 
as delivery systems for their herbicides and 
Other chemicals) and an titiempi to co-opt 
university .scientists through otters of research 
grants and/or shares in biotechnology linns. 
In the US there arc many state- and business- 
sponsored initiatives, like Ihe one based on 
the Winrock Report, which seek to limii the 
land grant universities anti other publicly 
funded research ceiuics lo basic research, 
which can he used by Ihe pnvate sector to 
produce iiiarkclable farm inputs 
(Kloppenberg 1988] 

A parallel process in under way in 
international agricultural rcscarth. lARf's, 
the institutes that spcaihc<idcd Ihe green 
revolution, arc being left out ol the im|x:nding 
bio-revolulion. They are no longer as 
generously funded as ihcy used to be 
According to Buttel and his eollcaguest 1985), 
funding for lARCs fell short of inllalion by 
6 per ctm and virtually all 13 lARCs were 
forced to cut back their programmes. Indeed, 
recent evidence suggests that international 
aid agencies have started funding major 
private sector biotechnology firms to train 
third world scientists and todevelop products 
for third world markets - functions which 

used to be performed by lARCs. For instance. 
Business Week (1992) recently reported that 
at the behest of foreign aid donors, western 
companies, including Monsanto, Britain's 
Imperial Chemical Indu.strics (ICI) and New 
.lersey-based DNA Plant Technology, have 
started programmes to train scientists from 
third world nations Furthermore, USAID 
has given coni facts lo the US unit of Britain's 
ICI to develop insecl-rcsistant corn for 
Indonesia and to DNA Plant Technology lo 
tram Costa Rican and Indonesian 
biotechnology companies in high volume 
cloning ol tropical crops. Both efforts include 
US tiuining tor .scicMi ISIS fiomiho.se countries. 
The US companies, moreover, retain rights 
01 royalties lo any commercial products that 
may come out of this collaboration 

Ai ihc national level in many third world 
countries, the public sector is in ihe process 
of being sidelined oul of plant biotechnology 
In countries such as India which have the 
capital and scicnlific |)eisnnncl to undeitakc 
reseaich in this aica. (here is a prolitcration 
ol local biotechnology firms operating alone 
or injouil ventures with foreign companies. 
In poorer and less well-equipped third woi Id 
couiuiies, the n.itional govcrnnienis. under 
pressuie lioni loieign aid donors, arc 
retrenching lioni publicly liindcd rc.scarch 
centres artd iavouring the non-profit .secloi 

Recent news reports from India suggest 
that the social division of labour between 
private and public icsc;u-ch insiitulions has 
already tilled toward Ihe former. One major 
growlh industry is tissue culture of 
commercially profitable plants, including 
exotic Bowers, high yielding varieties of 
bananas and export products like cardamom 
I McDonnell 1993] Big names in Indian 
industry are teaming up with lorcign 
coipoialions (e g, India’s Tata mdu.stnal 
group with Ten a Nigra, a eul-flower company 
Iron) the Netherlands) lo propagate large 
numbers ol pluiillets fiom tissue culture 
India already supplies 10 per cent of the 
world's tissue-culture capabilily. 

In a process reminiscent ol privatisation 
of seed icsearch in the U,S described by 
Kloppenberg, the Indian government has 
begun to play the role of lacilitator of private 
rc,scarchiniliairvcs Insteadofdircctly funding 
research, the government-run department of 
biotechnology. helps states lo initiate 
programmes to attract biotechnology 
entrepreneurs finder DBT’s guidance, one 
state (Kerala) has already set up the country ’ s 
first ‘biotech park’, where the state provides 
the land, water, cleeiricity and institutional 
back-up for entrepreneurs who have the skills 
but not the resources to set up a biotechnology 
firm [Abreu 1994], Again, in a process that 
bears a striking similarity to that described 
by Kloppenberg for the US, Indian-owned 
and joint venture biolechijology firms are 
beginning to use the public universities and 
rc.scarch institutions as sources of trained 

personnel for the many new growth areas in 
biotechnology, including, apart from tis.sue 
.culture, enzyme production, production of 
bio-pesticides and bio-fertilisers, and 
diagno.stic.s. While the budgetary figures arc 
not available, it appeals that as part of an 
overall market-orieniation. the Indian 
government is steadily moving away from 
commitment to public research institutions. 

Olhei third wtirld countries are under 
increasing pressure from foreign donors and 
lending institutions to retract from nationally 
funded research. Tripp (1993) describes how 
the government of Ghana, lacing budgetary 
pressures, lias been foi ced to abandon a fai riy 
Siiccesstul state-run progiammc for 
popularising high-yielding corn to the 
pcu.sants Ghana ’ s foreign donors and debtors 
have instead encouraged the growth of non- 
govcinmenial organisations which arc olten 
not as efficient or as palienl as have been 
Ihe government programmes. In both cu,ses. 
the result is an unravelling of national elloits 
lo build research and developmeni capabilities 
in favour of less equitable arrangements and 
- that does not bixJe well lor the poor 

V 

Conclu.sion.s 

The main thrust of this paper is to argue 
for a rcconceplu.ihsaiion ol the role ol Ihc 
state 111 policy-making in the context of the 
growing transnationalisationol the economy. 
It IS luithei argued here that betatisc of their 
relative lack ol power in the world economy, 
thiril world slates face an additional set ol 
constraints on policy-making, namely, the 
pressure Irom multilateral financi.il 
institutions to retrench from pioiccting 
domestic markets, and to stop taking an 
active role in developmeni projects that 
support the poorer sections of .sotiely. The 
reigning ideology propagated by multilateral 
banks and foreign donors, and embraced 
quite actively by third world elites, i.s lo 
integrate more fully inlo the world market 
through more exports and more foreign 
investment. The only concern of the state 
which is not considered illegitimate, it seems, 
IS to intervene on the behalf ol the private 
enterpnse. foreign and domestic, often in 
joint ventures. 

This ‘post-developmentalist’ state is 
actively dismantling the institutions and 
capabilities that the third world had built up 
under the green revolution during Ihe heyday 
of devclopmcntalism This paper describes 
thcemergence.oflhc ‘new agriculture’ which 
IS export-based and vertically integrated with 
transnational agro-fotxJ industry. An attempt 
was made to delineate three policy arenas 
which have contnbuted to the new export- 
orientation at the cost of larger development 
goals which were part of the green revolution. 

While there were problems with the green 
revolution, at least during the early phases 
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when the smaller peasants were left out, it 
was still a programme within the public 
domain and was mandated to be accessible 
to all. The green revolution, furthermore, 
was linked to developing the institutional 
capacity to provide for local lood needs. 
What IS replacing this project is not a more 
democratic, more participatory agricultural 
policy but the impersonal, laceless 
corporations which span the whole world 
Any scn.se ol tiaditiou or local community 
has no chance of surviving the onslaught ol 
transnational capital which is beginning to 
penctiate peasant-based farming 

Hus paper has only desenbed and analyscil 
a very grim situation What arc the solutions'' 
Apart tiom suggesting that the public .sphere 
needs to be strengthened and democratised, 
this paper has no concrete answers. Tlic 
problem is simply too complex and 
overwhelming to Ixr re.soivcd here Another 
pajrer, some other day. will perh.ips have 
some more hopetui answers. 

Notc.s 

1 The term ihiid world' is loaded wilh ideo- 
logii'.al and hiciarehicul euimoUiUons In this 
paper it is used merely as a shorlhand lor 
countries that gained iiidependenee tiom 
eulonial duiiiinalion in the middle .it this 
cenlury and eniharked upon prugranimes ol 
economic development on the national level 

2 Third world .stales are nut alone in lecimg the 
impact ol globalisalioii The recent obsession 
of US businesses and govemmeni with "na- 
lional compelilivcness’ is a result ol changes 
in the world economy, m which the U.S is 
becoming only one among many big players 
For a critique ol making eoiiipeliliveiiess "(he 
organising principle ol a new nuiional ec o- 
noniie strategy", .see 'Ihe2l.\i Ceniut v f’roje( i 
(IfQt) 

^ Debates on farm policies of mduslnaiiscd 
countries dominuled the recent General Agree¬ 
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATl) negoti¬ 
ations Despite Its uhvious iinporlanee. this 
paper will relcr lo GATT o.ily in.sofar as li 
helps lo illuiiunaic the larger phenomenon of 
transnalionalisaiion of policy-making One 
reason lor this relative neglect in this paper 
IS that GATT applies tnore directly to ex¬ 
change and trade relations and not so much 
lo actual production itsell. How changes in 
national policies shape relations ol produc¬ 
tion themselves is die ma|or focus of this 
paper 

4 Populanscd (and perhaps etiined) by Hurnei 
Friedmann (l‘W), the label 'New Agncul- 
tural Countnes' is supposed lo be a counter¬ 
part of the NiCs. (he 'New Industrialised 
Countries'. 'New Agriculture' refers lo the 
fact that It IS geared to a world market in high- 
value foods and feed grains. New also means 
'non-traditional' exports as compared lo the 
primary exports undercolontulisiii (eg, sugar, 
cotton, coffee, bananas) 

5 Food regime implies a "rule governed struc¬ 
ture of production and consumpiion of food 
on a world scale" jFnedmann 1993' 30] 

6 It is not clear, however, if Pepsi's operation 
IS aimed at export Under the agreement Pepsi 

f J).-UII»rpaij , . Hf!,4,ebly 

signed with the Indian govcinment, it is 
required to bnng in 5 in exports ter every 
dollar II makes through selling Pepsi Cota in 
India. This may well encourage the sale of 
piocesscd vegetables abroad, but the huge 
middle class market in India is an allraclive 
opitun as well. 

7 By 1990, C'hiquita had established more than 
240 subsidiurics in fruil and vegclable mar¬ 
kets in 14 couniiics while Dole had some .17 
subsidiaiies in l.'i eounlnes Both were in¬ 
volved in .leluji produelioii ol Ihcse produels 
through eoMiiaet iaiining and (oini venluies 
with either pnvale capital oi with the stale 
in third world countries [Fncdland 1993) 

8 This phenomenon is described by Jeremy 
Ritkm (1992) as erealion of the 'world sleer', 
a bovine analogue of the worldcar' The idea 
IS lo cieate a single world market for beel 
To saiisly llie market, "mullinulionals are 
beginning lo assemble eallle the way they 
asseiiibleeais.bnngingtogelhci inputs seeds, 
grams. pharm.ieeulieuls. catllc eiiibryns. cal 
lie aiiloinaled slaughleiing. wholesale mar- 
keling and ret.iil distribulioii - Iroiii various 
tounliies into a single eo-ordin.ttcd opera¬ 
tion " (p 148) 

9 Snggesled by MeMiehacI tl99.t 331) Bui 

he does not use lliis idea lo develop a his¬ 

torical explanuiion of how the green revolu¬ 

tion IS being iindeniiined by 

intcriialiolialisalion This papi-r seeks lo pro¬ 

vide such an explanation 

to Wdihleeoiioniy in eontrasi to an inlenuiUim- 

al economy "wliere the mternulionul'econ¬ 
omy model loeuses on exchange, the world- 
economy iiuhIcI loeuses on produelion It 
eoiisisls of liansnationul pioduetiun 
organisations whose eomponem ciciiieiils aic 
located in dificieni icmlorial junsdiciions" 
IC'ox 19X7 244) 

It This IS not to deny that there was a subsianiial 
inlcrnational involveineni of miernalionul 
toiindalions and even transnational capital 
(especi.illy in fcriiliscr and pesticide mar¬ 
kets) Bui. as will be discussed in iiioic dclail 
laler. public seclor institutions retained eon- 
Irol of llie oveiall direction ami pace of the 
green icvolulion 

12 The New Deal lariii siip|x>rt policies are an 
inslance ol iiiaero-econoinie policy us a tool 
(oi science and u-ehiiology policy By pro¬ 
viding an assured income lo the lunncrs, farm 
policies created a market for I and encouraged 
further research in) technical innovulions 
ranging from iruclors and hybridised mai/c 
(o chemical inputs, all of which made Iheir 
debut between 1910 and 19.30 Thus "Ihe 
tanner became a productive consumer ol 
indusinal inputs thal came from the faclories 
and luboratones of fordism |simullaneous- 
lyj .all farm production outputs hecaiiic- 
cotii nodified as inputs into other fordisi 
industries" fKenny cl al 1991 184-85) 

13 Otherwise fairly persuasive. Fncdinann lads 
10 explain why the US should have supported 
Ihe green revoluiion ir third world countries 
at a time when PL.48() was ai a |>cak 
Modemisulion ol third world agriculture 
would have only closed (his outlet lor US 
grain reserves 

14 As Friedmann (1991) describes it. “what is 
wanted is not sugar, but sweeteners: nor Hour 
or corivstarch, but thickeners, nol palm oil oi 
hutlci, hut fats, noi tied or cod. but protein". 

15 lUdsFiiAifidibulonging lo the ‘New Inicma- 
tional Division of Labour' especially as 
applied to industrial production, fall in this 
camp, us do many third world critics of 
modemisulion (For a notably virulent exam¬ 
ple. see Shiv.i ) Even |iidicious critics of Ihe 
green revolution like Klopiienhcrg (1988) 
Ireal individual national govcitiments as 
auionuinnus agents of cupilul uecuinulation. 
which relate lo inlcrnalioiial issues only to 
strike Itic best deals toi the elite interests in 
then own n.ilioiis 

III Thus we find Ihe Carnegie Commission rec¬ 
ommending ihal science and policies should 
"inlegraie national and international views" 
ICainegie Commission 1992) In a similar 
vein, the .luiliors of Ihe 21 si Cenlury Projeel 
report exhort scientists lo "think of them¬ 
selves as global citi/ens". with a responsibil¬ 
ity toward Ihc new global coininunity (p 2) 
These rceuminendulions are nol wrong per 

.se. hul only .su|K'rficial and true They fail 
lo recognise ihe cxieni lo which ihc 'national' 
has already become 'internationaJ' Thus to 
ihiiik globally is nol a choice but an iinper- 
alive 

17 In order nol to dignily the existing systems | 
ol governments in inarkel -onenlcd societies f 
.as democracies (which assume an active and | 
deliberative public partieipalion), Lindbloin S 
calls them 'polyarchies', signifying only that I 
the "soeial machinery (or itie control of |, 
auihorily", in these societies is run by | 
‘many'who follow "a sel ol authoritative 
rules" (1977 1.32) | 

Lindblom desenhes ihe mvoivcmeiil of 
businessc.s-in policy making as follows. " . in 1 
any private sysicin, a large category of major ; 
decisions is turned overlo husinessinun. both ' 
small and largei They are taken oft Ihc agenda ' 
of the governmenl Businessmen thus be¬ 
come a kind of puhiu oirieiul and exercise 
what on Ihc broad view ol then role, are 
))ublic functions The significant logical 
eoiiscquenee of this for polyarcliy is lhal a 
bioad area of public decision-making is re¬ 
moved fiom polyarchal conlrol" (p 172) 

18 'Governincnls imglit take on the meticulous Kj 
task ol ilcsigning a highly discriminating 
mixture of financial indueeniciils to business 
with guvcriiinenlul controls over them It is 
a purtieulur way of creating a hybrid form of |^. | 
inurkcl and polyaiehal conlrol The key 
strategy is, m effcel. lo pay busines.ses to 
waive .some ol their privileges" [Lindblom 
1977 .349) f] 

19 Due of Ihe reasons why Keynesian policies 
do not work Joday is (hut it is much harder 
for mdividu,il governincnls lo intervene and , 
manage llicir economies laced with global^!’ 
divisions of labour and moneiury system. For k! 
example, a tax break to consumers with an 
idea of creating u iiiurkel lura certain product I? 
can no longer ensure that the demand for|; 
liKally made products will go up and create | 
more jobs, or that research and development f 
of a product at home may not end up ben-| j 
cfiting other countries (through produelion|:; 
invesInK’nts of TNCs) |;j 

20 Sol Picciolto (1990) describes a mushroom-Si 
ing of intcrnaliunal organisations in 1914- 
about 50 formal inicrgovcrnmenlali 
organisations had been created, in 1939 Ihcrej 
were perliaps 80, and by 1980 over 600. 
Piceiotto suggests lhal lhc.se inslilutions have! 
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pluycci u iiiaior pure in enMiniig u ininimuili 
degree of stale co-ordination needed to pcrniii 
iniernutioiial reprrxluelion ol eapilul 

21 Slate involvement in agricultural develop¬ 
ment anil even centralised seed research is not 
new. though. In the west. Uerinuiiy first siurl- 
ed publicly supported agriciillural rc.scareh in 
18.52 with an explicit plan (or "catching up" 
wilhBnIain Thetjerinancoiicept of socialised 
agricultural research was transplanted lo the 
U.S In the east. China and Japan have ira 
ditions ot dcliherale. ceniialised seed nil 
proveinem schemes dating back a tew cen 
tunes jsee llayanii and Kuttan l*}85. eh K| 
But international collaboiation ihiough cs- 
tablishinent ol reseaich cenlies was a new 
innovation 

22 ThesccriliquesareioomiiiicTous Toiiieniion 
only two Klopivnberg (I‘I8S) suggests ihai 
the Rockefeller Foundation had an inleresl in 
greatmg a iiiarkel loi hybrid seeds m l.alin 
America "By 1^46. Kockclellerinlercsis had 
condueled a survey ol Ihe iiiaikei [roleiilial 
for hyhnd mai/e seed in Hra/il and laict that 
year Iheir Inlernulioiial Basic Econiiniy 
Corpoialion iiivcslcd heavily in Ihc only 
hybrid-secil-producing liriii in that couniry" 
(p 158) Another critic ol the ga*cn revolu¬ 
tion. Vandaiia .Shiva, makes numeious iin- 
.subslunliaicd charges regarding Anicriian 
firms making protiis selling seeds and larin 
chemicals to third world lanners 

23 The Rockclellcr Foiindalion lor help with the 
development ol Ihc nalionul research system. 
USAID ioi inveslinent in laiul-giani lype 
agneulUirul iiniveisilies and the Fold Fouii 
dulion tor assistance with laini cMension 
scrviecs I laic and Ooldsmilli l'JK9) 

24 This period coincides with Ihe sn-called Pas 
Aincneana. the period of U.S hegemony in the 
world which declined with Ihe end ol the 
Bietlon Woods syslem ol lised exeliaiige in 
1973 

2.5 Even though iiislilulions like the IMF and 
World Bunk eoiiiinuc lo talk ot devciopmcnl, 
they are closer lo whai Gilpin describes as 
a liberal position on eomparulive ails.inluge. 
namely, (hut nations should design maero- 
econoinie policies to fosier the basic factors 
for produclion (eg. technology, inirasirur- 
turc. etc) and to leave coinmereial develop¬ 
ment lo the iiiarkel. including ihe world 
market 

26 Mostly III iropicul fruits, paitieulaily melons, 
pineapples and avocados fresh vegciables 
and hurliculiural ciops. particularly (icppcrs. 
tomatiK-s. green beans, elc. and tropical rooi 
crops like yucca and yams IRaynolds l‘)94| 

27 In the ease ot India. PepsiCo will be involved 
in the c'ullivulion and processing ol ficsh 
fruits and vegetables Reversing the environ 
menial problems created by a inono-eullure 
of wheal and paddy and eieatinn of an agro- 
imiusirial base in Piiniab is Ihe official raliu- 
nale for divcrsiliculion The involvement of 
PepsiCo rellccls more a general opening up 
of the Indian markets to foreign investors 
rather than an e.\port-onentalion ol the lood 
sector tier se IGtll 1991)) 
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Expectations, Macro-Foundations, Policy 
Ineffectiveness and Culture 

A Methodological Detour 

Abhay Pethe 

An attempt has been made in this paper to critically - albeit briefly - look at the treatment of expectations’ in 
mainstream economics. It is argued that RATEX in conjunction with new classical assumptions provide a heady mixture 
leading to many a nonsensical proposition. A novel way of looking at the micro-macro debate is also suggested. It is ^ 

pointed out that in the context of modelling dynamic aspects, the crucial aspect of learning (culture constrained or 
otherwise) has been completely bypassed. The paper - to state the obvious - has been written in a methodological vein. 

THE discipline of economics - unlike the 
case of natural sciences - dues nut progress 
by the process of sedimentation. As 
Robertson has noted, here the highbrow 
opinion IS like the hunted hare, so that old 
masters and concerns come back, time and 
again, with renewed relevance. This also in 
a sense implies that there arc no fundamental 
revolution's m economics, but only upheavals. 
It is a matter of lime before the old corpus 
assimilates these upheavals in its fold, leading 
to a new plateau. This process of 
reconstruction and synthesis leaves in its 
wake a lot of rubble, which if not cleared. 
IS detn mental to a clear appreciation of what 
has been achieved. It is in this context that 
the present exercise has been undertaken. 
The focus here is on rational expectations 
along with some new classical assumptions, 
which together have provided a heady 
mixture and ha'm contributed in no mean 
way to 'that solemn and farcical muddle that 
IS modem macro-economics'. 

1 begin by focusing on some of the high- 
points in the evolution of thinking on 
expectations culminating in the paradigm of 
rational expectations, which till the recent 
past ruled the roost. I then point out what 
1 think are the major conceptual problems 
with the currently existing work. I then 
comment on the micro-macro debate, and 
issues of coherence and culture. 

Eari.y Thinking 

Over the years, the rule of expectations 
in macro-economic research has attained so 
much prominence that its importance can 
hardly be overemphasised. 

The early 20lh century economists such 
as Bagehot, Marshall and those a little later 
such as Pigou and Keynes were quite decisive 
about the effect of expectations on macro- 
economy though their treatment was far 
from sophisticated. For them the changes in 
expectations were exogenously given shifts 
which had major implications for the real 
economy. This contrasts very much with the 
more recent view of expectations as being 

endogenous and having little or no impact 
on output. To the early masters changes in 
expeciaiions were chiefly manifest in the 
often capricious movements in business 
confidence, though they did not rule out the 
impact of real factors. Thus, Pigou(l929) 
distinguished between the ‘real’ and 
'psychological' components in expectations 
formation; “In the actual world, both sorts 
of causes arc present. Moreover they react 
on one another ’’ 

The next important stop was Keynes’ 
General Theory. His animal spirits argument 
(Keynes 1936) is too well known to need 
any elaboration. For him, the stale of long¬ 
term ex|)cctations depended on exogenously 
given conventions. Shifts in conventions 
which lacked any real sound footing were 
referred to by Keynes as 'animal spirits' 
Very often animal spirits arc thought as 
being responsible for the shifts in 
expectations. On the contarary, in the General 
Theory, they are ju.st by-products of the 
changes in conventional knowledge. The 
conventions themselves are the macro¬ 
economy's sociological response to systemic 
uncertainty (Lawson 1985J. Keynes’ use of 
expectations in his celebrated liquidity 
preference theory has had to face the famous 
'Cheshire cat's grin’ or the ‘bootstrap’ 
criticism of Robert.son. Indeed now what 
remains of the animal spirits argument can 
be found in the residual of the Keynesian 
investment function (Dow and Dow 1985). 
In the not so mainstream economics, there 
were anticipations of this view of 
expectations in Marx's work as seen in the 
work of Sweezy and Kalecki amongst others. 
Both their views were intluenced by Marx's 
ideas im expectations and his reproduction 
models (Wolff 1978 and Burkett 1989). 

Let me elaborate a little on Keynes’ world 
view, since he is after all one of the more 
important economists. Indeed, this is even 
more pertinent foi, some economists 
including Joan Robinson consider the 
Keynesian revolution to be chietly made up 
of his views on the role of expiectations and 
his attempt to bring history into analysis. 

Also, this will be important since it will 
provide a contrast to the Ratexiansf 
viewpoint. Now, Keynesian econometriii 
practice was concerned with 'discquilibriumi 
in a fundamental sense. There was nif 
prcsumptionofa 'true' model that just neede(|! 
to be identified. In fact, most Keynesian^ 
would deny that true structuial models evef 
exist for an economy (in the a priori sense)|i; 
a view reinforced by recent research ill 
sunspot models (Howin and MacAffe I992]j| 
This view is also close to the position of thtj, 
present paper. In the words of Keynes, 'Th^ 
object of our analysis is not to provide 
machine, or method of blind manipulatioifi 
which will provide infallible answer, but t^; 
provide ourselves with an organised ant^'', 
orderly method of thinking out particult^ 
problems; and after we have reached t; 
part icu lar provisional conclusion by isolating 
the complicated factors one by one we the^-; 
have to go back on ourselves and allow, ai' 
well as we can. for the probable interaction!!' 
of the factors among themselves. This is th| 
nature of economic thinking. Any otheS< 
method of applying our formal principles 
thought (without which, however, we wi| 
be lost in the wood) will lead us into erTor| 
[Keynes 1973). Thus the Keynesian approac| | 
to econometric modelling looks for ‘gooll 
approximations. The theories arc juill 
approximations of the real world and ai|. 
confronted with data to uncover statistics; | 
macro-economic regularities. Of course thfj 
method has an implicit possibility of 
proliferation of model representations an^^ 
equations. This however is not looked upo|; 
as something undesirable, since it is bclicvel t 
that there is no one given and certai|^ 
interpretation of truth. Forecasts ai|; 
calculated as projections conditional upt^'i 
particular data representations and the police 
related decision-making uses these forecast;; 
simply as extra sources of information. 

Keynesian views were treated in a dynaml 
context by Harrod (1939). He worked oif 
an interplay between the warranted, tli 
natural and the actual growth rates. Hen 
expectations played a major role in derivii| 
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the instability propositions. Of course, the 
agenda which Harrod set for himself - viz, 
that of providing the limbs of dynamic 
economic analysis - was rather more general. 
However all that was swept aside by the 
surgical neatness of Solow's growth model 
(1936). It is important to note that implicit 
in Solow’s model is the assumption that all 
the expectations arc always fulfilled. This 
makes nonsense of Harrod's knife edge 
equilibrium. On a more methodological level 
it points to the crucial importance of an 
appropriatemodellingof expectations. What 
Solow had produced was a steady-stale 
growth model. In none but the .steady-state 
equilibrium models does the assumption of 
continuous fuirilmcnt of expectations makes 
sense; indeed they are but equivalent ways 
of looking at the economy. 

During the 50s, Hahn attempted to model 
expectations. “1 was concerned to show that 
perfect foresight paths gave rise to 'forward 
dynamics' and would generally he ill- 
behaved i fthe ‘backward dynamics' induced 
by expectations based on the past events led 
to stability" (Hahn 1990]. One can notice 
here the genesis of the recent literature on 
intertemporal inconsistency. This line of 
work, obviously not meant as an exercise 
in descriptive realism was taken up recently 
by Grandmont (1986), Marcct and Sargent 
(1988) among others. The reason for this 
long period of stupor is not difficult to see. 
The Arrow-Debreu formalism had introduced 
a world of completely collapsible future. 
Since time was not intrinsically essential to 
this model, expectations did not have much 
of a role to play here. However theoretical 
economists were .seriously concerned about 
the fact that it allowed no scope or place for 
money to exist. This concern led to the 
revival of the study of expectations as a 
major theoretical problem. It is clear from 
the work of Radnor (1969,1971) and Hahn 
(1980) that for money to enter essentially 
and meaninglully into an economic model 
it would have to have a .sequential structure. 
This implies that there must be trading at 
every date and the agent is faced with many 
budget constraints. The Patinkinesque 
synthesis would not do since it was not clear 
as to why money should have a positive 
value in equilibrium. Indeed, as Hahn has 
pointed out, an autarkic solution with the 
exchange value of money equal to zero is 
quite compatible with the Patinkin framework 
rendering it rather useless for analysing 
monetary issues. That I am not in total 
agreement with this view will become aparent 
when I return to this theme a little later. 

At a more applied level, direct surveys 
have been used to understand expectations. 
Klien (1954), Haavelmo (1958) and Katona 
(1958) had already initiated good work on 
direct survey expectations so that fancy 
models could not escape direct testing. Direct 
tests are especially popular in the realm of 

inflationary expectations. Particularly 
notable are Chang-Lee (1980), Lahiri (1980), 
Visco (1984,1986), Ixivell (1981). Survey 
expectations are used for a variety of rea!>ons 
as .seen from Nerlove (1983), Kavasaki 
(1982,1983) and Mclutosh (1989) among 
others. An excellent survey of direct studies 
of expectations is to be found in Pesaran 
(1987,1990). Such studies have an advantage 
over the indirect methods of studying 
expectations in the sense that in the latter 
case, the conclusions concerning the 
expectations formation process depend 
very much on the choice of underlying 
behavioural model. However the utility of 
such direct studies critically depends upon 
the accuracy with which expectations have 
been measured. Also the aggregative nature 
of the expectations scries can also cause 
serious problems. This is especially important 
in testing for rational expectations hypothesis, 
where some fictitious representative agent 
IS assumed To what extent the survey 
expectations typify such a representative 
agent is a moot point. Hatekar (1991) has 
investigated the conditions that are required 
to be imposed on the choice behaviour ol 
differing individual agents so that the 
expectations of the representative agent may 
be identified. These conditions seem to he 
too stringent to be likely to be observed in 
practice. Survey studies of expectations 
therefore need to be treated with considerable 
caution. 

Because of their empincal tractability, the 
assumption of adaptive expectations also 
has played a major rule in the empirical work 
on expectations Though obviously 
unsatisf^actory at the theoretical level because 
of its arbitranncss, the assumption of adaptive 
expectations may be postulated as a 
convenient rule of the thumb. Muth (1960) 
has laid down the special circumstances 
under which the adaptive expectations 
hypothesis is optimal in the sense of yielding 
minimum mean square error forecasts 
However in general the model fails to 
generateoptimal forecasts. This is so because 
Its extrapolative nature leads individuals to 
consistently neglect other kinds of 
information that could have been available 
to them at the iihie of expectations formation. 

Rationai. Expectations 

These criticisms were taken care of by the 
rational expectations hypothesis (REH) 
starting with Muth ’ s (1961) work. The model 
is based on the entirely plausible assumption 
that agents do not make systematic mistakes 
The crucial question then is about how the 
individuals learn the underlying model which 
generates the correct forecasts. However if 
it IS assumed that the agents somehow come 
to learn the underlying model, the optimality 
properties of the REH can be verified. The 
rational expectations hypothesis can be taken 

to imply that the subjective conditional 
distribution of some random variable, say 
X(t) coincides exactly with its objective 
conditional distribution. Let l(t-l) be the 
information set that is available to an agent 
at time t-l. This set contains all the 
information available on all the relevant 
variables that enterinto the relevant economic 
model and any other information, including 
that on past expectations that might be 
available to the agent at the time t-1. Let the 
finite dimensional column vector X(t) 
represent the random variables that the agent 
is interested in. Let flX(t)/l(t-l)] be their 
joint probability distribution. Then the REH 
uses two mutually exclusive assumptions. 
In dealing with macro-economic phenomena, 
the REH practice is generally to assume only 
the equality of the first order moments of 
the subjective and the objective joint 
probability distributions. 

Thus, generally, 
X“(t)= E(X(t)/l((-l)] 

= JX(t)*f[X(t)/l(t-l)ldX(t) ... (1) 

where X (t) stands for the subjective 
expectation of the mean of X(t). Though 
similar expressions can be written down for 
the higher order moments of X(t). normal 
practice in macro-economic research is to 
postulate equation (I) On the other hand, 
in micro-cconomics. where more funda¬ 
mental issues like learning have been studied, 
the higher order moments are also assumed 
to be equal. .The optimality properties of 
these models depend critically on the 
following proficrties [Pesaran 1990]: 
(I )The expectations errors conditional upon 
the available information sets have zero 
means 
{2) The expcctational errors aie uncorrelated 
with the values of all the variables in the 
information set and hence with their own 
past values. 

in other words, the forecast errors should 
be orthogonal and lack serial correlation. 
Given these properties, the unbiasedness 
and efficiency of rational expectations can 
be proved in a fairly straightforward fashion 
[Pesaran 1990]. 
Let Eft) be the error in expectations. Under 
the REH it then becomes ; 
Eft) = X(t) - ElX(t)/l(t-l)] 
E[E(t)/l(t-1)] = 0 ( By the law of iterated 
expectations). 
The second properly follows immediately: 
E [E(l-1)E (t)/I(t-l)] 

= Eft-1) E [E(t)/I(t-1)] = 0 (since E(t- 
1) is a known constant at time t). 

Thus, rational expectations forecasts are 
best unbiased. This property has been crucial 
to endearing them especially to the applied 
economists. 

The ratexian analysis works on the 
assumption that a ‘true’ structure always 
exists for a given economy, this is in sharp 
contra distinction to the Keynesian view that 
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we elaborated earlio'. The economy is itself 
is modelled as being away from the true 
stnicture though tending towards it at a 
given point of time. The procedure then is 
to specify the most general form of equations, 
including an error correction term, in order 
to capture the out of equilibrium dynamics 
as well as the tendency to the ‘true’ sttucture. 
The ‘true’ structure simply needs to be 
identified. It is generally assumed to be 
characterised by stable parameter values and 
a white noise error process. The ratexians 
thus fall into the positivist school, which 
seeks to validate models by their ability to 
provide accurate forecasts. 

The models advocated here use the Arrow- 
Debreu ‘contingent claims economic model ’ 
in an essential way. They are basical ly driven 
by optimising actions of the agents and 
hence implicitly rule out disequilibrium and 
learning Such models, small analogue 
economies’ are supposed to be useful ways 
of carrying out such experiments as would 
be very costly in the real wprld. As Lucas 
puts It, “The central idea is that individual 
responses can be documented relatively 
cheaply ...”. This is indeed the much-maligned 
method of ‘casual empiricism’ or the method 
of just Keeping your eyes open. However, 
to formulate such models, not of isolated 
Robinson Crusoes but of enure economics, 
a theory of group behaviour is clearly needed 
Here lies the rub, for under unrealistic 
assumptions, the representative agent makes 
its entry, unobtrusively, but which leads to 
much U'agicomedy, as will become clear as 
we proceed with this paper. 

A lot of progress has been achieved in 
formulating, specifying and solving rational 
expectations models. For excellent surveys, 
see Taylor (1985) for methods of solutions 
in small models and Blanchard (1985) for 
analytical as well as numencal methods in 
large models. A summary is also available 
in Blanchard and Fischer (1989). A detailed 
examinatidn especially of .solution methods 
is carried by Whiteman (1983). 

It isclear that rational expectations require 
the agents to know the true model underlying 
the economy. This means that agents either 
already know or are able to learn the true 
model overtime. While it is clear that agents 
learn from mistakes, it is by no means clear 
why they should converge to the rational 
expccUttions equilibrium (REE). This 
prabteffl has only recently been studied. 
Again these studies have normally though 
not necessarily been carried out for micro- 
economic rational expectations equilibria. 
An REE is not merely a supply-demand or 
a maiket clearing equilibrium; it is also a 
State of affairs where all learning has been 
completed. In studying the convergence to 
such equilibria two approaches have been 
followed. The first approach assumes that 
the agents know the correct specification 
of the equilibrium relationships between 

the market prices and the private signals, 
but do not know some of the parameters. 
These iriodels employ a feedback type of 
estimation where the feedback is from 
expectations to the outcomes. Models in 
this tradition arethose,cg,byTaylor(1975), 
Bray and Kreps (1984), Townsend (1983), 
and Brandenburger (1985). All these studies 
have reported a convergence to the rational 
expectations equilibrium, except in the case 
of Bray and Kreps where the convergence 
IS not necessarily to a REE. However as 
Pcsaran(l990) has pointed out all these 
models assume that the agents know about 
the true relationships in the economy, but 
do not explain how the agents learn about 
these relationships in the first place. 

An alternative strategy that has been 
used is to model boundedly rational 
learning. Here, the agents are not required 
to know the true structural relationships in 
the model. However they are expect^ to 
follow a plausible learning rule to which 
they remain committed throughout the 
period during which learning is taking 
place. De Canio (1979), Radner (1982), 
Frydman (1982), Bray (1983), Bray and 
Savin (1986) all utilise (he above framework. 
Here convergence to the rational expectations 
equilibrium is possible but cycles and 
divergences cannot be ruled out. This 
approach is also problematic because the 
agent is not allowed to revise the learning 
rule in the process of learning. This would 
already assume some a priori knowledge 
of the working of the economy. The models 
do not explain the source of such extra 
modular knowledge on the part of the 
agents. 

SostE FiiKiHbR Problems 

The nadir of ratex approach was reached 
when the representative agent became 
fashionable and adorned with new - classical 
assumptions. As an aside, 1 may mention 
that this IS one more instance where the 
relentless and single-minded application of 
a perfectly plausible first pnnciple leads to 
nonsensical propositions. Earlier, the neo- 
classicals had t^cn the marginal principle 
of Ricardo and transformed it into a uni¬ 
versal principle of cosmic order, with the 
consequent ennervating effect on research 
in economics. Human ingenuity, it would 
appear, seeks to logically refine every idea 
to the extreme, leading to, what I term as 
the ‘refinement trap’, whilst wisdom lies in 
holding back, if one is to end with anything 
but the ‘atoms and the void’. Let me first 
turn to the policy neutrality proposition. 

Rational expectations by themselves are 
not sufficient to generate the policy 
neutrality propositions that have recently 
taken the macro-economic profbssion by 
storm. Tobin (1980) amongst others has 
investigated this matter. The REH has to 

be combined with the assumption of 
continuous market clearing to justify policy 
neutrality. This input has been supplied by 
the search for microfoundations of macro¬ 
economics. Since it is difficult to justify 
nominal rigidities on purely theoretical 
grounds, markets are taken to clear instant¬ 
aneously. In the standard literature concerned 
with the issue of microfoundations, a 
necessary albeit an implicit assumption has 
been that of the homogeneity of expectations. 
Without this assumption, the use of the 
representative agent paradigm becomes 
methodologically untenable. Hatekar(199I) 
shows that the classical theory of choice 
dues not put enough restrictions on decision¬ 
making to achieve this. The additional 
a.ssumptions required are not likely to be 
satisfied in practice. 

Let me say a few words about the 
‘representative agent’. Now, any given 
macro-economy consists of several diverse 
individual agents, co-ordinating their 
economic actions, indeed, macro-economic 
outcomes are results of such co-ordination 
and interaction. Rather than model the entire 
collection of channels through which agents 
interact with each other, the analogue || 
economy school makes the short-cut p 
assumption of a representative agent. Some |^ 
hypothetical representative agent is assumed, f; < 
whose actions are deemed to be synonymous f | 
with macro-economy’s responses. Thus, |j 
macro-economic activity, rather than being 
seen as a result of inter-play of agents’ action f; 
IS seen as a aggregative micro-economics. |; j 
No serious effort has been made by|.! 
economists of this school to verify thalfj 
such a short-cut is possible. Indeed, Mathur | 
(,1993) persua-sively argues that the basic | > 
assumptions here are very highly tenuous. 11 
One way of rationalising the representative I 
agent is to look at the individual as|l 
mimicking the aggregate, with the{it{ 
implication that the aggregate made up ofU 
several maximising agents, itself behaves & 
like the maximising agent. There is no^l 
formal justification for this. Individual!) 
maximisation does not - as we well know - 
does not necessarily engender collective 
rationality. A very simple illustration of 
this is the prisoner’s dilemma. 

Thus, unless one wants to nsk taking the 
position of ‘individual foundationalism’, 
such models ought not to be u.scd for poliey|| 
analysis, for, the identity of the representative | 
agent is itself not invariant to policy changes. 11 
Of course there is the further shortcoming 
that, all considerations of distribution, asf' 
also the response heterogeneity and diversity p 
are ruled out by definition. Surely these are|; 
matters that warrant consideration. Jj 

it is in this context that the concept ofl! 
culture comes into its own. Economic theory |l 
however makes relatively little use of this|.i 
concept The term culture is used to referfi 
to (hat part of behaviour which is acquired||; 
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by unconsciously imitating the conscious or 
the unconscious examples of the surrounding 
society [Max Sieur 1990], in such a set up 
the state of the world is inferred hy looking 
at the other agents of the society. Here 
optimisation and imitation can coexist. The 
Stable coexistence of tundainentally different 
modes of learning is a very real possibility 
that the mainstream learning models have 
ignored. Even with a uniformly naive 
population, i c, one that u.ses association or 
a slightly more advanced analogical form of 
reationing, there might be islands ot perverse 
selection. Further this may be a stable 
phenomenon rather than just a fleeting 
suboptimalily. All this must put .some doubt 
into the mi nds of those who seek to aggregate 
micro-phenomenon on the oticn implicit 
assumption ol homogeneity and the 
con,sequenl application ol some form of the 
certainly cqui valence princi pie. Indeed, there 
emerges a serious doubt about the logical 
validity ol some ot the macro-categones 
when viewed as aggregates of the 
corresponding micro-categorics in the ex 
ante sense. Hicks 11939) made much the 
same point, “Nothing has been said about 
income, about saving.. My decision to 
abstain from using these categories was 
deliberate. In spite of their familiarity. I 
do not believe that they are suitable tools 
of analysis which aims at logical precision... 
At the bottom they arc not logical categories 
at all. But if wc try to work with terms of 
this sort in the investigation we arc here 
concerned with, wc are putting on them a 
weight ol refinement that they cannot bear." 
The upshot of this must be that trying lo 
work up to macro-economics from micro¬ 
economics in the traditional way is a false 
start. Macro-phenomena are not derivable 
by simple aggregation from the micro¬ 
phenomena. They of course depend on the 
micro-level reality but they also have a 
stati.stical existence of their own. They 
represent a specific reality m their >wn 
right. Macromodelsderived without taking 
into consideration these factors and used 
to obtain policy propositions give rise to 
the mythical propositions of present day 
macro-cconomics of tenuous validity 
especially since they implicitly assume the 
existence of the representative agent. Let 
me drive home the point by elaborating 
further. There is implicit in the ratexian 
analysis an aii.sumption of toundationalism. 
Foundationalism also allows the economist 
to rule out irreconcilable inter-agent 
differences amongst economic agents. 
Indeed, differences in conception arc .seen 
as perceptual differences arising out of 
incomplete or asymmetric information. 
These are then treated as frictional rigidities 
and thus of peripheral interest, for the 
theoretician. The rational agent is deemed 
to somehow be capable of ‘learning' and 
thus smoothing out these difficulties. 

All this means that modern macro¬ 
economics never really differentiates itself 
from micro-economics. As a relevant aside. 
I may mention that a critique of the position 
of foundationalism and the related 
ontological individualist, from a hermenue- 
tical point of view has been advanced. Ot 
course, this has been the handiwork, mainly 
of sociologists and cultural anthropologists 
jjarvie I972|. In recent times following 
questions, c g. have been debated. 
(1) Docs there exist an aggregate reality 
which is diflercnt from the .sum of its parts? 
(2) I f such a reality exists, how is it different 
from the individuals constituting ii’' 
(3) What IS the relationship of such a reality 
to Its constituent parts? 
(4) How does one understand such a reality ? 

This context, naturally leads me lo the 
micro-macro debate, with special reference 
to culture. One of the pioneers held the 
view that aggregate (macro) reality had an 
independent existence in its own right 
[Comte 1864). Of course, this is extreme. 
The position of the ontological individualist 
cannot be completely negated. Rather the 
differene between these two realities may 
he understood as follows. When one is 
asking a question about the individual 
behaviour, the answer comes in terms of 
intentions. However one cannot get asimilar 
answer when it comes to a question posed 
about an institution. Here the answer has 
animplicationalcunotation [fordiscussiun 
in this and related areas, see Haiekar 1993). 
A simple example is that of the institution 
of money, which is not of anyone’s 
conscious creation A focus on implications 
produces a view of the social whole as a 
logical system. A theory of group behaviour 
will have to take this into account. The 
meaning ol a whole is in terms of its parti 
and its organisation (emphasis added) the 
meaning of a part is in its logical articulation 
with other parts to form a whole [Hanson 
1975). An attempt to understand the whole, 
exclusively in terms ot iisi intentionally 
acting individuals will lead the scientist 
astray. The distinction between the 
intentional and the implicalinnal meaning 
parallels the micro-macro behaviour. This 
may be elaborated by any number of 
examples for instance (hose of aggregate 
savings or investment [Hatckar 1993]. Let 
me make a longish detour here to deal with 
tangentially related topic, of the existence 
of money in an economic model. 

A Detour ... on Monev 

Now. one of the classic problems that 
was in vogue not so long ago was lo prove 
the existence of money in an Arrow-Debreu 
model. Alter all Arrow-Dcbreu model is 
the most elegant model that theoretical 
economists have at their disposal and if it 
did not have a place for money in it. 

surely it was a matter of grave concern. I 
shall later argue that the way in which 
arguments were made were fundamentally 
(methodologically) flawed, but as Voltaire 
would .say, ‘text before criticism'. Thus, 
let me begin by recapitulating some of the 
arguments. 

In a scathing criticism of the practice of 
modelling monetary economy in the Arrow- 
Debreu paradigm. Hahn amongst others 
opined that the most well developed model 
in economics had no place for money in 
It. Taking the case of Patinkin's effort 
Hahn tried to argue that since it was 
compatible with an autarkic situation, it 
was basically not very useful in discussing 
matters pertaining to money. This was done 
hy constructing a formal model in the spirit 
of Patinkin, in the Arrow-Debreu format, 
with n goods, the last being designated as 
‘money’. Under the usual conditions then, 
it was possible to show that there existed 
an equilibrium, i.e, P > 0. such that Z(P) 
< 0. Starting Irom this point it was then 
demonstrated that it was possible to induce, 
an equilibrium, holding the nth component 
of the price vector equal to zero. Thus with 
exchange value of money being non- 
posilivc there was no rationale lor its 
existence. The argument then extended on 
(wo counts One. that this happened because 
'money' was given no special role lo play 
in this model, and second, that (he under¬ 
lying model was csscniially static. The 
laltei poinl needs some labouring upon. 

The main reason underlying this 
argument needs a recap of the Arrow- 
Dcbreu construct. In its original and must 
basic lormulation. it deals with complete 
markets and c.sscntially static scenario.'Hus 
bears a word ol explanation. There are 
futures markets admissible so (hat in the 
strict scn.se it is not a one period economy. 
However, once it is assumed that markets 
arc complete, in the sense that all future 
contingent and insurance markets exist, all 
the contracts regarding present and future 
deals arc effectively signed in the first 
period itself. The only uncertainly allowed 
is slate dependent and that can be taken 
care of by insurance markets. Of course, 
one objection (hat could be raised 
immediately is that this requires the 
existence of too large a number of markets. 
This objection was taken care of by an 
ingenious contrivance of the so-called 
Arrow securities. This was technically 
accomplished by looking at the underlying 
basic vectors or what in linear algebra is 
called the spanning set. This tremendously 
reduced the order of the number of markets 
required. However, all this still allowed for 
a collapsible market, in that, one could still 
operate with a single budget constraint. It 
IS lo Radner that credit goes for pointing 
out that what was missing from the point 
of view of a meaningful model was for 
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trading to neccessarily take place at every 
date. This, he cal led an essential ly sequence 
economy. He also incorporated some more 
complications by endowing the structure 
with asymmetric information. But Hahn 
later showed that his results and argumenis 
were not crucially dependant on the asym¬ 
metry condition Indeed, with the assump¬ 
tion of incentive compatibility, ‘asymnietric 
information’ loses most ol its bite 

Now the real crux aro.se. for. an essentially 
sequential economy was truly dynamic in 
the sense of incorporating time Once the 
time was incorporated in the model, theie 
was no way that expeciattons could be kept 
out Of course, this docs not end heie. lor, 
with expectations, theie is a possibility ol 
mistakes and then the crucial question, it 
would seem, has todeal with .\<>cuil(.\y.\ifi>i) 

Ivurnmg. This is also where the dificrence 
between micro and macro conies inio locus. 
After all. human beings especially in 
incomplete information environment, act 
in a cnituially constrained, norm-ba.scd 
fashion This is a ditliculi pioblcm The 
mainstream ciononiists. especially the 
raiexians chickened out and look the easy 
wav. They 'realed this question ol learning 
by Ignoring it and studying the system 
behaviour in equilibrium, when anyway .ill 
lea.riimg is presumed to be complete 

Now, this question of cultuie constrained. 
norm-ba!>cd learning is a pretty complicated 
issue and cuts lieely into the domains ol 
other social sciences Here we make an 
ullempl to suggest a way ol looking at the 
rathci limited yet vastly dillictili area ol 
'perpetudlion' ol certain norms, without 
getting entrapped in the epistemic tangle 
of the ’origin’ ol norms. This latter enquiry 
I believe is miractablc and wrong headed, 
from asocial point ut view . lor. it will (oree 
us into a static-untological melhodologv 
while examining the question of existence 
(if money. 

To make my position eleaa'r. I need to 
draw on some ol the concepts in game 
theory, in particular the concept ol 
evolutionary .stable strategy. Pioneering 
work in this area is due to John Maynard 
Smith by way of an application in the 
domain of biology. Kaushik Basu has 
recently suggested - in applying these 
concepts to human societies - some 
modifications leading to an intuitively 
brilliant framework. In the classic Hawk- 
Dove game, there arc two types ol pheno¬ 
types and one can then ask questions 
regarding the viability vix-a-vU the survival 
of each type of agent under diflercnt 
assumptions about the division ol 
population. In the .stKictal context, question 
may be asked about the success of invasion, 
leading to itie concept ut evolutionary 
stability. Understood in the context of social 
institutions, this implies that survival ot 
certain type of institutions in a society is 

not neecssari ly a pointer to (heir opti mat ity, 
but one can plausibly argue that its existence 
cannot be completely dciri mental to scKiei y. 
Al.so this Iraniework is u.scful to analysing 
the ’culture’ prevalent in the society. This 
IS achieved by icducing the pay olf matrix 
suitably, to rule out certain strategics that 
are not permiiied in a society, given its 
norms This leaves open the possibility, ol 
certain suhoplimal institutions, which have 
emerged as historical aecidciits, surviving 
in a.stable .sen.se. The immediate application 
ol this to the case ot money’ is obvious. 
In mathematics, perhaps, the logical 
neccessily is paramount, but in economics 
which concerns itself with lilc as it is live 
in real (hi.sioncal I time, historical accidents 
can serve .is initial causes. The peipetraling 
causes need not s'nclly tall in the category 
of ’logical necessity’ but it may sullicc if 
they are merely tolerably viable’. Thus, 
the search lor existence of money m an 
economic model in the 'onlologital’ vein 
IS wrong headed the more sensible 
procedure is lo treat it in the existentialist 
mode Belorc I reiurti to the main theme, 
let me just nieniion that this Iranie ot 
analysis has deep ramiliealions f'>ii 
example, using it, it is possible to show 
how a population where a eiitical mass 
leads’ Monei.irisi literature, may gravitate 

towards a ’moneiaiist’ economy in a sell- 
tulliliing sense, thus shedding light on ihe 
naiure ol social truth. This lornialisni also 
allows us lo bring in ’culture’ into analysis 
I’his could be done in two ways First, the 
oiiginal game pay-ofi matrix may be 
reduced in a nornied dctcimined lasliion 
■Second, in a repeated game context, the 
rale ol convergence (learning) may be 
diltcreni lor dillcrem societies leading to 
dillcrent stable solutions, having started 
Irom the ‘same’ initial eondilions 1 have 
perhaps drilled loo far alield and so let me 
quickly bring this detour lo an end and 
return to the mam concerns 

Mu HO Macho Bridci 

There is ample evidence in what has been 
thus tar said lo surmise that the bridge from 
micro to niacro-cconomic.s is not simple. 
The causality perhaps more importantly 
runs the other way round I stress this here, 
sinec It IS tar less recognised Macro¬ 
economic research propositions whether 
they ai c. rue or not have the power to create 
sunspots which Iced into the agents’ 
micro-behaviour within an cxpcclaliunal 
frame Indeed, these provide inputs to 
give a subsiariiivc meaning to micro-level 
rationality. How then do the agents learn 
or derive expectational content from 
received macro propositions’.' Our con¬ 
jecture IS that not unlike the learning by 
children, the social learning of technical 
economic propositioti.s never goes beyond 

the first .sta^.s of-Piaget’s scheme. It is 
thus mainly through associaliolts and. 
simple analogic.s. Individual learning in 
the social context is culture con.sirained. 
taking place through tables with simple 
morals. Though there is a tacit recognition 
ol the complex nature ol things, at the 
operational level, anecdotes and fables are 
what survive as simple learned truths. These 
are historically reinforced by associations 
thrown up by casual empiricism. Cultural 
constraints and belief formatton then 
become eeniial to this whole process of 
expectations lormalion which into the micro 
hchavioui and indeed piovide the 
parumctiie environment lor rationality. 
Beliefs here arc a part and parcel of the 
variables that need explaining They would 
thus need to be cndogenised. There is an 
increasing realisation among the economists 
that Ignoring beliefs and simply modelling 
facts could be illegitimate, |scc, eg, 
.Saniiielson 1^58. Tirole 1985, (Jrandmont 
1986, Woodford 1988 and lor a slightly 
dllIcrcnt treatment Canning 1990). Macro- 
economists have suddenly woken up to the 
possibilities of .self-fulfilling beliefs and 
sunspots which seem to indicate to the 
impiirtancc of endogenising beliefs An 
interesting work in this area is by Kirman 
(198.1) whcie he shows that once the beliefs 
are cndogenised, consistent hcliet structure 
may lead agents lo be trapped into what 
he terms as 'mismlormed equilibria'. 
Fxlnnsic iiiiccrlainiy. selt-fulfilling 
propliecics. animal spirits and related 
phenomena have been thought for some 
time to have a role in macro-economics. 
Recent work [Shell and Wright 1991, and 
ChiapiHiri and Gucsnerie 1991J shows the 
various ways in which these elfcets may 
materialise. One interesting and pertinent 
interpretation they provide is that sunspots 
can act as signalling device, to co-ordinate 
indi vidual actions, as well as a randomisation 
device to convexity opportunity sets. The 
major problem here is to do with the 
uniqueness ot solution which to hold requires 
a position which is in consonance with the 
classical philosophical position that truth 
waits out there lo be uncovered rather than 
the prevalent view ot truth as a propeny (if 
pro|)osuions. Facts, in economics being what 
they arc, (i c, dependent on both our 
conceptual frame as well as the initial 
conditions ) it is perhaps best not to strive 
lor uniqueness in the ontological vein for 
this may very well lead us to the self- 
rclcrential problem ol ’who programmes 
the programmer’ type. 

Thus. 1 hold that macro-economic research 
and the associations and analogies it throws 
up lead to expectational equilibria through 
bubbles and sunspots. Obviously there is 
nothing in the nature of things that .stops the 
set of such REE from having the cardinality 
ol the continuum. Of course, pure sunspot 
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models are di rficui i to rational) se i n a relevant 
way. Lucas circumscribed between the real 
and the sunspot equilibria, thereby reducing 
(he total number ot possible rational 
expectations equilibria.There exists a broad 
spectrum ot possibilities (rom the 'pure 
sunspots’ ii> the ‘completely real’ eco¬ 
nomies. The contribution of many rational 
expectations theorist has been inclined 
towards the more real end ot the spectrum 
This is a superstructure, as it were . built 
upon the touiidations ol Airow-Dcbreu 

■formalism. Consequently, the problem ot 
multiple cqulibria has to be taced hath of 
this equilibrium has a particular historico- 
institutional structure implicitly built into 
it. The whole space of economies may be 
partitioned into subsets each ol which is 

. an island ot possibilities and not necessarily 
a singleton Which island one re.ichcs aiul 
which specific possibility is in lact realised 

• IS a matter ol hi.stoncal circumstances. A 
certain degree ol policy-path connected¬ 
ness is presumed to hold with rcsjicct to 
almost all the islands (else we must I,ice 
a no exit situation) In general, there 
exist several equilibria on each ol lhe.se 
islands A sclccloi funetion must now be 
employed to specify an ordering over these 
equilibria. The .selector tiinction must also 
provide an ordering over the set ol suprcmal 
(most preferred) equilibria across the 
islands 

It IS interesting to speculate about the 
interpretation ot the lainous ‘Natuial Rale 
Hypothesis’(NRH). in this scheme ol 
things. Friedman has defined the natural 
rate as that late of uiieinployment that is 
grounded oul by the Walrasian system ol 
equations This is very much like the 
Smithian stationary state where the 'full 
complement of riches have been reached’ 
The dillerence lies in the tact that while 
the Smithian stationary stale was brought 
about by the toi ccs operaii ve on the demand 

. side, the lorecs that bring about the natuial 
rate operate on the supply side. The parallel 
isdrawn simply because both ol them shate 
the ideology of the non-interventionist state 
Thus lake agents to be ralexians (having 
identical cxpcciaiions), suck lime out ol 
the model, u.se the Lucas entique. and hey 
pre.st(), you have policy inetlcetiveness 
The policy ineffectiveness proposition 
points to the impossibility ol exploiting the 
trade off between inllation and unemploy¬ 
ment that never was For the very assump¬ 
tions of the model rule out any trade off of 
this kind so that the structure of the model 
leaves nothing to exploit. Indeed the long- 
run policy ineflecii veness proposition comes 
very elo.se to being an exercise in vacuous 

f logic 'V'et there is something to be said for 
the policy ineffectiveness proposition On 

” a given island (conditioned by the historico- 
imstitutional and infonnalional structure), it 
allows us to identify those equilibria where 

the application of policy in the narrowest 
sense might yield superior results, by way 
ol tran.sition to those equilibria where NRf I 
holds.If one reaches one of the best 
natural rale equilibrium on one island then 
the NRH points to the lact that a set of 
di ffcrcnl ly pc ol pol icics need to be brought 
into play, to make a transition to pos.sibly 
an even better NR-equilibrium on another 
island The Natural Rale Hypothesis 
(NRH), 1 believe, thus helps us lor 
taxonomic piirpo.scs in the classdiealion of 
(he policy type 

Though the importance of expectations 
cannot be denied on the theoretical plane, 
one needs lo be careful whilst incorporaliiig 
them in a macio-model Micro theoiy tries 
to understand and explain agent behaviour. 
This emails an element ol volition on ihe 
p.iri of the agent and a perception ol the 
environment leading lo menial eonstruels 
like the familiar schedules and hence a 
piesumcd role lor expectalions about 
tamiliai vaiiables Macro-phenomena 
appeal in quite a distinct way They arc Ihe 
realisations, concrete resulls ot Ihe agcni 
actions, given the attiially existing 
environment The lallaey o( composition 
has to be guarded against Also, they arc 
methodologically iinaeeeptable it ihey 
involve Ihe assumpiion ot homogeneity ol 
expeet.itions and Ihcnec an application of 
the certainty equivalence principle A trade 
ol I as always has lo be worked out, bet ween 
the cost ol modelling expectations and the 
consequent benelil in terms ol slalisties 
and/or added economic insighi into Ihe 
working ol the process at hand 

In Coni'! i.'sion 

Having been crilical ol much that is 
being done in the main-stream of economic 
prolcssion, it is peihaps lime lo lake stock 
My own views about macro-economies, 
winch come lairly close to the 'eoherence’ 
.school (again see Halekar 199,^] opens 
doors lor ■subjceiivism’ mall its splendour. 
As Rorty (1979) puts it, “ . theories seem 
lo license everyone to consiriicl his own 
little whole. - his own little paradigm, his 
own little pracliee. his own little language 
game and the crawl into il" Let me make 
haste lo elurily that my point here is mainly 
to inject a small dose of modesty into the 
practitioners ol our prolession. 

That dynamics is crucial lo economic 
theorising is at least as non-coniroversial 
as things can be in economics. It is then 
a straightforward corollary that time and 
uncertainty eannoi be left oul. Trying lo 
gel these iwo elements into economic theory 
has truly been a pons asinorum of 
mainstream economics. Let me recall that 
the most elegant model we have, viz. that 
ol Arrow-Debreu for rhe competitive 
economy is essentially static. For all the 

‘uncertainty’ and ‘time* incorporated, it 
continues to be a model with collap.sible 
future. Indeed it has no place for money, 
which leaves the entire area of monetary 
economics without foundations. Of course 
several refinements are possible. One such 
i.s the introduction of the called Arrow 
securities, which arc Ihe basic securities 
which span the entire eonlingcnl market 
space, and considerably weaken the 
requirement of the existence of complete 
contingent markets The other route is to 
postulate an essentially sequential structure 
to the economy with trading at every date. 
This along with asymmetric information is 
the path followed by Radner, whilst Hahn 
puts mote emphasis on transactions costs. 
Either way one reaches missing oi 
incomplete or inactive markets, and creates 
scope tor analysing a monetary economy 
One may now incorporate cxpcctational 
sirueturcs are tackle dynamics analytically, 
as Grandmont amongst oiheis has done 
But this way ol modelling is fatally tlawed, 
since, all the expectations are based on wi II 
behaved probability distrihelions Also, 
there is no scope lor disequilibiium 
behaviour lo show up, and hence leaiiiing 
to lake phaec, so that one never does leave 
Ihe world ol steady stale with its notional 
lime. Thus rhe Airow-Debrcu model and 
Its geneialised vaiiaiiis continue to be 
defieieni in that they arc steady stale qiiasi- 
dyiuimical systems, mostly without 
heterogeneity. This is about as much as the 
analytical mclhods will permil It is here 
that computational economies can be ol 
help [Kendrick I9SI, 1988, Amman and 
Kendrick 1990] Computational leehniqucs, 
must be turned lo for a greater understanding 
about rclcvent models ol economies, e g, 
with all types ol uneertatnlies embodied 

Finally, to sum up. in order lo be in a 
position to ineorpoiate dynamics into out 
analysts and to make progress with our 
understanding of economies, three things 
must importantly happen. First, induction 
of real lime into our models, so that we 
may model disequilibrium process 
dynamics, and rcalislieally endogenise 
learning. Second, allowing for interactive 
dynamics in Ihe intra-temporal sense, or 
quite simply making room for heterogeneity 
among agents, by incorporating ‘culture’ 
so that one may avoid the fallacious 
propositions derived fiom misguided 
aggregation leading to representative agent 
models. Now, given the tools at our 
disposal, only to a limited extent can the 
above be accomplished analytically. This 
directly leads me to my third requirement, 
VIZ. a symbiotic relationship between 
‘theory’ and ‘empirics’ It is a safe 
conjecture that the next real advance in our 
understanding of economics will come from 
the specific area of computational 
economics. It has been a real tragedy for 
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economics, that its practitioners have 
resolved themselves into two distinct 
compartments, viz, those who indulge in 
high theory and others who dirty their 
hands with cmpirico computational work. 
Whilst the latter group has at least 
sometimes tried to incorporate the 
advances made in theory, the high priests 
of theory have almost always shown scant 
regard for their ‘empirical' colleagues. 
The earlier wc break down the partition 
which exists between these two cultures in 
our profession the bettei it would be for 
all concerned. 
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Nature of CapitaUst Itansfonnation 
Continuing Relevance of Marxism 

James Petras 

C'hronis Polychroniou 

Since Ihe < oUapse <>j Simet-stvle pltinneil ecimonnes in central anti eastern Europe and the disintegration of the former 

USSR, Marxism has been dismis.\ed h\ intellectuals of all political stripes as a potentially relevant force. This is profoundly 

mistaken, for the collapse of hiaeaucratn collectivism vindicates Marxism in theorv and political practice. This paper 

highlights the relevance i.f Marxism in understanding the fall of state socialism anti the deep structural dynamics and 

contradictions of contemporarv capitalism 

SINCE the collapse ol Sovie(-style planned 
economies incentral and eastern fiuiopeand 
the disinlcgration ol the tornier USSR, 
reactionaries, conservatives, liheials. 
neoiiberals. texlsoeialists, some leminists 
and post-Marxists are desperately tryinj; to 
outdo one another in dcvismt: the ultimate 
requiem lor Marxism 

The di.smissal of Marxism as either an 
intellectual tool liras a potentially politically 
relevant lon e in the contempoiary world is 
profoundly mistaken The collapse ol 
bureaucratic collectivism signilies the 
denmlivc vindication ol Marxism in theory 
and political practice Wliai look place m 
the former state socialist countries in the late 
1980s and early IWOs was the end lesull 
ol a massive lejiitimacv crisis caused by the 
political and economic alienation o| the 
working class Iroin the woik place and the 
polity. Moreover, the chronic crisis ol 
capitalism ovei the last 20 or so years 
(stagnation, massive unemployment, global 
economic polarisation, declining living 
standards) has now reached hrstorually 
unprecedented levels, thus validating ihe 
Marxist critique ol capitalism Wli.it is 
happening to nntst ca[)iiahsi economies and 
.■ountriesthroughouithe world IS conipaiable 
to the piocesses that took place in the mid- 
I9lh century - large-scale growth ol capital 
accompanied by a geonietrii use in 
.ineniployment. poverty, crime, and 
suffering.’ Today, iheolliciul number ol the 
jnemployed m Ihe OECD countries stands 
Mover 3.*) million and is growing, with .some 
15 million having given up searching lor a 
job.-' Indicative ot the nature as well as the 
severity ot the cn.sis. the rate ol 
jncmploynieni in the youth labour loice 
among .several ol the OECD countries is .10 
per cent ' By the end ol the l')8()s, 15 ol 
die .so-called ’developing’ counliK’s had 
steadily declined in income growth, with 
(tome ol the ’economic miiacle' cases - 
•Nigeria, Argentina, and Vcne/uela- having 
,;beir GDP drop by double digits ‘ World 
inequality has also reached new dimensions 
in 1989 the ratio di/lereniial in per c.ipita 
'income between the richest 20 per cent ol 
•bountnes and the poorest 20 per cciv stood 
it 65 to 1. and at 140 to I between the i idlest 

20 per cent of people and the poorest 20 pei 
cent 'Capitalist ’development’ has ensure.l 
that one billion ol the world’s fieopli’, live 
111 absolute poverty.” More than 15 million 
children die each year Irom poverty ' At the 
same lime, and equally as important, the 
structural coiitradiciionsol late capitalist not 
only continue to go unchecked, regardless 
of whether capitalist governments intervene 
systcmically in the economy (libcial/social 
tieniocralic) ot not ttieoliberal) hut the 
prtiiciple ol prolit maximisution now 
thieatens the world with an ecological 
disastei The tropical lorests. already 
eliiiimated by more than 40 per cent, aie 
disappearing ”at a late ol .lO.tKX) to .^T.tXK) 
sq miles every year"’’ as multinational umber 
companies aie having a field day under Iree 
trade, tree market legislation - the recipe lor 
Ihe unmhibilcd accumulation ot wealth by 
the corpoiale and linance ma.sters at the 
expense ol the rest ol society and. ot course, 
oftheenvironnieiital/ecologictil system. The 
anaichic piolii-drive system ot capitalism, 
with Its air pollution, haphazard disposal 
of iiiilusiI lal w.isle, o/one-daniagiiig 
tcclmologies. and land and water coiita- 
minalion. is lapidly converting the planet 
into a ’’helhsli phue" The way, iheielore, 
to de.il with the pioblem ol environtneiital 
degradation is to drastically alter the 
structures ot llieei onomy.doa way altogether 
with the system ol capitalism. No other 
response can he coimied on to satis! v the 
environmental requirements. To be sure, 
■’those who tocus on people as the problem, 
rathei that on [Ihel economic and military 
piactices" ol capitalism, as Victor Wallis 
writes, "need fo be leniindcd that the US 
leviathan alone emits more carbon dioxide 
than Asia, Aliica. and Latin America 
combiried”'' 

Welcome to the make-believe world of 
the new capitalist order. While the media 
and the intellectual ideologucsof capitalism 
are trying to convince the world ol what 
an antiquated system is Marxism, the 
"natural laws of capitalism" are working 
in the meantime to frightful perleciion. 
spreading mi.sery and destruction along 
their path. Indeed, the objective conditions 
lor socialism have never been more ripe 

than they are at the pre.seni historical 
liincture .Socialism or barbarism is in many 
respects a far more relevant call today than 
It was 111 the I95()s Yet, the problems 
facing Marxists today and in the proximate 
future arc very daunting To reinvigorate 
belicl in the validity ol Marxist thought 
and the socialist vision is by far the biggest 
and most immediaie task that Marxists 
have to conlront 

We will begin with a drsciission ot Ihe so- 
called 'ciisis of Marxism', arguing that it is 
aI’lisisoflhe intellciluals - a ’tailureol the 
nerve' In the t.icc ol powerlul pressures 
emanating from the capitalist ccmies. the 
'crisis ol Marxism' is seen as a subjective 
reality rooted m the nnspeiceplions and 
sense of poweilessncss ol the ex-Marxist 
iiitclligciit.sia By arguing and analysing the 
’sub|cctiviiy' oflhecrisis, we willbeclcaring 
the way toward opening up a discussion ol 
the objective relevance ol Marxism in 
analysing both the demise ol bureaucratic 
collectivism and Ihe structural dynamics and 
contradictions ol contemporary capitalism 
We will then proceed by highlighting the 
relevance ol Marxism in understanding the 
tall ol .state socialism In this regard it is 
iniporiaiil to temertiber that while bourgeois 
Winers tirsi described 'communism' as on 
the brink of mimincnt collapse and 
.suh.sequcnily as a ’loialiturian monolith' 
incapable of internal evolution and reform. 
Marxist critics tocused on the eoniradictory 
nature ol state socialism (tensions between 
its worker origins and bureaucratic rulership, 
icnsions between its socialised production 
and bureaucratic control and appropriation 
of surplus) and its ideological claim.s 
(collective good versus privileged elites) 
We wiU then turn lodiscuSsing the relevance 
of Marxism in understanding the deep 
structural dynamics and c'ontradictions ot 
contemporary capitalism - in a tashion that 
highlights Ihe way in which the Marxi.st 
iuialytical Iramework is superior to any of 
the competing liberal, neoclassical or 
postmodernist approaches. This in turn will 
allow us to rai.se the real challenges and 
problem.s that lace Marxism in its struggle 
to become politically relevant in the 
contemporary world. 
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Cmsis of Intuixettijals 

In one not unsubstantial sense, the 'bri.sis 
of Marxism’ as it is discussed today is u 
‘crisis of the intellectual nerves’ - it is the 
capitulation ot the former leftists belore the 
seemingly overpowering presence and 
politico-miliiaiy triumphs ot capitalism in 
the contemporary world."’ The cx-lettists 
iuc traumatised by their negative vision The 
world market is everywhere, the rules ot the 
international banks arc inipo.scd consistently, 
the industrial working class is m retreat or 
declining, the United Nations has become 
a U.S-Europcan global police lorce. Faced 
with this apocalyptic vision, the ex-leftists 
decide It IS best to operate Irom the market, 
to manipulate the rules ol the banks on the 
margins, to narrow their locus to local 
activities (‘civil society'), to make a virtue 
of necessity by (oining the chorus 
condemning state tmcrvcniion and the 
struggle lor slate power, to embrace narrow 
ciilftiral identities xs the focus of militant 
activity 111 the inicrsticcs lelt by the dominant 
capitalist powers; in a world, turn to 
‘possibilism’ - the hope that by painting 
rnuscan^on Moloch, greed can he harnessed 
into a capitalist humanist social pact 

The ‘lailure ot the nerve’ is rooted in the 
failure of the lelt to resist the ideological 
pressures Irom the western mass mcilia and 
sialestxs well as theiriniellec tuals in unilorm) 
to amalgamate Marxism with the bureaucratic 
collectivist regimes and to reproduce history 
from an unti-socialisi, anti-working class 
perspective There is the perception by many, 
particularly on the left, that the collapse ol 
the bureaucratic collectivist regimes lenccls 
the ‘failure' ol M.irxism Insofar as this view 
has permeated stK ial and political movements 
worldwide, it has .seveicly weakened all ol 
the left, including those who understand 
otherwise Insotai as this perception has lAl 
to defections lowaid liberal politics and 
sectoral reformist movements, it has 
narrowed the aiena ol public debate, closed 
access to media outlets and losiered 
demoralisation and disorienialion in the 
popular movements 

Second, insofar as substantial parts ol the 
left - including non-communisl sectors - 
wcic materially dependent on the 
bureaucratic collectivist regimes lor siipixm, 
the demise of the latter has undermined the 
Willingness and ability ot the left to function 
outside the parameters of world capitalism 
Third, the political class in the west and the 
ex-communist bureauciats in the cast have 
monopolised the mass media and public 
debate on the meaning ol the collapse of 
stale socialism, amalgamating bureaucratic 
collcctivi.si ideology with Marxism. In.sofar 
as they have been successful in convincing 
the populace and intellectuals of their 
equation (collapse of bureaucratic 
collectivism = end of Marxism), the tasks 

of clarifying and distinguishing Marxism 
form bureaucratic collectivism has become 
infinitely more dilficult. 

For the above rca.sons, contrary to what 
many anti-Stahmst Marxists believed, the 
demise ot bureaucratic collectivism has nui 
cleared the way lor a reasoned consideration 
of Marxist theory and practice, nor has it 
lactlilaicd the growth ol autonomous, 
authentic M.irxisi movements As a 
consequeiKC, Marxism around the world is 
viewed now by many .icadcmicians and 
political aclivisis as an ideology whose lime 
has passed 

BooKtiiois vs Marxist Criiioixs oi 

UuKi A0< RAiir Com i itivism 

Bourgeois writers were never able lo 
provide coherent, sound analyses and 
explanations ol ihc nsc and evolution ol 
stale socialism or ol the outbreak of socialist 
revolutions. E)escribing socialist revolu¬ 
tions as ihc novelty ol armed, imnorily 
revolutionaiy groups is a blalant dislorlion 
ot thcobieclive historical condiiions ihai led 
the dispossessed to rcvoliilioiiary change 
oriented toward achieving greater equality, 
social )uslice. and Ireeilom Furthermore, 
the characterisalionof stale socialist regimes 
as 'lolalitanair and incapable ol internal 
rclorm is sulticicnl lo make i leai the 
tnappiicabiliiv ol bourgeois. Iibeial dis- 
cour.st- 111 undersiaiidmg and explaining (he 
hisloiTcui aiul strucluial reality ot the 
development ot bureuucraiic collectivism. 
The same is tiue ol Us demise The celebra¬ 
tion ol the collapse of state socialism by 
bourgeois wrilcrs is a pathetic display of 
little catechism • tonnulations construed in 
terms ol ideological subjectivity shaped and 
determined by an essenlialisi. aiiii-.socialisi 
discourse that aims to dismiss Marxism 
ullogciher 

For some writers the demise ol bureaucratic 
collcclivisni signified ihc worldwide 
ascendancy ol liberal democracy, the supre¬ 
macy ol capitalism - the ‘end ot history'. 
According to this view, socialist revolutions 
were a detour in the march of history toward 
liberal demociatic capita'.isni For oihcis. 
the socialist levolulions were the hidden 
hand behind bourgeois revoluiions, Clearing 
prc-capiialisi debris lioni socicly and 
prepaiing the way foi a new and more vital 
.stage ol capitalist development 

The "endol hisloiy"a;gun)enl. embodying 
a p.->cndo-Hegelian, teleological view ot 
history, tails to sec liherat-capitalism as a 
histoi.cally specilic social system with its 
own morphology. Us rise, maturation, 
decline, and translormaiion. Pciiodic 
breakdowns o( capitalist societies, ihcii 
violent intrusions mio weaker stales, ihcir 
perennial expansion and suhorJinalion ol 
vulnerable economies, their diversion ol 
resources and impoveushmeni ol domestic 

societie.s in the name of global icadersiu{^ 

have been accompanied by wa.stcful ane 

dc.siructive wais that have, in turn, bcin |j 

turned at times into anti-uipiiahs(revolutiop« f{ 

some ol which have been subsequeriitt) 
levcrsed. In-sum, there is no historical bxsti |i 

- past or present - lor arguing lor 'lineitw] 

progicss' toward ‘(tec markets’ and 'liberal] 

demociacy' ("apilalisiii - whether liberat||i 

democratic or auihoi Marian, .state-centr^ Or; 

markci-oncntcd - has evolved in pespotutwl 

to the tension between internal and cxterium! 

opposing lorces the internal conflicw 

helvt'ccii capital and labour and the extertiai ■ 
conllit Is among competing c apitals. Periodi#; 

revolutions and eounler-revolutions rcilc^i 

the internal conllicts. while Ihc world an|| 
regional military and trade wars reflect IbC; 
external conllicts 

Addilionall V. the decline ol state socialist^; 
in the cast has not been brought about W ] 
aeapitalist social class, nor has therecmcrg(»,l 
in us place a liberal-democratic capitalii®? 
society and economy The overthrow ov.; 
slate socialism (assisted simultaneously 
the imperialist onslaiighi ol the west) wni 
largely the product ol a bureaucratic 
imbued with a capitalist ideology, but wittt ] 
no historical tics lo capitalist production ait^^ 
iis markets The nearest approximation o.':’; 
an indigenous eapitalisi cla.ss was the illicl’ i, 
eoiuruhand networks working theinterslicel > 
ol the slate planning system. Th^-!| 
consequence of the capitalist restoration f 
a non-cupiialisi class has been the grafting,! 
ot policies and practices on a .society withoui j‘ 

the soLial agencies to implement then^j 
Instead ol a domestic capitalist class, wh{J;l 
has emerged is a group ol inieinTcdiaries fo| j 
western capiialisin. on the one hand, and tb? | 
growth ol a powerlul strata of plunderci^j 
('malia iietwoiks') who pillage Ihc exi.stm|i| 
economy ol public resources and dive#^ i 
overseas loans to lorcign bank accounl| 
without developing the productive tofcctl',' 
on the othci." The resulting decay of postal 
communist societies ts loiind in large-scalfi 
long-term unemployment, crime, prostSi 
luiion. and decline in production anf|| 
consumption This development has bed'!|| 
matched by the growth ol authoritarian ruleif j j 
and the loreign dtetatmn ol economic poli?i| ' 
Neilhci liberal democracy nor eapitalisi 
development has emerged from the collapsl] 
o( bureaucralie eollcetivism The break-UEj 
ol the lormcr U.S.SR and the-assumption 
power by pio-wesierii rulers has not evcl’ 
icsiilicd 111 the establishment ol viablenatiotf J 

■fe j. 
stales Lthnie divisions and eivil wars, art-1 
nationalist and religious auihoi'itaiTanisn|| 
have been the most prominent leaiures i|;i 
the posi-eommunist world. ft 

Finally, contrary to Ihc "end of hisiorw 
scenario, many post-commuiii.sl socicliS 
have regresseil in social and cultural lerrol ; 
19th century disea.ses have renirned, bail 
on abortion are now m place, widesprcil, 
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laupcnsm among retirees has become the 
Wrm. highly irained scientists arc 
incmployed 01 working tor a pittance What 
s purponwJ to be the detimiivc triumph of 
iberal-democracy and capitalism over 
communism is in tact the Oismtcgration ol 
'he nation-siate inlo ever shrinking warring 
nhnic enclaves, ilu decay ot public lile. and 
he destruction ol production systems The 
numph ol the tree maikcts is a story ol 
.lisposscssiun. iinpovenshnieiii, ami 
lationui humiliation Thus, rather than view 
‘he collapse ol state socialism as a bourgeois 
evolution clearing the way lor capitalist 
^vancc. il is more cnipirically correcl to 
View the ascendancy <il the Iree marketeers 
is a hi.siorR'ul regicssion - perhaps .is a 
■emporary deioiii loward a revitalised and 
*iew form of deinoeraiic collectivism 
‘ In contiasl now lo the h.iiialilics ot 
bourgeois political analysis, the evoliiiioiiv 
Vises and demise ot bureaucratic 
'lolicctivism was most brilliantly analysed 
ind anticipated by Marxist thinkers using 
Marxist categories We should remember 
’hat il was Rosa Luxemburg who identilied 
jhc authoritarian tendencies implicit in the 
Structure ol the Bolshevik parky.'' 
Luxemburg never turned her back on the 
bolshevik revolution (in laei she provided 
i sympathetic, although criltcal. assessment 
if the course ot the revolution in Russia), 
iutshesaw withaclear eye that ‘centralism’, 
iihen misguided, may turn out to become 
<n obstacle to revolutionary action, as it 
iideed was in the German Social Democratic 
Wy. or a conservative lorce. as it indeed 
'ecame during Stalin's reign It was 
luxemburp who pointed out the inexti icable 
onneciion neiwecn democracy and 
Jocialism it was Leon 'Irotsky who 
Jentilied the new stale apparatus as a 
astinci soeio-fHiliiic al stratum appropriating 

,he surplus (rom the working class, 
ndermming egalitarian noniis, contradicting 
le revolutionary origins ol the regime '' It 
/as Trotsky who laid out the issues of 
iternational revoluiioii versus ‘soeialism in 

‘ ne couiuiy ano woikers' democracy 
ersus hutcaucraiic dictatorship It was 
te Marxist hisiorian Isaac Dcuischer who 
iscussed the po.ssihihly ol an evolution 
iward capitalist restoration ''' It w.is the 
4afxist philosopher Herbert Marcuse who 
halienged the Soviet claims ol remaining 

•' 'itthful lothc Warxi.si ideological tr.idition 
' The Marxist dialectical method, the use 
V class analysis, the application ol notions 
*f class contradictions, class conllicls, and 
iie notion ol the class nature ol the slate 
Vere essential to iiiuJei standing the crises ol 
ic Stalinist system and the lestoration ot 
apitalism. Just as buieaucratic collectivism 
ijuldnotcxplaiiiitsowiidcgcneiaiion, ihisi- 

fammumsl liberal capitalism cannoiexplain 
te catastrophic crises that it.s institutions 

' ad polities aie engen Jenng. ()nc should not 

confuse the conjunctual pervasiveness or 
even the hegemony of an ideology with its 
profundity or durability 

Rm IVANO- 01- Marxism 

Today Marxism is the most usclul 
perspective in understanding the mapir 
.structural cliangcs taking place in the 
capitalist world economy Nonetheless. 
Marxist theorists must come to terms with 
the vast changes in class structures, 
tcehnologies. state/civil society relations that 
have taken place ovei the last quarter ol the 
century, otlierwise their conceptual 
tramework will become irrelevant in 
analysing the contemporary, world and in 
lashioning a togent alternative 

Ma|or toiileiiipoiary siruelural protesse.s 
arc best understood within a Marxist 
Iramewoik A review ol the processes in 
relation to basic concepts will illustrate ilie 
tremendous utility o( Marxist theory 

11) Cone eniralion amt ccnlreilisotion of 

; eiinuil withn t ountrws and across ref;i(ins 

The mergeis and buyouts accompanying 
the growth ol global cnierpri.scs are one 
mdieaiion ot this 'law of capitalism’ noted 
in Marxist analysts During the l9X0,s, 
which repiesenicd the Latest huge wave of 
meigcis and acquisitions in the historical 
development ot industrial and linancc 
capitalism since the IK80s. all giant 
corporations engaged in mergers and 
buyouts, in l‘J88 alone there were moic 
than 4,(K)0 mergers representing a total 
value of $ 24.*) billion,'' RJR Nabisco’s 
takeover by Kohiberg Kravis Roberts and 
Company in 1988, worth $ 24 53 billion, 
IS the largest acquisition to dale In the 
I99().s the billion dollar acquisiiions are 
concentrated in the drug indusiiy,''' 

(2) Intcnsifiralion and exlcnston of 

cs/iloilalion aceoinpatninf; capitalist 

expansion and i ompcltlion' The decline ol 
income, longer working hours, the 
eliminationoi health. |)en.sion, vacation, and 
other benerns accompanied by the extension 
of work time and the growth of labour 
produciiviiyaliesi to the relevance ol Marxist 
analysts Indeed, w.nge-.salary and all-round 
capitali.st exploitation have increased under 
■globalisation’ to unprecedented levels 
throughout the world. In the ‘belly of the 
beast’. 80 per cent ol the US labour lorec 
ih.ii tails into the category of ‘production 
.ind nonsupervisory workers’ earned at the 
end of 1989 weekly wages that were less 
by more than 10 per cent of weekly wages 
earned in 1973 '" - the year ol the beginning 
ol tlieciiircnt global economie crisis. At the 
same lime, .studies indicate that the aver.ige 
worker in the US in 1987 worked 163 hours 
more per year ih.tn in 1969 Similar 
weakening economic and social conditions 
are confronting the working class people 
everywhere as national governments arc 

institutionalising a my nadol'devices to assist 
capital's ruthless quest for higher rates of 
profit. In Costa Rica, long considered a 
‘special case’ in the economic development 
of Central America. Noam Chomsky reports 
that after the ncoliberal programmes of the 
IMF and the World Bank went into efiect 
in 198.5.37 percent of the workers received 
wages that were below the legal minimum, 
average family incomes fell by 10 per cent, 
and poverty increased by I8pcrcentin 1991 
alone.’-’ Seeking to lepress popular 
indignation over the dcicnoiating living 
eondilions. the Costa Rican government has 
in turn increased substantially the size of the 
police lorce ' Indeed, one ot the 
developments m the ncoliberal global order 
IS that state repression uses gcomcirically 
with the deeline ol income, and stale budget 
cuts in health, education, and pensions A 
case 111 point. In Greece in 1991. j giam 
demonstration ol over I.OO.(XK) students, 
teachers, and (acuity in Athens protesting 
the consci^valivc legime’s elforts to reduce 
the btidgcl lor stale cducalion, was viciously 
aiiiicked by the police asii weni on a rampage, 
leaving scveial dead and hundreds iniuied 
Thesavagery ol the repicssion ol the student 
prolcsl - unpiecedcnied in western Luropc 
in recent decades - was an integral part of 
the regime’s goal to sirciiglhcn the state 
against civil society in itscl forts to implement 
Its anti-working class economic agend.i As 
elsewhere, the ncoliberal policy ol ‘public 
pain Ini piivale gain’m Greece has Icvcliccl 
the living standards ot working c l.iss people 
while business piofits have skyiockeled 

Yet another intercMing case ol the 
inlensilic.iiion and extension ol exploitation 
accompanying c.ipil.ilisl expaasioii and 
competilion woilh pondeiing is that ol Japan 
- often cited as the greatest ‘success’ ot 
postwar capitalism The so-called miiacic 
of Japan is based on a fascist technique of 
super-cxploit.'ition entorced by a natural 
alliance between slate and big capital on a 
docile labour force and without any ‘trickle- 
down’ etfccis Japan’s economic 
perlormance di.splays “a wide gap between 
increasing productivity and .stagnant leal 
wages".-"' While “Japanese manulaciuring 
labour productivity more than doubled (it.s 
index incicascd by 117 3 pet cent in 1975- 
84)... the index in real wages increased only 
by 5.9 per cent in the same ten year [teriod”.” 
At (he same time, Japan's indusinal workers 
work on the average 11 to 13 percent longer 
hours than workers tn Britain and the US, 
and 31 jiercciii longcrthan their counterparts 
in Germany In the final analysis, when all 
Is said and done about Japan’s economy, 
“the miracle is explicable in terms of blood, 
sweat and raw muscle toilingforthenation’s 
Btg Capital”.'" 

Today. Marx's dictum about the 
relationship between capital growth and the 
deterioration ol the working class’ living 
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standards is truer than ever ^fore: ‘The 
more...capital grows, the more the division 
of labour...expands. The more the division 
of labour...expands, the more competition 
among the workers expands and the more 
their wages contract”.'" 

.(.3) Growing class inequalities and social 

polarisation: In Europe, the US, Latin 
America, and Asia ‘free market’ policies 
have broken the social safety nets and 
contributed to the growth ot concentrated 
wealth and a growing sub-proletariat. 
Wealth has shifted dramatically in the Iasi 
20 years from the mam of society to the 
upper echelons ot the corporate and finance 
world Inthcwesi, 'globalisation' israpidly 
dividing societies into two sharply 
dill'ereniiated social clas.ses in a siinilai 
fashion to the general trends in the third 
world and the post-communist societies. 
Simply put, Ihe rich are getting richer and 
the poor aie growing poorer In 1992. Ihe 
top fifth ol US families received .SI.3 pet 
cent ot the income while the hotloin fifth 
got only 6 5 per cent ol Ihe income.'' 
However, there is an even much greater 
inequality in wealth compared to income. 
Patterns of concentration of wealth in the 
US reveal that Ihe richest.10 per cent are 
in possession ol over 87 per cent ol all 
wealth This phenomenon of inequality 
IS worsening rapidly on a global level " 
In Chile, lor instance, one ol Ihe .sti-called 
'economic miracle' stories in the line item 
accounting of Ihe IMF and the World Bank, 
in 1990 the richest 10 per cent ot the 
population increased Its share ot the national 
income to 47 per cent Irom .16 per cent in 
1970 Accordingly, "since 197 1, 
consumption dropped 30 per cent tor the 
poorest 20 per cent in Santiago and 
increased 15 per cent lor the lop 20 per 
rent."" 

{4) Growing Intel-rapilalist conipcltlion: 

The trade wars and formation of rival blocs 
by the major capitalist rivals, and the rc- 
emcrgcnce of iiiicr-imperialist rivalries, 
completely undermine neo-classical notions 
of complementary harmonious market 
relations. The impciialisi world is rn 
complete disarray as the majoi imperial 
powers are blaming one another (with the 
US doing naturally most of the finger- 
pointing) for their own economic problems 
and the depression ol the world economy 
in general Under Clinton, the US has 
stepped up Its ciiticism of Japan for running 
huge trade surpluses with the rest of the 
capitalist nations."' including now charges 
for practising protectionism m order to 
safeguard its low unemployment rate.” But 
increasingly, Japan is resisting more and 
more US pressures and what it lightly 
considers to be interference in the affairs 
of Its own economy. A recent study reports 
that the conciliatory attitude of Jupanc.se 
politicians toward Washington is being 

gradually replaced with growing 
intransigence.'* no doubt largely due to the 
fact that Japan's own economy has now 
entered into a severe crisis as well. US- 
Japan tensions over trade arc growing in 
intensity, indeed as are Europe’s relations 
with Washington. The Europeans are also 
di.splaymg growing frustration and irritation 
over US attitudes on trade"' as well as over 
US loreign policy matters, with the Balkans 
especially becoming a major area ot 
disagreement.''" 

With the decline of the US as the 
hegcmomic power m the world imperialist 
system, and the global economy sinking 
deeper into depression, inter-imperial 
rivalries arc intensifying and contlict is 
mounting m the new external relations of 
the major capitalist nations in the post-cold 
war era 

(5) Tendencies of capitalism la ernes 

and slagiiation With the decline ol war 
economies, the absence of ma|or 
innovations capable ot stimulating recovery 
and growth, the growing debts and tiscal 
delicits, and glowing productivity and a 
narrowing consumer base. Ihe inherent 
tendencies to crises have come to the lore 
Since 197.3, with Ihe OPEC oil crisis during 
the winter ol 1973-74 sci ving as Ihe loudest 
announcement, the world capitalist 
ecoiiomy has entered a structural crisis 
oscillaiing between recession and 
depression I tom which it has yet to emerge. 
In fact. Ihe ciisis has deepened in recent 
years and it is now severely allecting the 
entire developed capitalist woild, with 
Japan being ils latcsl victim Japan's 
economy had managed to avoid Ihe worst 
Iromtheendol l973to I975,thankslargely 
to Its low rate ot unemployment, as well 
as to absorb Ihe second oil shock in May 
1980 and to grow considerably between 
1983-87 '' However, Japan's economy 
began to e.vhibii marked signs ol decline 
towards the end ol the 198()s as its economy 
overheated, and the crisis has become, as 
one free-marketeer put it, “ol alarming 
magnitude and complexity"'- In 1992 
Japanese departmeni stores registered a 
decline in their annual sales for the fust 
lime since the I96()s, and in 1993 business 
lailures were up 22 7 perccni fiom 1992." 
In mid-1 ‘>9,3 it was repoited '.hat “Japanese 
industrial output had lallen lor twenty 
consecutive months” and Inat now “theic 
were 81 jobs available ^ur eveiy 100 
applicants”" In the fiscal hall ol 1994. 
Japan’s 11 largest banks reported a drop 
m their cjinbined net piolit ol 18.3 per 
cent, caused by an unprecedented number 
of bankrupicics among borrowers, and Ihe 
stability of the country’s banking system 
is now a major concern." Lately Japane.se 
businessmen and economists have stalled 
sending out warnings that by the beginning 
of the 21 St century Japan could be lacing 

unemployment rates as high as 10 per cent, 
and that Japanese society therefore should 
begin preparing itself for such a future. 

Major European countries such as France, 
Britain, and Germany are all faced with 
double digit unemployment rates, while 
Spam has over 20 per cent and many of 
the post-communist nations in eastern 
Europe as high as 30 per centThe 
liemendous p.ice ol job destruction in the 
era ol “globalisation” is connected to the 
internal logic of the capitalist system - 
overaccumulation and failure to utilise fully 
productive ca|iacity - and the recent trends 
in late capitalism - deindustrialisation, the 
ascendancy ol financial and speculative 
capital, capital flight, and a deprole- 
tarianiscd surplus labour force. The 
conditions of production of capital are 
radically dilfcient today than they were 
after the second world war. The long wave 
of icch'nological innovation and the 
sustained economic development generated 
during the ‘golden era’ of post-war 
capitalism due largely to the war itself ran 
Its course some 20 years ago Since then, 
stagnation and a general economic and 
social crisis lues set in, which the managers 
ot capitalism have tried at various points 
to resolve through military pumping of the 
economy - a process that in the long run 
only deepened the crisis ot capitalism and 
generated huge state tiscal deficits. Capital 
IS now reproduced through investments in 
the 'paper economy' - stock markets, 
international currency markets, and all .sorts 
ol tinancial and otherwise non-productive 
transactions. Under today's capitalism, 
great predators do not make their fortunes 
by building factories or investing in the 
economy ’ s infrastructure; m.stead. they bet 
on the economy ol “casino capitalism”.*’ 
Thus, George Soros, a financier and advi.ser 
to eastern European governments, became 
richer by a whopping $ 2 billion in only 
a couple ol weeks m 1993 by dropping 
% 10 billion on the German deutsche mark 
against the British pound and the Italian 
lira '"Indeed, the woi Id's exchange markets, 
have grown dramatically in daily turnover 
since the early 1970s It is reported that 
111 1973 “$ 3 billion were converted into 
European currencies in one day. In the late 
1970s, daily turnover aiound Ihe world 
was estimated ai $ 1(X) billion; a decade 
later, that liguie had reached $ 650 
billion 

Given that wars among the major 
capitalist powers are not a very likely pros¬ 
pect in the near liiture (only becau.se of 
what IS now at slake - a globally integrated 
economic system of capital accumulation 
- and not becau.se of the political features 
of liberal regimes as bourgeois political 
.scientists maintain), and that the trends in 
the world economy described above arc 
almost certain to continue lit is hard to 
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imagine capitalist states imposing the 

discipline necessary on financial capital to 

alter the course of the economy), it is 

interesting, to say the least, to see how 

uapitalisis will try to resolve ihc current 

global crisis Either way, what is certain 

H that the toiling masses worldwide will 

continue lo bear the burden of the 

■restructuring' of the capitalist system as 

long as the system lasts. 

(6) hnpenalism iloiiinuwl leatiiir in 

reunions heiween tidvain ed and less 

developed raptialist ytates: The subordi¬ 

nation ol easicrn Europe and Ihc cx-U.S.SR 

to wcsierri Euiopcan and U.S capil.il 

evidenced inthcpillagcofilieii economies 

and the increasing pcnciraiion and 

subordination ol Ihc Chinese maikci by 

Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan, arc 

testimony to the (act that global expansion 

- imperiulisni - is Ihc driving force ol our 

epoch Global capital accumulaiion creates 

dependent relationships wiihoul exception 

and .subjects all naliuiiul economies m the 

less developed eouiuries it pcnetiaies lo 

the interests ot foreign eapiial, the logic 

of the ‘world market’.and the gco-siraiegic 

considerations ol ilic imperialist powers 

(as lormci Yugoslavia so iiagic.illy 

illusirates). The newly created neolihcial 

global order is oricnied loward a couisc 

thaj hardens the controls of the imperialist 

powers over the third world (winch now 

includes the ovciwhelming majonty ol 

eastern Euiopcan nations), closes all 

possibilities lor inward and aiitononums 

oriented policies of dcvelopinciu. and 

ensures the continuation ol the pill.igc ol 

the third woild's natural and economic 
resources 

(7) Class stru/iule as motor jotce of 

history: The major terms in practically 

every political discouisc today arc 

"competi-tiveness' and laboui ficxibiliiy’, 

expressions ihai dc.sciibc wholesale shills 

in the labour capilul iclationship hoi Ihc 

past two decades, the eapiialisi class and 

Its state representatives have engaged m a 

virulent class war convening pcimaiicni 

workers inio leinporaiics, shilling work 

rules and. mosi imporlant. taking ahsolme 

control over the conditions ol work The 

minimum icsponse by labour and trade 

unions to this class struggle (its onc-sideci 

nature) does not obseuie die essence ol the 

process, a struggle hy a class (iliedomiiiani) 

to impose tfs power and prerogatives ovei 

another and estahlish umlaierallY die terms 

of production and icproduction. Indeed, 

the central and most immediate political 

task facing ihe working class movement 

and the pan les of the left every wlicie ai ound 

the world IS to leiurn to the iradiiion ol 

resistance and rchcllioii so as lo pu.sh Ihe 

world away /roni the orbit ol capital’s rule 

and toward et|ualiiy, freedom, dignity, and 

justice. 

(8) Class nature of the slate: The 

overwhelming emphasis of stale policy has 

been 10 laeilitatc Ihe major ecemomie 

process undertaken by the doniniaiii 

capitalist cla,ss. The ‘rti.struciuimg’ oflahoiir 

has been promoted by stale policies 

weakening labour unions Capiial moves 

have been subsidised hy slate lax policies, 

capiial coneeniialion by siaie dc- 

legulation'; the ’iranstcr' ol private losses 

through state imcrveniion to the public 

treasury ”'Thc major shills in iiiLome hascci 

on the powei ol the state to intervene on 

behall ol capital has reduced ns 

‘legitimation' lunction ti' minoi .icliviiy. 

The stale is iiol an aulonomous eniiiy 

mediating belwecn classes It is. as it iias 

always been, an instrumeni ol cl.iss rule 

and thus its major clectsioris can best be 

understood ni the liamcwoik ol its class 

chai actor 

In sum, the cliicelions ol cli.mge, Ihe 

dvnamics ol siale-eivil society relations, 

the process ol mleinalional cxiiansion. Ihe 

slruelurc o( the m.irkel. and llie emerging 

organisational lormsol the principal socio¬ 

economic .iciois c'.m best he uiicleistood in 

a Maixisi li.niiework In the tree 

conipelilioii ol ideas, key M.irxisi concepts 

have clemonsii.iicd their validity over and 
against tlie liberal neoclassical paradigms 

Yet the compieliciisive explanatory power 

of M.irxism is not sullicient to come lo 

lernis with the cdiiiemporarv world unless 

It recognises lire v.isi clianges dial li.ive 

lakcn place bolli within its 'liisUiiie.il 

c.ilcgories' and ouisicle 

World Hisiork AI Ciiask.i s. 

(.'iiAi.i I N<,i lo Marxism 

Vast changes have taken place ovei the 

past two decades in the class stiucinie, in 

the labour pioce.ss, in the application ol 

Ic'c'hnology. in the siuicliiie .iiid 

organisalioii ol capital iiKhe ideology anil 

(irgaiiis.iiion ol classes, m the l.imilv and 

in the oiganisaiion ol cities, and in the 

orguiiisalionot jiowei iiitliegloh.il polilii al 

economy. 

(I) 111 the advanced capitalist couiiiiies 

and m m.i|oi regions m easicin Euiope. 

Latin Ameiica. the ex-USSR and Alrica. 

stable wage workers and stable long-term 

laigc-scalcc a|Jilal investors are a shrinking 

minority There aie signilicant variations 

in Ihc ‘posi-inclusiiiar labour toiec In the 

advaneod capilalisi countries there is a 

growing number of low paid lemporary 

‘contracr wage workers" and piolessioiials 

in the services High technology means ol 

production and/or distrihmion are run by 

low paid service workers and ‘maiiiiaincci' 

and ‘directed’ by a thin strata of permanent 

high paid workers and executives. In the 

third world a glowing mass of low paid 

’self-employed’ service workers <iperatc as 

di.stji butors of cheap goods and arc available 

as low paid rotating productive labour. The 

■proletarianisation' oflahoiir has advanced 

to such a degree as to create its opposite 

- a dc-prolciiirianised surplus labour torce. 

12) The combined dcvelopmenl and 

inlcrrelationship between capital intensive 

hi-ieeli and labour intensive sweatshop 

labour has piodticed a global chain ol 

procluclion and alternative iiivcslnieni 

sli.ilegies for capital The so-called 

■glohalisalion ol proclueium’ - Ihe move¬ 

ment ol capital across luiiioiial boundaries 

- has been accompanied by a selective 

invcsimeni ol eapiUil 'inward and 

dowiiw.ird’, exploiting ihe movement of 

chspl.icedand/or immigianr l.iboiirwilliin 

national boundaries Theconcenlraiionand 

ccntialisaiion of capital on a global scale 

and Ihc development ol new Icc hnologies 

is .iccomp.micd hy the icMvaljil pic- 
capilalist modes ol production based on 

the extensive cxploiiaiioii ol lahiiar 

t.i) The ‘siieiigthenmg’ ot the nation- 

slate as an iiisliumeiil foi llie miernalional 

c'X|)an.sioii ol eapiial h.is been ai ionipanicd 

by the eiosioii ol the national economy' 

which sustains itic iiiieriiaiional activities 

ol c.ipilal and slate Tlie diversion ol 

lesouices - slate and jiiivaie - lo 'global 

markets’ h.is led lo the fiscal crisis ol the 

stale and massive culb.ieks m s.ilancs and 

social spending As global competition 

increases, domeslic sociely delei nil ales 

(4) I he ilecline ol ss.iges ol m.de lahoui 

has led lo llie massive eiilraiice ot leniale 

latiour into tlie non household workfoice 

lo as Old immisei.iiioii flie expansion ol 

piodui lionol lood.clothingaiidclecli'onics 

111 low wage thud world aie.is and then 

inipoii.iiion into the advanced capitalist 

world pros ides low priced consumer rlenis. 

thus ‘compensating' loi wage declines. 

Lowei paid wage earneis m ihe west Mill 

have .ictess lo consumer goods despilc 

dccre.ises m income because ol low price 

.onstimer impoiis and easy credit. 

(5) Over IIme. however, low cost imports 

are displacing low w.igcproducimn workers 

and limiting llieii access lo goods and 

services The ‘second stage’, troin the 

declining w'age, low cost con.smnerism lo 

low wage declining consumerism phase, is 

pari ol the transition from phase one of 

■|ice-markei capitalism’ during the l‘)8().s 

lo phase two in the IWOs. 

(6) In the US changes in the labour 

process have not only displaced black and 

white wage workers but have signifieantlY 

allcetcd salaried professionals, employees 

and techiiicians. The decline of the middle 

class IS evidenced in the erosion ot stable 

well jiaid employment with health and 

pension benefits and the emergence of 

tcmpoiary eoniraci labour among 

prolessionals, cxcculives and others. 

‘Objeeli vc’ proletarianisation of the middle 
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clas^,ihowcvcr. is not accompanied by any 
‘;subjcctivc' recognition of the causes and 
common conditions - there is an absence 
ol any sense of class solidarity. Past class 
experiences weigh heavily on conscious¬ 
ness. The poliiics of class re.scntmcnl al 
‘falling’ IS much siroiigcr than identification 
with the new class ‘brothers’ and sisters in 
the same class position. 

(7) The demise ol Sovietism and the 
transformation of social democracy into a 
vehicle ol ncolibcralism has undermined 
a traditional reference point for working 
class and welfare politics. Moreover, the 
absence of the comniiinisi welfare iiuidcl 
has reduced pressure on the capilali.sl stales 
to sustain wcliaic policies in the west The 
emergence ol ex-comnuinisi and cx-social 
demucralic spokespersons lor neolibera- 
lisni has added ‘authority' lo the argument 
that there are ‘no alicrnatives’ lo ‘Ircc 
market’ capiialisi. The dramatic ideolo¬ 
gical shills and llic discrediting ol the 
previous social denioeralie and eommunisi 
ideologies require a new ideological 
discourse 

(8) The international movements of 
capital have drained the nalion-siate of 
revenues 'and lowered wages, thus 
generating a liscal crisis - the growth ol 
fiscal dcficiis that in turn become a prcicxi 
for the reductien or elimination ol ihc 
‘social wage’ The ‘redundancy’ ol laboui 
in the hi-lech and de-mdustrialiscd eco¬ 
nomy becomes an incentive lo lower 
invesimcnls in ediicaiion ot health and 
housing. Exploitalion ol the domestic 
economy becomes a necessary eondiiion 
fur su.slaintng empires. 

(9) The re-organisalion of the labour 
process has greatly Iranslormed ihe relation 
between capital and labour. Capital is 
eliminating mulliple layersof management 
and adminisiration between the lop 
executives and produciion workei s to lower 
costs. The remaining managers and 
engineers are increasingly part of the 
labour force on the production floor. The 
differences in income, power and 
prerogatives remain, bui Ihc hieraichy ol 
production has been iranslormed and the 
immediate managers arc mure integrated 
into the workplace. The superlluousncss ol 
the ‘white apron boys’ in production means 
less waste for administrative overhead 
expenses. Undercapitalism this means more 
profit and Ic.ss cost. Under .socialism it 
would mean less hierarchy and less cost 
to the consumer. The labour process is 
moving away from direct supervision of 
labour and toward greater worker autonomy 
in the design and pi^iduction of the total 
product. Under capitalism this new 
autonomy is subordinated to the strategic 
goals of thechief executive officers (CEOs). 
Vet it IS transparent that the inodcrn firm 
runettuns with less capitalist direct 

intervention. The logical extension of 
worker autonomy from the .shop floor 
upwards provides a powerful argument lor 
self-managed socialism. Briefly, capiialisi 
rationalisation of the work process toward 
greater worker autonomy contains the .seeds 
ol its own transcendence. 

(10) Now technology and informaiion 
sy.siems have greatly iransformcd work 
relations, the labour process and income 
disirihution wiihin Ihe framework of and 
parameters detined by the dominant lorins 
ol corpoiaie oapiial Electronic networks 
and inlornintion systems extend and widen 
Ihc scope and increase the speed of large- 
.scale speculalive movcmcnis ot finance 
capital across the globe: they do nol exist 
as aiitonoinous lorces defining a new ‘hi- 
lech' or ‘iniorination society’. Hi-icch 
miormation sysicms in the coniexi of Ihe 
aseendaney ol liiuincial. real estate and 
insurance capilal provides more outlcls lor 
the speedy iransler of capilal out ol 
prodiiciivc employment and hastens ihc 
dc-industnalisaiion ol laboiii, and the 
growth ol rich invcslmcnt bankers and low 
paid service wrirkcrs. 

(ID The massive cnirance ol female 
workers into ihe laboui force, al a lime 
when wages are deelmmg. social services 
aic being elimiiiaicd and labour mobiliiy 
IS a toreed condition lor cmploymcnl. is 
heightening eonllict in the family and 
slowing reclelining the eonteni of working 
class soeio-polilieal agendas The 
'tcmmisalion ol the labour lorec' means 
that Ihe olil emoiional divi.sion ol labour’ 
no longer operales. both partners sutler the 
same ‘emotional sircsscs’ al work, both 
lack cmolional cushions al home' The 
inequalities and stress in the workplace can 
result III giealer solidarity and equality in 
the household or more irequeni and violent 
luptuies - depending on whether the 
aggression is centred exicinally or 
internally 

(12) Hi-icch monopsony indu.slries 
(particularly those industries dcpondenl on 
the U.S military as Iheir single buyer) are 
extremely vulnerable to seveic eri.scs Hi- 
teeh indusines whose technology is 
designed to produce very specialised 
products arc subject to political exigencies 
of the buyer and ihc obsolescence of Iheir 
products. The non-adaptabiliiy of ihe hi- 
tech lo new marketable products can lead 
to the closing down ot entire firms and lo 
the outmodedness o( ihe elaborate 
technology. The example of a tully 
automatcd/robotiscd plant producing 
million dollar sonars for the military is a 
case in point: when the military budgets 
declined, as the cold war ended, naval 
demand for sonars ended, factorie.s were 
elo.scd. and Ihe highly skilled labour force 
became redundant. The downward mobility 
of the new/ hi-leeh labour lorce in 

aeronautics and related military industries 
defines part of the new class realities. 

CONCXIISION 

The political meaning of these major 
transformations is clear; the old class 
cleavages between stable industrial labour 
and industrial capital no lunger define the 
‘basic relations’ m .society. The growth of 
temporary labour and the massive cutbacks 
ol private eorporalc and slate subsidised 
programmes eannoi he confronted by a 
iTiinorilarian laboui movement, least of all 
at the bargaining table The transformations 
have proloundly allcred Ihe eonlexi and 
eonleni ol class struggle - and to ignore 
these changes will ceriainly condemn 
Marxism to irrelevance The answer to 
these changes - and deluded responses are 
obligatory - are only slowly emerging. 

In the first instance ihc sharp distinctions 
between stale and civil society no longer 
cxi.si - capitalism thrives on exploiting the 
stale (and the mass of working taxpayers). 
The fundamental problem then is ihe focus 
on the class state as the taigcl toward which 
social movemenis miisi orient. Theorists 
ol ‘idciiiily poliiics’, cultural ‘posl- 
modcrnisis’ and advocates who locus on 
a distinct anti-state ideology in the name 
of civil .society must be firmly rejected. 
The slate must be viewed as a major lesource 
and lever for change. This view must be 
accompanied by an approach which 
minimises buicjucracy and maximises the 
icdistribuiioii ot resources within eivij 
society. 

Second. Ihc ‘national economy’ must he 
.seen us the starling point for any political 
confronlalion with the internationalisation 
ol capiuil. The rhcioric of globalisation 
(‘global compciiiion'. ‘global market 
place’) which serves to reduce wage levels 
toward the lowest inicinational levels, while 
encouraging the impon of the products of 
low wage labour, must be countered by a 
strategy which hhK'ks thedi version ol local 
profits overseas. Measures ranging from 
capital controls to outright expropriation 
can become centre pieces for the 
rccoiisiiuction of a laboui force capable of 
fighting on a level playing field. 

Third, bridges of international labour 
.solidarity must replace protectionist walls 
loenectivciy homogcpisclabourconditions 
upward, tocounierthe ‘imernatinnalisation’ 
ot capital. 

Fourth, technological changes require 
new social agencies to re-direcl their 
application, their locus and impact. The 
growth of autonomous workplaces must 
extend to the application of technology - 
reducing work time and increasing 
employment. 

Filth, the feminisation of labriur requires 
a cultural and .social revolution in the labour 
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and feminist movements - toward a broad- 
based social agenda that incorporates large- 
scale, long-term shifts in budgetary 
allocation to family allowances and shifts 
from symbolic to substantive represen¬ 
tation. The challenge to the ‘competi¬ 
tiveness’ ideology must grow from the 
solidarity of competent and productive 
forms of .social organisation, nut from the 
escapist yuppie leisure culture or from 
utopian intellectual no.stalgia fur counter¬ 
cultural styles. 

Traditional loyalties and solidarity at the 
primary and personal level must be 
respected, and multicultural life-style 
politics cannot be assumed to be a superior 
form, particularly in its emphasis on 
‘immediacy’ and ‘iransitoriness’, pheno¬ 
mena more akin to contentporary capitalism 
than to Its subversion. Marxism must 
include tradition and revolution, nationa¬ 
lism and internationalism, class solidanty 
and individual intimacy, as essential elements 
to the new politics, to remain relevant. 
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Reconsiderii^ Postmodeniism 
What Is New in Hie Old Lamp 

Gurpreet IVfahajan 

This paper argues that the value of postmodernism derives from its power of negation. Its critique of objectivism and 

the 'metaphysics of presence' offers a new philosophical framework within which elements of the early critiques of 

enlightenment/modernity can be incorporated and given a more comprehensive form and analytic depth. However, when 

the concepts employed in the critique are transformed into affirmative norms, they yield an attitude of scepticism and nihilism 

within which every kind of 'coherent' and 'meaningful' enquiry becomes suspect. Consequently, to retain at least some 

of the philosophical insights of postmodernism, we need to make a distinction between its potentialities of negation and 

its norms of affirmation. We need also to rethink the concepts through which anti-foundationali.sm is given a positive content. 

1 

THE ascendance of postmodernism was 
perhaps the most striking intellectual 
development of the I98()s A few theorists 
- most notably, Jameson and Harvey - 
represented it as the culture of laie/post- 
fordist capitalism, however, others registered 
Its significance in different terms. They 
as.sociated postmodernism with an anti- 
foundational intellectual agenda. Over time, 
this perceRfion seems to have prevailed, and 
today postmodernism derives its staying 
power from this theoretical orientation 
enunciated in the philosophies ol Jacques 
Derrida. Richard Rorty, Gilles Deluze and 
Francois Lyotard. While the analytical 
perspectives ot the two sets of writers were 
significantly different, what is important is 
that they emphasi.sed similar concepts and 
values. In many cases, the altnbuies of the 
postmodern condition, described by the 
former, were identical to or supportive of 
the philosophical values stressed by the latter. 
For instance, Harvey’s reference to the 
relative insignificance of class conflict and 
the primacy of exchange over production 
relations, reinforced the theoretical critiques 
of Marxism as a 'metanarrative' Similarly, 
references to the emergence of new class 
alliances and antagonisms supported the anti- 
foundationalist disbelief in a single project 
of human emancipation. It also helped to 
question the designation of the working class 
as the revolutionary subject of history. At 
least indirectly, the identified changes in 
capitalism endorsed the idea of plural projects 
of emancipation. Similarly, the slogan, ‘think 
globally, act locally’, characteristic of the 
postmodern condition, echoed the 
philosophic emphasis on ‘local determinism' 
and local management (Lyotard 1987; xxi v); 
and the pursuit of diverse tastes eclectically 
(now possible with satellite-based com¬ 
munication) represented the philosophic 
emphasis on diversity, difference and 
fragmentation. Thus, while the analysts of 
the postmodern condition pointed to the 
emergence of a new set of cultural and 
aesthetic norms, its philosophers provided 
a methodological justification of these values. 

Collectively they el fcctcd a profound change 
in the intelleciual mood and language of 
academic di.sc!>ur.sc. Indeed they created an 
environment in which rationalist beliefs that 
characicrised scientific enquiiy since the 
time ot Plato were questioned and 
undermined 

Yet, surprisingly enough, the euphoria 
generated by this intelleciual revolution was 
short lived Even as scholars continue to use 
post-struciuralisi language, gournals abound 
with critiques ol postmodernism, and its 
chief protagonists are now questioning the 
idea of postmodernism [Lyotard 1991.25; 
Heller and Fchcr 1988:10-11 ]. What has 
brought about this change in altitude? Why 
are .scholars distancing thcm.selves from 
this intellectual programme’’ Was post¬ 
modernism )ust another language popular 
among the new radicals’’ What docs one do 
now in the face ot changing intelleciual 
fashions’’ Dues one abandon postmodernism 
in loio'l Are there valuable in.sights in 
postmodernism worth retaining even after 
the intellectual climate has changed? 

Prompted by these questions this paper 
tries to understand what Banu Helvacioglu 
so appropriately cal led the ‘thrills’ and ’chills’ 
of postmodernism (1992). Instead of 
dismi.s.sing this contemporary ‘ism’ as an 
intellectual trend, favoured more for its 
.seductive language than philosophic norms, 
the argument put forward here is that 
po.stmodcmism, despite its inconsi.stencies 
and retractions of its adherents, represents 
a distinct theoretical and intellectual agenda. 
The initial euphoria and the subsequent fears 
that it generated can therefore be 
comprehended only by reflecting upon the 
ensemble of concepts that represented this 
agenda. Undoubtedly, the popularity of posi- 
structuralist language, the methodologically 
indiscriminate appropriation ol some of its 
concepts, the compulsive and needless use 
of spatial metaphors, the language of 
‘construction’ and ‘dislocation’, even by 
those who are aspiring to true explanations 
and accurate representations, can only be 
described as an intellectual fashion. However, 
as a general explanation this statement 
remains inadequate because it reduces 

intellectual preferences to the vagrancy trf 
individual whimand chance. By comparison, 
the argument that postmodernism is the 
cultural manifestation of late capitalism 
makes better sen.se. It explains at least the 
currency of postmodern intellectual and 
aesthetic norms, however, it too remains 
unsaiisfactory as it is unable to account for 
the retreat ol postmodernism in the near 
same environment and epioch 

Recognising the limitations of these 
explanations this paper approaches the 
question of the ascendance and the relative 
decline of postmodernism differently. It 
locates the problem in the ensemble of 
concepts that form t he core of the postmodern 
intellectual agenda. To make this point more 
fully, the following pages begin by 
delineating the distinctiveness of the 
postmodern intellectual agenda. It then 
examines the theoretical and political 
possibilities generated by the conceptual 
package that defines this agenda, and points 
to the ways in which the.se concepts have 
been interpreted and appropriated in 
contemporary society. Through a 
consideration of these aspects, it is argued 
that the value of postmodernism derives 
from Its power of negation. Its critique of 
objectivism and the ‘metaphysics of 
presence’ offers a new philosophical 
framework within which elements of the 
early critiques of enlightenment/modemity 
can be incorporated and given a more 
comprehensive form and analytic depth. 
However, when the concepts employed in 
the critique are transformed into affirmative 
norms - symbolising a mode of being and 
analysing - they yield an attitude of 
.scepticism and nihilism within which every 
kind of‘coherent’ and ‘meaningful’ enquiry 
becomes suspect. Although subsequent 
readings and appropriations are. in the main, 
responsible for this predicament, yet. in so 
far as room for such readings was provided 
by the initial terminology and concepts, 
postmodernism as a whole is now being 
challenged. Consequently, to retain at least 
some of the philosophical insights of 
postmodernism, we need to make a 
distinction between its potentialities of 
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5; Viwgatioh afKJ its norms of affirmnlion. We 
I ilKMd also to rethink the concepts limiugh 

.'Sttich anli-toundationalism is given a 
- jositive content. 

In making this argument, this paper paints 
;i composite picture ol posimoclcrnism. 
instead ol'isolaiing the various philosophical 
^arands within postmodernism, it locuses 
ipon tho.se concepts and philosophical 

•incnialions through which we ean grasp the 
•3'arttculariiy ot the postmodern way of 
;hinking. Further, it elucidates these concepts 
sy borrowing selectively from the writings 
•ai'its adherents who belong variously to the 
ipragmatislnndlhcpost-siruciuralistiraditinn. 
iNotall theorists rcfericd to in this prescnla- 

■jlion identify themselves as postinodcrns - 
jlor instance. Derrida him.scif did noi claim 
Hi> be postmodern - yet, insofar as their ideas 
•have been associated with and de.serihed as 
;postmodern. they have been Irccly utilised 
•bere, Before beginning our discussion of 
'•postmodernism it is perhaps necessary to 
jfeiterate that this papei is not about the 
ithought of a particular philosopher; hence 
•it ignores the changes, shifts, and 
icontrodiclions in an author's position It 
! uses particular texts and utterances select ively 
• toilluminale aspectsof the intellectual agenda 
Uhat defines postmodernism 

11 

I Postmodernism symbolised a complete 
and radical ernii|uc of the essential attributes 

[of enlightenment rationality and ol those 
I aipccis of modern .social and iniclleciual life 
I that grew out ot it On the one hand it 
^questioned the pursuit ot universal and 
•absolute knowledge, grand explanatory 
• schemes and general thctincs of historical 
• development, and on the other, it challenged 
^the enlightenment's belief in the existence 
) of underlying essences and unified eniiiies 
I Thus, distancing itself from the 
; enlightenment. |H)siii)odernisni focused upon 
; tlM local and the particular. It questioned 
fboth the validity and the necessity of 
' univcrsalising narratives and argued that the 
\ logic of these mclanun atives was totalising 
‘ Historically, ihc.se narratives concerning the 
creation of wealth, dialectic of the spirit, and 

I the emancipation of the rational or working 
f subject, had led to imperialism and 
totalitarianism- Fascism and Stalinism being 

< the most recent examples of it (Lyotard 
) 1987:x, xxiv]. Methodologically too, these 
V self-legitimising theories were deeply flawed. 

Their quest for a universal, unchanging 
j essence obscured the particulars in history. 
, It obliterated 'proper names' and all other 
y forms of particularisms. Further, it assumed. 
\ quite mistakenly, that particular narratives 
J could give rise to a “single world of names 
I, and to a universal narrative" of which 
V humanity in general was the subject (Lyotard 
11988:15.5], 

The grand narratives ofthcenlightenment, 
according to the postmodernists, rested on 
the mistaken belief that history, society, the 
human sell and God. havean ‘intnnsic nature' 
and an identifiable coherent essence. The 
postmodernists argued that there is no such 
thing as intrinsic nature, an objective reality 
or an accurate repicsentation ol the world 
us It is in itscll. Ju.si as there arc no universal 
laws ol history oixirating independently ot 
particular agents, similarly, there is no truth 
out there, existing independently ol the 
human mind, waiting to be 'discovered' 
jRony 1986a|. All claims about the nature 
ol the world are embodied in language and 
mediated through our theoretical paradigm. 
Hence, we never know the world in itselt, 
what we see and know is the world as it 
appears to us through the lens of our 
paradigm. Our dcsci iptioiis ol the world arc 
not ihcrclore mirror images ot the world 
outside, instead they are human constructs, 
devised, used and judged by then capacity 
to perlorm certain tasks. 

Postmodernism ofleretl this view ol the 
world and the cognitive priK'css asa refutation 
ol the empiricist conception of science and 
the enlightenment's quest for philosophic or 
.scientificcertiiude. The lornicr assumed that 
there IS a woild out there, existing 
indepcndenily ol the knower, which is 
accessible to us through sensory perception 
Science makes that world available to us 
Through systematic observation and 
general I sal loi). it is argued, science otters us 
an accurate description ol it The 
enlightenment theorists accepted this view 
of science and maintained that the 
technological success achieved in the 
sciences was evidence enough of ihe truth 
ofiisdescriptions, Accordingly, they argued, 
it social science wishes to achieve u parallel 
degree of certitude then it should seek out 
causal explanations and general laws ol 
temporal succession and eo-existence 
(Buckle 1930. Bury 19701, 

Each ol these as.scrtion.s was challenged 
by postmodernists Science, they argued, is 
just another human activity comparable to 
literature and politics. To quote Rorty. 
"Gicat .scientists invent descriptions of the 
world which arc useful for purpo.ses of 
predicting and controlling what happens, 
just as poets and political theorists invent 
other descriptions of it for other purpo.se.s” 
(Rorty 1986a:3. emphasis added]. The idea 
that there is some truth that can be discovered 
by scientific observation or philosophic 
rea.son was, lor the postmoderni.sts, a legacy 
of an age in which the world was .seen as 
the creation of a Being who had a language 
of Her own. it assumes the existence of a 
‘super vocabulary’ through which the divine 
project can be described and rcprcsicntcd. 
For the advocates of postmodernism, both 
these ideas stemmed from the fundamental 
belief that there arc non-linguistic things 

called ’meanings’ and ‘e-ssences’, ami the 
task of language is toexpressthe.se meanings 
and represent the.se cs.sences. Above all 
else, the postmodernist.s questioned this 
conception of language itself. We must, they 
argued, drop the idea that language is a 
system of representation. 

A number of conclusions followed Irom 
this assertion: (i) It was no longer appropriate 
to speak of a language as being adequate or 
inadequate representation of the world or the 
self (ii) It suggested that all languages are 
human constructs and they mediate our 
descriptions of the world, (in) .Since the 
world does not propose a language for us. 
It does not also tell us which language to 
use and which language game to play. 
(I v) The choice between one language game 
and another can neither be explained in 
rational terms nor grounded in 'algorithmic 
certainty' [Laclaii 1990;188-K9) There are 
no 'foundations’ or ‘universal rules’ that ean 
serve as common ground for adjudicating 
between diverse knowledge claims and 
dc.scnptions of Ihe woild (Rorty 1982:317; 
Lyotard 1988.xi|. (v) Truth is a property ol 
linguistic entities and it docs not refer to an 
aeciiraic representation or a mirroi image of 
the world (vi)Toialk ol the nature ot tniih. 
like that of God or .sell, is an unprofitable 
sub)cct (vii) There are no absolute rclcrenis 
in the form ot ‘intrinsic nature' or 'pure 
essence', and there is no sacred meaning 
that cangivedirecliontoourdeeds. Meaning 
IS. therefore, an object of self creation, it 
IS to be made, not discovered (Rorty 1986a 
and b]. 

Meaning, torihe posimodcrnists. could be 
created because there is no transcendental 
signified and, thcrclorc, no absolute meaning 
But even more significantly because the 
signifier and the signified are separated Irom 
each other; there is a ‘di-stancc’, a 'space' 
between them (Dcmda 1976:68-69; 1982:91. 
Although the postmodernists accept that the 
signifier can signify only if it bears .some 
relation to the signified, yet, from their 
perspective, the important thing is that the 
signifier IS characlcnsed by a ‘surplus' That 
IS. It supplements the thing itself (Dcrnda 
1976; 144-4.“i]. It neither exhausts nor is 
exhausted by the .signified. Since Ihe sign 
IS not a representation or a copy of the 
signified, it cannot be reduced to a single 
identifiable object or meaning. All we can 
say about the sign as a text is that it resonates 
with several meaning. Like any form of 
■gramme'fgraphe tir writing), it transcends 
Its author and the point of its origin [Derrida 
1982.317]. Its meaning is, in other words, 
not exhausted by the author’s intentions or 
the particularity of the historical context. 

Postmodernism suggested that the reader/ 
analyst must approach the text with this 
awareness of the ’arbitrariness’ of the sign 
and the indeterminancy of meaning. This 
implies that the search for a unified coherent 
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meaning within the text must be given up. 
In fact, one .should not see the text as a 
unified single whole. Instead the focus 
should be on the inconsistencies and the 
contradictions of meaning in the text, perhaps 
by rellecting upon the metaphors in the text 
and drawing upon other possible mcaning.s 
<if the words in the text - meanings that may 
not have been intended by the authoi. To 
this end the reader could use the strategy of 
hyphenation, or else, refer to other words 
with which a given word shares a common 
root, lingui.stically or even phonciically. In 
addition to linking meanings present in the 
text with those that arc absent but can 
nevertheless be traced to it, the reader could 
question, reverse, or displace existing 
hierarchies and oppositions in order lo insert, 
what Derrida calls, the ‘critical text' into the 
reading. 

A reading of absences and the inseriKin 
of new meanings arc the twin strategies 
employed by (xistmodcrnism to emphasise 
that knowledge is not a system of ‘tracking 
down’ <11 ‘discovering’ truth. It is insicad 
the field ol "freeplay... a field ol infmiie 
substitutions in the closure ot a linilc 
en.scmble"!Derrida mTh;.*)!! inotherwords, 
these weie sirategies of deconstructing (as 
distinct tiom reconstructing) a text, ottering 
ways ol tianseendmg the eonceptoal closure 
imposed by the mel.iphysies ol presence. 
Together they show that no matter how hard 
we try, our reading will always remain 
inconvpieie; lhe.re will always be an 
‘otherness’ - a residual content - that escapes 
and cannot be appropriated by us. 

The epistemological space provided tor 
ihc other in the postmodern pin|cci 
symbisliscd a poiilieul and philosophie.d 
perspcxrlive in which freedom, diversity and 
plurality were Ihc core norms, “The 
irrcducibilityol the spacing", wrote Derrida, 
“i.s the irrcdueibilily of the other" (quoted 
in Bannci 19S9;22.^1. its presence signified 
the need to open the logos of the while man 
anti create space foi the ‘other’ in it. In more 
general terms, it represented an attitude ol 
tolerance and re.spcci for the other. On the 
one hand it assumed that "|l|l is precisely 
in losing Ihc certainly ol truth and the 
unanimous agreement of others that man 
becomes an individual" [Rorty 19K9.I8|, 
and on the other, it upheld values through 
which "individuals and communities could 
co-exist peacefully with other individuals 
and communities”, while also putting 
together "new syncretic, compromise ways 
of life” [Rorty 1990:11. 

The postmodern celebration of dilfercnce 
and otherness was. in a way. an expression 
of limits. At the epistemological plane, it 
revealed the incompleteness of our reading 
and knowledge, and at the political plane, 
it expres.sed doubt in the human ability to 
shape the present and the future. Its ad¬ 
herents spoke variously of powerlessness. 

disintegration and absolute contingency as 
the human predicaments. However, it is 
significant that recognition of ourselves as 
‘centreless, random as.scmblagc of contingent 
and iduKsyncraiic needs' did not induce in 
them a sen.se of de.spair or pessimism. Some 
even celebrated the absence ot narrative 
continuity and the condition of schizo¬ 
phrenia; others maintained that a framework 
within which incoherence and ambiguity 
were positive values would herald a complete 
rejection ol ihe totalising discourses of the 
19lli and Ihc 2()lh centuries: indeed it would 
assist in waging a ‘war against totality’ and 
the .issoctalcd ‘nostalgia for the whole’ 
(Lyoiaril 19K7:81-82j. lncontcm|K>rary (imcs 
too, ii would be an equally important 
msirumcai lor resisting ihc Habcrmasian 
desire lor a perlecl ‘dialogical’ society 
possessing ‘communicative competence’ 
Such ideals that favoured ‘‘urguincntalion 
with a view only to consensus (honiologia). 
the uniciiy ol the referent as a guarantee lor 
the possibility of agreemeni; parity between 
partners, and even an indirect recognition 
that il IS u quesiion of a game and not a 
destiny, since lho.se who rcluse to accept ihc 
rules, out ol weakness or crudeness, arc 
excludt-d” ILyotard 1987.28) were, in their 
view,newcnuncialionsol the ‘terrorist ideals 
ol consensus', and needed lo be opposed 
firmly 

The postmodernist ideology of self- 
crcaiion and diticrcnce was. in this way, 
envisaged as an alternative lo the existing 
modes ol oppression and domination. It 
supplemented the critique ol scientism, 
bureaucratic centralism, instrumental 
rationality with that of philosophical 
fouiidaiionalism In place ot these ideals, ii 
spoke ol locality, practical knowledge and 
political louiidaltonalism. As posi modernism 
challenged the .search for certain indubitable 
and foundational premi.ses aboiii human 
nature and sell on which demcKraev could 
be grounded, il maintained that wc can only 
otter apologciics’, not ‘justification’ tor 
our siKial and political choices (Rorty 1986c [. 
That is. wc can ollci arguments that make 
our choices comprehensible bui not an 
argument that can settle all disputes and 
difterenccs conclusively Our choices and 
(XilKical prelerenccs have to be argued, wc 
have to recognise their re'aiivc validity, and 
yet, stand up lor them unllinchingly. We 
must be equally prepared lo "call true 
whatever the upshot of such encounters turns 
out lo be" (Rorty 1986c]. In other words, 
whatever be the outcome ot political 
contestations and ideological battles, they 
should be accepitxl as the relative truth lor 
that society. In the ab-scnce of pliilosophical 
justi fications, solidarity among the members 
in a society cannot be assumed; it has to be 
expressed and continuously renewed. And 
what is even more likely is that solidanty 
would, on most occasions, have to be forged 

among the members of a group who shaft 
a set of commitments and politicul-socii 
preferences. Since there are bound to 
differences among members of a society 
this issue, wc need a form of 'civ}: 
association' (i e, .wcieias as opposed ti 
unii'fiMUis) which allows ihe.se differcnceri 
to be expressed and respected (Rort| 
1980-318) 

On otlier occasions, arguments about 
absence of absolute jusiilicaiions were u» 
by poslmodernisls to support the divi 
proiecis ol emancipation - eg, thoi 
expres.sed in ihc struggles of women, gayi 
environmentalists, blacks, immigrants, 
indigenous people, etc. .Some p<istmodemi8f^ 
were optimistic that these diver.se ai 
heterogeneous projects would fit together ii 
a kind ol ‘rainboifc coalition’, supportii 
each other and the cause of radicaii 
democracy’ (l.uciau 1990; 125|. OthcrsiL 
however, endorsed a weaker position; thew 
pointed tothc validity of diverse rationa]itie^< 
and projects In theconlextoflhceurocentfit^ 
logos of enlightenment rationality, thes^ 
thcorisi.s celebrated the ethnic and tb^' 
oriental. ‘Ethnos’ became an authentic and^ 
primary caiegory in their .social analysis anc| 
an expression ol then pluralistic .stances 
Harvey expresses it well when he write,;', 
“that groups have a right lo speak fo| 
themselves, in their own voice, and havethaj; 
voice accepted as authentic and lcgitimate| 
fH.irvcy 1989-48]. The preference for ths; 
ethnic and the culiuiui indigenous via>j 

manifested in eveiy sphere of life; i 
archiiecuire, for instance, ethnic designs ani ' 
structures were used freely and eclecticalli; 
to redefine space 

In sum, (xistfriodcrmsm was an expressiuji 
of ontological and epistemological anti; 
Iciundationalism. It questioned theexistcncfl 
of a transcendental signified, and, with iii 
the philosophic preoccupation wR,^ 
discovenng truth. Emphasising self-creatiorl 
and difference, il substituted the desire f<£ 
certitude and coherence with the notion 
ambiguity and freeplay, and inserted tlfj 
idea of an absent presence in the discour4i 
of wc.siem metaphy.sics. 

Ill i 

I 

This paper began with the observation th^ 15 

postmodernism symbolised a total rcjectic^ j 
ot Ihe enlightenment rationality. While th|; 
statement can serve as a minimal definititl 
of postmodernism, its very parlousne| 
does not tell us what is distinctive i; 
postmodernism. After all there were othi^ j 
schools of thought, prior to postmodernisr^, 
that were critical of the cnlighienmeji 
rationality. Histoncism. Hernieneulid 
Romanticism, Critical theory and poa 
empiricist theories of science, were si 

challenges to (he enlightenment. In whl 
way was postmodernism different from the| 
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earlier challenges? Did it supplement these 
critiques? Was it significantly diflerent from 
thcm?Thissection addresses these questions. 
It refers to the early critiques of the 
enlightenment with a view to understanding 
the philosophical hiatus between them and 
postmodernism. Retcrences to these other 
critiques should not however be seen as an 
examinationof the origins of postmtxicrnism. 
orforthat matter, its intellectual inheritances. 
For one, postmodernism never acknowledged 
these schtmls of thought as its intellectual 
predecessors; and two, it consciously 
di,stanced it.self from them. In s'ome cases 
it placed these critiques alongside 
enlightenment and subjected them to the 
.same critical .scrutiny. Consequently, in 
consonance with the diktats ol post¬ 
modernism, what follows is not a story ol 
‘origins’; if it tells a story at all, it is about 
the diverse human projects of emancipation. 

The enlightenment continued the post- 
renaissance struggle for the scculansalion of 
the social by using reason and science as its 
allies. The latter were the instruments by 
which the enlightenment .sought to di.smuntle 
what it considered to be the ‘illusory’, 
‘metaphysical' and false nature of tradit lonal 
rdigious orthodoxies and beliefs. In more 
positive terms, both rca.son and science were 
used to furnish a rational view of the world, 
human history and the self; a view whicii 
supported and furthered the ability of 
individuals to control and manipulate their 
environment so as to pave the way foi a 
‘good' and rational’ .society. 

Some of the categories of enlightenment 
thought, expressed in the writings ol the 
English and the French theorists, were 
questioned in the mid-18th century by the 
German historians and philosophers While 
many of them challenged the centrality given 
to reason by arguing that 'will', not reason, 
was the motive force of history, others 
redefined the concept ol reason instead ol 
positing a dichotomy between reason and 
tradition, they argued that reason was not 
an innate quality of the human mind. It was 
a product of development, tempered by 
tradition and nourished by the human will. 
More importantly, these German historians 
questioned the enlightenment beliel in a 
single pattern of national and individual 
growth. Industriali-sation and democracy 
were the twin norms in terms of which the 
enlightenment had made a distinction, 
between the dark ages and the brighter, 
cniighieiied present, and further, between 
the advanced English and French society 
and the ‘sick’, ‘backward’ German society. 
The German historians questioned this 
characterisation ol ihcir society. Analysing 
the rea.sons for their present predicament, 
they argued that the history of humankind 
presented a succession of heterogeneous 
cultures, each complete in itself with its own 
set of values and cherished gocnJ.s [Herder 

i969:l88|. Diverse societies and cultures 
were, in other words, incommensurable and 
no singiccriterion. particularly one borrowed 
from our present stage of development, could 
be a valid basis for judging the.se diverse 
cultures [Hcidcr 1969;2.3I]. To put it 
differently, the previous cultures could not 
be seen as a stepping stone for the evolution 
of the present; nor could the latter be a 
privileged vantage point for jutiging the 
pa.st. Each social-cultural way of life had to 
be undersitHMl in terms of the values internal 
lo It. To this end. Herder .suggested that 
historians study Iheculturcirom the ‘inside’, 
by reconstructing its various aspects ol life. 
.Setting thetrail for others, he in lact collected 
the myths, folklore and literature of the 
people ol the highlands who were still 
dominated by the medieval traditions and 
forms of life. Thus, Herder in association 
with other historians, qucsiioned the 
enlightenment reading of history and its 
arrogant dismissal of previous ways of hie 
as barbaric or primitive In its place, they 
oflcrcd and cherished the ideal of diversity 
and irreconciliabic heterogeneity. Almost a 
century .and a half later, this was the 
perspective Irom which social anthro¬ 
pologists recovered and redeemed the 
rationality of the colonised and tribal cultures. 

The German historians also questioned 
the methodological orthodoxies of the 
enlightenment by cmphasisinglhcdistinction 
between the natural sciences and the human 
sciences. The enlightenment theorists had 
endorsed the empiricist conception ot science 
and advocated the extension of the methods 
used in the study ol the natural phenomenon 
-eg. search for empirical generalisations 
and causal explanations - to the study ol the 
social phenomenon. From somewhat 
different perspectives, Wcgelin, Galterer 
and Chludcnius rejected these beliefs. 
Wegelin argued that natural sciences were 
concerned with immutable, iransccndeniul 
principles governing the world of matter, 
v'hilc the historical sciences analyse the 
changing, semi-frce prrxJucIs of the human 
spintjReill 1975.119].Similarly.Chludcnius 
distinguished between historical and 
dogmatic explanations. The former, he 
argued, investigate both the external world 
and the inner world of human values, while 
the latter deal only with the world external 
to man (Reiil 1975;1()6-07|. Both these 
historians questioned the belief that 
mathematics and the natural .sciences provide 
a universal model for .scientific analysis. In 
Its place they maintained that historical 
knowledge was an equally important and 
.scientific form of enquiry, albeit dealing 
with different order of reality. 

Further, by referring to history rather than 
the human/social sciences, the German 
historians suggested that history, not 
philosophy, was the> queen of human 
sciences; while all other disciplines deal 

with an aspect of human life, histoiy dealt 
with women and men of all ages and all 
times. Subsequently, other arguments were 
woven into this perspective. By the end of 
the 19th century some theorists interpreted 
this statement to stress the study of the 
process of development, from its moment 
of origin lo its present stage; others pointed 
to the changing nature of things, and 
consequently, emphasised contextualism. 
Hegel went a step turthcr. He saw history 
as the expression of the absolute/ 
transcendental behind the contingent. 
History, he said gives a determinate form 
to the Absolute Idea and represents a mode 
of self-understanding and self-awareness. 

Setting aside these difference.s in readings, 
the point to note here is that the enlightenment 
conception of universalism and the assiKiaied 
belief in a .single, all-encompassing unity 
was displaced in the mid-18th and early 19th 
centuries, by a more complex vision of 
historical diversity, heterogeneity anJ the 
pre.scnce of contingency. Romanticism, in 
particular, emphasi.scd the latter. While it 
reversed several other cognitive preferences 
of the enlightenment - e g, reason with 
passion and intuition, cognitive certitude 
with doubt, prevailing optimism with 
.scepticism about our ability to know and 
master the forces of nature, and the vision 
of historical progress with that of moral 
degeneration - it pointed to the contingent 
and man-madc/chosen contexts which 
determined the destiny of man. The tragedy 
ol human life was, for them, .so much greater 
because it was .self-imposed: that is, it was 
a consequence of our following our internal 
compulsions and passions. The romanticists 
distinguished themselves from the 
enlightenment ‘Philo.sophes’ in yet another 
way. While the latter were engaged in 
uncovering the true, objective nature of 
external reality and the human self, 
romanticists celebrated nature, subjective 
experience, feeling and desire. 

in this context, the following three issues 
need to beemphasi.sed; (i) Neither historicism 
nor romanticism questioned the existence of 
the transcendental and the universal. They 
merely altered the terms of di.scourse by 
owning and .sometimes privileging the 
contingent and the heterogeneous, (ii) Herder 
and Diilhey historicised our perceptions. 
They replaced the idea of a pre-given, 
essential and invariable nature by an 
historically specific and culturally defined 
‘spirit’ or nature, instead of delineating a 
universal pattern of historical development,, 
norms and ontological essence, they spoke 
of diverse patterns of growth, conceptions 
of .self, morality and organisations of society. 
In other words, they historicised the notion 
of rationality and referred to the diversity 
of human projects. Even so. they neither 
abandoned the search for an objective truth 
nor did they consider it to an unattainable 
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goal. What they off«ed in lieu nf the 
enlightenment and raddnalist view of a single 
reality and truth was the idea of historically 
specific and culturally shared conceptions 
of reality and truth. To put this somewhat 
differently, they maintained that the social 
reality was, directly or indirectly, the product 
of human creation. Literally, it represented 
the objectifications of the human mind/spirit 
(geist). Further, they argued that each 
expression of the human mind was a unique 
particular. It pre.sented a reality that was 
historically and culturally specific, i e. it was 
characterised by particular modes of 
'internal' and 'external organisation’ that 
separated one life world from another 
[Dilthey 1988:105-14], Thus, each culture 
embodied a set of values, conceptions of the 
self and the other, pattern of social, political 
and economic interaction and philosophical 
orientation. As members of a society, 
individuals share and express these 
orientations in their actions. The existence 
ot a world of intersubjective meanings 
facilitated communication among the 
members of that society and reflected what 
niigh'i be called the 'spirit’ of national and 
social life. Hence, while the social reality 
was taken'to be a human construct, it was 
assumed that its distinctive cultural voice or 
historical spirit could be recovered. The 
search for an objective truth was therelorc 
not abandoned; only the empiricist 
conception of objective reality and ahistoncal 
truth was rejected, (iii) Dilthey endorsed the 
belief that historians/social scientists could 
arrive at the objective truth, albeit by 
understandingaparticularexpre-ssion (event/ 
text) with reference to the ’objective mind’ 
of that society" i e, in terms of the complex 
of intersubjectivcly shared meanings and 
systems of organisation of life in that society 
I Hodges 1949:118]. In fact the historian was 
expected to recover from the text that 
meaning which the original addressee (the 
contemporaries of the autho;) would have 
recovered from the text [Mahajan 1992:55- 
59], Since the historian was called upon to 
recover a meaning that members of a .society 
(socio-cultural-historical entity) would have 
recovered from the text in accordance with 
the practices of shared language game, 
subsequent readings were expected to refine 
and reinforce that one and the same meaning. 
Objectivity was not, therefore, sacrificed, 
and disputes about the meaning of the text 
could, in principle, be settled. 

In this way, hermeneutic philosophy gave 
up the notion of an essential and universal 
truth: it historicised our conceptions of life, 
human self, morality and society. Further, 
it legitimised the different patterns of 
rationality aiticulatcd in diverse historical- 
cultural units, and gave them respect and 
authenticity. Since philosophy as a form of 
enquiry tried to overcome the sense of 
difference and contingency, it relegated it 

to a subordinate position, givii% the pride 
of place to history. History came to represent 
both a mode of knowing aid a mode of 
being. No longer were the historianscxpected 
to penetrate the veil of being to glimpse at 
the universal Being that must lie behind this 
plurality. Instead, their ostensible task was 
to recover the meaning that the original 
addressee would have derived from the text. 
Hence, neither the existence of the author 
nor her authority were denied or questioned 
It was assumed that the author was, through 
the text, communicating with other 
contem|K)raric.s and was, therefore, using 
language in accordance with the norms/ 
meanings shared between her and her 
contemporanes (theoriginal addressee). The 
task of enquiry was therefore to reconstruct 
that language game in which the text was 
encoded. In contradistinction, romanticism 
spoke of forging a psychological unity with 
the author while simultaneously recognising 
the virtual impo.s.sibility of re-living the life 
ofthe ‘genius’ or, for that matter, the moment 
of creativity. Troubled by this paradox, it 
agonised about our ability to understand the 
text completely. Hermeneutic framework, 
on the other hand, overcame this dilemma 
by limiting understanding to the recovery 
of that meaning which the original addressee 
would have derived trom the text Recover¬ 
ing the author’s original intentions or the 
moment of creativity was not a part of this 
enterprise 

Hermeneutic philosophy thus provided a 
critique of ahistorical and cs.scntialist 
readings, and it also opposed what Rorty 
calls “bad foundationalism" However, it 
concerned itself only with tho.se aspects of 
the enlightenment that applied to the human 
historical world; it did not, m other words, 
question the notion of natural science and 
scitntific method that underpinned that 
thinking The latter task was performed 
almost a century after by the po.sl empiricist 
philo.sophics of science, whose most well 
known representatives were Kuhn. 
Feyerabend and Putnam Each ot them 
emphasised (he place of interpretation and 
theory in scientific observation and theory 
formation. Perhaps the weakest expression 
of this view was present in the writings of 
Popper in the form ol 'Searchlight theory’, 
that is, the statement that what we sec depends 
to a considerable extent on what the light 
illuminates (Popper 1966: 260J. While our 
perception is also to .some extent shaped by 
the nature of the object on which the light 
is focused, the position of the subject and 
the nature of her concerns make a crucial 
difference to what is observed. Kuhri and 
Hanson made a stronger claim. They argued 
that we see the world only through some 
theoretical paradigm oi grid. Consequently 
people with different paradigms sec the world 
differently. It is not as if they interpret the 
same set of observed facts differently, but 

that they see quite different facts. Besides, 
observing something means identifying it 
and giving it a name (Kuhn 1977: 463-80]. 
And naming a thing or categorising it involves 
the use of a disciplinary matrix. Consequently 
there is no way in which we can know tlw 
world in itself or say that the picture derived 
from a particular paradigm is an objective 
representation or a mirror image of the worid 
outside. All knowledge, even that of the 
natural sciences, is mediated through 
conceptual schemas and subject to 
interpretation by the members of the scientific 
community (Hanson 1981:262-67], 

Postmodernism endorsed these critiques 
of empincist conception of science and it 
also shared the hermeneutic concern with 
meaning. It accepted the idea that there is 
no neutral and theory independent 
observation language that all enquiry, 
including that ol the natural sciences, 
employs a theoretical paradigm, and is subject 
to interpretation. Science’sclaim to represent 
pure objectivity was, therefore, a myth and 
the accompanying belief that scientific 
thcones represent a mirror image of the 
world outside, completely erroneous. 
However, while endorsing these perceptions, 
postmodernism did not begin from the point 
where these post-empincist or hermeneutic 
theories had left off. In fact, it chose a 
different starting point: it opposed the 
metaphysics of presence itself and argued 
that hermeneutic philosophy shared the 
methodological errors of the former. Dilthey, 
for instance, attempted to recover from the 
texfa meaning that was pre-given; a meaning 
that was placed in the text by the author. 
In other words, he assumed the unity of the 
text and the presence of a coherent meaning. 
He placed aclosure on enquiry by stipulating 
that the historian should recover the meaning 
of (he text by reconstructing the objective 
mind of that society - that is, the original 
context of experience. Thepost-.strucluralist 
component of postmodernism, in particular, 
questioned the assumptions of such 
hermeneutic analysis. It argued for the 
autonomy of the text, and sought to free it 
from the constraints placed upon it by the 
author, the original context and the original 
addressee. It argued that meaning is always 
delayed, deferred and disseminated; furthw. 
it located the possibilities of critical reading 
in the idea that words do not have a $ti)gl4 
determinate meaning, and like metaphors in 
language, they invoke diverse images and 
meanings that can be used to reveal aspects 
of the text that might be lost in earlier forms 
of hermeneutic reading. 

Thus, postmodernism displaced the 
hermeneutic faith in the recovery of a single, 
historically and culturally specific meaning 
with the twin ideas of indeterminacy of 
meaning and absenceof closure. While these 
ideas, like hermeneutic philosophy and post- 
empiricist conceptions of science, offered a 
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critique ol' the enlightenment conception of 
history and science, they conceived the task 
of the human sciences quite dilterently. As 
we observed earlier, posiinodcrnisni 
questioned the search tor a single unified, 
coherent meaning. It extended the criiiquc 
of the idea of a universal truth to challenge 
the hermeneutic belief in the existence ot 
an identifiable, single historical spirit and 
meanings It further labelled the attempt to 
explain and delineate a di.stincl identity as 
being synonymous with the quest for 
foundations and essences. Consequently, 
while forsaking the latter, postmodernisni 
.strcs.scd absolute contingency ol the sell, 
language and community 

IV 

The preceding .sections delineated the 
philosophical agenda ol postmodernism and 
reflected upon the distinctiveness of its anli- 
cssentialist perspective. This section dwells 
upon the ways in which the ensemble of 
concepts assiK'tated with this philosophy 
have teen read and appropriated in the social 
sciences In particular, it explores the 
implications of these rcatlings tor social 
analysis and political engagements 

Postmodernism, as we observed earlier, 
represented anti-esscntialism and anti- 
foundationalism, that is, it oppo.scd the twin 
concepts ol essence and foundations, and 
maintained (hat there is no iransccndcnlal 
signified and no absolute spirit which ciin 
serve as the foundaiionsof the world, history 
or the human .sell. At one level, this was an 
assertion about the ab.scncc of a supreme 
Being, but at another, it was a statement of 
the ab.sence ol epistemological foundations 
too. At the very least ii .suggested iliai. (a) 
it is futile and unprontahle to speak of a 
universal truth or the thing-in-itsclf;(b) what 
we know is the world as it appears to us 
through the grid of our theoretical paradigm. 
(^) our knowledge is not a representation of 
Ihic object! ve world; it is instead a description 
of the world, prc.scnted linguistically, 
(d) thcreisnoprc-detcmiincd human destiny 
or history Further, there arc no laws which 
determine the direction and outcome of the 
historical pr(x;ess; (e)lhe meaning ofhistory, 
like that of any other text, can never be fully 
known. All together these assertions 
challenged and rejected the correspondence 
theory oftruth, the empiricist view ot science 
and the associated belief in a universal 
historical process. In a manner of speaking 
none of these enunciations were new or 
unique; the death of God had teen proclaimed 
by Nietzsche; the neo-Kantians along with 
post-empiricist philosophers of science had 
.stressed the Ihcory dependent nature of 
knowledge; and the critics of Marxism had 
queried the idea of historical determinism 
Hence, in making these asserttons 
postmodernism was echoing the sentiments 

of other non-foundational phiIoi>ophie.s, 
without contributing anything signitlcamly 
dificrcnl or new. What distinguished 
postmodernism from the others in this 
Ciiiegory was Ihe lad that it gave a ptisilive 
content to the idea.s ol anti-cs.sentialism and 
anti-lounduiionalism. That is. it did not 
nicrely ie|ect the scienlilic rationality of the 
enlightenment, instead it questioned 
umver.salism iifi- .le in doing so it provided 
an alternative conception ol a text, be that 
the social icality, individual self or hi'^lory. 
Hence, its distinclivcness resided in iis 
particular conception ot the text 

The postmodernist conception ol the text 
was, in the main, grounded in the philo.sophy 
ol Derrida, and its most lundamcntal 
feature was its multivoeity. Further, this 
charadcrisationoflcxts was used loquesiion 
hermeneutic readings, and to assert that all 
forms ol inscription and writing lack an 
objective meaning. Let us begin our analysis 
with the first claim; namely, the multivoeity 
of texts. Literally, multivoeity implies the 
existence ol niullipic meanings When 
applied to words. It suggests that words have 
more than one meaning. The diversity of 
meanings is manitcsi in the way words are 
used in diflercnt situations and hi.siorical 
epochs. Sometimes words acquire different 
meanings through their usage in diflercnt 
language games, and at other times, their 
meanings may vary over a period of lime 
Meanings then arc, in this dual sense, context 
dcpendeiu, and the words to which they are 
attributed, rnultivocal. 

Postmodernism used this idea of 
multivoeity, previously associated with 
hermeneutics and structuralism, and gave it 
a new form First and foremost, it maintained 
that mullivocily is the defining feature ol all 
texts. Being rnultivocal. these texts, for 
instance, individual life, humanity, histoiy. 
culture, social aclion/struclure. inscnptions. 
written documents, etc. do not addrc.ss us 
m a single voice. In.stcad different meanings 
are embedded in each oflJie.se tcxis, .Second, 
since lexis arc rnultivocal, reading should 
not be directed at the recovery of a single 
univcK'al meaning. In lieu ol searching for 
a unified coherent meaning, reading should 
dwell upon the multiplicity of meanings 
contained in the text. In other words, it 
should not he restricted to the original 
intended or appropriated meaning. The 
hermeneutic concern forthat meaning which 
the author or the original reader would have 
recovered from the text was, by this view, 
designed locflcci a conceptual closure which 
must Itself be overcome. The hermeneutic 
tel ic f that the tc xt has a pre-gi ven determi nate 
meaning and that the original reader could 
recover that meaning on the basts of the 
existing world of shared meanings was thus 
queslioiKd. With it the idea that texis/wo'rds 
have an umvocal meaning in a particular 
context was also challenged. 'Diird. the 

existence of univocal meanings was itself 
contested. For postmodernists, even 
utterances and actions arc rnultivocal. It is 
not as if words acquire different meanings 
when they are placed in different contexts, 
rather this multivoeity is embedded in them 
fLaciau 1970;29). The important thing 
therefore is to use this multivoeity to draw 
meanings from the.se words and texts which 
the author may not even have intended and 
the original reader may have completely 
Ignored |Derrida 1982: .^17| 

Thus far I have mentioned the philo.sophy 
ot reading and inicrprctation that is derived 
Irom the notion oi miillivocity. Let us now 
turn to the notion of text that is delineated 
in It, In this connection, perhaps the mo.st 
significant postmodern assertion IS that texts 
(being rnultivocal) arc open, ambiguous, 
and incoherent Since a coherent unified 
siruciurc is a.ssocialed with the presence ol 
an identifiable and oKcn univocal meaning, 
incoherence and ambiguity ate taken as the 
detining leature of rnultivocal texts; and 
tn.sofaras multi vqcity is a feature of all texts, 
thc.se arc in cftecl Ihc alinbulcs ol life, 
hisiory, culture, and even social strucluie 
As incoherence and ambiguity arc attributes 
ot all texts, postmodernist reading docs not 
try to overcome tticsc features Instc.id, it 
takes cognisance ol these Icatuics and 
converts them into positive values that must 
he actively pursued by Ihe analyst/readei 
Reading should, lot the poslmodernisis, try 
to focus on the ambiguity and incoherence 
present in the text, perhaps by relleciing on 
the metaphors in language, hyphenation and 
common loots of words Through these and 
other associated strategics, the reader is 
expected to loosen the text by allowing other 
meanings to seep into the text. Thus, 
posimodcinisni tir.si postulates ambiguity, 
incoherence and non-dcicrmination as the 
attribute of texts, and then actively pursuc.s 
Ihe ideal of ambiguity, incoherence and 
multivoeity in reading and analysis. Together 
thc.se arc taken as enunciations of the denial 
of the metaphysics of presence and 
foundationalism of every kind. 

The recognition -ot rnultivocal meanings 
and inherent incompleteness of the text 
provided a decisive break with the post- 
enlightenment concern for 'totality' More 
specifically, it celebrated difference and 
heterogeneity by placing it everywhere: 
within history, particular cultures and social 
contexts No longer were progress and 
emancipation seen as the universal or 
univocal projects of human history. Not 
only was history seen as the repository of 
many individual projects, each project itself 
was .seen to have many voices. As Laciau 
said, we cannot speak of emancipation, wc 
need in.stcad to refer to emancipations or 
plural projects of emancipation. Similarly, 
culture could no longer be defined in terms 
of a single language game or a shared 
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historical spirit. The accommodation of plural 

language games within the same space 

opened up cultures such that differences that 

had hitherto been pushed outside the 

boundaries of the national cultural life were 

now inserted into the mainsteam. Multiplicity 

made cultures more sensiti vc to the existence 

oi internal others and prompted rellections 

on issues generated by the coexistence of 

plurality and heterogeneity 

Postmodernism gave authcnticiiy to the 

repressed other. Combined wiih the notion 

of plural protects of emancipation, n 

legitimised the struggles of various groups 

-eg, women, greens, ethnics, immigranls, 

blacks, students, cic. In this connection it 

also pointed to the limitations of delimng 

the self in terms ol a single identity. And 

us own conception ol llie sell as the bearer 

ot multiplcideniities-of class, caste, gender, 

cthnieiiy. region, naiion • displaced the 

homogeneous .subjec t ol the enlightenment 

narrativesotemancipation Seen inlhis way. 

ihc emphasis on difference and pluralUy 

provided athcoreiical perspective from which 

both the failure of the Marxist project and 

the relative success and significance of the 

other piojeeis of emancipation could be 

understood 

Plurality, ditlcrciice .ind tieleiogcneily. 

however, represented only one dimension ol 

postmodernism As such, ihc insights 

generated by lhase concepts tiave to be 

supplemented by lelcrence to the other 

dimension ot posImoderniM leadings ot 

multivoeity: namely, the ambigiiitv. 
incoherence and meompicleiiess ot all lexis 

When the latter u applied to the .study ot 

philo.sophic texts, it suggests both the absence 

of a coherent meaning m Ihe text and the 

critical potential ot dillerent leadings 

However, when il is applied lo Ihe text ol 

human lile, ii justilies the absence ol 

coherence, narrativiiy and eoniinuiiy, in t.ici 

It celebrates schi/ophrcnia and ni.ikes it the 

norm of every day life In elleci thus, it 

undermines the very possibility ol social 

life and social intciaetion Further, the 

singular emphasis on dillercnec and the 

accompanying silence about the shaicd 

worlds, reduces society lo an aggregate ot 

isolated, monad-like individuals. The 

reluctance ol postmodernists to speak ol the 

shared games and meanings also reinforces 

a picture ot a fragmented world in which 

communication, let alone the pos.sibility ol 

understanding an mher, is almost entirely 

excluded. In contradistinction, hermeneutic s 

had emphasised the shared worldof meanings 

on the assumption that people living in the 

same historical and cultural world com¬ 

municate with one another, and that com¬ 

munications requires the existence ot such 

a world of shared meanings. Consequently, 

to understand Ihe meaning of those 

expression.s/texts through which individuals 

address and communicate with each other. 

they emphasised the ‘objective mind’ or 
shared meanings. While stressing this shared 

dimension of social life, the theorists ol 

hermeneutic understanding were probably 

aware that there are residual meanings oi 

texts, and that meanings may sometimes 

elude the addrc.ssce However, they ignored 

these aspects becau.se shared meanings aie 

a precondition lor communication and 

understanding they arc the basis ol social 

life. Posimoclemism, on the othei hand, 

with Its eyes on inicrnal dittcrence, under¬ 

mines Ihe place of communication and 

undcrsiaiuling in social life Thus, even as 

itie iiosiiniidemisi ide.i ol dillerence creates 

space vsiilim which divcisity can he 

accomnioclaled, the accompanying icler- 

cnces lo 111" absence ol coherence and 

nariaiivity u-dctc ihc social to Ihc status ol 

a lii'iion 

The Iragnieniation ol Ihe social world is 

within this pcispccliyc, compounded by ihe 

posiniodern belief in the ambiguitv’. 

incoherence' and the ‘inhcrenily incom¬ 

plete’ nature ol social structures and the 
‘unsiable nature ol all relationships’ 

Ambiguity and lucoinplctcness ol ihe 

structure are. ii aigucs, "not Ihe result ol Ihc 

empirual impdssihility ot its specific 

coherence bi'iiig liillilled, but as soniclhing 

which 'works’ within ihc strucliire Irom the 

beginning” |1 ..iclaii 1W0,2S1 Hence,’’even 

as a regulalive idea, (he colicreni e ol the 

Mruclure, tiuist l.c questioned" ll.aclau 

l‘F^():29| Although relcieiicelothe inherent 

insiabiliiy ol the social simciiiie w;ss made 

with a view loemphasisniL’ (heundelermined 
n.iluie ol the hisioiical process .md ihc 

cxislence ol phiial idcnlilies, this idea 

evenuially jeojiaidised the very nolion ot a 

siiiieliire tine could no longci spe.ik ol 

pallcrned rcgul.iniies and (heir jiossiblc 

coiiseqiieiKCs 

Besidesqucsiioning Ihenolioiiol simciuie. 

the jio.stmodernisi denial ol coheiencc in life 

and soc ial sliiicliiie piecliidcdlhc possibihiv 
ol otieiing expl.in.ilions Previously, ciilics 

of historical deierminism had qiiesiioncci 

theexislenccol invaiiablehiwsol historica! 

developiTicni and pointed to the os.'i 

determined nature ol hisioocal siiuaiions 

They argued iliai vanous sl.ucuiics - each 

capable ot gcncialing an elleet - may in 

conjunel ion with e.ieh other pioducc an el Icei 

(event) that is neiihei jiiedeiermincd nor 

attributable in advance lo the existence ot 

any one domiiiani siriniiiie .Similarly, 

variables that are individually insignilicant. 

may in as.soeiation with olheis vield a resuli 
that IS completely at variance 11 om our general 

expectations Boih these arguments |ioinied 

to the improbability ol picdicimg with any 

certainty what might happen They provided 

.space lor human inicrvcntion ahd cIlcci 

variation However, in doing so they did not 

question ihccxistenccol a slruciurccl iwllcrn 

of interaction betv/ecn these multiple 

vanablcs, nor did they doubt the ability of . 
a structure to produce a specilie effect by I 
Itself What they challenged was thel' 

conclusion that the existence and pre-f 

pondciance ol a parlicular structure would 
necessanlydcici mine the historical outcome. 

While the advocates of po.siinodemism 

questioned most ol these statements, their 

idea ol incohercni and ambiguous structure, 

ehailciigeil the very existence ol patterned ! 

icguinriiv and stmciure Indeed, in their 

analysis llic imiion ol social .structure was 

displaced by inc notion ol 'dislocations’, i 

Wheihei ihctc ..an e\ei be a notion oft 

dislocation without a (irior understanding | 

and dclcniiiiiaiion ol locations, structural f 

regularities and identities, are issues thatM 

icmained iinexamincd. Similarly, whati 

would a nai raii ve ol dislocations be, remained 1 

an enigma 

These qucslions apart, ihe denial of 14 

icgulariiv.cohcrenceanddcicrminaiion ruled o 
' 

oul Ihe possibility ot oltcring explanations,.;.) 

however, incomplete, partial or limited they | 

might be To return to our earlier statement,, 
the critics ol historical cleierminaiion and .5 

cicducli ve-noniologic,d explanations, i) 

dissoeiaicclpiediclion Iromexplunationand ^ 

argued that even though we cannot predict, > 

we c.in ncveilheless provide post-hoc 

explanalions Foi instance, we may not bcp 

able lo predict where the bullel fired from J 

the revoivci will hil Ihe force .shield, yet. I 

alter the bullet is launched ai a particular'., 

point, we can rcirospectively explain why .'': 

It l.iiided where ii did (Aionson l‘f84: 64-,', 

(i-bl That is. we i.in explain its irajectory ;■! 

by meihodologicallv fand lemporanly) 

closing olt what in reality is an 'ojien' system, f 

undelermineci and subject lo the play of:, 

vanous vanablcs {“, 

I’osiinodcinism objected both to the belief g 

in Ihe cxislence ol a coherent structure and'^ 

Ihe aiicmpi by Ihc .inalysi lo introduce;; 

closuic It considcTCil even the metho-S 
r ' 

dologic.illy posiiilaicd closure lo be a way;, 

ol ‘lixing meanings' and intioducing;^ 

deietminaiion In iis enthusiasm for|i 

iiulcicrniinancv wliai it pci haps ignored was'j 

Ihe laei ihatevervuner,ineeand jxrlormance: 

of .iilion emails the intioduclion ot clo.sure, > 

While siiuaiions arc open-ended, actions!^ 

seek (ogive them adcteiminaieend. Human)- • 

intentions may not always be realised and,’; 

olhei individuals may read the situationf 

dillcreftily; bin individual actions can bc^' 

conceived and executed only by giving a|; 

dcleiiTiiiiatemeaningtoasiiiuition Acertain’> 

degree ol closure is ihcreforc integral to ourj;. 

Ix’ing and social lilc it is neither a myth nor 

a limiting aspiration 

In sum, Ihc notion of multivociiy has twoj' 

correlates, dillerence and non-determi-f ■ 
nation Insofar determination represented! 

cssentiahsm. the poslmotlernist emphasis on| 

non-dcleirninalion expressed its anli-| 

esscntialist and anti-toiindaiional agenda.| 
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Giving a positive content to this agenda and 
upholding the norm of non-determination, 
many of its adherents decried attempts that 
were aimed at identifying the necessary 
attributes of an entity and specifying its 
stable relationship with otherentities. To put 
itdifferently, many postmodernists translated 
non-determination to suggest the incoherent 
and ambiguous nature of the text. Social 
structures, just like life or history, were in 
its view incoherent, unstable and ambiguous. 
This conception of the text, as we observed 
earlier, fragmented the social world and 
reduced it to a myth. At the epistemological 
plane, the denial of uni vocily, including the 
claim that words or utterances can have a 
uni vocal meaning in a given context, opened 
the floodgates to relativism. 

Thus, the postmodernist equation of anti- 
essentialism with incoherence and relentless 
difference created several analytical 
difficulties. To begin with it excluded the 
possibility ot offering even partial expla¬ 
nations of social phenomenon. Moreover, 
its denial of the social undermined both 
understanding and communication in the 
life world. Consequently, it is necessary to 
dissociate the postmodernist critique of 
esscntialism from its assertions about the 
incoherence, ambiguity and incompleteness 
of all texts and readings. Separating the 
former from the latter may well leave behind 
a legacy that can benefit all of social sciences. 
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Sii^apore’s ^Other ’ Brain Drain 
M G G PiUai 

Many middle aged Singaporeans are leaving for greener pastures - not to 
Australia or Canada but in neighbouring Chirm, Malaysia and Irtdonesia. 
A combirtation offactors, economic and social, have fuelled this movement. 

AS Singapore’s older, poorer-educated and 
skilled citizens settle in neighbouring coun¬ 
tries. the republic faces a cultural and so¬ 
cietal conundrum that questions its long¬ 
term viability. The unaccustomed frenetic 
life, an unwillingness or inability or both to 
change, the consequential irrelevance in a 
country which judges worth by economic 
usefulness, the burgeoning cost of everyday 
living, force them to leave. They cannot live 
within their means, especially after their 
retirement, but because the Singapore dollar 
IS firm, they sell their flats and other assets, 
cash in their provident fund contributions, 
to settle in - not Australia, Canada, the US, 
where immigration is stricter than it once 
was - but China, Malaysia. Indonesia. The 
brain drain to the west and Australia ot the 
younger people, on the other hand, has not 
only slowed but is reversing: there arc al¬ 
most as many westerners on local pay in 
Singapore than Singaporeans overseas. 

Many a middle-aged Singaporean leaves 
with no desire to return. His assets of a few 
hundred thousand US dollars - an average 
Singaporean would have at least that much 
in his provident fund account in a lifetime 
of employment - and the proceeds from 
selling his government-built flat and his 
other investments can fetch a fortune i n local 
currency and a better standard of living in 
neighbouring countries or China. Many set 
up small businesses. Some eventually acquire 
citizenship. But these are the very people a 
young society like Singapore can least afford 
to lose. Why then do they leave? The contrast 
between difficult living and cheaper 
conditions elsewhere, combined with the 
break up of the extended tami ly into a nuclear 
one, makes it attractive for those caught 
betwixt fixed income and rising costs. They 
do not fit into the impersonal life of their 
progeny. The old often are lodged in old 
folks homes, with occasional visits from 
theirchildren if they arc lucky, or left to their 
own devices, if they are not. Besides, the 
government’s stem meritocratic charter 
regards anyone dependent on its mdimentary 
welfare system as wastrels, indolents or 
worse. Even the health system provides free 
care only after a humiliating admission of 
indigence. When the late Alex Josey, the 
biographer of Singapore's former prime 
minister, Lee Kuan Yew, and an imjwrtant 
footnote in the island's modem history,could 
not afford medical treatment of Parkinson’s 
disease several years ago, a government 
spokesperson callously said he could have 

had it, free, at the third class ward of the 
General Hospital. Many Singaporeans seek 
treatment in Malaysia’s general hospitals 
because it is so much cheaper there. 

Singaporean leaders worry about these 
departures. In any society, this group, often 
ignored, provides both a link with the past 
and solidity with the present, and pass the 
cultural baton on to the next generation; 
besides, it also conditions the present 
generation from losing its bearings. Japan's 
cultural roots are enmeshed in its rice farmers, 
with the government prepared to go into a 
trade dispute with the US over imports of 
American rice intothccountry. They believe, 
rightly, that Japan’s cultural heritage is best 
preserved by the,se conservative nee farmers 
amidst the post-war modernisation Every 
Asian society has variants of this theme, 
which the political overview carefully 
nurtures. But this becomes difficult in 
Singapore. Inflation, high salaries, personal 
and institutional greed reduces even well- 
to-do pensioners to genteel poverty, 
Migraliori fur many is a necessity, not an 
option The government is unable to reverse 
this trend quickly enough even if Singapore 
as a global trading centre is tempered with 
a conscious invocation of traditional values. 
This superb Singaporean efficiency, better 
than any the west can provide, however, is 
encased in a high, though hectoring, moral 
Confucian stance which erupt often enough 
into irrelevant 'East versus West’ conflicts 
when, for instance, it lands on an old- 
fashioned vandal’s Caucasian buttocks. But 
this ethical code can only be sustained by 
a reverence for elders, be he Malay, Chinese 
or Indian and more than Iip-service to their 
presence. 

The contradictions in Singaporean siK'icty 
come home to roost with a vengeance. But 
the signs have been there lor more than a 
decade. The pampering of English-educated 
Singaporeans and the concomitant decline 
of the importance of those educated in the 
other official languages led to another con fl ict 
of values which rankles and remains 
unaddressed. Anothei is Singapore’s 
matheir.atical insistence of her Chinese 
population remaining at 76 per cent, Malays 
15 per cent. Indians 6 per cent and the 
minuscule polygot minorities the rest. They 
maintain it with fresh migration to 
compensate the racial balance of those who 
leave. So. Hong Kong Chinese replace those 
Singaporean Chine.se who left for Australia, 
Canada the US; professionals from India 

replace local Indians who migrate. The 
Malays did not emigrate in large numbers, 
and are therefore relatively stable. | 

But these newcomers cannot upset th6|| 
political balance, would enhance the|j 
republic's prestige asa centre for excellence, ^ 
provide needed expertise, raise standards of i 
living without contributing - yet, anyway 
- to her cultural life. The obvious worry, 
unstated, is Singapore’s consequent 
evolution into a^ransient society, with money 
determining it one stayed or not. The hi^ 
flying Singaporean has become one who, | 
like the typical fund manager, transfers 
investmenis and funds at a moment’s notice 
to another haven where fiscal returns are 
better. When Indonesia invited Singaporeans 
to buy hou.ses in their islands of Bintan and 
Batam, within sight of Singapore, at prices 
so ridiculous, compared to Singapore, a 
virtual stampede ensued to get them. |; 
Singaporeans push house prices in Johoref .; 
Bahru, which links We.st Malaysia to the;<f ' 
republic through a causeway, to astronomical 
heights. These al I too frequent departures for 
cheaper, more affordable havens could break , 
asunder Singaporean society. The political 
costs to Singapore can be even worse. ;; 

Concomitant with this is the younger well- ^ 
trained Singaporean's reluctance to move? 
overseas. The foreign ministry attracts them 
with fiscal incentives' to make the ;s 
Singaporean diplomat highly paid, with i 
generous overseas allowances and special 
payments to wives who leave their jobs | 
behind, but the problem remains. Most Asian 
societies, with working couples, face similar 
hcart-wrenchingdecisionswheneverfamilies j 
have to be uprooted, but is even more severe ij 
in Singapore So, inevitably, it is the elderly, -j, 
with fewer commitments, who are available |j 
lor overseas assignments, and who, when [i 
they retire, remain there permanently. This B 
reverses the traditional tendency where the 5 
young travel overseas for employment to 
take care ot their elderly at home. ^ 

Economically, these departures ease the'; 
burden on a society where a rapidly aging ^ 
population depends on a declining pool of j 
working men and women. But for a nation 
dependent on emigration, an outflow ofij 
people in large numbers, as Singapore is,| 
this can only be counterproductive. Thci 
economic costs cannot precede the cultural 
if a society is lo take rout. But for thatf 
inherent Confucian society to take root, the 
elderly must not only be around to pass these 
ideals dowq from grandfather to grandson.« 
That is less of an option among nuclear^ 
families. Three decades of modernisation to ; 
the exclusion of everything else gave a:> 
cataclysmic shock to its social system. | 
Singapore now tries *to temper this| 
modernisation with social and cultural grace, 
but It races against Grandfather Time. 
Meanwhile, theolder Singaporean find solace | 
elsewhere. ^ 
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PERSPECTIVES 

Mass Struggle: The Only Option 
Pradhan H Prasad 

Gandhi had wanted as hack as in 1934 that the Congress would 
commit suicide if its attention was solely devoted to legislative work. 
Swaraj, he had declared, could only come through all-round 
consciousness of the mas.ses. Why should not a movement to raise mass 
consciousness he launched in India today when the country is .seething 
with hurtling issues? 

THERE IS a set ol figures' which would 
indicate that there is evidence of economic 
growth after the end o( direct rule of British 
in India on August 15, 1947 For the 42- 
year period from 1950-51 to 1992-93. the 
annual growth rate of pci capita income and 
agricullurul and industrial production, all at 
constant prices, has been about 1.6, 3 and 
6.6 percent, respectively, whereas population 
growth has been about 2.1 per cent per year 
If, however, we add to this set of growth 
figures, the .statistics related to decline of 
proportion of poor population between 
1956-57 and 1987-88 at an annual rate of 
about 2 per cent per year,- theic seems to 
be .some evidence suggesting growth with 
social justice But then if we look at the 
figures relating to increase in the backlog 
of unemployment from 5.3 million at the 
beginning of the Second Five-Year Plan 
(1 e, in 1955-56) to 25 million in 1992-93, 
an annual rate of increase of about 4.4 per 
cent, one wonders whether the whole thing 
suggests a march towards socialism or a 
widening panorama ot dole culture and 
depetidence paradigm 

The situation gets still more confu.scd il 
one glances at other tacts Government 
expenditure has been increasing at a rate of 
over 8 per cent per annum during the period 
resulting in bureaucratic expansion and 
adding to the middle-person ciilture 
increasing the broker types, their numbers 
and their prolits. Apart from public loans 
and taxes, deficit budgeting became an ever 
increasing source ot government expenditure 
adding to intlation. Prices ro,sc at an annual 
rate of 6.5 per cent Inflation is considered 
the most regre.ssi vc form of resource raising, 
an affront to the cause of social justice. In 
this process the phenomena of black market 
and black money surfaced in a big way This 
m combination with the ever-increasing 
joblessness promoted I umpen proletarian and 
petty propertied class ideology which 
strengthened the fanaticism of race, religion, 
ca.ste, region, language, ritual, culture, etc. 
Partly as a survival strategy and partly in 
order to gain profit lor the black money, the 
activities which acquired ex'pansivccharacter 

in this process were thieving, cheating, 
dacoities, robberies, riots, extortions, 
kidnapping for ransoms, smuggling, drug 
peddling, manufacture of spurious goods, 
flesh trade, etc. Let alone the equity aspect, 
even the growth syndrome seems to vanish 
from the Indian scene. This is not all. 

Culture oe Dependence 

In the process of its development strategy, 
the government of India designed and 
attempted to execute a plethora of 
programmes. .Some of them it attempted 
to implement Itself and others through non¬ 
government organisations (NGOs). Bene¬ 
ficiary participation was also put as the caveat 
in some Many NGOs also acted as agents 
of others (foreign as well as Indians). Often 
the NGOs developed theirown programmes. 
Alongside wc find growth of .subsidy and 
dole cultures. In all these, one thing was 
common - that thoughts, other than the 
people’s own thoughts, were heaped on the 
people. Most of them were accepted by some 
because they were beneficial and a lew were 
such as some set of people might have even 
desired as a priority. But as time rolled on, 
the people by and large began to look upon 
the government or the NGOs or any other 
group or organisation for rcdressal of even 
their minor grievances which could be sorted 
out by them as a group on theirown. Indians, 
thus, by and large, got'imbibed in a culture 
where they refused to think and act 
collectively on their own. Even if the group 
be small or homogeneous, their behaviour 
remained the same - a dependence paradigm 
par excellence 

Indians had not bargained for it when they 
supported the Indian National Congress 
blindly and faithfully either in its struggle 
against the British imperialism or when it 
entered in'o a compromise and strengthened 
its link with neo-imperialism. They even 
hailed the development strategy and the 
parliamentary system adopted by it for the 
necvcolonial state of India after the middle 
of the 2('th century. Of course, the few 
skirmishes or protests by trade unions, 

organised peasantry and groups from the 
petty bourgeois and petty propertied classes 
were nothing more than the stock in trade 
of the parliamentary system. It seemed that 
it had won the lasting confidence of the 
toiling poor who were being deprived of the 
awareness and ii nderstandi ng of the dynamics 
of their material conditions of living while 
neo-impcrialism and its class collaborators 
(i e, the Indian ruling class) have been busy 
plotting against them. 

Indians for quite some time have been 
viewing ‘progress’ in terms of eradication 
of widespread poverty through massive 
employment generation and fipally 
obliterating exploitation from their lives.' 
The form of government visualised by them 
to move towards ‘progress’ was a fully 
decentralised democracy. Gandhi had said, 
“My ideal village will contain intelligent 
human beings. They will not live m dirt and 
darkness as animals. Men and women will 
be free and able to hold their own against 
anyone in the world. There will be neither 
plague nor cholera nor small pox, no one 
will be idle, no one will wallow in luxury 
Helateronadded. “Independencemust begin 
at the bottom Thus, every village will be 
a republic or panchayat having full powers.”' 
The panchayati system was siTdeqp-rooted 
in the Indian psyche that Indian 
revolutionarie.s (many among them were 
aware of the Marxian thesis of ‘dictatorship 
of proletariat’) did not underestimate the 
efficacy of panchayats in Indian situation 
Ram Prasad Bismil of Kakon fame wrote 
his last piece three days before hanging, that 
IS on December 16, 1927, “By the grace of 
God, I shall be re-born many times and my 
objective shall be to attain complete freedom 
in the world, everybody shall have equal 
right on the gift of nature, so that no one 
mles over other. Governance by ‘panchayats’ 
shall be universal.’’’' 

British rule was considered as the biggest 
hurdle in the march towards progress. The 
struggles and movements which were 
launched to end the rule of British im¬ 
perialism and which influenced the course 
of events since the beginning of 20th century 
can be broadly classified in two categories. 
One was by a set of young patriots par 

excellence and martyrs to the cause of 
freedom, known as Indian revolutionaries. 
They practised violent revolutionary struggle 
against British imperialism beginning with 
the Chapekar brothers’ killing of two British 
officers on June 22, 1897 and ending with 
the hanging of Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev and 
Raj Guru on March 23, 1931. 

The other set consisted of petty bourgeoisie 
groups dominated by professionals. The 
important among them who significantly 
influenced the events during the course of 
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independence movement were the Indian 

National Congress and the Muslim League.’ 

As the Congress began to acquire a dominant 

position in negotiating with the British, the 

Indian bourgeoisie began to acquire a hege¬ 

monic role in it. The compradore character 

of the bourgeoisie was perceived by the 

Indian revolutionaries as early as in Decem¬ 

ber 1929 in the Manifesto of Hindustan 

Socialist Republican Association.* That is 

why Bhagat Singh, a few months before 

hanging, had warned his countrymen that 

the Congress will ultimately enter into a 

compromise with British imperialism and 

betray the Indians' struggle tor inde¬ 

pendence’' This was fully corroborated by 

subsequent events. Congress finally entered 

into a compromise with the British 

impenalism which led to partition ol the 

country in the name of so-called inde¬ 

pendence and to forging still closer Ctonomic 

links with imperialism. Congress leaders 

were aware’of the tact that federalism was 

the only answcrtocommunal striteprevailing 

in the Indian sub-continent."’ but curiously 

enough they preferred partition to 

federalism " Furlher.llicIndianConstiluiion 

completely ignored federalism, playing into 

the hands of imperialism and provided for 

a strong centre in a large country with 

innumerable variations in lerms of religion, 

caste, race, language, ritual, culture, region, 

etc In India’s development strategy, foreign 

aid became the kingpin and it also adhered 

to the techno-industrial culture which was 

associated with imperialism (an abiding 

feature of capitalism)’-’ in spite ol the warn¬ 

ing against it by Gandhi ” While rural 

dcvelopmeni came under the guise ol the 

Indo-USTechnical Co-opcraiion Agiecraeni 

of 19.^2. the socialist block ol nations gave 

ii.s the cue lor initiating some institutions 

(like public sector undertakings and central 

planning system) which were u.sed more as 

show-pieces. The people continued to be 

duped 

The technological upgradation which 

got initiated in the process (for example, a 

switch from coal-based to petrol-based 

technology)’'* made us increasingly depen¬ 

dent on import of capital and intcrmediaie 

goods. Since we lacked adequate export 

potential, foreign debt and debt-servicing 

began to increase over time Foreign trade 

deficit and debt-servicing which was about 

Rs 2.4 billion in 1951-.S2 increased to 

Rs 272.6 billion in 1992-9.t, an annual 

increase of about 12 per cent. It was this 

annual commitment of Rs 20.').7 billion to 

be paid in foreign currency in 1990-91 which 

brought us to the verge of bankruptcy in the 

international money market and we were 

forced to accept loans from IMF and World 

Bank (agents of impenalism) with harsh 

conditionalities and stipulations.’' it was 

this diktat of IMF and World Bank, later 

christened as the New Economic Policy 1991, 

which has compelled India to face the fury 

of world market forces disregarding its own 

socio-economic compulsions. Not that prior 
to mid-1991, the Indian ruling class was 

sensitive to welfare and aspirations ot the 

masses while pursuing the policy ol 

strengthening the culture of brokerage, 

subservience and dependency in the name 

of promoting stK'ialistic paitem of society. 

Then market forces were not kept so tree 

But the regulations were hardly conducive 

to progress. However, the New Economic 

Policy 1991 has nol been imposed as a 

remedial measure, but has been lorccd on 

us so that the stranglehold ol imperialism 

over the couiury gets further lighiened The 

commitment to pay in foreign currency on 

account o! trade deficit and foreign debi- 

servicing has in the iwo years following the 

New Economic Policy 1991 incrca.scd from 

12.1 per cent per annum to 15.6 per cent per 

year. The foreign debt which was 51 billion 

dollars as on Maich 3-1, 1991 would now 

be about 100 billion dollars For the first 

time since 1947. industrial produclion 

registered a decline in 1991-92. There was 

a further dip in employment in ihe organised 

sector of the counliy Thus, there seems to 

be no possibility oi the country’s march 

towards progress .so long as it faces the lull 

onslaught ot market forces at the global 

scale which aie being continuously mani¬ 

pulated by the trading giants of imperialism 

AiiAiNSi Impiriali.sm 

The only option led is Ihe revolutionary 

mass struggle against iico-imperialism and 

in thi.s piocess ol progress towards giowih 

with social justice, Indians will have to wipe¬ 

out imperialism from the lace ot the earth. 

So long imperialism rules the roost, the 

colonies or the neo-colonies like India can 

hardlyescapccxploitation Inorderioachieve 

this they have to draw lessons fiom the 

intimidating ascendancy of imperialism over 

time and space 
The lessons which arc important m this 

context are those related to revolutionary 

struggles against imperi.ilisni that have taken 

place in the woild. It is also a well accepted 
tenet that both, the successes and failures of 

revolutionary struggles add to the knowledge 

ol revolutionary theories and practices. While 

the revolutions abroad against imperialism 

provide one scl of theories, anti-imperialist 

struggles in India lead to anothei set ot 

pciccpiions and piactices. This in fact is the 

unity of opposites If one sel is ignored and 

IS not integrated with the other, the anii- 

nn|x:rialist revolutionary sti uggle may sut lei 

or turn counter-productive because ol an 

incorrect strategy Even it these lessons arc 

fully grasped, there is yet another problem 

related to the class char.icter ol the toiling 

masses in India who are not the proletariat 

in the Marxian .sen.se ol the term The low 

proportionof non-propcrtieddireci producers 

(inclusive of landless agricultural labourers 

and as.setless industrial workers) operates as 

a powerl ul dr.ig on mass-based revolutionary 

class struggle The small piopcrticd class 

(that IS, the agricultural labourers with land, 

almost the entire working men and women 

of the organised sectors, the poor and poor- 

middle peasants, |)ctiy traders, many teachers 

and artisans, etc) has in its lold a large 

majority ol Indians (not less than 70 per 

cent) who arc imbibed with the petty 

bourgeoisie mcnialiiy. They would prefer to 

run the risk oi getting caught and punished 

in doing an illegal act lather than join the 

class struggle and fate savage and atrocious 

repression by the state power hacked by 

ruthless neo-impcrialism Gandhi’s per¬ 

ception of this led him lo write in Foung 

India on March 20. 19)0, that he "urged 

non-violence nol on the highest ground of 

morality but on lower ground ol expedience”. 

That in tacc ot these, class struggle against 

the capitalist structure is ranging lor over 

more than two decades, particularly in 

Andhra Pradesh and Bihar, suggests (hat all 

IS yet nol lost m India, How-ever, the most 

important question is how to strengthen it, 

make it a mass-based class struggle against 

imperialism and its class colhiboiators. Is 

there a role in this lor the small propertied 

class who are suftering. arc likely to suffer 

more in the future and are friends or potential 

friends ol the class snuggle'.' Can they be 

involved in the iion-v loleni mass-ba.sed class 

struggle tor progress ’ Gandhi's perception 

led him lo say lo Maurice Frydman in 1939 

that it vou talk to the villagers "and they 

begin to spe.ik, you will find that wisdom 

dtops from their lips”.” Taking a cue from 

this, 11 those (from timong the petty bourgeois 

and w'orking clas.scs) who understand the 

dynamics of Ihe matei lal conditions of living 

in India, work as a catalyst, they can promote 

the mass-based revolutionary class struggle 

against nco-impcri,i1ism and its class 
collaboralors '* They can do something 

similar lo what Mao did in his revolutionary 

practice, "from the masses, to the masses”.’’’ 

Any struggle which stands for social ju.stice 

and is against exploiiation, if it gathers 

momenliim, will come ultunaiely in direct 

confrontation with imperialism 

Lts.soNS I'ROM Pasi 

The Indian revolutionaries, involved in 

the anti-impenalist .struggle on the basis of 

historic.il tacts available iill then, neither 

overestimaicd then armed strength nor 

imdeicsiimaied llicbruialities and rcpre.s.si ve 

powei ol the British Piobably they wanted 

to aiouse the nation which was in deep 

slumber Barindra Ghosh, hrothci ol Shri 

Aurobindoand a leader ol those who.iitiia lly 

mariiifacliircdlhcliisi -.lioI bombsiiiBengal, 

said. “We did nol nu .m oi expect to liberate 
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l our country by killing a few Englishmen. 
/ We wan^ to show our people how to dare 
([iand dic”.“ Twenty years later within six 

days after the killingofSaunders^' the posters 
/ which appeared on the walls of the city of 

Lahore contained the following famous 
sentence; "Though il may be admitted thai 

'• no armed revolution can be accomplished 
I' with a spnnkling of arms yet they will indeed 
be enough to wreck vengeance for the 
repeated national insults which the 

.administration indulges in from time to 
i tlme”.“ 

! On April 8. 1929, Bhagai Singh and 
Batukeshwar Datta dropped bombs and 
leaflets in the central legislative assembly 

■|in New Delhi and allowed themselves to be 
il arrested. Bhagat Singh, in the course of his 
If lengthy statement dunng the trial of the 
iiLidiore conspiracy case, had said: "Our sole 
li object was to warn the listless and to wake 
j.up the deaf. Many others are thinking just 
f like us. The bombs which were thrown were 
i imentionaily so manufactured as to cause 
) insignificant damage, and they were thrown 
j also in such a clear place as to produce the 
1 least injury to anybody. Under the apparent 
1 calm on the surface of the Indian mind there 
] is a ceaseless terrible seething discontent on 
I ^ point of bursting into a storm. Our action 
i is merely a danger-signal to those who are 
'i itshing ahead thoughtlessly without caring 
j for the serious consequences before ihem.”-’^ 
i He also added: ‘The opponents of revolution 
i nistakenly believe that revolution means 
I /iolence with arms, weapons and such othci 
I neans. But revolution is not confined to this 
iirocess. It may be that the.se are used a.s 
\ nstruments but it should not be forgotten 
j hat behind them is the solid strength and 
' pirit of the revolution and that strength is 
I he will, the aspiration of the people lo 
1 lemand and get a change, a revolution in 
f be current .x-onomic structure, the shape 
t Jid form ol political government ol ihe 
i lation. Our idea of revolution has never 
; >een simply the bloodshed of some 
; ndividuals. It is to end the present regime 
; >f exploitation of man by man and to secure 
f or our nation absolute right of self- 
*, ecermination. That is the ultimate objective 
' f our idea of revolution.”” 

Ashfaq Ullah also of the Kakori fame, a 
(ttle before his hanging in 1927, gave a 
t lessagetohiscountrymen: ‘We have played 
^ ur role on ihc political stage of our country, 
i; ight or wrong all our actions were motivated 
( ythe lofty object of sccuringindcpcndence. 
V know ray actions will elicit praise from 
fj. jitie quarters and criticism from others, bul 
I't a true revolutionary I am indifferent to 

jch remarks. One thing I beg to clanfy 
'rSfote t die. It never had been our object 

. V) Create terror in the country. f3ur trial has 
I tiled for such a long time bul tell me if ever 
lij e tried Ui shoot down an approver or a 

' '•(' tisecution witness. That is not in our line. 

My only wish is that my countrymen may, 
irrespective of their religion or creed, unite 
like a solid bloc to smash the citadel of 
British rule.”” 

It IS difficult to say but then they might 
have considered practising non-violent 
democratic mass movement had they some 
perception of this which partly they 
themselves provided in the course of their 
heroic stmggie (and the rest is provided by 
the historical events since 1931 till today). 
Mao, who led a very protracted struggle 
against imperialism, was not favourably 
disposed towards violent uprisings (that is, 
putschism). He said; “In its social origin, 
putschism is a combination of lumpen 
proletarian and petty bourgeoisie ideology. 
The methods of correction are as follows: 
(1) eradicate putschism ideologically; 
(2) correct putschist behaviour through 
mies. regulations and policies.”” 

Recent history also provides some 
evidence to suggest that even successful 
violent struggles of peasantry and working 
class are prone to lead to dictatonal forms 
of government and concomitant bureaucratic 
consolidation which operates as a powerful 
drag on raising of mass consciousness and 
thereby becomes a drag on social progress 
in the long run.” There is also no evidence 
to sugge.si that this will not happen in a non¬ 
violent democratic movenient against 
imperialism and its class collaborators that 

has not yet been practised anywhere. Theie 
can be no doubt, however, that mass-based 
struggle for social justice is the only route 
which is capable of raising the level of mass 
consciousness. Gandhi' s perception has made 
him say as back as in 1934, "But theCopgress 
will commit suicide if its attention is .solely 
devoted to legislative work, Swaraj will 
nqver come that way. Swaraj can only come 
through an all-round consciousness of 
masses.”” That he did not put this percep¬ 
tion to practice was responsible for his getting 
trappedin parliamentary misadventure which 
finally paved the way for the Congress to 
enter into compromise with imperialism. 
But then the perception can hardly be ipored. 

But then there are some positive per¬ 
ceptions and also some indirect evidence in 
favourof non-violent democratic movement. 
Why should such a movement not be 
practised in India which is swthing with 
burning issues? For example, one such is the 
issue of eradication of joblessness which is 
in sharp contradiction with the present 
policies of liberalisation and imperialism. 
This can be one of the many issues for the 
movement provided the people decide to 
take it up. The autonomy of gram sabha and 
gram panchayai may be another issue. There 

.IS a po.ssibiliiy (hai initially diffeibnt loca¬ 
lities wilt take up different is.sues. But once 
this ethos of scit-reliance gnps the masses, 
the movement will generate iis own 
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dynwiics.'Let then who are et a levd 

of consciousness and have acquim the 

understanding of the role of imperialism act 
as a catalyst in the area of their choice. 

Undoubtedly this will be a long drawn-out 

movement in which the people themselves 

will think and act (aided by catalysts) and 

move slowly but steadily towards mass 

consciousness and concomitant progress. Has 

not Bhagat Singh in his Draft of 

Revolutionary Programme (written in jail in 

the early months of 1931) said, “The main 

responsibility of the active groups of 

revolutionaries lies in reaching the masses 

so as to activate them.”^ 

Notes 

1 Alt figures quoted here ore pbiained froin 
government of India sources such as 
docvments from Planning Commission, 
Economic Surveys. Censuses. National 
Sample Surveys, etc 

2 Because of methodological differences, some 
experts suggest it to be a little higher than 
2 per cent and some others a little lower. 

.t Indians, since the aggression of British 
iinpenalism on its soil, have been experiencing 
increa.stng and widespread poverty caused by 
unemployment following the destruction of 
their autonomous 'tributary' culture, often 
loosely termed as feudal system Those 
involved with the mass movements or who 
organised the masses to fight the Bntish 
oppression had some perception of whal 
masses imply by 'progress' ll was this 
situation which prompted Jawaharial Nehru 
to say in April 1929. "If we arc to eradicate 
poverty, wc must first do away with this 
widespread unemployinenl”. (Selei led Works 
of Jawaharial Nehru, edited by S Copal, 
1973, Volume 3, p 378) Gandhi also echoed 
a similar concept when he empha.sised. 
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behalf of Batukeshwar Dutt. “I would say that 
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revenge. Revolution is not the culture of 
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REVIEWS 

Gandhi’s Indusivism 
Sanjib Baruah 

Mahatma Gandhi: Nonviolent Power in Action by Dennis Dallon; Columbia 

University Press. New York, 1993; pp 279 + xii. 

IN hi.s book, Uuuleiwhip. the American 
political scientist and historian James 
MacGregor Burns desciibes Mahatma 
Gandhi as the best modem example ol a 
transforming leadei Unlike iiansaitional 
leaders, such Icadeis iranshirm the political 
imagination and the ethical and moral 
compass ol those around them In his 
sensitive, sympathetic and lucid book, Dennis 
Dalton elaborates the theme ol Gandhi as 
a translormmg leader 

Dalton’s line-grained discussionolan o/o/ 
and .salyagniha makes the Gandhi an concepts 
very accessible, esjK'cially to the western 
readers. For Dalion. mclusiviiy is the ina|or 
theme in Gandhi Swuiaj, he noies. was not 
only about India's independence Irom the 
Brili.sh colonial rule, but also about powei 
over onesell It is about "libenilion Irom 
attitudes of political oi social separateness 
that fosters ideologies of xenophobia and 
exclusivity" (p fi) The road to swara) lies 
in satyagraha, "the power ol irulh and love" 
Satyagraha encourages rellection not only 
on the part ol those who engage m civil 
disobedience, bin akso on the part of those 
in positions ol governmental authoiity, F-or 
instance, bcloie launching programmes ol 
civil disobedience, Gandhi wrote to the 
colonial otiicialsmiorming them of his plans, 
typically addressing ihe officials as. "Dear 
F^riend". The "please help, wc boili need it” 
quality lo I’- ^se picas (p 106), as Dalton 
nicely describes them, illustrate how in 
engaging in satyagraha. Gandhi appc-alcd to 
the shared himiamly .md morality ol Ins 
adversaries 

In one ol the opinions on the book’s 
jacket, Amslie T Fimbrec calls Dalton’s 
book “extraordinarily iimely loi an 
understanding ol the ledctimiiun oi Indian 
nationalism Ihai is taking place at the end 
of the twentieth cemury". This otherwise 
valuable book howevei, does noi quite 
keep up with that pioim-.e it lads to do 
so Fiecause Dalton does not quite seriously 
engages in the tensions beiweeii G.mdht’s 
ideas and values, and tmrenis dial came 
todominat'.- India’s nalionalisi movement 
Dallon describes the tension .iccui.itely 
“One might wiirship G.indhi Irom alar ,i.s 
a Mahatma or - as the alitinaiive most 
Congressmen took accept his judgments 
as ’policy’ but not .is a ‘irced’ [Ejaih 
undermined Gandhi’s thought and message 
for neitlu- could give him support when 

the going became rough At the very end, 
when i( was indeed Ihe roughest, Gandhi 
stood, tragically alone” (p 34). But Dalton 
does not tell us why Gandhi, whom the 
ollicial India regards as the ’father ol the 
nation , stood "tragically alone" at the end 
Historians associated with the subaltern 
studies tradition have paid allcnlion lo Ihe 
tensions among competing themes within 
India’s anti-colonial nationalist movement 
Pariha Chulteriee, for instance, argues that 
Gandhi’s radical critique of modernity was 
in conllici with Ihe more limited goals ol 
national independence and the quest for 
modernisation and progress that came lo 
del me the Indian nulionalisi moveiiicnt. 

Dalton reserves .some ol his harshest 
comments to describe HiiiJu Swaraj, the 
lotus cla.s.siru.s of Gandhi's critique of 
modern civilisation According m Dalton, 
Gandhi's "notorious blanket condemnation 
ol modern civilisation, .. simplistic 
calegoiisjiion ol Indian and western 
civilisations respectively as ‘moral’ and 
‘immorar. 'soul foicc' versus ‘brute lorcc’. 
presented a wholesale indictment tii 
modernity, worse, a polari!.alion into an 
aiiiiudcol ’us’ and ’them’ redolent of what 
Gandhi would hiier decide a.s ‘violence ol 
the spirit’ (p 20) Dallon finds Gandhi’s 
argument "giossly overstated, often mis¬ 
guided. and 111 some in.stanccs .. lapses into 
pure fantasy" (p 20) Even though he notes 
that Gandhi never retracted ihe.sc views, 
since inclusivisin is Ihe ‘hallmark’ ol 
Gandhi’s ‘style’, Dalton remarks that 
Gandhi’s ciiliquc of modern civilisation in 
Hind .Swaraj was only the “high waiei 
mark of his cxclusivisl ideology . an un¬ 
compromising view ol human experience" 
that "would lalci prove uncharacteristic ot 
the Mahatma". F'or Pariha Chatterjee and 
Dipesti C’liakravarty. on the other hand, 
Gandhi's criiiquc ol modern civilisation in 
Hind Swaraj aminaies Ins politics until the 
end There is no evidence to suggest that 
there was a hicak between a naive Gandhi 
and a mature Gandhi on this issue. Dallon 
should have enlisted this opposing aigumcnt 
III order lo be mote persuasive indeed, the 
aigumcni explains why, when ihe political 
baltlc against the Hntisli colonial rule was 
almost won, Gandhi was alienated Irom the 
Congress leadership. Although Ihe 
mudcrniseis who came lo define India’s 
anti-colonial nationalism may have been 

somewhat embarrassed by the anti-modernist 
.stance of Gandhi, there is no evidence that 
Gandhi himself gave up his critique of 
modemily 

Dalton’s reading of Hind Swaraj has 
implications fur his analysis of Gandhian 
leadership. Dalton analyses the salt march 
of 1930 and Gandhi's 1947 fast in 
Calcutta to protest against Hindu-Muslim 
conflagration a.s case studies of Gandhian 
leadership He discus.ses the remarkable 
symbolism ol .salt and cues Gandhi lo the 
effect that "next to air and water, salt is 
perhaps the greatest necessity of life". Yet 
Dalton views Gandhi’s decision lo locus on 
salt production mainly as a masterful political 
stroke. Thus he triviatiscsGandhi's thinking 
on the subject What “deserves to be 
underlined", writes Dalton, is “Ihe symbolism 
of the issue”, that "ihe image appears of .in 
outrageous injustice” (p|i 1(K)-()1) But why 
is It only a matter ol image’' Why was sail 
‘symbolic’ only in ihc non-ci.nstilutivc, 
shallow sense'' Couldn’t it be argued that 
the laws governing salt production louthed 
the loundation ot the colonial rule in India ' 
Gandhi’s attempi lo build Indian political 
capacity by drawing aticnlion to the 
persistence as well .is ihc memoiy of pre 
capitalist indigciiiius modes ol production 
of salt, oulside the ga/c ot the modem stale 
andol organised indusiiy, was not just smart 
politics Heic one meets the radical Gandhi 
who, unlike modernisls ol both Ihe lolt and 
the right vaiicly, did not consider pic- 
capitalisi I'ormalions lo be simply a part of 
the "world we have lost", but unashamedly 
fought a relentless battle in their delcnce 

Dalton misleads an essay on Gandhi by 
Shahid Amin. Amin's essay. ‘Gandhi as 
Mahatma’, emphasises how peasant 
perceptions ol Gandhi inGorakhpurdistrici 
were independent ol the message that the 
Congress leadership wanted to convey to 
Ihe peasants Actions such as looting of 
shops by the peasants. Amin points out, 
were often at variance with Gandhian ideas 
and methods. Amin argues that there were 
multiple readings of Gandhi. Yet, Dalton 
cites Amin's essay as an evidence that 
Gandhi ’ s message “had dug deeply into the 
popular consciousness” (p 32), precisely 
a view that Amin challenges. 

A comparison ot Gandhi with Marlin 
Luther King and Malcolm X adds value lo 
the tHiok. Gandhi’s inllucnce on Martin 
Luther King is well known But Dalton 
makes an interesting connection between 
Gandhi and Malcolm X. Both struggled with 
‘personal emancipation’ and they wiote 
autobiograpics that arc about self- 
examination and inner growth. By contrast, 
Martin Luther King’s autobiographical Stride 
Toward Freedom, "relates in impersonal 
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tones the success of a method but without 
any journey of the self’ (p 184). 

The book concludes on the note that 
Gandhi’s life rested on the "premise of 
inclusi vity, that we arc all part of one another 
and violence retards that real isation" (p 200). 
In a world lull ot ethnic and racial contlicts. 
It IS worthwhile to remember Gandhi ’ s ability 
to transcend dil Terence. But it is unlortunate 
that Dalton’s emphasis on this theme had 
to be at the expense of obscuring Gandhi’s 
critique of modernity in the colonies. After 
all. Gandhi and Franz Fanon. the other 

THE blurb on the back cover ol this 
lantaliMiigly shin volume describes the author 
as ‘the loiemosl scholar on Central Asia" 
who compleicd "his entire tormal and 
research cducalion m Delhi” and "also siudicd 
in the United Slate.s” and eventually "iciired 
from Jawaharlal Nehru University as 
Protes.sor ot C'entral Asian Studies". For 
some reason, the discipline ot the learned 
protes.sor is not mentioned; it is ihcrelore 
not clear whether the authoi is a historian, 
political .scientist, economi.si or sociologist 
The blurb on the Ironi cover on the other 
hand dc.scribcs the volume as a "study ol 
the positions ol China and Russia in Central 
_Asiaupto IWl when Russia withdrew Irom 
iheret^ Such distinguished credentials about 
a region which has traditionally been poorly 
understood by the outside world encourage 
the reader to pick up the book with the 
legitimate expectation ol gaming insights 
into the developments that have caused a 
complete transformation ol the political and 
economic landscajie ol this strategic region 
in the wake of the demise of the erstwhile 
Soviet Union in December 1991 

Such expectations are however soon 
belied; the book comes as a rude shock and' 
disappointment and the end ol the exercise 
causes one to wonder why Inditin publishers 
have taken it upon ihcm.scives to punish 
Indian readers with such larc or whether 
there ts a more prostiic explanation tor this 
dismal state ol alfairs which (icrhaps lies in 
the tact that area specialislj^have simply run 
out of ideas. The author’s introductory 
remarks may serve as an illustration. The 
two-page preface labours to emphasise the 
tact that politically, geographically and 
historically central Asia has always been a 
vital part ot Asia 

This awesome di.scovery is followed by 
the information that Buddhism. Christianity 

insider-critic of mainstream anti-colonial 
nationalism, had a lot to say about the false 
hopes ot an emancipatory universal 
modernity coming to the colonics. Toconli lie 
Gandhi to the theme of tnclu.sivity is to miss 
his insights on what ails modern civilisation 
especially m the capitalist periphery ttxlay 
It the Gandhian critique of modern 
civilisation was sometimes "pure famasy’, 
as Dalton puts it. that did not bother Gandhi. 
He relentlessly pursued his utopia, even it 
It meant that he had to stand 'tragically 
alone' at the end 

and Islam "spread Irom Central Asia to East 
Asia". Furthei. "it was Irom Central Asia 
that science travelled to West Asia and 
Europe". By this time, the reader would have 
realised that the little history he had learnt 
at school was not only wwliilly inadequate, 
but discreetly misleading as well. The 
Moiig'.'Is land the Turks though the l.tttei 
were not quite able to rcqieat the pet lormance 
ol ihelormei) later united ccntial Asia under 
one sovereignty but while China escaped 
their conquest (Tiimir the Lame died in the 
iromicr town ol Oirar while he was on his 
way to conquer China). Babai ol Osh 
(Ferghana) was .ible to conquer India and 
establish an empiie .Subsequently tiowevcr. 
due to 'stiong neighbours' cential Asia was 
unable to expand outwards. 

Today. Chin.i and Russia - the legend 
continues - "have possessed cential Asia 
by dividing it equally among themselves 
by China appropriating its eastern half 
(Tibet and Xinjiang) and Russia 
appropriating its western half( Kazaghistan. 
Kirghizia. Uzbekistan. Tajikistan and 
Turkmenia)” In 1991. Russia is supposed 
to “have lost Us position in central Asia’ , 
while China "still holds on to it" When 
stated in such bald terms, this is simply not 
true. It would be more correi t to .say that 
Russia voluntarily relinquished its hold 
over central Asia with the demise ol the 
.Soviet Union (I say voluntartly because in 
1992. It was tashionable in Russia to view 
the central Asian economies as being an 
undue burden on the Russian ecomimy). 
but subsequent events (including the war 
in Tajikistan, the late ol ethnic Russians 
living outside Russia, the lailurc ol the 
west to live up to Russian expectations ol 
massive inlusions ot aid and the desire to 
protect hersell from ethnonaiionalist threats 
Irom her southern borders), have cau.scd 

Russia to make concerted efforts to renew 
her hegemony over central Asia. 

The appendices contain two chapters 
wriltcn in the 6().s and the author’s 
justification lor including them here for 
their alleged relevance and his desire to 
"suit the present coiitext" i.s. to .say the 
least, puzzling, both the relevance and the 
context remain irritatingly elusive. The 
bibliography is hailed by the author as “the 
index ol my debt to intellectual property” 
though the readei is warned against equating 
the readings coiii.uiied in the list as a true 
rcllection o) the "measure ol the range of 
my reading.', on cential Asia, China and 
Russia" which presumably, is 
immeasurably largei 

II the reader hopes todiscovei the purpo.se 
of the volume, the questions it seck.s to 
address and then implications lor policy, 
this volume will come as a disappointment 
because none ol these concerns exist. The 
book IS an incoherent lambling quasi- 
historical account serving no iccognisablc 
purpose Its conclusions - contained on the 
last page - provide some idea of the kind 
ol intellectual demands it makes on the 
reader. "As in IK.^K. when the ’g.ime’ 
started, the question now seems to be who 
will have mastery over central Asia'.> 
Although the epoch ol domination and 
mastery ol one nation over another seems 
to have ended, its mamlestations are not 
quite so" (p 92) It need hardly be said that 
this banal conclusion does not require a 
volume, a ncwsp.iper article induced 
through .1 gullible editor would have 
sufliced 

Es.senlially a colony of Tsarist Russia, 
cential Asia was traditionally a source of raw 
materials lor the lactones ol central Russia 
prior ID the October Revolution. The region 
was predominantly agricultural, technically 
backward and industry was confined to 
primary processing ol agricultural produce. 
There is .some substance to the erstwhile 
.Soviet claim that the lace ol central A.sia was 
substantially altered during Soviet rule. This 
IS because industrialisation came to central 
Asia only during the early part of the 2(>th 
century. 

The central Asian capitals ol Ta.shkent. 
Frunze. Ashkabab and Dushanbe have 
become major centres ol diversified 
industries including mechanical engineering, 
light and lood industry, manufacturing 
machine tool equipment, instrument making 
and production ot a variety ol consumer 
goods. The region i.s a remarkable 
combination of traditional central Asian and 
Slavic culture and is today an integral part 
ol the process of renewal that is taking place 
all over the CIS 

In the changed configuration of 
circumstances today, there is a serious and 
urgent need to study the evolution of the 
newly indciicndeni countries ol central Asia 

Managing India’s Central Asian Policy 

Ramnath Narayaii.swaniy 

China, Russia and Central Asia by Rum Rahul; Vikas Publishing House. New 

Delhi. 1995, pp x-i-128. Rs 195, 
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including Kazaghistan. Uzbekistan. 
Tivkmenia. Tajikistan and Kirghizia. This 
is principally though not exclusively 
because the region is of tremendous 
strategic importance to India. It is widely 
known, forexample, that Pakistan has been 
negotiating for the creation of a common 
economic space in central Asia by creating 
a corridor through Iran and Turkey though 
its efforts in this direction have met with 
little success. The Chinese on the other 
hand have been making concerted elforts 
to build ihcir ties with Kazaghistan by 
helping the latter to build roads that can 
access central Asia from China. Prom a 
strategic point of view. India has to gear 
itself to meet the.se challenges; the more 
secular countries of Kazaghistan and 
Uzbekistan will have to be actively wooed 
and this must be followed by bilateral 
programmes ot technical and managerial 
co-operation. 

Secondly, the historical ties between 
India and central Asia have to be 
reconstituted along durable strategies of 
economic and business co-operation. The 
central Asian countries are enormously rich 
in a wide variety of mineral re.suurces 
Trade credits extended by the government 
of India to the.se countries have been paltry 
sums exceeding no more than a couple of 

million dollars. There is a strong case Co 
increa.se trade credits to the region and this 
must be complemented by efforts of the 
ministry of external atfairs to secure 
favourable conditions for Indian 
businessmen who wish to enter these 
markets 

Thirdly, the problems of payments and 
transportation, the former cau.sed by the 
primitive nature of the financial system 
and constant currency depreciation and the 
latter cau.sed by the fact that the enure 
region is landlocked. The Indian 
government has been making efforts to 
secure sea access through Iranian ports as 
a short-term solution to the problem but 
clearly the long-term solution lies in 
building a railway network from Mashad 
in Iran to Scrakhs in Turkmenia. 

The ministry of external affairs should 
- if It has already not begun the process 
and there arc indications that it has - begin 
to treat the region on a priority basis, seek 
to understand the factors that promote and 
militate change in the region, explore ways 
and means of overcoming problems 
stemming from poor infrastructure and 
communication and initiate research studies 
by .specialists who mu.st be called upon to 
suggest viable alternate policies that could 
strengthen trade ttes bet ween the two regions. 

When one comes across a volume on 
central Asia published in 1995 (the reviewer 
actually received the book in December 
1994). one would tmagtne that the work 
would focus altcntton on some of these 
is.sues, the resolution of which is clearly 
vital to the process of readjustment that is 
taking place both in Indian foreign policy 
as well as in the newly independent states 
of central Asia. The reader is also entitled 
to expect a discussion of the con.sequences 
of the collapse ot the Soviet Union in 
central Asia, the unique nature of the central 
Asian economy and polity when compared 
to other regions in the CIS. the problems 
surrounding the transition to markets m a 
region marked by strong collectivist 
historical traditions, the danger ot 
marginalisation that these countries 
underwent through 1992-9.^. the civil war 
m Tajikistan that caused Russia to renew 
Its interest in central Asia to protect herself 
from fundamentalist threats across her 
borders and the efforts of the central Asian 
countries to balance their national interests 
on the one hand against revivalist tendencies 
emerging in Russia (which have grown 
particularly strong in 1994) on the other. 

Unfortunately, the volume under review 
fails to discuss any of the current issues 
that confront the region 
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SPECIAL ARTICLES 

Beyond ^Surpluses’ 
Food Security in Changing Context 

VMRao 

The present comfortable foodgrain situation should induce some hard thinking on the prevailing food security system 

rather than an attitude of complacency. 

The recent trends in agricultural production and the ongoing policy rejorms Jor liheralisctiion oj the economy and 

reduction in government deficits are the kind of changes which offer considerable scope for iinpro wnients in the food security 

system. It would he easier to implement such improvements when the food situation is comfortable. 

Further, success in reaching food to the poor depends nor merely on improvements in the food security .system hut even 

more critically on the thrust of the broader development policies affecting agriculture and the rural poor. Here again, 

years of good foodgrain availability tend to he favourable for implementation oj development policies and for focusing 

their benefits on the rural poor. 

Thus the present phase in our economy and agriculture is indeed an appropriate time to give serious thought to the 

past performance, present status and the priorities jor the future directions of change in the food security system. 

THE problem.s ot )'o(Xl security hardly attract 
much attention when, as it is true at the 
moment, the policy-maker’s mam concern 
IS to cope vKith large and mounting stocks 
of t'oodgrains which are now literally spilling 
over on to roads and other open spaces. The 
stocks on hand arc reported to be around 30 
million tonnes and it is expected that the 
khan f procurement would bring in another 
10 to 12 million tonnes. Meanwhile, with 
the narrowing of the gap between the issue 
price and the market price, the PDS offtake 
as a proportion of allotments has been going 
down and is currently reported to be less 
than 40 per cent. For the last more than a 
year, the Food Corporation of India has been 
resorting to open market sales to bring down 
Its holding. 

We should know from past experience 
that the pendulum could easily swing to the 
other extreme if there are a couple of bad 
seasons with markets turning panicky and 
trade going on a speculative spree. Barely 
two years back, around the middle of 1992, 
the country had to run in desperation from 
pillar to post to import a modest quantum 
of wheat in a season with bumper wheal 
production owing to, reportedly, withholding 
of produce by the farmers m expectation of 
higher prices in the later part of the season. 
There are. however, two even weightier 
reasons why the present comfortable 
foodgrain situation should induce some hard 
thinking on the prevailing food security 
system rather 4han an attitude of 
complacency. First, the food security system, 
like any other system, has to continually 
adjust to changes in the economy to remain 
effective and useful. The recent trends in 
agricultural production and the ongoing 
policy reforms for liberalisation of the 
economy and reduction in government 
deficits are the kind of changes which offer 

considerable .scope lor improvements in the 
lood .sccuniy system. It would be easy to 
implement such improvemenis when the 
food situation is comfortable. Second, the 
.success in reaching lood to the poor depends 
not merely on improvements in the lood 
security system but even more critically on 
the ihnisi ol the broader development policies 
affectingdgricullureand the rural poor Here, 
again, it has been the Indian experience that 
years of good loi'dgrain availability tend to 
be lavourahle loi implementation of 
development policies and lor focusing their 
benefits on the lural poor. If our luck with 
monsoon holds for some more years, the 
situation is likely to be very congenial for 
major systemic changes in fwid security 
which until very iccently were considered 
impractical, and even risky, to implement. 
Thus, the present pha.se in our economy and 
agriculture would indeed be an appropnate 
time to give some serious thought to the past 
performance, pre.sent status and the priorities 
for the future dtrections ol change in the 
food security system. Our endeavour in this 
paperis to present a rapid and stylised review 
along with a brief discussion of the reforms 
needed in the system. 

Food Securitv: A Rfc-ntospEcr 

The mid-60s provide a convenient marker 
to distinguish the earlier phase of policies 
and measures designed primarily to cope 
with localised situations of scarcity from the 
latter phase characterised by a distinct long¬ 
term strategy for evolving policies and 
structures for the regulations, management 
and development ol the country s food 
economy. It is not suggested that the policies 
of the latter phase suddenly emerged in the 
mid-60s, but an economic historian is likely 
to discover that the traumatic food crisis of 
that period along with fears aboutthe political 

repercussions ol large and persistent 
dependence on imports did bring about a 
radical change in the perception at the highe.st 
level of policy-making about the importance 
of having a countrywide system of food 
security based on domestic capabilities to 
increase production It is necessary to 
remember that in the situation which 
prevailed during the mid-60s there was ample 
justification to emphasise the two principal 
objectives. VIZ, food self-sufficiency and 
coverage of tfic entire population in the 
public distribution system whose 
appropriateness is now being questioned as 
being out of tune with the changing economic 
scene and policy regime. 

A detailed account of changes in the food 
security system in the post-independence 
period would need wading through atiresome 
lot of contentious statistics. Our intention 
here IS only to bring out the direction and 
the characteristic features of these changes 
with a view to indicating how the system 
evolved from a modest beginning to become 
acountrywide network for acquiring, holding 
and distributing foodgrains. For this purpose, 
we use a typology which focuses on the 
essentials of the system without going into 
quantitative details. Famines and droughts 
causing acute scarcity conditions and the 
measures taken by the government to help 
the victims could be regarded as the typical 
way in which the food security system 
begins to take shape in a poor country. The 
measures remain in the nature of fire-fighting 
operation concerned only with putting out 
the flames and providing a modest measure 
of temporary relief to the affected population; 
such an operation, by itself, would not look 
into the causes behind the flames or the 
lasting solution to the recurring distress. The 
Indian history contains numerous accounts 
of this embryonic form of fiKxl security 
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system and also its benefits and limitations 
[Bhatia 1967], 

Prolonged periods of economic stress and 
disruption like wars give rise to a form of 
food security system which is still concerned 
primarily with management of scarce food 
supplies hut which finds it necessary to use 
a more organised and institutionalised 
approach including drastic measures to 
suspend the normal activities of markets and 
trade. This form existed in India for long 
years in the shape of statutory rationing in 
selected urban areas and coniinues lo be 
present even today in a lew urban centres. 

A developing economy needs a lood 
security system looking much beyond 
management of scarce supplies and ciiiical 
situations India look a quantum leap in this 
direction in the mid-6().s |Tyagi 1990|. The 
setting up oI Food Corporation o( India and 
Agricultural Prices Commission (now 
Commission lor Agricultural Costs and 
Prices) in 1965 marked the beginning of this 
phase. The key componenis ol this system 
were institutionalised arrangemenis and 
procedures lot procuremeni. slocking and 
distribution of foodgrams What is more 
important lo note is that the lood seciiriiy 
system evolved as an integral part of a 
development strategy which brought about 
a stnking technological change in selected 
food crops, provided elicctive price and 
market support to tanners and deployed a 
wide range of measures to generate 
employment and income It^r the lural |Hior 
with a view to improving their level of well¬ 
being including bciterphysical and economic 
access to loodgrains 

It is useful to distinguish two .sub-periods 
in the ptisl-1965 phase IBhalla I994a| Up 
to about the laic 7()s the emphasis remained 
on the management tasks, procurement with 
an element of compulsion, augmenting 
domestic supplies through imports, zoning 
and restrictions on movement and trade, etc. 
However, there was a marked change in the 
food situation m the later yeais. particularly 
during the HOs and the early 90s The net 
'availability ol foodgrams which had 
increased from 74 million tonnes in 1968 
to 99 million tonnes in 1977 witnessed a 
rapid rise in later years reaching IS8 million 
tonnes in 1991 |Government of India 1994] 
In 1968. 10 million tonnes of foodgrams 
were distributed by the lood security system. 
Net imports were 5.7 million tonnes as against 
6.8 million ttinnes ol domestically procured 
grains The position in 1991 was .strikingly 
different. The PDS distributed 20.6 million 
tonhes in that year and procurement was 
19.6 million tonnes. More telling, instead 
of import, there was a net export of 6 lakh 
tonnes of foodgrams in 1991. The restrictions 
on farmers and trade have by then been 
drastically reduced, exports of fiHKJgrains 
were not only permitted but also encouraged 
and PDS received enough and more of 

foodgrains from purcha.ses by the public 
agencies at minimum siippori prices which 
leave the farmer free to choose the place, 
time and agency for .selling his produce. On 
the whole, considering the recent trends, it 
would be reasonable to say that the fo<id 
security system has brought about a visible 
change in the economy and its perspective 
on ItKid. From a situatiun where the policies 
remained preoccupied with management of 
scarce supplies, the economy has now seems 
to have reached a stage where the loodgiain 
.sector could provide a powerful stimulus to 
overall growth and devclopmeni. 

This would, however, need major changes 
in the policies relating lo the foodgrams 
sector. The rclorms now being implemented 
to liberalise the economy including 
agriculture and the prospects of a techno¬ 
logical change m agricuhurc far more broad- 
ba.sed than the green revolution of the 7()s 
are likely lo mark a new phase of agricultural 
developmeiii in India |Rao I994|. 
Simultaneously, iherc arc also signs of 
slowing down 111 the growth in wheat and 
nee More imjiorlanl. the growth in these 
crops may be on the verge ol encountering 
serious sustainability barriers | Malik 199,31. 
Such periods ol change over in the phase 
of dcvelopnieni are often characierised by 
jiersisteni stresses and disruptions indicating 
that the components in the sy.siem arc out 
ol line Willi each other and with whal they 
ought to be iti the new phase. Let us take 
a quick look at the distress signals being sent 
out by the lood .security sy.siem. 

SoMt BiaSIvS A.M) WeaKNI'-SSKS 

The. milial thrust and foundation for the 
later evolution ol the lotxl security system 
were provided by the green revolution m 
wheat and rtcc The disconcerting feature of 
the .system is that, even after nearly three 
decades, it still remains almost exclusively 
dependent on these two crops. This has been 
the source ol many weaknesses and 
distortions. The price support policy lor rice 
and wheal which nuriuied the green 
revolution and promoted its spread is now 
in need ol major revision. The policy has 
had the cfleci ol prompting the farmer to 
bring his produce to the public agency 
almost immediately alter harvest. Asa result, 
procurement becomes a gigantic operation 
to be rushed through within a tew weeks 
leaving little time lor cs.sential prtKedtires 
like grading and checking the produce for 
its quality and condition. Mure important, 
given the anxiety of the government about 
adequate supply of rice and wheat and the 
increasing reliance of procurement on 
purchases at minimum support prices, it is 
inevitable that pressures cumulate for 
progressive increase in minimum support 
prices and, as a consequence, price policy, 
instead of limiting itself to preventing crash 
in market prices, may begin to operate as 

a factor causing rise in them [Rao 1993]. At 
the same time, the Commission for Agri¬ 
cultural Costs and Prices has been repeatedly 
pointing out in its reports instances of price 
support mechanism remaining inactive in 
backward areas which do not contribute 
much toprocurement [Government of India]. 

Another major point of criticism with the 
f(K)d .security system is its highly centralised 
and bureaucratised mode of operation. The 
very name of Food Corporation of India 
has become a red rag to some critics. A little 
rcllection would show that only a FCI-like 
organisation would he able to operate a food 
.security .system based exclusively on rice 
and wheal The surplu.scs oflhe.se crops and. 
hence, their procurement arc concentrated 
in a tew states and. given the minimum 
support prices which remain fixed for a crop 
year, the farmers take the first op|X)rtunity 
to deliver then produce when harvc.siing 
starts except when a substantial rise in the 
price ol gram is expected in the latter part 
ol the season. The quantities ol grains thus 
mobilised have lo be allocated to areas all 
over the country maintaining a steady flow 
of monthly instalments of grams supplied 
at a subsidised price Obviously, this has 
to be a command operation as the normal 
trade channels working lor profit may not 
find the task sufficiently attractive to 
undertake jDaniwala 1993]. Re.searchers 
have shown that, pcrlormancewi.se, FCI 
compares poorly with private trade [Tyagi 
1990]. .Such compari.sons are a little unfair 
to FCI as It IS doubtful whether the 
Corporation has sufficient measure ol 
autonomy to function like a business 
organisation In our view, the persistent 
weaknesses observed in FCI operations are 
aclearsympiomol overcentrahsaiion While 
efforts to lone up the personnel and working 
ol the Corporation need to be undertaken, 
the more lundamcntal task is to reorganise 
the food security system itself on a 
decentralised basis. In the event of such a 
reorganisation, FCI, with its specialised ex¬ 
perience and expertise, would be ma position 
to play a major supporting role to help the 
decentralised lood security sy.stem to become 
operational. Hence, as we see it, the problem 
is one of making effective use of the 
capabilities ot FCI in the changing context. 

A third area where the food .security system 
IS receiving very low marks, particularly 
Irom the academics, is the benefits it provides 
to the poor. There is a consensus among the 
ob.scrvers that the lowl security system has 
been able to eliminate famines and. also, 
bring a substantial measure of relief to the 
ptMir during years ot acute scarcity. Parti¬ 
cularly heartening has been the performance 
of the system during the reecnt major 
droughts ]Acharya 1989; Ahluwalia 1991]. 
The latest available NSS data (1986-87) also 
show that the indicators of extent of benefits 
received by the potir from PDS are by no 
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means low enough to be dismissed as 
insignificant. According to a recent analysis, 
out of 141 million poorpersons. who reported 
purchase of rice, 58 million (i e, a little over 
40 per cent) are estimated to have obtained 
the whole or part of iheir purchases from 
the PDS. The corresponding estimates for 
wheat are 75 million and 22 7 million 
(Jharwal 19931. 

However, assessed against the norm o( 
meeting the lull or. at least, the major part 
of requirements ol poor, the achievements 
of PDS could hardly be regarded as 
satisfactory. Jharwal’s analysis shows that 
PDS accounted lor only 17.5 per cent of rice 
consumption and 11.8 per cent rrl wheal 
consumption of the poor. Tyagi finds that 
the coverage of poor by PDS tends lo be very 
low pra'isely in stales like Orissa and Madhy.i 
Pradesh which are backwaid and. in terms 
of per capita income, are much below ihc 
national average (Tyagi 19901 The frwid 
security system could also be taulied lor 
pursuing a pnee [xilicy which goes against 
the interests ol the ptnir It has been pointed 
out by Dantwala and many otheis that 
prociircmcni has the ellect of taising Ihe 
market price of rice/wheat above the level 
which would have prevailed in the absence 
ol procurement [Radhakrishna 19941 
Obviously, this would impose a heavy and 
regressive burden on Ihe poor who, though 
intended to be the main beneticiaries ol the 
lood security system, have to de|x:nd on the 
market lor a major pan of their toodgiain 
requirements Incidentally, Radhaknshn.i 
makes Ihe lellmg point ihai dunng ihe 
recent inllalionary pha.se which witnessed 
a much faster rise in toodgrain prices, 
particularly coarse cereals, the ullocaiions ol 
loodgrains for the anti-poverty programmes 
had actually declined! 

Le.st an impression is created ihai all that 
the poor need is increased allocation of 
toodgrams, it needs to be mentioned that the 
situation is much more dilfieult and 
complicated. A poor pi-rson who is hungry 
could be reached by 'lood-for-work' type 
of programmes which provide loodgrains 
along with the necessary purchasing power. 
However, economists find that this salcty 
net may not protect the |xior who are not 
hungry but suffer Irom serious malnutrition. 
Once there is enough to satisfy hunger, the 
poor seem lo give diminishing priority to 
loodgrains. It has been noticed that the 
proportion of total expenditure spent on 
loodgrains begins to decrease while the 
household is still below the poverty line 
(Rao 1984). Interestingly, a recent multi¬ 
country study based on village and household 
level investigations comes to the conclusion 
that “increased income and ftxid availability 
contribute to a quick solution of the hunger 
problem but not of the chronic problem of 
children's malnutrition, which results from 
a complex interaction of disease and lack 

of food" flFPRI 19941. Considering the 
extent of prevailing ptiverty and its correlates 
of hunger and malnuiriiion, it is usual to 
refer to Ihe pre.scni large stocks of foodgrains 
as "surplu.scs" not indicative of genuine 
adequacy ol loodgrains. The implication is 
that the economy is still lar Irom the point 
of overcoming the food problem (Bhalla 
I994bI 

A balanced view needs to be taken ol Ihc 

two comrasiing pictures presented by the 

food security system - substantial 

achievements in building up a dcvelo|)mcni- 

oitenicd sysiem as compared to ihe past 

policies and piogrammes. ai the same time, 

failure to adopi policies capable ol leading 

the economy Irom scarcity to genuine 

adequacy ol loodgrains lorthc poorei strata 

To make sen c ol this apparent paradox, it 

IS necessary lo consider ihe circumstances 

shaping Ihe lespon^e ol Ihe policy-maker to 

the IoikI ciims The grave siiualion during 

the bOs caused by the lood crisis needed a 

mixed strategy consisting ol short-ierm 

measures lor icliel and quick increases in 

production and equally imporiani, long-term 

.structural ad)usimeni tor more growth and 

equity lo remove the toots ol Ihe ciisis The 

shori-ierm tasks loinied the relatively easier 

pan ol the challenge as during times ol crisis 

technocraiic-cum-bureaucralic appioachcs 

oltcn bring diam.iiic results and lind wide, 

ever, enihusiasin.. accepi.ince among (xople 

Ontheolhei hand, the long-term adjustments 

arc dillicull lo impletncnl. parlicularly in 

slow-growing democracies The elites at the 

helm mihe poor countiies. who have to bear 

Ihe burden ol long-ieim ad|usimcnls, do 

then bes! lo evade Ihc pam ol ad|uslment 

by thinking up an ama/ing array ol siralagcms 

andslogans. Inihccaseol liidi.i. the measures 

loi rebel and quick increase m production 

were so sucicssliil that Ihc policy-makei 

could easily conviiue himsell iliai the long¬ 

term adjusimenis are best talked about but 

left to the long run' As a result, while the 

economy has moved Irom scarcity lo 

‘surplu.scs’. the vulnerabiliiyol the economy 

on Ihe food Iron! peisists and Ihe pi oneness 

to panic lying jusi beneath the claims about 

food scll-sufliciency continues to pop up ils 

head whenever there is even a him ol an 

approaching scarcity. 

Looking ahead, there arc signs ol 
conti nuing hu lid up ol prcssui e on the pol icy- 
makcr to strengthen and .streamline the Imid 
security sysiem The relorms lor liberali- 
saiion now gathering momentum have 
already brought in their wake removal ol 
restrictions on movement and trade and 
freeing ol Imidgrain markets It is dillicull 
lo sec the coniinuaiion o' the present price 
policy for much longer without major 
changes. Ai.so.asuggestivesignol changing 
times is the acknowledgement at Ihe highest 
level ol the need lo reduce fotxl subsidies, 
to improve the efficiency of loodgrain 

operations and lo focus the PDS oh wcll- 
dcfined target groups (Bhagwati 1994], Thus, 
there arc fairly clear indications of the 
direction in which Ihe policy-maker would 
be under growing pressure to move. 

It IS also possible to see some factors on 
the positive side which would be favourable 
lor implemcniing the changes needed in the 
Imid securiiy system Public investments in 
backwaid states in improve agriculture and 
rural inirastiiu lure would now he getting 
much larger plan allocaiions. Equally likely 
IS greater .iiicmion lo new technologies for 
rainled agriculiurc owing lo the awareness 
lhat these li.ive been neglected in the past. 
As a reccm study has observed “Central 
Governmem's concern loi speedy achieve¬ 
ment ol scll-siilliciency in loodgrain 
manifested itself in biased allocation of 
scientists, research facilities and financial 
support lor irrigated grain crops. 
Prolonging ol ihis approach and continued 
emphasis on irrigated areas and irrigated 
crops have created some serious distortions 
and disparities m dificreni areas of the 
country. It is reasonable to believe that if 
at the margin more funds were allocated for 
research on unimgated crops, it would have 
perhaps resulted m higher marginal benefit 
(and) helped minimise the handicap ol the 
rainlcdaieas''|Johl 19941. Along with higher 
public investment and improved rc.search 
and I nlrasi ructure for rainled crops and areas, 
the central government is also contemplating 
making Jawahar Rojgar Yojana (JRY) a , 
panchayai-bascd programme withconsideni- ' 
ble expansion in iis scale IGovernmeni of 
India 19911 .Suhsiantial agricultural growth 
111 rainled areas and increase in the incomes 
ol Ihe poor in these areas owing lo higher j 
growth and expanded JRY would be very ; 
congenial to policies to bring about ' 
progiessive decentralisation and targeting in ; 
ihcliHid security system Given this combi- ' 
naiion ol favourable circumstances, there ■ 
IS a good chance thai Ihc situation of . 
“.surpluses" in loodgrains stretching over j 
some years might trigger major changes in ; 
Ihe lood security system It may be recalled ' 
hcic that large loodgrain slocks and ; 
accumulating foreign exchange reserves are ' 
oltcn mentioned while making out the ease ■ 
lor hold economic relorms ranging Irom I 

reduclioninfeitiliscrsubsidyloconvcrtibility ’ 
ol rupee! ' 

Ri vamimnc, F(K)d Si-.cimirY: ; 

OmMISniC SfENARIO 

In view of Ihe serious cconomywidc 
repercussions of a breakdown in food 
security, revamping lood security system 
would need a complicaicd exercise providing, 
lorlhenccessary safeguards. What IS feasible 
within Ihe limits of a broad review is to' 
indicate how the sy.stcm would look like j 
alter it gets adjusted to a liberalised economy | 
having good growth and broad-based f 
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agricultural development. It is superfluous 
to say that this would give us an optimistic 
.scenario in which the trend.s would pro¬ 
gressively lighten the burden which the food 
security system bears, As wc are already 
familiar with the variants of the .system 
necessitated by recurring forxl crises, it would 
seem more to the point to look for a model 
appropriate to an era of adequate availability 
of food through broad-based growth in 
production. 

In such a model, panchayats and other 
local-level participatory organisations 
entrusted with the task of implementing 
diverse development schemes for their areas 
by mobilising people would be the natural 
choice as an apparatus selected for reaching 
food to the poor. This apparatus would 
identify the poor, monitor their conditions 
and implement programmes to meet their 
employment and lood needs. It would be far 
more economical and effective than the 
present centrali.sed approach in focusing fotxl 
security assistance on groups which deserve 
such assistance. It would obviate the need 
for universal PDS, help in gathenng dis¬ 
persed small surpluses missed by the present 
procurement network and broad-base the 
food security system by adding local staples 
to the national staples of rice and wheat. It 
must be mentioned that this grass roots level 
tier of the food security system would not 
emerge overnight but, hopefully, it would 
gradually gather strength and cover more 
areas along with the spread of panchayaii 
raj and decentralised planning. 

The next tier in the food security sysieni 
would be located at the state level forming 
a part of the state’s development planning 
and policies. The prominent functions to be 
covered at the state level would include 
those connected with agricultural growth 
like in vestments, adaptive research, extension 
and infrastructural reforms and improve¬ 
ments. The planning and linancng of special 
programmes lor backward areas and target 
groups including provision of subsidi.sed 
food would also be located at this level In 
addition, this tier would implement the pnee 
policy formulated at the national level and 
hold operational .stocks of toodgrains in 
dispersed locations to ensure intra-ycar 
stability of prices and to reach foodgrains 
to areas in which the normal trade channels 
are weak and sluggish. The long-term 
objective would be to strengthen and extend 
these channels so that the areas needing 
regular intervention and help by pubitc 
agencies could be progressively reduced. 

Before proceeding further, a word may be 
added about the scope for decentralising the 
food security system implied in the scenario 
sketched so far. Price support operations, 
moderation of intra-year fluctuations in 
prices, reaching food to areas remaining out 
of mainstream market economy and 
.strengthening the economic access to food 

of genuinely needy groups by selective and 
tight targeting could all be located at the 
.state and lower tiers. Since the tiers in the 
food security system would be supporting 
and complementing each other, decentrali¬ 
sation would mean that the centre would be 
able to concentrate its attention of functions 
which need a naiional level perspective and 
authority for their effective performance. 
Formulation ol price policy, maintenance of 
buffer stocks to even out intcr-year 
tlucluat ions and cITccti ve use ot oppununities 
for growth and diversification offered by the 
recent GATT agreement are areas where the 
centre would have to play the major role. 
It would also be the rc.sponsihility of the 
centre to evolve the strategic framework tor 
agricultural development capable of guiding, 
supporting and co-ordinating the state level 
policies and programmes. It has been a 
frequent point of criticism with the present 
food security system that it has led to neglect 
by the centre of its long-term functions 
because of its preoccupation with routine 
task which could be left to the lower tiers. 
Revamping food security to adjust to the 
changing context would make it possible for 
the centre to direct its attention again to areas 
which ought to be of its prime concern. 

Wfule a few broad strokes are enough to 
bring out the scenario, the tar more dilTicull 
tusk is to .spell out the policies which would 
he of help in making the transition from the 

present to the new system. The success of 
the new system would depend on the local- 
level tier which, obviously, would need 
considerable time and experimentation to 
develop. What could be implemented 
relatively quickly is the transferor functions 
to the stale-level to reduce the excessive 
centralisation of the system and to limit the 
interventions of the centre so as to provide 
enough room for normal market processes 
to guide production and trade in food. 
However, interventions would have to be 
there to ensure that markets serve and not 
command and that they help change rather 
than hinder it through excessive volatility. 

A careful review would have to he made 
of the present price policy. While ensuring 
a reasonable minimum price to the producer 
would be a legitimate intervention, raising 
the administered price to "remunerative" 
levels could be a costly exercise which would 
benefit in the end neither the producer nor 
the consumer but only the trader [Rao 1993]. 
It al.so needs to be pi^inted out that even after 
nearly three decades of price policy effective 
support has been given so far only to rice 
and wheat and that too in the stales which 
arc the main sources of prcKuremcnt [Tyagi 
1990]. The price policy would have to be 
reoriented to serve the obieciivc ot broad- 
ba.sed growth, diversification and increased 
expori-oricnlalioii of agriculture While the 
farm lobbies aic olien blamed lor ihc present 
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state of price policy, it is our impression that 
there are by now enough alert sections among 
the farmers who would favour a less populist 
and more rational approach to administered 
prices. However, politicians competing for 
votes by bidding up mi ni mum support prices 
could be a formidable hurdle in the way of 
having a price policy appropriate to the 
emerging situation. 

Another aspect in need of a critical review 
IS the role of the public agencies set up for 
supporting and stabilising agncultural prices. 
In the new setting, they would need 
considerable skill and business acumen as 
they would have to compete wi th other market 
operators on equal terms. Many of them arc 
chronic loss-makers despite special pn vileges 
and advantages conferred on them. It would 
be best to begin by granting them a measure 
of autonomy along with the responsibility 
to function as a business organisation It 
needs to be mentioned that the.se agencies 
have had many occasions in the past to 
undertake commercial operations [Acharya 
1994]. It would be rea.sonable to hope that, 
freed of interference, they would be able to 
discipline the markets much better than now. 

With the latest round ol agreement among 
the GAIT nations to progressively reduce 
the barriers to international trade, the food 
security system could benefit from increased 
access to international markets through 
imports of competitive pnccs and promotion 
of exports in which the country has a 
comparative advantage. However, liberali¬ 
sation of international trade would have to 
be done in measured steps along with 
continuing monitoring of world commodity 
markets which are subject to numerous 
distortions and a careful assessmcni of the 
benefits to the country from the policy of 
removing trade re.strictions (Nayyar 1994]. 
This IS particularly true of the immediate 
years ahead though in the long run orderly 
expansion of international trade would make 
It possible for the country lo use trade 
opportunities to reduce costs and increase 
effectiveness of the food .security system. 

CONITUSION 

In the evolution of food security system 
in India, the transition from .scarcity to 
‘.surpluses’ marks the end of an important 
phase signifying the crossing by the country 
of the Malthusian hurdle of widening gap 
between the food supplies and the needs of 
a growing population. The strategy and 
policies which helped the country in 
overcoming this hurdle would need 
substantive changes for the next phase of 
moving forward from ‘surpluses' to genuine 
adequacy of food. The main lesson lo learn 
is that the situation is now comfortable 
enough to allow markets to take over the 
functions which the government performs 
at greater cost and with much less 
effectiveness. At the same time, the states 

would have to play a more active role by 
relieving the centre of the responsibility for 
the day-to-day routine chores. Further, an 
environment would have to be created in 
which the local-level participatory organi- 
.sations would grow, spread and acquire 
capacity lor delivering a wide range of 
developmcni services to the rural people 
including implementation ot schemes tor 
food security lor selected groups. Far from 
becoming redundant, the public agencies 
would remain an important component in 
the system though their interventions would 
have to be .sophisticated enough lo keep the 
market operators on their toes without 
hindering the legitimate lunctions of this 
group. 

Looking back on the period since the mid- 
60.S, It would be reasonable to hope that the 
transition of the fvxid .secunty system beyond 
‘surpluses‘ could be relatively fast and 
smooth provided the momentum gained in 
the course of achieving ‘surpluses’ is 
effectively harnessed for revamping the 
.system in the years to come. While it would 
be unwise to be cornpiiicent about the future, 
disregarding the achievements so far would 
hardly be the right perspective for 
lormulalmg the next pha.se in strategy and 
policies The experiences gained so far in 
achieving breakthrough in agricultural 
production - succes.ses as well as failures 
~ Would be a relevant input in assessing the 
future potentialities and opportunities 
Equally relevant would be the feedback from 
the Held that, while improved economic 
access to food is es.-eniial for helping the 
poor, .steady incrca.se iii their nutritional 
status would occur only when a substantial 
ri.se takes place in their level of living 
comprising many major dimensions besides 
access to food. The broader implication tor 
future IS that ancllective lood security system 
would need not only increase in food 
production and its equitable dustribution but 
also achievement ol these improvements 
through a development process in which all 
areas, groups and sectors participate. In a 
word, moving from ‘surplu.sc.s’ to adequacy 
of food would need a whole new style of 
development rather than only so many more 
tons of foodgrains. 

[This paper is ba.sed on the author’s L S 
Venkatarainanan Memorial Lecture given at 
Institute fir Social and Economic Change. 
Bangalore, in December IW4 Thanks arc due 
to the Insliluie and P V Shenoi. Diieclor. ISEC. 
for the opportunity given to r.ic lo present ihe 
paper and lothe parlicipants for a usetui discussion 
on Ihe issues raised m the paper) 
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Colonial Ethnography of the Kandha 

‘White Man’s Burden’ or Political Expediency? 

Jaganath Pathy 

The Kandha of Orissa have been enshrined in the elhnoi^raphic literature as practitioners of human sacrifice and 

female infanticide in the past, and the British are credited with suppressing these cruel customs’. A re-examination 

of the colonial .sources e.spo.ses the fact that ethnographic reports were designed to justify the brutal repression of 

the indigenous people's fierce resistance struggle against colonial invasion and oppression. 

THE Kundhu' have been cr>.shnncd in the 
ethnographic literature as cruel practitioners 
of human sucniice and leinale inlanticide 
Concur!cntly British rule is credited with the 
effective annihilation ol such heinous 
customs within arelatively short time Almost 
all the evidence till date on these abominable 
practices ot the Kandha comes Irom colonial 
army despatches, police records and 
administrative reports ol the period when 
the Kandha were putting up fierce resistance 
against the advancing colonists 

The British conquest ofOrissacommenced 
in I8(W and by 1830 virtually all the Hindu 
kings hadcomcundcrBritish rule. But several 
‘muthaheads’- of the Kandhamals.' lar Irom 
recognising British suzerainty, relentlessly 
continued to resist the alien invasion. In 
1835, the Hindu king ol Ghumsar rclused 
to pay any tnbute (‘peskash’) to the British, 
and the peasants revolted against the foreign 
encroachment The relxdlion was crushed 
with military might and the king lied to the 
Kandhamals with his laniily and treasury 
The Kandha gave him shelter while the 
British army ravaged dozens ot Kandha 
villages, looted their stocks ol gram, and 
publicly hanged several Kandha leaders In 
turn, the lirsi batch ol British soldiers was 
killcdIBoal l%3 l-7| The ailing king died 
soon m one ol the vilLigcs. but the entire 
Kandha region was in a state ol 
unprecedented insurrection 

In August IK3fi, Russell, a mcmbci ol the 
Board of Revenue res|sonsiblc for controlling 
the disturbances, sent a briel note to the 
Madras government, saying that in the 
Kandhamals the people were notorious tor 
frequent rues of human .sacrilice and Icmale 
infanticide He suggested that m order to 
rule over the Kandha leriitory. it was 
necessary to revive Ihe lairs lormerly held 
in different localities, as well as to e.stablish 
a network of new market centres where the 
British admini.siialors could conveniently 
approach the Kandha | Selections 18541. The 
officer was perhaps bound to explain the 
local British lailure to annex the Kandha 
territory. Anyway this constituted the first 
evcrwritlen noleon these [lermcious practices 
of the Kandha ^ 

Consequently Colonel John Campbell 
was appointed as the assistant collector of 

Ganjam district to stamp out these oppro¬ 
brious practices by annexing the Kandha 
territory at any co.st. In 1841. Lieutenant 
S C Macpher.son succeeded Campibcll Both 
ol ihcni wrote and published books on 
Kandha ignominious rites, and a lew other 
soldiers and administrators prepared liK'al 
reports on the subject. Thc.se happen to be 
the only sources on the Kandha people and 
culture, especially on their llagitious customs 
.Subsequent scholars, including of the ptist- 
colonial period, have mostly reproduced, 
over and over again. Ihe earlier information 
ot the colonial solslicrs adiiaiiseani. without 
any significant or critical evaluation. 

It needs to be noted that neither Campbell 
nor Macpher.son had any knowledge ol the 
Kui. the Kandha language Even their 
knowledge ol Oriya was insignificant. Both 
depended upon Oriya traders, chiefs and 
local officers lor inlormation regarding 
Kandha society and culture Their 
acquaintance with the Kandha was “confined 
to military ex|ieditions in the winter seasons” 
(Bailey 1957.177).General Campbell’sbook 
was "bombastic, unreliable and fiercely 
determined to blacken the character and 
achievements ol Maepherson who was dead 
when Campbell wrote his book" [Bailey 
1957; I77|. And Maepherson’s letters and 
ol ficial reports were published by his brother 
as ’an apologia’ (1957:177). Indeed there 
was a prolonged and bitter jealousy between 
these two administrators. “For various 
reasons Campbell and Maepherson alternated 
.several times with one another. When 
Campbell had charge, he reversed the 
arrangements made by Maepherson and on 
one occasion succeeded in getting 
Macpher.son and his entire siatf put under 
arrest When Maepherson had charge, he 
removed and then imprisoned Sam Bisoye, 
in whom Campbell had frequently cxprcs.scd 
his confidence" I Bailey I960:176-77]. Small 
wonder that little can be sy.stemalically or 
coherently compiled about Kandha(htslory 
andculture Irom their writings. Yet astonish¬ 
ingly. their btwiks and reports have iieen 
approvingly cited umpteen times by sub¬ 
sequent ethnographers and anthropologists. 

Principally standing upon these official 
reports and IxKiks. a number of subsequent 
British administrators have written a few 

pages each on Kandha human sacrifice and 
female infanticide [Dalton 1872: Hunter 
1872; Frazer 1890; RksIcv 1891. Maddox 
1901: O’Malley 1908; 'Thurston 1909; 
Ru.s.scII and Hiralal 1916: Roy 1922 and 
many others]. Frazer on that basis even 
asserted that the “best known ca.se of 
human sacrifice.s systematically offered to 
ensure good crops is supplied by the 
Kandhas” (1890:1-384). .Suffice it to state 
that hardly any one ol them had any direct 
contact with the Kandha. For instance Dalton 
acknowledged that his: 

..personal aequaintancc with the Kandhas 
IS very limited. I have seen a few m attendance 
on tributary chiefs, and have fallen in with 
some families ol the tribe in the Bonai 
dependency: but they had been loo long 
dwelling in a sei vile position amongst aliens 
to have lelaincd any distinctive or typical 
characteristics ol then race, and could 
converse only in Oriya (1872. 285) 

Any expectation that ethnographers such 
as Risicy and O’Malley could have verified 
and elaborated on the accounts ot the Bnttsh 
soldiers IS completely belied. In 1885, the 
British government had asked Risley to make 
a comprehensive field survey of the tribes 
and castes of Bengal for better administration 
and al.so as a contributton to comparative 
ethnological research. Though he claimed 
that his work was “the first attempt to apply 
to Indian ethnography'-.lhc methods «f 
systematic research sanctioned by the 
authority ol European antlftopologists” 
(1891. I; Preface), he relied upon the 
information provided by Jamesh Taylor, the 
Tahasildar of Kandhamals, and Rev Father 
Schaff. They in turn asked their .subordinates 
to administrate on exhaustive interview 
.schedule with as many as 391 questions. 
There was however not a single question of 
female infanticide, and three out of the four 
questions on human sacrifice were of trivial 
nature. And yet depending largely upon the 
accounts of the British soldiers. Risley wrote 
extensively on frequent inter-clan wars to 
capture wives, female infanticide andhuman 
sacrifice. Fortunately he did admit that he 
had serious “difficulty in ascertaining the 
precise form of exogamy practised by them, 
and indeed in getting any information at all 

onthe subject" [Risley 1891:1-399, emphasis 
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added]. If on such an unoffending subject 
the information could not be collected, how 
could he trust the soldiers to collect 
information on the uirucious practices of the 
Kandha half a century earlier? 

It is true that Risley had some minor 
reservations about the earlici colonial 
accounts, but not with regard to the 
substantive issue of human .sacrifice. He 
wrote; 

Much has heen written about the religion 
of Kandhas. but the subject can hardly be 
regarded as having yet been tully cleaicd 
up Major Maepherson's accouni ot the 
matter ascribes to the Kandhas religious 

conceptions of a very advanced character, 
quite oul ot keeping with their primitive 
social organisation, and one is inclined to 
suspect that the persons liom whom he 

dciivcdhis inf 01 Illation must have desciibed 

to him rathei then ideal view ol what the 
religion ot ihe lube ought to be than whal 
It actually was (Ig9l l-4(H) 

The 'incriah’' (the pcison sacrificed) "as 

a victim lather than a god may perhaps have 

received undue emphasis Irom the European 

writers who have described Ihe Kandha 
religion" IRisUey IK9t l-4()7| With regard 

to human saciilicc. as he was "not in a 

position to add any fresh tact s to I hose already 
on iccord in the reports" 11891 l-4(J4). he 

approvingly quotes Irom Fra/er'sdescriplion 

ot the rite The status of colonial cihnography 

IS thus scif-cxplanaiory 

The woik of anothei beiiei known British 

scholar, O’Malley (1908), "bears Die stamp 

of having been wrillcn at .second hand Irom 

the information of U'cal olficials, and is 

quite inaccurate m its account ol the hnstory 

ol the region "(Bailey 1957 177| This is 

obviously a very mild criiicism It is not a 

simple question ol finding errors in the 

colonial accounts ot the history ol a teriiloiy 

Ol ot the socio-political system, but essen¬ 

tially oncol victimisation ol an iiidepeiideni 

people through colonial constructions ol 

customs such as widespread slayingol Icmale 

infants and the atrocious crime ol human 

sacrifice. Evidently, Bailey’s own research 

*as not directed at lestonng the dignity ol the 

people by exposing the colonial conspiracy. 

That aside, the point is that neither the 
supposedly independent anthropologists ol 
colonial times [Friend - Pereira I90.'1,1905; 
Klwin 19441 not those of the post-colonial 
period [Bailey 1957,1960; Das 1956, I960, 
Raman 1957; Boal 1963; Niggemeyer 1964; 
Banerjee 1969; Pathy 1976; Patnaik and Das 
Patnaik 1982] have made any significant 
cllort to demystify the imperial power 
structure and the Kandha ‘vile’ customs 
Rat her by reiterating the colonial justification 
lor annexation of Kandha lands, they have 
unwittingly provided much needed legiti¬ 
macy to the colonial army actions and accounts. 

In such a desperate ethnographic matrix. 
It IS not easy to reconstruct the history and 

culture of the Kandha. The following seeks 

to utilise the internal and logical 

contradictions in the colonial ethnography 

with respect to lemale inlaniicide and human 

sacrifice. The oral tradition is not ot much 

help when the society, being pro.seciiicd and 

intimidated lor generations, has in large part 

internalised the guilt. Perhaps there may be 

still some scope (or selective recovery of 

legends and lolkloic, but we have not been 

able to explore ihc possibility. 

FI-MAI 1 IMANTICIOI- 

Wiih a lew exceptions, the Kandhas are 

divided into .sevcial patrilineal, exogamous 

septs called gochis and some ot them are 

tuilhci sub-dividcd into sub-scpis called 

Klambii (Risley 1891: 11-68-691 While 

scpiwise territorial gnuiping might have been 

common m the remote, past, there is hardly 

any uni-clan muiha or administrative unit 

Campbell and Maepherson “Ircqucntly 

rclerrcd to everyone who lived in the hills 

as a Kandha. aliliough in .some contexis it 

wascicarlhal they were talking about Ol lyas” 

(Bailey 1960 144 45J Halt a century alter 
the fust ollu-i.il leporls .iboul the Kantiha 

wcie made. Risley laded to collect "any 

inlormalion ai all" on Kandha exogamv 

(1891 1-399) He wrote 

Until compaiaiivcly iccenl limes the 
connguoiis sepis weic always at wai with 
each other wives weic capUiicd. lemale 
inlanis weie slam (I89U I-lv) 

By the time of Risley’' study. Ihc ‘brave 

and resolute" Kandhas ol Maepherson's 

times (.Seleciions 1854 59) tuul been 

tianslormed inio people "shy, timid and 
haling contact w ith oulsidei s" (Risley 1981- 

1-397( D.ita on exogamy were unavailable 

and yet clan wail.iie to ca[)tuic wive'- 

persisted Huniei went even luriherioexplain 

the alleged w.iil'aic 

The Kandha iheoiy ol existence was that a 
stale ol wai may be lawltilly presumed 
against all lubes and nations with whom no 
express agieeineni to the conliaiy existed 
In a wold, the piaclic.il spun ol their inici ■ 
course is the lesull ol a conllict between Ihc 
anli-\o(iiil \piiil III indciiemlriur ii/in/i 

untiTruilIv ( hilt III ii't i\i’\ ii iiiilf iiciiptc and 
Ihc love ol sccuiity and enioymenl which 
neccssaiily attends the lu'ii'dtion /nnrei- 
Monuli timpctciii cotulftt'cthinii 1877 XIX- 
221. cniph ISIS added) 

Contrary lo Ihc colonial racist Iheoiy. 

Kandha legends suggest occasional inter- 

clan conllicis, especially with lespect to 

encroachnieni on hunting and axc-culli vaiion 

territory, but .not lot the ca'piure ol wives 

[Pathy 1976 7-81. Indeed in the clan wars, 

as a principle "women were never attacked" 

[Bailey 1960; I5| Arranged marriages and 

trequent exchange ot women between Ihc 

clansj provided a sort ol symmetry and inter- 

clan harmony (I960; 29-30). 

Noncihclcss, following the narratives of 

Major Maepherson of 1842 and 1845, 

Risley, Thurston and others have explained 

the prevalence ol widespread female 

inlanticidciniermsoffrequeni clan warfare. 

Maepherson was told by some Kandhas (?) 

in 1842 that "it was better lo destroy girks 

in their inlancy than to allow them to grow 

up and become c.iuses ot strife altcrwards” 

(Selections 1854 47). The m.ijor evidence 

lor Ihe prevalence ol large-scale female 

mtaniicidc wav ili.ii during the military 
expeditions o) Ma|or Maepherson m 1842 

and Captain Frye in 1855. they did not find 

a single lemale child in several villages 

[Thurston 1909 111-2871. This is no basis 

lor criminalising a whole society Alter all 

when alien troops march into villages, the 

first to escape lor salely will be Ihc most 

vulnerable .seciions, the women undchtidren. 

The Kandha knew well the barbarie crimes 

commuted against then women by outsiders, 

even before the British raids On occasion 

agents ol .some neighbouring Hindu kings 

used lo lake aw.iy handsome unmarned girls 

by lorcc tor ihe king and other wealthy 

persons’ pleasure The practice was so 

rampant in certain legions that the Kandha 

women proluscly lalooed their arms, chest 

and lacc with crocodiles, It/ards, scorpions, 

etc. anti disfigured ihcir otherwise comely 

laces This w'.is not lor purposes of 

wrnanienldlion, ritual or medication Now 

the practice is ih.it no Kandha girl can marry 

without talooing her lace (Bailey 1957; 118; 

I96fi 67-68, 166-691 The Kutia Kandha. 

howcvci, appear to he an exception, perhaps 

due U)the in.iccessibilily ol iheir aiea [Pathy 

1976. 23|. It IS more logical to inter that 

during British military ex[iedilions the female 

Children c.scaped into ’.he jungle rather than 

that they were killed at mtancy 

Alter visiting .i lew Kandha-inhabited 

areas, {'apiain A C McNcile reported on 

May 12. 1857 [Selections, Madra.s 

Govcrnmcni No LXXXIj that both female 

and male infanticide was prevalent to an 

■’appalling extent". The practice allegedly 

was ba.sed upon the prediction of Ihe priest 

th.il the child would bring mi.slortunc and 

grid to the lamily. Had this been true then 

the Kandha population ol the region would 

not h.ive survived long, let alone engaged 

in a smuggle loi dec.ades against the mighty 

British power 

Dalton explained Ihc practice of female 

infanticide among the Kandha in terms of 

the high expenses of the marriage rites and 

high prices for wives of thetr own tribe. Thus 

“they killed their own girls and purchased 

wives Irom other parts of the country” 

(1872 289). Theie is no evidence what¬ 

soever that the Kandha were not a strictly 

endogamous community. Besides, if 

bridcpriccs were so high, why would parents 

kill then daughters’’And which neighbouring 

communities were there to scllthcirdaughters 
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to the Kandhas? Moreover, as there was no 
money economy, what surplus goods were 
exchanged to purchase the girls? Without 
any scrutiny. Dalton simply relied on 
Russell’s report of 1836. whose real agenda 
was to victimise the Kandha and legitimise 
brutal colonial repressions. Ofcour.se, recent 
writers hardly make any departure from the 
colonial reports. For instance Watts wrote 
that the Kutia Kandha practised female 
infanticide as late as 19.S0, for “their self- 
e.steem did not permit their daughters in 
marry outside their inbe". and "they were 
too poor to afford the expenses of wedding 
ceremony" (1970: 49-50). 

It is true (hat some of the ethnographers 
doubted thefcliability of initial British army 
despatches and denied its uni vcrsal character. 
Female infanticide was said to have been 
confined to the middle Kandha region, and 
even there some tracts like Digi and Bodn 
Choro were honourable exceptions [Dalton 
1872:289). It prevailed in about 2,4(X) square 
miles inhabited by 60.000 Kandhas. and on 
an average between 1,200 to 1,5{X) female 
infants were destroyed annually [Thurston 
1909: III-385), As there was no record of 
births and deaths, one wonders how the 
figure was arrived at 

To explain why certain Kandha regions 
were exceptions to the practice, we are told 
that tho.se Kandhas who offer human 
sacrifice did not practise female infanticide: 
the former worshipped the earth goddess 
whereas the latter neglected her in favour 
ofthe sun god (Thurston 19()9‘ lll-.392-93j. 
Those who practised female infanticide 
believed that women made the world suffer 
and hence avoided the rebirth of deceased 
female ancestors in the same tamilies [Dalton 
1872: 289). In contrast to (his observation 
that the Kandhas practised either human 
sacrifice or female infanticide, the earlier 
records asserted the practice ol both customs 
by the .same .sections of the Kandhas and 
indeed most other writers of both the colonial 
and post-colonial periods made no such 
distinctions. In other words, not finding any 
report of human sacrifice in large tracts of 
Kandha territory, .some such as Dalton and 
Thurston provided this explanation 

Whereas it may be methodologically 
inappropriate to evaluate colonial ethno¬ 
graphy in terms of the contemporary status 
of female children and women, the near¬ 
total absence of any data base left by British 
administrators leaves little choice. Among 
the Dongria Kandha. “lunging for children, 
irrespective of any sex. is very common", 
and a baby of any .sex is considered to be 
the blessed child of Dharani Penu - earth 
goddess [Patnaik and Das Painaik 1982: 
1031. In fact, “female children are valued 
most... becau.se women arc a great economic 
asset" (1982: 89). Among the Ktivi Kandha 
all children are treated with great alfcction 
and love [Banerjec 1969 18). And “to be 
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father of many daughters is not a calamity 
for a Kandha” (Bailey 1960: 94], The 
daughters never share in the inheritance of 
the parental property (Risley 1891. 1-403). 

Most marriages require payment of 
bndeprice which includes buffaloes, cows, 
goals, brass plates, cooking vessels, 
ornaments, etc (Risley 1891; 1-402). The 
brideprice demanded by the girls side is 
high, but not ton high, becau.se when the girl 
goes to her husband after about a year she 
must take with her somewhat more than 
what herfamily received The dowry amount 
cannot be very much more than the bndeprice 
for that would disgrace the groom’s family 
(Bailey I96()' .^0|. In case of marriage by 
elopement or c.ipiurc, bndepiicc is still 
obligatory, although the amount will be less 
than that ol marriage by negotiation In other 
words, there is noi much jusiilication lor 
marriage by capture 

Instead, marriage by service has been used 
as an alternative measure to meet the demand 
ol bridewealth The groom is expected to 
serve in his (uiure laihcr-in-law's house loi 
some years helore solemnising the marriage 
[Russell and flir.ilal 1916. 111-467] The 
other optiot»s are m.iin.ige by exchange and 
levirate oi soror.ite mariiage The cost is 
much less in c.ise ol nianuige to a widow, 
a divorced wile, oi to sioss-cousin .Some 
village studies have is'ccntly shown that 
only a filth ol the marriages are by captuie 
whereas one-third are by elopement with 
mutual consent, onc-lourth by negotiation 
and one-eighth by service (Bunerjee I969|. 
In briel, the complex natuie ol biiilcprice 
and the alternative lorms ol mai riage. amply 
demonstrates that clan warlare to eapture 
brides, high cost ol mariiage and consequent 
temalc inlanticide. arc largely labrications 
ol British soldiers and .idministraiors 
Further, if ihcie were large-.scalc Icmalc 
infanticide, the consequent shortage ol 
women would have led Iti some lorni ol 
polyandry. Instead, polvgamous mairiages 
were sanctioned A micro-study lound that 
14 per cent of all marriages was polygamous 
(Patnaik and Das Patnaik 1982, 7()| 

Curiou.sly. almost all the colonial ethno¬ 
graphers noted that women hold a high 
position in Kandha society The Kandhas 
faithfully oh.scrvc the marriage tie. adultery 
is seldom heard of (Hunter 1877. XIX- 
22.5-27). Husbands treat their wives kindly 
[Risley 1891; 1-402). The "hti.sband never 
shows any disrespect to his wile and seeks 
her advice in all social and economic 
matters" [Patnaik and Das Patnaik 
1982;721. When the women enjoyed such 
a position in the society, why were their 
daughters slaughtered'? 

The best way to explode the myth ol 
female inlanticide would be by genderwtse 
population data. But unfortunately bclbre 
1872, most of the Kandha-inhabited areas, 
especially the princely states, had no census 

(Hunter 1877; XlX-203). Even the census 
of 1872 was collected through the kings' 
officials, police and revenue department. In 
the Kandhamals. the strength of males above 
12 years ol age was lower than that of 
females, although the proportion of males 
was 51.6 per cent when all age groups are 
combined In the tributary states as a whole. 
Icmales above 12 years outnumbered their 
male counterparts (51.2 per cent) among the 
indigenous peoples (Hunter 1877: XlX-205). 
Granting the inadequacy of the census data,' 
It IS evident that there was no Icmalc 
inlanticide as a social practice. 

The 1881 Indian census was incomplete; 
It put the Kandha |iopulation at only about 
2,5().I)(K). while in the 1891 census, they 
numbered 6,27,()IH) Their number increased 
to 7.4I.(X)I) in I9.H. 7,45.0(8) m 1941. 
7.50,(88) m 1951. 8.2().(X)() in 1961 and 
8.70,(88) in 1971 In the Kandhamals their 
strength incrc.iscd Irom 59.(88) in 1891 to 
80.(88)in 1951 Inolhei words.demogra[ihii. 
growth has been continuous Some ol the 
village siudics have shown a slight 
prcpondciani.e ol lemales over males 
|B.tner)ce I9()9 14. Pathy 1976 17] But 
since Icm.ilc inl.iniicidc is said to have been 
cflectivelv stopped by the I8.5()s, these 
tigiires aic not ol much signilicain.e None¬ 
theless. on April 7. 1881, C F MacCaitic. 
the ipccial Assistant Agent ol Ganjam. 
reported irom Baligiida that "the Daringh.idi 
census shows 1 229 Kandha girls as 
eomp.iied to 1. 127 bovs It is the conclusive 
evidence th.il Iheie is no inlanlicidc where 
.to ycais ago not a single girl child was to 
be lound" (cited m Patnaik and Das Patnaik 
1982 .tO.tl 

11 there was Icmalc inlanticide. it must 
have been veis i.iic. pcriormed in circum¬ 
stances ol sciiouscvtcrnal political thicat ol 
dishonouring women Risley. in one ol his 
incisive siaieniems mentioned that "such 
savage inl.ntticide is an incident ol the 
piimitive snuggle lor hare existence which 
disappeais when the severity ol the struggle 
IS alleviated by peace” (1891 ll-lxvii). The 
tact that the practice was elicctivciy 
prohibited within a short period may imply 
that eithei it w.is a niantilaciurcd colonial 
myth, or a product ol the crisis in the political 
economy emerging from incessant British 
wars. It had no general social sanction In 
short there is neither logical nor substantive 
support lor the theory that the Kandha 
piacli.scd I emiilc inlanticide and yet colonial 
as well as conteni|ioiary ethnography has 
wittingly orotherwise accepted It and thereby 

dehumanised and demoralised a onec 
powerlul and independoi’t people 

Ml K'Mi .SM Ririci Rivisnin 

In order to evaluate the infamous practice- 
of human sacrifice, a briel outline ol Kandha 
religion may be uselul. The olten cited paper 

of Captain Maepherson (1852) holds thatthe 
Kandha believed that the supreme god created 
for himself a consort - the earth goddess, the 
source of evil. The god of life and his rebel 
consort contended for superiority until the 
element.s ol good and evil tecame thoroughly 
co-mingicd in man and nature. Hunter adds 
that “their crmccption of nature of god is one 
ol chronic hostility to mankind, mitigated 
at intervals b> outpouring of blood" 
(I877.XIX-252) The Kandha pantheon 
consisted of tfu- supreme god and 83 gods 
[Rus.scll and Hiialal 1916:111-473; lV-139. 
550) lluntci noted that there were I4great 
deities. II minor divinities and a large 
number ol Hindu or mixed ones (1877: 
XIX-232-33).Thc gods had neither images 
nor shrines. A few writers have doubted 
the authenticity ol Maepherson’s account 
ol Kandha religion, especially ol theirbelief 
that every person is endowed with four 
souls, one ol which is destined to suffer 
punishment for sms and complete the round 
ol transmigraiion, and one ol which will 
join the gods (Russell and Hiralal 1916: 
111-227. 2.30; Ghuryc 1943 265). 

The philosophy ol any religion survives 
much longer than the specific rites, hence 
rclerring to recent studies on the topic may 
not be out ol place Among the Oongaria 
Kandha, the shrine ol the earth godde.ss is 
lodged in the middle ol the village, and near 
that a wooden post of three to four feet 
height, repre.sentmg her husband (Jhankad), 
IS phiced The earth goddess is "respected . 
with high esteem as the creator of the world 
and does not ordinarily cause any harm to 
men, and enlivens as well as piotects them 
Irom pestilence, depravity andcvil" [Patnaik - 
and Das Patnaik 1982' 139-41). My field 
notes 111 the early I97()s in the Kandhamals 
rcseal similar conceptions. Colonial , 
inlormation on the absence ol a shrine, the 
theory ol irreconcilable contradiction - 
between the supieme god and the mother 
goddess, and the evil and vindicative nature 
ol the Icmale deity - on which the whole 
conception ol human .sacrifice rests - bear 
little scrutiny 

Descriptions ol mcriah rite of human 
sacrilicc .ire to be lound in the accounts of : 
soldiers ol the East India Company, : 
especKil ly Maepherson (1865) and Campbell 
(1861) Rus.scll prepared the first report; 
during the raids by British troops to control 
the uprising in the Hindu kingdom of ; 
Ghunisurin 1835 and Kandhamals in 1836, ' 
where the lirM batch of the British troops , 
was killed by the Kandha. He reported that ■ 
"a wholopeople .practi.sed human sacrifice , 
and female inlanticide on a scale and with 
a cruelty which had never been surpas.sed 
by the most savage ol nations" [cited in 
Dalton 1872.285). Subsequent ethno-! 
graphers mentioned a tew exceptions Only 
one .section of the Kandha which worshipped ■ 
the earth godde.ss lor the fertility of the .soil ' 
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practised human sacrifice, while the other 
section which worshipped the supreme god 
held human sacrifice in abhorrence [Dalton 
1872:286]. In addition, (here were Kandhas 
who neither practised human sacrifice nor 
femaleinfanticidc.especially those who lived 
inthedistnctsofSarangad.Chandrghan and 
Dcgi of Ko.sadah [Dalton 1872:291] Even 
in the Ganjam Maliahs. some muthas like 
Kurtilli did not practise human sacrifice 
[Thurston I9()9:lll-38()| 

At the same time there were reports of 
inclusion of non-Kandhu people in the 
practice of human sacrifice The olficers ot 
the meriah agency stated that "there was 
reason to believe that the Raja of Jeyporc 
in 186()-6I sacrificed a girl ol 1.3 years at 
the shrine ot the (Hindu) goddess Durga in 
the town 61 Jeyporc” [Thurston 19(W: 111- 
379], The Hindu kingol Kastar had allegedly 
sacntlced 27 adult males on a single occasion 
[Dalton 1872:290], as did the king of Anugul. 
These were some ol the kings who provided 
leadership to the Kandha at different times 
in their struggle against colonial invasion 
The immigrant Oriya settlers of the 
Kandhamals were also "(iilly commitied in 
the Kandha ritual ofhuman sacrifice" [Bailey 
1957:132[ Given the system of exclusion 
andinclu.sion.it isditlicult lo.isceriain which 
community was the originator ot the practice 
and which one the eventual lollowcr. From 
the British records, it is even ditficuli to 
ascertain who used to sponsor the ceicinony 
for the propritiation ol the earth goddess 
Russell's report of 1837 mentionsthat human 
sacrifice is ottered annually by rotation in 
certain muthas. whilcMacphei son indicated 
the group concerned was the clan But they 
ore not explicit [Bailey 1960 511 Risley 
wrote that the periodical sacrifices by the 
tribes and di visions ol tribes was so arranged 
that each head ol a I amily was able to procure 
a shred ot (lesh for his fields once in a yeai 
(1891: 1-402) Some others hold that the 
ceremony united the "whole Kandha race” 
[Hunter 1877. XIX-234| 

Similar contusion exists with regard to the 
rites and the victims Based on the accounts 
of Maepherson and Campbell. Fra/.er wrote 
that the victim 

...was acceptable lo the goddess t'niy it he 

had been pui chased oi had been horn a 
victim - that is the son of victim father - or 
had been devoted as a child by his falhei 
or guardian Knonds in distress olten sold 

their children loi victim considering the 
beatification ul then souls certain and foi 
the bciielil ol mankind, the most honourable 
pos.sible (1890.1-387) 

In contrast. Hunter noted that “Brahmans 
and Kandhas were the only races whose 
purity exempted them Iroin sacrifice” 
(1877:XlX-236).CaptaiiiCampbell in 1838 
claimed to have released 1(K) mcnah children 
who belonged to all races, religions, and 
castes, including several Kandha children 

{cited in Dalton 1872: 290]. Risley also 
noted that Kandhas in distress often .sold 
their children for meriah (1891:1-406). The 
Kutia Kandhas of Bclghar sacrificed only 
a man or woman of their tribe who had been 
dedicated tor the purpose from birth (Watts 
1970:48] But among the Kuvi Kandhas. the 
victims used to be Kandhas other than ot 
their own community [Banerjee 1969; 167] 

Leaving aside the contusion as lo whether 
Kandhas were excluded trom the sacrifice. 
It IS intriguing that .some of them sold their 
children for the purpose due to economic 
distress. Given the fact that everyone had 
the right ol access to slash-and-burn 
cultivation land and to forest produce, the 
widespread reciprocal exchange ot labour 
and goods among the kin, and the 
in.stituiionali.scd obligation of the social or 
spatial unit to assist a family in want, it is 
hard to comprehend how some Kandha 
families found it difficult to .survive to the 
extent ot .selling their children lor the human 
.sacrifice. Besides, due to the prevailing 
communal responsibility for the repayment 
ol debt, the Kandha considered contracting 
debt as one ol the the nine cardinal sins 
[O'Malley I934-95|. Hence indebtedness 
could not be the cause ol hardship Dalton 
was perhaps a bit sceptical on the issue of 
selling children as meriah and thus wrote 
that "as a rule, victims from their own tribe 
were not procurable”, except in very rare 
cases (1872,286) 

Whether it is a Kandha or non-Kandha 
meriah. he/shc should be purchased. 
Criminals or prisoners captured in war were 
not suitable subiects lor sacrifice "A rule 
came down liom the remote antiquity that 
the victim must be bought w'<h a price” 
(Hunter 1877 XiX-236]. Thus at the time 
ol sacrifice, they chant that "We bought you 
with a price, no sin rests with us” All 
accounts suggest that (he Kandha purchased 
meriah through the Hindu low caste Panas, 
who lived III and around the Kandha villages. 
Existing evidence points to the immigration 
of this caste to Kandhaland less than 200 
years ago They came after being exiled 
from some ot the neighbouring Hindu 
kingdoms for their alleged involvement in 
thefts and robbery. The Kandhas gave them 
shelter in their villages, and they in turn 
acted as mediators between the Kandhas and 
the Oriyas, and worked as weavers and petty 
traders [Thiady 1965:7; Pathy 1976:1-9] In 
other words, it the Panas were the sole 
procurers ol the victims, the tradition of 
human sacrifice by purchase ol victims can 
at best be traced to the end ot the 18th or 
beginning ol the 19th century, which almost 
coincides with the East India Company’s 
attempts to annex the territory. 

In any case, in order to purchase the human 
beings-wives or meriahs-the Kandha 
should have been producing the considerable 
surplus needed lor the exchange. But before 

I8SS, there is no mention of the existence 
of trade and commerce in the Kandhalands 
in the British administrative reports. The 
solitary note of Maepherson is sketchy for 
It did not specify details of the who. what 
and where of such transactions [Pathy 
1976], In fact. Hunter stressed that in 
"Lieutenant Maepherson’s time a true 
Kandha husbandman knew nothing about 
money, and detested trade of every sort” 
(1877: XIX-230). Bailey al.so noted that by 
tradition the Kandhas were agriculturists 
and "had contempt for those who engage in 
trade, and for those who have any dealings 
at all with foreigners” (1960:205). In the 
Kandhamals before the 185()s, “(here were 
no markets and.. each village was self- 
sufficient economically... The same goods 
were produced and consumed within the 
vil lage There was so to say no foreign trade” 
[Bailey 1969' 125-26] The Kandha did grow 
turmeric and a little oil.seed. but there is no 
way lo know how much of these crops went 
tor exchange. It is reasonable to presume 
that the turmeric was traded and that some 
of this trade “was carried on by merchants 
travelling in the hills - which indicates that 
the area was safer than one would imagine 
1 rom other (coloni al) accounts" {Bai ley 1957: 
144]. Probably (here was no large-scale 
turmeric cultivation before the immigration 
of the Panas In any case, purchase ofhuman 
beings by turmeric or by goods exchanged 
tor that - as there was no money in 
circulation - appears both impossible and 
illogical. . 

Turning to the rites as reported by colonial 
mercenaries, administrators and ethno¬ 
graphers. It may be briefiy noted that human 
sacrifice was oflcred to the earth goddess, 
and pieces ol llesh were buried in the fields 
to ensure good crops, especially “the deep 
red colour of turmeric”, and immunity from 
di.seases and accidents [Frazer 1890:1-386], 
The sacrifice was declared tor all mankind 
Despite (he risk of digression, it needs to 
be noted that the colour ol turmeric is not 
blood red but deep yellow. All societies 
distinguish between green, yellow and red, 
and certainly the Kandha could never have 
conluscd red with yellow. Obviously then. 
It was the colonial characterisation of them 
as '.savage primitives' that legitimised the 
myth of such a confusion. 

The victims purcha.scd from the Panas 
were treated with extreme affection for years 
together. On the day of the sacrifice he/she 
was anointed with oil, ghee and turmeric and 
adorned with (lowers. The victim must not 
die in bonds; and to prevent escape the arms 
or legs were broken [Dalton 1872:287] or 
he/she was stupefied by a large dose of 
opium [Campbell, 1861:113; Maepherson 
1865:1191, or drowned first in the blood of 
pigs [O’Malley, 1908:90], He/she was 
systematically tortured and mutilated in a 
most gruesome manner. All efforts were 
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nude to prolong the life as long as possible 
for the “more the tears shed more the rain 
would fall on the crops” (Watts 1970: 49]. 
The sacrifice was carried out by strangulation 
with a slit bamboo [Thurston 1909:111-368], 
or by cutting up alive [Dalton 1872:288], 
or by violently beating the head with heavy 
metal. Then the tlesh was taken by represen¬ 
tatives of different villages for distribution 
and putjn theirfields The rcstofthe victim’s 
body was either burnt and ashes scattered 
over the fields, or someti mes buried [Russell 
andHiralai 1916:111-471-7.5]. The meriah’s 
Hesh aand ashes were believed to be 
endowed with the magical power ol 
fertilising the land and the blood and tears 
for the redness ol the turmeric and 
production of rain respectively The meiiah 
thus appears as divine but is treated as a 
victim by the Fiuropcan writers (Russell 
and Hiralal 1916 111-478]. 

Astonishmgly some nationalist scholars 

such as Ghuryc (1943.263-67) treated the 

Kandha practice ol human sjcrilicc us 

agricultural magic to restore the exhausted 

lertility ol mother earth But why would 

predominantly shilling cultivators m the 

hills be concerned with agricultural magic 

to restore, fertility ' It might be more 

appropriate for settled plough cultivators 

than for swidden cultivators The mountains 

are controlled by other gods In any case, 

if the sacrilicc weic olleted to the earth 

goddess then the women would have been 

prohibited from disturbing the land surface, 

but Kandha woman are tree to dig and plant 

seeds in swidden plots. One iheielore 

presumes that the Hindu conception of 

agricultural magic m the scriptures was 

inadvertently extended to the Kandha 

context without any .scrutiny. Incidentally, 

in the first reports it was an earth god but 

later on was culled earth goildess 

The horritying details of the sacrificial 
rites arc not recounted here. The most 
important point to be stressed is that nowhere 
in the voluminous refiorts is there a single 
eyewitness account. All the narratives are 
based on information collected from Oriya 
and Bengali subordinate olficers and luiuor 
traders. The Oriya stereotypes and images 
of the Kandha must have inliuenced the 
stones told by them. 

Evidence also came from the existence ol 
a sacrificial pillar in a village ol Baliguda 
which is currently kept in the Madras 
museum But if it was so widespread, why 
were not a few more located'.’ The major 
support IS derived from the surrendering of 
a large number of meriahs to the British 
authorities. In 1837, Russell reported th.ii 
29 meriahs were surrendered, and the 
following year Captain Campbell managed 
to relea.se 100 meriah children. In 1848, 
after the Kandhas were subjugated in 
Anugul, 235 meriahs were handed over to 
Campbell. Again in 1855. he rescued 294, 

including 117 females, in I8S9. 206 more 
were handed over, and Captain McNeile 
rescued another 100 mertah children | Dalton 
1872.289-93 j. Presuming that a much larger 
number might not have been lormally 
surrendered, one is Icmplcd to presume that 
the Kandhas were rich enough to buy 
thou.sands ol humans for sacrifice 

Most ot these surrenders occurred in 

those parts of Kandha country where 

resistance stiuggics against the British 

annexation were fierce and guerrilla warfare 

formidable. It is thus difficult lodislinguish 

the number ol menah victims surrendered 

from those taken as captives or prisoners 

ot colonial war Ol course, the army 

despatches imply there was very little use 

ol force to .ichievc the sun coders 

[Patn.iik and Das Palnaik 1982 3] The 

"Kandhas weie inclined to yield to mild 

coerctoii” [Dalion 1872 2891. It seems 

during the military expedition’! m the 

winter months the British soldiers 

cfleciivcly peisuaded the Kandhas that 

"lerliliiy and prosperity could be had 

without human s.icrilice" But inadvert¬ 

ently perhaps, "the same ofliceis dcsci ibcd 

how villages were burned, stores ol 

giains desiioved and the leaders id the 

Kandhas Hogged or hanged" (Bailey 

1960 1761 Besides, il human saciilice 

was the iniegial rile ol the Kandha, why 

did ihcy h.ind over then prized possession 

ol vlel,m^ without any resistance, and that 

too Irom the very lirsi years ol British 

involvement'’ 

The practiLC is said to have continued 

longer in some pails such as Ghtimsar. 

Boad, Kaiulhamals, Kimedy, Jeypore. 

Anugul. Kalalnindi, Patna and Busiar. As 

a linai sacrilice the Boad Kandhas arc said 

to have killed 125 meriahs in 1844 

(Maepherson 1865 246[. The last recorded 

meriah sacrilice in the Gan|am Maliahs 

occurred in 1852. and among the Kutia 

Kandhasin 1880(Thurston 1909 111-378]. 

Nonetheless, in 1902 lheGan)am Kandhas 

seem to have petitioned the district 

magistrate "to allow the resumption ol 

human sacrilice as an erneigency measure 

on account ol drought and scarcity" 

(Thurston 1909 III-380,O Mallcy 1934 94J. 

Despite all clforts neither Bailey nor I 

were able lo liace the petrion There is 

reason to doubt whether such a petition 

was eve" made, and in any c.i.sc, who 

pciitioncJ and why is this alone missing 

fiom the lecoid' 
When the Kampa rebellion ol 1879-80 

spread to 'v’l/.igapatnam disiiici. n seems 

"seveial cases ol human sacii I ice occurred 

in the distuibed tracts” (Thurston 1909 

111-379]. It needs no reiteration that when¬ 

ever and wherever Kandha insurgency, 

increased, the piactice ol human sacrifice 

appeared in the ol licial reports, and on that 

basis repression was let loose 

Evidence for the revival of human sacrifice 
is even flimsier. For instance: 

In 188.3, a man was found at daybreak 
murdered in one ol the temples in Jeypore' 
in circumsiunccs which pointed to his hav¬ 

ing been slam as a meriah. and as late as 
1886. a foimal enquiry showed that there 
weic ample giounds fur the suspicion that 

the kidnapping of victims still went on in 
Bastai (Thill stun 1909- 111-379-80) 

These were only suspicions. Moreover, 

sacrilice in a temple and kidnapping of the 

victims lop sai iilicc stand tn contradiction 

to the earlier w i itings on the Kandha .system 

of s.icrilicc 

The tiagilc data base, the internal and 

logical conii.idiciions in the teports. and the 

association of such reporting with Kandha 

uprisings agai nsi annexation ol their territory, 

encroachment on their land and forest 

resouices. imposition ol Ivrccd labour and 

increasing taxations, imply that there were 

more significant lacis concealed by the myth 

of suppression ol meriah sacrilicc. From the 

foregoing discussion, though one cannot be 

totally conlident of the absence of any 

human s.tcrilicc or female inlaniictdc in the 

regton. the lact ol its exaggeration and 

distortion tor colonial partisan ends, is 

beyond doubt 

ErtitcAi, Qt'tsiios' OR PoutKAi. Expediency 

In conloimity with the then popular 

indological theory ol the Aryan invasion 

eithei iinnihilating or pushing back the 

indtgenous peoples into the interior 

inhospit.iblejungles[Bhowmick 1982:297], 

British administrators such as Maepherson 

(1842) noted that the Kandhas were pushed 

into the hills by the Aryans who m turn 

displaced the docile Kuimo of the region. 

There is no way ol knowing the actual history. 

There IS noli ace ol the Kurmo in the recorded 

history ol the area, and the economy of the 

Kandha IS best suited to their present habitat 

than to the plains (Pathy 1984 -44-52; 

Ko.sambi 197,5.41 J. In any case, the Kandhas 

were m entire possession of the territory 

and weic the rulers of the country when the 

Oriyas .ariived (Rus.sell and Hiralal 1916: 
111-4651 A1 ter the 9th c emury. the numerous 

surrounding Hindu kingdoms were 

periodically engaged in wars among 

themsleves as well as with the Kandha to 

assert their rule over the hills ol adjoining 

teiriiorics (Bailey 19,57178]. The Kandha 

strongly ojiposcd any alien political 

domination, but eventually around 350years 

ago. some ot the kings managed to send 

someot theirsubjects from the plains to curb 

the resistance struggle of the Kandha and 

protect their own frontiers ftom Kandha 

raids and guerril la warfare These immigrants 

established a lew fortified and separate 

settlements in the hills (Pathy 1976:5-7].' 

Depending upon their [tower and popularity,' 
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they were able to expand their domination 
beyond these Hindu settlements. This history 
is based on British accounts; the immigrant 
Hindu people opine that their ancestors were 
pushed into the urea due to their inability 
to survive in the plains us well as intra- 
village factional tights (Bailey l%H' 25-261. 

Some Hindu kings divided the annexed 
pans of Kandha land into .several mulhas, 
mostly on the basis ol a single clan or of 
several fraternal clans [Behura and Sahu 
1970; n-21 ]. The niulhahcuds were recruited 
from amongdilicrcnt communities. Knowing 
both Oriya and Kui. they were made 
respon.sible for controlling the Kandha 
movements lor independence and were 
supposed to pay a certain amount of annual 
tribute to the Hindu kings. But given the 
fluctuating power ol the kingdoms and the 
difficult terrain, in course ot time'the 
muthaheads retained only the loosest ties 
with the Hindu kings (Bailey 1957:7] There 
is also reason to agree with Bailey that the 
“actual influence of the Oriya chiefs may 
have been exaggerated because the servants 
of the East India Company" depended upon 
the Oriya speakers (1957.27). 

While neither the kings (Selections 
1854:78-891 nor the muthaheads enjoyed 
overwhelming power of domination in the 
Kandhalands. the Kandha had customarily 
good relations with a few kings. In Kalahandi. 
for instance, the prince on his accession to 
the throne had to sit on the lap of a Katidh.i 
and ntually marry a Kandha girl. This may 
denote that the kingship derived its power 
from the Kandhas (Russell and Hiralal 1916: 
in-465]. Until the Kandha installed the king, 
he was not formally recognised as such 
fPatnaik and Das Patnaik 1982; xiii). Suttice 
it to state that the Kandhas were nut 
subjugated by the Hindu states, and they 
were also credited with driving away the 
Muslim invaders again and agutn lroin their 
territory [Hunter 1877: X1X-2I9| 

After bnnging Orissa under its control in 
1803, the East IndiaCompany unsuccessliilly 
tried intermittently to annex the Kandha 
inhabited territory. In 18.35. the company 
acquired the Ghum.sar kingdom But neither 
the king nor the .sub|ecls weie prepaicd to 
accept British domination. The revolt was 
suppressed and the king tied with his lamily 
and treasury to the Kandhamals The Kandha 
refused to give up the Ghumsar king to the 

* British troops. Hunter wrote; “The country 
was laid utterly de.solatc The population 
was unceasingly pursued by our troops, and 
it was only the treachery of Hindu borderers 
that, by betraying them into our hands, 
brought the sickening, struggle to a close" 
(1877; XlX-229) Many hill chiefs were 
caught and publicly hanged as testimony to 
British power. The Kandha in retaliation 
massacred scores of British soldiers in several 
encounters: this was when human sacriticc 
and female infanticide weic discovered. 

Thcresi!iiuicestruggielfii»<9^gBtinui^''^ddess. Similarly in 1894, the'Kandhas of 
under the leadership of both Kandha and Nayagarh revolted against the involvement 
Onya chiels. The most influential Kandha 
leaders were Mahadcb Khonro and 
Nowbhum Khonro in the Boad region 
[Huttmann 1847:273-341 ] and Oriya chiefs 
Dora Bisoi and Sam Bi.soi [Macphcr.son 
1865: 47). When Dora Bisoi was shot dead, 
Onkaro Chokro Bi.soi, a former muthahead, 
led the struggle, and hundreds of British 
soldiers were killed in the encounters The.se 
leaders were instrumental in keeping away 
the East India Company from the Kandha 
lands Irom 1844 to 1855. 

Meanwhile the people of Anugul rebelled 
and resisted fiercely British annexation. The 
king was implicated in 1846 as a party to 
human sacririce Troops were employed on 
a large scale, and all authority was temporarily 
transferred from the agent to the otlicer in 
command. Brigadier General Dyer. For two 
years the repression continued, and the king 
was captured and his estate confiscated 
[Dalton 1872.289] Then the British soldiers 
claimed on April 1, 1848 that 235 mcriahs 
were handed over in Anugul [Selection 
18541. 

Again in 1856, lollowing the British 
annexation ol Kandhamals! 1855). struggles 
erupted there and spread to Ghumsar under 
the leadership ol some Oriya muthaheads. 
Guerrilla warlareconiinued until about 1874. 
During this long iieriod, the Kandha had 
established areas liberated Irom both the 
British and the feudal rulers of the plains 
Alter 1869, the British subjugated a few 
Oriya muthaheads and a few vil lage headmen 
in other muthas (Pathy 1976; 11-19). It 
seems the Oriya muthaheads played a dual 
role, .some siding with the Kandha and some 
with the company, while the majority kept 
an uneasy balance until it was clear that the 
Company was going to win. In brief, the 
Kandhas ot Kandhaland fought a long battle 
tor several decades and made great sacrifices 
belore they were deleatcd by the mighty 
British power 

Elsewhere, there were also movements 
against British policy in 1865, the Kutia 
Kandha revolted against policcexccs.ses and 
forced unpaid labour for construction ot 
roads during the agricultural seasons. This 
was repeated again in 1866 and 1877. In 
1872, the Kandha of Chandragiri mutha rose 
in revoli against the arrest of their fellow 
villagers In 1881-82. the Kalahandi Kandha 
rebelled against the mismanagement of the 
king. The king had encouraged the settlement 
of the agricultural caste of koltas, who 
alienated theirtertilc lands and were involved 
in usury. The Kandhas killed a lew hundred 
kolta landlords and traders The British 
rcprcs.scd thcanti-feudal struggle with many 
untold excesses and much blwidshed. Seven 
ol their leaders were hanged and another was 
con victed and executed for allegedly offering 
a five-ycar-old girl as meriah to the earth 

of the British in the selection of the king, 
in 1898 near Gudari, four constables were 
thrashed and looted. These arc only a few 
of the recorded revolts; many more remain 
to be recorded. 

The Kandha struggles of the 19th century 
can be best understood in relation to British 
policies. Initially the colonial strategy was 
to subjugate the Kandha by the use of force, 
and afterwards a mixture of force, 
concessions and indoctrination followed. 
Macphcr.son strove to buy the village heads 
and priests with prc.sents. A few plains 
Kandhas were recruited to an irregular police 
force on the belief that who else can better 
“bully their fellow Kandhas on the strength 
of their police uniforms" [Patnaik and Das 
Patnaik 1982.306] This helped the colonial 
system Miicphcrson advocated raising a 
Kandha battalion to deal with the mountain 
races ol Orissa. Campbell was anxious to 
.sec the penetrationot Christian missionaries, 
and all officers pressed lor the expansion 
of roads and niarkeis. 

In 1855. the East India Company i.ssued 
a proclamation that the Kandhas would not 
be taxed, thctc would be no loiced labour, 
and the existing social and political 
institutions, including the hereditary 
authority and ■privileges ol the leadership, 
would be letaincd Also it w.is assured that 
the British government would not inierlerc 
in any way with the “established u.sages and 
principles of justice” [Bailey 1960: 181] 
Where movements erupted intermittently, 
the British administrators promised more 
and more safeguards. For instance, lollowing 
the Kandha war ol resistance in Angul. the 
Angul Laws Regulation was pa.s.sed in 1897, 
which provided economic protection from 
Oriya exploiters and resti icicd land alienation 
and money-lending. In the agency tracts of 
Madras presidency following the Kandha 
struggles again.st land alienation in 1869-70, 
the Agency Tracis Interest and Land 
Transfer Act-1 was passed in 1870, which 
legally prohibited the transfer of Kandha 
lands to non-Kandhas without the express 
permis-sion of the British authorities. 
Meanwhile after several decades of 
warfare, the British administration at last 
acknowledged in the late 1850s that the 
Kandha resistance struggles were not .so 
much to protect their customs but “because 
they feared their land would be taken or 
taxed” [Bailey 1960; 181], 

It may be added that the Bnlish conception 
of property being one of individual 
ownership, the administrators never 
comprehended the local corporate-based 
occupation and u.sc of land and land-based 
resources. Tfic notion of ‘res nullius’ was 
adopted to usurp the corporate resources of 
the indigenous peoples. Risley wrote that 
the Ons.san Kandhas. 
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claim full righu of property in the soil 
in virtue of having cleared the jungle and 
prepared the land for cultivation. In some 
villages individual ownership is unknown, 
and the land is cultivated on a system of 
temporary occupation subject to periodical 
redistribution under the orders of the head¬ 
man or malik (1891; i-408). 

Given such ignnranc^ of the concept of 
group rights and the nature of axe cultivation, 
it was not surprising that the company thought 
initially that prolonged military expeditions 
into Kandhaland was costly. The local 
administrators could persuade the Company 
only on the moral grounds of suppression 
of female infanticide and human sacrifice 
[Bailey I960: 70], 

The aforementioned promises were given 
when the Bntish were finding it difficult to 
conquer the people and there was a clear 
danger ot upri.sing in the recently annexed 
territones [Bailey 1960. 182]. But once the 
colonial system consolidated it.selt through 
the recognition of the muthaheads. all the 
promises of Kandha rights and property 
were violated unilaterally The Kandhas were 
forced to pay plough tax, ccss lax and 
watchman tax in 1875. besides a large number 
of dues Cmamjils’). such as when someone 
dies or marries, for mediating in inuntal and 
land di.sputes. and so on Around 1870, they 
were prohibited to distill liquor, practi.se axe 
cultivation, marry by capture and perlorm 
many religious rites Several Christian 
missionaries inliltrated the area and started 
proselytising and dcculturalismg the Kandha 
The first church was established at Digi m 
1894 and the .second m Kalinga. .Several 
roads, bridges, .schools and government lest 
houses were constructed with compulsory 
unpaid labour (‘bhcti’) of the Kandha And 
since 1875. every household was lorced to 
pay one-tourih of a rupee for the road 
construction fund, which was increased 
and continued until indefyndcncc [Thiady 
1965; 25-31,59-60]. In addition, at frequent 
intervals Kandhas (including the 
recalcitrants) were sent to work in the Assam 
tea plantations. In 1917, several thousands 
were taken to Mesopotamia to .serve in the 
world war [Boal 1963; 61]. 

Onya migrant distillers were given licences 
to open liquor shops in the Kandhamals 
'ITiis was aimed at increasing the excise 
revenue and controlling and contacting the 
as yet uqsubdued Kandhas. It may be noted 
that the Oriya intelligentsia were reluctant 
to enter the bidding precisely because service 
in the region was considered ’‘almost 
equivalent to death sentence” [O’Malley 
I908:77].TheGanjamdi.s(illcrs. having lost 
their profession, were too delighted to open 
their shops with British patronage. There 
were as many as 470 shops in the 800 .square 
miles area of the Kandhamals. Very soon 
many Kandhas lost their land. That is why 
at least since 1887, there were sporadic 

agitations against the excise policy and the 
Oriya liquor merchants. Consequently the 
British government was forced to enforce 
prohibition and to close all the liquor shops 
in 1910. 

Alter annexation of the Kandhamals, 
Dinabandhu Patnai k, who had been a corporal 
in the irregular cavalry, became the tahasildar. 
He ruled with great ferocity and indulged in 
systematic pillage loralmostaquanercentury 
[Bailey 1957: 32|. The Oriya muthaheads 
were encouraged to expropriate at will, 
including perquisites such as a share of the 
harvest, a gill on the occasion ol a wedding 
or a I uncral least; contributions to the I uncrals 
and weddings in the muthahead’s.tahasildar’s 
and his subordinates’ families; free 
hospitality, labour and entertainment during 
the tour ol ollu ials m the villages, and so 
on. This was colonial exploitation with the 
greatest degree ol excellence 

CoNri IIDINr, CoMMHNI 

What docs this add up to'.’ And what can 
be drawn out lor a meaningful crilique ol 
colonial ethnography ' There are three 
obviously simple points with which I would 
like 10 conclude. 

First, the task ol re-examining colonial 
ethnography and demy sti I ying and exposing 
the colonial conspiracy is far Irom easy, 
especially when posl-colonial scholars 
remain captives ol the premises ot colonial 
soldiers, .idmmistralors and ethnographers 
This paper has indulged in some polemics; 
but polemics are ol crucial signilicance in 
bringing down the facade of truth and 
exposing political abuse m the name of 
'white man's buidcn' Though primarily 
based on colonial texts, an attempt is made 
to go beyond, to the context ol asymmetry 
of powci and Irequent resistance 
Highlighting logical inconsistencies and 
inicrnal contradictions m the colonial lexis 
does coniribulc to the unravelling ol 
culomally constructed falsehoods and 
exposing the discursive partiality ol cultural 
and historical 'truths’ But this is not 
sulficicnt todemystily colonial ethnography 
and exhume the long buried truths of ihe 
indigenous peoples’ licrcc resistance against 
colonial invasions and opprc.s.sions. It is 
obviously more than a simple matter ol 
noticing an error, bi.is or omission. 

The cruciiil issue is to expose the extern 
of enmeshment ot eihiiographic rc|Kirt.s with 
impeiial power as relleeted m colonial 
brutalities to nience the indigenous peoples’ 
struggles lor autonomy, survival and 
independence. Several post-colonial 
anthropologists concerned wth the Kandha. 
having treated colonial ethnographic 
knowledge as distinct Irom colonial 
domination, inadvertently became the 
inheritors of the colonial system ol 
hegemony. As we may recall it was only 

when the British tried to encroach upon the 
territory of the Kandha people and faced 
recurring retaliations that the colonial soldiers 
discovered the Kandha practices of female 
infanticide and human sacrifice. 'This gave 
them a Iree hand to embark upon a medieval 
war of extermination and .subjugation. The 
Kandhas were characterised as savage, 
bloodthirsty maraudeis, the objects of guilt. 
And not astonishingly, the same people, 
once subjugated, were portrayed as shy, 
timid, passive, hospitable and cheerful. In 
either case, the uncritical ‘absolute’ 
dependence on some of the Oriya middle 
class and traders, who were inherently and 
intentionally prone to misrepresentation and 
exaggeration due to their long hostility to 
the Kandha and who thus had the urge to 
provide inlormaiion palatable lo the British 
soldiers looking lor legitimacy for terror, 
annexation and hegemony, provides little 
trustworthy clue to the society and culture 
of Ihe Kandha 

The distorted ethnography not only 
legitimised colonial terror and brutalities 
but also dehumanised the Kandha, who 
eventually internalised the degradation and 
translormed the conquerors into altruistic 
benelaclors and self-sacrificing partners 
striving for the good ol humanity and 
civilisation Thai is why Kandha ethnography 
cannot be fully dcmyslilied through an 
cxaminaiion of lolklorc and oral traditions. 
Careful utilisation of such sources may at 
best langentiallv help to locale the broad 
historical lendcncies aflecting the material 
and cultural lilc of the Kandha. The best 
course to pursue is to locate ethnographic 
and adriiinisirative reports with reference to 
lorms and peruxls of Kandha militancy, 
confusion, submission and compromise. 
Unloriunately this paper has not been able 
to cnier inio such a demanding complexity. 

.Second, by outrighi exaggeration of 
exotica - ma'nulaciured or oiherwi.se - and 
subtle distortion of events, colonial 
ethnography has been able to capture the 
mindsof the Kandha Put simply, Ihe tragedy 
ol the Kandha is alienation Iroin the past and 
tniernali.salioii of one and a half centuries 
ol colonial and post-colonial propaganda 
about their cultural inferiority and their 
ancestors’ heinous crimes and barbaric 
customs ol female inlanlicide and human 
sacrifice The memory assigned and the 
ethnography produced about their past, even 
it lotally fal.se. is contemporarily rooted, at 
least among the ‘acculturated’. No serious 
analyst can separate this out ol the context 
ol iheir half century-long resistance against 
the intrusion ol the mightiest power of the 
world, the subscqucnl intimidation, 
persecution and general trauma plus the 
repeated circulaiion ol unsubstantiated 
accounts ol customs and crimes ol their 
forefathers even in Ihe post-colonial era. In 
sum. several generations of the Kandha, 
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their society unci culture have been 
victimised by manufactured myths and 
colonial partisan Interests, and there is little 
respite even now 

Thud, the task is ui present the Kandha 

with their own history and ethnography, 

written from their own point of view. Such 

a possibility t.iii only be contemplated in 

the context oi a Kandha national .struggle 

for safeguarding their identity and resource 

base. But such a development is yet to 

materialt.se Meanwhile liberal and radical 

.scholarshipcould and should try lodismantic 

anddemystily the .so-called II uthsol colonial 

times by associating so-called heinous 

practices with the existing systems ol 

political, economic and instiiiiiional power, 

which produced and sustained the 

intoriTiation or myths It is noi "a matter ol 

emancipating truili Ironi every system ol 

power, but ol detaching the power ol tiuth 

from the forms ol hegemony, social, 

economic and culiuial, within which it 

operates. " IGoidon 1‘>K(I KH], 

The task is loimidable and ol crucial 

significance, noi simply with legaid to the 

Kandha but also to hundreds ot other 

indigenous peoples who have been 

criminalised in the n.ime ol knowledge, 

.science and civilisaiion. 

Notes 

I The Kandh.isjie.dso known as Kandh. Kando. 
Khond. Khondlio. Kondliv and Koiidh These 
epillicts are likely lo be esonyiiis besiowed by 
then Hindu iieiglibouis dial weie suhsequenllv 
accepted by colonial and posi colonial 
ethnography In tact Risley mentions a purely 
Hindu leriii, Skandhasura , which implies 
strong aspersions and siereolypes 
Maepherson argued dial Ihe lei in was derived 
from the lelugu wind 'konda' - hill oi 
highlander G A Grierson however noted that 
they call themselves Ku'. and then language 
Kui Ol Kuvi belong to Ihe Diavidian linguistic 
group. Thus their self-idenliticaiion as Kui- 
loku’ OI 'Kui-en|u' ap|X’ai moie appiopiiaie 
But as these lerins aic not vet popular, either 
among the coiK criiediX'oplc or anthropologists 
the common lei m Kandhais retuclanllv .ulo|)led 
in this pa|x.’i 

In uddilion llieie is such wide diveisily in 
chceonimunily in terms oi rues, social cusIoiik. 

economics and even language fSchul/e )')| I 
Winfield IV2U Vll-X| ihal any single name 
10 encompass this complexity would seem 
mapproprialc Elhnogiaphcrs have divided the 
Kandha into sevcial caiegories such as Kulia. 
Jhadua Malia. Dongaiia. ..Siddha Sankalia. 
Pansulia. Tana. Paioja. Kuvi. Bcniahand Desia 
Though these aie overlapping caiegories the 
helerogeneil) is obvious .Some ol these 
caiegones such .is Desia Kandha :iie turlher 
subdivided into Kji Kandhas with landed 
properly. I )al Kaiulhas as Hinduised warriois 
and Rakhia Kandhas wtu eai hiiltalo Hesh 
and grow Uirmern 1 Russell and Hiralal 
1916' 4b() (>2| .Sulliee ii lo nole that il is 
difficult It) .s(icak about ihc Kanilha (Xiople iis 
a whole, anti the iiaiiH'scuircnily incirculutum 

Kfkct the superiinpoititiun of alien categories, 
often with derogatory connolalioas. 

2 Before the British annexation, most of Kandha 

icrrilury was divided inin several 

udiiiinisirulivc units, each containing u circle 

oi villages, called 'inulha' The 'inuthaheads' 

belonged lo both indigenous and Ofivu 

conimunilies In Ihe lirsi hull ol the IK Mis. 

several inuihuheads revolted against British 

aiienipis ai anncxulion IThiady Ibb.*) I.‘>-2.S) 

.t Though Ihe Kandha cunenlly reside in the 

On.ssadi.siiicis ol Phulbani. Gun|ani. Korapul. 

Dhenkunal. K.dahandi. Bolangir. Keonihurand 

alst) Visakhapatnain Agency o( Antihia hadesh 

anil tile siiulh easlern part of Madhya Pradesh, 

they believe lh.il then cradle was m Phulbani 

IPalhy 197b l-U)| 

a Though menlion was muile oi human sacrifice 

among Ihe Nagas |0’Malley 1974 b9) and 

head'luinling aiiiong Ihe Kiiki. Gaio. Lushai. 

Dyak and N,ig.i iheie is not much lileranue 

on this 

.S Mcruh' releislo the viclimol the Kandha me 

1)1 liiiman s.iciilue.hul il is not a Kandha lerin 

Dalton wrongly ihoughi lhal il was an Oriya 

icim 11872 2Kb 1 B.iiley noled ihal his Kandha 

intoi mauls lliought die word might have tieon 

derived Iroiii English, like ChrisliaiT 

(19.S7 2Kb) 
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Protecting Intellectual Property Rights 
The ucceptanec of the GATT proposals in the Uruguay Round with its 
endorscnicnt of the US vicwpriint is probably a rcllcction of two 
phenomena - the emergence of the US as a political as well as 

cctinomic hegemon and the breakdown of LDC solidarity. What is the 
scope and magnitude of adjustment that the Intellectual Property Rights 

legime in third world countries, particularly India, will have to undergo 
under the imperative of the Dunkel Draft'.^ In what way will thc.se 
adjustments impinge on India’s medium- and long-tenn 

economic prospects? 257 

Displaced by ‘Development’ 
Since independence the government of India has been responsible for 
uprooting two to five crorc people in the cause of ‘development’. Now, 

partly, because of pressure from World Bank and largely in response 
to the growing movement of the displaced, it has attempted to 
evolve a national rehabilitation policy. 241 

More Idgah.s? 

While the Kurnalaku government has 
successfully resolved a potentially 
volatile issue by persuading the 
Anjuman-c-lslam to hoist the flag at 
the Idgah inaidan at Hubli, it may not 
neces.sarily have contributed to 
stalling the communalisaiion ol 
politick. 246 

A DifTerent Perspective 

Studies on master-servant relationship 
tend to focus on the one-sidedness of 
Ihc relationship - the domestic 
worker as an opprcs.sed menial, fully 
exploited by the employer. This leads 
10 cither a ItK'us on the malcrial 
aspects ol the relationship or on 
questions of power and dominance. 
TTicrc is a need to cxphire the 
master-.servani relationship at the 
interactional level wilh due 
regard to the role ol culture. 269 

Dalit Assertion 

Dalits in Chcngalpattu district of 
Tamil Nadu have been waging a 
struggle to regain lands originally in 
their possession, but subsequently 
usurped. The slate has let loose 
a reign of terror to block the 
agitation. 247 

Kuvempu 

The display of unseemly 
conduct by the sclf-proelaimcd 
Kannada enthusiasts on the 
death of K V Puttappa (Kuvempu) 
recently, adds a touch of irony 
to the message he sought to 
project. 245 

Police as Judge 

The censor board, by referring 
Mani Ratnam’s Bomhay. a story 
located in the city during the 
communal riots of December 1992- 
January 1993. to the police on the 
ground that it dealt with a sensitive 
subject, has made u mockery of 
the law, 240 

Wall Street Populism 

President Clinton’s presidency has 
marked a new pha.se in the ‘right 
turn‘ of the Democratic Party; no 
longer on the defensive against 
Republican attacks on social 
wellarc policies, he has turned 
to an olTensivc strategy going 
beyond Reagan and Bush in 
pushing the nco-conservalive 
agenda. 251 

Peace of a Kind 

While 1994 was not entirely free 
of communal incidents, it was 
relatively peaceful. However, 
secular forces need to work 
with a sense of mission now 
to spread the message of 
communal hannony. 249 

Opening Windows 

With the various official agencies 
vying with one another to publish 
data on foreign trade, balance of 
payments and external debt 
statistics fairly regularly, India's 
external transactions can be better 
understood. How accurate and 
comprehensive is the data 
compilation? 252 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

Jobs Matter 

JACQUE DELORS, president of the 
European Commission is not a person who 
can easily be quietened, whatever the odds. 
People had thought of writing him off when 
early last year the European exchange 
mechanism virtually broke down. But at the 
latest European summit the main item on 
the agenda was the Delors plan to revive the 
European economies. 

The past decade - particularly the last 
three or four years - has been characterised 
by extremely slow economic growth and 
rising unemployment in Europe, it is 
estimated that the overall rate of 
unemployment in the Common Market as a 
whole has gone past 10 per cent of the labour 
force, with the total number of the 
unemployed exceeding 17 million. Also, 
there is little, if any, sign of any let-up in the 
economic situation, at least not for the group 
as a whole, though for individual countries 
the forecast varies. 

What the Delors plan suggests for the 
revival of the Common Market economies 
IS a programme of massive public investment 
of $ 150 billion over the coming five to 
seven years in the area of infrastructure, 
primarily in communications and 
information technology, so that Europe 
becomes more competitive, grows faster 
and generates more jobs. Delors predicts 
that as a consequence of an investment oi 
this order, not only will the slack in 
employment be possible to rectify but also 
unemployment could be reduced to what 
may be considered as an acceptable level of 
less than S million as against 20 million, the 
figure forecast for the year 20(X) if the pace 
of economic growth were to remain at the 
level currently obtaining. 

Not that the Delors plan had an easy 
passage at the European summit. Indeed, it 
had strong adversaries and the opposition to 
it brought together the unusual combination 
of UK and Germany, the former because of 
the present British administration’s distaste 
for any idea of raising the level of public 
investment, involving as it would increase 
public borrowing and therefore fiscal deficit, 
and the latter because ot the perceived limit 
to further public investment, keeping in 

mind the ongoing investment in the 
rehabilitation of the economy of what 
formerly constituted East Germany. 

The remarkable thing however is that the- 
Delors plan was not thrown out despite such 
opposition. In fact, the logic of the plan 
seems to have been fully endorsed and Delors 
was asked to explore how the funds required 
for the invesunent his plan envisaged could 
be mobilised without igniting the fires of 
inflation. However much the present 
European leadership hates the idea of 
increased public investment, it simply cannot 
overlook the lengthening lines of job¬ 
seekers. It is only in countries like India that 

however negative the growth in employment 
It seldom gets reflected in the figures of 

open unemployment, and that too very 
partially and after a considerable time-lag, 
so that little is sought to be done in regard to 
employment generation. The leadership in 
Europe has at leas: to look like doing 
.something tangible in the direction of job 
creation and the Delors plan offers a concrete 
proposal in that direction. 

A Reaoer 
Trivandrum 

IVibals Protest 

THE forest department (FD) and the J K 
Group ’ s Central Pu Ip M111 (CPM) of Songadh 
have now started adopting ugly means to 
crush the tribal movement against the 
Surpaneshwar Wildlife .Sanctuary in 
Dediapada, Bharuch. Disregarding the 
protest of the local tribals and the Wild Life 
(Protection) Act the FD has once again 
issued orders allowing CPM to cut away 
thousands of tonnes of bamboos from the 
sanctuary area. While doing this it has no; 
even bothered to acknowledge the questions 
raised by the local tnbals; How can it allow 
such bambtx) cutting in the sanctuary area 
when the basic rights of the local tribals arc 
taken away; what about preserving bio¬ 
diversity and if all such activities arc to be 
allowed why continue the facade of the 
‘sanctuary’? The tribals m many villages 
had decided to stage a peaceful protest against 
this activity until these questions arc 
satisfactorily answered by the FD and were 
resisting the work of bamboo cutting. 

On January 7 they brought outside 
labourers with police force to start bamboo 
cutting in village Dabka. where the local 
villagers were resisting this work. High 
level forest officers moved around in the 
villages threatening the people ot dire 
consequences. Two leaders, Maragiyabhai 

and Ubadiabhai, of village Sankli, were 
gheraoed and roughed up by the watchmen 

of the FD. A forest officer was specially 
stationed at Motisingloti check ^int to 
prevent Trupti Parekh of Arch-Vahini from 
entering the sanctuary area. This, despite 
the claims of the FD ^at no restrictions on 
people’s movements are being enforced in 
the sanctuary area. She was finally allowed 
to go in after beared arguments for about an 
hour at Juna Mozda. 'The FD and the CPM 
had kept ready about 50 to 60 persons in a 
fully drunken state. These persons were the 
watchmen and. the leaders of the forest 
committees of the FD. They were brought 
there from different villages in the tempos 
hired by the CPM and were provided about 
two gallons of free liquor. In a drunken state 
they stopped Trupti and started abusing her. 
She tried to persuade them but to no avail, so 
she decided to wait there, until these goons left. 

The following day, these persons were 
again assembled to prevent Trupti from 
going inside But thi;< time about 500 men 
and women from organisation villages had 
also started assembling. On seeing this 
development the hired hoodlums wentaway. 
The villagers had a long meeting with Trupti 
and resolved that they would not be 
browbeaten by such dubious tactics. In the 
evening, Trupti’s vehicle was again stopped 
on the way by the hoodlums when she wa.s 
coming buck from the meeting. She was 
again abused and told that she should give a 
commitment that she would not come back 
in this area and only then would they allow 
her to go. She told them that there was no 
question of giving such commitment. They 
finally allowed her to go. By adopting such 
repulsive means against the peaceful 
movement of the tribals the FD and the CPM 
have only shown their true colours. This will 
only further strengthen the people’s resolve 
to continue their light against the arbitrary 
and partisan imposition of the sanctuary 
laws, curtailing their basic human rights. 

Ambkish Mehta 
Mangrol, Rajpipla 
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Organs for Sale 
The kidney ‘racket’ in Karnataka reveals the extent 

of accommodation granted to medical practitioners and 

medical institutions by the state, the regulatory bodies and 

the general public. The issue encompasses not only ethical 

questions in the practice of medicine, but the state’s neglect 

of the need to create instruments to institutionalise the 

practice of ethical medicine and the consequences of the lack 

of regulation of the private sector in health. In addition, of 

course, it .spotlights the devastations visited upon an 

impoverished population and the failure of the welfare state 

to provide the wherewithal to keep ‘the body’ in tact. 

The scandal apparently came to light as a result of 

rigorous’ police investigations over the fortnight. According 

to the police over a 100 people have fallen victim to the 

nexusofdoctors-middlemcn-recipicnts-hospitals. The police 

allege that the victims were misled into believing that they 

were blood donors and then, anaesthetised and divested of 

their kidney. They have arrested four of the accused: the 

head of the nephrology department at the government 

Victoria Hospital who participated in the operation which 

was conducted at a well known private institution, the 

Yellamma Dasappa Hospital; a private practitioner who 

assisted in procuring the victims, and; two other non¬ 

medicos who acted as agents.The cases have been registered 

under the Indian Penal Code. The urologist assisting in the 

operation is absconding. Curiously, the police were 

reportedly in receipt of an intelligence report on the racket 

over a year ago. but departmental transfers, officials say, 

prevented action from being taken. 

The role of the Karnataka Medical Council (KMC) in all 

this is even more curious. Apparently, it had received a 

complaint on the ussue almo.st two years ago, but took its 

own time investigating it. Five days after the racket came to 

light it decided to suspend the registration of the private 

praetitioner, stating that no complaint had been received 

about the government nephrologist. The KMC has also 

taken action against the managing director of the hospital. 

The absconding urologist is apparently not registered with 

the state council, but in Maharashtra, and so is safe from the 

actions of the Karnataka council, which can only ‘inst,ruct’ 

its Mahaiashtra counterpart to “ keep an eye on this doctor". 

That a doctor can apparently practise in any state, but not 

be liable for punishment for misconduct if s/he is not 

registered under the particular state body, is a shocking 

statement on the state of regulation of medical practice in 

the country. 

The state government on its part has set up a fact-finding 

committee headed by the superintendent of Victoria Hospital 

with the director of medical education as one of its members. 

But even before the committee could start investigations it has 

been told in no uncertain terms to confine its enquiries to the 

government hospital. Given that neither were the donors ever 

in the public hospital and nor was the operation conducted 

there, the directive effectively confines the investigations to 

the head of nephrology who assisted in the operation at 

Yellamma Dasappa. Ironically.accordingto the state govern¬ 

ment spokesperson no action can be taken against the hospital 

because, lacking any sort of legislation on private medical 

institutions, the government has apparently not even a moni¬ 

toring role in private hospitals leave alone, a regulatory one. 

In June last, the parliament passed the Organ 

Transplantation Bill, which has been ratified in many states 

including Maharashtra. In fact, the kidney scam is, according 

to the KMC a result of such nefarious activities shifting to 

Karnataka because of the ratifying of the act in the 

neighbouring state. But even if the act were to be uniformly 

implemented in all the states, it is unlikely to kill such 

unethical practices, although it will certainly curb them. 

For. such activities are made possible by the current ethos 

of medical practice. In a society where health care is at a 

premium, those who practise medicine have inevitably 

garnered extraordinary social prestige and/or wealth and 

therefore, power. Moreover, the dominant operating principle 

of medicine today is not to deliver health care but to repair 

the body, and at a price. Organ transplantation becomes 

ethical only in the context of a mechanistic view of the 

human bcxly, which permits such repair. Further, in a 

society geared increasingly towards catering for tho.se who 

can pay, it is inevitable that such repair through replacement 

will occur at the cost of those who are able to sell the 

replacements, in this case, organs. At a more functional level, 

legislations to regulate particular medical practices can be 

operational only in institutions which are under general 

surveillance and control by the state. This is a point which 

has been repeatedly made with reference to the legislation 

banning sex-determination tests. As in the Karnataka case, 

there are many other states which have no legislation to 

monitor or regulate private institutions. Inevitably then, the 

issue is the regulation of private sector in medicare, whether 

it is the practice of individual doctors through such agencies 

as the medical council, or the functioning of hospitals and 

nursing homes through well-armed state legislations. 
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BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

Qeaning up the Data 

UNTIL recently India's external transactions 
were shrouded in mystery. Apart from the 
complexity of data involved, it wa.s the 
inordinate delay in publishing current 
statistics on balance of payments, external 
debt and such other transactions that has 
been contributing to the difficulties in 
making a correct assessment of the evolving 
trends. Of late, however, there has been a 
refreshing change in this respect - official 
agencies, namely, the Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) and the ministries of finance and 
commerce, have now begun to publish 
foreign trade, balance of payments and 
external debt statistics, fairly regularly. The 
ministry of commerce has already published 
the foreign trade statistics, though very pro¬ 
visional, uptoDecember 1994, thatis, within 
a month’s lag. and the RBI has released its 
quick estimates of India's overall balance of 
payments for the first half of 1994-95 - a 
record achievement, considering the fact 
that the final estimates of BOP are available 
only for 1981-82 and the partially revised 
estimates only up to the quarter ending 
January-March IWI. 

However, one is not sure if the data base 
for many weak components of BOP such as, 
travel, transportation, private transfer 
payments, and the so-called miscellaneous 
items on the current account, as also ‘other 
capital (net)' on the capital account, are 
being firmed up. It is very likely that under 
the present liberalised system of external 
transactions, information which was in the 
earlier regime a by-product of controls is no 
more available. More importantly, much of 
the current and capital receipts below such 
a high-level as $ 50,000 (or roughly Rs 15 
lakh) is based on surveys of unclassified 
receipts, the results which are finalised 
with considerable time-lag.Tourism receipts 
for the curreni data are probably based on 
some historical information on the average 
spending by tounsts. 

The RBI press release argues that there 
was a significant rise in private transfer 
receipts.in response to the price incentive of 
the market-based exchiuige rate. Besides, 
the improvement in private transfer receipts 
anti tourist earnings more than compensated 
for outflows on account of investment 
income and non-factor services payments. 
Details of specific estimates in this respect 
would have been extremely helpful, for 
private current transfers based on market- 
based exchange rate is essentially an 
euphemism for reverse capital (light. 
Secondly, with .sizeable foreign currency 
assets having been built up, the country’s 
receipts under investment income should 
have been large and therefore, net outgo on 
investment income should have come down 

rather significantly. Dividend incomes 
received by the foreign institutional investors 
(Fils) may, to an extent, have contributed to 
the investment income outgo. In the absence 
of any specific information either on the 
numbers involved or on the data sources, it 
IS difficult to make any worthwhiiccomment. 
Students of external transaction accounts 
would also be curious to know about the 
quality of data relating to sizeable receipts 
under ‘other capital (net)': $ 2.441 billion 
during April-Septembcr 1994 as against 
$ 2.148 billion during the whole of 1993-94. 
It is very likely that a significant proportion 
of such inflows may again constitute inward 
remittance out of the funds stashed away in 
Swiss accounts. Some attempt to provide 
information on the nature of these unidenti¬ 
fied capital Hows should be useful for a 
more accurate review of the BOP data. In the 
first place, i f they do represent reverse capital 
flight it is unlikely that they have come in 
the form of capital transfers; they should be 
treated as current transfers. Secondly, the 
item ‘other capital (net)’ in effect essentially 
represents ‘errors and omissions’ on the 
BOP, that is, exactly one-half ($ 2.441 billion) 
out of a capital account surplus of $ 4.892 
billion, remains to be classified rather 
accurately. 

In assessing the recent trends in BOP 
transactions, a feature on which concrete 
data have not been forthcoming relates to 
the return of earlier capital flight. A detailed 
account of the phenomenon of reverse capital 
flight which the authorities have obviou.sly 
been able to achieve by implementing the 
policy of the so-called market-based 
exchange rate system and other elements of 
stabilisation and structural adjustment 
programmes would be useful. It is said (hat 
to an extent even the global depository 
receipts and other forms of Euro equities 
which have already touched US $ 3 billion 
represent such reverse capital flight. Some 
attempts to get at the truth in this respect 
would be helplul as a guide for policy 
formulation. 

Except for the above, the Indian data on 
BOP are generally of a high quality. How¬ 
ever, there are still a few drawbacks in data 
compilation which need to be sorted out 
by the authorities. First, despite the 
recommendations of the IMF Manual to 
present both exports and imports on free-on¬ 
board (fob) basis, the Indian data on imports 
continue to be provided on cost, insurance 
and freight (cif) basi.s, which has the effect 
of overstating imports and merchandise 
deficits and understating the invisible figures 
of transportation and insurance. Secondly, 
under the liberalised foreign exchange policy, 
exporters as well as returning Indians are 
allowed to keep foreign currency accounts 
abroad including facilities to invest the funds 
in physical and financial assets abroad. It is 
hoped that the RBI has a definite scheme of 

collecting such data and providing these 
separately in the BOP statistics. The RBI’s 
regular format for such statistics, as 
published in its regular monthly Bulletins, 
needs to be expanded so that such details 
under private or banking capital can be 
made available to the u.sers of data. Finally, 
the BOP statistics or import data furnish^ 
by the Directorate General of Commercial 
Intelligence and Statistics do not include the 
officially-permitted imports of gold and 
silver; they would have constituted over 
$ 1.5 billion each during the past two years. 
Though a good part of it is obtained by the 
NRls which would provide the counterpart 
entry under private transfer receipts, this 
is not entirely so because (a) there are tax 
receipts - which cannot be included under 
import; and (b) there are now also imports 
under special impor^t licences (SID as an 
incentive for exporters. Therefore, in the 
interest of the purity of concepts and data, 
it is necessary (hat an approximate 
classification of imports of gold and silver 
IS made in the external trade and BOP 
statistics. 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

Diversionary Tactics 
A single faux pas by Amnesty International 
has come as a windfall for the Indian 
government which has been trying 
desperately all the.se years to disprove the 
allegations made by the organi.sation about 
its human rights record. The Indian home 
ministry and the Journalists who depend on 
the staple dished out by the ministiy officials, 
have swooped down upon Amnesty, 
branding it as biased against the Indian 
government. 

It all started with the discovery that a 
journal called Amnesty, produced by the 
British section of Amnesty International, 
carried a cover photograph in its November/ 
December issue of 1994. captioned ‘A 
Kashmin Woman in Mourning’, which 
turned out to be - after investigations 
following a complaint by the Indian High 
Commissiem in London - the picture of a 
Tamil Muslim woman visiting a shrine w 
pray for help in a place near Kanyakuman. 
The bloomer was a typical example of the 
frequent western journalistic practice of > 
taking liberty with geographical and cultural 
differences in third world countries - a 
practice born out of the traditional colonial 
education to treat such differences in a 
presumptuous way on the assumption that 
they are not worth any serious attention or 
investigation. Yet, if any Indian writer or, 
photographer mixes up a Scottish High¬ 
lander dress with English attire, or Oxford 
accent with Yorkshire accent, it immediate¬ 
ly provokes derisive comments from the 
British commentator. We expect Amnesty 
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Intemaiional, which had been meticulously 
recording incidents ofhuman rights violation 
■n third world countries, to be more careful 
in luiure in selecting reports or pictures for 
Its publications - so that the Indian 
government does not get an opportunity to 
discredit it. 

It is good to learn that Amnesty 
International has already announced an 
apology and a correction for the controversial 
cover photograph of its British journal. But 
have the Indian home ministry and the Indian 
journalists who arc uxt willing to publish 
whatever these ministry spokesmen hrict 
them apologi.sed for the misreporting and 
glossing over of facts of human rights 
violation that continue to plague Kashmir, 
Punjab and various other pans of India? In 
response to Amnesty’s exposure ol deaths 
and torture in Jammu and Kashmir, the 
Indian government continues to dismiss all 
allegations as false Of the details of 28 men 
who had died in the custody of the security 
lorces in Jammu and Kashmir between 
May 4. 1989 and September l.t, 1991, as 
submitted to the government by Amnesty, 
till dale the Indian authorities had 
responded to 21.'In 18 out of these, the 
government has simply stated that “it has 
not been found possible to verily alle¬ 
gations”. while in the case ot the remain¬ 
ing three, it has denied the Amnesty charge 
of their being killed in custody. 

The Indian government's negative 
attitude m responding in real and clfcctive 
terms to such allegations is not confined 
to Amnesty International, but is also 
demonstrated in its reaction to UN btxlies 
dealing with human rights in India. The UN 
special rapporteur on torture and the UN 
special rapporteuron extrajudicial, summary 
and arbitrary executions have in recent years 
submitted numerous cases to the Indian 
government, highlighting their concern that 
prisoners are routinely tortured in police 
stations and that many have died as a result. 
New Delhi's re.spon$es have either been 
outright denials, or statements that the 
allegations were being investigated, or that 
they were 'subjudice'. But the UN special 
rapporteurs are not known to have been 
informed of the outcome of these 
investigations. New Delhi also continues 
to refuse to allow the two special 
rapporteurs to visit India, in spile of their 
official request to conduct on-site 
investigations “with a view to being in a 
better positioikto evaluate the situation 
and. consequently, proposing constructive 
recommendations that may help prevent 
the recurrence of such violations". 

Clearly, by seizing on one mistake of 
Amnesty's the Indian government cannot 
expect the world to forget and forgive the 
thousands of acts of human rights violation 
that its police and sccutity forces have 
been indulging in all these years. 

ORISSA 

Congress to JD’s Rescue 

UNTIL the assembly elections of Karnataka 
and Andhra Pradesh and the rout of the 
Congress!!), Biju Patnaik's political 
prospects were pretty dim. His party, Janata 
Dal (JD), hud lost the Mayurbhanj Lok 
Sahha bye-clection to a Congress contestant 
in May last year; in June, Khond adi vasis of 
Phulbani a scheduled caste constituency 
attacked Pane harijans and retaliations and 
countcr-retaliation.s resulted in the death of 
14 people. The adi vasis were demanding the 
renaming of the district as Khandmala. tmd 
that It be declared a scheduled tribe 
constituency. .Soon after that a liquor tragedy 
rattled Ganjam, the home district of the 
chiefminister, reviving unpleasant memories 
of the Cuttack hrMich incident of 1992 in 
which more than 200 people died. As a 
sequel, the nexus between liquor mufia and 
the ruling party politicians again assumed 
significance On the political front, Rabi 
Ray. the former speaker of the Lok Sabha 
and now the state leader of Samata Party, 
began to gather the dissidents in the state on 
the platform of the third front. Among the 
dissidents were Ramkrushna Patnaik who 
resigned Irom the Biju Patnaik ministry two 
years ago, Biswabhushan Hartchandan, the 
leader of Samajwadi Janata Party (SJP) and 
Sirkanta Jena who was calling the shots 
against the chief minister from the peri¬ 
phery of Janata Dal. The dissidents were 
dissatisfied with the chief minister's style of 
functioning and charged the state Janata Dal 
as 'Biju' Dal. They were particularly annoyed 
over the chief minister's reluctance in 
seeking the resignations of his two cabinet 
colleagues, Bijoy Mahapatra and Nulini 
Mohanty, who were alleged to have links 
with Bclu, the liquor don behind the Cutiack 
hooch mishap. Even the left parties, CPI and 
CPI(M) had spumed Biju Patnaik's offer to 
re-enter into an alliance for the forthcoming 
assembly elections. Both the left parties had 
formed an alliance with the Janata Dal in 
the assembly poll of 1990 and had secured 
altogether six seats. But the utter failure of 
the Patnaik ministry to implement the 18 
poll promises of the election manifesto 
compelled the left parties to terminate 
their alliance in January 1992. The CPI 
also seemed to be nursing a grudge against 
Biju Patnaik after an entire party unit of 
Koraput disirici went over to Janata Dal 
last year. 

The rout of the Congress in the assembly 
elections of Karnataka and Andhra sud¬ 
denly changed the shape of the things to 
come for Biju Patnaik. Capitalising on the 
success of the Karnataka state JD andTelugu 
Desam, Biju Patnaik organised a massive 
rally. 'Jan Samabesh'. on December 30 in 
Bhubhaneshwar as a show of strength. 

Political celebrities like NTR, S R Bommai, 
Ramkrishna Hegde, V P Singh and Laloo 
Prasad Yadav shared the dias. Influenced 
by the success of the populist measures of 
NTR. Biju Patnaik, loo, announced Rs 2 per 
kg rice scheme for eight lakh populace quite 
without regard to the fact that eight lakh 
people have been beneficiaries of this 
scheme since 1990 and the addition will 
increase the burden on the state exchequer 
to Rs 80 crore Worse, under Patnaik's 
governance rice production suffered a 
decline and the total area under rice 
cultivation is reported to have decreased. 
Moreover, there has been no separate cabinet 
minister for agriculture since Jagannath 
Mullick was dropped two years ago. 

The other two sops announced by Biju 
Patnaik include the increase in the reser¬ 
vation quota for the backwards of the state 
from 12 per cent to 27 per cent (Biju 
Patnaik incidentally had initially oppo.s!ied 
the Mandal recommendations) taking 
reservations to 65 per cent, and subsidies for 
farm inputs. Patnaik has announced under 
his Kalinga Rojgar Yojana. a stipend of Rs 
200 per month to unemployed youth so as to 
organise them against social evils like 
violence against women and liquor addiction. 
Though Patnaik prides him.self on giving 30 
percent re.servations to women in panchayats 
and urban l(H;ai bodies the status of women 
in Orissa remains dcpressingly low. Not 
surprisingly, Patnaik's Janata Dal does not 
have a women’s wing. 

Despite this ■non-performance’ of his 
government what really is proving advan¬ 
tageous to Biju Patnaik is the tainted image 
of his major rival and the leader of the state 
Congress, J B Patnaik. Within the Congress 
fold there are many disgruntled elements 
including Nandini Satpathy, Girdhar 
Gomango, Chintamani Panigrahi and K C 
Lenka, who want J B Pamaik to be removed 
from the slate leadership. He is also reported 
to have played a dubious role in the post- 
rath yatra and Mandal nots in the state. 
Further, the Congress manifesto merely 
extends the schemes announced by Janata 
Dal to a still larger population, for example, 
33 per cent reservation for women. The 
other two opposition parties, the BJP and 
the Left DemcKratic Front (LDF), formed 
out of an alliance of six parties excluding 
the CPI and the CPl(M), have small pockets 
of intluence and are not expected to create 
any major problems for Biju Patnaik. The 
anti-Congress swing in Karnataka and 
Andhra forced CPI and CPI(M) to rethink 
and ultimately decide against joining any 
anti-Biju alliance, a step dubbed as ‘sheer 
opportunism’ by the LDF. Nevertheless, 
there are 672 independent candidates in the 
fray giving credibility to the grouse that 
both JD and the Congress, have Fielded 
candidates having either kinship ties with 
the leadership or anti-social backgrounds. 
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CURRENT STATISTICS EPW Research Foundation 

The rates of expansion in currency, deposit money and M, have all been arrested during the post few weeks as a result of moderation in foreign exchange 
accruals and the RBI's open market operations, though in the more recent period the foreign exchange accruals have begun to took up. In general a severe 
liquidity crunch is noticed giving rise to a firming up of the money market rates of interest. Cut-off yields on primary auctions of 91 -day and l^-day 
treasury bills have crossed or come close to 11 per cent as agaiast 8.1S per cent and 9.49 per cent respectively, two months ago. Liquidity crunch In the 
domestic money market has also been reflected in the firming up of the forward premia for the US dollar in the domestic intei-bank market. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

Index Numbers of Wholesale 
PrfcH (1981-82s100) 

All Commodities 
Primary Aiticies 

Food Articles 
Non-Food Articles 

Fuel. Power. Light and Lubncants 
Manufactured l^oducis 

Food Products 
Food Index (computed) 
Alt Commodities (Average Basis) 
(April-January 14, I99.*() 

Cost of Living Indices 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 
Urban Non-Man Emp (1984-85=100) 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 6I = I(X)) 

Money and Banking (Rs crore) 

Money Supply (M,) 
Currency with ihiblic 
Deposits with Banks 

Net Bank Credit to Govt Sector 
Bonk Cradit to CommI Sector 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 
Reserve Money 
Net RBI Credit to Centre 
Scheduled Commercial Banks 

Deposits 
Advances '' 

Non-Food Advances 
Investments 

Weights Vanation (Per Ont); Point-to-Point 

1995 Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Pnsvioas 1994-95 1993-94 

100,0 280.1 1.2 10.6 9.5 84 8.6 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
32.3 291,3 2.2 14.0 8,7 12.5 10.1 115 3 0 15.3 17.1 
17.4 318.7 0.9 12.6 4.5 137 5.4 4.4 5 4 20,9 18.9 
10 1 313.7 4.5 18.5 14.6 12 0 180 24.9 -1 4 8.1 19.1 
10 7 281 4 0.0 4.3 14 9 1.2 97 13.1 15.2 132 14.4 
57 0 273 6 08 10.0 8.8 7 6 76 9 9 79 12,6 8,9 
10.1 272 9 1.8 10 1 11.5 8.3 10.4 12,3 6 8 10 2 1.1.2 
27 5 .301.9 1.2 11.8 6.8 It 8 70 7,0 5 8 17.1 16.9 

100.0 271.5 10.4 7.8 10 5 7 9 8.1 lO.I 137 10.3 

_Vanalioii (Per Cent)' Pomt-to-Point_ 
Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1995-94 1992-95 1991-92 1990-91 
Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

3 98 8 
8 9.7 6. 
6 11.2 6 

.0 9 1 6 1 139 116 
5 9 - 6.8 1.16 114 

,4 9 8 II 6 0 7 21 9 16.6 

_Variation_ 
Fiscal Year .So Far 1993-94 

1994-95 1993-94 

495672 
96534 

396444 

1.319(0.3) 
.592 (0.6) 

1261 (0,3) 
217084 -4204 (-1.9) 
267414 
69796 

1640.54 
96188 

11392 (4.3) 
-522 (-0 7) 

4128 (2.5) 
-14.52 (-1.5) 

62106 (14.3) 
14336(17.4) 
47604 (13.6) 

1.3298 (6 5) 
30211 (12.7) 
16069 (29.9) 
2.5432 (18 3) 
-595 (-0.6) 

.50931 (13 9) 
11288 (16 5) 
.39294 (13.2) 
29362 (16 7) 

12673 (5 8) 
10700 (42 9) 
18942 (17 I) 
10167 (10 5) 

.3586)4 10.53 (03) 43482 (13.8) 36185 (135) 
190076 8002 (4,2) 2.5658 (15.6) 9907 (6 5) 
176214 73.56(4.2) 22703 (14.8) 5572(3 8) 
148468 -2.532 (-1.7) 1.5945 (120) 21136(200) 

66741 (18 2) 
1.3925 (20.4) 
51601 (17 4) 
27548 (15.6) 

17068 (7 8) 
28775 (15 3) 
2784.3 (25.1) 

26.3 (0 3) 

46.560 (17,3) 
124.36 (8.2) 
8272 (5 7) 

26867 (25.4) 

1992-93 

49344 (15 5) 
7175 (II 7) 

41741 (16 .3) 
17975 (114) 
32141 (17 I) 
.3726(17 6) 

11274 (II .3) 
4257 (4 6) 

37814 (16.4) 
26390 (21.0) 
24317 (20 I) 
l.54f>0 (17 1) 

1991-92 

516.53 (19.4) 
8050 (15.2) 

43.392 (20 5) 
18070 (12 9) 

16225 (9 4) 
I0f»45 (100.6) 

11726 (12 4) 
5904 (6.7) 

38216 (19.8) 
9291 (8,0) 
9127 (8.2) 

151.31 (20,2) 

Index Numbers of Industrial 
Production (1980-81=100) 

Weights 

General Index 100,0 
Mining and Quarrying 11.5 
Monufacruring 77 I 
Electncity 114 

r_Variation (Per Cent): Fi.scal Year Averages 
199.3-94 1992-9.3 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

231.7 (8.1) 
213.6 (4 I) 
224.1 (8.8) 
300.7 (7.0) 

10 2_ 

2 ^ 0 
22 2 

281.0 (8.6) 

Capital Market 

National index (1983-84=100) 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79=100) 3638 
(-9.1) 

National index (1983-84=100) 17.59 
(-9 0) 

* data penaining to January 6. 1995 

ForelgB Trade Nov 
1994 

Month Year 1994-95 So Far 
Ago Ago Trough Peak 

1766* 4001 
(50.4) 

1600 4604 

J800* 1914 
(60 2) 

1765 2176 

1993-94 
Trough Peak 

2037 4286 

1992-93 

End of Fiscal Year 
1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

.3779 2281 4285 
(65.7) (-46.8) (266.9) 

1830 1021 1968 
(79.2) (-48.1) (234.1) 

1991-92 

Exports' Rs crore 
US $ rnn 

Imports. Rs crore 
US $ run 

Non-POL US $ mn 
Balance of Trade: Rs crore 

US $ mn 

Foreign Exchange Reserves 
(excluding gold) 

6657 .50012 (15.2) 43405 (31 3) 
1.5941 (1.5.2) 
55227 (22.5) 
17603 (22.5) 
13908 (32.2) 

-5214 
-1662 

I, Mar3l, 
4 1994 

1.3840(19.5) 
4.5075 (7.6) 

14.372 (-2.2) 
10524 (-2.9) 

-1669 
-532 

Rs crore 
US $mn 

615.57 I 32.383.1 47626.0 
197.56.0 10.343.0 15176.0 

805.0 29174.0 
.364.0 9413.0 

69.547 (29.5) 
2217.3 (19.6) 
72806(14 9) 
23212(6 1) 

174.56 (10.6) 
-.3259 
-10.39 

_Variation i 
Fiscal Year .So Far 
1994-95 1993-94 

13931.1 12187.0 
4580.0 3891.0 

5.3688 (21 9) 44042 (35.3) 
18537 (3 8) 17866 (-1,5) 

63375 (32.4) 47851(10.8) 
21882 (12 7) 1941) (-19.4) 
1.5782 (12.3) 14047 (-22.2) 

-9687 -3809 
-3345 -1545 

1990-91 

32.553 (17.6) 
> 18143(9.1) 
43193 (22.0) 
24073 (13.2) 

18045(3.1) 
-10640 
-5930 

1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
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IN THE CAPITAL MARKET EPyV Research Foundation 

Hindustan Petroleum 
Corporation 

HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPORA¬ 
TION (HPCL) is an mlcgraieii pcirolcum 
refining and marketing company with 20 per 
cent share both in refining and marketing 
petroleum products in India. The company 
owns and operates two refineries at Bombay 
and Vishakapatnam with capacities of S.5 
MMTPA and 4.5 MMTPA, re.spectivcly. 
This combined throughput represents about 
20 per cent of the country's total refining 
capacity. It also has the largest lube refinery 
in India with a capacity to manufacture 
2.25,(X)0TPAof lube base oils. This IS being 
expanded 1,I0,(X)0 TPA. It also owns and 
operates a large product supply and 
distribution network throughout the country. 
HPCL has a well established countrywide 
marketing network including zonal and 
regional offices, tenninals, depots. LPC 
bottling plants, aviation service .stations’, 
retail outlets, and product pipelines. The 
company has set up an international division 
for theexport of lubes, software and .speciality 
products. The company has entered into 
collaborative research programmes with 
reputed research institutes. HPCL proposes 
the expansion ol crude refining capacity of 
Its Visakh Refinery from 4.5 MTPA to 7.5 
MTPA. The envisaged facilities are new 
crude distillation unit, new vacuum 
distillation unit, new visbreaker unit, 
augmentation of LPC treatment, eflluent 
treatment, sulphur recovery, utilities and 
power generation plants The capital cost of 
the proposed Visakh Refinery Expansion 
Project is estimated to be at Rs 870.38 crorc. 
Commercial production ot the project is to 
begin by July 1998. The project on lube ba.se 
stock augmentation facilities at Bombay 
Refinery envisages setting up of lacilities to 
produce additional 1,10.000 tonnes per 
annum of lube base stock including 50,000 
tonnes per annum of bright stock. The project 
would result in the optimal utilisation of 
imported crude processing capacity of 
refinery by maximising the production of 
high value lube products to their full potential. 
The project envisages the setting up of new 
propane deasphalting unit, new solvent 
extraction unit ba.sed on N-methyl pyrolidone 
(NMP)solvent, new hydrofiner and hydrogen 
units, propane dewaxing unit modifications, 
and arUitional power generation and off site 
facilities. The estimated cost of the project 
is Rs 232.41 crorc. Also proposed is the 
laying of a multiproduct pipeline between 
Visakh and Vijayawada with an intermediate 
booster station cum tap-off terminal at 
Rajahmundry, for transportation of white 
oil products like high spe^ diesel oil. motor 

spirit, su[>crior kerosene oil and aviation 
turbine fuel. Storage facilities with tanks of 
12,(XK) tonnes and 70,(X)0 tonnes arc to be 
provided at Rajalimundry and Vijaywada. 
This project is to be implemented in two 
phases at an estimated cost of Rs 467.45 
crorc. Another LPC import facilities with 
receipt, storage loading and transportation 
facilities along with other facilities are to he 
constructed HPCL is putting the LPG import 
facilities at Mangalore to handle 6,(K),()()0 
tonnes per annum of imported LPG Tlie 
project would cost Rs 1,62.74 crorc. The 
company has about 140 other projects in 
various stages of implementation. The 
company to finance these projects is entering 
the capital niarkei on February 13 with a 
public issue of 1,73,50,(X)0 equity shares 
ofRs 10 each along with detachable trad¬ 
able warrants for cast at a premium aggre¬ 
gating Rs 608 925 crorc comprising ol 
l,35,45,(X)0 equity shares of Rs 10 each at 
a premium of Rs 330 per share aggregating 
Rs 460.530crore and 38.05,(XX)cquity shares 
of Rs 10 each at a premium of Rs .380 (ler 
share on firm alloinient basis aggregating 
Rs 148.394 crore. The issue is to be lead 
managed by .SBI Capital Markets. ICICI 
Securities and Finance Company. D.SP 
Financial Con.sultanis and JM Financial and 
Investmeni Consultancy Services. 

Moonbeam Industries 

Moonbeam Industries, maiiufactuicrof high 
quality rubberised coir products, fibre 
pillows, quilts and bed spreads markets its 
products under the brand name ‘Moonbeam’. 
The company which has a state-of-the-art 
plant at Sikandarabad, Bulaiidshahar 
district. UP, is embarking on an expansion 
plan of its installed capacity from 1,100 
TPA to 5,4(K) TPA To part finance the 
expansion project involving an outlay of 
Rs 441 lakh as appraised by the Bank of 
India, the company is entering the capital 
market on February 21 with a public issue 
of 20 lakh equity shares of Rs 10 each for 
cash at a premium of Rs 5 aggregating 
Rs 300 lakh out of which equities Worth 
Rs 72 lakh have been reserved for fiim 

allotments to NRIs/OBCs.The UP Financial 
Corporation is also to subscribe shares 
worth Rs 18.75 lakh thus leaving net public 
offer of Rs 209.25 lakh. The company plans 
to expand to the manufacture of industrial 
items such us bus and rail scats and also 
strengthen its marketing ba.se in territories 
like MP. Gujarat. Maharashtra. AP, 
Karnataka and othci .southern states. 

Optel Telecommunications 

Furukawa Electric Company of Japan, one 
of the world’s leading manufacturers of 
electric wire and cable, non-ferrous metal, 
other related products and engineering 
.services and Opiel ’I'clccommumcations are 
to enter into an equity collaboration. 
Furukawa is to invest 10 percent stake worth 
Rs 10 crorc in Optel Telecommunications 
which controls 70 per cent of the total Indian 
fibre optics market Furukawa also has the 
distinction of being the first company in the 
world to succe.s.slully manulacture optical 
fibre cable. Optel Telecommunications has 
a strong tie-up with Fujitsu of Japan and 
Ericsson of Sweden It is the only company 
in India which has got vertically integrated 
lacilities in terms of manufacturing of optical 
fibre, cable and related system equipment. 
The company is expanding its current areas 
si/.cably. with a three-fold expansion in 
optical fibre capacity from 5(),()(X) FKm to 
1,50,(XX) FKm Doubling of optical fibre 
cable capacity from 4,500 RKm to 7,0(X) 
RKm is also underway. A new diversification 
into poly in.sulated jelly filled cable (PIJF) 
with a capacity ol I O.IXX) CKm is also being 
planned. Thc.se expansion programmes are 
at a cost of more than Rs 100 crore and are 
to be completed in the 1995 calendar year. 
The company has a strong R and D base in 
collaboration with lITs. with advanced 
capabilities in specialised fibre like fibre 
amplifier (EDFA) and dispersion shifted 
fibre (DSF). The company is to soon enter 
the capital market with its public issue which 
will fund almost Rs 94 crore of the total fund 
requirement. While Rs 21 crorc is to be 
financed through a long-term debt from IDBI 
the rest will How through internal accruals. 

For the Attention of Subscribers and 
Subscription Agencies Outside India 

It has come to our notice lhal a large number of .subscnplions to the £PW from outside 
the coutiiry togcihcr with ihc subsenption payinenis sent lo supposed subscription agents 
■n India have noi been forwurded lo us 

We wish lo point oul lo subscribers and subscription agencies outside India that all foreign 
subscriptions, logclher with the appropriate reinittances. must he forwarded to us and not 
10 unuulhoriscd third parlies in India. 

We lake no responsibilily whal.socvcr in respect of subscriptions not registered with us. 

Manaueii 
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COMPANIES 

IDL CHEMICALS 

Plans to Diversify 

IDL CHEMICALS, the Hinduju-contrulled 
explosives and chemicals unit has done well 
tor the year with net sales going up by 7 
per cent, operating profit by 42 per cent, and 
net profit by 27 per cent. Last year the 
company had gained from the write back of 
taxation provision to the tune of Rs 2 crore. 
The dividend for the year has been enhanced 
to 16 per cent as against 12 per cent in the 
previous year. Exports and imports were up 
by 17 per cent and 6 per cent. rcs|iectively. 
Debt-equity ratio has shown a steady decline 
in the past three years. Sundry creditors to 
current assets has been steady at 2K |)er cent 
for the past two years. Sales to total assets 
increased by 3 percentage points for the year 
as against 99 per cent in the past year. Sales 
to gross fixed assets showed an increase of 
8 percentage points for the year. Earning per 
share fluctuated from Rs 2 in 1991-92 to 
Rs 7 in 1992-93^0 Rs 5 in 1993-94 Net 
value added to the value of production 
declined by 9 percentage points for the year. 
Remuneration to employees increased from 
54 per cent in 1992-93 to 66 per cent in 
1993-94. Inventories grew by 6 per cent for 
the year. Short-term bank borrowings was 
steady at 145 per cent for 1991-93 and has 
declined to 120 per cent in 1993-94. The 
explosive division produced 138.85 million 
detonators. 15.19 million meters ol 
detonating fu.se and 23.382 tonnes of 
explosives. 

The metal cladding division's output 
increased by Rs 12 lakh for the year. 7716 
bitumen emulsion division's sales including 
exports was up by Rs 6 lakh. The company 
plans to diversify into castor oil derivatives 
like hydrated castor oil. a raw material for 
lubricants, dehydrated castor oil fatty acids, 
a raw material for paints and speciality 
coatings, and 12 hydroxy stearic acid, a raw 
material for lubricants and cosmetics. The 
company plans to invest nearly Rs 22 crore 
m a castor project with 27.000 tpa capacity. 
Diversification into surfactants and agrn 
processing is also planned at a cost of 
Rs 25 crore. The company spent Rs 10.5 
crore in research and development activities 
which included the design and development 
of mini bulk trucks, and core load sensing 
device for detonating fu.se. 

BOEHRINGER MANNHEIM 

Develoiiinent in Diagnostics 

Bochringer Mannheim (India), formerly 
known as Boehringer Knoll has registered 
a 10 per cent decline in net sales for the year 

1993-94. Operating profit fell by 81 per 
cent and net profit by 409 per cent. Though 
other income was up by 33 per cent, 
depreciation was down by 17 per cent and 
interest charges by 10 per cent ii did not 
help arrest the worsening situation. The 
sharp drop in the prollts is attributed to the 
dumping of L-busc from China. The 
company has been u market leader in the 
marketing of chloramphenicol, branded 
Paraxin. To maintain its top position the 
company slashed its prices resulting in a 
telling decline in its boiiomline. Exports 
of the company was up by 65 per cent, 
while imports dLclined by 13 per cent. 
Dcbi-cquity ratio ol the company tell 
sharply Irom 140 per cent in 1992-93 to 
50 per cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowings to inventories rose by 13 
percentage points. Sales to total assets and 
sales 10 gross fixed as.scts declined in the 
pa.si two years by 15 percentage points 
and 97 percentage points, respectively. 
Net value added to value ot production fell 
by 4 percentage points for the .year. 
Remuneration to employees which was 
steady at around (>0 per cent from 1991-93 
rose by 29 percentage points for the 
year. 

The diagnostics division registered a 
growth in .sales of 27 per cent lor (he year. 
A medium range analyser 'Autolab' and 
a dip-and-rcad pregnancy test ‘Event Test’ 
were successlully introduced during the 
year. The diabetes care division now plans 
to service doctors, pathological labo¬ 
ratories. hospital at select loeaiions. The 
Mahad project nearing completion was to 
commence trial runs in August 1994. The 
7-ADCA project implementation has been 
deterred keeping in view of the substantial 
fall in the selling price. The company 
invested Rs 14 lakh for its R and D activities. 
The department is in the process of 
developing technology for the manufacture 
of other bulk drugs from the basic stage. 

ORISSA INDUSTRIES 

Rise in Exports 

Orissa Industries (Orind). exporters of basic 
refractories has not done well for the year 
1993-94. Net sales were down by 20 per 
cent, operating profit by 12 per cent and net 
profit by 2 per cent. Net profit were down 
in the previous year too, by 21 per cent. The 
gravity in the fall of net profit was softened 
by the increase in other income by 25 per 
cent, fall in taxation by 68 per cent, 
depreciation by 6 per cent and imere.st charges 
by 5 per cent. The dividend of 22 per cent 
was maintained for the year. Exports were 
up by 42 per cent while imports declined 

EFW Research Foundation 

by 38 per cent. Debt-equity ratio fluctuated 
from 124 per cent in 1991-92 to I lOper cent, 
in 1992-93 to 116 per cent in 1993-94. 
Short-term bank borrowings to inventories 
declined by 10 percentage points during the 
year. Sales to total assets and sales to gross 
ilxed assets declined by 31 percentage points 
and 102 percentage points. Earning per share 
has been .steady at R s 8 for the past two years. 
Return on investment has declined marginally 
in the past two years. Net value added to 
value of production remained steady at 16 
per cent in the past two years and has now 
increased by 5 percentage points. Sundry 
creditors to current assets has been marginally 
declining in the past three years. 

The recessionary trend in the steel industry 
forced many mini steel plants to operate 
below 50 per cent capacity utilisation. This 
was primarily due to the scarcity of scrap 
compounded by the increase in price of 
imported scrap. The steel industry being the 
major consumer of refractory products, the 
refractory industry was also affected. Also 
hike in cost without corresponding increase 
in selling price affected the margins. The 
company also faced liquidity crunch. Slow 
off-take and strict inventory measures by the 
integrated steel plants forced the company 
to carry high inventory of finished goods. 
The company plans to undertake 
modernisation and expansion plans by 
incurring an expenditure of Rs 6.5 crore. 
With the schemes implemented new products 
like high alumina shrouds and dolomite 
bricks will be produced. The joint venture 
in Nepal, Nepal Grind Magnesite is at a 
standstill since Refractory Consultants and 
Engineers of Austna are yet to submit the 
final report of the project's viability. 
Magnesite and Minerals is teing rehabilitate 
under the .scheme provided by the BIFR. 
Orind Exports, incorporated in 1992, has 
entered into an agreement with Dalian Xiyang 
Trading Company and the joint venture 
company is to be christened Yingkou Orind 
Refractories, which is to be located in China. 
The company will be located in Yingkou, 
economy and technology development zone. 
Orind is to provide technical know-how. 

The company has invested Rs 42 lakh in 
its research and development acti vities where 
the thrust is on the development of synthetic 
raw materials, purification of low grade ore 
and (he development of machinablecastables 
for the alumina industry. 

ROLLATAINERS 

Backward Integration 

The Faridabad-based 'system' packaging 
pioneer Rollataincrs ha.s done well for the 
year 1993-94 with net sales gdng up by 
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The Week’s Companies 

(Ks iakhi 

lOL Bochrlngtr Orissa Roilatainers Vanin 
Financial Indicators —Otsmlsiis— Mamiheini indHgtritt_Shjpplnt 

March March March March March March March March March March 
1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

Income/approprialions 
1 Net sales 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total income 

5 Raw itiaterials/stores and spares 
consumed 

6 Other manufacturing expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 Operating profit 

to Interest 
11 Cross profit 
12 Depreciation 
13 Prifit before tax 
14 Tax provision 
15 Pn^t after tax 
16 Dividends 
17 Retained profit 
Uabilities/assets 
18 Paid-up capital 
19 Reserves and surplus 
20 Long term loans 
21 Short term loans 
22 Of which bank borrowings 
23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
25 Inventories 
26 Total assets/liabilities 
MbeeUaneous items 
27 Excise duty 
28 Gross value added 
29 Total foreign exchange income 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 
Key finandal and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 
35 Cross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 
38 Tax provision to profit before lax (%) 
39 Profit after lax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (bused on latest and 

corresponding last year’s price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjusted for 

revaluation) (%) 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 
46 Sundrjt^credilors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Total remuneration to empidyces 

to value of production {%) 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 
50 Orowdi in inventories (%) 

8177 7592 5641 6311 7743 
8276 7719 5662 6291 7775 

171 155 205 154 781 
8447 7874 5867 6445 8556 

3541 3230 1866 2587 4328 
522 284 1460 992 640 

1998 1924 1158 1011 947 
1376 1729 1271 1242 1871 
1010. 707 112 613 770 
543 535 328 365 504 
500 650 -221 243 295 
174 193 70 85 92 
326 457 -291 158 203 

0 0 0 64 34 
326 457 -291 94 169 
101 75 0 26 45 
225 382 -291 68 124 

629 629 355 173 202 
2148 1923 1473 954 777 
1210 1313 925 1579 1139 
1742 1660 1437 1429 1630 
1683 1660 1283 1200 1630 
4054 3920 2851 2145 2242 
2298 2174 654 592 1268 
1393 1130 1059 III! 2728 
7985 7654 5531 5400 7164 

0 0 464 502 1239 
3011 3526 1290 1676 1777 
516 438 363 239 1422 
188 149 1089 1253 1456 

102.4 99.2 102.0 116.9 108 1 
142.7 137.4 1.34.6 152.6 206.6 

74.3 89.9 45.2 78.1 79.3 

6.3 85 -4.0 4.5 4.1 
6.1 8.6 -3.9 3 9 3.8 

12.4 9.3 2.0 9.7 9.9 
40 60 -5.2 2.5 26 
0.0 0.0 0.0 40 5 16.7 

11.7 17.9 -15.9 8.3 17.3 
16.00 12.00 0.00 15.00 22.00 
5.18 7.27 -8.20 5 43 8.37 
44.1 40.6 51.5 65.1 48.5 

13 5 12.4 -11.6 24.8 19.1 

43.6 51.4 50.6 140.: 116.3 

120.8 146.9 121.2 108.0 59.8 
64.5 61 8 93.0 84.6 89.3 

66.4 54.6 89.8 60.3 53.3 

24,1 24.9 20.5 16.1 12.2 
3.4 0.4 32.9 17.0 2.6 

23.3 17.8 -4.7 -0.6 -1.4 

9786 9070 6913 9896 6345 
10260 9188 6995 9896 6345 

621 62 100 92 IIS 
10881 9250 7095 9988 6460 

6593 5757 4500 472 357 
637 712 508 0 0 
880 678 540 1262 914 

1892 877 644 3184 2741 
879 1226 903 5070 2448 
531 542 390 1970 915 
378 694 535 3395 2905 
98 189 183 1775 11)9 

280 505 352 1620 1786 
107 155 90 0 0 
173 350 262 1620 1786 
45 62 32 997 806 

128 288 230 623 980 

202 357 128 3535 3347 
692 2135 1262 5378 4850 
985 1773 1672 16965 12887 

1921 1348 1047 2220 2371 
1921 1094 890 0 1445 
2186 3853 3311 31620 24689 
1137 1160 977 5024 3250 
2767 1734 1403 0 0 
7026 7067 5358 30303 25786 

1535 1249 815 0 0 
1822 1979 1513 6859 6034 
988 211 611 0 0 

2284 681 736 0 0 

139 3 128.3 129.0 32 7 24.6 
257 5 161.6 168.2 35.2 27.1 

83.3 51.4 45.7 21.7 24.4 

5.4 9.8 100 11.2 11.3 
3.9 77 77 34.3 45,8 
9.0 13.5 13.1 51.2 38.6 
2.9 5.6 5.1 16.4 28.1 

38.2 30.7 25.6 0.0 0.0 

19.4 14.0 18.8 18.2 21.8 
22.00 35.00 35.00 28.00 28.00 

8.56 9.80 20.47 4.58 5.34 
44.3 65.3 95.8 25.2 24.5 

3.5 20 4 10.3 6.0 6.7 

110.2 76.0 136.4 190.3 157.2 

69.4 63.1 63.4 
88.3 69.8 89.5 - - 

48.3 34.3 35.7 18.4 15.1 

8.6 7.4 7.7 12.8 14.4 
7.6 17,3 38.6 28.1 136.4 

15.2 23.6 35.0 - - 
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Rs21.S7 cn>re (31 per cent), operating 
profit by Rs 3.23 crore (35 per cent) and 
net profit by Rs 8.8 crorc (33 per cent). 
Net profit would have been even higher but 
for the fall in other income Rs 38 lakh (38 
per cent), non*opcraling profit by Rs 12 
lakh (54 per cent), increase in taxation by 
Rs 65 lakh (72 per cent), depreciation by 
Rs 6 lakh (3 per cent) and interest charges 
by Rs 1.52 crorc (39 per cent). The 35 per 
cent dividend has been maintained by the 
company. Exports fell by Rs 3.55 crore (63 
per cent) and imports by Rs 7.9 crore (10 
percent). Debt-equity ratio lluctuated from 
100 per cent in 1991-92 to 120 per cent 
in 1992-93 to 71 per cent in 1993-94. 
Growth in inventories, was down by 12 
percentage points for the year. Gross saving 
to gross capital formation rose steadily in 
the past three years from 5 percent in 1991 - 
92 to 18 per cent in 1992-93 to 32 per cent 
in 1993-94. Sales to total assets declined 
from 131 percent in 1991-92 to 129 per 
cent in 1992-93 to 128 per cent in 1993- 
94, Vhile sales to gross fixed assets 
increased trom 202 per cent in 1991-92 to 
208 per cent in 1992-93 to 235 per cent 
in 1993-94. Remjjneratioii to employees 
has been steady at ,34 per cent in the past 
three years. Earning per share declined 
Irom Rs 23 in 1991-92 to Rs 20 in 1992- 
93 to Rs 9 in 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowings to inventories was steady at 63 
per cent for the past two years. The 
packaging division increased its turnover 
by Rs 21 crorc (42 per cent). To improve 
the product range, it has upgraded the 
quality ol material for packaging tea. coffee, 
milk powders and liquids The paper 
division continued to pert'orin well with its 
production of snow-while deluxe and 
coated board to meet the in-housc demand 
lor paper boards. The division's production 
ui coaled paper boards has helped the 
company in improving the quality ol 
cartons produced. The machinery divi¬ 
sion’s turnover increased by 15 per cent 
with exports rcgi.siering Rs I 41 crorc. The 
division has also developed new auto¬ 
matic machines for vacuum packaging. 
Sidharth paper division grew by 30 per 
cent for the year. With ihc expansion of 
production capacity as per the rehabilita¬ 
tion package approved by the BIFR. ihc 
division is now showing consistent 
performance and has also started to make 
profits. Its speciality paper has shown a 
using demand. 

The thrust is on the development ol 
mono canon business, the majorcuslomers 
heing Amul and BBLIL. Also with the 
introduction of edible oil cartons in the 
Kolapak system, the packaging business is 
expected to increase. The company al.so 
plans to manufacture ice cream cup-making 
machines and case packaging machines 
3o meet the raw material requirements a 

wholly-owned subsidiary company 
christened RT Packaging has been 
promoted, and has already started 
commercial production. It manufactures 
flexible packaging material which will be 
primarily used by the company thereby 
reducing dependence on outside suppliers 
for its raw material requirements. 

VARUN SHIPPING 

On Fuli Steam 

A DD Khatuu group company. Varun 
Shipping is engaged in owing and operating 
ships on both time charter and tramping 
basis. The company has shown mixed 
performance with net .sales going up by 55 
per cent and operating prolit by 107 per 
cent, but net profit has declined by 9 per 
cent. This can be attributed to the 20 per 
cent decline in other income and in non¬ 
operating income by 78 per cent. Interest 
charges and depreciation were high by 115 
per cent (Rs 10.55 crorc) and by 58 per cent 
(Rs 6.56 crore). respectively. In 1992-93 
the company was able to cancel forward 
contracts entered into, to hedge its foreign 
exchange exposures. Since during that year 
the rupee depreciated, it was able to make 
profits. In 1993-94, the rupee remained 
stable and this was not pos.siblc. Loans 
from IPC lo ihc tunc of $ 15 million and 
trom SCICI ol $ 22 million, lo finance the 

acquisition of new veswis resulted in higher 
interest charges, and depreciation was also 
high due to the acquisition of these new 
vessels. Despite the fall in profit the 
company has maintained the dividend at 
28 per cent. Debt-equity ratio fluctuated 
from 169 per cent m 1991-92 to 157 per 
cent in 1992-93 to 190 per cent in 1993- 
94. Sundry creditors to current assets too 
fluctuated from 29 per cent in 1991-92 to 
35 per cent in 1992-93 to 26 per cent in 
1993-94. Sales to total assets and sales to 
gross fixed assets increased by 8 percentage 
points and 5 percentage points, respectively 
for the year. Earning per share fell 
marginally. Net value added to value of 
production fluctuated from 44 per cent in 
1991-92 to 77 per cent in 1992-93 to 51 
per cent in 1993-94. Remuneration to 
employees was up by 3 percentage points 
for the year as against 15 per cent in the 
previous year. Starting initially with 
operating petroleum products tankers, 
chemical and edible oil tankers and off¬ 
shore supply vessels, it expanded its 
activities into dry bulk cargo movements. 
It also possesses one of the youngest fleets 
m the country. The government's 
amendments in the provisions of the 
Merchant Shipping Act has made it easier 
to secure foreign currency loans from 
foreign financial inslitutioQs on more 
attractive terms. The company plans to 
expand and to raise its equity. 

Research and Information System for the 

Non-Aligned and Other Developing Cmintries 

40-B, Lodhi Estate, New Delhi -110 003 

Director, RIS invites applications for the post of RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATE ( Rs.2200-4000) : A high second class M.A. in 
Economics with knowledge of quantitative methods of analysis. 
Desirable: Experience of two years or M.Phil, degree and working 
experience of computer/micro-processor. 

In addition to pay, allowances are admissible as per RIS rules 
which are at present comparable to those admissible to Central 
Government employees. Bio-data should be sent within six weeks 
to the Director, RIS. Serving employees should route their 
applications through their employers. 
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aVIL LIBERTIES 

Police as Film Censors 
A G Noorani 

The Censor Board of Film Certification, by referring to the police the 
film Bombay on the ground that it dealt with a sensitive event, has 
made a mockery of the law. 

IT is bad enough that the police are made 
judges of dramatic performances and the 
customs of literacy works. We have now 
reached a stage when the police authorities 
are accepted as film censors. The first two 
cases conform to the law, although it is 
unconstitutional. Hie last, however, is in 
violation of a statute, the Cinematograph 
Act, 1952. as amended. 

The facts of the instant case are set out 
in Seema Sinha’s two reports in Indian 
Express of January 8 and 11. Apparently 
“five top-ranking police officials have 
been deputed by the home ministry to 
decide if Bombay in fact for public 
consumption” (sic). 

The film, Bombay, directed by the f amous 
director, Mani Ratnam, is based on a love 
story between a Hindu boy and a Muslim 
girl which unfolds during the riots that 
set the city ablaze in December 1992- 
January 1993. Us theme is amity, not strife. 
It has been made in Hindi as well as in 
Tamil. 

The Revising Committee of the Censor 
Board of Film Certification constituted by 
the Board’s chairman Shakti Samanta 
viewed the film on January 6, “along with 
some top home ministry officials including 
additional director general P S Ramaswamy 
and certain crime branch officials 
previewed the film”. The CBFC’s regional 
officer said on January 8 “No decision 
has been taken, we haven’t made up our 
minds yet.” The film was due for release 
only six days later. Seema Sinha reported: 
“Mr Samanta said the Home Ministry's 
opinion is being sought because it 
involved a sensitive issue. The incidents 
had occurred in Bombay, some interference 
from the state government was inevitable, 
added the regional officer. 'We have to 
take into account the law and order aspect”, 
he said, adding that the government's 
'expert opinion’ is expected within seven 
days. < 

‘We could have passed the film without 
the government’s involvement, but why 
take the risk? Tomorrow, if some problem 
occurs, police might turn back and say we 
didn’t seek their opinion. Though we can 
atop a film’s exhibition if it creates 

disturbance, we are taking precautions,' 
explained a senior CBFC member, 
requesting anonymity... 

Portrayal of Shiv Sena chief Bal 
Thackeray (played by Tinu Anand) in 
Bombay might be a subject matter of 
controversy as the character was very 
strong, felt the senior CBFC member. 
According to the correspondent's report, 
on January II, the officials passed the 
buck, predictably enough to the chief 
minister, Sharad Pawar, and a senior CBFC 
official told her, “The government is not 
very keen on taking any decision 
immediately”. The city police commis¬ 
sioner, Satish Sawhney, “felt the film 
was not fit for public viewing, and that 
its exhibition involved risk”. Risk of 
what? The Sena’s violence, of course. 
The actor. Tinu Anand, who played the 
role of Bal Thackeray said “The dia¬ 
logues arc a direct lift from Thackeray’s 
speeches”. 

That apart for two good reasons any 
decision based on police assessment of 
the Sena’s threat will be utterly uncons¬ 
titutional. In fact tne process has already 
been initiated. First, it is impermissible to 
delay, let alone refuse, certification because 
of the fear of violence. A decision which 
is based on this legally irrelevant consi¬ 
deration is bad. In law that consideration 
is, indeed, irrelevant as the Supreme Court 
ruled on March 30, 1989 in S Rangarajan 
vs V P Jagjeevan Ram. 

It concerned the Tamil film Ore Oru 
Gramathile. It was granted U certificate 
for exhibition but on a writ petition 
challenging it a division bench of the 
Madras High Court quashed it. The 
producer moved the Supreme Court. The 
film, which concerned the reservation 
policy, won the National Award at the 
film festival held by the government of 
India. 

The Supreme Court was “amused yet 
troubled” by the stand taken by the Tamil 
Nadu government and squarely posed the 
question: “What good is the protection of 
freedom of expression if the state does not 
take care to protect it?” If the film is 
unobjectionable and cannot constitutionally 

be restricted under Article 19(2). freedom 
of expression cannot be suppressed on 
account of threat of demonstration and 
processions or threats of violence... The 
state cannot plead its inability to handle 
the hostile audience problem. It is its 
obligatory duty to present it and protect 
the freedom of expression. This is the 
law as laid down by the Supreme Court. 
A decision which (louts the ruling is 
unconstitutional. 

The second ground is equally incontro¬ 
vertible. The act confers discretion on the 
authorities it sets up. They cannot abdicate 
their duties and functions in favour of 
others be they the police or the chief 
minister Section 3 of the Act sets up a 
Board of Film Certification “for the purpose 
of sanctioning films for public exhibition”; 
examining committees consisting of one 
whole-time member of the Board and two 
assessors; and, revising committees 
consisting of the chairman, one whole- 
time member and one honorary member ot 
the Board or the last plus two whole-time 
members. 

Explicit provision is made for outside 
assistance in the form ol advisory panels 
by Section 5 - thus ruling out extra- 
constitutional or extra-legal 'assistance'. 
The Board may consult only these 
panels. 

Section 7c IS of no avail. 1'he Board can 
"require any film to be exhibited before it 
or before any person or authority specified 
by It in this behalf”. This may be done only 
“for the purpose ol exercising any of the 
powers conferred on it by this Act”. Thus 
the powers arc to be exercised by the Board 
itself in its discretion. Section 7c is 
applicable also to the central government 
and to the Appellate Tribunal which is a 
quasi-judicial body hearing appeals from 
the Board’s decisions. 

In the present case, admittedly the 
government’s opinion has been sought. 
And the decision has been withheld which 
proves the abdication of statutory powei 
vested in the Board. The Board and its 
chairman. Shakti Samanta, have made a 
mockery of the law. 

Subscription Numbers 

Subscribers are requested to note 
their Subscription Numbers 
mentioned on the wrappers and 
quote these numbers when 
corresponding with thecirculation 

department. 
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COMMENTARY 

National Rehabilitation Policy 
A Critique 
JaiSea 

There are several drafts of a ‘national rehabilitation policy’ prepared 
by the government in 'private’ circulation, and critiques have begun to 
appear. This note seeks to contribute to the policy debate and suggests 
that what is needed is a national displacement policy. 

THERE are, at |he moment, two or three 
versions of a draft 'national rehabilitation 
policy’ in ‘private’ circulationinthecountry, 
prepared by different ministries in the 
government of India. The circulation is 
■private’ only because the government in its 
usual infinttc wisdom has chosen not to 
publicly circulate them, and indeed has even 
marked one of the more recent versions as 
‘secret’.' Concerned people have secured 
copies of most of the versions, and ‘pnvate’ 
circulation, study, and debate is presently 
taking place aromid them in the country, in 
the public interest. 

Some useful critiques have already started 
to appear.^ This document tries not to cover 
the same ground but rather to open up some 
other questions, beyond the question of 
rehabilitation’. In the course of doing so. 

it has become necessary to engage with the 
critiques, with some idea.s which emerged 
earlier and which seem to have strongly 
influenced the current draft policy, and also 
with some cunent attempts in civil society 
to address the draft policy. This note has 
been prepared towards a public debate on 
all these documents and on this whole 
process, and towards what this paper suggests 
should be a national displacement (and not 
merely ‘rehabilitation’) policy. 

Backckouno 

First, some comments on the draft 
rehabilitation policy: 

The government of India has been 
responsible for the forcible uprooting and 
displacement of some two to live crore 
citizens of the country since independence, 
in the name of what has been called 
development planning’, and it has ensured 

the satisfactory rehabilitation of only a small 
minority of this total number. This number 
of people permanently uprooted from their 
homes, is equal to or larger than the 
population of many major sovereign 
countries. Over the past three to four decades, 
this record has been the subject of numerous 
protests by those affected, increasingly 
militant resistance, and an increasingly wide 
spectrum of criticism and opposition (though 
•nore from within civil society than from 
political parties). The ‘secret’ draft policy 

in hand starts out by recognising that under 
the current regime of the so-called ‘new 
economic policies', the state will want to 
take over land even more intensely and 
therefore will bedisplacing people with even 
greater intensity. 

Ever since the World Bank was forced to 
undertake its own worldwide review of 
‘involuntary resettlement’ in its projects 
[World Bank 1994], to a large extent 
because of the campaign around the Narmada 
project. It has been heavily pressunsing the 
government of India to come up with a 
national rehabilitation policy. Unusual for 
a policy (even at a dratt.stage), this document 
recognises the pressure it faces from 
movemcnf: The government seems to be 
admitting that it is caught between contlicting 
demands-andthat it ischiKisingits economic 
policies and its backers over the people 
being displaced, which is only consistent 
with its policy directions so far. The intent 
of this dratt should not he mistaken, yet the 
recognition of the need for at least some 
policy in this area should be welcomed since 
It vindicates people’s struggles in an 
important way. Any critique of the policy 
should be done with the understanding that 
it is a beginning.' 

There are important aspects of the draft 
which can be welcomed and others which 
must be condemned. As a whole, the 
document is striking in certain ways - at 
some points i t speaks the language of act i vists 
and movements clearly and is unusually 
candid. Precisely because of this, it is a 
document that needs tobc read very carefully. 

Positive Poistts 

Let us take the ‘good’ points first. What 
must be commended is thecandidness of the 
authors in regaid to the forces that caused 
the draft to be prepared - in short, the mili¬ 
tancy of the people of the country and in 
particular those who have been and are being 

• displaced, and the growing collaboration 
between the people, activists, the press, and 
the judiciary. Equally welcome is the blunt 
recognition that displacement constitutes a 
violation of people’s most fundamental 
rights, dxith under the Constitution of the 
country [the right to settle and reside 

anywhere in the country. Art 19(1) (e)] and 
several international human rights covmants. 
The recognition that it is especially tribols 
lyhohave been(and are still being) victimised 
by displacement in the country, and the 
acknowledgement of the special history and 
conditions and of the special rightsof tribais, 
are also very welcome; as is the principle 
of special provision.s and concessions m^ 
to tribais being displaced. What would have 
made this admission even more meaningful 
is the recognition that displacement is a 
violation of the right to life not only of tribais 
but of all citizens, and that courts in the 
country have widely held this right to include 
the right to live with dignity and also the 
wherewithal to do this. 

The draft also makes very clear that an’ 
equally important concern is that ‘inter¬ 
national organisations' have taken up the 
question, and the fear that multilateral 
development banks “might withhold their 
loans”, given the government's record and 
the lack of policy in the area, if their own 
“concerns” m the.se areas are not addressed. 
While confirming the stories circulating 
about pressure from the World Bank, this 
gives a very different angle to the policy: 
the argument justifying this position is also 
very valuable - that it was the World Bank 
that withdrew from funding the Sardar 
Sarovar (Narmada) project, and not the 
government which withdrew because of 
unacceptable conditions (which is what the 
government and its apologists have tried to 
maintain). This admission only confirms 
what is already widely believed, and is 
therefore very welcome indeed. 

Beyond this, there are several other 
important recognitions: 
(1) That people being ‘displaced' are being 
“uprooted from the soil”; 
(2) That “there should be no displacement 
without rehabilitation having been 
completed”; 
(3) 'That the situation being affected is much 
wider than just the loss of land by those most 
immediately affected through land 
acquisition; 
(4) That those who customarily livebn forest 
land and/or who have customary rights to 
common property resources, and who have 
so far been labelled ‘cncroachcrs’ by the 
property-oriented legal system, are in reality 
not encroachers and are to be treated in the 
same way as those who have papers to 
property (the only thing missing is the 
substitution of a more valid term); 
(5) That displaced people should have a say 
in what happens to them, in particular by 
having representatives on the ‘imple¬ 
mentation group’ and ‘plan implementation 
and monitoring committees’ that the draft 
proposes be formed; and that they sluHild 
be helped to get organised and that their 
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fcpiesentation should be democratically 
constituted (i e, not by outside appointees, 
which has normally b^n the practise when 
any committees have been formed at all), 
with periodic elections. 

These are all steps in the right direction, 
and at the minimum reflect the influence of 
proposals and demands that have been put 
forward repeatedly by outside organisations, 
those presently resisting displacement, 
voluntary organisations and researchers, 
over die past two to three decades. Equally 
welcome is the idea of ‘total rehabilitation’, 
and die positive recognition of the input of 
activists and action groups, and that 
‘voluntary action groups’ should also be 
r^resented on the ‘plan implementation and 
monitoring committees’. lliough the thorny 
questions of who decides who is to get on, 
and how this is to be done, are not addressed 
in this draft, the direction and the apparent 
intentions are correct. 

In short, what comes through strongly is 
that the author/s have learned from the 
experience of the past two decades of struggle 
and debate across the country around concrete 
situations of displacement, and related forums 
and meetings, and have also tried to absorb 
and reflect some of these lessons in their 
draft for a national policy. Given several 
close similarities in wording, it is in particular 
clear that at least one of the sources of 
influence has been an important initiative 
that was taken by some movement 
organisations and voluntary groups in the 
mid-1980s towards a national rehabilitation 
policy [National Working Group on 
Displacement 1987-89]. 

Why Secrecy? 

Given all this, the fact that the policy 
drafts have not been made formally available 
to concerned groups for their comments, and 
that they have instead been circulated cither 
anonymously or labelled ‘secret’, badly 
spoils the above record established by the 
author/s for themsel ves (not withstandi ng any 
government rules or conventions in force; 
if this is their argument, then the rules need 
to be changed). These groups range from 
organisations of ousiees from projects ol 
earlier decades, such as the Pong or Rihand 
dams, ^r current anti-displacement move¬ 
ments such as the Narmada Bachao Andolan 
or the Netarhat Sangharsh Samiti and so 
many others, to the many organisations 
and individuals concerned with 
environmental and human rights who have 
established track records ot raising and 
pursuing important related questions in the 
public interest. 

How long is the government going to go 
on trying to pretend that such movements 
and organisations and iheiretYorts are merely 
‘marginal’ (and/or 'disruptive'), and that 
documents should therefore be kept away 
from them - when their own jjolicy drafters 
are acknowledging, as in this draft, the 

significance of this rote, and when ttesdourts 
of the country and almost alt public forums 
have now come annind to agreeing that these 
are not marginal but in fact important 
democratic movements, and that the sharing 
of information and public debate are vital 
parts of a democratic polity? How long, 
moreover, is the government going to go on 
saying one thing in international meetings 
(that It IS taking the movements into 
confidence) and practising another within 
the country? This is a central question, and 
not a marginal one. in any public and 
democratic priKcss. If this is the govern¬ 
ment’s policy in icrm.s of their practise, then 
this whole rehabilitation policy should be 
regarded as bunkum and should iKdi.smissed; 
because its foundation, and that of all public 
policy m a democratic .state and republic, 
must be the government’s partnership with 
and subservience to the people. 

The secrecy of the government in this 
instance, and this continuing tendency on 
the part of the government, need to be 
unequivocally and thoroughly condemned 
More particularly, the demand must he placed 
that this dralt ol the rehabilitation policy, 
all earlier drutts. and all suh.scquent drafts, 
be placed in ihc public arena; that following 
this - and not on the basis ot drafts that arc 
secured informally or leaked, a national and 
public debate he initiated around this policy, 
and before any thought by the government 
of linalising it; and that in general, (he 
continuing policy of the government to 
remain secretive, be abandoned in lavour ol 
more open, transparent, and consultative 
governance. 

Some Points Towards a Posi tion 

We now wish to put forward some points 
towards a position on the national 
rehabilitation policy (DNRP) that is being 
drafted by the government and lo suggest 
that we need to move beyond rehabilitation 
to look at the more fundamental question nl 
displacement it.sell. 

Wc propose that the fundamental principles 
underlying any policy in this area, in 
accordance with Art I9(i)(c) ol our 
Constitution, guaranteeing to people the 
freedom and right lo settle and reside 
anywhere in the country, and also inter¬ 
national law, and which is acknowledged in 
the DNRP Itself, must be somewhat as 
follows: 
(I) “Every woman, man, child, and also 
community, has the following inalienable 
rights and freedoms: 
(i) To have a place to live in security and 
dignity, including access to livelihood that 
they themselves can sustain; and where the 
term ‘security’ refers to legal, social and 
environmental security; 
(ii) To stay in their place of dwelling and 
not be involuntarily displaced or resettled, 
except under conditions of declared 
emergency; 

[ili) to tdke central part in my and all 
decisions affecting their residing and 
dwelling in any given location: and 
(iv) To move and resettle as and when they 
wish, and not as wished by others.’’'* 

These points need to be explicitly stated 
in the opening paragraphs of any national 
policy as the guiding and organising 
principles for the policy as a whole. All 
suh.sequcnl .sections must be made consistent 
with i.’ic spirit and wording of this 
introduction. A start to recognising some, 
but not all. ot these principles, has been 
made in the country’s National Housing 
Policy, prepared during 1987-92, and .so 
theirinclusioninthe country’s rehabilitation 
policy would only be consistent with, and 
carrying forward, a direction already initiated 
by the government of India. 

There wil I ul.so need lo be an accompanying 
second parugiaph in the premable: 
(2) “If the .stale, at any point in time, believes 
that It IS necessary in some larger public or 
national interest, that people residing in a 
particular area should move and leseltle 
Irom that urea. 

(i) It must make clear the nature of the 
larger interest to the people to be either 
directly onndirectly aflected by iheprofiosal. 
in manners which the people so aftected 
would cleat ly be able lo understand, and also 
publicly ,ind nationally declare the proposal, 

(11) II ilio.se required lo move decline to 
do so. there must he a due process available 
lor public enquiry and adjudic.uion, such as 
a silling tribunal made up of independent 
ciiixens ot sianding. lor disposal ol Che issue, 

(lii) II. beyond the decision ol the tribunal, 
the stale still wishes to pursue the matter ol 
displacement and reseiilement, the only 
recourse lelt to ii will be the declaration of 
a state of local emergency and suspension 
ot the civil liberties of the people aftected; 

(iv) In ca.se ol a decision by the inbunal 
directing the dwellers lo move, or in the ca,sc 
ot declaration ol emergency conditions as 
provided lor in (iii) above , the dwellers will 
have the right to total rehabilitation’, 
implemented in such a manner that principles 
1 (i) and (lii) given above still apply and 
so that they, economically and physically, 
move to an improved resource base and arc 
able to achieve a higher state of existence 
that before being moved; and the .state will 
be hound to tully recognise and implement 
these provisions betorc any physical act ol 
reseiilement takes place” 

DiSFEACTMI-NT as a GfNKRAI. PROtTSS 

Tl*e question of displacement of people 
from their habitats, and of their possible 
rehabilitation, involves much largerquestions 
than the somewhat technical question ol 
‘resettlement’ or even rehabilitation’. In our 
view, the larger questions include at least 
the following. 
- Why should people have to suffer what 
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IS arilisepiically called ’involuniary 
displacement’ ai all? Is this a necessary and 
unavoidable part of ‘devclppmcnt’7 If so, 
why IS it always hitting the same sections? 
- The trauma and lundamental insecurity 
that the uprooted experience on being 
displaced from their environments - Irom 
their ‘home in the world', tram lives and 
means ol livelihood that they know and can 
themselves manage - and ol ten being thrown 
into alien environments which they do not 
understand and which arc devoid ol the 
symbols that give them sec urity and incaniiig; 
- The loss of social identity and autonomy, 
the discrimination they sulTci in new and 
alien environments, and the economic and 
social dependence and even bondage Ihcy 
arc often lorccd into as a consequence. 
- Implicitly.theque.stionoi soci.il.economic, 
and political marginalisation Irom (oi 
■integration' into, depending on one's point 
of view) the niainsiii-am: 
- The loss ol their basis ot material, and 
often also spiritual, .siibsisleiiee that usually 
takes place 

These arc not mere siiboidinate questions, 
ihev arc among The lundamental quesiions 
of lite. community .ind society, and the 
debate aioiind the i)NKI’ mu.st thcrelore he 
lecogmsedasincludmgquestionsot national 
development itself The loice and relevance 
ol these questions is only made sirongei 
when it IS recognised that in India, the brum 
"fdisplaeemeniandappropiialionlu.s always 
been borne by iho.se set lions that wcie 
nistoricaily otheiwise dispossessed, mai- 
tm.ilised, and oppicssed, in particular the 
uibals and dalits. To its credit, the DNRP 
does raise some of these iKiirils and to some 
extent, docs attempt to address them, but 
only in the most icchmeal niannei and without 
tarrying them thiough to their logical 
toncluMon. 

While displacement as a requirement ol 
large projects has undoubtedly caused 
enormous trauma m llic country as a result 
of the model of dcvciopmcnl chosen to bring 
about economic self-reliance, it is vital to 
recognise that ‘displacement’ has not taken 
place only as a consequence ol 'pfoiecls’ lor 
only through the process ot state acquisition 
ol land to which the DNRP tries lo linui 
iiscif), It IS also very much a pari ol other 
lonns of planned and unplanned development 
in general, and in particular of the unlolding 
ol market forces; it could even be said to 
N- a requirement of the market economy, 
finder the regime of the so-callcd ‘new 
economic policies' currenily m force, the 
piocess of expropriation and displacement 
IS getting more and more iiiiciise, with state 
tind central governments, and private and 
public enterprise, in competition to set up 
new projects and new townships and to 
muUernisc' existing cities. This reality iS 

recognised by the DNRP itself and was 
stated in an even more forthright manner in 
theprcvious draft, then watered down; though 

it tends to refer lo this happening in some 
indefintte future, whereas the reality is that 
the intensity is already with us, such as in 
West Bengal with the Left Front govern¬ 
ment’s 'new industrial policy’. 

The DNRPgives a ‘conservativeestimate' 
of 165 lakh people displaced by large projects 
during the period 1951-85. According to 
cntics, the figure lor 1951 -90, is nearer 213 
lakh [Fernandes andChatterji 1994], but this 
estimate is tor luigc projects alone; it docs 
not seem even lo cover all kinds of ‘large 
projects’; and it seems to refer to rural areas 
alone' We therelore propose that the actual 
count ol displacement since independence 
IS in fact much larger; lei us conservatively 
take a round figure <il 250 lakh, for all kinds 
ol projects, .since independence. 

In terms ol urban areas, as is well known, 
displacement and evictions ot dwellers is a 
very common phenomenon, both project 
and non-project This is sometimes through 
formal processes ol acquisition ot land (such 
as for large planned projects by the 
government oi public sector), but often it 
IS not - such as iii the case ol private real 
estate development, including through 
physical cocicum .Significantly, it is sifien 
a direct and ludiieci con.sequencc ol the 
construction ol roads and other 'civic' 

inlrasiruciurc. since thc.se actions lead to 
increased accessibility or desirability of the 
areas serviced. Iheieby raising land prices, 
rents, etc. and creating pressure on existing 
occupants to vacate. These well known 

phenomena have not been taken into account 
either in the DNRP or in the critiques s6 far 
available. Based on crude estimates, it may 
not be out of place to project that some 100- 
200 lakh people may have been displaced 
in urban and urbanising areas over the five 
decades since independence, both directly 
and indirectly. If this figure is accepted - 
only for the sake of discussion - this gives 
us a total figure of those displaced since 
independence, nearer 350-550 lakh. 

The DNRP makes a point of recognising 
that It IS tribaLs who have historically been, 
and arc still being, especially victimised by 
displacement - and indeed, by ‘develop¬ 
ment’. At the same time, however, it is 
imponani lo recognise that displacement 
al-so severely affects ocher sections in the 
country, including agricultural labour 
(dominantly dalit). fishworkers, small 
peasants, and the urban-labouring poor; in 
some ways, what is sometimes called the 
informal sector’, in both niral and urban 

areas. These sections are virtually ignored 
by (he DNRP. and if indeed the agreed task 
IS to look at the larger phenomenon of 
displacement, then it is essential that the 
process of debate and policy formulation 
al.su (ake into account these sections and 
their particular characteristics and history, 
and any debate mu.st centrally involve them. 

Thus, what is needed today is not merely 
a national rehabilitation' policy, but a 
national displacement policy, of which 
rehabilitation' is only one part. It is also 
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KARNATAKA 

Hoisting National Flag at Idgah Maidan 
Ambrose Pinto 

While the Janata Dal may have successfully dainpenccl a volatile situation, 
by persuading the Anjuinan-e-lslam to hoist the flag at the Idgah Maidan 
at Hubli, the long-term consequences may not necessarily stall the 
communalisation of politics. 

F^R the last four years the idgah Muidan 
at Hubli has been the site of tension and 
violence both on the Republic Day and 
Inttependence Day. During the last Indcpen- 
(kince Day six citi2ens fell prey to the police 
bullets. The issue was tlie hoisting of na¬ 
tional flag on the Idgah Maidan. The Janata 
government that has come to power now had 
assured the citizens of the state that it would 
solve the problem amicably. Not many 
citizens thought the Janata Dal would be 
able to handle the situation, in fact while 
negotiations were on with the Anjuman-c- 
Islam society, the body that is in charge of 
the land, the government was busy erecting 
barbed wire fences around the ground. Six 
contingents of the Rapid Action Force and 
Karnataka Special Reserve Police were 
deployed. It looked as if the count-down had 
begun for a show-down between the Deve 
Gowda government and the BJP which was 
spearheading the campaign. The BJP had 
threatened to launch a ‘Hubli Chalo’ agita¬ 
tion and over 50,000 party supporters were 
to converge from all over the state in Hubli 
to hoist the flag. With the hoisting of the 
national Hag by the Anjuman-e-lslam presi¬ 
dent on January 26 the curtains came down 
on the four-year controversy. It wa-s a shot 
in the arm for the Janata Dal government. 

To understand the issue it is important to 
look at some of the facts about the Idgah 
Maidan. According to the Karnataka High 
Court verdict the Idgah Maidan is not the 
property of the Anjuman-e-lslam. The 
Anjuman was given a licence (not leased) 
twice a year to hold prayers in the Maidan. 
The land is the property of the Hubli 
Municipal Corporation. The court had 
ordered the demolition of the buildings 
erected by the Anjuman for commercial 
purposes. The Anjuman-e-lslam challenged the 
high court order. As a result the Supreme Court 
had stayed the orda of the Karnataka High 
Court to demolish the shopping complex. The 
Supreme C^ouit’s modified order extended to 
the stay on the land uyo. 

The BJP which had spearheaded the 
campaign for hoisting of the national flag 
at Idgaheven priorto Ayodhya issue lor vote 
bank purposes interpreted the verdict of the 
Supreme Court differently. The contention 
of the leaders of BJP was that the Supreme 
Court verdictftertained to the land in di.sputc 

and the commercial complex built by 
Anjuman-c-lslam. The chief minister had 
said that the stale government was duty 
bound to implement the interim order of the 
Supreme Court and appealed to ail parties 
specially the BJP to co-operate with the 
government. Rut ihe BJP held that the 
Supreme Court verdict was not specifically 
against the hoisting of the national flag. 

Political compulsions compelled the Dal 
government to loe the BJP line. The BJP has 
emerged us ihc principal opposition in 
Karnataka. Besides it has won all the three 
seats inthe Huhli-DharwadCorporation area 
in the assembly elections. The Rastra Dhwaja 
Gaurava Samithi (rommitlcc lor Respect 
for National Flag), a front organisation of 
Ihc Sangh parivar dubbed the government 
move of implemcniing Ihc interim order by 
not permitting the hoi.sting of the national 
flag and maintaining the status quo as a 
fraud. Perceiving the BJPopposition and Ihc 
possible electoral gain.s for itself. Ihe Deve 
Gowda government decided to send signals 
of its desire to find a peaceful soluiion to 
the tangle. 

The government did not have too many 
choices. The first option was to follow the 
same policy of the predcccs.sor government 
-of clamping curfew to theextent of choking 
the normal life in Hubli in the name of 
abiding by l he Supreme Court order. Though 
that option would have been logically the 
light one. polilically it was not expedient. 
Therefore, Deve Gowda urged the Anjuman- 
e-lslam to hoist Ihc Bag. His request would 
have fallen on deaf years. C M Ibrahim, Ihe 
delected Congress leader who was apptJinIcd 
the state Janata Dal president came to Deve 
Gowda's rescue The Janata Dal made full 
use of him lor Ihc purpo.sc. Initially Ibrahim 
had publicly stated that Ihe "Idgah Maidan 
was the property of the Anjuman-e-lslam. 
There was the constitutional protection for 
the owners of any private land to choose to 
permit hoisting of Ihe flag on their land and 
atop their building or not. There was no 
instance of national flag hoisting on any 
religious place. Hoisting of Ihe Bag can be 
done on private lands only if the land owner 
or organisation permitted it." Ibrahim had 
assured the people that the government would 
not take any step (hat would affect the 
religious sentiments of the people. 

Those statements were shon-lived. As the 
prc.ssure was mounting on the Janata Dal, 
the parly became conscious of the beneBts 
of hoisting the Bag in terms of electoral 
gains The chief mini.sler called fur an all- 
pany meeting. At the all-party meeting it 
was decided to support the Anjuman if the 
organisation decided to hoist the Bag. 
However, Ihc CPM had called the govern¬ 
ment to maintain the status quo. Former 
chief mini.stcr and KamataVa Congress 
president Bangarappa had attacked the BJP 
and wanted no Bag hoisting till the .Supreme 
Court verdict. There were many other voices 
against the Bag hoisting. Moily the former 
chief minister was opposed to Bag hoisting. 
So also was Subbaiaha, the president of 
BSP in the stale. Tlie Karnataka Muslim 
Advocates Forum was against any attempts 
of giving in to the BJP. The Janata Party 
president Subramaniain Swamy had urged 
the state government to arrest RSS workers 
underTADA as a pre-emptive measure. The 
Karnataka dalit unit workers had decided to 
prevent BJP leaders from entering thcdistricl 
to hoist Ihe national Bag. In their statement 
they had asserted that the BJP was making 
an issue of it to divert the attention of the 
people from the main problems. 

The Janata Dal saw mure advantages than 
disadvantages in hoisting the Bug. Ibrahim, 
the parly president was .sent to convince the 
Anjuman-e-lslam to hoist the Bag. He was 
supported by railway minister C K Jaffer 
Sharielt who urged the Anjuman president 
to hoist the national Bag In typical political 
style he exhorted his community (hat (he 
hoisting of the Bag would be a warning to 
Ihe BJPthat if it continued to create problems 
the minorities would be forced to carry out 
a campaign against the Sangh parivar which 
was using the saffron Bag as its identity. 
Noting that the RSS 'sakas' were not hoisting 
the Bag the railway minister cynically 
commented that the BJP loo would have to 
prove that they were pan and parcel of 
Indian society and equally patriotic citizens. 
“Our national Bag is inck^ (he symbol of 
our struggle for freedom, sacrifice and 
suficrings. Thousands of people irrespective 
ot caste, community and creed have given 
their sweat and bliHid to win the freedom. 
As our national Bag is our identity, it is 
sacred to one and all. There is no question 
of any one disrespecting it... I am .sure that 
the people of Hubli in particular and 
Karnataka in general will appreciate this 
approach (of hoisting of the flag) and 
discourage the BJPfrom spreading the venom 
of disharmony and disunity" exhorted Jaffer 
Sharieff to his own community andthe people 
of the state. 

Anjuman-e-lslam heeded the pre.ssures 
from the two important leaders of their own 
community, the Janata Dal and the BJP and 
Bnally hoisted the national Bag. There were 
fears that those opposed to the move from 
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the community itself might ferment trouble 
in sensitive areas. The BJP too was expected 
to resort to celebrations thereby provoking 
riots. Fortunately, the government’s 
preparedness for any eventuality served to 
prevent law and order problems. The flag 
hoisting was a private affair. The BJP was 
not permitted on the site. The police had to 
lathi-charge and open tear gas shells to 
disperse a crowd of300for not bei ng al lowed 
to participate in the event. The Anjuman- 
e-Islam president publicly stated that they 
had taken the decision to establish the 
patriotism of the Muslims. The community 
wanted “to leach a fitting lesson to the 
communal and anti-national forces”. 

No doubt the BJP has lost an important 
and perhaps, the only issue in local politics. 
The real motive behind the BJP’s design was 
to show Muslims in poor light and question 
their patnotism. The fostenng of Hindu- 
Muslim hatred had paid them rich dividends 
politically earlier. Ihey had won all the three 
assembly seats in the Hubli area. All through 
the flag hoisting controversy the party had 
appealed to Anjuman to exhibit nationalism 
and patriotism by hoisting the national flag. 
Now that the Anjuman has hoisted the 
national flag, the BJP has been robbed of 
the only issue. The fear now is that the party 
may create more Idgah controversies. There 
is already a demand to hoist the national flag 
in three different Idgahs—one in Bangalore, 
another in Raichur and the third one in 
Gulbarga district. 

Will Deve Gowda’s deal prove counter¬ 
productive'? It IS true that the chief minister 
urged the Anjuman to hoist the flag to pre¬ 
empt the BJP — the Anjuman should hoist 
the flag to prove their loyalty and patnotism 
was Deve Gowda’s contention. Such a 
statement is not devoid of a mind-set. Should 
a flag be hoisted by an organisation to prove 
devotion to the mother land? Though 
Anjuman-e-lslam is a Muslim organisation, 
it cannot be made representative of the entire 
community. In no way should the flag¬ 
hoisting of Idgah have been associated with the 
loyalty andpatiiotismofthe Muslimcommunity 
as a whole. Now that there are more demands 
for hoisting of the national flag in three other 
districts, will the Dal government demand 
periodic testing of the community to prove their 
loyalty and patriotism? 

Given the pressures on Anjuman it could 
not remain neutral either. But its assertion 
that the flag hoisting was to establish the 
patriotism of the Muslims was a misplaced 
one. Idgah was a local issue that has been 
politicised by the BJP and made a state issue. 
Anjuman fell into the BJP trap and associated 
the problem of society with theentire Muslim 
community. One fails to understand how the 
controversy centreson the entire community. 
It was expected of the Anjuman to at least 
dissociate the issue from the community. 
Ibrahim and Jaffer Sharieff are not recognis^ 
3s the leaders of the community by the 

Muslims of the state. Ibrahim’s statement 
that the flag hoisting would put the entire 
Muslim community in the national 
mainstream was more a political statement 
than a real one. 3uch a statement can further 
alienate the minority community than draw 
them into the mainstream. It is no wonder 
the Anjuman’s decision to hoist the flag did 
not find favour with a big chunk of the 
minority community. 

The government has resolved the issue by 

The Incident 

KARANAI is a small village located about 
SIX km west of Mahabalipuram on the 
Mahabalipuram-Thirukazhukundram road in 
Chengai-MGR district. On October 5,1994 
the dalits of Karanai and adjacent villages 
installed a life-si/c statue of B R Ambedkar 
on a piece of land owned by Veerabadran, 
a dalit of Karanai village. This piece of land 
and its surroundings, measuring about 650 
acres, were originally assigned to the dalits 
of Karanai and seven adjacent villages in 
1933, as per the order of the collector of 
Chpngalpattu district. (This land defined as 
panchama land or depressed class land is 
issued under special foim(D) para 9 ofboard 
standing order (BSO), now renamed as 
revenue standing order. As per this order, 
any sale or purchase of the panchama land 
by anyone other than a dalit is considered 
illegal). In due course of time, these 630 
acres of panchama lands at Karanai were 
usurped from pour and ignorant dalit land- 
owners and transferred to other com¬ 
munities with an active connivance of cor¬ 
rupt revenue officials and nch casie-Hindus. 
Prominent among the latter are Goutham 
Chand, a marwari of Thirukazhukundram, 
Perumal Swamy, IG (crime) of Tamil Nadu 
police, and Sakuntala of Vadapalani. 

The dalits installed Ambedkar's statue to 
reassert their legitimate right over the 
panchama land. But the Chengai-MGR police 
officials, in collusion with the upper caste 
usurpers, forcibly pulled down and disfigured 
Ambedkar’s statue on the very evening of 
CXitober 5. The news of the desecration of 
Ambedkar’s statue spread like a wild fire 
throughout thedi.strict. Thousands of agitated 
dalits gathered on October 10 in from of the 
office of the subcollector, Romesh Chand 
Meena, demanding action against the erring 
policeofflcials and reinslallation of the statue 

giving into the communal agenda of the BJP. 
Such a solution cannot be a lasting one. The 
Janata Dal government in Karnataka has a 
number of socialist leaders some of whom 
have worked at the grass roots. Instead of 
initiating a sustained campaign against the 
BJP and its communal agenda involving 
people of the city and the state, the Janata 
Dal took an easy way out. The consequence 
is that the minority community had to yield 
to the majority. 

at its previous site. The dalits were refused 
permission to enter the subcollector’s room; 
instead, were thrown out, the sub-collector 
himself catching one of the dalit leaders by 
the collar. Incensed at the indecent treatment 
meted out to them, the dalits left the premises, 
raising slogans, and squatted on the GST 
road, the national highway. Instead of giving 
a patient hearing, the subcollector lost his 
temper and ordered to open fire on the 
innocent dalits, half of whom were women. 
He did not even follow the elementary 
procedure of voicing a warning thrcxjgh 
loudspeakers, followed by lathi-charge, 
exploding of tear-gas shells or buck-shots 
in the air to .scarce away the crowd. John 
Thomas, a dalit and a non-govemmental 
project-holder, and Elumalai, another young 
dalit, were singled out and shot by the local 
police. They were deliberately made targets 
say the eye-witness. Both had organised 
many agitations for the welfare and protection 
of dalits in Chengalpattu. In all 14 persons, 
including women, suffered gun-shot injuries. 
To justify the unprovoked firing, the police 
incited their hirelings to set aflame a bus. 
The police arrested 130 dalits, including 20 
women, and beat them till the lathies were 
broken. Women were partially stripped and 
mercilessly beaten. 

The NGOs in the district who were 
supporting the dalits in their struggle to 
redeem the panchama land were harassed by 
the police. Their offices were raided and 
their workers threatened. Apprehending 
arrest and torture by the local police, many 
of them obtained anticipatory bait. On 
November 19, the Dalit Joint Action 
Committee (D^AC) and Save Panchama 
Land Movement organised a mammoth 
protest rally and a public meeting in Madras 
to condemn the desecration of Ambedkar’s 
statue at Karanai and the unprovoked police 
firing resulting in the death of two dalits and 

Struggle for Panchama Lands 
Dalit Ajssertion in Tamil Nadu 
Brindavan C Moses 

Desecration of Ambedkar’s statue galvanises dalits of Chengalpattu to 
regain their usurped lands in face of state oppression and societal tyranny. 
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their indiscriminate arrest, it was demanded 
that the panchama lands il legally usurped by 
the other communities, be returned to their 
rightful owners, i c, the dalits. In the public 
meeting at Panagal Park, Ramvilas Paswan, 
MP and the president of All India Dalit Sena, 
and Prakash Ambcdkar, MP and the president 
of the Bharatiya Republican Party declared 
that the DJAC would reinstall on December 
6 Ambedkar's statue on the same spot in 
Karanai if thcTamil Nadu government failed 
to do the same on or before December 5. 
Besides reporting to the press, this decision 
was informed in writing to the governor and 
the chief minister of Tamil Nadu. In this 
context, the committee acquired a piece of 
land (about 15 cents) as a gift from 
Veerabadran. He granted this piece from his 
4.93 acres of land assigned by the collector 
of Chcngalpattu in 1933. 

The police .statement incntioni ng the statue 
being stealthily taken to Karanai, without 
prior permission of the police is not only 
false but mischievous and misleading. There 
is no need to obtain permission to install a 
statue in a private land. Moreover, there was 
no question of Ambedkar's statue being 
taken stealthily. TheTamil Nadu government 
had been informed in writing about it 
However, on December 6, the statue of 
Ambedkar was forcibly .sci?.cd at 
Singaperumal Koil en route Karanai and 
detained at the Chcngalpattu town |x>lice 
station. The leaders of the DJAC were also 
arrested and remanded to custody. V 
Kuruppan, a retired IAS officer and the 
chairman of the DJAC was taken to 
preventive custody in the early hours of 
December 5. Hundreds of dalit activists in 
and around Karanai were arrested, ttai. All 
the roads leading to Karanai were blockaded 
and all modes of transport checked 
Kalpakkam, Karanai. Mahabalipuram and 
Thirukalukundram were completely 
cordoned off. Thousands of police personnel 
were requisitioned and posted in and around 
Karanai creating a military-like fortification 
in order to terrorise dalits and prevent the 
reinstallalion of the statue at all costs. All 
top leaders of the committee were arrested 
and their vehicles impounded. 

This IS how other communities try to 
smother the dalit aspirations with the active 
support of the oppressive stale machinery. 
Yet, in spite of harassment and intimidation 
by the upper castes and the police, the dalits 
are more determined than ever to assert their 
rights and live with honour and human dignity. 

Human Rights ViouA noN 

Risking repetition, .some clear cases of 
human rights violation by the revenue and 
police officials of Chengai-MGR district in 
the Karanai incident arc; (I) The dalits of 
Karanai and seven neighbouring villages 
were deprived of the 650 acres of the 
panchama land assigned to them. These 
panchama lands were usurped and transferred 

fraudulently to caste Hindus and other 
communities with the active connivance of 
corrupt revenue department officials. (2) 
The dalits were denied the right to install 
Ambedkar’s statue on a private land due to 
the unlawful and unjustified intervention of 
the police at the in.stigation of upper caste 
usurpers of the panchama lands. (3) Refusal 
by a public servant to receive representation/ 
complaints from the public is a violation of 
cittzen’s rtghts. When the daitt 
representatives attempted to meet Romesh 
Chand Meena, the subcollcctor of 
Chengalpattu, to present their grievances, 
the subcollcctor not only refused to meet the 
leaders but abused them and necked them 
out using physical force. Worse .still, he 
ordered police firing on the dalits gathered 
outside his office. (4) Indiscriminate and 
unprovoked police firing on the mas.scs is 
a clear case of human rights abuse. No 
warning was given to the public which 
included a large number of village women 
Fifty-two rounds were fired. Two persons 
were killed and 14 persons, including 11 
women, received bullet injuries. (5) Right 
to information is an important right ol a 
citizen The local press reporters covering 
the meeting of dalit representatives with the 
subcollcctor were threatened by the police. 
The police fired at them despite the lact that 
the local police knew them well. Three 
reporters from Police iVit/ii, a Tamil weekly, 
Murasoli. DMK's official organ and the 
Indian Express, narrowly escaped death 
(6) Resorting to lathi-chargc and arrest ol 
agitators within the premises of a court is 
not practised by the police the woild over 
and such an act by the poltce is looked upon 
as a clear case ol violation ol human rights 
When the lleeing dalits entered the district 
magistrate court building, located close to 
the subcollcctor’s office, they were cha.sed 
and lathi-charged inside the conn building. 
Some were even aricsied inside the court 
building. (7) Womcniolk .should not be kept 
in the ptilice station after six p m. But on 
December 10.22 women were detained inside 
the Chengalpet town police station, a whole 
night tnthc presence ol the DSP. (X) Torture 
ol an accused person in police custody is 
a case ol human rights abuse. Father 
Yesumarian. a Jesuit priest and a practising 
lawyer was stripped to the waist and given 
a severe beating on December 11, Anialai- 
ammal. aged 55, of Kurumbirai village and 
Susilu, aged 27, of Madurantakam, were 
forced to lilt their sarces and beaten on their 
buttocks by lathi-wielding women police 
(9) Harassing NGOs by raiding their office, 
exercising constant surveillance and 
interrogation by them is an effective way of 
tormenting them. Father Martin, thedircctor 
of Social Action Movement (SAM) was 
questioned and threatened with arrest. SAM 
supported save panchama land committee 
and often took up the cause of dalits of 
Chengalpattu district. Many animators and 

social workers belonging to varioim NCJOs 
were arrested. John Thomas who was killed 
in police firing worked for an NGO.Carittas. 
Father Yesumarian who was arrested and 
tortured is a priest working for an NGO 
calledDCLM. MembersoftheChengalpattu 
bar protested against the arrest of Father 
Yesumarian and went on a one-day strike 
against his arrest. (10) Even when a hard¬ 
core criminal dies due consideration is given 
to the family and close relatives of the dead. 
However, in the case of John Thomas' 
funeral, which took place in his native village 
PappainallurnearVedanthangal.noneexcept 
his parents were allowed to attend the funeral. 
The death of Elumalai who succumbed to 
bullet injuries on October 15 in the 
Chengalpattu general hospital was concealed 
from his parents and the public for 24 hours 
Except his parents, none was allowed to 
participutc in his half an hour funeral. 
(II) Hand-cuffing or chaining an accused is 
considered an uncivilised act on the part of 
law-enforcing authority unless for valid 
reasons. However, the Chengalpattu 
police ctiaincd .Sekhar and Shankar to their 
cots in the Chcngalpattu general hospital. 
{12) Preventive detention isresortedlounder 
extraordinary circumstances where there is 
definite intelligence information of an 
outbreak ol large-scale violence over large 
geographical area However, this extra¬ 
ordinary (Hiwer was invoked by the Chcngai- 
MGR police to prevent exercise of legitimate 
right to landownership. The police resorted 
to large-scale arrests of dalits all ovei the 
distiict 111 order to terrorise them. (l3)Lastly, 
on Decemhei 6. the right ol movement as 
guaranteed in the Indian Constitution, was 
completely curbed and restnclion impo.scd 
on the people of Chcngalpattu district. 
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Commimalism and Communal 
Molence 1994 
Asghar Ali Engineer 

The communal climate was relatively peaceful in 1994, in part because 
the people of both communities have underst(M)d the desif>ns of 
communalists. But the secular forces need to maintain constant 
vigilance to ensure continued harmony. 

THE year 1994. though not entirely Tree of 
communal tncidents, was certainly less 
cataclysmic than earlier years. As we all 
know, the year 199.^ witnessed the worst 
communal violence in Bombay and Sural in 
the first month of the year itself. The January 
1993 riots in Bombay were tar worse than 
the riots in December 1992 While the riots 
in December 1992 were spontaneous 
outbursts as Muslims came out on the streets 
to protest against the demolition of the Babri 
niasjid on December 6. the January 1993 
riots were carefully planned by the Shiv 
Sena, as admitted in a press interview by tme 
ot Its top ranking leaders. Maiioliar Joshi 
Electoral rolls were systematically used to 
identify Muslim houses, or Shiv Sainiks 
went in disguise to 'survey' on behalf ol-tlie 
Btnnbay Municipal C'oiporaiion or 
Mahai ashira Housing Board and marked the 
hoii.ses belonging to Muslims. In the January 
phase many more were killed than in the 
Dceemhci phase, and the projierty losses 
sustained were also much higher While in 
December more I ban 2 SO persons were ki lied 
in police firing, m January 1993 twice as 
many died in stabhings (Jne can say that 
the country had not wiincs.sed such communal 
lien/y even alter the partilion riots in 1947. 

Perhaps communal Iren/y re.iched its 
zenith in the December 1992 and Jamiary 
1993. and the period following ihe.se iiots 
has been ctimparati vely trouble free, though 
eommiinal violence was not totally absent 
The Sangh parivar had made muxiinum use 
of Hindutvu sentiments, and with the 
demolition of the Babri mas)idlhey lost their 
mo.st potent symbol of hatred of ‘the other' 
Hence communal sentiments could not be 
worked up to Iren/.y level any more and the 
BJPhud to hunt foroihcrgroiinds to maintain 
ilselectoral appeal. Also, its ambitious march 
to victory was effectively halted by the .SP- 
BSPcombinationinUPinthc 1993elections. 
It would be no exaggeration to say that the 
SP-BSP victory was the greatest blow to the 
BJP; It could never recover from it. The 
BJP’s loss wa.s the secuhir lorces' gain. The 
communal temperature went down drasti¬ 
cally and 1994 witnessed very few incidents 
of communal violence. 

The first major incident of communal 
violenc in 1994 was the tine which occurred 
in early February in Kanpur. Oneof the local 

BJPIcaders Kala Baccha. having underworld 
connections, was murdered, and this became 
a signal for communal violence m Kanpur. 
The communal situaiton assumed rather 
serious propoi turns and the army had to be 
called out and posted in eight communally 
sensitive areas ol Kanpur. As the SP-BSP 
government was determined to put down the 
violence, the situation could be brought under 
control with loss ol lour or five lives only 
The Muslims m Kanpur also felt that the role 
of the police was rather impartial and it put 
down the violence effectively and speedily 
This again shows clearly that when the 
government is sinceie in curbing communal 
violence, it can be checked much more 
speedily. The government of Maharashtra, 
on the other hand, showed complete laxity 
in Dcieinbei 1992 and January 1993. and 
the commuii.il loiccs went on a rampage 
without any Icai Not only that, the police 
openly colludeu with them The UP 
government was so serious in pulling down 
the violence that it did not even permit the 
open cicmaiion ol Kala Baccha’s body It 
was cremated secietly, and some prominent 
BJP leaders including two pai liamentarians. 
lour legislators tiiid 41) others, were arrested 
when they protested against the secret 
cremation. This is how a determined 
goveinmciit acts to put down communal 
violence 

Another small incident occurred on 
February 27. 1994 in Babri township ol 
Mu/allarnagai district in which .several 
persons weie injined though no one was 
killed. The clash occurred when a person of 
one community was arrested lor obstructing 
a prayer meeting by pl.iying songs over a 
loudspeaker in his house A mob then 
gathered outside the police statio-a and hurled 
stones and shot at members of the other 
community The situation w.is brought under 
control by arrcslmg 25 persons belonging 
to both coitimuniiics. 

In Hyderabad old city a BJP leader Bal 
Raj. who was involved in eight cases of 
communal violence that rocked Hyderabad 
in 1990. was murdered by unknown 
assailants, communal tension increased m 
the walled city and sporadic incidents of 
violence took place. However, again there 
was no loss of litc and the violence was put 
down. 
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Asangaon. some 60 to 70 miles from 
Bombay, witnessed a communal incident on 
June 6.1994. Two children playing marbles 
fought among themselves and it assumed 
communal overtones thanks to some Muslim 
anti-socials armed with guns hiding in one 
ot the houses. One of them shot from his 
weapon and one Ramesh Dugdu Chande 
(35) was injured on his shoulder while a 
bullet pierced 55-ycar old Gangubai’s right 
forearm. The ptilice identified the one who 
fired as Lsmail Muhammad Mughal, a 30- 
year t)ld with a past history of crimes. This 
led to violence from the other side tcKi. A 
big mob gathered armed with whatever it 
could lay its hands on including large slicks, 
axes and stunes and went on a rampage 
picking out each of the seven Muslim houses. 
They broke every bit ol furniture and the 
rooves of the thatched hou.ses, and assaulted 
someoftheresidems.JamilaSheikh’s newly 
built bungalow was attacked and everything 
inside was broken to pieces. Her 12-year old 
son was also severely beaten up and had to 
be hospitalised Mercifully this was the only 
communal incident m Maharashtra in the 
year 1994 

Gujarat was also by and large free of 
communal violence during the year under 
review except tor two incidents - one near 
Nadiad m July and the other on December 7. 
In tact lour villages of Nadiad taluka were 
disturbed by the communal tension which 
erupted on Muharram day: at Khuntaj one 
youth was killed in police tiring. In Khuntaj 
vilagc which has population of nearly 2,.500, 
70 per cent ol the people happen to be 
Muslims. Mo.st of the Muslims m the village 
are engaged in farming. The economic 
condition of the Muslims is quite precarious 
as must of them aie farm labourers. 
Fortun.itely the trouble did not spread and 
tbe situation was brought under control. 
Another incident htippened at Ahmedabad 
on December 7 'I’he incident occurred when 
a group t)t people wanted to perform 'inahaa 
am’ on the second anniversary ot the 
demolition of the Babri ma.sjid. However, 
the commissioner of police. Ahmedabad 
himself rushed to the spot and defused the 
situation. As a piccautionary measure the 
Rapid Action Force was deployed in Khadia 
area. In the disturbances a shop was set 
ablaze and stones were thrown in Khadia. 
In police firing the previous day. one person 
was killed The police arrested 90 persons 
on charges ol noting. The police had to fire 
live rounds and burst 26 teargas shells in 
the Khadia area when they were attacked by 
a mob near Juni Gate. The confrontation 
between the residents of Khadia and the 
police was over the issue of alleged police 
lathi-charge on a group of people who wanted 
to perform iiuiliaa arii. For Ahmedabad city 
which has witne.s.sed much bigger and 
frenzied bouts of communal violence this 
was rather a trivial incident. 



The BJP tried to build up communal 
tension in Hubli on August 15 while it tried 
to mobilise people for hoisting the national 
flag on the disputed site of Idgah. It took 
out a procession on the morning of August 
15 despite a ban and tried to hoist a flag. 
The police fired on the mob resulting in 
loss of six lives. It was alleged that the BJP 
tried to woik up Hindu feelings on the 
pattern of Babri masjid in order to win the 
Hindu votes in the elections which were 
then due in Karnataka. If this was the aim, 
and it appeared to be so, it did reap results 
by winning all the assembly seats in the 
November elections in Hubli district. It is 
also alleged that the then Moily government 
used excessive force to prevent the BJP 
from hoisting the Bag with an eye on the 
election, i e, to win Muslim support. If this 
was so, the Moily government obviously 
failed in fooling the Muslims. It was thrown 
out of power. 

Another major communal incident 
occurred in Bangalore in early October. 
Bangalore Doordarshan suddenly started 
telecasting a 10-minute news bulletin in 
Urdu from October 2. It is interesting to 
note that no Muslim leader from Karnataka 
had made a demand for such a telecast. The 
telecast was, in all probability, started to 
win Muslim support for the November 
elections. There is no doubt that the Muslims 
have been greatly alienated from the 
Congress since the demolition of Babri 
masjid and the riots that followed the 
demolition, and the Congress is trying hard 
to win back Muslim support. So far it docs 
not seem to have succeeded as the election 
results, particularly in Andhra Pradesh and 
Karnataka, clearly show. The riots which 
followed the starting of the Urdu bulletin ' 
on October 8 soon acquired communal i 
overtones; more than 30 lives were lost in 
these riots and property worth crores of 
rupees were destroyed. The fact that major 
communal violence took place in Karnataka 
in the year 1994 clearly shows that the 
communal forces in that state were trying 
to carve out their constituencies. It also 
clearly shows that often communal violence 
is used to increase one's electoral appeal. 
Hiis cynical game Is played in different 
degrees by parties like the BJP, the Shiv 
Sena and the Congress. They do not mind 
even if innocent lives arc lo.si and the 
forces of national integration severely 
weakened. Again, in all probibiliiy. the 
telecast of the Urdu bulletin was bikini to 
win Muslim support on the eve of elections 
and, on the other hand, the BJP Irom behind 
the scenes provoked communal violence to 
increase its electoral support among the 
Hindus. The telecast of an Urdu bulletin 
was so obviously related to electoral politics 
that the election commission itself banned 
it. taking it to be a flagrant violation of 
election conduct rules. Perhaps the 

communal disturbances at Bangalore were 
the major disturbances of the year 1994. 

Another town in Karnataka, Davengere, 
witnessed a bout of communal violence on 
the occasion of Dasera on October 14 in 
which two persons were killed in police 
firing. The police fired on the mob which 
was armed with bottles, acid and other lethal 
weapons and was attacking a slum area. Two 
other persons were killed in the incidents of 
stabbing and S3 injured including 21 
policemen. According to the director gene¬ 
ral of police the trouble started when the 
procession was attacked by another group 
with stones. 

A Hindu Munnani leader Rajgopal was 
stabbed to death in Madurai on October 9, 
which led to minor communal disturbances 
in several parts of Tamil Nadu including 
Madras, Coimbatore and Trippur besides 
Madurai. One person was stabbed to death 
in these incidents. 

A brief survey of the communal situation 
throughout India shows that the year 1994 
did not witness much communal violence. 
In the preceding decade it was computed that 
a riot a day was routine. Thus it will be seen 
that the posi-Babri demolition period has 
been comparatively peaceful and despite 
much effort the communal forces have not 
succeeded in raising the communal 
temperature. There are various reasons for 
this - the most important reason is that the 
masses ot people from both communities 
have understood the designs of communalists. 
They cannot be easily fooled now. 

The Hindus in general did not approve 
of the demolition of Babri ma.sjid; it came 

as a great shock to them. The forces of 
Hindutva underestimated the tradition of 
religious tolerance which has prevailed in 
this country for centuries. It was easier to 
demolish a physical structure but impossible 
indeed to demolish the centuries old 
traditions of the country. Thus the forces 
of Hindutva have lost much of their 
legitimacy among the Hindus. The BJP is 
now in search of issues other than the Ram 
temple to win over the Hindu masses. It 
is a great victory of the Indian tradition of 
tolerance. 

The Muslim leaders loo who tried to 
make the maximum out of the communal 
situation have lost their influence with the 
Muslim masses. The Shahi Imam's appeal 
to vote for the Janata Dal fell on deaf ears 
during the UP elections of 1993. The Imam 
has been maintaining complete silence ever 
since. The movement for reconstruction of 
Babri masjid is also not gaining ground 
among the Muslims; they do not want any 
communal trouble in the name of mandir- 
masjid. They too have very well understood 
the games some of their leaders play to 
increase their own leadership stature. 

However, one should not become 
complacent about the communal situation in 
the country. One has to maintain constant 
vigilance and sinye to spread the message 
of communal harmony. It is unfortunate that 
while the communal forces work with a 
sense of mission the secular forces arise only 
yrhen there is communal violence. The secular 
forces too will have to work with a sense 
of mission if they wish to maintain precious 
harmony in the country. 
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From Little Rock to Wall Street 
Clinton’s Journey Beyond Reaganism 
James Petras 
Steve Vieux 

By initiating anti-poor labour laws, anti-black crime reforms and 
deducting health-care expenditure to win over big business, the Clinton 
administration has staged one-upmanship over the Reagan-Bush era in 
pursuing ‘right’ policies. 

PRESIDENT Clinton’s presidency has 
marked a new phase in the ‘right-turn’.of 
the Democratic party: no longer on the 
defensive against Republican attacks on 
‘social welfare’ policies, he has turned to an 
offensive strategy... going beyond Reag^ 
and Bush in pushing a neo-conservative 
agenda. There are two minds on the matter; 
those who argue that Clinton the Liberal has 
caved in to powerful conservative pressures; 
and those who see the righl-tum as principall y 
aClinton initiative, to pre-empt space among 
the wealthy and powerful. A third, more 
nuanced approach argues that both processes 
are inextricably connected. Clinton's 
conservative initiatives early on in his 
administration have strengthened and given 
organisational momentum to the nght and 
weakened and disoriented the liberal left, 
thus setting in motion a wave that has 
inundated the pockets of social reform 
promoted by the president. 

The Clinton administration’s move beyond 
Reaganism is best underst(X}d by focusing 
on the basic legislation he has championed 
and the arguments he has put torth in defence 
of his legislative agenda. In his first two 
years the principal areas included welfare, 
urban decay, foreign trade, wages, pensions, 
public lands and health. In each issue area 
social classes are deeply divided between, 
on the one side, corporate interests, affluent 
professionals and neo-conservatives, and on 
the other, the working and urban poor, 
minorities and ecologists. Before entering 
into the specifics of the Clinton ad¬ 
ministration, we will briefly touch on the 
major strctural changes which are now 
shaping the political agenda of the ‘New 
Democrats’, those who have shed the welfare- 
labour coalition of the New Deal in favour 
of a straightforward deregulated corporate 
free market agenda. 

Globalonev and Domestic Decay 

There have been several major changes 
in US political economy since the 1970s 
that have had a profound conservative 
impact on US politics: changes in the 
workplace, in the relations between 
organised labour and the Etemocratic party, 
in the relation between US corporations 

and the world economy, and in the ideology 
and political leadership of the Democratic 
party. These structural changes have been 
reflected in the anti-labour policies adopted 
by the Democratic party, particularly by 
the Clinton administ-ration. The main line 
of reasoning is that changes in the 
organisation of the workplace, domestic 
economy and structure of power have been 
decisive in the increasing globalisation of 
US capital and politics. 

The capacity to subordinate domestic 
priorities, and to convert labour into an 
impotent spectator faced with low-paid tem¬ 
porary work, was es.vcntial to the ascendancy 
of globalist rhetoric. The ideologists of 
unregulated capital argue the reverse; the 
growth of a global capitalism demanded the 
cheapening of labour, the cut backs in .social 
spending, greatci political stability 
(repression) and fiscal conservatism. This 
globalist rhetoric obfuscates the tact that 
world markets and competition pre-dated 
the reversal of labour-capital relations by 
several decades 

The globalists further miss the point that 
it was not the “pressure on profits” that 
hastened the movement of capital overseas, 
but the overaccumulation of domestic profits 
that facilitated the pursuit of higher rates 
overseas. Labour by the 1970s was losing 
bargaining power and by the 1980s was a 
marginal force - prcci.scly the decades when 
the greatest moves of capital took place. It 
was the weakeningof labour at the workplace, 
and the weakening bargaining position of 
trade unions versus capital, that stimulated 
globalisation. 

The^ole of the national state, not the world 
market, facilitated capital movements, by 
undercutting labour's political power and 
providing incentives for overseas expansion. 
In the workplace, labour unions increasingly 
traded work-rules for security, wages and 
fringe benefits for jobs, all of which facilitated 
greater accumulation of capital for export 
or conversion to new technologies, replacing 
labour. The net result was a flexible 
workforce, greater subjection of labour and 
greater autonomy and mobility of capital to 
relocate. 

The crucial link between labour and state 
policy was the Democratic party established 

through the ‘New Deal Coalition’ in which 
trade unions supported capitalist expansion 
in exchange for higher wages and greater 
social legislation. By the mid-1970$ the 
Democratic party leadership increasin^y 
reflected the basic shift in US corporate 
capital. The increasing power and profits of 
overseas capital and the decline of grass 
roots labour hastened the right-turn in the 
Democratic party Increasingly, the patty 
leadership was ^minated by Wall StreA 
populists - politicians who campaigned for 
social reforms and when elected hewed 
closely to the editorial line of the Wall Street 
Journal. Essentially the Democratic party 
co-operated and competed with the 
Republican party in lowering the social costs 
of production in the US and increasing the 
opportunities for overseas expansion. Social 
agendas were essentially rhetorical exercises 
to entice the progressive intellectuals into 
the pre-election fold, to be discarded after 
the elections. The rhetoric of “global 
competitiveness” and the “imperatives of 
the world market” obfuscated the massive 
accumulation of profits extracted from the 
domestic labour force and re-invested abroad. 
By focusing on global market competition, 
the original source of accumulation was 
neglected. The new configuration of 
corporate economic power that emerged was 
deeply dependent on state policies for world 
market success, and powerfully situated 
financially and ideologically to shape the 
political outlook of the Democratic party. 
Top party officials and cabinet appointees 
reflected the new international orientation 
of capital and its need to reduce domestic 
costs for overseas expansion. 

The ‘New Democrats’ are ‘free traders’, 
‘de-regulators’, ‘pro-corporate’, ‘pro-police’ 
and looking toward growth, efficiency and 
competitiveness as the road to equity. The 
conservative texture was captured by 
president Clinton the day after he was elected 
when he shifted his rhetoric from attacking 
social inequalities to advocacy of budget 
balancing. 

Clinton: Wau. Street Popijust 

The fusion of populist rhetoric, symbolic 
changes and neo-conservative socio¬ 
economic policy IS most clearly represented 
by the Clinton presidency. The most striking 
aspect of the Clinton presidency. is the 
capacity to push a neo-conservative agenda 
that goes beyond the Reagan-Bush 
administrations. On the major substantive 
issues affecting the poor, blacks and labour 
- welfare, social decay, wages and capital 
flight, - Clinton has come down hard on the 
side of big business and conservative 
interests. 

While Reagan and Bush frequently 
engaged in rhetorical attacks on welfare 
recipients, it is the Clinton administration 
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which has aggressi vcl y pushed a programme 
cutting off welfare recipients from federal 
programmes and lorcing them to work for 
wages below the poverty level. The push 
to reduce welfare spending and turn welfare 
recipients into indigents has been presented 
to business and conservative interests as 
proof that the Clinton administration is 
more budgel-con.scious than its Republican 
counterparts. The rejection of social welfare 
and the promotion of forced labour have 
been the hallmark of nghtwing policy¬ 
makers since the 19th century. In competing 
with the rightwing republicans for big 
business approval, Clinton is simply 
demonstrating the close tics between big 
business and the Democratic party. What 
Clinton dubs welfare reftirm is in reality 
the restoration ot an anti-welfare regime 

The second major area in which Clinton 
has chosen todelinc his social conservatism 
is in the area of the crime reform legislation. 
Once again, Clinton has gone beyond the 
Bush 'Willie Horton rhetoric’ toimplement 
one of the most repressive pieces of Federal 
legislation. The law. clearly direcicd ai the 
growth of violence and crime in the ghettos, 
calls for a vast increase in the application 
of the death penalty. I .(KI.OOO more police, 
billions for new prisons. The massive de¬ 
industrialisation that has destroyed jobs, 
neighbourhoods and families and that 
produces social decay, is not confronted. 
Capital flight that laid waste to whole 
working class neighbourhoods is not only 
Ignored but actually promoted. A below- 
subsistence minimum wage and the vast 
growth of low-paid service jobs that force 
young people to choose crinii nal 1 i vel i hoods 
is ignored. Clinton blames the ghetto 
victims of capitalist disinvestment and low 
wage policies for the adverse social 
conditions that aficet them. In a speech in 
Washington in the fall of 1993. Clinton 
denounced blacks for not taking 'res¬ 
ponsibility' for controlling their own 
violence. . thus earning the praise ol 
business interests and the mass media for 
his 'courage' in siding with the rich and 
blaming poor blacks Having established 
in the public’s eye that crime is a product 
of personal responsibility and not u result 
of .socio-economic conditions, Clinton was 
assuming the posture of the Reaganitc 
Right. The problem of crime was to be 
confronted not by disciplining capital to 
invest in creating decent paying jobs but 
by increasing repression. Neither Reagan 
nor Bu.sh dared to point the finger at the 
black community for the violence resulting 
from social decay, capital Hight and slate 
disinvestment. 

IfClinton’s welfare and crime legislation 
was an unprecedented direct assault on the 
minority poor, his posture free/ing the 
minimum wage at 40 per cent below what 
it was during the early Reagan years, and 
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the continuing decline of wages and salaries 
(2.5 per cent) during his first two years, 
are indicative of his willingness to sustain 
Reaganite trickle-down economics into the 
mid-1990s. 

V Robert Reich, the secretary of labour, 
has Khashed all the neo-conservative 
arguments about saving jobs to maintain 
a minimum wage that cannot .sustain 
workers at a .subsi.stencc level. The deep 
anti-labour, anti-black animus that per¬ 
vades all the major legislation promoted 
by the Clinton administration is the result 
of presidential iniliative.s not the result of 
caving in to rightwing pressures The 
welfare-forced labour legislation, the crime 
bill, inaction and opposition to increases 
in the minimum wage are ail part of the 
Clinton agenda, which the administration 
takes credit for and showcases to 
conservatives and stock market investors. 

Clinton’s anti-labour and pro-big 
bu$inc.ss commitments were most clearly 
evident in the massive aggressive campaign 
his administration pursued in securing 
NAFTA approval. With US society deeply 
divided, and a tnaiority of working 
people opposed to NAITA. ihe Clinton 
administration put maximum pressure on 
(.'ongress people that surpas.sed anything 
organi.sed by tbe republicans and its major 
corporate hcneticiaries With most 
indu.sirial communities adversely aliccied 
by corporate moves to low wage areas and 
big busines.s clearly beneliling I rom greater 
opportunities to profit overseas. Clinton 
clearly was marking ihe pro-coipor.itc 
character ol his regime 

Neither Bush not Reagan had shown 
anywhere neai the cap.iciiy or willingness 
to engage in the stiong-arm tactics that 
Clinton demonsirated in serving big 
business overseas inteicsis The Clinton's 
rieo-consci vaiive initiatives clearly relied 
the will ol the new democrais to ouicompeie 
Reaganite republicans as the most conse¬ 
quential supporteis ol over.seas expansion 
while maintaining a law and older regime 
at home. 

From NE()-CoN.si'RVA'nvi- Initiaiivi: 

TO "Cavinc. In" 

The Clinton neo-conservalive policies 
reinforced the righlwing forces in the US. 
strengthening their capacity to intervene in 
areas where the Clinion administration 
initially proposed social reforms; pensions, 
health care, and public lands 

Clinton’s forceful signals of pro-business 
favouritism encouraged corporate busi¬ 
nesses to accelerate the elimination of 
employer-sponsored pension plans, shifting 
the payment and responsibility to wage 
workers. By the end of the Clinton 
administration, only a fraction of workers 
will be covered by corporate-financed 
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pensions, with the active or passive 
acquiescence of the Clinton administration. 

Clinton’s pro-business stance isa principal 
reason why the national health plan has not 
only been scuttled but is actually being used 
to reduce federal outlays for Medicaid and 
Medicare. As universal coveragedisappears, 
Clinton has indicated an increased support 
for cutting medical funds for the poor and 
aged to cover a fraction of those who have 
no coverage 

Clinton’s caving in on health care reform 
IS the inevitablecon.scquencc of hisdefence 
of big business on NAFTA, crime and 
welfare reform: the rightwing agenda has 
unleashed social lorccs which undermine 
Ihe limited health reforms ol the administ¬ 
ration. Business has no sense o( reciprocity. 
It IS not willing lo trade oft a .senes of major 
concessions from the Clinton administ¬ 
ration in exchange lor supporting a health 
programme that cntaiIs increased employer 
responsibiliiies 

Once Clinton delincd his political agenda 
as promoting over.seas expansion, reducing 
the budget deficit and cutting back social 
wellare spending, business has merely 
carried these policies to their logical end. 
opposing any new .social payments and 
shifting the burden ol health insurance 
from one secioi of the poor to another 
Clinton’s adoption ol the compromise on 
health Icgi.slaiion with its emphasis on 
holding down Icderal costs, not extending 
health coverage, is const stent with his other 
.socio-economic initiatives The policy ol 
fiscal conservatism and trickle down 
economics is being played out in the health 
legislation less federal expenditures .and 
intiemental incicascs in coverage. The net 
result IS noi an improved health package 
but a cheaper he.ilth hill with reduced 
coverage and less quality care lor those 
uridei current Medicaid and Medicare plans. 

A similar process has taken place in 
relation to public lands and their ex¬ 
ploitation by mining and cattle corporations. 
The initial policy was to relorm existing 
exploitation by limiting areas and increas¬ 
ing rcnial lees. In the end. Clinton’s neo- 
conservativc allies on NAFTA, minimum 
wage resiraint, forced workfare, and the 
repressive crime bill redefined the public 
land policy to suit the corporate interests; 
land allocations, land rentals are more or 
less in line with traditional state policies. 

CONCMISION 

Clinton, because of his democratic 
credentials and populist rhetoric, has been 
able to do what neither Reagan nor Bush 
were able to do. shift the debate on social 
policy from social welfare to police 
repression, from blaming corporate 
institutions to blaming blacks for urban 
decay. Irom providing minimum care for 

single parents and children to forcing them 
to work for subsistence wages without 
adequate child support systems. 

It should not be surprising that Clinton’s 
popularity is declining among blacks, 
working people and ecologi.st$ who voted 
for him. Even as publicists lor the Clinton 
administration trumpet their economic 
successes, rising profits and stock market 
indices, economic growth and the addition 
of 4.5 million jobs, they fail to understand 
that these successes are precisely the causes 
of popular disciichantmerii. "This is not 
because of a perverse incapacity to 
appreciate good tidings, but rather because 
thc.se succes.ses arc the result of declining 
living standards, losses of well paid, white 
and blue collar employment is not 
compensated by the growth of low paid, 
temporary servicejobs, Increa.scd spending 
on police and prisons and more death 
sentences mean more repression against 
minorities while the free trade agreement 
means more joh flight lo Mexico. It was 
more than a symbolic coincidence that 
Clinton introduced his crime bill preeisely 
at the moment when NAFTA was passed; 
more repression is needed to contain the 
fall-out from more factory closings. Forced 
work, the mis-named welfare reform 
legislation, is not likely to please poor single 
parents when the jobs offered and the child¬ 
care facilities tail to meet poverty levels of 
income The apparent paradox of economic 
success and popular disenchantment is 
resolved if one understands that different 
classes, races and genders are the winners 
and losers, 

The Clinton Right-turn, however, does 
not create a new basis ol support on the nght. 
'The affluent classes and corporate interests, 
while benefiting Irom Clinton’s largesse, 
have their own representatives to further 
pursue their agenda Taking advantage of 
the opening on the right they want now to 
proceed further along, decimating existing 
health, wcltare. pension and likely social 
security programmes If Clinton dared to go 
beyond Reaganism, the conservatives are 
now willing and able to go beyond Clinton’s 
version of a business agenda. 

Clinton’s Wall Street populism is the 
politic.sotfallingbelweentwochairs-lo.sing 
popular support without gaining adherents 
among the affluent classes. The mam point, 
however, is that while Reagan and Bush are 
out of olfice. Reaganism is doing very well, 
thank you 

The rupture with Reaganism cannot begin 
to take place in a Democratic party deeply 
embedded in this new model of capitalism 
that reduces domestic social programmes to 
hasten capital accumulation and global 
investment To reverse Reaganism requires 
not only a change in the political regime, 
but a change in the structure of the US state 
and socio-economic system. 
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REVIEWS 

Beyond Alterity 

Vinay Lai 

The Rhetoric of English India by Sara Suleri; University of Chicago Press, 

Chicago; 1992; pp ix + 230. 

IT is with a frontal assault that Sara Suleri, 
who established her reputation of few years 
ago as a formidable writer of English and 
a major voice in the literature of the south 
Asian diaspora with a finely nuanced 
memoir entitled Meatless Days, begins her 
new study of “English India”, a work that 
she locates “within the discourse of colonial 
cultural studies" while questioning .some 
of the assumptions which have governed 
that discursive field. Suleri argues that the 
study of colonial discourse has been too 
bound to the idea of otherness, to the 
binarism of east and west, female and male, 
colonised and coloniser, to allow the 
decentring of master-narratives to which 
it aspires and which has been so critical 
for the arguments now associated with post¬ 
modernism and post-coloniality. No doubt 
the idea of alterity was indispensable to the 
formulation of a critique of the ideology 
and epistemological imperatives of the 
coloniser, and as Suleri would hardly deny, 
the brunt of historical and literary 
scholarship before the advent of ‘colonial 
cultural studies’ did not have the political 
edge that most sensitive readings of 
colonialism are able to furnish today. 
Nonetheless, the binarism in the study of 
colonial discourse has obfuscated the 
“necessary intimacies that obtain[ed] 
between ruler and ruled”, which created a 
“counter-culture not always explicable in 
terms of an allegory of otherness”, much 
as it has occluded an awareness of the fact 
that ‘colonial cultural studies' is beset by 
its own binarisms, such as “the assignation 
of ‘cultures* to colonialism; of ‘nation' to 
post-colonialism” (pp 3-7). Sulen maintains 
that “to interpret the configurations of 
colonialism in the idiom of such ineluctable 
divisions” is to overlook and deny the 
“impact of narrative on a productive 
disordering of binary dichotomies”; the 
overdetermination of difference hides the 
“anxiety of empire" found in colonial and 
post-colonial imaginations (pp 4-5). 

Suleri rounds up the usual suspects - 
Kipling, Forster, Naipaul, and Rushdie - 
and a few more, most surprisingly Edmund 
Burke, by way of furnishing more detailed 
readings of her argument. If Burke was to 
point to Warren Hastings as a man obsessed 
with power, driven by greed, a monster 
who never dined “without creating a 
famine" (p 64), the trial of Warren Hastings 

was routinely summoned in the colonial 
record as an instance of the unique capacity 
of Britain (and the west) for self-criticism, 
of Britain's adherence to norms of justice 
and fairness and its impulse towards 
decency, and of the colonial power's 
mechanisms for safeguarding it.seif against 
its own excesses. In the conventional 
reading, Hastings and Burke, men of 
passionate intensity, appear as largely 
opposed figures: while Hastings is shown 
as being intent on plundering India, and 
on laying the foundations for British rule 
in India, Burke is described as being 
committed to the preservation of India's 
ancient institutions, eager to tntroduce 
accountability into the regime of 
colonialism, and even prepared to believe 
in the ability of Indians to govern 
themselves. 

It is this picture of Hastings and Burke 
as implacable antagonists that Suleri, in the 
first instance, seeks to disrupt. Burke never 
offered a critique of colonialism, and he 
was more inclined to view the failures of 
Hastings and his associates in crime as 
excrescences upon a system that held out 
the promise of doing good; as Suleri puts 
it, his impeachment proceedings were 
compromised by Burke's inability to realise 
that “Hastings's misdeeds were merely 
synecdochical of the colonial operation” 
(p 52). Colonialism was a larger enterprise 
than Burke was willing to allow, not 
reducible to the person of Hastings himself 
or even to the institution of the East India 
Company, and a truly meaningful 
prosecution would have required the 
levying of charges “for which no language 
was ready” (p 55). Burke’s interest lay in 
making colonialism accountable, by which 
he meant that the East India Company was 
to dispense with the subterfuge of 
functioning in the name of the Mughal 
Emperor, as well as commensurable with 
Indian customs, traditions, and modes of 
governance. He was more interested in the 
preservation of authority than in exposing 
abuses of power, and he could not 
countenance, in the language of his famous 
work on the French Revolution, “the 
cashiering of kings”. 

In Suleri’s account, Burke begins to 
emerge as a figure uncannily similar to 
Hastings, but she goes much further than 
that, principally by focusing on the trope 

of the 'sublime', which seems to have had, 
in the 18th and early part of the 20th 
centuries, as wide a currency as did the^ 
tropes of ‘wonder’ and the ‘marvellous’ in 
the 15th and 16th centuries. Burke 
employed the trope of the sublime to render 
India obscure; he was to insist on the 
unreadability and unknowability of India, 
a land - “a very remote object” - that could 
not be represented through the English 
language, and that could be viewed only 
through "a very false and cloudy medium” 
(p 27). Drawing on the work of Donald 
Pease and others, Suleri argues that the 
sublime has always had an association with 
conservatism, and Burke turned “the ' 
sublime on its head in order to represent 
India as a catalogue ot the uncatcgorisable” 
(p 28). Indian 'intransigence' allowed 
Burke and India’s colonisers to advance 
the idea that, far from being the object of 
Britain's colonialist aspirations, India was 
positioned to contain the British and. as it 
had with previous conquerors, absorb and 
tame them. If the native was unknowable, 
he was always in a position to strike at his 
purported masters and to be impermeable 
was to be in a position of empowerment; 
on the other hand, intransigence demanded 
that India be rendered less obscure, and 
this inspired the "colonial will to cultural 
description”. The terrain was to be 
thoroughly surveyed and mapped; each 
Indian was to be counted; and vast 
compendiums of Indian customs and 
traditions were to be commissioned. It is 
this same will to description, this institu¬ 
tion of a regime of truth, that inspired the 
People of India project, a photographic, 
record that proposed to provide a specimen 
of each race and caste to be found in India, 
as well as Burke's catalogue - a device 
used to great effect by his contemporaries 
like Swift to convey the notions of the 
ab.surd andothernes$-of Indian geography 
(pp 29, 103-10). 

More than Hastings, Burke appears to 
have rendered India into the other. Suleri’s 
intent here is not to reinforce the importance 
of otherness in colonial cultural studies, 
but rather to see how Burke, the ‘friend’ 
of India, was complicit with Hastings, his 
purported opposite, in the colonisation of 
India. No doubt Burke had “sympathy” for 
Indians, but as Suleri shows, Burke’s own 
work on the sublime suggested that 
“sympathy... is a dynamic of alienation 
rather than of association” (p 38). 
Ultimately the trial, as she maintains, was 
scarcely a "baule between East and West”, 
and its “most significant influence occurs 
troublingly elsewhere, and even there, 
offstage” (pp 56-67). This is a point that 
Suleri could have pursued further, for many 
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of the debates purportedly about 
colonialism, about 'us* and 'them', were 
often ma.slcing other concerns. Burke wus 
evidently more concerned, lor example, 
about the effect of the ill-bcgoitcn riches 
of Hastings and other nabobs on English 
politics, the diminishing influence of the 
aristocracy, and the conscqucncc.s of the 
entry of plebeians into the political lile of 
England than he was about the political 
future or cultural life of India 

The idiom ol otherness. Sulen argues, 
simply rehearses “the colonial fallacy 
through which India could he interpreted 
only as the unreadahiliiy of romance", "the 
language of alterity can be read as a post¬ 
modern variant ot the ohsole.scent idiom 
of romance” (pp 11-12). British women in 
India. whBc "implicated in the .structures 
of colonialism", W'crc them.selves victims 
of confinement (p 76). In .some respects, 
indeed. Indian women appeared to have the 
edge over British women. The ‘zenana’, 
the women’s quarters to which Indian 
women were confined, included children 
within Its space; by way of contrast, 
throughout Anglo-Indian narrative, as is 
well dociftnented. the separation of mother 
and child appears as "a .sentimentalised 
motif that repetitively reveals the extent of 
its traumatic betrayal" (p 80). More 
troublingly, certain Indian women, such as 
nautch girls, were held to exercise an undue 
influence even over men bought up in 
England. These nautch girls, or courtesans, 
uncomfortable reminders of the fact that 
English women had been imported to 
perform the same function that Indian 
courtesans served to provide, were for 
British women a source of "a fear of 
proximity rather than of difference”, and 
this fear was transformed “into the obscure 
discourse of the picturesque” (pp 77,92-93). 
Through the picturesque, Briti.sh women 
travelling in India, such as Harriet Tyler 
ai^d Fanny Parks, while condemned to 
remain on the periphery, and compelled to 
sustain “the psychic strains of self¬ 
censorship” (p 75), could nonetheless 
“transfix a dynamic cultural confrontation 
into a still life” (p 76). 

Most strikingly, it was the Anglo-Indian 
woman who appears to have been engaged 
in "an incipient questioning that dismantles 
colonialism’s master narrative of rape”, 
and who understood the imperial dynamic 
“as a dialogue between competing male 
anxieties” (p 77). Without seeking to deny 
the place of rape in the terrain of 
colonialism, Suleri is. however, critical of 
the "unquestioning recuperation of the 
metaphor of rape”, noting that for too long 
this “dominant trope for the act of 
imperialism” has served “as a subterfuge 
to avoid the striking symbolic homo¬ 
eroticism of Anglo-Indian narrative” 
(pp 16-17). Inthedcpictionofthccolonised 

as a violated female body, the discourse 
of otherness is given full play, and the 
binarisms - male and female, coloniser and 
colonised, (vhiic and black - within which 
Ihe discourse, pivoted upon the metaphor 
of ravishment and possession, if 

cncap.sulated conceal the fact that the figure 
of“malcemhatilcment.. mure authentically 
dictates the boundaries of colonial power” 
(p6l) Thus, while mostol the critical ga/.e 
has been turned upon Aziz’s alleged 
ravishment ol Adda in A f’o.v.izigc to Indui. 
.Sulci I points to the presence within the text 
ot an ’‘aliei native colonial model the most 
urgent cross-cultural inviiaiioiis occur 
between in.ilc and male, with racial 
di flercncc si'rvi Mg .IS a substiiule for gender” 
(p n3). .SuKti finds the embodiment ol 
homosexual ilcsirc in the lamous scene 
where Fielding bonows Aziz’s stud collar, 
and - less preilictably - in the scene where 
Aziz lakes him into his confidence, allowing 
Fielding to have a look at his decca.sed 
wife’s jihoiograph. and thereby lifting the 
veil within which the Indian woman must 
otherwise be conlincd (pp 138, 142-43). 
But the novel enacts a more complex 
reversal of the metaphor ol ravishment; 
when Adda lakes too literally Aziz’s ca.sual 
and wholly unintended invitation to visit 
him at home, we are witness not to the male 
possession of a "feminised territory", but 
to the rather more unfamiliar scene ot a 
female seeking to make an entry into "the 
habitat of coloni.sed domesticity", thereby 
pushing Aziz, "the little Indian”, into 
changing the venue of that meeting to the 
"exotic but empty space of an unvistled 
cave" (p 1.39). The centrality and intensity 
of male desire, Sulen goes on to argue, 
determines “the confluence between 
colonial and |X).st-culonial stones", a point 
that she .seeks to estabi ish through a complex 
interpretation of Rushdie’s Satanic Verses 

(p 195). 
Suleri’s reading of colonial texts as 

enactments of honioeroticism is largely 
persuasive but not without its problems. If 
there is a colonial trope, effeminacy was 
certainly one, and the Indian male, when 
he was not a member of one of the so-called 
‘martial races', was bound to appear in the 
colonial text as a rather delicate creature. 
So IS Aziz, the quaint native, he isdescribed 
by Forster as being "daintily put together", 
and in the courtroom Adda saw her alleged 
ravisher as a “strong, neat little Indian with 
very black hair and pliant hands” (p 136). 
That Suleri should leave the possible 
association between homoeroticism and 
effeminacy in colonial discourse un¬ 
examined is quite inexplicable. Secondly, 
she naturally recognises that Forster's “own 
curiously [why ‘curiously’?) class¬ 
conscious and cross-cultural homosexual 
experiences” may have contributed to the 
“homoerotic strategy” of the novel, but 

that detail is dismissed a trifle too easily. 
Kipling’s life also appears to have been 
shaped by a latent homosexuality, and in 
any case it is rather surprising that Suleri 
makes no mention of the .sensitive rerading 
of Kipling furnished by Ashis Nandy 
(1982). who has also been among the first 
scholars to alert us to the nervousness of 
masculinity generated by colonialism, 
besides pointing to the difficulties with the 
nope ol otherness when the colonisers and 
colonised were bound together by common 
anxieties Thirdly, as a large part of feminist 
discourse, with which Suleri has 
undoubtedly an extensive familianty, has 
already argued with considerable force and 
clarity, much of colonial discourse is to be 
read as a communication between men. 
This discourse was often conducted over 
the bodies of women: thus the 
ovcrdelermined metaphor of rape almost 
invariably layered another politics, the 
politics at once ot desire and domination. 

It IS. in the last analysis, to Suleri’s 
critique of otherness, to the prevailing 
hegemony of the trope of alterity, to which 
we must return. That is certainly the signal 
contribution of this riiost difficult book, a 
work of powerful if excessive elegance. 
Sulen moves, in iTie Rhetoric of English 

Wifl, from the 18th century figure of Burke 
to the post-modern figure of Salman 
Rushdie, and this obedience to temporality, 
in a work that otherwise bids farewell to 
conventional readings and predictable 
structures of narration, is somewhat 
disconcerting. It colonialism is not 
contiguous with the actual exercise of 
domination, existing long after the 
colonisers have departed, and post- 
colonialism is complicit with coloni^ism, 
then docs colonialism get inaugurated only 
with the formal institution of empire? 
Despite Suleri’s strictures against Benedict 
Anderson’s Imagined Communities (p 7), 
her own book suggest that she has not 
entirely liberated herself from viewing 
modernity as a movement of temporality. 
The question of temporality aside, the last 
chapter on Rushdie suggests that alterity 
IS already a diminishing trope in what Suleri 
describes as “colonial cultural studies", for 
Ihe location from which we speak, as post¬ 
colonial critics have been arguing, iscritical 
to the dctermi’nation of the politics of our 
utterances. The Rhetoric of English India 

remains, in any case, one of the most 
enduring testaments of a “colonial cultural 
studies” imbued with a more enhanced 
degree of self-reflexivity about its own 
practices. 
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Including North-East in Nation’s History 
Sajal Nag 

Social Movements in Manipur by N Joykunuii Singh; Mitial Publishers. New 

Delhi, 1992; pp 162 + xii, Rs 190 

IT i.s remiirkable lhal in rcccnl limes, many 
communities of noiih-east India, big or 
.small, have understood the importance ol 
hislortugraphical practice and arc making 
seriousel'lons at the reconstruction ol then 
own respective histones. The output has 
nut only succeeded in enriching and 
diversifying India's past bui even 
challenged the dominance ol 'mam- 
sircamisl’ historiography. Indeed, north¬ 
east India hardly ever finds any mention 
in the textbooks of Indian history, most ol 
which subscribe to the above school 
Manipur has been a bii fortunaie m this 
regard. Jawaharlal Nehru's accidental 
involvement with the Gaindinliu story 
brought the movement led by ladonang - 
Gaindinliu in Manipui into national locus 
Similarly, the Kuki and Kacha-Naga 
uprisings were accorded lecogmtion due 
to the new lourid enthusiasm in 'histoiy 
from below'. But Manipur still had a lot 
more to tell to the rest ol India in terms 
of what can be characterised as ’social 
movements'. N Joykiimar -Singh's book 
under review details ihesc lascinaiing 
succession ol evenis in a very simple and 
unassuming way. 

Intimidated by the expansionist designs 
of the Burmese. Manipin was compelled 
to seek the assisiaiice of the Briiish who 
entered the stale in the gui.se of savioui but 
refused to back out Allliotigh ilicoiciically 
Manipur had an Indirect Rule, its 
subjugation was complete The stibordi- 
natin‘'g ut this subsistence economy to a 
vicious colonial order created immense 
strains and a senes ol ciises which was 
reflected in the outbreak ol a succession 
of revolts ugain.st the system. Within 1.^ 
years of its occupation by the Biiiish. the 
first uprising took place m IKt)4 The next 
15 years .saw the kukis nse in revolt (1 •> 17-19) 
led by a miracle worker The kukis loughi 
a guerrilla war against the British tor about 
two years before being crushed. The turn 
of the decade saw the Ktibui Nagas up in 
arms led by Jadonang who professed to 
ptisscss supernatural power. The battle w as 
carried by Gaindinliu after Jadonang was 
executed. While in all these cases the 
objective was to reinstate their ’own rule’, 
the backdrop was provided by the colonial 
rule, imposition ol taxes, demand of soldiers 
and labourers Irom the iribals and the 
Christian missionary activities The Nupilun 
movement (19391 was launched by Mcithci 
women against the unscrupctlous ‘Mayang 
(outsiders) traders who exported local 

loodgraiiis to meet the war time demands 
The Irabat’s movement (1946-51), a 
Telerigana-like uprising, attempted a 
commtimsi cdup in Manipur, to oveilhrow 
the auioeratu king and establish a peoples’ 
lepuhlie. Ir.ibat also launched a state 
peoples movement lor a resptinsible 
govermneni Joyktimar Singh details the 
hurried mannerol the Indian .slate in securing 
the merger ol Manipur through threats and 
baits, completely ignoring the elected 
rcpre.sentaiives ol the people and thereby, 
irreparably hurling the colicctrve pride ot 
the people ol Ka'nglaipak (Manipur’s local 
name) 

The authoi starts with a theoretical 
discussion ol the concept and typologies 
ot social movcmcnis which could prove 
bcnelicial to the students His attempt to 
ch.iiaclcrise ibc various movements that 
look place in Manipur as ’tribal', 'women', 
'political' and 'rcvolutionaiy'. can be 
debated about But the concept ol social 
movement ii.scll is so fluid .ind accom¬ 
modating. thai vciiliiring into any such 
dchaic might lead to the los' ol historical 
impoiiance ol these movements m the 
moi.iss ol icriiiiiiologies and pai.imetcrs 
Howcvei. Singh is right in pointing out 
that though Aii/it/oii was a women's 
movemeiii. it was an anti-colonial 
inovemcm without any lemmist ideology. 
Bui the ncg.iiioii ol the revolulionaiy 
coniciii ol the kuki and Zcliiangrog 
imivcmeiiis by lahcliing them as tribal 
movements might not be acceptable to all. 
The author also lads to convince how ihe 
Jadonang-Gaiiidinliu movement can be 
called ’Zcliangrong' movement (p57) since 
the latter was a post-independence 
phenomenon Such a classilicalion reflects 
aparliciilai political position. Similarly, it 
IS erroneous that Gaindinliu movement 
attempted lo he a pan of the Indian national 
movement ip 6,1). The available evidence 
suggests that Gaindinliu had no idea about 
the Indian national movement. She had 
only hcaid .ihout Gandhi's endeavour lo 
expel Ihe Biiiish fioin the area, a possibility 
she rc’ioiced Aliliougb ihe author has 
piovided vital slatislicnl information 
legardiiig the background ot Ihcmovemcnls 
(pp 76-80), he fads to trace the continuity 
and change in these successive outbursts. 
Lack ol analytical endeavour is responsible 
forthis lap.se The book is a plain narrative. 
Peihaps the most i mportant aspect the hook 
misses IS to delineate the regional 
developments against an all-lndia backdrop 

Such an approach would have provided us 
with a vital comparative overview and 
spared die author from making statements, 
such as, “the Kuki and Zcliangrong 
movements were entirely different from 
other tribal movements of India” (p 43). 
A careful study indicates the opposite. The 
author's rclueianee lo perceive the 
developments of Manipur as a part of Ihe 
all-India phenomenon prevents him from 
pinpointing the circumstances (hat 
constituted the background of the forceful 
merger ol Manipur with India. Irabat’s 
communist coup in Manipur took place 
when throughout the country there were 
commumst-lcd uprisings that created a 
communist phobia in the Indian state. The 
rising of the 'red sun’ in China and Burma 
gave an international dimension to it. In 
other areas the Indian state had u.sed the 
stale peoples' movement to effect the 
merger but in Manipur it did the opposite 
Only a careful analysis would have brought 
out these signdicant points. The author 
also makes contradictory .statements like 
‘‘Manipur was able to withstand any 
onslaught due to Ithc strength olj Its political 
and cultiir.d character" (p 20) when his 
study shows that Manipur was neither able 
to withstand the etilliirnl attack Irom 
Hinduism nor the invasions of Burma or 
the Briiisli The authoi notes lhal Manipur 
had a rich hisioiic.il tradilion and distinct 
L’liltuial identity (p 20), But he refrains 
liom any compaialive study which would 
have shown the distinctiveness of 
Manipui's political and cultural identity 
The book also wrongly mentions that the 
hill-plaindivide was acrcationot the British 
(p 38) when in tael it was a continuation 
ol the policy lollowed by the Mcithei kings 
There are also examples ot unwarranted 
value ludgmeiils like "the Lallup system 
|u kind ol semi-serldomj was good lor 
Manipui" (p 29). These issues are stressed 
because in the long run they have political 
implications. Regional historiography 
should not be regionalist m outlook. K M 
Pamkkar has already cautioned us against 
Iheglonltcationol regional specificities or 
events that lead to false pride. 

The author's claim that no sub.siantial 
study has been done on the.se movements 
IS also not quite correct. Apart from Sumil 
.Sakar’s Modern India. Ranjit Cuba's 
subaltern senes. A R Desai’s volume on 
peasant movements, K S Singh’s volumes 
on tribal and socialfmovemenis, there are 
at least 10 unpublished dis.sertations and 
published works (mostly from Manipur 
university itself) dealing with these 
movements However, it must be said to 
the credit ol the author that he has supplied 
enough material tor the authors of the 
textbooks on Indian history or fora hi.storian 
working on national history to include the 
north-east in their torthcoming volumes. 
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SPECUL ARTICLES I 

Intellectual Property Rights in 
the Uruguay Round 

An Indian Perspective 
D M Nachane 

The recently rone hided Uruf>iiay Round has ushered in a new era of strengthened intellectual property protection. 
This is likely to have several consequences jor LDCs. not all of which are transparent. The main focus of our paper 
is to examine these consequences. Special attention is also given to the specific areas in the Indian patent system where 
modification will he necessary and to how .such modification svill affect the economy at large. The pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology sectors are analysed in greater detail. The threat of trade retaliation is examined in the early part 
of the paper and the penultimate .section examines the seriou.sness of this threat from India’s point of view. 

I 
Introduction 

PHILOSOPHICAL ullitudc.s Id Intollcctuul 
Property Rights (hcncelorth IPRs) have 
histoncaUy ranged between two extremes - 
on the one hand we may distinguish the so- 
called natural rights view ot the IPRs. best 
cncap.sulated in the Hegelian diciuin that 
"an tdea belongs to tis creator because the 
idea IS a manilestation ot the creator’s 
personaltiy or sell" (Hughes l‘IK8|, on the 
other, there ts a uttlitarian view stiessing 
the role of innovations m promoting 
industrialisation by local diltusion ot 
knowledge (Anderlelt 1971 and Maehlup 
I9.SK1. National IPR laws usually embody 
aspects of both views, with ‘strong’ IPR 
regimes setting grcaier store by the naltiral 
rights vicwpoiiii and ‘weak’ regimes 
emphasising the othei end of the spectrum. 
The deliberations utlendani upon the 
recently concluded Uruguay Round 
witnessed a marked polarisation of views 
on IPRs with the industrialised west, 
spearheaded by the US. taking up the 
cudgels tor sirenglheiiing IPRs globally 
and the third world countries ottering 
spirited resisiance to the US initiatives. 
The final outcome represents a definitive 
victory for the industrialised countries’ 
viewpoint and all indications arc that the 
LDCs will have to go through a prolonged 
and painful period ot adjustment in their 
national IPR systems in the coming decade. 

The primary aims ol this paper are two- 
told - tlrstly, toanuly.seihepolitical economy 
and institutional lactors responsible lor the 
attitudes to the IPRs in Ihe indusiriali.sed and 
developing countries (The US and Indian 
cases arc for the sake of specincity. taken 
as representative of the industnali.sed and 
developing country perspectives respectively 
though, of course, it is rccogni.sed that some 
divergence of views within each group is 

only to be expected.) The second locus ot 
the paper is more spcciali.scd, and deals 
with the scope and magnitude of adjustmeni 
that the IPR legimc in India will have to 
undergoundcriheimpcrativcol theDunkel 
Dralt and wlicihcr these adiustments will 
impinge IjMiurahly or critically on India's 
mediumicrni and long-term economic 
prospects Two sectors where IPRs pl.iy a 
ciucial role. vi/. pharmaccuiicals .ind 
biotechnology arc studied in some dclail 
The option adv.mced on some loia in India 
about "opting out" Iroin the Ui nguay Round 
recommendations is also given some 
attention 

Theorganisalionol thcpapei is as lollows 
The next Seclion (II) delves iiiio the 
motivations behind the move to global 
strcnglhening ol the IPRs initiated by the 
US. .Since this is well-charted leriiiory. llic 
di.scussion IS .1 bn briel. The LDC point 
of view. Iiowevei, is elahoraicd in greater 
detail III Seclion III The economic impacts 
ol thhe new' IPR legime are discussed in 
.Section IV The pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology sectors are studied in 
Sections V and VI. Section VII is devoted 
to a critical examination ol the "opt out’’ 
po.ssibililics. Conclusions are gathered in 
Ihe final Seclion (Vlll) 

11 
Industrialised Countries’ Viewpoint 

'I’hc mc'Si prevalent methods of intellectual 
property protection are (i) patents, (ii) 
investors' certificates la lorm ol iioii- 
exciusivc patent commonly used in the ex- 
ccntrally planned economic.s), (lii) plant 
brccdei.'i rights (a patent-type protection 
affordedloiraditionally bred plant varieties), 
(iv) copyrights. (v) trademarks and (vi) irade 
secrets. Ofthe.se instruments, patents have 
figured most prominently in the IPR debate, 
aiid most (hut not all) of our di.scussion will 

pertain to ihis particular mode ol intellectual 
property protection. 

ClIANtil.Mi TU'IINOUKiY ClIAKAtTI-KISnCS 

One of the primaiy reasofis res|H)nsible 
lorihe movement in favourot stricter global 
IPR I egimegaming curiencyinthedeveloped 
woild. IS lo be soughi in the tundamental 
changes in the characterol technology which 
have occurred in Ihe past two decades 

(I) Fusily, and pci haps most importantly, 
as highlighted by Freeman! l‘J74).Mytalka 
(U)S7) and Kaplinsky (1989). the 
knowledge intensiiv ol production has 
increased and simultaneously so has the 
science-coiiieni ot knowledge These twin 
developmenis have had several important 
ramificaiions, which impinge critically on 
the issue ol IPRs Thus, as knowledge 
micnsiiy has grown, the individual inventor 
has been lepl.iced by the corporate entity, 
and growing scieniisalion has increased 
the opiimal plant si/e. implying scope for 
exploitation ol scale economies 'very often 
by ii anscending national boundaries). Thus 
iniellcciiial piopcrty proteciion is no more 
being sought by scattered individual 
innovators bul by mega-corporations and 
transnaiionalenterprises Thisisparticularly 
true ol the pharmaceutical and biotech¬ 
nology sectors. 

(ii) .Secondly, the post-l97()s have also 
witnessed a major transition from mass 
production to llexiblespecialisaiion, brought 
about by the instability in global markets 
(Piorc and Sabel I984|. This had the 
consequences ol shilling the focus from 
price competition to product charactenstics 
and design in the arena of international 
trade. With commodity design becoming 
the kingpin of the competitive process 
(especially in commodities such as 
garments and footwear), the proteciion 
accorded to innovative designs assumed 
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central importance. Since such protection 
is usually weak in LDCs and further, since 
the main innovations in design are centred 
in the developed countries, there is natural 
tendency to strengthen IPRs in this direction 
in the latter group of countries. 

(iii)The 'electronics revolution’ has also 
called into question some of the traditional 
approaches to IPRs and their protection. 
Tlie pace of diffusion in electronics is quite 
rapid, imitation is often costless and difficult 
to prove and duplication via reverse- 
engineering can be relatively easy (semi¬ 
conductors being a particularly striking 
example). Thus technological leakage (both 
dome.stic and transnational) is common and 
hence, affected interests in industrialised 
countries have been quite active in lobbying 
for stronger protection. Largely as a result 
of the pressure exerted by the film and 
recording industry as well as the computer 
(hardware and .software) industry, the US 
Copyright Law was amended in 1976 to 
broaden the coverage of copyright to include 
music, films, choreography, computer 
programmes, spreadsheets, etc. Since the 
period of protection under the US Copyright 
Law is SO years plus the life of the author, 
the protection afforded is. in fact, substantial 
and fears have been expressed about the 
adverse impacts of such legislations on the 
diffusion of ideas in an area of rapid 
growth possibilities, in the field of semi¬ 
conductors, the protection was similarly 
strengthened via the US Semiconductor 
Chip Protection Act of 1984 whereby semi¬ 
conductor topography was accorded 
protection for 10 years. 

(IV) Perhaps the most striking tech¬ 
nological development of the past few 
decades has been biotechnology whose 
vast potentials have not yet been fully 
realised. Bultel ct al (1985) have identified 
the following mam thrusts of biotech¬ 
nology which are likely to have a significant 
impact on agriculture and health, in both, 
industrialised and developing countries (a) 
plant genetic-manipulation and breeding, 
(b) industrial tissue-culture, (c)embryology 
and hormonal implants and (d) the genetic 
manipulation of micro-organisms to 
substitute for existing agricultural products. 

The biorevolution poses several 
problematic issues for IPRs. Firstly, most 
national patent systems do not provide 
patents for micro-organisms (the US is an 
exception), but the peculiar feature of 
biotechnology is that considerable resources 
need to be devoted to identify micro- 
oiganisms and in the absence of adequate 
protection, investment in this activity is likely 
to fall short of the .social optimum. Secondly, 
incontrast tootherscienccs. the link between 
the scientific origin of an idea and its 
commercial exploitation is direct, and the 
time lag between invention to innovation is 
negligible. The ‘disclosure requirement’ of 

the traditional patenting system may thus 
prove to be an inducement for illegal 
duplication - hence the demand that the 
disclosure requirement be met by a deposit 
of the micro-organism. Further aspects of 
the IPRs in biotechnology will be di.scus.sed 
in a later section. 

The preceding discussion highlights two 
important facts, viz, that substantial 
technological changes have occurred in the 
past two decades, which necessitate revision 
in the traditional approach to IPRs, and that 
almost all of these developments have 
occurred in the industriali.sed part of the 
World, especially in the US. It is then no 
wonder that a large part of the initiative to 
strengthen IPRs across the globe has come 
from that country. 

US 1MPERATIVI.S 

The US goals in the Uruguay Round may 
be formally described as (i) the achievement 
of a comprehensive and self-actuating 
agreement on TRIPS to replace the current 
method of dispute resolution in this area via 
ad hoc country-specific approaches and (ii) 
to legitimise the linkage between IPR issues 
and the global trading system, or putting it 
mure plainly, to make trade sanctions a 
powerful weapon to bring erring countries 
in line with the US viewpoint on TRIPS. 
While the mechanism by which the.se goals 
have been sought to be achieved are well 
known (and will be briclly described below), 
a satisfactory analytical framework toexplain 
the US position is lacking, though UNCTAD 
(I990;59-I56) presents certain tentative 
guidelines in this regard. The UNCTAD 
model IS predicated on two fundamental 
principles - the product-cycle theory of 
international trade [Vernon 1971 and Kurth 
1979] and the hegemonic-stability theory ol 
international relations [Gilpin 1987]. 

Vernon’s (1971) product-cycle theory is, 
of cour.se, well known to economists. 
Nevertheless, with a view to maintaining the 
continuity of ourdiscussion Its key elements 
can be bncfly re-stated. The four stages in 
the life-cycle ol a product are identified as 
(i) innovation and introduction in the 
domestic market, (li) saturation of the 
dome.stic market and the search lor foreign 
markets, (iii) foreign investments by the 
industry for the provision of the product in 
foreign markets and (tv) exports of the 
product from the foreign countries to the 
original home market. While Vernon 
presumes that the innovating transnational 
corporation would remain in control of all 
the four stages of the product-cycle, in the 
absence of strong IPR protection abroad, the 
last two stages might well be appropriated 
by foreign imitators. The UNCTAD report 
underlines the strong possibility that the 
transnational corporation would be impelled 
to lobby its government to press for stricter 

IPR regimes both at home and abroad. The 
domestic implications are examined a bit 
later, but we must note here that pressurising 
foreign governments is an effective option 
only for a hegemon. The theory of hegemonic 
stability maintains that the global leadership 
and enforcement functions usually devolve 
upon the hegemon (if one exists), and as a 
logical implication, markets will be relatively 
open in the presence of a hegemon and 
relatively protectionist in its ab.sence-a 
hypothesis well-supported by the experience 
of Britain in the 19th century and of the US 
in the post-second world war period. But the 
hegemon that seeks to establish an open 
market for goixls also will seek to establish 
closed markets for intellectual property. 
Further, concern with free trade in goods is 
likely to be paramount when the hegemon 
IS in a .strongly competitive position (i e. 
when must of its industries are in the first 
three stages of the product cycle), whereas 
IPRs become the dominant concern when 
the hegemon is losing its competitive edge 
with the bulk of its industries in (he last 
stages of the produci-cycle. The UNCTAD 
report thus attributes the hardening of the 
U,S stance on I PRs i n the 1980s to i ts deci i ning 
competitive status. Interestingly the theory 
also attempts to explain the use of trade 
retaliation as the favoured instrument in 
seeking stricter I PR enforcement - thclosing 
competitive edge by the hegemon means 
that foreign imports claim a large share in 
Its own market so that theeconomic weakness 
of the hegemon become precisely its political 
leverage. 

The weaknesses of the above theory stem 
from the inadequacy of the product-cycle 
model as a theory of international trade. 
Currently the accepted paradigm for 
explaining trade-flows seems to be the intra¬ 
industry trade theory, al least where trade 
between advanced countries is concerned. 
Even in trade between advanced and 
developing countries, the product-cycle 
theory runs into several difficulties. If the 
products in question are durable consumer 
goods, then several LDCs (e g, India) severely 
curtail such imports, and investment from 
abroad in the production of these goods is 
also restricted, so that the product-cycle is 
not allowed to operate in such cases. In the 
case of capital goods also, it is doubtful 
whether the product would go through all 
the four stages identified by Vernon (1971). 
In particular, it may be difficult for an LDC 
to export a capital good to an industrialised 
country, even after its production has 
attained the "routine" stage for the simple 
reason that low wages (on which Vernon 
rests the major part of his argument) may 
not be sufficient to lend the LDC a 
competitive advantage - the capital good 
in question may depend on other resources 
such as capital, skilled labour and scientific 
inputs in which the LDCs may not have 
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any cost advantage at all. Further even if 
the LDC could press home a cost advantage, 
it is difficult to envisage whether any market 
at all would exist for such a capital good 
in an advanced country in view of the 
rapidity of technological change and 
obsolescence in the latter. Anyway, oh the 
empirical plane. LDC imports have had 
difficulty in maintaining, ieave alone 
increasing, their market share in the 
industrialised countries. Thus the UNCTAD 
(1990) theory does not furnish a very 
satisfactory explanation of the imperatives 
behind the US stance, and alternative 
explanations have to be .sought for. 

The majorcontribution of the above theory, 
however, is that it highlights a crucial fact, 
viz, that the interests of a national economy 
in IPRs evolve over time, and are a function 
of its internal economic and political 
situation. The precise status of its national 
IPR regime will be the outcomeof conflicting 
interests between the innovators and imitators 
and other groups in society, as resolved 
through the political process. As innovation 
proceeds apace, the interests of innovators 
would dominate that of imitators, so that in 
the early stages of development a nation 
might favour weak IPR regimes (witness the 
US non-participation in international 
copynght arrangements for the first 100 
years of the system’s existence), but in the 
later stages ol development, the same nation 
would advocate strengthen ingot IPRs. Apart 
from imitators and innovators, other interests 
are also al'fected by the status of the IPR 
regime-consumers, agriculturists, and 
organised labour hut following Olson’s 
(1965) theory of collective action, the 
influence exercised by such groups would 
depend upon their capacity tor effective 
organisation and this capacity would show 
considerable intertemporal and cross- 
national variations. This point will be 
resumed again in the discussion bearing on 
LDCs in the next section. 

US PouoY Initiatives 

US concerns about IPRs have found outlets 
both in its bilateral relations with other 
countries as well as in its initiatives on 
multilateral fora such as the OECD, WlPO 
and most especially GATT. ’The US led 
initiatives in GATT have largely succeeded 
in establishing a new world order, more 
attuned to the advanced countries’ viewpoint, 
and under such circumstances a legitimate 
concon is bound to emerge in LDCs as to 
whether the bilateral initiatives have become 
superfluous, especially in view of their 
questionable conformity to thcG ATT legal 
framework [GATT 1989]. The minimum 
that the LDCs may expect is a soft-pedalling 
on some of the bilateral initiatives, which 
have been particularly severe in the last five 
years. 

The main bilateral initiatives arc (i) 
Section 337 of the US Tanff Act of 1930 
as amended in 1988. (ii) Section 301 of 
the US Trade Act of 1974 as revised in 
1984 and 1988 and (iii) the Super 301 and 
Special 301 mechanisms created by the 
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act 
of 1988. These sections provide for various 
measures ot retaliatory action by the US 
on the trade front mainly, as a counter¬ 
check to violations of IPRs in other 
countries and have been invoked quite 
regularly (mostly against LDCs) since their 
coming into effect (UNCTAD 1990 and 
Kaplinsky 1989 for details]. 

Ill 

The LDC Viewpoint 

Scienc e in LDCs 

In his classical perspective on the history 
of science, Bernal (1970) distinguishes two 
phases in the development of relations 
between science and economic development 
An early phase in which scientific di.scovcrics 
onginated from the study of production 
technologies and a later pha.se in which basic 
science became the source of technological 
innovations - inchronologicaltcmis the first 
phase coincides roughly with the early stages 
of the industrial revolution in England, the 
second starts with the emergence of electrical 
and organic chemical indu.stnes. Further, 
Bernal demonstrates that in any society (he 
links between science and production evolve 
as a result of the historic process of 
development of economic organi-sations 
liuilding on this premise, Herrera (1972) 
theorEscs on how and why in LDCs most 
scientific research is irrelevant to national 
goals like defence and economic develop¬ 
ment, whereas m advanced countries R and 
D IS much more goal-oriented. While 
enumerating all the links in Herrera’s chain 
of analysis would lake us far afield, some 
of his major observations merit noting: (i) 
LDCs tend to spend much more on basic 
re.search than on applied re,search, whereas 
in advanced countries the situation is exactly 
the opposite, (ii) whatever applied research 
exists, (in LDCs), usually occurs in a 
fragmented fashion with few links to 
industrial production, (iii) basic research 
can be sometimes of very good quality but 
such research is likely to be connected to 
the scientific systems in advanced countnes 
and the centres of excellence in basic research 
are usually likely to be isolated enclaves 
with little beanng on local R and D and (iv) 
the problem in LDCs is not so much the low 
level of R and D (as is usually supposed) 
but the fact that this R and D is not properly 
embedded in the national structure of 
production. Some of these observations have 
an important bearing on the discussion that 
follows.* 
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Paradigms of Technical Change 

IN LDCs 

To appreciate the attitude of LDCs to 
intellectual property, it is important to study 
the perceptions about technical progress and 
economic development in these countries. 
The dominant paradigm in this regard in the 
early 1970.s was the so-called ‘dependency 
school’ originating in Latin America with 
heavy overtones of the Marxian theory of 
imperialism (Furtado 1964. Warren 1980, 
Fransman 1985]. According to the 
dependency school, LDCs tend to veer 
towards technological dependence on 
industnalEscd countries due to a combination 
of factors, chief among which are (i) the 
income distribution is overwhelmingly 
skewed in favour of the upper classes, who 
dominate consumer goods markets, (ii) the 
elite demand the same kinds of consumer 
goods as prevail in the developed countries 
due to the operation of the ‘demonstration 
effect’, (iii) the manufacture of such goods 
is accomplished via imports of technology 
from the industrialised world (in the form 
of industrial inputs and machinery) and (iv) 
the necessary foreign exchange for such 
imports is obtained by exporting primary 
products. 

Several corollancs follow from these basic 
tenets of the dependency school: 

(i) TNCs become the dominant suppliers 
of technology to developing countries; 

(li)The terms of technology supply create 
conditions for the flourishing of monopolies 
ill developing countnes; 

(III) Such monopolies exhibit no 
technological dynamism of their own; and 

(IV) Technical innovation in the 
developed countrie.s is of the labour-saving, 
capital-using variety and is inappropnate 
to the factor endowment situation in LDCs 
(Stewart 1972). 

The last proposition is particularly germane 
to the theme of our paper and underlies the 
strong opposition to a stiffer IPR regime 
among the LDCs, expressed in a series of 
initiatives at the UN [beginning with the 
Brazilian resolution in 1961 seeking revisions 
to the Paris convention and followed by 
similar resolutions at Nairobi (1981) and 
Geneva (1982.1984)). It is worth noting that 
several developed country economists have 
also questioned the relevance of a strong IPR 
regime for LDCs. Both Penrose (1951) and 
Greer (1973) have suggested that LDCs 
should be exempt from international patent 
arrangements. More recently Bifani (1990) 
has also taken a fairly sympathetic view of 
the LDC position; commenting on the 
Uruguay Round negotiations he remarks “It 
IS somewhat ironical that liberalisation of 
international trade will be now pursued 
through the growing global monopolisation 
of one of the most important factors of 
production, that is knowledge, a process 



facilitated by the absence of internulional 
agreed antitrust rules”. 

Even though the early 197()s was a period 
when the dependency theory held fully 
sway in the LDCs. by the end o) that 
decade, some ot its more rigid conclusions 
hud been increasingly called into itue.slion 
Stewart (1977) was talking about the 
"advantageol being a ‘laie-comcr’ in terms 
of development" and Lull (1975) was 
cautioning that "A blanket concept ol 
dependence applied to all LDCs is quite 
mt.sleading". By the 19H()s. the dependency 
theory seemed to he in retreat, largely as 
a result ol (he economic successes ol several 
third world countries in Latin Ametica as 
well as the 'tigers' in Asia Such countries 
had successfully adapted foreign 
technology to local factor endowments by 
pursuing a 'lechnology following' strategy 
rather than a caichiiig-up strategy, 
building up incrcnient.il technical changes 
rather than aiming loi maioi technology 
breakthroughs. Any theory of technological 
change and dcvclopnient ought to account 
for the.se experiences which did not easily 
fit into the dependency paradigm. (See 
Erber (1984) however, lor a deiernnned 
effort to have dependency theory 
encompass these cases. | The new- theory 
which emerged may be called as neo- 
Schumpcterian (Freeman ei al 19X2. Kat/ 
1984. 'Teitel 19X4. Fr.tnsman 19X5. etc), 
being lairly close to the original Schumpeter 
(1934) model in its dynamics but 
emphasising incremental rather than major 
technical changes The iieo-Schumpcterian 
theory stresses the advantages attached to 
being a 'technology lollower' vi/. reduced 
costs ot knowledge acquisition and risk- 
bearing. A quick imitator is usualty more 
economicatly success In I than a pioneer, since 
imitation (and adai-itation) ol lechnology can 
be based on relatively 'sliallow' levels ol 
knowledge, and the crucial lactor in 
technology adaptation may be human 
resources geared lo mcreniental, r.uher than 
basic designing skills 

The implications of the neo-Schumpeicrian 
view for IPRs have not been examined 
hitherto, but they arc relatively straight¬ 
forward. Those third world countries (like 
India and .South Koiea) which have 
threshold scientific and technological 
capabilities can successliilly resort to a 
tcchnology-tollowing’ trajectory and an 

IPR sy.stem which would piomote such a 
Strategy would be one which recognised 
minor' or 'utility' patents Such a plea to 

reduce the "non-obviousness'' requirement 
in patent applica-tions has been made on 
legal grounds in India (Ponkshe 1991J but 
there seems to he strong economic sense in 
the argument too In the mailer ol utility 
paten(.s, domestic innovators could easily 
hold their own against potential lorcign 
competition. The grant ol patents to 

foreigners for major technical changes will 
then be a matter of secondary importance 
to domestic innovators, who will busy 
themselves with 'inventing around the 
patent’ Thus the opposition to IPRs will be 
considerably whittled down, once utility 
patents aie recognised. 

Poi.rriCAi. E< omimy Con.sidi-.ra iions 

Wc try to sketch below the political 
economy ty|)c inlluciiccs shaping attitudes 
to IPRs III the third world The discussion 
IS based on the Indian ca.se but .several 
considerations would apply with minor 
modifications to other LDCs also The four 
groups whose iiitcresis arc vitally at stake 
in the adoption ol the new IPR regime are 
ti) business .sector, (ii) labour, tin) larmcrs 
and iiv) consiinieis 

Currently India imposes, a number ol 
restrictions on lechnology imports such as 
restrictions on royally and lump sum 
payments, diiialion ol colinhoration. etc 
An eflcciivcly strengthened IPR regime 
will necessitate some modilicattons in 
lechnology policy, because the dome.slic 
importer has always shown a prelercnce 
for the latest vintage technologies, 
economising on the royalty payments by 
going in lor smaller lechnology packages 
(Alam 19X5] The Indian importer seems 
to he more concerned about lengthening 
the duration ol the collaboration and being 
allowed to iiiipori lirst-hand technology 
than with royalty payments as such. Thus 
business interests are not likely to set 
themselves in opposition to the new IPR 
regime, but are rathei likely to agitate foi 
greater llcxibility m the government ol 
India's technology policy. (Ol course, 
sectors involved in counterfeiting goods 
and 111 illegal imitaiion aic bound to oppose 
the new IPR legime but this opposition 
cannot come out into (he open). If utility 
patents are granted, the support ol the 
business secioi lor the new IPR regime will 
be secure 

The ellccis ol the new IPR regime on 
labour are likoly. by and large, to be 
unfavourable al least in the short run. If. 
as IS very likely, a stricter IPR regime brings 
in Its wake a higher level ol technology in 
domestic indiistiy. this technology would 
he ol (he labotii-s.iving kind and it would 
take some time beloic it is adapted to the 
native lactor endowments. The I98()s. 
which have been characterised by what has 
been (ernicd as 'jobless growth', underline 
the luci (hat such adaptation ol technology 
may be a long-drawn out process, involving 
considerable restructuring. A stricter IPR 
regime might also dri ve .several units in the 
unorgani.sed sector, which violate patent 
and copyright laws blatantly, to the wall, 
and this could also involve considerable 
retrenchment ol labour Thus labour. 

especially the organised component would 
be in opposition to a stricter IPR regime. 

The reaction of farmers is likely to be 
a function of their holdings. The large- and 
medium-scale farmers, who have been 
major bend iciarics ol the green revolution, 
also anticipate benefits, but on a much 
larger .scale from the gene revolution. To 
the extent that the biotechnology 
breakthroughs will be accessible to the 
Indian fanners only il India is a party to 
the new IPR regime, the relatively large 
larmers support such a regime. The small 
larmcrs however lear an upward spurt in 
seed prices from the adoption of stricter 
IPRs. and have been vocal in their 
condemnation ol the GATT agreement. 
The small I arniers may be numcncally more 
powerful, but it is felt that the political 
lobbying power ol the large larmcrs is 
much gi eater 

Finally, the consumers arc likely to face 
steep upward prices ot several commodities, 
especially drugs and other chemical-based 
pnxlucts. But they arc unorganised and hence 
likely to be inelfective as opponents ol the 
new IPR regime 

The govcriimcm of India has already 
adopted the Uruguay Round proposals in 
principle, but whether this decision is in 
accordance with the collective will ol Ihc 
nation, will only be known in the next 
round of the general elections, when the 
IPRs issue will certainly be one ol the 
major piohits ol the voter's decision 
process 

IV 

Likely Economic Consequences 
of («ATT for India 

The new regime ol IPRs, ushered m by 
the Dunkel Dialt, has virtually stirred up 
a hornet's nest in LDCs. with its possible 
eeonomic consequences being discussed at 
every conceivable lorum Basically one 
may distinguish two opposing views - the 
dominant, traditional view which postulates 
that strengthening IPRs will have 
deleterious consequences lor LDCs and an 
emerging, hut possibly minority view, that 
such strengthening is an absolutely 
necessary precondition for the LDCs to be 
integrated into the global economy and to 
launch oil into a sustainable high-growth 
trajectory. The quality ol the debate has 
suffered because ol inadequate, sector- 
specific data and some ot (he empirical 
work has been undertaken with heroic 
assumptions, often putting severe strains 
on ccononieiric etiquette. Ncvcrthclcs.s the 
debate has .served lo put certain key i.ssues 
into locus and pointed lo Ihe institutional 
changes which may be necessary either to 
mitigate (he damages ol a strong IPR regime 
in some .sectors or to maximise its benents 
in others. 
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TRADi nONAt ViEWKMNT t)N 

Technologv Transfer 

The basic argument for strong IPR 
protection is extremely simple - that if the 
returns to innovative activity (which is of 
essence, a public good) can be better 
appropriated, this will encourage innovation 
and thereby productivity and economic- 
growth generally. The argument has 
sometimes been further simplified by 
identifying patents as the major safeguard 
of IPRs, and linking better patent protection 
with improved manufacturing productivity 
and growth. 

The causal chains in the above analysis 
are not supported by the available empirical 
evidence in the developed countries The 
important surveys ol the US industries done 
by Mansfield ci al (19X1) and Levin et al 
(1987) rank patents, as a method ol 
appropriability ol returns on intellectual 
property, lairly low among various 
instruments (except in the pharmaceuticals 
case). Similarly Watanbe's (1985) study ol 
Japane.se firms ranks patent protection below 
inter-lirm competition as an inducement lo 
innovalivt activily Historical studies ol 
Netherlands and Swit7erland |.such as those 
ot Schilf 19711 during their patentless years 
show noevidence of then economic pros[)ects 
being hampered by their weak IPR proteciion 
systems Thus on balance, the link between 
IPRs and innovative activity, in the 
industnali.scd countries, is tenuous |liirther 
details on this point may be recoveied Irom 
Sicbeck el al (1990)) 

Similar surveys lor LDCs are not aval lablc, 
but even il they were, it isdilficulttoenvisage 
that the conclusions would be reversed As 
a matter of tact, the link between domestic 
IPRs and domestic innovative activity in an 
LDC is much less direct than in an 
industrialised country, because nationals in 
LDCs hold a very small proportion ol total 
patents (the figure is in the range ol 8-10 
per cent for India) drawn in that country 
It was exactly this consideration which had 
prompted Penrose (19.51) to state These 
countries (LDCs) receive nothing for the 
price they pay tor the use ol loieign 
inventions or lor the monopoly they grant 
to foreign patentees ’ 

However an indirect link could still exist 
between strong IPR regimes in LDCs and 
theireconomic growth il (i) such IPR regimes 
lead-to greater innovative activity abroad 
and (ii) the fruits of such innovative activity 
result in more rapid or cheaper transfer ol 
technology from industrialised countries to 
LDCs. There is .some evidence to support 
the first of these contentions in Lip.sey et al 
(1990) who report that US firms inve.sting 
in production operations in LDCs are more 
R and D intensive than similar U.S linns 
investing indevcioped countries. The second 
contention (about transfer ol technology) is 

far more controversial. In one of the first 
systematic exposes of the subjeci Vaitsos 
(1972) had taken an extremely pc.ssimislic 
view - regarding patents as a means ol 
blocking, rather than promoting, technology 
transfer. This is because, in his view “Patents 
give an exclusive monopoly position in a 
national market and not being exploited, 
they tunction .so as to block the transler ol 
technology related to the patented products 
"and lurthei” the closer a patent is to a final 
product the more it tenils diicctly and 
indirectly to block transler ol noii-patented 
technology, since that product can be 
imported Irom abioad m a secure monopoly- 
controlled maikct”. 

The re.slricli VC business practices indulged 
by foreign p.iteni holders in t.DC' markets 
have also been documented The more 
important ol these are (i) puce lixing (i c. 
prices charged by the licensee are lixe'd or 
controlled bv the patentee), in) discri- 
mmaloiv tales (discriminatory royalty r.ites 
charged to dillerent licensees), (iii) tie-m 
arrangemcnls (lower royally rates linked lo 
purchases ol other products from the licensoi) 
and (IV) limit.iiioiis on resale ol patented 
products III doinesiic or woild maikels 

Il IS inieiesling lo note thai one ol the 
avowed negotiating objectives ol the LlX's 
in the Uruguay Round was to link the 
esiablishincni o( sirongei IPR regimes with 
easier iranster ol technology from the 
industrialised lo ihe developing world 
However, such a link is conspicuously 
absent in Ihe Final GATT Text 

Al II KSAIIVI Vll Wl'OlNI ON 

Tl c IISOI (K'.S 'I k ANSI l.K 

The theoietical case, highlighluig benel Its 
to the LDC s, Irom a sirongei IPR regime, 
comes lioni M.inslield()988). F’rimo Biaga 
(19X9) and .Shciwood (19X9. 1990) 
Manslield (op cii) points out that 'a 
reasonable amount ol respect lor IPRs" 
consliluies a critical mass (or iiiilialing 
technological developmeni in LlX's. and 
Sherwood (1990) diaws atteniion to the lole 
ol IPRs in lostering "iin inventive habit ol 
mind in the population”, in encouiaging 
iiulusliy-univcrsitv mleractions, .mil m the 
dilliisioii ol coiporaie business praclices 
OlherwiiierslikeFrischiak (l9X9)emphasisc- 
the role ol a sound IPR regime in inducing 
linns lo make siionger commitments to 
R and D .ictivities 

limpii cal evidence to support this point 
of view .>eems to be slowly accumulating 
In the Indian context, the beneficial 
perceptioi' ol a strong IPR system, are most 
evident in the works ol Des.ii (19X5. 1988) 

and also ot .some others such as Pillai (1979). 
Kalrak (19X5), Subralimanian (199'?) and 
Dcolalikar and tiveiison (1990) Desai’s 
(-19XX) cone lusions. based oil-data lor Indian 
firms in the inid-l98()s. deserve reiteration 

vix. that (a) multinationals are not the 
dominant technologv suppliers to India and 
(b) technology imports have not rc.sulled in 
monopoly creations. He is inclined to place 
the blame lor India’s poor technological 
showing nevertheless, on its government’s 
active protection of industrial inefficiency. 
.Subrahmanian’s( I99.5)and Kairak’s( 1985) 
studies, though operating on diflerent *ime- 
spans and data sets, come out with similar 
conclusions indiciiting complementarity 
between doiiie.siic R and D and technology 
imports though the relationship is not 
pronouncedlv strong Dcolalikar and 
Kvenson (1990) succeed in establishing a 
positive correlation between U.S patent 
grants and inventive activity in India, and 
this may also be viewed as supportive ol 
the complementarity hypothesis 

This viewpoint however suffers from 
two basic limitations 'fhe theoretical under¬ 
pinnings have not been sufficiently spell 
out. and whatever relations have been made 
explicit aie siiongly grounded in the 
neoclassical paiadigm. which seems to 
have scveie limitations when applied to 
concerns involving dynamic considerations 
such as iccliiiical change | Nelson and Winter 
19X2 and Fransman I9X5|, From the 
empirical .st.indpoini, many ol the causal 
rel.itions identified would involve fairly 
long lags I e g. the regression iclation between 
R and D expenditure and technology 
imports studied by Subralimanian 1993], 
ncce.ssilating data extending over long time- 
spans, M'hich may rarely be available. 

TK-IINOHM.S 'rKANSILK PrOITSS IN INDIA 

The issue ot technology transfer in India 
lioni .1 selection of industrialised countries 
was deb.iicd exiensi vely in a Special Number 
ol {\v:ikiiiuimutiiulh)liiiialWei‘kly{ 1985). 
While there were country-specific features, 
theic w'.is also a substantial common core 
of conclusions We may stale some of these 
common conclusions here since they may 
have a be.iiing on the issue of IPRs. 

(I) Firstly, whereas the traditional view of 
technology traiislci oiitltned above was one 
ol ,i gieai dc.il of rt-levancc to the Indian 
expel leiice ol the I96().s. thd picture has 
changed considerably Irom the late 1970s 
onwards l-'ioni a long-term perspective, the 
technology import policy ol India has been 
sullicicntlj flexible and has played a 
signilicant benelicial roleinthc development 
ol the couniry’s industrial technology 
capacity IHell and Scott-Kemmis 1985]. 

(il) 'I’cchnology transler to India seems to 
have occurred not at the suppliers’ initiatives 
so much as at the initiative of Indian 
technology buyers. 

(Ill )Contrary to (xipularimpression. Indian 
firms seem to preler importing the most 
advanced and recent technology lAlain 
1985].' 
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(iv) An imponant aim of Che Indian 
technology policy has been to discourage 
import of packaged technology and turnkey 
plants. This aim seems to have been realised 
of late with a larger proportion (as compared 
to the 1960s) of the technology imported in 
unpackaged form. 

(v) Indian technology policy has had, as 
one of its major objectives, the prevention 
of excessive payments for royalties and 
know-how. In most of the cases analysed by 
the participants in the Economic and 
Political Weekly debate (1985), royalty 
payments and (to a lesser extent) lump sum 
payments for know-how have remained 
within the norms prescribed by official 
technology policy (about 5 per cent of 
technology imports). This is considerably 
lower than royalty rates in other parts of 
the .world (UNIDO 1977], 

(vi) The simultaneous import of latest 
technology [(iiiT above] and reasonable 
payments for technology imports |(v) above] 
was achieved by going in for smaller 
technology packages - i e, while the 
technology transferred is of recent vintage, 
the range of products and processes 
encompassed by the collaborations are not 
only considerably less than that possessed 
by the supplier but also less than what he 
is willing to supply (Alam 1985], 

(vii) Largely as a consequence of (vi), 
most of the R and D undertaken by firms 
is of the adaptive kind aimed at making the 
imported pr^ucl or process more effective 
in the Indian environment. Another prime 
objective of R and D is indigenisation of 
production, for which the long-standing 
official Indian policy ol import-substitution 
is mainly responsible. Other subsidiary 
objectives of R and D were quality control 
and customer services. Basic research aimed 
at innovation was conspicuous by its rarity. 
Thequantuih of R and D undertaken by itself 
is not very low-at 0.8 per cent (for the 
reference year 1989), it is higher than most 
middle-income developing countries and the 
newly industrialised economics of Asia 
(except Korea) [Evenson 1990], but its 
composition and thrust seem to indicate that 
■frontier following' rather than catching- 
up' seems to have been the guiding principle. 

(viii) A final point worth highlighting is 
the duration of collaboration. Since the mid- 
60s, the government has effectively 
prescribed an upper limit of five years for 
the duration of collaboration agreements. 
The motivations behind such a ceiling were 
to control the foreign exchange outflow and 
to accelerate the efforts of Indian firms to 
ab.sorb the i mported technology. The results 
however have been quite the reverse of 
those expected - Indian firms’ access to 
technology has been severely curtailed (in 
the face of suppliers' reluctance to transfer 
technology involving a short stream ol 
royalty payments as well as control on the 

technology) and they have not had enough 
time to assimilate complex technologies. 

As pan of its liberalisation drive, the current 
government is.sued in August 1991, a new 
industrial policy statement, which modified 
several of the existing provisions. Most 
importantly, foreign technology agreements 
(and foreign equity participation up to SI 
per cent) was made automatic for most 
industries (except those reserved for the 
small-scale sector, those relating to 
manufacture of electronic aerospace and 
defence equipment and those concerning 
the production and use of atomic energy). 
Further, the ceilings on lump sum payments 
was raised to Rs one crore, royalties for 
domestic sales and exports were fixed at 
S per cent and 8 per cent respectively, and 
the collaboration duration was extended to 
10 years. 

The interest of our paper is in examining 
how the changed IPR regime will affect the 
development prospects of low-income 
countries like India. The survey by Sicbeck 
et al (1990) is quite exhaustive and analyses 
the administrative costs of a new IPR regime, 
opportunity costs of R and D. capital- 
formation, technological dynamism, anti¬ 
competitive effects and so on. However no 
very sharp conclusions emerge from the 
survey. We will therefore state here only two 
points not rai.scd in the survey. 

Firstly, the new IPR regime will certainly 
increase the technology suppliers' 
willingness to transfer new technology to 
LDCs because of a reduced fear of illegal 
imitation. It would generally be agreed that 
a part of the lump sum payment demanded 
by technology exporters is a kind of risk 
premium to cover such eventualities. With 
a strong IPR regi me in place, the ri.sk premium 
will go down and with more technology 
available for sale, not only will the choice 
set of Indian firms enlarge but royalties may 
also come down (owing to increased 
competition among technology suppliers). 
The possibility cannot be ruled out therefore 
that the new regime may not only make more 
technology available but also do so at a 
cheaper rate. Further (he increased duration 
of collaboration, the relaxation on payment 
ceilings and the wide application of the 
automatic approval principle embodied in 
the New Industrial Policy 1991 are also 
likely to generate greater interest in the Indian 
technology market from foreign suppliers, 
which will rcinlorcc the tendency mentioned 
in the previous paragraph, apan from making 
technology of more recent vintage available 
to Indian firms (a standard complaint among 
Indian firms has always been that the 
technology, even though very new at the 
time of application, becomes obsolete by the 
time it is approved). 

The second issue we discuss is about the 
product and process patents. Developed 
countnes have long been arguing in favour 

of product patents especially in the food, 
chemicals and pharmaceutical sectors, where 
a product can usually be produced by a 
multiplicity of processes, patenting each of 
which would present several difficulties. 
The LDC’s viewpoint is, on the contrary, 
that product patents discourage investment 
in R and D for processes of patented products, 
since these processes can only be protected 
through dependent patents conditional upon, 
the authorisation of the principal patent 
[Bifani 1990]. Another argument advanced 
by LDCs against product patents is that they 
stimulate imports, at the expense of domestic 
production, of patented products. Mansfield 
et al (1977) have noted the important point, 
substantiated with empirical evidence, that 
process patents are a more effective vehicle 
of technology transfer than product patents, 
and this argument has been furtherclaborated 
by Bifani (1989, 1990). Several other 
arguments are also invoked in the process 
V.V product patents debate. Industrialised 
countries express the fear that process 
patenting alone is insufficient for tPR 
protection and can lead to widespread 
counterfeiting. LDCs on the other hand are 
anxious that product patents in the areas of 
food, chemicals (fertilisers, pesticides, etc) 
and pharmaceuticals might raise prices and 
curtail the supply of products of these 
industries, whereas their developmental 
needs dictate that such products Veach as 
wide sections of the population as possible, 
at rates which are affordable. 

The GATT Text Draft has given 
precedence to the advanced countries’ point 
of view. The principle of product patenting 
has been granted universal recognition and 
simultaneously the patent period has been 
extended to 20 years (currently in India only 
process patents are being granted in the areas 
of food, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals with 
patents limited to a period of seven years 
from the time of filing or five years from 
the date of granting whichever is shorter). 
Two sectors in which IPR issues are 
particularly relevant for India are pharma¬ 
ceuticals and biotechnology and the next 
two sections discuss the problems from the 
perspectives of these sectors. 

V 
Pharmaceutical Sector (in India) 

General Considerations 

While the prime impetus to strengthening 
global IPRs in the recently concluded 
Uruguay Round has come from the 
pharmaceutical sector in industrialised 
countries, patent protections in these 
countries is of relatively recent origin. (U 
K in 1949, France I960, Germany 1968, 
Japan 1976, Switzerland 1977, Italy 1978. 
Sweden 1978 and so on.) In a significant 
part of the third world, patent protection for 
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ptiarmacetAivals i.s wcuk. wiih .sumccouiUncs 
Oike India) providing only prucess paionot 
and others (like Mexico and Zamhiar no 
paicniii at all. Inherent weak protection is 
further supplemented by lax enforcements 
and an emphasis on compulsory licensing. 
This weak protectnin is alleged to have 
imposed suKstantial los.ses on pharmaeeuitcul 
industries in the developed world - acci irding 
to one estimate |Nugucs I WO) the US to.scs 
annually S i .4 billion Irom the saleol copied 
drugs in the four LDCs Argentina. Brazil, 
Mexico and India, with India accounting lor 
about $ 0.92 billion ol such losses 

It is by now a well-docuincntcd fact that 
IPR protection is of far greater sigiiilicance 
in the pharmaceutical sc'ctor than other .sectors 
of the economy 1 l-evin et al 19S7. Mansfittd 
1986. Comanor 1986. Sieheck ei al 1990. 
etc) - both bccuuse development ot new 
products IS very expensive and regulatory 
approval takes eight to 10 years (in the US I. 
and also because imitation is considerably 
easy with very short imitation lags One ol 
the standard arguments used by advocates 
of strong IPR protection in the context ol 
develop^ (and sometimes alsvi developing) 
countries is that tins will rc.sult in a fillip 
to R and D the argumciu is advanced with 
especial toa'C for the pharmaceutical and 
chemicals sector. In this connection, it i.s 
intere.sting to ob.serve that several recent 
studies have been posing a senous challenge 
to this contention. The 1990 report ol the 
Special Committee on Ageing ot the US 
Senate found that most new drugs introduced 
into the US market over the 1980s are very 
marginal improvements over the already 
available ones. Similarly a study conducted 
by USOTA in February 1993 maintains that 
most of the new drugs have offered "little 
therapeutic advantage over pre-cxisimg 
competitors’’ [Vishwanathan 19931. The 
USOTA study also showed how brand loyalty 
created by trade marks olten perpetuated the 
monopoly rights of the patent holder well 
beyond the expiry of patent life. These 
considerations would natural iy carry over to 
LDC imports of muiiinational pharma- 
ceutical products. 

Indian PHAHMAa-unCAt. iNDtis-iav 

Drugs and pharmaceuticals have 
been regarded a.s 'essential products' in I ndia 
and one of our former prime rfhnistcrs was 
probably echoing this popular sentiment 
when she declared at a WHO meeting that 
"... medical discoveries will be free of patents 
and there will be no protitcering from life 
and death” [quoted by Gadhaw and Kenny 
1988]. As such drug prices have been under 
heavy surveillancesince 1962 when the Drug 
Price Control Order (DPCO) was pa.sscdi 
Under the DPCO. pricc.s of about 153 bulk 
drugs and over 60,000 formulations were 
controlled. TheChrdcrhasdivtdedbulk drugs 

into two cutegoiics: Category I (comprising 
21 bulk drugs) is suhjcci to very stringent 
controls and Category II (compnsiiig 133 
hulk drugs) is coiitriillcd to a Ic.ssci cxiciii 
There arc scvcial differences between ihc 
two categories, die main oik’s being (i) Siii.il I- 
Scalc units are exempt Ironi price eoniioK 
in rc.spccl ol drugs l.illing in Caiegory II bin 
not in Catcgoiv I. Ui) Caiegorv I (hugs aic 
excinpl from cxeisc whereas C!atcgory II 
drugs arc noi and (iii) Pornuilalions sold 
under generic names arc cxeinpicd Irom 
price contnils in Calcgory II (it they are 
inanulaciured I rom,I single hulk ingredient), 
whereas no such exemption applies for 
Category I 

In Ihc la.st ihicc years, the MNCs m India 
have been su-adily losing oiii to Indian 
phurmiieeiiiu.i) tompanics- ihc .sales ol the 
formei have been growing al an annual 
average ol l(i (ki cent whereas iho.se ol the 
later at 27 pei cent and prolii margins for 
MNCs are cunenily (1992-93) al 2.5 per 
cent, exactly hall ol tho.se loi ihcir Indian 
counlerparis The reasons lor this somewhai 
unexpected prolile are thrcc-told; (i) The 
Indian Patent Law which by not recognising 
product pjicnis so l.n, h.is encouraged Indian 
companies to invem around lorcign product 
patents, (ii) the DPCO was revised in 1987, 
to excinpl all new inlroduclions in Category 
II Irom price coniiols,.so that those companies 
which could introduce new drugs or 
tormulaiions could chalk up impressive 
profits. Here the Indi.m lirms were at a 
distinct advantage as compared to the MNCs. 
which were encumbered by the inicrnutionul 
code of respecting muiiial product patents 
(As an illustration, consider the case ol 
Cipronoxacm originally marketed by the 
MNC Bayer. In 1988, an Indian company 
launched a loimulatiun based on Cipro- 
Hoxacin. which was .i runaway success), and 
(lii) the pharmaceutical industry still 
continues ui be regulated vi.i licences (in 
spile ol the general tendency in India to 
dehcense industries, brought in ihe wake ot 
liberalisation) and Indian firms know their 
way around Ihc bureaucratic labynnths beiltr 
than their foieign competitors. 

The mam point ol iIk above discuss'on 
was to highlight the tact that in the Indian 
context, the patent regime is only one ol a 
complex ol factors aficeting Ihc pharma¬ 
ceutical sc Jior, and the impact of a stronger 
IPR regime will bo conditioned by other 
factors such a.s price coniroks. licensing 
policy, etc 

Impaci Ol Nkw IPR Ri-oimf 

The issue ol how a strengthened IPI^ 
regime will impinge on Ihc liuli.m 
pharmaceutical .sector has been the subicct 
matter t>t an extended controversy [ Mchmira 
1989, Kcayla 1989. Prasad and Bhai 1993. 
Dhar and Rao 1993, cicj. The study by 
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Prasad and Bhat is probably the most detailed, 
invoking considerable painstaking and 
systematic empirical evidence, and in our 
liidgmcni the most reliable. Its main 
coiicIiiMoiis may be listed as the following; 

(i) Oiieoi the niosi important issues in (hi.s 
sci-ioi IS the pricc-impact ol the new IPR 
regime I’ras.id and Bliai (1993) show that 
currently about 74 pei cent ot drugs and 
lorniulalioii'. .irc undci ilic purview of the 
DPf'O and thus subject to price amtroLs. 
They aiiribtiie Ihe relatively low pnee rises 
in drugs liver ihc 70s and 80s compared to 
world levels lo the strict DPf'O controls. 
Hence, m ihcir view, changes in the IPR 
regime will not have as much of an impact 
on prices as a decontrolling of this sector. 
Theic IS. ol coui.sc. the practical problem 
ihai a sillier IPR regime might be 
progressively installed along with a gradual 
decontrolling of prices in this .sector, and the 
former lacior may be held responsible for 
the ensuing price rise, when the real culprit 
might be the latter 

(ii) An important (actor determining the 
impact ol patents on drug prices in India 
would nuuir.illy he the extent of the Indian 
phiirmaceuiic.il iiutrkci covered by drugs 
paicnted ahioad. These estimates vary Irom 
a k; w ol 5 per cent (I IS Trade Rcprc.seniative 
Carla Hills quoted in litixwes.s Standard, 

April 26. 1992) lo a high of 21.5 per cent 
[Indian Drug Manufactures’ Association 
1992!. All Ihe major patented diugs (such 
as Oirim. Inseptin, Asabut. Bciacortril, 
Arisiogyl. Insulins and Bricanyl) are also 
subjected to DK'O price eonirols. Further, 
inalmost all the cases ot thedrugs mentioned, 
indigenous production accounts for the bulk 
ol domestic production, thus showing as 
unlouiided (he tears that pharmaceutical 
paicius arc not worked domestically. 

(Ill) The R and D intensity of Indian 
pharmaceutical industry is fairly low, being 
a meic 2 per cent of its turnover whereas 
in industrialised cnuiuries the pharmaceutical 
sector would be spending about 10-12 per 
cent of Us turnover on R and D With the 
lead time of a new drug invention being 
9-10 years and the cost between $ 100-150 
million. Indian firms tind it much more 
rewarding to concentrate on adaptive research 
and quality control (what we have earlier 
callcdas ‘Ironticrfollowing’ strategy). Indian 
companies utiributc ihcir tow R and D to 
the poor incentives lor innovation offered 
by the DPCO, and project the view that 
decontrolling is a necessary prerequisite for 
R and D. It is difticult to be optimistic about 
(he positive impacts on R and D in Indian 
lirms of a stricter IPR regime. We have seen 
earlier that even in industrialised countnes, 
stronger product patents have only been 
tenuously linked to increased R and D. The 
link can he expected to be even weaker in 
India, with (he DPCO intervening as an 
additional complicating factor. If the above 



analysis is reasonably correct, then the 
government of India faces a stiff dilemma - 
it is already committed to the new strong 
iPR regime, if it persists with drug price 
control, then it will prevent the full benefits 
of the new IPR regime on R and D efforts 
in Indian firms, from being realised. If 
decontrolling is undertaken, then pnccs of 
essential drugs may go out of hand inviting 
unpleasant public reactions. 

The Prasad and Bhat study can be faulted 
for ignoring the consequences of generic- 
drugs which usually enter the market at high 
discounts vis-a-vis the brand names (Nogues 
1990). The price-cost di fferenti als for generic 
drugs can be .several degrees lower than 
brand differentials. Thus, in an IPR regime 
where only process patents are recognised, 
generics can cater to the lower market 
segments: however, with product patents 
introduced, genencs cannot come into the 
market until after the expiry of the patent 
Thus the introduction of product patents in 
India is certainly going to affect sections of 
the poor who will now not have the generic 
option open. The consequences will be 
particularly seriou.s since a National Health 
System is not in effective operation in India. 
The acceptance of the new IPR regime must 
be accompanied by a morceffective National 
Health Scheme if the social discontent among 
the poor is to be comained. 

VI 
Agriculture and IPR Issues in India 

The issues of IPR protection in the field 
of agriculture are of relatively recent ongin. 
The two main forms of IPR recognition in 
this area are patents and plant breeders' 
rights (PBRs). (PBRs are granted for plant 
varieties which exhibit the following 
characteristics: (i) stability (over repeated 
propagations), (ii) homogeneity (uniformity 
of salient characteri.stics over a single 
planting), and (iii) distinguishability, i c, the 
variety for which PBRs are sought should 
be distinguished from existing varieties 
(though not neces.sari ly in an economic sense) 
[sec Murphy 1979 and Lesser 1987). PBRs 
arc subject to two exemption.'* - farmers' 
exemption and the research exemption. The 
first confers on the users the right to retain 
part of the harvest for subsequent planting 
as seed. The second exemption permits 
breeders to use a protected variety in 
subsequent breeding experiments, the 
outcome of which qualifies for protection 
under certain conditions. Thus PBR.s 
constitute a weaker form of protection than 
patents [Siebeck ct al 1990). 

A landmark in the evolution of plant 
protection was the adoption of the 
International Convention for the Protection 
ofNew VarietiesofPlants(UPOV)in I960, 
which has currently about 17 signatories 
mciriy from the OECD counirie.s (no LDC 

is a subscriber lo the Convention). UPOV 
covers plant varieties only and confers PBRs 
as described above. In the wake of UPOV, 
several OECD countries introduced or 
modernised legislation relating to PBRs. 
The US legislated the Plant Varicty Protection 
Act in 1970: in 1980 the US Supreme Court 
in the famous Diamond vs Chakraborty case, 
tor the first time extended patent protection 
to living organisms. Plants and seeds 
patenting was recognised in the US as late 
as 1985. Whereas the US provides a very 
broad scope of patent protection for living 
organisms. Ihi.s scope is considerably 
narrower in other industrialised countries, 
aftd virtually non-exi.steniin the LDCs (where 
most plant breeding work is under (he aegis 
of public research institutions). 

PBRs AND Innovative Amvirv 

As we saw above, seed patenting is a very 
recent phenomenon and so it is too early to 
predict what impact patents have on 
innovative activity. PBRs. on the other hand, 
have been in existence for a long time 
(especially in the US) and hence sub.stantial 
evidence of (heir impact on research in 
agriculture technology has accumulated. The 
consensus emerging from several studies tor 
the US I Brim 1987. Butler and Marion 1983. 
Mooney 1979, Sasson 1988, Lesser 1986, 
etc] indicates that PBRs stimulate private 
sector research, as measured both, by the 
number of breeders as well as by the number 
of new varieties introduced. Murphy's (1979) 
study draws similar conclusions for the UK 
(where PBRs were introduced in 1964). 

The potential impact of PBRs and .seed 
patenting on private sector innovative activity 
in LDCs is very difficult to assess, because 
very few LDCs. at the moment, provide any 
Ibrmof plant variety protection. Pray (1987) 
documents evidence from Chile and 
Argentina (two countries which have adopted 
some forms of PBRs but which are not 
signatories to UPOV). to show a favourable 
impact of PBRs on private sector breeding 
activities as well as on thefacilitating of joint 
ventures between private sector and 
government research institutes. 

In India, an addifional complication arises 
from the fact that until very recently 
[McMullen 1987] private sector breeding 
activity has been discouraged officially for 
fear of displacing the public sector's 
commanding prc.scnce in the commercial 
seed market. As a result, private sector 
investment in seeds in the early 1990s was 
not more than US $ 1 million. 

Several writers have emphasised that IPRs 
in agriculture do not represent an unmixed 
blessing [Brown 1988, Juma and Ojwang 
1989. Kenney 1986, Lacy and Busch 1989, 
etc). The various criticisms have been 
grouped by Siebeck et al (1990) under the 
following broad headings. 

(a) Narrowmg of the genetic base: The 
narrowing of the genetic base increase 
vulnerability of the crop to singie-gene- 
based pathogais so that genetic uniformity 
increases the dangers of famines. PBRs 
aggravate this risk in two ways-firstly the 
'homogeneity' provision (discussed above) 
encourages uniformity, and secondly as the 
protected varieties have higher yields, 
producers are tempted to switch from their 
more genetically varied crops to these 
protected varieties. 

(b) Freezing of the exchange of germplasm: 
Breeding activity depends on the availability 
of novel germpla.sm and the economic value 
imparted to germplasm by PBRs may act as 
aejampener on the free exchange of protected 
material and thus jeopardise further research. 
There i.s already evidence in the US that 
PBRs have slowed down the flow of 
information from private breeders to 
universities. 

(c) Germplasm conservation: Germplasm 
conservation has raised an important issue 
in the North-South context. Gene banks that 
preserve germpla.sm arc located in the 
developed world but most of the wild and 
locally cultivated varieties that make up 
the collections originate in the LDCs. The 
20th and 21st sessions of FAO witnessed 
Spanish and Mexican initiative to resolve 
this problem. Atteraserics of deliberations, 
in March 1987 an International Gene Fund 
was created (in the teeth of general 
opposition from the US) with the proviso 
that the Fund could be financed from a levy 
on commercial seed transactions The FAO 
m 1987 also passed a resolution recognising 
germplasm as a common heritage of 
humanity and adopted a bill of ‘farmers’ 
rights’. 

BlOIETHNOUKiV CoS IS AND CONSEQUENCES 

Biotechnology is a generic term used to 
describe any manipulation of living 
organisms aimed at altering their 
characteristics. In this sense it includes not 
only traditional plant and animal breeding 
but also fermentation processesin the making 
of yogurt or beer. In modem parlance, 
however, ihe term is re.stricted to apply to 
a clu.ster of highly sophisticated biogenetic 
techniques developed within the last two 
decades as a lesult of major advances in 
molecular and cell biology. The applications 
of such techniques could be grouped under 
four headings [Buttel et al 1985]: (i) plant 
genetic manipulation and breeding, (ii) 
industrial tissue culture, (iii) applications in 
dairying and animal husbandry, and (iv) the 
use of genetically manipulated micro¬ 
organisms to produce new and displace old 
agricultural products. 

Biotechnology has immense potentialsfor 
raising productivity of agriculture in both 
industrialised countries as well as the third 



worlci. Specific improvements relate to (i) 
yield growth, (ii) nitrogen fixation (in non- 
leguminous crops), (iii) enhancement of 
photosynthetic activity, (iv) better tolerance 
to soil conditions (such os cold, moisture, 
salinity. etc),(V) pest and pathogen resistance, 
and (vi) plant architecture [Brady 1982. 
Plucknettetal l987andSwaminaihan 1982]. 
Such improvements could impinge 
imponamly on i hcagro-sysicmsof the LDCs. 
Achievement ot nitrogen fixation in crops 
like rice or maize would greatly reduce 
expendtture on teriilisers, similarly 
techniques that strengthen pest-resistance 
could economise on other chemical inputs. 
Development of crop varieties with reduced 
water usage could obviate or alleviate the 
necessity of incurring huge irrigation 
expenditures (an issue ot vital concern tor 
India). Similarly Farnum et al (1983) point 
to (he possibility of genetically engineered 
forest species putting a check on the 
deforestation and erosion problems 
characterising several partsof the third world 
In spite of (he impressive potential ot 
biotechnology, actual progress to date has 
been rather sluggish - the most significant 
developments have largely been confined lo 
dairying and animal husbandry, where 
growth-inducers ie g. Somatotropin) and 
animal vaccines (eg, hoof and mouth vaccine) 
have made commercial headway. 

Even though the long-run impacts ot 
biotechnology are likely to be favourable, 
in the short run LDCs are likely to have to 
make several adjustments. Several authors 
[Sasson 1988. Da Silva et at 1992, etc] have 
indicated the possibly adverse impacts of 
biotechnology on the agriculture and food- 
processing sectors of LDCs. A primary 
example is that ol High Fructose Corn Syrup 
(a sugar-suhsiiiuic obtained by cn/ymatic 
transformation of corn starch) whose 
production in the US has tiemendously 
increased after 197.S to replace much of its 
sugar imports, spelling disaster fur the 
indigenous sugarcane priHlucers of Brazil, 
the Philippines and the Caribbean (Hobbelink 
1991]. Another fool-item likely lo be affected 
by biotechnology is cocoa-butter where 
production by tis.sue culture of a synthetic 
substitute is well under way. Chilli and 
.saffron are yet other food items facing 
possible competition from plant cell cultures. 
The latter can also be used to produce on 
a commercial scale flavours such as orange 
and grapefruit and fragrances such as jasmine 
[Sasson 1988]. Of course, the possibilities 
of import-substitution are not only one way. 
The LDCs can also utilise genetically 
modified substitutes forco.stly imports from 
the nonh - the most pertinent example being 
that of bioethanol production in Brazil as 
a substitute for petroleum jOmvcdt 1993). 

The dangers po.sed by biotechnology for 
LDCs have also been spelt out in Da Silva 
et al (1992). “Such is the cost of these 

techniques and such is the prohibitively 
expensivecost of developing new products... 
that if we wanted to create a hole down 
which precious money and resources could 
be poured, then this i.s that hole. 
Biotechnology, if not wisely applied, cun be 
a black hole, down which valuable rc.sourccs 
ot money and inielieciual manpower of a 
developing country can disappear without 
any positive benefit accruing to the investing 
country.” An exireme view, following from 
the above son of considerations, would he 
one such as that ot Oinvcdt (1993) ”... if 
patents will make expensive and 
unsu.siainablc biotechnologies lc.ss acces.sible 
all the better! Easily accessible enslaving 
technologies arc more dangerous”. In 
addition to such viewpoints we have also (he 
more stereotyped dc|)cndcncy theories as 
applied to biotechnology [see the article by 
Ratledgc in Du Silvactal 1992]. On balance, 
however, (he pragmatic alternative seems to 
be not to insulate oneself totally from the 
emerging developments in this powerful 
sector of technology but at the same time 
not to rush into uncritical acceptance of all 
Its aspects ("we may flutter our eyelids hut 
need not disrobe" as one famous Indian 
agronomist pui it in a private conversation). 

BumCHNOUXiV AND IPRs 

The most distinct feature ol the ongoing 
Biorevoluiion is its essentially private 
character. The rcu.sons fur the private sector 
playing a leading role have been extensively 
analysed by Buiiel et al (198.5) and we need 
not go into them here. But from the LDC 
perspective (his has the critical implication 
that unlike in the Green Revolution (where 
the leading players in the developed world 
were public-.seclor re.search institutions) 
when the technology was transferred on a 
govemmeni-to-govcmmenl basis at very low 
cost, the technology transfer in (he 
Biorevoluiion is likely to entail substantial 
costs with joint ventures the favoured 
medium. The issue of IPRs is thus likely to 
loom large, as a precondition turtheeffective 
transfer of technology. Since India has 
accepted the Final Text of the Uruguay 
Round and the IPR regime implied (herein, 
the necessary conditions for the transfer of 
biotechnology from the advanced countries 
have been met. But still, because of the 
specialised nature of the IPRs in this area, 
enforcement problems will be manifold: 
(i) Firstly it could be difficult to identify a 
patented plant or seed becau.se both are 
subject to natural genetic drift and mutation. 
(ii) Secondly, agricultural inventions can 
give rise to derivative or dependent inven¬ 
tions with the result that multiple royalties 
could (Kcur on a single product, and (iii) 
Thirdly, very oltcn ininngement can only 
be proved by comparing entire genetic 
makeups. All these mean that mechanisms 
to prove infringement can prove to be quite 

co.stly for LDCs. The GATT Text does lay 
down on the signatories (he obligation to 
have adequate enforcement procedures,, 
though the actual contents of such procedures 
arc yet to emerge - at the moment they have 
been left to national initiative but if past 
history is any guide pressures from the 
developed world will start emerging in the 
near future to have globally agreed minimal 
standards of enforcement. 

VII 
The *Opt-Out’ Option 

One of the most polemical critics of the 
GATT in India, Nanjundaswamy said in a 
recent interview "I have been saying that just 
like what Russia did for a tew decades, 
developing inside an iron curtain, and tKe 
way China developed itself behind a bamboo 
curtain. I would like India to encircle itself 
with a khadi curtain" {Maitmream, May 8, 
1993). A more sophisticated statement of the 
same argument is made by Shukia “The fear 
of isolation is conveniently used by those 
who are willing to make significant 
concessions to the other side but are afraid 
of the political-fall-out at home. Avoiding 
isolation IS then raised to the status of an 
objective desirable i>erse and to be pursued 
at any cost. The protagonists of avoiding 
isolation at any cost rationalise their belief 
in terms of the absolute superiority of 
multilateralism to other modes of inter¬ 
national relations in trade and economic 
matters. But neither the history nor the 
practice of multilateralism in GATT supports 
this belief’' {Mainstream, July 24. 1993). 
Thus substantial .sections of the (usually left- 
wing) intelligentsia and political patties see 
isolationism as an effective opt-out strategy 
available for India. 

Ot course, the consequences of refraining 
(rom acceding to the new GATT Treaty arc 
difficult to estimate, because the precise 
nature of the inevitable trade retaliation that 
will follow in the wake of such a step have 
not been clearly spelt out. The US, in all 
probability, will invoke the special 301 
provision of the US 1988 Trade Act against 
countries refusing lo obey the GATT code 
on IPRs. The minimal level of retaliation 
could be the suspension of GSP privileges 
to imports from such countries into the US. 
European countries are also likely toexecute 
similar threats. In the 1990s, about 14 per 
cent of India's exports to the US were 
accorded GSP status. It is doubtful if India 
could retain the markets for such exports if 
their GSP .status was revoked. This issue 
however deserves a careful examination - if 
the GSP status of the imports from a number 
of LDCs were revoked simultaneously, the 
damage to individual countries would be 
much less. Thus the potential trade loss on 
a specific country imposed by such retaliation 
would certainly depend on whether the 



country was alone in ils choice of >hc “opl- 
ouf” strategy or whether u was part of a 
group of countries atlopii ng a similar St I ategy, 

But trade retaliation could go much 
further - depending on how much out ot 
.tlignmeni national IPR systems were with 

,'he GATT TRIPS pioposals Total trade 
embargo lor at least limited periods is a 
distinct ptxssibilily. Advocaiesot isolationism 
would probably welcome such .inemhargo. 
but those who invoke the iron and 
'bamboo' curtains tend to loigci the 
elementary lesson that even the scvciest 
autocratic regimes find It dll ticult to insulate 
the domestic consumer from the attractions 
of foreign potids: and tunher. that several 
items for mass domestic consumption rely 
for their manufuciure on imported 
machinery. Some isolationists even point 
to the national gam.s that can be made Ironi 
illegal imitation, copying and counter¬ 
feiting, conveniently lorgetting that even 
such activities need a minimum threshold 
level of technological expertise, which will 
be denied in the absence of a modicum of 
IPR protection. 

But there is another strand to the isola¬ 
tionist argument - the possibility of the 
LDCs fonmng regional trade associations 
and focusing on South-South trade. This 
possibility deserves to be examined at some 
length, since its advocates seem to place 
tremendous laith in its validity One ot the 
most important principles traditionally 
applied for predicting trade tlows is the 
Heckscher-Ohlin principle about countries 
exporting commodities that use their 
relatively abundant lactor intensively. 
Empirical evidence seems lo be in 
consonance with itic predictions ot this theory 
for north-south iiade [Learner l‘)H4. 
Tharakan I9K4, etc), and ul.so lor ccitatn 
ealeghnes of south-south trade | Havryly shyn 
19851. The eountnes of the south constitute 
a heterogeneous group torming a ladder ot 
relative factor endowments - trade between 
LDCs at opposite ends ot the ladder 
seems to fit well the Heekscher-Ohhn 
pattern. 

However the H-O theory cannot he invoked 
to explain the growing proportion ol trade 
in similar commodities ficiween countries at 
similar levels ol development - such trade 
is better explained by Linder’s (1%!) 
hypothesis ofintra-induMiy trade. According 
to Lindcr’.s theory the narrowing ol income 
differences between any pair ot eountnes 
would expand rather than dimmish (rude, 
because a growing ponion ot the demand 
in each country would overlap, thereby 
increasingbilaieral tnide in specific varieties 
of similar gtMHfs. Empirical evidence seems 
to indicate that the importance ol intra¬ 
industry trade will increase with rising 
incomes and the spread of manufacturing 
Currently South-South nude accounts for 
about 7.8 per cent ot total \vorld trade 

(calculated Irnm IMF DOTS for l‘WI) but 
this trade will certainly incieasc as incomes 
in the south rise Thus whereas m ihc long 
run souih-soiiih trade eoiild olfer some 
piospecis III ilie slion run the south will be 
heavily trade-de|KTideiii upon north 

This shows ih.ii ihe opi-oul strategy so 
lervently ailvocaicd hy Ll)(" critics ol ihc 
GA'IT .igieeiueiii is mil a icasiMc siraiegs 
ai ihciuriem si.igc ol development ol most 
LIK’s Oui discussion has (ocused onl\ on 
Ihc liade-relalcil .ispccls ol lliis siralegv bul 
it one lakes iiiio aecouni the l.ill-oiii on 
lorcign invesimem. aid and the costs ol 
working oin bilateral agieemcnls tin each 
spccilic easel, the costs of an opt-out 
sliiiicgy would be ciioimous - a leap into 
economic disasiei 

VIII 

Conclu.sion.s 

Our paper has ranged over a wide 
spectrum ol issues relating lo IPRs m ilie 
context oil .DC s (with special rcterence to 
India) Webeganbyreviewingihepoliiical 
economy ol the f.iciors leading up to the 
polansalionol viewsal Ihe IJruguav Round 
and lound ih.ii Ihe conirontation between 
Ihe industualised wot Id and Ihe LITCs was 
the ouieoine ot liindamcntul shifts in the 
nature ol technology which hud occurred 
111 the past two decades riie Uiuguay 
Round, propelled strongly under I'S 
pressure, veered round to what .Suhramanian 
11991) has rclerred itias an HN (flmh level 
ol non-discnnunaiory IPR protection) 
regime 

The economic impacts will depend not 
only on the IPR regime itself, hut also on 
several associated taelors such as Ihe ot I u ial 
Indian policy on loieign c.tillaboralions and 
lorcign direct tnvcsimeiU. as tilso mi liscal 
concessions tor R and D in firms, eic But 
perhaps the critical factor is whcliici. now 
that the industrialised eouiiiiics have 
succeeded in having an IPR legime ol their 
choice insiailed m GATT, they will make 
the iransler of technology to LDCs more 
flexible and easy It is also important to note 
that (he impact ol the new IPR regime will 
vary from sector to sector. Two ol the mosi 
imixirtanl .sectois likely to be aficcied vitally 
aic Ihe phaimaeeuiieal and agiiculiural 
sectors .mil both ol these sectors (m Ihc 
Indian context) have been analysed al some- 
length in this paper We have al.so given 
a serious examination to the populisi view, 
advocated by several academies and 
politicians in India, lo renege on the GATT 
Agiccmeni Our conclusion is that thi.s 
would he taniamounl to an economic 
harakin lor the nation. The GATT is a 
Hobson's choice for India and most other 
LDCs. 

The accepiuiiec ol the GATT proposals 
in the Uruguay Round with its endoisemenl 

of Ihc US viewpoint is prohahly a reflection 
of (wo phenomena - Ihc emergence of the 
US as a poiilteal as wcl I ascconomic hegemon 
aiidihehreaktIownofLDC solidarity. In the 
cKi ol iiiteinatuiiial Darwinism ushered in 
hy the GATT, the sauve qui peut’ 
phi losophy is going lo pci vadc the thinking 
on trade policy .iinong Ihe newly 
indtistrialising 1 -DCs Theie is ihc very real 
d.ingcrihai ilie ’scramble to; maikets' set 
in by tins pioicss will aggravate regional 
conllicis in the llitiil world. Thus there is 
consideiable ground tor apprehcn.sion on 
both the economic and political Ironis in 
the wake ot Ihe conclusion ol the long 
drawn-out Uruguay Round 

(I mil vfiv grali'liil lo MaiicurOlson lor iiivumg 
nil- lo wroe this papei and lo Sato Kahkoneri 
and t-tiian l-ikkeii toi helplul snggesiions iirrois 

and .slioiiioining'. aic enlircly itii aiilhor's 
ri-spon.ihilily 1 
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MastavServant Relationship in a 
Cross-Cultural Perspective 

Lakshmi Srioivas 

A review of recent literature shows racial and ethnic dominance to be an importantfactor in constructing the master- 

or mistress-servant relationship, and in countries which have been colonised, ideas of the ruler and ruled are carried 

over into the domestic sphere. More generally, these studies have drawn attention to the complexities of servitude 

where relationships are structured around difference and where difference translates into cultural superiority and 

ideological dominance. 

THE master-servant relationship with origins 
in slavery and serfdom has been thought of 
as a ‘natural* relationship, as fundamentally 
important as that between husband and wife 
or parent and child.' It has been argued that 
domestic servants are key figures in social 
reproduction and in ideological maintenance 
as they arc involved in the physical 
maintenance of the household, play a major 
role in socialisation into the dominant order, 
and in perpetuating basic patterns of 
oppression and stratification [Cock 1980; 
Smith 1973; Taussig and Rubbo 1983], 
Servants bfcome the "essential link between 
the macro-structure of political life and the 
micro-structure of domestic and personal 
experience which prepares and sustains 
people for their roles in society" (Taussig 
and Rubbo 1983. 5-6[. Though often 
presented as a third world problem [Chaplin 
1978; Smith I973|, in all important aspects 
such as low wages, long hours, low prestige, 
and as the occupation resorted to by the least 
skilled, least assimilated group, domestic 
service is seen to rellect worldwide patterns 
[Rollins 1985.44]. 

Chaplin, who has studied the occupation 
in the context oi industrialisation, is of the 
opinion that a comparative and historical 
study of domestic servants is important from 
the point of view of contributing to an 
understanding of women’s employment, 
industrialisation and urbanisation, and child- 
rearing among the middle and upper classes 
as well as relations'eips of dominance 
involving ethnic or racial components 
[Chaplin 1978:97], However, there have been 
relatively few attempts to study the issue of 
servitude in contemporary societies. The 
institution is frequently identified with 
slavery and pre-industrial societies, as such 
not part of modernity, and presented as an 
occupation, that is becoming extinct The 
few studies which have been carried out 
have addressed the following questions: is 
dome,stic service ‘pre-industrial'; has it 
declined with economic development and 
industrialisation and is it likely to disappear 
(once the process of ‘development’ is 
complete)? Is domestic service transitional, 
dependent on fluctuations in the economy 
[Chaplin 1978] or more permanent, having 

to do with the construction of identities, with 
status and dominance needs [Hansen 1989; 
Rollins 1985]'.' It has often been presented 
as a third world phenomenon. Is this because 
of a confu.sion with the larger issue of social 
inequality? Is it therefore an indication of 
social inequality rather than the level of 
industnalisaiion? Isit a‘bndging occupation' 
[Smith 1973], providing a means of 
acculturation and socialisation for the rural 
migrant, or is it a dett^ end [Jelin 1977]? 

These questions emerged as significant 
ones in the context of historical research 
earned out on industrialising England and 
France [Chaplin l978;Coser 1974;Davidoff 
1974; and McBride 1974], .societies which 
were not as diverse, ethnically and racially, 
as societies today, and where the main 
diftcrence between servants and employers 
was ba.scd on class which arose pnniarily 
from landowncrship. rural origin.s and 
incotnc. More recent work on South Africa 
[Cock 1980], Zambia [Han.scn 1989], the 
US ]Glenn 1981; Rollins 1985], and Latin 
America [ Bunster and Chaney 1985; Chaney 
and Castro 1989; Young 1987] has revealed 
the space-linic limitations of the findings. A 
review of recent literature shows racial and 
ethnic dominance to be an important factor 
in constructing the master- or mistress-servant 
relationship, and in countries which have 
been colonised, ideas of the ruler and the 
ruled are carried over into the dome.stic sphere. 
More generally, these .studies have drawn 
attention to the complexities of servitude 
where relationships are structured around 
difference and where dificrcncc translates 
into cultural superiority and ideological 
dominance [Cock 1980; Hansen 1989], 

Rni'Ri;sbsrrAiioNS of thf SeavAN'r 

Theservaiit isa|x>wcrfut symbol in .society. 
Hansen, writing on Zambia, states -, "...the 
figure of the servant as a metaphor has been 
used to highlight intimate psycho-.sexual 
power relationships, to represent the African 
oppressed, as a symptom of nationalist 
awakening, or as a yardstick against which 
the health or sickness of post-colonial African 
society is measured” (1989:22). Servants 
appear to be central to the functioning of the 

household and to the structuring of society 
but at the same time servants are regarded 
as marginal individuals, even 'non-persons>’ 
not only in the households where they work 
but also in the larger society where they are 
restricted to the informal sector and often 
to non-wage work [Young 1987:366-70], 

The entrenched nature of domestic service 
in everyday life is seen in the many references 
to it in the media, film and literature where 
servants are often key figures in the plot. 
The phrase ‘thebutlerdid it’. from a British 
detect! ve novel is reproduced in the context 
of ajoke. Such phrases have provided clues 
to the ways in which servants are perceived. 
The butler being a marginal person in the 
household was the most unlikely of all to 
have done the deed. As a non-person he 
did not count and therefore, provided a 
surprise twist to the construction of the 
plot. Servants have also been used to convey 
ideas about societal norms and values as 
well as aspects of social change. The 
representation of the servant is summed up 
as. “The literary writer’s servant is there in 
an active variety; as aloyal tool, mercenary 
opportunist, active agent, disturber of the 
social order, representative of the rising 
bourgeoisie, forerunner of the revolution” 
[Hansen 1989:22], 

Representation however is not merely 
reflection, it is itself an active force in 
moulding social relations and social 
understanding. Cornelia ButlerFloraf 1989)^ 
has analysed the fotonovela and the Latin 
American soap opera which she argues play 
an important role in monitoring the images 
that enter the popular consciousness by 
projecting images to the servant class which 
are different from those projected to the 
employer class. Entire themes are often built 
around the social group of servants. Upward 
mobility is a popular theme in the series 
aimed at servants. The maid wins over the 
millionaire with her good nature and selfless 
devotion, in the process discrediting his 
upperclass fiancee. Q E D. social class is not 
important to love and happiness. The 
fotonovela. while offering a fantasy escape 
for servants,' at the same time reinforces 
their image a.s background status objects. 
Maids are used to create an atmosphere of 
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wealth and gracious'li viiiguK well as to send 
messages which reintorcc gender and class 
stereotypes. 

The presence of the maid., opening u door 
or serving a drink piovided an ambience ol 
aflluencc and comloii through passive 
service that men ol suhstance - dociors. 
lawyeis. businessmen - needed in order to 
pursue their imu'c importani ends in life 
(Flora I4«| 

The scrviuit’s role thcrclore serves as an 
important vehicle for the propagation ol 
cultural stereotypes which have built into 
them, ruciul, gender, regional, religious and 
class Ideologies. Hansen (I9K9:37) notes 
that Briti.sh novels .set around 190S-(W 
depicted Africa and Africans as "backdrops 
against which fairly rich whites went to 
play”. Slones ol the Raj arc lilled with 
references to incompetent, bumbling servants 
with .strange, incomprehensible customs. 
Margaret MacMillan (19Kb) writes that the 
British favoured Muslims over Hindus tor 
servants. Muslitns were supposed to he more 
loyal and .straightforward, "a quality oltcn 
attributed tti the fact that they worship|)cd 
only one god and were "people of the book” 
just like Chri.stian.s" (19><6;145). However, 
Christians who were Indians were disliked. 
They were considered di.shoncsi. This may 
have been because in the construction of 
difference, which Hansen argues is central 
to the muster-servant relationship. Chn.slians 
were difficult to place us they were perceived 
os uncomlortably close at the same lime 
culturally alien to their employers In the 
US, the parallel stereotype is the Black 
housekeeper of the ‘Gone With iIk Wind' 
type southern novel who was ‘part of the 
family’, offering lifelong devotion This 
stereotype was recently resurrected in the 
film DrivutK liaisx which seemed to 
evoke some of the nostalgia for the old 
days'. In contrast, romance and adventure 
novels set in 19th century France and England 
often portray the governess or paid 
companion who made a fortunate marriage.^ 
This is not to say that other themes were not 
popular as well, but studies suggest that 
mobility through marriage was more 
common in 19ih century England and France 
than elsewhere (McBride 19741 

Given the recognised importance ol 
servants and their subsianiiul presence in the 
labour pool.' it is curious that till recently, 
except for some stray references, the issue 
of domestic service has been neglected. 
Han.sen in addressing this question aiiributcs 
(he lack of attention given by historians and 
anthropologists to the limiiuiion.s of 
explanatory Irames that ignore i he individual 
asahuman agent; ‘The previous generuiion’s 
scholarly community reacted like most 
employers of servants: they took ihem lor 
granted" (1989:9). Another reason for the 
relatively few studies on servants is altrihulcd 
to the difficulty of getting inlormaiion. 

domestic workers are recruited infurmalty,'' 
arc unmonitored by the stale and confined 
to the home In the US immigrant Irish 
women hose been replaced as domestic 
servants by black women and increasingly 
by' illegal’ iininigianis Irom Latin Amenca, 
Mexico, the C'.iribbcan and Asia {Rollins 
19851. Allotlier leason for the invisibility of 
domestic service is due to its being eonstdenxl 
a low status aciiviiy which demeans those 
whoure I'oiccd loengugc in it [CtK'k 1980:71: 
Cover 1974'.19; Kuirman I978;.378; 
MacMillan 1980;' Mohammed 1989:161; 
Rollins 1985.581. Women who have been 
domestics ilo not wani to admit to working 
a low-status job |Smilh I97.^|. This again 
comributes to the inlormaiion problem |Sce 
al.so Radclifle I99():.^9()l. 

Related to all ihc.se reasons is the fact that 
domestic work is considered the woman’s 
domain’' where unforiunutely little has 
changed. The New Suiiexinuii (‘A Clean 
Conscience'. March 10,1989) commenting 
on the failure ol leminism to hnng about 
alternate lilc-siyles wah shorter working 
hours and shared w/irk in the home, notes 
that part ol the failure isthal ‘‘women continue 
to he held responsible tor household 
maintenance, theirown lives, theirchildrcn's 
and that ol their eompamons". The labour 
of working class women continues to enrich 
and tree the lives ol women above them.'* 
The puhlic-pnvate .split, with the public sphere 
considered a more legitimate domain for 
attention, has contributed to making domestic 
service unworthy ol nonce. It has become 
invi.siblcusoiher‘women'sproblems'have."’ 
Questions about housework remain taboo. 

The mid-19ih century was a crucial period 
(in the history ol the we.st) inihedevelopment 
of the notion ol ‘the separation ol spheres’ 
and Ihc confinement of women, ideologically 
il not for all women in pracliee. to the 
■pri va'c’ sphere of the suburbs and the home 
IDavidolt and Hull 1983; Hall 19811. In 
keeping with this, authors of the 19lh century 
etiquette advised their readers to avoid the 
subject of .servants in conversation as not 
only being boring, but kmi blatant an elfort 
to advertise the lace ol command (Dudden 
1983:115) MacMillan sympalhi.ses with Ihc 
lot of the English housewile in an alien land 
rather than with the .sci vani under alien rule; 
"It is scarcely suiprising that some women 
became bores about housekeeping, boasting 
ol their triumphs over box-wallahs, .scrvaiffs, 
white ants..." 11986:88). and reports that one 
ol the several ptipularguide-s lor ‘mein.sahibs’ 
cautioned, "do make it a .strict rule not to 
talk of servants and hou.sckccping when you 
go out... one .secs groups of women at Ihc 
club comparing notes about., what their 
cook's daily bills amount to” Attempts at 
bringing il into the public debate continue 
to be attacked. One woman interviewed by 
The New Sitiiesiium objected to enquiries 
about housework, who did it and what 

feminism hadio stay about it on the jpibunds 
that questioning feminism’s stance on 
hou.sework is hsclf anti-teminist, White it 
is clear that the issue oi' housework and 
employing domestic servants to do it cannot 
remain the responsibility of women if 
feminism is to gum ground, and femini.sts 
arc unwilling to talk about domestic service 
in the context of women’s work, an 
unwillingne.ss to discuss the matter has 
resulted in the de facto support of the more 
conservative ideology which maintains that 
domestic .service is a ‘women’s problem’, 
and one not to be made public. 

Low SrAi'tis 

The domestic worker automatically has 
low status in a society whose derinition.s of 
class rely on occupational classillcation 
IMohainined 1989:161) The work is 
assigned a low rank because it is associated 
with women, does not call for any particular 
or idenli fiahle ski I Is, is considered drudgery" 
involves cleaning which is influenced by 
ideasot purity and (Killutionand is associated 
with premdustnal rather than the modem' 
sector since it takes place in the household 
and can he carried out with little aid from 
machinery (Cock 1980:66), The as.socialion 
ol domestic service with prostitution and 
with destitute women and children has 
withstood time and industrialisation, and 
appeur.s to have no geographical or cultural 
boundaric.s. While a large percentage of 
destitute women and prostitutes were 
domestic servants in London in the 1840s 
ITelli.s-Nayak 1983:71 {asurvey of Peruvian 
women m the I97()s continued to place the 
work only a little above prostitution and 
begging in the occupational hierarchy 
IHeymaii I974|. Shellec Cohen (1989) and 
Rollins (1985) both emphasise the stigma 
attached to servitude deriving from the work 
as well us fioin association with the social 
groups which dominate the occupation. 
Pcriomnng this work reinforces low status 
among groups who :ire accorded low status 
in an ideological context that tumsdifference 
Irom those in power into inferiority. For 
example, in Boston in 19.50. when 70 per 
cent of domestic workers were Irish, anti- 
•scrvitude sentiments were translated into 
anii-lnsh sentiments' ’ in what is seen as a close 
approximation to a caste-like social group. 

Rollins notes that when blacks and 
i mmigrant women are employed os domestic 
servants, class prejudices, ethnic prejudices 
and the degradation of menial .labour 
interplay to strengthen anti-servitude 
sentmicnis. 

Grounded in stratification, domestic service 
was always composed of people con.sidcred 
inferior (by virtue of tiKir unfree Status, their 
gender, their geographic origins, their lower- 
class background and/or their caste, race 
am) ethnicity) and always held in the Irtwest 
esteem IRolhns 1985:58). 
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. In the l.idiah context, caittc makcis for a 
n\oR' intricate system of division ol' labour 
amo'.ig domestic servants and the status 
assig ned to different types of tasks. Notions 
of pi-rity and pollution influence what tasks 
can he assigned to whom. High caste servants 
often refused to perform tusks which they 
considered defiling, much to the annoyance 
of theirBritish mistresses. ’’The Briti.sh were 
forced to learn from the contusing array ol 
castes and religions whom they could hire 
for what job. The lowest status work had 
to do with cleaning (sweeping, laundering 
clothes, taking out the garbage), the dirt 
created by another.*’' Brahmins preterred to 
work as gardeners as it enabled them to 
avoid contact with polluting (beef- and pork- 
eating) foreigners. Poorer brahmins who 
might have worked as cixiks in the households 
of the higher Hindu castes, did not opt lor 
cooking in European homes bccau.se much 
of the food that was cooked was polluting 
to them. Sweepers hailed mostly Irom the 
lower castes but “even sweepers had their 
limits, they would not touch dead animals. 
For that a still lower grade of untouchables 
had to be employed" [Macmillan 1986]. 

it may beaioted in this context that the 
practice of keeping .servants was not confined 
to the British (oi other torcigners only). 
Upper class and upper cusic Indians did 
keep - and continue to keep - servants 
Affluent landowners in rural ureas, and 
rich and middle-class families in urban 
areas, regularly employed - and employ - 
servants. In rural areas domestic service was 
frequently an aspect ol debt-bondage to the 
master. Srinivas (1987:87-88) reports on 
‘jita’ servitude prevailing in south Karnataka 
in which the debtor pledged his young .son 
or nephew to work in the master's household 
till the debt was repaid or worked oil. Debt- 
bondage was also characteristic ol other 
parts of India. In the Tehri-Garhwal region 
of Uttar Pradeshapoor man who got married, 
occasionally pledged his wife to work in his 
master’s household, and also serve as his 
mistress till the debt was cleared [Galcy 
1983:93). In such cases the servant could 
hail from the master's caste or a low one, 
including untouchables. Thi.s was al.so true 
of south Karnataka [Srinivas 1987:88). 

Domestic service in the house of a lower 
caste person may lower the status of the high 
caste servant but that need not always happen 
depending on the kind of service performed. 
Thus brahmins may work as cooks in the 
homes of rich kshatriyas and vaishyas in 
north India without experiencing loss of 
caste. Cooking is often a traditional 
occupation of brahmins, and also, the 
conditions of work are such that the purity 
of the brahmin is protected, (in fact, in the 
caste context, it is in the interests of the 
employer to protect the purity of the cook.) 

It must be pointed out that in India today 
domestic service is status-enhancing fur stune 

lower castas in comparison to the alicroative 
occupations open to them. For instance, a 
recent study of^omen domestic servants in 
Delhi reveals that the employees regarded 
their work as siaius-cnhancing. and listed as 
reasons, clean working conditions, 
convenient working hours, and as.sociation 
with iheir middle or up|iur class mistrcs.ses. 
It is interesting Ui note that although caste 
IS on the decline in urban cetitres such as 
Delhi, the doine.siic .servants who were 
interviewed belonged to the lower castes 
while their employers hailed Irom middle 
or high castes [Dasgupta I984|. 

Even in the U.S, domestic .service need not 
always be regarded as ol low status: In her 
study of Japancse-American women. Glenn 
(1981) reporis that the women she 
interviewed did not consider domestic work 
particfilurly degrading and some even 
preferred it to other work. The reasons given 
by her respondents were that it was Ilexihic. 
that it permitied greater autonomy us it did 
not involve being closely monitored like 
factory-work and was thcrelore more 
“dignified'. Another udvuniugc was lhai it 
could be hidden lorm of labour, often 
hu.sbands did ntii know their wives were 
working as domestics and it was thcrelore 
a source ol income for the woman which 
was completely under her control Many 
women cherished the opportunity to work 
at all, when they did not know English, and 
many had buiii what they considered to have 
good relationships with their employers. 

The clue lo under.standing the above 
situation is provided by Davidoff when she 
emphasises that “the context and meaning 
of domestic work arc euliurally defined and 
culturally variable” (1974:70). The 
combination ol a strong work ethic and the 
cultural ucccptabiliiy ofhousework and part- 
time work lor women in Japanc.se society 
may have drawn these women to domcsi'c 
service and given them the cultural 
legitimation to remain in it [Glenn 1981: 
365-67). According to Kondo (1990), in 
Japanese society the household is a 
productive unit and housework is often not 
separable in traditional conceptualisation 
from “outside’ work becau.se of the tradition 
of household enterprise. For Japanese 
women, work outside the home becomes an 
index of commitment to the “uchi’ or 
household unit. Given that the “professional 
housewife’ is a desirable moidcl [Kondo 
1990:281), itie image of domestic worker 
may not carry the stigma it docs in some 
other cultures. Both Kondo and Glenn 
mention the following charactcri.stics of the 
work III which Japane.se women were likely 
to be found: it could be carried out part-time 
(full-time work is a masculine domain) 
(Kondo 1990:280). or m the home and 
involved traditional women’s tasks .such as 
sewing, cleaning, washing clothes or 
preparing food [Glenn 198 i :.3581. Thcrcl'orc, 

even when white-collar Jobs were available 
in the US, Japanese women were opting for 
domestic jobs." Glenn attributes this to the 
extremely exploitative nature of white-coHar 
work. Even .so. the fact that in Japanese 
culture it is considered necessary for girls 
to be well-versed in household tasks,"* may 
have played a role m infiuencing these women 
lo do housework Another powerful factor 
in pushing women into domestic service is 
the work ethic, which stems Irom the Meiji- 
era. which .says the worst situation is being 
idle and many ofGlenn’s interviewees voiced 
this feeling. Most post-retirement domestics 
in Glenn's siudy denied overwhelming 
linancitil need. They said they liked to work 
and if they stayed at home '“it is not good 
lor me”. They associated being idle with 
depression and thoughts of “the bad old 
days' [Glenn 1981.374-75). Work proved 
lo he a way to foi’gel the problems of the past. 

pROFlUi 

Who IS the “typical’ domestic worker, 
what are the features which characterise the 
group'.* In the U.S in 1970 there were more 
than one million private hou.sehold workers 
of whom nearly 97 per cent were women. 
More than half -of all private household 
workers were black women, and they tended 
10 be older women [Kaixman 1978:379). 
Cock (1980:99) reports of South Africa that 
domesiic .service is largely a black, female 
msiituiion. The Economist (The Servant 
Problem, March 17, 1990) has the most 
current dc.scription of the population group 
which the typical domestic .servant is drawn 
from young women with litileornoeducation 
or skills and low expectations, mostly 
migrants. Dominant images have consistently 
depicted servants as women without 
independent lives or interests. Palmer and 
Young report that domestics were envisioned 
as single women, young or old. cut off from 
any attachments except those to the 
employer's family [Palmer 1989:87; Young 
1987:370]. Cock (1980:51-52) also 
comments on the pattern of "“family 
disorganisation’ among domastic workers. 
They arc more often women whose family 
life has been disrupted by poverty and 
migration, in her sample 78 per cent had 
been married but only 48 per cent were still 
mumed while others were widowed, divorced 
or deserted. This description appears to fit over 
space and lime: In Lima, httween 1956-(>6 
nearly t wo-ihirds of the economically active 
female migrants worked as domestics while 
in 1981 the numbers had increased and 
women made up 85 per cent of the 1,80,624 
registered houseworkers [Radcliffe 1990). 

Smith (1973:193) whose work is also 
based on Peru, remarks that ““domestic 
workers are not typically represented by a 
narrowly defined segment of the urban 
lower class... the women range from IS to 24 
years, ...arc almost exclusively unmarried". 
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Rollins (1985:55)corroborates; “thetypical an tKcupation." Migration Imm a niral urea say incraasc. of dometitic wsriem in Los 
' female domestic is a migrant from a p(H>r or from another country «)ftcn serves to Angeles, New York and London, for example. 
' non*urban area who engages in domestic incrcascvulneruhilitynlongsomedimcnsions The .sccu>ral shifts from manufacturing to 

.service until marriage or a more desirable as for example, language handicaps, which service industries, and new immigration have 
employment opportunity presents itself. overrides what mayothcrwisebcadvantagcs poxluced both skilled as well as unskilled 

Recent trends as revealed by the Indian such as middle class origins. Simply being workers who arc channelled into domestic 
census point to the rapid feminisalion of considered'alien'is enough to mcreu.se thi.s service. With greater numbers of middle- 
domestic service. The 1971 Census sense of vulnerability. As Ctihen (1989) class women entering the labour force, there 
enumerated 6,75,878 domesttc servants ol reports of West Indian domestic workers in iscuriainlynodownwardtrendonthedcmand 
whom only 2.51.479 were women while the New York, being at the mercy of those side, even with increu.sing numbers of 
1981 Census repotted the numberas 8,07,470 who arc responsible for getliiig workers a hou.schold gadgets on the market. Attempts 
of whom 5.05.023 were women. In (981 'green card' makes for a situation where the to explain the presence of female live-in 
women formed more than .50 per cent of domcslicIccKhclpIcssund victimised. This scrvuius us a social institution which is 
domestic servants as compared to .37.2 per may explain why many women who work dcpciidcm on the level ol unemployment 
cent in 1971. Further, the number of male as domestics in the U.S have held higher (wiih high unemployment leading to greater 
domestic .servants declined over the 1971-81 .status po.siiions in their own countries numbers ot women in servitude), has been 
Census from 4.24.399 lo 4,1)2.387 Bui (Nakano Glenn's tmerviewees would noi dismi.s.scd as 'economic fatalism' (Taussig 
femini.sotionofdomc.sticservicchasoccuri'cd thinkofdoingihe workofmaidsm Japan).'" and Ruhhti 1983:6|. The argument is that 
mainly in urban areas. Incidentally, the Ideologies ofsubordinution bused on gender if unemployed women are able to find work 
growth of domestic labour force is iissociated and race play a crucial role in the dy nai^ics as domestic servants, it is evidence ol the 
with rapid urbanisation (K'curring in Ihc ofihcina.sicr-ormi.stress-.servani relationship need lor llie occupation in the society and 
country. Thus while in 1971 about 63 per and m the creation of vulnerubiliiy. Often cannot be utirihuicd to uneniploymem. 
cent of domestic labour was urban, in 1981 there is ideological dommaiion. especially Though domestic .service seems to have 
the proportion was more than 68 per cent " where colonialism plays an im|)ortam role.’" maimaincd ils status quo it not increa.sed. 
But the continued prc.scncc of u significani It is no wonder that the typical domestic is rathcrlhandisap|)curcd wiihindustnalisation. 
number of men in domestic service calls tor a woman of lower class, more likely racially it is not the wealthiest countries which have 
an explanation. It provides immigrams from Jiffercni from the employer. Glenn the highesi .servum ratios but those with the 
distant rural areas valuable and proiccicd cinphasisc.s (his vuincrahiliiy when she wriics largcsi income dilfercntiuls Curiously, 
entry intourban life, abase Irom which they that domestic service was Icll open arguments have been made which accouni 
canexplorc the mysterious urban world, and hierarchy and I’l domestic service both 
the opportunities it affords ihcm. Ils those most reccmiy arrived in the city ., during periods ol economic growth (Hojman 

^anonymity enables them to pcriorm. fo. ,nJusnialising aiul mdusinaliscd socici- ''<’“'*8 1987:365] as well as 
wages, tasks which they would regard ,es, j„mcsiic service seems lo be the spe- during decline (Gill 1989:119).-- It has also 
demeaning and unworthy ol men in Iheir cialiiyoi groups that.ire not inicgiuicd into been argued lhai as a development index, 
own homes. The traditional notions of the milustnalising sectors ol the economy domesticscrvicedocsnotcorrclaiepositively 
purdah, and impurity attached to women iGlenii I98l:.3.52. 3.54) with growth, hut "peaks at the crucial 
during memsiruation and childbirth, worked turnaround stage when Marxianexpectauun.s 
against women being employed.as cooks Domi.srif Sikvio. anu olcndlesslvacceicruiingmiscryandgrowing 
[Mehta I960), even though in ilicii >>ssii Economk D|'Vi.i.oi'MI-.ni inequaliiy cease to be valid'' (Chaplin 
homes they are .solely responsible (o' ' 1978:1231. 
preparing the family meal. Male cooks .in- There has been a gical deal ol inlcrcsl m Rollin.s's(1985)andGleiin’s(198l)works 
also among the highest paid among .scrvaiiis the relationship between domestic service suggest that lomiulatmg an indicator based 
in India. The growing fcmims.iuun oi andcconomicdcveiopmcnt. spcctlicully, in on economic measures may not be 
domestic work, however, points to the its correlation il any. with economic growth meaningful where .servanthood is concerned, 
loosening hold of the traditional ideas of Thosewhohavestudiediheinstituiionwithin Rather than a 'development index’, which 
purity and impurity in urban Indian society, the tramework ol the modernisation thesis implies u quantitative measure, a high 

In Zamtiia. a prclerence lor male servants tend to see it us an indicator nl the level of scrvant-io-employcr ratio us an indicator of 
and a concomitant reluctance to employ development and industnalisulion and as a the degree ot social inequality seems closer 
women persists. Hansen (1989.18) uses the 'usetui measure of development ...where to the experience of both third world and 
social construction (ot the gender division rciiublc data on the distribution-of income indu.sinal nations. Here 'social inequality' 
of labour) argument to counier those who undonlhcnon-m.irkeiscciorollheeconomy is mure loosely defined (by Cock, Rollins, 
have used biological metaphors and (heuries arc virtually non-cxisicnt' (Chaplin Hansen. Glenn and others) since it is so 
of the household based on it to expiain the 1978; 1231. 'This concepiuulisalion has finely meshed with issues of race, culture 
concentration of women as domestics . relegated domestic service us one of ihc and the creation of dominant ideologies, 
elsewhere. problems of an underdeveloped economy. This is not to say there have not been any 

From the litcralurc what emerges us an Tltis approach has heen cniiciscJ fairly qualitative changes within domestic service, 
almastrequiredchuractcrisiicforihcpoicmiul ihiiroughly.ComraryioprognoscsIBo.scrup In the US in the earlier part of the century 
domestic worker is a certain vulnerability l97().Coser l974|,ihcpraciiceofciTiploying a major change occurred when domestic 
which makes possible an exploitative domestic workers docs not appear to be servants started living out [Dudden 1983, 
relationship based on dependence. This lading as a result of ccmuimic development Rollins I985J. Where a trend may be 
vulnerability arises out of u combination ot and mdusinulisaiiun.-' instead the emerging is in (he separation of childcare 
what are disadvantages in iltc urban labour industrialisation process has been given as from house-cleaning together with an 
pool: a lack of education and skills, lack of one of the cau.scs for the prevalence of increasing profc.ssionalisation of the 
resources (almost all domestics arc from servanthood (Taussig and Ruhho 1983:21] service,-' though the extent of such 
poor families and from a lower class as it appears to stimulate not only demand prorcssionultsalion is questionable. In both 
background), and a cultural background but supply as well. Empirically, it fails to arcasdcmanddocsnotappeartobeflagging. 
which does not pmvide the means to chiKise explain Ihc coiuinued incidence, some may Nanny schools have multiplied both in 
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Britain and the US. According to Han.scn 
(1989:297), the American Council ufNanny 
Schools in 1985 listed 12. and in 1986, 30 
teaching and placement centre.s whose 
graduates are considered in-hoinc childcare 
profe.ssionals. Also in 19X6, the rranchisc.s 
in protessional housecicuning and maid 
services were described as sninc ol the 
fastest-growing businesses, ovcituking fast 
fmVl which used to hold the lead. The story 
IS similar in Britain where nursery training 
colleges can assure their graduates better 
opportunities now, compared with 10 years 
ago (the ratio is 25 jobs to 5 graduates) while 
in London nanny agency boasts ol 40 
prospective employers to one nanny {The 
Econmnisr. March 17.1990). Romero( 1988) 
elaborates the strategies employed by women 
domestic workers to gain control over what 
IS a very undefined and contextual work 
relationship. .She demonstrates that 
professionalisation of employer-worker 
relations and siandardisaiion of tasks are 
central to the ways in which Chicano domestic 
workers attempt to prevent exploitation. 
However, from Rollins’s < 1985) study it is 
not clear to what extent such strategics are 
successful The women she interviewed had 
negative responses about cleaning services 
which they saw as expensive, imjicrsonal 
and rigid, and expres.sed a preference for the 
relationship they could build with an 
individual. In middle-class and upper- 
mtddle-class homes, black or immigrant 
women are the preferred work group lor 
house-cleaning, and white women lor 
childcare (Rollins 1985). 

It is pertinent to remark here that in India 
industrialisation is responsible for 
introducing important changes in the 
institution of the dome.stic servant. For 
in.stance. in the biggerindian cities the living- 
in servant is being replaced by part-time, 
visiting .servants. Such .servants perform 
specific tusks in the hou.schold. and they 
usually work for several employers. 
Employers find the livmg-in servant has to 
be fed and Irxskcd alter and his (or her) 
inroads into their pnvacy tolerated. Further, 
reports in newspapers of physical attacks by 
living-in servants on their elderly employers 
have acted as a deterrent to employing them 

The Mobiutv Tiiisis 

The argument that domestic .service 
provided a channel for upward mobility fur 
rural and foreign migrants was predominant 
in the 197()s. Itgrcwoutofthemixlcrnisation 
thc.sis and its supporters, Chaplin (1978), 
Coser( 1974), Davidoff (1974) and McBride 
(1974) to name a lew. extended their findings 
on industrialising England and France, to 
non-western countries. Chaplin, the major 
proponent of the upward mobility thesis, 
"'rites. 'Domestic service can also be viewed 

the major acculturating or socialising 
agency for rural and foreign migrants during 
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the early stages of industriali.sation. This 
period was comparable to the situation in 
currently developing countric.s''. He quotes 
Broom and .Smith (1963) who, based on 
Studies in England, view domestic service 
as the principal ‘bridging occupation' 
[Chaplin I97X|. 

McBndc's study of I9(h century France 
indicates that dome.stic service was one ol 
the most important means by whiv h ilic rural 
poor cficcied the transition to urban life, it 
was a transitional stage both in the lives of 
individual servants and in the process of 
modernisation of the society. At the 
individual level, some servants benefited 
from this important stage by gaining 
occupational skills and accumulating adowry 
or working capital. Mobility within the 
domestic hierarchy was also possible, 
promotions (rom scullery maid to chamber 
maid to lady's maid lor instance, or from 
bout-black boy to lootman. Davidoff 
(1974: 416) presents a gendered version of 
the mobility argument according to which, 
men were .ihle u> use the contacts they had. 
made while in service to become shopkeepers 
and run services while women were more 
likely to "marry up’ McBride’s study 
supports Davidolf’s thesis that women used 
domestic service as a means to make better 
marriages Accoidmg to McBride, a third of 
all French women nitiy have served as 
domestic .servants hetore marriage. Records 
at Versailles lor example, reveal that .30-40 
per cent ol female .servants married men of 
higher status than their own Women who 
had been ‘socialised’ through servitude were 
considered belter prepared for marriage and 
therefore made better marriages Radcliffe 
(1990) ob.servcs that the a.ssimilation of 
domestics into middle and upper-middle class 
hou.scholds. even while it is ‘partial and 
contradictory’, lollows a pattern of cultural 
incorporation Bui she thinks that complete 
incorporation ol rural migrants is impossible 
Irom her study ol domestic workers in Peru. 

Studies of India and parts of Africa point 
to the significance of the servant’s role, of 
master- or mistress-.scrvant relations in the 
larger context of the domi nance of one racial 
and national population by another. In India, 
even betore Mughal, then British rule, cn.ste 
divisions had established patterns of 
dominance, and patron-client relationships 
exi.sted whic.h only became more layered 
and complicated with time |Tellis-Nayak 
I983|. According to Rollins (1985:55). 
“domestic service m this context, rather than 
lunctioning as a gateway through which 
socio-economic marginals pass into the 
maintitream. tuiiciions to reinforce stK'ial 
and ethnic stcrcotyiies and 'iiaintain those 
biologically “deviant” in the social and 
economic underclass”.-'* 

Tellis-Nayak (198.3), on the basis of study 
of ethfiically diverse communities in India, 
supports the argument that servants 

experience little or no social mobility. A 
smalt number use their skills to move on to 
semi-skilled jrjbs outside the home or to 
marginally higher-pay ing domestic ones, but 
in general, servants do not move out of their 
class and cluture (1983:71). fti fact their 
urban expencncc oltcn creates adjustment 
problems. At limes their marriage jM'ospects 
may be adversely aftected in a traditional 
.society. Women who have worked in middle- 
class homes may want greater autonomy 
than they would have hud before leaving 
their villages. 1‘hey may begin to want 
different things - a lilc-style similar to that 
of their employers. Young (1987:371) 
explains the problem os an inability of the 
servant to acquire the cultural and material 
capital of the middle or upficr class tamily 
becau.se />! her ifHlinal relationship in it. 
Hansen (1989: 21) infers m the example of 
Chri.stian domestic servants in Kerala state 
in India which ^lustrates the irrelevance of 
their knowledge gaiiMd.^ outside of the 
employing householdl^Mis is also seen in 
the skills learned in AfriMB homes (Cock 
1980: Hansen 1989] whereCOoks are required 
to learn highly elaborate ^Etflbpcan dishes 
which need expensive and fiard-to-obtain 
ingredienis as well as more efficient stoves 
and ovens all rtt which will not be affordable 
tor the servant tamilies in their homes. The 
highly elaborate meals which developed in 
colonial households served the purpo.se of 
status display of which the .servant was a pan 
[MacMillan 1986]. Smith (1973) questioas 
the mobility thesis based on Peruvian 
material. At nfost. Peruvian servitude helps 
the servant to get a better job within the 
servant realm. A servant hai little, if any 
hope of emerging from the lower class: 
“Instead ol working her yray up the social 
hierarchy, if she is lucky, she ndes to the 
upper levels of the lower class on the shirt- 
tails ol her hu.sband”. In sum, nq^ of the 
non-western studies supports th^jupward 
mobility ihc.sis [H.’m.s^n J989:2Ui.Thus, 
Davidoff observes that many of thmlipmen 
who work as domestics “appear to b^iraught 
up in a cycle of poverty, with a lack of 
education and employment which continues 
trom generation to generation. This vicious 
cycle leads one to suspect that domestic 
work may include a degree of ascription in 
a quasi-ciistc status” (1974:80). 

But upward mobility is difficult to 
identify and measure. Women who have 
moved out of servitude may not want to 
admit to ever having been in a desperate 
enough situation to warrant going into it. 
Additionally, it is difficult to trace such 
movements of individuals, geographically 
as well as socially, since (heir networks 
may change. One way out of this problem 
would be to observe two or more 
generations in a family. This is an area 
which has not received a great deal of 
attention in the literature. 
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How It Is Dii+TiKiiNT 

is domestic service dill'crcnt Irom other 
forms of employment ' Those who have 
addressed this question seem to have been 
more successful in proceeding with methods 
of negation in trying to conceptualise what 
has been referred lo us u relation full of 
ambiguities and contradictions. Therefore. 
Telli.s-Nayak (1983:72-73) says that it is not 
product-oriented, that it culls for no particular 
skills on the part ot the servant and no 
precise evaluative standards on ihc pan ol 
the employer Gill (1989: 128) writes ihai 
the house-worker is neither u labourer in the 
traditional sense nor one who curries out the 
unpaid domestic tasks of wile or mother. 
The tensions arising trom these unibiguiiics 
are played nut and recreated through a 
complex process of conflict and 
accommodation that characterises the 
(mistre.ss-servant) relationship and which 
are closely relulcd lo ihe class and ethnic 
background of specific social actors. 

As acategory it is an m-beiwcen. Radclific 
(1990) reptirts that the very term used to 
address the servant which is. ‘cholo’, refers 
to a person who has leli his peasant origins 
but It IS yet not integrated into modern 
society and culture ■" The term also denotes 
the marginal, ambiguous status ot those who 
have no fixed niche in the stratilicution 
system. Aubert (195.S) addresses this in- 
betweenness when he writes that the role ol 
the housemaid "wavers between the 
occupational models of gemein.schafi and 
geseilschaft”. Chaplin 11978:99) draws 
attention to the blurred line between kinship, 
apprenticeship and domestic service in mid- 
I9ch century England while addressing the 
‘lending of the children’ which involved 
both welfare and exploitation. Young 
(1987:366) in a discussion ol how the 
ideology of the family helps to mire an 
essentially exploitative relationship, writes 
that domestics in their patron faimhes arc 
at the same time members as well as non- 
members, standing simultaneously within 
the familial boundaries yet outside them. 
Their case exemplifies the linkage of 
domestic and collective instiiuiions that 
are bonded by an ideology ot paternalism 
and dependency. The essence ol iheir 
position is that they arc part ol a household 
which includes more than kin jCock 1980). 
It is an effective lorm of marginalisation 
where the .servant though crucial to the 
patron’s family as well as to society's 
maintenance, is retained as a marginal 
member of the social totality I'N oung 
1987:375). Another way in which the 
domestic .servant is placed in a marginal 
position is that a good part ol his or her 
real income is provided in kind. Instead of 
being able to engage in the essence ot 
modem social order, she participates only 
indirectly throughiier master’s household. 

The token wage received is akin to pocket 
money [Cock 1980:1021. 

It is the ideology ot Ihe family with its 
stress on the commitment of close kin. as 
well as on duty and devotion within the 
protected boundaries, which conceals and 
helps 10 bnng about the marginal position 
the domestic sci vant occupies in Ihc private 
sphere [Young 1987:370). The idiom of the 
family as inclusive, ju.st as a ‘natural’ age- 
based division ol labour and power, serves 
to structure a relationship of inequality 
indeed, ol exploiialion - one powerfully 
legitimised by Ihechurch and Ihc state. Young 
women pass from the paternalism ot Iheir 
own lamiliarenvironmeni toihe paiernah.sm 
ot the new working environment [Young 
1987- 365) where work is seen as a natural 
coninbuiioii .ind not a form ol wage labour 
IRadclillc 1990). Family ideology and 
paternalism has made possible a 
suhordinaiion ol a more personal and 
pervasive kind. Unlike an enlcrpri.se where 
Ihc subordinaie may deter to the technical 
expertise ol the superior, the domestic 
worker’s defeicnee is Ui paiernalisiic status. 
Since Ihe ideniity ol a servant was a lasting 
quality ascribed to a peison iircspeciive of 
his or her choice (like caste). Ihe relationship 
to the master or misiiess was one based 
primarily on status and not on contract 
[Auheii 1955 152) 

The role ol tamily ideology in structuring 
the masiei-seivani interaction has led lo 
greater impoitance being placed on the 
per.sonahties ot the parties determining the 
success and saiislaciion in the relationship, 
more than in most other occupational 
relationships |Auberi 1955: Gill 1989; 
Kat/man l9781.C’haplin( l978:99)ohserves 
that domestic .service, though essentially 
manual labour, cun be as demanding of 
personality involvement as .selling, and of 
character as clerking in a bank, in addition, 
different types of domestic work require 
diftc-.'cnt qualities: "A butler, or a 
chat.ihermaid waitiess who is tall and comely 
may have access to a larger number, and to 
better places than one who is short ’’ [ Haynes 
1923:428 quoted in Chaplin 1978). Rollins 
in di.sagreeing with the liner points of 
Chaplin’s argument, supports the larger 
argument he makes. She notes that personal 
qualities considered negative otherwise may 
be looked upon favourably where the 
relationship involves racial difference. 
Among her interviewees many remarked 
that they received better treatment if they 
dressed ptiorly and appeared excessively 
deferential. Rollins herself experienced 
hostility from employers when she did not 
assume the demeanour ol a grateful 
.subordinate, which included a carefully 
constructed ‘down ai heel’ appearance.-' 
Rollins’s observations confirm the 
importance of the personal qualities of the 
domc.stic worker in an arrangement where 

the nature of the relationship between 
superior and subordinate, is more important 
than Ihc completion of tasks (1985:122). 
This personalism is expressed in the qualities 
considered desirable by the employer, such 
as humility, lowliness, meekness and 
genilencss. Icarfulness. respectfulness, 
loyalty and good temper [Davidoff 
1974:415). and in the prominentcomplaints 
which concern the servants’ supposed 
dishonesty, irresponsibility, laziness, 
sullenncss, requests lor free time, illness and 
po.s.sibic pregnancy... [Taussig and Rubbo 
1983 15). 

Other aspects of the personalised nature 
of the work are diffuse and capricious 
expectations which strengthen and lcgitimt.se 
dependency and its ascription [Telhs-Nayak 
1983:72-73). Taussig and Rubbo (1983.20) 
have ideniitled two .separate dimensions of 
the capriciousness of which servants 
complain. One is associated with the 
dependence on the mistresses’ moodchanges. 
Itself a result ot the highly personalistic 
quality that runs through the detlnition ot 
the .servant’s tasks in a stable, long-term 
arrangeiTieni. Secondly, theie is the 
capriciousnc.ss which lies miheconiradiction 
of being .in unstably employed but personally 
involved employee, without any or most of 
the security that the traditional servant was 
promised. Practically, unlimited duty to obey 
the master i.s another indication that the 
relationship is tunctionally diffuse. The 
particularistic pallcrn has madeii impossible 
to legitimate a defence of the private sphere 
by the cl.iim that the job is done according 
to generally accepted, objective standards of 
occupational performance. 

Another dimension of the personalised 
relationship between master and servant is 
intimacy. This i.s highlighted by Srinivas 
(1987:87-88) who quotes the instance of a 
loyal jiia servant being given the honour of 
burial after death in the master’s ancestral 
graveyard. He was being treated as a member 
of the master’s lineage. 

But Ihe nature of master (mistress )-servant 
relationship is undergoing radical change in 
India under the pressures of urbanisation 
and industrialisation. A common complaint 
of middle class housewives in India is that 
they arc unable to get any longer reliable 
and cfTicicni servants let alone loyal and 
honest ones. 

Servant as Status Symboi. 

The servant as defcrcnce-giver provided 
another service - that of status symbol - 
which set servitude somewhat apart from 
other occupations. The function of the 
domestic as status-giver and the u.sc of the 
.servant role to reinforce the superior status 
of the employer and to create her identity 
in opposition to that of the servant's, are 
important ways in which social hierarchy is 
maintained. "The role of servant as status 
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symbol goes back ai kasi lO the Roman 
empire where according to records, some 
slaves performed no work, but functioned 
solely to attest to their owner’s status and 
worth... [Rollins I98S: lOS). In industrialising 
England and France, lackeys, coachmen and 
footmen, often hired for their Itwks and 
dressed in ostentatious costumes, functioned 
solely to impress others. For the employer 
to be able to 'waste' well-built mule servants 
was seen as evidence ol his extreme wealth 
[[>ougl^andIsherw(X)d l978;Veblen I974J. 
Leonorc Davidoff who has explored the 
servant’s role us ’deference-giver’ and the 
formation of ’delerence-iKcupaiions' in 
some depth, remarks that employ mg servants 
IS the surest way of establishing social 
superiority.Theaciivilicsol such households 
were dominated by the concern with social 
placement and .social closiae which led to 
’agreat upsurge indisplayol material objects’ 
as well as ‘elaborated rituals ol etiquette’ 
(1974:411). Rituals are known to become 
easily an end in themselves without 
awareness ol the symbolic or mystical 
properties ol the actors This elaboration ol 
ritual takes on the teaiures ol a diamatic 
performance, when the occasion is a 
ceremonial pcriormance such as a dinner 
pany. pn vale ball or hou.separi y. I )el erentiai 
behaviour takes on exaggeiated lorms such 
as walking oui of a door backwards, 
maintaining complete silence while 
performing tasks, never silting down in the 
presence of an employer and never initiating 
an action or speech [Davidoll 1974:415 j. 

According to Chaplin (I97K: 117) the 
existence ol low-paid domcsoc .service and 
the psychological graiificution arising Irom 
membership in the top status group in a 
multiracial .society became realities dilticuli 
to relinquish". In the colonial household, 
servitude assumed many of the teaiures of 
the relationship between the ruler and the 
ruled [Hansen I9K9:.^()2: MacMillan 
1986:14.^-145). In South Africa .servants 
provided a crucial behavioural validation of 
apartheid.^’' while to the Mughals. and then 
the British in India, servants were seen as 
necessary for the prestige of the empire. 

Margaret MacMillan’s narrative provides 
some penetrating insights into the kind ol 
everyday situations which arise in a 
traditional caste society during colonial rule. 
She writes that among other things that the 
British had ’picked up’ from India was that 
the number of .servants was a measure of 
status. Whether the British did indeed get 
this idea from India or whether it was 
something they came to India with, cun be 
argued but the point is that since the servants 
thought so us well, employers were under 
considerable pres.surc to hire more every 
lime the master got a promotion (1986:146). 
In their preoccupation with upholding the 
status of the empire, the British were 
continuously making comparisons between 

theempire and the household, which became 
asymbinlic microcosm. If servants were badly 
trained, it rcnccied on their master’s ability 
to rule the country. British housewives were 
therefore expected to supervise their servants 
much as their husbands supervised their 
troops, "’and housekeeping resembled a battle 
more than it did anything else. Guides to 
housekeeping sounded, more like military 
manuals (1986:14.1). Servants were to he 
treated with firmness and constant vigilance. 
The Coiiipleie liulum Housekeeperand Cook 
stated that "an untiJv mistre.ss invariably 
had untidy. idle .servunis". It a inem.sahib lost 
control of her household, it was for the same 
reasons that the British might one day lose 
control of India Servants became a necessary 
burden to the young housewife who was 
constantly judged by how well her household 
statt perlornied. to create the stately 
atmosphere that was expected of tho.se in 
command. At the lowest levels of British 
society, even the wives of ordinary soldiers 
or men who worked on the railways, had 
a servant oi two The presence of a large 
retinue ol serv.mis made it easy to be formal 
while the need to uphold the dignity of the 
Ruj made It dcsiiahle I MacMillan 1986 I46|. 

Kat/man( 1978:.184) wnies than he ability 
to emptily servants is .still a mark ol .social 
status and class position to some, although 
this aituude is less prevalent than in the past 
. .rather than seeking an intelligent 
resourcelul independem worker, they may 
waiuaservantio whomihcycan IccI superior 
and dominaling Kollin's work addresses 
this aspect ol domestic service quite 
extensively. She concentrates on questions 
iMUting to the creation and maintenance of 
hierarchy and distance as well as the 
importance ol con.siruclitmoldiltercncelSee 
also Radclille 1990) and tis role in the 
tormation i>l the employer’s identity. 

HiI-.RAKCIIY. DiSIANCI and D1IH.IU NCI-. 

The creation and maintenance of hierarchy 
and distance in the master-servant 
relationship is uiiempicd ai vaiious levels - 
verbally, spatially and in the exaggerated 
formulation ol dilference Irom which 
identities are constiucicd (Cock 1980: 
Davidoll |974;Haiiscn 1989;Rollins 1985). 
Hansen explains that a critical component 
of the relationship was the construction of 
the servant as diticrent. to the extent that 
"Servants and employers became each 
other’s other” (1989:302) and for this 
purpose inequality was accentuated in 
clothing.speech anddcmeaiiour( 1989:71)," 
Diflerence was interpreied as inleriorily by 
employers who lorined ihcir ideniiiy in 
opposition to ihcir servant's. This is cited 
as one ol the mam reasons lor the extra¬ 
ordinary lensums and conllicls inherent m 
the intcractioi;. I Rollins 1985). In Peru ethnic 
diflerences are exaggerated. Employers are 
Hispanicised or aspire to Euro|iean lile-styles 

while employees arc mostly Quechua- 
speakers belonging to indigenous peasant 
culture. Employers view them as a 
homogeneous and inferior group though 
there isagreat diversity of provincial cultures 
IRadclifle 1990:384-85). 

Visually, ditlerence is created by giving 
servants unilorms which is also a means of 
depersonalising the individual (CiKk 1980: 
Han.scn 1989). or by expecting the servant 
to dress down' in keeping with a low-status 
profile [Rollins 1985). The non-usc of shoes 
when inside set the servant apart Irom both 
employer and lellow Alrican. Secondly, the 
language used tocommunicate with servants 
was aliered 1 Hansen 1989). Tellis-Nayak 
(1983.70) relcrs to a 'status reflective 
vocabulary’ where the "discourse utilises, at 
a micro-level, the same grammar of hier¬ 
archical relaiedncss found m caste society”. 
This supporis Hansen s pronouncement of 
'Kitchen Kalfir' being a hybrid language of 
subordination eon.sisting mainly of command 
and tibey expressions. Gill (1989:129) also 
comments on employers creating social 
di.stance by the imposition of certain linguistic 
practices. Rcicrence to the household worker 
as 'chica', ‘hija’.or 'muchacha' regardless 
ol the women's age. suggests that she is 
childlike and irre.sonsible. .Servants’ names 
may also he changed and garbled into object 
names such as "Sixpence. Wirelc.sx. Pumpkin. 
Bicycle or Cabbage" |Han:.en. 1989.71). 
Cock ( 1980) reports a distinct change in tone 
ol voice when employers address servants 
with the pitch rather flat and stacatto and 
the woids enunciated slowly and distinctly 
as il one were speaking to a child |see also 
Hansen 1989:66). Servants may not take 
pan m the ordinary flow ol conversation. 
They may be interrupted but may not 
mien upi unless the interruption is to enquire 
about ihe work. In India languages are used 
10 lorm a hieraichy ol communication 
modes Employers arc known to address 
.servants in the regional language in Ihe 
pre.scnce of their guests even it the servant 
knows the national language or English. 
The regional language becomes the 
'command' language, while English may 
be used to ereuie class barriers. Il is not 
unusual to see an urban middle-class pierson 
conducting a three-way conversation with 
two languages appointing himself 
'middleman', retaining command over the 
.servant and making himself a 'servant’ to 
his guests. These interactional patterns, in 
addition to the servant’s own demeanour 
of noi .s|)eaking unless spoken to, of being 
present without being .seen, effectively 
reduce the individual to an object. (It is 
inteie.sting that in parts of north India, the 
cook hailing from a brahmin caste is 
addressed as niiiharaj' by the employer 
but the grandeloquent mode ot address in 
no way enhances the cook's status while 
It makes clear to everyone that the food 
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is cooked by a brahmin and therefore 
acceptable to one and all.) 

A third dimension of siaiu.s differentiation 
is the spatial one as .seen m the British tele¬ 
vision programme. ‘Upstairs-Downstairs’ 
where master and servant have their separate 
realms which are spatially and hierairhical ly 
juxtaposed. According to Roltins(l9KS: 171. 
172). spatial deference takes two mam forms 
in domestic service; the unequal rights of 
the domestic and the employer around the 
other's body'- and the controlling ot the 
domestic's use ofhou.se space... Controlled 
use of hou.se space converges with 
interpersonal spatial deference in eating 
arrangements, recreating and reinforcing both 
the domestic’s place in the kitchen, and the 
intrafamilial hierarchy of worth. Ctick’s 
(1980) interviewees complained of having 
to eat outside the house, in the kitchen tir 
near the lavatories, calling it the ino.st de¬ 
humanising experience of all: Tcllis-Nayak 
(1983:69) observes that servants cal their 
meals sitting on the tlwir. often out of sight, 
atler the family meal; Rollins (19KS) reports 
that while it is not unusual fur an all-day 
or live-in worker sometimes to have lunch 
with her female employer in the kitchen, it 
is practically unknown for the domestic to 
eat in the dining room and when the husband 
is present. The message is clear, the 
domestic's place is at the bottom {Rollins 
1985:172] in the family hierarchy as well 
as the .social hierarchy. 

Spatial hierarchy is expressed in the lack 
of private space - servants have no remm of 
their own. they often sleep on the kitchen 
floor. In wealthier households where they 
do have a ‘room’, it is barely furnished, if 
at all. and may be used as a siorcriHim fur 
mops and brooms, spare fuel for (he stoves 
or cleaning rags. The household worker’s 
confinement to (his rtxim and the kitchen, 
when she is not working in some other part 
of the house, underlines her intenor position. 
Hierarchy is seen also in the ‘outhouse’ or 
lavatory the servant uses, and the buck door 
or side gate through which she enters or 
leaves [Bunster and Chaney 1985; Cock 
1980; Tellis-Nayak I9X3|. Gill (1989:128) 
writes '...employers use a variety of 
mechanisms to define the distinctiveness 
and otherness of the household worker.. 
in part demonstrated by the maintenance 
of "servant'squarters”’. Han.scn (1989:65) 
extends the symbolic expression of 
hierarchy into the layout of the grounds 
where the servants’ quarters were built 
along sanitary lanes from which night.soil 
and garbage arc collected. The colonial 
bungalow, often designed wth servants in 
mind, had long corridors separating the 
more ‘public’ from the ‘pnvate’ areas of 
the hou.se. The servants’ domain-the 
kitchen, pantry and back varandah - were 
connect^ to the rest of the hmisc by a long 
covered corridor often shut off by double 

doors. The separation of spheres was 
complete. 

SUMMSKY 

An overview leads one to emphasise the 
consiructiun of dificiencc as pivotal to the 
ma.ster-.scrvant dynamic. In this creation of 
diflerence, race and ethnicity have played, 
and continue to play, a central role. Where 
superior and subordinate relations are 
intlucnccd by micr-racial. inicr-clhnic and 
multi-culiural factors, the interaction acquires 
several additional Icvcisof complexity ba.scd 
on cultural, as well as on class and gender 
domination. Yet as Rolltns (1985) remarks, 
there are few studies ol contemporary 
societies which explore these complexities. 
A more complelc understanding appears to 
rely on such studies being curried out. 

The persi.siencc of domestic .service is noi 
to be undcrsitxKl as an "anachronistic survival 
of feudal or pre-modern leatures into (he late 
20lh century’’ {Hansen I989;294{. To make 
such an analogy is misleading since 
personalism, asymmetry and dependence 
which characterise the relaiionshipof master 
(or mistress) and servant, arc not resincied 
loa particular mode ol pioduclion but develop 
undera variety ol sta-io-economic conditions 
Prc-indusirial .md Icudal analogies also lend 
to obscure the new guises in which domestic 
service is appeal mg and of the processes that 
are bringing them about. These analogies do 
not explain why domestic .service appears 
to be growing as an occupation in the 
advanced capitalist systems as well. 

The argument that domestic service is 
closely tied in with social inequality needs 
to be systematically explored. However, it 
IS difficult to measure .social Inequality in 
terms of widening income differentials 
alone since income di tlercntials thcm.sci ves 
may be an indicator of inequalities 
reinforced by social and cultural ideological 
systems. 

Some say domestic service has already 
changed by becoming a more short-term, 
rather than a lile-term occupation and by 
becoming more ‘contractual’ and less 
patriarchal and secure (Taussig and Rubbo 
1983:6-9]. However, servants appear to fill 
several needs, only a tew of which are 
purely ‘economic’. An example of such a 
role is that of the status-giver providing a 
background against which the employer’s 
household position and identity arc 
established. For the growing middle- 
classes, servants are seen to provide a means 
by which (hey are able to establish their 
class position us well as articulate with 
other .sections of siK'iety. In this connection 
It may be noted that the rapidly growing 
tendency in developing countries for 
educated, middle-class women to have 
careers of their own. increases the demand 
tor servants. And this in spite of incTcasing 
resort to gadgets, and growing nuclcan.sation 

ofthemiddle-class family. For these reasons 
it is unlikely that the demand for servants 
or for servant-like roles will disappear with 
economic growth in societies which have 
incorporated the servant into their cultural 
structure. A question which arises in this 
context is whether other occupations will 
take on the qualities of the master-servant 
relation involving a high degree of 
personalisation and dc-skilling which some 
argue has already taken place with 
increasing computerisation leading to 
fragmentation and mechanisation of tasks. 
Rollins (1985:203) draws attention to the 
ideological tunction ot dome.stic service 
which she attributes to its remaining ‘a 
profoundly con.servati VC element’ based in 
rituals of deference and maternalism that 
arc us central to this occupation as arc low 
pay and low status. This ideological 
lunclion cannot be ovcrc.stimated in its 
importance to the perpetuation of the 
occupation and therefore (he perpetuation 
of a sticial system ol class, gender and 
ethnic stratification. 

A review of the lileraiure reveals a focus 
on the one-sidcdiiess of the relationship - the 
domestic worker as an oppressed menial, 
fully exploited by the employer This view 
leads loeither a locus on the material aspects 
of the relation or goes into questions of 
power and dominance. There is need for an 
exploration ol complexities ot the master- 
servant relationship at the interactional level 
with a sensitivity to the role of culture. 
Radcii lie presents the cultural conllict thesis; 
Her study (1990:390) di.scu.sses the role of 
culture III creating barriers to the tull 
integration of the servant in the employer’s 
culture which is the accepted urban culture. 
Servants’ unions have formed to fight the 
culture war. "Pamphlets titled' In Search of 
Culture’ encourages dome.stics to protect 
and develop their peasant customs in the 
city. Many domestics are inOuenced by a 
popular culture developing in Peru which 
provides a cultural alternative to ‘official 
nationalism' " (1990:390). This leads to the 
question; If employers u.se servants as status 
symbols and in the construction of their own 
identities, dues the culture of the servtml 
develop in opposition to the employer’s 
culture? What burners docs this create to the 
servant’s mobility? How does it explain 
Tellis-Nayak's (1983) observation that 
servants may experience adjustment 
problems in going back to their life-styles 
in villages because (hey have absorbed the 
world-views, and emulate the life-styles of 
their employers? The other question is; 
how cfl ecti ve arc domestic workers in using 
their culture to resist the employer’s culture? 
Are servants able to reverse the symbolism, 
are they able to create their culture? These 
questions call tor detailed studies of 
employer-servant interactions at the 
household level. 
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1 William Blackstone, Cmimtenuines on the 
LawsofEn)(tmd.yo\ I.Ch 14,p422.quoted 
in Autefi (1955:152) 

2 From'DomesticServiccintheLalinAinencun 
Potonovela'.in Chaney and CastnxcdsX 1989) 

3 Davidoff (1974:416) idciilincs escape inlo 
the fantasy of the romantic novel as one form 
of resistance 

4 In contrast to the anccdoie.s of the British 
coping with India and Indians in Women of 
the Raj, Margaret MacMillan provides this 
anecdote of intcr-closs inieraciion In 1992 
Kathleen Wilkas was travelling lo India to 
lake up a post as governess .She met a man 
and 'in a few days under a full moon on the 
Red Sea we became engaged, much to the 
delight and interest of many people on board 
ship' Not everyone was delighted ‘In my 
cabin there was a rather senior lady who. 
rather looking down on me as a govemess, 
said. "(.yi. I hear you've gol engaged lo young 
Griffiths You've done well lor yourself 
haven’t you Don't you know, he is one of 
the hcaven-born-the Indian Civil .Service'" 
(1986 113) 

5 In the 6()s a study carried out in the US 
revealed that as an occupation dnincslic 
service had ten times as many people (more 
than 2 million) as did coal mining (Chaplin 
1964. 1969] 

6 See Rodcliffe (1990 390). In Peru donieslic 
workers are recruited by relaiives An urban 
godparent may place a young pea.sanl girl in 
an urban hou.sehold No formal conlracis are 
drawn up Agencies are only infrequently 
used in recruitment. 

7 “In 20th century Amenca ii has heen an 
occupation ‘so stigmatised that it cun hardly 
attract potential recruits among ordinary 
citizens and must increasingly turn to a pool 
of otherwise undesirable lorcigners’ ” (Coscr 
1974.39]. 

8 "The location and nature ol domestic work 
was part of the problem itsell. Both domestic 
service and working class marriage are 
exceptionally elusive areas to study. So much 
of their activity took place in pnvate areas" 
[Davidoff 1974:406). 

9 77ie £crrrtrinii.(r (March 17, 1990) cominenLs 
on the nanny shortages in Britain thus: Ever 
since the disappearance of the servant cla.ss. 
relatively low wages loi uuiik'ii .iiitl .i icgular 
supply of northern gii Is with low expectations 
has kept the south-east fully staffed 

10 Cohen(l989:l7l-l96)makeslhelinkbciween 
the ideological construct which separates 
public from pnvate which she says prevents 
the recognition that dotneslic work, perl onned 
by wotnen in homes, is work Hence much 
of It IS in some ways 'invisible'. 
Anthropologists have charged this conceptual 
separation of public and private with 
ethoocentrism. They argue that it is only in 
western societies that the public-pnvate 
distinction becomes significani because of 

copilalikin's separation of home and work. In 
non-westem societies ii is not clear that this 
seponiliun is valid. However, in Ihc contem¬ 
porary study of domestic .service this di.stinct- 
lon docs seem to be appropnale. Middle class 
households which employ servants ore locked 
into Ihc workings of Ihc larger economy and 
are nut completely umouched by western 
culture and ways of life. 

11 Cock (1980 66-67). All the domestics in the 
Eastern Cape study said they found domestic 
work boring rather than interesting. It has 
bcende.scnhedas “barbarously unproductive, 
petty, nerve-wracking, stultifying and crushing 
drudgery . Although the tasks that make up 
housework arc dissimilar there is said to be' 
a sameness about them, which denves from 
their frequent need lo be repealed, their lack 
of intrinsic meaning and the impermanence 
of the goals they achieve.” P Mohammed 
(1989:162) notes that “This kind of work, 
repealed over and and over becomes 
monolunous, mindle.ss. uninspiring no 
evidence ol pniduclive labour remains lo 
show the el Ion that has gone inlo it” 

12 “The Irish .seemed more lower class because 
they were m doiiK'siic labour, and the work 
Itself seemed mure menial because Ihc Insh 
dominated it The employer's low regard fur 
this 'women's work’ can combine with Iter 
own sexism, rucisiii and clu.ss preiudiccs lo 
further degrade Ihc work and groups afready 
suburdinalc in the' three structures of power' 
in the U,S. women, people of colour and the 
lower class” | Rollins 1985 184] 

13 MacMillan reports that awkward scenes look 
place when the Bnlish 'mcmsahih' ordered 
a servant to perlunn a tusk which he or she 
could nut do because of caste Minnie Blanc 
in a letter complained uncomprehcndingly lo 
her iiiolher. "Actually Ihc other day I desired 
my table servant to bring me the drawing 
room lamp to clean :is I take charge of them 
He refu.scd, saying he would lose caste to 
touch It Fixil' I gut .so angry, and after a hard 
battle got my way. but really they are enough 
to drive one mad!" (1986 144) 

14 A cursory review suggests that these ideas 
may not be peculiar lo Indian society 
According to Palmer! 19K9'(>6). siKial disdain 
lor manual labour which were manifest in the 
job hierarchies ol the corporate realm began 
lo pervade Ihc home us the middle class wife 
turned over some tasks lo machines and others 
lo her servant. Exacting heavy labour from 
the domestic became essential to protecting 

' the health and rennument of Ihc housewife. 
Cock reports of .South Afnca, "For both Red 
and School Xhusa, domestic work is contrasted 
unfavourably with so-called clean occup- 
lions” (1980.71). And .Shcliee Coheh quotes 
Beverly Powell, one of her respondents from 
Jamaica: “When people start looking down 
on you lor cleaning up their messes, then it 
stuns huning” (1989; I82j. But even before 
ideas ofhicrorchy in the corporate realm was 
pervasive. l>jvidofr s findings of 19ih century 
England reveal that there was a strong stigma 
attached lo domestic work Those who were 
close.sl loOeliling and arduous activities were, 
whenever possible, to be kept out of sight. 
In great houses, their very existence was dented. 
Upper servants were themselves protected 

■ from such dcliling activities by having lower 
servants wait on them (1974-413). 

15 One of Glenn’s cose histories reads:;Mrs 
Tanahe. .whugrewupinBay Visia.expl8ined 
(hat her family could not afford to s^ her 
to college, so she worked os a type-soner on 
a Japanese newspper in San Piancisco. A 
year later, she said, being an only child I felt 
like I needed to team how to do different 
home-making (things) .So I applied for a 
school girl job on a part-time basis. And that 
was interesting.. I didn't even know how to 
boil water You know when you an: an only 
child, your molhcrduesevcrythmg. You leam 
quite a bn. The lady of the house say. 'make 
me a cup ol tea' .So (hat was interesting.” 

16 TRiditionul Japanese education forgirisetidi») 
with several years of training in domestic arts. 
“It was customary fur daughters of prosperous 
rural families in spend a few years serving 
cultured urban households to acquire siKial 
graces" (Miyakawa in Glenn 1981] 

17 Census of India 1971. Senex I. Mia. Ran 
H-BdV). Vol /. Ceneral Efonoinii Tables 
(7'ri6/eR-V') and CeiLsus of India 1981 Series 
/. India. Rart Hl-B (V). General Ectmomic 
lahles. Government of India, New Delhi: 
and sec also Tcllis-Nayak. V. Current 
Anlhroi>oloic\, 23(1). 1983 

18 Kaizman (1978.271) reports of the US 
'domc$tic .service drew less from women who 
chu.se .service and more from those who due 
to race, ethnicity, lack ol education or marital 
condition had no choice' 

19 Only one respondent of Glenn's hod worked 
as a servant in Japan. .She was forced into 
domestic service becau.se her stepmother did 
not want her in her lather's home (1981 -383). 

20 MacMillan (1986.144) reports that as late as 
the I92()s guides lo housekeeping were 
warning readers not to expect too much from 
Ihc Indians who worked lor (hem os they were 
cuaservutivc and resistant to innovation and 
change (1986' 144) 

21 In Latin Amenca. where a great deal of the 
existing research on domestic has been carried 
out [Bunsier and Chaney 1985: Chaney and 
Castro 1989: Gill 1989. Hojman 1986: Jelin 
1977. Nell 1966: Smith 1973: Taussig and 
Rubbo 1983. Young 1987] maids continue 
to he important as a social group, both for 
the working class women and foi middle- 
und upper-class women who depend on maids 
to maintain their own status, and increasingly 
their own ability to enter the labour force 
[Flora 1988:144], Taussig and Rubbo report 
ol Olombia that with the relatively increasing 
afnuencc of the urban middle-class, the only, 
group lo have inaikedly improved its position 
since the 19.3()s. demand for servants has done 
more than increase. They attribute the 
prevalence of servanllwod in Lima to the 
industrialisation process itself (1983:21) and 
stale that (here is no good reason lo believe 
that servonthood will decline as a result of 
industrialisation and economic growth os 
previously patterned Rollins (1985) reports 
the growing preference for foreign-born 
domestic workers in the US and (he growing 
number of maid services, while in India, the 
servant continues to be an unquestioned pan 
ol the urban household even for the lower- 
middle tncoine family. 

22 Gill aitnbiiies the persistence and increase of 
salaried domcsiic .service in La Poz lo the 
prolonged economic crisis and the dependent 
nature ol (he Bolivian economy and entrenched 
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gender biascit which have precluded the 
abiiurpiion of women into formal sector 
employment. A combination of these factors 
have fomed female Aymara Indian immigrants 
from the countryside lo seek wage employment 
in the homes of Criollo women in the city 
11189:119) 

Zy Taussig and Kuhho (I9K3'6) have a mure 
pessimistic mterprelalton' "In keeping with 
the iraiisforiiiaiion of all economic relations 
into capitalisi coniractual ones, servanthuod 
becomes less laiiiilial and more coiiimea'ial. 
creating u new paltcrii of Ireedom and 
suhmission' 

24 Rollins's observation may not fully apply lo 
servants in colonial India lor proxtimiy to 
Bntish masters provided un opporluiiily fur 
servants to .secure employment in the lowest 
levels of the government or in the organi.sed 
sector Salaried empluymeni was status- 
conferring. as also working lor the European 
This latter point was particularly applicable 
lo the sections of Indian society which 
provided servants (.Jnfortunaiely. sysicmalic 
studies ot inubtlily among domestic servants 
are lacking for the colonial period as well as 
cuntempurary India 

25 Also .see OiH’(1989:1.11)) "No criicna for 
evaluation" and Auhert (IVSI.I.SI)). Mehta 
(I960 282). 

26 Radcliffe (1990) also refeis lo the partial 
a.ssimilaliun of rural migi anis in Peru into the 
uiban 'national' culiure. 

27 “The question of the imponancc ol doiiicslics' 
appearance first occuned lo me when I was 
working as a domestic Noi only did I feel 
no encouragement fur grooming and working 
at attractiveness, hut unlike any other type 
of (oh I've held. I felt the worse I looked (short 
of unhygienic) the muie my employers liked 
It . The leiiiulc employer pielerred Ihe 
presence of onuiher woniun whose u|>pearance 
as well as other attributes, was interior lo her 
own” (Rollins I9KS,2(H)) 

28 MacMillan writes that dinncis and dances 
assumed grand pniportions in India largely 
because ul the presence ol servants At the 
grandest dinners, servants waned behind evci y 
chair; the hostess borrowed extra ones for her 
guests, as she boriowed cutlery and cooks 
(1986:164) 

29 "The humble domestic servanl. dropping acup 
at the end of a ten hour work-day. whispering 
'master' and madam' when suiiimuned. 
perpetually insolvenl. occasionally drunk, 
meets all these necils .She is the dependent 
whose homage is balm and honey, the 
instrument which trees her employer lor ihe 
good life and the lusiificulion fur apartheid” 
[Wisson and Weil 1971. quoted in Chaplin 
1978:116). 

.10 At the upper end of the social scale, the wives 
of Viceroys and Governors hud armies of 
servants When Lady Lytton arrived at 
government house in Calcutta in the late 
187Us, she discovered that she hud a staff of 
some .1(X) Indian servants, mcludmg IdU cooks. 

11 Radclitfe (1990:184) elaborates on this theme 
of differentiation. In Peru the gap between 
'western' and 'peasant' culture is perceived 
to be large Employees are faced with a cultural 
milieu which is ul ten unfamiliar and to which 
they are expected lo adjust During ihe course 
of employment ethnic diflereniiutiun may be 
reduced os the uinploycv 'adapts' However. 

ethnically derogative terms and an awareness 
of cultural difference is maintained throughout 
employment. 

12 MacMillan (1986:89) narrates un incident 
which illustrates Rollins'spoint: "A tiieinsahib 
desenbed to J K Ackerly what had happened 
when a servant tried lo warn her that .she was 
about to step on a particular ptiisonous snake. 
She had been iihi sick lo pay attention to what 
he was saying. 'Then ihe servant did a thing 
absolutely without precedent in India - he 
touched me - he pul his hand on my shoulder 
and pulled me hack' Although she recognised 
that he had saved her life, she told Ackerly, 
'I didn't like it all Ihe same, and got rid of 
him soon alter''' 
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DISCUSSION 

End of Demographic Transition 
by 2003 AD? 

P N Mari Bhat 

I read with interest the recent exchange 
between K C Seal and P P Taiwar [1] and 
V Gowariker [2] on the possibility of India 
achieving the replacement-level fertility by 
the year 2003. As the author of a recent paper 
on a similar theme in this journal [3] 1 feel 
obliged to make a brief comment. Like 
Gowariker. I am not one among those experts 
in India or abroad who assert that the 
expenditure incurred on family planning 
over the last four decades had gone to waste. 
But I do consider Gowariker’s prediction 
that birth rate in India would reach 21 per 
thousand around 2003 as too optimistic 
Given the eminence of the person making 
this forecast, it has the potential to create 
considerable confusion all around Hence 
we must examine the evidence before us as 
carefully and as dispassionately as we could. 

Gowariker stales that Ins prediction is 
based on the assumption that roughly the 
same order of decline in the CBR that was 
observed between 1981 and 1991 would 
also pertain to the period 1991-2003. This 
raises two questions, (i) did the extent of the 
decline he assumes really occur during the 
I980.s'>; and (li) how justified is he in 
assuming the same order ol decline to the 
1990s and beyond On the first issue, it is 
intriguing to note that Gowarikei assumes 
a birth rate ol 37.2 per thousand for 1981 
when in fact the estimate from the Samplc 
Registration System (SRS) was 33 9 He 
however assumes that birth rate was 29 5 m 
1991, which IS identical to the .SRS estim.itc 
Thus if the SRS had registered a decline ot 
13 per cent in the CBR between 1981 and 
1991, Gowariker assumes that the decline 
was 21 per cent during the same period. 

My analysis of the results ot the 1981 and 
1991 Censu.ses did reveal that the SRS was 
underestimating the birth rate at the beginning 
of the 1980s and this bias had disappeared 
by the end of the decade. But the estimated 
under-registration ol births in the SRS was 
only about 3-4 per cent around 1981. which 
would give a birth rate of around 35 per 
thousand. Gowariker gives no explanation 
as to why he thinks the birth rate was .37.2 
in 1981. on the validity of which his 
prediction so critically hinges 

On the second issue, it should be noted 
that transition, by definition, signifies a break 
from the past, and thus during its course the 
past may seldom foretel 1 the future. However, 
under certain unique conditions, it may so 
happen that macro trends fur the past may 
remain valid for a limited period in the 

future, even though each of the actors within 
the population may be behaving quite 
differently than what they (or their 
predecessors) did earlier. .Such a possibility 
cannot be ruled out as far as the birth rate 
trends arc concerned at the all-India level. 
During the 198()s,was the states in southern 
India that experienced rapid fertility declines. 
But many areas in the south are expected 

to enter the post-transitional phase in the 
199()s. hence birth rate declines there are 
bound to slow down. Thus future declines 
in fertility would have to be mainly driven 
by the large northern Indian states where the 
reductions have not been that visible so far. 
It is expected that fall in fertility in the north 
would gam momentum in the W9()s but by 
how much, nobody can be very certain. 
According to the SRS. the four northern 
Indian states experienced an average fall of 
2 per cent m the birth rate in the first half 
of the decade 1981-91, and 8 per cent during 
the .second halt of the decade (see the table). 
Though this suggests a significant 

Tabu. Trlsds in Ckuor Biioii Raik in Four LARor. Noriiicrn Indian SxArEs during 1980s 

Slate Crude Birih R.'Ue_ 
1980-81 I98sT7 1990-92 

PercentaEC Fall 
1980-81 to 

1985-87 
198.5-8710 

1990-92 

Bihar t8 I 16,9 .11 9 -1 1 13.6 
Madhya Fiadcsh 17 7 37 7 35 7 0(1 5.1 
Rajasihun 37.9 17 1 14 4 2 1 7.3 
Hilar Pradesh 19 2 17 7 15 8 1 8 5 0 
Average 18 2 17 4 14 5 2 1 7 8 

Siitirti- .Sample Kcgislialion Bullcliiis 
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acceleration in the fall in fertility, the trend 
is probably exaggerated owing to 
underestimation of the birth rate at the 
beginning of 1980s in Rajasthan and at the 
end of 1980s in Bihar. Because of mutually 
offsetting effectsoftheexpecled acceleration 
of fertility decline in the North and its 
deceleration in the South, anything exceeding 
a 1.5 per cent fall per annum in the average 
Indian birth rate during the 1990s ought to 
he regarded as overly optimistic. Even if we 
assume a rate of decline ol this order, the 
birth rate would be around 24 per 1.000 in 
2003 instead of 21 per 1.000 predicted by 
Gowariker. He may wish to take solace in 
the fact that the implied difference is not 
much larger than the 10 per cent error al lowed 
by him; but it is only this error of 10-15 per 
cent that separates his prediction ot 
replacement-level birth rate in 2003 from 
the more conservative forecast of reaching 
the same level about a decade after. If 
Gowariker is conceding an error of this 
magnitude, his position cannot be regarded 
as radically different from those of his 
adversaries. 

Thedebateas to whether India's population 
would cross the one-billion mark by this 
century or not is only of academic interest 
as everyone seems to agree that it is bound 
to happen sooner or later. The exact date ot 
achievement would not only depend on the 
trend in birth rate but al.so on the trend in 
death rate - especially that of AIDS-rclatcd 
mortality - and on the extent of under- 
enumeration in the 1991 Census count. 

It is also not necessary to take seriously 
the debate on whether India's population 
would exceed that of China's. For. tlic full 
in fertility docs not .slop suddenly after 
resKhing the replacement-level (i e. two 
children per woman). It usually falls and 
remains at levels below replacement fur 
considerable lengths of time leading to a 
phase of negative growth rate of population. 
It was thought that this was mainly due to 
a 'period' effect (i e. women of all ages 
postponing childbcanng to a later time) and 
cohort fertility would generally remain very 
close to the replacement level (bccau.se of 
a period of 'making-up' when period fcrtil i ty 
rates rise). However, the western experience 
has proved'this otherwise. Tbe completed 
total fertility rates for women btirn in 1955 
- the most recent year tor which the figures 
could be computed - were signi licanily below 
replacement level in a number ot west 
European countries, most prominently in the 
former Federal Republic »>f Germany where 
it was only 1.6 births per woman |4]. Hence 
it is quite conceivable for India's population 
to exceed that of China’s for a short period 
of time and then fall below it. even to a level 
under one billion if fertility levels slay below 
replacement for long periods of time! Any 
estimate of the ultimate size ot India’s 

population (or that of China’s) btade at this 
juncture has a wide margin of error. 
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largely obfuscated. It is therefore more than ever necessary today to 
recognise the magnitude of the problem and the inadequacy of the 
measures adopted so far to deal with it. 
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Essar Oil Limited 
IC||iltfBd Oflice ; Essv Houk, H Haddows Road, Nungambakkam, Madias 600 006 

Tel . 8Z79517 Fax 8250014 

Sfamhaaeous-and-Uiilinked Public Offer Of; 3,70,00,000 Equity Shares of Ss. 10 each for cash at a premium 
of Rs. 35 per share aggregating Rs. 166.50 crores and 8,6g,4Z,050 > 12.5% Secured Redeemable Optionally 

Fully Convertible Debentures (OFCDs) of Rs.l90 each for cash at par aggregating Rs. 1649.99 crores 

mcHUGirrs 
I Member of the ESSAE gwp — one of 
ihc largest industnal groups m India 

2. An existing, profit-making and dividend 
paying company wkh a track record in the 
upstream Oil and Gas industry-contract 
dfUimg and olTshoie construction 

3- Compar^y has the largest fleet of drilling 

rigs in the private sector in India (Source 
Investment Week. September 20-26, 1993) 

4 Energy aiKl OffshcMC divisicms of the 

company have bagged and executed several 
miemational drilling cctfiiracLs amidst stiff 
competition 

5 The propKMed 9 MMTPA grassioots 
refinery project would enable Essar Oil to 
emerge as a fully integrated oil company 

6. Kefinery location ~ Vadinar. an all- 
weather deep draft pon which handles 
major part of India's (jude Import 

7 Site Clearance from cnvironmeno) angle 
and No tTbJeciion Cenificaie obtained frrrni 
the Gujarat Pollution Control Board 

8 Demand for petroJeuni products expeaed 
to grow at the rate of 6 9H pa (Source 
Ind»n Petroleum A Natural Gas Sutcstics. 
1994 and Planning ('.ommissign document) 

9 Technology ne-up with UOP Inter 
Americana, USA and appointment of ABB 
Lummus Crest Mauritius, as Project 
Management (.xmsuiunts on single point 
responsibility basL% 

10 MOD with Indian Oil Corporation Ltd 
(ICX'X India's largest oil company for 
marketing of petroleum products 

II Easy Liquidity Listing on Madras, Bombay. 

Delhi, Caiicutu. Ahmedabad. Rajkot and 
Vadodara Stock Exchanges and :m the 

National Stock Exchange (NSE) 

RISK FACTORS 
InteniAl 
1 The Company’s current businesMs secured 

on the basis of lendcis m a highly competitive 
scenario in domestic and incemationai 
markets Future revenues of the energy and 
offshore division are based on die ccMnjMny 
securing further contracts, as only pan of the 
revenue proiections are covered by the 
contracts on hand 
2 The company proposes to raise funds lo 

MiaMoiM ApplicaUMi ' 200 ^ Rj 45/-par liMrc 
for Equity Slitfit 

PaymflBlfoi 5056 oo ApfilicahiM 
EqMity IHM 3056 on Aljotmot 

MiiuoMm Appitcaiian 100 Deb^ttum of 
for thn OFCD iRM Ri 190 «di 

PaytiMM for the 23H on Applicaiion 
Convwublt 23% on Alkiimaat 
bdwnture bwe BaUnce in 1 citU owtr 

• period of 24 months 

The ^CDe can be converted into 400>eliv«i, of which 
200 fhirai will be computeonly oonvcned A the rcmaimnf 
200 tharw will be convened e( die option of the uiveetor 

OPCD - Csmirtnfoo Tctsm 

FeccVklueof CVCD As 190 comprisinR 3 pnru 

Pin A of Rs 40: To be convened into I Eriuity Shwe of 
Rs 10 each « a premmm of Rs 30 per 
ihare on itlotmcnt 

Pan B of Ra 45 To be converted into I Erpiity Share of 
Rs >0 each at • premium of Rs 33 per 
duuc at the end of 16 months from the 
dale of iliotmcnL 

Pan C Option 10 other cotiven into 2 aquity 
shares of Rs 10 each at a premium of 
Rs 42 SO per share at the end of 12nd 
month from the date of allotinent Oft 

Retain m a non-convenibk poriKin 
with an ipcmaed interest 

lalartst 

t 12 5%p a payabieonthepaidup vatueufPan'B'and 
T* from the date of alioonimt to 12nd month 

2 IfPan'CttrettineduaitNCD.^ 14%pa rnMntbc33nl 
month of the date of allotment till redemption le 96(h 

Ppnwnfii^ ICICI aod IFCi subocrtrlng to the 
(^COattbcmncprkeofRs. 190oof^lM»h. 

the extent of Rs 162S crores for the refinery 
project from Fmanciai InMituiions/Banks/others 
by way of Lease Finance. Foreign Currency. 
Suppliers Credit, Euro Debt Ronds. External 
(x>mmercu) Bcwrowings and a Euro Issue of 
Equity which are yet lo be lK?d up Exchange 
rate nuciuanons and interest rate vanaiion, il 
any. on account of the above could affect tlic 
project cost estimates 
3 Tl*.c Company alongwiih ONGCL as co 
respondent has received two Show Cause 
notices from the Cusionv* Authorities valued at 
Rs 11 83 crores whKh are being vonicsied 

4 The requirement of funds of Rs iWi 50 crores 

ftir the exuung t^ratMins of die Oimpany has 
not been Appmsed by any instituuort/lt»nk and 
has been estunaied by the Caimpany 

External 

1 Expenditure and Revenue on projccis in 
oil and gas sector will depend on assessment 
of the exploratory blocks awarded and award 
of development blocks bid for 

2. Operations m the Od & Gas DrtUtng, 

CcmairvKtion and Exfdoraiion Industry have 
to be earned out tn difficult environmental 
conditKXis and arc a haxardtHiS nature 

3 The protect cost lv based on present 
estimates of sotting up similar refineries 
worldwide and may undergo change on 
account of Government policies. Exchange 
Rate fluctuations and variations in international 
prices of equipment, etc , which may result 
in time/cosi overruns 

4 Project returns arc based on the 

Administered Pricing Mechanism (APM) 
.idmmisiered by the Government of 
India (CC)l) Miolition of APM or any 
unfavourable changes therein may affect the 
profitabiiiry of the oil industry and the 
company as well, 

5 The entry of pnvate sector in the refinery 
industry and the narrow demand-supply gap 
(til 19% and m the event ctf petroleum 
product imports being decanaltsed with no 
tariff protcctum. the company may be placed 
in a disadvaraageous position vis-a-vis exerting 
refineries 

MANAGEMENTS PERCEFTION OF 
RISK FACTORS 

External Rbk fm^or #4 : 

•TIr* profectKms mcntkmed m the prospectus 
for the years 1998-99 onwards pertaining lo 
the Refinery proje<i are based on the APM 
erf the In case the above scheme is 
abolished, the projccn is expected to remain 
viable as the management believes that 
adetjuatc tariff protectirm wil} be available 
as L5 prevaicni internationally 
CREW RATING CRISIL has awarded 

(pHTonounerd "triple B plus") rating 
lo (he 12 ^ Secured Redeemable Optionally 
Convertible Debentures crfTcred through diis 
Prospectus This mdicates sufficient safety 
with regard lo timely payment of iniere.rt and 
principal However, changing circumsunces 
are more likely to lead to a weakened 
capacity to repay interest and principal than 
for (he Debentures in higlR^r rated category. 

^imed by Knshna Raj at Modern Art.s and Indusincs. 151. A-Z Indusinal EsUte. Oaiipalrao Kaiiuiii Maig. Lower Paid. Bombay -KK) OIT 
and published by him tor Saineeksha Trust from Hrtkan House. 284. Shahid Bhagatsmgh Road, Bombay*4(M) 001 
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NEW INDIA 
ASSURANCE 

India’s Largest 
General Insurance Company 

Operating In 28 Countries. 
Worldwide. 

NEW INDIA ASSURANCE 
Indius ' irgest General insurance rompany 
(A stit'*' 1'.'. f Genoful lr>Sufni f »•< .‘fp'/fcj* ' -* 

M»‘rji}'/ft ■ • ‘ Mrjhat'Tio GanOf"''Bufr.r n, 

TAKE CARE. TAKE COVER. 
Our Regional Offices; 

AJsmedabad Prione 428490 • BaroOo Pfione < v ‘,68 
• Bongolore Pt^one 2213994 • Bhopral Pfione 8848.19 
• Bhubaneshwar Phone 55270 • Bombay |l) ne 
. *' 1621 • Bomboy (11) Phone M19729 • Bomboy 
(lied) prione 2853515 • Calcutto Phone 220‘-'i83 
• Coimbatore Phone 443279 • Chandigarh Phone 

5440/9 • Delhi (I) Phone 3125583 • Delhi 'll) Phone 
3719944 • Emakulam Phorie 362861 • Guwohall 
Phone 5618/8 • Hyderobod Phone 8492' • Jaipur 
Phone 517408 • Kanpur Prione 311868 • Modros 
Phone 8823909 • Patno Phone 2288’ ■. • Pune 
Phone 644166 

ENTERS A NEW ERA 

MIA 17 PRtW ASSOCIATES 
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MONEY MARKET: INFLATION 
ANXIETIES CAUSE LIQUIDITY 
STRAIN 

GENDER AND CULTURAL 
IDENTITY IN A TAMIL FILM 

IMPACT OF JOINT VENTURES ON 
FISH ECONOMY 

i GOWARI TRAGEDY: CRISIS OF 
MARATHA HEGEMONY 

EDUCATED UNEMPLOYED IN 
KERALA: SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
ASPECTS 

ASSESSING JAWAHAR 
ROZGAR YOJANA 
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Our latest scheme is guaranteed to provide even greater relief. 

Dhan Tax Saver 1995 
An Eqiitiy Linked Growth Oriented Tax Saving Scheme 

From UC Mutual Fund 

specially formulated to relieve the pain of tax planning. With the 
additional comfort of monetary gain. For best results, apply today. 

J Tax relief of 20% on orifiinal investment upto 
Rs. 10,(XX)/- under Sec. 88 irflncomtv^Tax Act 

J Additional Early Bird Incentive Units : 
* 1 Unit fi>r every 100 applied on or before 
28.2.95. 

J No Tax Deduction at source. 

'J Listing on OTC'hl/NSH with facility for 
Transfer 

_l Upto 85% of th<‘ funds to be invested in equities. 

J Repurchase at NAV price (without 
discount) after 3 years. 

ij Capital appreciation apart from provision of 
declaration of annual dividend and tax relief under 
Sec 801, 48 & 112 of Income-Tax Act. 

J Face Value of Unit • Rs. 10 - Minimum 
Investment Rs 5(X); No upper limit 

J Assured allotment. 

!J Scheme Open till .31st March,’95. 

JCKEJUutuaUiinh 
Vte'll help UHi meet your goals 

INVESTMENT MANAGER 

> Jttvtrn l^imo Sohay09 

Assef JUanogentenl (T^mpony Cfd. 

I )iii t .irlii I iii\ Savinc Schi'nic Dtuiii So 11 B (2l r.iiid Brvi (irimih I niii! I)\ 'loo | t.ilia 10 vi .uch - Bumiii ■" ThLu ''i -ii I'm,ini' 

WSK FACTORS: MuludI l-unds aid St\ unlM-s Invrslmenls arc subject In market nsks, and Ihtrc can be no a.ssurance that the objective of the Scheme can be achieved • 

Fast [’erform.ince is not nn t'ssanly indicalive of hilure results, and it may not nea-s.sarily provide a basis for cumpanson with other mvesunenis. • Dhan Tax Saver 1995 is the 

name of the Scheiw. and does not in any manner indH ate cither the guably of the .Scheme, its fohire prospects or its returns 
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What Does It Mean to be Modern? 

The pusl-coloniul predicament is that we have been mediating modernity 
but that mediation has always carried within itself the sense of another 
historicity, which introduces almost stealthily the non-scIf-idcntity of the 
Indian mexiern. What happens to some of the central concepts of our 
cultural and political self-understanding - such as sovereignty, citizenship, 
rights, democracy, secularism, the nation - when the conditions that 
rendered them intelligible no longer obtain'/ Would it be possible to map 
the semantic shifts wrought in them by the emergent configuration of 
institutions and practices? Do they retain their intelligibility today and 
can they .still mobilise our politico-ethical horizon? If not, what new 
concepLs are replacing them and what are their semantic field? 317 

Educated but Unemployed 

Educated unemployment in Kerala has assumed alarming proportions in 
recent times. Among the causes are the opening of too many arts and 
science colleges and private ITls and a preference for salaried (especially 
government) employment over sclf-cmftloymcnt. Results of a sample 
survey show variations in average waiting time till the first regular job 
by type and level of education and castc/community. 325 

Threatened Hegemony? 
The gowan stampede in last 
November and the harassment ol 
dalils over ihe 'gairan' issue in parts 
uf Mahurushtru arc an indication of 
the growing crisis ut maratha 
hegemony in the stale. 303 

How far is the numerical 
preponderance ol the maruthas 
Lcaisivc to their political dominance? 
Why is it that it is the maraihas of Ihe 
Deccan who have a virtual monopoly 
of political power to the exclusion of 
the kunbis of Vidarbha? What is the 
class status ot those who control 
political power? 336 

Money Market 
The monetary aulhoriiics* anxieties 
about inllaiion have led to a liquidity 
strain in the money market with 
implications lor the levival of 
industrial investment and growth. 293 

Gender and Tamil Identity 
After its lormation as a separate 
party in I*a49 the DMK inTajltil 
bfadu u.scd Ihe cinema clCeciilcly to 
project its ideiUily. political claims 
and elaboration of Tamil culture. 
Gender and cultural identity in a 
landmark Tamil film. 309 

After Marx, McCarthy 
How docs a marxist poci/writer in 
India and Asia become ‘entrapped’ 
because the Stalinist systems in 
central and eastern Europe have 
collap.sed'’ 292 

Marine Wealth at Risk 

The government’s new policy 
of joint ventures in fisheries 
allows a handful of bureaucrats 
and politicians to trade the 
intergcncrational heritage of 
our marine resources to parties 
who are only interested in 
short-run profits. 300 

More Open Doors 

The two new agreements signed 
between India and (he US recently, 
one a del'cnec pact and the other a 
commercial alliance, are an 
open acknowledgement of the 
linkages between commercial 
and .strategic inierests. 305 

Micro View 

It IS necessary to qualify the 
assessment ot the Jawahar Rozgar 
Yojana based on aggregative data 
from the concurrent evaluations 
with evidence Irom in-dcpth 
field studies. 343 

Health Research 

Failure to make the vital 
conceptual distinction between 
health research and medical research 
reveals the major constraint on 
health research, and on 
community-oriented health 
research in particular. The 
experience of Pakistan. 307 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

Codifying Hindu Law 
MADHU KISH WAR’S article ‘Codified 
Hindu Law-Myth and Reality’ (August 
13. 1994) gives valuable insights into the 
multiple frictions afflicting India of our 
times. In fact, the whole exercise of 
codification of the Hindu law has been a 
subversion and a violation of the time- 
honoured principles of governance evolved 
historically in pre-British India. 1 would 
illustrate with three examples, namely, 
Kautilya, Ashoka and Akbar, whose 
successful attempts to evolve principles of 
governance are as much a tribute to their 
statesmanship as to the rich diversity of the 
people whom they sought to rule. 

Kautilya's Arthashastra recognises lour 
sources of law, namely, ‘dharma’ (scriptures), 
‘vyavahara’ (mutual agreement), ‘charitra’ 
(local custom) and ‘rajashasana’ (state 
decree) in ascending order of importance. 
He stipulates that in case of adispute arising, 
each succeeding one shall prevail upon the 
earlier one. Thus the legal sanctity enjoyed 
by the scriptures is the lowest and that by 
the state the highest. Customary la w pre vai Is 
upon the scriptures but can be overruled by 
a state decree. The temporal power of the 
state is thus enabled to veto all other 
sanctions. 

What Kautilya postulates in theory is 
brought into actual practice by Ashoka 
through his ‘Dhamma’, a statement of his 
state policy, which is clearly distinct from 
his personal faith. His Dhamma, evolved 
painstakingly over .several years of his rule, 
and propagated nationwide through his 
edicts, consisted of the following salient 
features: (1) There is no attempt by the ru Icr 
to impose his personal faith on his subjects. 
(2) Likewise, the king repeatedly exhorts 
his subjects to respect holy men and faiths 
of other communities. But also, (3) the king 
bans such popular practices as animal 
sacrifice and certain congregations specific 
to certain communities, on grounds of their 
being harmful to the state’s objective of 
maintaining communal harmony. In his 
Jaugada edict he even issues a veiled threat 
to those communities who fail to toe the 
royal line. In this way. while allowing and 
promoting internal autonomy for all 
communities alike, Ashoka firmly places 
the state above all the various churches. 

More than 15 centuries later, emperor 
Akbar amves at the same principles through 
his personal experience in governance. To 
recount very briefly the relevant incidents 
of his reign: He gave equal status to his 
Hindu subjects by abolishing pilgrimage 
taxes and ‘jizya’, and by throwing open 
state services to Hindus and the ‘ibadat 
khana* to all communities. He read the 
Khutba Which empowered him lo overrule 

th'e Muslim law and to select a suitable 
intc'iprctation of it. This was not only a 
sepai'ation of the state and the church, but 
also the proclamation of the sovereign power 
of the lattijr over the former. While on the 
one hand Aikbar married many Hindu women 

and practised many Hindu customs, his 
attempts to end such practices as sati and 
child marriage failed as they were seen by 
the Hindus as interference in their internal 
matters. And finally, towards the end of his 
reign Akbar succeeded in evolving Din-e- 
ilahi, the national religion based on 
consensus, but characteristically made no 
attempts to impose it on anyone. 

The colonial interlude destroyed this 
valuable tradition of governance, the 
indigenously evolved principles of 
secularism, designed to foster communal 
harmony by protecting the autonomy of the 
communities, with the state rcUnining the 
sovereign, residual power of intervention 
an supersession, without identifying with 
any particular community. The fact that 
after nearly 50 years of independence India 
is still struggling to reinvent this simple 
principle, is one reflection of the deep injury 
caused by the British rule. 

ShUHIIA KlIANOnKAK 

Kalyan 

Journal to be Revived 
MANKIND (1956-67; founder-editor Ram 
Manohar Lohia, executive-editor Vinayak 
Purohit) IS being revived. Well researched 
and sourced contributions up lo 5,000 words 
(exceptionally even longer) are invited from 
those who accept that the solution to the 
Indian crisis lies along the triple and 
confluent paths of nationalism, democratic 
socialism and revolutionism, whatever be 
the new name by which the historic 
revolutionary urge of the nco-colonised, 
limited-war torn, compradonstically 
exploited and globally brainwashed mu.sscs, 
especially of the third world, may be 
designated in more recent times. (Serious 
contributions challenging this triple 
perspective may al.so be entertained.) 
Mankind will debate all Indian political 
issues centring on the. demands for a new 

Constituent Assembly that rejects the old 
1946-47 Congress-League compromise 
with British imperialism and for a New 
Economic Policy that opposes the drive 
towards ‘liberalisation, privatisation and 
globalisation’ as dictated by the WB, IMF 
and WTO. Mankind will also discuss the 
theoretical implications of the collapse from 
the mid-80.s of Stalinist Russia and its east 
European empire. It will seek to analyse all 
the substantive issues thrown up by 
Trotskyism, Tiloism, Maoism, Dengism, 
Castroism and similar ideological currents. 

Mankind, a non-profit enterprise, will 
endeavour to pay its contributors an amount 
per article that will be determined eventually 
by the response that its readership evokes. 
Mankind'faW try to publish about I Onumbers 
per year ol circa HX) pages demi-octave 
size, provided .sufficient contnbutions are 
received that merit publication, and will be 
priced, subject to experience, at Rs 25 per 
issue (sub.scription for 10 issues Rs 2()0). 
Mankind will for the present accept 
contributions m English, Hindi, Marathi 
and Gujarati and eventually in all Indian 
languages. 

Address for communications: Vinayak 
Purohit, 3, second floor, 372-A Veer 
Savarkar Marg, Ravi Dhuru Wadi, Dadar, 
Bombay-400 028. 

Vinayak Purohit 

Bombay 

Forest Bill Seminar 
THIS refers to the appeal regarding a seminar 
on the Forest Bill to be held on February 25 
and 26 in Nashik by Van-Vidheyak 
SamikshaSamiti (December 31,1994). We 
hereby declare that we dissociate ourselves 
from this forum due to serious differences 
with the other members of the Samiti 
regarding its functioning. 

Miuind Muri'Gkar, Ashwini Kulkarni 

Nashik 

Revised Subscription Rates 
Inland 

(including Nepal and Bhutunt 

(in rupees) 
.Six months One year Two years Three years 

Insiiluiions - 600 1125 16.50 
Individuals 
Concessional Rates 

250 475 875 1275 

T cachers/Rcsearchers - 325 - 900 
Students - 225 - - 
Concessional rales ore available only in India To avail of concessional rates, cemticaie from 
relevant instilution is es.sential 
Reinituuice by money order/bank draft/postal order requested. Please add Rs 14 to outstation 
cliequt's towards bank collection charges 

foreign (in USt) 
Air Mail Surface Mail 

instilulions Individuals Institutions Individuals 

Pakistan, Bangladesh &. Sn Lanka 
USA, Canada, UK, Europe, 
Japan, New Zealand. 

80 50 65 30 

Australia & Russia 150 100 90 65 
All other countries 100 70 70 50 
All reinittance.s to Economic and Political Weekly 
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States as Sinners 
The loss of objectivity engendered by the structural 

adjustment and stabilisation policies is evidently all- 
pervasive, affecting also institutions which arc expected to be 
independent and objective. A case in point is the Reserve 
Bank of India’s assessment of the state governments’ II nances 
and its general attitude to centre-state financial relations. One 
discerns, first, a tendency to be generous with criticism of the 

, state governments and, second, total preoccupation with the 
mechanical nostrums of structural adjustment and 
stabilisation, altogether ignoring basic developmental issues, 
in particular the role of public expenditure in development. 

The Reserve Bank’s study ol the finances of state 
governments for 1994-95, just published, is aghast at “the 
increasing revenue deficit" of the stales and at the fact that the 
financing of these deficits “is often done by relatively high 
cost borrowed funds’’. The states’ revenue deficit would 
account for 6.4 per cent of their total revenue expenditure in 
1994-95. against 5.5 per cent in 1993-94 and an average of 6.5 
per cent for the period 1987-93. As a result, there has been a 
surge in the gross fiscal dclicil (GFD) of the states to 
Rs 29,321 crore or 20.1 per cent of total expenditure in 
1994-95 compared to Rs 23,312 crore or 18 4 per cent in 
1993-94. The large revenue deficits have been absorbing a 
major portion of the slates’ borrowings: 27.1 per cent in 

^ 1994-95 against 26 per cent in 1993-94. And with rising 
borrowings, debt servicing as a proportion of aggregate 
disbursements has been as much us 17 per cent in the past 
three years. 

All this is true, of course. But should not the Reserve Bank 
have gone behind the numbers and ratios and asked whether, 
considering the rapid changes that have occurred in the 
composition of the state governments’ expenditures, the 
deficits on revenue account could have been avoided and 
even whether in the given circumstances a revenue deficit of 
about 6.5 percent of revenue expenditure was at all high’.' The 
centre’s revenue deficit as a proportion of its revenue 
expenditure had crossed 20 per cent in 1992-93 and ha.'; shot 
up to 27.5 per cent in the budget for 1994-95. Likewise, its 
total debt servicing has touched Rs 1,09,632 crore in 1994-95, 
with interest payments eating up 53.4 per cent of all revenue 
receipts and repayment of debt accounting for 43.6 per cent 

^ of total capital receipts. It is certainly pertinent to ask if debt 
servicing at 17 per cent of aggregate disbursements is indeed 
unsustainable and in any case what the yardstick of 
unsustainability is. 

It must be admitted, of course, that all is not well with the 
finances of state governments. The stale governments can 
legitimately be taken to task on two grounds - first, their 

inability to mobilise resources through non-tax sources such 
as upward revision of electricity tariffs and road transport 
fares; and, second, their abysmal failure to contain wastage 
and corruption in the use of resources so as to arrest the 
growth of non-dcvelopmental expenditure. The rise in non- 
dcvelopmcnl expenditure from 26.9 per cent of total 
expenditure in 1992-93 to 30.5 per cent in 1994-95 or in non- 
development expenditure excluding appropriation to reserves 
and interest payments from 15.3 per cent to 17.4 per cent has 
certainly eaten into resources available for development. The 
share of development expenditure in total expenditure has 
dwindled from over 70 per cent in the 1980s to 65.1 per cent 
in the slates’ budgets for 1994-95. Of course, this explosive 
rise has come about to a great extent because the centre has 
granted large increases in remuneration to its own employees 
and the state governments have been compelled to follow 
suit. Likewise, there has been a sharp rise in the state 
governments’ cost of borrowing; the raising of the coupon 
rate on stale government securities to 13.5 per cent in 
1993-94 was decidedly questionable. 

The slate governments’ management of their finances has 
otherwise been rea.sonable. During the whole of the 1980s, 
thc-states’ revenue receipts grew at the rate of about 15 per 
cent per annum, which speaks well of their mobilisation of 
additional resources. Bulween 1990-91 and 1994-95 (BE), 
the states’ own total receipts have expanded at an.annual rate 
of 13.9 per cent per annum. The states’ own tax revenue as 
a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) rose from 4.9 
per cent in 1980-81 to 5.7 per cent in 1990-91 and has been 
sustained at 5.8 per cent in 1994-95, whereas the centre’s tax 
revenue, which had risen from 9.7 per cent in 1980-81 to 10.9 
per cent in 1991-92, has fallen back to 9.5 per cent in 1994-95. 
The central government has indeed surrendered enormous 
amounts of resources in favour of the richer sections of society. 

What the RBI study makes clear is that in the deterioration 
of the slate governments’ finances, a major role has been that 
of the sharply reduced transfers from the central government. 
The desolution to the stales by way of their share in central 
taxes and grants shows a rise of only 7.1 per cent in 1994-95 
compared to 13.6 per cent in 1993-94. This was due to a 

‘revenue loss of Rs 477 crore as the states’ share of the 
resources sacrificed by the centre and a sharp slowing down 
of the growth of grants from 19 per cent in 1993-94 to 7 per 
cent in 1994-95. The reduced tempo of grants was essentially 
because of a fall in the rate of growth of plan grants to 8.9 per 
cent from 25.8 per cent in 1993-94. Loans and advances from 
the centre did record an increase of 21.6 per cent in 1994-95 
against 16.7 per cent in 1993-94; even so, net resource 
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transfer from the centre has been budgeted 
to rise by 10.7 per cent in 1994-95 against 
12.6 per cent in 1993-94. Besides, as a 
result of the reduction in tax concessions for 
small savings, provident funds, etc, the 
growth in the states’ share of those 
collections has alpo slowed. 

These facts are well known to the RBI; it 
is the circular reasoning of the RBI studies 
that is objectionable - high revenue deficit 
necessitating high cost borrowing which in 
turn leads to unsustainable levels of debt 
and debt servicing and reduced availability 
of resources for long-term investment. First, 
a closer look would have revealed that the 
structural changes in expenditure since the 
second half of the 1980s as proposed in the 
Seventh and Eighth Plan.s required the state 
governments to shift the emphasis in favour 
of rural development and social and 
economic infrastructure which have a 
relatively high revenue expenditure 
component. Capital expenditure in such 
areas as agriculture, energy generation and 
industry and minerals has suffered because 
the states have had to expand expenditure 
under revenue heads. Second, considering 
the overall size of the states’ development 
expenditure - Rs 99,483 crote as budgeted 
for 1994-95. which is much larger than the 
figure for the central government at 
Rs 72,889 crore - a gross fiscal deficit of 
Rs 29,321 crore or about 3 per cent of GDP 
for the state governments as a whole cannot 
be considered as excessive when the figure 
for the central government was over 7 per 
cent of GDP, Interestingly, the gross fiscal 
deficit of the state governments had touched 
3.5 per cent of GDP way back in 1984-85; 
it has remained subdued since then whereas 
the centre’s deficit galloped to 8.5 per cent 
by 1990-91 as the union government used 
its unlimited borrowing powers through ad 
hoc and regular treasury bills as also dated 
government securities. The states' market 
borrowings, on the other hand, have been 
pegged to a pre-determined level. In the 
final analysis, the sustainability or otherwise 
of debt cannot be decided purely on the 
basis of size of debt and debt service ratios. 
The manner in which resources are mobilised 
and the purposes for which and. the manner 
in which expenditures are incurred have 
also to be considered. In these respects, it 
can hardly be said that the central 
government has been any less culpable than 
the state governments. 

AKAU POLITICS 

Unity Moves 
WHETHER or not the various Akali factions 
ultimately become one, the moderates 
among them will take some time to recover 
from the setback they have suffered as a 
result of the latest unity efforts. The setback 

inheres in the fact that the moderates, led by 
Akali Oal(B) of Prakasb Singh Badal, have 
been forced to agree ‘in principle’ that they 
desire unity. What compounds the matter is 
that the pressure came from the Sikh clergy 
- the acting head priest of the Akal Takht, 
Manjit Singh. What is even more serious is 
that the unity is sought to be achieved in the 
name of the ‘Sikh panth’, and entity which 
may exist only in the minds of the clergy and 
the interested political and intellectual 
‘leaders’ of the Sikhs but which has a great 
potential fur political mischief. 

The seriousness of these developments 
docs not stop even here. Akali Dul(B). which 
at core remains highly sceptical of the 
outcome of the unity efforts and even ol the 
very idea of unity, has asserted that the 
entire matter would be placed belore the 
‘Sikh sangat’ who would be the final arbiter. 
Although AD(B) has invoked the idea of 
Sikh sangat in order to underline its own 
independence vix-a-vis the clergy, and 
although thts move is not without a 
dem<x,ratic potential, the privileging of the 
idea has grave political consequences which 
are essentially undemocratic in their nature. 
For. the idea of Sikh sangat (Sikh commu¬ 
nity) is one of the cure ideas of the Sikh 
rcligio-political thought, a tradition of 
thought in which the di.sjunctiun between 
the religious and the political has not yet 
taken place. In the idea of Sikh sangat the 
Sikh community is referred to as essentially 
a religious, as against a political, body. Thus 
while the privileging of the idea of Sikh 
sangat makes the AD(B) more democratic 
than the other main Akali faction, namely, 
the Akali Dal (Amritsar), it distances the 
party from the modem notion of democracy 
in which the growing fissure between the 
religious and the political is taken fur granted. 
By thus privileging this idea, the Akali 
Dal(B), in other words, not only strengthens 
the grasp of the clergy on Sikh politics - for 
theclergy holds the final authority to interpret 
Sikh thought - it also shows itself to be a. 
democratic novice in the modern sense. 

The only way the AD(B) can wish this 
image of democratic naivete, and the only 
way, in fact, it can play a truly democratic 
role at this critical moment in Akali and 
Punjab politics, is by firmly rejecting the 
unity moves, rather than warming up to the 
attempts of the clergy, and taking up an 
independent stand regarding the direction in 
which the Akali politics should turn 

ELECTIONS 

Woding Minorities 

NO one in one’s senses is going to be fooled 
by the CBI’s sudden act of generosity in 
dropping the charge of waging war against 
the nation against the Memons and other 
accused in (he Bombay bomb blast case. 

Coming fast on the heels of several other 
significant gestures by people in authority, 
the CBI’s latest decision to withdraw charges 
and request the courts to discharge sevml 
among thotte hauled up earlier under TADA 
cannot escape the suspicion that the 
investigative agency is being manipulated 
from above by politicians for electoral 
requirements. 

Despite repeated al legations about misuse 
of T ADA against innocent people (including 
members of minority groups in certain areas) 
by human rights groups, the government at 
the centre hud always been angrily dismissing 
the charges as false and inspired by ‘anti- 
national’ elements. All of a sudden; on the 
eve of the elections in Maharashtra and 
Gujarat (the two states where the indefinite 
detention of a large number of Muslims 
under TADA hud alienated the Muslim 
electorate Irom theCongress), prime minister 
Narasimha Rao came out with a statement 
acknowledging that TADA was being 
misu.scd by state governments. At around 
the same lime, the apex court cf the country 
by a ruling reinstated as voters several 
thousand Muslims of Bombay, who had 
earlier been disenfranchised by the 
authorities on the plea that they were 
■foreigners' 

The same apex court, only .some months 
back, had dismissed a special leave petition 
asking lor a judicial directive to the 
government of Maharashtra to prosecute 
Bal Thackeray, editor of the Shtv Sena 
mouthpiece Saainna, tor inflammatory 
writings that led to attacks on Muslims in 
the state following the demolition of the 
Babri ma.sjid in December 1992. Why this 
sudden change of attitude towards the rights 
ol the Muslim minorities? 

But leaving aside the ethics of using such 
crude methods to win votes, (he sequence ol 
these recent developments has furthereroded 
the credibility of institutions which arc 
supposed to protect the citizens. The CBi in 
particular, having failed to apprehend those 
really guilty of the Bombay blasts, had been 
taking it out on any memirer of the Muslim 
community found to have even the slightest 
connection with the Memon family. In its 
craze to build up a case to suit the anti-Pak 
bellicosity of the Indian government, it went 
to the ridiculous ex tent ofblaming Pakistan's 
ISl for hatching a conspiracy with the help 
of the Memons and other Muslims in India 
The CBI is now being forced to cat humble 
pic. It has acknowledged its failure to find 
sufficient evidence to back the allegations 
to Pak involvement and has therefore been 
compelled to withdraw the charge of 
conspiracy to wage war. But who will 
compensate the 192 citizens who were 
arrested, tortured and humiliated and who 
languished in jails all these months - for no 
fault of theirs, but because of a botch-up by 
the country’s leading investigative agency? 
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The apex court alsocannot hope to improve 
its already battered image by running with 
the hares and hunting with the hounds. While 
one will surely welcome its decision to set 
right the wrong done to a large number of 
Muslim voters by restoring their voting 
rights - which had been taken away by the 
administration at the behest of the Shiv Sena 
mafia which literally runs the show in 
Bombay - one also expects it to carry out its 
responsibilities to the citizens by 
recommending punishment of the Shi v Sena 
and other Hindu communal outfits which 
continue to threaten and persecute members 
of minority communities. 

UTTAR PRADESH 

Opportunity for 
Mi^yam Singh 
IT all started seven months ago when the 
students of Uttarakhand, the hilly region of 
Uttar Pradesh, protested against the 
government’s decision to extend 27 per cent 
reservation for the backward.s to all 
educational institutions in the state. 
UttarakhaitS has only a 2 per cent OBC 
population. ChiefministerMulayam Singh's 
directive to the vice-chancellors of Garhwal 
and Kumoun universities to admit OBC 
students from the plains to fill the quota 
aggravated the insecurity of the sizeable 
educated unemployed population of the 
region. The Uttarakhand Kranti Dal (UKD), 
spearheading the demonstrations, demanded 
amendment in the reservation ptilicy in 
accordance with the demographic pattern of 
Uttarakhand. When the demand failed to 
evoke a response from the state government, 
UKD started an agitation for a separate 
state. 

N D Tiwari who was appointed UPCC 
chief in August last year seized the issue to 
catapult himself to the forefront of national 
politics. Right from the beginning Tiwari 
never endorsed the demand for a separate 
state of Uttarakhand. Admittedly, it is 
politically unviabic for the party’s central 
leadership to concede the demand of a 
separate state given that such demands may 
proliferate across the country. But more 
importantly, Tiwan also did not desire to 
confine himself to the backwaters of slate 
politics. Like his political predecessors, 
Govind Vallabh Pant and Hemvati Nandan 
Bahuguna, Tiwari too nurtures the ambition 
of making a mark in national politics as a 
leader from the largest state in the union. 
Tiwari’s immediate demand, after gauging 
the force of the Uttarakhand agitation, was 
that Congress support to Mulayam Singh’s 
government be withdrawn. When the central 
leadership vacillated over the decision, 
Tiwari forwarded his resignation within a 
month of his becoming the UPCC chief. 
After the patty took a sound beating in the 

assembly elections in Andhra and Karnataka, 
an emboldened Tiwari asked for the 
dismissal of Mulayam Singh’s government. 
Meanwhile, Arjun Singh's tirade against 
Rao in Delhi had added to the party’s woes 
and observers noticed an anli-Rao Tiwari- 
Singh axis emerging on the political horizon, 
in a belated move. Rao tried to salvage his 
position by appointing his political secretary 
Jitendra Prasada as UPCC chief. But not 
only did Prasada fail to win over the UPCC, 
in a few weeks he was forced to voice the 
same demands as Tiwari. 

As against the Congress brinkmanship, it 
is Mulayam Singh Yadav who has played 
his cards shrewdly. Unrelenting in his 
reservation policy, Mulayam Singh made 
clear his readiness to forgo Uttarakhand, a 
region in which his party has very little 
stake Like the previous BIP government, 
Mulayam Singh’s government too passed a 
resolution in the assembly approving the 
creation of a separate state of Uttarakhand. 
In lact Mulayam Singh must have relished 
the emergence ol UKD as a regional force 
cutting into the traditional ba.se of the BJP 
and the Congress. By staging a successful 
bandh in September, he drew the battle- 
lines between the forwards and the 
backwards, the anti-reservatiunists and the 
pro-reservdtionists in the state, signalling 
that if the Congress pulled the carpet from 
underneath his feet, it would be the loser. 
And when eventually Congress decided to 
withdraw support to his government, 
Mulayam Singh took a hand in the 
mudslinging going on within the higher 
echelons ol the Congress. By alleging 
Tiwan’s collusion with the VHP during the 
’Shilanyas’ in iy89and ArjunSingh’sefforts 
to topple the Rao government, Mulayam 
Singh has sought to project an ‘anti-national’ 
brahmin-kshatriya nexus against the 
backwards-minority unity in the state This 
tactic of Mulayam Singh is not only going to 
lurthcr marginalise the Congress, but will 
also pul the BJP on its toes. The BJP has no 
quarrel with Mulayam Singh over 
Uttarakhand but the latter’s ploy of projecting 
him.self us the sole leader of the backwards 
in the .state might crixle the BJP’s base in the 
western UP. Kalyan Singh has already stalled 
to point out how the rccruiiment to the 
police force in the state has favoured the 
yadavs. 

The ensis which Arjun Singh and Tiwari 
have precipitated in the Congress has 
provided Mulayam Singh with an 
opportunity to extend his hegemony over 
UP politics. Even the BSP which at one time 
was determining Mulayam Singh’s actions 
has had to Like the backseat after its reversals 
in the last round of assembly polls and the 
threat to the survival of the SP-BSP 
governmen t in the state. It is only after the 
lesults of the current assembly elections are 
known that the final denouement of UP 
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politics will take place. A defeat of the 
Congress, especially in Maharashtra, is 
certainly going to turn the tables against Rao 
and as a sequel may bring instability to 
Mulayam Singh’s government .in UP. 

POLITICS 

Cakes for the Poor 

RULING elites world over have 
compulsively to indulgein pious talk sharply 
at variance with their actual practice. Even 
while indulging in some do-gooding 
exercises, they often demonstrate utter 
insensitivity. The police firing in New Delhi 
on January 30and Jyoti Basu’sconclavethe 
next day at Taj Bengal with kind-hearted 
ladies (over lunch?) about problems of 
malnutrition in Calcutta’s slums would have 
been eloquent instances of the ruling castes’ 
mindless casualness, but for the dimensions 
of cruelly and mockery respectively. 

January 30, as is well known, is the 
anniversary of Gandhiji’s supreme sacrifice. 
It is observed throughout the country as the 
martyrs' day, which gives the dignitaries a 
grand occasion to wax eloquent on their 
commitment to serve the lowest of the lowly. 
On this day, just when in the misty Delhi 
morning the topmost of the top were assemb¬ 
ling at Gandhi’s ’samadbi’ at Rajghat for 
their customary ntuals, a bloody policing 
exercise at another end of the capital took a 
loll of four lives. A young man of the 
labouring class, to follow a newspaper 
account, had passed the previous night as a 
guest at the ‘jhuggi’ (slum) adjacent to the 
middle class residential area of Ashoka 
Vihar. He was killed by a policeman on duty 
when he scaled a boundary wall to land in 
the community park to relieve himself. This 
IS indeed a daily routine of the ‘jhuggi’- 
dwcilcrs us this huge slum of5,000 residents 
has no toilet facilities. The death of the 
young man led to a row which was followed 
as a matter of course by the appearance of a 
posse of policemen. Then came the bursting 
of about 300 leargas shells and 20 rounds of 
Hring leading to three more deaths and 
.serious bullet injuries to another dozen. 

Neither the executive nor the judiciary 
whose leaders miss no opportunity to pay 
lip-service to Gandhi’s injunctions about 
service to the poor spared a thought about 
pro v i sion of some elementary toi let fact li ties 
for the 5,000 slum dwellers, the lack of 
which was at the root of the events ending in 
the grim tragedy. The coincidental 
juxtaposition of the annual Rajghat rituals 
and the police violence at Ashoka Vihar 
poignantly brings out the essential hypocrisy 
of our ruling circles. 

So also did Jyoti Basu’s picture in some 
Calcutta dailies, flanked by two plump ladies, 
at the five-star Taj Bengal, pretending to be 
ctmeerned about malnutrition in the slums. 
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CURRENT STATISTICS_EPW Research Foundation 
Inflation has Anther accelerated, with the WPI for primary articles as also the composite food index continuing to show sharp increases. These increases 
are reflected in the two-digit rate of rise of the different cost of living indices. Bank credit to the commercial sector has bran galloping. Equity prices 
have taken a beating. Industrial production has registered a rise of 8 per cent during Aprii-October 1994, with manufoctunng output rising by 8.3 per 
cent and capital goods by 21.7 per cent. Exports in dollar tenns have risen by 16.9 per cent dunng April-Deceinber 1994, while non-POL imports 
(extiuding aircraft and gold and silver) have nsen by about one-fourth. Foreign a.ssets worth $ .‘160 million have been added in the past month. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 
Index Numbers of Wholesale 
Prices (1981-82=100) 

Weights Jan 21, Variation (Per Cent)- Point-to-Point 
1995 Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

All Commodities 100.0 281.3 1.7 III 9.1 8.9 8.6 10.8 7.0 13,6 12.1 
Primary Articles 32.3 292.6 2.5 14.3 8 8 13.0 10.2 II.S 3.0 15.3 17.1 

Food Articles 17 4 .320.0 1.6 13.4 3.8 14.1 5 1 4.4 5.4 20.9 18.9 
Non-Food Articles 10.1 315.7 48 19.5 154 12.7 17.7 24,9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

Fuel, Power. Light and Lubricants 107 281.4 0.0 4.3 122 1.2 97 13 1 15.2 13.2 14.4 
Manufactured P^ucts 57 0 274.9 1.5 10.7 8.8 8.1 7.4 99 7.9 12.6 89 

Food Products 10.1 275.0 2.7 122 MO 9.1 9 3 12.3 6.8 10.2 13.2 
Food Index (computed) 27.5 303.5 2.0 13.0 6 I 12.4 64 7,0 5 8 17.1 16.9 
All Commodities (Average Basis) 
(April-Ionuary 21, 1995) 100,0 271.8 - 12.5 79 10 5 8.1 8.3 10.1 13.7 10,3 

Latest Variation (Per Cent). Poinl-to-Poinl 
Cost of Living Indices Month Over Over 1 2 Months Fi.scal Year .So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Woikers (1982=100) ■KK] 9.0 9 1 IKE] 6.1 13 9 13 6 
Urban Non-Man Emp (1984-85=100) ISiil BH ■Q] 8.1 63 6,8 136 13.4 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=100) ■1 10 4 107 ■B 0.7 21.9 16.6 

Jan 6, Variation 
Money and Banking (R$ crore) 1995 Over Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Month 1994-95 1993-94 

Money Supply (NL) 
Cuncncy with Public 

495672 1319(0.3) 62106 (14 3) 50931 (13 9) 66741 (18.2) 49.344 (15 5) 51653 (19.4) 
96534 592 (0.6) 14336(17.4) 11288 (165) 13925 (20.4) 7175 (11.7) 8050 (15.2) 

Deposits with Banks 396444 1261 (0.3) 47604 (13.6) 39294 (13 2) 51601 (17.4) 41741 (16,3) 43392 (20 5) 
Net Bank Credit to Covt Sector 217084 -4204 (-1.9) 13298 (6.5) 29362(16 7) 27548 (15 6) 17975 (11.4) 18070(12.9) 
Bank Credit to CommI Sector 267414 11392(4.3) 30211 (12 7) 12673 (5.8) 17068 (7 8) 32141 (17 1) 16225 (9.4) 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 69796 -522 (-07) 16069 (29.9) 10700 (42.9) 28775 (15 3) 3726(17,6) 10645 (100 6) 
Reserve Money (Jan 13, 1995) 167273 2898(1.7) 28651 (20,7) 22881 (20 7) 27843 (25 1) 11274 (11 3) 11726(12.4) 
Na RBI Credit to C)!ntR 97276 694 (0,7) 493 (0.5) 10434 (10.8) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) 5904 (6.7) 
Scheduled Commercial Banks (Jan 20, 1995) 

Deposits 360008 1533 (0.4) 44876 (14.2) 38821 (14.5) 46560(17 3) 37814 (16 4) 38216(19.8) 
Advances 193386 6220 (3.2) 28%8 (17.6) 10403 (6.8) 12436 (8.2) 26390 (21.0) 9291 (8.0) 

Non-FkKxf Advances 179619 5885 (3.3) 26108 (17.0) 6436 (4,4) 8272 (5.7) 24317 (20.1) 9127 (8.2) 
Investments 148057 -4186 (-2.8) 15534 (10.5) 21605 (20 4) 26867 (25.4) I54(>0(I7 1) 15131 (20.2) 

Index Numbers of Industrial Weights Oct Average for Fiscal Year So Far_Variation (Per Cent). Fiscal Year Averages 
Production (1980-81=100) 1994 1994-95 199.3-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 
Mining and (parrying 
Manufacturing 
Electricity 

100 0 238.1 232.8(8.0) 
H.5 245.8 219.4(6.2) 
77.1 225.0 224.4 (8 3) 
11 4 318.3 303.2(7.7) 

215.6(3.8) 
206.5 (3.0) 
207.2 (.3.1) 
281.5(7.6) H 

0.5 8.4 8.6 8.7 
0,9 4.5 6.3 7.9 
3.0 9.1 8 6 8.7 
8.5 7.8 10.8 9.5 H 

Capital Market 
Feb 10. Month Year 1994-95 So Far 1993-94 End of Fiscal Year 

1995 Ago Ago Trough Peak Trough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79=100) 3522 3604* 4040 3600 4604 2037 4286 3779 2281 4285 
(-12.8) (43 7) (65.7) (-46.8) (266.9) 

National Index (1983-84=100) 1708 1732* 1939 1765 2176 934 2050 1830 1021 1968 
(-11.9) (53 8) (79.2) (-48.1) (234.1) 

* data pertaining to January 13, 1995 

Foreign Trade Dec Cumulative for Fiscal Yuqr So Fpf 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
1994 1994-95 1993-94 

Exports: Rs crore 7490 57503 (16.9) 49182 (31.8) 69547 (29.5) 53688(21.9) 44042 (35.3) 32553 (17.6) 
US $mn 2387 18328 (16.9) 15681 (20.0) 22173 (19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 18143(9.1) 

Imppits: Rs crore 8587 63814 (23.9) 51477 (8.4) 72806(14.9) 63375 (32.4) 47851 (10.8) 43193 (22.0) 
USSmn 2736 20339 (23.9) 16413 (-1.3) 23212 (6.1) 21882 (12.7) 19411 (-19.4) 24073 (13.2) 

Non-POL US $ mn 2230 161.38 (33.1) I2I2I (-1.4) 17456 (10.6) 15782 (12.3) 14047 (-22.2) 18045 (3.1) 
Balance of Trade: Rs crore -1095 -6308 -2295 -3259 -%87 -3809 -10640 

USSmn -349 -2011 -732 -1039 -3345 -1545 -5930 

Jan 27, Jon 28, Mar 31. Variation Over 
Foreign Exchange Raserves 1995 1994 1994 Month Year Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

(excluding gold) Ago Ago 1994-95 1993-94 

Rs crore 61673.5 33111.6 47626.0 1199.1 28561.9 14047.5 12916.0 BEm 
USSmn 19790.0 10600.0 15176.0 560 0 9190.0 46140 4148.0 Ella! 
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Foreign Trade 
Commodity Composition of Apr-Oct 1994 _ Apr-Oci 1993. 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 
Imports and Exports RsCr US $ mn Rs Cr US S mn RsCr US $ mn Rs Cr US $ mn Rs Cr US $ mn 

Imports 
Fo^ and live ontmals 

chiefly for food 2847(6.0) 907 814(2.0) 260 1551(2 1) 494 1911(3.0) 660 804(1.7) 326 
Pulses 312(0.1) 99 279(0 7) 89 .567(0.8) 181 3.34(0.5) IIS 255(0.5) 104 
Cashewnut raw 404(0.8) 129 16.3(0 4) 52 483(0.7) 154 376(0 6) 130 267(0.6) 108 
Sugar 1906(4 0) 608 neg neg neg neg neg neg neg neg 

Crude materials, inedible oils 
except fuels 3608(7.6) 11.50 2280(5 7) 727 4199(5.8) 1.399 4777(7 5) 1649 3268(6.8) 1326 

Fertiliser crude 242(0..S) 77 198(0 5) 63 390(0.5) 124 459(0 7) 158 455(1.0) 185 
Metalifers ore5v and ineial scrap 1199(2.5) 382 749( 1 9) 239 1299(1 8) 414 1922(3 0) 664 1175(2.5) 477 

Mineral fuels, lubricants and 
related matenals 11496(24 1) 3664 11765(29 5) ,3752 19514(26 8) 6222 18525(29.2) 6396 14160(29 6) 5744 

Petroleum, crude and 
products 10246(21 .3) 3266 10971(0 2) 3499 18055(24,8) 5756 17142(27 0) .5919 13123(27.4) 5323 

Animal and vegetable oiKs. 
fats and waxes .ISSCO 7) 113 83(0 2) 26 166(0 2) 53 168(0 3) 58 249(0.5) 101 

Chemicals and related products 6786(14 2) 2163 49.(0(12 4; 1.572 9286(12 8) 2961 8913(14.1) 3077 7526(15,7) 3053 
Organic chemicals 2371 (.SO) 756 1426(3 6) 455 2882(4 0) 919 1871(3.0) 646 1361(2.8) 552 
Fertiliser manufaciured 1064(2 2) 3.39 1093(2 7) .349 1988(2.7) 634 2023(3.2) 699 1591(3.3) 645 

Manufactured goods classified 
chiefly by matenals 7487(15 7) 2389 82.38(20 7) 2627 14715(202) 4691 1245.5(19 7) 4300 9193(19.2) 3729 

Pearls, precious/scini 
precious stones 26()()(5 6) 848 4992(12 5) 1.592 8284(11 4) 2641 7072(11,2) 2442 482500.1) 1957 

Iron and steel 1788(17) 570 1I4(>(2 9) 365 2452(3 4) 782 2060(3 3) 711 1741(3.6) 706 
Non-ferrous rnetuls 1323(2 8) 422 829(2 1) 264 1490(2 0) 475 1144(1.8) 395 839(1.8) 340 

Capital goods 10540(22 1) 3360 8022(20 1) 2558 18944(26.0) 6040 13123(20 7) 4531 10432(21.8) 4232 
Machinery except electrical 
and ciectrumc 4244(8 9) 1353 3108(7 8) 991 6871(9 4) 2191 4786(7.6) 1653 3593(7.5) 1458 

Transport equipiiiciil 21.38(4 5) 681 1728(4 3) .551 .397.3(5.5) 1267 1.3.38(2 1) 462 91.5(1.9) 371 
Project goods 1116(6 5) 993 2270(5 7) 724 4394(6,0) 1401 3701(5 8) 1278 3625(7.6) 1471 

Others 4612(9 7) 1470 3694(9 3) 1178 44.30(6 1) 1412 .350.3(5 5) 1210 2220(4.6) 900 
Total 47732(100 0) 15215 39826(100 0) 12700 72806(100.0) 23212 63.37.5(100 0) 21822 47851(1000) 19411 
Exports 
Food and live animals chiefly 

for food 62.3<>( 14 4) 1988 5608(14.8) 1788 10770(15 5) .3434 8084(15 1) 2791 6861(15.6) 2783 
Cashew kernels 725(1 7) 231 .599(1 6) 191 !()42(l,5) 3-32 745(1 4) 257 672(1.5) 272 
Oil meals 911(2 1) 290 108(1(2 9) ,346 2.309(3.3) 736 1545(2.9) 534 921(2.1) 374 
Manne products 1726(4 0) 550 1210(3 2) 386 2537(3.6) 809 1743(3.2) 602 1443(3,3) 585 

Beverages, tobacco and 
tobacco manufactures 5814 0) 18 88(0 2) 28 1.36(0 2) 43 160(0.3) 55 102(0.2) 42 

Crude matenals, inedible 
oils except lucis 2481(5 7) 791 2803(7 4) 894 4048(5.8) 1291 2798(5 2) 966 3022(6,9) 1226 

Iron ore 679(( 6) 216 761(2 1) 24 3 1357(2.0) 433 1104(2 1) 381 1435(3.3) S82 
Mineral fuels, lubricants and 

related matenals 8()9( 1 9) 258 814(2 1) 260 1248(1.8) 398 1379(2.6) 476 1022(2.3) 415 
Animal and vegetable oils. 

waxes and lats 242(0 6) 77 197(0 5) 63 .344(0.5) 110 162(0.3) 56 169(0.4) 69 
Chemicals and chemical products 4IU9(9 5) 1310 3102(8,2) 989 .597,3(8 6) 1904 4198(7.8) 1449 4146(9.4) 1682 

Drugs. phannaceulical.s 
and fine chemicals 1291(3.0) 412 1077(2 8) 343 20)4(2 9) 642 153.3(2 9) 529 1550(3.5) 629 

Dyes/intenncdiates/coal tar 
chemicals 799(1 8) 255 617(1.6) 197 1150(1.7) 367 958(1.8) 331 781(1 8) 317 

Plastic and linoleum pioducis 743(1.7) 237 493( 1 3) 157 101.3(1 5) 323 433(0.8) 1,50 276(0.6) 112 
Manufaciured products classi- 

fled chiefly by matenals 243I4((.56 1) 7750 21061(55.4) 6715 .38851(55.9) 12.386 30752(57,3) 10618 23540(53.4) 9549 
Leather manufactures 1103(2,5) 352 1052(2 8) 335 26,34( 3 8) 840 2512(4.7) 867 1984(4.5) 805 
Footwear, leather 784(1.8) 250 746(2 0) 238 1505(2 2) 480 1188(2.2) 410 1143(2.6) 464 
Gems and jewellery 79.54(18 3) 2535 703.3(18 5) 2243 12.528(18 0) 3994 8897(16.6) 3072 6750(16.1) 2738 
Cotton yam, fabnes. 

madeups, etc .3692(8 5) 1177 2628(6 9) 838 4837(7 0) 1.542 .3911(7.3) 1350 3203(7 3) 1299 
Monmo^ yam, fabrics. 

madeups, etc (012(2 3) 323 792(2.1) 253 1324(1 9) 422 1079(2.0) 373 821(1.9) 33^ 
RMG cotton me) accessories 3721(8 6) 1186 3246(8.5) 10.35 6166(8 9) 1966 5156(9.6) 1780 3754(8.5) 1523 

Capital goods 3820(8.8) 1218 333.3(8 8) 1063 6232(9.0) 1987 4964(9,2) 1714 40.54(9.2) 1643 
Metal manufactures 1224(2.8) 390 1,'44(3.0) 36.5 2174(3.1) 693 1622(3.0) 560 • 1194(2.7) 484 
Machinery and instruments 1207(2.8) 385 1126(3 0) .3.59 1996(2.9) 636 1.569(2.9) 542 1433(3.3) 582 
Transport equipment 1239(2.9) .395 947(2.5) 302 1840(2.6) 587 1546(2 9) 534 1224(2.8) 496 

Others 1286(3 0) 410 10(,'9(2 7) 322 19.57(2.8) 620 1192(2.2) 412 1125(2.6) 457 
Electronic goods 6.55(1.5) 209 512(1.3) 16.’ 978(1.4) .312 615(1.1) 212 654(1.5) 265 

Total 43356(100.0) 13820 38014(100.0) 12121 69547(100 0) 22173 53688(100.0) 18537 44042(100.0) 17865 
1 (Hgures in brackets are percentages to total) 

Notes: (i) Superscript numeral denotes month to which figure relates, e g superscript stands for October, (ii) Figures in brockets are percentage 
variations over the period specified or over the comparable period of the previous year. 
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IN THE CAPITAL MARKET EPW Research Foundatioii 

Indo Gulf Industries 

INDO GULF INDUSTRIES is engaged in 
the manufacture of industrial explosives and 
accessories. In order to widen its industrial 
and product base, the company is now 
diversifying and is setting up a project to 
manufacture white sugar crystals and allied 
products with a capacity of 2,500 ted 
expandable to 3,500 led with co-generation 
of 6 MW of power at an estimated cost of 
Rs 49.68 crore at Mcizapur in UP. The 
company has tied up with KCP, Madras, for 
supply of total pl.'^nt and machinery. KCP 
is one of the premier manufacturers of plant 
and machinery for sugar plants and has set 
up more than 40 sugar plants in India and 
abroad. At 100 per cent capacity utilisation 
the company would have an annual 
requirement of 45 lakh quintals of sugarcane. 
It proposes to meet its requirement through 
cultivation for which an intensive programme 
is being undertaken. The upcoming sugar 
plant is expected to commence commercial 
production by November this year. The 
company is entitled to a free sale quota of 
100 per cent of its production for the first 
nine years as applicable to new sugarcane 
projects located in ‘Other Recovery 2U>ncs'. 
The entire quantity of molasses is to be 
sold to various distilleries for the manu¬ 
facture of potable and industrial alcohol. 
Bagasse, the other by-product, is to be used 
for co-generation of power for captive 
consumption. Surplus bagasse is to be sold 
to paper mills and the industries located 
around the sugar mi II. In order to part fi nance 
the cost of the project, the company is entering 
the capita] market on February 14 with a 
public issue of 11,08,200, 12 per cent 
unsecured FCDs of Rs 155 each at par 
aggregating Rs 1,717.71 lakh. Each FCD 
would consist of two parts - Part A and 
Part B of Rs 77.50 each. While Part A will 
be compulsorily and automatically converted 
into one equity share of Rs 10 at a premium 
of Rs 67.^ per share on allotment. Part B 
of Rs 77.50 would be compulsorily and 
automatically con verted into one equity share 
of Rs 10 at a premium of Rs 67.5 per share 
on the expiry of 12 months from the date 
of allotment of the FCDs. 

Gujarat Optical 
Communication 

Gujarat Optical Communication (GOCL) is 
promoted by Gujarat Telephone Cables 
(GTCL). The company is implementing a 
project for the manufacture of 4,000 cable 
kilometres per annum of optical fibre cables. 
The use of optical fibre cable is advantageous 
due to its low power requirement atterminals. 

immunity to electro magnetic induction and 
radio frequency induction and data integrity. 
Optical fibre cable finds application in fields 
like railways, defence and power. The 
construction work for the unit is nearing 
completion at lyava in Ahmedabad district. 
Commercial production is expected to 
commence by March. Plant and machinery 
along with training and performance guaran¬ 
tee arc being provided by Swiss Cab of 
Switzerland. The project has been appraised 
by Bank of Baroda and the cost has been 
estimated at Rs 39.03 crore. The company 
IS entering the capital market on February 15 
with simultaneous public issues of 25.5 lakh 
equity shares of Rs lOcach at par aggregating 
Rs 255 lakh and 25,95,00O, 14 per cent 
secured redeemable PCDs of Rs 75 each at 
par aggregating Rs 1946.25 lakh. The issue 
is being loud managed by Bank ot Baroda 
and D.SP Fin.mcial Consultants. 

Ishwar Bhuvan Hotels 

Promoted by Isliwarlal P Barot and Juguldas 
P Barot, Ishwar Bhuvan Hotels is setting up 
a three-star executive hotel with 55 rooms 
and other facilities. The proposed hotel 
project is located at Sayaji Ganj, Baroda. 
The project has been appraised by Tourism 
Finance Corporation of India (TFCI) which 
has sanctioned a term loan of Rs 200 lakh 
for the project. To part finance the project 
the company is entering the capital market 
with a public issue of 40 lakh equity shares 
of Rs 10 each at par aggregating Rs 4 crore, 
including firm allotment of 9 lakh equity 
shares of Rs 10 each at par aggregating 

SAMEEKSHA TRUST BOOKS 

Rs 90 lakh to NRLs/OBCs. The issue will 
open on February 21. The lead managers are 
Shriyam Securities and Finance and Netwest 
Finance. 

Wilwa3fort India 

Wilwayfort India isentering the capital market 
soon with a public issue of 48 lakh equity 
shares of Rs 10 each at par. The funds will 
part finance the expansion of manufacturing 
capacity of metallised plastic film and 
diversification into manufacture of 
multilayered co-extruded plastic films which 
is much in demand by the fast growing 
flexible packaging industry. Technology and 
plant arc to be imported from Atlas Con verting 
Equipment. UK. The project has been 
appraised by Vijaya Bank which is also 
financing the project through a term loan 

Crystal Credit 
Corporation 

Crystal Credit Corporation (CCCL), the 
flagship company of the Crystal group, is a 
non-banking financial institution registered 
with the RBI and is in the business of leas¬ 
ing, hire-purchase and other financial 
services. 'ITic company is embarking on a 
diversification and expansion programme. 
To fund this it is entering the capital market 
in the last week of February with a public 
is.sue of 35 lakh equity share of Rs 10 each 
at par aggregating Rs 350 lakh. The issue 
is being lead managed by All Bank Finance 
and World Link Finance. 
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CX>MPANIES EPYf RcMa'rch Foundathm 

LYKA LABS 

Thrust on Exports 

THE Bombay-based pharmaceutical com¬ 
pany Lyka Labs has done well in I9V3-^M. 
Net sales were up by 21 per cent, operating 
profit by 28 per cent and net profit by 57 
per cent. Margins would have been higher 
but for the fall in other income and non¬ 
operating profit by 30 per cent and 40 per 
cent, respectively. Also there was a ri.sc in 
taxation, depreciation and interest charges 
by 16 per cent, 6 per cent and 9 per cent, 
respectively. Whiicexports jumped by 164 
per cent imports fell by 24 per cent. An 
enhanced dividend of 25 per cent was de¬ 
clared for the year. 

Oebt-equity ratio declined from 198 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 183 per cent in 1992-93 
and 61 per cent in 1993-94. Sundry creditors 
to current assets has been steady at 40 per 
cent for the past two years. Short-term bank 
borrowings to inventories rose sharply by 
72 percentage points Inventories grew by 
13 percentage points Sales to total assets 
has declined in the past three years while 
sales to gross'fixed assets has increased. 
Earning per share increased in the 
pa.st three years from Rs 1 in 1991-92 to 
Rs 5 in 1992-93 and Rs 6 in 1993-94 Net 
value added to value of production lluctua- 
ted at 15 per cent in 1991-92. 18 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 16 per cent in 1993-94. 
Remuneration to employees has shown a 
steady decline in the past three years from 
58 per cent in 1991-92 to 46 per cent in 
1992-93 and 44 per cent in 1993-94 Return 
to equity has been steady at 20 per cent in 
the past two years. 

Total sales of the formulations were higher 
byRs 17crore(21 per cent). The diversified 
activities of the company, such its the 
veterinary and diagnostic and medic 
equipment division, also registered a growth 
of 35 per cqpi. In order to strengthen its 
position in the market, the company is 
negotiatii^ tie-up arrangements with inter¬ 
nationally reputed manufacturers for 
maiketing and manufacturing its products 
in India. The company is setting up a wholly- 
owned subsidiary in Hong Kong with the 
objective of functioning as a trading hose 
for the company's foray into China and 
other markets. iSic company is also setting 
up a unit in Tarapur, expanding its existing 
facilities at AnUeshwar and diversifying 
into the manufacture of ayurvedic medi¬ 
cines by investing Rs 30 crorc. The expan¬ 
sion and diversification plans arc to be 
phased out over the next one-and-a-half 
year. TTie first phase which started in the last 
quaner of 1994 is stated to be completed in 
March 1995. 

• The company invested Rs 41 lakh on its 
R and D activities in the year. Development 
of'new products for the export market, 
developincntofncw tormulutioiisand import 
substitutes were some of the activities 
undertaken by the department. 

NATIONAL PEROXIDE 

Expanding Market 

Pmmoted by Bombay Dyeing, National 
Peroxide has shown a marginal increase in 
net sales by Rs 29 lakh (0.53 per cent), in 
operating profit by Rs 14 lakh (0.86 per cent) 
and in nci profit by K\ 31 lakh (3 percent). 
There was a major tall in non-operating 
ineomc, while other income was up by 13 
per cent. The company paid taxes (o the tune 
of Rs 1,4 Cl ore lor the year, while depreci¬ 
ation and interest charges<fcll by 35 per cent 
and 14 per cent, rcspceiively Imports were 
up by 45 pci cent while exports declined by 
47 per cent A 45 per cent dividend was 
declared for the year a.s against 40 per cent 
in the previous year. 

Earning per share increa.sed steadily from 
Rs 249 in 1991-92 to Rs 364 in 1992-93 
and Ps 378 in 1993-94. Net value added to 
value of prodneiion tiuctuuted at 34 per cent 
in 1991-92. .'3 per cent in 1992-93 and 35 
per cent in 1993-94. Remuneration to 
employees increased by 4 |x;rccntagc points 
for the year. Inventories after having fallen 
by 13 per cent in the previous year have now 
marginally risen. Sales lo total as.seis 
fluctuated at 84 per cent in 1991 -92.108 per 
cent in 1992-93 and 67 per cent in 1993- 
94. Sales to gross tixed a.sscts llueluaiod at 
94 per cent in 1991-92,111 percent in 1992- 
93 and 69 per cent in 1993-94. Sundry 
creditors to current assets rose to 42 per cent 
in 1993-94 from 29 [Xir cent in 1992-93. 
Shon-lcnn bank borrowings lo inventories 
ratio has been steady at 83 per tent lor the 
past two years. Debt-equity ratio llucluated 
at 107 per cent in 199 P-92, .50 per cent in 
1992-93 and 94 per cent in 5W3-94. 

Hydrogen peroxide production increa.scd 
by 726 MT and sales by 752 MT. Pha.se I 
of the expansion project has been completed 
and commercial production Irom that 
additional .stream commenced in March 1994, 
The plastics additives division achieved a 
capacity util isation of 105 per cent, recording 
increased production by 1,166 MT and sales 
by477 MT hir the year. The company expects 
the demanti for PVC stabilisers lo improve 
as new PVC resin manufacturing capacities 
have been ci,»mniissioned. 

The company incurred an expenditure of 
Rs 67 lakh for the year for R and D. Pulp 
and paper industry is emerging as one of the 
major markets Ibr hydrogen peroxide in the 

country and R and D efforts have been 
continued during the year to establish usage 
of hydrogen peroxide in this industry. As 
a result, all newsprint mills have switched 
to the usage of hydrogen peroxide. In the 
area of plastics additives Che company is 
making concentrated effons in developing 
a number ol new products including 
processing aids and calcium-zinc stabilisers 
for mineral water packaging with a view to 
diversify the market and improve capacity 
utilisation ul the plani^ 

GARWARE-WALL ROPES 

Diversification Han 

The Pune-based Garware-Wall Ropes is the 
largest manufacturer of synthetic wall ropes 
in the country. The company has done Wll 
in 1993-94. Net sales were up marginally by 
Rs 21 lakh (U.3I per cent), operating profit 
by 25 per cent and net profit by 66 per cent. 
There was a rise in other income by 89 per 
cent (Rs 1.55 crorc) and non-operating profit 
rose to Rs 12 lakh for the year. Taxation and 
depreciation decreased by 6 per cent and 14 
per cent, respectively; while interest charges 
increased by 8 per cent. The company de¬ 
clared a dividend of 30 per cent for the year. 
ImfKirts were upby 56 percent, whiicexports 
fell by 9 per cent. 

Debt-equity ratio fell to 34 per cent in 
1993-94 from 44 per cent in 1991 -9l Short¬ 
term bank borrowings to inventories rose 
trom 60 per cent in 1991-92 to 69 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 109 per cent in 1993-94. 
Sundry creditors to current assets showed 
a steady ri.se Irom 16 per cent in 1991-92 
to 17 per cent in 1992-93 and 22 per cent 
in 1993-94. Sales to total assets declined by 
69 percentage poinu over 148 per cent In 
1992-93. Sales to gross fixed assets fluctuated 
at 192 per cent in 1991-92, 231 percent in 
1992-93 and l42percenUn 1991-94. Growth 
in inventories ha.s declined drastically in the 
past three years. Earning per share fluctuated 
at Rs 10 in 1991-92, Rs 14 in 1992-93 and 
Rs 12 in 1993-94. Net value added to value 
of production increased by S percentage 
points in the year as against IS per cent in 
the previous year. Remuneration to 
employees was steady at 29 per cent for the 
past two years. 

The company is now diversifying into the 
fish-net machinery manufacturing business. 
This project is the fir^ of its kind in the 
country, since the current demand for fish¬ 
net machinery is being met by imports from 
Japan and Korea. This division is being set 
up with technical collaboration with a 
Japanese firm. The setting up of an in-house 
fish-net machinery manufacturing facility 
would help the company's fish-net webbing 
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The Week’s Companies 
(RsUikh) 

Lyka Labs National Gi|rware- . DGP Padmatex 
Financial Indicators _ Peroxide Wall Roota Windsor_Enclneerina 

March March March March March March March March March March 
1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

Incomc/appropiiations 
1 Net sales 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total income 
5 Raw materials/stores and spares 

consumed 
6 Other monufactunng expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 Operating profit 

10 Interest 
11 Grim profit 
12 Depreciation 
13 Profit before tax 

14 Tax provision 
15 Profit after tax 
16 Dividends 
17 Retained profit 
Liabilities/ajisets 
18 Paid-up capital 
19 Reserves and surplus 
20 Long term loans 
21 Short term loans 
22 Of which bank borrowings 
23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
25 Inventories 
26 Total assets/liabilities 
Mlsaellaneuus items 
27 Excise duty 
28 Gross value added 
29 Total foreign exchange income 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 
Key Qnancial and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 
j to total assets) (%) 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax {%) 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(tetum on equity) {%) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest and 

corresponding last year's price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjust!^ for 

revaluation) (%) 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories {%) ,, 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Total remuneration to employees 

to value of production (%) - 
49 Cross fixed assets formation (%) 
50 Growth in inventories (%) 

10052 8259 5463 5434 6880 

10371 8526 5442 5272 6764 

436- 628 52 46 328 

10807 9154 5494 5318 7092 

5124 4646 1777 1850 3423 
2378 2177 471 415 413 
790 762 487 393 460 

1579 842 1126 1041 1589 

936 727 1633 1619 1207 
469 428 405 472 302 
503 359 1212 1151 917 

81 76 202 311 165 

422 283 1010 839 752 
70 60 140 0 75 

352 22-3 870 839 677 

105 82 103 92 116 

247 141 767 747 561 

533 412 230 230 561 
1183 693 2773 2006 3330 
1047 2052 2845 1125 1346 

2222 323 1037 966 1523 
1927 21 637 635 1144 

1372 1230 7861 4863 4834 

487 408 2012 1811 1585 
2607 1884 764 758 1041 

8326 5580 8071 4988 8602 

238 356 772 872 261 

1783 1624 2134 2073 1562 
3394 1281 73 140 1340 
1139 1487 802 491 2885 

120 7 148.0 67.7 108 9 80.0 

201 6 237.3 79 3 125 6 101 8 

130 0 132.0 27 1 42 6 32.3 

6.0 64 15.0 23 1 107 

5 0 4.3 22.2 21 2 13.3 
9 3 8 8 29.9 29 8 17.5 
4 2 3.4 18.5 15 4 109 

16.6 21.2 13 9 0.0 10.0 

20.5 ' 20 2 29.0 37.5 174 
25.00 20 00 45.00 40.00 30 (M) 
6.60 541 378.26 364,78 12 07 

32 2 26 8 1305.7 972.2 68.3 

189 25.6 165 16.4 10.8 

61.0 185.7 94.7 50.3 35.1 

73.9 1 1 83.4 83.8 109,9 

89.8 89 7 117.0 78.4 220.5 

44.3 46.9 22.8 19 0 29.4 

7.6 8.9 8.9 7.5 6.8 
11.5 3 1 61.6 13.0 71.7 

38 38 25.43 0 79 -13.17 -11 93 

6859 9090 8896 5144 5821 
7037 9404 8486 5306 5866 

173 218 525 272 407 
7210 9622 9011 5578 6273 

4178 6565 .5918 4368 3982 
427 115 104 73 143 
.377 1068 953 486 472 

1266 1107 1097 714 957 

962 767 939 -63 719 
279 401 502 470 480 
679 381 489 -364 331 
193 .375 .37.3 165 128 

486 6 116 -532 20,3 

80 1 1 .32 0 35 

406 -5 84 -532 168 
85 106 106 0 82 

321 -III -22 -532 86 

284 I0(v4 1064 1293 829 

1412 2785 2882 63.3 976 
645 998 1 .*153 1.388 1705 

1199 1264 1134 417 3.36 

821 794 25 0 0 
2963 ■ 4083 3908 2554 2450 

1406 2255 1907 716 599 

1182 4571 4667 1707 3022 
4620 101II 10314 5142 6775 

226 III 43 331 284 

1263 1835 1971 750 1263 
1474 1391 2170 42 1720 
1828 518 680 2282 3335 

148.5 89 9 86.3 100.0 85.9 
193 8 148 7 134.1 137 9 151,4 

42.6 44.9 .50.4 29.4 51.6 

147 3.8 47 -7.1 4.9 
9.9 4.2 5.5 -7.1 5.7 

14.0 8.4 10.6 -1.2 12.4 
7.1 0.1 1.3 -.10 3 3.5 

16.5 183.3 27,6 0.0 17.2 

23.9 -0.1 2.1 -27.6 9.3 

30.00 lO.IM) 10.00 0.00 12.00 
14.30 -0.05 0 79 -4.11 2.03 

57,1 36.2 ■ 37 1 149 21.8 

98- -2207.8 0.0 -12.2 12.1 

39.8 25 9 39.4 72.1 94.5 

69.5 17.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 

61.6 103.4 108.1 173.3 198.8 

29.8 58.2 48.4 64,8 37,4 

5.4 11.4 11.2 9.2 8.0 

26.1 4.5 11.4 4.2 42.3 

2.43 -2.06 -2.04 -43.51 80.20 
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dfyisi(in. Tlte division presently operates 10 

imported machines producing I .^X) tpa ol‘ 

fish nets. Garwarc would be cutting down 

on Its cost by munul'actunng the machinery, 

for import duty on finishcdjgioods is quite 

btgh. The division docs not plan to sell its 

machinery in the domestic market but plan.s 

to export It at a later stage. Having a siiong 

presence in the international market with 40 

per cent of its total production of twines and 

ropes being exported to more Ilian .t.'i 

countries in Europe. West Asia. U.SA. and 

.south-east Asia, the company has recently 

entered into a joint venture with the 

Indonc.sian ‘Penia Group' to manulactiiie 

1,200 tpa ol synthetic ropes. Since the unit 

IS being set up in Indonesia, the company 

would be saving 10 |icr cent im|x>ri duty, 

thus enabling it to price its product 

competitively in the market. Ciarware-Wall 

Ropes has commenced its spadework to 

become the largest cordage manulactiiicr in 

the world. The company has also entered 

into an agreement with a party in Jabcl All. 

Dubai, lor providing technologic.il and 

marketing support for marudaclurc ol h(X) 

MT of synthetic ropes ihcieat. including 

supply of entire set of plant and m.ichniery 

us also continued supply ol remnsiiei|u.ilily 

ot yam tiom India 

The company invested Rs 2,‘> lakh on its 

R and D activities in Ihcyeai Developincnial 

acliviticsofspccialuylishing nets and spoils 

nets, and length stieiching and depth 

stretching machines and special air 

intermingled sewing thread wei e undertaken 

PADMATEX ENGINEERING 

Tariff Policy Problems 

Padmatex Engineering, mamifaciurers ol 

textile machinery.sullcredaseiback in IWV 

94 The company has been showing coniin- 

uous fall in profitabilily lor the p.isi tinee 

years. However, this year the company has 

suffered losses. Net sales were down by 1.1 

per cent (R.s 6.77 crore), operating prolii by 

108 per cent (Rs 7.82 crore). and net profit 

by 416 per cent (Rs 7 crore). WInIc olhei 

income was down by .^3 jicr cent (Rs l-ES 

crore). nun-uperaiing pmfii was up by S'' per 

cent (Rs 77 lakh). Depreciation rose by 28 

|>er cent while there was a marginal full m 

interest charges. Exports and imports fell by 

99 per cent and .34 per cent, respectively. 

Last year the dcbt>ei4uiiy ratio had sul lered 

due to a mure than proportionate incrett.se 

m long-term debt, but this year it has again 

got .steadied. Sundry creditors to curicm 

icssets ratio declined steadily from 42 (ler 

cent in 1991-92 to 38 per cent in 1992-93 

and 28 per cent in 1993-94. Sales to gioss 

lixed assets fell by 36 percentage iMunis 

Earning per share fell sharply. Net value 

added to value of production fluctuated at 

13 percent in 1991-92,19 per cent m 1992- 

93 and II per cent in 1993-94. 

High tariffs on indigenous capital goods 

industry has been one of the major reasons 

for the company’s automatic cone winders 

(ACWs) becoming completely uiieompeti- 

livc III I'elalion to tully imported machines. 

Since the duly on imported com|x>ncnts is 

4()-6.‘» per ceni and because the newly 

introduced A('W-Aulocoiier-238 has a high 

import content, the company has to bear a 

high duly huiden. To escape this, ellorts are 

being made lo indigcnise components as 

rapidly as possible 

The company h.is invested Rs 19 lakh on 

R and D aeiiviiics in the year Piodueiioii 

ol ACW M.iehine-218 model, niaiuil.ieiuic 

and introduction ol blow' lilm line, 

iiuligemsatioti ol AC’W-238 model with 

individual spmdic slicing wcic somcol the 

activities can led out by the department 

DGP WINDSOR 

Hit by Recession 

Fornieily KlocknerWindsoi.ihenowThane- 
b.isccl DGP Windsor is a .'O-year old com- 

p.iny andh.isbeena pioneer in manulacuiring 

and selling plastic pioccssing in.iehmciy and 

.1 leadei in inieclion moulding ni.ichineiy 

'I he company has ooi done well m i99,V04 

I'hougli nei sales wciti up by 2 per cent, 

opci.iting piolil and nei piolil declined by 

IS pel cent .ind 105 per cent The decline 

III oihei income bv SS pei cem and non- 

opci.iling piolit by 71 pci cenI was bal.mced 

by a ().5 per cent ilecliiie in l.ixaiion and 20 

fiei cem ilecline in inieiesi ch.iiges Expoils 

and iiupoiis declined by .'5 per cent and .'() 

|X‘i eeni.iespectively I'he company declined 

a 10 |iei eeiu clividetid lor the year 

Dehl-ec|mt\ i.Uio rose by 10 |x-ic'emage 

points in 1992-9) .inci lell by 14 iieiccm.ige 
poinis in 1005-94 Shon-teini bank 

horiow'ings to mveiuories intieased by 17 

percentage iHiiiiis Suncliy cieditorsiocuiicni 

.issei.s has been siciidy at 32 per ecm lor the 

pii.si two yeais While sales to total assets has 

fluctuated in the past three years. sale.s to 

gross fixed assets has declined steadily. Net 

value added to value of production declined 

Ironi 19 per cent in 1991-92 to 18 per cent 

in 1992-9.3 and 1.5 per cent in 1993-94. 

Reiniineraiioi) to employees increased from 
.34 per cent in 1991-92 to 48 per cent in 

1992-93 and .58 pei cent in 199 3-94 Earning 

|x:i shate has been tailing m the past three 

yc.ir.s. Current dividend to total paid up 

capital has been maintained at 9 per cent in 

the past two years Even with tailing profit¬ 

ability the company has rnuintaincd tts 

dividendaiamimmumof lOpcrccni Return 

on investment declined by 9 percentage 

|K)mts in a sp;in ol three years from 12 per 

cent in 1991-92 to 3 per cent in 1993-94. 

Reccssion.iry conditions in the machine- 

user industry was one ol the major rca.son,s 

lor the depiessed perlormancc The com¬ 

pany's machines find application in telecom- 

nuiim’atioiis. automobiles, plastics, electro- 

mes and consumer durables With abundant 

availability o( mw materials, good export 

potential lor plastic components and an 
overall growth in plastics industry the com¬ 

pany expects to (lerform belter. It is planning 

to Jonhic the pioduciion capueiiy ol its 

I n lei I ion mou Idi ng machi nery and extrusion 

m.ichincry. From the original capacity ol 

I .(KH)umis lor the injection moulding machi¬ 

nery the company phins to doutile it in three 

yc.iis As loi the production ol exiru.slon 

machinery ii plans lo increase capacity to 

WMl onus irom the pre.sent 250-3(X) units. 

The company invested Rs 92 lakh 

(increase ol 87 {)er cent) on R and D, The 

division IS recognised by the department of 

scientilu and industrial research, 

goveinmeni ol liuh.i The dcpariment has 

conn ihiiicd to developing a number ot new 

products. Also there were significant 

developments in microprocessor coniroLs 

lor mai hines. The departinent al.sodesigned 

and developed a new range o( 'Winmiem' 

injcciion moulding machinery and some ot 

the models weie exhibited in Plasiindia 94. 

Sociol of G.S. GHURYE 
S . K . P r a m a n t c k 

This book is tho first comprehansivB atterr^t to analyzs thraa major ataas of 
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OF LIFE, LETTERS AND POLITICS 

Marx Is Dead, Long Live McCarthy 
GPD 

Hqw does a marxist poet/writer in India and Asia become 'entrapped' 
because the Stalinist systems collapsed in eastern and central Europe? 

IT was in the last week of last year that the 
annual literary meet of people writing and 
interested in Marathi took place in Parabhani 
in the Marathwada region of Maharashtra. 
A distinguished poet and a life-long com¬ 
munist. Narayan Surve, presided over the 
proceedings. I do not know if a member of 
a communist party or even a known marxist 
had ever presided over these annual 
sammelans fmeclings). These meetings are 
important basically as a celebration of lit¬ 
erature, a celebration which does mix the 
popular with high-brow to a small extent. 
Forty thousand people listened to the pres¬ 
idential addres.s at the inauguraffunction. In 
our world where the visual and electronic 
media seem to have overshadowed the written 
word, tha^a poet and one writing in a small¬ 
time language like Marathi, is so celebrated 
IS great news indeed. For the various sem¬ 
inars and symposia organised at the Parabhani 
loo there was no dearth of audiences. Five 
to ten thousands listened to these not always 
very illuminating or entertaining discus¬ 
sions with rapt attention. Some tribute to 
the tolerance of the Marathas, one must 
say. But that is not the reason why we have 
chosen to write on the occasion. It is some 
representatives of the smug Bombay elite 
who Find ail the 'jnanvriddhas' fsenior 
learned people) usually in England and 
America who made us aware that at least 
for some the Parabhani meeting was more 
than a .^lebration of literature. It was a 
celebration of a marxist, something they 
could not take. 

Now, you would think that we live in a 
post-socialist and, more importantly, a post- 
marxisl world. It would not now matter what 
kind of a marxist you are or were. We had 
thought that the only people worried about 
tiud in our country were the communists of 
different 'vamas’ themselves. Obviously, 
that does’not seem to be the case. It is the 
non-communists who seem to be worried 
about marxists and. if corre.spondence in this 
very journal is to be taken senously, about 
‘Stalinists', real or imaginary, too! 

Be that as it may, Narayan Surve’s elec¬ 
tion to the chairmanship of the ‘utsav’ (cel¬ 
ebration) of literature seems to have worried 
at least some of the scribes writing in Marathi 
newspapers. One editorial called him "an 
entrapp^ poet”. One would have thought 

all good poets are essentially entrapped souls, 
marxism or the lack of it notwithstanding. 
It is not for no reason that ‘shoka’ (sorrow, 
bereavement, unhappiness) and ‘shloka' 
(verse), the two ancient terms, are phone¬ 
tically so close. How doe.s a marxist poet/ 
writer in India and Asia become entrapped 
because the Stalinist systems collapsed in 
eastern and central Europe? Do we take 
these editors and scribes as entrapped souls 
because liberal democracy has failed in most 
of the coloured world? To be sure, we do 
not have to because their assessments of 
democracy or capitalism are essentially 
Europe-based. Consult a Marathi editor and 
in all probability he will tell you how the 
marxian critique has proved false and 
misleading. What he will not tell you is that 
his assessment is based on his understanding 
of Europe and North Amenca. What hap¬ 
pens in the rest ot the world and what Euro- 
American prosperity has got to do with 
domination over and continuous impover¬ 
ishment of the coloured world rarely ever 
dawn on him. The fact of the matter is that 
it IS not poets like Surve who arc entrapped 
but rather these scribes — in Euro-Amcr- 
ican glitter and glamour. Unwittingly they 
have devised a way to get out of their 
entrapment. For them, people who think that 
critique of capitalism is not dated, not yet 
anyway, arc the entrapped souls. Pity them 
and throw them in the dustbin of (capitalist) 
history is their policy. Their concern for 
‘entrapped poets’ springs from this. When 
a writer with known and established ‘feudal’ 
and ‘Hindu nationalist’ credentials is elected 
to preside over the annual festival of Marathi 
letters, no editorials are forthcoming on the 
‘entrapped’ people who elect them. We are 
not suggesting that they should be. What we 
are suggesting is that McCarthyism should 
not pass off as concern for the literary health 
of somebody like Surve. 

As if pontification on the setting of the 
socialist sun and marxist authors was not 
enough, another scribe came up with what 
can only be described as a witch-hunt. This 
scribe, who.se main claim to literary fame 
springs from his translation activity decided 
to refer to the emergency imposed by Indira 
Gandhi 20 years ago. A section of commu¬ 
nists, to which Surve belonged, had supfiort- 
ed the emergency at that time. This scribe 

makes a reference to a Sahitya Sammelan 
which had taken place in Karad in the 
presence of Y B Chavan at that time. Durga 
Bhagvat, the then president, had chosen to 
take up cudgels against the emergency and 
had confronted Chavan on the question. 
There is little doubt that the grand old lady 
of Marathi letters had taken a courageous 
position then. But the scribe does not only 
say that. He asks an almost tearful question. 
Oh, lovers of Marathi letters, he seems to 
ask, think what the world has come to! 
Somebody who had supported the emergen¬ 
cy 20 years ago is now going to occupy the 
same chair which was once occupied by 
Durga Bhagvat. This is simple Stalinism in 
reverse. Or perhaps worse. It is actually 
McCarthyism. For these people the fact that 
Surve is a fine poet is not as important as 
the fact that he is a known and self-confessed 
communist. No European takes such sim¬ 
plistic and anti-democratic positions It is in 
Russia, and not in western Europe, that 
Mayakovski is under attack and it is in 
Bombay that Surve has to suffer condem¬ 
nation because he declares himself to be a 
communist and his party (not Just he as an 
individual, adistinction that our scribe would 
probably not even understand) had taken a 
patently wrong political position on the 
emergency. 

In other words in the post-socialist world 
any reason is good enough to declare the 
marxists out of bounds for the civilised 
world. We have not used the names of the 
.scribes concerned for two reasons. One, we 
have no personal quarrel with these scribes, 
in fact we have some respect for their read¬ 
ing and prose style. Two, for non-Marathi 
readers the names would not make much 
.sense anyway. It is the McCaithy-likc ele¬ 
ment in their criticisms which does worry 
us. One had not thought that the democratic 
iastinct of these people was basically so 
weak and that authoritarian views would 
masquerade as liberal views. But that’s the 
price one has to pay, one reckons, if one 
takes the view that M^x is still relevant in 
an atmosphere in wl^h the battle-ciy of 
Maharashtrian liberals seems to be: Marx b 
Dead, Long Live McCarthy! 
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MONEY MARKET REVIEW 

Inflation Anxieties Cause Liquidity Strain 

The monetary authorities’ anxiety about inflation has led to the current 
liquidity strain in the money market. 

(1) Growing Liouioiry Strmn 

JANUARY began with the legacy of an 
unusually tight liquidity regime that domi¬ 
nated the whole of December as a result of 
several seasonal and non-seasonal lactors. 
such as arresting of the foreign currency 
accruals and reduced bank deposit growth 
on the supply side and, on the demand side, 
advance tax payments, PSU disinvestments, 
subscription to the UTI’s nghts oiler for 
US-'64 scheme, and a dramatic spurt in the 
demand for bank credit to the copiineiciul 
sector The legacy persisted throughout 
January. Again, on the supply side, though 
the official foreign reserves (other than gold) 
experienced a small recovery with the RBI 
re-entering thf market lor surplus dollar 
purchases after ii withdrew for a quarter oi 
so, the commercial hank depo.sits have gen¬ 
erally stagnated tor the second month in 
succession. Foreign currency assets (includ¬ 
ing SDRs) increased by only R.s 026 crorc 
in four weeks between December 30, IW4 
and January 27, 1995. But the aggregate 
deposits of scheduled commercial banks, 
which rose by Rs 1,632 crorc during the la.st 
week of December, fell by an almost equiv¬ 
alent amount in the week ending January 6 
tmd recovered again by a similar amount in 
the fortnight ending January 20. thus exhib¬ 
iting over the four-week period virtual stag¬ 
nation. The short-term investible tunds 
available with the public .sector financial 
institutions, which are parked as other 
deposits' with the RBI and which touched 
a peak of Rs 3,584 crore on DeccralK*r 23, 
have remained since then about Rs l,(X)0 
crore below that level up to January 13. On 
the other hand, demand for bank credit became 
further buoyant with non-food advances of 
scheduled commercial bank.s showing an 
increase of Rs ,3,225 crorc between Decem¬ 
ber 30 and January 20. Added to it. from the 
fortnight beginning January 21, RBI .stepped 
up the cash reserve ratio fCRR) on foreign 
currency (non-resident) accounts (banks) 
[FCNR (B)] scheme from 7.5 per cent to 15 
per cent and introduced a CRR of 7.5 per 
cent for the first lime on non-resident non- 
repatriable mpees (NRNR) scheme, which 
together are expected to impound as much 
asRs 1.155 crore of banks' resources. With 
the termination of exchange cover for the 
foreign currency non-resident accounts 
(FCNRA) scheme, a large reduction in 
deposits under the scheme was accompanied 
by a corresponding growth in deposits under 
the above non-resident schemes which hith¬ 
erto enjoyed zero or concessive CRR. The 
root cause of the current liquidity strain in 

the money market is the RBI’s tightfisiedncss 
as a result of the authorities' anxiety regard¬ 
ing the persistence of high inflation which, 
with a 11.1 per cent rise in WPI over the 
pa.st 12-month period, now stands nearly at 
double the tale of 6 per cent visualised as 
a year-end goal despite a bumper agricul¬ 
tural crop. 

l2)Cxu Money Rates 

The phenomenon of unusually high and 
volatile interest rates in the overnight market 
that dominated virtually the whole of De¬ 
cember persisted, in tact to a greater extent, 
m January. Apart trom the strainon liquidity, 
apprehensions ot banks about their ability 
to meet the requirement ol maintaining 85 
pertent of iheirCRKliubilityonadaily basts 
from the lorinight beginning January 7 also 
loomed large on the money market scenario. 
Tlie reporting fortnight ending on January 6 
covered also the last week of December that 
faced scvcie monih-end/ycar-cnd liquidity 
crunch. As the tight liquidity position lin¬ 
gered on, the call rates in the lirst week of 
January remained high and also volatile. The 
lirst two W'orking days of the New Year saw 
the ratc.s ruling in the range of 18-14 per cent, 
hut on Januaiy 4 the market opened with a 
clamour for bonowings even at 35 per cent 
and hence the RBI reportedly injected 
Rs 1,900 ciore loi the second time in the 
recent period (about Rs 2,000 crore having 
been provided in December), through the 
STCl under rcpurchasc/refinance arrange¬ 
ments against government securities and 
through the DHFI under similai arrange¬ 
ments essentially again.st treasury hills; these 
institutions in turn are said to have provided 
funds at 15-20 per cent to banks under ready - 
forward deals, the cull rales did ease after 
this injection. But on the next day, January 5, 
which was the penultimate day of the report¬ 
ing fortnight, the overnight rales again went 
berserk and ranged from 25 to 60 per cent 
as .some ol the lorcign bunks became des¬ 
perate to cover for CRR on this day rather 
than on the reporting Friday, particularly 
before moving on to the new system of CRR 
coverage (Graph A). This is because inter¬ 
bank borrowings on the reporting Friday 

Sept V4 

Mean 25 62 
Standard deviation 25 08 
Co-effluicni of variation (peiecntagcs) 97 09 

EPW Research Foundation 

raise the base-level net demand and time 
liabilities (net DTL) for the CRR/SLR cov¬ 
erage in the following fortnight. Dealings on 
reporting Friday (January 6) also opened 
with call rales being quoted at a high of 25 
to 30 per cent lor a few borrowers amongst 
nationalised tmd foreign banks who had failed 
to cover their CRR positions on the penul¬ 
timate day as they could not borrow under 
the commercial hills rtdi.scounting avenue - 
another preferred method of borrowing so 
as to avoid a rise in the base-level net DTL. 
While market reports suggested the day's 
closing quotation for overnight money at 6 
per cent, the DFHI reported the closing rate 
to have dipfied to I per cent on January 6. 

The second fortnight beginning January 7 
.saw the call money rale remaining stubborn¬ 
ly high generally in the range of II to 18 
per cent but at the same lime less volatile; 
it was so even in the last week of the month. 
This generally represented the anxiety on the 
part of the banks to adhere to the new system 
ol CRR maintenance which tended to firm 
up the rate in the range of 15-18 per cent 
in the first week of this second fortnight. The 
following week .saw some casing of the rates 
to a range ot 10 per cent to 13.5 per cent 
except on the reporting Fnday (January 20) 
when they dipped to a low of 5 per cent. 
Apan from the new GRR maintenance sys¬ 
tem, the upward revision in the reserve ratio 
on certain non-resident deposits effective 
from January 21, combined with the general 
shortage ot liquidity, made the rates rule high 
in the range of 10.5 per cent to 17 per cent 
in the last 10 days ot the month. 

That the call rates were unusually high 
during January 1995 arc evident from the 
tact (hat the average of top-end rales at 17.7 
per cent was the highe.st in recent months 
(Table I) Though the coefficient of varia¬ 
tion measuring the extent of volatility was 
lower in January than in December, it hid 
the tact that intra-day fluctuations were more 
in January (Table 2). 

The general upheaval in the money market 
during January 1995 activated different 
institutions and instcuments to assuage, to 
hedge and to profiteer. The injection of 
liquidity by the RBI repo facilities provided 
to hanks through the STCl/DHFl have been 
noted earlier Yet another development in the 
market related to the operations of the UTI 
Tlie authorities' exficctations were that the 
funds mopped up by the UTI through sub- 
.scripiions to its nghts issues on Us US-’64 
scheme would revert to the money market 
and thus help subside the call rates but the 

Oct 94 Nov 94 Dec 94 Jan 95 

7.'<6 961 11.84 17.68 
.5 46 .5,16 9,95 9.87 

47,01 .52.88 84.04 .55.92 

Table I. Daily Toe-Eno Quoiatkin-S in Cau. Money RAfEi (Per Cent) 
.SiMELE .Statistical CuAHAn i ris ric.s 



OkAPK A: Dau.n T<ii'-Em> Qciitaikins kc C'ai I Mum v Raii'S 

nU I MBI K I W4 ANIl Jam AK^ IWS 

IX-'t 1W4 

Jan I'jy;; 

WiKkinj; l)a,V' 

UTI uppuaMitly chaii).'ccl Us '.iiaicsiy; ii did 
not lend in the call market, whii.li pushed 
up the overnight rates and iluis Ipiecd (he 
hanks to .sell gills at altraetive puces which 
were then purchased hy the UTI iisell Fi¬ 
nally, the general licjuidiiy crunch .iiid die 
persistence of high call money r.ites made 
the bunks desperate to mobilise deposits, As 
the Indian Banks' As.sociation (IH A lal lowed 
banks to oticr inieicst lates on shoii-ieim 

deposits as they deemed lit. ni.mv hanks 
went ahead offering the m.iMimim |iermiilcd 
rale of 10 per cent on deposits ol 46 days 

to one year While the KBI had heed interesi 
rales on bank deposits with only the i-eiliiig 
ol 10 per cent prc.scribeil in April Ithe 

IB A had prescribed a progressive scale then. 
So fierce has been the com|)eiiiioii that some 

of the hank.s. contrary to the RBI legulaiions. 
even disenmmaied lieiween de|H)sitois and 
offered higher rales to large de|xisiioi s The 
RBI had to step in and caution the hanks 
that il caught discriminating hciwccn cus¬ 

tomers based on dc|xisit si/c oi the value 
ofacustomer, they would invite penally. 
TTiese RBI in.siructions have always enisled 
since lOb.S. 

(3) Impait on Foki.iun Exciiam.i Makki i 

During the month ol January l‘W5. the 
foreign exchange market experienced wild 
swings in cash-s|X)t dii lerentiaKand forwaiil 
premia for all maturities. The general illi¬ 
quidity of money market instruments and 

high degree ol solalilily and uiiccilaiiuv in 
call laies had puslied up die six-montli lor- 
waid iireniia taiiiuialised) troiii .in aveiage 
level ol 4 01 pci cent in the Iasi week of 
Dccemhei IW4 to 4 27 per cent on January 
.1, 4 pel ceiii on January 4 and 4.7K pei 
lem on Jamiaiy .‘i It is iniercMiiig lo observe 
that the demaiul lor loiwaul dollar had 
einaiiaied nol lioiii iinporleis hul lioiii die 
h.inks and espoiieis who soUl doll.u e.ish/ 

s|Kil and hoiighl loiwaid llieiehy pioviding 
an upwaid push lo die lorwaul pietiiia. die 
iu|iee pioeeeds so ohtaiiieil weie iiivesk’d in 

die eall money iiiarkel lo leap .iihiliage 
henclils ol high eall i.ites 

While some b.iiiks weie eng.iced in loi¬ 

waid hookines. oihei hanks and some ex- 

|k)ilci\ sold dollar for iniuani cash m as to 
invest the prtKccds m the call money market 
where the rales touched the high level of 3.^ 
per cent on January 4. and pureha.sed dollar 
s|Mii the irunsaetion of which is eomplcicd 
111 the next two working days. As a result, 
the cash price of dollar declined and the 
couiiierpait purchase of spot dollars pushed 
up Us price, iherehy widening the cash/spot 
percentage dil lereniial to a whopping 2‘J per 
cent (or five paisc as against the average one 
paisa) on January 4 (Graph B). The specu¬ 
lative returns these players are said lo have 
I ea|)cd I anged 1 rom 30 per cent lo 45 per cent. 
The dtfterenee between cash and spot dollar 
lunher wulenetl to seven paisc on January 5, 

rite six-nioiitli annualised forward premia 
eased subsequeiidyto4..56 pcreeni on January 
6 and to 4. .53 per eeni on January 9 However. 
It again (laied up lo 5 4,1 pereeni on January 
II wliieli IS s.iid lo have been due to heavy 
oveiiiiehl loiwaid lovering hy SBI which 
eoveied heavily cash overs|H)t and forward 
Hie six-nioiiih rupee-dollai swap rate again 
sealed a new lieiglil ol 6 06 per ecu' on 
lanuaiy 12 wuhapicnminiol near-one rupee 
loi the t IS dollar lGra|)h C) The cash/spot 

pcrieiuage dillcieniial (annualised) had 
wideiieilio I7.5pci eenloiilhisday. Besides 
the wild volatility m eall rates, the other 
lespoiisihle lar lois were Ff'NR covering by 
all hireigii h.mks .iml .SBI coveiiiig (or some 
toipot.iic I liciiis The lorwaid premia rales, 
howevci. si.iiicd solicnnig somewhat troni 
J.iiiiiaiY I ' onwaiils to leach 4 99 pet cent 
on Jamiaiv It), there wa.s a hrici skirmish 
duiiiig the nest three slavs when the lorward 
piemia moved up lo 5 ol pr-rccnl lollowing 
aiumoiii ot lupvvdevaluaiioii 'nieannualised 
piemi.i III ihe easli/spoi iiiarkcl lemained in 
a Hallow range ol .J per eeiil lo 4 per eeni, 
Allei ,1 biiel spell ol easiness, die eash/spot 
dilleieuli.il .iiul ihe lorward premia got 

wiileiied. with Ihe loiinei louelime near 27 
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Graph B: Amnuauseu Daii.v Cash/Spot Premia in PcKrENTAtibs 

FOR THE US Dollar in the Domesvk' Inter-Bank Market 

Graph C Annuauseo Daily 6-Montii Porwaru Premia in Percentages 

nw THE US Dollar in the Domestic Inier-Bank Market 
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percent on January 26 and the latter jumping 
to 6.53 per cent on January 27. As against 
the end-Dccembcr forward premia pneo of 
70 paisc, the forward premia on January 27 
sto^ at over Rs 1.02. at which level the 
exchange rate worked out to he Rs 32.41 as 
against the cnd-Deccmbcr rate of Rs 32.07 - 
a depreciation of 34 paise of 6 per cent m 
a matter of three weeks. (On January 27, the 
RBI reference rate for the US dollar, which 
is based on noon rates for a few select hanks 
in Bombay, increased to Rs 31.40 from the 
generally sticky rate of Rs 31.37, showing 
a mild depreciation of the rupee.) More 
importantly, the spread between the hid and 
ask price of forward covers widened to a high 
of S.S paise as against the normal differential 

of 2 pai.se indiculing the shiliing ol heavy 
cost U) forward buyers. This also indicates 
that dollar was being .sold casli/spot to gum 
the advantage ol a weak rupee which went 
down to Rs 31.41 perils dollar and bought 
forward resulting in an upward pressure on 
forward premia. 

The general trend in ihe forward premia 
in the recent period seems to be on an 
ascending trajectory, reflecting market 
perception ol a possible dcprcciaiion of the 
rupee in the near luture. First, the trade 
deficit is expected to widen as the annual rate 
of increase in non-POl, imports has galloped 
to over 32 per cent. Further, oil. prices are 
expected lo increase as the prices have 

■ botUHncdoui now in the international market. 

The prix ess will also be aided by the reduced 
inflow of dollars due to poor RIs’ portfolio 
investment and limited GDR inflows. 

(4) Primary Markitt AocnoNS of Gilts 

While Ihe market response to the govern¬ 
ment's short-term debt floatations has been 
steadily declining m recent months, there 
was seen a silver-lining in that at the fag end 
of January/early February, there was ade¬ 
quate response to a fivo-ycar icro coupon 
bond probably based on yield considerations, 
lower cash outgo for the present and bulk 
cash flow inclusive of principal and interest 
at maturity, no tax deductions at source and 
the market expectation thtu interest rates in 
the medium-term would he lower. 
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Repurchast Auctions (Repos) 

The Reserve Bank’s repo auctions, done 
twice a month, continued to receive poor 
response with only one bid received in each 
of the month's auctions, which too was 
rejected in both the auctions, as in December 
1994 (Table 3). 

91-Day Treasury Bills 

The tight liquidity position reflected in this 
weekly auction also. While a good number 
of bids were received, in terms of amounts, 
they were too little compared to the notified 
amounts. 'The Reserve Bank had to give 
progressively highercut-off yield from 10 .S1 
percentatthebeginningof January to I I.IO 
per cent towards the end of the month 
(Table 4). The Reserve Bank has further cur¬ 
tailed the size of notified amount from Rs I (X) 
crore in the first two auctions to Rs 50 crorc 
in the subsequent two auctions of January 
(so also in the first two auctions of February). 

364-Day Treasury Bills 

Unlike the above two. these auctions 
received a relatively better response, inter¬ 
estingly. investors bid small amounts in a 
large number of bids. They also expected a 
higher yield which the government obvious¬ 
ly would not have liked to concede. As a 
result, though the Reserve Bank acxcplcd a 
majority of the bids and paid a yield higher 
than the preceding auction each time, in 
terms of amounts it rejected more than it 
accepted. Ylie yields in the month's two 
auctions were lO.Sb per cent and IU.86 per 
cent, respectivelyt which significantly have 
turned out to be much lower than those 
offered on 91-day treasury bills. 

Dated Securities 

On January 30 the government announced 
a bwrowing programme through zero cou¬ 

pon bonds. Bonds worth Rs 2.(XX) crore with 
a maturity of live years were to be auctioned 
on February 2. Given the unduly |XH)r re- 
spon.scol the market last Decembcr(2.77 per 
cent ol the outstanding bills were converted) 
towards the convcision of 364-day treasury 
bills into a 3-ycar security at a coupon rate 
of 11 percent, the central hank has preterred 
the zero coupon bond route which has the 
advantage of keeping the Cut-off price/yield 
open. Besides, the RBI has also added an 
additional attraction of conferring purchase 
tacility to these bonds straight away. 

The market which had ju.st taken u breather 
from the seething rales inthe overnight market 
naturally expected a higher yield on the 
bonds. The cut-off price and the implicit 
yield accepted by the authorities on the first 
zero coufxin bonds of similar maturity issued 
m January 1994 were Rs 53.90 and 12.7508 
percent, respecuvely. The expectations were 
ba.scd on the tact that the liquidity crunch 
had pushed inicrcM rates across-the-board to 
a higher level. With mo.st bunks olfering 10 
per cent to short-term deposits of 46 days 
to one year, the cost of resources for them 
had increased: in luct there have been hints 
held out by hanks that they would have to 
resort to a hike in the lending rates so as to 
maintain their already reduced spreads. On 
the other hand, major concerns on the part 
of the government and Rc.servc Bunk were 
two-fold: adesirc to bring down intcre.st rates 
on commercial lendings .so as to aid the 
process ot economic recovery and to contain 
the government's growing debt and debt 
service ratio. If the government gave a higher 
yield this time, the invesimeni portfolio of 
bunks would also tend to depreciate. 

The results confirmed the central hank's 
perception that interest rates in the mcdiiim 
term arc likely to decline. Bids worth over 
Rs 2.3(X) wore were received and the Re-‘ 
.serve Bank accepted the bids at a cut-off 

price ai Rs 54 and above with partial allot¬ 
ment to two bidders. At this price, the YTM 
worked oui to 12.71 per cent which com¬ 
pared well with the YTM of 12.75 percent 
for the /.cro coupon bonds floated in January 
1994 (However, total bids received at that 
time amounted lo R.s.6.995 crorc against a 
notified amount of Rs 3,(X)0 crore.) The rate 
was noticeably higher than the existing yield 
10 maturity observed m the .secondary market 
for gilts of similar maturity. 

(5) Ohtn Markki Operations 

The Reserve Bank resumed its open market 
operations iince again on January 28 This 
lime ii oflered 6.25 percent security matur- 

, ing in 1996 at a sale price of Rs 92.38. The 
same security was put on .sale in December 
lust at a price of Rs 92.31 which meant a 
YTM of 10.15 per cent. By lowering the 
yield further to 10.10 per cent the Reserve 
Bunk continued to remain passive m its open 
market operations. At a yield of 10.10 per 

■^ceni. this ofler did not match the market 
trading rales of securities with similar ma¬ 
turity. Fur lastance. on January 25,12.7S per 
cent 1996 security was trading at an yTM 
ol 12.1249 per cent or on January 21, at an 
YTM of 12.0329 per cent. Therefore, like 
lust time, there were no takers for this paper 
in the market. Apart from the insufficiency 
ol yield lo maturity, there was also the 
question of a pwir coupon rate of 6.25 per 
cent which has implications for the current 
income and the ensuing year's profit and loss 
accounts of banks. 

Incidentally, the Reserve Bank had also 
offered on January 28 to buy 12 per cent 
1999 .security and 12.35 per cent 2004 se¬ 
curity at par from the market. The offer being 
only as a matter of safety net no investor 
found it necessary to sell the security at par 
to the central hank. The market was tradii^ 
the 12 per cent 1999 .security at Rs 100.05 
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on Juunry 30. The Reserve Bank wiOtdrew 
the above purchase/saleotTers on February 3 
and instead placed the brand new aero 
coupon bond for purchase at par (i c, Rs 54) 
and the 12 per cent 1999 security for sale 
at Rs 98.33. 

(6) New Issues of PSU Bonds 

AND Dthek Instruments 

Along with the government's debt market, 
the public sector bonds market, the corporate 
detn market and the certificates of deposit 
(CD) market also showed signs of growing. 
This was a direa consequence of the down¬ 
turn in the capital market, the testimony of 
which was given by the withdrawal ol the 
mega IDBI issue scheduled for Jimuary 27. 
Private placement of PSU bond.s, as also 
issuance of CD. in favour of financial insti¬ 
tutions. became a dominant feature in Jan¬ 
uary as the primary as well as the secondary 
equity market failed to provide the invest¬ 
ment outlet for the surplus lunds of the FIs. 

PSU Bonds 

Many PSUs began to look at bonds as an 
alternate route for raising money. The inter¬ 
esting aspects of this trend was that most 
bonds were pnvately placed with piimary 
investors, viz. banks and financial institu¬ 
tions and the structure of the debt instrument 
which reflected a wide variety Notable 
among the bonds issues was Rajasthan .State 
industrial Development and Invesimcnt 
Corporation which issued structured obliga¬ 
tion bonds worth Rs.250 crore, The private¬ 
ly-placed bonds of IFCI were worth Rs 2(X) 
crore. The IFCI bonds had two schemes - 
vanilla note and liquid note. The vanilla note 
was a straight offering with 12.75 |x:r cent 
coupon rate payable half yearly. It also has 
a call op'ion to be excrccscd by IFCI at the 
ciiu ui iiii^ ycdi» di a |;iciiiiuiii \ri i |n;i 

cent. The liquid note allows the mvesioi to 
redeem the paper through put option at the 
end of each year fourttmes during the bond 
tenure of five years. The note has graded 
coupon which, beginning with 11 75 per 

cent ht the first year, inofeases every year 
to reach 13.75 per cent in the fifth year. The 
IFCI has the right to coll the nat6 at the end 
of three years at a prcnuuin of 1.25 per cent. 

Cor/wate Bonds 

The instruments of Boating rate bonds, 
however. Unik a beating as corporates post¬ 
poned is.sues ol bonds due to volatility in the 
overnight market. At least three corporates - 
Ashok Leyland, lnfra.structure Finance and 
Leasing (ILand FS) and Bharat Forge - were 
known to have postponed their FRNs. A 
market for SCICTs FRN al.so could not be 
created fur the same rea.son. 

CD 

In then search lor deposit resources, some 
banks resorted to the issuance of CD even 
though the yields offered have had to be 
pushed to as high as 13 per cent with their 
eflective costs toucliiiig even 14 to 14.5 per 
cent. This was in sharp contrast to the yields 
of 9-9.5 per cent quoted a couple of months 
ago The CDs in the recent period have been 
issued by banks m lavour of financial insti¬ 
tutions such as IDBI, ICICI and IFCI. though 
such issues subsided towards the end of 
January. 

(7) Sicondary MAKKi-a 

The trend ol distress selling of gilt-edged 
pa|>ei .ind iiicre.ised use ol ready lorwards 
in treasury bills and permuted dated secu¬ 
rities which had begun in December contin¬ 

ued in Jianuary. The weekly data on the NSE 
operation!!, as pre.sented in Table 6, testify 
to the fact that sell orders generally out¬ 
stripped buy orders on that exchange. The 
sy.siem of ready forwards received an impe¬ 
tus from the RBI’s injection of liquidity 
through the DFHI and STCI, as exfdained 
above. The aggregate amount of leady-for- 
wards during January was Rs 6,005 crore as 
per the RBI’s .SQL data (Appendix Table) 
as against a range of Rs 1,200 crore to 
Rs 2,356 crore during each ol the previous 
four months. Investors resorted to disinvest- 
ing in stale government loans too in order 
to access additional resources. The acute 
pressure laced by funds managers tended to 
distort the behaviour of the yield curve for 
government of India treasury bills and dated 
securities with sharp upward movement at 
the short-end and downward trend at the 
long-end. The pressure was also reflected in 
the stiffening of the forward premia for the 
US dollar in the domestic inter-bank market 
in all Its maturity transactions. 

Apart Ifom the activisation of the market 
tor CD and CP, the public foctor bonds 
market and the corporate debt market also 
showed signs ot added activity essentially 
as a direct consequence of the downturn in 
both the primary and secondary markets for 
corporate equities. Many corporates began 
to look at bonds as an alternative route for 
raising money and the investing institutions 
found them as alternative outlets for deploy¬ 
ing their surplus lunds. 

Tabu. f> Auninv. of .IM-IYai Tki asurv Bills 

(Rupees m crore) 

Dale ot Bids T eiidered Bids Acceiilcd Cul-off Cul-off 
Auction No Face Value 

IKupeesi 
No Face Value 

(Rupees) 
Price in 
Rupees 

Yield Rale 
(Per Cent) 

1994 
Jan 5 125 3552 01 54 1356 01 90 13 10.95 
Jan 19 91 t(H)l IK) 8 1012 (X) 90.21 10.85 

1995 
Jan 4 14 358 (X) II) 42.(K) 90.45 10.56 
Jan 17 14 136 (K) II 116 (K) 90.20 10.86 

Date of 
Auction 

Noiifieu 
Amount 
(Rupees) 

Tabu 4- Ai'ciions of u I-Day Tri ashry Hu ls 

Face Value 
(Rupees) 

Bids Acceiilcd 
No Fauc Value 

(Rupees I 

Subscription 
Devolved 
on RBI 

(Rupees) 

Cul-olT 
Price in 
Rupees 

Cui-off > 
Yield Rale" 
(Per Cent) 

(Rupees m crore) 

landing (Runcestg 
With Outside 
RBI . RBI 

1994 
Jan 7 400 22 407 22 4(X) ()(X) 98.02 8 08 37(X).(X) 60 00 
Jon 14 4(X) II 49 n 49 .3SI.(X) 97.96 8.33 .3600.00 411.00 
Jon 21 4(X) IK 172 16 162 238.(X) 97.90 8.58 36(X) (X) 649.00 
ion 28 2.50 19 7.36 5 250 0.(X) 97 92 8 05 3.5(X)(X) 649.00 

1995 
Jan 6 l(X) 9 13 3 7 0.(X) 97 44 10.51 2I06.(X) 382.25 

(2) (150) (2) (93) 
Jon 13 100 13 22.5 7 7.5 67 .50 97.36 10 85 2I()6.(X) 370.25 

(1) (2.5) (1) (25) 
Jan 20 50 13 51.5 9 47 0.00 97..34 10.93 2(M6.(X) 370.25 

(1) (25) (1) 0) 
Jon 27 .50 8 7.5 6 6 0(X) 97.30 11.10 I846(X) 370 25 

(1) (.50) (1) (44) 

Figures in brackets represent numbers and amounts of non-eompciiiive bids whieh are not included m the total. 
Outstanding amounts ore estimated for all weeks of January 1995 

3640.00 
3189.00 
2951.00 
2961.00 

1713.75 

1723.75 

1675.75 

1475.75 
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Government Securities 

The distress nature of transactions in 
gilt-edged securities is evident from the 
steady declines in their prices which in 
effect had begun in December. The price 
of frequently traded 12.75 per cent 1996 
security which was Rs 103 in early Decem¬ 

ber, fell to Rs 102.35 towards the end of 
December; on January 3IJt was traded at 
Rs 100.65. Similarly.the 12 percent 1999 
which the RBI also purchased under its 
open market operations in early December 
at Rs 103..34 was traded in mid-January at 
Rs 101.45; its price tlnally fell to us low 
a figure as near par at Rs 100.05 on Jan¬ 

uary 30. As a result of the banks’ ankiety 
to avoid tKHiking huge depreciation in their 
older gilt-edged hidings, much of the 
secondary trading has taken place in new 
securities like, besides the above, 12 per 
cent 1995, 11.64 percent 2000,12.75 per 
cent 1996 and 11.75 per cent 2001. As said 
earlier, repos dominated the treasury bills 

Appendix Table: .Swondarv Transactions in Cii 1-EixiED .Slcdriiii-.s: RBI’s .SGL Data 

(Aiiuiuiit III rupees crore) 

Descriptions Week ending January I995' Yield urMalunly on Actual Trading Total forthe month of 
27 20 It 6 January 199.5 

Amt YTM CY Amt YTM CY Amt YTM CY Aim YTM CY Aim YTM CY 

I Treasury Bills 
A9l-Oay Bills 
B .364-Oay Bills 

i) Jan 20, 1995 I5.(«> 9(K) • 1.55 (X) I4.'«5 I70.(X) 14 33 
ii) Feb 3, I995 42.50 13.31 - - 42.50 13.31 

iii) Feb 17. 1995 - - 24.50 12 It - .30,50 13 66 3,(X) 12 75 58 (X) 1296 
■ IV) Mar .5. 1995 15.00 12 93 - 35 (XI I2..36 I3.(X) 1 1 70 . 63 (X) I2..36 

V) Mar I7, I995 10 00 12.37 - 10,60 12 44 1 .(X) 11.65 0 44 11.18 22.04 I2..35 
Vi) Apr 3, I995 - - - - - 1S.(X» 1201 I5(X) 12.01 

vii) Apr I4, I995 .3 45 12 62 - 26.50 I2.,37 - - - 29,95 12,40 
viii)Apr28, 1995 7 65^ 12 .30 - 2.25 12 14 - 327 (X) 1281 0.53 9.88 - 337.43 12.79 
ix) May 12, 1995 - - - - 63,95 12.31 10 (X) 12 12 73.95 12.28 
X) Jun 9, I995 10.00 12 47 - 48.(8) 12.38 - 30 (X) 12.56 - 88.00 12,45 

xi) Aug 4, I995 - - - - 5(K) 11.97 5(X) 12 47 1{),(K) 12.22 
xii) Aug 18. 1995 20.00 12 78 - 10 (K) 12.47 - llOiX) II 56 - - - 14(),(K) 11.80 
xiii)Sept I. 1995 37.50 12 7.3 - 63.(X) 12.39 - I46.(X) 11 64 6 50 1 1,59 - 253 (X) 11.99 

Sub-total (volume)* 146.10 12 86 - 2.34.85 12.14 - 896 45 12,77 - 25 47 I2.(K. - 1.302 87 12.65 
2 GOI Dated Securities 

A Convened (Per Cent; Year) 
i) 12.00, 1995 20.00 11 60 II 98 20 (X) 11.61 II 97 %.(X) 11 65 If 98 124 (X) II 66 II 98 260,00 II 65 11.98 

ii) 12.75, 1996 22 05 12 08 12 66 62.(X) 11 99 12 65 13().(X) 12 02 1265 6 30 II 53 12 58 220 35 1200 12 65 
iii) 12 00, 1999 - - 22.(X) 11.(l9 II 89 II)(K) 11 55 II 83 - - 32 (X) II 65 11.87 
IV) 11.75,2001 25.00 II 75 II 75 91.27 11 75 11 75 10 (X) 11.-58 M 66 15 IX) II 47 11.60 141 27 II 71 II 73 
V) 12.50, 2(K)4 - - - 25.(X) 11 96 12 15 750 (XI II 95 12 14 185 (X) II 91 12 12 960 (X) 11 94 12.14 

Sub-total (volume) 67 05 II.KI 12 12 220.27 11.82 12 08 996.(X) 11 92 12 18 3.30 30 11 79 12 05 1613 62 II 88 12.14 
B Regular (Per Cent. Year) 

1) I2 60,2(XX) - - - - - - 2S.(K) 11.74 12 21 - - 25.(X) 11.74 12.21 
it) 11.64.2(XX) 5,(X) 11.64 11.64 - - . - - 5(K) 11.64 11.64 

iii) 11.64.2000(11) - - - - 75 (X) II 64 11.64 - - - 75.00 II 64 M-64 
iv) 7.50. 2001 - - - - - - - - 6 (XI il.6l 9.20 6(X) II 61 9.20 
V) tl.S0.20ll . - - - - 20 (X) I2..37 12 25 - - - 2().(X) 12.37 12.25 

Vi) 12.50.2011 - - 20 (X) 12 40 I2.,35 - - 20.00 12.40 12.35 
Srt-lotal (volume) 5.00 11 64 II 64 0 (X) 140 (X) 11.87 11 9.3 6.(XI 11.61 9,20 151 00 11.85 II 81 

• (A-lB)* 72 05 11.80 12.08 220 27 11.K2 12.1)8 1 l.36.(MI 11,92 12 15 3.36 3« 11 79 12 (X) 1764.62 11.87 12.11 
C Zero coupon (Per C^nf Year) 

1) 0.00, 1999 - - - .301.00 11.87 10.91 30I.(X) 11.87 10.91 
D RBI’s open market operations (Per Cent: Year) 

i) 6.25,1996 - - - . 
(A+B+C+D) 72.05 11.80 12 08 521 27 11.85 11.41 11.36 11.92 12.15 .3.36 .3 11.79 12.00 2065.62 11.87 11.9-1 

3REPO@ 
1) 91-dayTbin 105 (X) - > - . - 105.(K) . - 75 (X) 285.00 - 

ii) .364KlayTbill 293’.(X) - 35 (X) . - 1110.45 - . 6,30.(X) . - 2068.45 . 
iii) Govt securities (Per Cent; Year) 

12.00. 1995 74.(X) - 18 (K) - 524.(X) - .30 (X) - - 646.00 - 
12.7.5, 1996 350,00 - - . 425 .(X) • r - 137.00 - 912.00 - 
12.00. 1999 40 00 - - - 210.00 . . 98.(K) . - 348.00 - 
12 50. 2004 353 00 - .508 00 885.00 1746.00 . 

Sub-total (volume) I2I5.(X) - 53 (X) - - 2882.45 • I855.(X) - - 6005,45 - 
Excluding RBI’s 14-day repos 

4 State Oovt Securities 
Sub-total of .36 state 
loans (volume) 3.22 1131 11.52 23.9.3 11.31 11.52 .37.40 11.31 It..52 24.06 11.31 M,.52 88.61 11.89 12.0.5 

Grand total 
(volume) 1436 37 - 833.05 4952.30 2240.83 9462.55 - 

(-) means no trading YTM % s Yield to maturity in percentage per annum CY % = Current yield in per cent per annum * Yield rates of these sub¬ 
groups of t-bill$«nd dated sccuriues have been used for the graphs. 
Notes: I) Yields are WeightaJ yields, weighted by the amounts of each transaction. 

2) CurrciU yield has not been worked out for treasury bills. 
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Taiiu!^*' OiTKAniiNs Iff Nai'uinai. Shx'k ExotANiii! (NSE) Diikinc Iawamv 

Uescnptiuns Week etuline Janinirv Ammtnl in Crorc of Kunees 
27 2b 11 6 

Oixlei Aciuul < Irdci Aeliiul Order Aeiual Ordei Actual 
— Iiaded — — Iiaded — — 1 railed — — Traded 

Huy Soil luiiil Aiiioudi Huy Sell louii Ailiouni Ku> Sell Tolul Amouni Buy Sell Tuul Amount 

I Treasury bill.\ 
I) 91'Jay bills 

ii) 164-day hills 109 (Ml X9 (Kl I9KIMI K4(KI Ill (Kl 191 (HI (42 (K) 141 (Kl 221(K) 14b (K) 167 00 I2I.(K) IS0(KI 67 (X) 247.(K) 57.00 
Suh-lolul 

2 Dated sueunlies 
1181 (Kl K9 (K) I9K(MI S4 (K) 111 (HI 191 IKl (42 (Ml 141 (Kl 221 00 14b 00 167 (K) 121 (Kl IS(I(XI 67 (Kl 247 (K) 57 00 

A OOl sceurilies ' 

i) converted h7..5ft 94 S() 119 1 2 17 1b ()4 to 214 (K) >?s to b’ (K) 2tK.(KI 221 (Kl 4f)4 (M) |10,(Ki 2110.1 410.01 68.1.10 170.05 
ii) Regular .5(M) l()(K) I.S.IKI I0(MI tloo 41 0(1 21 (Ml tS IHI 00 (K) 21 (HI 2 (Kl 21 (K) 2.1 (K) 2.(K) 

III) Zero coupon - - 1 (10 KKI KKI KKI 

B Stale govts 
Sioek.c 1 (II 4101 4(. 0? 1 Ol 4 29 It 79 17 11 4 29 19 S9 1.1 89 40 79 11 11 2 IK 12 IK 55 10 2.13 

Sub-loial 
1 PSU bonds 

7S S7 147 S7 220 14 20 17 7S 19 2N: 79 too 81 (lO 29 2X2 89 294 89 1()9 79 19b 11 2(i4bt 101 61 768 26 174,18 

I) Tax live MM» 29 (Kl (4(KI S IMI 22 10 72 IHI 94 10 10 00 1 lOIKl 128 9X 21S 9X IS(KI 27 (Kl 21 98 48 98 I4,(K) 
II) Taxable 4 40 (2 40 (0 SO 4 40 2() 10 SI Ml MM) to II II t 01 2t 01 2b 10 (01 b(MI 0(XI 1200 OIK) 

Sub-total 0 4(1 (>1 4(1 70 SO 9 40 4S 20 111 Ml 200 40 21 II lltoi 112 01 2b1 08 21 01 (.1 (Kl 27.9K 60 98 20 (HI 
4 Conimureiat papers 11 (Kl 7 00 IK (10 7 (HI 7 10 7 111 11 Oo 7 10 bIHI 0(K) I2(M) hOO IKKI 18 (XI 10 (X) I5(X) 
.S Dehenlurex - 0 12 0 (2 - 2 to Ii 17 2 (.1 2 21 0 2o 2 41 - 2 71 2 71 

6 Floating rule bond 
7 Cerlificatcs ol 

IIMMI 1000 S (Kl - 

deposits - 41 1(1 41 10 83 (Kl 41..50 
Grand lolal 21)4 <)1 11 .S 29 117 2b 120 97 2N7 19 bt9 7(1 920 92 2(1 90 021 19 199 12 1 12 lb 12 (44 2(1 l.tb S8 698 11 1191 99 307 68 

t-l No iRuliny 

and central government seciiriiy n.msae- 
lion.s dunng ihe monih 

A phenomenon winch w.is noiieed iii 
Decembcr’but acquired some piomiiicnce 
in January relates to the ainvc iiadmg. 
though in driblets, in stale goveimiicni 
loans, In Ihe month ol November 1W4, 10 
slate loans were traded lor allotted amouni 
ol Rs 10 crorc and in December, lb loans 
were traded lor Rs 12.6 croie, but in Jan¬ 
uary as many as .15 state lo.ins were iiaded 
lor an amouni ol Rs KS 6 eiore Sigiii- 
I’lcantly. while the yield curve generally 
indicated a smoolh paiiern, ihcie was 
however di.siinei discriminalion .is het- 
ween slates based on the nuirkei s risk pei- 
ecptions 

Disiorietl Yield hiiieni 

The cxec.ss holding ol SLR seeuiiiies hy 
banks in the recent past Tollowcd hy a sudden 
emergence of liquidity strain has caused 
various distortions m the nature ol' iiadmg 
m gill-edged securities and the lesultaiii 
behaviour of the yield curve. Firsi. ihe ciii- 
off yields in the primary market have not 
only nsen but the rise has been sh.irpci lot 
91-day treasury bills than lor .J64-day hills 
(Graph D). Second, in the .secondary maikct. 
the yield curve for the 3(>4-day trctisin y bills 
has cxpencnced a dislinci and [lerccpiihlc 
downward slope (Graph E) contrarv lo die 
behaviour in earlier months and contrary to 
its behaviour in a normal situation. In prac¬ 
tice, with pressure for cash the holders ol 
.^64-day treasury bills appear to luve dis¬ 
lodged Ukisc bills which are close to the 
redemption date at dcpro.sscd prices. Third, 
a somewhat contrary situation obtained in 
the ga.se of long-dated .sccuriics wheie only 
ihc longest maturity period .sccuriiies oh- 

l.iiMcil iel.ili\cly low pines ,iiid llic highest 
yield I'.venso the yieldsloiii.iiuiily lor .f64- 
dav lic.isiiiv lulls li.ivc icmamcd lai .ihove 

those lor the d.itcd set iirilics (Graph T) fills 
IS very simil.u lo .i sitii.ilioii ilcsciibcd b\ 
Nnholas K.ililoi m .in essay m I Obi). Ai gii- 

mg Ih.il when die sliori rale ol iiileiesi is 
culler .ibnoim.illy high oi abiioimally low. 

the yield Cline will bedisioried, Kaldoi said 

“ai limes when die slioii laie is very high. 
11 IS even inissible lor die yield on loiig-lerm 
and iiredeem.ihle bonds ui stand lowei lh.in 
the eurieiii slioii riile ol inicicsi" (Niehol.is 
Kaldoi. 'Keyiies's'l'lieorvol iheOwn-Raies 
ol liiieiest’ III ( leil l:< iiiiiiiiiit /n.sov.i. 
Vol II. /■ I’ll I toimiiiit Sltihilil\ tiiul 
(irmrlli Duekwoilli. IbbOl K.ikloi Uiilliei 
o|)med lli.il Ihe abosc nuisi lellcel the ex- 
peei.iiion dial die slioii i.iie will l.ill in the 

liiluic 
T'ln.illy, die yield eiiive on si.ne govem- 

ment seeuiities. wlieie die niiinbei ol liaiis- 

.leiioiis dining die inondi was veiy Luge, has 
behaVed m anoimal l.isliion.ol yields using 
with leiiglheiiingni.iuiiiiy dales upioaeeiiam 

high level itii.iph (ii 

RVf ■ /Jo/k/s 

There has been a giowing t'lisiii.ileh bei- 
w_^eeiihuy and sell oideis in the I’SII bonds 
maiket will s.ileolleis laroiiisiii(>ping die 
buy oilers rfahle b). Uccause ol die pie- 
valenee ol liigii prices, the .leiual deals 
lutiied out lo be meagie. Only a lew se¬ 
lected HSU bonds weie traded m the market 
These were NI KMIUDCO, IRf-r.RECL, 
DVr. NLC, M'rNL, IDH.1 and HT'C, The 
yields on these papeis iiiily lellecled the 
risk borne by the investors in holding iheni. 
Thi-s was a positive sign loi Ihe lledgliiig 
bonds niarkei. 

('omiiieit uil Hupvr 

Aciiviiy III die eoininerciul paper market 
.ilso g.imed niomeiiium with the availability 
ol a leliable trading lloor in the form ol NSE 
screen since December 195)4. CPs issued by 
Alpie Fm.iiice, BPL. ITC Bhadraehalam. Jain 
iirig.iiion. Dahur and ICI changed hand at 
yields III Ihe range ol 14 lo 18 per cent, 
diough the .imoimts traded were generally 
small. Quiie surprisingly though at one point 
ol lime the r.iie olfered hy CP and that on 
goveriimc'iit’s ireasury bills converged, but tl 
w.is a momeiiiary and shortlived occurrence. 

CeililK cihw of Dejnntl 

riieie were only a few deals worth Rs 42 
cioie m the secondary market tor certificates 
of deposits during Ihe first week of January 
(Table bi 

NSi'. (iiul SCL Openiiions 

The sigmlieant divergence between order 
v.ilue and traded value on the NSE was 
mdieative ol the fact that investors used the 
NSI-. lor lesiing die market more than for 
iracliiig. Besides, there has been u substantial 
dillerenee beiwcH;n the transactions done on 
the NSE aiul those recorded hy the Reserve 
Bank's .SCiL All the securities which can be 
iiaded diiough the SGL recorded a much 
higher volume there and only nominal 
aniounis al die NSE lloors (see Appendix 
Table eoinpaied with Table 6) 

hilci ■Coiponile Deiio.sils 

liuer-eoiiHiraie deposits appear to have 
rcinuiiied stable during the month. Though 
esimiaies of die volumes were nut available, 
die going 1 ales were between 12 per cent tor 
90 days and 16 per cent tor one year. 
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COMMENTARY 

Impact of Joint Ventures 
on Fish Economy 
John Kuricn 

To permit the government's new policy on joint ventures in fisheries to 
proceed tantdmounts to albwing a handfUl of bureaucrats and politicians 
to usurp the custodianship role of the state and trade the inter- 
generational heritage of our marine resources to parties who are openly 
interested only in short-run profits. 

ON November 23 and 24,1994, the marine 
fiahing indusuy of India spread across nine 
maritime states covering a coastline of over 
7,500 kilometres struck work and came to 
a virtual standstill. It is our assessment that 
about one million persons stood off from 
work at sea, processing plants and markets 
during these two days as a mark of protest 
against government policies permitting joint 
Ventures virtual free a^ess to the fish in the 
Indian Exclusive Economic Zone(EEZ). 
Considering that this is an industry which 
is largely dominated by livelihood and 
subsistence motivations, this is no mean 
achievement. Another important aspect of 
the fish strike was that significant sections 
of fish consumers - whose total number in 
the country is estimated to be at least 300 
million - also consciously chose a fish-free 
diet on those day^ 

The credit for this goes to the National 
Fisheries Action Committee against Joint 
Ventures (NFACAJV) spearheaded by the 
National Fishworkers' Forum (NFF), the 
federation of small-scale, artisanal fish- 
worker unions of the various maritime states 
in India. The NFACAJV was, however, a 
consortium of strange bedfellows - tradi¬ 
tional enemies so to speak. The artisanal 

•^fishermen were joined in this struggle by the 
* owners, of the small mechanised trawlers, as 

well as operators of export processing 
facilities. The latter two have always been 
in confrontation with theartisanal fishermen, 
during the monsoon months, on the question 
of regulating the operations of the shrimp 
trawlers. The clashes between these groups 
have always posed grave law and order 
problems right around the country’s 
coastline. But they were together on the 
NFACAJV having drowned their diffe¬ 
rences to confront a larger, common foe - 
the iMWly arriving larger fishing vessels 
from foreign waters who have been given 
a *blaidc cheque’ to the fishery resources of 
India. As part of the post-1992 IMF-World 
Bank monitored liberal economic policies 
of the government of India, the EEZ has 
been c^iened up to ‘joint ventures’ between 
foreignandlndiancompanies. Theeconomic 

rationale is that these ventures are 100 per 
cent e'xport-oriented and this will augment 
our foreign exchange earnings on the current 
account. To date about 1701 icences in vot ving 
about 800 vessels are said to have been 
issued. It is not known as to how many of 
these licencees have commenced operations. 
The authorities were however very tight- 
lipped on this matter following the strike call 
by the NFACAJV. However, considering 
that the decision to allow joint ventures in 
fishing was taken at the highest political 
decision-making level in the country, there 
seems to be little chance of an easy rolling- 
back of commitments. One possible scenario 
is that, in the face of such a hostile 
environment within the industry in the 
country, a few of the foreign counterparts 
of the joint ventures who have received 
licences may fight shy of making the actual 
investments. 

If joint ventures are a fait accompli, as it 
is made out to be at the political level by 
the concerned minister.given the state of the 
resources and the brief history of deep sea 
fishing using large fishing vessels in Indian 
waters, what will be the impact of these new 
joint ventures on the fish economy of India? 

Resources 

First, let us look at the resources. Making 
resource estimates of the living marine wealth 
of the country has not been a major 
preoccupation of the country's fishery 
scientists. The estimates which were being 
quoted with biblical authority were based on 
an article by three scientists which appeared 
in 1977 in a non-professional publication 
[George 1977]. According to this estimate, 
the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) of 
the 2.02 million sq km l^ian EEZ was 
placed at 4.47 million tonnes. Of this 2.26 
million tonnes (50 per cent) was located in 
the insimre zone between the coast and tha 
SO m isobath. New estimates made in 1988 
however placed the MSY at only 3.921 
million tonnes but indicate the potential in 
the inshore zone to be 2.28 millioA tonnes 
(58 pex cent) and in the offshore zone (50- 

500+ m) at 1.641 million tonnes [Sudarsan 
1988]. Such estimates of relative abundance 
are however no substitute for knowledge 
about their spatial and seasonal concen¬ 
trations. (3n the whole the resources have 
arather low density which makes them largely 
unsuited to large-scale commerciid 
exploitation. Taking the area of these zones, 
and theii respective MSYs, we see that the 
density of the fishery resource per sq km is 
about 70 per cent higher in the inshore zone 
(11 tonnes) than in the offshore (6.5 tonnes). 
Based on these official resource estimates 
and with the assistance of informed industry 
sources, the market value of the unexploited 
resources in the offshore zone, which in 
theory are to be the realm of operation of 
the joint ventures, were also recently 
calculated [Giudicelli 1992]. It is estimated 
that as much as 48 per cent of the resource 
(0.54 million tonnes) is valued as 'low' 
(between US $ 500 and 1,000 per tonne) 
and 38 per cent (0.43 million tones) as 
‘very low’ (below $ 500 per tonne). The 
real commercial resources - those which 
are assessed to be valued above US $ 1,000 
per tonne - account for a 0.164 million 
tonnes, and of this 60 per cent are located 
in the west coast region. 

Hisiwry of Deep Sea Fishing 

Second, a brief history of deep sea fishing. 
The involvement of big business in Indian 
fishing presumably for ‘deep sea fishing’ is 
not totally new [Kunen 1977). There was 
a phase when the Indian subsidiaries of well 
known multinational corporations like 
Unilever, Union Carbide and so forth made 
their foray into the sea. This phase did not 
last for vety long. Thelabyrinthofregulations 
in the country’s industrial licensing policies 
and the organised opposition to ‘big, bad. 
MNC’ capital by ‘smalt, nationalist’ capital 
played an important role in curbing and 
finally phasing out this involvement. Having 
achieved this, ventures by national capital, 
encouraged by the liberalisation of the early 
1980s, and with the backing of specialised 
credit agencies, began to dominate the scene. 
By the post-198S period there was a rush 
into “deep sea fishing" with the use of 
chartered vessels and newly purchased boats 
as well. The number of dwp sea fishing 
vessels in India rose from 68 in 1984 to 180 
in 1991, making for an accumulated HP 
rating of28,700HPto81.200HP(Giudicelli 
1992]. All efforts 'uen concentrated in the 
Bay of Bengal for harvesting of shrimp. I« 
a quinquennium, most of the 180 vessels of 
that fishery were tunning heavy losses and 
the credit institutions woe straddled with 
large white-elephants at sea. At dw request 
of the Association of Indian Fishery 
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Indtuttieft md the ^overpiiMHit ^iadia a 
stui^ was made by an FAO consultant to 
examine the measures which could be taken 
to salvage the situation and suggest ways 
and means for rehalniitation. redeployment 
and upgradation of the fleet {Giudicclli 1992). 
This report makes an extensive analysis of 
the resources fromabiological and economic 
standpoint. This is followed by an extensive 
review of the history and problems faced by 
the present deep sea fishing fleet. Following 
this the report concludes that the present 
critical situation of the deep sea fishing fleet 
in India does “not reside in the technologies 
applied, which are appropriate, nor in the 
shrimp market, which is still strong" 
[Giudicelli 1992:27] but rather on six other 
reasons which are worth elaborating in the 
context of this analysis; (i) the competition 
from the small-scale mechanised fishing 
boats, (ii) the over-capacity of the deep sea 
fleet in the main shnmp fishery, (iii) absence 
of attractive markets for the by-catch, (iv) 
absenceof commercially valuabiealtcmative 
fish resources (other than shnmp), (v) lack 
of specific professional managers for the 
fleet, and (vi) lack of stamina of the sea¬ 
going and shore personnel. 

In conclusiOB the report suggests that the 
need of the hour is redeployment by 
diversification of the activities of the present 
fleet equipping them with belter on-board 
technologies like winches, hydraulic long- 
line drums, etc. The existing managers, 
skippers and crew should be trained and 
motivated for this redeployment. Some 
problems are foreseen in adopting this 
suggested approach. An important one is 
that “recent policies of the development of 
industrial fisheries in India rely .exce.s- 
siveiy on foreign input and interference” 
[Giudicelli 1992: .10). 

Rationaije tor New Joint Ventures 

Given this status of the fishery resources 
in the offshore and the history of deep sea 
fishing in India after 1985 why should new 
foreign investors and Indian counterparts be 
vying for the joint venture licences? 

Part of the answer to this question is to 
be found in the present scenario in global 
fishing. Global marine fish catch has 
stagnated around 85 million tonnes after 
1989. Taking the 15 FAO statistical areas 
for monitoring global marine catch we see 
that between 1970-90 in nine of them there 
is a visible downward trend [FAO 1992]. 
Taking the world’s fishing fleet as a whole 
FAO estimates that the annual operating 
costs in 1989 were in theorder of S 22 billion 
greater than the total revenues with no 
account being taken of capital costs [FAO 
1993], Distant'water fishing vessels world 
over are in particularly bad shape. Their 
capacities were built up over the years with 
massive state subsidies which promoted easy 

entry, Utifoitunatdy a flsMng vessel once 
built,, has a fairly long economic life and 
little altonativeuseother than as scrap metal. 
Redeployment to other less exploited fishing 
areas is therefore (he only solution for ownm 
who wish, for whatever reason or com¬ 
pulsion, to continue in business. Adding to 
this already grim situation is the fact that, 
much of the huge distant water fleet of the 
erstwhile Soviet Union is up for sale for a 
song. These vessels are on average very 
large and many of them were basically 
constructed for total onboard processing of 
any living resource from the sea. 
Consequently, second hand vessels for new 
joint ventures - which is the contribution 
of the foreign partner - are available at much 
cheaper rales than ever before. That these 
vessels are ecologically inappropriate for 
fishing in multi-specie tropical waters, and 
more often than not. far above the required 
specifications is not an i.ssue with the investor. 
Given that the Indian Ocean is one of the 
least exploited oceans (though the least 
productive too) there is a general movement 
towards this region by distant water fishing, 
vessels in search of obtaining a fresh lease 
of life. 

The liberal Indian offer .seems to have 
come at the right time for them. All (he 
tabs have been taken out of our earlier 
norms for joint ventures. The state has thus 
made the Indian EEZ one huge ‘open access 
regime' and the resource is up for grabs. 
In such a regime there are no ‘property 
rights’ - it is ‘possession* that is proof of 
property. Hence the scramble to get at it 
quickly before too many join the fray. The 
melee is really not for any particular variety 
of commercially valuable fish, but for any 
fish re.source which can be harvested 
quickly in order to obtain a profit on the 
investment made. From the side of the 
Indian government they ’ ve provided every 
bait to attract foreign investment: subsidised 
fuel (cheaper than what the traditional 
fisherman pays for his kerosene to run his 
outboard motor); hundred per cent export 
with permission for trans-shipment at sea 

'(ensures that there can be no check on the 
nature or the quantum of the resource taken 
or the level of discards made); no 
compulsions to dock in an Indian port 
during operations (no forward linkages into 
the economy); permission to use any foreign 
port as base of operation for fishing in our 
EEZ (encouragement to involve in activities 
other than fishing which may jeopardise 
national security). 

CoNSEOUENrES Ahead 

What arc the likely consequences if those 
who have been awarded the licences actually 
come to fish? 

More Conflict; The majority ofthe licences 
have been given for operations along the 

west coast of Intfia. As mnitioned eaifier, 
in quality and value terms the potenUal 
resources in the offshore (beyoi^ 50 m 
isobath) of this region are the largest in the 
Indian EEZ. Over 75 per cent of the 
resources considered commercially valuable 
and over SO per cent ofthe resources valued 
as ‘low’ and ‘very low' are found in these 
waters. It must also be noted that the inshore 
sea of the west coast, particularly off the 
states of Goa, Karnataka and Kerala are the 
most product! vein the Indian EEZ. However, 
this is also the region with the highest densi^ 
of fishermen per square kilometre of EEZ, 
They are also known to be the most skilled 
fishermen of the country, fishing in waters 
far beyond the 50m isobath using their small- 
scale vessels. Today these fishermen are also 
the most militant and well organised and 
have provided the main impetus for the 
opposition to the joint ventures under the 
NFACAJV. We have here the right recipe 
for conflict - bitter conflict. A day before 
the national fish strike, the government of 
India proudly announced that the conflict 
potentials will be reduced because they would 
implement a ‘corridor at sea’ which would 
be enforced by the coast guard. This only 
reveals further the total lack of Uhderstanding 
of the socio-economic and the ecological 
realities of (he situation at hand on the part 
of the policy-makers. 

Resource Ruin: The quick'profit-making 
compulsions inherent ih the situation 
juxtaposed over the unchangeable nature of 
the resource distribution at sea, will combine 
to ensure a ruin of the fishery resource. 
Central to the pursuit of profit is the crisis 
of ecology, in a tropic^ sea ecosystem, 
where the specie-interactions are highly 
complex and little studied, even if we assume 
that the joint venture vessels stay in the real 
‘deep sea', the i mpact which their operations 
will have on the rest of the ecosystem and 
the resource therein, are bound to be 
damaging. Many of the species are ‘straddling 
stocks’ which move in and out of the inshore, 
offshore and the deep sea at different points 
in their life-cycle. Consequently, merely 
because resources are harvested in the 
offshore waters provides no guarantee 
whatsoever that such action will not affect 
the valuable resource base in the inshore 
zone. The point is that our scientific 
knowledge and understanding of this is 
limited. This warrants a more precautionary 
approach to the management of the fishety. 
Adding more investment into these waters, 
in an indiscriminate manner at that, is the 
least desirable action to be taken at this 
juncture. 

Less Fish for Local Consumption: During 
the week of the NFACAJV’s proposed strike, 
one joint venture vessel (originally a USSR 
vesseDcalledattheportof Cochin in Kerala, 
Her catch was composed of2,000 tonnes of 
large perches and snappers - the mainstay 
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oftheKookand lineHshermen inlhesnuihem 
pans oi' Kerala and one ol the relished 
varieties inihe local markets. If joint ventures 
take hold, the prospects of less fish lor local 
consumption is a foregone conclusion. But 
urban consumers need not be dismayed. An 
advertisement appearing in a national 
newspaper at about the same time assures 
urban Indian tlsh eaters who buy their fish 
from the cold-storages, that “Norwegian lish 
will be Hying into India" as though to 
compensate for the loss ol |icrehcs to ihe 
joint ventures! This honour of being able to 
eat Norwegian fish is also the llip side ol 
the new liberalisation policy which permits 
easy impons. 

Exploitation ol Workers: Kuin ol the 
resources and exploitation ol the workers 
on board the ft.shtng vessels go hand in 
hand, particularly if the objective ol the 
enterprise is to get away with quick proitts. 
The majority of the crew and the deck 
hands on these new joint ventures are not 
likely to be Indian fishworkers. They will 
most likely be'composed ol the 'Iraditional' 
crew of .such deep sea vcs.sels - Filippinos. 
Thais, Taiwanese. Mauritians and ,i few 
Indians. The evidence at hand indicates 
that the recruitment practtces. employment 
terms and working conditions of these 
workers leaves much to be desiied. The 
implementation of relevant ILO conven¬ 
tions pertaining to fishermen is olten 
flouted by maintaining that the kind ol 
fishing vcsiicis being uiiIi.scdexempts them 
from coming into the purview ol these 
conventions. 

Stifling of National liuliiiiry Iniiiainr 

Such an opcn-dwir policy for joint ventures 
has proven on a world scale to be hcnelicial 
only to a handful of fmaticicrs and merchants 
It promotes global redeployment at the cost 
of national redeployment. It thus fails to 
create independent and gcnutiie national 
fisheries enterprises. The present evidence 
available points to the fact that very few ol 
thelndian counterpans in the newly licensed 
joint ventures have any demonstrated hi story 
of involvement in the fishing industry. It is 
reported that very few of them even belong 
to the Association of Indian Fishery 
Industries. India is a country with a rich 
maritime fi.shing tradition. It has a highly 
skilled and enterprising fishing community 
bordering the whole coastline and 
demonstrated national technological capacity 
to make our own hardware lor the every 
sector of the fishing industry. Allowing joint 
ventures a free play is the suiest way ol 
sounding the death-knel I ol national mdu.sti y 
A careful and selective choice ol joint 
venture collaborations, where the nature ol 
inve-stment made is bused on our nuiioiul 
priorities and needs, by investors with a 
good tract record, is what we must aim to 
achieve. To achieve this we need an 
‘umbrella’ body which reprc.scnts the 

iigcrcMsof all the siiikuboldcfs in the tlshcry, 

including the consumers. Such a body must 

guide and monitor joint venture operaimns 
towards the laiger sik'IuI good, without 

depriving the genuine investors adequate 

and sustainable returns. 

('ONCI.II.SION 

When no explicit property light isdelmed 

in a natural resource within a cotimiy's 

territory, we regard the stale to be its 
'cusioilian' on behall of the present and 

luiure gencraiions In the conlexi ol the 

living resources ol the Indian EliZ. .a stake 

IS more Ih.m just the •benelil’ ol cainmg 

loieigii exchange oi the 'cost' ol rum ol the 

re.source We are conlronied in India with 

a situalion where the aiiis.inal fisliwoikers. 

the small mechanised boat opeialois and a 

section ol the deep-sea lishmg ojieratois 

with .some hi.story of involvement in lislimg. 

are all up in aims against the preseiil joint 

vcntuic policy ol the government. Il iheiel'ore 

stands to reason that this new |iolicy is 

Itiellcd by inoiivalions .uid considerations 

which arc obviously intended to lavoui a 

lew bui aie wiapped m the packaging ol 

liberalisation andlieemaikel ideology which 

IS being touted .is the only path lelt to solve 

our problems To pei mil this new |)olicy on 

joint vdniufcs Hi fisbertes to jlrbcised 
lumamrHinis to allowing a handful of 
burcuuerats and politicians to usurp the 
custodianship role of the state and trade 
this iniergenerationul heritage of our marine 
resources to parties who are openly 
interested only in short-run profits. This 
IS an al front to civil society at large. It must 
be opposed 
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Go’^tollhigedy 
Crisis of Maratha Hegemony 

Gopal Guni 

The recent gowari stampede and the harassment of dalits over the ‘gairan' 
issue in parts ofAkola are an indication of the growing crisis of maratha 
hegemony in Maharashtra. 

THE state response to the stampede in which 

more than 113 gowaris, mostly women and 

children, died on November 23, 1994, and 

to the evacuation ol the dalits from (he 

'gairan' (pasture land) through mindless 

destruction of the standing crops in nine 

villages of Akola district in September- 

October 1994, has led to a vociferous re¬ 

action, from different sections in Maha¬ 

rashtra. However, some political observers 

^ have explained the stampede from an aca¬ 

demic point of view, suggesting a need to 

take a sociological and anthropological 

approach for finalising the reservation cat¬ 

egory for the gowaris (Muluomhira Tinnw, 

December 6, 1994). Other scholars and 

government bureaucrats have taken a con¬ 

stitutional and legal approach towards 

the tragedy, arguing that icservutitins to 

gowaris are constitutionally untenable and 

socially disastrous (T/u- Tiiiw!, of India, 

November 25, 1994). Certain experts have 

called upon the bureaucrats and the politi¬ 

cians to explain to the gowaris the consti¬ 

tutional procedure to register their demand 

tEPW, December 3, 1994). 

The response of the opposition to the 

gowari tragedy was not only belated but was 

also motivated by narrow political consi¬ 

derations. None of the oppo^tion leaders 

made an effort to approach the niorcha and 

acquaint themselves with the grievances of 

the gowaris. But once the tragedy occurred, 

many opposition leaders came forward to 

capitalise on the issue. The BJP used the 

issue to settle scores with Sharad Pawar and 

pressed for his resignation. The assembly 

speech of the leader of the opposition. 

Gopinath Munde (BJP), targets Pawar but 

rarely touches the grave issues involved in 

the incident; The BJP attempted to win over 

the fledgling gowari leadership by 

performing last rites of the deceased gowaris. 

it now plans to construct a memorial in the 

villages of the victims. The leader of the 

separate Vidarbha movement is also reported 

to have filed a case against the chief minister 

and the state home minister on behalf of the 

gowaris. However, this 'legal aid’ alms to 

enlist the electoral support of the gowaris 

for the party in the coming assembly 

elections. The roleof other opposition leaders 

was far from satisfactory. Majority of them 

had volunteered to resign in protest but with 

the sole exception of Makharam Pawar of 

Bahujan Maha.sangh, none implemented it. 

Such hulf-hcurted response made the 

Congress task of foiling the no-confidence 

motion tabled by the opposition much easier. 

The Congress government cannot be 

ab.solved of the in.sensitivity and the high¬ 

handedness that it showed while handling 

the gowari issue. As is clear from all news¬ 

paper reports, the government refused to 

treat the gowari morcha seriously denying 

audience to more than 30,000 gowaris. 

Secondly, the police bandobast was far from 

adequate to manage such a huge morcha. 

The morcha comained a large number of 

women but only a handful of women 

constables were on duty. The Congress 

ministers did not even visit the wounded in 

the hospital and express sympathy to the 

relatives of the deceased. The chief minister 

chose to remain at Bombay. (Interestingly, 

during the last winter scs.sion of the slate 

assembly the chief minister had rushed to 

Pune in order to sympathise with the parents 

of innocent children who were killed in a 

rail accident.) The home minister of the .state 

visited the victims but later, had a pleasure 

trip to the tiger park in Tadoba forest of 

Chandrapur district. The supporters of the 

chief minister advanced security reasons to 

justily the latter's failure to meet the victims. 

That the gowaris were an aggressive lot is 

a fwst facto rationalisation of the govern¬ 

ment’s callousness. In fact no violent mood 

was evident amongst the protesting gowaris. 

Moreover, as a part of postfacio rationa¬ 

lisation of the police action, the government 

sources claimed that criminal elements from 

the mob attacked the police, (orcing the 

latter to take action against the gowans in 

self-defence. If the police were attacked, 

why not a single police was reported injured'.’ 

The most inhuman part of the entire tragedy 

was the liKal authorities cramping the dead 

bodies of the gowaris into state transport 

buses. In fact, ambulances from govern¬ 

mental and voluntary agencies could have 

been made available to carry the dead bodies 

to their destination. The gowari leaders 

alleged that they were denied an audience 

by the (Hongrcss leadership of both, the state 

and the central level. The state government 

instituted an inquiry committee after 

considerable hesitation and later out of 

poliUcal fiompulsioB declared 2 per cent 
reservation for the gowaris, 

The callous treidraent meted out by the 

state government has been read by some as 

routine hostility of the government towards 

marginalised sections of the society. Such 

explanation is insufficient because the 

Maharashtra government, at least theo¬ 

retically, has shown concern for the welfare 

of dalits. tribals and women, and is taking 

special efforts to organise castewise meetings 

of these groups. In fact, it was the state chief 

minister who was responsible for arranging 
meetings of the gowaris with the social 

welfare minister at Delhi. The press in 

Maharashtra explained the gowari incident 

as an outcome of factional infighting within 

the Congress. This argument projects the 

gowaris as a captive populace, mobilised 

mechanically by the tactional leadership from 

Vidarbha. It denies an autonomous political 

existence to the gowaris who arc trying to 

carve out an independent place forthemselves 

in the Vidarbha politics. This is borne out 

by their efforts to organise themselves on 

the issue of reservation since 1980 onwards. 

Secondly, unlike western Maharashtra, the 

absence of patron-client relationship in 

Vidarbha has made it difficult for the' 

Congress to maintain its dominance over the 

deprived sections of Vidarbha. Thus, the 

fresh attempts by the other backward castes 

to organise themselves independently of the 

Congress in Vidarbha and Marathawada, 

has certainly influenced the gowaris. It 

seems that the logic of welfarism no more 

satisfies the rising aspirations of the sub¬ 

altern sections of Maharashtra. Further, the 

promises the state has been giving to the 

deprived sections has alienated the marathas, 

especially of Marathawada. This feeling of 

alienation among the marathas was evident 

during the renaming of Marathawada 

university and also, during the declaration 

ol Maharashtra government’s women’s 

policy 

In view of the election results of the 

neighbouring states, the Congress in 

Maharashtra can ill-afford to perpetuate the 

feeling of alienation among the marathas 

who virtually control all the co-operative 

institutions in the state and decide the 

electoral fate of !(H.MLA.s. The Congress 

has already started to redeem its maratha 

.solidarity. Some important maratha leaders 

from western Maharashtra have re-joined 

the Congre.ss while some are on jhc way. 
In this context it is important to note that 

the state government has issued directive to 

the police officers to withdraw the PCR 

cases against the marathas of Marathawada, 

Thus, (he strategic location of the marathas 

at crucial centres of power enables the 

Congress to be indifferent to the subalterns. 

The maratha imposition becomes easy 

especially in those areas where subaltern 

leadership poorly articulates their rising 
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ambitions. The gowmi tragedy SboWs that 
the politics of the dominant will decide the 
extent of democratic space to be conceded 
to the marginalised. The go wari i.ssuc under¬ 
lines a shift from the maratha hegemony, 
mediated by conciliation of hcterogcneou.s 
interests of the bahujans. to the maratha 
dominance, intolerant of subaltern 
aspirations, ambitions and .scif-contidcncc. 

This shift from hegemony to dominance 
is also evident in the state response to the 
dalit land question in Maharashtra. The 
destruction of the standing crops in the 
'gairan' of nine villages, namely. Lohan 
(khurd), Lohari (budruk). Pathardi, 
Panchagavan. Akoli Ruprao. Mulcgaon 
Bazzar, Ukali Bazzar. PastuI and Chalgal- 
wadi of Akoia district is the case in point. 

The state response to dalil land question has 
been varied. In the first phase (19.59-69). the 
Maharashtra state appears to be somewhat 
sympathetic to the dalit question because it 
is during this period that the dalits could get 
whatever little land transferred on their name. 
The Maharashtra government claims to have 
distributed 1,46,827 hectares ot surplus land 
among 37,370 dalits in the state (R V 
Bhuskuie, Sujan I993J. This sympaiheiic 
attitude of the state was intiuenced by three 
factors. Firstly, the huge mobilisation of the 
poverty-stricken dalits by Republican Party 
ofIndia(Gaikwad)in 1959and l964l()rLcd 
the state to approach the dalit land question 
sympathetically. Secondly, the food shortage 
created after the second world war also 
prompted the state to allow the dalits to 
cultivate the gairan on onc-ycar contract 
basis. Fmally. the maratha leadership was 
responding because it wanted to consolidate 
its hegemony by entering into an alliance 
with the maratha. The process of hegemonic 
appropriation of the dalit.s was complete 
when the RPI (Gaikwad) joined hands with 
the Congress in 1969, 

The marathas did not make any organised 
attempt to oppose the dalits on the land i ssuc. 
The marathas. particularly from western 
Maharashtra, unlike their counterparts from 
Marathawada and Vidarbha, did not have 
serious problem of surplus land. They had 
neither to face problem of gairan encro¬ 
achment by the dalits as the latter hud the 
'Diaharki' land which was later cornered by 
thccmtral government either for const ructi ng 
^ Miraj^Hubli railway line or government 
offices, schools and hospitals. But whenever 
there has been an attempt to threaten 
the land interest of the marathas of western 
Maharashtra, they have opposed it tooth and 
nail. For example, the state government in 
1971 introduced land reforms which made 
family, and not the individual, as the unit 
of ceiling. This was opposed by the rich 
peasantry of western Maiiarashira. As a 

resiltt, the state goventment to abandon 
the land reform. However, duringthis phase, 
except for one dalit family of Lohari khurd 
the dalit did not get any surplus land. The 
struggle for ceiling land was replaced by a 
struggle for the government land, which for 
various reasons did not immediately threaten 
the class/caste interests of the rich and 
powerful marathas. However. Marathawada 
Vika.s Andolan of 1974 and sub.scqucni 
fadionalisin among different maratha 
groups within ihc Congress led to cracking 
up of the maratha hegemony. The hung 
assembly led by Sharad Pawar uxik the 
decision lor rcgularisation of gairan more 
as need lor legitimacy that was necessitated 
due to the tension with another maratha 
taction led by VusaiiidodaPatil.Thisdccision 
was al.so inllucnccd by Ihc tribal siruggic 
for government land going on in north 
Mnhurashira. Bui by and large the decade 
of 1970-80 levolved round cultural issues 
that hud become a major concern of dalil 
polities in Maluirushira. However. Ihe 
common dalits who realised the limits of 
cultural issues in icrnis ol solving maieriul 
needs hud lo plod lor means ol survival. 
Therefore, m view ol the niaeeessibiliiy ol 
Ihe ceiling land, the dalits Irom nine villages 
of Akolu disincl concentrated their el forts 
on the cullivalioii ol gairan. Thus, 1980-90 
marked ihc inicnsificaiion of the struggle lor 
gairan. Duniig this period the dispiaeemeiu 
ofdalils t rum (he gairan was achieved llirough 
terrorism and repression unlea.shed by the 
Shiv Sena and upper-caste village goondus, 
with tacit support from the state. For 
example, in Lohari khurd (1986), Paihardi 
(1988) and Paiicliaguvan. the village rich, 
in the very presence ol the police, aic reported 
to have u.sed Shiv .Senu and the village 
muscle power lo tcrrori.se and evacuate the 
dalits. In rest of the villages the upper-euste 
imposed social tioyeoii on (he dalits. In 
Avahunc village of Julguon dismci, dalits 
were roasted alive by the uppcr-easic village 
guundas while skulls of two dalits were 
shattered into pieces by the upper-caMos in 
Limboni of Jalna di.stnci. I^.is alleged that 
a CPM activist was kilted in the police firing 
to terrorise Ihe tnbals in Nashik district 
forcing them to lorsukc (he government land. 
This repression ted the left and (he dalit 
groups to t orm (he landless agricult urol labour 
anti-utrocity committee and Ihc land right 
protection commitiec. These committees 
succcsslully .sought the intervention of the 
state governor. Thus, 1980-1990 repre.scms 
violent displacement ot (he dalits by (he 
nun-state forms of repression. 

But after 1991, one finds Ihc state taking 
over the ta.sk ol terrorising the dalits over 
gairan issue and subsequently displacing 
them from (he land. The shift from non-state 

has to be understood in tentu of ttw 1^1 
protection the upper-castes .requit^ed This 
was evident particularly in case of Lohari 
khurd in Akoia district where the upper- 
caste vi I lage rich feel harassed by their long- 
pending court cases. In Maharashtra, the 
state government ha-s used the grampanchayat 
for the displacement of the dalits from the 
gairan. The Gairan Act of 1991 came handy 
for the grampanchayat to alienate dalits from 
their land. According to the Gairan Act of 
April 1991. the state government has vested 
the final authority of rcgularisation of the 
land deals with the grampanchayat. 
Previously, Ihe district collector took the 
decision regarding the gairan problems. It 
is possible for the grampanchayat to keep 
aside .some portion of the gairan for grazing 
and a I lo w the dal i (s to cu 11 i vate the remai ning 
part. But Ihc grampanchayat of the nine 
villages of Akoia district decided to reserve 
enure gairan forgrazing or lor social forestry. 
According to Bliaskurruo Jadhav, a reputed 
lellist leader, about 5U per cent of the gairan 
has been handed over to the social forestry 
dcpurtmeni by various grampanchayats in 
Maharashtra. In fact, il the state government 
IS sincere to help the dalits, it can take away 
the gairan from these recalcitrant gram- 
puiichay ats on i he grounds ot underutilisation 
or noii-ulili.sation and hand il over to the 
revenue dcpartincni for luither rcgularisation. 
But this has not happened so far. As a result, 
the grampaiichayais all over the state feel 
tree to displace the dalits under the garb of 
‘social loresiry’ However, some gram¬ 
paiichayais, like iheCPM-lcd grampanchayat 
of Mohu in Bc«d district, the non-dalits 
allowed the dalits to cultivate the gairan 
{Maluird.sliini Tima, April 12. 1992). 
Besides the gnimpanchayals, the local MLAs 
ol Akoia district arc aiming to displace the 
dalits ol Raundia village under the garb of 
another environmental issue. The MLAs are 
interested in constructing a small dam on the 
gairan owned by the dalits. But the rosistance 
ot the dalits and the support from BRP 
(Ambcdkar) has prevented (he evacuation of 
the dalits. But the dalits of Dahihanda, 
Htngani andGanori villages of AkuJadistrict 
could mu prevent their forcible displacement 
which was done under the pretext of 
constructing a ‘bandhara’. 

These recent dalit experiences of nine 
villages in Akoia district show (hat the state 
IS using the rcpre.scmati ve structures^largely 
dominated by the upper-castes, and the local 
level bureaucracy and the police force to 
evacuate the dalit.s from the gairan. The 
(ahsildar and the police were gifted cattles 
by the village rich for destroy ingthc standing 
crops of Ihe dalits. In short, the state response 
to dalit land question has been coercive. 
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DEUtl 

Opening More Doors 
BM 

The two new agreements signed between India and the US recently, 
one a defence pact another a commercial alliance, are an open 
acknowledgement of the linkage between commercial and strategic 
interests. 

WITH the signing of a defence pact and an 
agreement on acomntercial alliance between 
India and the US the linkage between the 
strategic and commercial interests of the two 
countries, laboriously denied by prime 
minister Narasimha Rao when on a visit to 
the US last year, has now been put on 
record openly. The objective of the dcicncc 
agreement which was given precedence 
over the commercial alliance is to make 
India accept the New World Order under 
the hegemony ot the US and |)lay a 
subordinate role in that capacity lor peace¬ 
keeping and stability, above all in Asia. 
Some contentious issues, such as NFF and 
Kashmir, will, now be addressed in course 
of time within this framcwoik ol the US- 
India relationship. 

As far as the commercial alliance is 
concerned, India in advance of its signing, 
had given away dunng the last Ihree-.ind- 
a-half years much that the U.S economic and 
business interests had sought in Indi.i - open 
door for the entry ol foreign capital, 
guaranteed high returns and their quick and 
unrestricted repatriation and foolprool 
security. The U.S is now asking tor and has 
.secured a dispensation under which US 
business interests will enjoy .1 privileged 
position over and above that ol even their 
competitors in trade and investment 
opportunities in the Indian market and in 
terms even of the GATT treaty. Negotiated 
arrangements from a superior bargaining 
position rather than conipciili ve bidding w i 11 
be the norm in the case ol US corporations. 
This will be combined with an institutional 
framework which will give US-ba.scd 
transnational corporations and associated 
Indian business interests wide scope and 
role in taking policy initiatives and indeed, 
policy-making to further ‘frcc-markct 
reforms’ in India, The point, as the US 
commerce secretary said, is that under US- 
' lian business-sponsored and driven 

•s no ‘pressure’ will be necessary to 
itc the entry of US business and its 
'ons in India. 
'ovemment of India, indifferent to 

the well-meaning voices of caution raised 
- the latest being after the ftasco of similar 
‘ecmtomic reforms’ in Mexico - is going 
ahead to reinforce its ofTicial commitments 
to foreign interests, economic, political and 

strategic. It has not been deterred by the fact 
that it has no popular sanctions behind it and 
even when it is forced to act in a ‘temporary 
caretaker' capacity on many domestic issues. 
The GATf treaty has been signed and the 
Indian Patents Act amended by promulgating 
an Ordinance India has ratified the bilateral 
investment guarantee treaty with the UK to 
cover fully what are called non-commercial 
nsks for invcstineius Irom that country. All 
this, together with the dcicncc pact and 
commercial alliance with the US during the 
first month ol IW5 shows that the govern¬ 
ment headed by Naiasitnha Rao, is energetic 
III advancing the so-called globalisation 
process in lavour ol foreign capital. This 
indeed is the b.isic thrust ol the rclorin pro¬ 
gramme The success ol this programme too 
IS measured by its votaries eniiiely by the 
foreign capital it can attract, regardless ol the 
cosis. economic and political, involved. 

With transnational corporations, in 
pariicular U.S-based, given a commanding 
posilion in the Indian market, and sanctified 
by miernational treaties, the relorm process 
is claimed also to have become irreversible 
This means thai domc.slic impulses lor .md 
pailicipation in the growth ol the Indian 
economy as well as .social equity, alre.idy 
weak, have been made subserviKit to the 
interests ol transnational corporations 
Invcstineiit. .sluggish as it has been, from 
loreign as well .is Indian sources, would now 
lend to How only into the production ol 
goods and services ol elitist interest and it 
would generate minimal new employmciu 
and incomes in India. This trend will 
accentuate even as, repatriation of high 
returns on loreign mvcsinicnt will dram 
away, in increasing measure. India’s national 
wealth. Except (or a small segment of big 
business and professional anstrocracy in the 
direct employment ol multinational cor- 
poialions and their collaborators m India, 
the inBSsol tne workmgpcople face shrinking 
job opportuniiies even as mvcsimciit loi the 
production and supply of essential goods 
and .services :.ul fers a sharp decline. Shortages 
and high prices for.salislymg the subsistence 
needs of the mass of the people in India are 
already a fact of life. Since gainful 
employment opportunities are becoming 
limited! a large number of workers in the 
large-scale organised sectors of the economy 

have been retrenched. The loss in jobs in the 
organised industry is bound to increase 
further at a rate much faster than the new 
job opportunities which are expected to be 
created by capital-intensive new investment 
by multinational corporations and their 
collaborators. Workers pushed out of 
organised industry will swell the ranks of 
the unemployed and underemployed. 

When the so-called structural adjustment 
of the economy is conceived in principle and 
implemented in practice as ‘open door’ with 
special dispensation for foreign capital and 
transnational corporations, its adverse 
implications are bound to be wide-ranging 
and far-reaching for the economic growth 
process and the equity principle. Those who 
talk glibly about the irreversibility of their 
mi.sconccived reforms’ cannot, therefore, 
carry conviction or credibility with their 
direct victims. The electorate has already 
registered its protest in the recent assembly 
elections. But votaries of the so-called 
economic relorms are claiming a consensus 
on the issue on the basis that the state 
governments led by the parties which oppose 
the Congress government at the centre too 
are competing tor foreign capital for 
promoting industrial growth. The position 
taken by the West Bengal government gives 
.some credence to this claim. This is indeed 
a disconcerting posilion when crucial 
clccioral buttles arc ahead and mass 
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discontent over the Narasimhs Rao 
govemment’seconomiciefomuprogramme 
is growing. 

Ihe cutting edge of these ‘reforms’ is 
large-scale retrenchment of workers from 
gainful employment in theorganised industry 
to assure high profitability for capital, 
especially foreign capital. The central 
government too has offered preferential 
treatment, including fiscal concessions and 
guarantees for such investment across the 
board, including in the infrastructural sectors. 
The argument that governments in West 
Bengal and other sutes led by non-Congress 
patties have no option but to try for a share 
in the flow of foreign investment to India 
is highly questionable. It ignores the fact that 
transnational corporations manage the flow 
of capital to the so-called emerging markets 
only to exploit the natural resources and 
iabwr of the developing countries and not 
to generate economically rewarding and 
socially relevant growth in these countries, 
it is not at all surprising that already there 
is widespread discontent not only among the 
working people but among sections of 
business, especially medium and small 
industry, as well. It is indeed a pity, therefore, 
that the leading left party, CPl(M), and the 
main centrist party, Janata Dal, should land 
in an awkward position on the question of 
foreign investment which will be counter¬ 
productive for them on all counts, economic, 
social as well as political. For any political 
party imbued with socially progressive and 
patriotic impulses to take an ambivalent 
position on Ais issue can do grievous harm 
to itself as well as the ongoing popular 
protest and struggle against the central 
government's retrogressive socio-economic 
policies. The left patties, in particular, must 
not be oblivious of the fact that the ruling 
coterie of wily politicians running the 
government at the centre is engaged in selling 
the Indian market to foreign interests and 
have entered into subservient political- 
strategic arrangements with the developed 
countries, above all US. The failure to take 
a firm independent stand has often exposed 
the vuineraUiityof left leaders to the pressure 
of the Congres^I) ruling coterie. It is indeed 
quite remarkable that they should be found 
in decisive moments to place their faith in 
status quo and equate government stability 
- the stability of even a government such 
as the one headed by Narasimha Rao - with 
political stability to safeguard the unity and 
integrity of India. It should not be difficult 
for left pruties and their allies to foresee that 
the present political and government status 
quo cannot endure. Popular sentiment is 
actually vigorously against policies which 
undermine self-reliant economic growth, 
mass wdfareand sovereignty of the Indian 
Republic. The policies pursued by the 
Narasimha Rao government have also 
unquestkm^ly enlarged the scope for the 

reactionary socio-ectmomic forces and 
ambitious and corrupt individuals to profit 
at the cost of the people. If left parties and 
their allies hesitate to take a firm principled 

OBITUARY 

M Shatrugna 
Rama S Melkotc 

THOSE who gathered at the Sundarayya 
Kala Nilayam on January 6 were a su-ange 
mix of IAS officers, teachers from the 
universities and colleges of the twin cities, 
activists from civil liberties organisations, 
women's and dalit organisations, party 
members of CPI, CPl(M) and ML patties 
and several others. It reflected the person 
that was Shatrugna who passed away on 
December 31, 1994. All those who spoke 
had one common thing to say - that he was 
a friend, no matter what differences they had 
with him. Shatrugna died of terminal cancer 
of the liver. 

Shatrugna - Shatru to most of us - did 
not belong to any party or even a group. Yet 
he was politically involved in many ways. 
A teacher of physics, from the days of being 
a member of the Marxist study circle in the 
late 60s, through the days of emergency and 
post-emergency to the Mandal days. Shatru 
was actively involved and supported left and 
democratic movements. In the early 70s 
when China was a source of inspiration to 
revolutionaries the world over, there was a 
move by some in Hyderabad to form an 
India-China friendship society. Shatru was 
one of them. Nothing came of it due to 
differences of all kinds within the group. 
Shatru took the initiative along with Saral 
Sarkar and me to start a journal News and 
Views on China. Hardly two issues were 
brought out when Shatru and Sarkar were 
arrested under DIR and released on bail. The 
hearings in the court were obnoxious. One 
never understood in what way a journal 
could be a threat to the security of the nation! 
Soon thereafter Emergency was declared 
and once again Shatru was taken in under 
MISA along with several others. Later when 
Shatru was released, he would recount 
hilarious stories about prison life - from the 
petty quarrels over who should cook and 
what and who should be washing dishes to 
serious ideological debates. 

Shatru was argumentative to the point of 
being exasperating. Yet he never allowed 
political differences to mar friendships. When 
he embarked on his career as a journalist he 
wrote on various issues - AP politics, left 
movements and education which became his 

position they vvili not crnly hint lh4 nnss 
interesu but will also be tnarginaHsed in die 
fast-changing social and polideal alignments 
in the country. 

area of research. His writings on the Telugu 
Desam became controversial. How could he 
support/promote Telugu Desam? Shatru had 
a certain respect for ‘facts'. ‘Get your facts 
straight', he would say. Pacts may be 
‘ideological’ but you cannot fabricate them. 
He had little patience with highly abstract, 
unintelligible ways of arguing. He never 
hesitated to say what he thought and felt, 
however controversial and unpalatable it 
might have been to the people around. While 
he supported the dalit movement, and was 
actively involved in the pro-Mandal agitation, 
what he wrote in the EPW on the teachers’ 
agitation over the non-implementation of 
reservations in the university did not please 
some. But, that was Shatru, argumentative, 
provocative, till he was convinced of the 
factual veracity of the other side. Shatru was 
one of the few who have been critiquing 
education policy and writing about it. He 
submitted his report on the New Education 
Policies - a research project supported by 
the iCSSR. It IS hard to disagree with him 
that whatever may be the grievances of the 
teaching community at the university level, 
there is no accountability of the teachers. He 
recently undertook a project on the Literary 
Programmes and the Subalterns with tiK 
UNDP. It is sad that he could not complete 
something in which he was so heavily 
involved. 

Shatru’s ability to make friends. keq> in 
touch with people, not for his own interests 
but often to help them, to organise and get 
going something or the other was admirable. 
He was a founder-member of the Telengana 
Affiliated College Teachers Association thai 
fought against the exploitation of private 
colleages by managements. Several teachers 
spoke about the help he extended to them. 
Shatru never denied help to anyone when 
he knew he could do something. His 
involvement stretched from solving the water 
problem in the locality to helping a widow 
get her pension, secure a fellowship to a poor 
student, to writing on state politic. He was 
somewhat of a link between several 
progressive groups and movements. In 
Shatru’s death we have lost a friend. I 
personally a very dear friend. 

Shatrugna did not belong to any party or even a group. Yet he was 
politically involved in many ways with left and democratic movements. 
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Hedtli Researdi in Pakistan 
SAkbarZaidi 

The failure to make the conceptual distinction between health research 
and medical research reveals the major constraint on health research in 
Pakistan - atvd on community-oriented health research in particular. 

IT is almiMt impossible to otTcr solutions to 
problems, unless we are awurc of why they 
exist in (he first place. We nceU to idemil'y 
and understand the underlying cutises ol 
disease and poverty, before we cun proceed 
to find cures and reeommendulions. hence 
the heed to do research. The issues in the 
health sector in undcrdcvelo|)ed countries 
are multifariou.H. and incorporate elements 
related to education, housing and social 
infrastructure, poverty, access to health fa¬ 
cilities. cultural norms, and government 
policies. For example, a policy of producing 
highly qualified diKHors who arc well versed 
in curative techniques which require import¬ 
ed or advanced technology will almost al¬ 
ways result in the doctors living and working 
in cities and being unabl.: to deal with the 
diseases which affect the majority of the 
population. Pvithermorc, government |hiIi- 
cics which emphasise curative care at (he 
expense of preventive cure will result in a 
lack of social- and health-related infrastruc¬ 
ture with more money being spent on hos¬ 
pitals than on water and sanitation, or on 
primary and maternal health clinics. Research 
in health-related issues is the first step in 
understanding the causes of disease and tlicir 
subsequent cure. 

Research helps in inlorining the public 
about the actual issue., (hat exist around (he 
health-disease matrix, promotes basic 
knowledge about why (he problems persist 
and should offer possible guidel I lies I or policy 
and action. Research conducted by 
government organisations can help design 
appropriate policy for future years and 
presents a means to evaluate pu.s( government 
performance. Academic and NGO initiated 
research, often provides an ullcriiuiivc lens 
though which government (and private) 
action can be more critically examined. The 
need for both to co-exist and conier can lead 
to the evolution of a proper diagnosis and 
hence to better and appropriate mclluxis of 
getting to the roots of the problem and 
subsequently finding adequate solutions. 
Health research is critical in any attempt to 
deal with the problems in the health .sector. 

However, the problem of health research 
in Pakistan exists at a conceptual level. If 
we question a doctor about the status of and 
constraints on health research in Pakistan, 
and if hetakesthequestion seriously, we will 
get a standard answer about the numerous 
reasons why medical research is not an 
important concern to most doctors. From the 
very few who actually do some medical 
research, we will be told about the constrai nts 
they face in initiating and conducting (heir 
research. Press on with a supplementary 

question and ask tliese doctors whether (hey 
think there is any distinction between twalili 
research and medical resetu’ch. at best one 
will gel a very perplexed and confused look. 
This I ailure to make thecoiKcptual di.stinction 
between the two. probably reveals the major 
constraint onre.scarch. and in particular 
siKio-econoinic community-oricnlcd health 
research, in Pakistan 

Not surprisingly, the single most important 
reason why I licrc is no relevant Iwalih research 
- or for that m.iiiei. even very lillte medical 
research - in Pakistan is the value system 
conveyed to students in medical scIkmiIs. 
Doctors arc produced so as to be able lo 
provide clinical caie. whcie surgeons and 
physicians are sup|7oscd lo lunciion in the 
particular model of health care which exists 
in Pakistan. This model is quite typical ol 
oiherunderdcvclo|x:d countries where health 
care IS very unevenly and inequitably 
distributed Most health care facilities arc 
located III the larger cities - (he phenomenon 
of 'urban bias' - while a larger proportion 
ol the population lives in rural areas. Health 
and medical care is seldom interventionist 
or comniunity-onentcd. The medical 
personnel pyramid which shows the ratio of 
diK'turs to auxiliary .stall is almost always 
inverted; rather than having one doctor to 
say liveor It) health workers, underdeveloped 
countries by having produced more doctors 
than auxiliary stall end up with live doctors 
to one health worker. The health care model 
which exists in Pakistan us in most other 
underdeveloped countries is a highly 
inequitable, western-onented. cDcalive care 
model, which certainly docs not fulfil the 
requirements ol a very large majority of the 
people ol these countries. 

And so, the doctors that arc pnxluced m 
the medical schools in these countries arc 
supposed to be lunctional in (he environment 
described above. Their (raining is supposed 
to be focused towards (he needs of the model 
of health and medical care, rather than towards 
the needs ol the people ol these countries. 

In the five years that medical students 
spend in acquiring skills and education, (he 
subject tif community medicine accounts for 
a mere 6 per cent of their time spent in 
medical schools in Pakistan. Students have 
mi interaction or first-hand experience with 
communities, especially with individuals and 
communities Irom rural areas. As their 
background and training is usually centred 
around the medical college hospital, which 
is inevitably in a large urban area, the patients, 
and thus the disease pattern which these 
studenLs encounter, also have an urban bias. 
Thdy arc not trained to function in rural areas 

which In Pakistan account for 70 per cent 
of the poimlation. A visit to a rural hospital 
just SO miles outside Karachi revealed that 
the three patients who had suffered snake¬ 
bite were all being treated by thecompounchsr, 
for the Karachi-trained medical doctor did 
not have a clue of either the problem or the 
cure. Furthermore, the students are not taught 
in detail about common diseases such as 
typhoid, diphtheria and malnutrition, since 
must of their btHiks are written for, and in, 
the developed countries where many of the 
diseases of poveny are now peripheral. Also, 
due to a luck of (raining in the social sciences, 
students are unable to see the mechanism 
work in the social, political and economic 
context in which they are expected to work. 
A survey of medical students in five colleges 
revealed that only 60 per cent knew the 
population of Pakistan, while 12 per cent 
knew the literacy rate and 8 per cent knew 
the inlant mortality rate. 

For the above reasons, it should be clear 
that health re.scarch is not a priority area for 
most doctors, but nor is medical research. 
DrSarwarZuberi. hcadof the Karachi branch 
of the Pakistan Medical Research Council 
(PMRC). an organisation which is responsible 
for lundi ng medical research says that doctors 
and (he medical establishment perceive 
research as an "unaffordable luxury”. 
According to Zubcri "Research experience 
is not taken as something which is 
creditworthy and no incentives are given for 
re.scarch. Rc.search is not a prerequisite for 
appointment or promotion and there are no 
academic or financial rewards.” She says that 
you really have to be "crazy” to do research 
in (his country, for it is “something that is 
looked-down upon and considered a waste 
of time which should be spent seeing more 
patients and making mure money”. It is not 
surprising then (hat with this attitude of the 
medical community towards medical 
re.scarch. health research is inconsequential. 

This was made clear at a conference held 
(WO years ago in Karachi which was meant 
to address the issues raised in the original 
Health Research document prepared by the 
international Commission on He^th Research 
fur Development. The focus of thedocument 
was to underscore the importance of 
developing the need to undertake essential 
national health research which goes beyond 
the analysis of tite health sector alone, and 
also examines the health impact of 
devciopmeni in other sectors and on the 
siK'io-economic determinants of health. The 
Karachi conference was attended by people 
from (he health mini.stry of the government 
of Paki.slan, clinicians, and some medical 
doctors who were associated with academic 
institutions and a minute number of social 
scientists who were conspicuous because 
they were so underrepresented. The theme 
of the conference was Health Research in 
Pakistan, and culminated in a publication 
subtitled Action Plan for the 90s. * 

While (he intention of the conference may 
have been (he need to focus on the problem 
of and constraints on health research, the 
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discuuion was restricted, almost tot^ly, to 
medical research. The clinicians and the 
people from the ministry dominated the 
proceedings while those who were interested 
in the real issues were quite easily sidelined. 
Essentially, the medical community 
complained that they lacked funds to do their 
sort of research, and they felt that the 
government should acknowledge this 
constraint, provide funds, and also give some 
recognition to those who are doing this sort 
of work. The health care model.the value 
system and training methods, the health and 
disease issues which face the huge majority 
of the people of the country, and other real 
issues, were nowhere on the agenda. Thus, 
a conference on health research turned into 
me on medical research, symptomatic of the 
state of the medical community in Pakistan. 
The government representatives also played 
a similar role; as one of the co-ordinators of 
the conference later revealed, the ministry 
of tealth had objected to the participation 
of academicians and non-medical researchers 
and failed to understand the need and 
importance of health research. Furthermore, 
the agendaand ideas set in the original Health 
Research document were peripheral to the 
Karachi conference. The Action Plan for the 
90s seems to have already fizzled out, and 
the conference was the first and last, and nut 
so auspicious, landmark in the attempt to 
discuss issues related to health re.search. 

The little research that there is in health 
is conducted in three different spheres and 
while they are independent in their own 
right, there is clearly a fair amount of 
overlapping. We can identify the government. 
NGOs/consultants. and independcniy 
academic institutions and individuals who 
are involved in health research. 

The dbove remarks about the government's 
attitude towards health research not¬ 
withstanding, the government does conduct 
some research- after all it docs plan, manage, 
implement and develop the health care system 
in the country. Pakistan is a signatory to the 
Alma Ata D^laration promising Health lor 
All by the year 2000. While Pakistan's 
government may not be in a position to 
provide all Pakistanis adequate health care 
even well after the end of this century, some 
inroads have been made regarding the deli very 
of adequate health care. The changed 
international climate and shift of emphasis 
horn curative towards primary health care 
all over the world, has also had its 
repercussions on rea.search in health care in 
R^istan. £)onor pressure has also meant that 
the government has been forced to alter 
priorities and directions in its health package, 
thus resulting in appropriate and relevant 
health resedreh. Moreover, the government 
does provide the largest data-bank regarding 
health (and other) statistics which are used 
by others interested in research. 

NGOs and independent consultants 
working (most frequently) for foreign donor 
agencies are to be seen in all social sector 
areas, ranging frmn health, to education, to 
urban uplift, to sewerage programmes, to 

environmental issues, etc. Thi^ form mi 
educated and (usually) society coliuious 
group of professionals who conduct studies, 
or carry out interventions and programmes 
often on the betest of donor agencies. Because 
of their growing number, a large number of 
studies have been conducted with a well- 
focused approach towards socio-economic 
health research. Presently, their collective 
output would constitute the largest share of 
health research. However, a word of warning 
is due. 

Given the large number of consultants and 
NGOs in the field of health, it is not surprising 
that many are incompetent, undedicated and 
only interested in the huge pay-checks such 
assignments bring, in most cases, studies are 
very specifically related to the needs of the 
client and as one consultant said, “data are 
frequently fudged to suit the client’s needs”. 
Zafar Ahmad, who has had many years 
experience with a number of international 
funding organisations working in Pakistan, 
says that there is no accountability rcgardtng 
these studies. He says that “the local 
representatives of donor agencies arc usual ly 
not experts in their field. Also, they want 
acceptable reports to be sent to their donors, 
so they make sure that the reports are 
acceptable and more funds are released.” 
Since there are no ways of authenticating 
such health research which is of a primary 
data nature, one doesn’t know how authentic 
and real the study is. 

The Applied Economics Rc.scarch Centre 
in Karachi and the Pakistan Institute of 
Development Economics in Islamabad are 
two institutions where .some indi viduals work 
on health-related issues. The Community 
Health Sciences department at the Aga Khun 
University (AKU) is another infportant 
institution which has been able to develop 
a large health research, management and 
health intervention programme. Because this 
IS a medical college, it has access to a very 
large number of potential doctors, and unlike 
the economic institutes, the medical personnel 
- faculty and .students - can conduct not only 
research, but following that, can play a 
significant role in altcnng the di.seuse and 
health structure with the communities with 
which they interact. Dr Fozia Qureshi, an 
associate professor and often the acting 
chairman, feels that “due to the Aga Khan 
University, people’s views regarding health 
have chang^. We have been a crucial catalyst 
in this change and now people have different 
views regarding health care, health research, 
and health management.” 

One cannot deny the fact that unlike most 
public medical colleges, the Aga Khan 
University along with the Baqai Medical 
College in Karachi has tried to implement 
important changes. Dr (^reshi believes that 
“we are changing people’s perceptions 
regarding health care”. With 3-400 students 
available, some impact of these values 
probably does filter down. Also, the AKU 
trains all its students in research methodology 
with emphasis on Epidemiology, biostatistics, 
and some social science. There are frequent 

wofkshqps aiiil aeminarii with faculty 
paiticipadon where findings from their 
research is presented. The Community H^th 
Sciences (fcpartmcnt has a suff of about 40 
personnel and promotion to senior lecturer 
status requires, along vvith an MBBS degree, 
an additional degree of Master in Public 
Health. However, one shortcoming of the 
department is a severe shortage of skilled 
social scientists. Dr Qureshi agrees, and says 
that her department has only two non-medical 
researchers, because “there is a dearth of 
good social scientists in our country”, a 
conclusion which would be contest^ by 
many. 

Despite the work that the Aga Khan 
University has been able to accomplish, as 
a catalyst or otherwise, the suiprising thing 
is that there are very few publications from 
the Community Health Sciences department. 
Dr Qureshi arguc.s that “while we have a lot 
of research papers and data, it is not presented 
in a publishable form. Our faculty are not 
publishing us much as they ought to because 
they are very busy.” Without the 
dissemination of research there can be little 
debate and hence insufficient intervention. 
Dr Qureshi agrees with this but feels that 
most of the research conducted by her 
department is u.sed by faculty and students 
working on those projects and for their 
particular purposes, intervention does take 
place. 

Very few professionals in health-related 
fields appreciate the need and importance of 
health research. They do not recognise the 
fact that it is dilficult to have adequate and 
appropriate health cure unlcs.s one has 
adequate and appropriate (and sufficient) 
documentation, analysi.s, discussion and 
disseminaium of health research. Also, to be 
able to be ellective, health policy must 
move away from large hospitals and focus 
on communitie.s and on people. Health 
research must also follow the same pattern 
While some scholars and researchers in the 
health sector must focus on more global 
and macro issues and concerns, others 
will have to identify and study specific 
problems in specific regions, areas and 
communities. 

Research and the dissemination ot 
information and knowledge is an essential 
requirement for better under.standing whether 
it be health, education or any other concern. 
Unless one knows, understands, and interprets 
the world, one cannot change it. In Frisian, 
the status of health research is dismal. A 
conscious effort must be made to demonstrate 
the urgent need for more and be^ research 
Relevant health research, where social, 
political and economic issues are central to 
the health and disease matrix must be 
encouraged and supported. Only then can we 
have better health care, and o^y then can 
we hope to provide Health For All in Pakistan, 
perhaps not by the year 2000. but soon 
enrxigh. 

(Research for this article was supported by the 
PANOS institute. London.) 
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PERSPECnVES 

Seduction, Speeches and Lullaby 

Gender and Cultural Identity in a Tamil Film 

CS-Lakshmi 

After its formation as a separate party in 1949 the DMK in Tamil Nadu 
used the cinema effectively to project its identity, political claims and 
elaboration of Tamil culture. The film Parasakthi is a landmark in this 
context and it is useful to examine the construction of cultural identity 
in the film and its references to gender in the process of this 
construction. 

I HAVE chosen to write about a film 
released in 1952 for several reasons. It is 
five years after independence and it is three 
years after DMK was formed as a separate 
party stressing dravidian identity, with 
political ambitions to enter electoral 
politics. The film was dubbed anti-god, 
communist, %nti-establishment and there 
was a move to ban the film. That the film 
was really an effort to ‘soften’ earlier radical 
statements on religion and an attempt to 
project a more favourable and acceptable 
image for future entry into parliamentary 
politics has been pointed out by recent 
research [Pandian 1991). The purpose of 
this note is not to debunk radical claims 
made by a political party, for its attempts 
to compromise are quite obvious. What we 
are interested in is the construction ol 
cultural identity and the utilisation of space 
and language in the film and its references 
to gender in the process of this construction 
and the elements that have gone into this 
construction. 

The DMK Party (Dravidu Munnetra 
Kazhagam) had been part of a movement 
that began in the 20s to stress a dravidian 
identity with Tamil language, literature 
and lifestyle as the core of this identity. 
The movement was to find the lost 
dignity of the non-brahmins as opposed to 
brahmins who were considered outsiders 
and non-Tamilians with a Sanskritised past. 
In order to anchor its cultural identity the 
movement had time and again resorted to 
the use of language conventions and images 
of a past which was considered glorious, 
in this reclaiming of the past, gender was 
framed in specific ways. Men became 
warriors fighting battles to protect the 
honour of a nation and women became not 
just preservers of culture but embodiments 
of culture literally containing the culture 
within their bodies which got loaded with 
notions of purity, chastity, language, nation, 
etc [Laksimi 19W]. The oratory platform. 

print media and theatre were used as major 
areas of intervention in these years. 
Pamphlets elaboiating the dravidian- 
identity claim, journals espousing their 
cause of social and political dignity and 
plays of parody were the modes of 
intervention. After its breakaway in 1949, 
the DMK Party continued to use the same 
methods but also discovered cinema as an 
additional space from which to project its 
identity, political claim.s and elaboration of 
Tamil culture. A film made in 1949, for 
which their leader C N Annadurai wrote 
the script and dialogues, was indicative 
of how the woman who had become as 
much part of the public sphere as man 
was going to be seen in reference to a 
Tamil past. The English-educated, 
‘modern’ woman in this film was dressed 
in pants, played tennis and was rude and 
arrogant. She is finally brought back to the 
fold by a man, of course. Controlling a 
woman through marriage has been an image 
that has continued to haunt Tamil films. 
A later film which was produced by a 
leading DMK personality has a song 
describing the kind of bride needed 
[Lakshmi 1990]: 

Wanted a bride 
a good bride 
Even if she gallivants freely 

like the temple bull 
romping around with no one to check her 

I shall put a string around her nose and 
drag her and control her 

I shall make her as patient as a buffalo. 
Wanted a bride 
a good bride. 
The 1952 film, Parasakthi, was not 

different in its intentions but was a much 
more elaborate, deliberate attempt to re¬ 
claim images and languages from the past 
and superimpose them on contemporary 
images and events in a stylisation that 
would continue to dominate the Tamil film 
in years to come. 

The story has to pick up a period of 
struggle, since 1952, the year it was made, 
was not a year characterised by any specific 
political struggle. The chief minister at this 
ti me was a brahmin and there was a drought 
in this area around this time and the chief 
minister was coping with the problem in 
several ways and he had asked the people 
to pray to the gods for rains to come. By 
itself this is not a good enough background 
to voice grievances or proclaim a cultural 
identity. So the story moves back to 1942, 
a time when identity claims had been 
vociferous. It is a war year. Many Indians 
from Burma began to come back to India, 
many of them walking the entire distance. 
There were many Tamilians among them. 
This provides a sufficiently undefined, 
unstable space to mount a story of lost and 
found relatives, abandoned women and 
coincidences. The story is about a Tamil 
family where the three brothers have gone 
to Rangoon to make a living. They are 
successful. The elder brother is a judge and 
the other two brothers live with him, not 
yet into any specific profession. They have 
a younger sister back in India whom they 
have not seen. They get a letter saying that 
her marriage has brcn arranged. A sister's 
marriage is an occasion that no brother 
would miss. All of them want to go. But 
due to problems of war only one ticket is 
available. They decide to send the last 
brother. He reaches Madras and on the veiy 
first day loses his money to a dancer who 
cheats him. He is penniless and begins to 
wander around like a mad man looking 
for his sister. He finds her but as a widow 
with a child making her living selling ‘idlis’. 
He docs not tell her who he is as he is 
ashamed of not being able to help her and 
protect her economically as a brother 
should. The widowed sister is harassed by 
many men and at one point decides to kill 
her child and die. She throws the child into 
the river and jumps in herself. But she is 
arrested and brought to the court for killing 
her child and attempting suicide. 
Coincidentally her own elder brother is the 
judge. But she does not know him. When 
he finds out who she is with her description 
of her life, he faints and takes ill. Her other 
brother, who hears of her harassment, 
attacks the temple priest who tried to rape 
her and is brought to the same court. By 
another strange coincidence everyone who 
troubled her and the woman who enticed 
him to go to a dancer are all fit the same 
court being tried for some crimes. The hero 
then elaborates on the corruption of the 
society. Before this he has met a different 
kind of a woman who can talk about social 
revolution and who is in the habit of going 
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ontXMt-rides on moonlit nights. The cinm 
ro<pi drama comes to an end with her 
coining and declaring that the child had 
never been killed. It had fallen into the 
boat and she had saved it. The family gets 
together once again and the hero, now 
dressed appropriately in western clothes, 
is all set to marry the ‘new’ woman - not 
in the old ritualistic style of marriage but 
in the new styleof just exchanging garlands 
with a political leader or any important 
personality who can give a speech 
officiating. 

Structuring Space and 

Choice of Protagonist 

The national movement and the self- 
respect movement had altered the 
geography of cities and smaller towns. 
Madras. Madurai and Tiruchi especially 
were cities that saw many changes. Women 
had poured into the streets protesting against 
foreign rule, singing national songs, 
walking on the streets, going to jail and 
being received with garlands at railway 
stations on release, proclaiming from 
platforms and demanding reforms and 
changes and political rights, organising 
marches against Hindi, meeting to give 
speeches on Tamil culture and travelling 
around supporting cither the nationalist 
cause or the cause of a language and culture. 
Women had been taken to courts for 
supporting causes. The film reclaims this 
space and alters it. The streets, the court 
and the platform now become spaces Irom 
which men function. Women enter this 
space in marginal ways as vendors or in 
other unnoliceabic ways. The streets 
suddenly become dangerous for them to 
move about unprotected by men ol the 
family. Some moonlit boat-ndcs are 
possible but only in a fictionalised space. 
Tiruchi, where these boat-rides take place 
in the film, does have a river but whether 
women look boat-rides there on moonlit 
nights by themselves is not recorded 
history. Creation of this i iciionalised space 
is interesting for it is an unconiesied sp.ice 
with no specific qualities to it. 

The streets become fragmented spaces in 
the film, not leading anywhere in particular, 
almost dead-end in character. hHnning large, 
jgloomy and dangerous when the widowed 
sister walks on them and turning into 
abandoned roadsides when the protagonist 
uses them as platforms to talk, with broken 
walls and overgrown shrubs (obviously 
studio-sets) with an occasional nuKin when 
the sister sings sad songs. Each specific 
space becomes a symbol ol corruption and 
degeneration of a culture. The very first 
introduction to Madras is with a beggar 
accosting the hero and the hero comments 
that the very first voice in Tamil Nadu is 
that of a beggar. Then comes the hotel 
where he stays. It has degenerated into a 

l^ace for procuring and then comes (he 
place of the dancer. This is another 
fictionalised space for there is no record 
of dancers performing in their houses to 
entertain specific customers in south India. 
Creation of this space is fraught with 
meanings. It is a space transported from 
the classics to modern times. In the Tamil 
epic Sitaiiadliikaram there is the dancer 
Madhavi who belongs to the Devadusi 
community. She gets into a relationship 
with Kuvalan, the hero of the epic, and 

Kovidan loses all liia to her. The 
space of Madhavi is recreated here and die 
dancer cheats him of his money, almost 
making us feel that even though the Tamil 
man has traversed centuries away from the 
epic SUaiHidhikaram he has only one way 
of getting cheated! 

A space to appeal for justice has existed 
in the Tamil culture in the courts of kings. 
Women like the epic heroine Kannagi have 
entered these courts independently and 
spoken for themselves. So have women in 
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mo4ern tlmei during the ftrugfie for 
national independence and during the anti* 
Hindi agitation. Thia court is turned into 
a space now where attack it mounted upon 
an unprotected woman who needs a man 
to comment on the lifb of a woman. A space 
where women have spoken now becomes 
a space to be occupied by heroic men 
whose duty it is to protect and guard women 
so that they can lead a decent life. The 
safety is within the home, within walls to 
protect her chastity with men taking over 
the running of the world outside. 

'fhe choice of a protagonist who for three 
quarters of the film is pretending to be a mad 
man ulktng at length about politics, life and 
human beings is a choice based on 
contemporary times. The Charlie Chaplin 
image of a clown>philosopher hud already 
caught on in India by this time and Raj 
Kapoor was trying to arrive at an Indian 
version of it. It was an extremely popular 
version. The Raj Kapoor version ot a 
vagabond do-gooder who is also a symbol 
of protest IS taken and altered into a mad 
man living on the fringes of the society to 
push the message a little harder. As a mad 
man he symbolises the combined fate of the 
Tamils exploiled and pushed to the fringes 
by the north and by brahmin rule that was 
supporting the northern domination. The 
choice of a mad m^n appears to be for several 
other reasons too. One advantage in the main 
character pretending to be a mad man is that 
any kind of dialogue or monologue can be 
put into his mouth and by that act the Him 
will carry within it a defence for the 
utterances of the hero; a mad man’s rantings 
need not be taken seriously. This is to 
assuage the censor board. In his 'mad' 
moments the hero is a person indicting the 
society for its politics and corruption. In 
his soter moments he surfaces as the Tamil 
man as he ought to be in the conception 
of the script-writer: a protector of family, 
a lover and a man with a mission. The actor 
who plays the hero is a DMK activist at 
this time and he is obviously seen and 
presented as the voice of the party. The 
party is not only putting together its politics 
but it is clearly making a gendered division 
of spaces that is going to characterise its 
politics in the future. 

Lanouaoe Modes and Gender 

For structuring its language the film 
chooses a variety of elements from the 
cultural past. It uses the language of the 
Tamil epics, of Tamil folk legends and folk 
theatre and poetry. The Tamil epics 
Silapadhikaram and Manimekalai are 
referred to in specific ways. The folk-legend 
of Nallathangal who killed her seven 
children because she could not feed them 
becomes the motif for (he widowed sister’s 
life. The predominant mode of lullaby 

which are very often tongf that womai 
improvise is used to describe an ideal 
Tamil family where a sister is protected by 
her brothers. The folk-theatre is always 
performed on the streets and the hero 
of the film is ideally located for utilising 
this language. He uses the folk-theatre 
mode of singing for his political 
commentary. 

'The entire spoken language of the hero 
is in the form of long monologues and the 
folk-songs or poetry set to tune are only 
an extension of this monologue. This pattern 
of poetry taking the place of the spoken 
word is carried out throughout the film. 
’The widowed sister sings two songs both 
of which are about her present state of 
helplessness and her hope of meeting her 
brothers. A poem written by Karunanidhi, 
one of the leaders of the party at that time 
and who was later to become chief minister 
of Tamil Nadu, about the ideal Tamil family 
was written in the form of a lullaby. The 
widowed sister sings it to her child. The 
.sung recalls the custom of maternal uncles 
giving gifts [Lakshmi 1990]: 

... you have three maternal uncles little 
boy 

They will come to give you a good life 
They’ll come to kiss you on your 

checks tleshy like a mango 
A milk-feeder made of precious stones 
A cradle ot emerald 
Even a while-elephant for you to ride 
Your uncle will offer as siri-dlian 

With silver slate and 
a diamond pen. your 
uncles will come to put you in school 
to learn pure Tamil. 

The lullaby is the voice of the woman 
normally and there are some beautiful 
lullabies in Tamil where the woman would 
give voice to her grief or happiness or 
hopes. The lullaby-mode is appropriated 
here using very similar language but 
politicalising it in such a way that it comes 
to represent an identity and an idealised 
domestic space where the woman occupies 
a specific role. It is in the voice ot a woman, 
it is sung by a woman and its lyrics are 
close to what a woman would use. but it 
gets transformed into an act delineating the 
space of a woman m an ideal Tamil society. 
Since what is ‘authentic’ Tamil family or 
society is what anyone can construct from 
her or his choice of images chosen from 
the Tamil past, an obvious choice is made 
here. The marching days are over. Here 
come the days of taking care of the family, 
leaving politics to the men. 

The language of the woman who 
protested against Hindi and worked along 
with her male colleagues is not abandoned; 
it is toned down in such a way that it does 
not seem like an effort to enter any space 
not meant for her. The ‘new’ woman is 
presented as someone with a mind of her 

own but not so assertive that fhe will take 
over the job of acting out her kieas. She 
is the inspirer goading men on to action, 
willing tosupport and help but never taking 
over. Her tong speeches on social revolution 
are made within the confines of the home 
whereas it is her brother who gives lectures 
on public platforms. Even her speech on 
social revolution is created to her brother. 
'The ‘new’ woman is bold enough to bold 
her man's hand casually, call him by his 
name and address him in the singular and 
even intersperse her conversation with 
English, but her monologue when the hero 
leaves looking for his sister without taking 
leave of her is to wonder if he left her 
because she was an idealist. An idealist 
does not have to be a Manimekalai (who 
became a saint) hut can be a Kannagi, the 
says. That particular monologue is a very 
crucial one in terms of the politics of the 
film. The leader of the self-respect 
movement, E V Ramaswamy Naicker or 
Periyar as he was known, had given many 
fiery speeches in the 30$ on why a woman 
had become a slave in the society. He had 
made specific references to the notion of 
chastity and its binding on women. Hit 
critics used to reduce this to very simplistic 
levels and say that Periyar advocated that 
women must not be chaste. The DMK party 
does not want any doubts regarding this 
matter. It makes it clear that chastity is a 
yardstick it is not in a great haste to abandem. 
In fact, the character of (he sister is built 
around this notion. Her entire struggle after 
she is widowed is to maintain her chastity 
which she finally manages to put in the 
protective hands of her brothers. The ’new’ 
woman who aspires to be a Kannagi it not 
really different, except that she speaks at 
times a different language. Widow- 
remarriage had been a major reform 
advocated both by the nationalists and those 
in (he self-respect movement. It is an issue 
the tltm does not raise. The entire political 
criticism of the film is in the realm of 
statements against the then government 
and economy. The changes sought ate in 
that area. The space occupied by the woman 
herself is shifted to the home, overlooking 
many cultural images from the past of her 
being outside because the cultural identity 
is sought by fixing her space and body in 
non-problcmatised zones. The woman 
becomes the guarantor of authenticity by 
occupying an unsullied and ‘pure’ space. 
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MTVIEWS 

Anthropology as Cultural Critidsm 
Rahul Srivastava 

Critical Events: An Anthropological Perspective on Contemporary India by 

Veena Das; Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1995; pp 230 + viii, Rs 350. 

THE book under review may surprise those 
who are unfamiliar with the changes taking 
place in the disciplineof social anthropology. 
The author's subject matter and its treatment 
are a departure from more conventional 
studies in the field. Das is neither studying 
an ‘exotic’ community (in a temporal or 
spatial sense) nor has she chalked out a fixed 
period of time for her “field work’. Such 
restrictions have been challenged by the 
practitioners of social anthropology and her 
writings assumea familiarity with the debates 
involved. Her field is the open-ended space 
of contemporary India which includes past 
memories and its con.sequenccs in the present. 
She is intimate with her field at different 
levels, public and private, personal and 
political (though she acknowledges overlaps 
between these categories). Her 
anthropological approach conics closer to 
CJeorge Marcuse and M J Fischer’s vision 
of anthropology as a form of ‘cultural 
critique’. The approach is an intellectual 
response to the contemporary world using 
cross-cultural and historical perspectives and 
is acutely aware of the politics involved in 
inscribing itself within and outside academia 

Critical Events covers recent debates 
around cultural and political events in India. 
The author weaves critical questions into her 
narration of these events, questions related 
to the language and categories ihvol ved and 
their political consequences. Among the 
issues discussed are the respon.se of the state 
to the incident of mass abduction ot women 
in India and Pakistan during the partition, 
the Shahbano and Roup Kanwar 
controversies. Sikh militancy and the Bhopal 
tragedy. 

The author confrontsanumbcrofdilemmas 
which a student of social anthropology in 
India often faces. These are linked to the 
peculiar tradition of the di.scipline wherein 
the anthropologist has usually studied 
communities to which she/he has been a 
complete stranger. The dominant theoretical 
orientation of the discipline assumes such 
a distance which it valorises in the name of 
objectivity. Thus when a ‘native’ .scholar 
m^es an anthropological inquiry into her/ 
his own people s/he is extremely vulnerable 
tocriticisms from thecstablishcd intellectual 
tradition of the discipline. However, the 
practice of social anthropology in India is 
an old one and a number of .scholars have 
challenged both the narrow definitions of 

the di.sciplinc as well as the categories ul 
familiarity, distance and. proximity with 
which It works. In this regard, Das refers 
to the contributions of T N Madan and J P 
S Uberoi who have, in theirown way, brought 
nuances to the disciplinary practice in India. 

The author tackles the provocative 
.statements of Louis Dumont in an engaging 
chapter, ‘Anthropological Discourse on 
India'. By distancing herself Iroin both 
Dumont and one of Dumont’s severe critics, 
A K Saran, she attempts toc.siablish a method 
of conceptualising India which depends 
neither on the “notion of progress in order 
to critique tradition” (p .*>3) nor on 
constructing a nostalgic vision of the 
traditional community to critique modernity 
She wishes lor a cosmopolitan academic 
atmosphere where scholars Irom the west 
interact with the ‘native’ ones to lurther their 
understanding of the subject. Hei complaint 
against the western academic world is that 
scholars belonging to the community being 
studied arc often dismissed as being 
inlluenccd by western political ideals 
Dumont viewed Indian scholars writing on 
caste in a similar way, perceiving their 
understanding as tainted by the desire to be 
pan of the modem world. Such a stand leads 
to a hyper-nativist critique like that of Saran 
which Das finds equally problematic. What 
IS particularly interesting is her contention 
that the debates within the academic walls 
of anthropology also get reflected within 
public discourses, especially when issues 
like culture and identity are involved. Thus 
notions of ‘authenticity ot tradition’ or ‘the 
superiority of western political ideals’ are 
found as much in the arena of publicdi.scuurse 
as in the intricate debates within the 
departments ot anthropology. 

Students who have often grappled with 
the philosophical queries of Euro-American 
intellectuals and have had to translate them 
into mure familiar contexts will immensely 
benefit from the book. The author docs not 
reject Euro-Amertcan analytical and 
conceptual tools as being alien, but questions 
them in the light of specific histories of 
India. They arc tested purely in terms of the 
questions they raise and those they choose 
to ignore. One finds the author attempting 
to develop heuristic categories which reflect 
the complexities she is looking for. Thus, 
fur example, she tries to escape a vision 
which projects a dichotomy between 

‘individual’ and ‘community’ (leading to 
arguments been drawn in the direction either 
of ‘individual freedom' or ‘community 
control’) by substituting the word ‘victim’ 
for-the individual and thus changing the 
flavour of the argument. This is a useful 
device as it helps us contextualise the way 
the stale, the community and its people are 
related to each other in concrete moments. 
Many of her assu mptions around the category 
‘victim’ are outlined in a thought-provoking 
essay entitled. ‘The Anthropology of Pain’. 
Th( essay deals with philosophical and 
aniliiopulogical discussions on pain: the 
ability or inability of pain to be 
communicated, the use of pain by society 
to imprint itsell on its members, etc. Agreeing 
with tlK' view that pain can be a shared 
experience m the sense that one individual 
can experience the pain ol another, the author 
gives a special lesonancc to the meaning of 
sullering which consequently allows the 
word ‘victim’ to emerge as an important 
political category. 

The discussions in the htxik reflect a critical 
undci standing ol the political values 
embedded in conversations, narratives, legal 
documents and historical records and the 
consequences ol such value systems for its 
victim. In the discussion on the abduction 
ul women during the partition, the author 
delincais the state as a cultural make-up of 
a status-conscious honour-bound patriarch 
where the values of the family get highlighted 
at the cost ol the biographies of women who 
survived, sheltered by new families 
belonging to other religions. In the eyes of 
the stale these women had to be restored to 
their rightful owners, thus constituting the 
nations of India and Pakistan as metaphoric 
expressions of the family. The biographies 
of women who survived murder or death 
were erased not only from the collective 
memories of the concerned families, decades 
after the events, but even from the 
conversations, legal records and political 
speeches iascribed during the actual events, 
in the words of the author, ‘‘in all this 
discussion we see that women are being 
redefined as .semiotic objects on which the 
actions of the state are to be inscribed. Was 
there any concern for the rights of those 
women themselves, as distinct from the 
demands on the state made by their relatives 
and the state’s construction of national 
honour?” (p 71) 

In the discussions on Shahbano and Roop 
Kanwar the hegemony of the community is 
analysed in relation to the complex issue of 
cultural rights, the role of the state and the 
demands of modernity. The actors in both 
these cases challenged the state and also 
defined ‘community’ in a way which 
homogenised its individual members. But 
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.theauthorrevealitheconcepi 'cdnifflunity' 
as essentially hiding an asymmetrical 
gendered world-view which divides the 
private and public spheres into the female 
and the male. This has entailed an exclusion 
of the women from participating within the 
public sphere. As a sequel, the male voice 
isoften seen as speaking forthecommunity. 
While the cases of Shahbano and Roop 
Kanwar are conventionally represented as 
a conflict between “two different kinds of 
communities (e g, Muslims and Rajputs) 
on the one hand and women’s groups on 
the other” this could be changed into a 
conflict within a community if women were 
to lay greater claims to the public cultures 
of filiative communities themselves" (p 
IIS). As an illustration the author shows 
how women in Rajasthan worshipping sati 
shrines may have a different worldview 
vis-a-vis the glorification ot sati /«<;• se 

The author does not essentialisc the act of 
women worshipping at sati shrines as 
representing tradition; instead she suggests 
that increased participation of women in 
the public discourse may translorm the 
very discourse around sati at the popular 
level itself. .Similarly, while the Shahbano 
case could be seen as a political discourse 
juxtaposing the community agai nst the state 
(Das outlines a number of complcxilics in 
this argument regarding the biases within 
the legal statements on Muslim personal 
law) she also views Shahbano as a woman 
who became a victim ol gendered power 
games. 

The lense of gender is again used in the 
discussion on Sikh militancy. Even as the 
author mentions a number of other variables 
which are involved in the discourse (like 
the construction of a historical memory) 
what is underlined is the rhetoric of the 
masculine and the feminine which defines 
the Self for both the individual and the 
community. The author relates the.se 
conceptual systems to the justification or 
condemnation of violence which the 
community has faced during the political 
turmoil of the last decade. In the past the 
Sikhs shared a common experience ot 
identification with the Hindus which have 
become their conflicting ‘other’ in the 
present. Contrarily, their conflicting ‘other’ 
of the past, the Muslims can now be 
identifi^ as a co-victim in the present. The 
way members of the community make sense 
of historical complexity is by resorting to 
a dualism where qualities are understood 
as masculine or feminine and thc.se get 
transposed into wider conceptual systems. 

The essay entitled. ‘Suffering, 
Legitimacy and Healing’, studies the 
Bhopal gas tragedy in the context of the 
legal battle which its victims had to undergo 
and the eventual watered down judgment 
which almost let Union Carbide go scot- 
free. The judgment generalises the whole 

event into an amorphous vision of 
modernity where the demem of‘risk’ takes 
on a peculiar role allowing actors of 
modernity like the Union Carbide to live 
without guilt at the calamities it bestows 
on structural I y weaker seg men ts o f .society. 
Das shows how intimately entwined within 
legal rhetoric are mechanisms which allow 
such incidents to be accepted as unfortunate 
side-effects of the advances of science and 
technology even though the rhetoric is 
couched within an apparent concern and 
sympathy for the victims. In this case, 
modernity does not have to be concerned 
about the accidents of technological 
disasters and its very definition makes it 
demand martyrdom in the name of pro¬ 
gress without the fear of being labelled 
‘barbaric’ oi ‘medieval*. The nexus bet¬ 
ween bureaucracies, legal inirastructures 
and the state, both within national 
boundaries and between nations is strongly 
underlined 1 

The discussions in the book attempt to 
problcmati.se the iclationship between the 
state, community, individual aridcitliiircin 
contemporary India In the process, the 
author lorces the reader to re-visualise some 
of these concepts, devoid of the rhetorical 
stance they assume in certain historical 
contexts. For example, in hcrcs.say on .Sikh 
militancy she states, “...there arc limits to 
an analysis that rests completely upon 
di.scursivc practices in the creation of 
militancy, lor clearly the militants who 
engage in spectacular killings are not 

produced by that discourse alone. Non- 
discursive practices, especially the 
institutional and the pedagogic, exist hand- 
in-hand with the discourse to form a 
heterogeneous totality... what an analysis 
of the discourse permits however is an 
insight into how individual acts of violence 
may be reclassified and reframed as acts 
committed on behalf of the community. It 
1$ important to note that even in militant 
discourse the references to violence ate 
framed in ambiguity*’ (p 11). This is a very 
revealing statement, yet it also brings out 
the limitations ol her analysis. Unlike Sikh 
militancy, the author does not see the state 
as comprising a scries of heterogeneous 
experiences and discourses within Itself. 
Only the relation of the state to other factors 
arc analysed. Thus the discursive practices 
of the state in relation to communities or 
victims are analysed in detail and the 
discourse ot agencies within communities 
or even the heterogeneous existence of the 
self are given adequate attention, but the . 
experience of the state as representing 
multiple hi.storical moments is ignored. On 
the other hand if the overwhelming role of ‘ 
the .Statens a homogeneous voice during 
thc.se events is justified then equal attention 
should have been paid to class as a strong ' 
presence. Even though economic j 
determinist perspectives on culture have.; 
been very often myopic, one wonder^! 
whether a reaction by underplaying the'; 
material basis ot experience may take us I 

any further. | 
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other it demonstrates the potential of ethnography to provide penetrating 
insights concerning R & D organizations. 
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However, the itudy evokes some 
powerful images in relation to culture; 
Though Das deconstructs legal practices, 
a strong sense of Justice surfaces in her 
very conception of everyday life. Thus, 
while demarcating culture from the 
proprietorial hold o< community, state or 
individual we are proffered an image of 
culture derived from the metaphors of 
Justice. Moreover, in her choice of 
presenting the anthropological subject us 
a nuiment rather than being spatially 
located, she departs Iroin conventional 
'disciplinary' techniques and gives 
prominence to the 'scripr ot everyday lile. 
which encodes the concepts ot rights and 
Justice. Such furmuliition helps us c.scape 
the limited view of culture as community 
with u boundary or as linked to demands 
of the stale. By paying aiicniion lo these 
narratives. Das subverts the imago of tradi¬ 
tional ethnographic practice wherein an 

anthropologist ’glazed’ itt the ‘objectirted’ 
other, instead, she uses the image of 
‘hearing’ multiple voices in a sensitive and 
plural exercise of dialogue. Even if there 
may be disagreements with some 
assumptions of the author,!! will bcdifficult 
to ignore the questions she raises. The 
resonance provided to the category ‘ victim’. 
shorn of coiidcscunding or passive images, 
the sharp focus given to the question of 
justice even us legal discourses and practices 
arc exposed us hiding spccillc interests, the 
powerful image of gender as linked to 
community, and the possibility of visu¬ 
alising culture as derived metaphorically 
trom the processes of legality arc .some 
important ideas which provide food for 
ihoughi. CriiU ul Evenn. by attempting to 
live up lo the ideal of anthropology as 
'cultural critique', scis an agenda for a 
number of dchaies which arc relevant within 
and outside academic circles. 

Sahajanand and ^Khet Mazdoors’ 
Amit Kumar Gupta 

Saliiti>t>*Bd on Agricultural Labour and the Rural Poor edited by Waller 

Hauser; Munohar, Delhi, 1994; pp 238, Rs 2S0. 

SWAMI Sahajanand Saraswaii was horn 
Naurang Rai in 1889, turned an ascetic in 
1907 and moved to the bustle of public life 
in 1917. In 1920 he began to argani.se the 
bhumihar brahmins on ritual-reformist lines 
but soon turned loGandhian politics. From 

. 1934 however, disenchanted, he began to 
’ orgamse the suffering ‘kisans', with whom 
.' he worked until he died in 1950. The kisan 
‘ movement, the Swami. and others like him. 

' tried to build up a countrywide scale, and 
under the banner of the All India Ki.san 
Sabha (1936). was designed lo challenge 
the upholders of colonialism in India - the 

' indigenous feudal exploiters in its 
; '■ overwhelmingly vast counirysidc. and their 

, overbearingly protective, expropriative 
i British raj. in vigorous pursuance of this 
; two-fold task of anti-feudalism and anti- 

imperialism, Sahajanand devoted 16 rich 
i years of bis life. Although he was active 

pncttcally throughout the country, and he 
. attained the stature of a truly national figure. 

the epicentre of all his acts ot pttiiiicul 
.< tremor remained the province ol Bihar. It 

was mainly for his non-party. Icli-wing 
career os a militant kisan leader of Bihar, 
as of course, of the whole of India, that 
Sahajanand has carved out a niche for 
himself in the Indian hi.story of the 20ih 
century. 

Evidently Sahajanand' s role in accelerating 
i the process of peasant mobilisatitMi. his role 

M its puMieist and theoretician, and his 
activity as its lotemosi leader, panicularly 

{.1 
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in the context of Bihar, has to be taken into 
serious account by .scholars working on 
contemporary India and its people, in the 
lust 30 years or so a number of research 
works have been published which have 
assessed the Swami's over-alt contributions 
favourably, and highlighted his relentless 
anti-feudal campaigns. But of late certain 
misgivings about Sahajunand's .strategy 
against feudalism in the colonial days appear 
tohavecrept into the mindsuf-somc scholars, 
as well as of a sizeable number of political 
activists who arc committed to the cause of 
a qualitative change in prescni-day agrarian 
.siK'iciy. These mi.sgi vings. itsocms.arc borne 
qui of the stark realisation that the feudal 
mode of cxpioiiation has not only survived 
significant ugncuilural changes in po.st- 
cotonial India, but lias remained the dominant 
factor in many pans ol the country, and 
especially so in Bihar - where landlordism, 
cxtruclioii ol runt, sharecropping, usurious 
pracitcc. bonded labour.cu.stc-hascddivision 
of work and puiron-clicnt relationship of the 
jajmuni ty|)c are Mill ominously operative, 
if the Bihar Provincial Kisan Sahha’s 
campaign again.M feudalism was indeed on 
the ascendancy in the colonial period as it 
has been made out, then the feudal forces 
ought to have been cornered in the post- 
ailonial decades lollowtng the abolition of 
zamindari in 19.50. if not rendered moribund, 
and more importantly, theanti-feudai popular 
forces should have hcconic strong enough 
to deal u death blow to what remained of 

fnidalism. Since it has not hantenedthe way 
it might have, rather a feudalism from below 
has taken over the place of feudalism from 
above, and since the anti-feudal straggle, as 
well as the harnessing of the anti-feudal 
forces, are still very much the high priorities 
in today's Bihar, all perhaps had not gone 
on exactly well with the kisan mobilisation 
that the Swami-lcd BPKS built up in Bihar 
of the yesterdays. This feeling of doubt has 
ill due course led to an attempt at reviewing 
Sahajanand and his movement, and at 
expressing different opinions about them 
during the centenary year of Sahajanand's 
birth. 

The opinion, as expressed in the two 
issues of the Ecoiimnic and Eoliiicat Weekly 
of April I and August 19.1989 (in the shape 
of two articles by D N. entitled, ‘Swami 
Sahajanand and the Kisan Sabha’. and 
'Iconoclasm l.s Necessary', pp 660-62 and 
1921-23, respectively) gives Sahajanand 
and thcBPKScrcditfortakingintheagranan 
situation of Bihar the side of the oppressed 
against the oppressors and for their building 
up a movement that weakened feudalism 
and led to the abolition of zamindari. But 
the author feels chat the movement could not 
become “a full-fledged anti-feudal 
movement", remained confined, and 
consequently was exposed lo steady erosion 
for two debilitating factors: one, its 
preoccupation with the occupant tenants at 
the expense of the interests of landless 
agricultural labourers, and even the under¬ 
tenants and sharecroppers, and two, its 
'upper caste' bias, resulting in the neglect 
of the lower castes, particularly the dalits. 
On examination, both these appeared to 
this reviewer, at best, to be half-truths. 
Half, because, despite the Kisan Sabhos 
being a platform of all categories of 
peasants - rich us well as poor - like the 
Aesopian stream which quenched the thirst 
of the tiger and the sheep, Sahajanand and 
the BPKS hud fought with all their might 
more for the pixir peasants, the under¬ 
tenants, or the tcnants-at-will, than they 
ever did for the rich and the protected 
occupant tenants. 

To understand this, one has simply to 
refer to the Bakasht peasants' epic struggle 
(1937-1942 and l946-l948)againsteviction. 
and for the defence of the lands they tilled 
and the crops they raised. Besides, if for 
some reason (which is not known yet) 
Sahajanand and the BPKS could not come 
lo the aid of the Santa! 'bataidars' agitation 
in Dhamdaha. Pumca. between 1938 and 
1942 (us has been pointed out by Anand 
Chakruvarthi in his ‘Unfinished Struggle 
of Santhal Bataidars in Purnea District, 
1938-42'. Economic and Political Weekly, 
October 18.1986, pp 1848-58), they had no 
hesitation in taking up the sharecropping 
tribal peasants' causes elsewhere, notably in 
PtUamau in September 1940. in Dumka in 
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NAvember 1940. in certain oitwr purtx of 
Santal Paryana in April 1943. and ulao of 
the sharecFopperii on ‘hhowli* landt. in 
Patna and Gayu throughout I946>47. 
Ideologically, they appeared to have no 
reservation againueitherthciribal peasantry 
or the sharecroppers. 

Similarly, Sahajunands and other HPKS 
leaders belonging to the upper castes • who 
did not so belong among the organisers of 
the toiling people’s movements in Imliu of 
the time? - do not seem to this rcvieiver 
to have stood in the way of mobilising the 
people of the middle agricultural castes, 
the kurmis, the koerts. the yadavas - as 
well as those of the lower middle ca.sies. 
A widespread militant rising like that of 
the hakashi kisans. and an animuicd 
agitation like that of the hhowli kiuinx 
could not have taken place without the 
massive participation of most of the 
agricultural castes. In view also of the 
radical conviction in the 1930s and l94Us 
in the theory of class struggle as the panacea 
for all caste and community contradictions 
and therefore, of ignoring such 
contradictions it needs some wild imagi¬ 
nation to <^c Sahajanand and his comrades 
in the upper casicist garb. Hut then the 
scope for taking such wanton liberty was 
nut entirely absent, and the two hall-truths 
do tend to point towards at least one full 
truth. 

NKtiLMTkD Cm.'SI 

From the beginning of their career as 
kisan organisers in Bihar. Sahajanand and 
his friends di.splayed little inclination for 
taking up the cause ol the landless 
agricultural labourers or 'khci ma/.doors'. 
many of whom also happened to be the 
dalits of agrarian society. When the 
movement began to spread in Bihar they 
were not certain if the dalit khet ma/doors 
could he included in the category ot 
'grihastha' kisans. and whether, following 
the basic ‘land to the tiller' .slogan, it would 
be practicable to demand land for the dalit 
khet mazdoors. by tiouting the age-old 
ascriptive notion against it. Their confusion 
was further reflected in thcBPKS Manifc.sto 
of 1936demanding 'gainful employment’ 
for the landless, but not land as such, and 
the way they felt that the khet nui/dtiors' 
misery could not be rooted out “till 
imperialism is replaced by a national slate’', 
or, as Rahul Sankrityana was reported to 
have sceptically stated, not before "the 
advent of communism and revolution”. 

Sahajanand and the BPKS did. never¬ 
theless, try uncertainly to initiate a landless 
labourers’ agitation in September 1937 in 
the eastern part of Patna district among the 
musahars (dalits) of Tirhui over the demand 
for increased wages and improved 
conditionsof work. The attempt, coinciding 

wMh the iKiivities of; a Cor^rcss-inspired 
and Jagjivan Ram-led. short-liviMl Khctihar 
Sungh. raised both costcist alarm and class 
hostility among the suhsluniial 
peasiints - those who usually employed 
agricultural labour. It eventually led to 
clashes between die musahars and their 
employers in the first hall of 193K, resulting 
tn vitticnee and bfiHidshed. and enabling 
the authorities to crush it in the nanie of 
maintaining law and ixiler. The .set hack 
so stunned the BPK.S that it did not niakc 
another worthwhile attempt at organising 
the agitation ol the khet ma/.doors. 
Although Its leaders continued to talk about 
the demands ol the 'rural proletariat', their 
I4ain el ton throughout I93X-4I was 
somehow to harmonise the relations 
between the agricultural labourers and their 
kisan employer.-.. They, in fact, tried hard 
to explain the 'involuntary' exploitation of 
the khet ma/.doors by the landholders in 
terms of the latter's having little alternative, 
under the strain «if rack-renting, but to 
minimi.se the cost of cultivation even at the 
expense ol the wage-earners. They also 
appealed to the substantial peasants to 
consider the khet nia/diHirs as their own 
'kith and kin' who should he given their 
due (Swann Sahajaiiand's presidenti.'il 
address. .Ird session ol the All India Kisan 
Subha. Cumillu. May 13. I93KI. and 
exhorted both the categories to appreciate 
“the great and growing need tor their united 
tront”! Resolution on Agricultural Labour. 
4lh Session ol the All India Kisan Sabha. 
Gaya. April 9-10. 19.39). 

All this, and (he tact that the BPKS 
neither made any serious el fort to rally the 
khet nia/doors in siipfxiri ol the bakashi 
and the hhowh kisans' struggles, in spite 
of the khet ma/doors’ spontaneous tacit 
support lor them, nor succeeded in bringing 
the landless’ nghilul demand lor land to 
the fore, irrespeciivc of the Icasibility of 
Its being partially or marginally lulfillcd. 
makes one believe that Sahajanand and his 
comrades had in l.ict neglected the c.nisc 
of agricultural labourers (who included (lie 
dalits). tailed to galvanise them into (he 
movement against feudalism, and as a result 
left anti-feudalism in Bihar resirietcd to 
that vital extent 

It is in the backdrop of this living coniix)- 
versy over the contemporaneous agrarian 
society in Bihat that Suhujanuiiif on 
Agnvuhioul Uiltour aiul I In- Rmol Rtnir 
assumc.s a s|>ecial significance. Presented 
suitably twith an Inimductitm. an intro¬ 
ductory statement to each chapter, a 
comprehensive glossary and an array of 
scholarly annotations) the b<H)k by Walter 
Hauser, who first brought the lull .stature 
ol .Sahajanand and the Bihar Provincial 
Kisan Sabha u> serious ucadcniic attention 
in his piiHiecring unpublished research work 

■of 1961. contains the original Hindi text 

of Sahajanand’s political tract. Khet 
Ma/diNir. and its English translation. The 
Khei Mu/xloor.al«mg with other pamphlets, 
was written by Sahajanand during his 
impri.sunmen( at Ha/aribagh in the four 
months between Juno and September 1941. 
It remained in its manuscript form 
throughout, and hud mil been published in 
the Swami's lifc-iimc and thereafter. 
Consei|uenily its contents, and their 
implications, were mil known, though some 
(leoplc vaguely heard about it. and a few 
scholars even lefcrred to it (notably Hauser 
himself in his i>npubtishcd work. ‘'1^ Bibrn 
Provincial Kisan Sabha. 1929-42: A Study 
ol an Indian Pcu.san( Movement’. University 
of Chicago. 1961. and Arvind N Das in 
Agrarian IJnrrsi and Socio-Economic 
Change in llihar. IVIHt-IVHO. New Delhi. 
I9K3). This historical text lets Sahajanaitd 
speak, most impressively, indeed, for 
himsclt. and thereby, deal cficclively with 
the charge ol his luck of interest in the 
landless labourers' lot. and his neglect Qf 
their cause. 

.Sahajanand was very knowledgeable 
about the historical circumstances under 
which agricultural labourers came into 
existence in India, and about the reasons 
of their phenomenal growth in number 
during the colonial period. He knew 
intimately the kind ol life they were forced 
to live in agrarian society, the problems 
they encountered, and the exploitation they 
had always been subjected to. As a typical 
radical believer in the theory of class 
struggle ol his lime. .Suhajunand’s attention 
was devoted almost entirely to the 
economics of agricultural labour in 
disregard of its caste aspect, (hough he 
neither failed to notice that "theagricultural 
labourers are chicHy constituted of castes 
which have been suppressed for centuries”. | 
nor did he shrink from defending them as | 
“the nghilul claimants" of land. 
Simultaneously, he pointed out that the f 
non-dalits had also turned khet mazdoors I 
in great numbers, especially because of the 
small marginal peasants' steady loss of 
land under colonial conditions. 
Con.set|uen(ly. Sahajanand found a kisan | 
characierisiir among the khet mazdoors. f 
.Mime ol whom .suhsi.sted m»i only by wage-1 
earning, but also by clinging desperately f 
to liny pieces of land, and tilling them. This | 
“half kisan and half wage-earner” character | 
of them, the total dependence of all othersl 
on the cultivation of land, despite theirl 
being wholly landless, and the similarityl 
of their precarious existence with thm off 
the small and marginal peasants, prompledf 
Sahajanand to treat (he khet mazdoors ttsl 
the ptHir' kisans. and to try to mobilisej 
them under the leadership of the Kisinj 
Sabha. 

If tlic Kisan .Sabha was to become 
rallying point of the khet mazdoors aloni| 
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with the poor kisans, then it must undergo 
a drastic change in its nature and 
composition. It musi then defend the rural 
poor against the exploitation not only of 
the landlords and mahajans, but also of the 
rich peasants - not only for their freedom 
from the bandage, but also for getting them 
the minimum living wages - and turn itself 
essentially into a poor kisan-cum-khet 
roazdoor organisation. Apparently, in 1941 
Sahajanand had no qualms about it ("we 
Should have no consideration at ail for the 
rich peasants", he said), and he recom¬ 
mended to the khet mazdoors two different 
approaches for settling their wage disputes: 
an uncompromisingly stern one towards 
the rich peasants, keeping the stakes 
somewhat high, and acompromisingiy soft 
one towards the other kisans. keeping the 
stakes somewhat low. Together with the 
continuous struggle for wages, he invited 
die khet mazdoors to rebel against every 
form of bonded and forced labour, and 
supported their claim, along with that of 
those poor kisans with very little land, to 
a share of the landlords' excess land.s. aiui 
the pool of other lands to be brought undci 
cultivation. 

Sahajanand. however, was of the opinion 
that the dispossessing of the landlords ot 
their 'ziraf, ‘bakashf and 'khud kasht’ 
lands, and the distribution ot these and 

other lands among the khet mazdoors and 
the poor kisans should be undertaken only 
by (he government. Unchvacteristically 
he maintained a complete silence over tte 
issue of the ‘land seizures' or the rural 
poor’s snatching away - at the peak of anti¬ 
feudalism - the landlords’ and the 
government’s lands, and distributing them 
under the Kisan Sabha's overall guidance. 
If the ‘land seizures’ were not resorted to. 
he did not say how. and what other way, 
his Kisan Sabha would lead (he khet 
mazdoors to spearhead the struggle against 
feudalism to its climax. Rather than 
elaborating on these mobilisational and 
agrarian revolutionary issues. Sahajanand 
preferred, like an economic planner (and 
surprisingly good one at that), to dwell on 
the ways and means of expanding the 
country’s agriculture, and .stepping up its 
total agricultural production. He showed, 
with the help of official reports and 
statistics, that the cultivable land available 
in 1941 was too inadequate (about three- 
quarteis of an acre per agriculturist) to 
satisly the land hunger of the kisans and 
the khet mazdoors. If more lands from all 
possible sources (including the fallow, 
marshy and jungle lands) were brought 
under cultivation, increasing the total 
amount to .such an extent us to be possible 
to allot two acres per agriculturist, and the 

productive capacity of land, iad the 
production per acre, were vastly improved 
through full scale ‘modernisation’, "only 
then the land hunger of the kisans can be 
met. and only then will the agricultural 
labourers be able to get land". 

One may. or may not accept Sahajanand’s 
contentions in Khei Mazdoor as to have 
constituted the perfect strategy in the 1940s 
for mobilising the agricultural labourers in 
the anti-feudal struggle. One could hardly 
say that Sahajanand was not mindful of the 
landless labourers and dalits. However, the 
theorisations are of tittle importance without 
their being put to some practice, and 
similarly the intentions are.scarcely useful 
till they are actually acted upon. The 
accounts of Bihar of the 1940s do not show 
any significant evidence of khet mazdoors’ 
agitation, or of their coming into a certain 
focus in agrarian politics. 'They remained 
as unorgani.sed after 1941 as they were 
before, and clearly Sahajanand’s 
exhortations had no discernible effect on 
their position. Why was it so in Bihar, and 
not exactly so in certain other areas, and 
what prevented Sahajanand and his 
comrades from translating their ideas into 
actions? Had Hauser endeavoured to answer 
these questions at some length in his 
Introduction, his readers would have been 
benefited (urthcr. 
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SPECULA8THXES 

‘Our Time’ 
History, Sovereignty and Politics 

Vivek Dhareshwar 

If the modernist injunction has been to make the present an object of reflection and to make ourselves the object 
of interrogation, the question for post-colonials is, what does it mean to he modern? This paper raises questions about 
how the political present theorises itself, focusing on three concepts - history, sovereignty aiul the subject. It is argued 
that deploying the problematic of community should enable us to delineate the conceptual limits of the political languages 
of modernity and to show the impasses of post-modernity as well as the reflexive possibilities of the political present. 

IF the modernist injunction has been to make 
the present an object of reflection and to 
make ourselves the object of interrogation, 
then we are forced to ask with Leu Bcr.sani; 
‘Is it possible not to be modern? More 
exactly, can we ever experience a time other 
than our own?"' But the question for post- 
colonials has been for quite .some time; What 
docs it mean to be modern? What is our own 
time? That question, of course, derives its 
force not pnly from the taci that modernity 
has been an imposition, but also trom the 
growing apprehension that its post-colonial 
perpetuation may be in some profound .sense 
an error. We are here on a conccpiuully 
precarious terrain, for it is indeed difficult 
to make room for that judgment and to make 
sense of it without losing our hold im the 
present. But as 'critical historians' we cannot 
make that judgment. 

I do not invoke the expression critical 
historian' in vain We may be able to 
illuminate our ftn-de-siecle predicament by 
turning to Nietzsche, that other fin-de-siecle 
anti-modern, and his formulation of the 
dilemma confronting the ‘cnlical historian’: 

The same life that needs forgetfulness 
sometimes needs ns dcstruciion; for should 
the injustice of something ever become 
obvious - a monopoly, a caste, a dynasty, 
for example - the thing deserves to fall Its 
past is critically examined, the kmte put to 
its roots, and all tiic ‘pieties' arc grimly 
trodden underfoot. The process is always 
dangerous, even for life; and the men or the 
times that serve life in this way. by judging 
and annihilating the past, arc always 
dangerous to themselves and others. For as 
we are merely the resultani ol previous 
generations, we arc also the i esu llani ui the ii 
errors, passions, and crimes: it is impossible 
to shake off this chain. Though we condemn 
the errors and think we have escaped them, 
we cannot escape the fact that we spring 
from them... it is an attempt to gam a past 
a posteriori from which wc might spring, 
as against that from which wc do spring - 

The poSt'Colonial predicament is that wc 
have been mediating modernity but that 
mediation has always carried or secreted 

within itself the sense of another historicity, 
which introduces almost stealthily the non- 
self-idcntity ot the Indian modern. And it 
is this hi.storicity which allows the critical 
historian of our fm-de-siecle to call for a 
critique of modernity which would at the 
same time be an attempt to provincialise 
Europe. Thus Dipesh Chakrabarty argues 
that. 

To attempt to provincialise this ‘Europe' is 
to see the modern as inevitahly contested, 
to write over the given and privileged 
narratives ol cili/xn.ship other narratives of 
human connections iliui draw sustenance 
from dreumed-up pasts and fulurcs where 
collectivities aredelmcd neither by the rituals 
of cilucnship nor by the nightmare of 
'tradition' ihai 'modernily' creates 

Do these other narratives provide us with 
an a po.ucrwri pu.a trom which wc might 
spring or Irom which we might have sprung? 
Chakrabarty continues;' 

There arc of course no (ml i a) structural sites 
where such dreams could lixlge themselves 
Yet they will lectii so long as the themes 
ufci(i/.cn.slii|> and the nation-slate dominate 
our narr.iitvcs ot hisiorical ii,insition. lor 
these dreams arc what the modern represses 
in order lo be 

Critical history, then, attempts the 
'impossible' and therefore embodies a 
‘politics ol despair'. The project is im|X)ssible 
because history and the theoiy (the figures 
and categories) il uses has only one subject, 
'Europe', no matter whether we arc ostensibly 
concerned with the history of Ghana or of 

India. 
There is a great deal ot ambiguity as to 

what Chakrabarty ineaiisby “othernarratives 
of human connectums that draw sustenance 
from dieamed-up pasts and lutures". The 
ambiguity tirises mainly bccau.se Chakrabarty 
leaves It unclear how those ‘dreamed up 
pasts and lutures’ relate u> our present: and 
this present begins to lose its already 
precarious hold on us. and we, our hold on 
It. when he declares that the critique of 
modernity, the provincialisatlon of Europe, 
involves sending the categories of political 

modernily back to philosophy and 
presumably to Europe - “in the same way 
as suspect coins returned to their owners in 
an Indian bazaar" (22). Furthermore, when 
he argues that “In unravelling the necessary 
entanglement of history - a disciplined and 
institutionally regulated form of collective 
memory - with the grand narratives of 
'rights’, citizenship', the nation state, 
'public' and private’ spheres, one cannot 
but prohlcmaiisc 'India' at the same time as 
one dismantles Europe” (21), it is far from 
clear what the implication is of 
problemalising ‘India’. If the impossible 
narratives of dreamed up pasts and futures 
float free of the present, then how does the 
present get probicmali.sed? On the other 
hand, if the task of critical history is to 
narrate the violence of modernity why would | 
one need to attempt the impossible? It seems | 
that the imptissiblc narrative attempts to 
redeem the past but generates a politics of |I 
despair both bccau.se it cannot do so and ii 
because critical history is unable to explain | 
Its own implication in the present. However |, 
barren that present may be, without grasping | 
its figurations of the in of our in-common, 
wc can only think of the past as a refuge 
or as a loss.'* The present too is surely f 
dreaming up new t uturcs, new ways of being | 
together, whose figurations are yet to be I' 
embodied in any theory or institutions. | 

Let us contrast Chakrabarty’s critical l! 
history with Walter Benjamin’s attempt to 
write the prehi story of modernity, with which 
it clearly has some affinity. Unlike Proust, | 
who searched for time past in order to escape f 
from the future and from temporality as 
such. Benjamin looked for “hope in the! 
past". As Peter Szondi puts it, “the futuie^ 
is precisely what Benjamin seeks in the| 
past”. ‘The task”, as Szondi notes, i 

is paradoxical, like ihe joining of hope aiid| 
despair lo which it gives voice. The way lof 
the origin is, to be sure, a way backwimlt,| i 
but backwards into a future. which, aithou^i 
It has gone by in the meantime and its idi^ 
has been perverted, still holds more prdmiset 
than the current image of the future.’ 
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, tM# ctiiHraxl irthiws u» to nuc wftjr tksiKiir 
‘ )» disjoined Inim hope in Chuknihuny's 

erilkiueof modernity. Admittedly, lienjamiit 
loo has a problem in accounting t«>r why ilic 

! ‘cunentimagcurthcruture' islcs.N|MomiM»g 
than the fututes past. Fur Bciijumin. Imiwcv cr. 
it is dear that the glimmers ol an «)|)eit. 
incomplete future in the pasi helps us break 
out of a paralysing hisioncism and thus 
perhaps prepares m us a rece|Misit> to die 
present, in contrast. Cliakrahany 's critical 
history, by embodying a politics ul despair. 

, by showing us why our prcdicumeni is 
necessarily '’incscapahtc”. wilt impnson us 
even more deeply in a hisioncism that is 
unable to open itself to any luitire and thus 
unable to determine any historical present, 
if'SIC have no independent access to iIk real 
except through the interaniculaiioii ol our 
polilicalcimccpts - ihcconcciHsol ixiliiical 
modernity - then it is mu clear what we arc 
doing by .sending them hack lo EunifK*. 
especially when the cnliguc ol modernity 
confesses its inability to provide us with any 

' other hold on our present. And with that we 
lose any sense we might have had ol why 
our modernity may be an error, fur wiiluiui 
a sense of the hi.storiciiy of our present, ol 
even the Bcnjaminian kind, we will have no 
way of seeing our pre.scni as coiiiaining 
futures that arc not already lived out 
elsewhere - this elsewhere being ol course 
Europe, the origin and iclos ol nuHlcrniiy. 

The non>ncgotiabiliiy ol poliiieui 
Mnicturcs and idioms m India can only he 
accounted for by the fact that that structure 
and that idiom never evolved out ol any 
existing traditions (languages, hisioriciticsi 

, When they become part ol our hi.siory. or. 
more accurately, when we begin to have a 
'history' thanks to them, our tinh; can only 
appear as 'prehistory'. When, ihcretoiv. wc 
beginlureflect onlbccondiiions loracriiii)uc 
a( our modernity, it would he I'utilc. and 
kitellectually incoherent, to deny our 

* 'history' as alum in order then lo leach back 
; to a different historicity as our iniiHissiblc’ 

history tnunmudem or prumoderii time. 
’ culture).* But what is this |>rescni iluii leads 
! Its into this apuria? “What is it", us Micltcl 
P Rwcaull has asked, "in liu; iircsenl that 
% prodig.TS meaning now lor philo.\ophical 

nsfleciionT'^ In urdcrtodctcrmiiK'a rcilccti VC 
relation to our present wc must think the 

' hialoricity of history itself. Here is then the 
i paradoxical task: wc need to deploy 
I Mkloricily against the very notion <if history 
r such thta historicity is not reabsorbed by 
' hisioricism. How is this p«>ssihlc'.’ 

It IS not diffieult. however, to decipiR'i. 
i’ beneath Chakpihany's dc.vpuir. the ouiliiK* 

of another, more fascinating problematic. 
That is to say, beneath the despairing pmjeci 
of provinciali.stng Europe, the problcmuiic 

' that takes shape is the problematic of 
i' ebmmunity. I am proposing ilRTeforc that 
yniie raise the questions ol our modermiy as 

a quesiHin of inir tiita*. sIir'c. as Jean-Luc 
Nancy expresses it imi well. "Ilic possibility 
of saying 'iHir lime' and Ilk.- (xissihilily of 
this making sense lif it d«R's) is given hya 
reci|iriR‘iiy between'iHir' satd 'linH:'.“'Tnday 
the qtic.stion of modernity presents itself as 
the possibility of taking up oiae again iIk 
quesiHHi of wIm) wc aiv* and Ihiw we arc 
related to one unollwr." 

This pa|K'r then is designed lo raise 
questions ahoui how we mighi tiiulersiund 
the ways in which itR' political pre.seni is 
disposed lo iluiorise itself. Wh.il hap|R*iis to 
some ol ihe central coiK’cpis or the key 
words of our cultural and iioliiical self- 
understanding - such as sovereignty, 
citi/cnsliip. rights, democracy, scxularism. 
the nation - when ihc conditions Ihui 
rendered them inielligihle no longer obtain 
Would it be |Mtssible lo map the semantic 
shills wrought in ilwm hy Hr* cniergeni 
conliguraiion of msiiiuiions and practices'.' 
Do they retain their imelligibiliiy loday, and 
can tlicy .still mobilise our iKilitieo-cihieal 
iHin/.on'.’ If not. whai new etmeepis arc 
replucmg ihcni and what are ilR'ir scmuniic 
Held'.' 

Without pietending to answer these 
questions. 1 shall aiiempi lo sketch at least 
ihe programmatic outline of an approach to 
them by looking at liiiee coiRcpis; hi.siory. 
.sovereignty and ibe subject. 'I'he hy|H>ihusis 
IS that none ol these concepts can be 
undersKNid wiihotii the tuber two. Fosi- 
nuidcmiiy is u problem or a cluilicnge for 
the discourse and history ol .sovereignty 
iRsolur us Ihc history that wc arc living as 
well as pr.R‘li.sing is biuiiHl up with the 
diseoursc/hisiory/inslilulion ol .stivercigniv. 
History has always been a di.seoursc of 
sovereignty, and .soveieignty has always hevn 
structured in Ihc lorm of a subject, whether 
we lake Ihe lulicr m refer ii> the eili/en 
subject or U> llw collccliviiy numeil by iIk- 
nation.I'hesc concepis. niorcovvr. have 
dcimed (he sciy iiuclligihilily ol '|Mili(tcs'. 
indeed ol |uilitical modernily iiself." Ollier 
political coneepis. kmi. dense their coiuexi 
and force Ironi iliese three. 1'hc link between 
sovereignty, hisitiry and politics has been 
mutually coiisiiiutivc because sovereignty 
has involved cieaimg a (Mtlnical .siruclure 
capable of defining Us own past' and 
determining Us own present. Now tins 
hislory/subjuci ol sovereignly llnds ilsell 
(hreuicned above all by what tine might call 
Ihe 'sovereignty' ol market. I'he play of 
market lorces is not only iiRlilfercni to 
the hisuiry/subjeei ol soverci'gmy. but it is 
al.so capable ol recoii.stiiuiiiig it ai will, 
(hereby denying oi negating hi.siory and 
politics. J G A PiR-iR'k. the fiisionan of 
political discourse las he styles himself), 
whose formulation of the t.s.suc seems to me 
lo capture (he theoretical and political 
|R'r|)lcxiiics of the is.siic of sovereignty, has 
argued that 

It can he seen ftw the tlriu time that die 
interplay oi market forces i« eapabie of 
abolisliing whole national cultures if h does 
ran need them any more, and whatever the 
outcome, the mere realisation that this is 
possible raises problems in human values 
alarming if stimulating lo the critical 
iniclligcneu. Sliould this happen') What in 
lad happens if it docs'.' Anmng the problems 
arising is iltal of hi.su>rical self-location. In 
what history is one living if one lives in a 
world where iliis cun happen'.' The question 
iscoiiiplicutcduiMlenrich^ifthccxperience 
begins with the demolition of Ihe national 
hisiorics which, if they did nut encourage 
the iKlicf that one had a share in determining 
one's laie.ai least hR'aied fatcuiul its mastery 
III an intelligible culture, tradition, and 
IMlIltICS.'' 

H i.sit irical scl f-ltR'ai i«m becomes a problem 
bccuu.se ol the intimate link between 
sovereignty. Ihe stale and hiitlory. The logic 
ol' eupiul .seems to force (he state to reassert 
its lerumhlmg) sovereignty in order only to 
surrender it. Historiography, which was the 
product ol (he liberal stale, .suddenly .seems 
to lo.se Its liRHis. The crisis, however, raises 
even more .serious que.stions lor politics, 
sonic of which I shall try to brictly indicate. 
That we find the very notion of the 
poliiicar opaque is bccau.se polities a.s a 

notion and piactice derived its meaning 
from (he unity, us it were, ol ht.story. 
.sovereignly and the subjeci. So when we 
s|R‘ak metaphorically of the sovereignty of 
(he market that is threatening (he cultural/ 
political autonomy ot Ihc nation, we are 
obliquely conlessing that polities has lost 
Its meaning: and it has lost its meaning, 
us I just indicated, because, wc no longer 
make sense of Ihe triad history, sovereignty 
and the subject." 

Although I began hy cimsidenng (he threat 
pti.scd hy tiK' market lo the history/subject 
of sovereignly. our iiucrrogalion of political 
modeniiiy - .in interrogation that seems 
iiuii.siR'iisablc lo ascertain ihc possibilities 
oflhe|H>liiical present - would have to show 
wIr'ii and how tiR' 'play ol market lorces' 
deiaehc.s ii.sefi Irom Ihe diseour.se of 
soveicigmy. es|R‘Ciall> smcc in the early 
modern ixilitical dehalcs - the di.seoursc of 
Ihe m.irhei was inicriial to or part ul the 
discourse ol sovereignty.''* Furthermore, 
wc would need lo come to terms with the 
arguments which, without necessarily 
welcoming or positively evaluating Ihe 
clfccis ol globalisation, .seem to suggest 
that (he nation-state's (and hence of 
so vcreigiuy ’ s) decreasing stgni ficance opens 
up other political po.s.sibilities which may be 
able to avoid some of (he major problems 
(hut the nuiion-statc creates or at least is 
unable to rc.sol vc." We need then to explore, 
on the one hand, the limits or possibilities 
of existing political concepts when 
confronted with new forms or .structures 
and. on Ihe other, whether any new ptditicai 
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ooncepa amb^g generated in tbe pmccHs . 
It Riqr be that the diicoune of sovereignty 
is not tied to any given ctmcepiion of tte 
nation-state, and that the debate abiwt the 
appropriate form of the state is internal'to 
the historic^ dialogue that constitutes the 
discourse of sovereignty. 

The career of these concepts in non- 
European contexts creates impasses or 
aporias that are yet to be restilved. What is 
the logic of history/suvercigniy in Indiaiand 
in postcolonial places in general)? It is on 
this site that both their consiiiuiivc force and 
their present crisis can be made perspicuous, 
and questions asked about the rcilexive 
possibilities of the political present 

The history/subject of Indian sovereignty 
has been constituted as a "biography ol the 
nation-statc”."'and this history, in fashioning 
itself as a history of sovereignty, has hud 
toexclude and delegitimise other idioms and 
agencies. It would be insiruett vc here to look 
at the problem of secularism. There is an 
obvious sense in which it is culturally alien 
(imposed, tike most ol our political 
institutions, by the British and deriving its 
authority in large measure because of that), 
and it is also what the nationalists - more 
precisel/Nehru and Nehruvians - saw as a 
rational normative choice which a multi- 
rcitgious sovereign state would do well to 
make. But it has been unclear what it means 
for Indians to .share its history us hencelorih 
pan of theirs or what history it enjoins Indians 
to determine. For this quesiion could not 
arise as long as the authority and value of 
political concepts embodied in the post- 
colonial state (taken over intact Irom the 
British) legitimised only one history. Only 
when that authority began to be undermined 
and challenged by very different piocesses 
did questions long suppressed come to the 
surface. 

To pul it very schematically, the stale's 
espousal of secularism entailed, paradoxi¬ 
cally, an active attempt on its |iaii to secularise 
what it took to be religious institutions 
(Hindu/Muslim/Christian). Ibis was fur I rom 
being a benign process.'^ The Hindu right 
(the cnvrgenceof Hindu as a political identity 
is a fairly recent phenomenon) now claims 
that the state, as well as the libcrul/lcft 
intelligentsia, is favouring the minorities 
('appeasement of the minorities' in their 
political rhetoric) by allowing them to have 
their own 'personal law’. So they claim that 
the state is 'pseudo-secular' bccau.se tar from 
being neutral between religions it intervenes 
in Hindu institutions but protects the 
Muslims, if secularism as a doctrine* or 
policy as well as a cultural ideal has not 
only failed but has in fact created a space 
which the Hindu right is mobilising to take 
over in order to marginalise (to put it 
euphemistically) an already marginalised 
community, then we seem to need something 
more. or. at any rate, something other, than 

mere reiteration of snnilarism (which most 
leftists and liberals end updoing). Secularism 
as a doctrine of toletaiitm is closely linked 
to the principle of sovereignty land the 
juridical power associated with it). Rather 
Hum argue that the only consistent, viable 
position lor Muslims is to demand, and for 
ibe stale to grunt, sovereignty in 'cuhural' 
matters. I would argue that we must work 
toward a political space from which we cun 
question the very principle oi .sovereignty 
as embodied in the state. This que.stioning 
would have lo begin with an aliempt to 
rcdcUnc ciii/.cnship, and in the process 
explore the limitations of the politics of 
rights. This questioning may end up 
deconsiruciing these notions, not merely or 
primarily on grounds of their Euroceniricity. 
but becuu.se they no longer lell us the icrms 
of our practical and passionate relationship 
to one another"' hecause they no longer 
embody a politics. 

The stale tunciions by naturalising the 
classes and groups of civil .society. When 
these groups and classes lorm or mediate 
representations ol themselves through itie 
.stale, aiiiagonisnis and dislocations of the 
social enicige in the open. What we have 
called 'politiciil identity' emerges as the 
articulation ol these aniagomsms. Thus the 
'Hindu' as a political identity is irreducible 
to the inieresis ol anv one group in civil 
society and to the cultural/religious entity 
called Hindu. The attempted new equation. 
Indian citi/x‘n=Hindu. isarc.suli ol theuiiempt 
locompensateforthccxcessol universality: 
It IS nut primarily intended to appropnate 
the stale or lo make it religious, in tact, oiw 
could argue the radical proposition that 
religion is not the issue at all. and ihercfore 
the focus on ‘secularism’ is misplaced - yet 
another in.siunce of lefl/liberal literalism that 
negates politics. The citizen's becoming a 
subject depends on the state - and. as we 
know, in the post-colonial comext the stale 
is the most powerlul modernising agent - 
insofar as the abstract. universal slot (whose 
ideality is given as interior lo il.self) needs 
the slate to guarantee it us such. It would 
be po.ssiblc to show, lollowing Foucault, 
that governmentalily in the colonial/post- 
colonial context deploys biilh sovereignly 
and discipline lo institute modernity, 
including the institutions and practices of 
political modcniiiy, it also m ilw same pnicc.ss 
iascribes or rcas.signs inequality asdi I ference 
(usually onto those it constitutes as not-yei- 
citixens - women, 'minorities', scheduled 
castes/lribes').-" Can we then invoke 
sovereignty to defend difference? 

The Muslim and the cUilit are in a similar 
position in relation to the .state: their identity 
is too particular and too excessive. In 
imptrsing an identity im them, the .state seeks 
in cITcct to circumvent their agency. Their 
identities become excessive hecau.se they 
.are bItKked from thi: space of citizenship. 

The political identity 'Hiiuhi', on the other 
hand, emerges a.x u reaction to the exeexs 
of universality. What the 'Hindu' envies/ 
hates in the Mu.slim is preeixely the 
predicament of the Muslim, namely, the 
Muslim's conrincmcni to hittftwf identity 
(the cxce.ss of it).-' II we now readily accept 
that there is violence in the denial of identity, 
we mu.st begin to understand the condilioitt 
in which the al firmution of identity can lum 
into ail imposition of identity (as welt us an 
incitement to identity) and thus teadioukind 
of violciK-c lu.t dissimilar to that involved 
in (he denial of identity. 

Is there a sense of historicity and agency 
that docs not obey the structure of 
sovereignty ? This formulation imposes itself 
on us: however, one must rcsixt turning h 
into yet another cxpre.s.sioii. or an inversim. 
of the Mivcreignly principle. Rather, what 
we should look for is the process of 
imbrication whereby the principle of 
sovereignty assimilates - or tries to. at any 
rate - structures and practices that do not 
conlorm to the logic of sovereigmy, lor 
example, caste, whatever kind of an entity 
or a practice we lake it to be. A theory of 
euste-praciice would have to convcige on 
(he at tempt to explore a polities that intemipts 
(he logic ol .sovereignty. 

Whcn.scholursand political ctHnmentaiofs 
liKik al caste pruciiccs. they nme the irony 
oi various caste-groups declaring them¬ 
selves backward' and demanding that their 
caste hK) be included in the list of castes 
dc.scrving of reservation. There is nothing „ 
at all ironical in this if wc reverse our v 
perspective and see them as redeftning J 
ciiizcnship and rcaftirming the singularity | 
of their ideniity. Despite ihc reginwmation k; 
of ca.sie hy the .stale, it remains a fuzzy I i 
concept.Hie redrawing producesadifferent | j 
kind of thickness. The task for a political 11 
theory i.s not simply lo identify or clarify 11 
or criticise or Justify their statist goals Aor| 
describe the state's view of them, but tof i 
rcilexively explore the possibilities opened 
up by the enormous fluidity of caste!.; 
practices and identities. It can also go some 
way toward resisting and recastingl^ 
clussificulions .such us 'scheduled castes and 
tribes' and 'Back ward Castes*, so that a new 
vocabulary - which embodies the newl > 
po.s.sibilities - may come lo replace the sissistf 
bureaucratic categories: .so (hat identities*.. 
are open to political agonism. and do notf | 
merely remain state-mediated. *'How’*| .j 
Bulihar has rightly aski'd, ‘can we ioscrih^ * 
the programme and the very name oF 
equuliheny in singulantics?’^’ The fneieml i 
then, requires redcscriptiotj—which is no^^ .fi 
lo suggest ihai meic icdcscnption will' 
somehow lake care of the problem, but 
argue ihaithe aiiempt at redescription requii 
rethinking history, subject and suveieigni^l 
The futurity, understood as the r^leid 
possibilities of the present, dqiends periiapi 
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oit the excessive figures generated by the 
citizen-becoming-a-subjcci. rather than on 
the untversalisation of the citixen subject, 
forthelatter’simpossible sovereignty forever 
requites a supplement or u doubling.’’ 

The larger problem here involves, of 
course, understanding whut modernity has 
meant in India and how the state us a 
modernising agency par excellence has 
functioned and with what con.sequences. Let 
me present a highly simplified - but not, I 
hope.simplistic - spcctnimofpositions with 
which we would need to contend. 

(1) Modernisers and Postmodemiscrs: Tite 
first position would argue that despite all the 
problems encountered and even created by 
modernity, carrying through the prtijcct of 
modernity (politically.economically) is still 
the best choice. It would sec the recent 
attempt by the state to libeialisc’ the 
economy as a betrayal of the goals ol 
modernity, as a surrender of .sovereignty. In 
its left-liberal version (dominant until 
recently) it organised its politics around the 
agency of the state and predicated the identtiy 
of the citizen subject on the rationality (and 
hence modernity) of that agency and its 
ideology of sovereignty. Politically, 
however, this position has lo.st its persuasive 
power, and it would be important for us to 
analyse the loss of hegemony of this position 
Where did it derive its authority trom and 
how does it respond to its loss of authority? 
What changes can one envisage in its idiom? 
What new ‘moves’ is it capable of.' The 
postmodemiscrs, tho.se who wish the stale 
to follow globalisation, would argue that 
politics will take care of itscll if economy 
is freed; their vision is inspired by the 
International Monetary Fund model of civil 
society. That is to say. in this neo-liberal 
vision, only the agency of the market is 
recognised as rational, and unlike its earlier 
incarnations, it presents market itself us tts 
own justification. However, as an idiom it 
is yet to articulate itself fully and in the 
Indian context at least its constiiueiicy. the 
globalising middle class seeking access to 
the cosmpolis ot commumcnlion i apart of 
course from the state itself), is yet to establish 
its dominant motifs politically. 

(2) The more radical position, admittedly 
atninority position held by a .section of the 
intelligcnuia, but which may rctleci a 1 airly 
pervasively, if incoherently, Icli experience, 
would argue for a rejection of niodcmiiy 
itself. Or. at least, it would see modernity 
iMeif as the problem; although many are 
templed by this po.sition, its articulation as 
a viable political position laces 
insurmountable difficulties. The claim that 
modernity has been an imposition of 
something alien, that we nun-wesierncis 
uioulddo well loevol veour ‘own’ in.siiiuiions 
and pratnices, runs into diflicuhics when it 
hies to narrate and make .sense of the history 
of, say. the last 200 years. Insofar as its 

critique of modernity. secm.s to involve a 
rejection of nuKiemity (and. con.sequcntly. 
of the present) this position seems hcadixl 
toward an untenable nalivism. Nonetheless 
It docs open up some very serious questions 
about what hi.story wc arc living in and how 
we eharueicrise our political present.^'* 

(3) There might conceivably be another 
position (opened up to a large extent by 
Partha Chatterjee) which, taking its bearing 
from the insights us well as the impasses of 
the previous positions, would argue that 
what needs to hu rejected is perhaps not 
modernity but the modernist understanding 
or interpretation of modernity. This position 
would start with an acknowiedgemenr that 
there is something like a ’suspension’ ot 
history - the inahiliiy of the history that has 
constituted our present to "go forward’, as 
It were - in order to begin an inicrrogaiioii 
of the different idioms as well as a dialogue 
between diflereni historicities."’The history 
that IS under suspension - for various 
heterogeneous reasons - is the history that 
has constituted K.sell or has been wriiien us 
the “biography ol the nation-stale" If this 
hislory/subjeei ol sovereignty is in crisis 
now, does it mean that our present is post- 
historical and post-political, given over 
entirely to the market and its sovereignty? 
Or can wc s|Kak ol oiherpoliiicul possibilities 
contained in dilterenl historicities and 
agencies lliai have a chance, a future, precisely 
because ol that impasse''-’'’ 

Unlike the position above, this po.sition 
would not reject poliiieal concepts simply 
on the grounds that they arc western. Instead 
It tries to a.sk. eonccpiuully and historically, 
why those eoneepts/insliluiions have turned 
out to be inadcc|iiuic. troublesome and even 
disempoworing - not only for mtnonlies but 
for what the .state calls '.scheduled ca.sles and 
tribes'. And it hopes this questioning will 
gcncraie a more complex sense ol the 
historicity of our present. But would that 
help us u.scenam the jHiiiiical po.s.sihililies 
of the prc.sent? This question forces us to 
address difficult issues - which are both 
philosophical and liisiorical - such as how 
political concepts relate to cultural prueiiec. 
under what condilions they change; how 
new political concepts come into being (if 
they do). If culture is supposed to tell us who 
we arc, politics, one imagines, has the task 
of telling us what we arc and how we arc 
related and should relate to others. The 
problem with the .sovereignty model in India 
(as elsewhere) has been that it both sutures 
and reproduces the split between culture and 
politics. 

Fartha Chatterjee has torinulaicd the 
problem elegantly and turccfully; 

Here lies (he iikx ol oui post-colonial misery: 
not in our inahiliiy to ihiiik new forms of 
(he modern eommuiiiiy but in our .surrender 
to the old forms of the modern state, if the 
nation is un imagined community and if 

naiioas must also lake the form of states, 
iltcn our Iheoretical language must allow us 
to talk about community and state at the 
same time. I do not think our theoretical 

.language allows us to do this.'* 

If Foucault .sees sovereignty (and the 
juridical representation of power associated 
with it) as superseded by govemmeniality, 
and surviving, in conjunction with 
disciplinary power, as an instrument of 
goveriimenialiiy, and if for Pocock 
modernity is defined by the di.scourse of 
sovereignly, which renders possible 
history as a meaningful structure and 
politics as an activity that defines and 
redefines that structure. Chatterjee’s work 
opens up a way of mapping the colonial 
articulation and post-colonial interrogation 
of disciplinary power, govermentality and 
the di.scourse of .sovereignty.'"' 

Chatterjee argues that Indian nationalism 
first established its .sovereignty in the cultural 
domain constituting it as the 'inner' and 
'spirilual’ (family, education), whereit began 
to carry oui ihc process of ‘normali.sation’. 
Its political articulation, however, never 
challenged the ideology or the political 
lorm of the colonial slate. Subsequently, 
of course, this state wu.s appropriated and 
'dome.s(icaied'. Yet the imagining of the 
naiion-si.itc remained within the logic uL 
sovereignly as the latter was deployed as un 
msiiumcni ot govcrnmentality, olten in 
conjunction with di.sciplinary power What 
remums suppressed or denied, both m western 
theories and in Indian nationalism, is the 
possibility ol urticululing the nation by 
acknowledging the claims ot community 
it.sell. The thinking of community remains, 
and will renuun. impoverished because our 
iinuginary and our institutions have .so far 
ftiund no place ft»r it. So. Chatterjee’s 
provocative hypothesis is that “an 
investigation into the idea of the nation, by 
uncovering a necessary contradiction 
between capital and community, is likely to 
lead us lua lundumental critique of modernity 
from within itself”.’'' 

The crucial question, then, is how the 
‘who’ (of'culture’)and‘what’ (of‘politics’) 
relate Ui each other. This question lies at the 
heart of Ihc concept of the citizen subject. 
Whut IS involved m the inmsialionof political 
idioms? How to characterise the resulting 
imbricaiions? Arc there any ‘prerequisites 
of citizenship' - economic, cultural, or 
gender? Are the problems and antagonisms 
generated m the proccssolputtingcitizenship 
(and other related concepts such as rights) 
into practice contingent by-products, or are 
they internal loii'.'Thc post-modern condition 
has perhaps only piccipnatcd a debate that 
was long overdue. That debate would have 
to address the question; what arc the ways 
111 which the concept tif ’history’ is being, 
should be and cun be formulated with regard 
to the necessities and rcllexivc possibilities 
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ttf ^.(fflodeirn iiidian stgtef Are there 
ooncqittODB of historicity, comnnuiity and 
poUticd a^icy that are not tied totho subject'- 
structure of sovereignty and its conception 
of history and politics? In other words, what 
are the possibilities and dilemmas of post- 
modernity in India? 

The problem of 'historical self-location’, 
with which I started, intersects with the 
problem of inventing a language (or 
languages) which would help us break out 
of the shackles of the modem state and the 
form of politics that it imposes. It is at the 
intersection of these problems. I have tried 
to suggest, that the concept ot community 
re-emerges as the great unthought of our 
political and philosophical theory " II we 
now combine Chatterjee's hypothesis with 
my suggestion that we need to think the 
historicity of history itself, there opens up 
a possibility, but no more than a possibility, 
orthinking about the nation differently. 

I began by asking in what sense we could 
call modernity an error, an error perhaps that 
we ourselves arc. Asking how one could 
arrive at this difficult, perhaps impossible, 
judgment, involves asking questions about 
our time, about the historicity ol the pre.seni 
What IS oar time, then? “Our time", says 
Jean-Luc Nancy, “is the time, or a time... 
of the suspense or suspension of history - 
in the sense both ot a certain rhythm and 
of uneasy expectation" [emphasis m 
onginalj.’^ What is suspended is history as 
the self-presentation of a subject or un idea. 
This IS not ot course the end ol history 
much in the news recently, oi, rather, it is 
the end of precisely that history whose 
end has been announced. For that history 
was/is the history of “historicism - with or 
without teleology. As Nancy puls it, 
‘historicism in general is the way of thinking 
that presupposes that history has always 
already begun, and that thcrclorc it always 
merely continues. Historicism presupposes 
history, instead of taking it us what shall be 
thought” [emphasis in original).” That also 
means that historicism cannot think the 
present-our time-as inaugural, as a 
promise that is not predetermined by an 
origin or a telos. History, finite history (and, 
as Nancy says, there is no other kind) is 
always the history of community, of a being- 
in-common; the in-common, however, 
cannot be thought of us substantiality, as 
substance or subject, despite the fact that the 
‘in’ of in-common is always figured, as 
fraternity, as nation, as proletariat. 
Community is not to be thought ol us a 
subject or a supra-individual. Fusion, 
immanence or oneness is the death of 
community, for“[clommunily is, in a sense, 
resistance itself; namely, resistance to 
immanence”.'^ Nancy’s ontology (for the 
lack of a better term) of community aiicmpi.s 
todescribe it as finitude of singularities. But 
this singularity is not produced or extracted: 

k lakes place ip thtr unworking of bekig- 
together. Or as Nancy puts k, ’’[iln myth, 
community was proclaimed; in the 
imerrupted myth, community turns out to be 
what Blanchot has named ‘the unavowahic 
community’”” which both promises and 
forbids articulation. But is it unavowable 
bccau.se. like Nict/schc’s aposieriori past, 
one can only ‘live it in what makes it 
conlcm|x>rary to a past which it has never 
been possible to live'.'’”" 

We need then a critique of modernity 
which involves neither a denial of the history 
of political modernity that has prixiuced the 
‘error’ we ourselves arc, nor an acceptance 
of that history (the end of hi.slory) that denies 
the evemuahtv. the noncunieinporaneous 
historicity ol our present - neither a denial 
of the hegemonic work of nationalist 
modernity that has produced ‘our’ national 
identity, nor a ratification of that identity as . 
the sovereign embodiment of community. 
As Nancy argues. 

|C]ommunity eaiinoi arise Irom the domain 
ot work. 
One doet not produce it. one experiences 
or one is const lUiled by ii as the experience 
ot fuiiuide C'ommunity understood us a 
work Ol till oiigli Its works would presuppose 
thttt the Lommon being, as such, be 
ub|ccliliahle and pioducibic (in sites, 
persons, buddings, diseouise. institutions, 
symbols in shoii. in suh|ceis).'’ 

The tusk i.i to lormulaic a conception of 
historicity that allows us to think the history 
ol eommuiiiiy. but coinniunily thought 
wiihoui and against ihc subjeci-sirueture of 
sovereignly, lo lliink our singularity - 
contingent, without origin or end - rather 
than our .sovereignly - which cannot do 
without origin or end because it so centrally 
involves property (real as well imaginary, 
legal as well as cultural). .So we need to ask, 
what sort of a community is the nation? 
What do we understand by community and 
Its relation to polities? Is the idea of tlie 
nation exhausted by nuiionalism -cultural or 
political, and by the claim of the nation-state 
to embody it? Thcie is a sense in which 
nationalism is always cultural nationalism. 
If one wants to theorise the nation without 
recourse to nationalism (or to Ihc nation¬ 
state), how does one get around the lact that 
it is always the ‘culiuie’ of the people that 
provides ihe ground tor political claims 
(sovereignly, auionomy.ctc). that ultimately, 
nationalism - lhecnJoyiTieiK(jV/;H,v.w«irr)of 
the nation-tiling, as Zizck would put it, 
subtends all claims regarding the nation 
(including, and especially, the elementary 
andeleme.ntal claim implicit in the ‘magical’ 
pronouns ‘.my’ or ‘our’)’.>” The only way out 
lies in cons.'anlly iniermgaiing the rclation- 
shipbctwecii work (nationalism, nation-.siate) 
and uiiworkmg (the nation as community). 

A culture, as Derrida reminds us. is never 
identical to itself."' It is this ,sclf-dilfciencc 

ofacultaae - uniitub)e.f)(ecarioui(»yie( 
present - that allows for the possibilky of 
a different signification than a total and 
remainderlc.ss identification with the figures 
generated by the ‘work’ of modernity or the 
nation. The figuration of the commumty has 
produced a .singularity - a shared identity 
that we call national identity-but this 
figuration has tended to deny or disavow its 
own non-foundation, its finitude. Because 
nationalism is always an attempt to 
dissimulate this non-foundation or finitude. 
it always requires an excess or a si^tplement 

of nationalism.'"' Nonetheless, can we not 
think ot the nation as the interruption of 
myth? 

Thus once myth is interrupted, writing 
recounts our history to us again. But it is 
no longer a niu rative - neither grand nor 
small - but lathcr an offering; a history is 
olTcrcd 10 us. Which is to say that an event - 
an advent - is proposed to us. without its 
unlolding being imposed on us. What is 
oflered to us is thai community is comiog 
about.-or ruihcr. that something is happening 
to us in eommoii neither an origin nor an 
end- something in common ■*' 

Oneclhe myth isinterrupted - including the 
mythofhi.siory ussense.direciion, telos - the 
principles, questions and formulations that 
had organised the myth are prohibited: but 
this prohibition is “a decision without 
lusiificalion.’’^- Perhaps no justification can 
be offered without restoring the myth, without 
the fiction of another foundation. 

‘Thus”, lo put It in the words of Blanchot. 

one will discover that it [the unavowable 
community J also carries an exacting political 
meaning and that it docs not permit us to 
lo.se interest in the present lime which, by 
opening unknown spaces of freedom, makes 
Us resjionsiblc tor new relationships, always 
Ihrcuteiicd. always hoped fur. between what 
wc call work, oeuvre, and what we call 
unwurking. Jesoeuvremenl.*' 

When wc inmate a critique of nationalist 
modernity, the basts for it cannot be found 
In residual practices - the practices that are 
(as wc used to say) icit behind by modernity 
or those that somehow survive into 
modernity - but lo what is engendered by 
the process of normalisation of modernity, 
namely, the figures of unworking. There is 
a sense in which those who claim to critique 
modernity cannot avoid repeating the 
Tonnicsian/Weberian story of increasing 
thinness of practices, concepts. Bematd 
Williams, for example, repeated that story 
in his theory of thick and thin ethical concepts, 
our ethical modernity being characterise by 
thin ethical concepts such as ought, good, 
nght and by the disintegration of thick 
concepts such as shame, treachery, courage. 
Chaitcrjce loo .shows a certain weakness for 
the myth that the pre-modem was thick and 
the modern is thin when he implies a contnst 
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biMwe(;n ihc polysemy of pre-colonlal ’jiUi’ 
and its regimentation into caste by colonial 
modernity.'” His idea ol intbricution of 
idioms, however, militates against that 
interpretation, and has the potential tor 
providing a different way ul interrogating 
modernity. CXir modernity kh) has pniduced 
thick concepts, produces them all the time: 
but we will not find them it if we liKik to 

'fhe .self-understanding or scif-justiticalion 
of modernity. That is to say. we will not find 
them if we look to the ’work ’ of modernity, 
but to the figures of its un working, the tornis 
of community that come into being in the 
very unworking ol modernity. Therefore, 
unless one is committed to u certain 
histoncism. there is no reason lo deny that 
modernity might be creating another 
polysemy, around other concepts and 
practices. Thus, fur example, one could look 
at post-Mandal India, in the thick to thin 
version, as the result of that thinning process; 
or one could, without committing oneself to 
any teleology, look at ii as creating, oi at 
lea.st making possible, the creation ol other 
polysemie coneept.s/practiec.s. 

I have suggested that we must interrogate 
and reject the modernist interpretation or 
self-understanding of modernity, but it is 
an absurd project - historically and 
conceptually - to reject modernity itself 
‘We’ are modem. The .state and sovereignty 
are as much un Indian thing as, say, caste 
Therefore, one could argue that a critique 
of modernity that entails its rejection can 
only be an evasion of the present' It cannot 
be acritique of the present. Thus the quest ion 
of community is a queslKin /uir curlleiu e 

of modernity. It we take the eriiiquc ol 
modernity to imply a rejection of it. then 
community can only mean a residual, 
traditional thing, and. con.sequcnily. the 
politics bused on that notion would have to 
be a rescue or recovery act - to recover a 
language, reclaim a tradition (even a 
resistance tradition). It would bca redemption 
project. In contra.st. we take community us 
what ‘happens' to us now and imlitics us the 
exploration of the new space ol freedom 
opened upby the rclationshipheiwecii 'work' 
and 'unworking'. One leads to a protective, 
redemptive politics; the other makes possible 
new experiences of 'our time’ 

I have argued, rather schematically and 
programmatically, that deploying the 
problematic of community should enable us 
to delineate the authority as well as the 
conceptual limits of the political languages 
of modernity; to show the impasses ol posi- 
modemityas well aslhcrellexivc possibilities 
of (he political present. The aim would be 
U) generate a political theory for the present 
whose idiom will derive its layered rellcxi viiy 
from a reinterpreted conceptual history, The 
question for that political theory would be: 
if political agency ha.s been tbci'nsed in the 
form of a .subject (rights of the citi/en. 

sovereigmy of titc slibjed). can we now 
iegitimuicly ask; wAo comes aftcrthc.subject 
and what repluca's the discoarsc/hiS(Ory of 
sovereignly? 

Notes 

|Tctu.swini Nirjnjanu helped me lo cunccpiualisc 
the arguments Convorsuliuns over (he Iasi year 
with Partha Chaiici'iee siimuluied me lo engage 
with ihe prohleiiis ol the nation and .seeulaiisin. 
I am indebied lu J G A Poeock lor bis generous 
and illtiiiiinaling eone.sixmdence ihai .sci me 
dunking oil .some ot die i.ssue.s discussed liere 
I am. ol course, lespousihle fur ihc position, such 
as It IS, advanced heiv | 

Leo Bersani. 'Houiulunes ot Tune and 
^ being Itciiiaiiiiii. Baudelaire. Niel/sche'm 

J’lir Culturr «/ Heileiiii>lii>ii. Cainbridgc, 
IVm), p 47 

2 Fricdiich Nicl/selie. The Uw <mil Abuse tif 
Hillary. Indiaiiajsilis. IV.S7. p 21 

t Dipesh Chokiabaily. 'Posicolonialily and 
ihe' Arufii.e of History. Who Speaks (or 
'Imlian' .Rei>resrnliiliim.s. 17. Winter 
1VV2. p IX Siibscqiieni relcrences lo Ihis 
icxi will he given in die lex(. 

4 What IS pur/.ling in ihis eourageous. 
intensely personal and polemical 
inlerveniion is iis elision of the present 
When Chakraharly does addiess in passing 
the present while talking about "the 
bourgeois legal liclioli ol ciii/cnship". he 
cniplols Its "perlormaiice" in India as "farce” 
(a very Eiiioeeiinic judgnieni repeatedly 
endoiscd by ibe Indian clilei And yci he 
says that he recognises how ihe language 
or lieiioii ol rights has "in many 
eireuiiisiaiiees empowered marginal 
groups" ll IS heeuiise of dial elision, the 
iion-aeknowledgeinenl of ihe implication 
of his own discourse in ihe prcseiU. ihai 
Chakraharly is loreeil into u senes of 
defensive pre-emptive denials of nalivism. 
nostalgia, untimodernily, cle Commenling 
on Gandhi's Cl iliqueol Europe. Chakraharly 
says that. iC'is euiiipromised on many ponds 
by his nulioiialism. (8) What would be 
an uneompromised or uncompromising 
eriliqiie of Europe'.^ One could argue Ihai 
only that posilion is uneompromised which 
has never tell or which no longer feels Ihe 
need lo talk about or tangle with 'Europe' 
Chukrubarty's own projeel, il seems lo me. 
repeats ihe founding problcmutie of 
nalionulism. namely. Ihe spin between 
culture and polilies- 'our culture', ‘iheir 
polilics’ To redeem our euliurc, nol only 
from then poliiical categories but even 
from the figures and morphologies of their 
theory or historiography - isn't this a 
radicalised nulionaiism'.’ Quite apart from 
the conceptual diltlcultics of that project. 
I find it ineuherciil beeuu.se (and one does ^ 
not have to be a wheel-of-progrcss Marxist 
to say Ihis!) it seems to express a wi.sh that 
we were soiiK'one else and someplace else 

My claim is that polilieully relevant, and 
imelleetuully challenging, questions about 
even Euroeenirieily are lo be encountered 
in our relationship lo the post-colonial 
present. Without the theniaiixaiion of that 
relultonship. Ihc allempi to provincialise 
Europe may. panidoxicully. simply trap us 

m(lm(jm>viiwe.taofkihei^iKtioi!tf>f!i^t 
Eunreentrieliy meam, and what its gi^ectioa 
means, in relation to our present, is to refuse 
to enter the haute against a phaniasraatic 
west (that seems lo present itself as the site 
of one's original alienation and therefore 
presumably as the object of post-colonial 
m.wHr(me/ir.) An acknowledgement of what 
we are and where we are seems necessary 
tor exploring Ihe reflexive possibilities of 
the present. Instead of foeusing on Europe 
u.s an object, reality or hyper-reality, let’s 
start by asking questions about our present. 
My pumi (hen is not that we should lower 
the stakes involved in a critique of 
Eurocenmsm, it is rather that we cannot 
make sense of Ihc slakes as Chakrabarty 
presents them 

.S Peter Sxondi, 'Hope in Ihe Past: On Walter 
Bcnjumin’m On Textual Understandmuand 
Other E'.i'Vfivi, translated by Harvey 
Mendelsohn. Minneapolis, 1986, p IS6 

6 Caught between an unimaginable future and 
un unredeemable past, it would seem therefore 
that the post-colonial is lett with an 
unrepresentable present And if Europe is 
coextensive with iiiudemily itseli, if Europe 
has umversalised itself, it may be that once 
again history has cheated the post-colonial - 
or hc/she has been cheated of history Just 
when It seemed possible to inaugurate a post- 
colonial intcrrogution of modernity - theself- 
inaiiguruiion ol (he tweslern) subject, it turns 
out that that project has been rendered otiose 
either bceuiise modernity has already realised 
Itself (hi.story. and with it politics, has come 
lo un end), or bccau.se its realisation itself 
leslines to Its lailuie (history and politics 
have losi ihcir intelligibility) The 
piolliteruliunof'post's - post-national,|>osl- 
poliiical. imst-hisiory - attests lo a condition 
for which we may as well accept (he lenn 

■posi-niodern' 
7 Michel Foucault, 'The An of Telling the 

Truth' in Mu he! Foucault ■ Politics 
Pliilowpliy. Culture, Lawrence D Kritzman 
(ud). translated by Alan Sheridan and others. 
New York. 1988. p 87. 

8 Jean-Luc Nancy, ‘Finite History' in The Birth 
lo Piesence. translated by Brian Holmes and 
others. Stanford. 1993, p LSI , • 

9 The project I have m mind is similar to. say. 
Panha Chalteijee’s project IThe Nation and 
il.\ Fraj'iiieiits. Colonial and Post-colonial 
Histones, Princeton. 1993) of fashioning a 
language lhai “must allow us to talk about 
coniniunily an.I the state at the some time" 
(p 11) m order "to claim for us, the once 
colonised, our freedom of imagination" 
(p 12); or to Foucault's proposal for a critical 
ontology of ourselves which “will sef>araie 
nut, from the contingency that has made us 
what we are. the [lossibility of no longer 
being, doing or, thinking what we are, do, or 
think" ('What is Enlightenment’ in The 
Foucault Reader, Paul Robinow (ed), New 
York. 1984. p 46); or lo Bernard Williams’ 
aiieiiipi tShaine and Neces.sily, Berkeley. 
1993) to recover a sense of agency and 
responsibility that was present in antiquity, 
which persists despite the modem moralised 
notions of agency, and can perhaps be used 
to tell "us not just who we ore. bin who we 
are not" (p 20). 
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Ciithtf After the Subjevt'/. Hiiuaitlo Cmhva. 
Peter CunnorJuan-Luc Nancy leJs). Lutukni. 
IW2; an(i'‘'Ri{[hl)< Of Man", iiiul ‘ “Kigliik of 
Citizen"- The Modem Dialectic of Freedom 
and Equality' in Ctat\e\ mill hlem. 
translated by James Swenson. London. t9d4 
These two miportani e.s!>ays of Balihui show 
how the onlinoinies ol the tiiodern concept 
of the sub|ect arise trom the pioblciiiutic of 
what he calls the citizens hccoimng-o-suh|ecl 
tcirvenir-xuiri) My own discussion ol citizen 
subject and sovereignly is iiulebied to the 
lastghls of these two essays On the siihteei- 
slrueiuie of the hisiuiicist notion ol liisioiy 
Itself, .sec Nancy.'Finite History', p UW For 
an illuminating discussion ol the links 
historical and concepliiul. heiween pio|K'rly. 
.sovereignly and hi story and hel ween pi o|)eriy 
and citizenship, see J G A Hotock ‘1 angaia 
Whenua and Enlighleniiieni Anihiopology' 
h/en Zfiilwitl Joiiriuil (>/ H/.Mon 2<)i 11. April 
11)92, pp2K-51, and 'The IdeuKol C'lli/.enship 
since Classical Times' Qui-ni'\ QiiiiiU’ily 
99(1). .Spring 1992. pp J.J-SS 

11 J C A Poeock 'Hisioiy .iiul .Soseieigniy 
Response lo Euio|)eams.ilion in fwo liiiiisli 
Cuiwcx'.JouiiKilof Hiillsh .S/ia/i('s Oclober 
.^1. 1992. pp .fSS-89. see .ilso Ins Dccon- 
siiueling Euro|X'’. Ijnultm /rciien nl 

IJeceniber 19, 1991, pp 6-10 
12 Pococlf. ‘Hi.slory ami .Soveicigniy'. pp 161-62 
l.f My discussion so lui luis I Iio|h. sei llic 

conlexl for underslandiiig Pocock s siiggcslion 
(this Itakeit.islhe sliniiil.'iling pailolwliai 
he olheiwisc legarils as an 'al.iiiniiig' slate 
ul allairsllhur "|l|he classic qiiesiionsot caily 
inodern iHililics |cili/eii-sub)eci,sovcieigniy, 
rights, and so un| may he renewed undci jxisi- 
niodern eondilions " ( Hisioiy and 
.Sovereignly', p 16K) I his is. then die sense 
in which 'our' silualion lusaHinilies widi die 
early modern stiu.iiion linidaiiieiil.illy. we 
liM) are required lo nisiiiulc oi leiiisiiiuic die 
polilieal. or accept ils demise and di.iw dic 
eonsequeiiees 

14 As iscvideni from the woikol tlieCainhiidge 
schmil See J G A Pocock. Vii/iK ('nmnii K y 
unit Hisnny. C'limhndge logs, and 'A 
Di.seaunic of Soveieigniy (fhsci-vaiions on 
the Work m Progress’ in l‘‘•!llu <il Pni oiosc 
III tSiirly Miiili'rii Hriitiiii, Nicholas PInllipson 
and Quenlin Skinnerleds), Caiiibi idge. 1991. 
Janies Tully. An // in I’uliiiiiil 
Miilosniiliv: hirke in Ci>iiir\iy. Cainhiidge. 
199.1. Richard Tuck, Pliilmniiln nnil 
Oovemiiieni' /.V72-/h,5/, Cambridge. 1991 
See also Albert O Hirschiiian /'o.vwo/i.i niul 
Imere.tix: Pnliliail Ari>tiimnlx fin Ciiintiilnni 
hefiire Its Triuniiili, Prineeion. 1977 Iheic 
IS no work, lo my knowledge, ihai aiicnipis 
(o relate the eonlenipotary relalionship 
between the discourse ol iiiarkei. pro|vriy 
and capital lo pohlieal discourses In his 
suggestive e.ssay ('What is a Politics of the 
Rights of Man')' inWrove.i. Clnxxey hlrnx). 
Balibarha.s underlined the polilieal iniponaiK-e 
of theorising the comemporary loniis ol 
property for an understanding . m paiiicular. 
of new forms of inequality and dilleivnec. 

I .‘i This IS not the place to di.scuss the eomplicaied 
and fascinating arguinenis lor posi-iiational 
identities or social lorms. See Arjun 
Appadurai. 'Patriotism and ils Futures , Public 
Cir/rirre 5<1).Spnng I991,pp411.10; Manuel 

Custells, ‘European O'tiuK. ihq-infonbuiiuiul 
Sncieiy. and ifw OlobaliEeoifotfiy'. New Ixji 
Renew 204. March/April HWd. pp llt-12; 
Michael J .Shapiro. 'Moral Geographies and 
iheElhiesol Posi-sovereigiiiy’./'H/i/(( Culliiie 
()(1). Spring 1994. pp 4'79-.S()2: Yael Taiiiir, 
IJIh'ciiINiiliimiilixm.Pniiceioii. 19*) 1; William 
E Connolly. Iilrniilx iinil Hillrrcnir 
Deiiiiii mill Nei’otiiiiiiins ol Poliliitil 
Piiiiiilox, Idi.u-a, 1991. 

Ifi Gyuiieiidia Paiidey, 'In Dclenec ol die 
Fr.igiiieiil Willing ahmil Iliiidii-Miislini 
Riois III liidi.r KfiircM iiiiiiiom. .17. W imei 
pp 27-.IS 

17 Purlh.i CTijlieiice. 'Seciilaiisin and 
Tolcralion'. Pioiioniii niiil Polilinil Wcikb. 
Viil XXVII. July 9. 1991. pp l7(iK-K1 

IS The pliiasc is lioiil Roheilo lingei. Sociol 
Tlii'oi\ li\ Siiiiiiiion iiiiil III Tii\k. 
Cainliiidec I9S7 

19 li IS li.nd lo impiovc u|Hiii Marx’s lKissic 

suiicnieni o' die issue " I’lic siaic in iis own 
way abolishes dislinclioiis based on hiilli. 
milk ciliii iiiioii mill III I iiiiiiiioii \vhen ii 

pioclaiiiis Hial every iiiciiilici >)l die people 
isaiicqu.il paiiKqiani inpopiil.ii soveieigniy 
legaidless ol iliese distinclions, when il 
lic.ds all diose clcnienls winch go lo make 
up die .iclii.il ide ol die jicoplc Iroiii die 
si.iiidpoini ol die siaic Ncvcidiclcss die 
slate allows piiv.iie piopcily. cdiic.ilioii .aid 
occup.llloii lo OI / .iliil asset I Ihcll /nilIII iihll 

iialutc inilnii way. i c.aspiivalc piopcily. 
as educalion .iiid as ocvup.ilion I-ar liom 
.ibolishiiig llicsc liii Hull distiiiclioiis die 
siaic picsiipposcs llicin in oiilci' lo cmsI. ii 

oiilvcxpciiciKcs Use 11 as/)o/(0< nl miiic and 
asset's Its mill 11 vo/irviiiopposiiion lo ihesc 
elciiicno’’ Kail Mats 'l)ii the Jewish 
Queslion’ 111 Hull Mini i.mh Wriiiiii'x. 
iranslalcdby Kihhicy Ijvmgslone.ind Gregor 
Hciiloii. Ilainiondsworlh. I97'>. p 219 

20 Miilicl 1-oucaiill. 'Govciniiienialily’ in 

I mu mill /.//ii I Siiii/icv III Ciiu iiiiiiciiiiilm. 
Gr.ihani liuichcll (’olm Goidoii and Peier 

Millet icdsi (’liicago 1992 However 

pl.iiisihlc dlls iniisi loi die nine being iil least 

lemaiii a liy|ioihcsis 

21 Why dlls icaciioii now lo die excess ot 
iiniveis.iliiv ’ A liypoihcsis could he dial Ihe 
ciii/cn leels dcpiivcd ol ihosc laclual dis- 
linclioiisoi ilicv.iiciliicalcncd I hccoiisuiiK.’r- 
cili/en. vvlio emerged in Ihe KOs, and Ihosc 
whoidcnlilicd widioraspired lolhal idenlily. 
leels a disloc.iiion dial Ihicaicns Ins vciy 
idenlily In this siiiiaiion. die Muslim appears 
as die person inosi scciiie mins idenlily. who 
IS stealing mil pleasuie - our iialion-ihmg. 
as .Slavoi Zi/ck puis il See Ins /’(iin-oig 
mill ilii Minmiii Hmii. Ili f'i l. iiiiil llie 
C’h/'i/io' I'/ /i/i i'/i',i,'i. Dm ham. 1993. Ch 6. 

22 Balihar, ’ "Kiglils of Man’’ and '‘Rights of 
Cilizeii” The Modern Dialeeiieol Freedom 
and Equahly’ m Wi/vv.-v. f’/ovvi-.v. Iileiix, 
p .19 He coins the neologism ’equiilibeily’ 
III argue lor llieir ni.sepaiahilily The 
qtiesiion ol siiigidaiil) marks, lor Halihar. 
the lurmng poini between die modern lorm 
of poiilies based on iiniversalily and the 
posi-iiioderii tiiiesii.iris dial lake .sha|ie 
within and .igaiiisl il 

23 For an elabouiiion ol this question, sec 
Vivek Dhaiesliw.u. 'Casle and the .Secular 
Self. Soiiiiiiil III Alls mill hlfiix 2.1-26. 
Deceiiiher 1991, pp IIS-27, and Vivek 

DhnrcKhwiir and R SrivatHaii. ‘-Rowdy* 
tiliccicrs; An Exsuy on Stibaltemiiy and 
Foliiies'. forihcoining in Suhnltem Studies 
IX. Sliahid Amin and Dijies'h Charfcrabarty 
(eds). New IK-Ihi: see al.so Susie Tharu imd 
Tc'iuswini Niranpinu. 'Problems tor a 
Coniempoiary Theory of Gender’, 
loiiheoniiiig m Ihe same volume 

24 Ashis Nandv would he (he most urticiilalc 
lepieseniaiive ol ihis inisilion .Sec. among 
inmiiiieialilc oilier works. Ins 'An Aoli- 
Sesul.ii M.imlesio’. Sciiiiniir 1|4, October 
I9.S1, pp 14 24. and 'The Politics of 
.Secid.oism .Old die Recovery ol KcligiiHlii 
lolei.iiKi ’ III Miirmi nl Vinlein e: Ciiiu- 
iiliinilii-y KiniMiiiil.Slin iinix ill SiitllhAsIll. 
New Delhi, 1990 Dipesh Chakrahiirty’s 
posiliiiiis loo. seem lo he leaning m (his 
direciion 

21 I lake dlls iiisighi lioni Anihonv Appiah’s 
elcgaiil. 'Ihe Posi-coloiiial and Ihe Post- 
modern' in In My hillii i \ Hnmc A/riiv in 
ilw Pliilinn/iln nl ( 'iiliiiri'. New York. 1992. i 
pp 144-47 My inieipieiaiion ol what that | 
ic'ieclion loeans. however, dilfeis from his. 
mainly hcvause my iiilerpreluliun of whal , 
vonsiiiiiies die niodcrnisi inleprclat^n 
dll lets 110111 his inierprenilionnf ilusquaiii- f 
Webeiian ; 

26 As Parlli.i Cliaiieriee puls ii. 'Now ihc task ■ 
IS lo ii.ice III ilieii imiluiilly eimditinned \ 

hisioric'incs die s|ieeific fornis that have ^ 
apiieared. on die one hand, m ihe domain | 
delinedliydichegeiiioniepru)eelotnati(malist r 
modeiiiily. and on Ihe olliei. in die nuineruus \ 
li.igmenied resisl.iiice lo dial normalising }. 
pioiecl’ Purlh.i C'halleriec. 7'/ir A/o//(«i <!«</ f, 
III I-iiii/iiiciih p 11 

27 Coidioiiied with such an impasse, it seenui 
uppropi'i.iie lo aigue 'lhalethics, politics, and 
res|ionsihiliiy. il lliere m e miy. will only ever 
have begun with Ihe expenenee and \ 
expc-iiiiieiilol dieit/io/'iii’(emphasisoriginal), s 
J.ui|ues Deiiida. Ihe Other Hending: .» 
Relei liiiii\ on 'I'niliiy 'x Eurni>e. translated by 
Paseale Anne Hruull and Michael R Naas. | 
itiooniiiigion. 1992, p41. .See also his A/ir>ri«,v. fi¬ 
ll anslaied by Thomas Ditioii. Stanford 1993. | 
pp 12-21 ^ 

2K Cliallei'iee. The Niiiiiiii iiinl ilx Fragments, v 

P I ' I 
29 riie.se radically dificreni evaluations of j 

soveieigniy issue in differcnl conceplions 
ol what hisiory we are living in and what e 
kind ol suh|ecis we are The difficulties m * 
making lhe.se ddfeicni conceptions addressZ 
each olliei aie LOii.xiderable. especially in j. 
view ol Foueaull’s brilliani. but otlen j! 
idiosyiieiaiicandmeonelusivc,imerpreiation 
ol Ihe triad of (xiwer. siivereigniy/discipline/ 
governmenl His conccplion of the ' 
relalionship between normalising ori':. 
disciplinary power and juridical or sovereign j 
lorm of power as we find them m 'TwOvI- 
Lectures’ (in Power/Kiiowledge- Selertedr^ 
liiierevieiyxiiiiilOtlierWrilings, /972-/977, 
Colm Gordon (ed). New York, 1980. ppf •; 
104-108) and m The Hixinry of SexudHtyll il 
Volume I. (iranslated by Robert Hurley.? y 
New York. 1980. pp 143-44) undergo^ g. 
considuiahlc niudificalion with hi4.t; 
formuluiion ol the problematic of| 
governmeniality m ’Covernmenudity'.. ili 
Fotirimli hj'lect: Studies in GovenuneHialityS 
sec especially pp 102-103. 
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so Cbaneijee, The Nuilim and tn Fraitumts, 
p 237. 

SI Since ‘community’ has long been a charged 
political trope within the political rhetoric of 
both the left and the right, and since the 
construct ofindia as inessence communitarian 
has a long history, it is just as welt lo emphasise 
dKOoveltyofNancy’sconccptofcuimnunity. 
“StK-ieiy was not built on the ruins of a 
amimmity. It emerged from thcdisuppcarance 
or the conservation of something - tribes or 
empires - perhaps just us unrelated lo what 
we call ‘community' as to what we call 
'society'. So that eoinmunity. far Irom being 
who! society has crushed or lost, i.s wlitii 
happens lo us - question, watting, event, 
imperative - in the wake o) society. Nothing, 
therfore, has been lost, and for this reason 
nothing is lost We alone are lost, we upon 
whom the 'social bond' (relations, communi¬ 
cation). our own invention, now descends 
heavily like the net of an economic, technical, 
political and cultural .snare Entangled m Us 
meshes, we have wrung for ourselves the 
phantasms of the lost coinniunity.” The 
Inoperative Conimunilv. translated by 
Peter Connor, Lisa Garbus. Michael 
Holland, and Simon Sawheny. Minneapolis. 
1991. pp 11-12. 

Community has. of course, figured in 
various languages of politics; and 
philosophically, the conceptualisation of 
politics and ethics has involved explicit or 
implicit use of community (Kant vs Hegel. 
Rawls vs Sandel). In contemporary debates 
liberalism and cnminunitariamsm have been , 
regarded as embodying contrasting visions 
of political life Rawlsian liberalism, lor' 
example, expicilly delimits the realm ol the 
political; freedom is essentially freedom 
from politics, not merely in the sense Ihat 
the Rawlsian citizen is free noi to pursue 
politics and docs not share the civic humanist 
aspiration to make politics thehighcst good, 
but in a more fundamental sense a well- 
ordered society has no need for politics or 
tenders it superfluous. Communilanans such 
os Sandel, iwcontrast. regard politics as the 
highest good and argue that the liberal 
delimitation, if not denial, of politics would 
end up creating an all-cncumpussing 
bureaucratic state which in turn would 
disempower the community and alienate 
the citizen. See John Rawls, Holiiical, 
Uberalisin, New York. 199.1, pp 206-207.' 
Michael Sandel, Uheralisin anti the Limits. 
of Justice. Cambridge. 1982; and 'The 
Procedural Republic and the Unencumbered 
Self. Poliiwal Theory 12( I). February 1984. 
pp 81-96. 

Hie question for us is; How is communiiy 
conceived of here? What role is it playing'’ 
As a tenn in the political idiom us primary 
Ametion seems to be to resist the discourse 
of 'right'. And the discourse of right is seen,; 
and sees itself, as a repudiation of the claims' 
of communiiy. since right is alway.s thci 
right of an individual. In this debate ihei 
liberals tend to hove the upper hand because i 
communitarians are unable to articulate ai 
politics without naturalising (he concept ofi 
community, which makes the (ask of iheirj 
libenll critics easy. Although cuiniiiuni-| 
tarions, especially Sandel, have been ablej 
to articulate a powerful critique of the 

'charactciiess' self-prcsopposed by 
liberalism, they are unable to avoidconceiving 
of community as subject. Communiiy os value 
or a substance to be shared leads to an 
essentially conservative adorationof tradition 
and history. The disocurse of right and the 
discourse of community confront us with an 
apona; they reinvent and rcinforcecach other, 
even as (hey try to negate each other. If both 
the di.scoursc of right and community are 
essentially reassuring, the attempt by Maurice 
Blanchot and Jean-Luc Nancy to aiiiculate 
community and history us experience of 
finilude I.V profoundly disturbing. The 
discourse of rights culminates m ilie ideology 
of the end of history - there is nothing more 
to be done once the regime of right is in place 
And (he communitarian discourse ends up by 
venerating history and tradition for their own 
sake. History, understood as the very 
experience of finilude. is neither the reali¬ 
sation of rights nor (he defence or repository 
of communitarian values. 

.12 Nancy, 'Finite History’, p 144 
11 Nancy. ‘Finite History’, p 146 
.14 Nancy. The liioperative Cimuiiuiiilv. p 15. 
15 Nancy. The hioperniive Coiiiiiiuiiity. p 58. 
16 Maurice Blanchot. The Uiiarowahle 

Commmiilv. iranslulcd by Pierre Jons. New 
York. 1988. p 5b. 

17 Nancy, The liioperalire Cimimimily. p II. 
18 The phrase ‘magical’ is taken from Ala.sdair 

MacIntyre. 'The Magic in the Pronoun "My”', 
Ethics 94, pp 112-25. Sec also YacI Tamir, 
Ijheral Ntilioiiali\iiis. Ch 5 

39 “What is proper td a mltttie t$ hot to 
be iientieai to itself. H<a to not have on 
identity, but not to be able to say ‘me’ or 
'we'; to be able to take the form of a subject 
only in the non-identity to itself or. if you 
prefer, only in the difference with itself 
(river .vru']. There is no culture or cultural 
identity without this difference with itself 
(emphasis in original) Jacques Demda, 
The Other Heading, pp 9-10. 

40 Balibor. Classes. Masses and Ideas, p 201. 
41 Nancy, The Inoiieratn'e Ommmity, p 69. 
42 Blanchoi argues that "it is not history that 

comes to an end with history, but certain 
principles, questions and formulations lhat 
wilt from now on be prohibited through a 
decision wilhoutjuslification, and as (hough 
with the obstinacy of a value" The Infinite 
Conversation, translated by Susan Hanson. 
Minneapolis, 1991, p 272. 

41 Blanchoi. The Unavowahle Community. 
p 56 

'44 Bernard Williams, Ethics and the Limits 
Philosophy. Cambridge. Massachusetts, 
1985, pp 129-45 His recent work (see note 
9 above) shows that a critique of the modern 
conception of morality, agency, responsi¬ 
bility. need not have recourse to (his myth 
The ambivalence of Chatterjee's position 
sicin.s Irom hi.', use of Sudipta Kaviraj's 
disiiiicnon. fuzzy and enumerated com¬ 
munities. which, while reworking the 
(lentein « holt lo Or sell schaft story, is unable 
to avoid the teleology and value-coding 
inherent in that distmclion 
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Educated Unemployment in Kerala 

Some Socio-Economic Aspects 
E T Mathew 

« 

Educated unemployment in Kerala has assumed alarming proportions in recent times. Among the causes are the 
opening of too many arts and science colleges and private ITls, and a preference for salaried (especially government) 
employment over self-employment. Results of a sample survey show variations in average waiting time till the first 
regular job by type and level of education, and caste/community. 

BY any reckoning the incidence of educated 
unemployment in Kerala is very high. The 
rising rate of unemployment in the state 
has been rightly attributed by many to the 
near-stagnation of the Kerala economy 
[Kannan 1990a, 1990b: Subrahmanian 
1990). On the basis of this logic one might 
argue that a much faster rate of growth of 
the state domestic product would largely 
solve the unemployment problem. In fact 
the examples of the most highly developed 
economies of Asia, namely Japan (often 
referred to as the 'leader of the Hying 
geese'f and the newly industrialised 
economics of Asia (NIEs) consisting of 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Republic of Korea 
and Taiwan-China, have demonstrated that 
rapid growth can go a long way toward 
elimimaing unemployment. Dunng l%5-80 
Japan’s GDP grew at an average annual 
rate of 6.S per cent, which was the highest 
among the OECD countries .[World Bank 
1990; 180-81]. Roughly during the same 
period Japan's unemployment rate was one 
of the lowest among the OECD countries, 
varying from 1.2 per cent of the labour 
force in 1973 to 2 per cent in 1980 [Godfrey 
1986:2]. In the case of the NIEs of east 
Asia, between the mid-1960s and the oil 
shock of 1979 the average annual growth 
rate of these economies ranged from 8 to 
lOper cent per annum [Edgren and Muqtada 
1990:16]. Since then their pace of 
development has slowed down, but still the 
growth rates contiiuie to be impressive; the 
average annual growth rate of their GDPs 
during 1980-88 ranged from 5.7 per cent for 
Singapore to 9.9 per cent for the Republic 
of Korea [World Bank 1990; 180-81]. Not 
surprisingly, these economies had relatively 
low rates of unemployment compared to 
less developed countries of the region, 
varying from 2.9 per cent of the labour 
force for Singapore in 1981 to 4.5 per cent 
for Hong Kong in 1983 [Edgren and 
Muqtada 1990; 22]. 

It needs to be emphasi.sed, however, that 
while general unemployment is largely 
overcome through adequate growth, educated 
unemployment is not solved through a higher 
rateof growth alone, although it is aneccssary 
condition. In addition to achieving higher 

rates of growth, the solution for educated 
unemployment calls for implementation of 
appropiiate educational policies as well, in 
other words, the remedy for educated 
unemployment lies in acting on two fronts 
inter-relatcd though they are - economic 
dcvelopmeni and educational reform. 
Quantitative expansion of education must 
give way to qu.ilitativc improvement and 
reorientation. It is against this background 
that we attempt to highlight .some socio¬ 
economic aspects of educated unemployment 
in Kerala 

Magnitude of Problem 

All available sources indicate that educated 
unemployment in the stale has assumed 
alarming proportions in recent years. We 
present below estimates of educated 
unemployment in Kerala based on the results 
of the 38ih (1983) and 43rd (July 1987-June 
1988) round surveys of the National Sample 
Survey Organisation (NSSO). The NSS data 
have been recast to include in one category 
all persons with secondary or higher levels 
of education who alone, according to 
currently accepted norms, are c-onsidercd 
‘educated’. 

It IS seen that during the five-year period 
between the two rounds of the NSS, the 
number of educated unemployed in Kerala 
almost doubled it.scif from 3.51 lakhs to 6.34 
lakhs; in relative terms, whereas 15.76 per 
cent of the educated were unemployed in 
1983. the percentage rose to 20.98 during 
1987-88. In sharp contra.st, however, at the 
all-India level the scenario was far less 
discouraging; while the number of educated 
unemployed rose from 29.92 lakhs to 39.61 
lakhs, percentagewise the increase was less 
than half a per cent only (from 6.96 per cent 
to 7.24 per cent). 

Regarding rural-urbandi ffcrences. we note 
that both at the state and national levels 
educaterJ unemployment is more acute in the 
mral sccioi .Thisdiffcrencc may be attributed 
to greater employment opportunities 
available to the educated in the urban sector 
in comparison with the rural sector. The 
magnitudes involved, however, have been 

much higher at both rural and urban levels 
in Kerala compared to all-India. 

As for the difference between secondary 
and graduate (and higher) unemployment, 
while graduate unemployment, rural as well 
as urban, was markedly higher at the all- f 
India level during the NSS 38th and 43td 
rounds, no such consistent pattern is, 
presented by Kerala. During the 38th round 
graduate, unemployment was relatively 
slightly less than secondary employment in 
the rural sector while it was slightly higher 
in the urban sector. In both sectors the:: 
difference was-nominal. On the otho' hand,. 
during the 43rd round, the differences took ‘ 
a more consistent turn. Graduate uneraploy- 
ment was lower than secondary unctmploy-] 
ment in both rural and urban sectors, the,^ 
difference between the two being much^ 
sharper in the urban sector (8.89 per coh| 
and 17.83 per cent, respectively). I 

Gender differences in educated'! 
unemployment, on the basis of the results; 
of the 38(h and 43rd rounds of the National^ 
Sample Survey, are presented in Table 2. iL; 
is seen from this table that educatet^' 
unemployment among both males and 
females in Kerala has increased substantiaily;' 
between the two rounds of the National 
Sample Survey, and that the extent of increase 
of unemployment among female work', 
.seekers has been relatively much highefl 
Compared to Kerala, the rise in educatec' 
unemployment at the national level, whethe| 
for males or females, has been quite nomina. 
(less than 0.5 per cent); gender differencef 
In the extent of unemployment are alsr 
ncgligible.J^egarding the relative impact d 
the levels ol education on educate*! 
unemployment among males and fematef 
the results of both the 38th and 43rd round; > 
of the National Sample Survey for Knid? i 
show that for males, unemployment am<m>! 
graduates and above, though definitely o; 
theincreuse.isofa relatively lower m^nhud; 
compared to work seekers with secondai; 
education only. As far as females a^;; 
concerned no well-defined pattern [i: 
discernible. For them, the degree tf, ‘ 
unemployment was higher among gradual^ 
(and above) compared to those wif 
secondary^ducation only. However, ov^. 
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the years this difference'has almost 
disappeared as seen from the tabic. The 
major gender difference in educated 
unemployment in Kerala lies in the fact that 
while unemployment is acute among mules 
with not more than secondary education, it 
isalmost equally grave for female matriculate 
and graduate work-seekers who generally 
have rather strung reservations regarding the 
place of work. 

11 
Causes of Educated Unemployment 

OvERSUm.Y Ol- Awl'S AND 

Sru’Nci; Graihia n.s 

Relative ovcrsupply of liberal ails and 
science graduates is one ol the major laciors 
contributing to educated iinemjiloymeni in 
Kerala. The tollowing data on enrolnieni 
amply demonstrate the phenomenal growth 
of the educational system ol the state 

During the three decades Irom 1900-61 
to 1990-91. while enruimeni a( the ptimary 
stage increased by 49.8 per cem only, 
enrolment at the secondary stage rtise by 
352.9 per cent; at the univeiMiy siage ii 
increased by a hefty 8.36.8 |)cr cent. Thus 
at each successive stage ol education, 
enrolment has been growing at a much higher 
rate compared to the preceding stage. It may 
be noted that the enrolment llgure.s lor the 
university stage presented above do not 
include private rcgistraiums. which now 
constitute a major share. Data on jinvaie 
registrations for recent years is given below. 

if we add private registrations to the regular 
stream, the total enrolment at the university 
stage during 1990-91 rises to nearly live 
lakhs. Obviously a larger enrolment at the 
university stage leads to a larger How ol' 
graduates and postgraduates m course ol 
time. How do wc explain an oversupply of 
liberal arts and setenee graduates when there 
is already so much educated unemploy ment? 
'A partial explanation is that such education 
is increasingly considered as a dcsirahle 
substitute for unemployment. ‘The more 
unprofitable a given level ol education 
becomes as a teniiiiutl point, the more demand 
for it increases as an inienuediau- .stage or 
precondition to the next level of education" 
{Edwards and Todaro I974:.319J. Each 
worsening of ihccmployment situation leads 
to an increased demand for more education 
at all levels. 

An oversupply of liberal ans and science 
graduates in Kerala, however, would noi 
havemaierialiscd unle.s.s it was fueiliiaicd by 
the liberal policy pursued by the state 
government over the years in the 
.establishment of arts and science colleges, 
mostly in the private sector, as seen from 
Table 5. 

While it took 81 years from 1866. when 
the first college (Maharaja’s College, 

Trivandrum) in Kcmia was esuMtshed. to 
1947 when the country become independem, 
to open in the region now forming Kerala 
22 aits and .science colleges, as many as 93 
colleges were added during the relatively 
sliori sjian of 20 years hot ween 1948 and 
1968. It is highly doubtful if there has been 
a similar explosion of higher edueaiion in 
any other pari ol'ihe country. Not only has 
iheie been a iiiolifcraiion ol arts and science 
colleges, then spatial disiribuiion also has 
been conducive lo ihe growth of cniolnioni 
Even the most hilly and sparsely populated 
districts sucli as Wayanad and idukki have 
lour to five colleges, while the dcn.sely 
populated districts m the plains such us 
Brnakulani h.ive up to 24 colleges. It goes 
wiihout saying that such close proximity of 
institutions of higher education enables 
guardians lo avoid the extra co.sts ol educaiion 
arising Irom having lo pul (heir wards in 
hostels. 

Hr.AVY SlIliSIDISAIION oi' Euik'ahon 

We have noied dial Ihe unprecedcnietl 
^pansion ol aits and science colleges has 
sul>si.iiuially contrihuicdiolhe excess siijiply 
ol graduates and posigKidu.Ues. which in 
Him has caused educated unemployment lo 

rise rapidly. However, the mere availabili^ 
of a college within commutable distano: 
docs not by itself create a corresponding 
demand for college education, unless it is 
al.so made affordable to the lower income 
groups. University education in Kerala is 
subsidised to such an extent that private rates 
ol rciui 11 lar exceed the corresponding social 
rates. As Blaug puts it aptly, "heavy subsidies 
to education can lead to favourable private 
.signals despiie unlavourable social signals” 
(Blaug 197.3u:62|. The same warning is 
conveyed by Edwards and Todaro in their 
striking siutement: "Private perception of 
Ihe value ol education exceeds its social 
value which takes account of rising 
unenipluynicnl" (Edwards and Todaro 
1974:320) The existing annual rates of 
tuition lees in Kerala, which arc uniform for 
government and private colleges - Rs 124 
for predegrcc, Rs 144 for degree and Rs 160 
for postgraduate courses - are among the 
lowest in the entire country, and worse still, 
they have remained at these levels for almost 
three decades now. It is inlerc.snng to note 
(hut some of Ihe more prestigious unaided 
English medium schools in ihc state (for 
example. St 1'liomas and Loyola in 
Trivandrum) currcni ly charge annual tuition 
lees ranging Irom Rs l.5(X) in the KG elas.s 

Tahi I I.Disikihciion oi- Eiictun.i) UsrMi'unio(Ushai Prism ii'ai SiAHis)oi- Aia. 15 ANU Above 

III Kl SIIII.M 1 . Kirai a and Ai I -I.S'DIA 

(/mi/c/i penans) 

NSS 3«lh Round NSS 41r(l Round 
Calcgory Kerala All-India Kerala All-India 

Educated uncinjiloycd Rural 2.74 (16 99) 14 62(8-15) 5(X)(21 18) 22.15 (9 02) 
Secondary 2.41 (17 97) 11 44 (7 80) 4.26(21.21) 16.85(8.10) 
Gradualc and above 0 11(17 10) 1 18(1207) 0 74(22 88) 5.50(11.80) 

Ediicaled uneinjiloycd llihun 0 77(12 181 15 10(5.95) 1..14(I5 48) 17.26(5.77) 
.Secondary ()..59<I2 18) 10 48(5 66) 1 14(17 81) II I7(5..10) 
Gradualc anil abov e 0 18(11.05) 4 82 (6 70) 0.20(8.89) 6.09 (6 90) 

Educated iineiiijiloyincnl' All .151 (LS7()) 29.92 (6 96) 6 .14 (20.98) .19.61 (7.24) 
Secondary .1(8) (15 75) 21 92(661) 5 40(21.81) 28.02 (6 69) 
Gradualc and above 0 51 (15.19) 8(X)(8 14) 0 94(17 II) 11.59(9 05) 

Naif Figures wiihin brackets rcler to ihc unemployed us percentage of ihc labour force for each 
relevuni level of edueaiion 

.Voi/iver 1 Sarvekshana. Vol.XI. Apnl 1988. 
2 Sarvekshana. Special number. Sejileiiiber 1990. 
.1 .Saivekshunu. Vol.XVI. Ociober-IX’eember 1992 

• 

Tabci 2'Pi.r('i nia(.i DisnoBirrios or Eiii'i'aii'u Unfsiflovco (Usoai. Princirai. Stato.s) of Ace 15 

AND Ahovt ArcoRoiNc Id Si-'x. Kerala ano Ali.-Inoia 

NSS ^H(h Round NSS 41rd Round 
Caiegoiy Kerala All-lildiu Kerala All-India 

Educated uiieinployod 
Mule 14..18 7,.10 17 88 7.52 
.Secondary 1.5.2.1 7.12 19.28 7.07 
Gnuluaie and above 

Educated unemployed' 
9,72 7.89 12.21 8.94 

Female 17,11 6.06 24.21 6.47 
.Secondary Kill 5 29 24,.19 5,68 
Cruduuie and above 21.79 8.86 21.14 9.21 

Siuircex: I .Sai vekshunu. Vol.XI. April 1988. 
2 Sarvekshana, Special number. September 1990, 
.1 Sarvck.shaiia. Vol.XVI, Ociober-IJecciiiher I9si2 
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toR&2t60jnstandard Xll.Tbeufljustl(1i^ly 
low levels of tuition fees prcveleni at the 
university level in Kerala have led to a 
steady erosion of the share contributed by 
tuition fees towards meeting public costs of 
higher education. According to oneesti mate, 
tuition fees as a percentage of state 
government grants (recurring) to private 
colleges declined from 17.84 per cent in 
1976-77 to 13.21 per cent in 1985-86 
(Mathew 1991:65). The High Level 
Committee on Education and Employment 
appointed by the government of Kerala in 
1982 was forthright in admitting that the 
“incredibly low levels of fees” was respons¬ 
ible for “swelling the number of admission 
seekers for college courses” (High Level 
Committee Report 1984; 141, One may have 
to wait for the impact of the recent decision 
of the stale government (December 1993) 
to raise the annual tuition Ices tor degree 
courses to Rs 4(X) and tho.se fur postgraduate 
courses to Rs 750. 

Impact of OvFRSirppLV of 

Educated on Earnings 

One would naturally expect earnings to 
fall drastically when there is so much 
educated unemployment asin Kciala. Indeed 
there has been a steady decline in the real 
earnings associated with diftercnt levels ut 
education. The decline, to be precise, has 
taken two distinctly different forms. 
According to the first version, there has been 
a continuous upgradaiion ot minimum 
educational qualitications prescribed tor 
various posts; jobs that used to be tilled by 
matriculates are now occupied by graduates, 
and jobs for which graduates used to be 
recruited arc now offered only to 
postgraduates, and so on.' According to the 
second version, even as prescribed 
qualifications for different jobs have 
remained the same over the years, “the output 
ot the educational system being in excess 
of that which the economy can absorb, many 
emerge from it seeking jobs for which they 
may be educationally qualified hut which 
have been pre-empted by others with even 
more education” [Edwards and Todaro 
1974:321], This phenomenon is sometimes 
referred to as the 'cascade model’ iftcording 
to which the highly trained currently 
unemployed replace the less qualified, and 
the laner in turn replace people less qualified 
than them, and so on (Hopkins 1985:19). 
One might say without any exaggeration 
thatthecascade model fits the Kerala situation 
eminently. Graduates in large numbers might 
apply tor posts for which only matriculation 
is prescribed as the minimum qualificaiiun 
(e g, lower division clerks in all state 
government departments except the 
government secretariat, primary school 
teachers, etc); similarly posts for which 
graduation is the minimum prescribed 

itualification (e g. tflt^ical posts in the 
government secrctoriiiit and in the universities, 
high school teachers, etc) may attract kki 
many pusigraduaie.s. Evidently, when people 
arc thus torced to acci^t jobs tor which they 
are over-qualilicd it amounts to a fall in their 
real earnings in relation to their educational 
credentials. 

The simple fact, however, is that earnings 
have not declined fast enough to reduce 
the incentives to acquire still more 
education. In spite ol widespread educated 
unemployineni in the slate, wage differentials 
between dilicrent jobs requiring varying 
levels ol education are substantial, and it is 
this diltcrcntial which serves us an 
inducemciu for people to acquire more 
education.- (71 course, (he probability of 
succeeding in getting a job which carries a 
higher pay is limited; but if success is 
achieved, the gains are substantial The 
situation IS, lliercioic, sometimes rcicrred to 
as the 'urban job lottery’.One policy 
prescription to avoid such earnings 
diflerentials is to incrca.se the nexibiliiy of 
pay scales (Squire 1981:1.3) However, as 
Blaug reminds us. the public sector which 
IS a major employer in most developing 
countries IS III the habit ot ’hoarding' 
educated jx'ople by paying them more than 
their true scaicity price (Blaug 1973a'.641. 

Ill 
Educated Unemployment and 

Educational Policy 

The mood that prevails among vast 
sections of studeiits in Kerala as in .several 
developing countries is to engage in a ’sell- 
detealing search for status’ which drives 
them to seek education without career 
prospects - puisuitol iiaditional academic 
subjects such as literature, philosophy, law. 
etc. The search (or higher social status 
through higher education, however, is not, 
as often alleged, confined to communities 
which were denied the lacililies lor higher 
education till recently. The tendency is more 
deep-rooted. In fact, a.s rightly pointed out 
by the Committee on Unemployment (under 
thechairman.shipof B Bhagavati), there has 
been in India an ■’evergrowing rush for 
higher education in the fond hopeol raising 
their social status...” (Report of the 
Committee on Unemployment 1973:168). 

Coming to the question of traditional 
academic subjects, it is interesting to note 
(hat in Kerala courses ol siiidv m colleges 
remain unchanged in terms ol structure and 
content for long periods For instance, over 
the past hall century the only change in 
structure that has taken place at the pre- 
degree level (knownas ’intermediate’ earlier) 
IS the addicion ol a fourth group, consisting 
ol elements ol accountancy and commerce, 
to the existing three groups. The same is 
broadly true of courses at the degree and 

postgraduate levels. Ndt only t^ there has 
been no diversification of cem^es worth 
mention, (he contents of the courses also, 
by and large, have not undergone major 
revt.sions. The academic community, 
especially the teachers of the affiliated 
colleges, arc largely to be blamed for (bis 
state ol al lairs As regular upgradation ot 
the curriculum involves much more work on 
their part, most teachers do not welcome the 
idea. Even as they continue to organise 
agitations to belter the terms and conditions 
ol their employment, their own contribution 
to the modelnisaiion of academic 
programmes has been minimal i f not negative. 
Incidentally, the frequent occurrence of 
strikes in schools and colleges in Kerala is 
partly explained by the fact that under the 
cxi.sting system of education it is possible 
to pass examinations, otten creditably, 
without regular attendance or much 
iijiellectual eflort on the part of the students. 

Even iho.se economists like Harbtson who 
havcopicd forihe ’human resource.s approach 

Taiii.1 3 PRiK.Ktss or Enrolment at Dieeerfjtt 

SrAOCs Ol'Eoucation in Kerala. 

.Selw-iu) Years 

(/n Uikhs) 

Year Primary 
Stage 

.Secondary 
Stage 

University* 

1960-61 29 39 3.31 0.38 
1970-71 40 7.1 7 2.S 1.53 
1980-81 42 84 13 It 2.42 
1990-91 44 02 14 99 3.56 

* Does not include private rcgisiralion 
Simne GuvciniiKnlofKeralxfirviomicRevieM' 

(various i.ssucs). Planning Board. 

Tabu 4,CiRowiii or Private KF.nisrRATioN for 

Universiiy Examinations in Kerala (Keraui 

.\ND t’ALiciM Universities). Selected Years 

Year Pre-degree Itegrce Post¬ 
graduate 

Total 

198.5-86 6(>042 21870 7876 95788 
1987-88 66801 28019 9435 104255 
1990-91 88753 37295 13605 139653 

Sourer' Govemiiieni ofKcraia. EeiHumieReview, 
(various is.sucs). .Stale Planning Board. 

Tabi.l 5:GRowTti or Arts and Science 

CoLLEObs in Kerala 

Number of Colleges Opened 
PeriiHl Private Goveminem* All 

PrioiTO 19(X) *> 6 8 
19(XI-t947 II .t 14 
1948-1968 89 4 93 
1969-1992 31 23 54 

* Excluding evening colleges attached ; 
guvcrnnieiii colleges which have very, « 
onrolinuni and are. in tact, mere cxteniiiqnt qfS '1 
existing govcrniiwni day colleges. '' | ; 

SiHireee I Matifew 1991 j . 
2 Governineni of Kerala. Eeimomiii . 
Review. Slate Planning Board. 1992. : 
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to development’ ih preference to the *ONP 

ipi»D8ch'. have decried the expansion of 

education on a ‘more of the same’ basis, as 

it is likely to result in widespread 

unemployment or underemployment ot 

educated persons in most dcvolojnng 

countries. According to him. toniial 

education is one of the obvious ways ot 

developing human skills, knowledge and 

work capacities. If formal education fails to 

perform this basic task, then naturally 

employment, and eventually development, 

suffers (Harbison 1973:125; Edgrcn I990J. 

'This seems to be exactly what has happened 

in the case of Kerala. The state has km many 

‘educated’ people but few with the rei|uisiic 

skills, knowledge and work capacities. The 

outcome is the emergence of an 

unemployable ‘educated cla.ss’; the wrong 

type of education results in refusal to work 

cm farms, an increase in urban unemployment, 

subversion and collapse [Balugh 1967:92], 

White Collar Hypothesis 

It is commonly alleged that the job 

preferences of the educated in the developing 

countries are such that there is u premium 

on white collar jobs as the educated are 

averse to manual work and blue collar jobs. 

One frequently comes across this argument 

in the Kerala context loo. The debate, 

however, remains inconclusive. Myrdal has 

referred to the negligible t unctional mobility 

of the educated a.s they are looking for non- 

manual work and are not prepared to accept 

work that “soils their hands" (Myrdal 

1968; 1124-31 ]. However, according to Bluug 

et al, this view at best is a sociological halt- 

troih. They point out that the educated do 

ultimately accept lower-paid quasi-manual 

work; otherwise their earnings would never 

M through time on they have (Blaug ci al 

1969:38-39. fn]. 

To have a meaningful discussion of the 

whitecollar hypothesis as it applies to Kerala, 

it is necessary to draw a distinction Ijetwcen 

job seekers whose educational qualification 

falls below matriculation, and those with 

bigher qualifications. Granting that the 

preference for white collar jobs is rather 

pervasive in Kerala siKiciy, there is no 

evidence to suggest that the former category 

opts to remain unemployed for too lung 

brcause of their insistence on white collar 

jobs. In fact there are large numbers of non- 

ItUktriculatcs working as agricultural 

labourers, factory workers, head-load 

syofkers.gardeners, domestic servants, hotel 

^and restaurant workers, vegetable and fruit 

vendors, etc. Further, the remuneration l aciur 

isalso a key variable in this whole preference 

system. Wherever the remuneration is 

sufficiently attractive, even people somewhat 

educated do not hesitate to take up manual 

work. The classic example is that of non- 

matriculate literates who have migrated to 

the Gulf countrimi, readily accepting blae 
collar jobs and jobs involvihg heavy 

manual work. 

The situation, however, is somewhat 

di fferent in the case of 'educated ’ job seekers. 

Here we confront an inicr-play ul economic 

and non-cconomic factors. Whitecollar jobs 

in the organised sector consisting of central 

and .stale government departments and public 

sector undertakings, private large-scale 

industry, etc, arc often financially mure 

ailraclivc than blue collar jobs. Wc do not. 

of course, rule out the possibility of a lew 

instances where blue collar jobs account for 

higher emoluments, but such cascsarc limited 

and may he confined to certain pockets, both 

geographically and industrywisc. An 

additional attraction of while collar jobs, 

especially in the public sector, are the 

opportunities fur promotion which arc almost 

automatic us they arc in most cases seniority- 

based and nut stnctly pcrformancc-rciatcd 

(Blaug 1973u:64]. For instance, a mainculate 

police constable in Kerala, if he pusses the 

prescribed departmental tesLs. cun aspire to 

eventually rise to the position of a non-IPS 

superintendent ot police through a process 

of routine promotions: u primary .school 

teacher (SSLC+1TC) can hope to become 

a higher grade headma.stcr (Pnmury) in course 

ol time. Such prumoiionul avenues are not 

available to mo.si blue collar workers in 

Kerala. To these advantages may be added 

the relative .security ofcmploymcni of while 

collar workers, especially in the public sector 

in which loss of job is an extremely remote 

possibility. Even in thu.se cu.sc.s where there 

IS adequate ground f or ‘firing’ ot employees. 

tirefegat loophediss iiivolveif «ntl thefei^by 

processes of investigation and reporting 

enable such employees to continuein service. 

Finally there is the question of ‘prestige’ 

attachixi to while collar jobs. White collar 

jobs carry more ‘respect’ than blue collar 

or manual jobs of equal emoluments. Under 

such circumstances there is a marked, 

preference for white collar jobs as evidenced 

by the lung waiting periods job seekers are 

prepared to undergo. It is here that views 

ol such writers as Myrdal, Balogh and Foster 

arc particularly relevant. A competent self- 

employed plumber or electrician in Kerala 

may be earning on average, say Rs 3,000 

to Rs 4,S(X) a month, but while a clerical 

a.ssisiant in a government office is often 

addressed respectfully by members of the 

public as ‘sir’, the plumber or the electrician 

is not. If despite mounting unemployment 

educated work seekers indefinitely wait for 

white collar jobs because of their higher pay 

and better career prospects, the policies of 

the government alone are to be blamed. If, 

on the other hand, in spite of the potential 

higher earnings work seekers avoid manual 

work and blue collar jobs, our tradition of 

paying more respect to white collar workers 

IS to be laulted. One might say that in Kerala 

people are looking fur jobs and not for 

employment! 

Wacie/Salarieo Employment 

VERSUS SuLF-EMPl-OYMEffr 

What is ulten mistaken as a bias on the 

part ol (he educated work .seekers in favour 

of while collar occupations is in fact a 

TaBI.I. 6;PERt fcNTA(ik DiSTKIBUIKIN OF POPULATION BY BKOAU USUAL ACTIVITY 

(Principal and .Subsidiary) 

27th Round (Oct 1972-Scp I97T) 4.Sih Round (July 19g9-June 1990) 
Self 

Emplo¬ 
yed 

Regular 
Emplo¬ 

yee 

Casual Tulal 
Labour Working 

Self 
Emplo¬ 

yed 

Regular 
Emplo¬ 

yee 

Casual 
Labour 

Tola] 
Worfc- 
Jng 

Rural Kerala 17.9 6.0 17.5 41.4 19.1 4.2 18.3 41.6 
Rural All-Indiu .T.T..7 4.7 12.9 50.9 26.3 3.2 14.2 43.7 
Urban Kerafa 13.0 13.6 9.2 .35 8 17.9 10.4 8.6 36.9 
Urban All-India 15.4 17.4 4.8 37.6 14,7 13 1 6.0 33.8 

.SVmoy'pv I Sarvekshana. Vol I, No 2. October 1977. Tabic I 
2 .Sarvck.shana, Vol XVI, No I. July-Sepieiiibcr 1992, Statement 4.1i. 

Tabi.f. 7;Siiai(f of UiFniKiiNT Communities in Sikkar Jobs in TKAVANaiRE. 1875-1891 

Communiiy _ 
SirkarJobs with 

Payscale Rs I0-.50 
Sirkar Jobs with 

Payscale above Rs 50 
1875 1891 1875 1891 

Nun-Malayali brahmins 220 1035 .57 101 
(25) (31) (27) (27) 

Nairs 410 1620 35 99 
(47) 148) (15) (27) 

Christians (Synan and non-Syrian) 10 95 4 21 

(l» (30) (2) (6) 
Ezhuvxs 0 0 0 - 0 

Noir Figures in parenlheses am percentages. 
i'oHtte: Jeirivy. 1976:109. 
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preference for wago/jialaried employment 
over self<employment. Among alf Ihc stales 
in India, the level of scif-cmploymcni is one 
of the lowest in Kerala, and this provides 
a plaustbieexplanation for growing educated 
unemployment in the state. 

The National Sample Survey Organisation 
(NSSO) has been collecting data, earlier in 
Its quinquennial surveys and since I‘>92 in 
Us annual surveys, on the composition ot ihe 
employed as self-employed, regular 
employees and casual labour The relevaiu 
data for Kerala and all-India based on the 
27th and 4Sth round surveys are pre.sented 
in Table 6. It may be noted that as estimates 
of usual workers ba.sed on the 27th round 
included both main and marginal workers, 
they are comparable to principal and 
subsidiary workers ot the subsequent 
rounds 

On the basis of the estimates presented 
above, we may draw the following inlercnces: 
(I) As far as the rural sector is concerned, 
sclf-cmploymcnt in Kerala lags tar behind 
the rest of the country. The marginal incrc.isc 
in the proportion ol sell-employed per.sons 
between the two round surveys is otwiously 
due to aT shift in favour of non-tarm 
occupations within the rural sector. (2) Within 
the rural sector, the preference for wage/ 
salaried employment over self-employment 
is reflected in the relatively high pcrcemagc 
of regular employees - 6.0 per cent in the 
27th round as against the all-Indiu coverage 
of 4.7 per cent and 4.2 per cent in the 45tli 
round in contra.st to the national average ol 
3.2 per cent. (3) The limited opportunities 
tor regular wage/salaned employment in the 
rural sector have, however, invariably led 
to increasing casualisation ot labour - 17 .S 
per cent during 1972-73 tagainst the all- 
India average ot 12.0 pei cent) and 1K. 3 per 
cent during 1989-90 (against the national 
level of 14.2 per rent). (4) As regards 
developments within the urban sector of the 
state, it is heartening to note that the 
proportion of self-employed increased from 
13 per cent in 1972-73 (all-India average 
15.4 per cent) to 17.9 per cent in l989-‘>0. 
the highest in the country, the national 
average being only 14.7 per cent. The 
impressive growth ol' self-employment in 
the urban sector may be attributed to the 
expansion of the tertiary sector of the state 
economy in the wake of the large-scale 
migration pf Keralites to Gulf countries 
[Kannan 19901- However, we have no 
means of finding out what proportion of 
these self-employed persons were drawn- 
from the ‘educated' category. Without such 
information we are unable to inter that more 
of educated persons arc opting for self- 
employment. in any case, trom the tact that 
educated unemployment in Kerala has been 
rapidly growing, we are led to the conclu.sion 
that whatever improvement there has been 
in self-employment has been twi inadequate 

Economic amd Politkal Weekly February 

to overcome the inouniing unemployment 
of the educated. Quite expectedly (he 
outcome has been increasing ca.suali.sation 
ol urban labour. The proportion of urban 
casual labour in Kerala in l98‘>-90. was 
one ol the highe.st in the country: only 
Tamil Nadu had a higher proportion ol 
10.9 per cent. 

The prcicrcnce lorgovernmcnl jobs, which 
.still remain the most imptirtani lorm of 
salaried employ ment. IS rtMHcd 111 the tiadilion 
ot Kerala. Each majorcommunily of Kerala 
has been vying with one another lor its ‘due 
share' ol sirkar jobs. At one .stage non- 
Malayuli Ki.ihmms had a virtual mono|x>ly 
ol governmem jobs in the princely 
Travancorc slate, especially the better-paid 
jobs This was deeply resented by (he nairs 
whotormedthcMalayali .Sabhain 1880and 
launched a power!ul agitation which led to 
Ihc Malayali Memorial ol 1891.’ The 
'mcmoriur did not produce any immediate 
results, hut cvciuti.illy the iioii-Maiayali 
brahmins lost ihuir commanding position in 
public service as they were compelled to 
give way to ihc nans. However, once the 
noii-Mala>ali biahmins were dislodged, the 
nans were determined to inainiain their 
newly-won status As rightly poiiucdoui by 
Jcflrey, il was then exclusion Irom niucli of 
the governmem service that forced Syrian 
Chi i.sli.insio he '‘indeiieiKlent and toremlorec 
(hen tiadilionai interests m commerce" 
IJeffrey 1976-1231 'lliough they increasingly 
look to sell-einploymcni out ol sheer 
nceessiiy. they [leiMsied along with the 
e/havas ami the Muslims in demanding, 
among othei ihings. due rcpre.seniaiioii m 
public service 11 was this alli,iiicc which led 
to the lorm.ition ol a joim (samyuktha) 
politieal congress in 1934, which Imally 
blossomed iiuo the Travancorc Slate 
CongressinFcbiuary 1938 Welhusob.serve 
that apart from the huilt-in atiruclions ol 
government set vice such as job security, 
seniority-based promotion, etc. rclerrcd to 
earlier. thekeeiicom|x:lilion loi employment 
in the public sector has had also a communal 
dimension to it. It is this obsession with 
‘sirkar’ jobs that has often stood in ihe way 
of fwoplc venturing into seli-cmploymcm. 
Not .surprisingly, therelore. even iho.se who 
initially opt for self-employment are on Ihe 
looktiul for salaried employ mem. Inasample 
survey ol about 4.000 regisiranis ol 
employment exchanges in Kerala. Mukheijee 
and Isaiic lound that about one-tilth ol them 
were Mill-employed either on a lull-time or 
on a part-time basis [Mukherjee and Isaac 
1991:441. lurlher. only 17 4 per cent ol (he 
registrants had any knowledge ol siiccial 
programmes for the scll-eniploymeni ol the 
educated unemployed. I'his is ample prool 
of the fact that .scif-einployment is still a 
relatively uncharted territory for the vast 
majority ol the educated unemployed in 

Kerala. 

IV 
Waiting Period as Measure of 

Educated Unemployment 

The interval between a per.son'scntry into 
the labour market on compictionof education 
and/or training and the first regular 
employment is relcrred to as the waiting 
period The duration of this penod i.s often 
viewed as an index ot the gravity of the 
prevailing educated unemployment. The 
following observations regarding the concept 
as It appiles u > educated unemployment seem 
to be in order. 

(1) Having to wait loi regularemployinent 
IS an uiiwelcoitie experience as it involves 
loss ol potential income. However, if at the 
end ol the waiting (he joh seeker findsahat 
he has obtained a .secure job of roughly his 
choice, he might consider the waiting 
worthwhile. More often than not, this is the 
type ol waiting that job seekers in Kerala 
have io put up with. Unlike in the developed 
economies where intermittent employment 
and unemployment arc a common feature, 
we have a situation where an initial wailing 
ol. .say, three to five years is followed by 
a reasonably long period of uninterrupted 
stable employment. It is this aspect which 
prompted Bluug to say that "educated 
unemployment in India constitutes, as it 
were, a revolving queue: il is not that some' 
are perntancntly employed and others are 
permanently unemployed, but rather that 
large numbers am made to wait years before 
lindmg a firsf job" (Blaug I973b:207). 

(2) It IS also important to keep in mind 
that waiting is not a repetitive process. Once 
regular salaried employment of roughly one’s 
choice IS obtained, it is most unlikely under 
Kerala conditions i hut the incumbents would 

Tabi l 8 Stosk ok Educaif-U Wokk Sf.f.khks as 
Pi:ki i.NiAOh OF Anniiai Flow of EoUCAFfeU 

FoK Si;i.F.(-rEi) Yfars 

Category of educated 
(general edtiealion only) 

1966 1972 1989 

Matriculates 88 250 554 
Pre-degree hulders 170 55 182 
Graduates 30 90 291 
Posigiaduaies 33 120 427 

Note The .stuck of educated work seekers is 
esiiiiiuted on the basis ol ihc number of 
work seekers on the live-register of 
cinployiiient exehiinges as published 
by the I teparlincnl of Einpioymeniand 
Training (as on December 31) The 
annual tlow ul educated is based on the 
iiumherofsiudents whopa.ss therelevant' 
cxaiiiinulions each year 

Sdiiiif.i I United Nutions. Department of Eco- 
nuiiiies and Social Affairs. 'Poverty, 
Unemployment and Deveiopinent 
Policy - A Ca.se Study of Selecicx) Issues 
with KelcFcnce to Kerala'. New York, 
197.*> 
2 Government of Kerala, Enmomir 
Kevittv. |Vi«)and 1992 
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be interested in searching for nther jobs and 
thus involve themselves in I'urther rounds 
of waiting. This attitude is not necessarily 
due to strong taboos about changing jobs to 
enhance one’s prospects, as suggested by 
Blaug (Blaug i971u:621. II as a geneiai rule 
people in Kerala do hot preler to change 
their jobs, the reasons arc to be sought 
elsewhere - loss of. or reduction in. ret i rcnient 
benefits which vary with length of service, 
and difficulties laced in moving to distant 
places within and outside the state such as 
problems relating to education oi childien, 
hou.sing. cultural and linguistic harrieis. etc. 

(31 Waiting should not neces.sarily be 
viewed as inlliction ol too much hardship 
onthc educated job .seekers, as is olten made 
out. (The situation, ol couise. isditlerent loi 
wage labour.) .Scholars arc unaniinous that 
the educated unemployed are able to wan 
for varying penods (or the lealisatioii ol 
their job aspirations bccau.se they generally 
have other means ol support and few 
responsibilities (Ridkei 1971.1.^. Blaug 
I973a.62; Jolly 1973:11. Lai I9K4.92I An 
important sourceof‘other means ol siippoit’ 
in the Kerala context is one's own l.iniily 
It IS pointed out that in the ahsence ol such 
means of support, the. educated unemployed 
will be willing lo lower their ‘re.servalion 
jrnce’. or to take a job at any price, 

(41 Wherever there is alicady a laigc stock 
of educated work seekeis, any .idditioii (o 
it (annual How), other ihings remaining (he 
same, is likely to aggravate die problem of 
educated unemployment and thereby to 
lengthen the waiting period Over the years 
such a process has been taking place m 
Kerala as seen Iroin Table it 

It IS seen from this that there has been a 
steady worsening oferlucatcd unemploy meni 
in Kerala since 1966 as measured by the size 
of the stock of educated work seekers in each 
category tor every l(K) new eniranis. In 
1989. the latest yeai loi wliicli daia are 
available, for every KM) new mairiculules 
there were already 5,54 persons ol uleniical 
quahnealion wailing for jobs. .Similarly, lor 
every 100 new ciitianis wiih higher 
educational qualifications. Iheiewciealieady 
182 pre-degrees, 291 graduates and 427 
postgraduates waiting. It appears that in the 
ease of matriculates, however, the number 
ol work seekers on the live regisier is highly 
cxaggernicd, ns there is a delay or lap.se in 
upgrading the educational qualilicuiions ol 
the registrants, most ol whom register ai the 
exchanges immediately alter passing the 
.SSLC examination (Mukherjee and Isaac 
I‘>91:4-6).^ 

AvF.RAta WAinNi: Pi-kioi) 

There arc two diflcrcnt senses in which 
the concept of waiting period can be used, 
namely (1) average wailing |x:riod till the 
first job. and (2) average wailing iicriod till 

the first regular job. .Since .some jobs arc 
offered on a purely temporary or part-time 
basis, the waiting period till the first job need 
nut necessarily indicate the true magniiudc 
o( the wailing. In such casus we may have 
to ideniily the first regular jobs.' For our 
purpose we shall use the latter interpretation. 

Esumates of uviliiif; lime 

There have been several allcmpis lo 
measure the average waiting lime in resiwcl 
ot educated unemployed; the UN siudy on 
poverty, unemploymeni and development 
with relereiicc lo Kerala (1975), and the one 
by Mukherjee and Isaac already referred lo, 
deserve special menlum. 

The (IN study 11975) came up with ihc 
lollowing lindingson average w.iiiing period 
lor Ihc Inst )oh on the h.isis of a sample 
survey ol employment exchange registrants 
inTrivandiumandCaliculdisliiels III 1973 " 

The average waiting period loi work 
seekers ol all levels ol educaiion was 16,6 
months m Tiivandium disirtci and 33 4 
months m ('alicut district Mairicuhucs had 
lo wan loiigei (45,4 monihs m Trivandrum 
and 43 5 monihs in Calicut) than persons 
with higlicr levels o( education such as pre- 
dcgrcc aiuldcgicc Waiiing|K'i lod w.is lound 
lo tall shaiply as one moved trom 
maliiculalion lo pie-degree level From then 
on. die decline m waning lime was ai a much 
luwei laie On die basis of these results, the 
UN study eoneliidcd (hai wailing |x:riods 
tend lo be inversely relaied lo levels of 
education - the highci the education, the 
lower die waning period | United Nations 

197.5; 129). If one were concerned with only 
the educated unemployed, who by definition 
consist of matriculates and above, this 
statement is valid. However, couched in 
such general terms the statement is too 
sweeping. In general, unemployment rates 
arc low for the illiterate for the obvious 
reason that they cannot afford to remain 
unemployed because tlf their poverty 
eondilion. They have, therefore, no choice 

,in Ihc .selection ol jobs. The rate of 
unemployment lor matriculates exceeds that 
ol primary school leavers and it declines 
again lor those with university education. 
In many countries unemployment is the 
highest and the wailing pcruxl the longest 
among matriculates According to data 
provided by the Department of Employment 
and Training. Kerala, the percentage of 
■SSLCs anioiig work seekers increased from 
41.7 at the end ol 1980 to 51.8 at the end 
ol 1991 IfJoveriiincnl of Kerala 1992:1431. 
Hus relaiionship between education and 
unemployment has prompted some 
economists lo allude lo an inverted U-shupe 
I Blaug 1973a.9: Squire 1981:69). The UN 
sillily on Kerala has* however, focused 
allcniioii only on ihc .second half (downward 
sloping poriionj ol the inverted U-curve and 
inferred an iiiveise lelationship between 
education and waiting period. The UN .study 
also lound that (I) average monthly pay rose 
wiili lire level ol education, (21 wailing pcruxl 
lor Muslims and scheduled castes was 
somewhat lowci than for others, (3) waiting 
period was inversely relaied to family 
income. (4) chances ot securing salaried 
employnieiit ro.se with tamily income and 

TaUI 1 0 AVI HAI.I WaiIINI, I’l KIOI) ID I Ml. FlKSl Joil AND 1m IIMI. .Si I IIKFIJ ON Hl.At'CMkNI. 

uv Livii Di niHiCAiioN. Ktkaia. Ai’KIi 1973 

1a.'vc1 111 
Ldinaliiiii 

3’rivaiidriiiii Disiriei Culicul Oi.sinci 
Wailing Pel Bill 

(Months) 
Monlhly Pay 

(Ks) 
Walling Period 

(Monihs) 
Monthly Pay 

(R.S) 

M.iiricul.ilioii 45.4 132 435 118 
Hic-dcgicc 174 160 2) 4 161 
iX’^icc and uhovc 

(grudii.ilc and piislgiadualcsl ISO 190 14.4 227 
All levels 3(1 6 146 33.4 149 , 

Sonne Uiiiled Nalions 197.3:129 

Tabi.I; to Avi KAia Wai'iini. Tisir (Monihs) io rnr. Fmsi Job and Avehacie Monthly Salary. 
Bi O0A1.111CA110N AND .Sex 

Averace Waitine Period Averafie Monthly Salorv (Rs) 
Oualiricatiiiii Male Female Male Female 

S.SLC cquo -36 4 .38 9 485.3 374.4 
SSLC + lypiiig eqiiiv 28.3 36.2 444,0 .383.3 
•S.Sl.C + I f) 22.4 24 5 .575.0 452.5 
SSLC t Olliers 23 6 27 1 547,6 .389 3 
PDC eqiiiv 39.1 40,3 670.5 415.0 
I'DC T voi 2,3 4 21.1 . 718.0 446.5 
(ir.iduale 21.2 20 7 828.8 935.4 
Hosigraduale 18 3 178 1319 2 877,5 
Hiigiiieeruig 12.8 15 5 1457.9 960.0 
All 27 9 2.5.0 693.0 689.5 

Sonn e Mitklicricc and Isaac 1991: 138. Table S 4 A and 5 4 B 
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corrcsptmdingty uniong Ihc jobless uvcr;tge 
watting periods were longer Ibrtlte reliiii vely 
poorer; and (S) waiting periods were 
signiricantly lower lor registrants belonging 
to houiDsholdsot salaried whiteeollar earners, 
and by the same logie ehances ol tiiiding 
employment werelowesi lorregisiianis Iroin 
wage-labour households. 

Another attempt to estiiiuite the waiting 
period to the fiiM job was made by M uklieriee 
and Isaac on the basis ol a sample survey 
ot registrants ol employment exchanges 
conducted during August-October 1989 The 
sample used tor waning |H.*riod analysis 
consisted ol 1.086 persons on the live icgi.siei 
and 416 on the dead register Hie liinlings 
ot the survey regardtng waning pciiod to the 
lirst job are summarised in Table It) 

We noiethat avciage waiting period varies 
considerably acioss levels ol qtialiiicaiions. 
While at one end ol the sped rum those with 
ofliy S.SLC have an average waiting period 
ol over three years, postgraduates .uid 
engineers have to wan lot only one to one- 
and-a-halt yeais Siginlieaiitly. w.iiiing 
period tails by about .i yi'ai d one h.is 
vocatioivil training. Anollier inteiesiiiig 
finding ol the sample surscy is ih.n it the 
regi.strant has a voLatioiial s|u.ildii.ilion. it 
docs not make any ildlercnce whcihei Hie 
general education consists ol SSl.t'oi l*I)t’ 

A comparison ol the lesiills ol the iwo 
sample surveys (the UN study and Miikhei|ce 
and Isaac) leads to ceiiain inieiesiing 
lindings Thcanalysisuiiileii.iken bv the I 'N 
study was ttio general as all the legisti.ints 
were grou|)ed into lUst ihiee bioad eioups. 
namely matriculates, HIK's and degiee 
holders, whereas the sitidy bv Muklieriec 
and Isaac had nine caiegoiies oi legiMraiits 
in all The complete omi.ssion ol the lole ol 
vocational qualiticaiions m inlltiencing the 
waiting period was a serious ll;iw ol the l;N 
study. This delect was taken caie ol in the 
other study. Further, while accoulme lo the 
UN study the average waiting peiiod to the 
first job beginning with maiiicul.nes lell 
(thus conl'orming to the second h.ill ol the 
inverted U-shaped curve rel'crred to earlier), 
as one moved to higher levels ol edtivaiiou. 
the pattern ol wailing hrotiehi out m the 
.study ot Mukherjee and Is.tav shows ihat the 
waiting pernxl of registrants with |)i e-degi ee 
or Its equivalent is highei than iiiose with 
SSLC. The inverse retationship between 
waiting period and level ol odiic.iiion 
highlighted 111 the UN study is thus seiumsly 
challenged by the results ol the study by 
Mukherjee and Isaac. Yet aiiotherdillcicnce 
consists in the relative civinge in duration 
of the wailing period lor similar categories 
over lime. A eompan.son of the lesults of 
the two surveys, one conducted in 197.t and 
the other in 1989. shows that the waiting 
period for matriculates has sigiiilic.uiily 
lallen and that tor POf's. graduates and 
post-graduates has increased ctinsiderably. 

This is contrary to what one would logically 
expect III an economy in which unemploy¬ 
ment has been mounting. Part of the 
explanation may lie iji the fact that whereas 
the .sample used lor the UN study was 
confined toTriv iuidi uni and Calicut distt lets. 
Mukliei|ee and Isaac diew the sample Irom 
as m.inv as eight di.stncts. 

We may also biielly reler to the other 

lestiltsol the 1989 survey and compare them 

withllioseol the l97.Tsiudy.( I )Hothsurveys 

have shown that avciage inoiilhly .salary 

gencrallv goes on incieasmg with higher 

educalion.il and vocational quahlicutions. 

(2) Whereas die I97,t survey showed that 

the w.iii mg pel iikI lor Muslims and scheduled 
castes Was lowei than lor others, .iccoidiiig 

to the 1989 sill vey the avciage wailing time 

fin regisiianis iioni scheduletl caste/tribe 

and backw.ird caste households was 

m.iigin.illv hiehei lor pibs with higher 

nioiiihly s.il.iiv ili.in fin iliose liom torwaid 

voiniiiiiniiies i.^i The finding ol die 197t 

suivey ih.ii wailing iiciiods .iic inversely 

lelaied lo l.iiiiily inconie h.is been 

toiiobor.iled by die 1989 survey, .iccoidmg 

lo winch legisli.mls lioni higliei income 

households in geiieial got then |ohs laslei 

.Hid .11 higliei s.il.ines iiiespeclive ol the 

level ol ediK .ilioii l4) I nlikc ni the c.ise ol 

the 197' suivev. the 1989 suivey did not 

iiidic.ilc .iiiy disseiiiiblep.illeih iiilhe.ivei.ige 

walling peiiod .icioss the c.itcgoiies ol 

occupations of the main earner of the 
hou.sehold. Htiwever. average monthly .salary 
was lowest lor registrants from wage- 
employed or blue collar households at almost 
all levels of qualifications. 

V 
.Sample Survey Results 

We shall now present the findings of a 
limned sample survey ot.salaried employees 
numhering 8.'id eondueied by this author in 
Thiruv.in.inihapuram during March- 
.Sepieinber 1992 In inierpieimg the data 
eolleeled Irom this survey, the following 
limitations, or giounds on which the data 
could he crilieised. may he home in mind. 
11) Thiruvanaiilhapuram. being the eapilul 
ol the stale, most ot the salaried employees 
ctiveied by the sample work either for the 
govcrnnieni Ol lor public sector undertakings. 
A similai survey condueted cl.sewhcre m 
Keiala might give somewhat different results. 
(2) Though much care was taken lo make 
the sample as represenlaiivc as possible in 
leiins ol the tyiKi of employment, type of 
employci.caste,gendei and educational level 
ol the employees, eic, ii was iioi strictly 
based on a well-defined slaiistical design, 
i ■') Since we aie nileresied m waiting period 
compiciedaiid noi waning peruxi continuing, 
we arc |usiilied m choosing a sample from 
persons alie.idy m legular employment. 

I M(l 1 11 W\IM\v. IlMI IIJ I'lHM KMiI 

M l» ft \ 1 It 

1 AK Joll \Mi 

vSH Si V 

Avi KAI.I .SlAkllNI, PaV HV 

Uiialdic.iiiiiii 

,-\\ei.ig e Wailing Peiiiid 

(MiinlhM 

Avciage Starling Basic/ 

C'linsiilKkacd Hay (Ks Munihiv) 

l■Vlllale All M.ilc female All 

S.SLC Kit W"? 82 S7 81 t 879 645 8.76 

SSLC+Vik/Pi.iI 4J 04 48 07 4S 6 1170 7,S7 887 

PlV'tk’t'KT 44 0(1 S7 SO J8 1 817 728 787 

PtC'llOJ’ICCt Voi /htfl <7 07 IS 12 Hi 0 1 lot 977 1(8)5 

(iUiihialc 48 f>4 S2 ss SO t USD fills 109(1 

llIvKltl.llCi 78 90 27 IW 28 1 1218 1IW7 1161 

P«fs|gi;ultulo 41,(ill <8 S7 41 1 1216 1220 1228 

PoNlj:i;Khiatc4 ViK/Pn>l 2S 1(1 26 94 26 0 nos HISS 1195 

Pt Kii* 1 .uliiiiic-t 1 Ok Ml k ii (Ic*CCS IS 78 19 00 17 4 2Stt 18.78 2186 

PioIcsshhimI ^lc^lkv^ 20 44 17 18 18 1 2141 16.70 1808 

-Ml U 22 17 0 1242 1171 1188 

Iaihi 12 Avi KAI.I Wviiim. Pi khih AND SlAKIINI. PaV HV ('oMMI Mil AND QvM II-K ATKIN 

Avciage Walling PoriiKl 
(Months 1 

Average .Staruiig Baihe/ 
(^oiisolidalud Puv (Ks Munthiv): 

(Jiialilic.ilioii 1 IlIVV.IIll Backwaid SC/ST f'orwaid Backward SC/.ST 

.SSl.C 8(. 2 71 1 viX 7 926 769 879 

S.Sf.f't \'oi./Pii>l 44 1 57 9 19 1 821 948 882: 

Prc-ilcgicc (it) 2 40 4 44,4 749 74.7 945; 

Prc4lcgri'C-rVin./Pii>l 70 4 42 4 40 8 1026 995 871 i 

Giudii.iic 48 7 S4.S 18 0 1214 968 l(K)3. 
(iiadiiatc+Voc/Prul 27 1 29 6 ;2o 1217 1097 ItkiO' 

Posigraduiilc 19 1 47 7 28 2 1277 1157 1174: 

Pitslgi adiMlc V1 ic/Pnil 27 9 29 0 19 0 1261 1089 1550 
Pi>slgiaihi.iic+iCM;.iivh .Icgrcc V 25 0 9 0 16 0 2091 2256 24.50 

Piulesvutaal ilcgiccs 15 7 21 9 18.7 1789 1885 108.7 

All 14 0 40 4 19 2 1241 li.5t> 1006' 

II. 1995 



However, one misht argue that these persons 
arc the ’fortunate’ few who have succeeded 
in securing jobs while there may be many 
others whose waiting periods are not yet 
over. 

Waiting Period and Starting Pay 

Coming to the results of the survey, iwu 
clarificatiuns regarding waiting period seem 
to be necessary. (I) In the case of employees 
who are matriculates, tt is highly probable 
that they pas.sed their SSLC before attaining 
the age of 18. but became eligible for 
employment only on completion of 18 years 
as most regular salaried jobs stipulate a 
minimum age of 18 years. We have taken 
care of this problem by treating 18 a.s: the 
minimum age at which work seekers enter 
the labour market and have estimated the 
waiting period accordingly in all lelcvant 
cases. (2) The wailing period naturally 
includes also the time spent by ihe pfospccii ve 
employer or the recruiting agency (like the 
Public Service Commission) to process the 
applications received and to .schedule the 
interviews. Often these procedures may take 
up to two years or more. However, since 
such procedures are u common feature ol 
almost all appointments, the delay may not 
account for any .serious distortions in the 
relative waiting periods different categories 
of work seekers have to undergo. 

Two distinct trends regarding wailing 
period may be noted from the data presented 
inTabIc 11-onerepreseniingihcrclaUonship 
between general education and waitingperiod 
and the other representing the cl feet of 
vocational/professional qualilicutions on 
waiting period. (I) For employees with 
general educational qualifications only, the 
absolute waiting time is quite high 
irrespective of the level of general education; 
however, the waiting time generally declines 
as one moves from SSLC lo postgraduate 
levels. The fact that the waiting period is 
about the same for pre-degrees and graduates 
indicates that employers make little 
difference between the two. (2) For persons 
with vocational or professional training, the 
absolute waiting time is distinctly low. Here 
too. there is a declining trend as one moves 
from lowisr to higher levels, i e. from 
SSLC-fvocational/profcs.sional training lo 
postgraduatc-t-vocationul/professional 
training, and from lower to higher types 
and levels of vocational and prulessiunal 
training, as for example, when one moves 
up the educational ladder from certificate 
to diploma courses and from diploma to 
degree levels. The vocational and profes¬ 
sional qualiricutions repre.sented by the 
sample include engineering, nursing and 
midwifery, stenography, physiotherapy, 
teachers' .training, travel and tourism, 
pharmacy, library science, computer 
programming, etc. It may he noted that among 

matriculates with vocational/ profe.ssional 
quulillcaiions, teachers’ training ccrtincatc 
(TTC) holders hadlhc shonc.sl wailing period 
(33.1 months) and al.su the higitest starting 
pay of Rs I .()U2. In the case of pre-degrees 
with additional qualifications, diploma 
holders in general nursing and midwifery 
had ihc unique distinction of having to wait 
for only 0.2 months lor their first regular 
job but salary-wise they were far behind 
compared to others Diploma holders in 
pharmacy and dipluma/cenillcate holders in 
travel and tourism and hotel management 
also had relatively short wailing penods 
(27.8 months and .30.9 months respectively). 
The latter category also enjoyed the highest 
starting pay of Rs 1,282. With regard lo 
graduates with vocational/prolcssional 
qualilicutions, graduates in library .science 
had a relatively .short waiting period of 20.7 
months followed by BEd degree holders 
(30.7 months) However, the starting pay 
enjoyed by the library .science graduates 
(Rs i,22,‘i) was lower than the highest pay 
in the category received by graduates with 
diploma in engineering (Rs. 1282). For 
postgraduates with vucutional/protcssional 
qualifications, library science graduates 
again had (he .shortest (18..S months) waiting 
period, tollowcd by BEd degree holders 
(2.3 months). Their starting pay was. 
however, slightly lower. This discussion 
shows that though educated unemployment 
prevalent in Kerala pre.scnts a scenario of 
long wailing periods, there arc still certain 
vocadonul/prol'cssional programmes 
which, il judiciously combined with 
general education, can prove u> he of much 
promise (e g. nursing and midwifery, 
teachers' training, travel and tourism, hoiel 
management, library science, pharmacy, 
engineering, etc). A major finding of the 
survey, therclorc. is that although there is 
much educated unemployment in Ihc .stale 
involving long waiting periods. Ihc plight 
ol those with certain vocalional/prole.ssional 
(raining is not generally so desperate. It is 
(he ordinary run of matriculates, graduates 
and postgraduates who bear the brunt of 
educated unuinpluyment. 

Regarding ihc relationship between 
educational level and salary, wc may, as a 
matter of ahuitdant caution, not accept at 
their lace value the starling basic/ 
consolidated pay reported, us there could be 
memory lap.scs on the part of the respondents, 
particuiariy as a result of pay revisions 
subsequent to their entry into regular 
employment. At least in some cases what 
the rcspondcni.s have reported as basic pay 
might be inclusive of allowances.’ We may, 
therclore, pay more attention to (he relative 
rather than the absolute magnitudes. The 
relative magnitudes, however, do fall into 
a fairly consistent pattern; in general, higher 
qualifications account for higher pay. 
Professional degrees, which do not sirictiy 

form a homogeneous group, stand on a 
somewhat different fooling. 

As for gender differences in waiting time, 
thedatadnnm indicate any consistent pattern. 
For the entire sample, the waiting peHod for 
females (34.22 months) is less than that of 
males (39.66 months) by 13.7 per cent. On 
the other hand, generally females have a 
slightly lower starting pay of Rs 1,131 
compared to Rs 1,242 received by males. 
Wc al.so observe that for each qualiFication 
level female salaries are a bit lower than 
male salaries. 

We may also briefly refer to differettccs 
among members of forward, backward and 
schedu led caste/schedu led tribe communities 
in respect of waiting period and starting pay 
(Table 12). It is .seen that, in general, average 
waiting period for members of the forward 
communities is much lower and starting 
basic pay higher than those belonging to 
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and 
other backward communities (OBCs). 
However, there is no regular or logically 
consistent patternof waiting period or starting 
pay associated with different qualification 
levels ol the.se communities. One fact, 
nevertheless, stands out prominently - but 
for the distinctly long waiting period of the 
salaried employed with only SSLC level 
general education and no vocational or 
prolcssionul training, the average waiting 
period of the SC/ST members would be 30.6 
months which is much less than that of the 
salaried employed from the forward 
communities. 

Finally. It IS important to note that although 
in terms ol employment prospects the plight 
of graduates in general is very bleak, there 
are signi ficant differences among arts, science 
and commerce graduates as shown by our 
survey data (Table 13). 

Tabi.s 13' Averaoi WAmNU Period and 

■SrAKiiNO Pay (Basi('/Con$<m.iuateo Per * 

Mensem) of Arts, Sdbnce and 

Commerce Graduates 
A 

Category of Average Wailing Average Start- 
Grudtialcs Period (Months) ing Pay (Rs) 

BA S?..**! 1019 
BSc . .30 56 1022 
B Com 41.73 1185 

Tabee 14: Average Waiting Period and 

Startino Pay for Professional Graduates 

Category 

« 

Average 
Waiting 
Period 

(Months) 

Average 
Starting 
Basic/ 

Consolidated 
Pay (Rs) 

Engineers 27.34 1687 
Doctors 
(medical and dental) lg..36 3084 

Nurses (graduate) 7.93 1234 
Agricultural graduates .36.77 1.378 

Ft-nnomic and 



H is found that white the av^ge waking 
period of science graduates is much ^ss 
than that of arts graduates, there i.s 
practically no difference in their starting 
salaries. Hie average waiting period fur 
science graduates is shorter because 
relatively speaking there is greater demand 
for them; there is no salary difference 
because for several posts like clerks, 
supervisors, salesmen, etc. the scale of pay 
is the same for the two types of graduates. 
However, in banks and other commercial 
establishments where accountants are 
required, commerce graduates have an edge 
over arts and science graduates. Science 
graduates employed in institutions of 
scientific research and in industry start on 
a higher pay. but our sample docs not include 
many such cases. 

Professional Gkadiiaii-s 

So far our discussion has centred around 
educated salaried-employed consisting ol 
undergraduates, and arts, science and 
commerce graduates and postgraduates with 
or without qualifications in vocational or 
protciisional fields. During the course ol 
our discussion we have already covered a 
number of instances m which the employed 
persons concerned had passed certificate 
or diploma courses in technical and 
professional subjecis hut did not have u 
degree. It is well known that professional 
degree holders such as medical and dental 
doctors, engineers, agricultural scientists, 
veterinary doctors and graduate nurses have 
an advantage over certificate and diploma 
holders in these fields, as normally degree 
holders are preferred tocemficiitcordiploma 
holders in appointments and promotions 
(note that there are at present no certificate 
or diploma courses in medicine and 
dentistry). Naturally, given the choice, 
students opt for degree courses in preference 
to certificate or diploma courses, in the 
study conducted by Mukherjee and Lsuac 
referred to earlier, only engineering was 

” included in the profc.ssional category. It is 
not clear whether this category consisted 
of only graduates or it included also 
certificate and diploma holders. However, 
according to their findings', this category 
had the lowest average waiting period of 
12.8 months for males and I S.S months fur 
females and also the highest average 
monthly salaries. 

Our own sample survey ot educated 
employed has provided a letter cuvciage 
of professional degree holder.s consisting 
mainly of medical and dental doctors, 
engineers and nurses. For the enure group 
of these professional degree holders 
nilmbering 118. it was found that the 
average wailing period to the first regular 
job was 18.3 months-20.4 months for males 
and M7l months lor females. The lower 

waiting period for females is eaptanied by 
the tact that the group of professional 
graduates consistcduf a disproportionately 
large number ot graduate nurses for 
whom there is no dearth ol employment 
opportunities, and hence their waiting 
period IS much lower than that ot others. 
The average starling hasie/consolidaied pay 
for the group as a whole was Rs I .KOK per 
month - Rs 2.141 lor males and Ks 1,630 
lor temales (note that the markedly lower 
salary of females is again explained by (he 
large number of nurses in Ihe sample). It 
may further he noted that protessional 
degree holders us a group have slightly 
longer waiting periods and lower starting 
pay than the category ol postgraduates 
with research degrees such as MPhil and 
PhD This IS laigely explained by ihc laci 
that among professional graduates we have 
not made any distinction between 
pi olessionals with only bachelor’s degrees 
and specialists with masters' and higher 
degrees. It is well known that medical and 
denial doctors with postgraduate and higher 
degrees do noi have lo wail long lor 
appointment and that they generally start 
ai a much higher salary. The same may he 
true ol engineers, nurses and agneullurul 
graduates lo .i lesser extern Since our 
sample has veiy lew prolcssionals wuh 
posigiaduaie qualilicalions, we have 
cliihhed the graduates and posigraduales 
logeiher under 'protessional graduates’ 
Then wailing period lo Ihe first regular 
job and slarling basic p.iv arc given m 
Table 14 

As between engineers and doctors, the 
former have lo wait much longer than Ihe 
latter for their tirsl regular job and have 
to be eontcni with a much lower starting 
pay. A majorexplanaliontorthisdiffercnce 
may be sought in the laci that Ihc .supply 
ot engineering graduates lelali VC lodemand 

is much higher compared to nteidical and 
dental doctors*. The wailing period for 
graduate nurses i.s one of the lowest amftng 
job seekers. This is explained by the 
rclaii vely inclasiic supply of degree holders 
in nursing; a total of only 7S .students are 
yearly admitted to the B.Sc(Nursing)course 
in Ihc entire slate. This is grossly inadequate 
considering the growing demand for well- 
quulilicd nursing staff in both public and 
private scciors 

VI 
Unemployment among 

Professionally and Technicdly 
Educated Workforce 

We may conclude this paper wjth 8 brief 
discussion ol Ihe nature and extent of 
unemployment prevailing among profes¬ 
sional and technical work seekers in 
Kerala. Though the National Sample 
.Survey is a much heiter source of data on 
unemployment than the information 
gathered from employment exchanges 
(Visuria and Minhas 1991:969). since the 
NSS data do not provide statewise or 
categorywise break-up of professionally 
and technically educated unemployed, we 
are constrained to rely on employment 
exchange data As a precaution, however, 
we may point out that we are using the 
employment exchange data to highlight the 
relative magnitudes involved and not the 
ab.soluic number of unemployed in each .. 
category. According to Visariaand Minhus. ! 
an important luclorcontnhutingtothesharp 
rise in Ihc number ot higher educated : 
persons on the live register ot employment ^ 
exchanges has been their greater tendency >> 
to register over Ihe years (1991:976). This ( 
observation tor the country as a wJxilc must | 
he truer of Kerala than for other states for, 
obviou.s reasons ' 

Tabu; IS IJisiriiiiiiion i>r Pkhussuinai and Th hnii ai. Work Si.ekers in Kerala 

BY Bdi'caiionai, Levll. .SiliciLl) Years 

Year (as on 
December 31 ) 

Medical 
Giaduaies 

Engineenng 
Craduuies 

Diploma 
Holders in 

Engineering 
and 

Technology 

ITI 
Ccrtilicaie 

Holders 

Agricultural 
(jraduaics 

Veterinary 
Graduates 

I9W) IV 417 na na na na 

l%8 48 J68 nu na 82 na 
1970 281 1852 1,547 8180 1.13 70 

I97.S 80V I8.S0 1VV0 20111 12 117 

1980 871 l.SOS 6811 28875 106 17 

1985 114,1 2VI7 11257 512.17 149 ' 25 ! 

1990 I.S5V 60V3 1V068 78212 118 10 
1991 IV5V 6V7X IV902 71651 .111 *85 1 

t 

Pereenlagc 
increase 
between l')70 
and 1991 5V7.2 274.4 460 1 755 0 148.9 21.4 : 

iiu Not Av.iilahle 
Souri f Oovcmiiicni of Kerala, lu imitHm Keview (various issues). Stale Planning Board. 
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Jt is seen in Table IS that the highcsi 
increase in the number uf work .seekers on 
the live rcgi.ster ul the employment 
eschange.« in Kerala i.s accounted tor by 
in certificate holders. Surpri.singly the 
second rank goes to medical graduates 
(veterinary and agricultural griiduales appear 
to be the least vulnerable). In terms ornumber 
of job seekers, however, there is nt) 
compari.soh between the two categories. The 
phenomenal incrcu.se in the number ot ITI 
certificate holders on the live register is 
pnmarily accounted for by the unprecedented 
expansion in the number ol both ITIs o|)ened 
and the number of tratnecs enrolled. The 
numberof ITIs increased from to .I4.t and 
the number of trainees enrolled Irom X.776 
to42.9%duringthe period l97l-72to 1992- 
93. The exircbicly liberal policy followed 
in the sanctioning of I'l'ls in the private 
sector, which increased from 28 in 1971-72 
to 315 in 1992-93. was responsible lor the 
rapid increasein the numbcrol ITI ccritlicaie 
holders on the live register of employment 
exchanges. Obviously, there has been no 
matching increase in the deniand loi ilie 
products ol the ITIs Ironi industry 1'hc 
.situation is not lar diflerciu in the case ol 
diploma holders in engineering and 
technology, and engineering graduates. The 
general disinclinuiion towards sell- 
employment on the pariof skilled muii|>ower. 
apart from the various obstacles one has lo 
encounter in taking it up. is one ol the 
reasons for seeking salaried/wage eniplov- 
meni. Among the reasons lor the poot 

perlormanccof the various sell-cmplovnicni 
.schemes in Kerala. Mukherjee and Isaac 
have mentioned delays m the processing ol 
the loan applications, inadequacy ol cainlal. 
inadequate training, msulficieni insimiiional 
support and unsali.slaciory repayiiieiii 
performance (1994; I I-I4i. 

Theca.scof medical graduates isHliogcihei 
different. The fact thiit there were 1.959 
medical graduates on the live register ol 
employment exchanges in 1991 is no piool 
that there is acute unemployment among 
doctors in Kerala. It is very doubilul il there 
arc genuinely unemployed medical doctors 
at all in the state. Bccau.se of the rapid growth 
of well-equipped modern hospitals m the 
private sector in Kerala, it is nofmally not 
difficult for a medical graduate to Imd 
employment as a junior doctor on a 
consolidated pay of around Rs 2.{KX> (ler 
fnensem. Most oft he dtKiors, ht i we vcr. pi el cr 
government jobs, bccau.se while dtKiors 

employed in private hospitals are not 
permitted private practice, it is possible to 
combine both in government set vice 
including governntem medical colleges. In 
fact. It IS the virtually unlimited scope Itn 
private practice that encourages dociois to 
opt tor government .service although .salaries 
in^rvemment arc not as attractive as in the 
private sector. To .some extent this is true 
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also of engineers, espcciiilly architects and 
civil engineers. 

VII 
Conclusion 

liducaicd unemployment in Kerala has 
assumed alarming proponions in recent 
times. According to N.S.S data, the number 
ol educated unemployed in the state rose 
Irom .3 51 lakh in 1983 to t>..34 lakh in 
1987-88. Among the causes ol educated 
unemployment, the lorcmost contributory 
lactor has been thco|x.'ningol Iiki nunv arts 
and science colleges since the 19r>().s coupled 
with ridiculously low level of college fec.s. 
To make muiieis worse, there has hcen a 
distinct picicrcnceoi) the part of work seekers 
lor salaried emplovmeni. especially in the 
publicsccloi III view ol ilshuilt-inailiaL'lions 
such as security ol icnuie. seinonlv-bascd 
piomolion.s.eic.'niegrowingimemploymeiil 
among the educated has led lo .i steady 
decline in the leal earnings associated with 
dillereni levels ol education. Ihiwcver, 
earnings have not deelmed Iasi enough to 
reduce the iiiseiiitves to acquire Mill mine 
education. Htiisuii ol traditional ac.idemie 
subiccts IS unoiher lactor contributing to 
educated unemployment. 

Some dcvelopmeiii economists have 
attempted locxplaiii educated uiicmploy meni 
III developing coiiniiics in terms oi the 
work seckeis pieleieiiee lor white eollai 
jobs and then .iversioii to manual laboui. 

However. a|i far as Kerala is concerned, 
what is often mistaken for a bias tn favour 
of white collar uccupations is in fact a 
prcicrence for salaried employment over 
self-cmploymcni. 

A limited sample survey conducted by the 
author shows that; (I) In the ease of job 
.seekers with only general education, the 
waning period till the first regular employ¬ 
ment is in ah.soluic terms quite high 
irres|K'cii VC oHhc level of general education: 
however, thcielulive waning period generally 
declines as one moved from SSLX' to 
postgraduate levels. (2) For work seekers 
with viK'ationiil or professional qualincaiion.s 
the wailing |K'riod is distinctly lower. Here 
loo there is a declining trend as one moves 
frum Uiwer to higher levels of viKaiional or 
prolessional education. (3) As for gender 
dll lerences m watting pernxl. the data do not 
indicate any consistent pullern. (4) It was 
lound that average waiting period for 
members ol the lorward communities was 
much lower and starting haste pay higher 
than lot those helonging to scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes and other backward 
eomnuinilies. qualilieatioiiwisc. however, 
no eoiisisiciii pattern was observed. The * 
sample survey treated prolessional graduates 
as a separate caiegoi y. Ot the four categories 
ol piolessional graduates represented, 
namely, engineers. dtK'lors (medical and 
dental). nurses and agricultural graduates, it 
was lound ih.it nurses (with a B.Sc degree 
III mil sing I h.id ihe lowest average waiting 
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p«kid White agricuitui^ l^uduWe had the 
Mghett. Doct^ had the second lowest 

.waitiDf period. As for starting; basic pay, 
doctors obviously had the highest pay while 
nurses stood at the lowest rung of the ladder. 
Finally, reference was made to the growing 
numbW of job seekers with medical and 
engineering degrees on the live register of 
employment exchanges in the state. This 
trend has been attributed to ihe desire ot 
professional graduates to take up go vemniuni 
jobs which enable them also lo carry on 
private practice which private sector 
employers seldom permit. 

Notes 

[This paper fonns purl of a larger siudy t>ii 
unemptoymeni in Kerala I have underiukcn 
under a Senior Fellowship of ihe ICS.SK 1 am 
lhankfal lo K P Kunnan lor his dciuitcd 
cominenis on an earlier drafi ol ihis pu|K‘r A 
pari of this paper was presenied ai a workshop 
on 'Einployinenl and Unempluymeni Trends in 
Kerala' held at the Centre for Developnicnl Sludic.s' 
in January 1994 luingraiclul lo the parlicipanls 
of the workshop tor their valuable suggeslions 
I also thank P Sankara Shurniu and Sabu Philip 
who have been of much assisiance al dilleicni 
stages in the prepuruliun ol ibis pa|X‘i | 

1 To givc^usl I wo examples, clerical posts in 
the Kerala gnvcrnnx-ni seeretaiiai and in ihe 
otTice of Kerala liniversily which oikc used 
10 be filled by inutiieulaies are now uvail.ihic 
only 10 graduates, earlier ihe iiiiniiniiiii 
qualification pre.scribed tin leeruitmeni of 
police constables in ihe stale was schooling 
up to eighth standard, where.is ii is now Idih 
siandard 

2 If a person instead ol aceepimg the post ol 
pninory teacher slaning on a basic pay ot 
Rs l.l2.Sopls to pul in live years ol addilionul 
education, hc/shc can a.spire lo gel apiHimied 
as a high school teacher on a sianmg basic 
pay of Rs I.3.S0. Ii can he shown that the 
additional annual income thus earned, namely 
Rs 2,700. is much higher Ihuii the annualised 
expenditure (including income loregone) on 
odditionaleducaliun Thedillerenecmearnings 
would, of course, widen ovei ilic yeul^ 

3 The Malayan Memorial suhmiiied lo ihe 
Uewon of‘Travancote on July 2.1KKI and lo the 
Maharaja on ihc next day was signed by 10.02K 
citizens belonging to all castes and creeds. 

4 ReworkingtheemploynienieKehangcsiaiislics 
os on December 31. 1989. they lound that us 
against the official figure of l.^.5l,84i 
mairiculales foniiing 8.'i..i7 perceiil.ihe revi.sed 
estimate was only 10,48.454 (56.52 |x;r cent), 
This finding was reinforced by cross- 
tabulations of the sample regisirunis and ihe 
NCO codes alloiied lo llie regisirunis by ihe 
einploymeni exchange authorities. 40 purccni 
of Ihe pre-degree and 18.96 per eem ol die 
degrees, 12.84 per cent of the posigraduaius 
and 8.10 per cent of Ihe engineering degice 
holders had only SSLC by ihe NCO 
classification. 

5 A worker, instead oi slicking to the first regular 
job. may decide lo quit Ihe job in order lo lake 
ap a more remunc^ive or challenging job. 

. Such change of jobs is purely voluiiiary and 
hence does noi constitute further wailing. 

1 c , " •I'liiuMM iiiu iiaiiwMUis'p 

6 Tha saiiipte liize wilecied for lOie survey 
consisted of .509 regisinuiis in Calieut aml 
505 regisirunis in Trivandrum. The former 
was mode up of 190 persons from the live 
register and 119 from Ihe dead regi.sier. ihc 
luller consisted of.415 persons from ihc live 
register and 9(1 troiii (he dead register. It may 
be noted that etiipKiymcni exchanges 
inumiain in addition lo ihc live register also 
a so-called dead register of persons who fail 
lo renew iheir regisiralion Iroiii lime to lime 
The survey conducted for Ihe UN study 
included also a sample from ifie dead register 
.since, among other reasons, il was expeeied 
thai persons with eompleled waiting periods 
could he lound in a grealer pio|H)ition on Ihc 
dead regisiei than on ihc live regi.sier 

7 Furtlwr. the fact lhal employees iiieueh eulegory 
(based on quahlieadon) oh(aiiied ihcir (ohs ai 
dilleieiii (Miinis ol liiiK* iniroduccs a cerium 
bias We know lhal over ihe years pay scales 
have heen using ilierelore il iiioic people 
belonging lo one ealegory seemed llx'ir jobs 
al a later poinl ot lime than employees oi 
unolher eaiegoiy. iIk- average salary of the 
loriiier would he higher 

8 Al preseiil theie aie 11 engiix-eimg colleges 
111 Keiala. nine colleges under Ihe Diieeioiale 
ol Technical Lducaiion ol the stale gm einmeni. 
one regional engineering college and one iiioilel 
engineeiiiig college oiider llie liislilnie ol 
Huiiuin KesoiiicesIX;velopiiieoi loi Hleciionics 
lanothei college has |iisi stalled liiiicliohingl 
Theseiolleges.ulioilledaloiulol 2 ‘>t)l siiideiils 
to Ihe vaiious courses dining Ihe academic 
yeai 1992-91 Insh.irpconirusi. ihc live medical 
Cidleges III Ihc sUile udmil only a loial ol 7IH) 
siudenis lo Ihc MKKS couise and 70 siiidcnls 
to Ihc BDS imiisc To i1k*sc siieaiiis may be 
added lliose Keudilcs who |om eogiiieering 
and medical colleges outside Ihc Male II is 
very likely ih.ii ilieirniiiuheisalsoaie weighied 
III luvoui ol engineering siudenis 
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Consolidation of Maratiia DoininmiCe 
in Maharashtra 

S M Dahiwale 

Besides their numerical strength, the legacy of the non-hraliniin movement of the pre-independence period and 
the continued control over land, co-operatives and other institutional resources have emhled the vatandar marathas 
of south-western Maharashtra to maintain their 'hegemony in slate politics. 

A DOMINANT caste is determined by its 
numerical strength, its extent of economic 
and political control, and its superior status 
in the caste hierarchy.' For a caste to be 
dominant, David Man^lbaum adds one more 
attribute of a ‘self-image as rulers' 
(1972:359). In Indian villages, land is the 
principal source of economic control. Those 
who possess substantial land can exercise 
control over the landless and the marginal 
landholding families since the latter arc 
dependent upon big landholders for their 
livelihood. During post-independence 
period, traditional agronomy has changed 
and a process of agro-ha.sed industrialisation 
has taken place in certain parts. Big 
landholders have cornered a sizeable chunk 
of the agro-based indu.strial economy and 
have become all the more powerful. Thus, 
land is not only a source of economic conirol 
but also of political power. Walter Neale 
states that, “the Indian view of land was also 
political” (1969:7) and. “the Indian who 
acquired political power almost inevitably 
acquired control of land, which was the mam 
source of wealth or income” (1969:9). In 
democracy, numerical strength undoubtedly 
has a political signitlcance. The contestants 
for power seek follot^crs and allies from 
kins, relatives, caste and village so as to 
increase theirtally (Neale 1969:9-10). These 
units of ‘social organisation’ are one of the 
sourcesof power. Thus, the scholars consider 
land, number, social organisation, ritual status 
and self-image as rulers, as the requisites for 
caste dominance. In the light of this 
conceptual formulation, the article examines 
the domination of the marathas in 
Maharashtra. The article addres.ves following 
questions regarding the maratha domination: 
how far is the numerical preponderance of 
the marathas decisive in their dominance? 
Why do the marathas of the Deccan mostly 
occupy positions in the higher echelons? 
Why ^ the kunbis of Vidarbha have little 
say in the state politics? And finally, what 
is the class status of those in inllucntial 
positions within their caste-group? 

I 
Numerical Preponderance 

of Marathas 

The domination of the marathas in the 
power structure is generally ascribed to the 

large, number. Since enumeration by caste 
criterion was not continued by the census 
al ter 1931, we do nut have currently u reliable 
figure of the maratha population. Irawati 
Karve esiimaicd the population of the 
maratha-kunbi cluster to he about SO per 
cent (1975:29). Anthony Carter estimated it 
to be 55 per cent in rural Maharashtra 
(1975:5), whereas Shashikant Pawar, the 
president of Maratha Mahasanglia. has pul 
the figure around 35 per cent [Nagarsekar 
1986]. Recently, Jayant Lcle derived the 
present-day populalion of the maralha- 
kunhi.s- from the 1931 Census reports of the 
Bombay presidency, the Hyderabad state 
and the central provinces and Berur,' to be 
31?19 per cent (U'le 1990:116]. The kunbis 
are mostly concentrated in the nine districts 
of Vidarbha. If their population is estimated 
to he 10 per cent, then the population of the 
marathas conics to 21.19 |)cr cent (.see the 
table). 

II 
Socio-Political Background 

The ancient brahmanicaP traditions were 
revtved in Mahaiashira under the Peshwa 
rule (1713-1818). Especially under the later 
peshwas. Irom late 18th century onwards, 
the brahmins enjoyed special privileges, and 
the shudras and the ati-shudras suffered 
disabilities: 

Performing the religious ccremunic.s with 
the Vcdic mantras was the privilege of the 
Brahmins, while the shudras hud to he content 
with the Purunic mantras The brahmins hud 
the monopoly of religious priesthood. They 
were given ‘Dakshanu’ (gift) to encourage 
learning. The lands of the brahmins was 
assessed at half or lower rates than those of 
other classes The land revenue in cash Iroin 
the brahmins and in kind from others were 
accepted Oiscnmination was observed in 
punishing the culprits. For example, oiv a 
charge of murder an accused brahmin was 
asked to visit a holy place, while a shudra 
or an ati-shudra accused of theft was given 
punishment of amputation of one or more 
limbs. In 1785. in a case, 20 persons from 
ati-shudras were beheaded for committing 
theft. Prisoners from the lower castes were 
asked todohurd labour orbuildingfonrcsses. 
The shudras hud no right to intcrdinc with 
the brahmins. The (intouchahie mahar had 
to carry an earthen put hung from the neck 

for spitting and also had to drag a thorny 
branch to wipe out his footprints. The ati- 
shudras were forced to live on the outskirts 
of the village. After 1785, officiating 
marriages of the untouchable mahors by (he 
brahmin priests were discontinued [Kwiam 
1972-73:2.36-42). 

In 1818, the pe.shwa rule ended and the 
British came to power. In the Bombay 
presidency, the British initially decided to 
adopt the policy of non-interference in caste 
matters. But, in certaiji cases caste authority 
was not recognised. For instance, the Bombay 
High Court permitted people \o engage a 
non-brahmin priest. The decree thereatened 
the monopoly of the brahmin priesthood. In 
1856. when a mahar boy was refused 
admis.sion to the government school at 
Dharwar, the Bombay government resolved 
that “all .schools maintained at the sole cost 
of government shall he open to all classes 
of Its subjects without distinction” (Ghurye 
1969:275]. Such instances indicate that the 
privilcgcsollhe brahmins and the disabilities 
of the lower castes were gradually desisted 
under the British rule. However, in praaical 
life, the brahnianic order based on purity- 
pollution principle, was functional. 

Hereditary Landholding Pattern 

In Maharashtra, many maratha and kunbi 
families have been landholders since pre- 
Shivaji times. Under the Muslim regime 
the village revenue was in the hands of 
patils. kulkarnis, deshmukhs, deshpandes, 
sardeshmukhs and sardeshpandes. Patils and 
deshmukhs were generally from the maratha- 
kunbi caste. Shivaji belonged to the ruling 
Vlass of jagirdars. But, in Shivaji’s time. 

Caste anp Reuoionwise Dlstribution of 

Maharashtra Population 

Group Percentage Source 

Scheduled tribes 09.19 1981 Census 
Scheduled cosies 07,14 w 

Neo-Buddhist 06.28 n 

Christian 01.26 
Jain 01.49 
Muslim 09.24 *1 

Sikh , 00.17 N 

Maratha-kunbi 31.19 1931 Census 
Brahmin 03.90 *• 

Others .30.14 Estimated 
Total 100.00 
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there was no policy of making ofllces 
hereditary, nor was there a system of 
assignment of revenues or land for military 
services. After Shivaji’sdeath his successors 
departed from the policy of fixed pay and 
continued the old Muslim system of 
hereditary revenue authorities. 

In the kingship system the village land 
was allotted to assignees. The assignees, 
the holders of village land, occupied 
hereditary offices such as mirasdars, 
mokadam, kulkami. padewar, deshmukh and 
deshkulkarni. The officials performed 
services to the king in lieu of granted lands. 
But the actual cultivators of lands were 
tenants and peasants. The cultivators paid 
the land revenue to the inamdars and jagirdars 
who were the appropriators of the whole or 
part of the land revenue. A piece of land was 
granted to a priest of the village, usually a 
brahman, for the performance of a religious 
service. Such land was referred to as 
Devasthan land, which was nut transicrablc 
[Kulkami 1961]. 

Apart from this account of land allotment, 
land was offered as gifts to the maralha 
gentry in return for supply of armies. During 
the peshwas, the lands were granted to 
brahmans as a religious privilege [Wink 
1986]. Thus, the marathas as warnurs and 
officials, and the brahmins in the capacity 
of ministers and priests received land grants 
from the royal princes. 

Three different views have been held 
regarding land ownership in western India. 
According to Baden-Powell. the landholder 
had no ownership rights in the medieval 
Deccan but the land was held in virtue of 
an office [Baden-Powell 1972: 423-24]. A 
S Altekar states that the ownership of lands 
was vested in the peasant proprietors [ Altekar 
1927:86], S N Sen has given a detailed 
account of village land ownership in the 
18th century Deccan, mentioning that the 
village land was divided among the hereditary 
officers, village servants, the mirasdars and 
the ‘upris’ (outsiders). In lieu of services 
land was granted to the hereditary officers 
and village servants, while the mirasdars 
had proprietary right in their lands. The 
upris were the tenant-at-will on government 
lands under the management of mamlatdars 
[Sen 1923]. Hiroshi Fukazawa. an eminent 
Japanese scholar of south Asian history, 
has endorsed S N Sen’s presentation as 
being closer to the ground reality [Fukazawa 
1991; 149-SO]. Fukazawa also states that 
high offices, for example, headmanship of 
villages, were held by the brahmins and 
sizes of the inam lands granted to them 
were comparatively larger. The brahmins 
being absentee landlords, their lands were 
cultivated by sharecropping peasants 
[Fukazawa 1991: 178-80]. 

In the early 19th century, the miras lands 
were generally cultivated by mirasdars 
themselves, who belonged to the merchant 

and intermediate castes. But many mirasdars 
leased out their lands to peasants on 
sharecropping basis. The state lands and 
wastelands were cultivated by tenant- 
peasants [Fukazawa 1991: 183-84]. 

In Konkan, a part of the Bombay division, 
the khoii system of revenue farming was 
introduced in IS04. In the khoti system, 
the government collects revenue from the 
khots. This system was prevalent in 
Ratnugiri di.strict and in some parts of 
Koiaba (Raigad) and Thane districts. The 
khots were hereditary landholders who had 
received lands from former territorial chief 
or local land officer. However, Andre Wink 
informs that the khots were hereditary in 
the southern Konkan while in the northern 
part they were non-hereditary (1986:362). 
Baden-Powell mentions that the khots 
belonged to all castes. Under the Muslim 
rule they were constituted by the marathas 
or the mussalmans (1974: 294). In the 
peshwa period, many brahmin families were 
made khots, reducing the older khot families 
of the marathas and the Muslims. During the 
later period, under the British rule, many 
khots were brahmins and marathas. Before 
1949, there were 952 khoti villages in 
Ratnagin. Alter independence, the khoti 
tenure system has been abolished by the 
Bombay khoti abolition act of 1949. In 
Vidarbha, most of the malgujars were 
brahmins InMaralhwada.undertheNizam's 
rule, maratha deshmukhs were the tax 
collectors. Keeping in mind the hegemony 
of the high castes, Bhaskarrao Jadhav, the 
then legislator, had proposed in 1927 for a 
celling on landholding in the Bombay 
legislative council. 

Thus, the above account of land allotment 
and grants shows that under the peshwa and 
the British rule, brahmins were 
predominantly controlling lands and a large 
number of maratha and other intermediate 
castes were tenants. 

Phiu^’s Revolt 

In 19th century. Mahatma Phule (1827- 
1890), u non-brahman of mali caste 
(gardener), emerged with his radical critique 
of brahmanism and economic exploitation 
by Gujars and Marwaris. He Was the first 
Indian to start schools for girls in 1848,1851 
and 1852. He founded the Sajtyashodhak 
Samaj (the organisation of truth-seekers) 
in 1873 to educate and enlighten the 
illiterate and ignoram masties, ajid to liberate 
them from religious persecution. He 
rejected brahminism based on the shastras 
and the puranas and propagated a Sarvajanik 
.Satyadharma (universal religion of truth) 
based on rationality and equality. He 
performed marriages without the help of 
a brahmin priest. Regarding Phule’s view 
pn the village system, Gail Omvedt 
mentions: 

Phule wanted sweeping changes within 
village society itself. His |»imary goal was 
not simply to replace a brahmin-dominated 
bureaucracy with a non-brahman bureau¬ 
cracy and it was not simple to transfer power 
to the villages. Rather he wanted to 
revolutionise village system. Not only should 
the position of kulkarni be abolish^; also 
the palil’s and other watan posts should be 
opened up to all on the basis of merit through 
special training schools. Thus the entire 
balutedar system with its relation to 
traditional caste privileges and functions 
wa.s to be destroyed along with the 
hereditary linking of caste and occupation 
[Omvedt 1976:120]. 

Thus. Phule was a social revolutionary who 
organised shudras and ati-shudras against 
the brahmin tyranny, it is noteworthy that 
aristocratic marathas, lingayats, Jains and 
kayasihas did not participate in Phule's 
satyashodhak movement [Phadke 1989:254]. 
However, BhaskarraoJadhav, an aristocratic 
maratha. established a branch of 
satyashodhak samaj in 1911 to revive the 
movement. Like Phule, he was critical of 
brahmanic literature and wrote scathing 
articles on Ramayan in Marathi periodicals 
between 1935 and 1938. 

Marathas in Non-Brahmin Movement 

in the beginning of the 2()th century non- ' 
brahmin leaders who identified themselves ; 
as .satyashodhaks no more followed the i! 
revolutionary ideology of Phule. The 
principal reason was the overall domination 
of the brahmins in the national (3on^ess, 
Bombay legislative council (BLC) and the 
British administration. In November 1899, ■ 
an incident occurred wherein Narayanbhatta,! 
an officiating priest, did not utter the vedic 
mantras while performing bathing ceremony 
of Chatrapati Shahu of Kolhapur, since the 
latter did not belong to kshatriya caste. This 
created a fury amongst the non-brahmins. 
Shahu (1874-1922) started a movement 
against brahmin bureaucracy of Kolhapur 
and a movement for the upliftment of the 
untouchables as well. Two maratha princes, 
Shahu of Kolhapur and Sayajirao Gaikwad 
of Baroda, took significant steps to better ' 
the lot of the untouchables. In 1913. Sayajirao 
Gaikwad sent Bhimrao Ambedkarto Ammica 
for higher studies. Shahu, too, is wellknown . 
for his reformist activities in his Karveer ) 
state. He abolished untouchability. He t 
felicitated Ambedkar for his academic 
achievement abroad, in 1920, be helped him 
publish Mukanayak, a Marathi periodica) 
from Bombay. He organised a conference 
of untouchables unSer the chairmanship ol < 
Ambedkar in 1920. in 1902 he issu^ > - 
notification reserving 50 per cent of state 
jobs for the non-brahmins. 

Mahanshi Vitthal Ramji Shtnde (1873 
1944) also contributed to the removal o 
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untouchability. Prom 1903-1906, he toured 
throughout India to study the sodo-ccunomic 
conditions of the untouchables. In 1906. he 
founded the Depressed Class Mission to 
provide education and employment to (he 
untouchables. Hiousands of untouchables 
took education in the mi.ssion's schools 
He was active member of the Congress and 
tried to change the attitude of the caste 
Hindus towards the untouchables from the 
Congress platform. It was because of his 
initiative that the resolution of (he removal 
of untouchability was passed in Calcutta 
Congress session of 1917. He wrote 
scholarly essays and books on the problem 
of untouchability fShinde I976|. Thus the 
early maratha leaders regarded the 
untouchables as a subsection of non¬ 
brahmins and were sincerely concerned 
with their upliftment. 

It is interesting to understand why Shahu 
opted for policies favouring the non¬ 
brahmins. It is obvious that he was hurt 
by the vedokta incident of 1899 which did 
not recognise him as a kshatriya. Moreover, 
the intervention of Bal Gangadhar Ti iak in 
both the vedokta and the abolition of the 
kulkarni and joshi watans (hereditary 
offices) on the side of the brahmins kept 
the issue burning. Tilak was against non- 
brahmin representation and criticised the 
non-brahmin leaders for supporting 
communal representation in 1917. In 1917 
Montagu-Chemsford declared to grant a 
caste-based representation which encouraged 
the marathas to establish the Maratha League 
on December 16, 1917. Shahu lauded the 
provision of caste-ba.sed representation at 
Khamgaon. In a letter written in September 
1918 to Lord Sydenham, the governor ot the 
Bombay presidency. Shahu justified the 
communal electorates for the marathas 
because the brahmins had monopolised 
services in the British administration and 
hence, the grievances of non-brahmin^ did 
not reach the British officers (Kavalek.ir 
1979:227], On January 31. 1919, when the 
Southborougk Committee on franchise 
decided to give representation to non¬ 
brahmins, Bhaskarrao Jadhav and the 
Maratha League demanded separate 
representation for the marathas. 

Further, the Montagu-Chemsford decla¬ 
ration encouraged the non-brahmin leaders ^ 
to publish periodicals, such as Rashtravi'er, ! 
Shivachhairapait, Chhatrapati. Tarim ; 
Maratha, Garihancha Kaivari. Bha^vu ■ 
Zenda, Shrishivasmarak, Vijayi Maratha. 
Been Mitra. Jagruti, Hunter. Kaivari. 
Pragati, Jinvijaya and Navyiig. The very 
titles of these penodicals suggest the spirit 
of non-brahminism .The publication of non¬ 
brahmin periodicals was so essential that 
Shahu extended monetary support to 
Mukundrao Patil to continue the publication 
of his periodical Been Mitra when it was 
on the verge of extinction [Phadke 1989:263], 

Shahu apprehended that if power again went 
to the brahmins, attempts would be made to 
resurrect the age-old brahmiuiical regime 
[Lailhe I924:.566J. A.s a result, many non- 
brahmin leaders got elected to the BLC in 
November 1920 To capitalise u|H)n this 
success the Deccan Non-Brahmin League 
was formed on December 12,19201 Oinvedt 
1976:190). 

After the death of Shahu in 1922. the non- 
bruhniin movement was led by Keshavrao 
Jedhe and Dinkarruo Jawalkar. The historical 
incidents of refusing kshatriya status to 
Shivaji and Shahu by the brahmin priests 
agitated the minds of (he marathas. In 1921 - 
23 the non-brahtnin activists of Suiara and 
Solapur targeted the brahmins. They abused 
and mocked brahmins and abstained from 
inviting them to perlorm the household 
rituals. They taunted brahmin women and 
burned their houses and ItKiied their crops. 
The non-brahmin tenants refused to nil the 
lands o( brahmins [Phadke 1991:217-19). 

In 1923, 13 non-brahmin Ic.idcrs got 
elected to the BLC. Bhaskarrao Jadhav was 
already a nominated member of the BLC in 
1922. In the BLC election campaign of 1923, 
Bha.skarrao Jadhav cx honed the marathas to 
give votes to their lellow representatives and 
got elected from S.itara (Phadke 1991:227j. 
He formed the non-brahinin party with the 
help of 13 non-bralimin legislators in 1923. 
In the 192()s, the iion-brahminsgained control 
of the local boards in Satara, Solapur, Nasik 
and Buldhanadi.stricts. while in other districts 
they were not cijually successlul (Omvedt 
1976:199]. It is evident that wherever the 
non-brahmin movement was strong, the non- 
brahmins could wrestle power Irom the 
brahmins. After gaining control over the 
local boards the non-brahmins started 
education institutions and student hostels. 
Phule and Shahu had already .set the tempo. 

in l924 Karmav8erBhauraoPatil established 
Rayat Shikshan Sanstha in Satara which 
later spread all over western Maharashtra. 

Dinkarrao Jawalkar’s Beshacke Bushman 
came out in 1925. He branded Tilak and 
Chiplunkar as traitors and criticised Tiiak’s 
aversion to non-brahmin representation ift 
the state legislative council and his 
discouraging attitude towards compulsory 
education. He alleged that the brahmins 
drowned Tukaram (1598-1649). a kunbi 
saint, along with his IxKik of couplets in 
a river. He called brahmins beasts, who 
threw the stones at .Savitribai, wife of Phule 
and the first woman teacher of the first girls’ 
school in Pune. He demanded that all 
brahmins should be expelled from legislative 
councils, local bodies and .services. Jedhe 
and Jawalkar were persecuted and convicted 
by the lower court for casting aspersions on 
Tilak. Ambcdkar fought their case in the 
upper court and got them acquitted. But. 
when Ambcdkar led a satyagraha at Mahad 
in 1927, Jedhe and Jawalkar demanded that 

,no brahmin be allowed to participate in the 
satyagraha. Ambcdkar declined their 
condition, explaining that he was against 
brahmanism but not against the brahmins. 
In 1926 the non-brahmin leaders closed the 
doors of ihcir party to the brahmins Although 
the membership was open to all non- 
brahmins, deshmukhs and palils were 
predominant in the party. 

,S(K-io-PoL.mrAL So-.Nr ot- Vidarbiia 

Vidarbha region was incorporated in 
Mahaiashtra in 1956 Compared to the 
intemperate experiences of brahmanism in 
the Deccan, bruhminism in Vidarbha was 
moderate, the reason being neither the prince 
nor the prime minister of this region was a 
brahmin. Nagpur was the capital of the 
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Bhoslas, the maraiha kingdom of Berar and 
Vidarbha. It wasestablisbedin 1743 usurping 
the throne of the QondR^^aofDeogarh. But 
the brahmins were in the administrative 
servicesof the Gonds and the Bhoslas. David 
Baker states; 

The Bhoslas laid the foundations of 
brahmin dominance by establishing them 
on land and appointing them in (heir 
administrative services. British rule 
enhanced their position further by creating 
new economic opportunities, besides 
opening schools and colleges through which 
they could enter the professions and 
government service. Utilisation ot these 
opportunities, combined with the brahmins’ 
social prestige, placed them in a commanding 
position amongst the urban middle clas.scs 
by 1918 [Baker 1979:151. 

Nonetheless, the brahmins do nut outnumber 
themaratha-kunbis as vatandars. In Yavutmal 
district, for instance, of the 1.397 vatandars, 
there were 301 brahmin vatandars and X30 
maratha-kunbi vatandars. Moreover, 
commerce and financing were under the 
control of the immigrant marwari-gujars of 
the north [Diwan 1980:235-361. Even alter 
independence the Akola district Congress 
committee was under the control of marwaris 
suggesting that the marwan group was the 
leading political force in the Vidarbha 
Congress organisation |Carra.s 1972:133]. 

During theTilak-Gandhi eia (1900-1937). 
Dadasaheb Khaparde, M S Aney. N B Khare, 
B S Moonje, M V Abhyankar, Moropant 
Joshi, Tapaswi Paranjape, K V Brahma. 
Vamanrao Joshi and Acharya Dada 
Dharmadhikari, were prumineni amongsi 
the brahmin nationalists of Vidarbha. 
Jamnalal Bajaj and Brijial Biyani, both 
marwaris, joined the Congress around 1920. 

Hie satyashodhak movement was active 
in western Maharashtra. The non-brahmin 
leaders of Vidarbha were attracted towards 
it. They, too, protested against the brahmin 
supremacy, especially their priestly status. 
All India Maratha Education Contercnccs 
were held at Amraoti and Khamgau in 1909 
and 1920 respectively. Both were presided 
by Shahu of Kolhapur. In the I920.S. G A 
Gawai, a leading mahar from Amravati, was 
awakening the untouchables regarding their 
deprived status. He was nominated to the 
legislature in 1920. Raosaheb Bajirao 
Nimbalkar, a landed maratha and the tahsildar 
of Katol, sponsored an anti-brahmin 
periodical Bhawani Talwar, published from 
Narkhed in Katol taluka. The elections to 
the local bodies and the legislature in 1924- 

1926 strengthened the nun-brahmin 
activities. Raibahadur K S Naidu, a nun- 
brahmin leader, started Brahmanetar, a 
periodical urging non-brahmin communities 
to capture all local and self-government 
institutions, government services and 
honorary posts in proportion to their 
numeric^ strength. In I92S, marathas of 
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Amraoti started a periodical named, Maratha 
Sumachar. All these developments helped 
the non-brahmin leaders to win more seats 
in the legislative council and m the local 
bodies throughout the Berar. The 1931 
Census noted that the strength of brahmin 
legislators declined from 29 to 17 in the third 
council and (hat of the marathas rose from 
six to nine. Punjabrao Deshmukh, a wealthy 
maratha with a doctorate from Oxford 
University, joined the nun-brahmin politics 
and became president of the Amravati 
Municipal Cummitlee in 1928. In I93U, lie 
gut elected to the legislative council from 
Amravati. Utiamrao Itkikar. ShyamraoGund. 
Anandrao Mcghc and Nana.sahcb Amrutkar 
of Amravati district. Sampatrao Deshmukh 
and Pandhannaih Patil of Buldhana district 
were other militant non-brahmin activists 
[Diwan 1980:237], The Hindi politicians 
exercised an hegemony over Marathi 
politicians in Ihe central provinces and Berar 
Congress. Alter 1934, Ihc non-brahmin 
leaders, Panjabrao Deshmukh, N R 
Deshmukh, N Y Deotale, G R Pradhan and 
T J Kedar joined the Congress rn mas.\c'. In 
wake ot Gandhi's a.s.sassination. the non- 
brahmins niiackcd brahmins leading to the 
migration of the latter to towns and cities. 
Nevertheless, the politics of Vidarbha was 
dominated by the brahmin Shukla-Mishra- 
Kiicdkar clique, till the lormation of 
Maharashtra in 1956 Yel, as compared to 
the Deccan, antagonism between non- 
brahmins and brahmins was not sharp. The 
.scheduled castes of Vidarbha were advanced 
in school and college education jChitnis 
1974:91), 

Thus ihe non-brahmins launched a 
movcmeni against brahmin dominance and 
were successful to lower the strength of 
brahmins in the legislative body and local 
boards. During the Gandhi era, non-brahmin 
leaders joined (he Congress and gradually 
captured the positions of power. The earlier 
truth-seekers became power-seekers. 
Commenting on the downfall of non-brahmin 
movement. Ambcdkar said: 

Firstly, they had not been able to realise 
exactly what their differences were with 
Brahmanical .Sections Though they 
indulged in virulent criticism of 
"Brahmins”, could any one of them say 
that those differences had been doctrinal? 
How much brahmanism had they in them’’ 
They w.ire "Namaitis” and regarded them¬ 
selves us second class brahmins. Instead 
of abandoning brahmanism they had been 
holding on to the spirit of i( as being the 
ideal they ought (o reach. And their anger 
against brahmins was that they (the 
brahmins) gave them only a "second class 
degree" [Das 1963:88-89]. 

Theincreasingatruciticsandditicriminations 

against the dalits in the post-indepcndencc 
period indicates that brahminism still has 
its hold amongst the non-brahmins. 

m 
Brahminisin in Marathas 

The non-brahmips are known for their 
attacks on minority communities. They 
attacked the brahmins when Mahatma 
Gandhi was assassinated. In 1974 and in 
February 19X6, the marathas attacked the 
neo-buddhisi locality and destroyed their 
belongings in Phaltan. In 1978. on the issue 
of the renaming of Marathawada University 
the dominant castes brutally attacked dalits 
in all Ihc seven districts of Marathawada. 
Despite the large-scale violence, the then 
chief minister, Sharad Pawar did not issue 
the order to shoot at the individuals stoking 
the Marathawada violence while the order 
to shoot-at-sighi was issued on the dalits in 
Nagpur [Gavai 1978], Even the prominent 
and acknowledged leader of the marathas. 
Yash wanirao Chavan. did not come forward 
to condemn the violence and terminate it. 
On August II. 1991, a carnage took place 
in Gothala village in Ahmadpur taluka of 
Latur district in which two mahar brothers 
were beaten to death in a mob attack. On 
August 16.199I.AmbadasSavane,amahar, 
was stoned lo death by devotees belonging 
to the intermediate castes. 

Moreover, anii-dalit attitudes are evident 
at institutional levels. According to the Zilla 
Parishad and Panchayat Samiti Act of 1961, 
7.i lla purishads and panchayat samitis should 
spend 15 per cent of their income on the 
welfare schemes for the backward castes. 
But the fact-finding committee appointed by 
the state government in 1976 pointed out 
that 36 panchayat .samitis had spent nothing 
and other samitis had spent a partial amount 
on It. 

Co-operative institutions are a major 
avenue of employment in rural Maharashtra. 
The Maharashtra government issued orders 
in 1977 and 1981 promulgating 34 per cent 
job reservation in co-operative institutions. 
But some District Central Co-operative 
Banks challenged the order in the Bombay ’ 
High Court. The court upheld the order; yet, 
the backlog remains unfulfilled in many co¬ 
operative institutions. As regards the 24 per 
cent reserved posts for scheduled castes, 
scheduled tribes, denotified tribes and 
nomadic tribes, 43,294 posts of Class I to 
IV, services in various state government 
departments were not filled as on February 
2, 1990. Further, since (he general admini¬ 
stration department of the state government 
did nut collect information on 10 per cent 
reserved po.sts for the other backward classes, 
those figures are not known. The reasons as 
to why such a huge backlog of reserved 
potits remains was not mentioned. 

Recently, the intermediate castes are 
getting attracted towards conservative 
political parties such as Shiv Sena and the 
Bharatiya Janta Party. As a result, 52 Shiv 
Sena candidates and 42 BJP candidates got 
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elected in the 1990assembly election!!. Many 
marathas and the O^Ci contested elections 
on the tickets of these conservative parties 
and got elected in 1990 assembly and 1991 
Lok Sabha elections. The Maratha 
Mahasangha founded in I980by Annasaheb 
Patii. a maratha union leader of porters in 
Bombay and a close associate of Y B Cha van 
and Shanid Pawar, objected the government ’ s 
policy of protective discrimination based on 
caste criterion. Regular meetings and 
conferences of the maratha mahasangha hcl p 
to strengthen the caste feeling and serve the 
economic and political interests of the 
community. When the former chief minister, 
Sudhakarrao Naik, a banjara. accepted 
resignations of 11 ministers belonging to 
Sharad Pawar’s group and dropped .some of 
them from his new ministry, Annasaheb 
Patii remarked in a public meeting held at 
Nanded that the banjara chief minister had 
dropped some maratha ministers in the state 
of marathas. The Mahasangha congratulated 
Vasantdada Patii, the former chief minister, 
for granting permission to medical and 
engineering colleges on non-grant basis. 
These colleges accept huge amount of 
capitation fees during admissions. Shashikant 
Pawar, the president of the Mahasangha. 
condemned the government publication ot 
Ambedkar’s ‘RiddlesinHinduism'. All these 
facts indicate the brahminical dominance 
over the marathas. 

The politics of the maratha elite in joining 
the Congress during the Gandhi era and 
recently, the con.servative parties, is aimed 
solely at maintaining power. They are 
pragmatic, rather than ideological in their 
approaches to secular matters, and by hook 
or crook acquire power to multiply economic 
and educational advantages and thereby 
various positions in the power structure. 
Jedhe and Jawalkar, leaders of the non- 
Ivahmin movement, joined the Congress in 
th« 1930s. Jedhe was elected to the central 
legislative as.sembly in I93S and became 
president of the Maharashtra provincial 
Congress committee in 1938. Y B Chavan 
joined the Congress in the 30s and became 
minister in 1932. In October I9S6. he 
became the chief minister of the bilingual 
Bombay state. After his induction to the 
union cabinet as defence minister in 1962, 
Vasantrao Naik became the chief minister 
of the state. Although Vasantrao Naik, a 
rich banjara fanner, remained chief minister 
for a long period, he frequently consulted 
Y B Chavan. Further, under the dominant 
leadership of Vasantdada Patii and Sharad 
Pawar the hegemony of the marathas has 
strengthened. Kochanek has pointed out 
the role of caste in Maharashtra Congress: 

In Maharashtra, including Bombay, 16 per 
cent of the Congressmen were brahmins and 
66 per cent were non-brahmin marathas. 
This accounts for the charge mode in 1962 
that all the Diatrici Congress Committee 

Presidents and Secretaries in Maharashtra 
were marathas and that 7S per cent of all 
Congress candidates in the 1962 general 
elections were also at this group {Kochanek 
1968:355-56]. 

A study on the Satara zilla parishad 
elections held in May 1962 revealed that the 
maratha caiitc was in firm control of the 
district through the interrelationship of co¬ 
operatives and land ownership (Shrader 
and Joshi 1963:146-51 J. A study under¬ 
taken in 1963-64 observed a maratha bias 
in Poona municipal elections of 1962. Only 
two of the 10 brahmins were elected as 
against 11 of the 25 marathas (Rosenthal 
1970:360-61). A study of the panchayat raj 
leaders of Satara, Aurangabad and Akola 
districts carried out in 1967-68 revealed 
that the muratha.s constituted 77.30 per 
cent of the total sample of leaders fSirsikar 
1970:40], Anthony Carter mentions that 
22 of the 30offices in Girvi, a large village 
in Phaltan taluka and 85 of the 144 offices 

in the Phaltan taluka of Satara district, 
were held by the marathas. A survey of 730 
villages from five districts of Maharashtra 
revealed that the marathas control key 
positions in the panchayat samiti and zilla 
parishads [Lcle 1992:125]. Thus the 
maratha dominance at grass roots level is 
instrumental in securing support of the 
local elites to win state assembly as well 
as Lok Sabha elections. 

Besides the dominance of the marathas, 
Y B Chavan and Sharad Pawar adopted the 
strategy of alliance with other parties. The 
alliance with theRepublicanParty of India 
(Gaikwadand Gawai groups)and Bharatiya 
Republican Party (Athawale group) has 
proved useful to the Congress. In 1990, 
Sharad Pawar co-opted a militant dalit, 
Ramdas Athawale, in his ministry. In 
December 1991, the then chief minister, 
Sudhakarrao Naik split the Shiv Sena by 
incorporating Chhagan Bhujbal in his 
cabinet. The move not only helped to 
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increase the strength of the Congress 
legislators but also weakened the support 
base of Shiv Sena. Moreover, the strategy 
of showing favours to the weaker sections 
by providing jobs, rendering monetary 
help or using state or any other local office 
to sanction a loan, is used for vote- 
gathering. Thus, the Congress has adopted 
strategies of alliance, co-optation, splitting 
the opposition and bestowing favours on 
the depressed, to strengthen its support 
base. 

IV 

Accretion of Resources 

In 1948, after the passing of the Bombay 
Tenancy and Agricultural Lands Act and 
the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi, many 
brahmins left villages and their lands were 
transferred to the maratha and other 
intermediate caste tenants. Although caste 
wise data on landholding is not available. 
Carras reports in her study of 160 district 
councillors that a re.spondent owned 84.5 
acres of land on an average (1972:42). In 
Girvi of Phaltan taiuka. 74.5 per cent ol 
the wet land^nd 72.4 per cent of the dry 
land was owned by the maralhas who 
comprised 56.9 per cent of the total village 
population in 1966-67 [Carter 1975;7()1. 
In the Kisan Co-operative Sugar Factory 
of Kopargaon in Ahmadnagar district. 60 
per cent of the shareholders were marathas 
[Baviskar 1980:52}. As a result, during 
1961-63, lOofthe 15 directors ot the Kisan 
Factory were marathas. Besides, in a sample 
of 50 villages from Marathwada, 51.48 per 
cent landholders were from maratha 
caste, holding 50.22 per cent ol land 
[Mandavdhare 1989: 110]. These figures 
indicate that in the post-independence 
period a large number of maratha-kunbis 
became landowners. 

In the post-independence period, the 
marathas have dominated the co-operative, 
education and panchayat institutions. The 
dominant rich marathas who have political 
and administrative contacts act as patrons 
extending help in matters of employment, 
finance, benefits of govemmerit programmes 
and providing a few positions in the kKal 
bodies. The dependents who receive help 
from the dominant leaders obviously feel 
obliged and become subservient to them. 

The most important arm of the stale 
political power arc the co-operative 
institutions. Baviskar notes, 'The rc.sourccs 
of co-operatives are used to win elections 
to zilla parishad. assembly, and parliament, 
and also to create educational institutions 
and strengthen the Congress Party 
organisation” (1980: 181). The slate co¬ 
operative bodies such as the Maharashtra 
State Co-operative Bank, the Maharashtra 
Rajya Sahakari Karkhana Sangha and the 
State Co-operative Marketing Federation 

were under the command of Va.santdada 
Patil, and alter his death, arc under the 
control of Sharad Pa war. 

After occupying key positions in the 
state power, maralhas use it to generate 
additional economic base by selling up a 
number of co-operative units of sugar, dairy. 
bank, credit .society, cotton and oil mills. 
In Maharashtra stale, 25,000 co-opcraiive 
institutions have been established. One of 
the reasons for the development of co¬ 
operatives in Maharashtra is the financial 
support ol the state government. Another 
major credit disbursing institution is the 
Maharashtra State Co-operative Bank.' 
Over the years the state government has 
contributed a total of Rs 419.46 crore as 
share-capital and loans to the sugar co¬ 
operatives. but the total repayments by the 
factories have been barely Rs 69.63 crore. 
In spile of such a huge backlog. Sharad 
Pawar mentioned at a recent statewide meet 
of sugar co-operatives that the stale 
government would offer Rs 150 crore 
towards the takeover ol the Rashtriya 
Chemicals and Fertilisers by the co¬ 
operative sector.'’ 

The growth ol co-operative institutions in 
Maharashtra IS phenomenal. In 1992-93,99 
sugar factories were operating in the state, 
of which 70 taciories were operating in 
western Maharashiraalone. During the same 
year, there were 26.880 co-operative 
societies in the state. In 1991, there were 
43 branches ol Maharashtra state co¬ 
operative bank. It is the biggest co-opeiative 
bank in Asia, having deposits worth 
Rs 2,094 crore as on June 30, 1991 and 
working capital of Rs 3.101 crore in 
1990-91. In 1991, the total branches 
(including head office) of the district central 
co-operative banks were 3,147. The district 
central co-operative banks had working 
capital Rs 4,764 crore as on June 30, 1991 
and advanced loans worth Rs 4.690 crore 
in 1991. In 1991,125 co-operative spinning 
mills were in operation and 44 out of the 
2l^distilicry plants in India have been set 
up in Maharashtra. At the end of June 
1981, 4.10 lakh employees were working 
in the co-operative sector, amounting to 
12.50 per cent of the total employment in 
the state. 

The apex co-operative bodies and most of 
the co-operative units m the stale are under 
the command ol the marathas. Shivajirao 
Giridhar Patil. a close supporter of Sharad 
Pawar, is the chairman ol the national 
confederation of co-operati vc sugar factories 
and was elected president of the organisation 
of world sugar producers a.*, well. Prakash 
Paid, the son of Vasanldada Patil. is the 
chairman ol the state co-opcraiive sugar 
factories’ federation. Having huge sums at 
disposal, Prakash Paid recently decided to 
launch two private sccior projects, namely, 
Rs 240 crore alcohol-based plastic material 

plant and a Rs 20 crore fertiliser piaot near 
Sangli. 

It is usually reported that the diairman of 
sugar co-operatives have remained in their 
positions for mure than two decades. For 
instance, in six of the nine co-operative 
sugar lactones in Kolhapur district, men 
who had taken initiative in setting up co¬ 
operative sugar Jaciories have been the 
chairman right from their establishment. 
Ofcour.se. all the.se chairmen did not belong 
lolhcmarathacaste ThechairmcnofWarana 
and Panchaganga factories belonged to the 
lingayat community. The sugar barons have 
set up private trusts for various welfare and 
developmental activities. The donations 
are collected from the shareholders of the 
co-operative sugar factories and this 
practice is not objected by the state 
government. In this way. the sugar barons 
have generated multiple sources of raising 
millions of rupees for their political gains. 

The marathas are generally known as 
cultivators and the Jains and lingayau as 
traders. But in post-independent India, 
many jains and brahmins have become 
entrepreneurs and since last two decades 
marathas have also started to enter into the 
entrepreneurial and trading activities, using 
their political and administrative linkages. 
In 1981,613 of the total 993 entrepreneurs 
in engineering units of Kolhapur telonged 
to maratha caste (Bhanushali 1987; 43]. 

In pre-independence period, non-brahmin 
leaders realised the importance of education. 
Shahu took lead in this direction. Karmaveer 
Bhaurao Patil, a jain. followed him and 
established the Rayat Shikshan Sanstha at 
Kale in 1919. According to the santtha’s 
annual report of 1989-90, the sanstha has 
520 educational institutions from pre¬ 
primary to degree college level, and 6,628 
of its 13.734 employees were from maratha 
caste. N D Patil. a maratha, is the chairman 
of the sanstha. In 1954, Bapuji Salunkhe 
founded Shri Swami Vivekanand Sanstha. 
There are 4,301 employees of the sanstha. 
Branches of Rayat and Vivekanand sansthas 
are spread throughout western Maharashtra. 
The Maraihawada Shikshan Prasarak 
Mandal and the ShivajfShikshan Sanstha 
have started many educational institutions 
in Marathawada and Vidarbha respectively. 
The casiewise figures of the employees in 
these institutions are not available, but the 
percentage of maratha employees is said to 
be more than that of the Rayat Shikshan 
Sanstha. 

Since 1983 the state government has 
adopted a policy of permitting non-grant 
colleges for medical, engineering and 
education courses. Interestingly, in 1984 
by making an amendment to the university 
act, the university right ^grant permission 
to start a private college has been transferred 
to the stale government. D Y Patil, 
Patangrao Kadam and Kamal Kishor Kadam 
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could become education entreprcncursi 
because the state power backs them. D Y 
Patil who was a niember of the M aharashtra 
state legislative assembly from 1967 to 
1978, got advantageof his close relationship 
with Vasantdada Patil. Kamal Kishur 
Kadam and Patangrao Kadam are ministers 
in the present state cabinet. In Maharashtra 
public service commission, three of the six 
members of the commission belong to 
maratha caste, and one of them is the 
chairman. 

Thus, in pre-indepehdence period, the 
non-brahmin movement', and in post¬ 
independence period. ,{he politics of co¬ 
operatives. have contrimted to the domi¬ 
nance of vatandar maralhas in the power 
structure of Maharashtra. 

Notes 

(The author is grateful to V S Kadam. prufcs.sor 
of maratha history of the Shivaji University. 
Kolhapur, for suggesting readings and uselul 
comments on the earlier draft of ihe ariicle. The 
author also extends his thunks to M N Panini 
for his comments and suggc.siions which helped 
in revising the earlier draft.] 

1 M N Srinivas defines the dominant caste as 
the one which "... preponderates nuiiiencally 
overtheoihercasies, and .wields preponderuni 
economic and political power. A large and 
powerful caste group cun more easily be 
dominant if its position in the IihtuI caste 
hierarchy is not too low" [Srinivas IV.S5;IK|. 

2 The marathos are largely concentrated in 
western Maharashtra and Marathawuda while 
the kunbis are predominant in Vidarbha 
region of Maharashtra 

3 The present Maharashtra slate comprises 
Bomtay. Pune. Marathawada and Vidurbhu 
as Its divisions. In lUtiO. Gujarat was 
separated from Ihe Bombay state and 
Marathawada and Vidarbhu which were puns 
of the Hyderabad slate and (he central 
provinces respectively joined to form today’s 
Maharashtra. 

4 According to B R Ainbedkur, bruhinaiiisiii 
means 'the negation of the spirit of liberty, 
equality and fraternity.' Further, he 
elaborates: 'The effects of brahmunism were 
not confined only to social rights such as 
inierdining and tnlermairying. It denied them 
also the civic rights So omniscient is 
brohmanism that it even affects the field of 
economic opportunities’ [Keer 1971:3()3-04| 

5 An experience of Tatyasaheb Korc. linguyut. 
is that, in 1952. he had collected a .share- 
capital from the farmers for setting up a co¬ 
operative sugar factory but since the co¬ 
operative bank of Bombay declined loexicnd 
its support for investmcui he had to give up 
his plan and had to refund the collected 
money to the fanners, who had contributed 
to set up the factory. 

6 Since the union government hud no plan to 
dilute the holdings, Shurad Pawur's 
suggestion of acquiring the shams worth Ks 
SOfl crore of the Roshtriyu Chemicals and 
Fertilisers did not materialise < The Times of 
India, July 6. 1993). 
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DISCUSSION 

Jawahar Rozgar Yojana: An Assessment? 
Jos Chathukulam 

V K Kurien 

M NEELAKANDAN’s article ‘Jawahar 
Rozgar Yojana; As Assessment Through 
Concurrent Evaluation’ {EPW, December 3, 
1994) is a commendable attempt to examine 
to what extmt the programme objectives 
have been achieved, the deviations, if any 
from the guidelines; with an overall 
assessment of the workers by making use 
of the data of the concurrent evaluation 
conducted in 1992. Here we are attempting 
(1) to review Neelakandan’s findings; and 
(2) to assess qualitativeaspecis of the findings 
and the acceptability of the concurrent 
evaluation data based on our empirical 
evidence and in depth field experience. (See 
Jos Chathukulam and V K Kunen, 
‘Participation of Rural Development and 
Delivery System; A Case Study of Jawahar 
Rozgar Yojatia in Kerala’, Centre for Rural 
Management, Kottayam (mimeo). 

Based on the objective of poverty 
alleviation, the government of India launched 
the biggest wage employment programme 
the ‘Jawahar Rozgar Yojana’ (IRYl in April 
1989 merging the two ongoing programme 
of NREP/RLEGP. The mam objectives of 
the programme are generation ot employment 
for the unemployed and underemployed men 
and women in rural areas living below 
poverty line, creation of community assets 
and the over all improvement in quality of 
life under the programme. All rural works 
which resulted in the creation of durable 
and productive community assets can be 
taken up under JRY. The expenditure tor 
the programme is shared between the centre 
and the state in the ratio of 80; 20. The funds 
are made available by the DRDA of each 
district from the centre and distributed to 
the village panchayats on the basis of the 
SC/ST population. The village panchayats 
have the power to plan and execute the 
works as per the guidelines of JRY. 

Since JRY is an employment-oriented 
programme, 60 per cent of the total 
expenditure of the works to be spend on 
wages and the rest can be utilised on non¬ 
wage component. Contractors are prohibited 
m the execution of work and preference 
should be provided to SC/ST and bonded 
labour and women. The notified minmum 
wages arc ensured and there should not be 
any gender discrimination in the wages. 

Though different types of community 
assets are created, the comstrueton of rural 
link roads attained more attention. About 45 
per cent of the expenditure was incurred for 
this purpose at the national level. In some 
Slates tlw percentage is higher. For example. 

in UP it is 71.66 per cent. Neclakandan has 
pointed out that the main reason for this high 
percentage is the keen interest of the 
panchayat members in improving transport 
and infrastruciurul facilities. However, he 
has not probed why the panchayat members 
arc so keen on the creation ol rural link 
roads? Wc have observed that there arc a 
number of reasons: firstly, the response of 
the rural pour to a road work is relatively 
more and it evokes more people’s support 
and attention. This is largely exploited by 
the panchayat members. Secondly, there is 
greater opportunity lor corruption and 
malpractices in road works. Thirdly, the 
contractor, or nominees are still operating 
as ‘parasites’ in the programme and their 
influence and support among the panchayat 
members is another reason lor the high 
percentage ol road works. And fourthly, the 
rural poor has only very little knowledge 
about the technicaitties of a road work and 
their interference in the work is also 
negligible. This aspect is largely exploited 
by the panchayat/coiiiracioi. Last but not 
least, by keeping an eye on the coming 
election, the panchayat members in order to 
get popular suppoit prefers road works 
irrespective of its quality and utility 

At the national level the wage had a share 
of 53.46 per cent as against 60 per cent. The 
ratio was satisfied only m Assam (83.09 per 
cent) and it is very low in Punjab (20.25) 
The main (actor behind this may be because 
of the low minimum wage rate in some .states 
bat in other states this comparison could not 
be reliable and more empirical evidence is 
required to substantiate (his factor. 

■fhe JRY docs not allow contractors to 
execute the works. The study shows that at 
the national level the involvement of 
contractors is very low at 4.25 per cent. This 
figure is dcTinitely an underestimation and 
contradictory to the field situation. However, 
the study reveals that in Karnataka the 
involvement of contractors is around 20 per 
cent. The au hor has nothing to say abrrut 
how the contractors emerged on the JRY 
scenario in Karnataka where the panchayat 
sinicture was very strong dUnng the survey 
period. The logic behind this is that the 
contractors alone have the tools, implements 
and technically skilled persons and the 
expertise for various works. The concurrent 
evaluation data shows that the involvement 
of contractors was found to be lass than 
national average in Kerala. Contrary to this, 
our study in Kerala shows that where there 
is a high percentage of road con.struction 

work, there the involvement of contractors 
will also be high. 

Neclakandan further points out that the 
sarpanch, village level committee and 
panchayat secretary execute the work. 
However, our inquiry finds that even though 
in some cases village-level beneficiary 
committees have been constituted, the 
involvement of the sarpanch/president and 
panchayat secretary is considerably low. In 
the initial stages of the programme some of 
the presidents venture to execute the woric 
sincerely but most have faced severe loss 
and humiliation due to the undermeasurement 
of work by the technical personnel from 
block/DRDA and finally they are totally 
kept away from the execution ot^ the JRY 
work. Further, since panchayats are not 
equipped technically and the entire technical 
control still rests with the block/DRDA, the 
panchayat president/secretary do not dare to 
venture to lake on JRY works. Also by the 
techniques of undermeasurement of woik 
and other administrative harassment the 
engineering personnel of the block/DRDA 
proved that JRY work can be cxcuted only 
by contractors and not by beneficiary 
committee, president. members and secretary 
of the panchayat. Further, even if the 
beneficiary committee convenor had been 
taken lor any works, the ultimate execution 
was done by local contractors. Thus a power¬ 
ful lobby is acting in the system. This aspect 
could be found only with the help of case 
studies and case histories of JRY admini¬ 
stration in the panchayats, since there are lot 
of limitations in the JRY schedule itself. 

Awareness-building among the rural 
people and participation of local people, 
non-governmental organisations and proper 
propaganda about the work by controlling 
the involvement of technical staff of block 
and a strict following of the manual, etc, 
bring good results in keeping the contractors 
in check. The involvement of the voluntary 
technical force as in the case of land army 
experience in Karnataka may be the right 
solution. 

The employment generated for SC/ST and 
other weaker sections have largely been 
met. At the national level SC/ST comes 
53.66 per cent and landless only 38.28 per 
cent, l^e study shows that the participation 
of SC/ST or landless labourers’ performance 
is not discouraging. But the participation of 
women is only 20.02 per cent which is less 
than the stipulated minimum. This figure 
is very low in less developed states like UP 
and Bihar and there is no valid reason for 
this low percentage of female participation 
in these states where incidence of poverty 
is high. The author does not address the 
question, why poor participation of women 
in JRY? This very low profile of the women 
beneficiary can be rationally correlated with 
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the high peicmtage of road works. Wchave 
examined this aspect in detail. Participation 
of women is very low because (a) as 
mentioned, a road work requires large 
numbers of semi'Skilled person, and (b) the 
road work is definitely harder when compared 
to other works. This prevents women from 
engaging in road works. 

Another aspect which has partially 
prevented the entry of women workers is the 
high involvement of the contractors in the 
work. In order to get more profit and speedy 
advancement of work, these contractors 
deliberately avoid women workers. Al.su, 
since only few days of employment are 
available under JRY annually, it is very 
difficult for women to contest with the men. 
The lower social mobility of women when 
compared to men is another aspect which 
brings down the percentage of women 
workers. Moreover, male-dominated 
structures in village panchayats, blocks and 
DRDA fail to empower women and have 
neglected this aspect. Further the awareness 
of the programme is definitely low. A study 
in Kerala shows that the majority of the JRY 
workers are not aware of the programme, 
and its details. The net result of these factors 
work against women in getting employment 
under JRY. 

Payment of wages and maintenance of 
muster rolisareotherimportant issues which 
need critical examination. The JRY stipulates 
notified minimum wages in each state and 
equality in wages for men and women. The 
evaluation study shows the wages paid are 
more than or equal to the minimum wages 
inmost states. The wages for women is much 
less and not even equal to the minimum 
wage rate in some states like Karnataka. 
Even in a socially developed stale like 
Kerala this discrimination is apparent. In 
Kerala Rs 27.34 for women as against Rs 
34.78 for men. and the minimum wage rate 
is only Rs 27. A similar situation was found 
in some other states also. At the national 
level 62.71 per cent workers opined that the 
JRY wage rate is not acceptable to them. 
Also, the payment of the wages are irregular 
in most states. 

Neeiakandan does not find out why there 
is a marked difference in the notified 
minimum wage rate and the actual wage 
rate. It is obvious that the notified minimum 
wage rate and tlw prevailing wage rates are 
not identical in most of the states. The latter 
is higher, but the JRY manual restricts lh6 
workers with the notified minimum wage 
rate. But the real situation in the rural scenario 
is that the workers are not aware of the 
notified minimum wage rate. The wage 
differentiation between male and female may 
be explained in terms of the difference in 
the nature of the work and the division 
between skilled and unskilled. The general 
psychology of the contractors are also not 
in favouredprovidi^equal wages. Further, 
the male dominate and the unorganised 

labour situations among women also act 
against them. 

The difference between the notified 
minimum wage rate and the local prevailing 
wage rale and the strict instructions (n the 
guidelines leads to malpractices in the 
programme. Evidently, the muster rolls 
become fabricated and the wage;ma(eriai 
ratio of the works also become unreliable. 

Another important finding is that more 
than SOpcrccnt of (he workers at the national 
level express their unwillingness to accept 
foodgrains us a part of wages. However, the 
survey did nut seek the reason for their 
unwillingness to have foodgrains as part of 
wage. The probable reason as pointed out 
by the author is the non-availability of 
foodgrains at work site and the distribution 
of low quality foodgrains. 

The muster roll is an important document 
for assessing the progress of the employment 
generation and payment of wages, etc. At 
the national level 84.15 per cent muster rolls 
were found to have been maintained. 
Slaiewisc analysis shows that muster rolls 
were not maintained in Tamil Nadu. In other 
states like Kerala and some other north¬ 
eastern states the position was not good. 

The figures which related to the preparation 
of muster roils and the data given for the 
wage:material component in Neelakandan's 
article arc not at all reliable. Because since 
there is the strict instruction for the provision 
of notified minimum wage rate, the 
contractor/nominee who is in real charge of 
the execution of the work and the custodian 
of the muster rolls inflates the number of 
workers to make parity with the prescribed 
wage rate. Thus the wage;material ratio also 
may be adjusted accordingly. 

The survey revealed that on an average 
a JRY worker could get 3.81 mandays of 
employment during the la.st 30 days preening 
the date of survey. Other members of the 
family get another 1.34 days of employment. 
Therefore, in al I, the JR Y provided an average 
of S.I5 days of employment during (he 
reference period at national level. 

This does nut mean u family will get at 
least this many days of employment every 
month or throughout the year. A general 
feature we have seen is (hat when one major 
work (that may be road or any other work) 
ends in one area, there may not be any more 
work for some years. This wide gap in the 
employment has not been taken into 
consideration although the author hopes that 
more employment can be generated in the 
coming years through a hike in thcsllocation 
of funds to panchayats and through the 
introduction of the employment assurance 
scheme (EAS). 

The study revealed that afier completion 
of the work the line department has not taken 
up works for maintenance. It pointed out that 
17.S per cent of the assets are not maintained 
by any agency. Even though 10 per cent of 
the funds are set apart in the guidelines for 

maintotance, this aspect is deliberately 
ignored by the panchayats. 

The above percentage is not a reliable 
figure because the panchayat authorities will 
not disclose the real situation of the 
maintenance, and before an enquiry, they 
will always provide a positive answo-. The 
fact is that in Kerala there is no maintenance 
of assets because panchayat members are 
only interested in creating new assets. They 
will get more people's support through the 
construction of a new work rather than the 
maintenance of an old work. The workers 
are generally satisfied with the programme. 
97.12 per cent of (he workers opined that 
the assets created was useful to (be poor 
people. However, only 81.32 per cent opined 
that (he assets meet the felt needs of the 
community. 

The .survey shows that only 39 per cent 
of the panchayat heads are trained. Even this 
figure may be over-estimated, since there is 
no proper institutional support to train the 
panchayat presidents regarding this 
programme and even the JRY manuaf is not 
found available in one-third of the 
panchayats. Alsu the author did not try to 
find out why majority of the panchayat 
presidents are not trained properly. One of 
the main rea.sons for this is that the programme 
is still under the control of the bureaucrats 
and not with the elected representatives of 
the panchayats. Another reason is that 
bureaucratic attitude towards the programme 
is not conducive to providing or disclosing 
all the details in the program?hc. 

The JRY programme envisages the 
provision of employment to families living 
below poverty line. But S6.96 per cent of 
workers belonged to non-poor family. The 
author suggests that since the panchayats do 
not possess records with regard to families 
below poverty line, the below poverty line 
(BPL) survey list must be made available 
to the panchayat and clear-cut guidelines 
should be provided to the panchayats to 
avoid these types of situations. 

One of the major limitations of the article 
is that it is based on data which is collected 
through a centrally-structured schedule and 
a quantitative assessment of the programme 
There is little scope to incorporate local 
variations and issues in the JRY admini¬ 
stration. The schedule does not provide 
enough scope for case studies or case 
histories about panchayats by using a socio- 
anthropologicai parameters. Since the 
article is based on the data collected from 
the panchayat records and musterrolls which 
are manipulated in several respects the 
conclusion made in the article itself is 
questionable. Further, it must be supported 
or rejected with other empirical and 
qualitative data based works. For that one 
may need a serious reference and biblio¬ 
graphical support which is completely absent 
in this paper. This may be due to the lack 
of such empirical works.' 
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LETTERS TO EDITOR 

Nripen Chakravorty 
THE piece of ‘CPI(M): Note of Dissent’ in 
your columns (January 21) was singularly 
deceitful about the CPJ(M) and its senior 
leader Nripen Chakravorty. It contains a 
string of falsehoods to convey thcimpression 
that the patty is out to persecute its own polit- 
buro member. Your correspondent falsely 
alleges that JyotiBasu had "pujblicly declared 
that Chakravorty had been retired because of 
his old age from the politburo of the party”. 
Actually Jyoti Basu bad told the press on 
Decemb«26,1994thatNripen Chakravorty 
was resting because of bis ill health. This is 
presented by your correspondent, echoing 
the congenitally anti-corrunurtist press of 
West Bengal, to mean ‘ouster’ from the 
politburo and the central committee. 

It is well known that Nripen Chakravorty 
is not attending politburo and central 
committeemeetings since mid-1993because 
of bis pom-health. This is a matter of public 
recmd noted in the party’s press briefrngs. 
Even in Tripura, he has been staying in his 
room in Agartala and has not been 
participating in the day-to-day activities of 
the party state committee for the past year 
and ahtdf. Despite this well known state of 
affairs, your correspondent makes a series 
of insinuations which are frankly 
scurrilous. Your cotrespondent manufac¬ 
tures a fallacious story in which Nripen 
Chakravorty was shift^ unnecessarily to 
an “inaccessible cardiac ward" in the 
hospital. After his discharge he is supposed 
to have deliborately not attended the meeting 
of the PB and CC held in Calcutta. 
Chakravorty is 91 years old and has 
neluologicai and cardiac problems. He 
requires periodical medical check-ups. He 
was in C^cutta for this and not to attend the 
party meetings. He was dbcharged from the 
hospital on December 28, 1994. On the 
same day he fell in the bathroom of the 
Tripura Bbavan and suffered a bump on his 
head and had to be put on medication. Some 
of us went to see him immediately after this 
accident. To attribute bis physical inability 
to attend meetings as due to some political 
reason is both perverse and displays lack of 
sensitivity about a leader who is respected 
in all circles. 

But your correspondent is not satisfied 
with this concoction about bis Calcutta 
sUy. He goes further to allege that bade in 
Agartala, Nripen Chakravorty is “well 
enough to resume his normal life”. Eveiyone 
in Tripura is aware of his confined life due 
to ill healdi. Being an old revolutionary, 
despite his frail health, Nripen Chakraveaty 
writes regularly for the party’s daily paper 
and sends his written suggestions and 
contributions to the party’s leading bodies. 
Bnttodistoitthistoshowthatheis ‘nonnal’ 

in Agartala and ‘ill’ in Calcutta is to be 
downright dishonest. 

Your correspondmit seems to have taken 
to the practice of the hardened anti-com¬ 
munist columnists in the Bengali press who 
were earlier vilifying Nripen Chakravorty 
for his ‘stalinist’ and ‘authoritarian’ ways 
in leading the Tripura party and who are 
now all praise for his alleged defiance and 
attack on the party leadership and policies. 
Neither of these slants will obscure the truth 
of the matter. The CPI(M) has the capacity 
to discuss and debate differing views on 
every aspect of party policies and activities 
without having to resort to undemocratic 
practices within the party. 

PRAKASH Karat 
Member, Politburo, CPI(M), 
New Delhi. 

Not Kaninanidhi 

MY article ‘Seduction, Speeches and 
Lullaby; Gender and Cultural Identity in a 
Tamil Film’ (February II) has a factual 
mistake. The film has two lullabies. One of 
them is written by Kaninanidhi. The one I 
have quoted is not written by Karunanidhi 
as I have mentioned, but by K P Kamakshi 
Sundaran, who was a self-educated poet 
and a theatre-actor. He wrote songs for 
Tamil films from 1949 onwards and has 
been associated as a poet and as an actor in 
fiims like Nalla Thambi, Parasakhti, Or 
Iravu, etc. His songs are simple and direct 
and often have references toTamil language, 
social injustice, chaste women, poverty, 
etc. Like many film lyricists during this 
period, including Karunanidhi, who used 
the lullaby form to depict a certain set of 
values, K P Kamakshi also wrote in the 
lullaby form. A later lyricist has in fact said 

that K f Kamakshi inspired him as much as 
Bbarati or Bharati Dasan. 

Madras 
LakshmCS 

Malcolm Adiseshiah 
I am shocked to learn of the sad demise of 
Malcolm S Adiseshiah (Nirmal Sengiqita, 
‘A Modest Giant’, January 21). 1 was about 
to write a letter to him with regard to my 
research woik on human resource develt^ 
ment in soudi Asia which is currently in 
progress, butfate willed otherwise. I did not 
know that I would never be able to do so. 1 
have read Malcolm Adiseshiah since my 
student days, but I could correspond with 
him only in 1989 when we wrote a long 
review of my book which was a great 
encouragement for a new author and later I 
came closer to him. I often received invalu¬ 
able comments aiKl suggestions from him on 
my lesearchstudies on ecoTKKnics of education. 

Many others with me here in Oxford who 
knew him very closely are gloomy and I 
depressed to learn of his passing away and I 
share the grief with his family and admirers. I 
We pay our heartfelt homage to the great ■ 
scholar - a true giant and a big institution in 
himself. His gentleness, openness and 
downright good heartedness need not be 
spelled out. Generations of students, teachers 
and educational administrators will learn 
firom him. To those who had only encoun¬ 
tered Malcolm Adiseshiah in print, the image 
of penetrating analytical mind coupled with 
an amazing fund of wide-ranging know¬ 
ledge needs to be supplemented by the 
humanity and discipline of the man he was. 

Mohammed Muzamms. 
Queen Elizabeth House, 
Oxford, England. 
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Dwindling Saving and Investment 
WHATEVER be one’s ideological persuasion, there can 

be no gainsaying the imptirtancc of rising domestic 

saving and investmentforadeveloping country with massive 
unemployment and underemployment, such as India. The 

industrialised countries which have attained the mass 

consumption stage can make do with stagnant domestic 

saving ratios and niggardly rise in domestic investment rates • 
for long pericxls (with cyclical upswings and downswings). 

Continuing increases in consumption augment the .size of 
their domestic markets, while continuous improvement in 

technologj^improves capital efficiency and helps to make do 
with relatively less investment They can also withstand tlie 

ebb and flow of foreign capital. As the experience of east and 
south-east Asian countries has shown, tlic developing 

countries, particularly when they embark on rapid 
industriah.salion and accelerating economic growth, require 
rapidly growing rates of domestic .saving and capital fomiation, 

apart from qualitative improvement in investment 

accompanied by technological upgradation. Almost all the 

newly-industri^ising countries attained incremental saving 

to GDP ratios of more than one-third in their early phases of 

development. This reflected two key characteristics: first, 
dependence on foreign capital was to that extent minimised; 

and second, the process of industrialisation was not based on 

consumerism. For capital-scarce .societies, these are almost 

as the sine qua non of development. 

Against this background, die performance of domestic 

saving and capital formation in India in recent years should 
be considered as disappointing, if not alarming. The Central 

Statistical Organisation (CSO) has just released its quick 

estimates of national accounts for 1993-94 and advance 

estimates of real income growth in 1994-95, which suggest 

that even as the overall growth rate has picked up domestic 
saving and investment rates have shown a declining trend. 

Before we take a closer look at these trends, it is necessary to 

note c^tain serious data problems. Last year when the CSO 
similarly released the quick estimates for 1992-93, the size of 

gross domestic saving was placed at Rs 1,57,186 crore, 

equivalent to 22.3 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP). 

This figure has now been re vised downwards rather drastically 

to Rs 1,40,635 crore - a reduction of over Rs 16,500 crore - 

with the saving-GDP ratio getting reduced to 20 per cent. As 

a result, given the capital inflow from abroad of 2 percentage 

points in that year, the rate of gro.ss domestic capital formation 
has also got revised from 24.5 per cent to 22 pa cent. There 

is an equally serious data problem in the quidk estimates for 
1993-94. Earlier the Reserve Bank had published, in its 

Annual Report fw 1993-94, tentative estimates which had 

indicated striking.improvements in domestic saving and 

investment. The ratio of gross domestic saving to GDP had 

moved up, according to the RBI’s estimates, from 22.1 per 
cent in 1992-93 to 24.2 per cent in 1993-94 and the level of 

gross domestic investment was as high as 24.4 per cent in 

1993-94 against 24.3 per cent in 1992-93. The latest data 
from the CSO have now reduced tliis buoyant scenario to a 

shambles. According to the CSO, the domestic savingq[atio 

in 1993-94 remained stagnant at 20 per cent and the in¬ 
vestment ratio fell from 22 per cent in 1992-93 to 20.4 per 

cent in 1993-94. 
TheCSO’s estimatesof saying and invesuncntareobviouidy 

more plausible. When the RBI published its Annual Report 
about SIX months ago, it could not have got all the data 

required for making estimates for 1993-94. A comparison of 
the two .sets of data reveals interesting differences. The RBI 
bad placed the gross saving of the private coiporate sector at 
3.3 per centof GDP in each of the years 1992-93 and 1993-94, 

whereas die CSO suggests that these would jump from 3 per 

cent in 1992-93 to 4 per cent in 1993-94, which Is corro¬ 

borated by the improved corporate performance indicated by 

the RBI’s own data. Even so, the CSO’s estimates show 
reduced overall gross saving rates because its estimates of 
both the household sector and public sector saving are lower 

than those of the RBI. For the household sector, the RBI had 

estimated a dramatic rise from 16.7 per centof GDP in 
1992-93 to 19.6 per cent in 1993-94, whereas the CSO data 

not only place thetorresponding figures at themore moderate 
levels of 15.5 per cent and 15.9 per cent, respectively, but also 

show that they were almost stagnant as between the two 

years. Amongst the components of household sector saving, 
that in the form of financial assets (for which the RBI is the 

primary source and which has shown a remarkable rise from 
7.8 per cent to 10.3 per cent as per the CSO and 7.4 per cent 
to 10.1 per cent as per the RBI) exhibits hardly any discre¬ 

pancy. It is in household saving in physical assets, for which 

the (2SO is the main source and which is estimated as a 

residual, that there is a large difference between the RBI and 
the CSO. The CSO has indicated a slump in housdiold 

investment from 7.7 per cent of GDP in 1992-93 to 5.6 pCT 
cent in 1993-94, probably the cumulative effect of the 

structural adjustment and stabilisation programmes, includ¬ 

ing banks’ reluctance to finance investment projects in 

agriculture and in small-scale industry. While household 

inyesunent in construction remained at Rs 8,982 oore in 
1992-93 and Rs 8,321 crore in 1993-94, it is household 
investment in machinery and equipment that ^wed a 

significant decline from Rs5,264moe to Rs 1,879cioie .The 

54i. Bebm«tv,lg>-2S. 1995. 



difference between the RBT and the CSO 
ha.s been the widest in the estimate of public 
sec' (ir saving. The RBI had placed the gro.ss 
saving ratio of tlie public .sector at 2.1 per 
cent in 1992-93 and 1.3 percent in 1993-94. 
Now the details provided by the C5?t). based 
on more recent data, plausibly .suggest much 
lower saving rates of 1 ..3 per cent in 1992- 
93 and just 0.2 per cent in 1993-94. This was 
essentially because dissaving by the 
government administration had galloped 
from Rs 13.608 ciore in 1992•93 to 
Rs 29.631 crorc in 199'-94, ayear in which 
the central government’s revenue deficit 
bad soared from Rs 1K,S74 crore to 
Rs 34,058 crore. 

Overall, if the CSO is to be believed, the 
peiiod since the inception of the economic 
Is ‘ orms has seen a steady and persistent fall 
111 domestic saving and investment. The i ale 
of domestic saving fell from 23 9 percent in 
1990-91 to23.1 percent in 1991 -92,20 per 
cent in 1992-93 and 20.2 percent in 1993- 
94. The investment ratio fell much more 
sharply, from 27.4 per cent to 24.2 per cent. 
22 per cent and then to 20.4 per cent. 
Indications are that there may be only a 
marginal improvement in domestic saving 
in 1994-95. To an extent household financial 
saving appears to have been eroded by 
highercommcxlity prices, particularly those 
of basic consumption goods. If the rate of 
investment has to be rai.sed to about 27 to 28 
percent, as it was in 1990-91. the implical ion 
of a moderate rise in the saving rate to 22 to 
23 per cent is that the curren t account defici t 
would have to be of the onicr of 5 per cent 
of GDP, which would be clearly un¬ 
sustainable. The relatively low domestic 
saving rale is already a serious constraint on 
stiipping up investment. Govcriimeiit 
policies which have tended to stimulate 
conspicuous consumption among the rich 
andmiddle clas.ses, including by permitting 
import of gold and silver, have made it 
certain that domestic saving will remain 
mixlerate and that the attempt to push up 
domestic investment will imply a larger 
current account deficit and a possible ' 
repetition of the sUnictural crisis faced by 
the economy at the turn of the decade. 

CONGRESS 

Servile Culture 

THAT Sonia Gandhi will eventually restore 
the balance between the two warring 
CongTcss(I) camps by gracing the prime 
minister’s iftar party with her augu.st 
presence after her attendance at Arjun 
Singh’s earlier was a foregone conclu.sion. 
It is also hardly surprising in view of the 
servile culture of this party that all the 
bigwigs, otherwise accustomed to throwing 
their (‘heavy’) weight about, will display 
utter humility in kotowing before the lady. 
What, however, is nevertheless revolting is 
the grotesque exhibition of the semi-feudal 
mores of the band by the provision of the 
two huge thronelike .scats set apart for her 
and. even more strikingly, for the host, 
while all the odicrs were assigned to ordinary 
chairs. Among them was included vice¬ 

president S Ni.rayanan, the second highest 
dignitary-of the state. 

This slighting of the vice-president m;iv 
be an outcome of a mindless conforinn> 
with the present-day New Delhi culture i>i ii 
may as well be a deliberate rebuff to him for 
his standing apart from thi.s culture in a 
particularly demonstrative manner During 
the felicitation of Nelson Mandela in the 
central hall of parliament when he came to 
New Delhi as tlie chief guest at the Republic 
Day parade, the highest dignitaries of the 
stale, the president Shankar Dayal Sharma 
and prime minister P V Narasimha Rao 
began their formal speeches by acldiessing 
among others. Madam Sonia Gandhi by 
name. Hvtn Nelson Mandela whether on his 
own or on the hints from the proliKi'l, did 
follow suit. It was only the vice-president 
who addressed only the state digniiuries and 
tlie honoured guest by name.* 

By standing apart from the .servile crowd 
Narayanan in the event had underlined the 
abject .self-debasement ofiiur lop men before 
a lady undistinguished in every manner 
except for the accident ol her marriage. As 
tins ceremony was telecast live to the country 
(and beyond), it was in effect a public humi¬ 
liation for the distinguished personages. 
The slighting of the vice-president at the 
prime minister’s parly may, therefore, very 
well be a deliberate enactment. If so, the 
aclor.s have only further demeaned 
themselves. 

MEXICAN AID PACKAGE 

Protection for Creditors 

WHETHER or not other developing coun¬ 
tries including India, where the authorities 
are at pains to emphasise how differently 
tliey are placed, have any lesson to draw 
from Mexico’s financial crisis, we cannot 
but take note of the magnitude, manner and 
speed which characterise the rc.scue package 
that has been put together by the U S govern¬ 
ment, the IMF, (he Bank of International 
Settlements (BIS) and perhaps a few central 
banks. Originally, US president Bill Clinton 
undertook toprovidc Mexico loan guarantees 
to the tune of $ 40 billion and IMF was to 
extend assistance of $ 7.8 billion. Subse¬ 
quently, taking noteof (he opposition within 
the US Congress and also in the public 
opinion polls. Bill Clinton decided to slash 
the US loan guarantee commitment to $ 20 
billion and pressurised the IMF to raise its 
commitment to $ 17.8 billion and theBlS to 
fork out $ 10 billion. And this rearrangement 
of the sources of financial help to Mexico, 
without reneging on the extent of the total 
amount onginally promised, was possible 
to cobble together within days, if not hours. 
It is interesting to note also in this context 
that in thcG-7 meeting held at Toronto imme¬ 
diately after the announcement of the rearran¬ 
gement, not only were the initial differences 
which surfaced at the IMF's board meeting 
papered over But also tile IMF was urged to 
mtensify its surveillance of the economies 
of the developing eountries and monitor 
them regularly ‘ro avoid a repeat of the 
Mexico-type fintmcial crisis'*. The US 

treasury secretary, Robert Rubin, tsrqxirted 
to have realfinned in this very context tliat 
■‘G-7 is determined to reform the IMF and 
other international financial institutiems" 
and went on to observe that “our collective 
priority over the next few months is to 
ensure that the missions and capabilities of 
these institutions are as modern as the 
markets and the world we live in’’. 

While one cannot, and should not, grudge 
Mexico' the external financial assistance it 
can garner for it.self, particularly what it 
secures through bilateral channels, it diKs 
matter to the othercountrics how multilateral 
institutions like the IMF and BIS meet 
lequests from different quatlcrs. It cuiiiiot 
go unnoticed that tlie IMF credit of .$178 
billion to Mexico will be the highest ever 
exleiidcd to a member countiy in absolute 
terms: as a multiple of Mexico’s quota with 
the institution, it is without precedent 
Furtiicnnorc, the IMF’s comiiiilment to d(i 
away with its u,sual pri.x:edure of making 
quarterly releases as the agrecil st<ibilisulioii 
programme is implemented and rele.i.sc ,S 7.8 
billion immediately is without parallel. Tin- 
commitment of BIS. a club of the centiul 
banks of the developed countries, to fork out 
.$ to billion and that I(h> t(< assist a x'irtual 
non-member country - all developing 
country central banks share this position 
with Mexico - Is in itscll an interesting 
development which lends .some credence to 
the suspicion that the whole Mexican aid 
package has been pul together more to bail 
out the creditors of Mexico rather tiian 
Mexico itself. Iniiccd, that sort of perception 
was the principal factor underlying 
opposition in tlie US Congress and among 
the US public to the aid package for Mexico 
originally laid out by Bill Clinton. 

Be that as it may, it is extremely important 
for the developing member countries of thc 
IMF to he watchful about tlie sort of so- 
called improvements that may come \o he i 
proposed in (he working and operations of 
tile institution and in its capabilities to cope 
with situations like the one faced by Mexico. 
It is pertinent to rcu«ll in this context (l>t)i 
several past attempts at improving the 
capabilities of the IMF have foundered on 
the rock of opposition from the developing 
member countries. Take the question oi 
issue of SDRs. In spite of the fact that 
international liquidity at the multilateral 
level has virtually stagnated over thepast 20 
years or so, all attempts at its augmentations 
have come to nought because of the stiff 
opposition of the 0-7 countries. These 
countries preferred international liquidity 
to be sourced from private, virtually 
unregulated sources. 

Not that the SDR scheme is particularly 
effective in tenns of addition to inleroatonal 
liquidity in view of the fact that almost 80 
per cent of any SDR allocation gets virtu al |y 
sterilised into the ledger folios of the IMF in 
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ravourof the developed member amnU'ieK. 
Bui even a aeheme like this had become 
unacceptable to the developed muntries once 
they realised that their own requirements of 
hiilance of payments support were reasonably 
certain to be met from outside the IMF 

framework. 
When 0-7 countries now speak 

collectively of improvitu: the capabilities 
of the IMF and other international finan¬ 
cial institutions, one has to a.sk (a) what 

.sort of improvements in capabilities do 

they have in mind? (b) how would these 
improved capabilities be operationalisetl? 

and (c) can the inemlicr countries in need 
ol payments support hope to secure 
reasonable commiUiienls in line with their 

objective financial position without 
necessarily having to canvass political 

supixirt? 
True, developine member countries of 

the IMF do not anyway canv much weight 
in the institution's decision-making, given 

the excessive wcightage en|oyed by the 
dcvelojied memlKMcoiiiitrtesonthcstivngth 
of then aflluence But it the developing 

menibei countries aie not sufficiently 

watchful and. at the same time, fully united 
marticulating the sort ol iniillilalci.il tinacial 

support they would like to be assuied ol. the 
chances aiv that the changes which iiuiy Ik 
etfectedm the operations ol the IMF may be 

such as may not Ik truly m their interest 
After all. the principal objective ol the 
developed member countries would be to 
protect iheirown ititcre.sts. To a large extent, 

this IS precisely what the Mexican aid 
package seeks to do. 

pouncs 

Protecting the Rulers 

A correspondent writes: 

THF. extension ol the Special IVotection 
Group (SPG) Act by an amendment bill 

pu.sscd by the Rajya Sablia recently has 
serious .socio-political and financial 
implications which the elders in the upper 

house seem to have ignored by approving of 
it by voice vole without a di.scussion. 

First, by allowing the continuation of a 

special paramilitary force for the protection 
of prime ministers and their families (as 

provided for by the amended hill) the 

government is actually rclegitimising 
Uirough a legal measure an old practice of 
doling oul privileges for certain VIPs and 

their families. It harks back lo the system of 
privy purses for the former rulers of the 

princely states which wciv abolished only in 

1*^70. But, the present set ol privileges for 

the modem rulers of India, as provided for in 

the SPG (Amendment) Bill, is more 

burdensome for the Indian tax-payer than 
the earlierprivy purses. ITtie 560-odd princes 
who were nominal rulers under British 

tutelagcrecei ved privy purses totalling Rs 58 
million as a quid pro quo for integration of 
their states with *e rest of India. This 

twntwiW gradually came down to Rs 48 
million 1^ 1970 because the purses were 

reduced with each succession. 

The SPG Act provides for the supply of 
specially trainecl armed bodyguards, not 

only for anyone wlio had ever occupied the 
‘kursi’ of the prime minister of India, but 

also for his or herexistmg and future progeny 
- for the next five years at least. Thi.s will 
cost the exchequer Rs 340 million eveiy 
year, according lo union home minister S B 

Chavan, who intrcxluced tile amendment 
bill in the Kaiya .Sabha The new hill was 
brought in because the five-year pcrio<l 

provided for in the earlier STO Act had 
ended last year, as a result of which cx- 
prime ministers and Iheii families woulil not 

have been eligible for special protection any 
longet. But the real ica.son for this extension 
of the pcriiKl is somclliing else. Chavan lei 

the cal oul of the bog - unwittingly pethaps. 
a.s i'. tii.s Wont- when he told the Ra|ya .Sabha 

that Sonia Gandhi ami her children were si ill 

vulnerable to tenons! attacks, and hence the 
need for the SPG (Amendment) Bill 

Thus, II Is Diiee again that old Congress 

habit ol clinging hclore the Nehru-liulira 
G.indlii dynasty that dictates the teiurc's 
legi.slalive mea.sures In fact, the eiiliic 
hisiory of the SPCi slinks ol sheer sellish 
motives ol ihe dynasly and its sycophants 

When It was enacted dunng Ihe Kafiv Gaiullii 

regime, ils pi ovisioiiswcie con lined only to 
Ihe seeuiily needs ol itie prime minister - 
the tear being that he. tike his mothei, could 

be a.s'assinalcd while holding olfice 
Opposition demands at (hat lime that it 
should apply also loex-primeministers who 

were still alive and their families were 

brushed aside by .in anogaiU ruling Congress 
dominated by those who are today known as 

the ka|iv-loyali.sls m Ihe p.irty 
Bin, ironically, RaiivGandht w,is hoisted 

b} his own pet.i'd Once ousted Irom tlie 
oilicc ol piime iniiiislei, (he .SPG w.is 
willKirawnmaccoid.mcewiiii the provisions 

of the act wliich he liimscit had helped to 
draft The Kajiv-loyalisls in (lie Congicss 

today arc kicking up a shindy complaining 
about lack ol SPG protection ioi then leader 

when he was assassinated, completely 
oblivious of the lad lliai they themselves 
had earlici re|ectccltheo|>position suggestion 
for .such pn'icction foi cx-priine ministers. 

A year after Ihe lapse of the provision of 
five years ot the SPG Act, now suddenly a 

desperate Naiasimha Rao has thought it 
wise to introduce an amendment and pa.ss 
the bill, presumably toassurcRa jivGandhi’s 

widow that he is no less concerned about the 

safety of her and her children than his arch 

rival Arjun Singh. 
But in all this sordid game of the Congress 

politicians, it is the common people who 
have to bear the cost. Indira Gandhi created 
a mess in Punjab and paid fi'rit with her life, 

leading to a proliferation of security 
arrangemenis and paramilitary forces lo 

prevent such killings in the future Hci son 
made a mess of llie Sn Lankan problem, and 
fell victim to (he Tamil militants, as a result 

of which there was a furAcr escalation in 
security tnea.sures. How long muslour people 
bear the innumerable hazards po,sed by the 

security arrangements for these VIPs - 
ranging from killing ofinnocentpede.strians 

by their uigger-happy bodyguards to daily 

obstruction of publicroacls by theirs^urity- 
flankcd vehicles? 

CHECHNYA 

Long Struggle 

WITH the talks on ending the conflict 
between Russia and Chechnya now on. the 
warhds moved into its .second, quieter phase. 
The first phase, marked by intense fighting, 

has not led to a clear outcome- the Russian 
lorce.s have captured Grozny, the Chechen 
capital, but are far from establishing an 

unassailable ascendancy over the rebels; the 
rebel militia, on the other hand, has taken a 
beating in the.se initial months of the war but 

ha.s revealed a capacity ft>r struggle, both spiri¬ 
tual and military, which can sustain it for many 
more months, and may be years, to come. 

It IS idle lo .speculate at thus stage whether 
the talks would lead lo a |usl peace in the 

embattled province and, if so, for how long 
TiK-re ai e indiealion.s. ncveilhcle.ss, tlial they 
may |usl he a ruse on the part of the Russian 
governiiienl lo gain time not only to redeploy 
Its lorccs in order to be able to meet the new 

situation on the ground but also lo reasscs.s 
tins situalion for political purposes This in 

any case is what the reports about the 
preparatK'iis loi the instatlation of an 

aliei native government in Grozny suggest. 
Tliisgoveinmeiii. plans for which have been 
worked oul loinlly by the Russian officials 
,ind the Chechen opponents ol l>z.hokliar 

Dudayev, the president of Clieclinya, 
pioposcs lo rebuild the devastated region 
and hold elec lions l>y the end ot the year, as 

Ruslan Madiycv, Ihe 'loreign minister’ in 
(he new goi^BKimciit said. 

Whal IS not clear is the status of this new 

- yet to be iitslallcd - government, and flic 
status ol the republic ofChechnya under this 

government Will it continue to regard itself 
as an itKiependeni slate as it has so far done 
allci Dudayev had declared it lo Ik so? Or 

will It |ust he an autonomous region under 

the suzerainty ol Russia? Statements of the 
proptised government' s leaders only confu.se 
these matters. For instance. Madiyev. the' 
foreign minister, also said that he will seek 
aid from western and Islamic nations as 
Russia alone may nut be able to iKar the cost 

of rebuilding Chechnya In whal capacity 
will Russia bear this cost, if at all'' The new 
‘government’ has also attempted to play 
down its connection with Mo.scow and has 
condemned in strong terms the Russian air 
attacks on civilians On the other hand, as 

pcr/siindiChaltayov, thenewgovcmmenl’s 
‘administration chief’, “Chechens are 
perhaps Ux) proud and independence-minded 

for their own gtxxl” In other words, this 
government, if it comes to be, will like to 
lone down this .spirit of independence. 

It IS likely that with this altitude the new 
goveniment will not acarniphsh a great deal, 
if it manages to stay in place. The .staying in 

place would be arealproblcm, with Dudayev 
still around and with the majority of the 

Chechens behind him. No wonder the mili¬ 
tary advisers of Boris Yeltsin want to sec 

Dudayev dcad.TalksornotaUcs, iheCljccben 
struggle, it seems, will continue for some time. 



CURRENT STATISTICS EPW Research Foundation 

Three elements which stand out in the current econoniic scenario are persistent acceleration of inflation rate, massive expansion of non-food advances 
of sdiedided commercial banks and a sharp fall in equity prices. Equity prices have already lost about one-fourdi of their peak attained in September 
1994 and the price-earning intio for the Senses has fallen from a multiple at about 46 to near 30. The expansicm of Rs Z9,67S crore (19.4 per cent) in 
non-food advances so far in this financial year is the highest ever in 15 years. Reserve money has expanded sizeably in die past month as a result of a 
sudden spun m RBI credit to the centre. The curnait fiscal year now appears to be heading for an inflation rate of not less than 12 per cent. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

Index Nnmben of Wholesale 
Prieea (1981-82=100) 

All Commodities 
Primary Articles 

Food Anicles 
Non-Pood Articles 

niel, Power, Light and Lubricants 
Manufactured IVoducts 

Pood Products 
Pood Index (computed) 
All Commodities (Average Basis) 
(April-Febniary 4, 1995) 

Cost of Living bidlcci 

Weights Feb 4,_ 
1995 Over 

Month 

_Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Point_ 
Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Par 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

11.4 9.5 9.6 9.1 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
15.4 8.7 13.7 9.9 11.5 3.0 15.3 17.1 
13.7 3.7 14.7 5.4 4.4 5.4 20.9 18.9 
21.2 16.5 13.8 17.3 24.9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

1.6 15.2 1.2 12.6 13.1 15.2 13.2 14.4 
11.1 8.9 9.0 7.8 9.9 7.9 12.6 8.9 
11.3 12.2 9.3 10.3 12.3 6.8 10.2 13.2 
12.9 6.4 12.9 7.0 7.0 5.8 17.1 16.9 

10.6 7.9 10.6 8.0 8.3 10.1 13.7 10.3 

l,atest _ 

Month Over 
Month 

_Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Point_ 
OverlZMonOis Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 
Ufban Non-Man Euiqi (1984-85=100) 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=100) 

29^ 0.3 
240'“ 0.8 

1297'* 0.9 

9.8 
10.1 
11.2 

8.6 9.0 
6.3 8.1 
9.3 10.4 

9.1 
6.3 

10.7 

9.9 

11.6 

6.1 
6.8 
0.7 

13.9 13.6 
13.6 13.4 
21.9 16.6 

Jan 20, Variation 
Mcney and Banking (Rs crore) 1995 Over Fiscal Year .So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Month 1994-95 1993-94 

Money Supply (Ny 498382 
Currency with niblic 97599 
Deposits with Banks 397597 

Net Bank Credit to Govt Sector 215489 
Bank Credit to CommI Sector 269420 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 70653 
Reserve Money (Jan 27, 1995) 166141 
Net RBI Credit to Centre 95213 
Scheduled Commercial Banks (Feb 3,199.5) 

Deposits 362392 
Advances 195908 

Non-Food Advances 182390 
Investments 149534 

3587 (0.7) 
2774 (2.8) 
1211 (0.3) 

-.305 (-0.1) 
7328 (2.7) 

550 (0.8) 
5297 (3.2) 
4986 (5,2) 

64816 (14.9) 
1.5401 (18.7) 
48757 (14.0) 

11703 (5.7) 
32212(13.6) 
16926(31.5) 
27519(19.9) 
-1570 (-1.6) 

3778(1.0) 48577(1.5.5) 
5832(3.0) 32286(19.7) 
5996(3.3) 29675(19.4) 
1066(0.7) 17141 (12.9) 

53565 (14.6) 
11215(16.4) 
41987 (14.1) 
28311 (16.1) 

13805 (6.3) 
12490 (.50.1) 
19692(17.8) 

8434 (8.7) 

40382(1.5.0) 
10016 (6.6) 
5864 (4.0) 

24199(22.9) 

66741 (18.2) 
13925 (20.4) 
51601 (17.4) 
27548(15.6) 

17068 (7.8) 
28775 (15.3) 
27843(25.1) 

263 (0.3) 

46560 (17.3) 
12436 (8.2) 
8272 (5.7) 

26867 (25.4) 

49344 (15..5) 
7175 (11.7) 

41741 (16.3) 
17975 (11,4) 
32141 (17.1) 
3726 (17.6) 

11274(11.3) 
4257 (4.6) 

37814 (16.4) 
26390(21.0) 
24317(20.1) 
15460(17.1) 

516.53(19.4) 
8050 (15.2) 

43392 (20.5) 
18070 (12,9) 

16225(9.4) 
10645 (100.6) 
11726(12.4) 

5904 (6.7) 

38216 (19.8) 
9291 (8.0) 
9127 (8.2) 

15131 (10.2) 

Index Numbers «f Industrial Weights 
Productlaa (1980-81=100) 

Oct Average for Fiscal Year So I 
1994 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 
Mining and Quarrying 
Manufacturing 
Electneity 

100.0 238.1 232.8 (8.0) 
11.5 245.8 219.4(6.2) 
77.1 225.0 224.4 (8.3) 
11.4 318.3 303,2 a.7) 

215.6 (3.8) 
206.5 (3.0) 
207.2(3.1) 
281.5 (7,6) 

3.0 
2.5 
2.2 
7.3 

2.3 
0.5 
2.1 
5.1 

0.5 
0.9 
3.0 
8.5 

8.4 8.6 
4.5 6.3 
9.1 8.6 
7.8 10.8 

8.7 
7.9 
8.7 
9.5 

7.3 
3.8 
7.9 
7.7 

Capital Market 
Feb 17. Month Year 1994-95 So Far 1993-94 End erf I%scal Year 

1995 Ago. Ago Trough Peak Trough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSESensitive Index (1978-79=100) 3384 3636 3867 3384 4604 ■ 2037 4286 3779 2281 4285 
(-12.5) (46.5) (65.7) (-46.8) (266.9) 

National Index (1983-84=100) 1641 1752 1882 1641 2176 934 2050 1830 1021 1968 
(-12.8) (57.9) (79.2) (-48.1) (234.1) 

ForelgB Trade 

Exports: Rs crore 
US Smn 

Imporis: Rs crore 
USSmn 

Non-P(H.US$inn 
Balance of Trade: Rs crore 

US $nui 

Foreign Exchange Reserves 
(excluding gold) 

1994 1994-95 

7490 57503 (16.9) 
2387 18328(16.9) 
8587 63814 (23.9) 
2736 20339 (23.9) 
2230 16138 (33.1) 

-1095 -6308 
-349 -2011 

1993-94 

49182 (31.8) 
15681 (20.0) 
51477 (8.4) 

16413 (-1.3) 
12121 (-1.4) 

-2295 
-732 

1993-94 

69547 (29.5) 
22173 (19.6) 
72806 (14.9) 

23212(6.1) 
17456 (10.6) 

-3259 
-1039 

1992-93 1991-92 

53688(21.9) 44042(35.3) 
18537(3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 

63375(32.4) 47851 (10.8) 
21882 (1Z7) 19411 (-19.4) 
15782 (1^3) 14047 (-2Z2) 

-9687 -3809 
-3345 -1545 

1990-91 

32553 (17.6) 
18143 (9.1) 

43193 (2Z0) 
24073 (13.2) 

18045 (3.1) 
-10640 
-5930 

Feb 10, 
1995 

Feb 11, 
1994 

Mar31, 
1994 Rscal YearSoPar ,1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

1994-95 1993-94 

Rsaore 61855.0 36092.6 47626.0 965.0 25762.4 14229.0 15897.0 27430 5385 102X3 m 
tJS $mn 19711.0 11459.0 15176.0 223.0 8252.0 4535,0 5007.0 8724 . 731 3383 B 
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1 1 Ouartedv Vantfifiiix RiH PinancUl Year Varialions I 
w OD Dec 23,94- Oct 94- July 94- Apr 94- Jan 94- Oct 93- Jul93- Apr 93- 1993-94 199^93 1991-92 I 

Iui20.199S Ian 20, 95 Dec 94 Sep 94 Jun94 Mar 94 Dec 93 S(ig)93 Jim 93 

' RuncMCmre_ 
McMy Sq^ily (Mp 498382 3587 19232 19378 22619 21307 16735 10794 17905 66741 49344 51653 

(0.7) (4.0) (4.2) (5.2) (5.2) (4.2) (2.8) (4.9) (18.2) (15.5) (19A) 
Cuirency with the public 97591 2746 9198 -5062 8491 3939 6693 -2831 6124 13925 7175 8050 

(2.9) (10.7) (-5.6) (10.3) (5.0) (9.4) (-3.8) (9.0) ao.4) (11.7) (15.2) 
Deposit with banks 397597 1211 9913 25129 12504 16466 10221 14970 9944 51601 41741 43392 

(0.3) (2.6) (7.0) (3.6) (5.0) (3.2) (4.9) (3.3) (17.4) (16.3) QOS) 
Net bank credit to 215489 -305 6540 -7802 13270 6293 4859 2302 14094 27548 17975 18070 

government (-0.1) (3.1) (-3.6) (6.5) (3.2) (2.5) (1.2) (8.0) (15.6) (11.4) (12.9) 
Bank credit to commercial 269420 7328 15604 9733 -448 7920 4738 2741 1669 17068 32141 16225 

sector (2.8) (6.3) (4.1) (-0.2) (3.5) (2.1) (1.2) (0.8) (7.8) (17.1) (9.4) 
Net foreign exchange assets 7653 550 780 8739 6857 19002 5840 3281 652 28775 3747 10624 
of the banking sector (0.8) (1.1) (14 4) (12.8) (54.7) (20.2) (12.8) (2.6) (115.3) (17.7) (100.4) 

Reawvc Money (RM) 158349 5297 9862 -3124 8966 11825 7532 5924 2562 27843 11274 11726 
(3.4) (6.8) (-2.1) (6.5) (9.3) (6.3) (5.2) a.3) C5.1) (11-3) (13.4) 

Bankets deposit with RBI 54322 3040 -1558 4764 -1330 6701 910 10494 -5494 12611 3258 3059 
(5.8) (-2.9) (9.6) (-2.6) (15.2) (2.1) (32.1) (-14.4) (33.1) (9.3) (9.6) 

Net RBI credit lo 95317 4842 2854 -9902 -669 -5866 776 -1362 7303 851 4433 5168 
governmeot (5.3) (3.2) (-10.0) (-0.7) (-5.6) (0.7) (-1.3) (7.4) (0.9) (4.7) (5.8) 

Net RBI aedit to centre 94897 4987 2808 -9049 1707 -7977 354 -1317 9200 260 4257 5508 
(5.5) (3.2) (-9.2) (1.8) (-7.6) (0.3) (-1.2) (9.5) (0.3) (4.6) (6.3) 

RBI credit to commercial 15229 806 -182 16 38 131 28 -113 179 225 -1040 918 
secior (12.8) (-2.8) (0.2) (0.6) a.i) (0.4) (-1.8) (2.9) (3.6) (-14.3) (14J) 

RBI credit to banks 8657 1152 2179 -255 640 209 -597 1668 -5614 -4334 4783 -4905 
ind NABaRD (9.9) (36.7) (-^.1) (11.5) (3.9) (-10.1) (39.1) (-56.8) (--13.8) (93.7) (-49.0) 

Net forex assets of RBI 68918 695 1350 8739 6857 18432 6410 3281 652 28775 3809 10855 
(1.0) (2.0) (15.0) (13.3) (55.9) (24.1) (14.1) (2.9) (127.1) (20.2) (130.0) 

Net non-monetary 23204 1046 -1624 -216 -2048 1077 -867 -2419 -3 -2212 831 393 
liabilities of RBI (1.0) (-6.8) (-0.9) (-7.9) (4.3) (-3.4) (-8.6) (neg) (-7.8) (3.0) (1.5) 

Monetary Ratios In Percentages 
End-Period 
Currency/deposiis 24.5 23.9 22.2 25,1 23.6 23.5 22.2 24.2 23.6 23.0 23.9 
Currency/Mj 19.6 19.2 18.0 19,9 19.0 19.0 18.1 19.3 19.0 18.6 19.2 
Deposits/M, 79.8 80.1 81.3 ->9.2 80.5 80.6 81.4 79.8 80.5 81.0 80.5 
Money multiplier: RM/M, 31.8 31.2 30.4 32.4 32.0 30.8 30.2 29.5 32.0 30.2 31.3 
As proportion to domestic credit:* 

a. Net bank credit to government 44.4 45.2 45.9 47.8 46.2 46.3 46.2 46.2 46.2 44.5 45.7 
b. Bank credit to commercial sector 55.6 54.8 54.1 52.2 53.8 53.7 53,8 53.8 53.8 55.5 54.3 

Incremental 
Cutrency/deposits 226.8 92.8 -20.1 67.9 23.9 65.5 -18.9 61.6 27.0 17.2 18.6 
Cuirency/Mj 76.6 47.8 -26.1 37.5 18.5 40.0 -26.2 34.2 20.9 14.5 15.6 
Deposits/M, 33.8 51.5 129.7 55.2 77.3 61.1 138.7 55.5 77.3 84.6 84.0 
Money multiplier: ARM/AM, 147.7 51.3 -16.1 39.6 55.5 45.0 54.9 14.3 41.7 22.8 22.7 
As proportion to domestic credit* 

a. Net bank credit to government -4.3 29.5 -404.0 103.5 44.3 50.6 45.6 89.4 61.7 35.9 53.7 
b. Bankcredit to commercial sectw 104.3 70.5 504.0 -3.5 55.7 49.4 54.4 10.6 38.3 64.1 47.3 

1 * Domestic credit is the total of net bank credit to government and bank credit to commercial sector. 

1 Sdiedaltd CflRiiiicrdal Banki Rupees crore 
Aggregate deposits 360008 1533 8098 23198 12047 14513 8862 13368 9817 46560 37814 38216 

(0.4) a.3) (7.1) (3,8) f4.8) (3.0) (4.8) (3.7) (17.3) (16.4) (19.8) 
Demand deposits 65051 -812 2325 4816 2150 6742 2697 251 421 lOlIl 1373 11896 

(-1.2) (3.7) (8.2) (3.8) (13.5) (5.7) (0.5) (0.9) ai.8) (3.0) (35.8) 
Hme deposits 294957 2344 5774 18382 9897 7771 6165 13117 9396 36449 36441 26321 

(0.8) (2.0) (6.8) (3.8) (3.1) (2.5) (5.7) (4.2) (16.4) (19.6) (16.5) 
Total advuices 193386 6220 12811 9771 -166 5911 2293 1529 2703 12436 26390 9291 

(3.3) (7.3) (5.9) (-0.1) (3.7) (1.5) (1.0) (1.8) (8.2) ai.o) (8.0) 
Fbod aeiht 13767 335 2438 -1152 1239 399 1659 -727 2833 4164 2073 164 

(2.5) (22.2) (-9.5) (11.4) (3.8) (18.7) (-7.6) (42.0) (61.8) (44.4) (3.6) 

Non-food credit 179619 5885 10373 10923 -1074 5513 634 2256 -130 8273 24317 9127 
(3.4) (6.3) (7.2) (-0.7) (3.7) (0.4) (1.6) (-0.1) (5.7) (20.1) (8.2) 

Investments 148057 -4186 4478 2415 12828 11964 4244 4114 6544 26866 15460 15131 

(-2.7) (3.0) (1.7) (9.7) (9.0) (3.6) (3.7) (6.2) 05.4) (17.1) (20.2) 
In Petcentaees 

5TT 52.2 49.8 50.3 52.2 52.7 53.5 55.6 52.2 56.6 54.4 

Incremental 405.7 158.2 42.1 40.7 25.9 11.4 27.5 26.7 69.8 24.3 

Investment/deposit ratio: 
End-Period 41.1 42.5 42.2 44,4 42.1 40.1 39.9 40.3 42.1 39.3 39.1 

Incremeittal -273.1 55.3 iO.4 106.5 82.4 47.9 30.8 66.7 57.7 40.9 39.6 

a^i^wncnpi munmi aettoios monui lo wmuu v —r- 
over Ae period ipedf ied or over «he comparsble period of the previoa* yew. 



COMPANIES EPW Keseurch Foundation 

BAYKR (INDIA) 

New Products 
BA YKR (INDIA) has done satisfaclorily in 
1993-94. Nel sales were up by 5 per cent 
(Rs 6.66 crore), operating profit by 1.6 pci 
cent (Rs 5.96 crore) and nel profit by 5 jicr 

cent (Rs 59 lakh) Profit before tax fell 
marginally by 1 per cent. Gros.s piofit was 
up by 3 per cent. tJUicr intome was up by 

94 per cent (Rs 3.68 crore), while non¬ 
operating profit fell by Rs 4,36 crore 

Taxation fell by 9pcr cent, while dcpiecialion 
and interest charges weie up by 26 per cent 
and 4 per cent, respectively A dividend of 
27 percent was announced for the year a., 
against 25 per cent for the previous year. 
Hxpolls and imjiortsrose by 63percent and 
6 per cent, respectively. 

Debt-equity ratio of the company has in¬ 
creased steadily from 74 per cent in 199! -92 
to 75 per cent in 1992-93 and 87 pei cent 
in 1993-94. Short-teim bank liorrowings iis 
inventories increased tiom 34 per cent in 
1991 -92 to 61 per cent in 1993-94 .Sundry 
creditors to current assets fluctuated at I 3 
percent in 1991-92, 19 per cent in 1992 
93and lOpcrcentin I99V94. Rawruialerial.s 

consumed tothe value olpuxiuction declined 
from 51 percent in 1991-92 to 45 pei cent 
m 1992-93 and 40 ])er cent m 1093-94 

Return oii investment after being sic.idy at 
15 percent during 1991-93 declined lo 13 
per cent in 1993-94. haining per share 
increased from Rs .54 in 1991 92 lo Rs 68 
111 1992-93 lo Rs 71 m 1993-94 Nel value 
added lo value of pioduction fluctuated at 
22 pel cent in 1991 -92,25 percent in 1992- 
93and 23 percent in 1993-94, Remuneration 
lo employees increased trom 37 per cent in 
1991 -92 to 38 per cent in 1992-93 and 42 
per cent in 1993-94. 

The major contributors lo the giowlh in 

sale.s were agrochemicals, rubber, consumer 
products and animal health-hygiene and 
health care prixlucls Herbicide for rice, 
sugarcane, piitalo, tomato and soyabean and 
fungicides for tea and apples were intnxiuced 
during the year which the company claims 
to have been accepted by Indian farmers. 
The recession in the rubber industry 
continued. lnciea.sed cxfiorts broughi-in 
higher imports of duty free raw materials 
thus resulting in depressed local demand. 
The transport strike in .September 1993 and 
the new excise policy proved detrimental to 
sales of rubbei chemicals. The diagnostic 

division completed its first ycarof operation 
and sales of analysers and reagents helped 
tliedivision inposting profits Tliechemicals 
division, now an amalgam of chemicals, 
dyes and fibre activities, has done well The 
company plans to start its own testing 
laboratories for dyes and intermediaries. 

Tlie company incurred an expenditure of 
Rs 73 lakh for its R atrd D activities in the 
year. The company has successfully 

developed lacquered aluminium bottles and 
packagingmatohul Fmulsifiabic concentrate 
fomiukitions were also developed and new 

Ibrniulalions are under test. The company 

also plans to manufacture products in the 
categories of insecticides, wcediciiles and 
fungicides 

CIR1.A 

Growth in Sales 
Cipla, the third largest pharmaceutical 
mamilacturer in the country after Cilaxi'.md 
Ranbaxy. commanding a market share ol 3.2 
percent, lias declared an enhanced dividend 
of 32 percent Ibrlheyear Net sales improved 
tor 1993-94 hy 25 percent (Rs 46.60crore), 
operating profit by 18 per cent (Ks 5.22 
crore) and nel profit by 41 per cent (Rs 4.26 

crore). There has been a marginal rise in 
taxation, while interest charges rose by 18 
per cent and ilcpreciation fell by 7 per cent 
Noii-operaling profit lose by Rs 22 lakh 
(129 per cent), other income was also up by 
3 per cent Hxpoits were up by 20 per leiit 
while impoiis rose by 4 per tent 

Debt-equity ratio increased 20 peiccntage 
points .Shurl-lerm bank txiiiowings lo 
inventories declined liom 47 pci teiil in 
1992-93 to44 percent in 1993-94 Suiuliy 
creditorslocuiTcnl assets mcieascd lioni I 2 
perteni in DW2-93 to 14 pcrceiii in 1991- 
94. .Sales lololal assetsdeelincd niargin.illy 
by 3 percciilage points Sales to gross lixeil 
assets detliiieil from 233 pel cent in 1992- 
9f lo21K perceni 111 1993-94 Gloss saving 
lo gross tapiial foriruiiioii lose by 22 
percentage points Return on mvestmern 
declined marginally Remuneration to 
employees declined Irom 33 per cent in 
1992-9 3 lo 30 per cent in 199 3 94 Farning 
per share increased from Rs 33 3 m 1992- 
93 to Rs 470 in 1993-94 Net proln to sales 
increased tioin 5 percent in 1992-93jo 6 
|ier cent in 1993-94 Net value added lo 
value of production fell from 17 pci tcnl in 
1992-93 lo 16 pel cent in 199.1-94 

Hfficienl utilisation ol resources and 
improvement in technology helped the 
company to reduce the prices ol some key 
products .Several new medicines were 
launched and the company claims them to 

have licen well received. Fxporls fared well 
Tlic company has begun the indigenous 
manufactureol ondan.setron used in treatment 
ol side cflecls of cancer patients. The 

company signed an MOD with Aotoukang 
Pharmaceuticals of China for a joint venture 
in China. Tlie 50:.50venture is to be christened 
Aolou kang Cipla The company has also set 
up a plant in Kurkumbh in Maharashtra tor 
the manufuctureofbuikdrugs, intermediates 
and formuliitions of which phase 1 has been 

completed Cipla incurred a capital 
expendilureol Rs 33 3croreforitsexpansion 
and modernisation programme. 

The toinpany nicuned an ex|H;ndilurc of 
Ks 8 crore foi its R .mil I) activities Tlie 
company dc vcli ipcd sc vci al new hulk dt ugs 
il has developed a drug lor ihalassacniie 
patienis ihc woild s first oral drug lor 
manugcnieni o( ihe disease .Several drug 
fonnulalions were added lo the company's 
range of produt Is, particularly in inhalation 
thci apy The company has the distinction of 
maikcting Ihe widest range of formulations 
used 111 asthma treatment which includes 
mcierei.l-dose inhalers, rotahalcrs. respirator 
sol III urns and oral dosage forms 

PKbMIKR AHTO HI.HCTRIC 

Rise in Profit 
Premier Aiilo hlectnc. despite an increase 

m laxalion and tieprcciation by 76 per cent 
(Rs 55 lakh) and 98 per cent (Rs 66 lakh), 
has done well with net profit rising by 77 

|)ei cenl(Rs 1 94 cruie), operating profit by 
56 perteni (Rs 3 10 crore) and nel sales by 
23 pel cent (Rs 14 02 ciore). Gihet income 
was ii|' by 134 pel cent, while inlere.st 
payments wcie down by 8 per cent A 
dividend ot 30 percent was declared Kxpoils 
were down by 37 per cent 

.Sales to total assets dec lined Irom 200 per 
cent in 1991 -92 ti' 195 pel cent in 1992 93 
and 164 pel cent in IW3-94 .Sales lo gross 

fixed assets fell in 1992-93 and 1993-94 
Debt-equity ratio fluclualed at 30 per ceni 

in 1991-92. 14 per cent in 1992-93 and 24 
pel cent in 1993-94. Ruluni on inve.slmcnl 
lose steadily fioni 10 per cent in 1991-92 
lo 12 per cent in 1992-93 and 15 pci cent 

in 1993-94. Sundry creditor.'Socurrent assets 
has shown a steady increase lixim 32 [Xircenl 

in 1991 -92 lo 33 per cent in 1992-93 and 
36 per cent in 1993-94 Shorl-term bank 
boiTowings lo inventories incteused by 5 

percentage points in 1992-93 and 14 
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The Week’s Companies 
(RstaUi} 

Bayer (bi<Ua) ClpU Premier Auto KeiviaatM- Ahmedaegar 
Fiaaiict^ Indicators _ _ Hctirin_oHatka_Fni-ofaws 

March March March March March March March March March March 
1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

IncomWappropriations 

1 Net sales 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total income ' 

5 Raw matetials/stores and spares 
consumed 

6 Other manufacluhng expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 Operating profit 

10 Interest 

11 Gross profit 

12 Depreciation 
13 Profit before tax 

14 Tax provision 
15 Profit afler tax 
16 Dividends 

17 Retained profit 
LiabiUtlea/StiseU 
18 Paid-up capital 
19 Reserves and surplus 

20 Long term loans 
21 Short term loans 
22 Of which bank borrowings 

23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
25 Inventories 

26 Total assets/liabilities 
Miacellancous items 
27 Excise duty 

28 Gross value added 
29 Total foreign exchange income 

30 Total foreign exchange outgo 
Key tiuBncial and performance ratios 
31 lYimover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 

33 Gross value added to gross fixed 
assets (%) 

34 Return on investment (gross profit 
to total assets) (%) 

35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 

42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/B ratio (based on latest and 

corresponrling last year’s price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjust^ for 

revaluation) (%) 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Totid remunenuion to employees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Total temuneration to employees 

to value of production (%) 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 
50 OrowUi in int^oiies (%) 

25945 25279 22901 18241 7361 
26231 24803 24673 19504 7400 

759 391 724 788 298 
26990 25194 25397 20272 7696 

11261 11738 10084 8277 6063 
2588 1887 6114 4395 5 
2950 2631 1432 1273 314 
5692 5035 4464 3546 457 
4499 3903 3303 • 2781 8.59 
1389 1329 940 791 148 
2773 2673 2402 2007 705 

680 .539 460 496 133 
2093 2134 1942 1511 572 

930 1030 480 475 12T 
1163 1104 1462 1036 445 
438 406 99 93 1.53 
725 698 1363 943 292 

1622 i622 311 311 511 
4646 3930 6630 .5307 1162 
5485 4210 3429 1647 412 
4895 2749 5176 4371 927 
3195 2249 3.548 2864 488 

10923 9047 10468 7828 1755 
4351 3719 3120 2764 272 
5170 5025 7936 6006 910 

20289 17273 20732 16053 4482 

1578 1666 1520 1534 168 
6904 6830 4622 3858 1147 
1419 1321 2407 1999 15 
1946 1808 1918 1881 20 

127.9 146.3 110.5 .113.6 164.2 
157.9 202.1 147.3 1.56.8 244.4 

63.2 75..5 44.1 49.3 65.4 

13.7 15.5 11.6 12.5 15,7 
10.7 10.6 10.5 11.0 9.6 
17.3 15.4 14.4 15.2 11.7 

8,1 8,4 8.5 8.3 7.8 
44.4 48.3 24.7 31.4 22.2 

18.6 19.9 21.1 18.4 26.6 
27.00 25.00 32.00 30,00 30.00 
71.70 68.06 470.10 333.12 6.71 
386.4 342.3 1819.0 1379.4 32,7 

42.5 48.5 1.3 18.5 11.5 

87.2 75.8 60.6 38.4 24.6 

61.8 44.8 . 44.7 47.7 53.6 
28.5 50.5 129.6 93.6 65.4 

42.7 38.5 31.0 33.0 27.4 

11.2 10.6 5.8 6.5 4.2 
20.7 13.8 40.9 — 125.3 
2.69 -9.18 32.13 — 6.31 

5959 36312 21739 4546 4805 
5866 37781 19448 4355 4766 

117 436 404 207 1,58 
5983 36217 19852 4562 4924 

4805 21854 12138 2727 3020 
4 795 593 .551 534 

278 2837 2192 396 308 
347 6620 3520 163 273 
549 4111 1409 705 789 
161 1650 1942 176 258 
390 2318 -363 529 539 
67 556 541 125 99 

323 1761 -904 404 440 
72 1 101 170 

251 1760 -904 303 270 
99 212 0 82 82 

1.52 1548 -904 221 . 188 

508 1763 1763 304 304 
862 12900 1.3641 1068 846. 
200 3695 3592 1144 703 
420 6628 2922 1454 1152 
335 4309 2090 1093 833 
778 20126 19307 2196 1505 
143 6511 41.36 435 321 
856 5752 5977 1284 1034 

3049 33379 29273 4631 3979 

60 7250 5972 509 442* 
836 6543 3902 1114 1123 

24 Z39 397 834 1048 
14 1655 1134 199 32 

195.4 108.8 74.3 98.2 115.7 
299,4 145.3 99.2 114.5 1534 • 

107.3 32.5 20.2 50.7 74.6 

12.8 6.9 -1,2 11.4 ii.s 
6.5 6.4 -1.7 11.6 11.7 
9.2 11.3 6.5 15.5 17.1 
5.4 4.8 -4.2 8,9 9,6 

22.3 0.1 0.0 25.0 38.6 ,■ 

18.3 12.0 -5.9 22.1 23.S 
25.00 12.00 *0.00 27.00 27.00 

4.94 9,98 -5.13 9.97 8.88 
27.0 83.2 87.4 45.1 37.8 

25.3 16.5 -48.8 25.3 6.0 

14.6 25.2 . 2p.3 83.4 61.1 

39.1 74.9 35.0 . 80*.6 
62,9 45.«- 108.K 37.3 56.7 

33.3 43.4 56.2 ' .35.5 27,4 

4.7 7.5 113. ' 9.1 is ' 

9(0.9 4.2 141.9 43.9 .25.6 
-9.S0 -3.76 -17.2B 24.18 31.89 



percentage point*: in 1993*94. Earning per 
.share doubled in the past two years. Net 
value added to value of pri>duction ha.s been 
constantat 13percent for the past two years. 
Inventories grew by 15 percentage points. 
Remuneration to employees declined from 
38 per cent in 1991-92 to 33 per cent in 
1992-93 and 27 per cent in 1993-94. 
Remuneration to employee as a ratio to the 
value of production has remained stable at 
4 per cent for the past two years. Raw 
materials consumed to the value of 
production has been steady at 81 per cent 
ftw the past two years. Net profit to sales 
doubledin 1992-93 from 2 per cent in 1991- 
92 and has now risen to 6 per cent in 1993- 
94. Operating profit to gross value added has 
increased steady in the past three years. 

The total income of the company showed 
a 27 per cent growth in the year The per¬ 
form ance of the manufacturing plant at H alol 
improved due to increa.sed demand from its 
Oh customers. The company had in the 
previous year signed an MOU with Best & 
Crompton Engg, Madras, to purchase plant 
and machinery and know-how. Hie company 
has dso started the production of starters and 
alternators at its new plant at Madras. 

The company invested Rs 8 lakh for its 
R and D activities for the year. Deployment 
of indigenous in place of imported material 
at the factory, fitment of compressed natural 
gas (CNG) kits in vehicles, for which it has 
obtained AR AI certification, and expansion 
in the application of CNG kits to other auto¬ 
mobiles are the activities of the department. 

KELVINATOR OF INDIA ' 

Out of the Red 
L 

Kelvinator of India, one of the largest 
manufacturers of refrigerators, has dcaie wel I 
in 1993-94 after suffering losses in the 
previous year. The company experienced 
increase in net sales by 67 per cent, operating 
profits by 191 per cent and net profits by 
294 per cent. Depreciation was up by 2 per 
cent while interest charges fell by IS per 
cent. Non-operating profits fell by Rs 143 
lakh (184 Itdch) and other income rose by 
7 per cent. Exports fell by 39 per cent, while , 
imports ^cre up by 42 per cent. A dividend ' 
of 12 per cent was declared for the year. 

Debt-equity ratio showed fluctuations at 
49 per cent in 1991-92,23 per cent in 1992-1 
93and25pcrcentinl993-S^.Remuneration: 
to employees fell by 13 percentage points j 
for the year. Earning per share rose to Rs | 
9 for the year. Net profit margin showed a { 
rise by 8 percentage points. Short-term bank' 
borrowings toinventoiesmore than doubled, 
from 38 per cent in 1991 -92 to 74 per cent 
in 1993-W. Sundry creditors tocurrent assets | 
ratio, after being steady around 31-32 per' 
oentduring 1991-93,declinedto23 percent 
in I993-94.Retumon investmentfluctuated 
at 1 per cent in 1991-92, (-) 1 per cent in 
1992-93 and 6 per cent in 1993-94. Gross 
.saving to gross coital formation rose to 260 
per cent as against (-) 8 per cent in the 
previous year. Sales to total assets fluctuated. 
to 90 per Cent *n d991-92, 74 per cent ini 
1992 93 and lO^percentin 1993-94. Sales; 

to gross fixed assets fluctuated at 248 per 
cent in 1991 -92,112 percent in 1992-93 and 
180 per cent in 1993-94. Raw materials 
consumed to value of production declined 
steadily in the past thrw years from 70 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 59 per cent in 1992-93 
and 55 per cent in 1993-94, 

The company has tied up with Whirlpool 
Corporation of the US. The emphasis is to 
be on improvement in product design, better 
pnxjcss engineering and cost reduction. The 
company failed to revive its automotive 
division and thus had to close it down. 

The company invested Rs 251 lakh on its 
R and D activities in the year. Development 
of new models of visi coolers and CFC 
.substitutes in compressors, refrigerators and 
deep freezers and reduction in cost were 
significant achievements. 

AHMEDNAGAR FORGINGS 

Mixed Performance 

Ahmednagar Forgings has shown mixed 
performance in 1993-94. Netprofits were up 
12 per cent (Rs 33 lakh), while net sales and 
operating profits fell by 1 per cent (Rs 59 
lakh) and 10 per cent (Rs 84 lakh), 
respectively. Other income rose by 31 per 
cent, depreciation was up by 26 per cent and 
taxation and interest charges fell by 40 per 
cent and 31 percent, respectively. Imports 
for the year rose sharply by 592 per cent 
(Rs 16.6 crore), while exports fell by 20 per 
cent (Rs 2.14 crore). A dividend of 27 per 

cent was announced for the year. 
Debt-equity ratio rose from 52 per cent 

in 1991-92 to 61 per cent in 1992-93 and 
83 per cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowings rose from 49 per cent in 1991- 
92to85 pcrcentin 1993-94. Sundry creditors 
to current assets fluctuated at 26 per cent 
in 1991-92,28 per cent in 1992-93 and 14 
per cent in 1993-94. Growth in inventories 
fell by 7 percentage points. Gross saving 
to gross capital formation declined by 6 
percentage points. Return on investment 
has shown a continuous decline from 19 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 13 per cent in 1992-93 
and 11 per cent in 1993-94. Earning per 
.share fluctuated at Rs 9 in 1991-92, Rs 8 
in 1992-93 and Rs 9 in 1993-94. Net value 
added to value of production fluctuated at 
23 per cent in 1991 -92.21 per cent in 1992- 
93 and 22percent in 1993-94. Remuneration 
to employees rose by 8 percentage points 
Netprofitmargin fluctuated from9perccnl 
in 1991-92 to 5 per cent in 1992-93 to 6 
per cent in 1993-94. 

During the year the company produced 
11,402 mt of steel forgings. Despite reces¬ 
sionary tendencies in the steel industry sales 
ro.se by 584 MT. The company received 
recognition as an Export Hoqse from the 
government of India. Its Ahmednagar factory 
has been awarded the ISO9002 accreditation 
from the Bureau Varitas Quality Inter¬ 
national (BVQl). The installed capacity at 
the Chakan plant was enhanced to 10,500 
mtpa. Production of cold forgings was also 
started during the year. 
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RANDOM REFLECTIONS 

Development Paradigms: China and 
India Since 1949 
Arun Ghosh 

The success in putting a burgeoning wqrl^orce to productive work 
constitutes the most important lesson of China’s development experience 
for India and the entire underdeveloped world. No matter what the 

political framework, the needs of societd development cdl for this 
basic change. 

CHINA and India may be uuly regarded as 
representing two entirely different paradigms 
of development. There have been fewanalytical 
essays (available to the Indian reader) on the 
process of development and of social change 
in China after the victory of the People’s 
Liberation Armyin 1949, and the establishment 
of the People’s Republic of China. It is exciting, 
therefore, to come across a volume’that attempts 
not only an ambitious comparison of Chinese 
and Indian development during the post-second 
world war years (until 1990) but also to frame 
these developments in the context nf the history, 
the cultural and .social milieu, the problems and 
the political background of the cataclysmic 
changes that have occurred in China over the 
past 40-odd years, and the slower (and yet 
doubtless) changes that have been ushered into 
India underthe system of planned development 
within a capitalist framework and a regulated 
market system. This paradigm is, oflate, rapidly 
changing in India. .So. indeed, is China headed 
for a change, though one is not quite sure of 
all the consequences of the latest changes. 
However, that is another story. 

Any book of essays, writtenby alarge number 
of experts, must be of the nature of somewhat 
separate and independent essays. The editors 
have therefore to be congratulated that despite 
the inhennt problem - that of getting each 
article to focus on the particular in the context 
of the general - a broad overall picture does 
finally emerge. Unfortunately, there is no final 
'summing up’ chapter; perhaps mercifully so, 
leaving the reader to draw his (or her) own 
conclusions. 

What is the picture that finally emerges in 
regard to the processes of change ushered into 
China and India over the past 40-odd years? 
Let us consider the experience of China first, 
before attempting to draw appropriate lessons 
fmm the Chinese experience for India. 

Tfc China Storv 

The China of 1948 was a country with 
rampant corruption and hyperinflation. During 
the 19th century, the British had introduced 
opium eating in China, purely for commercial 
reasons; and the warlords in China had become 

Society and Development in China and India 
editedby KuttanMahadewan, Chi-bsieatuan, 
lingyuan Yu, M Sumangala and G P 
Ramacfaandra; B R Publhdiing CorpOratiem, 
Delhi. 1994; 423. Rs 450. 

addicted opium eaters. Hiere was little effective 
resistance to Japanese occupation of the country 
before the second world war, and the ‘older 
values’ had become the privilege of a few 
mandarins. The awakening brought into the 
consciousness of the Chinese peasantry by the 
People’s Liberation Army necessarily had to 
proceed with the hypothesis of ‘destruction 
before construction', destruction of the deca¬ 
dent old order. That the same dogma brought 
about the sudden collectivisation of agriculture 
after 1958 needs to he looked at from different 
viewpoints; and certainly, after the years of the 
Great Leap Forward, Chinese agnedture again 
prospered, for the base hod been laid through 
innumerable small works undertaken by the 
people in a decentralised manner. 

TTie changes in China have been dramatic, 
and somewhat ruthless. The experience has 
very obvious lessons for India where - though 
we have never adopted the type of repres.tive 
polity relentlessly pursued in China - we are 
suddenly switching horses, /he riders being the 
same, with single-minded pursuit of personal 
power and pelf by the 'riders'. The lesson of 
progress through decentralisation, on which 
there is little fiKus in the volume, has never 
found political support in India. China provides 
the contrast. 

There is little doubt, in retrospect, that the 
Great Leap Forward in 1958 was a mistake, 
in fact a big mistake; and in two to three years, 
caused 20 million deaths from starvation in 
China. There is also little doubt, in retrospect, 
that the decade-long Cultural Revolution - 
which commenced in 1966 and ended with 
Mao’s death in 1976 - proved to be not only 
a major setback to Chinese development but 
also caused a lot of suffering and avoidable 
turbulence in Chinese society. And yet one has 
only to lake a look at the development of both 
Chinese agriculture and industry since the days 
of the Revolution in 1949. As per figures given 
by Wei Jinsheng, the total agricultural product 
of China, at onstani prices, increased from 
51 billion RMB in 1953 to 765 billion RMB 
in 1990, and this growth has been fairly steady 
except for the disastrous three years of the 
Great Leap Forward (1958-61) when a severe 
drought complicated and complemented the 
sudden and drastic changes in production 
relations introduced in 1958. Inquantityterms, 
grain production increased from 1.1 billion 
tons in 1949 to 4.5 million tons in 1990; cotton 
production from 4.4 million tons to 45 million 
tons; and vegetable oil production from 26 

million tons to 161 million tons. Over the past 
40 years, Chinese agricultural production has 
increased'at an annual rate of 3.8 percent per 
annum; and if one takes the period between 
1977 and 1990, the annual average growth rate 
has been 6.3 per cent per annum. As far as 
mdustrial production is concerned, the share 
of industry in China’s total product increased 
from 36 per cent in 1953 to 63 per cent in 1990 
- in India, the percentage contribution of 
industry to national output remains at some 24 
per cent - while the contribution of agriculture 
to total product in China dechned from 41 per 
cent to 20 per cent over 1953-90. And though 
Wei Jinsheng, writing on the industrial 
development of China, has been critical of the 
continued emphasis on ’heavy industry' (as 
contrasted wifo ‘light industries’ or consumer 
goods industries), the industrial growth rate of 
China has increased from some 15 per cent per 
annum from 1953 to 1988 to around 18 per 
cent per annum in more recent years, and pro¬ 
bably to an even higher growth rate - leaAng 
to inflation - in the past two or three years. 
(Up to 1988, the figures are those of Don 
Fureng; the more recent figures arc those one 
gets from other studies and reports.) One must, 
of course, add that the longer term growth rate 
of agriculture was achieved despite 
considerable confusion arising from the 'de¬ 
collectivisation' of agriculture in 1978. If one 
sifts through the available evidence, one finds 
that traditional China’s leap into modernity 
and rapid economic growth arose principally 
from several factors, as a result of the communist 
takeover in 1949. After 1953 - when 
consolidation had been completed by the new 
regime, and an egalitarian system established 
- three distinct changes took place. First, ail 
local development was left to local authorities; 
and with the emancipation of women, the 
workforce increased phenomenally. With the 
enure woikforce engagedinproduciive activity. 
With 1952 as the base year the index of the 
number of workers (turd labour participants, 
urban individual workers and state employed 
workers and staff) increased from 37.2in 1949 
to 114,7 in 19.57 (base: 1952=100) and further, 
to 193.7 in 1978 (Yang Zihui and ZhaoXiaobua, 
pp 367-68 of the volume under reference). So, 
the first achievement of the Chinese political 
system was to ensure full employment of the 
entire labour force. The peitent^e of social 
labour participation was 36.1 per cent of the 
population in 1952,40.3 per cent in 1958,42.9 
per cent in 1980, and 49.6 per cent in 1990,' 

One may question the level of social security 
in a society where close to 50 per cent of the 
population constitutes the wirkforce; but so 
long as productive employment can be found 
for .such a large percentage of the population, 
economic development at a rapid rate must be 
inevitable. Incidentally, this is also a reminder 
to the votaries of ‘efficiency’ (at the micro 
level, and in comparison with intMnational 
standards) that it is the average productivity 
of the entire workforoe that isthe Uueumchstone 
of the efficiency of societal oiganisation. That 
China has been able to employ its enriie 
woiicforM, that the economy has been growing 
rapidly (implying increasing prodoctivky df 
the entire workforce) is mamfed. The ChiMse 





uAhen (in tlie volume) bemoan the lower 
phyaical productivity of the Chineie worker 
in compartimi with, say, the productivity (in 
micro sense) of workers in developed countries; 

and there are many hints at the need to introduce 
a 'marketeconomy’ and competitiveefficiency. 
This reflects the DengXiaoping thrust of recent 
years, and ignores the importance of a transition 
with ftrll employment. 

Perhaps one may appropriately pm in a word 
in a different tone at this juncture, wnth a bnef 
quotation from an arch neoliberal journal, the 
Far Eastern Economic Review (November 17, 
1994). In an article titled ‘Against the Grain', 
lincoln Kaye writes: 

But I Oyears onlosersin Deng's increasin^y 
stratified socialist market economy are 
pondering bow theirshaUered 'non nee bowls' 
can ever be put back together again; they look 
toward Nanjie for guidance .. 

Nanjie's recollect! visolion began when local 
party secretary Wang Hongbin, just 36 at the 
time, repealed theDengist 'household responsi¬ 
bility' system of fanning in 1986. After a six- 
year expen ment with family plots, the village 
reverted (o communal cultivation. Through 
collective effort, Nanjie now boasts a dnxight 
proof680-metre deep communal well. And, no 
matter how overloaded the national transport 
gnd. Nanjie’s supplies and produce move on 
the village's own 150-truck lleet Hven the 
great bogeyman ot China’s current economic 
boom, inflation hanlly fazes Nanjie, villagers 
receive their staple.s in kind rather than in cash 

Agncultural pniductioii, which slumped by 
more than 50 pei cent undei 'household 
re.spousibility’. has by now rebounded It 
iffcounted fur a record R\IB 8 million ot 
village income this year... 

II the.sn-called ‘Nanjiemoder saysaiiyllung 
of interest to coniemporary Quiiu, accoidiiig 
to (aj Clune.se Academy of Social Sciences 
sociologist, "it’.s all about micm • mlher than 
macroeconomics". 

Ihc second major facloi in the rapid growth 
of agncultural production in China arose from 
'decentralisation' ot production activity from 
early years of the new regime The Chinese 
pea.sani economy had been stagnant in respect 
of soil productivity before the communist lake- 
overof the country; and the new sy.stem ensured 
that alaige segment of rural labour was engaged 
in rural constniction. Wei Jinsheng has charec 
terised the agricultural development of China 
as ‘tormented’ and has divided the period 1949 
to 1990 into five sub-periods: (a) 1949-57 
when land reform was completed and grain 

production increased from 11.3 milbon tons (in 
1949) to 195 million tons (in 1957) and total 

agricultural production increased by 7 per cent 
per annum, (b) 1958-62. the period of the Great 
Leap Forward, after the collectivisation of 
agriculture in 1956, when rural Agricultural 
Production Co-operaiives (APC) were turned 
into people's communes. The changed pro¬ 

duction relations caused a setback and total 
agricultural producuon declined by 19.9 per 
cent in 1962 as compared to 1957 or by 4.5 
per cent per year, (c) 1963 and 1965 were two 
years of reat^uttment and restoration, when 
the ownenhip system was redefined into a 
three-tier system - the people's commune, the 
production brigade and tire production team, 
the last one being an independent production 
unit. Agricultural pnoduction increased by 11.1 

per cent per year oyer 1963-65 and by 1965 

agricultural production had relunied to the 
19.57 level (which was 37.2 per cent higher 
than in 1962). (d) 1966-76 were the year.s of 
the Cultural Revolution. Though these years 
have been described as a ‘period oftcmpesluous 
turmoil and a lime of storm and stress’, 

agncultural production in 1976 was still 51 per 
cent higher than in 1965, averaging a growth 
rale of 3.8 per cent per year. And finally, (e) 
the period after 1977 when far-reaching changes 
in rural relahons of production were introduced, 
with the introduction of the family responsibility 
system. Between 1977 and 1990, the average 
growth rale of agncultural production was 6.3 
■per cent per year. 

We make no comment on the report by 
Uncolii Kaye in the Far Eastern Economic 
Review, in regard 'o developments in Nanjie, 
reproduced very panially eariier. We in India 
do not have accc,s,s lo pnmary data for China, 

■either at the micro or macro level. Perhaps one 
can only reiterate (he validity of Mao’s dictum: 

‘Let a thousand flowers bloom’ 
Wei Jinsheng has brought out the reasons 

for the growth of Chinese agriculture despite 
the "tcmpcstuou.s lurmoij... storm and stress" 
(which he decnes) The new regime m.sistcd 
on “the strategical miponance of agriculture, 
focusing attention on agncultuie and develop¬ 
ing the rural economy comprehensively". From 
11.3 million tonsin I'M'J. total gram production 
incTeased to 446 million Ions in 1990 - that 

IS, there times in 41 year.s This was po.ssiblf' 
because of the deployment ot a large workJ'orce 
lot rural construction works, mo.sily small 
imgalion and othei worlu, calculated to improve, 
the moisture retention capacity of the ;,»il. with 
increased input of soil imincnts (both oigaiiic 
and inorgaiyic). Chinese agncultuie did nut 
grow as a resiill of imporlcU lethiiohigy (like 

the Crecn Revolution in India), but through 
local cntcrpn.se and local effort By 19K9, as 
many a.s “83,000 reservoirs had been built with 
a storage capacity of 461 7 billion cubic metres” 
of watci, and the iiiigalcd farm land had 

increased to 44.7 million heclaies, in addition 
to 2.3 million hectares ot giassland and foie.sl 
land. There was also an iinprovemenl in local 
technological input, with 1 5 million agncul- 
lural experts (college graduates) and 0.85 
million of middle level agMCultiiial education. 

At the same time, because of the population 
'registration' scheme, ihe relative absence ot 

transport, and focus on ‘rural development', 
and arising from the increased demand from 
the lireal population, Iheie has been a rapid 
growth of tural industries, which introduced 
deep changes in the rural economic stiuciuie. 
According to Wei Jinsheng, “since late 1970 

total product of the rural enterpri.'ies has been 
growing at an annual rale of ovei 30 pet cent " 
The niral cnlemnses have employed over one- 
fifth of the labour force in the villages. 

Thus,despite the ‘lunnoil’ andthe ‘stresses', 

pot only did the yield rates.(of all crops, both 

grain and commercial crops like coiion) 
improve significantly. there was a phenomenal 
growth of tural mdustnes, Mao's concept of 
‘backyard ftirnaces' helped to foster a more 

regionally balanced growth than is being 
ushered into China in very recent years. 

The above major changes in the rural produc¬ 
tion structure were accompanied by two other 
types of changes: the totid product of industry 
increased from 36 per cent of the social product 

in 195.3 to 63 per cent in 1990. In this, Ihe .share 
of heavy industry increased from 37 per cent 
in 19.53 to a peak of 57 per cent in 1980 and 
declined lo some 51 per cent by 1990, Both 
infrastructure and key inputs (like primary 
energy sources) increased phenomenally. 

At the same time, the einancipaiion of women, 
and the (somewhat harsh) regimen in regard 
lo control of family size, together with better 
education and health facilities, freed the women 
from prolonged periods of child bearing and 
child tare and helped lo increase the size of 
the workforce participating in production. Mass 
education, and in particular, the education of 
women, doubtless helped to usher in a new 
pattern of societal change in China. The 
commune sy.stem - though lutiJIy different 
from the traditions and culture of Chinese 
society - was doubtless favourable for foslenng 
universal education of children which in turn 
helped to bring up the skills of the workforce. 

Finally, though nut explicitly .stated 
anywhere, the egaliianan regimen - doubiles.'t 
introduced through harsh nicasure.s between 
1949 and 1953 - was certainly a factui in the con¬ 
tinued growth of the Chinese economy, despite 
the ‘turbulence’, I he confusion, the 'storm' and 
tlie 'siiess' of the years of the Cultural Revo¬ 
lution. (One must leave out the years of the 
Great Leap f'orward as a bad dream.) Perhaps 
the focu.s of the Chinese leadership on 
decenlraJisediural development was the crucial 

element in the continued resurgence of Ihe 
Chinese economy, despite all the ‘turliulcnce’ 
and the ‘siies.ses’ between 1958 and 1988. 

The picture i.s not one of ‘unmixed virtue". 
The developnicnt ol education doubtless 
sufleied badly m C'hina as -a result of the 
Cultural kevolulion. But the resurgence of 
highe.i educalum after 1976 reflects the success 
of pnmary education, where the entrants to 
highercJueation onginatc. Zon Ping and Zhao 
Xiaohua conclude that the “modern and 
contemporary history of education in Ctiina 
saw a .senes of refoniis and revolutions with 
each negative lo the preceding one". 

'lliere are other probleiualic issues. Zon Ping 

and Zhao Xiaohua are cnticai ot the tact that 
“while natural erosion contributes lo 70 per 
cent of soil ero.sion in the Loess Plateau due 
to severe slopes, erosion by human destruction 
IS about 30 per cent", p'urlhcr, "the coverage 
of lorc.st on the Loess Plateau (around 4,000 
years ago), was over 50 per cent... The present 
desen of Ke'enni was once grassland, forest 
and lakes..” But then, the population of China 
was only 20 million at that lime; and 4,000 
years back, much of India was doubtless a 
densely forested area. Though i he authors worry 

about increa.sing environmental degradation 
accompanying agranan and industrial growth, 
some 11 billion trees have be.en planted in the 
past 10 years with nearly 100 percent survival 
rate. Some 40 per cent of China has been 
covered thus far by the tree planting project, 
and .signals the success of the decentralised 
respon.5ibiliiy sy.stem. 

Lessons for India 

There arc numerous writings available to the 
Indian reader on the story of India's economic 
development and on the development of the 
Indian polity since independence. In the present 
context, therefore, it may be useful to focus 



only on the major similarities and diffei^nces 
between Chinese and Indian economic 
development, to reflect on the failure of the 
Indian development effort to ‘take off, and 
the lessons, if any, for India from the Chinese 
experience. 

We must allow for the fact that with two 
entirely different political systems, one cannot 
- one should not - compare the Chinese and 
Indian economies. There are certain costs 
attachingtoiota]itariHnregimes;andthelessuns 
of the experience of one country can only be 
partially applicable to the other. Yet, there do 
remain clear lessons, in regard to both what 
to emulate and what not to emulate. Let us 
focus on the former. , 

Though considerable progress has been 
achieved by India on diverse fronts • in the 
matter of self-sufficiency in food production, 
in building up a reasonable capacity for the 
production of capital goods and key inter¬ 
mediates - there remain several areas where 

the Indian situation leaves room for great 
concern. As per a (rather thin, in terms of 
sample size) survey conducted by the NSS for 
the calendar year 1992, 41.7 per cent of the 
rural population and 37.7 per cent of the utban 
population (or around 40 per cent of the 
population in the aggregate) were still below 
the poverty line; and this datum ~ in the light 
of continuously favourable monsoons since 
1988-must be deemed to beasevere indictment 
of overall economic policies, especially since 
1987-88 - a year of drought - shows a smaller 
percentage of people below the poverty line. 
One can, of course, rationalise that some degree 
of inequality is inevitable in the early years 
of economic growth; the famous inverted 
U-curve of Simon Kuznets in regard to income 
distribution in relation to economic growth 
may be said to be in play. But. and this is a 
significant point, economic growth in India has 
b^n at best lardy, the overall growth rale since 
the inception of planning - over a period of 
some 40 years - being at best some three-and- 
a-half per cent per annum, much of it eroded 
by a population growth of around 2 per cent. 
In any case, the increase in poverty - if the 
‘thin' 1992 NSS ts to be believed - after 1987- 
88 (which was a drought yciu) would doubtless 
he most distuibing. 

Let us go back in time and bnetly examine 
the Mahalanobis plan model which set out the 
framework for India’s planning effort. The 
Mahalanobis model - a variant of the Rus.sian 
model as outlined by L'eldman - suffered from 
two defects. First, it neglected agnculture, 
which, even as per the 1971 Census, provided 
the basis of income for some 70 per cent of 
the population. This is in sharp contrast to the 
model followed in China where rural deve¬ 
lopment - together with emphasis on heavy 
industries and infrastnicture build-up - was 
given primacy. Clcariy, in a primarily agrarian 
economy, the first task is the build up of agri¬ 
culture, of rural employment. This, the 
Mahalanobis'plan, drawing heavily from 
Russian experience, failed to do. Thecorrecti ve 
after 1966 came in the form of the Green 
Revolution, which doubtless increased the 
output of foodgrains. but that developmeiit was 
highly unb^anced regionally, with the result 
that much ui^the couiUiy failed to derive any 
benefit rapid agrarian growth in a few 
selected, pewets. Regional imbalances grew. 

The second flaw in the Mahalanobis model 
arose from wtthintbe model. White theoutpul 
of capital goods increased, the model did not 
ensure the offtake of the> output. The 
combination of public investment in 
investment goods and private inve.stment in 
consumer goods did not ensure the automatic 
offtake of the output of investment goods; 
and partly because of (financial) resource 
constraints with government, the economy 
suffered by not making full use of the 
production capability built up. (The South 
Korean experience, by contrast, was a rapid 
switch-over of industries started with the 
objective of import substilirtion, to export 
production, with single-minded devotion to 
excellence in technology, its absorption, and 
international competitiveness A certain 
conjuncture of world polity - when US aid 
was freely forthcoming for South Korea - 
also helped that country.) Anyhow, in India, 
the attempted combination of planning with 
reliance on the maiket did not ensure the 
generation of adequate demand (because of 
the absence of focus on rural employment) 
to ensure the. offtake of the increased output 
of producer goods. The planners failed to 
that extent; yet there was undoubted growth 
during the planning era, of an order not even 
dreamed of in two centuries betore 
independence and planning. In China, on the 
other hand, despite complaints of the 
preponderance of ‘heavy’ industries, 
production growth continues at a rapid pace. 
Con.sumer demand in China may well nin 
ahead of supplies, but the process of growth 
of outpul has also continued unabated. 

There arc, of course, certain major 
differences between Chinese and Indian 
polity; and policies that have worked in China 
need not work equally effectively in India. 
But there have been two other failures in 
India for which the price has to be paid now. 
First, though zamindan was abolished soon 
after independence, proper land reform - in 
the sense of land belonging to the tiller-has 
never been properly implemented (Kerala 
and West Bengal arc the only two stales 
where this policy has been adopted even 
partially). In fact, this is one area wheie the 
Japanese, Korean and Taiwanese experience 
has lessons for us. 

There was a second area where the Indian 
polity did not favour a revolutionary change 
after tndependence; the area of women’s 
emancipation, women's education and release 
of the energies of half the population for socio¬ 
economic development. This, in fact, has been 
oneofihe major reasons fortheCrhinesc success. 
The enormous increase in the size of the 
productive workforce in China contributed in 
no small mea,sure to China's rapid economic 
development. Yet the important issue remains; 
the entire workforce must be found productive 
employment. 

CoNCLUiiiNG Rumarks 

That perhaps has lessons not only for India 
but for the entire underdeveloped world. The 
fact that China was id>le to put a burgeoning 
workforce to productive work cxplruns the 
rtqiid economic growth of China. 

In fact, the same objective facts fly in the 
face of the dictum of ‘market led' development, 

which is now the accepted theology almost all 
the world over. Even without the direct 
participation of women in overtly productive 
effort, India has a large population which is 
underemployed or employed in low 
productivity jobs. The fltst requisite is to put 
this workforce into capital construction, the 
way Chinese rural labour was deployed. The 
idea is neither new nor revolutionary. From 
Ragnar Nurk.se and Arthus Lewis in the SOs 
to the concept of ‘food for work’ in India in 
the 70s and 80s, models have been built, and 
expenmenu tried out, but the latter have not 
been pursued with single-minded attention. 

This is really a far cry from the concept of 
market-led development to which even the 
FlanningCommission in Indiaappears suddenly 
to have been converted. Again, there is nothing 
new in the concept of putting idle manpower 
to work for capital constmetion. And, in the 
area of capital formation, what we need is a 

' ‘widening’ofthecapitalbasebefoieattempting 
to deepen it. 

This is the les.son we need to learn from 
Chipa; and in the context of the wide! y di vergeni 
political systems in the two countries, we can 
stiU follow t he Chi nese. model through a process 
of decentralisation of power and authority, 
decentralisation of the polily and of the 
economy, allowing each village tumniunity to 
organise its own ‘watershed area’ planning to 
develop agriculture, provide employment, and 
develops local rund industries. 

In the last context, we do not have the same 
ground'conditions as China does. In China, 
both the ‘population regi.stralion’ sy,stem and 
the absence of atransport network connecting 
villages to the outside world facilitated rural 
development in a manner which cannot be 
replicated in India. And yet the skills of the 
village craftsmen can still come to their 
rescue, provided that they do not suffer from 
terrible discrimination in the matter of credit 
availability (and the rale of interest on 
productive loans). This deficiency, as also 
that of inadequate supply of raw maienals, 
can be resolved through institutional changes. 
Co-operative credit, the spread of hanking 
in rural areas in the interest of the rural 
communities (and not for mopping up deposits 
for lending in metropolitan areas), and similar 
changes can still transform the Indian 
production structure, provided that (a) we do 
not blindly pursue the path of ‘market-led 
development', and (h) we build the 
institutions necessary fur proper ‘local area 
planning'. For this, we ne^ to empower the 
local communities, and not centralise all 
power and authority. 

This is not to say that all technological 
changes should be shut out. The growth of 
technology is essential if we have to .provide 
abettersiandaidoflife for agrowing population. 
But the ‘management’ of technologic^ change 
in the interest of the people can dso be done 
better through decent^isation of the decision- 
maldng stiucture.' 

What is essential, in brief, is (hat we must 
find some way to productively employ the 
entire workforce, and seek to increase labour 
productivity consistent with lull employment. 
No matter what the political framework, the 
needs of societal development call for this 
basic change. And with this basic change, 
other desir^le changes are certain to follow. 

hf 
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COMMENTARY 

Decdon and Bihar’s Fractured Polity 
AKRoy 

The assembly election in Bihar has laid hare the stale's fractured 
polity. Every party is tom, every organisation is fragmented, every 
leader is suspect. 

EVERYTHING in Bihar makes news and 
provokes views. The pre.sent election is no 
exception. Rather, that the election could 
start, completing all formalities, is news in 
itself. At last the parties have selected their 
candidates. Now the people are to choose 
from them. The lot is fearsome both in 
quantity and in quality. The Damocles’ 
.Sword of T N Seshan is hanging. As nobody 
knows what exactly AcharSamhita’ means, 
there is nervousness everywhere. What is 
striking is over-obedience. It shows that the 
people are fed up with sen.selcss unrest and 
want some respite. The rule of law has 
gained a new respectability even though law 
protects injustice. Status quo is no more 
regarded as wor.se than chaos without an 
alternative. Other factors are also no less 
noteworthy. The guns are calling for vole 
boycott. Cameramen are calling for 
photographs. To make the confusion 
complete government employees are on 
strike. There is an air of suspense and 
uncertainty. Will the elecUon take place at 
all? 

Everybody knows that there is no family 
planning in Bihar. This is true for the people, 
leaders and ministers, not to mention the 
chief minister. Family trees have grown, 
luiw yielding fruit. The trend has infected 
political parties in general. Election year 
being fertility year, numerous political parties 
have been bom. This is to accommodate the 
bumper crop of leaden*.. Aspirations run 
high. All are equally confident about victory. 
Only the people are worried. They are 
finding their defeat on all sides. The must 
talked about person is T N Seshan. The 
most discussed party is the party of vote 
boycotting ‘Maoists’ (the MCC). The two 
combined make headlines in the Bihar 
election. 

However, this election has presented one 
important feature requiring serious 
pondering. It has laid bare a fractured polity. 
What was concealed has been revealed. Bvciy 
party is torn. Every organisation is 
fragmented. Every leader is heckled. 
Tickets’ are acting as the missiles. It 

appears, the parties became brittle long 
back and have now crumbled with a mild 
stroke of 'tickets Mn this election the cause 
of fear is not from outside hut from within. 
Allparties arecentres of discoid. Dissidents 

of one party are blessing the official 
candidates of other parties scared by their 
own dissidents. The biggest party in the fray 
is the party of the dissidents, at least in terms 
of the number of candidates in the field and 
so they well deserve a separate election 
symbol for their ‘dissidence’. The ruling 
Janata Dal ha.s one plus point. It was never 
a party but a crowd with ascntimentclinging 
to the hallow of some leader. In Bihar even 
that wonder got ruptured. The Janata Dal got 
divided. The .Samata Party was born. Being 
bom. the .Samata Party is also torn The only 
ex-chief minister it had to show in its fold 
has left. However, those who arc not getting 
tickets from JD are seeking tickets from SP. 
Still thei c is no dearth of ‘ticket collectors ’. 
Ultimately the crowd has to be dispersed by 
alathi-chargcfromthechiefmini.ster’shouse. 

So IS gone with the wind all the discipline 
in the Bharatiya Janata Party. Even the 
exclusive grace of Lord Ram could not save 
It from dismiegration in south Bihar, the 
region where it gets seats. Armed wiUi the 
expertise to demolish the Babn ma.s jid. the 
ardent devotees of ‘Jai Shree Ram’ arc now 
out to demolish tlie ptirty in south Bihar. The 
quarrel over giving tickets give birth to a 
‘Vananchal Mukti Sena’ and tlie Sena 
immediately after taking birth is out for 
a.ssault. It started from Bokaro and Dhanbad. 
It was a devastating spectacle. Offices were 
stormed. Flags were tom. The holy lotu.s was 
trampled upon. Congress(l) has remained 
always a house divided, but a new chapter 
has been added recently with the mighty 
Aijun brought to heel by Rao in Narasimha 
‘avatar’. If the fall-out in Bihar has been less 
ugly, it is not because of any ne wly-acquired 
restraint, but because of the party’s overall 
bleak prospect in election. Similarly, 
Jharkhand is also caught in the election 
cyclone. Going to the Bihar as.sembly is 
more important than getting Jharkhand. So 
before Jhaikhand is separated the leaders 
have got separated over the distribution of 
election tickeu. Nowhalf-a-dozen Jharkhand 
parties arc in the fray along with dozens of 
lebels. The left, even aftermaintaining a low 
profile in Bihar after its bond with JD, is 
notfree from the same symptoms and .some 
odd cases have bewildered the old guards 
now marginalised in the present (Kilitical 

scenario. 

When election tickets could divide parties 
into parts, the fate of the Fronts cats well be 
imagined. All calculations have failed for aD 
the common Fronts. The Bihar election is 
broadly being fought between pio-Laloo 
and anti-l^oo fronts. Despite lofty claims 
of fielding a common candidate in a 
constituency by the pro-Laloo Front there 
will be a number of officially acknowledged 
‘friendly contests’ amongst its constituents 
which are unlikely to remain friendly at the 
end. MOTeover. these willremain thinly veiled 
rebels against each other. As in the liberalised 
maiket economy shares have become free 
for buying, so in liberalised politics the 
tickets of many new-comers like the Bihar 
People’s Party have been made available to 
the rebels. The position of the anti-Laloo 
Front is even worse. Apart from Congress(I) 
and BJP upset with their rebels, all efforts 
at unity amongstSamata, JMM(S), JMM(M), 
CPI(ML), etc, have floundered on the rocky 
soil of ever-arching aspirations and claims. 
All permutations and combinations have 
failed. Every accord is leading to further 
discord. The capital of each party is the 
allegations againstothers. Nearer the parties, 
the more fierce are the allegations. 
Accusations and counter-accusations rent 
the sky. With all this, the Bihar election is 
likely to be a free-for-all even with the 
formidable T N Seshan as the referee. 

Thus with all parties in disarray and the 
leaders scared from within, Bihar is heading 
lor elections. Every party member has 
become an island and the sole objective in 
politic.^ is to contest the election. To get 
elected is to get power. Power gives money. 
So to get rich quick one most get power 
quicker. Enhanced pay and perks of Bihar 
MLAs are an additional attraction. The caste 
and religious analysis of each party’s 
candidates has come in themediaalong with 
sim il ar analysis of the electorates despite the 
census being silent on that. In all electoral 
excrci.scs. ideologies and principles have 
taken a back seat. So the CPI(ML) attempted 
to make a Front with Samata and JMM(S) 
though its land struggle was against the 
former in central Bihar and it was opposed 
to the Jhaikhand Area Autonomous Council 
(JAAC) sponsored by JMM(S). Electkm 
manifestos have become a non-issue, with 
none taking them seriously. This reminds 
me of an incidentnarrated by the lone CP1(M) 
MP from Orissa. When he along with the 
late Pramodc Das Gupta went to meet Biju 
Patnaik on election eve, Patnaik said 
immediately, “Promodedayou need nothave 
taken this trouble. We have already acceded 
Bhubaneshwar seat to the CPI(M).” When 
Das Gupta insisted on some common 
programme Patnaik hurriedly signed on a 
white paper and gave that to Das Gupta 



itatiag that whatever be wimted he might 
type on that and give it to the Press. To &e 
amazed Promode Das OupuBijusmJied and 
said, ‘‘after all, neither you nor I will 
implement them. So what is the use of 
exercising our mind on thatT’ Thus the rot. 
started quite some time back. ' 

Though it IS hazardous to make predictions 
about the result of this uncertain election, 
preliminary indications are that Laloo f^asad 
will win.-He carries some vague popular 
sentiments, while his adversaries have 
nothing except venom against him. But this 
will be the Iwt chance for Laloo Yadav to 
make structural changes to accommodate 
the psychological changes he has brought 
about. H»e the left will have a pivotal role 
in Resigning that new structure. Butdiemain 
question is whether the presenttragmentation 
of politics and lack of principles are stray 
instances or a phenomenon d^p-rooted in 
our body politic. The symptoms point out 
to die latter. Where docs lie the root of this 
alarming development? The root is in the 
ciqiitalist way of development, which shorn 
of all control has taken a belligerent form 

THE New Economic Policy of the 
government of India has identified the 
wootlen textile industry a.s one of the export 
thrust indus'tries. To enhance the level of 
exp«»t of carpets (hand-knotted carpiets) and 
achieve better competitive edge in the 
international market the Indian Woollen 
Mills Federation, Bombay, has estimated 
that 62 million kgs of raw wool of good 
quality would be required by the end of the 
century out of which 42 million kgs have 
to come from the indigenous sources as 
against the present level of 16 million kgs 
of wool which is suitable for carpet 
mtmufacturing. The balance estimated to be 
20 million kgs is to be met freun impOTt. The 
export drive perse in the face of BOP crisis 
may not be a matter to be di.sputed in the 
.short run. The matter of great concern, 
however.isbowfeasiblethc 'so-called'drive 
is and at what kmg-mn stKial co.st the drive 
is undertaken. 

undef the New Bcmiomic Policy where in 
the name of liberal pragmatism a world 
without ideals has been declared the ideal 
world. Whether the cat is black or white, red 
or yellow what matters now is whether it 
can catch mice. So in this world ideologies 
have no place, restraint is foolish, society 
is nothing, self is everydiing. Consumerism 
and acquisitiveness have acquired a new 
respectability and corruption has become a 
part of life. lx>ng-term planning has been 
replaced by short-term gain, creation by 
hard walk by collection by clever manoeu¬ 
vring. The social fall-out of this policy is 
the malignant growth of individualism, 
selfishness and inconsideration embracing 
all parties, all organisations, society and 
even thecountiy. This calls for a great social 
revidution and restoration of lostmoral values 
which would mean in the present context 
inunediate reduction of pay and perks of the 
elected members at least to half, radical land 
reform and self-reliant industrialisation on 
which aU parties are silent in their election 
manifestos except for some vague wailing 
over the state or affairs in Bihar. 

The export potential and, therefore, the 
export ‘drive’ need to be viewed against the 
initial conditions of production of raw wool 
carpet and the long-term social co.st to be 
borne by the economy The initial conditions 
of raw wool production arc the availability 
of grazing land and increasing scale of 
reproduction of sheep and for carpet the 
initial condition is the availability of huge 
mass of child labour. In order to optimise 
the wool production of sheep, 10 per cent 
protein level in the daily ration ( Report 
of National Commissiem in Agriculture, 
Part Vn, Animal Husbandry, New Delhi, 
Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation) is 
required. 'The problem which is increasingly 
intensifying is that the pasture and grazing 
lands which used to (M’ovide optimum 
nutrition level by virtue of having mixed 
tVDCofharfaaitecontaining both leguminous 
and non-Ieguminous forages and grasses cap. 
no longer provide such optimum level of 

nutririon. Even if it is available in some 
pastures, the pressure on such land is so high 
that the pier capita availability falls much 
short of the optimum requirement Besides 
scanty rainfall which is the case with 
Rajasthan, the largest producer of raw w6oi 
in the country, there are other factors which 
need to be considered seriously as a part of 
the study of the initial conditions. 

The most important of all is the .steady 
decline of grazing lands. For instance, at the 
all-Indial level it declined from 14,810,000 
hectares in 1965-66 to 11,967,000 hectares 
in 1985-86 and 12,038,000 hectares in 1986- 
87. Coming to Rajasthan it declined from 
1,840,275 hectares in 1985-86 to 1,824,312 
in 1986-87. The worry is that the grazing 
area per livestock which comprises cattle, 
buffaloes, sheep, goat, horses and ponies, 
mules, donkeys, camel and pig has gone 
down in a state like Rajasthan from 0.20 
hectares in 1972 to 0.16 hectares in 1983. 
It appears to have declined further in 1988. 
The government of Rajasthan’s Draft VIU 
Five-Year Plan noted with grave concern 
that “the proptortion of land under pKtmanent 
piastures and other grazing lands is not only 
low. but also has remained broadly 
unchanged and with the increase in the 
livestock population particularly sheep and 
goat, the available village pastures and 
grazing lands have come under severe 
piressure”. The study conducted by IIM, 
Ahmcdabad, reveals that the area under 
permanent pasture and other grazing land in 
Gujarat is steadily reducing with a declining 
growth rate of 0.5 per cent. In view of the 
decline of the grazing land on the one hand 
and increasing uimpielition due to increasing 
livestock population on the other, one can 
well imagine how much would be the per 
capita availability of land for sheep for 
grazing. One of the major reasons is that 
more and more lands arc coming under 
cultivation with the help of new sources of 
irrigation. This is further aggravated by the 
uninterrupted illegal encroachment of 
grazing land by inf1uenti<il pieopic in the 
rural areas forculbvation leading to further 
shrinkage of the common pasture land. 

Added to it, an emerging phenomenon is 
that young men and women are gradually 
switching theiroccupiation ftom sbeeprearing 
to others like agriculture owing'to low 
returns in sheep husbandry. The reason for 
such low return in Rajasthan is the large- 
scale appropuiation of value added of raw 
wool by the middlemen and conunission 
agents who finally pass on a very small share 
to the raw wool piroducers. Over and above 
this, luge import of raw wool from New 
2^1and in the re^nt past, which has been 
made possible by drastically reducing the 
import duty, has reduced the price of local 
wool. Even devaluation of Indian currency 
docs not appiearto have helpied in raising 
prices. AU these factors are Ukely to 

Hand-Knotted Carpet Industry 
Myths of ‘Export Drive’ 

Sunil Ray 

The myth of the international competitiveness of the Indian hand-knotted 
carpet industry rests on an arrangement where raw material cost is 
depressed through an imperfect market which prevents the raw wool 
producer from recovering his cost of labour and where the social cost 
of depreciating grazing lands is not reflected in the cost stmeture. 
Finally, there is the well dfKumented abuse of child labour by the 
industry. 



reinforce each other and as a sequel supply 

response of raw wool production might fail 

to he commensurate wi th the expected rise 

in export-led demand for raw wool by the 

turn ofthe century. The immediate remedy 

one could foresee is increase of import of 

raw wool, which will have its decelerating 

effect on the price of local wool further. 

One may not then wonder if the increasing 

industrial capacity especially for yarn 

manufacturing is maintained largely by 

import in the ab.sencc of the supply respon.se 

of the local raw wool producing sector. 

Unaccoi'ntbd Casrs 

According to the neo-classical theory of 

trade a country that has relatively a large 

supply of one factor is said to be abundant 

in that factor, and the relative cost of 

production of the goixl which uses the 

abundant factor more intensively, other 

things being same, will be lower in that 

country. If scarcity margin of natural 

resources like grass and grazing land is 

estimated even at shadow prices and 

incorporated in the cost calculation, then the 

cost efficiency will be higher in the 

endowment slrycture, so much so com pet i- 

tivencss of the carpel industry in the 

international market will fall drastically. 

The grazing land which is subject to 

constant depreciation is still considered to 

be abundant because no mechanism exists 

to account for the scarcity margin. Yes, 

abundant labour, including children and 

old aged people, is available and, therefore, 

the supply of labour to maintain the sheep 

flock and produce wool is assumed to be 

infinitely ela.stic. Resultant subsistence 

wages are .so low that raw wool production 

has turned out to be incidental, thanks to 

the meat market which has at least allowed 

the sheep rearing activity to continue still. 

The millions of sheep rearers have, of 

course, norcason to expect to receive more 

than what they rficcive now from the 

existing ‘oligopolistic-monopsonistic’ 

wool markets. While surveying the rural 

areas of Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, Bikaner and 

other parts of Rajasthan and the wool 

markets a huge difference is found to exist 

between the prices received by the wool 

producers and the price at which it is sold 

to the final users. 

This brief illustration explains the inner 

dynamic of ‘real market' which is riddled 

with informal contracts through personalised 

interchanges and embedded with vuious 

exchange relationships. Conventions, 

contractual interlinkages and asymmetry 

of information are the rules thal dictates 

the process of price formation of local 

wool, lliis continues to happen in spite of 

government intervrmtion whereby ch urges 

we sought in the structure of exchange. In 

an imperfect commodity market like wool 

market ofRajasthan, allocative efficiency 

and utility maximising standard fall 

short and the cost of labour is never 

allowed to reflect in the actual price of the 

produce, let alone the social cost of ever 

depreciating grassland. Notwithstanding 

such expropriation, ‘distress sale’ of raw 

wool continues and will continue so long 

as the opportunity cost of sheep husbandry 

as an occupation which fetches money to tire 

rearers by way of selling sheep, wixd and 

manure is higher than that of the other 

occupations in the rural areas. Such ‘distress 

sale’ of raw wool is one of the factors 

responsible for keeping thecostof production 

of carpet low. This dexis not mean that the 

price paid by the final user, the yarn 

manufacturer for raw wool is low. It is 

certainly, as mentioned above, higher which 

IS why the middlemen and commission 

agents are able to make considerable profit 

out of wool trade. But the point Is that if 

the cost of labour and other inputs is reflected 

in the price at which the raw wool producers 

sell their wixil, the cost of prcxluction of 

carpet would then be much higher given the 

same share of the middleman and the 

commission agents in the final value added. 

Hence, the cost of production is lower not 

becau-seofinfinitcclasticityoflaboursupply 

forraw wool production buttnaihly because 

of imperfection in the commodity m arket for 

wool. Now suppose that supply of labour 

in raw wool production is elastic owing to 

the relative increase of opportunity costs of 

other occupations, viz, agriculture. Itmeans 

thatless number of people would be piepared 

to work in sheep rearing activity. It would 

lead to reduced wixil production which 

should eventually entail scarcity margin to 

the pi oducers. However, as mentioned above, 

market imperfection will not allow such 

margin to percolate down to the actual 

prcxlucers. Even if it happens, the extent of 

it would necessarily be marginal given the 

degree of imperfection. More .so. scarcity 

margin cannot be assumed to be too high 

to raise the price of local wool because such 

scarcity can easily be removed and Ls removed 

at present by the import of raw wool. In 

addition to it, if pricing of grazing of the 

depleting grazing land is introduced and the 

raw wool producers are asked to pay the 

users’ charges, then it would reduce the 

opportunity cost of raw wool production 

b^ause market imperfection in the wool 

maiketmay not allow the raw wool producers 

to recover such charges. If it is recovered 

by them then one can well imagine how 

much relative cost of production of carpet 

would be. Hence, in a situation where raw 

material cost is kept low through an 

imperfect market which does not allow the 

cost'of labour of the raw wool producer 

and the social cost of depreciating grazing 

land to be reflected ih the cost structure, 

how does one claim cost efficiency in the 

interhationd market? 

Child Labour and Compbtitivbness 

The last important aspect which is known 

and well documented is the use of child 

labour in the carpet industry. How genuine 

is the competitive advantage of the industry 

gained by subjecting children to inhuman 

labuurproces.ses is anybody’s guess. Thanks 

to poverty, there is infinite elastic supply of 

labour of children and. therefore, ‘di.stress 
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sale’ of labour power. This is not the issue 
here. The issue is how does one see the 
export potential of hand-knotted carpet 
industry of India when a strong movement 
against the buying of carpet produced by 
making use of child labour isgaining currency 
world over especially in the major carpet 
importing countries from India? Of course, 
there is little to be bewildered about the 
frequent pronouncements of the .state on the 
legislation on enforcement of child labour 
regulation act. For several such pronounce¬ 
ments were made in the past but to no effect. 
It all depends on whether the government 
is interested in resolving the conflict between 
its understanding of tlie problem of child 
labour and its objective of earning foreign 
exchange. The state, of course, claims that 
child labour is a ‘harsh reality’ produced by 
poverty which forces many families to sent 
their children to work to ensure survival. It 
appears to be a correct understanding on the 
part of the state. However, correct 
understanding is one thing but remedying 
the ‘harsh reality’ is another thing, becau.se 
a clash with the objective of foreign 
exchange earning in the present context is 
absolutely certain. What position is the 
state then going to take earn foreign 
exchange through export drive or remedy 
‘harsh reality’? 

Child labour is indispensable for the 
industry to survive in the international 
market. Itis a living human technology with 
the well defined requirements of the lender 
fingers of the child labour with easy 
flexibility. Adults’ fingers and machines arc 
no substitute for children’s fingers in 
manufacturing carpets and achieving 
competitive edge in the international market. 
Hence, if the export drive is to succeed child 
labour is bound to be there in the carpet 
industry not only because it is available at 
cheap rates, butchiefly because it cannot be 
dispensed with. 

Both the huge mass of raw wool producers 
in the countryside and the children in the 
carpet indusu^ are engaged in bringing 
foreign exchange to the economy which in 
exchange pays them to meet the cost of 
survival. Tlie ‘distress sale’ of labour power 
of both these productive forces may continue 
to feed the carpet industry so long as their 
survival is at stake. But what cannot feed 
the industry any longer at no cost is the 
depleting natural resources, i e, grass and 
grazing land. 

It is acknowledged even by the ‘free 
marketers’ that unless Uie initial conditions 
of production change, globalisation has no 
effect on economic development. On the 
basis of this assertion if a move is made 
to change the initial conditions by way of 
(1) incorporating scarcity value of grazing 
land in the cost calculation, (2) removing 
imperfection in die commodity market of 
wool, and (3) replacing child labour (or 

paying higher wages to child labour) on 
no consideration hand-knotted carpet 
industry can be identified as an export 
thrust industry. 

The relevant issuetheh is not the short run 
calculus of gain accruing to the economy 
through export, much more important than 
this is the long run economic development 
vis-a-vis social cost the economy is going 
to bear. While concentrating our attention 
on export earning through carpet manu¬ 
facturing we have forgotten the fact that the 
varieties of local wool produced in our 

country can also have other consumer uses. 
If an attempt is made to explore the other, 
uses then the large domestic market which 
is yet to be tapped can trigger off localised 
process of development in the absence of 
which no amount of foreign exchange can 
bring about economic development. Even if 
we a.ssume that long run social cost can be 
addressed by restructuring the production 
conditions that could lend credence to the 
export drive at least in the short run. the 
question remains to be answered whether the 
state can afford to do so. 
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Subaltern Idratities and Struggles 
^enda for IVansformation 
Mahesh Gavaskar 

The second Vicharvedh convention at Latur focused on the transition 
the subaltern struggles have gone through and the issues that continue 
to riddle them. The convention agreed on a multi-pronged approach to 
social reality so as to avoid compartmentalisation of progressive 
energies. 

TWENTIETH century has witnessed 
tumultuous change in dl spheres of life. 
Awesome technological strides under the 
aegisofcapitalismhavehelpedmaricctforccs 
to penetrate the remotest comer of the globe. 
Indushy and agriculture, space and culture 
have been increasingly colonised for capital 
accumulation. But the coloss aJ booty garnered 
has not reached everyone in equitable amount. 
Instead, the profit-seeking drive has 
endangered the life chances of many, 
rendering thempenpheral in its hisloricmarch 
towards superabundance. These victims of 
progress have time and again thrown up 
incisive critiques of existing development 
paradigms and have appropriated histories 
to mobilise their respective identities as sites 
of resistance. The second ‘Vicharvedh’ 
ccxi ven tion at l-atur focu.scd on these subaltern 
identities, the transition thcii struggles have 
gone through and the issues that continue to 
riddle them. Kaosaheb Kasbe, a noted dalit 
thinker, presided over the convention while 
Narayan surve, the president of the Marathi 
SahityaSanunelanat Parbhani, was thechief 
guest. The con ven-tion, organised out of the 
contributions of the toiling masses of the 
Comrade Krantisimha Nana Patil Trust, 
unanimously appealed for a multi pronged 
approach towards social reality so as to avoid 
compart-mentalisation of transform story 
energies. 

FIexible Accumulation and 

Working Class 

Rajiv Sane, a trade-unionist from the 
industrial belt of Satara, recounted the 
momentous shifts that are taking place in the 
production processes, both at the level of 
industrial organisation and at the level of 
labour market structure. The old Fordist 
model of mass production is being replaced 
by small compact Arms producing goods in 
batches. The economics of scale which 
entailed execution of all industrial operations 
undo- a huge single canopy is being displaced 
by the economies of scope which involve 
restricting essential operations within the 
inemises of a firm and subcontracting other 
services and outsourcing certain specialised 
ones. This structural change, Sane opined, 
affects labour recruitmont in two ways. 
Fustly, the statutory relationship between 
tile owner and his wotkm transforms into 

a transitory one resembling that between the 
consumer and the vendor. The workers 
congregate in small guild-like surroundings, 
selling their product on contract to the owner 
who further processes it. Sane referred to 
this process as peasantisation of the industrial 
workforce. Secondly, due to the reduction 
in permanent workforce, the labour branches 
into two categories - the displaced, 
constituting the majority, and the assimilated, 
forming the minority. The latter has all the 
privileges and becomes status quoist, 
neglecting it.s responsibility in larger 
transformative endeavours while the former, 
yearning for betterment, lacks clout because 
of its dispersed livelihood. Sane visualised 
the interests of the displaced and the 
assimilated workers as heading towards 
collision. The exit policy which allows 
retrenchment without prior approval of the 
govemmenl is a constant threat to the 
assimilated woiker, while depriving the 
unorganised labour of protective measures 
furthers the insecurity of the displaced 
worker. The displaced labourers toil more 
and make available their wares at a cheap 
rate so as to sustain themselves in the market. 
On the other hand, the assimilated workers, 
decreasing in .size, eventually become 
redundant. Theu- earlier strategies of go- 
slow or strike are no more effective 
bargaining encounters since most of the 
execution now takes place beyond the so- 
called industrial premises. Those changed 
contours by underminmg theobjectivebasis 
of class struggle have far-reaching consequ¬ 
ences for the working class movement. 
According to Sane, with increasing 
stratification and interpenetration that is 
occurring within the wo^ng class, the most 
touted slogan of working class solidarity is 
becoming obsolete. On the trade union front, 
the public sector, the main base, of party- 
based labour unions, is rapidly diminishing. 
In the private sector owner-sponsored or 
professional trade unions arc gaining ground 
with party-based unions facing extinction. 

After this sociological enunciation. Sane 
put forward his reformist programme. He 
demanded withdiawalof opposition to global 
capitalism and instead sought taking 
advantage of the spaces provided within the 
new system to mitigate exploitation. He 
advised trade union leaders not to confuse 
disputes betweencaqiitalists, such as swadeshi 

versus TNCs or public sector versus private 
sector, as their own. What was essential at 
this juncture was to consider the working 
class situation not within the nationalist 
framework based on geographical lines of 
division but from the labour point of view. 
In this context Sane found the managerial 
techniques of the west progressive and far 
more humane compared to their Indian 
counterparts. His three-point programme 
listed dcmocratisation within the factory 
system, rational utilisation of labour and 
demo-cratisation of labour unions as isiority 
issues. 

Though Sane presented an objective picture 
of the contcmporaiy transformation of the 
production sector and its implications for the 
industrial working class, hemadc no attempt 
to forge a new, non-industrial identity of the 
toiling masses given the changed modes of 
labour control and surplus extraction. In 
spite of announcing the redundancy of the 
industrial workforce as the revolutionary 
vanguard, it is the very same mdustrial (and 
assimilated) labour that underpins Sane's 
reformist programme. Sane defmitely docs 
not claim an end of exploitation with the 
advent of TNCs but at the same time fails 
to derive logical conclusions from the shift 
in the terrain of exploitation that accompanies 
the entry of TNCs. No more can an 
emancipatory action plan be enunciated in 
pure class term.s. Caste, gender and other 
ethnic categories of the oppressed need to 
become part and parcel of any thcorcticid 
formulation regarding the new international 
division of labour. Bhalchandra Congo, a 
CPI trade unionist of Aurangabad, articulated 
this position when he called for a radical 
restructuring of the tlieorctical base and 
organisational efforts of the subalterns, 
linking the agitations of blue-collar workers 
with that of dalits, women and the unorganised 
sector. 

ENUOirniNMBNT AND ECOFBMINISM 

More insights into the trajectory of 
capitalist growth were provided by the 
ccofcminist perspective as expounded by 
Chhaya Datar in the session on women's 
movement. Datar recapitulated the liberal 
feminist, Marxist feminist and radical 
feminist positions on gender-based division 
of labour. Both, liberal and Marxist 
feminisms, saw technological progress 
liberating women from the prison-house of 
domestic drudgery. Both conceived equal 
status of women in the public sphere as the 
hallmark of an egalitarian society. Though 
both schools deny biological basis of gender 
discrimination, Marxist feminism posits 
woman's domestic confinement as an 
outcome of the necessity to continue male 
ownership of private property. Once private 
property is abolished, as in communism, 
woman will no more be chained to her 
reproductive role. Radicalfeminism advances 
the concept of patriarchy as an autonomous 



mode of oppression, separate from capitalist 
exploiution. Radical feminism highlights 
gender difference and espouses a distinct 
manifestation of feminist sensibility and 
expression throughouthistoiy.Ecofeminism 
develops upon this experiential faculty of 
women and organically situates their 
predicament within the contemporary 
phenomenon of ecological destruction. 
Unlike liberal feminist concern for equal 
access to opportunities, Marxist feminist 
criticism of capitalist ownershipofproductiim 
and radical fern inist stress on cultural identity 
and signification system, ecofeminism 
problematises the epistemo-logical basis of 
capitalist patriarchy. Ecofeminism locates 
thecentralised, hierarchical and exploitative 
capitalist growth in the dividing practices 
legitimised by enlightenment. By defining 
progress as successive liberation from the 
realm of nece.ssity/naturc and placing women 
and colonies as variations of nature, the 
enliglitenmentprojectsinceits very inception 
was not only anthropocentric but also 
ethnocentric and androcentric. Progress, in 
short, was the while male’s triumph over 
nature. Envisioning woman as part of nature 
obviously reified her work and reproduct¬ 
ivity. Maix ’s free proletariat was parasitical 
on housewife’s unfree labour. The 
ecofeminist vision unveiled that industriali¬ 
sation, an epitome of enlightenment 
achievement, was based nnsimiiar generation 
of internal colonies across the globe. It 
questioned the equation of development with 
technological advancement and clearly stated 
the impossibility of restoration of regional 
balance in the given framework of 
development. 

Datar opined that the left parties in India 
concurred with the Nehnivian model of 
industrial devebpment and hence were unable 
to provide a long-lasting solution to 
unemployment and poverty. She feared that 
under O ATT rural India would witness and 
enclosure movement similar to that which 
occurred in 18th century Britain. Shortages 
of fodder and drinking water would grow 
and women would bear the brunt of the 
burden. Datar’s ecofeminist blue print 
advocated; (i) Equitable distribution of water, 
noton the basis of size of landowncrship but 
on the sizeof the family .This would empower 
even the landless families in asserting their 
righttowato-. (ii) Women exeitingrighi over 
the permanenlassets developed in the vicinity 
of the villages under EOS. And (iii) 
acknowledgment of the right of the village 
oviar the wasteland surrounding it. 

Though the ecofeminist critique of 
enlightenment value-system has points of 
nKual strength and has some gr^ roots level 
micro experiments to validate its stand, thoe 
are ceitain doubts regarding how effective 
the critique will be in dismantling the 
hegemony of globri capital. The critique, 
instead of politicising the space which at 
preaeiA is certainly captured by globalcapital, 
retreats into politicisation of place which 

carries no possibility of getting replicated at 
macroievel In fact, Datartecommended that 
the fust .step towards circumventing the 
widening gap between the first and the third 
world be to terminate international trade. 
This naive position overkxrks the extent to 
which the global is getting eruneshed in the 
local and determining the emerging contours 
of tile latter. Moreover, reading the sharp 
polari.sation predicated between the global 
and the IcKalin the ecofeminist texts one gets 
an uneasy feeling that the ccofemini.st.s are 
failing into the triqi of dividing practices 
which they themselves condemn as a legacy 
of enlightenment. Many critics of capitalism 
have binged their alternative projects on the 
hope of an imminent crisis within capitalism. 
Ecofeminism plays upon this theme of 
downhill trend of capitalism and expunges 
the possibilities of counter-checks and 
counter-balances engendered within the 
present phase of global capitalism. A Baiira ja 
dam, howeverpath-lueakingin thedevelop- 
mental field, cannot negate the geo-political 
dominance of IMP and World Bank and the 
need to counter them on their own terrain. 

Other discussants hardly addressed the 
issues raised in the presentation and {Hxx:ccdcd 
to voice their own judgments on the women ’ s 
movement. While Nisha Shivurkar of the 
Socialist Front called for stepping up the 
anti-liquor campaign to pressurise the 
government on the issue of prohibition, 
RajendraVora, apolitical .scientislfrom Pune 
university, expressed his disagreement with 
Chhaya Datar's lamentation that there has 
been a paucity of theoretical engagement in 
the WMnen’ s movement. According to Vora, 
there has been a spate of women study centres 
in the academia which has never been the 
situation with any other movement of the 
subalterns. He argued that by getting 
entrapped in setting up legal consultation 
centres, the women's movement has lost a 
sense of broader socio-political change and 
hence incidences like Jalgaon sexual 
blackmailing occur. Ram Bapat tried to 
counter-balance this lopsided evaluation of 
women’s movement by commenting that 
setbacks are being experienced on all fronts 
and hence it would be injudicious to make 
any onemovementa scapegoat for social ills. 

RfinepiNiNO ‘The Poutical’ 

V D Phadke nairated the manner in which 
satyashodhak principles of Phule'smovement 
got diluted by his self-proclaimed followers 
in the latter phase of the non-brahmin 
movement. Phule was for simple and 
inexpensive mairiages without a brahmin 
priest The non-brahmins though they may 
have emulated Phule on the latter point 
nevertheless indulged in ostentatious 
marriage functions. Phule was a staunch 
supporter of prohibition but four out of the 
19 non-brahmin leaders elected to the 
legislative council in 1923 w«e owners of 
liquor-dens. Kai«ari, a periodica] run by 

Bhaskarrao Jadhav and edited by Dinkarrao 
Javalkar, used to cany liquor advertisements 
on its very first page. A vehement opponent 
of brahminism, Phule equally distanced 
him.self from tall claims of kshatriyahood. 
Satyashodhak leadership was characterised 
by noteworthy absence of aristocratic 
marathas, kayasthas, lingayats and jains. 
These very social groups monopolised the 
leadership of the non-brahmin movement 
and kindled a pride in the kshatriya status. 
Many afamily started excavating (inventing) 
their links witli the royal lineages of the 
north. Genealogies started to be fabricated 
Kadams claimed to be heir to Kadamba 
dynasty; Mores forged their links with 
Mauryas while Bhonsales sought prestige 
through rajput Sisodiyas. Phule conceived 
the shudras and the ati-shudras as the social 
revolutionary force. But the non-brahmin’s 
definition of bahujan entailed deletion of 
brahmins on one hand and that of the dalils 
on the other. Phule’s diatribe was against 
both, shetjis and bhatjis (marwari 
moneylenders and brahmin priests), but the 
non-brahmin leaders overlooked the former 
since mostof them, especially the Cheltiyars 
and the Mudaliyars of Madras province, were 
engaged in trade and credit. Lastly, Phule's 
stress on universalisation of primary 
education too, was neglected m the non¬ 
brahmin period even when Bhaskarrao 
Jadhav, a non-brahmin leader belonging to 
respectable maratha family, was an education 
minister in the governor’s council. In short, 
satyashodhak’s total boycott of religious, 
economic and political middlemen got 
occluded in the non-brahmin phase to an 
anti-clencal stance. 

Commenting on contemporary socio¬ 
political situation in Maharashtra Phadke 
madetwoobscrvalions.Heremarked that the 
recent attempts to project Phule-Shahu- 
Ambedkar as nation alisU was a move to 
strengthen the image of the Congress as thS 
.sole inheritor of the nationalist struggle. He 
cautioned that the leaders involved in caste 
politics should keep in mind that organising 
people on caste lines should be seen as an 
inevitable but nut a commendable step. 
Otherwise, the sad part of present-day reality 
is that those very leaders who are foremost 
in the struggle to annihilate caste turn out 
to be most conceited when matters come to 
their caste identities. 

The overall thrust of Phaeflee’ s jx-esentation 
was tfaattheoriginal inspirations which guided 
the satyashodhak movement during Phule's 
and Sbahu’s time suffered an eclipse in the 
1920s. The main reason for this debacle was 
the genninationof political ambitions amcxig 
the non-brahmins with the declaration ofthc 
Monifex'd package in 1919 . On these grounds 
Phadkeclassifies the satyashodhakmovcmenl 
as a socio-cultural one and the non-Ixahmin 
movement as a political one. The limitation 
of this theoretical paradigm is that itpostulates 
the politick only witii reference lo the British. 
An overt pro- or anii -Brilisli stand qualifies 



it Bfi apobtical act Phadkereada thejffcamble 
of the Satyashodhak Samaj instructing the 
followers to desist from anti-British activity 
as the samaj's non-comnrittal stand on 
political matters. This circumscribing of the 
political to British colonial power blinds one 
trim grasping the hidden political meaning 
of Phnle’s overtly socio-cultural activities. 
In this context, the numerous journalistic 
venture.^ and pamphleteering of the non- 
bralimins in the 1920s should not be 
documented as merely cultural happenings 
but as events of politicisation of culture 
Further, if the non-bralimin movement is 
imagined beyond the Jadhav-Jedhe-Javalkar 
trio then perhaps one might notice 
satyasbodh^ inspirations still enriching 
various avenues of non-brahmin social life. 
Hari Narke, a .scholar of satyashodhak 
movement, subslanliatcd this view when he 
disclosed the satyashodhak links of various 
personalities prominent in the field of labour 
movement, loumalism and co-operative.s. 
Keshavrao Vichare, <i satyashodhak, was a 
pioneer in the co-operative movement of 
Salara. Also significant is Savitribai Rode, 
a ramoshi and a chairperson of Pune 
satyashodhak samaj. .She ran a periodical 
entitled, Ramoshi Samarhar, in 1927, 
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Since independence the nation-state and 
the market have been the two major forces 
netting the widely .scattered Indian populace 
into the process of democratisation. 
Democralisation has taught various sections 
of the populace the language of rights so as 
to alleviate their deprivations. But 
democratisation has also acquainted them 
with their specific histories of oppression 
and as acon.sequence has introduced diverse 
voices in their articulation of rights. In such 
circumstances, s<x:ial movements need to 
give up tlicirdogmatic insistence for a singular 
site around which all oppositions can be 
framed. Gopal Guru made an half-baked 
attempt to enter into a critical dialogue with 
certainpositions in vogue on this issue. Guru, 
at the very outset, rejected the liberal 
interpretation of Ambedkar’s viewof political 
power. The liberal version embraced by 
many renowned sociologists, believes that 
a relative deprivation stemming from 
unfulfliment of dalit aspirations for status 
upgradation results in the agitations of the 
downtixxlden. Guru lists three reasons which 
counter this proposition. BrstJy, the buddhist 
conversim has provided an alternative frame 
ofreferenceof detomining status. Secondly, 
the democratic claims of Hindutva allow 
dalits a feeling of fraternity, however 
spurious. Lastly, existence of the welfare 
state acted as a beacon, instilling hope among 
the downtrodden to overcome their sociid 
deprivations. However, when Guru attempts 
to (Hoblematise the relation-shq* between 
dalit liberation and post-modernism, he does 
grave injustice to Foucault by pushing him 

into the post-modernist cmp. Foucault is a 
post-structuralist certain of whose positions 
are being appropriated by the post-modernists 
to canonise him as one of their pantheon. 
Foucault ’ s conception of mici'o-processes of 
power need to be understood in the context 
of his anti-utopian vision. When Foucault 
speaks of multiple sources of power he 
dismisses the conventional approach of 
attributing an eminent position to the centre 
as the source of power, and instead seeks to 
relativise power by contextualising its 
operations. If, as Guru points out, caste 
Hindus unite against dalits on the question 
of pasture land then in ca.se of mahar-mang 
conflict certain sections within dalits become 
oppressors of their own brethren. Thus, 
power IS dispersed, omnipresent and 
immanent in a Foucauldian sense. Moreover, 
Foucault while .speaking of dispersal of power 
does not obliterate the terrain of resistance. 
In fact he visualises resistance as an insepar¬ 
able component of any power relation. 

Similar slipshixl treatment was evident in 
Guru’s appraisal of post-Marxism. Citing 
the example of disagreement among 
backwards on the issue of renaming of Pune 
university. Guru concluded that post- 
Marxism, which prioritises caste, gender, 
race as sites of confmntalion, fails to provide 
a satisfactory answer to above-mentioned 
phenomenon. Here it is important to note 
that post-Marxism emerged as a reaction to 
the tendcncie.s of class reductionism and 
essentialism dominant within Marxian 
discourse It evolved out of a theoretical 
engagement with anti-nuclear, anti-apartheid, 
feminist, and youth move-ments that were 
spawned in the post-world war west. Post- 
Marxism is based on the real isation of 
multiple identities of human existence and 
their politicisation according toconjunctural 
possibilities It is in this sense that it does 
not accord a privileged position to class as 
the sole articulator of antagonisms. In fact 
the fragmentation of social reality with the 
advance of global capitalism has multiplied 
sites of friction and legitimacy of amonolithic 
mela-narralive has evaporated. 

NonethelesijA Guru drew attention to a 
crucial questifti regarding the relationship 
between identity and representation in an 
emancipatory discourse. Guru observed that 
there has lieen arecent misconceived tendency 
among the dalit intellectuals to arrogate 
authenticity for their positions on the sole 
basis of tbeir belonging to the oppressed 
community by birth. Oururightly questioned 
the soundness of such arguments as they 
derail the broader {X'occss of democratisation 
by setting upopaque walls of non-negotiation 
around them. 0 ttam Kamble, editor of Sakai, 
pointedoutthat more thanathousand sessions 
of various caste associations take place all 
over Maharashtra every year. This 
'awakening' has a particular caste figure at 
the centre of inspiration .These various icons 
are then played against each other to the 
benefit of the power-wielding sections in the 

society, tbus, if class is decoitred'and 
plurality of suppressed voices is to be given 
adequate space, it should be seen that this 
emerging diversity is not gbettoised into 
small enclaves and deprived of an access to 
a more authentic universal narrative. 

Buildino New Bridges 

The destruction of Babri masjid has badly 
shaken the faith of Indian Muslims in the 
Indian state. In laying the foundations of a 
secular nation, the makers of the Indian 
Constitution had deposited their trust in the 
impartial functioning of the state machinery 
as a counter- force to societal tyranny in form 
of communalism and casteism. But the riots 
over the past couple of decades have exposed 
the biased functioning of the state apparatus. 
Faced with the spectre of insecurity. Muslim 
intellectuals have become vigorously vocal 
in their harsh appraisal of post-independence 
minority politics and have started to chalk 
out fresh ways and means of deHniiig their 
predicament. One such attempt was the 
presentation made by Fakruddin Bennur, a 
founder of Muslim OBC Front rn 
Maharashtra. He spelled out the dangers of 
constructing politics on the basis of religious 
minority identity. Religious minoritism, or 
for that matter any minoritism, according to 
Bennur, is based on an implied criterion of 
separatism. In the age of the welfare state, 
mobilisation on grounds of minoritism may » 
have pragmatic justification for securing 
concessions. But it also indirectly circulated 
a false impression of a monolithic, distinct 
community which in days of communal 
frenzy contributed to its easy victimisation. 
Bereftof any defences from within, the policy 
of minoritism leaves no option hut to seek 
redress through internationalisation of its 
grievances. Hence, instead of confirming to 
a top-down view of Muslim elites, Bennur 
advocated a view from below that bares the 
chasm between elite Muslim and plebeian 
Muslim, a cha.sm wider than that between 
the latter and the OBC Hindu. Situating the 
Indian Muslims firmly in the Indian social 
milieu re veals the prevalence of caste system 
amongst them. Bennurwantsaca.ste .snuggle 
to be initiated among the Muslims similar 
to that of the OBC Hindus. The ashrafiui 
view of Muslim religion is a brahminical 
view and h as in a distorted fashion projected 
to the outside world that 'lalak' is the prime 
jH'oblem amongstthe Muslims. Interestingly, 
the findings of a survey of seven states, os 
mentioned by Razia Fatel, also conveyed 
that Muslim women list poor education, 
insecurity and unemployment as more 
worrying than talak or polygamy. At the 
present juncture, Beiuiur’s viewpointcairies 
apolemical weightage given the caste-class 
overlap among the Muslims. Nevertheless, 
Bennur nowhere seemed to deny the Mislim 
dependency on the state, but ratherdemanded 
a redrawing of Muslim social base imr 
appropriation of state resources. 



Politics of Silhouetted Anger 
Gautam Naviakha 

The government has played a prominent role in perpetuating and 
promoting communal prejudices and differences through its policies and 
pronouncements on Babri masjid, Kashmir, Pakistan and other issues. 
An enemy image has been deliberately promoted by blurring the 
distinctions among Pakistan, the ISI, Muslim fundamentalists and Indian 
Muslims creating an active sense of insecurity among Muslims and 
suspicion in the minds of the rest. 

ROSALYN CARTER once observed that 
Ronald Reagan made the American middle 
class feel comfortable with their preju¬ 
dices. She was pointing to the re-emergence 
of racial preconceptions, considered 
unacceptable during the I96()s and 1970s 
and to the fact that in its virulent comeback 
the policies and pronouncements of the 
Reagan administration played a prominent 
pari. 

Considering theoverwhelming importance 
of government in our lives, and the manifold 
ways in which it influences and governs us, 
its capacity to mouldopinions or sensibilities 
is immense, it does not follow that people 
are pliable and can be manipulated endlessly, 
nor that human beings are inescapably bound 
i>y identity. But government can lend social 
acceptability to prejudices, promoting or 
playing upon them, to protect its interests. 
This power acts in two ways. First, by 
selection, suppression or projection it can 
make an issue appear different than it is, 
thereby creating a frame of reference and 
setting the agenda. For instance, class 
exploitation may be obfuscated under the 
more commonly understood terminology of 
caste and community oppression. This 
becomes possible because common interests, 
values, rituals and memories becojne media 
for such articulation. More important, 
however, government can change (he balance 
of social forces by its support, or withdrawal 
thereof, for one or the other social group or 
ideological force, thereby conditioning, if 
not always determining, the political 
outcome. In a country the size and plurality 
of India, prejudices are aplenty -some nai vc, 
others hostile. The problem arises precisely 
When government shows bias through its 
acts of commission and omission, indicating 
an ideological preference for one or the 
other. 

Before proceeding any further it is 
necessary for me to make clear my 
assumptions. Two things arc noticeable about 
contemporary Indian society. First, a strong 
anti-backward casteand anti-dalit sentiment 
has surfaced under the guise of opposing 
reservations. Second, prejudices have 
sharpened differences along religious lines. 
While the former gives vent to fears about 

divisiveness, the latteris percei ved as proving 
that religious loyalties supersede all other 
commitments. The terrain on which this is 
happening is an economic policy which 
promotes greed and graft at the expense of 
commitment to the disadvantaged sections 
of the population. The apprehension that 
dalit-back ward classes assertion with Muslim 
support will undermine upper caste/class 
dominance informs the emphasis on unity, 
it is not surprising that commonly-held 
opinions of the privileged caste/class get 
passed off as perceptions of an entire 
community, cither religious or political. 
Upper caste prejudices arc presented as 
defence of the democratic principles of 
equality and merit, while Hindu communal 
prejudices lend weight to the opinion that 
in matters of belief, one has to tread carefully. 
The incapacity of the democratic perspective 
to hold its own and respond to this challenge 
bolsters assimilationist and xenophobic 
perceptions. They make their appearance as 
‘nationalism' and mobilise support in the 
name of their version of the nation’s interest 
or its pride. It follows that isolating the 
nation’s enemies and upholding national 
unity become holy cows. The augmentation 
in coercive powers of government is no 
accident, just as Muslims are the easily 
identifiable enemy for both bigots and 
chauvinists. 

in accepting the primacy of religio- 
communities, political explanations 
encourage motivated readings of events and 
situations; the government's policies and 
pronouncements appear at their worst as 
aberrations. That is to say, their role in 
delineatingtheboundariesof’us’ and ’them' 
appear as pragmatic response to prevailing 
conditions and not as a key contributor to 
the formation of the conditions themselves. 
This stands out when one consider the 
dilemma of the Indian Muslims. 

The discrimination against Muslims in 
public life is clear from their low 
representation in government and corporate 
sector employment. Participation in trade 
and professional services is minuscule. 
Because their access to government and 
private finances is limited, their conditions, 
of existence do not improve. Instead of 

addressing this problem, the govemmoit 
asserts the superiority of the religious clergy, 
thereby aggravating disabilities, which en^ 
up strengthening the stereotypical view of 
the Muslim. Be it the exclusion of Muslim 
women from right of maintenance; or the 
official support for the formation of the 
Muslim Personal Law Board in 1985; or 
concessions of a symbolic nature such as the 
introduction of a 10-minute Urdu news 
broadcast on Bangalore Doordarshan; the 
government’s policy of non-interference 
helps perpetuate debility. In other words, 
separateness is not only emphasised but 
promoted. 

The interesting thing is that, simul¬ 
taneously, encouragement is given to efforts 
which dilute all types of differentiation 
among Hindus. This is done through the use 
of religious symbolism as well as the arousal 
of patriotic passions. Let us recall that while 
everyone was engaged in debating the Shah 
Bano case, the government facilitated the 
opening of the doors of the Babri masjid to 
appease the Hindu chauvinists. Few realise 
the importance of the officially approved 
VHP's ’dharma san.sad’ at Allahabad during 
the Kumbh Mela in 1986. where thedecision 
was announced todcmolish thcBabn masjid, 
which culminated in December 6. 1992 - 
bringing us perilously close to civil war. 

This is where the antagonism towards 
Pakistan acquires meaning. With the 
government harping on Pakistan's alleged 
'proxy' war in Kashmir, support for 
insurgencies in different parts of the country, 
and the complicity of the ISI in acts of terror 
by so-called 'anti-nationals’, an oblique link 
is made between an enemy outside with 
enemies inside. Let us recall that the RSS 
always questions the loyalty of Indian 
Muslims by stressing the Arabic origins of 
Islam, and points to the religious and kinship 
links of Indian and Pakistani Muslims as a 
potential threat. The election commission’s 
(BC) admission that the deletion of the names 
of'foreigners’ is based on central intelligence 
reports demonstrates how uncorroborated 
evidence is concocted to match this lie. The 
public knows nothing about such reports but 
the Sangh parivar has access to them, and 
on their representation the EC proniptly 
undertakes the exercise aimed at dis¬ 
enfranchising Muslims in particular, and 
other minorities and dalits in general. It is 
therefore necessary to explain the vital role 
played by the manufacturing of threats, 
generation of insecurity, and misrepre¬ 
sentation of issues. 

One Step Sideways 

The remarkable thing about the prime 
minister’s independence day speech was his 
insistence that “the unfinished task is that 
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir should be ceded 
to li^ia”. In response to this, the BJPdeclared 
that the government has been unaMe to stop 



the arming of Kashmiri militants and prevent 
the "spread of the ISI networks”, and that 
it could “not rule out the possibility of a 
conflict” with Pakistan. In this dialogue 
between the hawks even dispassionate 
observers sec this as evidence of ‘national 
consensus’ requiring no further debate. 

It is here that allegations against the ISI 
become significant. These emerged during 
the anti-insurgency operations in Punjab 
and subsequently Kashmir, but the 
preoccupation with getting Pakistan declared 
a ‘terrorist state’ by the US gave this task 
urgency. In blaming the ISl for the Bombay 
blast, and the Indian army chief B C Joshi’s 
claim that the ISI paid Somalis to attack 
Indian troops, the projection of the ISI as 
a larger-than-life organisation became 
complete. Not only was it convenient for the 
government to deflect attention from its own 
perfidious role during the demolition of the 
Babri masjid and the carnage of Muslims, 
but it also provided a stereotypical image 
of an easily identifiable enemy both outside 
and within the country, i e, Pakistan and by 
association Muslims. 

This association of Pakistan with Indian 
Muslims has net been denounced by the 
government. On the contrary, the ministry 
of defence in its annual report for 199.3-94 
speaks of “several anti-India groups ...being 
used to engineer communal violence” by 
Pakistan. Considering the overwhelming 
evidence of anti-Muslim carnage the 
reference to “groups" is a euphemism for 
Muslim groups. Whatever ambiguities were 
there, were removed when the army issued 
a self-serving statement on the attack by 50 
jawans of the 9th Garhwal Regiment at 
Langar Haur police station on February 2. 
It was claimed that “the hand of Inter-Services 
Intell igence of Pakistan or some anti-national 
elements in the setting of the houses on fire 
cannot be ruled out Its link with the gruesome 
murder to provoke the army is also plausible”. 
Whitewashing the criminal deed did not 
stop here. A press statement by the army in 
Tezpur bemoaned the “spread of Muslim 
fundamentalism among immigrants”. It 
voiced concern that “ULFA is recruiting 
Muslims... to please their members - 
Bangladesh-based agents and Pakistan's ISI”. 
That this feeds the anti-minority hysteria 
being generated by the Sangh parivar is also 
clear from the fact that there is no official 
mention of the threat posed to the country 
by communal-fascism which time and again 
has brought India to the brink of major crisis, 
sapping itof the stmigth to withstand external 
interference. 

This paves the way for fantastic claims to 
make their appearance in print. For instance, 
a leading economic daily (The Economic 
Times, March 4,1994) carried a New Delhi 
datelined story alleging that a joint venture 
between Nepal's Himalayan Bank and 
Pakistan’s Habib Bank will lead to the 

flnancing of “clandestine activities” against 
India; that the bank will be a conduit for the 
ISI; etc. It was shown that the story was full 
of inaccuracies, but the proliferation of such 
stories has fed into anti-Pakistan hysteria 
and theirrefiitation does not undo the damage. 

In Hyderabad during the recently held 
GaneshaChaturihi, addressing a large crowd 
VHP leader Sadhvi Rithambara made a 
provocative and incendiary speech 
threatening to convert every mosque into a 
temple, and said that some blots on the 
country cannot be washed by water but 
require blood. Such verbal violence evoked 
no response from administration; but in the 
same city allegations by the RSS can result 
in deaths. 

A BJP leader and VHP activist Nandraj 
Goud and Papaich Goud were killed 
sometime in June 1993. The Sangh parivar 
promptly accused “ISI backed terrorists”. 
The police killed three young Muslim men 
and said the “killers” of the BJP leader were 
shot dead. Now the wife of the slain BJP 
leader Lalilha Goud in a public statement 
has blamed a group of BJP leaders for killing 
her husband and said that she had herself 
told L K Advani, whoairdashed to Hyderabad 
last year, of this fact. Despite knowing this 
Advani went on to accuse the ISI of the 
killing. The alarcity with which the police 
went on to kill three young men on RSS 
allegation and their own suspicion, says 
.something about the mu'ually beneficial ties 
between the police and the Sangh parivar. 

Indeed, government agencies do not hide 
their communal prejudice. Army 
headquarters issued an order on April 25, 
1994 discounting leave for Friday prayers 
by Muslims. The order said that it was 
withdrawing “all such concessions which 
might he regarded as a communal nature”. 
Ironically on October 8,1992 the same army 
headquarters had said that “the ministry of 
defence has clarified that one hour for prayers 
will be allowed to Muslim employees on 
Friday with pay”. The .strange thing is that 
the army is not asked to explain why there 
is this sudden awareness about concessions 
of a “communal nature”. Why single out the 
Muslims when religious appeal forms the 
basis of armed forces training of jawans? 

While the ISI becomes an omnipotent 
force, the calibre of evidence linking it to 
Indian Muslims is too poor to carry any 
convention. The latest instance of the central 
intelligence bureau-led raid on the famous 
Lucknow Islamic institution. Darul Ulum 
Nadvatul Ulema, for apprehending alleged 
ISI agents, only confirms the need to 
interrogate the ideology of internal security. 
It should be noted that when anti-Muslim 
fervour is aroused, the demand for serious 
evidence in support of such claims is 
suspended. It would not be unreasonable to 
read into this the actuality of antipathy 
towards Muslims, the most poignant 

expression of which is manifest in the issue 
of Babri masjid. 

And Two Backward 

Considering that the demolition of Babri 
masjid horrified people at home and abroad, 
not much has been done by way of rectifying 
the wrong. The only reference in P V N 
Rao’s public meeting at Delhi on July 14 
was that the VHP-backed trust will not be 
allowed to build the temple; not once did 
he refer to the demolition of the Babri masjid 
- not surprisingly, since vandalism has b^n 
sanctified right from the beginning. When 
the wounds were still fresh, justice H N 
Tilhari of the Allahabad High Court ruled 
that ‘darshan’ of the Ram idols be allowed, 
and the state government then under central 
mic did not bother to challenge the judgment. 
Through an act government acquired the 2.7 
acres of land on which Babri masjid stood; 
this not only took away a place of worship 
that belonged to Ayodhya Muslims but under 
the act the government empowered itself to 
transfer this property to another community! 
Little has b^n done for rehabilitating the 
Muslims. Instead, just when a semblance of 
normalcy was creeping in the local 
administration promptly served notices on 
those who had begun rebuilding theirhomes, 
for constructing without municipal 
permi.ssion. Yet again, with the excuse that 
ISI-trained Kashmiri terrorists might strike 
somewhere in Ayodhya, Muslims were asked 
to inform local thanas if guests arrive to stay 
with them. The incongruity of killers walking 
free and their religious sensibilities 
considered at a premium, while victims were 
being harassed, has escaped comment. 

Ayodhya has become the hallmaik of our 
claim to be a civilised democratic country. 
Hardly anyone voices the demand for 
reconstruction of the mosque, let alone that 
the guilty be arrested and prosecuted. Some 
use the specious argument that Muslims 
would much rather forget it, while others 
feel that the better course is to be cautious 
lest it provides a “handle to the Sangh parivar 
to mislead the people”. There are indeed a 
few who even express the apprehension that 
since “opinion polls" show that Hindus 
oppose reconstruction, to go against the 
majority view would be politically suicidal, 
and that the RSS would incite trouble and 
disturb ‘communal amity’ which today is 
the highest priority. All therefore end up 
pandering to the Sangh parivar, the result 
being that none feels that justice and the rule 
of law are the bedrock of democratic 
functioning and that any dilution in this 
stance would be to countenance 
government’s violation of its constitutional 
duty. As a result the government is allowed 
to create the illusion that Babri masjid is a 
non-issue; that the issue is the ‘structure’ 
that existed; and that govemmmit was not 
a party to the demolition. As a result, until 
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the fotmatlon of the SP-BSP govonment - 
which incidoitaliy won all the assembly 
seats from the Faizabad-Ayodhya area - 
little was done to restore hope among the 
local Muslims. 

Another instance of the government 
kowtowing to Hindu chauvinism is available 
from the formation of a “non>political” trust; 
in bringing this about, the prime minister’s 
office and senior officers were directly 
involved. Last March the PM himself met 
the shankaracharya of Dwarka and 
Jyotirpeeth, Swaroopanand, and mooted the 
idea of the clergy constructing the Ram 
temple. The shankaracharyas has long been 
the key to Congress effoits to usurp the 
Sangh pan var’s Ayodhya plank. In this game 
of one-upmanship the shankaracharyas not 
only insist that they too will nut abide by 
the Supreme Court’s judgment but that the 
sanctum sanctorum will be the same as 
earmarked by the VHP. There is little 
difference between the two ‘trusts’. 

What this implies is the conspicuous 
absence of efforts to undo the wrong. There 
are several points of law involved. The entire 
land including the area surrounding the 
demolished Babri masjid vests with the waqf 
board. 'The central government acquired a 
little over 67 acres of land in and around the 
site through a presidential ordinance in 
CX;tober 1990. Portions of this land were 
already the subject of dispute before the 
Lucknow bench of the Allahabad High Court. 
In January 1993, the government acquired 
tdl this land and imposed the status quo 
which sanctified vandalism, it then went on 
to request the Supreme Court for its “opinion” 
on “whether a Hindu temple or any religious 
structure existed prior to the construction of 
the Ram Janmaboomi-Babri masjid in the 
area on which the structure stood”. This is 
after the Sangh parivar demolished the 
mosque, set up a makeshift temple, and 
conducted anti-Muslim carnage in vanous 
parts of the country. Instead of rejecting its 
maintainability, the Supreme Court after a 
length of time asked the government to stop 
making “off the cuff remarks” and make 
“explicit" if they will abide or not by the 
“opinion”. The government refused to commit 
itself to building a mosque even if the Supreme 
Court ascertains that no Hindu templeexisted 
before the construction of the Babri masjid. 

The statuteof limitations itself would have 
been enough to dismiss the reference sought; 
therefore one cannot ignore the implications 
of asking the judiciary to adjudicate on 
fabricated myths which form the basis of the 
RSS' outrageous claims. While the Supreme 
Court rejected the “reference” it did declare 
that the faith of Hindus is superior, never 
mind the criminal conspiracy that resulted 
in the demolition of a mosque. It did .so by 
completely ignoring the original crime of 
December 1949; by describing the criminal 
actof plantingidols as “shiftingof the idols”; 

by upholding the right of Hindus to offer 
prayers; and by claiming that Muslims do 
not require a mosque to offer ‘nanmz’. What 
is more is the absence of contempt of court 
proceedings against the Sangh pari var, either 
by the court or the government, thus 
suggesting that violation of pledges given 
to the highest court and the act of vandalism 
is of no judicial concern. 

Apprehensions that justice is being 
devalued are reinforced if one also looks at 
the Justice Libcrhans commission, set up in 
December 1992 to investigate the demolition 
of the Babri masjid. Before it even began 
working there were moves to dissolve it last 
January; after the news was leaked the 
government backed down, but the 
commission is working at an indifferent 
pace. It took the commission one year to get 
its act together and issue notices to various 
parties. As a measure of our resolve the 
media does not even cover the proceedings 
of the commission as and when it convenes. 
The government provided a list of 57 
witnesses to depose before the commission. 
How many witnesses have deposed, 
approximately how long they will take to 
complete the investigations, and by when 
they will submit their report to the 
government, are not known. 

With those implicated moving about freely, 
free both to continue with their inciteful 
activities and to wipe out evidence, the 
government is engaged in wiping out the 
memory of what led to, took place during, 
and followed the demolition of the Babri 
masjid. The failure to provide justice bolsters 
the feeling among Muslims that their plight 
is on account of their Muslimness, and that 
the government will do its utmost to placate 
the victimiser because of religious affinity. 
This not only aggravates polarisation around 
religious lines, but it helps the Sangh panvar 
to rehabilitate itself in civil society by making 
its crimes against the minorities appear as 
mildly disagreeable. 

Rehabu-itating the Aggressor 

Since the RSS is seen as a Hindu nationalist 
force, in confronting the challenge posed by 
it decision-makers make concessions, 
blunting the struggle against them. No matter 
how violently anti-Muslim they may be, 
since nationalism is not a pejorative term 
their patriotism is regaixted as above question. 
In this sense not only docs the RSS get 
politically rehabilitated but its ideological 
campaign receives a boost. It is then 
convenient to push the argument that the 
RSS cannot be wished away and that different 
means have to be adopted to contend with 
them. 

Seen thus, the casual manner in which the 
government has gone about first banning the 
RSS and its front, forming a tribunal headed 
by a judge who dismissed testimony of key 
eyewitnesses, and then ensuring a weak case 

which no court could’uphold, was no more 
than a temporu^f discomfort. ’This oiabied 
the Sangh parivarto bounce back politically. 
The VHP remains banned in name only and 
is without let or hindrance free to conduct 
its vicious campaign, including openly 
threatening to initiate a call for destroying 
the Gyanvapi mosque in Benares and Jami 
masjid, Mathura. 'Die Bajrang Dal boldly 
announces thestartofits 'military operations’ 
to “rescue” cows from May 22 when Muslims 
celebrate Id-ul-Zuha. In fact, when the Sangh 
parivar staged a protest in Punjab against 
Punjab Meats (September 23) on the 
ridiculous grounds that Indians are 
“vegetarian”, the state government-owned 
plant management made it known that the 
plant would not be commissioned without 
consulting the “aggrieved organisation”, i c, 
Sangh parivar. It is then not surpnsing to 
read of the ruling party giving Atal Behari 
Vajpayee, leader of the BJP in parliament, 
the GB Pant award for be.st parliamentarian 
- an exhibition of its ideological proximity 
with the RSS. He also was chosen to head 
the delegation which went to defend the 
government’s abhorrent human rights record 
in Kashmir. 

Conclusion 

Taken as stray instances these appear to 
form no pattern. Nevertheless, they cannot 
be brushed off as exaggerations or as reading 
too much into them - what they express is 
a deliberate promotion of an enemy image, 
where after a point distinctions among 
Pakistan, the ISl, Muslim fundamentalists 
and Indian Muslims get blurred The acute 
senscof insecurity generated among Muslims 
is the other side of the suspicion about them 
planted in the minds of the rest. Whereas 
propaganda about the ISl compels Muslims 
to give proof of their loyalty, the 
government's handling of the Babri masjid 
issue becomes a remi ndcr that the democratic 
space within which they thought they existed 
has shrunk to a point where even brazen 
discrimination evokes little outrage. That 
this provides a handle for those who have 
a st^e in perpetuating hostility towards 
Muslims is obvious. But the underplaying 
of such by secular democrats politically 
isolates the minority. For instance, the plight 
of the young girl Ameena married to an old 
Arab rouses the middle class conscience, 
whereas the marriage and rape of Anita last 
May goes unnoticed. Or else Muslim fury 
over Saronic Verses becomes a ready refrain 
but there is no fury over the code of conduct 
imposed on the Hindi film industry in which 
no one can condemn the demolition or the 
demolishers of the Babri masjid or mock at 
Ram, Sita, etc. This dichotomy in attitude 
is clear when the so-called Muslim 
intelligentsia meet receives a pat on the back 
without anyone bothering to ask if there is 
not a need for the Hindu intelligentsia meet 
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too? The question is not if one wrcmg makes of law got discounted in the name of a rights remains alive it is due to movements 
the other right. It is the consistency with hierarchy of interests, in which ‘national on the periphery of 'mainstream' politics, 
which Muslim issues, events, and interests’as defined by the rulers become Indeed, democracy in the minds of articulate 
personalities becoriK stereotyped syndxils sacrosanct. The phobia about the threat to sections is becoming associated with 
and reappear as self-evident facts. independence and the evocation of the lawlessness, and popular scepticism about 

To place the threads of the argument imagery of fifth columnists always deflates the conduct of politics is read as apathy and 
together, what becomes important is that the theimportanceofintemal freedom. Consider cynicism. This is often attnbuted to the 
policies and pronouncements of the that the army headquarters has set up several a])cnness of'western'political concepts and 
government have played a preponderant role task forces for areas where insurgency is said institutions m India, especially when 
in perpetuating and promoting community to prevail, as well as a special group for discussing secularism and the concomitant 
differences. The deliberate ambiguity monitoring the communal situation. No one insistence that religion be separated from 
maintained by the government between the asks why the army with its evident bias state. This political climate is tailor-made 
ISI and Indian Muslims in no way stops should be engaging itself in police matters, for the generation of fear psychosis, which 
anyone from arresting, torturing or killing Such slippages question the commitment of tendstoobfuscatesocialdifferentiationsand 
under mere suspicion or accusation, the Indian ruling classes to democratic allows the special interests of the ruling 
Discrimination apart, a feeling is created that functioning. If the struggle for democratic classes to retain their dominance. 
Musli ms are bei ng singled out for humiliation 
and attack. The EC-led move to delete the 

of ‘Hindutva’ ideology, if not the Russia’s War of Attrition in Chechnya 
appeasement of the Sangh parivar. In such 
a climate, when political parties and other P L Dash 
corporate bodies take the posture of being 

against all kinds of communalism and are Though Russia may eventually subdue Chechnya, the prolonged war has 
unable to make a distinction between victim exposed the authoritarianism of Yeltsin. 
and victimiscr, then faced with private and 
government coercion community solidarity 
getsaboosi.ftsacorollary.underthcrefrain IN recent years, Decembers have visited Hkstork'alBackground 

of fighting "all types of communalism”, the Russia with a distinct difference. In 1991, 
threat of the RSS gets muted. it was the Soviet disintegration. In 1992, Chechnya lies in the North Caucasus along 

This is enough to cause Muslims to become it was the climax of a classic clash between Terek river. Known through the Soviet years 
reluctant to express their views in public the president and the parliament. In 199.3, asChechen-lngushASSR,ithudacombined 
meetirgs,forcxample, when the Babrimasjid it was the emergence of ultranationalist territory of 19,300 square kilometres and a 
issue was brought up; and few dare to phenomenonufVladimirZhirinovsky.and population of 1.22 million. The landmass of 
condemn the terror let loose in Kashmir lest in 1994, it was the Chechnya war when in Chechnya falls into three geographical 
they beaccuscdofdisloyalty. This hesitation December 1994 Moscow failed to .strike an regions: the main Cauca.sus range in the 
is a measure of the attempt to silence and accord with Grozny on the limits of south, then ver valleys of Terek and Sunzha 
disarm them, to sharpen their feeling of Chechnya's autonomy within the Russian from west to east, and the rolling plains of 
being different - and all this is cynically federation, clouds of war began to hover Nogay steppe in the north. Broadly, three 
used by the government to its own ends, over Northern Caucasus. What began purely groupsinhabittheareaTheyaretheChechen- 

This tends to provide the rationale for as a political tussle between Moscow and Ingush who comprise 60 per cent of the 
ideologies of identity politics. While one Grozny in 1991 turned into a savage war population, the Russians who form 35 per 
side secs the need for this in view of its in 1994-1995. Yeltsin faced a dilemma: to cent of it and the numerous Caucasian 
persecution, the other side sees it in being attack or not to attack. The fears of nationalities making up the remaining 5 per 
privileged; to the extent to which one group separatism spreading from Chechnya to cent. The ethnic composition has tended 
feels constrained, the ‘other’ feels embol- other non-Russian regions, the strategic historically to create a religious divide 
dened. If this appears to be a zero sum game intcrestsofRussiainlheCaucasiansouthem between the Russians, who are Slavs, and 
itisnotsurprising-thisishowitispcrceived rim, the economic factors connected thcChcchen-lngush,whoareMuslims.EvCT 
by various public and corporate personalities, with the gas pipeline, a major highway since the Persian campaign of Peter thcGreat 
Just as the government's discrimination and rail line running through Chechnya, inl722thatresuitedintoRussiancolcmisation 
emphasises Muslimness, the official and salvaging Yeltsin's own plummet- of the region, both sides have nurtured a 
endorsement for key elements of the Sangh ing popularity were major factors res- sense of animosity on the basis of religion, 
parivaragendaacts as afillipfor‘Hindutva’. ponsible for Russia's entanglement in It was around this time in early ISth century 
While it appears that each feeds into the Chechnya. that the Chcchen-Ingu.sh were affirming their • 
other, in resdity the two sides are unequal; After too much of insult and injury, ethnic names. The Nakhcho tribe from the 
one is persecuted and the other privileged. Russia has won a partial victory over mountain village of Chechen came to be 

The remarkable thing is that an alternate Chechnya. Yeltsin has found it extremely known as Chechens and the Galgay tribe 
course was possible. The government could difficult to resolve this problem or walk from the villageofAngush was subsequently 
have, instead of mollycoddling the Sangh away from it. Die fears of acting liberal, knownasIn^sh.Bycloseofthel8thccnwry, 
parivar, opted for restoring people's belief as Gorbachev did under perestroika, both these tribes were known as‘VaymJdis’ 
in the fairness of public institutions and might have precipitated impending [FBIS report 1992; 26]. 
desisted from pandering to religious dismemberment of Russia. Although this The Vaynakhs rose against the Russian 
sentiments. In res^ng criminal activities as has not happened, theeuphoria of behaving dominance under tlw leadNslup of Sheikh 
actsoffaithandthefaithful,grossdemocratic tough has left Yeltsin in the lurch. Saddled Mansur in 1780 and were bruuQly quelled 
rights violations were condoned. Since the by these two extremities of soft and tough by the Russian army in 1789. The Chechen 
struggle for democratic rights did not remain options, Yeltsm chose military might with liberation efforts to^ an intense turn when 
at the centre of Indian politics after the cluster and needle bombs to resolve an Yevgeny Yermolovwasappoiniedgovctnor 
emergency, ovmrching principles of rule ethno-politicdly sensitive conflict. goieraloftheCaucasusinlSlb.Htespeeded 



up the colonisation process after successf^ly 
annexing Azerbaijan andOeorgia, Yemtolov 
wrote in his memoir, “Along the lower reach 
of the Terek river live the Chechens, the 
fierc^t of the brigands, who attack the line... 
They can justly be called the, liar of all 
brigands” [F^IS report 1992:27]. In the face 
of mounting Russian attacks, the Chechen- 
Ingush had formed ‘abrek’ or mountain bands 
who continued the guerrilla warfare against 
the Russians till the fall of the tsarist empire 
in February 1917. After October 1917 the 
bolsheviks made sustained efforts to bring 
peace to this region. Four months of talks 
ended in a peace agreement in February 
1918, establishing Soviet power in Terek 
Oblast. 

The Soviet power consolidated in Chechen- 
Ingush in thr^ stages. In the first stage the 
Soviets regained control over the region by 
defeating the white guards in March 1920 
and set up Gorskaya Autonomous Republic 
in November 1920 that included Chechen- 
Ingushetia. Two years later, in the second 
stage, Chechen Autonomous Region was 
created followed by the establishment of 
Ingush Autonomous Region in July 1924 
[Biryukov nd: 96]. The intervening time 
between 1924 and 1935 witnessed two 
opposite tendencies; The unifying efforts of 
the Soviet power that aimed at merger of the 
two regions, and the anti-collectivisation 
drive. Anti-Soviet uprisings against the 
ruthless methods of collectivisation continued 
to wreck havoc until 1934, when the Soviets 
succeeded in creating a combined Chechen- 
Ingush Oblast with Grozny as its capital. In 
the third stage this Oblast was transformed 
intoChechen-Ingush Autonomous Republic 
in December 1936. 

After the consolidation of Soviet power, 
repression against anti-Soviet elements 
became severe. In August 1937, a special 
operation was conducted in which “more 
than 10,000 people were arrested in 
Chechnya, Ingushetia and in the city of 
Grozny. Numerous trials were held and 
virtually all leaders were arrested” [FBIS 
tqmrt 1992:28]. In second world war the 
Cohens and Ingush suffered further misery 
at the hands of Joseph Stalin. They were 
deponed to Central Asia and their republic 
dissolved. In 1957, Nikita Khrushchev 
restored the Chechen-Ingush Autonomous 
Republic and resettled its deported 
inhabitants. Howevo-, someofthe territories 
of Cbechen-lngu.shetia were annexed to 
neighbouring regions such as Stavropolskii 
Kray, North Ossetia, Georgia and Dagestan. 

Genesis of Crisis 

The imprints of Gorbachev’s perestroika 
on Chechen-lngushetia were felt belatedly. 
Communist pany chief, Vladimir Foteyey, 
end his deptrty, ftvel Gromov, enjoyed ftill 
powm arid rrontrolled Chechen affairs. In 

1988 when glasnost permeated to the grass 
roots, criticism of communist ideology and 
the functioning of the leadership bei»me 
prominent. Relittive freedom of the press 
brought to light public dissent. Like in other 
republics of the former Soviet Union, issues 
of democracy were taken up along with 
ecological problems faced by Chechnya. In 
February 1988, a construction engineer of 
the Gudermes Biochemical Plant, Ruslan 
Ezbulatov, published information about his 
plant producing lysine, a health hazard for 
Chechnya. This information sparked revolt 
in the republic. Mass demonstrations 
demanding ban on the production of lysine 
followed. This was the genesis of 
confrontation between the communist 
authorities and the democratic public. In 
April 1989 Doku Zavgayev was elected as 
the deputy, who subsequently became party 
first secretary in June 1989, thus ending the 
era of Foteyev. 

On November 23-25, 1990 Zavgayev 
organised the Chechen National Congress 
in Grozny. The demand for Chechen 
sovereignty dominated discussion in the 
congress and Zavgayev promised to promote 
national rebirth of Chechnya. By the winter 
1990 a number of nation^ist parties such 
as the Chechen Popular Front, Islamic Party 
ofRebirth and Islamic Path Pmty were active. 
While the government of Zavgayev was 
pursuing a centrist policy, the nationalists 
were pursuing the objectives of Chechen 
independence. Conflicting views of the 
leaders of these parties led to infighting 
within the Chechen National Congress in 
December 1990. Around this time Major 
General Dzhokhar Dudayev was elected the 
chairman of the executive conunittee of the 
Chechen National Congress. This was the 
beginning of the confrontation between the 
centrist Zavgayev, who followed the 
Gorbachevian course, and the radical 
Dudayev, who followed the Chechen 
nabotialist course. The August cot^ in Russia 
hastened the pace of Zavgayev-Dudayev co¬ 
nflict. The climax came on September 1-2, 
1991 when the congress met in Grozny and 
declared the Chechen Supreme Soviet 
overdirown. It handed over powers to the 
executive committee of dwChKhenNational 
Congress led by Dudayev [FBIS report 
1992:37]. 

The following months were hectic. Yeltsin 
at the helm of power in Kremlin knew the 
danger of Chechnya sqwretism, and sent 
Ruslan Khasbulatov and Gennady Burbulis 
to negotiate widr Dudayev. Meanwhile, 
on September IS, 1991 Chechnya and 
Ingushetia woe separated at imiependent 
republics. Dudayev headed for presidential 
and parliamentary elections slated for 
October 27, 1991. When Dudayev was 
elected president of Giechnya and hit 
Nationd Congress won a landslide victory, 
Moscow quickly declared the results o( 

dections unlawftil and started to mate 
hurcUet for Dudayev. Thus, long before die 
Russian invasion began last December, 
warfare was going on between pro-Kremlin 
and pro-Dudayev forces for die past three 
years. TheRussian president, on the threshold 
of Sovi^ disintegration in 1991, imposed 
an emergency only to rescind it two days 
later. This resulted in the withdrawal of 
Russian army units from Chechnya. 
However, Moscow’s surrogate, Umar 
Avturkhanov, a rich Chechen merchant, 
was elected the mayor of Nadterechny 
district in December 1991 and Moscow 
pursued its policy of proxy war through 
him in Chechnya. Ever since the pro- 
Moscow opposition formed a provisional 
committee headed by Avturkhanov in June 
1994, Moscow supplied 40 billion rubies 
in cash, besides a fleet of 70 tanks and 
combat gunships with crew [Moscow News 
Weekly December 2-8, 1994]. Despite all 
these odds, Dudayev continued to 
consolidate his power. 

When all IS constituent republics of the 
former Soviet Union became independent, 
Dudayev failed to understand why his tiny 
Caucasian state with its distinctive heritages 
should not become independent. He pursued 
the matter vigorously with Yeltsin who 
throughout his presidential campaign in 1991 
summer had consistently advocated that 
Russia had no imperial ambitions and that 
every constituent unit of the Soviet Union 
had the right to become sovereign and 
independent. This right was in fact embodied 
in die Soviet constitution. In 1992, some 
new Chechen leaders like Beslan 
Gantemirov, Yusup Saslambdcov, Ruslan 
Labazanov and Yaragi Matiradayev joined 
hapds with Dudayev. Mamodayev 
subsequendy became the prime minister of 
Chechnya and resigned when Dudayev 
dismiss^ the parliament in the spring of 
1993. After the parliament was dissolved, 
Gantemirov, Labazanov and Avturkhanov 
spearheaded the opposidrm while Dudayev 
headed the Chechen gov^ment. Open 
clashes between the two groups cominued 
intermittently. Hie opposition sought 
Moscow’s active support to restore 
constitutional order in Qiechnya. De^iite 
Moscow’s generous support, die Labazanov 
faction was routed on September 3, 1994, 
at Argun. On November 26-27, 1994 
Dudayev’s forces were able to do away with 
the tqipoaition. Thereafter, the Chechnya 
crisis took the form of £ioct cortfriiiitatitm 
between Moscow and Grozny, and between 
Dudayev and Yeltsin. 

I^RaBm-PBKvnara 

No sooner did die crisis in Chechnya 
b^ to uidbld, it beemw clenr Aat ttwR 
exiamd dtfrertni views net only on the 
conduct of mtiiJHy opendionz, but idso on 
the cuntitntionnt iesom. Yrdtefai wns gtodnd 



by bis constitutional provisions. Article 42 
of the Russian constitution says, “The state 
unity of the Russian Federation will be 
secured by the integrity of its territory... and 
the territory of the Russian Federation will 
be integral and indivisible”. Since Dudayev 
threatened this integrity, Yeltsin considered 
him a gangster, and not the president of 
Chechnya. On the other hand, Dudayev did 
not consider Yeltsin a Russian citizen nor 
Chechnya a part of Russian federation. At 
a time when most voices of secession had 
receded, Chechnya’s revolt threatened to 
unleash another phase of breakaway 
syndrome. 

Where Yeltsin vastly differed from his 
colleagues was whether or not to use military 
force to settle the three year-old political and 
territorial dispute. Yeltsin favoured using 
force whereas his fellow Russians disagreed. 
Nearly all Duma members opposed invasion. 
They wanted the issue to be negotiatiated 
with Dudayev. Disillusioned with the attitude 
of the Duma, Y eltsin invited the upper house 
or Federation Council to consider three 
questions: (I) Should the Russian 
constitution continue to apply to Chechnya 
or is the couiftil prepared to amend the 
constitution to let Chechnya secede? (2) If 
the government is to negotiate with Dudayev, 
as nearly all of the parliament wants, is the 
parliament ready to rescind measures that 
call Dudayev’s regime illegitimate? O) If 
there arc to be elections in Chechnya, as 
some propose, what are the circumstances 
in which they could be held? [Economist, 

December 1994]. 
After a lengthy debate, the house was near 

unanimous about a peaceful solution and 
members urged the president to grant amnesty 
to the Chechens, if they surrendered their 
arms before December 15, 1994, The 
ultimatum was of no avail and Y eltsin decided 
to use the military. To Yeltsin's 
embarrassment the commander-in-chief of 
the Russian armed forces. General Eduard 
Voroblyov, tendered his resignation, refusing 
to assume control of the Russian military 
operation in Chechnya. At least five generals 
expressed their reservations about the 
campaign [The Times of India, January 7, 
1995]. The generals categorically warned 
the president that the mission in Chechnya 
was not going to be smooth. A group of 
deputies who visited Chechnya to negotiate 
with Dudayev sent telegrams to die president 
to immediately stop the assault even after 
fheir peace talks wi^ Dudayev broke down. 
Yeltsin’s dithering perceptions were clearly 
evident when he informed his countrymen 
on the Russian television, “the first stage in 
settling the crisis has been completed and 
the ring around Grozny was tig^t” [Time, 
January 9, 1995]. 

However, eyewitness account on the eve 
of the Chechen expedition was different, h 
conveyed to the people the debacle facing * 

Russia and the possibility of a protracted 
guerrilla war. The Russians became 
circumspect of their inesident when the 
chairman of the human rights commission, 
Sergei Kovalyov publicly remarked that 
blood was being spilled in Grozny not to 
solve the Chechen conflict but to drain the 
strength of Russia's weak democracy. The 
Russian defence minister, Pavel Grachev, 
was overconfident of winning a mini war 
over little Chechnya. He grossly undervalued 
the strength of the Chechen fighters and their 
fervour to uphold Chechen nationalism. 
Grachev seemed more loyal to Yeltsin than 
to ground-level reality. Mounting criticism 
came from all quarters a.s reports of initial 
failures trickled in from Chechnya. Russian 
orthodox patriarch Alexei 11 stated, “no one 
can remain indifferen; to the death of peaceful 
civilians”. Former president Mikhail 
Gorbachev called the war “a bloody and 
disgraceful adventure". Pro-Yeltsin 
reformist-democrat, Grigory Yavlinsky told 
Yeltsin; "Boris Nikolaevich, resign' Do not 
wash Russia with blood” [Time, January 16. 
1995]. 

Ri'ssia’.s Intt-rests 

Several factors forced Yeltsin to lake 
recourse to the option of force. Strategically, 
Chechnya is located in Russia’s Cauca.sian 
southern underbelly between the Caspian 
and Black seas. The region as a whole has 
remained tumultuous in post-Soviet times. 
The ethnic Armenians have been fighting 
with the Azerbaijanis in Nagomo-Karabakli 
conclave for the past eight years. Independent 
Georgia has been beset with the problems 
of Abkhazian and Adzharian separatism. 
South Ossetia has been demanding to secede 
from Georgia to unite with North Ossetia 
that constitutes a part of the Russian 
federation. Moscow has policed a truce 
between the two since 1991-92. The split 
of Chechen-lngushetia in 1991 has created 
two separate entities in place of the earlier 
Chechen-lngush ASSR. All these 
developments have remained strategically 
disquictening for Moscow. The propensity 
of such low intensity ethnic conflicts have 
severely jeopardised Russian intere.sts in the 
region. In view of all this, events in Chechnya 
were not worth ignoring. 

Politically, the Caucasus has remained 
unstable too. In the smallest of former Soviet 
republics, Armenia, president Levon-Ter 
Petrasyan has been carving out his own 
niche of democracy. In Azerbaijan, turbulent 
political events have swept to power former 
communist Gmder Aliev, and in Georgia 
former Soviet foreign minister, Eduard 
Shevardnadze is having a tough time. These 
leaders are no longer able to safeguard 
Russia’s political interest in the region as 
trusted allies. At this juncture, Russia’s total 
withdrawal from Chechnya is bound to 
facilitate further instability in the region. 

Leaving Chechnya to follow its own course 
will have far-reaching constitutional and 
political repercussion in Russia. 

Economically. Russian interests in 
Chechnya are in the gas pipeline that run.s 
westward through Chechnya from the 
Caspian basin. There are also vital transport 
links. The Moscow-Baku highway and 
railway run through Chechnya. Chcchnyan 
independence will .sever Russia’s vital 
transport links with the Caucasian states. 
This will cause severe economic constraints 
for Russia and in the region. Yeltsin wished 
to prevent this happen. Thus, a combination 
of strategic, geopolitical and economic 
factors has dnven Yeltsin to engage troops 
in Chechnya. 

Critics, however, relate a diflcrcnt version. 
They feel Yeltsin’s Chechnya invasion is “a 
badly miscalculated attempt to boost his 
own sagging populanty. Yeltsin’s approval 
rating in opinion polls has slipped to less 
than 40 per cent, down more than 20 per 
cent from a year ago” [News Week, lanuary 
9, 1995). According to the Russian centre 
for public opinion and market research the 
forced march to Chechnya was condemned 
by 57.7 per cent Russians on December 5- 
6, 1994 and by 69.9 per cent on December 
11-12, 1994. Defence minister Pavel 
Grachev’s intention was lo cover up 
widespread corruption in the Rus.sian mi litary 
which was brought to limelight by journalist, 
Dmitry Kholodov. After publication of his 
article in Moscovskie Kuraniy, Kholodov 
was assassinated by unknown gangsters and 
investigations regarding the murder have 
run into a ctd-de-sac. Finally, the newly 
Iibemted regions no longer obey the Kremlin 
command. Among the ex-Soviet republics, 
"Estonia declares ever more loudly its claim 
for the Pechorski district, Lithuania is closing 
the military transit to Kaliningrad, and 
Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan are locking horns 
with Russia-for their rights to Caspian oil” 
[Moscow News Weekly, December 23-29, 
1994|. 

Yfxtsin’.s MiSCAI-COI-ATIONS 

It was for the first time Russia was witness 
to televised live pictures of bomb-gutted 
buildings, burned corpses of its own soldiens 
soaked in blood and many pathetic scenes 
of wailing civilians in the midst of raging 
fire. Dudayev’s Grozny sent to the Kremlin 
clear signals of an impending debacle 
awaiting the Russians in Chechnya. While 
25,000 Russian troops backed by 300 
armoured vehicles were marching to the 
centre of Grozny, reports of Russian tanks 
being destroyed in large numbers made the 
Kremlin shiver. After 15 days of fighting, 
It was reported that 1,000 Chechen troops 
were killed by the Russian soldiers [The 
Times of India, December 26, 1994]. TTw 
Russian casualty figures ranged between 
12,000 to 13,000. 



On the eve of 1995, all major Chechnyan 
cities such as Argun, Oudermes, Meigobek 
and Beslan continued to reel under Russian 
attack. Yet, Yeltsin was determined to 
continue his Chechnya war. Even when the 
Rus.sian security council met to discuss the 
‘force option', Yeltsin began putting his 
proposal to vote without any discussion. 
Reports of military disaffection were 
gradually percolating from the Russian 
forces. General Ivan Babichev commander 
of Russian forces in western Chechnya, 
openly told, “It is forbidden to use the army 
against peaceful civilians. When I see the 
faces of these old women, it is as though 
1 SM the face of my own mother" [News 
Week, December 26, 1994]. Despite these 
reports, Russia continued its battle for 
Grozny, and after it succeeded in occupying 
the presidential palace, it found that Dudayev 
was missing. Dudayev probably had fled 
southward to the mountains to continue 
guerrilla war against the Russians. 

As the military adventure in and around 
Grozny began to unfold, the vacillations of 
Boris Yeltsin became clear. He continued 
to make blunders repeatedly. First, he grossly 
underestimated the popularity of Chechen 
president, Dudayev. ,W'ondly, Yeltsin, along 
with Grachev, undervalued the fighting 
motives of Chechen patriots. Disturbed by 
Russia’s frequent incursions into their 
process of nation-state building at various 
times in hrstory, the Chechens, headed by 
Dudayev, seemed determined to teach Russia 
a les.son in warfare. Those armymen who 
defected to unite with Chechen forces were 
critical of Yeltsin. Some pro-democracy civil 
and military groups and human rights 
activists, who were staunch supporters of the 
president, began criticising him for 
mishandling the Chechen affairs. Thirdly, 
Yeltsin apparently did not exercise enough 
caution to gauge the sentiments of the 
Russians. Most Russians w,ere averse to their 
country being dragged into another bloody 
conflict. The Russians comment that what 
was the last war of the Soviet empire in 
Afghanistan has virtually turned out to be 
the first war of Russia in Tajikistan. 
Enmeshed in an ongoing civil war in that 
Central Asian state, the Russians are fearful 
of another military entanglement. However, 
Ycltsin failed to r^isc what his countrymen 
had been increasingly feeling about. 
Fourthly, the Russian president had 
underestimated the Islamic undertones of 
the Chechen conflict. The organisation of 
the Islamic Conference that met in 
Casablanca in December 1994 endorsed the 
independence of Chechnya. Moreover, only 
after the reportsofinitial failuresinChechnya 
reached the Russian authorities that th^ 
realised that mercenaries from several 
Muslim countnes like Afghanistan, Frisian, 
Azerbaijan and Jordan were fighting with 
Chechen forces. 

Dudayev’s Strenoth 

The fears, vacillations and miscalculations 
of Russia were known to the Chechen 
president Dudayev. As a top military 
personnel of the ex-Soviet army he knew the 
intricacies of Russian decision-making at 
the time of military crisis. As a commander 
of the strategic bomber division in Tartu, 
Estonia, and as a soldier privy to armed 
opposition to popular protests, Dudayev had 
gathered more experience than Yeltsin. He 
combined this rich experience with his 
expertise as a pilot engineer and major general 
while managing the crisis in Chechnya. 
However, the mainstay of his military support 
came from the armed forces of the Chechen 
republic, which he had formed on November 
10, 1991 under his own chairmanship. On 
December 24,1991 he also introduced a law 
for the ‘Defence of the Chechen Republic’. 
This law introduced mandatory military 
service for all male citizens of the republic 
aged 19-26 years for a period of 18 months 
and those with higher education for a term 
of 12 months. The law also mentioned that 
anyone who does not wish to serve in the 
armed forces out of religious conviction 
must do labour service instead of regular 
duty [FBIS report 1992:6]. 

’Iliis law has placed under the disposal of 
the Chechen leadership the following units 
to carry out military missions: the president ’ s 
personal guard of 30 to SO men, two special 
purpose platoons of 50 men each, a 
detachment of the Islamic Path Party of 200 
men. a headquarter defence platoon of SO 
men, the border custom service regiment of 
1,200 men, the mountain peoples' quick 
response forces of 100-150 men, the internal 
affairs ministry special forces of 50 men, and 
the Chechen national guard of 10,000 to 
15,000 men [FBIS report 1992:6]. 

Ever since he came to power in the autumn 
of 1991, Dudayev has bwn veering his little 
state in Caucasus to total independence. War 
with Russia had become inevitable. In a bid 
to quickly enhance Chechnya’s defence 
capabilities, Dudayev has made constant 
efforts. Most notable among them was his 
effort to possess Russian arms and 
ammunitions located on Chechnyan territory 
as of mid-1992. After he declared Chechnya 
independent, Dudayev insistedon evacuation 
of the Independent Military Training Centre 
from the region. The commando^ of the 
North Caucasus Military Area, General A 
Shustko, in a coded message requested 
Russian defence minister, Pavel Grachev to 
endorse his request and permit him to transfer 
some ammunitions to Qiechnya as follows: 
50 per cent of combat equipment of arms, 
2 standard supplies of ammunitions, and 
1 -2 per cent combat engineers’ ammunitions 
[Moscow News Weekly, January 20-26, 
1995]. The sanction was given by Mikhail 
Kolesnikov, the current Chief of Russia’s 

General Staff. This action impIiedthatRussia 
de facto recognised die Chechen refmblic 
headed by Dudayev. 

Dudayev’s support base continued to 
widen with the onset of Russian attack on 
Chechnya almost in an equal fashion as 
Yeltsin’s rate of popularity declined in 
Russia. People living in Chechnya were 
awestruck by the ferocity of the Russian 
attack. Irrespective of their nationalities, 
volunteers came forward to fight against the 
Russian troops. They organised into informal 
bands of 20 to 50 men, elected their own 
commanders and began fighting in the streets 
with total loyalty to Dudayev. The support 
was so spontaneous that even a businessman, 
who lefl his home in Ukraine, used his 
personal funds to equip a band of 50 men 
[Time, January 16, 1995]. Chechens who 
lived in Russia supported Dudayev’s mission 
forChcchen independence. Chechens living 
as far as in US and Canada threw their 
support behind Dudayev. 

However, one solid base of strong support 
which the Russians totally overlooked was 
the Islamic world. The ‘mercenaries’ were 
in fact soldiers dispatched by various Islamic 
countries to fight against the Russians in 
Chechnya. This help flowed as a result of 
Dudayev’s call for ‘jihad’. Active support 
came not only from the neighbouring 
Dagestan, Kabardino-Balkaria and 
Azerbaijan, but also from distant countries 
such as Turkey and Jordan. Pro-Chechen 
sources said that Turkey even may close 
Bosphorus to hinder Russia’s passage to 
warm waters. There were various estimates 
about Dudayev’s finanaal strength. Rumours 
were rife in Moscow that in the bunkers of 
Dudaycv,there were three billionUSdollars, 
which was sufficient to pay for the 
mercenaries at the rate of $ 1,000 per day 
of fighting [Argumenty i Fakty 1994]. The 
initial Russian retreat in the Chechen battle 
could be attributed to this adequate support 
base of Dudayev. 

Additional Burden 

The Chechen war has now shifted gear. 
After the capture of Grozny by Russian 
forces, onJanuary 18-19,1995 the supporters 
of Dudayev have fled to the adjacent 
mountains. While the war has not ended, 
tentative estimates of loss of the warring 
factions have been published. They show 
that Chechnya expedition remains 
ignominious for Russia. Russian finance 
minister, Panskov is on record saying, 
“hundreds of billions of rubles have been 
pumped to Chechen battle”. Other sources 
put the approximate figure at one trillion 
ruble (Argumenty i Fakty 1994]. .The 
interrelated nature of problems invdved in 
Chechnya makes it difficult to arrive at a 
sum totk of Russia’s financial loss in the 

middle of a continuing war. The 
entanglement for Russia has cost 



valuable human lives too. This loss is not 
only irreparable, but also most traumatic 
after Afghanistait The continuation of the 
war in Chechnya makes it for Russia neither 
glorious nor victorious. 

Hie war has created a major refugee 
problem in all neighbouring countries. The 
Russian migration service in the neigh¬ 
bourhood had registered 12,577 refugees in 
various republics. The Dagestan local 
administration had given figure of 8,500 
refugees who were coming at a rate of 80 
migrant families per day. As of December 
19, 1994 Dagestan had registered 856 
families. By December 29, the total number 
of people who fled Chechnya under the war 
conditions had touched 34,374 and it was 
expected to touch 90,000. In the Dagestan 
town of Khasavyurt 25,000 refugees, mostly 
women and children, took rest. Migration 
.services spokesman, Yevgeny Chemayev 
revealed that the rate of refugee arrival had 
increased to 300 refugees per day. Tlie mid- 
December refugee figures from Grozny 
provided by press centres of Chechnya and 
Ingushetia’s parliaments were more than 
15,000. Over 5,000 people (Chechens, 
Ingush and Russians) have tied to Ingushetia. 
6,{)(X) to 8,000 Chechens went to Dagestan 
and about 2,5{X) Chechens and Russians to 
Stavropolski Kray. The number has been 
constantly increasing. In the initial days of 
the battle, 7(X) people were killed from both 
sides, 1,500 were wounded and according 
to different sources 3(X) to 700 people were 
taken prisoners, including 120 Russian troops 
[Moscow News Weekly, December 9-15, 
1994], 

The loss of both sides in the combat 
operation was huge. On January 7, 1995 
Russian defence ministry sources gave 
information about the Chechen losses It 
said that units of Russian defence ministry 
had destroyed about 2,500 militants, as v'cll 
as 26 tanks, 40 armoured vchicles,63 artillery 
pieces and mortars, 129 vehicles, 3 MI-8 
heltcopters, more than 150 aircraft including 
6 TU-134, 14 AN-2. 14 L-29 and L-39 
planes and damaged over I(X) L-29 and L- 
39planes. A total of 167 firing emplacements 
and positions have been destroyed, 108 
people taken prisoners, 340 guns, 9 tanks 
and 27 armoured vehicles seized” [FBIS 
report 1995:9]. These figures of loss not 
only reveal the strength of Dudayev’s 
Chechnya, but also show his enduring 
capability to hold on before a much-vaunted 
Russian army. 

Russian sources came out with further 
data on the war losses in Grozny in the first 
week of January 1995. According to them, 
by the end of December 1994, 2,000 
Chechens and 800Russian servicemen were 
killed. Other sources said 1,000 Russian 
soldiers were killed in the storming of 
Grozny. Russian Federal Migration Service 
put the number of refugees as of December 
30,1994 at 1,00,000 to 1,50,000. The rate 

of applications received daily for migration 
was 2,500. Argun was completely destroyed 
by December 23, the centre of Grozny was 
annihilated and a numberof suburban villages 
raged. The vice-president of Ingushetia 
confirmed that 500 Russian troops were 
taken prisoners in Grozny [Moscow News 
Weekly, January 6-12, 1995]. 

Ten Lessons from Chechnya 

(1) It was on the Russian territory the 
Russian army was deployed for the first time 
in post-Soviet times to launch attack on 
people, who are juridically citizens of the 
Russian Federation. These citizens arc 
Chechen by their nationality does not 
minimise the gravity of the situation. 

(2) By ordering army assault on Chechnya, 
Yeltsin has not only shown scant regards for 
rights of nations to self-determination, but 
has revealed some new features of handling 
sensitive ethnic matters by preferring martial 
democracy to democracy of consensus. 
Tactles.sne$s, brutality, impatience, ruthless¬ 
ness and obduarte approach arc some of the 
features of Yeltsin’s Chechnya policy that 
have exacerbated the crisis beyond resolve. 

(3) At the most unfortunate moment of 
Russian history, the country has an impudent 
maverick like Yeltsin as president, who has 
created this crisis. He covertly groomed 
Dudayev by overlooking him for three years. 
And now, he has travelled his solitary path 
to Chechnya along with a handful of dis¬ 
gruntled soldiers to take revenge on Dudayev 
but at the cost of the common Russian. 

(4) Thc intensity of the tragedy in Chechnya 
had overwhelmed even the Russian soldiers, 
some of whom had defected to side with 
Dudayev forces as a matter of principle again.st 
the use of force on civilians, "nie arbitrariness 
of the presidential decision to deal with a 
political problem by military means without 
el itc or mass support has revealed that Russia’s 
decision-making process remains whimsical 
rather than democratic. When Yeltsin’s 
repeated calls for a halt to bombing fell on 
deaf ears, doubts arose about the efficacy of 
his leadership and Russians questioned, “who 
is in control of the Kremlin’.^’’ 

(5) The lessons for defence minister 
Grachev were devastating. As a chum of 
Yeltsin, Grachev has finally helped all his 
plans turn turtle. The crisis in Chechnya has 
defiled the political future of both, Grachev 
and Yeltsin. 

(6) The long battle to take Grozny and the 
subsequent failure of the Russian army to 
capture Dudayev have evinced the weakness 
of Russia’s political and military leadership. 
’The echo of this weakness is likely to be 
heard on the ethnic frontiers of Russia which 
may have many a Chechnya in upcoming 
months. 

(7) TheongoiEigwarinChechnyainv<rfving 
the Russian army will drain the country’s 
treasury. The longer it continues, the worst 
it will become for Ydtsin’s Russia. 

(8) The Chechens are brave fighters, nay 
good merchants. ’They have used against 
Russia the very arms they had procured from 
Russia. 'The Russians have felt the boomerang 
effects of pilferage of their arms. They must 
leam to be ready, at least, to handle their 
loose arsenal cautiously 

(9) Strong support for Chechnya from the 
entire Islamic world tends to accentuate the 
wider ramifications of Russo-Chechnyan 
conflict. It is likely to influence the existing 
fissiparous risings throughout Russia and 
widen the divide between Slavic and Islamic 
peoples. 

(10) Since force has little eflcct in 
democracy, arrest warrant agaiast Dudayev 
may not help contain Chechnya within the 
boundaries of the Russian federation. Instead, 
it is likely to erode the fledgling foundation 
of Russian democracy. Chechnya has driven 
Yeltsin from the pinnacle of his popularity 
in 1991 to the nadir of his blunders in 1995. 
The gory memory of Chechnya will continue 
to haunt the Russians beyond the next year's 
presidential elections, maybe beyond the 
millennium. 

However, three mutually inclusive 
possible scenarios have emerged recently 
out of the Chechnya crisis. They are; (1) 
The Kremlin has called for the creation of 
an interim administration until local 
elections can be held. Yeltsin has appointed 
deputy prime minister, Nikolai Yegorov, 
as his representative in Chechnya. The 
Kremlin has also given a two-point 
blueprint that envisages: (i) rebuilding of 
financial institutions, restoring oil facilities, 
paying pensions and other social welfare 
benefits to rtsidents; and (ii) lobbying 
through the interim administration to 
persuade the leaders of Chechnya to hold 
elections [Internatianol Herald Tribue, 
January 21-22, 1995]. Alongside these 
peace initiatives, the Kremlin has unleashed 
terror on civilians and issued arrest wanants 
against Chechen leaders. (2) The second 
scenario is the resolute Chechen attitude 
to continue the battle with Russia to death. 
The Chechens have gone to the mountains 
along with their leaders and weapons to 
wage guerrilla vvar against the Russian 
troops. This is the most probable scenario 
to prevail there in upcoming months with 
intermittent fierce fighting. (3) The third 
scenario concerns a possible truce between 
Moscow and Grozny with Moscow 
recognising Chechnya’s identity as a free 
nation. Only time will tell the efficacy of 
such a compromise, with or without 
Dudayev. 
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PERSPECTIVES 

Culture and Globalisation 
A Non-Issue at World Summit on Social Development 

K N Panikkar 

In the absence of an adequate recognition of the cultural dimension, the 
agenda of the World Summit for Social Development in Copenhagen 
next month is incomplete and ineffective as far as developing countries 
are concerned. The National Report of India is no better. It does not go 
beyond listing the achievements of the state and as such is a misleading 
document for any meaningful discussion. For any rethinking on social 
development, the implications of cultural subjection have to be taken 
into account. 

THH backgnwiid lileralurc put out to enable 

anticnnch the discussion at the WorldSummit 

for Social Development meeting at 
Copenhagen on March 11-12 almost totally 

ignores culture as a crucial component of the 

threeissuesoflhesummit’sconcern-poverty, 

producti veemployment and social integration 

-except a very tangential reference to culture 
in the Draft Programme of Action. The draft 
says that "our societies are. pnxJucts of unique 

historical evolution, enriched by diverse 
cultures and languages and composed of 

different ethnic, religious and cultural 
communities... Government should protect 

the integrity of cultures and ensure that 

representatives of minority gro-ups 

participate fully in defining the social policies 

affecting then lives". The Indian response 

embodied in the National Report prepared 
by the mimstiy ol external affairs, which is 

replete with contradictions and inteinal 

inconsistencies, is completely .silent over the 

cultural question, even whi ledi.scussmg stK-ial 

integration. The very concept ot social 
integration is lopsided and inconsistent with 

the preamble of the report. The social 

integration is conceived in following terms: 
‘'Disparities in development across areas, 

regions and social groups combined with 
low level of income have led to the cxKstence 

of certain margin.aliscd groups who need to 
be integrated into the ttuiinstream develop¬ 

ment. The National Plan attempts to fulfil 

this task through programmes for develop¬ 
ment of women and children, scheduled 

castes, scheduled tribes, minorities, other 
back ward classes and the disabled" (emphasi s 

added). Although, what is mainstream 

development is not spelt out, it should be 

clear that integration so envisaged would 

impair the social and cultural specificities of 

these groups. The impact of the new cultural 
situadon arising out of globalisation is likely 

to be more disastrous for the identity of these 

groups. The preamble of the National Report 

like the fact-sheet of the UN celebrates the 

right of the individual to live in a manner 

that suits him, yet it is completely silent about 

the forces which would make such a choice 
almost impossible. This omission is indeed 

very strange, but not altogether surprising. 

There is an obvious disjunction between 
the stated objectives and commitments of the 

summit and the realities obtaining in countries 
currently subjected to the global economic 

and cultural forces. The UN backgrounder 

on social integration claims that in "the 
context of sustainable human development, 

social integration is a synonym for greater 

justice, equality, material well-being and 

democratic freedom that implies equal 

opportunities and rights for all” Its 
manifestation, it is assumed, would foster 

“solidanty, inter-dcpendencc, respect and 

cultural diversity and tolerance for non- 

mainstream life styles”. At least in the realm 

of culture, the global context in which the 
summit IS taking place tends to usher in a 

situation quite contrary to these expectations, 

since the cultural invasion promoted by the 

forces of globali.sation threaten to annihilate 
the plurality and diversity which the summit 

pledges to respect and seeks to preserve. The 

* national report has already given up tolerance 

for non-main.stream life, as it would be 
untenable with the liberalised market and 

globalised culture industry. 
Today culture is an important component 

of domination, both of and within devel¬ 
oping societies. The ideological apparatuses 
of state and of multinational agencies brought 

into being by technological revolution has 

ushered in this possibility. During the last 

couple of decades, culture industry in the 
capitalist west has undergone transformation 

beyond recognition. A very large volume of 

capital has gone into this industry. James 
PetriK holds that one out of fi ve iS^he richest 

North Amencans derive his wealth from the 

mass media and that cultural capitalism has 
displaced manufacturing as a source of wea¬ 

lth and influence. Aided by technological 

innovation, particularly in the field of 

electronics, cultural products have swelled 

in volume and their scope and reach have 

phenomenally increased. They cannot be 

contained any more within national 
boundaries as they are too restrictive for 
effective and profitable operations. 

Transgressing these boundaries in quest of 
new pastures has been made possible by the 

pressure exercised by capital over develop¬ 
ing societies. Therefore, cultural imperialism 

is the order of the day, but at the same time, 

culture is being deployed as an instrument 

ofimperialism. Thesetwofunctionsofculture 

in contemporary world arcclo.sely enmeshed, 
but a distinction does exist. The former is 

an expression of cultural capit-alism, whereas 

the latter acts as the ideology of imperialism. 

Both serve imperialism and global maricet 

forces, yet the distinction is important and 

significant, as culture is now both a mask 
and a sword in the imperialist armoury. 

Cultural imperialism legitimises itself on 

the plea that in modem times isolation is 
neither possible nor desirable. There is no 

place for closed door policies any more, as 
the world is moving towards a global village. 

The cultures, therefore, have to meet 

nccessanly and to ennch and universalise 

through mutual interaction. What is 
happening, however, is not such an inno-cent 

process of acculturation, permitting the 
acceptance or rejection of cultural elements 

based on freedom of choice. On the contrary, 

the power differential inherent in economic 

relations determines the cultural interaction. 

What Gandhiji said is worth recalling in this 

context. Referring to the possible relation¬ 

ship with outside world, he had welcomed 

winds blowing from outside, provided it did 

not lead to uprooting. Such i s not the situation 

today. The exogenous cultural presence is 

not only unsettling the indigenous but also 

trying to hegemonise it for legitimising a 

concept of social development modelled on 

the advanced capitalist societies. That no 

such development is feasible is effectively 

concealed and the underdevelopment the new 
economic order would perpetuate is 

camouflaged. The national and comprador 
bourgeoisie and their ideologues, either 

wittingly or unwittingly, and for ideological 

and material reasons, is a part of this 

imperialist project. Their collaboration, 

however, reinforces the process of 
legitimation and helps to mask the real and 

mystify the dominant as the universal. 

If the Draft Programme of Action is any 

indication, the summit does not take adequate 
cognisance of the contradictions in the world 

social order. It underlines several laudable 

ideas like intemationid co-operation, dignity 

and worth of the human person and better 

standards of life in larger freedom, but at the 

same time refuses to confront those forces 
which are likely to be detrimental to these ideas. 

It should be evident that these forces would 

use the summit for furthering foeir ideas. 
Unless the summit is geved to contend with 

them, its deiibeiations am not iikdy to be beaiB- 

ficial to the devdoping countries like India. 

(Could M foge STS efitr die Jtratew oudou) | 
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Technological Implications of 
Structural Adjustment 

Case of India 
M R Bhagavan 

/li a result of the Structural Adjustment Programme adopted by the Indian government in July 1991, India now operates 
a virtual ‘open door' policy towards foreign investment and technology in most areas of ituiustry and infrastructure. The 
new policy regime is likely to intensify and accelerate the process of technological polarisation between the large and small 
scale sectors, and high tech imports will impede the design and innovation capability of in-house R and D units. An educated 
and skilled workforce is essential to economic development, and for this a new public policy for a radical transformation 
of the education system is needed. 

I 

Technological Scene on Eve 
of Structural Adjustment 

WITH the benefil of hindsight, we can see 
four major periods in the evolution of in¬ 
dustrial and technological policies of the 
Indian state, each period defined by depar¬ 
tures from some of the positions taken in 
the previous penod. The first penod, 1950- 
1965, was marked by the state acquiring and 
keeping the leadin the producer goods sector, 
i e, capital goods and .some key intermediate 
goods, leaving almost the entire consumer 
goods and the non-strategic parts of the 
intermediate goods sectors to private Indian 
and foreign capital. During the second period, 
1966-1984, the emphasis on state ownership 
and control of the strategic parts of Indian 
industry gradually declined, and the strategy 
of self-reliantly catching up with the west 
technologically was abandoned in practice 
(though not in rhetoric). The third period, 
which spans the years 1985-1991, signalled 
the retreat of the state from the ‘command¬ 
ing heights of the economy’. It initiated the 
entry of the private .sector into areas former¬ 
ly reserved exclusively for the public sector. 
It also witnessed a strengthening of the 
strategy of ‘import liberalisation for 
modernisation of industry’ which was set in 
motion already during the latter half of the 
second period. The onset of the so-called 
‘stabilisation and structural adjustment 
programme’ in July 1991 heralds the start 
of the fourth period, (For a detailed presen¬ 
tation of the Indian government’s industrial 
policies over the last 40 years, the reader is 
referred to Sandesara 1992.) 

The conventional division of India's so- 
called ‘mixed economy' into ‘public’ and 
■private’ sectors can be misleading. They are 
two sides of the same coin. It should be 
borne in mind that from independence (1947) 
onwards the strategic aim of those who 
wielded real (as opposed to nominal) power 
was to make India into a strong nation-state 
on the foundations of a strong capitali.st 
economy. There was a convergence of views 
between the state and domestic private capital 

as to their respective roles in this endeavour: 
the .state would provide highly subsidised 
transport, communication and social 
infrastructure, as well as basic materials and 
energy (e g, steel, chemicals, coal and 
electricity) required by industry (both pri vate 
and public), impose bamers against imports 
andcreate highly protected domestic markets 
for the output of domestic industry; the 
private sector would accumulate capital and 
grow by supplying the domestic market for 
consumer goods. State intervention on behalf 
of domestic industry has been and will 
continue to be the key issue in the process 
of successfully industrialising any country, 
let alone India, as the literature on the 
economic development of Europe, North 
America and east Asia repeatedly demon¬ 
strates. (See thecritiqueof the World Bank’s 
1993 report on ”1716 Ea.st A.sian Miracle’ in 
the special section of World Development. 
April 1994.) The question, then, is not 
whether the state should intervene, but how 
and how much. As a background to the 
analysis in this paper of how structural 
adjustment is likely to affect industry and 
technology in India, we will in this section 
briefly review the technological outcome 
of the state intervention practised over the 
last four decades. 

During the first policy period (1950-1965), 
with Its three first five-year plans singlc- 
mindedly concentrating on building domestic 
manufactunng capacity in capital goods. 
India had strong technical collaboration with 
both the west and the erstwhile communist 
bloc. But with the on.set of the second policy 
period in the mid-1960s, technology transfer 
from the communist bloc began to decline 
in favour of increasing collaboration with 
western transnational corporations. By the 
mid-1980s, when the third policy period 
with its strong bias towards liberalisation 
had been ushered in. the former Soviet Union 
and eastern Europe were out of the picture 
altogether. Already by then, technology 
agreements with the OECD region were 
running into several thousands. Since then, 
the demand for, and the approval of, 
technology agreements have greatly 

accelerated, as is evident if we note that 
dunng 1985-1990 the total number of new 
agreements approved were 5,203, which waff 
80 per cent more than the 2,916 approved 
over the preceding five-year period 1980- 
1984[India-DSIR 1992 [.These figures bear 
eloquent witness to the fruition of the quiet 
and implicit policy embarked upon in the 
early 1970s of abandoning the quest for 
self-reliant indigenous technological 
development. Official indu.strial statistics 
in India are now graced by a new concept 
of classification, the ‘foreign collaborated 
firm’, as in Wipro-Sun, HPL-HP, PSI-Bull, 
etc fVyasulu 1993). 

I.x;t us now turn to the question of what 
actually has been achieved on the basis of 
this massive import of technology. 

Analytical Fkamewohk 

The concept of modem technology we 
adopt is a broad one Its ‘embodied’ or 
‘hardware’ form consisisof tools, machinery, 
equipment and vehicles, which together make 
up the category of capital goods Its ‘dis¬ 
embodied’ or ‘software’ form encompasses 
the knowledge and skills required for the 
use, maintenance, repair, production', 
adaptation and innovation of capital goods, 
which are often also labelled in the literature 
as ‘the know-how and the know-why of 
processes and products’. In our usage, 
knowledge and skills refer not only to 
scientific.engineering and technical abilities, 
but also to the skills associated with 
organisation, management and information. 
Hereafter we use the terms ‘knowledge’ and 
‘skills’ interchangeably. 

We find it analytically useful to classify 
modem technology into two broad types, 
standard-modem and highly-modem, on the 
basis of five indicators: automation, science- 
relatedness, research-intensity, dominant 
innovative skills and leading sectors 
(Freeman 1974], These two broad types, 
which we hereafter denote by ‘standard- 
tech’ and ‘high tech’, are characterised 
respectively by ‘medium’ and ‘high’ values 
in their degrees of automation, science- 
relatedncss and research inten«ty. For a 
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tfetaiied exposition of this approach to 
techm^ogy analysts the rcMler is referred to 
Bhagavan (1990}. The range of professional 
skills required for the regular use, 
maintenance, repair and production of the 
capital goods belonging to these two types 
of technologies depends of course on the 
specific industrial and infrastructural 
branches at which one is looking. In general, 
they comprise a large number, but not all, 
of the skill categories listed under the 
International Standard Classification of 
Occupations (Agpendix 2), excluding those 
that come under sales, services and 
agriculture. 

A country’s capacity to innovate in 
standard and high techs presupposes the 
existence of a good base in the skills 
mentioned above. However, that is not 
enough. In addition, one has to acquire 
capacity in certain areas which are 
specifically innovation-oriented. Research 
scientists and research engineers represent 
the class of i^ople with leading innovative 
skills. For much of the century-long 
duration of the standard modem era in the 
west (1860-1960), the research scientist 
and the research engineer worked 
individualistically without being tied to 
'systems approaches’. The transition from 
standard to high tech, both in ‘old’ products 
(say, textile machinery) and in entirely new 
ones (say, digital telecommunication), 
depends crucially on systems approaches 
to solving problems. The innovations 
associated with the high tech area, and with 
the transition from standard to high tech in 
already known products, appear impossible 
without professionalised R and D entities in 
which research scientists and engineers, as 
well as system and symbol analysts, work 
as teams. 

Roughly speaking, the transition from the 
standard-modem to the highly-modem era 
began in western Europe and north .America 
in the 1960s. Some examples of the leading 
sectors that exemplity standard-tech capital 
goods and skills are steel, railways, 
electricals, automobiles, plashes, synthetic 
textiles and synthetic dyes. However, all 
these ‘old’ presets have made the transition 
and are now available in their high tech 
avatars. Examples of entirely new leading 
sectors that have arisen with high twh are 
microelectronics, computers, digital and 
satellite-based telecommunications, robotics, 
informatics, biotechnology (based on genetic 
engineering) and new materials. 

Using and Rbiucatino Imporih) 
STANDARD«MODBtN TBCHNOUX2Y 

In the following we summarise the factors 
and measures diat hdped India acquire, 
within a space of 30 yean (1950-1980), die 
capacity to use and replicate a great variety 
of imported standard-modem ctqtital goods, 
as wdl as a f«f# fhfbly^fflodem ones. 
However, what hat signify fiuled is the 

apparem effort to acquire the capacity to 
design and innovate new standard-tech, let 
alone the very much more complex high 
tech. On paper, of course, the Indian state 
formulated a host of measures to generate 
this capacity. But no serious efforts were 
made to systematically enforce these 
measures and to create the environment that 
would oblige both the public and private 
sectors, as well as government-funded 
R and D establishments, to undertake 
technology designing and technology 
innovation. 

Table 1 shows that imports of consumer 
goods had been drastically reduced already 
by the early 1970s in comparison With the 
other two sectors. By then India was meeting 
most of domestic demand for consumer 
goods by domestic production, importing 
mainly a small range of consumer durables 
for its high-income stratum that it was not 
yet making itself 

Machinery dominated the import 
composition of capital goods, accounting 
for nearly 90 per cent by 1981. The average 
annual growth rates of imports of machinery 
and transport equipment were also very high 
right to the end of the 1970.S, reaching nearly 
17 per cent by 1980 

Since, by the early 1980s, India had 
achieved a large capacity in domestic 
manufacture of capital goods, the question 
arises as to why imports of capital goods 
did not decline much from the 1970s level 
The answer lies in the fact that although 
India had achieved near self-.sufficiency in 
replicating standard-tech by the late 1970s. 
it was very far from doing that in high tech, 
on which was what (he capital goods imports 
in the 1980s and beyond concentrated. 
Nearly .30 per cent of the capital goods 
imports in the early 1980s consisted of 
high tech such as electrical power machinery 
and switch gear, telecommunication 
equipment, computers, aircraft and ships 
(Bhagavan 1990). In comparing the 
monetary values of imports, one should 
remember that the cost of even one high 
tech capital good, say, a long-range civilian 
jet aircraft, may be several orders of 
magnitudes higher than that of a large 
number of consumer durables, say, 
dishwashers. 

India began exporting standard-tech 
capital goods from the late 1970$ onwards, 
accounting by 1984 for 10 per cent of total 
value of exports [Lall 19901. 

Skill Structure OF WoRKFORCK 

One of the key indicators of a country’s 
technological level is the skill composition 
of its workforce. The historical pattern is 
that employment in modem industry and 
infrastructiBe overtakes that in agriculture, 
as a country becomes more industrialised. 
And since substantial parts of industrial and 
infrastnicturai woricrequireinachinecrelated 
skills, a relative increase in industrial and 

infrastructural employment citn be taken to 
be a rough and ready indicator of an increase 
in the skill level of the workforce. 

Lxioking at Table 2 we note that South 
Korea conforms to this pattern, but not India. 
Between 197()and 1989, there was a massive 
shift downwards in agriculture’s share of 
employment in South Korea by .10 percentage 
points (category 6),.accompanied by a shift 
upwards in the share of industry and 
infrastructure by 12 percentage points 
(categories 7, 8 and 9). In India, there has 
been no shift at all in industry’s and 
infrastructure’s share of employment over 
the period 1971-1981. It is immobile at 13 
per cent, while that in agriculture has 
decreased by more than six percentage points. 
That decrease is in effect a corresponding 
nse in unemployment, as the other sectors 
have also stayed mo(ionle.ss. as is clear from 
Table 2. Although the Indian data refer to 
1981, the well-documented fact that there 
has been virtually no growth in employment 
in the organised registered sector of industry 
during the 1980s [Ghose 1993) let us infer 
that industry’s and infrastructure’s share of 
total employment in the early 1990s is very 
likely to be less than it was in the early 
1980,s. Thus, at a very aggregate level, we 
can venture the opinion that there has been 
no stmctural shift withinthclndianworklorce 
in the direction of increasing total machine- 
related skill content 

Professional, technical and managerial 
personnel arc of strategic importance in 
industrial and technological advance. Here 
too, India seems not to have undergone the 
kind of structural change that rapid 
technological progress requires. The figures 
tor categories 1 and 2 in Table 2 demonstrate 
that over the 10-year period 1971-1981 these 
two categories stood structurally still at 3.6 
per cent of the total workforce. There is no 
factor in the Indian economy that indicates 
that this figure may have moved up in the 
1980s. Rather, the opposite is true. The 
measure of Indian non-performance 
becomes clear when compared with South 
Korea’s strong shift towards higher skills 
as revealed by the four percentage point 
increase in categories 1 and 2 over the 
period 1970-1989. 

SCTENTIRf AND Tr^NOLOGICAL MaNKIWHI 

Under the strategy of relatively rapid 
industrialisation that India adopt^ after 

Table 1: Structure of Imports of 
Manufactured Goods: Percentaoe 
Distribution of Value of Imports 

BY Broad Sectors 

Year Capital Intermediate Consumer 
Goods Goods Goods 

1970 16.7 73.6 6.8 
1981 13.4 77.5 9.1 

Sources: United Naiians Yeaibook of Iniemabonal 
Trade Statistics, various issues. 



independence, there arose a sharply 
increasing demand for large numbers of 
literate workers skilled in basic industrial 
skills. The tradition of recruiting unskilled 
(and most often illiterate) labourers, and 
training them on the job to acquire the skills 
that any particulai enterprise required, proved 
wholly inadequate. It was argued that the 
expanding secondary education system 
would meet this challenge 

On an average, about 15 per cent of the 
employees in industry and infrastructure 
belong to the skilled category. In theory, the 
supply of recruits into this group should 
therefore be easily cnsurabic by Indian 
secondary schiKils even at their currcnl very 
low proportional intakes. One may be 
tempted to conclude that the supply of 
recruits for skilled work does noi pose a 
problem in India However, indusinal 
employers would, in the lirst instance, be 
looking for vocationally trained candidates 
rather than fresh secondary school leavers. 
Therefore a belter measure ol the actual 
recruiting base would be the outpui ol 
vocational schools (hat train pupils over 
several years in one or more industrial .skills 

in (he early I98(),s, India was producing 
around 4,00.()(M) vocational school leavers 
per year, which was roughly 7 per cent ol 
employment in manufacturing. This should 
be compared with South Korea's 8,40,000, 
corresponding to 40 per cent of manufacturing 
jobs (Lall IWOl As mentioned earlier, the 
1980s in India weie the years ol 'jobless 
growth'. So in terms ol ab.sorplive capacity, 
even the very modest output by Indian 
vocational .schools(in comparison with South 
Korea’s absolute figures, let alone on a per 
capita basis) was already too high for Indian 
industry. 

Technicians take a midway position 
between skilled workers and graduate 
scientists and engineers. Their role is crucial 
inindu.sirialdevelopmenl Ideally.Ihcirwork 
should consist of diagnosing and putting 
right major faults in a range of sophisticated 
equipment, and liaising among (he planning, 
designing and engineering sections, leaving 
the actual implementation of the designs to 
.skilled workers. However, in the absence of 
any significant design work in Indian industry 
at present, (he technical-liaising dimension 
has remained dormant. Instead, technicians’ 
present primary duties are as foremen and 
supervisors, exercising technical and social 
control over factory floor labour. In other 
words, (he talents and trainingof technicians 
are being underutilised. 

One among several illustrations of the 
telling contrasts in skill levels and skill use 
between sluggish and dynamic industrial 
sectors is provided by the figures lor 
technicians in India and South Korea. From 
Tabic 3 one can sec that whereas there were 
more than 50,000 tochnicians per million of 
the population in .South Korea as early as 

1981, there were less than 800 technicians 
per million of the population in India as late 
as 1990. But when it comes to the production 
ol graduate scientists and engineers, the 
Indian tigures are roughly at par with South 
Korea's, at around 3,000 per million of the 
total population (Table 3). The two countries 
arc also at par in proportional enrolment in 
higher education and specifically in science 
and engincenng (Tables 4 and 5). 

Inverted Educatoinai. Pyramid 

The Indian performance in enrolment in 
secondary education is very poor, not least 
when compared to the leaders among the late 
■ndustrialtsers like .South Korea It is seen 
from Table 4 (hat by the mid-l98().s while 
South Korea was approaching nearunivcrsal 
secondary education. India had not even 
managed lo get hallway to that goal 

In the debate about the role of human 
resources in development, il is now 
increasingly acknowledged that without 
universal primary and secondary education 
It IS not possible to generate the priKcss ol 
.self-sustaining development. With universal 
.secondary education, every child approaching 
adulthood will have internalised the primary 
knowledge ba.se and the basic techniques of 
learning, with which she can acquire a whole 
range ut new knowledge and skills It is not 
a coincidence that the OECD countries and 
the dynamic cast Asian economics (ol which 
South Korea is u.scd here as a reference 
example to compare and contrast with India) 
first concentrated on attaining universal 
secondary education, before making higher 
education more widely accessible. In terms 
of financial resources, India has done the 
opposite: It has poured more public money 
into highereducaiion on a proportional basis 
than inlo primary and secondary education 
It shares this feature of the “inverted 
educational pyramid" with many other 
developing countries |lJpendranath I993al. 
But now with the SAP there arc firm 
indications ihai this lop.sided behaviour will 
be pul righl and primary and secondary 
education will begin to get more of the 
education budget. 

The imperatives that lie behind this skewed 
policy of promoting higher education while 
grossly neglecting primary and secondary 
education arc those of the political I y powerful 
middle class [Upendranath I993al. It wants 
higher education for its offspring partly lor 
reasons of social status and partly because 
It IS the minimum qualification required for 
any while collar job. But the contradiction 
of supplying degrees in excess of the needs 
of a sluggish ecomimy has been transparent 
for a lung time in the guise of graduate 
unemployment. It is reported that about 1.2 
million science and engineering graduates 
and technicians were registered as 
uncmploycil in 1990. 

The difference i»c(ween quantity and 
quality is nowhere more apparent than in the 
realms of the work done by scientists, 
engineers and technicians. For instance, 
although India is reputed to have the world's 
third largest combined stuck of these three 
professions, its industrial productivity has 
still recently been negative and the quality 
of Its industrial products open to senous 
misgiving. These negative outcomes have 
their origins in the following conditions 
under which higher education has been, and 
continues lohe, conducted. First. and perhaps 
the most devastating, is that non-academic, 
non-ment laclurs arc decisive in gaming 
entry into professional courses. Second is 
(he predominantly h<K>k-bound orientation 
ofthe training, with rote-lcaming and exam.s- 
‘passing almost (oialiy dcsplacing problem¬ 
solving approaches. Third, oul ot the 
countless number ofuniversitics and colleges, 
only a tiny fraction has the rcsourcc.s lo 
provide basic laboratories and workshops to 
back up theoretical work - for the others 
with no experimental facilities, science 
simply becomes ibcology. Fourth, with 
highcrcdiicationhavmgcxploded in numbers 
heyond imaginaiion. there simply arc not 
enough places in industries and other 
protcssional scciors to place undergraduates 
I'm short periods ol practical training. On 
top of all this, there is the annual brain dram 
of promising young talent to technologically 
greener pastures elsewhere. To quote from 
the Far Eastern Economic Revteyc (1992): 
"Oul of the 190 recognised universities, the 
world-class science and engineering 
institutions number only about a do/xm. 
These schools turn oul 2.000-3.000 
graduates a year. About a .third opt lor 
management careers or the civil service. 
Another third emigrate to the US. Canada 
and Singapore" 

II 

Indian R and D: Not Technology 
Innovation, but Technology 

. Abiorittion 

The explicit involvement of the 
government of India in funding targeted 
scientifie and industrial research predates 
independence in 1947. in 1942, following 
the British model, the then colonial 
government in New Delhi established a 
Council uf'Scienlific and Industrial Research 
(CSIR) to oversee and be in charge of a few 
national laboratories, created at that time to 
investigate whether imported industrial raw 
materials could be replaced by local ones 
to overconie the problems created by (he 
ongoing second world war. Recognising the 
centralimportanceoftechm^ogytoecownue 
development, the govonment of indepqideni 

.India rapidly expanded the nurhher ol 
national research laboratories and imtituics 

femjg mi Pdlftioil 



under the CSiR umbrella to over 40 by the 
late 1960s. They were spread over major 
cities in the country and covered a wide field 
in the natural and engineering sciences. Their 
mandate was to do both 'pure' and 'applied' 
Fe.*iearch, and in particular to addre.ss the 
technological pnihlems of industry and 
contribute to technological innovation. Since 
then, the exercise has been repeated in other 
fields like agriculture, forestry, manne 
resources, medicine, electronics and 
biotechnology, with each new area being 
placed under a separate ministcnal department 
that funds and controls the corresponding 
national laboratories and institutes. 

Govi-RNMt-Ni Rpseakch Laboraixirils 

Total R and D funding in India grew very 
rapidly duringthe 198(K, increasing by nearly 
a factor of .six over the pentxJ 1981-1991. 
from slightly over Rs 7 billion in 1981 to 
Rs 42 billion in 1991 (US $ 2.3 billion at 
the then exchange rate). Eighty per cent of 
the 1991 funding was spent in government 
labs and public sector enterprises, with the 
private .sector accounting for the remaining 
20 per cent |lndia-DST 1992). Over half of 
the government funding, Rs 18 billion, went 
to three organisations, the Defence Research 
and Development Organisation (with its huge 
number of R and D units), the department 
of atomic energy and the department of 
space research ^ 

In order to ensure that top class engineers 
would be available lor leading iiidiisinul 
development work, ihc Indi.in gtivcrnment, 
with generous Im.incial and technical 
assistance Ironi ilic west, created five Indian 
Institutes ol fechnology (lITs). Like the 
national labs, they too were geographically 
spread out. with two in the north and one 
each in east, south and west. Bc.sidcs 
prosuling undergraduate and postgraduate 
ediK .Mion in the engineering sciences, they 
sscrecharged with the responsibility of being 
in the forefront of technological re.search 

The third approach to promoting 
technological research was much more 
diffu.se. It was to try and coax both public 
tutd private sector industries intoestablishing 
in-house R and D units with import tax 
rebates and generous amortisation rates for 
R and D equipment. 

The scientific establishment in India 
routinely bemoans the fact that India spends 
less than its role models in east Asia on 
R and D as a proportion of its total GDP. 
For instance, in 1990, Japan, South Korea, 
Taiwan and India spent, respectively, US $ 
85.6 billion (2.98 per cent of GDP), 3.2 
billion (1.83 per cent) 2 billion (1.41 per 
cent) and 2.5 billion (0.88 per cent) on R 
and D. What they conveniently forget u> 
mention is that the overwhelming part of 
cast Asian funding comes from the domestic 
private sector, which really makes sure that 
it gets value for iu money [Sigurdson 1990], 

A corollary of this is the inning performance 
of the east Asians in making technical chwgcs. 
in generating technological innovations and 
putting new products and processes on the 
market. Considering the truly colos.val sums 
spent on civilian R and D by the government 
over the la.st four decades. India has little 
to show in terms of civilian innovation that 
IS Its own. From toothbrushes to tractors, 
from shoe ptilish lo ships, from bicycles to 
buses, any improvements that the Indian 
customer may have enjoyed are still the 
result of continuing import of technology. 
The Indian customer is also unaware of any 
incremental technical improvement in 
commodtiiesof replar use that governmenl- 
funded R and D may have hit upon Not that 
private .sector R and D has done any better 

Whalevercl.se they may have accomplished, 
it is now clear that the government research 
labs and institutes have been less than 
marginal in promoting technical change 
and innovation in Indian industry and 
infrastructure. The labs charge industry with 
deliberately ignoring their contributions in 
preference to importcdiechnology. Industry 
claims that the labs have concentrated on 
work which is of no relevance to industry. 
The accusations lly back and forth What 
the verdict of the present Indian governmeni 
iscan be inferred Irom the fact that it i mparted 
a sharp shock to the government research 
labs and institutes in 1992 by not approving 
the expected automatic annual increase in 
iheir budget allocation, hinting that the future 
would be pretty dire. The ministry of finance 
has told them to generate 30 per ccni of their 
budget from commissioned work from the 
prisatc sector. At the time of writing, several 
of them have scl up marketing units and task 
forces to try and sell their know-how to 
pnvate indu.stry. 

A recent empirical study into industrial R 
and D in India |Alam 1993] finds that "a 
large number of firms were unhappy with 

their experiences with these (government! 
laboratories and institutes. Most felt that the 
facilities available with these institutes were 
adequate, but that their approach lo research 
for industry was not very positive. The most 
common feeling was that the national 
laboratories and research institutes were not 
used to commercial culture and did niH 
appreciatethc importance ofcompicting jobs 
on time. This has led to frustration and los.scs 
(or the firms. Firms also felt that the tacilities 
available with these laboratories arc grossly 
underulili.scd and could be used by industry 
for te.sting proioiypes. etc". 

The IITs seem to have fared somewhat 
better than the CSIR labs in re.sponding to 
industry's needs To quote Irom the same 
report I Alam 1993 j; "Ourca.se studies reveal 
that ...industry sponsored research projects 
(at the IITs) aimed at solving specific 
problems". Be that as it may, of the original 
two-part intention that the IITs should not 
only produce the very best engineering 
graduates but also retain the intellectually 
brightest of them to do technological R and 
D within the country, only the first appears 
to have been seriously tried. Apparently 
about a thousand IIT g’'.iduatcs leave India 
each year for North America. 

In-Housi- R and D in Inih strial Firms 

That brings us lo a consideration of in- 
house R and D in industry. A knik at the 
macro-statistics gathered and annually 
published by the Indian government tells us 
that the number ol industrial firms with .some 
kind of in-house R and D has been steadily 
increasing over the la.st two decades and is 
now nearing the figure I2(K). It also tells us 
that the total amount spent by them on R and 
D us a proportion ol their total sales is about 
0.66 per cent, averaged over the six-year 
period 198.5-1990 [India-DST 19921. 
Considerable amounts ofca.se study material 
and analyses, at both the micro and macro 

Taru 2. PercknTaoe Di.stribcuon oi Workforci. by Broad .Skiii. rArfcr.nRiF..s 

Country/Year I.SC() Ma|(>r Groups (sec notes below) Percentages 
1 2 3 4 .S 6 7/8/9 

India 1971 2.7 0 9 2 8 4.0 3 3 72.5 12.9 
1981 27 0 9 28 3 9 26 66 r 13 0 

S Korea 1970 .3.1 0.9 8 99 b.S 49,h 21,2 
1989 6.7 1 4 12 1 14 3 10 S 18.8 t3 6 

Noier. I The above percentages do not always add up to 100, becau.se we have excluded Irom 
the table the categories 'workers noi classifiable by occupation' and 'unemployed'. 

2 For India. 1981 is the laicsi year for wbicb published data were available in United 
Nations sources ai the tune of writing 

3 By 'workforce' we mean those calegori.sed as 'economically aclivc population' by the 
UN Statistical Office 

4 I = Professional, technical and related workers 
2 = Administrative and managerial workers 
.1 X Clerical and related workers 
4 = Sales workers 
5 = Service workers 
6 X Agriculture, animal husbandry and related workers 
7/8/9 X Production and related workers, transport equipment and labourers 

Sourt'es. ILO, Yettrinwk tif l^ihour Sliiihitfs. 1990 and 1991. 
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levels, are bow available on why Indim 
industrial firms, both public and private, 
invest in R and D and uriiai fruit that 
investment has borne. We summarise below 
the main findings of anumberof these studies 
(Alam 1993; Desai 1988, 1990; Gumaste 
1988; Kathuria 1989; K^rak 1989; Kumar 
1987; Lall 1987; Tyabji 1993], which also 
investigate the effect of government policy 
on promoting R and D at the firm level. 

Empirical studies of several hundred firms 
were conducted by some of the above- 
mentioned authors. They covered the fields of 
ceramics, electronics, dectricals, machinery, 
automobiles, metallurgy, metal working, 
chemical engineering, minerals and mining, 
paper, textiles, leather and food processing. 
The firms identified the following activities 
as the principal objectives of their R and 
D work: product adaptation, product 
diversification, indigenisation of components, 
indigenisation of raw materials and testing. Of 
these, the first three were mentioned the most 
often. Some firms also claimed that they did 
some ‘product development’. On a closer 
look, what this claim boiled down to is minoi 
modifications of imported articles, or their 
imitation or aif expansion of the product line 
by introducing new imports. 

One of the measures that the government 
insisted on being implemented within foreign 
technology agreements was the rapid 
replacement of imported pan-components 
by locally manufactured ones. This process of 
'indigmisation' of component manufacture, 
as it has come to be called, also required 
rapid absorption of increasing volumes of 
foreign technology. The R and D units became 
the pnncipal vehicles for indigenisation. On 
analysing their data, the authors find that the 
primary objective of firms in setting up R 
and D units was to develop in-house skills 
to understand how the imported capital goods 
function (know-how), why they do what 
they do (know-why), what theii strengths 
and weaknesses are. and what the critical 
points are of which one has to be aware. This 
process is called ‘technology absorption'. 

It is very important to note that technok^cal 
innovation, which among other things 
involves acquisition of design capacity, 
does not feature among the R and D goals 
of the firms studied. Product adaptation, 
which usually involves some incremental 
technical change, is the first step towards 
product innovation. With most of the 
attention being focused on absorbing the 
know-how, the learning of know-why 
receded Into the background. Without know- 
why it is not possible to successfully attempt 
change and adaptation in imported 
technology to suit local conditions. Nor was 
such change the first priority of most firm 
owners. Improvement in product quality, 
ptoductionefficiMcy and labour ^oductivity 

were of much more central concern; these 
could be tackled cm the basis of the know- 
howdudteame with the imported technology. 

Firms in electronics and electricals spend 
more on R and D as a percentage of sales 
than other firms, with metal industries 
spending least, while machinery and 
chemicals take intermediate po.sition$. 
Roughly the same pattern holds for royally 
and other payments for dis-embodied 
technology (i e, technological knowledge) 
as a proportion of sales. A plausible hypothesis 
that would explain both these patterns is that 
the rate of technical change in electronics 
and electricals is much higher than in other 
areas, leading to frequent imports of new 
technology, which in turn necessitates a 
continuous strengthening of the firm’s 
technology absorption capability. 

A sharp increase has been noted in the 
total volume of payments made for 
foreign technical knowledge (di.sembodicd 
technology). But, at the same lime the case, 
studies find, somewhat to their surprise, 
that the more generous terms allowed for 
payments for technological knowledge since 
1985 and 1991 have not led to any significant 
increases in the impon of technological 
knowledge by individual firms as individual 
firms. The increase in the total volume ot 
payments would then mean that substantial 
numbers of new firms havcenlcred the market 
as knowledge buyers. A pnme reason why 
the costs of individual agreements have not 
nsen to the degree expected is that firms are 
buying only very specific bus of hardware 
and software, and noi a whole composite 
machinery. This ability to ‘unpackage’ 
technology and buy only that which cannot 
be locally generated is a promising sign of the 
growing industrial matunly ot the country. 

U seems as though the limiting factor on 
R and D investment was not the terms set 
by the government but quite simply the level 
of the financial resources available to firms. 
In fact, most case studies underline the fact 
that on an average an Indian finn spends far 
loo little on knowledge import and in-house 
R and D to really be able to attempt 
technological innovation. The firms are fully 
aware of this limitation. Their purpose in 
establishing in-house R and D is first and 
foremost to absorb lechnology. One of India's 
leading industrialists is quoted as saying that 
"none of this fi c, in-house R and Dj is 
research. It’s mostly rever.se engineering. 
Basic research would mean a lot of time 
reinventing: he wheel, and the funds required 
are such that most Indian companies can’i 
compete - Honda’s R and D expenditure is 
more than my annual turnover” (Far Eastern 
Economic Review 1992). 

Firms point out that a technology 
agreement makes it easier to source the 
capital goods and production inputs through 
the foreign partner’s knowledge of, and 
contacts in, the supplying market. Indian 
firms usually do not have the resources to 
build-up such information and market 
capabilities. In other words, technology 
agreements are often even less significant 

than they are made out to be - they are less 
the vehicles for upgrading technological 
knowledge than a practical and relatively 
inexpcn.sivc way of sourcing capital goods 
and inputs. An cxiremc is reach^ when, as 
in some leather and textile firms, the foreign 
collaboration agreement is nothing more than 
a means of obtaining market intelligence. 

Analyses of macro-policy factors that 
promoted or inhibited R and D activities at 
firm level revealed the fol lowing trends. The 
smallness of the size of mo.st Indian firms 
in comparison with those i n the OECD region 
in an inhibiting factor when it comes to 
significant investments in R and D. In contrast 
to that, firms' export capacity and market 
competitiveness had no significant impact in 
either direction. The more liberal rules 
introduced in 1985 and 1991 for foreign 
equity holdings in Indian firms, as well as 
for import of lechnology, seem to have started 
eroding the earlier rationale for investing in 
R and D. However, it was also noted that 
firms which increased their import of 
technology and production inputs also 
invested mure in R and D to generate the 
appropriate kinds and levels of technology 
absorption capacity. 

in 
Imposition of Stabilisation and 

Structural Adjustment Programme 

1991 Crisis as Prf.ujde to SSAP 

The liberalisation of imports and foreign 
exchange transactions, sanctioned by the 
1985 policies, ate rapidly into India’s foreign 
exchange reserves. The sudden increase in 
the import bill of oil caused by the Gulf war, 
though brief, was another severe drain. In 
the aftermath of the Gulf war, forex 
remittances from Indian workers from the 
Gulf Mates.dried up. With the confidence 
in the Indian economy declining, Indians 
resident abroad began withdrawing their 
forex deposits from Indian banks. By the 
summer of 1991 the forex reserves were 
down to a level insufficient even to cover 
essential imports for a few weeks'. 

The total external debt had meanwhile 
climbed to 70 billion US dollars, corresponding 
to nearly a quarter of the total GDP, giving 
India the dubious distinction of being |be 
third largest debtor nation in the third world 
after Brazil and Mexico. With the forex 
reserves at rock bottom, India found itself 
for the first time in the position of having 
to default on its debt servicing which had 
now climbed to 22 per cent of export income, 
a move that would have choked off all future 
avenues for forei^ loan and credit facilities. 
Five years after the optimistic projections 
made by the Indian-government in 1985 
while launching its liberalisation policies, 
its fiscal crisis had not got any better.but 
worse. A measure of that crisis is the fact 
that the accumulated domestic borrowing of 
the Indian government (financed largely out 



of ihc savings of middle class households 
held in banks, bonds and sundry financial 
iastitutions and instruments) had reached a 
staggering 55 per cent of Ihc GDP by 1991. 
In the same year, consumer price inflation 
had nsen to 14 per cent from the 8 per cent 

‘in 1985. 
The balance of payments crisis and the 

fiscal crisis of the state are deeply structural 
and cannot be resolved by short-term 
measures. But a quick short-term Tix' had 
to be found to .stave off impending di,vaster, 
and it came in the shape of yet another 
massive loan from the International Monetary 
Fund. But that loan was conditional on the 
Indian government’s commitment to imple¬ 
menting the IMF’s standatd prescription of 
stabilisation and stmctural adjustment (SSAP). 
This is not the place to recount the details 
of the measures proposed within the SSAP 
for various sectors of the Indian economy 
and'society. For a meticulous, if somewhat 
positivist, summary that captures the 
essentials, the reader is referred to Das (1993). 

The thru.st of the stabilisation policies is 
to devalue the currency to make exports 
cheaper and imports dearer, to check i nflation 
through a squeeze on money supply, credits, 
wages and incomes, and to stimulate 
investment and demand through tax 
reductions. The principal long-term aims of 
the structural adjustment programme (SAP) 
arc to reshape the economy along ‘free 
market’ lines which would drastically curtail 
the role ot the slate in the ownership and 
control of economic assets and activities, 
give the private sector (both domestic and 
foreign) the dominani role in all sectors of 
the economy, promote unimpeded imports 
of foreign goods, services, investment and 
technology, provide special incentives to 
promote exports, end all subsidies 
and sharply reduce state financing of social 
services such as education, health and 
transport. 

A vigorous debate is taking place among 
Indian academics, policy-makers and 
ipjvemment officials on the pros and cons 
of the SAP. A great deal has been written 
and published. To obtain a quick overview 
of the positions taken, the reader is referred 
toILO-ARTEP (1992), Raghuramf 1991), 
Gupta (1993) and Nayyar (1993) 

'To ,sum up, then, ‘liberaii.sation’ and the 
SAP were not bolts from the blue. Between 
the ’closing’ of the economy in the early 
1950s and its near total ’opening’ in the early 
1990s, one can discern a gradual political- 
economic process, the turn towards the 
’opening’ already being taken by the mid- 
1970s. The fiscal crisis of the state and the 
balance of payments crisis, which came to 
a head in 1991, arc but the latest episodes 
in a long drawn out struggle between the 
main contenders for economic and political 
powcr[Bardhan 1984: Patnaik 1986: Kurien 
1986; Bhagavan 1987]. 

New lNDtJ.STRlAL AND TtewiouxsirAL 

P<M,ir‘IE» UNDER SAP 

The new industnal policy introduced by 
the Indian government as part of the SAP 
extends and completes the liberalisation 
measures of 1985. We summarise its main 
features and the associated technological 
measures below. 

(a) The licensing syiitem has been abolished 
for all branches of mining and manufacturing 
indu.stry except those involving strategic and 
security concerns, social and environmental 
concerns, hazardous chemicals and elite 
consumer durables. These exceptions 
comprise the following; defence, aerospace, 
explosives and fossil fuels; alcohol, tobacco 
and asbestos; sugar, animal fats and oils; 
leather, furs and skins; chemically treated 
wood products, paper and newsprint; 
pharmaceuticals; motor cars, entertainment 
electronics and household white goods 
(refrigerators, washing machines, air- 
conditioners, etc). The small-scale sector 
would, however, be automatically exempt 
from licensing for any of the above 18 
branches which fall within the list of 
commodities already exclusively reserved 
for it through earlier policies. The upper 
limit on investment in plant and machinery 
has been raised from Rs 3.5 million to Rs 
6 million for small-scale units in general, 
and to 7 million for so-called ancillary units 
of bigger firms and for export-oriented small- 
scale firms. Other firms can now hold up 
to a quarter of the total investment in any 
small-scale unit. No licensing is required for 
expansion of existing production capacities, 
or for adding new product lines within the 
existing commodity area of the firm (so- 
called broad-banding). 

(b) Permission to import capital goods would 
he automatic for projects which ensure fore¬ 
ign exchange through foreign investment, 
provided their CIF value is less than 25 per 
cent of the total value of the plant and equi¬ 
pment, subject to a ceiling of Rs 20 million. 

(c) A virtual ‘open door’ policy for foreign 
investment, with an upper limit of 51 per 
cent of the equity in any given firm, comes 
into effect in 34 so-called ’high priority 
industries’, which covers a great many major 
branches in capital, intermediate and 
consumer goods sectors, as well as in tourism 
(see Appendix). Toqualify for such automatic 
clearance, the foreign exchange cost of the 
imported capital goods must be covered by 
the foreign equity. 

(d) Technology agreements with foreign 

suppliers would be automatically af^mrved 
for the above-mentioned 34 high priority 
industries, subject to upper limits of Rs iU 
million for lump sum payments and 8 per 
cent of sales for royalty payments. These 
payments, for which foreign exchange would 
be automatically approved, would last for 
a maximum of 10 years from the date of 
agreement, or seven years after the 
commencement of production. Non-priority 
industries would also enjoy this privilege of 
automatic approval provi^d they did not 
claim the same ‘free’ access to foreign 
exchange technology payments to which the 
priority industries have a right. 

(e) No permission would be required for 
hiring foreign technical personnel. 

(0 The eight industries hitherto reserved 
exclusively for the public sector would now 
be open to the private sector. They are 
defence; atomic energy and associated fuels 
and materials’ fossil fuels; the mining of 
ferrous and non-ferrous ores, as well as some 
strategic and precious metals; and railway 
transport. 

(g) Public sector firms would be subjected 
to critical review, which would not exclude 
the possibjlities ol closure, liquidation, 
rehabilitation or privatisation. The criteria 
that would guide any action in these directions 
would be related to inefficiency in 
performance, low levels in technology, 
smallness of scale, low social priority, and 
not least the existence of well-developed 
private sector capacities supplying the same 
commodities. The government has 
announced its intention to sell 20 per cent 
of its holdings in the public sector, while 
simultaneously directing public sector firms 
to generate more internal resources. Public 
sector firms would from now on be held to 
agreed levels of performance through 
binding memoranda of understanding. 
Their hoards would be made more 
professional and autonomous and given 
greater power. 

(h) 'The central provisions of the 
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices 
(MRIT) Act have been scrapped. Mergers 
and takeovers are now freely permitted. Prior 
government approval for expanding present 
undertakings or fur starting new ones is no 
longer ncces.sary. 

(i) Both imports and exports have been 
greatly liberalised. Only very few 
commodities are banned outright from import 
and export, while between 60 and 70 are 
placed on the restricted list fqr exports and 
imports re.specti vely. Capital g^s are being 

Table 3: Scientific and Technical Manpower (Empujveo) 

Country Year Sctonlists * PnoiiiM-n Technicians^ 
No (000) Per mn Pop No (000) Per mn Pop 

India 1990 2471 299.S 6.39 774 
South Korea 1981 94 2478 1931 .S0828 

Sourct: UNESCO, Siatisiical Ytarbaitk. 1991. 
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purucularly tavimredboth with easier import 
rules tbragreat majority ofitcms and enhance 
incentives for their exports. 

The above policies have been launched 
with the conviction that they will lead to 
rapid rates of industrial growth and exports, 
through first, high intlows of foreign 
investment and technology: .second, higher 
investment by the domestic private sector, 
third, incrca.sed efficiency in Nith the puhlic 
and private sectors; and lourth, increased 
competitiveness in domestic and foreign 
markets both in terms o( price and quality. 

IV 

Industrial Restructuring in Wake 
of Structural Adjustment 

As wc have indicated in earlier .sections 
of this paper, the process of liberalising and 
opening up the Indian economy was a gradual 
one which picked up speed in the .second 
halfol the l9K0s. Under the inllucnccol this 
priKeSs, Indian industry and infrastructure 
began to undergo a shift and a restructuring 
in the 1980s relative to the character they 
had acquired by the late 1970s. The structural 
adjustment polit'Tcs introduced in 1991 arc 
likely to mtensily and accelerate the trends 
sei in moiion in the 1980s. Ol the various 
elements that make up the new indu.sirial 
policy package ol ihe Indian government, 
the following can be expected to have the 
greaiesi impaci. 

(a) Abolition ol the licensing system, in 
conjunction with the abolition ot the 
icstrictions on growth in investment size, 
production capacity and product lines ol 
individual cnicrpnses 

(b) Automatic approval of majority equity 
holdings by foreign capital, and of foreign 
Icchnology collaboration agreements, in the 
34 high pnonty areas listed in the Appendix. 

(c) Unrcsiricted imports of capital gcxids, 
technical knowledge and managerial 
expertise, in a large number of industrial and 
infrastructural branches, on the condition 
that the.se are paid for in convertible hard 
loreigh exchange brought in through foreign 
investment by the enterprise in question. 

(d) Allowing up to one-quarter of the 
investment capital of a small firm to be 
owned by other firms. 

(c) Enforcing penalties on the public sector 
for non-pertbrmancc. 

We now examine the differential impact 
that the new policies are likely to have on 
the restructuring process that had been set 
in motion before 1991. 

Oligopoly 

From the mid-80s onwards, the consumer 
gixxis sector, both non-durables and durables, 
has shown much more dynamism than the 
intermediate and capital goods sectors. At 
present it also leads the other two in terms 
of the share of total industrial output and 
profits. This performance is traceable to the 

macro-economic policy Shift of the Indian 
state in the mid-80s to stimulate consumer 
demand by the urban and mral middle income 
groups. With restrictions on investment size, 
production capacity and product lines gone, 
the fight between the big industriai-cum- 
trading hou.scs will greatly intensify to grab 
as much of the consumer giMids cake as 
possible. The .scene is set for the further 
spreading of the cancer of oligopoly that has 
affected the Indian body industrial and 
economic so long, with its ills of market 
rigging, price llxing, indifference to quality 
and predilection for kickbacks. 

The impressive growth of the small-scale 
.sector over the last four decades has taken 
place under the protection offered by two 
policies' first, ihc reservation of certain 
commoditic.s for the small scale sector Ironi 
which the large firms were excluded; .second, 
.severe restrictions on how much ot a small 
firm’s capital can be owned by other firms. 
While ‘commodity reservation’ is still in 
place in the new industrial policy, ihe capital 
ownersip restriction has been substantially 
weakened. One can foresee how through the 
’25 per cent rule’ mentioned above, large 
companies will increase Ihc scope and 
magnitude of Ihcir control, de facto if not 
de Hire, ol the more dynamic and prolitabic 
small firms, something that has been 
conducted so far on a modest scale by 
undercover proxy ownership This in iiirn 
will indirectly lurthcr erode ihe protection 
oficred by commodity reservation The small 
firms that come under the grip of large ones 
will perforce follow the economic rationale 
ol the latter in replacing labour-intensive 
icchnology by labour-displacing ones, and 
liK'al resources by non-local ones. 

These moves will further entrench and 
accelerate the decades old process of concen¬ 
tration ot the more profitable goods in the 
’hands ol a limited number of large firms, 
with Ihe small scale sector left to produce 
for the ptKir majority. The brunt of this scale- 
cncroachment will be borne mainly by the 
following historically most dynamic blan¬ 
ches of the small scale sector, which today 
account lor between 4() and 90 per cent of 
the branchwise value added (sec Table 4.2 
in Sandesara 1992): food processing, 
beverages, tobacco, textiles, wokkI and leather 
prcxlucts, and simpler metal products and 
parts, including household utensils. 

Production hor DoMisnc Markki 

vs FoRhiGN Market 

Among the 34 .so-called ‘high priority’ 
areas that the Indian government has opened 
up for majority equity ownership by foreign 
capital, there is not a single consumer goods 
branch. This 1 s not acoincidence. 11 is entirely 
consistent with the post-independence 
industrialisation strategy of the Indian state 
to safeguard the consumer goods sector for 
domestic private capital. On the other hand, 
the success of the new industrial and 

economic policy package is entirely 
predicated on being able to attract hard 
currency inve.stment and high lech from the 
OECD and east Asian regions, to improve 
the competitiveness of Indian industrial 
goods, in particular of consumer durables, 
on the world market. It is hoped that foreign 
investors will be prepared to accept a non- 
cnntrolltng role in Indian firms in return fur 
attractive profits in export markets. However. 
It IS no secret that ihe OECD and cast Asian 
investors arc primarily interested in getting 
into the growing middle and upper income 
markets wiihin India, They arc less motivated 
about helping Indian firms improve their 
export competitiveness. The interplay of 
these diverse interests is likely to lead to a 
majoi restructuring of the large scale sector 
in Indian industry along the following lines. 
It applies 10 both the private and public 
sectors, in all the three use-ba.sed .sectors 
(those illustrative examples mentioned below 
which belong to the intermediate and capital 
goods sectors arc taken from ihc Indian 
govemmenl’s priority list reproduced in the 
Appendix) 

(1) Firms which aic mainly geared to the 
domestic market, with no foreign investment 
but using imported earlier standard-lech 
designs 

Examples: Textiles, beverages, radios, 
television sets, relrigcraiors, watches, 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, fertilisers, paper 
and pulp, rubber, qcmcnl, building malenals, 
machine tools, industrial and agricultural 
machinery, passenger and commercial 
vehicles, railway equipment. 

(2) Firms with foreign investment and 
imported high tcch producing largely for Ihe 
domestic market, but also attempting to 
export a part of their output 

Examples Colour television, videos, 
compaci discs, washing machines, household 
gadgets, passenger vehicles, pharma- 

Tabli 4 Edik aiional Levels in I97,S and 

198.S Numbers Enrolled as pERCENiAGt 

Ol A(,i Groue 

Country .Secondary Higher 
Education Education 

1975 1985 1975 1985 

India :h 38 86 64 
South Korea 5h 90 to t 34 2 

Soune VNBSCO.HiiiIiMicuI Yrarhook, 1991. 

Tabi e 5 Enroi ment in Higher Ediicaiion in 

Natural Scienuf. Mathematics, EN(iiNE;E;R!Nc, 

AND COMPintR SciiNci; 

Country Year Number in As Per- 
Thousands centage of 

Total 
Enrolment 
in Higher 
Education 

India 1985 12.34 27.6 
South Korea 1989 384 24„3 

Source: UNESCO. Slalislicat Yearbook, 1991. 



ccuticals, chemicals, pre-fabricated building 
materials; electrical, electronic and 
telecommunication equipment. 

(3) Frimaniy export-oriented companies 
with foreign investment and imported high 
tech. 

Examples; A range of the latest micro¬ 
processor based consumer durables and 
household gadgets, chemicals, computers, 
computerised equipment in electricals and 
electronics. 

RetwiNCHing ok Pimi.K’ Settor 

Until the mid-1980s, the public sector had 
been assured a privileged and pampered 
place in the industrial and technological 
advance of India. That era is coming to a 
cto-se. The new policy directive is to hold 
public sector firms firmly accountable for 
their future non-performance, entailing the 
real possibility of cutbacks and closures, in 
addition, there is the stated policy intention 
of privatising 20 percent of the government 
holdings in the public sector firms. In the 
none too distant future this may mean that 
the public sector will have to vacate its place 
in a range of industries and technologies. 
Into which of these gaps the private sector, 
both domestic and foreign, will step depends 
on thcirpcmcived profitability. Clearly, many 
will not be. This heralds a radical reordering 
of the industrial .scene in India, the contours 
of which arc not yet discernible. The old 
self-imposed imperative of wanting to make 
nearly everything from mirrors to missiles 
has lost its relevance. 

V 

Technological Implications of 
Structural Adjustment 

In the first .section of this paper we reviewed 
the main features of the technological scene 
in India on the eve of structural adjustment. 
We noticed there that the characteristics 
attained during the ‘closed economy and 
strong state intervention era’ had begun to 
alter under the pressure of liberalising and 
opening up of the economy in the 1980s 
Chief among the features in the late 1980s 
were lack of dynamism in technology 
absorption, absence of technological 
innovation and design capacity, spread of 
technological dualism, lack of significant 
structural change in the skill composition of 
the workforce, poor educational base, etc. 
We argue below that the new policy regime 
introduced by SAP is likely to entrench 
these negative features rather than help to 
overcome them. The increasing dualism and 
polarisation in the area of technology and 
skills is one of the outcomes of the conflict 
between rival imercsts: domestic capital vs 
foreign capital, the Indian state vs the Bretton 
Woods institutions, production for the 
domestic market vs the export market, the 
public sector vs the private sector, the ‘sick’ 

public sector vs the ‘healthy’ public sector, 
the large scale vs the small scale, etc. One 
among several major consequences of these 
processes will be that medium and large 
scale firms will speed up their retooling with 
imported high tech, abandoning domestically 
produced standard-tech as fast as they can 
afford. In contrast, the small-scale sector 
will continue to depend on locally produced 
technology, becoming by stages its principal 
cu.siomcr. 

Ac'ouisi noN OK New Skiij.s 

As indicated earlier in our analytical 
framework, high tech is characterised by 
high values in the degree of automation, 
science-relatedness and re.search-intensity. 
The high values of these three features are 
now built into most industrial and 
infrastructural branches of the OECD 
countries, and present OECD research i.s 
geared to making them ever higher. Any 
contemporary technology from the OECD 
that India acquires with foreign equity will 
be of this kind, irrespective of whether the 
product or the process is ‘classical’ or not, 
e g, metallurgy, industrial machinery, 
vehicles, cement, wood, glass, rubber, paper, 
printing, food processing, beverages, .seeds, 
etc (see the Indian government’s li.sl of ‘the 
privileged 34’ in the Appendix) One 
immediate consequence will be that Indian 
firms will have to retrain their engineers and 
technicians to use, maintain and repair the 
new technology. Vanous branches ot high 
tech share a common base in certain new 
generic fields of knowledge in science and 
engineering There is therefore good grounds 
for thinking that a substantial part of the 
retraining should be common to most firms, 
while the more narrowly specialised activity- 
specific skills could be imparted inside the 
firm. Since lop quality and hands-on 
practicality arc of the essence in such’ 
retraining, there are but a few institutions 
in India who can be entrusted with this task. 

A number of questions have to be addressed 
urgently: who should mount common 
retraining courses, how should the costs be 
shared, where should the courses be located, 
IS there any credible national expertise 
available to impart the training or is one 
obliged to rely heavily on expatriate expertise, 
etc. The private and the public sector should 
jointly create an independent-minded task 
force, with no vested interests, to consider 
the questions and draft a strategy for 
retraining on a national basis. 

Usually, the introduction of high tech 
renders most semi-skilled, and some skilled 
work, redundant. (The limited number of 
skilled workers who will be retained by 
firms in the transition to high tech will have 
to undergo retraining of the kind offered to 
technicians.) Since, under the present 
relatively just Indian labour laws, woricers 
cannot in effect be retrenched, the private 

and rile public sector will have to find other 
areas of wwk for them. Hus will be a huge 
challenge and a growing one. There are as 
yet no signs that any constructive, humane 
and productive strategy has been crafted to 
deal with this challenge. It would be a 
tremendous waste of the existing 
technological capacity of India if the 
technical capabilities of ‘potentially 
redundant’ workers are not used productively. 
Theoretically, there are three ways in which 
their capacities can be so used. 

First, if one has confidence in the official 
prognosis that SAP will usher in an era of 
very high growth rates, the new industrial 
enterpn.ses. both large and small, may be 
expected to absorb some of the retrenched 
workforce. But one cannot be sanguine about 
it. The 1980s relatively high annual rates of 
industrial growth of 8 per cent occurred with 
almost no growth in jobs in the registered 
organised industrial sector. Growth in output 
was achieved through higher-labour and 
technological productivities. The high tech 
transition will in all likelihwid attempt to 
continue this trend of high output growth 
with low job growth; that is in fact what it 
will have to do, if ail that is asked ol it in 
terms of high producliviiy, efficiency, quality 
and market competitiveness has to be 
delivered. So this route is likely to remain 
closed for the redundant workforce. 

From the recent computations of Ghosc 
(1993) one can infer that labour prtxiucti vity 
in manufacturing dunng the second half of 
the 1980s maintained the increased positive 
levels it had attained in the first halt. This 
trend seems less due to increasing skill 
content of the workforce than to increasing 
capital intensity of the means of production, 
retrenchment of labour and the phenomenon 
ofjobless growth. Further, as wc have argued 
elsewhere [Bhagavan 1992], productivity is 
not merely a function of shop floor 
efficiency, but also of crucial externalities 
such as transport and energy infrastructure. 
It is not a coincidence that the boost in 
investment in railways, electric power 
generation and fossil fuel production 
preceded the 1980s increases in both 
industrial output and productivity. 

The second route is through small scale 
industry. It is traditionally more labour- 
intensive than large industry. It would be 
ideally suited to the levels of skill that the 
workers have. But to absorb labour at the 
rate required, it will have to grow at a much 
greater pace than it is now doing. The wind 
is apparently blowing in the opposite 
direction. Potential small scale investors are 
fighting shy of getting in, saying that the 
competition is fierce and market demand is 
stagnwt. 

The third route is a return to Keynes, with 
massive public investment in mod^ energy, 

tranaport and ctHnmunioKion infra^cture. 
public civil engineNing projects MKlXwcfaJi 



MfYices. This will create massive numbers 
dif new jobs, while at the same time 
conserving, upgrading and increasing the 
technological capabilities of the workforce. 

In the present age of SAP-hegemony the 
third route may sound like science fiction, 
given the fierce hostility of the begetters of 
SAP 7 the IMF and the World Bank - to 
anything that smells remotely Keynesian. 
But they may be forced to temper their 
market fundamentalism under the pressure 
of the new employment-creating forces 
gathering pace in western Europe. At the 
European Union (EU) summit meeting held 
in Corfu, Greece, in June 1994, the heads 
of the EU governments endorsed the neo- 
Keynesian proposals contained in the white 
paper of Jacques Delors, president of the 
European Commission, to create massive 
numbers of new jobs based on new skills. 
This is to be accomplished mainly through 
the Trans-European Networks (TENS) 
Programme comprising 11 transport and 
communication projects. To quote from the 
Guardian (June 1994), “the summit agreed 
to step up governments’ role in stimulating 
‘the unprecedented technological revolution’ 
which can lead to developments in 
teleworking, distance learning, road and air 
traffic management, health care networks 
and electronic tendering". The Delors 
proposals arc the product of the new 
economic thinking that has emerged in 
western Europe over the last few years to 
grapple with the task of recovering from the 
disaster of the Rcagan-Thatchcr era of' new 
liberalism’[Lane l993;Keegan 1993:Lipietz 
19931. 

Since technological dualism will continue 
to deepen in India, the question arises as to 
how to cater to the technological upgrading 
of the small scale sector, which as we have 
seen above, will be even more crucial in the 
S AP-era than it was before SAP. The market, 
as one knows too well by now, will not do 
it unassisted. In fact, the small scale sector 
in India owes its existence and growth to 
state protection. Because of its tremendous 
heterogeneity and extremely wide 
geographical chspersal, national technology 
suppliers cannot individually effectively 
inform and service this sector. 

This prompts the suggestion that the state 
actively promotes the idea of small 
industrialists’ associations themselves 
establishing technology estates in all 
medium-sized townstoprovide technological 
information to the local small investors in 
the local language. The information should 
be backed tqi by regular demonstrations of 
nationally pi^uced hardware and software. 
As these estates find their feet, will also 
takeontheroleofchamtelsbf communication' 
between the users and the domestic producers 
of tectodogy, which, it is to be hoped, will 
bring about user-'driven improvements, 
hx^anes^, or qdierwise. 

Tboinouxjy Absoiotion 

About 1,200 industrial firms in India have 
in-house R and D units. The most qualified 
work they do is technology absorption; 
technology design and innovation are at 
present beyond their capabilities and 
resources. In the transition to imported high 
tech, these R and D units are already 
confronting, and will continue to confront, 
the challenge ol re-skilling them,selves to 
absorb the new technology. The kind of re¬ 
skilling called for often involves a shift in 
theirtechnological paradigm. It will demand 
of them that they not only theoretically 
understand the new concepts and the new 
way of reasoning, but ahso translate that 
understanding into shop-floor practice. 

The present in-house R and D units, which 
have evolved slowly to deal with the pre- 
high tech situation, cannot be ‘rc-jiggcd’ 
overnight to take on the new challenge. 
There is little doubt that their capacity to 
absorb technology will go through a longish 
period of serious decline. Older professional s 
who are the intellectual leaders in their R 
and D units arc likely to find that they cannot 
make the transition. A vicious circle of stress 
conditions leading to poor performance will 
.set in. 

Although the decline cannot be arrested 
in the .short term, certain measures need to 
be put in place fairly soon to create the R 
and D capacity in the medium term that 
firms will need, if high tech is not to remain 
forever a ‘black box with buttons attached’ 
for Indian industry. To this end, the private 
and public sectors should together 
commission experts (preferably from high 
tech exporting countries) to analyse the 
entire complex of problem.s and suggest 
strategies for overcoming them. Merc 
increases in hardware and software resources, 
in salaries and perks,' and in intra-flrm status, 
will not by themselves be sufficient to 
generate the niotivation and the ambition to 
solve problems, which only intellectual 
passion can. Therefore one of the keys will 
be finding fresh, new recruits with the right 
cast of mind from the alumni of India’s few 
highquality science and engineenng faculties 
to join the R iuid D teams. That will not be 
an easy task given the preference of the 
brightest professionals to emigrate to North 
America or Singapore. 

EotiCA'noN AND Manpower 

The likely impact of struptural adjustment 
on the public funding of education in 
developing countries in general is best 
summarised in the following words from a 

World Bank study [Noss 1992]: 

Adjustment measures (undertaken with or 
without World Bank assistance) affect 
education through changes at the macro and 
rnicro levels of the economy. Adjustment at 
die macro level often implies a combination 
of budget containment measures for the 

public education 'system, limited access to 
post primary public education and higher 
user fees for education services at the 
secondary and tertiary levels. At the micro 
level, changes in household incomes and 
prices (user fees, reduced student subsidies) 
directly influence the demand for education 
by altering the opportunity cost of attending ’ 
school. Household incomes also affect health 
and nulniiun status, and thus indirectly 
influence attendance and learning. Finally; 
adjustment affects education through 
changes in markets and infrastructure (re* 
suiting from currency devaluaion, fiscal 
and monetary restraint, and price 
liberalisation) that affect supply of educa¬ 
tion .services and the opportunity cost of 
attending school... . 

In plain English what the above-mentioned 
measures could mean for secondary and 
higher education in India is first, cuts in 
public funding, accompanied by the charging 
of fees, second, a decrease in the number 
of pupils and students from poorer 
hou.scholds; third, a further deterioration of 
the public education system; and fourth, the 
strengthening of private education to the 
benefit of the higher income households. 

To go down the route charted by SAP in 
the area of education is to jump from the 
frying pan into the fire. India’s development 
ideology notwithstanding, the Indian 
government has over the last 40 years 
neglected primary and secondary education 
in comparison with higher (tertiary) 
education. Since the education system has 
been, and continues to he, almost entirely 
in the hands of the Indian state, it catmot 
disclaim responsibility for the inequities and 
the utter lack of quality that have developed 
at all levels in the system [Shatrugna 1993; 
Upendranath 1993b). 

The industrial and technological progress 
of India needs precisely the opposite of what 
the SAP recommends in education. A rapid 
advance on a broad front is only po.ssible 
if the educational and technical levels of all 
the young in India is rai.sed as a matter of 
the greatest urgency. ’That is impossible in 
the Indian context without increa.sed massive 
support from the state, but a support that is 
administered in a radically different way 
than at present. The need of the hour is not 
SAP-inspired dismantling of the public 
education system, but a revolutionary 
transformation of it to raise the quantity and 
quality of really skilled young people. Wat 
the present system is imparting is not 
education, but bits of ritual paper certifying 
that this or that exam has b^n passed widi 'j 
this or that grade. 

To take a leaf out of India’s neighbours 
in east Asia, their spectacular success in both 
economic and social development would 
not have been possible without their stnglp- 
minded simultaneous pursuit of univer- 
salisation of and high quality in primary and 
secondary education. In quality tesLs in 



science and mathematics administered in the 
early 1990s to high school pupils across a 
representative sample of the OECD and the 
developing countries, with India included. 
South Korea lopped the lisu with Japan 

■coming next, western Europe and North 
America on their heels, and India so far 
behind as to be invisible in the race. 

That said, there is most definitely a need 
for draconian measures tocon vert the present 
higher education system from its present 
degraded state of being one vast conveyor 
belt graduate factory into a .system that 
actually imparts knowledge. A re-structunng 
ol public funding based on the criteria of 

^ social equity, quality and merit, while 
simultaneously encouraging higher income 
groups to take advantage of privatised 
institutions, would be the strategy to follow. 

The present system of government national 
laboratories and institutes has outlived its 
original rationale. It is demonstrably not 
contributing to significant innovation in 
science and technology. It impact on industry 
has been minimal. The move by the present 
Indian government to progressively reduce 
its commitment to this moribund system is 
a wise one. However, that does not mean 
that the state can afford nut to fund scientific 
and technological R and D - quite the 
contrary. Again, as with the educational 
system as a whole, the state needs to pump 
vastly more resources into R and D, but 
along the lines of an entirely new strategy. 
What the new national R and D system 
should look like and how it should be put 
together are issues should be publicly debated 
in India. The ideas that have recently emerged 
in the advanced industrialised countries on 
“national innovation systems” would be of 
seminal valuein such a debate and in arriving 
at future policy decisions [Nelson 1993]. 

Appendix 

Hioh Pxiosity Industries which Qualify for 

51 Per Cent Foreign Equity Holding and 

For Automatic Affroval of Foreign 

Technoukjv Agreements. 

(1) Metallurgy 
(2) Boilers and steam generators 
(3) Prime nroveis (other than electrical generators) 

(4) Electrical equipment 
(5) Transportation equipment 
(6) industrial machinery 
(7) Machine tools 
(8) Agnculturai machinery 
<9) Earth moving machinery 

: (10) Industrial instruments 
(11) Scientific and electro-medical mstrumenis. 

and laboratory equipment 
(12) Nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilisers 
(13) Chemicals (other than fertilisers) 
(14) Drugs and pharmaceuticals 
(13) Paper and pulp, including paper products 

and industrial laminates 
■ (16) Automobile tyres and tubes 

(17) Plate glass 
(18) Ceramics 
(19) Cement products 
(2m High tecimatogy reproduction and mutti<- 

pUtaumn equipment 
V4; . 

(21) Caibon and (wb«s ptniuoia 
(22) Pre-iemioned piciiiim IQC |dp». 
(23) Rubber mafdtintry. 
(24) Printing inachinary. 
(25) Welding electrodes other than thoae for 

welding mild steel 
(26) Industrial syndwtic diamondi. 
(27) Photo-synthesis inqHOven. 
(28) Extraction and upgradim of mstot oila. 
(29) Pre-fabricaied building matMid. 
(30) Soya products. 
(31) High yielding hybrid seeds and synthetic 

seeds 
(.32) All food processing, exehiding flour, imBl 

food and malted food, and excluding items 
reserved for the small-scale sector. 

(33) Packagii^ for food processing industries, 
excluding imms reserved fw the small-scale 
sector. 

(34) Hotel and tourism related industry. 

[This is a shorteiwd and revised version of a study 
that was commissioned by the South Asia 
Multidiscipliiwiy Advisory Team (SAAT) of the 
International Lsdiour Organisation (ILO), based 
in New Delhi, whose support is gratefully 
acknowledged It is a pleasure to thank 
Rizwanul Islam and Ajit Kumar Chose of 
ILO-SAAT for their critical reading of the 
manuscript and valu^le suggestions.] 
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Capability In Indian Electronics 
Industry under Econcnnic Liberalisation 

DIpayan Datta Chaudhuri 

With the process of economic liberalisation in India there has been a remarkable increase in the total number offoreign 
collaborations in the electronics industry. Public sector units which had earlier adopted a lukewarm attitude towards the 

import of technology changed their policy stand, and picked up momentum in seeking collaborations in the post-liberalisation 
period. 

This article explores, on the basis of the enterprise level time-series data, the direction of change in technological 
ct^Hibilities of some of the public sector units operating in the field of electronics which have importedforeign technologies. 

I 
Introduction 

DURING the period of economic liberali¬ 
sation the number of foreign collaborations 
in electronics has been increasing at a much 
faster rate than in the industrial sector as a 
whiflc fJoseph and Narayana 1993]. This 
acceleration in the rate of foreign colla¬ 
borations is likely to increase the techno¬ 
logical dependence of Indian electronics 
industry unicssahe import of technology is 
backed by in-house R and D effort for its 
absorption, adaptation and innovation. 

The technological capability of an 
enterprise is argued to be a function of 
indigenous research and development, 
technology imports and relation between the 
two [Blumenthal 1979]. The import of 
technologies may,either substitute or 
complement (or a combination of both) 
indigenous R and D. The available empirical 
evidence on the nature of relationship 
between the two ha.s been rather mixed in 
the case of Indian industries. Katrak (1989) 
found that the imports of technology helped 
to promote in-house R and D, but the 
stimulative impact of the former on the latter 
was limited’ especially for the complex 
technologies. Hie nature of influence of two 
alternative modes of technology imports, 
namely, foreign direct investment (FDI) and' 
licensing i^reements, on in-hmiae R and D 
spending was exwntned by Kumar (1987). 
His results indicated that the relationship 
was of substittMion in the case of PDI mode 
of technology import but it was expected to 
be domintf^ by complenmniarity in the 
other case. For a sample of KX) Indian 
engineering Anns for the year 1978, Lall 
(1983) found the niyid^ paytnems to be 
positively related to R «id D expendyture 
(both variabies being taken » a percentage 
of sales) and therefore coafltmed the 
existence of comfdenBeiitary relationship. In 
another shidy, usii^ Reserve Baidc of India 
Survey data for 10 years (i e. from 1964* 
65 to i9d9-70 and agidn flom 1^7-78 to 
l9|(h8t),Siihcahinaiiian(1987)alMwadthe 
existence of a vary ^tiwig eoiaidbnHntary 
icMqn^ expapt tt fte dash # hxei^t 
suhsMiartes «ai.«iM0«iM^O^ I«Haa 

firms generally moved along a “technology 
dependence-independence continuum”, 
primarily because of the greater emphasis 
laid on the in-huuse R and D. 

Another set of studies by Subrahmanian 
(1991), Siddharthan (1988)and Mani {1993) 
treated electronics as a separate sector. 
Subrahmanian found that the technology- 
importers did not undertake significantly 
higher R and D expenditure than the 
technology non-importers. Siddharthan made 
a distinction between the public .sector and 
the private sector units, and showed the 
existence of complementary relationship 
between import ot technology and in-house 
R and D effort (both taken as percentage of 
sales) for the private sector firms whereas for 
the public sector firms evidence indicated to 
a substitution relationship. However, the 
existence of complementary relationship in the 
public sector was confirmed by Mani but he 
showed that the degree of aimplementarity was 
weakest in the electronics sector which had wit¬ 
nessed fast changing technological advances. 

These studies analysed the nature of the 
relationship between the expenditure on 
imported technology and R and D on the 
basis of the industry-level data but here this 
relationship will be examined by using 
enterprise-level time-series data fof some of 
the public seplor units (PSUs) operating in 
the field of electronics. The fact that an 
entoprise’s imports of technology may affect 
its R and D can be studied by an empirical 
analysis of two questions relevant to the R 
and D behaviour of enterprises in the 
electronics sector. The first question is 
whether the level of R and D expenditure 
is higher amoiiipt fie technology importers 
than in the non-importers, this question also 
considers whether the expenditures on R and 
D are likely to differ between certain types 
of enterprises; large and small, private and 
public, indigenous and fbietp-owned. The 
secotxl question is whether the technological 
c^i^lities of some of the PSUs both at the 
centnd as well as at the stem levels have been 
increasing as a result of their R and 0 
expenditure over time. 

iWs Bticle is organised in the following 
KMMct. Seedon II discusses the procedures 

empirical teitt. Section Ill deals with 

the sources of data and methods of 
measurement of variables. Section IV reports 
the results. Section V summarises the main 
findings. 

II 

Procedures for Empirical Analysis 

The first question will be examined by 
introducing a dummy variablein aregression 
equation. The regression equation will also 
consider the influence of enterprise size 
(measured by the annual sales turnover and 
denoted by ‘S') to find out whether larger 
enterprises undertake proportionately more 
R and D (denoted by ‘RD’ in regression 
equations) than the smaller ones. It will also 
be interesting to study whether the R and 
D expenditure is higher for that enterprise 
which has greater experience in adapting 
imported technologies. It is, therefore, 
proposed to include the age of the R and D 
unit as a proxy for the experience of an 
enterprise in R and D activities. The 
regression test will take the form 
log RD = a+b log S+c log A+d TM (1) 
where, 
TM = 1 for technology importers 

= 0 for non-importers of tech¬ 
nology 

and A = age of the R and D unit mea¬ 
sured from the date of 
establishment. 

The log-linear regression form will be 
used because it will readily show the elasticity 
of R and D with respect to size (S). Thus, 
if the estimated coefficient of S turns out 
to be less than unity, it will mean that an 
increase in enterprise size leads to a less than 
proportionate increase in R and D. 
Alternatively, one can alsoexamine whether 
the R and D intensity (RD/S) increases with 
the size of the enterprise and age of the R 
and D unit and whether it is significantly 
higher amongst the technolc^y importers 
than the non-importers by fitting a regressitm 
equation of the following form, 
log RD/S = a, + b, log S+c, log A 

+ d, TM (2) 
If the estimated value for b in equation 

(1) turns out to be less than unity then this 
will imply a negative value for the estimated 



b, in th« equation (2), One can also 
measure the influence of technology by a 
slope dummy defined as TM, = TM* log S 
in place of the intercept dummy TM in the 
equations (1) and (2). 

The R and D behaviour may differ 
depending on the type of the enterprises 
such as, private and public, indigenous and 

'forcign-owned, etc. Since the R and D 
projects of PSUs are financially supported 
by the department of electronics (IX)E)' we 
wilt run a regression equation of the type 
log RD/S = aj + b, log S + e PUB (3) 
where, PUB= 1 for the public sector units 

= 0, otherwise 
to find out whether the R and D intensity 
is significantly higher in the PSUs than the 
private-sector units. 

Hie imperfections in the international 
technology market may have different impact 
upon (a) indigenous enterprises and (b) 
subsidiaries of foreign enterprises. The RBI 
survey (1974) found that companies which 
had foreign financial collaboration were 
comparatively less active in setting up R and 
D units.^ It has also been observed that the 
foreign collaborated companies demonstrate 
a longer lag in adaptation and assimilation 
of the imported technology (Pillai 1979]. 
Among different forms of technology transfer 
the degree of control exercised by the 
transferor was found to be maximum in the 
case of the foreign direct investment 
[Balasubrahmanian 1973]. So a subsidiary 
of a foreign multinational may face greater 
restrictions on the extent to which an imported 
technology can be adapted. It will, therefore, 
be interesting to find out whether the research 
intensities of the foreign-controlled 
enterprises (i e, those with 25 per cent or 
more foreign equity following RBI 
definition) are significantly less than those 
of the indigenous enterprises by running a 
regression equation of the following type 
log RD/S = a, + b, log S + FDI (4) 
where, FDI = 1 for foreign-controlled 

enterprises 
= 0 for indigenous enterprises 

Let us now consider the second question 
which is concerned with the inter-temporal 
changes in the technological capabilities of 
some of the PSUs. 1716 expenditure on 
technology import (direct cost of foreign 
collaborations) of an enterprise represents 
the degree of technological dependence 
whereas its expenditure on R and D efforts 
reflects its internal technological capacity. 
The technological capability of an enterprise 
is said to be increasing so long as the 
proportionate int^ase in the R and D 
spending exceed^ that of expenditure im 
imported technologies. The logic is that as 
a firm spemis more on R and D. its knowledge 
on t«:hnology becomes richer. Since the 
cost of technology transfer depends largely 
upon the relative batgaimag strengdi of the 
buyer and the seller, with a better 

technologica] knowiodjie the buyer can now 
be at a better position in bargaining and 
thereby, can bring down the cost of 
technolo^ imports [Teece 1977;lidl 1980], 

Following the lines suggested by Katrak 
(1985) we adopt a procedure for measuring 
the technological capability. Let ‘EM ’ denote 
the expenditures on imported technologies. 
TTie ‘average propensity to adapt’ is RD/ 
EM. An increase in this propensity will 
imply an improvement in an enterprise’s 
technological capability. Since it is a static 
concept we also intr^uce the marginal 
propensity to adapt as dRD/dEM. Now the 
ratio between the marginal and average 
propensity to adapt (<)RD/3EM/RD/EM) will 

be the “elasticity of R and D whh respect 
to the tedtnology hnpon”. This elasticity is 
a measure of the relative change in R and D 
to a proportionate change in the cost of 
technology import. The data of RD and EM 
will be us^ to fit a regression equation of 
the following form to estimate the elasticity 

IogRD= o + piogEM (5) 
Here the regression coefficient p will give 
an estimate of the elasticity. A value of ^ 
greater than unity will be interpreted as 
evidence of increasing technological 
capability of the enterprise. Conversely, if 
the estimated p is less than unity the result 
will be interpreted as showing increasing 
dependence of imported technologies. 

Table 1. Major Products and Foreign Technology Collaboration Agreements of Three 

Public Sector Units in Elutronics 

Name of the Major Products Foreien Technolottv Collaboration AKiecmcnts 
Unit (Year Technology Products 
Incoiporaled) Supplier 

Electronics Digital computer systems Siemens. West Germany SPC telex exchange 
Corporation of (erstwhile) 
India (ECIL) Colour television receiver Norsk Data, Norway Supermini computer 
(1967) .sets 
(CenUal Public Black aiid While TVs Ferranti, UK Remote telemetry units 
Sector Unit) Telex exchange equipment NEC. Japan Digital transreceivcrs 

Nuclear power plant Kabelmetal Electro, Line of Sight Antennas 
instrumentation West Germany 

(erstwhile) 
Control panel, Defence Control Data indo-Asia Mainframe computers 
equipment Co, (CDC), USA 
Two-way wireless FAG, West Germany Microprtxx:ssor-based 
communication sets (former) thickness gauges 
Passive components Harris Ferinon, Canada' Communication 

system 
Printed circuit boards Thermocoax Et Cie, Self-powered neutron 

France detectors 
High power amplifier RACAL, UK V-UHF receivers 
systems 
Antennae with feed Vaiian. USA 400WHPA 
(of various sizes) 

Semiconductor Bipolar/MOS large scale Hitachi, Japan Digital electronic 
Complex (SCL) integrated circuits watch models 
(1978) LSI/VLSI devices American Microsystems 5 micron and 3 micron 
(Central public Bipolar/MOS large scale (AMI). USA CMDSandMOS silicon 
sector unit) gate technologies 

Integrated chips (LSI/VLSI) Citizen Watch Co, Japan Assembly of ECB 
chips (sibcon chips) 
Electronic circuit blocks Rockwell International, Microprocessor and 

USA peripheral devices 
Printed circuit boards err Akatel, Ptance LSI devices 

Gujarat Communi- Radio relay communication Genelcom, a subsidiary Extended range VHF 
cations and equifHiient of GEC, Canada equipment 
Electronics Instroment landing system Sony Coipotation, Japan U'MAnc Video 
(GCEL). (1975) equipment and higb 
(State public band VC3ts 
sector unit) Video Tape Recoider Robert Bosch, West 

Gemtony (eistwiiilB) . 
Video tape recorder 

Siemens, West Qennaiiy Electromc telqihane 
(entwldk) instruments 
Rohde and Schwwz, 
West Germany 
(erstwhile) 

PM ttansnditen 

Ampex(counBy 
not availabfe) 

Digitri video ejects 

Soarce: Annual Rq»ft> of CCEL,5CL and BCIL (various macs). ] 
. p , • I 



Tlk regression equation 0f the type(S) can 
be nih for the two cenl^ public sector units 
(CPSUs), namdy, Electronics Corporation 
of India (ECIL) and Semiconductor Complex 
(SCL) and a state public sector unit (SPSU), 
namely, Gujarat Communication and 
Electronics (GCEL) (Table 1). Since the 
process of liberal isation was discernible from 
1978 the time-series data on R and D and 
expenditures on imported technologies were 
collected from that year for GCEL but, for 
ECIL and SCL such data could be obtained 
from 1981 to 1990. To overcome statistical 
limitations ari.sing from fewer number oi 
observations for each unit, these data of the 
three units were pooled to estimate the 
regression of the following type where D, 
and Dj are the two intercept dummy variables 

log RD = a, + p, log EM + P^ D, 

+ p, D, + p, D, log EM 

+ P, D, log EM (6) 

where, (D,, D.) = (I, 0) for ECIL 

(D,, d',) = (0, I) for SCL 

and (D,, oj) = (0, 0) for GCEL 

' III 

Data and Measurement 
of Variables 

Empirical analysis in the framework 
suggested above requires two sets of data. 
One set of data was collected from 
Compendium on In-House R and D Centres, 
1990 published by the department of 
scientific and industrial research (DSIR) on 
the basis of a survey of the firms registered 
with it. This compendium provides 
quantitative data such as, R and D 
expenditure, sales turnover, the year of 
establishment of the R and D unit and also 
qualitative information on thebasisof which 
it is possible to separate out technology- 
importers and non-importers, public sector 
and private sector units, foreign-controlled 
enterpnses and indigenous enterpnses. 

The second set of data on the R and D 
expenditure, sales turnover, expenditure on 
imported technology were collected from 
the annual reports of the ECIL, SCL and 
GCEL. All these variables were measured 
at the constant prices with reference to the 
base year 1981-82. The items belonging to 
the capital account of R and D expenditure 
were deflated by theprice index of machinery 
and machine tools including electrical 
machinery and the revenue account 
expenditure of R and Dof a unit was deflated 
by the consumer price index for urban non- 
manual employees of that place where the 
unit is situated.' These price indices were 
obtained from H LChandhok’s (1990) ‘India 
Data Base’. Since this source provides price- 
index data up to 1988-89, the price-index 
for the year 1989-90 was collected from the 
Report of Currency and Finance published 
by RBI. With regard to the sales turnover 

the sales hems of each unit were identified 
and their prices were obtained from the 
Guide to Electronics Industry, a DOE 
publication, in the case of the units selling 
more than one item, a weighted price index 
was constructed where the share of each item 
in the total sales turnover was taken as the 
weight. The direct cost of technology import 
(EM) was measured as the out-flow of foreign 
exchange due to the technical know-how 
fees, royalty and interest payment, 
professional consultancy fees, advances to 
foreign suppliers of technology and the 
imports of capital goods as the imported 
capital equipment may embody a certain 
kind of know-how. The price indices for 
these items are not available. During the 
period of our study, the rupee experienced 
a continuous depreciation against the major 
currencies of the world and our domestic 
rate of inflation was much higher than in 
other developed countries from which the 
technologies were imported. So, the time- 
senes figures of thedirect costs of technology 
imports were deflated by the real effective 
exchange rate (REER) which is a weighted 
average of bilateral price-deflated nominal 
exchange rates.* A problem in searching for 
an empirical relationship between the import 
of technology and R and D is that latter 
activity may be undertaken a year (or more) 
after the former. Considering this possibility 
our data were further analysed and it was 
decided to regress the R and D expenditure 
of any year upon the average of the 

technology expenditure of that year and a 
year before. 

IV 

Empirical Results 

The first question was examined by 
running few regression equations [discussed 
in Section II] and the results are reported 
in Table 2. 

The positive signs of the technology- 
import dummies TM and TM, in equations 
(1) to (4) indicate that both the level of R 
and D expenditure and the R and D intensity 
were higher amongst the technology 
importers than the non-importers. Thus, in 
this sense, it seems that the imports of 
technology encouraged R and D as the 
imported technology was required to be 
adapted to the local conditions. Such a kind 
of adaptive R and D might also be undertaken 
in solution of problems such as breakdown 
of machinery, shortage of imported 
components, etc. However, this stimulating 
effect of imported technology upon R and 
D was limit^, since the technology import 
dummies, at best, could reach only the 5 per 
cent level of significance. 

In equations (I) and (.3) the coefficients 
of log S arc positive and significant at ihe 
1 per cent level but less than unity.' This 
indicates that the larger enterprises undertook 
proportionately less R and D than the smaller 
ones. This outcome also followed from the 
fact that the coefficient of log S are negative 

Table 2 I-cki-Linear Reore.ssion Eoliation.s Expi.ainino R and D in Electronics Sector 

Equations Depen- _Regressions 
dent 

Variable 
Constant S A TM TM, PUB FDl 

(1) RD -.0.3801.S SLW*** .05.S.39 55065* 
(-.07347) (3.7.3.‘)6) ( 3741,S) (1 883.5) 

(2) RD/S - 0.3801.S -.684.53*»* 05.S.39 5.5065* 
(-07347) (-8 1059) (.3741.5) (1 883.5) 

(.1) RD .1330.3 2y723*** .07858** 
( 27873) (3 4635) (2 0731) 

(4) RD/S .13303 -7()277*** .07858** 
(.27873) (-8 1889) (2.0731) 

(5) RD/S -.039892 - 60782*** -.27558 
(-.08191) (-7 6677) (-.74692) 

(6) RD/S -.029403 -.61.3()8**» -.14961 
(-.06020) (-7.7246) (-.40500) 

Equations Dependent R' 
Variables 

(1) RD .3.36.50 .30096 9.4670 
(2) RD/S .55107 .52702 22.9137 
(3) RD ..34336 32022 14.8962 
(4) RD/S .55.564 54005 3.5.6378 
(5) RD/S .52677 51017 .31.7247 
(6) RD/S ,52.351 .50679 31.3126 

Notes: The regressions are based on the data of 60 cnierpnses that undertake R and D of which .34 were 
imponers of technology, 
t -values are shown in parentheses 

indicates significance at 1 percent level (two-uiled test) 
. ** indicates significance at .5 per cent level (two-tailed test) 

* indicates significance ai to per cent level (two-tailed test) 
Source: See Section III. 



in the equations (2), (4),(5>arKi(6)itKlicMii^ 
significantly lower research-intensities in 
the larger en’ceraascs. It seemed that the 
greater miy;|u:»^fRwer and the absence of 
competitive pressures reduced larger 
enterprises's incentive for R and D. 

In equations (I) and (2i the coefficients 
of log A are positive but not statistically 
significant, liius, the experience of an 
enterprise in R and D activities did not make 
any significant influence upon its R and D 
expenditure or its R and D intensity. 

Thetwodummy variables wcreintr^uced 
in equations (S) and (6) to examine the R 
and D behaviour of certain types of 
enterprises; public and private and 
indigenous and foreign-owned. It can be 

. observed from equation (5) that the research 
intensities did not differ significantly between 
the public and the private .sector enterprises. 
One would have expected higher research- 
intensities for the PSUs since their R and 
D projects are generally financed by DOE. 
But, it seems that in an era of liberalisation, 
both the public and the private sector units 
prefer to import package technology which 
does not require much R and D activities. 
The equation (6) shows that the research 
intensities of the foreign-controlled 
enterpnses were not significantly less than 
those of the indigenous enterprises. A 
possible explanation is that the dummy is 
reflecting two opposing effects: thus whereas 
indigenous enterprises might have greater 
scope for determining their own R and D 
efforts, they might also have relatively less 
assistance from their foreign suppliers in the 
assimilation of the imported technology. 

The second question is concerned with the 
technological capabilities of some of the 
PSUs in the field of electronics. This question 
was examined by pooling the time-series 
data pertaining to the two CPSUs (i e, ECIL 
and SCL) and one SPSU (i c, GCEL) and 
aregression analysis was undertaken to obtain 
the following regression equation 
log .RD = -.074656 ■(■1.1044 log EM 

(-.15059) (3.4289) 
+ 1.9906 D, * .21940 

(3.6882) (.33309) 
-.99699 D, log EM -.41715 D, log EM 
(-2.%13) (-1.1663) 

R» * .77880 R^ = .72614 
Figures in brackets denote t-values. 

Table 3: Elasticity Coefficients of Three 

Public Sector Units 

Name of 
the Unit 

Elasticity 
Coefficients 

t-volues 

(i) OCBL »I.I044*»» 3.4289 

(ii) Eat * . 1(041 1.0954 

(iii) SCL ^, + 1, = .68725«* 4.4189 

' Nou:*** denotes significance at 1 percent level. 
' Source: Cosnpuied from the annual reports of 

ECIL, SCU and GCEL. 

Hie elasticity coeffiefietits of the three RiSUt 
are represented in Table 3. 

The regression results establish the 
existence of complementary relatitmship 
between R and O and technology-import 
expenditure for all the three PSUs, although 
the relationship was not statistically 
significant in the case of ECIL (Table 3). 
The elasticity coefficient exceeded unity 
only in (he case of GCEL. So, following our 
definition, among the three PSUs only GCEL 
was able to strengthen its technological 
capability through its R and D efforts. 
Although being a state public sector unit the 
scale of operation of GCEL. measured in 
terms of average sales turnover, was much 
lower than the two CPSUs but its research- 
intensity was the highest (Table 4). GCEL 
also enjoyed an increase in the propensity 
to adapt over time, whereas it declined in 
the case of ECIL (Table 5). However, the 
propensity to adapt increased only marginal ly 
for SCL. 

It can he observed from the Table 4 that 
GCEL was a profit-earning enterprise so 
apart from the financial help from DOE, it 
was able to generate surplus funds which 
could be used to back up the import of 
technology with indigenous R and D. It can 
be recalled here that the telecommunication 
sector was reserved for the PSUs onjy till 
mid-1980s. Thus, GCEL, under the inllucnce 
of government's protective policy was able 
to facilitate its technological capability. On 
the other hand, ECIL was also a profit- 
earning enterprise but its growth rate of R 
and D expenditure was so low that it could 
not match with the very high growth rate 
of its expenditure on imported technology 
as a result not only its propensity to adapt 
declined, it also experience an increase in 
the import intensity of the technology over 
time (Table 5). With the shift in the 
government’s policy from ‘protectionism’ 
to ‘liberalisation’, ECIL which had not 
entered into any foreign collaboration till 
1978, signed five foreign collaboration 
agreements in 1986 alone. It also ranked 
seventh among the 10 largest importers of 
foreign technology in the Indian public sector 
having a total of IS such collaboration 
approvals till 1986. ECIL was engaged in 

manufiacmirit^in^fHiotucewputm 
1970s but it suited assenmiini CKDfSKD 
kits impoited from its foreign collaborators 
during 1980s. This kind of *kit-culture’ 
provided very little, scope for umterlaking 
any worthwhile R and D activities.* The 
large number of foreign collaboration 
agreements of ECIL accounted for a very 
high rate of increase in its expenditures on 
the imported technologies which were not 
backed up with indigenous R and D efforts 
in the same intensity as a result the 
technological dqiendence of ECIL increa.sed 
over time (Table 5). Moreover, the 
technologies imported were not the state-of- 
the-art. The electronics telex exchange 
technology from Siemens and mainframe 
technology from CDC when brought by 
ECIL were about to be phased out in the 
global market.^ It should be noted here, that 
GCEL did not enter the export markets 
whereas the two CPSUs were engaged in 
exporting their products. It is also possible 
that the CPSUs were less assisted by their 
foreign suppliers in the assimilation of the 
imported technologies as they were viewed 
as potential competitors in Ihc export markets. 
This kind of ‘oligopolistic szueezing' very 
often hinders the development of 
technological capabilities of Indian 
enterprises* [Bagchi 1982; Alam 1985J. Il 
should be noted from Table 5 that the R and 
D intensities of all the three PSUs declined 
over time. In this sense, PSUs arc becoming 
less R and O onented and the clficiency of 
resource utilisation (measured as ihc ratio 
of value-added to total production, (Bagchi 
1986] al.so declined during the period of 
liberalisation (Table 5). 

However, among the three PSUs only 
GCEL, even being in a state sector, has 
shown better performance so far as the 
development of technological capability is 
concerned. It even developed Time Division 
Multiple Access (TDMA) Communication 
system when the concept of TDMA had yet 
to get transformed into practical hardware 
and moreover, no field proven equipment 
of this type was available in the country. 
This project was, however, supported by 
DOE by providing GCEL with R and D 
funds for the design, development and 

Table 4: Sales Turnover, R and D Intensity, and Import Intensity Ratios 

OF Three Pubuc Sector Units 

(1981-82 = 100 unless otherwise stated) 
-•— 
Name of 
the Unit 

Sales Turnover 
(Rs in Lakh) 

Profitability 
(at Current Prices) 

R and D intensity import Intensity 
of Technology 

ECIL 13,666.56 0.04 0.01 0.02 
SCL 2,298.50 (-) 0.02 0.17 1.31 
GCEL 701.89 0.08 0.27 0.33 

Ntties: (I) These are aven^r^iMescalcttlaled over die study period of each tmit. 
(ti) Profiubility was measured as dw ratio of (Mofit after uui to the gross fixed assets. 
(iii) Import inumsity of the technology was measured as the ratio of the expenditUFre on 

imported ttdm^gies to dw sales turnover. , 
(iv) SCL could not achieve breidc-evea opwatioM till lfV7-9S. 

Scwpce; Computed from die aniuitenportS’of<X^,SfXaaiit^£3lw 



yMnaMnuWBHMtow^ i.S 
tiiwe TtMA Cemimnikatioft Syitem 
bwaine a reality At firat, (Ms lyiunn was 
succesatttlly ui^ ^ Skd Authority of 
India (SAIL) in iu KirAwni complex and 
later an, it was aiM suppUcd to the Rad way s. 
Coal India and the State SiectncHy Boards 
OCBL, also played a pivotal rote in 
develiming Ihtlse Code Modulation (PCM) 
Multiplex Equipment which was required 
tor conveitii^ our entire commumcalion 
network into a digital one Till i98l,toiiteet 
requirements prevailing at that time, the 
de^ment of telecommunication (IXXF) had 
bem importing this equipment from Japan 
But seeing that there could be large 
requirements m the Seventh and Ei^h Rans, 
Indian Telephone Industries (ITI), at the 
instance of the DOT started negotiations 
with a leading nHiltinational company for 
acquiring foreign technology to make this 
equipment Meanwhile, C»CEL offered to 
Telecommunications Research Centre (TRC) 
to produce PCM Multiplex Equipment based 
on TRC's indigenous design and know¬ 
how While doing so GCEL recognised that 
the per channel Codec design of TRC was 
superior to the Codec design of the 
multinaiionalcompany Accordingly,GCFL 
engineered the TRC design, and produced 
a batch ot PCM terminals for field tnals by 
DOT These Inals were satisfactorily 
completed by the end ot 1981 With such 
excclicnl progress made by the GCEL TRC 
team the government decided that ITI could 
not proceed with its proposed technical 
collaboration with the multinaiional 
company tor PCM multiplex equipment, but 
would, instead, also make the equipment as 
per the GCEL-TRC design [Parthasarathi 
1992] SCL also had Its success when ii was 
able to reach 2 micron technology in 1988, 
without any cost or time overrun starting 
from S micron under its technology 
upgradation plan'' 

The government policy of liberalisation 
encouraged the induction of foreign 
technotogies ivhtch svereexpected to improve 
our product quiUittes and to accelerate the 
growth rate oi our exports This kind of 
export-led-growih, apart from increasing 
income and employment, was also likely to 
ease the fmetgn exchange burden ot our 
country It will be interesting to study whether 
the net earnings of foreign exchange oi these 
PSUs increased during the period of 
liberalisation This can be measured with 
the help of 'Net Foreign Exchange Inflow 
Rauo' (NFIR) which is defined as 

Expocu > (in^orts of goods * 
Imports of technolofies) 

NFIR*  -—■ 
Expoits 

The trends of NFIR for ECfL and SCL 
are reported tn Table £ ThevfluotofNPIR 

tdV wupative throbglfiut the period under 
cemMtoreiion indtca^ WiW outflows 
of hHeign exchaiqR Rmn inflows The 
negauve trend ot Nrat <Hd not show any 
declimngtendency meithercase. therefore. 
It coidd not be userted that the import 
dependence ot these CPSlJs was decreasing 
over tune '"Thus, the fond hope behind the 
government’s policy of liberalisation has 
so far shown no sign of matenalisation so 
tar as the earnings of foreign exchange are 
concerned The import intensity of the 
electronics industry is very high" and the 
electronics equipment and components 
manufacturing units taken for this study 
are found to be net spenders of foreign 
exchange " so one wonders whether a 
country like India with a weak 
‘macroeconomic capability’ (Bagchi and 
Banerjee 1986] can afford to develop new 
technologies on a massive scale 

V 

Summary and Conclusions 

The liberalisation policy of our 
government encouraged the import ot 
foreign technologies by Indian enterprises 
Here, we have examined whether ihe 
technological capabilities of the Indian 
enterprises m the field of electronics have 
been increasing as the imports of 
technologies are expected ic stimulate in 
house R and D ettorts This was studied 
first, by introducing dummy variables in 
a regression analysis which indicated that 
both the levels ot R and D expenditures 
and the R and D intensity were higher 
amongst the technology importers than the 
non-importers However, the stimulating 
effect ot imported technology upon R and 
D was found to be limited Then thetime- 
senes R and D data were regressed upon 
the data on expenditures on imported 
technologies of the three public sector units 
Although the regression analysis 
established a complementary relationship 
between the two vunables only one unit 
was able to increase its technological 
c^abilily through its R and D efforts 
However, all the three units turned out to 
be net spenders of foreign exi hangc and 
their import dependence did not show any 

definite declining trend over time The 
regression also found that the larger 
enterpnscs incurred proportionately less R 
and D expenditures It was also observed 
that the R and D intensities did not differ 
significantly between the public and the 
private sector enterprises and between ihe 
indigenous and the foreign controlled 
enterprises 

’The high growth rate of the electronics 
industry during the early 1980s could not 
be sustained dunng the late 80s [Joseph 
and Narayana 1993] Moreover the factor 
productivities also declined over time 
indicating growing inefficiency in factor 
use Here we have observed that the R an^ 
D intensities ot all the three public sector 
units declined dunng the penod under 
study Although this result cannot be 
generalised it cannot be denied either that 
the Indian enterprises are becoming less R 
and D oriented due to the emergence of the 
kit culture The government should 

intervene to ensure that the import is 
sufficiently backed up with domestic R and 
D so that apart from increasing the 
technological capability the efficiency of 
resource utilisation also increases which is 
likely to arrest the declining trend in 
productivity and output 

Ta»i I 6 1 RrNDS IN NPIR tor Two CeNTRAl 
Public SrnoR Units 

Year ECIL SCL 

1980 81 (-) 400 87 
1981 82 ( ) 161 66 
1982 8T (-)74 90 
198^ 84 ( ) II27S7* (-) 421 8S 
1984 8S (-)4 76 (-) 9S0100 
I98S 86 ' na (-) 26S 88 
1986 87 ( ) 110 28 ( )S6 98 
1987 88 (-) 67 8S ( )4S17 
1988 89 ( ) 1^121 ( )171 17 
1989 90 ( ) 11061 (-) 1281 50* 

Nole^ *TocalculalcNPIRthL values ofexpnrts 
were taken to be Rs I lakh as the actual 
export comings for these two years were 
nil 
SCL started its commercial producUon 
in I98S 84 

Source Computed from the annual reports of 
FCIL SCL 

Tabi e S Growth Ratfs (Compound) of R and D and Its iNTFNsnv ExPbNDiiuRb on 
Importfd Tkhnolooics and Its iNrbNsiTV Propi-nsiiy io Adapi 

Sales Turnovlr and Erne ilncy of Utilisation of Rlsourcfs 
(1981 82=100) 

Name of 
the Unit 

Sales 
Turnover 

Expenditure R and D 
on Imported Expenditure 
Teclm^ogies 

Import 
Intensity 
of Ihe 

Technology 

Propensity 
to Adopt 

RandO 
Intensity 

Efflcieny 
of Utilisa¬ 

tion of 
Resources 

EaL 21 09 S44I 4 67 27 S2 (-) 1222 ( ) 1356 (-)26l 
SCL 27*i2 17 56 1871 (-)247 098 (-) 29 33 (-) 1 43 
GCEL n»6 14 27 17 80 (-) 1615 309 (-)34I7 (-)3 31 

Semne Swiie as Tatde4 

HiiiiMiiRi rittiioii HTwiiiir M-JZJ 



Notes 

n am indebted to Amiya K Bagbhi for his 
guidante i have hencflied from discussions 
with DipankarCoondo Prabii^it Sarkar, Debdas 
Banerjee and Uttam K Bhattacharjee Thanks 
are also due to Pronab K Das for computer help 
1 am, however, solely responsible for any 
remaining error J 

1 See Ri^rt of the Study Team on Science 
and Technology for Eighth five Year 
Plan for ^ettronics Industry' in Flrrtro 
nu f ln/ormalion and Planning Vol 17 
Nos 10 11 July August 1990 

2 'Evidence suggests that US multinational 
companies lend to concentrate their R and 1> 
activities at their headquarters in US [Kumar 
I98SJ 

t It was observed that the salaries and other 
benefits of the R and D stiffs accounted for 
the largest share of the icvcnuc expenditure 
of R and D 

4 The REER takes into account both a change 
in the domestic rate ol exchange of rupee 
against the foreign c urrcncies and the domestic 
raKofinflati on relative toour trading partners 
See Pradhan (1992) 

5 At the^ 1 per cent level of significance the 
regression coefficients lie in the expected 
range b + 2 66 SF where b is the regression 
estimate of an independent variable and SE 
IS Its standard error So the values of the 
confidence limits were 09084 and S40I0 
inequation (i) and 0689S and 525SI in 
equation (in) In each case even ihc upper 
limit ol the expected range was less than 
unity 

6 The CMOolEClL staled that with the current 
emphasis on profitability of the PSUs ECU 
is considenng only SKD manutaclunng See 
DatiufueU Vol X No 4 April 1992 

7 See Oataque^t (ibid) 
8 Fhe request 1 or semiconductor tec hnology by 

SCL was turned down by scimconductorgionts 
like Intel and Texas Instruments not because 
of low royalty rales and technical lees but 
because they were not ready to pan with the 
frontiei technology 

9 A micron is a tiny measure of length and the 
smaller the component sire the larger the 
number of complex circuits that can be placed 
on BChip giving faster and better performance 

JO The NnR figures of SCL for the year 1989 
90 was remarkably high as the customer 
requuements were met mainly through imports 
after its production tacility was damaged in 
a devastating fire which destroyed properties 
worth about Rs S7 crore See Annual tiepari 
of SCL for 1988 89 

11 The import intensity of electronics industry 
III India IS about ^2 per cent as compared 
to around 20 per cent for all manufacturing 
See Sen (1992) 

12 According to one estimate the net outgo of 
foreign exchange was Rs I 250 crore dunng 
1989-90 m the electronics sector as a 
whole {The fuononw Timri, New Delhi, 
Decembers, 1990) 
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Indian Software Exports: An Assessment 
Pronab Sen 

Until 199I-92 there was virtually no policy support for the software sector. Since then the government has taken 
a number of positive steps, but hesitantly. The general perception about the software industry however continues to 
be that it will rapidly attain international stature without any policy support. 

Addressing the issue, this paper analytically examines the behaviour of software exports from India, and makes 
some policy prescriptions. 

I 
The Symptoms 

THE remarkable growth of Indian software 
exports from a mere Rs 71 crore in 1987 
to Rs 700 crore in 1993 - an increase by a 
factor of 10 in six years' - has sparked off 
peculiar syndrome which may have far- 
reaching consequences in the future. On the 
one hand, there arc high expectations from 
this sector, and it is firmly believed that this 
is one of the few areas in which India has 
the potential to become a global powerhouse. 
On the other hand, the degree of euphona, 
virtually boiflcring on arrogance, is such 
that It is apparently believed that nothing 
much needs to be done in terms of policy 
support for this sector. This syndrome has 
been further reinforced by studies which 
suggest that software exports arc likely, in 
any case, to touch US $640 million by 1996, 
and with a little bit of effort US $ 1 billion 
is al.so attainable in the same time frame.^ 
As a consequence, the focus has shifted 
away from the fundaiTicntals to the marginals. 

If this sounds like hyperbole, consider the 
following policy stances. In 1992 the 
government extended the tax exemption on 
export piofits available to merchandise 
exporters through Section 80-HHC of the 
Income Tax Act to software exporters by 
introducing Section 8()-HHE. The difference, 
however, was that while Scc'.ion 80-HHC 
had currency of five years, Section 80-HHE 
was on an annual basis. As a result, there 
has been a constant uncertainty regarding 
the renewal of this section, and hence the 
expected net profit of the exporter, which 
has affected all software contracts which 
span two or more financial years. In such 
a situation it is almost impossible to fix a 
firm price for the duration of the contract. 

Other than this basic difference between 
Sections 80-HHC and 80-HHE, the very 
similarity betweien the two sections reveals 
a lack of appreciation by the policy-makers 
of thecharacteiisitics of the software industiy. 
While framing Section 80-HHC, it was 
clearly recognised that profits on exports 
wCTe negligible or even negative for most 
merchandise, whereas substantial profits 
wore made on domestic sales. Hierefore, in 
Order to nudte^ls instrument serve as a real 
export incentive, a method of “profit 
averaging” was devised so that exporters 

could actually claim a part of their profit on 
domestic sales as export profits. This was 
achieved by multiplying the ratio of export 
turnover to total turnover and the total profits 
of the company in calculating ‘export profits’ 
for the purposes of this section. Since 
domestic turnover is usually computed on 
the ex-factory price, the export turnover was 
defined as the invoice value less transpor¬ 
tation costs in order to maintain consistency 

It can he shown that this formula will 
overstate the export profit if two conditions 
are met: (a) the percentage profit margin on 
domestic sales is higher than on exports: and 
(b) transport costs form a small percentage 
of export turnover.’ Both these conditions 
are met for merchandise, where profit on 
exports is substantially less than profit on 
domestic sales and transport costs form only 
about 3 per cent of the invoice value. 
Unfortunately, both the formula and the 
definition of export turnover were retained 
while formulating Section 80-HHE, thereby 
substantially reducing the incentive value of 
this provision and indeed giving nse to a 
most undesirable characteristic. 

The reasons for this contrary effect are 
first, that in the software .sector profits on 
exports are considerably higher than on 
domestic sales.' As a consequence, profit 
averaging actually leads to a part of export 
profits being counted as profit on domestic 
sales, and thereby being subject to tax. 
Second, to make matters worse, transport 
costs for the software sector have been 
defined to include both international 
telecommunication charges and the cost of 
sending employees abroad.' These two 
together can account for as much as 40 per 
cent of the invoice value in soft ware exports. 
This causes the share of exports in total 
turnover to be much less than actual. The 
net result of this pari i>as.tu, rather than 
mutatis mutandb application of the provi¬ 
sions of Section 80-HHC to 80-HHE is that 
not only do the software exporters have to 
pay tax on legitimate export earnings, but 
that the extent of .such taxation increases as 
domestic sates rise. This provides a strong 
disincentive for software companies to 
address the domestic market, which in turn 
has serious negative long-run implications, 

JSecond, Sections 10-A and 10-B of the 
Income Tax Act, which provide income tax 
relief to export processing zones (EPZs) and 

100 per cent export-oriented units (EOlis), 
were extended to software exports from sue* 
schemes in 1993. Here again, software 
companies which have been in existence 
prior to 1993, and which form the core of 
the software exports of the country, have 
been excluded by oversight. As a result, the 
policy discriminated in favour of start-up 
companies and against established software 
exporters. Third, in 1992 certain specific | 
software activities were declared to be areas 
of 'extreme focus’ for export thrust by the 
ministry of commerce. In none of these 
identified activities India had any significant 
presence. Therefore, if this pronouncement 
was to be taken seriously, efforts gt 
developing demonstrated competence in 
these fields in India would have to be taken 
up in a concerted manner. As yet no such 
plan of action exists, even on paper. These 
are only illustrative of the ambivalent 
attitudes that have characterised our 
approach to software exports. They can be 
multiplied many times over. It should not 
be thought, however, that the software 
sector has been totally neglected. In fact, 
the year 1991-92 marks a watershed in 
terms of policy support for this .sector. Thel 
above cited examples are aberrations whichf 
have crept in primarily because of the lackl 
of adequate communication and differences 
in perceptions that exist within the 
governmental system. 

Until 1991-92, there was virtually nopdicy 
support at all for the software sector. Even 
'benign neglect’ would be too positive s 
phrase to use in this connection. The primaryi 
vehicle of Indian software exports - on-sit«| 
software development - was pejorativel)| 
termed as ‘body-shopping’" and every effoni 
was made to discourage it.^ There was virtue 
ally no effort at undensianding why softwam 
exporters behaved the way they did. In rctroS 
spect, considerable credit has to be given ts 
the software sector for pushing ahead despite 
the lack of support from the goveromenti 

Since then, however, the government ha§ 
taken a number of positive steps, alben 
haltingly. Even so, there continues to be S 
lack of appreciation of the requirements f<^ 
software exports in the wider govemmein 
milieu. The popular perception appears i< I 
be that India already has all the ingredient! 
for a successful software sector, and th f 
demands for positive policy support ari 
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importunate at best Therealissue,therefore, 
is that whether there is any basis for this self- 
satisfied sanguinity that the Indian software 
industry wilt rapidly attain international 
ftalure without any active policy support 

(n Older to address this issue, there is need 
to analytically examine the behaviour of 
software‘exports trom India The basic data 
is given in the Annexure The time path of 
software exports in rupees and in US dollars 
are plotted in Figure I As can be seen, a 
substantial part of the reported growth in 
software exports has come about through 
devaluation of the rupee against the dollar 
particularly since 1991 The decomposition 
of the growth tn the rupee value of soltwure 
exports into the real growth measured in 
dollar terms and the exchange rate ellect is 
given in Table I' 

The interesting point to note about this 
table IS that the ‘real' growth rate has actually 
slipped during the latter half-period 
(19^93), which IS precisely the period in 
which the software sector has given nse to 
such strong expectations It can also be seen 
that dunng this penod, the 'leal' and the 
‘exchange rale‘ effects have been more or 
less equal, which was certainly not true of 
the earlier penod when the ‘real’ growth 
dominated The ditterential performance in 
the two penods also cannot be put down to 
diirferences in the base, since the anthmctic 
mean of the growth rates of the two sub- 
penods are not significantly diflercnt from 
the ftill-penod average, which would have 
been thecase it there had been a base problem 

Casual empinctsm based on this data and 
analysis would give nse to roost disquieting 
conciusioas One would be tempted to infer 
that the software sector is starting to lose 
steam, despite the not inconsiderable growth 
rates that continue to be achieved To make 
matters worse, this slowing doWn appews 

-r US $ millions 

to have taken place precisely dunng the 
penod when some policy support started 
being provided This simply lends further 
credence lo the proponents of the point ot 
view which holds that software exports do 
not need such support, and more rapid growth 
IS possible if (he software entrepreneurs did 
not malinger 

In order to examine the situation in 
somewhat greater detail, an econometne 
analysis of the trends in the dollar values 
of software exports becomes necessary 
Given the wide vanations in the quarterly 
exports data, simple trend equations were 
not appropriate More complex equations 
involving both intercept and slope dummies 
lor the diltercnt quarters had to be specified 
and estimated lor linear quadratic and 
exponential growth paths The results of 
such an exercise are presented in Table 2 * 

1 he results are extremely interesting As 
may be seen Irom the table, until 1992-93, 
the linear trend equation is consistently 
superior to the exponential This suggests 
that the decline in the compound growth rate 
indicated m Table I arises not so much from 
a downward shift in the growth path, but 
from the fact that a compound growth rate 
Is an inappropriate measure of the true growth 
path This IS further borne out by the steady 
decline in the coefficient ot the trend variable 
in the semi-log equations On the other hand. 
It raises the question as to why the sottwarc 
exports followed a linear path tn a world that 
tends to behave exponentially 

Since 1992-93, however, there appears to 
be a change, in that the semi-iog trend starts 
dominating the linear This seems to suggest 
that there is a substantial change in the 
behavioural attributes of the software export 
sector, and that the future growth may well 
turn out to be exponential This possibility 
IS reinforced by the robustness of the 

estimated parameters In lire cM^idioiis 
covenng the periods I987<93 and I987>94 

However, on the one hand, it may be 
pointed out that the difference between the 
explanatory powers of the linear and the 
semi-log equations are not very difterait, 
and hence one cannot be too conftdent about 
this shift to an exponential growth path On 
the other hand, even if theexponenttal growth 
path were to be attained, the annual 
compound growth rate has dropped sharply 
from 44 3 per cent in 1990 to 25 8 per cent 
by 1994 Therefore, what is the level ot 
software exports that can be expected in the 
next few years 

There is ot course no real answer to the 
first question, since the period available is 
still very short Only time will tell But the 
robustness of the parameters is an 
encouraging sign The importance of shifting 
from a linear to an exponential growth path 
cannot be overemphasised even for the 
relative short run In order to fully appreciate 
the importance of such a shift, one need only 
consider the projected software exportsover 
the next few years These projections, both 
tor the linear and the exponential growth 
paths, are presented in Figure 2 As can be 
seen, the two projections diverge quite 
substantially In 1997, if an exponential 
growth trend is maintained, the level ot 
software exports should be about US $ 630 
million With linear growth however, it is 
unlikely to exceed US $ 330 million 

II 
The Diagnosis 

The important issues that arise from the 
description ot the symptoms presented in the 
preceding section may be summarised as 
follows 

(I) What arc the reasons for Indian 
software exports to have iollowed a linear 
growth path> (2) What hope is there for 
permanently shifting loan exponential path’’ 
The First point that needs to be realised about 
the software sector is that it is not physical 
capital intensive, but extremely intensive in 
human capital As a result, the growth in this 
sector does not arise primarily from 
investment in plant and machinery, as is the 
case with physical products, but from two 
principal sources (a) The number of persons 
(or man-years) engaged in this activity (b) 
The productivity ot the manpower in terms 
ot revenues per person 

Tails I DscoMrosmoN or Growth in 
Software Extorts 

Penod Total Real Exchange 
Ciwwih Gfowlh Rote 

(Per Cent) (Per Cent) (Per Cent) 

1987 to 1993 464 280 184 
1987 to 1990 412 29 1 121 
1990 to 199.3 518 27 5 343 
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The exponential nature of most economic 
proce.sses arises mainly from Mihat Marx 
termed as 'expanded reproduction’, or the 
process of cumulative accumulation of 
capital. In the software .sector, unfortunately, 
this process has only limited applicability." 
Human capital tends to follow ‘simple 
reproduction’ behaviour. The reason for this 
is that the generation of the nght type of 
manpower docs not come about through the 
operation of normal economic forces, but as 
a result of deliberate decisions taken by the 
educational system. This is probably at the 
root of the linearity of the Indian software 
experience. 

Although the Indian educational system 
asa whole has expanded quite substantially, 
there is a bottleneck at the institutions which 
are capable of producing software 
professionals of international standard for 
the kinds of jobs that are being undertaken 
at present, liic available data suggest that 
there has been no expansion in the number 
of graduates coming out of these institutions 
per year for the past 10 years or more. This 
is a linear process. 

Moreover, the Indian educational system 
has been most unresponsive to the edu¬ 
cational and training needs of the economy. 
Although the structure of the Indian 
economy has changed quite dramatically 
in the last two decades or more, thechanging 
composition of skill requirements has had 
very little effect on both the proportion of 
students in various disciplines and the 
curricula in the educational and training 
establishments. The net result is a growing 
imbalance between the demand and 
supply of different skills. The problem is 
particularly acute for sectors which are 
new and growing rapidly - like software. 
This stnmg aulo-regressiveness of the 
educational system is probably the single- 

cause of the observed most important 
linearity. 

However, this is only part of the expla- 
ation. The failure of the Indian system is of 
a wider dimension. Despite the linearity in 
appropriate human capital formation, 
su.stamed exponential growth could still have 
been recorded through two methods: (a) 
Addressing more intensively those specific 
segmentsot the international software market 
for which trained manpower availability 
would not be a binding constraint m the fore¬ 
seeable future, (b) Incrcasinglhe productivity 
of the scarce cxi.siing manpower by moving 
progressively lo higher value activities. 1'he 
fact that neither of these happened in any 
signil leant way calls for an explanation. The 
software .sector can he divided into five 

major activities in declining, order oa 
complexity and skill mpiiremems: (I jPicjac 
management, (2) Systems analysis m 
design, (3) Software main-tenance an| 
support, (4) Writing of code, and (S) Oi^ 
entry. As things stand, the Indian softwi^ 
sector has been and continues to beronoeitt 
rated in the second and the fourth activitipi 
with a heavy predominance of the fourth 

Data entry for the international maiket I 
virtually non-existent despite the fact tiu 
this IS the one area where the resottfO 
endowment of the country is the best, 
primary reason why no headway has 
made in this area is the lack of adequate 
communication facilities in the coi 
which causes long time lags between 
receipt of documents and their supply 
machine readable form. AKso, correetkut 
data entry errors, which can never be entirely 
eliminated, becomes more lime-consumii 
and cumbersome. This has inhibited forei] 
clients from using India as a base for ti 
data-entry needs." This is a pity since tl 
data-entry activity, though low value if 

nature, is the one area in which manpo 
resources would not be a constraint, at 
in the foreseeable future. 

The situation with .software mainten, 
and support is similar perhaps even woi 
since this is the fastest growing segment 
the international software market, 
present India has practically no pre: 
in this area, despite il.s inherent compamtl 
advantage. The primary culprit for this si 
of affairs is again the lack of adcqi 
telecommunication facilities. This lack 
particularly onerous in this sphere si: 
software maintenance requires remol 
lugging as a minimum precondition 
customers insist upon the control that 
achieved by on-line access. 

Tabls 2' lEtNi) Equations foe Softwaee Exports 

I987-I990 1987-1991 1987-1992 1987-1993 1987-t994|| 
Linear Expo¬ 

nent 
Linear Expo¬ 

nent 
Linear Expo¬ 

nent 
Linear Expo¬ 

nent 
Linear Exp^ 

Constant (c) 6496 2 440 9.469 2.620 8.482 2.504 7.076 2.720 5.968 2.7K 
(4 30) (.39.31) (6.87) (26.30) (5.70) (.36.70) (4.74) (42.05) (3.81) (46jl| 

Trend (t) 2440 0.096 2 008 0 071 2 106 0 077 2.250 0.060 2.416 ii.m 
(12.60) (11.35) (12.65) (8.98) (14.95) (14.02) (18.77) (17.76) (22.39) (21.^ 

Quarter I .5.234 - - -0.1.S3 - - -0.302 

(Ql) (2.48) (-1.07) (-5.03) 

Quarter 2 - -0..362 - -0.431 -.-0.237 - -0.479 —O.'® 
(Q2) (-5.02) (^91) (-1.82) (-7.66) 

Quarter 3 3.008 - - 3.473 -0.458 -5.152 -0 .383 -4.844 -0.572 -5.152 -«.M 

(Q3) (1.I4) (-1 15) (-5,29) (-I.6I) (-5,23) (-1.53) (-4.99) (-1.63) (-5.4i 

I*QI -1.6.38 -0.042 -0.882 -0.018 -0.735 -0.023 -0.656 -0.761 1 

(-6.22) (-4.97) (-5 91) (-1.41) (-549) (-4.21) (-5.72) (-6.63) 1 

t*Q2 -1.057 - -1,091 - -1.117 -0.018 -I.IIO -1.143 P 
(-6.05) (-6..36) (-7.46) (-1.62) (-8.81) (-10,29) i 

t*Q.3 -I.788 -0.066 -0.737 - -0.4.55 -0.467 0.01.3 -0.476 0.(M 
(-.5.13) (-6.90) (-2..36) (-1.69) (-2.08) (1.84) (-2.40) (ll|| 

R-Bar- li 
Squared 0 9495 0.9263 0.9236 0.9094 0.9359 0.9.317 0.9517 0.9576 0.9597 0.9i^ 

DW- 
Statistic 0.9892 I 7329 2.7800 26181 2.7412 2 7780 2.72.36 2.7785 I.I734 17|| 

M/re; The l-siatistics ate shown in brackets. 



lack of high-speed data communi- 
facilities has ramifications which go 

|:lWdl beyond the restrictions it placed on the 
‘^ata-entry and software maintenance 
i Activities. The preponderance of ‘on-site’ 
software development in total software 
Exports can also be traced largely to this 

.i iftictor.'^ Indian companies simply had no 
';,;f^on but to take recourse to this method 

carrying out business. The end re.sult was 
\ !^l.not only did it increase the costs to the 
•^^itictftwarc companies, it placed severe 
UiBstrictions on the nature and type of jobs 
j Wttcouid be undertaken. Since it was clearly 

?j»f feasible for any single company to send 
large teams of .software professionals for 

i: |i||^ single client, Indian software firms were 
'^knited to carrying out relatively small Jobs 
ixacting as sub-contractors in a large project. 

, 5. What was much worse, however, was 
-'mat it led to a gross underutilisation of 
JalCm. Since there was a restriction on the 
ftonnber of people who could be sent out, 

i^ ^pdian software engineers not only did 
jystems analysis and design, they also had 

']')6 write the code. The latter activity is 
;,;'elatively more time-consuming, but 
.,| '^uires much lower levels of skill. In most 
:|';)tlier countries, software engineers almost 
'tever write code. As a result of this pattern, 
.<hdian professionals have had to work well 

v.idow their capabilities. Consequently. 
;.' 'dthough the average salary of an Indian soft- 
‘.vare professional is only about 15 percent 
'jjif an American counterpart, his productivity 

probably no more than 30 per cent. 
JiliOTfore, the real cost advantage enjoyed 

India is not that large once this under- 
\^lisation of talent is taken into account. 

' The logical solution to this problem would 
;|«to have the software engineer doing only 
;:-:ytitems analy.si.s and design, and employ 
'! pwer skilled personnel to do coding, at least 

Of offshore jobs. Thi.s will no doubt happen 
V; jidue course of time as offshore work starts 

grow, which in turn will require the 
„Aiticom facilities to be upgraded quite 
i ’ (itetantiaily. It will also require much higher 
i' agrecof project management .skills - which 

; |i virtually absent at the moment. 
Perhaps the recent tentative move towards 

:t|) Xponentiaiity in software exports is due at 
I^last in part to the fact that the share of 
4 Ashore work in total software exports has 

lone up to almost 30 per cent in the past 
tree years after being stagnant at less than 

jjVO.per cent for the previous decade. Oiv the 
Ihw hand, the same phenomenon can be 

;« ifpd for arguing that some of the recent 
: ii fowth in software exports is only window 
I pressing. The argument is that typically in 

vB-site jobs, the costs incurred at the 
\;.li8tomcr’s location were borne by the 

ustomer and did not get reflected in the 
, TOSS foreign exchange earnings of the 

^.^MOrtcr. In .lbe case of offshore jobs, 
5|.pwevcr, cost* of hardware, datacommuni- 

cation and even travel are built into the gross 
export value. As a result, the difference in 
gross earnings between offshore jobs and 
on-site jobs lends to be very high, although 
the difference in net values is probably 
considerably lower. 

On the whole, however, the diagnosis ts 
that the Indian software sector has suffered 
from both a limitation in the availability of 
skilled personnel and stagnant productivity. 
Some of the reasons for this have been 
enumerated in the above discussion, but 
there are many others which also have had 
a role to play. It is useful to discuss these 
at some length, since they point to a larger 
systemic failure and threfore highlight the 
need for much greater degreeof co-ordination 
than exists at present. 

First, the Indian educational system is 
completely outdated in-the sense that the 
both computer literacy and algorithmic or 
model I i ng sk 111 s are VI rtual I y untaught except 
in the engineering colleges and certain pure 
science disciplines. In actuality, software 
development does not really require 
engineers, it only needs certain mathematical 
skills. As a maiterof fact, professionals from 
non-cnginccring di.sciplines can contribute 
more to software exports, provided they are 
given the requisite orientation in their basic 
undergraduate education.*' At present there 
is a programme to 1 nculcatc computer literacy 
in schools, but that will take another five 
years or so to fructify. Unfortunately there 
IS no such prograniinc in t'ollege.s. This 
needs to be corrected urgently, not only for 
the software itector, but for most modern 
industrial/scrvicc activities. 

Second, the telecommunication system in 
India is still very voice-oriented, and there 
is a total lack of appreciation of the role and 
importance of datacom. What is worse is that 
although high-speed datacom facilities arc 
becoming available to the rest of the world, 
inlra-counlry connectivity is still quite 
distant. This has two major ill-effects. First, 
most Miliwarcprofessionals,includinglhosc 
from engineering backgrounds, receive 
practically zero exposure to daiacom-bascd 
work incthodsduring their formal education. 
Most ot these skills have to be taught on- 
the-job by the employers. If domestic 
datacom connectivity is not available, the 
learning curve is perforce based on the 
relatively high cost international facility, 
which can only be used sparingly. This 
restricts the spread of such skills. Secondly, 
the hardware platform base of the country 
cannot be used effectively by time-sharing. 
While this may not be a serious problem for 
large software companies. Which have 
enough work on liand to fully uttli.se their 
hardware base, it is extremely detrimental 
to the smaller companies. The ill-effects are 
further compounded by the relatively high 
cost of hardware in India vis-a-vis the 
competitor countrie.s. 

Third, the domestic software market has 
been limited not only by the extrenmly high 
cost of hardware, but also by an unwillingness 
to pay for software. In fact, most major users 
in India tend to rely heavily on in-housc EDP 
divtsions/cclls rather than on commercially 
developed software. The government is the 
biggest culprit in this respect. There is of 
course good reason for such behaviour. For 
most major users, it ischeaperto hire software 
per.sonnel directly rather than bear the costs 
of the overheads of commercial software 
companies, which can be as large as two- 
and-a-half times the salary bill. This arises 
primarily from the relatively low salaries 
that are paid in India. In oilier countries, with 
much higher salaries, such behaviour is not 
optimal. As a consequence of this tendency, 
Indian software houses have very liiiie 
exposure in carrying out large jobs which 
leads to both a lack of project management 
experience and a lack of track-record. 

This tendency on the part of major users 
to rely on in-hou.sc software development 
has certain other dimensions which need to 
be noted. First, the existence of such units 
Icad.s to a reduction in the (rained manpower 
available to the commercial software sector, 
which simply aggravates the basic shortage 
that exists. Second, .since most of these units 
are treated as providing service or staff 
functions, the .softwaie capabilitic.s that arc 
developed arc rarely used to the extent 
possible. Thus the considerable project 
management and systems design skills that 
are generated tend to be wastcfully used. 
Finally, since the ‘make or buy’ option is 
bia.sed in favour of the former for the large 
users, the residual domc.stic demand is 
restricted to fairly small or intermittent users 
who cannot afford to pay anywhere near 
international rates. As a result, the price 
received by software houses on domestic 
sales is considerably lower than what they 
receive on exports. 

Fourth, the software sector it.self is weak 
in many respects. A dominant characteristic 
of this sector is that it has grown not through 
consolidation, but through fission. As a result, 
there is neither size nor specialisation. 
Further, because of the relatively small size 
of the average software house in India, there 
is a lack of standards and inadequate use of 
software engineering tools, which affects 
the perceived quality of the product and 
thereby leads to an unwillingness to pay 
premium prices by the customers. To make 
matters worse, strategic alliances and 
networking between Indian software 
companies to leverage their respective 
strengths is completely lacking.'* 

'niereisaninteresting, and very damaging, 
side-effect to this lack of intra-industry 
alliances. It has been noticed that mostlndian 
software companies claim to be able to carry 
(Hit virtually any softwaredevelopinent work. 
In m intonkionai ffli^ which is very aware 



of Uie impon^oce of speciaKsation and core 
competencies, such claims are hot only 
treated with scepticism, but in fact lead to 
a lack of credibility in and negative perception 
of the entire industry. The long-run damage 
of such loss of credibility can be immense. 

Fifth, there is also a problem that arise.s 
out of the exposure that the average Indian 
ha.s to international conditions. Certain 
types of software activities, such as telecom¬ 
munications, transaction automation, smart 
cards, etc. are simply not addressed since the 
Indian software developer has not been 
exposed to these in any meaningful way. On 
the other hand, activities such as user 
interfaces arc culturally specific, and no 
meaningful developments can take place 
until the Indian developer is fully sensitised 
to such is.sucs. This kind of exposure does 
not come about spontaneously. Either there 
has to be an extended period over which 
soltware professionals need to live in the 
target countries. nr such applications should 
be introduced in India with the minimum of 
time-lag. 

The long and short of it is that the Indian 
software jector faced and continues to face 
formidable hurdles in doing business, and 
considerable credit has to go to it for having 
achieved what it has. More importantly, it 
should be clear that although some of the 
problems are internal to the industry, must 
are outside its sphere of control. 

Ill 
The Prescription 

Having defined the nature of the problems 
being otcountered by the .software industry 
in India, the issue remains as to how to take 
this sector out of its linear trend and place 
it on an ex^ential growth path. Clearly, 
the strategy will have to encompass both the 
numbers and the productivity issues. A few 
suggestions arinog from the discussion given 
above may be made; 
(1) The need to reorient and galvanise the 
educational system cannot be overstated. 
Efforts like t^ department of electronics 
accreditation scheme (DOE-ACC) for 
introducing minimum standards to private 
software training institutes, or the project 
IMPACT of the DOE for strengthening the 
electronics curricula in the leading 
engineering institutions, only address the 
problem at dte margin. More fundamental 
changes are called for. It is suggested that 
a crash programme in computer literacy and 
software methodologies be iiRroduced at the 
college level. Ideally, the curriculum of 
various disciplines such as commerce, 
economics, sociology, and of course the 
hard sciences, should be changed to give 
greater focus to generating modelling and 
algorithm development skills. This would 
probably be much more efficient than 
expanding the engineering colleges, 

(2) The expansion jn the international high- 
speeddatacom faciltties that has been brought 
about and catalysed by the department of 
electronics (DOB) through the stateilite 
earthstations of the software technology parts 
(India) (STPI) and the ‘lime division multiple 
access' (TDMA) radio-links of Satcomm 
(India), is only a drop in the ocean.'* This 
trend needs to be carried forward much 
further. The DOE facilities are limited by 
the licences that have been granted by the 
department of telecommunications (DOT), 
which restrict their operation to particular 
geographic areas and to specific types of 
cu.stomcrs' " The bulk of the expansion will, 
therefore, necessarily have to be carried out 
by the DOT/VSNL, which bear the principal 
responsibility fortelecommunicatioas in India. 

While planning for the expansion of the 
high-speed datacom network, it should be 
remembered that software exporters arc 
not the only users of such links. Almost all 
commercial agencies which have inter¬ 
national transactions require such facilities.^ 
Therel ore, the minimum necessary expansion 
of the faciliiics will have to be orders of 
mignitude larger than the specific require¬ 
ments o( the software export sector. Unless 
this is done consciously and expeditiously, 
the ml rastruclurc wi 11 get rapidi y overloaded 
and software companies will be forced to 
go b,ick to on-site work as the principal 
vehicle of .software exports.-' 
(.^) International connectivity apart, the 
general development of the telecommuni¬ 
cations infrastructuic in the country is of the 
highest importance, particularly with regard 
to intra-country networks. The role of 
domestic high-speed conneclivily in 
providing a low-cosi training ground for 
telecom-based software development 
methodologies and in leveraging the 
hardware ba,se has already been mentioned. 
Tlierc IS a further di mension. The real benefits 
from computerisation arc realised fully only 
when computers get networked. This is the 
international experience. Therefore, if intra¬ 
country connectivity of reasonable cost and 
quality is made available, the spread of 
information technology is bound to go up 
substantially m India.^^ Tliis will create a 
domestic demand ba.se for software, and 
enable Indian software companies to establ ish 
their credibility and tiack-record for 
addressing the international markets. 
(4) The importance of enabling Indian 
software companies to establish track-records 
needs to be re-emphasised. This is one of 
the major stumbling-blocks in entering the 
international markets. In this regard the 
government has an important role to play. 
It so happens that at present the government 
is the single largest consumer of software 
in the country, but it actually takes very little 
from the commercial software sector. This 

- may make shoit-run financial sense, but the 
country loses out on the positive externalities 

that are possible. The government shouli 
therefore start contracting out its softwar 
requirements to commercial developeii 
rather than trying to do if all inhouse. ‘ 
(5) In addition, the government needs. 
provide direction to the organisations undd 
its control. In particular, certain public sect£ 
undertakings (PSUs) which have stroi 
.software capabilities need to be encoui 
to hive these off as stand-alone subsidiarily 
Fortunately, this is already happening 
some extent, even without govemi 
intervention. But more needs to be 
Once PSUs start this trend, it is hoped 
the private sector companies which ha 
similar capabilities will follow suit.** ‘ 
(6) The STPs were established inter alia 
encourage synergy between small softwi 
companies and to provide common market! 
facilities. This has not taken place to 
great extent yet, primarily due to the exist! 
preoccupation with providing the bas! 
infrastructural facilities to the softw; 
companies coming under their charge. In 
long-run, however, this is probably the mi 
important function that the STPs can perfoi 
given the fissiparous and antagonist 
tendencies of the Indian software compahii 
It needs to be carried forward vigorousi 
(7) Given the large number of softw; 
companies in India and their tendency 
claim expertise in practically all types 
software, there is a need to establisH^ 
mechanism by which a potential custoi 
can get unbiased expert advice about 
capabilities of the various contend] 
suppliers.** Ideally this role should ha 
been played by the concerned tndusi 
association, which has apparently abrogai 
Its responsibility. As an initial effort in tl 
direction, the DOE has established 
Software Services Support and Educali'^ 
Centre (SSE). Among the various servi^ 
that this centre is supppsed to provi 
capability appraisal and advice is one of 
most important. For this activity to i 
successful, however, co-operation of 
industry is essential. Whether this 
cfperaiion will beforthcoming,drwill 
a certain degree of government coerci! 
remains to be .seen. 
(8) Finally, in order to overcome the 
of exposure and cultural dysjunction,eY] 
effort needs to be made to introduce 
latest software technologies and ^licatl< 
in India. This loo will not hap; 
spontaneously. Deliberate efforts wIM 
to be made. The DOE has recently spon: 
a (Ikmtre for the Diffusicxi of Infi 
Technology (C-DIT), which is meai 
focus on these issues. Until this 
fully under way, however, on-site so! 
develi^em and body-shoppiftg will f 
the principal vehicles for ^culturisatio|| 
Indian software professionris, and 
should betaken unnecessaryhurdii 
not placed in the way of these fcUivii 



ANMGXum; BxNMits Af SdrtwARe from India 

" 

Rs Crore Ex Rate 
(RWS) 

$ Mills 
(Quarter Cal Year Fin Year (Quarter Cal Year FmVear 

1987 1 16 13 12.08 
\ ' 2 14 13.4 10.22 

3 18 13 8 12.68 
'1 ■ 4 24 71 14.4 16.39 51.37 
ji«S8 1 24 78 14.8 15 95 • 55.2 
r . 2 20 15.1 13 18 

3 18 15.4 11.62 
4 40 Iflt 15.6 25.38 66 13 
1 
2 

32 
34 

109 16.0 
16.3 

1988 
21 10 

70.0 

a : 3 .30 16.6 17.89 
4 61 157 16.9 .36.15 95 02 

|9«0 1 37 162 17 1 21 46 95 6 
3 38 17.7 21.47 

4 3 50 18.2 27.53 
4 75 200 18.8 40 (X) 110.46 

1 .59 222 19:5 .30.15 119 1 
2 53 20.5 25 90 
3 91 24.0 37 75 
4 128 330 25.0 51 00 144.81 

■'tm 1 104 376 25 0 41.76 156 4 
2 94 28.0 33.46 
3 126 28 45.00 
4 176 .500 28 62.82 183.05 

|i|i93 1 146 542 28 52.14 193 0 
1 2 131 31.3 41.85 

'"v 3 176 31.3 .56.23 
% 4 247 700 31.3 78,91 229 14 

D8ID. Department of Electronics, Guvemmeni of India. 

i. Notes 
'|jte paper reflects the pcrstmal views of the 
^author, and not those of iIm government of India.] 
-1'^. (mi^ying an average annual growth rate of 
,1'. above 46 per cent. 
.12' These figures have been projected in a study 
*S‘ ‘totUa's Software and Services Export 
V' Patential and Strategics' prepared by Maxi/ 
' >' Micro Inc fur the department of electronics, 
,,, government of India in 1992, 
,J3 .Us; W = domestic price (ex-factory price) 
i' IKe export price (invoice value) 

md s profit margin on domestic sales 
' ^ ine= profit margin on exports 
j'' I« transport cost m export price 

Then it can be shown that the ‘calculated’ 
;? etport profli is greater than the actual (me) if; 

Pd (Pe - I) 
^4 Ibrasutis for export profits being higher than 
'' ^. Ihote on domestic sales are enumerated later 

in this paper. 
Technically and conceptually there is noticing 
Wrong in this definition, providing that some 
segregation is made for the marketing 

1^; Component of such expenditures and 
corresponding adjustments are made for 
iiomesiic sales al.w. But neither ore done. 

exchange rate effect captures the residual and 
therefore includes not only the pure exchange 
rale effect, but also the interactive tenn 

9 The quadratic trend equations uniformly 
performed less well than the linear and the 
exponential, and hence have not been reported. 

10 It is interesting to note that the projection 
based on the log-lincor equation (US $ 630 
million) is almost the same as that projected 
by the study cited in note 3 (US $ 640million) 
as the base-line or ‘business as usual' scenario 
This should come os no surprise, since the 
latter was based on a forced compound 
growth process What is fmportant in this 
context IS that the projection calculated in 
this paper requires substantial changes which 
would move the industry pernuinently on an 
exponential trajectory. This is by no means 
a 'business as usual' outcome. 

11 Productivity enhancement tools in software 
development are a cose in point, but those 
have come into popular use only recently and 
therefore have hot yet had a substamial impact. 

12 The beneficianes from this lacuna have been 
countnes like Jamaica, Philippines. Israel and 
even Ireland, which today dominate this 
activity. China loo is starling to make head¬ 
way in this direction. 

1.3 The other reason being the need to establish 
'. ti There is in fact a real conceptual difference 
Y between 'on-sile development' and ‘body- 
''jl ^stopping’ which seems to have been totally 
‘I. flusi^ by the Indian critics. ITte formerrefets 
'A\ ..lbsending software developers to work at the J'^idient's premises by an Indian company for 

It specific job) whereas the latter implies that 
1 jndividttal software professionats are found 

for employiaent by foreign companies. 
Tbiswasd^rethefactlhaithel986Softwi»e 

' . Policy clearly identified ‘nn-site services' as 
i m imegral and important part of software 
t activities. 
H it mqy be noted that the growth rptes have 

'i£' been (XNiqwindascompmmd animal rates on 
1% %poi«-to-|NHnt basit. The TuiaT'growth rale 
lIv^defthcdosiheipbadhinrttpeeienM.wliis^ 

Iw ''real'.', it in te^ of the doltar values. The 
' V'V, < . 

a credible truck record, which could probably 
not be done in any other way. This factor, 
however, should have diminished over time 

14 The introduction of .Section liO-HHB of the 
IncQiiK Tax Act probably has contribmed 
to showing higher gross export values for 
reasons discussed earlier in this paper. 

l.S In the initial years, many software cotr^ies 
in fact bad to draw upon huge numbers of 
nun-engineering graduates for their worttforce, 
primarily because engineerii^ graduates hod 
more atiraelive options. Unfmiunaielyinmott 

.cosesa considerable amount of itaiMng had 
to be given, whkb raised the costs to die 
company quite subsiontiatiy. Even today, 
small and slari-up companies, which caiwoi 
offer einoittincnls at ppr wtrti the larger 
cumpaiiies. have to rely on such icouits. 

16 This son of .networking h«s become 
commonplace in the prmeniS industry, whidi 
is also characterised by small finns. The lock 
of networking among software firms has 
sometimes b^ pul down to ego problems 
of the lechnocrat-emreprencurs in this sector. 

17 This carries the attendant risk of the indivi¬ 
dual not reluming (o Indio, i c, “brom-drain''. 

18 On paper, the department of telecommuni¬ 
cations (DOT) and the Videsh Sanchar Nigom 
(VSNL) have been prepared to ofTer high¬ 
speed datacoinlinks for many years. However, 
until as late as 1990, only three channels of 
64 Kbps band-width had actually been 
provided by these agencies in the whole 
country. One of the primary reasons for this 
pathetically low level of connections was the 
high rates that were being charged. At that 
lime, a 64 Kbps link from Delhi would cost 
about Rs 3.S lakh (approximately US $ 
1,80,000) per annum for the half-cirCuil. os 
compared to the international rale of about 
US $ 84,<XX> per annum The other reason was 
the unsuitability of much of the DOT network 
for wide band-width daia-gradc traffic and 
(he distinct unwillingness of the DOT in 
upgrade the circuits on a prioriiy basis. 

With the advent of the STPI earth stations 
and the use of radio links to solve the 'Iasi 
mile' problem, the DOE wu,s able to provide 
reliable high-speed daiacom links at reluii vely 
low rates like Rs 14..^ lakh (US $ 60.5(K)) per 
annum for 64 kbps In response tn this 
initiative, daiacom the charges were brought 
down dramatically by DOT/VSNLlo Rs 16 .S 
lakh (about US $ 68,(XX)). In addition, the 
altitude of lhc.se agencies towards datacoin 
become more positive, albeit only marginally 
As a consequence, the number of 64 Kbps 

' links today has gone up dramatically to mure 
than 2(X), of which about 90 are from the 
DOE-sponsored agencies. 

19 At present the DOE facilities cover only eight 
cities (Delhi, Bombay, Madras. Bangalore. 
Hyderabad, Tliiruvaniuilhiqmram, Bhubanesh- 
warondCandhinagar In addition, the licences 
restnet provision of the service only to l(X) 
per cent export-oriented software units 
operating out of the EOU, EPZ or the STP 
schemes. The bulkidf Indian software expons. 
however, are from DTA units, usually operat¬ 
ing underthe Export Promotion Capital Goods 
(EPCG) scheme. These perforce have to rely 
on DOT/VSNL. 

20 In fact the garments and textiles industnes. 
along with financial institutions, are soinc of 
the heaviest users of high-speed daiacom 
mtcmaiionally. 

21 It is'expected that os the Indian economy 
liberaliKB further, many industrial and Krvices 
sectors will be forced to addpt infonnation 
technology tools for coinpeiing effectively. 
This will place considerable demands on the 
telecom infrastructure. 

22 The DOT does provide some veiy limited 
domestic netwoiiing through its l-Ne( and 
RABMN networks. It has also recently 
permitted private sector participation in such 
activities. However, most of these networks 
are of relatively tow speed and are suitable 
only for non-r^ lime applications such os 
e-mail, and not for Mgh-speed applications. 

23 Steel Audwrity of faldit (SAIL) and Hindustan 
Aeronautics (HALL two mqjor FSUs, have set 
up subsidiaries for soAwamdevetopimnt. pant- 
cuiarly for export. Same foathng private com- 
peiiiesaWtdsofodwiiKKeHM&iitgdKSttine. 

24 TMt would be a sotiware fo^umy equivi^ent 
of the ctetM radiig ageiKics aiicti as CRISIL 
aadlcaiA. 



PubUcy Joint and Private Sectors 
in Indian Industry 

Evaluating Relative Performance Differences 

Sumit K Miyumdar 

In this paper the author evaluates relative performance differences between the government-owned, joint sector 

and private sectors of Indian industry. Comparative efficiency parameters are estimated for the period 1973-74 to j 

1988-89 using data generated by the Annual Survey of Industries (AS!) which relate to the organised sector off:.,, 

manufacturing industry. The results establish t/uit, in aggregate, enterprises owned by the central goverpment and 

the governments of various states in India, while accounting for a major chunk of capital investment, are systematically 

only two-thirds as efficient as private sector enterprise.s, while joint sector enterprises are also less efficient than thosO 
in the private sector. 

Results of the data analyses reveal that the assumptions of economic theory, positing higher efficiency levels 

the private sector, cannot he disproved in the Indian context, and the results also contradict extant evidence which: 

have found no performance differences between government-owned and private firms in India. The paper also discusses ' 

certain features unique to the political environment of India as a result of which the noted efficiency differences arisen I 

However, the data also show that reforms that have been put in place in the 1980s towards improving government- I 

owned enterprise performance have had a systematic and significant impact in leading to inter-temporal efficiency | 

gains, pbrticularly in enterprises owned-hy the central government. | 

1 industry owned by different categories of relevantinsheddinglightonwhethernationai 

Introduction investors. progress is being propelled forward, betii|| 
In India contributors to the equity capital sustained or impeded. ^ 

STATEMENTS of disquiet about the ofentcrpriscsincludcihecentralgovemmcnt. It is argued that thccomparattveassessnwm 

performanceofthegovernmcnt-ownedscctor governments of the various states in the of state-owned cnteiprises with other typia| 

of Indian industry are common-place, and Indian union, private investors and of enterprises is not feasible becauti 

major concerns have been expressed both governmenis jointly, and private investors profitability review of state-owneo 

by writers who have been senior policy- alone. The primary way to distinguish enterprises ignores the .socio-economiJ 

makers [Bhoothaliiigum 199.1; Jalun 1991; between ownciship categories is to classify objectives associated with state-owneia 

Marathe 1989] and by academics [Bardhan ilicm as the state-owned (public) and the enterprises [Bhaya 1990]. Yet, for S 

1984; Bhagwati 1993]. Yet, the extant privatc.scctors Thctcrmstatc-ownedisused fundamental reason,comparativeefhcienc;! 

comparative evidence that exists jBhaya in the Indian context to include cnterpri.ses analysis matters. Industrial progress 

1990;JhaandSahni 1992; Ramaswamy and owned both by the central government and determined not only by therateofexpansjo^ 

Renforth 1994] points to no significant dif- by the governments ofthe various states that of resources employed, but by the wa^ 

ferences in the performance of private versus form part ofthe Indian union. The latter are resources have been utilised and efftcieneg 

state-owned firms. What is the line picture? called state government-owned enterprises, in resource utilisation is well-acknowledged 

The demise of command-style economics is In susequcni empirical analysis, central to be more critical to economic welfare iha|| 

already being attributed to behavioural issues government-owned and stale government- allocative efTiciencies. % 

that arise when government is tlic primary owned enterprises’ data are separated for Thclndianexperiencewiththestate-ownei 

owner of enterprises [Rocmer 199.3], Based efficiency estimation purposes. Though the sector provides a rich backdrop for Sssessm| 

on this premise, major reforms arc taking term cn(e/7>m<-s is used throughout the paper, comparative efficiency. In terms c| 

placeinraosterstwhilccommiuidcconomies. analysis is carried out using aggregate data, magnitude, the state-owned seetdreonAiluttS 

and there is an explicit acknowledgement as described in a later section of the paper, a large"proportion of industrial activity, ai^ 

that privam ownership will yield greater Comparative efficiency assessment is also forthefirstfourdecadessinceindepeUdeiK^ 

tsfficiencies and breed indu.strial success. If impottan.foranothurreason.Researchshows the Indian economy has seen an evp^ 

the Indian government-owned sector is, that the evolution of modem industry, the increasing role played by stale-own^ 

indeed, as efficient as the private sector, then capabilities developed within indusuy, and qnterprises. Jalan (1991) notes that die tetM 

die large amount of effort being currently the efficiency with which these capabilities investments in Indian central govemmm# 

devoted to privatisation and reforms is of have been utilised have been a major force owned enterprises was Rs 1,82.000a®«® 

no avail, since the efficiency gains are inshapingihcgrowthandeconomicstrength 1990, made up as fixed capiul Rs 82,0(® 

unlikely to be material, Conveivscly, the of modem nations IChendler 1993], The crorc, working capital, Rs 26,000 ert^ 

audiors noted above may have sub.siantive state-owned sector accounts for a substantial sundry investments, Rs I l,Q00toamnudti^ 

reasons forexpressions oftheirdisquipt,and part of employment and capital investment deficit financed by the owtieci, tOw 

coBtemporatyempiricalrcscarch could well in many developed as well as developing governmentofindia,R$ 13,OOOorore.'TlKK 
be flawed. The resolution of such an nations. Therefore, understanding whether figures excluded ttwasetaoreafeilM^X 

cotpndnim, then, has to be based the sutc-owned scctoi performs better or the banking and insurance sectun, dt w® 

on aetmtdevidencc.and this paper reports worse than private enterprises, in asthoseofdeparitnmMaluMtaieil^itgttn^ 

fliere»d»ofafflidyev8lualingconiparat|ve circumstances where the state-owned swtor os railways, posu and a hufe pord*i»y # 
is a tntyor player in the industrial arena, is ts^ecommimicathms iMlwaik, m 



4 TU)IeIgive$anindicad(iQoftheinaeasiag 
the state-owned sector in India's eco- 

. homy. It shows the composition of employ¬ 
ment, productive capital (including fixed and 

' Working capital) and value added between 
the state-owned sector (ownedby the central 

.fovemmeni and various state governments), 
the joint sector and the private sector for six 
recent time-periods: 1973-74, 1976-77, 

!;1;979-80, 1982-83, 1985-86 and 1988-89. 
With respect to employment, the share of 

,thc state-owned suid the joint sectors has 
risen, in total, from 27 per cent in 1973-74 

, to 3? per cent in 1988-89. With respect to 
iHoductive capital invested, the share of the 
sttte-owned and joint sectors was over half, 
at 58per cent, in 1973-74. By 1979-80, this 
diare had risen to 68 per cent. Though 
Ductuations have occurred, in 1988-89 the 
i^are mmained at 66 per cent, implying that 
two-thirds of the capital invested in Indian 
ihilustry is owned by the .state-owned and 
jOittt swtors. Marathe (1989) al so notes how 
there were less than five central govemment- 
owne^ enterprises in 1950-51. Ten years 
later there were 48. By 1971-72 there were 
over a 100 such enterprises and by 1980-81 
lAe number has increased to 187. Currently, 
there arc almost 250 such enterprises. 

The paperevolves as follows. In Section II 
theory and evidence with respect to 
performance assessment are discussed, 
’nihreafier, in Section III the empirical 
analyses are described. Data and estimation 
issues connected with the paper are discussed. 
The analysis is based on a comparison of 
efUciency patterns for 16 time-periods 
between 1973-74 and 1988-89. which is the 
last year for which data have been released 
t^theCentral Statistical Organisation of the 
government of India, for four sectors of 
Indian industry in respect of which data have 
been reported by ownership type. These are: 
the central government-own^ sector; the 
slate government-owned sector; the joint 
sector; and the private sector. Data are 
collected for factories belonging to firms in 
each of these sectors, and the factory-level 
dna are aggregated for reporting purposes 
amHially. The data-reporting and collection 
is carrM out under the framewofk of the 
Ihdian Collection of Statistics Act of 1953 
bytheDepaitmentofStatisticsinthcMinistry 

' iff planning. Section IV discusses the results 
that are obtained from theempirical analyses, 
and Section V concludes the paper. 

disposal of assets, are at^uated In 
government-owned entopfises becadse a 
market for corporate control is absent. 
Capitalisation of the fiiture consequences of 
undertaking specific activities into current 
share.prices is inhibited because there is no 
public trading of government company 
shares, leading to a reduction in owners' 
i ncenti ves to monitor managers, and the exit 
option that can be exercised where there is 
a market for corporate control is, therefore, 
not viable. Consequently, there is a lack of 
capital market discipline to which state- 
owned enterprise agent-managers can be 
subjected to by owner-principals. 

Next, an issue arises with respect to the 
fuzziness of owners’ identity. With many 
owner-principals there are incentives to free- 
ride because any owner bearing the costs of 
monitoring has to share them with others 
fBcn-Ncr, Montias and Neuberger 1993]. 
The ownership of state-owned enterprises is 
vested in individual government ministries 
and departments, which in the case is the 
owner on behalf of the Indian union headed 
by the president of India. Theoretically, 
therefore, thi.s attribute ought to ensure 
superior performance, compared to the 
private sector, sinceownershipis not diffused 
among many owners but there is only one 
owner who'can exercise strong control. 
However, the government department is. 
itself, an agency for citizens who are the de 
jure owners of state-owned enterprises. This 
means that the control of government-owned 
enterprises, being undertaken by civil ser¬ 
vants, is vested in persons who are them.sel ves 
agents monitoring other agents, and have no 
incentives for carrying out their tasks. 

The consequences are as follows. As a 
collection of many principals, citizens face 
severe agency problems, and in a democracy 
neither have the incentives, nor can they find 
it easy to control state-owned industrial 
enterprise managers. Individually they 
cannot arrange a private portfolio of state- 
funded enterprises, to internalise the benefits 
of information acquired from having 
undertaken monitoring activities. Then, the 
very diffuseness of public ownershipimplies 
that citizens acting individually have small 
probabilities in influencing outcomes or 
expressing voice. As a result, state-owned 
enterprises effectively become proprietary 
organisationsownedffejSjcfobycivilscrvants 
or politicians, while managers in such 

orgaiffsationslcaow that they ar6 free of both 
nmket diaOipline or sanctions from the 
ultimate principals. 

With respect to the issue of public versus 
private sector performance, Vickers and 
Yarrow (1988) have argued that It is primarily 
variations in the nature of competitive 
regimes faced that determine performance 
difierentials between privately- and publicly- 
owned firms. The argument is that forces of 
competition have a direct impact on the 
cash-flows of enterprises. Given equally 
competitive conditions, private and public 
sector firms face similar potential to lose or 
make money. Since private sector managerial 
rent-seeking, capitalistic behaviour or the 
exploitation of public sector firms’ profits 
for private political gains are going to be 
possible only when there are adequate cash¬ 
flows, the greater the threat that forces of 
competition will lead to the dissipation of such 
potential rents, the better firms’ performance 
is likely to be and competition is supposed 
to be the great leveller of performance 
between private and public firms. 

in 
Evidence 

There is some evidence which finds that 
public and private firms facing similar 
competitive environments do not display 
any efficiency differences [Caves and 

Table 2: EmciENCv Scores por Four Seitors 

OF Indian Industry. 1973-74 to 1988-89 

Centra) 
Govem- 
.ment 
Sector 

State 
Govern¬ 

ment 
Sector 

Joint 
Sector 

Private 
Sector 

1973-74 0.596 0656 1.000 0.908 
1974-75 0.746 0.474 1.000 1.000 
1975-76 0.597 0.676 0.922 0.866 
1976-77 0.613 0.256 0 815 0.952. 
1977-78 0.544 0.582 0.912 0.959 
1978-79 0.483 0.726 0.888 l.OOO 
1979-80 0.466 0.498 0.757 1.000 
1980-81 0.474 0.447 0.731 1.000 
1981-82 0.608 0.579 0.857 0.988 
1982-83. 0.671 0.620 0.888 0.952 
1983-84 0.525 0.762 0.954 1.000 
1984-85 0.555 0.657 1.000 1.000 
1985-86 0.879 0.892 0.925 1.000 
1986-87, 0.819 0.976 0.984 0.998 
1987-88 0.951 0.618 0.962 0.969 
1988-89 l.OOO 0.787 1.000 1.000 

n 
Theory 

I I Aiguinents advanced for the existence of 
(Wt&vmaficedifferences between priv^ and 
.government-owned enterprises are as 
[follows. To the extent that ownership 
iconpwition varies, principal-agent i$kuw Sie [Putterinan 1993). Property-rights, 

kb are ri|^ over the enjoyn^ had 

Table t; Comfosition of EMi>uoYMEi>rr and Cafital'in Indian Indushual Sector - Trends over Tme 

Year Sectoral Composition of Employment Sectoral Compositiop of Capital Employed 
Private Sectw State Sector Private Scflor Slate Secw 

1973-74 .73 .27 .42 .58 
1976-77 .70 .30 .36 .64 
1979-80 .68 J2 .32 .68 

1982-83 .66 .34 .32 .68 
1985-86 . .63 .37 .37 .63 
1988-89 .61 J9 .34 .66 



Christiansen 1980), or (hat given sufUcient 
competition between private and public 
producers, and no discriminating regulations, 
unit cost differences are insignificant 
[Borcherding, Pommerehne and Schneider 
1982]. The competitive forces approach also 
explicitly a.ssumes the absenceof soft-budget 
constraints, which as Jalan (1991) has argued 
leads to attempts to keep public enterprises 
for which euthanasia is the only solution 
operating with a variety of life-supporl 
systems. Hence, in spite of similarities in 
competitive conditions, the composition of 
the specific institutional environments that 
pn vale sector or public sector firms are faced 
with may affect performance. 

For example, there is the reality of the 
political environment surrounding govern¬ 
ment-owned cnterpnse.s. While citizens may 
have little say in the functioning of govern¬ 
ment-owned firms, government decision¬ 
making IS surrounded by a constellation of 
interests forming specialised coalitions 
interested in government-enterprise 
operations. The.se actors include politicians, 
unions, trade as.sociatinn.s and consumer 
groups who can pressurise bureaucrats into 
directing government-owned bodies into 
acting in manners consistent with their own 
special interests. While the distributional 
consequences of such pulls and pressures 
may often be positive, their impact on 
efficiency is likely to be negative because 
such factors do tend to make the management 
process in government-owned cntcrpri.ses 
complex and unfocused. 

There is a large empirical literature 
evaluating the relative pertormance of the 
public versus the private sector Boardman 
and Vining (1989) evaluate 54 studies, of 
which six find the public sector to be more 
efficient, 16 find no performance di ffcrcnces 
between the two sectors, while 32 find that 
the private sector is more efficient. Many 
of these studies have compared firms 
undertaking'specific activities, such as 
running airlines, supplying water or 
supplying refuse collection services. 
However, comparatively few studies have 
compared efficiency patterns among different 
ownership segments of the industrial sector 
as a whole for a specific country 

There are some exceptions. Boardman 
and Vining(l989), inacomprehensive study, 
evaluate the performance of 500 of the 
world’s largest corporations outside the US 
for the year 1983. The companies they 
evaluate operate in the mining and 
manufacturing sectors, and belong to several 
nationalities. They find that, controlling for 
a variety of factors, joint and state-owned 
enterprises perform worsefhan similar pn vate 
enterprises. Intermsoftheir key performance 
indicators, joint enterprises are no different 
from state-owned emerprises, but relatively 
worse perfonners compared to the private 
sector firms. 

With respect to India, three studies exist. 
These have used a variety of methodologies, 
data and performance tenchmarks. Bhuya 
(1990) uses Annua) Survey of Industries 
(ASl) data lor the years 1981-82 to 1985-86. 
Calculating simple ratios of net value added 
to fixed capital, working capital and 
inventory, but ignoring human capital 
utilisation, he believes it is safe to conclude 
that public sector management efficiency is 
in no way inferior to that of the private 
sector, but the sector docs perform worse 
with respect to its return on investment. 

Jha and Sahm (1992) use ASl data for the 
years 1960-61 to 1982-83 forfounndustnes: 
cement, 'otton textiles, electricity and iron 
and steel. The latter two industries, they 
claim, are primarily in the public .sector, 
while the first two are owned predominantly 
by private interests. The authors find no 
evidence of allocative inefficiencies in 
general, and each of them arc relatively as 
efficient as one another. Ramaswamy and 
Renidrth (1994) use 1988-89 to 1992-93 
accounting data for a non-randomly chosen 
and matched sample of 55 firms each from 
Ihe private and public sectors. Using the 
same measures as Bhaya (1990), they 
conclude that managerial efficiency 
differences do not exist between the two 
SCI tors, though public sector firms are again 
found to be less profitable. 

Thc.se studies contradicl theory and belief 
wiih re.specl to public sector performance m 
the Indian context However, each study 
suffers from biases which call their results 

into question. Bhaya (1996) uses ver) 
simplistic techniques, a very nairow timC' 
window, and eye-balling procedures ai 
analytical methodology to reach, hit 
conclusions. Jha and Sahni (1992) are mom 
rigorous m their empirical approach, bq 
unfortunately restrict their study to foui 
sectors only. They also evaluate allocative 
efficiency, and no conclusions with respecK 
to technical or managerial or techni^an 
efficiency can be made hosedoa their study»: 
Ramaswamy and Renforth (1994) also hav#' 
a narrow time-window, their study sufiery 
from the same methtxlological shortcomings 
as the one by Bhaya (1990), and also from 
maximum sample-selection bias. They nonp 
randomly choose 55 firms each from thw 
total population of firms comprising thra 
private and public sectors, and, given th|| 
wide heterogeneity of private sector firm* 
m India, it is easy to choose a number offi 
pn vate sector firms which arc similar to theiS 
public sector counterparts in efficiency 
characteristics. o 

I 
Empirical Analyses M 

Data and Contcxt M 

To calculate comparative efficicnc® 
patterns over the pentxl 1973-74 to 1988-8* 
data generated by the Annual Survey (M 
Industries (ASl) in India are used. The A^ 
data relate to the organised sector (» 
manufactunng industry and have seen prieff 

Tabi.i 3, nK.si Ripnvi, SiATisTirs FOH Eftkiincv SroRFS. 1973 TO 1988 

Parameter Cemral Government 
Sector 

State Government 
.Sector 

Joint Sector Private .Sector « 

Mean 0.658 0 638 0 912 0.975 1 
Standard deviation 0 171 0 176 0086 0.039 1 
Coefficient of variation 0 260 0 275 0.094 0045 i 

Maximum 1.000 0 976 1.000 1000 1 
75 percentile 0 782 0 744 0 992 l.(KX) ® 
Median 0 602 0 638 0 924 0.999 i 

25 percentile 0 5.34 0.538 0 872 0.956 K 
Minimum 0 466 0.256 0731 0.866 & 
Range 0.534 0.720 0 269 0.134 i 
Inicr-quartilc deviation 0 248 0.205 0.120 0.044 i 

Tablb 4; Non-Paramftric Tfst Rf,siii.t.s Comparing Pairwisl ErFiriENCV Scores ^ 

AMONG THt Different Sectors S' 
Period 1973 to 1988 (Overall Period) I. 

State Government Joint Sector Private Sector jS 
Sector I 

Central government sector 000 3.41 3.4J * 
(0.96) (0.00) (0.00) $ 

State government sector 3.52 3,52 I 
(0.00) (0.00) i 

Joint sector 2.27 1 
(0.02) 1 

Note The test compares whether the row efficiency score is significantly less than the colurffi 
efficiency score The upper number in each cell is the Wilcoxon test z value. The lowH 
number, in parentheses, is the p value. 

1. 



jAhtuwaiia IWI|. The laciory seciw 
•ry is used as ihc data>s(>ua‘c tnr (his 

?4iKly. From the data set. labour and capital 
’^npiHs as well as output mcasure.s can he 
Identified. 
I The advantage of using this data is that 
Jnl'ornittlion for the entire Indian indu.s(ry is 
4vailahic. Thi.sincludes information on firms 
jMvncd hy the governments of the various 
Idiites in Ihc Indian union which are al.su 

ctantial players in the industrial arena, 
who.se performance has never been 

npirically analysed. The characteristic of 
lis particular data-base is that data are 

egate bccmsc of the reporting policies 
'Itf -fhe department of statistics of the fem(ncnl of India. However. Ihc aggre- 

n issue is unavoidable since inf ormation 
a key variable, that of firm-level 

'tmploymcni. is just not available tor private 
^Sector firms. Hence, any comparative study 
|)f cfllcicncy has to use a data-base such as 
t%is. Aggregate data also helps avoid any 
;tample-selcciion hia.ses. since data on the 
jHitirc industrial population is considered lor 

Jomparalivecfficicncyasscssinenlpurposc.s. 
i Since l‘>56, every conceivable sub-sector 
Af Indian industry'has seen their presence. 
I^un from defence firms, traditionally in 
|hc public domain, generation ol atomic and 
V>n-atnnuc power, manulacture of aircrall. 
^cavy machinery, and equipiiiciii loi i.nl .mJ 
tea (ransport arc among acti vines curried out 

Jitclusivciy by state-ownc'd firms. At present. 
|tate-owncd firms also manulacture 
Iroducts such as aluminium and non-lerrous 
;|ietats. chemical intermediates, iron and 
^ttcl.drugs and fcrtili.scrs. and arc involved 
§1 diverse activities .such as con.struction. 

nginccring consultancy, farming, handi- 
:|^afts retailing, shipping, coal mining, oil 

' ^fining, commodity trading, and software 
‘lonsultancy. .State-owned firms operate in 
|iany consumcr-gmids industries such as 

‘llnndoms. hotels, handicraft retailing, food 
Imducts. televisions and consumer elcc- 
|antcs where competition among players is 
;;|ery high, and in general arc subject to the 
JhiQC institutional and regulatory forces that 
;|iivaie firms have to face with mgard to day- 
fjirday upcraiion.s. Data for firms uodertaking 

se activities are included within the data 
lai are analysed 
Throe inputs and one output arc used in 

computation of an efficiency index for 
tljchobservalion. The inputs arc rupee values 

fixed and working capital, and the actual 
;,tember of .staff employed The output 
' faHabtc is net value added, expressed in 
'^jlore of rupees which is a standard mca.sure 
:f firm-level output (Jackson and Palmer 
,^88). In the contemporary literature on 
'^ficicncy mcusurcR^t both value added 
>'^(1 gross output are concomitantly used to girc output. UoWtiver. Gniiches and 

tad (1971) advuiccarguments in favour 
ng value »kled bccau.se it facilitates 

comparison of results for firms which may 
he heterogeneous in maicrial consumption. 
Second, inclusion of material as an input 
may lead to the problem that all variation 
m efficiency may be captured by materials 
consumption, thus obscuring the rule of 
physical and human capital utilisation. 

A further choice ari.scs between the use 
of cither gross nr net value added as (he 
output measure. Denison (1974) makes a 
ca.se for the use of net value added on 
theoretical grounds hy argmng that, since 
gross value added includes a measure ol 
capital consumption, there is no rationale as 
lo why capital consumption ought to be 
maximised rather than minimised 
Nevertheless, value added captures hybrid 
a,spccts of firms’ activities, as DiewertI 1978) 
has noted. First, it captures a production 
relationship between primary factors and 
output. This relationship is based on 
managements' capabilities. Second, it also 
captures a profit-generating relationship 
between-firm-specific capital and firms’ 
output, which, while also dependent on 
endogenous management capahililics, is 
highly dependent on exogenous demand and 
supply conditions, since these conditions 
determine the prices a firm is able lo charge 
for its outputs, in the context of slate-owned 
firms tn developing counines, admini.sicrcd 
price regimes may be in operation, and 
gox ernmcnis use state-owned firms looperatc 
as indirect lax collectors (Reddy 19901 In 
the case ol India, this is particularly true for 
stale-owned oil firms. Thus, there may be 

a large element of windfall price-gains 
captured in (he value added measure for each 
firm. 

To create value necessitates acquisition 
and configuration of capabilities, which arc 
encapsulated in physical, liquid and human 
capital. Capital inputs, both physical and 
working capital, arc al.so expressed m crores 
of rupcc.s. Human capital i nputs are expre.sscd 
in thousands ol employees. To deflate 
variables expressed in rupees the wholesale 
price index is used: the capital inputs and 
the output values are then expressed in 
constant rupees. 

Capital inputs can he hook-values of 
physical capital given in ASI data, however, 
in measuring capital input, the use ot 
undellated amounts lead to inaccuracies. 
The book value .series is deflated by price 
index. The weakness of the approach is that 
It docs not take into account assets of di ffercni 
vintage' bought at different points ol 'ime 
Conversely, major lacunae of the perpetual 
inventory method, which can lake into 
account the dilfcrcnl-vinlagc issue, are the 
two key arbitrary assumptions, tor some 
base year ot an amount as beginning capital 
stuck,and an annual rate of capital consump¬ 
tion Therelorc, efficiency parameters 
obtained by different researchers can vary 
amongst I hcmscives. hccauseeach researcher 
may choo.se lo base analysis on idio.syncralic 
assumptions as to the base capital values and 
rale of capital consumption 

The ASI data reported hy individual 
enterprises arc collected at the factory level. 

TAHi.r 5 Non-Paramiiric Ttsi Rusi'i is Comparino Pairwi.si- EmriFNCV Scorils 

AStON(, Dtril'MINI .Sci-rOK.S 

Period IV7t lo l980(Penod I) 

Slate fiovcmiiK'ni 
.Sector 

Joint .Sector Private .Sector 

Central governineni sector OIK) 2,S2 2 52 
(1 (X)) (0(11) (0.01) 

State government sector 2.52 , 2 52 
(O.OI) (0.01) 

Joint sector 1 75 
(0 08) 

A(«/f The test compares whether the row efficiency score is significantly less than ihe column 
efficiency score The upper number in each cell is Ihe Wilcoxon lest r value The lower 
numher. in parentheses, is the /> value • 

Table 6. Non-Parametric Test Resui ts Comparing Pairwise Efficiency SaatFS 

AMONO THE DIFFERENT Sr.croRS 

Penod 1981 lo l988(Penod 2) 

Slate Govemincni Joint .Sector Private Sector 
.Sector 

Central government sector 0 14 2.10 2 19 
(0 88) (004) (0.0.1) 

State government sector 1.68 2.38 
(0.09) (0 01) 

Jotii sector 2.52 
(001) 

Ntiif The test compares whether the row efficiency score is significantly less than ihe column 
efficiency score. The upper number in each cell is the Wilcoxon test 2 value. The lower 
number, in parentheses, is the p value. 



F6r public reporting purposes, data 
classified by ownership category are 
released only in aggregate. Thus, fur every 
year there arc fourobservations with respect 
to output and inputs, given the existence of 
four ownership categories. However, time- 
series observations for each ownership 
category arc available for each year between 
the period 1973-74 to 1988-89; thus, for 
each category there are 16 available 
observations. PcH»Iing data by ownership 
category and time yields 64 observations to 
be used for comparative efficiency 
assessment. The ASI coverage and almost 
two decades of time-senes data yields nch 
information on the entire population of 
enterprises that make up the organtsed 
industrial sector of India. The ASI has been 
carried out since I9S9, and is the principal 
source of industrial statistics in India. The 
ASI extends to every part ol the country, 
except some industnally-margmal states, and 
covers all factories registcrcdunderthe Indian 
Factories Act of 1948. Essentially, all 
factories employing more than 10 workers 
and using power, or more than 20 workers 
and not using power have to report data. 
However, the ASI was not carried out lor 
1972-73, and data prior to ihal year is not 
available in collated lorm by ownership 
category 

The analy.ses involve calculating and 
comparing efficiency for the 16 years 
between 1973-74 and 1988-89. For each 
year and each ownership category an 
efticicncy score is calculated, and to 
statistically assess performance dilleiences 
between various ownership categories, the 
.scores for ciK'h category are averaged for the 
16-year period. Second, an issue is. have 
there been cflicicncy gams over time? 
Fundamental economic liberalisation started 
in India in 1991. However, there were two 
spells of liberalisation, one starting after 
1980 when the prime minister Indira Gandhi 
commenced reforms, which her successor 
Rajiv Gandhi continued from 1985 onwards 
(Ahluwalia 1991; Bhagwati 1993) To test 
whether these had any impact, the growth 
rates in ciTicicncy scores obtained for each 
ownership category are calculated 

Efucikncy Es-hmation 

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is u.sed 
to calculate firm-level efficiency and 
mea.surc slack in the utili.sation of vanous 
resources. Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes 
(1978)(CCR) develop, and Banker, Charnes 
and Cooper (1984) (BCC) extend, the 
efficiency measure developed by Farrell 
(I9S7) using a fractional mathematical 
programme, where the ratio of weighted 
outputs to weighted inputs of each 
observation in the data-set is maximi.scd. 
This approach proceeds by constructing 
elTiciency scores for a number of obser¬ 

vations. For each observation a single 
efficiency statistic, which is a ratio measure 
of performance as to how efficient each 
observation is in converting a set of inputs 
joinily and simultaneously into a set of 
outputs, IS calculated. 

There is now a large literature on DEA. 
Sec Majumdar 11994) for operational details 
and application in the Indian context, and 
Seitord and Thrall (1990) for technical details 
of elficiency estimation using DEA and 
exposition of details ol the vanous models 
possible within the DEA framework. In 
extending the original model developed by 
Charnes, Ctxipcr and Rhodes (1978) (CCR, 
Banker. Charnes and Cooper (1984) (BCC) 
show that the CCR efficiency score can he 
broken up into measures of scale and pure 
technical efficiency. This is achieved by 
assuming that variable returns to scale exist 
for firms and by adding a vanable in the LP 
so that hypcrplancs for each observation do 
not pass through the ongin, unlike in the 
CCR model whereall hypcrplancsgothrough 
the origin because constant returns to scale 
are assumed. In the constraint set for the 
linear programming model, this variable is 
kept unconstrained in that it can take on 
values which arc either negative (increasing 
returns lo scale cxi.st), or 0 (constant returns 
to scale exist) or positive (decreasing returns 
to scale exist) lor each observation. 

In empirical analysis using DEA each 
firm that is rated as efficient is used to 
define an cflicicncy Ironiicr, and firms not 
so efficient are evaluated by comparison 
with hypothetical firm that is on the frontier, 
and which has the same output or input mix 
as the firm being compared. Then, the 
elficiency ol the firm being compared is the 
ratio ol the actual output levels to that ol 
the hypothetical firm For purpo.scs of 
analysing managerial performance, the 
output of a DEA programme provides a key 

aid. The relative efficiency meatuire gives 
an indication of how well each firm ik 
performing rclati vc lo its potential. Since (he 
best firms have to score I, on a scale of 0 
to 1. the diftcrence in scores gives 
management policy-makers an idea of (he 
scope of improvement possible. 

Within the DEA model two behavioural 
approaches cun be factored in. A first 
assumption is that each firmemserves inputs: 
then, the algorithm evaluates minimal use 
of various inputs, with outputs generated 
kept constant. This is the input-eon.serving 
oncntalion. A second'assumption is that 
each firm augments outputs; given a finite, 
.stock of inputs available, the firm seeks to 
maximise outputs Ihal can be generated with 
these. The DEA procedure takes each 
observation's idiosyncracies into account in 
the compulation of its relative efficiency 
score The weights Ihal arc used for each 
observation arc implicit internal valuation 
schemes which arc empirically determined 
by the algonlhm, and varies from observation 
lo observation This is based on a deter¬ 
mination of which of the inputs a particular 
observation is particularly adept at in utilis¬ 
ing. or which of the outputs it is particularly, 
adept at in generating, based on data By 
assigning high weights to those inpuis and 
out pul variables which an observation seems 
to be more adept at in utilising, or in 
gencraiing, and low weights to others, the 
algorithm attempts to max i misc i he ob.servcd 
performance ol each obser-vation in light of 
Its particular revealed capabilities. 

To compute ellicicncies and .slack in 
resource usage, the BCC algorithm is used. 
One key output - value ol gross output, is 
used. A belter measure of output in elTcicncy 
studies IS net value added. However, the 
objective of this empirical exercise is to 
specifically evaluate excesses in input 
utili.sation and shoritalls in output gcncra- 

Tabli 7 Sktokai. Pi hi i .siAOt Growth Rati.s in Eph( ii ncy ovtk TiMf 

Central 
Govcmnicnt 

Sector 

Slate 
Government 

.Sector 

Joint 
Sector 

Private 
.Sector 

Overall Penod 197.7 to 1988 

b (growth rule) 2 IK) 7 4.S -0 10 0.47 
(2 04)* (2 25)* (0.21) (2.41)* 

c (acceleration uend) 1 20 0.29 0,29 -0 (17 
(497)* (0.80) (2.59)* (1 78) 

Period 1 1977 lo 1980 
b (growth rale) -9,10 ■1.67 -A.n I..7.7 

(2.98)* (0,28) (4.25)» (1 7U)» 

c (acceleration trend) -0 62 0.96 -0.27 0 12 
(0 41) (0.72) (0.46) (0.72) 

Period 2; 1981 lo 1988 
b (growth rale.i 10 78 .7.78 0.72 0 20 

(7 92)* (1.46) (0.58) (0.67) 

c (acceleration trend) 1 49 -1,72 0.02 -0.01 
(1 08) (1..76) «).()7) (0.60) 

• significant at /» < 10 at minimum. 
Note: Absolute t-statistics in paFcnlhcscs 



tion, rather than measures of relative 
efficiency. There are a heterogeneous group 
of firms in the sample, among which the 
creation of output can be affected by several 
considerations. However, to generate output 
necessitates acquisition of firm-level 
capabilities which are encapsulated in 
f^ysical capital, working capital and human 
capital. Therefore, three inputs are used; 
total fvxed assets, working capital and number 
of employees. Firms which have a trading 
orientation are likely to have relatively gicater 
working capital and manpower components, 
compared to manufacturing firms which have 
ahi^ fixed capital component. These inputs 
canbecombined in idiosyncratically different 
ways to create output. DEA measures how 
tbm input combinations arc used by di f ferent 
state-owned units. 

EmciENry Growto Rates 

To calculate efficiency growth rates, an 
exponential efficiency-lime relation is 
initially specified, as follows:' 

Et = X (l+r)l pt (1) 
which can be linearised as follows; 

, Ln Et e a -f bt -E ut (2) 
where Et = an efficiency ratio generated by 
the DEA programme for each .sector and 
time-period 

t = time in discrete years (l = 1.16) 
a ss In X = a constant 
r s annual compound growth rate 
b = In (1+r) 
ut = Inpt- IND(0.er2) 
The exponential form is chosen for the 

following rea.son. If progress is assumed to 
be dynamic, then efficiency in a given year 
is more likely to be at least a constant 
percentage of efficiency in the previous year 
and not a constantly diminishing percentage 
of it. The coefficient on time, b, is the 
continuous rate of growth, but given the 
range of values it closely approximates the 
annual compound growth rate, and the 
estimates of b are taken as the growth rates. 
A basic problem which arises in the fitting 
of equation (2) to the full time-senes data 
is that the growth rate in a given period can 
differ from the growth rates of efficiency in 
the various sub-periods. The estimated 
growth rate.s in efficiency in each period can 
be higher or lower than that of the entire 
period, depending on the nature of policy 
r^imes in place. Thus, sub-period growth 
rates in efficiency arcestimati^ for the years; 
1973-80 and 1981-88 separately. 

The variations in growth rates shown by 
estimates of equation (I) raises an issue as 
to whether these rates are constant. Efficiency 
growth rates can accelerate or decelerate. To 
incorporate such possibilities .and evaluate 
the rate of change in efficient' for the full 
pericKl as well as for the two sub-periods. 

\ a log-quadratic equation is estimated, as 
,'foHows; 

In Et s a + bl + ct2 + ut (3) 
A significantly positive value of c indicates 
an acceleration in the growth rate of 
efficiency; a significantly negative value 
indicates deceleration. 

The inclusion of lime squares on the right- 
hand side in (3) introduces a multi- 
collinearity problem. This is solved by 
normalising time in mean deviation form. 
That is, it is set to zero on the mid-point of 
the time series. This procedure is followed 
for the full series as well as for each of the 
two sub-penods. This normalisation makes 
time and its square orthogonal. The 
normalisation of time only affects b. The 
estimate of c and its standard error are 
invariant with respect to the normali.saNon. 
In the log-quadraiic estimation, the value of 
b is the same as in the log-linear model. The 
standard errorof b is the mcasureof instability 
of the growth rate of efficiency. If it is 
assumed that the log-quadratic form is a 
better estimator of the true trends in the 
growth rate of efficiency, the instability 
measure of b is al.so improved, since 
systematic specification errors arc cleansed 
from the data. 

V 
Results 

Comparative Efficiencv Patterns 

The BCC DEA algorithm, which makes 
no assumptions as to the returns to scale 
characteristics of the different ob.servations, 
IS used to calculate relative efficiency scores. 
The detailed scores for each ownership 
category by each year are given in Table 2. 
The descriptive statistics of the scores are 
given in Table .3, and form the basis of the 
subsequent discussion. 

The sectors of Indian industry owned by 
the central government and the governments 
of the various Indian states have average 
efficiency scores of 0.6.‘58 and 0.638, on a 
scale of 0 to 1, respectively, for the pcriTxl 
between 1973-74and 1988-89. Comparatively, 
the sector of Indian industry owned jointly 
by a combination of government and private 
owners has a score of 0.912. The privately- 
owned segment of Indian industry has a 
score of 0.975 for the same peri^. It is 
reiterated that these are comparative scores 
only. If data for later years are used, the 
resultant average scores may very well 
change. If a sector, say the Joint enterprise 
sector, is drt'pped from the computations, 
again the relative scores may very well change. 

Prima facie, the results reveal that 
government-owned firms are less efficient 
than firms in the joint or the private sector. 
The data al.so reveal that in thelndian context 
joint sector firms are more efficient than 
government-owned firms, but less efficient 
than those in the private sector, while the 
private sector is comparatively the most 

efficient sector of Indian industry. The 
variation in the patterns of DEA-^rived 
scores are also of interest. The central and 
state government sectors have considerably 
higher variation in their efficiency scores as 
compared to the joint and private sectors. 
The standard deviation (coefficient of 
vanation) of the scores are0.171 (0.260>and 
0.176 (0.275) respectively, compared to 
standard deviations (and coefficients of 
variations)of0.086(0.094)and0.039(0.045) 
for the joint and private sectors. 

Data on the maximum, 7Sth percentile, 
median, 2Sth percent!le and minimum scores 
are given, and the range and the inter-quartile 
deviations for the four sectors reveal the 
existence of considerable vanation in the 
.scores for the central and state governments- 
owned portions of Indian indu.stry. While 
the joint sector scores do not vary as much 
as those for the government sectors, they do 
vary more than the scores for the private 
sectors. The data shows that the range and 
inter-quartile deviation of the .score for the 
joint sector, at 0.269and0.120respectively, 
are higher than those of the private sector 
which are 0.134 and 0.044, 

The greater variation noted in the scores 
for the government-owned .sectors has akey 
implication. While the average efficiency of 
the government-owned sector is lower than 
that of the joint or private sectors, the .scores 
have lluctuaied considerably, suggesting that 
performance of state-owned enterprises has 
been relatively volatile. A glance at Table 3 
reveals that the efficiency scores for the 
central government-owned sector was around 
the 0.5 mark during much of the 70s and 
early 80s, but rose considerably after 1985-86. 
It is feasible that after the installation of 
Rajiv Gandhi's government in late 1984 the 
liberalisation that was undertaken had some 
impact, and this shows up in the higher 
scores for Che Iasi four years in the present 
data-set. Comparatively, the portion ofindian 
industry owned by the slate governments, 
pnma facie, shows no discernible pattern in 
its efficiency scores for the 16 years studied. 

Table 4 presents the results of a statistical 
test carried out to evaluate whether the 
average efficiency score for each ownership 
category differ significantly from each other. 
The non-parametric procedure carried out is 
the one suggested by Wilcoxon (1945). 

As shown in Table 4, stati.stically there is 
no difference between the efficiency of 
central government-owned sector and that 
part ofindian industry owned by the various 
state governments, and the Wilcoxon z 
statistic comparing differences in average 
scores is almost negligible (with a p value 
almost unity at 0.96). The central govern¬ 
ment-owned sector is statistically highly 
inefficimt than both the joint sector and the 
private sector (with the associated p values 
being 0.00). Similarly, the sector owned by 
the state governments is also statistically 



It»s efficient than eith» the joint or the 
privtfe sectors (again p vaiues are 0.000). 
Finally, the joint sector is also significantly 
lessefficient than the private sector. However, 
while the efficiency diffeienceisstatistically 
significant, the significance is not as strong 
(the p value is 0.02) as it was with respect 
to efficiency differences between the centra) 
or state-govemment-owned sectors and the 
joint or private sectors. 

It has been remarked that in the post-1980 
period industrial reforms started taking place 
in India. Differences in scores for each 
ownership category are separately tested for 
the years 1973 to 1980 and 1981 to 1988 
respectively to identify if the pattern of 
differences noted for the overall penod stay 
the same in two sub-periods, one of which 
is pre-reforms and the other posi-relorms 
The results are given in Table 5 and 6 

The test results establish thai for both 
periods, 1973 to 1980 and 1981 to 1988, the 
private sector is more efficient than any 
other sector The joint sectoris more efficient 
than the government-owned sectors, while 
being less efficient than the private sector. 
The govemgjent-owned sectors are made up 
of the central government-owned and slate 
government-owned enterprises, and bel ween 
themselves there arc no performance 
differences in either of the two sub-periods. 

EmciENC’Y Growth Ratf.s 

The results point out that the private sector 
is more efficient in the Indian context, fur 
the period studied as a whole as well for two 
sub-periods. Growth rates estimation help 
establish whether there is timewise increa.se 
in sectoral efficiency patterns. Estimates are 
in Table 7. In the period 1973 to 1988, 
central government enterpnses’ efficiency 
has grown at the rale of 2 per cent and the 
efficiency of those owned by state- 
governments at 3.4S per cent per annum, 
respectively. Both trends are significant; 
however, an accelerative pattern is noted for 
the central government-owned sector. Joint 
sector efficiency has not risen or fallen 
significantly, while that of the private sector 
has grown at a rate of 0.47 per cent per annum, 
a trend which is significant. A review of the 
results for the two separate time-periods 
reveals interesting dynamics at work. For 
the period 1973 to 1980, efficiency declined 
at the rate of 9.1 per cent per annum, 1.67 
per cent per annum and 4.27 per cent per 
annum for the central government-owned, 
state govemmems-owned and joint-sector 
enterprises, the trends being significant for 
the central government-owned and the joint 
sectors. Private sector efficiency rose at the 
rate of 1.33 per cent per annum. Between 
IWI and 1988, central and ^te-govemment- 
owned enterprises ’ efficiency rose at the rale 
of 10.78 and 3.78 per cent per annum 
respectively, whilethejointsectorand private 

sector efficiency rose at 0.72 and 0.20 per 
cent per annum respectively. 

There are several reasons for the rising 
trends in the efficiency of the central 
government-owned sector. From the early 
1980s, several industrial-sector reforms were 
commenced, and the public sector was made 
the target of policy-makers’ attention. In the 
mid-1980s, a committee headed by Arjun 
Sengupta, now member-secretary of the 
Planning Commission and then economic 
adviser in the prime minister’s office, 
recommended several far-reaching changes 
in public sector management and control 
practices. These were being implemented, 
al belt s low I y, over the latter part ^t he 1980s 
and the improvements in cfficieffy bear out 
that they have had some impact in making 
the public sector more efficient than ii had 
been, relative to its own base. 

VI 

Discussion of Results 

The stale-owned and the joint sectors 
account for two-thirds of contemporary 
capital invesimem in India, hut arc signi¬ 
ficantly inefficient compared lo the private 
sector. It there has been a retrogression in 
India’s indu.slnal capabilities uptothe 1980s, 
asauthor.s(Ahluwalia 199];Bhagwati 1993) 
have suggested, then the analyses earned out 
suggest that the government-owned sector 
must bear a great deal of the blame. The joint 
sector, however, is significantly efficient 
compared to the state-owned sector, and in 
India is an imponant player in the industrial 
arena. The joint sector consists principally 
ol petroleum firms. Theirpertormance helps 
to redress the situation towards ensunng the 
efficient u.sc ol public resources. 

The results obtained have several 
implications trom the point of view of theory. 
Recollect that the DEA score calculated using 
the BCC algorithm is a precise measure of 
efficiency for each observation. In 
companson with the pnvate sector, which 
is almost fully-efficicnt in a relative sense, 
because the average score is 0.975 on a scale 
of 0 to I, government-owned firms are just 
about two-thirds as efficient, and these 
efficiency differences are strongly 
significant. Ownership docs stiongly matter 
in influencing industrial performance in the 
Indian conlexi. 

Efficient resource utilisation helpsgenerate 
surpluses, which can be reinvested towards 
the creation of further resources. Hence, 
improvements in efficiency have an impact 
on the future productive capabilities of 
nations by providing higher levels of re¬ 
in vcstible surplus. For example, Jones (1991) 
indicates that a 5 per cent increase in the 
efficiency of state-owned enterprises, without 
any changes in prices or investment, would 
result in freeing resources of about 5 percent 
of GDP in Egypt, or reduce 50 per cent of 

direct taxes in BdeisUm, or fund a 150 per 
cent increase in government expenditures OR 
education, health, culture and science tn 
China. The release of a similar quantity of 
resourex's can transform Indian industrial 
performance. 

There are some possible explanations as 
to why state-owned entities show Iown 
efficiency. They have been prey to 
inappropriate location and technology chcnce 
decision.s, irrational product mixes, and 
imposed marketing arrangements. These 
decisions have been made for political 
consideration.s^ and have not been based on 
economic criteria (Bardhan 1984; Bhagwati 
1993]. Asa result, few choices and incentives 
are given to managers to maximise economic 
residue, and neither are they accountable for 
attaining efficiency because ambiguous and 
non-cconomic objectives have driven 
decision-making. Forexamplc, in the Indian 
context these socio-economic objectives 
include the promotion of income and wealth 
redistribution, creation of employment, 
promotion of regions, promotion of import 
substitution, and being “model employers”; 
(Marathe 1989], Also, in the Indian context 
state-owned enterprises have been used to 
implement government policy with regard! 
to stabilising commodity trade, or in m^ing 
transfer payments to various specific sections 
ut the community [Jalan 1991). 1 

However, other key reasons as to why® 
government-owned enterprises are likely tc® 
be less efficient relate to the type offl 
monitoring managers in these enterpriser 
are subject to. In the Indian context|| 
government-owned cnteipriscs are subjec® 
to the detailed oversight of the parent 
departments, as well as legislative oversight 
by committees on public undertakingsof th# 
central and states’ legislatures. Therefore^ 
the issue of ownership diffuseness is not w 
problem. Yet, enforcement of lcgislattv|| 
committee findings does not take placip 
[Chaudhuri 1994; Marathe 1989], and th® 
disciplining hand of the capital market ig 
also absent. Consequently, attainiit^l 
efficiency is not a primary managerii^ 
motivation in the government-owned sccto#! 

Second, the identity of owners is a factor 
'arising from which government-owne^ 
enterprise managers tend to become ageniB 
without principals. Controlling-departmerP 
bureaucrats, then, become de facto ownei|| 
of such government enterpnses. Howeve^ 
a major phenomenon to emerge in India || 
that of state-legitimised rent-seeking whic|| 
has an extremely enervating effect tm 
efficiency (Bardhan 1984], For exampK 
often the creation of government-owni|| 
enterprises has been driven not by ideoiogkffi’ 
or pragmatic reasons, but to create extr^ 
pecuniary opportunities for senior cii|| 
servants or politicians (Chaudhuri 1994M 

For example, MarMhe (1989; 184) quot^ 
B K Nehru, a former ambassador of Indl 



it> ihc US, who has also held several key 
appointments in economic spheres. “It is 
simply that it has become common practice 
for public sector enterprises, particularly 
in the states, to be made into mechanisms 
to provide powerful politicians, who cannot 
he accommodated as ministers, with 
salaries, perquisites, patronage and oppor¬ 
tunities to make money through corruption." 
Bardhan ll984;69-7()) also writes "Senior 
appointments in the public sector are 
sometimes made morcon thebasisof political 
patronage than of merit (leading often to low 
morale in the ranks ot the technocracy in 
Ihc enterprises). Headships of public sector 
units, particularly under the .state govern¬ 
ments. are indiscriminately used as political 
sinecures. Efricieni managers who fail to 
satisfy the minister’s political clients arc 
Often arbitrarily transferred". The impact ol 
such a phenomenon is to create a cadre of 
managers in the public sector who arc agents 
without principles! 

Some authors | Vickers and Yarrow 19881 
have argued that, given differences in owner¬ 
ship .structures, the nature of competitive 
conditions faced is a key factor in 
eliminating efficiency differences between 
cnterpri.ses. The data, however, do establish 
that given similar competitive playing 
fields, institutional influences left by the 
owners docs matter in impacting perlor- 
mance in India. Such evidence is contrary 
to what has b«;n established in the west 
(Caves and Christiansen 1980; Borchcrding, 
Pommerchne and Schneider I982|. The fact 
that the public sector, in much part, consists 
of a number of pnvate sector cnterpri.ses 
which ought to have been eliminated from 
the indusinal landscape of India by selection 
pressures from the environment, is an 
indication of the policy malaises which leads 
the public sectorto be appallingly inel ficicnt. 

However, public sector management 
reforms, which were started in the 1980s and 

> continue to this day, have also had a major 
impact, as shown by the significantly 

. increasing trend in efficiency of ihe 
government-owned sector in the 1981 to 

( 1988 period. Therefore, in Ihc Indian ease 
I it is not only necessary to continue with the 
f major lihcralisation to encourage industrial 
I growth, but also to undertake speedy re¬ 

structuring ot public sector management and 
I control practices so as to continue the 
I fealisaiion ol clTicicncy gains, 
j A key limitation of this study has to he 
i discussed. It is with respect to the data used. 
; While it can be concluded in the aggregate 
• that government-owned firms consume a 
f greater quantity of inputs, relative to private 
I nrms, in generating value added, finer 

analysis has not been possible. Within the 
j data for each sector, say the central 
i government-owned sector or the pnvate 
^ sector, arc contained information on firms 
/belonging to several dincrem types of 

indu.stries. Data of finer granularity may 
reveal the specific industries in which state- 
owned firms excel at. or are particularly 
inefficient in. However, while key-micro- 
level information may he available for one 
sector, such inlormation is not generally 
available for other .sectors. Therefore, 
comparative efficiency assessment has been 
feasible at an aggregate level of analysis. 

VII 

Conclusion 

In this paper efficiency differences between 
government-owned, joint sector and private 
.sector enterprises in India were cvnluntcd. 
Using data tor the entire Indian indu.strial 
sector, enterprises owned by the central 
government and the governments of various 
slates arc found to be systematically less 
clficienl than either joint or private sector 
enterprises, whilcjoini sector enterprises arc 
less efficient than those in the private sector. 
The analyses show that assumptions of 
theory, positing higher performance tor the 
private sector, cannot be disproved in the 
Indian context, and contradict all extant 
evidence IBhaya 1990; Jha and Sahni 1992; 
Rumaswamy and Renforth 19941. which have 
found no sectoral performance dtlfcrcnccs. 
Government-owned enterprises arc key 
players in the industrial arena and the results 
obtained provide indication that they may. 
in major part, be responsible lor India's 
lack-lustre industrial performance. 
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Refocusing India’s Competitive Advantage 
in a Borderless World 

Challenges to Corporate Sector 
S L Rao 

hi the new borderless world we are niovinf; towards, ur must aim to raise the competitive advantage of all secUint 

in the nation. This requires a different set of government policies, hut industry and individual < ompunies have also a gteqt 

deal to do to improve their own competitive advantage, ranging from actions to raise prmiuctivity. brand building, emphasis 

on R and D as well as changes in attitude to the centrality of the ciisiomei and fn using on manufacturing as a discipline. 

WE musl define the terms that wc arc usinj: 

in these discussions. By India being in 'a 

horderles.s world', is presumably meant that 

the import larilTs arc at or arc near the levels 
in other countries; that both imports and 

cxpttrts arc relatively easy and not subject 

to constraints; that there is easy flow of 

money across borders; that diicci and 

institutional investinenis also flow easily 

into and from the country, and that India is 

a player in the ■inicr-linked economy (ILE)' 

with a great deal of mlra-lirm trade. In this 

sense. India is still far from being boidericss 

with the world But wc aie today much 

closer to it than wc were before, and over 

the next tew years we will get even closer 

.since we arc comimticd lo bring ilown our 

import tariffs so that tlie maximum rale docs 
not exceed .10 perceni (vs M per cent), and 

to move to full capital account cons eiiibility 

in a few years. Our present maximum tanlfs 

arc higher than in almost any other countiy 

in the world, there is a trickle in relaiion lo 
other countries, of foreign direct and 

instiiulional investments, though lai more 

than it was unlil Ihrec years ago; overseas 

companies arc beginning to buy whole or 

divisions ol companies in India; Indian 

companies arc looking at investments 

overseas and accessing overseas capiial 

markets; there is a partial capital account 

convertibility since institutional investtirs 

can bring in and lake out their money without 

any difficulty. Wc are no longer insulated 
from the world. For example, lor the first 

lime, a few weeks ago. Indian stock market 

prices fell with those of other markets in the 

world in rcspon.se to a rise in US interest 

rates. 

Com PAR All vb Aiiva.m ACiT-. 

The other concept is that of comirctitivc 

advantage which can be traced l<i the writings 

of Michael E Porter. This is a relinemeni 

of the concept of comparative advantage. 

Economists have for a long time used the 

concept of comparative advantage to argue 

for more imemalional trade. The idea of 

comparative advantage is that different 

countries have different endowments of the 

principai factors ofpiodiiction. namely. land, 

labour, natural lesouiccs and capital; and 

that llic.se dilleieni endowments give them 
dilfeieni levels of advantages in the supply 

ol pioducis and services Inieiiialional trade 

allows a n.iiioii to raise its productivity. It 

does so byeliminaiing the need forpioducing 

son le giHxIs and services and by concentrating 
onihose III winch it has superior endowments 

Porter argues that this formulation does not 

take account ol consumer preferences 

Consumer picleiences can be innuericed .so 

that companies aie able to develop segments 

of markets .md brand identities. .Such market 

scgmeiiiaiion and brand development ean 

give the company that succeeds, superior 

advani.igcscompaied tool her manuluclureis 

Ftirther, governments themselves can 

inipiove l.islor ailvanlages through vaiious 

schemes ol subsidies, incentives, s|iecial 

depreciation allowances, cheap export 

finances, cheap land, low mtcrcsi costs, 

undervalued Idieign exchange rates, etc. 

In past years. Japan and Korea have 
successfully used both routes lo improve 
their conipaiaiive advantages India tried the 

goveriimeni loute and in the process soover- 

rcgulaied industry and trade thal the results 
were quite contrary With the new GATT 

Agieementand WTO, governments will find 

It much moiedillicull to artificially improve 

factor advantages 

DISIOKIIIISS <M CoMI’VRA'IlVl- ADVANTAOI 

In India, the concept o| comparative 

advantage was distorted by a number of 

govern 'iient policies. Concepts ol mono|Joly 

or laigc houses, sell-sullicicncy and import 

sub.stiiuiion cairied to the extreme, led to 
serious distortions in the economy. Other 

policies like Rupee Trade led to India 

exporting to earn hard currency, paying hard 

currency lor imports and then re-cxpoiting 

lo Rupee Trade counities to earn Rupees. 

Export subsiilies of vtirious kinds made it 

difficult to see that India was the net loser 

III these transactions. Export subsidies which 

were to sliniulaie exjHiris did vi at the cost 

of domestic consumers. Import substitution 

policie.s and the cra/e ft>r self-suincicncy led 

to uneconomic production which neede 

high import tariffs and to our producip 

incliicicntly. in low capacity plants ami c 

high cost Low prices lor some agriculturs 
products compaied to international pricei 

subsidies on inputs to agriculture, cu 

mischannelled rcsiairces so that we hcfa 

to produce low prtiduclivHy crops at 

costs, instead of cohcenlrating on those o| 
which wc could get better productivity. | 

CoMi’i-.niivr-. AovAN'iAtti' 1 

Porter has argued that international tracl 

must expand, based not merely on ebetii 
wiiges and weak ctirrcncies but because w 
productivity advantages in all areas. I^cnc j 

to understand "competitiveness at (fa 

national level. we must understand insleifl 
the determinants of producti vity and the ras 

ol productivity growth" jPortcr IWCB 

"Developing nations arc Ircqucntly tmppcE 
in industries ... m which Idbour costs, aw 

industrial resources are important S 
competitive advantages. Exports th»» 

compete on factor costs and prices" i Ports 

1990) Compciitive success depends on t® 

competitive advantages which can be bnmgw 

about by producing at lower costs and' i|| 

maiketing differentiated products that cl 

command premium prices. 

There is enough research i^vidcncc to sh(§ 

thal India's productivity levels have lagg^y 

behind mo.si other countries in agricuhij 

inir.istructure. industry and in many servm 
indu.siries. |* 

Dt-;vt.i.()i>iN(i CoMiiniivi Ai)vanta<m-.s i 

Compciitive advantage of all playcfsl 
the economy, in every sector, can | 

improved by improvements in the physil 

and social infrastructure, puwl 

telecommunications, transport (railwai 

ports and roads), housing, financi 

services. All these arc inadciiuatc intfuanS 
and deficient in quality in India in va^9 

degrees. The quality of human tcmhkJ 

IS not optimised iMcausc of pour lii 

delivery to the ptmr, inofTicicnt hoiiHlf.J 

educational nervices. a practically nl 



:ikXi«tent sociat ««(iurity sytiiem, poor 
ililMritional standards of a large number, 
and inadequate training facilities in the 
Viurious skills required to service a fast 
growing economy. However, even if these 
do not improve quickly, there are many 

(ithings that can be done at the levels of the 
industry and the company which can 
improve competitive advantage. 

T'o develop competitive advantages in 
industry we must have economies of scale 
and therefore go for larger capacities in 

> manufacturing. Or we must master the 
technologies that enable low cost, 
decentralised production, with centralised 

, marketing. In any case we have to produce 
efficiently, with high quality, and 
standardised products and services. 
Detailed industrial licensing, import 
controls, and government induced 
adversarial relations between small and 
targe industries prevented Indian industry 
.from following this route. 

' If we arc to be competitive we need at 
every level in the economy, to (a) develop 
new technologies which arc not identical 
to those used by others; (b) develop 

, differentiated products; and (c) Improve 
I infrastructure resources so that there are no 
I constraints on the developing of industries. 
^ in each of these India ha.s lagged behind 
in almost every sector of the economy. 

Some Pre-Conditions 

, What are the implications fur action, of 
[ ttytng to develop competitive advantages 
(for Indian business? Some essential pre¬ 
conditions are discussed below. 

I Vision: Each business must develop a 
, fUategic vision for the future, based on its 
.inherent strengths. In the past many 
(businesses may have been established on the 
;bMis of available industrial licences, or 
I because there was a shortage. In a mure open 
^economy and with competition,'a business 
must have a well-developed and articulated 

(picture of what it is about and where it wants 
I to He in the future “in creating sustaining 
I vaihes for the customer far better than those 
i'of competitors" (OhmaeJ. 
iProduciivity; Each enterprise must make 
(Choices based on the ways in which it can 
'improve its productivity. Some actions for 
(this purpose, are; 

(I) It must atm to concentrate on its core 
(Oompccences, This will mean divestments of 
(Unrelated businesses, and acquisitions and 
(new investments to strengthen the core 
^businesses; 
f (2) prepare for competition in a borderless 
j woTld(as of now, India is not in that situation). 
^ Even verticai integration of companies might 
Ibecomeacompqtilivedisadvaniage in future 
[years. For example, Henry Ford-I had 
liyerlicaliy integrate his nuttunobilc factory 
Ibaekwards to the point wlrere he owned iron 

and coal mines at the cum of the cemuty. 
The Ford Motor Company of today has 
found it much more cornpmitive not to be 
in all these fields but to concentrate on the 
production of auurmobiles; 

(3) begin to look at productivity 
improvements in relation to others not 
merely within India hut outside India. Porter 
has said that it might be a good idea if 
Indian companies work on the basis of Rs 
20 to the $ I and not the present Rs 31 
or so, and on the basis that there arc nil 
import tariffs so that the company can 
target to lower production costs and be 
really competitive under almost any 
conditions; 

(4) begin to add value to resources in 
terms of people, technologies, capital, 
machinery, etc. This means investments in 
careerdcvelopment through training and job 
enrichment, participation at all levels, quality 
circles, cost improvement groups, sugges¬ 
tion schemes, etc. It means focusing on 
R and D, inventory control, materials usage, 
maintenance planning, etc. The business as 
a whole must look at every stage to do better 
with less and this must be a never ending 
exercise; 

(5) introduce new practices at work in all 
spheres of business so that people have more 
responsibility for their work. 
/? and D: Indian companies have paid 
practical! y no attention to re.search, and rarel y 
to development. They must begin to put in 
money into prtKcss and product development 
in order to upgrade both. R and D budgets 
mu.st rise: use of cu-opcralive and contract 
rc.search must develop if in-hoasc R and D 
is too expensi ve or difficul t. Tbe 1994budget 
gives special tax incentives for private 
re.search contracted to public laboratories 
but ha.s been little used. 

In both 1989-90 and 1991-92 India spent 
less than 1 per cent of its GNP on R and D. 
This is lower than many countries, but given 
the low costs of scientific personnel in 
India, it still meant a large expenditure of 
Rs 5,141 crore in 1992-93. If we compare 
the per capita R and D expenditures in some 
countries in relation to India, they were 

In More than 
in India by 

USA X 210 times 
Japan X 140 times 
S Korea X 19 times 

However, the expenditure on R and D in 
India in 1992-93 was mainly by 

Central government 65 per cent 
Slate governments 9 per cent 
Private sector 15 per cent 

or the total expenditure, over 57 per cent 
went i nto space, nuclear energy and defence. 
The rest can be said to have gone into 
products and services for the market though 
it includes research expenditure on 

,, environihent of 8 pw e^t and on agriculture 
of 12 per cent. 

The expenditures had little relation to 
the potential user of the R and D. There 
was little interaction between government 
laboratories, users and universities. Hence 
ihert.^ has been little dissemination or 
conversion of R and D into new processes 
and products. Some attempt is being made 
to correct the institutional frameworks of 
government research laboratories and 
systems for recognition and rewards. 
Private sector R and D in many cases was 
really a name for the quality control 
function. 

The fault is not that of the manpower. 
Very many high quality Indian scientists 
are doing extraordinary work in other 
countries, in many diverse itelds. There are 
flaws in the way our R and D institutions 
are organised, good work recognised, 
freedom given to scientists to explore, and 
lack of intimate relationships with the user 
who mu.st pay in advance for future results. 
These flaws have to be corrected. 

Apart from limited R and D leading to 
little local process and product 
development, there is in India a preference 
for foreign R and D - and for technologies, 
products and processes, developed 
overseas. This is perhaps largely due to a 
lack of a successful record of work and is 
another argument fur close interface 
between R and D and users. R and D must 
have an ultimate result. 
Joint Ventures: Foreign investors in India 
were till 1991 allowed a maximum holding 
of 40 per cent in any venture. Many 
therefore went for Indian partners. The 
partners in these Indian joint ventures gut 
to control the venture and the venture was 
the vehicle fur foreign technology imports. 
The foreign partner allowed only limited 
access to his R and D work because he saw 
little reward and was afraid of losing his 
proprietary technology. However, the 
Indian partners who had the industrial 
licence did not in most cases do much to 
advance on the technology because they 
saw the licence as being enough to control 
the market in which there was little fear 
of new entrants. 

As with cornering licences, companies 
cornered JVs for their technology colla¬ 
borations. Unrelated diversifications with 
sub-critical capacities and technologies 
became the norm for many Indian 
industries. 

Another fail-out of these joint ventures 
was that there are only a few major Indian 
brands in the organised sector. But there 
are many hyphenated brands - Merritt- 
Singer, Kinetic-Honda, Maruti-Suzuki, 
Shriram-Honda, Birla-Yamaha, Lehar- 
Pepsi, HCL-HP, etc. The JVs enabled 
M NCs to participate and understand Indian 
markets at low cost. It was a wiuringfame.. 
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th« maricet opened up and they could 
take control, they had some knowledge 
about how to operate in India. It is not 
surprising, now that India is opening out, 
that MNCs are consolidating and asking 
for control or to take-over other entcrpri ses 
and consolidate their positions. 

The question IS whetherindian companies 
should be afraid - or should they like the 
SSSs develop a spirit of enterprise among 
owners and managers of MSEs and LSEs? 
The answer is that all hope is not yet lost, 
but these organised sector industries which 
for years dominated Indian industries must 
change. Some ways in which they must 
change are described below: 
Focus on Manufacturiiif!: In Indian enter¬ 
prises, finance and sales were for a long 
time given special rewards - not 
manufacturing. This mu.sl change. 

(1) Some instances of ihc neglect of 
manufacturing in Indian companies can be 
seen in (i) MBA programmes, which 
emphasise marketing and finance, (ii) 
Production teaching is largely about 
operations research - not about manu¬ 
facturing strategy, cost improvement, factor 
enrichment, otc. (m) Many companies were 
.set up with low capacities, based on poor 
technology, because of the licensing system. 
The limited capacity led to high costs 
There was little development work, nor 
any attempt to upgrade products or quality. 
Some examples: (a) Our old fertiliser 
plants, (b) DMT/caprol.ictum units, and (c) 
alcohol-ba.sed chemicals. 

(2) The manufacturing company with 
good practices will develop much more 
intimacy with suppliers, and treat them as 
part of the company. The company' s experts 
help their suppliers to improve. 

(3) Indian industry and consumers take 
cost plus pricing as correct, and continuous 
cost improvement to absorb increases is 
not our normal attitude 

(4) Companies must re-examine factory 
locations dictated in earlier years by 
licensing but which may be unsuitable lor 
many reasons. 
Focus Products on Cuslomcr/Markct 
Segments: (1) Compainc: must focus 
products to homogeneous customer/market 
segments to give maximum satisfaction to 
customer segments. This will help to 
optimise prices and earnings while building 
customer franchise. 

(2) The Indian consumer associates 
advertising and hence branded products, 
with quality. Survey data (NCAER-1994) 
shows that at the low levels of income of 
the majority, the consumer is willing to pay 
a little extra to ensure that he gets quality 
and value for money, but that he cannot 
afford the high prices of frill packed 
products which MNCs have developed as 
part of their global marketing. This is the 
challenge before Indian companies. They 

have to build production facilities to cater 
to these mass markets and to design products 
that these markets can afford. These 
products must build their brand identities 
and companies must find creative ways to 
do so. 

(3) The customer is the one who pays 
the bill; not the bureaucrat who controls 
as in the public sector, or till 1991 gave 
industrial and import licences as in the private 
sector. 

(4) If the customer is the focus - quality 
will be supreme. In India the cu.stomer has 
had no choice, voice or exit. 

(5) Rut companies must aim lo at least 
.satisly customer needs. They must, therefore, 
know what the customer wants 

(6) The truly excellent company aims to 
delight the cu.stomer and give the customer 
more ilian he expects. We have examples 
of the last two in India but not enough. To 
be competitive, companies mu.st con.sciou.sly 
build the attitude of delighting the customer. 
Develop Brands. Indian companies need to 
dc vclo|) si rong domcMic brands and to target 
for a large domestic market base. Brand 
building does not necessarily always require 
large investments of money but 
understanding ol the prospective user and 
his needs. Many brands that have been 
developed in India have shown this 
understanding, e g, Nirina, Rasna, Vicco, 
Promise, Thcrinax, Bajaj; but they belonged 
to the small or medium category ol enlerpnsc, 
not the large organised sector. 
Quality: The truly competitive company 
knows that (|uahiy docs not consist in merely 
gelling ISO ccrlilicaics from Bureau Veritas 
Qi; ility Intel national. It has to develop the 
ingrained culture that goes with consistent 
qual ity siandai d s Qual ity i mprovements arc 
seen by many Indian companies as an 
additional cost and grafted on to the 
production system But if quality is a core 
company value ti has to be built in to the 
systems Thcie is evidence that a total 
company orientation to quality can in fact 
reduce cost. 
Indian Public Sector The Indian public 
sector works under the severe handicap of 
government ownership. This makes it 
vul ticrable to many pressures due to ideology, 
politics, buicaucralic changes, and lack of 
commitment and accountability among 
government representatives Labour in the 
public sccior has much greater authonty 
over management decisions and this is a 
bottleneck to improving productivity. 
Business decisions in compclitve situations, 
cannot be taken in the open and be subject 
to public scrutiny But the public .sector has 
lo be more often than the private sector in 
this respect. For all these rcfusons, improving 
public sector efficiencies with government 
ownership and control is a difficult task. The 
public sector in India if we include power, 
telecommunications, railways, ports, roads 

and posts is crucial to our competitive 
advantage as a nation. If the.se areas do not 
perform efTiciently, the nation loses a lot of 
its advantage. 
Small-Scale Sector. The small-scale sector 
is another area in which productivity 
improvement is difficult. This improvement 
is essential for improved national compe¬ 
titive advantage. 

Indian government policies merely 
encourage the small scale to remain small. 
There is little automation, an inability to 
keep costs under control, and reliance on 
special preferences from government. The 
small scale accounted for more than 35 per 
cent of the contribution of the entire 
manufacturing sector NDP in 1987-88. 
Small Units are suppliers to the others. 
They are where workers in larger 
enterprises many times get their initial 
training. If this sector remains un¬ 
competitive and in continuing need of 
protection, it will pull the whole national 
competitiveness down. However, the 
organised sector can help the small scale 
to improve by partnering them, as has 
happened in Japan and elsewhere. 
Industrial Clusters: Porter’s analysis of the 
competitive advantage of nations shows that 
industries develop in clusters and these 
locational clusters enable substantial 
improvement in productivity, as units learn 
from each other and develop suppliers and 
skills in a .synergistic way. It is not as if India 
docs not have such industrial clusters. From 
the top of my mind I can list the following: 

Ilosiery: 
Textiles: 

Bi ass ware' 
Electric motors: 

Readymade garments: 

Shoes: 
Tannery, leather and 

leather chemicals: 
Petrochem and 

plastics: 
Industrial chemicals: 
Software and 

hardware; 
Gems and diamonds. 
Powerlooms' 

There are many other 

Tirupur 
Bombay, 
Coimbatore and 
Ahmedabad 
Moradabad 
Coimbatore and 
Rajkot 
Delhi, Bombay 
and Bangalore 
Kanpur and Agra 

Madras 

Baroda 
Bombay 

Bangalore 
Surat 
Biwandi, Surat and 
Ichalkaranji 

However, the Indian clusters lend to focus 
around large cities and towns. They do not 
develop in small places. The concentration 
creates major problems due to the clogging 
of transport and communication, and a 
breakdown in urban support system - eg, 
health, sanitation and water supply. The 
poor living conditions are not coni^cive 
to majorimprovements in product! vity. With 
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improved infrastnictnre these dusters could 
become important driving forces in the 
competitiveness of Indian industry. As a 
nation we must develop more such clusters 
in the country. 

Mkko-Level AcnoNs Required 

IN iNiMAN Companies 

As we move into a borderless world, our 
corporate dinosaurs will become extinct. 
Many household names of today among 
companies and groups will disappear or 
become less visible. 

In 1990 IBM had US $ 6 billion as net 
profit. Within a year, IBM, Scars, General 
Motors had become dinosaurs, companies 
which were stumbling in an unfamiliar 
environment, and having new competitors 
eating away chunks of their markets. Now 
they are restructuring to survive, and 
successfully so. There is hope for our 
dinosaurs as well but only if they follow 
tile mantras we have listed. Who are our 
emerging dinosaurs? 

(1) The unrealated companies that have 
diversified into businesses due to earlier 
cornering of industrial licences and foreign 
collaborations and who so went into many 
different product markets. They have to 
develop sharper focu.s. In a group of 
diversiried companies, each company must 
have sharply focused products and markets 
and must have the freedom to function 
without the baggage of being part of a 
group of other unrelated companies in 
different businesses. 

(2) Family-managed groups that 
continued ‘chromosoniatic management' 
when more competent people were 
available in the market. They will be 
overtaken by other companies run by 
professionals, whether from the family of 
the owner or not. 

(3) JVs with foreign companies whose 
management control had stayed with local 
companies because of (he 40 per cent limit 
on foreign holding. The foreign holder will 
sooner or later demand larger equity and 
control over the business, or refuse to 
updam the technology. 

(4) Those set up to take advantage of 
market distortions, c g. alcohol-based 
chemicals. 

(5) Companies which have made little 
or no investments in continuing product 
and process design and development will 
he overtaken by those that are doing so. 
b a growing market, lack of growth will 
lead to death. 

<6) Companies that give low status to 
manufacturing; cost plus enterprises; these 
include a large part of the defence in¬ 
dustries, many PSEs, monopoly companies, 
e g, Maruti with no other integrated car as 
competitor will rind H difficult when 
Daewoo uid Tata come out with similar 

cars produced in large volume factories. 
(7) Private sector companies that thrived 

because their only competition was from 
PSEs and were able to stop worrying about 
customers, costs, and technology. 

(8) Companies in sectors whose prices 
were controlled or administered, e g, 
cement, vanaspati, sugar, etc, unless they 
learn new ways of survival, with 
competition and prices that are market- 
driven. 

(9) Monopolistic or oligopolistic situ¬ 
ations, e g, SEBs. 

Executive in a Borderless World 

Peter Drucker’s words are relevant to us 
in India - 

(1) The individual has to take more 
responsibility for himself and have less 
expectation that he will remain in the same 
company throughout his life or enjoy 
guaranteed job security. Therefore the post 
reforms executive in India has to manage 
his own career self-development through 
training and building experiences into 
himself. 

(2) Education is not enough. The manager 
must develop competitiveness. Some 
indications of personal competitiveness 
would be 
- Liking pressure 
- Calm in crisis or confusion 
- Absorbing information by reading 
- Learning to quickly read graphs and 

numbers 
- Alert all the time to any fact or data to 

see how it aftccts his work. 
(3) He has to develop empathy so that 

he can feel people’s problems and concerns 
and deal with them before they become 
articulated and serious. 

(4) Develop self-discipline and self- 
control by practising yoga, meditation, 
regularity in habits, care in diet. 

(5) He has to team to collect, assimilate 
and find the links in information. Lateral 
thinking is a useful technique to learn, 
where he can make linkages between 
disparate facts. Therefore he must know 
what information he needs, where it is, and 
how to get it. No one else may be able to 
tell him. 

(6) Become understandable; information 
must be transmitted and stored if it is to 
be productive, not hidden. 

(7) Team work; low brows must learn 
to work with high brows; not enough to 
be a specialist but need to be sympathisers 
of different fields of knowledge. 

(8) Become executives not managers 
- Responsibility is for an area. 
- Not necessarily dominion over people. 

(9) Managerial change is required in 
Indian work ethics and mind sets. 

(10) Indian executives must team to 
become more egalitarian - able to do many 

things tiiemselves, have more respect fpr 
others especially lower in hierarchy, 
because skills and ideas may not always 
rest with those in grey safari suits. They 
must learn to listen to all levels and not 
merely to the top, and to be less hierarchical. 

Conclusion 

India is still many years from entering 
the borderless world. Kenichi Ohmae 
described it as “the interlinked economy 
(ILE) of the triad (the US, Europe and 
Japan) joined by aggressive economies such 
as Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore...”. 
For all practical purposes, the ILE has 
made obsolete the traditional instruments 
of central bankers - interest rate and money 
supply. “The traditional way of looking at 
trade statistics, based on a nation’s balance 
with another nation have become obsolete, 
because ILE residents have learnt to move 
their production and other functions 
around.” India today is much closer to this 
borderless world than it was in June 1991 
and is moving with speed towards it. 

In this new world that we are in and are 
moving to, we must aim to raise the 
competitive advantage of all sectors in the 
nation. This requires a different set of 
policies for government which emphasises 
removal of distortions in the economy 
especially in the shape of government 
controls and regulations that hide the reality 
of the economic situation. Physical 
infrastructure and the social infrastructure 
for human development must improve 
rapidly. 

However, industry and individual 
companies can do a great deal to improve 
their own competitive advantage. These 
range from actions to improve productivity, 
brand building, emphasis on R and D as 
well as changes in attitude to the centrality 
of the customer and to focus on 
manufacturing as a discipline. At the same 
time, the large role of the public and the 
small-scale sectors requires that they also 
march in step and action to improve their 
competitiveness, is required. The develop¬ 
ment of industrial clusters is another way 
to get synergistic development. If these 
actions are not taken, many Indian groups 
and companies will not survive long into 
the new century. The individual executive 
also has to changd if he is to function 
effectively in this new situation. 
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•' Given that culture it the new face of 
imperialism - it is not altogether accidental 
that most popular and heavily funded 
academic area in USA is cultural studies - 
it should be pressed as a test case at the 
summit. The fundamental question is whether 
it is possible to interrogate the problem of 
social development and social integration in 
post'colonial societies without contending 
with the current practice of cultural 
imperialism, which aims at obfuscating an 
alternative vision. 

Fossilising indigenous cultures forms a 
part of the agenda of cultural imperialism. 
For, within culture is embedded immense 
possibilities of challenge and resistance 
against all forms of domination. Many a 
cultural form and practice has crystallised 
in this context and many others have 
metamorphosed to meet this need. The 
evolubon of popular culture in medieval 
bmes and the innovation of existing forms 
during the anu-colonial struggles are eloquent 
examples. This inherent quality of culture is 
now sought to be emasculated in diverse 
ways. A very effective method is 
appropriation and commodification which 
divorces culture from its creative milieu. 
Devoid of*creative potential indigenous 
culture would lace certain stagnation and 
eventual demise. The homogenisation and 
hegemonisation could then follow. The 
cultural project of imperialism is thus based 
on an inter'linked dual strategy. Cultural 
appropriation and cultural imposition. 

This agenda has very senous implications 
for social integration which the summit is 
hoping to achieve. Colonialism has already 
spawned an identity crisis, particularly among 
the middle class. The contemporary cultural 
imperialism lends to deepen the ensis, be it 
in relation to daily preoccupabons like leisure 
and entertainment or food and dress or in 
respect of linkages with tradition, knowledge 
or art. An urge to overcome this is quite 
natural and to .some extent compelling. An 
easy and possible solution for many would 
lie in reinforcing the roots which in turn 
tends to lead towards fundamentalism and 
communalism. In the process if religious life 
is divorced from social life, conservatism 
and ‘modernity’ could happily co-cxist, as 
is evident in the Indian middle class. Such 
a tendency would not contribute to .social 
integration, on the contrary, it would only 
sharpen conflicts and extenuate contradictions 
in society. It would adversely affect the 
interests of the minorities, as they would be 
increasingly excluded from the mainstream. 

The summit’s agenda of social develop¬ 
ment, in the absence of an adequate recogni¬ 
tion of the cultural dimension, is incomplete 
and ineffective as far as developing countries 
arc concerned. ’The National Report of India 
is no better. It does not go beyond listing 
the achievememts of the state and as such is 
a misleading document for any meaningful 
discussion. For any rethinking on social 
development, the implications of cultural 
subjection have to be tajeen into account. 

Research positions available in a reputed Research 

Centre in New Bombay for visiting fellows, Research 

officers/Assistants/Consultants on regular and 

contract basis. Pay scales for visiting fellows 

Rs. 3,700 - 5,700, Research officer Rs. 1,660 - 2,660, 

Research assistant Rs. 1,200-2,040plus allowances. 

Minimum emoluments range from Rs. 2,963 to 

Rs. 8,690 on prevailing rates of allowances and 

Consultant on shoi1>tem contract on consolidated fee 

ranging from Rs. 3,000 - 5,000 per month. 

Minimum qualification for all the posts is a post¬ 

graduate degree in social science. Preference being 
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^mSVIEW ARTICLE_ 

[ Unveiling Bhutto 
I S Zuifiqar GUani * 

; Zolfi Bhutto of Pakistan: His Life and Times by S Wolpert; Oxford University Press, New York, 1993. 

IZULPIKAR ALI BHUTTO (January 1928- 
i April 1979) was an enigmatic person. He 
i came from a very well-established Sindhi 
! feudal family but adopted socialism as the 
platform of his political party. He continually 
appealed to the mas.ses and brought dignity 
to the impoverished but also humiliated and 

I trashed anyone who he felt to be crossing 
I Ms path. He was urbane at one time and a 
I ruthless Sindhi feudal lord at another. The 
paradoxes of his nature were multiple and 
complicated [Fallaci 1974; Taseer 1979]. 

! He continues to evoke passion and interest 
both in the layperson and the scholar. For 
the interested academic, his life, and death, 
could be a rich source of information through 
which to try to understand Pakistani politics 
and society and/or the enigma of his person. 
Consequently he has been rather extensively 
written about. The most recent writings arc 
^yei'%The Discourse and Politics ofZulfikar 

'.A«B/«i«o(l992)andWolpert’sZtt/yifl/iM«o 
' cf Pakistan: His Life and Times (1993). 
I In this essay the focus will be on Zulfi 
Bhutto of Pakistan. (From now on Zulfi will 

jjiefer to Wolpert’s book, and Bhutto to 
' Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the subject of Zulfi). 
I Wolpert tries to provide the motivational 
I bases for Bhutto’s actions and to provide a 
, psychological understanding of the man in 
I the light of his personality. Thus Zulfi is 
both a psycho-biography and a 

^.psychologically informed history. Such 
^ attempts can be welcome additions to our 
understanding. On the other hand they could 

^ |e«d to mystification and entrench already 
f existing biases. The outcome is a function 
^of the manner in which data is analysed 
|{HKI the inferences drawn. 

Some Matters of Fact 

f ' 

^ , We will start with the easier task of 
^pinpointing some factual errors. Here 
i.Wplpert has faltered on a number of basic 
[ fKtints. For example, he implies that the 
’word ‘siasat’ is from the Sindhi language. 
^.The word actually has an Arabic root and 
lis also used in Farsi (Persian).' In all 
’^likelihood it became part of Urdu through 
^Persian. It hasbeenceitainly part of the Urdu 
^.language and used in all parts of the 
)^«ubcontinent More significant is the meaning 
kWolpert understands the word to have, 
ptpc^ng to him it is “an ancient term 

derived from the feudal code of honour 
whose most important attributes were 
loyalty and vengeance" (p7, my italics). 
Unfortunately the source of this meaning is 
not identified. For a Pakistani this meaning 
would be quite alien and unfamiliar; the 
colloquial meanings being politics. The 
connotations that siyasat (politics) has 
attained in the popular mind are quite rich 
and complex. Loyalty and vengeance may 
be part of that meaning complex, but that 
by no means is anywhere near the whole 
story. This may seem like belabouring a 
trivial misunderstanding of a word. But, it 
will become apparent that this ‘misunder¬ 
standing’ reveals, and foreshadows, the 
general tenor of Wolpert’s analyses.* 

Wolpert reports (p 45) the imposition of 
martial law in early 1953 because of rioting 
by the ahrars. In fact the rioters were primarily 
members of the Jama’t-i-lslami. However, 
much later (p 238), he correctly ascribes 
those (riots) to the followers of Maulana 
Maudoodi, i e, the Jama’t-i-lslami. On 
page 81 he refers to “West Paki.stan’s tough 
Punjabi chief minister, the nawab of 
Kalambagh". On that single page 
‘Kalambagh’ is referred to three times, 
obviously because the nawab ( ot the so- 
called Kalambagh) was for many years an 
important figure in Ayub Khan's regime. In 
all likelihood he is talking about the nawab 
of ‘Kalabagh, Amir Mohammed Khan, who 
was the governor, not chief minister, of West 
Pakistan. There were no provincial chief 
ministers at that time because there were no 
provinces, with One Unit in place and a 
presidential system of governance. 

Much later (p 203) he places Khan Abdul 
Ghaffar Khan in scif-exilc in Kabul. In fact 
Ghaffar Khan was in Jalalabad through most 
of the period of self-exile. Kabul and 
Jalalabad are both Afghan cities, but there 
are important ethnic differences in the two, 
and Ghaffar Khan's choice of Jalalabad was 
not fortuitous. Wolpert refers to Yahya 
Bakhtiar as a Frontier barrister (p 231). This 
isinaccurate.Bakhtiarisnodoubtapukhtoon, 
but from Baluchistan. 

There is a somewhat confusing reference 
to the sorry event of Liaqat Bagh Rawalpindi 
on March 23,1973. He says: “Wall Khan’s 
tcMtgh frontiersmen and the Pir of Pagaro’s 
hurs fighting IW Punjabi troops trucked in 
from Sialkot and Campbellpur to wage 

‘operation sugar candy’ against the patbans 
bussed in from Peshawar” (p 212). It seems 
unlikely that Pagaro’s hurs travelled over a 
thousand miles north to participate in a public 
meeting in Rawalpindi. To the present 
author’s knowledge this is the first time that 
hur involvement has been reported in the 
event under discussion. At that ume both 
Wall Khan and Pir Pagaro were opposing 
Bhutto but they never joined forces in the 
manner implied by Wolpert. 

Issues of Method 

The application of psychology to history 
is a problematic which has generated a lot 
of debate. While some consider the use of 
psychology in history to be necessary to the 
point of teing inevitable [Langer 1958; 
Runyan 1988], others have been critical of 
such marriages because they feel that the 
emphasis on an individual results in elitism, 
reductionism and so on [Ratcliffe 1980; 
Stannard 1980]. It is not feasible to get into 
that debate, the purpose of mentioning it was 
to touch upon some of the possible pitfalls 
in works of this nature. In a nutshell, there 
are methodological issues which need to be 
kept in mind, otherwise one can easily reach 
misleading conclusions, dramatise, and/or 
In vialise [Waelder 1971; Erikson 1971; Gay 
1988; Runyan 1988). 

Before venturing into an examination of 
Zulfi, It should be mentioned that historical 
accuracy is not of central interest for our 
purposes, it is the psychobiography and the 
psychologically informed aspects of the work 
that will be focused upon. We will therefore 
be scrutinising only those parts of the study 
where psychological interpretation has been 
utilised. 

There are two major methodological flaws 
in Zulfi, namely, reductionism and (problems 
oO countcrtransfercnce. The latter clearly 
lies entirely in the psychological domain but 
where there is an attempted understanding 
of the psyche of an actor, it becomes very 
relevant {Loewenberg 1988]. 

We will now try to illustrate where and 
how Wolpert’s method of analysis resulted 
in drawing debatable conclusions and 
inferences. Beginning at the beginning, 
Wolpert says: 

luii^aa Ali Bhutto, mkrocosmic reflection 
Pakistan, was never a simple personality. 



His unique charisma and deep-rooted fftilingi 
that brought him to an early and violent 
death emanated from his schizoid 
personality, the strengths of one part of 
which were matched by weaknesses of the 
other, the depths of its dreadful darkness 
mirroring the brilliant heights of its most 
powerful peaks (p 3, emphasis added). 

ItisquiteinlerestingthatWolpertsoeasily, 
and early on, labels Bhutto schizoid. Even 
more interesting, and novel, is what he 
understands the word to mean. It is not 
relevant to go into technical details of the 
schizoid personality, and anyhow Wolpcrt 
is a historian not a psychologist. However, 
the dictionary meanings of the word need 
to be kept in mind before labelling.' A look 
at the basis of Wolpert’s diagnosis reveals 
that his statement is based on weak material. 
The matching of strengths and weaknesses 
docs not indicate any special psychological 
condition. That sort of a contradiction is 
discernible in almost every human being. 
There is, however, a deeper problem nested 
here. Encapsulated in this brief statement is 
a general ‘explanation’ of Bhutto and his 
succes.ses and failures. And the basic premise 
(the schizoid personality) of the explanation 
IS highly questionable. There is a logical 
leap in his presentation of Bhutto as a 
‘microcosmic reflection of Pakistan’. This 
is an important and loaded phrase which 
remains unsubstantiated: it is also a good 
illustration of Wolpert’s proclivity to give 
significant one-liners. 

In trying to establish the developmental 
roots of Bhutto’s personality. Wolpert 
focuses on the likely infantile and childhood 
experiences. For example, early on in the 
story he has the following to say about 
Bhutto’s relationship with his mother: 

No familial bond in south Asia is closer than 
that which ties a son to his mother, yet 
Zulfi’s deep emotional attachment to his 
young, often lonely mother was even 
stronger, it seems, than the norm among 
families as large as the Bhuttos. ...Zulfi’s 
mother, moreover, knew that her son was 
destinedfor greomer.r.'... She adored, clung 
to, and hopelessly spoiled him as only a 
desperately lonely, virtually outcast 
insecure young mother can spoil a darling 
son (pp 19-20, emphasis added). 

’There is quite a bit of conjecture in this 
segment, which seems to be a function of 
basing reconstruction on insufficient 
evidence. It is fairly safe to assume that the 
child Bhutto, like any other male child in 
the subcontinent, had deep emotional 
attachment with his mother {Kakar 1978]. 
That in itself is not very revealing. It is the 
precise nature of the attachment which can 
provideinsightinto the likely developmental 
consequences for the child. Unfortunately 
no material is provided to describe the 
relationship as it actually existed. Instead 
there are conjecture statements about the 

mother’s loneliness, her fore-knowledge of 
the son’s destiny, and her spoiling of the 
adored child. All of what we are expected 
to accept may be quite veridice. But then 
it may not. With hisuvical flgures, ‘sufficient’ 
data may not eways be avulable about 
certain stages of their lives. That does not 
mean psychobiography is not possible but 
it does alert us to the need of caution and 
care [Runyan 1982J. 

He continues to speculate on the likely 
psychological foundations of Bhutto’s 
personality. The language is poetic and 
appealing, but is it revealing? He says: 

Zulfi’s mercurial temperament, the strange 
sudden shifts in his moods, his suspicious 
ambivalence toward most people, even his 
closest ‘friends’ and colleagues, may in 
some measure be traced to his doting mother 
and aloof father, and to the inherent 
incompatibilities of their worlds and 
natures, one basically marginal and 
insecure, the other overconfidently 
arrogant His genetic code was at any rate 
a curious blend of polar qualities. Shah 
Nawaz’s feudal pomp and powei, Lakhi 
Bai’s low-caste fears, lack of familial 
fortune, deep-seated doubts as lo her very 
worth, her own tenuous toehold in the 
Bhutto world she had entered by a side 
door of passion left ajar. How many of her 
darkest hidden anxieties had this mother 
conveyed to her frail, .sensitive child? ...All 
the superstitions, traditional caste fears of 
Hindu India, her ingrained belief in rebirth 
and karmic pollution, in the impact of 
every deed, and the darkest dangers of 
mixing forbidden human fruits and duties, 
dangers worse than death, for death itself 
could mean release from rebirth, ihe highest 
form of happiness, escape from the traumas 
of life and the hateful curses of jealous 
‘enemies’. Surely she must have conveyed 
through her small body's mother's milk 
itself her deepest fears of .strange, foreign 
'enemies' everywhere, within Ihe very walls 
and shaded rooms of the house they 
inhabited, among his father’s closest 
relatives, his jealous first wife and her 
kitchen coterie of‘spies' and servants (p 20, 
emphasis added). 

In order to better explain the contradic¬ 
tions in Bhutto’s behaviour he widens the 
canvass: 

All the clashing pluralisms of south Asia 
itself, a riverine blend of Hindu-Muslim, 
highborn and outcaste passions, conflicts, 
harmonies, and hatreds flowed in Zulfi 's 
blood, an inharmonious mix of the light 
and dark, a microcosmic reflection of 
Islam's violent assault upon and unstable, 
conquest of the body politic ofHindudom. 
And added to that impossible blend, of 
course, was the superimposed external 
world of an English Christian west, whose 
patina of polite privilege and imperial 
arrogance had been donned with 
knighthood and knee breeches by his proud. 

pompous prince of a father, magistral^! 
wadero of Larkana, Sind’s mughal on tkw; 
imperial Council, a red-cheeked English 
governor’s companion and right hand 
man. Was it a wonder Zulfi should be so 
strangely complex, inherently incompatibU] 
within his many psyches, forever unsure 
of which Bhutto he was? Hindu outcaste? 
Sufi saint? Or the Zulfikar - Sword - af\ 
Islam? (pp 20-21, emphasis added, except! 
'^^Iflkar' in the Iasi sentence). | 

Wolpeit IS essentially saying three thingsl 
here: There is the description of the.! 
(imagined) phenomenal world of the mother. | 
According to him, it was a paranoid woridi 
with enemies and spies everywhere. AgainI 
we arc expected to take this at face V3lue,| 
which is fraught with problems. The secom!| 
thing he is saying is that these paranoidl 
feelings were transmitted to the suckling! 
child through the mother’s milk. This could 
be metaphorical, although the wording does 
not easily allow that reading. Finally, he is 
saying that this paranoid world was the polar 
opposite of Shah Nash’s pomp and that 
contradiction (between the parents’ social 
positions) resulted in Bhutto's mercurial 
temperament. 

The author is making two questionable 
assumptions. One, that the psychologicall 
worlds of the parents were mirror images on 
the social. Two, that that contradiction got| 
mapped onto/into the internal psychologicall 
world of the child. An isomorphism betweon 
the (external) social and (internals 
psychological is being posited. No evidencc|| 
is provided to substantiate the firs^ 
assumption. Regarding the second, itm 
psychology it is considered axiomatic tha^ 
there is unlikely to be much correspondency 
between an external situation and th^ 
pcrception/s, feelings and memories of itM 
Nevertheless, the individual's psyche 
embedded in early events as experienced^ 
Early experiences rarely haveadirectimpacil 
on adult personality. They shape earl^ 
personality, influence the kind 
environment likely to be encountered and thel 
manner in which it is likely to be experiencedj 
which in turn influence later experiencesl 
which affect personality, and so on in # 
recursive interaction [Wachtel 1977], ffi 

Having ‘established’ a personality profile 
of Bhutto, we are provided with evidence 
in support of the thesis. For example, im 
chapter 3 (‘Brief California Interlude’! 
Bhutto’s night of revelry in New York fp 
described in his (Bhutto’s) own words (p 32B 
Wolpert then goes on to interpret th*» 
material. He says: 1 

his half-hallucinatory description of ‘terribra 
human’ skyscrapers ‘smtring with emotioiR 
is startling in what it reveals about the suuf 
of his mind and the ubiquitous polarity m 
his passions and feelings. ...ZulfTs tovw 
hate relationship with the United States 
to remain unresolved, new ‘uncontroilab^ 



emotions' of suspicion looming in his mind 
iiB his last days (p 32). 

Wolpert sees the feelings expressed by 
U Bhutto as indicative of his ambivalence and p liaianoia. The event may be revising but 
pcaution needs be exercised when 
J i^ychoanalysing the writings of an idealistic, 
ft drunk, young man. This episode is being 
M Overloaded with meanings. In addition, it is 

idsoused as a window to explaining Bhutto's 
HiOice in lat«' years towards the li S; Wolpert 

|mtrapolates Bhutto's later ambivalence 
I towards the US from these feelings of his 
|atudent days there. Too much is being 
f explained through this single episode. 

Throughout 'Zulfi' the tendency to stay 
I at the surface is quite easily discernible. 
i.^'When that happens in history, we end up 

settling for unexamined cliches in explaining 
I human behaviour. The result is a sort of 
{^ ‘grandmother’ psychology which relics 

primarily on inoiition and folk wisdom. More 
I'tHninously, such history can end up 

perpetuating and strengthening the very 
deceptions which need to be uncovered. For 

'‘mtample, on page 241 Wolpert reports; 
Hanif Ramay suggested that the strange 
‘split’ or ‘division’ in Zulfi Bhutto’s 
personality was perhaps attributable to the 
enormous ‘cultural differences’ that divided 
his mother from his father. ...Rafi Raza and 
admiral S M Ahsan also remarked on the 
split personality, which partitioned Zulfi 
into a rational, intelligent, responsible Bhutto 
on one side, and an irrational, impulsive, 

y uncontrollable Bhutto on the other. Whether 
he was, in fact, one or twenty-one Zulfi 

I Bhuttos may never he known, but he was a 
complex personality (emphasis added). 

. One wonders about the usefulness of the 
jinformation that Bhutto had a complex 

Iporsonality: Such statements give only an 
I Jlosion of understanding. 
|v The image one gets of Bhutto is as a 
||MSsive victim of ancestral history who. 

is pulled here and there by the 
7(4rii^ of socio-psychological fate. Witness 
^^The incongruous blend ofhisfeudal genetic 

covered over with a thin veneer of 
ideals acquired from his studies 

jmd personal exposure to prejudice of 
^.!very sort cotupired to help Zulfi resolve 
^hiring his years overseas to devote his 
fjiiie to global political diplomacy at the 

I of Pakistan” (p 38, emphasis added). 
Cghatto is given the ‘freedom to resolve’ but 

^VilUn the conspiracy of events beyond 
I )is control. 
I’The Uttd^Iying problem in Wolpert’s 
Analysis is reductionism. One can discern 

versions of reductionism. First, he 
>;iveremphasites the psychological without 
f ideipiate attention to the sociological and 
Ihilitioal realities in which Bhutto grew up, 
f.|tyed and died. His (Bhutto’s) behaviour is 

always linked to a psychological 
which happens to be his split 

personality. Second, there is almost an 
exclusive focus on Bhutto’s personality 
pFc^lems/psychopathology and insufficient 
attention to his normality and creativity. 
Finally, and most critically, Bhutto’s adult 
personality is explained entirely in terms of 
his childhood experiences tmd possible later 
formative influences neglected. When there 
is a proclivity to psychologise, it is tempting 
to try to explain adult behaviour in the light 
of childhood experiences. However, this 
connection is often difficult to establish in 
a simple manner, because life is complex. 
People (not only, or all, psychologists) who 
have attempted to understand such 
connections become aware of the pitfalls 
and are wary of jumping to simple, linear, 
reductive conclusions. Wolpert presents his 
thesis with an over-abundant confidence, as 
a result one gets a rather impoverished, and 
very debatable, picture of his subject. 

In psychoanalysis, reciprocal transference 
was considered a problem by Freud, i e, 
counlertransference (the feelings evoked by 
the analysand in the analyst) had to be 
resolved if therapy was to proceed. More 
recently, it has b^n cogently argued that 
countertransference be accepted as a useful 
and valuable instrument to understanding 

transference (the analysand’s feelings 
towards the therapist) and communications 
[Promm-Reichmann 1950; Stone 1984]. In 
psyc;hobiography, then, it is useful to be 
aware of, and make use of, the feelings 
evoked by the subject. Thus counter- 
transference can be an impediment or 
instrument, depending on whether or not the 
analyst recognises such feelings and uses 
them for understanding. 

It seems that Wolpert failed to take into 
account the feelings evoked (in him) by the 
subject of his study. It is evident from the 
material presented in Zulfi that Wolpert had 
complete access to the Bhutto library. 
Additionally, it seems that he was provided 
very generous opportunities to meet with 
and talk to members of Bhutto’s family, and 
friends [Kennedy 1994J. Such conditions 
make for good empirical work but, if not 
properly understood, may create problems 
of countertransference. Stated simply, it 
means that inevitably the biographer is 
likely to develop feelings towards the 
subject. And if those are not recognised 
and taken into account, the likelihood of 
vision getting clouded increases. The 
vignettes which reveal Wolpert’s feelings 
are too many to enumerate. Two very 
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midomly selected examples ate given as 
illustrations: 

He was witty and charming, handsome, glib 
ill not brilliant, certainly well read, well 
informed, and passionately opinionated, 
ready at any time of day or night to drink, 
argue, lau|^ or make love.... Had he not 
gone abroad to complete his education... 
Zulfi would in any event have embarked 
upon a political career in Karachi. His 
ambitions, ibrn. would have been less 
grand, confined perhaps to the chief 
ministmhip of Sind or membership in the 
Pakistan central cabinet. Because of the 
University of Southern California, the 
University of California, and Oxford 
University, the world became his stage, 
and premier power the pearl he sought in 
every oyster he pried open (p 38, emphasis 
added). 
Wolpert is somewhat patronising and 

would have us believe that the single major 
cause for Bhutto's attempt at joining the 
ranks of international leadership of that time 
was his exposure to western universities. 

And again: 

He was the living image, the three- 
dimensional vital incarnation of many 
Pakistanis' wishful dream of themselves; 
tough yet tender, a practical idealist, smart 
as a cat-o'-nine-tails whip, swifter on the 
draw than a Texas cowboy, and better in bed 
or as the bead of state than any Indian, 
Russian, or Englishman. He was Quaid-i- 
Awam 2^1fikar Ali Bhutto! (p 227). 

The above is Wolpert’s imagined 
description of Bhutto's thoughts. The 
imaginative leap, into Bhutto’s subjective 
ruminations, which Wolpert takes is fairly 
frequently employed throughout ‘Zulfi’.This 
is a technique used in fiction and fiational 
accounts of actual events and/or persons,^ 
sometimes referred to as ‘faction’. However, 
employing this in a historical work raises 
a host of questions and problems. We will 
not enter into that debate but suffice it to 
say that this woricofhistory isheavily imbued 
with the spirit of faction. And that says a 
lot about ‘Zulfi’. . 

CoNCLUSiWI 

There is no debate about the centrality of 
Z A Bhutto to the politics and recent history 
of Pakistan. Because of his continuing impact 
on the politics and political culture of the 
country, the task of understanding him, his 
policies, and leadership style gains even 
greater current urgency. In that sense, 
Wolpert’s ‘Zulfi’ is a timely work. The 
histcffical information present^ is thorough 
and d^Ied, though most of the essentials 
have been documented in earliet works on 
Bhutto. Woipert’g nuyor addition to those 
is his attempt trying to embed Bhutto’s 
political actions in his personality make-up. 
And that upect of the book is wanting on 
a number of rounts. It can be argued that 

since Wolpert is a historitm and not a 
psychoanalyst, he should not be faulted on 
grounds of psychology. That argument, 
however, fails because ‘Zulfi’ is cleariy a 
psychdbiography and history informed by 
psychology. . 

The most glaring weakness in the 
psychologising in ‘Zulfi’ is. that of 
reductionism. Wolpert argues that Bhutto's 
was a splil/schizoid personality and tries to 
establish the roots of this in eariy childhood 
experiences. The case is however extremely 
weak because of lack of presented evidence 
and questionable reading of the available 
material. The problem is worse confounded 
because Wolpert then proceeds from this 
arguable premise and tries to explain almost 
everything in terms of the psyche of the 
protagonist. An inherent weakness of 
psychodynamic explanations is that the same 
phenomenon can be explained in a number 
of different ways. The safeguard, first 
suggested and used by Freud, is ‘rich 
desenption’ and triangulation, both notable 
by their absence in ‘Zulfi’. 

Bhutto evokes strong feelings in people: 
Some hate, others love him. Consequently, 
it has been difficult to come across 
dispassionate accounts of his person or 
policies.’ Wolpert also fails to step back 
enough 'o provide an unbiased understanding 
of the man There is a strong journalistic 
flavour to the book and it is heavily peppered 
with dramatic words, phrases, sentences and 
paragraphs. Personal information therefore 
IS in the nature of scoops. 'Fhere is a notable 
shortage of empathy and .sensitivity. There 
is also a considerable lack of caution and 
demonstration of bravado in the connections 
made and inferences drawn. Such discourse 
makes appealing reading but it feeds the 
very deceptions and biases which need to 
be uncovered. 

Notes 

1 According to Hans Wchr’s A Dictionary of 
Modem Written Arabic (1966) (edited by 
J M Cowan), the Arabic root word is ‘sa.sa’ 
which could mean to govern, rule, domi¬ 
nate. lead, guide or direct. 'Siyasa' (plural, 
‘siyasat’) means adminisuation, manage- 
ment,policy Thederivedmeaningsinclude 
political or diplomatic. 

2 This misreading of ‘siasal’ was repeated in 
the BBC2 television programme (‘The 
Bhutto Dynasty’) aired in Britain on 
February ?, 1994. The likelihood of 
Wolpeit'sZuifi being the source seems high. 
The spread of the misunderstanding can be 

well imagined. 
3 According to the Chambers 20th Century 

Dictionary, schizoid means “Showing 
qualities of a schizophrenic po-sonality, such 
as asocial behaviour, introversion, tendency 
to-phantasy, but without definite mental 

disorder”. 

4 Thercarecountlessworksoftbiaiwturebut 
the most directly rdevant example is L 
Collins, and D Lapiere, Freedom at 
Midnight, Avon Bo<^, New York, 1976. 

5 The work suffering least from bias is S 
Taseer's Bhutto- A Politicid Biography. 
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SPECIAL ARTICLES 

Strengthening Direct Taxes 
Some Suggestions 

Aamresh Bagchi 

Revenue from direct taxes - both personal and corporate - has shown impressive growth in the years of economic 

reform. It would, however, be unwise to be complacent. The ratio of direct tax collections to GDP in India still compares 

poorly with that in other developing countries. Rough calculations suggest that the 'tax gap’ continues to he quite 

large and the persotml income tax is able to capture only about 50 per cent of its potential. 

The Tax Reforms Committee had laid out a two-pronged strategy to improve the yield of income tax - widening 

the tax base combined with moderation in rates on the one hand and strengthening the administration on the other. 

Several measures have been taken to 

I 

Tax Gap 

REVENUE from the income taxes - both 
personal and corporate - has shown 
impressive growth in the last three years 
(199J-92 to 1993-94), the years of reform. 
Personal income tax (PIT) revenue has 
multiplied by nearly 21 per cent per annum 
marking a jump of 3 percentage points over 
the growth recorded in the preceding five 
years, while revenue from corporate tax (CT) 
increased at the rate of 26 per cent comparing 
with abdut 18 per cent during 1985-90. The 
proportlsn of>4iirect taxes in the central 
government’s gross tax revenue has gone up 
from 19.2 per cent in 1990-91 to 27.6 per 
tent in 1993-94 [Bagchi 1994]. Collections 
this year as reported also seem to be buoyant, 
ft would, however, be unwise to be 
complacent. 

It is pertinent to point out that the ratio 
Of direct taxes collected at the central level 
to GOP still remains at about 2.6 per cent 
(of which 1.3 per cent is from CT and 1.2 
per cent from IT). This level will still not 
be exceeded or may go up to 2.7 per cent 
at the most in the current year even if the 
budget targets are met. Though this marks 
an increase of about 0.5 percentage points 
over what was prevailing before the reform, 
this level of direct taxation still compares 
poorly with that of other developing 
countries. Hw average ratio of direct taxes 
to GDP for LDCs taken together is about 
5,5 percent and for even the poorest LDCs 
itif is per cent TheTax Reforms CommiUee 
^C) had set a target of raising the yield 

income tax by at least two times which 
would translate into a ratio of S percent of 
ODP. These goals still remain distant. 

Rough calculations based on available 
datasuggest that the 'tax gap’ (thedifference 

between potential revenue and the actual 
, collections) is sdll quite large and PIT i s able 
io capture only about SO per cent of its 

implement these recommendations, hut 

potential. The calculations are fairly 
straightforward: 
* From information available from National 

Accounts Statistics aggregate personal 
pretax income (at market prices) for the 
year 1993-94 may be taken at Rs 6,50,000 
crorc. Assuming that roughly 60 per cent 
of this was derived from non-agricultural 
sources, income potentially taxable under 
the Central income tax may be put at about 
Rs 4,(X),000 crorc. Going by the income 
distribution pattern revealed by past 
studies, about 40 per cent of this (or 
roughly, Rs 1,60,000 crore) may be taken 
to be accruing to the top 10 per cent of 
the population. Even if one allows for a 
10 per cent margin of error, Rs 1,40,000 
crore may be estimated as the potential 
personal income tax base. A tax levied at 
the average rate of 15 per cent on this 
should yield Rs 21,000 crore whereas the 
total revenue from persunal income tax 
in 1993-94 was according to revised 
estimates about Rs 9,500 crorc In other 
words, even with the higher growth of the 
last three years PIT is tapping less than 
half of the potential. Almost one-third of 
the revenue deficit of the year would be 
wiped out if only this potential could be 
tapped. 

* Assuming the elasticity of PIT revenue 
with respect to income to be unity, and 
projecting nominal income growth for the 
year at 15 per cent, the potential PIT for 
1994-95 may be placed in the region of 
Rs 24,000 crore. Collections from PIT is 
unlikely to exceed SO per cent of this 
potential even if the budget target for the 
year is achieved. 

* According to the C and AG’s report on 
direct taxes for the year 1992-93, the 
number of individual income taxpayers 
was 6.4 million. Of them, those with 
income exceeding Rs 5 lakh numbered 
16,936. Bombay alone would have 
individuals many times this number 

much still remains to he done. 

having income of more than Rs 5 lakh 
a year! 

* The. numbei of people belonging to the 
relatively affluent section of the popu¬ 
lation - the group that offers an attractive 
market for consumer products - is 
believed to be not less than 200 million. 
According to an NCAER survey, 2.3 per 
cent of the population has a household 
income of more than Rs 78,000 per annum 
(Economist, January 21-27, 1995). 
Assuming that, of them, 15 million deri ve 
their income from non-agricultural 
sources, each earning at least Rs 1,00,000 
year, it should be possible to raise at least 
Rs 20,000crorc from them if only everyone 
of them pays Rs 15,000 in tax annually 
(at an average rate of 15 per cent of gross 
income). 
For improving the yield of income tax the 

TRC had laid out a two pronged strategy, 
viz, widening of the base combined with 
moderation in rates on the one hand and 
strengthening of administration on the other 
through modernisation (based on modem 
information technology) and suitable 
incentives for staff. Several measures have 
been taken to implement these recommenda¬ 
tions but much still remains to be done. 

n 
Unfinished Tasks 

Expanding Taxpaying Population: 

PresumptiviRoutc 

Base widening has to proceed in two 
directions, viz, (i) bringing in a larger 
number of potential taxpayers into the net 
and(ii)eiiminatingthenuinerousexeinptions 
and deductions provided in computing 
taxable income to serve non-tax objectives. 
The scheme of presumptive taxation for 
small taxpayers inviting them to file a simple 
statement with a payment of Rs 1.400 by 
way of tax was intended to serve die first 



objective, viz, ^tting more people to pay 
income tax without having to undergo the 
hassles associated with filing a regular return. 
This scheme does not seem to have been 
very successful. The results are reported to 
have been particularly disappointing this 
year (1994-95). 

Casual conversation with small traders 
(like street stall holders) suggests that the 
reasons for the poor response to the scheme 
arc two-fold; (i) fear of getting into ‘the 
clutches’ of the IT department, once a person 
files a statement with them and (ii) a 
widespread perception that nothing happens 
if one docs not pay any income tax. These 
perceptions are not ca.sy to erase. Critics of 
the scheme argue that this scheme is 
fundamentally flawed and the government 
should not go about with a ‘begging bowl' 
for contribution from small traders. This 
criticism is based on a misconception about 
the purpose of the scheme. The idea 
underlying it is not to do away with the 
Income Tax Department's responsibility to 
identify and book all those liable to pay 
income tax but only to make it easy for those 
who are tqarginally taxable but do not 
maintain regular accounts to avoid going 
through the formalities of keeping detailed 
records of their transactions as an alternative 
to filing regular returns. There is no reason 
to suspend the scheme because of 
disappointing respon.se so far. On the 
contrary, there is a ca-se for strengthening 
It with some tangible evidence of the tax 
department’s friendly attitude to those who 
voluntarily come within its fold and a 
vigorous campaign putting forward the 
benefits of compliance. 

Evidence in the form of a token lor 
presumptive income tax paymcni (or a 
permanent account number) may be made 
a precondition for access to utilities like 
power or telephone, gas or water connection, 
house permit by municipalities, credit 
facilities by banks and financial institutions, 
registration of vehicles, insurance of life, 
assets and so on. The problem in India is 
that agricultural income is not liable to central 
income tax and so disabilities for non¬ 
registration with the Income Tax Department 
would hurt people in deriving income from 
agriculture. To avoid causing hardship to 
farmers, the requirement of producing 
evidence of income tax payment or 
registration with the department by obtaining 
PAN or certification of payment of 
presumptive tax need not be insisted upon 
for providing facilities in rural areas. 

It is also important to see that those who 
graduate to higher levelsofbusiness turnover 

and income do not have to face an unfriendly 
tax department. ’The estimated income 
scheme provides a handy instrument for this 
purpose. 

The estimated income approach based on 
tl« presumptiveprindple has been extended 

in recent years to certain categories of 
taxpayers, e g, those having business of 
civil construction and transport. It would 
be helpful to extend this approach to a 
wider field. That would require developing 
norms for estimating the turnover and the 
ratio of net profits to turnover (where the 
taxpayer maintains regular books of 
accounts) for different industries on the lines 
of ‘Tadnehs’ of Israel. 'There are at present 
140 Tadrichs prepared by the economic 
division of the national tax office in Israel, 
each dealing with a given industry/business 
activities. While it would require time to 
draw up such norms for different activities 
on this scale, a beginning may perhaps be 
made now Objectively determined norms 
would be a very valuable aid in the scrutiny 
of returns to be taken up for detailed 
examination.' 

Simultaneously, every effort has to be 
made to gather information regarding new 
registrants or potential taxpayers from 
available sources such as banks, electricity 
and telecommunication authorities. Joint 
stock companies, other tax departments 
(particularly sales tax), professional bodies/ 
chambers of commerce and industry and so 
on It is believed that plans are under way 
to allot a Tax Identification Number toevery 
potential income taxpayer. This should go 
a long way to extend the coverage of income 
tax provided there is an efficient system of 
storing and processing the information which 
would be flowing in on a massive scale once 
the tax identification numbers arc allotted 
and information from third parties starts 
flowing in. 

Ba.sf. Widening 

Base widening also implies moving 
towards a comprehensive income base by 
removing the exemptions and deductions 
which are allowed on various considerations 
of social and economic policy. As is well 
known, the basic thrust of tax reforms that 
have taken place across countnes during the 
1980s has been towards widening the base 
and moderating the rates combined with 
tightening ot administration. In Indonesia, 
for instance, the maximum income tax rate 
was reduced to 35 per cent but all so-called 
incentive provisions were withdrawn. 

In India, the tax rates have been brought 
down and several of (he incentive provisions 
were withdrawn but quite a few still persist. 
Reference may be made to the Chapter VIA 
of the IT Act and the sections which are still 
operative, like Sections SOD, 80G, 8(XjG, 
80GGA, 80HH, 80HHA, 80HHB, 80HHC, 
80HHD, 80HHE, 80IA, 8GJJ, SOL, 80Q and 
so on. TTien there are numerous exemptions/ 
concessions provided through other sections 
(e g. Section 10). Given our compulsions, 
it may not be possible to remove all of them. 
But, so long as these remain on the statute 

book there is no case for lowering tlte| 
marginal rates any further. 

Taxation of Fringe Bamms 

"The TRC had also recommended sotiWj 
tightening of the tax laws to tax the value 
of fringe benefits like concession^ accom¬ 
modation to employees more effectively.! 
These recommendations have not been] 
implemented. A separate tax on fringe] 
benefits payable by employers has been| 
introduced in Australia and New ZealandJ 
with good results, contributing over 2 per| 
cent of the total revenue of the goventmentl 
in both countries (Sandford 1993]. With the| 
removal of restrictions on salary levels in'j 
the private sector, there is no reason whyj 
fringe benefi ts should not be taxed at currait| 
market values. It would be administrattvely| 
simple - though not appealing from the! 
viewpoint of equity-to levy the tax on: 
employers, as in the two countries mentioned 
above. 

Rate Revision: Per.sonal Income Tax 

Unless the base is made truly com-| 
prehensi ve, there is no case for lowering the] 
tax rates any further. However, consideration! 
may be given to a revision of the rate 
structure by widening the slabs and raising 
the level at which the maximum rate would 
apply, from Rs 1.2 lakh at present to Rs! 
2 lakh. The structure would then look as| 
follows: 

(PerCen 
Up to Rs 35,000 of total income Nil 
Between Rs 35.000 and 75,000 20 
Between Rs 75,000 and 2.tX».(XXJ .30 
Above Rs 2 lakh 40 

If combined with withdrawal of incentivesi 
there may not be any revenue loss while ifi 
would help to neutralise the impact o^ 
inflation to some extent. 

8 
Tax Rate R)r Corktrate Incomes 

On the cofporate tax side, there is nc 
intrinsic case for; educing the tax rates furtlwr.j 
According to a KPMG Survey, the avt 
rate of corporation tax in OECD countric 
stands at present at a little over 37 per cent] 
However, in some of the Asian countries I 
maximum tax rates for companies are lower| 
as shown below: 

Countries 
(Percent) I 

Australia 33 I 
Indonesia 35 1 
South Korea 34 1 
Malaysia 34 1 
New Zealand 33 1 
Philippines 35 1 
Singapore 2’ I 
Thailand M 1 

... M ««i—i-i... ..Tratwiiiinr 



pOoQSidering ttie need to maintain parity 
Hwith rates prevailing in neighbouring 

iintries, the rates for corporate tax may 
I'be brought down to 35 per cent provicted 

i fthat all incentive provisions in the tax laws 
[|att abrogated as in Indonesia. If, however, 
^1 (he maximum rate of corporate tax is reduced, 
Hlhe rate for personal income tax cannot be 
r|niied, in fact may have to be lowered. 
^Considering everything, the rates prevailing 
|at present for both PIT and CT may not be 
|£8turbed. 

RATlONALISA-nON OF iNCEmVE PROVISIONS 

S' 
I The TRC had recommended elimination 
|of most incentives except those meant for 
ijiaoinoting savings and exports. The existing 
^iprovisions that extend concessions for 
[I?savings and exports are complex and 
s overlapping. For instance, a fraction of 
' savings in specified assets qualify for tax 

rebate under Section 88, while income from 
^'certain saving instruments is deductible in 
' computing taxable income (subject to a 
' specified limit). Then there are reliefs for 
^contribution to provident fund and total 

* exemption of interest on accumulated balance 
^ thereon. It would have been simpler and 
^ more rational from the economic angle too 
! if the concession in tax was provided on a 
! net saving basis as was recommended by the 
fTRC. 
x The exemption for export earnings from 
ijjncome tax is now spread over several 
^■sections (viz, Section 80HHB, 80HHC, 
i^SOHHD and 80HHE). It would help simplify 
f'tbe tax laws considerably if these were 
consolidated and exemption of 50 per cent 

^|0r even 75 per cent was allowed on all 
^jfdreip exchange earnings if brought into 
^jthe country. That would only require 
‘ producing evidence in support of the foreign 
'^origin of the income and repatriation of 
(incomes earned and brought from abroad. 

In any case, the task of rewriting the 
‘ancomeTax Act by weeding out the cobwebs 
J'thanhaveaccumulatedoverthc years remains 
^10 be taken up earnestly. 
I- 
u 
'; Tackuno Zero-Tax Companies 

‘i 
I ‘ Themain factors that drove the tax reforms 

the 1980s in the US and other countnes 
Hwas the desire for fairness, efficiency and 
^^implicily. Incentive provisions in the tax 
^3aws were seen as a major impediment to 
‘.achieving these aims. Because the 
‘papportunities for availing the incentives are 

open equally to all activities or businesses, 
lljthese provisions, it was felt, were a source 
Ipf distortion and inequity, apart from being 
Responsible for complexities in the law and 
‘vsapping the buoyancy of revenues. In India 

the justification for incentive provisions 
the tax laws has been widely questioned 

'.aq>ecially when it was found that several 

apparently prosperous compmies paying 
handsome dividends were getting away 
without paying any income tax. These were 
often reported to as “zero-tax" companies. 
With the move towards elimination of 
incentives, the scope for reducing taxable 
profits legally to zero should have gone. 
This does not seem to have happened. The 
phenomenon of 'zero-tax’ companies has 
surfaced again. 

Among the unaudited financial results of 
companies for the first half of 1994-95 
published in the newspapers in the last few 
weeks, it is seen there were quite a few 
whose ‘provision for taxation’ is nil. These 
include not only companies engaged in 
production but also several leasing and 
finance companies. How such these 
companies are managing to reduce their 
profits liable to taxation to nil even after the 
reforms is somewhat difficult to understand 
and needs thorough study and investigation 
by the Income "Tax Department.’ Meanwhile, 
consideration may be given to levying a 
‘minimum tax' particularly on companies to 
make sure that tax incentives do not work 
too unevenly across enterprises and activities. 

As noted on an earlier occasion in these 
columns (Bagchi 1994], in the OECD 
countries, where the top marginal tax rates 
for personal income tax fel I from 61 per cent 
to 44 per cent as a result of the reforms, in 
order to recapture some of the revenue loss 
and counter tax avoidance through the use 
of tax deductions/allowances, schedular 
minimum taxes are now being imposed. In 
its 1986 Tax Reform Act, the US introduced 
an alternative minimum tax, requiring top 
income earners to pay the greater of 21 per 
cent of their gross income or the normal rate 
applied to their taxable income. There are 
similar provisions in Canada. Denmark 
introduced a 12 percent supplementary tax 
on ‘personal incomes’ (gross income minus 
incomes) exceeding a specified level. In 
1986, Norway applied a ‘top tax’ at the rate 
of 8.5 per cent on gross income [Shome 
1993]. 

In India, an attempt was made to impose 
'a minimum tax' on companies through a 
special provision in the Income Tax Act 

(Section 11SJ). The ^vision was, however, 
withdrawn bMause of complexities and also 
because it was felt redundant once the major 
incentive provisions like the investment 
allowance were withdrawn. With the 
reappearance of ‘zero-tax’ companies, the 
feasibility of having a minimum tax on 
businesses (or at least companies) n^s to 
be explored in order to improve fairness and 
revenue buoyancy of the income tax. A 
minimum tax serves as a check against 
avoidance and evasion through manipulation 
of accounts. Mexico's tax on gross assets 
of businesses provides a good model for the 
purpose. 

Gross Assets Tax as a Minimum 

Tax on Businesses 

A tax at the rale of 2 per cent on gross 
assets was imposed on business enterprises 
and individuals in Mexico in 1988 (effective 
1989). A similar tax at the rate of I per 
cent was introduced in Argentina in 1990. 
Several other Latin American countries 
were (or are) also likely to follow these 
examples. 

The two main factors that seem to have 
impelled tho.se countnes to go in for such 
a tax arc; need for additional revenue in 
countries undergoing major adjustment 
programmes and the anxiety to neutralise 
the damage caused by substiintial intlation 
to the traditional taxes on business income. 
Another major consideration was tackling 
evasion and avoidance. A minimum lax on 
gross assets as a presumptive tax on 
enterprises also promotes efficiency since 
under such taxation, the lax is levied only 
on ‘normal income’ and the marginal tax 
rate for any income exceeding the ‘norm’ 
IS zero. 

The base of the gross assets tax, should, 
according to experts, comprise ail fixed 
assets like land, buildings, plant and 
machinery - that is, assets which are 
essential to the production process of the 
firm. (Intangible a.ssels like goodwill may 
also be included in the ba.se but not holdings 
in fully or partly owned subsidies or other 
companies.) Exclusion of the last few items 

Table: Simulation Exercises for Direct Taxes on Companies 

Plat Rate Applied to Gross Fixed Assets of Individual Companies Where Actual 
Tax Is Less Than the Flat Rate Applied (For 1992-9.1) 

{Rs cron) 

1 Direct tax 1601.77 
2 Gross fixed assets 82774.96 
3 Flat rale of tax applied on CFA (per cent) 2.00 I .SO 1.00 
4 Gain in tax collection 1131.55 826.23 527.56 
5 Number of companies with gain in lax collection 234 218 208 

Notes’. (I) The source of basic data used in the present simulation exercises is the Statistical 
Profiles of 500 private corporate giants compiled by the Centre for Monitoring 
Indian Economy. 

(2) Gain in tax- collection it defined as the difference between the rate applied on GFA 
and the actual direct taxes reported by individual companies, where this difference 
is positive. 



is needed in order to avoid double taxation. 
Cash balance, accounts receivable, 
inventories and other ‘current’ assets also 
need not flgure in the base as these are not 
essential to the process of production. Only 
the real value of the assets (that is, 
depreciated book value suitably adjusted 
by a price index) should be the base.' 
Rough computations based on a sample of 
500 companies in India show that a 2 per 
cent tax on the gross fixed assets might 
raise the revenue from the corporation tax 
by almost 75 per cent and an one-and-a- 
half per cent tax by SO per cent which 
would come to at least Rs 5,0(X) crorc (vide 
the table). 

The tax on gross assets might lead to 
cash-flow problems for low-profit and loss¬ 
making companies. The atm of course is 
to punish inefficient companies and induce 
efficiency in resource use so that there is 
a built-in pressure on corporate enterprises 
to show better financial results. However, 
one can think of ways in which the hardship 
likely to be caused by a gross assets tax 
to companies unable to generate profit in 
a particular year. SUice the tax on gross 
assets would be intended to serve as a 
minimum income tax, the excess of this tax 
over the income tax payable in a given year 
on the basis of profits computed for the 
published balance shqet of the company in 
question may be allowed to be carried 
forward and .set off against income tax dues 
in the next five years or so. If the levy of 
a gross assets tax is agreed to in principle, 
refinements can be thought of in the light 
of experience gained in other countries 
.such as Mexico. 

It may be mentioned that the legality of 
the gross assets tax was challenged in 
Mexico on the ground that it violated the 
basic provisions of the Constitution 
requiring ‘equality' in taxation in 
proportion to the ability to pay. But the 
courts upheld the tax as legal, principally 
because it was a minimum tax and not an 
additional impost. 

With a gross fixed assets tax, taxation of 
the unproductive assets in business 
enterprises would have to be withdrawn. 
Revenue yield of that lax is insignificant and 
so its withdrawal should not matter. 

Extension of Withholding 

A device of proven efficacy in the 
enforcement of income tax is withholding 
at source, for that minimises the opportunity 
to omit income. Even in a country like USA, 
it is found that compliance rates arc the 
highest for incomes subject to tax 
withholding on information furnishing by 
third parties (e g, for wages and salaries, and 
interest) while compliance was least for 
inform^ supplier incomes as the following 

figures would show; 

Compliance rates for different classes of 
income for the US in 1981 and 1987 (Per Cent} 

1981 1987 
Wages and salaries 94 97 
Interest 86 80 
Capital gains 58 85 
Informal supplier income 20 II 
Source: Wallschutzsky (199.5). 

The ‘Prescribed Payments System’ of 
Australia requires income tax to be deducted 
not only for wages and salaries but also for 
the following services; 
- Building and construction 
- Joinery and cabinet making services 
- Architectural services 
- Engineenng services 
- Surveying services 
- Motor vehicle.^ repair 
- Cleaning 

In India, the attempt to extend withholding 
to services of professionals has met with 
resistance. The attempt should not be 
abandoned. Rather, consideration may be 
given to the feasibility of levying a 
withholding tax at 20 per cent on interest 
on deposits in banks or corporate entities 
and dividends as a final tax. This no doubt 
would compromise vertical equity but would 
be more cquitous on the whole by ensuring 
that these incomes do not go untaxed 
altogether and also lead to considerable 
SI mpli tication of the tax laws and procedures 

Driven almost to desperation in not being 
able to tackle inflated claim for expenditure 
deduction in computing taxable income, 
Philippines prescribed ceilings on such 
deductions under what was called ‘Modified 
Gross Income Tax’ and ‘Simplified Net 
Income Tax ’. These might look like extreme 
remedies but some ceilings on certain 
expenditure items are often necessary to 
counter the practice of evasion by inflating 
deductible expenditures 

III 

Measures to Induce Compliance 
and Help Enforcement 

While consideration should be given to 
mca.sures like the presumptive income 
approach, schedular taxation and extension 
of withholding to cover as many income 
payments as possible, ultimately, compi lance 
would depend on the social and cultural 
environment in which the tax administration 
operates and that is not easy to change within 
a short period. Researches on factors 
influencing taxpayer behaviour show that 
compliance impress if tax officials act as 
‘faciliutors’ for tax payment rather than a 
policeman for detecting evasion. To quote 
the editor of a recently published collection 
of essays incorporating the findings of 
research on ‘Why People Pay Taxes; 

If there is a persistent theme to the essays 
presented in this volume, it is a change in 
perspective away from deterring noncompi i- 

ance toward positive encouragement for 
compliance - an emphasis on the ‘carrot’ 
for compliance rather than the ‘stick’ for 
noncompiiance. Positive attitudes toward 
the tax system and pleasant, efficient contacts 
with the ux collection agency can increase 
compliance. This insight is especially 
important because, from the tax collection 
standpoint, it is extraordinarily expensive to 
arrange an enforcement regime so dial, from 
astrict cost-benefit calculus, noncompiiance 
does not appear attractive to many citizens. 
It follows that methods that reinforce and 
encourage taxpayer’s devotion to their 
responsibilities as citizens play an important 
role in the tax collection process [Slemrod 
1992]. 

However, as the compiler of the volume 
Joel Slemrod, a noted expert in this field, 
observes at the end. while the ‘carrot’ has 
Its .use. the ‘stick’ also should not be 
abandoned. A judicious mix of the two is 
what is needed. For this purpose, some of 
the innovative measures adopted by other 
developing countries with handsome results, 
may be taken note of. These arc: 
Developing an efficient information system'. 
It IS universally acknowledged that the most 
potent in.strumcnt in curbing non-compliant 
taxpayer behaviour is to have an efficient 
information system whereby information 
regarding all substantial financial 
transactions is passed on to the tax department 
and these are safely stored in a manner that 
facilitates easy retrieval for checking the 
returns and supporting accounts filed by 
taxpayers Computers provide a very 
powerful tool lor this job as also other 
functions of the tax department (like 
monitoring the fihng of returns, payment of 
taxes and tax deduction at source). 

Indian Income Tax Department is now 
going in for compqtcrisation in a big way 
and it is hoped that this wilt change the 
taxpayers’ perception regarding the 
probability of getting detected if one fails 
to report one’s income fully. However, for 
a computerised information system to 
perform efficiently ills also necessary to get 
business enterprises to maintain proper 
accounts and discharge their statutory 
obligations to furnish information regarding 
transactions and/or taxes deducted at source 
without fail. 
Stricter accounts keeping requirement: For 
improving the habit of proper accounts 
keeping and flow of third party information 
the following measures might be helpful; 
* For businesses having turnover exceeding 

a specified level keeping of accounts in 
prescribed form may be made compulsory 
with penalties fur failure to do so. In 
Israel, book keeping requirements are 
laid down separately for different kinds 
of industries/activities with certain 
disabilities like rejection of accounts, 
additional tax of 10 per cent (if default 



persists, 20 per cent), disallowance of 
losses and indexation for inflation, 
disallowance of interest on borrowings 
for payment of tax, disqualification for 
entering into any transaction with govern¬ 
ment agencies and so on [Singh 1995). 

• Mexico too introduced as part of reforms 
fairly stringent book keeping requiimencs 
for taxpayers who grow beyond a 
prescribe threshold in size. They arc 
required to keep records of transactions 
on a daily basis and issue receipts to all 
customers. Exceptions were made for 
certain caiegories of taxpayers like fanners 
and truckers. Invoice issued by these 
falling under the scheme have to provide 
details of taxpayer identification number 
of the sellers as well as buyers apart from 
particulars of goods/services sold. These 
were helpful also for implementing VAT. 
The sanctions against invoice irregularities 
were strictly enforced: 2,685 businesses 
were shut down in 1993 and finesimposed 
in 24,781 cases for a total amount of as 
much as 29 million new pesos [Mookerjee 
1994). 
Indian Income Tax also contains certain 

provisions requiring mainlenanceof accounts 
by certain persons carrying on profession or 
business and audit of accounts where total 
salesfgross turnover exceeds Rs 40 lakh 
(Sections44AA and 44 AB). But the sanctions 
against failing to maintain proper book arc 
weak and not very clearly spelt out. One 
docs not know whether any one has been 
punished for failing to comply with the.se 
requirements. 
Meducing the scope for harassment and 
colbdsion: A persistent complaint of taxpayers 
has been harassment by corrupt officials and 
seedless litigation by the department itscit. 
Some of the measures that can be taken to 
reduce the scope for complaints are; 
• Assignment of cases for scrutiny by the 

head of a local office at random instead 
of going by fixed jurisdictions. Cases 
scrutinised should be countersigned by 
the next senior officer. 

• Cases for scrutiny should be selected by 
a group of officers not connected with 
assessment and by applying parameters 
derived scientifically through compute¬ 
rised formulae. 

• Appeals by the Income Tax Department 
against unfavourable orders should be 
confined only to cases which involve 
substantial revenue or important point of 
law. Recommendations made by commit¬ 
tees and experts have universally 
emphasisedthe need to reduce the number 
of appeals and streamline appellate 
procedures. Much still remains to be done. 
Finally, no sustained administrative 

improvement can be brought about unless 
there is a credible system of rewards and 
punishments for tax officials. That is a task 
which tax administration has to address 

earnestly if improvemem in the buoyancy 
of income tax revenue is to be sustained. 

These are only a few suggestions for 
consideration for the coming budget. There 
are many other areas of anomaly and needless 
complexity in the laws. Despite the careful 
examination of the TRC and its 
recommendations, the laws and procedures 
remain complex. A much simpler law is 
needed to help implementation arid voluntary 
compliance. 

It should be added that compliance 
behaviour of taxpayers in a country has 
much to do with its community's culture. 
The one clear finding of research in this area 
is that it is ultimately peer pressure that 
compels people to pay their proper taxes. 
Cultural change, however, docs not come 
about easily or quickly. Hence the need for 
persistent efforts to create an environment 
that fosters such change. 

Notes 

1 For pros and cons of presumptive dtiecl taxation, 
see Kujaraman (I99.S). 

2 It appears the liberal depreciation provisions 
granting I (X) per cent depreciation to several 
Items of assets has facilitated tax avoidance 
and enabled companies to reduce their taxable 
profils 10 rent or near zero This is done by 
claiming I (X) per cent depreciation in the first 

year and 'selling' the asset to a sister concern 
who then leases it back to the parent company 
and claims depreciabon on it. No doubt, the 
sate price of the asset so transferred reduces 
the value of the block of depreciable assets 
in the books of the parent concern but. overall, 
there is net tax saving, taking the two companies 
together, with no oddibonal real investment 
taking place. 

3 For a lucid exposition of how such a tax can 
be divised, see Sadka and Tanzi (1993). 
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Beyond Colonial Crumbs 
Cambridge School, Identity Politics and Dravidian Movement(s) 

MSS Pandian 

Cambridge historiography has claimed that politics in India is constUuted hy factions formed vertically through patron- 

client nexuses and are motivated hy narrow economic and short-term power interests. It conflates the biography of the coercive 

colonial state and its Indian elite collaborators as the history of colonial India. In this article the author develops a critique 

of the Cambridge school by expanding the gamut of the political so as to include the mobilisation oj alternative public spaces 

by the subalterns of the dravidian movement. 

Tlic public gathers in two kinds of spaces. 
The firsi is a space that is public, a place 
where the public gathers bcxausc it has a 
right to the place; the second is a space that 
is made public, a place where the public 
gathers precisely because it doe.sn’t have 
the right - a place made public by force 
(Acconci 1990. 901). 

‘THK great Indian faction’, a prtKluct of 
Cambridge school’s historiographical 
practice, has been a subject of much con¬ 
testation and-critical scrutiny. The faction 
theorists, in theirdifferent incarnations, have 
claimed that politics in India is constituted 
around factions which are formed vertically 
through patron-client nexuses (instead of 
horizontally across shared identities such as 
class, caste and gender) and arc motivated 
by narrow economic and short-term power 
interests (instead of conunitmeni to varying 
ideologies). Critical scholarship on such 
theorisation has established that it is 
anchored in structural funcionalist method¬ 
ology and behaviourist assumptions 
[Hardiman 19R6]. Taking such critiques to 
more generalised and substantive levels, 
Ranajit Guha (1992) has shown how the 
Cambridge school has conflated the biog¬ 
raphy of the coercive colonial state and its 
Indian elite collaborators as the history of 
colonial India. Furthermore, for him, such 
exclusionary history, given its neo-colonial 
moorings and by the strategy of silencing 
anli<olonial and other contestations by the 
subaltern classes, represents colonialism as 
a hegemonic system based on the consent 
of the colonised. 

While I draw substantially on these 
critiques of the Cambridge school, I have 
a .slightly different and a limited agenda in 
this paper: I intend problematising the 
CamlHidge school’s silencing of political 
subjectivities based on identities such as 
class, caste, gender and language, in the 
specific context of their writings on the 
dtavidian movcment(s). I hope, through such 
a (Titique, one can reposses the political 
which has been made unavailable for the 
subaltern classes in the scholarship of jhe 
Cambridge school and recuperate inferiotised 
identities as an important aspect of subaltern 
politics. This will, to my mind, enable us 

to construct alternate and combative 
narratives of the dravidian movcmcnt(s) 

I begin this paper with an account of how 
the dravidian movement(s) and caste' have 
been rcpre.sentcd in the influential works of 
two faction theorists, David Washbrouk and 
Christopher B aker, and proceed to establish 
the limits of their framework through an 
inlenogation of ihc fissures and slippages 
in their own texts. In the final section of the 
paper, I propose an alternate way of seeing, 
substantially based on the debates around 
Habermas’s by now well known concept of 
public sphere', which may facilitate the 

writing of Ihedi avidian movcment(.s)’ history 
from the vantage point of those who arc 
discmpowercd through inferiorised 
identities. 

I 

David Washbrook begins his history of 
the dravidian movcmcnt(s) and the location 
of i,astes in the colonial Madras presidency 
with a paradox To quote him, 

. .when overt communal conflict appeared 
(in Madia-s pre.sidcncyj, it did so in the most 
remarkable of forms. One community (the 
non-brahmans], representing 98 per cent of 
the population and pos.sessing the vast bulk 
of wealth and political power, denounced 
another community [the brahmans], which 
consisted of less than two per cent of the 
population and was possessed of nothing 
like the same economic and political 
resources, for oppressing it [Washbrook 
1977:7], 

Baker (197^ :xi) too begins thehistory of the 

dravidian movcment(s) with the very same 
paradox . “ .. while movements which claimed 
to protect a minority were a common feature 
of the new politics of India in this period 
of councils, ministers, and electorates, it was 
unusual, if not paradoxical, to find a move¬ 
ment which claimed to defend a majority- 
a majority which included up to 98 per cent 
of the population and almost all the men of 
wealth and influence in local society.” The 
paradox was constructed by foregrounding 
the poor brahman and the rich and powerful 
non-brahman, that is, by a critical displace¬ 
ment of caste with class: . .while there were 

a few brahmans who were rich and powerful, 
the majority, if it is possible to generalise 
at all, were employed in occupations that 
were essentially menial - as cooks, scribes 
and religious functionaries - and could be 
purchased by the wealth of other ca.stes fcH- 
a few coins or a broken coconut” [Baker 
1974:29). 

As Washbrook and Baker progress with 
their argumentation, what looks like a 
paradox dissolves into a non-problem: caste 
identity turns out to be an illegitimate 
candidate for political history. This is 
achieved through a scries of methodological 
moves which, at one level, reinscribe the 
relationship between the brahman and the 
non-brahman as non-antagonistic, and, at 
another level, represent different castes as 
fragmented on the basis of interests which 
are not located in caste identities themselves. 1 

Ijai us begin with the manner in which the 1 
relationship between the brahman and the | 
non-brahman is represented in the schdanbip i 
of the Cambridge school. Here, Washbrook § 
and Baker invest the so-called 'sanskritising* 1 
desire of the non-brahman castes with f 
primacy and deploy the same to signify the 
relationship between the non-brabman and 
the brahman as devoid of antagonism: 

...any attempt to attach social and cultural 
dimensions to the non-brahman cause ran 
immediately up against the dilemma over 
popular attitude to the brahman. A good • 
many of the non-brahmans in south India ! 
accepted the brahmanical code and' 
brahmanical behaviour as the model of ritual 
purity. Many articulated their wish to rise ' 
up t be social scale by adjust! ng their customs ; 
and habits to those practised by brahmans, I 
and nuinyexpressedlheirown.exalted view -< 
of their status by demanding to be called j 
brahmans [Baker 1976:29; emphasis mine], | 

As Washbrook would pul it, "The social j 
models which [non-br^man] magnates | 
tended to emulate were, if not actually | 

brahmanic.atlcBst placed withinabrabman | 
dominated hierarchy” (1977:282).M 
According to him, in contexts where the I 
brahman was unworthy of omularion, he was: 
either ignored or kept as a dependent, all of | 
which subverted any possibility off 
antagonism: 



To our interpretation the political division 
of society into brahman and non-brahman 
makes no obvious sense... this lack of 
antagonism is not surprising when it is 
remembered that brahmans supplied status 
legitimacy to most of the groups of state- 
level culture but had little contact, and were 
ignored, by the vast majority of local-level 
cultural groups; nor when it is recalled that 
even in their contact with most other state- 
level groups, brahman priests were usually 
poor dependents who either did what they 
were told or starved fWashbrook 1977:274; 
emphasis mine]. 

What is more, such nun-antagonism 
between the brahman and the non-brahman 
was furthered by the very nature of the 
caste system itself, which, according to 
Washbrook. is flexible. Referring to the 
upward mobile nun-Brahmin groups, he 
notes, “The character of economic and 
educational change meant that there was no 
general pressure on the status categories of 
the existing social hierarchy. The flexibility 
of the caste system itself, however, also 
took much of the steam out of communal 
politics” (1977; 128). 

If antagonism between the non-brahman and 
the brahman was non-existent, caste identity 
itself was more a fiction than fact. Washbrcxrk 
finds caste identity to have been always 
already fragmented; and when he reassembles 
the fragments, he arrives at ‘inter-communal’ 
blocks forged on the basis of patron-client 
nexuses and instrumental reason: 

as in the case of artisans and workmen... 
compact local units of caste among ‘ service' 
groups were broken by economic ties with 
outsiders. Lawyers had to find members of 
other communities to give them cases, clerks 
and gmnasiahs needed employment with 
brokers and contractors who seldom were 
of theircaste, and lowergo vemment servants 
had to rely on the co-opdration of various 
local notables. Very rarely were these 
'service' groups free to take political action 
as communities. In Madurai in the early 
1880s, for example, there was a storm of 
protest over an aspect of municipal 
government from the area of the town in 
which most of the brahman clerks and 
lawyers lived. A Ratepayers Association 
was formed to campaign at the impending 
elections for the protection of brahman 
religious privileges. Yet, when the voles 
were counted, it became clear that the 
brahmans were unable to poll a majority 
even in the ward in which they formed most 
of the voters. A merchant-financier, living 
in another part of the town was returned as 
thetr candidate. It was also in Madura in 
191.^ and 1917 that K M Alladin Rowther, 
the notorious Muslim criminal, was elected 
from the same brahman-dominated 
constituency... pVashbrook 1977:1381. 

For the Cambridge schsool, these day-to- 
day transactions among the members of 
different castes and the 'cross-communaT 

loyalties invalidate caste identity as such 
asacategoiy of the political; “If they [castes] 
are to be regarded as political communities, 
the nahJte of their union is better understood 
by the metaphysician than by the jxilitical 
historian” [Washbrot^k 1977; I27J. Thus, 
caste becomes merely an idea without any 
real existence.’ 

The metaphysical of the Cambridge school 
refuses to retreat from the political: caste 
identity was enunciated with vigour as an 
unifying category in the political discourse 
of the times. Here, the Cambridge school 
employs a different strategy to paralyse 
caste identity. First of all, after reducing 
ca.ste as a figment of imagination, they set 
up a conceptual barrier between the universe 
of ideas and the universe of politics: “What 
is interesting to political history is not the 
ideational antecedents of the movement but 
tile contemporary processes" fWashbrook 
1977:287; emphasis mine]. Given this, 
political history should devalue what is 
uttered (that is, enunciation of ideas) by 
freeing* it from what is achieved (that is, 
outcome), which alone is designated as 
poli ucal. For instance, referring to the 1 usticc 
Party, W ashbrook notes, “A large part of the 
non-brahpian propaganda was written and 
performed by the leading Madras civilians; 
and it ought to be judged more by what it 
was meant to achieve than by what it appears 
to say" (1977:296-97). “What it was meant 
to achieve” is, of course, deduced from what 
was supposed to have been achieved. 

Such conceptual separation of ideas from 
politics is legitimised by privileging certain 
instrumental reasoning. That is, for the 
Cambridge historians, ideas are mere means 
for the magnate-patrons and their publicist- 
clients to further their narrow interests; 

In the area of public activity also, the magnate 
managed to preserve himself. Of course, it 
was usually with the support of magnate 
patrons that western-educated publicists 
financed their various associations, presses 
and tract societies. In these they were seldom 
more than the agents of magnate interests. 
Their endeavours wereintended to highlight 
their patrons at least as much as themselves. 
That is not to deny tht intrinsic importance 
of the new ideas expressed in reformist, 
revivalist and nationalist circles, which were 
the result of change in the educated 
community. But political history must deal 
more with the extent of influence and the 
fffccl of ideas than with the character of 
doctrines (Washbrook 1977:123], 

Explicating further on the ‘influence and 
the effect of idea.s’, Washbrook argues that 
enunciation of ideas simply translates itself 

.into 'manpower' to settle factional disputes 
among magnate-patrons: “Cultural 
movements, logically independent of 
politics, were dragged into political life 
because they provided a pre-existing 
mganisation which was valuable in raising 

manpoweY' (1977;278; en^ibasis mine); and 
“...the fact that these cultural and religious 
movements were politicised in response to 
factional struggles implies that, once the 
factional alignments or tactics changed, Uiey 
could be depoliticised” (1977:251). 

Baker echoes the same view when be 
writes. 

On closer inspection it is clear that these 
protestations did not mean that the rural 
population was being mobilised in 
communal blocks by caste leaders. In each 
case the local rural bosse.<! were moving in 
to grasp the new opportunities of the rural 
boards and rural iranchisc for themselves 
and it was often useful for those displaced 
by this movement to cry out that they were 
the butt of communal campaign [Baker 
1976:117]. 

Thus, the di.scursi ve formatiun.s around ca.ste 
identities lack a will of its own; they become 
political only when appropriated by the elites 
to further their factional interests. In other 
situations, they dwell in the realm of the 
cultural or the social which has nothing to 
do with politics.* 

In short, the disavowal of ca.ste identity as 
part of the political is complete in the writings 
of the Cambridge school. If fragmentation of 
different castes denies caste the .status of 
caste-in-itself, the way in which caste identity 
was supposed to have been invoked in 
colonial Tamil Nadu denies it the status of 
caste-for-itself. Caste identity is thus out in 
the cold with no political past or future. 

Let us now turn to how the Cambridge 
.school writes the dravidian movemcnt(s) 
within this scheme of reasoning. The 
Justice party component of the dravidian 
movement(s), which among other things 
soughtreservations for the non-brahmans in 
government employment and in the 
membership to legislative council and other 
bodies, turned out to be the easiest strand 
to be explained away by the logic of 
instrumental reasonin g. For then), it was true 
that the Justice party “spread a waveofraciai 
hatred across the presidency and threatened 
to tear southern society apart into mutually 
antagonistic political communities” 
[Washbrook 1977:1], But in fact it was a 
threat which did not actualise itself; 

...its [Justice party] attempts to erect a social 
and politicaJ philosophy often seemed 
confused and self-contradictory. In the 
period 1916-20, this did not help the non- 
btahman cause to develop into a mass 
movement. Its newspapers never gained a 
wide readership and were constantly in 
financial difficulties. Few branch 
associations were formed and even some of 
them had disappeared before the legislative 
elections in 1920 [Baker 1976:30], 

Thus, the non-brahmanismenunciated by 
die Justice party was an idea without impact. 
It was empty of ideological substance and 
hence counterfeit. 



Then, the invocation of non-brahmanism 
served the non-ideological (!) practical ends 
of the Justiciles. If Baker (1976 ;62) writes 
that “The Justice leaders had... acquired a 
patronage bank. In many cases nominalioas 
to local bodies, temple committees and other 
boards were used to court MIXs and to build 
up a party of men obliged to the ministers 
in the legislative council," Wushbrook’s 
conclusion Ls no different. For him, “...it 
[Justice party] represented not so much an 
attack on brahmans' political power as 
pressure on those occupations and positions 
in magnate net work... which brahmans filled 
in large numljers" (1977:275). 

Thus, the Justice party was a group of 
western educated men who used non- 
brahmanism in a non-idcological/ 
instrumental fashion to gain access to the 
patronage of the colonial state. As 
Washbrook sums up colourfully. 

They [Justice party leaders] .ugued that 

then challenge was .solely towards the 

scculat. political position which brahmans 
had attained Yet. once the hrahniau's 

.spinlual role h.as been stopped from him. 

how caiT he remain a brahman in any 

meaningful seii.se? What the Justice party 

really objccle.d to was the political position 

ol certain imlo iduals who happened to he 
brahmans [Washbrook 1U77.279; 
emphasis mine]. 

The other component of the dravidian 
moveinent(s) in the colonial Tamil Nadu 
was the self-respect movement led by E V 
Ramasamy. The movement, as a policy, did 
not take part in such pnx-esscs of politics 
which were institutionalised by the colonial 
slate 111 the form of district boards, legislative 
council, and elections. Simultaneously, its 
propagandist energy which problematised 
caste, religion and gender, could not be 
easily fitted into the category of patron- 
sponsored publicists Thus, the self-respect 
movement occupied the space which is 
designated by the Cambridge school as the 
social/the cultural and not the political. Given 
this, the history of the movement was 
constituted in the writings of the Cambridge 
schotil primarily by its absence,’ 

However, the .self-respect movement 
surfaced in their accounts, but mostly for 
rea.son$ other than itself. Washbrook, for 
instance, allows the movement a brief entry 
in bis text where it serves as a mere heuristic 
device to affirm the Justice party as being 
devoid of any ideological foundation; 

...it would be impossible to connect the non¬ 
brahman movement of the 1912 to the anti- 
religious Tamil self-respect movement of 
thelater 1920s... The self-respect movement 
rested on the support of these elements of 
local level culture wtach were slowly being 
drawn into the regional level cultures... when, 
from the 1920s, the self-respect •movement 
began to emerge, it attacked all groups of 
state-level culture, brahmans and non¬ 

brahmans alike, and thus made enemies of 

the high-caste leaders of the non-brahman 

movement of the earlier period. In social 

composition, practical aims and doctnnes, 

the non-brahman and self-respect 

movements were as different as chalk and 

cheese [Washbrook 1977:278]. 

Baker gives a slightly longer account of the 
movement, perhaps because it took place 
exactly during the period of his study. He 
wntc.s, 

in ihe lale 1920.'! it Iself-respect movement] 

had gained notoriety through atlempt.'i lo 

force Ihe entry of depressed castes into 

lemplc! and through public ridicule of 

Hindu lexis which, the self-re.specicrs 

argued, pruniuted an oppressive brahmamcal 

code., and they had gained con.siderable 

support through a series of carefully staged 
conferences Yel their dependence on the 

patronage of certain leading Justicile 

politicians h.'id ensured that the movemenl's 

radicalism remained mo.stly rhetorical. In 

the 1930s, however, the movemenl look 

deeper looi in some of the towns that were 

being most deeply disturbed by eamomic 
chiuigc At its annual conference in May 

1930 at Erode, the movement acquired a 

programme which went beyond the attack 

on ptic.stcrad and religiou.s obscurantism 

and included equal civil nghl.s for depressed 

castes and for women and measures to 

redistnbule wealthwilhinsociety,. In 1932, 

he jPeriyar E V Rimiasamy] visited Europe 

and Russiaand returned, to the a.sionishmcni 
and horror ot his old Justicile fnends, as a 

fervent bolshevik. He preached revolution 

throughout Tamilnad, erected a ‘Stalin Hall ’ 

to house a self-respect conference in 

Coimbatore, and gave Ihe Self-Respect 

movement the litany that ‘capitalism, 
supersition. caste distinctions and 

untouchabilily mu.st be rooted out'. In 1934, 

government s1arte.d to bring him to heel. 

They jailed him fora seditious article which, 

among other things, accused the Justice 

ministers of ‘sharing the spoils' of 

government, arrested him again for 

conniving in the publication of a 

revolutionary pamphlet, and when they 
started in early 1935 lo mop up all pinkish 

organisations in the province, forced him 

to a recantation of his bolshevik views [Baker 

1976:192-93). 

ForBaksr, this trajectory of events which 
marked the career of the self-respect 
movement was merely a product of the 
disturbed times produced by the great 
depression and the consequent disruptions 
in p.ation-cUcnt nexu.sc.s. 

II 

Our critique of the Cambridge school’s 
mode of invalidating caste identities as part 
of the political and the resultant delimiting 
narrative of the dravidian movcment(s) has 
to begin with an understanding of how far 
the voices of the participants in history are 

allowed to resonate its nanratives. In oti 
words, following Renato Rosaldo’i 
(1990:104) critique of E P Thompson, 
question is, “...whcdicr central concepts (ii) 
our case, used by the Cambridge historiaos] 
belong to the author or to the agents oi 
historical change." As we have seen earliar^ 
the historiography of the Cambridge school|; 
devalued what was enunciated by thejj 
participants in history and instead deduc»(|. 
their intentions from the so-called outcomes'. I 
of history. That is, utterances are denied th4 ' 
status of conscious acts and are treated a#! 
though they are without any autonomous | 
domain of influence. Moreover, outcome^ i 
become outcomes only if they meet thcj 
requirement of instrumental reason, 
implication of such mode of history writin 
is not difficult to discern. By paralysing tUi 
voices of the participants in history, it leavi 
no space for them to represent themselvi 
[O’Haulon 1985:307], In otherwords, tb' 
can be no more histories other than what tbi 
Cambridge school designates as history 

Despite such theoretical closures 
totali.sing impulse, the Cambridge historians' 
own writings arefulloffissures andslippagi 
which give away the surplus of hislorii 
processes which their frameworic could n< 
accommodate and hence erased or writtci 
out. This surplus of history which a wkwatdl; 
surfaces in their texts, only to be suppressec^ 
with .swiftness, offer us the limits of 
historiographical practice. 

Let us first begin with how the Cambridge] 
school expels caste identities from their^ 
accounts. As we have noted, their firs 
move towards this was to reinscribe thi 
relationship between the brahman and th(| 
non-brahman as non-antagonistic by mean 
of foregrounding and privileging the non| 
brahman’s desire lo sanskritise. However! 
as they proceed with their story, what ii 
represented as non-antagonism refuses tha: 
characterisation and articulates itself i^ 
opposite terms; / 

All members of the westem-educateJ 
community now were placed in the sunu 
career structure and single hnes of divisio^ 
between theni could split the presidenc) 
That these lines might come lo mark 
brahman/non-brahman divisionis BUggeste<| 
by a common grievance which all educate^ 
non-brahmans shared against brahmant 
Their accredited social position wi 
disproportionately low for, although the;’ 
were performing the same secular roles 
brahmans, they were seldom accorded th| 
same ritual and social prestige. Nigglin| 
complaints against br^man arrogant 
which no doubt could have been heard ii 
separate localities before, began to 
into the provincial press fWaahbroo;| 
1977:280-81]. 

Here, Washbrook* s account, for examf 
coheres with the account of the Justice! 
themselves. That is, even their ad vancemenl 



411 educttion and employment did not subvert 

: their infcriorised identity: 

I Many are the non-entities that live by eating 

the bread and wearing the clothes we give 

them and yet call us Sudras without any 

difference... All oursastras declare that there 

is Init one Sami (God). But in our Dravida 

Country all Brahmins are sami.s (Gods). The 
man who, in hotels, cooks and serves our 

meal IS a sami; theman who supplies drinking 

'•f water on the railway platfonn is a sami; the 

man who sells sweets is a sami and the man 

who cringes for alms is also a sami...There 

•'' is no reason whatever to call an idiotic and 

obstinate Brahman a sami. Therefore let our 

. students and other I'amilians give up from 

today the had practice of greeting the 

Brahman as sami (Oravidian, July 12,1917. 

quoted in Rajaraman 19X8:601. 

Washbrwk wa.s quick to marginalise .such 

possibility of brahman-non-brahman ant¬ 

agonism, which, at a weaker moment of the 

text, almost allowed the Justicites to speak 

for themselves. Washbrcxik iinmc-diatcly 

invokes images of non-anta-gonism and 

notes, “The importance of this union ol' 

complaint, however, ought not to be over¬ 

emphasised. It is not necessary to like 

someone in order to work with h un. and m ost 

of the people whoweremakingthecomplainls 

were in fact working with brahmans and 

were tied to the same magnate networks as 

brahmans." Thus, the "union of complaint" 

of the non-hrahmans could not find tiieir 

elaboration within the framework of the 

Cambridge school and awaits its history 

outside. 

The second critical move of the Cambridge 

sefanolin invalidating caste identity is tlirough 

a representatitm of caste as irredeemably 

fragmented. Wc have already seen this in 

detail. But. as Washbrook priKceds to 

establish the so-called non-antagonism 

between the brahman and the non-brahman 

as a generalised feature of caste system as 

such in colonial Tamil Nadu, his tightly 

woven argumentation of fragmented castes 

bits its limits. He flounders when he notes, 

“...The majority of Southern sub regional 

vama were gathered in and around the Sudra 

Ssnskritic vama: Thus social mobility 

between them was possible withoutcrossing 

any very (rf)vious and contentioas ritual gap" 

[Washbrook 1977:129]. However, for him, 

this sudra identity in no sense signifies the 

possibility of caste being an unifying 

identity. He displaces such possibility by 

reading once- again non-antagonism and 

fragmentation there: “In Madras, more 

than anywhere else in India, small groups 

were able to raise their effective social .status 

widiout causing disturbance to the prevailing 

status structure and without mobilising other 

groups or endogamous units either in the 

status categories which they were leaving 

or in those which they were entering" 

(1977; 129j. Washbrook's evasion of the 

unifying dimensionof sudra identity salvages 

tbeCambridgeschoorsdenialofhorizimtal 

unities in Indian politics. Despite this 

eva.sion, it was indeed the inferiorised sudra 

identity which constituted the basis for the 

mobilisation of the non-brahman by the 

dravidian movcment(.s). While the Justice 

party recognised that “Many are the non¬ 

entities that live by eating the bread and 

wearing the clothes we give them and yet 

call us sudras.,.”. it became a keyword, 

perhaps the most important keyword, in the 

self-respect movement ’ s discourse on caste. 

Tlial history of possible unity based on caste 

identities, which is consciously written out 

by the Cambridge school, needs to be written 

in. 

The third move of the Cambridge historians 

towards disin vesting identities of substance 

is to denude the political of the influence 

of ideas. They, as wc have noted earlier, 

conceptually separate the social and the 

cultural from the political; and ghettoise 

ideas in the former. As the Cambridge 

■schiKil’s narrative of history unfolds, the 

separation of spheres, however, comes under 

strain and sets the limits for what could be 

their version of history; and the repressed 

ideas return surreptitiously. An interesting 

illustration here will be Washbrixik’s portrayal 

of G Subramania Iyer’s political career; 

G -Subramania Iyer had been a prominent 

nationalist agilatorin the 1870sand 1880s... 

But he had quarrelled with his colleagues 

over .social reform and Had virtually 
oulca.sled himself by allowing his widowed 

daughter to remarry. As a result he had been 

excluded from the inner sanctum of 

Mylapore. he had failed to be made a 
Congress president - which his work lor (he 

early Congtx-ss deserved - and he had been 

unable to enter the light world of legislative 

council and bureaucialic politics. Through 

ihe 1890s and early 1900s, he remained a 
penurious publicist, while his previous 

associates became powerful politicians 

[Washbrook I977:24.S]. 

TTius. one of the most promising members 

of the Mylapore faction lost his share of 

colonial patronage for taking up siKial 

reform. In other words, his marginalisation 

in the Cambridge schoor,s version of the 

political is a result of his stance in the so- 

called social. But Washbrook has to bypass 

such interrelationship between the so-called 

social and the political so a.s to keep his 

framework intact, and he does. Instead of 

exploring the interface between the social 

and the political, he displaces one’s attention 

on to Iyer’s later political .style: “In 1907, 

he aimed hispolemics againstMylapore and 

drew a following from young and pcxir 

members of the intelligentsia, students, mill 

workers, ‘jutkawaJiabs’ and other similarly 

frustrated elements..." [Washbrook 

1977:245). 

While what Washbrook displaces or docs 

not analyse about Sutn-ainania Iyer tells us 

about the need to write a different history 

by accommodating the role of ideas and 

broaching the boundary between the sdbiaJ 

and the political, what be writes of Iyer’s 

political style too affirms the need for a 

different history. That is the history which 

was not informed by Cambridge school’s 

instrumental rea.soning alone, but also 

informed by the politics of jutkawallahs ct 

al, who are disparagingly characterised as 

people without any political agency, 

“Jutkawallahs, subject to constant police 

harassment, factory hands, in the difficult 

state of assim Llation into an urban proletariat, 

and students, withoulmateria) worries, could 

be drawn into violent demon.strations wilhaia 
much difficulty and particular cause" 
[Washbrixik 1977:249; emphasis mine]. 

HI 

There are voices within the Cambridge 

historians’ texts which arekeptsubordinaicd 

and await articulation and elaboration. Thc.sc 

voices viewed caste identity as sitc.s of 

oppression and hence of unity. To recovei 

these voices is to recover the surplus ol 

history which the Cambridge school’s 

historiography shuts out. 

The first move towards recovering these 

voices IS to have a critical understanding of 

the authori.scd colonial public sphere, which 

is valorised by the Cambridge school as the 

site of the political. f)f colonial south India, 

for instance, Washbrwk wntes, 

‘Govcinmenl’ was omnipresent in the life 

ol colonial South India Whether wc 

exaniinc the newspapers, the letters, the 
autobiographies, the pamphle.ls orihe hooks 

of the penod. lepeatcdly wc find references 
to the power, promise and peculiarities of 

the entity known as government. The 

avaricious begged its favour, the ambitious 

its confidence, Ihe pious its prelection and 

Ihe nationalists its self-destruction 

[Washbrook 1977:23|' 

Similarly, for Baker, his period of study is 

a period of "councils, ministers, and 

electorates” (1976:xi). 

Despite such descriptions by the 

Cambridge school which foitgrounds the 

colonial public sphere, the government- 

native interaction under colonialism did not 

and could not approximate anywhere close 

toe ven the bourgeois public .sphere, ‘a sphere 

which mediates between society and state, 

in which the public organises itself as the 

bearer of public opinion’ [Habermas 1974: 

49]. First of all, this sphere of politics was 

based on the denial of citizenship for the 

colonised, a necessary condition for 

coioniali.sm as a system of domination to 

sustain itself. Given this, the authorised 

colonial public sphere was confined to athin 

layer of the colonised, that is, sections of 

the indigenous elite. Take fur example, the 

legislative council election of 1920 in Madras 

province. Even according toBaker, Tnany 

event it did not take many votes to win an 



election. A million and a quarter qualified 
for the franchise... and these were divided 
into 25 district constituencies. The turn-out 
in rural areas was very low, averaging 23.S 
per cent throughout the province, and thus 
three to four thousand votes were enough 
for victory. The best strategy for a candidate 
was to win the support of men who could 
command many votes in a locality...’ 
(1976:35-36).* And even this elite was 
rendered largely inarticulate by means of 
colonial laws such as the press acts. 

As much as the colonial public sphere was 
a narrowly constituted sphere based on wealth 
and education, it too was constitued by the 
logic of co-option Washbrook’s neo¬ 
colonial reading of this sphere brings this 
outcleaily; ‘Bythel910s,theclassiccolonial 
model of imperial master and native subject 
was rapidly losing its appropriateness in the 
contextof the Madras state system. Indians 
were involved actively as well as passively 
m the highest processes of government’ 
(1977:61) 

The colonial public sphere was restricted 
in its scope and substance not merely because 
of the djUamicisrof colonialism, but also by 
the very character of the indigenous elite 
who participated in it Without being 
informed by notions of substantive 
cilirensbip, it was an elite who were, by and 
large, unwilling to relinquish their traditional 
modes of semi-feudal authority, and hence 
failed to speak for a broader public. "The 
upper castes, especially the Brahmins found 
that their intelligence and application brought 
them rich rewards but at the same time did 
not entail any obligation which would run 
counter to their traditional ways of living. 
They couldlivecomfortably (uncomfortably?) 
in two worlds, the secularised, modemi.sed 
atmosphere of their places of work which 
did not affect their everyday domestic and 
social life. The law along with teaching and 
the civil service were professions which 
they could well adopt and yet not infringe 
their caste and ritual prohibitions" 
[.Srinivasan 1970:184; sec also Pandian 
1994:2-4].’ 

The implication of this dual existence of 
the elite participants in the colonial public 
sphere can be understoixl in terms of what 
Nancy Fraser (1992:131-32) writes about 
the private-public divide; “The rfietoric of 
domestic {xivacy would exclude some issues 
and intere&ts from public debate by 
personalising and/or famllialising them; it 
casts these as private, domestic orpersonal, 
familial mattere in contradistinction to public, 
political matters. The ihetoric of economic 
privacy,'in contrast, would exclude some 
issues and interests from public debate by 
economising them; the issues in question 
here are cast as impersonal market 
imperatives... In both cases, the result is to 
enclave certain matters in specialised 
discursive arenas and thereby to shield them 
horn btoadfybaseddelwte and contestation. 

This usually works to the advantage of 
dominant groups and individuals and to the 
disadvantage of their subordinates." In die 
context of political elites in colonial Tamil 
Nadu, the privacy was not merely domestic 
or economic, but more inclusive so as to 
accommodate issues of religious and caste 
practice.s; and hence its disempowering 
imjilieations were mwe acute and expansive. 

Importantly, this already restricted and 
qualitatively in.substantive colonial public 
sphere was further narrowed - this time, 
discursively-by theCambridge school. The 
contestations and alternate points of view 
which got exprcs.scd, in whatever limited 
manner, in this sphere were erased by merely 
recruiting those events, which can be 
interpreted by means of instrumental 
reasoning, as political, and by denying any 
validity to participants’ sclf-repr6,sentation.s. 
Thus, the sphere was represented a.s 
homogeneous, with its tensions being 
characterised as nothing other than 
unprincipled .scramble for colonial patron age. 
Wc shall return to this point a little later. 

Tile problem of confining the political to 
this authorised colonial public sphere by the 
Cambridge school will become evident as 
wc compare it with bourgeois liberal public 
sphere of the west, which was founded on 
a more accommodative (though by no means 
free from problems) notion ol citizenship 
compared to the colonial situation The 
point to be underscoieci here is that, even 
the bourgeois public sphere could not 
accommexiate Uie politics of the subordinated. 
Forexample, Fiaser, in asympathetic critique 
of Habermas, notes, “...tlie problem is not 
only that Habermas idealises thcliberaJ public 
sphere but he fails to examine other, non- 
liberal, non-bourgeois, competing public 
spheres. Or rather, it is preci.scly becau.se he 
fails to examine these other public spheres 
that he ends up idealising the liberal public 
sphere” (Fraser 1992’ 115; see also Eley 1990 
and 1992). Proceeding further, sheelatxiralcs 
her fKiint thu.s- “... members of subordinate 
social groups - women, workers, people of 
colour, and gays and lesbians - have 
repeatedly found it ail vantageous tocon.stitute 
alternative publics. 1 propose to call these 
subaltern eounterpublics in order to signal 
that they arc pai allcl discursive arenas where 
members of subordinate social groups invent 
and circulate counterdiscourscs to formulate 
oppositional iolsrpretalions of their identity, 
intcrc.stsand needs” [Fraser 1992:123j. One 
need not belabour the point that this critique 
of the bourgeoisc public .sphere will apply, 
in a more acute fashion, to the colonial 
public sphere, which is qualitatively and 
otherwise rcstric.'.cd in .scope, under the 
domination of the colonial state and based 
on the denial of citizenship to the colonised. 
In the rest of the article, 1 will suggest how 
the category of subaltern counterpublic can 
recover those histories of caste identities and 
of dravidianmovenient(s), which fell victim 

to Cambridge school’s bistcoiograpby. 
Our explorations into Uie histories and 

the politics of subaltern counterpublics, 
which are rendered voiceless by the 
Cambridge historians by assuming tbefr 
politics as that of clients without will, has 
to begin outside the colonial public sphere.' 
To step outside the colonial sphere which 
was institutionalised in “councils, ministers 
and electorates”, is to step into a sphere 
saturated with the politics of everyday life, 
where caste, among other inferiorised 
identities, was experienced. It was a sphere 
populated with ‘agraharams’ which denied 
access even to depressed class members of 
the legislative council [Chandrababu 
1993:4]; temples which kept lower caste 
devotees either outside or at a distance 
[Hardgrave 1969:30, 121-5]; railway 
restaurants which bad separate dining 
arrangement for brahmans (as late as 1941); 
hotels which did not entertain non- 
brahmans; private buses which did not 
permit depressed classes to travel 
[Chandrababu 1993:73,83]; men who, 
gi ven their lower caste status, were denied 
the “right to ride a bicycle on the public 
street of the village, to eat jn the coffee 
hotel, to conduct marriage procession, and 
often even for a presumptuous... boy to 
attend the village school [Hardgrave 
1969:160; emphasis mine]. Thus, in this 
domain, caste as well as other inferiorised 
identities were inescapably present as 
experience.'* We may mention here, the 
self-respect movement functioned exactly 
in such a domain outside the authorised 
colonial public sphere. As a Congress 
weekly Dexahandu put tt in 1929; 

Everyday the nuisance created by the self- 
respeclcrs increases beyond tolerance. In 
trains, hotels, river and tank-beds, on the 
roads and everywhere they seem to be active. 
They have been charging in abusive language 
the Brahmans, religions, temples, idol 
worship, incarnations,purann,rand ilihasas 
and... religious marks or .symbols 
[Chandrababu 1993:132]. 

And the public speeches, pamphlets, 
literature and newspapers of the self- 
respecters spoke incessantly of experience 
of caste oppression, which is in sharp 
contrast to Washbrook and Baker who 
found government everywhere. Recovering 
such politics of experience will be our first 
move towards recovering identities as part 
of the political. , 

But experiences of oppression do not in 
thenuielves au tom atically constitute a public 
based on a common identity; it is instead 
formed through multiple and complex 
mediations. Writing of public sphere, Eley 
gives us a feel of such mediations: 

The public sphere ... derived only partly 
from the conscious demands of refoimeis 
and their articulaUon into government. Mote 
fundamentally, it presumed the prior 



traMfonn«tion of wcial relatioiu, their 
condentation into new institutional 
arrangements and the generation of new 
social, cultural and political discourse around 
this changing environment. In this sense, 
conscious and programmatic political 
impulses emerged most strongly where 
underlying processes of social development 
were reshaping the overall context of social 
communication. The public sphere 
presupposed this larger accumulation of 
socio-cullural diange (Eley 1990:14]. 

Such conceptualisation affinns a number 
of things wdiich are denied by Cambridge 
historians. Firstly, itcollapses the separation 
between the political and the socio-culturai 
and establishes their interdependence as part 
of a vrider notion of the political. Second, 
it shows that identities are not pie-given, but 
are constituted over time through a range of 
processes. In other words, one has to write 
the histories of how identitie s are formed as 
part of the political, instead of looking for 
them as pre-existing categories of politics 
- as Cambridge historians have done in 
denying validity tocaste. Finally, it recovers 
the enunciation of ideas as an important part 
of publics as well as of the process of such 
publics being constituted. 

Within this conceptualisation of how 
experiences of oppression, through complex 
m^iations of words and deeds, arrive at 
subaltern countetpublics. wc can now address 
a range of questions about caste identities 
and tfaehistory of thedravidian movemenl(s). 
which have been silenced by Cambridge 
historians. For instance, if Baker and 
Washbrook constitute the history of the self- 
respect movement primarily by its absence, 
it is now possible to unravel tlie story of how 
the movement began its campaign against 
brahmanism by working initially through 
raasociations of different castes, attempted 
with lime a non-brahman front on the basis 
of the common sudra identity, and finally 
arrived at a critique of caste system as such 
(Kesavan 1990:79-81 j, andhowitscampaign 
was carried toeven ,smaU towns and villages 
through numertms journals such as Kudi 
Araxu. Revolt. Vedikundu. Tamilan, 
Kumartm, Puthuvai Murmu. Chimdama- 
rutham, and Suyamariyathai Thondan 
[Kesavan 1990:128}. countless houLs and 
pamphlets which included translations of 
Robert Ingersoll’s rationalist/positivist 
wiitings and the publications of the I.ondon 
rationalist association jChandrababu 
1993;1.^1-.1.S. 149], staging of plays 
(ibkl: 127-29), a battery of public speakers 
whose skill is much remembered and spoken 
of even today, and reading rooms and 
gymnasia located in different parts of the 
Tumil-speaklng areas. It will, among other 
things, be a history of utterances whose 
materiality is mere fiction for the Cambridge 
historians. Such recovery of self- 
representation will give us a different 
account of the authorised ccdonial public 

sphere too. Debates widiin it will no longer 
signify merely instrumental reason, but 
ideology as well. Thus, we can situate the 
conflicts between the Justice party and the 
Congress in a broader realm of politics which 
accommodates ideas as part of the political. 

If the Cambridge school fails to find caste 
identities because it treats them as pre-gi ven. 
its privileging of incomplete mobilisation 
based on caste identities (caste as fragmented) 
as a means torepresentcaste as non-political, 
too would get a different reading. Here, one 
needs to bear in mind that one is talking of 
publics and not communities: 

‘...(he concept of public differs from that of 
a comtnunity. “Community" .suggests a 
bounded and fairly homogeneous group, 
and it often connotes consensus. “Public," 
in contrast, empha.si.ses discursive inicraction 
that is in principle unbounded and open- 
ended, and this in turn implies a plurality 
of perspectives. Thus, the idea of a public 
can accommodate internal differences, 
antagonisms and debates better than that ot 
a community [Fra,ser I992:141n]. 

This open-endedness of publics basically 
means that they not only unify participants 
towards aconsensus, butalsosimultaneously 
allow for dissensions. In public.s which are 
constituted on the basis of specific identities, 
these dissension will, at an important level, 
be based on the problems arising out of the 
criss-crossing of several identities which 
define the participants contingently in the 
publics - caste, class, gender, language etc. 
In short, publics will ever be marked by 
fragmenting and unifying tendencies and 
the mobilisation will always remain 
incomplete. This site of incompleteness will 
be the site to explore the totalising or non¬ 
totalising character of publics in terms of 
how inclusive its conception of politics is. 
rather than a site to deny identities and 
horizontal mobilisation any role in the 
political, as has been done by theCambridge 
scluxil fWolpc 1988|. Thus recuperating 
identities, wc can now, in the specific context 
of the dravidian movement(s), raise issues 
like how far the sudra identity unified while 
other identities such as class set the limits 
for the movement(s); in what manner the 
politics of the sclf-re.spcct movement which 
problem atised several idenlitie.> based on 
caste, gender and religion, came into conflict 
with the Justice party, which foregrounded 
merely the caste identity, and the Congress, 
which wailed for independence to talk at all 
of inferiorised identities in any substantive 
manner. 

(3ur account gives the imfuession that 
subaltern counterpublics are discrete and 
have nothing to do with the authorised 
colonial public sphere - a separation which 
seems similar to Cambridge school’s 
separation of the social and the political. But 
they are not: vdiile they are characterised by 
theirown autonomy, they also influence and 

get influenced by other publics. To quote 
Nanc^ Fraser: 

I am emphasising the contestatory function 
of subaltern counterpublics in stratified 
societies in pan to complicate the is.sue of 
separatism. In my view, the concept of a 
counterpublic militates in the long run 
against separatism because it assumes a 
publicist orientation, insofar as these arenas 
arc publics, they are by definition not 
enclaves, which is not to deny that they are 
often involuntarily enclaved. After all, to 
interact discursively as a member of public, 
subaltern or otherwise, is to aspire to 
disseminate one's discourse lo ever widening 
arenas [Fra.ser 1992:124]. 

This imbrication of spheres is where one 
can write the histoiy.of contestations and 
collaborations among different political 
formations, .some functioning in the colonial 
public sphere and others outside: why E V 
Ramasamy. the founder of the self-respect 
movement, supported the policies of the 
Justice party even a.s he wa.s then a 
Congrc.ssman; why the self-respect 
movement attacked the Justice parly for its 
compromises for the sake of power, even 
while it endorsed a part of its agenda; why 
the Justice party had to endorse the agenda 
of the .self-respect movement as it was 
losing grip over the colonial pubiic sphere; 
why the Justice party leader W P A 
.Soundurapandian, under the influence of 
H V Ramasamy, look lo the programme ol 
‘desanskritising’ the already ‘sanskritising’ 
Nadars and ‘Hari|an’ welfare . Cambridge 
schtxil’.s valorised colonial public sphere 
becomes thus only a part of the political and 
not the whole. Further, no longer can one 
write Its h istory without (he history of what 
lay outside it. 

Such dialogics of the publics, subaltern 
or otherwise, return the mind to history, 
return infenon.scd identities as a basis of 
contestatory politics; and provide a space to 
recover the history of the dravidian 
movement(s) both in and outside the logic 
of instrumental reason. Inothcr words, what 
is repressed by the Cambridge historians can 
now return to ttic centre-stage of the political. 
After all, such dialogics was pervasive, as 
the sigh of relief which M P Sivagnanam, 
in bis role as a Congress barijan seva sangha 
propagandist, experienced in the early 1930s 
will show us: 

In those days, the self-respect movement 
had good influence among the educated 
harijan youths of Madras slums. Several of 
them took E V Ramasamy’s words as sacred. 
Because of that, some of them would barge 
into ray meetings and pose questions. They 
would insist on an answer. Due to these 
(roubles, (I should say) my gmid opinion of 
the Self-Respect Movement suffered. But, 
as I was in charge of Harijan Seva Sangh 
publicit y only for a year, I was relieved from 
the trnubies of the Self Respecters sixm 
(Sivagnanam 1974;8S}. 



Notes 

[An earlier versicn of this paper was pieseoted 
at the Thirteenlh European conference on South 
Asia, held at Toulouse, August 30-September I, 
1994. I am grateful to the parucipants in the 
conference and Anandbi S, Venkatesh 
f.'haknvarthy, J Jeyaranjan, A S Paneetselam, 
Jean Racine, Padmini Swaminathan and A R 
Venkaiachal apathy for their comments which 
helped me in revising it.] 

1 If I confine myself to caste identity alone in 
this paper, it is because that alone was taken 
up for analysi.s by Washbrook and Baker, 
lliis, however, does not mean that the 
dravidian movement(s) did not address the 
que,stioii of other identities. In fact, the self- 
respect movement strand of the dravidian 
movemcnt(s) took up issues of gender, reli¬ 
gion, language and nation, apart from caste 
[see: Anundhi 1991;Pandian i993;Pickenng 
1993; and Venkatachalapathy 1990], 

2 Wemaynoteherethat, for Washbrook,'Brah¬ 
man dominated hierarchy' is not a problem 
oi power and poweiles.sn&s,s/domination and 
subordination. 

3 Another way in which the Camlindge school 
reduced caste as a mere idea is by n^reseni- 
ittg It as aficUon invented by tlie colonial stale 
on the basis of misrecognition of Indian reality 
[Baker 1915:176; and Washbrook 1977:269]. 
This has been already pointed out by 
O’Hanlon (1985:307) in bercntiqueof Cam- 
bndge histonans. 

4 The discursive separation between the social 
and the political has ditfcrent biographies in 
colonial India and these are yet to be recov¬ 
ered in history writing. For in.stancc, while 
oppositional movements played upon the 
distinction and self-represented Ihencsclvcs 
as located in the social so as to guard their 
politics from the colonial authority, the co¬ 
lonial state, given its ideological baggage of 
'civilising' the colonised, responded less 
ruthle.ssly towards theso-callod .social inove- 
rnents. 

5 The self-respect movement was launched 
by E V Ramasamy, after he broke ranks 
with the Indian National Congress. His 
active sojourn in the Congress came to an 
end in November 1925 when two of his 
resrdutions .seeking 'communal representa¬ 
tion were disallowed in the Kancheepuram 
conference of the Tainilnad Congress. 
Thereafter, he declared his pobtical agenda 
to be 'no god, no religitm, no Congress, and 
no Brahman'. [Chidamparanar 1983; 
Visswanathan 1983; and Arooran 1980]. 

6 Even if one concedes that mobilisation in 
elections was vertical, the poor turnout figure 
given by Baker himself shows the limits to 
such mobilisation. Often, such poor Uiroout 
in elections is read as lack of ciuzenship 
ideals among the natives. In fact, it was not 
and they indeed had constituted other sites 
to articulate their politics [Sabata 1992J. 

7 Perhaps, Stoddatd’sfoUowingdescription will 
give us a flavour of the divided self of the 
piditical elite partic^ating in the coionial 
public sphere: 
S Srinivasa lyepgar, Congress President for 
1927, returned torn Gauhali to be greeted by 
'Vedic Brahmans from Myiaporc and 
Triplicane who offered purmkumham...aad 
chuted one or two vedic hymns appropriate 
to the occasion.’ At about the same lime 
S Satyamuiti, an impoiiant Bndunan Con- 
0nssman andlieuieaantof Srinivasalyengar, 

acted as chief defence counsel for the 
Thiiuvana-mrdai temple authcndties against J 
S Kannapar, editor of the Justice newspaper 
Dravidian. Kannapar charged the Brahman 
temple urthorities wifti having unlawfully 
prevented him from entering the temple. M 
K ApChrya, a s warajist member of the Central 
Legislative Assembly, became involved in 

, the is.sue of social teform, notably the pro¬ 
posed legislation relating to dvil marriages 
and the age of consent to marriage. During 
1926 he had founded the Brahmana Maha 
Sabha, which actively opposed social reform, 
and its meetings wme chaired frequently by 
C V Venkaiaramanalyengar.yetanatherpromi- 
nent Brahman swarajist [Stoddait 1975:53], 

8 AccordingtoRanajttGuha(1992;305), ‘With 
the subaltern domainsurgically removadfrom 
Its system, all initiative other than what 
emanates from the colonisers and their col¬ 
laborators .strictly ruled out all elements of 
ie,sistancc meticulously expelled from its 
pdibcal processes, co/onm/um emergesfrom 
this- hLstonography as endowed with a hege¬ 
mony which was denied to it by history' [see 
also Guha 1982:5-6]. 

9 In foregrounding experience. 1 have no in- 
tenbon ol treating it as prediscursi ve. As Joan' 
Scott (1991:797) has argued, 'Expeneiice is 
at once always already an interpretation and 
.something that needs to be inleipreted. What 
counts as expenence is neither self-evident 
not straightforward; it is always contested and 
always therefore political... Expenence is, in 
this approach, not the origin of our explana- 
uon, hut lliat which we want to explain. This 
kind of approach does not undercut politics 
by denying the existence of subjects; it in- 
.siead interrogai&s the process of their cre¬ 
ation...' Sucli an understanding of expenence 
do&s not evict what the Cambridge school 
demgnidB.s as “ideational” or “matter of 
psychological percepUons” from the analysis 
of the political, but instead treats it as an 
iitqxirtant pan of the polttical. 
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Alternatbe Approaches to Locating tiie Food and 
Nutrition Insecure 

Work in Progress in South India 
Lawrence Haddad 
Kimberly Chung 

P Yasoda Devi 

This paper reports on the design of a multidisciplinary, collaborative project intended to make jood and nutrition 

security systems more viable. The objective of the project is to identify 'alternative’ indicators that can be wied in 
food and nutrition monitoring and evaluation systems. 

ALTHOUGH India contains at least 215 monitor fwxl security during the course of is the identification and use of indicators 
million hungry people [Gopalan 1992], programme operations. This enables that are valid and reliable and yet 
Indian famines arc a ‘nightmare of the programme design to be more responsive to straightforward and inexpen.sivetocoilect 
past'.’Famine mitigation has been due to the changing causes and patterns of and/inaly.se. This is one of tlie lessons 
die combination of a number of factors; undernutrition. derived from the last 10 years of experience 
food production which has kept up with These calls for more targeted and flexible with food and nutrition monitoring and 
population increases, government buffer approaches to the promotion of footl security surveillance systems worldwide [Tucker 
stocks of grain which have stabilised are not easily addressed. There arc several et al 1989|. However, a recent global 
foodgrain prices, democracy and a free reasonsforthis.First.targeting ispolitically inventory of food security and nutrition 
press to give the rural poor a voice, the controversial. Eligibility criteria can create monitoring systems indicates that policy- 
existence of relatively efficient inter- incentives among tho.se who administer makers and implementors in developing 
regional grain markets, the availability of programmes to ‘rent-seek’ by taking countries have found many of the 
informal consumption credit, and a set of advantage of unenforceable criteria, recommended ‘traditional’ indicators 
cetplicitfamine-reliefpoliciessuchasrural Eligibility criteria can also provide difficult to incorporate into ongoing 
public works programmes [Dreze 1988; incentives for households to misrepresent information systems [Kennedy and 
Bidinger et al 1990). While this array of their circumstances, such as reporting Payongayong IWl]. Too often indicators 
food policy instruments has proved female-headship when this is not the case are laborious and expensive to collect, 
effective in helping to averting acute [Jam 1992). The unpopularity of those difficult to analyse and interpret, and of 
undemutrition. many economists - inside who write eligibility criteria into law and limited use in early warning or targeting 
and outside the government of India - feel arc charged with administering them can related policies, 
thatthe current level offood security could have political consequences, particularly 
be achieved with less su-aiii on public since the non-cligible are likely to be the 
expenditure if policies were more targeted more politically powerful. Finally, the very Project Objectives and Overview 
(otheuHdemourishedlGovemmentoflndia term ‘targeting’ has become politically 
1990; Ravailion and Subbarao 1992; Jha charged, in large part due to the family For this work we define food security as 
1992;Dev,SuiyanarayanaandParikh 1992, planning drives of the 1970s in which a slate in which there is an availability of 

i; Bapna 1991; Harriss 1991 j targeting was interpreted in terms oi' the sufficient food al all times for all people 
fiw economic policy reforms currently number of individuals touched by a to ensure an active and healthy life, 

underway in India arc likely to provide the programmeratherthan whethcrornottbo.se Sufficient food refers to both the quantity 
government with greater incentives to raise individuals would have benefited most from and quality required for good health. The 
the cost-effectiveness of social sector die programme [Gupta et al 1992). term ‘feaxi security’ has been used at the 
spending. Public sector expenditure on Second, even if an accurate and national,regional,community,household, 
poorly targeted programmes will become inexpensive indicator of undemutrition and individual levels (Maxwell 1990],The 
leas easy to justify on economic grounds in were found, targeting and monitoring can research reported hcr^ will aim to develop 
the face of fiscal austerity measures that still be cosily. Specifically, both require food security indicators at the household, 

Typically accompany economic reform theregularcollectionofaccurate and timely individual, and village levels, 
packages [Parikh 19%). data on household food security, an activity Nutrition .security is defined as the 

Onemeansofpolentiallyraisingthecost that may cost more than the savings appropriate quantity and combination of 
^ectivcnc.s$ of food security programmes promised by targeting. Moreover, for an inputs such as food, nutrition, andjieaith 
is to target programme resources to indicator to be integral to undemutrition services, and caretaker's time, to ensure an 
households and villages according to tfad reduction schemes, the information active and healthy life at all times for all 
policy objective being pursued. For generated must be acted upon. If the people. Food security, therefore, is a 
example, a familiar strategy is to minimise associated interventions prove to be necessary, but not sufTicient, condition for 
the severity or depth of undemutrition by expensive to execute, then the tradeoff nutrition security. Nutrition security 
targeting the moatXevcrelyundmiourisbcd. between the costs of indicator collection indicatomwillbedevelopedattfaeindividual 
If the objective is to minimise the incidence and the benefits of the indicator collection level. 
.'of undemutrition, then the optimal strategy areeven more uncertain [Haddad, Kennedy Given these, definitions, the overall 

to target all individuals just below the and Sullivan 1991]. • objective of this study is to field test and 
Riodpovertyline{Rava11ionI99&J. Another TIterefore, given political will, the . document the validity and reliability of 
uray of Improving cost-effectiVeoess is to ccxnerstonc of a viable monitoring system alternative indicators of food and nutrition 



Fiooke I: OvHRviBw of Alt8rhative Indicators Project Fiourb 2: CoNcBHTUAL. Diaoram Showino the 
Relationshii- bbtwebn Generic, Unique, and 
Location Seecihic Inditwtors op Food and 

NI ITRinON .S ECURITY 

security in the Indian semi-arid tropics 
(IS AT). The propo.sed set of indicators will 
include biological and socio-economic 
variables that are typically collected by 
international or national research stations, 
as well as some easily collected alternative 
indkaloTs. 

Supporting objectives incluw:, 
(1) To assess the ability of a set of ‘generic’ 
indicators (indicators which are not unique 
to a particular .setting) to locate foixl and 
nutrition insecure households, women, and 
pre-schoolers in the ISAT. 
(2) To develop a set of generalisablc 
guidelines for identifying indicators which 
are ‘unique’ in locating food and nutrition 
insecure groups in the ISAT, and to identify 
that ‘unique* set. 
(.1) To assess the ability of the ‘unique’ 
indicators to locate the food and nutrition 
insecure, particularly in relation to the 
‘generic’ set. 
(4) To assess the costs of collecting the 
‘generic’ and ‘unique’ indicators and to 
determine a set of ‘location specific’ 
indicators which are both accurate and cost- 
efficient in locatiiig the food and nutrition 
insecure in the ISAT. 

The Altonative Indicators Project was 
initiated through an extensive literature 
survey on indicators of food security. In turn 

this review informed an empirical analysis 
of extant data from seven different settings 
from fourcountrics (Braril, Ghana. Mexico, 
and the Philippines). 

The literature review and the empirical 
analysis generated a set of alternative 
indicator^ (hat were successful in liKating 
the food insecure in a number of different 
settings. Because of their generalisability, 
this group of indicators is called the 
‘generic’ set. Although many of these 

IndiejUur .set A: Genenc indicators that do notl 
work well in leniis ot ability to locate the 
food insecure ai low cost in the fourl 
villages. ■ f 

Indicator .set B: (ienenc indicators that worki} 
‘ well in terms of ability to locale the food | 

insecure at low cost in the four villages. 
Indicator set C; Indicators unttgie to theleorl 

villages which work well in terms of abdity | 
to locate the food insecure at low com. 

Indicator set D: Indicators unique to the four! 
villages work well in terms of ability lo| 
locale the food insecure but NOT at low! 
cost. 

indicators may be able to locate the food! 
and nutrition insecure in the ISAT. tfael 
usefulness of each generic indicator fori 
this area may only be determined throughf 
field testing. Field testing may also (eveidi 
a .set of indicators which are ‘unique’ tG)| 

the study area. Such indicators may perform! 
well in certain regions, but have littlel 
meaning elsewhere. In India a posEibtei 
example of a unique indicator might be|| 
‘caste’ or ‘number of male children’.|{ 
Finally, the most appropriate set of|’ 
indicators is determined by the costf 

. effectiveness of putting the indicator intot 
use. Since cost of indicator collection wiU| 
vary by location, the set of cost-effective! 
indicators are called the ‘location-specific 
indicators. This set may contain in^catorsl 

Table 1; Timino of Survey Rounds in Study Viliaoes 

Village 1992 1993 .1 
A S O N D J F M A M 

Aurepalle 
‘HiMoef Round ‘Peak' 'Lean' 

Harvest surplus low low 1 
Labour demand medium low high 1 

Dokur ' 
Round •Lean' 'Peak' ‘HiMorl 
Harvest low surplus tow 1 
Labour demand low high hi^ 1 

‘HiMnl 
Shiiapur 

Round ‘Lean’ .‘Peak' 
Harvest low 

* 
.suiplus madhaal 

I Ahnuf demaud 
Kanzm 

low high 

Round ‘Lean' ‘Peak' ‘HlMot|, 
medhaifl Harvest low peak « 

Labour demand low suiplus 

tkikA AaMHosiI IViudrlv Febisurv 18-25« 



Tabub 2: StMMAKY Statistos «« Study Viuaiiex > Wkicb are either generic or unique. Above 
all, however, these indicators are both 
accurate and cost efficient. 

Figure 2 shows a conceptual reprc- 
, sentation of the three sets of indicators. The 

generic and unique sets are shown to be 
. mutually exclusive butvaiiables from either 

set may be cost-efficient. This set of accurate 
and cost-efficient indictors forms the 
'location-specific set'. It is this .setthat forms 
the basis for cost-efficient targeting and 
monitoring. 

In terms of generic indicators, the 
' literature review suggested a number of 
, relatively simple indicators which have 

proved effective in locating and tracking 
the food insecure. The central message of 
the empirical analysis reinforced this 
conclusion. Compared to more complex 
indicators, such as household income 
level, indicators such as number of unique 
foods consumed, region, dependency 
ratio, household size, rooms per capita, 
incidence of illness, vaccination status, age 
at weaning, drinking water and sanitation 
facilities - all coded with only two or three 
(Merent values - weib able, either singly 
or in combination, to identify households 
and pre-schoolers at risk. The indicators 
that located food insecure households in 
several datasets foom developing countries 
are: 

- Household size 
- Dependency ratio 
- High percentage of pre-schoolers 
- Region 
- Rooms per ci^ita in home 
- Quality of drinking water and sanitation 
facilities 
- Land area cultivated and owned (in rural 
areas) 
- Occupation/tenancy status 
- Number of unique foods consumed or 
available 
•> Subjective perceptions of participant as to 
quality of diet 
- Number of missed meals. 

, Indicates that located nutrition insecure 
households in several data sets from 
developing countries include; 

, - Age of pre-schooler (low for low wt/ht 
z-acore, high for low ht/age z-score) 
-Incidence/duration of illness (self-reported) 
- Vaccination records 
-> Improved water and sanitation facilities 
- Use of improved fuel for codting 

' - Characteristics demanded in food 
« Households' opinion about quality of diet 
'-Number and typeof unqiue foods consumed 

' - Region 
- High age of weaning 
- Income fimn remittances 

5Dependency ratio 
I;-Crop-tenancy status of household 
- Number of inhome sources. 

Qiaracterislic Aurepalle Dokur Shirapur Kanzara 

Location Mahabubnagar, Mahabubnagar, Sholapur, 
Andhra Pradesh Andhra Pradesh Maharashtra 

Akola. 
Mahanuhtra 

Distance from Hyderabad 70 lous south 125 kius south 365 kms west 528 kms north-west 

Rainfall (general)* Unassured; 
630 mm 

Unassured; 
630 mm 

Unassured; 
630 mm 

Assured; 
890 mm 

Total rainfall in 1992 
(monthly standard 
deviation)* 

428 mm 
(38.72) 

578 mm 
(57.11) 

319.4 mm 
(36.17) 

450.6 nun 
(94.78) 

Soils* Red Sod; 
Low water 
retention 

Red Soil; 
I.A)W water 
retention 

Deep black 
clay soil; 

water 
retention 

Medium deep black 
clay soil; 
M^um water 
retention 

M^r crops* Kfaatif Khaiif 
sorghum, pearl sorghum, pearl 
millet, castor, millet, ca,stor, 
paddy, pigeon paddy, pigeon 
pea, groundnut pea, groundnut 

Rabi soigbum, 
pigeon pea and 
minor puKses 

Cotton, sorghum, 
mung bean, pigeon 
pea and wheal 

Number of households 
in 1975* 

476 313 297 169 

Number of households 
in 1989-90* 

664 464 451 292 

Percent labourers* 31 24 33 32 

Dominant caste groups* Reddis Keddis Marathas 
Ohangars 

Mall 
Marathas 

Per cent literate*’ 15 16 17 34 

Average landholdings (ha)*’ 3.53 2.62 6.53 6.1 

Per cent of male adults 
in landless/small farm 
huwsebolds consuming 
< 50 per cent RDA 
tor clones (lean sea.son)* 7.3 0 1.4* 1.8* 

Per cent of female adults 
in landless/small farm 
households consuming 
< 50 per cent RDA 
for c^otie.s (lean season)' 23.9 2.9 7.1* 2.0* 

Per cent of children age 1 -3 
in landless/small farm 
houseiiold.s cousuming 
<50 per cent RDA 
for calories (lean .season)' 46.2 42.9 35.3 27.3 

Median per capita net 
income (Rs) 238 389 365 518 

Sorghum price 1992 
(Rs/kg) 

(monthly standard 
deviation)* 

3.76 

(0.35) 

n/a 6.13 

(0.53) 

n/a 

Pigeonpea price 1992 
(Rsfieg) 

(monthly standard 
deviation)* 

8.06 

(1.47) 

n/a 10.02- 

(1.01) 

10.92 

(0.49) 

Daily wages* (men) 
agrii^tura] labour force 
(Rsf7 hr). 1992 21.8 n/a 23.3 17.6 

Daily wages* (women) 
agricultural labour force 
(R^ hr), 1992 12.0 n/a 12.1 8.5 

/ifous: * Unpublished ICRtSAT data. 
a Walker and Ryan (1990:4). ‘ 
b lBfomMiionforAufepai]enndDokurfrom1971,KanzBiaandSbirapurfi(einI961.[Ryanet id 

1984:671. 
c Information for 1977-78. {Ryan et al: 1984:95}. 
d Data are averages fmm 1975-78. [Aaokan, Btia^er Rao, and Mdum Rao 1991; 30], 
e Date are averages from 1975-78. [Ksbtisagar 1983:35], 
f Data are averages from 1975-78.(Bheiuie 1983; 33]. 



Fkiure 3: Maj* op toe Study Site 

. Seini-ariil tropical boundary 

■ C'apital 

▲ Ncigbbounng state capitals 

• District headquarters 

Source: Walker and Ryan (1100) 

Akula and neighbouring three duitncts 
(medium-deep vertisols, annual average 
rainfall of 817 mm) 

SciUe: 1.27000000 

II 

Project Site 
Household I Which household should be 
considered the more fiaxl insecure? If time- 
series information is available, the answer 

falling below that thrbshold Under the Hrat 
definition. Household 1 isclasaified as more 
food insecure, butunder the second and third 
definitions, it is ambiguous which bourehoM 
is more food insecure. If only cross-section 
information is available, only the first 
definition of food security can be utilised. 
Moreover, the classification of Household 
1 as food secure or insecure will depend on 
its calorie adequacy at the time of the cross- 
section. These defmitional considerations 
are extremely important in regions that 
experience .severe scasMtality. 

Past Data Collection Efrirts 

The six VLS villages have been the subject 
of study for almost 20 years at ICRISAT. 
Past studies can be grouped into three 
categories; (1) the ‘Old VLS‘ studies; (2) 
the ‘New VLS’ .study; and (3) the ‘Six Village 
Nutrition Study’. The Old VLS data 
constitute an economic time-series collected 
from three villages over a 10-year period, 
1975-85 (Aurepalie, Shirapur and Kanzara) 
and three villages over aperiod of two years 
(Dokur, Kalman tmd Kinkheda). The Six 
Village Nutrition Study consists of four 
enumerations ofnutrition information during 
1977-78 on the Old VLS sample. The New 
VLS data consist of three enumerations of 
economics data on an overlapping sample 
of the households in the six Old VLS villages 
(12 Old VLS households plus 36 new 
households per village), collected during 
1989-90. 

The ICRISAT villages arc not located in 
the most undcmouri.shed states in India. 
However, the villages provide a unique 
opportunity for the study of rural food 
security. 'Ihc Alternative Indicators Study 
is able to take advantage of (i) the high level 
of trust between the villagers and ICRISAT 
enumeration team; (ii) the accumulated 
human capital of the ICRISAT enumeration 
team; and (iii) the longitudinal series of data 
on consumplitxi and income which constitute 
the Village Ixvel Studies (VLS) data (W alker 
and Ryan 1990]. 

The longitudinal dimension is important 
for the indicators analysis because food and 
nutrition monitoring systems have two 
important functions; 
(1) Identification of the food and nutrition 
insecure; 
(2) Identification of those households or 
individuals that move in and out of this 
classification over time. 

The two functions are, of course, 
interrelated, to the point that the definitions 
of food and nutrition security become 
contentious. For example, consider two 
households: Household 1 falls below the 
undemutrition line one-out-of-four times 
over a two-year period; and Household 2, 
which does not fall below the line, but has 
a lower average calorie adequacy than 

to this question depends on the definition 
of food security adopted. There arc under 
three alternativedefinitionsoffoixi security; 
(1) the ability of a household to stay above 
a nutrition threshold: (2) the potential of a 
household to fall below that threshold; and 
(3) the ability of a household to recover from 

, Choice oh .Study Sample 

The size and composition of the sample 
was selected to (1) maximise the use of the 
Old VLS time series for an analysis of 
structural factors affecting current food and 

Table 3: Individiiai.s C^ovbred by Survey Modules 

Dokur and Kanzara Aurqialle and Shirapur 

Module 1: Housdinld lostei 
Module 2: Education 
Module 3: Migration 
Module 4: Occupation 
Module 5: Housing 
Module 6: Land 
Module 7; lna; me generaUng assets 
Module 8: Durables 
Module 0; Crecit 
Module 10: Expenditures 
Module 11: Dieiaiy recalls 
Module 12; Food frequency 

Module 13; Anthropomeity 

Module 14: Motbidity 

Module 15; Breast feeding 
Module 16; Rqjroiluctive bistoiy 
Module 17: Vitamin A food frequ«icy 

all households in the sample 

all individuals all individuals 
all women all women 
kids < 6 years kids < 6 years 
ail women all individuals 
kids < 6 years 
all females > 10 years 
all children < 6 years 
all mothers of paiually or completely breastfed chiMreo 
all females married or engaged 
all children < 6 years 
mother of the c^d 
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Fiourb 4: Thb Need eor an Accurate Benchmark for Indicator Comfarisw 

Traditional Indicator Alternative Indicator 

Accurate Bencbmadc 
of 

Food Security 

Fioure 5; OvERi AF op Households with a Certain Indicator Characteri^ics and 

Househoi ds That Are Food Insecure 

Set of food 
inaecure 
households 

Set of households 
with indicator value 

nutrition security; and (2) maximiKc intra- 
village variability. With regard to the first 
objective, the three-village Old VLS time 
aeries contains a household-level lime path 
of the economic status of 120 households 
over 10-ycars. In addition to the Old VLS 
timeseries, the Six Village Nutrition Study 
provides a IS-year-old nutrition baseline 
for individuals in the 240 Old VLS 
households. The children in this data set 
ore now adolescents and adults and may 
have separated into families of their 
own. Combined with a present-day follow¬ 
up of the same households, these data allow 
tts to compare nutritional status and 
economic well-being during childhood and 
adulthood. 

To maximise the number of cases on 
which longitudinal contrasts may be 
perfohned. it was necessary to (1 )re-survcy 
as many of the Old VLS families as ptjssible; 
and (2) survey the households of individuals 
who have separated from the original Old 
VLS household (‘spin-off families’). An 
investigation of the spin-off families 
required an- increased survey burden in 
ea^ of theOld VLS villages so tfaenumber 
of villages investigated needed to be 
reduced. Visits to the six villages in March 
1992 indicated that a four village study of 
Kanzara, Shirapnr. Aurepalle and Dokur 
Would be both feasible and desirable. 
Kalman and Kinkheda villages Were 
dropped from ^e sample since agricttitural 
conditions in Maharashtra were found to 
be mote variahle between districts rather 

than within districts. Specifically, rainfall 
patterns (and hence crop performance) were 
quite similarin Kanzara and Kinkheda; yet 
they varied considerably from those found 
in the dry Sholapur district where Kalman 
and Shirapur were located. In the 
Mahabubnagar villages, the significant 
variability in cropping patterns and 
irrigation practices prompted us to retain 
both villages (Aurepalle and Dokur) in the 
sample. 

To maximise intra-village variation, the 
sample was expanded beyond the Old VLS 
sample and their spinoffs. Specifically, the 
New VLS households were included and a 
few ‘Non-VLS’ families were added to bring 
the sample up to 80 households in each 
village. In total, 320 households were 
surveyed from the four villages. 

Tbe criteria for the selection of the sample 
are as follows. Within each village all Old 
VLS families with children less than 18 
years of age were included in the sample. 
These households were selected since the 
children of these families were pre¬ 
schoolers at the time of the original nutrition 
study. In addition, spin-off families (those 
that separated from the Old VLS households 
since 1984) were included to enhance the 
sample size for inter-generational analyses. 
The new VLS households were included, 
regardless of family composition, in order 
to take advantage of the 1989-90economics 
suTveyof tbese'bouseholds. Finally, ‘Non- 
VLS’ households (less than 11) were 
randomly chosen from a list of landless and 

small farming families which had more tb an 
two pre-school children. These families 
were given priority to ensure that we had 
a sufficient sample of pre-schoolers. 

Timino of Survey Rounds 

The semi -arid climate of the VLS villages 
results in seasonal variations in food 
production, labourdemand, and purchasing 
power [Behrman 1987). In the four study 
villages, the timing of cropping cycles and 
labour demand differs significantly. We 
Ibercfore chose to survey during rounds 
which represent periods of (1) high food 
production and high labour demand 
(‘peak’); and (2) low food production and 
low demand (‘lean’). In addition, due to 
the interaction between morbidity and 
nutritional status, a ‘medium production- 
high morbidity’ round was included 

Food security at the village level is 
expected to be low following harvest 
periods. During these times, staple crops 
are abundant and prices are relatively low. 
During the period preceding the harvest, 
however, fixid stocks arc low and the price 
of staple crops rises. For large farmers 
who have ample stocks, food availability 
LS not a problem at this time. But for small 
and medium farming household.s food 
security can be problematic since food 
stocks have usually been exhausted. 
Landless households are expected to be 
particularly vulnerable since they must 
purchase grain at market prices if they are 
not paid in kind. The form of payment is 
usually dictated by employers and is 
dependent on the market worth of the crop. 
If, for example, prices are high, employers 
tend to pay in cash; if prices are low they 
tend to pay in kind. 

Tabel 4: Frequency Distribution of Serum 

Vitamin A and Hemoglobin Levels for Pre- 

Schoolers IN Aurepalle AND Shirapur, 

Round 1,1992 

Biocjieinical Indicator 
(pre-schoolers) 

Aur^alle Shirapur 

Senim < 20 ug/dl 8(16) 16(49) 
Vitamin A > 20 ug/dl 41 (84) 17(51) 
Hemoglobin < 10 g/dl 21(41) 13 (39) 

> 10 g/dl 30 (59) 20(61) 

Note-. Figures in parenihoais are peicentigea. 

Tabel 5: Fmquency Distribution op Serum 

Vitamin A and Hemoglobin Levbus for 

Mohbrs in Aurepalle and Shirapur, 

Round 1,1992 

Biochemical Indicator 
(motfaeis) 

Aurqialle Shirapur 

Semin <20t4/dl 2(3) 6(11) 
Vitamin A >20 ug/dl 60(97) 49 (89) 
Hemi^obin < lOg/dl 7(11) 11(20) 

> 10 g/dl 56 (<9) 44(80) 

Note: Fi^es in pwnilfaeuB we pemeBtages. 

•••.a OAiitieki Woeklvi. JPltAiniaty..; 



Tabic I lihowx the timing of each round 
ill the four viltagcii as well as the timings 
of harvests and labour demand. The survey 
rounds arc not necessarily concurrent across 
villages because peak and lean seasons are 
not ideiUiLai in all villages. 

Bai'kokoond Ini-okmaiion 
ON SlI'llY Vll,I..Af!I-s 

The study villages are located in tliree 
districts in two stales. Dokur and Aurepalle 
are located in Mahabubnagar district in 
Andhra Pradesh, Shirapur is in Sholupur 
district, Maharashtra, and Kan/.ura is in Akola 
district, MaharashtrafFigure 3) The village 
economies are ha.sedon rain-fed agriculture, 
but rainfall is low and is particularly erratic 
in Mahabubnagar and Sholapur districts 
(Table 2). Indeed, as Walker and Ryan 
(1990:221) Slate: 

What distinguishes the ,SAT from nunc 

humid environments is the high incidence 

of rainfall-related production risk. If 

in.sunincc markets were complete, c.ipilal 
iiiarki'is alIrfWed households to save and 

borrow to smooth income vanahihty, and 
luture maikcts gave information on pnees, 

nsk would not be a source of concern in a 

country as large as India 

111 terms of overall welfare, Aurepalle is 
tile worsi-off village. In Aurepalle, pcrcapita 
income is lowest and the percentage of 
landless individuals who are not meeting 50 
per cent of their energy requirements is 
higlicsi. Aurepalle ischaracten.sed in Walkcr 
and Ryan as ‘‘poorly developed and 
subsistcncc-oricnted, with a high degree ol 
sca.sonaliiy and subsianliul relative and 
absolute poverty" [Walker and Ryan 
l99()-297j. Howevci, according to the 
1977-7H nutrition study, mean caloric 
adequacy is under 100 per cent lor most 
of the year in all village.s except Kaiizara 
III the hot dry season in Aurepalle, mean 
calorie adequacy is a mere 70 per cent 
[Walker and Ryan 1990:275). Micro- 
nutrient adequacy is even Icsssalisfaclony 
All four villages have mean nulrrenl 
adequacy well below 100 per cent for beta- 
curoicne and a.scorhic acid. In addition, 
Aurepalle has low intake levels for 
thiamine, iron, and niacin while Dokur has 
low consumption of calcium, thiamine, 
niacin, iron, and riboflavin. 

In Aurepalle. Shirapur and Kan/ara, the 
nutrition data have not been updated since 
1978. In Dokur, nutrition data from 1985/ 
86/87 show sustained ithprovemenls in 
energy and nutrient intake, but they are not 
accompanied by concomitant increases in 
wcighl-for-agc and wcight-for-hcighl. This 
most likely ruflecl.s a lack of improvement 
in non-food health input levels such as 
morbidity and time intensity of activities. 

Walker and Ryan (1990) state that most 
of the explained variation in dietaiy intake 

and unthrompometry in 1977-78 was due to 
inter-regional and inler-villagedifferences. 
They, therefore, maintain that nutrition 
interventions should be uiidcrtakeii at the 
village or regional level. In terms of 
iiidicalorK. the obvious implication is that 
the collection of poverty and fiHid and 
nutrition indicators is most efficiently 
conducted 111 the village or even regional 
level, but not at the level ol the house¬ 
hold or individual. For example, they state 
that: 

The results in this chapter show how- hard 

it IS to establish centrali.sed guldeilne^ tor 

laigetiiig hclieficiaries lorsubsidrsed po veily 

alleviation programmes, such as the 

Integrated Rural Development Pmgramiiie 

(IRI)P). in poor diyland farming com 

munitie.s. In Auiepallc. membership in the 

hanian community would be an effective 

marker ot low economic status, in Kan/ara, 

landlessness would likely be as good as any 

other criterion to identify endemic poveny 

in the village; and hcstly, in Shirapur, one 
would lie haid pres.sed to suggesi an iiidicatnt 

lhal citeclively sheds light on the shades ol 

poverty in the vdlage. 

Walker ami Ryan further .suggest that the 
case for nutrition targeting of young 
childicn i.s .strong, but not for adults Again, 
the ma|oiiiy ol the variation in adult 
nutrition status and I'oihI intake is due U' 

inicr-village, as opposed to intra-village, 
variations. Instead, Walker and Ryan are 
much moreenthusiasiicabout'self-targeting' 
public works interventions such as the 
Maharashtta F'mploymcnt Guarantee 
Scheme (MHOS). 

There arc. however, a number of 
compelling rea.sons to continue the search 
for appropriate household-level indicators 
in the SAT. First, the VLS nutrition surveys 
did not specific a lly measure the nutritional 
status ol pregnant and laclating women, 
nor (hose inch victuals over 60 (due to small 
sample sizes in the ialtcrcase). It is likely., 
therefore, lhal helcrogcncily in food 
.security within and among households is 
uiidcr-e.stiinalcd by the 1977-78 data. 

Second, nulrienlinlakc varies considerably 
by pci capita expenditure level, further 
emphasising the heterogeneity m nutrient 
consumption within villages. Tliis is clearly 
dcmonsiraled by the response of the micro- 
niilricnl intake of children under the age of 
12 to increu.ses in household per capita 
expenditure. For example, nutrient-per 
capitaclastieities forcalcium, bcta-carolcne 
and a.scorhic acid are 0.56, 0.51 and 0.44 
respectively. This result is reinforced by 
the significant (although quite small in 
magnitude) positive link between land¬ 
holdings and hou.schold energy and nutrient 
consumption. 

lAnieb fXAMI’l I(II ll OW AND SlkllCrnlCAl IniscaToks to brTe.sied by Tymh 
Ol Dai A Coi i hci ion MniioDOKMiY 

Aheniiilive liidieators StnuTiirid oi 
Dow Indicator 

-Source of Indicator J.. 
Survey PRA Fxiulogtaphy 

Dependemy r.ilio 
Number ot meals 

Siruclural XXX 

eon.su ined/day 
Hou.sehoid ideiitiinxi on 

Dow XXX 

village map as 'ul nsk' 
Number of diflereiil twid.s 

Mow XXX 

li.sied on IoihI ehait 
Disabled person living 

How XXX 

in house 
Purchased new clothes lor 

Stmclural XXX XXX 

Diwidi How XXX 

Tabi fc 7' (‘oNsi-qui-Nci-.s (s- Inuicai or Awhtion i'nis-k ,Si n'A noNs oh Hiiih and Low As,s(X'Ia‘I10N 

BRTWHbN nil. /YiTtkNATIVl' AND 1 KADITKINAI INDII APORS 

lIiiob.servec1 A.ssociatioii between Traditional Indicator 
_and Benchmark__ 

Observed as.socia(ioii between 
iradilioiial indicc-tor 

' and lower-cost alicniative 

indicator 

High 

Scenario I 
High Adoption of alteraativc 

indicator; lower cost, 
equally accurate 

Scenario 2 
Low Noii-adoplion of alternative 

indicator, lower cast, but 

inaccurate 

low 

Scenano .f 
Adoption of alternative 
indicator; loiver cost.but 
etjually inaccurate 

Scenano 4 
Non-adoption of aiterna- 
native indicator; lower 
cost, but not eoougb 
infumution todetermine 
whether an improvement 
overtnditionalindicator 



'nurd, household-level indicators from the 
basis of village-level indicatorg. Fourdi, the 
eligibility of self-targeting programmes such 
as the MEGS may have to be restricted 
(perh^s based on a food security indicator) 
in the face of downwardly flexible nominid 
wages in the villages [Walker and Ryan 
1990; 148). For instance, if there is political 
pressure to offer a MEGS wage at a level 
just below thelabourmaiket wage, universal 
eligibility may be fmancially infeasible 
{Reddy 1993). 

Fmally, conditions in the villages and the 
regions have changed in the IS years since 
the last nutrition study. Do the mechanisms 
which reduced the variability in nutritional 
status among households still exist?’ This 
question is all the more relevant as these 
mechanisms - public and private - will 
probably experience increased stress as 
India's economic adjustment package is 
implemented.’ 

m 
Field Testing 

SimvBy 

Both economic and nutrition records are 
being collected in all villages. Table 3 shows 
the various modules collected in each village. 
Since the overall objective of the study is 
to identify the moslsimple indicators, it vnll 
be noted that several modules offer 

overiapping inforaiation. Dietary adequacy, 
for example, is assessed by several different 
methods: 24-hourdietrecall, food frequency 
and food expenditures.* Each of these 
methods requires different enumerator skills 
as well as different respondent skills. Each 
method will also require different amounts 
of time for collection and analysis. 
Accordingly, the costs of indicator collection 
and analysis will vary. 

Aside from testing the efficiency of 
diffmentdata collection methods, the survey 
modules also try to keep the form of the 
alternative indicators as simple as possible. 
For example, income level will not be 
calculated for each household. Rather, the 
number of income sources and interruptions 
in household income flows (for instance due 
to unemployment) will be recorded for each 
household. 

Table 3 also shows the coverage of each 
module in each village. Individual'leveldata 
collection is moredetailed in Aurepalle and 
Shirapur. While we would have preferred 
to collect detailed data on all persons in the 
sample, financial constraints precluded such 
acomprehensiveawvey. Wehave, therefore, 
focus^ our nutrition and health questions 
on females a|id children. 'The focus on 
children is not new, but the focus on wmnen 

who are not u- This focus reflects 
agrowing recogniito that women contribute 
significantly to household food production. 

and in many cases are the sole [u-oviders 
of food. In such cases it becomes important 
to understand that women’s health status 
plays an important economic role within 
the household and may therefore have an 
impact on food and nutrition security 
beyond that associated with reproduction. 
To avoid making apriori assumptions that 
men and boys are not included in the 
vulnerable groups we will also perform 
gender-related contrasts for all age groups 
in Shirapur and Aurepalle. 

QOALrTATIVB DaTA 

In addition to the survey data, the project 
team also collected qualitative data in two 
villages, Shirapur and Aurepalle.’ The 
qualitative data are collected with parti¬ 
cipatory rural appraisal (PRA) modules, 
season-specific village-level ethnographic 
reports, and six case studies of selected 
families in Aurepalle and Shirapur. This 
information will (I) provide qualitative 
support for the information produced by 
the survey. (2) help develop unique emic 
indicators of food and nutrition security, 
and (3) help develop a procedure for 
determining emic indicators from quali¬ 
tative information. 

Large surveys are often justly criticised 
for being inappropriately designed and 
disrespectful of local knowledge. One way 
of countering this criticism is to improve 
the design of surveys and treat respondents 
with the respect they deserve. Another way 
of countering this criticism is to employ 
data collection methods that encourage 
researchers to listen to, and learn from, the 
respondents [Chambers 1991 {.Specifically, 
PRA data collection embodies the principles 
of ‘optimal ignorance’ (not trying to find out 
more than is needed) and ‘appropriate 
imprecision' (notmeasuringmorc accurately 
than is necessary for practical purposes). 

The use of PRA techniques offers die 
possibility of obtaining a holistic picture of 

household/family/cooununiy food security 
interactions while reducing the costs of 
data colloctitm. The application of the 
approach to nutrition and health is relatively 
recent [Bentley 1988] and has been mostly 
limited to project development and 
evaluation. Recent research experience 
focusing on the complementary nature of 
qualitative and quantitative methods for 
evaluating health and nutrition status has, 
however, [»'oved to be quite successful 
[Paolisso and Regmi 1992). 

To explore the use of PRA as a research 
tool for generatin g indicators, four different 
PRA exercises are being conducted 
concurrently with the survey work. To 
prepare for this venture, a joint team from 
twoBangalore-based NGOs, MYRAD A and 
Outreach, conducted a week-long training 
wotkshop to teach the investigators various 
PRA methods. The four exercises chosen for 
the study are village mapping, food charts, 
women’s activity charts, and seasonality 
charts. Two investigators on the Aurepalle 
and Shirapur research teams have special 
responsibility for conducting exercises. 
Village mapping is used to identify 
households that are at ‘very high risk’ and 
'no risk’ of food and nutrition insecurity as 
defined by the villagers. Es.sentially, the 
method involves asking a group of villagers 
to draw a map of their village. Typically, 
the map is drawn on the ground using 

Table 10: Misclassihcationofthe Food 
iNSEniWE WITH THE Al TERNATIVh lNDI«TOk 

Food Insecure as Dcfmed 
by Tiadibonal Indicator 

Food insecure as Yes No 
defuied by alleroative 
uidicator 

Yes a b 
No c d 

Note: a = Nundrerof househoMsurpre-scbooleis 
classified as food insecure by both the 
traditional and alternative indicators. 

Tables: ALTEaNATivBiNDicATOii Showing Perfect Association with TuADtrioNAL Indicator 
OF Food Security 

Alterative Indicator of 
Food Security Teicile 

Traditional Indicator of Food Secunly Teiciie 
Low Food Security Medium Food Security High Food Security 

Low food security 100 0 0 
Medium food secutity 0 100 0 
High food security 0 0 100 

Table 9: Alternative Indicator that Shows NoAssoaATtoN wrm TRAomoNAi 
Indicator OF FooDSBcoRirr 

Alteraative Indicator of 
Food Security Teiciie 

Low Food Security Medhnn Food Security High Food Security 

Low food security 33,3 33.3 33.4 . 
Medium food security 33.3 33.3 33.4 
High food secutity 33.3 33.3 33.4 



'rangoli ’ (coloured powder) jsovided by the 
investigators, a larger group of villagers is 
then consulted in order to identify households 

which are ‘very highrisk’.This identification 
exercise is conducted separately for men and 
women in order to measure gender- 
differentiated perceptions of risk. 

The construction of food charts is done 
at the household level. The key informant 
is each household should be the person in 
charge of or 'controlling' the food supply. 
The infonnant is asked to picture the foods 
currently consumed by the household. No 
attempt is made to standardise the number 
of foods reported by the informant; the fact 
that an informant wishes to list three types 
of sorghum as opposed to one may be a 
valuable indication of diet diversity. The 
informant is then asked to place ten beans 
in a column above the food item most 
consumed, and one lican on top of the fcxid 
item leaslconsumcd. Consumption of other 
fotxis is ranked in relation to the number of 
beans in these two columns. Women’s 
activity charts arc structured in an identical 
fashion, but the respondent is asked to list 
activities undertaken instead of foods 
consumed. 

The fourth PRA method used is the 
sea,sonality chart. This method is conducted 
with small groups (differentiated by gender 
and caste) to understand the yearly 
changes in rainfall, harvests of two mam 
staples, food consumption, male and 
female labour demand, childhood illness, 
and women's illness. In a .scheduled ca.ste 
area, .separate groups of men and women 
are asked to ‘make a picture’ of how the 
above a.spects of village life have varied 
throughout the pa.st 12 months. The group 
is a.sked to place 10 beans of one colour 
in a column above the month in which a 
particular characteristic (e g, rainfall) is 
most extreme. The group is then asked to 
place one bean on top of the month in 
which the characteristic is least evident. 
This exercise is then repeated with a 
group of higher caste villagers to capture 
inua-village heterogeneity in perceptions. 

Once completed, indicators from each of 
the exercises may be constructed. For 
example, the number of items listed by. the 
food preparer on the food chart can be 
constructed and compared with the survey 
variables. From the village map, we can 
construct an emic indicator of whether or 
not a household is identified as ‘at risk’ 
by the villagers. These indicators may be 
compared with the traditional, etic 
indicators derived from the survey. 

Ethnouraphy 

In a further attempt to learn how villagers 
interpret the terms ‘hunger’ and ‘food 
insecurity’, anethnograpfaer has been placed 
in Shirapur and Aurepalle for the duration 

of each survey round. The ethnographer 
uses in-depth interviews, key informant 
interviews, focus groups, and participant 
observation to conduct six household case- 
studies as well as village-level profiles 
each round. The case study work will be 
used to develop unique, emic indicators of 
food and nutrition security. These indicators 
will be compared with the etic indicators 
produced by the survey. 

Although the case study method is meant 
to be fluid and unstructured, general 
guidelines for the ethnographers have been 
developed. The guidelines include the 
following topics: 

(1) What are local perceptions of ‘health’ 
and ‘food security’? What community, 
household, and individual rc,sources arc 
required to obtain health and food security? 
Does this vary by sex and age? 

(2) Within this community, what are 
traditional early signs of ‘food insecurity’? 
How are ‘highrisk’ householdsorindividuals 
identified by local people? 

(3) What is a good quality’ diet? In times 
of plenty or scarcity, how does this diet 
change and what are the consequences of 
change? 

(4) What has been the experience of local 
people fcgarding fluctuations in food or 
nutrition insecurity? W-hat factors arc 
perceived to be responsible for these 
fluctuations?How do rural households cope 
with threats to fixid or nutrition .security? 
what do people do to protect food/nutrition 
security? 

{^' What is the decision-making process 
within the household with regard to achieving 

food/nutiition security or respondig to 
problems in its attainment? Who makes 
specific decisions, how are resources 
allocated/reallocated? What is the ba^aining 
power of different family members? 

Once collected, the qualitative data wUl 
be entered into word processor files and 
analysed using a software text retrieval 
programme, Zy-Index. Data entry and 
analysis wil 1 proceed concurrently with data 
collection, to allow for the identification of 
promising unique indicators that can be 
further investigated. In addition, indicators 
that are identified in the first and second 
rounds as potentially useful can be 
incorporated into the survey in round 3. 

Serum Analyses 

In order to provide objective benchmarks 
of micro-nutrient adequacy, serum 
measurements of vitamin A and iron status 
are being collected for pre-schoolers and 
their mothers. The collection and analysis 
of these biochemical indicators is made 
possible through collaboration with the 
National Institute of Nutrition (NIN) in 
Hyderabad. Thus far, the data collection 
has been quite successful given the usual 
difficulties of gaining compliance in blood 
studies. In Shirapur. 82 per cent of the 
possible sample (n = 109) were covered, 
and in Aurepalle approximately 85 percent 
of the possible sample (n = 132) were 
covered. This high level of coverage was 
achieved for a number of reasons; (i) 
ICRISAT’s excellent rapport with the 
villagers; (ii) the presence of a physician 

Tabi e 11: Definitions or Misn assifkation Indices as Aphlied to 

Identification of Alternative. |NDirAToR.s 

Misclassificaiioii Index Fomiulu 

Sensilivity a/(a+c) 

Eirror of exclusion d (a+c) 

Specificity d/(b+d) 

Ilrror of inclusion b/(b+d) 

Ptvsilive predictive value a/(a+b) 

Ncgalive predictive value d/ (c+d) 

.Vourcf; Tucker etal (1989). 

Comments 

PFoportion of food insecure (tradilional indicator) 
ideaufied as food insecure by allemalive indicroor. 
Proportion of food insecure (tradiuonal indicator) not 
idenufied as food insecure by alternative indic^r. 
Proportion of food secure (ti^itional indicator) 
idenUfied as food secure by alternative indicator.' 
Proportion of food secure (traditional indicator) not 
identified as tood secure by altemauvc indicator. 
Proportion of Tmid .secure by alternative indicator 
who are food secure (traditional indicator). 
Proportion of femd insecure by alternative indicator 
who are food insecure (tradilional indicator) 

Table 12: Use of Selected Housf-hoi.d Site CirroFFs to Identify Hoo.seholds Whic h Have 

(!alorie Adequacy Vai iies Less Than 80 Per Cent (Luzon, The Philippines) 

Household size cut off 

%4 

>4 8 
349 

Sensitivity Specificity Positive 
Ptedidive Value 

Negative 
Predictive VJue 

Percentage 

14.8 66.3 49.6 25.7 
28.4 43.4 53.0 21.2 
44.0 29.5 58.4 19.0 
69.9 19.6 63.5 12.5 
80.2 5.4 65.6 10.8 



fur free c'onxuKationii with rtiK{H>iiilctMK; uixl 
(iii) the profcsaional atniiucl of the NIN 
pcrMNiiiel. 

Hemoglt>bin samples were analysed using 
the filler paper technique developed by NIN 
(NIN Annual Report 1986], Vitamin A 
samples were analysed using a variation on 
the miero-fluoromeirie technique reported 
in Siva Kumar (1977). Hreliminury results 
from the first round imlicule that 49 percent 
of the pre-schoolers sampled in Shirupur 
have marginally low levels of .serum vitamin 
A (< 20 g/dl). and .^9 per cent have deficient 
levels of in>n (< 11) g/dl Hb) (Table 4).'' In 
Aurepalle. iron status is poor among 41 per 
cent r)f the sampled pre-,schoolers, although 
vitamin A deficiencies arc not alarmingly 
high (16 )x:r cent). Among the mothers 
sampled, scrum hemoglobin levels are low 
in Shirapur. but not overwhelmingly so in 
Auivpalle (Table 5) 

IV 

AnalysLs Plan 

A ascful indicator can locate the Io<kI 
insecure while being icasonably inex|Knsive 
toadlcct. Pa.st efforts to evaluate indicators 
have tended to focus on locating the fivid 
insecure rather than estimating their 
asstKialed costs (Glcwwe and van derCaag 
1990; Glcwwe and Kanaan 1990: Haddad 
and Kanbur 19911. Tlie Alternative Indtcalors 
Project IS making a serious attempt to lo«ik 
at both sides of the coin; the ability to locale 
the food insecure, and the relative costs of 
collection. 

Abii.ityio Lik Alt', nil Pism iN.sirnHi- 

F/otv and Sinu’turol Indicalors 

The indicators that are generated from the 
household survey, the PRAoxerci.se. and the 
ethnographic case studies can be classified 
into two broad categories: indicators that 
change values frequently (such as the numbei 
of unique fixxls consumed) and lho.se that 
do not (such as landholdings or quality «>f 
dwelling) Tile former class ol indicators, 
the 'fiow indicators', may be useful measures 
of short-term tluctuations in ftHKi security. 
If. for example, a Jlow indicator moves 
dowitwatds and settles at a lower bound, it 
may serve to herald changes in the latter 
category of ‘stock’ or ‘structural’ indicators. 
Negative changes in thcstructural indicators 

arc likely (o indicate ri.sk of acute 
undemutrition. 

Thu fiow anti stock indicatorKcan be picked 
up by all threedata collection mcthixlologics 
(Table 6). Frtxn the survey, tMiccross-sectUm 
allows us to examine differences across 
httuseholds in terms of flow and stock 
variables and makn.’hiferetices about single 
households over time. With three cross- 
sections over a 9-mi»th pcriixl we can 

examine changes in fiow indicators and 
possibly some changes in structural 
irulicators fur households over lime. Using 
the VL.S lime scries we can compare current 
ftKKi .security with fluctuations in structural 
variables over the past I.S years. We can 
also compare the infant-to-adolesccnt 
changes in foixl security of individuals 
with lluctualions in structural variables 
tiver the past 1.5 years. 

Tradilioniil Indicators 

A significant limitation of any study that 
seeks to identify and evaluate alternative 
indicators ot fiMxl .security is tliat the analysis 
relics upon compari.sons of the alternative 
indicator with the traditional indicator. A 
close association between the traditional 
indicator and the alternative is therefore 
useful only when the traditional indicator 
is accurate at measuring food security. 
Ideally we should compare the alternative 
indicator with a ‘true’ measure of fiHid 
in.sccurity. but there is no single, accurate 
heiichniarkforthis. Figure 4 illustrates the 
problem. 

Tile implications of this problem for 
indicator adoption are shown in Table 7. 
Undei .scenarios I and 2 tlie traditional 
Uhl icators acciiraU:ly reflects the benchmark, 
and It IS useful to compare the alternative 
tothe traditional indicator. Undersccnarios 

and 4. the usefulness of the identification 
exercise i.s diminished since the traditional 
indicator does not rellcct the ‘true' f(M>d 
security situation. 

Tlie traditional indicator of fixid energy 
deficit IS calorie intake divided by calorie 
requirement. In order to increase the 

laihour (’o.sts A.s.siH:iuied with Data (‘ollection 

correlation between this indicator tind the 
true but unobserved food security situation, 
we (i) undertake two repeated 24-hour recall 
surveys within each round: (ii)collcct three 
r<»unclsof24-hourrecall data: (iii) construct 
calorie requirements based on age, weight, 
sex, physiological status, and a three-scale 
classification olf activity patterns: and (iv) 
construct a variable which broadens the 
concept of food security beyond that of 
calorieadequacies. Specifically, we will 
construct a variable which incorporates the 
cimcept of dietary quality using our measuie 
of micro-nutrient adequacy. For example, 
we propise a benchmark for household 
focHl security in which hou.seholds that 
meet HO per cent of the calorie RI)A in 
addition to HO per cent of vitamin A and 
inm arc classified as fintd insecure. 

Traditional indicators of vitamin A and 
itx>n .security also tend to he ba.sed on dietary 
intake. However, unlikeenergy measures o( 
fisKl insecurity, bloixl serum analyses ol 
vitamin A and hemoglobin serve as 
lienchmarks against which we can validate 
the traditional indicator. 

Measures of Association 

TItere arc a num her of methods to e va luate 
the association between traditional and 
alternative indicators: two-way tables (what 
are the main characteristics of ftxKl insecure 
verses fiKxI secure hou.scholds‘.’). correlation 
coefficients (both continuous and rank), 
factor analysis, cluster analysis and 
regression analysis. However, all of these 
methods have limitations for our purposes. 
Our preferred techniques are overlap 
analy.ses (what per cent of households or 

TaBI h O: SHhl:r KIK Rk'OKOINO I II-.MS Rm KVANT 10 IIIF. IlsriMATION OF CavTS OF Vakioos 
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pr«-Kch(x>lcrti in an indicator group arc 
food or nutrition insecure ?) and the closely 
related classificatiun analyses. 

Hie (laws in thediscarded techniques are 
■Hit always obvious. For example, in the 
case of two-way tables, the investigation 
ol’ the characteristics of households 
classified as I'lxid in.secure is suggestive, 
but it begins with the premise tliat these 
households have been located. For instance, 
the knowledge that 40 percent, 30 per cent 
and 20 percent of households in the lower, 
middleand upper calorie adequacy terciles, 
respectively, have unimproved drinking 
watersuggests that this is a useful indicator, 
but we have lo make the further calculation 
that 44.4 per cent of households with 
unimproved drinking water are in the 
bottom tercileofcnlorie adequacy, in other 
words. It is difficult lo rank indicators from 
these tables. 

Coirelation coelficients between conti¬ 
nuous indicators arc subject to extreme 
values. Tliis can lie corrected to .some extent 
by looking at correlalioii of ranks. 
Nevertheless, high correlation coefficients 
could ariseduS toclosc as.socjalion between 
indicators at the upper end of the calorie 
adequacy distribution, and we are more 
interested in the lower endol thedisuibutton. 

Factor and cluster analysis lecliniques do 
not work well with categorical values, or 
continuous variables that are not normally 
distributed. For variables such as household 
si/e, income, food expenditure, and calorie 
adequacy, faclor and cluster analyses are 
useful identifying patterns among 
indicators. Factor analysis is concerned 
with identifying indicators with common 
variances In this way we could search for 
variables which load heavily onto the same 
lactoras the traditional indicators. Cluster 
analysis is concerned with grouping 
households on the basis of similarities 
across a set of measured variables. In this 
way we could .select the most fmd insecure 
cluster and examine its profile in terms of 
the alternative indicators 

Overlap analysis is used by Glcwwe and 
van der Gaag (1990) to measure the 
association among various poverty 
measures. Essentially, the technique asks, 
what percent of households or individuals 
possessing acertain indicator characteristic 
are also food insecure households or 
individuals? In Figure 5 this percentage is 
represented by areaB over area B-i-C. Area 
A represents the magnitude of exclusion 
error, or the food insecure set that is not 
identified as such by the indicator. Area 
C represents tlK magnitude of inclusion 
error, or the food secure set that is 
incorrectly identified bytbt indicator. Area 
B represents the correctly identified food 

insectB'e set. 
In this study weean identify areas A.Band 

C. Indicators can be ranked on the basis 

of Bf( A-f B) or B/(B<fC). The chosen metliod 
of .ranking will ultimately depend on 
whether the policy-maker is more inteni on 
minimising errors of exclusion or emirs of 
inclusion. Initially, we choose lo rank 
indicators on the basis of the ratio B/(B+C), 
because in a true monitoring situation wc 
lack information on the size of (A+B). Tlia t 
is. in a true monitoring system one can 
observe the set of households with a cerlain 
indicator value, but one cannot observe the 
set of truly food insecure households. FVir 
example, we are more interested in the 
percentage of households with no access 
to land tha! arc I'ihkI insecure (B/(B+C)) 
than the percentage of the food insecure 
that have no access to land (B/{A+B)). 

As an example of overlap analysis, 
considera continuous alternative indicator 
(per capita land ownership) thal splits 
households iiUo three groups of equal si/.c. 
The iradilional indicator, household calorie 
adequacy, also splits households into three 
groups of equal .size with the hou.seholds 
in tlic lowest calorie adequacy tercile being 
defined as food insecure. Table K presents 
an alternative indicator that is a perfect 
predictor of the traditional indicator. In 
this case 100 per cent of al I households thal 
are classified as food insecure according 
to the alicrnativc indicator (lowest tcrcilc) 
arc also clas.siftcd as food insecure with the 
traditional indicator (lowest tcrcile). By 
contrast. Table 9 presents an alternative 
indicator that shows no as.sociatiim with 
the traditional indic.itor. With this indicator, 
only 33perccntol the individuals classified 
as l.iod in.securc using (he alternative 
indicator arc also insecure using ihe 
Iradilional iiulicalor (see lop left hand cell). 
The magnitude of this ‘lower tail’ overlap 
indicates Ihe indicator's ability to locate 
households ateitherendof (he food security 
.scale. For example, if 60 per cent of all 
households in the tHittom tercile of per 
capita land ownership are also in the bottom 
calorie adequacy tercile, then this is a gixid 
indicator of food insecurity. If only 10 per 
cent of all households in the bottom tcrcile 
of household size are in the bottom calorie 
adequacy tcrcilc then household site is a 

good indicator of food security. 
An example of the misclassification 

method is shown in Table 10 and defined 
by Tucker et al (1989) in Table 11. These 
measures are useful when dealing with two 
by two matrices such as in Table 10, but 
lose some interpretation when there are 
more than two alternative and traditional 
indicator values. An example of the u.sc of 
classification indices is given in Table 12. 
Household size is used ai? the alternative 
indicator of food security and household 
calorie adequacy is used as the traditional 
indicator. Table 12 shows what happens 
when a programme uses hou.sehold size as 
an indicator to determine eligibility. In the 

example, eligibility is initially based on 
small household size. When tbeeligibilily t 
cutoff is raised, more and more house- | 
holds are airrcclly classified as under- 
nourished according lo the traditional 'I 
indicator, household calorie adequacy ; 
(illustrating high sen.sitivity), hut fewer 
and fewer households are correctly . 
classified as not undernourished (indicating 
low specificity) 

Thl overlap analysis is not without 
problems either For instance, an indicator 
group can have a high percentage of the 
total households which are ftnid insecure 
yet cover only a small percentage of at risk 
households. Similarly, some indicators will 
he so general thal they will contain all the 
food insecure households, but the fraid 
in.secure households will only represent a 
small percentage of Ihe households with 
that indicator value. 

Ultimately, ihc only way lo rank 
indicators is to specify what they will be 
used for. For example, if the policy objective 
IS lo minimise undernutrition with a fixed 
transfer of money or food, indicators can 
be used to target that transfer. If an indicalor- 
largctcd transfer reduces undernutrition by 
more than an unlargetcd lran.sfer. the value 
of thal Iiulicalor is the amount of ftuid or 
money an unlargetcd transfer would have 
U) deliver in order lo achieve Ihe same 
reduction in undemutrilion. 

Co,si,s oi- IsK AriNci F<x)i> and 

NiTRinoN iNSfcl llRI; 

The cost of collecting and analysing , 
different indicators involves collecting * 
delailcd information on time spent in each < 
activity, us well as the cost of supplies , 
required foreach melhodofdalacollection 
anddalaanalysis.Table 13 shows the types . 
of information that must be collected for ' 
each survey module, each PRA exercise ' 
and the ethnography case studies. To 
compile this information, survey forms 
inci uded an area lo record the time started , 
and ended on each module. For the 
ethnography investigators were trained to 
record how much time wa.s spcntctmducting | 
interviews and writing up interviews, i 
Similarly, for the PRA exercises, i 
investigators recorded the time needed to ’ 
complete each exercise. Finally, records of : 
all purchases were kept in spreadsheet files. , 

V 

Summu-y 

This paper reports on the design of w 
multi-disciplinary, collaborativti projact ! 
intended tumake food and nutrition security 
systems more viable. The objective of the : 
project is to identify ‘alternative’ indicators 
that can be used in food and nutrition 
monitoring and evaluation systems. 



The project is situated in four villages 
formerly studied by ICRISAT in 
Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. For this 
study, alternative indicators of household, 
individual, and village food security are 
collected using survey, ethnographic and 
participatory methods three times over a 
period of a year. These alternative indicators 
will be compared to traditional indicators, 
such as individual and household calorie 
adequacy, that are assumed to represent the 
true food security situation. 

The performance of the alternative 
indicators will be judged by their ability 
to track movements in the traditional 
indicators. Two types of analysis will be 
used • overlap analysis and classification 
analyses. Overlap analysis is used to 
measure the association between various 
poverty issues by illustrating what 
percentage of households or individuals 
possessing acertain indicator characteristic 
are also food insecure. 

The performance of the alternative 
indicators will also be judged by their cost 
effectiveness. Specifically, the cost of 
collecting and analysing different indicators 
will be calculated by collecting detailed 
information on time spent in each activity, 
as well as the cost of supplies required for 
each method of data collection and data 
analysis. 

Notes 

1 Down to Earth, January 1993, p 15. 
2 Risk-management and income-smoothing 

nteefaanisms described by Walker and Ryan 
(1990) include: informal credit markets, 
participation in ati^tening agricultural labour 
market, government land redistributing 
prognmmes, and public works programmes. 

3 in fact, visits to Sholapur distnci in March 
1992 suggest that the MEGS is no longer a 
significant source of .steady income. 

4 Examples of recent comparative work in this 
area from India includes Thimmayamma 
(1987) and Thimmayamma et al (1988). 

5 Only two villages were selected for additional 
data coilectioD since project resources were 
limited. 

6 We have considered 'marginally low' .serum 
vttaiiun A values to be < 20 ug/dl. To assess 
iron deficiency, we have used a hemoglobin 
cutoff of 10 ^dl. For a full discussion on 
the appropriate cutoff levels for both 
indicators, sec Gibson (1990). 
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Poverty and Inequality: Case of Assam 
Chandan Kiunar Sharma 

THE significance of the essay by Miidul 
Saggar and lodranil Pan (,EPW, March S, 
1994) on inequality and poverOr estimates 
among the SCs and the STs in the eastern 
India can hardly be underestimated in 
providing new insights into the formulation 
of dewlopmental policies for India as a 
whole and this region in particular. 

Their paper has employed inequality and 
poverty measures to consumption 
expenditure data provided by the 38th round 
of National Sample Survey for SCs, STs, and 
other households in the four eastern states, 
Assam, Bihar, Orissa and West Bengal. 
Consumption expenditure pattern has bron 
analysed to examine inequaliw and poverty 
differences among SCs, STs and other 
households, rural-urban disparities, andinter- 
state variations. Their study has unearthed 
.sevo-al interesting facts which in their words, 
‘‘have important policy implications’’. 

Nevotteless.indiisrqoindertotheircssay, 
I wish to review some of the comments made 
by the authors with regard to Assam which 
has been described by them as appearing “to 
be an outlier among the eastern states (which 
are) suffering from low consumption 
standards and tugb poveity and inequalities”. 
They have found that in Assam consumption 
levels are high, poveity incidences appear 
lower than the all-India trends, consumption 
expenditures are well distributed across the 
SCs, STs and other households, as also within 
these bousehdds, near absence of inter-class 
disparities in rural Assam, and finally, owing 
totheabovereasonsadifficultyinexpiaining 
the social uiuest in the state merely in 
economic terms. 

But facts piesentaradically different pic¬ 
ture. Even a cursory observation of Assam’s 
economic scenario makes it crystal clear as 
to the acuteness of the socio-economic pro¬ 
blems the state is confronting vis-a-vis other 
Indian stttfes. As against the contention of the 
authors, it will be my effort to show, firstly, 
that socio-economic problems in the state are 
symbiotically related to its economic back¬ 
wardness. Seorndly, high consumption level 
does not necessarily imply a low incidorce 
of poverty, and auruformconsumpticm level 
among the crosa-aection of the population 
does not essentially connote general affluence. 
Thirdly, a seemingly egalitarian distribution 
olgoo^ and services cannot be adetominant 
of economic affluence if the quantum of 
production in a society is not taken into 
account And lastly, high consumption 
expuiditurBmayalsoiesuit&ixn many other 
facUxs including a higher price of goods and 
services. ’Hie diflernice between people’s 
capacity and compulsion to pay must be 
talminioaooountvdiilBinfaringcoaciusiou 
fflun their consuiiqrtimi expenditure. I wiU 
make these points clear by enumnating and 
discuasingsoinBaelectedcasesinthiategard. 

To begin with, Assam's per capita net 
domestic product atcurrent prices has always 
been lower than other states. Not only that 
its rate of growth has also been lower. In 
1991 -92, the figures for above indicator for 
Assam (Rs 4,230) compares disfavourably 
with most of the states (Economic Survey, 
1993-94). For the richest state, Punjab, this 
figure stands at Rs 9,643 which is double 
that of Assam. Again, according to die 
provisional data for 1993, the total number 
of bank offices in Assam was 814 in 
September 1993which ranks vay low among 
the states of India (Economic Survey 1993- 
94). The numberofbanks per lakh of 
population on October 1, 1989 was 4.5 in 
Assam (only above Manipur) while the 
national figure was 7.1. Besides, the per 
capita advance of bank credit for the same 
period, Rs 415, was a sharp contrast to the 
national figure of Rs 1,218. In this regard 
only Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar, Manipur, 
Mizoram and Nagaland are below Assam. 
Similarly, percapitabankdeposit on October 
1, 1989 was Rs 730 in Assam (only ahead 
of Nagaland and Orissa) while the national 
average was Rs 1,920 (Statistical 
Handbook,Assam 1991). These data clearly 
exhibit the fact diat Assam is largely a 
subsistence economy with a meagre capital 
formation. If th^ people’s ability to save is 
any indication of their economic capacity 
then the case of Assam largely denies the 
contention of the authors regaling it. It is 
quite surprising as to why they ignored the 
CTUcialfactorof the people’s saving capacity 
in order to estimate their economic status of 
Assam vis-a-vis other states. 

An analysis of the agricultural scenario of 
Assam, a predominantly agrarianecmiomy, 
will further refute the conclusions of the 
authors. From 1985-86 to 1987-88, the per 
capita foodgrain production in Assam was 
only 6.4 kilogrammes (ahead of Arunachal 
Pradesh, Mizoram and Nagaland) in sharp 
contrast to the national averagcof51.2kilos. 
Again, the percentage of gross irrigated area 
to gross cropped area in Assam in 1986-87 
was only 15 while the national figure was 
30.4 (Statistical Handbook, Assam, 1991). 
Gxisumption of fertiliser is alsosubstantially 
low in Assam. These figures are 
demonstrative of the fact that Assam’s 
econonic backbone, agriculture, is quite 
fragile and is characterised by an acute 
absenceof commercialisaticm. Notoidy that, 
it is also vulnerable to natural hazards like 
floods, which take away any entrugeneurial 
zadi on the part of the peasants. 'Iherefoie, 
it is not surprising that the quantum of 
production is used iq> mainly fer consumption 
purposes as thae is hanlly any scope of 

marketing them. , - . . 
The pproipitagrossou^putof the industrial 

sector in 19&S was Rs 807 in Assam (above 

Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur and 
Meghalaya) as against the nationu average 
of M 1,592. In 1987-88, the pm ^Ra 
industrial consumption electridty in the 
state was 31.2 KWh (above Arunachal 
Ifradesh, Manipur, Mizmam, Sikkim and 
Tripura) while the national figure was 90<9 
IC^. ’This should suffice to explain the 
deplorable condition ofindustrial growth in • 
Assam. The precarious power situation in dw 
state can be gauged ^m the fact that ui 

of electricity in Assam was 6.4 
only of Bihar, as against the national figure 
of 27.4 KWh(StatisticalHandbook, Asswn, 
1991). 

A well-developed networit of transport 
and communication is a fundamental pre¬ 
condition for the development of any 
particular region. Apart from the road 
transportation (which is perpetually in a 
lacklustre condition, more so doe to the 
heavy rainfall and subsequent floods), thae 
is only one railway tra^ conpecthtg the 
upper and the lower Assam. Broad gauge 
line is only up to Ouwahati (very recen% 
it has bera extended up to Lumding in 
central Assam). Most parts of the state are 
still not connected by railways. The British 
colonial administrationconstructedrailwiws 
for the purpose of draining out resources like 
tea, crude oil, coal, plywood, etc. Thus, 
barring areas yielding these items othm 
impoitantareas were deprived of therailway 
network. By and large, this situmion sttU 
prevails. It creates acute problems during 
rainy season when roads are inundated by 
flood water and many areas become 
umeacbable, accompanied by a whopping 
rise in pricesofessential goods and services. 
Some years back tfame was only one bridge 
over the Brahmaputra connecting its nortt 
and south banks despite the fact that thfr 
mighty and turbulentriver flows throughout 
Assam. In the last decade, two more bmges 
have been built. But this still is inadequme. 
The situation hardly needs any further 
elaboration so as to comprehend Ae extent 
of wastage of time, money and resources, 
apart from human misoy. The prevailing 
scenario of transport and conununication in 
Assam is indicative of an underdeveloped, 
sterile economy. 

As has already been mentitmed, mamive 
pOTodic floods (on avmgefivetosix ayear) 
caused by the mighty Brahmaputra and its 
tributaries have become a perpetual 
phenomenon in Assam, lesultinginimmease 
loss of human lives and prtmoly evay year. 
Each year new areas get affected by floods. 
Erosion in different places it occurring at an 

* alarming rate. But there is no perceptRilB 
effartonthepatoftfaefovemmenttocoatam 
diedetericmting situation. Tliisisdeiqiitelhe 
fact that rivos in Assam have tranwdoos 
potential to generate hydro-electricity and 
provideiirigationfiKal^iftbeyarBotilised 
propmly. 

Assam is one of the largest prodneen 
tea in the world. Its export n^es a hefty 



' \contribittkin to dtc natiooail exchequo-. But 
indusby hac not made any significant 

. contributiontowardsthedevelopmcnloftbe 
' state. The character the tea plantation 

industry still largely conforms to the British 
cotoniiU mode of exploitation resulting in 
,massive outflow of surplus from the state. 
There is still no qualitative change in the 
working and living conditions of its several 
million-strong ethnic workforce known as 
the ‘chah banuas’. They are one of the most 
backward communities in the state in terms 
of education, health and economic status. 

The sune is true with the oil and natural 
gas sector of the state. Till today, no 
noteworthy auxiliaiy industry has emerged 
based on these resource.s. On the contrary, 
00 account of drilling oil in different places 
of upper Assam, a massive requisition of 

' agr^turallandisunderway withixitmcting 
out adequate compensation to the poor tillers. 
14ot only that, the burning of natural gases 
inthefidds (which is in itself an unforgivable 
wastage) by generating excessive heat has 
rendered the adjacent agricultural lands 
ledundant which in turn has accentuated the 
ongoing process of landlessness and poverty. 

Besiks, Assam constituted till some years 
badcthehigbestforestiv.serveintheu)untry. 
But the situation has radically altered since 
then. Assam’s forestry is dwindling very 
rapidly as a consequence of arbi trary cutting 
ofbeesfbrtimbermills and other construction 
purposes and usurpation of forest lands by 
immigrants which has affected Assam not 
only economically, but ecologically and 
socially also. 
, It is true diat the enterprises based on tea, 
oU, and forestry are hugely surplus-yielding 
sectors. But these sectms have contributed 
very little for the development of a strong 
indigenous, self-reliant Assameseoconomy. 
Ibis is so because the interests and the 
ofe^tivesof these sectors arenot articulated 
widi the economy of the state. They have 
pived way for penetration of monopoly 
cimiul into the state and thereby effecting 
a JMige surplus outflow from the state. 

. famdentally, these sectors ate often targets 
of the extremist armed force.s operating in 

/tteregion.Hete we beholdaclear connection 
brtween the economic exploitation and the 
socio-political turmoil in the region, which 
dieau^on fbrsome unknown reasons failed 
'to see. 

Lastly, the phenomenal growth of 
population in Assam is a widely- 
admowkdged fact. During 1961-71, the 
population of Assam grew 34.95 percent 
coomared to toe national averageof 24.8 per 

’ cwt[l]. For the period 1971-91 (in Assam, 
fhere was nO'cenaus in 1981), tUs growth 
^as 52.44 per cent again exhibiting a much 
h^hcr growth dian the nadonal average 
(5torulicit/JVandhook,A8SBm.l991).Illegal 

‘ migration from Bangladesh is a main cause 
bdtind this phenomenon. In die wake of the 
sustBinediirfluxofouttiders,diepercMtage 
of Assamese qroaking population in the 
Brafamapttra valley hM etmnk from 73.2 
percentin 1961 to W'^pweentin 1971 (IJ. 
Since then, the figilte hu further decreased 

alarmingly. The abnormal growth of 
population hw resulted irt considerable 
shnnkageof employmeniq^mtunities (the 
percentage of Workkgpc^l^on in Assam 
was 28 per cent in 1981 in contrast to the 
national average of 33.4 per cent, of 
agricultural land and forestry, and othO'crises 
in many spheres leading to the frustration of 
the natives of Assam. This feeling is all the 
more acute due to the lack of any percept! ble 
economic development in the state de.spite 
its bountiful natural resources. These 
economic grievances are not without their 
political reverberations. The emergence of 
regionalism, secessionism, and ethnic 
conflicts must be analysed from this angle 
to get a correct perspective of the situation. 

However, the autimrs have correctly noted 
that in Assam the consumption expenditure 
is well-distributed among the SCs, STs and 
other households. They have further 
discovered that rural Assam is marked by an 
absence of intcr-ciass dispvities. However, 
both of the,secontentions haveto heevaluated 
under the purview of the peculiar historical 
reality of the state. 

It barely needs any reiteration that the 
contemporary socio-economic disparities 
among ie SCs, STs, OBCs and other upper- 
castes in India is an offshoot of the caste 
system. A rigid caste system provided an 
ideological tool to the uppercaste dominated 
feudal social structure which in turn 
augmented the disparities between thehigher 
and the lower castes. Contrary to mis, 
penetration of sanskritic caste system was 
nevercompleteinthescmi-tribal.semi-feudal 
social structure of Assam (with an 
overwhelming tribal population and a 
minority of higher caste, and the rulers of 
the kingdoms invariably hailing from the 
tribal conununities), since it did not create 
a situation where feudal superstructural 
phenomenon like caste system could thrive. 
Further, the egalitarian neo-vaishnavite 
movement in the medieval Assam thwarted 
the consolidation of caste system. Many 
upper-caste members also got proselytised 
to the neo-vaishnava sect Moreover, the life 
style of the upper castes was influenced by 
many tenets of the egalitarian tribal culture 
of the region. As a consequence, caste 
disparities in Assam are not as intense as in 
north India. 

There neverexisted in the history of Assam 
a significant class of agricultural labourers. 
Dm^g the Ahom reign average Assamese 
peasanthad 2.66 acres of usufruct land which 
they enjoyed in letimi for dreir sovices 
towards tbestBte.l^intitxiuction of lyotwari 
system of land levoiue instead of zamindari 
system by the British hi the aud-19m century 
Assam posed a significantinhibition on the 
emogence of a class of landed gentry and 

' tfameby obstructed the growth of a diarply 
differentiated rural society in the region. 
Roughly, both these phenomena' are 
responsible for the low class (and caste) 
di^taiitieBinniral Assam. Howevwr, this low 
level of intM-clauditpoitiesinniral Assam 
do notin airway suggest general eooacmuc 
well-being. 

The above discussion conspicuously shows 
mat Assam is not an outlier iunong the 
poverty-ridden eastern states of India as per 
me contention of theaumors'. Ramer, inmost 
of me cases its condition is far worse. This 
bolds valid also in case of other norm-eastern 
states, which is vividly demonstrated by the 
data presented above. The paradoxical 
findhigs of me aumors in this regard largely 
stem ^>m the fact mat they have inferred 
too much from the consumption level and 
me consumption expenditure data in order 
to estimate poverty and inequality but, on 
meomerhaiubhaveignored other vital indices 
like me total quantum of production, tiie 
latter is taken into account, it will be found 
mat me egalitarian consumption level of the 
people does not necessarily show general 
economic affluence,ratberitisdemonstrative 
of conspicuous poverty in a highly 
consumption-oriented agrarian economy. 

Secondly, Assam is quite backward in 
bom, agriculture and industry. Agriculture 
is marked by me lack of commercialisation 
and its susceptibility to natural vagaries. Hie 
excessive pressure on agricultural land due 
to me burgeoning population augmented by 
me unrestrained immigration has not only 
given ri.se to eccxiomic problems but also to 
emnic and communal problems of alarming 
proportions insofar as the usurpation of tri bid 
lands is concerned. The industrial sector in 
Assam has not gained in any significant way 
tfom theexisting industrialenterprises based 
on me resources like tea, oil and natural gas, 
coal, plywood, etc. This is so because me 
surplus yielded by mese sectors is largely 
drained out of me state to me detriment of 
building a self-reliant Assamese economy. 

Finally, me aumors* contention that 
contemporary socio-economic turmoil in 
Assam cannot be explained solely by 
econcunic factcars is erroneous and marked 
by an air of ambiguity. It is true mat me 
linguistic, emnic, and sub-iiationalist fences 
are quite vibrant in mis region. But to shun 
aside me economic dimension in me analysis 
of these problems will result in me lopsided 
presentation of me objective situation in 
Assam. In fact, a collation of data may not 
necessarily provide me desired insight into 
any specific problesm unless they areo^oved 
and analysed in the light of meir contextual 
reality. It is mis concern that has prompted 
mis response. 

[I am grateful to Viigiaius Xaxa, Reader, 
department of sociology, Delhi Sdiool of 
Econmnics, Hemanta Laskar. department of 
economics, Raiqias college. University of Delhi 
and Saiqay Singh for th^r critical comments 
on the first draft ctf this paper. Any mnaining 
enota are, however, the reqionsibility of the 
author.] 
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It IS a pity that social scientists have made sol^^ipse of litcmy 9bUrieB9^ f 
paiticulariy in studies of rural societies, because novels,iiai8iritolIfeh poems 
can provi^ much information that is otherwise hidden from even the 
most discerning social scientist Thus Bengali fiction reveals a complex 
pattern of dispossession, degradation and empowerment of the peasantry 
and the poor in contrast to their representation as passive recipients of 
elite ideology in the mainstream paradigm of peasant studies 441 

Tax Management 
ft-oper management determines the effectiveness of a tax system In view 
of the proposed move to introduce a scheme of value added tax to replace 
sales tax in the states, consideration of measures to improve sales tax 
management has become particularly relevant 449 

Secularism Reconsidered 
A small but growing number of social scientists are calling for a 
re-examination of Indian seculansm, arguing that secularism may indeed 
be the cause of, rather than the solution to, India’s crisis The arguments 
of these writers need to be examined and their implications for the 
maintenance and defence of India’s pluralist and multi-religious 
society, culture and polity need to be assessed 457 

Restructuring Banks 
Restrut tunng of banks capital has to 
be done after careful consideration of 
all the implications, and not as part of 
hasty half baked schemes ol partial 
pnvatisution An outline of an 
integrated scheme for capital 
restructunng of banks 421 

Changing Sociology 
Sociology in France is undergoing 
great changes, with the rejection of 
older paradigms throwing up new 
problems The changes which are 
directly related to the changes diat 
are taking place in society, raise the 
famous question posed by Max 
Weber about the relation between 
science and politics 433 

Funding Safety Nets 
The outcome of the assembly elections 
in Andhra Pradesh brought out the 
popular urge for safety net schemes 
in the wake of i he centre’s liberalisation 
and globalisalion policies However, 
unless fundamental changes are effected 
in the states' fiscal administrabon, 
the problem of finding resources 
for the new welfare setemes will 
renuun intractable 417 

Language IVee 
Literary Urdu is not adNited, in Incba, 
for modem discourse of a tecluiical 
natwe Soonechooses ifit is emotional 
It will be lA Urdu; if it is scientific it 
will be in Hindi, if it Abaotmely must 
be in common MndnalHU A will be 
trivial and dqpchteaa. But intuition and 
foariesmeat have a ^ cutting 

Productivity and Policy 
The question ot productivity 
growth in Indian manufacturing is 
far from having been settled Then 
IS, first, the conflicting findings on 
the behaviour of productivity itself 
there is, then the relationship 
between productivity growth and 
the policy regime which is far 
from clear 462 

Living with Inflation 
The government s economic policy is 
now guided by the notion that there is 
no way at least tor a long time to 
come to pull the economy out of the 
mire of stagflation, It has, therelore 
settled tor keeping inflationary 
pressures within what may be just 
tolerable limits tor the upper and 
middle classes whatever be the 
fate of the mass ol rhe people 424 

China’s Ways 
In the context of capitalist market 
developments, alternative institutional 
arrangements are emerging in China 
for dealing with the problems ot 
mamUurong agncultural, panu ularly 
foodgrun, production and of 
ensunng essential investment in 
t^cultural infrastructure 431 

Repression and Refofm 
The army crackdown on the Zapatista 
rebellion in the Chiapas and iis 
subsequent withdrawal in the tace 
of popular t^position underscore 
the instabihty and weakness ol 
president Zedtiio's govcromeiit 
inMexicq 4ifl 



LETTER$ TO BMTOR 

Preconceived Notions * 

one intimaUSy OMOcinted with the EPW for 
a number of yean, 1 am diamayed by the ‘what 
I don't like to see does not exist’ land of 
editorial policy of judging Indian economic 
reforms. It has been dtummed by you into the 
ears of EPW readers that the economic reforms 
would bring disaster to India. This has been a 
persistent theme in all issues of EPW over the 
last three years. You had predicted that balance 
of payments woidd deteriorate, inflation will 
worsen, ODP growth rate will fall, industrial 
sector, particularly capital goods industry vrill 
be ruined, tax receipts will go down and so on. 
However, in the edit ‘Behind the Oloss’ 
(September 10, 1994) you admit that “on the 
face of it, many aspects of improved economic 
performance - the large foreign exchange 
accruals and reductions in current account 
deficit, the rise in government tax revenues, the 
improvement of the fiscal balance, the pick up 
in private sector investment, the accelermion 
of growth of industrial output and the 
moderation of inflation - are mure or less 
palpable”. Afterthatone would have expected 
you and your colleagues totum the light inward, 
instead, you still don't want to concede that the 
reforms have succeeded in many ways, 
notwithstanding your wish to the contrary. You 
go off at a tangent and accuse the policy¬ 
makers of “sweeping under the carpet the other 
fundamental socio-economic problems” and 
in the process tie yourself in knots as 1 would 
show below; 
(i) In the same editorial, you state that the 

present growth is ‘borrowed growth’. 
However, without being aware that you 
contradict yourself, you mention later that 
the domestic saving rate exceeds domestic 
investment hy hanUy 0.2 per cent of GDP. 
If domestic saving is almost equal to 
domestic investment, where is the 
‘borrowed growth’? I can see the' reason 
for your confusion. You are obsessed with 
the ballooning foreign exchange reserves 
induced by capital inflows in the form of 
portfolio investment, bond issues by 
domestic private sector and direct foreign 
investment. But these inflows at the 
moment are parked in the banking system 
and once private investment picks up there 
will be adeficit in the balance of payment;!, 
which win be financed by these accumu¬ 
lated foreign leserves. Your ‘palpable 
facts’ in fact indicate that a rise in invest¬ 
ment it taklng'place as domestic capital 
goods production is rising and so are the 
capital goods imports (see the same edit). 

' Are you right in calliiig lUt 'borrowed 
growth’ 7 A distinction between loans and 
eqidty is crucial. Unlike debt, rtdura on 
equity is uncert^ and that form of 
investment is profitable only, if the 
ruources are efficiently utilised. 
PhiAenifare, the exchaa^e rate ia not 
(uannteeri If, for inttanoat capital flows 

' out, the mtd&aage ime wiSriaupIy decline 

and the fonaghto'veitQO will tajmqbeating 
unlike in the oase qf foreign d^t. You 
seem to be searing yminclf and thereaders 
by pointing out that earnings on the 
portfolio in vestment wBl involve “foreign 
exchange outgo**. Does it really matter, if 
the fonds are used effidendy? Yoii repeat 
the same tortuous logic and wrong-he^ed 
economics in another edit ‘Wishful 
Thinking on Debt’ (October 1,1994). 

(2) Your constant tefndn is that the domestic 
saving rate has been steadily declining 
since 1991 imd you attribute it to the rise 
in production of consumer durables and 
fiscal incenti ves for consumption ofluxury 
goods. What do your facts suggest? Saving 
rate which was around 24.1 per cent in 
1991 after declining to 22.1 per cem in 
1992 started rising to 24.2 per cent in 
1994'. If the increased availability of 
consumer durable goods was the cause of 
decline in saving rate in 1992, how could 
it rise in 1993 and 1994 to a higher level, 
despite the continued rapid increase in 
production of consumer durables. The real 
cause of a fall in saving rate immediately 
after adjustment policy in 1991 was a 
sharp decline in income which was to be 
expected when the ingrained distortions in 
the economy were being removed. Once 
income starts rising as it is already 
occurring, saving rate too will increase 
steadily; the EPW may then invent some 
other reasons to condemn the government 
policies. 

(3) In the October 1 editorial, you have come 
up with a strange criticism of the reform 
policies. You concede that the proportion 
of concessional aid in total has increased. 
As if you cannot stomach this good 
development, you indulge in a non 
itquitur. You call it damaging on the 
ground that concessional aid which has 
come with attached conditionalities from 
institutions like the IMF, World Bank, 

AD^.ero, hatekpoaetf thpladUinecoiuini 
to “not just expcM-ofientmton but 
sation”. AsaiWng conditionBlBy fo I 

pernicious,hasn’tIndianecanonnepeSe 
mance improved as you have pointed M 
This only shows that cohditiottality h 
proved to beablessing in thepaiticidBrci 
ciunstanoesof 1991. Tbra again youaee 
to be alleigic to export-orientation, foiei| 
portfolio investment, foRagndiract in vei 
ment and foreign ttebt. Pray how will yi 
then raise India's foreign exchange rest 
ves? ideological bUndness cannot go forth 

(4) You smeU a rat in finance minister’8 spee 
in Madrid where he urged the IMP 
provide a facility in the event of sudd 
capital outflows. You, however, have sat 
missed the point. Manmohan Singh u 
referring to IMF because this suggest! 
was aired a few months ago by the Fbo! 
managing director at the Washing! 
meeting of the International Institu^' 
Economics. There were no lakers for thi 
idea. Manmohan's reference to it ha 
nothing to do with "his anxieties about th 
Indian economy’’ or his thinking that capita 
inflows in India are not warranted by th 
economic fondamentals. 

1 am sorry to have prolonged this letter bull 
have done so because I fear that EPW will soc 
lose its credibility as a serious commentator o 
economic issues. Not that everythingis hunk) 
dory in the Indian economy. The reform prbec 
is faltering; essential infrastiuctural investme 
in education, health and power is madeahostai 
to a wrong kind of fiscal adjustment; the final 
cial system is in a mess and state-level activi 
IS not at all co-ordinated with the policy ai 
strategy of the central government. You ci 
take up these issues and offer infofraed at 
constructive criticism only if you give up yu 
preconcei ved notions about the reform pSHtM 
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Helpless in Face of Inflation 
INDIAN society is s^ be highly sensitive tb inflation. 

This is tntnaiily because the vast nuyarity of the people 
have very vulnerable living standards and cannot widistmd 
much erosion of their purchasing power. Also, people here 
can still express their anguish at p^iodic ihtovals through 

the ballot box. The suffering caused by the current rising 
inflation rate should be all the more severe for a variety of 
reasons. First, with its blinkered perspective of reducing the 
gross fiscal deficit and, in particular, avoiding borrowing 

from the Reserve Bank of India, the government has diluted 
many social and infrastructural development progitanmes 
whi(± in thepastprovided some societal support to the poorer 
segmentsTTbe promised inflation control is, howevo^, nowhere 

in sight. Second, the supply and demand factors, as they have 

operated in the past one year, do not warrant such sharp 
increases in prices as have occurred. Government policies 
have tended to reinforcean oivironment which has encouraged 
hoarding and speculation in many commodities. Finally, 

government has promomd a sociid environment in which 
rapidly growing inequalities in the distribution of incomes 
andassets have tended toencourage con^icuous consumption 
among the upper sections of society. 

The wholes^e price index (WPl) as on February 11 shows 
a rise of 11.5 per cent over the past 12 months against9.4 per 
cent in die preceding 12-month period. The rise in thecurrent 
fiscal year so far has worked out to 9.8 per cent against 9.1 

per cent in the comparable period of the previous year. The 

acceleration of inflation is also marked when measured in 
terms of the 52-wee!lc or financial year average of the WPI. 

The latest 52-week average shows a rise of 10.6 per cent 
against 7:9 pa cent in the preceding 52 weeks. The average 

for the current fiscal year so far registm a similar rise of 10.7 
per cent against 8 per cent in the previous fiscal year. At this 
pace, the fiscal year is sure to end with a 12 per cent inflation 
rateon point-to-pewt as well as on average basis against 10.8 

pa cent cm point-to-point basis and^.3 pa cent an average 
basKin 1993-94and7paca)tand lO.l pacent,.fespectively, 

in 1992-93. 
Since the beginning of die fiscal year 1991-92, which 

broadly coincides tnth the poiod of stabilisatkm and struc¬ 
tural acQustment, there has occurred a WPl rise of 47.9 pa 

cent, that is, an average annual inflatum of about 11.8 pa cent 
aga^t a rise of 7'pa cent pa annum in the decade ttf the 

IS^.Hiehighesttise of 512pa cent since Match 1991 
occurred in the CPI .for agricultural labourers atxrat^anied 
by 43.8 pa coit rise in the 0*1 fa indtnmial wafers (both 

uptoDeambal994)!Uid42pacentriseiii^O*Ifonlf)»ii 
noiMnaiuial employees (up fo Novemba t994>. What is 

moe, diese cost of living indices almost certainly unda- 

estimate the relevant inflatioi rates, judging by price in¬ 
creases in the different items of commoi consumption. 

In the past 12-month period idone, the WPI for primary 
articles has risen by 15.7pacentaudtbatfafoodarticlesby 
13.6 percent. In the past four years aso, since March 1991, 
the for food articles has expoienced a total rise of 52.2 
per cent and thatfor foodgrains by 54.7 per coit. In the same 

period, while cereal prices have risen by 53 pa cent and 
pulses prices by 63.1 pacent, the WPI foreggs, fish and meat 
has shot up by 98.2 pa cent, that for condiments and spices 
by 50.1 pacoitand ‘otha food articles’ by 65.1 percent. But 

fa a drastic seascmal fall in tbe index of vegetables tirom 

396.7 towards early Octoba to 253.1 in early Februa|y (that 

is, by 36 pa cent in four months), the increases in tbe prices 
of food oticles as a whole would have been much larga. 
Amoigst manufacUired food producu, dairy product prices 
have risen by 53.7 pa cent, sugar, khandsari and gur group 

prices by 64.6 pa cent and tea and coffee by 59.7 pa cent. 
Besid^ food articles, prices of some non-food articleshave 

experienced large increases; 98.2 pa cent for tbe fibresgroup 

and 49.9 pa cent for ‘other non-food articles’. Coal prices 
have risen by 58.1 pa cent and electricity tariffs by 65.9 pa 
cent. As a result of the persistent inaeases in input prices 
and tbe recent recovery in drniand afta three years of 
recession, prices of manufactures have also begun to recova 

the lost ground and ate making a substantial contribution to 
the ovaall inflation rate. In die past one year ^one, edible oil 
prices have jumped by 20.1 pa cent afta remaining stable 
for some time. Similarly, prices of tea and coffee have 

galloped by 47 pa coit in the ciment fiscal year so far. More 
sipificantly, in the past 12-month period cotton textile 
prices have jumped by 21.4 pa cent, drugs and medicines 
{Sices by 17.4 pa cent, soaps anddetagentsby 15.2 {>er cent, 
cement by 17.5 pacent, non-forous metals by 19.5 pacent, 

ferro alloys by 39.2 per cent and elecuical machinery by 
19.1 pa coit. 

The experience of inflation in the post-econonic reform 
period brings outits strong structuralist characteristics. With 

a fairly high level of agricultural output fa the seventh year 
in snocession, overall foodgrain supplies have been reasona¬ 
bly good. This yea’s bumpa crop has, howeva, nahad any 
inqiii^ on prices. Evoi tbe procurement and is$t» {Sic^s for 
foodgrains, wbidi had played arole in inflatioo in Uieealia 

years,, have been nosed by not more than 3 pa cent a so in 
the 1994 kharif season and yet foodgrain prices have 
e]q)erieaced an uptrend, l^ou^ thoe have a few 
sectoral sbotages, as in pulses and raw cotton, the role of 
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(pecolotioaBndhoardinsinTeiTectofinmiy 
commodities staodi out. In prices at 
menufactiaes, the cost-plus i^cuig system 
has already begun to absorb die cost-push 
inflationary pressures. Tbcextma]sector's 
influences on domestic |mces ki terms bf 
depreciation of the rupee, highm import 
content of output and larger cxprut demand 
are reflected in many sectoral prices such as 
tea and coffee and electrical machinery. 
Even the existence of large foreign ex¬ 
change reserves has not helped matters, 
though die govenunenthas been repeatedly 
claiming that relaxation on imports would 
ensure near normal availability of essential 
commodities. For instance, despite the dire 
need fm augmenting supplies of pulses, 
neither private trade nor any government 
agency has made any systematic procure¬ 
ment and marketing arrangements in the 
past few years when pulses import has been 
pul under open general licence (OGL); they 
seem to have a vested interest in keeping 
domestic pulses prices high. 

With the objective of containing the infla¬ 
tion rate within 6 to 7 per cent in 1994-9.5. 
the Reserve Bank has undertaken a...erics of 
monetary measures in the past six months 
or so. Apart from ic.suaiiung the inflow of 
ODR funds fivm abroad, the cash reserve 
ratio (CRK) has been raised oi freshly intro- 
dud6d in respect of certain types of foreign 
currency deposits. Creation of primary 
money has lieen sought to be curbed through 
open market operations and through the 
imposition of limits on the use of ad hoc 
treasury bills and recourse to RBI credit by 
the central government. A.s a result of thc.se 
measures, the growth of primary money 
and its sources have been curbed in the 
recent period. During the past four months, 
since the end of October 1994, foreign 
exchange assets have remained below the 
level of $ 20 billion then attained. For 
almost the first time in 40 years, that is, 
after the Second Five-Year Plan began, 
expan.sion in net RBI credit to the central 
government, is negative at (-) Rs 1,151 
crore in the current fiscal year so far. 
Consequently, reserve money expansion 
between the end of March 1994 and February 
3 this year works out to only 14.5 per cent 
as against 18.3 percent in (he corresponding 
period of the previous year. Even overall 
M3 growth has been moderated in recent 
months to an extent. No doubt, a major 
expansionary factor in the current mone¬ 
tary and banking scene is the rapid 
expansion in non-food advances to 
oonunetcial sectors. These credit increases 
reflect the increased tempo of induatriri 
activity and have occimed after three years 
of umuoal aiuggishness in expansion of 
both bald: credit and induslriai ou^mL 
Besidea, public sector entenpriaea appear to 
be utilising th«r eriidit limits to substitute 
for reduced bt^fetny allocations and i»i- 
vate companies dm doing the same in place 
of commercial paper, reduced btl^ re- 
disoounting holies, lower esdo'of GUI 
funds and other limilaT somect of finance. 
Experience stq(ge^ that while ccuponte 
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bodttsfimhejp]ntotidi^aiikc»e|cietitific istocottiniriril^mfbh'grimteigdit^^ 
iaventcnymanagnaeidinetli^in the face' of 'pttbtKsemcca.liw|^(>wm|£iiwonto&t' 
of heavy interest burden, mach of the about dw tion-availabiUty of ^blic Imalth 
bouding and speculidion takes place at the services and increuingly costly private 
traders’ level - a pbencunenon which has 'medicare is being ardculat^notonly by the 
been stimulated by the lackadaisical poor but by the influential middle class is 
implementation of tte Essential Commo- well. The socio-cultin-al ethos of the middfiP* 
dities* Act and other laws governing trading class,'and consequently the organised . 
in commodities. woricing class, is also undergoing change so 

that medical solutions, such as for instance 
MEDICAL PRACTICE surgery or diagnosis and hospital-based 

. therapies, have become viable options. In a 
CJontrolllIlg Costs sense, there is greater acceptance of the 

possibilitie.s of leading a mc»re comfortable 
THE parliamentary committee on life by resorting to medical/surgical intiar- 
subordinate legislation has proposed that ventions. The demand formedical treatment 
the government intervene in the matter of of this nature is also enhanced by the ageing 
remuneration charged by the medical of the population. Added to this is the fact 
profession for services rendered. The that medical insurance .schemes are gaining 
committee has reportedly taken grave note wider acceptance. The insurance sector has 
ofthcexorbitantrateschargcdbytlKmedical been instrumental in reining in medicare 
community and sought to regulate and expense in some countries. It is these factors 
standardise medical fees. The irony is this': which are driving the efforts to control the 
on tkeone hand, the committee is .suggesting cost of medicare, nut so much concern for 
.somewhat drastic changes in a single aspect those who desperately need medical hej[^ 
of the functioning of the medical system’; on and are increasingly unable to afford it. For, 
the other, the changes suggested are such if that had been the case, then the solution 
Uiut in order to implement tliem the very would have been to recommend and in fact 
basis on which the private medicare system make it imjierative for the government to 
rests, where medical care is a commodity increase the expenditure on primary (and of 
whose price is determined by market forces, course secondary) curative care, together 
must be altered. Even so..utonc level, one with a greater investment in creating the 
maycommendthecommitteeforrecugnising ba,sc for living healthy lives, 
the need for mechanisms to monitor and 
regulate remuneration for medical services. . MANIPUR 
At another, it is extraordinary that the ^ 
committee should recommend legislation NO EaSy PcaCC 
only with regard to fees and strengthening 
the Indian Medical Council Act to enable a I.IKF. the other states of the north-east, 

■ better regulation of professional quali- Manipurlias been consistently in the news 
fleations, apparently ignoring the fact that for the violent ethnic conflicts that have 
such legislation can only be implemented in engulfed the state fur the past couple of 
thecontextofawell-rcgulatedprivdtesector. years. Tlic Kuki-Naga warfare, which till 
which doesn’t currently obtain. now has claimed more, than 30,000 lives, 

Tbe move to regulate fees charged by has been intermittently supplemented Iw 
private medical practitioners and institutions the Muslim-Meitei conflict over land. The 
ha.s comeupperiodically in several countries, deteriorating law and order situation has led 
Not surprisingly, it has met with stiff to political combinations of all sorts. Tlic 
resistance from the medical community. Ia.sl assembly elections of 1990 .sawfirst the 
For example, at Uie time Bangladesh issued foimation of a coalition government led by 
its now famous ordinance limiting the the Manipur People’s Party (MPP) wlach 
number of drugs to be manufactured and was toppled within two years through 
sold in the market, the government also defections brought about by the Congress, 
proposed an upper limit on private medicare Later, under the Congress-led coalition 
fees and a structure for enforcing the rules, government of Dorendra Singh the state 
However, so vocal was the medical com- witnessed an unmecedented escalation in 
munity on this issue that the Ershad govern- - etiuiic violence, ’hie demand for Kukiland, 
ment wd the group which had fonnulated .espoused by lOiki militant outfits like Kidd 
the drug and healte policy decided that H National Army (KNA) and Kuki Defence 
was better to give in on this rather than have Force(KDF), was counMed by theNatkmal 
the drug policy jei^ardised. Somedegreeof Socialist Counefi % ffiigaland (NSCN) by 
monitoring has been possible only in torching KulaviIla|M in the hill disiriclB of 
rirctWMtanceswberetfaeiebasbeenawtole- the sUtte, The NSC^ luttiksitypursued its 
scale restrocturingoftfae medical System, as |io!icyofethntcckansiiigintheafeaslargely 
for instance when Britain introduced its mh«toitedbyfeeNagasrwiiltingia«ieXo<te 
system of health insumicc. ofthbUsandsofKuBstolmtdiaLTlieNSCl 

Wtetisintriguiagisthattfaesubjeashould urns to achieve ‘Oreater Nt^aknd’ b; 
have come u^ now. Quite obvioosly, incoipckating the four hiU districts o 
nuffiootu studies have stoumthatincomes Man^iur un^ the regional head of'sotitb 
of private doctors for exceed wfaathad been em Ni^aland’. Mteeovm, the hfeiteis wh 
asnun^fo be the case. At the same time^ constitute tiO phr cent of the pt^xilation 
ifaea»tyiessk»pfpublicbealtheixpendlture attatd^ the Muslinu feai^ the loiftef’ 
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'■ abOMkt a >Ukta and an cx'ch^ 
niniatinrctfthe f{Ma,forfometMiagit<Mil>le, 
hia plea went unheeded by the central party 

kaderahip. McanwUte. ^ ifetkti ctf the 
^^^junonbty, Borobabu Singh, had abo raked 
> apacoatrovnraybyaummnily diaqtMlify* 

ing members of the assembly, making 
unrestrained use of the anti-defection law. 
Presklent's rate which was imposed at the 
begmning of last year failed to improve the 
sitnatim during its eleven-mcmth duration. 
Instead, the army became an added irritant 
in the rapidly standing conflagration in the 
state, Risbang Keishing was made the chief 
minister just two months before the expiry 
of the last assembly. The only reason for 
making him the chief minister by hook or 
crook was that he is a Naga and was 
considered likely to bring temporary relief 
to the Naga-Kuki conflict Perhaps the .same 

calculation persists in making him the chief 
minister again now. 

Yet the deep chasm that has developed 
Mramongst the communities after the savage 

ethnic clashes has resulted in strong anti- 
Naga feelings among the Kukis and the 
Mciteis. The election campaigning was 
conducted along ethnic lines though overtly 
every partynnonifesto pledged itself to the 
territoriid.integrity of the state. The elections 
did register a heavy turnout of voters but the 
fact that T.S.OOO armymen were deployed tor 
a population of 19 lakh, is in itself acommenl 
on the insecurity prevailing in the state. By 
winning 21 seals as against the 18 scats of 
Manipur People’s Party, the Congress has 
managed a slender lead over its main rival. 
The governor has given amonth's tunc for 
the Congress to prove ils ma|orily in the 
hou.se. But the sudden resignation of 
Kadhabinod Koijam. a close contestant for 
chief niinistei^hip. (irom the three-member 
ministry of Keishing and his eventual re- 

0 induction as the deputy chief minister 
ominou.sly signals that political stability 
cannot easily return to a slate that has 
Witnes.sed so much conflict and bloodshed 
recently. 

otkowiae, the Kwiniu, according to dech^ 
nutioos of tbdr own acemfited apokes- 
pef8oos,raetodaypeiiiapslheinaatupwaidfy 
mobile segment m the BUur ratal society 
viliose pedestal is invariably constituted 1^ 
the dalit landless and adivasis. Kkmover. 
when the CPI(ML) bad extended its band of 
co-oper^ion to die Laloo IVasOd government 

after the last elections, it was in the context 
of the pervasive Left benevolence towards 
the Janata Dal. The CPI(ML)'8 lilt towards 
theSamataPartylacksdiis backdrop. Hence, 
it is difficult to justify its afliance this 
time; it is even more difficult to convince 
the past, [Mvsent and potential victims of the 
aggression of theprimary social base of the 
Samata Party about the rationality of that 
alliance. 

All this means that if the CPl(ML)'s 
breach with Laloo Yadav may have been 

justified, its linkage with the Samata Party is 
not. Lured by cakulationsof electoral gains, 
the CPl(ML) leadership seems to have 
forgotten the f^amous dictum - ‘ the policy of 
principles is the best policy’. Whether the 
party makes any electoral gains from this 
misdliance remains to be seen; but it i.« sure 
to lose in tenn.s of its grass tools strength 
among the rural poor. 

CPI(M) . . . 

Existential Pathos 

A correspondent writes: 

THE rapid, whirling transformation which 
is now (be hallmark of the so-called deve¬ 
loping s(x;ieties ismaking the task of tunning 
political parties or setting into motion 
p,diticat processes of any durability ex¬ 
tremely daunting: it continuously nibble.s at 
their relevance, demanding from political 
leaders intellectual supplenes.s of a very 
unusual order. In our country, the most 
paradoxical and hypocritical demoastration 
of this supple ne.ss has come frean tfaeCPIfM); 
paradoxical, because the party has intro¬ 
duced economic liberalisation in West 

BIHAR 

WitHig'nini 
« 

THE CnfML). led by Vinod Mishra, seems, 
to have land^ itself in a rather difTicult 
situation in Bihar. Angered by Laloo Yadav ’ $ 
failure tocurb violence and atrocities against 
ils mass bases and padres, the patty ctecided 
to join bands with the .spliCaway Samata 
Parly in the forthcoming electoral battles. 
The Bfliar Jamta Dal. pre^ihinantly backed 
by the Yadavs, and its splitaway Samata 
Parly, with ita mrgor base among tte Kurmi 
and Keori castwi, ipay not be fundamentally 
differenr in' their political and socio¬ 
economic pcrfonnanoe.'Yet, there is a basis 
for a disttetioal betwemi the two in the 

percepiion of tbe ’Cn(ML)'s mass base in 
the state. In some of the most notorious 
cases of vkdence against the iwal poor, it 

Bengal in contravention of ils political 
philo.sophy: 'hypocritical, because it has 
attempted to justify this policy while 
retaining in theory its standard ideology. 

Viewed in isolation from the rarrounding 
reality, this supplene.ss on the part of the 
CPl(M) will project itself merely as pathetic 

acrobatics:, placed in the midst of thisreality, 
it may come across as an intelSigent response 
to a complex situation. By behaving in this 
paiticulw manner, the CPRM) may have 
saved itself fk>m total redundancy. Yet this 

afler-life - so to speak - that the CB(M) has 
salvaged for itself is not without its 
existential pathos: mdopeniieiitly of the party 
it once gave life to, it would live on, like a 
ghost whtout a body, hoping for 'nirvana' 
or. if flut is not possible, waiting to be 
infused into a itew body, a new party. 

Whtt is more liknly is that the CPI(M) 
wfWld itself become that body, that pai^. 

''1ii^'COBMkp«rislDltKpO^ 
aod weaifenifiutcipe. mOrethanjuat. 
changing Ua name, involved in that w<^d 
be a willingness to transfonn itsdf uko a 
genuinely democratic party while retaining 
hsaoCialist roots.Thistran^ocmationwotdd 
nevertheless be a treacherous engagement 
rather than preserving their egalitarian roots, 
the former communist parties tend to nurse 
tbekauthoritarian moorings while failing to • 
avoklthe trapofri^t-wing tibendism which, 
in its economic ideology, borders on neo- 
conservatism. This is sihat has ha{^>ened 
with, what still calls itself, the Communist 
Parly of China. Add to this the po.ssibiUly 
that the ex-communi;.i parties may also 
begin finding it expedient to champion the 
cause of majority nationalism - in Russia, 
the former CPSD has failed to condemn the 
attack on Chechnya - and we have apolitical 
practice somewhat similar to pre-war 
national socialism. 

The conditions that may prevent Cn(M) 
from turning into a national socialist mons¬ 
ter, like the ones that pushed -it towards 
economic liberalism, remain external to ils 
apparatus: it functions in a country where 
the partqrberaalia necessary for at least a 
liberal democratic stale is in place, and 
where the notions < f socialism and a liberal 
nationalism - in theory - are still inua:t. 
However, this would require CPRM) to 
make a few more intellectual leaps. 

SRI LANKA 

Peace Prospects 

SRI 1.ANKA cciclrrated Ihe47th anniversary 
of its independence from British rule with a 
great deal mesre i.q>timism than perhaps ever 
in the last decade. In the recent past the 
ethnic conflict in the mirtb-east has loomed 
large over the country' s economy, thwarting 
ail attempts at stability in the political sphere 
or growth of the economy. It is a price that 
Colombo has had to pay for its earlier long 
and often deliberate neglect of the region. 
Although several attempts have been made 
in recent years to get the LTTE to the 
conference talile, the several declaration.sof 
ceascruc have never held, with accusations 
and counter-accusations about who had been 
the first to break it. Moreover, the LITE has 
soughlpie-talk concessions which Colombo 
has adamantly refused In deliver, and even 
when it has. such as minimal withdrawal of 
troops, etc. the LITE has walked away from 
the negotiations with its undiluted dmand 
fora scparatcTamil ’eclam’. This has given 
rise to a conviction anjong a section of 
political leaders that the LTlE is not serious 
about a political .solution and that it will use 

all offers of talks to wrest concessions and 
reinforce itself. ''■'i.’A;. 

Not suqnisingly ttien, Chandrika 
I^umaratunga decided,.^.am^g her first 
tasks after taking office as prime minister, 
to lift the mnbargo on movctt^t of ceriain 
goods to the north-east, sli&i|nead more 
gloom than joy among poltieid leadeis, 
including from her own piifty. She also 
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' «t(Hnpt to get die to plsicy^ T&lit M 
was grauiM^ ai^preciated by toe lotoii 
population and. biooight gniBa td 
KumatatungaalsoiegutnedwithtoBTi^cn. 
It was after all for the first time tbat Colombo 
bad even acknowledged tbedayHo-di^needs 
of the people of tte region. And tor the 
Tigers, this was an important factm- to take 
into consideration. Bat the tentative 
beginning was baited abruptly «ben the 

allegedly let loose its teiror tactics 
with the assassmation, on October 24 last 
year, of the opj^ition candidate in the 
presidential elections, Oamtni Oissahay idea. 
Kumaratunga was forced to abandon 
temporarily s^ truce moves. However, after 
her victory in the presidential election, she 
has put in place farther measures. For 
example, the LTTE’s long-standing demand 
for reopening the El^hant Paas was acceded 
to when the government assured safepassage 
through the Pooneiyn-Sangupitti route for 
civilians at the time of the visit of the Pope. 

All tois has led to aceasefire from January 
8, the creation of a400-metre demUitarised 
zone and the constitution of an international 
team to monitor the truce. According to all 
reports the LTTE has agreed to apian for an 
autonomous regional arrangement, although 
neithertheLTTEsupremonor Kumaratunga 
have, expressly made a statement in this 
regard. The situation has been repeatedly 
described as being ‘hopeful’ by Colmnbo. 
Thegovenimmthas alsoinepaied adetailed 
plan foriebuilding of the northern gnxivince. 
Norway and Netherlands have deputed 
representatives fortfae monitoring committee 
arid the Inteinaitional Red Cross has agreed 
to play a neutral and mediatory role. By the 
middle of January, three rounds of talks had 
been held, but there are several sticky points. 

For (me thing, the LTTE is clearly wanting 
to marginalise the military in these efforts. 
For instance, on the issue of the reopening of 
the land route, the government has been 
{noposing that the military be withdrawn 

, from the immediate route and monitoring of 
civilianmovementbesuspended.TbeLlTE 
has been adamant that the mijitaiy camp in 
the area, one of the most strategic, be 
toimantled entirely. Another contentious 
issue has been that while the LTTE has been 
allowed free movement in the region, it has 
not been allowed to cany attns. The army 
points out that the LTTE has been reneging 
on this undertaking and has been tightening 
its bold over the eastern regiem. As a matter 
of strategy, at the height of the hostilities, 
tobSri Lankan army had, wito a greatdeaiof, 
publicity, concentrated its campaign in the 
north, fencing the LTTE to’Withdraw forces 
fr>om the eastern region, which were 
subse^Ueittly taken over by combined police 
and ainity operabons. Now die army is crying 
itself hoarse poin ling out that these miibary 
giuiis are being given away and toat in Uy 
event of aressunplion of hostilities the LTTE 
would'have gained the upper hand. There 
ait wail^^h and out of government and in 
tocarnty Whoboltovc thatsuchasinintionis 
imiBtiient. Tbe^ifeSnt out. for instance, that 

• .•"tjw'lliilrtTOl _ . _ 
. 

twp'tomia ttfmitbu&m lisnw 
strived tot aw encoantering difBciiltief 
from toe LITE end. 

While it is hard to what gives 
Kumaratunga and her lieutenants the 
confidence to persist in the peace process, 
the political and economic innierattves are 
obvious enough. Neitoer economic nor 
political stability is achievable in Sri Lanka 
unless the north-eastern conflict ceases. But 
there is a problem nobody wishes to address 
yet; even if toe ceas^ue tolds and apolitical 
sohition is hammered out, transforming the 
ethos of a population which has been 
metaphorically on the nin, eitoer from the 
LTTE or the Sri Lankan forces, is not going 
to be either easy or quick. And this is where 
toe numerous NOOs working in the region 
will play a crucial role. The LTTE is well 
aware of this and has in fact suggested that 
the NOOs come under some sort of 
monitoring - with itself of course playing a 
dominant role in the process. When peace 
finally comes to the north-cast, it will bring 
with it alayerof noti-offrcial agencies which 
need to be accorded a definite role and 
location even now. 

SOUTH ATOICA 

Continiuty over Change; 

A correspondent writes: 

AN astonishing observation of Nelson 
Mandela, president of South Africa, made 
in toe course of a recent interview to an 
Indian correspondent, deserves closer 
examination. According to the interview 
(The Hindu, Jmway 13),Mandelais repotted 
to have said, responding to a question about 
toe role of the old regime in South Africa in 
toe ‘abortive intervention’ in Seychelles, 
that“itwasnotintBrv«ition by South Africa, 
it was intervention by a group of 
mercenaries”. 

Such a perception is not even technically 
correct. It is true that the ‘abortive inter¬ 
vention’ in Novembw 1981 was by a group 
of multinational meremaries, masqura-ading 
as* a rugby team, and was led by the well 
known mercenary, Mike Hoare. ’The group 
made a hash of the affair and later hijacked 
an Air India plane and fenced it to fly to 
Durban where the authorities had no c^qn 
but to arrest toe metcenaries. Further, as if 
to disassociate itself frr»i such activities, 
toe then South African regime tried the 
mercenaries before tlieNapd SupimneCourt 
wtoich awarded all of them, including Mike 
Hoare, stiff sentences. 

But none of this means that toe affair was 
merely a ‘capor’, aainitiative autonomously 
undertaken by.a bunch of adventurers (in 
return for pajmrat, of ooane) to secure toe 
restorrikn of the diacreditBd Junes Manchan 
legime. The accewnt of the affak written by 
Mike Hoare aftm his release from prison 
mrices several revelations oonceniing toe 
deep involvement ot toe South African 

were^seu-fervng and tp iSMeryed to he 
disasonted.toefactistoattbeNstalSi^aeiiiB.' 
Court too upheld many of tfaeaeclrimsmade 
by andonb^aB^of toemooenaries. Aiaumg 
otow things, the court estalriislied, in toe ' 
coarse of^ trial, that the mercenaries had 
dnmi their weapms and equqiment froto 
SNDP stores; that these had bera deiivwed 
to toem in a South African army truck; that 
the deliveries were acknowledged to have 
been received on SNDF stationery. The 
invading force comprised serving members 
oftoeSNDFas wellasamemb«oftteNIS. 
The mocenaries had held discussiems on toe 
planned coup with senior SNDP offioers. In 
the wends of toe judge president of the Natal 
Stqueme Court‘It would be naive to suggest' 
that the National Intelligence Service was 
not aware... It is impossible to escape toe 
conclusion that the delivery of the AK47s 
andotheiequipmentfollowed upon his (Mike 
Hoare’s] contact with these brigadiers... 
The courtmust therefore accept toat certain ^ 
members of the South African defence force 
had lent aid and support to this operation.” 

Ihatsuch initiatives by the SNDF and the 
NIS could not have been taken without 
political clearance at the highest level is a 
reasonable inference from these juridically 
established facts. The liberation movement 
in South Africa as well as democratic opinion 
throughout the world had severely criticised 
the South African regime for its attempt to 
destabilise toe govcrnmentoftinySeychelles 
beaded by Albert Rene, who had lent open 
support to the liberation movement, and 
restore the discredited regime of James 
Manchan who had virtually leased out the 
island to pleasure-seeking white South 
Africans as a sybaritic paradise. 

With all these facts known for long, 
Mutdela appears to be reluctant to assign to 
toe old regime its proven role in the coup 
attempt. According to him, the whole 
enterpri.se was undertaken by ‘a group of 
mercenaries’. Such eagerness to exculpate 
the old regime of its crimes abroad is of a 
piece wito the ambivalence of sections of 
the leadership in the new South Africa 
towards toe old regime’s crimes within the 
country. The draft Bill on the TVutb and 
Reconciliation Commission (TOC) iiitro- 
duced in parliament has come und^ criti¬ 
cism because several crucial provisions - 
like theoneproviding for in-camerahcaiings 
of indemni^ applications - are watc^ 
down versions of what was originally, 
intended, indeed mqmiaed, by the ANC. 
While these indivirinHnstances of possible 
baedesliding mi^ perhaps be considmd as 
necessary omnpramises in order to achieve, 
national recoticiliittion, the erttramdinaiy 
sensitivity towards toe edd regime as a 
structure, even to the extent of ovqrlooldng * 
its proven crimes, riiggests toat toe balance 
between continuity and dititoge in the 
transitimi from toe tdd to the new South 
Ahicn ai^ieats to be tilted in favour of the 
former. 



ASIAN PAINTS 

Spturred by Excise Cut 

PAINTS, the maiket leader in the 
^'^ecarative paints segment, has done well in 
1993-94 after a lean performance in the 
previous year. Hie company controls about 
40 per cent of the decorative paints maifcet 
and about 14percent of the industrial paints 
maiket. Net sales were up by 10 per cent 
(Rs36.19cr(»e),operBtingprofitbyllp«' 
cent.(Rs6.16crare)and net profit by 31 per 
cent (Rs 6.15 crore). Reduction in excise 
duty by 10 per Cent in the last two years 
helped the company to pass on the benefit 
to its customers in the form of reduced price. 
Increase in taxation by 32 percentwas offset 
by decrease in depreciation and interest 
charges by 10 per cent and 23 per cent, 
respectively. Non-operating profit increased 

fcr tte sobsidisiy in Vanuatu, alt^ other 
subsi^aries havedone wellforthe year. The 
comiony it setting up a joint venture in 
Queensland, Australia, for the manufacture 
of paints, enamels and varnishes. 

The company invested Rs 266 lakh in 
research and development activities in 
1993-94. Development of new products and 
processes through innovations in surface 
coating materials and intermediates, cost 
reduction, technology upgradahon, absorp¬ 
tion and indigenisation of imparted techno¬ 
logy. develoipientof tailor-made products 
for the expoitmarket, various industrial and 
high performance paints to meet the specific 
requirements of OEM easterners arc .some 
of the activities of the department. 

BARODA RAYON 

Him-Around Sustained 
4jg,33 per cent while income increa.sed by 
log per cent. A dividend of SO per cent wa.s 
declared for the year again.st 33 per cent in 
the previous year. Imports and exports 
increased by 39 pw cent and 25 per cent, 
respectively. ' 

Debt-equity ratio fell sharply to 13 per 
cent from 41 per cent in 1992-93 and 46 per 
cent in 1991 -92. Sundry creditors to current 
a.ssets has been steady at 4 per cent for the 
[)a.st three years. Sales to total assets fluctuated 
at 137 per cent in 1991-92, 144 per cent in 
1992-93 and 139 per cent in 1993-94, while 
sales to gross fixed assets fluctuated at 322 
per cent in 1991-92, 318 per cent in 1992-93 
and 325 per cent in 1993-94. Inventories to 
sales ratio fell to 19percentin 1992-93 from 
25 per cent in 1991-92 and has remained 
.sterdy at 19percentin 1993-94. Rawmoterial 
consumed to value of production has 
Abetuated in the past three years at 67 per 
cent in 1991-92,65 percentin 1992-93 and 
66per cent in 1993-94. Retum on investment 
tias bounced back to 17 per cent after a fall 
n 1992-93 to 15 per cent. Earning per share 
luctuated at Rs 17 in 1991-92, Rs 9 in 
1992-93 and Rs 12 in 1993-94. Net value 
tdded to vdue of production after being 
iteady at 18 cent during 1991-93 fell to 
17 per cent in 1993-94. Remuderation to 
smployees has remained steady at 27 per 
»nt for the past two years. 

The company continued direct import of 
in plates to ensure the availability of 
xintainers. Domeetic sales grew by 8 per 
tent with the paints divisioagroudng by 14 
percent Sales of thephdialic division were 
ower by Rs 13 crore due to platmed 
naintenanoe shut-down of the plant for 25 »»ys and also due to lowm- selling pices. 
aintSweteexpegrtedtoAewnuuketsinWest 

Asiaandtocei^couottieamAfiicatei^CHt 
phth^ anhydride was luaited due to. 

Uuemuherstive internaticmal prices. 
AsianP^iitslusiabsidiaiiegbRyi,Tonga, 

lolomoti Islands,’Nq>4*P<IVaHnahi. Bxo^ 

Baroda Rayon Corporation has done well in 
1993-94 after doing badly in the earlier two 
years. The company incurred losses in 
1991- 92, but in 1992-93'marginal po- 
fitability was achieved. In 1993-94, tbecom- 
pany did well with net profit increasing by 
Rs 30.31 crore, net sales by Rs 35.45 crore 
and operating profit by R.s 50.78 crore. 
Depreciation and interest charges were lower 
by Rs 3.67 crore (19 per cent) and Rs 3.55 
crore (16 per cent), respectively. Other 
income fell by 8 percent, while non-operating 
pofit was up by Rs 8.30 crore. After a gap 
of two years thecompany declared adividend 
of 20 per cent for the year. Increase in sales 
can be attributed to increase in exports by 
Rs 13.46 crore. Imports fell by 32 percent 
(Rs 8.88 crore). 

Consumption of raw materials to value of 
pnxiuction fell steadily from 54 per cent in 
1991 -92 to 47 per cent in 1992-93 and 38 
per cent in 1993-94. Export to sales ratio 
rose shaiply from .55 per cent in 1991-92 
to 4 per cent in 1993-94. Inventories grew 
by 21 per cent in 1993-94. Gross saving to 
gross capital formation increased from 13 
per cent in 1992-93 to 136 per cent in 
1993-94. Debt-equity ratiodcclined sharply 
from 200per'ccnt in 1991-92 to Itbpcrcent 
in 1992-93 and 67 per Cent in 1993-94. 
Short-term bank borrowings to inventories 
fluctuated at 35 per cent in 1991 -92,49 per 
cent in 199^-93 and41 percent in 1993-94. 
Return on investment rose by 9 percentage 
points for |he year as against 8 per cent in 
1992- 93. Earning per share rose to Rs 98 
in 1993-94 from Rs 1 in 1992-93. Sundiy 
creditors to cunent assets fell steadily from 
43 per cent in 1991-92 to 40 per cent in 
1992-93 and 29 per cent in 1993-94. Net 
vahie added to va^ofproduction rose from . 
11 per cent m 1991-92 to 19 per cent in 
1992-93 and 30 per cent in 1993-94. 
RemuiHsration to employees declined over 
(be lime yean from 58 per cent in 1991-92 

' ' CTif Ewiindb Fdwiidntton' 

to 38 per cent in 1992-93 and 31 per cent 
in 1993-94, but remuneration toemployees 
as ai^o of valueof production after being 
steady at 10 per cent during 1991-93 
increa^d toll per cent in 1993-94. 

The compuiymaintained high production 
levels in rayon, nylon and PO Y. Capacities 
at the nylon tyre plant remained underuti¬ 
lised due to demand constraint which was 
aresultof availability of imported tyre cord 
at cheaper rates. 

Expansion of capacity of POY spinning ■ 
to 15,000 qia and polycondensation to 12,500 
q>a is on. Modnnisation/expansionof rayon 
plant is being con,$idered. Installation of a 
state-of-the-art power generating system to 
increase in-house capacity to 34 MW is 
being planned. 

ATUL PRODUCTS 

Rise in Profit 

Atul Products, manufacturers of acid and 
direct dyestuffs, sulphur dyestuffs, caustic 
chlorine, para cresol, etc, seems to have 
ovtu'come thefnoblemresulting from excess 
capacity. Netsales have risen by 12percent 
(Rs 24.09 crore), operating (ffoAt by 23 per 
cent (Rs 6.18 crore) and net profit by 103 
per cent (Rs 7.24 crore). Depreciation fell 
marginally by 2percenl, while interest char¬ 
ges were up by 5 per cent for the year. Non¬ 
operating profit rose sharply by Rs 1.52 
crore (220per cent), while oOier income rase 
marginally by Rs 20 lakh (.93 per cent). An 
enhanced dividend of 27.5 per cent was 
declared for the year against 25 per cent for 
thepieviousyear. Exports and imports were 
up by 17 per cent (Rs 8.16 crore) and 30 
per cent (Rs 4.16 crore) respectively. 

Sbort-tenn bank borrowings to invento¬ 
ries after being steady at 22 per cent from 
1991- 93 fell to 21 per cent in 1993-94. 
Sundry creditors to current assets fluctuated 
at 22 per cent in 1991-92. 29 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 18 per cent in 1993-94. Gross 
saving to gross capital formation rose from 
2 per cent in 1991-92 to 12 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 66 per cent in. 1993-94. 
Raw materials consumed to value of 
production has been steady at 29 per cent 
for the past two years. Return on investment 
fluctuated at 7 per cent in 1991 -92, 6 per 
cent in 1992-93 and 8 per cent in 1993-94. 
Earning per share fluctuated at Rs 7 in 
1991-92, Rs 5 in 1992-93 and Rs 8 in 
1993- 94. Debt-equity ratio fell by 61 
percentage points in 1992-93, but has now 
risen by 15 points in 1993-94. Net value 
added to value of production was steady at 
17 per cent in 1992-93 and has now risen 
by 2 percentage points. Remuneration to 
employees rose by 10 percentage points in 
19%-93 and fell by as mudi iit 1993-94, 
Growth in inventories fell by 32 percentage 
points fm the year. Sales to total assets and 
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March 
1994 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

Mateh 
1994 

Mandi 
1993 

Incane/approyriathini 
1 Net 8«iee 40196 36277 29348 25803 21888 19479 19207 18270 78898 68226 
2 Value of productioii 40415 35981 30083 25646 22568 20100 17880 18979 78898 68226 
3 Other Income 703 337 224 245 2063 2043 9324 327 4804 3054 
4 Toted iticome 41118 36318 30307 25891 24631 22143 27204 19306 83702 71280 

^ 5 Raw materiaU/ttoiea and aptwea 
conanmed 27327 24122 14831 14735 7278 6527 10211 11378 5858 5^ 

5 Other manufocturing expeniea 588 475 3631 3119 8789 7565 1634 2725 47491 43300 
7 Remuneration to employees 2132 1998 3362 2625 2239 2393 1502 1552 9439 8300 
8 Other expenses 5122 4390 2976 1383 3051 3002 1984 2320 6203 1227 
9 Operating profit 5949 5333 5507 4029 3274 2656 11873 1331 14711 12968 

10 Inteiest 1045 1364 1831 2186 1299 1230 1591 2683 7097 7348 
11 Groa profit 4912 3975 4595 1932 2196 1495 10379 -1288 7603 5620 
12 Depredation 700 778 1471 1838 768 791 638 1232 3355 3175 
13 'Frofil before lax 4212 3197 3124 94 1426 702 9691 -2520 4248 2445 
14 Tax provision 1650 1250 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 
IS Profiteer lax 2562 1947 3123 92 1426 702 9690 -2525 4248 2445 
16 Divided 996 657 650 33 392 319 218 . 0 889 613 
17 Retained profit 1566 1290 2473 59 1034 383 9472 -2525 33.59 1832 
UUbmeelemaete 
18 Paid-up ca|Htal 1991 1991 3287 3282 1744 1363 873 873 3001 3299 
19 Reserves 1^ surplus 11677 9445 7138 4647 9472 7419 11036 4894 163492 14025 
20 Long term loans 1871 4695 6988 9276 11035 7356 4665 11428 114166 62221 
21 Shoit term loans 5474 2550 3757 2302 1754 1839 4886 5450 8682 17450 
22 Of which bank boirowtngs 1513 808 2197 2092 1157 1453 3768 3894 3.566 3545 
23 Gross fixed assets 12340 11395 26099 25344 19480 16801 17022 24806 308177 106076 
24 Accumulated depredation • 4066 3935 12516 11120 8297 7799 5030 9254 22233 18947 
Ifi Inventories 7692 6957 5279 4219 5322 6439 7123 9064 3900 3763 
26 Total assets/liabilities 28807 25133 26385 24141 27383 22288 26018* 29865 312679 114046 
hfisoaHsuMoiu itana 
27 Excise duty 12592 12510 10155 10203 2239 2311 1777 2673 0 0 
28 Gross value added 7777 7392 10650 6796 5075 4385 13559 3076 25449 22124 
29 Total foreign exchange income 449 367 1441 395 5374 4558 0 0 3 28 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 4686 3335 2292 3111 2054 1598 12 20 8315 7843 
Key ilnaiKial andptafonnaace ratios 
31 Tiimover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 139.5 144.3 111.2 106.9 79.9 87.4 73.8 61.2 25.2 59 8 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 191.3 194.2 138 6 1323 91.2 108.4 89.5 80.7 27.3 70.3 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 63 0 64.9 40.8 26.8 26.1 261 79 7 12.4 8.3 20.9 
34 Return on investmeu (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 17 1 15.8 17.4 8.0 8.0 6.7 39.9 -4.3 2.4 4.9 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 12.2 11.0 15.7 7.5 10.0 7.7 54.0 -7.0 9.6 8.2 
36 Operafing profit to sales (%) 14.8 14.7 18.8 15.6 15.0 13.6 61.8 7.3 18.6 19.0 
37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 10.5 8.8 10.6 0.4 6.5 3.6 50.5 -13.8 5.4 3.6 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 39.2 39.1 0 0 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.0 
39 Profit aftertax to net worth 

(return on ecputy) (%) 18.7 17.0 30.0 •1.2 12.7 8.0 81.4 -43.8 Z6 14.1 
40 Dividend (%) 50.00 33.00 20.00 0.00 27..50 25.00 10.00 0.00 30.00 25.00 
41 Earning per share (Rs) \1X1 9.78 98.07 1.87 8.18 5.151109.97 -289.23 15.85 8.21 
42 Bodt value per share (Rs) 68.6 57.4 325.4 247.0 59.8 58.7 1081.3 334.6 620.0 57.1 
43 P/B ratio (based on latest and 

correspoiKiing last year's price) 40.4 52.7 5.8 1031.7 12.5 24.3 0.2 -0.5 12.6 32.9 
44 Ucht-equiiy ratio (adjusted for 

revaluauon) (%) 13.7 41.1 67.0 117.0 105.8 9Z0 49.4 39) .2 68.6 359.2 
45 Short term hank borrowings to 

lavenuines (%) 19.7 11.6 -41.6 494S 21.7 22.6 52.9 43.0 91.4 94.2 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry ddMors (%) 25.1 17.7 921 101.9 77.7 115.9 892.8 419.1 50.4 48.2 
47 Total remuncraiHin to employees 

to gross value added (%) 27.4 27.‘0 31.6 38.6 44.1 54.6 ll.l 50.5 37.1 37.5 
48 Totd lemunendion to employees 

to value of produiiion (%) 53 5.6 lU 10.2 9.9 '11.9 8.4 8.2 1X0 12.2 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 8.3 8.4 3.0 1.0 16.7 15.3 -30.2 4.0 190.5 27.1 
50 Growth in inventories (%] 10.56 -18.94 25.12 4.53 -17.35 15.08 -21.4) 2.79 3.64 3X55 
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to gfOKt fteed anote luive itiown a 
(kady dKlinc m the past dace years. 

Raw materials were readily available. 
iDoease in the prices of certain rawmateriah 
was offset by decrease in prices of certain 
others. The ^cision to generate powM for 

"‘its own consumption resulted in saving. 
Qeneration of steam through coal and lig¬ 
nite in replacement of costly LSHS oil 
enabled the company to generate electricity 
economically. 

Tlie modernisation of the caustic chlorine 
and azo dyes plants, expansion of su4>hur 
blac^ capacity and upgradation of the Diuron 
plant were completed during the year. Work 
relating In capacity expansion of chemicals 
and dyestuffs and de-bottlenecking of plants 
for the manufacture of intermediates and 
cresol also started during the year. 

An investment of Rs 155 lakh was 
undertaken in the year under review for 
R and D activities which were carried on in 
the areas of dyestuffs, hulk drugs and agro¬ 
chemicals and intermediates in addition to 

"‘natural product extractions for development 
and improvement of new processes. 

BAJAJ HINDUSTHAN 

Higher Return on 
Investment 
Bajaj Hindustban has done well in 1993-94, 
with net sales increasing by 5 per cent, 
operating profit by 792 percent and and net 
profit by 483 per cent. Taxation fell by 80 
per cent, interest charges by 40 per cent and 
depreciation by 48 percent. Other provisions 
increased by R-s 50 lakh. Other income rose 
by Rs 89.97 crore, while non-operating 
income was up by Rs 33 lakh. The company 
declared a 10 per cent dividend for the year. 
Imports rose by 66 per cent, 

a* Debt-equity ratio fell sharply ftom 226pw 
centin 1991-% to 198 percent in 1992-93 and 
39 per cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowings to inventories rosesteadily from 
37 per cent in 1991-92 to 42 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 52 per centin 1993-94. Sundry 
creditors to current assets fluctuated at 33 
per cent in 1991-92, 35 per cent in 1992-93 
and 16 par cent, in 1W3-94. Return on 
investmentrose by 43 percentage points for 
the year. Raw materitu consumed to value 
of production rose from 45 per cent in 
1991- 92 to 50 per cent in-1992-93 and 51 
per cent in 1993-94. Earning per share rose 
sharply. Net value added to value of 
production fluctuated at 14 per cent in 
1991 -92,9p« cent 1992-93 and 72 per cent 
in 1993-94. Remuneration to employees 
fluctuated at 39 per cent in 1991-92,50per 

^cent in 1992-93 and 11 per cent in 
1993- 94. Inventories to sales fell from 74 
per cent in 1991-92 to 49 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 37 per cent in 1993-94. 

The company successfully completed its 
tnodemisation-cam-expansion project and 
the plant was commissioaed in March 1994 

The diahllHy divifion did hot do wdQ due 
to shortage of molasses for production of 
industrial alcohol which was the result of the 
to^sidonby UP govutimeot of control on 
molssses, Ringing 65 per cent und«r levy. 
The company sold off its cciiient divisbn 
which was inclining losses. 

CESe 

Raised Ihriff 

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation 
(CESC), the RPG group power company, 
has shown good performance in 1993-94. 
Net sales went up by 15 percent, operating 
profit by 13 per cent, and net profit by 73 
per cent. Other income went up by 57 per 
cent for the year, non-operating income fell 
by Rs 11 lakh, interest charges fell by 3 per 
cent while deprecation rose by 5 per cent for 
the year. Imports were up by Rs 26.90 crore. 
The company declared a dividend of 30 per 
cent for the year as against 25 per cent in 
the previous year. 

Dcbt-eq uity ratio fell drastically from 366 
per cent in 1991-92 to 359 per centgn 
1992- 93 and 68 per cent in 1993-94. Net 
value added to value of production rose 
stea^ly from 26 per cent in 1991-92 to 27 
per cent in 1992-93 and 28 per cent in 
1993- 94. Short-term bank borrowings to 
inventories fell from 133 per cent in 
1991 -92 to 94 per cent in 1992-93 and 91 
per cent in 1993-94. Sundry creditors to 
current assets fluctuated at 46 per cent in 
1991-92,34 per cent in 1992-93 and 35 per 
cent in 1993-94. Sales to total assets fell 
from 65 per cent in 1991 -92 to 59 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 25 per cent in 1993-^. Sales 
to gross fixed assets fell from 71 per cent 
in 1991-92 to 64 per cent in 1992-93 to 25 

cent in 19913-514. Orowth in inveotories 
fell from 133 pcs'cent in 1991'92 to 32 per 
cent in 1992-93 and 3 pw cent hi 1993-94. 
Gross saving to gross capital formation rose 
by 6 percentage points in 1992-93 but has 
now fallen by the same in 1993-94. Return 
on investment fluctuated at 3 per cent in 
1991-92, 4 per cent in 1992-93 and 2 ^ 
cent in 1993-94. Earning per share in¬ 
creased in the past three years from Rs 7 
in 1991-92 to Rs 8 in 1992-93 and Rs 15 
per share in 1993-94. 

Total power generation increased by 67 
million units in the year. Energy sales 
increased by 4.14 per cent The company 
revised its power tariff to which the industry 
reacted sharply, though the company 
justified its action by claiming rise in the 
cost of coal and railway freight. CESCON, 
the wholly owned subsidiary of the company, 
achieved a total turnover of Rs 204.40 lakh. 
The gas turbine station at Kasha is being 
renovated and overhauling of one unit has 
been completed. Work on the Budge Budge 
project fcH' strengthening generation capacity 
has made substantial progress. Thecompany 
plans to conimission the first unit by the first 
half of 1996. The company proposes to set 
up a thermal power station at Balagarb in 
t^e stages. Under frequency hipping has. 
been commissioned in the eastern grid as 
aprolecti ve measure topic vent grid collapse 
following loss of generation. 

The company invested Rs 10 lakh on 
R and D activities in 1993-94 against Rs 5 
lakh in the previous year. Development of 
digital equipment, introduction of modem 
tools/equipment and simplified joint 
system and various innovations in the 
attachment and parts of outdoor equipment 
for extra safety were some of the activities 
of the department. 

'wfli an mcleaaed capacity of 5,000 TCa). 

TRAINING FOR DEVELOPMENT 
ANALYSIS AND ACTION 

Conducted by : 

Behavioural Science Centre 
Ahmedabad 

& 
Nevsartan 

Surat 

A 21 weak, post graduate residentiat programme for personnel of vofuntary 
organisations and thosa interested in dev^opment action. The course begins 
on 1st September, 1995 and integrates theoretical understanding, personnel 
growth and field experience. Limited financial and placement support. 

Write for details to : 

Course Coordftiator, 
Behavioural Science Centre, 

8t. Xavier’s College, 
Navrang|>wa, 

Ahmedabad • 380 009. 

Last (tilts for af^ltoaHsn 30th April, 199S. 
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CUKRENT STATISTICS mrn^udn 
Coomiodity {xicMhave registered alt round increases in recent weeks even as reserve money and money supply growth has been moderated. Over the 
past month there hu been an umisunl 3.4 per cent decline in reserve money. Simultaneaiuly, nrm-food advances are galloping. Foreign extihange 
reserves (olha: than gold) have touched $ 19.77 billion. The havaln rate has been reported at above Rs 36 per US dollar. Money market i.<i becoming 
increasingly tight with call money rates remaining very high and primary at well nr secondary market yield rates Arming i^. ftime rates of banks and 
financial institutions have been raised in response, generally by a fiill percentage point to 15-1 S.5 per cent. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 
laden Nianben of Whotawlc ’ Weights Feb 11, Variation (Per Cent); Poinl-lo-Point 

PilcM a981-S2«100) 1995 Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

AU Commodities 100.0 283.7 1.3 11.5 9.4 9.8 9.1 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
Pnmary Artieles 32.3 295.0 1.3 15.7 8.6 13.9 9.8 11.5 3.0 15.3 17.1 

Pood Articles 17.4 320.9 0.7 13.6 3.3 14.4 5.2 4.4 5.4 20.9 18.9 
Non-Food Articles 10.1 321.6 2.5 22.2 17.4 14.8 17.2 24.9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

Fuel, Power, Light and Lutoicantr 10.7 281.4 0.0 1.6 15.2 1.2 12.6 13.1 15.2 13.2 14.4 
Manufactured Products 57.0 277.8 1.5 11.2 8.8 9.3 8.1 9.9 7.9 12.6 8.9 

Pood ftoducts 10.1 275.7 1.0 10.8 13.0 9.4 10.9 12.3 6.8 10.2 13.2 
Food Index (computed) 
All Commodities (Average Basi.r) 

• 27.5 304.3 0.8 12.6 6.4 12.7 7.1 7.0 5.8 17.1 16.9 

(April-Pebruary 11,199.5) 100.0 272.8 - 10.6 7.9 10.7 8.0 8.3 10.1 13.7 10.3 

Latest Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Pomt 
Cost of living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year ,So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Prcviou.s 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 291" 0.3 9.8 8.6 9.0 9.1 9.9 6.1 13.9 13.6 
Urban Non-Man Emp (1984-85=100) 240'" 0.8 lO.I 6.3 8.1 6.3 6.8 13.6 13.4 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=iu0) 1297'= 

'n 
0.9 11.2 9.3 10.4 10.7 11.6 0.7 21.9 16.6 

Feb 3. Variation 
Mimey and Banking (Ks crore) 1995 Over _ 

Month 

Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 

1994-95 1993-94 

1992-93 1991-92 

Money Supply (M^ 502890 7218(1.4) 69324 (16.0) 56076(1.5.3) 66741 (18.2) 49344 (1.5.5) 51653 (19.4) 
C^IIrency with I^lic 98008 1474 (1.5) 15810(19.2) 12157 (17.8) 13925 (20.4) 7175 (11.7) 8050 (15.2) 
Deposits with Banks 399976 3532 (0.9) 51136(14.7) 43591 (14.7) 51601 (17.4) 41741 (16.3) 43392 (20.5) 

Net Bank Credit to Govt Sector 217228 144(0.1) 13442(6.6) 30291 (17.2) 27548 (15.6) 17975(11,4) 18070(12.9) 
Bank Credit to CommI Sector 272210 4796 (1.8) 35007 (14.8) 14102 (6.4) 17068 (7.8) 32141 (17.1) 16225 (9.4) 
Net Foreign Exchange Assets 70645 849 (1.2) 16918(31.5) 14881 (59.6) 28775 (15.3) 3726(17.6) 10645 (100.6) 
Reserve Money 158666 -5388 (-3.4) 20044 (14.5) 20228 (18.3) 27843 (25.1) 11274 (11.3) 11726(12.4) 
Net RBI Credit to Coilre 95632 -556 (-0.6) -1151 (-1.2) 8417(8.7) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) 5904 (6.7) 
Scheduled Commercial Banks 

Deposits ' 362392 3778 (1.0) 48577 (15.5) 40382(15.0) 46560(17.3) 37814(16.4) 38216(19.8) 
Advances 195908 5832 (3.0) 32286 (19.7) 10016(6.6) 12436 (8.2) 26390(21.0) 9291 (8.0) 

Non-Food Advances •182390 5996 (3.3) 29675 (19.4) 5864 (4.0) 8272 (5.7) 24317(20,1) 9127 (8.2) 
Investments 149534 1066(0.7) 17141 (12.9) 24199 (22.9) 26867 (25.4) 15460(17.1) 15131 (20.2) 

Index Nnmben of Indnatrial Weights Oct Averace for Ptscal Year So Far Variation fPer Cent): Fiscal Year Averane.s 
ProdnetioD (1980-81=100) 1994 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988 89 1987-88 

General Index 100.0 ' 238.1 232.8 (8.0) 215.6 (3.8) 3.0 2.3 0.5 8.4 8.6 8.7 ■ 7.3 
Mining and (Juarrying 11.5 245.8 219.4 (6.2) 206.5 (3.0) 2.5 0.5 0.9 4.5 6.3 7 9 3.8 
Maaufacniring 77.1 225.0 224.4 (8.3) 207.2 (3.1) 2.2 2.1 3.0 9.1 8.6 8.7 7.9 
Beolricity 11.4 318.3 303.2 (7.7) 281.5 (7.6) 7.3 5.1 8.5 7.8 10.8 9.5 7.7 

Capital Market 
Feb 24, Month Year 1994-95 So Far J993-94 Endjrf Fiscal Y ear 

1995 Ago Ago Trough Peak Trough I Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79=100) 3455 3506 4132 3384 4604 2037 4286 3779 2281 4285 
(-16.4) (50.0) (65.7) (-46.8) (266.9) 

Nuianal Index (1983-84=100) 1670 1703 1963 1641 2176 934 2050 1830 1021 1968 
(-14.9) (S9.1) (79.2) (-48.1) (234.1) 

Forslgii Trade Dec Cumiilaiive for Fiscal Ye« So Pat 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
1994 1994-95 1993-94 

Exports: Rs crate 7490 57503(16.9) 49182(31.8) 69547 (29.5) 53688(21.9} 64042 (35,3) 32553 (17.6) 
US $mn 2387 18328 (16.9) 15681 (20.0) 22173 (19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 18143(9.1)- 

Inpotts: Rs acre 8587 63814(23.9) 51477(8.4) 72806 (14.9) 63375 (3Z4) 47851 (10.8) 43193 (2Z0) 
US $mn 2736 20339 (23.9) 16413 (-1.3) 23212 (6.1) 21882(12.7) 19411 (-19.4) 24073 (13.2) 

Non-POL US S mn 2230 16138 (33.1) 12121 (-1.4) 17456 (106) 15782 (1Z3) 14047 (-2Z2) 18045 (3.1) 
Balance of Trade: Rs ct«e . -1095 -6308 -2295 -3259 -9687 • ,-3809 -10640 

US $mn -349 -2011 -732 -1039 -3345 -1545 -5930 

Feb 17. Feb 18. Mar 31. Van! Him Over 
Fordpi Exchange Keeerves , 1995 1994 1994 Month Year Fiacal YearSoPar 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 
(exchiding g<dd) Ago Ago 1994-95 1993-94 

Rs crore 61434.0 38067.0 47626d) -123.0 23367.0 13808.0 17871;0 27430 5385 10223 -1383 
US Smn 19774.0 12168.0 15176.0 18.0 7546.0- 4538.0 5716.0 8724 731 3383 -1137 
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MoMy Market Ral^ of Interest 
(Per rent pfr amiumy 

tjjMkended Fridays Felmiaiv 1995 Janunrv 1995 December 1994 
24 17 10 3 27 20 13 6 30 23 16 9 2 

Instniment ^ (ftp) (RF) (RF) (RF) (RF) (RF) 

(.all money rate (weekly 
weighted average) na oa 13.25 10.91 14..56 10.43 14.89 20.27 15.24 74 12 11 5.59 8.16 

Call money rate 
(Range: weekly) 12.25- 2.25- 10.50- 16.00- 17.00- 13.50- 27.00- 1.00- 10.25- 7.(K). 11.50- 7.75- 6 50- 

Treasury bills:- 
15.50 60.00 16.75 0.25 13.50 0.25 11.00 60.00 50.(X) 0 25 

a 
11.50 0.25 5.00 

91-Day (On tap or ad hoc) 
91-Day (RBI auction): 

4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4,60 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 

Primary 11.48 11.40 11.23 11.10 11.10 10.93 10.85 10.51 10,26 9.84 9,75 9.17 9,00 
Secondary: DRil (mid-point 

of bid and offer) 11.25 11.25 11.37 11.25 10.88 10 88 10.51 10.15 9.95 9.78 9.60 9,45 8,65 
NSE (actually 
traded, weighted) ... ... ... ... ... .. 

364-Day (RBI auction) 
Primary 11.48 « 11.2) * 10.86 10.56 9.91 * 9.81 <# 

' Seaindary:DRU (mid-poini) 10.75 10.75 10.75 10.63 10.25 10.25 10.00 9.75 9.60 9.60 9.95 9.22 8.80 
NSE trading (Weighted YTM) 
All SGL trading 

13.20 13.00 12.61 12.16 12.81 12.47 12.01 12 15 12.57 11,21 11.77 10 62 971 

(Wcighicd YTM) 13.10 12.98 12.55 12.55 12.86 12.07 12.77 10.06 142) 11.04 11 57 10.39' 9,72 
RBI Repo auctions (GOl .secunlies) « S$ » $$ $$ ♦ $S S') « 

Stale govt loams (Coupon rates) - “ “ - - - - - - - 

OOI Securities' Piiniary Autlions 

Secondary NSE trading 

« « * 12.71 
(5 years) 

* m • 11.00 * • 
(TB conversions into )-year .stock i 

(Weiehicd YTM| 14.23 13 02 12.09 11.96 11.98 11.87 11 83 11 84 11.37 11.13 11.68 11 7f< 11 25 
' All .SOI, trading ' 

(Weighted YTM) 12.89 12.33 11.99 12.52 11.88 11.82 11.92 11.79 11.22 U 14 11.12 11 18 I) 24 
PSU Bond*; yield.- 

Tax tree: NSE (traded, weigliterl) 11.06 10.93 10.07 9.59 9.63 9.63 9.48 9 45 9.08 9.20 9.)2 9 1! 
NSE (Range:weekly> 9 54- 

11.16 
10.87- 
11.01 

9.76- 
10.18 

9.53- 
9.69 

9,63 9.62- 
9 63 

9.13- 
9.52 

9.23- 
9.61 

9.07- 
9.09 

9.05- 
9.51 

9.04- 
9.60 

8 99 
9 60 

Taxable'NSl' (Iradeil, weighted) 13.21 14.97 13.39 13.05 12.12 13.47 12.81 13.66 13.18 11 II 12.88 11.18 13 6> 
NSE (Range: weekly) 13.13- 12.82 12.99- 11.96- 12.01- 12.46- 12.68- 13.38- 13.08- 12.98- 12.70- 12.84 12.86 

13.45 15.(H 13.99 13.48 14.02 13.52 13.48 15.05 13.10 13.25 13.25 11.26 13.64 

C'ommercial 
(Rediscrxini rate) 14.00 14.00 14.00 13.5^14 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.50 11,50 11.50 13.50 

Other .secondary 12.5- 12.5- 12.5- 12..5- 12.5- 12.5- 12.0- 7.0- 7.0- 7.0- 7.0- 7.0- 7.0- 
(30/60/90 days) 14 0# 14.0# 14,0# 140# 14.0# 14.0# 13.0# 10.0 10.0 10,0 10 0 10 0 100 

CP: Primary market (90 days) 1-3..50- 13.50- 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 14.00- 12.00- 12.00- 12.00- 12.(K)- 12.00- 12.00- 
14.25 14.25 15.00 15.00 13.75 13.75 16.00 13.00 13.00 11 00 11 00 1100 13 Of) 

Secundaiy: DFHl (Disctnim r«ne) 16.(X) 16,(X) 16.00 15.5-16 15.50 15.50 15.-50 15,50 15 50 15 50 15.,50 15 50 15.5<) 
Secondary: niarkel/NSH 12-13 12-13 12-13 12-14 1.3.45 14.00 14.25 14,5-18 13.45 na na na 11.50 

CDs:Pnmary market (one year) 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 13.00- 11.25- 11.25- 11.50- 11.50- 11.50- 11.50- 
14.00 15.00 15,00 15.00 15.(K) 15.00 15.00 11.50 11,50 11.75 11 75 11.75 11.75 

Secondary: DFHl (Discount rate) 14.00 14.00 14.00 13,5-14 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.50 13 50 11.50 11.511 13.50 13.50 

Inter-corporate deposits 14.5- 14.5- 14.5- 14.00- 14.00- 14.00- 14.00- 14.00- 14.00- 14,{X)- 14 00. 14.00- 14.00- 

(30/90/180 days) 19.00 17.50 17.50 17.00 17.00 17.00 17.00 17.M 17.00 I7.(K) 17.00 17.00 17.00 

irn-1964 Units (Week-end 
secondary market price in rupees) 17.63 17.63 17.63 17.63 17.63 17.63 17.7) 17.77 17 80 17.75 17.7‘i 18.08 18.36 

Hundi Rale 
Memorandum Itenvs: 

24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24(8) 24.CK) 24.(8) 24.0(1 24 .(X) 

(i) Forward premia on the 
US dollar in the dome.slic 
inler-baiik market (annua- 
lisetl in per cent per 
annum) (Weekly average) 

Spot/Cash 5.09 4.95 5.82 4.66 13.83 3.64 10.19 14.93 3.27 2.69 6.04 1.20 1.64 

()ne-monlh 6.62 6.46 5.47 5.45 5.98 5.53 6.10 4.34 3.77 4.29 4.65 3.90 3.25 

Three-mondi 6.43 6.57 6,49 6.34 5.82 5.45 5.34 4,66 3.99 4.37 4.7.1 4.11 3.96 

Six-month 6.40 6.62 6.51 6.30 5.74 ' 5.32 5.24 4.49 3.98 4.31 4.42 4.13 4.01 

(ii) Havala Rate (Rs/US$) 36.00 36.00 35.50 35.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 14.50 

... no trading • no auction na not available (-) no floatation YTM = yield to matinty $$ All bids were rejected # only for 30 days 
RP mean.s reporting Friday for fortnightly reporting of conditioas of banking business and the fortnight serve.s as the reserve maintenance period. 
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CIVIL liBERTIES 

No Right to Vote 

A G Noorani 

How can the election officials explain the deletion from the 1995 electoral 
rolls ofpersons who Iwtd diligently exercised their franchise in every 
election since independence? Instead of admitting their lapse, they are 
using Form 6 as provided under the Registration of Electors Rules cls a 
fig-leaf. 

THH impressively high turn-oui of voters 
should not obscure the fact that, as The 

Times of India reported on February 13. 
“tens of Ihousunds of legitimate vo'.ers from 
several localities, mo.st of them photo-iden- 
tUy card-holders, could not vote l^ecause 
their name.s clid not figure in the 199S elec¬ 
toral rolls”. The I' electoral officer of 
Maharashtra. If K Shankaian, had a ready 
explanation lor this- “The decision of the 
polling officer to restrain them from exer¬ 
cising their Iranchise was correct. Tlic first 
list of voters was pchitshed in July 1994. 
after completing the v ork of phi do identity 
cards As per the directives of the election 
commis.sion, the electoral legisicr was re¬ 
vised in lyQ.*! and nccc.^^ary instructions 
were given to the entire electorate to ensure 
that their names were in the latest regislei 
Tlie names of such voters whodid not Ixither 
to help the administration tt' update the 
electoral register did not figure in the latest 
list." 

The returning officer, B K Fokharkar, 
provided the details Identity videograpby 
began in Scptembei' 1994 on the basis of 
the January 1994 electoral rolls But a fresh 
enumeration of voters was done between 
July 15 and August 28.1994. The fact was 
widely publicised. Voters weie asked to 
en.swc that they figured in the new electoral 
list, If not, they were asked to fill up Form 
6. The new electoral roll was publicised 
between October 25 and November 24, 
1994. Tlic 1995 electoral rolls were frozen 
on January 7. 1995 Added Fokharkar, 
“Most voters become aware of this only 
on voting day. They do not care about the 
procedure on time.” The onus was. 
therefore, on the voters who did not 
care enough to verify the fresh rolls 
after October 24, 1994. according to the 
returning officers of all constituencies 
which reported a fair number of deleted 
names. 

Some arrogance and insensiti vity! 11 was 
compounded by plain silliness: 

When our enumerators ring their door¬ 
bells. lirst the dog appears at the door. 

then the .servant who promises to fetch the 
‘memsaheh’ only to come back and say 
she IS resting and cannot be disturbed. 
What, then, are we supposed to do? 

How many in Bombay keepdogs and have 
‘memsahebs’? It is men like Fokharkar 
who give the bureaucracy a bad name for 
indifference to citizens’ problems. Be it 

. remembered that this time around political 
parties did not distribute polling slips or 
cards with the voters’ names and numbers 
on the electoral roll, IhePaddresses of the 
polling booths, etc, to the extent they did 
formerly. 

Other election officials spoke in a 
similar vein. “All this happens due. to 
ignorance and lethargy on (he pari of the 
voter”, said Uttam Kholvagade, Bomliay 
suburban district collector. One wonders 
how to characterise the failure to deliver 
photo identity cards to voters who did 
bother to get themselves photographed. 
Or, for that matter, the deletion ol names 
of ’lens of thousands’ of voters How 
do these officials explain the deletion 
from the 1995 roll of persons who had 
diligently excrci.sed Ibcir franchise in 
every election since independence ' 
Who.se ‘ignorance and lethaigy’ w'ere 
responsible for the denial of their right to 
vote in 1995, theirs or the election 
perstinncl’s? 

The Representation of the People Act, 
1950 provides for the picparation of 
electoral rolls and registration of voters. 
Section 22 provides for correction of 
entries in electoral rolls by the electoral 
registration officer. It obligates him 
explicitly to “give the person concerned a 
reasonable opportunity of .being heard” if 
the officer purposes, inter alia, to delete 
his name. 

Section 23 enables a person whose name 
is not included in the electoral rolls of a 
constituency to apply to the electoral 
registration officer for the inclusion of hi.s 
name in that roll. Section 28 confers on 
the centra] government power to make rules. 
Section 30 bars the jurisdiction of civil 

courts. But this affects only civil suits. No 
statute can affect the writ powers of the 
high courts under article 226 of the 
Constitution. 

The Registration of Electors Rules, I960 
provide the details. Rule 13 prescribes 
Form 6 for persons claiming inclusion 
of their names. Is it seriously suggested 
that the entire electorate should lay 
siege to the office of the electoral 
registration officer to see whether their 
names are included or not? The law docs 
not dispense with the need for exercising 
intelligence while construing a statute. 
The law is based on the supposition 
that officials as well as citizens act with 
due sense of responsibility. In any ca.se. 
there is no )ustificafion for any deletion 
without notice. Highly educated persons 
of known civic commitment say that 
(hey received no such notice and that 
they had exercised their franchi.se in the 
pa,St Obviously, it is the electoral 
regislralion officer’s men who have 
bungled. Instead of admitting thal, senior 
otlicials arc using Form b as a fig-leaf to 
conceal their lapse 

The fact that the law is deficient in 
providing redicss makes matters easy 
foi them In India (he right to vote or 
to stand as a candidate for election is 
neither u fundamental right nor a civil 
right, but a statutory right exercisable 
in the munner laid down in the statute. 
Article 325 of the Constitution provides 
only that no person shall be ineligible 
for inclusion in an electoral roll on 
grounds only of religion, race, caste or 
.sex It provides against disability on these 
grounds It confers no right as docs the 
International Convention on Civil.and 
Folitical Rights m article 25(a) It says: 
“Every citizen shall have the right and the 
opportunity... without unreasonable 
restrictions... (a) to vote and to be elected 
at genuine periodic elections..." India has 
ratified this covenant and is bound to 
account periodically tothe Human Rights 
Committee, established by the covenant, 
for observance of the provisions of the 
covenant. 

In the meetings of the Constituent 
Assembly's advisory committee on 

fundamental rights, minorities, and tribal 
and excluded areas, B R Ambedkar was 
emphatically of the view that adult 
frani;hise and all provisions for its free 

and fair exercise should be in the nature 
of fundamental rights. All except Rajaji 
agreed with him. But eventually Rajaji 

carried the day - to our loss. 
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COMMENTARY 

R^UFce Mobilisation for New Welfare 
Programmes in Andhra Pradesh 
JVM Sarma 

The recent election outcome in Andhra Pradesh does reflect the popular 
mood to have sc^ety net schemes for the poor in the w(Ae of the 
liberalisation and globalisation programmes taken up by the central 
government. However, unless fundamental changes are brought about in 
the state fiscal administration along with proper targeting and 
rationalisation of the rice subsidy scheme, it is extremely difficult to 
cope up with the impending fiscal crisis. In a way, the present crisis 
.should be welcomed as it luis created a sense of urgency to speed up 
the process of the long-pending fiscal reform in the state. 

THR welfare schemes announced by the Several measures were intrixluced during 
new governmcnl in Andhra Pradesh have the last three years in the union budget as 
rake<lupc()nsiderabIeconti()versy.'n»efood part ol' the structuial adjustment and 
subsidy scheme m particular, popularly globalisation policies with a view to 
knownasthe‘two-rupee-kilo-rice’scheme, encouraging industrial growth; steep 
is.seeninsotnecuclesasanelectionstratagem reduction in customs duties on industrial 
Used by the Tclugu Desam party to capture raw materials and in excise duties, 
|xililical power While it is debatable whether introduction of ad vo/ormdulies, lowering 
the election success can be entirely of interest rale, reduction of cor|xirate tax 
attributable to the proini.se oi nee subsidy and income tax relief All ttie.se measures 
since the Congre.ss Parly had also pronii.sed have led to huge budgetary deficits The 
a similar .scheme albeit on a modest .scale, burdenofthcdelicil-inducedinnationisfcll 
in a broader sense, the outcome docs rcllect moie by the poor Added to this is the 
the populai nuHid to have such safety net pruning of the subsidies by reduction in the 
schemes in the wake ofthe liberalisation and allocation for irrigation, reduction of 
globalisation programmes taken up by the subsidie.sto.smallandmarginalfarmcr.s,and 
central government. iheupwardrevisionofthcadministcredpnees 

The question is how far the rice subsidy of several commodities, 
scheme, along with the othei equally Consequently, although the inflation rate 
important welfare scheme promised by the was earlier brought down from a peak level 
new government, namely, prohibition, is of 17 per cent per annum to a rca.sonable 
implemenlable in the face ofthe rather pre- 10 per cent, during 1991-92, 1992-93 and 
carious financial position of the state. This 1993-94 the wholesale price index has ri.sen 
noteisaimedatexploringtliepossiblealter- by 12 percent. 13.25 percent and 9,5 per 

cent, respectively. Whcthertherc will be any 
further price rise in the future remains to be 
seen, but the situation as it exists today 
already causes alarm. 

As regards the unemployment ijituation, 
if the experience of countries following the 
World Bank models i.s any indication, the 
capital intensive technological upgradations 
adopted as part of the new economic policies 
have worsened tlie unemployment situation 
in the country. It is observed that during the 
pa.st decade and a half, while the rate of 
growth of gross domestic product has gone 
up from 3.5 to 5.3 per ceill, the employment 
growth has fallen from 2.8 to 1.6 per cent, 
the decline being even sharper in agriculture, 
from 1.8 to 0.07 per cent. It is estimated that 
every year roughly 8 million persions enter 
the (ob market in the country. 

Although we arc assured by the 
government that the price rise and the givwdi 
of unemployment is ashort run phenomenon, 
there is need to reorient the policies towards 
minimising the burden of inflation on the 
poor and also have a clear focus on 
employment generation. The governmcnl 
has recognised the need for a human face 
even at the lime of the commencement of 
the structural adjustment programme. It in 
fact set before itself as one of the most 
import anttask.s, "to addressmoreeffcclivcly 
the problems of poverty, unemployment and 
social deprivation which affect a large mass 
ol our people, particularly m rural area.s.' 

The con.scquent enhancement of the 
budgetary allocations to rural development 
programmes, especially during 1994-95, do 
reflect the government’s concern. A large 
part of the increase m the outlays on rural 
development programmes is in the nature of 
schemes for providing social security for 
that .segment of the population which is discri¬ 
minated against in the development prix;es,s. 

native ways of raising the resources for these 
schemes without unduly affecting the longer Iaoi h 1: STAT.rroRY and Lffeltivi, Salis Tax Raiks in AP 
terra developmental activities in the state. 

In a way, the present crisis should be 
welcomed as it has created a scn.se of urgency 
to speed up the process of the long-pending 
fiscal reform in tbestate. Unless fundamental 
refoims arc undertaken on the revenue and 
expenditure fronts, alongwilh proper target¬ 
ing and rationalisation of llie rice scheme, 
it is extremely difficult for the state govcrri- 
ment tocr^ with the impending fiscalcri.sis. 

Need por New Welfare Proorammes 

It is well recognised that during the initial 
years of the economic reforms, the poor 
Would be the hardest bit and that social 
safety nets are required to protect them from 
the possible adverse impact. The two mcsit 
important threats from si^ich the poor needs 
protection are inflation and unemployment. 

(By Important Revenue Yielding ('ommixliiie.s) 
(Per ceni) 

No Niunc ol the 
(ominodiiy 

lilfeclive Tax Rale 
(tax revenue/ 

griwcs lumovei) 

Slatuloiy 
Basic Rale 

Combined Ti« Rate 
with Addi'lionai Tax ol 

1 5 Per Cent and Surcharge 
of 10 Per Cent 

1 Petnileum products . 15 18 21 

2 (^emeiil 6 10 11 

3 Fertili.sers and bone meal 3 3 3 

4 Bedncal goods 4 10 11 

5 Drugs and raediemus 3 8 9 

6 Others 2 6 6 

7 Tyres mid tube.s 8 7 7 

8 Cosmetics 5 10 11 

9 Machineiy 4 6 6 

10 Paper 3 7 7 

11 Tea, cofifee 5 6 6 

12 -aiillies 4 5 5 
13 Edible oils 2 6 6 
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First, the per capita gale.s tax as also the 
ratio of sales tax to SDP in AP are just about 
average compared to other states (Figures 
4 and S). The large agriculturalcontent and 
primary sector content which, for various 
reasons, is either exempt or taxed at a very 
low rate, could, but partly, explain the low 
level of taxation. 

Second, the effective tax rates (tax 
collections as proportions to corresponding 
gross turnovers) in respect of several 
commodities are considerably lower than 
the corresponding statntoiy tax rates derived 
by combining die different components, 
namely, the basic tax rate (OST), the 
additional tax rate, and die sur^arge. The 
wide difference between the statutory and 
die ^ective tax rate is partly due to the 
pJetfaoraofexemptions, incentives, etc. This, 
howeviu', is not to suggest that ail the 

. exMoptions and incentives should be done 
away witii as they reflect various social 
wrifare electives of flie state. However,, 
.reviewing uid restructuring of these 
exempttons and incentives may yield 

Third, the report by Sarma, Bagchi and 
Mehta^ as well as the Interim Report of the 
Chelliah Committee’ contain recommenda^ 
tions for various mea.sures of rate 
rationalisation. While the former .suggested 
merging of the addition Shax and surcharge 
and combining into one tax rate for each 
commodity group, the latter has 
recommend^ regrouping of commodities 
to reduce the number of tax rates to four, 
and adoption of VAT, system. Rough 
calculations show that's four-rate (4 per 
cent, 9 per cent, 11 per cent and 13 per 
cent) and a special jrate of 27 per cent for 
petroleum products, a VAT system, with 
drastically reduced incentives and 
exemptions can generate substantial 
additional revenue (Tables 1 and 2). The 
rate-radonalisation will also Mng about 
tile much needed transparent^ in the tax 
system leading to improved tax compliance 
and highor revenue. It can be seen tiiat 
these proposed ratesam notmoch different 
from the peesent rates and dso those 
proposed 1^ tiw CheUiah CkiffiiBittee in 
its Interim Rqxnrt tliu^ the titne it 

Agricnittirri inoome or hoilitilgt base 
contains some scope for widening the tax 
base in many states including AF. As noted 
above, an in^rtimt reason for the low per 
capita sales tax or the low sales tax to SDI^ 
ratio in AP as compared to indnstrialised 
states suchasOujarat and Maharashtrais the 
large content of agriculturri commodities in 
the sales tax base and the relatively lower 
sales tax rates on such commodities. 
Commodities like rice and cereals come 
under the category of ‘declared’goods the 
rates on which are not allowed to exceed the 
central sales tax rates. Consequently, states 
such as AP with large agricultural base are 
at a disadvantage. 

Also, the only tax touching the agricultural 
sector so far ha.s been land revenue, the , 
productivi^ of which over the years has 
dwindled to a negligible level in AP. One 
way to compensate for the low sales lax 
potential from the agricultural sector and ftjJ 
the loss in land revenue is to levy the 
agriqultural income or holdings tax in the 
state. While there exists near unanimity on 
the need to impose heavier taxation on the 
agricultural sector, it is surprising that a 
workable mode of taxing the agricultural 
sector has not yel been found. Hie tax as 
recommended by the Raj Committee* no 
doubt involved many admini.strative 
problem.s. But nothing prevents the state 
governments from making innovations such 
as the one suggested by Bagchi.’ In spite ot 
various schemes and modifications 
suggested, the state government’ sreluctancc 
logo foragricultural taxes has to be attributed 
to political compulsions. 

TTie scope for improving the revenue 
from other tax sources such as the stamp 
duties, motor vehicles tax andentertaitunei)^ 
tax as also from the non-tax sources is very 
little. 
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ResPvcturing cf banks’ cc^itcd has to be done (tfter a careful 
consideration of all the implications and not as part of hasty, half- 
baked schemes of partial privatisation. An outline of an integrated 
scheme for banks’ capital restructuring._.. 

aed'.pitbvmiihiae asaskd-hib cxpodeiii to 
follow tiui o^wly introduced norms eko in 
their true qtirit. Their mindset remaining 
the same, such managements jutap to the 
other extreme of making excessive 
provisions. Citing a lop executive of a bank 
with accumulated losse.s of over Rs 1,400 
crore, a writer has mentioned the case ett 
adisputeof about Rs 30croreinan account 
in the bank. The bank has provided Rs 50 
crore in the account despite auditors making 
it clear that no provision was needed. 
Further, apart from excessive jaovision in 
individual acamnts, the bank has created 

TO gel out of the muddle of partial 
privatisation, about which I wrote earlier 
{EPW, September 10,1994), dtc government 
has promulgated the Banking Companies 
(Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) 
Amendment Ordinance on .lanuary 21. The 
ordinance became urgent to facilitate 
finalisation of the balance-sheet and' 
profit and loss stalcmentof Punj ab N ational 
Bank, which unwittingly became a victim 
of structural reforms in the banking sector. 
On the merger of New Bank of India with 
PNB in Sepipmber 1993, PNB came to be 
saddled with New Bank’s accumulated 
losses of about Rs 430 crore. The per¬ 
functory amalgamation scheme contained 
no provision about the manner i n which the 
losses have to be ab.sorbcd. But PNB took 
a firm stand that notwithstanding the 100 

1 per cent government ownership of both the 
banks, the losse.s should be borne by the 
government retrospectively from the date 
of merger. Pending acceptance of its 
demand, the bank did not finalise its 
accounts as on March 31, 1994. 

The ordinance conceded PNB ’ s demand. 
The special provision meant for PNB in 
the oidinance is that the loss arising out 
of amalgamation of another bank can be 
reduced from the capital with retrospective 
effect from the date of merger. It is the 
ordinance that enabled Rashid Jilani, 
CMD of PNB, to announce at the belated 
inauguration function of the bank’s 
centenary celebrations held on January 28 
that the bank will be showing substantial 
profits during 1993-94. Referring to the 
situatioDs like the one in which PNB was 
placed, I wrote in Septembm that “in such 
situations,, the chief executives of the 
organisations have a wider responsibility 
going beyond complying with the wishes 
of the government; they hi^e to display 
qualities of professional leadership of the 
organistriJon” (BPW, Septmnber 10,1994). 
Rashid IHani rose tq the occasion and 
deserves aU coh^limeats, for a still more 

' important reason also. At the frmetion, 
addressing a gathering ofi^ttt a thousand 
peojde, none of whom was bhktw the 
poverty linn. RNB (^hafrman statml in 

the presence of union finance minister and 
RBI governor that poverty alleviation 
lending is not contradictory to profitability 
of banks. What the country needs is the 
PNB model of socially responsible and 
profitable banking and not one decrying 
social responsibilities' and reciting the 
mantra of profitability and privatisation. 

The ordinance envisages reduction in 
bank capital by three authorities. It 
empowers (I) the central government, in 
consultation with the RBI. tocancel capital 
of wholly-owned government banks against 
their losses; (2) the boards of directors of 
government banks, after consultation wi th 

' RBI and with the previous sanction of the 
government, to repay paid-up capital which 
is in excess of the wants of the bank; (3) the 
shareholders of a panially-privatiscd bank, 
by a special resolution passed with a 
minimum of 75 per cent majority, to cancel 
capital against its loss or repay excess 
capital. The reduction in capital under all 
the clauses should not exceed 75 per cent 
of the paid-up capital as on the date of the 
ordinance. 

Newspaper reports indicate that on the 
issuance of the ordinance, banks have 
rushed to RBI with their proposals for 
capital restructuring. As I understand the 
problem, there is no urgency, except in the 
case of PNB, necessitating ad hoc decision 
without a thorough study of the various 
issues involved. The fpur major factors 
which need consideration are (1) the nature 
of the loss to be wiped out, (2) the special 
features of the capital to be reduced, (3) 
Uie purpose for which capital is to be 
reduced,, and (4) the competence of tiie 
bank masagement to achieve the objective 
of coital reducUon in harmony with 
achieving the other objectives of the bank. 
Let us egamine the four-factors in some 
detail. 

During die iwoyears ending March 1994, 
the loss incarring nationalised banks 
jnettired a Iptd loss trf Rs 9,767 crore. Of 
this, {ffovtsions ciatihedRs7,712croR and 
operational losses Rs 1,05.5 crore. The bwik 
managmneqte, whschdid not fitilow even 
ao^^um (knennaforincomeraoognitioD 

a contingency provisioning fund by way 
of surplus provisioning. Such a policy has 
been adopted, we are told, to t^e care of 
future losses in ad vatice and also to increase 
future profits by write-back of provisions. 
Therefore, what the bank management has 
done is to nationalise future losses when 
the bank is expected to be in partial private 
ownership and privatise current profits 
when the bank is fully owned by the 
government — a case of privatisation of 
government pnrfits and nationalisation of 
private losses. The RBI and the government 
have to take note of the above character 
of provision-related losses and the lack of 
commitment to professional values 
displayed by such managements. Apart 
from the excessive provisions, substantial 
part of the current legitimate provisions 
and operational losses resulting from nofin^ 
recognition of income is expected to be 
written back cither by conversion of non¬ 
performing loans intoperforming category 
needing no provision or by recovery from 
borrowers. 

The government has recently e.stablisbed 
many debt recovery tribunals to facilitate 
prompt recovery pf dues to banks. The 
suit-filed cases involving Rs 10 lakh and 
above with public sector banks liable to be 
transferred to the tribunals numbered 
10,595 on August 1, 1993. Based on 
information on ttic amount involved jo 
such cases with four nationalised baidts, 
the total amount involved for all 
nationalised banks may be esthpated at 
Rs 4,677 ertwe. As compared to profit¬ 
making banks, the loss-incurring banks 
have a higher proportion of suit-filed 
cases falling within the jurisdiction cd 
the tribunals with better chances of 
recovery. It appears correct to say that 
many bigger borrowers have become ’ 
wilful defaulters taking full advanti^e 
weak bank managements. Wiping out ttie 
losses of Banks by the government wB, 
significantly eliminate the secesai^ f<w 
retxivery limm benowers and will hamper 
the emergence of strong professional 
managements in banks. The reasons . 
wivich the RBI ad^ced agauisttite Janitip v 
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ttovenunept'* Agocxdt&ral and JtiMd \ 
Debt Relief Scheme (dte government paid 
Rs 2,158 crore against aclalm of Rs 2,833 
crore made by public sectm* banks) and the 
Narasiinhazn committee’s recommendation 
for establishing an Asset Reconstruction 
Fund to take over bad and doubtful debts 
are valid here also. The point 1 wish to 
make is that canceUatioD of capital against 
loss has to be done after a careful 
consideration of all the implications and 
not under hasty, half-backed schemes of 
partial privatisation. 

Conceptually, the reduction in capital 
should be related to the irrecoverable 
loss out of the provisions. One way to 
airive at the figure of write down of 
capital against loss is to restrict it to the 
loss written off by banks out of the gross 
NPAs as on March 31, 1993. Tlic RBI 
should study the write off and recovery 
experience of banks with regard to NPAs 
as on March 31. r993 and formulate 
guidelines for cancelling capital against 
loss rather than creating opportunities for 
administrative discretionary decisions. 
Rule-based decisions are.required if 
professionalism is to be developed, both 
in the supervisory and supervised 
organisations. 

The ordinance empowers the 
shareholders of partially-privatised banks, 
either with or without extinguishing or 
reducing liability on any of its paid-up 
shares, to cancel any paid-up capita which 
is Jost, or is unri^rcsented by available 
assets; or pay off any paid-up share capital 
which is in excess of their requirements. 
The power may be exercised from time to 
time. The objective of the clause, it appears, 
is to reduce government shareholding in 
stages. The objective is laudable, buti have 
adoubt. As I understand, after share capital 
is raised from public, all sharedholders, 
namely, government and private, have equal 
rights and obligations. Under such a 
situation, will it be possible to say, even 
with the consent of the government, that 
only government-owned capital is lost or 
unr^msented available assets or in 
excess of tiie wants of the bank? 

Before taking up the problem of 
repayment of capital, let us look into the 
special features of the government 
coatribution to the capital of banks. At the 
time of contributing capital to banks, 
government asked the banks to invest the 
funds in special bonds so that the capital 
contribution does not entail immediate 
Binds outilow. Initially, the bonds tvere 
peipetatd non-tradabie securities at 7.75 
percentinterest. On sabsequentoccaslons, 
10 per cent tradable bdnds rWeemabie m 
insi^ments were issued. On reducing the 
eovemment capital, the funds invested in 
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boirfs Will heccsiab ’ttiH^ 4ldut 
government contribution to hank capitif. 
It will become bank's own funds invested 
in very low earning securities without 
justification. A solution to the problem is 
to convert the 'Recapitalisation Bonds' 
into tradable bonds at market rates of 
interest butredeemable in instalments. The 
resultant lower demand for government 
securities from banks for SLR purposes 
could be managed by slowing down the 
pace of reduction in SLR and widening of 
the market for government securities. A 
suggestion to meet the higher interest 
payments on the (converted securities is 
given below. 

The ordinance enables the profit-making 
banks to reduce government capital by 
repaying it. As the contribution to the capital 
was tied to its investment in low earning 
‘Recapitalisation Bonds', there i.s a strong 
case for linking repayment of capita] also'' 
to the same bonds. Nevertheless, it was 
suggested in theearlier para that they should 
be delinked, largely to the advantage of 
weak banks. As the objective of capital 
repayment by strong banks is to increase 
earning per share so as to get a high premium 
pcrsharewhileissuing shares to the public - 
in excess of its Wants is only a legal tiction - 
the capital repayment should be at a 
premium. The premium for repayment of 
capital should be fixed as a percentage of 
premium on public issue.s. 

From the foregoing analysis, an outline 
of an integrated scheme for the capita] 
restructuring emerges. To sum up; 
(1) India needs a commercial banking 
system which is socially responsible and 
profitable. The experience of many banks 
in the country shows that poverty alleviation 
lending is not contradictory to profitability 
under strong, professional work culture. 
(2) In any achemc of capital restructuring 
of banks, the first requirement is to delink 
bank capital iiom the ‘Recapitalisation 
Bonds’ by converting them into marketable 
bonds atmaiketrate of interest and eligible 
for SLR purposes, but repayable in 
instalments. The consequent reduced 
demand for government securities from 
banks may be managed by slowing the 
pace of reduction in the SLR ratio. 
(3) The repaym«it of government coital 
by banks should be at a premium fixed as 
a percentage of the jffemiDm to be charged 
while issuing shares to the public. The 
percentage should be uniform for all banks. 
This will partly compensate the government 
for tile ^ditional interest on converted 
bonds. 
(4) For partially-privatised banks, no 
cancellation of government' capital is 
envisaged. This will reduce the scope for 
sneculaticni in their shares. 

' tiie iirimar^ requirement is tq-stnritg|niihu 
the miutagement and work culnire so as to 
ensure that they can become profitable and 
socially resppnsible banks in a competitive 
environment. They should strive hard to 
become profitable on current operations 
after meeting the current provisions. 
(6) The write back of provisions relating 
to NPAs as on March 31, 1993 will be 
excluded while assessing a bank's turn 
around. 
(7) Thecancellation of govemmenicapital 
will be against the irrecoverable losse.'c out 
of the gross NPAs as on March 31. 1993. 
Such cancellation will be done from time 
to time. 
(8) The ploughback of the profits and the 
cancellation of capital against irrecoverable 
losses will substantially reduce the losses 
and increase the real capital of the banks. 
Only after a bank demon.stralcs its strength 
to manage the affairs of the bank profitably 
and with the social responsibility expected 
of it, it will lie permitted lo approach the 
capital market for equity capital. 
(9) Under the above framework, it will not 
be possible for all banks to achieve the 
minimum capital adequacy ratio by March 
1996. While there will not be a general 
exten.sion of the date, the RBI will give 
exemption to individual banks for a 
specified period depending upon the 
position of each hank. 
(10) For the interim period, extremely weak 
banks will be provided with Tier II capital 
support by government. Banks may also 
raise Tier 11 capital from the market. 

There may be disagreement over the 
elements of the integrated policy frame 
outlined above, but the need for an 
integrated approach is beyond dispute. Even * 
the finance minister underlined its need 
when he said, on the occasion of the 
centenary celebrations of Punjab National 
Bank, that privatisation of the economy 
should be based on rule-governed systems 
involving the laying down of objective and 
publicly-stated witeria and guidelines for 
the conduct of regulatory authorities. 
Formulation of an integrated policy for the 
nationalised banks, which are under his 
direc) control, will add credibility to tlie 
finance minister’s observations. 
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'Jjl -1 up dashed topaecds bgrjBiy own 

Mohan 
crew and reborn as adirector whocan ‘feci’ 
die language bfthescnpt Alkazi'srock-l^ 
facade bas allowed him to remain the folly^ 

literary Urdu is not adapted, in India, for modem discourse of a ftamed focdigncr who once came to Ma, 

technical natwe. So you choose: if it is emotional it will be in Urdu; if and this, ihijiswbathasmadehimbold back 

it is scientific it will be in Hindi; if it absolutely must be in common 
‘Hindustani’, it will be trivial and depthless. You mustn't jump from 
branch to branch of this language tree. But intuition and fearlessness 
have a way of cutting through these man-made strictures. 

andresist 'inflicting* bis own human wanatti 
on an ‘Indian’ production. Alkazi solved kts 
nightmare by encasing it in an intimidataig 
level of literary Urdu; intimidating both to 
the crew and the intended audience. But, ot 

SOMETIMES it takes nothing short of all 
your dreams coming true for those dreams' 
inner hollowness to come to light. 

1 wa.s taken to .see Alkazi's 'Three Greek 
Tragedies' (Hindustani adaptation: S M 
Mehdi; direction; EAIkazi)with the simple 
brief of finding and exposing what was 
wrong’ with the language of the script. My 

companion confessed that she could never 
follow the language u.scd in Alkazi’s adap¬ 
tations of European plays. This time they 
were calling it ‘Hindu-stani’. 1 was to find 
a way through the jungle of terminology - 
Hindi/Urdu/HindusCani - and to psycho¬ 
analyse whet Alkazi was up to this time. 

But in less than five minutes I was utterly 
hooked by the script-writer’s spell The 
language was al've, and it glowed. It was 
not ‘easy', nor wa.s it meant to be. One could 
ridealongsidc Mchdi-Sahab’s struggle as he 
tossed between the limitations of his audi¬ 
ence and (he miniiTuim demands of a language 
which has to deal with complexity. And in 
the end he cluKises to look on his audience 
as any elder in an educated Urdu-.speaking 
family would look on i ts childieii: he decides 
that wc will findour way, and that the words 
and phrases we might miss would at least 
stiramemory.Wc wouldfcel ‘atheune’ with, 
him, drinking in the familiar but elusive 
language of adults’. 

And what he means by 'Hindu.stani' is 
another bright surprise. There i.s ao way he 
could have triviaiised tbedeptli in the original 
plays by rendering them in the ‘Hindu.stani’ 
of snjrerficial domestic convereation or of 
Bombay films. Tlie only languages before 
him with that amount of range and depth 
were literary Urdu and literary Hindi. Of 
these two, literary Urdu was the one that 
truly felt and breathed. But. as anyone writing 
u script today knows, literary Urdu is not 
adapted, in India, for modem discour.se of 
a technical nature. So what norma^y happens 
i,s that you choose: if it is emotional it will 
be in Urdu; if it is scientific it will be in 
Hindi: if it absolutely must be in common 
’Hindustani*, it willbe trivial and depthless. 
You mustn’t ‘jump’ from branch to branch 
of this language tree. 

But intuition and fearlessness have a way 
of cutting through the.sB man-madd Ktriettnes. 
The ‘whalif pfayounger.morctimid witor 
materialises h<at> as a healthy hybrid 

' Hindnstisidlberitibes^p&fRrmb^literiuy 

Urdu and technical Hindi. And all of a 
sudden one sees it; ‘yes!’ Instantly one can 
recall the faces of all those thoughtful souls 
who really do live their lives in this kind 
of language. If s Just that it could not be 
contrived; it had to come from the heart. 
Like his breathtaking phrases in Persianised 
Urdu which burst forth like ‘alaaps’ from 
a singer who knows he is way beyond his 
audience, but, whomustrun-swift-nin-free 
in orderto feel: ithad tocome from the heart. 

But why, you ask, did he have to outstrip 
his audience especially when he knows the 
extent of our linguistic impoverishment? 
Well, the problem doesn’t begin at script 
level. To refocus: why is the director so 
doggedly insistent on adapting abstruse 
Greek Tragedy, or any other ‘approved’ 
European genre, for that matter, into Hindi 
OT Urdu? Why ihismorbid need to ‘be Indian’ 
about something so undeniably foreign? For, 
much of the mismatch that damns Alkazi's 
productions, with tlieir awkward nurdic 
costumes and mouth-splitting names on a 
warm Brown language, is there because he 
insists on reliving the White Man's ready¬ 
made experience and thrusting it roughly at 
the Indian elite through the proxy mode of 
translation. He has always felt safe, with his 
White security blanket, safe enough to press 
serious script-writers into the less-than- 
worthy enterprise of dyeing’ it to present 
to us as an Indian ‘purdah’, in shades of 
linguistic saffron and green. 

1 am not the only one to mount this attack 
on Alkazi. But earlier 1 used to wonder; how 
is he so invulnerable to this constant drone 
of criticism? Is he carved in granite? And 
there it was: granite. The ultimate male 
director’s refuge, an overdose of masculine 
‘yang’. ‘I must be strong and stick to my 
way because if 1 fall 1 wall never get up 
again.’ But it is normal for artists to fall, 
again and again, but we just know we have 
to get back up, shaken, humbled, educated. 
by these shucks. We learn because we allow 
negative experience to transform us. We 
grow and change because we are vulnerable. 

If there is one nightmm'c which has the 
^wer to paralyse me with fright, it is of 
finding my.self on a set, directing a script 
in an Indian language I feel unconfidenl in, 
wondering what the crew thinks of my 
presence in the production, too ‘locked' to 
reach out and lead, seeking sciace in mere 

course, yem cannot create in a medium you 
do not feel you ‘own’. You can only exist 
on borrowed ideas, and manipulate outer 
fonn by remote control. But - you can never 
be said to ‘fall’. 

And what about Uie fakeness of an elite 
Indian audience who pretends and pretends 
to understand and enjoy what is ‘ours’ in 
a tire-some gameof ‘ghar-ghar’, since Piench- 
watch-plays-in-F’iend>, andChinese-Watch* 
plays-in-Chinese, and English-watch-plays- 
in-English? It is ironic, but we are prtAably 
the only audience left on earth that stmts intC 
the hall in fancy non-wosstem designer-- 
clothes - sarees, shalvar-kameezes, khadi 
kurta-pajamas, pasbmina shawls - and the 
only audience on earth that end.s up feeling 
inadequate on account of our diffidence 
about our ‘own’ language.lt was notMehdi- 
Sahab's decision to .stage ‘Three Greek 
Tragedies’ in Hindustani. His was only the 
artist's task of writing the very best possible 
.script given the absurdity of the situation 
and the falsity of the audience that must be 
the patrons of bis inspired work. 

Falsity. Becau.se I kriowl will havetohear 
theindignant whine that ‘mostuf us actually 
understood everything'. And with this self- 
deception the downstidc within us willonly 
go on. Because I know that if I ‘froze’ some 
of the phrases in the .script and asked this 
audience to explain. I would get, at best, a 
glimpse of meaning shrouded in mist and 
uncertainty. I know they do not read novels 
in Urdu. I know they do notread newspapers 
in Hindi. Yes, there ate many-many people 
all around us who do. but we have done our 
best to disempower them and render them 
invisible. Invisible and unconfident. There 
is no other way for us.to make sure that sill 
the goodies of globalisation come to os 
alone. And our penance for this selfishness 
andiconoclosm istbat wewillroamtbeeaith > 
half-blind to a beauty tbatonly the ‘mvitible* 
among us can tmly enjoy. 

This is not just my imagination; I baye 
heard that the young cast of actors fa^, 
precisely this honest reaction When 
confront^ at first with the script. But, 
amazingly, they weae given the powo' to 
change anything ‘toodifricuit’ - piovtded it 
did not lose the meaning and ihythtn of the 
original script. So these representatives of 
modern India ‘lived widi.' the script as a 
flexible thing, and pilled aroand wjtb H. 
only to fail undesr its in TIk end, as I 



imderriood, «nd, tb^ dce.M^^astRsvieii 
(criptwoaidhillfsrshortofwiiitdMciflginail eui^to write. The 
v^ion demattded.iotenns of cosE^ieeuty, different. And the^ 
M^histicationandbeatttjr.Attdr/iuruneone language unlivii 
was amazed to bear a cast on^faad beard Tragedies’ 
before enunciating Urdu scripts as though as a factor in my n 
they were awkward gynmastic exincises, arrow of blame poi 
ttus time dripping language in shades of and at the director 

'love. The sense of alaap in the beautiful audience, for the si 
Urdu phrases came as much from the actors playing up to now 
as hxm the script-writdr. And I am left 1 

Some ancient Buddhists have likened glimpse, long ago, 
Mligbtenment to the cracking of a mirror, in his timeless-k 
idlowing man a glimpse of« truer reality books, his eyes shin 
behind it. For the same reason, the ancients clarity of innocent 
wnewaryofperfection, because aperfection world in his lang 
in Just one tiny sector of reality could not world, after all. 

NEW DELHI 

Inflation; Finance Minister’s 
Forgotten Promises 

wnd,thdta^^J«aer dae.N^JaativvicwcfaiAS^C^^disia' ' 
easim'to write. The act^-wiitn’, then, Was 
different. And the script, dum, was badt the 
language unliving. .‘Tlifee Greek 
IVagedies’ M^kSahab has renmved kat 
as a factor in my reckoning. And now the 
arrow of blame pointa strright back at me, 
and at the director, and at the rest of the 
audience, fctr the silly games we have been 
playing up to now. 

And I am left here remembering one 
glimpse, long ago, of Mehdi-Sahab sitting 
in his timeless-locddng room with his 
b(x>ks, his eyes shining with the compeUing 
clarity of innocence, and I wonder if the 
world in his language was not a better 
world, after all. 

fdrdwr, ki^vk in po)icy>ma]ang ami; 
detenndlitig the direction of ke economy 
have paascd into the hands of dte owima 
offomigoc^pitalHxitbeirglobalinstitutioRg. 
investmpntflowsandimcemovementshave . 
aimed at restructuring the economy in tune 
with a design fm' aggravating incmne 
disparities and caning up the Indian market 
forfcueign capitri.goods andservkes, [Vices 
df specific commodity groups and Escal 
concessions have been so adjusted as to 
increase the purchasing power of the elite 
segment of the population fcs- tbehigh priced 
goods and services. It has now been 
established that the percentage of the 
population below the poverty level has 
grown, thenuddleclasses have been squeezed 
and those enjoying affluence, a very .smalt 
number, have become more affluent. 

Import of sugar and recently alsoof edible 
oils has suddenly been found to be a soft 
option by the government becau.se of the 
burgeoning exchange reserves which it is 

«M 

Official policy is now guided by the notion that there is no way, at least 
.for a long time to come, to pull the economy out of the mire of 
Stagflation. It has, therefore, settled for keeping infkawnary pressures 
within what may he just tolerable limits for the upper and middle 
classes, though the mass of the people are hit hard. 

THE inflation rate showed a declining trend to have become totally indifferent to the rise 
for a brief pericxi after the launching of the inIbeinnationrate.Hehasbecomcahelpless 

unable or unwilling to use to step up 
investment and promote growth of tj^e 
economy. With inflation touching higher 
and higher levels week after week and no 
sign of the budgetary deficit, especially the 
re venue deficit being brought under control, 
the laidget of the union government to be pre¬ 
sented in the middle of March is obviously 
posing severe dilenunas fur the union finance 
minister. Maiunohan Singh, in addition, has 
to reckon with crippling political-electoral 
constraints. He has been ' advancing false 

market-oriented economic reforms in the 
middle of 1991. But it started climbing up 
again from as far back as the middle of 1993- 
94. Administered prices of .sevwal sensitive 
commodities, among them foodgrains and 
petroleum products, bad to be raised under 
the new policy dispensation. Side by side, 
the fiscal deficit of the government had to 
be cut, which drastically scaled down 
tnve.sunenl in both the public and private 

.'sectors. There have, therefore, been 
, fluctuations in the rale of inflation. But the 

general tendency has been feu’ the rate to go 
up. The upward pressure on imce,s is now 
gaining^ momentum because the policy 
options of the government have become 
more andmore circumscribed for economic 
as well as political reasons. This is indeed 
very disconcerting for the Congress party 
vriiM the general electicai to the Lok Sabha 

' is due little more than a year hence and is 
cmising much di<iqaiet among Congress 
supporters whose ranks are last thinning as 
can be seen foom the results of the state 
assembly elections. 

Finance latnister Mannirkan Singh 
promised in the middle of 1994 that he 
would bring inflationary pressures undm 
control widiin threemonths, weB bcf<^ die 
end of the year. Hwt promise held gtipd for 
hardly ttpee pj^tt^Xflerwsds. he sbenu 

spectator for the simple reason that the 
assumptions on which he was relying have 
turned out to be misplaced. Market forces 
obviously do not in general work in the 
interests of the con.sumers in underdeveloped 
economies, especially tbemass of con-sumers 
with low incomes. Owners of capital, the 
producers and traders, however, find easy 
opportunities to enhance their profits under 
market-oriented policies. Maiunohan Singh 
seems to havereconciledhimself fatalistically 
to this position. Officialpdicy is now guided 
by the notion that there is no way, at least 
for a long time tocome, to pull the economy 
outof themire of stagflation. It has, therefore, 
settled for keeping inflationwy pressures 
within what may be just tolerable limits for 
the upper and mkidie classes, though the mass 
of the petite may be bit very hard, even as 
thcrateof economic giowriremainssluggish. 

1^ nothin that flscai concesstons for the 
private coiporato sector and the middle 
classes woifld giveposidveresuhs and boost 
iuvesment and growth too ha« turned out to 
befancifiil. The upahotoftfaeuiaikot-criented 
adjustment policies has been beipiess 
d^endence on massive inflows of foseign 
capital to provide investiaeat foods and 
sa|:^y of goods to meet n^wotadcsiR of a 
thin fop strata ctftiw pt^Hiliriop. irks hes 
been ^ ekpmienoe ^ ofbv driMqpiag 

alibis for the failure to achieve macro¬ 
economic .stabilisation and promote growth 
impulses in the economy. Rather than admit 
the inherent contradictions and infirmities 
of the so-called economic reform [uograinme 
and tbemethods adopted by the government 
to implement it, be has sought to blame the 
‘slippages’ in the performance'of the 
economy in Uie last three and a half years 
onexogenous facUus.The large buffer stock 
of food grains andthebuild-upoTtfae foreign 
exchange reserves may sdll be applauded by 
interested quarters to be a bright patch in 
an otherwise grim economic .sceuario. But 
the food stocks and the exchange reserves 
are not likely to be us^ as real assets for 
price striiilisation or forfunmoting growth 
and gimerating employment. The emty way 
to (nice stability and economic growth is to 
enhance tberatoof domestic saving and sfop 
up in vestnient under a .well-conceived order 
of priorities, ectmomic and social. The rate 
of domestic saving has aezu^ declined 
under die economic r^onnsiegime. Despite 
thediverskmctfsaviegtotheprivatecorpotsite 
sector thiDUgh the mechanism of stock 
exchanges and trading m diares and stocks. 
mvestnMntmttecoonomyromaiiisrabkyBd. 

Tbeupshourflheseconc^riiis issftetbw ^ 
sfoinking of already stnafl deon^ M foe ’ 
di»MsdcanM|fot 7 

SeosKMie and PcBi^ 



in % iMvate aectbr, by both ln£n and 
fiMtagBbU8iiie8sbt<av8t$.$idoby«idB,public ' 
authotity has lost die abili^ «s wi^ as 
wiUihgness to mobilise resources fmr 

'' invesUnent-eidiCT for education, health 
services and development of human re¬ 
sources, as loudly promised, financial or fcu' 
augmenting supplies to satisfy essential 
consumption needs. Investment in energy, 
transport and intermediate goods to 
strengthen and enlarge the material 
infmtmctureforgrowtbtoohasbeen gio^Iy 
neglected. It will be misplaced tocxpect that 
the budget for 199.5-96 will reverse these 
trends. It is more likely to be inspired by 
gross political opportunism, especially so 
after the electoral setback for the ruling paity 
andjn view of the general elections to the 
Lok Sabha which are due to take place in 
early 1996. if diey do not have to be advanced 
lo sometime in 1995 itself. The budget will 

• furthcrexpose the total poverty of leadership 
of the union government. There will be a 
side-stepping of all meaningful policy 
initiatives. Even those who glibly talk of a 
populist bud|et to win votes may find 
themselves disappointed. All that may be 
pniposed is large disinvestment of the capital 
of public sector undertakings, while avoiding 
any cut in food and fertiliser subsidies. 

While appropriate corrective measures wiU 
have to wail till a government enjoying the 
mandate of the people takes charges alter 
the Lok Sabha elections, in the intervening 
period groups of vested interests, domestic 
and foreign, will manipulate policies and 
admini.strative action in their favour and 
against the needs of the’ people. The 
incmasing pressure the budget-makers 
for enlarging the scope of import- 

* liberalisation, including for consumption 
'articles, will have significant economic and 
social implications. There will be a further 
deepening of recessionary conditions for 
domestic industry expo.sed to foreign 
competition. The inability of the economic 

i refonners to deliver the bonanza for the 
middle classes they promised when diey 
embarked on theiMP/WoridBankstructural 
adjastment programme has become stark in 
the fourth year of its implementation. This 
presents trtdky choices in the making of the 
budget for 1995-96. The economic reforms 
programme, it may be noted, was supposed 
to be completetMn a period of three years,' 
but it has yet to really take off. in the 
meantime, the goyerbment beaded by 
Narasiaiha Rat> has lost the pobtical will as 
weU as abfbcuily for meaninghit polit^- 
making. ■ . >' _ 

Ihe prime mbbster who has been thrown 
into the pcwihoil of having to function 
virtudly is i caretidrer capaei^ is tmder 
ctmtraiypi^iaiires EtOmmany quai^^ 
cabiimm^pilUijiiGUti^^ 
tohasnatitx^ve^hispontion..fivenRaD’s 

.any^iingrefreshing in k. ItfaaSbeen merely 
suggested ttiat the cabinet espansion may 
hopefully enhance Rao’s audiasity within 
diegoveramottandtbefaction-xiddennlUng 
party. But this too may turn outto beavaia 
bqpe. That there was intense wrangling over 
the allocation of portfolios is a reHection of 
the state of afiiars in the Congress party. 
Minister, old and new, sought more influ¬ 
ential or nununerative portfolios, while 
the prime minister found it neces.raiy to 

and induslzy which certainly require fbll . 
time attention arid care. Hiat Rao has lufk 
the indttsby portfolio owler his charge is 
really intriguing.TbefissuresintbeCongiess 
party at all levels have visibly Shupened 
after the cabinet expansion. That the ailing 
Dinesh Singh had to be retained as minister 
without portfolio was a pathedc admission 
of the constraints, political and personal, 
under which the prime minister is 
functioning. 

AGA KHAN FOUNDATION 
. Requires a 

PROGRAMME OFFICER 
(Education) 

Aga Khan Foundation, a non-denominational development 
agency based at Geneva, has programme interests in Health, 
Education and Rural Development. The Foundation in India 
currently supports programmes implemented by NQOs In 
Qiijarat, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and Delhi. 
Its particular emphasis in Education are Early Childhood 
Development and School Improvement. 

The Programme Officer (Education) is responsible for 
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budgeting, monitoring, documenting, evaluating and net¬ 
working with othet^ international organisations, NQOs and 
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While stressing continued subsidising of higher educatkm, a recent 
seminar also favoured fee hike for mo^st cost recovery <md corporate 
financing of educational institutions. 

• RECENTLY, the University Grants Com¬ 
mission (UGC) has brought out a Report of 
^eCommittee of Funding of Institutions of 
Higher Education. The committee was 
headed by Justice K Punnayya. The All 
India Council of Technical Education 
(AICTb) has also brought out a similar 
Report on. Mobilisation of Additional 
Resources for Te6hnical Education under 
the chairmanship of D Swamihadhan. 
Though these two reports came out 
independently of each other, as parallel 
reports,, there are also several common 

i arguments and suggestions on wider policy 
issues as well as specific procedural issues 
in these two reports. Though the main focus 
of the UOC.report was on central universities 
and other institutions of higher education, 
its suggestions and recommendations are 
applicable to most higher education 
institutions in the country, including state 
universities. Besides, these two- reports 
provide corrections to several general mis- 
impressions about, say for example, on the 
levels of subsidisation and cost recovery in 
bigher.educationinothcr countries, and thus 
contribute to informed policy-making in 
higher education in India. The UOC and the 
AICTE are also actively engaged with the 
implementation of the recommendations 

' m^e in these respective reports. Having 
been brought out after the introduction of 
the ne^ economic policies in the country, 
these two reports spell out the need for 
various new su-ategics in funding higher 
education, that have serious short, medium 
and long term implications. At this stage, 
it is generally felt that a dtscus.sion on these 
two reports would be very useful, providing 
valuable inputs intopolicy planning of higher 

, education in the country, besides raising a 
public debate, on several issues raised ki 
these reports. These two reports taken 
together, present an integrated approach to 
theproblemsof financing ofbighereducation 
in bdia. With these in mind, the National 
Institute of Educational Planning and 
Administration has organised a two-day 

'' seminaron Funding ofHigher Education in 
India on January 23-24 to discuss problems 
relating to financing of higher education in 
India, based on these tworeports. More dian 
a score of senior academics and‘beads of 
instihttidlip (from several uniyersities, and 
instiiutkioilofhighercducation like (he Indian 
Instittite ofTechnqlogy and IndianR^titute 

of Management), policy planners from the 
Ministzy of Human Resources Development, 
University Grants Ckimmission, members of 
the two committees, and others piuticipated 
in the seminar. During the one-and-a-half 
day seminar, several important issues were 
discussed intensively. Ihe context of the 
discussions were the two committee repeats 
but the discussions were notrestricted to die 
reports. The issues covered include the role 
of the state, the role of'the market or the 
private sector, princ^les and practice of 
grants by the UGC, extent and scope of cost 
recovery in higher, education, particularly 
the role of fees, scholarships, loans, specif 
taxes, etc, and generation of intemalresources 
by inshtutiohs. The discussions also pon¬ 
dered on specific details. There was much 
consensus on many macro-level and micro¬ 
level issues, and there was alsomuch divided 
opinion on several other major issues and 
specific procedural details and institutional 
arrangements. 

SuBsiusiNo Hiohbr EmJCA'noN 

The discussions proceeded on a familiar 
but a questionable premise of limited resource 
base. It was argued that the govenunentdoes 
not have adequate funds, fiscal resources are 
restricted; and tax revenues are relatively 
inelastic, and hence public resources for 
higher education will be limited. As Atul 
Shanna stated, there is a fiscal crisis in India, 
with the tax system being highly inelastic 
to the needs of the economy. It is an irony 
that on the one hand; the government claims 
high economic growth during the last one 
ra two years, and hopes to reach a higher 
rate of econpmic growth in the near future 
as an impe^ant outcome of adjustment 
policies, with increased levels of ciqiital 
inflow from multinational companies and 
bilateral and multilateral organisations, 
increased levels of private investment, and 
high probability of availability of pion 
resources with the government as a result 
of dis-investmemt ire public sector 
undettakiogs.Atthe same time on the other 
hand, it isforecastedtiiattheeducation sector, 
particularly higher education, wUl continue 
to be engidfed with the problems, of severe 
degree of frnancial inadequacy. Accoiding 
to N C Mathiir. even if 6 per cent of gross 
domestic product (GDP) is aRocated to 
education asprami^by theprimeminister, 

for mohiUaatibn of ‘additioBfl aoB> 
. govonmeotht Ksoutces. 

There ym a consenaus'amongst 4be 
participHits on the nbed tor contimiation of 
the dennifraot role of the state in funding 
higher education. As tiie two conuaitteet 
havestrongly recommended, die stirteshouM 
consider it as a main responsibility to 
subsidigehighereducation, and make afinn 
commitment to fund higher education, 
including technical education. The 
subsidisation of higher education by the 
state was argued to be necessary on a variety 
of grounds. With globalisation and 
liberalisation of domestic economy, demand 
for skilled manpower will increase 
significantly. Currently only about 5 pci 
cent of the relevant age group population 
is enrolled in higher education institutions 
in India, compared to above 70 per cent in 
US and Canada, more than 30 per cent in 
South Rcnea and several European countries, 
and more than 20 per cent in several 
deyeloping countries such as Philippines 
and countries in l^tin America, viz, Cuba, 
Costa Rica, Panama, Chile, Argentina, 
Bolivia, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, etc. With 
inadequate highly educated manpower, 
globalisation will not be meaningful and 
beneficial to the Indian economy. Secondly, 
it was strongly felt that for ensunng equity 
and social jnstice, public in vestmentin higher 
education becomes very important. As D N 
Rao convincingly argued, higher education 
is the only instrument of social mobility in 
India and hence for upward mobility of the 
weakwsections of the society, it is necessary 
that state liberally subsidi.ses higher 
education. Higher education is {vobably a 
better and more effective instrument of 
ensuring equity and social justice than many 
other direct measures. Besides, two 
theoretical arguments are also relevanthece. 
Ext«nalities, including inter-generational 
externalities, associated with education are.' 
substantiat, even if all of them cannot be 
quantified. Jn case of higher education and 
technical education that are regarded as 
specialised human capital, the dynamic 
externalities willbe particularly significant. 
Higher education adds to ^ stock of 
knowledgeof the society. Stateaubsidisation 
of education will be necessary to capture 
these ektonalities. Significant reduction in 
state subsidies Will result,in below social 
optimum investment in higher education. 
With imperfect infonnation flowof the kmd 
we have, the 'merit' argument also reems 
to be particularly relevant in India. Many 
could be ignorant ofthemulti-facetBd benefits* 
of higher education. Imperfect knowdbdge 
necesritates public iuvpstment m highffir 
edUcaticflk 

Fattber,asSNMj8imaigii!ed,itilsoGieties 
in the past did .ftind accumulation of 
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'kie«M|e. cdacaition the ' 
hflrixoiu of kno«irMf e and thus adds to lha 
stoApfintoUcctoalfaiowMgetrflhtsociaty, 
a^iofa is very important. Beiidea, than am 
several imporunt but not necessarily 
maricetable disciplines of study (e g, arts, 
humanities, social sciences, research, 
fundamental sciences, high technology, etc), 
that need to be radter fully financed by the 
state. If state subsidisation does not favour 
such disciplines, there is a danger that these 
disciplines would perish, as market forces 
would not be interested in them. For the 
complete development of the. individuals 
and societies, these areas of study are as 
important as other tradable areas, if not 
more. C S Jha suggested that many courses 
in higher education can be divided into three 
categories, viz, fully funded by the state, 
partially funded by the state, and .self- 
dancing courses. Such a classification can 
be attempted on the basis the critical 
importance of a given area, its marketability, . 
and the costs of education From this it 
would be clear that bcsKlc.s arts, humanities 
and social .sciences, several other vital areas 
of study need to be fully funded, several 
area.s need to be partially but substantially 
funded and very few courses can be totally 
self-financed 

With respect to stale Hnancing of higher 
education, the UGC cominittee has 
lecummendcd few important measures. The 
most important measure suggested refers to 
unit-cost formula based grants mechanism 
to the universities, according to which most 
of the slate grants will be related to 
enrolments TTie formula was welcomed by 
many as an important measure of significant 
improvement over the present ad hoc system 
of grants. Such a formula is hoped to be 
Ci^uittble and efficient as well. However, it 
was noted that the u,se of the formula requires 
detailed estimates of several important 
components of the costs of higher education 
in each institution. This may require. Amrik 
Singh observed, massive Paining of staff in 
ttw UOC, univenitics and othw institutions 
of higher educMton. Becides, it U felt that 
it is not necessarily an efficiency promoting 
meaeura, as the enrolments do not indicate 
any level of eAiciency of dm system. Tapai 
M^nmdar cautioned that it may induce die 
institutions to enrol more uid more students, 
uichidinglMs qualified ones, oritmay induce 
dn instthHions to fictitious inflated 
wnohaent nwihers in dwir npoiis. While 
the wenfcnessM ef the fonnato were weB 
netod, it was agread that this wosdd he an 
■qwrtanfMl tijpnlfirMt.impiovemeiitever 
dw pteaent iqratons. ft is also neoessKy, 
aBceedbtgtoJlia.to4BviHopaset of specific 
ptranetm fer naeasiiraig efikieocy of (he 
aeiveisitias. Aftir afl, efficieacy in the 
univenities is dtffisitoit fttnn effickney in 
pri vato sector indwtrias. Many highMghM 
fie need fer eyidving procedwes and 

ftlidriineB far ov«n£ io^piovianmt ^ fie 
tgrslan and fieec nwasines. found reliable, 
eeuW be United to grants, ee fiat fie whole 
gnmie tneehanism beconmt effisiency- 
ofiented. In fils context, social audit of fie 
universiQi systems was also suggested. 

The need for detaUed and elaborate data 
base was strongly felt by many. It was noted 
that fie statistical information system in fie 
UOC (perhaps as well as in fie central and 
sute governments) and in the universities 
need large-scale improvement. Tapas 
Majumdar warned that without a strong, 
reliable and updated statistical information 
system, policy-making and planning in 
highweducation becomes extremely fragile. 
It is a'pity fiat though the UOC regulations 
link yearly grants to a university to the 
submission of financial details of the 
preceding year, these regulations were never 
strictly adhered to, resulting in a wide gap 
in fiedata base for severti yeasrs in fie recent 
past. It should be realised fiat the costs of 
mis- or inadequate information are high. In 
this context, many stre.ssed fie importance 
of making not only the government bodies 
and institutions, but also the students aware 
of the costs of education, the extent of 
.subsidUation, and the present levels of cost 
recovery. The need for transparency at all 
levels is obvious Tran.sparency will improve 
fie efficiency levels considm-ably. Detailed 
statistical information system should be able 
to help in accurately esthnating the total 
costs of higher education, the components 
therein, the subsidy being {uovided to each 
student under varfbos heads, etc. Such 
information is crucial in making sound 
policies regarding financing of higher 
education. V P Oarg noted fiat this might 
require substantial changes in fie format of 
fie university budget statements. 

Cost Recovery in Hkihgr Education 

While every one agreed on fie need for 
continuation of fie critical role of fie state 
HI fiinding of higher education, there aeemed 
to be some conaensua emerging on fie need 
to raise more resources outside the 
govemiaent Important rcsouroes in this 
ragard include fees aad loans. Tiqias 
Miqumdar argued fiat support for low fee 
structure in higheT education was meagre. 
Paec have to be raiaed, easaetially becauae, 
fiay have not been rabject to syatomatic 
teviaioa. Ibey are not only not linked to 
inflation, but tilto they hava baen left 
taebangpd fer several decades in many 
uwvanitiee. Sncondly, it was lepoited fiat 
tiiata war wiBmgnets to pty for b^ber 
aducatioa among a majority of the studeitts. 
Referring to a stady condtactod at fielndian 
Inatitate dn'ech8ok}|^ atMadras, V S Rqu 
otoarved that as many as 7S par cent of the 
stiniente were roedyfepayefse of something 
like Rs 46,000 per year fareducidioa in nr. 

oompated to the {Resent level irf less than' 
Rs l.OOOperstudent, andfiatfieremainmg 
25 per cent would also be ready to pay fie 
same, if loans were made availifile. It was 

. felt fiat this willingness on the part of fie 
students and parents is not tapped enough 
by fie edueationa] institutions. Thirdly, it 
was also slated fiat high fee structure would 
imprbvc internal efficiency of the systeirt 
by compelling students to demand high 
quality education, though this need not be 
neces-sarily true; if it were true, the capitation 
fee colleges should be offering very high 
quality education. * 

Further, fie fees paid in higher education 
ba.s no coiTe.spondence to the fees paid in 
school education. While students pay very 
high fees for primary education (particularly 
in private schools), there is no reason why 
they should not be asked to pay reasonably 
high fees for higher education. Amrik Singh 
suggested that the fee paid in the school for 
each student should be taken as the minimum 
level of. fees to be charged for higher 
education. Tiiough there seems to be much 
sense in .such a proposal, it may be noted 
thai only 5 percent of primary schoolchildren 
go to fee-charging private .school.s. Even if 
one takes fie actual students and not their 
proportion, thwc would still be large number 
of students whose education would have to 
be fully subsidiaed Another desirable 
suggestion inthitregardrefers tosome form 
of differential fee system in higher educatioir 
according to fie undergraduate, postgraduate 
and research levels of higher education. An 
increase in fees also corrects the regressive 
nature of financing of higher education out 
of general tax revenues, a substantial part 
of which comes in the form of indirect 
taxes paid by the poor. As Atul Sharma 
observed, since higher education is .still a 
privilege of the rich there is no justification 
in financing higher education out of genera] 
tax revenues. 

The UOC committee has suggested fiat 
all costs of universities and institutions of 
higher education should be broken into three 
components; academic (teaching and 
research) costs, academic support costs 
(libraries and laboratories), and student 
welfwe costs (hostels, etc)^llic committee 
opines that attempts should be made to 
recovH'nearfullcosts wifi respeetto student 
welfare costs, substantial proportion of 
academic sup^rewt costs, and reasonable or 
meanUngful proportion of academic costa 
from fie stu^nts. Yet. few have argued few 
a steep increase in the fees, and a high cost 
recovery ratio from the students. Both, fie 
AJCTE committee and the UOC comntittee, 
have pleaded for raising fie cost recovery 
rate to about 20-25 per cent of recarring 
costs, and that this level sbookl be reacbeti 
gradually. The UOC committee suggests 
ilito tile cost recovery nde shook! re^ IS 
pw cent in five yews, sod 25 percent an a 
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spin «f ldy««rs. 
feasible, as qaife a few cases twve shown 
that increase in fee rates do not attraa any 
serious resistance jfroin the students and 
parents. This can be done by hiking fee of 
selected items (e g, examination fee, 
educational dcvclopmentfce'laboratory fee, 
library fee, ci>mputer fee, and occasionally 
tuition fees), and of selected groups of 
students (e g, the new comers). Such a modest 
cost recovery ratio (20-2.S per cent) is 
desirable compared to 50-100 per cent cost 
recovery from the students, since the former 
does not substantially affect the access of 
the weaker sections to higher education. 
Jandhyala Tilak argued against high cost 
recovery rates as it would further tilt higher 
education in favour of the rich. 

Strong arguments werealsomade in favour 
of modest cost recovery rates based on 
international evidence. As the UGC 
committee documented, even in so-called 
market economies, .students bear only a small 
feaction of costs of higher education; nil in 
Germany, les.s than 5 per cent in France, less 
than 10 percent in Japan, and less than 15 
per cent in US (in mid-l980.s). In fact, as 
Dinesh Mohan pointed out, introduction of 
fees and raise in fee in higher education were 
not a global trend. These are confined to a 
very tew aiuntries (like US under president 
Reagan and Britain under prime minister 
Thatcher). In fact, if the pre.scnt levels of 
cost recovery in higher education in India 
are abt>ut 15 per cent, as Jandhyal a Ti 1 ak and 
afew others claim, the present levels in India 
should be treated as higher than in many 
European and developed countries. But if 
the fee contributions form only negligible 
(1-2 per cent) proportion of costs in central 
universities, as rept»rted by J L Azad, there 
is a case for increasing the fees in these 
institutions. Further. Tilak commented that 
the actual incidence of fees and other costs 
of higher education in other countries is 
much less than what the estimates on cost 
recovery indicate, as there exist effective 
student aid mechanisms, supported by the 
state. For example, the incidence of fees on 
home students in the UK is practically nil. 
Dinesh Mohan also referred to the historical 
evidence that couple of decades ago higher 
education was provided free in many 
developed countries; and this contributed to 
the economic growth of devclqted countries. 
In'stead of comparing .the current Indian 
situation with contemporary situation in other 
countries, valid comparisons should be 
between present conditions in India with 
conditions prevailing 20-50 years ago, if not 
earlier, in developed countries. Ahistorical 
reading of social factors is disastrous. Dinesh 
Mohan argued that if lessons arc lobe drawn 
from the history of developed countries, it 
is simple; provide free higher education to 
everyone and also provide liberally direct 
subsidies like scholarships and otbn types 

ciF Snuciid assistance to ooyer atudeints* 
dinct and even opporttmity costs. In this 
context the inter-sectoral relationships 
between several layers of education also 
need to be taken into account It was argued 
that fees in higher education has an adverse 
effect on the demand for not only higher 
education, but also on demand for secondary 
and even primary education, as .secondary 
and primary education is mainly demanded 
not to secure employment (as school 
education docs not offer any employment 
opportunities), but to seek entry into higher 
education later. 

Along with increase in fees, the participants 
also argued for elaborate and well designed 
scholarship and loan schemes. It is indeed 
surprising that ttic AICTE committee and 
the UGC committee have only recommended 
very limited free and concessional 
studentships for the weaker sections (5-10 

-per cent of the total number of students). 
Majumdaragreedtbat these proposals m ight 
require upward revision, ba.sed upon actual 
number of students in higher education 
belonging to weaker sections of the society. 
The need for strengthening the scholarship 
scheme was also stressed. A case of well 
designed scholarships and freeships was 
emphasised, as fee is inherently regressive 
in nature and effect, and to counter tiiis 
effect, a very efficient scholarship system 
is needed. There is no second opinion about 
it. Jandhyala Tilak further ob.scrved that 
since fee is at the entry point into higher 
education, and scholarships arc received by 
the students during (and .sometimes even 
after) studies that too with no certainly, 
the restnetive effect of fce.s has to be taken 
into consideration, while designing the 
scholarship schemes. 

Many participants were highly favourable 
to student loan programme.s as an effective 
mechanism of financing higher education 
and of safeguarding the interest of the weaker 
sections. But the over-enthusiastic optimism 
in favour of student loan programmes has 
been questioned by some on the basis of 
international evidence and Indian experience. 
It was note^ that loan programmes requires 
anefficientcapital market. Besides, itrequircs 
huge investment in the short and medium 
terms and hence it cannot be a sbort-to- 
medium term solution to the problem of 
finances (the AICTE committee suggested 
a capital base of Rs 3,000 crore to set up 
Educational DevelopmentB ank of India for 
floating .soft loans); and even in the bngran 
it might not be a strong solution to the 
problem of funding higher education, as 
loan recovery rates are depressingly low 
even in industrialised societies. As a recent 
World Bank study on Higher Educatbn 
reported, average loan recovery ratio 
(including default and administrarive costs) 
ranges between 2 per cent in Brazil and 67 
po'centin Sweden andBarbados. According 

toTilak'aeti^lidfeau otlfy 
the total kiaii amounts co^ be fecovoed 
between 1963-^4 and 1987-88 ht India. 

The principle of selective subsidisaticH), 
i e, targeting the subsidies to the weaker 
sections, came under attack from economists 
like D N Rao, who favoured universal 
subsidisation instead, since targeting of 
subsidies has often proved to be proble¬ 
matic and inefficient, contributing to the 
accentuation of inequities and injustice in 
the society. Dinesh Mohan argued.that the 
present system of scholarships fc«r poor is 
inherently inequitable; as the poor should 
be meritorious to receive scholarships and 
slay in higher education, while no such 
conditions exist for the rich. 

There was alsorepeated reference to brain 
drain and the extent of enormous loss of 
national resources involved therein. The loss 
includes not only investment loss, but also 
loss of skills. While investment loss can be 
checked through some measures of cost 
recovery like lump sum payment at the time 
of emigration, or tax on brain drain, and 
other measures, it would be difficult to 
recover loss of talent orskill. DineshMohan 
regards the bias in enrolment distribution in. 
favour of the upper income classes a.s the 
principal factor responsible for the whole 
problem of brain drain 

NoN-OoVERNMHNT FiNANfES 

Both the UGC and the AICTE committees 
have recommended several measures (o 
augment resources by institutions from 
corporate sector Impt^rtantmeasuresincludc 
allowing die institutions to keep tiie internally 
generated resources with them.selves to be 
used for the development of the institution. 
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\tad tibcnd tui concestknc to the <ioaon, 
Itw former pix^tal ia to encourage the 
inadtutionstogenorateon ttoirownreaouroes 
from non-govenunentaLsector, and latH'one 
to encourage the donors to make contri¬ 
butions to higher education institutions. The 
committees have also proposed matching 
grants ai^ other incentives to the institutions 
to match (he internal generation of resources, 
as an additional incentive. These proposals 
were'widcly welcomed by the participants 
of the seminar. However, while some 
expressed much optimism, some were not 
so optimistic. V S Raju argued that the 
industrial sector was ready to make huge 
inve.stments in higher education and research 
and development, but the higher education 
seeks' was not ready fur the same. By offering 
tailor-made programmes, the institutions of 
higher education .can generate substantial 
amount of re,sources from industrial sector. 
N C Mathur also saw an existence of such 
a scope, and suggested that generation of 
resources from industrial sector should start 
with Regional Engineering Colleges to 
produce demonstration effect on other 
institutionr. On the other hand, some argued 
that given the past experience on the 
interests of the corporate sector in research 
and development activities, despite 
protection accorded to them by the 
government, one should not be highly 
optimistic about these proposals. 
Bashiruddin Ahmed also noted thafthere 
are several self-financing courses that cjyn 
be started to generate sizeable resources. 
At the .same time, the dangers in relying 
too much on such courses should be taken 
note of. Institutions may end up with 
empha.sising self-financing courses, and 
ignore other vital areas. The links between 
profit seeking industrial sector and non¬ 
profit m aking big her education sector need 
to be forged with caution and utmost care. 

There are some institutions that do' 
generate a very high level of resources 
from Don-govemmentai sector. Amarlal 
Kalro mentioned that 70 per cent of the 
resources at the Indian Institute of 
Management, Ahmedabad were internally 
generated through fees and other 
contributions. It was also noted that this 
was possible by being highly selective and 
elitist. While such elite institutions are 
necessary for development and to mab- 
tain excellence, and that such elite 
institutions should not be subject to 
common denominators, such levels of 
resource generation might not be possible 
and should not be attempted in higher 
educatimi in genorri. DineshMoban argued 
that while retburces can be generated 
from industrial sector by organising skill 
upgrsdation courses, and requiring 
industries to make a one time coutribatkm 
to theinstitation concerned for employing 
a gradnate of that institotion (siinllar to 

snm’ payroll tax), k is necessary to' 
note that bigbra' education is not just fexr 
factory-based employment. It is for toe 
development of individuals, for social 
development, social transformation, and it 
is for its own sake. The approach to 
financing of higher education has to take 
this into account. Rao cautioned that the 
predominance of management-based 
approach to the problems of financing 
higher education was not desirable. Under 
the present euphoria in favour of markeu. 
there is a danger to miss the distinction 
between goods like higher education and 
goods like soaps and cars, and this will be 
proved costly in the long run. P Thakur 
also warned that too much reliance on 
market-oriented measures will be counter- 
productive as there are chances of 
educational institutions becoming mainly 
money-rai.sing in.stitutions. 

There is a familiar argument that many 
highereducation institutions are inefficient. 
Raj a Raman remarked that these institutions 
were providing poor quality education, 
imparting no skills, and serve at best the 
screening and labelling functions for the 
benefit of the labour market, and hence, 
do not deserve more funds. But Dinesh 
Mohan responded that these higher 
education institutions were inefficient as 
the public investment.^ made in these 
institutions arc so inadequate that these 
institutions could not provide anything 
better. Inefficiency is rather toe outcome 
of low investments made in education, and 
inefficiency should not be treated as a 
rea.son for low levels of public investment 
in higher education institutions. C S Jha 
stated that high quality education costs 
high; it requires higher level of in vestments, 
and the state that stresses on high quality 
and excellence should invest accordingly 
a good amount of resources in education. 

The scope for more efficient utilisation 
of resources in highereducation institutions 
was also dwelt upon by many. Bashiruddin 
Ahmed and Anand Sarupfelt that much of 
toe incidence of toe financial crunch could 
be avoided by avoiding mismanagement in 
the utilisation of existing resources. 
Substantial savings could be effected by 
better management practices in the 
utilisation of the given resources. The UOC 
committee has suggested a normative 
pattern Of spending resources on various 
activities; W-6S per cent on teaching and 
research, 10-12 per cent on academic 
administration, and 20-25 per cent on 
auxiliary so-vices, other departments, etc. 
Expenditure on non-essential activities 
should be reduced substantially. 

Tbere utere sevqpd suggestions regarding 
angmenUftion of resources in higher 
education. Some pn^sals refer to special 
taxes, or eannarked taxes and education 
cess on industiiefb While many favoured 

such taxes,,, toemy of public ftnance does 
notfavourearmaiked taxes since tfae toeory 
does not link issues of raising resources 
with issues of utilising resources. Besides, 
such taxes restrict the degrees of freedom 
of resource planners. 

Many agreed that choices are indeed 
limited: the govmument has to tinance 
higher education substantially; it cannot 
reduce its role. What is needed is the need 
for educating the government, politicians, 
policy-makers and planners. As Raja Raman 
argued, the rationale for state financing of 
highereducation need to be made explicitly 
clear, showing how social benefits fr6m 
highereducation percolate down. Informed 
policy choices can be made only by properly 
educating the policy-makers. Buttfaere are 
also valid compulsions to attmept at raising 
resources from non-governmental sources. 
Hence the search fur an optimum mix of 
government and non-govemmentfinances 
for highereducation. and many participants 
strongly felt that this mix should be rather 
severely skewed in favour of government 
finances for obvious reasons. 

To summarise, a few important policy 
suggestions emerged loudly and clearly 
from the seminar. They are: (1) The state 
cannot abandonits responsibility of funding 
higher education, and shift it to market 
forces. The state.should continue to play 
a dominant role in financing higher 
education in India. (2) Tbere is need to 
improve the mechanism of UGC/ 
government grants to universities and 
institutions of higher education. Grants 
mechanism based on unit cost formula 4 
a minimum needed reform in this direction. 
This requires estimation of costs of 
education in great detail. (3) Efforts can 
be made to raise resources from non¬ 
governmental sources to supplement 
governmental resources, without affecting 
equity and efflciency in education. (4) One 
importantmeasurein this regard is amodest 
and gradual increase in fees to cover about. 
20-25 per cent of the recurring costs of 
highereducation, along with introduction 
of a well designed scholarship and student 
loan programmes. (S) Another important 
measure refers to generation of resources 
through voluntary donations, and otha;. 
contributions from corporate sector, 
through tax incentives on one side, and 
incentives in use (rf toese funds by toe 
institutions on the other side. (6) A bask 
need of the whole syskan is a stiong.reliable 
and up-to-date statistical infonaation 
system in the U(XI, AICTE, central and 
state governments and bigba education 
institutions. (7) AH aspects of financing of 
higher education - grants, costs, fees, emt 
recovery, scholarships, otha direct an^ 
indirect subsidies, gaiaation of other 
internal resources, etc, -..should be 
coint>letely hansparent. 



MEXICO 

Rebellion, Repression and Reform 
Carol Upadhya 

Tftg army crackdown on the Zapatista rebellion in the Chiapas and its 
subsequent withdrawal in the face of popular opposition underscore the 
instability and weakness of the government of president Zedillo who is 
forced to walk a tightrope, balancing his promises of electoral, party, 
judicial and economic reforms against his obligations to the old guard 
cf the PRl who saw him into power. 

ON February 9. president Ernesto Zedillo 
of Mexico, after two months of attempted 
conciliation and apparently frustrated by 
accusations of his government’s weakness, 
ordered a crackdown on the rebel Zapatista 
National Liberation Army (EZLN) in the 
southern state of Chiapas. TT>c army was 
ordered to move into the region to execute 
arrest warrants for five Zapatista leaders, 
including the charismatic ‘Subcom and ante 
Marcos’.JThe justification given for this 
move was (he discovery of stashes of 
weapons, ammunition and explosives 
during raids, which according to the 
government indicate that the rebels were 
preparing fev armed attacks in Chiapas and 
elsewhere. The government also seized 
documents which revealed the identity and 
‘bourgeois origins’ of the rebel leader, who 
ha.s always used a nom-de-guerre and 
appeared in public wearing a mask. 
(!&dillo’s ‘revelation’ is nothing new, smee 
Marcos himself has said in interviews that 
he comes from an upper-middle class, non- 
Indian background in Mexico City.) 'The 
government alleged that several other 
leaders were linked to urban terrorist groups 
of the 1970s, and on this basis the president 
claimed that the group’s leadership and 
goals are “neither populist [nor] 
indigenous’’. These accusations were meant 
to strike at the core of the movement, 
which represents the struggle of the 
indigenous Mayan Indians for political, 
economic and cultural rights. 

In the first army action in a year, 
govmiment troops drove deep into rebel 
teiritory, reaching the guerrillas ’ best-known 
jungla stronghold of Guadalupe Tepeyac 
and easily consolidating control over a 
dozen Chiapas villages and towns because 
they encountered no resistance. Butin spite 
of sending in 2,500 troops, 33 aircraft, 30 
tanks and 32 armoured vehicles, the army 
was unable to capture Subcomandante 
Marcos; one of the five rebel leadws was 
l>Ud and the capture of another was claimed 
bat not conrnmed. The Zapatistas appear 
to have staged a strategic retreat; the army 
found several Chiapas towns all but 

abandoned, and rebels were seen marching 
in columns into the jungle-covered 
mountains to the north. In response to the 
action, Marcos pledged to wage a long 
drawn-out guerrilla war if the clampdown 
continued- 

The deployment of troops was a very 
unpopular move, as several large demon¬ 
strations in Mexico City showed. Perhaps 
in response to this opposition, on February 
14 the president, calling the operation a 
‘success’, did another about-face by 
cancelling the search for the rebel leader.s, 
offering amnesty, and proposing to reopen 
negotiations. In an apparent attempt to 
appease the rebels, the govemorof Chiapa.s, 
Eduardo Robledo Rincon, who the rebels 
say was elected fraudulently, stepped down. 
Inanotherainciliatory move, the government 
allowed a human rights inspector into 
Chiapas, who confirmed that tlie army used 
torture on tho.se arrested, seven in all. to 
extract ‘confessions’. Besides the resignation 
of the governor, the rebels are demanding 
the withdrawal of troops before talks can 
begin. 

Zedillo’s turn-around may have also had 
something to do with the results of tlic 
elections held on February 13, which went 
against the ruling PRI (the Institutional 
Revolutionary Party). 'The National Action 
Party (PAN), a centre-right party, won the 
governorship of the state of Jalisco and 
control of the state legislature and amajority 
of city halls. The vote was hailed some 
as the fulfilmentof Zedillo’s promise of fair 
elections and greater democracy in Mexico. 
(These elections followed twodays of rioting 
by protestors in the state of Tabasco against 
the allegedly fraudulent election thereof die 
PRI governor Madrazo.) The election was 
the first since the devaluation of the peso 
in December and the subsequent economic 
crisis which forced the country to appeiJ for 
international aid. The vote, accesrding to 
analysts, could be the first in a series of PAN 
victories; given die disarray in the PRI, the 
party has achanoc to wincontiol ofMexico's 
lower house of Congress in the 1997 fedml 
election. Three other states, all PAN 

strongholds, have gubamatoiia] elections 
this year. 

Mexico is hardly a democracy in practice. 
A strong centralised bureaucracy has ruled 
the country since the revolution, and the PRI 
has retained its bold on power for 66 years 
by using fraud, force and public funds. The 
Zapatista rebellion, among other things, 
represents pressure for democratic reform, 
and the rebels have received wide support 
from other Mexicans on this count- The 
feudal attitudes of ruling party bosses in 
stales like Chiapas have contributed to the 
discontent. Having treated Mexico as its 
private fief for years, the PRI is beginning 
to see the results when elections are 
conducted fairly. The rebellion in Chiapas 
may actually have achieved one of its aims, 
by pushing Mexico towards a more 
democratic system. 

But the Zapatista rebellion is not only 
about democratic reform; to some observers, 
it represents the indignation of Mexico’s 
poor over free market reforms. F-iven 
supporters of reform acknowledge that the 
new economic policies have increased the 
already-huge dispanties of wealth Sixteen 
pel centofMexico’spopulation isofficially 
classified as living in ‘extreme poverty’, and 
another 2K per cent us“‘poor'; most of tlie 
poor live in the countryside, and the state 
of Chiapas is die poorest of all. Economic 
reforms have not benefited the peasantry; 
for one thing, the government phased out 
agricultural subsidies, including those on 
maize, the staple diet of the peasants In 
January 1994 at the start of the rebellion 
(which significantly was launched on the 
same day that NAFTA took effect). 
Comandante Marcos denounced NAFTA 
as a ‘death .sentence’ for Mexico’s Indians 
The Fndians are also opposed to the recent 
land reforms, aimed at freeing up the market 
for land, because the original land reforms 
to distribute land to the peasants never 
really took effect there. Many Indians have 
lost their lands to cattle barons with 
connections to the PRI. and many remain 
landless in a region of large estates. Salinas ’ 
anti-poverty agency. Solidarity, was created 
to channel resources to the poor agrarian 
regions, but the money received has not 
offset low prices for coffee, the state’s 
main commercial crop,-and the withdrawal 
of agricultural subsidies. Rather disinge¬ 
nuously, president Zedillo blamed the 
recent economic ‘meltdown’ on the 
Zapatistas, whose activities are supposed 
to have put pressure on the peso and the 
stockmaiket. But he has yet to recognise 
that the same economic (and political?) 
policies that led to the meltdown also have 
created the social conditions that sparked 
the movement. 

Even more than apeasantrebellion about 
agrarian issues, the movement rqiresents 
a pan-Mayan cultural uprising that 
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encomps^ses tfa« test of Mtsc^nica a$ 
well --'tfaeir demimd is for Indian political 
and cultural mitonomy. Half of the peculation 
of Chiapas is Mayan in language, culture 
and ethnicity, and the Mayan Indians have 
suffered centuries of oppression and 
discrimination in Mexicoiand other countries 
at the hands of the non-Indian population 
and the state. The Indians in Guatemala have 
been engaged in political struggle for 
indigenous rights: it should come as no 
surprise that the Chiapan Indians are 
beginning to awaken. 

These recent events, on topof flic economic 
disaster (which significantly followed the 

installation a cabinet Ml of foreign* 
educated, market-oriented economists- 
Zedillo himself has a PhD in economics 
from Yale), underscore the instability and 
^akness of the present government. Zedillo 
is forced to walk a tightrope, balancing his 
promises for electoral, party, judicial, and 
economic reforms against his obligations to 
the old guard of the PRl - the ‘dinosaurs’ - 
who saw him into power. It remains to be 
seen whether, from such a weak position, 
Zedillo can proceed with the promised 
democratisation of Mexico and also address 
the legitimate demands of the 2^patistas 
without again re.sorting to the asc of force. 

Emerging Alternatives in China 
DN 

The self-proclaimed collective of Nanjie village and the virtual 
collective of Weirum fall into the category of common property systems. 
They ard'property and so involve the exclusion of non-owners from 
their benefits. They are different from the old communes in that their 
external relations are those of the capitalist markets within which they 
exist while their ecmomic relation to the state is basically one of 
delivering some amount of grain. 

PRUBLHMs in maintaining agricultural, 
particularly foudgrain, production and 
neglect of essential investment in 
agricultural infrastructure, along with 
problems of environmental degradation are 
well known features of prc.scnt-day China. 
With tlie dismantling of the communes and 
the introduction of household distribution 
of land there are obvious problems in 
mechanising agriculture. One way out of 
this situation is through the emergence of 
a lease market for laud. Some hou.sehold.s 
would Icaseoutland and becomccffcctivcly 
di.sposscs.sed labourers; while there would 
be a centralisation of production on larger 
farms . This is the classic process whereby 
rich peasants and captialist farmers emerge. 
To foster .such a development there have 
been changes in the agrarian law to make 
it possible for long-term leasing of land. 

The dismantling of the communes not 
only broke up the production units in 
agriculture, it ^so ended die social security 
and welfare systems, shattering the ‘ iron rice 
bowl'. SbortMls in the provision of health 
and education services and their availability 
to die rural and urban poor have been 
reported. 

In the context of capitalist market 
developments it is necessary to note the 
emergence of alternatives to the above 
processes, alternatives which seem to 
provide a better dtfai for the producers. 

A study of Wcinan Village in Wu County 
of Jiangsu I’rovmce (south-east China) 
points out that in order to re.sol ve problems 
of mechanisation and modernisation of 
agriculture, a Village Agricultural .Service 
Station (VASS) ha.s come into existence. 
(This account of Wcinan Village is ba.scd 
on Jun ZRou’s Master's thc.sis, ‘The 
Agricultural Service in .Small-Farming 
Systems: A Study of Wu County. Jiang.su 
Province, PRC’, at the Asian Institute of 
Technology, Bangkok) 

Wilh the bou.scfaold responsibility system 
there emerged an acute problem of labour 
shortage. Households economised on Uic 
aseof labour bysubstituting purchased inputs 
for those that had to be collected manu^ly 
In the place of the earlier practice of dredging 
up river sludge for fertili.scr (which used to 
bcdoncovcrhalf ayear) farmers substituted 
chemical fertilisers. As a lesult the ratio 
between organic and inorganic fertiliser 
decreased dramatically from 1:2.9 in 1980 
to 1:16.2 in 1992. China’s famous stre.ss on 
organic fertilisers was wiped out by the 
household fanning system. Herbicides were 
used to reduce labour requirement for 
weeding. 

While women and theelderly arc the main, 
farmers, most others arc part-time fanners, 
al^ working on the enterprises owned by 
the village. These enteipriscs arranged 
’agricultural vacations ’ toenablc the workers 
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to work on their lands, particularly during 
peak a^ricuhuM periods. With workers 
losing wages and factories losing jHtxlaction, 
this could not be a sustainable solution to 
the problem of meeting the labour 
requirements of agriculture. 

The leasing-out solution emerged in the 
village. As a result the village has four 
specialised agricultural households, produc¬ 
ing crops for sale and operating an average 
of37.25 mu each. But more than 80 per cent 
of the village land is to be devoted to 
production fur village consumption. This 
land cannot be leased out for commercial 
farming. Finally, the availability of outside 
labour was al.so limited. 

A VASS was set up providing mechanised 
agricultural services to the farmers. The 
VASS IS itself owned by the village 
collective, as arc all the other enterprises 
(electrical fan, enamel-insulated wire and 
silk thread factories and a fishery unit) in 
the village. The VASS was set up with 
indivisible equipment acquired from the 
old commune. Initially the VASS only 
provided agricultural supervision and 
operated equipment that could not be used 
by household farms. But over lime the 
functions of the VASS increased to cover 
a wide range of agricultural operations. 
These vary from land preparation, water 
management, farm input provision, plant 
protection, field drainage, rice nursery and 
fertiliser application to harvesting and 
transplanting. Due to lack of adequate and 
reliable machinery, rice transplanting and 
harvesting have both remained problems. 

The VASS in order to keep its full-time 
workers occupied during the slack agri¬ 
cultural period.s has taken up contracts for 
related construction works. The VASS 
carried out the construction and maintenance 
of the irrigation system and roads. At other 
times the VASS workers are taken up in die 
village-owned factories or provide 
transportation serv^es. 

With the uniformity of crops grown in 
the village, the VASS in effect carries out 
mu.stof the agricultural workinthcvillage. 
There is now no que.stion of a lag in 
cxtcn.siun, a.s the trained workers of die 
VASS themselves carry out all the 
operations, .supplemented by the labour of 
women and the elderly. 

l^d on which consumption crops are 
to be grown arc disbihuted to households 
on the ba.sis of the number of its adult 
members. But from the earlier situation of 
family members performing all thelabour, 
the growth of VASS functions has led to 
the village collective itself (in the form <4 
the VASS which it owns) (noviding most 
of the agricultural labour required. The 
village collective, through its Village 
Agriculture Develo{«ient Fund (VADF) 
as it is, already undertakes ^1 the investment 
in agriculture. The further growth of 
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industry, by increasing the demand fat 
labour, would push up the opportunity cost 
of the women who are now left as the sole 
whole-time family farm workers. The 
VASS would then take over all the 
agricultural operationjS of the village, 
leaving a household .system only in name. 

Already agriculture provides just about 1 
per cent of the income of the village. Meant 
basically for subsistence (besides the sales 
to 'the state) agriculture is in effect a 
supplement to the income earned from the 
village -owned factories and other enterprises. 
(The situation bears a resemblance at one 
level to what one finds in plantations in 
many parts of the world, where unused lands 
are given to the familie.s of workers to {Hoduce 
crops to supplement iheir wages. Of course, 
there is big difference in that (he plantations 
are not owned by the workers, while the 
village enterprises in this ca.se are owned by 
the village collective.) Since land is held on 
the basis of the number of members in a 
fantily, there is an equity in the distribution 
of foodgrains, at least part of which is not 
related to the income that the workers earn 
from the village enterprises. Further, witli 
the basic hxxlgrains being prtxluced in the 
village and not being subject to distribution 
through the market, the spectre of inflation 
that looms over China is partly kept at bay 
in Weinan village. 

If Weinan village has virtually abandoned 
the household system of farming, Nanjic 
village in Linying County, Henan Province, 
ha.s formally abolished the household 
respon.sibility system A report in the Far 
Eastern Economic Review (November 17. 
1994, on which the following is based) 
says that Nanjie abandoned the household 
responsibility system after w.orking it for 
six years. In this penod agricultural 
production fell by .50 per cent. After 
reverting to communal production village 
agriculture has reached record levels. But 
in common with Weinan, in Nanjie too 
agriculture accounts fRr barely 1 per cent 
of village income. The rest comes from 
various village enterprises. The village 
collectively owns 26 enterprises. 

Migrant workers in N anjie arc three times 
the village’s own population. But their 
wage rates arc reported to be. even higher 
than those paid to Nanjie’s own workers. As 
at Weinan. workers get a portion of their 
income in kind, .so that inflation is not a 
problem. 

What Nanjie workers gel as direct 
entitlements does not depend just on the 
number of members in a family (as it docs ; 
in Weinan where grain entitlements depend ^ 
on land alloUnents). F.valuations of social 
factors, such as cleanliness, studiousness of , 
children, political participation, etc, are the ! 
basis for the distribution of welfare benefits. 
Overall, the village has the highestpercapita 
income in China. | 

White it u necessaiy to investigate the 
relations between the ruling elite (of the 
party and managers) of the village-owned 
enterprises, on the face of it, there is not 
that separation of the woricers from the 
means of production characteristic of 
capitalism. These ,are not the state 
en terprises that were suppo.sed to be owned 
by the whole people. They arc owned by 
a group of people, defined as the (adult) 
residents of a village. The enterprises are 
private property. Not individual property, 
which anyway is noteven characteristic of 
capitalism with its joint-stock companies. 
But this is not a simple corporate village 
entity, since there is not a disjunction 
between workers and owners. If (and it is 
a big if) there is not a separation of 
party officials and managers as a stratum 
from the workers, then there would not 
be a stratum or class of non-working 
owners (as the owners of a joint-stock 
company are). 

But there are some non-owning workers. 
This is revealed in the distinction between 
local and ‘guest’ workers. Certainly, the 
guest workers would have no part in the 
political affairs of the village Or, in 
determining the use of surpluses for 
accumulation, etc. In economic terms, tlicrc 
are differences in the benefits the two 
categones get. At Nanjie, thoseof the village 
gel superior housing. Free education riglil 
through U) college is unlikely to be availed 
of by guest workers. In Weinan, village 
workers get a portion of income in the form 
of grain from land; while guest workers 
would have to buy all of their requirements 

on the mvilcet. Thus, even if guest woriceni 
are better treated than, say, Pdestinian 
guest woriters in the Israeli kibbutz, there 
are still important differences in the ben eft ts 
that accrue to workers who arc owners, and 
workers who are not also owners. (This is 
reminiscent of the situation in Munda 
villages in Jhark(iand. where re.sidents who 
are not of the original land-clearing clan, 
do not have the same status as the 
descendants of the original clan of village 
founders. Given that Chinese villages arc 
largely clan-based, is this more than a mere 
similarity?) 

The self-proclaimed collectiveof Nanjic 
village or the virtual collective of Weinan 
fall into the category of common property 
systems. They arc property, and so involved 
(he exclusion of non-owners from their 
benefits. They arc different from the old 
communes, in that their external rclation.s 
arc tho.se of the capitalist markets within 
which they exist, while economic relation 
to tiic slate IS basically one of delivering 
some amount of grain (amounting to far 
lc.ssthun 1 percenlof village income). But 
while operating within a capitalist market 
and thus having to abide by ils laws of 
competition, accumulation, etc, can 
ownership of enterprises by its workers 
enable the workers to secure a better posi¬ 
tion in (he market, inlernalcsc at least 
some exiernalitics and introduce more 
equitable methods in the internal 
dislribulion of income within the enter¬ 
prise? A deeper .study of the newly 
emerging trends in China would enable 
one to answer these questions 
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PERSPECTIVES 

New Trends in Sociology in France 
M Coornitert 

Sociology in France is undergoing great changes; the rejection of older 
paradigms has thrown up new problems. Some aspects of this 
transformation and its causes are outlined in this note. 

FOR a aociologiat engaged in research for 

many years, it is obvious that sociology in 

France has undergone and is currently 

undergoing greatchanges. There are many 

signs of this transformation: theuseof new 

words, the renewal of concepts (one 

example among many others: the concept 

of ‘identity’ was practically unheard of 

when 1 first licgan as a sociologist). Themes 

have changed and so has the overall 

problematic, in urban sociology, lor 

instance, the ‘after 1968’ period was 

strongly marked by the theme of 

segrcgatioti’. which in turn gave birlli to 

a new way of tackling social relations in 

the city The emergence ol this concept 

was both linked to the oh|eclive reality - 

the inflsiw of foreign workers, immigration, 

etc - and to a specific ideological and 

political background, that ol ‘urban 

stniggic’. in which many urban.sviciologisls 

were engaged Yet. nowadays, the issue ol 

segregation’ is receding (even though some 

of Us continue to study its effects and 

characteristics) while the theme of 

exclusion’ is taking over Al ihe same 

(line, the overall problematic is being 

displaced Iroin ‘city’ to ‘society’ al laige, 

the city being the place where exclusion 

IS Iwing ‘created’, generating problems 

exceeding by (ar the limits of the ciiy - 

unemployment, training, education, and .so 

on. Nowadays, those among us who call 

them.selvcs urban sociologists arc speaking 

of the ‘dual society’, ‘first’ and ‘second’ 

rate economy, and social justice As a 

consequence, the very framework of the 

analysis had to be reconsidered while 

sociologists were compelled torcconsidcr 

the criteria and categories they had been 

Using in the past. Such changes, directly 

related to the changes that are taking place 

m society, put rather squarely the famous 

question a.skcd by Max IVeber about the 

relation between science and politics But 

We shall return to this later on. 

There are many other examples of these 

changes. If, for Durkheim, ‘anomie’ was 

one of the central themes of reflection of 

the past fewyears, a vast quantity of studies 

and investigations have nourished around 

the issue of the ‘social link’, an expression 

hardly ever used as such in the past, .ludging 

hy the essays dedicated to the issue, the 

so-called academic .social .studies are clearly 

coupled with philo.sophicalinterrogations; 

thus the question, “Why is the social link 

mis.sing in our society’'” (an issue which 

is generally tackled by the negative) is 

coupled with another, “How do we recreate 

the social link'?", with a clear tendency to 

focus on the elements of social, political 

and economic lile that may help recreate 

the mis.sing social link As a consequence, 

whole series of studies have been conducted 

around these ‘solidarity links’ in their 

various forms, and how these links are 

being weaved in, one is compelled to resort 

to concepts so lai unheard of, such as 

‘stilidarily economy, forex ample, in ordei 

to study the new services iinplcmenltd in 

neighbourhoods, new' industrial lelatioiis 

between companies and salaried workers, 

new forms ol employment and manage¬ 

ment, etc Also, full attention has been 

given to these networks' and the links they 

create between mdividuals. neighbour¬ 

hoods, and diflercnl categories of social 

‘.Ktors’ Wholeseriesofinvcsligalionsare 

beiilg conducted on these networks, 

exploring transpoiiation. conutumication. 

and daily life in a common perspective. 

At the same time, in a different area of 

social life, the surveys conducted around 

companies and labout practices and 

organisation have equally developed 

alongside the changes affecting the very 

links that exist between workers and 

companies In Fiance, Ihe company was 

traditionally considered by labour 

.sociologists as the place where the ‘working 

class’ was being ‘created’. Yet a recent 

survey revealed that employees no longer 

identify solely with ihcircompany; it is no 

longer the only place where t ht y can achieve 

a goal. In fact they tend to seek resources 

eksewhere, in other areas of social lite. 

Some sociologists consider this pheno¬ 

menon a small revolution. Equally, and 

due to various factors, labour relations in 

large companies have undergone profound 

changes - hierarchy and .authority are no 

longer what they used to be. and they 

require new terms and conditions 

Participation, equal relations, shifts in 

responsibilities, and broader information 

arc elements that sociologists must lake 

into account and study, elements which, in 

turn, siKiologists contribute to developing 

through debate and communication. 

Here again, the bond exi.sting between 

science and society stands at the very heart 

of an extremely vivid and tense debate -. 

the standpoint of the scientist vi,i-a-vi.v his 

field of investigation, his obscrvecs and 

interviewees The relation between sixiicty 

and sociology IS a ma|oi issue - depending 

on the importance given to the topic, the 

idea of sociology as j science lakes on its 

full meaning. Broadly speaking, it can be 

said that ‘academic’ sociology wa.s born of 

a need for objectivity and veracity, which 

required that the observer orscientisiremam 

an ‘outsider’. In fact, one among the most 

eminent founding fathers of sociology, 

Durkheim, and others with him, were 

haunted by the idea of breaking off with 

metaphysics and philosophy and. in this 

particular case, with social philosophy 

which was, in thcii view, unable to meet 

the requirements of .sociology as a science. 

Then ideal model was the natural sciences, 

or. to be more piecise, experimental 

sciences Thus the celebrated formula, taken 

up 111 turn by many, although with a variety 

of interpretations “Treat social facts as 

ob[ecls“ We alsoknowthe debate initiated 

by such authors as Dilthev. legardiiig Ihe 

difteieiice between the human sciences and 

natural sciences, and Ihe path opened by 

Webci. among others, leading to 

compichensne sociology .iiid the necessity 

to take into account the characteristics 

propertosocial phenomena and all human 

actors involved in the soc lal process Over 

a long perioi.1 of time, and even during the 

1960s. Flench sociologists, regardless of 

the various trends, eoimdered Ihe 

‘oulsiilei’sslandpoinl’ .is tlie only guarantee 

of truly scientific work 

Yet, in practice, things were not so simple, 

even less so when Ihe very conditions of 

investigation urged the invesligators to 

break the golden rule Indeed, for a great 

many reasons, a large numhei of investi¬ 

gators, be they ‘public’ (that is government- 

paid) or private, were caught up in the 

machinery of contractual reseaich While 

French society was experiencing,profound 

changes, some governmental Ixidics were 

putting iipambilicius research programmes 

(under Ihe guidance of some illustrious 

investigators), that provided the financial 

means necessaty to carry out fieldwork 

otherwise impossible. Although .supposedly 

free to carry out their survey.s as they 

pleased, investigators were often imposed 

deadlines, as well as other more subtle 

constraints-conccniing the questionnaires 

and the themes proposed - which, one way 

or the other, contributed to subordinate 

scientific investigation to what is currently 
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known as (be ‘social requiremenui’, often 
to the prejudice of regorous methodology 
and to the benefit of approximate, albeit 
‘interesting’, results. It is my view that 
much of the disarray expressed by French 
sociologists is due to the fact that 
investigations arc being conducted m a 
somewhat hectic manner, without any 
capacity for accumulation (.which is not the 
case in biology or physics, fur instance, 
where investigations are carefully 
conducted over long periods of time), 
without proof and counter-proof pro¬ 
cedures (cross-examination). Under such 
circumstances, even well-conducted 
investigations have suffered from non- 
renewal of contracts, non reproducibility, 
lack of comparative work among different 
studies conducted around the same theme. 
Often when one reads the rcptirts one feels 
the lack of di.stani e (despite the preliminary 
declarations and oilier preambles of the 
author), and even those who claim to be 
rigorous are not altiigethcr free trom 
ideological side.slippings, especially when 
the quarrel, not only between the different 
schools, but also between the various 
political trends - between ‘marxists’ and 
‘American empiricists’, or the ‘con.scr- 
vativc.s’ in the proper meaning of the word 
- was. to say the least, scathing 

In any ca.se, over tbc past 10 years it ha.s 

become commonplace to hear that French 

sociology is undergoing acrisis. Iheabsciice 

of a duly established and universal 

paradigm, the need for a general Theory 

(With a capital T), except for .some who 

consider their own S(X:iology a.s the only 

one (in this respcci. Pierre Bourditu is a 

past master), the lack of universal 

reterenccs It is true that there aic many 

different tiends, each with its own set of 

references and own sources but the word 

‘cri,sis' seems a bit strong. 

As I have said earlier, sociology has 
undergone profound changes, changes that 
arc directly related to the transformation 
of society Itself Vet it i.s precise ly the very 
tusk of .sociology to understand what is 
going on in society. Many sociologists 
were .shocked to discovw the gap existing 
between the conclusions they had reached 
and social reality at large or in its minutest 
manifestations Was it not a sign that their 
jxistulatcs, assumptions, and mcthod.s of 
investigation had to be revised? And indeed, 
such discrepancy was often interpreted as 
a sign that old patterns, concepts and 
methods of investigation were outdated. 
Here again I shall give an example, even 
ifitmay seem incidental.Grossly speaking, 
due to the fact that many sociologists were 
Marxists, society was considered a 
compound of classes, and often a two-class 
compound. Yei, even if it is gcner^ly 
assumed that soci a! classes ate a compound 

rather than asimpie reality, it became mote 
and more difficult to speak of a ‘working- 
class’. especially when the .surveyed 
population was one of white collars, when 
middle-classes labelled as such seemed to 
be in the making, when new categories 
were emerging, working together as a 
combined and dynamic mo vcmcnKl won't 
use here the word group) endowed with a 
consistent approach and a desire for 
collective action, as was the case of the 
cxecutive.s which were the subject ,)f a well 
known book Thus there was a need to 
revise categories and nomenclature, and 
for the two-fold task carried out over the 
past few years -- that of defiiiition and 
reflection The need for reflection has 
brought together specialists from different 
areas of the social field - statistician.s, 
economists, sociologists 

It i.s interesting to note here tlial, of late, 
cullalxiraliou lietwccn the.se different areas 
has been reinforced, and tbal the encounter 
between such areas as history, philosophy 
and s(x.'iology is much more common than 
it used lobe, the existing fronUers appearing 
all too rigid and somewhat anificial when 
the surveys compel the surveyors to take 
the multidimensional a.spccts of social life 
into account Thu.s, forexaniple, tlie whole 
nomenclature of prules.sional calegi >rie.% is 
being currently revised for a bctlei and 
more accurate grasp of the dificrent types 
of population, taking into account crilcna 
-job. income, place and type ol dwelling 
- far more complex than in the past In ihc 
first place, the new criteria allow a bcttci 
and more accurate study of the soual 
compound of the dilfcrcnl units - citic.',. 
ncighl>ourhood.s, cumpaiucs, etc They also 
offer a broader explanation of the present 
and the pcsssible future bchaviourol actors 
One IS often tempted to speak of ‘social 
recomposition’, taking into account the 
changes brought about by the organised 
types 

This work of reflection has led sonic 
sociologists - namely, those anxious to 
preserve methodological theory - to 
reconsider their modes of clas.sificalion; 
some of them quc.stion bow categories come 
into being and the con.sequenccs of this or 
that formalisation: others question abcmi 
alternatives, taxonomy or not, for instance, 
others question tbc relevance of the notion 
of category in sociology by comparing the 
various, more or less vague, terminologies 
in use. and by dismantling the various 
forces involved in the construction of the 
said categories. It could be said, in other 
wo'rds, by quoting Durkheim once more, 
but from a critical point of view this time. 
If ‘wc are to treat social facts as objects, 
we ought to keep in mind that the calegohcs 
we refer to are compounds. 

Since I cannot give here a thorough 
account of the various trends that offset the 
vfty idea of a united sociology in France, 
I shall re.scrict myself to one issue Only 
which, in my vidw, is a major one: the 
concept of action in relation to the know¬ 
ledge sociologists have of actors, their 
impact, and their practice This is a major 
issue in my view because it is directly 
related to tbc idea of society itself - as a 
whole, wi a system, or even as a multiple 
compound whole coherence, comple¬ 
mentarity, and also compatibility and 
incompatibility are lo betaken into account. 
It is a major issue also becau.se it compels 
.sociologists to reconsider the bonds 
between macro andmicro-.socMlogy. one 
of the cornerstones of traditional sociology 
Regarding this issue, loday’s soct<>iogi.sls 
speak of ancpisicmologica! break-up What 
do they mean by that'’ Why such a break¬ 
up? What arc its cau.ses' 

Of course, calegories aic alieady tiring 
recoiiMclcrcd, alongsidcan attempt to giasp 
the different social units in tbc faroccss of 
daily life (and in France, mote and mote 
cmphasi.s IS pul on daily life, with many 
different trends, horn Henry Kefebvrc to 
Maffe.soh. as well as all the es.says 
coiiceriuiig the “hi.slory of dally hie" - a 
certain way of using and weaving history 
into the siKial canvas, which is a rather 
innovative approach and which, m itself, 
constilulcs a break-up ' But more pnifoundly. 
il is the very pallerii ol sociology - cither 
new or traditional that arc being pul into 
question In other words, it is critical 
sociology for many sociologists, workuig 
individually oi in teams, and despite their 
diffcrciKes the theoretical formulation ol 
thc.se '.ocio-logital trends' has a commtm 
postulate (oi belief), society forms a whole, 
a unit which works according lo mechanisms 
in which individuals are involved in an 
external causality, excluding the subject as 
capable of any creative activity ex inicntioa. 
1 htrkheim. his associates and followers, say 
it IS slncily ‘social’, thus avoiding all 
refcience.sof the past; humanism, psychohsm 
and ideali.<im. By viewing socicQtasawhole, 
.some scK:iologi.sts say that wc have created 
an ontology, that of 'holism'. But it is not 
altogether free from a certain ‘voluntarism’, 
a desire to consolidate a society on the 
move, because of industrialisation and the 
new forms of cqiitalism - which in itself 
constitutes a sort of break-up with the 
ambition of, a pure science. On the other 
hand, this vision of srxikty as a universal 
mechanism is insufficient, because even 

■ Durkheim. when investigating the reasons 
for suicide, is tempted to resort to 
anthropology in order lo identify the 
contmgencics linked to dm emergence of 
such phenomena, and to personal 
experience.' 
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As to cntio«l sooiolofy, either th*t of die 
1960s end 1970s onwtrds - strongly 
inflaeDced by Marxism - or that of Pierre 
Bourdieu, it proceeds according to acertain 
ontology, an ontology of the subconscioos 
replacing that (jf the great whole’. This 
sociological trend equally consider.s that 
individuals are overwhelmed by society, 
reduced by it to the role of to simple agents. 

This trend slem.s from a principle of 
external causality which acts as a driving 
force for the functioning and development 
of society. The social forces lead social 
bctng.s within a global project, that of 
domination, in order to achieve stability and 
ensure reproduction. F.vcn when Bourdicu 
insists on pi aclicc, it is a practice which finds 
Its expression in a hahitus embodied by 
socialised agents caught in the illu.sion of 
free-will For Bourdieu, this illusion of free¬ 
will i.s, to a certain extent, the necessary 
mechanism ensuring the well being of 
co'lectivc life .Since French sociology i.s 
still bcanng the hallmark ol Boiaxlicu's work, 
itisonly natural thathisconccptsaridme(jiods 
should come under attack fn>ni more recent 
innovations If one readily admits the part 
of truth m his work, one also discovers its 
lunitations. When, lor example, parents 
organise the curriculum of their children, 
drawing a carrier plan for them, they rarely 
realise that Uic choices they make freely are 
m fact prc -deiermincd and linked with their 
own history and social position. However, 
uxiay, this kind of asses.sment can only result 
in a ncimalisation ol scKii'logy. denying il 
any capacity foi cxplanaiion Bui above all. 
il .seems to me impossible to consider only 
he whois endowed with thetitic of .sociologist 
as capable ol icvealing the unknown; 
mot cover, wlicnconrunon agents are depn ved 
of the capacity to gra.sp the proce.ssc.s m 
which they are involved - noi to say that 
he denies them the lea.si part of personal 
intention - by what miracle an agent, who 
is not a sociologist could agree with the 
vision presented by the sociologist We are 
here in the presence of a conjuring trick 
which deservc,s an epistemologicalrefkx ion 
of v^ich no hint has been f*ovidcd so far 
by Bourdieu. the great dccij^crer. 

Anodicrmajor trend in France, also crossed 
by sundry currents, is that of Crozier and 
Boudon. among others, who have always 
rejected the holistic vision of society. To 
them, indivkiuaLs are, <» the contray, rational 
actors, capabicof strategy, of ratiunafchoices. 
Inspired by Anglo-Saxon utilitarianism, the 
file-leaders of this trend, have attempted to 
demonstrate, both through Heldwoik and 
Ihniughraajarargantsaiions.iiowthc acioK’ 
played theiruwn game according to kiteresls 
they were either trying to optimise or maxi¬ 
mise. or to combine according to specific 
goals.^ Yet, bore again, even if one is referring 
to supivsedly rational individuals - a 

sociatised version of ^komoeconomiem 
- the critics have attempted to demonstrate 
that the system as a totalising unit outweighs 
the individualistic concept. Here again, 
through reflexion and research, one is 
compelled to moderate the slniclures of 
rationality taken as models. 

These hasty incursions lead me on to the 
present propositions, which tend to offset 
the postulates and certainties of the past. 
These propositions, I believe, can be 
summarised thus: frist, "There is a plurality 
of social worlds" or "There is not one society 
but a variety of .societies". The second point 
which is felt as an urging obligation as well 
as an intimate conviction, i.s; "There aren't 
only s(x-!aliscd (or mechanised) agents. There 
are .subject.s, practical and endowed with 
intentions that are not only the expression 
ol interest. Society begins where individuals 
cohabit - foi go(.id or bad, a.s enemies or 
friends, where actors attempt to co-ordinate 
iheir livc.s, their paths alongside other 
individuals Individuals arc actors, as says 
Bolkovski. whodo not live in ju.st one sphere, 
but in various world.s " 

These pro|>osiMons create a whole range 
of new ta.sks and new pos.sibiiilie.s for 
.siK'iiilogi.sis Among thc.senewfs>s,sibilitics 
one in particular Lsintcrc.sting by exploring 
action, inlcraciion and connection between 
the vaiious activrs (partly the henlagc of 
Grossman and of American iiiteractivi.si.s|. 
It is. or it would he possible to bridge the 
impossible gap, tljat exists with traditional 
thcoiics. between micro- and macro- 
•sociology 

By discarding the idea of a single society 
and taking into account the plurality of 
worlds while reluming lo the sources of 
the logic action, it becomes {xissiblc to 
understand how co-ordination was 
impossible and become.s possible Two 
authors, Bollonski and Thevenot. take the 
example of a conflict in a company. In this 
case, each one of the actors starts acting 
according to his or her own rationale, the 
worker who has made a mistake will 
inenminate the bad quality of the material, 
(V the lack of piuper instruc tions; the foreman 
■will blame the inefficiency of workcis; the 
inspector will blame the organisation and 
(he woiking conditions; the employer will 
put ferward economic reasons detrimental 
to woiking rales. As each one of them pursues 
his or her otmi rationale, a settlement .seems 
more and more out of hand while the whole 
affair is turning into a dialogue of the deaf. 
It is the task of the .socilogist who has failed 
to solve the conflict to di.scover the reasons 
of each one of the acdors and the rationale 
of (he worki in which he or she operates. 
And, finit and foremost, if the sociologisl 
wants to undcrstancl. be must consider each 
one of the participants as a serious perstm, 
aware of whathe or.she is doing and capable 

ofexpressingandvoicinghisorhordemands . 
The ftrst and foremost condition, as 1 said, 
is therefore to get rid of one's prejudices 
according to which agents arc not'actors 
but objects deprived of conscience, and to 
accept plurality. 

Also, one should not merely focus on the 
demands of the agents, but grasp the agents 
in their encounter with objects - here toe 
gas tank But this would take loo long to 
develop, c ven if it seems to me essential lo 
point out the introduction of objects as j 
elements of proof and counter-proof in toe | 
confrontation of actors. | 

•in fact it is a new definition of the word 
action which is at stake here. I n this particular 
case, it is clear that French .sociologi.sU have 
■soughtinspiration in toe Anglo-Saxon model i 

The traditional analysis has attempted to 
tackle action in a new manner- step by step, 
sequence by sequence. To follow the 
procedure in such a manner is not easy, it 
raises a number of methodological ptoblems, 
but these in turn contribute to the renewal 
of toe procedure 

To study society by understanding how 
actors make decisions, how they move 
along, hesitate, demand. . ., leads to other 
cimscqucnces - to accept that a ‘diffuse’ 
rationality may exist. Some authors work in 
this direction, attempting to describe the 
emotional elements that summon up the 
actors (of Boudon in his latest studies). 

I.asl. a vital issue is al stake, that of 
language, witli its complex dimensions of 
understanding and communication. In the ^ 
wake of Max Weber’s ever increasing f 
intlucncc, many a sociologist has returned I 
lo Weber’s woik, sometimes with diverging I 
views, and have contributed in turn develop | 
comprehensive sociology in France. As to j 
communication, the influence of Hobemes, | 
especially in his last essay, 'The Act (j| 
Communication’, is very sensible. H«ei 
again, it i.s a certain conception of sociology | 
which is at .stake. | 

These trends have rekindled the intcrestf 
in social practice, a .social practice which 
has been both neglected in the past and 
considered as fundamental by some 
young and not .so young specialists, that 
of argumentation: in order to reach an 
agrecmcnl, one must argue; toadvocrtcoac’s: 
demands one must argue. Thus, seeking 
inspiration in areas outside .s«x:icdogy - 
linguistics, philosophy - some sociologists 
have published essays around the theme of 
action in which they put the emphasis on 
toe different aspects (^argumentatiaR. Awmei 
of the criticism surroonding (heir woik -I 
accused of neglectiag their own specialty J 
of not giving enough attention to social 
facts, of conccatintiag solely on iheareUcdl 
problems - they argue that without thorooghl 
investigation the everyday wmk of 
socblogist will lack the necessaiy basis. I 
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In onkr to follow tfae process step by suifi, 

and to consider actors as allowed a certain 

margin of action, notsomuchintbeclassical 

sense t of the term freedom, but as the 

expression of uncertainty, compels one to 

reconsider the ob,server-ob8ervec relation. 

Instead of, superbly taking the outsider’s 

position, the observer is compelled to adopt 

a method of investigation which does not 

avoid the encounter with the obscrvee. 

Touraine had already implemented a 

’participating sociology’. Kvcn if the latter 

has undergone setbacks and sideslippings 

through a misinterpretation of the two 

'Categories of partners, it ha.s nonetheless 

sho>vc<l the way out of a certain outdated 

and conventional approach - that of 

objectivity-exteriority - linked to tlic very 

concept of causality in society matters. Once 

improved, the metbcKi allows one to sharpen 

both the terms of the encounter and die 

elements as wagers of veracity, in this respect, 

in a recent essay F Puket puts forward the 

idea of likelihood in order to qualify the 

relationship that exists between situation, 

utterance and interpretation. At the same 

time, he puts the emphasis on the fact tliat 

the mcthixi is the wager of the theory, and 

that a theoi-y without a method will end up 

in the pantheon of pure ideas. And in turn 

8 method without a theory is meaningless: 

one may proceed to a great numberof factual 

analyses, yet one will end up with 'clouds’, 

clouds that will never go beyond a certain 

level of comprehension if the theory is not 

there to underline t lieiii, and force the searcher 

to pul his or her conclu.sion.s to the test. 

The link between theory and method has 

alway.s been a headache, even for the most 

illustrious of scKiologists. 1 n fact, break-ups 

and sideslippings often interfere with 

complex reasoning, sophisticated method 

and interpretation usually ba.scd on reliable 

data. In this respect. Igerlhclot has undertaken 

8 very imercsling task in order to grasp the 

links existing between paradigms, theoretical 

constructions and conclusions, bringing 

, fiirward the evidence of how, in order to 

cover up a tlaw. such or such author has 

■' operated a kind of ‘camouflage’, by using 

either tools or concepts that are exterior to 

the issue in question. 

TItesc considerations lead me on to one 

point which seems to me quite remarkable: 

as more and more sociologists reject a hpli-stic 

view of stx:iology, they become increasingly 

aware of the links that exi.st between macro- 

; and micro-sociology, of the continuity that 

exists between them, even if the latter is 

; sprinkled here and there wilii voids and 

flaws. They have come to accept the .s<x:ial 

actor no longer as a dummy, but as a human 

;being capable of common sense, reasoning 

and feeling. These sociologists increasingly 

feel the need to turn theimelves towards new 

approaches, other than those offered by 

jirtricUy conventional sociology. In today’s 
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sociology, ontf ouitently resorts to 

philosophy, history, and human sciences in 

general, but also to technical analysis. By 

opening up to novelty, sociologists have 

ceased to intellectually confine themselves 

tothcirowncountry.Iti.s,amazingtosee the 

number of foreign references - American, 

German, English - to which they resort. 

Equally, to tackle the worldof labour, justice 

(a theme much in favour nowadays), state, 

and .socialjustice, French sociologi-sts have 

stopped referring to French sociology, to 

turn to sociology in general. 

Is there a crisis? Withoutany doubt if one 

is attached to one general theory on society 

when there isn’t any, and because of the 

absence of universal paradigm.s. But the task 

is gigantic, multiple, dynamic, because 

changes arc constant, and changes arc tiie 

most difficult thing to tackle, in particular 

for those among .sociologists who believe 

that therccan be no society without stability. 

A huge task dial breaks up with the models 

and habits of the past by the emergence of 

a rcllcxion that goes beyond the limits in 

which scientist-sociologists would like to 

confine sociology, by implementing new 

approaches so far unheard of. 

At the very heart of society lies action, 

but for S(x:ioIogi.sts who are willing to take 

part in the debate about the reasons for 

action and nut about its causes, action is not 

the sunpic result of .social mechanisms, nor 

is it deprived of meaning. Action, either 

iodividtul or colloctive > and at one pioHtt 

or the other both come into accord - canttot 

really be expltuned nov understood if one 

refuses to admit that it conveys a mean'mg. 

Action ieads up to {u-oblems that exeed by 

far ‘scientific’ sociology, on questions of 

justice, ethics, responsibility -concepts that 

have been dug up and reconsidered as 

inherent and essential to society. Society is 

not - as many searchers of the new generation 

have become aware - an object, and tho.se 

who envision it as such arc sure to fall short 

of their goals, because, in other words, they 

refer to something which is not society. 

Notes 

1 One example of the changes occumiig in the 
identification of .sociai mills is that ot the 
family. Naluntlly, the term keeps ttsliaditional 
meaning, but nowadays it includes other types 
nl organi.sat ion and relation. Withihe extension 
of divorce, with the emergence of single-parenl 
fami lies, of relations .so far unheard ot bet ween 
various members of .splil-up families, il has 
become uece,ssaiy to revise the patleni of these 
units, their behaviour as well as their 
conse(|uences toi social orgam.sation as a 
whole, dwelling, work, family income, legal 
problems, etc. 

2 Equally, in a recent debate, Bourdieu admillcd 
lhal each individual is endowed with a margin 
ot freedom, albeit narrow. ihiU make.s.siniggle, 
refu,sa] of iniustice, etc. possible 

3 1 lore the i nftuence of the theorie.s ul games and 
systems appears clearly. 
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REVIEWS 

Madras: Not Benighted? 
A R Venkatachalapathy 

Hie National Movement in Tamil Nadu, 1905-1914: Ati;itational Politics and 
State Coercion by N Rajcndran; Oxfo^d University Press, Madras, 1994; Rs 275 (hb). 

AT last we have a coherent account of events 
in the swadeshi movement in Tamil Nadu. 
Based largely on relatively untapped colo¬ 
nial documents in theTamil Nadu Archives, 
Madras, N Rajendran narrates in consider¬ 
able detail the extent and outcome of the 
early nationalist movement in the Tamii- 
spteaking areas of Madras presidency. Much 
in the manner of Pbilias Fillagap and Lucy 
l.iicuna (pace Bernard Cohn’s ‘Anthmpology 
and History: The State of Play’), Rajendran 
sets forth ttj fill in a major territorial gap in 
nationalist historiography. TTiis. as we shall 
see-below, explains both the strengths and 
weaknesses of the book under review. 

The study is set out in seven short chap¬ 
ters. The first two, on early challenges to 
British rule in Tamil Nadu and economic 
conditions during the period of study, are 
the weakest, especially in terms of analysis 
and drawing interconnections. These pre¬ 
fatory chapters lead to the more substantive 
part of the study. Chapters 3 and 4 trace the 
rise of extremism and the spread of the 
.swade.shimovemcnlmTamilNadu. To.stress 
his point, Rajendran takes up the vigorous 
nationalist activity in Tiruneivcii district as 
a case study (chapter 5). In the final two 
chapters, he fixes the responsibility for the 
failure of the swadeshi movement at colo¬ 
nialism's door, and altiibutes the ri.se of 
revolutionary terrorism to its repression. 

The book seems to be consciously set as 
a respon.se to the Cambridge school, espe¬ 
cially David Washbawk’s rather abrasive 
comment that “between 1895 and 1916, 
scarcely a single anti-British dog barked on 
the streets (of Madras)’’.' But in his zeal to 
impute too much to the swadeshi movement 
in Tamil Nadu, Rajendran overstates his 
case and often slips into nationalist 
hagiography. 

Rajendran prefaces his account with the 
assertion that he is only reacting to the 
conventional characterisation of Madras as 
being a ‘benighted province’ and then con¬ 
cludes, after 160 pages of minutiae and 
empirical detail, that “Tamil Nadu in the 
years 1905-1914 emerges from our study 
squarely within the mainstream of Indian 
nationalist history” (p 160). This may ex¬ 
plain his liberal use of etnply nationalist 
rhetoric like “the quest for political free¬ 
dom” (p 120), “courage, integrity and in¬ 
telligence” and “a sense of intense patrio¬ 
tism” (p 85). It is doubtful if this is the way 
to put mind back into history! In any case 

this does little to explain or understand 
concrete historical processes. The book is 
written as though Bipan Chandra and Sumit 
Sarkar did not exist, not to speak of the 
subaltern critique of Indian nationalism and 
its historiography. Nor docs Rajendran even 
consider the not insubstantial Tamil scho¬ 
larship on this question.^ 

It would appear that the positivist manner 
in which the study has been structured 
precludes the raising of any probing ques¬ 
tions. But torabrici foray into certain aspects 
of mobilisation (pp 49-57), no questions 
regarding the social base, programme or 
ideology of the movement and its prota¬ 
gonists are posed Hven the .shifts within the 
movement, hetweenmoments of modcratism, 
cxtremi.sm. and revolutionaiy terrorism 
(which often tended to overlap with several 
.shades of grey - for in.stance, G Subramania 
Iyer’s extremism was more ambivalent than 
Ka;etidran would have us believe), have to 
be sought out by the discerning readei. The 
mixleratcs gela raw deal, their role getting only 
cavalier treatment. .Surely, K k Guruswainy 
Iyer, M Gopalakrishna Iyer, Maheshakumar 
Sarma, not to sjicak of V Krishnaswamy lyei 
and V S Srinivasa .Sastri, deserved some¬ 
thing better. 

Further, Rajendran seems often to over¬ 
state his fittmg-into-the-nationalist-main- 
stream thesis The swadeshi movement, at 
least in Tamil Nadu, was certainly not that 
widespread and tended to concentrate in a 
few piK-kcts. especially Tiruneivcii district 
and, to a certain extent, Madras city 
Rajendran seems to conveniently bypass 
this by writing an extended study of the 
movement tn Tirunclveli, calling it a ’ca.se 
.study’ (chapter 5). Clearly it was not just 
acase, but for all piacticalpurposcs, the very 
movement itself. Likewise, the prevalence 
of nationalist .songs (pp 5.3-.54) is seen to be 
an indkaUM- of the creative power and strcngtli 
of the movement, but no more than four 
poets otlier than the famed Subramania 
Bharati are named. Thi.s too actually masks 
the fact that A Shanmugam Pillai and 
Kanda.s wamy Kavirayar wrote no more than 
one swadeshi song each. Similarly, in the 
last chapter, while Rajendran waxes elo¬ 
quent that the “anti-colonial struggle in the 
south became growingiy {«c] clandestine 
and conspiratorial, with arising accent placed 
on individual acts of terrori.sm”, all that 
actually happened was one solitary instance 
of the murder of a district collector! As 

Bharati him.self was to remark later, ‘"He 
terrorist movement in the Madras presiden¬ 
cy was still-born” .’ Rajendran valiantly tries 
to piece together minutiae from confidential 
colonial records to paint a larger-than-life 
picture of the swadeshi movement in Tamil 
Nadu. Unfortunately, it did not possess the 
kind of intellectual resources, mobilisation 
and .spread as found in Bengal. It made only 
a marginal impact on the later course of die 
movement in Tamil Nadu, unlike in Bengal 
where it was to make a deep (and creative) 
imprcs.sion on subsequent generations. 

Thi.s lands Rajendran in a difficult spot, 
having to explain the abject failure of the 
movement whose magnitude hehas inflated. 
Colonial repression offers a convenient 
panacea to all his troubles. Intelligence¬ 
gathering mechanisms: strategies to inocu¬ 
late government employees and Indian 
sepoys against the multiplying ‘virus’ of 
nationalism; the persecution and exemplary 
chaslisemenl of extremist leaders; action 
against the press - all these arc supposed 
to explain away the ultimate break-upof the 
movement (p 164). The picture of the colo¬ 
nial state that Kajendran paints is 
nothing less than panoplican of the 
Foucaultian variety! The “ever-vigilant 
police machinery” (p 158) of which 
Kajeiulran speaks so much needed 25 years 
to take note of a swadeshi pamphlet and 
proscribe it ' At best it contained a few 
scores of dithering, anil not exactly well- 
trained, policemen. As lor prosecutions, less 
than a dozen extremists were tried and 
imprisoned t or sedition. Only oncjournalist 
was impn.soncd and another bound over on 
an undertaking. Only two pcnodicals were 
banned and less than a dozen publications 
proscribed. If this meagre colonial harvest 
of Tamil swadeshi scalps explain the failure 
of the movement, it speaks eloquently for 
the strength and magnitude ot the move¬ 
ment. 

Moreover, Rajendian appears to have taken 
colonial intelligence reports rather more 
seriously than even tjic colonial masters. He 
would do well to remember the pithy com¬ 
ment by one official regarding frequent' 
reports from policemen concerning preva- ' 
lent rumours and discussions in trains and 
other public places about impending large- 
scale insurgency: “They have to cam their 
keep.” But such is his fascination for colo¬ 
nial 'confidential’ records that even fCff his 
account of the Surat split, he prefers Secret 
Police Abstracts to contemporary observa-, j 
tionsby V O Chidambaram Pillai andBharaU. 
Similariy, bis table on the passenger traffie 
carried by the Swadeshi Steam Navigation. 
Company could have been more elaborate 
and illuminating, (by tracing, for instance, 
the weekly movements of ships) bad he 
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cated to step out of govenuneat archives. 
No doubt, it is a WOTth while project laying 

bare the fallacies of the Cambridge school. 
But I would daresay it would involve more 
of theoretical combat and less of grubbing 
at the archives. Ultimately, Rajendran's 
considn-ablc skill and labour in culling data 
horn colonial records would have proved 
much more useful if he had desisted from 
unconsciously succumbing to the national¬ 
ist myth ot a uniform and homogeneous 
process of a monolithic nation-in-the-mak- 
ing. More than any other part of the Indian 
subcontinent, it is Tamil Nadu which has 
etposed the many chinks in the nationalist 
armour, in terms of region, language and 
caste. A study of nationalism in terms of 
these contestations could have yielded new 
insights. But, unfortunately, even when such 
opportunities crop up during the course of 
his narrative, Riycndran prefers to miss them. 
Therefore be is able to see the emergence 
of the Justice Party as only paving the way 
for "polemics to enter the discussion of 
Tamil Nadu's nationalist traditions, and 
obscure the past” (p 1). 

Given this premise. Rajendran constructs 
a Knew narrative that silences ambivalent 
and contestaiory respoases. For instance, he 
attributes the aloofness of Nadars (a numer¬ 
ically preponderant upwardly mobile caste, 
previously downtrodden) in the movement 

Id Tirunpiveli to tlie distijet icbtieccor’s 
attemptto stir up caste anugonisms (p 114), 
while the reality was far from being that 
siraple.ln fact, when oneSankatalingaNadar, 
despite having regularly attended swadesfai 
lectures, expressed his misgiving, “If you 
get swaraj, you will ask us to do menial 
things”, V O ChidambaramPillai could only 
muinblc an ambivalent answer.’(Laterin his 
life, VOC was to distance himself from the 
Congress andidentify himself with the non¬ 
brahmin movement.) 

Another line that Rajendran could have 
pursuedis the relative absence of communal 
tension in the swadeshi movement in Tamil 
Nadu. Apart from the material basis for such 
amity, an analysis of (he languageemployed 
by the s wadesh i leaders could also have been 
attempted. The relative absence of Hindu 
religiou.s idiom in thediscourse of VOC and 
other non-brahmin leaders are useful leads 
in this regard Recent studies indicate that 
Tami 1 Muslims were more comfortable with 
a Tamil identity rather than with a Hindu- 
Indian one.‘ If such issues had been kept in 
mind, the result would haVe been a more 
analytical work shedding light on many 
contemporary concerns. 

To conclude, Rajendran’s work is metic¬ 
ulously researched and documented, but 
ultimately, only flatters to deceive. An analyt¬ 
ical history of the early nationalist movement 

ill Ttuoli itill ikwitto ^ hisbirian, bat 
it cannpt be gkinsud that she would find 
Rajendran’s boed: useful. 

The book could have done with some 
more editing and proof-reading. (While the 
title to tfaeyear&190S-1914, the narrativs 
stops in 1912!) Anindex wouM have beoi useful 
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3 'The Political Bvolubon in Madras Presiden¬ 
cy' inR A Padmanabhan (ed), Bharati Pudhayrd 
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4 See GO No 958-9. Public (General). July 11. 
1932. The book in cpieslion, Swadesa Chindu, 
was published in 1907 but came to the notice 
of (he colonial intelligence machinery only 
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Labour, Law, Liberalisation 
Radha D’Souza 

Labour Law, Work and Development: Essays in Honour of P G Krishnan 
edited by Debi S Saini; Wcstvill Publishing House, New Delhi, 1995; pp 221, 
Rs 295. 

THE sociology of law is a nascent subject 
in this country. When a subject is new, any 
effort to advance the subject is a positive 
contribution. Labour law, work and 
development is a vast subject encompassing 
many disciplines, such as law, sociology, 
economics and management. Since the 
putting into place of the new economic 
policies, labour has once again become a 
subject of acrimonious debate. While the 
proponents of the new economic policies 
would simply like to wish away the fact that 
there was a labour aspect involved in the 
whole process of liberalisation and 
globalisation, the opponents of the policies 
have, focused on the human costs of 
liberalisation forcefully enough to cause 
discomfort to the proponents Be that as if 
may, labour has once again become a subject 
of debate. The txHik under review reflects 
this dichotomy and divergence of views, 

It IS interesting that the very structure of 
the book should embody .such a divergence 
Section I deals with the socio-lcgal issues 
related to labour power as such, both 
organised (Sami) and unorganised (Baxi). 
The .second sectitm is a more descriptive 
account of how the law and the constitution 
have worked for some of the most 
marginalised .sections of our society such as 
bonded labour, agricultural labour and 
migr.int labour. The two sections, comprising 
of five essays each, hang together as the 
underlying focus in both is the worker as 
a human being - a human being in the vortex 
of a gigantic legal machinery. The ftxrus is 
on the way the legal machinery tramples on 
the individual woiker qua human being. 

Any understanding of social issues 
proceeds on certain epistemological 
premises, stated or unstated. Historical 
determinism has been an important tool of 
analysis in social discourse, but this smacks 
of a certain 'inevitebility' in the course of 
events. Howeva-, historii^ detemninism has 
beep a most effective too] in describing the 
complexities and inter-relatedness of 
phenomena. Such an analysis deals with 
things as they‘actually are' ratherthan things 
as they ought to be. A normative discourse, 
however, is concerned not only with what 
things ‘ought to be' but leads invariably to 
prescriptions on policies ai^ actions. This 
may seem idealistic and. impractical. Law 
mote than any other subject can be said to 
possess a natural affiliation to a normative 
discourse wd a pull towards prescriptions 
for action and improvement. Bud's essay 
on unorganised workers provides important 

insights into the working.s of law as an 
instrument of ‘unorganising’ the woikers. 
According to him, law “disorganises” labour 
due to the historical need for “primitive 
accumulation through agrestic serfdom, 
carcerai exploitation of capital” Having 
under.s(ood the sociology of labour law in 
these terms, Baxi shifts the terms of discourse 
when he advocates law as an instrument of 
“production of poli tics” rather than allowing 
it remain “politics of production”; such a 
change according to him must be through 
the active utilisation of law as an instrument 
of change. If law is an instrument of the 
dominant class, can it be expa-.cted to 
‘empowei’ the ■di.scmpowcrcd’7 This is a 
basic contradiction rtvitcd in epistemology 
If Baxi’s essay raises the is.suc, the i.ssue 
Itself requires a more thorough examination. 
, Saini puls on a scientific footing what 
is already known to all those who are 
familiar with labour adjudication forums 
and how they work for Uie workers. That 
what is commonly known is established by 
proper research methodology is an 
important contrihiition. as it elevates what 
was hitherto ‘subjective’ knowle^lge to a 
more ‘objective' plane Saini confines 
himself to the lower forums for dispute 
settlement such as the conciliation 
machinery and the labour and industrial 
courts. His special focus on termination 
cases - how most of them arc espoused by 
the workers individually; how they end up 
in monetary settlements: how this itself is 
an important means of weakening collective 
bargaining strength; the use of courts to 
disempower collective strength - is an 
important contribution in understanding 
how legal processes work at the grass roots. 
Tlic Supreme Court itself has played an 
important role in bringing about this state 
of affairs. For example, in numerous 
termination cases, even after finding that 
the workman deserves to be reinstated, the 
Supreme Court has made exceptions and 
persuaded the workman to accept monetary 
compensation for ‘pragmatic* considera¬ 

tions. Sudi ’pragmatism’ by the highest 
court sends definite signals to the lower 
judiciary. It may enhance Saini’s worit 
greatly to examine the role played by the 
higher judiciary in bringing about the state 
of affairs described by him in the essay 
under review. 

It is significant that when the subject 
changes to globalisation, industrial 
restructuring and industrial relations law in 
the third section, the underlying premise in 
sections 1 and 2 undergoes a change- Now 
the terms of discourse change It is no longer 
the workers as human beings and the effects 
of the new industrial policies on them, but 
tlie inevitability of the globalisation process, 
in the face of which the worker must 
somehow fade away. This hiatus between 
.sections 1 and 2 and section 3 is significant 
in the present context, for the very subject 
of globalisation .seems to carry with it a sense 
of doom for workers. Tlic point is whether 
this must be so'.' 

In this section Mamkootam's essay on 
‘Industrial Restructuring, Technological 
Change and Industrial Relations Law’ begins 
by dc.scribing the impact of technology 
changes on work organisation and industrial 
relations Having set out the prcmi.se, it is 
pos.siblc to postulate that given the kind of 
changes heralded by the globalisation 
process, it is inevitable that labour is 
subjugated by the iron rule of capital, and 
equally inevitable that labour resists such 
subj ugation Or it is possible to prescribe the 
best ways available to labour to adapt and 
survive in the new economic context. The 
essay avoids lx>th courses and thereby 
evades the issues (loscd by globalisation. 
Kher. on the other hand, smacks of typical 
management jOrgon tliat one hears day in 
and day out at any meeting of personnel 
managers. While personnel managers may 
have their own reasons for viewing the courts 
as condoning misconduct a.s suggested by 
Kher. it would not be t(x> much to expect 
an academic work in a collection such as the 
present, btxik to show greater insight and 
understanding of how and why things are 
what they arc. 

Had the book put together essays on 
the globalisation process, industrial 
restructuring and industrial relations law, 
keeping the worker and the impact of these 
changes on him as the key thread underlying 
the essays, the value of the collection rniglM 
have been far greater. 
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SPEOAL AimCLES 

Dispossession, Degradation and Empowerment of 
Peasantry and the Poor in Bengali Fiction 

Tony Beck 
Tirthankar Bose 

While within the mainstream paradigm of peasant studies the peasantry arul the poor are represented as apathethic 
and passive recipients of elite ideology, Bengali fiction reveals a more complex pattern oj dispossession, degradation 
and empowerment oj the peasantry and the poor. 

FEW social scientists have turned to the 
literaturcof the society they are studying for 
insights into that society. There arc some 
very significant exceptions, forexample. (he 
historian E P Thompson’s reference to 
Wordsworth and Blake in The Making of the 
English Working Class, orthe same author's 
use of Fielding and Defoe in his analysis of 
early 18th century Britain, Whigs and 
Hunters. It is a pity that theic has been so 
littleu.sematleof literary sources, particularly 
in sludtcs of rural societies, because novels, 
stories, and poems can provide much 
information that is otherwise hidden from 
even the di.scenung .social scientist. 

In an attempt to lap this promising 
mctlHKlological resource, we are going to 
take a cross-disciidinary approach to the 
Bengal pca.sant and poor, viewing these 
curiously anonymous figures through the 
optics of literature and peasani studies. .Such 
an approach is ofeourse fraught witli dangers 
and (lerils - different frames ol reference, 
different di.sciplinary methodologies, and 
different btxlies of theory. We have made 
things more difficult for ourselves by 
purporting to deal with representation, a 
.subject thalhas received extended comment 
over the last 10 to 1.5 years and particularly 
since Said’s publication of Orientalism.' 

Beck intrt>duccs the article by looking at 
what we already know of tlic pixir and the 
peasantry from rural studies in India as a 
whole, straying outside of Bengal, and then 
writes briefly about the six:io economic 
framework in Bengal from the mid-19th 
century onwards, within which the peasantry 
and the poor had to carry on their everyday 
existence. This sets the scene forBose toain- 
tinue with an historical exposition of changes 
in the representation of the Bengal peasantry 
in fiction from the early 20th century. 

I 
The Obscored Poor and Peasantry 

In the late 20th century the Bengal peasant, 
like his or her 19th century British 
counterpatt, remains an obscure and obscured 
figure. ‘Peasant’ continues to remain a term 
of both abuse and affection (affection for 
example in John Berger’s set of stories. Pig 

Earth) Recently there has beenmuch interest 
in peasant strategics and peasant revolt, what 
James Scoti has termed “everyday forms of 
peasant resistance”, as well as a rewriting 
of the historiography of icbellion and revolt 
in South Asia from the subaltern’s perspective 
(Ranajit Guha 1981-1987). These revisionist 
accounts have partly illuminated one 
particular aspect of peasant society. Bui we 
continue to rely on Maixist terminology, 
and more recently on feminist terminology, 
to describe the structure of peasant .society. 
As a result, we know more about modes ot 
pnxluction, landholding patterns, differential 
mortal ity patterns and the sex ratio in vil lages. 
than we do alioul the way in which jKasunts 
think, feel and act In addition, definitions 
of peasantry and the poor remain obscure 
One read.s ol marginal, small, medium and 
large peasants, most of whom might however 
be toii.sidered poor in contrast to the urban 
middle classes In this article we note the difli- 
culties involved with the use of such terms, 
but we do not try to redefine what either of 
the terms ‘peasantry’ or ‘pcxir’ mean. 

If the peasant remains half in light, half 
in da*rk, the poor arc an even more .shadowy 
and anonymous set of rural inhabitants. What 
is meant by ‘poor’ is increasingly debated 
from several angles and disciplines - for 
example, economics. Hutrition, rural 
development, political science. Each one of 
these disciplines dismembers and 
reconstructs the ptwr according to its own 
principles. From the dominant economic 
perspective (for example, the hundreds of 
articles on the ‘poverty line’ in India), the 
piHir jierson is the archetypal ‘economic 
man’, who is transformed from a human 
being to an income or set of ciphers which 
are in.Nufficient to raise him or her above the 
tantalising poverty line. 

Reasons for the obscurity of the poor are 
not hard to find. There is an urban bias 
against the village and the so-called animal 
brutality of rural life. If one can escape this, 
it is still difficult to contact the peasantry, 
lelalone the poor. Living in villages in India 
for extended periods is not easy for outsiders 

- who arc used to city life, but who are likely 
to be the main interpreters of the village 
voice. Once inside the village, it is still 

difficult to find and talk to the poor or to 
women. Then there is the difficulty of 
interpretation. Can we trust what villagers 
have to say’.' Can we even understand what 
they arc saying, because their vocabularies 
and insights are sodiffereni from ours'.' How 
do we diffcrcnliale between bidden and 
public transcripts, to use Scott’s (1990)tenns, 
between the face the poor put on for outside 
consumption and their real feelings? How 
do we deal with cultural 'norms’, .such as 
women internalising patriarchal norms and 
feeling they have more self-respect if they 
comply with 'purdah’ regulations? The 
concepts of false consciousness and ‘mental 
melricism’ IScn 198.‘S1 begin to rear their 
confusing heads. Under this optic, individual 
village studies can be discarded from an 
intellectual perspective as being subjective, 
lacking a general overview, and lieing too 
far from scientific ‘hartl’ knowledge. 

RjiSiiLTs oi- Coujimvfc Ionorancb 

Is thi.s obscuring of the peasantry and the 
poor simply neglect, or is it a manifestatiott 
ol the political framework within which 
most students of village scx-'iety operate? 
This is an important question. One of the 
'raeta-dcbalcs' concerning development in 
rural south Asia has focused on the 
characlerisUcs of the peasantry and the poor. 
Should the peasantry be considered os moral 
or rational? Are the poor hard-working 
entrepreneurs denied opportunity, or arc they 
la/y and apathetic? Debates around these 
issuc.s are often based on hypothesis and 
assumption rather than analysis of existing 
situations, and their distance from reality 
means that they are conducted at the level 
of pre-conceived ideas. This is paiticulaiiy 
a problem when such debates feed directly 
into policy-making at the state or national 
level, as they often do. For example, the state 
willconcei ve different devdopment prefects 
partly depending on the view its planners , 
take of the poor. To flesh out these ideas, 
here follows an analysis of the way in ndikh 
mainstreamNorth American pohtical science 
discourse represents the peasantry, the poca- 
and village relations. 

The most influential North American 
political scientists writing on India over the, 
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Ikst (wo decades, in particular Barrington 
Moore (1987), the Rudolphs (1987), and 
Prancine Prankel (1971, 1978) have used 
moral economy theory to ertplain changes 
in pea.sant society in contemporary India. 
Less influential academic accounts, such as 
Oreenough’s work on the 1943 Bengal 
famine or Marvin Davis' work on village 
society in Midnaporc, have token the same 
^proacb. and the example which follows 
extends to Bengal as well. 

Moral economy theory, as used by many 
writers concerned with changing societies 
in developing countries, was fathered by 
E P Thompson in his essay, ‘The Moral 
Economy of the English Crowd in the 18th 
Century’ (1971). Thompson’s view of the 
moral econority was that the rich and poor 
were bound in a ring of mutual antagonism 
and need, and that the poor in late ISth 
cpntury Britain re-echoed the patriarchal 
ideology of subsistence for all to which the 
rich purportedly held, by making constant 
demands on the rich to uphold their duty to 
the poor. Thompson focused on contestation 
over resource,s and ideology, and his 
representation of the English peasantry was 
of a radical group who were active in the 
making of their own societiesOne can note 
in this analysis of demands made on the rich 
by the poor a similarity tonch-poor relations 
as described in the writings of Mahasweta 
Devi, which ate analysed in the second 
section of this article. 

The North American political scientists 
mentioned have developed their own 
bastardised vers ion of mora I economy theory. 
They postulate that the ficnetration of capital 
into subsistence agrarian systems erodes 
paux>n-client relationships that may have 
been unequal, but provided minimum 
security res'all. The disruption of this security, 
and the increasing differentiation caused by 
c^italist development, is then seen to he 
followed by rural instability and peasant 
protest’ 

In Prankel’s work the erosion of traditional 
patron-client, ties during economic 
modernisation is a key concept. Although 
what constitutes the traditional is never 
clcaify defined, her most common use of the 
teim comes in describing a breakdown in 
past agrarian relations, as is apparent from 
tfaefbUowing discussion of the effects of the 
green revolution in India: 

Occurring at these changes are in a local 
Context characterised by an erosion in 
traditional ties. and an incipient polariaalion 
on the baais of class, it would not be 
surprising if efforts by political parties to 
mobilise social discontent for power 
purposes wouM lead to increasing instances 
of clast coafrentalion in niral areas (1971: 
45-46).* 

Rudolph snd Rudo^h also comment on the 
traditioaal nature of pre^capiulist agrarian 
ties m India: 

442 

Under fomt of tnditiomii domination, the 
legitimising ideologies and power asym¬ 
metries of local hierarchies sustained 
interdependence with relatively stable local 
social equilibriums. Legitimising ideologist 
sanctioned rights and obligations as well as 
duties and dependencies by linking putati¬ 
vely nonantagonistic strata in harmonious 
social order (1987: 384-8.5). 

Mixire (1987:358-59) also invokes the same 
idea of the pre-modern harmony existing in 
‘Uaditional’ Indian rural society. 

The assumption of the existence of a pre¬ 
modem 'harmonious social order’ rests on 
(he view that the lower castes and classes 
passively accepted the ideology of the 
prevailing order. Prankel notes an attack on 
“. ..the traditional village system under which 
harmony was preserved by the mutual 
acceptance of ascriptivc inequalities 
sanctified by the religious myths of caste” 
(1971 116). In Prankel ’ s work the poor arc 
variously described as ‘resigned’, 'deferent', 
and “deeply conservative and incrt,strongly 
committed to the traditional social hierarchy 
of caste, and largely reconciled to their 
impoverishment” (1971: 10, 107, 177) A 
similar view is also taken by Moore, who 
writes of the “passive acceptance” of their 
situation by the lower castles (1987; 335). 
In her more recent work, Prankel returns to 
a similar refrain: 

Village .studies show that... asymmetrical 
obligations among unequ.sls were oriented 
toward ensuring subsistence for all members 
accordinglo their ceremonial and productive 
functions. Religious symbolism became 
attached to the notion of a ‘hierarchical 
collectivity’ in which the use of concentrated 
politico-economic power was circumscribed 
by mural obligation... As a result, it is 
arguable that commands by the dominant 
castes were perceived as legitimate and 
evoked ahigh level of predictable compliance 
for the. lower castes toward whom they were 
directed (1989: 1).’ 

Let us return to this passage in a few 
moments. The Rudolphs write in similar 
terms of the modern agricultural labourer. 
“We infer that isolation accompanied by 
normlesgness and apathy has replaced 
decaying mutual ties in many other local 
contexts..." The term ‘nonnlessness’ herc^ 
again implies that labourers simply echo 
elite norms (1987: 387). 

As well as teing conceptualised as passive 
receivers of elite ideology, the poor an seen 
as increasingly susceptible to oiganisation 
try forces other than the 'IraditioRai'. At 
Fraidcel puts it “...high rates of econaniic 
devetopmentmayactuallyMaceibato social 
tensions, and ultimately undermine the 
foundation of rnral political atahility” 
(1971:8). This leaves room for cemmmitt 
agitation and the possibility that the poor 
will become convinced by "...dw Marxist 
polirical propaganda that fandameatal 

toeitd edtuge can only be aM^bmptished by 
die complete overthrow of the existing 
property system" (1971; 185).* The 
Rudolphs also warn that the “dissolution of 
traditional interdependence and absence of 
a reconstituted mural order" may lead to 
"undeclared civil wars", the leading 
characteristic of these being “.spontaneous, 
leaderless violence against property and 
persons” (1987: 389-90). 

A political scientislof a newer generation, 
AtuI Kohli, in his book on democracy and 
discontent in India, also wheels out the 
same patient for surgery and follows closely 
what has now become the 'traditional' 
construction of Indian social and political 
relations; 

Economic development has generated new 
patterns of divi.sion of laboui that have 
under-mined iradiliona) ta.sie aiiihoniy 
The spread of commerce has .similarly 
replaced seemingly reciprocal patterns ol 
exchange with the impe.rsonaI medium o< 
money, again undermining the traditional 
bond.s of ‘solidarity’ between .social 
'.superiors' and ‘infeiiois'. Unequal 
economic gain.s have also generated new 
ty{>es of tensions that incrca.singly resemble 
class conflict (19d0 <85). 

And so on We arc presented here witb the 
received idea about the I ndian peasantry and 
the poor - a group that is deeply conservative, 
a group (hat accepts passively cl ite ideology, 
that is inert, and a group that is subject to 
irrational violence when aroused by 
communistorotherorganisation This picture 
of a sleeping giant ready to awake and 
overturn the foundations of society is one 
that ha,s haunted liberal .social scientists fot 
decades. From the perspective of the planner 
and politician, many of whom are as out 
of touch with the peasantry as Frankcl and 
her colleagues, this sleeping giant is a 
Gullivcr-Iike figure that has to be pinned 
down by various methods of social 
control - and this is what is meant by 
representations of the peasantry and the poor 
feeding into policy-making. Such extreme 
views of social relations cannot help but 
influence how external intervention to deal 
with village problems is determined. 

CUjosbr Vbw of Vbxaob Ijph? 

1^ us retm to diet quotation from Firankel: 
“Village studies show that., asymmetrical 
obligations among unequals were oriented 
toward ensuring tubsklence foralimembets 
sccordiag to theiremmonia] and prodaelive 
fbnclioBs.’’ Prankel unfortnialaly only 
■Mntiona in pnaaaag one of the stitdiea the 
is Ainkii^ Aarat; bntitia fortunate dhat there 
are a aeloci raambra ot ethnographiea from 
Sonth Ask dintdeaicioeely with the tilband 
life-styles of the poor, and which chalan(e 
^stsndntdrspreseiitstionsofiraponrfrat 
come Ann the warM of pcditkel scinnse. It 
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then (ummarise wiut if cajn^n in their 
findings. One thinkf of Bremw’s study at 
changing labour relations and migration ki 
Gujarat (1979, 198.5), which is Ihe only 
major longitudinal stu^ from India we know 
of ttiat specifically sets out to exanfine the 

. condition of the poor within local power 
structures. Other excellent case studies are 
Jodha's work on poor people's perceptions 
of poverty m village Rajasthan (1989); and 
Mencher’g research in Tamil Nadu on 
untouchables’ ’rejection of brahminical 
ideology, a rare analysis of the view of the 
power structure of the-exploited [Menchcr 
1975, 1980]. Labour Pains and Labour 
Power by the Jefferies and Lyon (1989), a 
study of gender role.s, childbearing arid 
patriarchal ideology in Uttar Pradesh, is a 
vital account of the complex nature of female 
oppression, much of it in the villagers’ own 
words. Details of grass roots organisation 
among untouchables and women can also 
be found in JosTii (1986), Kishwar and Vanita 
(1984) and Illina Sen (1990). Oral history 
remains another important method for 
representing the viewpoint of the poor, but 
apart from the book Untouchable by Freeman 
(1979), and studies concerning poor people’s 
uprisings (.Stree Shakti Sanghatana on 
Telengana l989;CoopcronTebhaga 1984) 
no significant work appears to have been 
carried out in this area.^. 

What can one learn from this scattered 
evidence concerning poor peoplc’spriori ties 
and how they experience poverty? First, it 
is clear from th<s literature that poor people 
do not always subscribe to the dominant 
brahminical or other ideologies. Rather, they 
assert their own identities, identities which 
arc usually closely tied to the material 
circumstances of depnvation and exploita¬ 
tion in which they find themselve.%. Second, 
poor people feel .sympathy for, and identify 
with, their fellow ppor, and help other poor 
people where this is possible.* Of course 
there are converse findings from village 
.studies which sjiow how untouchables or 
other subordinated groups have internalised 
dominant ideologies or do not support each 
other {Bandyopadhyay and von ESchen 
1988; Moffat 1979), but these go against 
the trend of the ethnographic literature that 
has attempted to interpret the village through 
direct contact with the poor. 

Of course all of the studies we have 
mentioned are interpretations of village 
society from the outside. Ttrthankar Bose 
has reminded .me that we rarely hear the 
indigenous voice of the peasantry or the 
poor, except occasionally in songs. But it 
is clear that the representation of the Indian 
peasantry uid poor in peasantstudies is itself 
an impoitant area of contestation, important 

^ becBusehowwecfaoosetorepresentlfaepoor 
determines to a large ^tent our actions 
towards them. The representations of Joan 

Jait who haiie spent 
tone living close to ihe poor and peasantry 
in villages in India, rathm than the politied 
scientists who come witti pre-conceived 
notions and ideological pretensions, seems 
to be more worthy of trust These close 
accounts of the poor would contribute to an 
alternative kind of policy-making, one in 
which the poor are seen not as a dangerous 
sleeping giant but as a group that can 
contribute positively to the making of their 
societies. 

Socio-Economic Change in Bengal 

The main point to note concerning socio¬ 
economic change in Bengal is that the 
peasantry experienced a secular decline in 
.standards of living and quality of life from 
about the middle of the second half of the 
19th century. There were a number of 
interlocking geographical, political, and 
economic reasons for this. During the 19th 
century, the river systems in West Bengal 
aintinued their move eastwards, turning 
West Bengal into a moribund delta. The 
construction of rail and road embankments 
from the middle of the I9th century, in the 
wordsof SugataBas6(1986; 44-45), “played 
havoc with the fast deteriorating drainage 
system of the region", leading to decreas ing 
soil fertility and stagnating yields. The 
number of agricultural labourers and 
sharecroppers grew throughout the 19th 
century: reasons for this included the influx 
to the state of large numbers of tribal-s who 
worked in plantations in north Bengal or 
clearing frontier regions; indebtedness which 
led to landlessness; and the displacement of 
rural artisans from traditional occupations. 
Declining yields and increasing population 
growth, particularly in the 1930s, were among 
the causes of the Bengal famine, and this 
secular decline has continued up until the 
1970s at least. By the 1970s, landless 
agricultural labourers made up about 35 per 
centof Ihe rural population, and withinthe.se 
agricultural labourer households, female¬ 
headed households and widows, doubly 
oppressed by pafriarchy and class, could be 
considered as Ae poorest. The Bengal peasant 
now finds him or herself in the unfortunate 
position of living in one the poorest regions 
of Inilia. Since 1977 and the dominance of 
the Left Front there have been improvements 
in the po.sition of the poor in some trea.s, 
but thjs i.s the subject for another article. 

D 
Through the Literary 

Looking-Glas.<i 

Despite the efforts of historians, 
economists and sociologists, the niral poor 

. of India remain a problematic, We do know 
a great deal about the measures of hard 
resources that spell poverty, the political 

acts (or hide dT sticb acts) tbateharacteriae . 
people in such coaditiems, and the social 
exchanges that bind them as a Class. But the 
quantifiable data give us the profile, not the 
face of the human beings who live and die 
in India ’ s villages. Who are the poor? It may 
be that we will never quite know the Uruth, 
especially within the confines of the social 
sciences. For that matter, I doubt that the 
resources of imaginative perception will lend 
veracity to any one conception of the poor, 
but at least the impersonalities of 
quantification may yield to portraits that 
claim engagement, a claim often of dubious 
virtue, for portraits represent the painter as 
much a.s the subject. Art, like science, views 
from the outside. 

What is beyond doubt is that the poor 
confront the Bengali writer on every side. 
The experience of poverty, particularly rural 
poverty, is so central to the Bengali writer’s 
psyche that it can only prove the centrality 
of poverty in Bengal’s .social experience. 
From Dinabandhu Mitra’s play NeelDarpan 
and Bankimehandra's essays on the 
Bengali peasant to the fiction of Samaresh 
Basu and Mahasweta Devi, the poor have 
.systematically displaced the idealised iipagcs 
of humanity that modern India inherited 
from its own classical tradition and from 
British literature. I have not counted plots, 
but it seems a .safe bet that at least half the 
Bengali stories and novels written in tfaelast 
hundred years deal with the pots'. Does thta- 
persistent wincem bring us closer to the 
poor? Or is it an obsession that distorts tfaC 
representation? The answer will be 
ideologically loaded and will not serve the 
social .scientist in the way Tony Beck hopes 
it might. But this at lea.st is certain, that m 
Bengali fiction the poor have become a 
central site of imaginative action played out 
by contending social perceptions. Thta 
demands a .su.stained study, to which the 
present look at a few representative works 
can at best be a modest prolegomena. 

It is fair to recognise that the literary 
representation of rural life has not always 
been a painful dirge. A sweeter strain can 
be heard in the pastoral tradition, which is 
of respectable antiqu ily and upheld poets 
as well as storytellers such as Kalidas Roy^ 
Jasimuddin, Rabindranath, Satyendranath 
Datta and Nazrul LsUun^Oneof my favourite 
childhcxxl books was Bhombal Sardar, a 
picaresque tale of a young boy ’ a adventures 
in a Bengal flush with autumnal plenty, iq 
more recent times Abdul Jabbar has wrifted' 
lyrically of life in the villages arouhd 
Calcutta. But thi.s comforling vision extate 
precisely because it sees the poor only aa| 
relatively disadvantaged, not as persons 
facing or in a state of total dispossession. 
In these woricsniraljifeisoncof abundance^ 
health and integrityi invoking raemOrini ofj 
a mythologised golden age of prc'indu.striall 
Indk. Not surprisingly, these odes .tc 
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\ joy(Mill filing that- 
idisc^ant notes of raial crins in cokmiat 
i^td post'coicmiai Bei^al. The glcay 
Rabindranath's,Nszral’saodlibanutwda’s 
enchanting Bengal fades into darkness as 
they speak of dtedisposses'sed.’ln our times 
tlM passage of theBengaU writer from d^^t 
and hope to fear and anger, a passage too frxHD 
the romantic to the realistic, is perhaps best 
seen in BibhutiUiusan Bandyopadhyaya’s 
uneasy yoking of life and death in P<aher 
PanchaU and Ashani Semkei. 

Despite the idyllic image of rural life that 
is part of the tradition, the great majority of 
stories of rural Bengal arc uncompromising 
in recognising poverty as the overriding 
condition of rural life To the social-scientist 
‘poor’ may be a relative term, but there is 
little ambiguity in the conception of the 
poor in Bengali fiction. Poverty means 
di-spossession. So powerful and widespread 
in Uiis vision of the poor, so apocalyptic, 
that Bengali narratives become locked into 
an insistent plot pattern: peasant or artisan 
families that are barely scratching out a 
living in a failing economy within an inimical 
social organisation are faced with a crisis in 
the form of debts or sickness or famine, or 
often all of these together. As a result they 
lose what little they possess, surviving 
physically by selling themselves into 
functional slavery, the men becoming the 
landlord’s or moneylender’s creature and 
the women prostitutes. The stKial event is 
the break-up of the family which is a 
microcosmic representation of the 
breakdown of civ i1 society. Hie moral event 
is the brutalisation of human beings. 

Within this general format the poor are 
portrayed as one of three types. ITje most 
common is the timid, trusiting peasant or 
artisan who knows the forces driving him/ 
her to ruin but feels helplinss in their grip. 
A second type is the man or woman reduc^ 
by wantto a bestial level at which all human 
understanding have been eroded. The third 
type is the polar opposite in being not only 
aware of the nature of the threat but also 
resolved toopposeit Notsurprisingly, these 
constructions derive from separate 
ideologies, although diey often merge into 
a coanplex pattern of shifting attitude.s, from 
despair to militancy to hope. 

’The EhsUBMBERBO ViXAOG 

This complexity has lent as much variety 
to the conceptioB of the poor as to narrative 
structures. A case in point is Tarashankar 
Bandyi^addhyaya’s Panchagram (Five 
Villages). The novel records through the 
eyesef a village schoolmaster, Elebu Ghosh, 
himself of peasant caigin. the accelerating 
decay of a vast area of niral western Bengal 
thtou^ the 1920s and 1930s. Debu, 
has l^t his wife and child to disease, now 
devotn hislife tothewelfaieal'hn extended 

ccMtanaftity ef poor Hindhs, iiifosliw and 
outoastes, including iodividuab of ptirticBlar 
vubierability such as Dmga, (he village 
prostitute, and Padma, Uie abandoned wife 
of hb blacksinith friend. ’The crisis of the 
community is one compounded by crop 
failures, epidemics and rising taxes. 
Traditional defences fail b^ausc the world 
of the Five Villages has changed, and 
landowners such as the parvenu Siihari Ghosh 
disavow the age-old duty of tiie rich to feed 
thepoor, ignoring Debu'snegotiating powers 
and even the moral authority of the brahmin 
patriarch Nyayaratna. Debu’s people have 
neither the wherewithal nor the will to fight 
thecrisis. and their downward slide into ruin 
becomes irreversible. Debu’s political 
initiatives do not woik in the face of this 
inertia. Nyayaratna’s communist grandson 
makes even less of an impact. The economic 
decay of the community is reflected in its 
moral decay. Social sanctions against Debu 
engineered by Srih ah Ghosh readily pass on 
charges of immorality even though the 
villagers continue to trust Debu. Realising 
that the redempbon of the people can come 
only in a new age to be brought about by 
India’s independence from British rule, Debu 
joins Gandhi’s freedom struggle, goes tojail 
and returns to find his community still more 
weakened. Death has claimed many, 
agriculture barely survives becau.se people 
have migrated to cities in search of work in 
factories, the Srihari Ghoshes are in still 
greater control. Yet a new generation 
represented by a brother and sister pair, 
Gourand Swama who were Debu’s proteges, 
keeps Debu’s flag flying. Redi.scovering in 
them his vision he resiolves to forge ahead, 
rebuilding his programme as well as bis 
personal life by marrying Swama. 

'The panorama of misery and failure in the 
novel seems to make the logic of decline 
unbreacbable. Given the conditions 
Tarashankar .so faithfully records (on the 
basis of intimate personal knowled ge). what 
redemption can there be'/ Yet die tale ends 
on a meliorist note that can be the product 
only of the writer’s ideological intervention. 
3116 narrator begins with a retrospective of 
the prosperity of the region but also lets us 
know that those days are gone. Then as now 
the land belonged to the landowner, not to 
the tiller who would pay rent with his produce 
as well as free labour, but on bis part the 
landowner would forgive or at least defer 
revenue collections at times of want and 
fmance public woiks. In that golden age 
even calamities proved the strength of 
society’s moral fabric: “In times of want the 
landowners and the local rich used to help 
out" (p 193),"’ Tarashankar’s historical 
assumption Irerc is the .same as that of what 
Tony Beck calls the “bastardised Noth 
American version” of BPThompson’s moral 
economy." Now, however, the reciprocity 
of power and resource relatirms has vanished 

add the l^timising idebkigies have faUen 
into disuse. The owners ao longer allow 
defaults. When they can th^ fcreciose, often 
by shady legal proceedings aided by the 
conuptpolice and govemmentofticials. The 
peasants, particulaiiy the more spirited lower 
castes and the Muslim tenants, mutter their 
disaffection, but do so ineffectually. Debu 
Ghosh’s efforts to achieve reasonable 
compromises fail bccau.se the system is loo 
strong, the landlords are too rich and wily, 
they have the support of the police and 
district officials, and the peasants have no 
fallback savings or prospects to .sustain them 
tbrodgh a contest. Note that not only does 
Tarashankar have a clear view of the events 
constituting poverty, he also insi-sts on 
demonstrating, even commenting on, their 
causes. At several places in the narrative he 
builds up the crisis to a point at which the 
militant stand taken by Raham Sheikh or 
Tinkari Mandal seems an unavoidable 
response. But at every such critical moment 
Debu’s idealistic option of negotiating tire 
community hack to the golden age takes 
over, leaving bis community gripped in its 
downward .spiral. The iterative force of the 
view of Panchagram’s decline is 
Tarashankar's own: 

Allar duniya .shaitane clakhal katya title 
[SaianhastakenoverGod’swodd]. rRaham 
lamidarke rajshakti adhikar .sarnarpan 
kariyacche [The state has surrendered its 
power to the landlord]. - author 
Panchagramer raanush sarbaswanu faoiya 
giyacche... prati barite bhangap 
dhariyacche ffhe people of Panchagram 
have become paupers... every household 
is breaking up]. - Debu 
Manushguli jenu sah kemon hoiya giyacche 
(How strange everyone has become!]. - Debu 
(Bandyopadhyaya 1972, my translation: 73, 
86. 287, 288J. 

How does this realisation lead to Delm’s 
final vision of triumphant rural prosperity? 
Only an ideology committed to a self- 
deluding nostalgia can turn imaginative 
perception so completely inside out. ‘The 
result is a fractured literary construct in 
which the realistic mode abruptly sunreiidcrs 
to the symbolic, images of ruined cottages 
fade out to make n>om in the novel's last < 
sentence for the bcroholding hands wttii iris 
new love ag ainst a frame of “the sun wsiog 
out of the darkness - today's dawn marching 
through the moments, the hours, days and 
nights towards tomonow’s”. Caught between 
hard reality and liberal sensibility, thenoVe) 
takes on an ambiguity in regarding ^ 
pauperised peasantry that is rich as m 
imaginative product but no less troubtihg 
than the obscurity of the pom- behiiid the 
social scientist's statistical smokescreen. , 

“k Man No Mc*e Than Tbk?" 

One of tlie alternatives to this md&orist 
view swings to the bitterest oppoute. Byea 
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in as early a work at SaratObkndrii 
, Chattopadhyaya’a SrikanlO, tlie poor are 

ftequently placed on a subhuman level. In 
Part 3. Chapter 12 of this influential novel. 

' Saratcbandra describes labourers uprooted 
from their villages and brought to work on 
the railway. Their reality has narrowed to 
filling the belly, copulating and dying. All 
ttuman feelings have atrophied so that their 

' only response to suffering - their own and 
that of others - is passive acceptance. The 

' author's comment is: "This is whatan animal 
isl... Such patience is subhuman." How did 
Ihey sink to this? Heexplains: “Tlicsc people 
have been alienated from all natural bond.s 

, of family and society so that they can 
endlessly toil... because unless human teings 
are turned into animals, animal labour can’t 

, be drawn out of them” fChattopadhyaya 
1985: 428-29; my tran.slationj. 

The author’s horror and di.sgusl 
underscores a deep rage at what he discovers 
at the root of poverty. Merely implicit here, 
that rage comes to a sharper focus in 
Saralchandra’s short story ’Mahesh’, named 
after the central character Gafur’s beloved 

, pet buffalo. Gafur struggles under a double 
•• misfortune; he is poor and he is a Muslim. 

Instead of enabling him tofcc4his only child 
andMabesh, the hardships hc.silcnlly bears 
force him evermore into the punitive clutches 
of the villi^jc power structure. Finally, 
maddened by want and failure he lashes out 
at Mahesh, killing one of the two beings he 
loves most. Then, as he leaves the village 
for the town jute mill holding his daughter 
by the hand he looks up at the dark night 
sky and cries out: “Allah! Punish me as you 
please but remember, my Mahesh died of 
thirst. Nobody let him graze on the smallest 
plot of land. Do not forgive those whodenied 
him the grass of your fields, your water to 
slake thirst" fChattopadhyaya 198.5; 173.3). 

In the grief and angerfueliing this passage 
we see a characteristic feature of Bengali 
fiction. Oescription here leads to explanation 
Ondmarches on to a call to action; the author 
changes from witness to judge. Often, though, 

, the weight of experiencing the pirot creates 
a' black hole from which the author’s 
judgmentcaraiotcxit. Samaresh Basu’s ‘ Aam 

■Mahato’ is such a tale. In it life is merely 
biological survival, in pursuit of which a 

, rice-for-wife exchange is an instinctive 
imperative fortheeentral character. Powerful 

. bo^ imagery fixes Maliato’s dehumanised 
state in the viewer’s eye; his near naked body 
barely senses the breeze and the sun; the rag 
he wears is stripped off him by the village 
ikdiceman looking for hidden sheaves of 

.rice. The only thought that stops him from 
bartering his wife for a rupee to the policeman 
is that she might bite and scratch the man 
who might then beat Mahato in revenge. 
Eventually he does barter her to arich trader 
whose throat she tears out, and the story ends 

■ with the Mfe led away by the police as 
Mahato gobbles rice, his eyes playing in his 

ifriBgination oVer the tippling bodies of the 
sleek oxen he had lust^ after in exchange 
for his wifc’.s body. The insistent body 
imagery turns the human into the animal, 
sexuality into bestiality. 

The process to which Saratcbandra and 
Samaresh Basu bear witness is one of the 
loss of matcrialpossc.ssion, which forces on 
them the loss of all human dignity, freedoni 
of action,.perhaps even belief and eventually 
human identity itself. If there is ideology 
here, it is overwhelmed by experience which 
silences authorial comment. In the.se, the 
bleakest narratives of poverty, the piwr are 
victims of a world thatdenies them even the 
minimal dignity that is implicit in the term 
‘decline’; because it i.s a proccs.s. decline 
implies a past slate of relative well-being 
and worth. Butin the exam pies given, poverty 
is not a process but a state. The human 
figures aie human only biologically, not 
.socially or morally. 

Perhaps because imaginative perception 
can dive no lower info the decay of humanity, 
a different voice begins lo l>e heat d in Bengali 
fictionsinccseconcl world war The reduction 
of humanity is countered by the very 
paujjerisation thiil denudes the hum.in 
.Samaresh Basu himself represents this .sc hi'ol 
well. His short stoiy ‘Pratirodh’ begins by 
recalling the great Bengal famine ot 1942 
44. The famine is gone but the peasants are 
little belter off tiecause half of what they 
produce as .sharecroiiiicrs is taken away by 
the landowner. They demand a iwo-thirds 
share (the historical backdrop is theTebhaga 
movement), and although the forces ranged 
against them have beaten them into 
.submis.sion time and again, they band 
together and swarm upon the fields lo take 
what is theirs: "They will fight, (hey will 
give their lives, but (hey will shake <'ff then 
necks the burden of the ages" The 
landlord’s thugs launch a spree of murder 
and rape but ;irc driven away by the village 
women. Resistance triuinph.s but at a terrible 
cost in lives- Rahim is killed and Kadha. 
a central figure, dies with her piegnani 
stomach slit. 

RiisisrANai and RfinupiNnioN 

This situation becomes a common plot 
pattern in Bengali fiction of the 1950s 
SamaTe.sh Basu is in fact antedated by Manik 
Bandyopudhyaya in countless stories of rural 
life, all telling of the poor pushed to the wall 
and realising their only option i.s to fight 
back. They are no better led orequipped than 
Tarashankar’.s peasants, except that hunger 
and want prove too much for the legitimising 
ideology of .subservience and fatali.sm to 
keep them pas,sive. The hero of ‘Mcjaj ’ (hot 
temper) gets into fights with everyone over 
the slightest provocation, defies authority 
and Ijcats bis wife fix- fancied offences. 
Because of his visibility in resisting 
extortionate laws, the zamindar’s men attack 

When they leave he shows no anger.* 
Confounding eveiyone’s expectation he 
persuades the villagers in the calmest tone 
to keep up the resistance, citing his wife’s 
violation. Thenonenightas the thugs attack 
another family he pounces upon them laid 
shows what ’melaj’ really means, 

Yet another iteration of the same tiicme 
and the same plot pattern occurs in Nani 
Bhowmick’.s story Sahmer Ma’, which 
centres on theMuslim peasantcouple Moin 
and hi.s wife, the latter known only a.S their 
son’.s moUici, Salimer Ma r)e.spitc the 
hardships of successive crop failures and the 
death of his son. Mom holds on tohis sense 
of what he tliiiik.s is Muslim family decorum, 
and is enraged at the thought of other men 
seeing his wife unveiled, as she would be 
il she were to lake up domestic service. 
Maddened by poverty, he joins other 
sharecroppers to seize the crop against the 
threats ot ihc land lease holdei, Karatn .Mi. 
When All’s (hug.s come to lake ihe crop 
away, .Salimei Ma holds Ihe sheaves lo hci' 
body Hven though they beat her and strip 
her she does not let g(> imiil the villagers 
come to hei rescue. As ,she weeps al her 
dishonour, hei fierce husband comforts hei', 
the myth ol fem.ilc hoiiout set aside m the 
light of a refashioned reality. 

Tlic construction of political reality that 

imposes this pattern on Bengali fu lion is at 

least partly propagandist mvilmg the pool 
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to ihitiuieit an acvltet <l»at 
it wax abdut die time that these storieii beKah 
to appear ihal the Progressive Writers’ 
League was formed with the express purpose 
of showing life as it was,'" and at least for 
the large left-wing contingent it was a 
platform to call the proletariat to arms. The 
reversal of the earlier pattern of passive 
suffering to oneof militant self-determination 
is only Uh)obviously 1 ounded in the doctrine 
of the dispossessed having nothing but their 
chains to lose. 

To give the doctrine social reality the 
writers focus on human figures that acquire 
a symbolic status in the process of telling 
the tale The commonest figures are the 
Muslun peasant and the female because they 
survive at the very btitlomof the social pile. 
The raped woman in particular becomes the 
symbol ol the kind of suffering that is not 
an accident of hishay liut acondition actually 
required by the power relations of an 
expropnalive society In the stories lUJted 
above, and many otheis, the agonies tlie.se 
figui cs sufl'erare denionslraied to be socially 
conslruclcd rather than a product of fate or 
nature or innate Haws of character Yet in 
a senscjhc inililant vision of these writers 
IS .self-defeating. Fven a.s a description of 
rafic arouses rage it invites mourning and 
concedes the disempowerment of the 
oppressed, which is offset by no energising 
re,solution that might bluklulx•)nlo.s.^ Radha'.s 
husband dissolves into tears. Salitnei Ma 
weeps: “Tile bandits shamed me" No re¬ 
affirmation of Uic ()oor’ s ]ici sonluHxl arises 
on the wicck ot sell-esteem 

It was in the 1970s that an entirely new 
construction of the poor was achieved in 
BcngaUriction by Maha.sweta Devi, Working 
in the tradition ot activrsm and life-sharing 
among the poor, a tradition served by both 
Saralcbandra and Tarashankai, Mahasweta 
shows us not only that being p,)or is a 
socially constructed state and thus open to 
transformation* but also that defeat and loss 
may paradoxically be victory and gain. The 
narrative and rhetorical strategies she uses 
lead to the |jcrccption that ‘poor’ is an 
arbitrary term fill^ with dcadwood from 
outmoded cultural norms, which makes a 
redefinition of the sclf-in- society a necessary 
and possible prcctmdition for the 
empowermentof the weak. This essentially 
subaltern view of society is radically different 
from the prescriptive imaging of reality we 
have noticed in other wrilere, wliich explains 
why we have in her fiction images that 
achieve an altogether different texture and 
resonance even though she uses tlie same 
figures of the pea.sBnt and the female.” 
Probably her best known story in this mode 
is 'Oraupadi', which narrates the arrest of 
the militant tribal woman Dopdi Me jhen and 
her interrogation by her captors icd by a 
commander, an intelligent, educated man to 
whom she is an object of scientific political 
study. He treats her courteously through the 

I Ccoaonue «t<l Political Weekly ' ’Nif«i^ 4; 

.fieriod he has decid^ requires civffity, that 
is until dinner time, when he loaves 
instructions to make her pliable. In a lifetime 
of reading I have not come across a more 
forceful word than the Bengali word 
Mahasweta uses for the commander’s 
instruction: "Oke baniye niye esho”. The 
verb ‘baniye’ here is the same word as 
‘dressing’ a chicken. Word and deed (of 
repealed, bloody rape) thus join into a 
sem iot ic event that carries an incomparably 
greater load than clinical description. The 
dchumanisulion of the powerless seems 
even more irreversible here than in the 
narratives we have discussed. But in a 
triumphant irony the lowest point of 
Dopdi's life becomes the highest After 
waking up from her post-rape coma she 
walks up III (he commander: 

Draiipadi comes closer. Hands on hips, .she 
laughs and says, “Your hunted woman, 
Dopdi Me|hen You told them to make me 
up. so don’t you wiml to see how they have 
made me up''" 
“Her clothes svhere are her clolhe.s?" 

“Clothes' What's ihc use ol clothes? You 

can strip me, how are you going to clothe 
me'' A man. are you''” 
Draiipadi adv.,nce,s on the commander, 
pushing him back wdlh her lorn breasts, and 
this IS the fiiKl lime the commander feels 
fear in Ironl ol an unanned target, a icrnblc 
I'cai fOevi 1487 108, my iranslalion]. 

Roles have lieen revci.scd, power relocated 
and human w- irth redefined. The me vitability 
ol the plot pattern that is ainaik of this type 
of narrative invests the central figure with 
a preteme tliat tills the viewer’s eye and 
then, instead of remaining a motionless 
cmhlem of grie f and loss, that figure acquire.^ 
control over her reality, assuming not just 
militancy but moral supremacy. The very 
objecls of defeat become the weapons of 
victory. Note that Mahasweta is using the 
same narrative pattern as Manik or Samaresh 
and particularly the same symbol of 
dehumanisation, the raped woman.''' The 
difference is that precisely at the moment 
when the reader is a.sking, is a human being 
no more than this, the writer transforms 
that symbol into a trope which elevates the 
reader’s perception to a redefinition of 
humanity by eschewing arbitrary construc¬ 
tions of worth into an icon of inalienable 
rights. In contrast to Manik and Samaresh, 
whose very sympathy for the violated poor 
turn them into subjects of patriarchy, 
Malia-swela's chilling dLsengagement accords 
the poor autonomy at the same time a.s it 
bridges the distance between the perceiver 
and the jierceived. Uncharacteristically for 
Bengali fiction, the romantic idealisation of 
spirit over body yields to the revolutionary 
realisation of the dispos.se ssed reclaiming 
their world. 

In this perception of the poor pressed upon 
the reader, the poor cease to be the alien and 
metamorphose into the viewer in an 
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imaginative eVeht, the reiaaking of the 
viewing -«etf. Doe.s this remaking have a 
social equivalent, a social policy implication? 
The temptation to think so is underwritten 
by long traditions of didactieixt liteimy 
theory, from neo-Platonist to Muxixt and 
may well be a necessary position, but we 
must pass it by in the interests of pursuing 
the problems of representation. Its 
significance here lies rather in forcing upon 
literary as well as sociological scholars the 
intensity of the experience of poverty in 
Bengali fiction, which pulls into its orbit the 
narrator’.s sensibility to a point where the 
narrative teeters between the fundamentally 
separate potentialities of representation, one 
driven by adireetpolitical agenda, the other 
by a cathartic recognition. These alternatives 
are reflected in the texts I have considered 
in this article, most powerfully in the works 
of ManikBandyopadbyaya,MahaswetaDevi' 
and Samaresh Basu. 

Mahasweta Devi’s work includes the 
modes and values of traditional Bengali 
fiction even as it tran.sccnds them. While all 
these stories arc pre-eminently realistic, the 
narratives tend at critical moments to be 
caught in the meshes of authorial intervention 
whereby ideologically mediated conclusions 
are forced upon them. The revolutionary 
.sympathies of Manik and Samaresh are no 
Ic.ss controlling of the poor than the 
amcl loralive rom anlicism of Tarashankar or 
Ihedisguslof.Saratchandra.Thepoorbccotne 
the author's political creatures; in contrast, 
Mahasweta show.s a way in which the pom' 
may be seen as autonomous even as they 
emerge as the icons we build uutof ourown 
sense of worth. 

Notes . 

1 'Die Uteraiure on Onentalism is extensive. 
For different perspectives, see inden (1986) 
and Kabbaiu (1988). 

2 In his recent volume Customs in Common 
(1991), Thompson reviews 20 years of use 
of moral economy theory, and stales that the 
theory has now come of age. 

3 Moore (1987) takes a diffeient penqiertive j 
trom the other writers discussed, in that he ' 
views a lack of penetnttion of capital into 
subsistence systems as the reason for peasant 
revolt, because this loaves patroa-eiiant 
relations Intact as a vdiicle for peasant. 
mobiltsaUon. However, despitethisdifference,' 
Moore’s represeataUon of the peasantry in' 
very similar to that of the other authors 
discussed. ’ 

4 Fiankel reiterates the same view elsewbate 
(1978 8, 21. 26. 582; 1971: 38, 40, 208). 

.5 .Seavoy (1986: 260) ^o suggests fink the 
mam chamcieristic of the prectoitaliMpeiiSBiit - 
IS la/jness, and Bauer conuneats on ‘Ibe 
widely prevalent and readily obsarvaUeteqpor 
and inertia of the population of the ladtaa 
subcontinent,..” (1976; 191). 

6 For sinular comments see Fmkei(197(: 8il, 
3, 21, 580). 

7 Representations <rf the experience of toftpoof 
can also be found in Marathi litaratuie aad 



Muigii (MOier and Kaie 1972; Otnvedt 1977}^. Stmai, J (1979): Parmug* ami&i»hikUitm; 
^ i Tbisdoesnodneanibailhereareaodiviatons 

unonts ttepoor (fostered by indigetuMS ^tes 
^r' or otherwise), or that they do not compete 

with each other, as Bremaa's studios make 
dear. 

9 Farateningaoouast.convareRabudianath’s 
'He matab bangs shyamda aoga jhalicdie 
amalapnavate' wilhhis 'Dui bighajtuni', the 
first a paean to the deified Mother Bengal 
resplendent in die light of dawn, the second 
a ide of a rich niral landowner robbing bis 
poor neighbour of his only property, a mere 
two acres of land, and sending him to jail in 
the bargain. 

to All text references are to the editions cited 
in the References. 

11 A similar view of relationships is taken by 
Bankimchandra in ‘Bangadesher Krisbak' 

. , (PeasantsofBengali.butnotethalheattributes 
die erosion of reciprocality to the Permanent 
Settlement of land by the British 
{Cbaiiopadhyaya 1970; 305]. 

12 i^omied on April 10,1936 m Lucknow with 
. MunshiPremchand as president, followed by 

the Bengal Progressive Writers' Ijeague on 
July 11. Tarasbankar was a member for some 

5 years. 
'13 For a sense of the categories that control 

Mahaswaia's priorities, see Kalpana 
Bardban's note rBaidhan 1990: 46, n 24]: 
“Mabasweta... was not sure whether she 
should give priority to speaking on women 'a 

. condition over gening the tubewells (for 
marginal communities]." 

' 14 I limit my references to these authors as 
they are the most distinguished repre¬ 
sentatives of this particular tradition. But 
similar perceptions, pethapsof lessgripping 

f' force, are widely found in contemporary 
Bengali fiction, particularly in the active 
little magazine arena. 
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Mahcsh C Purohit 

Proper management determines the effectiveness of a iJix system. Failure to properly administer the tax defeats its purpose '> 
and threatens the canon of equity. It increases evasion of tax and creates a parallel economy. Over the years there is an 
increasing realisation that in practice administration is law. 

In view of the important role of tax management in achieving the objectives of the given tax policy, this paper analyses 
the features of sales tax management in India and.suggests possible improvements in it. In doing .so. it presents the organisation 
for tax administration, analyses the operation of the tax mcluding management information system (MIS) and suggests | 
plausible improvements in both administration and operation of the tax. | 

The policy prescriptions for improving sales tax management are particularly relevant in view of the proposed move I 
to introduce a system of value added tax to replace .sales tax in the states. J 

TAX administratiun plays a crucial role in 
detennining the effectiveness of a tax sys¬ 
tem. Improvements in administrative proce¬ 
dures and organisation are important to tax 
payers as well as administrators. As 
Casanegra and Bird (1992) say, the subject 
of tax administration is extremely important 
Ixjth to those concerned with the key role 
increased tax yield can play iq restoring 
macro-economic balance and Ui those con¬ 
cerned with tax policy and its effects on the 
economy in general. 

Failure to properly administer the lax 
defeats its purpose and threatens the canon 
of equity because full payment is then made 
only by those whose elasticity of conscience 
is such (hat they cannot do otherwise (Oster 
19.57. 157]. It may further increase the 
evasion of tax because the large amount of 
eva.sion breaks the morale of the honest tax 
payers. Also, a poorquality tax management 
may collect lai gc proportions from easy-lo- 
tax sectors (Casanegra and Bird 1992]therc 
by further creating intersectoral inequity m 
the incidence of the tax. 

In view of tlie important role of tax 
management in achieving the objectives of 
the given tax policy, this paper analyses the 
features of sdes tax management in India 
and suggests possible improvements in it. 
Section i presents the organisation for tax 
administration. Section U analyses the op¬ 
eration of the tax including management 
information system (MIS). In analysing all 
these aspects it takes note of the past trends. 
The final section makes suggestions for 
plausible improvements in both administra¬ 
tion and operation of the tax. 

I 

OrgaalsatloB for Tax Administnition 

Sales tax administrationinthelndi an States 
could be analysed under four beads, viz, 
(i) Headquarters organisation; (it) Admin¬ 
istrative organisation; (iii) Enforcement 
organisation: and(iv)A[^llate organisation. 

Headquarters Organisation: 

The organisational leadership of the 
Department is provided by the officers of 

the Indian Administrative Service (IAS). 
However, in.somc states, where tlie tax yield 
is growing but has notmadc any significant 
mark, this leadership is not really forthcom¬ 
ing from the IAS cadre. The aimmissioner, 
who is a IAS, heads the deparUnent with no 
pnor working experience of that organisation, 
takes time to get to know its working to be 
able to provide guidance for policy formu • 
lation. Thus, the tenureof the commissioner 
IS important for efficient functioning of die 
department However, a study of the tenure 
of the commissioners in roany.of the states 
reveals that the post is generally a transition 
for the incumbent in the IAS cadre The 
po.fting in the sales tax deparjment is tan¬ 
tamount to a stopgap arrangement. In some 
ca.sies, it has been observed that the commis¬ 
sioner of the state lasts lor a few months 
only. Under these circumstances, the depart¬ 
ment functions without any effective lead¬ 
ership. This is detrimental to its perfirrmance 
and efficiency. It is obvious that this practice 
needs to be changed, cither by assigning the 
commissioner a minimum tenure in the 
dcpaitmentorby appointing aci>mmissioncr 
from the finance services in the state. 

The administration at the headquarters is 
under the direct supervision of the commis¬ 
sioner. The commissioner is designated as 
commissioner of sales tax in Jammu and 
Kashmir. Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Delhi; 
as excise and taxation commissioner in 
Punjab, Haryana and Manipur; as commis¬ 
sioner of trade tax in Uttar Pradesh and as 
commissioner of cummcrcial taxes (CCT) 
in other states. Notwithstanding the varia¬ 
tion in the designation and nomenclature of 
the department, his functions and purposes 
in all tie states are identical, except in Punjab, 
Haryana and Manipur where the work re¬ 
lating to state excise is also entrusted to this 
department. 

Whatever the nomenclatureof the depart¬ 
ment, usually in the hierarchy, immediately 
below the CCT there arc additional commis¬ 
sioners of ctanmercial taxes (ACCT) or senior 
deputy commissioners of c«nmcrcial taxes 
(DCCT) or joint commissioners of commer¬ 
cial taxes (JCCT). These officers woA 
directly under the supcrinlendence of the 

commissioner and exercise the powers dele-. 
gated to them. Normally, one of these 
ACCTs works as incharge of legal section; 
the other is given the charge of enforcement 
or vigilance. The additional/joint/deputy 
commissioner is responsible for the work 
related to vigilance and tax evasion; and the 
joint commissioner is incharge of appellate 
and statistical work. 

Next in line to addl/joint/duputy commis¬ 
sioners is the assistant commissioner (AC). 
Where the organisational structure is strong 
enough, the JCCT looks after the maj<x 
sections of the department at the headqiw- 
ters and the DCCT/AC assists the JCCT. is 
such cases AC is looking after the aroa/ 
range/zonc in which the state is divided for 
administrative purpo.scs. 

Administrative Organisation; , 
The administrative organisation of the 

department follows a two-tier system; the 
first istbe division and the second is refwrod 
as circle, which is the ultimate unit fex the 
administration. j 

The division is beaded by joint commis¬ 
sioner (Adm). The distribution of adtninifr- 
trative work by divisions is mainly on a 
territorial basis. Normally, there are 10 to 
15 divisions in larger states and four to five 
divisions in smaller states. The third-tier 
known as circle, comprises a district How¬ 
ever. the formation of a circle is mainly on 
the basis of the overall woikload. If the wcukl 
in a district is not sufficient to form a circle, 
two districts could be joined together^ to 
form the jurisdiction of a circle. SiBulwly, 
more circles could be carved outof adistrki 
when the workload justifies it. There are alao 
cases of formation of subcircles within a 
circle. This, of course, depends upon the 
workload in a particular circle. 

The circle is generally headed by an AC. 
At the circle level the assessment woHi; ia 
done by the AC and the commercial tax 
officer (CTO) who is assisted by the a^- 
tkmal CTO as well as the assistant CIO, 
Commercial tax inspector (CHI) repiesentt 
the lowest level of ^ basic administraiiva 
cadreof thedepartment. The Cl] assists ^<1 
a.ssessing authorities in conducting 
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f'wKKling requisition for i^gistr^tfion 
. looking into iiteguiarities. Its roleiscnicitl 

: in administration ofthe tax atthe grass roots 
level. In some of the states tfais designation 
has been abolished and the lowest level is 

' that of ACTO in junior grade called 
ACTO-II. In these states, these ACTOs 
perform the field duties. 

I Enforcemmt Organisation: 

The enfmeement work is undertaken at 
the divisional level. In the organisational 
Structure of the enforcement wing the AC 
is in overall charge of the enforcement work 
at the field level. However, at the head¬ 
quarters level he has to report to the DCCT 

. pf to the CCT.ITie work of the enforcement 
personnel at the field level involves surveys 
and investigation of places of business, 

: seizure of books of accounts, and reporting 
pa malpractice, in order to perform these 
tasks, this wing collects infmmation from 
various sources such as railway station, 

..transport organisation and octroi post. 
In most of the states checkposts have been 

eatahlisbed by the department for the en¬ 
forcement of the tax. The rationale for 
establishing checkpost lies in the need for 
monitoring the flow of goods into the state 
through the main arteries of inter-state trade. 
The checkposts record the flow of goods and 
keep tfaerelcvant circles informed about the 
im[^ of taxable goods by dealers in their 
jorisdiction. They are located either at the 
borders of the state (termed as border 
checkposts) or in the vicinity of the impor¬ 
tant towns within the states (known as in¬ 
ternal checkposts). The former could be 
termed as border checkposts and the latter 
as mlemal checkposts. 

Af^Uate Organisation: 

Because of the possibility of abuse of 
discretionary powers by the assessing au¬ 
thorities and of errors in the interpretation 
qf kw, the tax administration provides for 
me right to a{^al, revision and reference. 

most of the states there are three-tiers of 
■I^Uste organisation. The initial appeal is 
r^e to the DCCT (iqipeal), \t4o woiics as 

. the first appellate authc»ily. The work is 
toritorially distributed. The DCCTT works 
under the superintendence of the JCCT 
(appeals). A revision petition against the 
order of the DCCT can be filed before the 
JCCTfappeals). The second revision against 
tile findings of the JCCT (appeals) is filed 

■ before the commercial taxes tribunal, b 
many of the smaller sutes this appeal is 
anade to the revenue board. The tribunal or 
tiieievenue board consists of members from 
different walks of life. Normally they are 
drawn frtmn the judiciary, accounts and 
taxhtion services. 

Besides these regular cbannelsof appeals, 
the OCT excaqises mo motu powers of 

leviakHi'Mtii^r on Ilk own or on tiie Wu 
of the petition filed before ham. In cases 
involving points of kw, reference can be 
made to the high court. Tlie judgment of the 
commercial taxes tribunal/revenue board is 
fintd. 

n 
Operation of the Taut 

The basic procedure of tax administration 
and en forcen^nt is detennined by the struc¬ 
ture of the tax. The existing structure being 
predominantly a tax on the first-sale in the 
state, the first seller (importer or manufac¬ 
turer) pays the tax. All subsequent sales of 
a commodity (known as tax-paid goods) are 
exempt. Hence, enforcement of the tax entails 
two important tasks; (i) ensuring that tiic 
first seller pays the tax, and (ii) verifying 
that the following dealers have documentary' 
evidence to prove th at the goods are already 
“tax-paid”. In contrast, the last-point levy 
which is in vogue in some of the states, is 
collected at the time of sale by the last 
registered dealer to a non-registered entity, 
that is, the collection of tax is deferred until 
the last stage. Accordingly, the task of 
checking relates to (i) ensuring that the last 
dealer pays the tax, and (ii) verifying that 
the sales have been made to a bona fide 
registered dealer. 

The tax department employs two devices 
to cany out these tasks^irst, all manufac¬ 
turers without exception are require4. to be 
registered. This ensures that goods manu¬ 
factured within the state could be captured 
at the first point.' Secondly, a road permit 
is used to impml goods into the state.^The 
road permit is sent by the importing dealer 
to his counterpart in another state prior to 
the import of goods. Ihe trucks bringing 
goods into the state are expected to cany 
back these permits for scrutiny and verifi¬ 
cation at the checkposts. One copy of the 
road permit is then sent by the checkpost 
to the concerned assessing officer. In (xin- 
ciple, this system should ensure that all the 
major imports would be accounted for and 
hence tax is paid on them.’ 

To ensure that the earlier dealns in the 
last-point tax and the subsequent dealers in 
the first-point tax are not selling conunod- 
ities which are not “tax-paid", the procedure 
requires issue of declaration forms. In the 
case of the first-point tax, the selling dealer 
issues declaration forms which testify that 
the tax has been previously paid on the 
goods sold. Those goods in respect of whose 
purchases, declaration forms are prodbeed, 
are deemed to have already suffei^ tax and 
the ccmcemcd purchasers need not c<41ect 
and pay tax on them. Likewise, in the case 
of tte last-point tax, the purchasing dealer 
issues a declaration form stating that he is 
buying the goods for resale. The differaice 
bet ween the procedures of the first-point tax 
and that of the last-point tax is that sriwreas 

mtiwf«iai^oaaetiwdecjiiMtianf«^,a^" 
to becheckedagainstporchases, in the latter 
case, thedeclwations ue lobe verified againsi 
sales to a particular dealer. In addition, the 
verification of the toad permits against the 
returns of different dealers needs to be done 
meticulously. , 

Trmds in Registration of Dealers: 

The registered dealer is the cornerstone 
of sales tax administration. The total number 
of such dealers in India is estimated at three 
million.^ This include^approximately one- 
third of the dealers who are registered under 
the central sales tax.’ The number of reg¬ 
istered dealers bas increa.sed by about one 
million during the last one decade. The 
distribution of thesedealers is uneven among 
states. Five states, viz, Andhra Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Uttar 
Pradesh account for more than half of the 
registered dealers. The other states which 
have about one-third of the dealers include, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya IVadesh, iKinjab 
Rajasthan and West Bengal. The remaining 
13 states together account for only one-sixth 
of the total registered dealers. The variation 
in number is explained by (i) the level of 
economic development, (ii) variations in the 
composition of trade and indu.strial structure 
and (iii) divergence in the exemption limit 
prescribed by different state.s. 

Exemption Limit: 

Different states prescribe varying turn¬ 
over limits for registration of dealers. This 
limit, known as the exemption limit (or the 
taxable quantum), shows that most of the 
slates kept this at a very low level in 70s. 
Gradually, the levels were raised according 
toincreases in prices and incomes which led 
to higher turnovers. However, in some of 
the states the exemption limit continues to 
be extremely low. For example. Andhra 
Pradesh has no exemption limit, Manipur 
has an exemption limit of R$ 5,000 and 
Assam of Rs 2(1,000. 

An overview of ttie composition of reg¬ 
istered dealers and payment of tax by them 
reveak that a large number of small dealers 
pay a very small proportion of totalrevenue 
to the government. Most of the revenue is 
collected from asmall Iractionof total deafen 
falling in the higher turnover groups. The 
estimated average of all-states shows that 
62.27 per cent cf the revenue is collected 
from the dealm having gross tumovo- of 
over Rs 5 million. These dealers are just 2.1 
pa cent of the total registered dealos in the 
country. On the contrary, and mcne impor¬ 
tantly, the dealers falling in the gross turn¬ 
over category below Rs 50,000 are very 
large in number (68,4 ^ cent of the total) 
but pay a negKgibto amount of tax (6.5 per 
cent). Becauseofttwir sheer numba, d^iart* 
menfid work is diiquopartionateiy large in 
relation to their inconsequential contritm- 
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tkm to the exchettuer: Thiit tsattmount to 

iriticrihs piectouK inaa{iower in an 
cxpen)iive exercise. In the interest of effi¬ 

ciency in administering the tax. it is there¬ 

fore, important that the present exemption 

limit is raised to a higher level of Rs 1 lakh. 

However, the treatment of the manufac¬ 

turers and importers has to be different. 

Whether the tax he the first or the last-point, 

the transactions can be traced to their origin 

cither through the manufacturer or through 

the importer. If the department could verify 

the sales and purchases through these deal¬ 

ers, evasion of lax could be avoided without 

any problem. Con.sequciitly, most of the 

stales require these categories to be regis¬ 

tered at a very low exemption level or without 

regard K' any luriuivcr level This practice 

needs to be continued irrespective of its 

effect on the number of dealers under the 

tax net 

Re^istriUion Procedures: 

As the number of regisiered dealers is 

crucial to an cl licient tax administration, the 

procedure of registration is critical to the 

cffuieni tax enforcement The existing pro¬ 

cedure Joi registration lequircs the dealers 

U) submit an application in <i piescrilied form 

fcoiUainingdetails about the busincssol the 

dealerl to the sales tax officer conccnied 

The ofliter in turn verifies the identity of 

the dealer, his souiee of a livehhoiKl before 

coniineiicemeiit ol the business, his finan¬ 

cial posfiion and his local and permanent 

address. In other words the officer con¬ 

cerned IS required to establish the bona fide 

ol the dealer However, it is noticed that in 

most stales the icgistration certificate is 

issued without proper verification Hence, 

the existing regisiralu'ii procedure, however 

transpaicnt, is not conducive locfficicnt tax 

enforcement. I .ack of careful verification of 

the bona fide of the applicant dealer allows 

fictitious dealers fo crop up" 

Pro< essina of Returns and Pavmeni t^ Tax: 

Registered dealers in general are required 

to submit quarterly returns and pay admitted 

tax on aquartcrly basis along with the returns. 

Many of the states require that the dealer 

having a tax liability of Rs 2.500 per month 

or more .should pay tax on a monthly basis 

along with a monthly return. The procedure 

for payment of tax n:t|uircs filling in of the 

challan-form m quaJiuplicate. When the 

cbnllan is submitted to the tieasury, the tliird 

and fourth copies duly endorsed for pay ment 

are returned to the deal'cr. The 'original’,, 

copy is .sent to the respective assessing 

authority while the duplicate copy is re¬ 

tained by the treasury. The dealer submits 

the copy marked ‘quadruplicate’ along with 

the return to tlic as.\eKsing authority. The 

return form at present in most .states runs 

into a few pages. In addition, in many of 

the states the dealers arc required to append 

iiitornuttion on imisactkmt of purchases 
and sales. 

Assessments and Number of Authorities: 

Assessment procedure commences after 

the receipt of all the returns. If the reiuni 

is found correct, the assessing auUiority may 

accept it without calling for the dealer but 

if the return filed is not found proper, a 

notice is issued to the dealer to be present 

before the assessing authority to explain the 

disputable aspects. In practice, almoslcvery 

dealer is called by the as.sessing authority 

The assessing authority may adopt the ' best 

judgment asscs.sment’ after issuing the re¬ 
quired notice, if the a.ssessec di>es not com¬ 

ply with the requirements. 

The tiend in a.sscs.smcnts shows tliai the 

number ol a.ssc.ssments has been increasing 

over the years While the trend in assess¬ 

ments among dilferent stales indicate a 

growth rate in iJie range of 1.3 per cent (in 

Kaniataka) to 9.01 per cent (in Andhra 

Pradesh), the ma|ority of the stales have 

growth rate.s varying between three and five 

per cent. 

The number i>f assessments is directly 

related to the number of rcgistcrcil dealer’ 

and. as is evident from the prevailing trend 

(hat the increase in the number of assess¬ 

ments over the years has not been csimnien- 

surule with the increase in the number ol 

rcgi.stiations. Owing to the backlog in as 

sessmenls llieie has been an uicrea.se in Uic 

aneai's of a- sessmenls over the years Tire 

cumulative eftect ol the pending us.sess- 

mcnls has been startling. Whereas, the 

|>cndeiicy of assessments as percentage ol 

number ol registered dealers is as low as 

5 to 6 per cell! in Andhra Pradesh, it is as 

high as 90 to 95 per ccnl iii West Bengal, 

in fact, in most o( the stales, it is between 

30 ami 50 per cent. 

Trends in Appeals. 

The trend of appeals insliluted over a 

period of time shows wide variations among 

the stales Thus, the proportion of number 

of appeals lo the number of assessments 

varies among .stales Wherca,s tlii.s piopor- 

tion ranges between I and 6 percent in most 

of the stales, in a few states this proportion 

shool.s too high (25 to 30 per cent). 

The frend in the institution of appeals 

rcllects on the quality of assessment as well 

as on the administrative procedures The 

obvious inference i.s that the larger Uie 

proportion of appeals instituted to the num¬ 

ber of assessments, the worse is the quality 

of as.se.ssmenls or the administraUve proce¬ 

dure. .Some of the defects generally found 

are: (a) the penalties by the assessing authoi - 

iUes in many cases arc more than warrahted, 

(b) the ‘best-judgment assessment’ in most 

cases Is not acceptable inasmuch as tlic 

deductions are not allowed for, (c) the as¬ 

sessing authorities at times commit proce¬ 

dural mistakes, and (d) the fee for appeal 

is quite meagre. It is, therefore, important 

lo examine the causes of appeals and their 

leinedies. 

Arrears in Sales Tax Collection: 

Anears of sales tax have been rising steep¬ 

ly over lmu‘ in many of the stales. The major 

part of the arrears relate", to the general .sales 

tax (G.ST) Arrears at the lieginning of the 

ycai, as pe.rccnlage of the total sales tax 

collection, amounted to approximately 5 to 

10 per ccnl in many of the states. Another 

a.spcct of the an ears relates to the period for 

which they have been outstanding. In many 

of the stales, one-fourth of the ancars relate 

lo the earlier years. 

Under the existing procedures, sale.s tax 

arrears are to be recovered as arrears of land 

revenue However, in many of the states, the 

situation has been modified. Tlic commer¬ 

cial tax departments have been entrusted 

with the work ol recovery. Thc.se depart¬ 

ments have consequently appointed sales 

tax recovery officers and the experiences of 

llicse departments have proved encourag¬ 

ing. 

Co.a oj Collection' 

The cost of sales tax administration is 

crucial to the efficiency of the department. 

However, the esliinales ol'cost of collection* 

of sales lax, show that in many of the states 

the cost varies lieiween I anil 6 per cent of 

sales tax revenue Higher cost of collection 

in some of the stales, like Maharashtra, is 

due to the strengthemng of the anti evasion 

aetiviiie.soi'thc department but tn state.s like 

Nagaland it is owing to the administration 

being at the initial stages of development. 

Ill 

Reform in Sales Tax Management 

The analysis of organisation and the- 

operation of sales lax presented abirve .sug¬ 

gests that broadly speaking, the sales tax 

department, as any other tax department, 
(TCI forms two types of activities, vix. the 

functional and the institutional. While die 

former is performed lo fulfil the purposes 

for which the department exists, the latter 

refer to the type ol activities the department 

must concern itself yith, in order to enaMe 

It to serve as a deparunent. In fact, the 

mstilulional activities relate to the pattern 

of internal organisation that can directly ] 

contribute to .succcs,s in the execution of die 

primary or the functional activities of the 

department. A proper and effective perfew- 

mance of these activities is, therefore, cru- j 

cial to an efficient working of the orga¬ 
nisation. With a view to performing both] 

thc.se activiiie.s efficiently, it is important to I 
carry wit some reforms in the administrative j 
organisation a.s well as operation of the tax. I 
In this section, therefore, we .shall present] 
such reforms. 
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H^istratiotttif Dealers: 
With a view to checking the eiitnutce of 

bogus dealers, it is essential that Q» depart¬ 
ment undertakes a proper scrutiny of the 
dealers prior to their registration and only 
genuine dealers are able to procure the 
registration certificate. In this regard the 
procedure followed in the past by West 
Bengal is worth emulating. In this state, a 
special circle of the enforcement wing was 
created to carry out verification of the bona 
fideof the applicant dealer. This verification 
was in addition to the usual check by the 
office of the assessing authority. The reg¬ 
istration certificate was issued to the dealer 
only when both the agencies, namely, the 
office of the assessing authority and that the 
special circle of the enforcement wing re¬ 
commended it Such arrangements are 
important to check the entry of bogus dealers 
into the stream of registered dealers 

Another procedural reform in the i.ssueof 
a registration certificate relates to making 
sure that the dealer is certainly a bona fide 
one. For this purpiisc it is useful to ask the 
applicant dealer to produce a security lumd 

•as well as two good ivfcrenccs. The bond 
could be of an amount of Rs .SO.OOO in tlic 
ca.se yf an individual proprietor and Rs 
1,00,000 in the case of a partnership firm 
or a company. After the dealer c.stablishes 
his bona ftdc to the satisfaction of the 
department, the condition of the bond may 
be waived 

Smooth Processing of Returns and 
Payment of Tax: 

While recognising the fact that the re¬ 
quirements of monthly/t|uartcrly advance 
payments arc designed to ensure an even 
flowof resources into the trea-surics through¬ 
out the year, it cannot be ignored that these 
provisions do cause difficulties to the deal¬ 
ers. With a view to minimising hardship, the 
following procedural reforms could be at¬ 
tempted: First, tlie monthly return and pay¬ 
ment of advance taxes should be required 
for only those dealers whose tax liability per 
month exceeds Rs 5,000. Secondly, the 
monthly return .should be a simple staleinent 
containing the registration number of the 
dealer, his name and address and the amount 
of lax paid. Finally, a combined retum-cum- 
challan form should be adopted in place of 
the existing separate quarterly return form 
and challan in quadruplicate.’ All that the 
a.s.sessce has to do is to take the combined 
form to the treasury, make the payment, and 
obtain the return and one copy of the challan 
July endorsed.'" He can keep One copy of 
the challan himself and submit the receipted 
return form to the assessing authority." 

Hie procedure outlined above is much 
simpler than what the Bssessee is called upon 
to do now in many of the states. To further 
simplify matters, the proposed quarterly 

rettun-tsutn-^itliaDsbbi^lHovideloreli^^ 
iting fix>m the dealer information only on 
the value of total purchases, gross turnover,' 
exemptions, net turnover and lax paid.*' 

Prornpt and Propet Assessment: 

The increasing arrears in asses.smcnt over 
the years and normal delays in assessment 
are a function of the number of assessing 
authorities and the involved pnicedures for 
assessments. As regards the number of 
assessing authorities, the increase has not 
been commensurate with the growth in the 
number of registered dealers. Accordingly, 
the number of registered dealers per asses¬ 
sing authority has been increasing over the 
years. 

As regards procedure of as.scs.smcnl, there 
are two inipor'ant lacunae First, in many 
of the slates, there is no legal binding on 
the departmeni to complete the assessment 
of a dealer within a specified period. Thus, 
theoretically, an as.scssmenl could be post¬ 
poned for any number of years, .Such a .stale 
of affairs requires the dealers to preserve 
accounting records {Kriaining lo .several 
years. It is, therefore, necessary that there 
should be legal binding on the departmeni 
lo assess dealers within a specified period 
Some states piovide lor such a limit of fout 
to six years. Tins is a veiy long pcruxl fican 
the point of txilh the dealers and the admin¬ 
istration Like the existing provisions under 
the income lax hnvs, this limit must be 
reduced lo two years only. Secondly, the 
present practice of assessment is to call all 
the dealers liable lo pay tax to tlic sales tax 
office They are asked lo bring their books 
of accounts and all other necessary docu¬ 
ments. On submission of all the books of 
accounts the assessing authority verifies the 
accounts and the other relevant documents 
It IS, however, important to recognise that 
.such venficalion and checking of the diK- 
umcnls cannot be justifiably done foreveiy 
dealer. It is essential to adopt different 
procedures with regard to small and large 
dealers. In this context, dealers with turn¬ 
over of Rs 2,00,000 may be considered as 
small dealers [Government of India 19801 
and a scheme for .selt-as.sessmcnt be prac¬ 
tised in these cases.In fact, some of the 
states have already gone in for this type of 
scheme bu ■ s I andard isatton of s uch a schem e 
would be uselul (Chelliah and Purohit 
1981]." 

While ad :)pting I he scheme of .sel f-a.s.scss- 
ment, it is important to discourage attempts 
of the dealers lo indulge in evasion of tax 
This could be done by instilling in their 
minds awareness of the possibility of a 
random check by the a.ssessing authorities. 
For this purpose, there should heal per cent 
sample check of the accounts of the small 
dealers every year. Dealers falling in the 
sample category should be called to the 
offfee of the assessing authority and their 

accounts are checked as thoroughly as those 
of the big dealers. It must be sttessed that 
to minimise harassment and victimisation, 
samples should be chosen by the commis¬ 
sioner or his rcpre.sentative. 

As regards large dealei-s, their accounts of 
saie.s and purchases have to be checked 
thoroughly. All documents such as purchase 
vouchers, cash memos, declaration forms 
and permits must be verified For verifying 
the accounts as well as documents the as¬ 
sessing autlioi ity has lo work expeditiously. 
However, it i,-: found that the work relating 
to vcrificaiiiin ofdocuments (e.spccially the 
decl ar at ion f( >rm s cl aimin g c xemp lion from 
lax and the documents received from the 
checkposts) is done only cursorily. 

Hxpcriencc shows that there arc three 

factors re.spon.siblc for such cursory check¬ 

ing. First, the number <>f assessing author¬ 

ities assigned lo complete the ta.sk is Ux> 

small. This is corroborated from the fact that 

in most states, 98 [jcr cent of llie revenue 

ikcoliecteii from admitted tax. Secondly, the 

assessing authorities in most stales are 

eilhei Irom the Finance .Services or Stale 

Administration Services. In some states 

there is direct recruitment to the p<jsLs. Not¬ 

withstanding the different methods fol¬ 

lowed in the states, half of the assessing 

authorities aa- those who have n.seii through 

promotion from the lower lanks, Thus, the 

amount of training given to these officers 

leaves much to lie desired. And, thirdly, 

there is no division of woik in relation to 

administration and assc.ssincnt. It is felt that 

the assessing authorities arc normally pre- 

iKCupicd with the administrative work re¬ 

lating lo registration, market surveys, in¬ 

spection. and issuing of cci Id icatcs or other 

diKumcnls Hence, they arc nc>t left with 

enough lime lo do justice lo the assessment 

work 

The general experience of working of 
sales lax authorities in India suggests that 
the sales lax administration needs to adopt 
a new strategy for assessment. Apart from 
a sample check of 1 per cent of the small 
dealers, the asses.smcnt ol very large dealers 
having turnover of Rs 5 million and alxivc 
should be entru Uerl to qualified chartered 
accountants. This would mean hiring of such 
personnel by the department. These depairt- 
mcnlally hired accountants would not be 
less qualified than those who prepare the 
accounts of the Iwgc companies. Hence, 
there would be greater chance of proper 
checking of accounts than what exists today. 

More importantly, assessment of all the 
dealers (liable to be assessed) must be 
completed every year. As the evasion of lax 
IS caused due lo delay in as.scssmenl, it is 
cs.scntial that the assessment of the dealers 
is attempted in the year of filing the return. 
This would check the ‘bogus dealers’ get- 
tinginU) the system and would slowly ‘throw’ 
them out of the system. 
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Reorganising Enforcetneni Wing: 

Tax evasion iinudicalivc of lacunae in the 
admihisiration of sales tax in India. It is fell 
that widcsprcatl*’ cvasitin results in senous 
consequences for the tax system of the 
country, Apart from the fact t ha t the tax yield 
l)6comcssmaller and uncertain, the principle 
of equity in the tax system is also frustrated. 
Seriou.s tax tli.scnminaiion is intri>ducc<l 
among cnteiprises taking part in the same 
cotiipelilive process. Tliis affects the elas¬ 
ticity of conscience of the honest lax payers 
and ultimately increa.scs lax evasion. Con¬ 
sequently. the effective rate of lax isreduccd 
considerably and the nominal rates of tax 
arc established at a inucli higlicr level This 
further increases the unfairness in taxation, 
to the disadvantage ol the lax payers who 
are either honest or unable to evade tax and, 
therefoie, pay lull lux 

The most important refonn lor checking 
evasion of tax is to shcnglhen the existing 
enforccmentorganisation. An organisational 
problem concerning this wing iclates to police 
.as.sistance This is imfKirtant in cases of 
.search and seizure, attempting prosecution, 
anti in ihc smotith working of the roving 
squads. As the existing enforcement wing 
does not have any assisiance/'rom the police 
within the department, it has to tlepcntl upon 
the police personnel wlio are neither prop¬ 
erly trained in tax matters, nor take the lax 
matters in the same spirit as the staff of the 
enforcement wing docs. In ihis regard Ihc 
experience of the West Bengal government 
is Worth emulating where the bureau of 
investigation has been provided with a police 
wing headed by a deputy inspector general 
of police (DIGV Tlic police personnel help 
the bureau officials as and when required 
and conduct the prosecution ca.scs under 
Indian Penal Code (IK-') and/or I PC/C t PC, 
as referred to them by the bureau of inves¬ 
tigation.''' Keeping in view the experience 
of West Bengal, it is important that the 
enforcement wing should be reorganised in 
all the stales to have an ad|unctivc police 
wing The police wing should be headed by 
a man of the rank of DIG But the work of 
the wing should be under the control ijf tlie 
CCT. All the police personnel deputed to 
the wing and working under the DIG should 
be specially trained to take up lax matters 
before they are .sent to the ciilbreemcnl wing. 
Tlicy should, however, continue to be in the 
police department for the purpose of their 
service carcei This would strengthen tlie 
enforcement work 

Strengthening of Border Checkposts: 

Another reform in administrative orga¬ 
nisation is related to border checkposts. 
Although these checkposts play an impor¬ 
tant role, the manner of their workin g leaves 
much to be desired Fjrst, operational facil¬ 
ities (such as weigh bridges, godowns, 
loadmen, telephone and even requisite fur- 
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nilurc) arc con-spicuous by their absence at 
most of the checkposts. Sccontl'y, no faci¬ 
lities are available cither for the officers 
working at the checkposts or for their fam¬ 
ilies And finally, the X;hcckpos(s arc not 
even housed properly; many of tlicin arc 
functioning in thatched sheds." Gwing to 
such working arrangements the checkjKisls 
do not iicrforin their jobs efficaciously In 
fad, in most of the cases, hardly 5 per cent 
ol the vehicles are checked and these loo 
only cursorily A visit to the checkposts 
presents a thoroughly disgusting scene; tlie 
vehicles arc parked in a haphazard way, 
mostly blocking the vehicular (low and that 
loo lar away from the checkposts. Tlie 
documents of the goods are submitted by the 
clcanei or olhei attendants. Tlicse doiu 
menls are accepted without any vciificalion 
It would be u Herculean task to check all 
the vehicles, yet the present maiinei of 
checking is socursory that itiioesnol seem 
to serve any useful purpose 

In practice, it has been found that the 
system does not work as effectively as it i.s 
intended to. For one thing, the documents 
received from the chcckjxisis being very 
large in number, ihc enforcement wing finds 
it virtually iinpo.ssible to gel even tlie majority 
of the (ransaclifiiiscross-chccked. Secondly, 
the documents are not despatched promptly 
by the checkposts. In many cases it is found 
that at any particular lime a suhsiaiitiul 
volume of documents is awaiting despatch 
for a long time for want of postage stamps 
Such delays tend to defeat the very purpose 
ol collection ol information through 
checkposts '* Finally, it is learnt from 
various states that at the time of assess- 
mcni the documents received from the 
checkposts aie not used effectively for cross¬ 
checking the returns because they arc too 
voluminous.''' 

In orJet to eliminate the above deficien 
ties. It is important that Ihc checkposts be 
properly staffed. Each chcckpost should he 
in the charge of an officer of the rank of a 
CTO. rinportant checkposts should be 
manned by senior officers of the rank of AC 
supported by CTGs and ACTOs. In addi¬ 
tion, each checkpo.st should have sufficient 
supporting staff of loadmen. as well as 
policemen. Othei facilities such as residen¬ 
tial quarters, godowns, weigh bridges and 
public telephone txKiths are crucial to the 
proper maintenance of the checkposts “ 
Finally, proper arrangements of the person¬ 
nel should lie done to enable tlie chcckpost 
officials to send requisite information to the 
computer centre without any delay. This is 
crucial to the management information 
.system for the tax administration. 

Abolition of Internal Checkposts: 

Although the importance of checkposts is 
to monitor the flow of gotxls into the state, 
the sales tax departments, in their zeal to 

checkevaskinof tax, have created,checkposts 
not only at the state borders but have sur¬ 
rounded a large number of towns with their 
virtual ring through checkposts. .Such posts, 
normally known as internal checkposts, 
cannot be said to serve the purjio.se of 
monitoring Ihc flow of gotids into the state. 
They interfere with the flow of trade and 
traffic within a state and cause harassment 
to a large body of dealers, Ihc majority of 
whom arc not liable topay tax The existence 
of such checkposts does not contribute signi¬ 
ficantly to tlie checking of lax evasion On 
thcconhaiy. larger Ihenumbcrofcheckjxists. 
more is the waste arising from the stoppage 
of baffle. Even a conservative estimate shows 
that the money value of the loss of time 
sufferc.tl by the. trans|K)rtcrs due ii > checkposts 
are tremendous (Purohil IbKhbl However, 
the monetary loss of lime sulfcrcd by the 
transporters due to the uxteinal checkposts 
IS much less as compared to the loss caused 
by the mtenial checkposts 

!l hardly needs pointing out that the 
operation ot a large number ot eheckjiosts 
in a federation interferes with the free 
movement of goods within acoiintiy. Moie 
so, the ex islciKcofa larger number ot internal 
checkposts wilhm the slate causes haiass- 
meni to Ihc business community. In fac t, tlie 
administrators as well as the policy-makers 
generally agree that the checkposts aie a 
source of corruption. Hence, it is a sound 
policy lo keep then number down to ihc 
minimum And. to begin with, all the inter¬ 
nal chcckjH'sLs must tie abolished 

Reorganising the Ajtpellate Wing. 

Tlic appellate organisation of the depart¬ 
ment IS generally undei the supervision ot 
tlie CCT. In most of the states the first appeal 
IS lieaid by the DCCT oi the JCCT. How¬ 
ever, It has been found that this person is 
concurrently having jurisdiction ovcl the 
administration as well. In other words, the 
appellate work at this level i.s in effect under 
the supervision of the CCT. This, in prin¬ 
ciple, is objectionable Any agency which 
is underthe direct control of tlie CCTshould 
not be vested with imisdiction to hear ap- 
jicals from the orders of the assessing autho¬ 
rities such a,s CTO. Justice should not only 
be done, but should also apjiear to be done 
and inspire confidence in the persons con¬ 
cerned. Issue of “orders, instructions or 
directions" is not the only form in which 
influence may be brought to bear on tlie 
judicial mind. The public is entitled to assume 
that the appellate autliuritics feci the pulse, 
and work according to the wishes of the 
department, and hesitate liefore taking a 
view which may not be palatable lo the 
department [Government of India 19601-1' 
is, therefore, necessary that the appellate 
authority |i c, the DCCT (appeals) or die 
JCCT (apjicals)] should not be kept under 
the superintendence of the CCT. In this 
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regard it is mggcsted that a Tribunal on the 
lines suggested by the Taxation Enquiry 
Cranmission 1953-54 [Government of India 
1955] be constituted. The Tribunal .should 
consist of senior persons having judicial, 
accountancy and business experience. Tbesc 
changes may ultimately reduce the number 
of revision petitions by inspiring confidence 
in the minds of the public. 

Also, it is seen that in most states, there 
IS no time limit for the exercise afxuomoiu 
revision^' by the commissioner. This re¬ 
quires the dealer to maintain books of ac¬ 
counts for an indefinite peruKi of time. In 
the interest of an efficient administration, a 
time limit of two years must be imposed.’* 

introduemfi MIS for Sales Tax: 

Apart liom the organisational reforms 
suggested above, it is also important to note 
that the commercial tax department has not 
so far built-up a proper information system. 
It has been observed that data collection in 
most departments is not propeily done At 
the hcadciuartcrs organisation there is a 
statistical unit called the re.search and sta- 
ti.slical wing but It is not properly manned 
or manned by untrained [lersonnel This 
docs not lielp the department to have a 
propel information system For this pur¬ 
pose, It should have .rn appropriate infor¬ 
mation base to cover all ma|or aspects of tax 
administration An information ba.seof such 
a dimension is possible with the help of 
management information .system (Ml.S). a 
recent advancement in computer techno¬ 
logy. The MIS IS designed to provide 
management with integrated, all -encompas¬ 
sing information on the working of the 
total organisation in order to facilitate the 
decision-making process The MIS has 
interrelated sub-systems and built-in cap¬ 
ability to transfei data between systems. The 
result is anoutput that pi ovules management 
with meaningful data for effective contiol- 
ling and administering of departmental 
policies 

Although the states have made a begin¬ 
ning in having an information .system it is 
important to reform the system on the lines 
sugge.sted below [Purohit 1986al. 

F'lrst, it is essential for building up of the 
MIS that the data collection system and 
related systems of conducting surveys, etc, 
are brought under the control of an authority 
such a.s the deputy commissioner, research 
and statistics. 

Secondly, it is important to have structural 
changes at the headquarters organisation 
relating to the research and statistics wing. 
This wing exists in many states but in mo.sl 
cases it is either unmanned or manned by 
untrained personnel. As the information 
'system is booming increasingly important, 
a research and statistics wing must be pro¬ 
vided for in each slate. It should be manned 
by aseniorofficial from thedepartmenl, and 

support .staff should include a fully-trained 
statistician. It is proposed that this person 
could be taken on deputation from the 
Directorate of Economic.s and Statistics m 
the state concerned 

Thirdly, ii is important to make some 
changes in the .system of documentation For 
example, an interaction between the unit 
office where a quarterly return is submitted 
and the compute] centre where data could 
be called from the return is necessary. For 
thi.s purpose, a re vised quarterly return should 
be intriHluccd. A comprehensive annual 
return should be introduced to enable the 
department to obtain the requisite informa¬ 
tion. 

Fourthly, ciu.ss verification ofdocument.s 
received at the checkposts is of utmost 
importance. Someol the states have already 
started a step further in this direction For 
example, Karnataka prepares statements of 
documents giving receipts or despatches of 
the dealer These statements arc sent to the 
concerned as.sessing officer in the di.strici 
However, il is important that the computer 
be put to further use of cross-verification of 
all these receipts and dc.spatchcs agaiast the 
records available Ironi the dealer. 

Fifthly, in addition to collecting stalisiic.s 
from the returns and the related dix.uments 
received from the checkposts. it is important 
to collect .some inlormution after the assess¬ 
ments lia ve been completed Tocollectsuch 
information a new proforma should be 
devised This should be sent by the unit 
office to the computer centre giving further 
details about the assessment of a dealer as 
and when the assessment is completed. 
This should incluile information about 
assessed gross turnover, assessed taxable 
turnover, assessed tax. the year in which the 
asses.sment was made, information ahout 
reopening ol the case and any other iclc- 
vanl intbrmation about appeals and apix:al 
effects. 

Finally, registration of dealers being the 
very foundation ot the sales tax admitiislra- 
tion, it IS important ti' con.sider the dealer 
as the basic unit for analysing tax data. 
Therefore, a Master File should be prepared 
in the computer lot each dealer 

Training and Recruitmeni: 

Another reform .should be in the area of 
training and recruitment of the departmental 
personnel The officers of the commercial 
lax department are general'y drawn from 
State Finance Services. In someof the states 
even this service is not in existence. Where 
the recruitment is done through this service, 
the candidates are taken tlirough direct re¬ 
cruitment as well as promotion; the propor¬ 
tion of the two IS roughly equal When a 
fresh recruit to a State Finance Services 
comes to tlic department, he is taken at the 
level of an ACTO. On passing a departmen¬ 
tal examination conducted by the Board of 

Revenue or any such authority, the ACTO 
is promoted to the rank of a CTO. 

At no stageuf recruitment orpromotions, 
thc.se officers are sent for training fw the 
work they are required to d<i for the assess¬ 
ment of the tiues. In some of the states these 
persons do not belong to the tax department 
at all and the position is really pitiable for 
these persons who can go to any department 
within a period of two to three years It is, 
therefore, of paiamount importance thattho.se 
who arc posted to the commercial tax de¬ 
partment are imparted proper training in the 
beginning of their career. The state .should 
think of having well-trained personnel of 
taxation services in the stales. By creation 
of such services it is [lossible to bring out 
a substantial improvement in the adminis¬ 
tration. It IS not to suggest that those who 
;u-e taken to the taxation should not be eligible 
to serve in any other department of the 
government from time to lime but in order 
lohave a scientifically managed modem tax 
sy.stcm. It is necessary to have a distinct 
cadre wliich can accumulate experience and 
knowledge through specialisation in the field 
of taxation. 

The training now given to llic officers 
directly recruited in the finance service 
system of the state is absolutely inadequate. 
The course is for too short a period and there 
i.s m't much of the economics or the accoun¬ 
tancy in the course contents. It is important 
that the new recruits earmarked for the 
Taxation Services be given intensive train¬ 
ing loi a period of not less than six months. 
The proposed training programme should 
cover economics of taxation, systems of 
accounts, financial rules, tax laws and tax 
administration. Tlie iraining should aim to 
enable the officer to understand the intrica¬ 
cies of assessment procedures laid down, 
and legal problems that have arisen or likely 
to arise in relation to ihe tax .system. 

Advisory Comnittees: 

Finally, it is important to have an advisory 
committee at the slate level for proper 
administration of the tax. Although inmost 
of the states such committees do exist, these 
arc hot truly fiinclional committees. The , 
committee comprises political representa¬ 
tives, legal experts, business and trade rep¬ 
resentatives and the government officials. 
The committee is headed by the finance 
minister of the state. With this structure, the 
advisory committee should have been a very 
useful platform for the discussion of the 
problems related to. both the structure and 
the o|)eration of sales tax in the state. The - 
effectiveness of the committee has, howev¬ 
er, been weakened fiy'fficTacf thalTEe re-’ 
commendations of the advisory committee 
are forwarded to the government without 
any empirical support. Since the govern¬ 
ment have rarely acted on any of the re¬ 
commendations of the advisory committee 
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under the apprehension of losing revenue, 
the importanceof the committee has slowly 
come down. With a view to strengthening 
these committees, it is recommended that the 
advisory committee should send the recom¬ 
mendations after empirically getting it test¬ 
ed through the research wing of the depart¬ 
ment. 

Conclusion 

The above analysis of the organisation for 
.sales lax administration and of the operation 
of tax indicates that due attention has so far 
not been given to the crucial role played by 
these managerial aspects. OVer the years 
there is an increasing realisation that in 
practice the administration is the law. 
Whatever rationale the structure of the (ax 
may be, its real impact would depend upt>n 
how it is implemented. In view of the given 
sales tax management in tlie country, a 
thorough reorganisation of the administra¬ 
tive organisation as well as the operations 
for the sales tax in the muntry on the lines 
discussed above would not only help the 
sales tax department to comply with its 
functional activities but will enable it to 

(.fulfil its institutional functions. It is high 
time that we strengthen our sales tax man- 
agementtoenable the administration to pave 
way for the adoption of state-VAT to replace 
sales tax. 

Notes 

[This IS a levi.sed version of a paper .submiUed 
totheintcraationalConfeienceoD 'Current Issues 
in Tax Administration'held on April 7-8,1994 
at the University of New Castle. Australia.] 

1 Instead of covering all importers and man¬ 
ufacturers, some stales, for the .sake of con¬ 
venience, provide for a low exemption level. 
That is, the imponeis and manufacturm ahoy e 
a particular turnover are required to be reg- 
isteied with the depaitment 

2 Under this system the intendiogimpoiters are 
required to futTu.sh details of goods to be 
imported and on application by him a permit 
would be issued, copies of which could be 
earned by the truck opeiatois who would be 
bringing the goods. The road permit contains 
information on the nature, quantity and value 
of goods to be imported. 

3 Thi.s system prevails in many of the slates. 
In .some of (he .states the permit is restricted 
(o select commodities only. 

4 While coinputing this informaiion some es¬ 
timates have been made by extrapolating data 
for some of the .states. Further, this informa- 
Uon relates to all the states but includes Union 
Territoiy of Delhi which has about 4 per cent 
of the toUd dealers in the country. The other 
tetriiories have an inconsequential number of 
registered dealers. For details see Purohit 
(1995). 

5 As most of these dealers are also believed to 
be registered underthe States' Sales Tax Act, 
(be total number of dealers cannot be ascer¬ 
tained with exactne.ss. 

6 Oneofthemetbodsofevasion of tax referred 
to as Bill Trading or Hawale Trading is 
piactised thmughficitious dealers. This would 
he avoided by a thorough dieck of the bona 
fide of the dealeis. 

7 In .<iome states like Assam, the assessment is 
done twice a year. This causes the number 
of a.sses.sments to be much more than the 
number of registered dealers in the state, lire 
practice of two assessments in a year is, 
however, of no use. It increases (he workload 
of the department without any specific advan¬ 
tage for (he admini.sitation. See for details 
Chelliah and Punihit (1978). 

8 The available cast estinuites are not exact. As 
mast of the states admini-ster a number of 
other commercial taxes, any calculation of 
the accurate cost of administration for sales 
(ax alone is arbitrary. 

9 A combined form of this kind has already 
been introduced in Maharashtra. In such a 
fonn there are two copies of the cliallan 
divided by a pert'orated line and at the bottom 
of the retum there is place for the ireasuiy 
to make an entry regarding payment of tax 
quoting (he challan number. 

10 Hiis procedure could be elitmnaled for the 
convenience of the dealer if the payment is 
.allowed to be made through cheques. 

11 Onthebasisoftbeieceiptofthisinfurmation, 
the assessing authority would be able to help 
the computer ('.entre maintain up-to-date 

■ records. 
12 Maharashtra has introduced this return but it 

asks for too many details. Such details need 
iiol be asked fur in the quarterly reUim. 

13 One of the suggestionkin regard to differen¬ 
tial treatment ot small dealers is toVruvidc 
for compounding of tax licWiiity. In fact, in 
many states, there are rules providing for a 
lumpsum tax to be paid by a small dealer until 
he attains aparticular higher level of turnover 
than the exemption limit. This is, however, 
not the nght way to help small dealers. 11 a 
dealer collecLs tax from, the consumeis, he 
should pay the amount jd full to the govern¬ 
ment. But when the provision of compound¬ 
ing IS accepted the dealer coUccLs the tux but 
pays only an approximate amount of the 
collection. Thai is, he pays either more or less 
th^ whal he actually collects [see Purohit 
1975]. 

14 The .scheme of small dealers should be earned 
on the basis of Forfait scheme, as followed 
by France. .See for details Purohit (1993). 

15 Vanous studies undertaken lo estimate the 
evasion of sales tax .suggest that it vanes 
from state lo state and from one commodity 
to another. The vanation of estimates of 
evasion is from 5 per cent of the potential 
revenue to 85 per cent of (he same. See 
Purohit (1995). 

16 Similar help is available to the enforcement 
wing in Punjab where the commissioner 
administers state excises as well. Hie police 
help is available because of the .state excise 
and not owing to the administration of sales 
tax. It IS, therefore, important that in most of 
the states where .state excise department is 
indqiendeni of sales tax, police assistance is 
pntvided lo the sales tax dqianment. 

17 In I'amii Nadu, for example, 62 per cent of 
the checkposts are housed in thatched sheds. 

18 Some of the stales, sudi as Uttar Pradesh, 

have made amitgements for deliveiy of all 
documeotsevery wedk through nuuiud medi- 
anism. The documents are put in envelope as 
per districts and manually sent to the divi¬ 
sional headquarters and then distributed to 
the re.specti ve districts. Hence the document 
do read! the officers and to the file. 

19 It does not .seem properto burden the enforce¬ 
ment wing with the task of cross-venficatiun 
of the documents received from the 
checkposts, as they have more important work 
to do . 

20 The weigh bridges m states like Gujarat have 
been privatised and ate in very effiaent 
working condition. These bridges are ex¬ 
tremely useful in having an estimate of the 
type of goods being earned by the imck-s. 

21 Suo molu powers refer to the power of the 
commi.ssiODer ol reopening the. aise-ssmenl 
order which may be prcjudinal lo lax rev 
enue. 

22 I Inderthe Income Tax Act, the commissioner 
can exerci.se suo rtu>tu poikers lor two yeai.s 
from the dale of the orders .sought to be 
revi.sed. 
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Ind^ Sodal Sctentists and CHtiqiie 
of Secularism 

Joseph Tharamangahun 

In this paper the arguments of three critia of secularism -TN Madan. Ashis Nandy. and M N Srinivas - are examined, 
as well as their implications for India’s pluralist society. 

A GROWING number of social scientists 
in India are joining the debate about Indian 
secularism.' Mainstream social science has 
continued to defend secularism especially in 
the face of the threat posed by increasing 
communal politics and religious strife. But 
a small and apparently growing group of 
social scientists have called for a re- 
examination of Indian secularism, arguing 
that secularism may be the cause of. rather 
than the solution to. India’s crisis Critics 
such a.s Ashis Nandy and T N Madan reject 
secularism as radically alien to Indian culture 
and traditirm and advocate a return to genuine 
religion and the indigenous traditions of 
religious tolerance as the best means to 
pre.scrve and maintain a pluralist and multi- 
relgious Indian society. Their ranks have 
recently been joined by the distinguished 
Indian sociologist M N Sriniva.s, who ha.s 
called for a renewal of faith in god as saviour 
in order to meet India’s cultural crisis. The 
object! vcof this paperislocritically examine 
the arguments of these writers and to assess 
their validity as well as their implications 
for the maintenance and defence of India’s 
pluralist and multi-relgious society, culture 
and polity. 

Dehnitiors 

Thuie IS considerable confusion resulting 
from the bewildering variety of meanings 
that have been attached to the concepts of 
secular, secularisation and .secularism. The 
concept of .secularism is now so deeply 
entrenched in Indian academic, political 
and legal-constitutional discourse that it is 
necessary to clarify this and other related 
concepts. At least since the time of 
Durkheim, sociologi-sts have recognised a 
universal distinction between the sacred 
and the secular. The sacred refers to a realm 
of reality that is mysterious, awe-inspiring, 
forbidden and .set apart from the trrdinary. 
This is the realm of god and religion. The 
secular orprofane, on the other hand, refers 
to the realm of the mundane, work-a-day 
world. Mystical and cosmic religions, 
especially in thceast, have sought ultimate 
knowledge and holistic experience that 
would resolve the dichotomy between the 
two domains and reveal the underlying 
unity of the Gtie. (t is very doubtful that 
such ideas aB'ected the lives of ordinary 

people greatly since people everywhere 
not only distinguished between the two 
domains, but used different means and 
technologies to deal with and to control the 
two worlds, using, for the most part, 
empirical means for mundane activities 
such as hunting, fishing and agriculture 
needed to satisfy their basic needs of 
subsistence. In any case, modern secular 
society stands at the other end of the 
continuum in separating the two spheres 
to a largecxtent banishing the realm ofthc 
sacred to the ‘private’ sphere. Although 
there is a wide range between the two 
extremes, nowhere do the mystics 
completely ignore the logic or laws of the 
empirical, secular world, and nowhere have 
the secularists succeeded in reducing the 
sacred entirely to the secular realm. 11 cun 
be seen that both the distinction and the 
separation between the religious and the 
secular is universal although the degree of 
the separation varies very widely 

.Sccularisatinii is a concept used to refer 
to a multi-dimensional historical process 
generally associated with modernity. 
Modernity brings in its wake several 
important prcx:es,sc.s of change. The most 
important of these are; (I) differentiation at 
the level of institutions, structures and 
functions resulting in the withdrawal of 
religion from such social sf^cres as education 
and marriage; (2) the development of 
pluralism at the level of social groups 
(including religion) and world-views 
resulting in theplurolisaUun and relativisation 
of the world; (3)rationalisalion as de.scribcd 
by Max Weber, which refers totheemergence 
of a scientific-rational world-view that was 
eventually expected to strip society of its 
myths, mystery, miracle and magic, thus 
making it ‘disenchanted’; and (4) the 
development of acriticalconsciou-sncss that 
reveals the ideologies hidden in the 
institutional and belief structures of religion, 
'hic noted American .sociologist of religion, 
Peter Berger, defines secularisation as a 
process “in which religion loses its hold on 
the level both of institutions and of human 
cohsciousness” (1969: 107) and. in a later 
essay, as “the process by which sectors of 
society and culture are removed from the 
domination of religious institutions and 
.symbols” (1980:24). .Srinivas describes 
secularisation in India in a similar vein and 

delineates some of its dimcnsion.s t 
(1966:119). ; 

Secularisation is not only a historical fact, 
however. It is also used to refer to a theory 
that attempts to describe the invariant 
relations in this process and to predict its 
direction. From Comte to Max Weber to 
more recent writers such as Bryan Wilson 
and Peter Berger, thcorisU of secularisation 
have engaged in debates about its 
universality, irreversibility and its pro¬ 
gressive encapsulation of .societies. 

MiaiELs or Setularkm 

Seculari.sin is lioth a model of society and 1 
an ideology and, especially in the Indian j 
context, has come to mean all things to all | 
people. Broadly we can describe the* 
following conceptions or models as idealij 
types of secularism in India. || 

1 'Ihe Official Indian (Nehruvian) 

India is formally a secular democratic | 
state. The Indian Constitution spelt out inij 
.several articles the main prov isions regarding | 
the secular state even before the term] 
.secularism was introduced into in 1976j 
[.Smith 196.3]. First, it guarantees freedom| 
of religion to individuals as well as toj 
religions (to “every religious denomination^ 
or any .section thereof’). Second, it guaran-l 
tecs equality of citizenship, that is, no| 
discrimination on grounds of religion! 
(Art 15.1), equality of opportunity in public| 
cmployment(Art 16.1,2), nodiscrim inatiun 
in educational institutions (Art29.2), and no I 
communal electorates (Art 325), although I 
there is special provision for reservation ofl 
.seats for scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes (Art 3301.1 and 332.1), Third, it pro¬ 
vides for separation of state and religion, 
that is. no special taxes forpromotion of reli¬ 
gion (Art 27) and no religious instruction in 
state educational institutions (Art 28.1.2,3). 
It is clear that the intention of the Constitution 
is neither to oppose religion nor to pitunoul 
a rationalisation of culture, but merely i 
maintain the neutrality and impartiality i 
the slate in mutters of religion.' ^ 

This model i ’. secularism is premised 
at least a certain degree of .secularisation 
civil society, in the sense of dissociatiot^ 
between religion and society and th4 
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|ici^atkm of tetigion, if notentireiy iato die 
i^finvaletphere, atleast into some very limited 
;t3ciiiMuns of public life. 
I ' Secularism in this sense is also seen as 
yi protector of minority rights. It is 

Instructive tbatminorities in India, despite 
j.|^ing intensely religious and sometimes 
::;;even fundamentalist, are among the most 
fMentsupporters of secularism, from which' 
1; they primarily expect the impartiality and 
; nmitraiity of the state. The alternative, as 

they see it, is Hindu domination of society, 
if not an outright Hindu theocratic slate. 

■'Thus "...if secularism denotes only that a 
;aocuIar state should not be partisan in 
I htattm-s of religion, it is believed to be in 

accord with Islamic tradition which gives 
' freedom to every citizen” [Haaqq 1971:47]. 

] 2 The Traditional Hindu Model 

: Many Indian intellectuals and leaders in 
India, especially Hindus, see secularism, by 

.. and large, in termsof tbeancientHindu ideas 
naiigious tolerance and equality of all 

; ndiglons. The .speeches and writings of these 
^ men abound in pious pronouncements to 
!' tiriseffect. For instance, Radhakrishnan wrote 
: in 1955: “It may appear .somewhat strange 
that our government .should be a secular one 

' whileourculture is rooted in spiritual values. 
' Secularism here does not mean irrcligion or 
-I atheism or even stre.s.s on material comforts. 
It proclaims that it lays stress on the 

s universality of spiritual values which may 
be attained by a variety of ways... This (the 

‘ unity of spiritual experience despite doctrinal 
{.(hfrerences) is the meaning of a secular 
[.conception of the state though it is not 
^generally understood" [Smith 1963: 147j. 
[b another context he (1940:316) stressed 
I that the “.-Hindu view is not motivated by 
any consideration of political expediency. 

I'lt is hound up with its religion.” It seems 
. that Oandhi's opposition to partition was 
also based on religious grounds [Smith 

■ 19$3:1491. “Partition”, he said, “means a 
portent untruth. My whole soul rebels 

"against the idea that Hinduism and Islam 
•repment two antagonistic cultures and 
doctrines. To assent to such a doctrine is 
for me denial of God. For I believe with 
my whole soul that the God of the Koran 

' is also the God of the Oita, and that we 
areall, no matter by what name designated, 

‘ shildren of God." 
I It will be readily admitted that this Hindu 
tnridel has m^de a generally positive 

I contribution to the evolution of a tolerant 
>e»l liberal religious culture that informs 
the consciousness of vast numbers of 

..people, Hindu and non-Hindu, in India. 
::<The metaphysical ba.sis of this model of 
.secularism is the transcendent unity of 
.nltimate reality, "nic One that is beyopd 
^thought, word and manifestation, and not 

bound fay my pariiealar bdoi;, jpropfaet cu 
incarnation, i^ativiaes all hiatorioally 
existing religions and patlis to god. 
However, it is well known that in Hidnu 

• social thought not equality but hierarchy 
characterises the contingent world of the 
many, the world of historical pluralism. 
Hierarchy governs not only statuses, 
functions, rights and privileges, but also 
truths, values and spiritual planes, ethical 
ends and spiritual attainments, and even 
disgust and exclusion as exemplified by 
the principle of purity and pollution. The 
religion of the untouchable or the 
unenlightened with its idol worship and 
animal sacrfice is ‘equal' to that of the 
enlightened sage only in the ultimate and 
transcendental order. If all this sounds like 
a description of the caste system, that is 
precisely the point, all religions are no 
more equal than all castes are equal. By 
the same logic a person must not change 
the religion into which he is bom since that 
is ‘appropriate to his status’ and conse¬ 
quently should be sufficient for him. 

It is not surprising that this model of 
pluralism (or secularLsm) has proven to be 
inadequate to meet the needs of a modern 
India that is struggling to create a democratic 
and egalitarian society. No viable model 
of scculari.sm can be built on terms defined 
by any one religious group, even if it is 
‘the majority community’, especially so 
since its mode of toleration has historically 
included absorption, subjugation and 
marginalisation of religious minorities. 

3 Secularism as Anti-Religious Ideology 

This model of secularism is adoebrinaire 
ideology which sees all religions as an 
anachronism in modern society, an 
epiphenomenon that belongs to the 
.superstructure and a survival of the past 
that will wither away with economic 
development and scientific progress. 
Though this type of secularism is in fact 
espoused by a tiny minority in India, this 
is the straw man that most anti-secularists 
fear and try to destroy. The protagonists 
of this view, which includes some orthodox 
Marxists, rationalists and atheists, see 
anything that is religious as anti-intellectual 
obscurantism. They attempt to speed up 
the natural demise of religion (quite 
inconsistent with their own theory, of 
course) through propaganda and even 
outright persecution and suppression of 
religion as was dune under the Bolsheviks 
led by Lenin and Stalin. 

Thh ANTi-SuctajtRisTS 

Today there is widespread concern that 
Indian secultuism is facing a serious crisis, 
and that what came to be known as the 

Hefamviite foaemim bat etdUpsed or ik 
coliiqwing. We frnd as incxe^g use of 
rriigioo in the social construction of ethnic 
and communal identity which is made the 
basis for the articulation of common 
economic intoests and poMcalmoUlisotum. 
There is also the construction of an 
unprecedented pan-Indian Hindu con¬ 
sciousness tbatcuts across caste andregional ‘ 
divisions. This has often been described as 
the 'Hindu backlash’, the Hindu reaction 
against the political mobilisation of other 
religious groups such as the Muslims and 
the Sikhs. There is little doubt that these 
movnnents are responses to a wider cultural 
crisis associated with ‘modernisation’ that 
has also broughtin its wake social dislocation 
and peihaps a pervasive sense of anomie. 
It is in this context that the attempt to re¬ 
examine Indian secularism is gaining 
prominence. 

As widi secularists, so too with anti¬ 
secularists, there are several kinds. I .shall 
not concern myself with the communalist 
critics of secularism, whether Hindu, Muslim 
or any other variety, nor with the atheist- 
rationalist critics who see Indian .secularism 
as a sell-out that compromises withreiigiuu.s 
obscurantism. There is also the silent 
majority, the millions of genuine religious 
believers who see secularism as a threat to 
theirreligion. The new critics of secularism 
that I examine here claim to speak on 
behalf of this majority. I shall discuss below 
the views of three representatives of this 
group, Ashis Nandy, T N Madan and 
M N Srinivas. 

Ashis Nandy (1985, 1986) argues that 
.secularism in India has exhausted its 
possibilities and Ls today positively harmful. 
According to him it is secularism and 
modernity that arp the sources of the new 
religious violence. A ‘gift of Christianity’ 
and a child of modernity and colonialism, 
secularism is a product of western science 
and rationality and today functions as the 
ideology of the modbm state which Nandy 
sees as the source of most contemporary 
problems. Nandy argues that itis the secular 
state and its elite, with its instrumental 
rationality and amm'al and manipulative 
technocratic-managerial ethos, that has been 
responsible for the greatest atrocities of this 
century from the third reicb to the gulag to 
Hiroshima to the anti-Sikh riots in Delhi. 
Thus Nandy’s rejection of secularism is 
rooted in a two-fold critique: a critique of 
mod^ culture and society that approvingly 
and res^tfully draws on the Gandhi of 
Hind Swaraj, and a ifritique the secular 
state. In a posture of mcH'ri outrage, Nandy 
states that the Indian secular state hai much 
to learn about mtsalily from Hinduism. Islam 
and Sikhism, while Hinduism, Islam and 
Sikhism have nothing to learn from the 
secularstate in this respect. As an alternative 
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'' of IndU’f 'tndiiioiia} fdigious totonmce 
wfakb, he argues, most be finced ftom die 

. tnlpraialism of the western category of 
secularism. The greatest representative of 
such tolerance was Oandhi, but U is also stiU 
widely practised by tte masses of non¬ 
modern, peripberalised believers as 
distinguished from the modem secular 
rationalists and the semi-modem zealots. 

Much like Nandy, Mad an (1987;748) states 
that *‘...in the prevailing circumstances 
secularism in south Asia as a generally- 
shared credo of life is impossible, as a basis 
fm state action impracticable, and as a 
blueprintfordiefOTesecable future impotent”. 
South Asian religions, argues Madan, are 
unique; they arc “totalising in character, 
claiming all of the followers’ life so that 
religion iscon.stitutiveof society”. Whilehe 
acknowledges that these religions make the 

' distinction between the sacred and the secular, 
be argues that they arrange the two domains 
in a hierarchical order. It follows that these 
religions are incompatible with the ideology 
of modem secularism. 

M N Srinivas’ critique of Indian secul¬ 
arism appeared in a short article in the The 
Time of India in 1993. Unlike Madan and 
Nandy, Srinivas was notdirectly addressing 
social .scientists or intellectuals and therefore 
his arguments arc less theoretical and less 
detailed, and presented in his usually stmsiti vc 
and eminently readable style. Srinivas finds 
.secularism wanting liccause he believes that 
India needs a new philosophy to solve the 
grave cultural and .spiritual crisis facing the 
country, and “that philosophy cannot be 
secular humanism. Itha.s to be firmly rooted 
in god as creator and protector." Similarly, 
India and the world cannot afford the 
mindless consumerism that is being promoted 
by the media. The only realistic option, 
sustainable development, too “needs to be 
underpinned by a proper Weltanschauung 
and thatcannot be secular humanism” either. 
Srinivas' call is for a .spiritual renewal and 
a renewal of faith in god as saviour. He is 
very much concerned about the corruption, 
materialism and consumerism which, he 
apparently believes, is a product of 
secularism. Underlying his critique there 
appears to be anostalgic longing for a moral' 
social co^er that is organic, harmonious and 
holistic in contrast to the individualistic, 
amoral, secular order. 

CnrnguB 

As we have s^n. both secularisation and 
secularism are multi-dimensional and 
complex cemcepts with multiple referents. 
These authors do not define their concepts 
systematically or clarify if they are rejecting 
all aspects of secularism or only some, and 
if the lattmrt which ones. When we examine 

' 4ia systeaatlfaHywcfiBdthsit these 
wtittrs be quite happy wdtii several 
asjpects of Indian secularism, especially 
those upheld by the legal-constitutionri 
system. 

First. I think it is fair to say that none of 
thesecritics would beinfavourofatheocratic 
state that would bring the state, bureaucratic 
and legal systems under the domain of 
religion. Nandy and perhaps the others to 
a lesser degree are critics of the modem 
state, but until the state widiers away or is 
radically transformed, all of them are very 
likely to be in favour of the three main 
principles laid down in the Constitution, viz, 
freedom of religion, equality of citizenship 
and separation of state and religion. They 
have not exprc.s!;ed their viewson the thorny 
question of personal laws based on religion, 
but their anti-.secularism is certainly not based 
on religious fundanientalismorscctari an ism 
and so they are likely to be in favour of a 
sensitive and rational arrangement that can 
accommodate both religious pluralism and 
democracy in the country. 

Second, it is equally unlikely that any of 
these critics would object to or be 
uncomfortable with the secular institutions 
of Indian society such as universities, 
bo.spita]s, laboratories and .scientific institutes 
in which most members of the Indian 
intelligcntsiaincluding themselves function. 
Srinivas, for example, is an exemplary model 
of a secular intellectual of India; a few 
comments about his role and work can 
illustrate the point 1 am making. Generally 
regarded as the doyen of Indian sociology 
and anthropology, he has been a tireless 
promoter of these disciplines, a teacher and 
practitioner of a sociology that is the very 
model of a rational, scientific, critical and 
'.secular' intellectual ‘project’. Perhapsmore 
important, he played the leading role in 
building the eminently 'secujar' sociology 
department in Delhi University which has, 
during the past four decades, attracted some 
of the best faculty and students in the country 
regardless of caste, religion,: theological 
persuasion, region or gender, far ahead of 
his time in this last respect. These women 
and men have engaged in rational debates 
about social issues including religion. When 
he raise,s questions about Indian secularism 
it is unlikely that he Ls questioning free and 
secular institutions of this kind. 

Third, there arc many social changes that 
havetaken placeinlndiagenerally associated 
with secularisation which the intelligentsia 
have regarded as ‘progressive’. These 
changes have affect^ some of the most 
oppressive aspects of traditional religion 
such as widow-burning and untouebability. 
In his most recent essay. Srinivas describes 
the erosion of the practice of purity and 
pollution and the enlargement of the caste- 
basedendogunous groups among the middle 

any unhapfikuMs w^ these ckaogea. It is 
very unlikely that, on the whole, the other 
critics too would object to these chuiges. 
It is, of course, true that these oppressive 
religious institutions an^ practiceshave been 
criticised and attacked from within by 
religious reformers and protest movements. 
The most celebrated of these in modem 
Indian society include Ram Mohan Roy, 
Vivekananda and Oandhi. In recent years 
writers such as Ashis Nandy and U R 
Ananthamurtby have popularised the 
concepts of ‘critical traditionalism' and ‘the 
critical insider’ to refer to these critics. 
However, there are two important respect 
in which these critics should be regarded as 
a.ssociated with secularisation of society. 
First, secularisation a.s a hi.storical process 
has brought with it every where a new critical 
consciousness providing a certain impetus 
to the potential reformers. Second, as 1 have 
argued above, no society is purely religious 
or purely secular, both the distinction and 
the separation of the sacred and the secular 
is a matter of degree. Those aspects of social 
and cultural life that fall under the domain 
of the religious are never fixed and 
immutable. 'While in pre-modem societies 
protestmovements have typically drawn on 
religion to unmask and reveal hidden 
ideologies and wily priestcraft, in Ihemodem 
world they have drawn on secular ideas to 
do the same. 

It seems clear then that the focus of these 
new critics is what was described above as 
the third model of secularism, viz, imeligious 
humanism and atheistic materialism. Madan, 
for example, devotes a considerable section 
of his paper to attackingNehm and Nehruvian 
.socialism, in effect confusing Nehru’s 
personal rationalist convictions with the 
secular institutions that he helped to create 
for the country. While Nehru may have 
hoped for the eventual disappearance of all 
that he regarded a.s religipus obscurantism, 
it is clear that nothing in the Indian institu¬ 
tions or policies aiips atrestricting religious 
freedom or suppressing religion. I have 
discussed this elsewhere (1991) in detail and 
will not pursue the discussion here. 

A critiqueof the state underlies the writings 
of all the three. For Nandy the state itself 
is to be rejected with modernity, rationality 
and secularism; but his radical critique 
provides neither an alteraative to the state 
nor an alteroative model of the state. Srinivas 
does not engage in a diatribe against the 
state, but he links the ‘licence permit raj* 
with tbe corruption, ineligion, materialism 
and the culture of consumerism that have 
destroyed the moral fibre of Indian society. 
His is a call for a new wettanschammg, <>r 
rather a renewal of faith qt the old that wottid 
underlie die national effort in natiou-buSding 
and development It is not clear whether he 
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;«>ould have the stater proBuXt a 
weltanschmun/; or merely like to see it 
permeated by such a value system and a 
spiritual edros. Madan too is against the 
Secular state, but ckres not suggest any 
alternative. It tnuSl be conceded that 
secularism in India today is too politicised 
and loo 'statist*, acting as an ideology of the 
state and an instrument of power. It is 
necessary to find ways to dcpoliticise 
s<iculari.sm and to move it further into the 
dmnain of civil .society. Nevcrthclc.ss, one 
is left to wonder what could possibly replace 
the secular state. Given the fact that the 
modern state is not about to wither away and 
giVetr the impos.sibility of resurrecting a 
presumed earlier society in which rights 
were guaranteed by dharma’ rather than 
the state, it i.s necessary to ensure that the 
state is a democratic and secular «>nc if 
rights and frucdom.s arc to be guaranteed 
in the highly pluraU.stic .societies of south 
Asia. In fact, it is difficult to sec what the 
tdteraative to the secular .state would be 
other than a theocratic state or a patrimonial 
one. 

Madan’s argument about the uniqueness 
of south Asian religions is empirically 
untenable, idealistic and reductionist and 
smacks of orientalist ideology. First, Madan 
himself is quite ambiguous about this 
dichotomy between we.stcni and eastern 

. religions. He acknowledges the universal 
di^ction between the sacred and the secular, 
but goes on to argue that the south A.sian 
religions arrange the two domains in a 
hierarchical order. But he also states that 
‘*the world's great religious traditions do 
.seem to speak on this vital issue with one 
voice". Where, then, is the radicaldifference? 
Apparently, only in post-reformation 
C^stianity,especially prote-stantism. Madan. 
argues, following Max Weber, that the 

'reformation made a major departure in this 
regard. He quotes Peter Berger’s classical 
statement (bat “firotcstantism cut the 
umbilical curd between heaven and earth” 
(1^7:75.11. Secularism in the west, then, 
emerged Ihnn thcdialcctic of modem .science 
and proiestantism. Madan wilircadily admit, 
1 tbmk. that this is also the dialectic of 
modem capitalism, what Max Weber re- 
fund to as the rationalisation and the 
disenchantment of the modem west. Modem 

' social science from the time of Maix and 
Weber has stTe.sscd the untvcrsalising 
ebaructerof this process historically, prussing 
borders from protestant Switzerland and 
Hngland toPatholic France and Belgium and 
then to the non-Christian societies of the 
cast. The point is that it may not he the 
uniqueness of Oiri.stianiiy that exphiias 
secularisation in. the west, but the logic of 
capitalism and iodu.sttial .society. To he 
sure, ihi,s iogiq cnr this impul.se may have 
originalJy l|itd a special connection with 

protestantisnulMitas Weberhimsdfpoiitt- 
cd out, this connection was a hiitorisal 
one and the dialectic of capitalism was 
capable of Severing its connection with 
Protestantism.^ 

Second, the dichotomy between the 
totalising character of south Asian religions 
and the compartmentalising character of 
wc.stcm religions, even post-reformation 
ones, is a false one and is anoUier version 
of the orientalist diebbtomy between the 
.spiritual east and the materialist west, the 
other-worldly religions of the east and die 
this-worldly religions of the west. The 
quotation from Gandhi thatMadan provides 
to support this view. viz. “For me every, die 
tiniest, activity is governed by what I consider 
to be my religion” (1987:752) could equally 
have been fkim St Ignatius of Loyola or 
St Francis of Assi.ssi. The language of Hindu 
and Muslim sainLs and* mystics must be 
compared with that of Christian saints and 
mystics and not with that of rational, 
utilitarian philosophers and siKioiogists of 
the west. Monks and mystics in the mo.sl 
.seculari.scd parts of the west continue to 
strive for a life that i.s totally in the pre.scncc 
of the divine and to perform every single 
act informed by the right 'intention* of 
performing God’s'will. Totakc one example 
that I know personally a Jesuit is always and 
everywhere expected to strive to perform 
every act “for the greater glory of God”, 
represented by the Latin logo, A M I) O (Ac/ 
Majorem Dei Gloriam). It may be argued 
further that the new ecological consciou.snes.s 
among religious purple in the west calls for 
a return to the holistic' pagan ’ consciousness 
of the unity and connectedness of all things. 
But all this is in the mystical and theological 
realm, as is Madan's argument. Madah's 
inlcrprclation of the pre-secular Indian 
society as characterised by hierarchies of 
domains in which the economic and the 
political were subordinated to the religious 
and theological is simply idealistic and 
reductionist. Not only docs be, like Nandy. 
undere.stimatc the extent of exploitation, strife 
and violence that existed in Indian society, 
hut he a.ssumes that theological ideas 
detennine and explain the everyday life of 
indi'viduals and the institutions oni* rtractures 
they create. One does not have to be a 
materialist determinist to see (he insight in 
Marx ’ s saying that it is not the ctmsciousness 
of men that determines their social being, 
but that it is the ir social being thtd determines 
their consciou.sness. 

Srinivas docs not tell us why the 
wehanschuuung needed to meet the crisis 
in India "cannot be secular humanism'', but 
presumably implies that it is inadequate to 
pnwide the ethical or spiritual basis for tlic 
needed renewal. He simply assumes that 
morality and spirituality are ncces.sanly 
religious. Kt^cping aside thurretidal and 

between tdligicffl tutd ethies, 
one couM point out that the ystorical record 
is less thanclearto detennine vrii^errdigKXi 
has been an instrument iii the creation of-a 
more humane and just society. It is well 
known that inquisitions, crusades, witch¬ 
burning, genocides (both physical and 
cultural), widow-burning and untouchability 
have becnpractisedby whatmustberegarded 
as highly religious (totalising in the .sense 
of Madan) societies. What i.s worse, these 
practices were justified in die name of 
religion. In our own day we must presume 
that the 'hanging judges' - of the Iranian 
revolution who presided over tens of 
thousands- of executions of political and 
religious opponents, arc religious men, but 
many of us will not necessarily see them os 
moral, spriritualor humane. Srinivas is aware 
of “the basic difficulty in bringing in 
religion...” and that “volumc.-i have been 
written on the harm inflicted by established 
religion”. But his solution to this problem 
is to call for the universal “philosophia 
Perennis” a la Leibnitz, the Upanishadic 
seers, bhakti saints, Sufis, and Jewish and 
Christian mystics. This Ls a very attractive 
position, and many intellectuals and seekers 
disillusioned with institutional reiigiun will 
support him on this. The problem, however, 
is that sociologists, including Srinivas (1952, 
1993), have long known that religion is not 
ju.st a liclicf system but i.s. above all, a 
community (church) united by a common 
belief system as well a.s by a ritual life. The 
sense of community and identity is among 
the most central elements in the lives of the 
vast majority of believers. One may ask 
further if it is possible to have a religion that 
is not institutionalised, that is nothing more 
than a perennial philosophy. To the extent 
it is possible, the religion tliat comes clo.se 
to this model is the privati.sed religion that 
-we sec in secular, humanist societies. 

It is not surprising'lhal intellectuals like 
Srinivas are deeply concerned about 
seculari.sm, for in India lixlay the debate 
about .secularism isfarmorethan an academic 
one. A sociologist who writes in support of 
or in opposition to the secular character of 
Jdie nation, or to the ethos of secular huma¬ 
nism associated with it, bears a grave 
Fespon.sibility in view of the implications of 
her/his position. Histmically, the struggle 
against caste opixression, patriarchy and 
cummunalism was associated with the 
possibility of a critique of religion that 
revealed, the hidden ideologies protecting 
vested interests. A sociologist in India who 
rejects sccularhtiman ism without at tlfi; same 
time acknowledging the ideokigical charactei 
of religion will he .seen by the secular 
sociologists as lacking a certain authentici^. 
Sociology iiscifis acfaildof the eniighienmeni 
and became possible only when the 
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hittlpribal^ crnitiagnji-secial «ad cultuca} 
doniainco^beseparatedftom^ ‘natunT 

and necessary O^-given cM-der of things. 

Critidal social science became inextricably 

bound d^ith the basic ‘project’ of the 

enlightenment, human lib^ation premised 

on a critique of society. The history of social 

science fiom the enlightenment to Hegel, 

Marx, Weber and Mannheim has gone a 

long "Way in unmasking religion to reveal 

the,se ideologies^ But sociologists and 

anthropologists have aUodiscovered critical 

religion, the prophetic and utopian elements 

in religion that have given rise to religious 

reform and protest movements. At least since 

Weber, radical sociologists have recognised 

btHh the ideological and utopian elements 

in religion; few scholars today would reduce 

religion to false con.sciousiies.s. In many 

parts of the world the critique of religion that 

was originally grounded in sccu lar humanism 

has now been integrated into critical 

theologies. Liberation theology. fcmini,st 

theology, ecological theology and dalit 

theology are good examples of the.se. This 

IS not unique to Christianity either. No one 

will dci^' that while Gandhi was a critical 

insider par excellence, he absorbed many 

elements of the liberal humanist critiijue of 

religion into hisown tiiinking Without this 

influence it is doubtful if he would have been 

able to .separate unlouchabiliiy. inequality, 

and other inequities from the essence of 

religion as he was able to do. Sixiiologists 

who call for a return to religion uncritically 

arc Ignoring the fact that India has a long 

way to go in liberating its peo'ple from the 

opprc.s.sionofreligion; that caste, patriarchy 

and communalism arc still practised in the 

name of religion; and that demystifying 

society and unmasking myths continue to 

be part of the ‘project’ ofcntical .sociology 

If .Srinivas is advocating an ecumenical 

religion that can accommodate all the 

rcligionsoflndiaas well as such oppressed 

classes as the ex-untouchablcs who harbour 

bitter memories of institutional religion, 

no one will scriou,sly object to this. In fact, 

with all its sin.s and imperfections, 

secularism in the sense in which it is defined 

in the Indian CqnstituUon appeatu to provide 

the best conditions under which such 

pluralist and ecumenical religions can 

flouri.sh in India. 

This brings me to my last point about 

the relationship between democracy and 
secularism. Do Nandy, Madan and Srinivas 

seriously believe that democracy would be 

possible in a non-secular India? Nehru 

certainly did not think so. If democracy 

requires a minimum consensus about the 

basic valties and institutions of society and 

about the ndea of the political game, could 

such aconsensiiR be built on a religious basis 

in i^undist India, or any whan else, fev that 

mattet'? WiB (faiabe based on communal 

electorates, a hiatoricttl alternative that 

Indians remember with a.ded^ sense of 

tragedy and independent India rejected at 

the very outset? Indeed, it is difficult to 

imagine the face and shape of a non-secular 

India without deep fureb^ing as one is hard 

put to find a single empirically existing 

model of genuine democracy that is also 

non-secular. 

Conclusion 

There is .no doubt that a vast number of 

people in the world, including those living 

in the .so-called modern secularised .societies, 

are religious. Theexpcrienceof what Rodolf 

Otto called the tremendous mystery 

(“myslerium tremendum et facsionosum"), 

and a sense of connectedness with an 

immense reality of which we form a tiny 

part, create the universal experience of what 

we call the religious. Anthropologists and 

historians know of no society without 

rcl igion, and few siKial .scientists today would 

sec secularisation as an irreversible and 

progressive pn3ce.ss. It is also true that tire 

crisis of our civilisation - the injustice, 

violence and mindless destruction of the 

earth - is renewing that deep .sense of the 

sacred anti tlial universal .search for 

‘meaning’.,Some .scholars are even speaking 

aboui the re-enchantment of the world 

(Berman 19KI| Confionted with this 

situation, it is difficult not to be in full 

sympathy with those, like ,Snni vas. who are 

dissali.sfied with a secular humanism that 

has tailed even to address this deeply felt 

malaise. Niircan one he indifferent to (he 

search for holistic life that can transcend 

the artificial dithotomisation of the 

religious and the .secular. It would be 

difficult to deny that today secularism, and 

especially the privatisation ofreligion. acts 

as an ideology for institutionalised greed, 

materialism, corruption and the culture of 

consumption. 

I am unable to sec, howcvei. what kind 

of a social and political order can replace 

India’s secularism without causing serious 

rupture to those social arrangements, values 

and ideals in the country that most of us 

deeply cherish. These include its historical 

legacy of religious pluralism and its 

celebration of diversity, its ability to maintain 

a working demixiracy for hal f a century with 

considerable civic freedom, free inquiry and 

exchange of ideas, and the valiant struggle 

of its people against oppression based on 

caste, communalism and patriarchy in their 

struggle to build an egalitarian and humane 

social order. I believe that these difficult but 

enduring struggles have the best chance of 

success in a secular India in the sense in 

which 1 have described it. At least, this must 

be so until a-better and viable alternative 

beemnes available. 

Not^ 

(An earlier version of ilu.s paper was presented 
ai the Worid Congress of Sociology in Blriefetd, 
(Jermany, July 22, 1994. 1 am grateful to the 
paiticipiuiLs of the Researdi fi^mtnittee on the 
.Sociology of Religion lor their commetils. 1 also ’ 
WKsh to thank M N Srinivas and II R 
Ananthaniurthy for reading the paper and 
providing Iheir comments.] 

1 I am refemng here e.specially to .sociologists 
and anthropologists. It ts inlere.sling to note 
that the deliate about seculari.sm in India has 
so far been very much dominated by 
hisionaits, and to a le.s,ser extent also by 
political scienti.sts. 

2 Thcsimultanoousimplemcniationofthesethiee 
principles has been found to be ptoblemaiic 
in all modern .socie(ie.s, A case in point in India 
i.s that of difleient personal law.s followed by 
difierent religious communities. While this 
lulfils the pnnciple ol freedom of ndigion it 
can be .seen as violating thepriiiciple of equality 
ofcitizenship. Lor example, tliiidu and Muslim 
women do not enjoy (he same nghls to divorce, 
inheritance oi econoimc support. 

1 I am aware tlial a different interpretation ofthi.s 
i.s.sue has been advanced, notably by pfOte.stant 
theologians .such as Harvey Cox (1966). ' 
According lo tbts thesis, the histoncal 
movemeni loward.s .scculansatioii and the' 
eslabltshmeiil ot the 'secular city' i.s inherent 
in biblical (Judeu-t'hristian) mligiiw. Some 
■support lor tlus pixsiiion has been found in the 
writiiig.s ol Webci and PeierBerger, whodraws 
on Welter, among others, al.so .show.s some 
sympathy lorlhi.spo.siiion interestingly,.soaie ■ 
calholic Iheologiairs (Baum 1975:15.^1 
cohienteri (hat tins argument was iiilormed by 
aspecifically pioleslani leaihngol tlutscnptures 
and Ibe lii.sloncal evidence. Inlcrcvsl iii the 
debale has declined in retem years My own 
view, ol course, is that .such a thcri.s is not a 
li'liable one 
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DISCUSSION 

Total Factor Productivity Growth in 
Manufacturing Industry 

P Balakrtehnan 
K Pushpangadan 

IN our article [Balakrisfanan and 
Pushparf^adan 1994] we bad argued that 
apiux>priate measurement of value added at 
constant prices is a prerequisite for the 
estimation of productivity. We had then 
proceeded to provide a demonsU'ation of this 
{uinciple by providing estimates of total 
factor productivity growth for Aggregate 
Manufacturing in the Indian economy. We 
observed that the measuremnitof value added 
has implications for the estimated growth of 
TFP. We consider it to be areflcction of the 
fact that our point has been taken seriously 
that our original paper has been replied to.' 
In this brief note we reply toour critics. Here 
we report the results of substantial further 
work on TFP growth in manufacturing 
industry. 'Htese results strengthen the 
conclusion of our original paper. 

1J Ahluwalia (1994) commences her note 
with a suggestion of alternative titles for our 
article, all to do with the growth of value 
added in the manufacturing .sector of the 
Indianeconomy. We believe that given what 
we bad wished to convey, tlie title that was 
chosen by us is word-perfect. If Ahluwalia 
is more concerned with the growth of value 
added she needs to first address the arguments 
of Bhatia.' 

»We arc astounded by Ahluwalia's 
suggestion that aresearcher is excused from 
a serious consideration of the concerned 
problem so long as the CSO has not ‘found ’ 
reliable data for arriving at double-deflated 
value added. At least the CSO has stated the 
mattercleariy: “Ihe ideal method for woildng 
out tbeconstant price estimates is the double 
deflation method.”’ No such caveat appears 
In Ahluwalia’s work. However, Ahluwalia 
has shown herself not averse to referring to 
the bias in the single-deflation methodology 
when it has suited her. For instance 
accounting for the slower growth of TFP 
(or ’petroleum and coal products' during 
the SOs Ahluwalia takes recourse to arguing 
that her methodology “would necessarily 
result in undervaluation of the value added 
for this sector” [ Ahluwalia 1991:39] where 
die relative price of inputs has risen very 
considerably. In this connection, the author 
has scrupulously suggested that “the 
results need to be interpreted with 
caution” [Ahluwalia 1991:38]. The reader 
ought to have been invited to exercise 
similar caution with regard to the results 
across die board, considering that it is 
qminently advisable. 

Ahluwalia is mistaken in suggesting that 
in our exercise we freeze the “material use 
structure” as recorded in the Input-Output 
Transactions Table for 1973-74. To the 
contrary, with the express intention of 
capturing changes in the input-output 
relations, if any, wehadre-woiked the entire 
exerciscofdouble deflation using amaterials 
price index that is constructed with weights 
from the year 1983-84. The econometric 
results revealed that the absence of a positive 
turnaround in TFP remained unchanged. 
Notonly was this issue discussed in the text’ 
but also the result was reported in Table 3. 
Ahluwalia has failed to appreciate the 
implications of the exercise as reported. 

Finally,inourpaperwehadavoided any 
reference at all to the implications that our 
results have for the evaluation of policy. 
But this has not restrained Ahluwalia from 
expressing her view on the implications of 
the estimates of the double-deflated value 
added figures reported by us, divining the 
message that “we were ahead of China in 
the game of producing economic miracles”. 
While we take the view that readers of our 
work are at liberty to read whatever they may 
wish into it, we do believe that comparisons 
with east Asia, though flattering, tend to be 
a little out of place for India, an economy 
where none of the pre-conditions’ identified 
with the specUicular performance in tbeeast 
have ever existed. Moreover, it has hot 
escaped our attention that of the close on 
26 years starting 1959 for which she has 
estimated TFP, productivity peaked in 1961 
itself [Ahluwalia] 991 :Ai^ndixl, Table 1]. 
This has two implications. First, the so- 
called ‘turnaround’ in productivity growth 
during the 1980s can now be seen in 
perspective. Clearly, the point in time at 
which the sample period is split in order to 
establish a structural break nee$ls to be 
reckoned with. Otherwise, the results arc 
riddled with the doubt of having been 
influenced by a ‘low base’. Secondly, carry¬ 
ing on in Ahluwalia’s vein, if the estimates 

, of total factor productivity provided by her 
are to be believed, Indian industry was most 
efficient at the height of tire licence-permit 
raj. This in a tract that emphasises the import- 
anceofliberalpolicyregimesforTFPgrowth! 

Wenowtum to the response to our papta* 
byBakuland RavinchaPholalda(henc^c^ 
’D-D*) which, by oontrastwith Afaluwaiia* s, 
we And very substantiBl indeed, andconsido- 
a constructive intovention. According to 

ourreading, D-D make one important point. 
Itis that the weights used in the construction 
of the index of materials price mustbe drawn 
from the segment of manufacturing that is 
covered by the Annual Survey of Industries, 
the source of our data on input and output 
values. 

Ihis is well taken. We had used the input- 
outputstatistics for the entireinanufaoturing 
sector, while ASI covers ‘registered’ 
manufacturing alone. D-D proceed to double 
deflation using what are claimed as 
appropriate deflators in that these pertain to 
registered manufacturing sector alone. The 
authors now produce decadewise rates of 
growth of the TFP estimates that follow. 
These figures point to a rise in the rate of 
growth of TFP in the 80s, the celebrated 
‘turnaround'. 

We are unable to comment with any 
confidence on the results presented by D- 
D because they have not been explicit on 
the method they have adopted in the 
constructionof the weights that they present. 
They state that they have ‘estimated’ these 
(Dholakia and Dholakia 1994], but the 
methodology is not stated. We remain 
sceptical a.s to what is possible under the 
prc.sent situation with regard to data 
availability and, therefore, as to the 
adjustments made by D-D to arrive at input- 
output statistics pertaining to ‘registered’ 
manufacturing. However, it did strike us, 
while eye-balling the data, that the weights 
produced by D-D are not very greatly 
different from ours (Tabic 1 in D-D), and 
that therefore theresults oughtnotto be very 
different if the D-D set of weights were to 
be used in the construction of the materials 
price index. We therefore re-worked the 
exercise using the said weights while 
retaining the rest of the data as in the original. 
The price series and the resulting index of 
TFP are presented in Table 1 and the statistics 
of a test for a ‘turnaround’ are presented in 
Table 2 (under the column heading ‘DD’). 
Note that the latter do not support the claim 
of a higher rate of growth of'rfT* since 1980. 
It appears, therefrae, that there need not be 
any particular caution on the acceptance of 
our original estimates of TFP, at least not 
on the grounds of our having used 
iniqipropriate price deflators the first time 
round. Despite the fact that our original 
results on TFP survive the introduction of 
a new set of input-price deflators, a rarucial 
variablein the exercise, we believe D-D to 
have raised a valid point. However, it would 
have helped their cause greatly if they were 
explicit about the data and the methodology 
they have adqited, across the board. As for 
the data,‘We would have liked tokiRiw where 
the capital stock and employment data is 
from. The methodology is not dwaya clear 
«8>er. For instance, we me not even iMe te 
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leplicate t&eireiitimBitiu (tee OrO, 
‘average raw pf grow*’) of the rate of 
growth of real value added (VADD) in^lied 
by our study (reported inTable ^ of ow study) 
when we fit (in our view, the bestprocedure) 
a semi-log trend equation to the data, 

DESDtABItJTY AND CONSBQUBNCSS OP 

Double Dbh^vtion 

Chi the question of the desirability of double 
deflation we believe that the initial section 
of our ariginal paper had unambiguously 
established thesupoiority of doublcdeflaticn 
over single deflation as a procedure for 
obtaining value added at constant prices. In 
any case, the suggestion that nominal values 
be deflated by their relevant prices would 
appear to require no special justification. 
Quite simply, computing real value added 
by single deflation does not correct for 
changes in the relative price of inputs 
whenever they occur. 

That real value added computed by double 
deflation - being an ‘external average’, in 
that it involves some negative weights - 
could acquire a minus sign docs not worry 
us in the least, and, despite theproclamation 
by I5-D, is no discovery. It can arise when 
current quantities are evaluated at fixed- 
base (relative) prices Viewed from the 
perspective of Economic Theory, it is no 
mystery that differing techniques are not 
equally profitable at a constant set of prices. 
A solution to the measurement problem 
induced by this is provided by a continuous 
shift in tlie base of the price indices. All this 
has been lung recognised,*' and has not been 
seen as a reason for second thoughts on the 
superiority of ‘double’ over ‘single’ deflation 
when estimating value added at constant 
prices, as evidenced in the practice’ of 
National Income Accounting in many 
economies. 

Finally, since D-D have based their argu¬ 
ment on the idea of a production function, 
we might add thatit has also been established 
[Sims 1968] that the ‘concept’ of double- 
deflated value added requires no more 
stringent assumptions for its justification 
than thecoriceptof ‘real value added’ itself. 
It is often forgotten that the latter is premised 
on the existence of a production function 
that it additively separable in value added 
and materials. 'Thus we have the extreme 
view of Sims: "The question is not really 
‘Is double deflation the right way to deflate 
value added?' but rather ‘Does the notion 
of real value added make any sense?’ “ [ Sims 
1968:471], 

SBNsmvrrv Analysis 

However, even having assumed the 
separability of the production function, as 
hinted at above, the double deflation of 
value added as it is practised does introduce 
ameasuiement bias. This stems from the fact 
Qf the prices used being index numbers with 
fixed base. Inpinciple, ^ solution is simple. 

ihiVolvihltbe use of bivisia intfices {Bruno 
1984: 26, footnote 26} that can be 
approximated by chain indices. The (xactical 
aspects of this procedure, however, are as 
yet insurmount^e. Bruno, who as far as we 
know was the first to have raised this point, 
has suggested a test of the bias by te-woiking 
real value added “... with alternative choice 
of base year weighing (once using beginning, 
of period and once using end period weights, 
say).’’* In the present context it would have 
the effect of testing for the sensitivity of the 
measure ofTFPderived frexn double-deflated 
value added to the choice of base year for 
the prices. While admittedly only an 
‘informal’ test, it is the best that can be 
achieved under the circumstances. This we 
have now done by using price indices base 
1981-82 = 100 (as oppo.scd to 1970-71=100 
in our original paper), the input-price index 
having been combined with weights from 
the Input-Output Transaction.s Table for 
1983-84. Notice that given the considerations 
of the need to malcb the date of the input 
coefficients with the base year for the price 
indices, the period of the study, and tlic 
availability of data for the Indian economy 
we consider thi.s the obvious choice of 
elements for a comparison. The resulting 
index of input price is available from us 
upon request. The associated index of TFP 
is included in Table 1. The results of the test 
fora turnaround m productivity growth since 
1980 are presented in Table 2 under column 
heading ‘BP. IP. From this, note that the co¬ 
efficient on the ‘time dummy’, testing for 
an acceleration of TFP growth from 1980, 
is negative, as it 'was in our original paper. 
In this sen.se, our original belief that the 
alleged improvement in TFP growth may be 
an artefact resulting from inappropriate 
measurement of value added is yet to be 
falsified. 

For those methodologically inclined, we 
might add that we had in our original paper 
moved half-way towards correcting for the 
measurement bias due to double deflation 
by re-woiking our exercise u.sjug inputprices 
with 1983-84 weights [Balaknshnan and 
Pushpangadan 1994: Table 3], We did not 
however go the whole way by shifting the 
base of the price indices. This we have now 
done here. No doubt, the process must be 
continued as price indices with more recent 
base periods and input-output coefficients 
relating to subsequent dates become 
avail abib. 

Two final observations on our estimates 
are in order. First, it is easy to discern tiiat 
the level of TFP differs according to the 
weighting pattern of the price indices, thus 
making it difficult lo proffer any one series 
as the ‘correct’ one. This is a hazard of 
woiking with indices with discontinuou.^ 
base years. Were price deflators available 
that would make it possible to undertake 
double deflation with price s«ries incorporat¬ 
ing a ctMtinuous shift in the base year, we 

„ ' A 
wouM liBve been left wi^ one serieif 
Secondly, it has pointed out to us thf 
the index of TFP ba^ on value addet 
computed by double deflation varies mori 
(has a higher standard deviation) than TTI 
based on value added computed by singlt 
deflation,’ and that this sigjnab a flaw in Um 
methodology we prefta-. However, this i) 

Table 1: Total Facto* P*oDucnvm' 

Year TFP 
•B-P IP 

TFP 
‘D-D’ 

1970-71 lOO.O 100.0 
1971-72 82.7 75.8 * 
1972-73 81.1 73.1 
1973-74 75.2 87.3 
1974-75 98.0 99,4 
1975-76 97.4 86.2 
1976-77 99.2 100.3 
1977-78 113.6 108.2 
1978-79 14.5.7 124.7 
1979-80 117.7 116.6 
1980-81 91.6 100.4 
1981-82 107.7 117.6 
1982-83 130.2 135.8 
1983-84 139.8 133.2 
1984-85 132.6 132.8 
1985-86 136.1 124.9 
1986-87 141.1 115.0 
1987-88 136.7 119,1 
1988-89 131.6 122.0 

Note: ‘TFP’ is an index base 1970-7l=10i( 
‘B-P: ir is TFP based on real value adde 
computed using 1981 -82 prices and inpt 
coefticieDtsfortheyeai 1983-84, 
presented m Table 2 of Balaknshnan Bo 
Pushpangadan (1994), was based on vale 
added computed using 1970-71 prices an 
input coefficienis for the year l$>73-7* 
'D-D' IS TFP based on real value iuidc; 
computed using 1970-71 paces with 
input-pricedeflaionmplted by the weigh: 
presented by D-D (1994). 

Table 2: Te-stino for an AcceiaRATtON 
IN TFP Growth 

‘B-P:P BP; IP ‘D-D’ 

Constant 4.33 4.33 4.33 
(61.57) (64.00) (56.16) 

D, 0.60 -1.01 0.37 
(2.80) (-4.89) (1.59) 

Trend 0.05 0.08 O-tM 
(4.78) (6.92) (3.47) 
-0.05 -0.09 -0.04 

(-3.17) (-5.50) (-1.88) 
R’ 0.80 0.87 0.69 
D-W 1.46 1.41 1.51 

Note: t-raiiosinparendieses. AlTestimatioaw 
done using ‘PC-GIVE’ version 6.01. Tl 
estimates are from a semi-tog trni 
equation for TFP, with noniinal vat:, 
added having been deflated differently 
eadi case. The precise details usdeifyii 

• the calculation of v^e added in case j 
TFPunder ‘BP: P, ‘BP. IP and ’D-D’« 
omlinedindienotestoTaMe l.T=197Q-f 
‘DP and ‘D2’ are dummies Oiat test fo 
shill in-the level (‘constant*) and in t 
cate of growth (‘trend’} of ‘TFP staiti 
from 1980-81. See Batakrishgan a 
Pushpangadan (1994) for fnttfaer detd 
ofdaiaaadtnatl^. Mldauaieavailat 
from the aulfaois upon request. 

. ^omk MaKdi 4,19^ 
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4 ‘^.'nuMidvity of,die tit Vitae 
aikled to the iopat-oiiq^wt ca^tkieata osed 
as w«^ io the coBstmcttaa ^ttiB iepw- 
price deflator.... was aow exMained." 

‘ilefetWK4»" 

Ahluwidia, 1} h'oditciMty and Growth 
in Indian Manufacturing, Oxford University 

'WndodaniocxmipletaanderstaiKtiiigofthe 
," tttethodology of doOble deflation. The 
rei^ve variation of the series on real value 
added is purely a question of the'variation 
iathe relative priceofinputs. The proof of 
this runs in teim-s of ccanparing the expres¬ 
sions for the variance(s) of real value added 
under each definition (i o, single deflation 
and double deflation). This was suggested 
to us by Bharat Kama.swami. and we may 
be able to trace the old envelope for anyone 
intoested. Counter-intuitive as it might seem, 
in periods when the relative price fluctuates, 
value added computed by double deflation 

'will vary more than value added computed 
. by single deflation preciisely because the 
former incoiporates relative price changes. 

CONCLUDINU ReMARIW 

Dbolakia and Dholakia are not entirely 
off-the-mark when they say: ‘The B -P study 
may bcconsidered to raise a methodological 
point about the appropriate measurement of 
the real value added and the empirical 
exercise reported in the paper can only be 
seen as an illustration of the argument" 
(Dholakia and Dholakia 1994J. However, 
we also believe that, in the process, we have 
conclusively pointed out that the question 
of productivity growth in the Indian 
manufacturing scctorisfarfromhaving been 
settled. First, there is the question of the 
behaviour of productivity itself. Three recent 
Studies re|)ort conflicting results.'" Second, 
there is (he relationship between productivity 
growth and tJjc policy regime. The nature 
Oftfai.SFelation.shipforIndian manufacturing 
is not clear. We find ourselves m agreement 
with themanagement guru (!) Michael Porter 
Who states; "The productivity in Indian 
industry is very low in terms of international 
Standards and one of the rea.sons for this is 
the fact that till now reforms have 
concentrated on the macro-economy with 
the result that the micro-economic reforms 
have been ignored [Porter and Ghemawat 
1'994). Given that there wa.s so little reform 
iathe BOs the claim (hat there has been an 
approvement in productivity during this 
period needs to be better understood. 

Notes 

(Poriesearchasiii.siaBce we thankM Suresh Babu.] 

I We are also pleased to observe that the 
implications of the estimates of pnKKiclivtty 
growth repotted by us have aLso begun to 
receive some notice. See Ghase (1994). 

,1 See Bhatia (1987, 1990). In retrospect, we 
have ouiselves erred in not dtiag Bhatia's 
coBtiibutiOB to die question of estimating 
value added in Indian iadtistiy, work that 
preoedesouis. Also, webaveonly now become 
aware of the perceptive review of Ahluwalia 
(1992) by Lochan which has argued for the 
need for dtwbie deflation in the estimation 
ofvahieaddedin Indian indu.s«ry. See Istchao 
0992). P 113. 

3 ‘Natioiiai Account.'! Statistics, StMircus and 
Methods’, CSO, p 26. April 191W. 

Balafcrishnan and Puahpai^adaa(1994; 2032). 
Incidentally, a move tattber down this 
direction has been undertaken in this paper. 
Await the discussion the results presented 
in Table 2. 

5 Principally, very high (private) investment 
and growth of human capital. See the review 
of the World Bank study. The Bam Mian 
Miracle by Page (1994). 

6 For a discussion, see David (1962). 
7 See Bruno (1984). In fact, Bmno refers to the 

very practice of double deflation as leading 
to a meatiurement bias, which we turn tobdow. 

8 Letter to the authots dated June 23, 1994, 
Washington, DC. Available on request. 

9 See Table 3 of Balakrishoan and 
Pushpangadan (1994) for the estimates. 

10 Mohanty (1992) reports adeceleration in TFP 
growth m the 80s. It is also interesting to note 
that Mohanty reports declining productivity 
in the presence of improved growth of output 
(value added). There is often a reluctance to 
accept this as a passibilily. ICICI (1994) 
reports negative growth til) 1987, afterwhich 
a major turnaround is reported. This study is 
however plagued by the problem of having 
measured (while being aware of tt) the labour 
input in value terms rather than in quantitie.s. 
Moreover, its data base is limit^ to the 
segment of the private corporate sector that 
is financed by the ICICI itself. Finally, there 
IS Shnvaslava's most impressive doctoral 
dissertation from Baston University. However, 
the results reported by him are not ccwclusive. 
When the growth-accounting method as 
followed by us is adopted TFP growth 
decelerates (and is negative after 198.4-86, the 
year seen by Shnvastava as coinciding with 
liberalisation. On the other hand, when a 
producuon function is fit a higher rate of 
growth of TFP follows from 1985-86. 
Nevertheless, we are pleased to mention that 
this study is the only other one to proceed 
via double deflation even though not 
consistently, nor is the weighting .scheme for 
the inpul-price index made explicit, which 
must lead Dholakia and Dholakia to, quite 
legitimately, quibble a bit. See Sbnvasiava 
(forthcoming). 
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Is Political Economy Dead? \ 

Notices of the ‘death of political economy’, in line with similar 
pronouncements that ‘Marxism is dead’, are false. The relevance of 
classical political economy, and especially its Marxist variant, as a 
means of analysing problems of economic development remains 
undiminished. ' 507 

Lessons for Economic Reformers 

While eastern Europe has been the hardest hit because a system put in 
place over many years, which had guaranteed the basic needs of the 
citizens, was dismantled in r^id order under the diktat of the IMF and the 
World Bank driven by the western countries, the crisis of living standards 
posed by economic reforms is by no means unique to post-socialist 
Europe. What conclusion.s do we draw from yet another year of failure 
of market reforms to restore sustainable growth to most of the 
third world? 499 

People’s Initiative 

The deadlock between India 
and Pakistan can be prised open 
only by a non-govemmental 
people’s initiative. 483,484 

Backseat for Ideology 
The absence of cntical assessment 
of the developing reality, nationally 
and imemationally. in the CPI(M)’s 
draft political resolution for the 
party’s ISth congress next month at 
Chandigarh shows that the party 
does not take seriously its 
professed goal of ideological 
renewal. 486 

Painful Readjustment 
Last month's developments in 
the money market show that the 
pangs of readjustment frpm a 
situation of externally-injected 
excess liquidity to one of liquidity 
shortage, which began about 
three months back, have 
become acute. 476 

Archaeology and Deceit 
The World Archaeology Congress 
dispelled rhe illusion that there is a 
difference between the lumpens who 
ctemolished the Babri masjid and those 
who provide the iRtcilcctual input 
for bigotry and xenophobia. 488 

Emerging Southern Africa 

Relations among the states of 
southern Africa in the post-apartheid 
era will evolve according'to die 
dictates of the new world order and 
South Africa will continue to be 
the fulcrum of this evolution. 496 

Productive Engagement 

The importance of Bombay 
Doordarshan’s Marathi serial 
Paulakhuna lay in its attempt 
to represent the legacy of social 
reform as the story of women’s 
improvement. In doing so, it 
forced us to come to terms with 
the ways in which television 
culture engages productively 
with the writing of women’s 
history today. 521 

No Model 

Surprisingly, we do not have a model 
for annual plan exercises and the 
prioritisation to be followed, though 
the sectoral allocation of resources 
by the planning system amounting 
to more than a hundred thousand 
crore rupees annually profoundly 
affects the future of the economy 
and the people. 514 

Meo Women 

Women of the poor Meo community, 
scattered over a laige area south of 
Delhi towards the Thar desert and 
largely comprising small and middle 
peasants, are subject to customs 
which keep them economically 
and socially backward. 490 

Conserving Biodiversity 

While there are many laws 
which allow for the conservation 
of biodiversity in India, tnany 
of the provisions cannot be 
implemented b&ause of existing 
socio-econbmic and political 
constraints. #2 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

*Breakfa^ Revolutioii* 

THt. antics of Kellog one thought was too 
trivial a matter to either ponder over or 
aimment upon.But whenEPfVfJanuary 28) 
devotes two columns of editorial space to a 
correspondent writing about the company 
wilii such single-minded enthusiasm, one is 
forced to do siV There i.s no doubt that the 
growing presence of the I'ikkI industry, and 
certainly the entry of multinationals, must 
be taken note of and understixid. However, 
yourcorre.spondcni. by drawing attention to 
whatl believe iuv trivialities, in fact, deflects 
attention from more urgent and relevant 
issifes. 

The impact of the the growing food 
indu.stry on patterns of land use has been 
piintcd out before. Ail these companies have 
ci-eated captive growth areas for procuring 
raw materials. Tliat this change in crop 
puitcnis, is linked to the cinisumption patterns 
in the population cannot also he ignored. 
And that the incieasing consumption is taking 
pl.ice only in one small section, the growing 
middle clas.s' is also fairly clear. Again, that 
the increasing number of sunllower oil 
products IS related to the iiealtii con.scious’ 
urbaii middle and upper classes is obvious. 

But surely Kellog can't be credited with 
either discovering the ’tempting' 'health 
consciou.s' market, nor even as it may well 
turn out, of making a killing on it'.* What we 
seem to have missed is that the Indian 
entrepieiicurship had already discovered the 
growing middle clas.s market a long time 
hack and has been exploiting it, long before 
Kellog. a fairly small time player came into 
the picture. In fact, Indian industry laid the 
groundwork for the entry of multinationals 
in this field. Not only that, it has also been 
doing its bit in attempting to influence food 
habits. Ready-to-usc tomato puree, orOits' 
idli mix. or MTR 'puliogare' powder, or the 
multinational Maggi mxxllcs, may not be as 
nutritious as die real thing, hut they have had 
an impact on the ‘growing middle class'. all 
the same: they have not replaced the real 
thing either. And that brings us to tlie second 
point. The new and quick food market which 
will not just experiment but will be constant 
users is likely to he the small section of 
households with working coupics/parents 
who will use it to supplement other foods. 
They will pick up Kellog's cereal, as 1 
woujd, to be used as aii occasional replace¬ 
ment for the regular breakfa.st, or to supple¬ 
ment it - let's not slight atthe time gain^ by 
not cooking a breakfast. Who else can afford 
U> pay Ks .^.5 for a 250 gm of breakfast 
ceieal'.* And this is hardly the ‘Janata’ which 
will be bought overby Kellog’s nutrition hype. 

Whether good or bad, changing food tastes 
are a part of the ^changing life-styles. And 

certainty the availability of new food products 
contributes to it. But then, the appearance of 
new food pnxiucts itself is due to the in¬ 
creasing purchasing power of these sections 
which influences changing life-styles. To 
credit Kellog with changing food habits is 
bad enough. But to substantiate thatpoint by 
an illustration from colonial history is 
ridiculous. First, tea is an energy drink; and 
it does kill appetite and therefore the toiling 
masses can continue to work even without 
adequate fixxl. But then the 'national habit’ 
of pan chewing, not surely intrtxiuced by the 
British, also achieves the same result, llierc 
is absolutely no evidence, even 'common 
knowledge' that the 'decline in nutritional 
status' has occurred because ‘chai’ has re¬ 
placed the "traditional glass of milk in the 
morning". In any case, that tradition is again, 
probably, only confined to the north. If 
lixlay even children (of working masse.s, for 
I can’t imagine middle class children 
escaping the morning routine of milk) drink 
tea. it IS because of the iton-availubility 
(lack of purchasing power for) of milk. In 
fact tea is used as a weaning I'cxxl, with the 
inevitable glucose’biscuit, becausethey arc 
both cheap and available .Second, if 
children's classics in Hnglish arc any¬ 
thing to go by. lea wa.s the standuid 'lea- 
time' dnnk given to children in upper class 
households, in 19th and early 20th century 
Britain. 

It is unfortunate that in making Kellog the 
ob ject of ire, the comment has missed out on 
the real issue. Tlie growth of the urban 
middle class has engendered all sorts of 
change, and some of it at least has hud an 
adverse impact on .sections which are already 
poor. For instance, many years ago it was 
noted that the urban market for cheese and 
milk products served to make 'chaas' a 

cheap and nutritious drink, scarce in the 
villages of Punjab. Sknilatly the nutritional 
impact of the ‘white revolution’ is yet to be 
adequately studied. Mote importiuitly, we 
urgently need to understand and reckon With 
the impact of the growing fotxl industry on 
tfa4>iutritional status of agricultural popu¬ 
lations. Earlier, only commodities like 
groundnuts and sugarcane were considered 
‘cash crops’. Today, a whole range of other 
croparealso ’cashcrops’.'cerealsftbrKellog, 
Mohan Meakin. Waheeda Rebraan or T-arla 
Dalai); wheat, salt (now iixlised), dais (wiiere 
does the growing ‘papad’ industry get its 
raw materials'.*); vegetables (Maharashtra 
state’s MAFCO frozen peas), etc. H<'w is 
this affecting the fortunes of tlie poor, 
marginal and subsistence farmers’.' It is a 
waste of time ami effort to be concerned 
about middle class fotxl tastes and its 
changing nutrilioiial status. It is a class 
which has historically been well able to lake 
care of itself. Nor is it possible to halt 
changing toixi tastes; that is a part of the 
cultural change we arc wiUiessing. And then 
there are enough pro-iiuirition movements - 
anti-milk, pro-egg, vegetarianism, etc - to 
eventually balance the argument without 
going the way the Amcricatt middle clasN 
did. The more important issue is to ensure 
that the chuiiges do not further impoverish 
the agricultural poor. For which effort 
unfurtunately, the initiative can only be at 
the grass roots and not amoiTg those of u.s 
who may read about the ‘breakfa.st 
revolution’ over our ‘dosas’ and ‘paratha/ 
subzi’ prepared no doubt by the ideal 
nutrition-conscious, hardworking wife 
mother (and executive ?). or our ’bais’. 
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A Different Way of Seeing 
Every movement tsdces time out for ^ock t^dng not 

only because it is an annivcfsary; the need to exmnine 
the past and determine perhaps a future direction emerges in 
the throes of confusicm, a coofusioB connected with the 
realisation of the relevance of the movement, and not its 
dissipation. The ongoing debate on the whys and wbereftves 
of the women' smovemcnt, underway for sometime now, are 
indicators of such a turbulence. 

In the last couple of years, there has come up a ceflain strain 
of opinion which avers that the women's movement has spent 
iiselt out or that the issues it has raised have got so integrated 
into the mainstream that it no longer merits a separate agenda. 
Thus, for instance, feminism it is pointed out is not a factor 
.shaping currently dcnninant structures of progressive thought 
in India Ergo, it is no longer relevant in ^ context of 
progressive movements. At anudier level however, wcmien’s 
issues arc now considered essential components of all 
'development' programmes. This accoiamodation is 
consciously projected as an indicatioii of the establishment’s 
desirable tn^'onaa^on, making Hmore semibve to ^real 
problems of the people. ITiere is, then, a ccrnipendium of 
impressive gains; a state departmeiu entirely devoted to 
women and their welfare; a women-orknted re{»oductive 
health policy; a state policy fex- women, and; {HX)ccs.ses which 
have made a permanent place for the state's interaction with 
women. Here, by definition, the women’s movement is 
acuirded a fH-ogressive pro-people label, as an- agent of 
transformation. 

In other words, the movement’s success in gaining 
recognition is itself a subject of criticism, an indicator that it 
has spent itself out. For, in order to obtain the accommodation 
by tte state, it has had to bundle away its ideological 
frame wortc, underemphasise Uieoreticaiexerd.ves, paper over 
discord and pull together various tendencies on issue-based 
campaigns and coalitions. B,ut it is the very fact of state 
recognition whic^ has given it the space and the t^poruinity 
to expwd as it has. What has come about is extraordinary. 
While the visible, voical and largely metropolitan wtmien’s 
movament has wrested concessions from the state, at the 
grass roots, women have mt^ilised to make use of these 
concessions, create a space for themselves, and initiate 
demand formweconcessions. This has bafqjened even when 
the suie has tailored the coiKxs.sions to inflict damage on the 
dynamics of the very process of creating a movement in 
opposition to the very founding principles of the state, its 
class and patrivchal base. As, for instance, has hi^pened 
with the stme-sponsored women development progtiunmes 
m several states. A state-funded and sponsored women's 

movement was and is a contradiction in terms, possible only 
if the movement is separated from its ideological base. And 
yet, the deliberate and well-planned violence on the ‘sathin’, 
Banwari, in R^asthan was just one defined example of not 
only the reaction of the power structures colluding and 
supporting the state and its institutions, but of the challenge 
wUch it is now possible to articulate becau.se of the 
mobilisation of women, which in turn has undoubtedly been 
facilitated by the concessions granted by the state in re$pon.se 
to the demands of (he movement. While violence on women 
continues to be perpetrated even through newer supposedly 
progressive and democr^c struaures, the cogni.sance of this 
violence has been possible because of the movement, if. then, 
today there is debate about what the real concerns of the 
movement are, then it is an indication of its diversity and 
therefore its strength. 

The emergence of tire two somewhat parallel waves has 
made possible Uie articulation of feminist issues at different 
levels in different institutions. Legal challenges have been 
posed unawering assumed realities, in a language which 
redefines i.ssues from a standpoint hitherto unrecogniiied. In 
medicine and health care, the challenge has been to the very 
structure of the knowledge base of generations of practice. 
The flowering of a distinctively feminist cultural ethos 
cannot be denied, posing a challenge to conventional forms. 
The fact that the advance of knowledge, and therftffe of the 
beginnings of a change of practice has come about with the 
blessings often of international aid ^d movements, does not 
make it less signiticant. Similarly, the Chipko women 
emphatically underlined what is more or less taken for 
grated today, the close association of women with nature 
and of how deeply changes in the latter affect their lives. It 
may perhaps be too soon to say this, but surely, no other 
progressive movement has been able to achieve this shake up 
in the knowldege base which is already being refleaed in 
practice. 

However, there is no doubt that the women’s movement is 
at the crossroads. The absence of theoretital underpinnings 
is beginning to show. Whereas, the evolving of a diverse 
movement was made possible by perhaps a tacit underplaying 
of theoretical discussions, the future of the movement now 
may itself be in jetpudy because of this. The movement 
lacks a coherent un^rslanding of die basis of women’s^ 
(^ipression. There is,still lacking substantive Indimi work on 
theoretical issues which would provide an integraUve baw 
for the movement, a framewotk which will coalesce tibe 
(hfferent trends and tendencies. ITiis poverty of thought has 
undoubtedly been partly a product of the reluctance of 
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{sogrective poiiUcBt movomeots to either 
aclcnovHcKlge die euRtenoe of and the ni^ 
for an autonomooK women’s movement or 
integrate feminist theory into a In-oader 
political perspective. Discussions in political 
forums have most often been on issues and 
rarely on concepts. It is ironical therefore, 
that tee sharpest criticism about the lack of 
theoretical formulations in the women's 
movement should come from tec progressive 
political movement. 

Feminism locates a different way of 
seeing, and this is why it can identify the 
power structures which have been kept well- 
hidden by dominant sections. The question 
ive need to address Is whether this different 
way of seeing and understanding, and 
therefore of mounting a challenge, can be 
subsumed into other ideological frame¬ 
works, enriching them. 

INSURANCE 

Misguided Priorities 

WHEN an objective history of the recent 
period is written, it will no doubt show that 
the American banking, financial and 
insurance companies’ desire to get an entry 
into the Indian market was one of the prime 
motivating factors for forcing India to sign 
tec Final Act of the OATT agreement at 
Marrakesh. A pressing issue in these 
deliberations was apparently the opening 
up of the insurance market, because the 
insurance industry has been facing a .severe 
recession and pension funds, which are a 
major component of the life insurance 
business in the US have been facing stiff 
competition from mutual funds and other 
specialised financial institutions offering 
various financial prcxiucts. Admittedly, tee 
prim ary goal in naming some of the countries 
like India and Brazil in the hit list under 
Section 301 of the specially-introduced US 
Omnibus 1[rade and G>mpetitiveness Act, 
19k8 was to bring these countries to the 
discussion table at the OATT negotiations. 
As early as May 1989, India was targeted 
for attack under Super 301 for having 
country regulations which were said to be 
discouraging foreign investment in services 
like hanking and insurance. With the signing 
of tec GATT agreement and a generally 
succumbing American pressure, India has 
its hands tied insofar as tee insurance sector 
is concerned. Un(jer the agreement, the 
market access obligation does not permit 
India to impose quantitative conditions such 
as limiting the number of firms allowed in 
the insift-ance industry; likewise, under the 
national treatment obligation, it cannot, for 
instance, inqmse on insurance firms tee 
requirement thatresorves be held locally on 
tee ground that this would otherwise worsen 
tee conditions of competition for foreign- 
based flrma. The ropmted signing of a 

protocolpf undostaading between tee Tatas 
and the American Insurance Group (AlO) 
fcH' setting up a joint venture even before tee 
MalhotraCommitteereport on the insurance 
sector was tabled in parliament and before 
the government announced its decision on 
the Committee’s reccunmendations seem, 
to say the least, intriguing. 

In the final analysis, the govemmeut 
decision will no doubt be entirely guided by 
the GATT agreement and by American 
influence on economic policy-making in 
India in the wake of a series of defence and 
political accords between the two countries. 
But the govemm6nt is in something of a 
bind. Fm-, if US business demands are to be 
satisfied, the government would have to be 
much more liberal than what the Malhotra 
Committee has chosen to recommend. For 
instance, the Malhotra Committee has 
specifically recommended that if and when 
tee entry of foreign insurance companies is 
pennitted, “it should be done on a selective 
basis”; they are required to float Indian 
companies for tee purpose, preferably in 
joint venture with Indian partners. The 
report has also specified that tee promoters ’ 
boiding in a private insurance company 
should not exceed 40 per cent or be less than 
26 per cent of the total paid-up capital. 
Interestingly, a member of the committee 
and a former LiC actuary found it necessary 
to clarify that the report did not bar fully- 
owned foreign ventures. The chairman of 
tee International Insurance Council of the 
US and head of the US insurance delegation 
which visited India recently, Edward 
Hanaway, has commented Chat “we cannot 
specify what percentage of equity we would 
want, but40 percent is not enough”. Reports 
have suggested that the delegation also 
sought the rescinding of the minimum 
capital requirement of Rs 100 crorc fixed by 
tee Malhotra Committee and that US 
companies preferred a majority holding for 
joint ventures. 

^art from the stiff opposition of trade 
unions and informed public opinion in India, 
the government is also faced apparently 
with a ticklish recommendation of the 
Malhotra Coounittee that the government 
shareholding in the LIC, the wholly state- 
owned organisation, should be brought down 
to SO per cent. A similar recommendation 
has been made in the case of tee OIC and its 
subsidiaries - OIC should hive off tee 
subsidiaries, its mqtitol should be increased 
and with half of it to be retained by the 
govemmenk Obviously, this contradicts the 
government decisitm to reduce its equity 
holdings to S1 percent in 016 case of selected 
public sector undertakings generally. It is 
unlikely that tee government can go even 
this far where banking and insurance are 
concerned, though Malhotra, the chairman 
of tee committee has been singing a more 
aggressive song, joining the discussions 

with the Ammcican ddfSgi^on rad adctiig 
the gqvemincmtto tidte a qteck decision on 
tile entry of foreign insurance firms,cDa tee 
other band, sensing serious omiosition to 
tee repmrt, the government did not pcamit 
its officials to meet the US insurance 
delegation. 

It is somewhat intriguing that tee chairman 
of the committee should be asking for quick 
implementation of only that aspect of his 
report which seeks f<»eign entty. There are 
a number of issues raised in the report 
concerning the internal autonomy of the 
public sector institutions in tee insurance 
sector which, in fact require more urgent 
attention. Though one may not quarrel with 
many of its recommendations, there is no 
doubt that the very conception ot the 
Malhotra Committee was based on biased 
considerations and hence based on biased 
perspectives. At tee outset, the report argues 
that the committee was appointed in 
furtherance of the initiatives in tlie areas of 
financial reforms covering tee banking 
system and tee capital maiiceks, without 
explaining bow this could be dovetailed 
into tec broader objective accepted by the 
IJC, for instance, “to spread life insurance 
much more widely and In particular to tee 
rural areas, and to the socially and 
economically backward classes”. 

While tec performance of the LIC rad 
the GIC and its subsidiaries has not been 
a model of efficiency, their busincs.'! 
expansion after nationalisation, the 
diversified portfolio teat they have built 
and tee extent of |pecial social groups and 
social security schemes that they have 
covered, have been impressive. The 
Malhotra Committee report docs not contain 
a closer analysis of the costs and benefiks. 
nor of tbeuncovered gaps in rural insurance 
or insurance for the backward classes such 
a weavers, rickshaw-pullers, fisherfolk. 
tailors, beedi workers and primary milk 
producers by the LIC, or in GIC’s many 
socio-economic schemes such as cattle and 
livestock insurance, poultry insurance, 

Corrlgendnin 

In the Advertisement for Research 
Positions in the Vaikunthbhai Mehta 
Research Centre for Oecentralistd i 
Industries, published in the Economic and | 
Political Weekly dated Februtiy 17-25, 
1993 on page 375 in paragraph 2, line 7. 

tee sentence beginning with the wca-ds 
"Wide exposure” should read as under: 

"Wide exposure to field conditions 
rural development and rural industries' 
enter^ise development/management 
programmes, and wmk of voluntary agen¬ 
cies and with good knowledge of one and 

mcTO regional languages preferred '' 
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•gii&tiHarti pampseto intnmcat crcii> 
iuiuratipe. etc^ llie appueatly 
believes Aat private and foreign finns will 
Hnd &e rural insurance equalfy Incrative. It 
has reconunei^ed that the new entrants into 
the life insurance field should write a 
specified proportion of their businefs in 
rural areas and that they should not avoid 
writing small policies. Also, the general 
instance companies should maintain a 
balanced portfolio and should not, in 
particular, avoid writing motor insurance 
and covering rural non-traditional business. 
If the perspectives with which the private or 
foreign business enter the financial sector 
services including insurance are any guide, 
the new institutions will, without fail, 
concentrate more on lucrative business to 
the neglect of the small customer and the 
rural sector. In a society which offers poor 
social security facilities and with a vast 
informed business sector, the life as well as 
general insurance sector has to combine 
insurance of both niche activities as well as 
those serving the vulnerable section.s of 
society. This in turn implies that there is 
no option but to go in for some degree of 
cross-subsidisation as between different 
types of insurance under the same 
individual organisations. It would be in 
the fitness of things if the government 
takes quick decisions on those sections of 
the Malhoira report which concern the 
revitalisation of existing institutions, their 
operational freedom and organisational 
responses to customer needs, including 
the appointment of an ombudsman for the 
insurance scctqr. 

AKALI UNITY 

Other Motives 

ALTHOUGH the main Akali parties, Akali 
Dal (Badal) and Akali Dal (Amritsar), have 
decided to merge by April 13, the merger 
may fail to see the light of day. Even if the 
merger comes to pass, it may begin to come 
apart before long. 

The kind of unity sought to be cemented 
on April 13 has failed several times in the 
past although it was achieved each time 
under the pressure of the head priest of the 
Akal Takht. When the faction leaders 
decided to form their own parties, the head 
priest of the time could do little to stop 
them. The unity this time Ux) has been 
attained under the pressure of the head 
fariest, and the pressure was more on the 
Akali Dal(B). TTie other party escaped the 
pressure because it was itself instrumental 
in starting the unity moves; although the 
•wad priest, Manjit Singh, was himself 
inteiestediobrii^ing aboutunity, Ouieharaa 
Singh Tohra, pmsident of the SOPC and 
icaderof the Al^DalfA), had been goading 
him to hasten the process. Part of Tohra’s 

QuXivaticmwastostopthegrovriagiBflueQce 
of Akali DalfB) under the kadetahi^ of his 
mam rival in Akali politka. paHcash Singh 
Badal; partly, he wanted to annex the 
leadership of the unified Akali party. 

Parkash Singh Badal, whose party was 
heading to become the main force in the 
Punjab politics along with the Congress, 
and'who.will not be the undisputed leader 
of the new party, would resent the loss of 
power and prestige the unification would 
bring him. especially when there would be 
a corresponding increase in the power of 
Tohra. Even at a personal level, Badal 
does not easily eat humble pic; if he bows 
to undesirable pressure at one point, he 
finds a reason to rebel to salvage his image 
later. 

More importantly, there is a serious 
disagreement between the two parties over 
a matter of principle: the attitude towards 
the 'Amritsar declaration' which was 
adopted when all factions barring Akali 
Dal(B) unitedJast year to form Akali Dal( A). 
Although the joint unity statement makes 
no mention of the declaration, there was a 
funous debate about it during the latest 
negotiations, and Bhai Manjit Singh and 
Sucha Singh Chhotepur, the leaders 
repre.senting the militant Simranjit Singh 
Mann who is in jail, atone stage walked out 
of the meeting; they were insisting that the 
Amritsar declaration, which takc.s an 
ambiguous stand for a separate Sikh state, 
could neither be scrapped nor amended. 
Akaii Dal(B), on the other band, believe.s in 
greater autonomy for Punjab, along with 
other states, and has alway.s uppo.scd the 
controversial declaration. 

Finally, the unity statement allows the 
two parties to retain their independent 
identities till April 13 and to hold certain 
.speciiically mentioned rallies in their 
separate capacities Akali Dal(B) has already 
held one such rally on February 27 during 
which Its leaders made no mention of the 
coming unity but demanded, precisely, 
greater autonomy for Punjab. Which may 
be interpreted as a sign of thing.s to come so 
far as the unification of the two Akali 
parties is concerned. 

INDIA AND RUSSIA 

Zhirinovsky’s Friends 

A RECENT survey shows that Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky, the leader of the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP), is. as of now, the 
candidate most likely to become the next 
president of Russia. The recent visit of 
Zhirinovsky to India and the statemenu he 
made here acquire sigoiftcaflce in the light 
of this finding. 

Perhaps the most startling, and in a sense 
the most worrisome, revclatirm of the visit 
was Zhirinovsky's emphasis on a special 

relationship the LDP would l^to develop 
with die BJP. The reveladon was startling 
because most of the followers of die LDP 
believe in the Russian Orthodox Church, 
whereas the BJP, despite the pseudo-secular 
platform it occasionally attempts to 
appropriate, is aHindu fundamentalist outfit 
"Ilic worrisome aspect of the revelation 
comes from the fact that the BJP is a majm 
force on the Indian political scene and, 
despite its currently dispirited state, its 
ascendance to power at the centre in future 
cannot be entirely ruled out. 

This outcome of die 2^irinovgky visit, 
however, should have been expected. For, 
in spite of their different and seemingly 
conflicting religious background.s, the LDP 
and the BJP manifest remarkable 
similarides in their ideology. Both play 
upon the historical and religio-pultural 
sentiments of. and seek to mobilise, a 
single community, which happens to be 
the largest in numbers in their respective 
countries. Both deride and want to suppress 
the minorities. Both are feudal-capitalist 
and inward-looking in their economic 
outlook. Both share a male-heavy and 
patriarchal attitude and are therefore aqti- 
femmist rmd overlook the interests of {he 
weaker section.s of society. Finally, both are 
extremely nationalist and jingoist In their 
external policy. 

In the context of South Asia, perhaps it 
was not purely coincidental that this latter' 
aspect of the shared world-view of the LDP 
and the BJP came out most strongly in 
Zhirinovsky’s statements. While spelling 
out the likely strategic linkages between 
Russia and India of his vision, he exhorted 
the latter to annex Pakistan and Bangla¬ 
desh which were at one time part of India. 
This exhortation had a likeness to what 
Zhirinovsky would ideally want Russia to 
do once the LDP was placed in power 
there; expropriate territories traditionally 
dominated or controlled by Russia to bring 
into existence, once again, an imperial 
Russia. 

Despite the fact that the notion of an 
imperial Russia and of, what one may call, 
a greater India, sounds anachronistic in the 
post-cold war world, it cannot be dismis.sed 
as the raving of a politician gone out of his 
mind - given the status of the LDP and the 
BJP in contemporary Russia and India, 
respectively, and the proximity between the 
two parties that the 2^irinovsky’s visit has 
brought to light. However, what demands 
greater attention is that even the Congress, 
which apparently shares very little with the 
ideology of the LDP, should attempt to 
warm-up to Zhirinovsky as a future leader 
of Russia. This behavbur, which stems 
primarily fri>m Zhirinovsky’s pio-India 
attitude on Kashmir, is not likely to send 
India's smaller neighbours into throes of 
delight. 
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CX>MPAMES 

KALYANI STEH^ 

Out of Recession 
KALYANl STEELS has performed satis¬ 
factorily in 1993-94 with net sales going up 
by 5 per cent (Rs 5.7 crore) and net profit 
rising by 6 per cent, though operating 
profit fell by 24 per cent. Other income 
ro.se by 58 per cent (Rs 5.14 crore) and nil 
taxation and a 71 per cent fall in interest 
charges helped in holding up margms. A 
106 per cent (Rs 9.55 crore) fall in non¬ 
operating surplus and a 15 per cent (Rs 62 
lakh) increase in depreciation were detri¬ 
mental to the company's bottomline. A 
dividend of 40 per cent was declared for 
die year. 

Earning per share fluciuatcd at Rs 8 in 
1991-92. Rs 9 in 1992-93 and Rs 6 in 
199.3-94. Depreciation to gross value added 
fell by 4 percentage points in 1992-93 
and then rose by 18 percentage p»»inLs m 
1993-94. Inventories grew by 31 percent. 
Raw materials consumed to value of 
production has steadily risen fiom 47 per cent 
in 1991-92 to48 percent in 1992-93 and 54 
percent in 1993-94. Sales to total as.sets fell 
from 59 per cent in 1991-92 to 28 per cent 
in 1992-93 and 23 percent in 1993-94. while 
sales to gross fixed assets fell from 121 per 
cent to 58 per cent and 36 per cent in the 
same period. Net value added to value of 
production fluctuated at 25 per cent in 
1991-92, 34 per cent in 1992-93 and 10 
per cent in 1993-94. Remuneration to em¬ 
ployees rose by 24 per cent in 1993-94. 
Inventories to sales fluctuated at 24 percent 
in 1991-92, 23 per cent in 1992-93 and 28 
per cent in 1993-94. Sundry creditors to 
current assets fluctuated at 19 per cent in 
1991- 92, 11 per cent in 1992-93 and 18 per 
centin 1993-94. Short-term bank borrowings 
to inventories fell by 28 percentage points 
in 1992-93 and rose by 15 percentage points 
in 1993-94. Debt-equity ratio fluctuated at 
191 per cent in 1991-92. 427 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 136 per cent in 1993-94. 

The company has plans to set up a Rs 200 
crore steel project using the mini-blast 
furnace route, which will niuiiulacture 
billets, bars, nmnds, etc. Bharat Forge, the 
flagship company, will c^)nsumc a part of 
the output. Tlic company invested Rs 11 
lakh on its research ani.1 development 
activities in 1993-94. 

HIGHER MOTORS 

In the Red Still 
Richer Motors was incorporated in 1982 in 
technical and financial collaboration with 
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation and 

Mitsubishi Corporation, Japan, for the 
manufacture of li ght commercial vehicle.s of 
6 ton gross vehicle weight. The company 
has been incurring losses for the past two 
years. The loss was lower in 1993-94 com¬ 
pared to the previous year. Net sales were 
up by Rs 21.39 crore (20 per cent) and 
operating profit by Rs 5.21 cn>re (410 per 
cent). Net profit was down by Rs 9.78 crore 
(54 per cent). Depreciation and interest 
charges were up by 70 per cent and 5 per 
cent, respectively. Non-operating profit and 
other income fell by 78 per cent and 53 per 
cent, respectively. All these had a negative 
impact on the margins of the company. 
Fjiports and imports increased by 162 per 
cent and 29 per cent, re.spectively. 

Debt-equity ratio fluctuated at 184 per 
cent in I Wl-92, 268 per cent in 1992-93 
and 147 per cent in 1993-94. .Short-term 
bunk borrowings to inventoric.s fluctuated 
at 8 per cent in 1991-92, 11 per ceni in 
1992-93 and 1 perceiU in 1993-94. .Sundry 
creditors to current assets ratio after being 
steady for two years at 39 per cent increased 
by 2percentage points in 1993-94. Sales to 
total asset.s fluctuated at 161 per cent in 
1991-92, 128 per cent in 1992-93 and 133 
per cent in 1993-94, while sales to gross 
fixed assets declined from 502 per cent in 
1991-92 to 380 per cent in 1992-93 and 
347 per cent in 1993-94. Inventories to 
sales fell by 2 percentage points in 1992-93 
and by 7 percentage poi nts in 1993-94, Export 
to .sales has shown steady increase by 1 
percentage point in 1992-93 and 5 |ier- 
centage points in 1993-94. Raw materials 
consumed to the value of production 
marginally fluctuated at 78 per cent in 
1991- 92. 79 per cent in 1992-93 and 77 
per cent in 1993-94. Net value added to 
value of production fluctuated at 9 per 
cent in 1991-92. 6perccnt in 1992-93 and 
8 per cent in 1993-94. Remuneration to 
employees rose by 21 percentage points in 
1992- 93 and fell by 17 percentage points 
in 1993-94. 

The reason for its loss, according to the 
company, was the continued appreciation of 
yen, pushing up the cost of imported 
components, recessionary tendencies in the 
industiy. loss of production due to hike in 
customs duty on imports coupled with 
transporters’ strike, high i|cpreciution and 
interest charges. The commercial vehicles 
iiKlusiry grew by 24 per centin l‘W.3-94. 
FnKluclion was up by 20 (K-r cent for' the 
year With a view to fiiiance the company's 
customers, it has flouted an Auto Finance 
Division. 

Eichcr Motors invested Rs 81 lakh in 
R and D in 1993-94. Tlie major focus was 
on technology uh.sorpliun, adoption and 
innovation. 

EPW Research Foundatjon 

ETERNIT EVEREST 

Low Margins 
Etemit Everest, of the Brussels-ba.sed Rtemit 
Group, manufactures fibre-based asbestos 
cement prcxlucts. The company enjoys a 
mariect share of roughly 30 per cent. Net 
sales were up by 9 percent (Rs 9.45 crore). 
operating profits were down by 9 per cent 
(Rs 1.88 crore) ami net sales by 1 per cent 
(Rs 14lakh). Intense competition and price- 
cutting have put pressure on margins Rise 
in other income by 304 percent (Rs 1.40 
lakh), tall in interest charges by 25 percent 
(Rs 16 lakh), in ilcpreciulion by 1 per cent 
(Rs 3 lakh) and in taxation by 17 per cent 
(Rs 1.60 crore) helped in arresting the fall 
in net prol'il. Exports increased by 650 per 
ccnt(Rs 39 lakh) and imports by 14 percent 
(Rs 3.03 crore). A .30 per cent dividend was 
declared for the year. 

Debt-equity ratio showed a consistent fall 
from 8 per cent in 1991-92 to 4 per cent in 
1992- 93 to 2 [)er cent in 1993-94. Sundry 
creditors to cuiTcni as.scts fluctuated at 66 
percent in 1991-92. 65 percent in 1992-93 
and 72 per cent in 199.3-94. Sales to total 
assets fluctuated at 1.39 per in 1991-92.147 
per cent in 1992-93 and 135 per cent in 
1993- 94. .Sale.'* to gross fixed as.sets have 
risen steadily in the past three years from 
.311 per cent in 1991-92 to 329 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 339 per cent in 1993-94. 
Inventories to sales, after being steady at 27 
percent during 1991 -93, nise by 4 percentage 
|X)ints in 1993-94. Growth in inventories 
fluctuated at I24percentm 1991-92,19pcr 
cent ui 1992-93 and 24 per cent in 1993-94 
Raw materials consumed to value of 
puKluction was steady at 49 per cent from 
1991 -93 and then rose lo 59 per cent in 
1993- 94. Return on investment grew by 4 
percentage points in 1992-93 and has fallen 
by 6 percentage points /n 1993-94. Ranting 
per .share fluctuated at Rs 13 in 1991-92. 
Rs 16 in 1992-9.3 and Rs 8 in 199.3-94. 
Net value added lo v.ilue of production 
rose by 3 peicenlagc points in 1992-93 and 
fell by 5 percentage points in 1993-94. 
Remuneration to employees fluctuated at 
49 per cent in 1991-92, 38 per cent in 
1992-93 and 45 per cent in 1993-94. 

Tlie company has plans to modernise its 
lecluiology and fewus on markolingof internal 
panelling and low cost roofing aimed at the 
rural market. The company also plans to 
embark on an expansion-cum-di versification 
plan. 

A new factory has been set up in Nashik 
to manufacture a range of ccment-ha.sed 
products for various applications in the buil¬ 
ding mutcri al s industry. The plant is expected 
to he commissioned by the end of 1994-95. 
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Kalyanl EUdlcr Eternlt GoocBu* Godrej 
Finandal Indicitfors -Skdl- Motor*_ _Emea-Uosiui_Ppod* 

March March March March March March March March Match h&wch 
1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

Inciane/appropil^oiii 
1 Net lales 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total income 
5 Raw mateiiala/slores and spares 

consumed 
6 Other manufacturing expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 (grating profit 

10 Interest 
11 Gross profit 

12 Depreciation 
13 Profit before tax 

14 Tax provision 
15 Profit after tax 
16 Divideiids 
17 Retained profit 
liabfllties/asseta 
18 Paid-up capital . 
19 Reserves and surplus 
20 Long term loans 
21 Short term loans 
22 Of which bank borrowings 
23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
23 Inventories 
26 Total assets/liabilities 
MUcellaiieaus items 
27 Excise duty 
28 Gross value added 
29 Total foreign exchange income 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 
Key financial and pctformance ratios 
31 Tdmover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 
34 Return on investmem (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Pnifit before tax to sales (%) 
38 Tax provision to profit before tax (%) 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 
42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest and 

corresponding last year’s price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjust^ for 

revaluation) (%) 
43 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Total remuneration to employees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Total remuneration to employees 

to value of production (%) 
49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 
50 Growth in invemont)*(%) 

■ 

11051 10481 12794 10655 11045 
11221 10722 13049 10232 11704 

1400 866 63 136 186 
12621 11608 13112 10368 11890 

7802 6798 10073 8115 6808 
2508 2132 841 679 313 

794 642 384 370 1410 
-659 -844 1166 1077 1577 
2176 2880 648 127 1782 

706 2489 753 716 48 
1412 1288 -96 -547 1734 
458 396 211 124 190 
951 889 -307 -671 1544 

0 0 0 0 730 
951 * 889 -307 -671 814 
548 455 0 0 296 
403 

• 

0 -307 -671 518 

1479 917- 2000 1000 987 
14881 4519 25 25 2743 
22249 23264 2990 2753 102 
4006 3937 979 1307 46 

969 375 31 308 1 
29982 18069 ' 3679 2799 3256 
2803 2093 787 584 1749 
3179 2422 2375 2736 3M9 

47066 36860 9619 8281 8180 

880 561 1065 1014 62 
1650 4121 1311 797 3090 

32 15 1029 402 45 
4204 5967 2019 1590 2414 

23.5 28.4 133.0 128 7 135.0 
25.9 32.1 213.4 209.5 284.8 

5.5 22.8 35.6 28,5 94.9 

3.0 3.5 -1.0 -6.6 21.2 
12.8 12.3 -0.'8 -5.1 15,7 
19.7 27.5 .5.1 1,2 16.1 
8.6 8.5 -2.4 -6.3 14.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 47.3 

5.8 16.4 -15.2 -65.5 21.8 
40.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 30.00 

6.43 9.69 -1.54 -6.71 6.25 
110.6 59.3 10.1 l(r.3 37.8 

17.1 14.4 -37.5 0,0 26.7 

136.Q 428.0 
n 

147.7 268.6 2.7 

30.5 15.5 1.3 11.3 0.0 
38.0 62.1 129.7 120.8 451.4 

48.1 1.5.6 ;29.3 46.4 45.6 

7.1 6.0 2.9 12.0 
65.9 124.0 31.4 12.1 6.1 

31.26 0.58 -13.19 -21.11 24.52 

lOlOO 20622 17360 10750 1170 
10380 20334 17266 11142 8285 

46 88 58 28 40 
10426 20422 17324 11170 8325 

5424 12570 10543 8147 5359 
256 644 577 1192 1732 

1264 1316 1226 291 298 
1512 3519 2902 1028 635 
1970 2373 2076 512 301 

64 630 575 258 279 
1905 1743 1580 551 211 

187 221 63 103 104 
1718 1522 ' 1517 448 107 
890 700 770 0 0 
828 822 747 448 107 
148 250 215 0 0 
680 572 532 448 107 

493 715 715 1425 1229 
2745 3938 3384 I 42 42 

148 1734 1110 1071 869 
37 2162 2195 1644 577 

0 1694 1710 219 195 
3069 4253 3190 2306 2136 
1564 1313 1075 693 621 
2826 3746 3785 1369 833 
6848 12876 11132 4994 3539 

441 5812 5773 82 93 
3251 3807 3536 1502 1021 

6 854 525 0 0 
2116 2096 1479 13 0 

147.5 160.2 1.55.9 215.3 230.9 
295.1 241.2 234.5 257,1 300.7 

105.9 89.5 110.8 65.1 47.8 

27.8 13.5 14.2 11.0 6.0 
18.9 8.5 9,1 5.1 2.6 
19.5 11.5 12.0 4.8 3.7 
17.0 7.4 8.7 4.2 1.3 
51.8 46.0 50.8 0.0 0.0 

25.6 17.7 18.2 30.5 8.4 
30.00 35.00 30.00 0.00 ■ 0.00 
16.60 11.50 10.45 3.14 , 0.67 
65.7 65.1 57.3 10.3 10.3 

12.2 17.4 19.1 0.0 0.0 

4.6 37.3 27.1 73.0 68.4 

0.0 45.2 45.2 16.0 23.4 
522.4 118.4 131.9 51.2 370.9 

38.9 34.6 34.7 19.4 2^.2 

12.2 6.5 7.1 Z6 3.6 
10.0 33.3 29.5 8.0 1.6 

19.29 -1.03 -4.99 64.35 -6-61 
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Rise ki Sales 

SI^ a^.u^pcr Aeatia 1991-^ 
to per ceatin 1992-^ ud l2 per cent in 
1993-94. K*w nMtoialrconttuii^ to value 
of production fell by 18 percentage points 

bOODU^ 

EidargedCapadty 
Ooodlass N«oUc Painte is a 72-year old 
Bombay-based company engaged in the 
manufacture of paints, mumels, varnishes, 
oils, pigments, colouia, aUcyds and resins. 
Net sales increased ISper cent (Rs 32.62 
croaelin 1993-94, operadng profit by 14pcr 
c«it (Rs 2.97 crore) and net profit 10 per 
cent (Rs 75 lakh). Taxation fell by 9 per cent 
(Rs 70 lakh) but depreciation wd interest 
charges were «q> by 250 per cent (Rs 1.58 
errare) and 9 per cent (Rs 55 Iskh), respec¬ 
tively. Other income was up by 51 pa cent 
for the yew. But for the rise in depreciation 
and interest charges the margins would 
have been higher. A dividend of 35 per 
cent was declared fbrtbe year as agamst 30 
per cent in the (Bvviout yew. Exports and 
iimxMts weit i4» by 70 per cent (Rs 3.41 
crore) and 40 per cent (Rs 5.57 Orore), 
respectively. 

Sales 1o tobd assets increased steadily 

Use Bombay-based Oo^j Poods has done 
well for the yew. Net saha were up by 31 
per cent (Rji 25.8 crore), operatmg profit by 
70 per cent (Rs 2.11 crore) and net profit 
by 318 percent (Rs 3.41 crore). A marginal 
fall in depreciation and interest charges by 
7 per cent nil taxation, and a 57 per cent 
increase in non-operating profit he^ed in 
increas'mg margins. Other income fell by 30 
per,cent Imports were up by Rs 13 lakh. 

Debt-equity ratio increased steadily for 
the past three yean from43per cent in 1991- 
92 to 68 per cent in 1992-93 and 73 per cent 
in 1993-^. Sundry creditors tocuirent assets 
was steady at 34 per cent from 1991-93 but 
fell by 25 percentage points in 1993-94. 
Short-term bank borrowings to inventories ■ 
declined by 12 percentage points in 1992- 
93 and by 7 percentage points in 1993-94. 
Sales to totalassets fluctuated 8t201 pweent 
in 1991 -92,230per cent in 1992-93 and215 
per cent in 1993-94, while sales to gross 
fixed assets steadily increased 0-om 355 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 382 percent in 1992-93 
and 466 per cent in 1993-94. Inventories to 

in 1982-93 and increased by 9 pwcentsge 
points in 1993-94. Earning per share 
increased from Rs 0.87 in 1992^93 to Rs 3 
in 1993-94. Return on investment showed 
s rise by 6 percentage points. Net value 
added to the value of {production registered 
a sharp increase of 10 (>ercentage {wints in 
1992-93 and then grew marginally by 1 
percentage point in 1993-94.Remuner^n 
to employees fell from 150 {>er cent in 
1991-92 to 29 per cent in 1992-93 and 19 
percent in 1993-94, while remuneration to 
employees to value of production remained 
steady at3{>ercentduring 1991-93 and then 
fell by 1 {>ercentage |»int in 1993-94. 

The company has agreed to be the Indian 
distributor for the Blue Diamond almond 
growers of California. Heinz, Conagra and 
Grand Met are the three food giants who 
have been seeking atie-up with the company. 
Grand Met initially plans to launch its 
Pillsbury range of food products in India. 
The company is also to introduce flesh fruit 
juices in te trapack containers for the domestic 
and export markets. 

from 151 {>er cent m 1991-92 to 155 percent 
in 1992-93 and 160 per cent in 1993-94. 
Saks to grow fixed assets fell from 802 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 544 per cent in 1992-93 
and484per cent ia 1993-94. Sundry creditoni 
to cuirent assets rose Atom 32 per cent in 
1991- 92 to 37 p« cent ki 1992-93 and 40 
per cent in 1993-94. Retura on investment 
fluctuated at 11 (wr cent in 1991 -92,14 per 
cent in 1992-93 and 13 per cent in 1993-94. 
Gross saving to gross capital formation fell 
by 45 percentage {xunts. Raw materials 
consumed to value of production fell by 4 
percentage points in 1992-93 and rose 
marginally by I percentage point in 1993-94. 
Export to sales grew by 2 percentage 
(Mints for 1992-93 and 1993-94. Earning 
()er share rose from Rs 6 in 1991-92 to 
Rs lOin 1992-93 and Rs 11 in 1993-94. 
Net value added to value of production 
fluctuated at 16 per cent in lWl-92, 20 
percent in 1992-93 and 17 per cent in 
1993-94, Debt-equity ratio rose by 10 
peroentage poinU in 1992-93 and 1993-94. 
Shoit-term bade borrowings to inventories 
was 54 per emt in 1991-92 and has 
since then been steady at 45 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 1993-94. Remuneration to 
emplbyees stood at 39 {ler cent in 1991 -92 
and has been steady at 34 per cent during 
1992-94. 

IVe compaHy’s new umt at Kazqntr with 
a licensed cecity of 15,000. MT for the 
maikfacturc df paints, enamels and vw- 
nishes oontmencedconunercial production 
in August 1993. Hie two wholly-owned 
Subsidiaries, Saurasbtra Paints'and ONP, 
Cmdsatisfaclerily. 
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CURRENT STATISTICS _, _BPW 
{■onigB direct mvenment (PDI) approve]* had touched R* 27,470crate (9 S.76 bitthm) up to the end of 1994, inchidtiig K* 5,230 ctere <|$ 1.57 httUon) 
of ODR propMals u 1994. Actual JaAow wa* R* 5,783 oote ($1.84 billktt). Over SOpcr ceot of it In 1994. About one-fanth of FDI qipiovt^ Were 
m power and oil refining, l) per cent m electrical and non-electncal machinery and 7 j pet cent in iranaportation industry. Agro-based inihistries, 
financial services, hotels and tourism and miscellaneous services have attracted nearly one-third of total FDI. About 48 per cent of PDI ^^ovals have 
gone to Maharashtra, Gujarat and Delhi, with UP (0.6 per cent) and Bihar (0.3 per cent) getting almost nothing. 

Macroeconomic Indicatoi^ 
Index Nwnbete of Whirlwalr Weights Feb 18,_Venation (Per Ont): Point-to-Potat 

Prices (1981-82=100) 1995 Over 12 Months 

Latest Previous 

Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 

1994-95 1993-94 

1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

All Cormnodities 100.0 284.3 I 1 11.5 9.3 10.1 9.4 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
ftimery Aiticles 32 3 296.1 1.2 15.7 8.9 14.3 10.2 11.5 3,0 15.3 ' 17.1 

Food Articlu 17 4 320.1 0.0 13.6 2.7 14.2 5.0 4.4 5.4 20.9 18.9 
Non-Food Articles 10.1 326.8 3.5 22.0 20.0 16.6 19.3 24.9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

Fuel, Power, Light and Lubncanui 10.7 281.4 0.0 1.6 13.1 1.2 12.6 13.1 15.2 13.2 144 
Manufactured ftoducts 57.0 278.2 1 2 11.1 8.7 9.4 8.3 9.9 7.9 12.6 8.9 

Food Products 10.1 775.2 0.1 10.1 12.5 9.2 11.4 12.3 6 8 10.2 13.2 
Food Index (coropuied) 
All Ccmunodities (Average Basis) 

27.5 303.6 0.0 12.4 5.8 12.4 7.1 7.0 5.8 17.1 16" 

(Apnl-Pebniary 18,199^ 1000 267.5 - 8.6 8.0 8.5 8.1 8.3 lO.l 13.7 10.3 

Latest Variation (Per Cent): Point-to-Point 
Cost of Living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Previous 1994-95 1993-94 

Industrial Workers (1982=100) 291" 0.3 9.8 8.6 9.0 9.1 9.9 6.1 13.9 136 
Urban Ncm-Man Emp (1984-85=100) 240'“ 0.8 10.1 6 3 8.1 6 3 6.8 136 134 
Agri Lab (luly 60 to June 61=100) 1297'* 0.9 11.2 9.3 104 10.7 116 07 21.9 16.6 

Feb 3. Variation 
Meaey and Banking (Rs crore) 1995 Over Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Month 1994-95 1993-94 

Money Supply (h^) 502890 7218(1.4) 69324 (16.0) 56076 (15.3) 66741 (18.2) 49344 (15.5) 51653 (194) 
Cuirency with nihlic 98008 1474 (1.5) 15810(19.2) 12157(17.8) 13925(204) 7175 (11.7) 8050 (15.2) 
Deposits with Banks 399976 3532 (0.9) 51136(14.7) 43591 (14.7) 51601 (17.4) 41741 (16.3) 43392 (20.5) 

Net Bank Credit to Govi Sector 217228 144 (0.1) 13442(6.6) 30291 (17.2) 27548 (15.6) 17975 (11.4) 18070(12 9) 
Bank (Credit to Coroinl Sectoi 272210 4796 (1.8) 35007 (14.8) 14102(6 4) 17068 (7.8) 32141 (17 1) 16225 (9.4) 
Net Forrign Exchange As.sets 70645 849 (1.2) 16918(31.5) 14881 (S9.6) 28775 (15.3) 3726 (17.6) 10645 (100.6) 
Reserve Money (Feb 10,1995) 165409 -1864 (-1.1) 26787 (19.3) 22631 (20.4) 27843 (25.1) 11274(11.3) 11726(12.4) 
Net RBI credit to Centre 96712 -564 (-0 6) -71 (-0.1) 6632(6.9) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) 5904 (6.7) 
Scheduled Commercial Banks (Feb 17, 1995) 

Deposits 362981 2973 (0.8) 47849 (15.2) 42287 (15.7) 46560(171) 37814 (16.4) 38216 (19.8) 
Advances 196900 3514 (1.8) 32482 (19.8) 10026(6 6) 12436 (8 2) 26390(21.0) 9291 (8.0) 

Non-Pood Advances 183248 3629 (2.0) 29737 (194) 5599 (3 9) 8272 (5.7) 24317 (20.1) 9127 (8.2) 
Investments 148356 299 (0.2) 15833(11.9) 25079 (23 7) 26867 (25.4) 15460(17.1) 15131 (20.2) 

Index Numbers of Inifaistrial Weights Oct Average for Rscal Year So Par _Variahon (Pw Cent): Fiscal Year Averages_ 
Prodnction (1980-81=100) 1994 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 100.0 '238.1 232.8 (8.0) 215.6 (3.8) 3.0 2.3 0.5 8.4 8.6 8.7 7.3 
Mimng and Quarrying 11.5 245.8 219.4(6.2) 206.5 (3.0) 2.5 0.5 0.9 4.5 6.3 7.9 3.8 
Manufactunng 77.1 225.0 224.4 (8.3) 207.2 (3.1) 2.2 2.1 3.0 9.1 8.6 8.7 7.9 
Electncity 11.4 318.3 303.2 a.7) 281.5 (7.6) 7.3 5.1 8.5 7.8 10.8 9.5 7.7 

Capital Market 
Marl. Month Year 1994-95 So Par 1993-94 Bad of Fiscal Year 
1995 Ago Ago Tloi^ Peak Dough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79= 100) 3528 3638 3982 3384 4604 2037 4286 3779 2281 4285 
(-11.4) (55.2) (65.7) (-46.8) (266.9) 

National Index (1983-84=100) 1707 1759 1916 1641 2176 934 2050 1830 1021 1968 
(-10.9) (66.6) (79.2) (-48.1) (234.1) 

Forclpi Trade Dec 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1 
1994 1994-95 1993-94 

Buxals; Rs crwe 7490 57503 (16.9) 49182(31.8) 69547 (29.5) 53688(21.9) 44042(35.3) 32553 (17.6) 
USSmn 2387 18328 (16.9) 1S681 (2a0) 22173 (19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 18143 (9.1) 

Imports: Rs crore 8587 63814 (23.9) 51477 (8A) 72806(14.9) 63375(314) 47851 (laS) 43193(21(9 
US $ mn 2736 20339(23.9) 16413 (-1.3) 23212(6.1) 21882(12,7) 19411 (-19.4) 24073 (13.2) 

Non-POL US $mn 2230 16138(33.1) 1Z12I (-1.4) 17456(10.6) 15782 (12.3) 14047 (-212) 18045 (3.1) 
Balance of Dade: Rs crore -1095 -6308 -2295 -3259 -9687 -3809 -10640 

US $ ran -349 -2011 -732 -1039 -3345 -1545 -5930 

Peb 24* Feb25» Mar 31 • Variation Ovy 
FonlfB Exchange Reeerve* 1995 1994 1994 Month Year Fiscal Year So Pm 1993-94 1992>93 1991-92 1990-91 
(exdhidlag gold) Ago Ago 1994-95 1993-94 

Rscnxe 61650.0 40914.0 47626.0 -23i) 20736.0 14024.0 20718X) 27430 5385 10223 -1383 
US Sum 19653.0 13082.0 15176.0 -137.0 6571.0 4477.0 6630.0 8724 731 3383 -1137 

1^,474 Bcoaontjc lad Poiitioat WtMdily . 
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Iwigii&n^estnientAppro 
A: Fbtaign Collaboration (FC)A{ipnyvali B.'AcbMl Inflow of PbrnigoDiiectlnveMmeni^Rl 

Invettmant until Deoenber 1994. 

Total Actual Inflow of Foreign Total 
1991-94 1994 1993 1992 1991 Direct Investment 1991-94 1994 1993 1992 1991 

inReqiectof: a (Rs in million) 
1 
i 

Total No of PC ' .n 

Approvals S800 1854 1476 1520 950 
(i) SIA 382 307 585 760 (i) Government's 

(ii) RBI 702 676 736 188 Approval 31532.5 14989.6 9851.6 4779.5 1911.8 
(iii) Fire 770* 493 199 2 

No ctf FC Approvals iovotving (ii) RBI’s Automatic 
foreign investment: 
Total 2828 1062 785 692 289 

Approval 6514.0 3625.9 2412.3 475.8 Nil 

(i) SJA 92 59 243 246 (lii) NRl's 
(li) RBI 201 235 251 41 a) 40 per cent 

(ui) FIPB 769* 491 198 2 sdeme 16504.7 8524.4 4898.0 1479.8 1602.5 
b) 100 percent 

Foreign investment involved scheme 3273.9 2558.7 698.1 17.1 Nil 
Total (Rs.billion) 274.4 141.9 88.6 38.9 5.3 

(i) SIA 3.2 1.6 4.2 3.6 Total fifii+'iii) 57825.1 29698.6 17860.0 6752.2 3514.3 
(u) RBI 5.3 6.6 7.8 1.4 

(lu) Fira 133.4* 80.4 26.9 0.3 
* Includes 22 GDR proposals involving investment of Rs S2.3 billion. 
SIA: Secretarial for Industnal Approvals; RBI: Reserve Bank of India. FIPB: Foreign Investment Promotion Board. 
Source; SIA Newsletter, Mmistry of Industry, Govt of India, January^ 1995. 

C: IndustrywiK Break-up erf Foreign CoUaborahon Approvals T): Statewise'Break~-up ofFoieign Investmmt Approvals' [' ~ 

_August. 1991 to September 1994_ _January 1993 to October 1994 
Sector Total No Investment Per Cent to State Total No Investment Per Cent to 

of Investment Amount Total of Investment Approved Tolti Approved 
Approvals (Rs million) Investment j^iprovals (Rs nuUion) Investment 

Metallurgical Industries 219 22065.9 9.9 Andhra Pradesh 104 10173.53 5.9 
Fenous 107 13883.6 6.2 Assam 2 2.74 0.0 

Fuels 100 55964.0 25.1 Bihar 7 709.69 0.4 
Power 7 22304.0 10.0 Gujarat 84 17609.80 9.0 
Oil refinery 58 29369.9 13.2 Haryana 86 2410.59 1.2 

Bectncal machinery 937 16366.3 7.4 Himachal Pradesh 7 122.49 0.1 
Bectrical equipment 533 6643.1 3.0 Jammu and Kashmir ». „ 
Computer stftware 204 6559.1 2.9 Karnataka 104 2361.08 1.2 

Telecommunications 8,1 1941.3 0.9 Kerala 20 352.34 0.2 
I'ransportstion industry 232 16685.9 7.5 Madhya Pradesh 33 7936.58 4.1 
Non-electncat machinery 999 11779.7 5.3 Mahaiatiitra 283 50990.52 26.0 

Industnal machinery 540 8365.5 3.8 Orissa 15 8134.86 4.2 
Chemicals and allied mdustries 725 • 22029.9 9.9 Punjab 24 4967.67 Z5 

Chemicals (other than for) 614 20140.7 9.0 Rrqasthan 54 276Z51 1.4 
Agro-based industnes 926 36693.0 16.5 Tamil Nadu 169 11601.62 5.9 

Food processing industnes 290 18365.4 8.2 Uttar Pradesh 60 1175.86 0.6 
Construction-based industnes 157 5771.3 2.6 West Bengal 56 10149.51 5.2 

Cement and Gypsum product 32 2232.3 1.0 Cbaudiga^ 7 715.35 0.4 
Financial services 148 18129.0 8.1 Dettu 169 25497.82 13.0 
Hotel and tourism. 77 10845.6 4.9 Goa 14 399.35 0.2 
Miscdlaneous industries 418 4365.0 2.0 Others 352 37994.16 18.7 

Total 5019 222636.7 100.0 Total 1650 196068.27 loao 

Source: SIA Newsletter, October 1994. Source: S!A News]ett«, Noveinbt^ 1994. 

A Correctioii * 

In the issue of Fabiuaiy 18-25,1995, caireat ataiisiics on “Mon^ and Baakuig" contained an error in money nuilt^er ratios; foe relevant Bnesnn 
conecled as fdlows and should read as mult^Ies and not as percentages. The enor is legretted. 

Moaetaiy Ratios Variation Ouarteriy Variations Rdl H&aociftl Yaw Vadatioo 1 
Dec 23,94- Oct 94- 
jBa20,9S Dec94 

July 94- Apr94- Jan94- Oct 93- July!>3- 
Sep94 Jmi94 Mar94 Dec93 Sep93 

i^^3- 
Jun93 

1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

End-Peiiod 
Money midtiidien M3/RM 

IncmiMtal: 
Money nuiitiptier AM3/ARM 

3.15 3.21 

a68 1.95 

3.25 3.09 3.13 3.25 3.32 

-«.20 2.52 UO ' 2.22 1.82 

339 

6.99 

3.13 

^40 

3.31 3.19 

4.38 4.40 

Notes-, (1) SUpenwript ntanaad denotes montb to wbiefa figure ralatea, eg, siqwiaciipt ’’ stands for July, (ii) Figures in bindceis am percentage vatittioiii 
over die period speoiSed or over ttie coraparaUe,period of pievioas year. Od) — means not available. 
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MONEYMAMOETiaEVtEW ' ^"-f 

Pangs of Readjustment 
T7ie rgther painful readjustmmt the money market, from a situaUon 
of externally-injected excess liquicUty to one of liquidity shortage, has 
been seen in (a) selling pressure on equities, PSU bonds, UTI units and 
gilt-edged; (b) drying up of the market for such money market 
instruments as bills and CP; and (c) firming up of interest rates, both 
short- and long-term. 

I Tbeabovesituatioahuundeigoneadnnnatic 

The procejw of leac^uMstont to the sew 
aituation of atringency ia aeon in (a) diattaet 
and dl round adUing presaum on oolporMe 
e(pntiea, PSU bonds, umta of UTI and gih- 
e(^ed securides; (b) drying up of tbe niai^et 
for auch moiwy madcet inattvunenU as bills and 
commercial paper <CP); uid (c) aubatantial 
finning up of interest rates, both short-term and 
long-term. The authorities have been forced 
to formalise the up-ttend in market interest 
rates contrary to tlmir earlier hope of pusMtig 
down the rates so as to help-revive economic 
activity; this they have been forced to do idso 
because the inflation rate hak fonher 

Macro Backdrop change in recent months. The authorities' accelerated, almost threatening to produce a 
measures to restrain capital inflows have . crisis situation. While freeing the lending rates 

THE events of February in the money market 
seem to show that the pangs of readjustment 
fiom a situation of externally-injected excess 
liquidity to that of domestic liquidity shortage, 
which began about three months ago, have 
become acute. For about a year and a half since 
March 1993, tbe Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
injected approximately Rs40,000 crore of cash 
into tbe system by purchase of foreign currency 
assets at a uniform rale of Rs 31.37 per US 
dollar so as to ensure a certain level of export 
profitability. Of this sum, nearly one-half was 
mributable toinflows of portfolio capital which 
generated a situation of abundance in the money 
market and disproportionate appreciation of 
etpiity prices in the capital market. Secondly, 
once the foreign institutional investors (Fils) 
began to book profits and to generally shift 
their attention from the emerging markets to 
markets in the US and other developed 
economies, equity prices have plunged to lower 
levels, as a result of which investments made 

coincided with a drastic curtailment of pertfolio 
investment by the PUs. In turn, the reduced 
foreign inflowcombined widi (a) the leassettion 
of the Indian economy' B high import propenrity 
(non-POL imports rising by 32 per cent in 
1994-9S so far) and (b) sluggish domestic 
saving has suddenly teitdedtoupset the liquidity 
scenario. Simultaneously, there has occurred 
a massive demand for bank credit from the 
commercial sectors. On the one hand, faced 
with serious contractions in budgetary 
allocations, the public sector undertakings 
(PSUs) seem to Ire drawing upon their credit 
Umits with banks, and on the other, the bigger 
private sector companies have also been forced 
to rely on larger amounts of bank credit in 
replacement for GDRs, and other forms 
of earlier non-credit borrowings. (Corporates 
generally had a low credit base as for three 
years their borrowings had been sluggish). The 
govetmnent's massive borrowing programme 
of Rs 25,700 crore (including 364-day treasury 

of scheduled commercial banks forciedit Umits 
of over Rs 2 lakh in October 1994, th'* Utsl 
had justified it on the ground that “perhaps the 
best period for deregulation of interest rates 
would be a period when infiaiionary pressures 
have abated”. While interest rates wens required 
to be brought down on grounds of economic 
revival, its deregulation was certainly 
premature. Within a span of about three to fcair 
months, tbe RBI has been compelled to raise 
the maximum interest rates on term deposits 
of banks by 1 percentage point to 11 per cent 
as of February 10 this year precisely on the 
ground of an accentuation of the inflationary 
situation. This has been immediately followed 
by banks and financial institutions stepping up 
their prime lending rates by 1 full percentage 
point to 14.5 per cent, 15 per cent or 15,5 per 
cent, as the case may be. 

The severity of the growing money market 
stringency and the complexity of the 
readjustment process to the new situation is 

by corporates and Indian financial institutions 
got stuck and could not be unwound. This in 
turn has apparently compelled the corporate 
bodies to ^alodge their holdings of US-1964 
units of the Unit Trust of India (UTI), thus 
imposing a heavy repurchase obligation on the 
UTI. Though the UTI has denied that it was 
resorting to heavy selling in the share markets 
topaythe corporate sector,itcannot be disputed 
that this whole episode has contributed to the 
drying up of liqiridity in both the capital and 
money markets, thus bringing into sh^ focus 
flte growing integration of these two legs of the 
finmcial market with the immense potential for 
destabUisation of both the markets which the 
authorities, who are assiduously promoting and 
iMJtriitg such an integridion, may not care to 
recognise. 

Rnally, much the larger part of the liquidity 
geneniled out of portfolio inflows has been 
used up hy the government essentially to finance 
its whopping revenue deficits in 1993-94 and 
1994-95 (though the final outcome this year 
is yet to be known). This became an extremely 
convenient outlet for banks to deploy their 
deposit resources in the form of excess 
investment inSLR securities when their lending 
activities were hamstrung by both supply 
CMtMnints emanating from capital adequacy 
and other prudential norms for commercial 
leit^g imposed oh them by the RBI and 
dMarid constraints due to sluggish industiial 
aefisritv up to the eaii of March 1994. 

bills) for 1994-95 was predicated on the 
persistence of abundant liquidity. Now, there 
is a backlog of about Rs S,Q00 crore essentially 
due to a large shortfall of Rs 10,637croreuDder 
364-day treasury bills; there is of course excess 
borrowing of Rs 5,597 crore under conversions 
and zero coupon bonds. Besides, disinvestment 
of the guveinmeni's equity holdings in PSUs 
has so far fallen short by R.s 1,300 crore of 
the target of Rs 4,000 crore. Al.so. the strain 
on liquidity has been considerably accentuated 
by over Rs 60,000 crore of primary issues 
during the past two years in the form of public 
and rights issues including private placements 
through bonds of public sector bodies and 
financial institutions. These demands on the 
financial system were in part stimulated by the 
eailier abundance of liquidity whidi cannot be 
met now in the face of an all round shortage. 

reflected in the RBI having to pump as much 
as Rs 3,000 crore in Uecember/January and 
another Rs 3,100 crore in February into the 
money market for brief periods through the 
DFHI' and STCI, despite its inflation and 
primary money growth anxieties and despite 
its conviction that "the crerfit expansion ba.s . 
clearly been excessive to what is warnuited 
by the developments in the real sectors” 
(S S Tarepore, deputy governor, RBI, in s 
speech delivered to the Pune chapter of the 
Indian Banks' Association in early Fifocuary). 
As referred to earlier, this year credit expansion 
may be justified on the ground that it ba^ 
occurred over a low base as, for the preceding 
three years continuously, bsuik credit expansion 
has been unduly poor and that the elpansion 
may also have b^n in replacement of many 
non-hank credit sources the corporates bad 

Table I; Daily Quotations in Call Money Rates (Pee Cent) 

SlMIUSTATISTtCALChAllACrEWSTICS 

Daily Top-End Quotations Daily Quotations of 
Highs and Lows. 

S^l94 Oct 94 Nov 94 Dec 94 Jan 95* Feb 94 Jan 95 

Metui 25.62 7.36 9.61 11.84 22.86 16.21 17.46 
Standard, deviation 
Qjefificiem of 

25,08 3.46 3.16 9,95 19.87 9.68 15.38 

. v ariation 
(percentages) 97.09 47.01 32.88 84.04 86.92 59.72 88.09 

* Revised 
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used earlier, such as the GDRs. commercial 
paper (CP) and bills rediscounting. Banks have 
also been disinvesting a part of their excess 
SLR invcstnTents. 

A more significant fact is that there i.s a 
growing asset-hability mismatch amongst some 
bank.s as they are .said to have overextended 
themselves beyond their deposit base and relied 
excessively on money ma^t borrowings - a 
general refrain now of the Reserve Bank of 
India. But this is a situation of the authorities’ 
own creation; they have considerably increased 
the number of institutional and other 
participants in the overnight money market, 
particularly in a situation where there is some 
interest rate regulation on bank deposits. The 
call money market ought to have remained 
essentially an inter-bank market, thus forcing 
the financial institutions and corporates with 
surplus funds to opt formarketable instruments 
of the money market like CP and bills 
rediscounting and even PSD and other bonds, 
treasury bills and government securities, ail of 
which could have received an impetus and 
consetiuently some depth in trading. This has 
been preventedby the current policy of alio wing 
more participants in the overnight money 
market. This has created another unhealthy 
sitiuuion in that there is now a free flow of 
funds between the money and capital markets 
as all those investment and other financial 
institutions like theUTI, LIC and GIC permitted 
to paiticipaie in the call money maiket have 
large inyestmenis in corporate equities. Above 
ail, availability of their float funds also in the 
call money market undoubtedly entices banks, 

particularly the foreign banks with a limited 
deposit base, to borrow and to extend credit 
even if it is far beyond prudent limits. Having 
thus unboiled the door after the horse has fled, 
obviously the authorities* bemqaning of asset- 
liability mismatch is a cry in wilderness. 

Be that as it may, the growing mismatch 
between banks’ assets and liabilities is evident 
from the fact that (he (piarterty incremental 
credit-deposit ratios of scheduled commercial 
banks, which ranged from 11 per cent to 42 
per cent during each of the six quarters in April 
1993 to .September 1994, jumped to 158 per 
cent in the quarter Octobcr-Deccmber 1994 
and further to a whoppi ng 244 per cent between 
end-December and February 17. The non-food 
credit expansion works out to Rs 30,533 crore 
or 20 per cent in the current fiscal year so far 
as against Rs 5,600 crore or 3.9 per cent in 
the corresponding period last year. It is true 
that dunng the recent period banks have retired 
a part of their excess SLR investment which 
fell from Rs 1,51,093 crore towards end- 
December 1994 to Rs 1,48,356 crore as of 
February 17. 

Given the shortage of liquidity, there has 
arisen a stiff competition for deposits, with 
some banks offering the maximum rale of 11 
per cent (or the earlier 10 per cent) for the 
shortest tenure of 46 days on deposits. Banks 
have also resorted to other ways to generate 
funds, one among them being the costly 
certificates of deposit (CDs). Corporation Bank 
announced an issue of Rs 400 crore in January. 
In February it issued an advertisement for 
attracting d^aits through this route and also 

of fiuBaloo'iias HMOUBceti tt issue of 
Its 1,000 Cfwe vrarth al CDs. The nspense 
to both these issues is not known. 

n 
Market Developments 

Hkih Benchmark Rxm edr Call MoNEr 

After witnessing tuibulence in December 
and January, the money market opened on 
a quiet note in February but this did not last 
long, as by February 6 it had already touched 
13-14 per cent. Further, unlike in the pievioos 
months, the benchmark rate prevailing oh 
majority days of the month has turned out to 
be as high as 15 per cent (Graph A). Apart from 
the growing stringency in the market, banks' 
anxiety to satisfy the new requirement of 
maintaimog 85 per cent CRR on a daily basis 
for the first 13 days of a reporting fortnight 
seem.'! to have played a role. However, the 
expected narrowing of the volatility in call 
money rates as a result of this measure is yet 
to be achieved (Table 1). Also, interestin^y 
the intra-day rates have begun to show larger 
volatility. Now the daily rates invariably open 
higher than the previous day's level, firm up 
as the day progresses and gel settled at lower 
levels towards closing hours, lliis is due to the 
fact that the deficit banks have to borrow 
during the day to be able to satisfy the 85 per 
cent CRR on a daily basis. Hie month of 
February has also seen the reinforcement of 
the State Bank of India’s monopoly position 
in the money market as finand^ institutions 
like the UTI were short of liquid funds. In 
general, the money market players do expre.As 
uneasiness about the monopolistic clout that 
both the SBI and the UTI command. 

In the first week ending February 3, the 
.single-digit call rates led several banks to repay 
the 11 per cent export refinance to the RBI. 
Thi,s week saw a contraction of Rs 7,346 crore 
in RBI credit to banks and commercial sector. 
Besides, the RBI returned to .subsenbers the 
over-subscribed amount onthe last zero coupon 
bond auction and some 364-day treasury bills 
matured during the period. Due to a decline 
in the call rates, the forward premia for the US 
doUarin the Indianinter-bankmarket remained 
soft though still above 6 percent for six months. 

The second week of the month began to 
reflect tightness as the rales rose from single¬ 
digit levels in the previous week to 14-15 per 
cent. In the early part of the week, the State 
Bank was not lending in the market; later when 
it started lending, the rales came down to 
11.75-9.00 per cent by February 10. By then 
most banks had covered their position by 
borrowing under repos through tlw DFHl and 
STCI to hedge against possible high call rates. 
There was a Rs 4,925 crore rise in RBI credit 

Table 2: Cali. Monsy Rates 

(Pen ctnt per annum) 

Items 
PebtaHyl995 January 1995 

24 17(RF) 10 3{RF) 27 20(RF) 13 6(RF) 

WeeUy ranee 1205-15.50 005-60.00 10.50-16.75 0.25-16.00 17.00-13.50 13.50-0.25 27-11 1-60 
Wepkend (Friday) 12.25 005*1.00 10.50-11.50 0.15-3.00 16-13.50 4.00-0.25 20-13 20-1 
Weeidy weij^ited average na 15.27 13.25 10.91 14,56 10.43 14.83 20.03 
DFRl Indliig rates (range) na 15.75-10.50 15.25-3.00 13.50-15.75 8.00-5.25 16.7S-:13 20.5-13.25 
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OtAHi O; Cirr-Onp Yields of PI-Day and 364-Day Treasury Bills 

(Primary Auctions), April 1993 to February 1995 

Dates of Auctioos 

Graph E; Yield Curves tor 364-Day Treasury Bills and GOI 
Securities - Weiohted Average for February 1995 

Period to Maturity is AsoeodtBg Order 

to banks and commerciBl sector during (he 
week ended Febniary 10. Hie period also saw 
an upward movement in forward premia for 
the US dtdiar vis^v/sthe rupee following the 
shortage of dollar due inter olio to a sharp drop 
in pie-shipment export credit in foreign 
Gtaiency at the cost advantage was almost 
wholly wiped out with the cost of forward 
cover worl^ out to nearly 15 pm cent, that 
is, S per cem lending rate and A5 per cent 
forward premia 

Hie Febniary 11 -17 week saw again Sudden 
finning up of the caU money rates detmte it 
being we second lap of the forimght*, the RBI* t 

per cent in the sec<md and 15.27 per cent in the call money market and the RBI is reported 
the third wedc (Table 2). The actual rates ruled to have pump^ in Rs 2,000 crore on February 
generally between 15-16 per cent on February IS and agidn another Rs 1,500 crore the 
14, 25-40 percent on February IS and 25-10 following day. With thw devdqpments on 
per cent on February 16. The indication thm the supply ti^ and with moat baidu covering 
the SBl turned a borrower and resented to their positions by the reporting Friday on 
borrowings from DFW aided the market Febtu^ 17, the ^ rales on that day dipped 
smtiment. Apparently, the SBI was using its to 0.2S-2.00 per cent, 
rupee resources to buy foreign exchange largely Again. during the third week of February 18- 
on behalf of oil companies and the defence 24, w money rates remained firm in the 
establishmem, which generally attempt to use reime.of 13.00-15.50 per cent - a situation 
up their bur^et for the fiscal yw. In fact, stray which continued till the end of the mmith, 
call money quotaiiona were reported to be at reflecting th^ersistence of all round'riiortage 
high as 30 pm cent on February 14 and 60 per of Utpiidmy. nnancud insritntians like the UT1 
centontbenextday. tlua was^petiod w4en couldnot paiticipatea^^yintliecaBmciney 
the SBI and UH were generally abaott from market as riieytimmsdives Bserecash-strai^' 



It was during this period that the UTI was 
expected to repurchase about Rs 1,150 crote 
worth of US-64 units. Though the UT! clarified 
that this repurchase constituted only about 6 
per cent of the US-64 corpus of Rs 18,000 
crote, there was no gainsaying that, as referred 
to earlier, it did create some stringency in the 
money maritet. Besides, it is reported that with 
the tax-concessions for inter-corporate 
dividends hitherto received on units almost 
eliminated and with interest rates ruling high 
elsewhere as in the inter-corporate depn.sit 
market (ranging from 14 to 25 per cent 
depending upon the ri sk profile of a company), 
corporate funds have stopped flowing into the 
units. The UTI has stopped selling US-64 units 
to banks and corporates directly since July 
1994 and instead it has introduced a separate 
US-95 scheme principally for the corporate 
bodies with a minimum subscription level of 
Rs 1 crore. As a result, corporates have been 
moving out of their current holding of US-64 
units which has tended to depress their prices 
even below the repurcha.se price of Rs 17.90. 
Incidentally, as at the end of June 1994, 
corporate bodies held 63,14 per cent or 
Rs 7/50 crore out of a total outstanding unit 
capital of Rs 11,800 crore under the US-64 
scheme (including the rights offer of about 
Rs 2,757 crore). 

Foreign Exchange Market Impulses 

As a mirror image of the short-term domestic 
money market, forward premia in the foreign 
exchange market has not only finned up dunng 
the.monthbut also sustained a slubbombenchmark 
annualised premium, of about 6.5 per cent for 
the rix-mon^ IS! doBar-mpee swap transactions. 
loiUaliy, the forward premium was annind 6 per 
cent wdien the call money rates were soft but 
thereafter it genei^y remained around or above 
6,5ptsreent, ^temi^y .despite market tumours 
of devahtaiion and such other uncertainties, 
impoitera s^ to, have gbne ahead with ss^ 
coiaiMts tu m months, thus generally pu^i« 

■ ■ t 

up the long-lenn premia during the period (Graph 
B), while the premia for the cash/spol transactions 
remained moderate almost throughout the month 
except the fag end of the month when the cash/ 
spot purchases of foreign exchange increased 
(Graph C). 

Towards the la.st 10 days of the month, there 
occurred considerable unsettling of the foreign 
exchange market essentially due to a scramble 
for foreign exchange; it was reported that even 
the havala rate for the US dollar had shot up 
to a high of Rs 36 per dollar. The scarcity was 
reflected in the lupee-dollar exchange rate in 
the inter-hank market touching Rs 31.47 thus 
piercing the recent high of Rs 31.45 reached 
in November 1994. Cash/spol purchases of the 
dollar due to the year-end bulk demand for 
foreign exchange by oil companies and defence 
purchases seem to have already begun to be 
fell in the weakening of the rupee; ills obviously 
serving as a major factor at the margin for 
liquidity shortages in the money market. 

/Vl.so, during the last 10 days of the month, 
the forward premia for the US dollar was 
maiqfained al a high level of over 6.38 per cent 
(six months) due to heavy offering of six- 
month forward .sale by exporters even when 
there was large-scale import demand. The 
month end also saw a scramble for the dollar 
as a result of which the rupee experienced one 
of the most volatile days (February 24) and 
rupce-dollar touched Rs 31.3850. 

OreN Market OreRATioNs. ■ 

On Pebiuary 3, the Reserve Bank announced 
the sale price uf Rs 98.33 for the 12 per cent 
goveromsnl paper maturing i n 1999. At a YTM 
of 12.51 percent the offer was attractive when 
compared with the YTM of 12.39 per cent 
offered by the market on similar piqier. thm 
is. zeid-conpoh bond 1999, The offer was in 
contrast to the 6.25 wr cent 1996 stock put 
on the sale list towards the end of January by 
the centfd bank,,whid> evoked no response 

■'as its yield was below laatkei expectations. 

The RBI was able to sell only Rs 25 cioie 
worth of 12 per cent 1999 security at Rs 98.33 
on February 7 as the market got the better of 
the deal and improved the yield to 12.53 peri 
cent as against the RBI’s 12.5137 per cent by 
offering a price of Rs 98.28 the next day. 

On February 24, the Reserve Bank revised 
its sale price of 12 per cent 1999 security to 
Rs 98.40. This meant a YTM of about 12.53 
’per cent. Even after the improved yield, the , 
market did not. respond favourably. The 
purchase of zero coupon bonds 2000 al the, 
issue price of Rs 54, however, evoked much 
response with the market off-loading Rs 265 
crore worth of this security over two diqip.,. 
February 23 and 24, buck to the Reserve Bank. 
At the issue pnee the YTM was 12.8587 pet 
cent on the first day and had improved Jo 
12.8661 per cent on the second day. 

Primary Market Auctions 

Dated Securities 

The month began with the auction of five- 
year zen> coupon bonds for a notified amount 
of Rs 2,000 crore maturing in the year 2000. 
The Reserve Bank floated the issue on Janiiajy 
28. As if turning the tide against the maiket, 
the auction received more than full respcmiie; 
142 bids were recei ved foran aggregateamo^ 
of Rs 2,393.30 crore. Of these. 106 bids worth 
the notified amount of Rs 2,000 crore at a ettt ; 
off price of Rs 54 were accepted. TTiis »«uke4;,] 
out to a yield of 12.71 per cent. The i^erve j 
Bank had paid a yield of 12.75 pet cent foj J 
the five-year zero coupon bond issued in 1 

As It himed out h^r, the maikiX bad liot 
expected the government to relent to the nuqket 
demand of Mgher yidd but had put in the amdihtl.' 
and expected tej^on. To their sui|Hrue, the 
Reserve Bank upped the yield consufetaldy ^ 
accepted bids up to Rs 2,000 crore. Having been 
caught unawares, the madeel looked for a way 
out and off loaded Rs 26S crore worth of zero- i 
coupon bonds '2,000 in favour of the Reserve | 

fioppiBI^ aM.jPe|IRh^.We4i4% . .N^b 1-1,1993 



ft; 9J4iw) Trauatry BitU 

t- ' nett were the iinul four weekly euctione 
. of 91-day trea«ity bitU during the month and 

''- ^rwo fonmghlly auctions of 364-day treasury 
' fciHaPorevenanoiifjedamountoflltSOcrore, 

^ Reserve Bankfound it increasingly difficult 
j|o idtract response despite hiking the yield rate 
;at each successive auction for the 91-day 
iieasury bills. The cut-off yield on this paper 
Ms raised from 11.10 per cent inauctiont of 

^“. i^Thowaty-end or early l^bfuary to 11.48 per 
^ ' Cdttt towards the month end. nis was a clear 

1. 3.25 percentage points mote than the cut-off 
. ^'jfpld rates a year ago. Even when the interest 

rates weie n^g very high, the highest cut¬ 
off yield accepted on this instrument was only 

/. Tf.lO per cent in April 1993. Since then it 
. Steadily declined for more than a year and a 
I'iudl. tottil September 1994. What is more, 

V,''. ' despite such high return for investors, the 
,,'tonOunt Md at the cut-off price (or higher) was 

\ ' f puny atRs 2-4 crore in each of the February 
'juactions, whereas Iasi year the RBI obtained 
armuch as Rs 400 crore each. The only saving 

;i(raoe was that one stale government kept on 
.:: aubscribing as a non-coropeiiti ve bidder for Rs 

I:' SO crore and walked away with a substantial 
: vpottion each time (ranging from Rs 46 to Rs 48 
: crore) to book reasonable profits (Table 3). 

- i64-Day Treatury Bills 

Similariy, the response for 364-day treasury 
^s too was extremely thin. By the end of the 
motah, the government paid almost the same 
rate of return on 364-day bills as it paid on 

• V 91-day bills. The cut-off yield rates on 364- 
.. bills at the two auctions of February were 

,' ‘ 11.23 percent and 10.48 percent respectively; 
, -. ,'fiie.latlerrate has been the highest ever offered 

. dnthe 364-day treasury bill since its inception 
: on April 28, 1992, the earlier highest being 

'} Tl-42pefcentofieredduringauctionsofApril- 
^ ^ae 1992. Last year, the corresponding rates 

were 10.75 per cent and 10.63 per cent. Total 
,/'.!aiBOum collected during February this year 

. against these auctions was Rs 30 crore as 
agiaost Rs 3,028 crore in February 1994 

s '(Table 4). 

fj^gi^yoiKiMbade^IttdetniMda^ 
foe month also came to oai^ aa the Reserve 
Bank received oniy one bid and that too was 
rejected (Table 5). Aa foe pnipose of foe Id- 
day repo operation of foe central bank was to 
even out liquidiiy in the money maiicet, it 
seems to have outlived its utility paiticulariy 
afier the prescription of 85 per cent CRR 
maintenance by banks on adaily basis; the RBI 
has not undertaken the second repo auction of 
the month. 

Implications for Limits on Ad Hoc 
Treasury Bills 

The distinctly poor response to 91-day and 
364-day treasury bills even after offering the 
highest ever yield rates has a lesson to offer 

foe use of *d hM tteaMiy bdts for flnaii^ 
foe budget deficit to Rs 6,000 crore during 
1994-95 and to phase out foe automatic 
monetisation of the budget d^icit in the 
subsequent two years; from 1997-98, this 
instiumem is to be totally abolished. Under the 
agreement, if Yiet issues of ad hoes exceed 
Rs 9,000 crore for more than 10 consecutive 
working days during the current fiscal year, 
the iUBI would automatically reduce foe level 
of ad hoes by auctionittg treasury bills or by 
selling fresh government of India dated 
securities in the inukei. The government wifi 
easily sail through the current year as its 
dependence on the RBI so far has biren limited 
btfl some similar ceilings, probebly somewhat 
lower, for the next two yean, 1995-96 and 

Tabls 4: Auctions or 364-Dav TtaAsuav Bills 

lAmomt in rupees, crore) 

Dale of 
Auction 

Bids Tendered _BidiAcMOted Cut-off 
Price 

(Rupees) 

Cut-off 
Yield Rale 
(Percent) 

No Face Value 
(Amount) 

No Face Value 
(Amount) 

1994 
Feb 2 120 3840.00 36 1713.00 90.29 10.75 
Feb 16 131 3459.00 31 1315.00 90.39 10.63 

1995 
Febl 11 27.00 9 24.00 89.90 11.23 
Feb 15 9 11.00 5 6.00 89.70 11.48 

Table 5: RBI’s Repuschase (REK)) AixmioNS 
(Amount in rupees, crore) 

Date of Repo Period Bids Tendered Bids Accepted C^t-off Repo 
Auction in No of No Face Value No Fhce Value Yield Rale 

Days (Amount) (Amoust) (Percent) 

1994 
Jan 7 14 . 27 1148 17 902 6.25 
Jan 21 14 6 166 T 35 • 6.25 
Feb4 14 39 2612 15 1317 6.20 
Pebl8 14 15 742 9 477 6.20 

1995 
Jan 6 14 1 10 All rejected 
Jan 20 14 1 ■ 5 All rejected 
Feb 3 14 1 5 All rejected 

Table 3; Auctions op 91 -Dav Treasusy Bius 
(Amount in rupees, crore) 

Date of Notified Bids Tendered Bids Acceoted Subscription Cut-off Cut-off Amount Outstandima (Ruoees)® 
'Auction Amount 

(Rupees) 
No Face Value 

(Amount) 
No Face Value 

(Amount) 
Devolved 
on RBI 

(Amount) 

Price in Yi^ Rate 
(Rupees) (Per Cent) 

Total With 
RBI 

Outside 
Iffil 

i91>4 
Pbb4 400 41 536 32 400 0.00 97.93 8.46 3550.00 589.00 2961.00 

400 47 705 20 . 400 0.00 97.95 8.37 3750.00 589.00 3161.00 
18 400 34 572 27 400 0.00 97.95 8.37 3950.00 589.00 3161.00 

FW>25 400 50 1576 . 21 400 0.00 97.98 8.25 4!I50;00 589.00 3561.00 
1995 

Feb3 50 13 21 2 3,5 0.00 9730 11.10 1646.00 370.:;w 127175 

Feb lb 50 
(1) 

9 
■ (50) 

9 
(1) 

4 
(46.5) 

4 0.00 97.27 1123 1446.00 37P25 1075.75 

Frt>l7 50 
(1) , 

9 
t (50) 

9 
(1) 

3 
(46) 

3 0.00 9723 11.40 1246.00 332.25 913.73 

Fbb24 50 
(1) 

9 
(50) , 

9 
(1) 

2 
(47) • 

2 0.00 9721 11.48 104600 . 223.00 823JO 

(1) (50) (1) (48) ' 

Figures in bndtetanpieaeatinmibeiS and amounts of noa-ccunpetiilve bids ndncl) are not iadudediatetoiril.. 

•<8 Outslandlag 

..... 



■L9M-97. vfilifiiMwIiriotH nbplioaliiMiii ^'the 
Jpnmey iwukd MM, M aim geMcflil tatea 
iniani«l in Uk economy. 

SecXlNDAKY Markst 

NSE and SQL Transactions 

The secondary market, especially the 
rcpu.s in government paper, witnessed 
considetable activity during the month. Though 
substantial amounts were traded in dated 
securities and 364-day treasury bills through 
outright sales, the amounts recorded in repo 
deals far outpaced outright transactions 
(Appendix Table). Of the total amoum of SGL 
iranshctions worth Rs 8,403 crure in February, 
as much as Rs 6,083 crore, or 72.4 per cent, 
was in the form of repos. Among the repo 
transactions also, a somewhat larger amount 
wa.s traded in government securities than in 
treasury bills. In fact, on days close to the 
reporting Fridays, phennmen^y high levels 
of over Rs 1,000-2,000 crure were transacted 
in repos of dated securities. 

The action of banks clearly indicated that 
they used the repo mode of transactions to 
overcome thcirprublcm of short-term lit|uidity. 
The preference for large amounts of repos in 
govern ment securities despite holding of Rs 
.30.000 crore worth of excess SLR securities 
also indicated that the returns on this paper still 
make the holders keep them rather than sell 
them ofl'. 

State government paper also was actively 
traded. Though in terms of amounts the deals 
constituted only a fraction of the total value 
traded in gilt-edged paper, in terms of number 
of deals state government paper was quite 

liigaUleiiM. The aemnRiiM 
Kotih, Andhra Pmiieah, dcgMnt. TamS Nadu. 
Bihar and West Bengd were active in the 
secondary market. Hus indicated that the baidcs 
and institutions parting wUh state government 
securities were anxious to mimmuetheirlosses, 
if any. 

The National Stock Exchange performance 
continued to be stable with alarge gap between 
the order value and the traded value (Table 6), 
though the size of trading in February has been 
significantly higherthan in earlier months. The 
NSE data also reveal that the selling pressure 
on money market instruments persisted during 
the month. 

Increasing Inversion of the Yield Curve 

The phenomena of rising yields on various 
money market insiiuments and the yields of 
short-term government paper rising at a faster 
pace than those of long-lerm securities, thus 
contributing to an inversion of the yield curve, 
began in last December. These phenomena 
have notonlypersistedinthe monthsofJanuary 
and February bm have got funher intensified 
with the spread between yields on short-term 
and long-term sccurilies getting increasingly 
widened. Generally, in February the yields to 
maturity for 91-day treasury biUs worked out 
to over 1.3 per cent. those for 364-day treasury 
bills worked out to 12.S-13 per cent and those 
for dated government securities 12-12.8 per 
cent. As graphs E, F and G cleariy indicate, 
the inversion of the yield curves is gelling to 
be very distinct. The liieralurc on yield curve 
based on the expencnce of advanced countries’ 
money markets tells us that an inverted yield 
curve derived f^m secondary market 

mnsoMons genbaBy poiteads an anunaws 
rip of a slow-down mecDmmric activity; widi 
expectations of weaker real income gnuMh, 
interest rales in general and shoit-^erm rales 
in particular should dedine. These expectations 
are also associated with an expected fall in 
inflation rate. In India, the secondary markets 
lack technical depth and are also contrallcd by 
a few large operators; they fiox: various other 
stiuclural disabilities. Hence, it is (tifficuh to 
read too muchinto thcirexprotational abilities. 
The only stateroem that can be made wMi 
ceriainly is that the money market in India has 
been facing increasing sirii^micy and that the 
operators in it are using various short-term 
insiiuments to cope with the situation. 

Other Instruments 

Othe rinstruments. such as commercial paper, 
certificates of deposit and commercial bills 
remained steady during the month. During the 
second reporting fortnight of the month, 
however, the rales finned up by a 6iU one and 
a quarter percentage points indkaling the 
overall firmness prevriling at the short-MMi of 
the market. 

Commercial paper for 90 days in the 
seoindary market was quoted in the mge 
of 12.2.5-13.7.5 per cent; there were no quotes 
for 180-day paper. Commercial paper issued 
by BPL, Kotak Mahindra Finance, SAIL and 
Volias were traded in small amounts. 
Interestingly, the ml es on this instiuroeni firmed 
up in the second fortnight of the month and 
ranged between 13.50-14,25 per cem. 

Certificates of deposit remained steady at 
13-15 per cent for one-year paper. There 
were no quotes for 91 -day paper. Typically. 

Table 6: OrERAnorei or Nationai Stock Exchancie (NSE) dumno Februaky 1995 

[)e.<icripiers Week ending February: Amount in Crore of Rupee.') 
17_10_ _3_ 

Order Actual Order Actual 
Traded 
Amount 

Order Actual 
Traded 
Amount 

Order Actual 
Trasliful 

Buy Sell Tola] 1 Amount Buy Sell Total , Buy Sell Total Buy Sell Total Amotmt 

1 Treasury bills 
1) 91-day bills . . _ 

ii) 364-day biUs 132.75 149.75 282.50 102.75 141.00 141.00 282.00 131.00 75.00 70.00 145.00 45.00 25.50 85.50 111.00 2330 
Sub-total: 
Traded value 132.75 149.75 282.50 102.75 141.00 141.00 282.00 131.00 75.00 70.00 145.00 45.00 25.50 8530 ■111.00 2S.S0 

2 Dated securities 
A GOI securities 
i) Convened 141.17 116.17 257.34 41.17 10.00 50.00 60,00 10.00 172.00172.00 344.00 102.00 35.90 50.90 >6.80 35.90 
ii) Regular - 20.00 20.00 .. - - - - 10.00 10.00 20.00 10.00 45.14 45.14 90.28 45.14 
lii) Zero coupon - 
B Stale giwts 

slocks S.S6 

. - 97.60 117.60 215.20 97 60 45.00 90.00 135.00 35.00 13.00 18.00 31.00 8.00 

15.56 21.12 0.56 0.16 2.16 2.32 0.16 1.07 1.07 2.14 1.07 0.11 0.11 0.22 0.11 
Sub-total: 
Traded value 146.73 151.73 298.46 41.73 107.76 169.76 277.52 107.76 228.07273.07 501.14 148.07 94.15 114.15 208.30 89.15 

3 PSUbombi 
i) Tax free 6.69 35.69 42.38 6.69 12.00 75.00 87.00 12.00 19.00 ‘62.00 81.00 14.00 12.50 5430 67.00 1230 
ii) Taxable 10.09 106.18 116.27 0.08 10.32 90.32 100.64 10.32 1.46 41.46 42.92 1.46 1.32 11.32 12.64 1.32 
SulMotal: 
Traded value 16.78 141.87 158.65 6.77, 22.32 165.32 187,64 22..32 20.46103.46 123.92 15.46 13.82 65.82 79.64 1.3.82 

4 Commercial papers - - 21.00 21.00 42.00 21.00 - - - 26.00 26.00 5X00 26.00 
5 Ddieniures 0.30 0.30 - 0.75 - 0.75 - 1.85 0.95 2.80 0.95 2.91 2.76 5.67 2.76 
6 Fkiating rate bonds - - - - 10.00 10.00 - - - - - - - - 
7 Cettifioiies of 

depo.Mts — _ - - - - - - 

Gnmd total 
(volume) 296J6 443-35 739.91 I51J15 292.83 507.08 799.91 282.08 315.38 447.48 772.86 209.48 16238 29433 456.61 15733 

(-) No trading 
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. AmMt>i)rTA>LK58R0««MRYT<MraAcric»aiN<3tLT'&x]Si>SBCuitrriBs;RBI'jcSOL'DATA 

Deacriptioos Week ending Febniaiy I99S; Yidd to Maturity on Actual Trading Total forthe month 
_24 _17_ 10_ _3_ of ^ebntarv 1995 

Amt YTM CY Amt YTM CY Amt YTM CY Amt YTM CY XnryTM~CY 

1 Treasury nils 
A 91-day bills 

i) Feb 18,1995 - - - 75.00 15.02 - - - - - - - 75.00 15.02 
U) Feb 25,1995 - . - - - - 1.00 15.11 - - - - 1.00 15.11 

iii) Mar 4,1995 - - - - - - 4.00 15.16 - - - - 4.00 15.16 
Sub-total (volume) - - 75.00 15.02 - 5.00 1.5.15 - - - - 80.00 15.03 
6 364-day bills 

i) Feb 17,1995 - - 57.57 14.16 - 80.10 12 30 - 12.27 13.54 - 149.94 13.12 
ii) Mar 3.1995 112.23 12.56 - 89.04 12.17 - 45.70 12.50 * 14.00 •12.29 - 260.97 12.40 

iii) Mar 17.1995 69.77 12.68 35.20 12.74 - 14.00 12.61 - 26.00 12.44 - 144.97 12.64 
iv) Apr 3,1995 - - - 14.00 13.34 - - - - - - - 14.00 13.34. 
v) Apr 28,1995 305.00 13.38 - 31..50 13.20 - - - - 18.01 12.33 - 354.51 13.31 

Vi) May 12,1995 5.00 12.97 - 10.80 12.88 - 10.00 12.81 - 0.50 11.97 . 26,30 12.85 

vh) Jun9.1995 - . - 7.00 12.91 - . - - - - 7.00 12.91 
viii) Aug 18.1995 5.00 13.21 - 15.00 12.72 - 10.00 12.78 - 20.00 12.57 50.00 12.72 

ix) Sept 1,1995 45.00 13.28 - 30.00 13.16 - 28.00 13.07 94.50 12.52 - 197..50 12.,'’: 
X) Sept 30.199.5 - - - - - 6.00 13.00 - - - - 6.00 13.00 

Xi) Oct 27.1995 1.00 13.06 - - • - - - - - 1.00 13.06 
Sub-total (volume)* 543.00 13.11 - 290.11 12.98 - 193.80 12.55 185.28 12.54 - 1212.19 12.90 

2 GOI Dated Securities 
A Converted (Per Cent: Year) 

i) 12.00,1995 38.00 12.51 12.04 65.00 11.87 11.99 195.00 11.77 11 99 6.29 11.46 11.96 304.29 11.88 12.00 
u) 12.75,1996 75.00 13.02 12.79 35.00 12.86 12.77 22.06 11.99 12.65 17.90 12.12 12.67 149.96 12.72 12.75 

iii) 12.00, 1999 5.00 12.61 12.24 - - 10.00 12.53 12.21 5.00 11.97 11.99 20.00 12.41 12.16 
iv) 12.50,2004 - - - - - - 4.50 11.82 12.05 - - - 4.50 11.82 12.05 

Sub-total (volume) 118.00 12.84 12.53 100.00 12.22 12.26 231..56 11.82 12.06 29.19 11.95 12.40 478.75 12.16 12.24 
B Regular (Per Cent: Year) 

1) 8.25,1995 - - - 10.00 11 99 8.44 10.00 11.66 8.43 35.00 11.77 8.44 5.5,00 11.79 8.44 
u) 11.75,1996 - - - . - - - 3.00 12.12 11.67 3.00 12.12 11.67 

iii) 11.25,2005 - - - - - - - - - 51.30 13.37 12.75 51..30 13.37 12.75 
IV) 11.50,2010 - - - - - . 0.30 12.43 12.28 - - 0.30 12.43 12.28 

Sub-total (volume) - - - 10.00 11.99 . 8.44 10.30 11.68 8..54 89.30 12.70 11.02 109.60 12.54 10.56 
(A+B)* 118.00 12.84 12.53 110.00 12.20 11.92 241.86 11.82 11.91 118.49 12.52 11.36 588.35 12.23 11.93 

C Z^ro coupon (Per Cent: Year) 
i) 0.00,1999 81.60 13.05 11.27 16.00 13.03 11.33 35.00 12.82 11.22 - - 132.60 12.99 11.26 

D RBI's open market operations 
i) 12.00,1999 - - - - - 25.00 12.51 12.20 - - 25.00 12.51 12.20 
u) 0.00,2000 265.00 12.86 12.73 . . - - - - - 265 Of) 12.86 12.73 

(A+B+C+D) 464.60 12.89 12.42 126.00 12.30 11.84 301.86 11.96 11.86 118.49 12.52 11.36 1010.95 12,50 12.06 
3IIEPO@ 

i) 91-day TWII . - - - - - - - - - - . - 

ii) 364-day T bill 1058.00 - - 725.00 - - 213.fX) - - 58.00 - - 2054.00 - 

iii) Govt securities (Per Cent: Year) 
12.00,1995 111.00 - - 119.00 - - 50.IK) - - 54.95 - - 334,95 - 

12.75.1996 351.00 - 1604.00 - - 25.00 - - 5.00 - - 198.5.00 - . 

12.00.1999 92.00 . 282.00 - 45.00 - - - - . 419.00 - 

12.50,2004 477.50 - - 473.00 - 349.50 - . - - 1.300.00 - . 

Zero coupon 30.00 - 

Sub-total (volume) 2119.50 - - 3203.00 * - 682.50 - - .iii595 - - 6122,95 - - 

@ Excluding RBI's 14-day repos ‘ 

4 State Govt Securities 
Sub-total (volume) 6.02 11.27 11.32 9.36 11.93 11.99 2.72 11.87 12.07 8.43 11.33 11.52 26.53 11..59 11.69 
Grand total (volume) 3133.12 3703.47 1185.86 430.15 8452.62 ■ 

(-) means no trading YTM = Yield to maturity in percentage per annum CY = Current yield in per cent per annum * Yield rales of these sub-groups 
ed t-bills and dated secunues have been used for the graphs. 
Ntnes: 1) Yields are weighted yields, weighted by the amounts of each transaction. 

2) Current yield has not been worked out for treasury bills. 

in a market where interest rates are high, lS-16 percent firmed up at 16-17 per cent beendrawingtheircashcredillitnitswithbanks 
while borrowers prefer to borrow for a short in the second reporting fortnight of the month, fully in tight money market situation only to 
period, lenders prefer to get locked in at a Even 180-day deposits firmed up and lend the money back in the call money market 
higher rate for a long or a medium term. stabilised at rates ranging from 16-17 per albeitsurreptitiously.TboughtherBisnoofficial 

The inier-corporate deposit market for 30 cent to 17-19 per cent. data available on this aspect, it is likely that 
days also Hrmed up from 14-IS per cent in In contrast, thecoiiunercial bills maikct was funds drawn through the cash credit window 
the first reporting fortnight to 14.S0-16 per virtually dormant. While 30-day bills fetched were deployed in the money market, 
dent in the second reporting fortnight, a rate of 12.50-14 per cent, there were no 
Similarly, the 90-day deposits which were quotes in 60- or 90-day market. Historically, [The statistical tables for this note have been 
available in Uib first reporting foiuiighl at big-size corporate bodies are known to have congiiled by V P Piasbani.J 
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COMMENTARY 

Road to Peace between Pakistan 
and India 
Nirmai Mukarjl 

The convention organised by the India-Pakistan People's Forum for 
Peace and Democracy in New Delhi last month, in which around 2CX) 
delegates in roughly equal numbers from the two countries participated, 
was the largest such gathering till now. Its wholly non-governmental 
character and its squarely political agenda clearly distinguished it from 
all previous exercises. 

THE people of Pakistan and India want 

genuine peace and friendship. Their 

governments do not. For tliey have engaged 

in the politics of confrontation for nearly 

five long decades. The yield has been nothing 

but tension and conflict. The people have 

not benefited in any way. In these wasted 

years othercountries, especially in east Asia, 

have gone far ahead both in m atcrial progre.ss 

and in humilh development. These very fruits 

could be ours also if only the governments 

of Pakistan and India were to honour the 

wishes of the people. 

In the absence of peace and friendship, 

the foreign policies of both governments in 

relation to each other have been heavily 

militarised. In essence these are no more 

than defence policies, formulated on the 

basis of mirrored threat perceptions, each 

government treating the other as its chief 

adversary. The enemy’s military capability 
has had to be constantly matched, preferably 

outmatched. 'The resultant arms race has 

burdened both countries with massive, 

wholly unaffordable, defence budgets It has 

also made both governments aspire for 

nuclear weapons status, without a thought 

for the nightmarish consequences for the 

people. The military-nuclear lobbies in the 

two countries have come to dominate 

relations between Pakistan and India. 

Domestic policies too have notremained 

unaffected by militarisation. Independent 

India started with just two battalions of 

armed police at the centre; it now has over 

400 battalions spread over numerous para¬ 

military forces. It has armed itself with 

draconian laws, the most notorious being 

TADA. It uses the army in domestic 

situations with alarming frequency. The 

coercive arm of the state that these 

instrumentalities constitute has been freely 

used not only to suppress ethnic and other 

uprisings but against the minorities and 

disadvantaged sections. Punjab, Kashmir 

and the north-east have becone virtual 

police states. Large tracts elsewhere are 

not far behind. The rule of law. human 

rights and democracy itself - all are under 

severe threat. 

Pakistan has had the misfortune of 

being ruled by military dictators for 22 

years. Of these 1.5 were under martial law, 

often extremely oppressive and brutal 

After 1988 demixiracy has resurfaced, but 
there are barriers still to be overcome, 

.Some of the restrictive laws and 

constitutional amendments enacted by Zia 

ul-Haq which violate the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights have yet to 

l)ereplaced. The tribal and feudal structure 

of Pakistani society provides fertile 

ground for the exercise of arbitrary power 

outside the pale of law. It thus constitutes 

a serious hindrance to establishing a truly 

democratic dispensation accountable only 

to the people. 

In both India and Pakistan much needs to 

be done to protect the lives and honour of 

citizens, e.spccially women, children, the 

poor and other weaker sections. But in both 
countries the assumption has prevailed that 

if only the coercive instruments of the state 

could be further strengthened the so-called 

law and order situation would improve. 

Armed with immense power to misrule, die 
ruling elites are now able tocombinc business 

with politics and pirlitics with business. Tlie 

apparatus of the state, in collusion with 

them, is able to oppress, exploit, perpetrate 

any crime, violate any lawand go unpunished. 

Such are the wages of militarising domestic 

politics. 

A militarised, or even semi-militarised, 

polity becomes a breeding ground for 

undemocratic forces. Both Pakistan and 

India have witnessed the rise of religious 

intolerance in recent years; Islamic 

fundamentalism in the one case and 

Hindutva cxtremi.sm in the other. Short of 

outright military dictatorship, militant 
communalism is the most lethal for civil 

society. For it generates .social strife and 

increases the persecution of disadvantaged 

sections, especially among the minorities. 

Consequently religious intolerance must 

be curbedat ^1 cost. Otherwise there could 

be a re-enactment of the contemptible 

demolition of the Babri masjid and the 
unspeakable outrages of Surat and Bombay, 

as also the mindless destruction of temples 

in Pakistan and Bangladesh and the deadly 
bomb blasts of Bombay. 

Kashmir has bad to suffer the militarised 

policies of both India and Pakistan. India 

has suspended democratic governance there 

and imposed rule by the army and 

paramilitary forces. Pakistan has not 

hesitated to train, arm and infiltrate militants 

for its own ends. Both have acted on Uic 

premise that Kashmiris merely a territorial 

dispute between the two of them. Neither 

seems able to see that a peaceful democratic 

solution involving the peoples of Jammu 

and Kashmir is the only way out. Such a 

solution is essential for promoting peace 

in the subcontinent. 
For peace to be promoted the policies of 

the two governments, both foreign and 

domestic, will have to be shorn of 

militarisation. Only then will it be possible 

for the democratic voice of the people to be 

heard. Tlius peace requires the strengthening 

of democracy in both countries. Not just 

feudal democracy as in Pakistan or elitist 

democracy as in India, bothmarked by gross 

corruption and abuse of power, but grass 

rixits democracy which enables the mass of 

the people to share power, impact policies 

and enforce accountability. Conversely 

democracy needs peace through the 

elimination of militarism in both countries, 

both external and internal. Peace and 

democracy go hand in hand. History records 

no instance of two genuine democracies 
having gone to war against each other. 

If the two people’s cry for peace and de- 

miKracy can lead to a solution of Kashmir 

and the reduction, if not eradication, of 

religious intolerance these would be 

div idends enough. B ut i f the people' s demand 

were also to result in an unconditional no¬ 

war pact immediately, without yielding to 

any third party pressure, there would be the 

inestimable dividend of freedom from fear 

of war. And if it were further to compel de¬ 

nuclearisation, the dread of total annihilation 

would go. If it were simply to commence 

a significantcutbackindefence expenditures, 

there would be resources enough to meet the 

genuine needs of the people. 

In an atmosphere of peace and friendship, 

the border between the two countries could 

be opened. The peoples of Pakistan and 

India could then begin to re-discover each 

other. Trade barriers could be lowered, or 

better still removed, fetching incalculable 

gain to both sides. ’There need be no room 

thereafter for the multi-billion dollar 
clandestine trade dial is there at present. 

Pakistan and India would mount the fust 

rung of the ladder to prosperity and wcll- 

bcingforalltheir citizens. Abo ve all the two 

great countries would stand together ratiber 

than be ranged against each other in wedd 
forums. 
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TbctfrbroadlyvwetiieigwteanflcciKienw 
a convention wganued by the PducUm- 
India People's Forum for Peace and 
Democracy discussed in New Delhi on 
February 24/2S. Around 200 delegates in 
roughly equal numbers from the two sides 
participated. It was the hugestsuch gatboing 
till now. Its wholly non-govemmental 
character and its squarely political agenda 
clearly distinguished it from ail inevious 
taterciscs. 

The biggest gain of the convention wa.s 
thatitwasheMatall.Toeveryone’s surprise 
the Indian authorities gave the necessary 
visas to the visiting delegsites and the 
Pakistani autfaenritk s did not stop them from 
coming. Both sides opened their hearts and 
minds in an atmosphereof warm friendship. 
What came through was an earnest desire 
to bury the hatchet once and fen- all. Equally 
impressive was the yearning on both sides 
for truly democratic governance. Some kind 
of chemistry was at woric which made the 
delegates feel that perhaps they wciv making 
history. There were no illusions about the 
difficulties ahead but the occasion was seen 
as the beginning of a turnaround. 

The area of agreement was considerable. 
There was common ground that war offered 
no solution and further that nuclear weaponry 

PAKISTAN-INDIA RELATIONS 

WHEN Hanibal crossed the Alps and his 
elephants’ paths were blocked, he would 
light a fire around the rock and pour water 
on it so that the rock would crack open. 
Since the ruling circles of India and Pakistan 
define themselves by confrontation with 
each 'other', the resultant deadlock can 
only be prised open by a non-governmental 
people’s initiative between people of the 
two countries. 

It is true that the Pakistani government 
uses anti-India rhetoric to deflect attention 
from its own anti-people politics, but the 
Indian government isnodifferent. Struggles 
of landless and poor peasants, dalits, tribais, 
and N aga and Kashmiri people have emerged 
from the soil of the Indian nation-state, but 
the tendency is lo present them as acts of 
‘terrorism’ linked to the ubiquitous ISI. For 
the rulers this makes perfect sense since 
fighting poverty has been replaced witli 
negotiating cultural identities. When these 

madh no seme. F^wing this a call was 
made fora reversal of the arms racehetween 
the two countries as also for the elimination 

all nuclear weapons fi-om the face of the 
eardi. Both sides werecalegorically o|^Kiscd 
to religious intolerance. They demanded 
truer democracy, with the accent on 
accountability, decentralisaion and concern 
for, and protection of, all disadvantaged 
sections, especially the minorities, the poor, 
women and children. On Kashmir the 
delegates agreed that the aspirations of the 
people bad to be taken account of. They 
called upon heir two governments to take 
positive steps to promote peace and 
tranquillity and establish demtKratic process 
on both sides of the line of control. 

The convention decided lo reassemble in 
Lahore around October 1995. Between 
now and then, the delegates pledged to 
spread the message of peace and democracy 
far and wide in their respective countries. 
Amongst the measures suggested to open 
communications was one sure to gladden 
millions of Indians and Pakistanis, the 
immediate resumption of cricket tours 

The conclusions of the convention deserve 
the support of all right thinking people in 
both countries. The two governments would 
do well to pay heed to them. 

cannot be co-opted through usual means, 
law and order becomes the norm. This 
introduces the momentum which leads to the 
emergence of ‘terrorism’. To justify recourse 
to extraordinary violence, it requires not 
only a demonic enemy but also to represent 
the Indian nation-state in a favourable light 
so that its defence becomes a worthwhile 
enterprise. Therefore Pakistan is presented 
as a monolithic theocratic stale, dominated 
by the military and ISI, a hasC' for US 
imperialism ornowlslamic fundamentalism, 
and in possession of nuclear warheads. In 
contrast, India is projected as a secular state 
notwithstanding the persecution of 
minorities; civilian control over the military 
ishighlightedbutnotthemilitaristiciqiproach 
to dealing with popular movements; the 
Indian ruling classes’ self-serving nationa¬ 
lism is translated into anti -imperialfsin; and 
nuclear ambiguity is accepted at face value. 
Consequently, in the dispute over Kashmir, 

attoci^s ^ Ittdtan itecuriQi fo^s are 
equated wift the demand for condemning 
excesses committed by militants. Abuse by 
the militants of theirresponsibility as wielders 
of guns is condcmnable, but it has neither 
caused nor fuelled the alienation of the 
pc(^le. The unwillingness to admit that 
popular rebellion in Jammu and Kashmir 
was brought on by New Delhi’s corrupt and 
authoritarian ways has meant that no 
interrogation takes place of the premise which 
locates the fault in Pakistan's “continuing 
desire Urdefinc political and territorial identi¬ 
ties on the basis of religion”. The fact is that 
the vivisection of British India created two 
nation-states, and when the wheat is removed 
from the chaff it becomes clear that the 
Indian nation-state too defines itself in terms 

of cultural markersof religious exciusivism. 
The Indian government, by all reck^umg 

feeble, is not too enfeebled to handle a Bal 
Thackeray, yet the Indian government let 
Bal Thackeray sabotage a cricket series with 
Pakistan and allowed him lo slop the hosting 
of the Pakistan Day celebration in Bombay. 
Surely tlierc must he a logic in (his indulgence 
of criminals. The reason is (hat the jingoistic 
display was .said lo represent jMpulai reaction 
to Pakistan's involvement in 'terrorism'. 
Sure enough. Pakistan closed its consulate. 
My encounter with an official in the ministry 
of external affairs provided further 
corroboration. The appointment lasted nine 
minutes since 1 did not ask any question 
aboutPakistan'sroieinfomenting 'terrorism' 
in India. The heightened atmosphere of 

tension enables thb concentration of powers 
at theexpensc of people’s interests and rights. 
Despitepopularrevulsion against the tyranny 
of TADA, the black law survives. Such a 
state of affairs results in burgeoning military 
and police expenditure, which in 1994-95 
exceeded Rs 35.000 crore, nearly a quarter 
of the expenditure budget of the (301 of 
1.57,000 crore. Concomitantly, restrictions 
are placed on travel and communication 
which jeopardises the right of tens of millions 
of Indians who have relatives and friends 
in Pakistan, not to mention thwarting 
mutually bimcficial trade. Two-way trade 
stood at Rs 39 crore in 1982-83 and rose 
to Rs 525 crore in 1992-93. Unofficially it 
is claimed that Indo-Pak trade turnover is 
at least Rs 1,6(X) crore and could exceed 
several thousand crore. Despite SAPTA, 
signed in April 1993, and GATT. Pakistan 
allows only 575 items lo be imponed from 
India. One reason could be common items 
of foreign trade between the two countrie.'<; 
another reason, the presence of a strong 
lobby against trade with India in Pakistan 
As a result, Pakistan imports wheal from 
Australia and the US rather than from India, 
the same is true of coal and cement 
Conversely India docs not import natural 
gas, cotton, sugar, etc, from Pakistan. Witli' 
increasing difficulties encountered in] 
acquiring visas, there remain major bottle-, 
necks despite a more thwi 15-fold incn:a.se 1 
between 1982-83 and 1992-93. 

People’s Initiative 
An Idea Whose Time Has Come 

CantaB Navbklia 

Like Hanibal crossing the Alps who, when his elephants’ paths were 
blocked would light a fire around rocks and then pour water on them to 
crack them open, the deadlock between India and Pakistan can only he 
prised <^en by a non-governmental people’s initiative. 
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The prevailing m<xxi among the«l«ciaion> 
makers, intemipied by the exigencies of 
assembly elections, is to hold talks when 
there ls considerable outside pressure, but 
to offer nothing substantive to resolve, 
disputes. Some time ago, Pakistan's high 
commissioner told an interviewer that tlic 
Indian foreign secretary gave an a.ssurance 
in 1993 to his Pakistani counterpart that 
India was ready to discuss the Kashmir issue 
with Pakistan provided Pakistan withdrew 
its resolution on human rights at tlie UNG A, 
but nothing came of this. He also mentioned 
the assurance given on September 3, 19K1 
that Jinnah House in Bombay would be 
given to Pakistan as the residence for their 
deputy high commissioner; nothing was 
done. .Similar backtracking can also be 
gauged from accounts of the last round of 
foreign secretary level talks held in 
Islamabad, January 1-3, 1994. 

It was the Pakistani prime minister who 
took the initiative in Augu.st 1993 to propose 
the revival of bilateral negotiation in terms 
of Article 6 of the .Simla Agreement, which 
calls for a “final settlement of Jammu and 
Kashmir”. The Indian response to tliat was 
that negotiations cannot take place under a 
single clause and must be held under the 
totality of the Simla Agreement Stated 
stmply. the Indian position is that Zulfikar 
All B hutto had agreed to lecognise the Line 
ofControl (LOC)as tlie international border 
hut had in 1972 needed lime towindomestic 
concunencc for the same They ptiint out 
that the agreement debars the twusides from 
changing the l.OC by use of force, and 
accuse Pakistan of attempting to do so 
through the support of terrorism and 
.secessionism in the valley. The Indian 
government has also insisted that Pakistan's 
support tor the UN resolution will make 
India’sstand more rigid The Indian approach 
was to emphasise that Pakistan is fanning 
controversy on Jammu and Kashmir merely 
bccau.se it has an ideological bias against 
secular politics, and to give the impression 
that itismorc keen loca.se tension. Therefore 
It is argued that the two countries ought not 
to look at their relations through the prism 
of a single issue and should move towards 
resolving other issues like Siachen, Wullar 
Barrage, SirCreek,nuclear non-proliferation, 
etc. With little happening on the decisive 
issue of Kashmir there is noincentivetoend 
recriminations over .Siachen and SirCreek. 
Senior government leaders admitthat “there 
was only one pfoblem", i c, Ku.shmtr. between 
the two countries, and if this problem could 
he addrestsed [voperly all other issues could 
be resolved. 

The Pakistani government rejects Indian 
claims and says that if there was an 
understanding reached in 1972 Uicn neither 
the m inutes nor any other records lend weight 
to sucii ctaim.s. They argue tliat this iasistence 
on the “totality” of the agreement is a way 
to maintain the status quo and to restrict 

the hargtutiiiig weightW imialler ct^nirieB. 
they point to tlie indigenous roots of 
militancy in Kaslimir while stressing that 
Kashmir is a disputed territory recognised 
by the intematiimal community. They also 
insist that India agreed to this meeting in 
an attempt to escape inter-national 
oppmhrium over atrocities being committed 
in Kashmir. 

Whatever the rationale, the Indian 
government’s insistence on bilateral talks as 
a means to resolve disputes with its 
neighbours is a lemon from which all juice 
has beenextracted.Twenty-four years of bi¬ 
lateral talks with Bangladesh on sharing of 
river waters, or forty-five yeans of bilateral 
talks with Nepal on a trade and transit treaty, 
have not brought the two sides any closer 
to a solution Even in Jammu and Kashmir, 
the GDI has been opposed to third party 
intervention, aJthough it was India that 
took the issue to the UN. In 1948 the UN 
Commission sm India and Pdeistan negotiated 
the ceasefire leading to the introduction of 
a UN military observer group for India and 
Pakistan. But in 1971 in the negotiation of 
the ceasefire they had no role to play, and 
the GOl took a policy-decision not to deal 
with them. Now the foreign ministry has 
accepted (he proposal that once in a while 
UNMCXjIP be contacted by Indian army 
brass This is of course a small concession 
to ward off bigger pressure. Ijcsi wc forget, 
the UN secretary-general in his 1994 report 
mentioned that relations between India and 
Pakistan are “maned” by the dispute over 
Jammu and Kashmir, “one of the oldest 
unrc.solved conllicLs on the UN agenda". 
While noting their re.solvc to solve their 
problems bilaterally he added. “Nonetheless 
the level of tension in Jammu and Ka.shmir 
has increased considerably in recent years”. 
Pakistan has formally requested the 
secretary-general to increase its strength 
Irom 35 to 200 and extend its mandate to 
monitoring the situation in the valley in 
addition to the LOC 

However, India has rejected Pakistan’s 
suggestion that a neutral force monitor the 
LOC to verify that no crossing of the LfX^ 
takes place from their side. But if trans- 
border terrorism is an acute problem then 
international pressure can help in reducing 
infiltration. Instead the Indian government 
implies there is no need for independent 
corroboration that Pakistan is waging a 
“proxy war” against India in Jammu and 
Ka.shmir. Since fighting «;vcn a “proxy 
war" necessitates the fanning of hysteria, 
it has a bearing on dome.stic politics. 

Such a political ambience suits the US and 
EU to extract maximum advantage for 
themselves in IPR, NPT, entry into 
infrastructure .sectors, GATT. etc. I-et us 
rememberthatthere is aconsensus between 
the US. EU, Japan and Russia on giving 
themselves through die UN an interventionist 
role on wide-ranging is.sucs. Notsurprisingly, 
these countries have turned human rights 
into an enterprise which yields a commcrical 

harvest. Now dijit&ebigpowcnilMyeliiiiEied 
the Indian camtidacy for a pennatient seat 
in the UNSC to improvement of relations 
with Pakistan as weU as ending ainxitkui in 
Kashmir, there is even greater need for 
substantive measures by GOl. 

Jammu and Kashmk 

The Indian bourgeoisie, ruling or in 
opposition, insists that Jammu and Kashmir 
must .stay part of India. Some feel the need 
for negotiations with Kashmiri leaders, but 
most argue that a secession could start the 
stalled engines of disintegration. For good 
measure, mention Is made of retaining Jammu 
and Kashmir for the very survival of 
secularism in India; this informs the 
opposition to the right of .self-determination 
for Kashmiris. Much is therefore made of 
popular fatigue and the shenanigans of 
militants. The futility of envisioning 
settlement within the Indian union escapes 
perceptive observers who naturally fail to 
appreciate the cause of aliention and die 
justification for demanding self- 
determination. No wonder they remain 
unmindful of the touch-and-go nature of the 
situation in the valley. 

On the night of Dumber 18 a missile 
was fired towards Pampo.sfa Hotel, on the 
northern shores of river Jhelum, used as a 
temporary barracks by the CRPF. The missile 
missed iU target and fell in Pratap Nagar 
colony, desU'oying houses, shops, cars, and 
boathouses. The unusual thing was that 
damage took place in a six km area and 
created a six foot deep crater. The force 
of the impact suggests that the mi.ssile 
accidentally hit an ammunition dump of 
the BSF which has barracks in the 
residential colony of Pratap Nagar. While 
no human life was lost, what this incident 
brings home is how close one is to a 
catastrophic accident in the valley. While 
uncertainty hangs over the people, the IG 
of jails in J and K has demanded money 
to build new jails to house 11,000 TADA/ 
PSA detenus in the state. This is in spite 
of military intelligence confirming that 
detention without trial and third degree 
interrogation have not reduced militancy, 
and that jailed people come out more 
committed to their cause. 

Of course it is claimed by the Indian 
government thatmiliiancy has been curtailed 
and the human rights situation improved- 
But at Laras Jagir village in IVal, security 
forces torched 18 houses, killed a 50-ycar- 
old m an and molested four women. A sun il ar 
incident took place in Anantnag where 17 
houses and four godowns were set ablaze. 
While the occupation by militants of the 
shrine of Charar Sharif highlights the tenuous 
hold of the Indian forces, the declining morale 
of the tnnips cun be had from the decision 
of the army to weed out “cbiK-olatc eating” 
personnel from the field of operation to 
prevent them from pursuing a policy of “live 
and let live”. But the OOI’s upbeat m<x>d 
is subsumed by cold statistics; in the past 
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five years 11,522 iniiitantit were arrested, 
6,147 of them detained under PSA and the 
rest under TADA. Obviously persecution 
is preferretl over prosecution. TTic director- 
general of police M N Sabarwal said 
recently that in the past five years, 9,599 
persons were killed, of which 5,118 were 
militants, 1,446 were security personnel 
and the rest civiliatis. To enable the security 
forces t(7 undertake such tasks in defence 
of unity and integrity, Jammu and Kashmir 
spends Rs 185 crorc annually on ‘.security 
related activities’, and funds to the extent 
of Rs 400 crore are diverted from the plan 
to the non-plan side. Little is done to end 
20 hours of power cuts in the valley in 
chilling winter. 

The inefficacy of the military approach 
becomes even more clear from the political 
antics of the OOl. At the intervention of the 
Indian ambassador to the US and the US 
embassy in India, Mirwaiz Moulvi Fariwq 
and Moulvi Abbas Ansari were permitted 
to travel to Casablanca for the OIC .Summit. 
By excluding Abdul Ghani Lone, considered 
tooclosc to the US, and permitting the other 
two leaders from Hurriyel, the Indian 
administration expected some advantage in 
the valley where Indian officials desperately 
search for dialogue partners. Tire fact that 
Shabir Shah and Yasin Malik rejected 
attempts to be roped in and even the Jamat- 
i-lsiami kept itsel f out. shows that those who 
matter remain beyond the reach of New 
Delhi. An alienated people have repeatedly 
shown their desire for a peaceful solution. 
They have thrown up leaders who have 
provided a democratic voice to their 
aspirations, refusing to compromise on the 
core matter of self-determination. Despite 
decimation the JKLF survives and Yasin 
Malik has shown a willingness to reach out 
to the Indian public. Recently released, Shabir 
Shah has been travelling in different parts 
of Jammu and Kashmir holding meetings. 
He has called for the merger of all groups 
inlooneorganisation, and a code of conduct 
for all militant outfits "in order that gun 
toting criminals are identified and the sanctity 
of the movement restored”. He also advo¬ 
cates aunited policy on the issue of Kashmiri 
pandits "so that the problem is speedily 
resolved”, and has called for the “free 
functioning of intellectuals, writers and 
journalists and their associations”. He 
castigated Hurriyet for being .silent when 
"ourown people are shedding our own bUxid. 
The pockets of the weak are being cut. Free 
expression is banned and the pen is 
mortgaged." But he reiterated tliat the only 
solution is to allow the people of entire 
Jammu and Kashmir to exerci.se their right 
of self-determination. With the return of 
Mohammed Azam Inquilabi, head of 
Operation Balakote in Srinagar, battle has 
hsien joined for political as.sertion witli those 
vyho see the gun alone as the means to win 
freedom. He declared in bis very first 

siatentent that “it is time to shed the gun 
culture and rededicate ourselves to 
democratic struggle”, and is convinced that 
“if we demand our right democratically it 
will be beard”. While militants arc taking 
the Indian public seriously, the political 
assertion of militancy is read as a victory 
for Indian hardliners. 

The iNfriATivE 

It is against tliis background that the 
need for an initiative by people was felt. 
The crass pragmatism reflected in the Indian 
debates, unable to go beyond the stereotype 
of a war/peacc .scenario, was incapable of 
bold and courageous ideas in defence of 
the people of Jammu and Kashmir or 
understanding the strategic significance of 
democracy for the two people. There was 
also the urgency to have an informed 
public opinion which can blunt the edge 
of prejudice which masquerades us 
patriotism. Efforts towards this began two 
years ago and really got off the ground in 
May 1994 when the first parley took place 
at Lahore. Starting with a few individuals 
and two preparatory meetings - first in 
Lahore in September last followed by the 
other in Delhi last Novembei - the agenda 
was worked out. It was self-consciously 
non-.sectoral - trade union, women's rights 
movement,environmentalists,etc Tlievery 

WITH the conclusion of the stale parly 
conferences, the CPI(M) is now focused on 
its international and national political 
positions. The draft political resolution 
adopted by the central committee for 
finalisation in the 15th congress to be held 
at Chandigarh in early April deserves critical 
attention because of the party ’ s considerable 
role in national politics. 

The present draft marks an improvement 
in the party’s writing style. It is less prolix, 
although the old irresolution in making a 
stylistic choice between a report and a 
rc.solution still persists. 

The first, and the shorter, part of the two- 
part draft deals with the international 
situation. Although three years have elapsed 
since theprevious congress, the party docs 
not seem to have made much progress in 

name - ‘PaidstanfiidjaFeople’sfbiuinfor 
Peace and Democracy’ - stressed the 
difference from earlier efforts. This forum 
felt that peace and democracy are indivisible, 
and therefore the need of the hour is not just 
ending war and warlike preparations but 
ensuring the restoration of people's rights 
and just and fair governance as behoves 
civilised societies. On the political agenda, 
four subjects were identified; war and war 
hysteria and the need for de-militarisation; 
religious intolerance, minority rights and 
threat to democracy; the Kashmir dispute; 
and the role of governance. 

Those engaged in semi-official/thiixl party 
mediated conferences were consciously 
excluded. If it was to be hue to its name, 
then involving people through the aegis of 
non-governmental movements, .struggles and 
groups was essential, and this became Uie 
basiccriterion for the selection of delegates. 
With 96 delegates from Pakistan and 115 
from India, this became the first-ever 
people’s conference between the twt' 
countries, which in it.self is significan;. The 
free and frank discussions were an 
exhilarating bonus. It wa.s decided to hold 
the next conference in Pakistan sometime 
in autumn, meanwhile the organising 
ctimmiltees would hold meetings in different 
towns lo di.scuss the recommendations 
arrived at by the delegates. 

the critical evaluation of the basic causes 
behind the collapse of the old system in 
the USSR and its east European neighbours. 
The ideological document presented at the 
previous congress in January 1992 had 
given a somewhat tentative analysis of the 
previous developments, accompanied by 
many self-critical statements about the 
party’s naivety, that it had been uncritically 
influenced byreccived ideas. The document 
had stressed the need for more in-depth 
knowledge. The prc.scnt draft, however, 
does not indicate that the party has made 
any significant advance in that direction 
For example, while correctly nailing down 
many of the specific sins of Stalinist 
practice, the previous document still tried 
to balance the negative with 'the positive'. 
the presentdraft does not broach the subject 

CPI(M): Ideological Renewal 
Given the Go By 
Ajit Roy 

That the CPI(M) does not set much store hy the renewal of its professed 
ideology is proved by the absence of critical assessment oj the 
developing reality, internationally and nationally, in the draft political 
resolution adopted by the parly’s central committee for finalisation at 
the 15th congress oJ the party to be held at Chandigarh next month. 
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atl. ItinskeR no attemptto re^understand 
in depth either the rich experience of the 
70 year!! of hiatofy. dominated a« it was 
by thedirectand indirectimpactof Stalin's 
handiwork, or to derive guidance for the 
present and the future on the basis of this 
enriched understanding. 

That the CPl(M) does not set much store 
by the renewal of its professed ideology 
IS proved by its mechanical repetition of 
old categories and concepts rendered 
u.seless and irrelevant by the march of 
history. For example, its entire analysis of 
•the Contemporary world politics is still 
dominated by the old concept of four 
basic contradictions, the first and most 
important of which is considered to be the 
contradiction between the imperialist and 
socialist-vy.vftmt.ToiheCPKM), It appears, 
the collap.se of the old system in the USSR 
and Its east Kuropean allies does not make 
a fundamental difference, nor does it notice 
the fundamental metamorphoses in China 
and Vietnam, the other two leading 
constituents of the world socialist 
system - the two changes which between 
them render the so-called socialist system 
a myth ' 

In the very recent postscripts to his 
classic account o( the Vietnam war 
{Anatomy of a War) Galtriel Kolko. a long 
time admirer of the CP of Vietnam, has 
given exhaustive details of its new policy 
orientations and their con.scqucnces. He 
has .shown how the present policies of the 
regime have been leading to a .steady 
impoverishment of the poor and. mme 
significantly, dise.mpowennent of the poor 
peasants, the party’s traditional social base, 
spreading hunger, disease, unemployment, 
social and regional polarisation, much 
aggravated by corruption, nepotism, bribery 
and frauds, reaching up to the top. So much 
so that the World Bank, the new patron saint 
of the regime (and the Asian Development 
Bank) has from time to time issued mild 
warnings. The constant mouthing of 
■|V!arxist-l.,cnini.st’ phraseology by the parly 
leadership is apparently motivated by its 
concern for its legitimacy in the face of 
growing disillusionment and even incipient 
rebellion of the ranks and masses. 

Though no one, to my knowledge, from 
among confirmed Marxist supporters has 
.so far studied the present Chine.se scene 
with such meticulous care, all available 
evidence suggests the operation of the same 
basic trends there, obviously with the same 
re.sulls. 

With the old communist regimes doing 
their very best to generate grave contradic¬ 
tions with their professed aims and 
objectives in their own backyards, any 
contradiction with world imperialism is 
superfluous and can be only of a nominal 
importance. 

Whatever the positive significance of the 
survival of the old regime in tiny Cuba and 
North Korea, the concept of contradiction 

between the two global sysUmi is li self- 
deception. 

Another notion, uncritically carried over 
from the past, is 'nonalignment’ in the 
international sphere. As is well known, this 
concept was born in the context of sharp 
confrontation between the two superpowers 
in the post-second world warera. Gradually 
diluted in content, due to many historical 
develoments, it has lost its meaning 
altogether with the emergence of the so- 
called unipolar world. What is in pro.spect 
is the emergence of a global alignment 
against the domination of the OECD bloc 
led by the US Evocation of the old and 
irrelevant concept does not sharpen the 
focus on the looming task. 

Another important shortcoming of this 
pait of the draft is the failure to draw an 
important conclusion from the phenomenon 
of the world domination of the TNCs which 
It deals with in .some detail. Specifically, it 
fails to note the loosening of the TNCs’ 
national anchorage and greater proneness to 
shift employment and investments abroad in 
quest of higher profits. This fact is leading 
to a radicalisation of the working class and 
segments of the population of the 
metropolitan countries and thus laying a 
firmer basis of international actions by 
popular forces. 

Coming to the second, national, part, 
while one can agree with and welcome the 
general thrust of the draft in broad terms, 
one cannot help notice the absenceof critical 
as.sessment of the developing reality. 

For instance, while the draft rightly focuses 
on the menace of communalism, it misses 
(he new and more menacing element in 
Hindu fundamentalism today. Although it 
passes under a common label. India has 
really witnessed two distinct varieties of 
communalism: (i) a sectarian movement 
bargaining within the existing polity in the 
interest of a particular community of the 
people, anti (ii) a bid to go beyond the 
existing polity and impo.se violently a 
fundamentally differentpolity on the country, 
as the Pakistan movement did in the 40s. 
The present phase of Hindu fundamentalism, 
represented by the ’.Sangh parivar’ .belongs 
to the second variety anti, hence is a grave 
threat to the exi.sting democratic order 
whatever its limitations. Indeed, this brand 
of communalism has become the rallying 
ground of various reffogressivc social forces 
for imposing an authoritarian regime. In 
this context, along with traditional anti- 
commurial campaigns ba.sed on religious 
tolerance and amity, a comprehensive 
programme of grass roots democratic forces 
has hecon'e very important. 11 is not enough, 
us the present draft projects, to combine 
economic struggles with struggles against 
communalism. What is needed is a 
pervasive and integrated awareness and 
commitment to ideals of human rights, 
ethnic plurality, social equity and grass 
roots participation in decision-making 

processes. Prom this standpoint, ^ presmit 
official programmes, of so-called panchayat 
raj needs a second look. The ongoing 
panchayat programmes have no doubt 
broadened the power base, but up to a 
ceijain level only. They have also relatively 
empowered the middle caste landed 
interests, whose oppressive pressures on 
the landless dalits and adivasis have not 
weakened much, if at all. 

Before we come to our last major critical 
point, .some sundry i.ssues The party has not 
freed itself from its ultra sensitivity about 
(military) national defence which i.s still a 
holy cow for it* There is not a word about 
the burden of the unconscionably high 
military expenditure, open and hidden. 
Secondly, the party has not given up its 
commitment to the demand for the repeal 
of Article 356 despite the new safeguard 
provided by the recent Supreme Court 
judgment and the observed role of the B JP 
state government in Uttar Pradesh in the 
Babri ma.sjid demolition. 

A far more serious analytical shortcoming ■ 
of the draft, however, is in its understanding 
of the so-called New Economic Policy 
(NEP) which is supposed to have been 
initiated by NarasimhaRao andManmoban 
Singh under pressures from the World 
Bank-IMF. It thus ignores the internal 
secular compulsion generated by the 
accumulated con.sequenccs of the Nehru 
era. It also fails to note that some of the 
main elements of this policy had actually 
been coming into effect without any 
articulated policy frame since the mid-708. 
More importantly, it fails to note the crucial, 
fact that this policy has been able to 
consolidate behind the ruling power bloc 
the support of a large segment of the 
population, variously estimated at 15 to25 
per cent of the total, by bringing as it does 
rich dividends, at least initially, to a broad 
spectrum sU'ctching from top industrialists 
through substantial fanners to a sizeablepart 
of the middle classes. All this has serious 
implications for strategies and tactics of 
political mobilisation in the present and 
coming periods. 

Most importantly, while the draft 
resolution is highly critical, and rightly so, 
about the NEP and its impact on national 
life, it is absolutely silent about JyoU 
Basu's crusading zeal about many of the 
main element.! of this policy in West 
Bengal. This cannot be explained in any 
manner except as a piece of blatant 
opportunism. 

Finally, although its West Bengal branch 
is by far the most important part of the party 
and although the entire activity of this state 
branch is principally centred on the Left 
Front government that it leads, the draft 
resolutely refuses to reflect upon the party's 
performance in this realm, even though 
there is widespread perception of the creep¬ 
ing degeneration of and corruption in the 
party that have arisen from this connection. 
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World Ardiaeoii^ C<M^prtss 
UnravelBiig Deceit 

GN 

For those who retain the illusion that there is a d^erence between the 
htmpens who demolished the Bahri nuisjid and those who provide the 
intellectual input for bigotry and xenophobia the goings-on at the 
World Archaeological Congress-3 come as an eye-opener. 

THERE are many who s(ill retain the 
illusion that there is a difference between 
the lumpens who demolished the Babri 
masjid and those who provide the 
intellectual input for bigotry and 
xenc^hobia. The gongs-on at the World 
Archaeological Congress-3 came as an eye- 
opener. The Indian organisers of WAC-3 
fought first to ensure that there was no 
diacussion of the Ayodhya issue at the 
congress, and when exposed used every 
trick to thwart a general resolution being 
passed condemning the demolition of Bubri 
masjid and manipulation of evidence by 
archaeologists. In the process, the 
machinations of pseudo patriots be.smiTchcd 
the country’s honour and earned a bad 
name for India's archaeologists and 
historians. 

Office- bearers of the academ ic comm ituse 
for WAC-3 chose to use the easiest course 
of action - making the foreigner feel that 
his or her action could trigger of a chain 
of events that could lead to riots and deaths. 
There is scarcely anyone who wants to 
carry the guilt of having caused the deaths 
of innocent people. As a result, on 
December 4. the day delegates were to 
arrive and register, a statement was 
distributed to all participants in WAC-3 
which informed them that the WAC 
executive supported the "views of our 
Indian colleagues that there should be no 
papers or di.scu.ssion at meetings of the 
execulive/council and in plenary .session 
on the politically and communally sensi¬ 
tive Ram Janmabluxtmi-Babri masjid 
(Ayodhya) issue", adding that the "practical 
c<>nsequence.s of discussing this issue would 
be beyond the executive’s control". This 
statement, signed by the outgoing president 
of WAC Jack Golson. concluded by saying 
that “this is the only concession that it 
(WAC) is willing to make to limitation of 

the WA6 principles of discussion of the 
historical and social role, and political 
context, of archaeological enquiry and 
interpretation". 

Delegates were predictably furious. 
Some felt.that were WAC-3 to disallow a 
discussion and adoption of a restitution 

condemning the destruction of the 16th 
century Babri ma.sjid and those 
archaeologists who supported or 
participated in vandalism, this would be 
violating the very fundamentals of the 
discipline. Others felt disturbed by the fiat 
disallowing discussion. Several Indian 
participants demanded to know what was 
meant by the "practical con.seqU6nccs’’ to 
which Golson refers. Noexplanations were 
forthcoming. 

Once the organisers realised that Golson’s 
letter, instead of putting a lid on discussion 
was generating one. they panicked. In a 
move designed toevade responsibility, an 
R.SS front. Historians Forum, i.ssued a 
statement blaming the HKD minister for 
curtailing a discu.ssion on Ayodhya. This 
embarrassed the government, especially 
the HRD minister who has gone about 
cultivating his image as a saviour of 
secularism, nevermind that his government 
had facilitated the destruction of Babri 
masjid. Obviou.sly. for political tightrope 
walkers, image projection is crucial. The 
president of the academic committee B B 
Lai was summoned to the ministry and 
compelled to issucastatementcontradicting 
the Historians Forum and denying that the 
government had anything to do with the 
decision. That they could twist B B Lai's 
arm raises the question as to why the 
ministry did nothing fw two years about 
the composition of the academic committee. 
But B B Lai's statement once again caught 
the organisers on the wrong ftxjl. They bad 
told lack Golson that dropping the Ayodhya 
issue from discussion was at the request 
of the government. It was probably this 
that led Jack Golson to circulate a seven- 
page statement giving the sequence of 
events, which shows the deceitful conduct 
or the Indian organisers. 

On November .30 the secretary-general 
of WAC-3, V N Misra, head of Deccan 
College of Archaeology, requested 
Golson on behalf of B B Lai, the president 
of WAC-3, that the Ayodhya issue 
could not be discussed as “an essential part 
of a commitment... made in the presence 
of the minister of Human Resource 

Develc^onf’: V.lil « senior 
scholm. tdsoconttamicMedtbatfiiihire to 
abide by diis commitment would have 
“incalculable consequences for WAC-3. 
including possible extenially inspired 
disruption". In private Golson was told 
that were WAC to disagree, the govern¬ 
ment' has threatened to withdraw police 
protection. Golson was warned that the 
Indian committee would wash iu hands of 
the entire congress. This was pure and 
simple blackmail and Golson succumbed 
to it. However. Golson' s draft announcing 
the WAC executive's capitulation was 
found to be inadequate, and a draft 
prepared by B B Lai was given for Golson 
to sign which committed WAC not to 
discuss or pa.ss a resolution on the 
“politically sensitive" Ayodhya issue. 
Golson says “I refused to do so until 1 
had consulted the WAC executive". 
The executive met and complied with 
’‘Profes.sor Lai's imposed deadline of 5 
pm" on December I. It was als<i decided 
that a statement of this decision would be 
provided to the participants, and a statement 
was prepared by the executive. But itnce 
again V N Misra and Makhan Lai 
disapproved of the contents and insisted on 
revising it. "This revised version was later 
distributed’' to the participants. 

Significantly, Golson's statement is also 
an indictment of himself for being weak- 
kneed and for failing to see that the 
issue of Babri masjid was not a minoi 
issue of local importance, just as the 
persecution of Jews by the Nazis in the 
1930s was not. He points out that some of 
the people he talked to denied that any 
commitment was made in the pre.scnce of 
the HRD minister in early November. 
Why did he then choose to believe B B Lai? 
Why did he not re.spond even when, after 
the inauguration, the minister told the 
press on December S that he had never 
opposed a discussion of Ayodhya at W AC- 
3? In fact, why did he not ask the minister 
during the inaugural function why in 
world’s largest democracy the government 
forbade discussion of the Ayodhya issue? 
This does not mean that the central 
government favoured a discussion either. 
What Golson does not mention but said in 
private was that he was shown a letter 
purported to have been signed by the 
minister asking for such a commitment. 
Was that letter forged or did the minister 
really sign this letter? Only a month 
back the minister had persuaded some 
historians to agree to Join tlie academic 
committee of WAC-3, arguing that it was 
a matter of national pride that such a 
congress was being held in India. A 
discussion on the demolition would be 
tantamount to washing dirty linen in front 
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of oufaiideTS. Tbe very idea outragea self- 
aerving patriota. After all, it alao helpa to 
divert attention from the government of 
India's culpability in the crime committed 
on December 6,1992. However, on balance 
org,aniacrs had a lot more at stake and 
therefore to lose from a discussion and 
adoption of a resolution by WAC-3 that 
condemned them compared to the central 
government. It is this that expiains their 
act of desperation. 

Reminiscent of the attack by RSS goons 
on media persons on December 6, 1992. 
the secretary-generai of WAC PeterUcko 
was threatened with dire consequences by 
one of the Indian organisers were he to 
push for a discu.ssion on the Babri masjid 
issue. Not content with Uiis and in order 
to take care of contingencies, once it became 
known that some delgates were determined 
to push for a resolution the orgatvisers 
refused to announce the time and venue for 
the plenary session. Word spread Ihatlndian 
organisers were planning to have the plenary 
in the evening of December 11 to ensure 
that most foreign participants would be 
busy planning their departure. Finally on 
the evening before the participants were 
informed thatthe plenary would be at 11 .30. 
When the delegates reached the place they 
found a note informing that the plenary has 
been postponed till 1.30 pm instead. At the 
plenary session, as soon as R S Sharma got 
up to read out the resolution proposed by 
IK .scholars, us if on cue screaming and 
shouting started.Then began a free-for-all 
which was presumably designed to waste 
time and enable B B Lai to announce that 
a vole on this resolution is not po,ssible 
since several non-delegates have entered 
the hall. Before anyone realised what had 
happened, he declared the plenary clo.scd. 
By the time Jack Oolson walked up to 
speak, he found that one of the Indian 
organisers had switched off the mike. While 
the Indian organisers managed to subvert 
the plenary, the disgusted delegates 
compelled the new executive council of 
WAC to adopt this resolution and thereby 
managed to salvage some of the ground 
lost due to the machinations of tbe 
organi.sers. 

The deceitful actions of the organisers 
were compounded by the insulting 
treatment of Indian delegates who were 
treated like cattle, left to fend for 
themselves. There was no one to receive 
them at the railway stations, and they were 
put up in tents in wirtter in Delhi with no 
facilities. Unlike other delegates who were 
given all the papers, they were asked to 
fork out Rs.250 if they wanted the set of 
papers. So gross was the mismanagement 
that sciisions were changed and re-changed 
and delegates and people who were to 

present papers were found running back 
and forth to find where various sessions 
were being held. In fact the organisers 
practised apartheid to the extent that 
Indian and non-Indian scholars were to 
read papers at separate sessions and not 
according to the themes covered. At the 
last minute the WAC executive insisted 
that this be changed since this defeats the 
very purpose of interaction among fellow 
archaeologi.sts What is worse, several 
foreign delegates complained that they 
received no acknow-ledgement for the 
advance amount varying from $ 1.30-200 
that they had sent. In fact in several cases 
delegates were asked to fork out money 
claiming tbeir bank drafts had not been 
sent. In one case a Spanish delegate who 
had .sent the money in July last was told 
that there was no hotel accommodation for 
her since her money did not arrive, and she 
was left to fend for herself. 

While W AC-.3 left a bitter after-taste for 
the organisers, it was self-inflicted. 
However, to the extent public funds were 
provided for WAC-.3 the public has a right 
to demand an explanation from the 
organisers Those who decided not to 
boycott the congress and in fact were even 
willing to be co-opted into the academic 
committee were hanking too much on the 
benevolence of the government for their 
ideological battle. Far too much time was 
spent in complaining to the government 
about misappropriation of funds and 
suggesting that R S Sharma and Irfan 
Habib be accommodated instead of 
Makhan Lai and S PGupta. Certainly when 
it came to the crunch, it was the stiff 

resistance put up by scholars both inside 
and outside that drove home tbe point that 
in opposing the organisers one was fighting 
the forces of reaction. The experience of 
WAC-3 makes it clear that one cannot 
waffle when confronting communal- 
fascism 

Sadly, while allocations for universities 
are being curtailed gencnius grants were 
made available to a bunch of people whose 
commitment to their discipline was in 
doubt even when their competence as 
tnanipulaiors was not. In fact WAC was 
to be the vehicle to gain respectability for 
the act of vandali.sm in Ayodhya. Once it 
became clear that WAC was inclined 
towards adopting a resolution condemn¬ 
ing the demolition of Babri masjid, they 
used tactics that would do fascists proud. * 
However there is .some benefit that has 
come out of all Ibis Scholars linked to 
the RSS and their supporters did a good 
job of establishing that they arc misfits 
in civilised intellectual circles. It is also 
clear that those who depend on the 
government to fight their ideological 
battles should think twice now about a 
goveriunent which runs with the hare and 
hunts with the hound. It is also time to ask 
why allocations for universities decline 
while the size of the discretionary funds 
at tbe disposal of the government keeps on 
increasing. Finally, to treat RSS fellows as 
gentlemcn/womcn who play by the rules is 
to forget the diabolical character of their 
ideology. Tlie gloss of scholarship, just as 
the mantle of panlotism, is a thin veneer 
which at the slightest provocation exposes 
its heinous side 
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Meoms of Mewat 
Yoginder SUuiid 

The Meos are descendants of rajput, meena and gujjar converts to 
Islam and are scattered aver a large area south of Delhi towards the 
Thar desert. The condition and status of the women in this poor 
community largely made up of small and middle peasants is distressing. 
Not only are diey educationally backward, with few opportunities to 
attend schools, but are subject to customs which contribute to keeping 
them economically and socially backward. 

STRETCHING southwards frotn the border 
of Delhi towards the Thar desert, over large 
parts of Ourgaon and Faridabad districts of 
Haryana and Alwar and Bharatpur in 
Rajasthan, is the culturally distinct region 
known as Mewat. This name is derived 
from the major community inhabiting this 
area, the Muslim Meos. The Meos are 
descendants of rajput, meena and gujjar 
converts to Islam. It is estimated that there 
are over a million Meos in Mewat alone, 
and several hundred thousand scattered 
elsewhere. Nearly all the Meos of Mewat 
reside in the rural areas, and most villages 
in the region have overwhelming Meo 
majorities. 

The Meo community consists almdst 
entirely of small and middle peasants who, 
on the whole, are greatly impoverished. 
There is an almost complete absence of 
irrigation facilities in the region, and this 
is so even though the present minister of 
state for irrigation in Haryana is himself 
a Meo. As a result, most Meos can raise 
just one crop a year, and that only if the 
rains ire sufficient. Rampant exploitation 
by bania and Jain moneylenders is another 
major cause of Meo poverty. Most of the 
banias of Mewat (there are a couple of 
them in each Meo village and bania 
majorities in most Mewati ‘qasbas' or 
small townships) live off the interest they 
charge on loans given to the Meos. Much 
Meo land has already passed into bania 
hands as a result of the inability to repay 
loans. Educationally, too, the Meo 
community is extremely backward; and 
estimated 10 per cent of the Meos are 
literate. To add to all their many woes, 
the Meos complain of government neglect 
and discrimination against them on 
religious grounds by local officials. 

If the general conditions of the Meos 
is woeful, that of the Meonis, the Meo 
woraenfcdk, is even more distressing. In 
the sphere of bous^old work, the burden 
is almost entirely on the women. Forced 
by acute pover^, right from childhood 
young Meo girls must assist their mothers 
in household chores and so cannot go to 
school. They tend to theur younger siblings. 

graze goats and sheep, and roam the bare, 
barren slopes of the Aravallis in search 
of firewood. Unlike in many other peasant 
communities,-agricultural work too is 
largely a woman’s domain among the 
Meos. In many cases the only agricultural 
operation done by the men is ploughing. 
Offering an explanation for this 
phenomenon, Usman Khan, former 
sarpanch of Jharpudi village in Gurgaon 
district says. “This is because our women 
are a very brave race (‘bahut bahadur 
qaum hai'). So strong are they that when 
they deliver children they are back to work 
the next day cooking food for their 
families". Another informant, however, 
attributes the overwhelming dependence 
of Mewati agriculture on Meoni physical 
labour to the general economic and cultural 
backwardness of the community and to 
Meo insensitivity towards their women. 
“Meonis are doubly exploited”, he says. 
“First, they, along with Meo men, suffer 
at the hands of the banias and the officials. 
Then, they are exploited by their men 
themselves. Some are even treated as 
dumb cattle though our religion strictly 
prohibits this." 

The Meos are one of the few Muslim 
communities in India who, in matters of 
inheritance, are governed by their own 
customary law and not by Muslim Personal 
Law. While the.latter provides for a share 
for daughters in the property of their 
deceased fathers, the former does not. 
Granting daughters inheritance rights in 
land, Meos contend, would further 
contribute to the rapidly increasing 
fragmentation of their already unviable 
landholdings, a problem that has become 
extremely acute with rapid population 
growth. Dowry is seen by the Meos as 
taking the place of women’s inheritance 
rights, though it is not an Islamic custom 
allowed by the ‘shariat’ (Islamic law). 
However, the two are not equivalent; 
unlike the property which Muslim women 
inherit from their fathers, over which they 
exercise control, dowry is paid to the 
groom’s family and the bride has no rights 
over it. The dowry problem is becoming 

mamtsingly acute. Among the better^ff 
sections of Meo society, men compete 
with one another to pay higher dowries 
for their daughters in order to enhance 
their social prestige. Despite several caste 
panchayats having been held by Meo 
‘chaudinies* (leaders), in which it was 
unanimously decided to do away with 
dowry, the practice shows no sign of 
abating. In fact, many of the chaudhries 
who had vociferously condemned dowry 
at these panchayats themselves paid grand 
dowries when it came to the marriage of 
their daughters. 

Meo families are generally large and 
women begin producing children soon after 
marriage. Meos believe that family 
planning, especially limiting the number 
of children, is strictly prohibited in IsViui. 
Most maulvis do not deal in their sermons 
with such concrete social problems as 
poverty, illiteracy, women’s rights, and 
family planning. Instead, they generally 
confine themselves to lecturing about the 
importance pf faith (‘iman’). prayers 
(‘namaz’) and fasting (‘roza’). If, says 
Mustaq, a Meoni from Nuh, they were to 
lecture to their congregations about what 
role religion could play in solving the 
growing social problems of the Meos, 
they would be more socially productive 
and relevant than at present. Mushtaq 
suggests that books on Islam and social 
problems should be abridged and translated 
into simple, readily understandable Hindi 
and Urdu and made available in the qasbas 
of Mewat at affordable prices so that the 
Meos can benefit from them. 

If the literacy rate can be said to be a 
measure of development, the Meonis seem 
to have registered virtually no development 
at all. According to reliable estimates, not 
more than 1 per cent of ail Meonis are 
functionally literate. In the entire 
community of over a million, there are 
said to be not more than 20-25 women 
graduates. In most schools of rural Mewat, 
there are hardly any girls at all. Meoni 
illiteracy does not stem simply from 
patriarchal prejudices that frown on 
women’s education, since over90 per cent 
of Meo men themselves are unable to read 
and write. Given the extreme poverty and 
educational backwardness of the community 
as a whole, the low priority given by the 
Meos to female education is hardly 
suiprising. 

However, many Meos today seem less 
disinclined to educating their girls. The 
Meos and their maulvis are beginning to 
accept that Islam does encourage all 
believers, women included, to acquire 
education. The general refrain now seems 
to be that they do not send their girls to 
school for various other reasons, and not 
because it is somefriing inoonceivable, 
something that their religion proscribes. 
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One argument is that they have retained 
many of the patriarchal customs and values 
of their putative rajput past which 
discourage female education. Another 
reason they give is that secular education 
is of no use to their girls because they are 
anyway not going to get government jobs 
(school is seen here largely as a mews 
of acquiring employment in a government 
department). A third argument is that there 
is no ‘char-divari’ (seclusion of women 
within the four walls) and 'parda' (veil) 
there, and the girls would be seen and 
taught by ‘ghayr’ (strange) men. It is also 
said that girls who study in the government 
.schools are teased by the boys. 

Meos contend that they would be 
enthusiastic about educating theirdaughters 
if there were ‘zenana* (all-girls) schools 
with only women teachers. Interestingly, 
while the absence of zenana schools is seen 
by the Meos as the reason why they should 
not send their girls to school, they show no 
similar hesitation in making their women 
work in the fields, in open view of strange 
men’. Further, the ‘burqa’ is almost entirely 
unknown io Mewat.' and so also is strict 
seclusion, for Meonis must work outside 
their homes. Argues Mohammadi Begum, 
the Meoni librarian of the Mewat Model 
School, Ferozepur Jhirka, “If our woiking 
in the fields the whole day without burqas 
is acceptable to our menfolk, how is it that 
studying at school, learning proper manners 
and etiquette, dressed in ‘hijab* (modest 
dress), can be said to be against religion?” 
Echoing the same sentiment, Fajruddin 
Khan, sarpanch of Doha (Ourgaon district) 
and founder of the Bibi Fatima Oirls 
School, the first and only all-girls’ Meo- 
run modem school, says, “Islam enjoins 
upon all believers, men and women, to 
acquire knowledge. Unfortunately, most 
Meos are in the dark about this. One of 
the main reasons why we Meos are getting 
poorer is that we do not have educated 
mothers. Mothers are actually the very 
madrasas of our children. Education will 
make our girls aware of what js ‘halal’ 
(right) and ‘baram’ (wrong), which is also 
what Islam wants them to learn. So how 
can it at all be said that schools will spoil 
them?” According to Salma Begum,^ a 
post-graduate Meoni from Delhi’s Jamia 
Millia Islamia, now teaching Geography 
at the Mewat Model School, the Meos 
would not have been as hostile to girls’ 
education had it not been for a few cases 
of educated Meonis getting married on 
their own accord outside the Meo 
community, albeit to other Muslims. 
Because of this, she says, many Meos 
think that education will ‘spoil ’ their girls, 
threaten the traditions of die epnununity. 
Hence, she maiiAains, it is necessary for 
the few educated Meonis to be particularly 
careful about bow they behave so as not 

to jeopardise girls* education among the 
Meos forever. Patriarchal norms and 
customs, which are actually against the 
spirit of Islam, says Salma, can only be 
gradually countered. 

It would be naive to see school educa¬ 
tion, as it presently is, as the panacea for 
Meoni backwardness. Barely 40 per cent 
of the teacher’s posts in Mewat are filled. 
The teachers here, mostly banias and 
Punjabis and very few Meos, are notorious 
for taking little interest in the develop¬ 
ment of their students. Moreover, the 
curriculum, besides providing basic 
literacy and numeracy skills, seems hardly 
related to the concerns and conditions of 
the rural Mewati students. The highly 
sanskri'tised Hindi of the textbooks is 
beyond the comprehension of most. The 
books tend to reinforce traditional 
communal and gender stereotypes. 
Besides, a common complaint is that the 
textbooks tend to glorify brahminical 
Hinduism and the ‘upper’ castes and 
portray the Muslim rulers in a bad light, 
ignoring the great contributions of Islam. 
In the absence of a thorough revision of 
the curriculum, the lack of enthusiasm on 
the part of the Meos to send not Just their 
girls but even their boys to school is 
understandable. 

Increasingly, the Meos are sending their 
girls to Islamic ‘maktabs’ (primary 
schools) attached to most village mosques. 
There they learn to read Urdu and are 
taught to memorise parts of the Holy Quran. 
Pew maktabs actually teach their students 
how to write. Though the pedagogical 
techniques employed, and much of the 
content of the education imparted at the 
maktabs leaves much to be desired, for 
the Meonis they are the only affordable 
and culturally acceptable means to acquire 
reading skills. Most maktabs are co¬ 
educational. No fixed fees are charged; 
parents give grain and money to the 
Maui vis to teach their children, though for 
poor families this is not compulsory. Girls 
are withdrawn from the maktabs as soon 
as they attain the age of puberty and are 
then married off, for from that age onwards 
they become vulnerable to ghayr men. 
including their male teachers. The 
maktabs cf Mewat and their teachers arc 
still completely untouched by modern, 
progressive Islamic theological develop¬ 
ments. The ‘dars-i-nizami’, prepared way 
back during the reign of Aurangzeb, is still 
the ‘nisab’ (curriculum) for almost all the 
madrasas in Mewat, as for the rest of 
India. Almost no maklab or madrasa 
receives newspapers or Journals and very 
few of them get even Islamic periodicals. 
Thus, leave alone the girl students, even 
their ‘ustad’ (teachers) are quite in the 
dark about the fast-changing world 
around them. The overwhelming stress at 

the Islamic schools is on the inculcation 
of moral qualities; girls are also taught 
how to be ‘good’ wives and mothers. 

Meonis who learn to read at the maktabs 
hardly getachance to practise their reading 
skills after they pass out and get married. 
They simply do not get the time to read and 
their husbands generally cannot afford to 
buy literature for them. TTitts, many simply 
forget how to read after a few years. Those 
who do get to read once in a while lack 
access to suitable reading material. 
Enquiries reveal that there are almost no 
subscribers even to Islamic women’s 
magazines in the whole of Mewat. In the 
small qasbas there are hardly any bookshops, 
and the few that exist deal in textbooks. In 
the larger qasbas such as Tijara, Nub and 
Ferozepur Jhirka, there are a couple of 
mobile bookstalls which deal in Islamic 
books and tracts. These are the only source 
of reading material for most Meos and 
Meonis, though the shop-owners reveal that 
most of their customers are maulvis and not 
ordinary peasants. There are Just a few 
books available at these stalls that deal 
specifically with Muslim women. The most 
popular of these are Bahishti 2^var by 
Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanvi and Musalman 
Bivi by Maulana Mohammad Idrees 
Ansari. These texts merely reinforce 
traditional gender roles and stereotypes. 
Likewise, almost all the other religious 
tracts sold at these stalls are of the 
traditional sort. No progressive literature, 
whether Islam ic or otherwise, is anywhere 
available in Mewat. 

Recent Developments 

Today there are signs that the Meos are 
waking up to the pressing urgency of 
educating their girls. Three girls’ maktabs 
and schools have been set up in Mewat 
so far. Fatimiat-ut-Zohra school in the 
village of Sakras (Ourgaon district) is one 
of Mewat's very few all-girls’ Islamic 
maktab.«. Fajruddin Ba.sKar, the village’s 
young post-graduate sarpanch, and a local 
social activist. Nazir Ahmad, were the 
inspiration behind it. Established in June 
1993, it already has nearly 70 students on 
its rolls. The two young lady teachers are 
daughters of Ahmad; they have Just 
completed a five-year ‘alim’ course at the 
Jamiat-us'Salihat, an Islamic girls 
seminary at Malegaon, Maharashtra. The 
school’s course consists of Urdu grammar 
and two texts dealing with religious 
matters. The textbooks are given free to 
the students, though notebooks and 
uniforms have to be purchased. Tuition 
fees are Rs 20 per month, but they are 
waived for those who cannot afford to pay. 
The maktab is presently run in a kacha 
room which is kept spotlessly clean. 
Despite some opposition from a faction 
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of the Meas of Sakras, who see the setting 
up of the maktab as a ploy to win votes, 
the sarpanch is making arrangements to 
house it in a more permanent building. 
He hopes to turn it .into a girls’ school 
where both secular and religious subjects 
will be taught. It is only by combining 
the two, he says, that the Meos will be 
able to appreciate the value of girls’ 
education. 

The Kulliyat-ut-Tahirat (‘School for 
Pure Girls’) is the girls’ section of the 
sprawling MeelkaMadrasa at Meel Khedia 
in Bharatpur, Rajasthan. It was started in 
199.^. Its founder and principal is Maulvt 
Qasim, grandson of the well known Meo 
Miyanji Musa, who played a leading role 
in the spread of the ‘Tablighi Jamaat’, an 
Islamic reformist movement in Mewal. 
Today about 300 girls study here, mostly 
Meonis. The school has attempted to 
introduce some elementary mathematics, 
Hindi and Home Science in its curriculum, 
but Maulvi Rashid, the ‘nazim-e-talimat’ 
(‘director of education’) says that this has 
not been able to proceed very far due to 
their inability to pay the high salaries 
demanded by trained teachers of these 
subjects. They have to rely on madrasa 
products instead to teach secular subjects 
for which they have not received any 
training. Girls are admitted to the school 
at the age of seven and arc allowed to 
study until age 12, for they then approach 
puberty and are nearly all married off. 
They stay together in one wing of the 
madrasa along with the all-female teaching 
staff. Maulvi Rashid says this is the only 
girls’ boarding school in the whole of 
MeWat, for few other maulvis are willing 
to take the great risks entailed in such a 
venture. Perhaps the most impressive and 
remarkable of the girls Education projects 
in Mewat is the Bibi Fatima school at 
Duha (Ourgaon), close to the Alwar 
(Rajasthan) border. It is a private school 
of the sarpanch Fajruddin Khan, who is 
so popular that he has been returned to 
the post unopposed since 1983. Khan is 
barely literate himself, yet his enthusiasm 
for education, especially for females, is 
boundless. He says that since 1983 he has 
been spending 60 per cent of the 
pahehayat’s entire budget on education 
alone. As a result of his untiring efforts, 
Duha now has a government high school, 
a government girl.s’ .school and his own 
Bibi Fatima primary and middle school, 
which started functioning in 1992. This 
school has over 170 girls on its rolls, 
most of them Meonis but many also from 
local non-Muslim castes as well. Its all¬ 
woman staff, too, is mixed in term of 
religious and caste affiliation. The H ary ana 
Board syllabus, de.spite all its limitations 
and cultural inappropriateness for rural 
children, is followed by the school. 

Religious education is impsjited by a 
Meoni teacher to die Meo girls two hours 
every day after class hours. The idea of 
setting up the school, says Fajruddin 
Khan, came to his mind when he saw the 
cruel exploitation of Meoni labourers in 
the stone quarries thal busines.smen 
frt>m outside have now begun operating 
in Mewat. He realised that the only way 
they could fight against this oppression 
was by becoming educated about their 
rights. 

Khan has a word of advice and caution 
for social reformers in a huny - changing 
fossilised beliefs, customs, values and 
institutions is a long affair, a gradual 
process. Policies and programmes that 
ignore local cultural sensibilities are, more 
often than not, doomed to failure from the 
outset. 

BIODIVERSITY is the sum total of all life 
forms. This is perhaps the simplest 
expression for the most complicated 
system on earth. For attempting to 
comprehend biodiversity in its totality 
and understand its various aspects 
scientists have used the concepts of 
ecosystem diversity, species diversity and 
genetic diversity. For a manager, however, 
the individual as well as combined ‘status' 
of these diversities are the things that 
matter. 

Conscious manipulation as also wanton 
destruction of habitat as pronounced 
behavioural aspects are relatable to hardly 
any species other than homo sapiens. As 
a consequence the observed decline in 
biodiversity is simply mind-boggling. 
Scientists believe that the total number of 
species in the world is somewhere between 
10 and 80 million out of which about 1.4 
million species have been identified. 
Reports however indicate that about 100 
species of invertebrates are lost to 
disforestation and habitat destruction each 
day. All species of mammals as well as 
carnivcH’ous on earth are declining. More 
than two-thirds of the world’s 150 species 
of primates (which include monkeys, 
lemurs and humans) are threatened with 
extinction. Three-fourths of the world’s 
bird species are declining in population. 
A worldwide decline is observed in 

Notea 

(Material for this paper was coUecled during 
three field trips to Me wat in November 1992 and 
January and March 1993. 1 am particularly 
grateful to Salmaji, Mohammad Swaleh Khan 
.Saheb, Bani Aroraji, Maulvi Rashid Saheb and 
numerous Meos too many to be mentioned, for 
the information thal they freely .shared with me.] 

1 Overthepasi fewyearsafewMeoms.generally 
in the towns, have begun donning the burqa. 
They belong to familie.'s that have improved 
their economic .situation such that they can 
dispense with their women’sagncultural work. 

2 Salma plans to do her PhD on the women of 
Mewat. She had earlier wanted to work on 
modern education among the Meonis hut .she 
changed her mind on realising that the univer.se 
of her study would have been microsexipic, not 
more than 0.001 per cent of the ^'.,ml 
papulation. 

amphibians in recent years and most of 
the fishes have declined in population 
(‘Conservling^ Biological Diversity’ by 
John C Rya'h,of the World 1992, 
World Watch Institute). In short, mass 
extinctions seem inevitable and with the 
present level of inertia and myopic 
approach towards tackling all including 
environmental problems in most of the 
countries, death of mankind will, in all 
probabilities, be a case of suicide. 

In India the situation is no less alarming 
in any way. About 45.000 species of flora 
and 65,0Qi0 species of fauna are found in 
India, population of most of which is 
declining.' Over 1,500 species of flora and 
fauna are in the endangered category. A.s 
on today out of the total area of 329 
million ha. 175 million ha of land in India 
is in a degraded condition because of 
erosion, salinity, alkalinity and various 
other factors indicating loss ofbiodiversity. 
Similarly grasslands and pastures, just 
about 3.5 per cent of our geographic area, 
are under severe degradation due to the 
pressure on account of a 500 million 
domestic animal population. The 75 
million ha area of forest land in {iidia has 
about 40 per cent area under-stocked and 
under visible stress resulting in loss of 
biodiversity fm: one reason or the other. 
Wetlands and Marine ecosystems rich in 
aquatic and bird-life are also facing 

Conserving Biodiversity 
Need for Statutory Support 
AKJha 

While there are mmy laws which allow for the conservatim of 
biodiversity in India, many of the provisions cannot be implemented 
because of existing socio-economic and political constraints. 
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problems of over-etploit«tion. afid 
pollution leading to kws of biodiversity. 
All these warrant a specifi(;ally - orient^ 
immediate action plan for bitxliversity 
conservation supported by an effective legal 
framework not only suited to the present 
scx;io'politico-economic situation prevalent 
in India but also duly aligned with the long¬ 
term strategies of development. The task 
obviously is not easy. 

The lUCN (the World Conservation 
Union). UNEP and WWF indicate that 
countries should have comprehensive sys¬ 
tems of environmental law to safeguard 
human rights as well as interest of future 
generation. The productivity and diversity 
of the earth should also he protected by this 
mechanism through reuignitionof tlie legiti¬ 
macy of 'local approaches’. 

At present the concern of the government 
of India for biodiversity conservation is 
expressed through various acts and legal 
documents which constitute environmental 
laws in India Important amongst them are 
The Indian Forest Act. 1927; WildlifefPio- 
Icction) Act, 1972 (amended in 1991); 
Environmental (Protection) Act, 1986. For¬ 
est (Con.scrvation) Act, 1980 (amended in 
1988), The Water (Prevention and Control 
ot Pollution) Act 1974 (amended in 1988); 
The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollu¬ 
tion) Act, 1981 (amended in 1988) and the 
Notification on Coastal Regulation Zone. 
1991. The National Forest Policy 1988, and 
National Conservation Strategy and Policy 
Statement on Environment and Develop¬ 
ment, 199^publishcd by govemmentof India 
also indicate furtherance of the cause of 
con.servation. Interestingly, most of the ef¬ 
forts to ensure compatibility of conserva¬ 
tion-oriented legal structures with the 
changed socio-economic conditions have 
taken shape from 1986onwards. Apart from 
these, various judgments passed in cases 
related to issues pertaining to conservation 
of forest and wildlife in particular and to the 
effects of pollution, etc, on the natural re- 
.sources as well as human life in general 
indicate that the thinking of judiciary is also 
becoming predominantly pro-environment. 
Tills has specific implications for tlie con¬ 
servation movement in our country and 
adds to its strength by buttressing the stat¬ 
utory support to the same. 

The Indian Forest Act. 1927 (IFA) con¬ 
tains one of the first land settlement strat¬ 
egies in India. It, however, also prescribes 
specific acts allowed/pit^ibited in various 
categories of such land as well as in regard 
to biodiversity elenumts in the name of ‘forest 
produce’ depending on the statutory status 
granted to the same by the act. Considering 
the definition of ‘forest produce’ one finds 
that it is of twospecific categories as detailed' 
in the Section 2(4) of the IFA. The first 
category includes specifically mentioned 
items in Section 2(4Ka) like timber, char¬ 

coal, catechu, mahua flowers, etc, which 
whether found in or brought froth freest or 
not, are included in the definition of ‘forest 
produce’. Thus, this category of specifical¬ 
ly indicated material gets subjected to all 
rules and regulations under IFA irrespec¬ 
tive of its place of origin. The other cat¬ 
egory indicated in 2(4)(b) derives its status 
as 'forest produce’ from the place of its 
origin, i e, it is a 'forest produce’ only when 
it is found in forest or is pnived to have 
been brought from a forest. This category 
includes general items like parts or portion 
of plants and trees, wild animals including 
their parts or produce, etc. 

In the ca.se of reserved forest (RF) the 
land as well a.s 'forest produce’ on the same 
automatically lecei vc. by virtue of reserva¬ 
tion notification itself, protection against 
human acts made punisbabl.; under the act 
as per specific provisions. Under this act 
the rights of the local people in case of RF 
arc cither allowed to continue by altering 
the propij.sed boundary or translocated onto 
a convenient patch or are commuted by the 
forest scUlemciii officer (F,SO) as per laid 
down prtHiedure. Tlie FSO concerns himself 
specifically, apari fiom other rights, with 
the right to receive or take ‘forest produce' 
from the forest area and also whether such 
material can tic sold or bartered by the right 
holder. In protected forest (PF’), however, 
the nature and extent of the rights are simply 
enquired into and recorded, in case it is 
essentia! to declare an area pnitecled. the 
state government does have the authority 
to declare the area as such but the existing 
rights of individuals or communities arc not 
to he effected or abridged. In PF the slate 
government is required to declare certain 
species as reserved or make rules to 
specifically covei ‘forest produce’ for 
bringing the same under the purview of the 
IFA. It can suspend the rights of private 
persons in some specific portion of PF 
provided the remainder of such forest is 
sufficient for a convenient exercise of the 
rights so suspended. Hius. regulating collec¬ 
tion, subjection to manufacturing priwess, 
or removal, etc, of any forest produce from 
PF requires specific notificatioas to he i.ssucd 
by tlie state government. Without this the 
biodiversity in PF cannot be effectively 
managed by using IFA. TIk st ate govemmciit 

Scan notify any land just as ‘forest’ also and 
pn:.scribc regulations for the conservation 
of trees and forest thereon under the IFA. 
In some states, however, governments have 
ehacted Private (Forest Acquisition) Acts 
to serve the purpose. The action in this 
regard is basically intended to be taken in 
the interest of some public purpose like 
preservation of public health, maintenance 
of water supply, conserv'ation of trees and 
fore.sts, preservation and improvement of 
soil condition, etc. The IFA also provides 
an opportunity to the owner of any land to 

request the government to get his land 
managed as reserved or protected forest 
through government agency. 

Biodiversity is found not only in the 
legally declared ‘forests’ but outside also 
and ‘forest produce’ can be seen as the 
building blocks of the same. As on today, 
however, majority of the species and items 
tliat con.stitutc biodiversity fall in the .second 
category, i c, in Section 2(4)(b) and they 
can be confidently subjected to regulations 
of IFA within the notified forest areas only. 
No sooner that speh material comes out of 
the forest area through one means or another 
the task of regulating its movements, etc, 
by using provn; ions of IFA becomes difficult 
and henent of doubt, more often than not, 
goes in favour of the people dealing in such 
material. Notwithstanding the fact that the 
forest department has concentrated generally 
on the management and exploitation of 
major ‘forest produce’ like Umber and other 
items contained in the first category, the 
control on the exploitation and exit of plant 
parts and pritions like medicinal herbs and 
shrubs becomes difficult because most of 
these are collected a.s a consequence of 
exercise of right.s/concessions hy the tribal 
and local people and the aspect of ‘sale* 
or ‘barter’ is neither clearly mentioned in 
the FSO’s report nor it is practicable to be 
effectively monitored by the department. 
There are very few forest divisions where 
items of ‘forest produce’ of Section 2(4)(b) 
are eithei managed through a proper 
inventory or auctioned. Thus, because of 
lack of organised collection and removal 
at the field level there is hardly any control 
on these elements of biodiversity and most 
of the material reaches market through 
middle-men who purchase the same from 
the local and tribal people and reach the 
same to the wholesalers for further export 
or use within India depending on its potential 
use At the point of export, in most cases 
the wholesale dealers as well as retailers 
tend to indicate that the material with them 
has changed number of hands and also that 
the non-W(KKi forest pnxluce existing with 
them is either cultivated or originated from 
a non-foresl-arca. For want of infrastructure 
as well as due to non-availabilily of 
verifiable linkages and parameters futility 
of any effort intended to determ ine back ward 
linkages becomes an obvious conclusion 
and there is always a possibility of export 
of such items without detailed verification 
about legality of their procurement under 
the pressure of ‘liberalisation’ in the Exim 
policy. The fact, however, remains that 
because of the unorganised nature of trade 
at the initial stages the worst sufferers are 
both tribals as well as the resource-base. As 
a matter of fact the locd and tribal peo(de 
do not restrict themselves to the areas 
assigned by the FSO for the purpore resulting 
in lower earnings as well as indiscriminate 
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lemovah and degradatioa. ’tlife forest 
guard, more often dian not, is either a 
party to the whole exercise or is a silent 
obso’ver since be is not oriented to take 
cognisance of such ‘petty items’ going out 
through the exercise of a ‘right’ or 
‘concession’. The major chunk of the profit 
is taken by the middle-men who exploit 
the local ‘collectors’. Thus despite the 
fact that the IPA seems to be having 
provision as welt as potentiality for 
regulating the exploitation as well as 
transit, etc, of all ‘forest produce’ 
originating from forests, at the time of 
actual implementation, the results are 
extremely difficult to achieve. Yhc non¬ 
specific nature of definition of non-wood 
forest produce as ‘Forest Produce’ in the 
Section 2(4)(b) of the act is also partly 
responsible for this ineffectiveness. Even 
for the items of Section 2(4)(a) that are 
very limited in number, the practicability 
of enforc-ements in areas outside forests 
except for ‘visible’ items like timber, 
charcoal, etc, is also quite often Jinxed for 
one reason or the other. 

Wldlife Act 

Considering the potentiality of Wildlife 
(Protection) Act 1972 (WLPA), one finds 
that the^ sanctuaries and national parks 
(protected areas) duly declared under this 
act are subjected to specific provisions in 
regard to the notified area of PAs in general 
and ‘ wildlife' as the target item in particular 
whereas the provisions regarding regulation 
of transit, trade and commerce in areas 
outside PAs are limited to specific items 
like ‘wild animals’, ‘animal articles’, 
‘trophies’, ‘specified plants', etc, as defined 
in the act ‘Wildlife’ has an extremely wide 
connotation and an inclusive definition 
contains vertebrates, invertebrates as well 
as vegetation forming part of any habitat. 
Thus inside PAs ail the building bkx;ks of 
biodiversity get statutoiy cover by virtue 
of application of WLPA provisions to 
‘wildlife’ as such. Outside PAs, oply six 
species contained in the schedule Wof the 
WLPA attract the various provisions of the 
actsofaras ‘Flora’ is concerned. The faunal 
category also restricts itself to the ‘wild 
animals’ specified in schedules I to V in 
non-PAs unless the first part of the 
definition of ‘wild animal’ indicating any 
‘animal’ found wild in nature is 
emphasised strictly and effectively during 
implementation. The chance of acceptance 
of such interpretation having extremely 
wide scope as also the possibility and 
feasibility of discovering definitive 
backward linkages at implementation levels 
for pinpointing origin of any animal seem 
quite remote in the present circumstances. 
Again, the practicability of total reliance 
on Sections? prescribing bureau of proving 
legality of possession as lying on the 
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aicohaed, quite often, is liable to be 
questioned especially as a contrast element 
vis^a-vis other criminal acts. These obvious 
limitations reduce the sccqie and effec¬ 
tiveness of the provisions of WLPA by 
reducing the number of target elements of 
biodiversity to specific items specified in 
the schedules of the act. A further reduction 

'in the number is caused by the definition 
of ‘animal’ which excludes invertebrates 
and hence all entries of invertebrates in the 
schedules of WLPA can, by this 
interpretation, be seen as redundant or 
outside the purview of the act. Such 
definitions tend to reduce the defmiti veness 
of applicability of the act and also 
confidence-level of implementors by 
increasing the scope of interpretation that 
could be u.scd against them. The various 
schedules of WLPA contain approximately 
155 species of mammalia, 2,100 species of 
aves, 320 species of reptilia, 3,100 species 
of arthopoda, six species of amphibians and 
six specie,s of plants. Thus, outside PAs 
only the.se number tend to confidently attract 
the provisions of WLPA while the total 
number of flora and fauna making up our 
biodiversity wealth is approximately 0.11 
million. In short WLPA has limited 
applicability both in terms of area as well 
as target species so far as conservation of 
biodiversity is concerned. 

The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 
(FCA) was brought in to primarily regulate 
the diversion of forest areas for ‘non¬ 
forestry’ purpo.ses. The FCA defines ‘forest 
area' as any area shown as ‘forest’ in 
government records and accordingly its 
provisions are applicable not only to 
government-owned forests but also to 
private forest areas. The Goa bench of 
Bombay High Court in a recent judgment 
has further enhanced the scope of FCA by 
indicating that even such areas which may 
not be shown as ‘forest’ in government 
records but have vegetative cover to make 
it look like a forest attract the provisions 
of the act (Shivanand V Salgaonkar vs 
DCF, Goa State, Writ Petition 162 of 1987.) 

The FCA has often been criticised as 
being anti-developmental but the fact 
remains that it has effectively helped in 
checking the mass scale diversions of forest 
areas that went on prior to 1980 and 
accordingly has significantly reduced the 
pace of loss of biodiversity on this count 
in our countiy. Notwithstanding the fact 
that compensatory afforestation in no way 
can adequately compensate the loss of 
biodiversity on account of change of land 
use, it can definitely be seen as creating 
possibilities of development of biodiversity 
in such newly afforested areas. The 
regulations regarding monoculture, though 
seemingly stringent against in situ 
conservation of certain desired species of 
medicinal plants, have their positive aspects 

•bo inmgittd to thpcxriiitwvi^oodfoverall 
biologic^ diVersi^ in forest land per se. 

PROTBCTINO ENV»ONM8Nr 

The&ivironmental(Protecti(m)Act, 1986 
(EPA) came up as a general legislation with 
a resolve to protect and enhance environ¬ 
mental quality. It intends to regulate the 
discharge of environmental pollutants and 
handling of hazardous substances. An im¬ 
portant a.spect of EPA is the grant, similar 
to that in the WLPA, of power to private 
individuals to proceed against offenders 
directly in the court of law after giving a 
notice to the specified authority for the 
purpose. The EPA can be seen as an impor¬ 
tant tool for preventing depletion of 
biodiversity in the non-forest lands through 
control mechanisms safeguarding environ¬ 
mental concern. The W ater (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act. 1974 (WPCA land 
Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 
Act, 1981 (APCA) have al,so been used to 
create conditions conducive to tlie conscr- 
vationofecosystemsand biodiversity therein, 
though simply as logical and legal conse¬ 
quences. Various courts in India have con¬ 
sidered and decided upon broader environ¬ 
mental issues utilising the above acts in favour 
of conservation. In M C Mehta vs UOl (1987) 
4 ,SCC 463 the Supreme Court has indicated 
that life, public health and ecology have 
priority over unemployment and loss of 
revenue. The Kerala High Court in 9711 of 
1989 recognised the ill-effects of actions 
imperilling riperion habitat as well as llora 
and fauna and gave judgment in favour of 
conservation of the same. The question of 
pollution and environmental degradation 
have been considered by various courts in 
India on the fundamental premise that the 
right to environment is part of right to life 
and the right to life is moie than immunity 
from.extinction. 

Tile Kerala High Court in 3473 and 4622 
of 1988 has noted that when degree of 
pollution cros.ses tolerance limit it invades 
the rights under Article 21 of the 
Constitution. The judgments passed under 
the above acts have a vital impact not only 
on the lives of human beings but also on 
the bicxiiversity in and around polluting 
agencies on a long-term basis as a definite 
corollary. In the judgment of Calcutta High 
Court in 2851 of 1992 (People United for 
Better Living in Calcutta Public vs State 
of West Bengal and Others) the question 
of wetland conservation has been dealt with 
indetail wherein thehigbeourthasrestrained 
the respondents from reclaiming wetlands 
for changing its land-use and has directed 
to maintain the nature and character of the 
wetlands in the pre.sent form as well as stop 
all encroachments. 'Iliis judgment not only 
reiterates India’s commitment to the Ramsar 
convention on wetluids signed by our 
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icounoy ki 1991 but d(R> t^adly 
revest tfa« priority gruited by the court to 
the issue of biodiversity conservation in 
such areas. The national programme of the 
ministry of environment and forests on 
wetland, mangroves and coral reefs ensures 
full financial assistance to the stale 
governments forcon-servationof such areas 
but relies basically on EPA, FCA, WLPA, 
WPC A and APC A for creating the necessary 
statutory back up. 

Environmental degradation and bio¬ 
diversity depletion are special types of social 
problems. Any society can be eco-logically 
sustainable only if it conserves biodiversity 
while simultaneously protect-ing the life 
support .system. This requires, os simul¬ 
taneous endeavours, prevention of erosion 
of cco-frontiers and building up of a viable 
•system bici-ieservcs. The development of 
PAs network is first step in this regard. 
Pre.sently PAs of India cover about I ..1 lakh 
sq km which is about 4 per cent of the 
geographic area. The recom-mendations of 
the PA Network Report- envisage a total 
area of 1.8 lakh sq km or 5.6 per cent of 
the geographic area. Even if this target is 
fulfilled, -the major thrust area for bio¬ 
diversity conservation has to be non PAs 

The National Forest Policy 1988 
announced its basic objective of the policy 
duly highlighted by llie expression that tlic 
aljove domestic requirements of the tribal 
and other poor living in or near forests 
should be the first charge on forest produce. 
Considering the present si>cio-eeonomic 
condition and also cond i li on of the resource- 
base in most of the non-PAs a regulatory 
effort with reference to biosphere people 
coupled with tneentive-based system of 
regeneration of the non PAs through 
ecosystem people’s participation is perhaps 
the only option available for any significant 
impetus to conservation efforts and such an 
approach can be sustained only if there 
exists an appropriate statutory support to 
the same. With the process of impoverisation 
tending to establish the ecosystems people 
as agents of the biosphere people in the 
overall degradation matrix the local people 
act against their own interest and suffer 
gross malnutrition indicated through body 
weight and mid-upper arm circumference.’ 

The writ petition in the Bombay High 
Court, Nagpur Bench by .*>heeia Barse in 
1993 on the issue of deaths of tribal children 
in areas of Mclgbat close to townships 
clearly indicates that the deaths could be 
related to the degradation of land and 
con.scquent non-availability of edible forest 
produce as well as crude drugs that were 
constituents of the system of medicine 
practised by the Korku tribes. The revival 
of interdependence of indigenous people 
and biodiversity elements has no substitute 
in the present circumstances but now this 
needs a new ag^roach with statutory sup¬ 

port In the presentdemocndic shnatioanot 
much of positive response in favour of 
conservation can be ensured by activating 
certain penal provisionsjike the Section 79 
of the IFA which prescribes action for failure 
to assist forest officers in their efforts to 
protect and preserve forests that are reser¬ 
voirs of biodiversity. Field experience and 
related records show that this section as also 
Section 81 of IFA have virtually remained 
non-implemcntable in the present socio¬ 
political scenario. 

International trade is yet another aspect 
influencing biodiversity conservation is¬ 
sues in a substantial manner. The Conven¬ 
tion of International Trade in Endangered 
Species of W ild Flora and Fauna (CITES) 
and Expoit-lmporl (EXIM) Policy arc 
operated by India to regulate its intemation- 
ul trade in regard to biodiversity items like 
plants and wild animals and parts and 
products thereof. As signatory to the Con¬ 
vention on Biodiversity held in Rio in 1992, 
India IS committed to the fulfilment of its 
various objectives with a determination to 
conserve and sustainably use biodiversity 
for the benefit of the present as well as 
future generations, in this regard the issue 
of coupling the access to appropriate tech¬ 
nologies with sharing of genetic resources 
IS of utmost importance since many species 
unknown to the modem world are in use 
by indigenous people in their traditional 
lifestyles and their sustainability could be 
jeopardised if they get opened to world 
trade without development of complete 
knowledge about them. As of today a num¬ 
ber of plant portions obtained from various 
countries come into India for making their 
extract.s/derivalives and further re-export 
because labour in India is cheaper. Further, 
a number of bio-fertilisers and bio-control 
agents are being developed and exported 
from India. All these tend to go on without 
muchofcontrol in the nameof liberalisation 
quite often ignoring the aspects of intellec¬ 
tual property rights and biosafety aspects. 
With globalisation of trade in bio-resourc¬ 
es, the need to protect the rights of farmers 
and plant breeders has also become ex¬ 
tremely important. Thus Exint Policy, which 
for the first lime in 1994-9.5 has incorpo¬ 
rated the principles of ecological consid¬ 
erations in its objectives, needs lo be further 
attuned to biodiversity conservation issues. 
Simultaneously it is essential to formalise 
and monitor internal trade also with a view 
lo know and relate its quantum to spccifie 
‘status’ af species in commerce in the 
interest of conservation 

Any new legislation giving effect lo 
biodiversity conservation has lo be enacted 
in conftonance with the existing legal 
instruments while not only considering the 
present socio-economic condition and 
development but also anticipating the 
changes on a long-term tinie.-frame. While 

acoeptfflg as wsill as rewandiog Itw socio¬ 
cultural ethnicknowledgeofibeindigeiious 
people, provisions safeguarding the long- 
existing interdependence of such peoi^e 
and resource base need to be incorporated 
as one of the basic themes in such an 
instrument. This will also require a 
mechanism with statutory back up to control 
the trade in biodiversity elements in a way 
so as to protect the resource as well as bona 
fide producers and users from being 
exploited A sharper focus on the lower 
group of plants and animals irrespective of 
their place of origin has to be built up 
through such a legislation and, as a 
concomitant action, the definitons in WLPA 
and IFA should be modified to include 
imported biodiversity elements and also 
genetically transformed material. The 
statutory bindings on genuine in situ 
conservation efforts with the help of local 
people.shouJd encourage prim ary producers 
and interventions by government should be 
limited to the extent of saving them from 
exploitative forces. Theex-situ conservation 
and genetic transformation efforts, htiwever, 
should also be a matter of scrutiny from the 
points of view of access lo genetic re.sources 
in the wild, compatibility and comparability 
of the created resource, transfer of 
technology, intellectual property rights, and 
bio-safety considerations. The concept of 
sustainability will have to be introduced 
into the planning and developmental efforts 
concerning biodiversity while building up 
simultaneously a system of adequate 
compensation for the ecosystems people in 
cases of loss of biodiversity due to unavoiable 
reasons. (Sec ‘A System of Positive Incen¬ 
tives to Conserve Bitxiivcrsity’ by Madbav 
Gadgil and P R Se.shagiri Rao, EPW, August 
6,1994). Granlof incentives for conservation 
efforts should also find a place in this 
instrument. As a specific piece of legislikimi 
it should also bridge the gaps between the 
various components of the existing system 
of environmental laws as specified in the 
earlier paras. Considering all the above 
re()uircments and aJ.so the limitations of the 
existing acts in the changed circumstances 
It is necessary that an effective statutoiy 
back up through a new act is provided to 
the biodiversity conservation strategies that 
are attempting to shape the future of India. 
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Southern Africa in New 
International Order 
V S Sbcth 

The relations between southern African states in the post-apartheid era 
will evolve at the dictates of the emerging world order, and that the 
fulcrum of this evolution will continue to rest with Pretoria. 

HUNDRED years after Gandhiji set h is fool 
DverSouth African soil, racialdiscritninulion 
and apartheid have been finally eliminated 
with the installation of a non-racial 
government in Soutli Africa. The termination 
of the apartheid system in South Africa and 
the end of intenialional cold war will 
decisively change the political dialogue in 
the African continent The first part of this 
essay traces the growth of interdependence 
and democratisation in the international 
community as well as in southern Africa. 
The second part discusses the relations 
between southern African states in the 
emerging international order. My essay 
argues that die relations between southern 
African stales in the i>ost-apartheid era will 
evolve at the dictates of the emerging world 
order, and that the fulcium of this evolution 
will continue to rest with, Pretoria. 

ItvrBRDEPENDBNai, DbM01*ATI.SA1 ION 

AND SoirniBRN AntlfA 

The world order had a dialectic evolution 
under the growing influence of science and 
technology on the human life. Expansion of 
.science and technology have generated forces 
of democrates^tion and interdependence 
within the inteniational community, which 
have dealt a. mortal blow to the supremacy 
of the colonial, imperial and racist forces in 
latter half of the 20lh century. 

The southern African region, including 
South Africa, constitutes a single geo-eco 
system, which was partitioned by the 
European powers during the 19lh century. 
The arrival of colonisers in the 19th century 
saw the birth of the policy of political and 
economic di.scrimination on the basis of 
physical features and tlie skin colour. The 
policy of racial discrimination, and 
Hubscquently that of apartheid, drew 
inspiration from the principleof Whiteman's 
supremacy. The theories of colonialism and 
racism shared a common belief that the 
institutions and values of the white man 
were superior to whatever the African 
possessed and it was duty of the former to 
uplift the latter to a higher standard of 
civilisation. The linkages between colonia¬ 
lism. imperialism and racialism were not 
incidental (Sheth 1991 ;32-4I ]. Though the 
wiute-dominated South Africa became 

; independent in 1910 and expanded its 
territorial hold to .south-west Africa at the 
end of first world war, the-Huropean colonial 
control in southern Africa gave the South 
African whites moral support in their 

policies during post-second world war 
period. 

The policy of apartheid in .South Africa 
evolved from 1910lo 1960, a period during 
which the imperial and colonial forces 
survived two disastrous wars and faced 
increasing ideological and nationalist 
opptisition all over the world. The attempts 
to operationalise the colonical relationship 
of dominance and dependence through the 
Iteague of Nations failed, and gave way at 
the end of second world war to nationalist 
and democratic forces. The difference in the 
territorial spread of two world wars fought 
within the time-span of one generation 
revealed the speed with which science and 
technology had made different parts of the 
world interdependent in the lime of war. 
The shift in the power centre under bipolar 
conditions and the granting of independence 
to large number of colonics during the .SOs 
and the 60s indicate the decline in the 
strength and status of former colonial and 
imperial powers in the face.of growing 
interdependence and democratisation of 
nation-states relations 

iNlERbEfliNDENt-H OI- SoUrilhltN 

AmifAN SiAHis 

In the post-.second world war period. South 
.Africa was strategically important for the 
survivalof western influence over the region, 
and tlicrefore. Pretoria was made the hub of 
regional balance of power. Simonstown 
agreement I inked , the regional balance of 
ptiwcr to the global balance tif power by 
aligning South Africa with western alliance 
system. During the cold war. political, 
economic and S(x:ial advancement of the 
black majority was considered detrimental 
to the interest of the ruling white minority. 
The white masters of South Africa gave up 
free enterprise thesis of the classical .school 
of the 19th century had developed a situation 
akin to the internal colonial exploitation 
based on the principle of complete 
segregation of majority blacks and minority 
white population in all a.specLs of life. Such 
a sodal .system artificially designed to 
promote interests of a mincH'ity group of 
population depended upon ruthless use of 
state force and the supp^ it managed to get 
from theouLsidepowers. The white minority- 
controlled South African .slate, with the large 
black population lying within and outside 
its borders su[^lying labour to the white- 
dominated industry and mines. This was 
neo-colonialism wherein the exploitative 

centre iB8te«cl of lying outside in the 
metropeditan state, lay in the case of Soudt 
Africa within the, state having external 
economic and political linkages with the 
lbnnercolonialpowers[Ramchandani 1986], 

The dependence of the landlocked 
.southern African states, namely. Botswana, 
Lesotho, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Zambia 
on South African economy grew with the 
passage of time. South African economy, 
having well-developed infrastructure of 
transport, telecommunication networks, 
natural ports, advanced agricultural, mining, 
manufacturing and industrial sectors, large 
foreign investment and capital accumulation, 
and abundant supply of labour exerted a 
magnetic puli on the neighbouring 
landlocked economics [Clark 1977|.The 
dependence of the ncighbounng states on 
South Africa expresses itself in more than 
one way. The World Bank estimate of mid- 
80s put the total numberof migrants in .South 
Africa at around one million, out of which 
only one-third have been legally employed 
workers in mining and agricultural sectors 
of the economy. Of these legally employed 
workers, four frontline landlocked states, 
namely, Botswana, I^sotho. Swaziland and 
Zimbabwe(BL.SZ) provided 1,70,000 labour 
force while the remaining came from Malawi 
and Mozambique [World Bank Annual 
Report 1987). Migrant labour working in 
South Africa remit a part or whole of their 
salaries to their families across the border 
and this has constituted significant source 
of revenue for .some of ihese slates 

The economic and population growth of 
the tronti me states in the mid-HOs compai'ed 
unfavourably with thatof.South Africa. Poor 
economic growth rate resulted in unfavour 
able balance of trade and increasing external 
Ixirrowings from the.se countries In mid-80s 
BoLswana, Lc.so)Ik>, Swaziland, Zimbabwe 
and Zambia (BLSZZ) had 78.97.90,18 and 
14 per cent of their respective total import 
from South Africa as compared to 7.42.37, 
10 and 6 per cent of their respective total 
exptirl to .South Africa [World Development 
Report 1987). Landlocked situation has put 
severe constraints on BLSZZ states to have 
economic growth without any dependence 
on South Africa. Better infrastructural 
facilities and heavy discount offered by the 
South African transport system together with 
the insecurity and inefficiency experienced 
by the goods traffic in transit at the African 
ports have had the effect of increasing the 
dependence of landlocked frontline states 
on the South African ports of Durban. East 
London and Cape Town in the post¬ 
independence peritxl [Sheth 1988:1-12], 

Intbrnational Community and Neo- 

COLONIAUSM IN SotmtERN AHUCA 

The South African customs union (S ACU). 
which has South Africa and BLS states as 
its members, enabled South Africa to opmut 
as a dir facto impnial power at the regbnal 
level. The imports by the member states 
from outside the unitm were sid>je«ted to 
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hinttrsKlBmal tanfThy S ACU, tfiospratectins 
the Soatb African industries from outside 
competitors fSheth 19S8;1-12]. Realising 
the critical dependence of neighbouring 
African states, f^etoria in 1974 floated apian 
of ‘constellation of Southern African States ’, 
which if successful, would have increased 
South Africa’s economic dominance in the 
region in terms of transportation, port and 
telecommunication infrasuucture. 

Contradictions within the colonial and 
imperial world, and its subsequent 
weakening, have resulted in democratisation 
of the international system. The new actors 
in the international system have taken 
advantage of the conflicting interests of the 
superpowers to create enough elbow room 
for their survival. United Nations at the 
international level and Organisation of 
African Unity (OAU) at the regional level 
provided expression to the democratic 
aspirations of the international community. 

The sub-imperial South African economic 
and political .systems sustaining on the neo¬ 
colonial linkages was at ixlds with the 
emerging democratic interdependent inter¬ 
national system. Pretoria had disdainfully 
Ignored^he UN appeals in the 40s and the 
.50s toend its policy of racidl discrimination. 
However, when the forces of nationali.sm 
gained success on the penphery of southern 
Africa with the independence of Tanganyika 
and Northern Rhodesia in 1960 and 1964 
I cspectively. the whites m .soutliem Rhodes ia 
(Zimbabwe) were the first to revolt against 
their British colonial masters and had 
Unilateral Declaration of Independence 
(UDI). The whites in Rhodesia from 1965 
to 1980 shared the values and policies of 
Pretoria and provided it with valuable safely 
Ml to thwart penetration 6f continental and 
international influences prejudicial to white 
man’s supremacy. Similarly, when the 
Portuguese transferred power in mid-70s in 
Angola and Mozambique the threat of black 
nationalists to the minority-ruled South 
African state increa.scd. Pretoria attempted 
to destabilise the political regimes of these 
newly independent states. 

The increase in pressure from the 
international communi ty on apartheid during 
the 60.S, the 70s and the 80s was in direct 
proportion to the gmwing assertiveness of 
the nationalist and democratic forces al I over 
the world. Pan-Africa movement in the late 
50k and the OAU in the mid-60s called for 
the severance of diplomatic relations and 
adoption of economic sanctiems against 
fmees of apartheid. The fight against forces 
of colonialism and racialism was institutkm- 
alised in the 60s. with the setting up of OAU 
Liberation Committee (1963), UN special 
Committee against apartheid (1962), UN trust 
fund to he^ victims of apartheid (1965), and 
special unit on apartheid in UN secretariat 
(1966). l,iisaka manifesto on southern Africa 
(1969) by 13 central and southern African 
states and 'International Conference on 
sanctions against South Africa' (1981) by 
UN-OAU combine were watersheds in the 

fight to dismuirie cohmill andnicisl 
in southem Africa. The whites rejected thtt 
demand for establishment of non-raclal 
society through the exercise of the right to 
self-determination raised by these con¬ 
ferences, and this led to their isolation from 
the mainstream international community. 

TTic public opinion in the developed 
countries changed rapidly under con-stanl 
pressures emanating from third world 
countries. Revolution in communicatioas and 
transport enabled man, material and informa¬ 
tion to move more swiftly around the globe. 
The information revolution made possible 
by satellite communication enabled people 
across the continents to behold the brutal 
faceof apatllicid and the insidious connection 
it had with the western demix^racies. 

In order to counter mounting external 
pressures. Pretoria adapted different 
strategies. It unleashed state leiror wherein 
millions of blacks were uprooted from their 
homes, imprisoned, killed, tortured and 
deprived of their citizenshjp. Democratic 
rights of expression, movement, residence 
and association were .snatched away. African 
Nationalist Congress', loo. suffered. Its 
activists either went underground oroperated 
from acro.s.s the national borders. 

Pretoria's politico-military strategy of 
esiabli.shing ‘Constellation of Southem 
African State.s' and its adoption of ‘total 
strategy' locountcr increasing pressures was 
accompanied by attempts to integrate South 
African economy with the western capitalist 
economies. It adopted a policy of rapid 
industrialisation which attracted large 
overseas investment in .South Africa. 
International financial investment from the 
US, Britain, West Germany, IMF and World 
Bank had propelled the growth of South 
African ihin'ing. manufacturing .sectors of 
economy in the 50s and the 60k. Foreign 
investors were attracted to South Africa 
because of the availability of cheap labour, 
expanding markets and hard convertible 
currency. Overseas investment supplied 
developmental capital and latest techno¬ 
logies. besides development of manage¬ 
ment skills. The policy of industrialisation 
enabled Pretoria to produce 80 per cent of 
industrial plants indigenously in the 70s 
and the 80s [Biswas nd:72-76]. 

C(XJJU>Sk Ul' NEO-CiXZiNlAtISM 

The growing domestic inequity in 
economically developing South Africa was 
unacceptable to the African nationalists and 
their opposition, with the support of 
international community, grew in direct 

. proportion to the integration of South African 
economy with die world capitalist economics. 

South Al'rica in the 80s was a beleagueicd 
state as F¥eioria wa.s unable to insulate 
domestic events from external influence.s. 
ANC raised the banner of revolt and the cost 
of sustaining apartheid grew in direct 
'proportion to Pretoria’s ability to generate 
economic wealth for whiles only. As a result 
of growing domestic violences and adverse 

world public c^nion, the flow of foreign 
investment declined in the 80s and the fear 
of economic and military sanctions forced 
the white minority government to import 
largcrquantitics of oil and modem armaments 
for building sufficient re.serves to meet 
unforeseen circumstances. While South 
African exports were failing, the imports 
increased alarmingly, resulting in trade 
unbalance Tlie government urgently needed 
to promote domestic consumption of the 
goods for uplifting economy from recession 
and resource crunch. 'The reports of 
government commissioas appointed in the 
80s to investigate the problems of ainiroUing 
black labour suggested certain policy changes 
for improving economic conditions of the 
labour [Sheth 1992;-50-51; Singh nd. 127-49J. 
Pretoria needed to liberalise the political 
system by restoring basic rights of the people 
and-allow the labour to have better wages 
and greater say in the production of goods. 
At the same time, international community's 
resolve to make Pretoria see the light of the 
day and change iu policies could be seen 
from setting up of ‘Africa Fund’ by NAM 
and thereportof thegroupof eminentpwsons 
appointed hy Common wealth Heads of States 
and Government (CHOGAM). The white 
minority government, recognising the need 
forchange in the 90s. released ANC leaders, 
lifted emergency and press censorship, 
unbanned ANC and started political dialogue. 

Changing Intbrnational Ordbr and 

SooniERN Africa 

In contemporary world, interdependence 
has been globalised and has dissolved 
ideological aspects of hegemonic rivalries 
at the regional and international levels. The 
collapse of Soviet Union and eastern Europe 
and the end of cold war bad a fundamental 
impact on .southern Africa imsofar as it has 
ended regionalconflicLs in South-West Africa 
(Namibia) and Angola and brought the 
apartheid rule in South Africa loan peaceful 
end. It has made the international relations 
appear unipolar with only one superpower 
remaining on the international scene. 
Unipolarity in the military field has led to 
the acceptance of free market and demtxx'alic 
pr(x:csscs for achieving weiforeof Uie people. 
However, Che dominance of the US-led 
western alliance has been conditioned bythe 
emergence of new northern concert of powers 
(NNCP) consisting of F.EC. US and Japan 
[Rana 1994: 121-23;Harshc 1994:137-391. 

The third world countries in the bipolar 
conditions buttressed their ca^wbilities by 
establishing regional organisations and 
adopted non-alignment as their foreign 
policy. While the non-aligned foreign policy 
has lost some of its old capabilities under 
the changing systemic pressures, regional 
integration prcKcsscs, best exemplified by 
EEC. have retained theirrelcvance as means 
to meet the growing demands of globalism. 

Southem African states in 1979eateMishcd 
a regional evganisation Swthem African 
Development Co-ordination Conference 
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(SADOC) “to slleviate dysfuiictional 
traditional operations of the sovereign state 
system on the ordering of relations" in 
southern AMcafRana 19k):6J. SADCC has 
achieved modest success under adverse 
circumstances in reducing southern African 
states’ dependence on South Africa and 
helped them to withstand Pretoria’s policies 
of destabilisation and economic blackmail 
(Oupta 1990:134-37]. Restoration of peace 
and democracy in South Africa will benefit 
the neighbouring states insofar as the 
resources utilised in meeting the damage 
caused by Ihetoria would now be diverted to 
the more gainful purposes. Eminent Persons 
Group (EPG), appointed by CHOGAM 
commented in its report that Pretoria’s 
policies of destabilising neighbouring states 
had cost SADCC 10 billion from 1981-82 
to 198.V86 and tliat this amount was higher 
than the total foreign assistance received by 
SADCCfRamchandani 1986;]9-2] j.lndeed, 
with Pretoria no longer interested in 
destabilising its neighbours, SADCC will 
now be able to devote greater resources to its 
ongoing development projects in the region. 

Southern African region abounds in 
agricultural, forest, mineral and water 
resources, which if tapped properly has the 
potentiality of transforming the region into 
one of the powerful regional groupings in 
the world. All important minerals such as 
gold, diamond, iron-ore, coal, copper, 
plutonium, silver, uranium, manganese, rinc, 
tin. lead, bauxite, limestone, petroleum and 
natural gas are found in the region Large 
segments of local population are engaged in 
the subsistence agricultural activities and 
grow cash crops such as coffee, cotton, 
sugarcane, coconuts, cashewnuLs and banana. 
The struggle against apartheid and 
colonialism have kept the states neighbouring 
South Africa steeped in poverty in spite of 
having rich agricultural and mineral 
resources. On the other hand, the whites in 
South Africa have utilised economic 
resources to achieve prosperity for 
themselves, as it is revealed by the figures 
of investment and savings. The gross 
domestic investment in South African 
economy during 1987 was to the tune of 
.32,124 million rands constituting 19..5 per 
cent of GDP at the market prices while the 
domestic savings of the white South Africans 
in 1987 was to the tune of 32,276 million 
rands which was 23.3 percent of the GDP. 

During the last onc-and-a-half decade of 
its existence SADCC has emphasised sectoral 
co-ordination and primacy of national 
decision-making in ui^rtaking development 
projects. It ha.s concentrated on improving 
transportation, communication and port 
facilities, undertaken rc.scarch for improv¬ 
ing crop production and food security 
programme. In spite of the opposition by 
South Africa to SADCC’s development 
programmes, several international agencies, 
rogjonal groupings and individualcountries 
have given aid to SADCC. The conference 
bad received akl from EEC.Noidiccoun tries, 

And>%ahk of Oevelc^ment, Kuwaiti fond, 
and individual counties such as bdia, 
erstwhile SovietUnion, West Germany, Italy, 
UK, Norway, Canada. SADCC’s effort in 
mobilising local and international resource 
for implcmentationof its policies at national 
and inter-state level has been impressive in 
comparison to other African regional 
organisations [Ramchandani 1986). 

The rate of investment and domestif 
savings in (he 80s was not sufficient for 
maintaining tlie economic prosperity of the 
ruling classes. In order to bring the political 
and economic system in harmony with the 
demands of globalisation, Pretoria had to 
think of ways to dismantle apartheid 
structures. However, the legacies of 
colonialism and apartheid will continue to 
cast dark shadows on South African scKiety 
in the post-apartheid di.spcnsation as Pretoria 
addresses itself to national unity and balance 
of growth with equity. 

Given common gco-eco system. South 
Africa's future is intricately linked with that 
of its neighbours. Any changes in the 
economic and political policies of Pretoria 
will have its effects on the neighbouring 
states who supply labour to South African 
mines and depend on it for import of capital, 
scientific and technical skills for industrial 
and agricultural expansion. SADCC could 
provide useful forum for joint tapping of the 
economic resource base in southern Africa 
The field of jxiwer generation for example 
is of vital importance to the economic health 
of the region, and if hydro-electric potential 
is fully tapped through the co-operative 
efforts of all the states, it could fully meet 
the needs of the region and spare the coal 
used in generation of thermal power. With 
the lifting international sanctions and trade 
boycott, recessionary trends in the South 
African economy noticed during the lust 
decade will disappear. The flow of foreign 
investments in .South Africa will be resumed. 

The changes introduced in the economic 
and political policies of Pretoria will affect 
South African labour market which is spread 
beyond its international borders. While 
presenting 1993-94 state budget South 
African government advocated setting up of 
market economy, use of labour-intensive 
methods of production, reduction in 
government expenditure, and low inflation 
rate for achieving higher growth rate Over 
the years segmented development of South 
African society has led to unequal 
deve lopment of capi tai. ski Us and education 
among various .societal segments. The levels 
of education and vocational skills of the 
majority community has to be raised before 
they could command economic power equal 
to that of the whites. The blacks coujd increase 
their control of economic resources through 
land redistribution and diversifying the 
location of industries, though ANC has given 
up the demands of nationalisation of 
industries and equitable redistribution of the 
land holdings. South Africa needs a pragmatic 
approach for developing economic infra- 

stiuctim; tod ihe ctpwh^ia^iit aiid 
buUcHi ski% and wealth. Agricultural and 
rural development, dcveio[nhent of labour- 
intensive industry and adoption of mixed 
ecemomy are some of the mcasuies needed 
to bridge the chasm between various 
segments of population. SADCC ha.s a 
substantial role toplay inmobilisingcapital, 
scientific and technical know-how from the 
regional and international sources and 
making the interdependence operational in 
the field of aid and development. 

Unable to meet the domestic stress and 
strain created by the modernising process 
and the pressures of interdependence and 
globalisation, the nation-state is increasingly 
giving up some of its sovereign attributes 
through the establishment of co-operation 
with neighbours. These integrationist 
[n'oeesses in aunipolarinternational relations 
having multiple focal points will in/reasc 
state’s bargaining power and enable to satisty 
the rising expectations of the people. Keeping 
this in mind, African leaders have agreed to 
establish African Economic Commun ity by 
the year 2050 AD. The political agenda of the 
soutlicm African slates .should take advantage 
of the global changes and piK>l regional 
resources and .skills for mutual advantage 
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Down and Out in Outer Mongolia 
Lessons for £con<Mnic Reformers for 1995 
Rehman Sobhan 

While eastern Europe has been the hardest hit because a system, put in 
place over many years, which had guaranteed the basic needs cf the 
citizens, was dismantled in rapid order under the diktat of the IMF and 
World Bank driven by the western countries, the crisis of living 
standards posed by economic reforms is by no means unique to past- 
socialist Europe. As the world moves into 1995, what conclusions do we 
draw from yet another year of failure of market reforms to restore 
sastainahle growth to most of the third world? 

RECENTI-YonCNNlwatchedasmallilem cent in 1989 to 18.2 per cent in 1992 In 
on Mongolia. It.showed children abandoned Poland poverty increased from 21 .Spcrcent 
by theirparcntsforrea.son.sofpoverty, living in 1989 to 41.4 per cent (57.6 per cent of 
in the sewers of Ulan Bator. It appears that children livein poverty). In Romani a poverty 
in the golden age of the market economy, increased from 27..3 per cent in 1989to5I.I 
25 pcrcentof the families ofMongolia have per cent in 1992 (70,1 per cent of children 
fallen4>clow the poverty line which stands live in poverty). In Russia households in 
at a handsome US$10 per month. As with poverty increased from 5 per cent in 1989 
most such encounters with the market reform to 43.8 per cent in 1992. (This assumes a 
process children bore the brunt ot the poverty line of 75 roubles. If this poverty 
degeneration into poverty of tlieir families, line is raised to 118 roubles the households 
These same children now huddling in the living in poverty rise to 77.1 per cent.) In 
streetsandsewersduringaMongolianwintcr Ukraine poverty was 35.7 per cent in 1992 
had in the bad old days of Communist rule (assuming a Rb 118 poverty line). This is 
in Mongoliaenjoyed guaranteed healthcare, a small increase over 1989. In Slovakia 
basic nutrition, primary education and other poverty increased from 8.5 per cent in 1989 
basic necessities of life, including a roof to 30.2 per cent in 1992 (41.3 per cent of 
over their bead in a warm home, as a matter children lived in poverty). Thus as in 
of right. Their parents had guaranteed jobs, Mongolia all of formerly Socialist Europe 
asecureandpredictablefuture.'nieyhowever has faced a rapid and visible increase in 
did not have shops full of imported luxury poverty following the move towards the 
goods or fleets of luxury cars on the streets market, 
available to those who can buy them in the As a consequence of this deterioration in 
free market. Nor were theii hotels full of the the conditions of life in formerly Socialist 
much sought after foreign middlemen and Europe, UNICEFreports that between 1989 
consultants who are now ubiquitous in Ulan and 1993 the crude death rate increased by 
Bator in search of a quick killing at the 17 per cent in Romania, 12 per cent in 
expense of Outer Mongolia. Bulgaria, and by an incredible 32 per cent 

Are Mongolians better off under market in Russia where the report stales that yearly 
economics? Are its citizens better fed. housed, deaths in 1993 exceeded that of 1989 by 
clothed Ilian they were in the bad old days? 5.47,000 units. To further quote UNICEF 
Obviously UNICEF does not think so. In a on the crisis in formerly Socialist Europe, 
recently published report. Central and ‘the spread of poverty, birth contraction. 
Eastern Europe in Transition: Public Policy escalation of death rates, decline in school 
and Social Conditions, UNICEF reports on enrolmenU and an unstoppable crime wave 
the decline in public services in the formerly have reached truly alarming proportions”, 
socialist countries of Europe. The report The homeless street children seen in Ulan 
presents some horrifying statistics about the Bator are now also common in Moscow and 
declining standards of living of the many other cities of e.-istem Europe. This is 
'beneficiaries’ofmarketreforms. The report the by-product of rising levels of 
indicates that in 1992, 53.6 per cent of unemployment, liberalisation of the housing 
Bulgarian households lived in poverty. In market and the cuts in social services due 
Hungary, poverty levels in 1991 were 21.3 to budgetary austerity imposed under the 
per cent compared to the pre-reform level IMF's varioas stabilisation programmes, 
in 1989 of 10.1 per cent. In the Czech ■ The crisis of living standards posed by 
Republic, poverty increased from 5.7 per economic reforms is of course not unique 
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to post-.socia]ist Europe. Eastern Eurt^ has 
been the hardest hit because a system, pul 
in place over many years, which guaranteeil 
the basic needs of its citizens in the fond 
of full employment, education up tc 
secondary level, basic health, nutrition, cher^ 
but hardly luxurious housing, cheag 
transport, was dismantled in rapid ordei 
under the diktat of the IMF and World Bank 
who were driven by the compulsion of tlK 
dominant western countries to exmreise as 
rapidly as possible the spectreof Bolshevism 
which was seen to have been haunting Europe 
for these m any years. The exorcists from the 
Bank and Fund have done a rather good jot 
of it because they have managed to transform 
some of the formerCommunist aparatchikx 
into dollar millionaires by creating! 
opportunities for them to maximi,se profit 
as blackmarketeers, currency racketeers, drug 
dealers, pimps and common or garden 
criminals, in the name of promoting marked 
economics. This same class can now live iii 
luxurious apartments, drive Mercedes, livd 
on unported luxuries, holiday in Spain and! 
drive past the huddled masses, sleeping oiJ 
the snow-covered pavements of Moscow| 
to an evening at a night club where theiii 
bill would support five Russian families 
for a year. { 

VoTiNu ON Rkfiirms 

Perhaps the Russians or Mongolians 
Hungarians believe thateconomic siagnationi 
increasing poverty, extremes of incom 
inequality arc a fair enough price to pay fo| 
ridding themselves of Communism. I am n 
scholar of eastern Eu4>pc to argue abou{| 
this. However, the current news reports o 
the politics of post-Six:ialist Europe indical 
that in country after country regime 
sponsoring bardli ne market lefonns are bein 
voted out of office to be replaced by 'reform 
siKialisis. This has happened in Russiaj| 
Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria. Ukrain 
Uzbekhistan. Noone would suggest that 
electorates of these countries want Jose 
Stalin to rise from hi.s grave and restore hi 
version of communism. But what they 
voting for is against an externally impose^ 
reform process, put in place withouta shre 
of sensitivity to theirinherited circumst 
or minimal consultation with the loc 
population about the nature of reforms whic 
are acceptable to them..When the citizm 
of the 'reform' countries arc consul 
through the electoral process, they reply i 
the only way ptrssible, by voting out 
office the regime most actively promotin 
the reform process. . 

As I have argued in the past and will rept 
in a forthcoming piece, the World But 
IMF sponsored reform prixiess is in som 



trouble around the world, not leasit in 
Bttgladeiih. Milk and honey are not flowing 
through our towna and villages in the wake 

; ■ <if (he refonns though they have enabled a 
, mnall class of people in each of these societies 

• J to get rich beyond the dreams of avarice. 
A Where the common people are consulted on 
'' this subject, they have voted against the 

reformers. In our neighbourhtxxl, this was 
' <' ^ message in Sri l^nka, Nepal, in (he states 
'. Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh in India. 
(: This same message of uncertain economic 
>I gainsisemergingfromsomeLatinAmcrican 

' countries, most recently in one of the great 
success stories of the reform process, Mex ia>. 

^ As is well known. Mexico runs a one-parly 
.state which ensures its survival by u system 

jof electoral fraud far in advanceof anything 
!■ We have leamt in Bangladesh. This means 
.. that the re formers manipulated their victory 
'' in the recent presidential polls even though 
' the reforms have done little to alleviate 
unemployment, poverty, inflation or even 

} restoieMexicoiothert^hastcconomicgniwth 
it enjoyed in the pre-reform peritxl up to 

■ 1980. Tile spectacle of rural insurgency 
', manifest in the uprising in Chiapas state, led 
! ' by the Zapatistas, growing urban unrest and 

' cTimedonul suggest that Mexicans feel they 
' are on the threshold of becoming North 
Americans. The recent collapse in the 

' Mexican stock market, where ‘hot’ money 
located in portfolio holdings left Mexico as 

. fast as it had entered it. demonstrates die 
fragility of the reform process, and may 
serve as an object les.son to developing 

‘countries who become overly excited over 
stock market booms which follow in die 
wake of refonns. Mexico has now been 

'forced to devalue the peso and raise interest 
rales which may expose its economy to both 
inflationary pres.s«res as well as another 
dose of economic recession. 

' Other countries in Latin America have 
been far from succe.s.sful in ensuring either 
'suatainable growth or improved conditions 
far their population's. Venezuela, Bolivia 
and Uruguay have ..11 demonstrated flashes 
of success onjy to see the economy move 
into decline and to face a thumbs-down for 
reforms from the voters. Few support- 
constituencies for the reforms have been 
mobilised. Tlius the ha.se for the reforms 

. remains politically shallow and (he process 
; remains driven either by the foreign donors 
and creditors or by a few individuals 
supported by a small class of technocrats. 

Africa is another area where reforms have 
hardly mobilised‘a strong consbtuency of 
KUppotitcrs. Africa has been cxpo.sed to a 
decade of economic reforms, yet today it is 
disintegrating before our eyes. It would be (j'nnfair to assume that the crisis of Africa 
'btwes exclusively to the reforms whichhavc 
‘^nditiuned their eciinomic agenrias for (hc 

: last decade. But for oeariy a decade many 
Ijeouniries of Africa have functioned as 

mandahbd territories of the World Sank run 
by theoffreesoftheResident Representatives 
of thcBank with foreignconsultants involved 
in drawing up every single detail of the 
reform priKcss. The Bank can today thus 
hardly disas.sociate itself from the mounting 
chaos in Africa. The externally-driven 
reforms pnx:css has in no small measure 
contribuicd to stale disintegration in Africa 
by ideologically delcgilimising the state, 
subverting its authority through imposition 
of externally mandated reforms. A reform 
process without domestic ownership has 
directly led to a decade of economic 
stagnation, and impacted most severely on 
the poor by cutting di>wn on social 
expenditures in the name of stabilisation, 
whilst the ostentatious living of a class of 
new rich thrown up by the reform process 
.serves as a daily provocation to the victims 
of reform. 

WHKRii Do Rer*m,s Wokk ' 

/ 
As the world moves into 1995 we arc Icll 

with success sioric.sofreform which remain 
few and far between. We are left to celebrate 
the achie vcmciils of the regime of tlic Chilean 
dictator. General Pin<x:hct. which thrived on 
mass murder and concentration camps, 
deprivation of basic human rights, the 
destruction of trade unions and created high 
levels ol unemployment which persisted for 
over adecade. The suffering and oppression 
imposed on the Chilean people apfiears to 
have paid off as Chile seems to have made 
a breakthrough into sustainable growth and 
improved living standards. We have still to 
understand whether having a homicidal 
maniac as head of stale is an essential vaiiable 
for successful reforms or there are other 
contingent elements unique to Chile, which 
need to be identified to understand the basis 
of their .succcx.s. I have this to specialists on 
Chile to answer. Argentina is held up as a 
proihising reformer along with Ghana in 

Africa but webave lb atilt teat the dbrability 
of these few success stories or to compute 
their social costs. Let us not forget that till 
yesterday. Mexico was being touted as the 
second Chile. 

Thus as in all such debates we arc back 
toeast and south-east Asia a.sdemonstra lions 
of successful but more important, durable, 
reform mixlels. But by now a great deal of 
literature has appeared questioning whether 
any of these Asian economics can be 
legitimately classified as countries which 
fully embraced the Bank-Fund agenda as 
(heir model for reform. What is certain is 
that each of these countries designed their 
own development models, their own pace 
for the reforms and drew up<m Bank-Fund 
advice and resources only when it suited 
them. No country has retained control over 
its reform design more closely titan the 
Chinese who have used the market, drawn 
in foreign investment and technology and 
yet kept intact many elements of the si .cialcsl 
.system to the point where the US is still 
arguing for the continued exclusion s)f China 
from GATT. From this syncretic pnx;css, 
China has emerged as the fastest growing 
economy in the world over the last decade, 
destined to be a superpower in the next two 
decades. 

Rehirmino nil. RfiK)RM.s 

What conclusions do we draw from yet 
anolhcrycarot failure of market reforms to 
restore sustainable growth to most of the 
Ihinl world? Do we wait one more year for 
the pay-off? This debate over the reforms 
has been underway from its inception in 
1981/82. Frsrm 1985, when reforms were 
supposed to have yielded their rewards in 
restored growth and rising living standard.s, 
the millennium has been p«>stponed year 
after year, until in 1995 we are still .seeking 
more time for the pay-off from the reforms. 
We arc told that refonns started laic, that 
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they tftke tittw to woii. Out ttusy t|iv not 
being impleinented properly, that there i» 
baokirliding. For each country special 
circumstances are cited. What no ime is 
questioning is the basic validity of the 
reforms, the timing, the flaws in the design, 
the lack of democratic support. 

Toraisequestionsof this nature invariably 
invites the standard mindless response that 
the critics of reform want to restore the old 
.system or want no reforms at all and continue 
to ignore what happened in the past. Such 
responses are no help in finding answers to 
the present outcome of Bank-Fund reforms, 
nor do they suggest what may be done to 
make such reforms woiic better. To accept 
such a rethinking on the reform process we 
have to recognise that in most countries of 
the world the reforms have not worked in 
terms of establishing robust growth in output, 
in vesttnent and living standards. Having high 
foreign exchange reserves, low inflation and 
balanced budgets is not and never has been 
the objective of any development process 
but it has been and remains a means to an 
end 1 have written all this before, for the 
last five years at least. The fact that 1 am 
writing it again at the beginning of 1995 and 
making the same proposition suggests that 
five years have gone by and we arc still 
waiting for the goods to be delivered from 
the reforms. The only difference is that in 
these five years the world has become a 
much more dangerous place to be born with 
the very survival of many states now coming 
into question. 

The principal reasons for the weak 
outcomes of the reftrrm pritccss originate in 
the flaws in design which excluded issuc.s 
of governance from the core of the reform 
and placed them as a post-script to the 
reforms. Since the quality of governance 
dictates whether the reforms can be 
implemented, this omission proved a fatal 
flaw in the design as did the failure toclearly 
define theend.s of the reform in a form which 
relates to theconditionsof lifeof the people. 
Measuring performance under reform by 
GDP growth rate.; lacks the electricity 
generated by reporting every year on the 
number of people who graduate over the 
poverty line or become 1 iterate or g ain access 
to good health care. However, even more 
important than the design flaws was the lack 
of domestic ownership over the reform 
pitKcss which meant that the constituency 
of support behind the reforms was always 
wedt. 

Is there any scope to rethink the reform 
agenda ? Many would say there is little scope 
for thi.s. In many developing countries even 
the principal opposition parties pledge fealty 
to the refoims. Many such parties do so not 
out of any genuine conviction but because 
they feel that in this unipolar world the 
patronageof the principal donors is essential 
to the ascension to power by any opposition 

party. This genuHection to donor concerns 
sennetimes leads to some quite pathetic 
spectacles of political parties once pledged 
to resisting donor pressures or evc« more 
radical agendas eating their words with 
unseemly gusto This sort of mindless 
political opportunism unfortunately provides 
no guarantee from the donors that these 
parties now in opposition will be put in 
power since, notwithstanding the ostensible 
power of the donors, tlicir capacity to promote 
a piditical outcome of their choice is grossly 
overestimated, as Ninian Steven.s and his 
diplomatic sponsors in Bangladesh will 
confirm. Indeed such aprefcrence fordonor 
opinion over domestic concerns frequently 
alienates opjxisition parties from their 
potential voters who want political leadership 
to help them to challenge the unpleasant 
aspects of the reform process and to give 
the lead in the search for alternatives to 
provide for a domestically more sustainable 
set of policy choices. 

What most third world polities need today 
is a more plural political system where voters 
are presented with clear policy choices 
derived from a robust dttmestic debate on 
reforms. .Such a debate is likely to be far 
moreserviceableto agenuinereform process 
rather than a synthetic consensus fabricated 
by the donors which lacks domestic 
credibility because it remains largely 
incomprehensible to both voters as well as 
the political leadership who supptrrt reforms 
not from a felt need but for its talismanic 
power to attract aid. 

To seek 11 more creative approach to 
reforms demands that in each country debate 
must be joined over what we have gained 
from the reforms. Out iif this analysts will 
come an understanding of the appropriate 
redirection for the reform agenda. Tbis debate 
should be carried into the regional and 
international arena where the hegemony of 
the Bank-Fund design and itsoutcomes needs 
tobegloballyscrutinisedsincemostcountries 
have been exposed to a common programme 
of reforms and arc, in consequence, facing 
similar problems. 

IsstiKs K* Public Dbbatt. 

Some of the issues around which debate 
over the reforms may he joined should 
addre.ss; 
(a) The impact of the refoim proces.s on 

growth of investment, output, structural 
change, living standards, reduction of 
poverty, human development, .social 
stability, national cohesion, democratic 
practices. 

(b) if the results in (a) point to a deterioration 
compared to the pre-reform phB.se or 
falls short of its promise andexpectations 
then we need to carefully diagnose the 
reasons. We have to look for design 
flaws and important gaps in the design. 

(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(V) 

such as the absence a critical role for 
gixxl governance, to ascertain whether- 
the reforms were poorly implemented 
or were indeed unimplementable because 
of the design defects. 

(c) In the light of conclusions at (b), weean 
begin to put together, through a process; 
of national debate and political consensus! 
building, a domestically designed and .i 

democratically supported agenda which | 
realises, witbina tune-bound framcwoik. 
the following development goals; | 
(i) Hlimination of poverty; i 

guaranteed health, education, 
security against old age, basic 
housing and clothing to all citizens; j 
secure livelihood to all citizens; I 
sustainable and more self-reliant 
economic growth: | 
security in the daily lives of atl| 
citizens; and 

(vi) guarantees to all citizens their right] 
toelect their representatives without] 
coercion and protection of their j 
human rights. ] 

These goals may be amplified ormodifiedl 
duringpublic debate, buttheymast be defintsd 
as categorical objectives of development; 
and politics. Any model of economic and 
political reform must be designed to realise 
these goals. Our development model must 
thus be designed not as an end in itself but 
as a variable instrument to real ise the above 
goals. The model should be reviewed, 
modified, transformed if, when and where veil 
needed, through an ongoing process of 
national debate. There must be no sacredl 
cows in the reform process, to be preserved' 
for worship in spite of the evidence of non-« 
performance under the reforms. ; 

In most developing countries there is no; 
readymade answer as to what are the refonjt 
alternatives. Only fools or knaves can claiu^ 
a monopoly of the truth. What we need 
to reach out amongst ourselves to seek; 
creative answers both at the micro and macros 
level which can help us to reach the deve-;’ 
lopment goals we have set out above. My 
suspicion will be that different answers wilj 
emerge for different countries. Not a few of 
these answers would vindicate elements of 
the reform process put in place by the Work 
B ank. B ut at the end of the day our own crett! 
tivc efforts, seasitive to our socio-politica.j 
circumstances and commanding domestic 
political support, would need to be deployecj 
to design a sustainable refrain processi 
Neither foreign donors, however much they 
wish us well, nor foreign experts howevo] 
competent (of whom many arc far froi^ 
competent) will solve Bangladesh’s oi 
Tanzania’s tw Nicaragua’s or Mongolia's pro; 
blems. I would hope this may be the enduring 
message for 1995.Myfear is that this mes.sBg| 
will have to be repeated in 1996 as we liv| 
tbroughone meseyearof stagnatiiHi. politico 
in.stability and state disintegration. 
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mVIEWS 

Painful Tl-ansition 
Arim Banerji 

TmuMon to Maricet: Studies in Fiscal Reform edited by Vito Tanzi ;Inta‘national 
Monetary Fund, Washington, DC, 1993; pp vix + 387 with index, $ 30. 

. THIS volume is a welcome addition to the 
. contribution which the staff of the IMF has 

been making continually to elucidate a wide 
: variety of financial matters pertaining to 

member countries, and releasing data which 
areoften otherwise difficulttocome across. 
Ihc present work is part of a two-volume 

' project. The first. Fiscal Policies in 
Economies in Transition, 1992, dealt with 
analytical issues in taxation, in public 

. spending, in the creation of safety nets, in 
budgeting, etc. The present volume contains 
case studies in fiscal reform in 1S countries. 

In addition to a valuable Introduction by 
VitoTanzi, director, fiscal affairs departnunt, 
IMF, the book is divided into four parts - 

I. the first two deal with Central and Eastern 
Europe, General and Specific Issues. Parts 

, niandlVcoverAsiaandAfricarcgpectively. 
Each of the 19 chapters, has an excellent 

( bibliography. 
Tanzi opens his Introduction by referring 

to an essay on Tssue.s in the Reform of 
Socialist Economies' by Fischer and Ocib. 
They estimated that ‘institutional’ reforms 
and large-scale restructuring and privatisation 
would require 10 years and more for ‘other 
financial market reforms'. Tanzi draws 

; attention to an important aspect -of the 
transformation process that deserves 
attention, viz, the complementarity or 
interdependence of institutions and skills in 

. a modem economy. 
Again, in asocialisteconomy, individuals, 

i as individuals, have little influence on the 
allocation of resources, on the overall rate 
of saving, on the pattern of production, on 

, the level and allocation of investment, on 
the rate of interest, etc. The annual plans 

-f constitute the key instrument. Even the 
financial markets, including the slate bank, 
and public finance have a limited role. The 
transformation of these economies requires 
that the power to allocate resources shifts 
largely fiom the government to the private 
sector. It would alsorequire theestablishment 

; of a financial and equity market, a maiket 
, forlabour.amarketfortheexchangeofreal 

‘ property, amarketforforeignexchange, and 
many othermore specialised markets. In the 

;. area of public finance, Tanzi identifies and f, comments on five major building blocks for 
i reform aPsetting up a tax administration; 
I teformof the tax system; setting up budgetary 
, institutions; refoim of the public expenditure; 

I] and reform of the social security system. He 
concludes bis essay with sbding quite bluntly 

&i502 

that “to a large extent the success or failure 
of the transformation process will depend 
on how quickly modem fiscal institutioru 
can be created”. And this is not easy. 

Since the book deals with no less than IS 
countries in Europe, Asia and Africa, in this 
brief review we limit ourselves to three of 
these - Ved Gandhi’s essay on Poland, one 
of the first among centrally planned 
economies to have committed itself, as early 
as mid-1989. to the adoption of market- 
oriented economic reforms; Mario Blejer’s 
study of China, our mega neighbour to the 
north; and Dieter Bos on East Germany, 
primarily for privatisation. 

As in other centrally planned economies, 
the state bad numerous responsibilities in 
Poland, “each of which had important 
implications for the country’s fiscal structure 
prior to 1989". Thus, the state played a 
dominant role as investor and producer - 
with major implications for the tax system, 
publicexpenditurepolicies and the working 
of the parastatal enterprises. The enterprise 
profits tax system became more of an ex post 
profit-sharing system. Second, the state 
controlled the prices of most inputs and 
outyuts, and hence had to constantly monitor, 
and in fact frequently increase or decrease 
the turnover tax rates to clear commodity 
markets, and support unprofitable sectors 
unable to pay the legislated turnover taxes. 
It also called formassiveoutlays on ctmsumer 
subsidies, and subsidies to industrial and 
agricultural inputs. Third, the state played 
an active role in incomes policy, particularly 
in determining wages in the soci alised sector 
and incomes arising in the non-socialised 
sector, with important fiscal implications. 
Finally, the lack of market orientation of the 
economy affected macro-fiscal policy¬ 
making and budgeting. 

A fundamental refenmof the fiscal structure 
was, therefore, needed to transform the 
economy to a market-oriented one. as die 
state wa.s about to shed its role as a major 
investor and producer, and as most existing 
socialisedentciprises were to be privatised, 
the inefficient ones being allowed to go 
bankrupL 

Concluding the study, Gandhi states that 
the process of fundamental fiscal reform 
has been somewhat slow and uneven. This, 
he adds, is not totally unexpected. Drafting 
new tax laws, in die face of a vocal and 
multiparty parliament, and strengthening tax 
administrative capacity, when trained 

manpower was short, have taken time. 
Shifting expenditure responsibilities on to 
local authorities, including many social 
assistance schemes, was simple, butensuring 
their financial viability has taken a lot of 
time and effort. Carrying out fiscal reform 
in economies in transition, and doing itright, 
“is simply a laborious and time-consuming 
process” (p 107). 

Starting in 1979, China has carried out 
wide-ranging economic reforms with the 
specific aim of accelerating the rate of output 
growth by increasing productivity and 
improving the allocation of resources. Blejer 
stresses the difference between the nature 
and design of the reforms in China from 
those in eastern Europe - the reforms in 
China were not aimed at fully or partially 
dismantling the socialist system. So the issue 
of privatisation of state-owned enterprises, 
as well as the more general problem of 
ownership rights, ha-s not played a central 
role here. Instead, China introduced special 
arrangements in order to provide incentives 
similar to those prevailing in a predominantly 
private .system. Secondly, the Chinese 
reforms were largely ‘experimental’ - 
concentrated in specific areas, beginning 
with agriculture, so as not to cause wide 
systemic disruptions. But they achieved the 
objective of accelerating growth and, in this 
manner, tended to overheat rather than 
depress the economy. Thirdly, the reforms 
were largely grounded on regional 
decentralisation which meant that the power 
of the central government to manage the 
system at the macro-economic level 
(including the ability to raise revenue) has 
been lostto local and provincialgovemments. 
Lastly, unlikeelsewbere, theChinesereforms 
were started and proceeded over along period 
in an environment of (at least apparent) 
macro-economic stability. China provides 
the longest continuous instance of-a re¬ 
forming socialist economy. 

Radical reforms in agriculture - ending the 
commune system, allowing larger private 
plots, and legalising informal markets for 
farm products in rural areas raised the rate 
of growth in agriculture from an average of 
about 2 p«- cent a year during 1958-78 to 
about 8 per cent in 1979-84. Higher 
productivity displaced labour from this 
sector, but migration tocities was prevented 
by eliminating restrictions on non- 
agricultural activities in rural areas, leading 
to many township and village enterprises. 
These latter aecounted for nearly one-fourth 
of the gross value of industrial output, and 
employed about 17 per cent of the labour 
force by 1987 (p 254). 

A significantfuicerefom was to introduce 
a two-tier price system, first in rural areas. 
Producers could sell their output, above a< 
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set quota, at firee market prices. This and 
other reforms rhised aggregate growth to 
unprecedented levels. But without strong 
financial policies, aggregate demand rose 
greatly, and so did wage and bonuses to 
employees worsening the budgetary acounts 
and macro-economic discipline. The 
revenue/GDP ratio fell steeply, though this 
was partly intended. The expenditure/GDP 
ratio too fell, including, Blejer states, a 
sharp fall in defence spending. (The GDP/ 
exp^iture ratios are presumably at current 
values. In a period of inflation, especially 
as its impact will vary from sector to sector, 
the changes in these ratios are not easy to 
interpret.) One cannot also say how far this 
fall in defence outlay was real, as most 
states hide various defence outlays under a 
variety of civil heads. 

In sum, the central elements of 
economic reform in China have been to 
grant greater decision-making powers to 
enterprises and to enhance the role of 
market forces, “while preserving the basic 
framework of socialist ownership" (p 267). 
Fiscal policies, however, must play an 
important role in hardening the budget 
constraints during the transition from a 
centrally planned system. This calls for a 
compromise to solve the conflict between 
the decentralisation of decision-making and 
the maintenance of macro-economic 
control and flexibility. 

It IS a little surprising that the one article 
on East Germany is mainly concerned with 

only one issue, privatisation, on the plea that 
privatisation of viable firms is an important 
step in the transition of the industrial sector 
from planning to market orientation - a 
central problem facing East Germany after 
German unification (p 202). Debates on this 
issue since 1991 have raised a number of 
thorny issues, including the capabilities and 
bias revealed in the operations of the special 
body managing this business. On the vital 
matter of restructuring, i e, preparing firms 
for privatisation, the author has argued that 
“under political pressure” that body would 
try to preserve firms that should be 
liquidate, because "restructuring is often 
used as a label to disguise subsidisation of 
non-viable firms” (p 218). 

Gerd Schwartz’s article on ’Privatisation 
in EastiEuropcan Countries’ (chapter 12), 
speaking of preliminary policy lessons, 
emphasises that for privatisation to be 
successful, financial sector reform is 
crucial. It needs also the rapid creation of a 
legal framework that defines ownership 
rights clearly to facilitate public under¬ 
standing of pnvatisation, stimulate broad- 
based ownership (to help formulate incomes 
policy), and prevent abuses of power. It is 
not clear to what extent these policy 
desiderata have been met in East Germany. 

To appraise a work as the one under 
review is difficult. We miss in it the role of 
the IMF - but that is perhaps to be expected. 
We are not told, except indirectly, the costs 
and benefits of the Chinese effort where the 

basic socialist system has still been 
maintained largely intact. This too is 
perhaps natural in an official publication 
of the IMF, though in other chapters views 
have crept in on this matter, which are in 
no sense veiled. Nevertheless, it is a^ 
valuable, thought-provoking, work, throw¬ 
ing light on what is happening in the fiscal 
sector in erstwhile socialist economies. 

The serious issues, conceptual and 
administrative, which are arising in these 
countries in their transition to market have 
reminded us of the problems, perhaps no 
less serious, that India is presently facing 
in an all-out effort in liberalising the 
economy. Inevitably, the thought also 
comes of how many millions of ordinary 
people have suffered, and are still suffering, 
from the operations of wrong economic 
policies in these countries and in India. 
Investment has fallen behind, powerful 
vested interests have grown, the so-called 
rentiers, who are today blocking change, 
and foreign interests have acquired laige 
influence. The rich have become richer, and 
the poor poorer, with no prospect of the gap, 
domestically and internationally, narrowing 
in the foreseeable future. Unfortunately, the 
words ’market’, ’globalisation’ and the like 
are fast degenerating into mantras of a 
creed, much as the earlier ‘socialist 
economy’, leaving no room for exceptions, 
nuances or grey areas of genuine doubts or 
uncertainties. Reason, once again, risks 
being a casualty. 

BANK OF MAHARASHTRA 
(A Govt of India Undertaking) 
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'‘Devek^ment from Above^ and Its ^cdi^ 
Cwol Upadhya 

Contours of Continuity and Change: The Story of the Bonda Highlanders 
by Bikram Narayan Nanda; Sage Publications, New Delhi, 1994; pp 228, Rs 275. 

ARGUABLY the central problematic of 
anthropology over the last two decades (or 
more) has been the transformation of pre¬ 
capitalist societies by their incorporation 
into the larger capitalist world-system. This 
is the theme of B N Nanda’s bixik on the 
Bonda ofhighlandOrissa(Koraputdistrict). 
His object is to delineate precisely thechanges 
that have occurred in this 'tribal’ society 
consequent upon the intrusion of the state 
and the market. He writes that this is not 
intended to be a 'monograph' about an Indian 
tribe, but should be read as a collection of 
essays; yet thediverse chapters read together 
become much more than either, for they 
provide a comprehensive picture of the Bonda 
tiKlay and. more than that, a view of the 
larger society from the perspective of the 
highlanders. 'The book is based on Nanda’s 
1982 dissertation plus research carried out 
during later field trips. 

The Bonda highlanders, who according to 
the author still enjoyed a somewhat self- 
sufficient, independent existence in the early 
19708, are now well on their way tobecoming 
on agricultural siwiety based on wage labour. 
It is the increasing dominance of wage labour 
- which has been introduced mainly by the 
state through its agent, the Bonda Develop¬ 
ment Agency (BD A) - that Nanda identifies 
as the motor of change in the highlands,, 
signalling the historic shift from production 
for use to production for exchange. The 
'traditional' subsistence economy - based 
on shifting cultivation.- irrigated rice culti¬ 
vation on terraces, hunting and gathering - 
is described in detail and then analysed in 
terms of Meillassoux's theoretical frame¬ 
work. Accerding tuNanda, traditional Bonda 
socio-economic organisation conforms to 
Meillassoux's 'domesticcommunity' type. 
A central feature of the Bonda 'domestic 
community' is aform of co-operative labour 
called ‘odja’, which has been largely replaced 
by the wage labour form (‘buti’) over the 
last decade or two. 

There is no single mode of production in 
the highlands at present; Nanda employs 
Terray, Bernstein and Godelier to analyse 
the ''collage" of production systems and 
tbeirinterpenetratioh. Householdsuhsistence 
production persists so that wage labourers 
are tun entii^y divorced from the means of 
production, but the very nature of the 
penetration of the wage economy is such that 
it leeds on tiie suleiistence economy. This 
priKiess is mediated by government- 
sponsored development programmes which 
encourage producers to switch from 
subsistence jHoduction to production for 
exchange. Maiket forces undermine the 

subsistence economy in two ways - by 
withdrawal of labour from subsistence 
production, and by the monetisation of some 
of the elements of reproduction, which for¬ 
ces producers into the wage economy. The 
destruction of the forests and the subsequent 
decline in the productivity of shifting 
agriculture is both a consequence and a 
cause of wage labour. 

One wonders why Nanda privileges the 
commoditisation of labour over commixli ti - 
.sation in general a-s the transformative factor. 
One reason is that for him, odja (collective 
labour) is “...the heart of subsistence pro¬ 
duction in a domestic community" (p 84); 
this 'heart' is being tom out by the wage 
labour form and with it, the domestic com¬ 
munity is being destroyed. Odja is more than 
an economic form; it is a symbol of the 
'organic unity' of the domestic community; 
'Topaiticipateinan 'odja' isahallmarkof... 
citixenship in the village... Such reciprocity 
of labour reproduces the cohesion of the 
group..." (p 83). Odja is anormative system 
that emphasises the solidarity of the com¬ 
munity. while buti “initiates the imperatives 
of an individualistic money economy 
... Penetrated by the symbolic ordcrof wage 
economy, the domestic community under¬ 
goes a kind of haemorrhage of the spirit of 
traditional solidarity" (p 89). Not only work 
itself, but the perception of work is altered; 
“Such is the ideology of wage that it 
disparages all work that does not earn wage 
as mere waste” (p 89). 

This view ot ilie depredations of wage on 
the spirit of the domestic community is 
cairied through in the chapters on the concept 
of time, education and medicine, and the 
development bureaucracy. To explore how 
the economic shift impinges on the mind. 
Nanda focuses on the concept of time. When 
land becomes the object rather than the 
subject of labour, and labour itself an object 
of exchange, there is a qualitative change 
in the sense of time. For the Bonda, time 
is linked to the rhythms of subsistence 
production and reproduction - it is task- 
oriented and cyclical, and 'weak' and 'leisure' 
arc intermingled. With the emcrgimce of a 
wage economy, leisure and wiak are sepa¬ 
rated, for time becomes valuable; wivk is 
time-governed and time becomes linear. Hie 
persistence (d' the subsistence economy with¬ 
in the emerging wage economy means that 
there is aoonflict between their associated con¬ 
cepts of time; to undeistand the modem'myths 
of develc^ent* the highlanders must Hrst 
fully internalise the linear notion of time. 

The pushing forward of the ‘economic 
frontier’ is accomplished with the aid of 

iMtitntions wdioae role i« to further die 
cimunoditisation process. Employing the 
woiks of Foucault and Ivan illich, Nanda 
dissects two such institutions - the school 
and thecIiniC'(PHC). In the 'ashram' schools 
funded by the government, students receive 
an 'education' that bears no relation to the 
reidity of their lives and that clearly conveys 
their subordinate position in society. In the 
piocessof becoming ‘educated’, Bonda boys 
forget or fail to learn the skills of the 
subsistence economy. “Under the prevailing 
pedagogy, the symbolic patrimony which a 
Bonda child inherits, penshes. In order that 
the symbols of the marke land its ideological 
repre.sentation.s are meaningfully lodged over 
the symbols of subsistence, the tribe must 
be declared backward mdprimitive" (p 17.5, 
emphasis in.original). Like the school, the 
modernclinicis 'mystifying' and 'culturally 
alien' to the Bonda, and the disaiunse of 
disease offered, like the school syllabus, has 
little relevance to their lives or needs. Equally 
absurd is the concept of family planning for 
people whose labour is the only source of 
wealth. Those who ’accept’ sterilisation do 
so only for the cash incentive, and Nanda 
raises the important question of whether, in a 
situation of acute poverty, there is any differ¬ 
ence between incentive and compulsion. 

Thus Nanda covers much ground in this 
slim book, employing a variety of theories 
along the way. which is pierhaps its greatest 
weakness. Curiously juxtaposed to the rather 
Durkiieimian accountof 'traditional' Bonda 
society and the simultaneous employment 
of a materialist evolutionary scheme is the 
first chapter on the social history of the 
highlands. If, as Nanda shows, there was a 
‘steady intermingling' o’f tribal and non- 
tribal cultures in early Orissa history, and 
'Hindu' kingdoms were greatly influenced 
by the 'tribes’ which formed a large part of 
their populations, does i| make sense to 
speak of the Bonds as an 'independent', 
'self-sufficient' community? Nanda implies 
that the later history of Orissa led to the 
isolation of the highlands people, the 
condition in which they were found by 19th 
century (British) ethnographers. He also 
shows that the opening up of the highlands 
under colonialism was mainly via trade; the 
proce.ss of decline of the subsistence economy 
began early with the entry of traders, money¬ 
lenders and cash, including wage labour. 
The tribal revolts starting in the 1890s 
demonstrate the extent to which highlands 
societies had been affected by colonialism. 
Given this, how are we to believe that the 
real “demise of the domestic community” 

‘is of much more recent origin, as hesuggesis? 
These contradictions stem in part from 

Nanda’s rathor uncritical use of Meillassoux ‘ s 
evolutionary scheme, which also leads him 
to posit"... the survival, in different social 
layers, of many cultural forms that couki 
allow the reconstruction of earlier stages of 
social organisation and their articulation’’ 
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(p 23)>SachbiwhitkHiism igimRwtte 
debate in anthropology, stemming from a 
recognition that even 'peoples without 
histoiy' have histories, or whether modern 
huntcr>gatherer societies are examples of an 
earlierfom of social organisati(H)(tfae band) 
that has survived, or are in fact products of 
a history of interaction wiUi other peoples 
that has pushed them into a marginal 
existence. It also contradicts Nanda’s own 
plea for a history and sociology of Indian 
tribes that employs both of the central 
components of Marxism - historical 
materialism and critique of political 
economy: “If we are to take Marx’s own 
walks as revolutionary and not as arevelation, 
then we ought to recognise that every 
category of society and history belongs to 
.socio-historical conjunctures’’ (p 21, fn 7). 

These minor objections do not detract 
from an appreciation of the depth and 
complexity with which Nanda has handled 
his theme, and of the fact that he goes 
beyond anthropology and takes an advwacy 
role. Nanda places himself squarely-on tlic 
side of the highlanders andotber ‘subsistence’ 
peoples avhose cultures, .societies, and 
livelihoods are being swallowed inexorably 
by the incursions of capital and the welfare 
slate. He recognises that Ins critical stance 
on ‘development’ invitesthechargcofnostal- 

j^c longing fman tlhuoiy'Myiiio tribal pact. 
Yet his account leaves little doubt that even 
if die highlanders' life was not easy in the 
past, it has been made infinitely harder now. 
not least because of the depredations on the 
‘coUectivemind’. Thediscouiseofdevelop- 
ment imposed from above not only robs the 
Bonda of their economic independence, but 
subordinates them within society andlutally 
devalues their culture, their world-view, their 
way of life. Mweover, this transition has 
denied to the highlanders the possibility of 
understanding objectively their situation: 
“Between their attitude to theircircumstances 
antLtheir maUfrial conditions falls the veil 
of diabolical development” (p 208). 

Nanda’s scope is much wider than the 
Bonda; in this slim volume he manages to 
raise and contribute to issues central to life 
itself at the end of the 20th century. “As the 
Bonda socio-economic organisation gets 
absorbed by the modern state, one more 
.society which could potentially point to an 
alternative future will be lost to us” (p 14). 
His masterful evocation of the Bonda 
community and its collective mode of 
organisation, and its contrast to the class- 
stratified. patriarchal, consumerist society 
into which it is (wing integrated, should give 
pause to the votaries of ‘development’. both 
official and otherwise. He puts the dilemma 

succioctly: "Withont altering die power of 
the planner over the people, no teal progress 
can come about in the highlands. ...Real 
change... has to do with achange in our way 
of thinking about ourselves and our 
consumerism, which devastates the ecology 
of the forest people” (p 195). 

This bo<dt .should be required reading not 
only for anthropologists but also for those 
concerned with ’development’ of all kinds; 
for it is not just about the destruction of 
indigenous peoples but the potential 
destruction of all life by the engine of 
capitalist production. His writing, although 
dense at places, is a pleasure to read, for Us 
imagery evokes the processes of change in 
the highlands in a way that diy ethnography 
cannot. If I have u.scd too many quotations 
in thisievic w, it is because it is often difficult 
to express the thought as well as has Nanda. 
This book, which cameoutjust one day after 
Nanda’s untimely death, proves that his 
demise was truly a tragedy, for it shows that 
he had much mure to give to .social .science 
and to the cause' of indigenous peoples, it 
is to be hoped (hat his students will cany 
on his woik and contribute to the construc¬ 
tion. as he advocated., of a “scientific 
discourse that is free from patnarchal-ciass 
bias which pervades the paradigms of 
planning” (p 195). 
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SPECIAL'AimCLES 

Political Economy, Agrarian Question and 
Comparative Method 

Terence J Byres 

In this paper the case for classical political economy, and especially its Marxist variaru, as a means of analysing the 

problems of economic developtnent is argued. Three major characteristics of classical political economy are identified: 

accumulation, class and the state. The agrarian question is considered, and the significance of these in its analysis is posited. 

With the agrarian question in mind, the importance of the comparative method is urged. Some problems associated with 

the comparative method are considered, and. in the political economy context, the strength of the case-oriented rather 

than the variable-oriented variant of the comparative approach is stressed. 

I 
Introduction 

IT was put to me recently that ‘political 

economy is dead’ But which one? There 
are, of course, two quite distinct and 

fundamentally opposed forms of political 

economy. Let us call them the ‘old poli¬ 

tical economy’ and the ‘new political 

economy’ 

The former, broadly construed, is in the 

tradition of classical political economy a 

line running from Adam Smith to Karl 

Marx. There is. 1 would submit, more than 

enough in common to justify such a broad 

classical grouping. To that I will return. 

But there is also a clear line of divi.sion, 

within the ‘old political economy ’, between 

a non-Marxist and a Marxist variant. The 

more recent practitioners of both variants 

include a number of very distinguished 

economists and social and economic 

historians.' 

Tile ‘new political economy’ is a branch 

of neo-classical economics which “applies 

the basic economic logic of cimstrained 

choice to circumstances in which private 

transactions fail to maximise welfare’’ 

1 Caporaso and Levine 1992; 86]. 11 addres.ses 

market failure, and, within a properly rights 

framework, focurcs upon externalities, 

public goods and monopoly.- I shall say 

no more about it. It is not my kind of 

political economy. 

it was the Marxistbrand of the ‘old political 

economy’ whose demise was announced, 
although its non-Marxist variant has also 

long since been declared dead. Concentrating 

on the former, the statement is in line with 
similar pronouncements to the effect that 

‘Marxism is dead’. Or if not dead, it is about 

to go: a recent piece in the Guardian, in 

which an interview with Eric Hobsbawm 

was reported and hismost recent booknoted. 

described him as ‘the last Marxist'.^ I was 

glad to read that during the interview 

Hobsbawm was “sipping malt whisky”^ 

(although which particular one was not 

revealed). The final days of Marxism in the 

west, it seems, are at least characterised by 

good taste. 

II 

Political Economy 

Ixtus, however briefly, consider political 

economy, or at least certain characteristics 

of it germane to my broad concerns as a 

development economist, and to my interest 

in the agrarian question. There arc three 
aspects that 1 would draw to the reader’s 

attention: accumulation, class and the state. 

In emphasising these three aspects. I am, of 

course, oversimplifying forpresentpurposes. 

As Lewis stressed, at the heart of classical 

political economy lies a preoccupation with 

capital accumulation and its determinants.' 

That is my preoccupation. But why? To 

answer that we must fu-st identify the nature 

of the accumulation. 1 have mentioned Arthur 

Lewis. If I might quote another great 

economist - a political economist of quite 

remarkable breadth and power - Maurice 

Dobb. such ‘accumulation’ is not “the mere 

piling upof durable objects of wealth”, such 

as “barren precious metals and durable 

consumer goods”, but, rather, “the constant 

creation of new means of prixluction”. It 

requires, in both town and country, the 

diversion of wealth, or surplus, on a regular 

basis, away from such forms as its primaiy 

expres.sion (its disaccumulation in those 

forms)andinto“realcapital and ..productive 

investment” [Dobb 1967- 27]*'That entails 

a dramatic and fundamental change of 

practice among those who appropriate 

surplus, whether m the form of profitor lent. 

This, for tlie cla.s.sical economists, was a 

central condition for. adefining character! stic 

of, development. Again to quote Dobb, for 

Ricardo and Smith, for example, “the 

progress of capital accumulation was tlie 

constant goal of endeavour and tlie guarantee 

of material prosperity for the community at 

large and for all cla«.ses’' fDobb 1973:87];’ 

or, in another phrase, that of Ronald Meek, 

"the Classical economists... regarded... the' 

accumulation of capital as the key to the 

growthjif wealth and abundance” (Meek 

1973:33]. Ithad to proceed. It was Ricardo’s 

fear that, consequent upon downward 

pressure on the rate of profit, “there would 

be no motivefor accumulation”, and itmight 
come to a halt (Ricardo 1951:122]. For 

Marx, accumulation of capital (or 'expanded 

reproduction’) is capitalism’s historic 

mission, and its central dynamic. It is this 

which, once it becomes established,, and 

shifts from a constant to an increasing rate, 

transforms apoor economy. Itis the driving- 

force of capitalist transformation. This 

classical stress upon accumulation is as valid 

now as it was when they wrote. We must 

seek to understand how it comes about and 

what might prevent it. My postulate is that, | 

to do that, one must seek its agrarian roots. | 

Tliis is a crucial dimension of the agrarian 

question. To it 1 will return. 

1 have referred to ‘classes’. As Lewis,| 

perhaps, did not emphasise enough, at its| 

most powerful classical political economy I 
IS an analytical tradition within which stKiul | 

class is central' there is a remarkablel 

continuity from Smith’s 'three great orders! 

of society' (Marx 1962.862], throughl 

Ricardo's ‘three classes of the community’ I 

(Ricardo 1951:5], to Marx’s ‘three, big I 
cla.s.scs of modern .society’(Marx 1962:862).i 
It was a cardinal precept that the rate off 

accumulation, and. by extension, tile spcedl 

and the nature of the capital! st transfcvmationl 

of a sticiety. depend upon the social characterl 

of tiiose whoaecumulale, i e, u|X)n theircla.ss' 

characteristics In this tradition. 1 would| 

po.stulate that one cannot understand the| 

rotits, the causes, the dynamic of capital* 

accumulation without a Ueatment of clasK;| 

without careful examination of classS 

structure, class relationships, and cla.S!« 
conflict. It IS a part of the classical iraditiotH 

that is all too easily lost, even by economistj| 

who sec themselves in that tradition. It ii^ 

integral to treatment of the agrarian questioni 

In the political economy which I practi.s«| 

analysis of the state figures centrally. M)| 

next piislulate is that class analysis mutt bd 

accompanied by - must include - treattnen| 
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Mate. ClaxK anatyKi*: requi^ Uik. 

'';inMfflttch us diiminant cIukkck (or classes, 

^anerging but m>i yet dominant) may need 

state intervention at certain decisive 

anuments. Moreover, their dominance, once 

secured, may have to be underpinned by the 

exercise of state power. There is a cunent 

ortinxloxy. to the effect that ‘development’ 

requires that the state must be rolled back’; 

that all that is ncce.ssary is 'to get the prices 

right'. This seom.s unlikely from the 

pentpective of political economy, bcuh in the 

context of the agrarian question (1 shall 

argue) and more generally." To anticipate, 

political economy suggests that where the 

agrarian question has been resolved it is 

likely that the mediation of the state will 

have influenced critically tite manner of that 

)v.<iduHon. 

Wenoie. then, our concern with the nature 

and activity of the state in relation to die 

agrarian question. It is imp<)ssihle toconsider 

relevant issues without reference to die 

state. There i.s. however, a danger to be 

avoided. This is the trap ot seeing the state 

as a kind of ‘black box ’: a closed unit wliich 

can he studied by registering class input and 

reading off predetermined class output. 

Statements alxiut the state may then reduce 

to simple tautologies. I would wish to res ist 

a view of the state a.s a kind of residuary 

hypothesis, to he rc.sortcd to mechanically 

in order to explain particular outcomes. Tlie 

state, and the periiapsci^mplcx class interests 

which it represents, need to be examined 

with die closest scrutiny, rather than simply 

reached forroutinely. however difficult such 

scrutiny might be 

111 
Agrarian Question 

Let me now turn to the agrarian question." 

What is the agrarian question'' Why is die 

agrariunquestion important'.’ I ho|x: the reader 

will bear with some brief personal history, 

which allows me to answer those questions 

and to identify certain intellectual debts. 

My cimceni with the agriinaii question 

Started siHin after I came to the ScIkmiI of 

Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) in 

1962. and from iheoul.sct it has fiKU.scd on 

India. Most of what I have puhli.shcd lia.s 

been on India' in SOAS I am an economist 

speciiilisingon the Indian economy. I would 

like to express lierc my delight at Imving 

been able to work so closely on India for 

ail these years Ttie intellectual curiosity 

exhibited theie, the uncompromisingly higli 

intellectual standards encountered, the 

excitement of controversy passionately 

and skilfully .pursued, the constant 

intcilcctuul challenge, the sense of intel- 

htctual exhilaration, have been immensely 

stimulating and rewarding. It hu.s. iiulecd. 

been agruat privilege. J can think of iioothci 

country which Wimkl liavc yielded such 

high intellectual rewards (hot to mendoiti 

personal friendships). 

It was an Indian economist, and friend, 

SCGupta. who in April 1963'“ first engaged 

my interest, when he gave me off-prints of 

two articles on Indian agriculture which be 

had published in 1962 (Gupta 1962a, 1962bJ. 

These i read carefully. As it turned out, he 

was, in writing those articles, quite clearly 

the must important ‘precursor’ of the famous 

mode of production debate in India, that 

erupted some 10 years later." 

I have been trying ever since 1 read his 

articles, to address the questions raised by 

him. They were, ofcour.se. questions raised 

previously by others, but never with such 

usen.seofrclcvance in relation loIndia.Tliis, 

moreover, was my first real exposure to 

them. 

The issues he addressed related, in es.sence. 

to llie extent to which capitalist farm ing was 

developing in India. The agrarian question. 

then, is constituted by the incomplete 

development of capitalist agriculture Tlie 

relations ot production remain ‘backward’' 

a labour force free in the double sense (free 

of the means of prixluetion and free to sell 

its labour power) has not yet emerged fully. 

Agriculture, further, continues to be 

technologically backward, with consequent 

uintinuinglow levels of output, prtxiuctivity, 

and .surplu.s. The agrarian question i.s re.sol ved 

only when capitalist relations dominate 

agriculture. Its analysis is concerned with 

whether capitali.sm can develop in the 

countryside, it it can. the extent to which 

capitalism has developed; the forms whicli 

it takes (which may be diverse and 

unexpeciesi), the s<x;ial class or classes which 

arc the major agents of change: the barriers 

which may impede ilsdevelopment, and tire 

strength of lho.se barriers. 

More specifically, tlie issues addres.sc'd by 

S C Gupta were dynamic questions - 

questions of change - inter alici. of land 

coiicunirul ion and whether it was proceeding; 

ol the success or otherwise of action by the 

stale to secure land reform and so clear Uic 

way for capitalist agriculture; of peasant 

differentiation and the possibility of ‘peasant 

capitali.sm’ (‘capitalism frombclow‘):oflhe 

uiiilinuing significance oflandlords and the 

possibility of ‘landlord capitalism’ 

('capitalism from above’); of the extent of 

wage labour and whether it was growing: 

of the nature of the productive forces in 

agriculture, and their transformation (and 

whcllicr mechanisation was prix-ccding - 

and was, iiKlced, necessary) - again an area 

of crucial intervention by the slate; of the 

inverse relationship tieiwecn land si/c and 

land productivity - which bad just surfaced 

as an issue, as a result of a remarkable article 

by A K Sen (.Sen 19621 - which gave rise 

to the inverselelationsliipdehale and which 

raised the possibility of a productive 

agriculture based on small holdings and 

family rather tbtn wagefabour- Tlu^iehHed. 

clearly, within agriculbm:. to accumulatibn, 
class, and the state: those issues at the heart 

of classical political economy, whichl have 

already noted. Thus started my preoccupation 

vrith the agrarian question in India. And the 

is.sues I have mentioned remain as relevant 

now as they seemed in 1962. 

My interest in the agrarian question has 

also been more general. To gra.sp and to 

understand the agrarian question in India (or 

anywhere else). I believe, requires a clear 

historical sense, tlieoretically-infonned. and 

allied to an awareness of the need to view 

India in relation to other .societies and other 

experience. I subscribe most strongly to the 

methodological principle that one cannot 

possibly understand the agrarian question 

- or any other important matter of that kind 

- without history, without theory and 

without a comparative perspective. My 

activities as editor of the Journal ofPeasant 
Studies, which I helped start in 1973, have 

constantly reinforced, and informed, that 

view. I took to the JPSmy Indian concerns, 

and we have published much excellent 

material on India; and 1 have gained from 

the JPS immeasurable insight into the 

agrarian question in India. 

With the passage of the years - in part 

with the benefit and stimulus ot the debates 

which have raged in India and in part with 

the insight gained from editing JPS - those 

questions addressed by .S C Gupta have 

seemed to me to he increasingly complex 

and to be po.ssessed of no easy answers: for 

India or for anywhere else, eitiier hi.stoncally 

or now. Moreover, as my struggle with them 

continued, I was seized of two growing 

conviclion.s. which made Ihctr analysis the 

more demanding. 

The first is that we need to reach for a 

wider reading of the agrarian question. We 

must seek to capture the tendencies at work 

in the countryside. That must remain at tlie 

heart of consideration of the agrarian 

question But the implications for 

accumulation outside of t'necountryside need 

to be part of our analysis. Such a position 

finds warrant within the classical tradition. 

Smith slated the dependence of accomu lation 

in industry upon the flow of an agricultural 

surplus, succinctly and with characteristic 
clarity.” Smith was obviously aware of the 

possible significance of the terms of the 

transfer, but he did not develop this as a 

possible rock upon which accumulation in 

manufacturing might founder, it was left to 

Ricardo to analyse that [Ricardo 1951 (."A 

general downward pressure on the rate of 

prorn, be feared, would derive from adecline 

in the rate of profit for capitalist farmers, 

uwnmunicated inexorably to manufacturing, 

so bringing accumulatiim to a halt. Marx, 

in considering ‘primitive accumulation’, gave 

a ptiwerful treatment of how the Ihsc wage 

labour ncce.ssary ft>r accumulation in both 
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cottstry ikAcI tdwrn ik created in tiie 

countryKide. 

My ai^umcnt in that these processes, and 

others central to accumulation in 

manufacturing industry, are powerfully 

conditioned by whether the agrarian question 

IS resolved and how it is lesolved. Clearly, 

such accumulation cannot proceed without 

some appropriate tapping of the relevant 

domestic sources of accumulation. These, to 

a considerable degree, must reside in the 

countryside in the early phases of 

transformation. Foreign sources of 

accumulation may be possible (in the past 

colonial surplus appropriation was 

significant). But these cannot dispense with 

the need for domestic agriculture as 

something of a ‘nutrient base’. Wc need to 

examine voluntary' flows of surplus, 

appropriation of surplus by the state via 

taxation, and the inter-sectoral terms of trade. 

Wc must also ex amine, inter alia, agriculture 

as a market and agriculture and the making 

of an urban working class. Accumulation in 

manufacturing will depend critically upon 

these processes. They, in their turn, find an 

important part of their determination in the 

countryside. That needs to be .seen as part 

of the agrarian question. 

The second ctmvictiun came from growing 

unease about the constricted and analytically 

im(H>verishing way in which the agrarian 
question in contemporary ptxircimntries is 

handled within the political economy 

tradition. This. I hasten to add. has been as 

true of my own work as of the generality 

of work in this area. It is so in the following 

way. 

The prospcct-v arc considered of a limited 

number of possible ‘paths' of capitalist 

agrarian transition; a set of paths which have 

already been traversed successfully in the 

past. The apparently essential features of 

these paths are identified and made to 

constitute models - historical/analytical 

models - of agrarian transition. These 

‘mixlels’ have been influential in two 

significant senses. Firstly, certain crucial 

interventions have been made, both in the 

colonial past and in the post-colonial era, 

in apparent conformity with them; while 

some arc at present used prescriptively. 

Secondly. currenirealitics in poor countries 

may be judged against them: they cmhiHiy 

criteria by which one may judge whcliici. 

and in what form, a capitalist agrarian 

transition is being negotiated. 

Practice in this respect may be defective 

in two ways. The first is that the paths in 

question - the 'mcKlcIs' being taken to 

contemporary reality - are too few. The full 

range of historical instances of successful 

transition is not referred to. Secondly, the 

amception of these paths is Uk> stereotyped 

and too narrow. With these models as 

reference points, die proce.sscs at work may 

be seriously misundcrstoixl; they may not 

be Mly recognised, of t^y ibay ev^i go 

wholly anmeognised. because a set of limited 

and rigid criteria ate not met. 

It appeared to me desirable to establish 

thomughly what was involved in certain 

major paths of agrarian transition, before 

bringing stylised versions (i e, ‘models') to 

bear upon contemporary ptKW countries as 

standards of judgment. If we arc to use such 

'models’ as cmhtKlying criteria by which to 

judge whether or not agrarian transition is 

proceeding and locstablish the n ature of that 

transition, wc incur a responsibility; trf 

establish the exact contours of the relcvani 

paths and to consider the processes at work 

in each ca.se. Before committing oneself to 

conclusions about whether or not variants 

of a particular path are being followed, or 

may be followed, wc need to be sure that 

we do not I'-nxxed friun a caricature. We 

need, further, to avoid the analytical closure 

involved in assuming that the few ‘models’ 

we have in mind exhaust the relevant 

possibilities. Such was the impulse which 

led to the work in comparative political 

economy (hat I have been pursuing. The 

pallis chosen for consideration suggested 

themselves easily enough. Analytical 

influence and possible relevance determined 

choice. Here were countries from whose 

apparent history intluential nuxicis have been 

abstracted, or whose history seemed relevant: 

Eingland. Prussia, France. North America, 

and Japan. 

Let me sum up my view of (he agrarian 

question. Wc may say that an unresolved 

agrarian question is a central characteristic 

of economic backwardness. In its broadest 

meaning, (he agrarian question may be 

defined as (he continuing existence in the 

countryside of p<H>r countries of substan¬ 

tive obstacles to an unleashing of the forces 

capable of generating economic develop¬ 

ment. bi^tb inside and outside agriculture. 
It reprc.sents a failure of accumulation to 

proceed adequately in the countryside - that 

impinging powerfully upon the town; an 

intimately related failure of class formation 

in the countryside, appropriate to that 

accumulation: and a failure of the slate to 

mediate successfully tliosc transitions, which 

wc may encapsulate as the agrarian transititm. 

It is that broad meaning that I maintain. My 
central argument is that the nature of agrarian 

transition not only has implications for Uic 

fate of (he countryside, but has a decisive 

iiilluencc upon the pace, manner, limits, and 

very possibility of capitalist industrialisation. 

My focus, then, is upon agrarian transition 

and ib. central place in overall capitalist 

transformation. 

It is this which I have sought to examine 

hi.s(<>ricatly. ixt me. in die final part of this 

paper, turn to some considerations on the 

comparative method, induced by my 

wrestling with comparative/bistorical 

political economy. In so prcKecding, I have 

cenainsetstMtiUterlocluitg qtKStions in mind. 
The first relates to class relationships and 

is two-fold. It is. Ilrstly. bicaptoit: die precise 

nature of the class relationships which 

emerged in the countryside in certain 

important iastances of transition; and the 

.second to disentangle the logic of why 

part icular kinds of resolution of the agrarian 

question, in that sense, prsicccded. Clearly.' 

in examining the nature of any individual 

path of agrarian transition it is essential to 

identify the particular class structure which 

cliantcleiiscs it. 'Thisdistinguislics aparticular 

path of agrarian transition, llie diversity of 

resolution in this sense is striking. But what 

are the implication.s - Ixilh in the countryside 

and outside- of this diversity of resolution? 

My second concern is to identify and 

explain the forms taken by the productive 

forces in the cxiunlryside - if you like, the 

form of technological transformation. A very 

narrow readmg of the agrarian question is 

concerned largely, if not exclusively, with 

class relationships. A fuller reading shouki 

include the outcome with respect to the form 

taken by the productive forces. This is 

crucially important. We cannot identify a 

particular path without reference to this 

outcome. It is an essential characteristic of 

each distinctive path. As with the emerging 

class structure, tlic diversify is considerable. 

Again the nature of mediation by the state 

must be investigated. 

IV 
Comparative Method 

There is an established and constantly 

revitalised corpus of comparative work in 

the scK'iai sciences: including work by 

political economists, economists, political 

scientists, sociologists, and historians. It has 

many distinguished practitioners: Marc 

Bloch (certainly one of the very greatest), 

Barrington Moore. Perry Anderson. Robert 

Brenner, Theda Skocpol. Immanuel 

Wallerstein; among economists,ColinClaik, 

Simon Kuznets, Hollis Chenery and Moises | 

Syrquin, and my colleague. Mussoud | 

Karshenas (whose Kx>k is about to appear . 

I Karshenas 1995); not to mention Marx and 

Weber. And there arc many others. 

Comparative history has. perhaps, been 

especially exciting and fruitful. 

Systematic comparative analysis is a 

distinct branch of enquiry, with discernible 

general goafs and identifiable, if debatable, i 

incthtxlological principlc.s. It has distinct I 
variants, whosepnK:edure.sdiffcrmarkedly: | 

their particular espousal depending, in part, I 

upon the discipline and the aims of the 1 

comparalivLst. Nevertheless, itentuils, 1 tliitdc, | 

acomparativemelhixl. given early powerful | 

statement by Marc BI(x;h in t92K (Blixd] 

1967].''* It IS that comparative mctbixl I have 

sought to deploy in my own work. There 

exists a useful interpretive and critical 
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7'1^ tbeoomparative method.'’That 

itflirmidce iK> attempt to ctmsider. Rather, 

die principle of learning by doing. I will 

draw upon my own recent experience in 

trying to apply it. 

Hie authors of un influential work on 

comparative economic development, two 

economists. Chenery and SyTquin, make part 

of Uie case for the practice of die comparative 

method - in cconomic.s - as follows: 

Intercountry comparisons play an essential 

part in understanding the proces.ses of 
economic and social development. To 
generalise from the hisioncal experience of 

a single country, we must aimpare it in some 
way to that of other couninc.s. Through 
.such coinpari.sons, uniform features of 
development can K'ideniificdand alternative 

hypotheses as to lhcircau,srs tested [Chenery 
and Syix|Uin I075:.l| 

Barrington Moore, who has written one of 

the classics ol the comparative approach, a 

magisterial and powerful work of 

comparative history [Moore I‘767)"' also 

argues the value of asystcmatic comparative 

approach. 

In the effort to understand the history ol a 
specific country a comparative perspeclive 

can lead to asking very useful and sometimes 
new ((uesiions. There are lurlhei advantages. 

Coinpurison.s can .serve as a rough negative 

check on accepted histoncal explanuiions. 
And a comparati vc approach can le.ad to new 
histoncal explanations [Moore IV67'xiii|. 

Tlie arguments made in favour ol the 

compaiative method are very similar Yet, 

they are made by exponents of two 

approaches to tlie comparativemethod which 

diffci'markedlymllieir analytical procedures. 

We may identify the broad nature of the 

differences. Although there have Ixsen many, 

differing ways of pursuing comparison, 

among a variety o( authors. I concentrate on 

these two appmaches partly because of the 

exigencies of space: hut also because one 

mighlarguc that these are the two archetypes: 

ofwhich weean fmdcithercxampics, variants 

or attempted combinations. 

Chenery and Syrquin, with structural 

change as their central concern (in this 

respect, following, avowedly, in the tradition 

of Simon Kozncls [Kuzncls 1956-67 and 

1966]), practi.se u particular, and well 

developed, form of comparative analysis: 

that based upon cross-national data sets, 

using econometric analysis in onler to test, 

for alarge numberof avuntries (in their case, 

|0I). various hypotheses, and to establish, 

rigorously, certain generalisations [Chenery 

and Syrquin 1975: .5). Tliis has been identified 

as the variable-oriented approach [Ragin 

I9K7: tx and passim]. It is commonly 

practised in the social sciences: being part 

of "the trend in mainstream siKial science 

towards the application of ever more 
sophiiiticated multivariate [statistical] 

techniques lo all types of social data" (Ragin 

SIO 

19S7: vsi). That it can be jpoilMufol and 
illuminating is clear. Uis especially valuable 
in establishing those ‘uniform features of 
development’ to which Chenery and Syrquin 
draw attention. 

Barrington Moore ‘discerns’ and seeks to 

explain “three major historical [politicalj 

routes from the preindustrial to the modern 

world" [Mtxire 1966:xv]. He proceeds via 

a limited scries of carefully conducted case 

studies (in his ca.se six)," each one taken 

separately, and he then makes the comparison 

‘carefully on a basis of the case studies. This, 

the casc-onentcd approach {Ragin 1987; ix 

and passim], seeks significant depth of 

treatment. By its very nature, the number of 

ca.sc-studies is strictly limited. The.se must 

he appropriate to the questions being 

addressed. Tliey need to be truly comparable. 

They need, thcrelorc, tohecho.sencarefully. 

The potential analytical power of such an 

approach, and the immense insight that it 

may bring, are obvious." It is particularly 

suited to qualitative analysis, although it 

does lend itself, also, lo rigorous 

quantilHliveWconometric treatment (as 

Karshenas’s recent work shows [Kushenas 

19951) 

I .c( me now return to the agrarian question 

In considering it, we need to make certain 

analytical judgments. These - as we probe 

accumulation, class and slate - fall into 

broad categories. They concern, firstly, the 

nature of performance, and what constitutes 

satisfactory productive performance. They 

lelate. .secondly, to the character of change' 

(the point at which performance tran.storms) 

- crucially, structural change; lo lack ol 

change, and lo what comprises desirable, or 

pti.ssibic, change They encompass, thirdly. 

what determines peformance, change, or luck 

of change: they arc about causality. 

Clearly, such judgments cannot be simply 

empirical (1 make a plea for the empirical 

but against empiricism). The need to be 

ordered by. and rmtied in. theory ; in the ideal 

types which theory cstablishc.s. and the 

hyptithcscs which theory suggests. That is 

es.sentiai. Treatment of the agrarian question 

is impossible without such theoretical 

foundations. But analysis, furtlier, must be 

grounded, as Ben Fine has put it. “in secure 

theoretical foundations that remain sensitive 

both todiversity and historical contingency” 

[Fine 1993:2). That is crucial 

Comparison is essential. It is. in part, via 

comparison thatonemightmake the relevant, 

sensitive judgments about performance (in 

the context of the agrarianqucstiun.ormore 

generally). How might one judge tlie 

adequacy of performance without .some 

oimparati ve yardstick'? Comparison sugge-sts 

what is reasonable, and even, necessary. It 

is, lo adcgrcc. in comparative terms that one 

might conceive of change in a suitably 
nuanced manner. How, otherwise, might 

one understand the nature, the scope, and 

theiUceiy direedt^ of ch«n^?CaiiqpariM>n, 

moreover, may point to the possibility of a 

substantive (non-trivial) diversity of 

outcome. It is in a comparative perspective 

that one might reach for possible lines of 

causaUty.Comparisonha.sthcpowertowidcn 

the range of possible hypotheses. 

Comparition, can, suitably pursued, prevent 

analytical closure; by keeping one alive to 

the diversity and historical contingency 

insisted upon by Ben Fine. Hie sensitivity 

to diversity and historical contingency. I 

posit, must come, in part, from carefully 

pursued comparison. This is why I embarked 

upon my own work on paths of agrarian 

transition. 

The claims made, by both Chenery and 

Syrquin and by Barrington Moore, are, I 

suggest, perfectly justified. Comparison can 

clarify and make more secure die analytical 

judgments which we make. It can, further, 

be a fertilising inllueiicc It can open 

analytical perspectives. It can do so, when 

securely based theoretically, by extending 

our range of criteria independent of a 

particular context, and so alli'wing theory 

lo be more nuanced in what it can reveal 

An absence of sensitivity to diversity and 

historical contingency means that analytical 

channels may be bkx:ked Comparison has 

the power to unblock those channels. To 

recapitulate somewhat, I have found that this 

it may do in four essential ways Firstly, it 

may reveal sigmficanthistoncul rcgulanties. 

It may identify ’uniform features of 

development'. That, in itself, can be 

immensely valuable.Tlius, inexamimng the 

agrarian question die kind of structural 

change identified by Simon Kuznets is of 

significance. Secondly, within those 

historical regularities, a variety of hisl'orical 

pattern may be demonstrated. That, loo, is 

of great potential value. The detailed 

examination of differing paths of agrarian 

transition shows thatclearly. Thirdly, itmay 

lead tothequestioningof stereotypes, which, 

1 hope, my own work docs, in examining 

the real basis of historical/analytical models 

taken to treatment of the agrarian question 

in contemporary situations Fourthly, itmay 

generate exciting new hypotheses. 

Abandoning the Eurocentnsm to which 1 

have fallen victim, 1 would here sU'ess the 

cnrichmentof the study of European history 

by hypotheses taken from the rich and 

powerful literature on the agrarian question 

in. say, India (let us say. on sharecropping, 

the inter-sectoral terms of trade, or the in verse 

relationship to which i have already drawn 

attention). 
But what of the two archetypal variants 

which 1 have identified? Are they equally 

valuable in analysing the agrarian question? 

They are not. Of the two, the case-oriented 

approach is more useful, and is the one I have 

adopted. It is not. however, without its 

difficulties. 
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7 witt'm^e just'two poMtst the 
variable-Qiiented af^iroach as a possible 
major- way of approaching the agrarian 

question, ^ch relates to complexity, but m 

a different way. 
Firstly, by its very nature, it abstracts from 

complexity and diversity, in its search for 

the general. Its strengths arc many.''' and, 

as I have suggested, it can yield psiwerfiil 

insights. But, if one’s aim is to capture 

complexity, historical contingency and 

substantive diversity, then it has clear 

deficiencies. It cuts a swathe through 

complexity, abhors historical contingency 

and discounts diversity. It seeks the general 

at the expense ol the particular and the 

specific. Thus it could not cope with the 

diversity of outcome characterising the case 

studies tliat constitute my examination ot 

paths of agrarian transilii>n a diversity of 

class structure, of pattern of the productive 

forces, and of interrelation between the two 

As a major means of investigation, it is not. 

thus, appropriate to an analysis ol the agrarian 

question of the kind which 1 am pursuing 

Secondly, there are certipn kinils ot issue 

which it simply cannot address How could 

one capture the intiicaciesol class and class 

lelationships thus'* The evidence available 
cannol Ik- inanipulatedoi inlciTogalcd inlhis 

kind of way F.ven if one wished to wield 

Occam’s razor, one cannol via this approiic h 

If you like, it is incieasmgly-at a loss as 

causal complexity niulliplics. Unit is to say. 

it would be unable to unravel the causes of 

ihediversily of outcome loundinlheditlci ent 

cases For example, if we hypothesi.se that 

class cc-innicl is the tna|oi determinant of 

change, and ihai the outcome of such conflict 

IS c rucial to the natui-e ol the path of li ansil ion 

followed, the variable-onented approach 

would not enable us lo lest eithei of those 

propo.sitions. What is called for is a careful 

and sensitive qualitalive Ircuuiicnl Only a 

ca.se-oricnted strategy can allow that 

The casc-orienicd comparative approach 

has its own problems These 1 cannotpursue 

in detail. But one that 1 have encountered 

IS the problem of the nature of the evidence 

used by the compai-ativist. Lcl me conci niratc 

on that, and on my own experience The 

comparativist must rely on secondary 

sources, and must gel a satisfactory purchase 

on the.se. He, or she, must gel it right in this 

respect The following problems arise. 

'The fu-st is that of ensuring that the same 
questions are asked and the same analytical 

categories used consistently, across the 

individual ca.sc-studies. There is the problem 
of the pos,sibIy limited nature of the evidence- 

available. One then runs tlic danger ol 

becoming the pri.soner of tho.se who do not 

aitk que.stions relevant to one’s concerns, or 

of being misled by those who used analytical 

categories inappropriately. In this instance, 

for example, one may search in vain for 

treatment of the nature and diversity of the 

raiiwttoid cTaxtt; or, one wbkh I have found 

especially trying, the course of the inter¬ 

sectoral tenns of trade. Or. ‘peasants' may 

be defined iciiosyncraticajly; orpea.sanlstrata 

identified careles,sly. Great vigilance is called 

for. 

"flicre may, however, secondly, be an 

abundance of evidence and a diversity ol 

interpretation on particular issues. That, too, 

is a problem whit h I have met and struggled 

with. It is not surprising. Ihen, that the 

comparativist, plundering as he must the 

work of specialists, encounters the 

reservations and suspicionof tho.se specialists 

not Iheni.selvc.s comparativists Thus, for 

example, specialist historians may spend 

theii whole lile working on a particulai 
tounlj-y. Ol region, over a narrow range ol 

time- perhap.s lo most excellent effect 

Tlioioughly f.imiliai with their sources and 

with the lilcraiurc relating lo their period, 

they may question, and even recent, efforts 

lo make what may seem to them to be 

uii|uslified. sweeping genetalisations 

(although, from the viewpoint o( llie vaiiablc- 

oiienled appi-oash, ihey may be far from 

sweeping). As F.iii. Hobsbawm observed m 

bis review ol Perry AnderMUi stwo volumes 

|.Atidersoii 1974a .ind iy74b]. professional 
llislon.in.s ale 

ineieasiiigly .shackled by Ihe double tellers 

ol piiinai\ u-seaish and .specialrsed 

knowledge, hike animals outside Iheirovn 

leiiilory, histoiians feel neilhei eonlideni 

norseeure once Ihey leave Ihe .sheJiei of ’ niy 

penod' (Hobsbawm Iq75b:l77) 

The se teeling.s will, oftour.se. be aroused 
by thetoinparativisl.andlhcy may translate 

into hostility when the comparative histoiian 

gels on lo Ihcir individual lenitory, even il 

Iheie IS rccognilioii of the possible value of 

Loniparative history outside of that teiritoiy. 

I recall, in the ]9b0.s, when Baninglon 

Moore s book was being leviewed. the 

observation inoie than once that it was a 

lemaikablc pieee ol work displaying 

immense hisiorical/sociological imagination 

and soon, except that ii got cotmli-y x wiong 

■ cisimlry x being the country on which the 

reviewer was a specialist Bui there is a 

gemimc predicament for the comparativist 

We do have a real problem here The 

comparativist must get it right 

That problem relates, in part, to the kind 

of evidence used by the eoinparativi.si, 

and whether il is repre.sentative; how, from 
a |K:rhaps vast sca of evidence, the com- 

paralivisi chixi.scs; what the comparativist 

does with counter-evidence. Given an 

inevitable need to l-ie selective, one wonders 

what working principles exist, or might he 
established, for comparativists, in this respect. 

Perhaps Uicrc ai-enonc, otherlhan theexetcisc 

of mature ludgmenl One may mention an 

outstanding comparative historian. Robert 

Brenner. (Jne notes Heiile Wunder’s waspish 

and dismissivecommeiu on Brenner, and on 

comparative hixiorians in goiaeral: 

h is the lot of the compafative historian to 
have to rely on lextbook,s and secondary 

literature, but unfortunately Srenner has 
frilen victim to the Prussian mylh 
(Huhetizollernlcgende) with all its 
contradictions and inconsisiencies fWunder 
lyk,*!: 911 

1 think that this is unfair on Brenner. But 

how, Ihen. does the comparative historian 

cope with this problem?To which particular 
textliooks and secondary literature does he 

or she resort'.’ Above all else, I think, he or 

she must exercise the most scrupulous care 

in treating those secondary sources with 

respect. Tlie best comparativists - Marc 

Bloch, Banington Moore, Tlicda Skoepol, 

Perry Anderson. Robert Brenner, and many 

others - do, and their work is exciting, 

illuininalmg ,ind often seminal. 

It IS a problem which demands immense 

vigilance on the part of the comparalivisi. 

It also requires cetluin qualities. The 

compiiralivist, having displayed, perhaps, 

the necessary ‘loolhardmess’ inct>nfronttng 

large themes, and having cho.scn to do so 

via a ca.se-oiicnted approach, requires, as 

Hobsbawm has it, “an enomous appetite for 

leading" and a “notable capacity for 
synthesis"IHobsbawm i97Sb-177and 178). 

The conipaialivist, then, may be doubly 

loolharily. in not only addressing large 

themes, hut in risking ludgmenl according 

lo such slandanis Yet. the potential analytical 

rewards are great As a way of investigating 

the agrarian question, via a comparative, 

historical political economy, it has much to 

offer 

V 
Cnnclasion 

1 noted, at the beginning tile premature 

announcement ol the death of political 

economy. When the American Fconomic 

Association held a Centenary Appreciation 

ol ihc publication of Das Kiipilal, Paul 

.Samuelson. after a swingeing attack on Marx, 

concluded as follows- 

But this IS a binhday parly and I approach 

llu; boundai ICS ol good la.stc, 1^-1 me conclude 
by wishing that, like Tom .Sawyer attending 

his own funeral, Karl Marx, could be pre..senl 
at his own centennial When 'the Moor’ rose 
10 speak, how we would all pay for. our 
pte.snmptuoiisncss! [.Samuckson 1966;62.'1J. 

Indeed And how they would pay for false 

notices of the death of political economy. 

Notes 

i riiis p,t|HT comprise-s die lexl, wilh minor 
amendatioDs, ol Ihe author'.s Inaugural Lecture 
as Proles.sorol Polilical F.conomy atlliel liiiversity 

ol London on (October 27, 1994.] 

I II IS invidious, not In say uresomc, to list 

iiame,s. Wemay say. however, Uiat economists 
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like AithtHT I^iwis uimI RiM«iijii«iii>Rodiia. 
two of the fouBding fatlMiRi of poxi-secnnd 
wufM War devdopment econumioi. aw 
clearly -id the bnaid, non-Marxist classical 

, tndiiioB. It includes, too, the remarkable 
Piero Sraffa (who did. however, have broad 
Marxist sympathie.s), Knshna Bhatadwaj 
and a whole school of po.si-Ricardiatt.< 
(including such as Ian Sieedman). Among 
the Marxists, one might mention Muunoe 
Dobb, Ronald Meek. Paul Baran. Paul 
Sweezy, and more ncenlly Amit Bhaduri. 
Ulsa Painaik and Prabhai 1‘ainaik: ntx to 
mcntum a galaxy of histonans, like Rodney 
Hilton, Qirisiuphei Hill. l£ P TiHiiiip.'ion, 
Enc Hobshawni. Perry Anderson. Ruben 
Brenner. The list i.s lar from being 
exhaust ive. 

2 It indudcs cconoml.si.s like Juiiies Buchanan 
and Douglas North, and in the field ol 
development Anne Krueger. Jagdish 
Bbagwaii and T N Snnivasan- For a brief 
treatment see C^ponuio and Levine (1*193'. 
7*>-t»). 

3 Tht GuatdiaH, October I . 1 *194. Hie piece 
was by Martin Walker. Hohsbawm’s late.sl 
bo»ik is The Age a) Extremes — The Slwrt 
20lh Century, I9I4-IV9I (Hohshawm 
1994), the final in a remarkable seiies on 
the capitalist era from the I8lh century to 
fbeptesenilHobsbawm 1962.1975a, 1*187). 

4 We are told that; "llie la.<H Marxist sits high 
above New York, an open window bnnging 
the honking of cabs from Umon Square 11 
noon below. He is sipping malt wliisky 

5 Those familiar with Lewis’s writing will 
recall the opening words of bis celebrated 
essay 'Economic Development with 
Unlimited Supplies of laibour’: 

This essay is written in the classical 
tndilion, making the classiod assumption, 
and asking the classical cpiestion. The 
classics, from Smith to Marx, all assumed 
or argued, that an unlimited supply of 
labour was available at subsistence wage.s. 
They then enquired how production grows 
through time. They found the answer in 
capital accumulation, which they 
explaitted in terms of Iheir analysts of ilie 
disinbution of income. Classical systems 
ilms determined simultaneously income 
distribution and economic growth, with 
the relative prices of aimmodities as a 
minor by-pr^uct (Lcwi.t 1*158:400). 

A more succinct, elegant and diici.i 
statement would he difficult to imagine. 

6 This IS from one of the three lectures which 
Dobb delivered at the In.slilule of Statistics 
of University ot BoU^na in 1*162. 11iese 
lectuie.s were entitled 'Some Problents in 
the History ol ('apilalism'. and the one from 
which I have quoted had the title ‘Prelude 
to the Induitlnal Revolution'. 

7 Thi.s i.s from Dtibb’s powerful ciiapicr on 
David Ricardo, wbidt. he lell.s u.s (see his 
Note (if Acknowledgement at the beginning 
of the book), wa.s heavily influenced by 
Piero Staffa's work. 

8 This may .sound cunous as part of a tradition 
that indude.s Adam Siiiiih. I am not, of 
course, claiming lies authority for policie.s 

: ,. Of conceited .stale adtOn. That would be 

ahsiifd. It Would sR ill With his consistent 
ailnek on the Mercantilist state, his belief 
in the power of the 'invisible hand’ and so 
on. But what I am suggesting is tlial Smith 
was acutely awaie of the hi.storicaily .siM-dfic 
nature of his analysis, in a way in wpich 
his latter-day di.sciples are deariy not. (}f, 
Parker (1982:25 -26) and Bhanidwaj (1989: 
20-21). 

9 What foliow.s I.S a most brief treat menl ol 
the agrarian question. I deal witb it at far 
greater length, and in a more nuanced way. 
Ill Byres (l*lK6a. 1*191, and fortbcomingl. 

10 lie was then .spending a year's leave in 
Oxford, from the Agricultural Economies 
Research Centre ol the University ol Delhi, 
where Iw was. at that time. Director. 

11 For a iiu>.sl u.seful survey ot the debate up 
to 1*182 see Thorner (1*182) and fur an 
excellent collection of canlnhulion.s to the 
debate from the Economirjiml Political 
Weekly. Palnaik (I *190). The debate did not, 
however, lake place exclusively in the pages 

■of the Economic and Political Weekly. See 
Byres (1992), where [Palnaik 1*190] is 
reviewed. 

12 In the Wealth of Nations, fur example. See 
Smith (1*176: 141-42. Book 1. ch X. 'Of 
Wages and Profit in the Different 
Employments of Labour and Slock': .376- 
77, Book III, ch I, 'Of the Natural Progress 
of Opulence': and 188,284). See Meek 
(1*162; 353: 1*173: 2*X)-*1I). 

13 Ricardo provides a Ireaimeni of what we 
would now call the terms of trade problem. 

14 As Bloch biiivself tells us, he had seveial 
predecessors, including Henri Pirenne 
(whose influence on lum was great) and (he 
Itngui.si, A Mcillei. He was c-specially 
interested in. and impres.sed by. the use of 
the comparative method in comparative 
linguistics. Scrutiny of this, he argued, had 
much to offer the historian iBIoch 1*167:45, 
67-68, 76). Sec also his biographer [Fink 
1*18*1: 106. 117-19). 

15 See. for example, Bloch (1967). Ragin 
(1*187). .Sewell (1967) and Skoepoi and 
Somers (1980). 

16 While Barrington Moore's book is (dearly 
a cla.ssic, and a work of some power, it is 
not without serious blemish. Thus, for 
example, (he ignoring of culontaltsm and 
imperialism, in a work on the early 
Ittdustriali.sers in Europe, and. of course on 
Japan, and on an ex-colony and a former 
.semi-colony. India and China, tepre.senl.s a 
.sigriflcani .slioiicoming. But this, we must 
.stress, IS not a defect of the comparative 
merhial pet se. It i.s, rather, a weakness in 
the manner of its pursuit. 

17 Hjs ca-ses arc England, France. America, 
(Tiina. Japan and India. 

18 There are now many notable instances of 
the CHse-unenicd approach. One notes, in 
different iradiiiuns hut using the ca.se-.siudy > 
approach in broadly similw fashion, for 
example: Enc WolFs Peasant Wats of the 
Twentieth Century [Wolf 1969) (.six case- 
studies); Perry Anderson’s out.standing 
Uneages of the Absolutist State (Anderson 
1974b](ten cases); Theda.Skocpors.Vhties' 
and Social Revolutions (Skuepol 1979) 
(three cases); Clive Trchiiixick's The 

Industrial^udhnxiftlie tmdhmuiPimen, 
I7M-ISI4 {TreHilcock 1981) (three 

' .separate cases and three taken together); 
C'lilin Mooers’s The Making Bourgeois 
Europe (M(Mieis 1991 ] (three cases). There 
are several vananis of Che approacli. Peter 
Koichin. for example, lakes two cases, in 
bis Unfret Labour American Slavery and 
Russian Serfdom (Koichin 1987). He does 
not follow the Barrington Moore procedure 
ol separate case studies. Rather, be lakes 
his C8.SCS together and develops the 
cuiiiparalive aigumcnl as be pioceeiLs. He 
tells us that "at the .simplest level the 
comparative approach reduces the 
paiuchialism inherent in single-case studies 
hy .showing developments to be significant 
that would otherwise not appear Co be so” 
(p ix). Another example of a 'running 
companson' — a .straight coinpanson from 
.Stan to fim.sh — IS Palnck D’Brien and 
Caglar Keyder’s. Economic Growth in 
Britain and France, I7IU)-I914 (O’Bnen 
and Keyder 1978). Two cases are ctiosen 
and they are compared, as far as po.s.siMe. 
indicator by indicator, before conclusions 
are drawn. The study hy Byres and Nolan, 
Inequality: Chiiut and India Compaied, 
1950-1970 (Byres and Nolan 1*176) us a 
further example of such a companson. 
Roben Brenner's immensely siiroulaliiig 
wnling on agranan clas.s structure and 
economic development m pre-industrial 
Europe is an imponani illustration of the 
comparative method [Brenner 1976, 1*185), 
This differs from the example.s of the case- 
onenled approach already cited. A particular 
argument is made, and ran.s through the 
whole presentation. He does not preseni 
discrete and separate case-studies, loprovide 
the basis for an eventual set of conclusions 
and generalisations. -Rather, the argument 
IS presented at some length, and then 
illustrated by a reading of the evidence ot 
a limited number ot cases, back-to-back, so 
to speak: now England, now France, now 
Germany; or now eastern Europe and noa 
we.steni Europe; and so on. E L Jones, in 
two works of comparative history that have 
attracted muidi attention, is different again 
(Jones 1981. 1988). He develops a wide- 
ranging argument, drawing examples from 
a bewildering variety of time and place, 
now and then focusing on a case-study that 
cliches his attention. 

19 Tiiese strengths are identified and dis¬ 
cussed in Ragin (1987: 53-68). They are 
obvious enough. I will nm repeal them here. 
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Practical Issues of Metiiodology and Modellmg 

Kalyan Raipuria 

In arriving at the total outlayfor the Five- Year Plans, the sectorwise allocations and priorities for the plan-period broadly 
follow a macro-modeL But we do not haven model for annual plan exercises and the prioritisation to be followed, though 
the sectoral allocation of resources by the planning system amounting to more than a hundred thousand crore nqtees 
annually profoundly affects the future of the economy and the people. This pcgter looks at annual forecasting models outside 
the planning system and seeks to indicate some specifics of research and action required for development of annual plan 
modelling. 

{N reaching the tota] outlay of the Eighth 
PivB-Ycar jPlan (FYP) of Rs 8,71.100 crore, 
at 1991 >92pricefi, the aectorwiac allocation!! 
and priiaitieR for the Plan period, 1992-97, 
broadly followed the macro-model,' results 
being consistent with the protected overall 
growth rate, the contribution of the various 
sectfM’s in growth, and the estimated ICORs 
(o/t the selected sectors The much more 
detailed sectorwise and centre-statrwise 
public sector allocations were based on 
nocro-level protections and negotiations but 
in line with the above results. 

But, for annual Plan exercises, at current 
prices we do not have a model and detailed 
exercises, towards prioritisation to be 
followed, once the FYP is finalised, which 
is at base year's prices. There exist at least 
three major annual forecasting models of 
NCAER.^ IBG-DSH,' and RBI,"outside the 
planning system, aimed primarily to bnng 
out the economic outlook on annual basis 
and/or simulate certain poLcy objectives 
likecontammg budgetary and fiscal deficit, 
change in administered prices, and export- 
import variations. The CMIF. forecasts are 
quotedby TV Ixmdon, regularly 
as part of 24 emerging market economies’ 
indicators. However, we have not come 
across any mtxlel on the basis of which 
forecasts are i-ssued, comprehensive data¬ 
base notwithstanding The issue is whether 
some of the.se and the FYP models are 
mutually exclusive and amenable to 
interplay. 

Prhsbot Systum 

Given the consistent distribution ot 
resources between the centre and the states, 
according to major heads ot development 
and ministrywise projections, fur five years, 
the annual exercise undertaken by the 
Planning Commission in terms of sectoral 
allocation corresponding to the assessed 
availability of fmancial resources leaves 
much to be desired. The task in hi^. 
Ihereforc is to optimise (aside from 
iponststency} results for Annual Plans and 

'^«xamine if modelling can help in this, 
.yoovering the jaivalc (notably, corporate) 

sector by way of providing guide-posts to 
the market. Guidelines provided on inter¬ 
sectoral distribution fall too short of the 
requirements. 

The plan size which is determined 
according to the own re.sources of all the 
states, including the states’ share in centra] 
taxes, e.slunates of utilisation of external aid, 
I e, externally-aided projects, (EAPs) and 
central support (within the control totals) 
indeed calls for choices on sectoral details 
which should emerge from a macro-model, 
keeping in view crucial magnitudes and 
"direction of the stale FYPs. However, no 
such effort lor any state is presently made 
at the centre or by any state due to lack ot 
model usage and acceptance m regard to the. 
derivation of annual plan, in both fmancial 
and physical terms, from theconesponding 
Five-Year Plan aggregates ’ 

In determining the sector/ministrywixc 
levels of Plan outlays at the centre, which 
include Plan investment by central public 
sector enterprises (CPEs) for the Annual 
Plans, the reference point would indeed be 
ihe Eighth Plan (at 1991-92 prices) and the 
size that had been built in the Annual Plans 
(at current prices) 

But determination of the annual Plan size 
and the allocations should not be mere 
extrapolations of growth overthe past years, 
but should be guided by the resources in 
sight with due regard to the possibility of 
changes affecting sources also broadly 
furthering Plan prioritisation 

Thus, the total central budgetary support 
should he in conformity with the need for 
limiting Ihe fiscal deficit. Given the control 
total, the budgetary support to some of the 
sectors/ministries may have to be scaled 
down, while in some cases the level may 
have to be protected. The pattern of bud¬ 
getary support thus piojected for the various 
sectors/ministries would havw to reflect the 
Ran pricnities indicated in the Eighth Plan 
unless significant change is required based 
on the mid-term review and/or replanning 
exercises.* 

To determine the investment of Ihe CPEs 
comprising 70-75 per cent of the central 
sector Plan outlay, the fea-sibilky of lEBR 

and the possible modes of economically 
rational additional resource mobilisation 
(ARM) need to be systematically looked 
into. The ARM need to be finalised in net 
terms, net of the cost escalations in sight. 
Indeed, mobilisation is also a function of 
policy plans and investment levels, including 
new projects/expansion of the existing 
capaciUes, as investments depend on growth 
and levelsof incomes albeit time-lag.Ideally, 
these may be endogenised thiough structural 
relations part of a macio-model, providing 
price adjusUnents. The model based on 
structural relations need to co verdcprecialion 
related to capital and retained profits related 
to nuimative rates of return. ARM 
requirements could then be derived and the 
feasibility of realising the projected ARM 
ascertained Sectoial capital-coefficient 
matrix may be used in determination of 
investment band teplactng unique figures 

The estimates in respect ot bond.s/ 
debentures of central public sec tor enterprises 
need to be determined in the light of the 
projected overall market borrowings ol the 
centre and the central public enterphse.s fur 
the Eighth Plan, which may bold good after 
the reduction in the SLR as may he targeted 
on incremental or average basis Tax-free 
bond.s at 9or 10.5 percent interest rale need 
to be phased out in view of the high final 
or effective interest rate and lack of real 
matk.et for them, originally evolved to tap 
rural savings. The levels have been squeezed 
already in view of their distortionary effect 
as also difficulties in mobilisation in the 
changed conditions. Considerable increase 
in bonds may be projected for selected core 
infrastructure sectors whose outlays will be 
increasing but budgetary support may not 
keep pace with them. This should of course 
be subject to prudential limits detenmned 
by repayment liabilities in regard to bond 
r^emption and their impact on IR. 

As for the resources in tennii of ECBs and 
suppliers’ credit, according to sectors or 
miniRtries. the possibilities need to be 
analysed in the lightofemergmg international 
environment, feasiblelevetof inflowsjudged 
in terms of debt service and perspective of 
intonatirmal capital marlcets. 
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Amcag tiatijoaal level plKBiiag and 
policy mod^. the fcmnalone used as an aid 
toprojectioDsofRve-Year Plan targets 
macro-economic magnitudes and to 
fonnulation of the country's long-term (IS 
years) p^pective is the one published in 
the context of the SixUi and the Seventh 
Plan.^ The model consists of a core model 
and seven sub-models in respect of (i) 
agriculture, (ii) forestry, (iii) industry, (iv) 
consumption, (v) exports and imports, (vi) 
financid resources, and (vii) demogr^by 
and employm<mt generation. The cure model 
consists of an interdependent macro¬ 
economic model (MEM), an input-output 
model (lOM) and an investment model 
(TVM). The MEM involves usual national 
output and expenditure identities, and this 
in co-ordination with lOM of 50 sectors 
(compressed from 115 sectors), determines 
investment in the terminal year of a plan 
endogenously. 

Given the target growth rate and base year 
OOP, saving and consumption of the public 
and the private sector and certain other 
exogenous variables, the MEM determines 
allocafionsfcH-investmentinmajcorl 1 sectors. 

But the relations mostly being arithmetic, 
are amenable to adjustment of change in 
figures needed due to iteration or their 
a V ailabilily at different points of time period 
of running the model. 

The crucial financial sector sub-model 
has: (i) the public sector, (ii) the private 
sector separated between the corporate and 
the non-corporate, and (iii) the rest of the 
economy (ROE). The relation between the 
scale and the composition of the household 
sector saving, disposable income and 
inflation is considered. There may be 
elaborate modelling for the public sector 
savings, separated into budgetary savings 
and surplus from public enterprises apd 

pti&ket 
aaddeitiled financial 
institutionsand olheraectorst Such wealth 
of information and estimates from the model 
have their source in RBL which publishes 
the seven sector flow-of-funds data* on 
much reduced time lag in recent years. The 
model, however, cov«‘ed flow-of-funds 
only from major sectors, viz, public, private 
and corporate and household, aside from 
the rest of the world (external) sector. The 
description of the sub-model, in the 
Technical Note (1986), clearly indicates, 
short of areal formal Enancial model, the 
kind of regression equations considered, 
relating to currency, bank deposits, 
provident funds, private corporate and co¬ 
operative shares, securities of term-lending 
institutions, and different assets. For 
example, bank deposits are regressed to 
ODP and GDP deflator, while shares are 
a function of the factors: 
GDP at maiket price deflator; 
.Shttfes of nonragricuhural income in 

national income; 
Ratio of current year’s to the previous 

year’s pnees; 
Growth pattern of shares and debentures 

(dummy); 
Lagged (by one year) shares; and 
GDP at constant market prices. 

In such an exercise, when practical 
judgment is applied at every point in 
determining the period of analysis, the 
parameters and more importantly what finally 
determines what, without annual pha.sing 
and as also state-level disaggregatioiv the 
results remain idealistic/academic parti¬ 
cularly as little attention is given to the 
clearing mechanisms, factor prices, and 
output/input prices. 

Intcrestrate. forexample, appears nowhere 
in the financial resources model, nbr the 
fiscal (especially the overall lax rate) and 
monetary policy variables (viz. SLR and 

dm, ihQiimum/mw)iiuffi:.lipi[idiBg aad 
deposit intmost rate, and sbaps of priodB' 
lending in total). Draft of the gbvepunent 
and private emporate sector da bcinai^|d; 
financial savings by instruments , 
currency, deposits, contractual saviil9S{i^ ’ 
corporate shares) is projected to die pve^ ■; 
extent of over 95 per cent, but its tt£teat m', 
growth and savings/investment (s not^ 
considered and any change in poUdesneoddl; i 
becomes out of question. ■ j 

It is in view of the above operatioi^J 
problems of planning and certain] 
methodological issues raised by seriomi' 
researchers, published earlier and also 
recently in Economic and Political Week^, 
(Bombay) and elsewhere, that one loolu 
for annual forecasting models/systetns 
which can take into accountthe latest trends 
and can complement the present atmuid 
planning system in the context of the Five- 
Year Plan. 

NCAERMomu, 

Among the available annual forecasting I 
models, that of the NCAER* is welll 
formalised, documented, and Tegulai^y| 
operated for counter-factual analysis andi 
forecasting GDP; growth of money Snd| 
prices; external trade and payments: growth | 
of industry, infrastructure, and agriculture; | 
and investments. The model is also used 
policy analysis in respect of money and price | 
variatioas in tax rale; expenditure s witchingl 
notably in subsidies; and growth of exptxlai| 
and imports. | 

The economy is represented by eighl| 
prcKluction (goods and services) sectcsrsl 
and four agents; government; nQH-l! 
agricultural wage income earners; non-( 
agricultural profit (non-wage) income| 
earners; and agricultural income earners.^ 
The model is built around the consistency^; 
framework of a Social Accounting Matrix'^ 

Table 1: Summary of NCAER Forecasts and Actuau of Major-Level Variable.s, 1992-9.5 ~ 
(Percentage change over the pieviou,s year) ) 

i" 
Variables 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 g 

September 92 
(F) 

December 92 
(E) 

Actual July 93 
(F) 

December 93 
(E) 

Actual March 94 
(F) 

August 94 ‘4 
(F) 

(A) Real Economy (at 1980-81 prices) 
(1) GDP* 3.2 3.7 4.0(QE) 4.8 4.5 3.8(AE) 4.8 

i 
4.8 ■ 1 

(2) AgneuKure and allied 2.1 3.4 5.0 3.2 3.0 2.3 2.6 3.2 f 
Industry .3.8 3.8 2.6 5.9 4.3 3.0 6.8 6.4 ‘1 

(4) Tertiary 4.2 4.3 4.1 5.8 5.7 5.3 5.5 5.3 1 
(B) Money and Prices 

(1) Money sunriy 1.5.7 15.0 15,7 13.2 14.2 18.2 14.0 15.3 i' 
■(2) Prices (WPI) (average) 11.3 11.7 8.0 8.4 8.1 8.3 10.2 9.6 .1 

(Q External Sector 
(1) Deport growth (i) 10.0 7.0 3.8 16.0 19.0 19.6 21.0 

1- 
16.9** L 

(it) - - - * j>, 

(2) Import growth (i) 13.4 15.0 12.7 18.0 18.0 3.8 15,0 17.0** f 
i 

(ii) - - - - - - - 

* Factor Cost (i)DOCl&S E = Estimated (based on partial infonnation), F = FoiecMt P »ihovisional, -1 i 
** AasummgRsSSperUSS*, (ii) RBl-BOP version QE=Quick Estimate (CSO),AE=Advanced Estimate (CSO). | ; 

devaluation rf 5.27.dutiag 1993-94 ‘ ' is 

Manbll.T^ i 5.J. 



’Hw otodel Bc«iin«« excMsc^itw^ 
;4ii aen>agricuItUTsl sectors and, poatutates 
I'^stqiply tK^usts to demand thus tvanding 
i dM nii^l as demand'bascd. The model (n ’ 
;|a Kalecki) determines prices in these 

' iectors applying variable mfyk-uprateson 
prime costs. The agrictiltural output and 
prices are exogenously determined from an 
agrioultural sub-^model. 

The 77 equations ate operated under nine 
blocks, viz: 
Piice-wsge block: 
Output block: 
tiiccRne block (covering income classes): 
Saving consumption block: 
Investment blo^: 
povemment block: 

' Balance of payments determination: 
Accounting identities (national accounts): 
and Monetary block. 
•' The basic equations of the output block 
cover the output of intermediate inputs, 
output for private consumption, output for 
government consumption, increase in 
jtaVings, investment, exports and imports. 

'iMports arc endogenous. The commodity 
balance equations are included in tiic input- 
output framework. GDP, at current market 
fnices, is the sum of all the final demand 
elements less imports. The price-wage 
equations are based on quantity-price 
relations. 

An interesting equation in the price-wage 
block determinc.s prices, and considers 
material inputprices. wages and import cost. 
This block shows how these costs can be 
endogenised. 

merited the above ilei in ila 
atructura} nature and numberof bebaviouza! 
(with clearing mechanisms) et]iiati(ma. The 
parameters are estimated On the basis of time 
series orcross-section datausingi^tBssion 
analysis. The model is solved using the 
system of Gauss-Siedel interaction routine, 
also used for the planning model. Another 
noteworthy feature is the scenario analysis 
developed' on the basis of different 
assumptions regarding the exogenous 
variables. Prices are responsive to the 
specified determining factors. Thus, it has 
direct relevance to the policy processes. 
The model gives an explicit relationship 
between money supply, ODP and prices of 
so much of common interest to macro¬ 
management experts, media, and public at 
large. 

The difficulties with the above model 
primarily relate, for application in planning, 
to limited sectoral disaggregation and certain 
exogenous variables, viz, government 
investment which is a kind of instrument 
variable in.sofar as .sectoral allocations speak 
volumes for government’s current policies 
and a planner would like to sec the 
implications of the alternatives. In the present 
environment, variables like competitive 
imports also need to be endogenised. 

Table 1 presents a summary of NCAER 
model forecasts, made twice in a year, for 
the three-year period 1992-95. The forecasts 
for 1992-94 are compared with the actuals/ 
official estimates. Statistical analysts of the 
observed deviations is a matter of a separate 
exercise. 

Thit other short-tenn modelling system 
is that of Institute of Economic Growth 
aFXI) by K Krishnamurtby et and Delhi 
School of Economics (DSE) by V Pandit." 
The system is an ongoing developing 
macro-modelling project. Its results (latest 
1993) are biannually presented in project 
Link meetings, and published in popular 
Indian eeonomic/financiat dailies. 

According to the main authors, the system 
is quasi-econometric to the extent judgment 
is applied at every step. A comparative 
study of the two models shows that neither 
of the two models was meant, in their 
present form, to be a forecasting model: 
they were aimed to study the issues of rate, 
structure, and sources of growth. The form 
itself is changing and each of them covers 
certain aspects of the economy left out by 
the other. Thus, these two models are being 
operated in a system as complements. The 
two models have a number of similarities, 
though different not only in size and the 
sample period, but in approaches notably 
in dealing with price behaviour. 

Both models have agriculture sector 
divided into food and non-fix>d crops, and 
cultivated area for the two kinds of crops 
is visualised to respond to relative prices: 
both consider the growth-inflation trade¬ 
off implied by the challenge of further 
mobilisation of resources (FMR), and 
both focus on deficit financing of public 
sector investment, and the budget 
constraint. > 

Tasi E 2: SiiMMAXY or lEf'i-DSE Foupcasts and AmiAis op Major Macro-Lrvbl Variables, 1992-95 
(Percentage change over the previous year) 

Variables 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 
F-1 F-2 F-3 Actual F-2 F-3 F-4 Actual F-3 F-4 

(A) Real Economy (at 19)I0-8I prices) 
(1) GDP* 4.2 3.9 2.8 4.0(OE) 3.7 3.3 4.5 3.8(AE) 4.6 5.4 
(2) Agriculture and allied 1.3 4.2 4.2 5.0 1.5 2.8 2.3 2.3 2.2 3.5 
(3) indu.stry 5,4 3.3 1.1 2.6 ■ 5.9 3.5 2.5 3.0 6.7 4.0 
(4) Teniaiy 5.5 4.1 2.8 4.1 3,9 3.5 2.8 inf] 5.3 5.0 (3.5 INF) 

(B) Modi^ and Pnees 
(1) Money .supply 15.0 1.5.0 12.0 15.7 13.5 12.0 

9.7 SV 
4.5 PA J 

17.8 18.2 12.0 

|9.2SV} 
[4.7 PA j 

16.0 
(2) Pnees (WPI) (average) 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 8.3 8.0 8.3 8.3 7.0 10.7 

(G) External Sector 
(1) Export growth ti) 6,0 3.5 NA 3.8 10.0 NA 20.4 19.6 NA NA 

(li) 6.0 4,0 . 3.5 NA 10.0 12.0 19.6 NA 15.0 22.3 
(2) Impoii growth 0) 14.K. 21.1 NA 12,7 11.5 NA 6.8 3.8 NA NA 

(ii) 14.8 12.1 12.0 NA 11.5 10.0 7.1 NA 15.0 14.3 
(3) Trade deficit Oevet in $ hn) (ii) -4.7 -6.4 -4.6 -4.1 -7.4 -4.7 -2.7 -1.3 -5.3 -1.2 
(4) Curroni AfC. deficit 

(level in $ bn) (ii) -4.2 -6.9 •^.8 -3.6 -7.1 -4.8 -1.7 -0.32 -5.8 -0.2 

* FactorC.'ost Ex>EMimated(hasedQnputialiBfonuaSion).lNF=:Inftaiitracture,F=pQi:eca!ii.SV=Services,P3 Provisioaal, 
b) DGCJAS PAsPub]icAdmiaistraiion.QEsQuickEstimale(CSO).AEs Advanced Estimate (CSoi 
0i) RBl-BOP 

made in September 1992 
s As made in Much 1993 

’ M madein October 1993 
(4) jpA* hi Septendier 1994 

EoQAooiic xttd lit, 
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output via productivity, while die other 
(DSE-VP)explain8 in terma of factontauch 
as cultivated area, rainfall and irrigation. 
In respect of price behaviour, the first 
explains absolute price levels, whereas the 
equations relating to pric6.s in the second 
are specified in terms of the annual rates 
of change in all the relevant variables. The 
KK model consists of 77 while VP model 
of 60 equations and the sample period in 
the fm-mer relates to 1950-78, while in thd 
latter to 1960-80. 

In KK, output of the tertiary sector Is 
demand-determined and the manufacturing 
sector is supfdy-determined by means of 
production functions, aimed to highlight 
lagged effects of capital formation. 

In VP. even though non-agricultural 
output as a whole is demand determined, 
it is highly constrained by .several 
exogenous and endogenous fac tors and the 
multiplier mechanism cannot be relied upon 
for raising output. Output of services is 
determined by levels of activity in the 
agricultural and the manufacturing .sectors. 

A notable feature of the KK model is the 
scope for analysis of the links between 
public and private investment decisions 
and the complementarity and crowding- 
out effects of public investment. 

In KK, the volume and allocation of 
in vestmentin the public sector is considered 
to affect output tbrougheurrentdemand a.s 
well as potential supply. In VP. revenue 
and expenditure lake into account the effect 
of price level variations, and policy 
decisions are transmitted to the monetary 
variables, as also to saving, investment, 
and output. Monetary sector is dealt with 
in VP in more detail than in KK. The 
cxtenial trade i.s exogenous in KK; while 
in VPnon-food imports, exports and export 
prices are treated endogenously. 

There are also differences in 
specifications of variables and functional 
forms of relationships. In their (KK-VP) 
own as.sessment: 

By virtue of its emphasis on (i) the capacily- 
creating effect of investment on potential 
supply, (ii) the role assigned to 
infrastructure, (iii) productivity changes 
in the economy, and (iv) the secular 
relationship between money, prices and 
output. KK is mure suitable than VP for 
studying the pattern and tempo of growth 
and other long-run movements in the 
economy. On the other hand, its treatment 
of (i> the .saving-investment equilibrium, 
(ti) monetary and fiscal policy issues, (iii) 
caascs and con.sequeaces of inflation, and 
(iv) impulses arising from the external 
sector in an open economy, renders VP 
more appropriate for policy analysts of the 
shofi- and medium-lenn problems.'^ 
KK Model” consists of equations which 

include clear-cut four sectors of national 

(IBG-Kll) explains change in ag eqoaticHisandagricaMm gcbt focus, aside 
fiom macro-economic aspect 

The notable feature of the KK model is 
its troiUment of the public sector and 
importance of the infrastructure in the 
growth process. Forexample, the following 
model result is directly relevant to the basic 
objective of the presentpaper, i e, to develop 
ability to model for the annual plan 
allocations in public sector; 

Public sector investment acts as an engine 
of growth. It augments output in all the 
sectors. It has a complementarity effect on 

privaleiftvestment in i^fticultufu and bofli 
complementarity and crowding out effeoU 
in industry, Public sector iirfmsiroctune 
improves productivity in industry and in 
tertiary sectors.” 

In VP, private investment is treated in 
some details of interest in die pre-seitt 
context of its increasing share even in the 
infrastructure sector.. Investment is 
disaggregated between household and 
corporate sectors. Saving behaviour 
household is treated as a function' of 
dispo.sablc income, lagged inflation and 
ratio of output of agriculture to the non-. 

Annbxure 1; CoMi’AKLsoN OF Sstfcrr Three Models 

Feature long- and Medium-Term_Short-Terni 
PC-PPD(1986) NCAnR(1993) IEG/DSF^1984)iCKArp | 

(1) Stated objective Projections of plan 
magnitudes 

Estimates and 
simulation of macro-' 
economic variables* 

Structural macro- i 
economic analysis 1 

(2)Typeot model Consistency, compa¬ 
rative sialic 

Consistency Structural dynamic | 

(3) Theoretical base Demand-determined 
output 

Demand-deteniiiued 
output 

Demand-deiemuned | 
output with empbsisis 1 
on supply ' 1 

(4) Framework Macro-economic 
identities in line with 
National (C.SO) 
acaiunts siatistic.s 
(NAS) 

Social-accounting 
matrix (SAM) and 
lime series/cross¬ 
sector based regression 
equations 

T'ime series based eqita- .| 
tions; fiKsising on | 
long-term movemdiu | 

. 1 

(S’) Ecjuations 14n + 2nT+ 19** 
under 9 blocks 

77 under 9 bl(Htk.s 77/60 1 

(6) Exogenous variables 3n + 2nT + I5*» 37 8*** 1 

(7)Sector.s II 8 4/4 1' 
(8) Income clas.scs 1) RuialMrhan 

ii) People below/above 
poverty line 

Four Nil 
i 
’i 

(9> Basic data-base NAS and lOT 
ofCSO 

NAS and lOT 
ofCSO 

Time senes for select 'j 
vanables ; 

(10) Solution aloganthm <juus.s-Siedel**** 
Iteration routine 

Clauss-Siedel**** 
iteration routine 

Oauss-Siedel**** 
Iterauon (specidly ; 
developed) routine ; 

(11) Time lag 8 years in lOM 8 years in SAM 3 ycarsin NAS, 5 years 
for other time swies «; 

(12) Usage in 
govenimeni 

Five-Year Han Ministry ot finance 
review ot the economy 

Part of project Uok -1 

j 
(13) Relevance to Redudion in govern- Increment in trade. Reduction in share of ;> 

economic reforms mem dissavings globalisation and ex- public .sector and its : 
considered change rate considered effects consideied <1 

(14) Price clearing 
mechanism, if 
endogenous 

No Yes Yes 
V 

ii . 

(15) Relevance to 
federal policy 

Break-up of magmtudes 
between centre and 

Nil Nil !|! 

? 

, 1 

issues .stales attempted at broad 
levels of magniiude.s 

—.. ———a—     — .—— I j 

Sotex; • Project conmu.ssioned by the Minlstiy of Finance (Departmeni of Econonuc Affairii, 
Economic Divusion). | 

** Where, n stands for sectors mastly oonesponding I0.IOM, i e, compressed from 225 tO 89 ? 
sectors. There arc 14 in case of relativdy aggregative exercise.s, via, investment mesM; toUd f ! 
number works out to 2,242, under 9 blocks. 

**'* Aid, exports, pnee index of exports and imports, populaUon. index of rainfall, government 
expenditure, and public sector investment. 
As explained by Montias,” in a Gauss-Siedel iterative procedure, each industry's gross. 
output is calcul ided by adding its (pR-determioed) net output and the materid reqUicemeats - 
on the part af other sectors, these requirements being conqtuted on the basis of lasl-ol^iMd '$ 
estiraBiesuftbecon$unuiigsectois’grDtpomput.Ifthemauixcanbepeifecllyiritmguisiisedi; 
(the order of tanks and columns so arranged that only zero appear above the diagonal); a - 
consistent set of grass.outputs can be ground out in a angle iterarion. >; 

I] 
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feclor.' Cc»|Kirate' (Avinj* W' 
^^ilimcxogeooug md s{>Utinto itx fixed«od 
;^v«ntory components. Household 
-investment is explained by rates of interest 
xndtnflation. Corporate investment in tmis 
of fixed capital formation is explained by 
;:^anges in the level of non-agricultural 
output as a (xoxy for the expected change 
in demand, the lagged rates of profit, and 
lagged investment. Inventory investment 
isretated to die level of output and the real 
coft of bolding stocks. 

The system of KK-VP models has 
eonstantly been in the process of growth. 
The exact state-of-the-art is not known as 
consolidated documented version is not 
available in print. The major problem has 
been how to update parameters of a 

. medium-term model when every year the 
system is asked to make forecasts. 

An evaluation reveals that both the 
models remain weak in treating the issues 
of energy sector, transport modes, and the 
social services. In the contextof adjustment, 
the prioritisation of (he social sector is 
gaining significance, ft may, however, 
remain difficult to model this sectorexcept 
analysing the effect of increased public 
expenditure on this sector. 

A more directly relevant mv>delling 
exercise, in the present context, aiming a 
resource mobilisation and allocation, with 
emphasis on supply side, and focus on 
variations in ‘celebrated ratios' of 
economics such as output-capital ratios, 
rales of saving and investment, share of 
public-private sectors, and import intensity, 
is reported in Krishnamurthy ct al.'* 

Table 2 presents the summary of IPO- 
pSE model/system forecasts made for 
recent period covering 1992-95, compared 
With the actuais/official estimates. 
Variations among the first forecasts and 
actuals, particularly notable in external 
sector, point to the required streng Ihening 
pf information as well as estimation basis. 
A statistical exercise analysing systematic 
error and 'bias' in the forecasts will be 
reported separately. 

LlMrTATtONS AND PosSIBILITtBS 

No single model can meet the increased 
requirements of policy fcmnulation and 
planning in the changing domestic and 
Putside conditions. Cmnputable general 
equilibrium (CEQjmodels indeed have their 
limitations. Long-and medium-termmodcls 
cannot be applied for quick short-term 
estimates.'Economy wide models can adopt 
regional disaggregation to a limited extent. 
Similarly, macro-econometric models can 
papture sectoral trends only to an extent in 
terms of number of sectors and in terms of 

' capturing human behaviour and technology^ 
What is true is also that some models are 

readily acceptable as they oTe based on 

jUdjjpneintit, rules of diumb, and ore non* 
meriianiciitl inresults, while some are higldy 
sophisticated but unacceptable on account 
of ‘outliers' they may show, as results, at 
least from the short-term point of view. 

Due to the above difficulties, it is worth 
considering if we can identify a few 
accessible models which show possibilities 
of interplay and help us to maximise 
comparative advantage of these, i e. if they 
may complement and supplement each 
other, in respect not only of parametric 
estimates, but also of economic approach 
and policy simulations by way of cross¬ 
checking the forecasts of mega variables. 

Such interplay is greatly facilitated if 
there is consistency in sectoral 
disaggregation and data base (source and 
period) and harmonisation in parametric 
estimation. 

A concrete case is an interplay between 
a pure macro-econometric model with 
models of a few sectors corresponding to 
broad GDP classification of agriculture, 
manufacturing and services, and a model 
which provides in-depth analysis of 
agriculture sector alone with largest share 
of material GDP and more so of 
employment. 

To what extent interplay between the 
Planning Commission medium-term model 
and one of the short-term models reviewed 
in the present paper is possible would 
depend on the commonality of the objective 
and required research and action discussed 
later. The comparative features of these 
models are brought out in Annexure I. 
Their sectoral disaggregation is shown at 
Annexure 11, which aside from data base 
would need to be harmonised as a 
prerequisite of interplay. 

Certain areas of interplay, which we think 
could be part of agenda for research, action, 
and development (RAD) include inputting 

agricnlttire-iiidQttiiy .iinkageB,*^ pricea. 
foreign trade and different fmaiicfal flows, 
technology choices, and exchange rate 
determination, relative roles of public- 
private sector and state leveldisBggregation 
noth withstanding. The final exogenity can 
be minimised through intraplay as presently 
there are a large number of exogenous 
variables in the individual models, and 
their exact feasibility can be discussed 
among the partner modellers. 

ImBRPLAY WITH A OlOBAL MoDBL 

To stregthen the external sector 
simulations and bring out the implications 
of the emerging trends in the world 
economy, as also the developments which 
may be taking place in the domestic 
economy for liberalisation and globali¬ 
sation, networking with select global 
forecasting models would be in order. 

The relatively well known short-term 
global forecasting organisations/mode] 
builders are those of Economic Intelligence 
Unit (EIU), Golden Sachs, Merril Lynch, 
J P Morgap, Morgan Stanley, Nomura, 
Salmon Brothers and the Cambridge 
Economic Policy Group. Their forecasts 
arc synthesised regularly by The Economist, 
London, covering GNP, prices and current 
account. However, models of ProjeclLink, 
OECD and the multilateral organisations 

. may havecomparative advantage especially 
of policy interactions leading tocmpirically 
more useful forecasts. Our close association 
with the select organisations may enable 
us to get detailed forecasts on prospects of 
the world economy in general and the 
advanced economies in particular. As a 
next step, attention be paid to develop the 
interplay with the forecasting models of 
the select organisations. 

For networking with the short-term global 
modelling systems, one in sight to consider 

Annexure II; Sectoral Di.sAOOREaATioN in the Select Models 

NCAER(1993) PC(PPD) 

(1) Agriculture 
(2) Foteatiy 

(3) Fi^ng 

(4) Mining and quarrying 

(5) Manufacturing 

(6) Construction 
(7) Hectricity 

(8) Railways 
9) Otter transport services 

(10) Communic^on 
(11) Otter.services 

Notts'.* Refers to GDP. 

(1) Foodgraitts 
(2) Other cnqi agriculture 

(3) Livestock, forestry and 
other allied activities 

(4) Consumer goods 
industries 

(5) Intermediate goods 
industries 

(6) Capital goods industries 
(7) Infrastnidiue (railways, 

electricity, mining, 
quanying) * 

(8) Services 

IEG-DSE(1984) 

(A*l) Agriculture and allied 
activities 

(2) Infrastructure (electricity, 
gas and watersupply, trans¬ 
port, storage, communica- 
Uoos and mining and 
quarrying) 

(3) ManufacttiriBgand 
constmetion industry 

(4) Services, tertiary 

(B**l) Agikidtural products 
(Z) Capital goods 

Fiieis, etc 
(4) Raw mateiials and inter¬ 

mediates 

** Refers to merdiaBdise trade. 

Economic and Foi^Ucid Weoldy < Murih 11. 



StudiM, Univcmitjr of MSohigah, which 
has undertaken a coiiaborative i»roject with 
the NCAER project discussed earliw, to 
analyse some of the policy reforms relating 
to trade and other sectors of the Indian 
economy in a global framework. 

An Agenda for Research, Action and 

Develupment (RAD) 

In this section, an opportunity is taken to 
think aloud, aside from indicating some 
specifics of research and action required for 
development of annual Plan modelling. One 
instance is toconsidermany 'as-if scenarios 
before a unique estimate of resources and 
allocation is finalised, to bring out policy 
implications in the context of Plan priorities. 
Forexample, the scenarios, e g, in allocations 
for energy may include large projects to be 
taken up jointly with the neighbouring 
countries (such as Karnali in hydro-power 
sector with Nepal and gas-based with 
Bangladesh). Resource mobilisation may 
include a number of innovative schemes to 
bring informal and black economy into the 
resource-net and scheme,s tomobili.se project- 
specific NRls funds and Euro-money by the 
states. 

Diinking aloud would also mean that the 
modelling-system includes private sector 
resource mobilisation and allocation 
analy.ses. Sectorwise data-base needs to be 
built-up, now easy for private organised 
sector after capital market has taken-off in 
a significant way and several orgwares and 
softwares have been developed outside the 
government (sucb as Prime Data Base). 
Considerable quantitative and futuristic 
research on unorganised sector, however, 
need to be done. 

As for modelling, one had an unhappy 
thought after review: with so much work 
done every five years, and then every year, 
by central as well as state-level expats and 
administrators onre.sourcem.obilisation and 
allocation of projected resources, why have 
we not done well on intra-central 
governmental and centre-state planning 
relations which are conducive to appropriate 
prioritisation, faster growth and balanced 
development of the country. Have we not 
ignored, for long, each other’s good advice 
and worked rather at cross purposes. With 
lotofresearch being done and given further 
capabilities as also the necessary hardware 
(super computer facilities) and software 
personnel such as the Nation^ Informatics 
Centre (NIC), is it not possible and has not 
the time come to take stock of the best 
available anywhere to input for the national 
cause of planning for long-, medium- and 
shmt-teran develqiment. llte agenda should 
include whatcan be done now as also location 
of the b«t of the state-of-the art available 
in the field of development and policy 
planning. 

Raleed. sectoral allocationof resources by 
tfieplanmng system amdnttingipmmvtitan 
rupees hundred thousandcioies annually is 
one such cause affecting the future of the 
millions of the people. While ministry or 
sectorwise, public enterprisewise and 
.statewise specific allocations of ovitlays/ 
investments and corresponding budgetary 
support to be given may still have to be 
worked out by way of disou.ssions and appli¬ 
cation of judgment, the modelling system 
may provide broad guidelines, which helpmaxi- 
mise economic returns and social benefits. 

In what follows, specifics of the agenda 
for required research and action are brought 
out: 
(1) Data Base: 

- Concurrent updating of basic data-base 
with consistency in concepts, c g, use of 
CSO comparable statewise SDP (gloss/ 
net) data consistent with all India GDP 
estimates. 

- Data build-up and construction of 
surrogate indices to bridge select crucial 

' gaps when actuals are likely to be quite 
late by two-three years. 

- Common classification of industry and 
foreign trade on the one hand and customs 
and excise on the other, all to intermesh 
with the input-output table. 

- Technology (present and alternative) 
information and project assessment. 

- Build-up of data ba.se on capital cost and 
financial nonns, sector and statewise, 
corresponding to DFls sanctions and 
disbursements. 

- Transformationofpresentievenue/capital 
expenditure corresponding to grants/loans 
to be changed according to economic and 
functionalclassification notoniy atcentral 
but also at the state level. 

(2) Parametric Estimation: 
- Estimation of economywide public and 

private sector production and investment 
coefficients. 

- Behavioural functions forestimating price 
response parametres in respect of 
commodities, factors of production 
(capital and labour), and foreign trade. 

- Input-output and capital coefficient 
matrices towards updating and using the 
latest sectoral data base. 

- Interaction with RBI for updating of 
monetary parameters. 

- Undertkking estimation of major states' 
production, consumption and investment 
parameters. 

(3) Analytical Research: 
- Endogenising internal resource 

mobilisation in public sector resource 
allocation and private sector investment 
functions. 

- Programming model-building for 
allocation optimisation. 

- Interplay <rf the available short-term 
. models withmedium-term models, and of 

national with global models. 

- $t^-levd 
(4) Action and Development. 
- In-bouMbuitding-upofaOioupofmacro¬ 

level and sectoral experts. 
- Networking of national and outside 

researchers on specifre aspects; and 
- Networking with researchers working 6n 

global models to increase capabilities of 
simulating the external trade, services, 
and financial inflows. 

CoNCLUDtNo Remarks 

The RAD agenda is best conclude in 
terms of the observation made by Klein:** 

Prom my perspective, India appears to be 
in need of a serious 'model-building effort 
drawing on the best econometric talent, 
and designed to function as an ongoing 
effort, over many years, turning out rolling 
foreca.sts every month or two on the most 
refined time period possible - probably 
annually al the present tipie. Such a project 
should have the form and appearance of 
the best effort in western industrial 
countries, and 1 hope that in this academic 
enclave such a research effort will be 
launched. (Emphasis added.) 
The effort was indeed launched reflected 

in lEG-DSE model, but as we sec, we have 
still 'miles to go’ before we compete with 
the best in the world; 

Notes 

[The view.s expre-ssed here are the author's 
personal views.] 
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lyevi^ns, Maharashbiaii Social Rrform and 
Literary Imagina^n 

t 

Bombay Doordarshait’s Paulakhuna 

ABUpana Rao 

History, 'realist' novels and Doordarshan collude in the claim to representing a particular brand of the real 
Maharashtrian woman in the tele serial Paulakhuna This reality helps and hinders the feminine subjea. If the claims 
of lustorical change are taken seriously, they could be seen to provide a space for the contestation and struggles of 
women. At the same time, the constraints of form render the serial incapable of 'seeing' women except through the 
lens of sidfering, sacrifice and struggle within the confines of a family narrative. 

THIS article it abouta 'tele-event’.Tbeflrst 
week of September 1993 saw extensive 
coverage in Marathi newspi^iers' of Bomb^ 
Doordarsbati’s upcoming broadcastof a 13- 
pait Marathi serial, - Paviokhaiuj (i e, 
footprint), baaed on a series of six Marathi 
novels and a short story published during 
the period 1890-1950.’That the publishing 
house Popular Prakashan’ had underwritten 
the venture, in turn directed by prominent 
stage, sateen, and TV perso^ity Amol 
Palekar, only added to the sense of ‘quality 
programming' heralded by the print media. 
In a press release of September 7, 1993, 
Ramdas Bhadcal (who atong vnth his son 
Harsha Bhatkal co-produced the serial) 
introduced the serial as an attempt to portray 
"...the evolution of Maharashtrian 
womanhood at depicted in the literary 
writing from the 19th through the 20th 
century” (emphasis mine). The novels 
themselves - Hari Narayan Apte’s Pan 
LakshatKon Gh0o(But WhoTakes Notice, 
1893), B V Vareikar’s Vidhwakumari Clhe 
Widowed Virgin, 1928), Narayan Hari 
Apte's Na Patnari Cost (An Unacceptable 
Incident, 1923), Vaman. Malhar Josbi's 
Susheeledia Dev (Susbc^la's Ood, 1930), 
Sridhar Venkatesh Yjttkta’tBrahmankanya 
(An Unmarried Brahmin Girl, 1930), 
ViUiavari Shimiicar’s Shabari (1953), and 
Arvind Ookhale't Manjula (1950)-are 
landmarks in Marathi literary histmy. They 
are adiat I would describe as the enactment, 
on the literary topos, of the (problematic) 
desires embedded in social reform as a 
historic moBMBL 

Sudha Kaftaim, who did the research for 
the serial, udked about the imptxrtance of 
these novels tfaa: “Becaasettf these novels 
a qttestkniaf ^tirit was created in society; 
through dwae novels a thoughtful atteoqH 
at social reform wasBUde; and these Boveds 
clearly reflect the progressive thinking of 
their writeriLet us provisionally accept 
that social reform wai overdeteimined by 
the presence of the woman’s question 
(banninf of satL widow re-marriage, age of 
consent, etclyctahnultaaeoiiBly rntdennined 

by its studied dismissal of the voices of'real' 
tvomen; its inability to get beyond its position 
as a conversation between men about 
women.’ The importance of Paulakhuna lies 
in its attempts to represent the legacy of 
social reform as the story of woman’s 
improvement. In doing so. I will argue, it 
forces us to come to trims with the ways 
in which television culture engage.^ 
productively with the writing of-women’s 
histmy today; questioning the all loo easy 
dismissal of televisual texts by scholars.’It 
also tries to suggest that we look at the 
alternatives that mainstream, dominant 
television culture itself offers - however 
minimal, constrained, or co-opted they may 
be - rather than using television culture as 
a source which is then incorporated into 
academically stylised modes of reading that 
are not sensitive enough to the specifleities 
of television broadcasting. 

At first glance, Paulakhuna does indeed 
seem configured as yet another exemplary 
progress-narrative. It is this to some extent: 
1 will later argue that the serial gives the 
category 'woman' a narrative fullness 
through the delineation of a progressively 
evolving feminine ‘self. Initially, my interest 
in the serial was sparked by what I saw as 
the convergence between the realm of 
televisual culture and the arena of history 
(as a specialised academic di.scipline with 
its own discursive, modalities) that 
Pimlakhuna sceoiedromap; at least as far 
as narratives about women wcreconcemed. 
I was intrigued by the contemporaneity of 
Pttidakkuna with the current historio¬ 
graphical interest in social refonn.’ How 
was it that the question (drama, really) of 
the bnhffiin, middicclass woman's improve¬ 
ment was enacted (in the serial) with the 
tame teleological fervor and ventriloqual 
doll that characterised the debates of the 
social lefonners? Why was the “evolution 
of Maharashtrian womanhood” being 
recreated for us at the story of her 
ia^rovement at the very moment that 
feministbistoriognq^y was questieming her 
improved status? 

Ramdas Bhatkal, in an interview, 
described the serial: “The writers we’ve 
chosen were those who wrote literature 
from a progressive perspective. They 
created literatue that was sometimes in 
opposition to [the practices of thej time, 
and sometimes ahead of it.”' But we 
need to be careful about translating this 
progressive urge into the site of g perverse 
pleasure for the academic imagination (the 
popular as resistance, the location of 
polyphonous voices, etc). Given its pro¬ 
gressive inclinations, Paulakhuna ended 
up mapping the popular as pedagogy: the 
serial was to be educational, a means of 
familiarising people with Marathi novels 
of which they were perhaps unaware. 
Because of its unusual formal, watching 
the serial involved a degree of preparation 
which would be provided by the weekly 
previews in Marathi newspapers. In 
Paulakhunas role as pedagogical tool, as 
the Doordarshan equivalent of BBC’s 
Masterpiece Theatre, the reliance on “great 
works” is an attempt to legitimise the 
serial by suggesting that it functions 
simultaneously as history. The translation 
of these Marathi novels into a visual 
narrative , is partial, restricting itself to 
elements that emplot a tale of women’s 
improvement through education. We ‘seet 
here the subservience of the individual 
novels to their grander design, and a 
flattening of the possibilities offered by the 
‘literary’ in telling different stories. 

The effect of television as a medium also 
contributes to the flattening process .Relative 
to the control the reader has in modulating 
her pace of reading, the televisual narrative 
constricts the interpretive rhythms of the 
viewing subject with its own inexorable 
pace. PaulaUmna is self-consciously about 
literature: it recreates the act of reading 
through the act of viewing. In the process, 
the telescoping of reading and viewing 
renders the activity of viewing transparent. 
For instance, Bhatkal notes, “These 
novelists and thinkers put fori^ard many 
facets of the woman’s question, and 
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I>oonlar<iban iit the most effective medium 
to draw ettention to thm. Books will have 
tbdrimpactsIowly.ButalXnrdarshBnimrial 
can have an effect on the viewer while it is 
being ghown.'"* The simulation of viewing 
as reading renders unproblematic the 
pedagogic impulse underlying the particular 
reading. The process of viewing simulates 
the process of'becoming educated' that is 
foiefronted by Paulakhunti as the cause of 
woman’s progress and improvement. 

1 

Paukikhunahcgm with a 'mtxlern' young 
woman refusing to play the role of a passive, 
subservient wife abused by her alcoholic 
husband in the play Ekuj Pyala written 
by Ram Oanesh Oadka|i. She fumes at 
home about the indignity of playing such 
arole, and questions the social toleration of 
such abuse. Thereupon her grandmother 
introduces her to her strong foremolhers 
who fought for their independence and self- 

diood in a heavily patriarchal system. Her 
grandmother persuades her to understand 
and empathise with the struggle waged by 
(brahmin, middle class) women by reading 
about them. What tbilows is the young 
woman's journey through the literary 
masterpieces that po.scd various questions 
about women's lives in (he lute I9lh and 
early 20thcentury. We ‘sec’ whatshe reads. 
It might not be out of place to say a little 
about each novel here. The serial seeks to 
make the novel’s protagonist singular yet 
representative (of Maharashtrian women 
of the lime); pre.scnting an individualised 
version of struggle to stand in for the forging 
of a collective identity bused on familial 
oppression. I shall have to do the same for 
constraint of space. 
Yamu in Pan Lakxhal Kon Gheto is educated 
by her husband, who unfortunately dies, 
leaving her to suffer a widow’s life, 
symbolised in the serial by the dreaded 
‘keshavapan’ (.shaving of the widow'shead). 
In Vidhwakimtari, Mulhu is married off 
lb an old widower who dies before .she 
reaches puberty. Supported by her step¬ 
daughter (who is old enough to be her 
mother), she fights to wear the kumkum 
though a widow.saying that wearing the 
kumkum (as opposed to the mangalsutra) 
is not specific to married women, hut is 
a right she has had since her childhood, 
and continues to have regardless of her 
marital status. 
Nccra in Na Potnari Cost is not a child- 
bride, but Is married off to a widower hy 
hermaterhal uncle andaunl after herpurents 
die. She fight.s to retain her iiulependcnce 
in her matrimonial home and slowly 
convinces her husband a^out the injustice 
of marrying someone young enough to be 
his daughter. He wipes the kumkum off her 
forehead, declares her henceforth a widow. 

and teHs her sl^e is free loienMurty. He goes 
lb the extent of arranging a meeting witii a 
young man her parents had wanted her to 
many, suggesting that she marry him now. 
Neera decides to remain single, and devote 
herself to the uplift of women. 
Susheela, in Susheelecha Dev, is married 
to a childhood friend. Susheela is initially 
religious, seeing god first in idols, then in 
her husband. After he brings home another 
woman, however, she begins to see religion 
in social service. After her husband's death 
sKe enrolls herself in amissionary school, 
and devotes herself to the uplift of the 
downtrodden. She alsore-marrics another 
childhood friend; in a marriage based on 
respect and equality. 
Brahmankanya’x Kalindi is the daughter 
of a brahmin man and the grand-daughter 
of a prostitute (on her maternal side). She 
leaves home to live with a Lingayat man, 
and has a child by him before he leaves 
her. She goes to work in Bombay, leaving 
her son with a good friend. There she gets 
involved with a trade-union leader, and 
marries him. 
Shabari gets married to Abhiram. Though 
it is a love mamage, she lives with the 
persistent inequalities inherent in the family 
structure within a patriarchal s(x;iety. 
Mdiiiulo IS about a working woman’s 
evening in a Bombay chawl. Coming home 
from work, she is confronted with taking 
care of the household work, as well as 
.sexually satisfying her husband. Her lack 
of interest in sex is woven into a portrayal 
of her dreary, everyday life between the 
office and home. The format of the serial 
is a framing of the novels by a discussion 
in the present about the novels’ relevance. 
The discussion between the young woman, 
her boyfriend, his younger sister, their well- 
read (male) friend, and the ji-ji who has 
initiated the reading are efforts to encourage 
us to probeour modernity. The presentation 
of these interactions as purely dialogic is 
meant to erase any semblance of gendered 
power in the present. We can read this as 
further indication of the gap that separates 
us from the all loo visceral issues that 
touched our foremothers. In this framework 
of debate, it is the male friend who holds 
forth about the importance of the novelist, 
their social context, the questions they 
posed, etc. Yet again the woman viewer 
i.s being guided gently through her history, 
it would seem. 

Now I want to ask about this presentation 
of a narrative which pre-sents us to ourselves 
as ‘ourselves undressed’, to paraphrase 
Michelle Z Rosaido (1980). Rosaldo writes 
about the tendency for western feminist 
anthropologists to view their non-western 
sisters as living in a time lag. where the 
encounter between feminist self and fenwie 
other is often couched in a spatial (made 
temporal) divide which denies the non¬ 

western woman a faixtwy. I find her phrase 
useful in this context also, where we are 
asked (and consent) to view ourselves as 
living in an utopian, modem present. We 
are asked to see our history as the traversal 
from victimbood to emancipation. We are 
able to view the woman on the screen 
across the distance afforded us by our 
modernity. Initially Paulakhuna neces¬ 
sarily invokes a doubled, ambivalent 
response: an empathy for the oppressed 
woman and her struggle for self-definition, 
as well as a refusal to consider the reasons 
for the continuity of these oppressions into 
the present, a studied denial of the claim 
that ‘woman’ might still be a troubled/ 
troubling category. 

Paukldiuna attempts to makc tliccategory 
‘woman’ meaningful rather than trouble¬ 
some, and it does so through the contours 
of a feminine self that emerges as the .serial 
progresses. The emergence of this self is 
closely tied toils “educutedness" .since it i.s 
this which allows for the articulation of its 
singulariQr.The argument runs thus: brahmin, 
middle class women were being educated. 
This allowed for the articulation of their 
experience, and the formation of an interior 
self-grounded precisely in the over- 
determination of such experience as 
(women’s) hi.story. It also led to the fcamatitm 
of an oppositional will which would enact 
women’s history as improvement and 
progress. Education, then, was primarily 
about the simultaneous construction and 
knowledge about this feminine self. 

What this educated self articulates,'as 1 
said earlier, is that realm of women's 
experience which functions as the foundation 
for the history the .serial aims to chart. Making 
visible woman’s experience is equated with 
charting her history. To that extent her 
history is obvious, self-evident; the 
Mahara.shtrian woman is the sum total of 
hercxperiences. Experience constitutes the 
grounds for self-reflexivity and under¬ 
standing. and since ‘woman’ is the subject 
of this niurativc. her experiences occur 
under the sign of ‘oppression’. This tends 
towards representing ‘woman’ as an 
always-already oppressed category. 
Involved here. I would argue, is the 
satisfaction of the desire for a particular 
sort of narrative about the turn-of-ihe- 
century Mahara.shlrian woman. The empathy 
of the male novelist for the woman as victim, 
her narrative of strengih-iii-suffcring. its 
closure in an utopian present which is seen 
to have resolved the woman’s question to 
a certain extent, need to be interrogated not 
for what they want us to sec so much as 
what we ourselves believe, given who we 
are today. How much of Paulakhuna is 
about the contemporary, malc(?)desire for 
aparticular kind of history of the brahmin, 
middle class woman? One that presents 
her countering the configuraliims of 
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putritfchal power, and obtaining education, 
einancipatiun. and progress? 

fo ask this question about desire in a 
slightly more tangible fashion is to ask 
about the underbelly of the notion of 
education as emancipation. S V Joshi'.s 
Anandi Gopal repeatedly recreates the 
experience of education as terror. Written 
in 1962, the novel i.s based on private 
letters between Anandibai Joshi (1K65- 
1887) and her husband Gopalrao, news¬ 
paper accounts, and other written material; 
most importantly Kashibai Kanitkar’s 
biography and collection of personal letters 
in Anandibai Joshi Yanche Charitra Va 
Paire. written in 1889 but reprinted in an 
abridged form in 1912, published by the 
Manoranjak Orantha Prasaruk Manduli.'" 
At the age of nine Anandi is married (o a 
man about whom "it was whispered that his 
first wife had died because he bullied her 
with his eccentric efforts to teach hei to 
write” (1992; Foreword by .Suma Chitnis, 
vii). Gopalrao desperately wants to marry 
a widow, but .settles for Anandi instead, 
with her father's assurance that he 
(Gopalrao) will he allowed to educate his 
wife. “1 am going to educate my wife to 
the highest standards pos.sihle... She will 
have to study all day. 1 will teach her 
English” (1992:2.5). 

Gopalrao's desire to educate Anandi is 
matched by her reluctance to learn, sup[x>rted 
in turn by the women in the household 
(Anandi’s grandmother throws the btxiks 
Gopalrao buys for her into the cowshed, for 
instance). Anandi agrees to learn after 
Gopalrao threatens toconvert to Christianity 
and “discard" her if she doesn’t, “You must 
like it [reading b<x>ks] because I want you 
to" (1992:60). This conversation, her 
initiation into the world of education, takes 
place on the night she first has sex with 
Gopalrao. She is as afraid of the sexual act 
(because of Gopalrao's harsh, abrasive 
behaviour) as she is of the consequences 
of learning (the violence she will have to 
face from the women in the household). 
Tliat Anandi's subjectivity is shaped by the 
violence of, these encounters, will become 
clearer in what follows. It forces us to ask 
about narratives that would accommodate 
thecontradictory intermingling of violence, 
pleasure, and desire accompanying 
women's education. Counterposing these 
'dirty' categories against the sanitised 
versions of women's education questions 
the latter’s presentation as a monumental 
event leading to women's progress. 

Why aren’t you sleeping then'.' [fiopalruoj 
wondered. “You haven't fnii.shed with nic 
yet. “What, what do you mean'.’" “The 
thing you do with me every night” (I W2:68). 

I would juxtapose this against Anandi’s 
learning. Gopalrao asks her todraw tlie first 
letter of the alphabet. 

Her hand was shaking. The tears welled up 
in her eyes. Gopalrao’s hand was right beind 
her back. If she went wrong she knew he 
would hit her. She tried very hard for ten 
minutes, sweat was streaming down her face 
but she managed somehow (1992.'64). 

Anandi is also beaten by her mother for 
going up to her room during the daytime 
(amsidcred shameful and wanton) to do 
her lessons. atGopalrao’s command. This 
furthcppositions her at an oblique to the 
women of the traditional bralimin hou.sehold 
where tlie education of women was viewed 
as the first sign of a threatening, perverse 
‘mixlernity’ .It al.so points to the two notions 
of women’s education that competed for 
hegemony. One occurred through lived 
experience: it wa.\ fuz/y, unrigorous. and 
need-based. The other was a different .sort 
of an initiation. .Systematic, methodical, 
and time-consuming, it was based on the 
notion of learning (and teaching) as occurring 
in a specific ideologically charged space. 
Tlie following excerpt plays on the dual 
notion of being taught a lesson (by Gopalrao 
and her mother)- .She left [Anaitdi'sj ear 
alone but she hud u burning twig in herhand. 
She hit Anandi with it in such a frenzy, on 
her legs, on her back “You must tie taught 
a lesson!” she said (1992:74). 

W e do not need to continue with Anandi ’ s 
rather tragic success story in any greater 
detail. Having been educated by Gopalrao 
and then missionaries in Kolhapur, she goes 
to medical school in the US and returns after 
three years as Maharashtra’s first woman 
doctor. Unfortunately slie dies soon thereafter 
of tuberculosis In the process of becoming 
educated. Anandi rewrites much of the story 
I’am trying to tell, and gives us a textured 
feel for the (subiective) importance of 
educationfor women. But pausing he redraws 
attention to the complications involved in 
a discussion of what becoming educated 
might have meant (and felt like) for women 
tliemsclves. To that extent hopefully, it 
disturbs the tale of the always ready-to-bc- 
modeni subject. 

While PaulfikhimacunaMy merits critical 
attention, it is important to note that in the 
serial, the category of ‘experience’ allows 
the feminine .self to emerge in history with 
a certain amount of agency. Most 
importantly, it is 'experience* which upsets 
the story of progress towards the end of 
PimUikhnmi. if .S V Ketkar's Kaiindi in 
Brakmankfinva posed (he.question of 
woman’s economic independence as 
indexing her true freedom, her freedom to 
cluxise. Shabari and Afr//i/i</ricomplicate the 
very noli on of choice." To paraphrase Ch it ra 
Falekar. Pantnkhnnan script-writer, “As we 
approach modernity some problems are 
resolved but new ones crop up".' • Tlicy m ap 
out the subtler, more complicated forms of 
oppression located in the middle class, urban, 
nuclear family; especially when thalfamily’s 

ostensible framework i.s the love marriage. 
The operation of patriarchy in its everyday, 
banal forms, iu internalisation by the female 
subject, and its role in the construction of 
her subjectivity begin to probieinatise and 
complicate Paulakhuna's own story, and it 
begins to disintegrate. The interiority of the 
feminine self, which Paulakhuna has alluded 
to all along, demands a voice (coincidentally 
this is inaugurated by the first and only 
woman writer in the series)," and proceeds 
to ask the question; are we really so modem? 

Accepting the importance of experience 
as a category of analysis in feminist theory 
and practice, Teresa dcLaurctis has written 
about Its processual nature as well as tlie 
need to problematise it: 

Through that process [experience] one 
places oneself in social reality, and so 
perceives and comprehends u.s .subjective 
(relerring to. even originating in. oneselO 
those relations - miiienal, economic and 
inlerpersonal - which are in fact social and. 
in a largerperspccti vc, historical (1984:159). 

With this in mind, let me ask u question. 
.So far it is the brahmin, middle-class 
woman’sposition in the family, her struggle 
for individuality in the context of a violent 
attack on her body and sensibilities, which 
has become representative of woman's 
experience. Given (he need to locale the 
specificities of subject formation through 
the category of experience, why is she the 
site of, and partial agent to. history-making? 
Why is her history - complex and con¬ 
tradictory though It may be - the history 
of the category “the Maharashtrian 
woman”? 

II 

Though it may seem like a digression, I 
would like to speculate about the curious 
ways in which recent h istorical writing might 
also participate in this blindness towards the 
specificity of tlie brahmin, middle class 
woman'sexpericnceas history. (My interest 
will be focused on the elision of narratives 
of caste.) This is on the one hand to listen 
to the echoes between history and ihepopular 
(here, television culture). Specifically 
through the various way.s in which history 
(however, radical and/or exclusive it might 
be) is taught, transmuted, and transtoimativc 
of people’s lives: how it lives in popular 
memory, so to speak. On the other hand I 
want to try lodi.sentangle a problem troubling 
me. Tins has to do with the ways in which 
an agenda for ii fcministhisioriograpliy risks 
suggesting that work on gender (no doubt 
u rather marginalised activity), because it is 
about gender, is somehow excused from 
its caste (mainly) and class-specificity. I 
am not talking about the oft-repeated 
injunction to take caste and class (along 
with gender) into account. Its importance is 
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^dely acknowledged, and springs to some 
orient I think, from the sense that the holy 
trinity “cover" all the possible cases of 
oppressive and/or subaltern positions. 
Needless to say this runs the risk of assuming 
that the work done by each category is 
similar; that it mimics what the others do, 
and closes off the possibility of exploring 
the ways in which they complicate, interact, 
and exist alongside each odier. Rather I am 
addressing myself to the (theoretical) framing 
of certain questions which makes the tak ing 
of caste (especially) difficult, if not near 
impossible. In this symptomatic reading of 
Pa^aChatteijee (1989), 1 will stick to those 
points thatresonate with Paulakhuna. Hence 
the limits of this exercise will be obvious. 

Chatterjee situates the (brahmin?) middle 
class woman (especially her body) as the 
silent participant in the construction of an 
Indian nation worthy of countering colonial 
rule. Through a suggestion about the inter- 
peneU-ability of nationalist and social reform 
discourse, and, the eventual sublation of the 
latter by the former. Chaltcrie* argues for 
the importance of stKial reform (especially 
the woman's question) in the nation’s 
narrative about itself; in fact that woman’s 
question is about the inner, hidden self of 
nationalism. Coincidentally, Paulakhuna 
begins at about thesame time thatChatterjec 
locates the disappearance of the woman's 
question from “the agenda of public debate" 
(1989:233) and the increasingly political 
characterof nationalism. There is a striking 
absence of reference to nationalist politics 
in Paulakhuna - the result of a conscious 
decision justified by the technical problems 
of time-con.straint - but the nation and 
nationalism cannot but be an absent presence 
for viewers.''* This seems to lend credence 
to the idea that nationalism and the 
woman' s question cannot occupy the same 
discursive space, that they construct 
themselves as mutually exclusive yet 
constitute of each other, in addition 
Paulakhuna \t novels fall under the purview 
of those personal writings Chatterjee 
suggests we lo<rk to for the struggles of 
women. Chatteijee acknowledges that the 
‘stuff of woman’s history is located in the 
interior through a striking reification of the 
political and the social/cultural spheres. He 
Writes: 

We would be mistaken to look for the 
evidence of such a struggle (by women 
themselves for equality and freedom] in 
the public archives of political affairs, for 
unlike the women's movement in 19ih and 
20th century Europe, that is not where the 
bailie was waged here in the era of 
nationalism. The domain where (he new 
idea of womanhood was sought to be 
actualised was the home, and the real 
history of that change can be constructed 
only out of the evidence left behind in 
autobiographies, family histones, religious 
tracts, literature, theatre, songs, paintings 

and such other cultuid artefacts that de|dct 
life in middle class homes. (1989:230) 

I agree with much of Chatteijee’s insights 
about nationalism's 'new woman’ and the 
peculiar modernity she was to represent. His 
provocative thesis offers a powmful heuristic 
map of what has been a hitherto relatively 
unchaitcd dexnain. ButChatteijee's language 
of .separate spheres runs the risk of reifying 
bis binaries and embodying tbeip with a 
weighty reality. 

Working with matcrial/spiritual as the 
organising binary. Chatteijee goes on to 
locate it spatially outside/inside, and then 
literalises the entire venture with ‘babirV 
‘ghar’. Rather than showing how these have 
come to be associated with a gender 
distinction, be merely asserts thaf’lt (bahirl 
is typically tlie realm of the male. The 
home in its essence mustremain unaffected 
by the profane activities of the material 
world - and woman is its representation’’ 
(1989:239). This works on the assumption 
of a ’fit’ between 'real' social space, and the 
gendering of these spaces, without 
questioning the slippage.'* Rather than 
remaining a useful heuristic device thatmight 
facilitate our thinking about the 
incompleteness and peculiarity of Indian 
nationalism, it runs the risk of exhibiting 
Chatter jee 's own binarism of tbou gbt. Take 
for instance his claim that “The content of 
the resolution was neither predetermined 
nor unchanging, but its form had to be 
consistent with the system of dichotomies 
which shaped and contained the nationalist 
project” (1989:244). It is unclear to me 
whether the dichotomy of nationalist thought 
is alluded to, or given a duality that it 
perhaps did not always exhibit. Is this the 
use of the binary in a descriptive exercise, 
oris binarism given an intrinsic explanatory 
value much like in the Levi Straussian 
model - where nature becomes culture 
through the traffic in woman as sign? 

Instead of launching an attempt to question 
the.se divisions as the inheritance of a 
bourgeois historiographical tradition - 
Chatterjee himself suggests this at the end 
of bis article when he calls these binaries 
‘false essentiaiisms' (1989:2.32) - a major 
portion of the article seems to take these 
binaries at face value; as having a reality 
which allows them to be deployed 
effectively. It is silent about the effects of 
recreating the public and private in the 
historical writing about women’s lives 
(which is itself a political act with real 
consequences for the women who are 
representational subjects of that nanrativc), 
and runs the risk of launching a search for 
an Indian private (feminine) self (whatever 
be its eccentricities) largely as it emerges 
through autobiographical and other 
personal writing. Precisely because we are 
told that this is the strength of Indian 
nationalism: its construction of an inner. 

feminine self. Inadvertently this self, 
demarcated as feminine and middle dass, 
would be endowed with the historic task of 
writing the nation's autobiography. If 
nationalism writes its history on the middle 
class woman’s body, then clearly even 
critics of the nationalist project need look 
to her to point to the contradictory, 
incomplete, dichotomous character on Indian 
nationalism. The middle class (brahmin?) 
woman is marked perhaps as the site of 
negative desire, but desire all the same, 
since her history is the necessary 
complement to the political face of 
nationalism. Can the focus on desire prove 
to be useful in talking about the ways in 
which history writes women into the picture 
as desirable subjects? 

IVhat would happen if wc included the 
narratives of caste, which Chatterjee 
scrupulously avoids. In his narrative, the 
nationalist self is devoid of the markers of 
caste. The hesitation to look atcaste jx-actices 
as forming antagonistic, if not parallel 
narratives to the ones we have before us, 
indicates the unease in acknowledging that 
caste too shapc.s the nationalist self^ln the 
context of Maharashtra, where the non¬ 
brahmin movement and the “Dalit" 
movement led by Ambedkar offerred 
trenchant critiques of nationalism as a form 
of neo-brahminism, the interior and exterior 
facets of nationalism might themselves 
achieve their unity at the cost of ignoring 
the ways in which caste structures public and 
private lives. The suggestion here is that we 
need to ask why, and in what important 
ways, nationalism secures its status as an 
upper caste, middle class phenomenon, so 
that we might more.sensitively acknowledge 
its effects on other’s lives. The distincUons 
of public and private might serve to occlude, 
rather than explain, these processes. For 
instance, where is the lower caste maid¬ 
servant who straddles these .spheres. Where 
in this seamless web of middle class desires 
might we position the lower caste educated 
woman symbolised in Maharashtra at least 
by the figure of Savitribai Phule.'* 

Contrary to nationalism (and the 
historian]’s discomfort with caste as making 
the middle class self, Paulakhuna 
acknowledges caste as quite central to its 
narrative; the ‘interior.’ thrives on its caste- 
specificity. Caste emerges as a critical 
component of the feminine ‘self and her 
experiences in the family. The oft-cited 
reason for Paulaldiuna'% focus on the 
brahmin household followed from the fact 
that the novels were written by brahmins 
(and men at that). It was presented this way 
in a discussion between the modems about 
Brahmankanya. V B Desfapande puts it this 
way: 

The first 70-80 years of modem Marathi 
literature vras dominated by brahtmns...But 
wc cannot find fault with item. If I haven't 
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lived in a 'ZhopadpMti, then ihefe i» no 
poimin my writing about false expenencet. 
If I haven't [ever] lived in the Maharwada 
or the Mangwada, then how wil^ 1 write 
about it?... “Rather than writing falsely, it 
is betterto describe the world of the middle 
classes in which I have lived”. The writings 
were written with this intention... The 
reader comes from the same [social] 
background as the writer. If there is a 
Yamu -oraSubhadra -inthe ‘zhopadpatti’ 
I'll ...read about her for interest, because tt 
is something novel, but I won't become one 
with her grief and sorrow.*’ 

Clearly this unbmken continuum between 
the text and reading mirrors the intentions 
of 19th century realism, which sought to 
construct a reading public along the lines of 
a particular experience of social reality. In 
Paulakhuna'& case, the identification with 
the novel runs along the contours of caste 
because it shapes the realm of woman’s 
experience as well as the writer and tlie 
reader’s subjectivity. The readability of the 
text and the positions for identifying with 
the novel, are rooted in certain experifnees 
of caste in the home. The' outcome i.s that 
certain stories can be found in certain places; 
the novcHs by nature an exclusive form, at 
least initially. But as de Laurelis has noted 
in anothcrcontext, “A story too is a question 
of desire”, and the question before us is 
about the story broadcast television wants 
to tell (1984; 112). The complexity of tliought, 
action, and feeling that accompanies the 
middle class woman’s development within 
and lateroutsidc the brahmin home becomes 
a hegemonic narrative. Hegemonic not 
because it is monolithic, but because it is 
layered, diffuse, subtle, and complicated; 
a.s one’s .subjectivity is bound to be. The 
fullness of this category, the Maharashtrian 
woman, is what Deni.se Riley has referred 
to as the surfeit of identity assigned to 
‘woman’ (or women) as a category. "Can 
anyone fully inhabit a gender without a 
degree of horror? How could someone ‘be 
awuman' through and through, make a final 
home in that classification without suffering 
claustrophobia?” She asks (1988:6). 
Perhtqis an inattention to the ways in which 
caste frames the middle class women’s 
subjectivity in Paulakhuna allows gs to 
inhabit a category shot tluough with horror, 
rather than questioning the horrors we 
cursives have perpetrated (in the same of 
caste). Paulakhuna aUowsus torestcontent 
that our history as women has been about 
struggle, sacrifice, and suffering, without 
taking into account the fact that the 
narratives of caste might not permit these 
same stories for other women; that caste 
fractures the narrative of ‘suffering as a 
woman' quite drastically. 

I have posed a series of question about 
the exclusions and silences whereby 
Paulakhuna succeeds. Again, it succeeds 
not because it frames a totalising narrative. 

but because it woiks torougb contradictions 
that exist at the 'level of individual 
subjectivities, experiences, and desires. 
Does the female subject as viewer have a 
position from which she is able to view her 
history as something other than state- 
sponsored education, compliments of 
Doordarshan? A fruitful way of describing 
the process of viewing could be through 
the notion of accessing a televisual text." 
Here, the act of reading the text ifom a 
socio-politically constituted, gendered 
position is complemented by one’s own life- 
history; meaning is completed by the 
understandings one brings to the text. This 
rewriting of the hegemonic narrative can 
work as a disturbance or interruption of 
what’s on TV’. 

Through the serial, we (as women viewers) 
arc given a history of our struggles and 
.sorrows; consolidating the sense of a 
community of the oppressed. But how one 
might represent the fiagmented subjectivity 
of women, and thereby question the reified 
category ‘woman’ through a medium tliai 
has opted for the filter of realism for ‘women’s 
issues’. As feminislcriticsof the media have 
noted, tliecinemaofrealism hits as an implicit 
corollaryofits’realityeffect’, the .solidifying 
of patriarchal attitudes towards women 
This is liecause the structure of the visual 
gaze is voyeuristic; seeing women through 
a male perspective.'’Theclision here of the 
crucial component of visual pleasure is also 
well known via critiques of ‘screen’ theory. 
In Paulakhuna, which attempts to chart a 
history, the ‘reality effect’ must be taken on 
at the level of the visual narrative, as well 
as at the level of the ■hovels tliat function 
as a historical source or document of ‘what 
really happened’ lo women. History, ’realist’ 
novels, and Dixirdarshan collude in the 
claim to representing a particular brand of 
the real Maharash tnan woman. This reality 
helps and hinders the feminine subject. If> 
the claims of historical change are taken 
seriously, they could be .seen to provide a 
space for the contestations and struggles of 
women. At the same time, the constraints 
of form render the serial incapable of ‘seeing’ 
women except through the lens of suffering, 
sacrifice, and struggle within the confines 
of a family narrative; a narrative that lets 
them dovt^ anyway, at the end of it ail. I 
think the uneasy tension between these two 
positions maintained by Paulakhuna leads 
to its overturning the normative televisual 
narrative. It i.s this possibility that this piece 
has attempted to chart out. 

Notes 

(1 would like lu thank Ramd&s Bhatkal, V B 
Deshpandc, Veeoa Dev, and (Tuua Palekar for 
giving generously of their time, Arviiid 
Rajagopal. for his incisive criiicisni, and 

-V V Modak for his invaluable help with 
Marathi.] 

1 TliBie was also some coverage in Eogilsb 
newspapers. As far as the MaraM coverage 
goes, 1 am familiar with coverage in 
newspapers popularin the Bombay-Phnebelt; 
especially Kesari, lakasatta, Maharashtra 
Times, and Sakai. Ktsari and Sakai cairied 
weekly preview writtra by professors of 
Maraihi literature, Veena Dev and V B 
Desbpande, respectively. Afahararfitra Times 
cam^ wnte-tgis supplied by Papular. Icannoi 
claim lo know oKiui media coverage in 
southern Maharashtra and the Marathwada 
and Vidarbha regions. 

2 Paulakhuna began on September 14, 1993 
and ended December21,1993. The senal was 
broadcast every Tue.<iday (with a few 
intermittent messes)at 7:47 pm (!) by Bombay 
Doordarshan. 

3 Popular is famou.s for its publication of 
Marathi literature and criticism, and iLs 
Engli.sh social -science and medical texts. I n 
19X9 Popular began publishing a series, 
Streemukthirhva Mahara.shUathil Paula¬ 
khuna (Footprints of Women's Liberabon 
in Maharashtra), which focuses on wriUng 
by women eocoinpa.ssing the bbakthi poets, 
.women’s writing during the Peshwa times, 
during the 19th century, and interviews 
with present-day women writers Seven 
Ninks have been published under this title 
to date. 

4 Interview with Shrish Paj in ‘Sireejee- 
vanavi.shayak Doordarshan Malika: 
PaulakhunaUikasatta, September .3,1993 
(my translation). 

5 See Maiii (19X9), and Kosambj (1991). 
6 ]l .seems lo me that this implicitly involves 

looking at the differences of the televisual 
medium that might modify or redefine the 
literature on lenunisl film Iheoiy. This piece 
does not attempt this. 

7 The iiiiere.^i in hisioricising women’s 
oppression and women’s attempts lo break 
out of uppres.sive stiuclure.s diflerBntiaie.s 
Paulakhuna from the other .senal.s about 
women. For instance. Punwani mentions 
the domestication of the numerous, 
ostensibly progressive, televisual narratives 
about women (I9XX). Paulakhuna is 
imppitani precisely because it holds dear 
tlu* moment of struggle and change, and 
focuses on a (limited) cnlique of luro-of- 
ihe-century family praciice.s. This is not to 
hold up the serial as examplaiy, but to 
mark the moments that do depart from 
conventional televi.sual narrative in 
bowsiNiver a limited fasliion. 

X Interview in ‘Streejeevanavishayak 
Doordarslian Malika', fcitoarin, .September 
5, 1993 (my translation). Interestingly 
Bhatkal .speculated that it was the fact of 
these novet.s being Maraihi literary classics 
which contributed to cenain ‘radical’ 
statement.s being allowed by Bombay 
Doordarshan during the course of the senal 
(person^ interview December 6, 1993). 
i'heir canonical status as great literature 
put them into a different category, and 
allowed certain .scenes to bypass the censors 
(Bhatkal made specific reference to 
Brahmankanya). Tltis is an important point 
given Doordarshan’s strong interest in 
maintaining the^amily as an ideological 
unit par excellence through television 
broadcasting. 
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''’9 Ihid (my tran.‘<l»iioH). In an interview 
with Qtiira Pnleltar {Nwveftiher 25. 1993) 
she talked ahoul the power of the remote 
in the viewer'.<i hand, and tier attempts to 
make the senal contemporary and inteiexiing 
.so that people would watch it. Clearly we 
need to be aware of thi.o aspect of the 
production al.so. 

to Kashibai Kanitkar was a novdist in her own 
'right. She wrote two novels, aevetal .short 
stories, emys, and reviews, and maintained 
a iong'lasling intellectual friendship with 
Hah Narayan Apie(Tharuandl^i(a, 1991). 
.See Vaidya (1991: 282-83) for a li.si of 
Kashibai Kanitkar's publications. 

11 Attention mu.st Ite'drawn to the complexities 
of Brahmankanya's narrative since the 
serial IS unable to recuperate and proceed 
teleologically after Keikar’s novel It moves 
away from outlining rebellious action.s to 
a I'ocu.s on woman'.s inienor (in .Shabari). 
'This ha.s a great dea'' i > do with i.s.sue.s po.sed 
by Kelkar.'This i.s ibf only lime caste and 
caste prohibition hcfome topics of dis¬ 
cussion in the. serial Kalindi's fallier says 
in Paulakhuna that he married his wife lor 
the cause of '.samai sudharna' (improving 
society). He works under the legal noinin 
df a wife and children as belonging to il-.eir 
hu.sband/fulher'.s ucste. In Kalindi’s case 
she lives with a lowei-i.isle man. Since 
ca.ste i.s earned by men, .she has lowered her 
ca.sle. siaius. This is as iniportani as the fact 
that .she merely live.s with him, Ihrealeiimg 
the .sanctity of the patriarchal tamily. 
There is also a theoretical discussion 
about matriarchal and patriarchal tamily 
structures in the .serial. After this assmili on 
the lanuly structure. Shahan and "Maiijula" 
revett unquestioningly to tliiii selfsame 
structure, and talk iihtaii the problems within 
them in a diffeieni way. This poiiils to the 
inability to imagine an altemalivo to the 
middle cln.ss tamily as we know il. I would 
argue Ihat the discussion ahoul cn.stc 
twhich us inexiriciihle from duscu.ssions ot 
tile tamily) in Brahmankanya .serve to 
derail ihe teleological narrative as much as 
Shirurkur's inauguralioii ol a leminisl 
Voice which prohlemali.ses itie "imHlern” 
woman S V Kelkar i.<. quoted as saying, 
atler reading .Shirurkar's .short .slorie.s. 
"Men will never be able to understand 
wimicn's mind using their own logic. For 
.society to uuder.stuiid wonieiT.s minds, 
women inu.sl speak” (1'huru and lailila 
I99I: 425). 

12 Petjwinal niletview, November 25, 1993. 
13 I don't mean to cssenlialise this point, which 

would he difficult anyway given Arvind 
Gokhale’s .seasiltvc iiutpping of Mantula'.s 
subjectivity. At Ihe .same time of course, wo 
do need to he .seiusilivc to the postitons Iron) 
which women write and read. It .seems to 
me that rather than asking Ihe question ol 
men’s or women’s writing, it would make 
mom aen.se lo <|ue.siion why and in whiii 
ways llw devetupmeni of a modem (middle 
cla.ss) .suhjeclivti)' through the novel form 
IS il.setl a.s.siKiated with a peculiar sun ol 
an interior whicli women atesivn iopo.s.se.ss. 
Thai way one might link ihe specific hi.Siory 
ot IIk> n.se ol the Marathi novel with ilu‘ 
i|ue.siion ot who wriie.s (and ol course, who 

doesn’t). There is also the question of 
leading: tiie polil tes and pleasures of reading 
might not always he modulated by the 
knowledge of temale authoisliip ptrse (j e, 
they miglit nut locate female subjectivity 
in women’s wnting exclusively). Rather, 
they might he motivated by the stylistic and 
formal pleasures of genre. Though Women 
Willing in India claims V|bhavari .Shirurkar 
tor Iheir anthology of feminist writers (.see 
pp 424-26), Paulakhuna locates her work 
within a very different Irajeciory, that of 
reformtsl writing, to put it crudely. It i.s 
Shinirkar's mastery over form and content 
that Paulakhuna draws on; both R Bhaikal 
and V B Deshpande spoke of the lack of 
notable women novelists as contributing lo 
their focus on male noveli.sts. Clearly, these 
two very different po,shionings of women's 
texts raise i|uc.siion.s about our own politics 
of reading (the desire to read as feminist 
readers perhaps?) which makes us see a 
work by a woman writer as essentially 
different. 'Tliis does not sugge.si that we 
ignore the difficult objective conditions 
under which women w^te. 

14 In talking about Ihe pressure lo fit a novel 
into two epi.siHles of Ihesenul. Clutm Palokar 
wa.s quite clear about Ihe fact that the woman 
was central in Paulakhuna. and making 
reference lo nationalist politics would 
only draw attention away from the aerial’s 
focus. Clearly there was no necessary 
connection between Ihe two; so much so 
lhal we could pretend that nationalism had 
completely passed women by. Doordaishan 
I.s a.set ot .siaie-regulated.socio-technologicai 
practices, and undoubtedly it ha.s ii.s 
obdurate con.straints. Bui these ate finally 
ineilialed and re.solved at the level of social 
practices (what is imporlaiil. what is not. 
etc). I am pointing lo this facet here. 

15 I would al.sopoint lotbe.slipbetween 'male’ 
and ‘leiuale’ - lerms of sexual diltcrence - 
and 'man’ and 'woman’ as socially eon- 
siructed categories in Chaiieijoe's passage 
Typically, accouni.s ol Ihe .soeio-polilical 
nulure ol women’s oppression have delinked 
the iwo to avoid liw (rap ol hiulogi.sm. |i 
IS irouhling lo see Ibem elided here hecaii.se 
Il points lo the lilerulily ot Chatleijee’.s 
argument (male=miui and female = woman). 
Gender .seems lo he attached solely lo 
women, who then become a.special category 
to he retrieved Irom Ihe inner, private 
recesses of (he home tor history. But 
■woman’ as an overdetermined category 
perhaps stands in for (he family (as a 
hi.siorically constituted .stniciure)ratherihaii 
the home (which retains ns cunnoiations ot 
a .spaliui organisation). Her oppression 
becomes a tamily is.suc (wite-bealing, 
dowery-death, etc) and .serves to further 
inienun.se the all Iimi political and public 
char.iclenstics ol control over the family 
(though Ihe juridicu-legul apparatus wbidi 
reg'ilales inheritance, .succe.ssion, etc, lo 
give an obvious example), (jue.siionilig 
ghar/bahir disiincliuns would lend lo 
examining the di.scursive connections 
between these di.sconitnuous domains. 
Recently Judith Builer (i'WO) Ives argued 
for Ihe drscursivety constructed, unnatural 
(polilicid and performative) character of 

, strit; of sex itself as already gendered. I thjnk 
this allows for a mure sophisticated sense 

gender (and sex) as shifting, histoncaily 
constituted entities. 

16 Clearly, we can also talk about the lower- 
ca.ste. especially dalit, woman as a site of 
desire, and mure iirquriantly. the target of 
institutionalLsed upper-caste violeace(tt)iDugb 
rape, sexual harassment at work, etc). But this 
IS part of another atgumenl... 

17 Peisonal interview with V B Deshpaiide, 
November 18. 1993 (my tianslation). 

18 Hadley, who I borrow this term from, 
wntes; Viewers ‘access’ television dis¬ 
courses and representations both in and 
beyond the act of watching television 
("accessing” goes on utter the television 
set IS switched off). And vice versa: tele¬ 
vision accesses its viewers' (culture’s) 
discourses and ideiiiifications in the act ot 
production (1992:28). 

19 See Ijilcshmi (1988). Punwani (1988), and 
Tbaiu (1986). I am indebted to theirargumenis. 
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DISCUSSICH^ 

Is There Hope for the bidian Economy? 
Romesh Oiwan 

I R£AD with interest the commentary. 
Between Friends: A Conversation’.' Both 

Ashok Mitra and K S Krishnaswamy have 
been involved with economic policy and 
ideas for many decades. Ashok Mitra was 
my teacher, from whom 1 learift some of the 
intricacies of econometrics. I have read his 
‘Calcutta Diaty' regularly and found it, 
always, incisive. It requires guts to publish 
thoughts written for private use, particularly 
when Krishnaswamy writes about his un- • 
happiness “because of the involvement of 
persons who I have been friends with for 
a long time" and “because I think iliev have 
been knowingly dishonest "r a courageous 
act indeed specially when these friends are 
stillinhigb office. It is a fascinating reading. 
Our hats to these two stalwarts and thanks 
to the editors for publishing it. 

It made me reflect a little. Married as 1 
am to a US ‘upper class’ white American 
university professor, it gives me a useful 
vantage'fHiinI to observe and understand 
myself, other Indians and some aspects of 
India. As I read this piece, I was reminded 
of the scenes in Mahabharat where Bhisham, 
Dronacharya and Vadur regularly talk about 
Dhritrashtar’s ‘moha'. Duryodhan’s 
'ohankar', and their ‘adhanna’. All three had 
feelings of anguish and yet were unable to 
act in favour of ‘dhanna’ because of their 
perceived sense of loyalty. Bad things were 
happening, they recognised it but could not 
help change it ^>r the better. It is at the end 
ot his life when Bhisham was suffering his 
death on the bed of arrows that he realises, 
as he explains to Arjun and Yudhister, that 
his grand blunder was his inability to dis¬ 
tinguish between two paradigms defined by 
(i) Raja and (ii) Rajya. He bad a loyalty to 
the Rajya of Hastinapur hut confused it with 
that to Dhritrashtar. the Raja. Something 
s^lar is happening in this conversation. 
Two highly placed officials in previous 
governments and scholars are in anguish 
that country is sliding downwards but are 
unsure if they can do anything useful or 
helpful. 

Part, if not most, of the source of their 
anguish lies in a similar error where they, 
like most experts, are unable to recognise 
the implications and limitations of the ideo¬ 
logical paradigm of the western rationalist 
thought based on a mcch anistic world-view. 
All modern science and expertise, including 
Marxian, is based on this view. This world- 
view came into being in 17 th centuiy Europe 
to explain and justify capitalist modes of 
production and exploitation. The fundamen¬ 
tal social and intellectual problem then was 
that of order. The image of nature and woman 
in this period.was one of being chaotic and 
disordCTly. so that both had to be controlled, 
dominate and subdued. Even today, this 

mechanistic view “taught in most western 
schools is accepted without question asfcur 
everyday, common .sense reality... as a 
conceptual framework, the mechanical 
order had Ms.sociated with it a framework of 
values based on power, fully compatible 
with the direction taken by commercial, 
capitalism’’.' The brilliant achievement of 
mechanism as a world-view wasm its re¬ 
ordering of reality around two fundamental 
constituents of human experience - order 
and power."'* Accordingly, what i.s missing 
in this conversation is a lack of questioning; 
why has tile situation in India moved in the 
direction it has? The late V K R V Rao, in 
one of his ma|or papers in 1970s, argued 
persuasively that most of the ‘plan expen¬ 
diture’ was not for the benefit of the poor. 
It was instead for infrastructure to help pro¬ 
mote the capitalist and business class. Arun 
Shourie provides concrete examples that the 
current situation is a natural progre.ssion of 
Nehru vian policies to create and strengthen 
the business class which would eventually 
take over the government and the country.' 
Tltesc were initiated in early 1950s when 
Nehru, his political followers and their 
handmaiden intelligentsia, mesmerised by 
western lationalisiic ideas, followed plan.s', 
)X)licies and practices in the name of tlie 
society but for the benefit of tlie rich and 
powerful. This was, has been and still Is. 
development of the uicklc-down, spread-a- 
little-around, talk-of-plans but nddle-wilh 
the-middic variety, in fact these policies 
have been successful. The dcsiredmoneyed 
class has matured and as expected has taken 
the country over; the bride which has been 
readied fur so many decades has now been 
married off. Why this lament? 

A conceptual framework is consistent with 
a particular ethical framework. The concep¬ 
tual framework of market ideology requires, 
in an essential way. an efhical framework 
of corruption, lack of integrity and of char¬ 
acter. AM’s concern in his first letter, that 
“the most staggering development is the 
obliteration of old sc^es of values and their 
supplanting by mural - and decency - codes 
transmitted by the satellite television chan¬ 
nels’’* misses the relationship Iretween the 
conceptual and value framework. The link 
between market ideology and corruption 
foliow.s logically. Market ideology imparts 
desirability to profits. Profits follow from 
exploitation based on the use of power 
Power corrupts. Those who can infiuence 
relevant legislation or regulation that helps 
them use their power make legal profits. 
Mafioso types lacking the legalisation 
capacity use their raw power directly. Thus 
corporations raise prices by creating a 

. monopoly through advertisements exempt¬ 
ed from taxes, pay lower wages to workers 

by encouraging governments to maintain 
high unemployment, and transferring costs 
to any other groups they can by extemalismg. 
Getting government officials, political and 
bureaucratic, to follow such policies for a 
small payment is a normal businessexpense 
and practice. The evidence of such corrup¬ 
tion IS everywhere; Japan, USA. Italy, 
Mexico. Nigeria. How can India be differ¬ 
ent? Without corruption the market system, 
even under the watchful eye of a planning 
commission, will not function much less 
survive. Need there be .surpri.se when AM 
in his second letter makes the statement, “1 
still remember the ecstatic praise tlie Fund- 
Bank punditii would shower on black- 
marketeers throughout the 50s and 60s.''’ 
Aft^rall, is notblackmarket amarket? What 
if the market is black? What is important 
is that it is market. Its blackness can be 
changed to whiteness by ‘reforms’. Non- 
white Asian Indians have been changed to 
behave like whites; in dress, language, table 
manners, prejudices, eu;. Changing markets 
should be a comparatively easy task. Are not 
the B ank-Fund consistent in promoting the.se 
economic reforms’? I.s not the major ob¬ 

jective of these ‘economicreforms’ to white- 
wosh? 

It is itilcrcsting to read about tlie country's 
“servility - to government, tocustom.tothe 
developed ‘while’ world, to a host of other 
forces considered superior”. Once again it 
is not a creation of these few years. Has not 
the ruling RNl society been promoting such 
.servitude all these 50 years'.^ In fact it lies 
deep in not only colonial ideology and what 
AlbeitMemi calls colonial minds, but in the 
very acceptance of the western rational 
thought whose major objective is to de¬ 
scribe, explain, and justify exploitation as 
well as rape of nature, women and the 
colonised people by tho.se in power. It 
condemns and marginali.ses all thought and 
ideas based on principles of whole, unity, 
organic by denouncing them as inferior to 
.scientific ideas that proceed from parts. It 
implies the principle of divide and rule. 
Since Gandhi’s death, the power structure 
in India controlled by the RNI has been 
condemning everything Indian; its civilisa¬ 
tion, its values, its heritage, its dress, its 
food, its rituals, etc. The westernised Indian, 
proud of his/her rational attitudes, has 
sihaply adopted the prejudices of the colo¬ 
nial white male; except when it contradicts 
one's own ego. This too has been successful 
in achieving its objectives. Should it sur¬ 
prise any one that the natural consequence 
of these karma i s to damn the vciy H indunois 
and Indianness, including the Indian per¬ 
son? Why should any one respect or trust 
an ‘Indian expert'? Does it not contain the 
adjective Indian which is an automatic de¬ 
nunciation? When Krishnaswamy writes in 
his second letter, “As you know, what we 
say has little value, unless it is confirmed 
by st»ne white num'"’ he misses the htstorv 
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^ Indian cohniatism and its conUmianee 
in the last five decades. 

Most economists of right or left have 
mistakenly accepted the fallacious idea that 
the ethical frame woik is independent of the 
conceptual framework. Similarly they have 
accepted another equally fallacious idea that 
economy and society are independent of 
each other. The economics textb^ks rarely 
talk about social problems such as poverty, 
arms race, polluted environment, breakdown 
of the family, violence in sUoets and homes. 
It is fashionable, for example, to find ex¬ 
planations of social problems everywhere 
else but not in economic policy and insti¬ 
tutions. In fact, and in real world, economy 
and society are highly interrelated so that 
most of the social problems emanate from, 
and get aggravated by, the economic struc¬ 
ture, ideas and policies that a country pro¬ 
motes. The economk policies impliedtn the 
maiket ideology conceptual framework are 
destructive of ail the .sustainable functions 
in the society. Because of such inter-relat- 
edness, the current economic reforms’ are 
bound to place still greater stress on )he 
Indian society to possibly a breaking point. 
In this sense both AM and Krishnaswamy 
are right in reaching the conclusion that this 
can lead to a‘‘blocx!y and anarchic” change. 

Unfortunately, history does not provide 
many examples, much less an a.ssurance, 
that the 'coUapseof irrationality’ will come 
about by the uprise of the oppressed, how¬ 
ever logical and rational it may sound. Even 
if such achange takes place, itcan, and will, 
introduce its own irrationality because this 
whole '‘rationality* is ba.sed on divisiveness. 
Apositivechange will need a paradigm shift 
of ideas; a different conceptual framework 
with its consistent ethical framework. Its 
underlying principle has to be integrative 
and not divisive. The ethical framework is . 
clear: it is one where personal integrity, 
quality of personal character and commit¬ 
ment to public good at a high personal cost ' 
are not only honourable values in them¬ 
selves but also considered honourable and 
desirable by tlie society. It is also clear that 
these ethical values are not consistent with 
the conceptual framework of planning, 
market ideology and ‘economic reforms'. 
The conceptual framework that is needed, 
then, is the one based on organic and holistic- 
ideas best articulated by Huxley's Perennial 
Philosophy. It is a framework that promotes, 
not destroys, sustainable functions of man. 
woman, family and nature. It is u framework 
that assigns a higher image to humans than 
merely i^ysical beings wbocan be satisfied 
by materiid goods so that progress is not 
measured only by the multiplication of 
material possessions and increases in phys¬ 
ical comforts.'° It is a framework that pro¬ 
motes well-being of humans and nature and 
not their exploitation and the exercise of 
power. Since human welfare is not passible 
without community of which family is the 
basic unit, it is a-framework that exalts, 
strengthens and stabilises the family, 
neighbouriiood. mohalla and village. Fam¬ 

ily, not the individual, faastobe at the centte, 
and litmus teat, of all economic and social 
policy. Thus, every activity and institution 
that weakens the family has to be <taxed 
heavily. Similarly every activity and insti¬ 
tution that promotes tte cobesiveness of 
family and community has to be subsidised. 
It Js such a paradigm shift diat some of the 
avant-garde thinkers are working on. It was 
this paradigm shift that Oai^hiji had artic¬ 
ulate in his immense wisdom. He had even 
developed a part of the frame'weak in the 
concept of ‘swadesbi’. Sadly, and unfortu¬ 
nately, the RNI intelligentsia ignored and 
condemned it; partly because it is a Hindi 
word and ha.s images of the Hindu heritage, 
both anathema to the ‘rationalist’ colonial 
minds. There is a need for AM and 
Krishnaswamy and all others who care about 
tliis country and society to rethink about 
their own paradigm uid revisit Oandbian 
ideas; this time with some humility and 
objectivity. From my vantage point, I am 
convinced that in this paradigm shift and 
Gandhian paradigm alone lies hope for the 
Indian society, though not for the ‘reform 
led’ Indian economy as we understand it 
today. 

¥ 

Notes 

1 EPW. October 22, 1994, pp 2783-86. 
2 Ibid, p 2783. Emphasis added. 
3 Carolyn Merchaol, The Death of Nature: 

Women. Ecdlogy and the Scientific Revolu¬ 
tion. Haiper and Row. San Fraosco, paper 
back edition, 1980, p 193, emphasis added. 

4 Ibid, p 216. “Here, in bold sexual iina4>ery, 
IS the key feature of the modem experimental 
method - constraints of namre in the labora¬ 
tory, dissection by hand and mind, and pene¬ 
tration of hidden secrets - language still used 

today in pndaing ssMotiat's 'hand facu*. 
'penetrating mind’, or ‘the thrust of his 
aigumMt'", p 174. 

5 A Sbourie, Mrs GarM's Second Regime, 
1988. 

6 EPW, October 22. 1994, p 2784. 
7 Ibid, p 2786. 
8 IhavedevelopedtheconceptafRNI-Residenl 

Non-Indians - and expiaiaed it in Romesfa 
Diwan, ‘Minorities, Development and Com- 
muaaiism’, Gandhi Marg, Vol IS, Apiil- 
June, pp 5-23^ This graeiated a healthy 
debate trith Rahnohan Gandhi in the differ¬ 
ent volumes of Gtuuftt Marg. 

9 EPW, October 22. 1994, p 2785 (entasis 
added). It is interesting that the lament is 
against the white man, not a Japanese who 

■ is also part of the success story. 
10 “The physical approach to life has become 

a kind of epidemic in modem industnal 
civiliaation...Never in the history, to my 
knowledge, has acivilisation reflect^ alower 
image of the human being: a physical, che¬ 
mical organism with no motivation than .self 
mierest, no aspirations that cannot be fulfilled 
on the physical level...Believing that the 
human being is physical, we have by some 
three centunes of concentrated effort devel¬ 
oped the technology to do what we like in 
the [diysical world. We have on unprecedent¬ 
ed capacity to pursue maienal goals and 
produce matenal goods to satisfy every de¬ 
sire. If the physical image of man IS accurate, 
we in the United States must be living in tlie 
Golden Age“. Eknolh Easwann. TheBhagvad 
Gita for Daily Lrvmg, 3 vohimes, Petulama, 
CA, Nilgin Press, 1984, pp 10-11, Vol 3. 
I have argued that there are two types of 
affluences, ooeuleriBed by noatenal goods and 
the other by the care of thoae for whom we 
care. See Romesh Diwan, ‘Gandhian Eco- 
nomicsandContemponty Soaety', Gandhian 
Perspectives, Vol 4, No 1, 1991, pp 1-28. 
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Universities as institutions 
An institution is not simply a social arrangemcnl, but one which has 

a certain meaning.for its members such that they acknowledge its moral 

claims on them and are wilting to submit to its demands, at least some of 

the time, even when they find those demands to be contrary to their 

individual interests. By this test can universities in India today he 

called functioning institutions? 563 

Participatory Rural Appraisal 
The popularity of techniques of participatory rural appraisal (PRA) in 

rural research and project planning comes in large part from their ability 

to generate information at the community level directly with members of 

the community. Such information is held to be more reliable, more 

efficiently obtained and more relevant to community interests than that 

generated by conventional social research methods. But while techniques 

of PRA offer new opportunities for the articulation of local knowledge, 

including perspectives of women and other subordinate .sections of 

communities, they may al.so expost; projects to new risks by creating 

public contexts and a new idiom in which dominant interests can gain 

legitimacy. The greatest danger, howsoever, is the promotion of PRA as a 

‘quick’ methodology of parlicipation, rather than as a set of techniques 

orlools to be used in the context of project-specific strategics for 

participatory planning. 569 

VAT for India 
A comprehensive value added lax (VAT) with consumption base, lax 

credit method and destination principle to determine VAT on international 

and inlcr-.stalc trade Hows tan form an ideal commodity tax system for 

India. In a federal .set-up it may be ideal to have state and central VATs 

substituting the current state and ceniial taxes on goods and services. A 

VAT with one or two rales has to be supplemented by special excises and 

subsidies to deal with the problem of equity, environment and social 

preferences. . 579 

J)ollar in Disarray 
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In the wake of the recent panic, 
foreign exchange markets are looking 

for .some beacon of hope and stability, 

But none is on the agenda and the 

universe of finance capital will continue 

to be one of chronic in.stability. fear, 

bankruptcies and massive job 

liquidations. The empire of the dollar 

and the financial galaxy in which 
it orbiis are a ticking time-bomb. 554 

In the Dock 
The findings ol the review report on 

the Sardar Sarovar project and the 

MP government’s decision to call a 

halt to the construction of the dam 

give cretlenec to the arguments of 

the anti-dam movement_542 

Communalism in Kerala 
By sdigning wilh small splinter communal 

parties, the major political parties 
which could have played an important 

role in secularising the political process 

have become participants in 

coRimunal processes in Kerala. 544 

Research on Research 
An aspect of ‘methodology’ researchers 
rarely report on are the processes 

and procedures they have to use while 

conducting research and disseminating 

Its results. The many hazards of 

conducting an unconventional 

but worthwhile research study. 556 

Amusing Times 
While Zhirinovsky’s visit was an 

amusing international event, providing 

some relief in the dismal times we 

live in, courtesy our new economic 

policies, amusement in our public life 

is not confined to the doings of a 

Zhirinovsky or a Seshan._5^ 

India and Social Summit 
The three core themes of the international 

summit on social development hosted 

by the UN in its 50th year were 

alleviation and reduction of poverty, 

generation of productive employment 

and enhancement of .social integration. 

An Indian perspective on these 

aspects of social developihenl. 548 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

University Syllabi Censored 

I WISH to bring it to the notice of EPW 
readers that, conniving with the communal 
forces, the government of Karnataka has 
recently withdrawn Maiinchnirrn. a Kannada 
play, from the syllabi of Oulbarga and 
Kuvempu univcrsilies. 

Mahachaiira wa.s written by H S Shiva 
Prakash 10 years ago and had won the stale 
and central Sahitya Akademi awards. It was 
widely performed in various places in 
Karnataka over Ihe years. It was prc.scribcd 
as a textbrK>k by Gulbarga and Kuvempu 
universities for first year BA students 
sometime ago. 

The Lingayat seers of religious mutts 
'discovered’ suddenly in last Septemlier 
that Maharhaitra contains ‘some 
objectionable portions' and some derogatory 
remarks against Basuvunnu, a social 
reformer, after 10 years of its circulation. 
Acting up<in the request of the then Congress 
government, the Board ot Studies (an 
academic body that decides matters of 
syllabi in universities) discussed the issue 
and decided to continue the textbook till the 
end of the academic year (1994-9.S). 

After a few montlis. the communal/casteist 
forces woke up again. Recently, tlie Basava 
Oala. a Veerashaiva organisation, renewed 
its demand and set March 7 as the deadline 
for tlic withdrawal of tlie textbook. The 
issue look both caste and religious 
dimensions (as tlie religious seers belong to 
the dominant Lingayat caste in the state) 
when several Lingayat seers of refigious 
mutts, including one Muthe Mahadevi. 
resorted to an indefinite hunger strike in 
Oulbarga and Bidar demanding immediato 
witlidrawal of the textbook from the syllabi. 
The state government appointed a comm ittee 
on March 6 to study the text and present a 
report within IS days. In a surprise move, 
the state governor, chancellor of the 
univer-sities in the state, issued an order on 
March 9 asking Gulbarga and Kuvempu 
uniucisities to withdraw the text from syllabi 
immediately just 1.5 days before the final 
examinations, leaving tlie students in a 
quandary. 

The 'controversy' illustrates the fact that 
communal forces have gained strength over 
the years to such an extent that they could 
use the play as a pretext to whip up 
curnmunal/ca.stcist sentiments even after a 
long time of its publication. The Janata Ral 
government, known for its appea.sement of 
communal forces - Muslims were forced to 
hoj^t the national flag at the Hubli-ldgah 
maidan in January this year under pressure 
of the Janata Dal government - has 
withdrawn the textbook not only to please 
the communal/casteist elements but^so to 

bag Lingayat votes in the zilla panchayat 
and taluk panchayat elections currently under 
way. 11 has been proved that the appointment 
of the expertconunittee was only an eyewash 
to buy time and make a pretence of 
democracy. By its unilateral decision, the 
state government has undermined the 
autonomy of academic bodies in framing 
their syllabi and actively connived with 
communal forces in communalisation of 
academic institutions by dividing the 
academic community on caste and religious 
lines. Tlie claim of the communal forces 
that the 12th century social reformer 
portrayed in the play is a mythological 
figure must be understood as part of the 
larger politics of Hindutva that involves the 
historicisation of religious figures and 
mythologisation of historical figures. 
Basavanna was a secular social reformer 
who has fought caste and other kind.s of 
oppression. He docs not belong to any 
community. 

In the context of the growing intolerance 
towards creative writing, 1 appeal tp writers 
and intellectuals in the country to send 
protest letters/telegranis on tlie withdrawal 
of Mahachaiira from tlic university syllabi 
to the chief minister of Karnataka and 
demand immediate cancellation of the 
withdrawal of the play. 

K Satyanarayana 

Bangalore 

Gujarat and Development 

GUJARAT is one of the most developed 
states of India in terms of industrial and 
economic growth, having a very high per 

capita income. In terms of capital income 
generated in the manufacturing sector, 
Gujarat now stands first in the country. Its 
urbanisation rate is much higher than that of 
most other states. It is one of the very few 
states where NRIs after the recent 
liberalisation and economic reforms are 
returning to set up industries and business 
Moreover, Gujarat has evolved apragmaik 
culture, has a multi-ethnic population, 
absorbing various traditions. 

Yet, Gujarat lags behind in social 
development. Its rate of literacy is low, 
infant mortality is high, suicide rate among 
women is one of the highest in India, slums 
abound and the chart of economic and 
political crimes as also violence sho . an 
upward trend. This clearly signifies that 
fasicreconomic growth pe/wreannot enable 
the state to achieve high stx;ial welfare 
Private entcrpri.se and market planning, that 
work witliin the framework of the current 
institutions, at least, have no inherent 
tendency to bring about balanced growth, 
hence the fatlure to achieve social welfare 

In the absence of concern on the part of 
the politicians and bureaucrats, lack ot 
equitable distribution of real incomes and 
failure to alleviate poverty and unemploy¬ 
ment, such stark economic and social 
contrasts are unlikely to disappear over the 
foreseeable future. 

Thus, while framing Gujarat's urbani¬ 
sation policy the state and central govern¬ 
ments and civic authorities need to be more 
'responsible' for uplifting social welfare. 
Political will is a must for efficient manage¬ 
ment of civic affairs with existing resource.^. 
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Cynical Prescriptions 
Despite the socialist rhetoric of the years of planning, 

the sharply dualistic character of Indian stKiety reflected 
in varied fcmns of disparities (rural-urban, inter-regional and 
inter-state and above all inter-personal) not only persisted but 
got steadily accentuated. The accelerated economic growtlt 
of the 19X0,s did not make any significant difference and by 
tile beginning of die 1990s it was clear that even tlie capitalist 

padi ol development tliat die Indian state had espoused 
required va.stly greater empliasis on human capital and social 
infrastructure development. The economic reform measures 
under implementation for die last four years liave been 

oblivious ol die needs of social sector development and have 
widened inequalities in all .spheres. The persistenceof double¬ 
digit inflation, die sharp increase in the prices of the items of 

common con.sumptioii especially, has hurt die poor die 
hardest. The problem is compounded by die sluggish growdi 
of employment and reduced societal support to improve 
educadonal and health .standards and rural and urban amenities 
for die |W)r. Against die Eighdi Plan goal of generating 32 to 
36 million jobs in four years, die number of jobs created 

during diis period would not exceed 21 to 22 million. And 

compared Ui die .social .sector expenditure target of 18.2 per 
cent of the Plan outlay, actual expenditure has been IS.S to 
16 per cent. The claims of higher allocations for IRDP, 

Jawahar Rozgar Yqjana and Nehru Rozgar Yojana and such 

other special employment programmes notwidistanding, the 

amounts spent, families assi.sted and mandays of employment 
generated have all remained relatively modest compared to 
what had been achieved in the second half of the 1980s. The 
mucli-ialked-about national renewal fund (NRF) has remained 
a facade for offering retirement benefits to the middle-level 
employees with the help of funds provided by the World 
Bank. 

Despite several years of high agricu Rural growth, die terms 
of trade have been moved in favour of agriculture to benefit 

die surplus farmers and against die interests of the labouring 
classes in the rural and urban areas. The ovdi*^ per cent 
growth of industry expected in 1994-95, though it appears 
broadba.sed, is led by automobiles and consumer durables. 

Some of the large increases, as in commercial vehicles and 
other capital gotxls, tlo litUe more than reaiver the ground 
lost in the first three years of reform marked by ruthless fiscal 
compression. The stimulus to growth in 1994-95 has emanated 
priniarily from liquidity created by large portfolio uivesiment 

by foreign institutional investors (Fils) and the vast increases 

in consumption expenditure by die centre reflected in higher 
levels of revenue and gross fiscal deficits. The high inflation 
^ die distorted pattern of industrial develqpment are 

obviously the result of such liquidity growth and rise in 

consumpdon expenditure. The rise in public consumption 
expenditure has been reinforced by burgeoning private 
consumption expenditure of the middle and upper classes, die 

rise in who.se personal disposable incomes has b<«n augmented 
by reductions in direct taxes and, more significandy, in 
customs and excise duties. The increase in consumption 

expenditure is reflected in the persistent drop in the rates of 
domestic saving and capital formation. 

Finance mini.ster Manmohan Singh’s budget for 1995-96, 
his fifth in a row, has to be judged against these macro- 

economiedistortions brought on by the new economic policies. 
The budget is obviously a cynical attempt to assuage the 
people’s wrath, as reflected in the many electoral reverses 
suffered by die Congress, with long declamations on equity 
and poverty alleviation, anti-poverty programmes and 
schemes for scheduled castes and schedu led tribes, khadi and 

village indusuies, the liandloom sector and small-scale 
industries, in preparation for the parliamentary elections of 
1996. The whole manoeuvre is hypocritical because the 
perspectives which have guided the stabilisation and structural 
adjustment programmes remain fumly in place. 

Tlie finance minister has just stopped short of removing the 
15 per cent surcharge on corporate taxation though he 

admitted after presenting the budget that he would have .so 

much liked to do so as it was part of the government’s tax 

reform commitment. The finance minister and other 
tgovemment spokesmen also admit in the same breath .that 
many big companies pay no corporate tax at all due to the 
various concessions and that the overall incidence of company 

taxation is as low as 18 to 20 per cent against thenominal rate 
of 40 per cent plus 15 per cent surcharge. For the insurance 
sector, the government is content with the establishment of 
an independent regulatory authority for the present, but only 
because there is stiff opposition to the opening up of the sector 

to private and foreign capital. All the same, the budget speech 
is emphatic that the reform package has to be pursued with 
vigour. Barriers to further expansion of agriculture have to be 
identified and lifted; the public sector has to be revamped; 
industrial relations have to provide for greater flexibility in 
the deploymimt of labour, capital market reforms have to be 
widened and deepened; mid insurance sector refonns have to 
be pursued with the aim of greatly widening access to 
insurance services and proriioting competitive and efficiem 
custom-oriented services. Howevm, action in these directions 

has to wait until the next year’s elections are out of the way. 
Hopefully, this cynical game will not succeed. Inflation, 
which concerns the common people most of all, is unlikely 



to l>e controtted by reducing cwstcsns and 
excise duties on ^aunodities of middle 
class consumption. The anti-poverty 
programmes are too meagre to have any 
significant impact on poverty. The resort to 
the banking system for the government’s 
infrastructural projects will deprive many 
small-scale borrowers of bank credit. At the 
other end. the reduction in customs and 
excise duties is bound to further stimulate 
the consumption of the middle classes with 
adverse consequences for domestic saving 
and investment. Also, with the meagre 
central transfn^ to the states [vioposed in the 
budget, there can be little hope of any worth¬ 
while improvement in social sector outlays. 

The finance minister’s argument that 
following the tenth Finance Conunission’s 
recommendations the flow of funds to the 
states would increase by 22 per cent from 
R-v 28,832 crore in 1994-95 to Rs 35,055 
crore in 1995-96 is a piece of obfuscation. 
In the first place, among all the Finance 
Commissions so far the tenth Conunission’s 
recommendations (as accepted by the 
government) appear to have been the least 
generous towards the states. While it has 
recommended an increase in the states’ 
share in the net pnrcceds of shareable union 
excise duties from 45 per cent to 47.5 per 
cent, it has also recommended a reduction 
in the states’ share of Jaxes on income 
from 85 per cent to 77.5 percent. True, non¬ 
plan grants, as per the tenth Finance 
Commission ’ s recommendations, are higher 
by Rs 3,689 crore in 1995-96, but the centre 
has simultaneou.sly reduced plan grants to 
states by Rs 2.478 crore. In the first year 
following the ninth Finance Commission’s 
report, namely, 1990-91, there had been a 
26.1 percent rise in net resources transferred 
to state governments, whereas in the first 
year of the tenth Commission’s dispen¬ 
sation the increase works out to just 5.2 per 
cent. Even if the unexpectedly large small 
saving collections tran.sfcrred to the states 
in 1994-95 are excluded, the increase in 
resource transfers in 1995-96 does not 
exceed 12 to 13 per cent. The state’s 
development expenditures, which were 
rising at the rate of 18 per cent per annum 
during 1983-86 to 1990-91, have there¬ 
after risen by 13 per cent per annum during 
1990-91 to 1994-95. If inflation rate dif¬ 
ferences are taken into account, the rate of 
increase in real development expenditure 
may have fallen dramatically from about 10 
per cent to 2 per cent per annum between the 
two periods. 

A major stratagem of the budget for 
1995-96 is to pass on part of the burden of 
development in agriculture, tribal areas, 
kbadi and village indu-stries and handloom 
and small and tiny units to banks and 
concerned financial iastitutions. The govern¬ 
ment ha.s proposed the setting up of a new 
rural infrastructural development fund in 
the NABARD for providing loans to state 
govenunents and state-own^ corporations 
for completing ongoing pn^Jccts relating 
to medium and minor irrigation, soil 
conservaldon. watershed management and 

other forms of rural infrastructure. Hie fund 
would be created from outofthcemitribution 
of banks to the extent of their .shortfall in 
achieving priority .sector lending target for 
agriculture subject to a maximum of 1.5 per 
centof a bank’sjiet credit. In the first place, 
this should have been restricted to only 
those banks which do not have the necessary 
infrastructure in the form of rural or semi- 
urban branches to service agricultural loans 
in the initial period of their operations. For 
other banks, which constitute the bulk, 
priority sector lending cannot be substituted 
by finance for infrastructure lending, the 
two should be considered complementary. 
Admittedly there ore large shortfalls in 
priority sector lending by hanks - rough 
estimate of the annual shortfall in agricultural 
lending would be Rs 9,0()0 to Rs 10,000 
crore - but they should have been prevented 
through rigorous performance criteria for 
the banks. Yet another question would be 
the rate at which lhe»statc governments 
would be lent money under the .scheme. As 
there is state government guarantee for the 
loans so granted, the rale of inieresi (not 
revealed as yet) ha.s to be moderate 
commensurate with the project profile of 
infra.s'tructure development in agriculture. 
The proposals contained in the finance 
minister’s budget speech for expanding 
institutional credit for khadi and village 
industries and for small-scale sectors do not 
address the problem of an acute reluctance 
on the part of scheduled commercial bunks 
to lend in favour of tlie priority sectors, as a 
con.sequenccof the financial sector reforms. 

Yet another much-publicised budgetary 
programme relates to an increase in the 
centre’s expenditure earmarked for the 
department of rural development. In the 
first place, the increase is meagre, from 
Rs 7,336.80 crore in 1994-85 (revised 
estimates) to Rs 7,718.06 crore or just by 
5.2 per cent. Secondly targets have been 
.slashed in physical terms; from 1,150 million 
mandays of employment to 917.2.3 million 
mandays under the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana, 
or from 23.5 lakh to 19.5 lakh of rural 
families below the poverty line to be assisted 
under the integrated ruful development 
programme (IRDP). Five years ago in 
1989-90, the target was to assist 29.11 lakh 
poor rural families under the IRDP. 

This narrowing of targets could not have 
been otherwise, for the government has 
hardly mobilised any additional resources 
in proportion to the growth of GDP during 
tile past five years or so. Gross tax revenues 
of the central government as percentage of 
GDP has declined by over a percentage 
point from il.3percentin 1989-90 to about 
^90 per cent in 1995-96 (budget estimates). 
The claim that the reduced tax rates have 
brought in better tax compliance and 
additional tax revenues has to be accepted 
with a pinch of salt, for if the gross tax to 
GDP ratio for the central government had 
remained at 11.3 per cent which generally 
obtained in the second half of the 1980s, the 
absolute amount of additional revenue 
accruing to the government would have 

been a whopping Rs 13,(MX) crore or more 
per year. In regard to higher collections 
under corporation and income taxes during 
1994-95 in particular, the government’s 
perception that reduced tax rates have brought 
about improved tax compliance can only be 
called a self-imposed deception. Higher 
corporation and income tax collections have 
come about because a large number of 
companies have garnered phenomenal 
amounts of other incomes and non-operal ing 
profits during 1993-94 and 1994-95-.salaries 
of high income earners in the financial 
sector and even in manufacturing firms have 
shot up during the pa.st two to three years at 
rates of increases far beyond the increases in 
GDP at current prices. Non-i>ctroleum 
imports have risen by over 30 per cent in 
1994-95 and hence a ri.se of about 19.2 per 
cent in customs i-evenue in the wake of 
reducetl rates, cannot be said to be due to 
belter lax compliance; likc..isc. the 
estimated ri.se of 16.4 per cent in union 
excise duties when large companies have 
generally been reporting even 25 per cent 
rise in sales turnover. 

As a result of the reduced tax mobilisation 
in relation to increases in nominal GDP and 
the failure to contain non-development 
expenditure growth, the goal of achieving 
fiscal correction ha.s remained a distant 
dream and the quality of li.scal iid|U.stment 
made so far ha.s been poor. Manmohan 
Singh has declared that large revenue deficit 
was a curse of the Indian fiscal .system, but 
in hisregime it has galloped from Rs 18,562 
crore in 1990-91 to Rs 32,716 crore in 
1993-94 to Rs 34,132 crore in 1994-95 and 
now finally to Rs 35,541 crore in 1994-95. 
Even the proposed decline in re venue deficit 
to GDP ratio from 3.8 percent in 1994-95 to 
3.4 percent in 1995-96 after it had attained 
4.2 per cent in 1993-94, may turn out to be 
only wishful thinking. For. the budget has 
not taken into account the possible interim 
relief that the government may have to 
confer in the wages and salaries ol 
government employees which may be 
recommended by the fifth Pay Commission: 
(mindboggling expectations have been 
generated in the minds of the government 
employees in this respect) and the recom¬ 
mendations will coincide with the impend¬ 
ing general elections. A 10 per cent rise 
in pay and allowances of central govern¬ 
ment establishments including defence 
personnel implies about Rs 2,300 crore of 
additional expenditure in a full year. Besides, 
the fmal expenditure figures always turn 
out to be higher than the budgeted amounts. 
In 1994-95, such excess rise was of the 
order of Rs 6,097 crore (excluding the 
increased small saving transfers), the bulk 
of it being underrevenue expenditure. Some 
problems may also arise on the receipts 
side, particularly in capital receipts such a.s 
PSU equity disinvestments which is 
supposed to be stepped up from about 
Rs 2,800 crore in 19SM-95 to Rs 7,000 Crore 
in 15^5-96. The resource requirements of 
public enterprise through bonds and 
debentures have al.so been raised from 
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Rs:7,234 crore in 19M-95 toUU S,354 cinare 
io 1^5-96. In 1994-95, the shcHtfaUx in 
market and other long, medium and short* 
term borrowings and in disinvestment of 
equity holdings by tlic government was 
compensated for by the net accrual to the 
centre of Rs 4,351 crore (against the 
budgeted amount of Rs 848 crore) under 
small savings. Tlic cost of borrowings would 
,ilso be much higher during 1995-96 than in 
the previous year; the interest rates on 
government honowings have been kept 
down during 1994-95 because the 
government has been able to mop up tlte 
surfeitof liquidity artificially created out of 
llic portfolio capital inflow from aliroad. 
Tile money market has already started 
experiencing stringency which is likely to 
persist during 1995-96. Tlie provision of 
interest payments has been bniught down as 
lietween llic budget and revised cstim-ates of 
1994-95. from Rs 46.(K)0 crore to Rs 44.000 
crore or from 53.4 per cent of the centre’s 
total revenue receipts to49 5 percent: in the 
budget for 1995-96, it has been pushed up 
again to Rs 52.(K)0 crore or 51.5 per cent of 
revenue receipts. Overall, the government 
would be hard put to achieve even the 
niodciialc decline in revenue deficit to GDP 
ratio or to contain the gross fiscal deficit to 
GDP at 5.5 per cent. In any case, the 
government’s resource requirements even 
at that level are sure to pul tremendous 
pressure on the financial system and push 
up the interest rates to rather dramatically 
high levels as the year 1995-96 may not see 
the availability of high liquidity from 
external sources. 

The centie’s budget for 1995-96 is unlikely 
to contrilnitc to any expansion in 
development activity because the total 
development expenditure consisting of non¬ 
plan development expenditure and plan 
expenditure would show an absolute 
icductioii in nominal terms during the year. 
The total plaiv expenditure which went up 
by 13.8 per cent from Rs 42.855 crore 
during 1W3-94 to Rs 48.761 crore during 
1994-95 is expected to decline to Rs 48,500 
crore in 1995-96. Non-plan development 
expenditure consisting of non-plan revenue 
expenditures for social and economic 
services and nun-plan capital expenditure 
together would experience a fall from 
Rs 8.590 crore in 1994-95 to Rs 7.955 crore 
ill 1995-96 after experiencing a rise of 5.2 
per cent from Rs 7,521 crore in 1993-94. 
If industrial activity has revived during 
1994-95, it is partly diie to the fact that tlie 
centre's total capital expenditure, which 
experienced an erosion even in nominal 
terms between 1990-91 (Rs 31,782 crore) 
and 1992-93 (Rs 29.916 crore) and a modest 
recovery in 1993-94 (Rs 33,684 crore). has 
shown a sharp rise by 16.9 per cent to 
Rs 39.370 crore in 1994-95. In 1995-96, it 
i.s expected toiegisteran absolute decline to 
Rs 35,823 crore, partly because the 
collection.s under small savings arcexpected 
to be lower. Aside from the sources of the 
expenditure shortfall, it is the perspective 
that is brought to bear on public expenditure 

and iUroIe'in socio-economic devekipthenl 
that is germane to the possible Impact on 
economic activity. Domestic industrial 
activity will also be affected by indis¬ 
criminate reductions in import duties on 
machinery items, machine tools and ports 
and components to only 25 per cent. There 
are genuine fears amongst Indian 
industrialists that opening up of the capital 
goods market with such low protection 
rates may jeopardise their growth in the 
medium-term. 

Finally, the government’s hope of 
containing inllatioii within 7 to 8 per cent 
during 1995-96 appears somewhat far¬ 
fetched, Tlic widely publicised aspect of the 
budgetary policy is the unduly low import 
duties on basic and intermediate goods and 
to reduce excise duties on items of middle 
class consumption like plastics, fticlals. 
glassware, aerated water, glared tiles, 
cosmetics, perfumed antiseptic cream, 
ixilymer-hased paints, audio and vitleo 
magnetic tapes, dry cell batteries, parts of 
motor vehicles, etc. While prices of some of 
these items may come down initially the 
policy IS unlikely to make a significant 
impact on the general price level, nor will 
the prices of mass consumption gtKids, which 
have experienced phenomenal incivases in 
the recent periixl, fall In these goods. Uic 
role of speculation and hoarding cannot be 
Ignored With tlic sizeable holding jxiwcr of 
the rich farmers and traders, the decline in 
the rale of growth of money supply in the 
aggregate does not help to contain such 
hoarding and speculation unless the state is 
prepared to take administrative actions 
through vigonius unplemenlation of the 
Hsseiitial Commotlities Act and such other 
legal provisions. As it is, in tlic immediate 
period, monetary expansion cannot be 
aiTcsied; for, the goveriimcnl is likely to 
pump in as much as Rs 8,000 crore through 
additional primary money creation during 
the month of March 1995 alone, wliich will 
have Its .secondary effects in the first half of 
1995-96. Until early March the centre’s 
budget has been in surplus to the extent of 
about Rs 2.000 crore and now the revised 
c.stimates place the budgetary deficit at 
Rs 6,000 crore for the whole of 1994-95. 

Yet another source of inflation is the 
sizeable amount of fiscal deficit which, in 
the final analysis, is unlikely to be lower 
than about 6 per cent of GDP. Bc.sidcs it is 
the current, unproductive or non-devclop- 
mental expenditure which is a definitive 
source of inflation. While the total 
expenditure proposed in the centre’s budget 
for 1995 -96 would rise bj‘ 6.1 per cent from 
Rs 1.62.272 crore to Rs 1,72,151 crore, 
revenue expenditure would rise by 10.9 per 
cent from Rs 1,22.902 crore to Rs 1,36,328 
crore, but capital expenditure would show 
an absolute decline by 9 per cent from 
Rs 39.370 crore to Rs 35,823 crore. In the 
meantime, if any interim relief as per the 
Pay Commission's recommendations are 
to be awarded the compo.sition of expen- 

• dilute would further deteriorate in favour of 
higher consumption expenditure. 

MAHARASHHU 

Non-Congreffi, 
Non-Maratha 

THE eighth assembly election in 
Maharashtra witnessed two records being 
set in the state’s politics. First. Uie election 
saw the highest percentage of voter turnout 
since the formation of the slate in 1960 and, 
second, for the first time aCongress govern¬ 
ment was voted out of piiwcr in the state. 

In face of the severe beating the party is 
receiving in various states across the coun¬ 
try. one expected serious introspection from 
the Maharashtra Congress leadership. In¬ 
stead it has been dishing out platitudinous 
explanations for its dcfeai. Shivajirao 
Deshmukh.llie MrcC chief, called the ver¬ 
dict a 'temporary .setback’ to the Congre.ss, 
taking false solace in the golden past of a 
now highly lactionali.scd and crisis-ridden 
pai'ly. As the results were being tieclarcd, 
the Congress prided itself on emerging as 
the single largest party and for some time 
even toyed with the idea of making a bid to 
fonn the government. But realising that it 
would be too much of an exercise roping in 
all tlic victorious party rebels, the leadership 
made a show of bowing to the mandate and 
allowing the BJP-SS combine to form the 
government. A Marathi newspaper editorial 
even praised the Congress decision when, in 
fact, the issue was one of straightforward 
udmissitxi of defeat. 

The reasons for the Congress defeat are 
various; tlie Bombay riots, the Muslim alien¬ 
ation due to the misuse of TADA in the wake 
of the bomb blasts, Khaimar's allegations 
against .Sharad Pawar of corruption and 
links with the underworld, the Jaigaon .sex 
scandal and. to top everything, the death of 
113 Gowaris i n a si umpedc in N agpur. These 
incidents dwarfed whatever gains tlic Sharad 
Pawar government could boast of; the claim 
of promises-of Rs 1 ,(>0,0(X) crore of foreign 
investment in the stale and u state-initiated 
women’s policy Tlial the Congress aimed 
to project economic liberalisation as the 
main plank of its electoral campaign be¬ 
came evident when it invited Manmohan 
Singh to flag off its campaign. Pawar, too, 
during his tours of the stale, kept harping on 
‘aggressive industrialisation’ as the top pri¬ 
ority of his would-be government. But little 
did the party realise that the onc-point 
programme of economic liberalisation holds 
little attraction for the majority of the slate’s 
population. 

The internal feuds in the Congress over 
ticket distribution also seems to have grave¬ 
ly affected theCongress electoral prospects. 
In the earlier election there had been Con¬ 
gress rebel candidates in a few pockets of 
Vidarbha and Maralhawada. On this occa¬ 
sion. the phenomenon spread to some 200 
seals all over the state. Significantly, the 
rebels dealt a major blow to the party in 
south Maharashtra, normally known to be 
the bastion of the Congress. This time only 
36 out of 75 official Congress candidates in 
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ffootljiMBhiiraafatra goteiectedM^i^ oiystaitiiKd and a diKiaioa on im^rpolicy Bbk4faubaidina.onagricaitaraI ii^ta 
<)f54 rebel candidatsg iegistei«d vkt6rk»a. changes, includingaHowingentiyofi^ivate a<;img8Honat)dfert3i^cartbeaCBleddown. 

Tbe dUUIusionment with the Con^iw insurance cumpanicK into the induat^. i« at The .Vurve^t'repeatedly pointa cot that the 
government was exploited to the full the an advanccdatageofformulation”- Amongal country ahould attain the standards attained 
BJP-SS combine. It is said that the combine theconstraints that exporters face, thclabour by our competitor countries in Asia, that the 
won .15 per cent of the votes, a notable policy for exporter.s is more adverse than in custom duty rates must become comparable 
improvement over its previous tally of 26 competitor countries, inhibiting flexibility with those in other parts of Asia, that the 
percent. ManoharJosbi has been made the and responsiveness to world markets. Many labour pcdicy should be made flexible so 
chief minister keeping in mind bis business expurtahlc g(X)ds arc still subject to small that it does not become more adverse than in 
contacts and it is possible that Maharashtra industry reservations, which inhibit growth competitor countries. In this regard, the 
may see for the first lime a predominantly and quality exports. India should take ad- whole Ixxly of research knowledge now 
non-Maratha cabinet governing the state, vantageofthc va.stnewopportunitiesopcned coming out even from the World Bank and 
Sensing the importance of its victory, the up in world trade in agriculture as a result of other multilateral agencies is illuminating. 
BJP-SS combine is all set to demonstrate the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade 'ritefollowiiigexlractsfromaWorldBank's 
that a non-Congress government can rule agrcemeiUs. For the improved availability Operations Hvaluation Study (1992) on 
tlie slate for the full term of five years. Yet, of goexi quality infrastructure, especially industrialisation in Korea. India and Indo- 
given the differing views held by BJP and power, roads, water and Iclecommunica- nesiu should be an eyc-opener: 
Shiv Sena on major issues like statehood for tions, the policy of opening up to private F’lorn 1%.^. ii {Korea] .switched to a pn- 
Vidarbha and renammg of Maratliawada investment and even private management manly export-onenled .siniiegy, proving 
University and also given the uncompro- and operation should be given further strong incentives and suppon lor exports 
mising s,tyle of functioning of Shiv Sena impetus and the user services have to be whilepursuingiinpofi-suhsiituiioninurange 
leader Bal Tliackcray, it will he a tightrope paid for with subsidies ilrastically reduced. ofnew.increa.smgly complex, industncs. Ii.v 
walk for Uic coalition government. While these and many other as|x;cts of drive into the.se new indusines. while large- 

individual policicsmay have .some ralionalc ly in the private .secior. was .strongly direct- 
THE ECONOMY at tlie micro-level, the Suivfv is on tlie ed by ihe government. Its policies lo this 

A _4. j rx I I whole impervious lo tlie adverse repereus- end included high and variable rales of 
IHStOrted Outlook sions of the new economic policies Tlie effeciive proieLtioii. ceiitr tl allocation of 

previous Uiree F'rcwwi/r S’dn'cv.v talked r/r/ ctedil. a deliberate policy to create large 
THE government of India’s Economic Sitr- nauseitmof economic reforms with a human conglomerate enterprises, minimal reliance 
wry for 1994-95 provides a clear testimony face; there is hardly any mention of it in the on foreign direct investment ami chlse co- 
tliat the riiiance ministry’s many pro|X)sal.s latest dociimeiil Clearly if the mass ol ordination hy the government on the pace 
for persisting with economic reform mea- |Koplc have to henefit from rcrorins. India and direction ol indusinal development. It 
sures through the central government bud has to uddiess (he question of the acute is generally agieed that Ihe government’s 
get for 1995-96 have been .shot down by the .social backwardness as rcnecled in pool inierveniions played a central role in guid- 
political Icudetxliip in the context of (lie health services, higii level of illiteracy par- ing.shapingamlpromotingKorea’sindus- 
seriesirf slate-level election reverses for Ihe ticularly among women and the gi iwving trial development, 
ruling party, tlie inlra-party bickerings and inadequacy ol ruial and uriian inlrastruc- 'I'he tirive w.is supported by a rapid build- 
tlie impending general elections in 1W6. If lure Tins is necessary iioumly for tackling up ol skills at all levels amt by extensive 
tile Economic Survey is to be believed, the the fundamental issue ol poverty but til.so foi developmeni ol the science and technology 
recent budget ought to have perseveied with two oUlcr rea.sons. first, the |x>oi cannot mfra.stnicli^ire ...Inlervenlionsinthelech- 
thc reform agenda in all spheres partake titc bcnerils of devulopinenl in a nology markets were designed to strengthen 
, Arguing that Uiere is always the tempta- compc'liliveeiivironmeniniid widelyparlic- local absorptive and later innovative capa- 
tionof fiscal laxity lor.shorl-lenn gains, the ipalory economic growth is not possible bililies. Unlike most ’classic' impoit-.sub- 
A’ltrvey Warns: "Bui history leaches that the unless their skill levels aic belter than what sniuiing regimes, howevei. Koiea applied 
costs of fiscal populism can lx: cxtniorilinar- they ate at present: and secondly, pixir health protection selectively, encouraged domes- 
ily high and long-lasting". According to it, and literacy standards wi||..sp{vc as sciious tic conqx-iiiion. and forced early entry into 
if fiscal deficit continues to Ixi high, the constraints on cxp.nuling imxiuclivily .iiul export markets It maintained a distinction 
growth in private investment could he Ihnn- efficiency at the plant level including the between a ivlalively mature, conipelilive 
tied by rising interest rates; all reforms in achievement ol' Ixriier quality pioducls lot secior. which operated in expor) murkei.s 
the fiiical area including reductions in mar- uxfxrris. It isnol that [he EconomicSiinYV m under near free trade conditions, and a sci 
ginal direct lax rates and tlie reform of (he silent on (he .sixial .sudor issues, hut the , ol new activities that weie more highly 
structure of the central excise and customs pers|Kctive brought lo hear on these issues protected, undergoing "learning”, and aimed 
diiUes, have to be |x:rscvcied with till com- is Hawed. Tlie i|uestionofsix;ial sectors and primanly and initially at domestic markets, 
pletion. Tlie prwess of eliminating licens- (lie|x>ori.slieaicda.saresidual issue and not Tlie evaluation study further argued tliut 
ingaKumctluxIofeonliollingimportsshould as a piecundiiioii lor healthy economic the World Bank’s macro per.s|x:ctivc and 
be extended further, "including in the area growth and an integral ptirt of the develop- general cconomie stance were badly biased 
of consumer goods"; the fear that tiicre will meiit strategy. Stray data oii improvement in line witli liberal views on trade strategy 
be an unsustainable upsurge in consumer in real wages of unskilled agricultural lalxiur undunde.sii'abilityofgovcmmentinterven- 
goods imports is unwarranlud, since tariffs and c.stiinulcs of additional employment do tions. whereas its pivijeel work in Korea 
and exchange rate munagcmcni would pre- not disprove the I act that the vast musses of showed a much clearer appreciation of cu- 
ventsuchanoutcome. Willi a viewlophas- the [XH>r .ire not the lx:nenciiu'ies of the pahiIitybuildingseleclivilyuiulin.slilUtion- 
ing out unnecessary legal and bureaucratic exotic economic development which Ihe ul promotion; the project reports were more 
impediments, the Urban Ceiling Act, the ncwccononucpolicy is bringing about. Tlie .structuralist and favourable to interventions. 
Companies Act and the Sick Indastrics Act improvement in real ugricollural wages dur- "Tlic restrictive framework underlying Ihe 
need to Be reformed so that speedy re.struc- ing 1992-9.1 and 1993-94 was essentially Bank’s analysi.s of industrialisation has led 
luring, actjuisilions and mergers take place attributable loaquan(um |umpinf<xxigrains it to underplay and overlook the micro-level 
as tools needed for meeting the challenge of output and stability in finxl prices; as were pniccss of capability acquisition which 
competition. Reformoflabourlaw.sisuqually Ihccstunaledimprovcincnts in employment, undetpins industrial succcs.s''. Almost all of 
important as is improved regulation of ct|ui- The fact is that the peniistent decline in die East A.sian economies observed sucli 
ty markets, hanks, insurance and debt mar- public investment in agricuiiure has hurl the selective interventions in the form of mild 
kets. On the insurance sector, “dte views of production potential of the eainomy. Tlie repression of interest rates, directed credit, 
die government on the recommendations of Econmnic Suivey also argues that resources selective iiKlustrial promotion and techno- 
the (Maihotra) Committee have been forpublicinveslmenlcanonlyhecomcavail- logical adaption, import-substitutiott. and 
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tradt polioiea that puahcd ntmufactiired 
exp^. It ia tune Muimohan Singh and his 
team of experts in die fmance ministry take 
a lesson or two from these experiences. 

PANCHAYATS 

The Dark Side 

decentralisation of power through 
panchayats - with the professed aim of 
democratising rural society - may quite 
often subvert the objective, given the con¬ 
tinuing sticio-cultural hegemony of the con¬ 
servative forces in the panchayats. A recent 
report from Rajasthan should be an eye- 
opener, Newly elected surpanches of 38 
gram panchayats in Bassi block of Jaipur 
district have unanimously pas.sed a resolu¬ 
tion condemning, and deciding to boycott, 
the 'sauthias’ (women community workers 
for social change), who in Rajasthan hud 
lieeii working especially to bring about an 
end to the widespread system of child-mar¬ 
riage in the state. 

Incidentally, it was in a village in this 
same Ba.s.si bltx-k that a saatliin. Bhawari 
Devi.dHas gang-raped last year by local 
goons, because she tried to prevent the 
mairiage of iTcliild in the village. The guilty 
arc .still at large and the local administiation 
remains an impotent spect.itor in tact, the 
inceting of the surpanches which decided to 
boycott the saathins was convened by the 
block development officer of Bassi and wa.s 
also attended by the local MLA. The 
sarpunches blamed the saathins for bringing 
a bad name to the village community by 
spreading the ‘stoiy’ of the gang rape. Even- 
lually, the will of the democralicallyC.’) 
elected saipanches prevailed ovei the ad¬ 
ministrative decision to assign a role to 
village women community workers in the 
reform programme to stop child marriages. 

The Bassi punchayat decision is not an 
isolated instance of pati'iarchal hegemony 
that prevails in most parts of the coimtry- 
sidc. particularly in the Hindi-speakingheurt- 
land Lynching of young men and women 
for daring to marry outside their caste groups 
among (he caste Hindu and scheduled caste, 
communities, burning of so-called witches 
among the tribals in eastern India. |x:rsecu- 
lion of women on charges of adultery among 
Muslims art^fairly common in our villages. 
Tliey are ail perpetrated with popular sanc¬ 
tion, either in tlie form of the traditional 
village assembly of arbitrators or that of the 
mixlern elected panchayats. Tlic lowest and 
vilest alleys in our metropolises may not 
present a more dreadful record of crime 
against women titan dtxts Uie smiling and 
peaceful countryside in India. The newspa¬ 
pers provide a daily calendar of the deeds of 
hellish cureity and hidden wickedness that 
go on in the villages, year in, year out. In 
these circumstances, the 73rd constitutional 
amendment, and the provision for reserving 
one-third of panebayat seats for women in 
order to empower rural women, may turn 
out to he a non-starter at the ground level. 
As Irag as sarpandtes of the Bassi type 
continue to dominate the pianchayats. the 

women memhetv - conadtotniB-c^ t^ie- 
thirdof (he saipandies > will hehy passed, or 
even harassed, if they dare to oppose the 
male patriarchs of their villages. 

Ft is evidentthat altruistic legislative mea¬ 
sures from above can never empower the 
poor and the disadvantaged groups. The 
need for the growth of critical awareness 
among the rural poor through political and 
other forms of mass mobilisation had been 
ignored for decades. Barring the frequent 
electoral campaigns, the rural masses in the 
Hindi heartland have hardly a chance to 
exercise their discerning faculties in the 
face of the challenge of changing realities. 
Even in such electoral participation - as 
well as in the only movements that the 
villagers of this area had been involved 
during (he last decade or .so - they had been 
manipulated by {x)liticul power-brokers into 
cusleistand communal eonfruntations. Tliis 
had only helped the reinforcement of coii- 
•servative and palriurchal norms in the res¬ 
pective societies of the various religious and 
caste groups. Tlic creation of a basis for the 
much needeil social changes in the Hindi 
heartland depends in a large measure on Uic 
development of a political movement there 
that can displace the conservative, divisive 
and patriarchal norms that prevail in village 
MKiely, and their champions who rule that 
.society, by a new set ol egalitarian >iiul demo¬ 
cratic iionns and their representatives who 
iiecti to emerge from within that society. 

PHARMACHUTICAI-S 

On the Political Agenda 

RF.GARDLK.S.S of wliai went licfore anil 
what will come after, the formulation ol a 
rational drug policy by the BJP government 
in Delhi is to be welcomed. That the policy 
goes beyond mere rhetoric is evidenced by 
tlic fact that the govci iimcnt has taken steps 
to work out and publish an es.seiuial drug list 
comprising 27.5 generic formulations for 
mandatory use in all government hospitals 
and health centres in the region. From what 
is known about the |K>licy it.s main features 
arc; ensuring the availability of safe and 
effective drugs at all hospitals and health 
centres; putting in place a ginxl quality 
control and assurance system; improving 
procurement, storage and ilisiribution of 
drugs; encouraging rational pre.scribing of 
medicines; promoting the u.<e of generic 
name.'$ instead of brand names; strengthen¬ 
ing (he health education programme and 
promoting research on ail a.spccts of drug 
use. The publication of the essential drug 
list is u first step towards achieving these 
goals. TTtc list was constituted by a nine- 
member committee headed by a retirwl union 
health secretary, C R Vaidyanatban and 
includes Ranjit Roy Chowdhury, emeritus 
professor at the National In.stitute of Immu¬ 
nology and UNESCO professor of rational 
useof Drags, Bangkok, who is credited wKh 
drafting the list. The drafting committee is 
now acting as a special purchase committee, 
until an independent one is constituted. 
Going one step further, the govenunent is 

cFmlstttatiitg a state dnig auth^rily and has 
instituted a base-line survey on drag quality 
and usage in Delhi's public health institu¬ 
tions, so that the impact of the new drug 
policy may be assessed at a later date. 

Interestingly, the BJP has not been among 
the most vixial critiques of the centre’s 
attempts at foisting a pni-industry drug policy 
on the people, nor has it made ration^ thera¬ 
peutics or a people-oriented drug policy a 
consistent agenda. Why then should it be so 
keen on promoting a rational drug policy? 
Certainly, it is not u populist measure, given 
that the changes underway, if tlie policy is 
implemented in full, will he difficult to 
reverse - an essential drug list and changed 
pr6.scription practices go a long way to¬ 
wards educating doctors (and patient.s), not¬ 
withstanding (he fact there is bound to he 
laxity and corruption all down the ranks. 
Drug consumer activists have found that 
practising doctors arc often ignorant of the 
concept of an e.s.sential drug list and how to 
u.se It for ethical pre.scribing. Even with the 
unethical marketing practices that drug com¬ 
panies will no doubt resort to tliere is an even 
chance that doctors will find it ca.sicr and 
moie satisfying (in terms of patient res¬ 
ponse) to prescribe essential generic drugs, 
even if the policy is shelved later on 

Tlie (Hilicy IS meant to be. and is. how¬ 
ever, a visible (lemiaislialion of the people- 
oriented concerns of the new government, 
adds immensely to its creilihility and in its 
implementation, to its udminisinitive capa¬ 
bility. It is hardly necessary here to mention 
that Delhi has one ofthc worst administered 
public health systems with an appallingly 
high number of unliygienic and insanitary 
institutions, high levels of corruption and 
unethical medical practices. It also has a 
Nursing Homes Act which i.s extremely 
ptxirly uilministered witli few norms on 
minimum reijuirecl conditions, etc. even 
formulated. It should he noted, however, 
that the Delhi drug policy does not interfere 
with the proiluction end of pharmaqeulicals 
- in any case, drug production is largely 
concentrated in the western region. More¬ 
over, from what is known of tlie policy, no 
guidelines have been drawn up on items 
such its strictly implementing the Drugs and 
Cosmetics Act in respect of advertisements, 
piomotion and marketing of drugs, etc. For 
example, lliere is considerable scope for 
drug companies to introduce new alter¬ 
natives in the range of drugs which are to be 
bought and prescribed at the discretion of 
tlie individual hospital aulliority. 

Die test of BJP's sincerity about apeople- 
oriented drug (and health?) policy would be 
its actions in Maharasthra, which is likely to 
have a BJP health minister and in Gujarat, 
two states where tlie pharmaceutical indus¬ 
try is well-entrcnciicd. Nevertheless.even if 
the patty were to ignore such ‘peripheral’ 
issues in these two states, the extensive and 
intensive wotk of the drug consumer move¬ 
ment -which incidentally finds no mention 
in the Delhi health minister’s official pro¬ 
nouncements - must be given credit for- 
putting drugs-for-thc-people on the poUtiT 
cal agenda. 
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CURRENT STATISTICS EPyv jKesearch Foundation 

Subseijuenl lo diiipensing with the indutlrial Jicriutng .lyisteni. inve.Knieni |)ro|)05ed iu (ivi uidastria) ciitrapreiieur.'' nvimoranda (IBM) tiled with the uidustry 
minKlryh&'i aggregated Rs 3,44,930crore with aclaimeden^loynKntpoieiiiialur 3.22 million. lndua(r)'wi);e.tood.slulTa.chemiials,texlile<i and nietaU account 
for 72per cent of the aggregate inVi»tment proposed, ka tn tlie case ol 1^1 flows, investment under IBM i.s acutely concentrated in a few stales with Maharashtra 
and C?ujaral attracting about 37 fwr cent of the iiro|X)sed iiive.stineiit: other slates gelling sizeable shares arc IIP (11.2 per cent), MP (9.9 per cent). AP (7.6 per 
atnl) aipl Tamil Ntidu (5.3 percent). West Bengal (2 6 per cent), Bihar (1.2 per cent) and Karnataka (4 per cent) get relatively meagre proportiun.s. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 
Weights Feb 25, Varialion (Per Cent): Poini-io-Pmnt 

Prices (1981-82=100) 1995 OVtT Over 12 Months I 'l.scal Ycal So Far 1993-94 W92-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest I*revious 1994-95 1993-94 

All Commtxlities KXi.O 284.5 0.9 11.4 9.5 10.1 9.6 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
Primary Articles 32.3 296.4 1.0 15.4 10.0 14.4 10 6 11.5 3.0 15.3 17,1 

Food Artfole-s 
Non-Frxid Articles 

17.4 320.4 -0.3 13.5 4.0 14.3 5.2 4.4 5.4 20.SJ 18.9 
10.1 327.2 34 21.4 20.6 16.8 20.1 24.9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

Fuel, Ifower, Light and Luhricant-s 10.7 281.4 0.0 1.6 127 1.2 12.6 13.1 15.2 13.2 14.4 
Manufactured l^cxlucls 57.0 278.3 0.9 ' 11.1 8.6 9 5 8.3 9 9 7.9 12.6 89 

Food Prtxlucis lO.I 273.6 -0 7 9.1 11.6 8.5 11,7 12.3 6 K 10.2 IV2 
Food Index (computed) 
All Coramodllie.s (Average Ba-sis) 

27.5 303.2 -0.1 12.0 6.5 12.3 7.3 7.0 5 8 17 1 16.9 

(April-February 25. 1995) 100.0 273.4 “ 10.8 8 0 10 8 8.1 8.3 10 1 13.7 10,3 

I .ale.sl Variation (Per Ceiil)' Poinl-to-Poinl 
Cost of Living Indices Month Over Over 12 Months Fi.scal Year .So Far 199,3-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest foevious 1994-95 1993-94 

Indu.sirial Workers (1982=100) 291" 0.3 9.8 8.6 9.0 9 1 9 9 6 1 13 9 13 6 
Urban Non-Man Bmp (1984-85=100) 240'" 0,8 10.1 6 8.1 0 3 6 K 13.6 1L3.4 
Agri Lab (July 60 lo June 61=100) 1297'i 0.9 11.2 9.3 10 4 10 7 116 0.7 21 9 16.6 

Feb 17. Variation 
Money und Bunking (Rs crore) 1993 Over Fiscal Ye.« SoF'.ir I993.'M 1992 93 1091 92 

Month 1994-95 1993 04 

Money .Supply (M,) 
(rurrcncy svith Public 
Deps>sii.s with Bank.s 

Net Bank Credit loOoM Sector 
Bank Credit to C'ommI Sector 
Net Foreign Exchange A.s.set.s 
Reserve Money 
Net RBI Credit to Centre 
Scheduled Commercial Bank.s 

l>e|x>.sit.s ^ 
Advances 

Non-Food Advances 
Inve.slmenis 

Index Nunibont of liidiMlriul Weights 
ProducUmi (1980-81=1001 

General Index 
Mining .out (2u.iiTying 
ManulacUiring 
Bieciriciiy 

Cupllal Market 

National Index (1983.84=1001 

303611 
100040 
40IK)fW 
217927 
27334.5 

70710 
I64I42 
97502 

362981 
196900 
183248 
1483.36 

5229(1.0) 
2441 (2.4) 
3012(0.8) 
2438(1 I) 
3925 (1.41 

.37(0.1) 
3793 (3 5) 
2603 (2.71 

70043 (16.2) 
17842 (2 1 7) 
51769 (14.8) 

I4I4I (6.0) 
36142(15 2) 
16983 (31.61 
25520(18 4) 

719 (0.7) 

39139(16 I) 
13113(19,2) 
45743 (15.4) 
29157 (16.5) 

1383] ((V.3) 
18439 (73.9) 
23306(21.2) 

5608 (5.8) 

2973 (0.8) 47849(15.2) 42287(1.3.7) 
3314(18) 32482(19.81 10026 (6.6) 
3629(2.0) 29737 (19.4) 3399(1.9) 

299 (0.2) 13813 (11.9) 2.3079(23 7) 

66741 (18.2) 
1392.3(20.4) 
51601 (17 4) 
27.348 (15 6) 

17068 (7 K) 
28775 (15 3) 
27843 (25.1) 

263 (() 1) 

-16.360(17.3) 
12416(8.2) 
8272(3.7) 

26867 (23 4) 

49344(15 3) 
7173 (II 7) 

41741 (16 1) 
17973 (11.4) 
32141 (17.1) 

3726(17 6) 
11274 (II 3) 

4257 (4 6) 

51653 (19.4) 
8050 (15 2) 

43392(20 5) 
18070 (12.9) 

16225 (9.4) 
10643 (100.61 
11726(124) 

3')04 (6.7) 

37814 (16.41 38216(19.81 
26390(2101 9291(8.0) 
24317 (20.11 9127 (8.2) 
1,3460(17 1) 13131(20.2) 

Oct Avoage Itx Fiscal Year So Far Vari.ilioii (Pei Ceiill: Fi.scal Year Avciace.s 
1994 1994-93 199.3-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989 90 1988-89 

100.0 238 1 232 8 (8 0) 215.6(3.8) 3.0 2 3 0.3 8.4 8.6 87 
11..5- 245 8 219 4 (6 21 206.5 (3 01 2 S 0.5 0 9 4 3 6,3 7.9 
77.1 225.0 224.4 (8 3) 207.2 (3.1) 22 2 1 3.0 9.1 8.6 8.7 
11.4 318 3 303.2 (7 7| 281.5 (7.6) 7.3 3.1 8.5 7.8 10 8 9.5 

Mar 10 
1993 

Month 
Ago 

Yeai 
Ago 

1994.95 .Sol-ai 
Tiough Peak 

(-6.2) 
3522 3747^'” 

(60.8) 
3384 4604 

1704 
(-7.6) 

1708 I845** 
(73 9) 

1641 2176 

1993-94 _ 
Truugli Peak 

End ot Fi.seal Year_ 
1993-94 1992 93 1991-02 

3779 2281 , 428.3 
(65.7) (-46,8) (266.9) 
1830 ■ 1021 1968 

(79.2) (-48,1) (2)4.1) 
* data pertaining lo March 11, 1994 •• data |X'rtaining to March 9, 1994 

Furelgn Trade 

Exports: R.s cwi'c 
(IS $ mil 

Impoas: R.S crore 
US $ mn 

Non-POL ns $ mn 
Balance of Trade; R.s erore 

Cumutalive for Fiscal Year So Far 1992-93 
19')4-9.3 1993-94 

7490 .57.5(13 (16.9) 49182(31.8) 
18328(16.9) 
63814 (23.9) 
20339 (23.9) 
16138 (33.1) 

-6308 

15681 (20.0) 
51477(8.4) 

16413 (-1.3) 
12121 (-1.4) 

-229.3 

69547 (29.5) 
22173 (19.6) 
72805 (14.0) 
23212(6.1) 

174.36(10.6) 
-32.39 

.33688(21.9) 44042(35.3) 
18537(3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 

63375 (32.4) 47851 (10.8) 
21882(12.7) 19411 (-19,4) 
15782(12.3) 14047 (-22.2) 

-9687 -3809 

32553 (17.6) 
18143 (9.1) 

43193 (22.0) 
24073 (13.2) 

18045 (3.1) 
-10640 

US S mn -349 -2011 -732 -10.39 -3345 1545 -5930 

Foreign Exchange Reserves 
(excluding gold) 

Mar 03. 
1995 

Mar 04. 
1994 

Mar 31. 
1994 Month 

Ago 
Year 
Ago 

Variation Over 
Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 
1994-95 1993-94 

1991-92 1990-91 

Rs crore 
US $ ran 

62519.0 
19989.0 

43940.8 
13997.0 

47626.0 
15176.0 

942.0 
337.0 

18578.2 
5992.0 

14893.0 23744.0 
4813.0 7545.0 

27430 5385 
8724 731 

10223 
3383 

-1383 
-1137 
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Industrial Entrepreneurs Memoranda (lEMs) 
Indusuywise Break-iq;> _Auetwi 1991 to December 1993 Sutewise Breric-tgi Aupiat 1991 to December 1994 
of lEMs Filed EMs iovest- Per Cent Employ- Per Cent of ffiMs Filed EMs Invest- Per Cent Employ-Per Cent 

Filed ment otfTotal ment ofToul Rled ment ofTotal ment ofTotal 

Product Group 

Proposed 
(Rs in 

Billion) 

Potential 
(Nos) 

State 

Proposed 
(Rsin 

Billion) 

Potential 
(Nos) 

Prepared foodstuffs 2272 264.54 10.33 412833 18.62 Andhra Pradesh 962 263.67 7.64 189454 5.88 
Beverages, spirit.^ and vinegar 211 52.84 2.06 31436 1.42 Assam 39 10.38 0.30 4125 0.13 
Tobacco and manuf tobacco 6 0.27 0.01 1641 0.07 Bihar 158 40.57 1.18 24413 0.76 
Mineral fuels and petrdeum 69 16.58 0.65, 10132 0.46 Gujarat 2446 597.09 17.31 449189 13.93 
Chemicals and allied industries 1654 434.92 16.98' ’ 267692 12.08 Haryana 1105 131.18 3.80 189639 5.88 
Rubber, plastics and their Himachal Pradesh 169 48.36 1.40 53208 1.65i 

producl.s 697 154.48 6.03 100934 4.55 Jammu and Kashmir 25 1.24 0.04 6924 0.21 
Leather and leather products 46 5.17 0.20 9800 0.44 Karnataka 610 137.07 3.97 90668 2.81 
Wood and wood product.s 27 1.78 0.07 3279 0.15 Kerala 145 35.47 1.03 27751 0.86 
Paper and paper products 360 94.83 3.70 67597 3.05 Madhya Pradesh 1048 341.86 9.91 269362 8.35 
Textiles 1678 334.00 13.04 393156 17.74 Maharashtra 3409 679.78 19.71 581922 18.05 
Non-metallic mineral products 564 229.14 8.95 137827 6.22 Ortssa 105 30.85 0.89 42804 1.33 
Geras and jewellery 32 0.87 0.03 8375 0.38 Punjab 965 126.57 3.67 276743 8.58 
Basic meUls and articles 2245 507.44 19.81 5111.55 23.06 Rajasthan 997 160.84 4.66 201344 6.24 
Non-electrical machinery 7.37 127.41 4.97 108791 4.91 Tamil Nadu 1324 184.00 5.33 223.508 6,93 
Electrical machinery 1146 180.67 7.05 19819 0.89 Uttar Pradesh 1779 384.60 11.15 327258 10.15 
lYansport equipment 217 68.30 2.67 59818 2.70 West Bengal 576 88.73 2.57 1215.55 3.77 
Optical, .surgical and Chandigarh 12 1.21 0,04 3604 0.11 

photographic 194 34.71 1.36 35877 1.62 Delhi 370 57.58 1.67 41581 1.29 
Other Mfg (watches, .sports') 108 21..57 0.84 16199 0.73 Goa 103 21.70 0.63 12410 0.38 
Others ' 137 32.06 1 25 20267 0.91 Others 717 106.54 •3.09 86987 2.70 
Total 12400 2561.6 100.0 2216628 100.0 Total 17064 3449.29 100.00 3224449 100.0 

Source-. Annual Repoit I9f>3-V4, Ministry of Industry, Govt of India, p.24 Source; SIA Newsletter, January 1995. 

Production in Infmtitructure Industries 

Cumulative for 
Industry/ Nov Variation over FtscaJ Year So Far Fiscal Years 
Infrastructure Unit 1994 Month Year 1994 95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

Coal Mn ton 22 1.81 (8.78) 1.58(7.58) 145.9 (2.9) 141.8 (4.8) 246 (3.4) 238 (3.9) 229 (8.3) 
FJcctricity generation Mn kwh 28603 -1242 (-4.21) 2049 (7.72) 225928 (7.7) 209793 (7..5) 323323 (7.4) 300989 (5.0) 286700 (8.5) 

Hydel Mil kw 6589 -1201 M5.42) 972 (17.3) 58308 (16.6) 49995 (2.4) 70311 (0,8) 69776 (-3.8) 72559 (1.4) 
1 Thermal 

(including nuclear) Mn kw 22014 319(1.47) 1077 (5.14) 167620 (4,0) 159798(9 2) 253012(9.4) 231213 (8.0)214150(11.1) 
Crude petroleum 000 tons 2827 -84 (-2.89) 578 (25.7) 20971 (18.6) 17689 (-2.8) 27015(0.3) 26945 (-11.2) 30340 (-8.2) 
Petroleum products 000 tons 4804 -158 (-3.18) 306 (6.8) 37702 (4.9) 35929 (0.5) .54.344 (1.6) 53487 (10.6) 48350 (-0.4) 

1 Saleable sieel 
(mam plani.s) 000 lon.s 1076 46 (4.55) 107(11.1) 8118.9(8.1) 7512 (4.8) 11981 (5.7) 11333 (12.6) 10570 (-1.1) 

Cement 000 tons 4798 -395 (-7.61) 423 (9.7) 39833 (7.7) 36999 (5.3) 57833 (6.8) 54140 (-5.5) 57100 (4.0) 

Fertilisers (N) 000 tons 662 -21 (-3.03)' 75(12.8) 5094.3 (7.7) 4729.2 (-1.7) 7274 (-2.1) 7431 (1.2) 7300(4.4) 

Fertilisers (P, O,) 000 tons 198 15 (8.06) 10 (5.1) 1544.9 (49.9) 1030.6 (-37.1) 1810 (-21.0) 2292 (-10.5) 2560 (24.9) 
Revenue earning goods Mnton 31 0.25 (0.8) 2 (5.9) 233.4 (1.9) 229.1 (1.5) 362 (3.4) 350 (3.4) 338 (6.2) 

1 tiaiffic on railways 

Source: Monthly Economic Report, January 1995, Dept of Economic Affairs, Govt of India 

Index Numbers of Industrial Production 

Cumulative iot 

Use-Based Classification Weights Oct Month Year Fiscal Year So Far _Fiscal Years 
(1980-81=100) 1994 Ago Ago 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 

Basic industries 394.18 260.0 246.5 235.0 247.0 236.9 242.4 232.9 226.9 213.1 199.4 
(5.5) (10.6) (4.3) (7.2) (4.0) (2.6) . (6.5) (6.9) (5.4) 

Capital goods industries 164.27 275.2 335.9 240.6 277.5 228.0 253.2 266.5 266.8 291.7 251.4 

(-1.8.1) (14.4) (21.7) (-8.7) (-5.0) (-0.1) (-8.5) (16.0) (21.7) 

Intermediate goods industries 205.07 204.6 207.1 196.1 207.6 198.5 203.0 182.6 173.2 176.9 168.8 

(-12) (4.3) (4.6) (10.2) (11.2) (5.4) (-2.1) (4.8) (4.2) 

Consumer goods industries 236.48 204.8 203.3 183.7 199.9 186.2 197.6 194.3 190.8 189.0 177.0 
(0.7) (11.5) (7.4) (3.1) (1.7) (3.8) (1.0) (6.7) (6.5) 

Consumer durables 25.50 352.8 373.4 361.2 372.3 342.7 366.6 317.8 320.6 359.7 J25.0 

(-5.5) (-2.3) (8.6) (14.1) 05.4) (-0.9) (-10.9) (10.7) (2.4) 

Consumer non-durables 210.98 186.9 182.8 162.2 179.1 167.3 177.4 179.4 175.1 168.3 159.1 

1_ • (2.2) (15.2) a.i) (0.7) (-1.1) (5.1) (4.0) (5.7) (7.6) 

Notes-. 0) Supersaipl ntanecal denotes month to which figure relates, e g, superscript ‘ stands for June, (ii) Figures in bradeets are percentage variations 
ov« the corapataMe period of the previous year unless otherwise specified, '(iii) - means not available. 
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COMPANIES EPW Reaearch Foundation 

MADRAS CEMENT 

Expansion Projects 

MADRAS CEMENT (MCL), the flagship 
company of the Madras-based Ramco group, 
is the fourth largest cement manufacturer in ■ 
the south. Even though the cement industry 
fac^ a recession in 1992-93 MCL was not 
very badly h it by it. Ihe company has showed 
improved performance in 1993-94, with net 
sales going up by 18 per cent (Rs 36.87 
crore), operating profit by 18 per cent 
(Rs 8.44 crore) and net profit by 10 per 
cent (Rs 1.97 crore). Depreciation and 
interest charges were up by 36 per cent 
(Rs 4.61 crore) and 21 per cent (Rs 6.58 
crore), respectively. Non-operating 
profit increased by Rs 35 lakh while other 
income rose by Rs 123 lakh. Imports fell 
by 42 per cent (Rs 1.24 crore) while exports 
were up by 25 per cent (Rs 4.64 crore). 
A dividend of 51 per cent was announced 
for the year as against 45 per cent in the 
previous year. 

Debt-equity ratio declined from 120 per 
cent in 1991 -92 to 117 per cent in 1992-93 
and76perccntin 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowings to inventories increased by 6 
percentage points in 1992-93 and by 11 
percentage points in 1993-94. Sales to total 
assets fluctuated at 120 per cent in 1991-92, 
100 per cent in 1992-93 and 112 per cent 
in 1^3-94. Sales to gross fixed assets too 
fluctuated at 113 per cent, 96 per cent and 
101 per cent in the same period. Sundry 
creditors to cuixent assets increased from 
18 per cent in 1991-92 to 26 per cent in 
1992-93 and 32 per cent in 1993-94. Exports 
to sales increased from 8 per cent in 1992-93 

.to'9 per cent in 1993-94. Gi;owth in 
inventories declined sharply in the past three 
year.s. Return on investment fluctuated at 22 
per cent in 1991-92,15 per cent in 1992-93 
and 17 per cent in 1993-94. Raw materials 
consumed to value of production after being 
.steady at lOpercent during 1991-93-, declined 
to 9 per cent in 1993-94. Earning per share 
fluctuated at Rs 64 in 1991-92, Rs 27 in 
1992-93 and Rs 30 in 199^-94. Remuneration 
to employees fluctuated at 11 per cent in 
1991-92,16 percent in lS>92-93 and 15 per 
cent in 1993-94. 

The company has undertaken major 
expansion plans. It already has one unit in 
Tamil Nadu and another in Andhra Pradesh. 
It plans to set up its third cement unit at 
Trichy in Tamil Nadu, with a capacity of 
6 lakh tonne.s per year at a cost of Rs 150- 
200 crore. Other plan.s are a new spinning 
unit to emphasise its presence in the textile 
sector; expansion of the Andhra Pradesh 
cement unit by 1 lakh tpa; a 5 lakh tpa 
grinding unit for the Visakhapatnam steel 
plant and installation of DG sets at all the 
cement plants to ensure reliable supply of 

power. MCL also plans to set up a cement 
grinding unit in Sri I^anka with ah annual 
capacity of 5,50,000 tonnes. 

Andhra Pradesh has witnessed the 
mushrooming of mini cement plants which 
enjoy sales and excise tax benefits. This 
enables them to sell their outputcheaply, but 
the company’s Ramco brand name 
commands a premium in the market. The 
company claims that its hi-tech process gives 
it a lower power cost per tonne of cement. 

The company invested Rs 12 lakh on 
R and D in 1993-94. 

VIKRANT TYRES 

Rise in Costs 

Vikrant Tyres has been in los.s for two years 
now. The company incurred a loss of Rs 6.37 
crore in 1992-93. In 1993-94, the company 
has again incurred a loss of Rs 3.6 crore. 
Net sales were up by 11 per cent (Rs 26.39 
crore) and operating profit by 6 per cent 
(Rs 1.34 crore). Fall in depreciation by 39 
per cent (Rs 3.13 crore) more than 
compensated for the rise in interest charges 
by 9 per cent (Rs 1.73 crore). Other income 
decreased by 5 per cent (Rs 18 lakJi) while 
non-operating surplus increased by Rs 3 
lakh. Gross profit fell by 23 per cent. Poor 
capacity utilisation of radial plant, where 
production was suspended for four months, 
reduction in advance licence benefits, 
increase in power tariff and other input costs 
coupled with higher incentives given to 
dealers due to marketreccssion and increase 
in term loan interest burden contributed to 
the net loss. Exports for the year were up 
15 per cent and imports by 59 per cent. The 
company added 14 more countries to its list 
for cxixiil destinations, thus taking the total 
to 51. The company exported 30 per cent 
of truck tyres produced during the year. It 
occupies the third position in the industry 
in terms of percentage of truck tyres exported 
tojwtxluction.Thecompany has been granted 
export house status. 

Remuneration to employees has been 
steady at 48 per cent for the past two years. 
Net value added to value of production fell 
by 5 percentage points in 1992-93 and rose 
by I percentage point in 1993-94. Return 
on investment fell sharply in the past two 
years. Exports to sales have been steady at 
19 per cent in the past two years. Sundry 
creditors to current assets increased from 
19 per cent in 1991-92 to 20 per cent in 
1992-93 and 33 per cent in 1993-94. Sales 
to tptal assets fluctuated at 105 per cent in 
1991-92, 111 percent in 1992-93 and 108 
per cent in 1993-94, Growth in inventories 
declined by 18 percentage points ui the year. 
Inventories to sales fluctuated at 18 per cent 
in 1991-92,23 percent in 1992-93, and 22 
per cent in 1993-94. Sales to gross fixed 

assets, after being steady at 155 per cent 
during 1991-93, rose by 16percentage points 
in the year. Short-term bank borrowings to 
inventories declined by 1 percentage point 
in 1992-93 and then rose ^ 10 percentage 
points in 1993-94. Debt-equity ratio was 
steady at 187 per cent during 1991-93 and 
rose to 221 per cent in 1993-94. 

The company has taken steps to reduce 
power consumption. An expenditure of 
Rs 50 lakh was incurred on R and D acti¬ 
vities. Expansion in the radial truck tyres 
range for export and designing of new 
patterns for existing sizes of tyres are some 
of the department’s activities. 

INDO RAMA SYNTHETICS 

Polyester Project 

Belonging to the Indo Rama group, Indo 
Rama Synthetics has done well in 1993-94. 
Net sales were up by 10 per cent (Rs 12.45 
crore), operating profit by 12 per cent (Rs 
3.73 crore) and net profit by 100 per cent 
(Rs 10.76crore). Adcclincin interestcharges 
and depreciation by 27 per cent (Rs 3.08 
crore) and 13 per cent (Rs 1.02 crore), 
respectively and increase in other income by 
49 per cent (Rs 89 lakh) and non-operating 
surplus by 380 per cent (Rs 2.93 crore) 
hclfied inkeeping margins high. An enhanced 
dividend of 26 per cent was declared for the 
year. Exports grew by 9 per cent (Rs 5.85 
crore) while imports were up by 703 percent 
(Rs 86.95 crore). 

Debt-equity ratio fluctuated at 183 per 
cent in 1^1-92, 137 per cent in 1992-93 
and 234per cent in 1993- 94. Sundry creditors 
to current assets was steady at 12 per cent. 
Sales to total assets fluctuated at 62 percent 
in 1991-92,83 per cent in 1992-93 and 30 
per cent in 1993-94. Sale.s to gross fixed 
assets too fluctuated from 90 per cent, 109 
per cent and 45 per cent in the same period 
Inventories to sales fell by 21 percentage 
points in 1992-93 and then rose by 24 
percentage points. Raw m aterials consumed 
to value of production increased from 51 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 52 per cent in 1992-93 
and 55 per cent in 1993-94. Return on 
investment rose by 1 percenbigc point in 
1992-93 and then fell by 6percentage points 
in 1993-94. Earning per share was steady 
atRs4during 1991-93 and then rose to Rs 6 
in 1993-94. Net value added to value of 
production fell by 3 percentage points in 
1992- 93 and has now risen by as much in 
1993- 94. Remuneration to employees was 
steady at 4 per cent for two yean ahd rose 
by 1 percentage points m 1993-$4. 

’Hie blended spun yam plant at Nagpur 
began commercial p^uction in Imiuary 
1994 and achieved 1,273MT of production. 
A major polyester project is coining up at 
Nagpur to {^uce partially orient^ yarn 
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mSt Wedi’s Companies 
(Rslakk) 

Piiiancial Indicators 

Madras 

Cement 
Viknitf 
Tyres 

Indo Rama 

Synthetics 
Mahavir 

SplnniMt 

Dabw 

(India) 
March 

1994 
» 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

June 
1994 

June 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

March 
1994 

March 
1993 

Incane^appropriations 

1 Net saicE 23793 20106 24943 22304 13372 12127 29269 26327 30818 24760 
2 Value of production 24032 20381 24659 23315 15167 11413 29815 26374 31380 25118 
3 Other Income 242 119 316 334 269 160 256 203 *788 426 
4 Total income 24274 20500 24975 23649 15436 11593 30071 26577 32168 25544 
S Raw matetials/Etores and spares 

consumed 3332 2859 15.502 15169 8695 6091 13332 130.57 9294 7865 
6 Other manufacturing expenses 8521 7201 2084 1886 1541 1054 3037 1874 10487 8104 

7 Remuneration to employees 985 884 2096 1990 5.58 396 1698 1444 1054 978 
8 Other expenses 5975 4939 3153 2578 1383 1166 4799 4663 7235 5473 
9 Operating profit 5461 4617 2160 2026 3259 2886 7205 5339 4098 3124 

10 Interest 1733 1512 2049 1876 823 1131 1446 1426 1482 1236 
11 Gross profit 3765 3107 116 152 2806 1832 5886 3933 2636 1912 
12 Depreciation 1721 1260 476 789 660 762 1125 1036 569 430 
13 Profit before tax 2044 1847 -360 -637 2145 1069 4756 2895 2067 1482 
14 Tax provision 0 0 0 0 0 0 1720 1068 650 450 
15 Profit after tax 2044 1847 -360 -637 *2145 1069 3036 1827 1417 1032 
16 Dividends 227 190 0 0 596 399 381 252 289 91 
17 Retained profit 1817 16.57 -360 -637 1549 670 2655 1575 1128 941 
LiahilitieWassets 
18 Paid-up capital 665 664 1663 1663 3201 2203 861 681 2823 457 
19 Reserves and surplus ' 8379 6633 1747 2059 9013 2468 12870 8289 8963 5027 

20 Long term loans 6926 8550 7564 6991 28628 6412 9473 5265 5246 2912 
21 Short term loans 1451 832 4847 3842 500 2206 5588 4832 5702 3995 
22 Of which bank borrowings 1143 771 4262 3339 0 154 4620 4619 4147 3425 

23 Gross fixed assets 23397 20868 14560 14337 29275 11086 15760 13778 8721 6814 
24 Accumulated dcprcctation 9616 7906 8633 8258 2391 1686 5261 4211 3377 2805 
25 Inventories 3132 3040 5694 5151 4350 1084 9048 7124 . 5722 4494 
26 Total assels/liabilities 21196 19959 22929 19974 43633 14516 32358 27120 27236 17230 
Miscellanetrus items 
27 Excise duty 0 0 7838 6267 1082 770 895 675 783 897 

28 Gross value added 6562 .5492 4361 4080 4610 3478 9049 6750 4832 3955 

29 Total foreign exchange income 2308 1789 4970 4318 6931 6346 3387 3036 2263 1205 

30 Ibtal foreign exchange outgo 466 544 3378 2129 11139 1541 1424 232! 783 375 

Key financial and performance ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sates to total assets) (%) 112.3 100.7 108.8 111.7 30.6 83.5 90.5 97.1 113.2 143.7 

32 Sales to total net assets (%) 136.6 120.5 157.5 1.53.2 32.3 91.3 101.7 138.1 13.5.6 199.8 

33 Gross value added to gross fixed 
assets (%) 28.0 26.3 30.0 28.5 1.5.7 31,4 57.4 49.0 55.4 58.0 

34 Return on investment (gross profit 
to total assets) (%) 17.8 15.6 0.5 0.8 6.4 12.6 18.2 14.5 9.7 111 

35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 15.8 15.5 0.5 0.7 21.0 15.1 20.1 14.9 8.6 7.7 

36 Operating profit to sales (%) 23.0 23.0 8,7 9.1 24.4 23.8 24.6 20.3 13.3 12.6 

37 Profit before tax to sales (%) 8.6 9.2 -1.4 -2.9 16.0 8.8 16.2 11.0 6.7 6.0 

38 Tax provision to profit before lax (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.2 36.9 31.4 30.4 

39 Profit after tax to net worth 
(return on equity) (%) 22.6 25.3 -10.6 -17.1 17.6 22.9 22.1 20.4 12.0 18.8 

40 Dividend (%) 51.00 45.00 0.00 0.00 26.00 22.00 40.00 37.00 20.00 20.00 

41 Earning per share (Rs) 30.60 27,68 -2.16 -3.83 6.70 4.85 35.26 26.83 5.02 22.58 

42 Book value per share (Rs) 136.0 109.9 20.5 22.4 38.2 21.2 159.5 131.7 41.7 105.4 

43 P/E ratio (based on latest And 
corresponding last year’s price) 300.6 0.8 -15.0 0.0 11.6 11.7 5.8 14.2 58.8 34.5 

44 Debt>equity ratio (adjust^ for 
revaluation) (%) 76.6 117.2 221.8 187.8 234.4 137.3 69,0 58.7 44.5 60.4 

45 Short term bank borrowings to 
inventories (%) 36.5 25.4 74.9 64.8 0.0 14.2 51.1 64.8 72.5 76.2 

46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 395.7 338.3 73.0 47.9 79.2 35.5 13.2 78.3 ao.i 16.5 < 

47 Total remuneration to employees 
to gross value added (%) 15.0 16.1 48.1 46.8 12.1 11.4 18.8 21.4 21.8 24.7 

48 Total remuneration to employees 
to value of production (%) 4.1 4.3 8.5 8.5 3.7 3.5 5.7 5.5 3.4 3.9 

49 Gross fixed assets formation (%) 12.1 28.9 1.6 2.5 164.1- 45.4 14.4 12.8 65.1 16.1 

50 Growth in inventories (%) 3.03 29.14 10.54 28.52 301.29 -47.33 27.01 28.48 27.33 17.71 



(POY), polyester staple fibre (reF) and draw 
cexterised yam (DTY). Technology for the 
POY and polycondensation unit has been 
acquired fttim Du Pont of the US and for 
the PSF unit from Toyobo of Japan. The 
plant is equipped to produce 42,000 mtpa 
ofPOY and 25,000mtpaofPSF. Aspinning 
unit with a capacity of59,184 spindles built 
alongside has commenced commercial 
production. The completion of the project 
will make the company the second largest 
producer of PSF and POY in the country. 
The PSF will be further processed to make 
spun blended yam. Indo Rama expects this 
Idnd of vertical integration to help it achieve 
economies of scale and export targets. The 
proposed expansion plan would cost around 
Rs 10 billion. To part finance this the 
company plans to launch an Euro issue of 
S 75 million. 

The company ’ s R & D department installed 
Zwcigle yarn hairiness testing instrument 
which is used to determine the number of 
protruding fibres in a particular length of 
yam to improve the quality of spun yarn. 
Also an on-line production and quality 
monitoring system was installed which 
helped in quality improvement of yam. 

MAHAVIR .SPINNING 

New Ventures 
• 

Mahavir .Spinning Mills, a subsidiary of the 
621 ctore Vardhaman group, is a leading 
manufacturer of cotton and blended yams, 
sewing threads and mild steel billets and has 
shown improved pcrfomtance in 1993-94. 
Net sales were up by 11 per cent, operating 
profit by 34 per cent and net profit by 66 
per cent. Other income and non-operating 
profit were up by Rs 53 lakh (26 per cent) 
and Rs 1.07 crore (53 per cent). Taxation 
was up by 61 per cent, depreciation by 8 
per cent and interest charges by 1 (>er cent. 
But for these hikes, margins would have 
been even higher. A dividend of 40 per cent 
was declared for the year against 37 per cent 
in the previous year. Exports were up4iy 11 ■ 
percent, while imports fell by 43 pet cent. 
Export to sales ratio has been steady at 11 
per cent in tlie past two years. The export 
performance was achieved by the com¬ 
pany’s 100 per cent EOU. The company 
expects die performance to improve widi the 
comm'ssioning of the second unit and 
expansion plan at Malerkuda. 

Earning per share fluctuated at Rs 29 in 
1991-92, Rs 26 in 1992-93 and Rs 35 in 
1993-94. Growth in inventories declined by 
1 percentage point. Gross savings to gross 
capital formation was up by 17 percentage 
points. Net value added to value ufproduction 
dropped by 3 percentage points in 1^2;$3 
and then increased by 5 percentage points 
in 1993-94. Debt-equity ratio fluctuated at 74 
per cent in 1991-92, 58 per cent in 1992-93 
and 68 per cent in 1993-94. Sales to total 
assets fell from 100 per cent in 1991-92 to- 

97 Mr cent in 1992-93 and 90 per cent in 
1993-94. Return on investment fell by 5 
percentage points in 1992-93 and thenftose 
by 4 percentage points in 1993-94. 
Remuneration Co employees to gross value 
added fluctuated at 19 per cent in 1991-92, 
21 per cent in 1992-93 and 18 per cent in 
1993-94. Raw materials consumed to value 
of production fell from 46 per cent in 1991- 
92 to 45 per cent in 1992-93 and 40 per cent 
in 1993-94. Sundry creditors to current assets 
showed sharp fluctuations. It rose by 6 
percentage points in 1992-93 and fell by 9 
percentage points in 1993-94. Short-term 
bank borrowings to inventories rose by 19 
percentage points in 1992-93. 

The company has major cxpansion-cum- 
modemtsation plans with focus on high value 
added products, modernisation and 
upgradation of product quality and service, 
material integration, import of technology 
and strategic alliances to enhance capacities 
through joint ventures. The company plans 
to Set up a gassed and mercerised yam pro¬ 
ject at Hosbiarpur with an initial installed 
capacity of 3.5 tpd, with an outlay of Rs 50 
crore. For this the company has tied up with 
a Korean firm, The products to be 
manufactured include value added textile 
yarns for production of high quality fabrics. 
Another expansion scheme at its existing 
.spinning unit at Malerkotia includes addiUon 
of 34,416 spindles to cater to the yam 
requirements of the gas.scd and mercerised 
yam project and other projects of group com¬ 
panies. The total cost of the project is esti¬ 
mated at Rs 65 crore, Tomeet the requirement 
of customers for a ccmplete package of .sewing 
thread products, the company has entered 
into a joint venture, Babour Vardhaman 
Threads, with Babour Campbell group of 
Ireland The company has secured rights to 
market the products in countries like Nepal. 
Bangladesh and Pakistan. 

The company proposes to make a 1:1 
bonus issue. It has been also given pernii.ssion 
to make Euro issues worth $ 100 million. 

DABUR (INDIA) 

Rise in Sales 

Dabur (India) is an 110-year old group with 
a turnover of approximately Rs400 crore. 
It has aprofile of450products, 22 of which 
contribute 70 per cent of the company’s 
turnover. The company has six divisions 
handling different product ranges - health 
care products, family products, natural 
gums, exports, pharmaceuticals and the 
veterinary products. 

• Net sales went up by 24 per cent (Rs 60.5 8 
crore)operatmg profit by 31 perccnt(Rs 9.74 
crore) and net profit by 37 per cent (Rs 3.85 
crore). Taxation was upby 44 percent (Rs 2 
crore), depreciation by 32 per cent (Rs 1.39 
crore) and interest charges by 19 per cent 
(Rs 2.46 crore). Non-operating profit fell by 
16 per cent (Rs 4 lakh) while other income 

was down by 84 per cent (Rs 3.62 crore). 
A dividend of 20 per cent was declared for 
the year. 

Exports were up by 86 per cent for the 
year. New markeU were established in 
Hungary .Bulgaria, Slovenia, Ukraine, ItaJy, 
Spain and Malta. The consumer range has 
been extended by well accepted international 
range of luxury soaps and talcum powder. 
The cesnpany has plans to introduce a variety 
of new consumer products like herbal soaps, 
talcum powder, sandalwood and lavender 
and vinegar in different flavours. As for its 
overseas plans, the company ha.s applied to 
the Pakistan Investment Board for setting 
up a manufacturing unit, it has received 
approval from the Egyptian government for 
setting up a joint venture unit DahurEgypt. 
which is under incorporation. It already has 
a subsidiary in Nepal and a wholly owned 
subsidiary has been promoted by the 
company in British Virgin Islands. Exports 
to sales ratio increased by 3 percentage 
points in 1993-94. 

Inventories grew by 10 percentage points 
in 1993-94 and fell by 81 percentage points 
in 1992-93. Return on investment was steady 
for two years at 11 per cent (1991 -93) and 
then fell to 9 per cent in 1993-94. Raw 
materials consumed to value of production 
declined from 22 jicr cent in 1991 -92 to 18 
per cent in 1992-93 and 17 per cent in 
1993-94. Earning per share fluctuated at 
Rs 18 in 1991-92, Rs 22 in 1992-93 and 
Rs 5m 1993-94.Remunerationtoemployees 
declined from 25 per cent in 1991 -92 to 24 
per cent in 1992-93 and 21 per cent in 
1993-94, while remuneration to employees 
to Value of production was steady at 3 per 
cent for all the three years. Debt-equity ratio 
fell from 61 per cent in 1991-92 to 53 
per cent in 1993-93 and 44 per cent in 
1993- 94. Sundry creditors to current assets 
has been steady at 5 per cent in the past two 
years after falling by 3 percentage point.s 
in 1992-93. Short-term bank borrowing 
to inventories fell from 85 per cent in 
1991-92 to 76 per cent in 1992-93 and 72 
per cent in 1993-94. 

As a part of its modernisation and 
expansion plans the company’s bulk drugs 
and chemicals unit was expanded. The 
company plaas to launch newproductr^uiges 
like dental care, soaps and shampoos to 
strengthen its position in the market. 'The 
company has entered into joint venture 
agreements with Guldenborst B V of 
Netherlands to manufacture and market 
various confectionery products. Another 
joint venture, Carbunlndia, was incoporsted 
with its works in Himachal Pradesh and 
products are expected to be launched in 
1994- 95. 

The company invested Rs 90 lakh on 
R and D. Research was directed towards 
pharmaceuticals, ayurvedic products, 
cosmetics, toiletries, food products, 
veterinary preparations and development of 
classical ayurvedic preparations. 
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OF LIFE, LETTOBS AND FOliTICS 

Amusing Times for Once? 
GPD 

Zhirinovsky's three-day visit was one amusing international event to 
have taken place in India after a long time, providing some relief in the 
dismal times we are required to live in, courtesy our new economic 
policies. However, it would be to imderestimate this country to suggest 
that amusement in our public life was limited to the doings of 
Zhirinovsky orTN Seshan. 

INDIA ha,s always been a land of exotica. 
The west has tended to view things Indian 
as a shade mysterious and at times as out¬ 
right chaotic and unfathomable. There is one 
cinema handbook which has no entry on 
Indian cinema. The only entry there is 
Satyajit Ray and some Hindi movies arc 
attributed to him. Considering the factual 
errors that our own film encyclopaedia 
has made, the American handbook can be 
forgiven. But in the case of tlie American 
handbook it is hardly an error. For the 
westerners all Indian languages must sound 
alike anyway. (Our editors have no such 
excuse.) 

The land of the exotic is unfathomable, 
unreachable. It appeared as if this picture 
changed I'or a while when Zhirinov.sky visited 
India. This ultra-nationalist Russian must 
trace his pedigree to Solzhenytsin if.he has 
read him. It was the Nobel Prize winning 
Russian author who produced the gosjiel of 
Russian nationalism in his speeches at New' 
York which arc available in book form. If 
one read that book, one would tend to think 
of Stalin in rather warm and friendly terms. 
Siirinovsky has, of course, gone several 
steps beyond. In the end he has become 
exotica of a kind. Russian exotica visiting 
the land of the exotica, in a manner of 
speaking. 

The Russian found typical modern 
Indian exotica in the new middle class hero, 
T N Se,shan. Zhirinovsky would like our 
chief election commissioner to go to Russia 
and conduct elections there. The CEC 
might agree if some film actresses, whom 
he admires, are also invited as deputy 
commissioners. Zhirinovsky however was 
not only looking for exotica. He probably 
understood how the media and the middle 
classes have valorised the man. He hoped 
to gain some mileage by making a special 
point about him. At any rate, that would 
make his subsequent statements about the 
partition of India .sound credibie. The man 
is committed to India and its people includ¬ 
ing the chief election commissioner. BJP 
leader Vajpayee's unrestrained delight at 
meeting this gentleman from the wild cast 

of Europe was indicative of what sort of 
heroes sell in India. T N Seshan is one. 
21hirinovsky is another. One thinks that there 
was no proper electoral/democratic process 
in India till he came to power. The other 
thinks that there would be no proper 
democratic process in Russia till he comes 
to [Hiwer and, the Russian orthodox church 
willing, he might actually do so. The 
three days of Zliirinovsky’s visit was one 
amusing international event to have 
happened in India after a long time. Some 
relief in the dismal times we arc required 
to live in presently, courtesy our new 
economic policies 

However, one would be underestimating 
this country if amusement in our public life 
was limited to the deeds of Zhirinovsky and 
T N Seshan. Our ministers do not want to 
pale into insignificance in comparison. As 
ifthccurrentexcrciscsinscmi-fa.scisthumour 
ol ZLhiriiiovsky or the moral pretensions of 
T N Seshan were not enough, the minister 
of state for external affairs has offered to 
look after gurdwaras in Pakistan. There is 
nothing political in this offer, he reassured 
the government of Pakistan. The offei was 
of rather old vintage, made some years ago, 
and was entirely religious. Shrines belonging 
to minorities have fallen on bad times in 
Pakistan. This is true of Sikh gurdwaras and 
Hindu temples. Tlie record of the government 
of Pakistan even before fundamentalism bad 
become the dominant force that it is tixlay 
was not particularly creditable. All this is 
true. But one would normally expect an 
Indian minister to be a little more modest 

in these matters following the Ayodhya 
‘incident’. The offer came at a time when 
the VHPhad announced itsplans or intentions 
regarding the mosques in Banaras and 
Mathura. The minister was either unaware 
of this fact and had forgotten the story of 
the Babri masjid in Aytxihya or .seemed to 
believe that the Pakistanis would not know 
of the new game p Ian of the VHP and would 
have forgotten abtiut the Babri mosque. 

People seem to be blissfully unaware of 
bas ic courtesies. The Pope was not courteous 
towards the Buddhists when he was visiting 
Sri Lanka very recently. The Pakistanis are 
either sorting out their ethnic problems 
through bullets and bombs or are busy 
reaching new heights of fundamentalist 
militancy Ourministerseems to be unaware 
that making a ‘purely religious’ offer of 
safeguarding minority shrines in 
neighbouring states can have dangerous 
implications. Imagine a situation when 
Pakistan offers to protect minority shnnes 
in Ayodhya, Varanasi and Mathura. He might 
well have thought that such an absurd 
situation cannot arise here - because we 
have only ‘disputed structures’ and no 
siirines, really speaking. 

You would agree that Indian politics can 
be an amusing game. Zhirinovsky’s de.sire 
Uiat T N Seshan should look after elections 
in Russia will never licfulfilled. RLBhatia’s 
purely religious offer to Pakistan would 
never be accepted. Even Shia and Sunni 
shrines are no longer safe in Karachi. Ihe 
next step for ourm in ister would be to suggest 
the protection of these shrines be handed 
over to India. A purely religious offer from 
a friendly neighbouring state can be made, 
One can only hope that the imagination of 
our folks in the south block docs not run 
that wild. 

But then amusement is amusement. It 
should not be taken seriously in Russia, 
India, Pakistan or any whereelse. For people 
burdened with inflation and poverty and 
globalisation, the only way to survive is 
to look upon such imaginative feats as 
amusing times for a change and to hope 
that nothing disastrous follows the 
indulgent amusement. 
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COMMENTARY 

Re-opening Sardar Sarovar Issue 
Signifkant Gain of Narmada Struggle 
Saqjay Sangvai 

The findings of the review report of the Sardar Sarovar Project and the 
Madhya Pradesh government’s decision to call a halt to the dam 
cmstruction in face of improper rehabilitation give credence to the 
anti-dam claims of the Narmada Bachao Andolan. 

ON December 16, 1994, the twenty-five 
day-old indefinite fast by Medba Patkar, 
Seetarambhai and Kamlabehn of Narmada 
Bacbao Andolan ended in Bhopal, after the 
declaration by the Madhya Pradesh chief 
minister that his state would call for 
immediate stoppage of the construction 
work on the controversial Sardar Sarovar 
dam if the tribals below the dam level of 
80.03 metres are notresettled till Decern ber 
31, 1994. He also declared, “since we arc 
no more bound by the slipulation.s of 
Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal (NWDT) 
accord as per the order of Supreme Court, 
on December 13 we would press for further 
lower height.''Thechiefminisler announced 
that they would press for reconsideration on 
all issues and submit a separate affidavit in 
Supreme Court regarding stand of Madhya 
Pradesh. This is a significant victory of 10- 
ycar old struggle in N armatla valley. At last, 
the much awaitedreviewreporton the Sardar 
Sarovar project has seen the lightof theday. 
The Supreme Court had ordered the report 
to be made public, and all the concerned 
state governments and the Narmada Control 
Authority (NCA) to respond to its 
recommendations within four weeks. 

While issuing the order, the Supreme Court 
had made it clear that “tlie deliberations in 
the NCA have to be made on all aspects, 
uninhibited by any considerations of the 
legalimplications thereof which if necessary, 
would be considered at the hearing of tiie.se 
matters by the court". This significant 
observation has unshackled the concerned 
states from ‘restraints’ by the stipulations of 
the NWDT award. The award has been used 
by the central and all the concerned stale 
governments of Madhya Pradesh, Gu jarat, 
Maharashtra and Rajasthan, as well as by 
the pro-dam individuals and organisations, 
to stall any questioning of the viability, 
feasibility, and beneficiality of the dam, and 
its adverse impacts. Even when almost all 
the basic parameters, including the water 
availability in Narmada and the cost, .seemed 
to be at variance, the NWDT award was 
projected as something sacrosanct with 
fervent orthodoxy. 

Positive Decision 

It is a positive feature that the Supreme 
Court, for the time being, has compelled the 
government to think about the basics of the 
project. We are not sure whether the court 
continues with the same attitude, as this 
order came at a time when petitions in the 
court could have bccomeirrclevant. Though 
the Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA) had 
filed the comprehensive petition calling in 
question the dam, its benefits and thesocio- 
environmcntal destruction way back in May 
1994, urging an immediate step by the court 
to prevent the illegal construction and 
submergence, the hearing has been delayed 
from time to time. On the other hand, the 
woik on the dam was proceeding at full 
speed, threatening hundreds of families with 
submergence. But, the legal avenue remained 
defunct, thus de facto, allowing more and 
more injustice. Even now, though the court 
has ordered the review to .be published, it 
has postponed the hearing of the interim 
petition for the immediate stoppage of the 
dam work, thus allowing the work to proceed 
up to 80.03 metres or even above it. making 
tlic increased submergence irreversible. Tlie 
court should have avoided commenting on 
the non-violent method of the struggle. The 
court has termed the saty agraha and ‘coming 
to the streets’ as extra-constitutional. Are 
extra-judicial ways of protest necessarily 
‘ex tra-constitu tional ’ ? ihhe courts think .so, 
this is a serious matter. Dharnas, morchas, 
satyagrahas, picketing, fasts are equally 
constitutional as is the judicial process. In 
lact, it is the failure of the judicial remedy 
which creates the need to sharpen other 
means of protest. Nevertheless, the recent 
decision of the Supreme Court has reopened 
the issue of SSP. 

PROtTOURAL HASSIES 

The Supreme Court has ordered the 
publishing of the review report of the review 
group appointed by the union waterresourccs 
ministry on August .S, 1993. It was supposed 
to submit the report within three months. 
The review process of the Sardar Sarovar 

has been one of the most tedious and 
fhistrating experience. It took one year to 
complete and submit the report. At every 
stage theNB A and conscientious citirxns of 
the country had to pressurise, confront and 
appeal the government and the members of 
the review group to get the review conducted, 
and the final report prepared. It is learnt that 
while the NBA took the matter seriously, a 
couple of mem bers of the review committee 
treated the issue in utmost casual fashion, 
compelling tlie review group not to undra'take 
the tour of the affected villages in the 
Narmada valley and of the resettlementsites. 
The secretary of water resource ministry. C 
D Tliatte, stressed (hat the basic features of 
the dam are no* amenable for any change. 
It was made clear that the group was merely 
to suggest ways and means to implement the 
project more efficiently. .Still, all state 
governments, except Maharashtra and the 
NBA bciycotted tlie review process 

The group seems to have accepted these 
unwarranted limits on its own scope, which 
ran contrary to the mandate it was given 
while it was constituted. The petition to 
challenge tlicre vie w by .some pro-dam people 
in Gujarat High Court in September 1993 
and the undertaking by the union water 
re.source ministry that the report would not 
be made public until the final order, was an 
alibi. Tliere was no bar on completing and 
submitting the report but only on publishmg 
It. But, the court case was made a preicnl 
to drag on the completion of the report. 
There were atlempt.s to have a consensus 
report to satisfy the powcrholders. Tlie 
chapters regarding lienefits. environment and 
resettlement were diluted to the extreme and 
one memberinsisted on deleting the chapter 
on financial aspect of tlie dam if he was to 
sign the report. Even after signing of four 
members, the convenor of the group. Jayant 
Patil, a inemberof the Planning Commission, 
refused to sign and subm it the report. At this 
point, two members of the group, L C Jain, 
an economist and a former member of the 
Planning Commission, and Kamaswamy 
Iyer, a former secretary to the union water 
resource mini.stry, sent letters to Patil. arguing 
that tlie delay in subbiLssion of the report, 
would amount to a breach of trust. 
Incidentally, this pressure was applied only 
after the NBA appealed to all the five 
members to submit the report. Ultimately, 
the report was submitted in July 1994. 

The NBA ha.s taken the matter to the 
Supreme Court. Already, a comprehensive 
petition challenging the claims of the dam 
and documenting violation of laws and 
human rights was filed in May 1994 in die 
apex court. A special leave petition (SLP) 
regarding the review report was filed and 
the two matters were clubbed together. Af tei 
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aiiMlb.iilN3r, flw obort opened ^ imded . 
Mvtlopeett November 15,1994, askinitfae 
govenmaat to nspcmd witiiia four weeks. 
But, at the beering onDeoember 13 the court 
famd tbieywenunentresponse ‘beaudfidly 
vague and nbn-committal’ and ordered to 
reapottd till lutuary 17. The court in its ora] 
obwrvMionB also expressed concern over 
the kreversible construction woik and 
submergence. 

Hie tedious process of the review would 
show diet the powerholders in India are even 
averse to a small attempt to re-examine the 
issue, lest it may disprove their claim. At 
evoy stage of tte review, the NBA had to 
fight a battle of nerves, but it did not allow 
thereview process to be sabotaged half way. 
It kept patience and swallowed all privations 
because it was necessaiy to question the so- 
called ‘public purpose' of SSP. The Sardar 
Sarovar review is a beginning of an attempt 
to refashion the notion of development 
policy. Despite severe constraints and 
limitations, rightriom the terms of references 
to the non-cooperation by the concerned 
governments, the review group ha.s pointed 
out manyt) shortcomings and flaws in the 
project, further confirming the seriousness 
of the issues which the NBA has beenraising. 
The review group has mentioned that many 
important studies, action plans regarding the 
proposed benefits, hydrology, environmental 
aspects and about the rehabilitation aspects 
are still incomplete and unimplemented. 

‘ QuBsnoNABtE Claims 

The repcHt has doubted the government 
estimates of the water availability in Narmada 
and asked for a fresh estimate. The project 
autlK^ties claim that the annual wateryicld 
in Narmada is 28 million acre feet (MAP) 
while number of engineers and the Madhya 
Pradesh government have claimed that the 
same is 23 MAP. The report suggests 
reordering of priorities of water allocations 
among different regions. The report 
heavily came down u^n the proposed plan 
to grow sugarcane in early reaches of the 
Narmada canal, an issue which the NBA 
has been raising. It noted that the .sugar 
factories ue being given licence and it 
would be diffKult to deny water for sugar¬ 
cane once the cropping pattern gets 
established and vested' interests develop. 

While the nport mentions that it has yet 
to scrutinise the command area studies, it 
oeverihekss notes diat tlte much talked about 

conjunctive use of surface water and 
groundwater is not an integral part of the 
SSP.Ther^initmekesclearthBttlM inigation 
coverage proposed for Kutch from SSP is 
y«y Umit^^and recommends an increase 
inaHonatkmtrf water toKatch and Saurashtta. 
And, S' this is not tecimb-econoinically 
feasible, more attention should be paid to 
'*'**B>'*bedaaaiMgetBent, tarikinigatioBaiid 
other tradytioiut measures of water 

meaniTM in Gujarat b«4g^ is veiy 
Umited. Thus the review (pos^l^pat forth 
an altmoative approach towards water 
managementand distribtilioB, aimilarto the 
one envisaged in the SSP plan. 

The report demands a detailed plan for 
providing drinking water, complete with 
financial scbeme.Itaisoeskitfaegovwnment 
to publish and disseminate aftiU list of 8,214 
villages and 135 urban centres which are to 
be provided with drinking water facilities. 

While dealing widi the aspect of power 
geneation, the review thd not consider the 
impact of non-completion of the upstream 
Narmada Sagar Fi-oject <NSP) and the 
differentestimatesofwateryieldasimportant | 
factors affecting power generation. It notes 
that for irrigation purposes die dam would , 
require a height of only 436 feet, and an l! 
additional 19 feet for power generation. If l; 
this 19 feet of extra height is slashed, the 1 
adverse impact of SSBgets obviated to a 
large extent. Power beneftts could be made 
up through alternative sources. i 

The report accepts the fact that the project 
was mandated and was ongoing, before the 
approval by the Planning Commission in 
1988. The review feels there is still room 
for further studies and examinatkm of impacts 
not eorlierforeseen. Admitting ihatthenotion 
of comprehensive, integrated planning and : 
project formulation, fully incorporating 
human, social and environmental concents 
right from the early stages, was a new idea, 
the repon acknowledges that the full impact : 
on downstream area, catchment area, and the 
flora fauna has yet to be made. It endorses 
the recommendations of the environmental 
subgroup of NCA and asks those in charge 
of the project and NCA not to regard the 
environmental point of view as external to 
the project continuation. Referring to the 
submission by the union ministry of 
environment and forest (MOEF), the review 
concluded that action plans are still 
incomplete. Many of the studies, plans and 
actions are behind schedule, and there have 
been considerable slippages in project 
construction. The review doubts the 
advisability of releasing the forest lands for 
compensatory afforestation. 

Rehabilitation: PkoM Numbers to 
Master Plan 

On the human aspects of the project, the ' 
review observes that efforts must be made 

count the human and social costs of the 
project, and its remedial measures. It asks 
for a complete census of groups, 
communities, and individuals to be affreted 
in any manner wbatsoova-, so dial the data | 
base needed for planning isconq^rehcnsive. 
The report questions tbesMHty of secondary ' 
displacement caused by the resettlementoB ' 
forest land which may farther reduM the | 
forest land and create problem m future j- 

The review accepte the fact that the land- j 
based resettlement as per the onto of the 

NWDT’naay not be liiRy in^tleiiwatable. 
There have been slippages in the tuns 
schedule and non-observance of 
rehabilitation in advance of sutnnergtoM 
needs to be avoided. The review caUs for 
a re-examination of the concepts of 
resettlement and rehabiliution in the Hgfrt 
of actual difficulties. In the end, the r^ort 
notes the demand of the Madhya Prad«i|i 
government to bwer the height of the datt 
to minimise the adverse effects. 
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" Thtti it appears that the grot^ baii raised 
almost all tlK basic issues regarding tbe datn. 
All themajorpoiflte raised by tbel^Abave 
been acknowledged. Nevertbeleas, on many 

' points, the repOTt justifies the premises of 
the project and even condones the non- 
observance of rules and laws. Though the 
Oujarat government and the dam-supporters 
like ARCH-Vahiiii snubbed the group, the 
group went out of its way to take cognisance 
their point of view. The group refrains from 
commenting on the sorry state of 
rehabilitation. Nor does it seriously dwell 
upon the grave violation of human rights due 
to the continuous police repression in the 
Narmada valley. The review does not make 
any decisive comment about the dam. But 
it does raise significant doubts. It has done 
significant woik by at least listing down the 
points which indicate that the project 
mismanaged, confirming the issues raised 
by the NBA. Yet the review has refused to 
pursue its observations to its logical 
conclusion. 

However, the Supreme Court .seems to 
have taken the review report seriously and 
has ordered the'NCA and the state 
governments torespond till Januaiy 13. j 994. 
According to reliable sources, the Gujarat 

, government and the bureaucrats at the centre 
have been stalling the process of 
deliberations. Gujaratis trying to gel political 
mileage out of this issue as the assembly 
elections arc round the corner. All (he 
illegalities are being justified and pushed 
ahead only for gaining electoral benefits. 
The Gujarat government is intimidating the 
central Congress leadership. It is learnt that 
the state chief minister, Chhabildas Mehta, 
has requested the prime minister to increase 
the heightof thedam in an Congress working 
committee meeting. Guj arat has m ade a pact 
with Rajasthan in demanding an increase in 
the height up to 100 metres, despite the 
failure to comply to any noim or plan of 
resettlementorenvironmental management. 
The Oujarat leaders have declared that the 
Supreme Court order holds little relevance 
to them. It seems that as in Aytxihya contro¬ 
versy, the dam supporters are out to defy 
the law. the Constitution and the judiciary 
of this land, [t is no wonder that the pro¬ 
dam slogan, ‘baandh wahi banega' recalls 
the earlier slogan 'mandir wahi banega’. 

During thedays of indefinite fast by Medha 
Palkar and her colleagues demanding 
stoppage of the work on the SSP, thcMatlhya 
Pradesh assembly discussed the issue three 
times. Two times theas.sembly was ad journed 
for the day. The assembly decided to send 
an all-party ML As' team to assess the status 
of rehabilitation of the Madhya Pradesh 
oustecs in Gujarat. After its tour of 19 

,' resettlement sites between Decenfber 5-12, 
the committee pt^sented an interim report 
to the deputy cl^ef minister. The Singhdeo 

' Commitcee concluded that 

Bven (hough only 2 per cent e| (he 33,014 
families of MP who will be affected by the 
SSP, will be settled in Gtijaiat, in this shnit 
time and small amount of work, the NWDT 
award has been violned in severe ways. 
The pfoblems...include people who have 
been ^splaced without cidti vable land... been 
given unproductive land... forest produce 
and grazing lands are scarce, house plots 
have not been allotted on time, public 
amenities are scarce...So far 75 per cent of 
the agricultural land given to the displaced 
families is barren and fallow, covered 
with shrubs, disputed, fragmented and 
encumbered. The figure given by the Gujarat 
government about the number of 
rehabilitated persons is false. According to 
a preliminary estimate, there are more than 
1,50U displaced persons who ha ve been given 
disputed, barren land. Out of these ROD are 
on the verge of returning to Madhya Pradesh. 
More than 90 percent of the residential sites 
are far away from the host villages and 
surrounded byftiti-social elemcnts...These 
rehabilitation sites get waterlogged ...no 
appropriate educational facilities, no 
permanent arrangement for providing 
employment... 80 per cent of residential 
sites only have saline water to drink, which 
is not potable... Village community has not 
been resettled as a whole... (has] led to 
breakdown ofthe unified society... Looking 
at the condition of small percentage of tribal 
and non-trihal rehabilitated persons who 
have been displaced from MP so far, it i.s 
absolutely clear that neither Gujarat nor MP 

KERALA has always been affected by 
political instability rightfrom its formation 
in 19.56. It has seen no less than lOelections 
and 15 ministries between 1956 and 1994. 
Except twice, no ministry could complete 
its normal tenure of five years in power. One 
of tlic reasons that contributed to political 
instability was cotiununalism. This paper 
examines the growth of communalism and 
how it waS used by the major political parties 
for furthering their own interests. 

Defining communali.sm is a difficult task 
because it expresses itself in different form.s 
and manifestations. But as George Mathew 
says, “Two .subtle di.stinctions of commu- 
nalism can be drawn up: (a) Communalism 
as a political doctrine; and (b) Communalism 
as a behaviour based on community 
sentiments” [Mathew 1989:11]. The first 
implies the tendency to use the religio-cultural 
differences to mobilise people for narrow 
political ends. Bipan Chandra defines 
“Coriununalism as the belief that because a 

' bos the neoessaiy ci^Obifity and raodiiiesit 
to undeitake huge task tiT rehabilitating 
thousands of displaced families. 

The committee concludes, • 

the ongoing work on SSPis in>dting a serious 
crisis of human rights and... this crisis is 
unnecessary... without forgetting that the 
SSP is an inter-state project [and] that the 
final decision cannot be taken by alone, 
we again slate that the initiative must be 
taken to stop the ongoing work on the dam. 

On the basis of this report the Madhya 
Pradesh government has declared that it 
would seek for lowering the height of the 
wall below 436 feet, depending on the 
circumstances of rehabilitation, water 
availability, and other factors. The stale 
government has also appointed a comm'ftce 
of MPs from Madhya Pradesh to review all 
aspects ofthe SSP. While Madhya Pradesh 
seems to be taking step.s, emboldened by the 
Supreme Court directives and the review 
report, the Maharashtra government still toes 
the anti-tribal line in backing the Gujarat 
government for continuing construction of 
thedam. The ex-chief minister Sharad Pawar 
and his bureaucrats have been brutal in their 
decisions, be it a matter of Gowari killings 
iiiNagpurortheNarmadatribals. Astatewide 
prote.stof tribals against this anti-tribal policy 
is taking shape. Meanwhile, the struggle in 
the Narmada Valley surges towards its goal 
with renewed vigour. 

group of people follow a particular religion, 
Uiey have as aiesult, common social, political 
and economic interests” [Chandra 1984:1 ]. 
To Rashecduddin Khan. “Communalism is 
perversion of religion from a moral order 
to temporal arrangement of contemporary 
convenience, from a faith into a 
constituency, from a strategy of living into 
tactics of politics, from an end into a means" 
[Khan 1989:138]. Manu Bhaskar defines 
commu-nalism as “Competitive group 
solidarities within the same pd iticat system 
based on ethnic, linguistic or religious 
identities” [Bhaskar 1987:245]. 
. The second aspect of communalism entails 

a certain identity being transferred into a 
sonseof community feeling. Hiav community 
means any group capable of developing a 
’we’ feeling, e g. racial, caste, linguistic, 
religious, etc. As Louis Dumont puts it, 
“Conununalism supposes theexistenoeof a 
conununity, a group of adherents tothesune 
religion,'and it gets the edge of the meaning 

Politics of Communalism in Kerala 
John Oommen 

Apart from unique social structure and the geographic composition, 
opportunism of major political parties has intensified communalism 
in Kerala. 



.i... 
t&oagh the panUelitn with the other term; 
iti« tome&iog 1ikenationaU«iQ in which the 
nstioo, Ro to Kpeak. iit leplaced by the 
community” [Dumont 1970:89]. 

Communalism as it operates in Kerala is 
very nearer to the second definition. Kerala 
is noted for its uniqueness in religious 
diversity and communal harmony as 
compared to other states. But with all these 
positive attributes, we find the electorate 
being swayed by communal feelings and 
identities. In a similar vein, the appointments 
to government posts are influenced by 
communal considerations. Moreover, there 
is the rising phenomenon of various 
communities launching their own political 
parties with a view to strike bargains during 
the elections and share the spoils of powers 
in event their alliance wins the elections. 
Communalism as prevalent in Kerala may 
be defined as a feeling of group solidarity 
among different communities and to assert 
its presence in llie day-to-day functioning of 
society. Its style of operation is peaceful co¬ 
existence carried out through milder .social 
processes [Thomas 1985:15J.Thcnumberof 
political parties that one finds in Kerala are 
nothing but a conglomeration of pressure 
groups and are meant to promote the interests 
of the communities. More employment, more 
business facilities, more forest land for 
cultivation, more schools, more seats in 
professional colleges, more berths in the 
ministiy. arc some of the issues around which 
communal parties and groups revolve. The 
communal inteiesi groups bring with them 
the whole weight ot the communities and are. 
therefore, powerful enough to dictate terms 
to the government. Before going into the 
dynamics of communalism, it is impera-live 
to trace the growth of communalism in the 
state, [Verghese 1987:201- 

History op Commi^jalism in Malabar 

The origin and growth of communalism 
can be traced to the 16th century when the 
Portuguese made their appearance on the 
west coast of Malabai. With the advent of 
the Portuguese, who replaced the Arab traders, 
a certain amount of social tension arising out 
of their political and religious postures was 
incorporated into the Kerala society 
[Tharakan 1987; Dale 1975).These tensions 
escalated into full-scale religious conflict 
during tiie 18th and 19th centuries. But many 
of the religious conflicts had a tinge of 
economic reasoning behind it 

The Muslims who constitute a majority 
in this region were mostly involved in 
agricultural occupations. Their conditions 
of life worsened after Malabar was ceded 
into the Madras presidency. As part of this 
presidency, the history of Malabar differed 
from that of the princely states ofTravanccre 
and Cochin. In the first place, its development 
was conditioned by its position as an 
extension of a largely Tamil province. 
Secondly, its pei^ie were involved in a 

dlr^ relationship with dieBtifish and their 
politicBlinstituticmBlikethedistiictcollectoni 
and sub-collectors. 

The agrarian Structure prevalent in the 
Malabar region was in favour of the Jenmis 
who owned more than half of the cultivated 
area. The Jenmis were the earlier Rajas, 
Namboodiris, importantNayar andNambiar 
families and in some places the Moplahs, 
though the proportion was comparatively 
smaller [Miller 1970; 18], These Jenmis never 
cultivated land on their own but leased them 
to tenant farmers. As Menu Bhaskar pithily 
puts. “The Jenmis were the parasitic rent- 
receiving landlords under whom there were 
three or four intermediaries between them 
and the actual dllcr of the soil, all having 
different interests" [Bhaskar 1989:78], The 
peasants and agricultural labourers, mostly 
Muslims, who suffered under the exploitative 
system, began to revolt against the system. 
Tile peasant uprising, popularly known as 
the ‘Moplab outbreaks’, occurred in 1836. 
The most serious of this outbreak happened 
in 1921 which continued for six months and 
covered several villages. Though the 
immediate provocation for the violence was 
the frequent evielioii, there were quite 
communal overtures to the movement which 
was essentially conceived of within the 
framework of Islamic religious traditions 
and legacy of struggles by the Moplah 
peasants of Malabar. Tlie Moplab uprising 
changed the political complexion of the 
region. The Indian National Congress which 
had a presence in the area till then withdrew 
due to the increasing militancy of the 
Muslims, and thus, leaving the field open to 

the Muslim Le^ue to udee over. Tlw 
slietutionoftheMusliinsframtheBntiriMn 
as wdl as the Hindus, helped the Muslim 
League to make inroads into file Muslim 
community. 

The formation of the state of Kerala in 
1956 gave a boost to the Muslim League in 
terms of its support base. Unlike in the Madras 
presidency, the Muslims became one of the 
four powerful communal groups in Ko'ala. 
Moreover, they were more cohesive than the 
othergroups. Thus, the Muslim League used 
the solid block of Muslim votes as a lever 
to its advantage. The adage that politics is 
the art of the possible found an eloquent 
expression in the events of Kerala. In other 
words, tlie so-called secular parties see in the 
Muslim League a powerful ally inevitable 
forelecloral victory. which is why the League, 
despite being a communal party, continues 
to play a decisive role in the politics of the 
state. 

Communal Polarisation in 
Travancore-Cochin 

Travancore and Cochin, unlike Malabar, 
were retained as princely states under the 
British paramountcy. Here the origins of 
communalism can be traced to the aws^ening 
of nationalism among the people. As 
J N Gladstone opines. The growth of 
nationalism furthered the sense of freedom 
which had been stimulating various 
communities for several decades. On the one 
hand, people belonging to different 
communities shared the national feeling 
though their political aims were different 
from those of the people of British India: 
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bn Ihe other hand, in Kerala (itere was an 
attempt by almost every community to 
Ktreogthcn and improve it* own members 
resulting in the growth of conununalism” 
(Gladstone 1985:27). This growth of 
nationalism was not channelised by the 
political parties since they failed to strike 
deeproou till around 1940s. Their role was 
taken over by leaders of vMious communities 
who submitted petitions and memorials to 
the government for redressal of grievances 
of their respective communities. 

Till the beginning of the 20th century, the 
top positions in the government were always 
manned by outsiders, more particularly, the 
Tamil brahmins. As a protest against this 
domination by outsiders, various communi¬ 
ties within the state Joined together and 
submitted a petition called the ‘Malayali 
Memorial’ to the Maliaraja in 1831. Their 
plea was that the Malayalis who had proven 
academic and otiicrqualifications be preferred 
in recruitment to all levels of civil service 
(Tharakan 1988). 

The opening up of the administration 
created resentmeni arn'emg variou.s commu¬ 
nities. Tlie Nairs could take advantage as 
they alone had the ncces.sBry educational 
qualifications coupled with the required ritual 
for purity in a polity which was still governed 
bysuchtraditionalnonns.T C Varghesesays 
that the Malayali Memorial and the 
subsequent problems arising trom it was a 
significant development in the growth of 
communal consciousness among various 
communities. He observes. "The exclusion 
of three major communities from government 
patronage was unfair, unwi.se and unfortunate. 
Knot only sowed the .seeds of discontent among 
them but also induced them to organise tbem- 
selve.s on communal lines and fight jointly 
againstthe domination of those communities 
seeking royal patronage. The whole 
atmosphere was surcharged with communal 
hatred which set into motion the commu- 
nalisation of politic.s’’ (Varghese 1970:26). 

One of tlicmanifestations of rising commu- 
nalism was the formation of aitnmunul 
organisations like4be ,Srec Narayana Dharma 
Paripalana Yogam (SNDP) and the Nair 
Service Society (NSS).Tlierising community 
consciousness kindled hopes and aspirations 
among the communities and they began to 
put forth economic and political demands 
like reservations in recruitment. In 1932-33, 
anumberuf communal organisations joined 
together under the banner of the Join t Political 
Congress. In January 1933, the Congress 
initiated a' Absentation Movement' deciding 
to abstain from taking part either in voting 
or in accepting nomination to the legislative 
bodies so long as the government did not i 
make provision for the election to the 
legislature of representatives of all ' 
communitie.s ii. proportion to their strength 
of the population (Gladstone 1985:30). ' 

The rising communalism among the 
vafiouscommuiiities had a.sigmficantiinpact. 

on the politic* of the state. Thia was because^ 
it was difficolt to draw a line between the 
leadership of political parties and the 
communal organisations as the same leaders 
manned both these bodies. As TC Varghese 
observes, “The first generation of political 
leaders were none other than the leaders of 
their respective communities. They began 
their public life with the backing of their 
communities and services within the 
community was often a passport which 
enabled them to plunge into politics. 'Ibeir 
first loyalty was always to their communities 
and commitment to the ideology of the parly 
was of secondary importance. So the party 
bad to lean heavily upon the heads of various 
religious and communal organisations to 
continue in office... Thecontinued sway that 
the communal parties badovermajorparties 
was the reason why ideology-oriented politics 
did not get a foothold in Kerala politics” 
(Varghese 1970:25], 

Communal Politics after iNOEPENDiiNCE 

The merger of different units in 1956 to 
form Kerala in no way lessened the intensity 
of communalism that prevailed in different 
areas. On the contrary, communalism got 
intensified and the different communities 
began to assert them,sclves with redoubled 
vigour in the politics of the state. For the 
Muslims, themerger helped them to become 
one of the important minority groups in the 
state. The otlier commun ities also used their 
vote banks to wrest as many concessions as 
possible from the government. 

Uie major communities in Kerala are the 
Hzhavas. the Nairs, tiic Muslims and the 
Christians. These four communities compri.se 
roughly 80 per cent of the state’s population 

and vamuagoveraments .hhveiorvivi^ 
faikn due to the shifting alliances of tiiese 
communities, ’niedemogriqihic composition 
is such that each community is in a position 
to dictate terms to the political parties. One 
significant factor about these communities 
is their geographiciil concentration. Although 
they are scattered throughout the state, they 
have certain areas of concentration or what 
may be called ‘pocket boroughs’ (Chander 
1986:19]. Out of the total of 14 districts in 
the state, the Christians and the Muslims 
constitute a signilicant number in six districts. 
In one district, Malappuram, the Muslims 
constitute more than 60 per cent of the 
population (see Table). This geographical 
concentration helps the communal partie.s 
like the Kerala Congress and the Muslim 
League to winmorc seats from theChri'*’''n 
and the Muslim dominated areas respectively. 

Each of these communities ba.s 
organisations running school.*, colleges, 
ho.spitals, etc. and some of them publi.sh 
their own newspapers. An interesting feature 
is that almost all the existing private colleges 
in the state can be as.sociateJ with one or 
another of thc.se communities. This is 
probably one of the reasons why the 
education portfolio is almost always in the 
hands of a pro-Muslim League fellow as it 
is now. or a pro-Christiijn Kerala Congress 
fellow or with parties such as SRP and tlie 
Janata Dal, which have more clout within 
the coalition governments than enjoy public 
support in the state. 

Overtheyears. the communal groups have 
created for themselves an important rule in 
the coalition politics of the state due to their 
ability to become instruments forexpressing 
political preferences and mobilising political 
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r«f>om^Biadtui^it.Ihtbei«a}mofpcdiitic«, 
they act ax preuure groups and guard the 
interests of their respective communities. 
The sharp division of the society coupled 
with themosaic nature of politics makes the 
various community interest groups farmore 
important. They play a crucial role in the 
making and unmaking of govcrnmcnt.s. 
Sometimes, the‘social arms’get c6nvert,ed 
into ‘political arms’ so as to project the 
community interests more forcefully. 
Accordingly, the Muslims have the Indian 
Union Muslim League (lUML), the Nairs, 
the National Democratic Party (NDP), the 
Christians, mainly, the Kerala Congress 
(Mani) and the Kerala Congress (Joseph), 
and the Ezhavas have the Socialist 
Republican Party (SRP). Given the 
individualistic nature of the Malayalis, the 
parties underwent fissions resulting in 
.^pawning of new parties. This resulted in 
a situation wherein Kerala begun to be ruled 
by coalition governments as no single party 
could win majority of scats on its own. As 
the coalition government consisted of 
disparate communal interest groups, interest 
aggregation became a difficult proposition. 

The high level of caste consciousness is 
also one of the contributing factors in tlie 
shaping of political behaviour The Hindus 
arc divided on caste basis and hence cannot 
lake a united stand in the elcciural game. 
Tliis IS in conliast to the Muslims and the 
Christians who aie moi e organised and show 
more solidarity in the electoral exercises. 
This solidanty certainly helps them in greater 
bargaining capacity in .securing concessions 
liom the government. It is the claims and 
counter-claims regarding the harguining 
capacity that reinforces the communal 
polarisation of the communities giving rise 
to instability of the political system. Apart 
from these specific social conditions, 
communalism gets intensified in Kerala due 
to the absence of ideology among political 
|)artie.s and dominance of opportunistic 
politics. Alliances are formeci not on tlie 

Tabi e; DimicrwisF Oincentraiion of 

Major (‘oMniiNri lies 

(in Tliouxandx) 

District Hindu.s Mteslims ChnsUans 

i’athaiuimthitia 610 53 445 
(55.06) (4.78) (40.16) 

Kottuyain 807 84 806 

Idukki 
(47.55) (4.05) (47.50) 

488 63 418 

Froakulam 
(50.36) (6.50) (43.14) 

1173 340 1019 

Malappuram 
(46.27) (13.41) (40.20) 

772 1574 57 

Wyiiad 
(32.13) (65.50) (2.37) 

280 136 136 

Slate 
(50.54) (24.55) (24.55) 

14802 5413 5234 
(58.15) (21.27) (20.56) 

Note: Figure in bijicketa are percentages.. 
Source: Cenm o/Zinfio. 1981. 

bach of ideology buton the bnau of getting 
maxjmmn seats at the time of elections. The 
small communal partie.s see the advantages 
of retaining their identity for bargaining 
with the major parties. The major parties for 
narrow electoral considerations show no 
qualms in entering into seat adjustments 
with communal parties. The result of this 
opportunism displayed by major political 
parties is that these small parties begin to 
call the shots in politics. Any reluctance on 
the part of the government to accede to their 
demands results in shifting of their loyalty 
to the opposite front. The net re.sult Was 
political instability at the macro level. For 
instance, the Kerala Congress (Mani) quit 
the LDF under the pretext of law and order 
problem in 1982. The Kerala Congress 
(Joseph) threatened to quit the front when 
the govermnent refused to give title deeds 
to tho.se who had encroached on the 
government land. The UDF government had 
to give in to this demand so as to continue 
in the office. 

Both the Communist and the Congress- 
parties have played a role in the growth of 
communal politic.s in Kerala. The Communist 
party could attain power in 1957 only liecause 
of the co-opeiation and support extended 
to it by some communal powers and the 
tactics of identifying theii candidates 
according to the communal ratio IVarghesc 
19701. The Liberatioii Movement of 1959 
against the Communist government 
strengthened communal pressure grouji.s and 
the fall of the ministry can l>c atliibuted to 
the agitation led by these groups. The 
Communist paity’siiliiance with theMuslim 
League in 1967 and the formation of 
Malappuram district is another instance of a 
party succumbing to pies.surc politics During 
the 1987 elections, the CPl(M) .severed its 
tics with the All India Muslim I .cague (AIML) 
against the backgiound of the .Shah Bano 
case. But lately F.MS Nambooduipad who 
had advocated a strong staiiil against the 
AIML then, is talking of forging alliance 
with the Indian National League led by 
Ibrahim SulaimaiiSait.Thecomix’lling factor 
behind this change of policy is the 
forthcomingelection in the stale. Tlie CPl(M) 
knows that it is difficult for the Left 
Democratic Front to come to power on its 
own. The support of splinter parties is crucial 
considering the wafer-thin inaiorily that 
separates tlte victor from Uie l.iscr in Kei ala. 

TheCongress withall its .secularcredentials 
in not aligning with communal parties finally 
tied up will) the Muslim league and the 
Kerala Congress to fight the Communists. 
Tlte opportunity it got to rule the state was 
more powerful than the ideology ilprofcssed. 
At one time, almost all communal parties 
were part of its front. Sanctioning pensions 
to the Ulemma, declaring Friday as holiday 
for schools with a majority of Muslim 
students and granting title deeds to those 
encroaching on government land are 
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instances of apfwasementpf cpotinunal 
parties by the Congress. Another instance 
is the Congress(T) vacating its Rajya Sabha 
■scat to the lUML in order to placate the latter 
which suffered a drubbing daring die 
Gunivayoor assembly election. 

Thus, communalism constitutes almost an 
essence of politics of Kerala. Apart from the 
unique social structure and the demographic 
composition, communalism got intensified 
due to the opportunism displayed by the 
major parties. By aligning with small splinter 
communal parties, the major political parties 
which could have played an important role 
in secularising the political process became 
a participant to the communal processes. 
Consequently, the communal divide in the 
society gets reinforced and the possibilities 
of acon.solidatcd .secular base for the jxilitical 
systems get narrowed. 
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India die Eve of 

Issues in Social Development 

Rajiv Balakrishnan 

In its 50th anniversary year, the UN is hosting an international summit 
on social development with three core themes of alleviation and 
reduction of poverty, generation of productive employment and 
enhancement of social integration. An Indian perspective on these facets 
of social development, reviewing the contributions to a recently 
published volume. 

iTS traditionalrole ofpiv«erving world peace 
and mediating conflicts between nations 
muted with the demise of the cold war, the 
United Nations prepares to take on a new 
identity in the closing years of the 20tb 
century. Security from territorial aggres.sion, 
the UN's raison d'etre of the past, now 
yields to a 'new concept’ of human security, 
or security from threats to human welfare, 
From the inception of the United Nations, 
the two components of security - freedom 
from fear and freedom from want - have 
been recognised. In the past, it is the first 
aspect that has been emphasised. Now, a 
shift from a preoccupation with national 
security to a growing concern with human 
security is on the world’s agenda. 

Human security comes to occupy centre 
stage in the UN and in the international arena 
at a time when human security problems 
within nations are widely perceived to have 
international consequences. This is an 
inevitable adjunct to that overarching 
phenomenonn of our times - globalisation. 
Markets across the world have become 
extensively integrated, so that if economic 
activi^ in any part of the globe is undermined 
as a consequence of underdevelopment and 
its attendant ‘human security' problems such 
aspoverty and low prixluctivity employment, 
this becdnqes a matter of international 
concern.' Other examples of global 
dimensions to 'threats to human security' 
include, asttieUNDP's Human Development 
Report (1994) points out, anomy in the 
advanced societies of the west and its 
fostering of the widespread use of narcotics, 
which in turn sustains dictatorial regimes 
sponsored by drug cartels and drug barons 
in the less developed world; and refugee 
migrations, fuelled by problems of 
underdevelopment. Likewise, when 
economic output suffers as a consequence 
of, for instance, the popular unrest or ethnic 
strife that accompany unemployment and 
poverty, the repercussions, felt beyond 
nation^ frontiers, fuel international concern 
with issues of 'human security’. Threats to 
human security that ore of worldwide 
concern indulge population growth os an 

inhibitorof development and environmental 
degradation. 

Along with the growing worldwide concern 
with ‘human security’ is the realisation that 
contrary to conventional wisdom, human 
security does not necessarily follow from 
economic growth. (This is strikingly 
demonsUated by the UNDP’s ranking of 
nations by ONP per capita and separately by 
the Human Development Index.) The 
international preoccupation with issues of 
‘human security' is consequently comple¬ 
mented by the recognition of the need for 
deliberate efforts to promote it via social, 
rather than purely economic, development. 

It is against this backdrop that the UN. 
in its .50tli anniversary year, is hosting an 
international summiton social development. 
In Copenhagen, the venue of the summit, 
representatives of nations gather this month 
to discuss the state of the world. Their 
deliberations coalesced around three major 
dimensions of human security - the summit's 
three ‘core themes' of the alleviation and 
reduction of poverty, 'the generation of 
productive employment, and the 
enhancement of social integration. This paper 
presents an Indian perspective on these facets 
of social development, reviewing the 
contributions of scholars whose writings 
featured in a recent volume [Muchkund 
Dubey (cd), Indian Society Today: 
Challenge.t of Equality, Integration and 
Empowerment-, Har Anand Publishers, New 
Delhi, 199.fi; sponsored by the Council for 
Social Development, New Delhi]. 

The first paper is by Rajni Kothari, who 
speaks of the need for a ‘trickle up' 
developmental model; for an 'alternative 
path to development’ geared towards 
distributive] ustice, wherein theemphasis is 
on employment generation rather than 
growth per.», on raising purchasing power 
in the internal market rather than seeking 
succour from the external one. on rural 
development, and on ’the small and tiny 
sectors’. focusing on the creative capacities 
and traditional skills of artisan communities. 
Such a paradigm of development would 
draw in migrants from rural areas, women. 

woriema 
Kothari points out mat it is ntnv r^gnhmd 
that development is far more than merely 
a matter of economic and technological 
striving. These will reduce poverty and 
disparity and promote social justice only if 
the people, particularly the poor and the 
discriminated against, are empowered, by 
being equi{^>ed socially, viaeducation, health 
and housing and control over natural 
resources. 

In their contributions, K C Alexander and 
V S Vyas provide evidence of government 
policy in India having been informed by ttie 
‘new wisdom. Alexander depicts official 
policy since the 1960s, when it became 
widely felt that the theoretical ‘trickle down' 
effects of growth did not significantly 
translate into improvements in the living 
conditions of the poor. The thrust of die 
government’s perspective, he points out. 
has been to fight poverty through the pro¬ 
vision of productive assets, with an empha¬ 
sis on helping the poor improve their pro¬ 
ductive capacity; and via the provision of 
employment to those who cannot effectively 
manage assets. Apart from the ethical 
desirability of this approach, it was felt that 
the potential for economic growth could not 
be fully realised unless the productive 
energies of the poor were harnessed. This, 
Alexander argues, is the context of the 
country’s poverty alleviation programmes. 

Pointing to the limitations of these 
programmes, Alexander identifies 'stumbling 
blocks' - among them, values inimical to 
development, such as a lack of motivation, 
and population growth. He emphasises the 
importance of education and knowledge, 
which lead to higher productivity, and which 
have been poorly integrated into thecountry’ s 
programmes for poverty alleviation. 

In a similar vein, Vyas points out that die 
concern with ‘high quality growth', or 
‘growth with justice’, has been fostered by 
the recognition that economic growth is by 
itself no guarantee of improvements in the 
well-being of all sections of a country's 
people. While this awareness has guided 
government policy in India in the past, we 
are now revisiting that concern in thecontext 
of the global climate of liberalisation. A 
dominant theme in the current discourse, 
Vyas indicates, is the view that an acceleration 
of the pace of growth would translate into 
a ‘spread-over effect', felt by the various 
sections of society. Iliat perception not¬ 
withstanding, there is a worldwi^ commit¬ 
ment to not just growth, but multi-dimenr 
sional development, a commitment that is 
reflected in the three core themes of the 
Copenliagen summit. 'Social integration’, 
or ^e integration of the marginalised poor 
into the socio-economic mainsfream, is a 
keyeiementinthepicture, Vyas argues; and 
for the enhancement of the partieiparion of 
marginalised groups in the growdi ipooess. 
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of concta^ Hw vital 
adequate food, eddcadon, and health. India 
has had a tradition of publio intervention in 
all tiiree areas. In the vital sphere of 'food 
security', he says, improvements owe much 
to interventions in the public sphere. 
Agricultural price policy, geared to ensuring 
that productivity gains in the foodgrains 
sector were fairly divided between producers 
and consumers, contributed to containing 
increases in the real prices of foodgrain. 
Considering lhatthe poorspend three-foutths 
of their incomes on food, this was significant 
in ensuring ‘food security’. The public 
distribution system, put in place before 
independence and designed to distribute 
foodgrains at controlled prices, has been a 
significant factor as well. Employment and 
other poverty alleviation programmes, 
incliiding famine relief measures, despite ail 
theirshortcomings, havcplayeil an important 
role in promoting 'food security’. 

The success of economic reform in India, 
Vyas says, is u function of, among other 
things, human resource development and 
infrastructure, areas in which a more 
active role for the state is clearly called for”. 
There is all the more need for this in a 
couiioy like India where a high rale of growth 
can occur, at least in the medium term, even 
if only households in the medium and high 
income groups participate in the growth 
process and benefit from it. That pattern of 
growth, non-sustainabic for long in a 
democratic setup, calls for remedial state 
action. A constant refrain of the New 
Economic Policy - curtailment of govern- 
mcnicxpcnditurc in the serial sector - would 
thus have adverse consequences for the poor, 
more so in tlic light of the elitist bias in 
existing expenditure allocations, manifested, 
for instance, in outlays for higher education 
at the cost of primary education: and in an 
emphasis on the curative health services in 
urban areas at the cost of expenditure on 
more widespread preventive services. While 
biases of this type are notnecessarily integral 
to tlie New Economic Policy,".. .these trends 
could get strengthened witlt the introduction 
of economic reforms ifdcliberate efforts are 
not made to ensure that the poor have access 
to adequate and nutritious ftxKl, elementary 
education, and basic health services”. To 
ensure this, mere expenditure outlays arc not 
adequate, as the bureaucratic machinery's 
ability to deliver the gotxis leaves a great 
deal to be desired. On the other hand, 
exclusive dependence on the market 
mechanism to facilitate access to essential 
facilities such as those pertaining to health 
and education, could be inequitable. There 
is however, a third force, that of people's 
initiatives. TTiescopeforthis, well*gTOunded 
in Indian traditions, has been enhanced with 
the recent invigoration of panchayati rnj- 

Kamala Prasad, in his paper, focuses on 
another potential harbinger of a more 

equ^ahlft «iid so^i^y juti jpititely, 
Utid reform. Adopting a ’ historical 
perspective, Prasad tells us that a new elite 
of middle caste agricultural entrepreneurs, 
emerging on the scene with the abolishment 
of zamindari (intermediary) rights in land, 
went on to profit from the green revolution 
and to transform their new-found socio¬ 
economic standing into political clout. This 
new class, seeking to maintain its hegemony, 
worics to obstruct access to land for such 
groups a.s tenants, sharecroppers and landless 
labourers, as the ultra left movement in 
Bihar has decisively demonstrated. At the 
broader political level, centrist political 
parties, influenced by landed interests, are 
not truly committed to land reform measures. 
The bureaucracy too plays a retrogressive 
role: acompliantlandrefoim administration, 
guided by the interests of a patronage- 
providing dominant landowning class, has 
obligingly obstructed the implementation of 
land reform measures. Land reform 
legislation as it impinges on tenancy and 
sharecropping is a tricky business, Prasad 
points out. Tenants are apprehensive of 
eviction and absentee landlords fearful of 
loss of ownership. To subvert tenancy 
legislation, concealed tenancy has prevailed 
on a massive scale. In such a situation, 
implementation is problematic, but West 
Bengal shows the way. Its Operation Barga. 
aimed at recording all tenancies and 
sharecropping arrangements and employing 
a strategy of local mobilisation backed by 
the authority of tlie government, has yielded 
rich dividends in terms of tlie realisation of 
the ideal of land to the tiller. Prasad argues 
that political commitment by itself is not 
imough; a tradition of grass nwts activism 
is also necessary Thus, while the succc.ss 
of land reform mea.sures in West Bengal and 
Kerala can be attributed in part to political 
will, this by itself is inadequate. The role 
of grass roots traditions of mobilisation can 
be seen if one considers that in West Bengal, 
mobilisation for land reform enjoyed greater 
success in areas tliathud ahistorical tradition 
of peasant movements. Measures to ensure 
the viability of small holdings, a nece.ssary 
supplement to the scxiiallyameliorativcaspect 
of land reform, include wage employment 
programmes to make marginal landholders 
more viable; programmes for irrigation 
development; consolidation of holdings with 
provision for improved infrastructure; and 
poverty alleviation programmes to ensure 
that beneficiaries of land reforms are viable. 
The emphasis should he on egalitarian land 
reforms geared to creating viable farms that 
can participate in market mechanisms and 
bring prosperity to the rural masses, along 
the lines of the experience of such countries 
as China, .lapan and South Korea. 

Sheila Bhalla’s paper. 'Employment. 
Productivity and Workforce Development 
in India', studies aspecu of the poverty and 

points out that it is k>w ^itiduotivity 
employmentrather than open utwonpic^ment 
which is the main employment problem in 
India. Lowproductivity employment, judged 
in terms of the proportion of households 
below the poverty line, plagues vast .sections 
of the workforce. Bhalla argues also that in 
recent decades tliere has been a transfer of 
this human misery from rural to urban areas. 
She suggest.s thatrecentdevelopments augur 
ill for the employment situation in the 
country. She presents data to show that 
eroploymenlelasticitiesbavedeclined since 
the early 1970s. so that .the Indian economy 
has to grow much faster now to generate the 
same amount of fresh employment as it did 
in the 1970s’'. In many states, employment 
elasticities in agriculture have been nega¬ 
tive. In the case of non-farm activities, 
employment elasticities have been much 
higher in the unorganised .sector. In the 
urban organised sector employment elasti¬ 
cities have gone down as, fuelled by com¬ 
pulsions of international competition -cost 
reduction and improvement in the quality 
of products - this sector has become more 
capital-intensive. Unlike in the case of the 
urban orgontsed sector, technologicalchange 
cannot be blamed for low employment 
elasticities in agriculture. In the agricultural 
sector, new technology was "...almost as 
often labour using as labour saving”. Here, 
low unemployment elasticities have their 
sources in the mechanisation of agriculture 
os a strategy of reducing wage hills in tile 
fate of wage increases resulting from the 
siphoning of surplus labour into the non¬ 
farm rural and urban sectors. Given that the 
employment potential of the rural non-farm 
sector holds the greatest promise, rural 
diversification programmes would be in 
con.sonance wi th trends already established, 
Bhulla argues. However, while an 
"agriculture-led workforce diversification 
process seems to have taken place in the 
period preceding 1961”. subsequently, rural 
workforce diversification has been induced 
mostly by “forces originating outside the 
agricultural sector”. Yet, agiiculture “remains 
one of the key s to su stained overall industrial 
growth in India”. In the agricultural sector, 
Bhalla indicates, employment depends 
critically on the expansion of gross cropped 
area: this calls for a strategy of investment 
in rural infrastructure, part icularlyimgation. 

Vandana Shiva, using an ecological 
framework, providesyet another perspective 
on the country's poverty. Shiva argues that 
the dominant paradigm of market-based 
development has grievous consequences for 
the marginalised poor. In making her case, 
she identifies three types of intermeshiog 
economic systems. These include, apart from 
the 'market economy', the ‘economy of 
natural ecological processes’ (or ‘nature's 
economy') and the ‘sustenance economy'. 
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lit a Utekl «x{M»iSba, Sliiv»ilig<uKm titv 
|ttigdii^|iriiici{^b»df«acfa andsiMlbouttl)* 
im|ilicatioiM of Itwir intenaocbing. The most 
fundamental of the three is 'nature's 
economy*, in which regenerative ecological 
jiracesses ‘produce’ a range of natural 
resources such as humus from forests, water, 
tic. ‘Nature’seconomy* fostersthe ‘survival 
economy', in which large numbers of poor 
in the third world dmvelivelihoods directly 
from fodder, fuel, and other products of 
nature's bounty. The market-based 
development paradigm, with its emphasis 
on commodity production and capital 
accumulation, Shiva argues, has encroached 
upon the preserves of 'nature’s economy' 
and the ‘sustenance economy’, resulting in 
a diversion of life-sustaining resources to 
cash crop and commodity production. 
Historically, this has taken the form of 
capitalist appropriation, or privatisation, of 
the ‘commons’, or the communally-held 
resomces of the ‘.sustenance economy’, with 
thealiendantdi.spo«ses8ionof those for whom 
the commons is a source of basic needs 
fuiniment. In more recent times, the 
‘privatisation’ of the commons has given 
way to a more insidious form of capitalist 
appropriation via the privileged use of 
technology. Examples include cases of 
traditional fishermen dispossessed of their 
rights in the commons of the sea or river 
by the technology of mechanised fishing. In 
thU scenario, the use of technology and 
financial investments by the privileged few 
ate the mstjor agents of a “tacit and hidden 
dispossession’’, with international aid and 
technology transfer the major culprits 
abetting the transfer of resources from 
nature’s economy and the sustenance 
econcany to the market economy. The process 
is one in which local resources come to be 
increasingly controlled by international 
agencies like the World Bank, with appalling 
consequences. On the one hand, there is an 
“anarchy of resource use" in which affluent 
enclaves thrive even as the resource base of 
(he poor shrink. On the other hand, nature’s 
law of returns is eclipsed by the imperatives 
of financial returns to investment, so that 
‘nature's economy’, overexploited, suffers 
ecological damage. Having depicted the 
dismal consequences of the maricct-oriented 
development paradigm, Shiva builds up a 
case for a way out. A more rational and 
equitable strategy of rc.source use is called 
for, she argues. The key, she suggests, 
“...seems to lie in giving local communities 
control oyer local resources so that they 
have the ri^t and responsibility to rebuild 
nature’s economy, and through it. their 
own sustenance”. 

Viewing the market development 
paradigm’s adverse consequences through 
the leases of an institution that is crucial for 
human welfare - the family - Murli Desai 
points out that in the agricultural sector, the 

hka an tta4eniu«nf ctf 
sutMistMiioe in favour of caah orqia. Mo» 
generrily, the NBP has aggravated the 
marginalisation of families th^iack access 
to, and control over, retources, such as die 
families of landless and marginal farm«8, 
pavement and slum dwellers, and 
unmrganised labour. In the fonnal sector, 
redactions in the workforce have meant that 
“women are therirstto go as they are largely 
in die aided social sectors of health and 
education”. “As large numbeis of men lose 
employment, the load on women to earn 
thrragh the informal sector increases." More 
generally, Desai’s paper deals with various 
facets of the family, including the relationship 
between the family and the state. Focusing 
specifically on patriarchy as it imbues state 
policy, Desai decries the encroachment of 
patriarchal ideology into the public sphere. 
The phenomenon can be seen, for instance, 
in the realm of family law. Thus, in India, 
matters pertaining to marriage, divorce, 
adoption, maintenance, etc, are not .subject 
to a uniform civil code but instead depend 
on religious nesms which “...often perpetuate 
patriarchy in the family, violating the 
principle of equality and justice". In the case 
of laws that are covered by a uniform civil 
code, such as the Child Marriage Restraint 
.4ct, the Medical Termination of Pregnancy 
Act. Special Marriage Act, Dowry 
Prohibition Act, and provisions in the 
Criminal Procedure Code and the Indian 
Penal Code, “...interpretation and imple¬ 
mentation ... leave much to be desired”. 

Shiva Kumar’s paper focuses on a 
particularly vulnerable category of the 
family’s coastituents - children. India’s 
standing with respect to her professed goals 
of providing for the protection and 
development of the country’s children, 
Kumar points out, isabysmal by inlerhotional 
slandaids. Thus, that measure of child 
welfare, the undcr-five mortality rate, 124 
per thousand live births in India in 1992, 
indicates diat the counUy stood well above 
die world average of 97. and was farremoved 
from Japan’s accomplishment of 5 per 
thousand. Data show also that the deprivation 
of girls, as reflected in child survival, is far 
greater than that of boys. In 1981, in 224 
out of 402 districts, child mortality was 
higher for females. This dismal child welfare 
scenario has a bright side, however; if one 
looks at the child survival scenario ovw 
time, statistics show a reduction of the under- 
five moitaiity rate (U5MR) from 236 per 
1,000 in 1960 to 177 in 1980 and 124 in 
1992. The accelerated decline between 
1980 and 1992 is particularly imfwssive as 
lower rates of decline in this period were 
reported by only 4.5 out of 145 countries. 

Profiling deprivation in the vital 
educational sphere. Kumar indicates that m 
1991, some 19 to 24 million children aged 
6-14 years, over 60 per cent female, were 

foom iMivenl paaa df the 
cduiitiy s^iow alao that prioiaty aobool 
enK^menteaiebethH'amongboya.aoddrop- 
out rates higher for girls. As for childien not 
insebool, they invaiiahly woric. Kimiar states, 
“eitba- at hc^e or outside’’. According to 
the census, there were 13.17iiullion workers 
below the age of 14 in the country in 1981, 
most of tb^ engaged in agriculture. NSS 
data for 1983 indicate 17.36 million child 
woilcers aged 5 to 15, and the Operations 
Researcli Gro^p places the figure at^million 
in the same year. Many of these chUd wrakeis 
ore paid exploitative salaries. Others, for 
instance girl children employed in domestic 
activity, are not paid at all. Ihoblems of 
destitute and street children cry out f^ 
attention as well, Kumar adds. 

Arguing that the income level is not an 
acceptable predictorof child welfare, Kumar 
points out that while Punjab's per capita 
income is twice Kerala's and Mmipur’s. its 
IMR is two to three times higher. Growing 
incomes, to translate into child welfare, must 
therefore be appropriately channelled. The 
countty’s experience suggests significant 
disparities in this respect, a.s indicated by the 
fact that despite a bighei per capita income, 
Haryana’s health expenditure is less than 
that of Himachal Pradesh. Kumar argues 
foitherthatphysical provisioning is important 
but not adequate. He points out that the 
country's impressive gains in terms of per 
capita food production, public distribution 
andlntegrated Child Development Services 
(ICDS) notwithstanding, mainourishmeni 
afflicts an estimated 63 per cent of the 
population under five, a figure considerably 
higher than the developing country average 
of 36 per cent, and surpas.sed only by 
Bangladesh's figure of 66. According to 
Kumar, what is called for in this context is 
an ‘integrated approach' encompassing 
support for the livelihinid strategies of the 
poor, child care, and provision of adequate 
access to health facilities. 

Kumar argues that "...there is more to 
ba.sic education than construction of school 
buildings and recruitment of teachers", that 
there is instead a need to better understand 
“retention, attendance, the quality of 
education, and the teaching and learning 
environment". Government intervention 
does play a crucial role; the state's role in 
the virtual elimination of famine is writ 
known. India’s government-sponsored 
immunisation, total literacy, teacher 
empowennent and education improvemoit 
programmes are other cases in point But 
child vrelfare also depends critically on the 
level of social devclo|»nent. Thus, in the 
health sphere, women’s involvement in the 
workforce, fomale autonomy, political 
awareness and politjca] particlfMitioii are 
crucial explanators of child health. On the 
basis of a doctoral study undeitaken by him. 
Kumar argues that these factors underscore 
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the phenomenal succeM ahnies of infant 
mortality reduction in Kerak and Manipur. 
His Inscriptions include: an active role for 
government in “ensuring socially desirable 
levels of provisioning and resource 
allocations”; the need to generate more 
credible and useful data; the strengthening 
of legislative safeguards for children; the 
promotion of greater local community 
in volvementin planning, implementing and 
monitoring programmes for children, along 
with concerted action by govertunent and 
non>govemmentalbodies;at>on-adversarial 
partnership between govenunentandNOOs; 
and the necessity to go beyond increased 
budgetary allocations for children to a 
concern with cost effectiveness, access and 
quality of services. 

Contributors to the book emphasise the 
need for inputs in critical social sectors, 
without which economic growth by itself 
will not translate into social development. 
The papers deal separately with the crucial 
'social sectors* of health, education, and 
housing. N H Antia, analysing the health 
situation in India, argues that in addition to 
the paucity of funds, a consideration which 
imposes a great burden on the public health 
system, there is an absence of political will 
to equitably share available resources. The 
elite-dominated political sy.stcm promotes 
private sector monopoly nut only of health 
manpower and finance but even of the 
resources of the public sector itself. Thus, 
of the l.^,000 doctors trained annually by 
the public sector, three-fourths serve in the 
private sector. Other factors identified as 
salient on the health front in India include; 
reductions in budgetary allocations for health 
including water and sanitation, as 
concomitants of structural adjustment; the 
inability of the bureaucratic machinery to 
effectively deal with water and sanitation in 
rural areas, and the consequent incidence of 
water-borne disease and the “...spectre of 
massive resurgence of disease and death as 
a result of malnutrition ... in an economy 
where the strong dictate to the weak... where 
almost half of the population lives below the 
poverty line ...and where the lasttwo deciles 
have only a tenuous hold over life...'*. 

Anda cites the cost-effective aspects of 
western medicine as they operate to control 
communicable disease, and points out that 
with the primitive levels of this technology, 
three great killers - malaria, smallpox and 
cholera - were brought to book in the first 
two decades after independence. He adds 
that ..in the next two decades despite a vast 
increase in medical manpower, infrastructure 
snd the availability of far more effective 
technologies, there has been a resurgence of 
malaria and cholera as well as of diseases 
like tuberculosis, gastroenteritis, pneumonia, 
measles, fllaria and kalazar for which far 
better knolwedge of the disease process and 
technology for their prevention, treatment 
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aodcontrol are now available”. Why did this 
happen? Having raised &e qoestion and 
whetted the reader’s appetite, Antia should 
have given us some indication of Miere the 
answers lie. That notwithstanding, he has 
touched upon an issue thatmust surely feature 
as a salient one among students of medical 
sociology. 

Antia* s prescriptions include investments 
in literacy, particularly female literacy, a 
policy thrust that could be expected to result 
in “. ..better utilisation of available nutrition, 
improvement in sanitation with decrease in 
water-borne disease, and better demand for 
and utilisation ofhealth services".Hespeaks 
of the need for political will that is committed 
to the needs of the majority “rather than the 
exotic demands of the few**, and refers to 
success stories from India, among them, 
cost-effective NOO health projects based on 
thecomprebensivedecentralised health care 
model recommended by the Bhore 
Committee. Antia calls fm a gre-tter role for 
panebayati raj bodies in mobilising com¬ 
munity participation, and pleads forasystcm 
accountable to the people in place of the 
existing bureaucratic, target-oriented one. 

In his paper on education and social 
development, S C Nuna points out that 
education has a critical role to play in 
development, for instance, by contributing 
to improvements in productivity and the 
utilisation of employment opportunities. It 
is also a significantdeteiminantof thequality 
of life, as evidenced by the role of female 
literacy in improving health and nutritional 
levels and containing infant mortaility. This 
broad context, Nuna points out, forms a 
backdrop to the National Policy on 
Education, which envisages the growth of 
education as part of an integrated policy 
package for the removal of social, economic, 
regional and gender disparities. The 
challenges that lie ahead, according to N una, 
include the universalisation of primary 
education and the vocationalisation of 
secondary education, removal of regional, 
gender and social disparities, strengthening 
of links between education and the labour 
market, and transforming the system from 
one that is teacher-oriented and geared to 
the assimilation of ‘received truth* to one 
that emphasises the creativity of the learner. 

Amitabh Kundu and Arcbana Ghosh, 
writing on the shelter problem in India, 
indicate thatin recent years the government’s 
approach to tlje housing shortage has been 

"characterised by an emphasis on effective 
demand to the detriment of the affordability 
criterion, with the new approach reflected in 
the National Housing Policy. Discussed in 
various fora in the late 80*s and adopted by 
parliament in 1992, the NHP suggests that 
public housing agencies be made more cost- 
effective and undertake more commercially 
viable projecte. The criterion of commercial 
viability, however, seems likely U> further 

liilffiihittlilil flow of insthotionai ffnance into 
unrnnunerative housing pn^ec^fOTtbe poor. 
Kundu and Ghosh argue tiiat given the low 
recovery rate for loans given for bousing 
projects in the ‘economically we^er 
sections’ and ‘low income group* categories, 
public housing agencies (PH As) have been 
reluctant to seek funds from the m ajor agency 
refinancing these, tiie Housing and Urban 
DevdopmentCorporetion (HUDCX)), Miich 
earmarks 10 per cent of its funds for 
remunerative projects but requires that SS 
per cent of its remaining disbursements be 
allocated fex' EWS and LIO schemes. Given 
the difff cul ty of disbursing its quotas of EWS 
and UG funds to PH As, HUDCO finds itself 
hard put to enforce its conditionality that 
disbursements under the EWS and UO 
schemes go to recipients whose incomes fall 
below the prescribed level. These schemes 
would at any rate be beyond the ffnancial 
reach of the bottom 40 per cent among urban 
households ranked by income level, a 
circumstance tiiat promotes a ‘filtering iq> 
process* whoreby better off households av^ 
of EWS and LIO funding. Further, problems 
of cost recovery being what they are,HUDCO 
has over the years permitted public bous¬ 
ing agencies to shift from a bire-purchue 
approach, wherein cost recovery is spread 

%ut over several years, to the self-financing 
system, which requires that beneffeiaries 
pay the full cost at the time of purchase. As 
aconsequence, housing has gone even more 
beyond the reach of the urban poor. 

On the theme of ‘social integration’, or 
the ‘integration* of marginalised groups into 
the ‘mainstream* of Indian society, tiiebook 
has contributions by Asghar Ali Engineer 
and Yogendra Singh. Engineer focuses on 
the obstacles, essentially political, to the 
‘integration* of a religious minority, the 
Muslims. Yogendra Singh’s paper focuses 
on the ‘integration* oftbree broad categories 
of marginalised groups - the scheduled 
castes, the scheduled tribes and the backward 
classes. Both Singh and Engineer presentthe 
issue of the integration of marginalised 
groups in historical perspective. 

Colonialism, Singh argues, gave rise to a 
‘two pronged* movement in India. Among 
tbetr^itional uppercasteelite, itengendered 
nationalistic sentiments coupled with the 
need for basic social, cultural and economic 
reform of society, of which they were a 
dominant and privileged constituent. Among 
the most exploited groups such as the dalits. 
tribals and peasants, colonialism 
“exemplified exploitation*' and stimulated 
protest movements. Both trends were anti- 
British, but there was a tension between the 
two; while the nationalist movement’s 
integrative pulls aimed at incorporating tite 
marginalised groups of Hindu society into 
a reformed Hindu nationalism, this was 
resisted by pressures for cultural and social 
autonomy. The tendency towards autonomy. 
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Singh points out, was fotvefuUy articulated 
by Jyotiba Phule, the 19th century radical 
whoenvjsagedaiiontofdalitsand ‘backward 
castes', united in opposition to the 
exploitativencss of boA the brahminical 
order and the colonial state. At a later phase, 
Ambcdkar too envisaged the unity of the 
‘non-brahmins’ in a struggle against the 
traditional caste-brahminical order. But 
Ambedkar also espoused a historically new 
perspective in which caste and religion were 
rejected as principles of integration in favour 
of the universal and humanistic values of the 
Constitution of India, to which he made a 
leading contribution. The Constitution did 
acknolwedge caste by singling out the SCs, 
STsand OBCsforprotective discrimination, 
but only as a time-bound policy. 

In assessing the effectiveness of the 
constitutional paradigmof integration, Singh 
argues that while on educational and cultural 
fronts the marginalised groups have made 
considerable progress, they have lagged 
behind in the economic and social .spheres. 
For instance, gains on the literacy and 
employment front among the SCs 
notwithstanding, as many as 72 percent are 
marginal farmers and another 12 per cent 
landless labourers. Further, in J982-8.^. as 
many as two-fifths of the SC population in 
urban areas and half the population in rural 
areas were estimated to be below the poverty 
line. The OBCs, while historically aligned 
with the dalits in the fight against brahmin ism 
were sociidly and economically much better 
placed than the latter. Peasant castes with 
a strong agricultural tradition, many of them 
were substantial landholders. A large section 
continue to be impoverished and in need of 
protective discrimination, but a ‘substantial 
minority' have amassed economic and 
political power. With their rise to political 
dominance and their growing social and 
economic status, the OBCs, far from being 
a marginalised group which has to be 
integrated into the centre of Indian society. 
“. ..constitute the new centre of Indian society 
in the making”. As for the scheduled tribes, 
their marginalisation and deprivation have 
been extreme, Singh asserts .While pointing 
out that militant demands for political 
autonomy have characterised tribal struggles 
against exploitation. Singh strikes an 
optimistic note, placing bis faith in the 
restoration of democratic righLs and the 
processes of development that make for 
constructive link.s between the tribals and 
the wider society. Singh concludes by arguing 
that primordiality, which has formed the 
grounds for the mobilisation of the 
marginalised groups cannot provide a stable 
basis for their integration into Indian society. 
While traditional caste society and the j^mani 
system it encapsulated formed a basis of 
integration in the past, it was a system in 
which inequalitics.JWOrc legitimised: now, 
the old order has bcenreplaced by die republic 
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and the nation as altouative principles of 
integration into ‘‘a plural societal frame¬ 
work". Singh argues that it is “associatbn 
of interest groups" and not caste that is the 
new paradigm of societal integration. 

Singh's paper is followed by Engineer’s 
analysis of the factors which jinx the ‘social 
integration' of the country's Muslim 
community. The thrust of Engineer's paper 
is that tensions between thecountry's Hindus 
and Muslims have fed into and been 
exacerbated by the political process. He 
reiterates this view as he traces political 
de velopme nts in the country over the decade s. 
Citing Indira Oandhi's rise to power on the 
socialist, secular, pro-weakcr sections/ 
minorities stand. Engineer maintains that 
political opposition took the form of 
propaganda which was aimed at inciting 
communal tensions. The intention. Engineer 
argues, was to erode that key clement in 
Gandhi’s electoral success - her platform of 
secularism. During the early 70s, the picture 
changed as, following the Bangladesh 
liberation war, Gandhi’s popularity was at 
its peak and her political position unassail able. 
Simultaneously, there was a drop in the 
communal temperature and a respite from 
communal rioting. Subsequently, during the 
emergency, Oandhi and her .son Sanjay 

antagonised Muslim sentiment with the 
govemment’scoercivefamilyplanning drive 
by its forcible demolition of Muslim homes 
near Turkman Gate, an episode which 
involved police firing and deaths of children 
crushed under bulldozers used in the 
operation. With the press muzzled, the 
Turkman Gate episode assumed exaggerated 
proportions through the spread of rumours, 
causing widespread disenchantment. 
Eventually, when elections were held in 
1977, the Muslims for the first time after 
independence voted for u non-Congress 
party. Though llie Muslims subsequently 
voted for her in 1980 in the absence of a 
viable alternative, Oandhi realised shecould 
no longer command the Muslim vote as 
massively as Nhc did before. Consequently, 
she began to cast her political net wider, 
seeking tocompcnsatcMuslimsuppor' '.ith 
middle caste H indu votes. In thcpri>cess, she 
began to pedal soft communalism. Spurred 
by the political challenge of Gandhi's soft 
communalism and RSS support for it, the 
BJP, a party committed to ‘secularism and 
Gandhian .socialism’ began to take a hard 
communal line. Thc.se political developments 
overlapped with a softening of Gandhi’s 
stand against the RSS. Until 1979, she had 
stridently blamed the RSS for inciting 
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communal rioting. Afterwards, she stopped 

doing so. 
Engineer goes on in this vein, using an 

essentially ballot box paradigm to analyse 

the events surrounding such developments 

as the Meenakshipuram conversions, the 

Shah Bano case, and the Ram J anmabhoomi- 

Babri masjid conflict. These, he claims, 

revolved essentially around the politics of 

identity. Engineer sees this as integral to a 

theoretical framework wherein, with a 

deepening of the political process, political 

consciousness in a relatively bacKw;^ deve¬ 

loping country setting gets to be articulated 

in terms of the economic and political aspira¬ 

tions of ethnic communities, with deprived 

ethnic groups mobilising for redressal and 

entrenched groups seeking to preserve 

hegemony. In such a scenario, ethnicity 

becomes a factor in political equations. 

At one point in his paper, Engineer fleshes 

out this paradigm with an illustration of the 

overlap between deprivation and ethnicity 

among the Muslims of India. He points out 

that following partition and the Pakistan- 

boand emigration of the propertied and the 

professionarand educated Muslim middle 

e 1 asses of UP and B ih ar. the poorer M usl ims, 

who then constituted the^ulk of the Muslim 

population of the region, found themselves 

bereft of tlie progrcssiverole that the educated 

Muslim middle classes could have played. 

While Engineer presents us with an 

abbreviated tour of the recent pol itical history 

ol Indian communalism, he is silent about 

the circumstances under which the politics 

of identity yields to the politicisation of such 

vital issues as health, litcracv and potable 

water in rural areas. 

VinaMazumdar'.spai-cr.sugcc-.i. iliattliere 

is grounds for hope on this c and that 

this stems from the g rowi ng >' ■. . i h of the 

women’s movement in Ino\ . riazumdar 

argues that the institutionalisea oppression 

and subjugation of Indian women via 

structuresof pati iarchy ’, operating through 

the family, community and the slate, form 

the backdrop to a gra.s.s toots movement for 

women’s emancipation in the arunhy. While 

the nationalist movement, emphasising 

equality of all before the law. militated against 

the subjugation of women in the inherited 

•social order, proces.ses of political and 

economic tran,sformation strengthened and 

reinforced structures of patriarchy and 

contributed to theeconomic marginalisation 

of women. Yet, despite all the factors working 

against it, the urge for women’s emancipation 

Would not be suppressed. This is a source 

of optimism, not only bccau.se it is a counter 

to the forces operating to perpetuate the 

oppression of women in society, but also 

because it augurs well for a broader trail ition 

of popular participation. Mazumdar points 

out that “at various gatherings away from 

thecontrolsexcrci.sed onthem by the family, 

community and other colleclives, women 

demonstrate theirorge and capacity to break 

free of all such boundaries... They do not 

seek todisown their obligations or attachment 

to the family, but crave for an additional, 

alternative orextended identity to articulate 
their anguish atthedestructkaioftfaeirnatural 

and social environment, of the threatened 

future of theirchildren and theirowncapacity 

to nurture them, and their determination to 

achieve solidarity in the common struggle 

for a better future for all.” 

ComplementingMazumdar's perspective, 

Dinesh Mohan’s paper points to another 

fronton which the scourge of communalism 

needs to be countered. In presenting the 

backdrop to hi s perspective on diecommunal 

menace, Mohan argues that in this age of 

instantaneous global audio-visual communi¬ 

cation, accomplishments are Judged on an 

international scale and the worth of nations 
assessed in terms of their achievements in 

scienceandtechnology(SandT). A nation’s 

su.sccptibility to this yardstick of worth is all 

the more if it cannot take pride in accomplish¬ 

ments of a different sort, for instance, in 

innovative development strategics which 

benefit the masses and instil pride and the 

hope of a better tomorrow. Outclassed by the 

achievemenbi of the west in S and T and 

overwhelmed by a sense of inferiority and 

defeat, peoples and communities then turn 

to their religious identity and to their past 

as sources of moral superiority and pride. 

This fuels fundamentalist revivals, such as 

those of the Islamic movements in Iran, 

Egypt, Paki.san, and Algeria: and of Hindutva 

in India. 

•according to Mohan, corrective steps 

should include encouragement of innovative 

need-based technologies as a counter to 

international yardsticks of world class 

technologies. Further, he says, India needs 

to promote indigenous technology in select 

areas where the country has a comparative 

advantage, so as to enthuse posterity with 

“hopeand thedesire to innovate", and counter 

“the sense of inadequacy and a feeling of 

defeat" that the invading global technologies 

of the MNCs bring in theirwake. Indigenous 

technology must bedi.sfinguishcd from global 

technology. Elaborating upon this theme, 

Mohan argues that during colonial times, 

when technological products from the west 

were transpianted in its colonics, technology 

was truly global. In recent decade-s, however, 

there has been a trend towards the degloba- 

lisation of technology. Urban buses in the 

low income couhtries (LIGs) for instance, 

based on once global technology, cater to 

far greater pc,ak loads than those in the high 

income countiics (HICs) Likewise, the 

capital-intensive, low occupancy high speed 

trains of the HICs will not be affordable in 

the UCs foryears tocome. Diverging social 

needs and the development of indigenous 

capabilities underlie this deglobalisation of 

technology. The process needs to be 

encouraged, wilbprodncu that are bectaning 

non-global identified and made the focus of 

innovative research and development. 

P V Indiiesan gives us a someviliat different 

perspective on the role of technology in 

society. Citing the New Economic Policy, 

Indiresan voices the concern that “...even if 

the economy fares better, social conditions 

are liable to get worse”. Economic welfare 

and social justice require that increasing 

doses of market capit^ism are balanced by 

investments in public goods, which, 

defmitioD axe available to the poor as much 

as to the wealthy”. Indiresan’s paper 

concerns itself with how investments in 

one type of public good - transport and 

communication - can accomplish this by 

contributing to the development of rural 

areas and thereby attenuating the disparity 

between the village and the city. Rural- 

urban disparity, Indiresan maintains, stems 

from differences in ‘connectivity’, a term he 

defines as “... the number of people each 

citizen can connect to in a given unitof time". 

Given that the variety of services and high 

productivity jobs that a well-connected city 

supports depends on its level of connectivity, 

the question arises as to whether a rural 

getting with an equal degree of connectivity 

as a well-connected city will replicate the 

city’s amenities, services and productive 

employment. On the assumption that it will, 

Indiresan proposes an efficient rural public 

transportation and telecommunications grid 

that will link India's villages to rural 

populations of the order of 400 to 600 

thousand, approximately the numbers 

inhabiting such cities as Edinburgh. Frankfurt 

and San Francisco. Indiresan argues: “...it 

is not unreasonable to assume that thisorder 

of connectivity will be sufficient to support 

modem urban amenities in a rural setting; 

and that in such a case, rural areas too can 

develop as well as cities." TTie cost of the 

proposed grid, largely those of the trans¬ 

portation network and support services (as 

improving the number of lines available to a 

rural telephone connection at local rates in¬ 

volves chiefly administrative decisions and 

little additional investment), works out to 

Rs 1,00,000 crore. The investment would 

benefit 10 times as many people as the 

number that would benefit if the sum were 

used to upgrade metro services. To eliminate 

the disparity be ween the village and the city, 

it is also required that tele-ineffective ser¬ 

vices, those that should be available within 

walking distance (water, municipal services, 

etc) be provided in rural areas on par with 

corresponding amenities in urban settings. 

These, then, arc the contributions by the 

various scholars of the book. 'nicpcRpcctives 

they provide are. for the most part, varied 

articulations of a 'nay' lotheNew Economic 

Policy. The volume hopefiilly will fulfil its 

missionof stimuladng nation - widedebate 

and discussion on the issues it highlights. 



Dollar Empire: Logic of Decay 
Frederic Clairraont 

The pmch-drurdc dollar is cm the ropes and its central role in the 
monetary galaxy raises crucial questions about die very survivability of 
capitalism. Five years-after the collapse of the Wall where are die 
protagonists of the New Economic Order chanting the glories of 
unadulterated economic liberalism? The mythology of free trade has 
been tom to shreds. The logic of the dollar’s decay helps us to 
understand why. 

IN the wakeofiecentpanicforeignexchange 
markeU aie looking for some beacon of hope 
and stability. But neither hope nor stability 
is on the agenda. At an accelerating tempo, 
the universe of Bnance capital in 1995 will 
continue to be one of chronic instability, 
fear, bankruptcies, massive job liquidations. 
Reverberations of the dollar’s meltdown is 
far from over; a process that goes far beyond 
what the conventional economic wisdom 
wouldlabel ‘amaikctcoirection' .Tbeempire 
of the dollar and the financial galaxy in 
which it orbits is a ticking time-bomb. 

The market shakeout and shakedowns in 
receqt weeks have destroyed all semblance 
of intranational financial stability. There is 
nothing that augurs a return to ’normality’. 
NAFTA is on the ropes, the Canadian 
economy is buried in debt, bedevilled by a 
depreciating dollar. The mass capital exodus 
of billions of dollars from Latin America is 
on themorch. What b as amplitied the dollar ’ s 
implosion is that it coincided in time with 
the political and economic eruption in 
Mexico, the ignominious collapse of one of 
the most powerful pillars of the British 
financial establishment and worldwide 
financial destabilisation. 

While the westefh hemispheric quasi¬ 
colonial currencies have been plunging 
vis-a-vis the dollar, the greenback, the 
world’s major reserve currency, has been 
battered by two major imperial currencies. 
The precipitous fall in the world’s leading 
reserve currency is a continuous function 
of the relative global decline of the 
American empire; it highlights the 
dynamics of inter-imperialist antagonisms 
that are ripping apart the already tattered 
fabric of the world economy. The dollar's 
debacle and the policies which engendered 
its pathology over the past three decades 
is fast approaching a day of reckoning. B ut 
of course the hapless dollar is nota solitary 
swallow. 

Dexxjut’s Meltdown 

The magnitude of thedoUar'stumblesince 
the onset of 1995 U sUggering. But why 
should this momentous event come as a 

surprise to so many in view of the absence 
of any intemadonal monetary discipline, 
signalised by the US sabotage of theBretton 
Woods agreement? It will be recalled that 
the liquidation of the dollar gold exchange 
standard gave way to a floating exchange 
rate system. Or no system at all. No less so 
than national income aggregates, currency 
trajectories over time are fairly accurate 
barometers of a nation’s economic health, 
or inversely, as in the US, of its inherent 
fragility. 

What the graph reveals is that the 
greenback’s woes vis-a-vis the two major 
imperial currencies were discernible before 
Augustl971 - and this was one of the causal 
factors in the US scuttling of Bretton Woods. 
What the universe of Big Capital is 
experiencing is a crucial infection in the 
history of post-war international fmancial 
relations. The pervasively corrupt and 
wobbly structure of finance capitalism: 
banks, insurance companies, mutual and 
pension funds, foreign exchange markets 
and financial flows are cast adrift, buffeted 
by gigantic speculative tornadoes whose 
ravages are catacly smicaUy foreseeable^Only 
about 2 per cent of the more than one trillion 
dollars traded daily are destined for 
productive purposes. With the dollar leading 
the pack, banking and finance transactions 
are nothing more than a colossal crap game, 
played by mega financial institutions that 
are totally unaccountable to any national 
entity. 

The dollar’s meltdown is not fortuitous; 
in essence, it springs fiom the criminal 
rejection of every act of fiscal rectitude and 
budgetary prudence by the US money 
managers. At the very moment when the 
dollar’s apoplexy was at its apogee the US 
Congress had the arrogance to reject the 
Balanced Budget Amendment. In short, the 
deficits will continue to pile upat compound 
interest rates. 

Among the reasons for a stricken dollar, 
the free fall of the peso is not of central 
significance. More pertinent, however, is 
the perilously widening gap between 
savings and investment; differentials in 
interest rates and productivity ; rising tidal 

waves of current account and Imdgetaiy 
deficits wedded to profligate spending; 
national debt ($5.1 trillion) spiralling into 
the stratosphere: a casino banking and 
credit system that is at once archaic and 
unjust, unable even to meet the minimum 
requiimnentsofmorallyacceptablestandards 
of national development These are but a 
selection of formal quantifiable elements 
that comprise the dollar’s pathology. Their 
lethal evolution will continue to have 
disastrous political reverberations both 
nationally and internationally. Let us peruse 
briefly some of the factors that feed die US 
caste oligarchy’s delusions that it can live 
off other people’s money indefinitely. 

What thb Numbers Mean 

US private, corporate and public deblonce 
again hit record levels in 1994. The summit 
is not yet reached. The US requires a 
minimum of S 225 bn yearly to feed its 
deficits. This pinpoints the extent to which 
it is living off borrowed time and borrowed 
money, i e, the world’s savings. Its net 
savings rate measured 2.6 per cent of 
disposable income in 1994, sharply lower 
than the 9.4 per c^nt average for the SOs and 
60s. Despite a record $ 140 bn trade surplus 
the money to plu g this deficit will not come 
from Japan. A Soga Shosha trader puts it 
bluntly: “I don’t know what’s going to be 
the bottom of the dollar: 90, 80, 70 or is 
it 50 yen or perhaps lower?" This query 
epitomises the depth of the empire’s 
tragedy. The intoxicating SOs with money 
flowing in are over. In addition to the costs 
of Kobe’s reconstruction, balance sheets of 
Japanese banks are still loaded with non¬ 
performing loans. This stems from the 
Bubble’s burst in 1991, as well as the need 
to prop up a teetering stock market 
Moreover many Japanese banks have been 
bled by the speculative fallout of Barings. 
But that’s not all. 

Japanese investors have been sizzled by 
the greenback’s depreciation. These losses 
amount to a staggering S 430 bn since 1975. 
The same Mitsui trader indignantly asked: 
“Why should we invest in a currency whose 
money managers have trampled on their 
own currency?” Cratainly Japanese investors 
will be putting their money into the US, but 
increasingly soon a short-term basis. Japan’s 
corporate treasurers have already set their 
targets for other geographical regions. 

By end-1994, the US current account 
deficithitS 166bn. According toone treasury 
estimatetbisissettorisetoS 190 bn in 1995 
This figure must also b 55-60 bn to bond.' 
and equity markets in 1994 as well as net 
foreign debt obligations of $ 600 bn. For 
a long time the slippage in overseas wealth 
was ignored. US income flows «e now 
negative. On the premise that the trade 
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Fioum; The Dollmi's Decay, 1970-199S 
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decifil, including transfers, remain at around 
2 per cent of GDP, the outflows would build 
up rapidly. This means that the current 
account deficit would continue to climb and 
net foreign debt too. Where will the dollars 
come from to pay these charges? 

A balance sheet has two .sides; assets and 
liabilities. Interest rate charges and 
reimbursements are already absorbing a 
sizeable segmentoffederalrevenues. Have 
the caste oligarchy forgotten the arithmetic 
of compound interest that comprises the 
repayment of both interest and principal? 
This ruinous national balance sheet would 
even be wprse if interest rates rose and the 
trade balance further deteriorated. If the 
present movement continues, net debt is 
likely to hit 45-50 per cent of GDP by 2000. 

What is so flightening in these appall¬ 
ing numbers is not simply the extent to 
which the US is simply living beyond its 
means - it has been doing that for a very 
long time - but also how rapidly the fmanci al 
deterioration has occurred. Of course such 
heights of indebtedness are by no means 
unique to the US. Italy's public debt now 
stands at 120 per cent of GDP. Servicing 
this debt is already gobbling up nine-tenths 
of its GDP. Italy, another Mexico in the 
making, is well on the road to an even more 
crushing fmancial implosion. 

WiDBi Context 

household and government debt surpasse.s 
an estimated 3 31 trillion galloping at a 
compound rate of about 9 per cent yearly. 
That' s more than three times as fast as world 
GDP and trade. These disparate rates are 
unsustainable. This being so, at what point 
it may be asked, will the world financial 
bubble burst? Exacerbating thiscriticalmass 
is the uninhibited liberalisation and 
concentration of capital that hit $ 336 bn in 
1994, surpassing the 1988 record of $ 335 
billion. These numbers relate exclusively to 
the US. 

If this stride continues unabated the value 
of fusions, mergers and acquisitions would 
not be far .short of S 12 trillion globally 
by the century’s end. This is the numeric 
face of what I have categorised as the 
Corporate Economic Gulag (CEG). Or to 
put it another way; the sheer magnitude of 
this figure with its horrendous Gulagite 
implications - political and social - is that 
it represents more than twice the 1993 
US GDP. 

Because of the onsynchronised woHtmgs 
of world markets the bubble's bursting will 
not and cannot transpire at a specific nodal 
point in time. What may be s^d is that the 
bursting of Japan's bubble economy, the 
decomposition of Mexico's flnanci^ and 
politied structures, the crumpling of the 
dollar, and the velocity of the Barings 
disintegration are merely the hors-d’oeuvre 
to the impending firestorm of an authentic 
Big Bang. 

Hiedollar's quandary must also be related 
to burgeoning foreign exchange markets. In 
1986, some $ 290 bn were transacted daily 
on these markets; by 1990, they topped 
$ 700 bn; by end-1994 they scaled $ 13 
trillion. This is Skullduggery Inc, as a Wall 
Street accountant facetiously described it 
The racketeering of the world of flnance 
capitalism at this juncture would make the 
mobsters of BCCI, the manipulators of the 
Savings and I^an Associations, the swindles 
of the Milkens and the Keatings look like 
a bunch of amateurs. This free-wheeling big 
time racketeering is happening hourly on 
forcignexchanges, 24hours aday worldwide, 
gambling on the minutest of margins and 
raking in Big Money El Dorados (and losing 
them too) in split seconds with that 
commodity of commodities - money. TbiS 
is happening not only on derivative markets 
but over the entire spectrum of fmancecapital. 

In Sum 

The punch-drunk dollar as a currency is 
on the ropes, but its central role in the 
monetary galaxy raises crucial questions not 
only about the future trajectory of unrestricted 
mega corporates and liberalisation, but the 
very nature of the $ urvi vability of capi talism 
as it swings into the third millennium. Five 
years after the collapse of the Wall where 
are the protagonists of the New Economic 
Order chanting the glories immutable of 
unadulterated economic liberalism? The 
discredited ideologists of ‘free trade’ have 
run for cover. Their once thunderous voices 
have been reduced to an incoherent babble. 
The mythology of free trade - it was always 
a myth - has been tom to shreds. The 
logic of the dollar's decay helps us to 
understand why. 

For the Attention of Authors 

The corrpulsion to limit the size of issues on account of steeply rising 
newsprint and other costs and a sizeable backlog of material awaiting 
publication lead us to request that papers submittad for publication be not 
over 10,000 words, including tables and notes and references. 

The cracking of the dollar must be seeq It is helpful if contributions in word-processed format are accompanied by 
within the context of global debt and floppydisccopies.inWordstarpreferably.Thelatterwillbersturnedafter use. 
exponential debt creation. Corporate, 
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PERSPECTIVES 

Studying Common Property Resources 
Biography of a Research Project 

N S Jodha 

An aspect of ‘methodology’ researchers rarely report are the processes 
and procedures they have to use while conducting research and 
disseminating its results. Here the author highlights the many hazards 
of conducting an unconventional but worthwhile research study. 

I 
Introduction 

THIS paper summarises my presentation 
at a recent meeting on emerging trends in 
conduct of applied social science research. 
This relates to the study of rural common 
property resources (CPRs) in the dry 
regions of India (1982-1986), which proved 
to be my most effective research in terms 
of its operational use by several agencies 
ranging from the grass roots level NGOs 

national and international development 
agencies. Policy-makers and planners 
dealing with wasteland development, anti¬ 
poverty programmes, environmental 
problems in fragile resource zones and 
researchers from the areas as far-ranging 
as watershed management to resource 
economics have used the results and data 
of the study in different measures. At least 
six of the articles based on the work have 
been reprinted in the journals and books 
of readings nationally and internationally. 
This also prompted the initiation of a 
number of CPR studies in the country. 
Finally, the CPR research shifted focus of 
my professional work from agricultural 
economics to the larger issues of 
environmental resources, sustainability, 
and participatory development strategies. 
The effectiveness of the CPR study under 
question is due to the fact that it attempted 
to record and project some realities, which 
all of us routinely see and yet do not 
recognise. It provided data, insights, and 
analysis that helped to integrate the 
problems of rural poverty, resource access 
and environmental instability, which in 
turn form the mandate of several agencies 
grappling with the problem of rural 
development. 

In this paper. 1 do not reproduce the 
results already reported. Nor will the formal 
methodology used for the study get undue 
attention. I will focus mainly on the pro¬ 
cesses and procedures through which 1 had 
to pass while conducting the research and 

disseminating its message. This i.s one 
aspect of ‘methodology’ which researchers 
rarely report in their studies. I hope the 
following narration, besides amusing some, 
will enlighten many about the hazards of an 
unconventional but worthwhile research 
study. 

n 
Genesis of die Study 

As a background to the CPR research the 
following will be aseful. During 1979-81. 
1 worked in Tanzania for the International 
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (HTA). 
The year 1980 was a severe drought year 
for East Africa. Newspapers and others 
predicted famine, miseries and some deaths 
in Tanzania. As a part of the work on 
farming systems studies, we regularly 
visited someof the worst-affected areas in 
the country. The year passed and none 
died. The secret of people’s survival was 
the sustenance-support they received from 
the village commons, which was invisible 
to both media and the statistical systems 
designed to cover rural situation. This 
induced me to reflect on the Indian 
experience, where a large majority of the 
poor people survive and multiply, despite 
their being below the official poverty line. 
Here too, despite their invisibility to 
statistical reporting systems, the CPRs play 
a significant role in people’s economy and 
survival strategies. 

When 1 rejoined International Crops 
Research Institute for Semi-Arid Tropics 
(ICRISATj^Hyderabad, after my Tanzanian 
stint. 1 proposed a study of CPRs in tlie dry 
regions of India. In the ‘in-house review’ 
meetings, where research proposals are 
debated and approved, every one from the 
director-general downwards (except my 
colleagues from economics programme) 
opposed the proposal. Reason; “being acrops 
research institute’’, they emphasised, “we 
have little to do with the CPR8(!)’’. Based 
on some past, scattered data on the contri¬ 

butions of village pastures, forests, etc, to 
the village income and employment, 1 argued 
that in some areas, the rural poor derive as 
much as 25 per cent of tlieir sustenance from 
CPRs. If the latter degrade and disappear, 
the prospective crop technology from 
ICRISAT will have to produe 25 per cent 
extra for maintaining the existing levels of 
living of such groups. The pleadi.i;i fell on 
deaf ears, until the chairman of the 
governing boai'd of ICRISAT, Bantley. a 
soil scientist by background, sitting in a 
corner as an observer in the in-house 
review, uttered a few words supporting my 
proposal. As a result, I was given one year 
to prove the relevance and utility of CPR 
research forlCRISAT’s work. Incidentally, 
much after the completion of the study and 
widespread use and recognition of its 
findings, around 1989, when ICRI.SAT 
(like rest of the International Agricultural 
Research Centres dealing with crops) was 
under pressure to also address issues 
relating lo environmental resources and 
sustainability, the aftve CPR study proved 
quite handy f<ir them, to prove their long 
standing!!) (.oncern for these issues. 

Teething Troubih-s 

1 tiX'k the challenge to prove the relevance 
of CPRs for ICIilS AT. We le -tabulated .some 
earlier data on village pastures, community 
forests, village wastelands, watershed 
drainages, etc. which constitute CPRs in dry 
regions of India, but until then were never 
called as such. After publicising the 
inferences and concerrws.generated by the 
initial work to selected agencies supporting 
rural research, we were overwhelmed by 
the response from agencies such as the 
United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP). Com-monwcalth Forestry Bureau, 
Canadian Climate Programme and the Ford 
Foundation. Governed by the experience 
of past projects 1 managed, that “more 
project money one has. more lime one has 
to spend on managing money rather than 
doing substantive project work”, I opted 
for the smallest of the offers. The Ford 
Foundation promised $ 33,000 which 
covered the project cost as well as my 
salary and honorarium to my more than 60 
small and big collaborators. Besides, the 
Ford Foundation proved extremely flexible 
in design and revisions of project as 
demanded by our emerging understanding 
of the CPR situation. 

However, despite the above promise of 
support and seriousness on the part of the 
Ford Foundation, we had several slip.'' 
between cup and lip. As per the ICRISAT- 
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OOI memorandum of undenUudinK, the 
frant from any foreign agency to ICRIS AT, 
does not have to pass through the process 
of governmentofIndiaapproval.However, 
by mistake the Ford Foundation submitted 
an approval request to the government 
along with the research proposal. Since the 
CPRs cover components relating to forest, 
water, pasture, watershed, wasteland and 
agricultural land, the proposal was made 
to shuttle between different ministries, as 
each of them finding the mention of subject 
covered by another ministry conveniently 
disowned the responsibility and passed it 
on to others for approval. It was a typical 
case of 'commons ownership implying no 
one’s ownership’. Almost after eight 
months, the Ford Foun-dation withdrew 
the request for approval and made a direct 
grant for the study within a week. 

This led to the second category of pro¬ 
cedural hurdles. The study proposed to cover 
all dry tropical regions and was designed 
to be a collaborative effort. The ICRISAT 
administration insisted that as per the 
ICRISAT-JCAR (Indian Council of Agri¬ 
cultural Research) memorandum of under¬ 
standing, the project collaborators should be 
the ICAR in.stitutes or agricultural univer¬ 
sities only. Besides, the non-availability of 
appropriate co-operatots, this would have 
required ICAR approval, which as per the 
past experience of ICRISAT would have 
taken more than a year. Furthermore, there 
was strong suggestion for a rigid statistical 
sampling (violating the very spirit of the 
study as conceived) and collection of data 
using the ICRISAT’s investigators, who 
through a prolonged engagement in collec¬ 
tion of household and plot level data from 
the same farmers and villages for 10 years 
had become rather mechanical - and 
unsuitable for the CPR investigations. Thus 
at one stage the study seemed to be a non¬ 
starter. 

However, a round-about solution was 
found, by treating the project as a special 
study conducted by the author for the Ford 
Foundation. ICRISAT was thus relieved of 
observing the aforesaid procedural forma¬ 
lities as well as paying my salary and project 
costs from their budget. I made the fullest 
use of the freedom and flexibility created in 
the process, as reflected in the methodology 
used in both the field work and target group 
focused analysis and reporting of the results. 

m 
Methodology: Mix of 

Unconventional Approadies 

The study covered over 80 villages in 20 
districts of eight arid/semi-arid trqrical states 
of India. As a first step iti the area selection, 
I identified or located the potential cp* 

J sala 1 

opwators ftn-thesUidy usingmy pastcontacts 
and association with the Draught-Prone Area 
Programme, the Agro-Bcomnnic Research 
Centres and the selected departments in 
regional universities. Once an appropriate 
coliabcffator was identiffed the area (around 
his/her residence or place of work) was 
automatically selected. The only condition 
was that such areas should fall within the 
broad soil and rainfall zones of dry tropica] 
regions of India. This method of investigator- 
centred choice of areas was essentia] because 
CPR study required a close feel of the field 
and knowledge of the local oral history and 
cuirentisitualion of the area. The study covered 
information on several sensitive issues. All 
this would hjve been difficult with pre¬ 
selection of areas and putting investigators 
as strangers in different areas. TBe study 
proved to be a joint effort of over 60 co- 
operators who.se age ranged from 16-60years. 
literacy level ranged from pre-school to PhD, 
they belonged to the occupational groups 
such as traditional farming, teaching, research, 
community wuik (e g, NOOs), and students 
attending schools. Put together, they repre¬ 
sented eight linguistic groups, but half of 
them could communicate in at least two 
languages 

The collection and verification of 
information involved a mixed use of methods 
employed by an thropologists and economi.sts. 
Depending on the requirement, relevance 
and feasibility, the methods such as structured 
survey, group discussion, case histories and 
physical observations/measurements were 
employed. Much before the now popular 
methodologies of rapid rural ^praisal (RRA) 
and participatory rural appraisal (PRA) were 
coined as such and acquired the limelight, 
this study employed the.se methods. It may 
be added thatexcept forthees.sential common 
and basic information, all villages were not 
uniformly covered for each aspect of the 
inquiry. 'The choice in this regard was guided 
by the relevance and presence of the focused 
problem in the concerned village/arca. In 
some sense, the field investigations were 
process and awareness driven Accordingly, 
in the process of work (including the sharing 
of preliminary results) during the first two 
years, as we became aware of the new 
problems and possibilities, the same were 
added to the list of issues to be examined. 
This was a reward of the flexibility mentiemed 
earlier. The primary data thus collected were 
supplemented by secondary data from the 
historical or current records as well as other 
villagestudies, particularly by ICRISAT and 
Agro-Economic Research Centres. 

Since most of the daU formed a mixture 
of qualitative and quantitative information 
on the cunent and historical situation of 
CPRs at micro-level, they were initially 
gathered using the diary method rather than 
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structured questionnaire, Mosr of the 
processing too involved examining each 
information and manually tabulating it for 
specific purposes. Consequently.mostoftfae 
data could not be put on computer disks. On 
the insistence of my quantitative-oriented 
economist colleagues, 1 subjected some of 
them to regression analysis for a papo' tm 
a FAQ meeting on rural institutional 
development in 1987. The discussant of the 
paper, a well known agricultural ecoriomist 
commented, “The author by using regression 
has ruptured the beauty of insights and 
understanding conveyed by the descriptive 
account of the CPRs in India." This was the 
end of the further desire for any quantitative 
analysis of the data. Hence, the large set of 
datarelating toCPR units, households, villa¬ 
ges and district/sub-district were analysed by 
simple method involving bi-variate tables. 
The relative simplicity and transparency 
associated with this method of information 
processing, proved to be one of the main 
reasons for appeal and utility/usabilily of 
CPR-study for NOOs and different develop¬ 
ment agencies. 

Before, we comment on the key findings 
and their u.sc by different agencies, a word 
on unusual difficulties faced during the 
fieldwork. Despite all the arrangements for 
fieldwork, etc, made according to our choice, 
the process of work was not obstacle free. 
Intimidation, threats, and physical harm to 
my field-levelco-operators-atleastin three 
villages, by tliose who had illegally grabbed 
CPR lands, was one constraint to smooth 
working. Equally problematic was the 
opposition by different village factions, who 
alleged us to be the allies of their respective 
opponents. The periodic logistic failures 
(as we only rarely used ICRISAT facilities 
unless it was very essentia] and not influenc¬ 
ing our work style and rapport with the 
villagers), came up in different forms. 
However, a most significant threat came 
from the government of India. 

In 198.6, in the wake of the disclosure that 
foreign espionage agencies had a deep access 
to the office of the prime mini.ster (Rajiv 
Gandhi), the whole atmosphere was 
surcharged with rumours indicating that CIA 
ha.s its .sources of information in several 
major institutions in India. Based on half 
truths and misinteipretation of facts suf^lied 
by some disgruntled element in the natibnal 
staff of the institute. Press Trust of India 
(PTI) released a story nationwide, about 
ICRlSAT’s suppo.sed participation in CIA 
activities in India. One of the examples in 
the CIA story referred to the information 
gathering on ‘India’s common property 
resources’. As a part of the enquiry teams 
from the government of India (which proved 
the Pn story completely baseless), a group 
came to interrogate me as the principiti 
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rMcarcber of the CPR project Ac a preface 
to ttaeirq uestiooing, the enquiry team ctated 
the following: "India's common property 
recources are our heritage and wealth, they 
should be protected, and information about 
them should not be collected and publicised 
in the interest of the country. The foreign 
agencies, not interested in India’s 
progress, can damage over common 
property resources.” I responded to their 
concern broadly in the same words as used 
by the inquiring members. “Yes, common 
property resources are our real a8.sets, and 
they should be protected, but we 
(governments) do not do so; we need 
information on them becau.se we do not 
know about them and hence allow their 
degradation and decline. Information 
collected under the CPR study will help 
rural communities to develop and 
sustainably use tbem.”ln response to their 
next questions 1 explained that these 
resources include village pasture, 
community forest,.village wasteland, etc. 
The committee members-wne shockingly 
embarrassed when confronted their own 
ignorance of CPRs. After a brief murmur 
about why CIA should be interested in 
India’s community grazing lands, they 

profusely blamed £e PTI for a misleading 
story and closed the enquiry. 

IV 
Mi^or Findings and Inferences 

In order to give a feel of the Hndings of 
the CPR study, the following may be 
summarised: As reported through different 
write-ups (see bibliography), the study 
presented quantised evidence on economic 
and ecological role of CPRs in villages. 
Despite a rapid decline in their area, CPRs 
contri bute to the sustenance of the people, 
especially rural poor. In some areas, the 
latter derive as high as 30 per cent of then- 
sustenance from CPRs. The CPR-based 
activities in some areas offer more 
employment days in a year than the jobs 
offered by focused rural ethployment 
programmes. The income inequities tend 
to decline with the inclusion of CPR share 
in the household incomes. The performance 
of crop farming and adaptation to drought 
conditions is better in villages with a 
comparatively better CPR situation. CPRs 
represent the communities’ institutional 
response to imperatives of fragile and risky 
environments. However, even when such 

iu^atives of fragilelands are uadtuiged, 
die extent, management and jno^ctivity 
of CPRs has rapidly declined over last 
four decades or so. In some areas, their 
extent has declined by over 60 ptr cent. 
The factors that have contribute to the 
decline of CPRs include the land policies 
of the states encouraging privatisation of 
CPRs; market forces, technological 
changes, and population growth (which in 
association with the public policies) have 
marginalised the role of group action in 
communities. However, despite general 
decline, depending on the local circum¬ 
stances, such as persistent utility and 
productivity of CPR units, resilience of 
traditional forms of rural co-operation, etc, 
CPRs are still sustainably managed in some 
cases. Such cases offer useful leads for pro¬ 
active CPR policies and programmes. 
Despite the recent changes encouraging 
privatisation, the case for protection, 
sustainable development and use of CPRs 
seems much stronger. This is because of 
the following reasons: marginality of most 
of the bio-physical resources in dry areas 
make them more appropriate forCPR status 
(pasture, forest, etc); CPRs can play 
potentially a very important role in anti- 
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poverty prograotmes; complementarity 
between CPRs and private property 
resources (PPRs) is an unrecognised source 
ofbighand stable agricultural performance, 
and lessons from success stories of CPR- 
management can be replicated elsewhere. 
Recognition and utilisation of CPRs as a 
component of rural development strategies, 
however, will need reorientation of the 
latter. 

, The need for reorientation of rural 
developmentstrategies ^art, the message of 
the study did reach some of the promoters 
of CPR-based activities. Depending on the 
nature of their tasks and relevance of specific 
results, nearly a dozen agencies have 
examined and considered the inferences of 
CPR study, including through my personal 
involvement in their deliberations. A few of 
them included; the Indian Planning 
Commission, while deliberating on the 
pro.spccLs and strategies for bio-mass fuel 
supplies during the Eighth Five-Year Plan; 
National Wasteland Development Board 
(NWDB), while designing approach for 
micro-wa|prsbeds, and also while projecting 
problems and prospects of fodder supply 
during the Eighth Plan; the ministry of 
environment andforesLs, while assessing the 
processes of re.sourcedegradation indifferent 
zones of India; ministry of agriculture, while 
deciding on future approaches to small 
ruminant (sheep and goat) development; 
UNICEF (Delhi), while evolving training 
material to strengthen food .systems in tribal 
areas; NGOs such as Agha Khan Rural 
Support Programme (AKRSP) Gujarat, 
Society for Promotion of Wasteland 
Development (SPWD), Development 
Alternative, and several grass roots level, 
small NGOs in Rajasthan, Gujaratand Andhra 
Pradesh, in the course of designing the work 
and training programmes. In some of the 
study villages, which 1 had a chance to visit 
after analysis of data, sharing of inferences 
from the study, helped in a sort of 
introspection and led to initiation of group 
action to rehabilitate the selected CPRs. To 
this, we may add the teaching and research 
community. Their interest in the CPR study 
is reflected through reque.sts for and reprinting 
of the nearly half a dozen original articles 
in books and journals, national and 
international. Besides, a number of students 
in India and abroad used the data and 
inferences (as hypotheses) of the CPR study 
for their research woric. The examples are 
mote than one would have expected as 
impacts' of a single study. 

Since the study covered multiple aspects 
of community tesources, it had a potential 
for use by diverse interest groups. If quoted 
out of context, it could be easily misused fcM" 
supporting contradictory orientations. I will 
present only two cases to illustrate the point 

Where, in one case die study is used for 
supporting the cause of the poor, while in 
another it proves anti-poor. 

While reading in absentia, my paper on 
the role of market forces in eroding CPRs, 
in a seminar in the US, the speaker said, 
“Marxist like Jodha(!) says so and so..." 
In another meeting at NWDB, while 
deliberating on the possibility of handing 
over wastelands to private firms for 
development (as in Brazil), the supporters 
of the idea denied the poor people’s stake 
and interest in the wastelands. As a proof 
they quoted evidence from the pre.sent CPR 
study, which reported that most of the poor 
households, di.spossessed the CPR land 
distributed as private land to them by the 
government. However, they conveniently 
and purposely blacked out the remaining 
part of the story, namely, the poor 
mortgaged or sold out the land because 
suchmarginai land withoutcomplementary 
resource support could not be developed 
and used. 

Perhaps due to the essential time lag 
involved, the study attracted more attention 
from researchers and research supporters 
four or five years after the end of the 
field work. Besides, requests for borrowing 
the data, suggestions for supporting a 
.second round of fieldwork in the same 
villages came from some donors. However, 
I had left ICRISAT in early 1987 to work 
at International Centre for Integrated 
Mountain Development (ICIMOD), Nepal, 
with an intention to return soon. Except 
some already tabulated information, all the 
field data files on CPRs were left at 
ICRISAT to be used on my return. This 
could never happen, as 1 decided to 
continue at ICIMOD and left ICRISAT 
for good. In 1991. 1 was exploring the 
possibility of second round of CPR 
study through someone and wanted to 
lend data files to some students. At that 
stage. 1 learned that the boxes containing 
CPR data could not be located at 
ICRISAT. In their process of periodical 
cleaning of the data store, the boxes 
containing CPR data were perhaps 
consigned to the wastepaper drums for 
recycling. In the process, we lost not only 
a comprehensive set of data but also a 
benchmark to compare the CPR situation 
in 1990s as against 1980s. 
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REVIEWS 

On the Beaten Path 

AKPat 

Oimeasions of Monetary Expansion in India by Amilava Mukhojee; Himalaya 

Publishing House, Bombay, 1994; pp 227, Rs 225. 

AMITAVA MUKHERJEE's book is per¬ 
haps the iate.st addition to the evergrowing 
literature on the theme of monetary policy 
and money supply process. This book 
occupies a slot somewhere between a text¬ 
book and a work of original contribution to 
this area of economics. Most of what this 
book has dealt with, has been said, analysed 
and di-scussed earlier. Its contribution lies 
then in the manner in which all the different 
related issues have been brought together at 
one place. 

The book opens with a chapter devoted 
to a brief overview of the banking structure 
in India, ft is believed that an understanding 
of the nature of the banking system is es¬ 
sential in developing a ffameworkforevalu- 
ating the behaviour of proximate determi¬ 
nants of the money stock. In effect this 
portion stands apart from the rest of the 
topics and has not been properly enmeshed. 
Furthermore, the statistics on many of the 
banking indicators presented here arc dated. 
One could make do without this chapter. 
Tliis is followed by an extensive discussion 
on the theory of money supply and its 
proximate determinants. The chapter while 
discussing the monetary base model takes 
us through a labyrintli of equations and 
contains a restatement, and an uncritical one 
at that, of S B Gupta’s analysis of the inter¬ 
relationship of diffeient constituents. Very 
many equations have been developed for 
analysis of proximatedeterminantsof money 
slock, but a few have been used in the 
analysis. 

For a study of currency ratio behaviour 
and characteristics, the reference period, 
1951-52 through 1990-91, has been divided 
into six subperiods. The rationale of this 
subdivision has not been spelt out. It would 
have been useful if the influence of various 
factors on currency movements in different 
subperiods was econometrically quantified 
for conclusive results. At one place (p 91) 
the author stales that lower increase both in 
currency and demand deposits in 1985-86 
could be attributed to, among other factors, 
the relative price stability, availability of 
more attractive financial assets, measures to 
check the growth of black money, etc. He 
goes on to add. "this receives further cor¬ 
roborations from the fact that domestic 

savings as percentage of NNP at current 
maiket prices fell between 1984-85 and 
1985-86 but aggregate net investment as 
percentage of NNP at current market prices 
increased whereby indicating a.shift in public 
preference in favour of other investments 
such as small saving instruments, govern¬ 
ment securities, capital investments bonds 
...as against cash or deposits with banks". 
This statementdefies comprehension. Does 
the author mean savings in India comprise 
only cash and deposits? Is the author igno¬ 
rant of the fact that aggregate net investment 
or capital formation is the sum total of savings 
(not as defined by the author) and net inflow 
of foreign resources? When total savings arc 
inclusive of an airay of financial assets 
mentioned by the author which of course 
fmance net investment in the economy, how 
does the difference in the saving and invest- 
mentratios ‘corroborate’ the shift in house¬ 
hold preference away from currency? 
Should we not use other methods to estab¬ 
lish it? The section on contrast with the 
developed countries in themattcrof curren¬ 
cy ratios is superficial and pedestrian. Why 
‘income’ and ‘urbanisation’ did not exert 
influence on the currency ratio should have 
been subjected to a detailed examination. 
Further the use of the subtitle ‘contrast’ is 
questionable as no such attempt has been 
made. 

The chapter discussing the behaviour of 
the reserve ratio again divides the reference 
period into six sub-periods of roughly six 
years each, without giving an explanation 
for such a choice. The author seems to have 
worked out reserve ratios, incoiporating the 
figure of ‘other deposits’ with RBI in the 
total deposits. ’This is a faulty method lead¬ 
ing to abnormal results because the RBI does 
not indulge in credit creation like com¬ 
mercial and co-operative banks; itonly pro¬ 

vides reserves to the banking system 
through extension of loans and investment 
activities. 'The author’s understanding that 
non-scheduled banks need not hold required 
reserves and that non-scheduled banks are 
beyond the reach of the Reserve Bank in the 
matter of required reserves is wrong. The 
cash reserve requirement for non-scheduled 
banks is laid down in section 18 of the 
Banking Regulation Act It is admittedly 

less stringent than what is applicable to the 
schedu led banks. It is not clear whether the 
author has made a distinction between legal 
reserves and free reserves in the analysis of 
the trends in reserve ratios. The substitution 
effect, advanced to explain the movement 
in reserve ratio (p 94), became invalid way 
back in 1962 when the distinction between 
the demand and time liabilities for the pinpose 
of re.scrve requirements was removed and 
the reserve ratio wa.s uniformly prescribed. 
And how does change in SLR requirements 
as well as interest payable on CRR affect 
the cash reserves held by banks (p 102, 
para 2)? 

The chapter dealing with the behaviour of 
the reserve ratio is descriptive of the policy 
mea.sures implemented. The result of the 
exercise to study the relationship of the 
reserve ratio with demand deposits, aggre¬ 
gate deposits and total reserve was thatnoue 
of this had a perceptible influence on the 
former. Which factor, in fact, exerted influ¬ 
ence on reserve ratio apart from legal re¬ 
quirements? There is no evidence of any 
statistical assessment of theeffect of interest 
rates on bank reserves in the relevant chap¬ 
ter, but in the summaiy and conclusions the 
author has made a summary statement that 
“available evidence cannot corroborate the 
hypothesis of elasticity of reserve ratio with 
respect to rate of interest, set out by Pollock 
and White”. 

The sources of monetary base changes, 
the nature of reserve money and its behaviour 
are discussed in the chapter that follows. 
Changes in monetary base are attributed to 
endogenous and exogenous or autonomous 
factors. The latter are monetary authorities’ 
(including government’s) transactions with 
the rest of the world and as such the ‘ini¬ 
tiative’ lies with the former. Endogenous 
changes are determined by the public and 
the banks, through their borrowings from 
the Reserve Bank and the foreign exchange 
transactions of the non-bank public. There¬ 
fore in the author’s opinion the assumption 
that the monetary base is autonomous ot 
policy determined is incorrect. It is hard to 
accept the author’s argument that all bor¬ 
rowings from RBI is at the initiative of banks 
and development banks for the reason that 
ability of the banks to borrow from the RBI 
is by and large dependent on the credit 
policy stance prevailing from time to time; 
RBI determines even the extentof availabil¬ 
ity of refinance from it. Similarly, the author 
is of tile view that bills of exchange and 
treasury bills rediscounted by the RBI from 
the commercial banks shouU be redconed 
as RBI credit to banks and not to the com- 
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tnercial sector or govenunem. TTie reason 
behind the procedure fnesentiy followed by 
the RBI could be that once the bill is re¬ 
discounted, the RBI becomes ‘holder in due 
course’ and in the process of rediscounting 
it has stepped into the shoes of the original 
holder. RBI offers a sort of refinancing 
facility earlicrextended by the banks to their 
constituents. As such the ‘prior party’ to a 
negotiable instrument is liable to the ‘holder 
in due course’. Of net bank credit to tlie 
government and deficit financing, the 
author’s impres.sion that one rupee coins 
(central government currency) are not con¬ 
sidered in the measurement and computa¬ 
tion of net RBI credit to govenunent is 
incorrect (sec p 30 of Report oj Money 
Supply Working Group). A portion of govern¬ 
ment currency (i e, small coins) to the extent 
to which it is held outside RBI, is. however, 
not included in RBI credit as the .small coins 
arc distributed through small coin depots in 
exchange transactions and their issue to the 
public directly does not constitute 'deficit 
financing ’. In exchange Uansaction the level 
of curnmey does not undergo any change 
but only the composition. The need for 
making a distinction lietwcen 'old’ issues 
and 'current’ issues of government securi¬ 
ties to arrive at the current year’s deficit 
financing as measured by RBI cicdii to 
govenimenl, as suggested by the authoi, was 
never in question but perhaps the RBI could 
not give effect to it in the monetary statistics 
aimpiled by it because of difficulty in making 
such a fine distinction at the operational 
level. The findings of the penultimatechap- 
ter on interaction of the determinants of 
money slock are the same as those thrown 
up by earlier studies, such as a decline in 
the influence of the money multiplier be¬ 
cause of significant rise in reserve require¬ 
ment and concomitant increase in the con¬ 
tribution of icscrve money to change in 
money supply, etc. The author concludes the 
book on an optimistic note that the role of 
the multiplier is likely to increase in future 
considerably because the currency ratio 
might fall due to the popularity of alter¬ 
native financial assets. Will his expectation 
materialise, given, on the one hand, thehuge 
size of black money, the growth of which 
is relentlessly encouraged by the kind of 
social structure and widespread political 
and bureaucratic corruption, and dis¬ 
intermediation on the other. The author has 
endeavoured to add value to his book by 
incorporating 27 appendices containing 
statistical data. The tables have not been 
coherently and tliematically presented. Some 
are irrelevant, e g. Tables X and XI. and are 
not referred to in the text. The period cov¬ 
erage of statistics on different dimensions 
IS not uniform. A few individual years arc 
left blank in many tables. The veracity of 

thedala presented in Table XXV is Kusjicct- 
ed as figures do not tally with those given 
in official publications such as the Report 
on Currency and Finance and the RBI 
Bulletin. In short no attention has been paid 
to neat and accurate presentation of authen¬ 
tic data. 

As one finishes reading the book one 
cannot help the feeling that the author has 
mis.sed a gixxt opportunity to shed light at 
least on a few new dimensions of monetary 

expansion in India because of his proclivity 
to tread the beaten path. A senior professor 
of economics once remaiked to this reviewer 
that monetary economics was largely 
institution-based. Therefore academics who 
do not interface with policy-planners in the 
central bank and with practitioners of banking 
can never get to know the nuances and 
subtleties of the subject and to that extent 
their knowledge would be incomplete. This 
book rem inded me of the professor ’ s remark. 

Russia: Change with Continuity 
Anuradha M Chenoy 

Rethinking Rus.sia by Madhavan Palat and Gceti Sen (eds); India Internationtd 

Centre and UBSPD Publishers, New Delhi, 1994. 

THLS collection is a pastiche made up of a 
delightful combination of Rus.sian art. film, 
hisioiy and politics Yet it avoids being an 
‘everytliing-you-wanted-to-know-about- 
Rus.sia' volume. What makes it c.speciully 
striking arc the reproductions of Russian art, 
both traditional and contemporary, the use 
of poetry, and photographs which inter¬ 
sperse the pages But tiic lavish use of visual 
techniques does not make this acoffee table 
reader - the text ensures a serious and an¬ 
alytical examination of aspects of Russian 
culture and politics. Brought out initially as 
a special issue of the India International 
Centre- Quarterly, this volume represents 
India's continuing interest in Russia. 

The question of continuity and change is 
a recurrent theme in this volume. Much has 
changed and much appears to be the same. 
Much that has changed seems to have re¬ 
verted back to the past. But this is deceptive 
because history docs not repeat itself. For 
example, the nomenklatura were purported¬ 
ly pushed out of power, after Yeltsin’s 
accession to power following the August 
coup. But the results of the post-1993 elec¬ 
tions show the links of the nomenklatura 
with the new mafiosi and their influence on 
the leadership in Russia, and in the other 
regionsof the former SovictUnion. Besides, 

the impact of the old system on the political 
parties and other social formations show that 
there Have been sharp elements of both 
continuity as well as discontinuity. The 
1917 revolutions (February and October) 
marked sharp discontinuities with the earlier 
regimes. But there were also continuities. 
The October Revolution slogan of ‘land, 
peace and bread’ was designed lo incorpo¬ 
rate liberal bourgeois demands. Towards tlie 
end of his life. Lenin admitted this in his 
writings on the New Economic Policy. 

Palat's essay. ‘Russia as Ibc Alternative 
Universal’, analyses the modernisation pro¬ 

cess of Russia since the late ISth century. 

Modernisation, he argues, proceeded along 
capitalist lines despite the constrictions of 
a backward agricultural sector and a society 
which continued to be organised in a hier¬ 
archy of estates with a set of regulations right 
up to 1917. The .Soviet regime, in Palat’s 
thesis, continued in its drive towards 
modernisation, inheriting the mantle of the 
Russian ethos of leading one camp in the 
divided world. This was the essence of the 
alternate to the European route to modernity 
offered by the Russian empire and its intel¬ 
ligentsia. The symbioses of the past with the 
present made Russia different, and it is the 
continuity that Palat stresses. 

Clearly, there was not just one stage in 
Russian/Soviethistoiy. This is what Mikhail 
Oefler stresses in his conversation with Dev 
Murarka. Noi was there just one kind of I 
politics. Severalkindsofpoliticscontended. ® 
In each phase, one type struggled for and 
came to dominance. In each stage social 
goals, policies and power structures varied. M 
And when one regime was displaced or 1 
replaced by anoUier, there was a disconti- i 
nuity. The Russian society moved from one 1 
transition to another. The Russian levolu- | 
tion was. accoreling to Lenin and Stalin, a f 
transition to socialism, which according to 1 
the latter was achieved in 1936 after the civil | 
war and the purges. As various historians g 
like E H Can' and Isaac Deutscher haveg 
shown, even til is transition was incomplete. 1 
The Khrushchev interregnum, the aborted | 
Kosygin reforms, Gorbachev’s attempts at| 
change were all unfinished agendas. Underl 
these circumstances sweeping generalisa-l 
tions are misleading, and over-ambitious | 
predictions are likely lo become outdated.! 

In Russia not only theories get outdated.! 
Political figures too. as Trotsky said, getl 
swept into the dustbin of history. Alexanderl 
Tsipko sees a similar fate awaiting! 
Zhirinovsky. Evidently, some of the nation-| 
alist tendencies ri^esented by Zlhirinovsky | 
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with the concomitant urge for begemoniam 
wtr a lost and not so distant empire, have 
been appropriated by Yeitsin himseif. This 
is shown in Anatoli Lieven's analysis of 
Russian relations with iu ‘near abroad*. 

In his detailed analysis of party formation 
and the Russian political system, Hari 
Vasudevan analyses leadership rhetoric 
(mainly of the Democratic Russia Party) to 
understand politics. Vasudevan feels that 
comparative analysis is inadequateforstudy- 
ing the kind of politics at play. However, 
comparative politics is required to situate 
the problem historically and sociologically. 
What kinds of politics dominate or decline, 
are a product of larger socio-political con¬ 
ditions. Rhetoric may not adequately bring 
out the ideological and real shifts that take 
place. This fact is recogni.sed even by con¬ 
servative, not to speak of liberal political 
theory. Thus, if viewed in comparative 
perspective, certain patterns in political 
processes can be found in Russia and the 
CIS where revolutions have failed (or been 
‘betrayed') and socialism has become the 
longest road to capitalism. 

The failure of the revolution remains an 
enigma to many, especially on the left. Dev 
Murarka views that the revolution was 
betrayed by the Russian intellectuals. But 
other contributors like Mariam Salganik, A 
Tsipko and others, belie this assumption by 
the strength of their work. If anything, the 
Russian intelligentsia is divided, especially 
after the siege of the parliament of Septem¬ 
ber 1993. The division of the intelligentsia 
parallels what is happening in Russia. So¬ 
ciety, as a consequence of the economic 
reforms, is being divided into rich and poor, 
and regional variations are on the increase. 
Mikhail Qefter finds, as a result, most of 
theiiitellectuals cynical and indifferent. This 
attitude is evident in Dev Murarka’s inter¬ 
view with Mikhail Gorbachev, an important 
contribution in this volume. Here, Gorbachev 
hasdistanced himself trom his place in history 
by referring to himself in third person. He 
states, “As far as the reform goes, the party 
should have been put in its place, to be only 
a party, a public-political organ and not 
interfere with the functioning of the state’". 
This reflects h is idealism rather than a clear 
understanding of the role of the CPSU 
through history. But this is typical of 
Gorbachev’s speeches, ambiguous, full ol 
generalisations, even about civilisationul 
tasks. And yet, Tatyana Tolstaya, a writer 
and the grand-niece of Leo Tolstoy, has 
remarked that intellectuals when they drink, 
toast Gorbachev even today. “They drink to 
Gorbachev the way they drink to lost youth, 
to first love (even if it ended in betrayal)... 
Because life was good then. Because he 
■unclinched his fist and let go of East Europe 
and eased our collective consciousness...” 

{TheNewRepublic, April 11,1994). Yet diis 
toast is incomplete, because Gorbachev 
unclinched his Bst over the Soviet Unioii 
itself Because, as Rousseau and Marx have 
stated, no people who oppress others can 
themselves be free. 

Mariam Salganik's article on the plight of 
the Russian woman, caught in the paradox 
of ideology, male chauvinism and history 
makes poignantreading. Several profession¬ 
ally competent articles on Russian icons, 
Tarkovslqr's films. Dostoevsky, etc. analyse 
Russia’s search for self-identity. 

Arup Baneiji has contributed a well-re¬ 
searched piece on private farms in Russia. 
He outlines the legal changes and their 
impact on private farms. However, even with 
dccollectivisation there exists a plurality of 
forms of property in Russia, necessitated by 
the diverse conditions. It would be abnormal 
to have just two or three types of farms in 
Russia. The private farms can be compared 
with otherty pes of farms. Interestingly, laws 
to encourage decollectivisation in Russia 
have had contradictory effects. For instance, 
the Decree on Taxation of February and 
December 1993, was linked with the sale of 
land. In 1992-1993, the tax on land was 10- 
144 roubles per hectare. The price of land 

was estabfished at 50 times the land tax. 
which did not reflect the market value of 
land. This was done to encourage the re¬ 
sale of farms, which is leading to a 
reconcentration of land ownership. While 
decrees are purportedly designed to facili¬ 
tate the transformation of large farms to 
smaller ones, the reverse is taking place. 
Thus, whileBanerji discusses the trauma of 
collectivisation drive of the 1930s, it mu-st 
also be stated that the current phase of 
decollectivisation is by no means less cat¬ 
aclysmic. 

Of course, like any good Indo-Russian 
collaboration, this volume also contains a 
‘down memory lane’ conversation with the 
two great stalwarts of the Indo-Soviet day s, 
Nikhil Chakravarty and A K Damodaran. 
The links of the early communist move¬ 
ment with the Soviet Union are recon¬ 
structed, and the intricacies of Indo-Soviet 
relations recorded. Joan Robinson had 
once said, “everything you say about 
India is true. And the opposite is al.so true.’’ 
This aphorism could al.so be extended to 
the former Soviet Union. This pierhaps re¬ 
mains the basis for the continuation for 
Indo-Russian ties, and volumes such as 
these. 

ECONOMIC JUSTICE IN A FREE SOCIETY 
Gautam Mathur 
The book explores and refines the concept of distributive justice in a 
truly democratic society. The author has developed an original 
framework to address the fundamental concerns in ensuring economic 
justice in society. 
81-224-0604-1 1994 Cloth 293pp R8.350 

THE THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL VALUES 
Rojtxa Parehure 
The book makes an appeal for a thorough restatement of tiie theory 
of international values. It integrates the ‘pure’ and ‘monetary* aspects 
of international economic relations, and formulates a multicountry 
multicommodity theory of trade. 
81-224-0664-5 1994 Cloth 250pp R».300 
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SPECIAL ARHOXS 

Universities as Institutions 
Andre Betcille 

An institution is not Just a social arrangement with a certain form and function; to survive it must also have a certain 
legitimacy and meaning for its members such that they are willing to put its demands above their individual interests, at 
least some of the time. This paper explores the question of whether, by this definition, the University of Delhi, or any university 
or college in India, can be called a functioning institution. Practically every university has entered the process of stagnation 
and decay, not least because of the total politicisation of academic life and loss of purpose in an institution whose basic 
aim is the pursuit of science and scholarship. 

I WOULD like to discuss the university in 
contemporary India as an institution. 
Conducted with proper care and attention, 
such a discussion might open a window onto 
many aspects of Indian society today. An 
institution is a social arrangement that has 
not only a certain form and function but also 
a certain legitimacy and meaning for its 
individual members. Its form and function 
are what we may observe from outside; but 
viewed'from within and by its members, 
what count for as much, if not more, are 
questions of meaning and legitimacy. 

I 

The life of a society, if the metaphor be 
. permitted, is in a significant sense the life 
of its many and diverse institutions. 
Sometimes old institutions decay through 
loss of legitimacy and meaning even though 
many of their morphological features survive. 
The opposite may also be true; a new social 
airangement may be given the outward form 
of an institution, but it will not function as 
one if its members find little or no inner 
meaning in it. Let me repeat an observation 
I have made elsewhere [Beteille 1992]; an 
institution is not simply any social 
arrangement, but one which has a certain 
meaning for its members such that they 
acknowledge its moral claims on them and 
are willing to submit to its demands, at least 
some of the time, even when they find those 
demands to be contrary to their individual 
interests. 

By the test I have just proposed, is the 
University of Delhi in institution? Is St 
Stephen's College an institution? The 
direction of my enquiry should be clear. St 
Stephen’s College - or, for that matter, any 
college in the University of Delhi - has the 
external characteristics of an institution. 
Those external characteristics are of very 
great importance and have to be carefully 
observed and described. But we have to 
move'*beyond that to the other question: 
what does it mean today for a student or a 
teacher to be a member of a college or a 
university department in Delhi? 

It is difficult to answer the questions I 
have posed w ithout entering into the details 
of the everyday life of the university, its 
colleges and postgraduate departments. But 
before I attempt to do that, I would like to 
place tho.se questions in a wider social 
context. A large and complex society such 
as the Indian one has a highly differentiated 
institutional system; there are many different 
institutions in it, some securely established, 
others on their way out, and yet others 
struggling to become established. These last 
have become a source of concern to many 
in India today. The present exercise may be 
regarded as an attempt to give expression 
to this widely-felt concern from the 
sociological point of view. 

The transfonnation of Indian society since 
the middle of the 19th century has been 
associated with the growth of a large number 
of public and semi-public institutions that 
are either new or differ substantially from 
those that prevailed in the past [Beteille 
1991], The new institutions differ from Che 
old not only in their morphological forms 
but also in the values that give them meaning 
and legitimacy. To be sure, India had 
institutions of learning in the past, but a 
modem college such as St Stephen’s - or 
a modem university such as the University 
of Delhi - differs from those both in its 
external characteristics and in the norms and 
values by which its members are requried 
or expected to abide. 

Independent India set itself the objective 
of economic development within the 
framework of a democratic political system. 
Whether one stresses the plan or the market, 
and whatever combination of the two one 
recommends, there can be no sustained 
economic development in the absence of 
appropriate institutions; and unless there are 
effective institutions to mediate between 
citizens and the state, there can be no 
democrac y in any meani ngful sense. The old 
social arrangements inherited from the past 
can no longer meet all the demands of 
economic efficiency, and even less those of 

■ good citizenship. It is said by one and ail 
that the old hierarchical and paternalistic 

values have become obsolete. But the new | 
values that are to replace the old ones cannot 
exist, still less act, in a vacuum; they need 
new institutions for their sustenance and | 
expression. 

I would like to stress here the variety of ^ 
institutions and the importance of this variety 
for a dynamic economy and, even more, for 
a democratic polity. A democratic polity M 
requires not only parties and other political ^ 
institutions, but different kinds of these that 
are to some extent in competition with each 
other. A dynamic economy requires not only 
banks and other financial institutions, but a 
variety of these to offer services on 
competitive terms. The same argument may 
be extended to educational institutions. 
Schools, colleges, universilies and other 
educational institutions are notonly differmt 
from political and financial institutions, but 
they also differ among thenuelves. Today, 
one of the advantages of the American 
university system over the European is Uiat 
the former acconunodates a richer variety 
of institutions, 'private' as well as ‘public’, 
than the latter.' f 

Institutions have in general a longer life ^ 
span than individuals. Sometimes they decay & 
over time and become attenuated or even i 
extinct. Orthey change and adaptthemselves | 
to the changes tricing place in the widwl 
society. For example, the Indiw family is | 
changing and likely to change further, but i 
it still remains recognisably the same kind | 
of institution despite these changes. I may i 
refer here to the universities and colleges in § 
Europe. Some of these are medieval^ 
foundations, going back to the 12th and 13th 
centuries. The universities have changed 
enormously over time but can still be 
recognised as universities today. Thcfate of 
the colleges has been somewW different. 
The University of Pwis, one of the two 
founding universities of Europe, bad a 
number of important colleges in the past, 
but they all disappeared in course of time 
[Rashdall 1936; Stone 1974]. In Oxford 
and Cambridge, on the other hand, the 
colleges made a more successful transiiion| 
from medieval to modem times, and, though! 
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valtly dUferent from what they were in the 
past, they remain active as institutions to this 
day. 

The integration of institutions, whether of 
the same kind or of different kinds, is a 
complex and difficult subject into which I 
cannot enter here. It is sufficient to note that 
many different kinds of institutions - old 
and new. traditional and modem, sacred and 
secular, private and public - have in fact co¬ 
existed in one and thesame society atdifferent 
times in different places. To be sure, 
institutions may be mutually incompatible, 
but their incompatibility has to be established 
not so much by applying formal roles as by 
examining the historical record. 

Finally, we have to remember tliat, 
although every institution demands some 
loyalty from its individual members, the 
same individual is characteristically - and 
not incidentally - a member of several 
institutions. For instance, a permanent 
memberof a college is typically, though not 
universally, also a memixr of a family and 
sometimes a member of a church or some 
otherreligious institution as well as amember 
of aparty or some other political institution. 
Here again, the conflict of demands may 
sometimes be acute as, /or instance, when 
the same individual is a member of the 
Catholic Church as well as of a communist 
party, but both individuals and institutions 
arecapable of a greatdealof accommodation 
in these matters. In the past, in Cambridge 
and Oxford, domestic life was considered 
incompatible with the life of fellowship in 
a college, so fellows were not permitted to 
many. For instance, the economist Alfred 
Marshall had to give up his fellowship of 
St John's College when be married fPigou 
1956]; but the demands of the college on 
its fellows cased somewhat over time, and 
it is no longer considered necessaty for them 
to remain celibate. What is more. St John’s 
College now admits women to its fellowship, 
a development that Marshall would have 
deplored. 

n 

I would now like to take up for 
consideration universities (and colleges) 
as institutions characteristic of modern 
India. Their importance in the 
modernisation of Indian society - its 
economic and political transformation - 
hardly requires emphasis. At the same time, 
1 would not I ike to claim any pre-eminence 
for tbe.se among other institutions such as 
courts, legislatures, parties, banks, hospitals 
and so on. that are also a part of the modem 
Indian scene. If I select a particular kind 
of institution, it is because I believe that 
1 can present my argument best by a close 
examination of a single type, and 1 know 
academic institutions a little better than 
most other institutions. 

Universities and colleges in India ^ 
modern institutions. Unlike domestic and 
religious institutions, they do not derive 
their sanction from ‘ immemorial tradition’. 
Since universities and colleges as academic 
institutions typically pride themselves on 
the antiquity of their traditions, the fact of 
newness is important. Most parts of the 
University of Delhi, including the majority 
of its colleges, have come up in the last two 
or three decades. The university itself came 
into existence in 1922, although its (wo 
oldest colleges both belong to the end of the 
last century. It is sometimes felt that in 
contemporary India universities and colleges 
have expanded too rapidly and too 
haphazardly under demographic, political 
and other pressures to enable them to create 
secure institutional foundations for 
themselves. 

Delhi University has emerged as a large 
and sprawling instimtion with many parts 
that do not fit together or appear to lit 
together harmoniously. No proper history of 
it exists, and it is difficult to give even an 
adequate description of it in sociological 
terms. Yet the transformations undergone 
by the U Diversity of Delhi in the last 40 years 
might be a subject of great interest to the 
sociologist and the social historian concerned 
with the study of social change in modern 
India. 

The two principal component parts of the 
University of Delhi as an academic institution 
are the colleges and the postgraduate 
departments. There are in addition balls of 
residence, libraries, laboratories, statutory 
bodies such as the executive and the academic 
councils, and separate departments dealing 
with administration, examinations, finance, 
and so on. The different parts of the university 
have grown unevenly, some very rapidly, 
and Delhi University is losing the unity and 
coherence it had in the 1950k. An important 
aspect of the university as an institution is 
that its individual members - whether 
students or teachers - should have some 
sense of it as a whole. Not many persons 
can say confidently or honestly that they 
have such a sense alxiut Delhi University 
today, and in that regard it is now different 
from what it was 40 years ago and what the 
Jawaharlal Nehru University still is today. 

The growing loss of identity in the 
University of Delhi is due in part to its great 
and rapid expansion, but there may be other, 
deeper reasons as well. The individual 
colleges and post graduate departmenu, 
though perhaps not ail of them, retain a 
larger degree of self-identity, and they are 
in any ca.se the principal seats of teaching 
and research in the university. Today one 
gets a better sense of the life in an academic 
institution by examining a college or a 
postgraduate department than by trying to 
look at the oniversity as a whole. I must point 
out that there is nothing inconsistent in 

speaking of the University of Delhi as well 
as any of its colleges as institutiems. since 
institutiems are often nesting systems in which 
the fundamental features of the whole are 
replicated in the parts wd sub-parts. 

In their foundation.'the colleges are prior 
to the university, not only in Delhi but also 
in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras where the 
first three modern universities were 
established in India. In Calcutta, throughout 
the 19th century, the centres of academic 
life, where students and teachers, met and 
interacted, were in Hindu College (later 
Presidency College), St Xavier’s College 
and the Scottish Churches College rather 
than in the University of Calcutta [Banerjee 
et al 1957]. Lxird Curzon noted this lack of 
institutional focus in the University of 
Calcutta, then the premier university in the 
country. He observed, “How different is 
India! Here the university has no corporate 
existence.. .it is not acollection of buildings, 
it is scarcely even a .site. It is a body that 
controls courses of study and sets 
examination papers to pupils of affiliated 
colleges’’ fOovernmentof India 1971:498]. 

Attempts were made in the early part of 
the 20th century tomake good the deficiency 
by creating a focus of institutional life in the 
universities of Dacca, Benares, and later 
Delhi. Lord Curzon’.s observation on the 
absence of buildings and building sites was 
taken to heart. The idea lhatevery university 
must have its own campus has now come 
to be generally accepted. In post¬ 
independence India, the establishment of a 
new university has generally been associated 
with much building activity. But campus 
and buildings may be necessary to give the 
university an institutional focus, they are not 
sufficient. In any case, the new university 
soon outgrows the buildings with which it 
started, and the regularity with which they 
are allowed to run down is a symptom of 
the university’s inability to find and retain 
its institutional focus. 

The older universities were set up to be 
examining bodies rather than bodies of 
scholars engaged in study and research. 
Attempts to change this began in the early 
part of the present century. The University 
of Calcutta took the lead under the vice¬ 
chancellorship of Ashutosb Mukheiji by 
creating strong post-graduate departments 
in the arts and sciences [Baneiji et al 1957]. 
It became thecentre of a vigorous intellectual 
life in the 1920s through 1940s, but lost its 
focus soon after independence. The 
University of Delhi came into its own as an 
institution in the 1950s and 1960s, but has 
now entered a phasw of decline. There are 
many reasons behind this, but here 1 will 
only point to the constant threauto the 
institutional focus of the Indian university 
from the pressures of certification. 
Examinations are no doubt important, but 
When a university subordinates its other 
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concenifi to the coocem for permeation, 
there cannot bat be a loss of inatitutbnal 
focus. 

The University of Delhi, like the 
Universities of Calcutta, Bombay and 
Madras, conducts hundreds of examinations 
and awards thousands of degrees, diplomas 
and certificates every year. It is believed, 
though difficult to prove, that large and 
growing numbers of students enrol 
tiiemselves in the University of Delhi mainly 
if not solely in order to secure its degrees. 
One cannot say how widespread this tendency 
IS. but where it becomes the general pattern, 
the university will, despite campus and 
buildings, become what the University of 
Calcutta was when it started, an examining 
bixly with little or no corporate existence. 

Ill 

Today ii may be easier to find a corporate 
identity in the colleges, or at least in some 
of tiicm. although these may be in a minority 
among tlie thousands of colleges that now 
exist in the country. I shall turn presently 
to the social side of this corporate identity, 
which is Its most important aspect, but before 
that! would like to make a few observations 
on its physical locus. 

While going through the history of St 
Stephen’s College, 1 wa.^ struck by the 
continuous concern of the authorities to 
provide thccollege witli buildings of its own 
[Monk 1935j. The college started in rented 
premi.ses but soon moved to its own buildings 
near Kashmiri Gate in 1891. There was no 
University of Delhi then. Shortly after the 
new university was established, the college, 
which became affiliated with it. began 
making plans for buildings on the campus, 
but it took a couple of decades for it to move 
into its present location. St Stephen's College 
is by common consent one of the few 
physically attractive places remaining in the 
University of Delhi, although there were 
.several such places only 30 years ago. Few 
colleges in India have the resources of St 
Stephen’s; nevertheless, the others might 
have done a little better, if they had cared 
a little mure fur tlieir institutions, about the 
maintenance and upkeep of their premises. 

Why is Uie physical aspect of a college 
important? Certification and even formal 
insuuction in the classroom are only a part, 
and perhaps not the most' important part, of 
the life of the college as an institution. A 
college isabove all aplace forthe interchange 
of ideas on every conceivable subject among 
teachers and students, and that interchange 
cannot he effective without long and 
continuous interaction. To be sure, those 
'vho are driven by the passion for ideas will 
make a place for their expression anywhere. 
But 1 am talking about institutions and not 
exceptional individuals, and the task of the 
institution is precisely to provide its ordinary 

members with a setting that th^ And both 
.physically and socially congenial. Acoilege 
which is physically incongenial will be 
unlikely to keep its ordinary members longer 
than is minimally required the rules of 
attendance. As we know very well, that 
requirement, for both students and teachers, 
has turned out to be remarkably elastic. 

I now move from the physical to the 
social, and start with Curzon’s lament about 
the lack of a corporate existence. We might 
a.sk in what sense a university or a college 
may be regarded as a corporation. I do not 
wish to enter into technical legal 
questions,but we might consider the 
celebrated dictum of Henry Maine - 
incidentally, oneufthecarly vice-chancellors 
of the University of Calcutta - that 
"Corporations never die” [Maine 1931; 104, 
emphasis in original). 

Of course, Maine knew very well that it 
is not literally true that a corporation cannot 
die; what he wished to convey by the phrase 
was a sense of the enduring identity of the 
corporation, or its capacity to outlive its 
individual members. 1 can be reasonably 
certain that St Stephen’s College - or even 
the University of Delhi - will not cease to 
exist in my own lifetime. But there is more 
to it than that, for one can see the college 
extending into the future and retaining its 
identity even after all its present members 
have been replaced by new ones. 

Every institution must have die capacity 
to maintain its collective identity despite the 
continuous replacement of its old members 
by new ones, but that capacity is particularly 
manifest in the university and the college. 
In the typical case, the students greatly 
ouUiumber the teachers. Between a third and 
a quarter of the former leave the college or 
the university every year and are replaced 
by new ones. The student body of the college 
today is completely different, or almost 
completely different from the body five years 
ago; yet it is the same college. Teachers have 
a lower turnover, and that is why they have 
an appearance of permanence whereas the 
students appear as transients, although in the 
long run. or from the viewpoint of Uie 
institution, everyone is a transient. 

A college or a university derives many of 
its distinctive features as an institution from 
its characteristic age-structure. It differs from 
all the mixlem institutions to which 1 have 
earlier referred by virtueof the predominance 
of the young, "rhe relations between the 
generations is of great significance in every 
society, and especially in one in which 
important changes are talpng place. 

Changes arc lakingplacenotonly insocial 
relations and in attitudes and values, but 
probably also in the very meanings that 
people a.ssign to youth and age. 1 will make 
my point with a rapid digression. Many 
years ago, I was taken aback to read in a 
very populM textbook on social stratification 

“that in American aociety (me is genmiliy 
considered better, superior, or more worthy 
if he is ...Young rather than Old” {Tumin 
1967:27]. 'That did not correspond at all with 
my understanding of my own society, but 
1 soon realised that the meanings assigned 
to youth and age arc neither invariant nor 
unchanging. If those meanings are cbuiging 
today, there is no public domain in which 
the change can he more easily observed than 
in the college or the university. 

Tlie same textbixik on social stratification 
observed thai one is generally considered 
bettor, superior, or more worthy if he is 
"Male rather than Female” [Tumin 1967:27]. 
Here, by changing themselves from within, 
the universities and colleges have played a 
crucial part in introducing changes in attitudes 
and perceptions throughout society. The 
universities were predominantly, if not 
overwhelmingly, male institutions until vciy 
recently, not only in India but everywhere. 
Removing the restrictions on the admission 
and appointment of women and their 
incorporation into the institutions of higher 
education have been among the most 
significant changes of the 20th century. 
Towards the end of his life, Edmund Leach, 
known for his radical views as a young 
anthropologistbut later critici.sed forjoining 
the establi.shment, said in an interview that 
it was after all while be was provost of 
King' s College that women were first given 
admission into that ba.stion of male privilege 
(Kuper 1986]. He wished to be remember^ 
for the part he bad played in that outcome, 
and, I believe, with good Judgment. 

Young men and women unrelated by lies 
of kinship and community can interactmore 
freely in the university than perhaps in any 
other domain of society. If it has done nothing 
else, it has at the very least created a new 
basis for the relationship between men and 
women in contemporary India. In the past, 
whether among Hindus or Muslims, the life 
led by women was either hard or confined, 
or both, and that is probably true for most 
women even today. It is mainly in the college 
or the university that, as a young adult, a 
woman can enjoy a little freedom to explore 
new social relations and to construct a new 
social identity. In the past, in all social 
classes a woman wa.s already burdened by 
the cares of domestic life by the time she 
was 17 or 18 today, if she has the luck to 
enter university, a new life might open up 
for her at that age. The university has provided 
a new ideal of womanhood even if only a 
handful are able to give tlial ideal aconcrete 
shape. 

Success in academic competition creates 
a new .sense of confidence in women, 
although we must not exaggerate the extent 
of change that this can bring about in the 
actual relations between men and woman. 
Ours is in many ways a deeply conservative 
society, and conservatism takes its most 
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dbdurate fonn in the attitudes of men 
towards women. Academic and other 
achievements do not automatically bring 
about equality in social relations, and 
women are reminded at every turn of their 
subordinate position in society and its 
institutions. Yet, I believe that it speaks 
well of our colleges that here in Delhi the 
best women undergraduates prefer mixed 
colleges for their study to colleges only for 
women. 

IV 

I now turn, though only briefly, to the 
thorny question of institutional hierarchy. 
1 have spoken deliberately of the inequality 
between men and women in order to point 
out that, although it is pervasive in Indian 
society, it is neither necessary nor desirable 
in an academic institution. If the college 
cannot remove or reduce the inequalities 
in the relations between men and women 
that its members bring into it ft'om the 
wider society, it fails as an academic 
institution to tliat extent. But that does not 
mean that all forms of inequality can or 
should be removed from the college. Certain 
forms of it are constitutive of an institution 
as astable arrangement of persons engaged 
in a set of co-ordinated activities. But the 
inequalities constitutive of, say, the family 
are not the same as those constitutive of 
the college; and certainly the inequalities 
inherent in the institution of caste - and 
also those largely accepted in our traditional 
institutions of learning - can have no place 
in a modern college or university. 

I would like to draw attention, and that 
too, briefly, to only two sources of 
inequality characteristic of the college or 
university as an institution. The first is 
associated with the regulation of activities 
and the maintenance of discipline; and the 
second with competition and its outcome. 
Every institution must take steps to ensure 
thgt its daily tasks are smoothly performed 
and must therefore invest some of its 
members with more authority - and also 
more responsibility - than others. It is 
difficult to visuali.se a college in which 
teachers and students - or even the 
principal, the senior teachers and the junior 
teachers - all enjoy equal authority. It can 
be easily argued from general principles 
that the co-ordination of the wide range of 
differentiated activities that take place in 
a college - and even more in the university 
as a whole - requires some regulatory 
mechanism which in turn requires some 
inequality in the distribution of authority 
[Beteille 1977}. 

Utcipline in any institution is maintained 
l^ely through internal sanctions without 
ttie use .or even the threat of punishment, 

‘^faere the use or the threat of punishment 
becomes the usual rather than the 

exceptional method of socitd reguladtm, one 
might hesitate to speak (^it as an institutiont 
No institution can .work without some 
exercise of authority, but die constant 
exercise of authority leads to a loss of its 
legitimacy, and where authority loses its 
legitimacy, the institution is bound to decline. 

A university or college is a place of 
achievement through success in free, if not 
always fair,competition[BeteiUel987:157- 
84; 212-32].It is also a place of academic 
distinction; or at least its members are 
expected to strive to make it one. This means 
that itmust not be apprehensiveof inequality 
as such, but be prepared to accept those 
forms of it that follow from the application 
of the criteria that it values. It must take the 
responsibility of sorting the good students 
out from the bad ones. Above all, it must 
not be afraid to distinguish between bright, 
capable and enthusiastic teachers and those 
who are dull, incompetent and lazy. A 
university will fail in its essential 
responsibility todiscriminate among students 
according to academic standards if it refuses 
to apply those standards in discriminating 
among its teachers. 

One cannot speak of the university or 
college as an institution without confronting 
the question of academic standards. There 
cannot be any fixed or invariant standard of 
academic excellence and, above all, itcannot 
be imposed on the university from outside. 
Universities and colleges differenormoUsly 
in their resources, both material and human, 
and one cannot speak of academic standards 
without reference to those resources. A 
college with modest resources cannot 
maintain the same academic standards, in 
absolute terms, as, say, the University of 
Chicago. But the two institutions can both 
maintain the same high standards, in relative 
terms, if they use their respective resources 
with equal care and imagination. 

Wbatmatters in the end for the institution 
is not whether it achieves academic 
excellence but whether it values it. Even 
our best may not be as good as the second- 
best in some other institution, but we must 
not for that reason fail to discriminate 
among tho.se that we do have. A college 
tbriveg on the enthusiasm of its students, 
and that enthusiasm is smothered if they 
are all treated alike, irrespective of quality 
or performance. 

Teachers should be prepared to apply 
academic standards rigorously and 
impartially not only to their students but also 
to themselves. The academic selection 
process is central to the life of an academic 
institution which is threatened whenever 
that process is called into question or loses 
its credibility. It is a fact that there is today 
in the University of Delhi, as in most Indian 
universities, pervasive mistrust of the 
integrity of academic selection committees. 
That mistnist, iiRspecti ve of the grounds on 

which il u baaed, atrikea at the very heart 
of themeaning andlegitimacy of thecollege 
and the university as academic institutions. 

How extensive is the lack of integrity of 
academic selection committees in India 
today? Let me say at once that the'facts 
are extremely diffrcult to establish, for. to 
quote Max Weber’s ominous words, "No 
university teacher likes to be reminded of 
discussions of appointments, for they are 
seldom agreeable" [Gerth and Mills 
1946:133], It is true that academic selection 
committees make mistakes, but it is not 
true that those mistakes are always made 
because they act in bad faith. Although 
they do sometimes act in bad faith, the 
greater fault with academic selection 
committees, in my limited personal 
experience, is not their corruptibility but 
their conservatism. 1 have rarely been able 
to persuade a selection committee to 
recommend a younger candidate with less 
experience and fewer publications against 
older and more experienced candid ates with 
more publications, even when we were all 
agreed that the younger candidate had 
greater academic merit than all the others. 

More and more people seem to believe 
that there is something subjective, hence 
arbitrary, if not capricious, about all 
judgments of academic merit It is therefore 
better, they say, to go by ‘objective’ criteria 
such as seniority, class of degree, and 
number of publications in making academic 
selections. In the end, they tend to settle 
for what is, after all. the most objective 
criterion, namely, the length of service 
measured in years, months and days, 
irrespt etive of the quality of that service. 
The academic selection process is then 
reduced to aroutine which has the advuitage 
of administrative convenience, but deprives 
it of all meaning from the academic point 
of view. 

The fear of exercising and being subjected 
to academic judgment is rationalised by the 
argument that academic distinctions, like 
all distinctions of rank, are invidious. I 
have heard persons in prominent public 
positions say that such distinctions are a 
legacy of colonialism, or a form of elitism, 
and ought to be abolished. Many a pillar 
of our academic establishment has learned 
to mask intellectual timidity by the use of 
populist rhetoric. Neither ^e timidity nor 
the rhetoric augurs well for our universities 
and colleges, for no academic institution 
can be sustained on the ideology of levellers. 

The passage from growth to stagnation 
and decay has been repeated with almost 
unfailing regularity in practically every 
Indian university and in most colleges. 
What is meve, the time taken for this passage 
appean to be getting progressively nxluced. 
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Htudentin tiw Univcnity Cottofeltf SciMce 
to join the University ttf Delhi as a teacher, 
the txsnirast between tte two institutions 
made a great hnpression on me [Beteille 
1990, 1995], Calcutta is India's oldest 
university. Although itwasfounded in 1857, 
it began to function as a centre of 
postgraduate study and research only in the 
early years of the presentcenUuy, and itnoon 
acquired areputation throughoutthecountty. 
But by the late 19S0s itwas already in a state 
of decline. The authorities had failed to hmk 
after the physical upkeep of its buildings, 
libraries and laboratories, and protests, 
demonstrations and strikes were beginning 
to undermine the regularity and routine of 
academic work. 

In the late 19S0s, Delhi University was 
in the B.scendant. It had the advantage of 
having a proper campus which the U ni versify 
ol Calcutta lacked. It appeared both .spacious 
and well-maintained, and teachers and 
students were moving into it from ail parts 
of the country But within 20 years it had 
outgrown its capacity to maintain itself, and 
the contras! between Delhi University today 
and as it was in 19.59 is as great as that 
between the universities of Calcutta and 
Delhi at that time. 

Today the predominant impression of the 
typical Indian university or college is one 
of disorder and apathy. The two reinforce 
each other. The disorder is most clearly 
visible when large numbers of persons 
congregate, especially during protests and 
demonstrations, but it is also seen in Uie 
confusion i>vcr admission procedures, 
examination schedules, and even teaching 
time-tables. A common response to the 
disorder in an institution is withdrawal by 
its members, and veiy few institutions tolerate 
absenteeism to the extent that universities 
and colleges do among teachers as well as 
students. There are not only students who 
attend courses fitfully and intermittently, 
but also, and increasingly, many professors 
who are professors only in their spare time. 

Every college and university has an 
administrative staff, and some colleges are 
m fact well administered and maintained. 
Universities are generally larger, and their 
administration and maintenance more 
difficult. Moreover, academics set a high 
value, at least in principle, on ‘academic 
autonomy’, and the university is organised 
in such a manner that much of the 
responsibility for its administration and 
maintenance rests, at least formally, with the 
laculty. But increasingly, the members of 
the faculty are unavailable for that kind of 
routine work because of lack of time, or lack 
«f interest or lack of energy. 

Beneath the surface of apathy and disorder 
there is an imdercuirmt of aggression that 
folds expression in periodic, outburets. A 
factor that contributes to ibese outbursts of 

ajtirealiioa k 'thiri: {Httoc 
fa^tttions, the uBiv6»itiMm>;t^ once that 
are most open and exponed. For one thing, 
the university cimipus is frequently and 
ihcreasingly invaded by whet are 
euphemisticidly called ‘outside elements'. 
Mmeover, the university brings together 
socially heterogeneous components, men and 
women, and persons of diverse castes and 
communities. As I have observed, far some 
women, the university is pre-eminently a 
place of freedom, and in our fundamentally 
conservative society, this is deeply resented 
by many men and also by some women. 
Again, it is not very easy to adjust to the 
redefinition of the social relations among 
persons from di verse strata that the university 
or college n6ce.\sarily demands.. In popular 
«54ting on the university, all the attention 
is paid to the acute forms of aggression as 
manifested in campus violence, and hardly 
any attention is paid (o its chronic forms. 
Yet these chronic forms of aggression have 
in the long run a debilitating effect on the 
life of the institution that tends toescape the 
notice of even its concerned members. 

Very few colleges in India retain an 
aesthetically pleasing appearance, and I 
cannot think of any university as a whole 
ihatdocs so.- Peeling walls, broken window- 
panes. leaking taps, unswept corridors and 
filthy toilets meet the eye everywhere, and 
the sad thing is (hat teachers and students 
become so easily inured to the dirt and 
decay. The university authorities say that 
they cannot do very much since tliey are 
hamstrung hy financial cuts which become 
more acute every year. There is no doubt 
a problem of financial shortage, but even 
more acute is (he problem of managing and 
hu.sbanding scarce financial re.sources. 
University authorities appear at one and the 
same time helpless when it comes to 
augmenting income and profligate when it 
comes to spending money. 

Tile university campus is aesthetically 
unattractive partly ihrough neglect and lack 
of care, but also on account of dc liberate and 
wanton misu.se of its spaces. Furniture is 
broken and window panes arc smashed not 
only on occasions of collective outbursts, 
but as a matter of routine by individuals 
letting off steam. Outer walls and even inner 
ones can never be kept clean, since it is the 
clean ones that are specially targeted for 
political slogans and moral exhortations. 
Another expression of this kind of aggression 
is the defacement of foxiks and periixlieals 
that has become endemic in virtually all 
university and college libraries. 

Tlie cbnmic aggression finds expression 
in the surly tone habitually adopted by 
students ‘karamcharis’ and teachers 
whenever disagreement has to beexpressed 
in public. I will say little here about students 
butconfinemy observations to theemployecs 
of the university. First, there are the 

speciiicaliy polilical occationk stibh M. 
strikes, raMes and demonstrariotis, when 
discontent is aired and demands presented 
in the most violent language, not only by 
karamcharis but also by teachers. No doute 
the tone of anger is often simulated, but it 
is infectious. Here, a decisive change has 
come about in the culture of university and 
college teachers in the last three decades. 
Vice-chancellors and principals are often 
singled out for the choicest abuse by the 
leaders of the teachers' movement: I have 
been told that there i.s nothing personal in 
this, it is just the political culture of the mass 
movementfrom which the university cannot 
remain isolated. 

Violent and abusive language is not 
confined to strictly political occasions, as 
when trade-union leaders negotiate with the 
authorities. 1 can speak from experience 
about the academic council of the University 
of Delhi, and from hearsay about similar 
bodies in other universities. I will say nothing 
of the level of academic ability displayed 
in the discussions, but only about their tone. 
That lone is now marked by a conspicuous, 
even deliberate, lack of civility. At meetings 
of the academic council, those professors 
who still value civility us a virtue sit silently 
for most of the time, and quietly slip out as 
soon as they can decently do so. Many 
scholars and scientists have begun to feel 
that it is no longer possible to participate in 
the decision-making borlies of the university 
and maintain their self-esteem. 

The persistent abuse of vice-chancellors, 
noisy scenes in the academic council, uid 
the generally uncivil tone of public 
discussions violates the dignity of the 
university as an institution, llis not enough 
to be mindful of the dignity of individuals, 
we inu.st also be mindful of the dignity of 
institutions. In India people ux>k great care 
in the past of their traditional institutions, 
particularly their domestic and religious 
institutions. When the first universities and 
other miKlcm institutions came up in the 
19lh ccntui'y. there was some sense of their 
dignity, and the need to preserve and nourish 
it. Tliat sense seems to be now evaporating. 
This is only another symptom of the loss of 
meaning and legitimacy which I set out to 
discuss. 

Successful professionals in India - 
scholars, scientists, doctors, architects, 
accountants, and others - tend to attribute 
the apathy and di.sordcr in the institutions 
in which they work to the malign influence 
of politicians. There is no dearth of 
examples of unscrupulous interference by 
politicians in appointments, promotions and 
transfers in practically every kind of publiO 
institution, and few will deny that our 
political morality has reabhed a very low 
ebb. But there are many issues here th^ 
cannot all be despatched by being self¬ 
consciously viitwrus. Politic? is hot just 



KOBtethiog 'QUi there’, the creation and 
inatruoient of a aeparate apeciea called 
’politicianii’, who act on profeKStonal 
pursuits only from outtide. It baa come to 
lodge iUelf within our univeraitiea, 
laboratories, hospitals, and other public 
institutions. 

If by politics is meant the use of power 
to achieve particular ends in accordance 
with certain accepted codes, it is difficult to 
sec bow public institutions can be wholly 
insulated from it. Scholars, scientists, doctont 
and others who are quick toaindemn politics 
in public life often fail to acknowledge their 
own involvement in activities that are also 
a form of politics. 

If the university is to be a self-governing 
institution, it must make room for .some 
form of politics within it. The lofty attitude 
to politics adopted in public by many 
scholars and scientists is misconceived, 
and it is often hyptKi itical. As institutions, 
universities have always been jealous of 
their autonomy, and their leaders have 
needed political support both within and 
outside to protect their autonomy in the 
face of threats from church, state and other 
powerful agencies. No one who cares for 
the university can say that its autonomy 
does not have to he fought for, or that it 
can bo defended and strengthened without 
any regard for politics. What is true of the 
university as a whole is true also of its 
individual parts, for faculties, departments 
and colleges also need lo protect their 
autonomy from unwanted and unjustified 
intrusion by the powers in the university, 
and that too cannot be done without 
engaging in politics in some sense of the 
term. 

Having said all this, one must also suy that 
the politics of tlic university need not, |>erhups 
should not. Iw organised in the same way 
US the politics of legislutuies. parties and 
trade unions. Democratic politics lequircs 
for its sustenance not only u certain kind of 
political constitution hut also a certain kind 
of political culture. In u country with a rich 
intellectual tradition but no democratic 
institutions, it was hoped that tiie uni versiiies 
would play a leading part in the creation of 
^t culture. They have on the whole failed 
to do so. Today, academic politics is not an 
example for the politics of the wider society, 
it has allowed itself to he swallowed up by 
that wider politics. Leaders of teachers' 
uniotts have not enhanced their own dignity 
or the dignity of the university by becoming 
petty instruments of the Congress(l), the 
CPI(M) and the BiP. And they could hardly 
protect the autonomy of die university by 
surrendering their own autonomy to their 
parties. 

Today, the problem with academic 
ppl^s in India is that it is all politics end 

academic. Few leaders of teachers' 
oni<«a have liny credibility as scholars or 

Am 

scienUstSt and many fk them are indeed 
teachers in their spare time. Academic 
politics today is about ‘empowering* 
teachers for securing better pay. guaranteed 
promotion and easy conditions of work; it 
has lost all connection with the content of 
science and scholarship. Universities ought 
to have representative even elected bodies 
in which some amount of political 
bargaining is to be expected before 
decisions arc reached on academic issues. 
Academic issues hardly figure in the 
political bargaining tliat takes place in 
organs of the university witli a large elected 
component. Those issues are now not only 
neglected, they provoke derision from 
activists among teacher politicians. 

Vice-chancellors, deans, principals, and 
occasionally even leadersof teachers’ unions 
say that tlie universities have been undone 
by politics, but by politics they generally 
mean what other people do. not what they 
themselves do. Tliey also say from time lo 
time that the government should step in and 
cleanse the universities of politics, but they 
suy so without much conviction, for they 
know at bottom that such intervention is 
more likely to increase than to reduce the 
part played by )K>litics. Embaltlcd vice- 
chancellors turn sooner or later to political 
instruments in order to contain the political 
forces by which they sec themselves 
threatened. They try to befriend ministers 
and officials on the one side and leaders of 
the unions of teachers, karamchuris and 
students on the otlier. hoping perhaps to use 
the one against the other, hut ending 
frequently, and perhaps deservedly, as 
victims of both. 

When an institution becomes ptditicised 
beyond a point, every pioblem in it seems 
a political prolilem, and no problem seems 
solvable except in political terms. The head 
of a university has to spend most of his time 
and energy in dealing with politicians and 
officials from outside, and leudurs anil 
represenlali ves from witliin. He cannot, even 
ifhe wishes to, spend much lime in discussing 
academic subjects with scholars and 
scientists, and not many viec-ehancellors 
appear even lo wish to do so. In this way, 
university viee-chancellurs come more and 
more to resemble precisely those adepts in 
the art of the possible who appear to be their 
worst adversaries. 

Politics cannot he expelled from the 
university orfrom any institution tliat values 
scif-govcrnanuc. At (he same time, it cannot 
determine tlic agenda of on institution whose 
basic aim and puipose is the pursuit of 
science and scholarship. There are some 
who believe that the univtjrsity can be set 
back on its natural path by a single decisive 
political apt that will expunge all corruption 
and all injustice from it. That is a mistake. 
Every living institution has to accommodate 
some corruption and some iqjwitice as a part 

of ifsoicd[mary^«i<^> 
is to remain loyal to the ideals of science 
and scholarship in a world that offers other 
and more immediate attractions. 

Notes 

[This is a revwed version of the second of the 
(wo Sucthir Kumar Bo.se Memonal Lectures on 
Institutions delivered at Si Stephen’s College in 
February 1992. 1 am grateful to the authorities 
of the college, and in particular Rajinder Gupta 
for the invitation to deliver the lectures and for 
Iheirhospilality during the occasion. I would also 
like lo thank Veena Das who chaired the two 
lectures for her oKservalions and suggestions at 
that time and subsequently. In particular, it is due 
ioherper.suasion that 1 reviseil (hesecond lecture 
for publication here.] 

1 Ibis point came up repeatedly at the round¬ 
table discussiort on ' Uiiiversiiie.s of the Twen¬ 
ty-first Century' held at tlie Univeisity of 
Chicago on October d-.t, 1991 on the occa.sion 
of its centennial. See M/netvn, Vol XXX, 
No 2, Summer 1992. 

2 A notable exception i.s the University of Punjab 
at Cluiiidigaih. 
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Theoretical Reflections on Participatory Rural Appraisal 

David Moue 

Information for planning is shaped hy relations of power and gender and by the investigators themselves, and certain 
kinds 0} knowledge are often excluded. Participatory’ methods of research such as participatory rural appraisal (PRA) 
are increasingly being used to overcome the limitations of conventional research methods. 

THEpopularity of techniques of participaUwy 
rural appraisal (PRA) in rural research and 
project planning comes in large part from 
their ability to generate information at the 
community level directly witli members of 
the community. Such information is held to 
be more reliable, more efficiently obtained 
and more relevant to community interests 
than that generated by conventional social 
research mctluKls (Chambers 198.'?. 1991). 
Improving botli the quality of information 
available to planners, and communication 
betweenputsiders and comm unity members, 
is central to the rationale for participatory 
approaches, at least for projects with a more 
■instrumental’ notion of participation where 
PRA has made major in-roads. Many 
development efforts arc set in highly ttimplex 
.six'ial and physical envinmmenls which place 
a premium on the use of people's knowledge 
and judgments (e g, in as-sessing new 
technologies). Access to this knowledge pre¬ 
supposes intensive interaction between 
project staff and members of the commun ily. 
Techniques of PRA not only draw on tlie 
complexity and sophistication of people's 
technical and social knowledge and their 
practical expertise in livelihexximanagement. 
but also bring out hitherto unrecognised 
abilities of diagrammatic and symbolic 
representation among informants through a 
range of mapping and diagramming 
techniques usable hy non-literate peoples 
\RRA Notes 1988-92]. The effectiveness of 
location-specific project strategies bused 
upon local knowledge equally depends upon 
the quality of information feedback and 
learning, and for this PRA increasingly finds 
successful application in metliods of project 
monitoring and evaluation. 

Oivon the growing importance of rapid 
research methixls in development planning 
of all kinds, there are surprisingly few 
theoretical and critical reflections on 
methodology, particularly reflections from 
field experience [of Fairhcad 1991; Pettier 
1991; Scoones and Thompson 1992].ln this 
article 1 draw on my recent field experience 
of PRA arising fnm work as a consultant 
to a participatory natural resource 
development project in a tribal region of 
westemlndia. Thisprovides the background 
for more general critical etunraenu on some 
of the assumptions Implied in the practice 

of PRA. My focus here is particularly on 
the social context of the useof PRA methods, 
rather than on the individual techniques 
themselves. PRA is undertaken in many 
different social contexts, at different stages 
in a project’s life, and by different types of 
development organisations. Tliesc obviously 
shape the fieldwork and bring to light 
different questions. This article focuses on 
the use of PRA at the very curliest stages 
in a project, that is prior to the setting of 
specific project objectives. We consider 
interdisciplinary team PRAs' undertaken in 
an urea which is new to the project 
organisation and at the point at which the 
project is developing its identity and 
relationship with local communities. This 
situation raises particular issues. 

The first issue concerns the extent to 
which the use of PRA depends upon 
established links between an agency and 
local communities. Much work on PRA 
methods has been done by NGOs who are 
able to bu ild upon years of work with a given 
community and have, themselves, an 
established identity und credibility. Is it 
possible for PRA to l>e undertaken m 
completely 'new' ureas, where an agency is 
unknown'.' Can PRA itself be a means of 
establishing the mutual trust and rapport 
which is necessary for any participatory 
development effort'.' The second issue 
concerns paiticipution in PRA. At its simplest 
level the question is, who docs and who does 
not participate in organised FRA sessions'.' 
A more complex question is. are the 
perspectives and knowledge of all sections 
of a community equally 'accessible’ to Uic 
methods of FRA. or arc there features of tlie 
PRA metliodology which impose uselectivity 
on the type and sources of information'.' 1 
will hxtk at the constraints to participation 
and the way in which PRA may generate 
(or create) information of a ratlier special 
kind. I suggest a view of local information 
and knowiedgeiuelf which differs from that 
commonly held in practice, biformation docs 
not just exist 'out there' waiting to be 
'collected' or 'gathered*, but is constructed, 
or created, in specific social contexts for 
particular purposes. Here I am concerned 
with PRA techniques orgMiised as public 
events and the ways in which these create 
(and exclude) particular knowledge. 

Specifically, 1 shall look at the unplications 
of (1) social dominance and authority, (2) 
gender relations, and (3) the existence of 
project ‘outsiders', for the shaping and 
recording of public information available 
for planning. In the case of gender, for 
example, the question is. what assumptions 
does PRA make about women’s ability to 
fully participate'.' How ‘accessible’ is 
women's knowledge and experience to 
existing PRA methods? 

The third issue to be addressed is the 
complicated question of the existence of. 
different kinds of knowledge, and the 
problems this may pose in generating 
information for planning. A related question 
concerns the extent to which FRA remains 
a set of techniques by which outsiders extract 
information rather than a methodology for 
planning in which local actors active^ 
participate. Is there un assumption, in the 
practice of PRA, that community knowledge 
aiiout li velihwids and knowledge for action 
are die same? Does FRA in practice deal, 
with the problem of the limits of local 
knowledge and awareness and tlie need for 
new skills for community analysis of 
problems and for planning? 

CormixT 

Tlic experience of FRA which informs 
tliis paper comes from an Ovisrseas Develop¬ 
ment Adminisuution (OD A) funded natui^ 
resource development project, the Kribheo 
Indo-British Rainfed Farming Project 
(KRIBP), implemented in India by the 
Krishak Bharati Co-operati ve(KRIBHCO). 
A brief sketch of the project is necessary to 
set Uic background for the later discussion. 
Tlie overall aim of the project is the promotion 
of u participatory and poverty-focused 
approach to farming systems development. 
Ilic more specific objectives are to increase 
local capabilities in the management of 
natural resources and to improve the ability 
of tlie poorest to gain access to existing 
gov^ernment programmes in order to bring 
about sustainable increases in farmtiif 
systems production and improved socio¬ 
economic conditions of poor farming 
families.' The project strategy invotvesm 
extended [vocess of participatory plannbtg 
in which PRA plays n part in gemrating 
location-specific natural resource develop- 



pl«n*' Thi« iavolvws prioritiiiing 
; ' to be xolved and identifying 

{tip^rtunitieK forinnovation.These include 
■ J ^taieof improved crop varieties, measures 
^ ^forsoil and waterconservation, agro-forestry, 

' v' minoriirigation and pisciculture. Ibe project 
' ^ Specifically aims to identify women’s 

•perspectives on farming systems, to 
i* fKlvngthen women’s existing roles in natural 

resource management, and open new 
i opportunities for women's involvement in 
bi^hold and community decision-making 

r and resource control. The sustainability of 
the project’s initiatives ultimately depends 
upon the continued involvement of the 
community in pro ject implementation, record 
kei^ing and monitoring. The project aims 
to generate a local capacity for this through 
the training of workers from thccommunity 
and' the development of villagc-ba.sed 
<»gwisations. In the long run this aims to 
enable community-based provision of 
aervicesfe g, savings, credit orinputsuppiy) 
and management of common property 
resources (grazing, forestry..fisheries) 

: fCentre for Development Studies 1990|. 
The project is located in the Bhil tribal 

disCricts of western India (Panchmahals in 
Qujarat, Banswara in Rajasthan, and Jhabua 
in Madhya Pradesh). These tribal districts 
are amongst the porrrest in India. A rapidly 
growing population - presently around five 
million people - is putting increasing 
{mssure on a fragile resource base which 
now faces extensive deforestation, soil 
erosion, water scarcity and declining 
agricultural productivity. Unable to meet 
their subsistence needs, 40-60 per cent of 
0»c working population now migrate 
seasonally for work in urban or better-off 
rural areas. Six village clusters have been 
identified for work in the first year, and the 
number is to expand subsequently. 

The project is managed by a functionally 
«Uh>notm>us specially stuffed unit of the 
main organisation witli its headquarters in 
the centre of the pnijcct area, A core of 
technical and scKial .science specialists 
support male and female community 
organisers (COs) hasedin individual village 
Cloaters. COs have the responsibility of 
woiking with community members in deve¬ 
loping local strategics for natural resource 
and organisation devciopmentandof making 
themselves ledundant after twoorthrec years 
by transferring skills to local workers. 

b July 1992COstookupresidenccinthe 
VUiageclusters following an extensive Held- 
based period of training (including training 
in PRA methods, in which several already 
had oonsulcrahle experience). They began 
by developing a general understanding of 
the locality and identifying suitable points 
of entry into the community. This involved 

, villagic meetings, Irouse-visiU. sketch 
mining, undastandinglocaltransport links, 

l; etc. and regular toam meetings to review 
!^|irogrcss over the first two months. By the 

endoftwbmonths.toverelvilbigeahtidbeeB 
identified as appro{njkte and ready for 
introductory PRAs. Positive criteria for 
selection of villages were small size, social 
homogeneity, the absence ofknown faction¬ 
alism. the existence of supportive village 
leadership, and the interest^ willingness 
of the village to host structured PRAs. 

The purpose of the first PRAs were: (1) 
to provide further training for the team, (2) 
to contribute to the process of rapport 
building, (3) to develop and adapt PRA 
methodology for work in this area and stage 
of the project, and (4) to begin to meet the 
project’s information needs. The PRAs 
involved tcamsof 8-10 people (headquarters 
staff. COs and supporting consultants, 
including myself) staying in villages for up 
tofourdaysand collecting information with 
community participants using a range of 
techniques: village and area mapping; matrix 
ranking (e g, of crops and trees); institutional 
linkage diagramming; kinship mapping 
(genealogies); seasonality diagramming: etc. 
Arrangements were made for our stay in the 
villages, sometimes making u.seof existing 
public buildings (e g, schools) or hiring a 
canopy, organising food and cooking and 
occasionally lighting. The PRAs followed 
a general patlei n. Following inlnxluclions 
in a general village meeting in which the 
purpose of the PRA is explained, a group 
.settlement mapping is organi.sed. Tills is 
followed by other group activities such as 
‘time-line’ (local history of events or 
significant changes) or ‘kinship mapping’ 
(drawing genealogies). Villagers are then 
organised into three to four groups for the 
area mapping which usually takes place on 
the second day. Each group undertakes a 
‘village walk’ spreading out in different 
directions from a central place. The group 
conducts interviews with households fulling 
within their ‘sector’. The area covered is 
then mapped by the group and presented at 
a plenary village meeting. These maps are 
used to identify areas of concert) which are 
discu.sscd and agreed upon in a village 
meeting. The third day is used for a range 
of other groupcxercises: tree matrix ranking, 
chapatti diagrams, seasonality diagramming, 
etc. Undoubtedly, there are many ways of 
organising PRAs, but tlic above pattern of 
public group activities is fairly common. 
When, in what follows, I refer to ‘a PRA', 
I am referring to this pattern of activity. 

The first two PRAs - undertaken in 
village.s in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh 
- had vety different outcomes. In one village 
(Chatra Khuta in Rajasthan) a good deal of 
agro-ecological and socio-economic 
information was generated with a good 
degree of community participation. Initial 
anxieties were overcome, tlic outs iders were 
welcomed, a context was created in which 
the project and its objectives could be 
explained, and PRA exercises proved 
effective at articulating locally perceived 

probtos ’b-reiatioa to' 
deforestation, indebtedness, education, etc, 
and indicated likely directions in which to 
explore solutions. Watershed mapping, for 
example, was used by farmers to plotpossible 
areas for soil and water conservation 
measures, and likely costing in terms of 
labour inputs for different types of wiwk 
were generated. In the second village 
(Kliatama in Madhya Pradesh), by contrast, 
the project team was prevented fromcarrying 
out the PRA by villagers who refused co¬ 
operation. The team was unable to establish 
a basis for communication with the 
community. Initial anxieties aboutthep-qject 
deepened and the team had to leave the 
village after a day without having seriously 
attempted any information generation. In 
the process, significant lessons about this 
village and the PRA methods were learned. 
The experience of these two villages places 
in sharp relief issues which have lieen 
cxpicrienced more widely in the use of PRA 
at the opening stages of the project. The 
contrast between ‘success’ and ‘failure’ is 
more apparent than real in the sense that 
many of the underlying difficulties arc in 
fact common to both successful and 
problematic participatory rural appraisal.- 
Tlic rest of this paper reviews these issues 

PRA ANi> Rai'Iort Bi'U-dinc. 

Howeasy was ittointriiduce PRAmetluxIs 
at the very ouUet of tlic project, and did the,sc 
indeed help develop rapport with local 
communities’' ‘Rapport’ is itself a very dif¬ 
ficult quality to identify. The term de.scribcs 
a relationship between outsiders and the 
community, and implies the tru.st, agreement 
and co-operation necessary for the pursuit 
ol participatory approaches to development. 
However, this relationship is usually dc.s- 
cribed from only one point of view - that of 
the outsider. ‘F,ffective rapport’ in practice 
often represents the set of assumptions that 
outsiders have about the 'accessibility' of 
villagers and the likelihood of effective 
communication with them. In thccasc of the 
project, in the absence of agreed criteria and 
indicators, quite different assumptions were 
made by different people in relation to signs 
of ‘good rapport’. Some field-workers 
emphasised pailicipation in village meetings 
at which the project objectives were 
explained,, others stressed the strength of 
links with, and co-operation of, local leaders. 
Olliers pointed to the extent of household 
visits made. Several early problems in using 
PRA in Uic project were in fact related to 
mistaken assumptions and misread signs of 
’rapport’. In practice, communication of the 
projcct’.s identity and gaining acceptance of 
its intended activities as a basis for 
undertaking PRAs, proved to be a complex 
process. The following paragraphs indicate 
the nature of the problem, 

Several early experiences in the cluster 
villages indicated that tribal villagers 



responded to pro)Dct tuff, ii<H itaWcxKned 
helpers, but in terms oftbeir recent experience 
of outsiders and present anxieties. In diese 
tribal villages, contacts with new outsiders 
appear generally to be perceived as 
threatening and risky, rather dian as offering 
new and welcome opportunities and 
resources. The most common anxiety 
concerned land rights. It was feared that the 
project would undermine land rights by 
constructing dams and flooding valley land, 
by reclaiming encroached government land 
for tree plantation, or by acquiring land for 
industrial development - all part of the 
tribals’ recent negative experience of 
'development'. In this context, the termi¬ 
nology used to express project intentions 
had to he chosen witli care. Phrases such as 
■forestt^’ or ‘water resource development’ 
conjured a history of cxpcncnce which 
prejudiced local reactions to project 
initiatives 

The experience of generations of tribals 
in the area is that outsiders expressing 
concern with their affairs do so in order 
topursiiethcu'own specific interests. Tlie.se 
interests, moreover, are usually expressed 
in terms of meeting the tribals’ own need 
for 'development' In some of the project 
villages, villager scepticism was only 
deepened by stalcmenls (by project 
workcis) that specific project objectives 
had not yei been set because v illagers would 
themselves determine local development 
goals. Paradoxically, participatory rhetoric 
of this sort can be a bar to effective 
communication where seen as a devious 
refusal by outsiders to state Iheir inlention.s 
plainly. The participatory approach 
contradicts experience and usually prompts 
local inquiry and ainjixturc as Co the project's 
'real’ motives. Tiic question uppermost in 
villagers’ minds, and to which project staff 
have hud to offer a satisfactory answer, is, 
who arc you. and what is your interest in 

us?’ Communicating an acceptable answer 
to this question in an appropriate idiom is 
a precondition for other rapport building or 
information gathering activities (e g, PRA). 

Rut do not the unthreatening situations 
created by PRA activities create an 
appropriate context in which to explain 
project objectives and open dialogue? 
Certainly, the effectiveness of PRA as a 
rcseu-ch method is often considered to rest 
on the ‘rapport’ generated by the creation 
of informal contexts (staying with people, 
sitting at the same level, etc). Experience 
from the project, however, suggests that 
where deeply entrenched suspicion of the 
motivation of outsiders' development 
intentions exists, participatory styles of 
interactitui often do not have the effect of 
allaying fears and suspicions. The e^ect 
may in fact be near to the opposite. 

First it is easy to forget that notions of 
infcnnality are culturally specific, and that 
whatlaappareotly iitfonnaland unthreaten¬ 

ing for {noject staff (fr g, sifting on Ae 
ground with villagers, or enteringintocasual 
conversationjmay be seen as suspicious and 
deviant behaviour by tribals. This suspicion 
is illustrated by the comment of a woman 
in the Madhya Pradesh village, "Today you 
are sitting on the ground, tomorrow you will 
be sitting on our heads". Non-directive and 
consultative approaches are unfamiliar, 
disorienting and treated with suspicion by 
triblls whose interaction with outsiders has 
for years been characterised by prejudice 
and hierarchy. In fact, as I suggest telow, 
PR As often invol ve setting up contexts which 
are in social term.s highly formal, and this 
has impo-i-tant implications for the kind of 
information generated. 

Second, ccriain PRA metliodi!. however 
sensitively employed, may themselves be 
misconstrued and may not help communi¬ 
cation. In some circumstances the para¬ 
phernalia of PRA re.searcb - paper, charts, 
coloured papers, etc - may in fact generate 
a greater sen.se of mystification than 
conventional research methods. Given 
in.secure land tenure among many tribals in 
the project area, for example, any emphasis 
on land - and particularly techniques of area 
mapping, transects, etc - may only seive to 
confirm existing anxieties about project 
intentions. Moreover, specific techniques 
such as village iransecis or mapping may 
superficially resemble the actions of other 
professionals - notably land surveyors for 
industrial development - and cause alarm 
In these circumstances PRA mcthixls have 
to l)c selected and u.sed carefully. 

Outsiders’ initial sense of ‘rapport’ with 
a community is often derived from their 
interaction with a limited number of 
individuals who serve as the brokers or 
mediators between themselves and the 
community. Misperception of the social 
position of these ‘comriiunity leaders’ is 
another source of communication failure 
with implications for future project 
initiatives. In one or two situations in the 
project, the failure adequately to undcrsiand 
local styles and patterns of leadership 
seriously affected efforts to conduct PRAs. 
In the Madhya Pradesh village from which 
the team was excluded, the importance and 
influence of two different types of leader¬ 
ship within the tribal community was 
mispercei ved. Community organisers (COs) 
had developed contacts with individuals 
whose apparent influence rested on their 
well developed connections beyond the 
village. Thc.se included the bolder of the 
statutoiy position of panebayat sarpanch. 
These leaders - who also presented 
themselves as ‘community leadens’ to 
outsiders (such as COs) - in fact wielded 
Jess influence within the community than a 
second type of the leader, the traditional 
tribal leader or' patel’. The patcl’s influence 
and leadership - which in the village in 
question was expressed in idioms and 

con venttoRB notteneditdejy t«<»gnts<^^ 
outtidersas 'leadershqi' - wassigntfleany^ I 
underestimated. Hiese different types 
leaders appeared.moreover, tohavjediffereiitvf] 

interests in relation to the project The f 
sarpanch and others with ‘otttsidie | 
connections' may have seen potential ftg | 
furthering their positions in extending I 
support toCOs. The patel, however, ^^aw | 
to have seen the project as a threat rather | 
than an asset. In the event by persisteady 
refusing co-operation and effectively ^ 
blocking participation of the whole | 
community, he demonstrated hlscontrol ovo'. | 
community opinion and action. 

Launching an organised PRA exercise l| 
involving arrangements for the stay of a f| 
group of outs iders in a village (lighting, food 
preparation, etc) represents a visible'jl 
commitment on the part of the project to a 
particular community. Where this is not 
based upon the gradual build-up of J 
commitment on both sides (village and i 
project), the PRA may in effect present the !| 
village with an artificial choice - ‘do they 
or do they not want this initiative’, before f| 
they are aware of the implications of this 
choice. Opting for caution andrisk-aversitta, 
village leadens may - as was the case in 9 
Khatama village - initially reject die J 
approach. In such situations organised PRAc | 
should occur only after a longer period of | 
working informally with individuals or | 
neighbourhood groups. In other caseji | 
concrete actions demonstrating the prcgect's | 
commiUnent to the village are necessaty | 
before the more formal PRA infemnatioA I 
gathering can begin. Sometimes itisbelpfiil | 
to take villagers to visit participat<f{y, i 
development initiatives elsewhere or to jl 
arrange visits by groups withmorcexpcrience f], 
of the project from other nearby villages. Op j| 
the other hand, organised public FRAs 1 
sometimes do provide the most effective-1 
way of winning support forprojcct activities, | 

Finally, the experience of the project has i| 
shown that effective communication With 
villagers is not only determined by factors 
within a village community (e g, local 
anxieties about land or leadership patterns), h 
but also by the wider networics of whkh f 
individual communities are a part. Local | 
perceptions of the activities of the project ^ 
in Madhya Pradesh and Raj asthan have been | 
influenced by current preoccupations (I 
concerning, for example, the activities 
missionaries, anti-Narmada project activism 
and local mass organisation activists. Given 
that the bureaucracy and politicgl systffiU itt 
the area is highly sen.«itive to work in 
areas, careful development of the proj6Ct’a,|| 
identity and credibility with a range of local • 
institutions ha.s been an important part 
developing a paiticipatoiy strategy for 
project. f; 

In sum. as an organised public evi^ d 
experience suggests that PRAs should oidy | 
be undertaken in a community after 
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ruso^iy |ood kjio#kdg9 of the 
and appropriate contacti: have been 
developed. It U aUo necessary to have some 
meansof assessing the adequacy oftbuknow¬ 
ledge for particular villages, and to identify 
appn^ate indicators of ‘goodrapport’. This 
preparation usually requires considerable 
time, more than was in fact allowed for in 
the early planning of the project. 

HowPartiopatorv Is PRA? 

The objectives of undertaking PRA are 
likely to var>' with the stage of a project. 
In the early stages of KRIBP there was a 
clear trade-off between the objectives of 
rapport building’ and ‘information 

gathering’. Maximising opportunities for 
participation was not always compatible with 
getti ng the best or most accurate data. Ixical 
teams varied in emphasis, but it was widely 
accepted that early PR As should give piiority 
to the quality of project-community relations 
over the quantity of information output (not 
least because of the likelihood of bias in this 
information, sec below). 

However, dc.spitc efforts to broaden 
contacts, PRAs are unlikely to be equally 
acccs.sible or open to all sections of the 
community. Initial PRA activities of the 
protect have larely involved a full cross 
section of Uie village community. Gender, 
age, education and kinship all inHuence 
participation in PRAs In Cliatra Khulu 
village (Rajasllian), for example, one of the 
two major descent groups in the community 
initially took a leading role, and the other, 
altliough not excluded, was less centrally 
involved. Tliis highlights theri.sk that without 
further work the priorities and action plans 
identified for the village will reflect a nanvw 
set of interests. Not only arc some sections 
of a village under-repre.scnted, but al so some 
participutionisdiscontinuousoverthecour.se 
of the PRA. Above all. participation by 
women has in all PRAs been both limited 
and discontinuous (see below). The reasons 
fornon-participation arclikely to be as varied 
as those for participation, encompassing both 
practical (e g, time, distance) and social (e g, 
social factions and alliances) factors. In some 
cases strong leaders were able to ’mobilise’ 
wide group participation, in others individual 
factors of interest and curiosity appeared 
foremost. Without some means of recording 
and monitoring participation in PRAs, non¬ 
participation and the infuimation distortions 
it causes is often unrecognised. 

Physical presence or ab.sence is, of course, 
only a crude measure of 'participation', and 
there arc many other ways in which 
involvement in PRA activities is uneven and 
discriminates against the recording of certain 
perspectives and gives priority to others. A 
record of individual involvement would 
clearly demonstrate the uneven nature of 
participation in PRA exercises, but even 
such n^cro-observatioEis might not reveal 
important wi^« hi which social relations 

influence information genbrs^ In a 
emnmunity. 

It is a truism to state that dominant views 
will tend to dominate. However, the way and 
extent to which recorded information will 
be biased in favour of perspectives which 
are not as general as ti^y are projected as 
being Is rarely considered orassessed. Indeed, 
I wantto suggest that PRA, far from providing 
a neutral vehicle for local knowledge, actually 
creates a context in which tlie selective 
presentation of opinion is likely to be 
exaggerated, and where minority or deviant 
views are likely to be suppressed. Inpractical 
terms community priorities’ such a school, 
soil and water conservation, social forestry 
or well deepening conceal private interests. 

While from the point of view of ‘outsider’ 
development workers an organised PRA is 
an informal event, in social terms the PRA 
is often highly formal and public; PRAs are 
group or collective activities; they involve 
important and influenlial outsiders (even 
foreigners); they take place in public spaces 
(.schools, temples, etc); they involve Uic 
community representing itself to outsiders; 
and information is discussed publicly, 
recorded and preserved for use in planning. 
.Such activities are farfrom informal everyday 
life Ilsccms highly probable that this social 
formality imposes a selectivity on the kind 
of informution which is presented and 
recorded in PRAs. At the very least, where 
critical debate in public is not an established 
convention, we should avoid unwarranted 
assumptions about the accountability of 
publicly processed information. 

Fiixt, as public and collective events, PRAs 
tend to empha.sisc the general over the 
particular (individual, event, situation, etc), 
lend towards the normative (‘what ought 
to be' rather than ‘what is’) and toward,s 
a unitary view of interests which underplays 
difference. In other words it is the 
community's ‘official view’ of itself which 
is projected. Communities are often most 
solidary when facing outsiders [Robertson 
19K4; 144] People may express their 
equality and unity of opinion to outsiders 
through generalised expre.ssions - ‘we 
think, we want, etc' These “rhetorical 
expressions of integrity of the community” 
are not to be mistaken for tlie absence of 
distinct and perhaps condictiiig interests 
[Cohen 1989; 35). The tendency to give 
nermaliee information may be encouraged 
by faulty interviewing techniques [see 
Mitchell and Slim 1991], butoften the very 
structure of the PRA sessions - group 
activities leading to plenary presentations - 
assumes and encourages the expression of 
con,seasus. Where scasitivesubjects are being 
addressed, there is anyway an understandable 
tendency to move away from the individual 
and thcparticular to the general and abstract, 
or sometimes from the firesent to tbe past; 
i e, lhatters of present sensitivity (e g, bonded 
labour) ate referred to as if they only 

in the intopretatitm of ‘timeUnea*). Aspcoject 
staff we perceive a need for conae&aoi 
information for the purposes of doveloping 
village workplans, and have yet to develop 
the means to handle differing or even 
conflicting views of local reality.There is 
sometimes, therefore, tacit compliance 
between insiders and outsiders in the 
generation of consensus views. More 
generally, the interactive context of PRA 
emphasises mediation between ‘outsiders* 
and ‘insiders’, ‘experts' and ‘locals', butjs 
not so good at identifying and handling 
differences of perception within communi¬ 
ties. Indeed, at times writing on PRA appears 
to reinforce weak and sociologically naive 
concepts of the community. 

Second, the perspectives and interests of 
the most powerful sections in a community 
are likely to dominate, not through overt 
competition or confrontation, but through 
this expression of con,sensus. 1 am referring 
to what Pierre Bourdieu calls ‘officialising 
strategies’ whereby the particular interests 
of key sections of the community become 
identified with the general interest (Bourdieu 
1977; 38-43). The ability to repre.sent tbe 
personal and porticu lar in universal terms to 
"...transmute ‘egoistic’, private, particular 
interests into...disinterested, collective, 
publicly avowable, legitimate interests" 
0977:40) is a sign of authority and 
dominance. Tlicse “officialising strategies" 
involve possession of the “capital of authority 
necessaiy to impose a definition at a situation, 
especially in the moments of crisis when the 
collective judgment falters...” (1977:40). It 
is perhaps nottcxifar-fetchcd to consider die 
organised PRA carried out at tbe outset of 
a project's contact with acommunity as such 
a moment of ‘crisis’. The community is 
called upon to judge the outsiders ’ intentions, 
lake the risk of co-operation, provide 
collective knowledge, and articulate 
collective needs and priorities, in the' 
knowledge that whatever is said will in one 
way or another have implications for the 
future of the community. 'These are, perhaps, 
critical moments at which far more than 
usual is at stake in controlling the flow of 
information: moments, moreover, when 
those in authority . .are able to mobilise this 
group by solemnising, officialising and thus 
uni VCTsalLsing a private incident” (1977:40>. 
One might go even further and suggest tiiat 
the PRA actually presents a new means by 
which people in authority can ‘officialise.' 
private interests, by endorsing and puttin)^ 
on record dominant views. 

W here a new project is perceived as likbly 
to mobiliseconsiderableresourcesforViR^ 
development, the ability to identify personal 
interests with generalenes and to ensure that 
the.se fall within the compass of project 
objectives offers potentially great mati»iai 
and political rew^s. Some^es the clium 
of universal validity for individual interests 



M^quite hlatiuit iind^tQctitte •>> 
which the xarpanch’R decin for a contract 
for the school building was projected aa a 
community need for education, ic a case in 
point. But there must be many instances of 
this process which gounnotk^. Ute school 
was not leaUy a project priority, so the 
saipanch missed the mark; but today many 
community leaders are well aware of the 
benefiu to be gained not only from projecting 
private interests as public ones, but in doing 
so in such a wa/djutthe priorities of projects 
and their funders arc met or 'triggered* ■ In 
this sense 'environment', ‘gender* and 
‘poverty* (ie, global development priorities) 
are very much part of ‘public' knowledge 
building in community development 
projects. However, clearly not all community 
needs willreflectdisguisedprivateamlritions. 
Indeed in the e^ly stages of a project it 
would be impossible to judge the extent of 
such domination. Nonetheless, it is important 
tobeawareofthe possibility, and particularly 
to recognise that a PRA is a social event, 
and like any external intervention in a 
community, will be shaped and influenced 
by social pocesses which may only be 
detectable inreUospect. Finally, 'the project' 
is not simply an observer of this process. 
The presence of development workers itself 
alters the balance of power. They may be 
called upon to arbitrate between competing 
claims to knowledge, and may sometimes 
enable the expression of subordinate 
definitions of a situation. 

Third, , the methodological problems 
identified here are common to all attempts 
in social science to represent and model 
communities. The reason why I suggest these 
problems may be amplified in group PR As 
U because of (1) the short time-frame of 
research, (2) the public nature of ibe enquiry, 
and (3) the possibility of information teing 
used directly to generate material benefits 
for the community. These observations 
suggest the need for certain modifications 

' to niA practice. These would include the 
use of more decentrai i.sed or neighbourhood- 
based activitres, avoiding or deferring public 
dccision-mricing or problem prioritisation 
(e g, at village meetings) and resi.sting the 
tendency to develop agreed or consensual 
views on complex problem.s until project 
wenkers are far more familiar with different 
parts of the community. The practice of 
organising separate interest-specific, gender 
or social group-based PRAs is now quite 
widespread, and given adequate attention, 
ra.As can be a useful tool in understanding 
and expressing difference. The identifiCBtion 
of different or conflicting views, however, 

' also requires development of the means of 
resolve these conflicts as a project develops 
acooseosus for local action. This, I suggest 
below, is another w^ness in current PRA 
practice. 

The ooroliaty of the dominanceof'official* 
knowledge a^t the community (or Ac 

‘ol^BttaiBg'ofiheviewedl'-dotltiiuiittJis 
the exclnskm trfsub-domiltaat pcaeapfloni. 
and the relative absence of exptesiioos of 
interests andopinions of thesesuh-dominant 
groups, wbolacktheabiliqrtomakegeneral 
and public their private and particular 
interesu. The cleareat example of this is 
provided by the case of women in relation 
to PRA in the project 

WOMBN AND FiCKMAL PRAs 

By far the most important observation 
from the first carried out as part of the 
KRIBP project was the minimal 
participation of women. Very few women 
attended these PRAs. their involvement 
was discontinuous, and they did not have 
a role in the round-up and planning sessions 
with which the PRAs often concluded.’ 
This raises both specific questions about 
women’s participation in the PRAs in the 
project, and more general issues concerning 
assumptions about women's ‘accessibility’ 
and the representation of women’s 
perceptions. *1111$ Utter is not a new problem, 
nor one restricted to PRA research methods. 
At the end of the 1960s Edwin Ardcner 
commented on the absence of women's 
perspectives in social anthropologists’ 
ethnographies, which were often a product 
of only talking to men. and about women 
(Ardener, E 197.5b:2]. Whatissignifleantis 
that the omissions were not (except in 
retrospect) striking. While men were 
universally accepted as ‘good informants’, 
able to articuUtelmowledge andexplanations 
(models) whick met the expectations of 
investigators, and which included 
representationof women’sconcerns. women 
were considered difficult to reach - "they 
giggle when young, snort when old, reject 
the question, laugh at the topic, and the lUe” 
(1975a: 2). It was possible to conclude that 
outsiders (ethnogr^hers)...”have a bias 
towards the kinds of models that men are 
ready to provide (or to concur in) rather than 
towards any that women might provide" 
(1975a;2). Yet what is increasingly 
recognised is that dominantmale models are 
incomplete; they do not and perhaps cannot 
express important aspects of women's 
experience and interests. This is not simply 
a question of researcher luas, but is also an 
issue of structural gender relations. 

PRA methods have played their part in 
addressing some these gender issues in 
field research. In mapy respects PRAs have 
provided good contexts in which to expicm 
the ways in which men and women's 
experience, needs and pra-^iectivei. differ, 
and innovative ways of representiai dieae 
differences have been employed {e g, 
Welboum 1991,1992, Sbeelu and Devaraj 
1992). Nonetheless, the central problem of 
the dominace of male views stiU porvades 
the exercise of rapid appraisal for rural 
development. Of course,iaaesansituBtioas - 
such M the one discuased here-these 

ihndntMogitnd probl^ me ’ inoiB acute' 
dun in oftms. Indeed the tUfflcrulty'. of 
mvolviagwrahm in PRAs rqxirted here has 
a specific context. Ofoiq> PRAs w«e used 
at the outset of a project working in aifl-iawa 
unexposed to participatory develo^ent 
initiatives. Momver, the project did not 
have its full cranplement of trained women 
field-woikers.It Uoften exactly at this early 
and formative suge of a development 
intervention that priorities are formulated 
and the shape of the project is set However 
effectively womenmi^ be abU to participate 
in later stages of a project, this vrill not 
compensate for their early exclusion. The 
particular probfems presented in the use of 
PRA at the veiy point at which a project is 
negotiating its contact with communities 
(when, for exunple, it is more difficult to 
set up separate wom'en-only group 
discussions) are therefore worth analysing. 

For several reasons, organised group PRA 
exercises in the project have not provided 
appropriate contexts fca* the articulation of 
women’s perspectives for natural resource 
planning. First, women faced a number of 
practical constraints to participation. The 
PRAs took place during a season when 
women’s work (especially weeding) does 
not allow participation (a choice based on 
the need to have PRAs during a season when 
few families migrate). PRAs assumed that 
women would be available collectively at 
central locations (away from the work sites 
of the home and field) for continuous periods 
of time. These requirements of time, location 
and collective presence were incompatible 
with the structure of women's wojk roles 
[Mehta 1992]. Women are rarely free of 
work responsibilities for substantial lengths 
of time, and it is bard to find limes when 
women would be available collectively. This 
imposes major constraints on women's 
participation. Organised PRAs, for example, 
require the allocationof blocksof time away 
from field and bouse to carry out transecu, 
mapping exerciaet. analysis and presoitation 
which women are unable to give. 

Second, women faced social constraints. 
mAs usually took place in public spaces 
(e g, schools) and in the presence of out¬ 
siders. Bhil women are typically (explicitly 
or implicitly) excluded flom such public 
spaces and activities. This exclusion of 
women "is so normal and ‘naturalised’ that 
it is rarely noticed or questioned. In fact, 
the [seaonce of women causes leourk while 
their absence goes uonoriced” (Mehta 
1992]. The conaments made on the cultural 
specificity of ‘iitformality’ above have an 
important gender dimensirai. Notwith¬ 
standing the team's efforts to create relaxed 
and infranul contexts, aamentirawd earlier. 
tfaevrisoieFRAexctraseopentedataaoctally 
fotmal level In a socjeQr which atcribet to 
women a sphere oharactraiaed as private, 
dotnestic,i&anu4, lowctauu, infor^ and 
by unpUeation aock^Iy lejia visifda tetd 

mty» PrJUttetiWmAW. ' 



valued, any event which orentea processes 

which are perceived and understood as 
public and formal tends to exclude women 

[Mehta 1992J. 

Cautibn is needed, of course, in treating 

v^omen’ a.s asinglc group. Women’s access 

to the ‘public’ of the PRA would vary with 

age, marital status, religion and class. There 

are olsosignificantculturaldiffercnces within 

the area covered by the project. We arc as 

yet inadequately informed to generalise about 

this. TTiere are also specific forms of adap¬ 

tation to exclusion. The public space available 

to Bhil women is often 'extended'. for 

example, by secluding women by some form 

of purdah [cf Shaheed 1990, cited-in Ram 

1992]. Again, the ex tent of’veiling’in public 

varies between differentcalegories of women. 

Third, not only the context, hut also some 

PRA techniques themselves may have 

generated social exclusions The repre¬ 

sentation of knowledge and experience in 

maps, tables, charts, etc, involved a formality 

which appciued to mark it out as the province 

of men. Women were typically excluded 

troin the mapping of natural resources. 

Moreover as Alice Welbourn points out 

from adifferent.siK-ialcontext, many aspects 

of .social relationships central to women’s 

concerns cannot he leprcsentcd spatially. 

When asked to draw improvements they 

would like, a group ol Sien a Leone women 

replied, "the changes we need cannot be 

drawn". They were refen'ing to social issues 

such as overwork, the breakdown of co-wife 

relationships..and violence from husbands 

IWellKiurn 19911. 

Finally, on several occasions during the 

eiuly pnyect PRAs when a few women were 

involved in PRA exercises, there was a 

difference m the way they responded to the 

tasks. Group discussions with women (and 

women field-workers) in one village, for 

example, tended not clearly to demarcate 

public from personal information, or the 

subject from the relationship. Women, for 

example, were concerned to know about the 

background of the intervievvtir; they asked 

personal questions and related stones. 

Women felt bored by certain exercises, the 

tasks remained incomplete and women gave 

up and began communicating by singing 

instead (observed by Mona Mehta). 

We are inadequately informed about many 

aspects of gender relations in the project 

area, and it is too early in the life of the 

project to make gcneruhs,'itions about women 

and.PR A beyond the specifics of the.se 

introductory PRAs. Nonetheless, 1 suspect 
that at least .some of the observations made 

above (e g, on practical and social constramts 

to women’s involvement) will find parallels 

in other PRA contexts. It may therefore he 

useful, in a preliminary way, to highlight 

some wider thcmCs which the particular 

experience points to. 

Women (and to a different degree other 
subordinate social groups) appear restricted 

in tfieir idtlhty to articulate their concents in 

public and in acceptable med iums. Whereas 

dominant groups are able to generalise the 

particular and make the private public, 

women’s own knowledge/power is often 

only articulated thniugh men. theirinfluence 

is exerted only as long as the appearance of 

male control remains [Bourdicu 1977; 41). 

Public knowledge is by .social dcfinilion 

generated by men and not by women, A 

‘systematic hicrarchisalion’ condemns 

women’s interventions and knowledge to 

the unofficial, private, domestic (1977; 41) - 

an order equally internalised and expressed 
by women themselves. Even where women’s 

practical roles take tliem into the public, this 

IS understood as privatc/domcstic. As 

Kalpana Ram ivunLs out referring to women 

fishworkers in southindia, who arc engaged 

111 wide fisli marketing networks. 

The expansion of women's space which 
occurs in die course of practice is under¬ 
stood and legiiiini.scd in Mukkuvar culture 
only through it.s mipcrfccl reference lo 
women’s cultural rcsponsihilitics as wives, 
molher.s and daiighlers (Ram 1992 206]. 

In the same way, public expressions of 

women’s interests (c g, in the first PRAs) 

almost always revolve around health care, 

child care, nutrition, clome.stic work and 

acceptable home-based income generating 

activities [Mehta 1992], Tlicy articulate a 

.socially acceptable profile of women’s 

activities Tile early expenenec of PRA in 

the project suggests that tlicre are major 
obstacles to women’s articulation ol interests 

in fanning, natuiul resource management, or 

any other area of concern which fulls beyond 
the publicly endorsed delinition ol women's 

roles. 

Ultimately, howe'vcr, what the reported 

'inaccessibility' and ’inarticulateness’ of 

women (in PRA) pi>ints lo is not a practical 

problem, or even u problem of technique, 

hut a manifestation of structural gender 

relalioiis.Thc.se relations, which undoubtedly 

influence many information generating 

exercises, appear amplified in the context 

ol the rather special 'public' created by 

mtroductoiy and rapport building PRAs. 

wberc, as I suggested earlier, much is at 

slake III tile articulation of needs and priorities 

to outsiders with resources. A s a more genei al 

problem, 'inarticulateness' as an aspect of 

gendcrrelalions has been theonsed by many, 

but particularly aptly in Edwin Ardeiiei’s 

theory of 'muted’ groups [ Ardenei. E 197.‘>a. 

197.5b). Ardenerpropo.scd Jiat in any society 

there are dominant modes of expression 

generated byadominant.structure.lt isihesc 

articulations that are heard and listened to, 

for instance by outsiders. Subordinate gixmps, 

if tlicy wish lo communicate, must express 

thcm.selves through llic same dominant 

modes. However, (here is a lack of fit Ixsiwcen 

the ideas and experience of subordinate 

groups and the modes of public 

communication available which produces a 

characteristic inarticulateness or 'mutedness' 

among subordinate groups. This is not of 

course to say that women do not speaj^. 

"They may speak a great deal. The important 

issue is whether they are able to say all that 

they would wish to say. where and when 

they wish to say it. Must they, for example, 

re-cncodc their thoughts to make them 

understood in the public domain?” [ Ardener, 

.S 1978. 211 A number of socio-cultural 

examples of 'mutedness ’ among women arc 

given in the literature [Ardener, S 197.5, 

1978; Okcly 1975; Callan 19751. In some 

of these ca.scs women arc constrained in the 

expression of their interests by patriarchal 

definitions of theirconcems. Arguably, this ^ 

is what is happening in the context of a 

public PRAs in the project. 

Perhaps Ardener’s theoiy can be accused 

of being ratlier static and of ignoring the 

interplay of power Aftcrall ininany projects 

which have an explicit ’empowennent’ goal, 

.some of the cleare.st signs of progre.ss concern 

the increased control that women gam over 

communicating their perspectives. In the 

introductory context of preliminary project 
PRAs, the inllqencc of power on the 

articulation of knowledge is particularly 

prominent. In providing a way of thinking 

about the means by whicli these power 

relations influence wonicn’scommunication, 

the theoiy of 'mulcdncss' docs not, however, 

deny the importance of women’s agency or 

the centrality of this in generating change. 

To recap, what 1 am suggesting is, first, 
that an organised PRA .sel.s up a particular 

conlex i which g I ves pri vilege lo certain type.s 

of knowledge and representation and 

suppre.sses others, and that there is an 

important gender dimension to this. PRAs 

will tend lo emphasise formal knowledge 

and .ictivitics and reinforce the invisibility 

of women’s roles. Moieovci. women's 

agieemcnt with pro|ections of community 

or household interests will he tacitly a.ssumed, 

and the notion of distinctive perspectives 

will be overlooked. Women do not have the 

power (and al the beginning of this sixial 

ilevcioprneni project have not yet been able 

to develop the skills or competence) 

necessary to rcpicscni personal concerns 

publicly, and by dctault have to conform to 

the categories of legitimate concern given 

in advance. Pul .mother way. women have 

lo clotlie their iileas and encode their desires 

III particular ways lo make them heard and 

accepted as legitimate in the public domain 

of the PRA. But often their particular 

concerns do not find a place in the consensus 
which a PRA generates. Where women are 

concerned, much remains unsaid. Tiiis silence 

too may only confirm the dominant view 

that women have nothing to say in relation 

lo natural resource management, and the 

invisibility of their roles in thi.s area is 

reinforced and communicated to outsiders. 

Second, and more speculatively, some 

aspects of women’s experience and 
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' knowledge may be encoded in ways which 
‘ anyway arc not amenable to the kinds of 
ft^al representation involved in PR A. The 
btmdQm and digression of women during 

' WlA exercises is peiitaps an expression of 
their‘mutedness' in relation toexisting media 
of representation. 1 return to this issue below. 

These observations highlight the need for 
a significant modification of PKA 
methodology in terms of social context, 
timing and techniques. There is a need to 
modify tbeorganisation of PKAs to increase 
the opportunities for Women ’ s participation. 
There is a need tocreate non-public contexts 
in which women staff spend time with 
women, make more use of house- or field- 
based sessionsfi e, align PRAs with specific 
activities/spaces which mark ‘informal ity ’). 
Such PRAs are likely to involve shorter 
periods of time and activities which aie 
compatible with continuing work, or to take 
place in small neighbourhood groups. 
Alternative and more informal ways of 
communicating knowledge, such as through 
practical demonstration or the useof stories, 
are needed. Also, a wider range of sources 
of information of woman's perspectives 
could be tapped, including the recording of 
songs, proverbs, sayings, etc. Finally, there 
is need for constant attention to difference 
in the interpretation of information genera- 
Used for tlie community and hou.sehold.' 

Tile quality of information from women 
is likely to increase as women become more 
familiar with PRA techniques and more 
confident about articulating their perspectives 
(as is demonstrated by work with women 
elsewhere in India (Sheelu and Dcvarai 
1992J). There is an important training role 
fw project workers here in demonstrating 
the possibilities of giving formal 
representation - and by implication visibility 
and status - towomcn'sknowledge.Indeed, 
if the formality and public nature of PRAs 
inidatly presents obstacles ui the articulation 
of women's perceptions, this problem in tlie 
methodology of PRA. once recognised, is 
perhaps alsoa key to identifying the positive 
role of PRA in a strategy for increasing 
women's pmfile and involvement in lural 
development projects. Project activities take 
place ina.sociully formal domain, and unless 
woii>|;n's perspectives are able to be 
articulated in formal’.terms, women will 
remain apart I'rom the planning process. 
PRA provides one means by which women’s 
knowledge and activities (socially invisible 
but practically central) can lie given formal 
recognition, support and status, or can he 
transferred from the informal to the formal 
arena of community and project planning. 

iNf'l.UIENa: (S' Tim Otrr.SIDfiR 

So far. 1 have only given oblique reference 
to the outsider in the generation of 
information produced by PRA. Ol' course, 
degrees of suspicion or trust frame a PRA 
exereisct and in some measure it is the 

presence of the outsitler which makes the 
PRA formal and public. The outsiders’ 
concern with developing an overall picture 
is part of the in-built bia,s towards cqpsensus. 
Moreover, ‘local knowledge’ is sh^ied by 
perceptions of project workers and their 
ambitions. There may be a 'conspiracy of 
courtesy’ which conceals aspects of social 
life, or needs may be expressed in terms of 
the things which the project is perceived as 
being able to deliver. It is significant, for 
example, that while KRIBP initially 
generated a wealth of information on crops, 
soils, erosion, agro-inputs, and .soforth, tlie 
PRAs failed to generate information on issues 
such as encroachment, and relations with the 
forest department or police, known to be key 
issues in the area, hut perceived as beyond 
the remit of llic project. Answers to direct 
questions about problems arc likely to be 
sUongly influenced by expectations people 
have of the project and its particularintercsl 
in, them. 

Not all potential biases in PRA are 
attributable to the community and the way 
it projects itself; many also come from the 
invc.stigating team itself. The practice of 
PRA tends, tor example, to be technique- 
led. Investigators go with a fixed set of 
techniques to try out. Techniques should 
serve an agreed research need, but they often 
become themselves the research framework. 
In purl this is because the models of PRA 
practice which are estabUshed in training 
contexts emphasise the new and unfamiliar 
techniques. There arc a number of important 
consequences. Unremarkable methiKls, such 
as informal interviewing, which do not 
pnxluce visible outputs, are underemphasised 
in favour of techniques which generate 
attractive physical outputs such as maps and 
charts (coined by project team, members as 
the '‘aesthetic bias’). Implicitly, the 
prtxiuclion olxibscrvable outputs generates 
more status for the field-worker in report 
back sessions than would unorganised notes 
from informal interviews. This bias tends to 
undcr-recognise the work of women field- 
workers who (working with women) 
typically find it more difficult to pnxluce 
neat charts and maps, or formal information 
more generally (Wcihtxim 1992J. Individual 
interests or enthusiasm for particular topics 
or techniques may also distort information 
gathering. The field-worker,spending hours 
trying to complete a tree matrix ranking, 
only to finally give up in recognition that 
there was neither the interest nor knowledge 
among the group with whom he was 
discussing, is a ca.se in point. But more 
generally, as a set of techniques PRA can 
falsely circum.scribe learning. Carried out as 
a discrete activity. PRA can give tlic wrong 
impres.sioii that relevant planning informa¬ 
tion comes in the form of a set of completed 
PRA exercises. This can limit the acquisition 
of competence in more general participant 
observation, narrative reporting and analysis. 

Last, it is not oiity in the jgeneratldn of 
information that project stuff .exert their 
influence, there arc also dangers of 
misrepresentation io the summarising, 
analysis and reporting of information by the 
team. An ex ample will illustrate the problem. 
Villagers in one project village expressed a 
problem as ‘house collapse'. This referred 
to the tendency of mud walls to collapse 
nowadays given the shortage of wood which 
traditionally is used in their construction. 
Tliis problem was initially summarised by 
the team as ‘kaccahousing’, falsely implying 
adesire for ’pacca’ housing among the tribal.s. 
It was also very easy to exclude women’s 
expressed needs (e g. a hospital, flour mill, 
village shop) in '.summing up’ because they 
did not fit neatly into the established 
categories of natural resource development. 

In a sense of PRA. outsiders determine the 
‘ground rules’. Consciously or unconsci¬ 
ously project workeis impose ideas of 
‘relevance’ and determine what is accepted 
as knowledge.' But do we adequately 
differentiate the different ways of knowing 
or articulating knowledge which may exist'.' 

Dtt-FERENT TvPliS or KNOWIJ-.lX'.f 

I have already indicated how the 
articulation of knowledge is mediated by 
power relations both within the community, 
anil between it and outside ‘developer.s’. 
But, information and knowledge prixluccd 
in any community is not all of the same type. 
Knowledge, for example, is more or les.s 
publie, ‘official',codified,agreed,reeogiii.setl 
as such, andacce.s.sibletoouLsiders.lnniuch 
of the PRA literature, however, there is a 
general assumption that knowledge is 
undifferentiated, and that given the right 
tools, people’s knowledge is both 
recognisable and accessible. As Johan Pother 
puts it. the implicit message in much PKA 
literature is 'just ask. they know, and they 
are your friends’ (Pottier 19911. In reality, 
of course, knowledge is not so self-evident. 
Tlie information manipulated tliroughPRAs 
is often of very different kinds, involving 
mixed combinations of fact and value, 
consensus and difference, openness and 
sensitivity, the public and the private. Even 
where we are sure of the questions we may 
not adequately be able to interpret the 
answers. As Fairhcad points out, explanations 
offered by people may be expressed in 
politu/evusive sbortliaiid idioms, in idioms 
signalling distrust, as ethnic norms ( our 
way' )or as uncertain exploratory hypotheses 
[Fairhcad 1991], itrequires detailed know¬ 
ledge of local s(x;iivpolitical contexts to- 
dintinguish between these different types of 
information, to make correct interpretations 
and so to treat information appropriately. 
Much tlie same applies to visual information. 
Fxercises of participatory diagramming or 
mapping have a natural appeal to outsiders 
with limited local language competence as 
a way of getting at otherwise inaccessible 
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local undeniUndingK; but they do ko by 
assuming, aa Potticr puts it. that “environ¬ 
ments exist essentially as physical worlds, 
that is spaces, ‘uncontaminated’ by cultural 
and social meanings” (1991:9>. Reality is not 
sosimple. On alransectdiagram, forexample. 
a tree appears simply as a tree, whereas in 
real life the tree (or its removal) may be a 
symbolic statement about gender relations, 
a statement about land tenure, or a sign of 
resistance to agricultural intervention by the 
state (1991:9). Moreover, which of Uicse 
culturally constructed ‘hidden’ meanings is 
relevant, will depend upon to whom you talk. 

We need, moreover, to be cautious in 
assuming that all relevant information is 
equally amenable to representation in PR As. 
"nie power, authority and gender dimensions 
of this issue have already been discussed, 
but there are further general points. In any 
community, different areas of s(M:iaI and 
economic life are codified, or rule bound to 
different degrees As Pierre Bourdieu, 
referring to the Kabylia (Algeria), points 
out, different domains of practice 

arc differentiated... according to the degree 

of codification of ihe principles governing 

them. Between the areas that are apparently 

‘freest’., (such .ns the distribution of 
activities and objects within thwinternal 

space of the house) ami the areas most 

nchly tegulated by customary norms and 
upheld by social sanctions (such as the 

great agrarian rites), there lies ’a whole 
field of practices subjected to traditional 

precepts, customary recommendations, ritual 

prcnscnptiuns. lunctioning as a regulatory 

device which onents practice without 

producing it [Bourdieu 1977: 20-21], 

It may not be unreasonable to suppose that 
the knowledge (informing practice) which 
is most accessible to outsiders is that which 
already exists in a codified form, i c. explicit 
‘indigenous theories’, explanations, rule.s, 
and agreed under.standings. This is also likely 
be an area where knowledge (or at least its 
public expression) is associated with 
authority. Other practices arc not so easily 
explained, and are not so fully rationalised 
in theory. They involve whatBourdieurefers 
toasa'semi-lcamedgrammar’ - ie, sayings, 
proverbs, gnomic poems or spontaneou.s 
theories [Bourdieu 1977:20],Then there arc 
practices which involve an expertise which 
is not codified, but exists as unconscious 
schemes which produce practical fluency in 
a task, or skill in making a judgment. 

For long, models of human cognition 
assumed that, all knowledge was mediated 
by languageand thatlanguage was essential 
for cognitive thought. However, Maurice 
Bloch reviews a body of psychological 
studies which show that much knowledge 
is fundamentally non-linguistic and non 
language-like [Bloch 1991]. Certain kinds 
of concepts involve netwoHcs of meanings 
which ore iomied independent of language 
Hvough the eKperienoe of, and practice in. 

theextemal world(l991; 186).Cl8ssificatoiy 
concepts, forexample. may involve “loose 
and implicit practical-cum-theoretical pattern 
networks of knowledge, based on experience 
of physical instances sometimes called ‘best 
exemplars’ (1991:185).Intermsof practical 
actions these may be linked to “scripts” and 
“schemata” which “arc, in effect, chunked 
networks of loose procedures and under¬ 
standings which enable us to deal with 
standard and recurring .situations, forex ample 
‘getting breakfast ready’, that are clearlv 
culturally created” (1991:185). Indeed, Bloch 
suggests that the performance of certain 
complex practical tasks, or the making of 
complex judgments, requires that the 
knowledge underlying practices is non- 
linguistic (1991: 187)., This is hecau.se the 
quantity of information and the speed with 
which it is to be processed require.s that it 
is stored in instantly recognisable and usable 
‘chunks’ rather than in languagc-likc 
sentence strings. He cites tlic examples of 
motorway driving and the Malaga.sy farmer 
making a judgment about whether or not a 
particular bit of forest would make gixid 
swidden. The expertise involved in both 
situations, but particularly the latter, involves 
the processing of a phenomenal amount of 
information (e g, on soil, vegetation, 
topography, aspect, etc) in an instant. 
Becoming an expert, Bloch suggests, 
involves the development of a dedicated 
mental apparatus for the packaging, storing 
and processing of specific chunks of 
infonnation for handling familiar situations. 
Such learning is through long practice. 

Much agricultural and other practical 
knowledge addressed through PRA. and 
which involves the simultaneous as.scssment 
of complex factors such as soil, hydrology, 
topography, and crop interrelations, may be 
of the same kind The difficulty is that such 
knowledge may not be codified in a way 
which allows it lo be directly represented 
apart from practice, at least not through 
language While the use of visual imagery 
and mapping may offer advantages here 
over conventional interview methods, there 
may wcUremain large areas of relevant kx;al 
expertise which are, quite literally, missing 
from the picture. The problem is not that as 
outsiders we have no access to practical 
knowledge - clearly under certain circum¬ 
stances non-linguistic knowledge is ‘put into 
words’ - but that we have immediate access 
to only a part of it, or rather we have access 
to practical knowledge in a changed form. 
As Bloch puts it, 

...when our informants honestly say 'this is 
why we do such things’, or ‘this is what this 
means’, or ‘this is how we do .stich things’, 

•instead of being pleased we should be 
■ suspicious and ask what kind of peculiar 
knowledge is this which can take such 
explicit, linguistic form (1991: 193-94)? 

Not only should we treat ‘explicitknowledge’ 
cautiously in recognition of the fact that it 

is likely to be different from that employed 
in everyday practical activities (1991:194), 
hut also becau.se what is .special about the 
knowledge may also be a question of whose 
knowledge it is. Once again there is a 
po.ssibility that it is the knowledge or 
expertise of poorer workers or of women 
which is under-represented. 

Conclusion 

I have tried U> show that some of the 
information arising from PRAs (e g, 
statements of community needs and 
priorities) is likely to be problematic because 
it is produced in a social context where the 
influenceof power and authority and gender 
inequality are jikely to be great. In pardcula', 
it is the public nature of the PRA which 
makes the production of local knowledge 
subject to the effects of 'officialising 
stralcgic.s’ and ‘muting’. Second. I have 
suggested (hat information or knowledge 
generated in PRAs is. to a great extent, also 
shaped by the concerns of ‘outsiders’ and 
their interaction with insider’ community 
members. Third, I have suggested that 
knowledge of certain kinds, which is 
embedded in practical expertise, may be 
enctxied in ways which anyway make it 
inaccessible to PRA techniques. 

The,se observations arc not intended as 
bald statements of the limitations of PRA, 
but as a challenge for further innovation to 
generate methods which will better serve the 
needs of participatory planning. In relation 
to the problem of practical knowledge, for 
example, methods are needed which will 
proye able to distinguish different types of 
knowledge. Particularly, in addition to 
drawing on the sayings, proverbs, etc, 
mentioned above, there is a need lo further 
develop non-linguistic and practical modes 
of learning. If certain types of knowledge 
are only learned by observation, and acquir^ 
by rehearsal, then outsiders tl)em.se|vesmay 
also have to learn through sharing in the 
practice of a community. Certain kinds of 
expertise may only be transmitted^ when 
field-workers arc able themselve.s to 
develop competence in key everyday 
procedures and reflect on them [Bloch 
1991:194-95]. This reflection is important. 
In effect, it may mean ‘unpacking’ non- 
linguistic expertise and ‘putting it into 
words’. Such an exercise is unlikely to add 
to the practical efficiency of a familiar 
operation. In fact quite the reverse. 
However, there may be dis tinet advantages 
to the change in character which practicid 
knowledge undergoes when ‘putinto words’. 
For example, Bloch suggests that linguistic 
explicitness is assixiiatod with, and allows 
for, innovation (1991:193). Indeed, 
participatory approaches to development' 
surely require the transformation of local 
knowledge so that it can be applied in new 
ways to problem solving and not simpfy its 
articulaticin. 



Even supposing that existing bias in PRA 

infonnation can be identified and more 

reliable information generated, aprojectsuch 

as KKIBF will still not have an adequate 

basis for participatory planning. If knowledge 

about livelihoods were equivalent to 

knowledge for action then undoubtedly 

villagers would have solved problems 

through .self-help long ago. What is missing 

IS an assessment of the limits of local 

knowledge and awareness, and the 

constraints to existing community systems 

of problem solving. Villager involvement m 

the collection and representation of 

information through PRAs is only the first 

stage in a strategy for participatory planning. 

Local skills often need to be developed in. 

for example, communicating information in 

a form which is understandable to outsiders 

with access to development resources, in 

analysing problems and identifying workable 

solutions, and in negotiating between 

different interests within the community |cf. 

Davis-Case 1989J. Translating individual, 

often fragmentary, experiences of adifficulty 

into the collective awareness of a problem 

with a view to change, and from this the 

formulation of a coherent programme of 

action (some involving collective action) 

often requires new skills, knowledge and 

confidence, and in some cases new 

institutional arrangements (usually implying 

some shift in the local distribution of power). 

In lu'oad terms this means matching PRA 

with techniques of animation, awareness 

Tai.sing, non-fonnal education or community 

problem solving which have been a central 

part of participatory strategics of social acUon 

organisations for twodecades. In other words, 

having identified and built upon existing 

knowledge, PRA should not ignore tlie need 

to broaden and deepen this knowledge, to 

build on and develop local systems of analysis 

and problem solving, and to develop 

confidence and organisational resources 

necessary for action. Having experienced 

the usefulness as well as the limitations of 

PRA techniques, the KRIBP project is now 

attempting to put into practice a strategy for 

participatory planning which builds in some 

of the.se elements. The project has thus 

recently tried to formulate a step-by-step 

guide for participatory planning which 

emphasises the need for preparation for PRA 

activities, the critical rev icw of PRA outputs 

and the development of a wide range of tools' 

for community-based problem analysis and 

planning.’ 

The techniques of PRA have contributed 

significantly to the pnxnot ion of participatory 

development. But while they offer new 

opportunities for the articulation of Itxal 

knowledge including perspectives of 

women and other subordinate sections of 

communities, they may also expose projects 

to new risks by creating public contexts and 

anew idiom in which dominant interests can 

gain legitimacy. But peritaps, the greatest 

danger is the promotion of PRA as a ‘quick’ 

methodology of participation, rather than as 

a set of techniques or tools which have to 

be used in the context of project-specific 

strategics for participatory planning. PRA 

has proved an acceptable methodology of 

‘participation’ in large and bureaucratic 

organisations involved in rural development. 

Yet its advantages here over other tools of 

participatory development - its speed. Uic 

visibility of outputs, its amenability to u.se 

on a large scale - may also turn out to be 

its greatest weaknesses. 

Note.<! 
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presented in the early .stages ol the project, and 
of my colleague from CDS, Steve Jones. The 
paper arises out of consultancy work financed by 
the UDA, and the writing was made passible by 
an BSRC Fellowship, held under the Global 
Environmental Change Programme. Finally. 1 am 
grateful to Emma (Yewe tor a stimulating 
conference paper wfaichprompted further thought 
on the nature of knowledge in dcvelupmeiit. 
Needle-ss to .say, wlule many of the above have 
contributed to the ideas of the paper, I am 
re.spon.sihle for the particular analy.sis provided.] 

1 ODA Project Framework. 
2 Since July 1992. the KRIBP project has 

uiideitaken a .sy.stematic review of iLs PRA 
ac'livilies, and has modified techniques and 
approaclies building upon the .smts of lessons 
which this paper highlights. 

3 Having recogni.sed this problem, the KRIBP 
project has taken .steps to address the particular 
difficulties involved in PRAs with womea 
I'he project brought .speaalist .skills into the 
project team and has attempted to develop a 
more comprehen.sive .strategy for building 
women’s perspectives into project planning 
[KRIBP Annual Report 1992 (Draft). DahodJ. 

4 ihe KRIBP project ls trying to give practic^ 
shape to a number of lhe.se ideas. 

5 Of course, in agricultural development the 
boundary between acceptahleand unacceptable 
knowledge is contdanlly .shifting. One 
significant shift 'created' the wholcareaknown 
as ‘indigenous technical knowledge’; blit we 
have yet to sec areas labelled as 'folklore’, 
’myth’, ’ritual’ or ’religion’ edmitied. These 
may however, be paiticularty impoitaol forms 
of knowledge precisely because they do not- 
i.solate 'technical' knowledge from ils context 
in social relations. 

6 'Manual on Pailicipatoty Planning’ (Draft), 
KribhcoIndo-BnlKsbRamfed FarmingProjeci, 
Oahod. Gujarat, July 1993. 
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Vahie Added Tkx in a Federation 
Commodity Dmc Reforms in India 

M N Murty 

This paper discusses various types of VAT and their application in a federal country or a country with governments 

at many levels. In particular, it takes up a detailed examination of a comprehensive VAT covering the full chain of 

business activities from manufacturing to retailing. A case for having a comprehensive VAT at central and state levels 

in India is discussed. It finds that such a tax system supplemented by specific excises and subsidies to deal with the 
problems of equity, environment and social needs is ideal for India. 

I 
Types of Value Added Taxes 

THE value added lax (VAT) is tax on value 

added by any economic activity (be it at the 

manufacturing, wholesale or retail level) to 

the commodities and services it buys from 

other economic activities. A comprehensive 

form of VAT covers value added at all 

three levels of business activities, viz, 

manufaeiuring, wholesaling and retailing, 

between production and final use of various 

goods and .services. Currently, this form of 

VAT is predominant in the fiscal systems 

of many developed and developing countries. 

There are three broad types of VAT 

depending on the extent of coverage of gross 

value added in the lax ba.se. These arc 

consumption VAT, net income VAT and 

gross income VAT. 

The consumption VAT is the tax on the 

final sales to consumers by an integrated 

business firm carrying all the three levels 

of economic activities of manufacturing, 

wholesaling andretailing. As an illustration, 

take a firm which starts with the production 

of wheat, goes down the line to produce 

flour and bread and further down the line 

to engage in the wholesaling and retailing 

of bread. In carrying out the above process, 

the firm adds value to goods and services 

at each successive stage of business in 

comparison to the previous stage by using 

its own men and machines. The final price 

which is the price paid by the consumers for 

bread, covers all the value additions at 

successive stages. Therefore, it appears that 

the sum of value additions at various stages 

is equal to retail or final sales to consumers. 

This is of course true only in a closed and 

static economy. However, in the case of an 

open economy having imports, the retail 

sales of acommodity exceed the value added 

by domestic production to meet the part of 

domestic demand. It is so because the value 

added in producing imports accrued to the 

home country. In the case of export of a part 

of domestic production of commodity, the 

domestic value added exceeds theretail sales 

since the retail sales do not account for die 

value of exports. The treatment of exports 

and imports under VAT will be discussed 

in detail in some of the following sections. 

The income V AT considers income or net 

value added in the conventional sense as 

base. The aggregate base for this tax is 

consumption plus net investment. The gross 

product VAT takes gross value added in the 

conventional sense as base. The aggregate 

base for this tux is consumption plus gross 

investment. 

There, are in all three methods for 

computing tax liability under VAT. Tliey 

are known as credit, subtraction and addition 

methods [Shoup 1990]. Under the credit 

method, a business firm keeps a record of 

VAT paid on purchases which are given in 

the purchase invoices along witli the prices 

of goods and services purchased and takes 

credit for it while computing the net VAT 

liability on sales. For a given period, say a 

year, the firm collects all puichuse invoices 

and finds tlie sum of all value added luxes 

.shown on them which will beciedited against 

its own gross tax to work out the net tax 

payable. The subtraction metliod prescribes 

the subtraction of total purchases from the 

sales to compute llie base for VATof a firm. 

According to this method, it is the value 

added by the firm in the conventional sense 

which acts as the base for V AT. The addition 

method prescribes the summing up of the 

factor payments to arrive at a base for V AT. 

Table ! dcscrilies the computation of the 

comprehensive V AT using the credit method. 

As mentioned earlier, a comprehensive V AT 

captures the total value added between tlie 

manufacturing and the re'jiling stages of 

supply of a commodity. Let us considei, as 

an illustation. the computation of VAT 

liability in the process of prixluction and 

supply of bread in the economy. As described 

inTable 1, various business enterprises like 

a farm prixlucing wheat, a mill pnxlucing 

flour, a bakery baking bread, wholesalmg 

activity and retailing activity are involved. 

Start with afarm which purcha.ses goods and 

services (which are assumed to be zero for 

the sake of convenience in this example) and 

incurs a cost worth of Rs 100 on its men 

and machines (value added) to produce 

wheat. The selling price of wheat is Rs 100. 

Assuming a uniform 10 per cent rate of 

VAT, the tax liability of the farm is Rs 10. 

The gross and net tax liability of the farm 

is thesamein this case because the purchases 

by the farm are zero. Next the purchase price 

of wheat by the mill is Rs 100 while the value 

added by the mill or the cost of men and 

machinery employed to produce flour is 

Rs 75. For the mill, the selling price of flour 

and gross tax liability are Rs 175 and Rs 17.5 

respectively. The mill has a purchase invoice 

of wheat as Rs 100 with a VAT payment 

of Rs 10. Therefore, taking the credit for 

VAT paid on purchases, the mill pays the 

net tax equivalent to Rs 7.5. Now tlie bakeiy 

has the purchase invoice of flour for R.s 175 

with the accumulated tax liability ofRs 17.5. 

'Assume that it makes a value addition of 

Rs 25 while making bread and sells the 

bread for Rs 200. The gross tax liability of 

the bakery is Rs 20. After taking credit for 

tlie accumulated V AT on purchases, the net 

VAT liability of the bakery is Rs 2.5. 

Similarly, the wholesaler of bread generates 

incremental value added equivalenttoRs 20, 

thus making his .selling price of bread and 

gross and net lax liabilities as Rs 220, 22 

and 2 respectively. Finally, theretailersmake 

a value addition of Rs 10 by selling bread, 

thus making the retail price of bread, gross 

and net tax liabilities as Rs 2.50. 23 and 1 

respectively. It can be noticed in this example 

that the retail sales (Rs 230) are equivalent 

to sum of value added at various stages. 

Similarly the gross tax liability at the retail 

stage is equivalent to the sum of net taxes 

paid at various stages. 

Table 2 describes the computation of tax 

liability using the subtraction method. At 
each stage of business, VAT is Computed 

at a uniform rate of 10 per cent of value 

added at that stage. Again in thi.s example, 

the retail s ales are equal to the sum of value 

added at various stages. The sum of VAT 
collected at various stages Rs 23 is equal 

to the gross tax liability at retail stage 

Rs 2.30 x 0.10. 

The total tax collected under the tax ctedit 

method and the subtraction method is the 

same in the simple ex ample described above. 

However, differences between ihcscmcthods 



with respect to tax revenue coliecieu arise 
when dicic is either an exemption of an 
intermediary firm from VAT or when there 
are exports aitd imports in the economy. 
Suppose firm B. the flourmill, is exempted 
fh)m VAT. Under the tax credit method, 
fum B need not file u tax return and therefore 
the chain of tax credit is broken. There is 
no record of lax (Rs 10) collected on the 
sales of the farmer (firm A) to firm B on 
the purchase invoice of the baker (firm c) 
so that C cannot take credit for that. Tlius 
the bakery now pays a net tax equal to Ks 
20 instead of Rs 2.5 which it was paying 
when firm B was not exempted from the 
VAT- Therefore, the cumulative VAT will 
be larger than the VAT at the same rale 
applied to aggregate value added or tiie 
value of retail sales by an amount equal to 
Rs 17.5 in the above example. In the ca.se 
of subtraction metluxl, the exempted firm, 
the flour mill, dtics not pay the tax on its 
value added. The cumulative VAT will lie 
smaller than the tax collected at the same 
rate on aggregate value added by an amount 
equal to Rs .7 5. 

With Uic credit method, the tax chain is 
not broken if zero rating is done for an 
intermediary firm instead of its exemption 
from paying VAT. With zero rating, the 
particular firm’s gross tax is computed at 
zero rale and taxes paid by other firms in 
the earlier stages of lax chain are refunded. 
In the above example, if the flourmill is zero 
rated, the gross tax on its sales will be zero 
and it gets a refund of Rs 10 paid as VAT 
on farmer’s sales to tlie mill. Tlic total VAT 
will be the sum of (a) the gross tax on sales 
by bakery to the wholesaler (Rs 20) and (b) 
net taxes paid by wholesalers and retailers 
(Rs .5). Thus the cumulative tax collected in 
this case is same as the total tax collected 
at the same rate on the retail sales or total 
value added. 

In an economy with international trade, 
a choice has to be made between destination 
and origin principles to determine the VAT 
liability of imports and exports. Under tlie 
destination principle, exports are not taxed 
in the home country and imports are taxed 
in the foreign country while under the origin 
principle tlieconverse happens. The tax credit 
methexJ with destination principle requires 
the zero rating of exports and refunding by 
the treasury of VAT paid in all the prior 
stages of production of exports to the 
exporter. Tliis can be easily accomplished 
because the exporting firm submits a tax 
return and subtracts from its zero gross tax 
the sum of taxes shown on its purchase 
invoices. Incontrast, the zero rating of expats 
is not possible under addition and subtraction 
methods. In the case of the origin principle, 
exports are taxable as domestic sales and as 
a result, the credit, subtraction and addition 
methods are all suitable for computing the 
VAT liability. 
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The tax credit method with destinat^n 
principle requires taxing of full value of 
imports by the importing country, because 
no tax credit is allowed fm a VAT collected 
by the exporting country. Tlie subU-action 
and addition methods also ik> not have 
any problems for computing the lax liability 
of imports. Under the origin principle, only 
value added after importation has to be 
taxed. 

n 
VAT in a Federation 

In a federal country, there are governments 
at different levels with constitutionally 
assigned fiscal responsibilities. The fiscal 
tes|H>nsibilitics are normally shared by three 
levels of government, viz, central, stale 
and local governments. Governments at all 
three levels, may levy taxes on commodities 
and services so that a tax reform leading 
to an introduction of VAT by the 
government at one level can have fiscal 
consequences for the governments atother 
levels also. Tlicrefore, a tax reform requiring 
the introduction of a VAT in a federation 
should have the following objectives; 
(a) the tax reform^hould be revenue neutral 
between the governments. In other words, 
it should not cause gain in revenue to 
government at one level at the cost of 
govemmunLs at other levels. 
(b) the tax base should be uniform across 
the nation. 
(c) the lower level governments like the 
provincial and local authorities should have 
the autonomy to set the tax rates to rctlcct 

their own aocM and economic prkHities and 
fiscal needs. 
(d) the central and provincial taxes should 
be such that the inter-jurisdictional border 
controls and adjustments arc minimum. 
(e) the tax should be neutral to location of 
economic activities. 
(f) the tax should be reladvciy simple to 
administer and to achieve complete 
compliance. 
(g) taxes on the international flows of gotxls 
should be based on uniform rules across the 
nation. 
(h) inter-governmental tax co-ordination has 
to be secured such tliat un-economical or 
inefficient tax competition among different 
jurisdictions or states ls minimised. 
Poddar (1990) also considers some of the 
above stated objectives as ideal and provides 
the foUowingfouroptionsforthe introduction 
of a VAT in a federal country; 
(1) a national VAT with inter-governmental 
revenue sharing arrangements. 
(2) origin based VAT 
(3) destination based VAT 
(4) a joint federal and stale VAT 

The national tax with revenue sharing 
arrangetnents requires that a VAT to be 
imposed at uniform rale across the nation, 
and the revenue collected from the tax is 
shared by governments at different levels 
on the basis of a commonly agreed formula. 
The sharing of revenue from this tax 
depends upon the negotiations between 
central and state governments. The revenue 
allocation agreed upon by the states takes 
into account fiscal need and capacity of 
individual states, as well us their share in 

Tabie !: Tax Credit Metis® - An Iu-Iotrative Examite 

(Ss) 

Goods and 
Servicas 

VAT at 
10 Per Cent 

Total Billing 

(A) Farm 
(a) Purchases 0 0 0 
(b) Value added 100 
(c) .Sales 100 10 no 
(d) Net VAT 10 

(B) HourmiU 
(a) I’urchases 100 10 no 
^) Value added 75 a 
(c) Salas 175 17.5 192.5 
(d) Net VAT 7.5 

(C) Bakery 
(a) Purchasas 175 17.5 192.5 
(b) Value added 25 
(c) Salas 200 20 220 
(d) Net VAT 2.5 

(D) ^^^)^esaler 
(a) Purchasas 200 20 220 
(b) Value added 20 
(c) Sales 220 22 242 
(d) Net VAT 2 

(E) Retailers 
(a) Purchasas 220 22 242 
(b) Value added 10 
(c) Sales 230 23 253 

■ (d) Net VAT 1 

Economic uid PotMcid 



na^naif and c^umf^ion,Thi« tax, i 
ii) easy to administer and also simple to 
colhply ^jth. It does not require any special 
arrangements for calculating tax liability 
from inter-state movement of goods. The 
main limitation of this approach is the lack 
of fiscal autonomy to states. 

The origin based VAT requires that a 
given state imposes taxes on sales of busi¬ 
ness firms residing in the state urcspcctive 
of whether fee sales are meant for those 
persons residing in the state or persons stay¬ 
ing outside the state. A lax credit method 
is used to allow an input tax credit for any 
taxes paid on the purchases by the firms, 
including those aillected by exporting states 
on interstate purchu.ses. 

Under destination based taxes, the tax 
revenue from the supply of a product or 
service is calculated at a rate applicable to 
tlie state where final consumption iKCurs. 
With the tax credit method, the lax burden 
on the consumers depends upon the tax rate 
applicable at final retail sales and it docs not 
depend upt>n the varying rates ot taxes 
imposed during intermediate stages of 
business. Therefore, with this method, 
interstate variation in tax rates will not affect 
location of production and interstate pattern 
of trade. 

The joint national-.state VAT has two 
components- a federal tax imposed at a 
uniform rate across the nation and a slate 
tax with variable rates across the slates 
Each business firm is required to compute 
federal and state taxes on each sah; The 
.state taxes arc those of the slates to which 
the goods arc shipped by the firm. The firm 
has to report its output lax payable to the 
federal and stale governments separately 
at the end of each VAT payment period. 
In a similar manner, it has to .segregate its 
input taxes for each government. The 
firm’s VAT liability for the period would 
be the sum of all output taxes minus the 
sum of all input taxes, which it remits to 
acentral tax collecting authority. The output 
and input taxes reported by the firm would 
be credited and debited to the accounts of 
appropriate governments by the tax 
collecting agency. 

Ill 
Experience of VAT in Some 

Federal Countries 

Countries like Brazil, Canada, Germany 
and Mexico are among some of the 
federations currently having VAT. Giilis et 
al (1990) and Burgess and Stern (1992) 
provide a review of VAT experiences of 
these countries, 

Brazil introduced VAT in the year 1967, 
federal tmi replacing wholesale tax and the 
state VAT replacing tbc.state turnover tax. 
The fra base for the federal VAT is industrial 
production. Agriculture, minerals and 

■jjtesriAim ate exclude^ from tax. The tax 
base for state VAT includes all goods with 
the exception of some industrial products, 
imports, agricultural inputs, food products 
and services. State VAT is administered by 
a council of states. 

Mexico has been having a VAT since 
1980. In that year, VAT ha,s replaced 30 
federal excise taxes and 400 municipal and 
stale taxes. The tax base covers business 
connected with sale of goods and services, 
the granting of temporary use of property 
and importing ot goods and .services. Zero 
rating is applied to agricultural products and 
machinery, medicines and exports. The 
exempted goods and service.s arc bousing 
construction and rentals, passenger transport, 
education, medical services and public 
administration. Mexico has uniform VAT 
rates and bases across the states and itfollows 
the destination principle. The tax may be 
regarded as a unified national VAT with 
revenue sharing. 

Germany introduced VAT in 1968. All 
taxable transactions taking place within 
the boundaries i>f Germany arc subieclcd 
to VAT. Tire dcstiiialion principle is used 
to tax intei -state and international flows of 
goods ami services. The VAT-exemplcd 
goods and services are financial and 
insurance activities, real estate transactions 
and .scivices of physicians and dentists. A 
feduced rate ol V.^T applies to certain 
foodstuffs, raw materials, hooks and 
cultural activities 

Canada has had a relatively little 
experience with VAT since it was intro¬ 
duced only recently. Originally, a national 
Vat with a single base for all the stales 
with each state having an option of charging 
an additional rale was mooted as a part of 
tax reform In 1991, only federal VAT was 
introduced which applies to all supplies of 
goods and services unless they arc zero 
rated or exempt. Transportation services, 
financial services, certain medical 
categories and agricultural and fishing 
supplies ajc zero rated. The exempted 
goods and services arc health, educational 
and legal aid services, financial servic':,s,, 
real properly and transportation tolls In 
1992, only Quebec state had opted for 
provincial VAT. 

IV 
Pre-Reform Structure of 

Commodity Taxation 

India is a federation with governments 
at different levels; central, slate and local 
authoritie.s. The Indian Constitution has 
clearly demarcated the functions of cen iral 
and .stale governments. The functions of 
governments are classified under three 
groups; centre list, state list and concurrent 
list. The centre list consists of defence, 
national industries and mines, foreign 

affaiwt. baftfeittj khd curr«4cy» ioiCT-ktatb 
commerce, uattonal highways, railw^Cv 
airways, tclcccmimunications and water¬ 
ways, Tlie state list covers health.cducatipa, 
agriculture, irrigation, roads, and law and 
justice. Labour relation.s. education and 
criminal law fall under concurrent list. 
Accordingly, the Indian Constitution 
makes revenue and expenditure assign-' 
mcnis to governments at different levels, 
to carry on the constitutionally enUrusted 
functions. 

The revenue instruments of centre are 
excises, customs, income tax and taxes on 
capital gains. The sources of revenue for 
state governments are sales taxes, excise 
duty on alcohol, lax on profession and 
trades, taxes on land and buildings, entry 
tax on goods entering the slate, taxes on 
vehicles, taxes on entertainment, 
agricultural income tax and stamp duty. 
Commodity taxes are the main .sources of 
income for both centre and states. They 
constitute around 80 per cent of tax revenue 
for centre and 95 per cent of tax revenue 
for states. Customs and excise duties 
respectively constitute 47 and 34 per cent 
of tax revenue of the centre while sales 
taxes and state excises respoctively 
constitute 58 and 15 per cent of .state tax 
revenue. There is a mismatch between 
con.stitutionally assigned rcvenuecollecttng 
powers and expenditure rcsponsibilitieii of 
different levels of government in India. 
While the centre is favourably entrusted 
with more revenue raising powers than 
required to meet its expenditure needs, 
stales and local self governments are left 
with revenue raising powers much short 

Tabli: 2; .SuBTRAt.'iioN MemoD - 
ANllllI.STRAnoN 

(Bs) 

(A) Fann 
(a) Jiale.s 100 
(b) Purchase.s 0 
(r) Value added 100 
(d) Tax 10 

(B1 Flour imll 
(a) Sales 175 
(b) Purch.use.s 100 
tc) Value added 75 
(d) Tax . > 7.5 

(C) Bakery 
(a) Sales 200 

,01) (Vrehases 175 
(e) Value added 25 
(d) Tax • 2.5 

(D) Wholesaler.s » » 

(a) Sales 220 
(hi IVichases 200 . 
(c) Value added 20 
(d) Tax 2 

(E) Retailers 
(a) Sales 230 
(b) lHin;ha,ses 220 
(c) Value added 10 
(d) Tax 1 



l6t Ihtir expemUture n«e^. The «t>o>ve 
>< {ftMcrved ditraimiofttion between centre 
;.«nd lower levels of government may be 
jtfatlfiable on certain grounds. It is 
convenient to levy certain types of taxes 
by the centre and redistribute the revenue 
proceeds to states rather tban states 
cdlecting those taxes. There are some less 
develc^d states with little tax potential so 
that their expendittire needs cannot be met 
fay loud taxadon even with all die insinunents 

taxes at their disposal. Therefore, the 
. balanced regional develofnnent of the Indian 

economy requires that more developed 
states have to contribute to the development 
OflMs developed states which can be done 
only if centre has more powers to tax and 
redistribute in favour of backward states. 
The Indian Constitution has taken care of 
this problem by entrusting more revuiue- 
raising powers to centre and creating an 
institution called Finance Commission to 
facilitate transferor resources from centre 
to states. 

Introduction of tax reforms in India has 
to* take cognisance of its implications for 
centre-state financial relations. In the Indian 
federation, the fiscal system which docs not 
co-ordiitate the fiscal decisions of different 
levels of government contributes to many 
inefficiencies some of which are given as 
follows; 

(a) There can be a conflict between the 
fiscal objectives of centre and state 
governments. 

(b) Thue is an overlap between the tax 
bases of central excise duties and state sales 
taxes vriiich can lead to cascading. Given the 
common tax base, changes in the central 
excise duties may affect the state’s revenue 
and tax rates vice versa (Murty and Ray 
1990j. In other .words, unilateral decisions 
by central and state governments about 
commodity taxes may generate reciprocal 
externalities in terms of effects on the revenue 
of each government. 

(c) Widespread taxation of inputs by both 
centre and states without giving credit to 
taxes levied by centre while fixing taxes by 
tfie states and vice versa leads to cascading 
and rising commodity prices. 

(d) Autonomy of state governments to fix 
tax rates may provide incentives to their 
sbategic behaviour. State governments may 
compete by reducing their relative tax rates 
so that each one of them can attract business 
and investment the cost of the others. This 
'Qfpe of strategiC'behaviour by slates which 
Is known as fiscal competition, may 
contribute to lower rates of provincial taxes 
and revenues and less than optimal ixovision 
of public services (Mintz and Tulkens 1986 
and Muity 1992a and b). 

(c) Both central and state taxes are marred 
by complexity of rates and bases which 
hasciontributed to significant difficulties in. 
administration uid to tax evasion. 

(f> Incompfobeoiive tax bgab for 
taxation of domestic goods aervices' 
has lead to reliance on trade taxes as an 
important source of revenue to central 
government. 

Take for instance, the reforms of trade 
taxes suggested by Cfaeilaiah Committee 
Report (1991, 1.992). The suggested 
reform was to reduce the average rate of 
import tariff to 23 per cent level by the year 

. 1998-99.If suefaareformbas to be revenue 
neutral, ithas to be accompanied by revenue 
augmenting reforms in domestic taxation. 
In federal India, switching over from trade 
taxes to domestic taxes, though it is 
weloome, can create problems for sharing 
the tax revenue for governments at different 
levels. The centre and state financial 
relations are such that the revenue collected 
by the centre from domestic taX6.s on 
personal income and excise duties on goods 
and services has to be shared by centre and 
states while the revenue from trade taxes 
entirely accrues to the centre. According 
to the recommendations of Ninth Finance 
Commission, 45 per cent of revenue from 
excise duties and 85 per cent of revenue 
from personal income taxes have lo be 
distributed among the states. For instance, 
a fall in revenue by Rs 100 from customs 
duties causes a loss of revenue of the same 
amount to centre while a compensatory 
increase in revenue by Rs 100 through 
either excise duties or income tax will 
bring less tban Rs 100gaintoccntre(Rs 55 
in the case of excise duties and Rs 15 in 
the case of income taxes). ■ 

Consider as an illustration, the case of 
additional resource mobilisation in the 
central and railway budgets for the year 
1992-93 in the context of tax reforms 
leading to major reductions in the rates of 
customs duties. The reductions in the rates 
of customs duties contribute a loss of 
Rs 20.230 million to the centre which is 
more than compensated by the increase in 
revenue from domestic taxes. The increase 
in revenue from excise duties, income tax 

corpomfo. Uxr«itpectivc4y 
R9 22,I10, 5,700 and 325 million. 
However, after focUitating tfae ritariag of 
central tax revenue by centre ai^ states os 
per the recommendations of Ninth Finance 
Commission, centreincurs alossofrevenue 
amounting to Rs 5,270 million while the 
revenu: gain to tfae states is Rs 15,000million. 
The 1992-93 railway budget aimed at a 
revenue gain of Rs 13,660 million over the 
previous year and after taking into account 
this amount, the net additional resource 
mobilisation for centre amounted to 
Rs 8,490 million. This meagre amount of 
additional resource mobilisation by the 
centremay notbesufficientfor its additional 
expenditure needs resulting in a deficit in 
there venue accounUTbe estimated revenue 
accountdeficitofcentrcfor 1992-93 forms 
2 per cent of ODP. The persistent revenue 
account deficits will make the centre a net 
borrower resulting in the rising fiscal 
deficits over time. 

The Tax Reforms Committee (Interim 
Report 1991 and Final Report 1992) had 
recommended a full-fledged value added 
tax system at the central level covering 
almost all commodities and services with 
the exception of raw produce of agricul¬ 
ture. The Committee recommends the 
following commodity tax reforms to 
facilitate a smooth change to VAT at the 
centre: 

(1) Make tax base comprehensive by 
giving limited exemptions and bringing 
more commodities under the tax net. Most 
of the commodities manufactured by 
decentralised and small-scale .sector can 
also be brought under the tax net. Extend 
the taxation to service sector. Moderate 
taxes can be levied on advertising services, 
services of slock brokers, services of 
insurance of automobiles, residential 
property, personal effect and jewellery and 
residential telephone services. 

(2) Replace sped He taxes by ad valorem 
duties. With ad valorem duties, there can 
be an enhanced elasticity of revenue with 

Table 3; AnomoNAL Resource Mobilisation in the Central and Railway Budoets for 1992-93 
(Rs million) 

Centre’s 
Share 

Stales 
Share 

Total 

(I) Taxes -5170 15000 9830 
(a) Diicci taxes 3600 ■ 4350 7950 

(i) CoiporatioB taxes 3250 - 3250 
(ii) Income tax 1350 4350 5700 

(iii) Expenditura tax -1000 <s> -1000 
(b) Indirect tax -«770 10650 1880 

(i) Customs duties -20230 , -20230 
(ii) Excise duties 

(II) Post and telecommunicntioBs tariffs. 
11460 10650 22110 

railwi^ fares and freigW itfes 13660 - 13660 
(a) Railways 13660 - 13660 
fo) Post aad teleconunumcations 0 • 0 

(III) Total (l+U) 8490 15000 2M90 

Source: Economic Survey: 19R2-93, Govemmeni of India, 
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to natioaal incomti and buoyaney 
of re^monaccotMAorifinbmtttbt prices. 

{3)lteduce the mdtiplkiQr of tax ta^ ^ 
two or three rates. 

(4) Give credit to taxes on inter-regional 
trade such as central sales tax and 
consignmenttex when provincial taxes such 
as sdes taxes are levied by the importing 
state. Also, credit the revenue collected 
through taxes on inter-regional trade to a 
central pool such diat this pool is shared by 
centre and states on the basis of an agreed 
fcamula. 

In many important earlier studies on 
commodity tax reforms in India, due recog¬ 
nition is not given to the federal structure 
of taxation peculiar to India. In two important 
recent analytical studies, optimalcommodity 
taxes are computed with the assumption that 
there exists only one centre of au&ority or 
unitary form of government (Ahmad and 
Stem 1984; Murty and Ray 1989], Even in 
thcconunodity lax reforms suggested by the 
JhaCommittee Report, 1978andtheCellaiah 
Committee Report. 1992, reforms in central 
excise duties are suggested without 
considering in a detailed way the required 
accompanying reforms in sales taxe.« levied 
by state.sT The Jha Committee Report 
recommends a central VAT up to the 
manufacturing stage plus a retail sales tax 
in the states. The Chellaiah Committee 
recommends V AT up to the wholesale stage 
but believes in the states levying andretaining 
the revenue from that tax. 

V 

Comprehensive VAT: An Ideal 
Structure of Commodity Taxation 

Theultimate aim of commodity tax refc^ms 
ill India should be a comprehensive VAT 
covering value added by all business 
enterprises from the manufacturing to the 
retailing activities. The tax should have 
consumption base and follow the tax credit 
method to compute the net tax liability of 
a business firm. The tax liability of 
international and inter-state flows has to be 
calculated using the destination principle. 

Table 1 describes the operation of a 
comprehensive VAT with tire unitaiy form 
of gpvemment. However, considering that 
it can he ideal to have a central VAT and 
a state VAT in India, the following two 
alternative tax regimes can be considered; 
(a) a national VAT and parallel state VAT 
on the same base and (fo) a national VAT. 
up to the manufacturing stage and a state 
Vat at the wholesale and retailing stages. 

In the case of a ntitional VAT and a 
parallfl .««<# VAT on the same base, the 
state and central VAT rates can be different. 
Following the procedure described in 
Table 1, Orms wt^d have tocalciilate their 
net taxes payable tocentre given the central 
(ax rate and in a similar fai^km they would 

to odcolate tiie D^|i^s,.pi^a^e to 
(tteatate given die state’i ttix rate. Ilie tax 
liability of intemationai flows would have 
to be computed using t^e destination 
ininciple. Even in the case of inter-state 
flows, destination principlehas lobefoUowed 
with zero rating of exports from the given 
state. Full value added by imports are taxed 
by the importing state at the rate tqiplicable 
to it and toe tax collected is credit^ to the 
exporting state. Alternatively, the exporting 
state could colled the tax from the exporter 
on the value added up to the exporting 
stage at therate applicable to the importing 
state. Also, the importing state collects the 
lax from the importer and the retailer oh 
their respective incremental value added at 
each stage and credits the tax collected to 
the exporting slate. Since each state can 
both be an exporter and an importer, net 
tax liability to the other state can be 
computed after taking into account all the 
trade flows. Therefore, each state has to 
maintain a tax clearing department for inter¬ 
state trade. With this method, exporting 
state gets credit for taxes paid on the value 
added in the importing state also. 

Alternatively, whileconsidering the inter¬ 
state trade, a method can be adopted in 
which each stale can tax value added in its 
territory. In this case, exporting stale will 
collect the tax on value added up tocxpoiting 
or manufacturing stage which forms part of 
its revenue The lax can be collected either 
at the home rate or the rale applicable to the 
importing slate. The tax on additional value 
added at the stages of importing and retailing 
is collected by the importing state at its own 
rate and kept it as its revenue. In this cB.se, 
tlierc is no need for tax clearance mechanism 
in each state. In case, the exporting state is 
allowed to collect the tax on the value added 
up to the manufacturing or exporting stage 
at the rate fixed by it (as is normally the case 
with the origin principle), there can ari.se a 
price di.scrimination between imports and 
the home-produced goods in the importing 
state. Thi.s may lead to inter-state fiscal 
competition wiUi each state reducing its tax 
rate to increase the exports to the other state. 
Alternative, the exporting state can apply 

zaontiRg-fG^ili exppits and Ae BBpoitiBfi 
state collects the tax oh tbetotal value added 
up to the retailing stage. However, die 
importing state keeps thetax on incmneatal 
value added during the impm^g and 
retailing stages and credits die rest of dm 
tax to the exporting state. 

One approach which may be mote lelevant 
for the Indian case is the sharing of tax base 
by the centre and slates. In this method, 
value added up to the manufacturing stage 
can be the base for the central VAT white 
the value added up to the retail stage or total 
value added is the base for the state VAT. 
In this method, credit can be given to die 
central VAT when the state VAT is fixed 
at the wholesale or retail stage. In the case 
of the example described in Table 1. if centre 
and a particular state have 10 and S percent 
VAT respectively, centre collects Rs 20 as 
tax on the value added of Rs 200 up to the 
manufacturing level. The wholesaler 
purchases goods worth of Rs 200 ftom the 
manufacturer and makes a value addition of 
Rs 20, thus making his total sates equal to 
Rs 220. He computes the gross tax at the 
rate of 15 per cent (central rate of tax of 10 
per cent plus state’s tax rate of 5 per cent) 
which becomes Rs 33. He gets credit for 
Rs 20 paid to the centre as central tax and 
therefore he pays net tax of Rs 13 to the 
state. The retailer makes purchases worth 
of Rs 220 and makes a value addition of 
Rs 10, thus making sales wortli of Rs 230. 
His gross tax liability at the rate of 15 per 
cent of sales or total value added is Rs 34.5. 
Also, the retailer gets credit for the central 
tax of Rs 20 and the state tax of Rs 13 paid 
by the wholesaler. Therefore, his net tax 
liability to the state is Rs 1.5. Thus with 
this method, as described in the example 
given in Table 4, the centre collects Rs 20 
as tax while the state collects tax worth of 
Rs 14.5 on the retail sate.s worth of Rs 230. 

The advantage of this method is that only 
taxes at wholesale and retail stages are 
relevant for the inter-state trade flows since 
there are no state taxes up to the 
manufacturing stage. With the destination 
principle, there is no need for zero rating 
of exports by the exporting state. If the 

TAai.E 4: CoMivtATioN OF State VAT I Jsino Ba.se Shakino Method 

fR*> 

Activity Gootls and Services VAT Total Billings 

(1) Manufacturer .sales 200 20 200 
(2) Wholesaler 

(a) Purchases 200 
(b) Value added 20 
(c) Sales 220 33 
(d) Net VAT 13 

(3) Retailer. 
(a) Purcliases 220 
(b) Value added 10 

(c) Sales 230 34.5 
* <d) Not VAT 1.5 

^FPotttk^ Weddy Mandi 1«. 1995 5*3 .i. 



liHholesaler is att iinpo/ter also, taxes 
coiiected by the importing state from the 
importer and the retailer have to be credited 
to the exporting state. Alternatively, if the 
importing state has the right to retain the 
taxes collected on incremental value 
added to imports in its own territory, it can 
deduct this amount of tax from the gros.s 
tax collected on imports and credit the 
balance to the exporting state. In the above 
example, out of gross state tax of Rs 14.5 
collected on imports, it can retain Rs 1.5 
(5 per cent of incremental value added by 
the importer and the retailers) and the 
balance of Rs 13 can be credited to the 
exporting .state. 

VI 
Problems of Implementing a 

Comprehensive VAT 

Implementation of a comprehensive VAT 
with one or two rates for'centre and states 
in India, though desirable from the practical 
point of view, can have problems from a 
developing country’s perspective. Many 
writers including Musgravc (1987) and 
Deaton (1987) have suggested uniform 
commodity taxation in the developing 
countries. Musgravc (1987) has suggested 
a general consumption tax as.sessed on a 
broad base and at a uniform rate. In his 
words: 

In industriali.sed countries such a tax may 
be imposed as either a retail saic.s tax on 
consumption or a value added lax of the 
consumption type, that is, a value added lax 
that exempts capital good.s from Ihe base. 
Where both the options are available Ihe 
choice between them is a mailer of 
admini.strative convenience. The identical 
baseiscoverrdandlheburdenofdislrihulion 
will be the same. In developing countnes, 
however, the retail option is typically not 
available, because reiail establishment .s tend 
to'be small, informal and unstable. Thus 
sales cannot be determined readily, and 
enforcement at the retail level is difficult, 
llie trend, therefore, has been towards a 
value added approach. 

Such a tax cannot tackle the problem of 
equity, which is an important problem in 
the developing countries. Murty and Nayak 
(1994a and b) have shown that there are 
significant welfare losses as.sociated with 
uniform commodity taxes in India. 
Musgravc has prescribed the following 
alternative subsidy/tax arrangements to 
supplement a broad-based uniform tax. 

(a) a lower relief from a general consump¬ 
tion tax via income credit. 

(b) to combine a higherrate of consumption 
tax with the exclusion of certain consumption 
items that draw a large share of low income 
budgets, and 

(c) to supplement the broad-based con¬ 
sumption tax with a toit of acFva/orem excises 

SML 

iiripdsed On items thatwei^ heev%ohii^ii 
income groups. 

Musgrave’s pvscritption (a) may not'be 
suitable to India where a large fiart of the 
population is not covered by income tax. In 
India the income tax base is not 
comprehensive and the major part of the 
population does not pay income tax. 
Therefore options (c) and (d) of Musgravc 
are more suitable for India. 

TTie necessity for having environmental 
pollution taxes on pollution-intensive 
commodities and specific taxes on stxiial 
bads like tobacco and alcohol is another 
limitation in having a uniform value added 
tax. Take for example, taxes on electricity. 
In the case of a uniform VAT system, a VAT 
levied on electricity say at 10 per cent does 
not distinguish between the hydro and 
thermal power. However, from the point of 
view of environmental protection, different 
rates of taxes have to be levied on thermal 
power and hydro power. If there has to be 
a pollution tax on' coal, VAT should be 
higher on coal than on hydro power. 

VII 
Conclusion 

A comprehensive VAT with consumption 
base covering the full chain of business 
activities from manufacturing to retailing is 
identical to a tax on retail sales. Given a 
choice between a VAT and a tax on retail 
sales, a developing country has to opt for 
VAT, because retail sales departments arc 
small, unstable and informal in tho.se 
counUics. 

Acomprehensive VAT with theconsump- 
tion base, the tax credit mctbcxl, and the 
destination principle to determine VAT on 
international and inter-state trade flows can 
form an ideal commodity tax structure for 
India. ‘ 

In a federal country like India, it may be 
ideal to have state and central VATs 
substituting the current state and central 
taxes on gotxl.s and services respectively. 
There can be two types of tax regimes with 
the stale and central VATs: (a) the parallel 
state and central VATs on the same base 
covering business from manufacturing to 
retailing stage and (b) the central VA'T up 
to Die manufacturing stage and the state 
vat at wholesaling and retailing stages. 
Tax regime (b) may be ideal for India. 

A VAT with one or two rales has to be 
supplemented by the special excises and 
subsidies to deal with the problem of equity, 
environment and social bads like tobacco 
and alcohol. 

[This paper forms part of work for a research 
project on ‘FLscal fii.siruments for Water I^Ilution 
Abatemtsnt in India' fuaded by IDRC, Canada. 
I am grateful to Sushama Muity for carefully 
going Ibtougb an earlier draft this paper aUf 
providing some suggestions for improvement.] 
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DISCUSSION 

Vedic Mathematics 

Jashbhai Patel 

THIS is in support of S <3 Dani’s appeal 
(EPlV^July 31,1993); “It is high time that 
the saner elements joined hands to educate 
people... lest the intellectual and educational 
life in the country get .vitia^d...” Around 
1976, the book Vedk Mathematics by 
Jagadguru Swami ,Shri Bharti Krishna 
Tirthaji Maharaj wa.s referred to me. I 
refused to comment on it at that date 
because 1 did not know then nor know now 
a single word of San.skrit. Even then, 1 was 
suipri.sed to read the contents. It consisted 
of the various tricks todo arithmeticsimply. 
No doubt, to discover an original or a new 
method in arithmetic or for that matter in 
any other field is a sure sign of u genius 
and the jagadgui'u was perhaps one such 
genius. I do not want to dispute this fact. 
What I fe^t then was this; to call his work 
mathematics, as the word is understood in 
the modern world, was certainly and highly 
problematic Further, that the work was 
contained in the Vedas was beyond 
verification for me because I had not read 
them. However. 1 was fairly familiar with 
the work; Histaiy of Hindu Mathematics - 
A Source Book, Parts 1 and 11 by 
Bibhutibhushan Datta and Avadhesh 
Narayan Singh (1935. 1938). This is the 
best and the most reliable scholarly work 
on Hindu mathematics. The first part is 
devoted to Hindu Arithmetic and the second 
part deals with Hindu Algebra and a few 
allied topics. I did not find in tins great 
Work any reference to what the jagadguru 
had written about in his book. This did 
cast some doubt in my mind but I was not 
Bibhutibhushan Datta, a remarkably great 
scholar of Sanskrit and mathematics, 
whose student Dhar (Krishnamurty 
Foundation, Rajghat) said to me iaBenaras 
that be became a sanyasi in his later life, 
to dispute the Jagadguru’s claims. I am 
happy that Dani has exposed the worth of 
the jagadguru's book in his article. 

The most painful question that remains 
unanswered is; why a very learned man 
like the Jagadguru stooped so low as to 
practice this dedeit of forging a copy of a 
Veda and hoodwink, his countrymen? 
The Shankracharyas do play their brand of 
dirty politics to promote their proteges 
('cheias’) to the temple-tbronesfgadis’), 
but where was the need to tamper with the 
Vedas and tinker with thehistory of Hindu 
mathematics? 

Was he not aware of the fact that the 
most of Hindu mathematics is not Vedic? 
Tile following list of Hindu mathematicians 
proves the faclbeyond doubt; (1) Aryabhata I 
(499 AD), (2) Varahamihir (505), 
(3) Bhaskara I (522), (4) Siddha.sen Oani 
(550), (5) Lalla (598), (6) Brahmagupta 
(628), (7) Sridhara (750), (8) Mahavira 
(850), (9) Prathudakasvami (860), 
(10) Manjula (932). (11) Aryabhata D (9,50), 
(12) Bhattopala (966). (13) Sripati (1039), 
(14) Bhaskara II (11.50), (1.5) Mallikarjuna 
(1175),(16) Amaraja(125oi(17).Sinihatilaka 
(1275), (18) Naruyuna (1350), (19) Makki- 
bhata (1377), (20) Oangadhara (1420), 
(21) Panneshwai' (1430), (22) Laxmidas 
(1500), (23) Nilkantha (1500), (24) Jnanraja 
(1503). (25) Suryadas (1538). (26) Ganesa 
(1.545), (27) Kr.sna (1580), (28) Kanganatha 
(1602), (29) Munisvara( 1608), (30) Nrsimhii 
(1621), (31) K:unla'sna( 1648), (32) Kamalakuia 
(1658)and(33)PathumanaSomayaji(1733). 
Tile Jagadguru could have lulded hi.s name 
to this list witli lustre by writing the book 
under his own name instead of taking a 
totally wrong, devious, unethical, deceitful 
path. 

This list is by no means exhaustive. Some 
mathematicians in (he list were originators; 
others were commentators and writers of 
mathematical treatises. The dates in 
parentheses reprcsentcither the birth-datcor 
the date of the manuscript. A great deal of 
work needs to be done in all tlie fields of 
Indology, and, if the present-day Hindus or 
Indians take to the art of forgery of the 
existing or uneartlied manuscripts then the 
task of writing the correct history of this 
country would be next to impossible. 

1 will now touch upon a few aspects of 
Hindu mathematics. First, some very impor¬ 
tant milestones of Hindu mathematics; 

(1) Hindusknew Pythagoras (5697-500? 
BC) theorem in 800 BC. 

(2) Even if the credit for the invention of 
zero and the place value system is given to 
American Red Indians, even then the 
invention of 10 symbols 0 to 9 and the place 
value system associated with these 10 
symbols are Hindu and are in Bharat. This 
way practically most of arithmetic was 
developed in India. And this type of 
arithmedc is in vogue in the world - whatever 
may be the refinemenu. 

(.3) Most of the elementary algebra or 
high school algebra in the world is of 

Hindu origin. In fact, Indiatts made 
remarkable contributions to the solution of 
linear, quadratic, indetenninatc, equations 
associated with rational triangles and 
quadrilaterals, and wiihmaltipleequations. 

(4) Even if the origin of trigonometry is 
ascribed to Greeks, the fuctremains that the 
words ‘sine’ and ‘cosine’ are derived from 
the Sanskrit word ‘jiva’ The Indian tables 
of sines and cosines were superior to those, 
of Europe right up to the time of Sawai Jai 
.Singh (died 1743) of Jaipur, 

Most of this research is not Vedic. Do 
Hindus want to push them back to the 
Vedas? If ndt. what sense is there in 
teaching Vedic mathematics. We need to 
preserve these manuscripts honestly and 
truthfully in order to keep the history of 
mathematics in tact. Also, Hindus should 
ask them.selves one simple question; why 
they failed to build modern mathematics 
when they were in the lead. The answer 
is, they failed to recogni.se the imaginary 
roots of tlie quadratic equations. That is, 
they could not devise the symbol ‘i‘ for 
the imaginary number equal to the square 
root of minus one. For this reason, they 
could not achieve much in the .solution of 
cubic and biquadratic equations. The 
question of .solvability of quiiilic in the 
manner of quadratic and its insolvability 
did not ari.se because these problems were 
far beyond their reach. The symbol *i' 
revolutionised trigonometry also. In short, 
‘i’ sets apart more or less the European 
mathematics front the ancient and medieval 
mathematics of Hindus. With modern 
mathematical analysis Europeans built up 
a mathematical edifice as high as a tall 
skyscraper. Obviously, the base of the 
skyscraper is underground and is invisible 
whereas the higher stories arc seen 
everywhere. If Indians are disappointed by 
the invisibility of their achievements, the 
best course open for them is to build a 
skyscraper taller than the European and 
American ones by adding a few morqstories 
to theirs. But this task is not going to be 
easy nor can it be done by going back to 
Vedas. The only hope is in the future course 
of history. The lessons from history point 
out that what was thoughlto be impossible 
at one time becomes possible at .some future 
time. And, this realisation should spurns 
to rare devotion and dedication to 
mathematics and not to the Vedas. After 
all truth, knowledge and virtues are a 
monopoly of no nation or an individual. 
They belong to those whosingie-mindedly 
dedicate and devote themselves to noble 
endeavours. 
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Idedogy ^ tilontagioii 
Madhavii Prasad 

ARVIND RAJAGOPAL’k clarification 
letter (EPIV. August 13. 1994) regarding 
bis analysis of an advertisement in an earlier 
article (‘Ram Janmablioomi. Consumer 
Identity and Image-Based Politics', EPW. 
July 2.1994; pp 1659-68) only exacerbates 
•the methodological problems instead of 
doing anything to rectify them. 

There arc many problems with the essay, 
not all of which are germane to what seems 
to me to be the main methodological issue. 
Por instance, the definition of communalism 
keeps shifting throughout the essay and the 
most objectionable version equates the rise 
of communali.sm with “tlie expression of 
relatively new. vernacular elites vying for 
power against older, more often English- 
educated elites, although tlie last few years 
have .seen a blurring of this distinction, with 
more and more educated professionals 
espousing communal views" (p 1660). This 
does not tally with an identification of caste, 
elsewhere in the article, as the axis ofdivision 
of the polity. It alsoenshrincs as a sociologi¬ 
cal truth an Anglophone-prone prejudice 
according to which the Anglophone Hindu 
Is the degree zcroof caste identity. .Secondly, 
Rajagopal’s caution about the functionalist 
temptations of an ‘cconomistic’ approach is 
ritualistic rather than well thought out. His 
appeal for the investigation of desire and 
agency remains a guideline for the future, 
since such a possibility is negated by 
equating/reducing it to the study of 
meanings. Lastly, the article leaves one 
with a scn.se that its own unity is dependent 
on the existence of the master sginifier 
‘Hindutva’, which stitches together a 
wide variety of fragments of analyses, 
impressions, observations, statistics, etc, 
just as, by bis own reading, the same master 
signifier quilts together a wide range of 
images and ideas to constitute a field of 
politics. 

Rajagopal’s basic, though unstated, 
premise, which I consider a product of the 
‘mass communications' approach he adopts, 
can be termed an epidemiological thesis on 
ideology. According to lhis,cultural products 
and hutnan minds are merely the carriers of 
ideology, whose transmission they enable. 
Apopulu strand of Noitb Atlantic sociology 
favoured this body-snatcher model of 
ideological capture. It now seems to have 
acquired npw uses. 

Thus the author avers that liberalisation 
and consumerism “created... new spaces into 
which communal discourse inserted itself' 
through “adaptation and encroachment" 
(p 1659). The basic formulaof the discipline 
of mass cooununications research establi¬ 
shes a relation between.measage, medium 

of transmission and destination. In this 
relation, the first two entities retain their 
original form. The message docs not undergo 
any change in the course of transmission. 
The medium itself lemainsaneutral relaying 
mechanism. It is only the point of reception, 
the individual who receives the message, 
that undergoes a transformation, becoming 
infused with the message and becoming the 
agent of its further unfolding. The cause - 
the discourse of communalism - thus 
produces effects in the social-violence and 
destruction - through a channel of 
communication. 

It is this naive theory of causality that 
leads Rujagopal to seek out empirical 
evidence in the form of market response to 
back his reading of the Greaves 
advertisement To qUb.stion tlie logic of the 
reading - which ascribes meaning to the 
saffron colour of the sunset - wiiuld only be 
to invite a pluralist defence (‘That’s just 
your opinion'). Instead let us look at the 
unstated assumptions (or unrecognised 
implications) behind the reading .strategy. 
The starting point for the 'suspicion' of 
infection appears to have been the discovery 
that the company which produced the 
advertisement had also been engaged by the 
BJP for its campaigns. This could cither 
mean that the virus, taking advantage of tlie 
proximity, transmitted itself to a non-BJP 

advisement that was being put together 
at a nearby desk, or that the management 
of the ad company was favourably disposed 
towards the BJP ideology and undettodt to 
do its mite for its propagation by infusing 
it into its other products, much as a 
shopkeeper, if suitably rewarded, might 
(tfuminendy display and encourage the sales 
of a particular brand of conunodity. Hie 
problem with the second thesis is that it 
would require a demonstration that at least 
some of R K Swamy’s other advertisement 
from this period show .symptoms of a simibu: 
infection. 

Farther, it is possible that the author is 
implying a coincidence of sympathies 
between the BJP, the ad company and the 
management of Greavc.s, so that a. 
programme of subliminal communication 
could have been devised with the active 
consent of the industrialist. In which 
case the industrialist will have to be accused 
of a level of commitment to Hindutva 
ideology that induces him to risk losing the 
.support of non-BJP inve.stors. Wc cannot, 
of course, rule that out. But that would 
imply that the message is concealed. Which 
gives rise to a further complication; in die 
first place, why conceal a message behind 
such an elaborate (one might almost say 
foolproof) alibi') What are the chances that 
the meanings intended will communicate 
themselves selectively only to those whd 
arc predisposed tq. receive it? To any 
reader, two strategies might suggest 
themselves; to abstract from the text the 
concealed messages like 'ancient 
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makcK- the commitgipiu-fres ,!ij>ace IBdhflpSBfeiial life, “^is i!« pfcrhaps true of the 
tsodcru social life mortntcceptivc to the 
RSS ideology than to any other. I .suspect 

civilisation’, 'symbolsof the past'.etc. end 
tfaw, in a second movement, apply them to 
Iheirownsunoundings, Uius eliminating the 
material presence and signifying force of the 
Egyptian pyramid, making it a transparent 
carrier/host of a message in transit: this is 
what Rajagopal’s reading a,ss'umes; 
secondly, the reader might feel too strongly 
the prc.senoe of the pyramid itself, and 
depending on his/her inclinations, may 
either receive the'message for what it is 
worth, or be affected by the alienness of 
the symbol, and develop a ho.stility to this 
Indian company for ignoring the symbols 
available here and going all the way to Egypt 
(a Muslim country at that!). 

Whichever way you hs)k at it, we are 
dealing here with a viral infection, a serial 
proceK.sofcau.salily m which a manipulative 
ring of conspiring communalists relea.ses a 
virus into the social btxly and reaps a harvest 
of infected minds. 

Not surprisingly. Raiagopal’s essay 
unconsciously echoes the discourse of 
epidemiology so consistently that even tlie 
general theory ut the social that he builds 
to explain the process of communalisation 
is informed by it. Tlius he establishes an 
opposition between commitment and 
communication. This equation (i c. absence 
of commitmentsconununicatiun of diseases) 
became u di.scursivc common place in tlie 

■ Us in the course of a moral campaign to 
prevent the spread of AIDS. Lack of 
commitment in relationships meant a high 
turnover of sexual partners, indicating moral 
degeneration, breach of communal and 
familial bonds and a resultant erosion of 
moral values Such developments created 
new spaces where the AIDS virus could 
propagate it.self. according to this tlioroughly 
ideological explanation. 

Rajagopal’s theory equips itself with a 
similar explanation for the spread of 
communalism. Not only docs the media 
serve as an instrument of dissemination of 
diseases, it is in itself a social affliction. 
He posits a process of erosion of 
commitment and the consequent opening 
up of the social field for the spread of 
communal ideology. “With the growing 
distance between lived experience and 
public culture, however, the commitment 
implied by audiences' consent no longer has 
die guarantees personal presence would 
entail. Commitment then becomes far more 
fluid and mobile, being based more on the 
gratification different images afford than on 
any inve,stment of personal resources" 
(p 1660). This transformatipn of commit¬ 
ment’ into a changeable, promiscuous thing 
makes it possible for a “highly di.scipiined 
and organised force like the RSS" to 
"expipit this altered form of commitment 
to fKPient Us own politics as representing 
tb^e of the public at large” (p 1660).' 
This 'explanation' fails to indicate what 

that the words "highly disciplined and 
organised” are supposed to provide the 
absent justification. In other words, a 
discourse’s success is a direct result of the 
strength and resourcefulness of the 
disseminating body There i.s again, here, a 
tendency to regard acomplex. transformed 
S(x;ial field a.s reducible to a threc-term 
equation. Disseminating agent -> field of 
communicution.s media —» uncommitted 
subject. (Part of the problem might arise 
from a discipl iiiary wil 1 to elevate the ob ject 
of mass communications rcseurch to a 
position of pre-eminence in the social.) Tlic 
villains of the piece arcdistanciation and im- 
personalisation. “Tlius individuals may,shift 
from one form of identity to another without 
necessitating a proportional shift in the 
distribution of their resources" (p 1606). 

The last quotation points to the discursive 
reduction at work an the essay. Having 
abandoned the 'economism' of class-based 
explanations, Rajagopal treats Hindulva as 
an ideology whose dissemination can tic 
accomplished without loss of social 
position, without a trunsfoimation of 

proponents of E-mail fascism but the entire 
phenomenon of Hindu nationalism cannot 
be explained (away) by recourse to this one 
idea. For most of the new adherents of 
Hindutva, no such security against 
transformation of personal life exists. 
Rajagopal’s assumption that the English- 
speaking segment of the population is free 
from communal passions and his 
consequent surprise at what he considers 
a 'recciU’ change in its character may have 
led to the explanatory priority given to a 
purely discursive, ‘gralificatory’ relation to 
Hindu nationalism 

It is doubtful whether the vicarious 
pleasures of non -Cl imm i tied voters (Advan i ’ s 
use of this term is consistent with its meaning 
in political journalism and can only be 
accommodated to Raiagopul’s definition 
by force) can serve as the mam support 
base of a party whose politics has involved 
unimaginable levels of violence and 
planned confrontation with a weak 
transitional state. B ut having sv/ept political 
economy under the carpel and isolated 
discourse and its vicissitudes as ihc sole 
ob|ect, Rajagopal could not have reached 
any other conclusion. 
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Globalisation and Nation-BuOding 
With the advent of globalisation, the changes taking place at the bottom 
tiers of nations have received little attention. Yet ^ifts in power relations, 
allegiances and consciousness at various levels of civil societies are 
changing the world as much as, if not more than, the macro changes 
wrought by international capital, technology and die mass media. To what 
extent these new cultural assertions of identity will enable die peoples 
of various regions to face the new capitalist order remains to be seen. 625 

Women’s Rights in Agricultural Land 
Though the Constitution promises no discrimination on the basis of sex as 
a fundamental right, most inheritance and ceiling provisions relating to 
one of the most important economic resources in the country continue to 
be highly gender discriminatory. And the Ninth Schedule lends itself to 
their perpetuation. These aspects which impinge direcdy and crucially on 
women’s legal and economic status have received surprisingly litde 
attention from either researchers or activists. , A-39 

The Budget: Long on Rhetoric 
The 1995-96 Budget is a desperate attempt to postpone the day of 
reckoning in the last year of the government’s tenure. 601 

The budget proposals fail to advance the objective of moving towards 
a simpler, fairer and less distortionary tax system which the finance 
minister professes to pursue. 603 

The outlook for the Indian economy in 1995-96; forecasts by a 
macro-economic model. 639 

Agricultural Growth 
Production and productivity growth in 
Indian agriculture in recent years cannot 
be attributed only to favourable 
weather. The improvements in yield 
and the relatively wide dispersal of 
growth acros.s regions and crops 
point to a technologically dynamic 
growth process. • A-2 

India’s goal of .self-reliance in the 
oilseeds and vegetable oils sector 
does not appear beyond reach any 
more in view of the acceleration 
of growth achieved in the past 
few years. A-14 

Environmental Dimension 
Sustainable agriculture involves not 
only the identification and application 
of improved technologies but the 
incorporation of ecological and 
socio-economic considerations. 
Inevitably conflicts and 
contradictions arise. A-21 

The state government's policy of 
having major inigation projects in * 
all the nver basins in Kerala is based 
on neglect of specific agro-climatic 
and agro-edological features 
of humid-tropic Kerala. A-30 

The ftsttarfolk and peasants of 
coa^ -Duuii Nadu are oiganising 
themselves against the encroachment 
of prawn farming which is adversely 
afhKdng the environment and 
dieir own life chuices. 607 

Anti-Theory 
The postmodernist denigration of theory 
and of disciplinary grids as ‘fictions’, 
of one kind or another, has .significantly 
influenced a wide range of scholarship. 
But It is in contemporary feminist 
.studies, more than anywhere else, 
that this intellectual attitude has 
been fully realised._617 

Structural Weakness 

Though Kerala has a relatively high 
proportion of rural non-agricultural 
employment, the emerging occupational 
structure is weak, as reflected in its 
inability to take advantage of the 
growth impulses generated by 
increases in demand._634 

Power Play 

Kremlin’s decision to pit Russia’s entire 
military might against the Chechen 
rebels, supported as it was by the US and 
approved by the European governments, 
reveals the rough outlines of an 
emerging multi-power world. 613 

Economies in Distress 

With declining investment and profligate 
non-developmental expenditure, 
UP’s ectmomy is in the doldrums. 609 

Much has been said about the impact 
of external liberalisation on the Indian 
economy as a whole, but what about 
the ectxioroies of individual states? . 
The harsh prospect for lYipura. 604 



LETTERS TO EDITOR 

A Strangled C17 

“WE Ihe Marxist Communists deserve 
brickbats and not bouquets". Nripen 
Chakraborty, the octogenarian freedom 
fighter and veteran communist and mem¬ 
ber of the politburo of the CPI(M), bitterly 
told the Congress(I) delegation who 
came to offer him a floral tribute at his 
hospital bed in Calcutta. The Congress 
men were having the time of their lives. 
The day before, Nripen Chakraborty had 
unburdened his heart to an interviewer 
from a local Bengali daily: Tlic Marxist 
Communists in West Bengal have 
thoroughly degenerated - morally, politi¬ 
cally and intellectually. The state govern¬ 
ment was pursuing an anti-labour policy. 
The new economic policy of the Left 
Front government was a gimmick and the 
party' s mouthpiece, Ganashakti, could not 
be read ‘without revulsion’: there was not 
an iota of Marxism-Leninism in it. 

It was a strangled C17. dcvastutingly 
accurate, The entire leadership of CPl(M) 
both at the state and all-India levels were 

struck dumb. Chakraborty retained the 
dignity of the idea and could not yet get rid 
of his hatred and contempt for a different 
way of life of ease, safety, toleration and 
complacency. He could yet see the 
thoughts, hunger and hope and hatred in 
the eyes of the people. He had not the kind 
of dwarfed dignity which the other vete¬ 
rans were accustomed to - the dignity of 
people afraid of a little pain and yet .sitting 
with firmness in their chairs. 

This is not to idealise Nripen 
Chakraborty. One is astonished at his 
innocence. Was he nut aware that parti¬ 
cipation in the administration para¬ 
lyses the revolutionary will of the work¬ 
ing class, that so-called relief under the 
present relations of production prole- 
tarianises the masses still more'.’ It does 
not offset the imbalance of income bet¬ 
ween workers and capitalists. It only 
redistributes wages among different groups 
of wwkers. The party ’ s preoccupation with 
wage restraint since it came to ‘pi'iwer’ 
reflects Indian capital’s anxiety about the 
trend of declining profitrate. But. as Marx 
pointed out, this decline does not 
necessarily lead to a decline in the mass 
of surplus value. Over-accumulation of 
capital in the hands of the owners has 
been an integral part of every capitalist 
crisis and is a prime factor in the waves 
of speculation that precede and some¬ 
times accompany large-scale declines 
in mass purc^sing power. It is time our 

economists calculated what a huge 
percenUge of the money in circulation 
was in speculative operation and not in 
production. The figure would be fantastic. 
The removal of all controls on cross- 
border capital flows is an indication of 
bow anxious the owners of capital wen: to 
valorise their holdings in ways that did not 
involve investment in liKal industry -not 
to speak of West Bengal industry. It is not 
a question of centre-state relations but 
mainly and e.s.sentiaily a question of the 
crisis of capitalism, of class relations. 
‘Class’ is now a forgotten or forbidden 
word. Nripen Chakraborty’s cry is the 
belated expression of the self-flagellation 
of the honest among the communists. The 
workers the world over, with the temporary 
prosperity of the post-war years, have 
become compromisers and ceased to be 
revolutionaries. The severe chastisement 
by crises is bestirring the muss of them 
again now. 

Calcutta 
A Kkadrr 

Inteliectuai Property 
Rights 

‘INTELLECTUAL Property Kighis: An 
Indian Perspective’ (February 4) by D M 
Nachane merits attention and discussion. 
Whatever one might say. intellectual 
property rigliLs is a powerful weapon for 

marketing of technology on the terms raid 
conditions of the seller. This must be 
resisted as it defeats the established nmms - 
of fair trade practice to ensure protection 
of the buyer. In this context LDCs are 
helpless buyers. It also tends to make the 
future insecure fur LDCs. 

IPR is being forcefully implemented in. 
the name of the inventor and technology. 
Nobody is asking if the inventor has freedom 
of expression. As we know, technology, in 
spite of its continued rcrincment, cannot 
prove helpful, unless it is accompanied by a 
corresponding behavioural change on the 
part of K(x:iety. Have the promoters 
or the scientific community taken this fact 
seriously'.' 

It must also be appreciated if any law or 
rule (including the IPR) is made strict and 
forcibly implemented, it would lead id" 
violation. Wc have nut heard many case.s 
where infringement i>r IPR has been 
successfully curbed by a judgment of a 
court of law. 

More than in LDC.s. infringement of 
the IPK is occurring in the developed 
nations. None .seems to have been punish¬ 
ed. It is for such reasons that indusuial 
.security is gaining great importance. The 
monopoly prixtuci producers and many 
multinationals arc watching helplessly 
and their competitors are coming up 
fast by infringing IPR and patents. 

.S K SHARM.A 
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Command Performance 
For the niling party at the centre, the Tentii Finance 

Commission was very much an in-house affair. The 
chairman was a Veteran Congress stalwart who.se residual, 
but high, ambitions for holding a major political office were 
.smotliered by developments in Utuu- Pradesh. He had to be 
accommodated; he was. Two other slots were filled by an 
economist and an ea)nomic administrator with long official 
links. And as far as llic convention of having a distinguished 
judicial personality as amember .so us to enable the commission 
to decide upon financial dispen.sation.s with dignity and 
detachment was concerned, tlie Tenth Finance Commission 
broke altttgether new ground. A member of parliiunein. 
currently serving in tlte Lok Sabha, and a practising lawyer 
in the Supreme Court and in the Calcutta High Court, was 
picked for the .slot. A formal explanation for tlte extraordinary 
choice was not lacking either; tlie gentleman, tlie nation was 
informed, had, once upon a lime, served for .some inontlis us 
puisne judge in one of tlie country's high courLs. 

After such a composition, little, very little, could have 
been expected to emerge from tlte deliberations of tlie Tentli 
Finance Commission. That as.sessment has not been belied. 
Mercifully the report the commi.s.sion has submitted is not 
long on verbiage. What it has to say it says witli an admirable 
economy of words. That apart, what little it has to say is an 
echoof the haditional views of the union government, mostly 
retlecting tlie post-independence stance of die Congress 
Party towards cenlre-.state relations. The undercurrent ol 
impression the report of the TenUi Finance Commission 
exudes is that liie centre is the centre of die universe and die 
states are a near-insufferable nuisance. 

The problem, however, does not lie widi Ardcle 280 of die 
Constitution, which .sets forth die procedure of appoinimeni 
and mode of composition of the quinquennial fitutnee 
commissions. The core uf.the problem has its nexus with 
Article 74: under all circumstances the president will have to 
act, it says, according to the advice of the council of ministers 
adorning the union government. The finance commission, 
given its principal re.sponsibility, to decide die distribution 
of shareable tax proceeds between the centre and die states 
and grants-in-aid from the Consolidated Fund of India to 
the stales, has to fill in the role of an arbiter. But one 
party in the arbitration, the union government, decides the 
commission’s composition as well as the terms of reference 
for it In course of time the ministry of Finance has assumed 
that the commission lias no other assigninent to look 
after except to do North Block’s bidding. The as»unption 
has been duly validated by the turn of events as the decades 
have rolled by. 

Forget for the present the Tenth Commission’s discourses 
on how thecountry’s Fiscal fiamewivk oughtto be restructured 
beyond 2000. Consider its recommendations for the pta-iod 
1995-2000. The states, thanks to the awards of the preying 
commissions, had till now been enjoying an 85 percent share 
of the proceeds of income-tax. That share has been brought 
down by the Tenth Commi.ssion to 77.5 per cent. It will be 
.said on its behalf that, never mind, the sliare of union excise 
duties given to the states has been simultaneously raised 
from 45 per Cent to 47.5 per cent. But the fact is that, with the 
drastic slashing of rates of excise duties the Finance minister 
is bent upon pursuing, the marginally higher allocation to 
the .states may be altogetlier of a chimerical quality. What is 
being lost on tlie swings would tlien not be compensated on 
the roundabouts. 

Perhaps that denouement would be in conformity with 
intentions. Even more bemusing is thecommission’s d^ision 
to abolish die additional excise duties on sugar, textiles and 
tobacco and tobacco products and to merge tliis tax head with 
ba.sic excise duties. The commission has added tlie ukase that 
despite what it has propo.sed, the states would have no right 
to levy sales lax on tliese categories of aimmodities. B uthave 
die legal and conslilulioiial implications been fully gone 
into? The commission was not die judiciary; it did not have 
the prerogative to write the law or rewrite the Constitution. 
The additional duties of excise on textiles, sugar and tobacco 
and tobacco products were in lieu of tlie states' taxes. Once, 
as a result of die Tendi Comjni.s.sion’s verdict, this arrangement 
is terminated, die right to levy sales tax on these commodities 
should automatically revert to the states. The commission 
would not like that to happen and has recommended an 
ainendmcni of die Constitution so that its direction becomes, 
operational wiUi effect from the Fiscal year 1996-97. Tlie 
commi.s.sion Iiils obviously been either ignorant or oblivious 
of the country’s cluuiging political geography to assume that 
the constitutional amendment sought to he introduced can be 
enacted in die course of the next few months. 

The re.st of the recommendations of the Tenth Finance 
Commission, such as widi respect to debt relief, grants-in- 
aid, grants in lieu of tax on rail passengers, grants to local 
bodies, maintenance outlays, etc, are run-of-tbe-mill. The 
suggestion for establishing a calamity relief fund has the aura 
of an innovation, but the modality of who will operate the. 
fund and under wlial procedures is left tantaiisingly vague. 
Fhially, it is most unlikely dial the commission’s longer 
range proptisal to pool ail central taxes together and permit 
the states to partake of 26 per cent of die total would have 
mmiybuyers. ltwillbeseenasaploy,andapretty transparent 
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1 to ««K^alise «n 
;<> a(ce«sively ov^-cenfrsUifed uotHdi^jiig 

airangemeht. The fnmtida by v/hich 4be 
.. coRimiAsibh decided that not 27 per cent, 

hot 25 per cent cither, but exactly 26 per 
cent would be the prerogative of die atatcK 
under the proposed new fiscal system is not 
easily explicable. Given the fast pace at 

- which the country's political map is getting 
altered, it would be no surprise if sooner or 
later, sooner probably than later, the .states 

. demand in unison that the yield from all 
taxes levied by the centre should be shared 
with the states on u 50:50 basis. After all. us 

But the commission'* bad to be a 
command performance. That objective 
reality must also have stood in the way of it 
ofiering any worthwhile conmente on the 
mysterious affair of the tax cat consignments, 
a proposal for introducing which was 
unanimously decided upon at a conference 
of chief ministers more than a decade ago. 
There arc, of course, parallel fiscal visions, 
such as of those'Who cannot wait , to see 
India emerge as a unified, integrated, single 
homogeneous market over which the value 
added tax would reign supreme and the 
abomination of sales taxation would be a 

chatdisciplittaiy actitm woihld 
be takoti against him if be attmtded dm* 
dissidents' tuHy in Bhatinds on March 23. 
What is significant is thgt Beam Singh 
andJakhar, member and vice-presldmtt, 
respectively, of the party’s Disciplinary 
Action Committee (DAC), had made these 
remarks because Tiwari's presence in the 
rally, where Aijun Singh was also to speak, 
would have strengthened the position of 
Jagmeet Singh Brar, dissident Congress 
MP from Punjab and organiser of the rally, 
in the state party. Brar. a relatively young 
leader, who has become a thorn in the side 

early as in the cariy 1970s, the CPI(M) 
actually went to town in West Bengal with 
the electoral slogan of a three-fourths 
allocation for the states from the central tax 
kitty. Scune chief ministers might in the 

" ccontng year.< not be averse to suggesting 
that, with the corporation tax and taxes on 
foreign trade, they would not mind a p<5ol- 
ing ajtangemcnt as per the recommenda- 

'tions of the Tenth Commission, but what 
the share of the states would be from out 
of thispoolwastobeamatterforsettlcment 
in the political arena. 

On the more basic issues afflict¬ 
ing centre-slate fiscal relations the Tenth 
Finance Commission has little to say. It was 
conceivably under specific instruction to 
remain taciturn on the role of discretionary 
transfers which the ministry of finance has 
become so addicted to in the past couple 
of decades. The plan transfers, that is, 
transfers according to the recommendations 
of the Planning Commission, were never 
of a significant magnitude; with the ruling 
party's discovery t>f the so-called 's{>ecial 
category states’, plan transfers for the 
overwhelming majority of the slates were 
reduced to tokenism. But it is the other 
fact, that of statutory transfers under the 
finance commission's dispensation being 
increasingly dwarfed by the ministry of 
finance doling imt funds for its favourite 
causes under Article 2R2 which should be 
die focus of attention on the part of tho.se 
vriim are iitterestcd in the evolution of a non- 
overccHtraliscd. democratic fiscal system. 
The Tenth Finance Commission ha.s chosen 

" not to venture into such, to it forbidden, 
territories. Nor has it any comments to offer 
on die increasing tendency of the centre to 
deduct from the statutory dues of indi¬ 
vidual states, as determined by the awards 
of finance commissions, amounts which it 
thinks such states owe to it. The funds 
which come to the states on account of 
finance commission awards are in the nature 
of trust funds; these may at any point of time 
lie in the Consolidated Fund of India. But 
constitutionally these l^elong to the states; 
the union government, as a mere trustee 
presiding over the Consolidated Fund, 
shogid not havp the right to interfere with or 
appropriate from such mcaiies for its own 
purposes. Hiis is an extremely serious 
issue; not however according to the Tenth 

relic of the abominable past. Visions, 
however, are theoretical constructs; the 
country may come to nurture altogether 
different, even if rather less tidy, practical 
propositions. 

CONGRF.SS PARTY 

Growing Rumblings 

THE resignation of UP Congress leader 
N D Tiwari from the Congress Working 
Committee (CWC), which has infu.sed fresli 
blood into the ongoing crisis in (he party, is 
significant ill several respects, although it is 
premature to say that it would lead theparty 
towards a split. 
- The resignation has come at a time when 
the Congress bad only recently suffered 
humiliating defeat in two major states, 
Maharashtra and Gujarat, which, coupled 
with the rout of the party in Karnataka and 
Andhra Pradesh earlier, has made the 
position of the prime minister and the party 
president P V Narasimha Rao particularly 
vulnerable. Tliis vulnerability ot Rao, and 
of the coterie around him, explains the 
cautious and. in fact, appeasing reaction in 
the higher circles in the parly to Tiwari’s 
resignation. 

Another reason for this mild reaction is 
that apart from his seniority as a party 
leader, Tiwari, unlike Aijun Singh. ha.s a 
reputation for honesty and probity in public 
matters, for which he is respected by the 
party rank and file. However. Ihc,se traits of 
his political personality, in the wake of his 
resignation, have a much more serious 
implication for the dissidents rather than 
the mainstream of the party: they have 
the potential-to estohlish him as a serious 
challenger to Arjun Singh, whose moral 
stature is not beyond reproach, for the leader¬ 
ship of tlte dissident camp. It would not be 
entirely surprising, therefore, if this becomes 
a contentious issue for the Congress dissi¬ 
dents in the coming days imd months. 

An aspectof the Tiwari resignation which 
has totally e.scaped attention is its impaclon 
the Congress in Punjab and particularly on 
chief minister Beant Singh's leadership of 
the state party. It should be recalled in this 
context that Tiwari’s resignation had 
followtid remarks by Beant Singh and by 
Balram Jakhar, another Congress leader 

of the state party leadership, has been trying 
to emerge over the years as a serious 
contender for the top party post in the state. 
This prospect is unpalatable not only to 
Beant Singh but also to Jakhar whose son is 
a minister in Beant Singh’s government. 
Thus, Beam’s and Jakhar’s remarks which, 
originating in a regional political context, 
have bolstered the crisis in the party at the 
national level. Nor have these two leaders 
succeeded in realising the intent behind 
their remarks. On the contraty, the pro¬ 
minence that the Bbatinda rally - which 
was, in the event, largely attended-acquired 
due to the controversy ha.s only served to 
strengthen the position of Jagmeet Singh 
Brar. 

TAX BUOYANCY 

Beyond Compliance 

A CONSTANT refrain of the finance 
minister and his officials has been that the 
last budget's reduction in marginal tax rates 
on personal and corporate incomes have 
yielded good results. As the finance minister 
has emphasised in his latest budget speech, 
the receipts from personal income and cor¬ 
poration taxes together are expected to in¬ 
crease by more than 25 per cent in 1994-95 
and the share of direct taxes in GDP to 
rise from 2.1 per cent in 1990-91 to 2.8 
per cent in 1994-95. The Economic Survey 
fur 1994-95 has tried to drive homc.thjs 
point more vigorously. Arguing that the 
cumulative effect of the decline in marginal 
income tax rates in the past four years has 
not reduced tax revenue as feared by some, 
the Survey states that the overall effect of 
the reforms has been fo raise buoyancy of 
both persona] and corporate tax revenues 
(with respect to GDP). Personal income tax 
buoyancy has averaged about 1.4 during 
1991-92 to 1994-95 (BE) against 1 during 
the previous four years, while ooiiiarate tax 
buoyancy has simUta'ly risen fromO.Sduriflg 
1987-88 to 1990-91 to around 1.7 during 
1991-92 to 1994-95 (BE). As the revised 
estimates of revenue from these two taxes 
are higher than (be budget estimates, the 
buoyancy figures for the latter period idiould 
bt even higher. Even if the increases in tss 
revenues are related to GDP originating : 
the non-farm sector (that is, oBier than; 



^ci^fnte, forextiy ant) fisfaia^), the 
Wnprovemante in buc^ancy noted above are 
«till valid: 0.87 for the first period and 1.05 
isx the second period in respect of penonal 
inciHne tax and 1.82 and 1.36, respectively, 
for die corporation tax. It is also true, as 
claimed in the Economic Survey, that the 
share of direct taxes in the centre’s 
gross tax revenue has improved from 19.1 
per cent in 1990-91 to 28.4 per cent in 
1994- 95 (RE) and furtiier to 29.2 per cent in 
1995- 96 (BE). 

While all this may be true, how valid is 
the claim that the improved tax buoyancy is 
the result of reductions in marginal tax 
rates and simplification and rationalisation 
of the tax .system and admiiiistration? Merc 
juxtaposition of aggregative data on tax 
revenues and GDP Is not enough. Tlicrc is. 
in fact, evidence pointing in a somewhat 
different direction. 

Let us take trends in corporate tax revenue. 
In the past four years, the largest rise in it 
from Rs 5,335 crore to Rs 7.835 crore or by 
47.20 per cent ttxik place in 1991 -92. Tltat 
was the year when the marginal tax rate 
for the corporate sector was raised from 40 
to 45 |x:r cent for widely-held companies 
and from 45 to 50 per cent for closely-held 
companies. The finance minister had 
declared then. “1 feel disappointed that the 
phenomenal growth in the output, value 
added and profits of the corporate sector, in 
recent years, has not been appropriately 
reflected in corporate tax collections" In 
the same vein, arguing that the rate.s of 
depreciation prescribed in 1987 on plant 
and machinery were too generous' and 
provided much more than was needed to 
com{>ensate for wear and tear, the finance 
minister reduced the general rate of 
depreciation for plant and machinery from 
33.33 per cent to 25 percent Tliese increases 
in rates gave the above-noted jump in 
corporate tax revenue in 1991 -92. TIte next 
two years saw only a rise of 13 per cent each 
in corporate tax revenue and buoyancy with 
lespect U) non-farm GDP remained below 
unity (0.91 to be exact). It is in 1994-95 that 
tliere has again occurred an improvement of 
31.7 per cent, from Rs 10,060 crore to 
Rs 13.250 crore (RE), though tax rates on 
companies werd slashed to a uniform rate of 
40percent for both widely-held and closely- 
held companies. In the case of companies 
incorporated abroad, the rate was reduced 
from 65 per cent to 55 per cent. Capital 
gains tax on companies was also reduced 
from 40 per cent to 30 per cent. The con¬ 
ventionally estimated revenue loss on these 
counts was estimated at Rs 1,355 crore. 
whereas the revised estimates now show a 
rise in collections of Rs 3.190 crore. an 
mcrcase of 45.2 per cent. 

Significantly, similar buoyancy has been 
^uen in personal income tax receipts in 
1994-95 wtwn there was some reduction in 
income tax on individuals. The estimated 
revenue rose by 20.7 per cent frerni Rs 9.115 
crore in 1993-94 to Rs.l 1,000 crore in 

1994-95 or by Rg l,#lK droiie'.'CflB»i«tering 
Ibat the loss of revenue cm accountofthe tax 
reductions had been placed at Rs 1.075 
crore, die effective rise in income tax revenue 
woric out to 32.5 per cent. 

While it may be true that the above 
increases to an extent dorefleef the effect of 
improvement in tax administration, it is 
doubtful if voluntary compliance by tax¬ 
payers has improved as a result of 
moderation of tax rates. A review of the 
performance of the economy in the past two 
years suggests other possible reasons. 

First, studies on corporate finances show 
that a hu-ge number of companies garnered 
sizeable pre-tax profits in 1994-95 because 
of three factors: (i) large increase.s in 
sales turnover of manufacturing firms, 
(ii) massive profits made by the.se in non- 
manufacturing activities which are reflected 
in a quantum jump in 'other incomes' 
consisting of interest and dividends, as also 
in non-operating profits by sale of physical 
and financial assets; and (iii) a substantial 
step-up in profits of public and private 
sector corporate bodies in the financial 
sector. A study of the unaudited financial 
results of 2.017 companies comprising 
1.98 2 private sector companies and 35 listed 
P.SUs for the first half of 1994-95 shows 
that their combined net sales rose by 25.2 
licr cent, their ‘other income’ by 46 4 per 
ceil' and gross profit by 32.6 per cent. As 
interest and depreciation provisions rose 
only by about 5-6 per cent each, profit 
before tax shot up by 75.5 per cent As a 
result, these companies' provision fordirect 
taxes is higher by 27 per cent Companies 
producing commercial vehicles saw iheir 
gloss piofit rising by 156 per cent and lax 
piovision by 474 i>crceni in the first half of 
1994 95 antllhoseprixluciiig passenger cars 
and jeeps by 104 per cent and 1.083 per 
cent, respectively. Such sharp increases m 
profits and m tax provision are seen in a 
number of other manufacturing sectors. Data 
on financial sector companies and banks for 
1994-95 are not available but it is known 
that financi.d sector activities, including 
treasury operations of commercial banks 
and term financing and investment 
institutions, got a binist from the surfeit of 
liquidity emanating from inflow of foreign 
portfolio investment. This must have 
produced massive profits and enhanced tux 
payments by players in the capital and 
money markets. 

Se«indly. this has also been a period 
when executive salaries in financial as well 
as non-financial companies have gone up 
phenomenally. A rise of about one-third in 
income tax collectiohs wa.s to be expected 
even as per conventional behaviour of 
income tax-payers (excluding .some 
collections frem presumptive taxation). 

In effect, certain special factors have 
been responsible for the higher profits 
and incomes and higher tax payments m 
1994-95. To an extent, tax evasion in capital 
market' and financial dealings is more 

diificuit than in manufactinihg, tnding^nd 
the professions. If dte government wwe'to; 
put out more disaggregated data on the' 
number of assessecs and their gross in¬ 
comes and tax paymenU, including those 
by profe.ssionals like doctors, lawyers, 
architects and contracKx’s, it might turn out 
that it is not improved compliance and 
collection that is responsible for higher 
direct tax revenues, but the sudden 
emergence of a large category of high- 
income earners among the upper middle 
classes as aresult of cconoinicliberalisation. 
in the rmancial sector in particular. 

HEALTH BUDGET 

Roller-Coaster Ride 

IT is hardly surprising that the 1995-96 
Budget places negligible emphasis on the 
health sector. A budget which has ensured 
further deterioration in the parameters of 
health for a growing numter of peopde 
cannot be expected to strengthen short-tenn 
technical preventive and curative services. 
Even apart from the larger .socio-economic 
ba.se which determines health .status, budget 
allocutions for items such as the integrated 
child development scheme under social 
welfare barely keep pace with the rate of 
inflation. The allocation for rural water. 
supply has gone up by 37 per cent, but the 
alkxation on sanitation remain-s the sattie. 
Clearly, the funding of .social welfare 
programmes is not based on an integrated 
concept of people’s well-being, but on 
piecemeal hikes, molivateil by amsidertions 
other than welfare. Even if some of these 
programmes arc supplemented by separate 
slate programmes, the centre’s cuts 
combined with poorer overall transfers to 
the stales ensure their gradual attenuation. 

Even the rhetoric on the need to provide 
go(xl health care, is missing today. By • 
allocating Rs 1,048 crore to ‘medical 
services and public.health’, that is. 5,5 per 
cent more than last year’sire vised cslimates, 
in other words a reduction in real terms, the 
union government has signalled its 
continuing withdrawal from the health 
sector. In some areas there is a reduction 
even in nominal tefins, such as for 'medical. 
education, training and research', from 
Rs 293.84 crore to Rs 277.77 crore. Within 
this an institution like the Indian Council of 
Medical Research, which is meanttoprovide 
dircciion'lo and organise medical researeh . 
and has suffered long neglect, has this ypu: 
been allocated aroinascule Rs49 crore; ju^t ’ 
Rs 0.82 crore over la.st year’s budget. Not, 
surprisingly, the direct and indirect' 
consequence of thi.s is that programmes 
considerd to be of relatively low pricaity . 
suffer. The ICMR, for instance, has wound 
up aJl its research programmes related to 
the Bhopal gas disaster. The haphazard 
manner in which the healdi budget is put 
together also reimlts in there being no 



cAiicer r«ge<u^ reoNv«d Rs 19.^ crore in 
the 1994-95 budget for getting up periphery 
detection cratres, etc; however, die reviecd 
egtimate of Rs 43.80 crore indicates that 
lump sum funding was received for parti¬ 
cular projects. In 1993-96 the budget allo¬ 
cation of Rg 16.88 crore is even less than the 
original 1994-9S allocation. Inevitably, 
ongoing projects will either have to look to 
other sources for funds or be disbanded. 

Public health allocations continue to trace 
the same roller-coaster curves which has 
been long characteristic of the central health 
budget. Of the allocation for disease 
programmes, the largest single component 
is die Malaria Control Programme for which 
the states contribute an equal amount. This 
is not surprising given what appears to be a 
rapid spread of the disease, especially in 
more virulent forms, and its debilitating 
effects, Malaria is a disease whose spread is 
directly related to pwir development plan¬ 
ning - urban and rural,- agricultural and 
industrial. Funding a disease control pn>- 
gramme without ensuring that the factors 
which make for the .spread of the disease 
are not eliminated is like trying to repair a 
leaky bucket with the tap turned on. Within 
the Alps control programme die olderSTD 
control programme, which has now been 
merged with it, has consistently suffered 
decline.s in allocations, getting Rs 0.50crore 
in 1993-94 and Rs 0.18 crore in 1995-96. 
The tuberculosis control programme 
i^eivcd a new lease of life witli the onset of 
AIDS, WHO has now recommended a 
supervised treatment programme using 
more expensive drug regimens. The higher 
allocations will nodoubt go towards paying 
for the increased cost. However, detection 
and follow-up of patients requires an 
efficient primary health care set-up which, 
ironically enough, is being systematically 
disbanded by the squeexe on health care 
allocations A different example of the 
haphazard approach to tlic health sector is 
die higher allocation for the National 
Institute of Communicable Disca.ses, no 
doubt the result of the institution's in¬ 
adequacies coming into Uic limelight during 
the plague epidemic. 

At this rate in a few years there may be no 
central health budget-to comment on, die 
states taking care of the minimal public 
programmes and the entire curative sector 
being pushed into die private .sector with 
a network of private health insurance 
companies. 

THE DOLLAR 

Other Countries’ Concern 

FIRST it was thought that the yen-dollar 
bxebange rate would not be allowed to go 
below 100 yen to the dollar, now that it has 
fallen below 90. the question is how much 
lower it would be ||tlbwed to sink. Not that 
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attempb faWe not'beeB made to jhdt op the 
rate to ever 90. but the outcome baa been 
quite succe-ssful. Widi the US trade deficit 
reaching a record level, early hopes of 
raising the do]lar'« exchange rate seem to 
have given way to a sort of resignation that 
it will be difficult to push it back to 90 yen 
or above. 

Interestingly, practically all attempts to 
jack up the dollar have emanated from 
quarters ousiside the US. Monetary 
authorities in die US have virtually turned a 
deaf car to all the concern over the depre¬ 
ciation of the dollar. On the other hand, 
monetaiy authorities of other countries, 
particularly Japan and Germany, in respect 
of whose currencies the dollar has suffeied 
the maximum decline in recent weeks, have 
had to shoulder the bfunt of the action to 
stem the tide of a decUning dollar - action 
which has taken the form of intervention in 
the exchange markets and/or interest rale 
reduction. These actions could certainly be 
said to have slowed down, if not stemmed 
altogether, the dollar’s decline. 

The que.stion remains, however, whether 
the fundamentals, so-called, arc slated to 
push the dollar further down against the 
other major currencies. If by fundamentals 
one refers to trade and current account 
balancing, the dollar should have been in 
the dumps lung, lung back. But the U.8 has 
enjoyed a s|>ccial position in the world of 
international finance, particularly since the 
second world war, because of the role tlic 
dollar has assumed as a reserve currency, 
first under the Breiton Wtxids agreement 
and even later after Uie Brettun Wtxids 
arrangement more or less collap.scd, at least 
insofar as it was premised on the fixed 
exchange rate system. 

Tlic basic question to ask therefore is 
whetherthe reserve currency role performed 
by the dollar is likely to come more and 
more under attack. In Uiis context, it is well 
to licar in mind that while other countries 
with strong currencies, such as Japan and 
Germany, have been reluctant to let their 
currencies lake on extended reserve currency 
roles - principally, it would appear, for the 
fear that it would oblige them to surrender 
tlicirfrecdomlorcgulutc domestic economic 
policies - these ,ire also the countries which 
along witli tlic US have been the most 
vociterous in their opposition to the creation 
of an international resei-ve currency which 
is free from domestic economic com¬ 
pulsions. Germany ami Japan liavc, mi doubt, 
over recent years acquiesced in tlie use of 
their currencies as reserve currencies to a 
limited extent, but the dollar’s dominance 
has stayed put with 60 per cent of the 
currency reserves of the monetary autho¬ 
rities (including India's) held in dollars. 
So long as this remains the position, the 
dollar’s exchange rate is under no danger of 
collapse, certainly not in the manner of 
Mexico’s peso. And in the circumstanees 
why should tlie US not be indifferent to 
what happens to the dollar's external value? 

... ' , ■« 

Repeat Iheffonnaiice 

HARDLY had the threat o-eated by N D 
Tiwari-Agun Singh game plan to Mulayam 
Singh's government receded, the banned 
VHP. in iu new incarnation of Hindu 
Sangam. decided to set astir the political 
waters of Uttar Pradesh. On February 27. 
theday of Maliashivrutri. the VHPconducted 
a 'jalabhishek' at the Kashi Vishwanath 
temple in Varanasi as an initiatory step to 
'liberate' the temple from the nearby Gyati 
Vapi mosque. Though the local Hindus and 
Muslims wisely kept away from the event 
and light security arrangements {Mrsvented 
any untoward incident, the very launching 
of ‘Kashi andulan' disturbingly indicates 
that the Sungh parivar has not budged from 
its divisive designs. 

As was the case with the Ayodhyu issue, 
the BJP, tlie political arm of the Sangh, 
has officially dissociated itself from the 
initial stages of the agitation. According to 
the Sangh strategy, wliicb by now is an 
open secret, the various other fronts of tlie 
Sungh purivaur prepare the groundwork 
for the BJP to ultimately reap the political 
gains. Thus at tlie moment L K Advani may 
say that Kashi is not on the BJP agenda but 
by allowing Muhunt Avaidyanatli and 
Uma Bharati, the BJP legislators, to 
participate in their 'individual' capacities 
and indulge in aggressive rhetoric, he has 
left the d(Hir open to capitalise upon the 
issue as and when the lime is consideied 
ripe. Given the noticeable decline in tlie 
popularity of the BJP since the Ayixlhya 
incident, AtuI Biliari Vajpayee’s categorical 
statement that all the wrongs of history 
cannot be undone, may guide the party 
policy for some time. Yet tlie influence of 
the moderates in the Sangh purivor is 
likely to fade in the face of another upsurge 
of extremism. 

By proclaiming its support to the VHP 
stir, the RSS. on the one hand, aims to 
elevate the prospects of the BJP in the 
forthcoming Lok Sabha elections. On the 
other hand, by announcing its intention of 
supporting the Congress if the latter 
makes N D Tiwari tlie prime minister, the 
RSS not only desires to stoke tlie infighting 
within the Congress hut also slyly lend 
credibility to the accusations levelled by 
Mulayam Singh against the Tiwari-Arjun 
Singh faction. Tlie crisis in the Congress 
has certainly helped Mulayam Singh to 
strike a working relation with Narasimha 
Rao who recently tqiproved a 20 per cent 
hike in the plan outlay for Uttar nadesh. 
Mulayam Singh has also utilised the Kashi 
stir to further tarnish the Tiwari-Ariiun 
Singh axis. Yet if Mulayam Singh plans 
logo for mid-term polls, it would be 
judicious forhim to curtail his praient pole¬ 
mics against Arjun Singh and concent¬ 
rate his energies on squa^y tackling the 
Sangh threat. 

Economic 
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IDBI I-Nit 

IDBl MUTUAL FUNDS if: promoted by 
IDBI which haK over three decadex of 
experience incorporate lending and invext- 
ment IDBI Mutual Fund has announced its 
maiden scheme I-nit ‘95 specially designed 
for small investors. It is a growth scheme 
with afivc-yearmaturity. It offers two plans: 
Dividend I-nits to offer dividend income 
through distribution of profits at the end of 
each year and growing l-nits to offer long¬ 
term capital appreciation through reinvest¬ 
ment of profits realised. The scheme offers 
periodic encashment facility under which 
inveshmi can encash their I-nits at NAV. 
Encashment facilities would beoftered once 
every six months in the fust year and once 
every three months thereafter. A unique 
banking convenience is also offered to 
investors through a cash across the counter 
facility. For this the IDBI Mutual Fund has 
tied up with seven coiiunercial banks. IDBI 
as the sponsor juid lead manager has offered 
a safety net for the first time in a mutual 
fund scheme under which IDBI would 
purchase l-nits at face value for a |H;riod 
of one year from the date of allotment 
from original allottees subscribing up to 
5,000 I-nits. The issue is lo open from 
March 27 to May 6. 

Monalisa Multiplast 

Incorporated in 1994 and liclonging to the 
Azam Plastic Group, Monalisa Multiplast is 
engaged in the manufacture of high fashion 

I iniectioiimoukledpla.sticfumiiun:likechairs 
and tables and also crates, storage bins, 
tanks, drums, etc. Marketed to households 
and industrial units the products are 100 per 
cent termite resistant. Tire company is 
entering the capital market with maiden 
public issues of 21.90,000 equity shares of 
Rs 10 each at par aggregating Rs 219 lakh. 
The funds would be used lo set up 
manufacturing facilities at Daman for 
manufacturing3,600mt of injection moulded 
plastic furniture. The project being located 
in a centrally notified backward area, the 
company is entitled for 100 percent income 
•ax exemption fat the first five years and 
•hereafter 30 percent exemption for the next 
five years along with sales lax exemption 
Iw the firel five years. Since commercial 
production U lo commence in April the 
project has almost no gestation period. The 
project has been appraised by SBI Capital 
Market uid the cost is estimated to be at 
R« 1.700 lakh. SBI is fmancing the pn^ect 
•o the tune of Rs 500 liddi and State Bank 
pf Mysore is providbg Rs 300 lakh. The 
•‘^ue, slated toopenon April 6, is bmng lead 

managedby Times Guaranty Pinwei^ and 
Prudential Capital Maricets. 

Kadvani Securities 

Kadvani Securitiesmanaged by KL Kadvani 
and A L Kadvani is operating in financial 
services and finance-related areas. In order 
to broad base its activities, the company is 
embarking on expansion of its activities in 
the field of shares and securities, leasing, 
corporate advisory services and project and 
mangement consultancy services. The 
company is already into trading in shares 
and securities and plans to enter leasing of 
indu.strial equipment and plant and 
machinery. Under corporate advisory 
.services it plans to undertake arranging bill 
di.scounting, intercorporate deposits and 
fund placements for its clients. Project 
management and consultancy includes 
identification of profitable project oppor-' 
tunitics. preparation of project reports, 
appraisal of project rcport.s and credit 
syndication from banks and financial 
institutions for term loans, debentures and 
woriiiiig capital finance. For this expansion 
the company needs to augment its long-term 

working capital. The company is enterittg 
thecapital market cm March 28 with apublic 
issue of 18 lakh equity shares of Rs 10 each 
atparaggiegatingRs 1801akh.Leadmanager 
to the issue is Prudential Capital Markets. 

Suprapti Plastics 

Suprapti Plastics, a 100 per cent export- 
orient^ unit manufacturing bags, stretch 
films and gaibage bags has an installed ce¬ 
city of 1.330 mtpa. The company has bwn 
promoted by Pr^bant Tanna and bis asso¬ 
ciates. The company is entering the capital 
market on April 4 with a public issue of 37 
iakh equity shares of Rs ] 0 each at par aggre- 
gating Rs 370 lakh of which Rs 56.38 lakh 
is to be firmly allotted to NRls/OCBs and 
Rs 20 lakh to Mutual Funds. The project is 
to expand capacity to 1440 mtpa. The cost 
of the project is estimated to be at Rs 453.89 
lakh. The gestation period is very low since 
commercial production from the expanded 
capacity is to begin in April. The company 
hassigned anMOU with Lightways, London, 
for supply of its entire production for five 
years. Lightways also has an equity stake 
in SPL to the extent of Rs 48.62 lakh. 
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CURRENT STATISTICS EPWSLtBwtrck Fo«iidiiti#ii: 

Prices of primary articles and food have receded somewhat over the past year. Reserve money growth has picked up as net RBI credit to the centre 
has started rising. The BSE seosex has registered a fall o( about 27 per cent over the year's peak, losing 1,236 points. There has been a fan in the 
share of petroleum products and some rise in that of capital goods and metals in imports. In exports the shares of chemicals and cotton and manmade 
textiles, including readymade garments, have shown a nse. Cental goods exports have remained a little over 10 per cent. Foreign currency assets 
have again crossed $ 20 billion. 

Macroeconomic Indicators 
Weights Mar 4, Variation (Per Cent!: Point-lo-Poinl 

Prices (I981-82«100) 1995 Over Over 12 Months Fiscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Month Latest Pteviou-s 1994-95 1993-94 

All'Comroodities 100.0 283.9 0.3 10.5 10.3 9.9 10.3 10.8 7.0 13.6 12.1 
Primary Articles 32.3 294.0 -0.2 14.1 10.4 13.5 11.0 11.5 3.0 15.3 17.1 

Food Articles 17.4 316.5 -1.6 12.2 3.9 12.9 5.0 4.4 5.4 20.9 18.9 
Non-Food Articles 10.1 326.2 2.3 19.6 22.1 16.4 21.6 24.9 -1.4 8.1 19.3 

Fuel, Power, Light and Lubricants 10.7 281.4 0.0 1.2 13.1 1.2 13.1 13 1 L5.2 13.2 14.4 
Manufactured lYoducts 57.0 278.7 0.6 10.3 9.6 9.6 9.3 9.9 7.9 12.6 8.9 

Food Products 10.1 273.0 -0.9 9.2 11.9 8.3 11.4 12.3 6.8 10.2 13.2 
Food Index (computed) 27.5 300.5 -1.4 11.2 6.4 11.3 7.1 7.0 5.8 17.1 16.9 
All Commodities (Average Basis) 
(April-March 4,1995) 100.0 273.7 10.8 8.1 10.8 8.1 8.3 10.1 13.7 10.3 

Latest Variation (Per f'ent): Point#-to-Poinl 
Cost of Living Indices Monlh Over Over 12 MonlKs Ftscal Year So Far 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Monlh Late.sl Previou.s 1994-95 1993-94 

Indu-strial Workers (1982=100) 291" 0.3 9.8 8.6 9 0 9.1 9.9 6,1 13.9 13.6 
Ethan Non-Man Emp (1984-85=100) 240'° 0.8 10.1 6.3 8.1 6.3 - 6.8 13.6 13.4 
Agri Lab (July 60 to June 61=100) 1292' -0.4 10.8 9.4 10.0 10.7 11.6 0.7 21.9 16.6 

Feb 17. Variation 
Money and Banking (K.s crore) 1995 Over 

Month 

Fiscal Year So Far I99.V94 1992-9.1 1991-92 

1994-95 1991-94 

Money Supply (M,) 503611 5229 (f.O) 70045(16.2) 59139(16 1) 66741 (18 2) 49344 (15.5) . SreSI (19.4) 
Currency with Public 100040 2441 (2.4) 17842(21.7) 13115(192) 11025(20 4) 7175 (11.7) 8050 (15.2) 
Depasits with Banks 400609 3012(0.8) 51769 (14.8) . 4.5743 (15.4) 51601 (17.4) 41741 (16.3) 43392 (20.5) 

Net Bank Credit In Govt Sector 217927 2438(1.1) 14141 (6.9) 291.57(16.5) 27548(15.6) 17975 (11.4) 18070(12.9) 
Bank Oedit to CommI Sector 273345 3925 (1.4) 36142(1.5.2) 13831 (6.3) 17068 (7.8) 32141 (17 1) 16225 (9.4) 
Net Foreign Exchange As.sets 70710 57 (O.n 16983(31.6) 18439 (73.9) 28775 (15.3) 3726 (17.6) 10645 (100.6) 
Reserve Money (Feh 24, 1995) 167729 1.588 (0.9) 29107 (21.0) 23916(21 6) 27843 (25.1) 11274 (11.3) 11726(12.4) 
Net RBI Credit to Centre 96185 972(1.0) -.598 (-0.6) 5088 (5.3) 263 (0.3) 4257 (4.6) 5904 (6.7) 
Scheduled Commercial Banks (Mar 3. 1995) 

Deposits 364723 2331 (0.6) 49591 (1.5.7) 43768(16.3) 46560(17.3) 37814 (16.4) 38216(19.8) 
Advances l‘)s>266 3358 (1 7) 34848(17.5) 10531 (6.9) 12436(8.2) 26390(21.0) 9291 (8.0) 

Non-Food Advances 185987 3597(1.9) 32476 (2L2) 6028 (4.2) 8272 (5.7) 24317 (20.1) 9127 (8.2) 
lnve.stmciits 148226 -1308 (-0.9) 15703(11.8) 28093 (26.6) 26867 (25.4) 1.5460(17.1) 15131 (20.2) 

Index Numbers of Industrial Weights Nov Averace for l-tscal Year So l-ar Variation (Per CenO: Fi.scal Year Averages 
Production (1980-81=100) 1994 1994-95 1993-94 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89 1987-88 

General Index 100.0 251.6 236.5 (8.7) 217.6 (4.1) 3.0 23 •0.5 
Mining and (Quarrying 11.5 256 0 223 8 (6.7) 209.7 (3.1) 2.5 0.5 0.9 
Manufacturing 77.1 242.3 228.4 (9.2) 209.2 (3.6) 2.2 2.1 3.0 
Electnciiy 11.4 310.5 304.1 (7.8) 282.1 (7.5) 7.3 5.1 8.5 

Mar 16. Month Year 1994-95 So Far 1993-94 End of Fiscal Year 
Capttal Market 1995 Ago Ago Trough Peak Trough Peak 1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 

BSE Sensitive Index (1978-79=100) 3368 3410 3792 3368 4604 2037 4286 3779 2281 4285 
(-11.2) (54.1) (65.7) (-46.8) (266,9) 

National Index (1983-84=100) 1641 1667 1823 1641 2176 934 2050 1.830 1021 1968 

‘ (-10.2) (65.4) (79.2) (-48.1) (234.1) 

Foreign Trade Dec 
1994 

Cumulative for Fi.scal Year So Far 
1994-95 1993-94 

1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Exports: Rscrore 7490 .57503 (16.9) 49182(31.8) 69547 (29.5) 53688(21.9) 44042 (35.3) 32553 (17.6) 
USSmn 2387 18328 (16.9) 15681 (2a0) 22173(19.6) 18537 (3.8) 17866 (-1.5) 18143(9.1) 

Imports: Rs creue 8587 63814 (23.9) 51477 (8.4) 72806(14.9) 63375 (3X4) 47851 (10:8) 43193 (2X0) 
US $ mn 27.36 20339 (23.9) 16413 (-1.3) 23212(6.1) , 21882 (1X7) 19411 (-19.4) 24073 (13.2) 

Non-POL US 5 mn 2230 16138(33.1) I2I21 (-1.4) 17456 (10.6) 15782 (1X3) 14047 (-2X2) 18045(3.1) 
Balance of Trade: Ks crorr -1095 -6308 -2295 -3259 -9687 -3809 -10640 

US $ mn . -349 -2011 -732 -10.39 -3345 -L545 -5930 

Mario. Mar 11, Mar 31. Variation Over_ 
Foreign Exchange Reserves 
(excluding gold) 

1995 1994 1994 Month 
Ago 

Year 
• Ago 

Fiscal Year So Far 
1994-95 1993-94 

1993-94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 

Rscrore 63139.0 44251.0 47626.0 1509.0 1888.0 15513.0 24055.0 27430 5385 10223 
USSmn ' 20438.0 14124.0 15176.0 799.0 6314.0 5262.0 7672.0 8724 731 3383 EiSSlI 

ficontmic 596 
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Cnmnodity CempoaUioa of Anr-Pec 1994 Anr-l)ec 1993 .. _12i h94 - _m i2S_ . 1991- B_ 
Imports MKi fixporls RsCr US $ ran Rs Ct US $mn Rsa USSmn RsCr US $inn RsCr USSmn | 

Imports 
and live animal.s 

chiefly for Inod 3495(5.5) 1114 1080(2.1) 344 15510.1) 494 1911(3.0) 660 804(1.7) 326 
l*ulses 4.35(0.7) 139 377(0.7) 120 567(0.8) 181 334(0.5) 115 255(0.5) 104 
CaShewDUl raw 522(0.8) 166 222(0,4) 71 483(0.7) 154 376(0.6) 130 267(0.6) 108 
.Sugar 2231(3,5) 711 neg nee neg neg neg neg neg neg 

Crude imlcrialx. inedible 1 
except fuels 4676(7.3) 1490 3115(6.1) 993 4199(5.8) 1399 4ma.S) 1649 3268(6.8) 1326 

h'eitiliser cnide 310(0.5) 102 296(0.6) 94 390(0.5) 124 459(0.7) 1.58 455(1.0) 185 
Metalifers ores and metal scrap 1516(2.4i 483 9')4(1.9) 317 1299(1.8) 414 1922(3.0) 664 1175(2.5) 477 

Mineral lueH, lubricants and 1 
related materials 15208(23.8) 4847 14721(28.6) 4694 19514(26.8) 6222 18.525(29.2) 6396 14160(29,6) 5744 1 
Petridcum. crude and 1 

product.s 1360.5(21.3) 4,3,36 13646(26,5) 4351 18055(24.8) 5756 17142(27.0) .5919 13123(27.4) 5323 
Anitiial and vegetable oiIk. | 

fats and waxe.s 440(0.7) 140 124(0,2) 40 166(0.2) 53 168(0.3) 58 249(0.5) 101 
cniemicals and related |ir(Kiuet.s 9467(14.8) 3017 6723(13 1) 2144 9286(12.8) 2961 8913(14.1) 3077 7526(15.7) 3053 

Organic ehenucals 3223(.5.1) 1027 1983(3.9) 632 2882(4.0) 919 1871(3,0) 646 1361(2.8) 552 
Fertiliser manufactured 1646(2.6) 525 1.544(3.0) 492 1988(2.7) 634 2023(3.2) 699 1591(3.3) 645 

Manufactured gcxxJ.s clas'iilicd 1 
chiefly by materials 10262(16.1) 3271 10.562(20.5) 3368 14715(20.2) 4591 1245.5(19.7) 4300 9193(19.2) 3729 

Pearlfi. precioUsSAsenii- 1 
precious stones 1657(5 7) 1166 6107(11.9) 1947 8284(11.4) 2641 7072(11.2) 2442 4825(10.1) 19.57 

Iron and sieel 2481(5,9) 791 1.563(3.0) 498 2452(3.4) 782 2060(3.3) 711 1741(3.6) 706 
Non-lerrtajs metals 18tK)(2.8) 574 1113(2.2) 355 1490(2.0) 475 1144(1.8) 395 8.39(1.81 340 

Fapital gumis 13880(21,8) 4424 10400(20.2) 3316 18944(26.0) 6040 13123(20.7) 4531 10432(21.8) 4232 
Machine^ except electrical I 

and electronic 5588(8.8) 1781 4081(7.9) 1301 6871(9.4) 2191 4786(7.6) 1653 3593(7.5) 1458 
Iraiisporl cijuipmeni 2812(4.4) 896 2073(4 0) 661 3973(5..5) 1267 1338(2.1) 462 915{),9) 371 
Project g>H)d.s 4M9(6..5) 1313 .3067(6.0) 978 4394(6.0) 1401 ,3701(5.8) 1278 3625(7.6) 1471 

Others 6.386(10.0) 2035 4753(9.2) 1515 44.30(6.1) 1412 3.503(5.5) 1210 2220(4.6) 900 
ToUd 63814(100.0) 20339 5I475(I(H).0) 16412 72806(100.0) 23212 63375(1(H).0) 21822 47851(100.0) 19411 
Expnrtx 1 
FtMtd and live animals chietly * 

lor liKid 8.522(14.8) 2716 7633(15.5) 2434 10770(15.5) 3434 8084(15.1) 2791 6861(15.6) 2783 
('a.shew kernels 9.53(1.7) 304 766(1.6) 244 1042(1.5) 332 745(1.4) 257 672(1..5) 272 
< >il meals 1238(2.2) 1*>5 1.525(3.1) 486 2309(3.3) 736 154.5(2.9) 534 921(2.1) 374 
Manne prixiucis 2557(4.4) 815 I7l.t(3.5) .546 2537(3.6) 809 1743(3.2) 602 1443(3.3) 585 

Deveragev, Udiucco and I 
tobacco manulaclures 83(0.1) 26 106(0.2) 34 135(0.2) 43 160(0.3) 5<; 102(0.2) 42 

C'ruite matcriuix. inedible I 
sals except luels 3374(5.9) 1075 3471(7.1) 1107 4048(5.8) 1291 2798(5.2) 966 3022(6.9) 1226 

Iron ore 904(1.6) 288 979(2.0) 312 1357(2.0) 433 1104(2.1) 381 1435(3.3) 582 
Mineral luels. lubricants and I 
related materials 10.36(1.8) 330 982(2.0) .313 1248(1.8) 398 1379(2.6) 476 1022(2.3) 4J5 1 

Animal and vegetable oils. I 
waxes and lals 319(0.6) 102 245(0.5) 78 344(0.5) 110 162(0.3) 56 169(0.4) 69 

(-hemiculs and chemical products 5512(9.6) 1758 4151(8.4) 1324 .5973(8.6) 1904 4198(7.8) 1449 4146(9.4) 1682 
Drugs, phamiai'euficals 1 
and fine uhcnucnls 1767(3.1) 563 1409(2.9) 449 2014(2.9) 642 1533(2.9) 529 1550(3.51 629 

Dyefi/iiitermediate8/a)al (ur 1 
chemicnls 1058(1.8) 337 826(1.7) 263 1150(1.7) 367 958(1.8) 331 781(1.8) 317 

Plastic and linoleum tmalucts 968(1.7) 309 666(1.4) 212 101.3(1.5) 323 433(0.8) 1.50 276(0.6) 112 
Manufactured products classi- 1 
tied chiefly by materials 3177.5(55.3) 10127 26839(.54.6) 8557 38851(55.9) 12386 30752(57.3) 10618 23540(53.4) 9549 
Leather manufactures 1497(2.6) 477 1361(2.8) 434 2634(3.8) 840 2512(4.7) 867 1984(4.5) 805 
rbotwear, leather 107.3(1.9) .342 983(2.0) 313 1505(2.2) 480 1188(2.2) 410 1143(2.6) 464 
(iems and jewellery 
Colton yam. fabrics. 

9668(16.8) .3081 8743(17.8) 2788 12528(18.0) 3994 • 8897(16.6) 3072 6750(16.1) 2738 

madeups, etc 5005(8.7) 1595 .3466(7.1) 1105 4837(7.0) 1542 3911(7.3) 1350 3203(7.3) 1299 
Manmad« yarn, fabrics, 1 

nudeups, etc 1345(2.3) 429 I001t2.0) 319 1324(1.9) 422 1079(2.0) 373 821(1.9) 333 
KMG cotton inci accessories 5180(9.0) 1651 4036(8.2) 1287 6166(8.9) 1956 5156(9.6) 1780 3754(8.5) 1523 

Oipital goods 5136(8.9) 1637 4388(8.9) 1399 o232(9.0) 1987 4964(9.2) 1714 4054(9.2) 1645 
Metal manufactures 1655(2.9) 1487(3.0) 474 2174(3.1) 693 1622(3.0) 560 119^(2.7) 484 
Machinery and tnstniments 1605(2.8) 1470(3.0) 469 1996(2,9) 636 1569(2.9) 542 1433(3.3) 582 
Transport eauipment 1670(2.9) 532 1272(2.6) 406 1840(2.6) 587 1546(2.9) 534 1224(2.8) 496 

Others 1746(3.0) 556 1341(2.7) 428 1957(2.8) 620 1192a.2) 412 1125(2.6) 457 
Electronic goods 877(1.5) 280 • 677(1.4) 216 978(1.4) 312 615(1.1) 212 654(1.5) 265 

total ■ 57503(100.0) 
(Eigures in braiAeis are percentages to total) 

18328 49157(100.0) 15573 69547(100.0) 22173 53688(100.0) 18537 44042(100.0) 17865 

^or«ir; (i) Siipenicripl numeral deaoleit month to which figure relates, c g, superscript ‘ stands for March, (ii) Figures in brackets are percentage 
variations over the period specified or over the comparable period of the previous year. 



COMPANIES 

FERRO ALLOYS CORPORATION 

Exports Looking Up 

INDlA’Slarpcslmanufaciureror faro al toy s 
and producer of quality atcel, Ferro Alloys 
Corporation <FACORi has been in the red 
for the past four ycarN. Rising cost ol pro¬ 
duction and stagnant or falling prices in the 
world market, coupled with severe compe¬ 
tition both in the international and domestic 
markets, and lower realisation and heavy 
burden of inicrcsi charges amounting to. 
Rs 2fi S'^ crorc contributed to the adverse 
situation. The I'erro alloys industry suffered 
a blow with the break-up of USSR. Also 
China’.s emergence as a ferro aJloy exporter 
1 utther mereased a ipipct j tion and dampened 
prices Mu.shnKiniing growth of small units 
has resulted in over supply and sharp price 
cutting. Net .salc.s rose marginaily by 0 44 
pel cent (R.S 1.33 crore) but operating pro¬ 
fit fell by 74 pel cent (Rs 20 85 crore) and 
riel profit by lOr, per cent (Rs 10.21 crorc). 
Depreciation was lower by Rs 2 01 crore. 
while inleresicltargcsrose by Rs 2..54 crorc. 
Other income was down by Rs .5,71 crorc, 
while non -operating .surplu.s rose by Rs 1.1K 
(. n ire. Exports and imports fell by 20 per cent 
and 22 |>cr cent, rcspesdively 

Debt-equity v.'tio lluctualcd .it 419 per 
cent in 1941-92, 745 per cent in 1*192-93 
and 341 [Kreentin 1993-94. Sundry crcditont 
to cun'cnt a.ssets ro.se by 4 percentage ptmii.s 
in 1992'9.t and then fell by 12 percentage 
points in 199 )-94. Growth in inventories was 
down by 17 [xircentagc points in 1993-94. 
Return on investment v up by 3 percentage 
points in 199,. v.i and then fell by the same 
extent in 1993-94. Net value added to value 
of production rose steadily by 3 percentage 
points in 1992-93 and by 2 |x;icenlage points 
in 1993-94. Short-’term bank liorrowings to 
inventories fell by 11 per cent in 1992-93 
and was 34 ftcr cent for 1993-94. 

Exports arc kwking up with structural 
changes in CIS counties and economic- 
recovery in F.urope and Japan coupled with 
the increasing level of stainless steel 
production which is also indicative of likely 
improvement in prices and volumes of trade 
in chrome pnxlucts in future. Power cut 
non-availability of suitable raw materials, 
lack of demand for certain products, 
transformer trouble, etc, all resulted in shut 
down of furnaces in 1993-94. During the 
year the captive power plant nt Oarividi 
generated 141.09 million KWH units. The 
imxluction of charge chrome was lowxr by 
8,8 per cent due to load restrictions and 
Clippings by the Orissa State Electriciiy 
Board and lower power generation by 
company’s captive power plant 

Ovendl production was higher in the steel 
division. It successfully developed the use 
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of bottom blown converter for midting 
stainless steels dolomite refractories. 
The company expects dieoosi ol'production 
to go down wi^ the stabilisation of the 
process. 

Development of process for production of 
medium cvbon feirochrome by btending of 
liquid high carbon ferro chrome and liquid 
ferro chrome, production of manganese 
tiearing sUico chrome, high carbon ferro 
chrome using 60-70 per cent fine ore, silico 
chrome using briquettes of coke and use of 
limestone briquettes made from rejects in 
fcm> manganese (qierations and use of casta¬ 
ble line ladles in low carbon, fetro chrome 
production were some of the areas in which 
R and D was earned out by the company. 

FINOLEX CABLES 

Growth oi Production 

Pune-based Fkiolcit Cables, which is en¬ 
gaged in the raanufacuire of cables fui 
telecommunications, has registered an 
increase in net profit by Rs 1.52 crone (5 per 
cent) and declared a dividend of 55 per cent 
for 1993-94. Net sales were up by Rs 5.60 
crore (2 per cent) and cqierating pnofit by 
Rs 5.51 crore (10 per cent). There was a rise 
in taxation by 8 per cent (Rs 1.10 ciore) and 
in interest charges by 55 per cent (Rs 4.40 
crore). though depreciation was down by 17 
per cent (Rs 93 lidch). Other income rose by 
8 per cent (Rs 1.11 crore) and non-operating 
income was up by Rs 3 lakh. Ex|x)rts have 
shown a steady rise in the past three years. 
They rose by 22 per cent in 1993-94. 

Inventories fell by 2.79 per cent. Earning 
per share has shown a steady rise in the past 
three years from Rs 39 in 1991-92 to Rs 44 
in 1992-93 and Rs 46 in 1993-94. Raw 
materials consumed to value of production 
fell by 1 percentage point in the past three 
years. Return on investment rose by 2 
percentage points in 1992-93 and fell by 5 
pcrccntagepoin Is in 1993-94. Net value added 
to value of production rose from 20 per cent 
in 1991-92 to 25 per cent in 1992-93 and 
29 percent in 1993-94. Sales to total acsebi 
and sales to gross fixed assets have fallen 
in the past three years. Sundry creditoni to 
current assets fell 1^ 20 percentage points 
in 1992-93 and then rose 1^ I percentage 
point in 1993-94. Sbort-teim borenwings to 
inventories rose by 9 poventiqie points in 
1992- 93 and fell 1^ the same extent in 
1993- 94. Gross saving to gross capital for¬ 
mation rose by 33 percentage points. Debt- 
equity ratio rose by 22.p«TcentBge points in 
1992-93 and then fell 2 peicentage points 
in 1993-94. 

Production of jelly filled telephone cables 
went up by over 28 per cent and that of h^t 
dutycablesaadjioiMwcabiMiaaoasedabwn 

18 percent inkiloineires and tonnage. During 
the year the coi^any introduced rubber 
insulated cables for welding equipment. The 
increase in output was mot refliteted hilly 
in turnover due to lower price realisation 
consequent upon the bearish trend in copper 
prices during the year since normally the 
company’s prices of cables are linked to 
copper price levels. To attain better eco¬ 
nomics, the company shifted its jelly filled 
telephone cable manufacturing equipment 
from its Punpri workstoitsUrsc wu^. Wi th 
this the capacity at Urse has been mcrcased 
to 40 Ickm though there will be some gap 
before the entire capacity becomes fully 
operational. With the sbifring of the jelly 
filled telephone cable manufacturing equip¬ 
ment to Ursc, the modernisation plans 
at Pimpri are now to be implemented. 
Negotiations arc also in progre.ss for joint 
ventures for the manufacture of PVC and 
polycarbonate rigid thermoplastic sheets 
and PVC calendared prouucis. 

Finoiex Cables incrca.scd its share capital 
to Rs 18.05 crorc from Rs 6.48 crore in 
1993-94 by alloHing bonus shares and equity 
shares against GDRs and wan iii.t.'. 

Rcsiearch and development “v. ij; ht duly 
and power cables is on to idtnli!^ new 
products, improve quality and revlu. e costs 

SRF 

Capacity Expansion 

SRF has done well in 1993-94 with net sales 
increasing by 11 percent and operating [XoHts 
by 8 per cent. Taxation fell by Rs 5.50 crorc. 
while depreciation and interest charges were 
up by Rs 5.01 crorc and Rs 1.34 crore. res¬ 
pectively. Other income was up by Rs 2.31 
crorc and non-operating profit by Rs 2.58 
crore. A dividend of 30 percent was declared 
forthcyearagainKt25 pcrcentin tlic previou.s 
year. Sports were higlier by Rs 32.88 crorc 

Raw materials consumed to value of 
production showed a steady decline from 
52 per cent in 1991-92 to 50 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 47 per cent in 1993-94. In¬ 
ventories grew by 59 percentage points. Sales 
to total assets declined by 31 percentage 
points in 1992-93 and 9 points in 1993-94. 
Earning per share fluctuated at Rs IS in 
1991- 92. Rs 7 in 1992-93 and Rs 11 in 
1993- 94.Ioventoriestosaiesfellfroml7 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 16 per cent in 1992-9.3 
and rose to 23 per cent in 1993-94. Net value 
added to value of production fluctuated 
M 22 per cent in 1991-92, 26 per cent in 
1992- 93 and 15 per cent in 1993-94. Debt 
equity ratio fell by 42 percentage point* 
for 1992-93 and rose by 23 percentage 
pohita in 1993-94, Short-lqnn ht^borrov'' 
ings to inventories fluctuated at 79 per cent 
in 1991-91102.p6r ceW in 1992-93 md 92 

ficommic 4wd Frifitiodi 



TIm Companta' 
(Rshkh) 

F^ro Aiioy« Fliuthsx SRF Jaiprakadi Raymond 
Pinaacial Indicators Coyaal^ CaMm Lfani^ In^strim WoolleiiMHls 

March March March March March March March March March March 
1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 1994 1993 

Incama/appropriatioiis 
1 Netssjes 
2 Value of production 
3 Other Income 
4 Total income 
5 Raw materials/siores and spares 

consumed 

6 Other manufactunng expenses 
7 Remuneration to employees 
8 Other expenses 
9 Operating profit 

10 Interest 
11 Grosx profit 

12 Depreciation 
13 Profit before tax 
14 Tax provision 
15 Profit (fter lax 
16 Dividends 
17 Retained prafil 

UabiUtica/asseta ' 
18 Paid-up capital 
19 Reserves and surplus 
20 Long term loans 
21 Short teroi loans 
22 Of which baidt borrowings 
23 Gross fixed assets 
24 Accumulated depreciation 
25 Inventories 
26 Total assets/liabilities 
MiacfUantous kcBis 
27 Excise duty 
28 Gross value added 
29 Total foreign exchange income 
30 Total foreign exchange outgo 
Key fiiuncial .and pcrfomaBcc ratios 
31 Turnover ratio (sales to total assets) (%) 
32 Sales to total net assets (%) 
33 Gross value added to gross fixed 

assets (%) 
34 Return on investment (gross profit 

to total assets) (%) 
35 Gross profit to sales (gross margin) (%) 
36 Operating profit to sales (%) 
37 Profit before tax to tales (%) 
38 Tax provision to {vofit before tax (%) 
39 Profit after tax to net worth 

(return on equity) (%) 
40 Dividend (%) 
41 Earning per share (Rs) 

42 Book value per share (Rs) 
43 P/E ratio (based on latest md 

corresponding last year's price) 
44 Debt-equity ratio (adjusted for • 

revaluation) (%) 
45 Short term bank borrowings to 

inventories (%) 
46 Sundry creditors to sundry debtors (%) 
47 Told remuneralion to mnployees 

to gross value added (%) 
48 Trdrd remuner^n to employees 

to value of production (%) 
49 Gross fixed assets formation {%) 
50 Orowdi ia invemotics (%) 

30593 30460 19858 19298 23007 
30150 3I27I 20024 19589 23325 

470 1041 1397 1286 401 
30620 32312 21421 20875 23726 

14482 14358 12435 12414 12342 
8704 8234 889 9.50 1658 
2465 2317 532 449 1670 
4261 4610 1.537 1585 2994 

708 2793 6028 .5477 5062 
2683 2429 1226 786 2154 
-837 384 4805 4637 3195 
1145 1346 ■433 526 1376 

-1983 -962 4372 4111 1819 
0 0 1335 1225 50 

-1983 -962 3037 2886 1769 
0 0 356 3.56 470 

-1983 -962 2681 2530 1299 

1135 873 648 648 1.568 
1875 706 10347 7667 18527 

10268 11779 5240 4079 11081 
7858 4787 2238 1775 6101 
2631 2726 514 630 5048 

25406 25075 9332 7697 30823 
7577 9398 3233 2814 7390 
7661 7881 3789 2845 5478 

30946 28393 22222 17305 43650 

494 .544 4916 5071 3878 
5617 5.347 6307 5514 7422 
6743 8433 102 83 4740 
2531 3246 9919 5732 6150 

98.9 107.3' 89.4 111.5 52.7 
144.7 167.9 107.5 136.2 ■ 61.7 

22.1 21.3 67.6 71.6 24.1 

-2.7 1.4 21.6 26.8 7.3 
-2.7 1.3 24.2 24.0 13.9 

2.3 9.2 30.4 28.4 22.0 
-6.5 -3.2 22.0 21.3 7.9 
0.0 0.0 30.5 29.8 2.7 

-65.9 -60.9 27.6 34.7 8.8 
0.00 0.00 55.00 55.00 30.00 

-17.78 -11.28 46.87 44..54 11.28 
26.8 18.3 169.7 128.3 128.2 

-2.9 0.0 8.9 0.0 11.5 

341.1 746.0 47.7 49.1 55.1 

34.3 346 13.6 22.1 92.2 
208.2 265.5 52.6 49.7 47.7 

43.9 43.3 8.4 8.1 22.5 

8.2 7.4 2.7 23 7.2 
1.3 9.9 21.2 20.7 

-2.79 15.32 33.18 51.01 62.55 

20550 56971 50299 57050 50107 
20547 56926 49596 56872 52434 

170 4735 7045 872 662 
20717 61661 .56641 57744 53096 

11236 10953 9.547 18412 18846 
1383 13661 13397 11645 10413 
1382 2019 1613 6315 5515 
2052 11531 9760 8372 6o2i 
4664 23497 22324 13000 nwL 
2020 9966 9521 2911 3201 
2673 13361 12747 10520 8710 

875 3987 3465 3744 3064 
1798 9374 9282 6760 5640 
600 3 0 2200 1720 

1198 9371 9282 4560 3920 
392 2905 1851 1334 1026 
806 6466 7431 3226 2894 

1.568 15760 9416 3408 3558 
15860 50395 25949 20299 1%55 

5660 42846 64990 21251 16089 
4559 41979 8803 3407 6076 
3459 40439 5678 2707 3576 

25539 87891 72729 46009 39620 
7118 210.50 17108 20805 17239 
3370 13412 9650 11943 11210 

33504 179832 132091 74047 66403 

4073 7540 6603 1093 1076 
6244 21832 22443 20434 17611 
1452 1270 3416 7357 4857 

4374 1170 1260 67.54 4630 

61.3 31.7 38.1 77.0 75.5 

74.3 37.7 46.1 118.0 110.4 

24.4 24.8 30.9 44.4 44.4 

^0 7.4 9.7 14.2 13.1 
13.0 23.5 25.3 18.4 17.4 
22.7 41.2 44.4 22.8 23.4 

8.7 16.5 18.5 11.8 11.3 
33.4 0.0 0.0 32.5 30.5 

6.9 14.2 26.2 19.2 16.9 
25.00 20.00 20.00 40.00 30.00 

7.64 5.95 9.86 133.48 109.22 
111.1 42.0 37.6 695.6 652.4 

0.0 11.6 10.9 ■ 1.8 0.0 

32.5 64.8 183.8 89.6 69.3 

102.6 301.5 58.8 22.7 31.9 

40.3 19.7 14.4 66.8 57.2 

22.1 9.2 7.2 30.9 31.3 

6.7 3.5 3.3 ll.I 10.5 

75.2 20.8 11.7 16.1 10.7 

3.95 38.98 18.90 6.54 . 29.54 

RipnaMBtr .wrtl'IBnMttiwliWddaif,. M«Kdi,2Si, 19$^ 



per cent in 1993-94. Sundry creditors to 
current assets fell by 12 percentage points 
in 1992-93 and rose by 1 percentage point 
for 1993-94. Exports to sales rose from 2 per 
cent in 1991-92 to 7 per cent in 1992-93 to 
20 per cent in 1993-94. 

{Wluction at die fluorochcmicaLs division 
recorded a 57 per cent growth while the 
industrial synthetics and industrial fabrics 
division operated at 100 per cent of the 
capacity despite suqdus production by the 
industry. Revenues from nylon lyre cord 
sales in the domestic market formed <mly 42 
per cent of total sales, thus demonstrating 
thattliecompany’srevcnuesandpnrfitahilily 
were not dependent on any particular seg- 
meiUon business. Tlieexpansionofcupucities 
at the Madras and Trichy plants have beeg 
completed and so has the construction of 
ophdialiiiic housc.s and chlonnnedianc plants. 
A plant for pioccssing synthetic industrial 
yam into lyrecuixl fabiics is being set up at 
an investment ol .I 25 million at UAH. Thc 
project is to Ire implemented Iry the com¬ 
pany’s wholly-owned subsidiaiy It is to go 
into prixluction by the third quarter of 1995. 
The plant is to calci to the demand foi 
lyrecord fabric in west Asia, Africa and 
Huro|rc.SkHliilcinational Isccamc a wholly- 
owned subsidiary ol the company in April 
1994 with an investment of S 50,000 to 
pioinotc iiitcinutional trade, Trading 
companies are being set up in Duliai. 
Mauiitiiis and .Soudi Ati ica 

lAIPRAKASH INDUSTRIES 

Jvower Margins 

The Dcihi-ba.sed consiTuciion and cement 
giant, Jaiprukash Industries, has registered 
mixed performance in 1993-94. Though net 
sales showed itnprovcineiil by 13 per cent 
(Rs fif>,72 crorc), operating piofit was up by 
5 per cent (Rs 11.73 cn>rci, and net profit 
marginally by 0.96 per cent (Rs 89 lakh). 
Taxation was qp by Rs 3 lakli. depreciation 
by Rs 5.22 lakh (15 per cent) and interest 
charges by Rs 4.45 croiv (4 per cent) Other 
income was down by 32 per cent (Rs 23.10 
crorc) and mm-ojrcrating by Rs 1.14 ciorc. 
A U this liad a dampening effect on the margins 
of the company. A dividend of 20 per cent 
was declined for the year. 

Debt-equity ratio showed u sharp decline 
in the past tluec years fioni 261 per cent in 
1991 -92 to 183 jrcr cent in 1992-93 and 64 
per cent in 1993-94. Short-term bank 
borrowings to inventories rose by 2 
percentage points in 1992-93 and then by 
243 jreieentagc points in 1993-94. Sundry 
creditors to current assets fluctuated at 11 
per ccnl in 1991-92,8 per cent in 1992-93 
and 9 per ccnl in 1993-94. Sales to total assets 
llueluated at 35 per ccnl in 1991 -92,38 per 
cent in 1992-93 »nd31 per cent in 1993-94. 
Sales to grass fixed assets rose by 8 percentage 

points in 1992-93 and then fell by 5 percen¬ 
tage points in 1993-94. Raw materials 
consumed to value of production was steady 
at 3 per cent for Uic past three years. Return 
on investment after being steady at9percent 
during 1991-93 fell by 2 percentage points 
in 1993-94. Eiarning per .share has been 
falling from Rs 11 in 1991-92 to Rs 9 in 
1992- 93 and Rs 5 in 1993-94. 

Tlie armpany completed its construction 
work at Cbamcra dam in Himachal Pradesh 
and lire raising of I^kliya eartli dam for the 
Kudremukh Iron Ore Company in Kamalakii. 
Hie works at otlier projects, vi/., Sardar 
Sarovar (Narmada Project) inGujarat, Indira 
Sugar dam and power house in Madhya 
Pradesh. Nathpa-Jhukri power house in 
Himachal Pradesh arc progressing as per 
schedule. The work at the Iraqi Basrah 
sewerage scheme, in its third stage, remained 
suspended due to the (lending of settlement 
of outstanding issues. Tlic cement division 
did well with capacity utilisation increasing 
by 13.53 [ler cent. Tlic company, to cn.surc 
uninterrupted (lower su()ply, has added a 
2x6 MW DG sets thus increasing captive 
(lower generation to 41.4 MW .laiprakash's 
.Su(>erplus Jay pee Cement continues to be tlie 
market leader in UP and MP. and has now 
an increased share in Bihar. The Jayjiee 
Bela cement unit with an annual capacity 
of 1.5 million tonne is under (irogre.ss. The 
hotel division's deluxe holiday resort, the 
Rcsiifency Manor, situated in Mu.s,soorie. is 
nearly com|ilele and a decision on die .sale/ 
lease of it is yet to be taken. Tlic intemaiional 
convention tenire-cum-holel at Agra under 
arrungemeiit with Jay(iec Hotels is exficcicd 
to become operational in early 1996. The 
implementation of the 3(K) MW Baspa-11 
hydro electric [xiwer project is in progress. 
Tlie company has also bagged tlie contract 
for the implemcniutionof tlic4()0MW Vi.slinu 
Prayag hydro-electric power project and the 
9(K) MW Kanchan Wangltxi hydro-clcctric 
power Project. With the objective of con¬ 
centrating on its hydro-electric projects, the 
company decided to scrap its plans to set up 
a 1 million tonne steel project. 

RAYMOND WCXJLlJiN MILLS 

New Textile Unit 

Raymond, the flagship company of the 
Vijaypat Singhania group, has done well in 
1993- 94 after a lean (Jerformance in the 
previou.s year. The textile division did well, 
maintaining its market leadership. This 
division accounts for two-thirds of sales. 
Demand for the product was high in the 
market. The Engineers Steel Files Division 
continued to be the leader in its range of hand 
tools, in both dome.stic and export markets. 
The division’s effoits to diversily export 
markets proved effective. The Thane and 
Ratnagiri plants of the Files Division earned 

the distinction of being the first Indian files 
manufacturing plant toobtain the 150-9002. 
The cementdi vision sulTcied fmmslug-gisb 
market conditions and also its qienitions 
were disrupted during the third quarter by 
industrial relations problems. These were 
coupled with frequent power failures and 
non-availability of wagons. 

Net sales were up by 13 (lereent (Rs 69.43 
crore). operating profits by 11 per cent 
(Rs 2.99 crore) and net sales by 16 per cent 
(Rs 6.40 crorc). Taxation was up by 27 per 
cent (Rs 480 aore), other provisions by Rs 
1 Olakh. depreciation by 22 percent (Rs 6.80 
crore). while interest charges fell by 9 per 
cent (Rs 2.90 crore). Other income wa.s up 
by 31 (ser ccnl (Rs 2.10 crore), and non- 
o(>cruting profit by 105 per cent (Rs 2.21 
crorc). Exports were up by 51 per cent for 
the year; ex(xiri- Im .■.ale.- i.ilio has shown 
a steady ri^' mm 6 (icr cent in 1991-92 t»i 
9 per cei. Ill 1992-93 and 12 (ler ccnl in 
1993-94 Debt-equity ratio lliictuatcd from 
79 (ler cent in 1991-92 to 69 per cent in 
1992-93 and 89 per cent in 199 3-94 Short¬ 
term bank borrowings to invenloriesrosc by 
14 percentage points in 1992-93 and fell by 
9 (iciccntagc fxnnis in 1993-94. Sundry 
crediloi-s tocuirent assets fell by 2 (lercenlage 
(X'iiits in 1992-93 and ro.se by as much as 
199.3-94. Earning per share fluctualcil at 
Rs 107 in 1991-92. Rs 109 in 1992 9? and 
Rs 133 in 1993-94. Net value added to value 
of prtKluclion fell by 3(icrccntage (s>inis in 
1992- 93 and lose by 2 (lerccntagc (loinisfor 
1993- 94. Growth in inventories fell by 23 
(lercentage points. The company undertook 
doubling of capacity of the Chbindwara 
textile unit. A new textile unit incorporating 
state-of-the-art equipment is being c.sta- 
blishcd at a green field site to manufacture 
initially 5 million metres of high quality 
worsted suitings. This is to go into operation 
in 1996. The cost of the project is estimateil 
at Rs 260 crore. Work commenced on the 
plant to manufacture cold rolled steel slips/ 
sheets and .silicon steel sheets with an in¬ 
stalled capacity of 1.50.000 MTA at 
Wadivarhe near Nashik. The company has 
finalised technology transfer agreement with 
Allegheny Ludlum Corjxiration. Pittsburgh, 
USA. the world leaders in manufacturing 
high quality alloy steel. The plant entailing 
a capital outlay of Rs 183 crore is expected 
tobecommi.ssioncd in the later part of 1995. 

R and D work was undertaken in areas 
relating to the use of exotic fibres, fibre 
blends and development of new yams and 
new fabric finishes. The textile divisions 
incurred an expenditure of Rs 171 lakh for 
its R and D activities. The files division 
dcvelopednewproducts foritscxportsmaikei 
and the cement dtvisionhas installed 'IMtz' 
PblarisedOpticalmiatucopc tostudy clinker 

morphology and grain stnicture, wlikdi ha.< 
heljied the division achieve better clinkeri- 
sation and alsoimixovedctinkergriadability' 



COMMENTARY 

NEW DELHI 

Selling Shoddy C^kmIs 
BM 

Manmofian Singh’s budget speech this year was indeed an advertiser’s 
copy - long on rhetoric and short on substance - for shoddy goods 
wrapped in attractive populist proposals. 

THE budget for 1995-96 i); a desperate 
attempt to postpone the day of reckoning in 
the lastyearof the tenure of the government 
headed by Narasimha Rao. Popuhst-clccior- 
al considerations and short-term expediency 
have been its guiding principles rather than 
even its own policy commitments. It is not 
without gocKl reason that even the commit¬ 
ted present-day economic 'reformers’ are 
disillusioned with their chosen leader 
Manmohan Singh, the union finance mini¬ 
ster, on whom they had placed great con¬ 
fidence to push ahead with their .so-called 
lelorm agenda in spiteof the grave political 
set-back (or the ruling party in the wake ol 
Iheresoundingeleclta al reverses. A section 
of the media has, Ikiwc ver. ctanmcmletl .Singh 
for opting for 'wiser maikcling technu|ucs' 
lo sell his fitih budget in the Indian market 
and turning into a 'dream merchant’ instead 
of being a 'technocrat’ relying on 'piosaic 
facts and outlays’ to m.ikc a leusoncd c.isc 
for his relorm policy and programmes. 

-S ingh ’ s budget speech th is year was i inlccd 
an advertiser’s copy, long on rhettnic and 
short on subsiance, foi the s.dc ol sliodds 
got>d' wrapped in .iltraclivc populisi 
propos.ils. He waxed eloquent .in the 
achievements ofhis budgets lorthe last foui 
years aiul related them to criteria in terms 
merely of recovery from the ccoiu>niy in 
crisis in 1991. The fact is that Ihe economy 
is still on slippery ground and the danger 
of arelapse into crisis even bigger than that 
in 1991 cannot tie ruled out. He has fudged 
budget figures in the past also; this, however, 
has become glaring and widely noted in the 
budget for 1995-96. 

Economic growtli may htive recovered to 
5..3 percent in 1994-95 (rom less than 1 per 
cent in 1991-92. But this has come about 
from already established production 
capacities in the economic structure. Since 
investment has admittedly remained subdued 
during tlie lust four years, the economy has 
not returned to (he growth path on a steady 
and sustainable l^sis as was promi.sed wiiuld 
l>e achieved in a period of three years after 
the so-called structural iKljustmenl pro¬ 
gramme. Worse still, fiscal eurrection has 
eluded Singh and social services for the 
mass of tile people have visibly deteriorated. 
Reduction in fiscal deficit was given Uie 

highest priority in the official reform agenda 
in mid-1991 when the Kao government was 
formed and embarked on the IMF/World 
Bank adju.stment strategy. There has. 
however, been sharp slide hack in regard to 
drastic cuts in fiscal and revenue deficits of 
the government as originally planned and 
allcmpted in the fiisi two years of the 
implementation ofthe structural adjustment 
pri>gramme. This had its own deflationary 
consequences for the economy resulting in 
rising levels of unemployment, poverty and 
deterioration in social services. Sub¬ 
sequently. fi.scal deficit was allowed to go 
up in 1993-94 as high as 7.3 per cent of GDP 
as against the target of 4,5 per cunt. It has 
exceeded the target of 6 per cent set for 
1994-95 and lias, accoiding to the estimate 
of Ihe iinanee minister risen to 6.7 percent 
but has been actually 7,1 percent. The rising 
levels of fiscal delicti have been accepted 
on Ihe ground that (his would give the Kao 
government some room for manoeuvre in 
the midst ofthe turbulent jvdiiical and social 
.'onditions in India that had arisen in 1993. 
But, side by side. Ihe government had to go 
i|Uile lai on cuts in a wide variety <'f rates 
of taxation, direct and indirect. e.specially 
customs duties to comfort the middle and 
upper clas.ses and facilitate (he entry ol 
lorcign capital, goods and sctviccs on 
preferential tei ms into the Indian market as 
pait of Its globalisation commilmcnis. The 
assumption, which has loitified by llie 
campaign ol Ihe votaries ol the cconomn. 
reforms, Ixith inside the country and Iroin 
abroad, that investment in private domestic 
sector and direct foreign investment coukl 
be relied upon as the necessary 'safely net’ 
for the economy to I unction and grow is, 
however, turning out to be phoney. Totally 
facile, indeed deceptive, has turned out to 
he the claim that once responsibility (or the 
development of industry and material 
infrastructure has been passed from 
’inefficient’ investment in the public sector 
to the more 'efficient’ private business 
enterprise, Indian and foreign, economic 
growth will pick up and financial resources 
of the govommcni would be released for 
social welfare such as education, health, 
agriculture and poverty alleviation. It is no 
longer possible to 'hide the fact that while 

public mvestmenl has been drastically cut, 
private business, domestic and foreign ha.s 
not .stepped it up. Foreign investors, except 
in a few selected areas where very large 
investment was not needed, entered into a 
large number of memurandaof understanding 
on long gcstaiing projects involving sub¬ 
stantial investment to bargain for lucrative 
terms rather than make investment. The result 
has been that large lags in infrastructural 
facilities have appeared and impulses for 
economic, especially industrial, growth have 
been crippled. Side by side, social .services 
have suffered gravely. It is not fortuitous, 
therefore, that inflationary pressures have 
reasserted and the giowth objective has 
receded. 

If the official policy has settled fora Fiscal 
deficit at around 7 per cent of GDP for a 
long span of time, the ini>ie woirying point 
IS the ris ing levels of revenue tie I n. it, which 
has doubled over the |>criod i>f four years 
of the Rao goveinment It went up fiom 
Rs 33.6K4 crorc in 1993-94 to R.s ,39.370 
crore in 1994-95 revised estimates which 
exceed the budget estimate lor the year by 
as much Rs 6,492 crore. Tlie budget estiinale 
of revenue deficit of Rs 35.X23 crt>rc is 
clearly a gross underestimate and is likcK 
loexceedby a large muigm .Singh has again 
re.sorted lo ihequestionahle way ol not taking 
into account losses on account ol his give¬ 
aways and has blithely assumed (hut losses 
of revenue would be coveied by better 
compliailte liy tax-payeis and control of 
expenditure These are lolally unrealistic 
assumptions Tlie fact is that .Singh has been 
unable ,is well as unwilling lo adopt policies 
and take measures which addunloacrediblc 
fiscal consolidalion strategy. Tlie revenue 
deficit has sleadily grown and is far move 
stretched that it was in 1991-92. 

Tlie finance minislei has been csimpli- 
ineiUed in some quarters lot the success ol 
the policy ol miHlerale r.tles ol taxation to 
raise more revenue lor the governmeiu. 
especially m respect of direct taxes which 
have shown inipicssive buoyancy in 
1994-95. Tliis IS lo be attributed to the high 
profits earncil by the corpoi ate seelordiiring 
this year and theone time pickmgson acc'ount 
of profits from what is called the 'scam 
money'. Whether buoyancy in direct tax 
revenue is a trend and will be sustainable 
is yet If' be seen. B ui Ihe |ii omise of widening 
the social base of ilirect taxes is still to be 
realised.The landed gentry 's claim fortoUil 
exemption from any direct tax liability is 
still in force. Tlie prolcssuinals are demanding 
lurthei raising of the direct tax exemption 
limits on tlicir pays and perks which have 
gone updramalically. The scheme for (axing 
presumed incomes of small traders and those 
engaged in services and directly on those 
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MUtb accexR to b variety of tetvicM haa really 
not taken off. The demand for tlm dilution 
of (be principle of {nogrecsion in direct taxea 
by Rteeply lowering the marginal rate for 
high income and wealth bracketi: has, 
however, become overwhelming with the 
Cbelliah Committee giving it the veneer of 
economic wisdom. This applies as much to 
indirect taxes on commodities and services 
as well so tltat resources that tlte government 
can raise by taxation is tending to be 
circumscribed and its ability to meet 
expenditure claims has become severely 
limited resulting in large revenue and riscal 
deficits. The talk by some commentatOTs of 
a major, even 'historic', shift away from 
indirect taxes and in favour of direct taxes 
in the total revenue of the government is 
indeed premature and an exaggerated view. 
In spite of the rise of revenue from direct 
taxes on incomes and wealth in 1994-9.5 to 
40 per cent of total tax revenue, it is not 
possible yet to assert that this proportion will 
holdover time or thata trend in this direction 
has been established. The direct tax net still 
coversavery small segmentofthepopulation 
and yields only a small part of the national 
income. Though there is loud talk of the 
need to reduce high rates of direct taxes to 
improve tax compliance and widen the social 
base of taxation, progress in either direction 
so far is slow and fitful. The seemingly high 
rates of direct taxes do not take into account 
the plethora of exemptions for tax payers so 
that there is wide scope for evasion and 
avoidance of tax-liability making the 
effective rates quite low. Additional exemp¬ 
tions have been announced for direct tax 
payers in the budget for 1995-96. 

The budget for 1995-96 is supposed to 
have as its central thrust reduction in the 
inflation rate and push forward economic 
growth with the industrial sector playing the 
leading role. The cuts in customs duties arc 
supposed to provide cheaper inputs for 
industrial production and in excise to bring 
down the prices of industrial goods and 
boost their sale in the market. The.sc measures 
are proposed to be combined with release.^ 
erffoodstocks in the open market and the use 
of exchange reserves directly to import 
articles of essential mass consumption which 
may he in shcat supply in the market. 

These measures may appearto be plausible 
for attaining price stability as well as promote 
growth. But doubts are cast on their efficacy, 
considering the overali macro-economic 
context in which they have been initiated. 
The yawning fiscal deficit, the large revenue 
deficit left uncovered and the relentless 
expansion in money supply are bound to 
have a severe inflationary impact. The [»o- 
duction facilities have remained static fm- 
want of investment, especially investment 
tn the public sector over as long as five years 
and this iWiffl’ he major constraint on the 
supply atd^tif die economy. It is a facile idea 

that the foodstocks ahd exdiangc reserves 
provide enough cuAion to contain the 
inflationaty pressures and ease the supply 
constraints in selected areas and facilitate 
the realisation of stability as well as growth 
objectives. 

if agricultural production has not sharpiy 
declined in recent years, it is because of good 
monsoons for seven years in a row. But to 
let hope overwhelm prudence is not a sound 
or sensible approach. The endogenous 
growth potential of the agricultural sector 
has actually suffered because of declining 
public and (H-i vate investment. Tlie situation 
in this regard has further deteriorated as a 
result of so-called financial sector refotm. 
The resultant lower availability of insti¬ 
tutional credit to agriculture, if combined 
with drastic cut in subsidies on farm inpuu, 
is bound to affect agricultural growth. The 
consequences can he disastrous in the event 
of a bad monsoon year and measures must 
be initiated to guard against this. The finance 
minister in making the budget for 1995-96 
blissfully ignores this obligation. This only 
compounds defaults on the part of the union 
minister of agriculture. 

There is much drum-beating about revival 
of industrial production in 1994-95. The 
majorcontribution tothe growth of industrial 
production has. however, come from the 
automobile sector and consumer durables. 
That output of consumer durables has grown 
is of interest to the upper and middle classes 
but the production of con.sumer non -durables 
and essential items of mass consumption - 
among them, cotton textiles - is still 
extremely inadequate. Capital gtxxls have 
shown impressive growth, which is welcome. 
But this too has come from commercial 
vehicles, with output of medium and heavy 
vehicles gmwing steeply. Tlic sustainability 
of industrial growth will, however, depend 
on how broad-based it is and how wide¬ 
spread is the effective demand forindusirial 
products. 

The biggest default on (he part of the 
government and a policy direction directly 
linked to the IMF/World Bank structural 
adjustment programme is die sharp decline 
in the government's capital expenditure. It 
is now proposed to be hardly 21 per cent 
in 1995-96 of the total government expen¬ 
diture as against 37 per cent in 1985-90 and 
33 per cent in 1992-93. The government 
has given up its role in industrial develop¬ 
ment. The idea that this task will be carri^ 
out by private enterprise, especially 
transnational corporations, has been found 
to be miapiuced so far and is likely, in the 
event of it persistence, to become d angerous 
not only for the economy but also the polity 
of India. 

The prime minister has been very 
vociferous in the past on financial allocations 
of the government for rural develi^ment. 
employment schemes and anti-poverty 

programmes as pari of hia ‘middla 
strategy. Hie fhiaace miniater ban triad 
faithfully to go by the {mme mmiater’s 
direction in the making of the budget for 
1995-96. die election years. However, he 
thought it prudent tocaution that “we cannot 
simply spend our way into prosperity”. 
Narasimha Rao, in his first statement after 
tile presentatitxi of the budget loudly claimed 
that 'benefits’ had been spread all around 
which is what populism in economics and 
politics is ail about. Tlie fact, however, is 
that the government’s financial alltKations 
have been increased frtim a very low base 
in 1992-93 and have been made in thecontext 
of the overall decline in the rate of increase 
of development expenditure of the 
government. They have barely compensated 
for inflation so that the allocutions in real 
terms- have remained stagnant. Though 
competition in population is gaining ground 
in all political parties over whatever reform 
commitments they may flaunt, the entrenched 
vested interest and the bureaucracy still will 
not let any radical departure from the 
established structures and norms for the flow 
of financial resources that are ostensibly 
earmarked for poverty alleviation, rural 
development or .siKial scivices. 

Human resource development, employ¬ 
ment and poverty alleviation have hardly 
received meaningful attention in the budget. 
While there may be pompous declarations 
by the prime minister or the finance minister 
about promoting education and healtli or 
poverty alleviation, any significant increa.se 
in tlieir share as a proportion of total public 
expenditure has again been side-stepped. 
All that has been attempted is a rearrangement 
in the allocation of always scarce and lately 
gravely stretched budgetary re.sources for 
social services. As for going back to com¬ 
mercial banks for financing anti-poverty and 
welfare programmes there is something 
phoney about the goveniment policy of 
eliminating what is called 'directed' credit 
as a basic requirement lo its financial sector 
reforms. It may not be misplaced for (be 
votaries of reforms to fear that this would 
mean more bad loans, more non-performing 
assets and more budgetary support through 
intermediation of financial institutions or to 
suspect that tliis is all window dressing for 
the coming ciectkins to the Lok Sabba and 
ways wouid be found for (he bureaucratic 
‘processing’ of the budget proposals in the 
time-honoured leisurely fashion so as to 
ensure thatnoneoftheseproposals are really 
impicinented except to arrange benents 
selectively for a few till the elections are 
over. After all, tlie settin&up of the National 
Minoriticir Deveiopmem and Financing 
Corporation was announced by the prime 
nunister on independence day. 1993 and 
Manmofaan Singh has in tnidget speech for 
1995-96 declared that it would enjoy from 
next year exemption from income tax. 
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Tax Reform on Hold? 

The 1995-96 budget proposals fail to advance the objective of moving 
towards a simpler, fairer md less distortionary tax system that the 
finance minister professes to pursue. 

DFSPITE all the brave talk of belter 
compliance making up for the likely revenue 
coKt of lax conccssionx and dixtnist of 
conventional metliocU of calculating dte 
revenue impact of budget changes, the 
finance minister has, very wisely, not gone 
along witli Lafferites who would like to have 
the maximum rates of income tax, both 
personal and corporate, brought down to 30 
per cent if not lower. "The fact of the matter 
isthat. after slashing the customs a{id excise 
tariffs on a wide front, the finance minister 
simply could not afford to take furtlierrisk 
with his revenue. But tlierc arc sops to keep 
the taxpayer happy. First, the rise in the 
exemption limit forpcrsonal income tax and 
the relief under section 801.. and then the 
specification of laudable charities and 
investments that will earn hK) per cent 
deduction from taxable income Not that the 
list is very long nor ate they unknown to 
Indian income tax. Only, they sound 
somewhaidiscordunl against the philosophy 
that was put forward as the cornerstone of 
the reforms on the lax front which were 
initiated three years ago. 

A basic tend that ha.s guided our tax 
reforms, as those of many olhci countries 
in recent years, has been 'widen the base, 
leduce the rates’. Tite aims of equity, 
efficiency and simplicity are .solved Ik-si. it 
IS argued, when the base of the lax is 
t-omprehcnsive. lie it income or consump¬ 
tion. For that levels the playing field and 
makes for simplicity by avoiding the pitfalls 
and consequent complexities of the law 
that invariably accompany preferential 
dispensation for selected sources or uses of 
income or. when the base happens to be 
consumption, forpailicularcommodilies and 
services in the consumption basket. A wide 
base also leiuls buoyancy to revenues at rates 
that go down better with the public. Tlie 
conceptual frameworic underlying the 
recommendations oftheClielliah Committee 
was also anchored avowedly in the doctrine 
of ‘wider base and lower rates’. 

Unlike in countries where similar reform 
has taken place, however, base widening has 
not been pursued by our government with 
the same conviction as cutting the rates. 
While some of the hefty tines among the 
incentive provisions in the Income Tax Act 
have been done away with, a good many still 
remain on the statute book and quite a few 
new ones have streamed in even after the 

proclamation of the reforms. Witness, for 
instance, sections i5AC, 3.^CC, 35CCB, 
801). 800, 80GGA. 80HHB. 80HHC. 
80HHE, 80IJ. SOL. 800.80P. 80Q, 80QQA, 
80R. 80RR, 80RRA and 88, not to mention 
the odd package wrapped in section 10 with 
some 30 subsections. A few of these, no 
doubt, .serve to refine the measure of taxable 
income by allowing for the costs of earning 
but many go well beyond what income 
accounting perse would call for. As is well 
known, lax incentives are a wasteful and 
inefricient instrument for promoting social 
or economic goals and once in they arc 
difficult to expurgate. That is why expert 
opinion disapprove.s of the use of the tax 
la w s for non-lax purptwes. Til is year’s budget 
proposals in the area of direct taxes do not 
quite advance the aim of moving towards 
a simpler, fairer and less distortionary tax 
system that the finance minister professes 
to pursue. 

True, many of the reform measures were 
taken in the initial years and there is a 
notable step in this year’s budget to help 
better enforcement, vi/.. the proposal to 
extend the requirement of Tfts to scvei al 
new income' payments (One hope.s the 
finance minister will not succumb to ihc 
powcrfulprcssurcto witlulraw the pnsposal.) 
Yet. quite a few of the significant recom 
incndalions of the Cltclliah Committee still 
remain ignored and the sptnl underlying the 
reforms seems missing in this budget. For 
instance, tlie budget proposes toexclude any 
but the small industries from the benefit ol 
lax holiday for operating from backward 
areas but Ihc impact of this abridgemem of 
tlie lux holiday, which in any case has no 
place in the new philosophy, gets uiKlcnnined 
when in the same breath the finance minister 
pniposes its extension loncw sectors. While 
infrastructure is unquestionably a priority 
area, is lax remission a cost effective way 
to attract private investment in roads .ind 
ports? Insofar a.s they an; meant to attract 
ft>reign investors, the benefit would go 
probably to the exchequer in their home 
countries. Besides, once the lax system is 
allowed to be used to favour a particulai 
sector, pressures invariably build up from 
others for similar treatment. That lesson 
does not seem to have been taken .seriously 
by our policy-makerx. It would have been 
more consistent with the scheme of reforms 
and perhaps liked more by the business if 

thetax tate.« were reduced while going ftJrther 
along towards a truly comprehensive base 
by removing the existing incentives and 
bringing under taxation all ingredients of 
economic power like fringe benefits of 
employees in al! sectors, public and pri¬ 
vate, as recommended by the Chelliah 
Committee. If savings are to be promoted, 
the right course would have been to follow 
the Chelliah Committee's prescription to 
link tax benefit to net saving made in a 
year, rathei (Irm to the amounts pul in the 
eligible instruments, irrespeciive of 
withdrawals 

Base widening in leims of getting a larger 
proportitin of the population in the tax net 
also suffers when the threshold for personal 
income lax is raised from Rs 35.000 to 
Rs 40.{KX). Perhaps a million taxpayers 
would go out of the net simply because of 
this. If allowance is made for the price ri.se 
that has taken place in the last one year the 
revision ol the exemption limit does not 
seem to be unreasonable, although it can 
be readily seen that the rist- goes beyond 
what is rc<|uirecl for indexation. Besides, 
a.s the financemimstcrhini.scif noted in his 
budget speech, together with the other 
deductions available the level al which 
incomes truly become taxable is as high 
as Rs 68,000. This is more than seven 
times Ihc estimated per capita income in 
India for the coming year, an unusually 
high threshold even by poor country 
standards Whether txiter administration can 
make up ftirthe conce.ssions ami Ihc income 
taxes can maintain llieir present revenue 
buoyancy despite tliese ilents will no doubt 
be the ultimate lest <5f how sound the strategy 
has Ireen 

III indirccllaxes reforms seem to be going 
ahead. It mu.si be acknowledged that (he 
customs and excise struclui e K>ok very much 
simpler and rational than belore, Bui moves 
toward a wider, rational tax structure still 
falter The promise ol lowering the customs 
tariff has been faithfully full died and 
some of the irritants in the application of 
MOD VAT have been removed But rate 
cutting has not been matched by base 

• widening to Ihc same extent. Servi, es by and 
large remain outside the tax nel. The finance 
minister has chosen li' ignoie the likely 
revenue loss of afioiil Rs 1.500 ciore, again 
by casting doubt on tlie soundness of the 
conventional calculations in this regard. One 
Itopcs- he proves right Even if he docs, the 
revenue woukl need togrow al a much faster 
rate titan postulated in the budget if the 
ground lost in the fiisi three yeats of reform 
is lo he rcirieved. 

Granting that loweiing of customs tariff 
is an integral part of stmcturul udjus'tmcni 
programmes seeking liheraiisalion, (he 
standard pre.scrtplion for the exchequer lo 
make up for the fall in revenue that results 
is to turn more to taxes on domestic inc ome 
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«uloon(iimption.Sincetaxationofineomeiii 
cannot poMibiy be thtt pixtdiK^tiveof ittvenue 
in adevetqjing country attention has focused 
more on devising a systemof taxing domestic 
trade tiiat fetches the required revenues 
without being needlessly distortionaty. It is 
in this context that the value added tax has 
figured so prominently in tbereform agenda 
of ail countries going through structural 
adjustment of their economies. 

It is pertinent to point out that even with 
the surge in direct taxes the ratio of the 
centre’s gross tax revenue to ODP remains 
at about 9.8 per cent, down by nearly 1.5 
poreentage points compared with the pre- 
ireform level. The decline that came with the 
idrop in revenue fmm indirect taxes is yet 
'to bo made up. Direct taxes have helped to 
recoverthe lost ground only by 0.6 percentage 
points. There is no way this can he made 

TRIPURA 

SINCE the beginning of the 1980s and 
particularly since 1991 India has embarked 
on a policy of liberalisation of its external 
economy giving incentives to boost uxpiiris 
and removing restrictions on exports, 
reducing tariff rales and eliminating 
quantitative restrictions on imports opting 
for full convertibility of the rupee on the 
trading account and cnctmraging foreign 
investment and technology transfers. 

What has been the impact of external 
liberalisation on a small backward stale in 
Uje north-east Tripura? Quite a lot has tjcen 
written onibcimpactofox temal libe ral isatioii 
on the Indian economy as a whole but to 
the best of any knowledge, studies relating 
to the impact of external liberalisation on 
the economy of individual states especially 
of states situated in nortli-cust India are 
amspicuous by their absence. 

Tripura is a small land-locked state in 
north-east India which has a 839 km long 
border with Bangladesh. Roughly two-thirds 
of the total area of the state is hilly so that 
there is a shortage of land suitable for 
growing foodcrops like plainland rice, 39 
per cent of the total land mass of the slate 
has been declared as 'reserved forests’ and 
cannot therefore be used for other 
developmental purposes. Tlie demographic 
picture of the state reftejCts the uninterrupted 
inHux from across the Irorder that has 
radically altered the demographic balance. 

tti> without an all-embraeing tax on 
consumption comprising both gocxls and 
services like the VAIT. 

Recognition of the urgent need to move 
towards a system of value added lax was 
reflected in tlie previous budgets. A committee 
of slate finance ministers was formed last 
year to workout an acceptable mtKlel of V AT 
at the state level. While action to this end 
lies primarily will) the stales, the eenUx too 
has an important role to play, especially in 
overseeing that the reforms in this important 
area get moving and in the right direction. 
Surprisingly, the budget makes no reference 
to what is happening on that fmnt. Like the 
unfinished tasks on the direct tuxes side, one 
wonders if the moves towards a truly rationtil 
regime of domestic trade taxes have also 
been put on hold. Or have the reforms no 
further to go? , 

The stale tnbals who now form a minority 
of the population of the state still pracli.se 
'jheeining' or shifting cultivation to a large 
extent and .Ire more backward than the 
non-tribulsegmentof population The vast 
mujority of the workers of Tripura con¬ 
tinue to be employed in the primaiy .sector 
and the unorganised sector absorbs most 
of its luhoiir force, l^tw-produclivity agri¬ 
culture. mainly of the rainfed type, for the 
production ot paddy on small and marginal 
holdings is the main source of employment 
in the economy although allumpis arc being 

mide 16 diversify the prbdactiob ptUfem 
and grow a variety of plantation and 
horticultural ert^s in Tripura mainly on 
hillslopes which are uiMuitable for the 
production of plainland rice. There is only 
one medium-size industry in the state, i e, 
the Tripura lute Mills (TJML) and there 
are about 1,400 permanently registered 
small-scale industrial units. Cottage 
industries and traditional home-based 
production provide additional employment 
and income to large sections of the rural 
population of the state. The government is 
the biggestemployer in the organised sector 
but most of the employment generated by 
tlie government is in the tcrliary sector and 
is of an unproductive kind. Hie state suffers 
from a luck of infrustnictural facilities, its 
road, air and railway links with the rest of 
the Indian subcontinent as well us banking 
and insurance facilities are badly in need 
of expansion and arc extremely poorly 
developed. Despite reserves of natural ga.s 
in the stale Tripura is a net importer of 
electricity iind suffers from a chronic power 
.shortage. It is dependent on the rest of 
India for tlie supply nf baste inputs, finished 
prinlucts and food and does not send many 
products outside the state, its main exports 
to the rest of India being primaiy products 
like timber, bamboo, etc. The stale has a 
low level i>t per capita net SDF and a high 
incidence of poverty and uncinploymeni. 
Tliough compared to the all-India figures, 
the state has a reasonably high literacy rate, 
trained and skilled manpower is in .short- 
supply iiiTi'ipuru. Healthcare facilities are 
not udc(|uatcly developed and basic needs 
of the people like .safe dniiking water are 
not .idequutely met. Tables I through 7 
give some quautilaiive data regarding the 
stale to illusliute the |K>inis that have been 
made in this section 

Tlie stale nccils to civatc cinploymenl 
opportunity tor its people without 
compiomising productivity for improving 
the standard of living of the v;Lst majority 

Tabi k 1: Lanij Usi I’aitkiin in TwfURA and India 

(/«llwmaiul hectares I 

Tripura India 
(1986-87) 

(1) Not avuilaldc for cultivation 
(a) Fore.si.s 606.168(57.78) 67.094(22) 
(b) Area under non-agriculiural use 1.32.300(12.61) 41.476(13.6) 

738,468 (70.39) 108.‘!7n (3.5.31 

(2) Other uncultivated land excluding fallow land • 
(a) Fasture.s and other grazing land 0 (0.0) 11.894(3.9) 
(bt Other mi.scellaneous tree crDp.s not included 

in net .sown area 38.084 (3.63) 3355(1.1) 
38.084 (3.63) 15349(5.0) 

(3) Cultivable waste land 0.770(0.07) 15349(5.0) 
(4) Current fallow • 13,047(1.24) 15.249(5.0) 
(.S) Fallow other than current fallow 0.800(0.08) 10.064(3.3) 
(6) Net sown area 258.00(24.59) 1,40.590(46.1) 
Total 1049.169 (100) 3,04.971(100) 

Nt^e'. Rgures within bmckeis iadicaie peicenlage of total area. 

niusory Gains of Liberalisation 
Malabika Da.s Gupta 

Wlxat has been the impact of external sector liberalisation on the small 
backward state of Tripura? The hope that the state would be able to 
increase its exports of primary’ products has not materialised. 
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qf pecq;^. ^hat are the'ptca^teeir of ■', 
devekifiraciitof abackward statelitK T^^ura 
in the context of rattema! liberatisabon and 
wfaat advantagesf can it hope to reap from 
the process!^ 

The 'Asian Tigers’ have achieved a 
spectacular growth based on the export of 
labour-intensive manufactured goods. In 
TVipura their example is quoted often to 
show what rich benefit can be reaped on 
a small schle from the policy of external 
Itberalisation without bothering toexaminc 
if the conditions arc the same. South Korea 
and Taiwan crated a mass-based economy 
Iwtore they went in for liberalisation. Thc.se 
countries received a .significant amount 
of foreign aid for their development. 
Their export industries got considerable 
assistance from the governmcnl and three 
countries of this group at one stage or the 
other had depended on import-substituting 
industrialisation for tlicir development and 
had protected their industries from foreign 
competition. 

Ifiiberalisationof the internal sector is to 
increase the flowof foreigndircct investment 
and technology into Tripura and also boost 
its export* to the rest of the world the 
infrastructural facilities i>f the state will have 
to be improved and investment made in 
improving the quality of resources available. 
The centre wil I have to play an effective rol c 
as a facilitator and revue the bottlenecks 
that stand in the way of effective external 
liberalisation. It will also have to reduce the 
social costs associated with external 
liberalisation. Again, for the growth of 
exports and inflow of invcsliblc funds from 
abroad international liberalisation will be 
required. Even if we make the heroic 
assumption that all the conditions will 
somehow be met, external liberalisation is 
not going to provide an answer to Tripura’s 
problems. 

As tfaings stand at piesent Tripura is very 
unlikely to getinvcstible funds tom abroad 
or foreign technology as a result of the 
external liberalisation policies being 
followed in India. With the large incidence 
of poverty and unemployment in the state, 
the market in Tfipuraforluxury items likely 
to be produced with foieigndirectinve.stmcnt 
or in joint ventures is going to be limited. 
Then again the lack of power infrastructural 
facilities l^te transport and banking, 
sufficient quantities Wl assured supplies 
of good qu^ty raw materials, the difficulty 
of getting skilled manpower and other 
such botUenecks are unlikely to make 
Tripura fcaeign investoar's hav«i. The lack 
of transport and communication facilities 
with the rest of India would make goods 
produced in Tripura with foreign direct 
investment, foreign collaboration or by 
MNCs dif&ult to sell at competitive rates 
in die teat ttf bdik and difficult to export 
to fmeign country other than probably 

re^tieaof&eiegioa wSi notnpydcettpoadhie with the Banglad^ govemmeni toproduce 
for fareigii firms producing in Tripara to goods there for sale in the eastemregion and 
haveaccesstodieBangladediinarkets.Some also in Tripura, taking ad vantage of the low 

Table 2: Decennial Potulahon Growto Rate, 1981-91 
(percent) 

India Tripura Manipur Meghalaya Nagaland Mizoram Atunacbal 
Pradesh 

2330 34.30 29.29 32.86 56.08 39.70 36.83 

Table .1: Percentaoe of Main Workers oeTrieura in Different 

Occupations, 1981 and 1991 

■Sectors Percentage of Main Wotkeis in Different Occupalioas 
1981 1991 

1 Agriailture, animal hteshandry, forestty, 
fishery, hunting, plantation, ondiard.s and 
allied activities 70.01 63.79 

2 Mining and quanyiug 0.18 0.29 
3 Maiiufacninng 5.46 4.94 
4 Cuiusimctiun, electncity. gas, water 1.95 1.47 
5 Trade and commerce 6.21 7.68 
6 Tran.sport, storage and communication 2.16 2.77 
7 Other .services 14.03 19.06 
8 AH .sectors 100.00 100.00 

Tabii: 4-. PtkCAPri A Net State Domestic Product at Con-ttant (1980-81) Prices 

Stele 1989-90 Annual Growth 
((^ick &!tima!e.s) over the Period 1980-90 (Per Cent) 

Tripur,; 1636 .. 2.36 
Arunuchal Prade.sh 2199 4.09 
A.s.s.'un 1650 3.75 
Manipur 1702 1.90 
Meghalaya 1515 1.13 
Nagaland Not avai!id>le Noi available 
All-India 21.V' 3.35 

Tabi h 5- Sfci-ioRwrsE Distribution of NetState Domestic Product 

atFactorCo.'tIin 1980-81 Prices) 

(Percent) 

Sector Tripura India 
19811-81 1985-86 1980-81 1985-86 

Pniiiary 571.16 63.20 39.6 36.3 
Secondary 6.76 5 33 24.4 25.9 
Tertiary 36.08 41.47 36.0 37.8 
Total lai 100 100 100 

Table 6; lis imates of Pbrcentaoe op Populaton Livino 

EP.i ow THF. Poverty Line in Tripura 

1973-74 1977-78 J983:84 1987-88 
U R “ IJ U U 

52.67 37.16 51.03 59.82 37.58 57.41 42.06 26.38 40.79 39.5.5 1734 36.84 
(in (7) (10) (9) 

Noks: R = Rural; 11 = Urban; C= Composite 
Figures in brackete indicate aH-Indla rank in ternw ol the extent of poverty. 

Table 7; Selected 1nmcator.s of BArnwARDN&s^ jop Tripur-a 

(a) Number of commercial bank bfwicbes: 90; C D ratio; 48.86. 
(b) Percentage ofsnrfna’d toads to uxal roads; 36.00. 
(c) Notnber c4 halntalio(k$ with no diinldng water sources: .1,469. 
(d) Lit<-tacy status - all-India tank; 16Ui. 
(e) Populatioa served by eadi priiuary tealih centre: 54,000. 

Seimx: M figuras mTabie 1 ioT are fmma* Annual Plan, 199^5, Votame 1, Govemroem irfTripura. 
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l«i)oar cort la Vbe 
fivwif foreign does Sifee j^eee 
in Tripura despite thMe benvy odds, it is 
unlikely to be invested in hij^-pdority 
infrastructiira] sector like transport and 
communication or in the productkn of goods 
and services needed to most (he basic needs 
of themejmity of tbepeofdeof Uk state who 
live below the pove^ line. Foreign 
investment is not l&ety to lead to local raw 
material-based industrialisation with well- 
developed forward and badeward linkages 
with other productive sectors in the economy 
'because of inadequate returns from such 
investments from their point of view. Oas- 
based industrialisation is another area where 
foreign capital may not be forthcoming in 
Tripura in view of the problem of extremiam 
in the state and uncertainties anddelays in 
the supply of gas. Foreign investment in the 
agricultural and forestry sector including 
plantations if it does take place, will pay 
scant heed to the nutritional needs of the 
people or the ecology of the state as it will 
be guided by the profit motive and not by 
any social considerations. 

However. Tripura in going to bear the 
brunt of whatever foreign investment takes 
place in India an a result of liberalisation 
savings will be reduced due to the 
consumption of ostentatious and expensive 
goods produced by foreign investors for 
U{^>er class consumeis in Tripura who have 
access to these goods produced by multi¬ 
nationals and joint venture firms in the rest 
of India. Products pn^uced with foreign 
capital or foreign coflabcx’atton like aofi 
drinks, potatochips, etc, are already flooding 
the CMisumption goods market in Tripura 
sounding a death knell for the small-scale 
producers of these products in the state and 
aggravating its acute unemployment 
problem. Bank branches in Tripura which 
were unprofitable arc being closed down as 
a part of the national policy of phasing out 
nationalised banks on the plea of im[Hoving 
the efficiency of the service sector while the 
actual motive seems to be to allow foreign 
banks to gain a foothold in the countiy. The 
vacuum created by the winding up at bank 
branches will not be filled up by foreign 
bank branches in Tripura because business 
will not be large enough to make their 
operations profitable. 

Though theoreticaity, Tripura should be 
able to increase her expo^ of primary 
products like timber, agro-bassd products, 
handlooms and handicrafts or atleastincreoae 
the volume of exports taking [dace legally 
because of concessions given to exporters, 
this has hardly been tfaecasein actual practice. 
A vatuuy of factors are responaible for this 
ioclijiibiitg trade barriers improved by 
Bangladegb on the entry of Indian products 
into the country. Utoalised exports from 
India wiU not boost exports from Tripura 
to Bongta^ah because the two economies 

attirot oenfdinmMQf, Mav 
of In^ iirigiB {M.4iwk 
Bangladaah moiint ftnm IVif^w are not 

produced inTi^mn)maiellW}M(k*^lI** 
countiy. 

Exports from Tr^pwa of pMKltiots 
produced intbeataieanhaaistnMigby a 
variety of probtoma, TImmm me pnMeme 
relating to the laek of transport and 
infrastructural facUkica, pii.innirmsiir of 
plant and inachinety for export produetion 
probiemsofenttepiMwanhipi, lackofdciUed 
manpower and kaowiedge abrnrt the naw 
export prooednm. inccniivcs ofTered to 
exporters under the govenvnciit's pohey cd 
Ubiaaiisation, credit faeiUties, pasdeaging, 
moricet researcli, quality comrul and so on. 
There is no foreign trade offrcc in Agartola 
making the marketing (df fmoducis difficutt 
in theexport market The Tripura Handicrafrs 
and Handlodm Development Corporation 
(THHDC) is recognised l^tbe goverametu 
of India’s Export Promotion Couacii hut k 
has not tried to hag a^eiqxjrt orders because 
of such cmistramtx. Traesome BmgMesh 
entrepreneurs have ax|inss«d an iMetest in 
importing fruit juke, av-condHiniag 
equipment and after machinery from 
distribuiors of these prorhicts located in 
Agartal a are inovkled 1^ well known iadiaa 
firms hut the pnddeiiuc cited above have 
prevented them frona fdacing orders for agro- 
based products prudueed m Tripun. Even 
before liberalisation, the markets for these 
products in the rest of the world was very 
uncertain as in the cate of ptnapple 
omcentrate pnxhicsd in Tripura which was 
marketed in the entwhife US^ by on esport 
agency based in Calcutta. At paesent than, 
liberalisation of exportt has not done 
anything to boost Tripura export of 
manufactured products a^ is not likely to 
woik wonders in the near frituta eithm. 

Agricultural products Idee rice, fruilsand 
Tripura’s timb^ wealth find their way mto 
the Bangladesh market through ttmiggling 
but this tnule is not becoming legal aa a result 
of liberalisation probably because tonggling 
is a low-risk, higb-returooperatian inTripara. 
The export of raw maieiiala is » any case 
not to be encouraged because addkig to the 
value of tbe product ihrosth further 
procesaingat bonae ia sleairaUe oa k leads 
to the deveiopmetkof dreecanany through 
forward aod backwnni SHugM. Baaides, 
export pranotion at the coat of duprivin| 
thepoorpM^ileari 
deterioraliaaisAatlohe^ uuragad. Bem 
if mtport*bi ag anka eetdd 
beeataUrahedinTripuraoMigagropredacIi, 
these would in all pndiability be home- 
baaed unks depoMliBg oo dre putting out 
system, which weadd exploit the lahiouwiw 
employed and not doUio^ to tOBfODve their 
levels cf living. 

That Tiiipuni hna awt gaiweil mudr from 
export lifaarttiikhwi ia rviijt hut nt Bu 

1 

pcioelarngpaitSheralisnto in bdii. ‘the 
fateecrfmnnygooifcofoouMncBconaanytioo 
wTr^Hira has gone iqi because in or^ to 
nteet the forei^ doBi^ for dwae products 
dofflsstic supplies have been curtailed. 
Teriiiwiofy iransfw has raiaed the price of 
many other goods produced in India which 
are broughtby oonaumers in Tripura, ptiduig 
them out of thareaofa of many poor consumere 
ki the state. 

The only way is whicli liberalisation has 
seemed to help Tripura is that the state has 
bemr sanction^ Rs 3^100 lakh out tbe 
World Burk loan. Tbe loan has been 
sanctioned to Tripura to finance exterttrdly 
- aided ivojccts fund during the year. 
DepaiimetUs like agriculture, btxticulture, 
power and public work have been requested 
by the planning and cp-erdinatioB department 
irf the slate to prepare detailed prqjact ex¬ 
ports for (Hiward transmission to the World 
Bank. However, presum^ijdy because ex¬ 
pertise is lacking for the pruparatronofpro- 
jcctscostii^ nrore ttum a crore of rupees and 
because loans will have to be repaid and 
serviced and the mega projects managed 
eflicicnUy, ckpartmeats have been reluctant 
to subink proposals. All diiugs said and 
deme. the gains from external secrorliherali- 
sation can be said to be illusory, for Tripura 
will not succeed in making the state prirs- 
perous and free frxun the curse of poverty 
andunemployoBcnt. Restructuring the Indian 
economy so that k achieves growth witli 
equity and balanced regional development 
u^l be required if Tripura is to gain. 

Nmt From MMWhar 

Indo-Pak 
NtidMir Standoff 

The Rda of th* UnitBCl StatBB 
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RevdlidiniinialkceD Bdt 

The Jftikafoik and peasma qfoHUtal Tamil Nadu are arganismg 
dmmadbm ogaoat the encroadmteru cf pmm fitming which is 
<ub>«mdy effeaing she emwmmam and their chances. 

NAOAJQMkl-E^Milk^DMC^^ 
di5tncUcc8sBty faifwcatid btin‘fbuqMw 
tb« n»<allad 'iivuty' of TaaiilNadit. nod 
KaniluL bckmging tothe untoaimikHy of 
Poadichory, are now wUiwsaia^ the 
iiiMknwmcrawftor{M»wn(slmap)|ifn^ 
in the aame of *Blac RevofaitioH*. Tbe 
phenomenon is cauaing severe damage to 
tbe eco-ayatem of tbe region, loaa of fertile 
paddy fields, unemployment of farm 
iabomen (mostly the dalits). and alienation 
of fubofoUt brim their common rtuyta^x 
bale. Tbe./csultaat people’s movement 
crganiaadhyenviKinnientaiist^pcasaiiUand 
fMwifott is getbng imeasified and by all 
probability they aill not settle down ftv 
anything less than a clear-cut government 
pobcyonaqiiiCTihitreHiwhidithcpeveHhon 
of caviianBieatal degradation aad^i^u 
of peaseata and nsfaerfolk to sorvivc m their 
regian ana aaanatd. People of thiaiegioa. 
especially peasanu «id fushetfolk. have 
ftenronstnUed that ihrir collective will-power 
and continuous agitatkm. couldbecffe^oly 
oaed to eatabliah tbeir rights to survival and 
prevent the otviraameatel dqradation 
inflicted by the reform-guided, expoit- 
orietited. foieign-excbaage mongers. 

During the ioittal period of therefotin. the 
coapbrale giants She ITC, SPfC and MAC 
iochMirics foond Chadambaranar distnet 
suitaMatoproniote white sfariaapa (penaeua 
indioua) which fetch a lucrative price in the 
intemaiiaaal maiket Ctotambaranar was 
selaoted because of the availability of 
bracAiab wnttf with high salW^ 
candaciee fo tbe grawdi ^ wMa ahnmpa. 
Howaver, latar a dnautic sbift took place 
in tbe cdbtdatksae of the ccaporaie giatga. 

Anotharpiawnipacifi ttmt^becafenod 
sukahie in Tamil Nadn ii tiger sbrimp 
(penaeua moaodon). This variety prefers 
wmar wilh krw sdiai^, mi awatly, the 
eatnaaieatiANaBdm eanty of Ibekuab iftnr 
waior tadaona Che aaliae levd cd the aea 
wairemeettbiacfaMfitma. Tbecoaatal areas 
of NQM duCrict perfectly seiiafy Ibis 
condMoa skwe the.maiB uibmanu od 
Caavery afsd her tmuamraUe arrigatkm 
eaaalapaaf thnagh ihia rHioa. Moreover, 
the avatfihiUQr ^jbashieetaraaaoaBieaeaa 

a|Wiaa>ifad|iad£'1Btedfetdbaim» 

largest aomnig the maiine prawaa with a 
growth df about 32 cms. It is a fast growing 
variety n4iich grows about 10 am in three 
months md22cm inaayear, withaaaverage 
weigbt of 95 gms. Above ail, the changed 
taste of foraga coosaaMn in favour of this 
variety peonpted our ccaporate giants to 
accumulmc qnick foreign exchange. 
Thousands of acres d* rich fmtile paddy 
fields were aoquked by paying tempting 
prices.' Land ceHing regulations were 
discsoded. False pfOBUpesl^empkiyiiicnt 
opportuniries and provision of various 
infrastnicturd facslitiss were (dfered. Tbe 
Delhi-based, Mani Sbaukar Iyer, an MP of 
Mayiladuthurai conatituency, suddenly 
surfaced to promise that the region will be 
convened insoaaotber ‘Dubai’ ditough this 
‘bluerevohitiaa' .Thns, thepahonageof tbe 
unkm and state govonunents, tbe 
politieril leadees and ih^ beoamies have 
laid the fouadatioa foe the blue revolution. 

Out of the 1,000 km coastline of Tamil 
Nadu, hSQM and Karaikal cover a length of 
I lOkm-lhu treats rich in alluvial deposits 
of Cauvwy. The rich groundwater sources 
in addition to die canal inigalion facilities 
und the catchment area formed by the 
estuaxiea, are the other resource bases. It is 
needless to My that (arming and (iafaing are 
the mam occiqiations of this area. However, 
wtien 15,000 acres of CuhiTaUc lands have 
been acquired and encroached upon for 
■tffuopfasmiag by Idamjcr companies and 
aboutiSOmediam and amalt ones, alienation 
of iMila lauds Bum tbe psasanta ud loss 
of accaaa and conaul over tbe existing 
coatmon resources like sea, canals, 
grouiMlwater, mammon lands, etf, has 
reautod. 

Let «w take the specific case of 
Pndukkumam. a fishermen hamlet on 
Cauvny. The village has 17S households, 
xBoOh/ augagad in Ihbing. During tbe off- 
seaaap,' tbe Neytbavaasal canal from 
Cauvwy, athaceatlolhairvdiage, is tbeonly 
sourotadsursivy. ShriraniMwine Harvest 
LWMd bM iniliafiad its ’inteutive duinqi 
fiuimkig” b) 300 acren our the village and 
bus haiWrtad two yMda of shrimps. The 
ccMQpahy knar axtauded iw area to another 
TBOecna. und iu tfaeproceu, mure tbau 25 
acaaaofpBBmdwbe balds have hawroiurted 

^aud300trees faave been iiproo(6d.Poeds 
wcreconsiructed wid apus^ing statioa Was 
inatafied with two giant motors to ptunp the 
sea wwet into the ponds. Three canals woe 
also constructed to drain die sewage, one bf 
wfaicfainixes with tbe Neytfaavaasai irrigation 
canal. ’Two more firms, Prawnex Sea Food 
and Krishna Farm; have also started die 
same exercise in 460 acres of land around 
the same village. 

Coming to die social, economic and 
ecoiqgical implications, the large pqieline 
with powerful motors has damagWl tbe 
fishing nets of Kattamarans. In the first three 
months, the KatUmaran owners incurred a 
loss of Rs 13,500. Death of eight persons 
of different age groups due to various 
unknown di senses have been reported within 
aperiod of two months. Around lOOpersmis 
have reported to have eye irritation since 
the operation.s of the firm. Shenbagam, a 
local fisherman, bad a narrow escape from 
being sucked by the water pump when he 
tried to save his net from getting damaged 
by the suction pumps. Women of this area 
report that the groundwater has become 
saline and now they have to walk a distance 
of 1.5 kms to fetch good drinking water. 
The fish vcndorsVhead-loaders (mostly 
fishwwomen) have been restricted from 
using tbe traditional pathway along the 
coastal line and now they have to walk an 
extra seven kms to reach the market. There 
are also reports about women being harassed 
by men wevking in die prawn farm. Some 
of die families are earning their livelihood 
by collecting the floats in the coast. The 
firms are suspicious on these pickers and 
recently, one of the villagers was beaten 
up and threatened not to use tbe coastal line 
for similar purposes. False complaints have 
been lodged against the villagers under 
various crimes.* There are also frequent 
iiKklences where women bead-loaders slip 
into the sewage canal while crossing them 
and incur, besides physical injuries, material 
loss. There are other problems loo. The 
villagers are losing their access to fuel and 
fodder and drying yards for drying fish 
nets. There is also a loss of fish catch due 
to influx of untreated toxic chemical 
effluents into the sea. 

The problems of tbe peasant villages are 
slightly different. Normally, ponds are 
constructed in 2.5 acres of land with six 
feet depth. They arc filled with two feet of 
braddah sand and later by sea water. About 
25-30 per cent of the seawater is to be 
replaced dally. Depending on the ammonia 
content and other pKameters. the replacement 
may go up to 80 per cent Moreover, along 
wiUi (he plication of organic chemicals, 
oxygen is dissolved into the ponds Using 
aerators. Adding oxygen to tbe existing 
hyihogcn sulfdikle results in sulphuric acid, 
lilia Uadeens the soil, making it infertile. 
Further, tbe seepage of the braduilh water 



M^dKmicatefflnenisiatotiienwgbbdinng 
Undg makes them totally unfit for cuitivaticm. 
The dumping of unhygienic waste in the 
open resets in pollution of air and water 
bcxlies and series ofchronic health problems 
arise. Loss of grazing field for the cattle is 
another initant for the already unemployed 
farm labourers.’ 

The .first full-fledged people’s protest 
against the shrimp farming was a huge 
procession alMayiladutburai on January 28, 
1994. Later on, Uzhaikkum Vivasayigal 
lyyakkam (Working Peasants Movement) 
cont^ned a meeting at Ozhugaimangalam 
to discuss the future course of action. The 
meeting was attended by the village 
representatives, men and women of 140 
villages of Thanjavur and Nagapatlinam 
districts. In the next few days a study,team 
of Tantil Nadu Environmental Council 
visited (he village at the request of Social 
Need. Education and Human Awareness 
(SNEH A) and brought media attention. This 
forced the psawn companies to form their 
own association to resist the struggle. They 
alsosubmitted a memorandum to Jay alcumar. 
the minister for fisheries, to allot poramboke 
lands for the extension of tbeirfarmings and 
to grant clearance for their ongoing projects 
from the Pollution Control Board. Regarding 
the people’s agitation, titey, argued that it is 
possible to recycle the waste with proper 
management. Brackish water seepage into 
the poddy field and discharge of untreated 
effluent into the water bodies would also 
be taken care of. Moreover, the aquaculture 
industry will promote several ancillary 
industries and provide more employment 
potential for the rural population. They 
also, argued that only fallow lands were 
being used and not cultivable lands for 
aquaculture. However, the villagers are not 
prepared to buy these fabulous stories. 
Since the government turned a deaf ear to 
their grievances, they have initiated direct 
action. . 

On April S, when the bulldozers of 
Magna F9ods and Protein started remov¬ 
ing all the huts in the settlement area of 
Nayakkarkuppam, the proposed site for 
prawn fanning, local people gathered in 
large numbers and opposed them. The 
consequent visit of the district collector and 
the commissioner of fisheries stopped the 
operation to diffrise tension. After this, on 
July24,1994people from Keezhamonaikarai 
stopped the functioning of a Coimbatorc- 
ba^ company. On the next day, ftshcrfolk 

'4iid' peasants of Pudukkuppam prevented 
hie Shriram Marine Harvest from digging 
the fourth sewage canal. On Aagu8t4, men 
and women from Chinnoorpettai and 
MandaputhoOT prevented the DCM and 
Shriram .At^iia Foods from destroying trees 
and sent bai^ five lorries loaded with sand. 
Nowthsir demand is that both, the ongoing 
and Ahjam construction of aquBculturefarms, 

should be stoppdy. immediate^, if the 
government remains indifferent to theh 
demands, the entire community will launch 
a continuous struggle to secure their 
fundamental rights. 

When thestrugglegotintensified. Violence 
erupted on August 10, atThennaropattinam 
in Sirkali taluka. Fourteen houses were 
demolished and 34 huts set ablazed. Many 
incurred severe injuries. The polite denied 
us permission to visit the village. According 
Ui PUCL fact-finding team’s report (they 
have also been denied permission), “34 
bouses of dalit families active in the agitation 
against prawn farms have been burnt down 
by the goondas hired by the company with 
the open support of the police... this attack 
on this village is pre-planned to suppress the 
movement and agitation against the prawn 
farms". The version of the local policeisthat 
the agitation became violent and that the 
agitationists themselves set fire to their own 
houses, attacked the supporters of prawn 
farms and police. 

Though the Tamil Nadu government, even 
the union government for that matter, has 
no clear-cut policy on aquaculture, it 
responded at last. Jayakumar, the minister 
of fisheries, announced that the government 
has taken into consideration the effects of 
prawn farms. An expert committee will be 
constituted and necessary enactments will 
be made to prevent the damages, be added. 
Not satisfied with the governmentresponscs, 
(he PUCL met the chairman of the National 
Human Rights Commission at Madras and 
briefed the problems. The latter asked Sudha 
Ramalingam, the general secretary of 
PUCL, Tamil Nadu, to submit a detailed 
report in this connection on August 23 in ' 
New Delhi. Accordingly, a delegation 
comprised of Jesu Rcthinam of PUCL, P 
Christy of Nagai-Karai District Fisher 
People’s Forum, Antonysamy, convenor 
of the Tamil Nadu environmental council, 
Chandramohan of the Working Peasants 
Movement and John of the Delhi Forum 
mettbe chairman. They have also submitted 
a memorandum to the ministry of 
environment, urging the appointment of a 
conunittce to make an environment impact 
assessment of shrimp farms. Till then all 

the Activities sbovld be striped simIbdimw 
units be allowed to come ap, the PUCL 
demanded. 

Notes 

[Tbe report is based on our personal visit 'and 
informalioo provided by Jesu Rathinani. Christy 
and K Sbanmugham]. 

1 The companies acquired the lands through 
treacherous and insidious methods. When 
we asked, having understood all these 
problems why did you sold your lands?, a 
villager replied that 'They have offered so 
many promises - construction of temple, 
school, roads, hospital, empioymeot oppor¬ 
tunities in prawn farms, etc. The prices 
offered were also more attractive. At that 
lime we had not realised that we ^ going 
to lose agricultural work for ever *’ 
Gunasekaran, an organiser CPI(M' • 
added,' “When we realised, we stepped 
selling our lands. Dut the big landloids, 
mostly ibebraliinins, profited fromthisscarce 
situation by selling at a large scale 
uniinaginary prices." 

2 The Marine Products Export Development 
Authority (MPrsDA) within the ministry of 
commerce has taken the lead in the promotion 
of intensive monoculture in thi.s region and 
it has also opened iLs branch in Thanjavur 
to extend all financial assistance, research 
and training facilities to the !<o)y cau.se of 
earning foreign excliange. 

3 The traditional nce-sbriia)i lotating 
polyculture has proven to be su.'itjunable 
because this low-iupul extensive sy.stem 
avoids using processed seeds, chemicals and 
antibiotics. Now the traditional system has 
been replaced by more intensive methods of 
monoculture which could produce thousands 
of kilograms of shnmp per crop. In the case 
of the fonner it is only 100-240 kg. 

4 The erstwhile Indian People's Front (IPF) 
functionary. Gunasekaran, is tbe first 
victim on whom the police filed a case on ; 
charge!! of posiiessing explosivas and bomb.s 
to use against Siiram Company. The IPF j 
initiated the struggle against the company { 
two years ago. 

5 During the initial stages like constntctiug 
ponds, etc, the villagers t^reed that they got 
employment almost daily. When such work 
got completed, they realised that tbey have 
lost their employment in paddy fields for 
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Swiy Sitate oittnP’s E&mmny 
Kripa iaiawkar 

Wt/#i declitung investment and profligate non-developmental 
expenditure, Uttar Pradesh's economy is in the doldrums. 

OF all the 14 major slates of the Indian 
Union, UP has the lowest human develop¬ 
ment index (HDD of 0.07 of as against 0.11 
for Bibar, 0.14 for MP, 0.19 for Rajasthan 
and 0.21 for Orissa, the national average 
being 0.37. Although Bihar and MP have 
a lower per capita state domestic product, 
they stand above UP because of higher life 
expectancy and literary percentage being 
higher in MP. Orissa has almost the same 
per capita domestic product as UP, butstands 
above in life expectancy as well as literacy 
rates and consequently has a higher HDl 
of 0.21. Similarly because of higher life 
expectancy. Rajasthan stands above UP 
despite a lower literacy rate (Annual Plan 

UP, 1994-95, Vol 1, p 59). UP has the 
highest infant mortality rate in the country 
and has tliodargcsl concentration of people 
living below the poverty line which is 
increasing in absolute terms despite adecline 
in percentage terms. According to the state 
annual plan 1994-95 the absolute number 
of people below the poverty line increa.sed 
from 506 lakh in 1977-78 to 530.6 lakh 
in 1983-84 and further to 599.63 lakh in 
1987-88 (pp 71-72), Hou.seholds in the rural 
areas with an annual income of less than 
Rs 8.387 and Rs 9,164 in urban areas were 
found to be living below the poverty line 
in 1987-88 in UP. The cost of living index 
numberfor agricultural labourers increased 
from 650 in 1987-88 (base 1960-61 = 100) 
to 1,285 in December 1994 orithasdoubled 
since then while agricultural production has 
stagnated and per capita annual foodgrains 
production in the state has declined from 
273 kg in 1988-89 to 261 kg in 1990-91 
according toofficiai estimates. In subsequent 
years it has further declined. All this must 
have aggravated the problem of poverty. 

The deceleration in growth rate of 
agricultural production in the .state is the 
most disconcerting factm- as itis the mainstay 
of the economy and supports three-fourths 
of the population. Foodgrains production in 
the state has been hovering round 355 lakh 
tonnes fes-thelastfewyears while population 
continues to rise at an annual rate of 2.5 per 
cent. Yield per hectare of various agricultural 
crops is now stagnating which in the past 
had been principally responsible for ri.se in 
production. 

A drastic stef^ing up of both public and 
private investment in the agricultural sector 
is required if a breakthrough is to be made. 
Public seetcHrinvestmont has induced private 
investment in the past and therefore, the 

beginning has to be made wKfa public 
investmentalthough the question of raising 
the efficiency of investment hitherto made 
in this sector particularly in irrigation and 
power is no less important. Yield of 
foodgraiiw per hectare in UP is 18 quintals 
as against 35 quintals in Punjab. Tlic soil 
rating of UP is higher than that of Punjab 
and rainfall is al.so almost twice. Whereas 
Punjab has made better use of its water 
resources, UP has failed in this respect. 
More than 92 per cent of the cultivated area 
in Punjab is irrigated as against 57 per cent 
in UP. Tlie annual loss on state irrigation 
works in UP is more than Rs700 crore which 
is rising every year while the area irrigated 
by stale irrigation works is stagnating. Per 
hectare consumption of fertilisers in Punjab 
at 156 kg is significantly higher than that 
of UP at 86 kg but per hectare credit from 
co-operative credit societies is also twice in 
Punjab. 

I n the industrial sect or UP’ sback wardne.ss 
is equally pronounced. Industrial investment 
per person in U P at Rs 1.082 is lowest among 
all the major-states excepting Bihar. In 
Gujarat, Maharashtra and ^njab itis three 
times that of U P. The average daily number 
of workers in registered working factories 
per lakh of population in UP at 454 is the 
lowest except in Bihar and MP. In 
MaliarashU'a it is four times that of UP. Per 
capita production of electricity in UP is also 
only 40 per cent of the national average. All 
this is reflected in the per capita income 
which is lowest in UP excepting Bihar. 
Excepting Bihar, otlier BIMAKU states 
appear to be moving faster than UP. Rajasthan 
which used to have a lower per capita income 
has now left UP behind and MP has already 

the per capita hatiaml income atid that of 
UP is widening with eveiy passing yeor.Tbe 
latter at Rs 4.012 in 1991is now less dian 
three-fourths of the fonner at Rs 54129, 

The main reason fm- the poor perfor¬ 
mance ofUP has been the (i)inabilityDf the 
state to generate enough resources to step 
up investments; (ii) inability to use 
productively the re.sourccs by checking, as 
far as possible, non-developmental ex¬ 
penditure; (iii) inability; to I make efficient 
use of the investment made; andfivjieliance 
on borrowings to finance the expenditure. 
We will briefly dwell on these issues. 

Per capita state tax revenue in U P is lowest 
among all the major states excepting B ihar. 
A pioor state like Orissa has higher per capita 
tax revenue. The same in MP and Rajasthan 
was Rs 343 and Rs 377 respectively in 
1992-93 as against Rs 256in UP. The national 
average was nearly twice at Rs 460. The 
picture for some of the states is shown in 
Table 1. 

Apart from tax revenue, as regards non¬ 
tax revenue also UP lags behind the major 
states excepting TamilNadu and Kerala. But 
UP is not so unfavourably placed as regards 
share in cenU-al taxes as UP's share at 
Rs 205 is only marginally lower than the 
national average at Rs 213. 

Cbotrai. A-ssistancb 

Much has been made about the lower 
central assistance to UP as a factor in UP’s 
backwardness but it will be seen thatcentral 
assistance on per capita basis was Rs 172 
in Punjab, Rs 138 in Haiyana, Rs 111 and 
Rs 116 in Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu 
respectively as against Rs 152 in UP. Kerala 
which has the highest quality of life index 
had an assistance of Rs 166 in that year, only 
marginally higher than that of UP. 

It has been argued that as UP is poor its 
percapita tax revenue is also lower. But the 
fact should not be lost .sight of that other 
backward states along with developed states 
are making greater efforts in this conneeflon 

Table 1: PerCawta Revenue RscEim in 1992-93 
(in Rs) 

Slate Sales Tax 
Revenue 

State Non-Tax 
Revenue 

Share in 
Central 
Taxes 

Central 
Assistance 

Total 
Revenue 

Bihar 175 123 230 138 665 
MP 343 213 195 183 934 
Rajasthan 377 187 205 240 1008 
Onssa 274 100 265 301 940 
UP 2S6 89 205 152 702 
Punjab 763 145 151 172 1232 
Haryana 883 318 131 138 1469 
Kerala 586 .80 191 166 1023 
Tamil Nadu 721 74 225 116 1136 
Mabaraditra 770 237 162 111 1280 
All India 460 146 213 200 1019 

Saarct: Uttar PradeiikAya Vyak ki Roopntha. pp 73-74. 



which wfll be ciesr if We cotniHite {Wr 
capita tax revenue as a percentage of pet 
capita income in the varioiu states. In 1 Ml 
the per capita tax revenue as a percentage 
ofpercapitaincome was lowest in UPexcept 
B ihar and Assam (the I alter is passing tlnough 
disturbed conditions). The tame was 6r66 
per cent in UP as compared to 12 per cent 
in Tamil Nadu, i 1 per cent in Kerala and 
Karnataka each, 10 per cent in Gujarat, 9 
percentin Maharashtra, Haryana and Andhra 
Pradesh each and 7 per cent in MP. Orissa 
and Rajasthan each (Uttar Pradesh Aya Vyak 
ki Rooprekha 1994-95, p 37). 

Per capita plan outlay consequently ba-s 
been lowest in UP throughout the plaoning 
period with the solitary exception of Bihar. 
But tbemost disturbing a.s])ectis' the abnormal 
growth in non-devclopmental expenditure. 
Declining percentage share of developmental 
expenditure on revenue account is shown in 
Table 2. 

The percentage share of developmental 
expenditure has declined from 67 per cent 
in 1990-91 to .53 per cent in 1994-95. 
Developmental expenditure is budgeted to 
increase by Rs 14] crore over the previou.s 
year but non-devclopmental expenditure is 
to increase by Rs 971 crore. The fastest 
growth has been in interest payment which 
increased from Rs 1,181 crore in 1989-90 
to Rs 3,271 crore in 1994-95 (BE), i c. a 
near three-fold rise in a span of five years. 
The state government now specialises in 
creating more tehsils and districts out of the 
existing ones which has inordinately 
increased the administrative expenses. 
Expenditure on legislatures, governor, 
cabinet, secretariat and district administration 
increased from Rs 179 crore in 1993-94 
(RR) to Rs 712 crorc in 1994-95 (BE), i c, 
a four-fold increase in a single year (ibid, 
p 16). 

Unable to generate resources the slate bis 
resorted to the easy option of borrowings. 
The total indebtedness of the state 
government now stands at Rs 31,107 cn>rc 
and is rising annually by roughly Ks 5,000 
crore. Borrowings account for 28 per cent 
of the total receipts of tlic state a.s per 1994- 
95 budget and annual interest payment 
accounts for 17 per cent of the total 
expenditure which is the largest component 
of expenditure on any head. Repayment of 
debts accounts for 11 per cent of the total 
expenditure. Tabic 3 shows the total 
expenditure of the government on various 
he«l.s as per 1994-95 budget on both revenue 
and capital accounts. 

It would he seen that agriculture and allied 
activ ities which directly suppwtneariy thiec- 
fourths of the population accounts for less 
than 4 per cent of the total budgeted 
expenditure. Even after including rural 
development and irrigation and power the 
percentage rises to only 17 per cent. 
Significantly expenditure on administrative 

mvioft» xaaet than'wtatit hilhi apaiit' 
on agHcidtee and narai deVekyainat pm 
togedter. This w iteo twice dw expanditwe 
on beddi and family welftte. If we add 
general services aad pentioo to the 
expenditure on admiantrative tervicM the 
combined cxpendHare is only margistally 
lower than the expenditims on ^1 the 
economic services. The Sxpenditure on all 
the economic sowices like agricultBre, 
irrigation, power, rural development, 
industries, etc. does not add to even 20 pts 
cent of the total spending. This only reflects 
the colonial legacy of adnunistration under 
a new garb. No woadm' that the state ranks 
lowest in human devekyntent rod«. 

It is also worth nodiif (hatthe expenditm 
(m development beads is not so ffluob 
oriented towards improving the productive 
base and the quidity of services as in providing 
berth to the bureaucratic set up. In the name 
of development what has really developed 
is a large functionless bureaucracy on whose 
upkeep a large part of the outlay is utilised 
leaving Iktle for productive investraeot. 

Take the case of community devek^mteta. 
There are 897 blocks in the state with a large 
army of officers in eveey block. The lowest 
functionary used to be called gram seyak, 
i e, servant of tibc viHage. They resented the 
word ‘sevide' and now they are t^ficiidiy 
designated as village devclopmciit officer. 

■The only service now they perform is to 
make money in selecting the beneficiaries 
under Integrated Rural Development 

to iMM'Oieiji eittk 
iMdIBiBilwiiithilhiiBait'iMliadiiffihkIiiioi. 
IIm kiftti afioeatioa'wndcr caoMKHtify 
devetopmwM in 1994^95 budget ia Rs 294 
crore. Out of it Rs S am is to be spent on 
gobv gas plants, Rs 2 cron ea smokeless 
chidha. Rsd crore on driiifctiq> water, Rs 1 
crate on notriliim, Rs 44 aore on housing 
schemes for the poor. But the expenses on 
salary,TA, DA, staff esr and itsmantaMuice, 
ac, IS Rs 123 erm (UP Budget 1994-95, 
Sec 5, Fart Q. pp 117-21). Tbeto^ assisiaoce 
under IRDF is Rs 76 crore and an additional 
Rs 10 am is to be spent on estaMkAment 
eipefttes to execute it If we take the entire 
bo^FMwader rural daveiepmait it WS be 
seen tfateoutof a total allocaiionof Rs 1.170 
crore on revenue account in 1994-95, 
establishment expenses account tor 16 per 
cent. SignificaiJtly capital expenditure on 
niraideveiopincnt is only Rs 17 erm which 
consists of a capital expenditure of Rs 35 
lakh on minor irrigation and another Rs 
16.65 crore on community development. 
Sim^arly toe revenue budgti provision for 
crophosbandry, soil and water conservation 
and agricultural education and research is 
of the wder of Rs 345 crore butestabiishment 
diargcs account fur Rs 155 crore or in other 
words 45 per cent of the total expenditure. 
For pwchasivif vehicles. nuuntBaance and 
petrol Rs i/73 lakh has been provided. 
Revenue,expenditure on agriculture and 
allied activities in 1994-95 has Ijsen estimated 
at Rs 699 crore which is Rs 44 crore less 

TABU2:I>EVElOHN[iNTAI.AI«N0U-I>l!Va.nrMnvrAl fiXVENDITUaE 

(Rscmrt) 

Year Devatapmenlal 
Bxpeeditwe 

Nun-Dcvekipnieatal 
lucpenditure 

Total Col 2 as 
Per Cent of Crd 5 

1990-91 6355.92 2947.03 0421.05 67.47 
1991,92 6152.32 4070.% 10399.20 59.16 
1992-93 74SU3 498953 IM90.73 M.77 
1993-94 7715,72 .5812.51 13743.12 56.14 
1994.95 7856.75 6782.94 14863.21 52.86 

Note: CompeasaiioB to local bodies and paachayati nq nutgiag from Rs 37.82 crore in 1989-90 
to Rs 223.32 ciote hi 1994-93 has been iaciuded la (he tela] expeDditure. 

Tasle 3: Bunoar EsTMA-ras or ExmamixE. 1994-95 

Item Amouu 
^ Crore) 

Percentage 

1 2 3 

Geaenl services, peaaiaa 1.458.90 7.45 
Interest payment 3571.10 16.70 
Admiaistniive aervicct 1.920.06< 9.10 
BducalioB, spoft.s, cuhare 2.832.40 14.56 
Hedth aad family wetfare 8^96 430 
Wdfaie of SC, ST, backward aad oodd weKire 547.59 * 510 
Agriedture and dfied activities 71151 3.63 
Rurd ttevdopmeat 1163.97 3.94 
Inigaiian. flood coatial aad piraar 1409.35 7.19 
laduiliy lames aad treaspeit 602.40 3.07 
Repay meat of debts 2231.30 11.49 
Lemas End Advaaoes 14t&51 7.24 
Oiben 114156 353 
Totd 193,9251 100.00 
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(hin the of 1993-^ 
all the sahK the taWy hiti i« higher by 
RuSlanee. 

The total uUry htU of aU the depertmeati 
excludiag TA and expendittBe on work 
charged cmployeca in 1994-95 ia budgeted 
at R« 4,100 crofc which cau away almoat 
the whole of atate’s own tax revenue. The 
Kalary bill roie by about Ra SOO cron in 
1994-95 while tax revenue row by leta than 
Rs 400 crore. The total noo-devclopmental 
cxpenditurefadminiatiinive wrvicea, paution 
and interest payment, etc) row by Ra 970 
crore in 19S4-95 over the previoua yew- 
while revenue receiptn iocreaaed by Rs 413 
crore. The government haa been forced to 
cut down ci^tal expendhure which declined 
from Ra 1,159 crore in 15193-94 (RE) to 
Rs 1,059 crore in 1994-95 (BE). The aharc 
of capital expenditure in the total expenditure 
haa been conatandy declining. The same haa 
declined from 11 pw cent in 19)14-85 to 8 
per cent in 1990-91 and further to 3 per cent 
in 1994-95. Net capital formation from 
budgetary reaourcea also declined from 

lU 3.9B3a«««ki 1992-93 toJUMlTmoK 
in 1993-94. 

The atate diao i^tfieBni to have entered an 
mtemai debt mp. The total borrowing is 
allied St Ra 5.109 more in the 195)4-95 
budget while repayment of loans is slated 
at Rs 2,251 erwe. Interest payment is slated 
atRsZ930cRx«.ThelasttwoaddtoRs 5,181 
crore which is slightly more than the total 
borrowings. Thus the state botrowa for 
meeting debt obligations and not for making 
inveataenta. Furt^UPstotaiindebtedneaa 
to the centre is Ra 17,056 crore. During 
1994-95 the state’s borrowing from the 
central government was to the extent of 
Ra 2.715crore. The stale paid an interest of 
Rs 1,656 orate alongwidi repayment of 
princqMl at Ra 642 crore to the centre. In 
other words the net amount of loan received 
from toe centre after paying interest and 
principal amounted to Ra 417 crore only. 

All this points to a grkn situation. With 
declining investment, profligate nun- 
develc^mientai expenditure the stale may 
witness prokmgod stagnation. 

cadaver trauplaiitation programme. The 
donor, brain dead person is essentially a 
‘non-relative’ to tbd recipient and hence 
without cyclosporine this programmecould 
not tdee off at all. 

On'the other hand in India, where the 
poorest of the poor would sell his or her own 
blood for survival - and this is very common 
in all the major cities in India - the 
introduction of cyclosporine did not lead to 
cadaver transplant programme. It, on the 
other hand, led to the poor man selling his 
kidney to combat poverty. And thus was 
bom the most nefarious kidney trade in 
India, a muitimiliion dollar business. Very 
■soon India came to be known internationally 
as the ‘kidney haraar’ and Bombay and 
Madras became notorious i n this connection. 
One locality in Madras, Villivakkam, came 
to be known as ‘Kidneywakkam’ because 
the majority of residents of this area were 
forced to eke out their living by selling one 
of their kidneys. The typical scenario would 
be thi.s: A rich Arab with renal failure would 
land in one of the dubious nursing homes 
in Bombay. A pesfr migrant labourer from 
Dbaravi would be encouraged to ‘donate’ 
one of his kidneys and of course, a measly 
sum of about Rs 25.000 would be given to 
him. Around Rs 6 to Rs 10 lakh would 
change hands in this entire deal. Some 
hospitals were doing 30 to40 such operations 
a month and one can imagine the amount 
of money involved. While many urologists 
and nephrologists are involved in thisracket. 
Some doctors not only began to oppose this 
organ smuggling hut also worked hard to 
get this criminal trade banned. Thus wa.s 
bom the present bill. 

The bill has several salient features. 
First, it allows doctors to certify brain 
death, thus enabling the starting of cadaver 
transplantation. (Within a few months of 
enacting this bill, a heart transplant took 
place in All-India Institute of Medical 
Sciences, Delhi. Tlie donor wa.s a brain dead 
individual). Once cadaver transplant starts, 
the future of this particular ndd of medical 
science is inimcn.se. At present, it involves 
high technology and is quite costly but in 
due course, it can be made cheaper and in 
government hospitals it can derinitely be 
done free of cost - allc8stintheca.seofpoor 
patients. This is one of the welcome features 
oflhis bill. 

Secondly, apart fromcadaver transplants, 
this bill also enables ‘near relatives’ todonate 
kidneys. In the definition of ‘near relative’ 
in the bill, the .spouse is also included. Spouse 
may bea ‘ncarrelative* ftom the sociological 
point of view, but from the medical point 
of view, the spouse cannot be considered as 
such because husband and wife are not blood 
relatives. A spouse can, therefore, be only 
considered as a ‘non relative' from the 
medical point of view. |n a male-dominated 
country like India, this will put a lot of moral 
preMure on the wife to donate her kidney 

IVansplantatioii of Human Organs Bill 
Curate’s 
J AnalorpavuuitlMa 

The landmark legislation aimed at regulating organ transplantation will 
only have a limited impact on the unethical practices associated with it. 

IN May last a landmark bill was passed in 
the paiiiament. which, among other things, 
seeks to ban the illegal organs trade that is 
.so prevalent in this country. This bill was 
widely welcomed by the press and a large 
section of doctors who were disgusted by 
the way the ogans smuggling, especially 
kidney smuggling, was taking place in this 
country. 

Before stti^ecting tire bill to critical 
analysis, a short introduction to the 
transplantation of orgsois. Medical scientists 
have devised surgical procedures by whidi 
certain organs like heart lungs, liver and 
kidneys when they are iirevmiMy damaged 
by diseasescan be replaced by healthy ones. 
The organs tor leplMment can either be 
taken from a healthy person who is willing 
to donate one ofbis paired organs likekidneys 
or from adead body, cadaver. But if the bo^ 
is dead for long, the organs also become 
dead and hence unfit for tranqilanution. 
Hence, the organa mutt be harvested when 
they are functioning while the donor’s brain 
is irreversibly destroyed either due tomjuries 
or doe to diseases. This is the conc^ of 
brain death’, Ihe bram dead patients «411 

he totally and trreversiMy unconscious 
while dieir heart would still be pumping 
blood to those vitelorgans of the body. The 
hill under ducusaion enables doctors to 

certify brain death as clinical death and 
thereby enables removal of vital organs fur 
transplontatioBs. The transplantation of 
organs frinn such brain de^ patients is 
'cadaver transplantation'. Becau.se of the 
ladcof legislahon a cadaver transplantation 
cueld not take off in India, although it has 
already become a routine surgery in many 
developed countries. But kidney 
transplantations was done here because one 
kidn^ can be taken from a healthy living 
person without harm. 

Before the 80s ixily transplants between 
ctosely related donor and recipient could be 
undertaken, because mnsplantation from an 
unrelated person would lead to immediate 

jvjectMR of the transplanted organ. That 
year mariced a walenfaed in the history of 
transplantation surgery becasue a wonder- 
drug cycloaporine was synthesised. This 
drag UMSHlddrwticaUy mhice the rejection 
reaction Umefore even unrelated donor 
transptantation could be undertaken under 
die cower of cycloeporine. That indeed was 
agreat medical breakthrough. However, the 
sociologicalcflectsof ^ wonder-drag was 
entirelydifSBrent. Cyclosporine was actoic 
exampleoflhaifimsmafikniiim dial nothing 
is ’cbMs-netttnl* in this wtxld. In many 
advanced conatties the synthesis of 
cyclosporine led to dm development of 
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to dte^usbmd if he needs one. M K Mani, 
a specialist, calls this a ‘new form of 
dowiy’. Muthusethupathy, another nephro¬ 
logist in Madras feels that women'.s organi¬ 
sations must take this up for further study 
and action. 

It is common knowledge that in India, the 
majority of kidney donors are females and 
the majority of recipients are males. Renal 
failure has no special sexual predilection 
and both men and women are affected 
equally. While men gel tran.splant.s. women 
me probably left to die. A study done at 
Government General Hospital is revealing. 
This hospital undertakes only live-related 
donor transplants and the spouse is 
specifically excluded from kidney donation. 
Table 1 shows the proportion of male and 
female donors and recipients.* 

Tabi.e 1 

No of tran.^)lai)ts 283 
(Since July 1987) 

Recipieal.s 
(Male;FcmaJe) 223:60(4:1) 

Ponors 
(Maie:Fein{de) 110:173(2:3) 

Of first degiee relatives, i e, paients. 
siblings and cbildien, women form 60 per 
cent of the total donors (Table 2). 

Tabi.e 2 

First degree relative donors 
(MaleiFemale = 98:150) 

248 

Pansit-s : 136 
Mothers 103 
Fathers 33 

Sibhiigs 100 
Brothers 55 
Sisters 45 

CTiildren 12 
Sons 10 
Oaugbteis 2 

In such a situation, where already females 
are the conunoncst organ donors, if the .spouse 
is treated a.s a 'near-rclativ!.-' it would, no 
doubt, pul greal pressure on the wi vc.s. Apart 
from not being medically acceptable, if 
anything untoward happens to tlie wife during 
surgery (in trained hands the death rate during 
this surgery should lx- less than 1 per cent 
butcorreetdata arc not available), the plight 
of the family wiih the dead mother and a 
permanently-illfathercan wellhe imagined. 
•Therefore, it is neither medically nor 
sociologically acceptable to include spouse 
3n the list of ‘near relative'. On the other 
hand uncles, aunts, cousins, nephews, nieces 
can be included in the list since they share 
some sort of sanguinou.s relationship with 
the patient. That would enlarge the number 
of donors available to the patient and one 
can chiKisc the best matching kidney. 

The most serious objection to the 
provi.sions in the legislation offered by 
many committed doctors is related to the 
setting up of an authemsation committee', 

whicli will audiorise a totally unrelated 
person to ‘donate’ (read ‘sell’) hi.s organ 
to a recipient “by reason of affection or 
attachment or any other special rea.son". 
This is the classical way our rulers 
operate - banning the organ trade in the 
main text and allowing it stealthily through 
a sub-clause. While thisclause would make 
the kidney brokers and organ smugglers 
happy, many committed doctors feel bitter 
about it. 

All of us know how these ‘authorisation 
committees’ would work in practice. As 
usual the rich Arab would fly down to 
Bombay. The poor migrant labourer from 
Dharavi would ‘donate’ his kidney to the 
rich Arab “by reason of affection or 
attachment”. The authorisation committee 
would of course be only loo ready to obli ge 
the mega rich. The kidney pluckcrs - 
urologists and nephrologists -- would also 
be ready to do their ’professional’ jobs. 
And the petrodollars would ‘take care’ of 
all of them. And .so the trade would gi' on 
with the blessings of the authorisation 
committee. These are the types of 
committees that would allow the dangerous 
nuclear power plants, ecologically dis¬ 

astrous m^hpowerprojectit, spuriousdntgx 
in the maricet and so on. The sub-clause 
in effect only adds more middle men in the 
racket. 

There are otherfringc benefits in this bill 
like reguiations of hospitals which perform 
transplantations, laying down criteria for 
‘brain death’, etc. But they are all mere 
sups to the crusuders of the cadaver 
transplant programme. Therefore, when the 
welcome music and applause heralding a 
new era in transplantation dies slowly what 
would remain in place is only the dubious 
‘ authorisation committee’. Ultimately what 
this lull docs is to legalise unethical kidney 
trade. It legitimises the exploitation of the 
poor by the rich in one more way and will 
result also in perpetuating the gender 
bias Muthusethupathy’s apt comment 
describing this bill as ‘Curate’s Egg-good 
in parts but rotten as a whole’ is therefore 
a correcl asse.ssment. 

Note 

* Yei It) be publi.shetl data provided by M A 
Muthu.sethupathy. Nephrologist. Govemmeni 
General Hospital, Madra.s. 
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Gromy and Retmln to Big Powerisafili? 
AsiraMa Gojpta 

Kremlin’s decision to pit Russia’s entire military might against the 
Chedien rebels, supported as it was by the US and approved by the 
European governments, reveals the rough edges of an emerging multi¬ 
power world with America, Europe (not yet united), Russia, China and 
perhaps Japan contending for power. 

It seems to me that the tendency of the time 
is to throw all power into the hands of the 
greater empires, and the minor kingdoms - 
thosewhicharenon-progressive - .seemto 
fall into a secondary and subordinate 
place... 
-Joseph Cbamberiain, British minister for 
the colonies, in 1897. 

GROZNY, the Chechen capital, has been 
reduced to dust. So also our hopes about 
building a brave - or even a timid - New 
World. What we .see taking place instead 
is a revival of the Big Power system of the 
late 19lh century. The system proved 
brutish, dangerous and short-lived. There 
is no substantial reason to believe that its 
second version would be less hazardous in 
any respect. But, first Grozny... 

Kremlin ’ s mishandling of the Chechens ’ 
claim for self-determination is a sub ject we 
leave to more competent bands to analyse 
and record. What concerns us immediately 
is the short- and long-term impact of the 
Chechen war on post-communist Russia 
and world politics. The decision to pit 
Russia’s entire military might against a 
ragtag band of rebels in the Caucasus, it 
now appears, was taken by a small cotery 
of president Boris Yel tsin ’ s ad vi.sers known 
as the ‘party of war’. The decision did not 
go down well with ordinary citizens. A 
majority of the members of the Diana. 
lower house of the Russian parliament, 
critici.sed the decision. Many of Yeltsin’s 
pro-reform ministers felt unhappy and 
resigned in disgust. The most influential 
among them and once the president’s chief 
economic adviser, Yegor Gaidar, warned 
about the possibility “of a military- 
authoritarian regime being established in 
Russia”. His view found powerful support 
from Leonid Petrovsky, a communist 
deputy. 

Opposing the war, a number of human 
rights organisations publicised gruesome 
details of violence committed by Russian 
soldiers against Chechen civilians. Their 
loud protest provoked a worldwide 
response. Which at one point did appear to 
have unnerved Yeltsin as he reportedly 
ordered a temporary cease-fire in Grozny. 

But, quite contrary to such reported 
‘gestures’, the Russian army advani^ and 
pounded the centre of Grozny with 
withering rocket and artillery fire as 
waves of air attack on Chechen-held 
parts of the city reached unprecedented 
ferocity. Did Yeltsin lose control over his 
generals?Not exactly: foracoupleof days 
later (January 18). we find him making a 
fine point of emphasising that he was 
personally in control of the day-to-day 
running of the war. which he promised 
would be over “in the coming days”. 

What intervened in-between to rejuvenate 
president Yeltsin and his advisers? Not 
presumably the war. for it was not progres¬ 
sing well. On thecontrary. Russian generals 
were quarrelling and blaming each other; 
and 111 Grozny. Chechen rebels were 
outmanoeuvring and destroying Russian 
tanks. The war-front, in a word, was 
becoming a mess. Yet, Yeltsin’.s spirit 
soared as the voice of his opponents 
subsided. Why? Because relief came 
‘unexpectedly’ from western quarters, 
deploring the violence in Chechnya, the 
US president. Bill Clinton, reiterated 
nevertheless his unqualified support for 
Yeltsin. “Chechnya", he told a conference 
of US investors in central and eastern 
Europe (January 13), “is part of the Russian 
Federation and we support the territorial 
integrity of Russia". His secretary of state, 
Warren Christopher, went one step ahead 
to predict that the $ 90 mill ion aid-package 
for Russia would be approved despite fiercc 
opposition in the US Congicss. In New 
Delhi, around tlie same time, the US defence 
secretary. William Perry, gratuitously 
conceded that Russia had the right to defend 
its federation (January l.S), 

Most European governments apprt'ved 
this stand. In Frankfurt, the German 
Chancellor. Helmut Kohl, pledged full 
support to the Russian president despite 
the Chechen crisis: “in the interest of 
stability, democracy and economic 
liberalism”. And, of course, in the interest 
of huge German capital sunk in the effort 
for Russia’s cconomK recoveiy. 

W’here did the opponents of the ‘war 
party’ go wrong? In holding the illusion 

that America and the west would vindicate 
their stand on Chechnya and force Kremlin 
to draw back its troops from Grozny. They 
errored in their judgment in as much as 
the early Bolsheviks had in expecting that 
the European working class would rise in 
support of the October Revolution. In 
1918-20, the politically advanced workers 
of France and Germany deserted the cause 
of proletarian solidarity. Seventy-five years 
later, the so-called Crusaders of human 
freedom turned down any call for help 
from Russian liberals against arevanchist, 
neo-nationalist war-party. In their view, a 
strong and stable Russia, even if fronted 
and back by soldiers, was preferable to 
defending obscure rights of ethnic 
minorities in the Caucasus. Besides, a strong 
Russia constituted the only barrier to an 
irredentist upsurge of the ‘savage’ Tartar 
and Mongolian hordes. Hence, if Chechnya 
broke away, others might try to follow. 
Conversely, if Moscow triumphed, it 
could send a message to other non-Russian 
ethnic groups, including tboseof the newly 
independent states, that “it will not hesitate 
to use violence in the face of recalcitrance”. 
In the process, if the wm' party was 
emboldened to re-establish Russia’s 
claim as, if not a superpofSer, at least a great 
ixiwer, it could cause no harm. In the relation 
among nations - nations which matter - a 
show of force becomes inevitable. Hence, 
Chechnya could be allowed to be seen as 
Russia’s Haiti! 

Thus, despite the noises the western 
media raised over the sack of Grozny, the 
war party was. given a green signal to go 
ahead and crush the Chechens. In particular, 
the Clinton administration was keen to see 
a quick end to the war: one, because it was 
no longer sure how a Republican packed 
Congress would view its close relations 
with the current bunch of dictators in 
Kremlin. Two, a prolongation of the 
conflict in Chechnya could raise an outcry 
over the violation of human rights which 
Washington could not possibly ignore. For, 
in its new role as the world’s Supercop, 
America had used the issue of human rights 
to interfere at will into the affairs of other 
nations and .societies. True, it had made 
several compromi.ses (as in the cause of 
China); hut it could not giVe up the issue 
altogether without damaging its own image 
as a do-gooder. 

Surprisingly, this attitude suited China, 
an established big power in the east, and 
India, an aspiring power to the south of 
central Asia. Both have a common cau.se 
to defend. China’s sovereignty on Tibet 
and India’s on Kashmir. Both, therefore, 
have unleashed .state-violence by degrees 
to keep ethnic unrest undercon trol. Hence, 
they had reason to be extra-grateful to the 
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foreign minister. Andrie Kozyrov, 
when he brazenly claimed that the 
Chechen crinis was strictly Russia's 
internal affair. Said Kozyrev, ‘‘I recently 
held negotiations in Geneva and Bern with 
US secretary of state, Warren Christopher, 
and Germanforeignminister, Klaus Kinkel, 
who unequivocally confirmed their 
understanding of our stance. The same 
understanding was displayed by our eastern 
partners, China and India. Russia’s 
partnership with the leading countries of 
the world passed the durability test that 
although there is a very strong opposition 
in many of them, Islamic countries too are 
not going to the extreme and are showing 
restraint.” 

Yet. at the height of the conflict, Moscow 
did not hesitate to officially spread the 
rumour that Isiaraicmilitant.s were backing 
the Chechen unrest and planning to ignite 
a ‘jihad' throughi’ul the Caucasus. The 
very idea frightens western Europe. Is it 
not aia-oss the“fault-Iines hetweenChristian 
and Islamic civilisation” that Huntington 
draws his picture of the coming 
'Apocalypse'* “In the coming years”, be 
writes, "the local conflicts most likely to 
escalate into major wars will be those, as 
in Bosnia and the Caucasus, along the 
fault lines between civilisations. The next 
world war. if there is one. will be a war 
between civilisation.s” (Foreign Affairs, 
.Siunmer IW?). 

EMRRfiiNr. Pattern 

Thus, wc see the rough edges of a multi¬ 
power world emerging. The chief 
contenders for power will be America, 
Europe (though not as yet united), Russia, 
China and perhaps Japan. Tbb unwritten 
code to bind them together will be that 
none should abruptly collapse and thereby 
cause a seismic upheaval in their power 
equations. This means that Big Powers 
should support one another in times of 
crisis ~ though not always as allies but as 
amiable rivals. A measure of competition 
among them will help secure and strengthen 
a global security system which will 
discourage “secondary and subordinate” 
states from over-spending on their weapons 
and armies. 

This explains why the US - as self- 
appointed chief of the Big Power Club 
(BPC) - is so anxious to impose a blanket 
ban on the production and proliferation of 
woapmu! of mass destruction by non-nuclear 
nations. “Our global and regional strategies 
for 1995", asserts the US secretary of itale, 
“comprise the most ambitious .non¬ 
proliferation effort in history, beginning 
with seeking thedefinite and unconditional 
extension of the NPT’. 

It U obvious ttiitsin NFITngitttA.'when 
established, will jnle out any further 
addition to the BPC, even if some other 
nations happen to acquire nuclear capa¬ 
bility, At the most, they can be co-opted 
into an alliance system which will give 
them full protection from possible external 
attack. At worst, they will be branded as 
“hostile states”. Besides, attempts will be 
made to point outthatsomeBPC members 
have on their own surrendered their option 
to go nuclear. Japan, for instance, adheres 
to its fixed national line of Three Non¬ 
nuclear Principles, viz, non-possession, 
non-production and non-introduction of 
any nuclear weapons. Although, the third 
principle raises some criticism inasmuch 
as the preservation of Japan's security 
depends on a US-extended nuclear 
umbrella, the policy has nevertheless helped 
Japan to restrict its defence-related expen¬ 
diture to the minimum as well as create a 
climate for friendly commercial and 
diplomatic relations with other countries 
of Asia. Similarly, Germany - where the 
anti-nuclear sentiment still runs strong - 
relies on credible deterrence extended by 
America. 

Two arguments follow from the above; 
First, since somcBig PowerClub members 
remain non-nuclear, there is no convincing 
reason why others outside the Club should 
not emulate their examples. Inuthcr words, 
possession of nuclear capability and big 
powei status are not one and the same 
thing Second, in addition to strengthening 
its own defence, the US takes on the burden 
of guaranteeing nuclear protection to its 
existing and potential allies in Europe, 
Eura.sia and Far East. In this sense, its 
national security policy cannot be anything 
but global. This involves that the US 
should always try to keep ahead in 
advancing and deploying its missile 
technology system wherever a threat 
emerges; “to hedge against unexpected 
developments which may be a reversal of 
Russian reforms, or transfer of technology 
from one of the former Soviet Union 
countries to Iraq or Iran.” Or, any apache 
ghost the American nightmare can conjure 
up! 

These arguments offer a vision of the 
coming world order which is palpably 
discriminatory and, therefore, unacceptable 
to many of those who aspire to be counted 
as, if not big, influential actors in the 
international arena. Surprisingly, these 
nations make theirclaim not because they 
have sufficiently strong or sustainable 
economies (some would coU^ise without 
external dole); but because they have gained 
sufficient militaiy/teohnologtc^ capacity 
to produce destructive weapons. Some 
suffer from megalomania: therefore. 

incapable to th^ anytiun^ (ais tjhaA bk 
;9raq aftd LB>ya>. Some aii taking ctKXigfa 
to offer their services to the US, as a globid 
policeman, provided they can keep their 
nuclear options free (Egypt and India). 
Others appear to act tough in order to 
snatch any kind of advantage from the BPC 
(Israel and North Korea). 

We should reservt further discussion of 
these ‘hostile’ or ‘transitional’ states to a 
future occasion; but some features common 
to all of them may be noted; (a) whatever 
be their moral stance, the foreign policies 
of the.se states are guided by singularly 
opportunist and mercenary motives; 
(b) their preoccupation with defence 
matters (expansion, modernisation iiul 
training of the armed forces) tends to 
militarise politics to the extent of denying 
a larger .section of population iLs basic 
human needs (BHN); (c) in advancing a 
power-status in world affairs, they 
progressively desert the ranks of poorer, 
non-aligned, nations, and (d) theirconeem 
for third world .solidarity sounds as hollow 
as America’s for the preservation of human 
rights. 

A world system based on power hierarchy 
cannot be very safe because it stres.se,s the 
primacy of the military o\ cr ■. .iln-i aspects 
of international relations. It .inyiliini;. it 
canonly stretch the ‘fault-line.! aiy -.K.sand 
beyond the nuclcar-haves and tiives-not. 

iMBAtANCBS WriHIN 

Besides, a complex interplay of mutual 
trust and suspicion among the Big Powers 
cannot be sustained for long. Nor, perhaps, 
even in the short run. Thus, for instance; 

A great power such as Boris Yeltsin’s 
Russia lacks the economic resources to 
match its military strength. Nor does it 
appear to have the political will to rise 
above its level of extreme dependency on 
externa] financial assistance. Being 
economically disadvantaged. Russia may 
like to flex its muscle on issues which 
impinge on western security such as 
NATO’s eastward expansion, or Serbian 
attack on Bosnia, or any US-inspired 
nuclear missile-regime. The great debate 
between the pro- and anti-war groups over 
the sack of Grozny may also unleash a 
wave of anti-western sentiment in Russia 
of the late 19th century vintage. The 
question of whether Russia is a part of the 
west or leader of a distinct Slavic-Orthodox 
civilisation may resurface to throw a 
spannerinto the American-inspired scheme 
of ranking states according to power. For, 
to paraphrase Huntington, “If, as the 
Russians stc^ bebavinglilce Marxists, they 
reject bbmral democracy and beginrbdnvmg 
like Russians but not tike west^ners. 
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(Asnce) ^'iclatioDa between Hossia and 
Ibe west coiild again become distant and 
conflictual.” 

Second, the design of a united European 
security remains as yet incomplete. As 
sovereign states, the .signatories of the 
Maastricht Treaty are in no mood to give 
up their own individual perceptions of 
security. France and Britain oppose any 
immediate move to include east Europeans 
into NATO’s alliance sysstem. Germany, 
though favouring a collective security 
policy, cautions that any expansion of the 
alliance should he accompanied by 
'intensive partnership with Russia and 
Ukraine". Waiving such objections, the 
US is reportedly trj'ing to make a direct 
deal with Russia. 

F.uropeans also complain that if the US 
cannot be relied upon to support one alliance 
policy (such as towards Bosnia), what is 
to guarantee that it will support others? The 
latter, in turn, blames the Europeans for not 
sharing a part of its defence burden and 
such ou t-of-arca tasks as UN pcace-kccping. 

In the east, China as a great industrial 
and militai7 power-house, remains as 
inscrutable as ever. Although, it has 
gradually opened its market to outsiders, 
it remains as determined as ever to resist 
any interference in its domestic and 
economic affairs. Beijing, moreover, is 
unwilling to accept Washiugton as supreme 
arbiter of a multi-power world. Twice it 
has successfully rebuffed US threats of 
economic sanctions; first, on account of 
human rights and, second, on intellectual- 
property protection. As a general rule, 
unilateral sanctions are a mistake; but 
having got used to arm-twisting Japan over 
the years, Washington thought it could as 
well bend the octagenarian rulers of Beijing 
to its Will. It has been proved wrong: for, 
whereas China con absorb business losses, 
its threat to meet US penalty for penalty 
has sapped die enthusiasm of American 
businessmen for the administration's line 
on mtellectual property rights. Noted the 
influential US-China Business Council, 
“There is an element of feeling that this 
is more a fight fm' Hollywood and Silicon 
Valley and that we are patting in jeopardy 
the broader commercial relationship for 
what is important but still narrow and 
limited segment of US business in China." 

America AND BPC 

This leaves ut with America which has 
taken upon itself the responsibility to 
establish entente cordiaU among nations. 
Why? Because If ^one has the capability 
andthezeal-Cal'vinisticorodierwise - to 
Wage wars on many fronts; vidiether it be 
preservation of human righte, security of 

nuofcet-based democracies, balMiclng trade 
losses by slapping tariff on the goods of 
others, or bailing out American investors 
by advancing billions of dollars to near- 
bankrupt Mexico. Obviously, America’s 
economic offensive reflects an acute crisis 
in the production and management of the 
nation's own wealth. 

At the same time, as a global policeman, 
the US has to keep its fighting capacity at 
all-time high. Thus, defending a $ 262.2 
billion budget proposal for defence, 
president Clinton urged that US military 
forces must be able to simultaneously fight 
two wars of the size of the Gulf operation. 
Hence, “three tactical US defensive 
programmes - the anny’s advanced Patriot 
missile, the navy’s Standard/Aegis 
programme, and the high altitude air 
defence programme - will enter full-scale 
development in 1996-97". The budget also 
proposes $1.9 billion for the stockpile 
.stewardship programme and anodier $1.6 
billion for ensuring the safety and reliability 
of nuclear weapons. The intelligence budget 
too needs to be kept at the 1995 level to 
support this effort 

But, even a policeman needs to go about 
doing his beat with a ‘human face’. He must 
be seen to he foicefully engaged in fighting 
the forces of violence and oppression. Hence, 
while a.sking for a $ 21 billion foreign-aid 
budget, Warren Christopher stated that it 
contains provisions to intensify the campaign 
against global terrorism and narcotics 
tral'ficking.Tbe budget would hcipstrengthen 
open global and regional trade “that is so 
vita) to American exports and good 
American jobs". Besides, US peacekeeping 
operations, explained the US ambassador 
to the UN, Madclrine, “allows to influence 
events at a cost and risk far less than if we 
intervened alone". 

America would like to believe that it 
gives top priority to humanitarian causes 
in its foreign policy concerns. So that the 
more it careens towards upholding a shaky 
big power system, the more emphasis it 
gives to such causes. But this may ndt last 
long - already the administration’s initial 
enthusiasm for human rights has taken a 
dip, particularly in view of the Republican 
demand for cutting down the size of foreign 
aid andpeace-keeping. Warren Christopher 
agreed with his Republican critics that 
America does not look to the UN "to be 
effective where swift and decisive 
application of military force is required to 
defend our vital interests". Nevertheless, 
under'the circumstances, he maintained 
“peace-keeping can support efforts to 
mediate dispute, demobilise belligerents, 
monitor ceasefires, provide humanitarian 
relief, and create conditions in which new 
democracies can succeed”. 

TVanslated intri simple words; theUS can 
lead the UN to places where it decides to 
intervene (Somalia and Hairi), and leave 
it then to complete rest of the operation. 
In the bargain, it gets a good name as weH 
as the credit of having bolstered the world 
organisation. And the cost? Ever so 
cbanningly low Albrightrevealed in a Mef 
that direct US participation in peace¬ 
keeping over the last two years has been 
very modest: “The US ranks 26th among 
nadons in the number of troops participating 
and US cost for pcace-kceping is less than 
one half of 1 per cent of what we spend 
for national security." 

And the return? Demanded Albright as 
she added, “Should we discount entirely 
the benefits to American interests and ideals 
of successfulmissions in such diverse places 
as Namibia, Cambodia. El Salvador and 
Mozambique- wfaere longstandingconflicts 
were end^ and transitions to democracy 
begun?” 

The point is not that America is playing 
a gigantic hoax, |>ut that it has been caught 
up in the mes^ of its own success in 
outwitting - aitfl out-lasting - aformidable 
rivaL The end of the cold war saw the rise 
of on evangelising America bent upon 
reordering the world. As the sole surviving 
superpower, it bad the power to strike 
down its enemies, the will to lead its friends, 
and the mission to promote market-based 
democracies. In a word, the American 
Epoch had arrived. 

Yet. this globalisation of American 
concerns has taken a heavy toll on its vast 
but. limited resources. Partly moved by 
conviction and partly by circumstances, 
America has gone on taking too many roles 
to perform all at the same time. Keeping 
world peace, maintaining big power 
system and western security, meeting the 
economic burdens of uncertain allies, and 
serving the principles of free market and 
human freedom as well as refuelling its 
own declining economy - all these taken 
together can dwarf the Twelve Labours of 
Heracles. In the process, gloomily predicts 
Paul Kennedy, 

The United States now runs^he risk, so 
familiar to historians of the rise and fall 
of previous Great Powers, of what might 
roughly be called “imperial overstretch."; 
that is to say, decision-makers in 
Washington must face the awkward and 
enduring fact that the sum-total of the 
United Slates global interests and 
obligationsis nowadays far larger than the 
country’s power to defend them all 
simultaneously {The Rise and Fall of Greta 
Powers, p 51.5). 

The warning - alas - may have come a 
decade too late! 



CENTRE FOR MANAGEMENT IN AGRICULTURE 

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, AHMEDABAD 

Announces 

A Summer School for college teachers on Management of Common Property 
Resources to be held during June 1 -10, 1995. An inter-disciplinary course with 

special emphasis on Ecological Economics perspective is organized to equip 
the young teachers In theory and practice of Common Property Resources. 

The Course will also deal with special sectoral areas such as forestry, fishery, 
grazing lands, water, etc., apart from conceptual issues in transactional costs, 
political theory of institutions, organizational theory, etc. 

WHO CAN APPLY: 

College teachers with background in economics, sociology, political science, 
anthropology, agriculture, ecology and related disciplines having strong interest 
in teaching and research in common properties with post-graduate degree and 
some evidence of Independent work. Preference will be given to teachers from 
the colleges located in ecologically disadvantaged regions such as hill areas, 
drought prone areas, flood prone areas, forest regions, social exchange 
processes, network, etc. 

COST: 

The selected candidates will be reimbursed second class train fare and will be 
provided hospitality besides a set of teaching material. There is no other fee. 
Candidates may apply with a one page note on their plans to pursue research 
and teaching in this area along with their copy of bio-data and list of publication 
to the Programme Officer, Centre for Management in Agriculture, Indian 

institute of Management, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad 380 015, Gujarat, latesf by 
April 30, 1995. 
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Ag^cultiii^ Groivth across Croi^ 
Emerging IVends and Patterns 

S D Sawant 
^ C V Acbutiian 

There has been a significant upsurge in the production and productivity growth in Indian agriculture in recent 
years and it cannot be attributed merely to a favourable weather. On the contrary, it appears that a shift io higher 
growth path is underway. A far more important role played by yield improvement in inducing higher growth in output 
demonstrates that the process of growth has been technologically more dyruimic too. Another welcome feature of growth 
has been its wider dispersal across crops and regions, making it more broad-based in the 1980s. 

SUSTAINED growth in agricultural 
inodaction and productivity is esaential for 
overall stability of the Indian economy. But 
that is not enough. The aggregate growth 
rate in agriculture has remained fairly stable 
and unchanged in the first two decades of 
the post-green revolution period. What is 
really required at the present stage of 
development of Indian agriculture is to step 
up agricultural growth over and above the 
rate already achieved in the past. An 
accelerated growth in agricultural production 
would notonly contain widening rural-urban 
income disparity but also help in achieving 
a higher r^uction in rural poverty. The 
question therefore is whether it would be 
possible to improve output growth in the 
agricultural sector in the years to come. Do 
pasttrends in agriculture justify any optimism 
in this respect? 

Gross domestic capital formation in 
agriculture at constant prices showed a 
significant decline between 1980-81 and 
1987-88, after registering a steep rise in 
the 19708.' The decline observed in the rate 
of growth of fixed capital formation was 
even steeper. Obviously, there was an 
apprehension that this adverse trend was 
responsible for neu-stagnancy in agricultural 
production between 1983-84 and 1987-88. 
However, contrary to this pessimistic 
assessment RBo(19^yfoundthattherc bad 
been some improvement in agricultural 
growth in 1978-89 as compared to 1967-78. 
He attributes it to a better utilisation of the 
existing infrastructure in addition to growing 
importance and a wider .spread of yield¬ 
raising technology in the recentperiod. Yet. 
there is a widely shared reservation in this 
context that a period of successively good 
monsoons may be mainly responsible fca the 
recent steadiness or improvement in 
agricultural growth.^ That is to say, the 
observed improvement in growth may just 
be a weather-induced temporary phase. 
Therefore, to have a more realistic 
understanding of the future prospects of 
agricultural growth, it is necessary to update 
the assessment of grouith by extending the 
database beyond 1988-89 as also to make 
it more rigorous through the meticulous 

statistical analysis. Additionally, we also need 
to look into Ae trends at the disaggregate 
level, that is. to examine which crops, in 
which regions/states indicate relativelybighcr 
growth potential and which are showing 
signs of stagnation. It is equally necessary 
to identify the sources of ouqrut growth of 
different crops so as to verify whether it is 
the increase in area or increase in yield or 
both which ccxitributed togrowth. This would 
help us in identifying the regional pattem.s 
of growth which lie behind the macro trends. 

Of late, there has also been a frequent 
reference in the agricultural policy discus¬ 
sions to a need to diversify crop production, 
particularly io therelatively well developed 
agriculture regions of India. The objective 
is to accelerate agricultural income growth 
and simultaneously make it sustainable too, 
by promoting cultivation of high value non- 
foodgrain crops. Are there indications of 
such diversification takingplace in the recent 
years? If so, in favour of which crops and 
in which regions? 1$ diversification based 
mainly on inter-crop area shift.'; or does it 
represent a technologically more dynamic 
situation involving accelerated increases in 
productivity of more favoured crops? What 
are its implications for agriculture income 
growth? These issues too need to be probed 
through scrutiny of the latest crop data at 
the naUonal and the state level, in order to 
provide right orientation to the policy 
initiatives required to enhance agriculture 
growth as eso to sustain it io future. 

Keeping in view the above-mentioned 
broad objectives we andyse in this paper the 
crop output growth and the source.sof growth, 
at the national and the state level using the 
most recent data. 

The paper is divided in two parts. Part A 
includes four sections and focuses mainly 
on the aggregate level analysis. Section 1 
describes the coverage and nature of 
analysis. Section II examines growth 
performance of three crop groups, namely, 
foodgrains. non-foodgrains and all crops 
combined at the all-India level, and 
investigates whether there has been 
acceleration on deceleratioo in their growth 
inlecentyears. SecttonlH analyses aggregate 

performance of agricultural sector across the 
states while Section IV presents a scrutiny 
of cropwise growth in Indian agriculture. 

Part B discusses at length the results of 
the state level analysis of output growth in 
foodgrains and the major non-foodgrain 
crops in Sections V to VIII and at the end 
presents the conclusions of the study in 
Section IX. 

Part A 
I 

Coverage and Nature of Analysis 

Evaluation of agricultural growth per¬ 
formance attempted in this paper is limited 
to the post-green revolution period only, that 
is to the years from 1967-68 to 1992-93. Its 
main focus is on the comparison between 
the two sub-periods, namely, the period I, 
i e, the early phase of the green revolution 
period covering the years up to 1981 -82 and 
the period 11, i e, the latter phase which 
includes posl-1981-82 years. We relcr to 
these periods alsoas the 1970.sandthe 1980s 
respectively. The study uses the official crop 
statistic.s drawn mostly from various 
publications of the government of India.' It 
includes 15 major states which together 
account for nearly 97 per cent of India’s 
foodgrain production and NDPgenerated in 
agricultural sector. The slates are classified 
in five major regional groups in order to 
organise and facilitate the discussion of the 
state level results as also to trace the regional 
patterns, if any, emerging in the period under 
study. The organisation of five regions is os 
follows: 
Southmi Region : AndhraPradesh, Karnataka, 

Kerala and Tamil Nadu 
Western Regbn: Gujarat and M^arashtra 
Nmth-westmn Region ; Haryana and Punjab 
Centra] Region: MadhyalYadesh.R^asthan 

and Uttar Pradesh 
Eastern Region: Assam. Bihar, Orissa and 

West Bengal. 
Perfonnance is evaluated on the basis of 

estimates of compound annual growth rates 
in area, cn^ production and y ieldperbMtare 
of princip^ crops at the all-India and the 
state level. Additionidly, the growth ratc^ 
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aiv alMt out ^ uain^ (i) tiio «n»s 
i^BD-ladiaiQdexnunbmbfa»a,{)rodactioii 
and yield per hecUue of foodgratns, non- 
foodgraina and all crops, and (ii) the national 
and the state level series of net domestic 
product generated in agriculture specially to 
infer about aggregate performance of 
agriculture. 

Compound annual growth rates 
(henceforth CAGRs) have been estimated 
by fitting a .simple trend function (1) to the 
time .series of three-year averages of area, 
production or yield per hectare, 
log Y = a + bl ... trend function (1) 
where Y's are the triennial averages of Y, 
the original observations on area, production, 
etc, and t is the time variable. 

CAGRs are separately computed for two 
sub-periods for all the data sets and 
additionally for tlie entire period in respect 
of all-India crop aggregates. The periods as 
mentioned in all the statistical tables arc 
(1) . 1968-69 to 1981 -82 and (II) 1981 -82 to 
1991 -92, where the year refers to the central 
year of the triennium. All the .statistically 
non-significant CAGRs are treated as zero 
growth rates. 

The use Of three-year UKiving average 
series of area, production oryield per hectare, 
instead of the original series is expected to 
reduce considerably the influence of extreme 
variations in climatic factors on the a.s,sociated 
estimates of CAGRs. However, the 
alternative weather adjusted e.stimates of 
CAGRs too are worked out for compari.son 
at the all-India level by fitting a trend function 
(2) in which index of rainfall is explicitly 
included as an indcjicndent variable. 
log Y = a bt + CR ... trend function (2) 
where R is the all-India annual rainfall index 
constructed by (lie Indian meteorological 
department and Y'.s are original observalions 
on area. etc. 

Additionally, for verification of existence 
of statistically significant acceleration or 
deceleration in output growth we estimate 
a quadratic in time variable by fitting a 
function (3), i e. log Y = a + bt + ct’ to the 
time series of triennial averages of the all- 
India index numbers of area, production and 
yield per hectare for foodgrains, non- 
focxlgrains and all crops. The same exercise 
lias been repeated for the slate level 
loodgrains production scries to ascertain 
emergence of acceleration or deceleration in 
their output growth. 

II 
Perfbrnuiiice of Foodgrains, 

Non-Foodgrains mid AU Crops 

Table 1 provides CAGRs based on trend 
function (1) and the time series of biennial 
averages of all-India index numbers of area, 
production and yield per hectare separately 
for foodgrains^ ncm-fc^grainB and all crops 
for the two sub-periods and the entire post¬ 
green revalutim) period. In additiem, it also 

r^wodttcesidtenUitive eatlmales of growth 
rates of outputccanpided by flitting dw trend 
function (2) to the origin^ sisies of index 
nombers of production, forcomparison with 
the former. 

It is pertinent to note in this context that 
estimation of trend functions (1) and (2) 
yielded statistically significant values of ‘b' 
and ‘c’ few all the three crop groups and the 
periods with all the corresponding values of 
R* exceeding 0.95. In other words, the 
alternative procedure based on explicit 
inclusion of rainfall index in the trend 
function did not offer any improvement over 
the estimation based on trend function (1) 
and thus proved that the estimates of CAGRs 
ba.sed on trend function (1) and the lime 
series of triennial averages of the variable, 
were almost free from the effect of rainfall 
variations, which appear to be essentially 
random in nalhre. The subsequent analysis 
of agricultural growth at the all-India and 
the state level was therefore restricted only 
to estimation of CAGRs obtained by fitting 
trend function (1) to the time .series of three- 
year averages of area, production, etc. 

Further, the comparison between the two 
.setsofcstima(e.s of CAGRs listedin Table 1 
for output of ftKxlgrains (column 3), non- 
foodgrains (column 6) and all crops 
(column 9) also demonstrates that (be 
difference between them is very negligible 
for all the crops groups and each of the three 
periods. For example, two alternative 
estimates of CAGRs for foodgrains output 
are 2.21 per cent and 2.17 per cent for 
period 1,2.92 per cent and 2.80 iw cent for 
period II and 2.65 percent and 2.67 percent 
for the entire post-green revolution pericxl 
Tlic corresponding two sets of estimates of 
CAGRs for non-foodgrains output are 2.41 
per cent and 2.44 per cent (periiKl I). 4.30 
per cent and 4.06 per cent (period II) and 
3.02 percent and 3.07 percent for the entire 
period. Similarly, alternative estimates of 
growth rates for output of all crops are 2.29 
per cent and 2.28 per cent (period I), 3.43 
per cent and 3.26 per cent (period II) and 
finiilly 2.7 per cent and 2.82 per cent for the 
entire pcritxl. 

The most sb&ing feature vf India's 
agricultural growth in the recent period ax 
revealed by Table I is that of decisively 
superior performance of non-foodgrains 
vis-a-vis foodgrains. Indeed, C AGR of non- 
foodgrains output realised during 1981-92, 
i e, 4.3 per cent exceeded significantly that 
of foodgrains, namely, 2.92 per cent during 
the same period. The reason was. non- 
foodgrains a.s a group benefited from 
significant expansion in both thecomponent* 
of production, i >■, at the rate of 1.71 percent 
in area under tliem and of 2.55 per cent in 
their yield per hectare in period 11. In 
contrast, area under foodgrains actually 
declined in the 1980s (CAGR = -0.26 per 
cent). Yet, it is important to recognise that 
foodgrains output continued to grow at the 
rate of 2.92 per cent as the growth in yield 
per hectare of foodgrains exceeded 3 per 
ccnt(CAGR = 3.19pcr cent)outpacing the 
negative growth rate in area to a far greater 
extent. 

An emergence of si gni ficanl negative trend 
in growth of area under fewdgrains (-0.26 
per cent) vis-a-vis relatively high positive 
growth in area under non-fotidgrains (1.71 
per cent) at the aggregate level, mentioned 
alxjvc, implies that in recent years tberemu.st 
have been an increasing shift of land from 
foodgrains to non-foodgrains. Whether, this 
phenomenon was almo-.i universal across 
the states or wa.s restricted to only a few 
statc.s/regions of the country would be an 
interesting issue for investigation. But we 
would examine it in part B while analysing 
agricultural growth at the state level. 

The preceding discussion makes it clear 
that the non-foodgrains acquired a distinct 
lead over foodgrains in India’s agricultural 
growth during the 1980s. i e, the latter phase 
of the green revolution Further, between the 
two sources of output growth dominance of 
yield over tlie area component wa.s cleiirly 
cstabli.shcd in rcspectof both, the foodgrains 
and non-foodgrains. Naturally, at the 
aggregate level loo, a fargreaterconiributii )n 
to growth in production of all eiops which 
was at the rate of 3.43 per cent came from 
the yield component (CAGR = 2 93 per 

Table 1: Comiound Annual Rates or Growth (CAGR.s) in Index Numbers w Area, 

Production and Yield Per Hectare 

(Pe) CfHt) 

Foodetains Non-fooditiai All Crops 
Period Area Produc- Yield Area l*!tKluc- Yield Area Produc- Yield 

lion lion lion 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

1 1968-69 to 0.37 2.21 1.85 1.06 2.41 1.34 0.54 2.29 1.74 
1981-82 (2.17) (2.44) (2.28) 

11 1981-8210 -9.26 2.92 3.19 1.71 4,30 2.55 0.49 3.43 2.93 
1991-92 (2.80) (4.06) <C26) 

in 1968-6910 0.13 2.65 2.51 1.17 3.02 1.83 0.48 2.79 2.30 
1991-92 (2.67) (3.07) (2.82) 

Notes; (1) AU the growth rates are statistically significant ai 5 per cent level. 
(2) Values in parentheses are CAGRs obtained by fitting a trend fuaction (2). 

ie, log YBa-tlH -rcRt where Y's are original index numbers and Rt's are the. 
aU-Indla rainfali Index numbers constnicled by Indian Meteorological Diriment. 
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cent) than from area camponmt, tlie 
corresponding CAGR being 0.49 per cent 
only. This is not surprising in view of the 
fact that area has long ceased to be an 
important sources of growth in Indian 
agriculture. 

Againchanges which have occurred in the 
pace and sources of growth in agriculture 
between period) and period II may provide 
some indicatiiHi about the future course of 
growth. It would, therefore, be interesting 
to look into the changes in behaviourof area 
and yield components over the two phase.s 
of the post'green revolution period and their 
impact on the pace of output growth. 

CAOR for foodgrains output moved up 
significantly from 2.21 per cent in period 
I to 2.92 per cent in period II. Acceleration 
in output growth rate of non-foodgrains in 
the 19ft0s was even more rapid as their 
growth rate increased steeply from 2.41 per 
cent in period I to 4.3 per cent in period D. 
Consequently, growth in output of all crops 
too accelerated in the 1980s reaching the 
level of 3.43 per cent from its earlier level 
of 2.29 per cent realised in the 1970s. Again, 
the statistical evidence presented in the 
lieginning of this section demonstrates that 
the output growth rates arc free from any 
systematic variations in rainfall. Thus, 
recent upsurge in growth appears to be 
more enduring rather than just a short-lived 
weather-induced phase. 

Changes in relative contribution of area 
and yield components to foodgrains output 
growth were also noteworthy. In the 1970s 
area under foodgrains expanded gradually 
at the rate of 0.37 per cent but this positive 
vend was replaced by a negative growth rate 

-0.26 per cent in the 1980s. However, 
much faster acceleration in the growth rate 
of yield per hectare, i c, from 1.8.S percent 
in period 1 to 3.19 per cent in period II, more 
than compensated for declining trend in 
area and pushed up output growth above 
the level achieved in the 1970s. In contrast, 
non-fon^grains experienced accelerated 
cXpansil^ both in area, i c, from 1.06 per 
cent to 1.71 per cent and yield per hectare, 
i e, from 1..34 per cent to 2..S5 per cent 
between the two sub-peruKls. indeed, it is 
remarkable that the pace of growth in yield 
per hcctareof non-frxKlgrains nearly doubled 
from the 1970s to the 1980s. Obviously, 
growth rate of yield per hectare of all crops 
combined, too moved up from 1.74 per cent 
in period 1 to 2.93 per cent in period H. It 
was this rapid momentum in yield growth 
across the crops which was responsible, for 
improved performance of Indian agriculture 
in the 1980s. 

Three conclusions clearly emerge from 
the preceding analysis. One, at the aggregate 
level there has been a marked upward 
movement in the pace of growth. Secondly, 
the maior driving force behind it is the 
expanskinin productivity. Thirdly, andmore 
importandy, the emergence of acceleration 

is onlOtely to be merely a weatfaear iaduced 
phenomenon and ^tpeantobemoreenduHng 
one. In order to reinf(;irce our Stirdcondusion 
we investigated furtho-statistical significance 
of the process of acceI«adon. 

To examine the hypothesis of acceleration 
in growth over the entire post-green 
revolution period we fitted the trend 
function (3), i e, log y » a + bt + ct’ to the 
trienni al averages of index numbers of area, 
produc tion and yield per hectare, separately 
for foodgrains, non-foodgrains and all 
crops. The results of this second exercise 
are listed in Table 2. 

In all the regressions for production and 
yield per hectare, the coefficients of t and 
t^ i e. ‘b’ and ‘c’ both, were found to be 
positive and statistically significant, 
establishing significant acceleration in 
pnxluction and productivity growth at the 
all-India level (columns 3 and 4). But in 
regression for area, the coefficient ‘c’ turns 
out to be negative and significant for 
foodgrains and positive and significant for 
non-foodgrains. This implies deceleration 
in area growth for food grains and acceleration 
for non-foodgrains in the recent period. 
Aggregate area under all crops naturally 
shows absence of either deceleration or 
acceleration in the rate of its expansion (‘c’ 
being statistically non-significant and hence 
zero). Thatis tosay. inter-cropshifts favoured 
non-foodgrain crops at the co.st of foodgrains 
particularly in the latter part of the green 
revolution while very slow expansion in 
aggregate cropped area continued (‘b’ 
p6.sitive and significant) without any 
perceptible change in its growth rate.’ 

Thu.s, our analysis supported an emergence 
of significant acceleration in aggregate 
production and productivity gre^wth in Indian 
agriculture in the recent years. Our next task 
IS to analy.se growth trends at tiie disaggregate, 
i e. al the state level to investigate whether 
all the stales or only a few participated in 
this process by pushing up aggregate growth 
rates in agriculture in the 1980s. 

Agsregate PtotforauHiito «f 
^^(ricHltiirc at St^ Level 

Toexamine aggregate powth performance 
of the states in crop production seebw we 
required the state level time series of index 
numbers of area, production, and yield per 
hectare of all crops combined.Inthe absence 
of availability of these data for alt the states, 
we prefetred to analyse aggregate growth 
performance of agriculture across the states 
on the basis of data on state domestic product 
originating in agriculture, though the two 
sets of data are not strictly comparable.* 
CAGRs computed for this purpose on the 

Table 3; CoMrouND Annual Growth Rates 

(CAGRs) OF State Domestic Product 

Generated in AoRian.TiiRE 

‘(Based on the Time Senes of Triennial 
Averages) 

Region/ 
States 

1968-69 to 
1981-82 

1981-82 to 
1990-91 

Southern 
Andhra Pradesh 2.48* (0.88) 1.81* (0.38) 
Karnataka 2.47* (0.93) 3.21* (0.96) 
Kerala 0.17 (0.24) 2.75* (0.85) 
Tamil Nadu 0.27 (0.02) 3.66* (0.85) 

Wextem 
Gujarat 3.23* (0.60) 1.49 (0.05) 
Maharafihtra 4.48* (0.83) 2.24* (0.43) 

North Wextem 
Haiyana 2.93* (0.86) 4.77* (0.90) 
Punjab 3.47* (0.97) 4.79* (0.99) 

Central 
Madhya Pradesh 0.67 (0.25) 2.51* (0.89) 
Rajasthiin 3.11* (0.72) 4.91* (0.63) 
Uttar Pradesh 2.14* (0.84) 3.34* (0.96) 

Kaxlern 
Assam 1.72* (0.84) 2.00* (0.97) 
Biliat 1.39* (0.70) 2..14* (0.69) 
Oii.ssa 2..S7* (0.87) 3.40* (0.90) 
We.st Bengal 2.46* (0.88) 6.88* (0.97) 

All India (NDP) 2.15* (0.94) 3.34* (0.94) 
All India (GDP) 2.16* (0.96) 3.28* (0.95) 

Notey. FiguK-s m parentheses are the conei- 
puiiding R- values 

* .Statistically .significani at 5 per ceiii 
level. 

Tabie 2: E-stimates of Quadratic in Time Variable FnirajTo Trienniai Aveka(ie.s of Area, 

Production and Yield; Ai i India 

(Penod: 1968-69 -1991-92) 

Specification ol ; Regres.sion Coefficients cd' 
- i.--! ■ - 

Independent Variable 
(U 

Constant ' 
(2) 

‘ 1 
(3) 

jy-- 

(4) 
"IT 

(51 

Foodgrains; 
Ansa 1.9758 0.0032* -0.0001* 072 

Production 1.8901 0.0078* 0.0001* 0.9* 

Yield 1.9142 0,0043* 0.0002* 0.98 

Non-foodgrains 
Area 1.9519 0.0018 0.0001* 0.94 

Production 1.8880 0.0049* 0.0003* 0.98 

Yield 1.9361 0.0031* 0.0002* 0.9* 

All crops 
Area 1.9727 . 0.0021* 0.00000 O.St 

Production 1.8893 0.0067* 0.0002* 0.98 

Yield 1.9166 0.<»46* 0X1002* 0.99 

Significant at 5 per cent levd 9 Negligible value. 
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af uicnnud. avensm of 
(h« SOP Mvfsaritoiy for the two nvh'pertodti 
arereiwoduced In Tuble 3. Porcompatiiion. 
ai; alHo U) eonftrm ucceleration in growth of 
aggregate OOP and NDP originated in 
agriculture. all-India level growtli rates arc 
also provided in the same table. 

At Ute all-India level GDP and NDP 
generated in agricultural sector increased ut 
the rates of 2.16 per cent and 2. l.S per cent 
ill |>eri(xl I and 3.2K per cent and .3.34 per 
cent for the period 11. As the data on the all- 
India level were available for the entire 
post-green revolution period at constant 
(i e. at 80-81) prices a Chow test for 
structural break was curried out. This too 
.suppi'iled the hypothesis of significant 
structural break at the aggregate level 
between 1968-81 and 1981-91, reinforcing 
our earlier conclusions 

Two immediate conclu.Mons emerge from 
the scrutiny of die stalewise results of the 
agricultural SI)P aiidlysis presented in 
Table 3. fine, for majority o| the states 
CAGK values for the pcruHls I and II are 
statistically significant and the ussiwiated K- 
values arc fairly high. .Secondly, for all but 
three statestnamely. Andlu'a Prade.sh. Gujarat 
aiidMaharashtra)CAGK values in periixl II 
are higher than the corresponding estimates 
in period 1. In other words, majority of the 
states contributed to acceleration in agri¬ 
cultural growth, though atctifleiential rates. 

Southern Region: There was a largieatci 
improvement in the f rowth performance of 
Kerala and Tamil Nadu where zero growth 
rates in period I were replaced by 2.15 per 
cent and 3.66 pei cent respectively in 
|Jcriod 11. Improvement m Karnataka was 
marginal (from 2.47 jicr cent to 3 21 per 
cent) while Andhra Pradesh showed decline 
in growth rate from 2.48 per cent to 1.81 
|x;r cent with much steeper fall in the 
assiwiated R' value. 

We.iiern Region: Uctcriotation in the 
performance of tlie western i-cgion was 
serious with a far givaler decline between 
tile two sub-pcriixis in the growth rates of 
SDP from agriculture, i e.from 3.23 percent 
to 0 per cent for Gu jurut and from 4.48 |>er 
centto2.24 percent for Mahara.shtra. Again 
very low values of R- for Gujarat (0.05) and 
Maharashtra (0.43) obtained for period II as 
compared to period I. i e. 0,60 and 0.83 
re.spectively. demonstrate relatively higher 
degree of weatlier-induced instability in 
agriculture in the region, particulariy during 
the 1980s. 

North-Western. Central and Et/stem 
Regions: In all tlie states from the remaining 
three regions SDP growth rates moved up 
I rum the early to the I alter phase of the green 

• revolutioij.Improvement was exceptionally 
high in West Bengal (from 2.66 per cent to 
6.88 per cenOTollowedhfl^ry ana. Punjab, 
Kajasthon and Madhya Pradesh. In tlie fmmer 
thr^ agricultural SDP expanded at the rate 
of about 4.8 per cent Vhilc in the latter. 

i e, |4f^aPradMhJgiow^wiifta^ 
of 2.S), pm cent only in period ff. 
’ In sum, if we leave aside deterioration in 
agricultural growth in the weattam region 
and in Andhra Pradesh from the southern 
region the process of acceleration was almost 
universal across the states in the 1980s. All 
the states whether growing mainly foodgrains 
or noii-foodgrains or both imiwoved their 
performance. Naturally, tlie inter-crop 
dispersal of growth must have been wider 
in tlie 1980s than before. In ordertoreinforce 
this conclusion we would now shift the 
f(x;us of our analysis Hrsi tocropwise growth 
performance at the all-India level and then 
at the state level in die sections that follow 

IV 
Production Growth acrotB Crops 

Table 4 provides CAORs for major crops 
or crop git'ups separately for 1968-81 and 
1981 -91. In die second peri(xl rice <x:cupicd 
a leading position among all the cereals with 
highest growth in output at the rate of 3.87 
percent. Wheat and maize folkiwed it with 
the CAGRs in output of 3.33 per cent and 
2.62 per cent re.spectively. Performance of 
the (wo inferior cereals, namely, jowar and 
bajia was very ptxir with non-sigiiificaiil 

^wth iodkAting stagnation in thefroutpnt. 
Finally, at the aggregate level production oif 
cereals recorded growth at the rate of 2.9? 
per cent in the 1980s. > 

The remarkable feature of the growtii in 
output of cereals in the recent decade was 
that increases in yield were almost solely 
responsible for it. Contribution of area was 
either non-significant (as in case of maize 
and wheat) or significant but negative 
(eg, jowar and bajra). The single most 
exception to this was of rice crop which 
benefited marginally from area expansion 
(CAQR B 0.6.5 percenOin addition togrowdi 
in productivity at the rate of 3.25 per cent. 
In the aggregate, however, cereals lost area 
at the rate of -0.32 per cent between 1981 -91. 

Pulses as a group registered low but 
statistically significant growth in output at 
the rate of 1.26 per cent in the 1980s. Almost 
total,, contribution to this growth was from 
pulses other than gram and Uir. Output of 
the latter two major pulses grown in India 
remained stagnant throughout the second 
period due to opposite trends in area and 
yield growth for both of them. Gram 
experienced decline in area (CAGR s -1.4 
per cent) but small positive gsowth in yield 
per hectare (CAGR = 0.7 per cent), while 
tur gained in area rapidly at the rate of 2.28 

Tabie 4' (’oMi'oi'No Anniiai Growth Rates (CAGRs) rir A«ea. Prooucton and 
YieidomCroi'S; All India 

{Per cent} 

('rop.s/( 'ixip (iroup.s 

(I) 

CA(iR.s lor l■)68-6<) lo 1981-82 
Area Proitucuoii Yield 
(2) (3) (4) 

.CAfife.MJ2M.-.82laia21.:g2 
Area Produciion Yield 
(5) (6) (7) 

Rice 0.69* 2.16* 1.45* 0.62* 3.87* 3.25* 
Jowar -0.84* 2.61* 3.50* • -1.96* -0.10 1.83* 
Bujuni -1.0.3* 0.78 0.3,3 -0.90* 1.49 2.33 
Maize O.IO 0.59* 0,49 0.11 2.62* 2.46* 
Wheal 2.60* .5.21* 2..55* 0.28 3.33* 3.06* 
Tolal cereid.s 0.36* 2.61* 2.25* -0.32* 2.97* 3.30* 
Gram -r).37 -0.73 -0.35 -1.40* -0.12 0.67* 
Tur 0.86* 0.85* -0.01 2.28* 1.19 -1.07 
Other puLses 0.90* -0.004 -0.90* 0.38* 3.12* 2.74* 
Total pulses 0.47* -0,17 -0.65 0.10 1.26* 1.13* 
Khunf I'oodgruins 0.15* 1.71* 1.55* -0.39* 2.52* 2.91* 
Rabi loodgrain.s 0,81* 3.30* 2.47* -0.01 3.23* 3.26* 
1'otal fiHidgrain.s 0.38* 2.33* 1.94* -0.24* 2.83* .3.08* 
Gmundnui -0.12 0.96* 1.07* 1.94* 3.36* 1.38* 
.Se.su immi 0.08 0.40 0.33 0.63 4.(XJ* 3..35* 
Rape.secds and maslard I.61* 1.88* 0.21 4.59 9.32* 4.55* 
('oainuls 0,43* -0.26 -0.69* 3.65* 5.83* 2.10* 
.Soyabean 38.56* 38.96* 0.28 16.48* 19.25* 2.38* 
.Sunflower 1.02 -1.88 -2.88* 18.42* 17.59* -0.70 
Total mue I.IS* 1.01* 0.75* 3.46* 6.30* 2.76* 
Cotton 0.27 2.78* 2.51* -0.57 3.73* 4.29* 
Jute 1.4.5* 2.13* 0.81* -0.75 1.81 2.94* 
Sugarcane l..5''< 2.65* 1.07* 1.61* 3.48* 1.80* 
PtHaloes 3.90* 7.77* 3.72* 2.93* 4.71* 1.74* 
Tobacco , O.tdt 2.12* 2.64* -2.22* -0.13 1.88* 
Tea 0.65* 3.02* 2..39* 0.90* 2.75* 1.85* 
Coffee 2.57* 4.38* l.')7* 1.60* 3.86* 2.19* 
NalUni] Rubber 3.14* 5.66* 2.51* 1.49* S.W* 7.06* 

(b) Pur .sesamufii. coconut, soyabean and sunflower the period is from 1981 -82 to 1990-91. 
(c| pQi-sesamum and coconut period is: 1968-69 to 1990-91 

For-wyabean and sunflower period is: 1971-72 to 1990-91 
* Statistically rigiuficant at 5 per cent level. 
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p«ir cent but iUt pnxiuctivi^ reetiutied 
uqctable and showed negative but non* 
significant trend. In contrast, rise in yield 
per hectare of ‘other pulses' at the rate of 
2.74 |x:r cent was mainly responsible for 
Satisfactory growth in their output atthe rate 
3.12 percent. It appears that cultivation of 
turhas picked up in thestates with relatively 
lower levels of yield but higher degree of 
weather-induced fluctuations. 

Thus, performance of pluses was uneven 
and unsatifactory compared to that of major 
cereals such a.s rice and wheat during the 
1980s. Nevertheless, it was certainly an 
improvement over the chronic stale of 
stagnation in their output and yield per 
hectare which prevailed during the early 
decade of the green revolution. 

The above mentioned differential 
performance of major cereals and pulses 
notwitlistanding, output of all foodgrains 
expanded at the rate of 2.83 per cent solely 
due to rise in their productivity at the C AQR 
of 3.08 percent. Between the kharif and rabi 
foodgrains the latterregistered amucii higher 
rale of growth in output, viz, 3.23 per cent 
with no loss of aiea to other crops. Whereas 
output of kharif foodgrains increased atthe 
moderate rate of 2..^2 per cent despite loss 
of area at the rate of -0.39 per cent. Decline 
in area under kharif f(x>dgrains must be a 
reflection of significant deeline in area under 
coarse cereals such as jowar and bajra while 
significant yield growth (i e, 2.91 per cent) 
mustbe die consequence of impressive gain 
in productivity of rice and maize mainly the 
kharif crops. 

Again, a comparison of performance of 
frxxlgrains between the two periods clearly 
shows that for rice, maize and pulses but 
particularly for the former two. growth rates 
moved up significantly in the second period. 
In contrast, growth in output of wheat 
decelerated remarkably from 5.21 per cent 
in period I to 3.33 per cent in the second 
period and that of jowar from 2.61 per cent 
to 0 per cent The only encouraging aspect 
of this otherwise pessimistic phenomenon 
has been that the fail in growth rale of wheat 
production was the result of greatly reduced 
expansion in aiva (i c. h-om 2.6 pur cent in 
1970s to 0 per cent in 1980s) and not due 
to decline in the pace of growth in yield per 
hectare of wheat which, in fact, improved 
marginally from 2.55 per cent in period I to 
3.06 in period Q. It is but natural that the 
overwhelming advantage of area expansion 
which wheat enjoyed in the early phase of 
the green revolution, due to its decisive lead 
in technological progress, is unlikely to 
continue at the same pace as the other crops 
begin to benefit increasingly from the 
technological advances and its wider 
diffusion. A jump in pnxluctivity growdi of 
rice 1.45 per cent in period 1 to 3.2S 
percentinperiotl n and of maizeOpercent 
to 2.46 per cent is a reflection of this 
phenomeaon. 

A4... 

Iiifnior certf^, juMvc’tter, dii^li^rcd 
ntudation in growth over the periM with 
a transition frmn positive to zero growth in 
jow«- output and continued stagnation in 
output of bajra. Among the pulses only the 
'other pulses' improved their growth 
performance attaining the growth level of 
3.12 per cent in period U from 0 growth in 
output in the early period. But there has not 
been any perceptible change in the state of 
stagnation in the output of gram and tur that 
prevailed throughout the post-green revo¬ 
lution period. At the aggregate level, there¬ 
fore, pulses as a group registered much less 
impressive improvement, i c, from 0 growth 
in 1970s to just 1.26 per cent in 1980s. 

Vary ingperfonnanceof major cereals and 
pulses apart, growth rate of tlieir aggregate 
output moved up from 2.33 percent to 2.83 
per cent between the two periods. It was the 
result of upturn in their yield growth, i e. 
from 1.94 per cent to 3.08 per cent. More 
importantly, between the kharif and llie rabi 
foodgrains, acceleration in output amt yield 
growtli in the 1980s wa.s much sharper for 

'the khtrif foodgrains tyhile in the case of 
dtelatteroa^tgrow^ratecontinuedalstost 
unchanged atthe pte-19Sl level. Thus, near 
doubling of growth rale in yield per hectare 
of kharif foodgrains (i e. from 1.55 percent 
to 2.91 per cent) helped in reducing 
considerably the large disparity in output 
growth between the kharif and rabi crops 
that emerged in the early phase of the green 
revolution. In other words, the period of die 
1980s represent an important departure 
from the early phase of the green revolution, 
in terms of greater pace of diffusion of 
technology to the kharif foexigrains. 

Di/.reecb.: AllUieedibleoilsecdsrcgisicred 
a high growth in production in the 1980s 
with CAGRs in their output rangin'' ' mi 
3.36 per centfor groundnut to 19.2.5 percent 
for soyabean. Expansion in both area and 
yield per hectare contributed to growth. But 
yield growtli played more or almost equally 
important role in respect of traditional 
oilseeds such us .sesamum {3.3pcrccnl) and 
rapesceds and mustard (4.55 percent)'wiiile 
area expansion coniribuicdr.verwlielmiiigly 

Table 5; Statewise ('omismind Anni'ai Ciso'inii Raiks i-ok FisirxikAiN.'. 

{Pet rent) 

Region/State 

(1) 

('AGR.S lor 
1968-6910 1981- 82 

t’AGR.s(or 
1981-82 lo 1991-92 

Perceniage 
.Sliaa- in 

K(x>dgr4in.s 
Pn>dueliun 

lor 19X7-88 
10 1991-92 

(8) • 

Area 

(2) 

Production 

(3) 

Yield 

(4) 

Area Production 

(-*!) (6) 

Yield 

(7) 

Southern Region 
Andhra Rnidesh -0.26 3.44* 3.57* -1.76* 1.32* 3.13* 7.2 
Karnataka 0.1.5 1.99* 2.14* -0.54 0.79 1.34* 4.7 
Kerala -0.86* 0.03 0.89* -3.79* -2 29* 1.56* 0.7 
I'aniil Nadu -0.80* 0.54 1.24* -0.81* 3.26* 4.11* 4.6 

Western Region 
Ciujarai -0.69* 2.92* 3.63* -1.13 -1.18* -0,06 2.0 
Maharashtra 0.99* 5.66* 4.63* -0.01 2.10* 2.11* 5.0 

Nortli-Westein Region 
Haryana 0.69* 3.60* 2.90* -0.55 4.52* 5.10* 5.4 
Punjab 2.34* 5.74* 3.33* 1.23* 3.80* 2.54* 11.8 

Central Region 
Madhya Prade.sh 0..S7* 0.88* 0.31 -0.58* 2.37* 2.96* 9.1 
Rajasthan 0.21 I..59* . 1.38* -0.82 1.95 2.94* 4.8 
Uttar Pradesh 0.26* 2.53* 2.26* -0.01 3.37* 3.37* 21.1 

Eastern Region 
Avsam l.OI* 1.30* 0.29 0.60* 2.26* 1.65* 2.0 
Bihar -0.13 0..55 0.68 -0.04 3.10* 3.14* 6.1 
Unssa 1.43* 0.49 -0.92* 0,73* 3.43* 2.68* 5.0 
West Bengal 0.05 0.48 0.43 0.99* 6.10* 5.05* 7.6 

All India 0.38* 2.33* 1.94* -0.24* 2.83* 3.08* (97.1 )@ 

Notes-. Aggregate percentage .share of IS stales * Statistically significant at 5 per cent level. 

Table 6: Reoionwise Chancies m Irkkiation 

Net Irricated Area 
Region Percent Chance between Per Cent Share in All India Increase between 

. 1970-71 1980-81 1970-71 1980-81 
and 1980-81 and 1990-91 and 1980-81 and 1990-91 

Southern 2.1 19.5 2.2 • 16.0 
Westeia * 49.1 15.2 18.3 6.4 
North-western 24.8 18.0 15.5 10.7 
Ceund 36.7 27.0 56.1 42.9 
Eaateni 3.0 40.4 Z2 24.0 
iMl-lndia 23.0 24.9 loao 100.0 
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lu^grDW^iiiiatxhictionofKQraW^ 
for urea 16.4^ perui;m)iindsunin(iwer<CAGR 
for area 18.42 per ceni). In the aggregate, 
tlterefore. production of all nine edibje 
oilseed)! expanded at the rate of 6.3 per cent 
in the 1980». Indeed, this represents a 
remarkable improvement over the low 
growth in their output (at the rate of 1.91 
per cent) lealised in the early period of the 
green revolution. Tlic associated CAOKs for 
area and yield {ter hectare were at the low 
levels of 1.15 per cent and 0.75 per cent 
icspectivcly in the 1970.s us against they 
being 3.46 per cent and 2.76 per cent in tlic 
1980s. This transition from low to very high 
growth in the oilseeds sei tor demonstrates 
the success of special efforts made in terms 
of development of techno logy and provision 
of assured and higher market support to tlic 
oilseeds, since the late 1970s and underscores 
the need to contmuc this .strategy in future um. 

Fibre Crops: Pniduction of cotton, tlie 
major fibre crop, registered relatively high 
growth (CACiR = 3.73 per cent) in 1980s 
I'/.r-a-Hi.r mtxlerate rate of 2.78 per cent in 
the 1970.S. Impressive gain in its prixluctiviiy 
growth, i e, from 2.51 per cent in period 1 
to 4.29 per cent in period 11 was solely 
responsible for its better performance in 
recent years. 

Performance of jute was unsatisfactory in 
the 1980s. despite remarkable improvement 
ill its yield growth from 0.81 per cent in the 
1970s to nearly 3 per cent m the 1980s, 
Slatisdcaily non-significant growth in jute 
production in picnod II appears to he the 
result of greatly fluctuating yet gradually 
declining area under jute 

Sugarceme. Potato and Tobacco: Sugar¬ 
cane is yet another major commercial crop 
like cotton which has improved its 
performance consistently throughout tlic 
green revolution period, with the CAOR of 
its production moving from 2.6^ per cent 
111 peritxl I to 3.48 per cent in period 11. 
GruwUi in area under sugarcane continued 
at (he rate of 1.6 per cent through the entire 
period while yield growth accelerated 
between the two sub-periods from 1 percent 
to 1.8 per cent. 

Production of potato expanded rapidly at 
the rate of 4.71 per cent in the 1980s both 
due to expans ion in area and yield per hectare 
but much more so because of the former. 
Vet, it represents deterioration in its 
impressive growth record in the early phase 
uf the green revolution whenoutput increased 
at the rate of 7.77 per cent to which again 
area and yield growth contributed equally. 

Growth performance of tobacco was worst 
m period II with absence of any rise in its 
output. Among all the non-foodgrains. 
tobacco is the only crop which suffered from 
significant loss of area at the rate of -2.22 
per cent which neutralised completely 
positive growth (at the rate of 1.88 per cent) 
i® its yieWper tectarc. It is possiWe that with 
restrictioas imposed on area undertobacco, 

low pRHiiicrivily lamia bevobjaen widi^ 
from cultivation by b^iacco producen. In 
consequence, the state of aap^ate iwtput 
growth in the 1970s was replaced by that 
of stagnation in output in the t980s. 

Planiaion Crops: Tea. the majOTphintation 
crop in India revealed consistently stable 
though moderate growth at about 3 per cent 
all through the post-green revolution period. 
Both urcaand yield contributed toproduction 
increa.se thoughriseinyieid was tte dominant 
.source of growth. Marginal decline in growth 
rate in 1980s over the 1970s, ic. from 3.02 
per cent to 2.75 per cent was mainly due to 
deceleration in its yield growth from 2.39 
percent to 1.85 percent. Tea being the major 
exportable crop of India, it is very 
disappointing that growth in its productivity 
could not be accelerated in the 1980s. 

Coffee production expanded at the high 
rale of 3.86 per cent in the 1980s. Both area 
and yield components contributed almost 
equally to output growth. Yet. itTepre.s6nted 
tieeliiie in output growth frimi the pre-1981 
Icvelof 4.38 percent, mainly due to slowing 
down of expan.sion in area and not in yield 
per hectare. 

In contrasi to moderate and marginally 
decelerated performance of tea and coffee, 
natural rubber registered greatly accelerated 
and high growth in its output at the rate of 
8.9 per cent in the 1980s and that too due 
lo unprecedented improvement in its yield 
growth from 2.51 per cent in period I to 7.06 
per cent in period II. 

Four impotlaiU conclusions emerge from 
the preceding analytical review of cropwise 
trends in output and yield growth. One. all 
the major crops excluding coarse cereals, 
gram, tur, jute and lobaccoexpericnced high 
growth rales (i c about 3 per cent !»r more) 
in their output in recent years. Secondly, for 

nuyority of themoot only pace of production 
growth enhanced between the two sub¬ 
periods but there was across the board 
acceleration in the 1980s in productivity 
growth rates too. Indeed, from among the 
22 principal crops, absenceofim{»x>vement 
in yield growth was observed only inrespect 
of jowar, tur. tobacco and tea. Thirdly, there 
was dramatic transition from low to very 
high growth accompanied by improvement 
in productivity growth, in the oiksceds .sector. 
Fourthly, sharp upturn in yield growth for 
kharif fexxigrains was also a noteworthy 
feature of the cropwise growth in the 1980s. 
Our conclusions, therefore, provide an 
evidence in support of a wider, - greater 
diffusion of technology in recent years to 
large number of crops not benefited in the 
early phase of the green revolution period. 

PartB 
V 

performance of Foodgrains at State/ 
Rejiiional Level 

At the all-India level CAOR of foodgrains 
output moved up from 2.33 per cent in 
period 1 to 2.83 per cent in periixl II. The 
upturn in output growth occurred mainly 
due to significant acceleration in productivity 
growth, i e. from 1.94 per cent before 
1981-82 to 3.08 per cent m the period 
subsequent to 1981-82. It neutralised 
completely the negative effect of reversal of 
trend in area growth for foodgrains from 
0.38 per cent in peritxl I to 0.24 per cent 
in the latter period. 

It is possible that the pattern of changes 
in growth rates of area, production and yield 
perhectare of foodgrains between llie periods, 
obtained at the aggregate level is the result 
of similar changes in all the states or it may 

Tabi e 7; Statewi.se Estimates of Quadrai ic in Time Variable,Fittedto Trjenniai. Averages 
f)F FtRMXlRAIN PRODIHTION (PERIOD 1968-69 TO 1991-92) 

Stales Reetesiuon CoefTicieat.'! (4' 

(1) 
CcHLSlani 

(2) 
. t 

(3) 
t> 

(4) 
R’ 

.(5) 

Southern Region 
Andhra Piadesh 3.8194 0.0175* -0.0003* 0.89 
Karnataka 3.7222 0.0117* -0.0003* 0.69 
Kerala 3.1056 0,0054* -0.0004* 0.81 
Tamil Nadu 3J1297 -0.0037 0.0003 0.34 

Western Region 
Gujatat 3.4799 0.0168+ -0.0005 0.21 
Mabarashtn ^nm 0.0283* -0.0006+ 0.68 

North-Western Region 
Haryana 3.5747 0.011.5* 0.0003+ 0.95 
Piaijab 

Central Region 
3.7585 0.0287* -0.0002* .0.99 

Madhya Prade.m 4.0062 0.0011 0.0004* 0.91 
Rajastihan 3.7579 0.0066 0.0001 0.66 
Uttar Prade^ 4.2076 0.0080* 0.0003* 0.95 

Eastern Region 
Assam 3.3228 0.0019 0.0003* 0.95 
Bihar 3.9242 -0.0008 0.0003* 0.78 
Onasa 3.6975 -0.0056* 0.0006* 0.94 
West Bengal 3.8830 -0.0078* 0.0007* -0.85 

Nates: * Signtficani at 5 percent level, * significaBl at 10 perceat level. 
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alto be the net effect of contrasting patterns 

across the states. Wbat is. therefore, necessary 

is to examine trends in foodgrains output 

growth and the relative impottanceof sources 

of growth at the disaggregated level. For this 

purpose, wc analyse the state-level CAORs 

for foodgrains in the 1S maior states of India 

(Table .5). 

SouthemReghn: In the 1980s (column 6. 

Table 5) foodgrains output expanded at the 

low rate of 1.32 percent in Andhra Pradesh, 

remained stagnant with non-significant 

growth in Karnataka, declined significantly 

at the rate of -2.29 per cent in Kerala, and 

inu'ea.sed at arelatively high rateof 3.26pcr 

cent inTamilNadu. However, by and large. 

' growth in yield per hectare was not 

unsatisfactory during this pcri<xl in all tire 

states with the growth rates ranging from 

1.56 per cent In Kerala to 4.11 per cent in 

Tamil Nadu.^ In contrast, growth in area 

under foodgrains received a severe setback 

with the negative trend emerging in alt the 

states. The rate of decline in area was highest 

in Kerala (-3,79 jier cent) followed by Andhra 

Prade.<h (-1.76 per cent), Tamil N adu (-0.81 

percent) and Karnataka (negative but non¬ 

significant trend). Thus, during the latter 

phasenf the given revolution, soutbernivgiun 

experienced significant absolute decline in 

area under foodgrains leading to depressed 

or negative growth in output of foodgrains. 

Again, comparison of growth performance 

between the two sub-periods clearly reveals 

deterioration in the fcKxtgrain economy of 

the southern region. Output growth declined 

steeply from 3.44 percent in the 1970s to 

1.32 percent in tiic 1980s in Andiira Pradesh, 

tile leading foodgrain producing slate of the 

region. In Karnataka positive growtJi rate of 

1.99 per cent in periixl 1 was replaced by 

zero growth rate in period II while in Kerala 

too detcnoralion w as more than evident with 

a transition from stagnation in the early 

phase tosignificant negative growth in outpi i 

in the latter. Contrary lo this, growth 

performance, improved in Tamil Nadu 

remarkably with a shift from stagnation in 

production in pcriixl I to growth at the rate 

3.6 per cent in period 11. 

As Tamil Nadu represented an exceptional 

silu.'tlion of dramatic revival of growth in 

fheftxxlgraijis sectw we ex amined tlie .scatter 

diagram of the state's foodgrain output. It 

revealed that high gmwth rate obtained for 

the 1980.S was astalistical illusion. Successive 

troughs in the state’s fcKxlgrain output in the 

early 1980s were followed by the process 

of slow recovery which continued througlmut 

the 1980s, with restoration to pre-1981 level 

of output coming only at the end of die 

1980s. As such, there is no indication of a 

decisive break in growth environment away 

from the state of stagnation. A few more 

observAtioos from the 1990s would he 

requiredto ascertain exi-stenceof significant 

revival If anyv in Tamil Nadu’s foodgrain 

ccouciaiiy. 

Nevertheless, persutence a negative 

trend in area under foodgrains in the region 

as a whole, significant fall in output growth 

rates in three states and "an absence of 

sustained positive growth in the fourth one 

(i e. Tamil Nadu) hints at accelerated 

deterioration in the foodgrain economy of 

the southern region in the years to come. 

Western Region: Performance of food- 

grains in the western region too was 

characterised by worsening of growth 

environment from the 1970s to the 1980s. 

CACHls of foodgrain output dedlined from 

5.66 per centto 2.1 percentiriMaliarashtra 
and from 2.92 percent to -1.18 percent in 

Oujarat. Associated fall in yield growtli was 

equally steeper. 

Very high growth close to 6 per cent 

realised in the 1970s in Maharashtra was 

partly a reflection of recovery to normal 

level after severe depression in output 

between 1970-71 and 1973-74, tlie succes¬ 

sive yearsof Bcuiedrought. Yet. tlie recovery 

was quick and was followed by rapid and 

Table 8: Statewise Compound Annual Growth Rates (CAGRs) k>r Maior Non-Foodorains 

CAGR.sfor CAtiRsfor PerC’eni 
1968-69 to 1981-82 1981-82 ii> 1991-92 Sharciii 
- - ^ 

('nips/Stale.« 

(1) 

Area 

(2) 

Production 

(3) 

Yield 

(4) 

Area 

(-5) 

Pmduction 

(6) 

Yield 

(7) 

Piraiudion 
11987-88 

to 1991-‘m 
(8) 

GtoundmUs 
Andhra Pradesh -0.63 -0.05 0.59 5.82* 6.97* 1.11 27.9 
Gujarai 1.6.5* 4.53* 2.83 -1.90 -1.82 0.08 16.9 
Tamil Nadu -0.66 0.04 0.71* 1.52* 5.18* 3.59* 16.4 
Karnataka 0.06 -0.09 -0.15 5.54* .5.52* -0.02 12.6 
Maharashtra -0.87 0.83 1.71* 0.69 3.41 2.69* 10.8 
Onssa 8.68* 7.85* -0.75 5.70* 5.18* -0.49 6 8 

Rapeseeds and Mustard 
Rajasthan .5.88* 7.28* 1.32 14.22* 16.64* 2.12* .33.8 
Uitar Prade-sh 0.04 -0.47 -0.51 -5.16* 1.10 6.60* 20.5 
Haryana 2.68* 3.63* 0.92 10.76* 17.01* 5.72* 11.0 
Madhya Prailesh 2.23* 4.59* 2.31 8 05* 12.99* 4..67* 9 0 
Gujarat 14.58* 16 38* 1.56 ';.64* 11.67* 1.89 7.6 
West Bengal 1.01 5.91* 4.85* 10.64* 15.85* 4.70* 7.2 

Coconuts 
Kerala 0.63* -2.40* -1.78* 2.93* 4.54* 1.56* 47,2 
Tamil Nadu 1.83* 2.56* (1.72* 7.62* 6.59* -0.96 23.4 
Karnataka 3.02* 3.86* 0.82* 3.04* 2.91* -0.12* 13.2 
Andhra Prade.sh 1.27* -033 1.58* 3.08* 18.44* 14.91* 6.8 

Cotton 
Punjab 4.33* 3.25* -1.03 1.12 9.14* 7.93* 23.1 
Maharashtra -0.42 2 4.6* 2.89* -0.15 2.71* 2.89* 17.5 
Gujarat -0.21 1.12 1.33* -4.32* -.3.03 1.39 13.0 
Haryana 3.71* 5.10* 1.35* 4.23* 6.89* 0.56* 11.3 
Amihra Prade.sh 2.58* 15.21* 12.29* 4.61* 3.12 -1.41 9.6 
Karnataka 0.17 4.12* 4.34* -5.20 3.93* 9.66* 8.5 
Rajasthan 4,15* 7.32* 3.04* 1..53 7.08* 5.46* • 7.7 

Jute 
West Bengal 2.69* 3.54* 0.82* -0,73 2.66* 3.42* 68.9 
Bihar 1.18* 2.Z5* 1.05* -0.20 2.43* 2.65* 14.1 
A.ssam '-I..57* -0.17* 1.42* -1.84* -1.07 0.83* 11.5 

Tobacco 
Andhra Pradesh -1.20 1.35 2.59* -2.20 -0.04 2.18* .36.7 
Gujarat 2.19* 5.64* 3.38* -1.39* 1..53 -0.15 31.5 
Kamalaka 1.99* 5.58* 3.51* 0.07 2.23* 2.16* 7.2 

Chillies 
Andhra Pradesli 1.87* 3.15* 5.12* 3.60* 7.43* 3.71* 46'.6 
Orissa 9.05* 9.85* 0.74 3.43* 3.46* 0.02 10.6 
Maharashtra -0.27 -0.97* -0.70* -1.60* -1.24* 0.43 9.9 
Rajasthan 3.25* 0.12 -3.03* 0.84 9.21* .8.31* 6.1 
Karnataka 3.99* 4.08* 0.10 -1.19* -4.84 -3.68 5.6 

Sugacane 
Uttar Pradesh 1.77*’ 2.23* 0.45 1.52* 3.86* 2.31* 44.0 
Maharashtra 3.15* 6.59* . 3.33* 4.00* 2.49 -1.45* 14.3 

Tamil Nadu 2.01* 4.27* 2.21* 3.51* 4.57* 1.02* 10.3 

Karnataka 5.07* 3.81* -1.21* 5.42* 5.78* 0.33 9.0 

Potato 
Uttar Pradesh 4.43* 10.08* 5.41* 2.54* 3.95*. 1.37* 42.2 

3V«.m Bengal 5,40* 10.37* 4.71* 6,22* 8^9*1 1.95* 29.0 

Bihar 2.98* 2.11* -0.84* 2.30* ^53* 0.22 10.0 

Siirtisiicatly signillcaace ai S percent ievd- 
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tusUined (acpauktn in output tfamafier. In 
dte 19K0«, however, there wm nbiuukce of 
similarmofflentuinintlte foodgratiiKou^ut 
growth in MaharaxhU-a. 

In Oujarat. moderate growth in the early 
period (2.92 percent) wax replaced by a long 
phaxe of high fluctuationx in output in (he 
1980x. Indeed, after reaching a peak level 
of output in 1983-84 the foodgrainx output 
in Oujarat remained greatly deprexxcd and 
below its 1983-84 level right up to 1992-93. 
Lack of momentum in growth in the wextern 
region can partly be explained with reference 
to negligible expansion in irrigation in the 
1980s accompai^ed by increased frequency 
and xeverity of monsoon failures.' 

North-Western Region: In contrast to the 
discouraging performance of the southern 
and the western regions, the noth-western 
region which spearheaded India's green 
revolution continued to be the high gniwih 
region even in the latter phase of the green 
revolution. But between the two states, it 
wa.s Haryana which established a clear lead 
over Punjab through rapid acceleration in 
foodgrains production and productivity 
growth rates, thereby relegating Punjab to 
the sccoikT position. 

FtxKlgratns output increased at a high rate 
of4.52 (lercent m period II in Haryana while 
growth rate in Punjab was relatively lower 
at 3,80 percent only. Haryana s impressive 
growth in output even in total absence ol 
supporting expansion in urea under 
I'lKHlgruins was due to very high growth in 
yield per hectare at the rate of 5.1 fx;r cent, 
double the level achieved in Punjab, i e. 2.54 
per cent. No otherstate except West Bengal 
could exceed growth rate of 5 per cent in 
I’oixtgrainx yield per hectare like Haryana in 
pernxl 11. 

Comparative performance of Punjab and 
Haryana between the twosub-periods reveals 
opposite changes in momentum of growth. 
Outputgrowtli decelerated in Punjab steeply 
from 5.74 percent in the early phase to 3.80 
per cent in the latter phase of the green 
revolution. Haiyana suipasscd Punjab in the 
latter phase by accelerating output growth 
rate u» 4.52 per cent from its earlier level 
of 3.6 per cent. The noticeable and most 
encouraging aspect of this transformation in 
the nortb-western region has been that the 
contribution to accelerated output growth in 
Haryana was entirely from incrciixes in yield 
while deceleration in ixitputgrowth in Punjab 
was mainly due to dccreaxe in area growth 
rate (i e. from 2.34 per cent in period I to 
1.23 per cent in period II). Nevertheless, it 
is necessary to take note of the fact that 
growth in foodgrainx productivity 
decelerated in Punjab, though marginally, 
from 3.33 percentto2..54 percent, between 
the two sub-peritxis. 

CettintlmdEastemRegion: Uttar Pradesh 
and Madhya Pradesh from (he central region 
are the twomajorstates growingfoodgrains. 
They together claim more than 30 percent 

ritare in aO-Iodia foodgnina {vodnetion. 
Prom among the four eastern stotes. West 
Bengal. Bihar uid Orissa are the important 
producers of foodgrains, accounting for a 
combined share of 18.7 per cent in all-India 
production with their individual shares being 
7,6 per cent, 6.1 per cent and 5 per cent 
(column 8, 'Table 5). 

In the 1980s West Bengal surpassed all 
the other states of India in foodgrains output 
growth with IheCAORof 6.1 percent. Uttar 
Pradesh. Orissa and Bibar followed it with 
CAOR values exceeding 3 per cent whereas 
in Madhya Pradesh and Assam foodgrains 
output expanded at the moderate rate of 
about 2.3 per cent. Rajasthan alone was an 
exception with almost stagnant and highly 
unstable foodgrain output in the second 
period. 

The most remarkable feature of the 
output growth in these parts of India was 
overwhelmingly dominant contribution of 
yield increases in expanding output and the 

negligible rede of e^nsiem in area under 
foodgrains. 

In fact, in the central region trend in area 
under foodgraips was negative (-038 per 
cent) inMadhya Pradesh and non-significant 
in the other two states. In the eastern region 
though trend in area was positive, itremained 
below 1 per cent in the throe states and non¬ 
significant in the fourth one, i e, Bihar. In 
contrast, growth in yield per hectare of 
foodgrains was either close to 3 per cent or 
exceeded itinallthestates excepting Assam, 
it being as ht#i as 5.05 per cent in West 
Bengal. 

Comparison of the growth performance 
between the early and latter phases of the 
]>ost-green revolution period reveals a 
universal trend of acceleration in growth in 
ail the central and eastern states excepting 
Rajasthan, In Madhya Pradesh, output growth 
rate moved up steeply from 0.88 per cent 
in period I to 2.37 per cent in period 11 
despite a significant reversal in the trend in 

Tabi fcO.-CoMi'oiiND Annum Growth Rate."!of.SDPfrom AokimroRB, OirrKrrw 
ItxIIXIKAINS and MaIOK NON-FoODORAINS for SeI EtTED State-s 

(Percent! 

CAGRs of UulDul for Percentage Percentage 
.Sliile/t'rops 1968-69 1981-82 Share in .Share in 

to to .State's Cropped All-lndia 
1981-82 1991-92 Area 1990-93 Production 1987-91 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5< 

Kerala 
.SDP iFoni agricullutu 0.17 2.75* 2.9 

F'lxidgraiiai 0.03 -2.29* 24.10 0.7 
t'ocoiiuls ' -2.4* 4.54* 36.42 47.2 
Natural rubber 5,69«' 3.01® 14.52 97.4 
Pepper 
Aiuilira Pradesh 

0.97 9.07* 7.29 97.4 

8 DP from agncullure 2.48* 1.81* - 7.9 
Foodgraiii.s 3.44* 1.32* 60.47 7.2 
Ciiuundnui.s -O.ttf 6.97* 19.79 27.9 
Chillies 3.1.1* 7.43* 1.8^ 46.6 
CcK'onut.s -0,33 18.44* 0.53 6.8 
Colton 15.21* 3.12 5.89 9.6 
Tobacco I..35* -0.04 1.48 36.7 
West Bengal 
SDP iFom agncullurc 2.46* 6.88* 7.6 
Foodgrains 0.48* 6.10 80.54 7,6 
Juic 3..54* 2.66* ' 6.56 68.9 
Kapesceds 5.91* 15.8.5* 4.96 7.2 
Pixalo 
Rajasllian 

10.37* 8.29* 2.70 29,0 

SDP from agriculture 3.11* 4.91* 6.5 
FVxxigniins 1.59* 1.95* 68.19 4.8 
Rapeseeds 7.28* 16.64* 12..56 33.8 
All nine oiliweds 2.99»4> 13.62* I8..53 10.22 
(aXion 7.32* 7,08* 2.NI 7.7 

(liillics 0.12 9.21* 0.23 6.1 
Haryana 
SDP from agricultuie 2.93* 4.77* 4.4 
Pnodgrains 3.60* 4..52* 72.33 5.4 
Rajseseod.s 3.63* )7.()l* 10.44 n.o 
('Alton 5.10* 6.89* lU.OI 11.3 
Sugarcane 
Puajah 

-135 3.90* 2.76 3.6 

SOP from agrtculiute 3.47* . 4.77* - 6.6 
Foodgraias 5.94* 3.80* 84.54 11.8 
Ctiiion 325* 9.14* lO.tQ 23.1 

Notes; * dtatiMicailysigniftcantat 5 percent level, 0 Based onirienniaFavenigeeofthaleRainai 
yean of the period. 
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area growA from 0.57 per cent to -0;58 per 
cent. Rise in ou4>at growth rate howev«’ 
was marginal in Uttar Pradesh, i e, from 
2.55 per cent to .3.37 per cent. Yet, this 
improvement is crucial because the share of 
Uttw Pradesh in the all-India foodgrains 
production is not only maximum (21.1 per 
cent) but exceeds the combined share of 
Haryana and Punjab, i e, 17.2 per cent. 
Moreover, unlike Punjab contribution of 
area component to expansion in foodgrains 
output remained negligible throughout the 
post-grecnrevolutionperiod in Uttar Pradesh. 

Change in the growth performance of the 
eastern region between the two periods was 
not only much faster but more dramatic too. 
Absolute stagnation in production and 
productivity of foodgrains in theearly period 
was replaced >, growth rates close to trr 
higher than 3 percent m all the three important 
foodgrains producing states of the region, 
namely. West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. In 
Assam growth continued without break with 
marginal acceleration between Ute two 
pericxls, i c, from 1.3 per cent to 2.26 per 
cent. Thus, it is evident that all the majeu' 
states growing foodgrains from the central 
and eastern parts of India experienced rapid 
momentum in foodgrains output growth. 

How does one explain this .sharp transition 
in growth environment in the eastern region 
and upturn in growth in the central region 
of India? Certainly many factors associated 
with the wider adoption of new technology 
such as expansion in irrigation andextension 
services, development of infrastructure 
required fordistributionqf seeds, fertili.seis, 
credit, etc, must have contributed to bring 
about significant change in the growth 
environment in these areas.'“The irelaborate 
and uptodate analysis is out of the scope of 
the present paper. However, we prefer to 
make a brief reference to irrigation 
development in this context (Table 6) 

Expansion in net iirigated area in tlic 
eastern region was just 3 per cent between 
1970-81 as against 40 per cent in 1980-91. 
Share of the region in all-India increase in 
irrigation therefore jumped from 2 (ler cent 
in the 1970s to 24 per cent in the recent 
decade. Tliis significant gain in inigalion 
benefits of tite region certainly must have 
piayed a crucial role in improving growth 
environment in addi I ion to increased spread 
of new technology. 

In the central region, net irrigated area 
expanded significantly through the 1970s 
(by 37 per cent) and the 1980s (by 27 per 
cent). Though llie pace of expanskm reduced 
in the-latter decade, the region continued 
to have significant share in the all-India 
increase in irrigation which was 56 percent 
in 1970-81 and 43 per cent in 1980-91 as 
against its share in aggregate net sown area 
being only 36.5 percent. More importantly, 
the intra-regional dispersal of irrigation 
benefits was much belter in 1980-91, as 
compared to 1970-81. In the fonner period, 

A-10 , .i... 

Uttar wa# mi^ (jeneficiary 
wftti 60 per c«iit share in expanaion of 
irrigaiionvriiileinOM 19)I0iiMadhyanradesh 
alone accountMl for 50 per cent of the total 
irrigation expansion in the region and the 
share of Uttar Pradesh was reduced to 27 
per cent. This explains rapid acceleration in 
growth in period II in Madhya Pradesh and 
Significant growth in the early period 
followed by further improvement in growth 
in peritxl n in Uttar ftadesh. 

Finally, it is evident from the preceding 
discussion that behind the relatively less 
impressive improvementin foodgraias output 
growth at the all-India level (i e. from 2.33 
per cent to 2.83 per cent) between the two 
phases of the post-green revolution peritxl. 
lies a diverse pattern of trends in growth 
across the regions. At the one end there was 
significant deterioration in the foodgrain 
sectors of the southern and we.stem regions 
while the eastern region underwent 
remarkable transition from stagnation tohigh 
positive giowtii. .Simultaneously, momentum 
of growth accelerated in the central region 
and high growth continued in the north¬ 
western region. 

VI 
Pattern of Acceleration in Foodgrains 

Output: States and Regions 

We have concluded in the |>rceediiig 
di.scussion dial the regional pattern of 
foodgrains output growth has undergone u 
significant change in the latter phase ol the 
green revolution peritKi. In order to .strengthen 
ourinfcrencesfurtherregaiding accelerating 
or deceleration in output growth at the state- 
level we repeated the statistical cxcrci.se of 
fitting a quadratic in time variable, i e, log 
y = a + bl ht’ to the time series ol triennial 
average of foodgrains output tor all the 
states for the entire post-green revolution 
peritxl. The results tthiaincd are rcprtxiuced 
in Table 7. 

Statistically significant positive values of 
‘h’ but negative values of 'c' confirm 
significant deceleration in output grtiwtii in 
Andlira Pradesh. Karnataka and Kerala. Low 
value of R- (i c. 0.34) aiixig with non- 
significance of both the regression 
ctx;ffici«nls cstabKshes existence of high 
degree of instability and absence of sustai ned 
iucrea.se or decline in growth in the entire 
pcritxi for Tamil Nadu and support our 
reservations expressed earlier regarding the 
possibility of significant revival in its 
ftMxIgrain sector. 

Significant and high positive value of ‘b’ 
but significant and negative 'e’ establish 
deceleration in output growth in Maharashtra 
from high positive growth rale in the early 
period. In Gujarat, positive but relatively 
motlerale growth in the early phase appears 
to have been rofdaced by high flueluaiions 
in output in the second period. Indeed a very 
poor fit of qua^atic and tIte lower vahie of 

<R* w 0.21) fpr ^jariit: eoo^ini 
high vulaerabUity of its agricuUuM to 
vagaries of monsoon. Similarly, aieiatively 
lower value of R* (i e. 0.68) shows that 
agriculture in Maharashtra too must have 
suffered, though to a lesser extent, from the 
weather-induced in-stabUity in the l98Qs. 

Tite estimates of quadratic function 
obtained for Punjab and Haryana ore very 
instructive. Highest value of‘b’ (ie.0.0287) 
among all the states and negative value of 
'c' for Punjab confirm its leading position 
in the early phase of the green revolutkui 
and subsequent slowing down of fotxlgrain 
output growth in the I altcf period. In contrast, 
fixxigrains sector in Har>'ana improved its 
performance in the lulterpbasc (positive arid 
significant estimate of ‘c’) over and above 
the mixlerutc grnwlli (b = 0.0115) achieved 
in the early pericxl. Again, highest value of 
R- obtained for Punjab (i c, = 0.99) not 
only indicates extremely gtxxl fit of the 
quailratic function hut more importantly 
displays high stability of Puniah s irrigated 
agriculture. 

The results obtained for the central and 
the eustern regions loo reinforce our 
inferencc.s based on the stales’ comparative 
pcrfonnancc in fixxigrains output growth 
belween the two sub-periods. With an 
exception of Ku|asthan coefficient of l'. i c, 
'c' turned out to be positive and statistically 
sigiiificunl fur all the central and eastern 
states establishing emergence of acceleration 
in output growth. Highest magnitude of ’c' 
(i c. 0.fK)07) demonstrates a far greater 
improvemeni in I'oodgriuns ouipul growth 
in West Bengal than in any other slate. Again 
estimates of ‘b’ arc either statistically non¬ 
significant (as ill case of Madhya Pradesh, 
Assam andB ibur) orsignificant but negative 
(as for West Bengal and Orissa) They imply 
stagnatiiHi with Huctualions in output in 
pcritxi I in the former three slates and 
fiucruiitions accompanied by significant 
tiepression or negative trcixl in output in the 
latter two. i c. West Bengal and Orissa. 

I-astly. non-sigiiifieancc of htith ‘b‘ and 
‘c’ together with relatively lower value of 

(i e. 0.66) for Rajasthan implies absence 
of sustained positive growth in fixxigraiii.s 
output in the entire period along witli a high 
degree of weather-induced instability in the 
fixxigrains sector of Rajasthan. 

Vll 
State Level Performance 

of Non-Food^raitis 

It is not enough to examine pcrfonnance 
of fixxigrains alone. Growth in output of 
n6n-foodgrainstoo is crucial indetcimitung 
aggregate performance of agriculture, 
depending upon licir relative share in crop 
pattern. Furthermore, to the extent that die 
demand for non-foudgrains is more ineome 
elastic and they enjoy relaiivelyhii^erprice 
advantage over the foodgnuns their relive 
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wingbuge in agg^gote (irod^on index 
may be even great«' than their mhare in crop 
pattern. That i« why. deceleration in 
performance of foodgrains in any region by 
itaelf need not be a cause for concern so long 
as accelerated growth in production of non* 
foodgrains neutralises the depressing effect 
of the former and leads to non-decelerated 
or even accelerated growth in aggregate 
index of production. Likewise, accelerated 
grotvtfa performancB of foodgrains if achieved 
at the cost of considerable setback to growth 
in output of non-foodgrains may lead to 
deterioration in the overall performance of 
crop pnxiuction sector. Therefore, we need 
to analyse more carefully the performance 
of non-foodgrains at the state level. 

Large number of non-foodgrain crops 
such as oilseeds, fibre crops, condiments, 
and spices, vegetables and fruits, plantation 
crops, etc, are grown in different parts of 
the country depending upon tlieir adaptability 
to local agro-climalic conditions and their 
relative profitability vix-a-vis foodgrains. 
Types of crops grown and their relative 
weighlage in the crop pattern vary 
con.sidcrq|)ly over the stales. Hence, it would 
have been ideal ifwehad state level aggregate 
index numbers of area, pnxiuction and 
pnxluctivily of all non-ftxxlgrains combined 
for judging the relative performance of states 
in respect of non-foixlgrain cTops. But such 
compreliensi ve statistics for all the years and 
the states ate not available. Therefore, wc 
have tried to evaluate performance of states 
with (lie help of two types of analytical 
exercises. 

The first one involves scrutiny of the 
CAGRs of urea, pnxiuction and yield per 
hectare for the major non-foodgrain crops 
in all the major states growing them. It is 
supplemented by (he second exercise which 
is restricted to a few selected states, where 
wc compare gniwth in SOP generated in 
agriculture with that in (he state’s fixxlgrain 
output and output of its major non- 
foodgrains. 

To keep the present paper within tlic 
manageable limit in the discussimi that 
follows wc present initially (he bnrad 
overview of the stale-level performance of 
the major non-foodgriiins based on the 
statewisc and cropwise CAORs listed in 
Table 8. Tliis is followed by our final assess¬ 
ment regarding relative performance of 
slates'in increasing the outpitt of non-fiod- 
grains with the helpof the second illustrative 
exorcise. Incidentally, it also demonstrates 
the role played by non-fixxigrains in the 
selected states in improving overall 
agricultural performance in the recent years. 

Produedon of majority of non-fotxigrain 
crops expanded at moderate to high rates 
of growth in many states in period II 
(Table R). Noticeable deviations from this 
trend vwre only of jute in the eaatem region 
and tobacco in (he sixitbem region. Again, 

for ini^y states grotvtb|M^Nnamce in the 
19Rd8nfiresentedafinrciealerinipR>vement 
overthatintfae 1970s.‘Themostdistinct and 
important feature of growth was thtf in all 
dte regions other titan tiie southern, unlike 
the past, growth relied dominantly on yield 
increase, though in afew instances oKpansion 
in area too complemented it, leading to very 
high growth rates. 

In the southern region, which exporienced 
pronounced shift in area from foodgrains to 
non-foodgrains. performance of almost ail 
the non-Toodgrains in all the four states in 
period 11 was satiifactory and far better than 
that of foodgrains as a whole, as also better 
than their own performance in period I. 
Exception.^ were only of cotton and tobacco 
in Andhra Pradesh and groundnut in 
Karnataka in which case output growth was 
non-significant in thel9S0s. Areaexpansion 
contributed heavily to growth in output of 
all the major non-foodgrains in this region, 
the remarkable exception being of cotton in 
Karnataka. Yield per hectare of cotton in 
Karnataka increased at the rate of 9.63 per 
cent in period II, a rate higher than that 
realised even in a progressive state like Punjab 
(7.93 per cent). Thus, there is a reason to 
believe that by and large superior 
performance of non-foodgrains must have 
compensated more than adequately poor 
growth performance of ftxxigrains in tire 
southern region. Among the four states, 
however. Andhra Pradesh seems to be the 
only state where unsatisfactory performance 
of cotton and tobacco might have 
overshadowed impressive growth in output 
of groundnut (CAGR * 6.97 per cent) and 
ehillics (CAGR » 7.43 per cent) thereby 
depressing overall performance of non- 
foodgrains in the 19R0s. 

In contrast to satisfactory perfiwmance of 
non-f(x>dgrains in the southern region, their 
output growth more or less remained 
depressed in the western region. Exceptions 
wereuf cotton in Maharashtra and rapeseeds 
ill Oujaral. Output of cotton, the major non- 
fixxlgrain crop of Maharashtra (accounting 
forncarty 13 percent share of total cropped 
area) expanded at the moderate rate of 2.5 
percent titroughout the post-green revolution 
peritxl. But the (mxluction of three other 
crops, namely, groundnut, sugarcane and 
chillies did not register significant growth 
in the 19R0s. This represented a contrast to 
a far higher rate of growth in the sugarcane 
prcxluctlon of Maharashtra (i c, 6.59 per 
cent) registered in period I. On (he whole 
therefore, the performance of the non- 
fixxlgratn sector in Maharashtra was less 
satisfactory in (he 19lt0s. as compared to the 
early peri^ of the green revolution. 

Among alt the stales. Gujarat with nearly 
50 per cent of its cropped area under non- 
foodgrains performed worse with regard to 
growth ifi (heirtHilput in the lltilOs witii the 
iraiqtieexct^mofnpesaeds." fefonnance 

ofbotitgiotmdnmand(x>tum,<higariif'*|twii> 
major non-foodgrain crops was disBstioas 
during this period. It may he a reflection of 
the recurrence of bad-weather yem in 
succession since the mid-1980s in the state 
and thus underscores the need for a rigorous 
specification of weather variable to evaluate 
its performance, more accurately. 

By and large all the states from the north¬ 
western. central and the eastern regions of 
India, the regions which performed 
exceedingly well in respect of growth in 
foodgrains output did equally well with 
regard to their major non-foodgrains too, 
particularly the oilseeds, cotton and 
sugarcane. In these states growth in output 
was moderate to high in respect of many 
non-foodgrains. From among them the 
performance of West Bengal, Punjab, 
Haryana and Rajasthan was much more 
impressive than Aat of others. 

vm 
Non-Food}^ains in Agricultural 

Economy of States 

In order to reinforce conclusions reached 
in the last section as also to demonstrate the 
crucial influence of non-foodgrains over the 
state’s aggregate performance in agriculture, 
we compare growth in S DP from agriculture 
with the slate’s growth rates of foodgrain.s 
and non-foodgrains output for the two sub¬ 
periods (columns 2 and 3 inTablc 9). Relative 
importanceof foodgrains and non-foodgrains 
in the state’s agricultaral economy and in 
the aggregate national production is algo 
indicated by their shares in the state’s crapped 
area and in the all-India production under 
columns 4 and 5 respectively, in the same 
table. This illusnativeexercise wasrestricted 
to only six states, two from the southern 
region and the otherfourfromihe remaining 
regions. 

Our choice of the stales was guided by 
the special features of the non-fmxlgrains 
output growth displayed by these states in 
the 1980s. The two southern states, namely, 
Kerala and Andhra Pradesh topped in 
diversion of area from foodgrains to non- 
fixxlgrains. Area under foodgrains declined 
in these states at the C AGRof -3.79perc«it 
(Kerala) and -1.76 per cent (Andhra Pradesh) 
in the 1980s. The other four, namely. West 
Bengal, Rajasthan. Haryana and Punjab 
showed exceptionally gixsl performance in 
increasing the non-food^ruins output 
without significantdiversion of area away 
from foodgrains. In fact, two of them, i e, 
Punjab and West Bengal represent the other 
extreme. They have surpassed every other 
state in expanding the area under ftxKigrains 
in die recent years at the rate of 1.23 per 
centandO.99 per cent respectivcly(coIumii 5, 
Tables). 

Non-foodgrains dominaie the agricultural 
economy of Kerala. Their shore in the state’s 
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cropped eWahM reedwd d»rie«ei0f?69«r 
ceot io the recent yews with the siutre of 
foodgreins drot^ing to just 24 per cent. 
Kerala enjoys monopoly in production of 
rubber and pepper while its share in die 
country’s coconut production is nearly SO 
per cent. Its agricultural performuice in 
period I was Very poor with stagnation in 
SDP generated in agriculture to which poor 
petfonnance of both the foodgrains and non- 
foodgrains must have contributed equally. 
But there wasmarked revival in SDP growth 
from agriculture (CAOR « 2.75 per cent) in 
period D, deiqiite significant absolute decline 
in the foodgrains output at the rate of -2.29 
per cent during the same period. It was the 
result of rapid expansion in output of its 
major commercial crops with their rates of 
growth ranging from 3 per cent (rubber) to 
9 percent (pepper) in the 19R0s (column 3, 
Table 9). 

In Andhra Pradesh, mainly a foodgrains 
growing state, even in the 1980s, performance 
^ agriculture in period I was relatively 
satisfactory with the CAOR of SDP from 
agriculture being 2.4R per cent. It reflected 
a much better performance of fraxlgrains 
(CAOR at 3.44 per cent) in addition to very 
high growth (15.21 per cent) in the cotton 
output, but poor performance of groundnut, 
its major non-fotxlgrain crop, as also of the 
other minor non-foodgrain crops. In die 
1980b, however, growth in agricultural SDP 
decelerated to 1.81 per cent due to much 
steeper reduction infoixlgrains outputgrowth 
(i e, from 3.44 per cent t[\ 1.32 per cent) and 
stagnation in output of cotton and tobacco. 
High growth in pi^uction of groundnut and 
chillies (atabout 7 percent)could not improve 
the state's overall growth performance. 

In sum. significant revival in the non- 
foodgrains sector in the 1980s had crucial 
impact on agriciture’s aggregate performance 
in Kerala but mixed performance of major 
non-foodgrains was not adequate enough to 
compensate for significant deceleration in 
the foodgrains economy of Andhra IVadesh. 

Foodgrains dominate the agricultural 
economy of the other four selected stales 
with their shore in gross cropped arearanging 
frtHH 68 per cent in Rajasthan to 85 per cent 
in Punjab (column 4 in Table 9). Among 
them West Bengal revealed exemplary 
performance in increasing its foodgrains and 
non-foodgrains output (particularly of 
rapeseeds and potato) in the l%0s.NBn)rally. 
it was reflected in its very high growth in 
SDP from agriculture (CAOR » 6M per 
cent) between 1981 -91. higberthan any other 
states. Rajasthan. Haryana and ^njah 
followed West Bengal with rise in their SDP 
from agricultuiv ailtierateof4.9] pwwnl. 
4.77per cent and4.77 percent resp^ively. 

Rajasthan registered secoudbighwt growth 
rate in respect of SDP from agricultuie in 
period 11, stagnation in its foodgrains 
notwithstanding. It was the result of 

unpfeeedentad in the 
mttpmofalmostaflflwnon-fbodgniinssucli 
as oilseeds, cotton, ohiUies.corionderiOnions. 
guarseeds etc. Their output growth rates 
ranged from 7.08 percent to 16.64perceat. 
More importantly, growth d^nded, to a 
large extent, on improvement inproductivily 
and not on diversion of area away from 
foodgrains. Indeed, in the absence of 
significant growth in foodgrains output and 
with only 32percent share of non-foodgrains 
in the slate’s cropped area (in 1990-93) the 
rise in agricultuiid SDP at the rate of nearly 
5 percent is the mostcre^itable achievement 
for the state like Rajasthan. 

Similar to what happened in West Bengal, 
in Haryana too production of both fixidgrains 
and non-foodgrains expanded rapidly in 
period II. Output of rapeseeds and cotton, 
the twomajor non-foodgrains, whichclaims 
more than 20 per cent share in Haryana’s 
crop pathuri. increased at unprecedented rates 
of 17 percent and 6.89 per cent respectively. 
Indeed, there was across the hoard 
acceleration in growth rates between the two 
sub-periods for all the major crops in 
Haryana. But it was much steeper for non- 
foodgrains as compared to Oxxlgrains. This 
explains rise in SDPgrowtIi rale for Haryana 
from 2.93 per cent in period I to 4.77 per 
cent in period II. 

With 85 percent shore intbe state's cropped 
area, frxxlgrainsdominate overwhelmingly 
the agricultural econoniy of Punjab. Tlie 
only non-foodgrain crop, worth llie name, 
grown in the state is cotton. It wcupies 10 
per cent of the slate’s cropped area and 
claims 23 percent share, the highest among 
all the stales in theall-Indiacoiton pnxluction. 
Though foodgrains output growth decele¬ 
rated in Punjab from about 6 per cent in 
period I to 4 per cent in period II, there was 
steep rise in output growtli rate for cotton 
from 3.25 per cent to 9.14 per cent ami in 
its yield per hectare from Upcrcent to nearly 
8 per cent. As a consequence growth in 
agricultural SDP moved up in Punjab from 
3.47 per cent in the early phase of the green 
revolutitm to4.77 percent in its lalterphasc. 

Thus, it is important to recognise that both 
in Punjab and Harytma accelerated growth 
in productivity of non-foodgrains played a 
very onicial role in pushing the growth of 
agriculture* s SDP ctose to 5 per cent in die 
latter phase of the green revolution. 

Punjab being mainly responsible for 
India's success in the eariy phase of the 
green revolution, its subs^uent growth 
lecotid iscrucial for understanding the future 
course of ouqiut growth in Haryana as also 
the other states of India where ftXHigrains 

dominate the crop pattern. Hence, a few 
addlticmal comments on the nature of its 
performance would he helpful. 

There has been apprehension that it would 
betflffloult to accekrate further productivity 
growth in Punjab and thtsefore a shift of area 

away from rice and wheattoliigh viduenon- 
fcxxIgrBiBcrq^particubrly the horticultural 
crops with an accent on their processing is 
necessary to sustain growth in agricultural 
incomes. But the analysis of crop statisUcs 
presented in this paper clearly shows that 
as yet there is no distinct indicatirai of an 
emergence of such shift in Punjab. On the 
contrary, positive expansion in area under 
foodgrains (i e rice and wheat) continues 
though naturally at a rate fairly lower than 
that in the 1970s. By now, all tlie other 
traditional cereals and crops like gram and 
groundnut have been almost totally wiped 
out from the .state thereby exposing 
agriculture to hazards of intensive irrigation 
combined with monoculture thereby 
threatening its long-term sustaiiiahiliiy. 
Certainly, the absence ofdecisivcly superior 
technology and price incentives us also of 
the assured market support to crops other 
than rice and wlieut must be lesponsible for 
this phenomenon. 

Nevertheless, it is evident that the farmer.^ 
in Punjabhavc utili.sed to amaximum extent 
the opportunities provided by the recent 
technological advances in pnxJuclion of 
cotton to push up growth in agricultural 
incomes. 'Tlic lesson is. fargreatur improve¬ 
ment in teclinological. infrasnuctural and 
pnee support would be needed in persuading 
the farmers to sliift from fmxlgrams tonon- 
foodgrains especially in the regions where 
traditionally Imxigrains dominate the crop 
pattern. 

IX 

ConcludiiiR R«miirk.s 

Our analysis oflndiu’sagriculluralgrowih 
across cro|is and regions in the post-green 
revolution period unfolds interesting 
dimensions of the new trends and patterns 
emerged in the 1980s. One thing is clear that 
there must be an upsurge, a significant one. 
in the growth of aggregate production and 
pnxiuctivity in Indian agriculture and it 
cannot be attributed merely to a favourable 
weather. The fact that the role played by 
yield improvement in inducing higher output 
growth has been far more importahtthan that 
of expansion in area indicaicsthat the process 
of growdi has been technologically more 
dynamic too. 

While acceleration in yield giowth in recent 
years has been signiricant forcrops like rice, 
maize, other pulses, ntposeeds. seusamum. 
soyabean, rubber and cotton, formuny other 
crops yields continued uiexpand at the rates 
cloMtotl^irpre-1981 levels. Again, unlike 
the post, enhancement in yield grovAh had 
been mure impressive for non-fwxlgrains as 
compared to fotxigrains and among the 
fcxi^raina for kharif foodgrains vir-a-vfr 
the rabi foodgrains.Tliis is an indication of 
amuch widerdiffuskmoftechnology across 

the crops than in the past. 
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agricultanl growtli * 
its wider dispersal over the regions. This is 
evident from the fact that the foodgruns 
output growth picked up in many les.s 
developed areas the central and the 
eastern regions where growth had been 
sluggish in the early phase of the green 
revolution. Moreover, with fairly rapid 
expansion in productivity of non-foodgrains, 
growth in agricultural incomes too 
accelerated in majority of the states in the 
1980s. In sum, with the wider dispersal of 
growth across crops and regions, agricultural 
growth ha.s become moie broad-based in 
recent years. 

What do the regional trends and fsittcrn.s 
tell us about ftiturc course ot agricultural 
growtli in different regions of India'' The 
pcrfonnancc of the western region has been 
mo.st unsatisfactory in the 1080s ambng all 
the regions of India, as also compared to its 
own performance in the 1970s. This may be 
interpreted as an indication of increasing 
preference to non-agrictiltural .sectors 
involving a shift of resources away from 
agriculturejntliis predominantly dry fanning 
region Nevertheless, the role played by 
adverse weather condition.^ and the greatly 
reduced pace of expansion in irrigation in 
depressing production growth in the 1980.S 

in this region cannot be ignored. Hence, we 
believe that for ascertaining direction of 
future change in agriculture in the western 
region it is necessary to undertake a more 
careful evaluation of the growth performance 
by including rigorous specification of 
weather variable in the trend function and 
covering a few more years, from the 1990s. 

From among the remaining four regions, 
the southern region shows a distinetdowntum 
in the foodgrains output growth. The trend 
is mainly caused by a shift of area away from 
foodgrains and is accompanied by a more 
than compensatory growth in the output of 
non-foodgrains. Hus new trend towards non ■ 
foodgrains is unlikely to get reversed in 
future. On the contrary, it may get further 
consolidated with theincreasinglypromising 
opportunities for the agricultural and agro- 
based exports emerging due toliberalisation 
of thehidiaii economy. Is the southern region 
thenexpccted tomove towards specialisation 
in non-foodgrains? This would very much 
depend upon the pace of development of the 
agnvprocessing industry and infrastructure 
for exports as also the extentofefficient 
mobilisation of foodgrain stapluses from 
the other regions to the southern region. 

fo the north-western region, though high 
growth in foodgrains output at the rate of 
about 4 per ceht continued in die 1980s, the 
growth experience of Punjab demon.?trates 
thatriisienanceofhigfa growth in agriculture 
within curtenttechno-economicenvironmenl 
would bti increasingly diffroolt in foture." 
Crop diversification, howsoever desirable 

attractive and decisively competitiveoptions 
to rice amFpdteal ctiine forth. 

Keeping in view the likely deterioration 
of the foodgrain economy iii fte western and 
.southern parts of India and the declining 
prospects ofhighgrowtb in foodgrains output 
and yield in the north-western states, if 
appears inevitahle that the central and the 
eastern regions have to share increasingly 
the burden of India’s food security in the 
years to come. Fortunately, not only the 
potential lo achieve this goal has been 
promising in these two regions, but they also 
have demonstrated the ability to do so by 
responding positively to the special policy 
initiatives provided in the 1980s and moving 
away from the early scenario of sluggish 
growth. A greater thrust on the.sc policies 
and acomm itment of adequate resources for 
their implementation would therefore be 
neededto step up further the tempo of growth 
in this region. 

Thus inourjudgment, past trends justify 
the hope forabetter future. What is required 
for its realisation is to strengthen the 
policies and programmes for broadening 
further the base of agricultural growth and 
making it more sustainable. In this context, 
the role of increased public investment in 
technological and infrastructural develop¬ 
ment for agriculture hardly needs to he 
underscored. A real task lies in achieving 
increasingly higher inter-crop and inter¬ 
regional dispersal of investment and its 
improved utilisation. 
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CHkeeds Devdopm^ and Polity 
A Review 

KNNbuin 

This article attempts to re view the past performance of the Indian oilseeds sector and assesses the emerging scenario 
and various policy options for the sustained growth of this^ectqr. 

INDIA’S oilseeds sector has witnessed a 
dramatic turnaround in its fortunes recently. 
Owing to the changed policy environment, 
various incentives and institutional support 
given for the development of the oilseeds 
sector, following the constitution of Uie 
technology mission on oilseeds (TMO). 
IndiB'soilseedsoutputhascrossed2l million 
tduring 1992-93, which surpasses the target 
of 18 million t fixed for being attained by 
the end of the Seventh Five-Year Plan. This 
implies dial our oilseeds output has been 
increasing at over 6 per cent per annum, or 
even more in the last five years or so. This 
seems to have largely come about through 
a rapid rise in the production of rabi oilseeds 
like rapeseed-mustard, rabi groundnut and 
non-traditional oilseeds like soyabean, 
sunflower, etc. If this momentum is 
maintained it should not be difficult for 
India to attain, and even surpass the target 
of 26 million t of oilseeds production set 
by our planners for being realised by the 
year 2000. 

An attempt is made here to review the past 
performance of the Indian oilseeds sector 
and assess the emerging scenario and various 
policy options for the sustained growth of 
this important sectorof the Indian economy. 
Owing to rising incomes, population, 
urbanisation, industrialisation and oilier 
factors, the demand for vegetable oils and 
fats has been rising rapidly, at over 4 per 
cent per annum. Demand projections made 
by the N ational Commi ss ion on Agriculture, 
1976 (NCA) and others indicate that the 
demaml for vegetable oils by the year 2000 
will range between 8 to 10 million i or even 
more (v/de.Ninan 1989]. Projections made 
by the Planning Commission too envisage 
the demand for vegetable oils to increase to 
about 8 million t by the year 2000. which 
is equivalent to about 26miIUon tof oilseeds. 
Supply projections made by the NCA indicate 
that if the required investment takes place, 
if the average yields of oilseeds were to 
increase to over one tonne per ha as against 
the present level of alxiul 0.7 tonne per ha 
(now nearing or around 0.8 tonne per ha or 
so), and if the area untkr irrigated oilseeds 
were to increase to over 5 million ha as 
against the present level of 2 to 3 million 
ha, then supply of vegetable oils may go up 
to about9,7 million t by the year2000. Other 
sUidies indicate that not only is theprojected 

supply likely to be at a lower level, but also 
the deficit would be of the order of 2.8 to 
4.S million I by the year 2000 [Meenakshi 
et al 1986]. When these gloomy forecasts 
were made, India*s oilseeds production was 
stagnating at the level of 11 to 13 million 
t during the early 1980s. It was also not res¬ 
ponding to the various price and other in¬ 
centives due to economic, institutional and 
technical constraints. Imports of edible oils 
averaged about Rs 1,000 crore per annum 
during the early 1980s which ranked the 
highest in our import bill after peboleum 
and fertilisers. This scenario nolongercxists 
with imports dwindling to a negligible 
amount. In fact from a net importerof oilseed 
products, India has become a net exporter. 

In reviewing the past performance of the 
oilseeds sector in India, one cannot ignore 
the fact that area has continued to be tlic 
major source of output growth of oilseeds. 
Land being a limiting factor in Indian 
agriculture, the prospects fur increasing 
oilseeds production fuitlicror for thatmatter 
of any other crop, through expansion of area 
is diminishing fast. With environmental 
concerns and movements picking up in ihe 
recent years, the possibilities of converting 
forest lands to crop production arc also 
extremely limited, if not impossible. Here, 
however, we may note that there are several 
tree crops of forest origin such as mahua, 
sal. karanja, kusum. neem. etc, which if 
properly exploited could meet a significant 
part of our vegetable oil lequirements. 
However, some experts have warned that 
this could accelerate tlie denudation of our 
forests. This apart, the only alternative to 
increase urea under oilseeds is to displace 
other crops or utilise fallow lands. Tliere are, 
in fact, evidences to show that some of the 
expansion in oilseeds area in the recent past 
has been al the cost of area under coarse 
cereals and pulses [Acharya 1993]. Whether 
this is desirable or not is open to debate. 
Coarse cereals and pulses Ixsing the main 
source of calories and proteins for the low 
income groups, or vegetarian diets in India, 
the rationale behind increaiting oilseeds area 
as observed after the advent of the TMO, 
at the expense of coarse cereals and pulses 
area could be questioned. However, by 
improving productivity of coarse cereals 
for which viable technology exists, it is 
possible to reduce the area under low value 

crops like coarse cereals and use the area 
so saved for cultivation of more remunerative 
and high value crops like oilseeds, superior 
cereals, horticultural crops, etc. So also 
scope exists for diverting some unirrigated 
wheat or rainfed rice area to grow oilsreds 
and more remunerative crops in a number 
of states. This will help in rational and 
optimum use of a scarce resource like land. 
Tliestrategy of increasing oilseeds production 
should constitute an integral component of 
the country’s overall strategy Ui promote 
sustained and balanced growth of the 
agricultural sector so us to meet the demand 
fordiversc agricultural commodities. There 
is also scope for increasing oilseeds 
production through inter-cropping, relay 
cropping and interposing oilseeds in crop 
sequences or farming systems. 

While, as mentioned alxive, expansion in 
area has provided the major impetus to 
oilseeds growth in India, increases in yields 
too have been playing an impoHunt role in 
output growth of oilseeds in several districts 
and in respect of specific oilseeds m recent 
years. A recent study reveals that out of 87 
districts from ihe five major groundnut- 
pixxlucing slates of India studied. .L^disU'icLs 
(i e. over 40 percent of the districts) recorded 
u signiricantincreu.se in aggregategixxindnut 
yields (Ninun 1993). However, this also 
includes several minor groundnut-pnxlucing 
districts. Tliis study noted that in Tamil 
Nadu though tlierate of iiKtea.se in groundnut 
production has been slow in recent years, 
yields have registered an increase (and 
statistically significant bH> inmost ca.ses) in 
alldistricis. Soalsoquiteanumberofdistricis 
in Gujarat, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh 
h a VC reported modest to significant increases 
in groundnutyields in therecentpast. Though 
the long-term growth rates for groundnut for 
Ihe period 1949-50 to 1990-91 indicate 
groundnut area to have increased faster 
than groundnut yields (the compound 
growth rates being 1.16 and 0.69 ^r cent 
per annum respectively), the trends for the 
last decade from 1980-81 to 1990-91 indicate 
that the rate of increase in groundnut yields 
(1.82 percent per annum) has bem marginal ly 
higher than in area (1.75 percent per annum). 
The role of yields has hwn more prominent 
in the grow^ of other oilseeds like rapeseed- 
mustard. safflower, etc (Ninan 1^9). The 
wide differences in oi Iseed yield rates acros'> 
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dUtiicM and xtatns in die countiy indicateR 
itcope for further increasing their yield 
levels. Improved/hybrid varieties of various 
oilseeds have been developed, which, if 
popularised, could give 20 to 50 per cent 
or more yields as compared to present 
.strains. Available information indicate that 
200 variteties/hybrids of various oilseeds 
suitable fordiverse agru-cllmatic situations 
and environments have been developed. SO 
of them in the la.st Ft VC ye ars alone by various 
research and .scientilic labs which have a 
genetic yield potential of two to four times 
more than the national and state averages. 
ICRIS AT has developetl gmundnut varieties 
which can yield three to five tonnes per ha. 
i e. six times the national average yield 
[Shenoi lOO.Ij. However, due to various 
production and marketrisks farmers appear 
to be reluctant or slow to adopt the improved 
technology because of the high investment 
requirements 111 termsof fertilisers, pesticides, 
other inputs, and more so liecause oilseeds 
cultivation is concentrated in high risk 
regions where returns on investment arc 
uncertain (Ninon 19K9I. Shortage of eertitled 
quality seefis due to constraints in large- 
scale multiplication, high cost of oil seeds 
due to high onverheads. and the low priority 
given to oilseeds research and development 
in the country until the advent of the TMO 
in May 1986, are some of the reasons for 
the low adoption rates of improved 
technology (Ninan 1989]. It has. for instance, 
been noted that the availability of certified 
seeds is not commensurate with the breeder 
and foundation seeds produced which indi¬ 
cates weaknesses in the seed production 
chain. The production of hybrid seeds is 
also not able to meet even 10 per cent of 
our requirements. Many of the varieties 
currently grown have become obsolete and 
in need of being replaced by hybrids if our 
oilseeds output is to keep pace with the 
growth in domestic demand. Also the slow 
transmission of improved/hybrid oilseed 
varieties from the lab to the farm indicates 
weaknesses in our extension system. 
However, as npted earlier, after the 
constitution of the TMO and a more 
favourable policy environment oilseed 
yields have been looking up and recorded 
modest to significant improvements in 
diverse agro-ciimatic situations and regions. 

Though irrigation is known for its yield¬ 
enhancing effect, coverage of irrigation for 
oilseeds in general and kharif oilseeds in 
particular is low as compared to other crops 
like wheat, rice, sugarcane where returns are. 
more and risks low. Yields of oilseeds under 
nrigated conditions is substantially higher 
(about two to three lanes higher) as compared 
to yields secured under ralnfed conditions. 
Furtho'. oilseeds require less water than other 
crops like rice. In fact, water required to 
itrigate one acre of area under paddy is 
sufficient to irrigate about four acres of area 

iind^ groundnut (Ninon 1989]. However, 
growth of irrigation for oilaeeds has been 
.slow. Moreover, evidence udicate that if 
irrigation is available fanners prefer to switch 
overtoothercrops like wheat, rice, sugarcane, 
etc [Ninan 1989], Though large-scale 
diversion of irrigation for oilseeds is not 
possible or even desirable from the view 
point of promoting balanced agricultural 
growth and other considerations, the policy 
of irrigation water being expropriated by 
one or two crops to the neglect of other crops 
is liable to be questioned, among others on 
equity and sustainability considerations. 
There has, for instance, been a live debate 
in Maharashtra regarding the available 
irrigation water being exclusively used for 
sugarcane cultivation and large holdings, 
neglecting other crops which are concentra¬ 
ted among small farms and in the semi-arid 
tracts. Proper irrigation planning and water 
budgeting can help in better and optimum 
utilisation of u scarce input like water. There 
is a need for special incentives and measures 
to increase the coverage of irrigation for 
oilseeds. Apart from including it in the 
recommended crop pattern for command 
ureas and also .shifting some of the irrigated 
aiea in favour of oilseeds, charging cess for 
iirig ation water on a volumetric basis (since 
oilseed.s consume less water), protective 
irrigation and water harvesting in dry regions 
arc some of the measures suggested in an 
earlier study, and which are as relevant today 
(Ninan 1989). 

Risks in pnxluclion and marketing of 
oilseed.s and oilseeds products arc relatively 
high as compared to other commodities and 
haw acted as a constraint for rapid expansion 
of oilseeds production in India. Cultivation 
of oilseeds in India, as noted earlier, is 
concentrated in high risk regions where 
returns on investment are low and uncertain. 
Only around 20 per cent of oilseeds area 
receives irrigation support, die remaining 
area being concentrated in regions with low 
or uncertain rainfall and marginal lands. 
Consequently weather-related poxluction 
risks are quite high in respect of oilseeds 
cultivation, particularly kharif oilseeds 
where unlike for rabi oilseeds, coverage of 
irrigation is very low. Timely arrival of the 
monsoons as also good distribution of Uic 
available rainfall arc crucial for the healthy 
growth of groundnut and other oilseeds. As 
the study cited earlier indicates, rainfall is 
a major factor behind variability of 
groundnut yields in all the major groundnut- 
producing states of the country [Ninan 1993]. 
However, as noted earlier, it is not the sole 
factorcBUsing variations in groundnut yields 
and there are other socio-economic, 
agronomic and institutional factors loo 
which may account for the variability of 
grouhdnut yields. An analysis of the nature 
of association between monthly rainfall and 
kharif groundnut yield variations indicated 

thatexceas orsfaortiUI in SeptemberrainfaU 
emerged as asignificantfactorioexplaining 
variability of kharif groundnut yields in 
several districts (Ninan 1993].Inottierwotds, 
it is the excess or shortfall of rainfall in the 
last tap of the south-west monsoons which 
is pulling up or down the kharif groundnut 
yields levels. Apeculiarthing aboutground- 
nut is that unlike for most other crops, for 
groundnut the product (i e, the groundnut 
pod) develops below the soil and hence, if 
the groundnut pods arc to be harvested 
without damage, requires adequate moisture 
or irrigation to loosen the soil at the time 
of harvest. This indicates the need for pro¬ 
tective irrigation in this critical stage. In 
respect of itrigation, diough its yield-stabi¬ 
lising role is well recognised, ifilis not used 
efficiently it could aggravate crop yield 
instability. An analysis of the variability of 
rabi groundnut yieUs across districts revested 
that though districts with assured sources of 
irrigation such as canals, tube-wells reported 
lower level of instability in rabi groundnut 
yields as compared to other districts, there 
were also districts with assured sources of 
irrigation reporting high instability in rabi 
groundnut yields (Ninan 1993]. In other 
words, the efficiency widi which irrigation 
water is used is also a factor to be reckoned 
with in explaining variability in rabi 
groundnut yields. The occurrence of good 
or bad years for groundnut in India does 
not follow any cyclical pattern and is random 
in nature (N inan 1993]. A redeeming feature 
is that a good or bad harvest of groundnut 
is mutually compensating across states and 
districts, which will help in risk managerooit 
and coping with a bad harvest in one region 
or district through reaping a good harvest 
in anoUter region or disteict. Crop, varietal 
and spatial diversification arc time-tested 
risk management strategies and hence the 
trend towards diversifying India’s oilseeds 
economy by ui^ouraging cultivation of 
diverse oilseeds and also in traditional and 
non-traditional areas will help in managing 
ri.sks and stabilising our oilseeds sector. 
Oilseed varieties have al.so been evolved 
t^ich are drought-tolerant and capable of 
withstanding other stre.sses including various 
pests and diseases suitable for diverse agro- 
climatic regions and envinniments, which 
if popularised could help in reducing 
fluctuations in yields of oilseeds. Market- 
related risks arc also quite high for oilspeds 
in India. Dominance of private traders and 
intensive speculative activities in trading 
of oilseeds is a conspicuous feature of India's 
oilseeds economy and the oilseed growers 
have always been at tlic receiving end. 
Though there has been a secular rise in 
oilseed/oil prices they are also subject to 
wide seasonal fluctuations. Hie benefit of 
a price rise has gone more to the tr«Ier than 
the grower (Ranade 1982. vwfeNintin 1989], 
On account of cash and other pressing 



requireiitenti, mlso6d' ^growwn geoendly 
to sell off theacrop immediately after 

'bwest which leads to a drop in oilseed 
prices in the post'harvest season. However, 
because of intensive speculative and trading 
activities,dominatedbyafewplayets,oilseed 
prices used to be artiflcutUy depressed soon 

.after the harvest to the diriment of the 
oilseed growers. It iscstimated tbatdie spread 
between the post-harvest and lean season 
prices was as much as 75 to 100 per cent 
for groundnut in India as against a 
reasonable 40 per cent [Shenoi 1993], As 
a result, the oilseed grower received only 
SO to 60 per cent of the consumer rupee 
tShenoi 1993]. These factors are a 
disincentive to oilseed growers. Through 
administrative interventions, establishment 
of co-operatives and regulated markets, the 
role of the middlemen and other exploitative 
elements in the oilseeds trade is being 
reduced, if not eliminated, so as to give a 
fair deal to the oilseeds growers and 
consumers. 

The roic of price and technology in 
stimulating agricultural growth is well 
established. In the case of oilseeds, both 
priceand technology have been observed to 
be important variables influencing their 
suf^y response [Ninan 1989]. However, 
while acknowledging ttw role of price in 
stimulating production, and in enabling a 
farmertooffsetadeclinein his income from 
oilseeds cultivation on account of declining 
or magnant relative yields through an 
increase in price, in a dynamic setting it 
is technology which is a more in^iortant 
factor (Ninan 19891. This»is because 
ittvelopment of co.st-effecti vc or high yield 
low cost technology can itself change the 
scenario for oilseeds. An earlier study noted 
that white price of oilseeds vis-a-vis prices 
of its competing crop.s had registered a 
significant increase during the period 
19S4-84, yields of oilseeds had either 
decUned orremained stagnant in relation to 
that of its competing crops during the same 
period (Ninan 1989]. TcchiKdogy, therefore, 
seems to be tbemajur constraint to increasing 
oilseeds production. 

India’s strategy for increasing oilseeds 
production lays emphasis on both ensuring 
remunerati ve prices to the oilseeds growers 
as also developing and popularising viable 
technologies that will increase productivity 
at low cost The price support operations for 
theoilseedssectorinlniUaareattwolevels - 
one is a farm price support scheme 
admihistered by the Nationsj Agticulhiral 
Co-operative Marketing Federation 
(N AFHD) which provides floor price for six 
major mlsceda, viz, groundnut, sunflower, 
soyabean, rapeseed-mustard, safflower and 
toria. However, the need for NAFFD’s 
intcirvention in the oilseeds market has not 
iWaii or been njigligible in the past since 
prices of groimiiut and other oilseeds have 

alwi^ renutined wisU above tb». support 
price. The odio- priceau^port operation is 
by the Nation^ Dairy DevBlo{»neAt Board 
(NDDB). which was assigned the task of 
intervening in the wholesale marketthiough 
the market interventionopnation (MIO) by 

.the government of India in April 1989, to 
maintain the wholesale |»ice ^ groundnut 
and mustard oil within a price band specified 
by the Empowered Committee on Oilseeds 
Policy, constituted by the government of 
India. During the oil year 1988-89, for 
instance, the wholesale {vice band for 
groundnut oil was fixed at a minimum of 
Rs 20,000 per metric t and a maximum of 
Rs25,000])ermetric t. Similarly for mustard 
oil these (nice bands were Rs 17.000 and 
Rs23,000 resfiectively. This spread of around 
35 per emit between the two levels was 
considered adequate to cover the cost of 
storage, (vocessing and a fair return on 
investment [Shenoi 1993]. During 1990-91 
and 1991-92, no price bands were declared 
due to a variety of reasons such as shortf all 
in domestic production, uncertainty in 
imports, etc. However, theNDDB was able 
to contain the intra-year price spread of 
groundnut oil within the reasonable limit 
of 30 per cent, and 45 per cent in the case 
of mustard oil. Prior to the MIO the intra¬ 
year price spreads of major edible oils 
despite huge edible oils imports had been 
as high as 80 to 100 {>cr cent, whereas after 
the MiO, this spread had reduced to 30 to 
50 per cent. 

However, there is a body of opinion that 
argue that lack of remunerative prices, at 
least until the advent of the TMO, was the 
main constraint to increasing oilseeds 
production [Cf Kurien 1986, vide Ninan 
1989]. SupfKVters of Ihis viewpoint were 
also critical of the policy of impxiiliDg edible 
oils which unduly depressed domestic prices 
and turned out to be a disincentive to 
increasing oilseeds production. But Indian 
oilseed and edible oil prices have ruled higher 
than world prices for several years in the 
recent past. A study by Professor Dantwala 
also noted that the wholesale price index for 
oilseeds being 347.7 in 1986-87 was 
distinctly higherthaa for cereals and cotton, 
being 276.3 and 184.7 respectively 
[Dantwala 1987], Further, the annual rate of 
increase in oils^ {wices from 1950-51 to 
1986-87 has also bwn higher than that for 
other agricultural commodities. The rate of 
inoeaae was relatively much higher for the 
period beginning from 1970-71. Further, the 
study obstsrved that dwing (he last decade 
{sioeparity measured by the wholesale price 
index had moved distinctly in favour of 
oilseeds. The percentage increase in 
procuremmit/suppoct prices for different 
cropsbotween 1975-7(5/1977-78 and 1985- 
86 indicated that the increases in support 
{vices for different varreties of oilseeds had 
been more generous com{>und to increases 

in the snp^ prices of ofliei:,{tpi(n>lte^ 
ccramodBies. b fact, as aieptioi^ earlier, 
maiket {vices of otlseeds have always ruled 
higher than the support prices, and the need 
for NAFEO's interventitm in the oilseeds 
nuuketnever arose or atmostbeen negligible 
in the {Mst. The ministry of finance's index 
of edible oil {vices (with 1970-71 as base) 
stood at423 {wintsduring 1988-89 as against 
408 for all f<^ ctvnmodi tics. In mo-strccent 
years the edible oil price index has stood at 
a higher level than for all food items. In 
1986-87 and .1987-88 it also ruled above the 
general price index for all commodities, 
from this it is clear that price has not been 
the major constraint to expanding oilseeds 
production and that other factors like -V 
of a viableor acceptable technology, greater 
risks associated with production and 
marketing of oilseeds, priority to increasing 
foodgrains production may explain better 
this constraint. The TMO and other agencies 
have been addressing to some of these issues 
by developing and popularising better and 
viable technologies as rise giving incentives 
to cover the various risks asstKiated with 
oilseeds cultivatiou. lts efforts seem to have 
borne fruit as evinced by the rapid rise in 
the growth rate of oilseeds from the secuiai 
growth rate of 2{>er cent {wr annum or below 
during the last three or four decades to ovei 
6 to 8 {>er cent per annum during the last 
five years from 1988‘U> 1992. A strategy 
whiebrelieson theprioemechanlsmbas also 
limitations and un{>ortant implications. Since 
coarse cereals, the main staples of the low 
income groups are the main com(H:titors of 
oilseeds, any price {xilicy favouring oilseeds, 
will be at the cosi of coarse cereals by 
creating disincentives for producing coarse 
cereals. In fact, the surge in oilseeds uutpui 
during the last five years has partly come 
through diverting coarse cereals area to 
oilseeds cultivation, as noted earlier. The 
{vofitability of a crop is not determined by 
price alone, but also by other factors like 
yields, cost of inputs, risks, etc, and hence 
a strategy which relies on the price 
mechanism to boost oilseeds uuqmt has its 
inherent limitations. It is also well known 
that the aggregate supply response «l 
agriculture is low. Moreover, the Indian 
experience shows that it was only, when 
there was a technological breakthrough 
that production of wheat andrice recorded 
a spectacular rise. This can be true fc 
oilseeds also. 

The mounting deficits in our domestic 
oilseeds production and rising iotport bill 
{vompted the government of India to give 
,a special thrust to boosting our oilseeds | 
{voduction by {vo viding suitableincenti ves 
andinsUtutiioiudsufVKVLThisresultedintbe 

ooDsfitution of a technolt^y tnission 
oilseeds by the government cf Indiain 
1986. as mentioned eailier. 11^ mission’s 
urns am to hwuuss the but of prodnetion. 



biteg%;ilEoa«nVtBi|il^ pnc^buidsintiiejnilialtw^mtiiiveyMrt., 
toresKse8«ilf<4etiaBceitt^oi}iee^aad ty^ ocHjpmtive fMentkBUy Tkei^ disk^ 1992-93 pripei of«4ibileoUii,gpai«d 
vegeUiblebilBsect(»'tlirougtitbefotIowing; opemtivet pnwim«illweds direetly from todiZ2yheights.NI>Cffl'*in»btU^ tobuild. 
(a)imi)roveoientofoils6edcroptecfanolog;y its momben, i e, the oilseeds powers, up an adequate bid'fer stock of edible oilt:. 
by developing improved/hybrid crop provide technical input and extension partly due to the drastic cut in imports of 
varieties t^t give high yields, reduced services for production enhancement edible oils, apart from bulliahsentimraits in 
crop duration, tolerant of droughts, other programmes and also look after all activities the market and resuictions imposed oa.ftee 
sbesses, and with better resistance to pests right from procurement, {aocessing and movement of edible oils to other states 1^ 
and diseases, with other desirable attributes mmketingtofmalsaleofproductfMukunda the Oujarat government, constrained Its 
and also varieties suitable fm-cultivation in Das 1987). In the process not only are efforts tointervene in the wholesale market 
diverse agro-climatic situations and farmers paid a fair price based on of oilseCds/edibleoils. According to apress 
environments; (b) improvement of post- standardised quality assessment but also report, in tb^itiaJ two or three years when, 
harvest and processing technology by the consumers are given a quality product theNDOBVMIO was in operation, despite 
developing modem integrated processing at a fair price. By June 19^, NDDB had monsoon failures and other factors,- the 
technology, stepping up oil extraction helpedsetup5,017Anand-typeoilseedsco- NDDB was able to contain the price 
from oilcakes and alsoimproving traditional operative .societies affiliat^ to nine state fluctuations since the trade was not aware 
oil-ghanis; (c) transfer of technology and f^eratlons with a membership of over 8.2 of the stocks held by the NDDB available 
fanner support systems like distribution of lakh oilseed growers cultivating an area of for use in their intervention operations, 
quality seeds, fertilisers, pesticide.s, credit, nearly 20 lakh ha {Shenoi 1993; Men 1993]. However, during 1993 the rUkKs held by 
implements, etc. (As part of this programme These nine slate federations have also the NDDB and constraints imposed on the 
aRs 170-crore National Oilseeds Develop- developed significant storing and processing NDDBbythegovemmentofln^aregarding 
ment Project (NODP) covering 180 districts facilities, with storage capacity for 1.7 lakh quantum and timing of its purchases under 
in]7statcswastakenupforimp)ementation. t of oilseeds and 2.77 laim t of oil, oilseed MIO were all leaked out by a leading 
Another project known as the Oilseeds crushing capacity of3,310tof seed per day, economic daily. This enabled speculative 
Production Thrust Project (OPTP) with a solventextractioncapacityofl,980tperd8y traders to operate freely and with full 
hudgelofRsl25crorec<)vering246oilseed- us well as refining capacity of 7331 per day knowledge oftbe activities of NDDB, vriiich 
growing districts of the country was also have also been established* [Shenoi 1993; madethetaskofcontrollingpricesdifficult. 
taken up for implementation from 1987 Men 1993). These federations have forged The same news report also suggested that 
onwards. The NODP and OPTP were strong links with the extension wings of the the NDDB and government incurred a loss 
emergetl into a single programme during ICAR and state agriculture departments to of over Rs 250 ororc or so as a result of the 
1990-91 called the oilseeds production provide the farmer members of die co- MIO (Deccan Herald Supplement, 
programme (OPP). The OPP covers 282 operative societies the best available BangaIore.Septcmber21,1993,pi).Without 
oilseed-growing districts spread over 18 technology and inputs. Recent studies an adequate buffer stock of edible oils and 
slates. Total Costs of tlie programme arc to indicate that farmers participating in such storage capacity it will be difficult forNDDB 
be shared between the centre and states on co-operatives have benefited by earning an to make an effective presence in the market, 
a 7S;25 basis. The total planned outlay for additional incomeof Rs 30 to 50 per quintal The NDDB has already set up oil storage 
theOPPduring 1990-91 was Rs 69.97 crore. of oilseeds sokl [Shah and Modok 1986J. capacity for 1 lakh t at Delhi and another 
The pnrgramme covers all the major nine The NDDB has also been trying to stabilise 40 thousand I at Kandla. TTie government 
oilseeds cultivated in India), and (d) finally, supplies and prices through its market has also reaffirmed its commitment to enabled 
the TMO also seeks to guarantee support intervention operations (MIO), as mentioned the NDDB to build up a buffer stock of 1.5, 
prices to farmers and support to industry in earlier. This is sought to be drete by building lakh t of cilibie oils as envisaged when the 
the co-operative and private sector for up an adequate buffer stock of edible oils MIOwaspropos«I.Notwiih.standingtheabove, 
processing, storage and marketing. Tlie from both imports and domestic sources so according to another report, the NDDB *R 
impact of the TMO and other programmes as to enable the NDDB to intervene in the MIO enabled groundnut and mustud 
on, the Indian oilseeds sector has been wholesale oilsceds/oil market by releasing fanners to realise an additional income 
spectacular, as mentioned earlier with stocks orengage in procurement operations Rs2,3(X)crorc in 1990-91 (Men 1993). Thie 
productionofoiiseeds which wasstagnating when the prices of groundnut and mustard NDDB has also been trying to influence the 
ataroundll tol3milUontduringthemid- oilwentoutsidetheirprcscribedpriceband.' consumer market for edible oils by marketing 
t9S0s risirig to over 2i million t during A market intervention fund of Rs 30 crore edible oils under the Ixand name ‘Dbara’. 
1992-93 within the short span of five years was to be raised by the NDDB to meet Within the slwrt span of four years the Dhara 
or so. This means that the growth rate in pos.sible losses from MIO. As soon as the oil has made its strong presence in the retail 
oilseeds production has accelerated to over fund, including interest reached this target, maiket and is mostspught after by consumen:- 
6 per cent per annum during the last few any surpluses generated by the NDDB from Sales of Dburaoilro.se from a modest 1,1871 
years which represents a clear break from its MIO would accrue to the government, during 1988-89 to over 1.13 lakh t during, 
the secular growth rate of 2 per cent per Losses which caimot be met from the MIF 1991 -92. Dhara oils’ consistent quality, 
annum or below recorded by oilseeds are to be reimbursed by the government. To attractive prices, innovative packaging and. 
production in the previous three decades or enable the NDDB to fulfil its tasks under good distribution network account for itg 
so, as noted earlier. How far this growth the MIO. a special line of credit has been growing popularity. The NDDB has ^so 
momentum con he maintained needs to be provided to it, from the RBI and N ABARD been uying to develop a single market for 
.seen; forstockingofoilsecdsandoilsfortheMIO, vegetable oils in India, by blending most 

AlongwitbtheTMO.theNDDBhasbeeh similar to die iine of credit provided to (he preferred oils with refined oils and the wide 
assigned an important role in restructuring Food Coiporation of India to procure and consumer acceptability of its products 
India’s oilseeds and vegetable oils sector sfaickfoodgTains.TheN[H>B has, however, attests to the success of this prqgranune. 
from 1989onWBrds with a view todliminate met with only limited success in its MIO. In assessing the impact of the NDDB on 
therolhofmiddieinen in oilseeds trade and Thougbithadiwenabletocontaintheintra- the oilseeds and vegetable oils market in 
also help the odseeds grower to revise a year variations-of groundnut and mustard India, one must not lose right of the fact 
higherithaR In the consumer riipee. Under oiL the two most important edible oils that the NDDB has beai ppeirating in a 
this programqie. the NDDB has been consumed in India, within the prescribed hostile environment with the trade, industry 



and import tobbieii wfao were uxod to 
making huge profitii in Uie past, colhidiag 
to mAke the NDDB's efforts to stabiiiae 
supplies and control prices a failure. 

Anottimr area which has been receiving 
special attention and emphasis is the 
modernisation of the processing sectca-. Ihis 
is one of the thrust areas and mini-missions 
of the TMO as also that of the NDDB. The 
Indian oilseeds processing industiy is widely 
scattered and segmented. They differ widely 
in respect of the levels of technology. capi tal 
and labour employed, size of operations and 
capacity, levels of efficiency, etc. From the 
traditional village 'gbanis' which are 
operatedmanually, animal or power-driven, 
to the expeller units of varying sizes and 
technology, and soiventextraction plants, to 
tbemottero large-scale refming and vanaspati 
factories, the Indian processing industry 
displays great diversity and features which 
are perhaps unique to India. Processing 
involves both primary and secondary stages 
to derive the final products which are oil, 
oilcake, oilmeal. etc, which find wide use 
and applications in the household and 
manufacturing sectors. Whileedibleoils are 
used as a cooking medium and as an input 
in food-based industries, inedible oils are 
used to produce technical grade oils for use 
in the manufacture of soaps, paints, varnishes, 
etc, whereas oilcakes and meals are used as 
cattlefced or an ingredient in cattle or animal 
feeds and also as a manure. The traditional 
village ghanls account for a relatively high 
pr(q[>ortion of the Indian oilseed prtKessing 
industry. There were.more than 2.S,000 
village ghanis all over India during 198X-R9 
that were working and financed by the Khadi 
and Village Industries Commission (K VIC), 
government of India. As per the Livestock 
Census 1977, there were about 94.0()0 ghanis 
in die country. The ghanis seem to be 
relatively more inefricieni as compared to 
the power mills or moslern expeller unitif in 
that the oil yield obtained from .seeds when 
crushed in ghanis is relatively lower as 
compued to thatobtained irom seeds crushed 
in power mills or modern expeller units and 
also the oilcake has a relatively liigher oil 
content. However, both the ghani-produced 
oil with its distinct flavour and taste and 
oilcake with high oil coniciu used as a 
cattlefeed or manure commands a prem ium 
in the retail market. There are. Uiereforc. 
apparent irade-ofls between efficiency and 
consumer acceptability which favour the 
tnditional village ghanis. Moreover, in the 
context of promoting balanced regional or 
local-level development, generation of 
employment opportunities in rural areas, 
promotion of village industries, etc, ghanis 
need to be encouraged. According to a 
KVIC document oil ghanis under the KVIC 
fold (Hxiduced oil worth Rs 242 crore during 
tm-i71 KVIC 1990). Its sales rose from 

'Rs 8.7 -crore in 1955-56 to Rs 258 crore 

idtning 1986-87, Uk KVIC oilghant units 
provided full time employment to over 40 
thcHisand workers and another .^6 thousand 
wnikeni on a part-tiine basis during 1986-87. 
Efforts are on to develop improved ghanis 
that are more efficient and cost-effective. 
The KVIC has improved upon the Waixlha 
ghani and developed improved ghanis such 
as the improved Kallupati, Warangal and 
Nutan ghanis which incuiporatc technical 
improvemenisoverearl ier ghanis. Tlie KVIC 
document further notes that the overhead 
power-driven improved ghanis lakes more 
capacity per charge. 12 to 15 kg as against 
only 6 to 10 kg in the case of the improved 
bullock-driven ghani. It also requires less 
crushing time per charge. 60 minutes for 
groundnut, sesamum, and 90 minutes for 
mustard as against 90 and 150 minutes 
respectively in the caseof tlie hult(x:k-driven 
improved ghanis. Tlie cost on motive power 
for crushing sesamum (til) is Rs 5.5 per 
quintal in the case of overhead power-driven 
improved ghani as against Rs 12.50 for 
improved bulliKk-driven ghanis. The lloor 
space requirement is also 80 sq ft for the 
improved power-driven ghanis a.s against 
4(MI sq ft for the bullock-driven ghani. 
Research by Uie CSIR and other agencies 
arc also in progress to develop improved 
gbanis and expellcrs. An improved small 
expeller designed and fabricated atMerado. 
Ludhiana improves over the technical 
constraints of traditional uxpellers and also 
extracts more oil. In the cu.se of large 
expeller units an improvement in operation 
by switching over to a two-step expelling 
operation will reduce energy consumption 
per ton of seed crushed and yield more oil 
(i e, ^boul 34 kg of additional oil pci Ion 
of seed with 40 per cent oil). In the ca.se 
of the village ghanis emphasis in research 
ought to focus on developing energy- 
efficient and cost-effective ghanis rather 
than increasing the oil yield from scud 
and oilcakes in view of the consumer 
preference and premium forghani-pnxiuced 
oils and oilcake. In the case ofexpellcr and 
other large units in addition to energy- 
efficient and cost-effective technologies 
research should also focus on improving 
the oil yield from oifsecd, oilcake, etc. 
Iiicfncicnctes in the Indian oilseeds 
processing industry are estimated to result 
ill a loss of 5 lakh t of oil annually. This 
needs to be reduced by developing and 
popularising improved oilseeds pnxessing 
units. In addition to the NDDB. the National 
Co-operative Development Corporation 
(NCDC) is also involved in developing and 
modernising India’s oilseeds processing 
sector. As of 1988-89. the NCDC has 
sanctioned assistance to the tunc of Rs 
330.22. crore for setting up 132 oilseed 
prtxiessing units in the co-operative sector. 
Tlie Indian oilseeds processing industry 
has excess capacity to the tune of 40 to 

50 (ier cbbi. While there is seemiagly .nt> 
need for any additional capacity to cope 
with (be envisaged increase in domestic 
production of oilseeds, there is clearly a 
need for modernising Uie processing sector 
to eliminate wastages and make it more 
competitive. 

Apart from the constraints mentioned 
above, there is another factor which may 
come in the way of harmonious development 
of the oilseeds and vegetable oils sector. 
Tliis is that several agencies are involved 
and concerned with the oilseeds and» 
vegetable oils sector. Oilseeds poxiuction 
programme is underthc aegisof thcmini.stry 
of agriculture, government of India and the 
state agricultural dcportmuius; research 
under the Indian Council ol Agricultural 
Research; price and market support 
interventions by the NAFKD and NDDB; 
public distribution by the department of 
civil supplies; priKcssing technology by 
the CSIR; and imports are handled by (he 
Slate Trading Corporation, Often (hey 
would work without co-or<linulioii or at 
cross purposes. The TMO has, in a way, 
been trying to play the role of an overall 
co-ordinutor though there is much more 
that needs to he done in tills area. 

India’s quest for self-sufficiency in edible 
oils, however, has attracted criticism in 
certain quarters. Since Indian oilseed and 
edible oil prices have ruled higher Ihun world 
prices forseverai years in the recent past and 
also since the liuliun oilseeds sector is 
observed to be net subsidised as per the 
findings of one study it is arguetl that on 
grounds of economic efficiency and 
comparative advantage ii would he 
advantageous for India lo coiiceiitralc on 
production of commodities .such as rice, 
cotton in which it is inturnationaily 
competitive, export them and use tlic fomign 
exchange soeanicd lo import edible oils |Cf: 
Gulati 199<)|. Gulali’s study triedtoesiimuie 
the degree of pnitcclioii enjoyed by the 
Indian oilseeds .sector and used three 
incentive indicators or types of protection 
coefficients: (i) nominal protection 
cixifficient (NFC) - i e. ratio of domestic to 
world reference price of the commodity 
under consideration, (ii)effcctive protective 
coefficicni(EPC) - i e. raiioof value added 
at domestic prices to value added at world 
reference prices. and(iii)effectivc subsidy 
eoerficient (ESC) - i e, ratioofvalue added 
at domestic prices inclusi vc<if net subsidies 
on tradable inputs to value added at world 
reference prices. Using these three types 
of protection indicators. Oulati's study notes 
that in the case of ail the oilseeds and states 
under review, i e] groundnut in Gujarat, 
rapeseed-mustard in Uttar Pradesh, 
soyabean in Madhya Pradesh, and 
sunflower .seed in Maharashtra, during the 
period 1980-81 to 1986-87. the NPCs. 
BPCs and ESCs were all above unity, ilir 
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RSCs for gnumdnut «nd rapeiieed-i9tf#ti^ 
which wens 139 and 1.61 over the period 
1980-81 to 1986-87 were much higher than 
die aame for other commodities like wheat 
(0.93). rice (0.88) and cotton (0.75) (Oulati 
1990]. This compari.'ion (rf Indian domestic 
oilseed prices including subsidies with world 
reference prices, to adjudge the degree of 
protection enjoyed by the Indian oilseeds 
sector is not without flaws. For instance, 
it is well known that farmers, including 
oilseed growers in the US and Hurr^ leccive 
large direct and indirect subsidies. Any 
comparison of the degree of protection 
enjoyed by Indian oilseeds growers vis-a-vis 
the rest of the world would be incomplete 
and give a distorted picture if it takes note 
of the subsidies enjoyed by the Indian 
oilseeds growers but ignores to lake into 
account the huge subsidies enjoyed by the 
U.S and Buropeun oilseeds growers in its 
analysis. The world reference price, 
therefore, appears to be an inappropriate 
yardstick for comparison, unless it is 
adjusted to account for the large subsidies 
given to the US and European oilseed 
growers (USA and the European Economic 
Community (BE^C). it may be noted, are 
major players in tlic international trade of 
oilseeds/vegelablc oils). It has been noted 
that the suppoii prices paid to the Indian 
groundnut and mustard growers arc less 
than the support prices paid to the 
groundnut and mustard growers in the U.*? 
and Europe |,Shenoi 199.3). Aggregative or 
macro-level studies cifien lend to hide several 
micixi-levcl or ground realities. In Gujarat, 
for instance, the crops that mainly compete 
for area with groundnut are hajra. j<iwar 
and cottoti. During the pernKl 1954-.5.5 to 
1981 -X2. the ratio of groundnut yield to that 
ol jowar and cotton yields were greater than 
unity (Ninan 19X9). In relation to hajru it 
was slightly less than unity during 1979- 
80 to 19X1-82. However, for the 27-year 
pcriotl reviewed, except in 9 years, the ratio 
of groundnut yield to hajra yield hud been 
greater than unity. Groundnut, therefore, 
continues to hold an edge over its compel ing 
crops in terms of yields in Gujarat. Tlie 
prices of groundnut relative to those of 
hujra. jowar and cotton Uxi hud increased 
significantly duri ng thi s pcniHl | Ninon 1989). 
The ratio of gross income (i c. yield valued 
at farm harvest price) Irom groundnut to 
bajra is around 2. and over 3 in relation to 
both jowar and cotton {Ninan 1989]. 
Another study notes that groundnut yielded 
slightly less pndjts over paid out costs 
( i e. Rs 1,844 per ha) as compared to hujru 
(Rs l,927perha) in Gujarat [Oulati 1990]. 
Tlie same study also notes that the rate of 
profllability (i e, rate of profit over paid 
outcosts) was the highest( 119.84 percent) 
for jirwar, followed by hajra (105.43 per 
cent), groundnut (70.58 per cent) and 
lowest in cotton (68,63 per cent). Both 

bajra and jowar are low value su^iatence 
crops with a lunitedmarket utd even despite 
their relatively higher rate of profitability 
compared to groundnut and cotton in Gujarat, 
farmers may still prefer to grow groundnut 
which is a cash crop with an assured and 
growing market. Cotton, the alternate cash 
crop, as the above analysis reveals is less 
profitable than groundnut in Gujarat. Thus 
groundnutenjoys acomparative advantage 
over its competing crops on various 
considerations in Gujarat. In Andhru 
Pradesh which has di.splaced Gujarat to 
emerge a.s the largest groundnut-producing 
state in the countty, groundnut yielded more 
profits over paid out costs (i e, Rs 1.239 
per ha) as compared to its competing crops, 
jowar (Rs 426 per ha), moong (Rs 745 per 
ha) and urad(Rs 1.187 per ha) during the 
1980s [Gulati 1990), In Orissa too where 
groundnut area and production have been 
appreciating fast, groundnut yielded the 
maximum profits over paid costs (Rs 3,620 
per ha) as compared’to moong (Rs 1.096 
per ha) and paddy (Rs 2.02.5 per ha), its 
competing crops [Oulati 1990|. Take also 
the case of rapeseccl-mustard which is the 
next most important oilseed grown in India 
after groundnut. In Rajasthan where 
increase in rapeseed-mustard area and 
production lias been the most as compared 
to other stule.x, the main competing crops 
for area are wheat, barley, gram and other 
rabi pulses. During the period 19.54-55 to 
1981-82. particularly the post-green 
revolution period, movements in relative 
prices, yields and gross incomes have, by 
and large, been favourable to rupcsecd- 
mu.stard in Rajasthan [Ninan I989|. Profits 
over paid out cost during 1983-84 for 
rupesced-muslard ranged between Rs 2.(K)0 
and 3.000perha in Rajasthan. Uttar Prade.sh 
and Assam [Shunoi 1989], Thus, it is clear 
that groundnut and rapeseed-mustard. our 
two most important oilseeds have an edge 
overtheir competing crops indiflureni states. 
However. Iho limitations of a strategy which 
reties on the price mechanism for berosting 
oi Iseeds output and tlie need for a technology- 
induced growth in the long run have been 
emphasised earlier. There arc other 
considerations also to justify India's quest 
tor realising self-sufficiency in its 
requirement s of oilseeds and vegetable oils. 
Given the bad experience with IihkI aid (with 
strings attached) it is necessary for India to 
be self-reliant in an essential commexiity I ike 
edible oils. The hailing of focxl shipments 
to India during the Vietnam war and of 
wlteat exports to the erstwhile Soviet Union 
by the US government ere events that should 
not be overicxiked. When agriculture even 
in the developed countries such us in the 
US. Europe and Japan are being heavily 
protected it is difftcult to understand why 
Indian agriculture is being singled out for 
criticism on account of the various 

incentives and snbskiiex extended for its 
growth and development. 

The target of 26 million t of oilseeds 
production set by our plamiers for being 
attained by the year 2000i.s not beyond reach 
if the present tempo of growth in oilseeds 
production at over 6 per cent per annum 
realised during the last five years or so (i e. 
1988 to 1992) i.s maintained. The strategy 
for b(X)Sting India’s oil.seedK output should, 
among others, lay emphasis on a regional 
approach to increasing oijseeds production 
keeping in view the regional diversities m 
tlie trends and patterns of growth of different 
oilseeds, on both technological and price 
factors and also through diversification of 
India’s oilseedi^conomy by encouraging 
production of differentoilsecds and varieties 
including traditional and non-traditional 
oilseeds/oil'bcaringcrops as alsoextending 
its cultivation in non-traditional areas. This 
will also help in stabilising nur domestic 
supply of oilseeds and also cope with 
unforeseen eventualities. Apart from the 
major oilseeds, there are several crop by¬ 
products such as that of rice and cotton us 
also several oleaginous species of truc/fnrest 
origin which if properly exploited could 
mec t a considerable part of our requ irements 
of oilseeds and vegetable tiils. If India fully 
exploits the potential of rice-bran and 
cottonseed it would be possible to generate 
an additional I million t of oil [Ruo 1987, 
I'/rfe N inan 19891. However, due Ui technical 
and economic constraints it has not been 
able to fully exploit the potential of these 
sources of vegetable oil supply. The oils in 
the rice bran tend to get decomposed by 
active enzymes in tlie bran if the latter are 
not destroyed through the process known as 
stabilisation. Tliis pr<x;ess of stabilisation 
needs to be undertaken immediately after 
processing rice in rice mills. The Indian rice 
mill industry, however, needs to be 
mtxlcrnised to facilitate this pixKess of 
stabilisation if rice bran is to emerge as ti 
major source of our vegetable oils supply. 
In the case of cottonseed, apart from the 
technical problems in extracting the oil from 
the seed, it is preferred as a cattlefeed and 
unless .suitable alternatives forcattlefeed are 
found, it would be difficult to expect 
cottonseed to contribute to a major share of 
our requirements of vegetable i>ils. The 
potential oil from seeds of trec/forest origin 
is placed at about I million I [National 
Commission of Agriculture. 1976 vide, 
Ninan 1989|. However, the T^ID and lltc 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research has 
put this potential at a higher figuro. i c, at 
aVxiul 2 million t of oil. Production of solvent 
extracted oil could also he stepped up to 
0.35 million t [vide Ninan 1989|. Coconut 
is another important source of edible oils in 
India. However, productivity of coconut 
has been declining due to nxn-wih disease 
The annual loss in cixroiuit production due 
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toiN3<»t‘^lt<4l8^e at 1)000' 
nuUion note. Almost ik.fifth of Kenii’g< 
coconut palm* an nportcd to be affeetiBd 

, by. root'WHt disease. Replantation of 
diseased coconut neb* needs to be given 
prioiity in the dritv for self-sufficiency in 
edible oils. By exploiting die potential of 
maize germ and o^r crop by-products, it 
should be possible to produce a few more 
lakbs of vegetable oils. Qil-paim, if 
popularised, could be another important 
sOttiee of edible oil, as suggested in an 
earlier study [Ninan 1989]. Its per ha oil 
yield is the highest (over S.OOO kg) as 
compared to other crops like coconut (615 
kg). starfloWer (275 kg), groundnut (201 
kg) rapeseed-fflustard (161 kg), soyabean 
(120 kg) and sesamum 82 kg [Meenakshi 
1986 vide, Ninan 1989]. It is a capital- 
intensive crop and suited only for large- 
scaie production under coiporate or co¬ 
operative management. An advantage is 
thiu it is not a seasonal crop but is produced 
ail-round the year and is alsosinguiariy free 
from pests and diseases. It gives a steady 
stream of income spanning over 30 years 
after an initial gestation period of five to 
seven years. Areas to the extent of7.961akh 
ba have been identified in Kwala, the 
Andaman-tNicobar Islands, Karnataka, 
Andhra Pradesh and other statessuitable for 
growing oil-palm. Under the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan, 80,000 ha was proposed to be 
brought under oil palm cultivation. If oil 
paten cultivation hop^uUy catches up, India 
could be Self-reliant in (to oilseeds sector 
as also bC'bi a position to stabiiiac its dcsnestic 
supply of vegetable oils. 

in the loontext of the changing global and 
. domestic policy environmentasd the process 
of economic reforms initiated in India .since 
1990 with its emphasis on market 
Uberaluation and globalisabon as also a 
reduction in the role of the state and public 
expenditures it would not be out of place 
to mention a w<Hd or two regarding the 
possible implications of these policy changes 
on India's agricultural economy in general 
and on the oilseeds sector in particular. 
Thougbarednotionin govemmentbudgetary 
deficits and public expenditures is one of 
the avowed objectives of the structural 
rafocms in India, evidences suggest that if 
agricultural growth in India is to he 
aoocterated and sustained, if private 
investment in agricukure is also to be stepped 
up, then public investment in agricalture 
itself nee^ to be stepped up[Nn(an 1994]. 
Ibough ^ 0 ATT agreement on,the Dunkel 
Draft envisages «i increase in global trade 
throiigh a reduction in tariff and non-tariff 
batnens and also a leductiim in subsidies, 
according to the government of India, this 
win not affect the present level of subsidies 
fixr Indian agiicuiture since H is .vwell within 
Iheprescribed limit as imposed by tfaeOAl^ 
agreement on the Dunkel Ondt^ b is also 

repoirted that once Aw QATt agrewBinnt. 
CQineaintDcffect'pnQtwementof agriciiltuEal; 
cQDuntxiitios wiilbavetobemadeatmatket 
prices^ However, we have already noted that 
in the case of oilseeds, maHiet jaiccs have 
ruled higher than support prices. To that 
ndent the various incentives and i|istitutiqo4 
support extended to the oilseed sector may 
be unaffected or have only minimal inyiapt. 
In fact if subsidies to agriculture which are 
very high in the developed countries are 
to be reduced in consonance with the limits 
stipulated by die Ounkei Draft international 
oilseed/oil prices may go up. If India were 
to meet its requirements of oilseed.s/ 
vegeuble oils through substantial imporU 
rather than through increased domestic 
supplies. It may have to pay more hereafter. 
This will aggravate furtherour BOP position. 
Even if India were to concentrate on 
production of crops like rice and cotton for 
export purposes in which India is stated to 
have a comparative advantage, there is no 
guarantee that our export earnings will go 
up considerably. The experience of many 
African countries, which concentrated on 
export crops in the process of structural 
adjustment, found to their consternation 
that despite their comparative advantage 
and increase in production of export crops, 
export earnings actually fell due to a 
recession in the globalmarkeifNinan 1994]. 
For instance, Ghana raised production of 
oocoa considerably but due to a glut in the 
worldmaiket Ghanaian export earnings from 
cocoa declined. If glob^ trade opens up 
India could of course take advantage of this 
by-encouraging exports of agricultural and 
other commoditie* in which it has a 
comparative advantage. There are al.so 
possibilities of stepping up further exports 
of HPS groundnut, and of oilcake and meal 
in which we have a cumparahvc advantage 
and for which there is a ready and growing 
market. In the context of a greater role being 
assignedtotfao private sector in the economic 
development of the country it would be 
interesting to note that big corporate bodies 
sudi as the Indian Tobacco Company (ITC) 
and the Hindusthan Lever Company have 
been quite active recently in the Indian 
oilseeds fwocesaing sector, it is reported that 
due to the special support given by the ITC 
group of companies to farmers growing 
sunflower in Andhra Pradesband Karnataka, 
sunflower output has uwnased by about 
200 per cent in the last seven years ending 
1992-93 [Sbenoi 1993J. Other implications 
of the Dunkel Draft on Indiw agriculture 
and the oilseeds sector in particular, 
especially Trade-Related Intellectual 
Rropwty Rigbte (TRIPS) and.patent rights 
need to be looked into. The expansion of 
production of non-trattitkxial oU^oeds and 
oil-yieiding crops like sui^wer. oil. palm 
leliessm uaeof iinpoeted viuteda*focji«twroh 
anddevelopmeiDtandtbeimpUcatieqs oftfae 

' OAT7'e|]wmentca qeedtote BWtessed, 
litdia wb'^ baselso enuarged as obe of .(be 
wcu'ld’alkrgetxp^qdqcers Qf.i»iAt andmi^ 

products can also tep this sector for its 
requkements of oils and fat8..tn concluskm, 
India’s quest for self-reliance in the oilseeds 
and vegetable oils sector is not beyond reach 
particularly in view of the strides and 
acceleration in growth gchieved in the last 
few years primarily due to the efforts of tiie 
TMO, NDDB and other agencies ccaiceined 
with the pikeeds sector. 

(Thw paper is part of a larger study cat 'Factors 
Causing Pluctu8tiain.« in' Groundnut Output in 
India’, prepared by the aiahor. 'Hw author wishes 
to thank P V Shenoi and other participants of a 
seminar at ISBC, Bangalore and also to V 
Rajagopalan and G N Rao for their helpful 
comments on the larger .study.] 
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Enviraninent and Sustsunable Agricultural 
Development 

Conflicts and Contradictions 
V Ratna Reddy 

Sustainable agriculture involves not only the identijication and application oj imitroved technologies but the incorporation 
of ecological and socio-economic considerations. Inevitably conflicts and contradictions arise. This article focuses on the 
inherent conflicts and contruehctions which come in the wav of operationalhing the concept of sustainable development 
in the context of Indian agriculture. 

I 
Introductifin 

THH c'oncepl ot susluinubic clcvclcipmcni 
came inlo primincnci- m 1V>80 ami evolved 

itscll'asone of Ihc mainsiream dcveK)pinenial 

paiudigiiiN by laic 1980s. In die proccs.s ii 

bas undergone numciou.s changes in its 

definition andobjcclivcs However, the most 

popular definition so tar has been ihe one 

adopted by the World Commission on 

Hnvii-onmont and Development |WCHI)| 

According to this definition "Sustainable 

devclopnieiil is development that meets the 

needs of present without coinproniismg Ihe 

ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs” IWCED 19871 

In the overall debate on sustainable 

development agricultural sector is often at 

the centre of discussions due to the obvious 

environmental problems associated with 

farming activities apart from being the 

dominant'sector in Ihe developing countries 

which are in the centre ol controversies re lated 

to environment. It is now recognised that 

sustainable agricultural production not only 

involves identification and application of 

improved technologies but also ecological 

and socio-economic concerns IPookpakdi 

19931. According to Hood and Agricultural 

Organisiition f FAO| .sustainable agi iculture 

has been defined as: "Tlie management and 

conservation of the resource base and Ihe 

orientation of technological and institutional 

changes in such a manner us to ensure the 

attainment and continued satisfaction of 

human needs for present and future 

generations. Such sustainable development 

is environmentally non-degrading, 

technically appropriate, ecomimically viable 

and socially acceptable” [FAO 1991J. 

The definitional objectives of sustainable 

agricultural development appear to be of a 

tall order. Broadly, these objectives can be 

grquped under four properties of agro-cco- 

sy.stems - pniduclivity (measured in terms 

of yield or net income or food value, etc), 

stability (measured as coefficient ofvariation 

of yield or net inpome), sustainability 

(diMcuU to measure in quantity terms) and 

equitability (in tettns of income distribution) 

[(Zonway et al 1987). However, these 

properties cannot he maintained at an equal 

scale and a 'rade off docs take place between 

these in order to achieve tlic objectives. One 

has to lorego productivity or/ and stability 

m order to achieve sustainability and 

equitability and vice versa. In Ihe wake of 

population explosion and foexi security Ihe 

green revolution technologies appeared to be 

the answerbut they arc associated with low 

sustainability and low/ medium equitabilily 

llied Clift 1992] Conway argues that the 

ideal .solution lies in improving equitability 

at the cost of sacrificing some of Ihe 

pnxluctivity assix'ialed with green revolution 

technologies (Conway 1985 as quoted by 

Red Clift 19921. But, this st)lulion fails to 

tackle ilic short run food requirement in the 
developing world Fveii il bxxl requirements 

are taken t.ire ol (externally Ihmugh impoi Is) 

s.icrifieing pnxluctivity does not come easily 

wiihoiil iiilcrvciiiions in social dynamics. 

For instance, though Ihe glass roots level 

adoptability ot the low-mpul su.st.iinable 

ag:icultuial tcclinologics largely depeiidson 

the economics of technology, all the ob)c-c- 

tives of suslainabilily cannot be achieved 

.simult.iiieousiy as arule and lienee Iradc-ol Is 

are inc.scapahie (Tisdcll 1988). 

In this regard, perceptions and altitudes ol 

the people loward.s environment and 

sustainability play a vital role It may be 

noted here tliat the increases in ugiiculiuial 

production in the green revolution regions 

have occurred through a nine-fold increase 

in fertiliser consumption, with reducing 

marginal gains, and at the of significant 

.soil salinisation and pollution Never¬ 

theless, it is being recommended that 

“many countries should increa.se yields by 

greater use of chemical fertilisers and 

pesticides, (although) countries can also 

improve yields by helping farmers ii.se 

organic nutrients more efficiently" 

(WCED 1987. as quoted in Lelc 1991). 

These contradictions anu cciunicls arise 

mainly due to the fact that Ihc debate on 

environment and sustainable development 

hitherto has been ba.sed on cither dominant 

tif(>cial paradigm or a deep ecology paradigm. 

Often development and ecological concerns 

> are viewed asainflicting goals. The attempts 

to integrate these two views have not Ix-en 

very successful as they failed to racotporalc 

die siKio-ecological aspects into the concept 

of sustainability {sec for example Chambers 

1987; Jain 1988; .lodha 19911. Besides 

social dynamics, agrarian structure, 

technologies, etc. .arc not given due 

consideration in the debate on sustainable 

agricultural development though the role of 

markets is well recognised, especially by 

economists. Tlic issues that need further 

discussion, id this context, include 

(i) awareness and attitudes of the people at 

the grass roots level towards environment 

and sustainability .spcciHcally with regard to 

inter-gencrational equity, (ii) sustainability 

within agriculturally developed (green 

revolution) regions vi.s-o-vi.s fragile re.source 

regions, and (iii)role of technology and its 

relevance in working towards envimnmenta^ 

protection and sustainable agriculture. 

This paper attempts to bring to die fore 

some ol the inherent conflicts and 

coiilradiciinns that come in the way of 

operationalising the concept of sustainable 

development in the context of Indian 

agriculture Furthei, it tries to fix:us on some 

ol the vital aspects or liAks that arc ini.ssing 

111 the whole debuic and are important to 

achieve Ihe obicci ive of .sustainability. This 

paiK‘1 IS organised on the lines ol four 

properties of sustainable agro-eco systems 

suggested by Conway. Accorilingly. die paper 

i s d 1 vicled 111 1 o fi ve see ti ons - the I hiec sections 

that lollow deal with the aspects of 

productivity and.stubiliiy. sustainability and 

equitability respectively, while some 

concluding remarks are made in the fitial 

section. 

II . 
Productivity and Stability 

Though environmental protection/ 

sustainablity of agriculture and economic 

development arecoippatibleon alhcoretical 

plain, in practice a trade-off exists between 

them. This is more .so in the'context of 

developing countries which arc predomi¬ 
nantly agricultural economies and are 

presently striving to achieve high growth 

rates in order to attain baste standards of 

living. In the late 196()s and early 1970s 

when die food security was under threat 

India launched the HYV chemical fertiliser 

centred technology in a big way (high 
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pFoducdvity).liiput subsides wereinxtitatsd 
toetumre rapid acoeptanee of this technology. 
Though this high input-intensive technology 
has bdped in achieving the goal of enhanced 
food pnoduction. it has led to numerous 
environmental problems which became 
conspicuoips by the early 1980s. Further, the 
complementary nature of these inputs with 
water has led to the concentration of this 
technology in well watered regions like 
Punjab, Haryana and other irrigated regions 
of the country. The major environmental 
problems of such an intensive agriculture 
include: degradation of soils due to 
inappn^riate use of chemical fertilisers and 
mono-culture, degradation of groundwater 
quality, increase in use of pesticides leading 
to health hazards, defore.station and neglect 
of common property resources (CPRs) which 
further aggravated the problem of degraded 
soils, problems of pests and plant diseases 
which have remained uncontrollable' (see 
Table 1). Besides, the soils which are not 
suitable for fl<x>d irrigation are having the 
problems of water lagging and salinity. As 
aresult, most of the green revolution regions 
have reached a plateau in productivity, and 
profitability of farming has started falling, 
though these regions still continue to be 
highly productive compared to other regions 
and hold the key for meeting future food 

g demandsfVyas and Reddy 1993],Moreover, 
the high productivities achieved in green 
revolution regions are observed to be unstable 
and fluctuating f for instaiicesee Mahendradev 
1987; Mitra 1990J. 

With the emphasis on pushing the new 
technology in the well endowed regions, 
which account for only one-third of the 
cropped area, the rainfed regions have 
rmnained largely neglected. This has resulted 
in aggravating regional inequalities in the 
country. Population explosion in theseregions 
has further increased the pressure on natural 
resources like forests, mangroves, other 
CPRs, elc« Besides, the failure to realise the 
link between poverty and environmental 
sustenance has further aggravated the 
problem. In fact, it is argued that properly 
conceived poverty alleviation fwogrammes 
could be a step in the direction of 
environmcntallysafe world [Vyas 1991], All 
these factors, snowballed into major 
environmental {X'oblems like decline infevest 
cover, increased soil erosion, silting of 
reservoirs and lakes, decline in bio-diversity, 
etc fVyas and Reddy 1993]. This, in turn 
re.sults in declining productivity and stability. 

Most of these problems arise mainly due 
to the polilico-economiccondiUonsexisting 
in these countries which mostly result Irom 
the increasing demographic pressures. The 
development strategies pursued in these 
countries are a consequence rather than a 
cause of tb6,|i|fmlation pressure and poverty. 
The link between development and poverty 
alleviation (even decline in fertility rates) 
portends the development dilemma. Pear, it 

A-22.; 

ia argued that a five-M ten-fold increase in 
economic activity (growth required for 
poverty eradication) may impose an 
impossible burden on theqeo-sphere. On die 
other hand, without significant reduction in 
poverty there is no way of controlling the 
depleting natural resources [Rouraasset 
19^]. Given the wide variations across the 
counUies in terms of standards of living it 
is neither appropriate nor adequate to 
recommend alowerrateof growth. According 
to Sukhalmoy Chakravarty (1991), “... a 
recotnmendtUion to slow down the rate of 
GNP growth, despite all the limitations that 
attach to the concept, would go against the 
very spirit of sustainable development" 
fp711. 

Though the growth strategies pursued 
presently arc proving to be environmentally 
costly, the costs seem to be less important 
when compared to the immediate concerns 
of meeting the basic needs given the socio¬ 
political conditions in the developing 
countries. The myopic attitude of the policy¬ 
makers arises from the difficulty they face 
in taking the perspective beyond the time- 
horizon of their tenure in office and in taking 
a national or international per.spective beyond 
immediate concents of their con.stituents 
[Miller 1990), The politicians in the 
developing countries find it more prudent, 
given the political instability inmost of these 
countries, to follow populist programmes, 
with visible short-term benefits, than in 
adopting .sustainable and prudpctiviiy- 
oriented progranune.s, whose benefits are 
lass .spectacular and future oriented. In other 
words, as long as employment and income 
generation problems rule higher on the 
political agenda, environmental concerns get 
only back seat in the developing countries 
[Reddy and Chiranjeevi 1993], 

The nature of political system also doe.s 
not seem to have any influence on this myopic 
npture of the policy-makers. For, the 
environmental degradation docs not .seem to 
be restricted to any particularpolitical system, 
i e, democratic, centrally planned, etc. As 
evident from the status of environment in 
eastern Europe and the erstwhile USSR and 
China (the centrally planned economies) 
cannot guarantee environmental protection 
[see for instance Stokke 1991 andPearccand 
Watford 1993], Similarly, the objectives of 
economic growth and employment are 
pursued with equal vigour, lat the cost of 
ecology, in the democratic west with popular 
support [Stokke 1991], 

Ibe increasing concern for environmental 
problems at the policy-making level in the 
westaremainly due to the increased awareness 
among its citizens which is a result of high 
level of socio-economic development On 
the other hand, in the LDCs the present 
concern for global environment and ecology 
is largely a result of the initiation and 
aggressive promotion by the industrialised 
western countries and some NGOs radter 

dian from the demuids of its own popidatre. 
Apart 6xim the inteauatumalpolitics involved 
in promoting global environment, the 
considerable lag in development of the poor 
nations, puts them in a great dilemma as to 
whether to continue with their present route 
todevekqnnent and fulfil the promised dreams 
of their people or to hastily change the 
definition of development as per the present- 
day notions of the people in rich countries 
[Reddy and Chiranjeevi 1993], 

HowevCT, the overriding conflict between 
poverty and environment appears to be 
somewhat over emphasised. For, Utc level 
of environmenbil degradation appears to be 
universal irrespective of the level of poverty 
and economic development. The only 
difference is the nature of en .uoimicntal 
degradation - in some regions (industrialised 
west) it Is conspicuous in terms of industry 
and life style induced degradation in others 
(developing world) it Is more in terms of 
natural resource depiction. These vunations 
can be observed even within a country like 
India between fragile resource regions and 
well endowed regions. It is no denying fact 
that the environmental degradation is equally 
bad in the green revolution regions where 
the levels of poverty and unemployment arc 
substantially lower. Simibirly, the 
environmental problems are more serious in 
thecaseof crstwhilcU.SSR and eastern Europe 
where state ensured at least the basic needs. 
However, thede veloped countries (with high 
living standards and low level of poverty and 
unemployment) arc capable of taking 
preventive measures for sate^iuarding tlieir 
environment in terms of mitigating 
technologies and also by promoting low 
productive agricultural technologies (low 
input intensive). On the other hand, 
developing countries cannot afford to go for 
these technologies as their priorities lie in 
meeting the basic requirements of their 
people. But, neither of the worlds is willing 
to change its life styles (the underlying 
as.sumption of the deep ecology paradigm) 
as the basic human psychology is the same 
everywhere. 

As far as agricultural sustainability is 
concerned, climatic factors also play an 
important role. The threat to agricultural 
sustainability is more conspicuous in the 
countries (Asian, and African) which are 
located in tropical regions where rainfall i.s 
capricious. Adding to this the population 
pressure is leading to extensive dependence 
on CPRs and the resulting land degradation. 
On the other hand, despite the fact that forests 
have virtually vanished in Europe the 
problems ctf degraded soils, natural vegetation 
and insilu moisture are on a lower scale due 
to the humid conditions and high rainfall 
In these conditions the rej u venation of natural 
resources is also easier. In other word.s, 
depletion of renewable resources in temperate 
zones is likefy to have less adverse impact 
onfauman welfare whoncomparod totropical 
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zones fPe^e and WarfonI 1993]. But the 
same may not be true in the context of humid 
regions in developing countries due to lack 
of altcmativelivelihoods (non-farm income, 
etc) and cmisequent interaction (over) with 
the eco-syslem.^ 

The role of technology in tltc prixiess of 
sustainable agricultural development (in 
terms of enhanced pioductivity and stability) 
is often been sidelined in the entire debate. 
The contribution of Judha (1991), in this 
context, stands unique though it mainly 
addresses the fragile resource regions. He 
tried to incorporate inter- and intra- 
generational aspects (population pre.ssurc) 
while defining the sustainability; “It is the 
ability of the system to maintain a certain 
welldefined level of pcrfonnance over lime, 
and if required to enhance the.wme through 
linkages with other systems withoutdamaging 
the ecological integrity of thesystcm’Tstrcss 
added, p A-15j. Deviating from the naive 
arguments that traditional technologies arc 
more sustainable, he argues that they 
(traditional methods) are conducive for 
•sustainable resource management under low 
pre.ssure of demand in relatively isolated or 
inaccessible situations, but they are becoming 
increasingly unfeasible and ineffective in the 
context of rising pres.sure on fragile land 
resources |p A-22]. Further, he points out 
that “the indigenous systems. Uiough oriented 
to re.sourcc use with conservation, do not 
possess high productivity technological 
components toensure high use intensity and 
resource conservation simultaneously. The 
new science and technology-based 
interventions have capacity to raise use 
intensity and productivity of land but they 
are generally indifferent to conservation 
considerations. The above facts form the 
basic ground for blending the positive features 
of the two" [Jodha 1991 p A-22]. 

The need for appropriate technologies for 
sujitainuble agricultural development ought 
to be analysed from two angles. One is that 
the feasiibility of the technologies, currently 
tenned assustainable. at the operational level 
and the other is regarding the relevance of 
highproducdvetechnologiesfbiotechnology, 
etc), now available or being developed, for 
sustainable agriculture. At present the 
lechnologies that are mo.st talked about for 
agricultural sustainability are ‘low input 
intensive agriculture', ‘organic farming’ or 
'natural farming', etc. Research elsewhere 
suggests that the low, input .sustainable 
agriculture is less productive and less 
profitable compared to conventional 
lechnologies (i e, high chemical fertiliser 
intensive) {see for instance Kikuchi 1993; 
Hsiao 1993; Dc^bs 1993]. These practices 
arc less profitable despite the fact that 
organically producedprodiicts get premium 
prices in the markets JDobbs et al 1991 as 
quotedin Dobbs 1993], Moreover, low input 
sustainable systems can be more risky-for 
lanne» than conventional systems, especially 
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during transition, specifically with regard to 
weed control {Dobbs 1993]. Similariy, it is 
observed in the case of azoUa^ (a low input) 
technology in Philippines, constraints such 
as vulnerability to insect-pest and high labour 
requirements could easily undermine the 
sustainability of the technology [Kikuchi 
19931. In the Indian context also high labour 
costs coupled with long gestation periods are 
attributed to the non-adoption of organic 
farming practices {Down to Earth 1993J. 
Therefore, the feasibility of the.se farming 
practices depends on profitability at the 
farmers level, Unle.ss cconrtmic incentives 
are provided, significant adoption will not 
l)c possible (Hsiao 1993]. Tliis may be the 
reason why in a vast country like India we 
have only a handful of farmeis to boast about 
in organic fann ing ] the case of Shri Narayan 
Reddy near Bangalore seems to the only case 
that is being quoted often in the past several 
years, see Nadkarni 1988; Business India, 
June22-July5,1992-, Down to Earth 1993], 

In tlie prevailing conditions in developing 
countries, organic or low input intensive 
farming systems are not only unadaptable at 
the farmer level due to low profitability but 
also at the policy level consequent to the long 
gestation periods required for these systems 
to be as prcxluctive as the conventional 
•syslem.s Moreover, Uiis conflicts with other 
environmental aspects like afforestation. 
While ecological concerns require the 
conservation of forest lands, the low input 
sustainable agricultural technologies demand 
extensive cultivation practices (i e, 
encroaching forests) in the light of increasing 
pcqiulation pressure and the re.sulting food 
demands. This in turn gives rise to another 
conflict between tribals and environment. 
G iven the goals of meeting food requirements 
and self-reliance in the developing wt>rld it 
is most unlikely that politicians would support 
tlic promotion of these systems in the near 
future. Moreover, recent rc.scarch also raises 
doubts on the ecological sustainability of 
some of these systems. The ongoing 
experimental re.search on ‘Paddy Cultivation, 
and Global Wanning' at the International 
Rice Re.search Institute, Philippines indicate 
that the increase in tcmpierature (global 
warming) through paddy cultivation is 
substantially higher whenorganiemanure is 
used compared tochemical fertilisers.^ Similar 
doubts are raised with regard to the health 
hazards (in terms of nitrates concentration 
in ground water) due to the use of chemical 
fertilisers vis-a-vis organic manure [ Conway 
1989, as quoted in Vidyasagar W3]. 

On the other extreme, we have the 
technologies that are being used by Israeli 
farmers for the past 25 years. These 
technologies which use saline water and 
mostly operatp under full human control are 
more productive and even sustainable 
(continuously increasing productivity levels 
during the past 25 years) when compared to 
the highly acknowledged conventional 
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technologies. During the past decade yield 
rates have gone up by nearly 20 times for 
tomato, water melon and other fruit and 
vegetable crops and, most importantly, they 
are competing in the intematimial maikets 
without much of govenunent support f Moti 
Harare 1993].* Similarly, bio-technology, 
when developed to its full extent, may te 
of vital importance for sustainable agriculture 
in terms of productivity, stability, and 
sustainability of the agro-systcm.s as defined 
by Conway [for differing views and various 
aspects of biotechnology sec Swaminathan 
1W2 and Ahmed 1992], But thq equity 
aspects, which are equally important for 
attaining agricultural sustainability may be 
left out by these technologies. Therefore, the 
potential for these technologies can be 
enhanced if the equity aspects are taken care 
of externally. 

The preceding discuss ion brings out clearly 
that the conflicts and contradictions associated 
with productivity and stability aspects need 
to be addrc.s.sed at the policy as well as 
technology levels. Atprcsent environmental 
concerns do not fmd {11 ace in policy planning 
dtic to the myopic attitude of the policy¬ 
makers toward.s solving the problems of 
poverty and unemployment. It is important 
to realise that poverty and employment are 
not .solely responsible for the current 
environmental problems and long run 
solutions can be sought by following 
environmentally sustainable path. 
Incorptxxition of ecological aspects intopolicy 
planning would largely depend on the 
awareness and attitudes of the people towards 
environment. ■ As far as technologies are 
concerned, development of economically 
viable and environmentally friendly 
technologies would go a long way in 
achieving the objectives of productivity and 
stability 

ni 
Sustainability 

Sustainable agriculture or sustainability 
has been defined and interpreted in anumbCT 
of ways in the recent literature [see, for 
instance. Chapman and Barker 1991; Dixon 
and Reyes 19W; Podepakdi 1993; Malik and 
Faeth 1993; Lele 1991; Ray 1993; Chopra 
1993], But. they fail to comprehend with the 
overall objectives of inter- and infra- 
generational equity. Even at the conceptual 
level it isdifficulttocircum vent the conflicts 
between the present and future generations ’ 
interests. While needs are conceived 
differently from one environment and culture 
to another in thesame generation, how future 
generations will conceive of their needs may 
well be beyond our imagination, although 
calculations may be based on some fixed 
standards involving what at present are 
conceived of basic human needs (Stokke 
1991 ]. The equivocal nature of Uie coiicept 
is believed to have hampered the direction 



of policies of intcniational agencies fLele 
1991]. 

As fur as the sustainahility aspect i.s 

concerned the debate on sustainable 

agricultural development bus v>ftcn .sidelined 
the two important a.spccls. namely, (i) the 

long-run (inter- generational) vir-rt- vis short- 

run (tirtra-gencraiional) impact of .sustainable 

agricultural development, and (li) the inter¬ 

regional variations in the level and process 

of sustainability and thus missing on socio- 

eailogical interactions Though the writings 

of Chambers (19R7) and Jodlia (1991) clari fy 

the fir.'^ aspect to .some extent, they fail to 

address the second issue as they restrict 

themselves to the problems of fragileresource 

regions. 
Chamlicrs (19X7) argues that sustainable 

development can be achieved by securing 

livelihoods for the critical group of the very 

poor which would result in stabilising 

environment, enhancing productivity and 

establishing a dynamic equilibrium of 

populations and resources. According to 

him; “A solution is sought not through 

uiiprtxiuclive conservation but through 

development with a jiositive impact on 
livelihoiKls which, in turn, later liccoinc 

susminuhle. Short-term improvcmciiLs in 

living thus create conditions for iaicr 

livcIiluKHl- intensive and sustainable human 

uscofenvironment”IChamhcis l9SR.p 16). 

These solutions hold gojxl for the rcsouice 

|xior reg ions where majonly of the [xipulation 

lives below the sustainable livcIihiMxl [SL] 

line. But. what happens once the cnlical 

{Hipulntions cross the SL line? Do they still 

continue to safeguard the long run 

sustainability of the sysleni because they 

know very well that their survival depends 

on tile sustenance of the agro-system? Or do 

they act in the fashion akin to their 

counterpalls in the endowed regions, e g. 

ovet-exploitation ami misuse o( nalural 
tcsouives which is pie valent in the ilcveloped 

regions (green revolution belt) Tlic ex¬ 

perience itulicates thill they wmild go more 

in the way of their counterparls. In other 

words, once liveliluMxIs are slabilLsed in 

terms of soil rejuvenalion, groundwater 

lepleiuslimcnt, etc. people tend to over- 

explotl the natural system in order to reap 

tlie benefits in short run. A case in point is 

the expellencc of 'pi*''' pailchayal' in 

Maharashtra Despite the dedicated involve¬ 

ment of a committed NGO some of the user 
groups of lift in'igalion schemes arc breaking 

away in pursuance of short run gains. Tliesc 

groups of users who came together to fight 

the dmught and severe adverse environmen - 

tal conditions could not only come out of 

the poverty trap but also achieve fairly gixxl 

living standanis |lor details sec Deshpunde 

and Reddy 1990] .This was possible ihnnigb 

walcrshed programmes, following low water 

intensive cropping patterns, (udkious water 

inanageineiu. etc. Howevei-. within a short 

spanisf fiyeycors individual farmers started 

Table : Status anoPrix^ss ofSiwiainabie AcwimTURE 

Fragile Resource Regions Well Endowed Resource Reginn.s 

(a) Harsh climatic aindilioiis 
(b) Degraded .soils and deseitiiicalioii 
(c) Depleting natural resources like forest.s. 

gmundwater and other cominoii pmpcily 
rt»ourees due to populaliou pressure. 

(d) Luck ol vegetaliun and in .vi/u-nioi.slure 
(el I siw input inien.sity III agriculture (g) 

pniduelioti and limited proleclive 
imgalion tacililics 

Favourable eliinatie auidilions 
High'-inlenstve or noii-oiganic iiipui use 
High imgalion oremppmg inieiisitiet. 
IncrciLsing waterlogging and salintly 
Decliiuiig -soil leililily 
Increasing health hazards 
Depletion ot nalural le.soiiree;. like forc.sis 
and other ("I’Rs due to coiiiiiiereiiilisalion ol 
ugneullure 

Physical Envirunnieiit 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 
(e.) 

(0 

Ecununiic Enviruiiini-iil 

(a) Subsi.sieiice agncullure (largely) 
and low value crops 

(b) Low and .stagnant or moderate growth (b) 
rales in prtKiuclioii (c) 

(c) Ihgh level ol uii/uiider-empioymeiii (d| 
(d) High dependence of iioii-markol .sources 

ot income like lore.sl.s and (’I’K-s ’ (e) 
(e) U)w resource ba.se of the niral rommuiiiiy 
(f) Fiuducl and laclor nuirkel imperlectKiiis (I) 
(g) Lsnv markeluhle .siiiplu.s and low piolil.s 
(h) larger eltofls and expenditure iii acqiiiiing 

basic iieeiLs like dunking water, 
luel-wood, etc 

(i) Ixiw levels ot living .sland.ird.s 
.Social Enviruiiiiiciil 

(a) Commercial and high value mono-crop 
agncullure 
I ligh but .slagnaiil/modorale giowlh HI product Mill 
Multiple choices ol iiieome 
Impioved proituel aiul l.iclor maikel.s wilb target 
maikel.ihie surplu.se.s 
lia.sier acee.s.s to basK need.s like iliiiiking water, 
literacy, health, etc 
I'.iirly higli levels ol living aandarils 

(a) Ixiw level ol .swial con.sumplioii 
(literacy, health, saiiilalioii. dniikiiig 
water, etc ) 

(li) Sliong cultural values which are otien 
linked lo eiiviroiimeiilal taeloi.s 

(c) General atlilude is lowaids re.soufce 
conservation mainly due lo 

.scarce conditions 
Id) Ixiw level of political awaieiies.s 
(e) I'nonty foi suivival in Ihe .shon niii 

(a) Belter political aw.iiene.ss amt acce.s.s to vocial 
coii.suiupiion Hems 

(b) (irealei depeiideiiee on technology and lienee 
les.ser comeni lor iMiviroiiineiil 

(cl Mighty comiiierci.il-niiiidetlness and .ihu.sc ol 
naliinil re.soutce.s and otien eoinpele among 
lheui.sclve.s m exploiting the nalural re.souiee.s 

(d) “I’nonly toraeciimulalion in the .slum nin 

Policy Envlroniiiviit 

(a) Neglected and hall heuned attempts 
of development 

(III Ixip.sided develiipmeiil piilicie.s with 
inappropriiUe leehiiologie.s, blanket 
polieie.s. etc 

(c) Neglect ol nalural resource base and 
alienatiuii ol local in.siitution.s like 
participatory proce.ss, cximmuniiy 
munageinenl, etc, and local knowledge. 

(d) Atlilude.s among policy-maker.s are not 
c'cinducivc lo Ihe evolution ot strategies 
ba-sed lai coii-servalive-orienled teehmiJogy, 
u.se of liKid and often, degraded resources 
and inobili.saliun ol Ihe people 

(e) However, of late. Uicre is a reallsalion among 
policy-makers that developnuini ol these 
regions is crueud tor su.stainc-d overall growth. 

(a) I’ampeied by die policy-maker.s .so tar 
(b) Policies aie iioi comtueive ten iniluiul re.sourccs 

coii.scTValion 

'lliey aie predueliviiy-liased ralher ttian lieing 
.sustainable 

(c) Policy-iigikers tail lo ulih.se ibe commeitT.'il 

altitude ot Ihe people lor pnnnoliiig .suslainahlc 
policies due lo political pre.s,suie.s and rent 
.seeking nature 

laivel and Pntcess uf .Snstainabllity 

(a) Some ol ihe legioii.s are al Ihe butlcim of (a) 
Ihe. .su.stainabilily curve 

(b) Some on tiui upward sloping portion of 
the SC (b) 

(e) As the potential for dry land technology, 
and market envuonment i.s quite high in 
these regions; there is a possibility 
ot sustained gniwth 

(d) Appropnale policies in teniis of 
(cdinologics and instituiioos arc needed 
in order to .sustiun Ihe upward climb c>f Ihe S(.' 
curve idoug with guneraiiRg awareness through 
formal education 

Thc.se regions ate located at all Ihe 3 points, a, b 
and c on the .sustainability curve, llie dowiiwaid 
Ircnd lias become conspicuous in the 1980s 
llie viliU ingredients for susiuinabiliiy in these 
regions arc, generating a warene-ss through tonnal 
education f».sicied with policies based on 
market valuation ot mauial resources. Aggres.sivc 
nuirket-onented policies can be pursued without 
much adverse impacd 
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Fiiuire: Path op Aoku-th tiijial SusrrAiNABU..iTY 

Ia’vcI oI' Devclopmt'iii 

brcitking away cicspiio sirici rules in teinis 

i)|' water rights and started growing water 

intensive high value erops with the help i>l 

private wells ■ which are now [xissthle because 

ot'improved groundwater levels in the legion 

and ineoine levels ol the fanners, 

Similarly.'the environmental inipaei and 

suslamahility question in the developed 

regions goes Ixiyond attaining sustainable 

livelihoods. Tliese legions aie also lacing 

severe envii-onmcntal pioblenis despite the 

I act that they have achieved higher and 

stabilised livelihoods Also higher iiKoitie 

levels ale positively associated with 

eiiviromneiilal degradation even in poor 

countries like India |Rao 1 riri41 Thereloie, 

the question arises wlielliei the inipioved 

livelihoixl palleriis aie sustainable in the 

long I un orice peojilecioss the SL line? This 

IS a tonlradic lion in the broadei context ol * 
ititer-gcneialiotial ec|Uily ot the sustainable 

developincni paradigm 

The status ol vaiiuus environments - 

physical, economic social and policy - 

piwaleiit III the two bioatl reg ions, i e. I rag i le 

resource and well and owed regions, along 

with their level and piocessol sustaiiiability 

IS presented in the table. The majordiriereiices 

between these two regtons, apart from 

resource endowments, include cultural 

values." dependence on natural cco-syslem. 

However, the environmeiilal ptobieins are 

more conspicuous in the fragile resource 

•egions due to the harsh climatic conditions 

coupled with lack of piotective inigation. 

Titc rising ptipulatuiii pressure has let! to 

their increasing dependence on CPRs 

resulting in degraded I ands. denuded foiests 

and depleted groundwater tables. When the 

mdividualsurvivalmechanisms arc stretched 

to their limits |>cople in a cominuiiily tiy lo 

come together in their struggle for existence 

111 order to rejuvenate the agro-eco system 

(Deshpandc and Reddy One finds in 

Iragile resource regions people’s attitudes 

towards natural resources tobe benign mainly 

arise out of their high dependclicy on them. 

For. lack of irrigation and farm technologies 

makes them more vulnerable with very less 

control on the agro-cco .syrstem, at leas't in 

the short run. However, once these regions, 

which have great potential for conservation 

oriented technology and hame.ssing local 

re.sourc^s judiciously (Rao 1991), are 

equipped with appropriate technologies and 

gain control over year to year climatic 

variations with protective irrigation, it is 

unlikely that tlicy would strive for long run 
(inter-generalional)sustainability.Tlicrcfore. 

the vital link between livelihood patterns and 

development on one hand and environment 

and sustainability on the other is the aware¬ 

ness and attitudes of the people. In fact, tliese 

two conditions are necessary even for making 

Conways’ solution for sustainable develop¬ 

ment a fcasibleone However, tlic.se two fac¬ 

tors eamiot lie achieved easily and auto¬ 

matically should be fostered wilhotherccono- 

tmc^markels and prices) and institutional 

(actors (api'anan .structure, etc) in ordci lo 
m.ike the policies towards sustainable 

development effective ■ 
It appears, lollowing the experience of 

well endowed regions and fiagile resource 

legions, su.slamability follows a cyclical 

paitcni, 'Tlicre is a possibility of coexistence 

of two different situations. Inoadly. repre¬ 

sented by fragile and endowed regions, wliere 

some regions (Iragile resources regions in 

India presenlly) are on the rising ps'rlion (at 

|>oinl a’) on the sustainability curve |SC| 

and Olliers on Ihe plateau portion (point ‘b’ 

ill the figuic or on Ihe downward sloping 

puiTion (point "c ) of the ’SC. Tlie '.SC' 

lurve III the ligurc shows Ihe relationship 

between level ot development and level of 

sustainability Suslainabilily of die system 

Uses along willi economic development (in 

lerms of inirasiructurc. inigation. etc) and 

then starts tailing con.se<|ueiii to excessive 

exn action from the iiatuial system. Foi 
instance, excess use ct fertiliser ami pesiicKles 

coupled with inefficient use ol irrigalion 

watei IS believed lo have lesulted in 

eiiviionmcnlal degradation in sonic of llie. 

.green revolution regions, llns. in (urn. has 

Icil to deeliniiig sustainability in teims ol 

falling and un,stable yields. On the oilier 

hand, the fragile lesource regions, wliitli are 

at the trough of the sustainability curve, aie 

likely to move towards revival through state 

micrvenlion (in terms of specific drought 

area and watershed piogrammes. etc). 

Besides, the extreme conditions in these re¬ 

gions also bring people logellier in their fight 

fbi survival, apart from atu-acting NOOs, to 

rejuvenate the nuluial syslcin and improve 

Ihe status of .sustainability. The next cycle 

will takeoff in a siiTiilai fashion inespeclive 

of the type oi' the legioii. i e, well endowed 

or fragile resources, Tito efforts towaids 

improving canal .systems by state and people 

in some of tlie canal commands where 

.su.stainability of canal irrigalion .as being 

threatened, is an indicator in this direction. 

Tlie figure also indicates that agricultural 

sustainability moves cyclically Itctwceii the 

houmlay lines of ‘b’ and ‘d ’ - b’ repre.scnls 

the highest level of agro system’s sustaina¬ 

bility while ‘d’ represents the lowest level. 

Keeping the other things constant (in terms 

ofinterventions for environmental protection) 

the cyclical pattern takes place due to the 

(lopsided) policies of the stale which are 

biased towards well endowexl regions in the 

beginning and later shifting towards fragile 

re.source regions (this is thecuse with Indian 

agriculture). However, the course of thccyck 

can be al tcred if appropri ate inicrventions.arc 

made cither by slate or NGOs (.SC, tn the 

figure). 

People are often myopic about their 

environment esjiecially when they are above 

lineofsustainable IivclilKxids Tlicirattitude 

towards environment is not very dissimilar 

to that ol tlicii behaviour during times of 

inflation. Howevei. awareness among the 

people with regard tocnviroiiitieiil may slow 

down this prix css to some extent It is also 

important to recognise that Ihe awareness 

generated through external forces like NG( )s 

may not be sustainable and have limited 

influence given the gigantic nature of Ihe 

problem. Tliciefore. there is a nccti for 

stressing the importance of formal literacy 

programmes and Iheie arc no short cuts for 

this. In this context, it maybequoted “While 
non-foimal education is helpful in creating 

the ambience foi lileiacy, it is no substiiute 

(oi formal elementary education The focus 

has lo be-on slroctural reorganisation and 

functional iein<Klelling of Ihe foi nial.system 

ol elemental^ education and linking it with 

dcvclopmentprogiainities”(Acharya 1994|, 

F'urtlici. enviionmcnlai aspects should he 

made an inlegial pari of this formal education. 

Ill lad. it was noted that ciiviroiimenlal 

eonceiiis are noi given due attention even al 

higherediication level m India presently {for 
delails see Vyas ,iiul Reddy 199.^1, 

I n orde r 1 ojia ve e I tec 11 ve impact ihe I i le racy 

prograiiiines .should be fosteieil with state 

policies with regaid lo market us well as non- 

inarkel intervenlions. The market 

interventions includepricingixilicies.fxilieies 
on subsidies, etc. Unless pricing policies 

reflect the environmental coiieeiii.s, II is 

difrtcult lochange people'.s attitude towards 

environmem. Tliese policies can no longer 

wait, as we continue to adopt environmentally 

costly growth pattern just bcc.iiise some of 

the costs cannot be quantilicd pieciscly al 

present I Nadkami 1993). At the institutional 

level, the interventions are equally important 

m lemoving the tlislortioiis in land, lalxiur 

and capital maikets For, agrariun stniciure 

ami f.idor iqarkel ilislorlions are ohsciwcd 

lo be the tool c.iu.ses of unsustainable 

development {Vyas 1991 and I993a|. 

IV 
iiquitability 

The equity is.sucs are otteii found 

conflicting with the development strategic.s 

and never been in built wiUi Ihe {xalicius or 

technologies in India, be it green revolution 

technologies ornew economic jxihcics, Ttiis 

is iiKirc so because of llic existing agrarian 
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structmdMntotbetechnologies. Tbefiiitiire 
of development strategies to take care of 
equity issues reflect the insularity of our 
development planning. In order to take care 
of the equity issues one has to tackle the 
distortions in agrarian structure first. The 
link between land, labour and capital market 
distortionson one hand and the equity is,sues 
unhedded in the concept of sustainable 
agriculture makes it unavoidable to attain the 
goals of sustainable development without 
correcting Ihesedistortions. This is true even 
in the case of low input sustainable 
agricultural technologies and watershed based 
technologies. For, the fairly long gestational 
periods (7-10 years) these technologies 
require puts the small and marginal farmers 
atadisadvantageous position as their capacity 
to wait is subs Uinti ally lower when compared 
tolarge fanners. Therefore, given the present 
agrarian structure the.se technologies also 
require external interventions in order to 
achieve the equitability ob jective. However, 
little attention is paid to the issue of agrarian 
structure in theoverall arntext of sustainable 
agricukurat development [see Vyas 1991 
and 1993]. In the light of new economic 
policies it is apprehended that small fanners 
may become inviablc as the market-centred 
system may not be affective in addressing 
their needs. The state should provide safety 
nets for these sections in the initial stages 
of liberalisation process and try to integrate 
them with the market in the long run [Vyas 
1993]. In this context it may be noted that 
market-oriented agriculture] production 
systems are effective in utilising scientific 
research for enhancing economic perfor¬ 
mance and curbenvironmental damage [Paz 
1992]. 

Even in the light of new economic policies 
small farm systems may prove economically 
viable and ecologically sustainable pmvided 
the existing distortions in the agrarian 
structure arc removed. Unless production 
systems serve the needs of small farmers and 
land less they would not be susCainable%ven 
intbeshesrtrun. Moreover, the equity aspects 
perceived in this fashion (agrarian structure 
changes) would go a long way in addressing 
the broader issues of unemployment and 
poverty. Thus, the role of agrarian structure 
remains paramount in addressing the equity 
aspects of sustainable development. 

V 
Conclusions 

Though the paradigm of sustainable 
development is riddled with contradictions 
and conflicts at the conceptual as well as 
operational level the much propagated 
conflict between economic development and 
environmental concerns seems to be less 
important in the light of socio-ecobgical 
attributes like awareness and aUi cudes. Tliese 
characteristics are more cnicial in the context 
of agricultural sustainability in India which 

is known for its inter- and intra-regbnal aiK] 
cultural variations. Lackof acompreiiensive 
or integrated understanding of these aspwts 
both at theconceptual and operational levels 
makes the question of agricultural 
sustainabilty ambiguous. 

This paper argues that the models of 
sustainable development (e g. agricultural) 
which focus on tlie people as their primary 
concern, should not stop at providing them 
with livelihoods alpne. The problems of 
environment and sustainable agriculture 
are not limited to fragile resource regions 
or poor regions though the nature and 
degree of problems may vary between 
agriculturally developed and backward 
regions. Unless people’s awareness, attitudes 
and perceptions towards environment are 
changed, sustainable agricultural practices 
as conceived in the pre.sent form, appear to 
be a distant dream. 

The conservationist approach, which is 
being propagated presently, does not seem 
to appeal much at the operational level 
inespcctive of the level of development. 
Similarly, focusing on the path of economic 
development is not of much help in addres¬ 
sing the environmental concerns. Though 
this seems to be the case with the now 
industriali.sed world, thedevelopmental path 
may not be sustainable (economically as well 
as environmentally due to the linkages) any 
longer even at the present rate of natural 
resource depletion. 

The main factors lhatmay be instrumental 
in changing the perceptions of the people 
towards environment and achieving the 
objectives of sustainable agricultural 
development are (a) literacy , (h) market 
forces. <c) technologies, and (d) institutional 
changes in terms of agrarian reforms. 
Achieving full literacy would go a long way 
in bringing awareness with regard to 
environment and other aspects which are 
linked with it. Needless to say, amscious and 
concerted efforts should be made to 
incoiporate environmental conceras into 
formal education. This in turn helps in 
influencing the perceptions of political leaders 
and policy-makers. Unless initiatives come 
from within the system, environmental 
programmes promoted by donor agencies 
and some NGO groups may not be sustainable 
and remain superfluous. 'Ilterefore, human 
resource development should lake the centre 
stage in the development planning with 
concentration on primary education, health, 
etc. Integrating environmental concerns with 
market forces would help to bring in the 
required altitudinal change among the 
populace towards environment. Unless 
resources are valued^ric^ according to their 
real scarcity value, it would be unrealistic 
to think thatindividual rationality would go 
beyond households, let alone societies and 
nations. In this context, we need torOMixamine 
our economic policies and follow relevant 
procedures so that pricing policies take the 

enviromnentalfactcns intoaccounl, national 
accounts reflect the depletion or destniction 
of natural resources, decisbn rules evaluating 
future costs and benefits more thoroughly, 
investment criteria incorptn'ating the loss 
due to the depiction of national capital, etc 
(Postal 1992]. 

Another potential area that needs more 
concentration is the development of 
environment friendly and economically 
viable technologies. The available 
technologies at present .seem to he missing 
on either productivity aspects (organic 
forming, etc), or equity aspects (bio¬ 
technology). While the former are 
unacceptable in the developing countries 
where meeting basic needs is on top of the 
agenda, the lateris against the basic aspirations 
of the sustainability concept itself. However, 
the later technologies can be altered and 
operationalised wiUi the help of tlierequired 
institutional changes. For. the.inequities in 
tbedistribution of gains arc attributed mainly 
to the existing agrarian structure, imperfect 
labour and capital markets. Unless these 
distortions are corrected equity cannot be 
addressed effectively under any circum¬ 
stances be it new technologies or strategies. 
Besides, the equity Issues are directly related 
witli people’s awaretiess (education) which 
would bring the equity considerations into 
fore in development planning. Therefore, to 
recapitulate, human resource development 
should occupy the centre stage in tlie overall 
developmental planning in order to achieve 
the objectives of sustainable agricultural 
development. And this should be fostered by 
slate policies like integrating environmental 
concerns with markets, promoting efforts 
towards developing appropriate techno¬ 
logies which are sustainable economically 
as well as environmentally and removing 
imperfections in the agrarian structure - i e. 
land, labour and capital markets. 

Notes 

[This IS H revised version of the paper presented 
ai senuoar on Environment and Economics 
organised by Centre for Science and Environ- 
nusni. New Delhi, January 26-28.1994. Thanks 
are due to V S Vyas, M V Nadkami, Iqbal Narain. 
M S Ralhore and T Quran jeevi for their valuable 
comments on the earlier drafts of the paper. 
However, the usual di.sclaimets apply.] 

1 However, our discussions with the fanners in 
one of the high pesticide-intensive regions of 
the country, Gunturdistnet of Andhra Pradesh, 
revealed that the 'uncontroliability of pests 
in recent years is more due to the declining 
quality of the pesticides rather than due lo 
pests growing immune to pesticides (which 
the farmers reluctantly accept). 

2 For, the eqyironmenlalproblem,s of the humid 
mounlaia tracks of India are equally strident 
which may be due lo the high dependence 
of the local people on tbe natural system [see 
for details Jodha et u] 1992]. 

3 Azolla is lui at^ic feni that has an ability ol 
fixing molecularBitrogeB witbsymbiottcblue- 
green alga, ft is being used as green manure 
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in souftem iC%ioa and noitbern Vietnam. 
Once azolla is inoculnled to wet paddy field, 
it propagates fast without any input, or with 
additional phosphorous fettiliser for P defi¬ 
cient paddy soil. Its ability to fix N is as high 
as .some N fixing legumes;!-4 Icg^day a^ 
hence N-feitiliser appiication can be reduced 
significantly, or even be zero [for details see 
Kikuchi 1993], 

4 Based on our discussions with the scientists 
at the experimental farmon ‘Paddy Cultivation 
and Global Warming' at the International Rice 
Research Institute, Lus Booas, Philippines, 
July 1993. 

5 Th^ technologies mnge from fully computer- 
controlled drip and sprinkler irrigation sys¬ 
tems using salt water to growing horticulhiral 
crops with little or no soil support. Though 
these technologies are linuled to some fruit, 
vegetable and hoiticuliuial crops till recently, 
now other crops like cotton, wheal, etc, arc 
aI.so grown with these technologies. Even in 
Rajasthan in .some rwions wheat is grown with 
brackish water (wiiflfliHid irngation method) 
though at lower yield levels (about 1/2) 
compared to sweet water irrigation. Prasently 
efforts are on to bring in some of the Israeli 
technologies to Rajastlian. 

6 Cultuml practices ol the indigenou.': people 
also .seem to have .stronger influence on the 
conservatfon of natural systems. For instance, 
in parts of and and desert regions of Rajastlian 
one secs plenty of trees in the areas pre¬ 
dominantly ol Bishnoi community which is 
traditionally anaiuiefriendlyaimmuiiily. This 
community lorbids cutting trees and eating 
non-vegetanan. In faci, they worslupthe khejdi 
tree. Though fircwiKid is a major problem in 
the.se areas one .sees people picking diy stems 
in the open field However, these cultural 
practices seem to be somewhat ineffective 
dunng extreme famioecotiditions when people 
re.soil to cutting trees and selling the firewood 
in the near-by towns. 
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Prevention, they say, is better thon cure. And when it comes to industrial fires, 

prevention is ail the more important. Since there is hardly any cure in the aftermath. 
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Plaiming Kerala’s Inigation Projects 
T^hnological Prejudice and Politics of Hope 

V Santhakomar 
R Rajagopalan 

S Ambirajan 

The political objective oj achieving self-sufficiency in rice production in Kerala supported the planning of major 
irrigation projects in all the river basins of Kerala. The irrigation engineers who planned these projects showed a 
technological prejudice as they rarely sought alternative methods and scales of irrigation in each of these basins. This 
prejudice is of serious concern in a high rainfall area like Kerala, where the dam and canal-based .system is ‘naturally’ 
costly and where there is a possibility of meeting the relatively snudl reipurement of additional water through less expensive 
mans. The objective oj achieving self-sufficiemrv in rice and the policy of having major irrigation projects in all the basins 
seem to he based on the neglect of the .specific agro-climatological and agro-ecobgical features of humid-tropic Kerala. 

I 
Introduction 

WATER and rainfall were conaidcrcd as 
divine bieoiiingK in the traditional agrarian 
societies of south India.' Local tnechanismK 
and institutions existed even during the lasi 
millennium for controlling and harnessing 
water resources in these si)cieties. Whether 
the need to control water and provide 
inigation led to the emergence of political 
control in these societies is debatable.'One 
can say, however, that the control of water 
definitely became an impoitant means of 
social control fortltese political structures.’ 
Even during the medieval period, much of 
the initiative and responsibility for 
developing and maintaining irrigation 
systems rested with the local collective 
groups.* But British rule brought in 
considerable level of concentration in the 
decision-making and management of 
irrigation. The emergence of macro-level 
planning, the concern for economic returns 
for the state and the evolution of u techno- 
bureaucratic organisation for the 
development and management of irrigation 
projects were die essential features of the 
British period. The post-independent periixl 
witnessed massive investments and increased 
political patronage for irrigation projects, 
the accelerated growth of the technocratic 
tn'ganisation and the shaijpening conflicts 
between the different groups for sharing 
water resources. Irrigation in Indiaconlinue.s 
to exhibit die effects of all these historical 
processes. The conflicts between different 
interest groups, the view of irrigation as a 
means of obtaining political mileage, tlrsv 
decisions pf die technologists influcncul by 
their disciplinary biases, self-interests and 
organisational needs..etc, pose various piili- 
ttcal, technological and rcsoutoe-use pro¬ 
blems in irrigation and water management. 

This paper i*,a study of the irrigation devc - 
lopment in a higb-rainfall region of south 
India, namely. Kerala, and attempts to explore 
the fallowing quesdons; To whatextenthave 
the technolo^ policies in irrigation been 

appropriate to tlie ecological (and climato¬ 
logical) features of the region? What are the 
socio-political factors that lead to the selec¬ 
tion of a technological system in irrigation? 

The extent to which the geography (and 
the climate) determines the direction of 
irrigation development in a region is a mat ter 
debated by the scholara.' However, no one 
denies the need to consider this factor in the 
decision-making on the nature and the 
method of irrigation. This is more crucial 
in high-ramfall areas than in semi-arid and 
arid regions. Tlie widely acknowledged 
‘unsatisfactory status’ of major irrigation 
projects in Kerala necessitates an evaluation 
of the policies in the context of the specific 
‘natural’ features of that region. This paper 
is an attempt in that direction. We have also 
tried to review the process of techii.ilogicul 
planning in irrigation and the political 
framework that supported major irrigation 
projects in this state. The approach of the 
itrigation engineers is studied through tlie 
analysis of the proposed Vamanapuram 
irrigation project (VIP) currently being 
implemented in the district of Trivandrum. 

Three major sections follow this 
introduction. Section 11 consists of a brief 
description of the historical developments 
in irrigation in Kerala. Tliis section also 
includes a summary of different studies on 
urigation in the state. Tlie planning approach 
of (he irrigation engineers as seen from the 
proposal of the Vamanapuram project is 
analysed in Section III. A di.scussion of (his 
approach in the context of some of the 
climatological and ecological features of 
Kerala is given in Section IV. Some 
concluding remarks on the technological 
choice and the political framcwoik are made 
in the last .section. 

II 
Irrigation in Kerala 

Traditionally cultivation in Kerala depen¬ 
ded solely on (be monsixins. Farmers had 
a detailed empirical knowledge of the 
meteorological events that influenced 

agriculture. Using this knowledge, they could 
predict (with reasonable accuracy) the com¬ 
mencement of the monsoon, the intensity of 
rain dunng different |>eriods, the availability 
of sunlight, etc.” This helped the farmers 
considerably in making their cultivation 
practices and other activities Tit into the 
rhythm of the monsoon. 

Tlie provision of supplementary irrigation 
during the dry .spells within the monsoon 
pcritxls was also practised in Kerala. Tliis 
was done through the construction of 
temporarv structures in the small sn'cams by 
the individual farmers or by small groups. 
This rarely required either large-.scale 
collective work or state-intervention (unlike 
in the other parts of south India).' Thus the 
intervention of the state in irrigation started 
only in the 20th eentuiy in the geographical 
areas which became parts of Kerala. 

Tlie construction of dams and canals for 
providing irrigation started in Kerala only 
in this century. During the early decades of 
this century Keralawas not thoughtlo require 
major irrigation projects because of the 
abundantrainfall. Forexamplc, Nagain Aiya, 
the author of the Travancore State Manual 
of 1906. observed that most of the lands in 
Kerala ‘cannot be irrigated ‘artificially’.' He 
continued. “Even where they can be 
(irrigated), such irrigation, is rendered 
unnecessa]:y by the almost regular fall of 
rains throughout more than half the year” 
The assertion ofNamboothiripad, themarxisi 
leader, us late as in 1952 that “cultivation 
in Kerala in a normal year does not require 
artificial irrigation" also indicated this.' 

One reason for a change in this attitude 
was the shortage of fixidgrains faced by this 
region during the second world war with (he 
fall of Burma and the consequent restrictions 
on the movement of rice. Tliis region hud 
been importing rice from the late 19th 
century."’This led not only to the efforts ui 
increase rice production but also to the 
emergence of a slogan of achieving self- 
sufficiency in f<x)dgrains in Kenda. 

The. pre-independent governments of 
Kerala adopted various strategies for 
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incrMKing rice production. The T>4vahco»c 
and Cochin government); allowed the 
conversion of large stretcbos of forest areas 
for the cu]tivati(Hi of food crops like paddy 
and tapioca." The engineers of the Madra.s 
government started planning a few medium 
and small irrigation projects in Palaickad 
and nearby areas during the late 1940s.. In 
Travancore, the governmental organisation 
responsible for the maintenance of irrigation 
projects in Nanchilnadu (which later 
became part of Tamil Nadu) started plan¬ 
ning projects in other areas. Titus the 
construction of three major and medium 
projects commenced during the late 1940s. 
Before the formation of the first elected 
government in the state in 1957, work on 
i Omajor and medium projects had started.'' 

These strategies were useful in incrcasmg 
agricultural production to some extent. The 
target of self-sufficiency however was based 
on some estimates of achievable levels of 
rice production in Kerala. A report on the 
‘Water Resources of Kerala’, prepared in 
1957 as “the first comprehensive attempt to 
formulate policies and projects for the 
develc5>menl of water resources in the 
stale",'* gave one such estimate. Ba.sed on 
the statistics of 1951. it was estimated that 
1.2 million acres of land could be converted 
into fields yielding an average of 2.5 crops 
of paddy per year through the construction 
of major irrigation projects. This was 
expected to prixluce 2.1 to 2.7 million tonnes 
of rice per year satisfying the needs of 13.6 
million of people (population as per 1951 
Census) and of a modestly increased 
population in future.'' The net area of 
cultivation at that time was 1.325 million 
acres and the report did not expect any major 
increase in this figure. Tlie increase in 
production was to be achieved mainly 
through the increase in cropping intensity. 
In essence, the realisation of the target of 
self-sufficiency hinged on the 
implementation of major iirigation projects 
covering 85 per cent of the land sustaining 
paddy cultivation. 

This approach of “self-sufficiency in 
foodgrains tlirough irrigation’ received tlie 
support of the political leadership in Kerala. 
All the elected governments allocated a 
considerable share of plan resources to the 
irrigation sector - about 15 per cent of the 
total expenditure in each of the Five Year 
Plans. Consideiing the fact that the crops 
other than paddy were considered for 
irrigation only during the 1980s, one can see 
ihatalmostlhc whole in vestment was meant 
for paddy. Out of the total investmcni'in 
irrigation till 1990-91 (Rs 9.645.7 million). 
Rs 7.916,1 million (82 per cent) was spent 
for m^or and medium irrigation projects."’ 

The 10 projects started before 1957 (and 
commissioned by 1975) involved a total 
expenditure of only Rs235.4million.‘’Seven 

of dieire were in Palafckad district and one 

MffH) to the south of Trivandrum - a region 
neighbouring Nanchilnadu and geo- 
grajdtjcally similar to it. Thus these early 
projects were limited primarily to the semi- 
arid regions in Kerala (barring one diversion 
weir in Chalakkudy and adam-based system 
in Trichur designed to support the summer 
cultivation of the kolc lands). However, the 
objective of achieving self-sufficiency led 
to the planning and implementation of dams 
and canals in other regions very different 
form Nanchilnadu and Palakkad. None of 
lhe.sx projects started after 1957 have been 
commissioned fully until now. Eight of them. 
started by die early 1960s and costing together 
Rs 8.282.3 million, provided irrigatitm to 
only 60 per cent of the targeted area even 
by 1991-92."On another 10 projects started 
after 1975 Rs 1,127.9 million have been 
spend yielding no benefit so far. Because 
of the delay in commissioning the projects, 
the actual cost increased several times that 
of die original estimate (the highest figure 
being 33 times!).'’ The estimated cost of 
irrigation for the projects was also high, 
varying from Rs 30,000 to Rs 1,10,0(8) per 
hectare." 

Tlie inordinate delay in commissioning 
the projects, the escalation of pixiject costs, 
the high cost of irrigation and the realisation 
of benefits far less than the estimated ones 
made even the planners and the administ- 
rattirs unhappy over the performance of the 
irrigation sector. All the economic surveys 
published by the State Planning Board after 
the late 1980s noted that the performance 
of the sector had not been encouraging " If 
this showed the unsatisfactory status of the 
functioning of the imgalion sector as per the 
government records, the status of the actual 
use of irrigation projects in Kerala, as shown 
by a few studies, was even more depressing. 

The first note of caution against the policy 
of stressing heavily on paddy through 
massive investments in dam-based major 
irrigation in Kerala came from the tcehno- 
econoftiic survey conducted by the National 
Council for Applied Economic Rcscaivh 
(NCAER) in 1962. After considering tlie 
non-availability of “va.sl areas of cultivable 
land” that could be opened up by the 
construction of die piojcci. die study ob.scrvcd 
“that a greater emphasis should be placed 
on minor rather than on major irrigation 
projects’’.-- Moreover, die study advocated 
die cultivation of commercial crops in Kerala 
using the relative geographical advantages. 

Analysing the developments in irrigation 
in Kcraia until 70s. George and Ntiir have 
noted that the “benefit of these projects 
(major irrigation) consists more in the 
stability i' has imparted to crop yields than 
the increa.sc in productivity".-’ They aliw 
showed Unit theaintribution of Unweprojects 
hud been ‘mainly to help the stabilisation 
of crops through supplementing theexisting 
source of water". Ilirough the analysis of 
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talukwise data, Nurayana and Narayanan ; 
Nair have shown that (be contribution of - 
irrigation projects to tbesiablli sation of crops 
was by and large limited to (be autumn ^ 
crop.” Tlie (improper) working of die ; 
organisation responsible fortheconservation 
and allocation of the water resources, 
improper planning and jiracticcs such ax, 
inflating the size of die command area to 
attract financial resources from the central 
government were cited as possible reasons 
for not achieving the estimated benefits. 
Through the analysis of yield rate and the 
influence of irrigation. Kannan and 
Pushpangadan also observed that irrigation 
ill Kcraia had not made any impact on the 
yield rateof paddy."They found noevidenoe 
to suggest that irrigaUon had cither stabilised 
ihecropsor increased the cropping intensity 
even in Palakkad district where the public 
investment in irrigation had been the highest. 
However .some scholars have questioned the 
usability of macro-level cropping data for j 
analysing the impact of irrigation.” 
Considering tlie similarity of observations 
of these studies and the absence of any study 
that showing a higher level impact, one can 
derive the following modest conclusioit from 
thc.se studies; Irrigation in Keralacontributed 
iieidicr to a significunl increase in the yield 
rate nor to an increa.se in die cropping i 
intensity; ilslimitedcontribuuoii was towards i 
the stabilisation of the ongoing cultivation | 
and the corresponding yield. ' I 

Tlie minor irrigation projects also could | 
not yield the benefits to the estimated level. I 

Tab) 1.1; Basic .Statistics or the VAMANAinfliAM | 

IksKiATiuN PaoiErT I 

I’rujeci Area; Dam in Vamanapuram river at | 
Vulayunki near Vithura on the | 
'rnvandnim-Ponmudi road | 

('ommand : The .southern part of Ihei 
Area Vamanapuram ba.sin simaied in | 

the Trivandniin, Nedumangad I 
and CJiirayinkil taluks of Ihei 
Trivandnim dLsirici . | 

Dam : Height 72ni Length 324 ml 
Random Rubble Masonry I 

Reservoir ' | 
Area , ; 340 Heciares (200 ha of torsat | 

and 140 ha ot ugncultuml laiKfi I 
Storage ; 8.16 cubic meties | 
(^Ichnieni 

Area ; .S300 lia 
Esiinaiicd Cosi (in R.s crore): 

.Dam and Head work.s ; 12.950 
Main Omals ; 16.305 
Di.stribuiarie.s 4.525 
Wirter Courses 0.475 
Establishment 4.425 
lolal ; 38'.680 

IZsiimated Benefit.s: ' | 
Annual returns (in Rs crore) fiom I 
Garden land.; (6978 ha) 8.24 | 
Wet lands (2540 ha) ; 1.60 I 

Snurre: Project Reports of the Vamanapurajai 
lirigatioA Project. | 



Iij an evaluation study conducted by the 

State Planning Board in 1975, it was seen 

that inflating the si/c of command area to 

misct the unrealistic' criterion adopted for 

sanctiiming the scheme led to the non¬ 

achievement of the estimated targets.-’These 

projecls were successful neither in bringing 

additional area under cultivation nor in 

increasing ihecnrppmg intensity. In essence, 

the contribution of minor pixrjccis was also 

limited to the stuhilisalion of the ongoing 

cropping of paddy. 

However, the allocution foi ma|or 

itrigalion projects continues lo be high 

even today. The allocation forthc Fifth Plan 

(1974-79) was lfi.22 per cent ol the total 

plan outlay. Tlie total invcstineiu in this 

sector till the end of 1991-92 came lo 

Rs 10.490.2 million Out of this, the invest¬ 

ment during the last 10 years amounted to 

Rs 7,600 million,’" The annual invesimeni 

in this sector during llic early 199()s was 

about Rs X50million. It should be noted that 

this policy was followed m a geographical 

area where the importance of paddy 

cultivation hud iK-ciulec I in mg considerably 

due to several reasons. The share of paddy 

euUivatioii m Kerala's agriculture declined 

fnim .IH percent in 19.52-.5.1 to .11 per cent 

in 1975-74.’’' A study which analysed the 

agricultural situation in Kcialu during the 

pcruKibcl Ween 1962-61 and 19X5-K6 found 

that l^olhthe area of cultivation and the total 

output of paddy declined at lei 1974-75 in 

i^ilc of a marginal incieasc iiiproductiviiy.'" 

'Decline in profilabtliiy' was considered as 

the major reason lor lhi.> situation 

Considering the fact that iHxth minoi and 

major protects contributed only to the 

stabilisation, alternative metluxisol irrigation 

need special consideration in Kerala Tiuis 

lire central issue m Kerala's imgationpoltcy 

is not the level of imiiact of a particulartype 

of technology hut the (fueslion whether the 

irrigation planners consider alternative 

technologies and diflcieni scalc.s of opera¬ 

tion before deciding on a imijeci for a given 

river basin. 

it IS thus necessaiy ii' study the techno¬ 

logical planning done by the irrigulion 

department of Kcrula. The methodology 

of planning, the explicit and implicit 

asKUmpt ion.s of the pluniicrs and the overall 

|X>licy framework liavc to he undersiocKi il 

we want to explain the funciioiiing ofmujoi 

irrigation projects. Wc have taken up the 

Vamunupuram project for a detailed study 

of the planning pnx;css 

fll 
Proposed Vamunupurutn Irrit'ation 

Project (VIP) 

Tlic idea of building a dam in Vamana- 

punim was an old one mentioned even in 

tlie report on the water resources of Kerala 

which, as mentioned caller, prescribed the 

broad policies for the utilisation of water in 

the s tate. However, the project in its present 

form was formulated in the early 1970s by 

the irrigation wing of the Public Works 

Department (PWD) and submitted for 

approval in 1971 to the Central Water 

Commission (CWC). In 1980 the CWC 

observed that the cost per ha of the gross 

iiTigatcd area was high for the project wlien 

compared lo other regions." In order lo 

satisfy the CWC, the PWD resubmitted the 

proposal in IVKOuftermakingufcwchanges 

in the cropping pattern to be adopted in tlie 

command area .Since the irrigation 

department of Kerala found “no scope for 

any substantial reduction m the cost of the 

scheme’', it modified the cropping pallcrn 

lo he adopted in llic conimaiul .irea ' The 

basic stalislics of the proposal is given in 

Tabic I and the details of the existing and 

proposed cropping paltern.s are given in 

Table 2 

A casual reading of Uic proposals gives 

the impression that it consisted only the 

details ol Ihe clam, canal system and an 

estimate ol the l)cncl its that could be dci ived 

Irom the pio|t*cl. Il was as if the engineeis 

meiely propiised one lecliuoiogical option 

and left the dccision-tnaking (regarding the 

necessity of the piojcct, clioicc of Ihc scale 

and lerhnology) to the political and 

administrative machinery However, a closer 

study of the proposal shows that it was not 

all that neutral and il ruled out other methods 

ol inigal ion and otheroplions for developing 

tile region. Tlie original projios.il sl.iiietl 

with the reallirmatioii that every river basin 

should have ama|orlrng,^lion^)|■o|ecl."Tllc• 

cenlral pari of Ihe section whicli dealt with 

the ■ necessity' ol the project had sclf- 

suffictcncy as the theme." Afici staling the 

tact that the lolul prinluclion of ncc would 

he lUst sutficient to meet 50 per cent ol the 

total iv(|uireinenls. the proposal concluded 

that Ihe inciuased procluclion of rice with 

hetlei inigalion facilities had become 

impenilive." .Slating (hat the mam oecupalion 
of the maiority of the population was bound 

lo be agriculture for a long lime lo come, 

it suggested the construction ol an irrigation 

project “lo raise three clops m most parts 

of Ihe command area’ and "to increase the 

employment opportunities of the agricultural 

labour at least two-fold" 

Tlic.se justifications have .several problems. 

First of all, it is clear that (he engineers were 

not ready lo leave the deeisioii-making to 

others without arguing iheircase. Secondly, 

the consideration of this proposal as a 

technological one raised an cxt>cciution ol' 

■ralionalily’ in Uic minds of the people and 

theirrepiv.senlativcK However, one can see 

different levels of riitionality in this 

diKumenl. At tlie elementary level, the 

proposal carricil quantitative data of watci 

resources, scientific calculations and the 

design formulations of a particular 

technological project. At the second level, 

the benefits of the choice were projected on 

tlie basis of many unsubstantiated positions. 

At tlie third level, the necessity of the project 

was grounded on an ‘ideological’ and ‘value- 

based’ attitude. However, these unsuhstan- 

liaied positions and the value-based attitude 

have been covered by the ‘i ationaliiy ’ of the 

elementary level. .Such a cover-up did not 

allow a free debate of Ihe non-scientific 

positions taken by the technological 

orgunisulion. The political and the admini.sl- 

rativc .set up al.so failed lo separate Uierational 

element from (he tither faciors. 

■Ci.().M-,i) Raiionauiy' 

The proposal contained the scientifically 

collected data on water resources that could 

be made available through Ihc construction 

of the dam. Howcvci. Ihc data on the 

civuiiabiliiy of the walci rcsouices at Ihc 

proposed command area was neither 

collcclcil nor estimated reah.slimlly.'’ The 

fact that the command aiea of Ihc proposed 

proiecl received 200 lo 100 tm of laitilall 

made this omission a critical one. Tlie data 

collection .system which ineluded 10 raintull 

stations and six slieam gauges at Ihe main 

liver was not adequate lot realistically 

measuring the loi ally available water in the 

micro-watersheds of the command area II 

should be noted that only the mam iivei was 

gauged and all the .sin.ill slieams reaching 

the rivet were left unmc.isuied That meant 

that any developmental measuic designed 

on Ihe basis of Ihis data would eventually 

lx;conie a rivet-ba.scd one. The lack ol data 

on (lie actual water availability at the 

command .irca led to two problems Fit si of 

all. arcahstic as.sessmcnl ol Ihe actual demand 

for water to be provuled through irrigation 

was not available .Secondly, the planneis 

could not think of methods of managing 

water available l<K'ally and at the small 

streams. Tlius the pos.sibility of iriceling the 

requirement of irrigation with locally 

available water was closed without a pro|>cr 

examination. 

Tlie cost estimates in the proposal lack Ihc 

‘scieiUific ngour’ visible in the design data 

of the dam and canal network. The proposal 

did not have the dettiils of the whole canal 

neiwurk. Tlie exact location and (he detailing 

of the smullcr canals were left undecided. 

There was only a nominal provision (an 

amount of Rs 4.75 million for an area of 

9.4(H) hectares)foi lheconsiruelion of water 

course.s to distribute the water to the fields.-" 

A field study of the topography of the 

propo.sed command area found that nearly 

12 percent of the garden lands, which were 

also included for tlie provision of imgaljon. 

were situated at levels higher than that of 

the canal system.'''’ The cost of pumping to 

irrigate these lands was neither estimated 

nor incurporated in (hecosl-hcncfit analysis. 



Even if we leave aside the problems ih 
estimating: the costs, it can he seen that the 
’rationality’ at this level of .scientific 
designs was a ’closed’ one in the .sen.se that 
this exercise closed, without examination, 
many technological options and led to tlie 
selection ol a purticulai one. In other 
words, tlie exercise had the liinitedobjectivc 
ol supporting a particular technological 
option selected on the basis ol some |*re- 
ludginenls 

UNsuBsiAiviiArii) BkNi-iir.N 

Tile bciicnts of the projecl as cslinialed 
ill the oiiginul and revi>cd propi'sals have 
been listed earlier The I iguiesof Ibe existing 
cropping pallet II given in llicicviscd pmposal 
showed the inaccuracyol the assumption in 
the original proposal Ibal (he ina|oi pail ot 
the cominand area was sustaining p<iddy 
cullivalion This maccui.icy was not 
incidental hutc.'inic out of ihc basic uppioacli 
ol irrigatioM planning followed in Kerala 
until the laic iy70s h'list. theappioath was 
not toncerned with Ihc ical status ol the 
land-use pallcin since its sole ol'ieelive was 
lotonveil the inan>rp.iil (it not the whole) 
ol the eoniitiaiul aiea into lichle tiopped 
paikly lielil.s. Thus the pluiinet.s were 
uneoiieerned with the welland/drylaiid 
elassilication (A leleiente to any geo¬ 
graphical record would have shown dial 
paddy w.is cultivated mainly in llie wtll.nul 
wheieas the dry land (or Ihc garden landlw.is 
used loi glowing dees and oilier tiops.) 
Motivated by Ihe urge ti' attain sell- 
suffit iciityinriceproiliu lioii. the in igaliot 
lilanners envisaged the eoiivcrsioii ol the 
whole eonitnaiid aiea into paddy fields 
iiTc.spetlive of its lopographteal position, 
natural moisture and |iievailing t top covet 
Tliey appear to have been iineonei rned with 
the profits generaicd by difiercnl crops ra- 
(i-vix paddy or with the cost ol iiiigalmg 
paddy other crops 

However, the CWC’s suggestion that (he 
proposal he revised to incr^'ase (he hcnelil- 
eost ratio forced the planners duethink ilieir 
cropping slialegy. The tritici.sin that Ihe 
iiTigatiim pi aitner.s neg leeled the othererops 

and the overall shift in th^ land-use patlern 
ill Kerala towards non-paddy crops also 
motivated them to include these crops under 
irrigation. Tliis time the technical commit tee 
constituted hy the inigutioii deparlineiil 
collected the latest land-use pattern ol the 
command area.*' In tlie cropping pattern 
conceived by this coinmiltce, there was a 
considerable de-enipliasis on paddy 

cultivation. 
A study of the new cropping pattern would 

show that the basic aim of the revision was 
to have a pattern that could generate more 
pitifijs through the consumplionol the water 
to be provided by die projecl. Phrases such 
as “since water is available" were frequently 

used in this cxerci.sc to justify the inclusion 
of Water-hungry crops in the pldce of crops 
needing less water.*' 

If the need lo achieve .self-sulficieiicy is 
taken away, then the basic obiective of 
adopting any cropping pattern wouki he to 
maximi.se the economic return. In (hut case, 
different cropping patterns would have lo 
be conceived wiUi their respective costs 
(including cost of irrigulion) and lieiiclils. 
In (he absence of any iion-cconomic Inas 
in lavourof a particular crop, the cioppiiig 
patlern whicli would yield Ihe m.ixiiiiuni 
economic lelurn should have been 
considered. 

In the process of revision, sucli an 
oplimisalioii of Ihc cropping pallcms was 
mil allemptcd The clops requiring less 
waleraiKliHis.siblyyickliiigproliisequi valent 
to others were either excluded oi given low 
pnoi ity III lerinsot aiea Aparliality loi lood 
crops did not inilucncc this selection. 
Inclusion ol pepper .ind banana and die 
iiugleci ol tapioca and rubber showed dial 
the only criterion tor inclusion was the 
consumpiion ol more wa<er (Table 2). (A 
held study ol the piopo.scd command aica 
concluded in l'W2 sliowcd dial the aiea 
uiidir ruhbci was lapidly nicicasing This 
cccmcd lo he die optlinisalion simtcgy 
ack'plcd by the I aimers *') 

Thus the cropping patterh suggested fm 
the projeettumed out lolie umetv justificaUun 
for the construction of the project. Tlie , 
construction of the project. Justified earlier- 
foi increasing paddy prcnluction. was later - 
shown beneficial (hrougli the ad<xpti<)u of a 
water-hungry cropping patlern .with less 
emphasis on paddy Tliccarlierestimate was 
bused on a dream or die 'political goal' of 
self-sufficiency lor which the details of Uie 
field realities were of little significance Tlie ; 
revised proposal diciuieci a particular 
cropping palieni. devoidof any nali<mali.slit: 
ob)cciivcs for the construction of the dan) 
and canals. In both the s^uations, there was 
no rational frainework for taking decisions 
other than (he one influenced hy Ihe need 
lo coiisIruLl the pio|cct 

Sl'tiAK CoAl INC. Till-. TllliMfc 

Ol Sl:U-.S|l|l l( ll'>H V 

If Ihe elementary calculations of the 
pix'posal were h.iscdon a ‘closed rationality’ 
(without exploring all the possibililtcs lor 
providing imgation) and il die piojected 
hciiefils were bused on unsuhstunliaied 
claims, then Ihe outercovei' ofdieprcposal. 
was made on the ihetnc ol ’ self-sufficicncy.'. 
Though one should not .seek anyralionality . 
in sucli value-based premises, die use of! 

Tabi )■ 2't 'Kori'iNo I’ArriiRN 

A Ongin.il I'nipo at 
I'olal .iica SOdO ha 
t'loppiiic pallcni .(Mi-i imgalmn -MKJO lia IreMo emp paddy 

24(K) ha double i mp paddy 
I ADO hii double crop paddy 

B Revi.si'd I’lopo.sal 
loial area 6078 h.i garden kind 

l-ldO ha wel land 

lixi.sliiig Pallern dial I’roposed Pallem (liai 

(iarileii land 
Non-agneuliur.il f.‘)X 608 

I'oconui 2078 3238 (with pepper 2631) 
-Aieeanui lot 103 (Willi pepper) 
t'ashew 186 186 
Muse eiop.v 8S2 • 852 twiihpi.'pper772) 
Ridrlvr 16 16 
Colfee -v 2 

1 apiou a 1631 410 
Bun.tna 4 1218 
Plan'am 20‘) 20') 
'luberaiul vegel.ible 37 37 

Vacant Miace 26(1 
Wel land 

First i-rop 
Paddy 224.5 2306 
Vcgciable.s 5 27 

Second ;rop 
Paddy 2333 2306 
yegetal>le.s 27 

Third crop 
Paddy 283 
I>ul,se.s - K'lO 
Vegelable.s 1160 

Somcf. Revised Projecl Ri>piHl ol die Vamaiuipuram Piojecl. 
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mch a ihemti fcnr the jUKtificatitm of a 

technological propoRal warranted careful 

examination. At the time when thin proposal 

twas originally formulated (in the early 

19?0s), (he excess of demand over the 

production of paddy W8.s beyond the 

Mtimatesof the water resources report which 

linked the ihemeof self-sufficiency to major 

irrigation projects. In spite of this, the 

proposal used the self'.«ufficncy argument 

as justification. 

The original proposal envisaged the 

conversion of the whole command area into 

paddy fields, unmindful of the fact (as 

revealed in I9K0)ahat only 2.333 ha out of 

9,518 ha was sustaining paddy (Table 2). 

The economic and social viability of such 

a conversion was not consider^ in the 

proposal. The fact that the cultivation of 

crops other than paddy was more profitable 

(as shown by the calculations of returns in 

the revised proposal) was either neglected 

or considered unimportant. The economic 
studiesofthe Kerala Agricultural University 

conducted even in Palakkad district which 

has the maximum number of irrigation 

projects, advocated the "replacement of 

second crop of paddy also by other better 

paying and water-use efficient crops’’.^* The 

experience of the implemented projects 

which failed to induce tlie conversion of 

dryland into paddy fields was also 

overlooked. Moreover the proposal did not 

attempttoanalysc tile impact oNgnoring the 

comparative advantages of the region in 

teffiis of growing other crops. 

Thus the premise that Kerala should 

achieve self-sulticiency in rice production 
was a value-based standpoint. This position 

would have been harmless if separated 

completely from the technological package 

and debuted widely. Butthis standpoint was 

used to give credibility to the technological 

proposal of the irrigation project. The other 

elements o’f the proposal would not have 

becncoasidercd rational if tlicy Itad not been 

posed as means of achieving self-sufficiency. 

In essence the need of the urigation project 

itself was grounded on (he i>b)ec(ivc of 

achieving self-sufficiency in rice prcxluction. 

However, the revision to a different 

cropping pattern for increasing the Irencfit- 

cost ratio of the jM-oposal (to meet the 

requirements of CWC) showed that the 

irrigation department itself did not attach 

much importance to the self-sufficiency 

objective except for the purpose of 

justification. When the need to Justify the 

project was over, the department was quick 

to abandon the slogan. When confronted 

with th'equestion of profitability. Uic answer 

was sought in a non-paddy cropping pattern 

which could generate more profit. Thus the 

value-ba.scd standpoints were proven to be 

mere attachments to strengthen tlie case 6f 

those technological positions vriiich would 

have been questioned otherwise. 

The problems discussed hme <li<l not 

pertain to the Vamanpuram project abne. 

Because of the revisUm, this project was 

a somewhat refined one in terms of the 

calculation of the benefits. The overesti- 

mation seen in the original Vamattpuram 

proposal was the standard pattern seen in 

ail the other projects under implementaticm. 

A perusal of a number of these projects 

shows the similarity of approach. Bxcept the 

use of different data, the algorithm of 

planning used in these pro-pogals i.s quite 

similar and goes as follows; 

- suggesting the site of the dam: 

- calculating the possible storage; 

- designing a dam and other headworks; 

- proposing a canal network on the basis 

of topography; 

- designing canals and related structures; 

- calculating the cost of dams and canals; 

- assuming the convcr.sk>n of the Uital 

command area into treble-crop paddy 

fieULs; 

- calculating (he water requirement nearly 

neglecting the locally available water; 

- calculating the benefits on the basis of the 

earlier assumption; 

- projecting a cost-benefit ratio. 

Thus the .selection of the project the 

method of irrigation, technology, etc, were 

based on some pre-judgments. The 

highlighting of aparticularoption as the best 

one was completely based on a polemical 

exercise. 

From the experience of the implemented 

projects, itulsobecameclear that the objective 

of achieving .self-sulficiency through the 

imple mentation of ma|orirrigationpro|ect.s 
in all tlic river basins was formulated ignoring 

the specific agro-climatologicul and agro- 

ecological features of humid-tropic Kerala. 

IV 

A{>ro*Cliinatology and 

A|{ro-Ecolo}^; of Kerala 

Tlie following specific topographical, 
climatological and ecological factors of 

Kerala need special attention. 

(1) The paddy cultivation in Kerala is 

limited to those areas which arc naturally 

suitable for that purpose. These areas are: 

the narrow valleys in the midland and the 

highlands; tlie wider valley portions situated 

near the coast; water-logged areas of die 

backwater and coastal regions and (he larger 

slretchc.s of land in tiic semi-arid Palakkad 

district. Exceptin Palakkad, the conversion 

of dry land (or the garden land) for paddy 

cultivation is naturally and economically 

infeasible. This is naturally infeasible because 

of factors such as the soil type (more 

pervious), slope, etc. Itis also economically 

infeasible lifCau.se of the fact that the 

opportun ity cost of convers ion i s very high. 

These drylands are not unused patches of 

lands as in other parts of India. Instead these 

arecoyeredbyamulti-trecfcrc^ system which 

can produce a variety of commodities. 

Because of highrainfall, these lands can also 

support a variety of trees and plants which 

are more profitable than paddy. That is why 

the implemented projects could not increase 

the net area under paddy cultivation. 

(2) Except in a few zones like Palakkad, 

paddy cultivation is done in areas having 

annual rainfall ranging from 200 to .300 cm. 

Table 3 shows the water situation in a 

representative sqriall watershed in midland 

Kerala. (Though this watershed is not under 

the proposed command area of VIP, it ba.s 

been included in another proposed project. ) 

During the first crop pcrkxl, (between May 

and August) direct rainfall alone is sufficient 

to meet the crop-water requirement. In^fact 

the main problem during (his period is the 

excess water and the absence of proper 

drainage. Apart from the direct rainfall, the 

paddy fields, by virtue of their position in 

the valleys, receive a considerable part of 

the rain falling over the surrounding (high 

altitude) garden lands. In general, garden 

lands account for about two-thirds of the 

total area and the valley comes toone-third. 

For example, in the command area of tlie 

Vamanapuram project, 6.978 ha of garden 

land surrounds 2.4S0 haof the paddy fields. 

Water from the diyland roaches the paddy 

fields as surface us well as sub-surface 

drainage, which means that the contribution 

from the surrounding land does not slop 

immediately after the withdrawal of the 

monsoon. The direct rainfall as well as the 

drainage from the surrounding area keep the 

field sufficiently wet for most of the days 
during the first and second crops. Though 

there are variations from place to place, the 

actual number of days requiring 

supplementary water is very small for the 

majority of the fields. Even if the paddy 

fields beaimediy, the stream draining rumiff 

from the nearby land would have water for 

some more days (until the middle of 

December) which can be used for cut tivation 

through small ijiverting structures. (Table 3 

shows runoff during December as ’0.(8)’. 

This was because of the blocking of the 

stream at several points by the farmers to 

provide supplementary irrigation.") Thus 

the actual numberof days requiring irrigation 

from an external source is further reduced. 

This in tmtileduces file real additional benefit 

thatcan be provided by an irrigation project. 

The fielfi level studies on water 

management conducted by the Kerala 

Agricultural University alsoshowed the fact 

that the actual requirement of surplus 

irrigation in Kerala was much less than the 

previous estimates. A study conducted in a 

farmer's field in Palakkad district concluded 

that itiB provision of irrigation water can be 

delayed up to five days after the 

disappearance of the ponded water." TTiis 

according to the study leads to the saving 
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of coMiderabk quantity of water with 
negligible yield reduction compared to the 
continued (submergence as envisaged in the 
irrigation projects. In another study 
conducted at the Regional Research Station 
at Pattambi for a period of fouryear.s from 
1982, showed that Use yield rates of paddy 
were on par in fields with continuous 
submergence, with irrigation two to three 
days after disappearance of ponded water 
and witlt irrigation once in six days " This 
showed that the irrigation requirement is 
much less than fifty per cent of the estimate 
made on tlie assumption of the need for 
continuous submergence. The relatively 
shallow level of the ground water table and 
tile consequent higher level of natural 
moisture in the soil are considered as the 
factors leading this situation. 

The studies conducted at the Agronomy 
Research Station in Chalakkudy during the 
1980s also ‘’revealed that the irrigation for 
.second crop can be withheld even up to five 
days after tlie disapficarance of the ponded 
water with only sliglit reduction m yield but 
considerable saving of irrigation water’’.'"' 
Tliis study showed that tlie water requu ement 
is 83 cm less than the estimated one for 
continuous submergence (However the 
continuous submergence was used as a means 
of controlling weeds, in tlii.s case, one has 
U) consider the com of continuous 
submergence through irrigation 
other means of weed contiol.) This study 
also concluded that (he imxlcratc rainfall 
during second crop and the shallow ground 
water table conditions resulted in-reduced 
requirement of irrigation. Continuous 
submergence was proved unnecessary in the 
curlier studies also.'*'' In another study 
conducted at Chalakkudy it was found that 
the yield rate would not be reduced 
significantly even if only 2S |ier cent of the 
water required forcontinut'us submergence 
was used.’" Thus the actual requirement of 
irrigation water for stabilising the second 
crop IS much less than the estimates of (he 
irrigation projects. 

In the original proposal of the 
Vamanapuram project, the planners had the 
problem of showing the use of large supplies 
of water that would lie provided by the 
irrigation project. That is why they nearly 

' neglected the locally available water and 
showed the necessity of ’importing' water 
However in the revised proposal, the 
engineers showed a more realistic 
understanding on the hydrtilogy of the 
command area and cmiccded the availability 
water as direct rainfall and drainage to tlie 
paddy fields.” These kteal resources have 
been included to some extent in the 
calculation of the water requirement. In this 
case, they have conceived a water-hungry 
cropping pattern which could consume both 
the local and tlie imported water. Thus the 
assessment of the local level hydrology has 

not led tel (he .selection o f wi optimal creeping 
pattern for those areas. 

(3) Summer cultivation of paddy in those 
places where natural moisture is insufficient 
requires very large amounts of additional 
water hi meet the high evapo-transpira- 
tion requirements and to sustain itself in (iic 
high temperatures of these months. From 
Table 3, it can be seen tliat the maximum 
temperature and the evaporation 
requirements from December to May are 
significantly high and the rainfall during 
these months extremely meagre. While 
looking at the other tropical slates in India, 
one cun sec that in'igated agriculture is 
practised during the non-rainy, non-summer 
months, irrigated paddy cultivation during 
summer months m tnipical climate seems an 
infeasible option. For Kerala, the non-rainy, 
non-summer periiKl is extremely short. The 
evaporation from the reservoir and the cuiiuls, 
the seepage from the canals, high evapo- 
transpiration at the field, etc, make the 
summer cultivation (based ma'iily on 
irrigation) ill Kerala anon-reulisablcdrcam 
That is why. even in tho.se districts having 
completed irrigation piojccis. summer 
cultivation of paddy is still limited to those 
areas where natural moisture level is high. 
Only those areas such as some portions of 
the narrow valleys where the residual 
moistuie IS high (in Vamanapuram project, 
such aieu conics to 286 ha)’- and the walcr- 
logged areas near Ihccoastal and hack water 
region can sustain paddy cultivation during 
.summer in Kerala. 

(4) if imgulion planners move away from 

their previous stand of aiming at self- 

sufficiency 111 ricc pnxtuction and attempt 

to provide iiTigalion toothcrcrop.sal.so.thcn 

they should consider the agro-ccological 

situation of Kerala which sustains a wide 

variety of ctxips having diflercnt levels ol 

demand foi additional water Since many 

profitable crops needing less water can Ik 

grown in the region, the attempt tocstalilish 

u irrigation dependent cropping pattern 

without coaiidering alternative)! may have 
social, economical and environmental 
implications on a long-term basts. The case | 
study of Vamanpuram project shows that the 
tnigalion department followed tliis path | 
merely for the .sake of constructing an 
irrigation project. 

We do not argue that irrigation projects 
are not at all necessary for Kerala. However, 
considering the marginal requirement of 
additional water, considcrubic amount 
locally-available water, tlie possibility ol 
growing other profitable crops in dtylands 
and dry sea.sons and the limited impact of 
thcimplemcnled projects, it can be said titat 
seeking alternative, less expensive methods 
of providing supplementai-y irrigation is very 
important. 

By and large technologists neglected those 
facts and pursued more or less a'singular 
path in planning irrigation projects. Tlie fact 
that neither the technologists nor (be policy 
makers gave due consideration to the speciric 
features of Kerala necessitates further dis¬ 
cussion of the functioning of these groups. 

V 
Technological Prejudice 

and Politics of Hope 

Why did tlie planners and the politicians 
adopt and cotilinuc a technological polity 
which was clearly inappropriate to the 
specific ecological characteristics of die 
region'.' Tliisquestion takes us totheimplicit 
a.s.sumptions that botli the technological and 
the political leadership have on science, 
technology and ecology. In another way. the, 
question also brings out the mulually- 
dcpendcntrelations between the techmKTats 
and the political leadership, which clearly 
serve their self-interests. 

At the outset, the belief (hat .science and 
technology arcomnipotent tools for making 
Ixsneficial changes to nature have prevailed' 
in the minds of policy-makers, tcchnologisti: 
and even people at large. TTic words of 

Tabie3: Summary ot- Water Balance in Nei.iaya Water.shed 

Month Rainfall 
in cm 

RunotT 
in cm 

Potential 
Evapo-Tra 

in cm 

Change in 
Clroundwater 
Storage in eni 

Januiuy 0 0..64 16.09 -1.65 
Febraaiy 0 0.00 16.30 -1.11 
March 0 0.00 18.85 -1.15 
April 9.67 0.00 17.82 -1.04 
May 7.14 0.00 16.09 -0.89 
June 69,84 18.59 . 10.17 ■E7.42 
July 80.01 51.94 10.91 •El.Sl 
August 4.6.37 36.24 11.93 -1.63 
September 14.79 14.92 11.82 -f.6l 
October 23-64 9.20 » 9,02 -0.04 
November 27.38 6.58 12.96 -0.12 
December 0.00 0.00 15.53 -0.89 

Source: Project Rcpoit of (be Micru-Watershed Managemeoi; Project td' the Intended Rural 
Technology Centre, Palakkad. 
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V R KrUhnu Iyer, who wrote tlie foreword 

to the Watfi Rt’soHiTi's Repon as tlie then 

irritsalion minister summarised this hclief 

■'In a suficrstitious ape. miplity loiees of 

nature were defied and offered prayers. In 

. an age ol' Science the poweis of nature are 

imprisoned for the service of man".” As 

pirilosophers have observed, tltis bcliet on 

rational science' was seldom hased on 
rational grounds'• 

Tlie political leadership in Kerala, which 

’ consisted of people from a wide s|)cclrum 

of ideological positions from Nehruvian 

socialism todiffereni varieties of Marxism- 

Leninism, hud a common altitude to S and 

T and encouraged similar developmental 

projects. As noted by scholars, their 

difference in perception was mainly on the 

pattern of sharing the benefits of 

development.” It was not incidental that, in 

the debates on ecology and development, 

the major political parties in Kerala have 

taken the identical position considering all 

the efforts of environmental protection as 

obstructions on the path of development'''' 

Tlie aim of achieving self-sufficiency in 

a region also pointed to an ideological 

position in terms of development. Here the 

theme ol' self-suffieieney h as been extended 

to the level of individual states within the 

nation. This idea of self-reliance visible in 

the agricultural policy of Kerala needs a 

little more elaboration. At one level, the pro- 

ponentsof self-sufficiency liaveoverl<H)ked 

the charaeteristies of the traditional 

agricultural system of Kerala. For example, 

rice alone was not the staple fixid even in 

traditional Kerala. Instead, many tubers and 
fruits were used as the semi-staple ftxHl The 

policy of self-reliance did not show much 

interest in building on the naturally adopted 

forxl-production system in Kerala. Thus tlie 

policy propt'sed to achieve self-reliance 

through the neglect ol internal systems (and 

through the use of imported systems and 

technological paradigms!). The economic 

criticism that a policy of self-reliance might 

lead to the neglect (and the eventual 

destruclionlof the comparative udvantages 

of the region is also valid in this context. 

Another assum|Uion is that of the universal 

validity of science and technology. This 

assumption led to the use of similar 

technologies in all the regions irrespective 

•of Uieir social, economic and ecological 

features. The assumption is consideied Valid 
even for technologies like agriculture which 

depend tieavily on geographical features. 

Hiis led U) a blind import’ of technology 

from western developed countries to the 

third World and from some regions of lire 

developing country to others. Thus the 

same irrigation technology that was 

successful in other parts of India, was 

applied also in Kciala. The difference in 

climate and ecology of Kerala was either 

overlooked or eonsidcrod insignificant. 

In addition to these broad assumptions, 

the scll'-interestH of the different groups also 

played an important role. The engineers did 

not seek all the possible solutions for .solving 

the water problem and they used their 
scientific expcrli.se only for the designofone 

part icular (y|x; of leehmilogical project. Tliey 

showed a technological prejudice that die 

tiesi method of providing in'igalion was to 

have dams and canals irrespective of the 

region s social, economic and ecological 

realities. .Such a pre|udice could lie seen in 

Iheir knowledge system also as shown by 

a siuily of the irrigation re.scarch conducted 

in independent India.” Tlie emergence of 

civil engineers us the sole lechnologists and 

managers of the slale-spon.sorcd irngalion 

•systems in the 1 Sllli ccntuiy because of some 

hisioriciil reasons, has continued to make its 

impact on iirigation development and 

management.'”'Tlicirtcclinologicalpiejudice 

IS niamfesied in the neglect of the traditional 

systems ol inigation and theinnanagenieni 

mechanisms. The same disciplinary bias 

could be seen in the ncgicci of gcogra|)hy 

and ecology in the planning of iiTigation 

projects in Kerala 

As noted by the engineers themselves, 

tlieir tendency was loneglect all olhcrihings 

except the construction of.structures.'"Tliosc 

who work in hydrological data collection or 

design offices considered themselves as 

'unlucky'or as undergoing punishment. The 

corrupt practices, all-pcrvasive in the 

conslruction ol public works, have also 

intluenced the choice of the projects tor 

irrigation. Similarly the growth needs’ of 

the iiTigationdcpugiinent necessitated more 
projects, that KHi major projects which could 

provide a numberof jobs aulifl'ercnt levels. 

Tlius when (he department completed one 

major project there would be '.severe 

pressure' to stall anolliei majoi jirojcci to 

engage the team of officials.'''’ Thus the 

continuous growth ol the department during 

the last dccailcs forced it lo hxik for more 

jirojecls. Tile gniwih ol the technological 

iirganisalion. the incieasc in the investment 

in irrigation seemed to follow the 

'concentration process’ of the public 

expenditure observed by Peacock and 

Wiseman.'’'Once investment starts in a.scckir. 

then the level of the investment never 

dccn;a.se.s Moieovercertainexigencie.scau.se 

in vestment decisions (which arc tuned more 

to the needs of the respective orguni.salion). 

Tlius if agncultural development stagnates, 

then the strategy would be to apjxiint^ 

agricultural officeix in all the villages.*^ Once 

this higher investment is made, then it would 

be almost impos.sihic to bring it down and 

a 'natural' growth in investment is allowed. 

Tlie political leadership also was not-so- 

innoceiu' in using technology for furthering 

their inten:.sts. At the state level, the political 

leadership did not completely ubanclon die 

slogan of self-sufficiency in rice production. 

Nor did they attempt U> reth ink Uie strategies 

for achieving this target. The expectation 

tiiat the conslruction of irrigation projects 

would eventually lead lo the achievement 

of this target was used for keeping up the 

hope of self-sufficiency during the last three 

decades, while neglecting (he signals of non- 

tenahilily of such a policy. The proposals 

of the technological departments could easily 

attract theuncrilical support of the political 

machinery (il these were packed in the 

iittriiclive cover of slog'ans and promises). 

The political leadership raiviy attempted to 

develop a critical appraisal of the 

technological projects. 

The elected rcpre.seiilatives of the 

Vamiiiiapuram project area, regardless of 

their party uffilialioii.s. demanded the 
immediate iinplumentation of the project.'’' 

However they showed little concern for the 

economic viability of the project and 

considered the issue ol' altenialives as a 

matter to be decided by die engineers and 

officials. However (here was an implicit 

preference tor a larger project, bigger 

strucluies and higher investnienl. Kacli 

representative slioweil an urge lo attach Ins 

name lo the jirojccl and w.inted at least thc 

commeiiccmenl id the jirojecl during his 

tenure. (As noted by Bates, tliese politicians 

encouraged the people lo fight over the 

'material spoils ol politics’ such as the level 

of govcnimenlexpendilure. Ilicquantity and 

the location of the public [irojects,)''' .Since 

the cost of Ihe project would lx; borne entirely 

'oy the government, the people and their 

representatives showed little concern for the 

cost of (he project and demanded its 

construction at any cost (The price of 

irrigiilioii water collected from the Ikiic- 

ficiaries in similar completed projects was 

so meagre that (he returns on that account 

was not sufficient even for covering Uie 

iiiaiiitcnance charges.) .Since the benefi¬ 

ciaries would derive benefits from 

insignificant costs, there was no motivation 

for demanding an alternative project which 

might be equally beneficial at less co.sl. 

Tlie issues di.scussed here, such as Hic iion- 

critical acceptanceof the notion of universal 
validity of the technological systems, the 

technological decision-making influenced 

by the disciplinary bias, self-interests and, 

tlic organisational needs, lack of concern fur 

tlieoppoiluiiily eosi,of the resources and the 

political environment that encourages tlie 

seeking of 'catchy slogans' without a real 

concern for Ihe short-term and long-term 

viability of the policies are relevant in many 

other sectors of policy-making in developing 

countries. 

Ii)R<x.(k;v (IP ScTiNtT. A.S A SquRo-. OP Power 

'hie study on Kerala's iirigation shows 

that science (and technology) serves as a 

semree of po'wer for both scientists and die 
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J«kKhp^. '^6 JviUei: 
asvocUted wi^ modem eoience «nd 
ux^inoloQrccmviRceRtheseiefltistSiplanncn. 
and poMcient that what they are domg is 
right The ideology also coovinoes the people 
thatis^atis doneforthem isright. Tliis twin 
process of convincing strengthens the 
privileges and powerenjoyed by the sc ientists 
as well as the political lea^ship. Thus 
science can also be -added to the long list 
of ideological discourses which legitimise 
thepowerstnicturccxisting within societies. 

Since the British days, public works 
departments have expanded on the basis of 
a self-serving ideology. These departments 
were in constant conflict with the 
administrators of the colonial rule because 
the department always believed in spending 
resources supposedly for the benefit of 
masses while the administrators were 
concerned about the return on the 
investments. The rigid belief in balanced 
budgets and a reluctance to impose heavy 
direct taxes forfearpf political consequences 
made the members of the civil service take 
a very critical look at all expenditure 
proposals except of course on police and the 
military. However the coalition between the 
political set-up and the technocratic systems 
which has emerged during the post¬ 
independent period, functions in a manner 
in which both the partners could pursue their 
interests without any conflicts The public 
perception of the abilities and potentialities 
of modem science and technology, which 
is periodically strengthened by the 
pronouncements of the scientiric and political 
leaders, helps this coalition. Thus one can 
see clearly how powerful interests use 
rhetoric of a certain kind to perpetuate 
themselves under the cover of the alleged 
'neutrality' of science of technology. 
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Gend^ and Rij^ts in Agiicuttimd 
Land in India 

Bina Agarwal 

Although the Constitution promises no discrimination on the basis of sex as a fundamental right, most inheritance tmd 

ceiling provisions relating to one of the most important economic resources in the country continue to he highly gender 

discriminatory; and the Ninth Schedule lends itself to their perpetuation. Surprisingly, these aspects, which impinge directly 

and cnwially on women's legal anti economic status, have received little attention so far from either researchers or (udivists. 

This paper attengtts to Jill some of this gap. 

Section I of the paper hriejiv outlines the process offormulation of Hindu inheritance laws today anti their broad features. 

Seaion II identifies the major geiuler ine(iualitii>s which rertuiin, Jociising espectallv on Hindu women’s right in agritudturcd 

lantl. It also highlights the gender discriminatorv aspects of ceiling laws. Section III outlines the laws governing Christians 

ami Parses, inchuling recent changes re.suliing jrom Christian women in Kerala challenging gender inetfualities in their 

laws. Section IV traces aspects of contemporaiy Islamic law, the process of its formulation, and the persisting inetfitalities 

especially in women‘s rights in agricultural land. Sutiuiuiry conunents are provided in the concluding .Section V. 

Thousands of sensitive Hindu women lor 

the first time in their lives left the precious 
sanctuary of their shellenng homes (during 
India's freedom struggle]. They came to the 

haltlefieid and stood beside their brothers 

and fiiped jail and lathi charges and often 

enough, humiliation worse than death, ll 
today... (they] who fought for the indepen¬ 

dence of India are to he denied their ju.st 

rights, then our hard-earned freedom is no 
more than a handful of dust 

- Padmaja Naidu (Congress legislator), 

parliamentary debates over the Hindu 

Code Bill in 19.-51' 

M.il (jial s.ive us Irum ... having *.ia .irmy 
ol unmarried women. 

- M A Ayyangar iCongross legislator) 

predicting the result ol daughters gutting 

property. Parliamenlury debates on ihe 

Hindu Code Bill in 19.-51- 

EFFHCnVt rights in property, especially 
land, areof critical im|wrtancc for women’s 
economic and .social empowerment in I ndia. 
Tlic path to achieving those rights, however, 
is strewn with obstacles; legal, social, 
administrative and ideolog ical | asclaboraled 
in Agarwal 1994). Tliis papcrfocuscson the 
legal aspects. 

In particular, it spells out the gender 
inequalities which persist in laws governing 
the inlieritancc and holding of arable land - 
the most valuable form of properly in rural 
India. On die one hand the progress made 
toward gender equality in inheritance laws 
during this century has been seriously limited 
by the non-applicability of most of these 
laws, in many states of India, to large parts 
of agricukural land - tins devolution of 
which continuc.s to be subject to gender 
discruninalory siute-lcvcl icnuriul legislation 
and/or custom. Land reform enactments 
governing the fixation of ceilings arc 
similarly gender unequal in many status. On 
the other hand, tlic inclusicm of most tenancy 
and other land reform laws in the Ninth 
Scheduleof the Indian Constitution (whereby 

they cannot he challenged for violating 
fundamental rights),’ altliough presuinuhly 
to protect them against interference fiMm 
entrenched class interests, also effectively 
protects them from being conslituiionally 
ehailenged on grounds of gender di.scri- 
mination. In other words, although the 
Constitution promises nodiscriminutioii on 
the basis of sex as u fundamental right, most 
inheritance and ceiling provisions relating 
to one of the most imporlani economic 
resources in the counliy continue to lie highly 
gender diseiiminaiory: and the Ninth 
.Schedule lends itself to their periielualion. 

Surprisingly, these as|iecis. which impinge 
directly and ciucially on women's legal iind 
eeonomicstaius. have received little ullenlitsi 
so far from either researchers or activists. 
For instance, while gender inequalities arising 
fixim the continued recognition of loiiufainily 
projierty in the Hindu .Succession Act of 
19.S6 have been much discussed, the effect 
of exempting tenancy rights in agricultural 
land from the purview of the Act has largely 
been neglecled. TIte gender implications ol 
exempting ail agricultural land from die 
purview of the 19.17 Shariat Act have 
similarly been ignored. The same is true of 
land ceiling laws which, like other land 
retorm laws in India, vary from state to state, 
most embodying substunliul gender 
inequalities. This paper attempts to 1111 some 
of these gaps. 

In the di.scussion below. Section I briclly 
outlines the prix-'css of formulation of Hindu 
inlteritnnce laws today and their broad 
features. Seeiionll identifies the major gender 
iiiequulitics which remain, focusing 
especially on Hindu women's rights in 
ugneullural IuikI. It ulsohighlighisdic gender 
diserimiitaiory aspects of ceiling laws. 
Section III outlines the laws governing 
Qirialians and Parsis, including recent 
changes resulting from Christian women in 
Kerala challenging gender inequities in 

•their laws. Section IV traces aspects of 

contemporary Islamic law, the pnicess of its 
formulation, and the persisting inequalities 
especially in women sj-ighls in agricultwal 
land. The concluding .Section V provides 
summary comments. 

1 
Hindu Inheritani-e Laws 

(I) Hlstork At. Ba( KURor; MrrAKsiiAKA 

AND i).\VABII.\r.A 

Traditional Hindu lawdefininginlieritance 
practices can lie traced tii the ancient texts 
- the DhaniM.slwsiras-ani.\ the many coni- 
inuntarics on them, of which some UHik the 
form of digests and legal treatises. In 
particular, the Mitak.shara and Dtryahhaga 
legal doc nines, datcil iiround the 12tli century 
AD. significantly influenced legal practice 
in the British period and the formulatinn 
of contemporary Hindu law.''Without going 
into all their complex details, the main 
features ol the two systems that are of 
relevance here were as follows,' 

Tile Milak.shara system distinguished 
between two types of property; joint family 
properly'’ and separate properly. The former , 
consisted principally of ancestral property 
f that is. properly inherited from the father, 
paternal grandfather or pateniul great¬ 
grandfather). plus any property that was 
joinlly acquired or was acquired separately ' 
hut merged into the joint property. A 
community of interests and rights was 
recognised in (tie joint family property, held 
joinlly by (a maximum depUi of) four 
generations of male members - a man. hisj 
sons, sons' sons, and sons' sons’ sons-Who 
became coparceners on birth. Womoncould 
not be copureenurs. iyevolution was by 
survivorship: the living coparceners hadnq 
interest in the property deceasedunes. and 
the individual shams dbtild be determiiicd 
only on partition; these shares detax-ased in 
case of birtbs andincineased incaseof deaths 
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■'Bmottg the in4#)m lOl' l|bl , \ | 
lliere were sevlre' resti’ictidns 6n'flf4' (ICiilBi94<5i.lnl^r(fel/tlMd(i(WB8'thw '* 
idienation of o^atcenary property, eapecially 
immovable property. However, each 
ct^parconer had tberight todemand partition 
UBilaterally at any time, white the remaining 
coparceners could stay undivided. 

Over hi« separate property, by contTiwt, 
amanhad absolute rights of ownership and 
disposal, This included property which was 
self-acquired (if acquired without detriment 
to Uk ancestral estate) and any property 
inberited from persons other than his father, 
paternal grandfather or paternal great¬ 
grandfather, In addition, if be had no sons, 
sons’ sons, arsons' sons' sons, his .share of 
the ancestral property obtained on partition 
was also counted a.s his separate property. 
In the presence of these male lineal 
descendants, however, the partitioned share 
was still ancestral property, as far as he and 
aiiy of ttiesc descendants were concerned, 
Md his rights of disposal over it stood 
^iled fKane 1946:.'576, 639-401. 

Women’srights in tlie joint family property 
under Mitaksham included only the right of 
maintenance as incoming wives (including 
■S widows) and as unmarried daughters; 
When sfai: -niamed, a daughter was also 
entitled to marriage ex peases and associated 
gifts. In aman’s .separate property, however, 
his widow could inherit a limited estate, but 
only in the absence of sons, agnatic 
grandsons, and agnaticgreat-grand.sons,’ and 
only if sheremained chaste. A limited estate 
(also termed a limited interest) meant that 
the woman could enjoy the property for her 
lifetime, hut shecould not normally alienate 
itfsnch as by gift, sale, or mortgage), except 
in a period of .severe necessity (later termed 
'legal ttocessity'), and (within rea.sonabIe 
Ihnits) for performing pious and religious 
acts, Specially those seen as conferring 
spiritual benefit on the deceased.’ There 
appears td be no clear agreement among 
scholars on the extent to which women's 
ali^natton of property for these purposes 
needed the permission of the reversioners,’ 
but there does appear to be consensus that 
greater freedom was granted to women in 
tbiation to expenditures for religious and 
spiritual purposes than for worldly 
{^irpOses.'* A daughter (an unmarried one 
got pteference) came even after the widow, 
and a daughter's son after the daughter.” 
Tliat la.fbr a daughter to inheritfaer fadler's 
estate required dw absence both of the noted 
male heirs and of the widowed mother. And 
Vidien she did inherit, a daughter, like the 
Widow, could receive only a limited estate, 
except under the Bombay (Mayukba) sub- 
adhObl of Mitttkxham which allowed the 
daughter an absolute estate.” 
' 'In the early r/KUrrfr texts, however, for 
iSoiilessAiniiUesdiepracticeof'pQti'Btapulra'' 
or 'ap|>ointed daughter* was recognised, 
httetpreudeithte'as “dte daughter appoitUed 

thedaugiger wqtdd rabi^ sp for hersoi^ess 
father. her hulsl^arid Ptem.ejcpected 
to reside with her pansntaJ family, her son 
inheriting her father's estate and taking his 
name and so continuing the latter’s line.” 
But this system became obsolete over time, 
as[aoconlingtoKanel946:714] theordinary 
daughter came to be recognised by analogy 
(after the widow) as heir of a sonlcss man. 

Under the Dayabhaga system.'’ a man 
wa.s deemed absolute owner of all his 
property (nodistinction beingmade between 
ancestral and self-acquired properly) and 
could dispose uf it (that is .sell, mortgage, 
or gift it)” as he wished. Hie .son did not 
acquire an automatic interest by birth in the 
father's ancestral property, nor was there 
any rule of survivorship; each heir took a 
definite and nonfluctuating share. Division 
of property among heirs could take place 
only at the man's death, and the property 
went in the first instance equally tohis sons. 
The share of a predeceased son woulddevolve 
on the son’s sons, or failing this on the son’s 
sons’ sons. As under Mitakshara. a chaste 
widow could inherit in the absence of these 
male heirs, but only as a limited interest, 
with the right to manage but not alienate the 
property. Daughters came only after the 
widow, again unmarried daughters getting 
first preference and inheriting only a limited 
interest. However, in contrast XoMitakshara 
law, Dayabhaga recognised the widow and 
(after her) daughters as heirs even when the 
man’s share in the joint family estate had 
not been separated before his death. ” Hence, 
unlike under Mitakfhani, women inherited 
an interest in all property, irrespective of 
whether it was ancestral or separate. This 
also meant that the probability of a widow 
or daughter inheriting some property was 
somewhat greater under Dayabhaga than 
Mitakshara. 

Under both systems, there was also some 
recognition of female property rights in the 
concept of ‘siridhan* (Utorally meaning a 
woman’s property), although there were 
varied and changing intorpreiationsof what 
.siridhan could include, how much control 
a woman could be allowed over it, and bow 
it would devolve on the woman' s death, 'The 
discussions around thi.s are too complex and 
contentious to detail here.” Broadly, it 
appears that in the very early ahvstric texts, 
siridhan could consist only of movables, 
given to a woman by her parents, brothers, 
or relatives before or at the time of her 
marriage, and by herhusbarid afta^marriage; 
over these she was allowed absolute control. 
In some later texts, especially from the 7th 
century AD onwimAs, (here was a tendency 
to enlarge thp scope of litridban in terms of 
theemitent and soutceofthegifts.’This also 
ledtooonttoversytmongtheoommenutoes 
on whether landed property should be 

trabnw bd’ etfoui'eii biwr’ it. Several 
commentators persuasively argue, however, 
that under Mitakshara law, any landed 
property included in a woman’s stridhan 
which was acquired by inheritance or 
partition was not intended to invest h«' with 
the absolute right of disposal (Agarwal 1994, 
for details]. The Bombay sub-school again 
appears to have been an exception: it held 
that property which a woman inherited frcrni 
a male of the family in which she was bom 
(e g, as a daughter succeeding her father), 
or inherited from a female, became her 
stridhan and her absolute estate [Kane 
1946:783] .In contrast to Afiiaittliara, under 
Dayabhaga, stridhan, by definition, was that 
overwhich women had^ilrightsof disposal, 
but as discussed in Agarwal (1994), 
effectively (if nol explicitly), suridhan 
property allowed under Dayabhaga was 
limited to movables. 

According to both Mitakshara and 
Dayabhaga, therefore, Hindu women could 
inherit immovable property such as land 
only under highly restrictive circumstances 
and (barring a few exceptions linked to the 
Bombay sub-school), at best, could enjoy 
a limited interest in it. In contrast, men 
enjoyed a prim aty right to inherit and control 
immovable property; and although under 
Mitakshara they too faced certain restric¬ 
tions in their power of disposal over joint 
family property, these restrictions related to 
tiieir rights as individuals (as against group 
rights), but not to their rights as a gender. 
Women were restricted by virtue of their 
gender. 

Actual practice and shastric prescriptions 
appear to have converged in some com¬ 
munities and regions and diverged in others 
[as discussed in Agarwal 1994]. The 
prescriptions of the shastras arc likely to 
have been followed most closely by the 
higher castes, less by the lower castes, and 
not at all by the tribal communities [Lingat 
1973], Regionally, tension between the 
shastras and local custom on marriage, 
divorce, and inheritance practices is 
argued to have been most in the south Und 
west, and least in the north and east 
[Denett 1968; Agarwal 1994]. In theaoutti 
and west, the evidence surveyed in Agarwal 
(19iM) (especially from medieval temple 
inscriptions), of womenN customary rights 
in land among patrilineal Hindus in pre- 
coloniai India suggests that a number of 
women of affluent (including nomroyal) 
t>ackgroUnds did possess landed property. 
However, there is little to indicate that the 
average Hindu woman was commonly 
endowed with immovable property. Also, 
the position evensrf tlm elite women who 
Were so endowed appears to have been far 
from oneof equality with mBa,'eitfaer in their 
inheritance rights or in tiwiriretKloai toiuse 
dm property as tbey 'wk&ed. For inslancd. 



of ;evideiice that WQin«i fttan ncm<'^^ 
badcgrom^s could posgossaod alienatel^d, 
fall into a special categoiy of religious and 
pious acts whidb enjoyed social and legal 
sanction; from this wecannot infer with any 
confidence that the women who made these 
donations were as a rule equally free to 
dispose of their wealth in other ways, even 
if an occasional one among them was able 
to do so. 

Among tbepatrilinealtniba/communitics 
in eastern and northeastern India, again, 
women as daughters, wives, and widows 
typically enjoyed only usufruct rights in 
land; where this land was inherited, it was 
es.sentially in terms of a limited interest. 
There were, however, some significant 
although locally confined pockets of 
matrilineal and bilateral inheritance in 
southwest India (especially Kerala) and 
northeast India (especially Meghalaya) where 
women's property rights were not the 
exception but the rule. In the .southwest, this 
included matrilineal communities custo¬ 
marily governed by the Marumakkatayam 
and AHyasantana systems which received 
special consideration in the formulation of 
IheHindu Succession Act of 1956 discussed 
further below. 

(2) The Formulation of 

Contemporary Laws 

Today, laws governing the inheritance of 
landed properly form a collage across the 
legal map of India, varying by religion and 
region. In part these variations originate in 
the colonial state’s characteri.sation of 
inheritance and marriage laws as ‘personal 
laws’ applicable to members of particular 
communities - a characterisation that ha.s 
endured in post-indepcndciicc cod ifications 
that have attempted to accommodate 
differcilces in religious attd local cultural 
traditions, while also seeking to establish a 
degree of uniformity. And partly the 
variations stem from enactments in relation 
to the inheritance of agricultural landed 
property, by provincial (state) legislatures. 
(After the 1935 Government of India Act 
(detailed later), agricultural property came 
under the jurisdiction of the provincial 
legislatures.] 

The formulation of contemporary 
inheritance laws on property, especially 
landed property, involved a complex and 
contentious {xocess of interaction between 
th? (oolonlal and ptwt-colonial) state and 
different segments pf the population, the 
interplay of varying ideologies and interests, 
and ^econflicting.puils of scriptural rules 
and local custom. Around the early part of 
this century,- these iateractioiw iiKreasingly 
took the form of explicit contestation, 
especially oyex woipcn's property rights, 
revealed mostjHOiiu|ieTit{y (but not only) in 

tiK„pie> 8i)4.'pQ^tT^pci^«<H« Rebates 
surrounding ttw Hindu Code BQl in India. 
Large numbers oflndian women participated 
in an csrganised campaign toexpa^ women's 
legal rights, includingproperty righte. Many 
Indianmen supported tbecausu; ttemajori^ 
adamantly opposed it. The question of 
women inheriting immovable property, 
especially arable land, however (as will be 
seen trom thediscussion further below), was 
constantly side-stepped. 

The early decades of the 20tb century saw 
an intensificatiunof pressure for changes in 
women’s legal status from a number of 
quarters, especially women’s organisations 
and progressive male reformers.“By 1930 
several women’s organisations had been 
founded, most notably the Women’s Indian 
Association (WIA) in 1917. the All India 
Women’s Conference (AIWC) in 1'927, and 
the National Council of Women in India 
(NCWI) in 1925 '* These organisations 
worked for social reform- legislation, 
especially on women’s rights todivorce and 
to inherit and control property.^ Forbes 
(1981:71) notes: 

Throughout the 1930s the women’s 
organisations formed committees on legal 
statu.s, undertook studies of the laws, talked 
with lawyers, published pamphlets on 
women’s position, and encouraged various 
pieces of legiiilalion to enhance women’s 
status. At first these demands were presented 
as part of the organisations' general efforts 
to uplifi women, but by 1934, the AIWC 
pa.sscd a resolution demanding a Hindu Code 
that would remove women’.s di.sahilities in 
marriage and inheritance 

' Also, among tlic Indian lawyers elected 
to the government’.; Central I.A5gislativ6 
Assembly after its establishment as a 
legislative bixly in 1935 was a group of 
liberals concerned with social and legal 
reform. Attempts by the reformers, however, 
to introduce a number of bills, including 
those supporting Hindu women’s right to 
divorce and Hindu widows’ right to a share 
in their husbands’ property, enaiiintered 
strong opposilion from the orthodox Indian 
members of the assembly. And the Hindu 
Women’s Rights to Property Act of 1937, 
when finally pa.ssed. was a compromise.^' 
It gave the Hindu widow, who had previously 
been excluded from inheritance by the son, 
agnatic grandson and agnatic great-grandson 
of her husband, a right to intestate succession 
equal to a .wn’s share in separate property 
among thase governed by MiSakshara. and 
in all property among those governed by 
Dayabhaga. It also gave her the same i n terest 
as her deceased husband in the undivided 
Mitakshara coparcenary, with the same right 
to claim partition as a male coparcener, bpt 
she could hold this share only as a limited 
interest. Three categwies of widows were 
recognised: the intesiafe’swidow, the widow 
of a predeceased son, and the widow of a 

pfodt^^sed son of a pnMtedefued son. 
However, the widow’s share (w nt^) wiu 
only a limited estate Which she coidd enjoy 
during her lifetime, after which it weni to 
her deceased husband’s heirs; it was suhi<ict. 
to forfeiture on remarriage; and, Otbat 
importantly, it explicitly excluded, a^* 
cultural land on the ground that afiof’lho 
1935 Act agricultural property camodtider 
provincial jurisdiction.” Also daughters were 
excluded from the purview of the aet. 

In 1941 the government sel ui>'the Rau 
(Hindu Law) Committee to suggest iiowthe 
Hindu Women’s Rights to Property Atet of 
1937 should be amcnded.especiaUy'tochrify 
the nature of rights conferred by it upon die 
widow and to remove any injustice done by 
it to the daughter. Noting the Act’s many 
technical defects and ambiguitiot which 
could lead'to varying interpretations of 
women’s rights, the committee feltthtd any 
attempt at piecemeal amendment Would 
raise “all the controversies latent itt the 
Act" [GOI 1941:23J. Instead-it strongly 
recommended lhata complete code ofHindu 
law be prepared, beginning with the law of 
inheritance and followed by the law of 
marriage and other aspects of Hindu law. 
TTie code, as envisaged by the commiltite, 
would be one “which... recognise(dl that 
men and women are equal in statib: With 
appropriate obligation's as well as rights' 
[GOI 1941:24], 

In January 1944 the government, 
reconstituted the Rau Committee, this time . 
for preparing a Hindu Code. AIWC carried j 
out a countrywide campaign in favouf 'of j 
codification and submitted' a draft' 
memorandum to the Committee. In August i 
of the same year, the committee came out < 
with a Draft Ccxie. Its main provisions were ^ 
(GOI 1947): abolition of tlie Mitakshara' 
right by birth and principle of survivorship;' 
equal property shares for the sons and wiripw i 
of the deceased, and half the .sons’ shares 
for the daughters in all intestate inheritance; | 
an absolute estate for the widow (as opposed || 
to a limited interest): intioduction oft] 
monogamy as a lulc; and legidisadon of | 
divorce under certain circumstances. Otjee; 
again, however, women’s succession toi 
agricultural land was excluded from the scope | 
of the Draft Code on the familiar goupd that.^ 
this issue fell within the purview of 
provinces. 

There were ‘black flag’ demonstrations s 
oppo.sing the Code in five cities..Reactkmsl 
from women were mixed: the Al^Cf 
.supported the Draft Code, while afivQ<^t^| 
^ual inheritance for sons and daug^ersj 
TW NCWI, several other Wmen’s gr^I^J 
especiidiy from Bombay aa4 Calcutta*; as| 
well as many individual women (includ^l 
a number of advocates) also supp9i4^.dw| 
Code. But women b cnthqtRn associatipiMi 
such as the All India Hbdu. Wotpea'i 
Conference opptMed it., ,Ainohg jnen,|| 

Jb»Mlnte..aikd PditbaL^WeeJUv . 1.9^^ 



jiidKHigh lufme KttpiXHtcd th« Ca«]e. the 
majority (inclutiiitg pnwninent lawyens and 
fHinditi!) urgUMl againat it on grounds such 
«t>: abcdishing the Mitakxhara would 
adversely affect commercial enterprise; the 
divorce provisions would undermine the 
family: women were incapable of managing 
property and were likely to heduped by male 
relatives if gi ven an absolute estate: mamed 
daughters already received a shore as dowry 
and unmarried daughters only needed 
maintenance and provision fortheirmarriage 
expenses; and soon. Only a .small percentage 
of those whose Views weie recorded by the 
Second Kou Comniitiee were women or 
women's organisations, but the gender 
divergence in those views was marked. As 
seenfn>mTuhle 1.71 per cent of the women 
((»* women's organisations) and only per 
cent of the men (or organisations other than 
women's organisations) supported the Bill. 
Support did not mean agreement with all the 
provisions in the DruftGKie. and on specific 
clauses the gender gap was equally glaring. 

Despite the strong opposition, the Kau 
committee submitted a revi.sud draft of the 
Hindu Code Bill (HCB) which was 
introduced in the legislative assembly in 
April 1947. fourmonths before India liccamc 
independent. In April 1948, a furtherrcvi.sed 
Hindu CikIc Bill was introduced in die new 
parliament and was again the subject of 
intense debate. While the AlWC continued 
to campaign actively for the Bill, its 
ixinstituency was drawn largely from Ute 
literate, urban population, as it had been 
before independence. This left the Bill 
vulnerable to Uie opposition labelling it as 
an elite demand. One Congress legislator 
fn>m West Bengl. who was especially 
vociferems in hi.s opposition, characterised 
tliose supptirting the Bill as "a few ultra¬ 
modern [tersons who are vocal, hut have no 
reolsupport in iheamntiy". and implied that 
only women of “the lavender, lipstick and 
vanity bag variety” were interested in the 
Bill.*' He argued; "(If tlie daughter inherits) 
ultimately the family will break up” and 
queried "Arc you going to enact a code 
^ich will facilitate the breaking up of our 
houselioids?” |GOI 1949;10li]. In 
September 1931, of die legislators who spoke 
on the Bill 10 supported it and 19 opposed 
it {Everett 1979:172|. Most tup Congress 
leadem of independent India were against 
die Bill, including the home minister, 
Vailahhbhai Patel, and president Rajcndra 
Prasad. 

As IS mtw well known, in the face of such 
opposition prime minister Jawaliarial Nehru, 
although committed to die hill, shelved it 
in 19S1. B R Amlwdkar. taw minister and 
framer of India's Constitution, resigned in 
protest. However, after |951, riding on the 
strength of a Congress electoral victory, 
Nehru finally won passage for the im|K>rtunt 
aspects of tbeHindu Code B ill in foursepurale 
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Acts.^ Of these, the Hlddit SucceKskm Act 
of 195b forms the bashi of Hindu succcsskm 
laws today. 

Everett (1979:lM>-67) provides some 
interesting insights into the contrasting 
images of the ideal Hindu woman that the 
supporters and opponents of the Bill appeared 
to hold; 

Prom the 11940s and 19.S0s| debates (on 
the Hindu Code Bill] two different images 
of ideal Hindu women emerged. The 
opponents* image resembled the view of 
women presented in the Maimsmriti: .she 
needed the protection of men during all the 
periods of her life (thus never capable of 
independently looking after property). and 
in ihi,s position of dependence she was 
worshipped as a goddess. The proponents' 
image of the ideal Hindu woman was a 
competent, autonomous human being 
interacting with others on the basis of 
equal rights and individual freedom. This 
image stemmed front western liberal 
thought, however iinperfeeily it hud been 
achieved in prucliuc in the west. 
The HCB opponents believed that the 
interests of men and women were belter 
served when women occupied a dependent 
position and men and women played different 
social roles. The HCB supporters l^lieved 
that everyone's interests were heller served 
when men and women were independent 
and enjoyed equal rights... The HCB 
supporters operated within the e<|ual rights 
perspective which hud emerged as Ihe 
dominant women's movement ideology 
.since the 1930s. 

Women’ s organisations also mobilised to 
win constitutional guaraiiteus in the urea of 
personal law. In 1945 while the Kau 
committee’s draft Hindu Ctxle was being 
discussed around Ihe country, a new 
Constitution was being drafted by Ihe 
constituent assembly. Hansa Mehta, in her 
presidential address to (he AIWC in 
December 1945, formulated a Charter of 
Indian Women’s Rights' advocating that 
equality between the sexes should be Ihe 
basis of citizenship in India (Mehta 1981). 
Tliis issue again was intensely contested, 
since there could be possible contradictions 
between the proposed constitutional clause 

promising frdedoin ofraiigioUK practiraand 
propagation (which could be read In include 
reiigiousiy sanctioned inegalitariafl property 
and marriage laws), and the aim of social 
reform towards genderfand casie)«qualily. 
The matter was finally resolved by an explicit 
government statement that freedom of 
religion did not preclude social reform.” In 
practice, this issue remains u contentious 
one. 

Indeed, in llte 19.5()s the struggic ftH* gender 
equality in property laws was by no means 
over, and that for ensuring women’s «/«'/rtc/o 
properly rights had not even begun. 

(3) Hindi I RtnrHRTY I-aws Today 

Ttxlay the property rights of Hindus are 
governed by Ute Hindu Succession Act of 
1956 (applicable to all stales other than 
Jammu and Kashmir^*' and covering about 
86 per cent of Ihe Indian population).’^ In 
Ihe Act, ‘Hindus' arc defined us including 
Sikhs. Jains and Buddhists. However, the 
Act has special provisions for Hindu 
matrilineal communities customarily 
governed by Ihe Maruinakkatavam and 
Alivasantana systems, as well as for Ihe 
Nambudiri brahmins. (Tribal communities 
of the northeastern states of Arunachal 
Pradesh.Manipur. Meghalaya. Mizoram and 
Nagaland are not covered by tlie Act. and 
continue to he ruled by local customs which 
arc still, in large part, unetKlified.)’* The 
Act sought tx) unify the Mitaksharo and (he 
Dayabhaga .systems, and purported to lay 
down a law of succession whdreby .sons and 
daughters would enjoy equal inheritance 
rights, as would brothers and sisters. In fact, 
significant gender inequalities remain. 

Under the Act, in the case of a Hindu male' 
dying intestate, all his separate or .self- 
acquired property, in the first instance, 
devolves equally upon his sons, daughters, 
widow, and mother. In addition (and 
simultaneously with the mentioned four 
categories of heirs), if there is a predeceased 
son. his children and widow get the .share 
he would have received if alive; the children 
of a predecca.sed daughter get her share 
likewise: and the children and widow of a 

Tabie 1: SoMMARV OF Ohai and Written Omnkins on the Draft Code Received 

BY 1 HE Second Rah Committee, 1945 

Draft Hindu 
('ode 

Absolute Estate 
for Widows 

Monogamy Divorce* 

No Per Cent No PerCasBl No Per Cent No PerOni 

Total Por 224 37 49 31 75 43 108 36 
Again.si 375 63 l(»7 69 99 57 195 64 

Women’ Rw 32 71 to 59 21 68 
Again-st i3 29 7 41 10 32 

Men' For 192 35 39 28 54 3* 
Against 362 65 100 72 89 62 

Notes: 1 (Hi (his clause (he data t'rem mast regions were aot di.suggri^aied by -sex 
2 lnclu<te.s both individuul women and woiiten's otguaisaiimis. 
3 Includes txnh individual men and organisations other than wonien's orgMisiaions. 

Source: CuimNled from the Report of the Hindu Law CormN'ffeefOOI. |947;S2-t81]. 

&mnamk 1^ PoMMcrf'Wttcfcbr 



pradeoMNdd xon of a {yrm^aaed aon 
itimilarty inherit a ahare at; ref^vacntativcK 
of the deceased in question. All tliese are 
the primary or Cla.ss I heirs under the Act.^ 
In the absence of Class I heirs, the properly 
devolves on Class Oheirs and in their absence 
first on agnates and then im cognates. For 
joint family property, if the deceased male 
was earlier governed by the Dayiihlmgu 
system the same rules of succession as relate 
to otlier typos of property apply to this as 
well. 

However, for those previously governed 
by Mitakshara law. the concept of 
Miuikjtluira coparcenary pitjperty devolving 
by survivorship continues to he recognised 
witlt some qualifications; in the cu.se of a 
male who has an interest in Mitakshara 
coparcenary at tlie limcof his death and who 
leaves behind Class I female heirs, or mule 
relatives specified in Class I as claiming 
through Class 1 female heirs, his iiUercsl 
devolves not according to the MilaLihara 
principle ot survivorship but according to 
the I9.S6 Act; and his share in the joint 
property and hence the shares of his heirs 
are ascertained under the assumption of a 
‘notional* partition (that is. as if tliepartition 
had taken place just prior to his death). If 
the deceased docs not leave behind Class I 
female heirs or male heirs claiming through 
such female heirs, the dev<dution is according 
U>theM(7f/Jt.v/iHrrtniles. F.itherwaythisOoc.'. 
not affect (he direri interest in the cuparccnaiy 
held by male members by virtue of birth: 
it affects only the interest they may hold in 
the share of the deceased. 

In (he case of a Hindu woman dying 
intestate, if she hu.s children or grandchildren 
from picdeceased children, all her properly 
in the first instance devolves equally u|Kin 
her .sons, daughters, childien of predeceased 
childrcp. and husband. If she has no living 
children and no grandchildren from 
predeceased children, the property 
devolution differs according to the source 
of acquisition: ihul inherited from her parents 
goesloherfather’sheirs: that inherited from 
her husband or fatlier-in-law (as a widow 
of a predeceased son) goes to tlie husband' s 
heirs; and that acquired in ways other than 
these pa.sses to her husband, and fa iling him 
to hi.s heirs. 

Under the Act. all female heirs have 
absolute ownership and full testamentary 
rights over all properly, not just a limited 
interest in it.The Act also gives unrestricted 
testamentary rights tomales in their separate 
or self •acquired [M’opcrty. as well a.s in their 
share of the joint family property: but in 
relatUm to ancestral agricultural land there 
are restrictions on the icsiamenlary rights of 
males in-some states, by virtue of custom, 
as in Punjab.** 

For Hindus customarily governed by the 
Morumrikkaltayam and Aliyasantana 
systems, under the special provisions of the 

Act lihe devdiution of property ia ssimewdiat 
different especialiyinrelation to tlie iiitoKtate 
inheritance of women's properly {Agurwal 
1994, for delaiisj. 

Since the passing of the Hindu Succession 
Act, some states have enacted laws affecting 
joint family property. For instance, (lie Kerala 
Joint Hindu Family System (Abolition) Act 
of 1976 deemed all family members with 
an interest in the Hindu undivided family 
estate as holding (lieir shares separately as 
full owners from then onwards. This Act 
struck a final blow to the remnants of 
matrilineal joint estates, but also eliminated 
any advantages that sons enjoyed over 
daughters in joint family pi\>peily among 
patrilineal Hindus in Kerala. .Suhsct|ucnlly. 
Andlira Pradesli in I9K6. Tamil Nadu in 
19K9. and Muhurasliiru in 1994. aniciidcd 
the Hindu Succession Act to recognise 
unmurried daughters (that is. {laughters wlu> 
were unmarried when these amendments 
came into force) as coparceners hy birth in 
(heir own right, giving them claims equal 
to (hose of sons in joint family property, 
including the right to a share by 
sui vi vorship." However, these amendments 
(in Andhra Pradesh. Tamil Nadu and 
Maharashtra) do not reduce discrimination 
in relation to daughters mumed prior to the 
commencement of the amendment Acts. 

Ai.s<'. in slates otlier than these, the 19S6 
Hindu Sueecs.sion Act. as originally enacted, 
continues to be in force, having reduced hut 
not eliminated pre-existing gender 
inequalities among cu.stomarily pairilitieal 
Hindus, us discus.scd below. 

II 
I'erslstini; (lender Inequalities 

and Anonialie.s: Hindu Inheritance 
Laws and Land Reform Laws 

(I) PdRNI.VIINO TiENDbR iNUgHAUllBS 

.Several major .sources of gender inequality 
remain iii the Hindu Succession Act of 19.^6; 
(i)Since Iheconcepl of the A/»7rtk.v(i«/Y/joint 
family sucee.ssion continues to be recogni.sud 
(except in Kerala), some of the basic gender 
inequalities inherent in relation to 
coparcenary property persist in most stales. 
These inequalities (as applicable to slates 
other than AndhraPrade.sh. Tamil Nadu and 
Maharashtra).'* relate especially to the 
following; 
- Since only males can be coparceuers in 

the joint family property, sons have an 
indefeasible right in such properly, hut 
daughters don’t. In addition, sons have a 
right to succeed to (lie deceased father's 
share of (he coparcenary if tlie father dies 
intestate. Daughters have only (be latter 
right, that is the right to succeed to the 
father’s share of the coparcenary. 

- A Coparcener can renounce his rights in 
the copareenary property. In such cases 
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his sons wouldcooliiHic tomamUiin thcii 
independent rights to tbecoparceflaty,bat 
daughters and other Class I female hejrs 
Would lose the possibility of benefttiag 
from such properly. Similarly, after 
partition, the father can makeagiflofhis 
share in the coparcenary property to hia 
sons, (licrcby defeating therightsoffemaie 
heirs. 

- A man can convert his separate nr self* 
acquired property tocoparcenaiy property, 
in which case his duugiiiers, widow and 
mother, who would otherwise have 
enjoyed equal shares witli his sons in sueh 
separate and self-acquii'cd property, lose 
out. 

- Unlike sons, married daughters (even if 
facing marital harassment) have no 
residence rights in the ancestral home- 
And while daughters who arc unmarried, 
separated, divorced, deserted, or widowed 
do have lesidence rights, they cannot 
demand partition if Uiemalesdonotchrxise 
to partition. 

(ii) The children of a predeceased daughter 
of a predeceased daughter do not figure 
among the Class I heirs, while Die children 
of a predeceased .son of a predeceased son 
do. 
(ii) Tlie right to will away property is not 
rcKiriclud: amun has full (cslamentary power 
over all his property, including bis interest 
in the coparcenary. Ill (irinciple the provision 
is gender-neutral, hut in practice it can be 
and often is used to disinherit females.^ 
(iv) Altboug'h the Act covers owned 
agricultural land, certain oilier types of 
interests in agricultural land, such asthiisf 
stemming from 'tenancy rights’, are 
exempted. Section 4(2) of the Act provides 
that: 

...nothing contained in this Act shall be 
deemed to affect the provisions of any law 
for the time being in force providing for (he 
prevention of fragmentation of agricultural 
holdings or lor the fixation ot ceilings sir 
forihedevoiutionoficnuncy righlsinrespect 
of .such holdings. 

The gender implications of (his exemption 
are crucial to (be present discussion, as 
elaborated below. 

(2) ANoMALiiis KrisiiLTiNc; h«im Bxistino 

Land Leoklathin 

Two factors in particular have led to a 
dis junction between women's legal rights in 
property in general, and their rights in 
agricultural land. First, legislative powers 
arc divided between the union and pmviiicia) 
(now termed stale) legislatures under die 
principleof Federalism: and on enactments 
relating to agricultural land the state 
governments continue to have considerable 
legislative powers. Thus legislation affecting 
women's rights in certain categories of 
agricultural land varies by slate, reflecting 
regional differences in social attitudes and 



:, i^dliutortei. Stedand, 
laianfoiia {>o1km» (laitd to tbe^ 
of ceilings, preventiori of tVagnienUtioh, etc) 

iUve been based both on the principle of 
’,]«distriburive justice and on arguments 
lauding efficiency; but on neidwr count 
tire gender inequalities taken into account. 

The Government of India Act 19.35 
vested all legislative powers in relation to 
agricultural land exclusively in the provincial 
{state) legislatures. Thenceforth women’s 
inheritance rights in agricultural land 
depended on the land-related laws prevailing 
in the province in which tile land was located, 
whatever being die laws governing other 
forms of property. Hence, for instance, the 
Hindu Women' s Right to I^operty Act 1937 
(as noted) did not apply to agricultural land. 
And although a few provinces (mentioned 
earlier) subsequently extended the Act to 
cover agricultural land, the extension left 
Unaffected anyrule of succession thatreiated 
to a tenant's rights in agricultural land by 
any special law then in force. 

' / Since indepciidence, state legislatures have 
bootinued to enjoy the power to enact land 
taWs. butkubject to some restrictions. Under 
the Constitution of India adopted in 
November 1949, if the state legislature wants 
to modify any laws on topics which have 
been included in the “concurrent list” of the 
Constitution, and which have already been 
enacted by parliament, the modifications 
need tfaeassent of the presidentoflndia. The 
Hindu Succession Act (HS A) of 1956 is one 
such piece of legislation. Hence if slates 

' want to pass laws modifying the Hindu 
Succession rules for owned agricultural land, 
diis win need the president consent. However, 
Stale legislatures can continue to enact laws 
relating to tenancy rights, ceiling laws, etc 
(Which, as noted, were excluded from the 
purview of the HSA), without needing such 
assent. What this has meant is dial women’s 

! legal rights in agricultural land still show a 
vaid disparity by region, especially in relation 
to (a) devolution rules for land deemed to 

.. .he under 'tenancy'; and (b) rules regarding 
the fixation of ceilings and the forfeiture of 
surplus land above the ceiling limit, as 
discussed below. 

(a) 17bvc*.OTION O' AoRlClILTtiRAL LaND 

tiNDfiR 'Tenanc;v’ 

l^aucy rights in agricultural land, as 
noted, were specifically exempted from the 
Hindu Succession Act of 1956. As a result, 
there is today amajm'disjunction in several 
states betweenstate land enactments affecting 
thh devolution of certain categories of 
agriculluriil land and the personal laws 
anecd ng the devolution of all otho'property, 
on at least two counts, First, in a number 
of states the succession rules relating to 
land held under tenancy have a different 
order 6f devolotjon thaii the personal laws 

specify. For example (as seen ftbmTa^ 
2},in tte tenurial'IawsofHaiyidtAHimadial 
Pndesh, lammii andKashmhr, Punjab',Delhi 
and Uttar Pradesh (all located in northwest 
India), the specified rules of devolutidn show 
a strong preference for agnatic succession, 
with apriority fca- agnatic males.tn all these 
states the tenancy devolves iii the firs t instance 
on male lineal descendants in the male line 
of descent. The widow inherits only in the 
absence of these male heirs.” In addition, 
in the first four States mentioned, daughters 
and sisters are totally excluded as heirs. In 
Delhi andUtlar Pradesh, daughters and sisters 
are recognised but come very low in the 
order of heirs. Moreover, in all these six 
states, a woman (in any capacity) can hold 
only a limited interest in the land, in tliat 
after her death the holding goes not to her 
heirs but to the heirs of the la.st male 
landowner. She also loses the land iP^ht^ 
remarries or abandons the land (that is. fails 
tocultivate it for a specified period, usually 
a year or two). 

States where the tenurial laws explicitly 
mention that the devolution of tenancy land 
will be according to personal law are very 
few, and include Rajasthan and Madhya 

Pradetfh wfRtitF«te‘pd*alad 
all commutes ^aUe’l). A]fU‘ lit^’the 
Telangana region of Antfiira Piado^, die 
commentary following Section 40 of fte 
relevant Act clarifies mat for Hindu tenants 
the Hindu Succession Act will applyIn 
practice, however, even in Rajasthan 
daughters have been recognised as heirs 
only in some judgments, while in oriitrs 
male heirs alone have received recognition.” 
In addition, as seen from Table 2, there are 
states which do not specify the order of 
devolution in their laws dealing with tenancy 
land, such as Gujarat, the Bombay region 
of'Maharashtra,” West Bengal, Karnataka, 
Kerala, the Andhraregionof Andhra Pradesh, 
and Tamil Nadu. In these states we can 
presume that the persoiiaitaws automatically 
apply. Then there are states such as Bihar 
and Orissa for which the tenancy acts specify 
that occupancy rights shall devolve in the 
same manner as other immovable property, 
“subject to any custom to the contrar/”.” 
This leaves open the possibility of admitting 
gender-inegalitari an customs if cstabli.shcd, 
especially forthe teibal communities in these 
regions, although the Supreme Court order 
in the case of ‘Madhu Kishwar and others 

Table 2: Devolution or Aoricultural Tenanobs in Land Enactmenis, by State 

Relevant Act 

The Delhi Land Refoims Act, 1W4 
(Act No 8 of 1954) 
The Punjab Tenancy Act 1887 (Act No 16 
of 1887), amended up to 1969; nod the 
Pepsu Tenancy and Agricultural land Act 
1955 (Pepsu Act 13 of 1955) 
The Himachal Pradesii Tenancy and Land 
Refom Act 1972 (Act No 8 of 1974) 
The Jammu and Kashmir Tenanoy Act 1980 
(Act No 2 of 1980) 
The Punjab Tenancy Act 1887 (Aa No 16 
of 1887), amended up to 1969; and the 
Pepsu Tenancy and Agncultural Land 
Act 1955 (Pepsu Act 13 of 1955) 
The Rajasthan Tenancy Act 1955 
(Act No 3 of 1955) 
The Uuar Pradesh Zamindari Abolifioi) 
and Land Reforms. Act, 1950 (UP Act No 1 
of 1951), amended up to 1987 

The BiharTenaacy Act 1885 (Act No 8 of 
1885) amended up to 1987; and TheCbota 
Nagpur Tenancy Act 1908 (Bengal Act 
No 6 of 1908) 

The Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural 
Landit A«. 1948 (Act No67 of 1948) 

The Madhya Pradesh l.aiid Revenue 
Code, 1959 (Act No 20 p# l;9S9). as 
amended in 1961 

(Ctmuli 

Stale Agricultural Tenancies: 
First Order Heirs 

Northwest India 
Delhi' 

Haiyana 

Male lineal descendanis in the 
male line (if 6cscmt 
Male lineal de.scendani.s in the 
male line of descent 

Himachal Pradesh 

Jainmu and Kashmir 

Punjab 

Male lineal descendanis In the 
male lind of descent 
Male lineal des<a:ndanLs in the 
male line cddescent 
Male lineal de.scendants in ihe 
male line of descent 

Rajasthan Personal law applies ^ 

Uttar Pradesh' Male lineal de,scendan(s in the 
male line of dessceni 

East, we.rtand central India 
Bihar No specification of the order 

Gujarat 

Madhya Pradesh 

of devolution: but the tenancy 
taws .slate that the devolutioa 
W occupancy rights shall be 
in ttie same manner as other 
immovable property, unless 
custom to the coniroiy is 
establislied 
.No specification of the order 
of dei^utim; can be presuiiied 
that the personal law apfdles 
Personal law aj^es^ 
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TAtUeZ: 

State Agricttltuiai Teiuiaciee; Rdevant Act 
Fim Order Heirs 

Maturashtra 
- VidarMa 

region 

- Bombay 
region 

- Maraihwada 
region 
(earlier in 
former 
Hyderabad 
state) 

Unssa 

West Bengal 

Can he presumed that the 
personal law applies; see 
explanatory note' 

No specification of the order 
ot devidutiou; can he presumed 
that the peraoual law applies 
Can he presumed that the 
personal law applies; see 
explanatory note' 

Tire Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural 
Lands (Vidarbha region) Act, 1958 
(Bombay Act No 99 of 1958), as amended 
up to 1981 
The Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural 
Unds Act. 1948 (Act No 67 of 1948) 

The Hyderabad Tenancy and Agricultural 
Lands (Amendment) Act, 1957 (Bombay 
Act No 32 of 1958) 

No specification of the order Orissa Tenancy Act 1913 (B and O Act 
of devolution; but the tenancy No 2 of 1913) 
laws specify lliai devolution of 
occupancy rights shall be in the 
same manner us otlier immovable 
property, unless custom to the 
contrary is established 
No specification ol the older The Bengal Tenancy Act 1885 (Act No X 
of devolution; can he presumed ol 1885); and West Bengid laind Refonns 
that the personal law applres Act 1955 (Act No 10 of 1956) 

South India 
Andhra Pradesh 

Karnataka 

Kerala 

Tamil Nadu 

Andhra area; no specification 
of ilu‘ order ol devolution; can 
be presumed that the personal 
law applies 
'leiangun.i .Ui’.i; l or Hindus 
ihc HSA applies' 

No specification of the order 
of devolution; can he presumed 
that the personal law applies 
No specification of the order 
of devolution; can he 
presumed that the personal 
law applies 
No specification of the order 
of dcN'olution; cun be piesumed 
that the peisoiud law applies 

The Andlira Pradusli (Andhra men) 
Tenancy Act 1956 (Act No 18 of 1956) 

The Andhra Pradesli (Telanganu area) 
Tenancy and Agricultural Lunds 
Act 1950 (Act No 21 of 1050) 
The Karaulaka Land Reforms Act 1961 
(Act No 10 of 1962), amended iipto 
March 1980 
Kerala Lund Relonivi Act 1963 
(Act No I of 1964) 

TheTutitil NuduTenants and Ryots Protec¬ 
tion Act 1949 (Act No 24 ol 1949); Tlu: 
Tamil Nadu Cuhivaling Tenants 
(Protection) Act 1955 

Mores: 1 The definition of land under tenancy in those states is very broad and effectively covers 
all agricultund land (see discussion in text). 

Z When initially passed, the Madhya Pradesh Land Revenue Code of 1959 specified an 
ordn- of devolution wherein the Class I heirs (for both owned and tenancy land) were as 
follows; son; widow (or widower); predeceased son's sun and widow; son and widow of 
predeceased son's predeceased son; and widow of predeceased .son's predeceased son's 
predeceased son. Since the 1961 amendment, however, devolution is according to 
personal law for the tand.s of both tenure holders and occupancy tenants. 

3 Section 54 of llie Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural Lands (Vidnrbhu region) Act, 1958, 
specifies that if the deceased tenant was a member of an undivided Hindu family, the 
tenancy would devolve lo the surviving members of that family; otherwise it would pass 
to "bis heirs”. In tlu: case of an occupancy tenant Ihc holding would he inherited in 
accordance with his personal law. 
Since the HSA had already been passed in 1956, that is prior to this Tenancy Act, I am 
taking the view that even for Hindu tenants who are ntH occupancy tenants, the HSA 
wmild apply (witti the reltsvant provisions with respect to survivorship applying if tliu 

'' tenant was a member of an undivided Hindu lamily). 
Similttily under the Hyderabad Tenancy and agriculiuni Lands Act 19,50, us amended by 
the Hyderabad Tenancy and Agricultural Lands (Amendment) Act 1957, Section 40 
spectfies that if the deceased tenant was a member of an undivided Hindu family, 
the tenancy would devolve on the surviving membeni of iliat family; otherwise it would 
pass to "his heirs". This 1957 Act does not conlain a separate .specification for an 
occupancy tenant, BuihereaLso. since the HSA had already been passed. I am taking the 
view that if the tenant was a member of an undivided Hindu family, the relevani 
provisions in the HSA with respect to survivorship would apply. 

4 See note 34 Ip the text. 

vs the State ofBibar and oth«ni’ .(SCC 102, 
Parti, 1992) suggests that the legal validity 
of such dlscriminotory customs is now open 
to question.'* • 

^cond, although most slates in their Itted 
reform laws dealing with owned iand^o Dot 
mention the order of devolution at ell,'* 
some states define 'tenants' in very broad 
terms sothal thecategoiy elfectively inohldes 
interc.5iK arising out of all agricultural hmd, 
as is the case in Uttur Pradesh and Delhi. 
For instance, under the Uttar Pradesh 
2^imlari Abolition and Land Reforms Act 
1950, thedevoiutiem rules mentioned above, 
which favopr male lineal descendants, 
apply lo various categories of cuttivaUns'. 
'bhumulhars', 'sirdars' and ‘asamis’.*OvBr 
time, according to the StatemcntofObjects 
and Reasons in the Act, "it is expected that 
the vust majority of cultivators will become 
bhumidhars''. Bhumidhars, however, are 
persons libale to pay land revenue to the 
government and ni>t rent. Counting them as 
tenants and exempting them from the 
provisions of the Hindu Succession Act 
means that most agricultural land in Uttar 
Pradesh, u stale which contains one-sixtbof 
the country's population, is legally 
inheritable principally by males. In the 
IXdlii Land Reforms Act 19.54 (Act No S 
of 19.54), likewise the specified order of 
devolution (which, us noted, favours male 
agnates) applies lo both bitumidars and 
asamis. 

(B) fixation (S' Ckilinos and AasetSMENT 

or StiRii.(is Land 

Gender inequalities also arise fropi land 
reform enactments relating to the fixation 
of ceilings. (Tliis purl of the discussion is 
equally ruicvunl for mm-Hindu conununiiies 
in India.) Tile enactments arc characterised 
by certain general features as follows. A 
ceiling is fixed «n relation to a family unit 
consisting of up to five members. Additional 
land is, however, allowed lo families of over 
five memhers. subject to a specified 
maximum. In addition, in most states adult 
sons get special consideration (as elaboralad 
shortly). Also, usually where the husband 
counts us a unit the wife cannot count as an 
independent unit even vriicre she ovms land 
in hcrown right. In ihesoenuctmmits, gender 
inequalities and anomalies arise on at leaid 
three aiunls: one. in (liedefinition of ‘family'y 
two, in the additionat allotments for a<l^ 
sons hut not adull daughters; and three, in 
not allowing the wife to he couitted p4 am 
independent unit where the husbands tg. 
counted <iis one. 

Tlie definition of ‘family’ varies wid^jr! 
across states. For instance (as seen fftidi 
Table 3), in Delhi. Haryana, Po^jlliK. 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Aittftm 
Pradesh, the family is defined ak consiliutel < 
Iq) tile cultivator and hiWwi spouse, minoir ( 
sons, and unmarried minor daugbten.'" h| 



' Bihar, Hitnadial Pradesh, and Mddhya 
Pradesh it includes the cultivator, his/her 
spouse and minor children: in Tamil Nadu 
it includes Utc cult i vator and his/her spouse, 
minot sons, unmarried daughters, and 
orplianed minor grandsons and orphaned 
umnan’ied granddaughters in the male line 
ofdesccnl. In Kerala it includes the cultivakY. 
Ihs/hcr sp<iuKe and uni named minor ch i Idreu. 

Moreover, in virtually all the slates, adult 
sons (as noted) receive sjiec ill I consideration. 
F<)rinstancc. in Delhi. Haryana. Punjab, and 
Uttar Pradesh, the parental household can 
hold additional landon account of each adult 
si>n. subject to a specified maximum.*' In 
several other states such as Himachal Pradesh. 
Kajasthan.Bihar.Gujarat. Madhya Pradesh. 
Maharashtra. Andhra Pradesh, and Tamil 
Nadu, each adult son counts as a separate 
unit and is eiiiillcd to hold a specified extent 
of land in his own right. Only in Kerala do 
lioth the unmarried adult son and the un¬ 
married adult daughlei count us separate units. 

In these enactments, therefore, with the 
exception of a tew states such us Jammu and 
Kashmir, West Bengal. Karnataka. Kerala 
and Tamil Nadu, tinmairicd adult iluughicrs 
receive no reo^gnitiim at all; they ih) not 
count either as part of the family unit or as 
.siqiurate units: and in a numltcrol stales such 
a.s Delhi. Haryana. Puniub, Kujusihan. Uttar 
Praticsh. and Andhra Pradesh, married minor 
daughters also receive no recognition. 

Underlying the ceiling specifications is 
clearly the assumption ihat (hose who arc 
recognised either as part of the family unit 
or separately (us with adult .sons) will he 
maintained hy the land allowed within the 
ceiling regulations. Under the.scenaciments 
we thus have an cxiraoixiinary situation whcie 
most states did not give any consklcruiion. 
when fixing ceilings, for (he maintenance 
needs of unmarried adult daughters and 
married minor daughters, while giving 
consideration toali sons, wlialevcr their age 
or marital status. And. us noted, in ino.st 
states adult sons receive s|)eeial recognition 
in that their parents, i>r they themselves, are 
entitled to additional land, while adult 
daughters receive no such recognition. 

Although in a stale such us Uttar Pradesh, 
it is the tenure hoKIcr who is allowed 
additional land on account of adult sons 
ratitcr llum the sons tlicmselves. given the 
land devolution rules prevailing there, any 
such land will ultimately puss to the sons. 
Hven if we were to assume that married 
daughters would be taken into account in 
their marital homes, the land ceiling riilcs 
along with llic devolution rules in the state 
leave the unmairied adult daughter out in 
Ihc^cold, as they do daughters whose 
marriages breakdown. Tlie situation in IX'lhi. 
Haryana. Himachal Pradesh, and Punjab is 
analogous.*' 

In 1971. folkiwing the 1970 Gwtferencc 
of Chief Ministers on Land Refonns. a 

Central Land RefeW-ms Cioininilttte was 
constituted under the chainnansbip of the 
union agricultural minister. Itrecummended, 
among other things, that the definition of the 
family should be made uniform across tlte 
states and include a man and his wife and 
minor children, with additional land being 
allowed for extra members inexccssnf five, 
up to a maximum of twice the ceiling limit 
for the family of five members. A high- 
powered committee set up to review these 
recommendations disagreed wiiJi them and 
suggested dial Uie ceiling .should he applied 
to a family of five, consisting of a man and 
his wife and three children (maiororminor). 
including any major sons. However, the 
Chief Ministers’ Conference on Ceiling on 
Agricultural Holdings, held in July 1972. 
drawing its guidelines from the 
recommendations of both the above 
eortuni ttees. laid down (among other tilings) 
that a family should be defined as including 
a man. bis wife, and minor children, and 
additional land should he granted for 
members incxcess of fi vc. up to a maximum 
of twice the ceiling limit .set for a family of 
five members. Further, each majoi .son 
should he treated as a separate unit. In other 
words, the guidelines incorporated geiulei- 
incquilable rules:** And the situation. a.s it 
stands tiKlay. continues to be one wheie 
there is no uniformity across stales on these 
counts and most stales continue h> have 
gender-diseriminatory ceiling laws. 

()vcr the years, some of these cc iling Acts 
have been challenged (un.successfully) in 
court, one of the grountls for challenging 
them being that they dLscrimiiiated against 
wi»men and were llieiefore unconslitulionai.** 
However, the First Amendment to the 
Constitution of India, enacted in 19S1. had 
ininuiuccd a device to proicel the validity 
of land reform legislation. Under Article 3Jh 
It provided that none of the Acts mentioned 
in the Ninth Schedule of the Constitution 
[listed in GOl I990| could be deemed to 
be void t)n llie ground that they infringed 
on the fundamental rights granted by the 
Constitution of India. V irlually all the noted 
ceiling laws are included in the Ninth 
Schedule. This pwvision provides a basis 
for dismissing pleas challenging the ceiling 
laws on various grounds, including grounds 
ot gender di.scrimination.*'' The Andhra 
Pradesh Land Reforms (Ceiling on 
Agricultural Holdings) Act 1972. m fact, 
explicitly mentions in its Explanation to 
.Section 4(3): 'The constitutionality of 
discriminating against unmarried [major] 
daughters canimt be questioned as the Act 
is now included in the Ninth Schedule to 
the Constitution”. 

Uie judgment that was delivered when 
The Uttar Pradesh Zamindari Abolition and 
Land Reforms Act 1950 was challenged in 
the SupremcCmutin 19110 is also noteworthy 
for its comments on the gender aspects of 

the Act.f* Ahitbng the grounds fm- th^ 
challenge were that it discriminated against 
majorunmairied daughters hy not providing 
extra land to their father as R did for adult 
sons; and that itdiscriminatedagainst wives 
in the fixation of ceilings, by regarding the 
husband as the tenure holder cxxin when the 
wife was the owner. Justice Krishna Iyer 
(although reputed to be an advocate t'f 
women’s rights) rejected the picas in hi.' 
judgment. He .staled: ‘'no submission to 
destroy this measureeun hcpeimiUcd using 
sex discrimination as a means to sabotage 
what is socially desirable” (p 729). While 
admitting thatihe advantage grunted lomajor 
sons and not to daughters was discriminatory, 
he nevertheless justified the rule on ilte 
ground that in effective terms thcciUirc land 
goes to the father as the tenure holder (and 
not to the son) "for feeding this exit a mouth" 
(p 729), Presumably adult daughters don’t 
need to be fed! 

Moreover, the Act’s exclusion of women 
as tenure holders where their husbands arc 
also tenure holders was explained away in 
the judgmeiU as "a legislative device for 
simplifying procedural dealings”, and the 
judgment staled that: "When all is stiid and 
done, married wnmen in oui villages do 
neeil Iheii husbands’ services .md speak 
through them in public places” [.SCC 
1980:7301 Underlying the.se jusiifie.ilions 
was clearly a prioritising of class inierests 
at the cosi of gendei interesls: "large l.ind 
holders (eaimoll be allowed looulwii socially 
imperative land distribution by (lulling female 
di.scrimination as a ma.sk” [SCC 1980-7.J0j 
Imnically. the land leform programme of the 
government was not suece.ssful even in 
significantly redistributing land iMitween 
households.*" 

Amither source of gender inequulily relates 
to the as.sessmcnt of ceiling surplus land. 
Tlie holdings of both spou.scs (if the wife 
loo has land in her name) are typically 
aggregated in assessing 'family land'. .Some 
guidelines on how the amount to be forfeited 
by both spouses was to Itc caieulatcil. were 
laid down at the earlier-mentioned Chief 
Ministers’ 1972 Conference tm Ceilings on 
Agricultural Holdings. The guidelines 
.specified that "where lx>ih the husband and 
wife hold lands in their own names, the two 
will have rights in the properties within the 
ceiling in proportion to tlie value of llic land 
held by each iwJore the application of [thej 
ceiling" fGOl 1976:41]. Also, in the ceiling 
legislation of some south Indian slates, land 
in the names of female lamily members 
receivessomc protection, and inTamil Nadu 
it is given special and favourable treatment. 

In practice, however, titere has been 
considerable arbitnirineK.s in deciding how 
much of whose land would be tieclared 
surplus and forfeited. Often the Iwsband 
alone has h^ consulted in this matter.This 
has been known to lead h< the wife’s land 
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.<State Definition of Family 

Nortlwest India 
DeUu Culltvalor. .-poujie. minor sons, 

unmamed luiiior daughters 
Haryana f'ullivaior, spiaisc, minor .smis. 

uiuitamtfil minor duuglUcis 

Himachal Piadc.sli Cultivator, spou.se, minor 
Hiildren 

Jammu and Kastimir ('ullividor. spou.se. iiunor.soii.s, 
unmamed duuglnei.s. .some 
major .son.s' 

Punjab Cullivittor. .spouse, miiwr .sons, 
uniiiarried minor daughters 

Rajasthan Culiivaior. .spou.se. minor .sons, 
uiiinami.'d minor diiuglileis 

Utlar Prade-sh Cullivaloi. .sptaise, minor son.s. 
uiiinameit minor daughlots 

TrBudiKHH uf A«hiit Sob3 

Family gms aclditinnal land 

Family gels additional land it son is 
living with parents; son c«mnls as 
separate unil if living supanitely 
.Separate unit (it son Ls dead, his 
widow and childien receive the .same 

coii.sidcniiioni 

l-amily gel.s' additional land 

Separate unit (il son i.< dead hi.s 
widow and children leieive the .same 
con.suleiaiuiii i 
Family given addilional land, and il 
the .son IS dead hi.s minor .sons or 
uiimamed iiuiiordaugliters (who arc 
not letiuie holders ihem-selves or who 
hold <2 ha imgaled land) receive the 
.same coiisidemliun 

Relevant Act 

- • 7 ‘t 

■JTie Delhi Land Halding.s (Ceiling) Act 1960 
(Act No 24 of 1960) 
Maryana Ceiling on Holding.s Act 1972 (Hmyniia Adi 
No 26 ot 1972). ils amended up to 1976 

• ' J 
Himachal Fradc.sh Ceiling on Uuul Holdings Act 1972 ) 
(Act No 19 ot 1973) 

'1 

Jammu amt Kashiiur Agrarian Kefonii.s Act 1976' 
(Act .No 17 111 1976) 

The 1‘iiiijab Land Relorm.s Acl 1972 (Fuiljah Act 
NolOol 1973) 
Riijiuslhan linpn.siiion of Ceiling on Agricullural 
1 loldines Act 1973 (Ka|a.sll).in Act No 11 of 1973) 

^ i 
I 

'fhe I lllar Prade.sh (Imposiiioii ol Ceiling on Iautd | 
lloldings)Acl 1960(Ullai Prade-sliAcI Nol of 1%1). ■ 
a.s amended up lo 1076 ' | 

East, we.sl and central tiulia 
Bihar Cultivator, .spouse, nunor Sepanile unit 

chiUlreii 

Gujarat Cultivaior .spou.se. minor .sons, 
iiiimameit minor daughicrs, 
widow ol pretleceascd .son, 
orphaned minor graiuLson aad 
unmamed granddaughter in 
the male line 

.Separate unit 

Madhya Pradesh CulliViilor, .spou.se. minor 
childien 

Sepiirjite unit 

Maharashtra (I) Culiivaior. spou.se. minor 
.son.s, unmamed nunor 

Separate iiiiil 

dauglilers; or 
(2) lliiulu undivided hiniilv 111 IF' isstate each piT.soii wlio is 

cniilled lo a sliam on piirtilion is 
laken as holding land .separately 
as il llic estate is divuleil 

Oris.sa Cultivaior. spou.ss-. cliildren. 
except major mamed .sons 
.separated hclorc .Scpieiii- 
ber26,1970. In relation lo 
mother, lamily includes 
married dauglders 

We.sl Bengal Culliviaor. spouse, nunor smis. 
unnainied dauglaets. and 

*■ * * 

Oihar Uind Ketonn.s (['ixaiioii of Ceilings and ] 
Acqui.silionofSuiplus Land) Acl l%l (DiliurAct 12 | 
ol 1962) I 
Ilk' Ciuianil Agricullural Iniid.s Ceiling Acl I960 | 
(f iujarai Act No 27 of 1961), as aniended up lo 1974 i 

Mailhya Prade.sh Ceiling on Agnculluntl Holdings 
Acl, 1960(Ael iNo20ol 1960). asainenitoduplo 1976 
Hie Malianishtra AgnculiumI l.and.s (Ceiling on 
lloldmg.s) Acl 1961 (Acl No27ol 1961) as amended 
up to 1973 

,1 
'DieOris,sal .and Rclorms Acl l960(()n.ssaAcl No 16 j 
ol 1960) I 

nu; Wcsi Bengal l.aiul Refoniis Act 19.33 (West Bengal | 
Acl No Idol 1936). a.s amended uplo I9g6 J 

S/iiah India 
Andhra Pnideidi 

Kamaiaka 

Rendu 

Tamil Nadu 

some adull .soii.s and Iheir 
laiiiilies- 

CuHivaioi', .sp<iu.se. minor .sons. Separate unit 
unmarried minor daughters 
(Tiltivalor, .spouse, minor 
«>n.s. uniiiamed daughters 
Cultivaior, .spou.se. unmumed 
minor duMien 
Cultivaior, spou.se. numir 
.sons, uninamed daughters; 
and oipliancti minor grandsons 
and oiphaned unmarried 
granddaughiets in ibe male line 

Unmamed lutuH .sons, and uiiiiianied 
adult daughleis counted as separate units 
Sejwraie unit 

Aiuflini Pradcsli laind Kcfomi (f'ciling on Agnailitmd 
Huldiiigs) Acl 1973 (Acl No I of 1973) i 

Karnataka L.and Kelornis Acl 1961 (Act No lUof , 
1962). its aineiuted up lo I9g(l i 
Reiala Isind Rclonas Acl 1963 
(Acl No 1 ol 1964) 
'Ilk' I'simil Smlii laind Rcloriiv. (Fixation ol Ceiling ‘ 
on Land Holdings) Act 1971 (Acl No 3S ol 1961) ■ 

Notes: I II t»clu<hi.s major sons sepaniied Iroin the lailwr on or hefom ScpiomK'r 1, 1971 and holding hind .separuicly in llieir own names. • S 
' 2 In West Bengal, the lamily unii is delined as including (he following caiegories ol adull .son.s juid ilwir lamities; (I) uiiiunrried adull son | 

who does md hold land as a raiyni; (2) mamed adull .son where iicilher tie iiorhis wifeor minoi son or uniuarriLHl d^ghlei hold land as raiyain; ' 
(3)lhewidoWitfason whcieoeiiherlb««'idowBorherminorsonoruimaiiieddiiughierholdlandasraiyai.s;aii(l<4)imnoi.soii«runmarried f 
duuahier of a .son and his decwseid wile, where the patents did ned hold land as raiyals and the children loo do not ladd land as | 
nuyaia. Alao an adult unmarried man or woman who has been divorced and has nol leiiiarried counis as a separate unit, provided .such a'1 
penion is the guardian ol a uiiiior son or an unmarried daughter, or both. 



Jwing forfeited without her having a «ay in 
the matter, causing her to lose her primary 
Wonly source of economic independence. 
C^ven that so few women in any case have 
land in their own names, this practice has 
compounded existing gender inequalities in 
land rights. In Kerala, for instance, when 
ceiling surplus land was being assessed under 
the land reforms {xogramme in the late 19S0s. 
many women asked that they be allowed to 
retato thdr property where their husbands 
bad independent regular sources of income, 
^utdie demand went unheeded (.Surudumoni 
I983J. 

Cases in which the wife has been able to 
establish her claim arc rare. One such was 
a 1986 court case in Orissa, in which the 
government revenue officer, in assessing 
ceiling surplus land, aggregated the land of 
both spouses us 'family land’, including 
land separately registered in tlie wife’s name 
and inherited from her father. But he gave 
notice only to the husband as Uie person 
interested'. The two men settled the matter 
between them, and the wife’s land was 
declared surplus. The wife appealed to the 
high court, asking that her separate land be 
excluded from the ceiling surplus, on the 
ground that since the land concerned was 
hef separate properly she was tlw person 
interested' to whom prior notice should have 
been given. This, she argued, would have 
given her a chance to usk the revenue officer 
to let her retain her land and instead declare 
part of her husband's land as surplus. Her 
appeal was accepted by the court under the 
constitutional principle of 'natural justice'.’" 

Over the ye iirsilwrchuveul.so been explicit 
attempts by some slates to amend the Hindu 
Succession Act of 19.56 in such a way as 
Ut legally excludcdaughtersfrom inheriting 
agricultural land. For instance, in 1969. in 
a bill which came before the Punjab 
legislative assembly, it was argued that 
daughters should not have a legal shore in 
agricultural land (us allowed under Uic Hindu 
Succession Act) because it would cause 
fragmentation and because they got a dowry 
anyway. This was strongly opposed by 
women in the state. Tara All Baig. then 
president of AIWC. pointed out that 
fragmentation Uxik place even when sons 
inherited, and that dowry had been legally 
prohibited since 1961 (Mies 19R0|. Tire bill 
WBsnot passed. Other! unsuccessful) attempts 
in this direction have been made 
auhsequcntly. Fw instance, around 1979 the 
Haryana legislature sought to amepd the 
Hindu Succession Act so as to deprive 
daughters of rights in agricultural property, 
but the president of India refused his assent 
to the amendment.*’ 

Il/ioreovur tite s|ieciul consideration given 
to mi^f sons in fixing land ceilings under 
the laiid refotmenautments is boingrepiicated 
in Hand resettlement scliemes. For instance, 
jnOijaral, fwming families displaced hy the 

f^armada Valf^ dam project have been 
promised (at the resettlement site) two 
hectares for each adult son, in addition to 
the two hectares for the family unit as a 
whole, but nodiing for adult daughters. This 
is nut only gender-discriminatory but also 
implicitly biased against families with no 
adult sons. As some of the displaced tribais 
at the dam site asked me in 1992: "What 
about those of us who have only adult 
daughters? Don't we have to feed them?" 
This prujcct. the largest river valley project 
in souUi Asia, has been a focus of national 
and international controversy and agitation, 
especially around the issue of resclllement. 
The terms of resettlement eKtuh|i,shed here 
are likely to set a precedent for future projects 
involving displacement, making ite ven more 
imperative to correct the gender bias in this 
scheme.’- 

In general, there is a strong case for re¬ 
examining and amending the existing land- 
related laws across the country to ensure 
uniformity and gender equality in rights to 
this critical economic resource. For a start 
this would mean eliminating existing gender 
inequalities on at least two eounls; (a) in the 
land ceiling laws, and (b) in the devolution 
rules relating to all agricultural land Owhetlier 
under tciiuncy or otherwise). 

Ill 
Laws (toverniiiK ChrLstians and 

Parsis Today 

Tile 1956 H indu Succession Act (as noted) 
covered Sikhs, Buddliists, and Jains under 
the definition of Hindu' butexcluded Indian 
Christians. Hursts, and other minority 

commURlti^, The taws ^rtaiiiing to 
C%iutians and Ihursls in Ihdia are briefly 
outlined below, and some of these also have 
been challenged on grounds of gender 
inequity. 

(1) The CmisTiAN.'s 

The laws for Christians (who constituted 
2.4 per cent of India's population in 1981) 
vary according to domicile for all movable 
property and by location of property in the * 
caseof immovables. For instance, Christians 
from Goa are governed by the Portuguese 
Civil Code; those from Cochin and 
Travancorc (Kerala) until recently by the 
Cochin Christian .Succession Act of 1921. 
and the Travancorc Christian Succession 
Act of 1916, respectively; those in Punjab, 
Haryana and Himachal Pradesh hy the 
customary laws of Punjab;” the Christian 
tribal populations of northeast India also by 
their customary laws; and the rest hy the 
Indian Succession Act (ISA) of 1925. 
discussed further on. 

Both the Cochin and the Travancorc Acts 
contained significant gender inequalities. 
Under Ihc Travancorc Act. for example, a 
widoworinoUier iiiheritcd only a life interest 
in liuid andothcrinunovablc property, which 
Ux> had to be forfeited on remarriage; and 
a daughter received 'stridhun' which wa.s 
fixed at one-fourth the value of the son's 
inheritance share of Ks 5.(MM). whichever 
was less. Under the ISA of 1925 (Section 
3.5), however, if a man dies intestate leaving 
lineal descendants, his widow gcUonc-third 
of bis estate, while sous and daughters get 
equal shares in the rest. If there are no lineal 

Tabi.i' 4: Summary Tabi e* 
(Agricultural land over wluch male lineal descendaiius in the male line of descent have priority 

under presently applicuMe lules of devoluiion: by stole and religious group) 

Stale Hindus Mu.slims ftirsi.s (3insiians 

Northwest India 
Delhi BIYcclively All agriculnaral land* PL PL 

Haryana 
all agricullural Innd 
Tenancy laud All agricullural land* PL All agricultural land'’ 

Himaclial Pradesh Tenancy laud All agricullural land* PL All agricultural land'’ 
Jammu and 

Kuslimir Temancy land Tenancy land’ in- PL" 
Punjab « Tenancy land All agricultural land* WL All agricullural land" 
Rajasthan ra. PL** PI. PL 
Utiar Pradesh Effectively All agricultund land* W. PL 

all Mgnculiurat land 
East, west and eentral India 
Bihar PL' PL" PL PL 
Odjarai PL» PL'» PL PL 
Madhya Pradesh PI- PL PL PL 
Maiumishtra PI.' PL" PL PL 
Urissa I»I.' PL" H- PL 
Wcsi Bengal PI/ PL'2 in. PL 
SoMh Mia ■* • “ 

Andhra Pradesh PL* PL'* in. PL 
Kanwlidca PL*^ PL** in. PL 
Kerala PL* PL** PL PL 
'farail Nadu IV PI." PL PI 

^,^•48 Econoak’ 
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Hour. * This needs lo be rend In conjundion with Table 2 and ihe discussion in «he lexi of 
ibis paper. 

PL In these slates, devolution is leipslalively stated lo be, or can be inferred to be. accordiiii; 
to personal law for all agricultural land [viz, the USA for Hindus, the Shariat for 
Muslims, and the relevant legislation for !^i.<<is and (?hristians (as detailed in the text 
o( this paper)). Also .see Ihe relevant notes in each instance. 

1 No spedfkation of the order of devolution in the tenancy laws, but the laws state tliai 
devolution of occupancy rights shall be in the same manner as other immovable 
property, unles.s custom to the contrary is e.siRhlished. However, Ihe .Supreme Court 
ruling in the case of 'Madhu Ki.shwar and iHhers vs the Stale of Bihar and others’ (SSC 
102. Part 1.19‘)2), suggests that the legal validity ot gender dtscriiiunatory cuittoms is 
now open to question (lor details see text and note 3)i of this paper). 

2 No specification of devolution rules in tenancy or other land reform legislation; hence 
It can be inferred that devolution is according to the HSA for all agricultural land. 

3 For Ihe Bombay region, there is no specification of devolution rules in tenancy or oilier 
land reform legi.slalion; for other regions, tenancy legislaiion suggests that llie HSA will 
apply (see explnnaiory note No .3 in Table 2). 

4 No specification of devolution rules in tenancy or other land reform legislation: hence 
11 can be interred iHai devolulion is according to the HSA lor all agricultural land. 

5 HSA applies lo owuc|l land in the whole ol Andhra Pradesh, as well as lo iciiancy land 
in the Telangaiia area; there is no spccilicalion ot devolution rules for tenancy hind in 
tenancy legislaiion for the Andhra area. Hence it can he inferred lhal devolution is 
according to the. HSA tor all agricultural land in ihe whole ot Andhra Pradesh. 

6 No specification ol devolution rules iii tenancy or other land reform legislation; hence 
it cun be inferred iliai devolulion is according to llic HSA« with Ihe Ad’s special 
provisions being applicable to the patrilineal Nambudin Brahmins and Ihe mainitneal 
communities of the stale. 

7 No .speeiticaiion of devolution in tenancy or other land reform legislation; hence it can 
' he interred lhal devolution is according to Ihe HSA lor all agricultural land. 
8 Custom favouring male lineal do.seendanis has always been strong iii these .states; also 

(us noted in Table 2) devolution rules favouring male lineal heirs are clearly speed icd 
in the tenurial laws of these .state.' Unlike the HSA. however, which exempi.s e.s.seiitially 
'tenancy righl.«' from the purview ot ihe Act. the 1937 Shariat Act exempl.s all 
agncullurul land from its purview. 

9 For leiiancy land, tenancy legi.slaiion spccifie.s devolution rules luvouriiig male lineal 
descendant.s. l-or owned land, personal law applies unles.s custom lo ihe conlrary is 
established [see Seclion 4 ol Tlie Sri Pratap Jammu and Kashmir l.uws Coiisolidalion 
Act 1977 (Act No 4 of 1977)J 

10 Personal law applies, lo lenaiicy land. Al.so there is no .speciririition of Ihe order of 
devolulion in oilier land reform legislation. Hence il cun be interred lhal devolution is 
according to Shariat law for all ugricullural land 

11 No specification of tiie order ol devolution in tenancy or other land reform legislation, 
but. as noted in Table 2. the tenancy legislaiion slates dial the devolulion of occupancy 
righls shall he in the same manner as other imiiiovable properly, unless custom to the 
contrary is esiahli.shed. However, the Supreme Court ruling in Ihe case of 'Madhu 
Kishwar and othei.« v.s the state of Bihar and others’ (SSC 102.1’arl I. 1992). sugge.sts 
(hat the legal validity ol gender discriminatory customs is now open lo quc.siion (tor 
details see lexi and note 38 of thi.s paper). Al.so. in Bihar there was no pie.suinption in 
favour of custom even bclore the pa.ssing o( the 1937 Shariat Act tMulla 1990' 7-9). 
Hence il can he interred that devolution is according to the Shanai for all agnculliiral 

land. 
12 No specification ot devolution rules in tenancy or other land reform legislation; also 

there was no presumption in favour ol custom even bclore the pa.ssing ot the 1937 
Siianai Act (Mulla, 1990:7-9). Hence it can be interred that devolution is according lo 
the Shanai tor all agricultural land. 

13 For Ihe Bombay region, tlierc is no specification of devolution rules in tenancy or oilier 
land reform legislaiion. For Ihe other regions, tenancy legislation indicules lhal lor 
Muslims, personal law applies; also there was nopre.sumpuon in favour of cu.stom even 
before the pasiiing of the 1937 Shariat Act [Mulla 1990; 8-9). Hence il can he inlora>d 
that devolution is according to Sltanat law for all agricullural land in the stale. 

14 In the Andhni region of Andhra Pradesh, the Muslim Personal Law (Shanai) Application 
Act of 1937 was amended to include ugricultunil land. In the pan.s of Andhra Pradesh 
which were earlier in former Hyderabad state, eiwiom at variance with Moliamraedan 
law was not admitted even before the 1937 Shanai Act was passed [Mulla 1990:11] 

15 In flte pai« of Karnaiaka which were earlier in lonner Madras Province, llte Muslim 
Pensosnai Law (Shariat) Application Act of 1937 was amended lo include agricultural 
land. In the parts ol Karnaiaka which were earlier in former Hyderabad slate, custom at 
variance with Mohammedan law was not adimite}) even beloretlie 1937 Sharial Act was 

passed (Mulla 1990:11). 
16 Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act of 1937 was amended to include 

agricullural land. .. . . 
17 SeeSivaiamnyya (1978); also see 'Ptem Singh v Lilavati in AIR (19.S6), Himachal 

pTftdc^ti* 17 
18 Penwnal law implies, unless cuslom to Ihe contrary is established (Seclion 4 of rhe 

Sri Pntap Jammu and Kashmir Laws Consolidation Act 1977 (Act No 4 ofl 977)]. 

dmicendariU. buttlwRi a9«otlieKk[njJred«^ho 
are eligible to inherit, the widoiv get^ htdf 
the estate; and in Ihe atnience of both linetil 
descendants and kindred, she getstiie wbr^ 
property.’^ There are no restrictions on 
testation. 

In 1949 the former princely stales of 
TYavancorc and Cochin merged lo form what ; 
is termed as the Fart-B siateof TravancOris- 
Cochin within the Indian Union; and in 19.‘^t 
certain Acts prevailing in the rest of India 
became applicable lo Parl-B states. Fof 
Travaiicore-Cochin this meant that the tSA 
should'tbenceforth have applied. However, 
a court judgment in 1956upheld the authority 
of the pre-existing Travattcore-Cochin 
succession laws for Christians (viz. tlie 
Coch in Act of 1921 and the Travancore Act 
of 1916).** It was only in 19K3. more than 
two and half decades later, that the Travancore 
Act of 1916 wa.s challenged in the Supreme 
Court by Mary Roy. a Syrian Christian from 
Travancore and daughter of wealthy parents, 
on the ground that it violated the 
constitutional guarantee of equal rights for 
both .sexes.*'’ As a result of this petition, in 
1986 tlie Supreme Court (although it did not 
address the specific issue of gender 
inequality) held that after the inclusion of 
Travancore and Cochin in (he Indian Union, 
the relevant law governing Christians in 
those regions was the ISA of 1925. By this 
judgment, therefore, the Travancore 
Christian Succession Act of 1916 (a.s also 
the Cochin Act of 1921) stand superseded 
by liie ISA of 1925, witli retixispecti veeffecl 
for 1951. 

One result of this Judgment has been tliat 
daughters and sons can now share equally 
in their father's property, the judgment met 
with immediate protest from the Kerala 
Christian community on a number of 
grounds, some long-familiar: for instance, 
it was argued that inheritance by daughters 
would cause land fragmentation and would 
“open Upa flotxlgateof litigation and destroy 
(he traditional harmony and gtxKiwill that 
exist in Christian familie.s''.'' In addition, 
there was concern that allowing the Act to 
apply in retrospecti vceffcct would invalidate 
Imna Tide land and money transactionii. 
nullify the land eeiling Act under whiclt hind 
hud been distributed to the landless, and 
encourage thousands of Kerala nuns tOcluim 
their shares of ancestral property. Most of 
these fears appear to be unfounded; in any 
case, only intestate property wiH be aflectied. 
AfterMary Roy. afewotiter Syrian Chri’stitin. j 
women have filed cases.*' Meanwhile tiiti 
protest against the Suprefne Court ruling hkl; 
been supported by tltc Synod of Christum ' 
Churches, which conducted a 'pillpR j 
campaign’ and arranged legal comsel- ^ i 
help drafr wills to disinherit female hei«.! 
[Oandhi and Shah 1991:247].*^ Attemptif^ j 

overturn the 19S6SapremcCoulr(judgiii<uii; 
in paiticularthatreiating to its validity from 



l!* ^prospective, effect', continQe IMian 
I994J. 

(2) Thii Pakse> 

Unlike must cunununitics in InUia, the 
Parsis. governed by the twice-amended 
provisions of the Indian Succession Act 
(ISA) of 1925. have gender egalitarian rule.s 
of succe.<sion today. Before 1991. tiie ISA, 
as amended specifically for Parsis in 1939, 
was applicable, under which the property of 
male and female intestates devolved 
acctrrding to separate rules [Paruck 19771. 
In the deceased man’s pro|-)crty (t>ther than 
agricultural land), the widow and each .son 
got double tlie share of each daughter. If tlie 
man left behind parents m addition to a 
widow and children, his father received a 
share equal to half that of his son. and his 
mother half that of his daughter In 
afgricultural land, the devolution was in 
accoitiancc with the Parsi nile,s of .succession 
applicable prior to the I939cnactment. Here 
the widow and daughter respectively got 
one>haif and one-fourth of what the son got. 
and the parents of the deceased got no land. 
Inadccea,scd woman’s property, die husband, 
Kdn. and daughter got equal shaies. Hence 
daughters shared equally, with sons in the 
mother's properly but unequally in the 
father’s property. 'Tlierc were no restrictions 
on testation either by the man or the woman. 

« With the passingof the Indian Succession 
(Amendment)Act 1991 (AclNoSl of I99H 
the difference in the succession of male and 
female property among Parsis has been 
removed. Now devolution of intestate 
property of a Parsi mule or female is as 
frdiows. If the intestate leaves behind a 
widow/widower and children, these heirs 
get equal shares. Where there arc no lineal 
descendants and no wulow/widowerof lineal 
descendants, the widow/widower of the 
decea.sed gets half the property. And if tiicre 
are no lineal descendants, but there is a 
widow/ividowerof a lineal descendant, the 
latter gets one-tliird and the widow/widower 
of the deceased gels one-third, the remainder 
going to other relatives. All Indians (except 
in the aintext mentioned below) can opt out 
of their fiensonal .succession laws if they 
lutVe a civil marriage under the Special 
Mairiage Act of 1954. or have )>cen mamed 
undertlie Special Marriage Act of 1K72, or 
if their marriage is registered under the 
Special Marriage Act of 1954, even if it was 
ctmtractcd in atuiUici way. Por such persons, 
thielndian Succession Act of 1925 applies.**’ 
under which (as noted) the widow t$f an 
intestate male with lineal descendants gets 
a fixed share of one-third in his property and 
his children of both sexes inherit equally in 
the rest.*' The exception is that itficr an 
enactment in 1976. two Hindus (or two 
BaddhisU, Sikhs, or Jains) marrying under 

* dte Special Marriage Act of will be 
governed the Hindu Succession Act of 

1956, arid not try the Indian Sucoesison 
Acii‘* In practice, very few persons opt for 
a civil marriage which would bring them 
under the purview of the ISA [GOl 
1974:114). 

IV 
Laws Governing Mustfins , 

(1) SciKsius or l^w AND ItocTUAi. Roijas 

Tile Shariat or Muslim religious law is 
derived fnrm die Koran,die ‘sunna’ (practice 
oflhe Prophet), ‘ijma’ (consensusof opinion 
among the learned of the community) and 
'qiyas' (analogical deduction) (Tyuhji 
196K! 1). There are two principal kcIuhiIs of 
l-slamic law prevalent in India: die Haiiafi 
school governing Sunni Muslims and the 
Ithna Ashari Shiite school governing Shia 
Muslims. Differences in the rules spccitled 
by these schools stem, in particular, from 
divergence in the acceptance or rejection of 
particular aspects of the suiinu.*' 

Ttxlay a vastmajority of Muslims in India 
(constituting n.4percent oflhe population 
in I9KI) as well as those in Pakistan and 
Bangladesh belong to the Sunni sect, and 
arc governed by the Hanaii Schixil, while 
a small percentage are Shiites governed 
mostly by llic llhna Ashari School. Tlie 
inheritance rules under both .systems are 
complex, and .since they have been 
excellently spelt ixit in legal texts they will 
not be detailed here.** The broad aspects of 
the Hanufi ScIkhiI and somedifl'erenccs with 
Shia law are described below 

Broadly, under Hanafi law. heirs arc 
divided into three major categories: agnatic 
licirs who arc almost all male. Koranic heirs 
who arc mostly female, and 'distant kindred’ 
which includes the blotxl relations who are 
neither agnatic heirs nor Koranic lieirs. The 
distant kindred’ tend to Ik either women 

or connected lolhedcccased tlmiugh a female 
link: egdaughter’.scliildien.son'sdaugh ten’s 
children, daughters of male agnatic 
collaterals, children of female agnatic 
collaterals, paternal and maternal aunts and 
their children, maternal uncles and their 
children, and so on. These relatives are 
‘distant’ not necessarily in terms of their 
bkxxl relationship with the deceased, but in 
terms of likel ihixxl of their ever coming into 
u share of the inheritance. 'Die three categories 
of heirs - agnatic heirs, Koranic heirs, and 
distant kindred - togclhcreompri.se the blood 
relations of the deceased and one relation 
by marriage (namely, the husband or the 
wife). In terms of shares allotted, the implicit 
rule is: “Keep the ‘bulk’ of the property for 
the (male) Agnatic Heirs... the persons whose 
rights were always recognised by Uibal | pre- 
Islamic] law, and respect (he Koranic 
provisions by giving specific shares to the 
persons mentioned in the Koran” (pyxee 
1974:399J. 

In ipeli^ terms, the shares of parmihiar 
heirs under tbeHanafi scduxil are as follows; 
a daughter who is an only child receives a 
half share of the deceased parent’s estaje as 
a Koranic portion and is excluded by no 
other heir. If then: are twoor mote daughters 
and no sons, they jointly get a two-thirds 
share wliicb is divided equally among tiiem. 
The presence of a son who is an agnatic heir, 
however, converts a daughter's right from 
that of a Koranic heir to an agnatic co-sharer, 
which means she gets half of what the .son 
gels. Sons and daughters are excluded by 
noolher heirs. Similarly a husband and wile, 
as Koranic heirs, are excluded by none: the 
husband receives a onc-fourtli share of his 
deceased wife’s property if there is a child 
or a sun's descendants, and u half share if 
Uierc are no such heirs. A widow likewise 
receives either one-eighth or one-fourth of 
the husband’s estate, depending on whether 
or not there is a child or son’s descendants. 
If there is more than one widow, their 
col Icctiveshare is one-eighth (or one-fourth, 
as (he ca.se may he), shared equally among 
them. Full sisters and consanguine sisters 
also share as Koranic heirs hut can get 
excluded by mate agnatic descendants and 
ascendants, as can uterine sisters under 
.specific circumstances *'Thc mother gets a 
basic Koranic share of one-sixth, as docs the 
lather. 

The Shia law of succession is noted to 
differ from Uie Sunni law, especially in llie 
following rcsiKcl:** no relative of the 
deceased male is excluded merely on grounds' 
on his/her sex or because .s/lie is related to 
the deceased through a female I ink. Cognates 
and agnates are placed on an equal ftxMing. 
Hence males and females who are linked to 
the deceased in equal bhxxi ordegrec inherit 
together, although female shares continue to 
be half those of males. For instance, if the 
decea.scd leaves 4i son’s son’s son and a 
daughter’s daughter, under the H anafi school 
the former as a male agnatic heir excludes 
the latter. Under the Shia system the 
daughter’s daughter has precedence, bein^ 
deemed a higher 'class' of de.«cendant (that 
is, closer by bltxKl to the deceased). Tyabji 
(1968:897) clarifies. the underlying 
differences between the two systems as 
follows; 

[T]he Hanafis take the Quranic alterations 
of the Pre-Isianiic customs lileiaUy, and the 
Shiites take them as illustrations of 
underiying principles. The former let the 
substratum of the customary law stand 
unaltered except to the extent to which it 
is deftnilely altered by the express previsions 
of the Quran. The Shiites take each instance 
mentionedin the Quran as speaking nut only 
for itself but as indicating the possible 
tuinciples. 

The Shia system thus has more positive 
implications for women's inheritance. 

Ecoaoinii; mud 



In ];«nenil. thuogh. all msboolg Mamie 
law tacognixe Musiisi women’a inheritance 
right)! in immovable property, although 
unequal to those of men. Tlicse righte also 
have some degree of protection from 
testation. Among the Hanafi Sunnis, for 
instance, an estate (in full or in part) cannot 
be willed to a heir without the consent of 
all the heirs, but a maximum of a thiixl of 
the estate can be willed to a stranger without 
the consent of the heirs. Under Shia law, 
bequest to heirs or non-heirs of up to a third 
of the property is permitted without the 
consent of other heirs. 

(2) Cu.sT<)M AND THF SlIARIAt 

In practice. Utcre has been considerable 
historical divergence between the scriptural 
texts and kxralcustoms in Muslim women's 
inheritance rights, a divergence which has 
acritical bearing on theii nghts in agricultural 
land even tixlay. Customs deviated from the 
textual rules especially in two ways. In parts 
of southwest India, a few Muslim 
communities (principally the Mappilas of 
Kerala lyid the Lakshadweep Islands) 
practised matrilineal inhcntance (that is 
property, including land, passed through the 
female line), in tlieresi of the subcontinent, 
many Muslims apiK'ar to have followed 
cuslomai7 practices of inheritance similarto 
those prevalent among the |)atrilineal Hindus 
in theirregion of residence.''’ among whom, 
as noted, women’s customary riglits were 
highly restricted. This meant considerable 
divergence from the .Sliariat. e.s{>ecially in 
large parts of northwest India, where under 
prevailing customs typically (a) a daughter 
was cither totally excluded from the 
inheritance of any landed property, or came 
very low in the order *)f heirs; a widow 
likewise came low in the order of heii s. and 
(b) IxHh widow and daughter if they inliei ited 
Ux>k only a limited iniciest, rather than an 
absolute interest as wduld have been their 
due under Islamic law. There were of course 
Muslim communities among whom affluent 
families sometimes gave daughters a share 
of the patrimony under the Shariat, or 
occasionally (especially if sonless) created 
an endowment (‘waqf’) for them, Ixith of 
whichresultcd in some Muslim women fix)m 
such families controlling |m>perly, including 
land (Kozlowski 19H9]. But there is little to 
suggest that this was a widespread practice, 
even among the affluent. 

Attempts at legal reform during this century 
have essentially been in the direction of 
oven'uling custom in favour of the Shariat. 
In the 19208 and 1930s Muslim reformers 
increasingly sought to establish the Shariat 
as the basisofMuslimpersonal law. Although 

politicalconsklerations largely underlay such 
attempts at refbnn. in which women’s legal 
status Was in large part only of symbolic 
importance, this had the potential ftw a 

positive fail-dut, for Iwotinen. given the 
recognitiim accorded to female inlusritmicc 
rights in the Shariat.** There was a major 
move in tliis direction when a Muslim 
member of the Punjab legislature bad u bill 
introduced in the Federal Legislative 
Assembly of India calling for die sup^es.sion 
of custom by the Shariat as the basis of 
personal law for all Muslims in undivided 
india|Parashar I992|.*'The bill, which was 
taken tip furconSideration in 1937, generated 
substantial conhovcrsy.’*ln particular, there 
was strong opposition from the landowning 
classes of the Punjab on the ground tliat the 
bill would ruin agriculturists. 

However, unlike tlie Hindu Code Bill. 
who.seclau.scs went directly againsturtluxlox 
Hindu opinion, a bill U) enforce the Shariat 
- the lioly law of Islam - could not be 
opposed openly by the orllwKloxy. Indeed 
such a bill could he used as a syinfHilic 
means of politically affirming Muslim 
idcnlityund.sohdaniy A numberof.scholars 
suggest tiiat It was such considerations, ratlier 
Ihan gendei equality, which principally 
motivated the Muslim League l(> get the 
Muslim Personal Luw(Sharial) Application 
Act. 1937, passed Under the Acl. prevailing 
customs or usage were abiogated in fa\H)ur 
of Muslim personal law (the Shariat), but 

iheArl explicitly excluded ax ncidlural land 

from Its pun'iew. the devolution of which 
would coiilinuc U) be governed by local 
cu.stoins The Acl was valid for all Muslims 
of undivided India, except tho.se in Jammu 
and Kashmii' While ostensibly meant to 
extend women’s properly rights, efieclively 
the Act hardly served that purpose, since 
agricultural land, whichconsliluted the most 
significant form of property held by tlie 
community, was excluded. The Act. 
therefore, served the ptilitical purjxise of 
affirming Muslim idcnlity. without 
antagonising the powerful Pun jabi landlords. 

The pa.ssage of the 19,37 Shnnal Acl 
differed from that of the Hindu Ctxle Bill 
(HCB) in at least two imptirtanl respects; 
one. the shift here was toward and not away 
from the scriptures, and thereftire the Ad 
encountered less widespread opposition than 
did the HCB. Two, altiuiugh the refom was 
suppoi'tcd by urban-educated Muslim women 
and some Muslim women’s groups,’* at that 
time they do not appeat to have played the 
kind of active mobilising and lobbying role 
that was played by the ASWC and other 
predominantly Hindu women’s organi.saiions 
for the codification of Hindu law.” The 
situation changed .somewhat after Pakistan 
was formed, with Pakistani women's 
organisations playing a more active role in 
campaigning for women’s rights, including 
the reform of Muslim personal law 

Legal reform affecting Muslim Wf>mcn in 
the subcontinent took different regional 
directions after India’s ir<lepcndencc in 1947. 
and the country partition and formation of 

Paidstui Atteariystepudi$aV^P*t^^''^^ 
state was the passing of the West Puftjab 
Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application 
Act of 1948. which included agriqultarai 
land in its purview. This Act (like the 1937 
Act) encountered considerable resistance 
from the landlord-dominated West Ptfnjab ^ 
Provincial Assembly, whose delay ing tactics 
caused several hundred urlxin-cducated 
women to demonstrate outside the assembly 
chambers jJalal 1991]. Two years later, in 
19.50. the province of Stud also amended the 
1937 Shanal Act loiucludeagricuiturai land. 
But it took another twelve years before the 
West Pakistan Muslim Personal Law 
(Shariat) Application Act of 1962 dktended 
the Shariat as the basis <>)' personal law to 
the whole of W es t Pakistan, except tlie ‘Tribal 
Areas’ in tl»e NWFP.” This Acl abrogated 
custom as the basisof law and legally entitled 
Muslim women to inherit agricultural 
property as full owners (and not just as a 
life interest), as prescribed by tlie Shariat.' ' 
Women leaders and women’s organisations, 
e.spccially the All Pakistan Women’s 
Association, played a significant role in 
pushing for these changes by agitating for 
reform in family law and against the gender 
inequarities of customary laws.” ForMuslim 
women in Pakistan the 1962 Shariat Act 
removed one of the main gender disabilities 
cmlxxlied in the 19.37 Shariat Act. (The 
basic gender inequalities embedded in. 
Islamic inlierilaiicc laws (e g, a daughter’s 
.share being hall lliat of a .son) could not, of 
course, he touched a.s long as the Shariat wa.s 
the basis ot law.) 

Tliesc changes did not affect tlie Muslims 
of Bast Pakistan (now Bangladesh), who 
continued lobe governed by the 1937 Shariat 
Acl But here women have not been legally 
disadvantaged by the abscncenf subsequent 
amendments, since even prior to this 
enaciiiient customs at variance wiUi Islamic 
law were not required to be enforced in 
(undi V ided) Beng al; here the Shariat therefore 
applied also to agricultural land.’* 

In India too. the 19.37 Shariat Act has 
continued to be applicable even after 
independence Although this is not a 
disability for Muslim women in .somestaies, 
il i.s in others (Table 4). For instance, in 
1949, the Act was amended to include 
agricultural land in Tamil Nadu, parts of 
KarnuUiku which fell in former Madras . 
Province, and the Andhra area of Andhra 
Pradesh.” Kerala followed suit in 1963.’*ln 
Maharashtra and Gujarat, as in the case of . 
Bengal (noted above), there was no strung 
pre.sumption in favouro/cusiom even before 
the Act was passed; hence here the Shariat. ' 
rules could be applied u> agricultural land 
as well.’'' Tlie .same is true of the parts of 
Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka which were 
earlier part of the fmreer Hyderabad state, 
and where custom at variance with 
Mohammedan law was not admitted even 



pnoruittK |'$37Stiiu-i4ii ActfM««al990:l t|. 
B^Sn Iheittaiex of mirth^OKt India, the Act 
itaa notb««n amended to include agricultural 
land, and in mcait of ihuac states, .such as 
OtsUu. Hao'ana, Himachal Pradesh. Punjab, 
add Uttar Ftodesh, strong customs goveming 
ihe'dcvolutionof agricultural land prevailed 
prior to the Act; and tiiese still govern the 
succession of such land. Undertbesc customs, 
male lineal descendants in the male line of 
descent are typiically the first order heirs in 
the inheritance of ugridulturul land. In these 
states, therefore, severe gender inequalities 
tover and above those already embedded in 
the Shariat) continue to characterise 
succession among Muslims in relation to the 
most important form of property in the 
countryside. And unlike among Hindus, thu.se 
inequalities relate to all agricultural laud and 
not only to land under tenancy. 

While llie primacy given Ui custom in 
northwcstlndia has worked to tire detriment 
of Muslim women there, .so tlrat a shift to 
the Shariat would be a positive step, such 
a shift has had the contrary effect for Indian 
Muslim women belonging to matrilincal 
communities, namely, the Muppilasol north 
Kerala and the Lakshadweep Islan^ls. The 
shift has been gradual. British enactments 
in tire early part of the 20tli century only 
brought some categories of Mappil a property 
dhder Islamic law, leaving other categories 
untouched. For instance, in relation to 
undivided joint family estates, the Mappilas 
continued to be governed by the 
Mariunakkalayam laws (similar to those 
governing the Nayars and other matrilincal 
communities of southwest India), which gave 
wtrnien primary inheritance rights in ancestral 
property, including land. But for properly 
that was individual in naiurc, tliey were 
subject to the Shunat. .Subsequent enacunents 
in the 1960s. however, extended the 
jurisdiction of the .Shariat to all phiperty 
held by the Mappilas. The Muppillu 
Marumakkathayam (Amendment) Act. 
Kerala Act,32 of 1963, substituted the word 
‘Muslim’ for Muppila fDeirctt 1968: .528, 
525-30). Under this Act. the share of any 
memberof the Mappila joint pit^ny iKilding 
unit would devolve according to the Shariat 
rather than the matrilineal law. These 
amimdmcnts.subordinated Mappila women's 
rights, even in ancestral property, to those 
of men. 

V 

Summary Comment*! on 
Mtomen’s l.«Kal Rights in 

AKricuRural i>and. 

Prior to the 1950s. women of most 
communities in I ndia had few and restricted 
hega) rights in landed pro|x;iiy. Noteworthy 
exceptions were communities (tribal and 
non-tribal) practising matrilineal or bilateral 
inheritance. Today, women have signi- 
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flcoutly grtMthtf luoperiy rights, but some 
critical gender inequidilies peptist. Omrextcnl 
varying by region and community. 

In relation tosuccessitm these inequalities 
are of three kinds. First, among several 
religious groups women are entitled to 
smal Icr shares than men. For instance, under 
Islamic law. and under llie laws goveming 
some categories of Christians, daughters 
inherit only a portion of what tliu sons do. 
Also under Hindu law in India, the vestiges 
of the Mitakshara system in many states 
give sons but novdaughters rights in cert.iin 
categories of property. Second, tribal 
communities of the northeastern stales 
continue to be governed by uncodified 
customary law under which, among 
patrilineal tribes, women'srighls in land are 
sevetely circumscribed and typically limited 
to usufruct. Third, and most importantly, 
there are specific gender biases pertaining 
to the devolution of agricultural land. For 
example, for Hindus in several slates of 
northwest India, die rulei: of devolution 
specified in various tenancy and other land 
reform enactments give priority to male 
agnatic heirs, and supersede the rules of 
devolution spelt out in the H indu Succession 
Act of 1956. Similarly for Muslim.s. again 
in most northwestern stales, customary 
practices (and land reform laws) which are 
more gender-unequal than Islamic law 
supersede the laUer in relation to the 
inherilanec of agricultural land. 

Apart from the inheritance rules, land 
reform enactments contain other gender 
inequalities. For iii.stance. in laws pertaining 
to the fixation of ceilings, many states allow 
additional land to a cultivator on account of 
adult sons, or allow adult sons to directly 
hold such additional land in tlieirowii right, 
hut adult daughters arc given no such 
consideration: and in several states, 
unmarried adult daughters do not figure 
cither as part of the family unit, or as 
independent units. Again it is the slates of 
mini) west Imliu which arc the worst (aitjiough 
not the only) offenders on this count. Also 
in the assessment (and stale appropriation) 
of ceiling surplus land, the land of Ixith 
spouses is typically aggregated, leaving tlic 
wife vulnerable in practice to 
di.spropottionaiely losing hm'land.especially 
in the northern states. Thdsc ceiling taws 
affect all religious communities. 

To bring about gender equality in laws 
pertaining to property, and especially those 
pertaining to agricultural Und. these 
inequalities and anomalies will clearly need 
to he addressed. Theircontinuation violates 
both the letter and tlie principle of gender 
equality Uiai is promised as a fundamental 
right under the Indian Constitution, in 
addition, certain aspects of the laws which 
are not technically gender-dtscrirntnahiry 
but become so in practice, need amendment. 
For instance, the power of unrestricted 

testation under Hmdu LaW ahild^indKHNy.’'^' 
affectsonsirnddaughters equally. hot|iyea 
the social bias in favourof endowing males 
it works to women’s disadvantage, fliere is 
thus a case here for limiting testamentary 
power to protect female heirs. Doing so 
would not be without ptecedent; a number 
oflcgal systems in Europe, forinstance, also 
restrain testanientaiy freedom {Sivaramayya 
1973.641. as does Islamic law. Again, there 
is no concept of community of property after 
marriage under Hindu law. Hence, on 
divorce, a woman gels no property benefit 
from any direct or indirect economic 
contribution she makes during her marriage 
toward increasing her husband’s wealth. 
Tliere is a case here for establishing equal 
rights for both spouses in the ownership and 
control of property acquired by eitlicr spouse 
after marriage, and for an equal division of 
such property on divorce. 

Removing the noted Icgurinequalilies is 
likely to involve a continuing process of 
contestation and struggle. In thiscuntcxi.on 
die one hand there have been some significant 
cases, such as those filed by Mary Roy and 
Madliu Kishwar. By drawing upon 
constilutionul guarantees of .sex equality to 
challenge persisting gender inequalities in 
enactments concerning inheritance, diese 
cases have opened up yet another chapter 
in the contestation over women’s legal rights 
in land that began almost a eeniury ago. 
[This is important even though (us noted) 
the judgment in Mary Roy’s case evaded the 
issue, and a judgment in the case filed by 
Madhu Ki.shwar is still pending.) On die 
other hand, the placing of most land reform 
laws beyond challenge on constitutional 
grou lids, through their inclusion in the N inth 
Schedule, has taken away a major means of 
changing the gender-unequal land-related 
legislation still prevailing in many slates. 

If women today arc to play a significant 
role us law makers and not just as law lakers, 
their struggle will need to he increasingly 
conducted not only from outside the stale 
apparatus, but also from within it. Greater 
representation by gender-progressive women 
in the legislatures, the judiciary, and the 
many tiers of die legal machinery, would be 
a necessary part of that pr(x;ess. as would 
be the creation of a favourable ideological 
climate, the absence of which can lead to 
retrogressive shifts, as illustrated especially 
by women's experience under regimes 
dominated by religious fundamentalist forces 
in the subcontinent. 

M(n««ver. legal restrictions are only one 
part of the story. Tlie other port (detailed in' 
Agbrwal 1994} relates tqdiemanyformidabic 
obstacles that constrain women* from • 
exerutsingewnthe legal rightsthey currently 
have. Fnhn that perspective, although legal 
(ransformatiun is a critical step forward, it 
isonly one 6f many steps that must be taken 
for women’s empowerment. 

Bconmiuc^ 



'Note* ^ 

[This paper draws upon and extends the 
discussion presented in my book: A Field of 
One's Own: Gender and Land Rights in South 
Asia (1994). I owe an immense debt to B 
Sivaramayya, Professor of Law (retd), Delhi 
Univetsity, for the time and care he has taken 
in commenting on several drafts of this paper, 
clarifying obscure legal points, and directing 
my attention to material which 1 would iHherwise 
have missed. However, he bear.-i no 
responsibility'for any errors or on>is.sions tlut 
may remain. To Lotika Sarkar 1 am giaioful for 
earlier discussions on someaspeci.s. And 1 thank 
the .staff of the Supreme Court judges' library 
(legislation section) for their considerable 
assistance in locating state-level local acts.] 

1 Parliamentary Dehaie.s, .September 20,19.S 1 
[see GOl 1951b;2y30|. 

2 Parliamentary Dehiiie.s, February 7, 19.S1 
[.see GOl 1951a:2530]. 

3 The only ground on which the Ninth 
Schedule can be challenged is il ii vioUucs 
the "basic structure of the (Constitution" 
[0(91 1990:39]. However, there have us yet 
been no clear pronouncement (other 'han 
on the concept ot .secularism) on what 
cona(itutesiheCon.s(itulion'sba.sic structure. 

4 The Dayabhaga sy.stem, based on a digc.st 
composed by Jiniuluvahana (a Bengali 
brahmin), held sway mainly in Bengal .ind 
A.'.sani, and the Milaksliara system, ba.sod 
on acommentaryon the Yajnavalkya.tmrib 
by Vijnancshvara (from south India), held 
sway in the rest of the country. Between the 
13th and 16th centuries, the Mitaksliara 

' school branched intofour.sub-schools which 
came to be known as the Mithila, Bombay, 
Madras, and Benara.s schools. These sub- 
schtKtls differed in particulars wlulc being 
bounded by the general pnnciple.s ol the 
parent doctrines. For discussions on 
women’s inhentance rights in property a.s 
enunciated in shastne texts prior to the 
Milakshara and Dayabhaga texts, sec 
especially Kane (1946), Vishiiot (1987), 
and Altekar (1956). As tlie di.scu.s.sions by 
these authors indicate, although there were 
some notable differences in the approaches 
of ditTerent .mriti writers and suKsequent 
commentators, theinhentance lights granted 
to women in the earlier texts were not more 
than (and typically were lejts than) those 
recognised under Mitakshaia and 
Dayabhaga. The Yagnavalkya smnii on 
which the Mitakshora was based. wa.s among 
the more libera) of the smtitis. 

5 For these features I draw pri manly on Kane 
(1946), au{^)emented by Mayne (1900, 
1953), Altekar (1956). Carroll (1991), and 
Mulla (1982). 

6 The joint family here is a legal concqit and 
need not coincide with joint residence or 
any other aspect of a common household 
economy that may be implied in a 
.sociological use of the term 

7 Agnates are individuals ol either sex who 
have descended through the nude line and 
tracedescent from acommon male ancestor. 
In other woida, tliey are .w related to the 
deceased that there is no intervening female 
link. For instance, a daughter is an agnate 

< hut a dtu^tar’s ebUd is «««, whild a son’s 
son and son’s dnd^ter kb both agnates. A 
cognate, in the legal litennuR, is defined 
as a person related to the deceased “thrtxigh 
oneor more female links" [Fyzee 1974:403, 
in the context of Islamic law] or "not wholly 
through males" a.s in The Hindu Succession 
Act [Mulla 1982:913]. Hence a daughter’s 
.son ordaughter’sdaughterare cognates, in 
other woidii. in the legal literature, agnates 
and cognates are treated as mutually 
exclu.sive. In the anthropological liteinture, 
however, the category cognates includes 
agnates [see, e g. Fox 1967:49; and Fortes 
1969:267]. In the context of this discu.ssion, 
the legal definition is applicable. 

8 The term 'limited estate’ (or 'limited 
intcre.st’) is legally u.sed only in relation to 
Hindu wumen. An analoguu.s term, derived 
trom Bngli.sh law. i.s 'life estate’ (or 'life 
interest’), both terms (viz, limned estate 
and life estate) mean tliai the woman can 
enjoy the properly only for life, but there 
arc differences in the re.striclions on 
lran.stcr.s. A Hindu woman’s limited estate 
did not allow her to alienate the property, 
except in the specific restricted contexts 
mentioned above. A life estate meant that 
the woman could freely I ran.sfer the properly. 
VIZ, lea.se out. mortgage or sell it. although 
.such transactions were only valid for the 
duration of her life [Personal 
communication, B .Sivaramayya 1992). 

9 Those to whom the property ultimately 
reverted if the present heir died oi 
relinquished her/his riglils to it. 

10 See di.scu.ssions in Kane (1946). Mayne 
(1953), and Altekar (1956). 

11 The daugliter's son. unlike the daughter, 
raceived the properly as an ab.solutc estate. 
In the absence ol the daughter’s .son, the 
property went to the deceased man’s parents 
and then to his brothers and their sons. 

12 See. e g, Banerjee (1984 355). Iirst 
publkslied in the 1890s. Also .see Mayne 
(1953). Kane (1946), and Roy (1911). 

I'i Hence the "daughter appointed as a son" 
apiiears not to liave meant that she inherited 
the estate like a son. but that her son was 
equivalent to what a son's .son would have 
been. 

14 .See e.s|K-ciiilly Kane (1946) and Mayne 
(1953). 

15 Later, under the Briti.sh. testamentary 
disposition was also expiessly recognised. 

16 The undivided estate being referred to here 
IS an estate that may be held jointly, say 
by a man and his brothers. Under 
Davabhaga. the father and sons were not 
coparceners in a joint estate (as they were 
under Milakshara), but sons who inherited 
on the rather'.s death could hold their 
inherited properly (oinily as coparceners, 
each holding a clearly defined share. Each 
such coparcener had full rights ol disposal 
ovci his .share, and hts interest in which, 
while still undivided, could pa.ss on his 
death to his own heirs, male or fem.'ile. 

17 For details .see espeaally Kane (1946), 
Baneijee (1984), Mayne (1953), Altekar 
(19.56) and Tambiah (1973), all of wlmm 
examine the diversity of views on these 
aspects and the shifts in these views over 
time. 

18 motie 4et*ll« nq ttab redes pbjjtad by 
woinen’s orgamsKioiiM aMipR^nw^ 
reformers in pushing fortnutl legal nfoiw 
for tbeheneflt of womm during ttis period, 
see Agarwal (1994). 

19 OfihesetheAiWC was the most piominKtt 
dunng this period. By the mid-i$>3Qs, the 
AIWC and WlA jointly had over 10,000 
members (Forbes 1981:54]. . 

20 Apart from national women’sorganisaiiotis, 
such as the Al Wi; and the NCWI, local ones 
also emerged during Ibis period, often 
de,spile a)n.siderable male oppasHtoo. For 
iH.stancc, in the firsi two decades of the 
iwenticlh century, as demand for social 
reform grew in Kerala (di.scus.sed in relKion 
to the Nayars in Agarwal, 1994), .tome 
Namhudiri Brahmin women formed 
organi.sation,s demanding the right of every 
woman-withiii the community to many, to 
inheni a .share of the property, and to 
education jArunima 1992]. 

21 For details of the Act .see Kane (1946). 
22 A few .stats .subsequently (some prior to, 

others .soon after independence) passed laws 
extending the Hindu Women's Right to 
Property Act 1937 to include agricultural 
land. These included Bihar. Hyderabad, 
On.ssa. the United Provinces, and Bombay, 
i lowever, the efficacy of this extension was 
weakened by a clause that .such legislation 
would not affect any rule of succe.ssiott 
prc.scnbed for tenants’ rights in agricultural 
land by any special law then in force. 

23 See .stateinenl.s by Pandit Laksbmi Kama 
Malt ra in the Cun.s(iiuent Assembly of Indiik 
(legislative) Dehaie.s on the Hindu Code, 
March 1, 1949 (GOl. 1949:996-7], 

24 lliese were The Hindu Marriage Act 1955; 
The Hindu Succe.ssion Act 1956, The Hindu 
Minority and Guardianship Act 1956, and 
The Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act 
1956. 

25 The Constilulion’s guarantee of no . 
discnmination on the basis of .sex has, in 
fact, been used to challenge continued 
gender-related inequalities inpropeity laws: 
cases in point are ibase filed by Mary Roy . 
and by Madhu Ki.shwar. discu.ssed later, j: 

26 In this stale, the Jammu and Kashmir Hindu ' 
Succession Atl, 1956 (Ac! No 38 of 1956) 
applies, wluch (wiili .some mixiiflcKmns)) 
coniHins most ol the provisions of the Hindu )' 
Succe.s.sion Act ot 1956. .f 

27 For dcuul.s of the Act see especially Mulla '*■ 
(1982). I 

28 See GDI (1983). The Planning Commission X. 
Working Group, set up to examine the legal 
.systems of the' north e;isi, recommended | 
even in 1983 that on tiunily. inheritance, 
and land laws "there .should be as little^ 
interference... iispt>.ssible" [OOI, 1983:23]. w 
Although this i.s an advantage for womens 
among the mutrilineal communities ofM 
Meghalaya and A.ssam. among patrilineal 9 
iribe.s of the region the customary laws tend® 
to be gender-inegalitanan. ^ 

29 (Tass I heirs are those who have the find® 
right to the property of the deceased, fo 
ab.senco of Class 1 heirs, other ’claases’ 
heirs follow. . || 

30 In Punjab, the cuslomaiy law has bwnM 
upheld, under which a male cannot taiBe 
away his share of ancestral agriculturalTai^ 
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. ‘ (‘ftaut^ SHigtrOa^laii Si»gb v Jusssr Siogb 
KeharSiash'. AIR, 1961, Puajah 489]. Abo 

' see ifae decision on iogtnder Singh vKjehar 
Singh. AIR (1965), Punjab 407. 

31 For Andhra Pradesh, see Sivaramayya 
<1988); and for Tamil Nadu see The Hindu 
Succession (Tamil Nadu Amendment) Act 
1989 (Act No i of 1989). ForMfdjargshtra, 
see the Legislative Assembly Bill No 29 of 
1994 (which, since its enactment, lias 
received the assent of the president of India). 

32 Even in Andhra Prade,sh, Tamil Nadu, and 
Maharashtra, some points listed below are 
still t^icable. For instance, rights of I emalc 
(?lass I heirs other than daughters, such as 
the widow, can he prejudicially affected if 
the male coparcener renounces his rights in 
the coparcenary property or converts his 
separate or .self-acquired property to 
coparcenary property (as will become clear 
from the di.scusslou that follows). 

33 In UP, alttiough the deceased man's widow 
comes only after all male lineal descendants 
in (he male line, the son)e.ss widow ot a mnle 
lineal descendant counts among the first 
order heirs and inherits her decea.sed 
husband’s share provided she has not 
remained. 

34 Section 40 of The Andhra Pradesh 
(Telangana Area) Tenancy and Agricultural 
Lands Act, 19.50 (Act 21 of 1950) says that 
tlie tenancy of the protected tenuiit (that is 
the person holding lands as a tenant at the 
commencement of the Act) will devolve on 
"(a) his legitimate lineal descendants by 
blood or adoption; (b) in the ah.sence ol any 
such descendants, his widow for .so long as 
•she does not remarry." The cximmenlary in 
this section clarifies that in ause of a conflict 
with the Hindu .Succc.ssioii Act of 1956, the 
8ucce.ssion of the .sepjuate property of the 
Hindu tenant will he according to tIusHS A 
(seeThe Andhra Pradesh LacalActs: 1X02- 
19HI, Vol 16. Asia Law Hou.se. Hyderabad, 
pp 101-2). 

35 See the cases cited in Die rommenlary lu 
Section 40 in the Rajasthan 1'enancy Act 
1955 (Act No 3 of 1955); Rajasthan ImoI 
Acts 949-70). Vol 16, India Ihihlishing 
House, Jodhpur. 1976. 

36 Forother regions of Maharashtra al.so. there 
is BO clear .specification of (he order ul 
devolution (see note 3 in Table 2). 

37 ForBihar, .see the Biliar Tenancy Act 1885 
(Act No 8 of 1885) and the Chola Nagpur 
Tenancy Act 1908 (Bengal Act No 6 ol 
1908); and tor Urissa. .see the Orissa 3 enancy 
Act 1913 (B and O Act No 2 ot 1913). 

38 In the ahovemcntioned Ca.se, the petitioners 
(Madhu Ki.shwar. and women ot the Ho and 
Oraon tribes), ciiallenged, under Article 32 
of the Coiistilution, the provisions of the 
Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act of 1908, which 
confines.succes.sion to the property of certain 
types of occupancy tenants to males in the 

' male iine of descent. The petitioners 
contended that tjie provision is 
discnminaiory again.si women. On us part, 
the Slate of Bihar pleaded that scheduled 
tribe wonmn in the stale could nut inherit 

' since "by custom prevalent among the 
scheduled tribes a female heir is excluded 
from succession and in case the law was 
otherwise interpreted or changed and 

imcvbny er«aidl0wed to go into (^ taaada 
of fenoudB heirs, there would be groat 
agitation and unrost in tho area among the 
scheduled tribe people who have cusUim- 
hased living." 

However, the judge in the case brought 
in the concept of Hindu law and staled that 
“[women’s] exclusion from inheritance 
would not be appropriate’’, and asked the 
stale of Biliar to re-examine “the feasibility 
of permitting inbentaoceandsiniultaneously 
regulaliug such inheritance for (be puipuse 
of ensuring that lhe> property dues not go 
out of the family by way of iransfer or 
otherwise". If Dus is dune, it would mean 
the overruling of custom to uphold a 
woman’s right ol inhentance. although it 
would fall short of upholding her full rights 
ot transfer over the property, as she would 
liave had under the Hindu Succession Act. 
However, since this 1992 court ordei, the 
mailer is .still pending and judgmenl has yel 
lo be pronounced, even (hough (be case was 
to he dispo.sed ul in three months, as per 
the court’s ruling in 1992. [It may also be 
noted that Die (.'hota Nagpur Tenancy Act 
ot 1908 IS nut included in the Ninth Schedule 
ot the Consiiiuliun.] 

39 This includes: Tlie Andhra Prade.sh Land 
Reforms (Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings) 
Act 1973 (Act No 1 ot 1973); The Bihar 
l^nd Refonn.s (Fixation of Ceiling Aroa 
and Acquisition ot Surplus Land) Act 1961 
(Bihar Act No 12 of i 962): The Bihar Land 
Reforms Act 1950 (Bihar Act No 30 of 
1950); Tlie Karnataka Land Refornus Act 
1961 (Act No 10 of 1962); Tlie Madhya 
Prudc.sh Ceiling on Agricultural Holdiiig.s 
Act I960(No20of 1960);TheMahara.shlra 
Agricultural Lands (Ceiling on Holdings) 
Act 1961 (Act No 27 of 1961); 31ic Orissa 
Land Reforms Act 1960 (On.ssa Act No 16 
of I960); The Punjab Land Relomi.s Act 
1972 (Punjab Act No 10 of 1973); The 
Saurashtra Land Relorms Act 1951; The 
Tamil Nadu laind Reforms (Fixation ot 
Ceiling OH Land) Ad 1961 (Act No 58 of 
1961); The Uttar Pradesh (Imposition of 
Ceiling on I-and Holdings) Acl 1960 (Uttar 
PraJe.sh Act No 1 of 1961); The West Bengal 
Land Reforms Act 1955 (Wc.sl BeugaJ Act 
No 10 of 1956). The Madhya Pradesh Laud 
Revenue Code 1959, however, appears (o 
be an exception: jss iioied. ii explicitly 
mentioii.s Die order ul devoluiion which, 
after the 1961 amendment, is according to 
personal law for both owned land and land 
under tenancy (al.so see note 3 in Table 2). 

40 Neither the Uttar Pradesh Zamindari 
Abolition and Land Reforms Acl 1950 
(termed below as UP(ZALR) Act) nor earlier 
acts such as (be Uttar Prade.sli Revenue Act 
1901 and the Uttar Pradesh Tenancy Act 
1939 give a clear definition of bhwnidhar. 
What is Indicated, however, is that the 
hhumintHiar is a (enure holder or full 
propneior with permanent heriltible and (in 
most cases) transferable rights to the land, 
and who isliabie lo payment of land revenue 

. lo the govetiiment. This last point is clearly 
.stated (see S 242 of the UP (ZALR).Act) 
and this is what is of most relevance to the 
present discu.ssion. Sirdar is a landlord or 
under-proprietor or a permanent tenure 

hoRiiar who poSseMM ak Md 
htn^itshle rights U) the land. Sir is • Batto* 
given to village lands cultivnted by 
beredhary proprietors or viUi^e zamindars 
themselves. An asami is a tenant, and 
includes non -occupancy tenants ofland with 
DO stable rights (UP (Z ALR) Act). Forfuitber 
details and definitions see theoriginal Acts; 
aLso .see Srivastava (1976). Sivaramayya 
(1973) and CX)1 (1976). 

41 I am using the term ‘cultivator’ here in a 
general sense. The actual term used differs 
by state; for instance, in Uttar Pradesh the 
tenn used is 'tenure holder’. 

42 In Haryana, the allotment fur (he adull .son 
. is made lo the parents if the son is living 

with the parents, but he counts as a separate 
unit if living separately. 

43 A point to note, though, is that in Haryaaa, 
Himachal Prade.sh and Punjab, (be 
devolut Ion rules specified in Die land reform 
enactment exclude Die daughter essentially 
in land under lenancy, while in UP and 
Delhi, as noled, they exclude (hem 
effeciively in alt agnculiurai land, becau.se 
of Die very bioud deliuilion adopted by 
these Iwosiaiesoti who con-slitute.sa 'tenant'. 

44 For details of (be recommendations made 
by the two committees mentioned and the 
guidelines .specified subsequently, see GOI 
(1976;37-39). 

45 Article 14 of the Cunsiiluiion of India 
promises equality before the law, and Article 
15 prohibits discrimination on ihe besis of 
.sex, elc. Bolh constitute pail of fundamental 
riglils [GOI 1990). 

46 For citations of some cases challenging the 
f.'etling Acts see: The Haryana Ceiling on 
Liuid Holdings Act 1972; llie Punjab Land 
Reforms Act 1972; The Andhra Pradesh 
Land Relorms (Ceiling on Agricultural 
Holdings) Acl 1972; and GOI (1976). 

47 See 'Ambika Prasad Mi.shra i' Die Slate of 
UP and Others’ iii Supreme Court Cases 
(SCO (1980); 719). 

48 Ihe literature on this is.sue is vast, but .see 
especially Frankel (1978), Jo.shi (1974), and 
Dasgupla (1977). 

49 For instance, the Andhra Pradesh Land 
Reform.s (Oiling on Agricultural Holdings 
Act) 1973, specifies ihai the extent of land 
surrendered by a female family member 
cannot exceed Die proportion of her land lo 
(be total land held by all members of the 
(amily unit.. Similarly, tho Karnataka Land 
Reforms Acl 1961 (Act No 10 of 1962), 
specifies that "the extent of stndhan land 
to be surrendered shall in no case be mure 
than Ihe proportion which [suchjland hears 
to Ihe extent of other land held by the 
family". And theTamil Nadu Land Reforms 
(Fixation of Ceiling on Land) Act 1961 (Act 
No 58 of 1961) gives stridhan land special 

' consideration, and allows female family 
mmnbers to hold additional land, over and 
above the ceiling i3;>eciri«l fora family unit 
(subject to a maximum). 

in these acts, stridbaa land is basically 
defined as land held by any femde family 
member in her own name. 

50 See*Kuiijalataf5irohitvTahsildar,SambWpur 
and Others’, AIR (1986a), Orissa 115. 

51 Persanal communioatioii from Sivaramayya, 
1992. 
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^ Ibe odMWise ini«(bmit 
(Mum BMi ht€get I992T, ia it« lawtoW of 
the pfO^, also failed to talc* ttu« iato 
account. 

53 Sec 'Pram Singh v Ulavati’ <AIR 1956), 
Himachal Pradesh 17. Also see Sivaramayya 
(1978). 

54 in 1926 Section 33-A was added to the Act 
giving a widow additional nghts if the 
deceased man. dying intestate, left no lineal 
descendmits. However, this section does 
not apply to Indian Qmstians and several 
other categories ol persons othcrwi.se 
governed by the ISA. 

55 See 'Kunan Augusiy v Uevas.sy Aley' in 
AIR (1957). Ttavancore-Cochin 1; also .see, 
Sivaramayya (1978). 

56 For details of this case see "Mrs Maty Roy 
V the Stale of Kerala and Others' in AIR 
(19866), .see lOU. 

57 P J Kurien, cited in Oandht and Shah 
(1991:247). 

58 For instance, Aley C3iucko. an 84-year-oid 
Syrian C'hnstian woman was turned out of 
her ancestral home by hei son, who seized 
the 70 cents of land .she had been given as 
dowry by her parents. I -ike Mary Roy. Aley 
Chacko and her five daughters have 
petitioned the Supreme Court ol India 
\Manuxhi 1987], 

59 In soflie ca.ses. wills have al.so been forged 
retraspectively. Anindhalti Roy. Mary Roy’s 
daughter, lecounted the lollowing example 
to me. Aleykuiiy lliommen filed a ca.se tor 
her .share in her family's properly after lier 
brother refused to pad with it. He turgod 
a will which was rejected by the coutt. In 
1991 .she fenced off a part of lier brother’s 
rubber estate, built a shelter there, and 
claimed she was lapping the rubber, which 
(I was told) protects her trom eviction under 
the occupancy laws ol tlie slate. She is no,w 
said to be making a significant profit trom 
llie land. 

60 A Hindu male marrying under the Special 
Marnagc Act is automatically .severed Irom 
the joint family e.state. 

61 As noted. Section 3.3-A of the Act, in.serted 
in 1926. gives some additional advantages 
Ip widows, but it does not apply to .several 
categories of persons, including Indian 
Christians as well as Hindus, Buddhists and 
Jains, whose property would be governed 
by the ISA. 

62 SeeMarriage Laws (Amendment) Aci 1976 
(Act No 68 of 1976). 

63 See the discussion in Fyzee (1974) and 
Sivaramayya (1973). 

64 See, e g, F^zoe (19'74), Mulla (1990), and 
Tyabji (1968). For a clear expo.silion, 
accessible to a general reader, al.so .see 
Carroll (1983, 1985). 

65 Pull sisters are daughters from the same set 
of parents. Consanguine relationships re.sult 
when a man has children from Iwo or more 
wives; uterine relationships result when a 
woman has children from two or more 
hu.sb8nds (Cairoll 1983: 632]. , 

66 See Tyabji (1968) and Carroll (1985), 
67 For instance, the Khojas of northwest India, 

the Culdii Memons, the Sunni Bohras of 
Gujarat, the Moleslaro Oirasia.s of Broach, 
the Halai Memons of Poibander (Gujarat), 
and most Muslimcommunitiesin the Punjab, 

:tg« anM to luve JfoQqwed Joc^ 
inheritance idinildr to those foDowi^ 1:^ the 
Hihihis, which were at considendile variance 
with the Shariat (sec AgarWal 1994, for 
details], ' 

68 Only a few Punjabi reformers were explicitly 
concerned with women's riglits: Gtlmaitin 
(1981:168)menlionslwoby name, including 
a woman - Baji Rashida Latif. 

69 Just prior to this, the North West Frontier 
Province (NWFP) had enacted the North 
West Frontier Province Muslim Per.sonal 
Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1935, 
cvsiaMushing the Shariat a.s the basis ol 
inhenlance rules (among other llung.s) and 
superseding cusioin.s prevailing iii the 
province 

70 For a flavour of the debate in Ihc assembly, 
see Jalar et al (eds), (1977:chaplor 6). 

71 See.eg.Gilniartin (1981). iaial (1991) and 
• l.tnee.f (1990). 
72 For in.stancc. the Anjuman-e-KUawatin-e- 

l.ilam (the All-Iiidia Muslim l.adic.s' 
Conference) included women's rights to 
property as one of its demands and its i*unj:ih 
wing .supported the Shariat Bill in 1937 
IJalal 1991; Miiiaull 1981], 11ie issue of 
women's (including Muslim women's) 
property rights had also come up indirectly 
in the 1920.S dunng women’s struggle for 
eniranclusement. Asholh I lindu and Mu.sliiii 
women pointed out. linking the franchise 
with properly and income t|ualificatioii.s 
miutetoriusignificaiitgendergiipinclecloral 
represcnlatiou, .since few women owned 
property in their own namc.s fliverelt 1979]. 

73 The concerns of Mu.slim women’s groups 
■ during Ihc early pan ol thi.s ceiiiury centred 

primarily on women's educalion IMinuuli 
1981; Muinlaz and Shaheed 1987; Laleef 
19';01. 

74 The NWFP of Paki.slau is adininislrulively 
divided iiilo ' I'ribal Areas' and 'Sell led 
Areas' (Ahmed 1980:9-10|. In Ihc Tribal 
Areas: (a) no criminal or civil procedure 
codes of Pakistan apply; (b) they are not 
.subject to taxes nr rents ol any kind; (o they 
are lederally administered but are otladicd 
lo Ilic ProviiiCKSl Government of the NWFP 
for admini.straiive purposes because ol 
geographic and bi.slorical rea.sons; and (d) 
no political parties ate allowed, and the 
voting nghi is reserved for selected groups. 

75 See, e g, Patel (1979). Mumtaz nnd .Shaheed 
(1987), and Ra-shid (1987). 

76 In Bengal, Agra and As.sam. the 1887 
Bengal, Agra and A.ssam Civil Couri.s Act, 
XII of 1887. along with the Bengal and 
A.ssam Laws Act, 1905, established thai 
Islamic law would prevail on all questions 
relating losuccessioii, inhenlance. marnage, 
and any religious usage or insiitutions, 
except insofar as such law liad been altered 
or abolished through legi.slalive enactment 
[Mulla 1990:7], Al.so see Tyabji (1968:18) 
and Patel (1979;5). Personal commuiiicatons 
from several Bangladeshi legal experl.s on 
laws affecting women, including Salma 
Sobhan and Rabia Buyian, confirm this 

reading. 
77 See Tlie Muslim Personal laiw (Shariat) 

A|^iical;on (Madras Amendment) Act 1949 
. (Madras Act 18 of 1949) which applies to 

both Tamil Nadu end pans of Karnataka 

under former Ma^ri>ki;Pi«ivii)iO«: Qie 
Mas!iii)1^e<«riBal MiW (ShbriMt) Appli^oti 
(Andhra Pradeab) (Aadtira Afea) 
Amendment Act. 1949 (Act IS of i949}, 

78 See the Muslim Personal Law (Sbariot) 
Application (Kerala Amendment) Adf'l963 
(Act 42 of 1963). 

79 Seel'yabji(1968:l8)forBengaJ.aoftMtt|}a 
(1990:8-9) for Maharasidra and Gujarat 
(earlier in Bombay state). 
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Fminification of Theory 
DIpaiikw Gapta 

The femmification of theory draws attention to the fact that the 
postmodern insistence on reading everything as text finds its fullest 

efflorescence in the domain of feminist stuiUes. Regardless of gender, 
^ postmodern credo encourages a partisanship towards contemporary 
feminist scholarship and a concomitant downgrading of both theory and 
conceptual and disciplinary rigour. 

I 

THE postmodernist denigration of tlicoiy 
and of disciplinary grids as' fictions', of one 
kind or another, has significantly influenced 
a wide range of scholarship. But it is in 
contemporary feminist studies, more than 
anywhere else, that this intellectual attitude 
has been fully realised True to the post¬ 
modernist credo, feminism today adviK-ates 
‘writing the body’ (/ ’ecriiurefeminine) where 
depth, metaphor, metonymic play, open 
ended interpretive discourse, poetics, and 
subjectivity displace notions of theory and 
disciplinary boundaries. Without wishing to 
exaggerate, itmay well be said that feminist 
scholarship today serve as exemplars of the 
postmodern intellectual condition. 

Theimpactof postmodernism is somewhat 
akin to what the New Left attempted in the 
1960s, for then too a premium was placed 
on how vociferously one could blame one’s 
discifdine for past errors. But this similarity 
is a little superficial as the New Left were 
deeply committed to Marxism as a foun¬ 
dational paradigm, even if they did not quite 
respect the disciplinary pretenses of history, 
economics, sociology and so forth. This, 
however, was only a New Left tendency and 
certainly did not embrace in its sweep those 
who remained, for whatever reason, members 
of the ‘old’ left In India, old leftists included 
Sukhamoy Qiakravarfy, KN Raj, Boudhayan 
Chattopadhyaya, D D Kosambi. Susobhan 
Saricar, and a host of others, against whom 
it would be unfair to allege that their 
commitment to Marxism blinded them to 
disciplinary specifics [see Beteillc 19941. If 
anything, of them found in Marxism the 
necessary inspiration to advance the frontiers 
of their respective disciplines. 

It is relevant to make this argument for 
only then can the impact of postmodernism 
on contemporary scholarship be fully 
understood. While both Marxism and 
postmodernism attained cultish status at 
different points trf time, tlic groupies and 
eagw acolytes that gathered around these 
divergent ism were not fired by tl»e same 
intellectual motivation. While Marxists of 
all hoes search for essential underlying 
iniacipleH, theposunodmnists believe in the 

dispersal and deferral of meaning, advocat¬ 
ing a play on words to bring out possible 
sub texts, and so forth. This implies that any 
intellectualquestfor certitude was tantamount 
to a submission to the falsehoods of meta¬ 
theory. 

What also needs to be clarified without 
further delay is that gender consciousness 
and femini.sm, in the generic sense, were not 
absent in Marxism, and indeed found their 
edge within the context of its larger theoretical 
problematic. Tliis is evident in as early as 
Marx’s German Ideology, as well as in the 
works of Simone dc Beauvoir. Feminism as 
an entirely alternative conspectus is of much 
later vintage, beginning first with KaleMillet 
and other assorted ‘male bashers'. But this 
variant lacked intellectual prestige though it 
served to get things oulin the open like never 
before. Bras were burnt, nude marches were 
staged, and dirty words (once the pre.serve 
of males) began to flow unabashedly from 
the mouths of women. 

All this forced many men to take a hard 
look at themselves, their masculine myths, 
and the role models they had ail along 
enthusiastically emulated. Even so this brand 
of feminism was an intellectual cripple, 
attracting, in the main, mute chain and bangle 
bands. After males were castrated what were 
the women to do: become men themselves? 
This was the only viable activist option which 
led women to smoke, drink, frequent male 
strip clubs, and, in some cases, shun men 
altogether. The potentiality of this line of 
action was severely limited foril didnof give 
women what they were in their own right. 
It only made them more like men. and not 
like the best of them either. 

D 
Postmtxlemism changed all this. While 

feminist activists of the earlier kind had a 
reputation on the streets, the contemporary 
feminists are re.spccted members of the 
academia, adorning board rooms, and pre¬ 
siding ovei destinies of others - both men 
and women. Their efforts, ambitions, and 
piojecU are npw eagerly funded by govern¬ 
ment and private agencies. In many instances 
even jobs are specifically designated for 
women. Hie Kate Millet variant of feminism 

would not have come witiiin a tinted iMuf’a 
breadth of tills kind of exalted lepiitatioa. 
Women could now go back to being women 
again, but not like the domestic cow cd tito 
pre-Kate Millet period. This new woman is 
assertive, ambitious, and comfortable eooegb 
to leave lipstick stains on cigarette filtier.s 

How was all this consolidated by 
postmodemism?Itis notasif the high priests 
of postmodernism had feminism in mind 
when they first formulated their views. In 
fact some postmodernists, like Marcus and 
Fischer, are criticised by feminists for their 
patriarchal bia.s [see Mascia-I.x»es, Sharpe 
and Cohen 1989; 9-13]. The main target of 
the postmodernists is theory, anything 
foundational, and that is why Marxism is 
their most preferred whipping boy [seeLaclau 
and Mouffc 1990). In fact many early 
postmodernists like Lyotard began their 
intellectual career as Marxists. 
Postmodernism first influenced literary 
studies primarily because its founder, Jacques 
Derrida, dealt primarily in this field. 
Beginning with acritiqueof those wholooked 
for the ‘real’ meaning in texts (remembertbe 
work. Whai Marx Really Meant), Derrida 
argues that a text does not bebng to the 
original author, or to the first reader, but that 
its intended authorial meaning is stolen 
{souffle) the moment the sentence is uttered. 
The Derridean negation of the quest for a 
focalised meaning, allows multivocai 
(actually equivocal) readings of texts, iriierc 
all meanings, no mutter how capricious, 
whether potential or realised, have the same 
valklily. 

ni 
Different disciplines took to this 

posUnodemist postulate in different ways. 
For some converted political scientists this 
meant that all activist options wre equally 
legitimate. Some like Richard Rorty belkVe 
that this is what makes postmodernism 
intrinsically democratic In character. As all 
views arc now of equal .status, there is no 
Archimedean point from which an ideology 
can be either positively or negatively 
evaluated. Yet, in actual fact, the . post¬ 
modernist antipathy towards Marxist politics 
is more trenchantly expressed than what their 
original starting point should have strictly 
permitted them to. 11181 many of them, I’lke 
Lyotard and Laclau, were earlier committed 
Marxists, may have been one of the major 
compulsions for such dramatised distancing. 

Nevertheless, political science offm^ 
some rc.sistance to postmodernism because 
the real world of power seekers, which is the 
terrain of political science, is mttremeiy 
focalised. Enemies, friends, and policies are 
categorically visualised, wHhouttheendless 
deferral of meaning. The texts of politics 
arc. therefore, not of the kind where all 
inteipretations are equally good, or valid.No 



,/ pc^icuit can tfver riafc tbat. and political 

^ntiata too mu«t be «enxitive to this 

Hmilation. 
Some bistmianii influenced by the notion 

of the deferral of meaning and the fluidity 

^ texts atgoe that identil ies in the past were 

not fixed and stable entities. This is supposed 

to bcincontrasi to contemporary times when 

identities are much more permanent and 
enduring than what they used tobe. Historians 

have had an easier time with postmodernist 
views, for it is quite convenient to .sec 

bistoiical docianents as texts, and also becau.se 

there are no living people from those times 

wlio arc around to contradict them. Even so. 

the very fact that historians are compelled, 

bythenatureoftheirdiscipline. tomaketlicir 

documents public, goes against the grain of 

postmodernism. As public documents there 

niust be a minimum consensus on what it 

ia that validates them as relevant data. But, 

as Habermas argues, considerations of 

consensus, no matter bow minimal, 

necessarily bring in issues of context and 

inter subjectivity. These in turn undermine 
theposUnodemist insistence on afragmented 

^istemological order which, ironically 

enough, has all the markings of a priorLsm 

about it. In any case, this can at best leave 

the historians as only partial postmodernists. 

But as any postmodemistknows, one cannot 

be a little bit pregnant. 

In anthropology, however, postmodernism 
found a most generous host ITie conditions 

in which anthropologists practice their 

discipline is often in isolation from their 

peers. The anthropologist is in some remote 

village, or in some dank and dreary rain 

forest making contact with the ‘other’. As 

it is entirely up to the anthropologist in the 

field to make sense of tliis other, and as this 

othear is not the routine self of the anthro¬ 

pologist or of the peer group of certified 

anthropologists, there is ,a lot of scope for 

metaphiir, poetry, and literary trope [see 

Gifford and Marcus 1986; see also Rabinow 

19771. If the world that the other inhabits 

is distant from our own, and if, with some 

luck, coilegues from home can be dissuaded 

6om visiting the same place, then that 

particular field becomes the anthropologist’s 

^vate Xanadu. It is up to the anthropologist 

tochoosc (he method of representation. This 

is why anthropologists get possessive about 

‘my village’. or‘my faushmen’. It is said that 

Raymond Firth’s attachment to his field in 

Ukopia was so intense that his department 

earned the sobriquet: ‘We.theTikopiansand 
others’. 

The number of postmodern woiks in 

anthropology is largely encouraged by this 

infaerimt character of the discipline, and the 

manner in which it is reproduced. The most 
impmtant feature seems to be able to make 

subject of analysis as subjective as 

^ossiMe. Neitfaerhistoiy, nor political science 

^an go as faros anthro^Jogy in this regard. 

^Branomics has so for not even entertained 

’ die idea. So ^-al] the social scienixs. it is 

in an thropdogy dirt tbepostmodem tendency 

is the strongest. It is therefore not at ail 

surprising that feminists should borrow freely 

from this di.scipUne. either from within or 

fromwilhouL 

Interestingly it is also in anthropology, or 

social anthropology (as taught in most 

sociology departments in India), where the 

‘ blame yourown discipline ’ syndrome seems 

to be the strongest today. As mentioned 

earlier, to a great extent this is an outcome 

of the fact that the field often loses its 

objectivity in anthropological investigations. 

As nobody else is likely to ever go to the 

.same locale, or as nobody from the department 

can question the veracity of the findings, the 

field really becomes a personal possession, 

above questioning. This is also why it is 

possible to argue, as some indeed have done, 

that there is no such thing called ‘.society’, 

for all concepts of this order, pace 
postmodernism, arc creations of the mind, 

and hence, ‘fictions’. 
But this iriunediately loads to objections. 

Society is not a word that only tho.se who 

go to Bongo Bongo employ with respect to 

the local residents. It is also a term that urban 

and industrial sociologists use; it is also used 

by economists and demographers; it is 

employed in addition by lay persons, 

politicians, members of the civil society, and 

so forth. The term society cannot therefore 

become one’s individual preserve the way 

Tikopia or Samoa can be. To make matters 

more difficult there are now enough people 

in 'BiMigo Bongo’ who are writing about 

themselves and can also read what other 

people have written about them. There is 

unprecedented scope now for the subjects to 

talk back. In this way the anthropologists’ 

capricious monopoly of the field docs not 

always go unchallenged. 

It is for this reason that sociology (and 

social anthropology), contrary to the general 

impression, is a very difficult subject to 

practice. Unlike economics, or history, or 

political science whose field can be 

objectified, in sociology it is up to the scholar 

concerned to come upwitfaareseareh agenda 

which is above the level of interesting gos.sip 

or privatised obsession/vision. For, in the 

ultimate analysis, a discipline can perpetuate 

itself as one only if its practitioners can rise 

above pure subjectivity. It is only then that 

the minimum conditions of arriving at 

consensus are present, whether or not the 

consensus is actually airived at. In tiiis sense 

then a tendency that privatises the object of 

analysis can only do so on pain of under¬ 

mining disciplinary specifics.Nomatterhow 

attractive it might appear to knock down 

disciplines, the truth is that objective con¬ 

sensus cannot be arrived at without disci¬ 

plinary grids. 

In my view this is why theories are 

impentont too. Theories force the subjective 

to come out in the open and cammunicate 

Witii others in a situafioa ^ shifttiiifdd 
objectivity. Simulated because nothing if 

Directive in the absolute sense of the term, 

butitisstiUpcssiUetoBgreeonthelegitimacy 
of certain kinds of facts which are above the 

strictly personal and can thus be obtained 

without recourse to poetry, metaphor, or 

trope. This is also why themies set out in 

advance their areas of competence, as also 
the order of facts necessary for their 

demonstration. But no theory lives in its own 

world, but has to contest with other theories. 

If this contest is held in terms of 

incommensurable qualities then no advance, 

no communication, and no consensus can 

ever be conceived. A theory is a theory 

because it is open to other theories, and, de 
jure, willing to retreat if the agreed upon 

order of facts are openly hostile (o it. 

While it is true that one brand of 

anthropology openly flouts theory in favour 

of poetics, the concept of society, as d Lscassed 

earlier, cannot be dismissed quite that easily 

as ‘fiction’. Thus while most branches of 

social sciences were influenced by 

postmodernism, it was difficult in all cases 

to yield completely to postmodernist 

directives. Except feminist studies! 

V 

Feminist studies today ate closest to 

postmodernism in spirit than probably what 

most feminist might be consciously aware 
of (see Heckman 1990], Spivak, for ex ample, 

points out that her reading of Lacan is the 

same as that of Jacqueline Rose, though the 

former is an out and out Derridean. and the 

latter is perhaps a structuralist [Spivak 

1989:208], As is commonly acknowledged, 

it was thedisenchanment with Marxism, and 
thefailureof so-called Marxistregimes, that 

gave postmodernism its appeal. Feminism 

joo was struggling for recognition around 

the same time, for Marxism was till then its 

principal theoretical support. When tiic 

credibility of Marxism collapsed, feminism 

was left with no post to lean against In the 

meanwhile, however, with the process of 

secularisation women were making great 

strides in different walks of life, without, 

however, being able to challenge the de/octo 

domination of patriarchal ideologies. That 

men had begun to be pushed back in a variety 

of fields was obvious, and Beteille has recent^ 

remarked on this trend with respect to the 

academia [Beteille 1994]. But it is not only 

in univemties, but elsewhere too, though 

perhaps iess noticeably, that women were 

beginning to come into their own. Yet 

everywhere they encountered a troublesome 

resistance from the pervasiveness of a 

pateiarcbal mind-set which seemed so 

anadironisite. 

Neither could Kate Millet, <» her offlctal 

thlnk-alikes, be dusted out ojf the cupboard, 

for that too would be a trifle anachronistic. 

At this point postmodernism showed the 

way, and feminist studies responded to oil 

its cues with alacii^. When the post- 

tfl8 



nkMjNmtictt science 
mctsawoiy pompously churning out fictions, 
the feminists matched it by arguing that the 
theoretical articulations, as say those of 
Freud fWhitford 19891 or of Lacan [Spivak 
19891. or Descartes [Bordo 1986] were 
basically phallologoccnlric in character. The 
fit between contemporary feminism and post - 
modernism is best expressed in the pages of 
Signs, the most prestigious journal ItxJay on 
the subject of gender studies. 

The theories that the feminists totik up for 
scrutiny were, in their eyes, not just fictions, 
but male fantasies. As Sandra Harding says 
without mincing words- “...theorising itself 
is .su.spiciou.sly patriarchal, for it assumes 
separations between the knower and the 
known, subject and object ..."(Harding 
1986:6471. S(X;ial theories thus faced the 
possibility of being doubly damned in the 
hands of feminists. The more opprobrium 
one could heap on a hated object, the more 
defmitcone could be that it would die writhing 
in di,sn:puU;. 

The next step was to make the feminine 
txxiy analogous to the Derridean text Dili ike 
the feminists of the past who wanted to he 
like menT their contemporary counterpaits 
rcaliiscd that somehow thatmissed the point 
Tile male model was not as liberating as they 
tliought it would be. Thcic was something 
about being a woman which was in't jusi 
mast:'ilmily denied. Science Uxi wa.s pumping 
away witli information along these lines, 
demonstrating that the differences in gender 
is not always an outcome of socialisation. 
When women frequent male stripjoinls they 
loudly laugh and cheer during the show. This 
is quite in contrast to the hushed silence 
among men when a female stripperis belling 
(or unbelting) her stuff. The men Imik at the 
show in numbed silence. They cheer only 
after the show is over, but never without a 
significant pause when they arc coiieciing 
themselves. That women are not a mirror 
imageof men is clearly demonstrated through 
this one illustration. Thedissalisfaction with 
the male model was being increasingly felt 
by contemporary women, and that is why the 
Derridean notion of a text was so quickly 
seiged by them to substantiate their singularity 
and diffeience. 

VI 
Luce Irigaray, a leading feminist scholar, 

reflects upon this situation in the following 
way. After demonstrating the phallocentric 
limitations of male views of fern ale sexuality 
where the woman is passive, something to 
be enjoyed by otheis but never enjoying 
herself, she goes on to demonstrate how the 
sexual distribution of erogenous zones makes 
for the different ways in which men and 
WMnen think. For men sex is focalised ^uirf 
a pre-eminent organ whose satisfaction is 
i™MBy.Awomanontheothcrh8nd“to sex 
organs more or less everywhere” [Irigaray 
1985:28; emphasis in original]. She goes on 
to say: ^*Ev«n if we lefiain from invoking 

tee hjtstericisation of her entire body, the 
geography of her pleasure is far more 
diversified, moreormplcx, more subtle, than 
is commonly imagin^...'’(ibid). 

But this distribution of erogenous zones 
IS not just relevant in terms of female sexual 
pleasure, bulai.so acanints for the way women 
think, talk, and generally present themselves. 
As they lack a focalised competence in sex. 
and as (heir sexual topigraphy is distributed, 
women also appear ti > men to be “whimsical, 
incomprehensible. agitated,capricious...nol 
to mention her language, in which ‘she’ sets 
oft in all directions leaving ‘him’ unable to 
discern the coherence of any meaning. Hers 
are contradictory words, somewhat mad from 
the standpoint of reason, inaudible for 
wh(x:ver listens to them with ready-made 
grids, with a fully elaborated code in hand" 
(ibid:2H-29). Little wonder then why men 
continue to misunderstand women. Men 
function with a localised 'grid', much the 
same way a.s they have fircaliscd sex, whereas 
wirmcn say a word here, stray away else wliere. 
return again butneverin an identical fashion, 
but just ‘touches upm’ (ibid:29), and then 
breaks off and starts again “at 'zero': her 
body sex" (ibid.29). 

Tlii.s may sound very much like a rehash 
of ‘anatomy is destiny’, but the express 
purpose IS of a very different order. The 
woman’s bixly is quite explicitly like a 
Derridean text in more ways than one 
There is no privileged single point of 
pleasure, but that there are several points 
and they arc dispersed all over. No one zone 
is crogenously superior to the other, and ail 
of them have roughly the same status. This 
IS analogous to the Derridean view that texts 
can have different meanings and that no one 
meaning can enjoy pre-eminence over the 
others. And like Derrida who argues that 
writing, as in all texts, leaves behind an 
arrhe, or a trace of past inscriptions, so also 
does Irigaray contend, that when women say 
something it is not identical with anything 
they might have said before, except Just to 
‘touch upon ’ earlier ground. These qualities 
in a woman are peculiar to her and arc of 
a piece with her sexual topography. 

VII 

This brings us to the next characteristic 
feature of contemporary feminist studies. 
This has to do with the tendency to make 
women so distinctly unique that general 
methods of intcrsubjective enquiiy are 
rendered meaningless. As feminist studies 
clearly privilege the female ’voice’, 
intersubjectivity is methodologically and 
purposively curtailed. But inlersubjectivity 
curtMled is in essence inlctsubjcctivity denied, 
vtteich is why feminists have succeed so 
well in converting tee woman and her sex 
into B Derridean text [sec Moi 1985; also 
Birg 1991:55j. 

Contrast this wite tec mixed reception teat 
postinodem anthropologists received in their 

attempts to privatise tec and inw^ate 
it from inlersubjectivity. As maybe »cattc4, 
this was largely because tee concepiofspcl^ 
could not be unequivocally made into a< 
Derridean text. In postmodern underatandiag. 
a text is open to equivocality and. tbeicfore, 
there is no question of getting to the ’trtite’. 
Feminists, likewise, reject the possibility of 
'truth', and believe that a normal science 
paradigm which dcmaiKis intcrsuhjeclivity 
i.s no tictter than a patriarchal delusion 
(Harding 1986:649]. Acuirding to Harding, 
feminist categories should necessarily he 
'unstable' (ibid), so that epistemological 
problems can be “rc.’.olvcd by appeals to the 
authority of the body” jHawkesworlh 
1989:547; einphas is mi ne ]: tee female body, 
no doubt. Tiicrefore, it is no longer possible 
to comment on this text from the outside, 
for how does anyone hut a woman know 
what it is to have a dispersed sexual 
topography?This is why women should write 
about themselves - / ecriiure feminine 
[Ma.scia-Lces. Sharpe and (2ohen: 1989:13] 
- for it is the uniqueness of their experi¬ 
ence which IS most critical (Hawkes- 
worth 1989.544], It is only through the 
“...knowledge that we ourselves produce” 
(Nash 1994:69], lliat the "heterosexual 
matrix" I Butler 1990; 1451 can be dismanded. 

vin 
Thus apart from Irigaray ’ s ratherextreme, 

but nevertheless singularly influential 
‘vulvomorphism’ [Berg 1991:56], the 
subjective lexlualising of the female body is 
widely subscribed to by .several mainline 
feminists. In textualisiiigs of (his sort there 
is no .scope to reach con-sensus, or even begin 
adi.scu.ssion with those who arc of a different 
sex. As methodological relativism too is 
suspiciously ‘androcentric’ [Harding 
1987; 10] in nature.-there arc no grounds for 
upholding separate values cither-one male, 
another female. There is therefm-e unlimited 
metonymy of feminine expression and 
experience, hut all of these arc well outside 
tee teach of intersubjectivity. This situation 
resembles Lacan’s notion of Jouissance 
[Lacan 1977] When a dyadic face off (in this 
case between the sexes) continues endlessly 
witeout any resolution. Of course, Lacan 
saw this as a pathological phenomenon, but 
for the feminists this is a desired state of 
affairs. Even Dorothy Smite, who is a 
somewhat unusual feminist because she has 
not yet abandoned objectivity entirely, 
nevertheless also texuialises the body. Inher 
vjew it is the 'insider’s knowledge' ,of a 
woman that can alone successfully expose 
the power play in traditional social (uactices 
which invariably, without exception, edio 
tee male voice [Smith 1990]. To go back to 
Irigaray, there is a significant hick in the 
female imaginary, which is why she argues 
teat the mother-daughter relationship has 
remained unsynteolis^ [Irigaray 1985:114], 
In her view this is in staik contrast to the 
masculinedomainwbereq^mbolismishighfy 



(bv«l<^>ed. It neentK quite (UKtified th«n fo 
condemn all vatietteR of cRtabliRfaed Kocial 
practiceR asreptCRenting the male voice. The 
female voice, to go hack to Ingaray, liea 
iKSttetedin 'RcrapR’ and 'uncollected debris’ 
(ibW). 

When Simone de Beauvoir wrote about 
women in The Second Sex, it is true that she 
pointed out, among other things, to the 
biological differences between men and 
women. But her intention was not to smash 
the ‘heterosexual matrix’ as it was to bring 
about a more meaningful communication 
between the sexes. The fact that a woman’s 
body is burdened by reproductive organs, 
whtlemen travel comparatively light, isdwcit 
upon by de Beauvoir to demonstrate the 
specific problems of womanhood, but not in 
a fashion that separates feminine 
comprehension from those of men. The 
contemporary high feminist mode of 
argument is however inherently different. If 
women’s bodies are like texts then not only 
does it imply that women cannot be 
apprehended by theory, but also that it is 
important to be a woman to know a woman, 
who in turn is never fully knowablc. 

IX 

Where does this leave men? It is not as 
if feminists today are made up of women 
almie. There arc a large number of men who 
ore feminists and the number is increasing, 
it may seem surprising that this is no, but 
male partisanship with feminist studies 
actually stems from their postmodern 
inclinatians. And as postmodemismhas found 
its fullest expression in feminist scholarship 
these men naturally gravitate in that diivction. 
Yetamancannot be a woman witlia woman's 
sensitivities. It is not surprising then that the 
men who want to be feminists wear such 
pained and anguished looks, which they 
attempt to pass off as concern. This is hardly 
convincing especially since the women are 
soupbeat, especiglly after having converted 
their own bodies to texts which is 
unpenetrable by theory. 

Thus being left on the outside by the very 
nature of the ’text', make.s these concerned 
men passive and unable to link with neither 
women nor with other men. These men have 
also given up theory, or feminified it 
sufficiendy to justify that texts can only be 
deconstructed. As their own bodies are 
notoriously focaiised they can only 
vicariously, and thus inaunpleteiy, participate 
in something that the women do fully, even 
joyously ! Men respond under this pressure 
by suspending judgment. So that if a man's 
wife, or girl friend, or mother, calls him a 
chauvinist, he would stink into his hole and 
lick his woQnds in shameful solitude. As 
Robert Bly says, if such a man “were a 
batlfighter. be ivould remain where he was 
when the bull charges, would not even wave 
his shirt inr turn his body, and the horn would 
go directly in. After each fight feiends have 
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tocarryhimondieinihoaiderstolhebospiul” 
[Bly 1992:63]. 

Asthesubiectaffeminist,orgenderstudies, 
has now been transfesmed iifto a text, the 
inclination quite naturally is to study women 
in only highly stylised situations. This is 
what makes it even more painful for the men 
in this group. Feminist scholarship will 
typically ignore those areas where women 
interface with men. Feminists arc not 
interested in investigating women 
entrepreneurs, nor do they want t<j study 
models and the fashion industiy, nor the 
world of prostitutes and of the boudoir. 
Perhaps because in all these areas men ore 
present in very significant, and even in 
complementary ways. As men are intrinsically 
a part of such scenarios it undermines the 
femininists’ freedom to textualise the bexly. 

Feminist studies are, therefore, largely 
about how women give life, about how they 
know about life, about childbirth, about 
menstruation, about suffering without 
adequate symbols, or even about the joys of 
lesbianism. In none of these can men make 
any contribution, for these themes when not 
biologically tied to women, are made 
analogous to the body. Giving life is after 
all a wondrous process, as open ended as the 
female sexual topography. When men enter 
the picture in such women’s studies they do 
so as objects of hate. They are wife' heaters, 
wife burners, cruel fathers, and untrustworthy 
companion-s. That is why every man who has 
first sold himself to postmodernism in a fit 
of anti-Marxist euphoria, and then by the 
principle of elective affinity sides with 
contcmporaiy feminism, can never be loo 
sure when that slightest .slip will show him 
up as a chauvinist. Such a person is peren¬ 
nially afraid, hut there Ls no out here! As 
feminist studies have been the most success¬ 
ful carriers of the ‘textual’ revolution, men 
must wear that pained look and carry it off 
like martyrs. 

Those other women, who are neither 
postmodernists in the complete sen.se of the 
term, nor feminists, and whoexuminc women 
in fields other than life, birth, wife battering, 
etc, find themselves outside tliis charmed 
feminist sororiety. in spite of their correct 
gender. These women function in a world 
of theory and of intersubjectivity, where 
comprehension of the subject matter does 
not have to depend upon privileged access 
made available by birth and biology. ThiR 
is why Uiis paper is called the feminifleation 
of theory. a^ not the femininisationof theoiy. 
This is to signal the fact that there arc lots 
of anguished men in feminist circles, and a 
lot of confident women outside it., The 
feminification of Iheoiy draws attention to 
the fact that the posUnodem insistence of 
reading everydiing a.s text finds its fullest 
elYlorcscence in the domain of feminist 
studies. Regiudlessof gender, the postmodern 
credo encourages a partisanship towards 
contemporary feminist scholarship, and a 
concomitant downgrading of both theory 

Biiidoonaeptite1ui|ddhicipiiaHyrigoari1^ 
tendency canbBp»wi]diBedfe(mtitewrititi^ 
of someone like lulia Kristeva. She began 
her career as a structurdist, but was also a 
bit feminist on the side. Hot subsequent 
trwsiticm to postmodernism gaveherfeminist 
inclinations full wing. This is why she can 
now calmly proclaim that the category 
’woman’ is a fiction [Kristeva 1986], widiout 
ever consulting the men about it 
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Practice of Sociology in India 

Ramachandra Guha 

Themes and Perspectives in Indian Sociology by D N Dhanagare; Rawat 
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IN his book What Is Histiny'! published in 
1961, E H Carr had rcmariced that' ihe more 
sociological history becomes, and the more 
historical .sociology, the better it is for Ixith". 
Fivcyearslater, an Indonesi,in scholarmore 
sharply focusedon the Telalionshiphelween 
the two disciplines, writing that ’the one 
subject matter which cei lainly docs exhibit 
the actual or potential inicrdepcndence of 
history and sociology is llie social move¬ 
ment". This was Sartono Kartixiirdjo, in the 
preface to his great w'ork, Thf Peasants’ 
Revolt oj Banten in IBHS .Sartono’s book, 
which anticipated by a decade and a half the 
methodological concerns and research 
agenda M the subaltern studies movement, 
was to provide stunning proof of the 
potential interdependence of history and 
sociology. 

I do not know whether Sartono had read 
E H CaiT, or whether D iN Dhanagare has 
read Sartono. But Dhanagare's book. Peas¬ 
ant Movements in India, which appeared in 
1983, likewise u.scd the social movement to 
effectively bring together two disciplines 
that, in the Indian context, previously had 
little to do with each other. Dhanagare is, 
of course, a sociologist. In the same year, 
1983, was published Kana|it Guha's Ele¬ 
mentary Aspects of Peasant lnsiirg,enc\ in 
India, which represented the first sustained 
attempt by a historian of India to use the 
concepts and findings of sociology and social 
anthropology. The simultaneous publica¬ 
tion of these two books then seemed a hopeful 
augury for the future Vclations between 
history and sociology (an optimism llial, in 
retrospect, .seems to have been misplaced). 

Dhanagare’s new book brings together 
essays written between 1980 and 1990. 
Although disparate in style, length, and 
subject roatter, all deal, in one w ay or another, 
with the practice of .sociology in India. 
Dhanagare defines himself as an ‘outsider 
within’, tbatis, a sociologist who was trained 
not in the miyor centres of Delhi, Lucknow 
and Bombay but in the backwater that is 
Nagpur. It struck me that both S C Dube 
and A.shis Nandy, who have likewise made 
important contributions to Indian sociology, 
were also trained in Nagpur - a connection 
Dhanagare might have commented upon. 
Pettoaps there is a case to be made that the 
city t^icb is closest to the geographical 
centre of India should henceforth be con¬ 
sidered a fourth ‘centre’ of sociological 

research. 

But Dhanagare is an outsider within 
Indian sociology in another sense too. His 
chos'cn topics of rc.scarch, .social movements 
and social conflict, have been more than 
marginal to the discipline. As he notes wryly, 
"however eminent an Indian sociologist 
might be tlic sociology establishment’ in 
India rarely considered him literate enough 
to be i 11 vited to seminars if he had not studied 
either kinship structure’, ‘ca.ste’ or at least 
a ‘village’ ", 

The essays in this book fall neatly into two 
groups. One set of .shorter essays offer 
general, and more or less unmediated reflec¬ 
tions on the author’s discipline; a second set 
of longer and (to this reader) more satisfying 
ones use specific individuals and spheres of 
research to comment on the state of socio¬ 
logy. In the first group fall Chapter 2, a sort 
of manifesto, first published in Seminar, 
which asks .sociologists to become more 
committed, to study social transformation 
from the perspective of the mas.scs rather 
than the elite; Chapter 4, which uses anal¬ 
ogies from the natural sciences to point to 
the possibilities of interdi.sciplinary work; 
and Chapter 8. on the relevance of socio¬ 
logy, which begins with a plea forinetliodo- 
logical pluralism and ends by noting the 
contradictory intiucnceof the stale and action 
groups on research agendas. 

Chapter 3, the first of the longer essays, 
provides a historical survey of the develop¬ 
ment of sociology and s(x;ial anthropology 
in India. The account is thorough and rea¬ 
sonably complete, and (as an admirer of the 
man) 1 was especially pleased by the 
acknowledgement that Kadhakamal 
Mukherjee "was the pioneer of a 
transdisciplinaiy approach in Indian social 
science”. Tliis narrative follows previous 
surveys in tracing the development of a 
discipline through the founding of uiiiver- 
.sity departments of sociology and the role 
played by influential teacher.s within them. 
That is its strength and perhaps also its 
weakness. Thus Dhanagare, like his prede- 
cesssors.pays little attention toscholars who 
were, in terms of theirin,stitutional location, 
'outsiders within’ or even ‘outsiders out¬ 
side', and yet made significant scholarly 
contributions. I think especially of N K 
Bose, who gets one fleeting mention here, 
and Verrier El win and Patrick Oeddes, who 
are not mentioned at all (the latter despite 
having been, briefly, the first Professor of 
Sociology in India). 
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Chapter 5. fust published in the Sod&- 
logical Bulletin, introduces the ideas Md 
work of the late D D Kosambi to an audienee 
of sociologists. This is a clear presentation 
of Kosambi as a creative hislmian who used 
a Marxist approach without mechanically 
.following the master - thus his abrupt, and 
justified, dismissal of Marx’s notioin.of 
the Asiatic Mode of Production. Dhana- 
garc ideiiiifies the source of Kosambi’s 
creativity in his conviction that ‘‘neither 
Indian scriptures nor Marxism are sacro- 
.sanct”. He also points, perceptively, to die 
contra.st betvyeen the historian's brilliant 
analysis of ancient and medieval India 
and his unoriginal comments on the 
‘bourgeois' epiKh of Indian faistmy- un¬ 
original because they appear to be derived 
from the woik of R P Dull, a vastly inferior 
thinker. 

Chapter 6 provides an extended assess¬ 
ment of Kanajit Guha's work on peasant 
insurgency. "In the din over the polemical 
aspects of the concept of ‘subaltemity’ ", 
writes Dhanagare. “the deeper insights and 
distinct analytical approach Guha’s own 
study has offered have been lost sight of. 
For. the value of Guha's paradigmatic forms 
of insurgency - negation, ambiguity, mo¬ 
dality, .solidarity, transmission, and territo¬ 
riality - "remains undiminisbed regardless 
of whether we accept or eliminate the ‘sub¬ 
altern’ concept from his frameworic". This 
is unexceptionable; ‘subaltern’ is a polem¬ 
ical category, with little explanatory value, 
whereas Guha’s ‘elementary aspects’ pro¬ 
vide a suggestive way of reading violent 
rebellion. However, Dhanagare seems to 
have misunderstmx] KanajitGuha’sremaiks 
on spontaneity - these do not, as he mistak¬ 
enly suggests, “emphasise the role of pUre 
spontaneity of the action of subaltemmasses 
in history". On the contrary, following 
Gramsci, Guha argues that there is no room 
for pure .spontaneity in history; even alleg¬ 
edly ‘pre-political’ actions are informed by 
a distinct ideology and worldview - they are 
emphatically closerto culture than to nature. 

Tliis assessment of Ranajit Guha’s weak 
ends by noting its limited usefulness in in¬ 
terpreting social pretest in the post-cokmiai 
period. Since 1947. collective action, by 
farmers, workers and other social groujnngs. 
has been widespread, yet violent insurrec¬ 
tions have been infrequent. These move¬ 
ments, in a democratic but grossly inequi¬ 
table nation, might he understood in terms 
of a ‘revolution of rising expectations’ .and 
thus amenable 4o analysis through the lens 
of ‘populism’ rather than ‘subaltemity’ or 
‘insurgency’. This discrimination comes 
from a distinctive strength of Dhanagare’s 
woric - itechailengetotheLidcsbmanj^kha 
of August 15,1947,alinewhkh supposedly 
divides coloniahsm frc»n independence, in 



(Bfma. add huetniy tlrom aockilogy, 
tmiHi of lecboiaily practice. 
the following chapter aUo has the author 

moving back ami forth acrosa this divide. 
Here be provides a valuable historical per¬ 
spective to the tbeoiy of non-party political 
formations, put forward by Rajni ICuthari, 
D L Sbetht Harsh Sethi, and otliers. He 
remarks on the diversity of action groups in 
the colonial period - Oandhian swaraJ 
ashrams, groups for women's uplift, left 
wing organisation among lower castes and 
tribes - pointing out that these formed an 
integral part of the party political pnicess. 
By contrast, the leadership of action groups 
in the present most oticn comes not from 
party workers, of left, centre or right, but 
from alienated middle class intellectuals 
who, in a previous age. would have gravi¬ 
tated more easily to the Congress or the 
communists. 

The diversity of essays notwithstanding, 
book is underpinned by Utrec arguments 

about, or more accurately, Ilircc charges 
against his fellow sociologists: (he 
atlteorcticai or even anti-ti>eorctical nature 
of their research, the re lati vc lack of attention 
paid by them to s(x;ial conflicts and s(H:ial 
movements, and their continuing neglect of 
history. The second and third charges are 
cogently put forward and are. on the whole, 
persuasive, but 1 am not in entire agreement 
with the first. A recurring plaint here is that 
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INDIAN cimstitutiona 11 awyers and pol it ical 
scientists should watch Sri Lanka as it con- 
Bonis two mafor challenges today. One is 
constitutional renewal, the drafting of a 
Constitution wliich restores the piu-liamen- 
tary .system without reducing the president 
to a stooge of the prime minister. The other 
is a solution to the Sinhaia-Tamil question. 
The two are c tosely interlinked. Tlic B andara- 
naike constitution made the prcsideiu re¬ 
movable at the whim of the prime minister. 
The Jayawardene constitution established a 
presidential system, suppi^sedly based on the 
Frencbmodcl. shorn of important checks on 
power. Each was tailored to suit the tlgure 
of the leader of there^ntneof the day. Neither 
was based on a national consensus. 

Any solution to the ethnic prdrlem. if it 
is to last, must enjoy support from both 
commuiuties and must be entrenched in the 
new cutnrtiuition. U is a daunting task but 
notan impossible one. It is certainly a noble 
oneto undertake. The constitutional require¬ 
ment of a twif-thirds vote of Che national 
assembly and a referendum makeconsonsus 

Indain sitoiologetto ercber uncriticaily use 
western concepts or are too miied in the 
microreality of one villagcoronccaste, “not 
rising above it in order to enter the tealm 
of theorisation and conceptualisation...’’. 
While this might be a fair assessment with 
respect to the bulk of Indian sociologists, 1 
believe tliat Dhanagare has insufficiently 
acknowledged the thecaetical and concep¬ 
tual contributions of two scholars, in parti¬ 
cular: M N Srinivas, whose ideas of tlie vole 
bank, dominanlca.ste. and San.skritisation all 
provide penetrating and original insights into 
the dynamics of Indian society: and Andre 
Betcille, who has made major contributions 
to comparative sociology, notably through 
his work on power and inequality. 

Tliesc disagreements might remain, but 
there is one comment that Dhanagare might 
wish to disown, or at least clarify, in a future 
edition of his book. He remarked, in 1980, 
“We (sociologists) have overdone ‘caste’ 
so far; let us explore the ‘class’ under¬ 
pinnings of what arc .seemingly ‘caste-rela¬ 
tions, caste-conllicls andcaste-atrocities’ ”. 
Tills was written as the Mandat report was 
being tabled - in a post-Mandal world, the 
Marxists were first in the rush to abandon 
‘class’ for ‘caste’. We knew that .six;iology 
is not a science, insofar as it cannot 
predict the future: it might now be acknow¬ 
ledged that sociology cannol even predict 
its own future. 

imperative (Articles 82 and 83). Devolution 
of power is the key to the solution of the 
ethnic problem as also to constitutional 
renewal. 

In recent months (wo significant shifts of 
opinion have taken place. The LTTE has 
hinted that it is prepared to give up Eelam 
it a satisfactory .system of devolution is 
evolved. Very many among the Sinhalese 
liavccomc to accept devolution. For all their 
limitations and inadequacies, the provincial 
councils have come to stay. Not long ago 
they were viewed with suspicion by Sinha¬ 
lese as a first step to secession. 

The Thirteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution, enacted in November 1987 
pursuant tothc Indo-Sri Lankan Accord, and 
(he legislation that followed in its train, tlie 
Provincial Councils Act 1987 and the 
Provincial Councils (Consequential 
Provisions) Act of 1989, imposed crippling 
Uxnitatkmsonthe autonomy of the provinces. 
But they opened an avenue. Discussion now 
centres on how best to.improve them so as 
to satisfy the aspirations of the Tamils and 

set at rest the fears of the Sinhalese. . 
This book is a eoUection of five papers 

prepared under a research programme 
undertaken by tlie International Centre for 
Ethnic Studies in Colombo in order to study 
the newly estab]ished> {ucvincial councils 
system of Sri Lanka. The experiment in the 
north-east, the focus of ethnic conflict, proved 
short-lived. Established in November- 
December 1989. in somewhat dubious 
circumstances, it was dissolved by the central 
government in March 1990. FJscwhcre the 
councils function. 

The research project undertook studies 
under three categories; (a) An exercise in 
monitoring the actual process of implement¬ 
ing the devolution scheme under the pro¬ 
vincial councils system: (b) a study of the 
historical background against which the 
process of centralisation of the stale as well 
as processes towards devolution haveoccur- 
red in Sri Lanka; and (c) studies on certain 
specific aspects of the devolutionary process 
in the pre.sen( context. 

As in India and Pakistan, the men who 
wielded power in Sri Lanka after it became 
independent identified nationalism with 
strong central authority. The intensity of 
the conflicts that followed in the three 
countries varies, of course. But in each 
indifference to autonomy of the regions 
and (ominority rights eventually impaired 
the centre. A researcher at the Centre for 
Ethnic Studies, Jani de Silva’s paper 
‘Centripetal Pres.sures and Regime Change 
in Post-Colonial Sri Lanka' shows how the 
process of centralisation contributed to (he 
rise of authoritarianism, a phenomenon that 
did not spare India and Pakistan either. 
Centralisation militates against power¬ 
sharing and without power-sharing noplural 
society can function dcmocratical ly for long. 

The hi.storical background to the present 
experiment in devolution is describ«l in a 
paper by Jayadeva Uyangoda, senior 
lecturer. Department of History and Political 
Science. University of (Colombo. It high¬ 
lights the conflicting Sinhaia-Tamil 
perceptions of devolution over the years. 
Tlie Bandaranaike-Chelvanayakam Pact of 
1957 and the Senanayake-Chelvanayakam 
Pact of 1965 collapsed because in each case 
Sinhala reaction forced the pnme minister 
of the day to repudiate die pact. The author 
points out. 

In the Sinhalese ideological making of the 
Sri Lankan stale, there is a powerful idea of 
Sri Lanka being 'our land’ - ape rata. This 
teniloriai poasessionist idiom in the Sinha¬ 
lese political discourse implies a condition 
of social appropriation of the state winch is 
mediated by ideology. 

The 'ouroess' of (he state - a deep sense of 
the possession of the land and its political 
order - can be seen as having profound im¬ 
plications for the politick debate coflceraiBg 
the inathmianal nature of the modcni Sri 
Lankan state. 

Challenge of Power-Sharing in Sri Lanka 
A (1 Noorani 

Obvolution and Development in Sri Lanka edited by.Sunil Bastian; Inleniational 
G;nue lor Ethnic Studies. Colombo, Sri Lanka, in association with Konark 
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Hit diflbiwt •XMft V caitflict)i between 
BlP'diled lAtM dKcefitre. In each case 
the atandard question nused is “How can 
‘our’ state poW he shared with an ethnic 
‘otbei^?'’ This was the mind-set behind 
Rnaaian domination of the Soviet Union and 
Serb dominabon of Yugoslavia. 

Amita Sbaatri, associate professor, 
Departmmit of Political Science, San 
Francisco State University, poses the 
question whether the present jiruvincial 
council syatara can fnwidc a solution to 
the ethnic preUem. In their existing form, 
obviously not.fint their potentialities must 
not be imderestiinated; However, as the 
paper shows, alotd^tends on theinclination 
of the preatdeat 1R JFayawardcnc was keen 
on devolution ndiile Ranasinghe Piemadasa 
was hostile to it It is a reflection on the 
tragility of system if its working depends 
on the will of the centre. Autonomy, to he 
true to its name, must he independent of 
the centre and derive its sanction from the 
Constitution. 

This is not to suggest that constitutional 
provisions are all. Autonomy is a product 
of a mix gf the law and politics. In the late 
19IW)s, Rajiv Oandhi tried to by-pass non- 
Congress(I) govcmineni.s to reach out to 
local bodies. Collectors were .summoned to 
conferences without .s6 much as intimation 
to the stale governments. In Sri Lanka die 
same tactk was employed hy Premada.sa. as 
the paper notes; "The Gramv>daya 
Mandalayas at the village level and the elected 
Prade.shiya Sabins at the sub-district level 
in rural areas ware created at his behest in 
Iheearly lOCOstoundergridtheaewly created 
District Development Councils." * 

The editor of the volume, a researcher at 
the Centre for Ethnic Studies, has contri¬ 
buted a papa on TJberaiised Policie.s and 
Regional Autonomy' as well ns an Intnxluc- 
tion which knits dw papers together. He 
demonstrates how. contrary U> impres.sk)ns 
formed by some, “itnpiemenlation of the 
liberalisedpackageahpo means a high degree 
of central cmitrol of major economic deci¬ 
sions. In order to carry out eontroversial 
economic decisions, there has been a high 
degree of centralisation". 

RadhikaCooeuraswamy. aditectorof (he 
ccaitre and antbor of the famous txxik. Sri 
Lanka: The Crisit of the Anglo-American 
Cmaiilytmnal Traditims in a Developing 
Society, has written an incisive analysis of 
the role of the judiciary, entitled ‘Devolu¬ 
tion, the Law aitd Judicial Construction' 
whidi IndiaB constituticmal lawyers ought 
to read in pankular. She has contrasted the 
judiciary’s response to the Sixth Amend¬ 
ment of I9t3, whiclt oudawed the ciy for 
a separate state and proscribed even mod- 
enUM 19oe dtie TULP. and the Thirteenth 
Amendmeat of 19KT winch established 
proviitcial oouiKils. 

The paper acts out dw htckgrnund and 
the isetau raised 1^ dte inadequacies of 
the cxidhic cotmeib; not lUBst concerning 

their powers ova land. iahMtl 
and, indeed, their sources of finance. 

The Supreme Court of Sri Lanka readily 
Upheld the Sixth Amendment enacted in 
the wake of the upheavals of 19R3. Its 
response to the Thirteenth Amendment was 
divided; 

One school of argument is, of course, that 
the Thirteenth Amendment, passed in 1987, 
was a tundamental structural change and 
therefore more offensive to the Constitution 
than the 1983 Amendment, in addition, the 
Indian factor made the court acuicly aware 
that the executive decision may not have 
been ‘free’ and 'democnaic'. 
The other line of argument is that the courts 
ore made up of judges and that they share 
the opinion.^ of fellow citizens, the judicial 
notice of those opinions and prejudices is 
inbuilt and often comes to the fore in times 
of emergency. In the context of ethnic war, 
those opinions must inevitably repre.seni the 
will of the majtinly community, even more 
than deference to the executive. 

Students of tlic Supreme Courts of India 
and Pakistan will find parallels nearer home. 
One IS reminded of Cardozo's famous 
apporism in Ins classic The Nature of the 
Judicial Process: “The great tides and cur¬ 
rents which engulf the rest of men do not 
turn aside m their course and pa.ss the 
judges by” (p 168).C(x)mara.swamy writes; 
“It has always been argued that the Supreme 
Court is llie real safely valve for minority 
grievances. This line of reasoning has to 
.some extent succeeded in India, the UK and 
the US with the judiciary taking the lead in 
cases involving ethnic mininities. But in Sri 
Lanka, the nature of the crisis has been far 
loo acute for detached judicial decision 
making." 

IikI la’ s experience has not been particu larly 
different. Justice V R Krishna Iyer once 
angrily remarked ‘The judiciary will be 
described a.s the villain of the piece”, on the 
Ayodhya issue. In his view it lacked the 
guts to face the i.ssue (The Times of India, 
November 11,1989). Tlte Supreme Court’s 
rulings on the Aligarh Muslim University 
and the Ayodhya reference arc none U>o 
inspiring. The belated conviction for 
contempt of courlof Kalyan Singh by chief 
justice M N Venkatachaliah in October 
1994, two years after the offence was 
armmitted, does little credit to the Court 
(vide this writer’s critiques of these rulings 
in r/ie,S'fo*'e.vm«n,Nov6mbcr7-R, 1994 and 
January 18-20, 199.S). 

Three judges of the Supreme Court of Sri 
Lanka, including the chief justice, accepted 
the 11111166001 Amendment as valid and not 
contradicting the unitary provisions of the 
Constitution and. therefore, not requiring a 
referendum. They held thatparliament could 
override jn'ovincial legislation. Thedissent- 
ing judges regarded the amendment as a 
devious stratagem to introduce federalism 
by the back-door (Wanasundcra and 
Seneviratne JJ). RadhlkaCoomaraswt^is 
critical of the reasoning of both the majbrity 
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as wpB as the mimmijr, albeit mOe of the 
latta and deservedly so. She recalls: *' 

Both Wanasundcra and SeneiOatBe ptdmed. 
to the fitci that Buddhist relics in the Notfh 
and Eiist would not be proto,cted Wid 
Wanasunderaalso aigucd against Tamil bdqg 
made an official language, 'it is a matter 
which 1 cannot avoid dealing with..,, the 
joinder of the Northern and Eastern provtstc- 
es and the official recognition of Ihe tndi- 
lional homcland.s of the Tamils will toll 'the 
death-knell of the Sinhala people in those 
provinces. There is an undertone of dtis fear 
in all the petitions opposing Ihe Bills. Even 
the most naive of people could not expect 
a single Sinhalese to go back to the North 
and/or East if the maintenance of law and 
order within those areas becomes Ihe exclu¬ 
sive preserve of Ihe political leaders and 
patrons of Ihe very terrorists who chased 
them out.’ 

The judgment of the dissent was by no 
means ‘ethnic blind’, for the judge added; 

Sinhala as (he offleial language in the coun¬ 
try (with the reasonable use of Tamil in 
Northein and Eastern Provinces and by 
Tamils) has been the major plank in the 
nianil'esios of the leading Sinhala political 
parties throughout Ihe last four decades. It 
has been submitted that such a fundamental 
change cannot be effected without consult¬ 
ing the people. 

Tlicre is hope, however. Once devolution 
Ls accepted and entrenched in' a new con¬ 
stitution, the judiciary will respond to the 
changed climate. Finley Peter Dunne's bon 
mol is as true of the supreme court.s of south 
Asia as it is to that of the US; “No matter 
whether the Constitution follows (he flag or 
not, (he Supreme Ckturt follows the illiction 
returns”. 
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• Fellowships wffii a monthly stipend of Rs. 800 and a lumpsum contingency grant of Rs. 1500 will be available 
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SPEOAL ARnOLES 

Globalisation and Revival of Tradition 
Dual Attack on Model of Democratic Nation Building 

Rajni Kothari 

With the advent of globalisation, the changes taking place at the bottom tiers of nations have received little attention. 

Yet shifts in power relations, allegiances and consciousness at various levels of civil societies are changing the world as 

much, if not more, than the macro changes wrought by international capital, technology and the mass media. To what extent 

will these new cultural assertions of identity enable the peoples of various regions to face the new capitaUst order, remains, 

to be seen. 

WITH the advent of globalisMion. its impact 
on the mass media and other catalysts of what 
is called informed qpinion as well as the wide 
acceptance of its logic by national elites 
round the world, the no less momentous 
changes taking place at the bottom tiers of 
nations and civil societies have received very 
little attention. Yet one is witness to quite 
far-reaching shifts in power and allegiances 
within diverse regions, nations and peoples 
bringing in theirwake newresponscs, newly 
perceived interests and new modes of inter¬ 
action between hitherto dormant cultures 
and nations and still dominant t'entres of 
power and control over resources There arc 
.soundings of a new consciousness a! differ¬ 
ent thresholds of civil societies and newly 
emerging political formations that are pro¬ 
ducing new power equations at various lev¬ 
els of existing states, engendering new social 
mobilities and cultural assertions both within 
and outside existing institutional spaces, 
together positing a new and hitherto unan¬ 
ticipated unfolding of the human enterprise. 
The world we are living in is being changed 
as much, if not more, by the deeper stirrings 
in the structure of civil .societies as by the 
macro' changes wrought by international 

capital, trade, technology and the mass media. 
Ironically, these stirrings of both con- 

sciewsness and politics at the mass level arc 
taking place it^counteies and regions whose 
ruling elites are displaying increasingly 
nervous, trepid and inferiority-ridden atti¬ 
tudes, iotemaily reflected in a decline in 
democratic commitment and growth in re¬ 
pression -/state shorn of vision and confi- 
dence must turn o^rcssi ve- alongside t^- 

‘ log chauvinistic vts-a-visn ationa 1 peripher¬ 
ies and weak neighbours while externally 
becoming vulnerable to a variety of pres¬ 
sures and conditionalities. 

Meanwhile the global structures of dom¬ 
ination and control themselves are shifting 
from being located in powerful nation states 
to being tecbno-econcanic coasolidations of 
resources, both natiual and managerial. Wi A 
this the nature of the international order is 
found to be shifting gears l-ithe relationships 
of dominatioa and dqiMdbnce are moving 
front being mainly geopolitical to being 

mainly technocratic; national and regional 
diplomacy is being u.sked to handle com¬ 
pletely new i.ssues like trade, patent regimes 
and global property rights for which it is 
hardly prepared and for which it has to 
borrow skills and expertise from the same 
dominant centres with which it is trying to 
come to grips Far more resources .and 
national and international infrastnictures are 
at the command of tran.siiationals than of 
nation states ' A hegemonical and hegemo¬ 
ny-seeking US may want pliancy on the 
nuclear front or in respect of peace seltlc- 
incnt.s in various regions under its overall 
auspices, but these are hardly matters of 
great relevance to the emerging configura¬ 
tion of transnational power (the giant cor¬ 
porations on the one hand and the Bretton 
Woods institutions on the other), that hap¬ 
pen to be less and less political and tend to 
render the political actors - from the 
hegemonic US to the newly liberated South 
Africa and the Palestinian homelands - to 
run to them for succour. 

It is this new nexus of finance, trade and 
technology that is likely to both directly and 
indirectly affect the coming generation of 
leaders and peoples in all 'regions as they 
.seek out new futures in the next millennium, 
■niesc latter arc likely to face not just a 
drastically altered structure of relations 
between states but also a considerably 
changed nature of the capitalist order in 
which they will be willy-nilly asked to find 
a place for themselves. To what extent they 
will be able to draw upon the new cultural 
and ethnic as.scrtions of identity awakening 
around them as they face such a future 
remains to be seen. What stances and atti¬ 
tudes the purveyors of power in the new 
corporate capitalist order adopt towards the 
new assertions at and irom-the grass roots 
is not yet clear. Their stmtegies of integrat¬ 
ing the whole world into their model of 
world governance are still taking shape; 
their 'data base’ is not yet clear, they have 
a wide variety of advisors ranging from 
hard-nosed technocrats to both tactical and 
believing democrats. Will the theoretkiaos 
of a ‘democratic work! order’ be able to 
enable the forces frobi below to make tbeir 

voices felt or will they instead prefer to 
'educate' them to make them amenable for 
getting integrated into a global ‘free mailuit‘? 

Much will depend on the new genera¬ 
tion’s ability to handle both the new thinking 
from the globalised structure of trade uid 
technology (and its local representatives in 
business and government), and the demands 
and pressures emanating from a variety of 
rebounds from the past that are on the 
upswing as a result of fundamentalist reac¬ 
tions to new vacuums in the power dimen¬ 
sion of the world. What kind of a new model 
of ‘.secularism’ will they be able to fashion 
for dealing with these twin challenges also 
remains to be seen. In India the attempt to 
build a distinctively Indian model trf secu¬ 
larism based on plural identities on the one 
hand, and the claims of deprived and dis-. 
possessed minorities - both religious and 
.stxrial - and their anchorage in diverse ccan- 
munity cultures and lifestyles on the other, 
seems to have suffered a setback, largely as 
aresultof the failure ofthe state to safeguard 
such a model of seculari.sm. The current 
confusion arising from secular leaden 
masquerading a.s religious beings and reli¬ 
gious leaders hobnobbing with secular 
politics has pushed Indian'pluralism into 
aggressive cbanneLs. Meanwhile the new 
consciousness of globalisation in which we 
find ourselves engulfed is one in which 
cultural self-confidence is on the decline 
while false consciousness based on chauvin¬ 
ist ‘natitmolist' drives seems to bo on the 
ascendancy. While there ate undoubtedly 
new and reassuring assertions of the humaa 
spirit (es was powerfully shown during the 
literary and artistic response to December 
6,1992 in Delhi and elsewhere) even whUe 
national elites are at a loss to understand and 
grasp the meaning of these assertions, there 
is no clear agenda of cultural levivid and 
political restructuring that one is able to 
perceive, much less predict. 

Era of Cuancsb but Dbbp AMHvaLBlitai 

A number of other imlicators of diis 
ambivalent state of avails can be identified, 
particularly in thelocaiand national teirains 
of the emerging human cooditum^ 
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^ (1) Tbciv iA t^ace ait incrcaaingly 
laaa and open and tolerant attitude to 
forces of disitent and non-eonformiam indi¬ 
cating a real abift in elite perceptions and 
attitudes as against those found among the 
'illiterate masses’. 

(2) Among the oppositional forces, Ae 
intelligentsia and grass nwts' activists, there 
is a growing decline in confidence, 
organisational capacity and motivation for 
challenging tlie status quo, a decline in 
ideological elan for taking on the system or 
even the ruling establishment, and an in¬ 
creasingly defensive orientation, of late 
becoming reactive and adopting negativist 
and nervous (noisy) .stances rather than 
asserting' new.vision.s and strategies. 

(3) One is wiUicss to a growing fragility 
and uncertainty in the overall intellectual 
aitd political response lo the happenings of 
the day, to Ihc twists and turns of history- 
boUi in the world at large and within Uie 
terrains of the state and civil society. 

(4) Socially, llicre is a grt>wing alienation 
and fragmentation and sharpening 
polarisation between classes and communi¬ 
ties as the social base of the polity has 
narrowed in.stcad of being progressively 
widened, and as the fight aguinstpoverty has 
moved from being perceived as an economic 
task to be curried out by goveniment and 
planning bcxlics to l";ing seen as a struggle 
against local atrocities and vulnerabilities. 
Poverty and unemployment are seen us a 
consequence not so much of misfortune and 
relative deprivation as of the withdrawal of 
rights by the system, of legal and in.stitu- 
tional entitlements. 

(5) Also, much mure than before, the siicial 
condition has become dependent on access 
to. or exclusion from. natural resources, lajid 
entitlements and the relationship witli village 
commons. At (he same time, accentuating 
class conflicts and growing pauperisation 
caused by alienation from land, water re¬ 
sources and ancestral rights over fore.sis, dnd 
growing pressure for sheer survival, are 
producing hostility from the very classes that 
hod fm* so long felt drawn towards nature 
and the 'environment' (especially the tribal 
populations’ and the rural poor). 

(6) As class/caste conflicts and alienation 
from land and natural resources have been 
reinforced by declining economic returns 
from productive forces for large .scctUms of 
the agrarian social stntciure, both segrega¬ 
tion and stigmatisation of dalits and other 
lower classes have grown. Side by side with 
this the push towaids urban conglomerates 
on the part of the land-denuded OBCs and 
dalits has raised Uie pressure for government 

' jobs and the demand for a new genre of 
'rights' - especially the tight to work - and 
as part thereof special rights for the hitherto 
discriminated against social strata through 
reservations and the like. To all of this Uie 
upperclass bureaucracy and the middteclass 
parents of tlie new generation of students in 

the universities, alre^uncoinlortablewith 
things like Mandal and the upward mobility 
of various minorities including the dalifs and 
the political challenge posed by them, are 
reacting violently. (Henre the growing anger 
with men like V P Singh.) Thk growing 
incapacity to accommodate economic griev¬ 
ances and political aspirations has in turn 
produced a backlash not from the oppressed 
social strata but from the economically left- 
bebind .sections of (he twice born. The result 
has been the Mandal-Mandir explosion 
(which is still not over), joined on the one 
hand by the Hindutva brigade (cxteiuling 
from Hindu communal parties to university 
academics) and on the other hand by the 
.stirred consciousness of the dalits and the 
minorities. 

Deep convulsions lie in store for civil 
society as it proves unable to open up the 
machinery of the state for providing new 
avenues of opportunities and power for 
diverse segments of Uie poor from all castes 
and communities. It is because of this clo¬ 
sure mthenew aspiri ng entrants Uiut a whole 
variety of forms of ethnicity (aulononiy- 
•sceking, separatist, based on claims of seif- 
detennination or recogn ition as' indigenous 
peoples’, or simple inclusion of ever new 
claimants in the reserved category for jobs 
and opportunities)^ has been (xi the upswing. 
The emergent class-ethnic-caste mix bus 
been, for long now. waiting for a response 
from (he elite classes. Yet the only response 
aiming from the latter has to so 
modernise society that a select ‘mkldleclass’ 
gels created, the liccnce-pennitraj is opened 
up to global corporate enterprises, and the 
state itself, not just the private sector, gets 
integrated into the world market. 

(7) Meanwhile, traditional avenues of 
mobility towards and into the modem sec¬ 
tor. Uirough raising Uircsluilds of personal 
worth, quality anddignity within ucomplcx 
social terrain are getting short .shrift. The 
package of education, health, shelter, san¬ 
itary conditions and various sskIuI minima 
in terms of guaranteed prices of necessities 
like food and clothing -togcUier producing 
rising degrees of social empowerment 
through which alone, it is now clear, states 
of poverty, unemployment and disparity 
could be reduced - is being systematically 
downplayed and downgraded. There has 
taken place a whittling down of wwial policy, 
ipxo facto producing gaps between tlie 
privileged and (he oppressed, so much so 
that any design to merely raise the aggregate 
growth rate of the GNP, even if this be 
combined with distributive packages and 
plan schemes and even if the demands 
for self-determination and autonomy at 
local levels be conceded, is not likefy to 
reduce m* even contain the powing social 
divide. With this, the whole economic 
model and indeed the enterprise of the 
state is likely to gel delcgitimued and lose 
credibility. 

(S) LookiiigHWiiad* 
edies is the moest of fMIni a fimae 
on a turbulent social order, which *40 sat 
stay put in a ^oxenstatefrekiig but only 
ignite forth tatoaboiBttg cowndran wfakii 
a state on horsaback fwd inposatUeto 
hold. If we have bean ahk to hold so f«. 
somehow, it has onfy baas duough a grow¬ 
ing dispensation of coercion, brand control 
over the social order, and a combtiiatiaa of 
cleverness, chicanery, cuMung. craftiness 
and eyittciam in relation to Ibe paQfde. We 
have encouraged bigbdegreecofdnneafimg 
corruption, crimiaatisstian. MtddeldiBratcly 
encouraged commansl scatiBeents among 
large cross-sections of individttals and 
ixofessionais. who have each and all been 
isolated, rendered impotent and made aub- 
Kcrvien t to a competiti ve social ethic th at we 
are being asked to indribe for integrating 
with a style and atrtccture of goverance 
called the 'new world order'. But bow long 
can such a cynically contrived strucuare of 
governance itself smvivc the gathering thrust 
of social and political pressure from all 
sides in so many stales, even if the latter 
arc willing to sa^icc thea- iegilinwey and 
'sovereignty'? 

(9) Tlw model of marginalisation, exclu¬ 
sion and dispensability of (be weak and the 
poor that has emerged out of such a ethic 
of the survival of fee fittest that seems to he 
taking charge of the minds of national elites 
(here and elsewhere*) is not simply an ex¬ 
pression of upper class sadism vis-a-vis (he 
lower classes. Nor is it just (as is often 
argued) a result of the incapacity of the state 
tocarry (he 'burden' of a growing population 
and growing hordes of Che poor and the 
'irrational' social strata who will not some¬ 
how get easily modernised. It is rather at 
bottom a reflection of the faiharc of the 
poliiico-constitutiond system, its very stabi¬ 
lity and effectiveness, iu capacity to make 
economic develiqimcnt an engine of social 
transformation, ^or long the assumphon 
was that economic logic was autonomous of 
social and political constraints, an assump¬ 
tion that has a>st the aniiiuy dearly.*) It is 
also a reflectioa of tmmtting eraston of 
confidence in the elite’s own ideological 
construct is which it bod once pot so much 
faith. Ihe renik ietfaat the 'diapeosahUity' 
that fm^y emerged was not justt^ niUiow 
that could not be accoounodated in Ae 
mdustrial and esKmumk raphfstrat^nre. hot 
also a dtspensalHlity of sMitMtions thniogb 
which aim economic, the social, the 
political and the ideologic^ diaieosmns 
could have been held logetfacr and enabled 
to htlld the coonhy together. Once (he in- 
sthutions became ihspeasaide, the elite was 
forced to opende in a vacuttm producisg in 
its wake the growing qipedb of comoiuna- 
Usm, seeJarianism (tfvaiioas types, ntigioos 
and cidtural »t 
all anew vitwofnatiflaa|«haMtdl|kih0b(m- 
ty integrated into the 'new tjuajM mder'). 

.Scosonde 
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' It is this interface between a globalising 
corporate economy and 'world wder’ en- 
gulfingnajorregions and states, and further 
accentuation of national chauvinism within 
and between the same - seemingly contra¬ 
dictory but in fact converging - that pro¬ 
vides the new setting of the 'nation state’. 
The latter is at once under siege and trymg 
tohide this fact by a bravadoof anti-western 
(mainly anti-American) reactions, while at 
the same lime permitting multiplebacklash- 
es and counter-thrusts: a globally homo¬ 
genising culture, communications and con¬ 
sumerism on the one hand, and regionalist. 
sub-nationalist, ethnic and ‘communal’ 
assertions of klentity - often employing 
instnimcnts of violence which in turn invite 
increasing thresholds of anti-insurgency 
terror mounted by militaiy and intelligence 
layoul.s - on the other. The nation stale is 
caught in between this pmeer of develop¬ 
ments, all of them de nationalising and de- 
institutionalising.prcKiucing deep vacuums 
all over the place and the rise of upnvMcd 
and adventurist 'leaders' and their criminu 
lised and corrupt agents 

Together, it is all highly desiabili.sing. 
despite and perhaps because of the integra- 
tionist claims of globalisation, free trade anti 
the removal of hanicrs lo a free llow of 
goods ami ,serv ices across nations. The reality 
ot course is (hat agreemenLs like the one 
signed at Marrakesh hide a great deal of 
inequity between nations and peoples, both 
due to the sheer size of operations of the 
TNCs and their capacity to control the flow 
of technology and informatidii. and due to 
several mechanisms like transfer pricing 
resulting in a drainage of wealth and re¬ 
sources from the south to the north." It has 
also resulted from insistence on tiie host 
countrie.s lowering lax rates, hiking prices, 
depriving the working class of employment 
and the farmers of their rightful share in the 
produce of nature by dictating internation¬ 
ally fixed {Irices and terms of trade. 

A great deal of globalisation is in fact - 
like ‘national integration’ espoused by 
centralised regimes vis-a-vis diverse cul¬ 
tures and peripheries - based on continuous 
fl'agmentation and erosion of existing struc¬ 
tures and identities. And yet, on the other 
side of die new interface, there are loud 
voices being raised by political leaders, the 
media and the intellectu als against interfer¬ 
ence from abroad when in comes to the 
protection of basic human rights, of the 
bargaining capacity of the woricing class and 
the aggressive destruction of natural re¬ 
sources in the wake of globally inspired 
development schemes and technologies. In 
reality, of course, it is not the regimes in the 
south that are of their ovsn accord turning 
against international ncstns of a humanitar¬ 
ian kind. and iH'andtng diem as intetfcrence 
from the nmih, forinfaetthe acuta! wielders 

of power and influence in and from die' 
north, namely, the TNCs, prompt precisely 
Miat these undemocratic regimes are doing 
-violationsof human rights, holding wages 
down and depriving the traditional social 
strata of their access to natural resources by 
hijacking the latter for export-oriented 
industrialisation.’ 

iNSTtrinrioNAL Crisis 

Returning to the is.suc of erosion and short- 
circuiting (leading in the end to ‘dispens- 
abiIity’)of institutions, I would like to move 
to the next step in the argument, namely, the 
mostscrioussnappingof.structural linkages 
in the whole national enterprise, that bet¬ 
ween the Slate and civil society. There has 
been a great deal of writing on the erosion 
of institutions in India following the rise of 
authoritarianism and |)crsonulised politics 
by people like AtuI Kohli and Lloyd anti 
Susanne Rudolph, who have dwelt at length 
on llic concept of “dcinsiitutionulisalion’'.' 
To an extent I go along with their analysi.s, 
lor there is no iloiil'i that lollo\tiiie liulir.i 
Ciandhi’s populist polities (and, I would aJil, 
Raji V’s attempt lo substiliiic peilitics by leeh- 
nology) the real strength ol (he Indian 
political system, namely, its wide-ranging 
span »t institutional functioning williin whicli 
individuals and groups playetl their roles at 
so many levels, has been deeply eroded. 

And yet I feel IhaCdcinstitutioiialisation" 
docs not explain the reasons lor such ero¬ 
sion: it only deseribes it. To my mind it has 
to do with the rapidly changing .social base 
of the political process leading lo a radically 
changed set of demands and eonfliet silit- 
ations which the Indian state has been in¬ 
creasingly unable, and the Indian elite clas¬ 
ses have been increasingly unwilling, to 
handle. Merc emphasis on decline of 'gov¬ 
ernance' and ‘governabiliiy’ only limits us 
to an analysis of a dysfunctioning elite 
system. It does not go deep enough into the 
fact that such dysfunctioning is a result of 
a growing lack of fit between governing 
institutions and siKial dcmuiuls. I have 
argued elsewhere at some lengtl) that apolity 
based on a well thought out social policy, 
a polity that is socially represenutive or 
even sensitive, would be in a belter position 
to 'govern', allow increasing levels of in¬ 
teraction and communication between the 
state and civil society, and lead to rising 
levels of people’s paMicipalion and their 
own’ involvement at diffeient levels in the 
running of the state. Having long held that 
perhaps the crux of the Indian crisis over 
the last more than 1.5 years has been insti- 
tutional.'° let me also say that institutions 
are not ends in themselves but arc mecha¬ 
nisms to keep both a system and a political 
culture licking along, in tlte process satisfy 
a. larger and larger set of constituents and 
publics, and at the same time respond to 
changing demands, agendas and perspec¬ 
tives. Institutions arc a means to an end. to 

a sense of the whole, fo ui kfea of v| 
direction to which a system is movingv to '• 
a vision. If tlie latter are forgotten, the value 
and legitimacy and indeed (herelevanee df 
institutions ai« bound to decline. 

Of course, no political system can ftme- 
tion effectively without pul.sating institu¬ 
tions, particularly in the modem age^ with 
the growing diffusion of ideas, as]^atiotu» 
and desires. A merely decentralised and 
multicenired structure cannot hold without 
being woven together through instituUonal 
channels. We need not l>e as obsessed with 
the issue of governance and govemability 
as arc the American.^, hut we must always 
continue to come hack to the challenge of 
institutionalising a dcmtvratic polity. The 
basic challenge - it arose after the ‘garibi 
hatao’ call by ilte new Congies.s- leadership 
under Indira Gandhi in the early 1970s anil 
again following V P .Singh's call for 
Mandalisation and social justice - Ues in 
responding to tlie upsurge orcoM.scR>U.sness 
at (he grass roots through a new and relevant 
structure of institutions, which do not hang 
loose over tlie landscape of peoples and 
communities but become in.strumentsof their , 
hopes ,ind aspirations. It is u challenge that 
will not be easy lo handle but without which. 
1 have no doubt, thi.s turbulent |x>lity and 
civil society will not be able to hold. 

pARAiHixiis oi: Governance 

Let me try and bring together the import 
of the analysis presented so far in the fcam 
of ihrce paradoxes facing India at the present 
juncture. Fitst. we have a ruling class thkt 
seems to be at odds widi the very institutions 
it had (or its forebears had) once created. 
It is a ruling class that .seems pitched against 
not only larger and larger .segments in civil 
society hut also against elements in the very 
constitution of the Indian state — the judi¬ 
ciary. parts of the parliament and party 
system, sections of the bureaucracy itself, 
and of course the emergent leadeis and 
organised interests from the grass roots. 
Second, though facing multiple changes and 
challenges, there is an increasing obse.sston 
with stability and survival, with somehow , 
carrying on, holding to the chair as an end 
in itself, for this purpose manipulating the 
media and the intelligentsia through various 
excrci.ses in public relations, continuously 
stepping back from the transformative thrust ' 
of contemporary history, at best turning the 
latter into populist jargon, in the process 
equating personal survival with the survival 
of tlie nation. 

Countering such an obsession With stabi¬ 
lity and survival is only possible through 
people’s organisations and a horizontal and 
vertical structuring of (he same by individ- , 
uals and groups outside the parliamentary 
and party frameworks whoenjoy credibility 
and are seen as somehow representing the 
voiccsthataieeihergiog,Keenasconscience- i 
keepers of the country. Over time the num* 
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^r«f «ucb UKjividaalii and variety of auch 
groupK have been on the decline, llie boak 
paradox ia that the very agenta of change - 
from dieaute to the 'movementa' (increas¬ 
ingly dominated by NOOa) - are fighting 
their own respective battles of survival." 

Third, there is the whole centralisation- 
decentralisation issue,'one of the most dif¬ 
ficult in a modern liberal democracy. For, 
mere devolution of power and privileges 
to new sets of individual and group.s at 
local levels but still within the confines of 
the liberal democratic state will not em¬ 
power either the people or the organisations 
and communities and regions to which 
they belong, not to speak of the communal 
and casteist tendencies to which they may 
be subjected by the local mafias. The 
challenge is how to create a mass .society 
that is organised along a truly federal and 
democratic (decentralised) structure and 
does not degenerate into a di.semhcxlied. 
diffuse and faceless crowd. (,et 4liis not be 
the fate of the proposed ‘gaon sabhas' in 
the ‘panchayati raj' set-up that is on the 
anvil. Serious questions as to the relative 
mnits of representative versus direct de- 
moo'acy continue to beseech us. They are 
ancient questions being posed in the con¬ 
text of new mass societies." 

Revival w TkAorrioNALisM 

Beyond the crisis of institutions and other 
indicators of erosion and uncertainty, and 
in many ways reinforcing the basic 
paradoxes of governance, are new 
confrontations arising from the bottom 
grass roots of civil .society of both a negative 
and a positive kind. There is on the one 
band the confrontations arising out of the 
use of religion as a basis for politics - 
t^ich at one level appean: as a battle for 
ascendancy between the secular'and anti¬ 
secular political parties, but which at 
another level unravels the more basic 
conflict between modern and traditional, 
outward-looking and nati.vist, trends in. 
current politics. There is on the other hand 
the social confrontations arising out of 
Mandalisation, the growing upsurge of the 
dalits, and the emerging consciousness 
among the minorities, all of them 
challenging the power of new-brand 
traditicHiaiists who seem to have turned 
their backs on the rich diversity of Indian 
society. Unfortunately, the appeal of, and 
often indirect support for, traditionalist and 
nalivist thinking have come from sources 
that go beyond the typical arena of 
communal politics, many of them 
seemingly innovative and in parts seeking 
alternatives to the existing order (both 
national and global), and for this purpose 
drawing on multiple sources of experieitce, 
knov^dge and wisdom, including of 
course indigenous traditions and thewies 
about^em (in opposition to the modeniist 
siretite of ihipltihg and values). 

To these newer expressions of tradition¬ 
alism we shall presently come. Right now 
we note an overall atmosphere of drift and 
confusion, born out of uncertainty about 
the future and declining concern about the 
same, deep ambivalence arising out of too 
many changes leading to no real change. 
Conceptually loo there is a great deal of 
ambivalence spurred by a new model of 
double-speak. 'Liberalisation' is not to be 
a goal to be achieved but a game to be 
played out to permanently subjugate both 
the autonomy of the state and the auton¬ 
omy of civil society. Religion i.s not to be 
an exercise in further cementing a unique 
‘spiritual’ inheritance of plural identities 
and social spaces but a see-suw between 
two contending right wing parties. Mean¬ 
while unemployment on the one hand and 
communal violence on the other are under¬ 
mining the survival capabilities of diverse 
communities and cultures. For the latterihe 
scenario of uncertainty becomes a scenario 
of exclusion and dispensability. 

Alongside this combined impact of insti¬ 
tutional erosion, the philo.s-ophy of libera¬ 
lisation and the communal blacklash. are 
taking place still deeper erosions that are 
affecting national confidence and creating 
new doubts in the national psyche. Among 
these arc: 

(1) Side-stepping a wide array of social 
reform movements, the emergence of new 
nationalist intellectualism and anti-west 
rhetoric, often reflecting a deeply ingrained 
sense of inferiority vis-a-vis the west, vis- 
a-vis the modern sector and vis-a-vis the 
neu-westom Nehruvian model of nation¬ 
building. in the process drawing on a whole 
repertoire of historic memories and nativist 
yeanlings and rejecting almost the whole of 
the post-independence effort at creating a 
modern, secular, polity. 

(2) Weakening of the liberal tradition for 
defrnding civil rights of diverse collec¬ 
tivities. buckling under when faced by ag- 
gres.sivc drives of a monolithic collective, 
a la Hindutva, a la globalisation. 

(3) Weakening of the composite nation¬ 
building model that had appeared at one time 
to be unique to India within the third world. 

(4) Erosion of genuine pluralism that had 
cut across both tradition and modernity and 
[mivided a bridge between Indian culture 
and modem democratic politics. Slow and 
subtle but clear hijacking of other major 
streams too - Oandhian, Swadeshi, Bharat 
versus India, certain brands of indigenous 
creativity of both intellectual and asthetic 
vwieties (patriotic science, etc), part^oxi- 
cally even strains of culture and arts and 
music and the perfonning arts that were 
supposed to becompositelmt have over tipae 
beenpatronised by ksecuie bureaucrats and 
politicians. Many of the anti-Congressite 
strains have taken forms that hpve unwit¬ 
tingly played into the hands of such nativist 
reaction to the modem secular perspective. 

W« face a serious dRenuna here. Waging 
a struggle against the colonial state, the 
bureaucracy and the globalist verion of 
imperialism is absolutely necessaiyifweare 
to realise our own character and worth and 
authenticity. And yeL lacking a tiuTy historic 
and philosophical perspective relevant to 
the new Indian striving (in step with similar 
strivings elsewhere in the third world), this 
very struggle can prove so negativistic. 
ahistorical and uncritical towards Indian 
tradition, and Ihc inequities and injustices 
inherent in it, that the result can turn out to 
be atavixt and fundamentalist and land up 
in the Hindutva camp. On the other hand. 
theNehruite vis-ion, lacking as it did a radical 
restructuring of civil society, ended up 
making us servile vis-a-vis externa] on¬ 
slaughts. the net result of which is to he seen 
in the riscof Manmohan Singh on the Indian 
political scene and all that this represents, 
leading to an erosion of one’s pride in being 
Indian, erosion of self-reliance and ol' In¬ 
dia’s role in creating acomposite third world 
identity, of the long-felt urge for providing 
an alternative to western life.stylcs, technoc¬ 
racy and consumerism. We need to remem¬ 
ber that every discourse on tradition - be 
it the one rtxited in an uncritkal recapturing 
of the past or the one .seeking to take us to 
an abstracted future - becomes repressive 
Our aim ha.s to be social emancipation, 
distilling it from a struggle against both 
traditionalism and modernity. 

Nehruvian Model on Defensive 

We have run into deep waters following 
thecomhat-style confrontation between the 
Nehruites and nativists. The problem is at 
one level philosophical. The much touted 
controversy between the universalistic faith 
of the ‘scientific temper' school, for whom 
there is no difference between the knowl¬ 
edge sy.stcm of the west and of India as both 
arc to be based on a common paradigm of 
science and technology, and the alternative 
sciences school for whom there is something 
unique - and almost supprior - in ‘indig¬ 
enous’ science, seems to have run into a 
sterile and rather repetitive rhetoric, both 
sides having failed to produce a creative 
civilisatjonal discourse, l^e possibility of 
a fruitful dialogue between the two has 
receded further with mutual imageries get¬ 
ting reinforced, with the former falling into 
a trap of servility vt>-«-vfr global coiporatc 
capitalism (including of the ‘radicals’ and 
’nationalists' among Uicm), while the latter 
getting more of a sympathetic response from 
western critics of their own materialism and 
technocrapy and consumerism' (together 
called ‘maldevelopment’) than from their 
own peqples." Here perhaps lies the great 
difference between the latter and Oandbi 
who they tirelessly ke^ projecting as their 
model Oandhi was a iconoclast par excel¬ 
lence and was attempting to simultaneously 
cleanse tradition of its both innate and 
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accumulated opprcMsioiv; aiKlKtTU£glcagain«t 
the servility inhercnl in any blind adoption 

ofmtxiernity -and both as part of u political 

movement for s»Kial irtinsfonnation. To¬ 

day’s exponents of indigenous alternatives 

arc at once apolitical and unprepared to 

wage struggle against the evils inherited 

from the past.'’* 

Both the slatisl-miHlcrnist elite and the 

indigenous strands opposed to ii share, 

paradoxical though this may sound, a na¬ 

tional ist, anti-western and a I hot tom icact i ve 
stance. Both tenti to reinforce tonservative 

streams in antecedent .social sii-ucttires and 
mines - in sonic ways the indigenous, ira- 

Jitionalisl strands more than the state 

jingoist.iiaiional-cliauvmistic ones', ilioiigh 

at Ixitlom the latter [wise a givalci danger 

ol emerging with an oKicial doctrine of an 

aulhonianaii.fusct.sl mould, utilising all the 

wherewithal of stale power in then drive, 

while the indigenous strands do this only by 

providing a Icaseof I li e to both dormant and 

receding spaces in a dcleaied culluix- At 

some points the two could well converge." 

My own preference is )oi an at once i obusi 

and selt-^ontideiit and democratically sen¬ 

sitive model ol 'nation building’ in which 

the institutions of .secular democracy aie 

conceived as (and wliciv they slip and liccoine 

oppressive. Iruiisrorined to become) instru¬ 

ments ot liberation from both the atrocities 

of traditional siruciurus and the oppressions 

of the mixlcrn stale and polity Tlic inhcienl 

repression o( llie stale as a coercive appa¬ 

ratus has to be fought against, hut the liis- 

loncal-cum-philosophical concepiioiioi the 

nation slate as a eaialy^l ol nalional sclf- 

icalisalion and lesuigeiiLC. and foi conlam- 

iiig both the iniru.sioii ol exogenous lorces 

of hegemony and control and die penodit 
onslaughts of local slruclurcsoloppixssion. 

ought never to be lost sight i>f. A democratic 

ethos sustained and s.ileguarded through the 

autonomy ot Ihe stale winch is able lu kee|i 

both these intrusions and onslaughis at bay 

is what is involved in this conception ol 

nation-building. Asof now perhaps the most 

crucial lest that it faces is with respect to 

the growth of religious and cultural naiuin- 

alismut Ihcmajoritanan variety, grown out 

of a hurt sense ol pride and a leelmg that 

the modern state and .secularism have Icli 

the Hindus out on a limb. Picking up from 

the defensive assertiveness ol revivalist 

strands in the I9lh’and the early 2()lh cen¬ 

turies. this particular brand of nationalism 

is finding a series of new coiisliluciicics 

among academics, activists and lounial- 

ists. several anti-Western and anii-imKlern 

streams found in the so-called 'new .social 

movements’ (paradoxically most vividly 

pronounced in international seminars and 

conferences), and the new nalivislic niovc- 

mctiLs of traditional 'patriotic' science, 

swadeshi and other slogans, most of them 

inspired by the ’India vs Bharat’ call of 

Sharad Joshi and others. 

I would rattier that wliile wc can and must 

fight the imperial drive of mtxlcmity wc 

must beware falling prey to the pulls of all 

kinds of traditionalists (most of them, like 

Sharad Joshi. upjKr caste, anti-state and pro- 
liberalisationlorsomc false romunticistn of 

already fast receding pasts. There is need 

instead for a confident rebuilding of one’s 

own nation, state and civilisation and im¬ 

bibing liiein all wiili a dislinclive mixlcl of 

humanism that is based on the (xirsisling 

Indian penchant for pluralism in the six'ial 

terrain, compassion forllic pixir and the long 

suffering social strata, and the diawing 
logctlicr of diverse minoritic'. inlit one 

compo.site though not monolilliic culture. In 

coii.son.'ince. with that compo.site perspec¬ 

tive, Iheic will also be need for identity and 

a sense of common sinving with worldwide 

snuggles lor eijuity and a humane world 

order 

Many otliei well-motivaled and highly 

eommiiled bin at bottom alu.sloricul and 

apolitical 'moveinenl.s' tail to contribute to 

such a process ol rc-huildiiig and transfoi'in- 

ing the nation slate.' Aiuidi Bachao Aiidolan'. 

a variety ol neo-Gandiiiaii 'vikalpa’ conveii- 

lion.s, many new versions of Hind Swarnj 
but lucking Guiullii's political inomeiitum. 
and .some ihough not all offsluxits of the 

aiUi-Coiigrcss legacy ot Lohia. Similarly. 

Ihe ielcaoi a 'Second Independence Snug¬ 

gle’ ('l)u.sri A/adi’) sounds to me loo ro- 

muniic and smgle-snoke an idea, i iven with 

a mind-.sel that IS at lK)|lom ahislorical. Instead 

of iakiiig Ihe Indian eiitei'piise further, il is 

simply re leeiing il and warning lo stall anew. 

It ini'olves a polarisation ol time alongside 
polaii.sation ol ideology, as il all 47 years 

since indc|x-iuleiicehave Ixieii wasted While 

lliere may lx; a lot ol intelleetu.il bravado 

III il. il IS highly ines|xmsible. ignoring as 

ililoesihe siiuggles and yearnings and hopes 

of millions of people acioss so many geii- 

eialioiiN. of those who loiletl lo give us an 

India lo lx-long lo and on that basis of 

belonging, lo liaiisloim il. 

Tliis IS iioi lo supjiori Ol uphold the 

Neliruile legacy It w.isiixnnuehol a carbon 

copy ol (he wesl to sueeced Idespile some 
efforls by Nehru himself lo 'synlhesi.se' 

India's cultural lieiilagc and nuxlern msli- 

luliotis a'ld UN.igcsI." Hvcii at Ih.il it failed 

to sustain Ihe consideiahle framework of 

overall vision, inslilulioiis. ideological per- 

siicclivc and poliiicul cultuic dial had once 

been held out with a view to ii'ansforniing 

Indian reality for carrying forlii the social 

■ evolution for which il was in a way iiilciid- 
cd ll ^^as dlls promise ol the new liulian 

enleiiin.se which led Ihc pcojilc lo lend it 

llicir support lor so long, make diem willing 

lo undergo sacrdlces and pul up with injus- 

decs aiul cxploilation. and for which they 

had even lolcralcd llic Icadci.ship's lame 

excuses and hollow cxplaiialions and 
bruiulisliments(rt/r/Nura.simliaRao).ltwas 

ils failure lo carry ihrough Ihc sixiial revolu- 
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Ikiii (however mtxlcstly ctuiceivctl it was) 

- remove (xivcriy, reduce iniu.«tices. cxpaikl 

the spaces for diverse peoples and commu¬ 

nities - that has led lo so much discontcitf 

and has produced an institutional vacuum 

which has played into the hands of ohscu- 

lanlisl and neo-fascist forces on llie one 

hand, and die globalising thrust towards 

undermining national autonomy and indc- 

pendenccoii Iheother Meanwhile there has 

taken plate a widespread impression of a 

slate that h.i.s gone astray and a society that 

liaslo.s-t iismixirings. while the system’ that 

was supposed lo have tieliveied the goixjs 

is losing ilscapaciiyio honestly lay out whai 

is to come iicxi and prepare Ihe (wopic for 

Ihe same, producing a veritable no man's 

land, giving in to either despair or sheer . 

cynicism (Uiotigh some may still feelcxcited 

dial everything is at la.st changing). 

And yet this was one system that was a 

stable and going concern, with some basic 

conimilmcnls and allegiance lo values, even 

if a little inchoate and ambivalent, the ideo¬ 

logical stance that was adopted being not 

sliaip enough; pcriiaps in that lay the strenglli 

of Ihe model, provided of course the key 

leadership knew how to steer tlie ship of 

stale. Tlial die stability that it promised 

genei'atc<l complacency anti a degree of 

iiici lia was also lo be expected; all tunclion- 

iiig systems tend to siugnale. But thisof itself 

may not have mattered uxi tnucli .so long as 

the basic insliiulional rramework was intact 

and working, and li(iid a minimum of ac¬ 

countability and tolerance of dis.seiii and its 

Icgiliin.'icy ” 
Tlie basic failure of ctiursc was not to have 

indigenised the Nehru model. Hven this 

would have happened, not iliiougli some 

dogmatic or fundanicniulisi rejection ot all 

external influences - mtxlerii lechnology, 

western ideas tif either liberal or socialist 

vintage, IhcKnglish language-as by simply 

carrying through tlic agenda of stxial trans- 

lormatioii. making It thecsscnceol tlieseculai 

drive against parochial iiitcrcsls of lxilh tra¬ 

ditional and nuxlern kinds, thus moving 

clo.scr lo die pco|ilc and enabling them lo 

some into Iheir own. in that way almost 

auiomaiically indigenising the model. Il is 

nnwcluarlhat vested interests in both urban- 

industrial and rural agricultural sectors 

succeeded indefcaling lhe.s(x.'ial agenda that 

had emerged out of the comtx<sile 'Gandhi- 

Nehru’ legacy, and creating growing dis- 

coiiienl ai the level of (icoplc’s rcsp<m.ses 

and atilt udes (after they had given the model 

a long try) and a yawning vacuum at (he level 

ol inslilulioiis and Ihc value system. (Tlic 

Nehruviaii model ol the state failed lo build 

effective defences against these interests. )'* 

It is the attempt of Hindutva to niobili.se 

this di.sconient anil fill this vacuum by an 

api'xial ba.scdiHi sectarian and dogmatic lines. 

Il cannot succeed Iwcausc it iix> lacks a 

social agenda. I havenodoubt that the future 

lic.s in the Mandalitcdircclioii (I use the lerm 
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Kymboiically rather than dcscripiivelyj 

i^Qugh a coalition of ground level t'orcefi 

drawing upon major xeclioiiN of the dalits. 

the Mualimti and other minorities and (he 

lower rungs of the backwards and iIk land¬ 

less and resourccs-depleied peasantry (cut¬ 

ting across caste identities). Tliat this is a 

direction that strikes terror and insecurity 

among the prtd'essional middle classes, the 

intelligenls iu and the ma.ss media is. of course. 

true. But fortunately the values and commit¬ 

ments of democracy arc still vibrant, liber¬ 

alism is not all dead and there is a genuine 

fearof Hindutva. Which way tliis polarisation 

between ti>p-down resurgence of nativism 

and the bottom-up resurgence - not so much 

of nativism huiofdiverse representations of 

indigenous reality - will get resolved, is not 

yet clear. Perhaps it will all remain polarised 

fm a long lime until a new structure of 

leadership and siKial cadres emerges from 

the failures and ruins of the pre.sent one. 

stored out of the very tension and violence 

that is on the upswing, some of it rencciing 

a new determination lunong sections of the 

masses to fend for tlicmscivcs and. through 

their own strivings, find a path, a perspective 

and an inhsllecluul vision suited to their 

aspirations.*'' 

EMrJtfwn CiiAiJjjWii!; Ni-w Ii)I-()i.(k!v? 

Perhaps the greatest challenge that the 

political pnicess of |>roducing such a vision, 

and the instituuons and policies based on it. 

will fiice will be with lespcct t*> the gU>bal 

threat of the only prevailing ideology of 

soeial change and 'reform' that seems to be 

gaining ground among so many, namely 

liberaliation based on dclegitimisation of the 

stale, privatisation of the means of prinluc- 

tioti, and globalisation of finance, trade and 

technology timmgh the enormous eoncen- 

tration of economic p»>wer and the global 

reach of the TNCs, the philosophy of 'mar¬ 

ket' being the .vine qua non of it all. It is an 

ideology (if itcan be culled that) that exudes 

great confidence and expects to conquer (he 

work) by making fulluseof the global tramc- 

work of institutions tliat wcie originally 

establislied to deaf with disparities between 

.states (currying forward the Keynesian ideas 

of public policy). Injt have since become the 

exponents of die ideology of the market.’” 

Together, die TNCs and the BrelionAVixKls 

ittstitutions have been at work to disem- 

irowcr both the nation state and tlie diverse 

cultural and civilisatkaial (hiusts of non- 

westem civil srKietics. as well us the cultural 

and cl ass (and cu.sU: )expressioiis of die newly 

mobile and aspiring musses. 

Fortunately, there is an inherent instabil¬ 

ity in this new enterprise of glohalisuliiw as 

literally billions of people and thousands of 

communities and cultures are left out of its 

purview. It is also at bottom liighly de¬ 

humanising and brutatising. Can liberalisa¬ 

tion liberate the top soil lifters and demean¬ 

ing bfestyleof the ‘bhaiigi"/ IXies Manmolian 

.Singh or Narasimha Rao for that matter, or 

the many minions working for them, know 

anything about the basic condition in which 

millions in India live? What kind of ‘reform 

package' is this 'liberalisation' if it not just 

fails to 'liberate' the poor and the destitute 

hut in fact wraps them amuiid in circles and 

chains of pcnnaiient bondage? 

Lilicrulisalion is being advocated Ixith us 

an ullcniulive to the earlier model of duvei- 

opmciii and as one to which in fact "there 

IS no alloriialive" (the well-known TINA 

hypothesis). Civilisationally. Indians find 

such oltra-coiifiilcnce shown on helialf of 

any new idea or ideology difficult to swal¬ 

low. They arc by now tired and somewhat 

exhausted willi each new display of alter¬ 

native ' programme and party and paradigm. 

They were let down by the Nchiuite promise 

and have since liccn Id down by many 
others But as one lias to somehow keep 

going, oiac comes out with either a Uni of 

bricks 1)1 a kilo of llowers and a lot of 

clapping, usually the latter. It is .still (despite 

growing disbelief) a civilisation in which 

word matters more than deed, so much belief 

that once a tiling is said, it will he done, .so 

little demand for real and decisive action.’* 

Tliis may well turn out to lie the ca.se with 

liberalisation on wiiich ihcre is a lot of 

criticism but no real dissent. On the whole 

the rhetoric seems to have stuck, above all 

on tho.se in charge of (he mass media. The 

pity is that so many people seem to have 

pinned (heir hopes on the riictoric. laying 

out their hard-earned savings - and beliefit 

- at the altar of these unnouiiccmeiits. (he 

urbanites more than the rural people, some 
of whom even write lengthy articles and 

Ixxiks exprc.ssiiig cither excitement nr their 

sense of let-down as has happened following 

the compromises and concessions made by 

the liberalisers. In the meanwhile, though, 

in the name of ‘liberalisation’ the liberties 

of so many millions have got enxled and 

biuiulised Also, in the meanwhile, the stale 

has been rendered impotent and made iii- 

capalile of responding to the demands and 

urges o( the people 

The challenge before the new emerging 

coulitionof grass mots leaders will be to lay 

bare the deceit anddouhlc-s|x;akundciiymg 

the whole new mtxicl. Tins will not lx; easy 

as. lacking a well worked out alternative 

ideological perspective following the grow¬ 

ing iiTcIcvancc of thccuiTciU mixlels (liberal 

democratic, Marxist. Gandhian and that 

underlying the new social movements).” the 

new promise heki out by (he ‘ideology’ of 

liberalisation is likely to take in sections of 

the newly resurgent peoples and communi¬ 

ties (c g, the dalits. the backwards, the mi¬ 

norities. above all the supposedly resurgent 

women) who all seek enhancement in status 

-and a greater share in the power structure 

of tlie state and civil S(K:icty hut who. given 

that motivation, may feel templed by the 

new promise, (he way it is hciitg prcsenlcri. 

The dalits, for instance, are far more con¬ 

cerned with seeking justice at home (in terms 

of a more egalitarian social order and po¬ 

sitions and power in governing structures) 

than in fighting world imperialism. They 
have also been for too long humiliated and 

exploited by a highly an'ogaiit and corrupt 

administration. More or less the same ap¬ 

plies to (he Muslims, the backwards, the 

(ribals and the women aspiring for gender 

juslice. Tlieir battles arc to be waged here 

and now. in terms that are at bottom social, 

carried out in settings that arc local (as 

against the NGOs and the intellectuals and 

activists of this or that ‘new social move¬ 

ment' who get drawn into the seductive 

inlernatinnHl vortex of conferences and 

rlieloric) 

Tlicir battles arc global only by inference 

and as a result of the liegat i ve conscqucncc.s 

of policies pursued by the national elites 

under the influence of transnational actors 

that affect their ccoiiDinn.' pio.spects (both 

jobs and livelihood in genera') For this (as 

well as against so many ill effects of con¬ 

sumerism spuned by the TNCs) they need 

to join forces with global movements of 

protest and resistance, of course witli their 

own agenda in mind, namely, a social strug¬ 

gle on behalf of the poor and the ojipressed 

and the siKiully stigmatised everywhere. 

But all tliis is dilferent trom the usual di¬ 

chotomy tetwceiiglobalisiiig inodciiiily .ind 

local and regional Iraclilioii, the latter is last 

losing relevance for them. It is also losing 

relevance for large sections of the youth - 

women as well as men - and not just Uie 

‘yuppie’ generation ol middle class youth 

but even among the lower middle and the 

ptxircr strata. 

Bi-yoniiTradiiion and Moix-ikniiy 

It is not that traditions arc not re levant any 

more; if anything they have grown more 

leic vant in light of the failure of the Nchruvian 

tmxici of .secular change when it comes to 

the needs of the socially oppressed. There 

is alst) so much ancient wi.sdom. knowledge 

and even lime-tested technologies to pre¬ 

serve or build upon. Nor is it Ihni eicmcnis 

wilhiii mixlcrnity have Ixicome any les.s 

important: again, if anything, some of lliem 

(especially the instiUiiions of the mdoern 

slate) have grown in importance, especially 

for the deprived and marginalised sections 

who want to get liberated from die hold of 

traditional institutions and the social 

.system. Rather, what we have is a di.scovcry 

that .some traditions are proving weak and 

fragmented, too dispersed and ritualised, 

hence making those wlxi at one time sub- 

.scribed to them turn to new and more de¬ 
fined structures, towards institutions and 

mindsets that modernity provides. At the 

same time muchof the prixni.se of modernity 

is wearing out tixi. 

Wliere docs one luiu? Rediscovery of the 

vitality of traditions and drawing upon their 
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innate WMlium and xtorehoweit of Icitowl- 
edge and kkiaa mir tmly tidie place if fbere 
is a shift from freezing of the jirnrMf^Mo nwe 
to transfirnning diverse traditiuns through 
restructuring diem, redefining goals and 
recnicnting lost creativity. Only thus can the 
new waves of disbelief and growing lack of 
faith in the institutions of ilie mixlem state 
be handled Uirough a new iniuif ace of what 
used to at one time work hut have fallen in 
disuse, the new structures that wei e brought 
in hut have failed to realise Iheircbicciives. 
and the yet new futuies that Itavc to be buili 
from the vacuum created by U>th these 
failures 

There seems to he a growing sense of 
betrayal and deep ambivalence among the 
oppressed with respect to modern institu¬ 
tions. which has often led to a falling buck 
on their own reserves, but without neces¬ 
sarily turning to old and already discredited 
structures and loyalties. In turn, however, 
as we have already seen, the sense of be¬ 
trayal has been used by obscurantist forces 
for their own ends. This simultaneous loss 
of faith in botli the new model of develop¬ 
ment andaiocial change and old, tradition- 
htfund, beliefs and values and the growth of 
obscuranlic and neo-fascist fotces m place 
of both have generated new oscillations and 
sense of dissonance. Tins has happened not 
just in respect of prevailing political ar¬ 
rangements and the resp<'>nsc.s emanating 
from civil society, wliich is under stress and 
riven with deep conflicts, hut also in the 
intclleclual grasp of it all 

.ScEHnnSM AUoiri A.SSt'VinK>NS 

Many otlter dtiubis are on the rise. Take 
the assumption of equality of nations, euclt 
sovereign, each like the otlicr at least in legal 
sialas, Ttiis is fast giving place to a realisation 
that what we have is a hier^chy of .^tutes, 
a majuriiy of them hound in diverse mixJe.s 
of depeiuicncc. with many forward-back- 
waal (‘devc|i>ped-dcvcloping’ )diclK>tomics. 
deeply laid disparities and dispossessions. 
()ver time so many <^f them (more and more 
i>f them) are denied access to global insti¬ 
tutions. legal frameworks and erstwhile 
agreements and conventions, in Uie mean¬ 
while being pushed into new draft agree¬ 
ments (GATT, etc) to which so many nations 
- and cltisscs '■arc beingmadc hostage. TItis 
has produced both a growing sense of 
powerlessncss and a new traditionalist rc- 
•icltoit thereto in the form of a new upsurge 
of ellintcitics. iiationalism.s. new self-def i¬ 
nitions of identities, all of which arc both 
questioning and challenging Uieokl assump- 
iionofa world hascdimequal and sovereign 
nation stales. Tlic UN itself, which was 
originally proclaimed as consisting of sov¬ 
ereign and equal stales but was in fact an 
elaborate camouflage of a liasically highly 
unequal and disparate world, drawing away 
from rather dian contributing to a common 
universal* core, is at Iasi licing more openly 

and Mtmtly titnwd litto an instrument of 
itiiM|Uai powerieiatkms. TtMue arc still some 
idealists who would like to make the UN 
a genuine instrument of the .struggling 
peoples of the world and a set of values and 
objectives held dear to their hewts.^ But it 
is a long struggle ahead. The point is; siunitd 
one even strive to create an 'equal’ world 
of 'sovereign' powers'.' Is it not a chimera'.’ 
And is it desirable any way'.' Can a 'world 
civili.sation’ be based on mechanistic and 
linear nolionN like these'.'Was ihisnol in fact 
the mum flaw in (he institutional prriject 
launched by modernity'.’ 

Or again lake ibe growing doubts andnew 
questions about basic concepts like equality 
and/versus justice; what is to be preferred, 
a notion of ju.stice based on mechanical 
equality and the competitive etluis inherent 
in it. or a more organic conception of justice 
arising out of an admission of the inherent 
pluiality of the human situation'.'Or justice 
I'/.v-fl-i’i.rhumun rights; which conception of 
human ri ghts, legalistic and confined (o some 
fundamental political rights, or a notion of 
human rights (hat giMis into basic .social and 
cultural relationships among humans and 
communities'.'Or take 'democracy'; is it to 
be icprcseiitative from bottom to top, wiiich 
in fact becomes a lop to bottom process, or 
is it to be based on a fundamentally federal 
and pluralistic view of democracy'.' Same 
with the cisicept of decentralisation of power; 
is it to be dcecniralisation of .state power 
from the centre downwartls or is it to be 
based i.if\ a widening role and sc-opc of civil 
society and |>cople’s organisations and a 
K orrespondingly reduced role for both the 
slate and (he iniarkct'.' Not having dealt with 
these relatively simple questions of a def¬ 
initional kind has led to a situation wliere 
(he principle of sixiial justice has been 
gradually replaced by that of structural 
adjusiinent. whileihe idcuof siKial purpose^ 
to lie pursued in diverse naiioiial sellings is 
being given up in favour of global demands 
of a technological and financial kind. Over¬ 
all. the entire miKicI of democratic nalion- 
buildmg IS being last replaced by that ol 
technological pojgrcss. undeiplaying the 
rights and demands of the people. 

On gk>balism (is). the humanist vision of 
the global' and planetary’ kind is being 
replaced by the (echmx;ralic disciwrse of 
gk>balisation wh ich has permeated Hie think¬ 
ing on human affairs in one society after 
anotiier. Tli6.se siKiclies had alreusly commit- 
tcti rtiemscfvcs to the mialel of 'mixleniisa- 
tion of traditional .society' through things 
like high rales of growth of the economy, 
pursuit ol'iiulusirialisation and other objec- 
ti ves of statc-dimeted de vekipmem. This Urn 
had its flaws .uid shortcomings and lacked 
a vision suited to plural societies like »»urs. 
But the motlemisaiion that tlie discourse of 
glohalisation has in mirid is based on total 
capitulation U> a hsunogcncous model that 
is globally conceived and seeks to put an 
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end to thepliBidi^of di’vme modemisiitkiRr 
tliat were under way. many of wbim tfrid 
in-built ideas and values a humaniidie 
kind and often included perceptiems and 
thinking itrawn from indigenous reality, if 
IS necessary to not just draw dUttnctlons 
between nuxlcrnity and tradition but oIno 

between types of modernity and modes of 
tradition, tlic total picture being one of a 
large diveisiiy of various mixes of under¬ 
standing,and thinking The model of 
modernisation based (<n a glohuli.sedmuticet 
and a gkibalised ethic of ctmsumerism will 
lake us to a system in which every detail 
of choice and desire is poxessed - or so at 
least is the design - by a large single machine. 
.siKicly itself being conceived as homo 
mochino. Tiiere is hardly any 'freedom' in 
this 'free mjirket’. 

.lust as wc need to distinguish between 
types »)f m<xlernisation and models of de- 
vclojimcnt, there is also need to not think 
of concepts like poverty and exploitation in 
homogeneous terms. There are diverse 
forms of expkiitation and many types of 
poverty: distinctive bisltvical contexts of 
exploitation giving rise to distinctive t^ies 
of poverty. Wc need todislinguish between 
(i) economic exploitation as.sociatcd witli 
the growth of urbanised industrialisation as 
was found in Fngland and western Europe, 
following the enclosure movement and the 
highly unplanned urban-indusiriai growth 
ba.sed on large influxes of migrant labour 
from the countryside; (ii) creation of surplus 
value Ihiough primitive exploitation in 
agriculture as was undertaken in large parts 
of Europe and later in the Soviet UnHiii. and 
(iii) both these processes combined with a 
nexus between feudalism and ctimmercc as 
found later in the developing countries 
including the NICs. But all these need to he 
distinguished from (iv) exploitation under 
way in India and other countries in .south 
Asia (not all of which was economic and 
t<xik diverse forms); or (v) the later mirth- 
south exploitation through trade and tech¬ 
nology and. of course, (vi) the latest neo- 
colonial phase ofexploitalion through trade 
regi Acs on the one hand and finance capital 
and debt on the other. 

All these and other similar distinctions ot 
ii definitional and conceptual kind have 
become necessary given (he present drift 
into a highly uncertain and ambivalent future 
at a time when, for other reasons tiKi. the 
human agenda hus got added to it a whole 
set of new is.sues such as gender equity, 
environmental jijsiice, clhnic/cultural up¬ 
surges, new-style movements for federa¬ 
lism, decentralisation and selt-determuia- 
(Kin, amt above all. the stow hut undoubted 
resurgence of the denn icratic ferment in civil 
society as an alternative to both the slate and 
tlic market white at (Ik- sametime eituntering 
the rise of phoney religiosity and die com¬ 
munal virus, together producing completely 
new demands ofirthe political process. I have 
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flutmcntioneii the growing struggles of trihuls 

and the slow but definite awakening among 

the indigenous peoples, castigating the 

mainstream with the charge of liquidating 

their distinctive heritages, theologies and 

worldviews, all <}f this taking place piecisely 

at a time when the salesmen of g lohalisation 

appear to be running amuck with its design 

of ‘refonning' the world as a whole after 

a single image. TItc earlier points made on 

the rise of the daliu utui the new kind of 

radical challenges it |>t«<es, in couiHcr-di.s- 

tinction to both old and new social move¬ 

ments, cun also be added to this list of issues 

and concerns that giws into the making of 

the new human agenila. 

KiriiiiNKiMi Imi.1.1 K ie.\iyFoi.ni<-Ai 

Aci-mw 

Much of the above discussion is meant to 

begin a process of rethinking, for moving 

beyond the ensis ot ideology and institu¬ 

tions in which we presently find ourselves, 

also with a view to assist in the cun'ent seat eh 

among the leaders of Uie oppressed strata 

of society for a relevant framework for their 

praxis. A few more issues may lie added to 

what has already been said. First t something 

that is already implied in the foregoing 

analysis), we need to accord pi iinacy to the 

.social question. At the time of independence 

the elite was provided with two streams of 

tltinking mi the emergent historical process. 

Tliere was the national-lxiurgeois stream 

based on the nation stale as a unit of 

organisation of the world and economic 

development us the principal agenda facing 

it. Tliere was. secondly, the .socialist altei- 

native based on a different model of stages 

of growth, namely, from feudalism lo cap¬ 

italism lo siK-iaiism. all of which also was 

to he achieved through the instrumentality 

of the nation state and a world composed 

of nation states. In both of them the social 

question was left out. .^ince then, and par¬ 

ticularly of late, the .social quest ion that has 

emeiged on the hort/on i.s hu.sed on an 

’upsurge of identity' ai various levels. It is 

still lucking in building a new definition of 

either development or progress or 

nuxlernisation or just change. Tins ia.sk 

remains lo lie carried out.-' .Similarly, with 

lespeci to ideas ofilemocrucy, pluralism .md 

the stale we have so far limited ihem by 

focu.sing on a iikhIcI ofgoveriiailce or at liesi 

a nuKlel of representation. Missing m them 

all has been an appropriate model of unity 

and integration as well as a crith|ue of the 

kind of integration dial has (akeii place which, 

as we have seen, has leil lo ilie phenomena 

ol exclusion and dispcnsabiliiy. It has lo be 

0 model dial goes Iwyoiid the so otien re¬ 

pealed maxim of ‘unily-iii-diversity'. which 

is of course ha.sic but needs .specific elab¬ 

orations front the standpoint of die poor luid 

the diverse strata of die oppres.sed.’'' 

Also missing ha.s Ikcii a model of ihe 

reiationship lietwccn die slate and civil 

society. A comsequcnce of diesc mi.ssing 

links in the overall conceptual framework 

of development and democracy, and partic¬ 

ularly as a result of the decline in interest 

ill civil society over time, has been u rising 

spurt ol iwoll and rcstle.ssncss, winch has 

led lo the liclief dial democratic praxis 

consists in struggle insiead of ’building 

gradually' which was die basic assuinplion 

of the Neliruviun iiukIcI of nation-building. 

In shorl. democracy becomes a ’demand 

side' of dcvciopineni as opjHised lo die 

’supply side' ihal isiiivolvedindiekeagunitc 
andpost-Keagamtceoiiceplionsof develop- 

inenl (now oll'icially acecpied m India us 

part of die libcralisulion drive). In lurii, the 

rise of the 'dcmuiul side' has produced a 

ditferuiil kind ofrespoit.se from die sysiem. 

namely. law-an<l-oi'ileri.sm.!iislion. we have 

twoopposiiemodelsofiniegralion.one based 

on supply side economics add law and 

onlerism.und ilieodicTbasctloiulcinocniiic 

diet ii y ailtl prax is as ci aicei ved by die petiplc 

and people’s oigamsulions. inlermediale 

between the two are regional asserlums. 

demands for uulomnny aiul .sell-deteiinina- 

lion. uiul the el'ltats to truiislute the aiilon- 

omy of the iialion stale mitt aulonoiny ol 

|)ct)ple's oi’ganisalititis. ol socio-pt'lilic.il. 

cultural and artistic gi’tiups. of voluntary 

organisations and eili/.en binlies. of the mediii 

and tif the whole inronnulioii sector. 
()n the last of llic.se there is need forniaioi 

illiliutives Tlieie is gradually taking I’lace 

a realisation that by their very nature mass 

media, particularly lelevisioii. is imtnen.sely 

honiogenisiitg and uiulcimmiiig of diversi 

lies and autonomies. Ihal die very culliva- 

lion of the habit ol luriiing the iiliol liox on 

makes one a victim til ntonolilhic and 

moiitiptilislic IciKleiicies. Whentine atids lit 

this the increasing fKiwer til tiilicr types tit 

etinli'iil mechanisms under the auspices ol 

the coiptirale seeltir, such as die power aiitl 

reach of ad agencies, the growing speclic 

of official secrecy (mure ami more being 

utilised by the sti-calletl I'lecenleiiiriseTNCs) 

and new fonns ot manipulaiioii of (he press, 

intluentialneademics and odiei’prtil’e.s.sion. 

als. logedierpi'tHlucing aconiisive inlortna- 

litiii tirdei. one can gel a niine ciniiplele 

pielui’c Ilf die forces that lie bdiiiul ihe 

growing exclusion of milluiiis I rum the 

cenlres of |iowei' and inlluence, giving lise 

lo a raiher sliaip hardening of die mieiest 

siimiure ol society. It is in this overall 

coiiiext (hill the whole striving fur nuionomy 

Ilf the media -cuiTenlly lukiiig a back scat 

- needs lo he pcrccivetl, iiiiil. basetl on the 

success ol (hat striving. Iti relate Ihe twin 

dimensions ol die challenge of history, die 

expansion of fieedom on the one hand and 

the mobtlisutitin for change on the other. 

Much of this is of course part of reassert - 

mg the fundiimuntui uxiiinis of dciniKracy 

and socialism. .Somehow the iiislilulinns in 

which die lalier gave rise slipjied away from 

realising the original objcclives. 'Htere is 

need to pick up the threads once again and 

join them to the new Ksurgcnce at die grass 

riHits and the multiple stirrings of the human 

conscience dial are already under way, and 

prtxlucc a new agenda for the human enter- 
pri.se. 

Notes 

1 In what tollows 1 have dealt with a number 
lit cineiging trends—glohalt.salion. up.surge.s 
lit roiisciou.snes,s and .struggle litmi the gnsss 
riHils. the deep anihivaleiiec of ruling elites 
in iwspecl espi'cially ot die role ol Ihe .simc. 
Ihe erixsion of tn.slitulion.s in Ihe wake of both 
audumtunaii tendencies and mounting dem- 
ocralic pre,s.sufB,s. llw overlap ol all thi.s with 
Ihe raging eonllici between mislern secular 
and Iradilionali.sl lorce.s. and die growing 
delciisivcnc.ss ol die .Nehiiivian vision and 
perspective agaiii.st die.se sels ol iitlacks. In 
developing die papei I have esleii.sively on 
my earlier wtidng.s loi which I plead guilly. 

2 I'ora deuuled l reulnieiil see lhespeci.il diaihle 
i.s.sue ot l.oka\ini liulltlin. Vulume Id (“'-oi. 
.March-.lunc l')')4 

\ (In the whole deb.iie o\ei icsersadoiis sev' 
mv C'n.sis ol Kepie.>enladon’. r/ie HtiuJu 
Augu.s| .11. l')')4 

4 I In Ihe di.s|vn.siibihly ihesi.s. .see Ihe cha|)iei 
on ’(In 1 lumane (lovei n.inee' in Slate affaiiM 

;ef I. Alania. I‘)SX On the emerging 
elhieol ’’snnival ol Ihedllesl", -.eeliu' dl.iplers 
on Ihe ’I’olilical .System and die l*oor‘ and 
”l'he I ■merging na,s.s P.ihos’ in mv ('aawintt 
Amnesia- An hlssas mil’in-eils aiullheHuman 
CinisrioiiMU-ss. Viking (I’enguin). lyj.V 

.s In die early dec.tdi'.s (allerindependencel die 
mutual iudonomy ol the economic and die 
pohdeal realms imiy have been luncdonul as 
1 hiid once niy.scll argued See mv ’I’olilic.il 
I'lonomy ot llevelopmenl’ R R Kale Me 
mortal l.eiliiie. 1*171 Willi die quKKeiiing 
ol Ihe ixilidiMl pioee.s.s .idei Ihe I mergeney 
howevei. lohavepeisisli'd widilhe.ipolideal 
a.s.sumpdoii ol economic planning pioved lo 
he .socially di.saslrou.s 

ts loi a pcrceplive analy.sis ol how Ihe 
Ir.in.sn.idon.il.s iuive Itirned die Ireedom ol die 
dee inarkei into captive mono|xilies, .see 
AiirohiiidolilK'se ’'rmn.slei I’rianghy.MNC- 
.Sinisiei Silence ol lliiid Woild Regimes'. 
Hriinamii M ii'MlM</l''/ni \. Volume I. No 11. 
M.iy I-I.S l'W4. 

7 l-’oi exposure ol bodi the uses made ol die 
human nghis i.ssue by IhiIIi wesieni. especial 
ly I' S. diplomacy .igainst lliird woild re¬ 
gimes. and die ei|iially oppoiluni.sde rebiidal 
ol llii.s by ihe.se regimes who continue io 
vtolale dx'human nglil.sid iheirpi'oples. .see 
my ’Human RightsOtl'en.sive: Damage Done 
hy HS Support'. The Tinu-s a! huUa. Apnl 

I')*J4. 'Hie .Slime applies lo Ihe o.spou.sal ol 
’liiNiurslandiitd.s' hy wesleni ivgimes whicli 
iiivoKes bi'ilei wages and living coiididons 
and iv-sirauils on slave lahiHir :iiid certain 
loniisol ehild l.iNwrits fian ol die new global 
Hade a'gime. and die liaid oiilciy of Indian 
and ollxT govenimeiils ol die soulh again-sl 
Ihe .same, cliasdsiiig ti its new pnttecdoiii'i 
ntslncdoDs tin inide iiml arguing lor non- 
miertorence' in lalmur wages iiiul ngliis ol 
IIk'Woiking clitss and related ’.scxial" mailers 
'tlii.scaineuphodiduring die I’ruguiiy Round 
ol negoliadon.s al Marrake.sh ami lalei in die 
11.1) al die K1 .SI II.() conlerciH'eliekl m ('icneva 

k Add Kohli. l>emonar\ ami Disrunient. 
India'sflrowinx C'nsis of (itn'ernaldhis. 
< 'aiiihridge I iiii versi ly I’lew. New York. I ^70. 
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am] Uoyd I and Suitanoe H RudoJpli. hi 
Pursuit of tMkshmi; Ihe Political k'ronamy 
«!/;/if/»irf/<iK.syar(',C)rit'nlJ.oni;man,B«>mbay. 
1987. 

9 The firsl .'ioniewlvit Ueiiulcd (rt-adnoni of (hi.s 
w<Ls laid out in the chapter on .sociid policy 
lor the eighth plan witen I wils in the planning 
commiiciion. I'tm coinnii.'i.'iion changed liand.s 
in 1991 alter the lall ol the National I'font 
goveminent and the final document ot the 
eiglilh plan did not include ii. 1 have rc- 
puhli.>ihed It III my IhioK Giowinx Ainmwia 
op cii I am thankful to Shekhar .Singh, then 
iidvi.ser. planning coinmi.s.sion tor clo.<iely 
working with me in thi.i elfort. Since then I 
have written .'•evcral article.'; on i.s.sue.'> ol 
siK'ial policy and their hearing on tlie wIkiIc 
que.ition ol the relationship hetween the .stale 
and civil .society. 'Ihe mo,st leeent ol tlie.se 
wa.s 'flawed Deniocracis's: A ('nli<|ue ot 
Indian tiiid US Models'. I'lic Timc\ nl huha. 
April 10. 1994. .See also my 'tiveiview' 
chaplei in MuchkTind Duhey tedi. The Social 
Situation in huha, prepared loi Ihe .soend 
.summii coiilereni e to he held in CopiMthagen 
in IW5. 

10 I had laid out Ihe ongiiial iri.stiliiiional miKlel 
.es well ;ls Ihe hegmniiig.s ot ils eossioii in my 
Politic, in huha (t)nenl l.oiignuin and I,title 
Brown. 1970) ilsell. Although the hook w.i.s 
wnlteg heloie Ihe ho'eiiiie cliKids dial led 
to Ihe hmeigeiicy. Ihi .signs were clear 
,Suh.scqiieiilly. iii a scos'.s i >1 airiclespiihli.slied 
in Sfiintiji (197.1 to 1991). I had gmic into 
itisl)lulional s'rosio)) .is the ma)n le.ison loi 
del line in deiiiocralic ItiiKlioniiig. not iii.si ol 
the iiormtd iiislilutioi" ol parhainenlary' 
deiiuKi.ici .indlhep.uis ■-vsiembiillhewlioii 
nuHtel ol .1 lederal. dcceniralised and iiliiral 
i.siiL sinicliiie ol hoih iIk- .stale and iis lela 
lionship to Ihe social sysiem. Many ot ilie.se 
have heel) lepuhli.shed in my two volume.s ol 
Piilifu s and the People 1989) l,alei 
I moved to ihc inslitulioiud challeiige.s ol 
gRUss nhii.s movemeiil.s while m more receiii 
years I luive heen com ertied with Ihe .slimlig.s 
til civil .soc iety and then imphuilion.s lor the 
in.stituiion.s ol the slate, l-or .some lime now 
I luive lield Ihe view that llu> l.illcr:ire Iviund 
to decay it they .simpiv try to hold on iind 
not lespond to changing demands and pre.s- 
.sures trout below. .Sec. e.specially. Stale 
axaiiLsi Deiiiin locv. op cit 

11 Thi- whole i.ssue ol liie role ol non-parly 
political gmup.s and movemeiil.s (some ol 
them known its N(i()s m leceill yciirs) hii.s 
been a matter ol growing dehaie ;ind ctuitio- 
versy. l-or an early ap|irecia(ion and theoret¬ 
ical tormulaiioii an.sing I nun a Ixikayan- 
UNRI.Sl) workithopoit non-party politics held 
in 1981. stsc the three ailicles by Ihe pre.scni 
author, l> L Scllv, and Harsh .Sethi in lico- 
Homir and Political Weekl\. Volume 19 (.I- 
7). I•cbnlaly 4. 11 and 18. 1984; Ihirsh Sethi 
and Smiiu Kolhan (oils). The Non-Pot i\ 
Political Process: llnirilain Alteinatives. 
U»kayan/UNR1SD. 1985;a.sln)ngcnlic|ueby 
Prakash KhtuI at Ihe very begiiiDing ol Ihe 
discus.sion. 'Action (iroiips/Voluntary 
{)rgHnisaiion.s: A Fatitir in lm|vnalisi Sirai- 
egy'. Marxist. No 2, Apnl - June 1984; 
another major criiujue. especially »>l the 
Lokuyanenoil.byCiail tJmvi'dt. Retn\vittin}( 
Revolution: New Social Movements aiul the 
Socialist Tradition in India. M liSliarpe. New 
York, 199.1. For rucmit cnlit|iie.s and ivam- 
.sideraiHinaseeiny '('olonrsaiion aiidt 'ounier- 
('ulluiv' in Lokayau Bulleiiii. Volunw 9(1). 
January •February 1992 and the editorial to 
Ihc mast recent i.'tsue oftltc Biilletnt. Volume 

11(1). entitled 'Between Idealism nnd Prag¬ 
matism: Non-Party PonHaiiuns and Political 
P;iities'. See al.so Smiiu Kolh.iri'.s' detailed 
irealmeiii of Ihe i.s,s-uu in the overall context 
ot llie role tif .social movements in a dem- 
m-r.itii polity, 'Swinl Movemenis and the 
Redeliiiiiion ot Democracy' in Phillip 
Oldeiiberg ic'd), huha Biiejiiig, Wc.siview, 
Boulder (Colorado). 199.1. For an earlier iiiid 
.somcwluii comprclien.sive overview ol (he 
is.sue.s involved in Ihe detune Irom Ihe eaily 
voUintiiiy ageimies' approach lo the N'flO 

phenomenon, .see my 'Voluntary Organisa 
lion.s III a llural Socieiy'. lecluie deliieied 
lus one ol die Dr .Moh<iii Siiilia Melila .Me- 
nioriiil Iwelurcs m Jaipur in I98.S. It has 
since hceii puhli.shed as piirt ol P S Sundrinim 
(cd). The Stale in O/iiv. Somaiya. Boiiih.iv. 
1992. 

12 kelaled to the stale ol Ihe dehaie on I'arty and 
non-parly politics is i)ic evolving deh.ilc on 
dccciilmh.salion, its mam ihnisi (;i.s |iiip o| 
ic.siructtiniig the .suite or ri'concciviiig the 
relalioii.slup between llw stale :ind civil so- 
cicly'.’). Vanous govenimoni.s. Irom ihc e.iily 
(III liking under .Nchni lot lowing Ihc (l<dwaii(r.ii 
.Mehiii commiluv rcjuirl lo llie more rciciil 
legislalioiis pioposs'ii under Ra|iv (iaiidlii's. 
V I’ Smi'h's .mil Natasimha Riio's goveni- 
mciils ending in Ihc 72nd and 71ril iiiiiciid- 
mcnls to Ihc Coiisiiiution. All Ihi.s has hap- 
pelted .lUmgsidc the commitment ol all llk-.sc 
got enimenis to g lob.ihs.iiion'. Schol.irly and 
ailiM.sl debate reUccl.s Ixilh opimnsi and 
sieplti.ilsii.mds Myownihinktngh.isiinoed 
li'Uii Ihc (uglily positive Dccciilialisalioii, A 
llisi.ini Setessiiv' in Seminal. June 1978 
lo the mole lecciii A Peispeciivc on 
Deccilliali.salioii'. ./oiiiHii/ot Ruin//Jcec/«p- 
mrnl Vol lOiS). Scpiember 1991 in whuh 
I h,oc moved away Irom .i conception ol 
dccciilriili.salion asdcvolulioii ol powci wilh- 
111 ihc siiuciiirc ol governance lo 
dccciilralisalioii as a .shill Irom Ihc cciuraliiy 
ot Ihc stale (dcicnlr.di.scd and all Ihiil I lo ihc 
rcsuigcncc ol civil sticieiy. 

11 I'oi a cnliial as.sc.s.smciil ol Ihc 'allciii,tines' 
inlclleiluals including rcihiiiking ot my own 
carlicipasiiionsoii 'allciiialivcdcvclopiiicnl', 
see mv 'Tile Yawning Vacuum' A Woild 
oillioiil .Mleriuitive.s', Eeonoimc utui Pohl 
iral Weekl\. Volume 27(22). M.iy 29. 1991 
and A/rcriwmr.v Volume 18, 1994 

14 Ihid and Ihc earlier apicle on Coloiii.di.sm 
■iiid ('oulilei-Cullun' iipcil Also, 'IlieNr iO.s. 
Ihc Sliile and World CapiUilism' hikiiMin 
Bulletin. Volume dl*!), Oclobei 1980. -.iiice 
puhli.shed III Stale, agaov.l Demon iie\ A gmi.i. 
19X8, 

15 For iiii early aiudysis ol Ihi.s coiiveigeiice in 
Ihe coiilexi ol Ihc simiillaiicoii.s growlli ol 
lundumeiilah.sm and ihe advocacy ol litvra- 
li.salicii. .see my 'Class .ind Comiiuinalisiii in 
India' Eroiioiiiir and Pohliral Weekh. 
Volume 21(49). Decouber 4, 1988. l-iir a 
moieio)iiprelicnsivedevc)o{>ii)cniol tl)e.samc 
ihcme. .see my recent hixik. (itowotg Amne¬ 
sia: A'l /ivwv on PoveilK am! the Human 
CoiLscioiisness. Viking iPenguin). 1994, 

16 t)ii Ihe luiiclion.d releviuicc ol .miciedciu 
cullure and modern iiisliiiilioii.s. .see my 
Why 11,IS India Been Democriiliciiiid Why 

NoC paper piepari'tl lor ihe seminar on 
Comparative Polilieal Theory org.iiiiseil hy 
Karl Deul.schiiideriiianym 1985, in which 
I was asked lo deal with Ihc I act i if we.sici ners 
(c.speciiilly the comp:iialive tlicory and 
'polilic.s ol developing arcii.s' type.s) bi'iiig 
mlriguci', .11 how the couniiy had. dc.spilc 
being se .sioe|K'd in iRidition. .so predom- 

inanily rural, poor nnd 'backward’ and nil 
that, iumiehuw ntauaged to niiivive as a 
'democracy'. The piece was mpublLsIiud io 
.State against Dentonac\ '. op cil. For a I'urs 
iher developmeiil ol the IhenK'. al.so takiilg 
on Ihe cntkcisin dial India luid taileit lo cvttivi; 
into a luird .stale iind tin uiirdysls ol Niduu us 
an iii.siiiuiion-huilder. sec my 'Hanging by a 
Fragi I e 'iliread ’. Telegraph. Speical Anniver- 
siiiy .Siippleniciii. July 14. 1994 

17 (Jiiwhal the Nehru model promi.sedand why 
I Ihink il pnn'ided a di.slinclive iihmIi'I ol 
luilion-bmUling. and mi Ihepre.seiii tucsauil on 
It. .see Imd of .Nehru .Mmlel'.'' IhildiMan 
Tunes. .September 27. 1991. On the linkage.s 
helween Ihe di.savowal ol (lie model and Ihe 
aiiempled iniegrii loll inio Ihe world economy, 
.see Imd ol the Nehni Model'. The Sioulas 
Tones oj huhit Review. December 29. 1991. 
For an ctirly appnti.sul ol Nehiu as an iiisll- 
tiilion-builder sihiii alter his dcallk .see ''I'ln* 
.Meiining ol Jawalualal .Nchni'. Ihe lieonoiHie 
Weekh. Spi'ciiil NtimK’i. Vol 15 t29-1|). 
June 1964. 

18 III .1 way Ciaiidhi loo did iiol siiccivd in 
canying Ihmugh his doiihle im.ssion men- 
lioih'd earlier. He leli K’hiiid alRimcwotkol 
thinking lhal has led lo a growing |Mdan.stiiion • 
ol view.s tor and against him. especially in 
recent years, tollowing the growing awaken¬ 
ing .iniong the diilil.s. and Irolh llie aiili-fiandhi 
diairihe Irom various tollowcrs and 
sympalhisers ol Amhedkariiiid llio gniwiiig 
tleleii,siveiies.s ol Ihe f iatidhiiiiis on various 
issues, I'.spi'cially in lespetl ol Ihe condition 
ol ihedaliis nnd Ihe Muslim.s. Forucrilit|Uc 
and ihe need lor a new ideological arlicuta- 
lioii by Ihe diilit movement (heyond Kuh 
(iaiidhi iind Ambedkiir). see my 'Dahls ot 
I'oday.fiiuidhi. AmbedkarNoi Kelevani, file 
limes «/ huha. May 16, 1994. 

19 For po.ssihililie.s on lhe.se line.s as well as the 
ideological challenge involved in the .same 
.<n>und Ixah llie i|ue.siion ol ideiiiity wiihin 
civil society and lhei|tic.«lioii ol relationship 
with Ihe .slate, .see Ri.se of Ihe Dalils and the 
Renewed Delnile on Ciisle'. hronomir and 
Political Weekh, June 25. 1994. 

20 1 hiive di.scu.s.sed ihis Reagamte-'lhalcheiile 
.swing ol Ihe World B;ink. IMF tiiid (iATf 
in ' I'lic Yawning Vacuum'. op cil and Crow¬ 
ing Amnesia, op cil. Bui on ihe lull impli- 
ealions ot Ihe hlx.'r!ill.salion-glohali.satinn 
iiMHiel. .see Walden BelT.s Biave New Third 
Woild.' Stiiiiegies foi .Snivival in the Global 
l:i rinmils. 

21 l-or Ilk' clever and cyiin'id manner in whidi 
Ihc '.sy.sicm' and lho.se presiding over it u.se 
.such a culiuml .syndiome. .sec my iiniUy.si.s of 
(he .Narasimhii Kao phenoiiK'on and people'.s 
rc.spoii.se lo ihc same. 'Slamhng Still'. Sem¬ 
inal. Aiinuiil Numher. January 1994. 

22 Fm a tlrscussuni ol this ideological iinpa.s.se. 
pailiciitarly as laced hy llie gra.s.s rixit.s 
movnnenl.s in Ihe lace ol the up.surges of Ihe 
hroiid .SI ream ol (lie .siKially oppre.ssed .social 
.siralii. Si'e 'Rise ol llie Dalils'. op cil. 

21 Ibid; 'Yiiwning Vacuum', op cil. 
24 ForacomprclK'iisiveireuimenl ofilie Uiiilud 

Nalion.s biised on both a cnlii)Uc iiiul a design 
lor renewal liom vanou.s lhreshi>ld.s of pol¬ 
itics. developmeiil. environ meiH. human li girts 
and people'.s .security, .see Fxskine (TriMers 
and Diiiiii Un|uluii1. Renewing the United 
Nation.s Sy.sieiii. Dag I lammurslijold Founda- 
lion, flppsala, 1994, 

25 See the rvfeiences in fsxnnoie 10 oicatocial 
policy and lire related di$cu.s.sion in the text 
of (lie paper. 

26 See my '('n.si,s ot Repa-seniiUion'. i.p cil. 
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Rurai N<xi>Agriciiltiiral Id Kmda 
Into^-EMstrict Vaiiatimis 

MrMul Eqpen 

This paper focuses on changes between 1971 and 1991 in inter-district varituions in rural non-agricultural 
employment in Kerala. The determinants of non-agricultural employment are examined through correlation analysis. 

IN an eailier paper we had examined the 
nature and doterminanU; of rural non- 
agricultural employment in Kerala,-a atate 
in which the procesa of diversification was 
initiated much codier and is in some ways 
unu)oetE>pcn 1994}. The analysis was bas^ 
on Nation^ Sample Survey (NSS) data for 
the state ax a whole since the early 1970s, 
• p«iod wfaidi marks a timiing point in 
Kerala's economy. First, the pnicess of 
commercialisation was intensified since the 
mid-1970s widi an accelerated shift in area 
towards major cash crops such as coconut 
and rubber on account of xhaqi changes in 
nelativo prices vis-n-vtspaddy. Second, there 
was an ur^rrecedented outflow of workers, 

- from rural areas also, primarily to west Asia 
(the 'Oulf boom') resulting in a large inflow 
of remittances. That the net result of these 
changes (despite adecline w paddy prices) 
^ipearx te hawe been some improvement in 
rural weM-being even among the lowest 
deciles of the rand pt^lation is reflected 
in tfaeconsumption data. We argued that the 
‘lag push’ for growth in nun-agricultural 
activities since the 197^ iq>pears to be 
consumer demand-based largely on the 
remittances. However, in the absence of a 
protection structure geared to meet the 
emerging pattern of demand, despite a 
potential increase in productive cl^>8city by 
way of savings generated largely from the 
remittances, most of the gains from such an 
accretion of incomes leaked out to other 
states. Kerala gained prhnarify from the 
increaae in demand for services and a 
diversined food demand whose linkages, 
however, are few. Hence, though Kerala 
has a relatively much higher proportion of 
rural non-agricultural employment 
compared to all-India, the emerging 
occupational structure is we^. reflected in 
its inabiUly to take advantage of the impetus 
for growth generated by the rapid increases 
in demand. 

In this paper we focus on inter-district 
variationa in non-agrioulturai employment 
in the state, relying entirely on censu.s data. 
We discern some shift in the processes 
underlymg ruraldiversificadon m the 1970s 
vis-a-vis the 19S0s. The paper is broadly 
organised in two sections. In dte first section 
we review the evidence, while in the second 
aeefion we analyse the determinants of nnral 

non-agricultural employment through a 
correlation analysis. 

• EmPRICAL EvtOfiNCE 

Since a number of new districts were 
formed between the early 1970s and I99(ht 
in Kerala,' adjusting for which would mean 
combining or jettisoning large tracts, we 
present the evidence for the three census 
years 1971,1981 and 1991 for the districts 
as ^y existed in each of the years. This 
precludes an inter-temporal comparison of 
the (Hstricts whose boundaries have changed; 
bowevcf.sinceitistbepatlffHofenqiloyinait 
in terms of ratios that we are primarily 
interested in, broad cofnpmisons are not 
vitiated. 

Table 1 provides data on the signiiicance 
of non-agricultural emirioyment across 
districts which haVe been arranged 
geographically; broadly, Cannanore, 
Wyanad. Kozhikode, Malappuram and 
Paighat constitute the northern region of die 
state; Trichur and EntakBiam {Ul incmtral 
Kerala and the rest in the southern region. 
As mentioned earlier, the census data are 
used for the inter-district analysw iccotdmg 
to which the shift towards non-agricultural 
em{doymcnt in the 1980s is not as sharp fer 
males, as revealed l^ the NSS, but is shaiper 

for females. While male non-agricultural 
employment increased from about 39 per 
cent in 1971 to 43 per cent in 1981, in the 
following decade it recorded a marginal 
increase to 44 per cent. In 1991 almost the 
sameproportion of male and female woricers 
wereimgBgedinnan-agriculturalactivities - 
44 percent. It tniQr be noted that the eshmate.s 
relate to main workers alone (mure 
comparable to the usual principal statu.s 
[UPS] estimates of the NSS) since the 
industrial classification of marginal workers 
for 1991 is still not available. 

The state average does conceal some inter- 
district variations: the share of non- 
agriculture in rural empioyment varies from 
23 per cent in Idukki in 1991 to 37 per cent 
in Kozhikode and 56 per cent in Trichur (for 
oialcs). Other districts where itis substantially 
higher than the state average for males are 
Ernakulam (52 per cent), AUeppey (49 per 
cenOandMidt^rpuram (46 per cent). Wyanad 
and Idukki, primarily hilly areas (with a 
large tribal populatioii in fte former) have 
significantly lower shares of rural non- 
t^ricuUmal employment. As at the state 
level, the share of non-agricultural 
employment for males increased between 
1971 and 1991 for almost aU districts except 
Cannsnore and Trivandrum. During 
1981-91 when the increase in male non- 

Tasle 1; Dbtmctwiss Rukal NoN-Aaaicin.TuitAi Bmploymsmt in Kbsala 
(Main WoMCBss only) ; 1971,1981 and 1991 

Citeuoiv 
M Raak(M) F M itaak(M) F M KaaktM) F 

1991 Iwl IW 

Kama 44.0 43.7 43.0 31.8 38.9 35.4 
Caananore 43.6 7 47.7 43.6 3 36.3 42.9 3 20.3 
Wynad 26.5 12 17.1 22.8 11 9.8 
Kozhikode 56.7 1 61.6 54.8 1 54.7 39.0 5 27.4 
Maliuipiinm 46.5 5 37.3 43.6 6 28.8 36.5 6 22.2 
Pirighat 43.7 6 16.7 41.5 8 16.0 33.1 9 12.9 
TrKiiur 56.4 2 47.6 52.3 2 43.9 48.3 1 37.1 
Enwkulain 51.9 3 48.9 50.9 3 42.8 46.4 2 41.1 
Idukid 23.3 13 16.5 20.6 12 10.3 • 

Kottayain 42.6 9 55.7 42.0 7 51.8 28.9 10 24.3 
Alieppey 49.1 4 57.4 48.1 4 54.1 42.3 4 43.3 
Quilon 42.6 8 70.6 38.7 9 38.4 35.2 8 70.8 
PathaaonMluKa 35.9 11 48,8 
Trivandnim 37.4 10 56.7 38.6 10 59.3 35.7 7 62.5 
CV 22.8 38.3 24.5 43,7 14.4 49.1 

Note: CV-CoefficlaM of VaiiUic 
Source: Census of kidie, Kaiaia, Oeoenl Economic TaUw for 1971,1981 and 1991. 
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ai^Ticultural i;mpk>ynicQt wax marginal, 
aistricts like Trichur, Wyanad, Quilon and 
Mallappuram legUtered significantincrcascs. 
Almost the same districts continue to ixxufty 
the top ranks in terms of the share of rural 
noil-agricultural employment. In the case of 
Cannanorc, while the share for males 
declined, in respect of females the share of 
non-agricultural employment in rural areas 
rose by over 11 percent between 1981 and 
1991. Female non-agricultural employment 
is much above the state average in Kozliikixle. 
Kottay am, Allcppicy, Quilon and Trii'andrum 
while Palghatrevcals a low and near constant 
share. However, since marginal woi kers form 
an important proportion of total female 
workers - 20 per cent in 1991 and 24 per 
cent in 1981 - and are largely concentrated 
in agriculture and related activities, their 
exclusion biases the estimates of non- 
agriculturnl employment upwards. Hence 
tliesc num bers should be taken only as broatl 
indicators of relative differences between 
districts 

iNtmmUL CoMPOStTION OF 

Rukal Workforce 

Table 2 gives the industrial distribution 
of the rural workforce. It is interesting to 
note that although the share of agriculture 
in rural employment declined for males in 
almost all districts, it was primarily on 
account of the cultivator category; the 
proportion of agiieultural labour has 
remained almost constant as also of 
agriculture-related activities (disaggregated 
figures not given here). However, in 
Cann.tnorc and Trivandrum there was an 
increase in the share ot agricultural 
employment for males on account of 
agriculture-related activities in the former 
and agricultural labour in the latter. 

Ltxiking at the industrial composition of 
the rural nun-agricultural workforce by 
districts, we find that for the slate as a whole 
thetertiaiy sector accounts for almost 30 |Ter 
cent of the rural male workforce while the 
.share oftlie .secondary sectoris about 15 per 

cent. This holds true foratl districhi. vk,« 
higher share for the tertiary sector. Between 
1971-91 while, the share of the secondary 
sector declined marginally for the state, nu^ 
manufacturing centres such as Eroakvlam 
and Trichur maintained their shares while 
in Kor.hiktxJe it recorded a significant 
increase. Alleppcy and Quilon, the centre-s 
of major traditional industries of Kerala, viz. 
coir and cashew, also witnessed some 
increase in the share of the secondary sector. 
It is interesting to note thatcross-classifying. 
districts with high, medium and low levels 
of non-agricultural employment with high, 
medium and low shares in secondary and 
tertiary sectors IBasanl el al 1994) we find 
a close correspondence with both, even 
closer for the secondary .sector (Table 3). 
None of the districts with a high share of 
non-agricultural employment bad a low 
share of citiicr the secondary or tertiary 

■.sector. This is an important finding. At the 
state level wc found that most of the growth 
in non-agricultural employment was in the 

Tabu 2 PfckciN'iaci. Di.vt'kibdtion <ii’Ri'rai Maii-Workbrshy Indusiriai riASSlMCAnoN - 1971, 1981 and 1991 

Di.sinci 
fangoiy CNN WY.M) KZD MLI’M t'l.til THR EKM IDKI KTM AI.PY I'lA QLN TVM Kerala Of 

I - 111' Agncnilture and Related AclivUies 
Fi7l 57 1 1.0 
1981 54 4 "7 2 77.2 
1991 5t..u 7t.5 43.3 

IV; Milling and Quarrying 
1971 1.0 0.9 

1981 2.7 0.3 2.6 

1991 3.1 0.5 3.2 
Va: Hnuseliolil Indu.sity 

1971 3.0 2‘.6 
1981 1.7 1.1 2.2 
1991 0.6 0.4 1.1 

Vb- Non-Household! lndu.stry 
1971 13.6 6.9 

198] 12.1 3.9 10.6 
1991 6.4 3.4 7.6 

VI: Cunstniction 
1971 1.8 1.9 

1981 3.4 1.1 4.5 
1991 4.0 2.0 5.4 

IV - VI; Secondary Sector 
1971 19.4 12.2 
1981 19.8 6.4 19.8 

1991 14.1 6.3 17.3 

VII; Trade and Commerce 
1971 10.8 11.7 

1981 13.2 8.2 17.4 

1991 13.4 8.9 17.5 

VIll: Traaspoit and ( ’ommunication.s 

1971 2.7 4.3 

1981 3.8 2.1 7.3 

1991 4.7 3.1 7.9 

IX: Services 
1971 10.0 10.8 

1981 8.8 6.0 10.3 

1991 11.3 8.2 14.0 

VII - IX: Tertiary Sector 
1971 23..5 26.8 

1981 25.8 16.4 35.0 

1991 29.4 20.2 39.4 

63 c 64 ') <51.7 53.6 
4S 2 56.4 58.5 47.7 
53.5 56.3 43.6 48.1 

0.-7 0.4 0.8 1.0 
1.5 0.9 1.1 1.2 
1.5 0.9 0.9 1.4 

2.7 4.6 4.2 32 
2.6 3.5 3.0 2.7 

1.5 26 2.4 1.4 

7.1 8.9 14.0 13.5 

8.0 10.9 13.3 14.2 
7.1 9.5 13.4 12.4 

1.6 1.8 2.1 4.5 

2.7 2.5 4.0 5.9 

4.4 3.0 4.8 6.8 

12.1 15 7 21.0 22.2 

14.8 17.8 21.4 24.0 

14.5 15 9 21.6 22.0 

9.9 8.2 12.2 9 1 

12.7 10.7 14.5 10.6 

13.8 12.0 15.7 12.2 

3.6 2.6 4.5 5.1 

4.6 4.2 5.9 6.1 

6.1 5.7 7.9 7.4 

10.9 8.5 10 6 10.0 

11.6 8.7 10.5 10.1 

12.1 10.0 11.1 10.3 

24.4 19.3 27.3 24.2 

28.9 23.6 30.9 26.9 

32.0 27.8 34.* 29.9 

71.1 57.7 
49.1 79.4 58.0 51.9 
76.7 57.4 50.9 64.1 

0.4 0.3 
O.I 0.6 0.6 
0.3 0.7 0.6 0.6 

1.8 3.5 
0.9 2.1 3.5 
0.6 1.5 2.6 1.2 

6.6 9.4 
4.2 8.5 10.4 
3.6 7.6 9.1 5.8 

1.7 1.8 
1.5 3.1 3.2 
2.0 3.9 4.1 3.6 

10.5 . 15.0 
6.7 14.3 17.7 
6.5 13.6 16.3 . 11.3 

6.9 10.2 
6.5 11.2 12.7 
7.4 12.1 12.8 9.6 

2.4 4.1 

1.9 4.8 5.7 
2.8 5.6 5.5 4.8 

9.0 12.9 

5.5 11.7 12.0 

6.7 11.3 14.5 10.2 

18.4 27.2 

13.9 27.7 30.4 

16.9 29.0 32.8 24.6 

64.8 64.3 61.1 64,2 
61.3 61.4 57.0 45.0 
.57.4 62.6 .56.0 17.1 

0.5 0.4 0.6 79.2 
0.7 0.4 1.1 91.8 
0.7 0.5 1.2 79.9 

2.5 4.1 3.2 67.2 
2.C 2.9 2.4 62.4 
1.2 1.7 1.5 48.6 

8.4 7.6 9.6 71.3 
9.3 7.8 9.9 60.5 
9.2 5.7 8.1 37.0 

1.5 1.7 2.0 69.7 
2.3 3.3 3.2 59.2 
3.5 4.2 4.1 31.6 

12.9 13.8 15.5 69.7 
14.4 14.3 16.7 54.0 
14.6 12.2 14.9 23.7 

8.1 6.5 9.3 67.4 
9.6 7.9 11.4 49.5 

11.2 8.0 12.1 28.0 

3.1 2.8 3.5 69.9 
3.9 4.7 4.7 54.1 
4.9 4.8 5.7 18.4 

11.1 12.6 10.6 64.9 
10.8 11.7 10.2 46.8 
11.9 • 12.4 11.3 20.0 

22.3 21.9 23.4 65.0 
24.4 24.3 26.3 47.3 
28.0 25.2 29.1 19.3 

Source: Same as Table I. 
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tcriiary nector. However, atthedixtrict level 
i( IK observed (hat high levels of noii- 
agricultural employment aie associated with 
high levels of both the tertiary and secondary 
sectors. 

Manufacturing, household and non- 
household. accounts fur the larger share in 
the secondary sector. However, growth has 
by and large been significant in the 
construction sector, the share of which has 
risen for all the districts . The decline in the 
share of manufacturing was primarily on 
account of household manufacturing, while 
non-household manufacturing has main¬ 
tained its share in relatively industriali.sed 
districts such as Trichur (1.^.4 per cent), 
Emakulam (12.4 per cent). Quilon and 
Alleppcy (9.2 per cent) and rai.scd its share 
in .some growing industrial areas such as 
Palghat and Kozhikode. In some districts 
the share has declined ns in Trivandrum 
and Cannanore. Construction accounts for 
an above state average share in F.rnakulam. 
Trichur. Kozhikode and Malappurum. 

Within the tertiary .sector, employment 
has grown in all the sub-sectors but it was 
the highest in trade and commerce, followed 
by transport and communication, the former 
now accounting for the highest share in rural 
non-agricultural employment except for 
Trivandrum, where the share of .social, 
community and personal services is higher. 
The share of trade and commerce was the 
highest in Ko/hiktxle. 17.5 percent, followed 
by Trichur. 15.7 per cent. Tlie share of 
social, community and personal services, 
which includes government service, 
education, healtli and personal .services, docs 
not vary much between districts, ranging 
between 10-12 per cent except for .some of 
the newly formed districts. 

Summing up from the aliovc we observe 
that there are variations in district level shares 
of non-ttgricultural employment: however 
the coefficient of variation is low and has 
tended to decline over time, kivenin respect 
of females for whom it was rather high in 
1971. there was adeclinc. Almost all districts 
have recorded an increase in the share (to 
the extent that we can broadly compare 
dislrit:twisefigurcsoverlime) and tlie ranks 
of districts have not undergone substantial 
change. While the growth in the tertiary 
sccloi' Occurred across the districts and in 
each sub-sector, the share of the noii- 
agricultural employment (ends to vary 
positively with the shares of both the 
seuMidary and tertiary sectors. In the next 
section we locus on some of the major 
determinants of non-agricultural employ¬ 
ment in (he Kerala context. 

Din-HRMINAKt'li <)l= Ri'kai. Non- 

AtlRri'LTtJRAL KMftOYMliNT 

In the stale-level analysis we hud broadly 
established that a liigh degree of commerci¬ 

alisation. close rural-urban linkages, rapidly 
declining land-man rafios. increase in the 
proportion of marginal holdings, and 
growing levels of literacy, have historically 
played an important role in generating a 
high level of non-agricultural employment 
in rural Kerala. While these must have 
continued to impact on the rural 
employment situation, we had attempted 
to explain the changes observed in the 
1970s and 19K0.s primarily in terms of the 
increase in rural prosperity, reflected in an 
increase in consumer demand for goods 
and services and investment demand for 
housing. The role of all these factors has 
liccn widely discussed in the literature; 
however, we emphasise the major 
contribution ol the emergence of a fairly 
broad-based rural pm.sperity in generating 
u high level of non-agricultural employ- 
inenljn rural Kerala. This wa.s based not 
on high levels of agricultural production/ 
productivity hut. us noted curlier, on a 
broad-based flowofremillunccs into rural 
arcus and incrc j.scs in agricultural incomes 
on account of relulivu price movements 
lietwcen IVkhI (primarily paddy) and non¬ 
food (primarily eoeonut and rubber) crops 
INaruyuiiu 19901. 

It is interesting to note lhatenriiersludic.s 
which attempted to capture the impact of 
rural well-being through per capita 
expenditure levels in an inter-state analysis 
did not come up with significant results 
I.Sankarnaruyunun 19X0: Unni I9K9|. 
However, our analysis showed that there 
IS a relationship between the increasing 

and diversifying levels of per capita 
consumption i n Kerala, even for the bottom 
deciles of the rural population, and the 
growth of non-agricultural employment in 
Kerala, particularly services. This could 
be. perhaps, due to the quantitative and 
qualitative difference which occur^d in 
consumption levels since the late 1970.s 
with the inflow of remittances, the sharp 
increa.se in relative prices of certain cash 
crops, and the growth in rural wage rales, 
particularly in non-ugricullure which 
broadened the consumption base and its 
pattern (Eapen 1994). 

To a large extent, then, tlie major 
hypotheses thrown up by studies on 
rural non-agricuilurul employment 
(RNFEM) ap|x:ar to hold ginnl at the .state 
level for Kerala. We have not di.scus.sed 
lhc.se at length since a number of earlier 
studies have done s(i(Vaidyanuthan 19X6; 
Unni 19X9; .Shukta 19911, In this section 
we examine the role of these factors at tlie 
district level, focusing on the importance 
of rural well-being reflected in the 
demand for goods and services, as a 
major determinant. We .shall also attempt 
to capture the changing relative impor¬ 
tance of the underlying proces.ses over 
lime. 

Tlic exercise at best shall be an imperfect 
one since data at the district level in terms 
of rural prosperity is difficult loustiinalc. 
Per capita expenditure is not available, nor 
the remittances districlwisc. We have 
attempted to capture rural well-being in 
terms of: (1) per capita .stale domestic 

Tabi fc 3; Distruts Cross CiA.s.sii'im> by Siiari: iit Non-AiiRIouitcrai Workurs (Mai ks) 

AND.SllARF.SOi-SbCONDARY/l'HRIIARY .SWTORS- l‘J9i 

.Share ol Secoiidaiy/ Share ol Noii-Atrieullural Workers 
Tertiary Sector.'; High (4) .Medium (5) l.ow(14) 

Seromlary serfor 
High 
(Top 4) 

Medium 
(Middle 5) 

Iaiw 

(Bottom 4) 

Teifiarv sector 

Kozhikode 
Tndiur 
Brnakuiam 
Allcppey 

Pal ghat 
MnlapjNirdm 
Quilon 
Cannanore 
Kottayain 

Idukki 
Wynwl 
Trivandium 
Patliunnmthiltu 

Higli Koziukode Malappumm 
flop 4) Trichur 

Allcppey 
Cannanore 

Medium 
(Middle 5) 

low 

Eniakulam Palghat 
Quilon 
Kotinynin 

Idukki 
(Boilum 4) Wynad 

Trivandium 
Palhanamthitta 

StMire: Census of India, Kerala, (icneral Economic Tables for 1991. 
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fVO^ict’CSOi^ in Bgiictilbire, that }x< SDP 

hi' agricultwe divided by the agriculture 

dependent population (proportion of 

cultivators and agricultural labourers 

multiplied by therural population). We have 

not deflated the SDP primarily because we 

want to capture the impact of increase in 

agricultural incomes due to relative price 

movements beiweencrops, that is. the terms 

of trade effect, very pertinent in the Kerala 

context. However it covers trnly a section 

of the rural population since the non- 

agriculture related population in Kerala is 

relatively high; (2) per capita hank deposits 

inrural areas district wi.se (BKDKP); and (3) 

tile incidence of migration in terms of the 

ratio of outmigranls to the total workforce, 

districtwise (MIG), both of which would 

broadly indicate the relative importance of 

remittances. Commercialisation is measured 

in the simplest way. viz, proportion of non- 

fiKid crops to total gross cropped area 

(COMM) 

Given the unique iiatuie ol rural-urban 

linkages in Kerala, we have attempted to 

capture it through (1) the proportion of 

medium towns to total towns (MT). and the 

proportion of small and medium towns to 

total towns (MST). and (2) the proportion 

of population in large villages (above 5.(»0() 

pci.sons) to total rural population (Pl.V) 

While the process of uiiianisation had been 

rathci muted in Kerala, the decade 19X1-91 

witnes.sed a shar|i increase in the proportion 

ot urban population to .32 per cent which 

IS now alxive the all-India average. Hence 

thedegice of urbanisation is also included 

a.s a variable (URB). 

Some of the ‘push’ lactois out of 

agriculture have been approximated through 

(I) tlie rapidly declining land-man ratio 

defined as gioss cropped area per agricultural 

worker, viz, cultivators and agiicultuial 

lab«rurers(LMR);(2)pn)j'H'riion of marginal 

to total holdings (MHD) and the proportion 

of agricultural labourers in the rural 

workforce (ALF). since the proportion of 

non-agricultural cmnloyment is high among 

thcmarginal holders and Uie landless. LMR 

and MHD arc of course intciTclated, since 

ttie lower the fcatatr flie t^ghBr would be 

theproportionofmdrginal boldingn; and(3) 

the level of literacy from the middle level 

onwards (EDM). This is also a ‘pull’ factor 

since education enables a shift from 

agriculture to non-agriculture. The 

compulsion to move out of agriculture due 

to decline in average size of holding through 

partitioning has played an important role 

which was brought out very significantly in 

a field survey we had undertaken. However, 

in the absence of secondary data to 

substantiate this phenomenon we arc unable 

to capture its impact. 

Tables4 ami 5 pnivide correlation matrices 

for male rural non -agricultural employment, 

at the district level for the years 1981 and 

1991 It may be noted that data on some 

variables was not available for all years - 

for instance, proportion of migrants to total 

workforce in 1991, educated from middle 

level foi 1991. and proportion of population 

in large villages for 1991. 

It is interesiing to note that in 198} the 

incidence of migration (MTG) had a 

sigiiiticantimpactonruralnon-agricultural 
employment; the role of bank deposits 

(BKDF.F). though not significant at 1 per 

tent, IS signilicatit at the 5 pci cent level. 

However there was no significant relation¬ 

ship between male non-agricuitural 

employment and agncullurul SDFpei capita 

(.SDP) oi coinmercialisution (COMM), 

while urhanisation was significantly 

lelatcd. 

Among the ’pu*h' factorsi 

(LMR) and proportion of marginal bbidiR^^^ 
(MHD) were .significant However ■tito ' 

relationship with the proportion of «gl4;^ , 

cultural labour force (ALF) was significant: 
but inverse. The proportion of rinrai 

population educated above the middle level 

(EDM), for which we have data only for 

1981. did not show any relationship to die 

share of non-agricultural employment. 

However by 1991 the situation cbtmged 

.substantially. Rural non-agricultura! employ¬ 

ment appeared to be related significantly to 

urbanisation (external to the rural sector), 
land-man ratio and proportion of marginal 

holdings, both reflecting a ‘pash’ out of 

agriculture. The proportion of bank deposits 

was not related. 

Broadly, then, while in 1981 botlidemand 

and distress induced factorsplayed important 

roles in determining rural non-agricultural 

employment, by 1991, besides urbanisation, 

the negative factors appeared to be more 

dominant Nor. it may ^ recollected, was 

the increase in male non-agricultural 

employment in 1991 significant. 

Summing up from the above it appears 

that the economy did receive a boost 

with growth in demand since the 1970s; 

however, it was unable to take advantage 

of the impetus for growth on a sustained 

basis. The continuing growtli in the tertiary 

sector, then, in particular trade and 

commerce, does reflect its role as a 

‘residual’ sector, absorbing labour in the 

I auii .3: Disikin l.i vn Cokrm.ation Matrix: 1901 

Van.ihle.s SDl’ BKDHP COMM M.ST MT URB LMR MHD ALF RNFEM 

.Sl)l> 1 on -.24 32 63 ,20 .3X .65* -..34 -.43 .ra 
BKDHI* I.IK) .19 -..36 -.64* .14 -.47 .30 -.52 .18 

COMM 1.00 -OX 1.3 .12 -.13 .09 -.46 -.01 

MSI 1,00 .63 .10 .69* -.41 .24 -..30 

Ml 1.00 -.11 .43 -.26 .51 -.41 

URB 1.00 -.07 .54 -.15 .68* 

LMR 
* 1.00 -.83** .11 -.40# 

MHD l.OO -.04 .68* 

ALI’ 1.00 -.19 

RNHiM l.(X) 

No of cases: 1*^ Sijjiiificani ai: #- 10 * - I ; and ** - 0.1 percent level. 

TABif 4; Disirk'i I.rvi i CoRRni ation Matrix: 10X1 

Vanable.s SDP BKDEP MIG 

SDP 1.00 -.28 -.44 

BKDEP 1.00 .54 

MIG I.IX) 

CX>MM 
MST 
MT 
PLV 
URB 
LMR 
MHD 
ALF 
EDM 
RNFEM 

(T)MM MST MT n.v URB 

.63 -.42 -.66 .02 .15 

-3X .38 24 -.20 ..37 

-.42 .21 .11 -.26 .24 

1.00 -.68* -.35 ,27 -.18 

1 no .74* -.26 .17 

l.(X) (0 .17 
I.IK) -.23 

1 00 

LMR MHD AIJ- PJ)M RNFEM 

.14 -.45 -.57 -.04 -.13 
-.35 ,43 -.32 .58 .56$ 
-.41 .69* -.03 .16 .70* 

..32 -.32 -.10 .13 -.26 
-.2.3 .25 .m .21 .02 
-.18 .47 .36 .32 .10 

.06 .05 .IX .25 -.18 
-.35 .63 -.33 .27 .72* 
1.00 -.40 .56 -.12 -.52$ 

1.00 .15 .48 .77* 
1.00 .03 -.39 

i.op .21 
1.00 

No<tfcases:12 Significant at: $-? perccni * - I perccni aiul •*-O.I percent level. 
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NEW BOOKS ON SOCIAL THEORY 
^ alMencc of an adequate growth in non- 

ngticultural employment opportunities. 
Hence the emerging employment struc- 
tere with a top heavy tertiary secUw is 
weak. 

Notes 

(This paper m baiitH] on a project tunded hy 
the Indo Dutch Prognunine on Altcmalivo.s 
111 Development (IDPAD) in collahonitioii 
with the Indian ('ouncil of Social Science 

Research (ICSSR) and the Institute for Social 
Science Research in Developing (Uiunlric.-i 
(IMWOO). The Itaguc. IDPAD however doc.s 
not take responsibility for the facts staled 
and conclusion.^ readied in this paper. I am 

grateful to A iayakutnar fur his siaii.siical 
assistance.]. 

1 The district of Idufcki was tunned on January 

26,1972 with three taluks from Koiiayani 
Oevicoiam, Peennadc. Udumbiiiidiola - and 
Todupuzha taluk tmm Ernakulain di.sirici. 
Wynad wai formed on November 1. 19*0 
comprising Nunb Wynad laluk of ('annumire 

and South Wynad laluk of Kozhikode 
di.slncts. Paihanainthitlii was tunned on 

November 1. 1982. largely from Quiloii 
distnet with some villagc.s from laluk.s in 
Alleppey diianct. Ilw I4ih district of ila- 
slide. Kasargod. came into being on May 24. 
1984, fonned oui ot the iwo noniwiliniosi 
laluks, Hosdurg and Kasargod. in ('aiiiuiiiuo' 

distnet(KerflJoS’MtedareHeer.Vol 1.1986). 
We have included Kasargod witht'aiiiiaiiore 
In our analysis. 
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Economic Outlook for India, 1994-96 
Thu note presents forecasts for the Indian economy based on a macro-economic model for India being constructed by 

the Institute of Economic Growth and Delhi School of Economics Research Team on Macro-modelling for India. 
With the long-awaited signs of industrial revival, the year that is about to close has given rise to new expectations. If 

these prove to be right and the tempo of indwstrial growth is smtained, the economy would have entered a new phase of 
development. The persisting prohlenu, at leastfora while, would be continued price rise and adverse current account balance, 
for which erstwhile solutions are unlikely to be effective. While some prohlenu may gel partly resolved and partly reconciled 
to, the real prohlenu affecting the mass oj the people will accentuate at the macro-economic level. 

I 
Overview 

THE fiscal year which closes on March 31, 
1995 has lieen full of precariously balanced 
hope and despair. While assessing odds in 
favour of the former, our last reptiil (77ic 
Economic Tunes. ,Scplembcr 26.1 'W) clemly 
highlighted this see-saw phenomenon 
between the bright and the bleak. It may be 
rccalled that the report concluded with the 
sialemcnt. "...if the economy fails to icvive 
now. tlien hope hasno meaning. But for now. 
we do hope." It is now a matter of sali.slac- 
tion that the 'hope' has pivvailed and oui 
pcrccptivms have in many w.iys pnived right. 
Real GDP gRiwUi is poised to exceed 5 per 
cent, and in particular, the index of industrial 
production is likely to show an inciease of 
over K |jcr cent Also, real investment is 
poised for a substantial recovery as a result 
of a major pick-up in its private comiKinent. 
Our guarded assessment that 1994-95 will 
prove to be a turning point lor the economy 
seems to have been borne out during the 
second half of the year. Tlie present temix) 
o( realG DP growth is likely to be maintained 
over tlie next two years. Again, as we had 
forecast, the price trend continues to be a 
cause tor worry as the rate of innation is 
predicted toexceed 1 (I |ier cent this year aiul, 
most Itkely, during the next year also Tliere 
has been some deceleration in export growth 
compared to the last year’s actual growdi as 
well as compared to our Sepicm her forecast. 
For 1994-95 exports in US dollar leims are 
forecast to ri.se by about 14 per cent. On the 
t'lher hand, revival of industrial activity in 
its wake has also accelerated growth of 
anports from about 6 per cent to nearly 25 
percent. Consequently, the trade gap for the 
year (1994-95) will exceed S .3 billion. 
However, since the country's foreign cuneiicy 
a.s.sets stand now at a comfortably high level 
of about .S 20 billion, the largecun-ent account 
deficit poses no immediate problem. 

For the next couple tif years, the cuitciU 

trends arc likely to continue or possibly 
accelerate. Real GDP growth will again he 
around 5.5 per cent in 1995-96 and over 6 
per cent in 1996-97. Inflation rale, which 
slowed down to 8.3 per cent in 199.3-94. is 
fp again in the current year. The year will 
clo^ with an average inflation rate of about 
10.5 per cent. In the next two years it will 
*how a marginal reduction but for both the 
y ttars remain close to 10 percent. The gnrwth 

it exports in dollar terms is expected 
iQM per cent for both the years 
1995-95 and lw6-97. a bit slower than in 

the current year, 1994-95. Tliis is in line with 
lire anticipated slow-down in world trade in 
nominal terms in 1994-95 and 1995-96. 
Import growth in dollar terms will be over 
20 percent in 1995-96 and somewhat lower 
in 1996-97. Despite Ibis, simplccalculalions 
show (hat the trade deficit will widen and 
be sizeable in Uie next two years. In (he event, 
cuitcnt aca)unl deficit will also he substantial 
and larger than tliat anticipated lor 1994-95. 
The projected trends imply near doubling of 
trade and cuitciiI aecount deficits in W5- 
96 and even more in 1996-97 Tlius. it appears 
that while real GDP growth will keep up or 
even accelerate, the annual rate of inflation, 
measured in terms of ihc average ol the 
wholes,ile price index for 52 weeks, .slaying 
eUwe to lO [icrceiil and widening trade and 
current account deficits will he cause lor 
•serious concern. 

Tlie logic and assumptions underlying this 
prognosis Ibi 1994-95 and 1995-96 are 
presented IkIow as we analyse in mote detail 
output, prices and trade and balance of 
payments. In the discussion that follows, we 
highlight out prognosis for the two years. 
1994-95 and 1995 96. We also hi icily 
commeiii on the likely trends lieyond this 
two-year spun. 

Dur estimaies for key macro-economic 
variables for 1993-94 and forecasts for 1994- 
95 and 1995-96 arc based on ongoing work 
on a macio-cconometric miHlcI for India. 
Tlicy arc presented in the .tecompanying 
tables. To facilitate comparison, the tables 
also contain prcliminury/quick/advance 
official esuinutes available for some indica¬ 
tors for 1993-94 and 1994-95. Growth rales 
in the tables refer to esiimates based on our 
foreca.sts.Tablc 1 pnwidcspro<luclk>n, capital 
formation, money aiul prices while Table 2 
presents iraile and balance of payments. 

II 
Output 

Let us first consider agriculture and allied 
activities which, witliilscoiilrihulionof alxHii 
30 percent to total GDP, has an overbearing 
impact on the level of economic activity in 
Uieentireeconomy on the supply side as well 
as on the demand side. Tlie long run Irends 
in the output in Uiis .sector are determined 
by capital formation, yield and acreage. 
Private capital formation in tliis sector and 
the allocation of acreage to UxiU and non¬ 
food crops within the sector are guided by 
the relevant relative prices andyiclds. As far 
aspublic invesunent is amccnied. we assize 
first that total public investment in nominal 

terms will grow by 10 per cent and second 
that agriculture will receive about 8percent 
of this total. Given price trends, it is clear 
that in real terms public in vestment remains 
stagnant. In this context, it is wortli noting 
that total real capital formation in agricolture 
witnessed near-stagnation consequent to a 
decline in public investment in Ae recent 
past. Public investmcntatconstantprices.in 
fact, declined to below Rs 12billionin 1991- 
92 from about Ks 16 billion per year during 
the years I985-R6 through 1987-88. 

Moiisimiii continues lodeienninc theextent 
of fluctuations around the trend in both yield 
and acreage The last inons<x>n was letter 
than normal in terms of not only the total 
precipitation but also in its distribution across 
lime and space. This is expected to result in 
agricultural GDP growth rate of about 3.3 
percent in real icnns. For the year 1995-96, 
we assume tlie weather conditions to be just 
normal. This will lead to real GDP growth 
in agriculture to he of the order of 1.3 per 
cent, a lower rale due to normal weather 
compared to hotter than normal in 1994-95. 
Agricultural growth in the near future will 
move closer lo the trend rate of 2.5 percent 
as wiinesscd during Ihc past two decades if 
at least normal weather conditions prevail 
and investment picks up. Foster growth of 
pi ivate capital formation and therefore out¬ 
put cannot be ruled out as a result of the 
possible shift in intersectoral terms of trade 
in favour of agriculture. 

As noted earlier performance of the 
manufacturing sector gives rea.son to believe 
that the economy has crossed Uie first seg¬ 
ment of the J curve us.s(x:iated with macro¬ 
economic stabilisation and structural 
adjustment policies. In 1993-94, the index 
of inunutacturing pnxluction grew only at 
2.3 per cent For this year (1994-95) the 
annual rate of growlli is expected to exceed 
8 per cunt. This translates into a growth rate 
of 7.2 per cent for real value added in 
manufactur-ing as against just about 3 per 
cent during 199.3-94. 

An es.sentitil precondition to a steady and 
satisfactory performance of the manu¬ 
facturing secloris reliable undstmng suf^rt 
from the infrastructural sector (power, 
transport, cunstmetion and minerals). In 
1993-94, output (GDP) growtli in this secim' 
was 4.1 per cent. In 1994-95 this is likely 
to he a bit higherat4.7 percent and appears 
to he Iteading for an accelerated growth. The 
rale is estimated lo be 7.1 per cent in 1995- 
96 which islikely to be more or less sustained 
in 1996-97. This explains partly why 
manufacturing scchv may grow faster at 
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■round 9 per cent in 1995-96 and 1996-97. 
It i^ypears tluU real capital formation in 

manufacturing during the current aa well aa 
the next two yearti will have to come largely 
from the private sector. Real fixed investment 
of the public sector is likely to .stay almost 
constant because a 10 per cent increase in 
public sector’s outlay on capital formation 
in nominal terms is going to be neutralised 
by an equal rate of inflation. Accordingly, 
it is only in 1997-98 when there is an 
abatement in inflation that public sector's 
capital formation will begin to increase in 
red terms. This is more or less true for all 
sectors as the pattern of nominal public 
investment observed in recent years is 
assumed to prevail during the years to come. 
Infrastructure has the largest share in the 
public investment (about 53 per cent), 
followed by manufacturing (16 per cent), 
public administration and defence (13 per 
cent) and services (11 per cent). 

Private .sector’s real fixed investment in 
themanufacturing sector will, on the average, 
continue togn>wbetween lOand 12percent. 
This cotiobwates the prospects id'accc (crated 
growth of output in this sector. That private 
real fixed capital formation in infrastructure 
is unlikely to grow more than 6 pcrccntmay 
constrain faster industrial expansion. 
However, in making projections we have 
assumed better management and higher 
capacity utilisation in this sector so that out¬ 
put in this sector us well as in the manu¬ 
facturing sector will accelerate despite slow 
growth of real capital formation. 

Perbap.s, not surprisingly, it is the services 
sector which seems to attract a large and 
fastest growing quantum of private 
investment. In fact, [rivatccapital formation 
in this sector will level with that in 
manufacturing in 1995-96 and outpace it in 
the subsequent years. Output in this sector 
kx) exhibits a similar trend. Real value added 
in services is estimated to have risen by 7 
percent in 1993-94. It is forecast to increase 
by 7.8 percent in 1994-95 and by the same 
percentage in 1995-96. In the subsequent 
yearjC19^97), growth rate would be possi¬ 
bly higher. In contrast, growth of real GDP 
in public administration and defence is 
estimated tohaveremained steady at amund 
4.5 per cent during 1993-94 to 1995-96 as 
well as in 1996-97, 

All this added up, implies real total GDP 
growth rates of 5.7 per cent in 1994-95 and 
1995-96 and 6.4 per cent in 1996-97. For 
1993- 94 the rate of O DP growth is estimated 
to have been 4.4 per cent. 

Aggregate real investment (added up by 
industry of use) which declined in 1993-94 
is poised to grow by 7 to 8 per cent per annum 
during 1994-95,1995-96 and 1996-97. Real 
fixed investment which, according to our 
estimates rose by 4,2 per cent in 1993-94, 
is forecast to increase at a rate of about 
6.5 per cent per annum during the years 
1994- 95 to 1996-97. 

Before wc conclude this section, it is 
necessary to note that growth rates projected 
by UK differ from the provixional/quick/ 
advance estimates of the Central Statistical 
Organisation though they move in the some 

direction and ate broadly in the some ball 
pailc for comparable yean. Even amall 
difference in the base year levels for 1993- 
94 may lead to the noticeable differences in 
ntes. 

m 
Price Trends 

As noted in the introduction, inflation 
around 10 per cent is likely to persist for 
another year or even more. Hiis is not at all 
surprising insofar as it is a common 
consequence of all structural adjustment 
prograriunes. In fact, it is gratifying that the 
rate of price rise has not Ixen as large as in 
most other countries undertaking economic 
reforms. It may be noted here that China is 
currently experiencing inflation of an order 
exceeding 2()percent. All the same, persistent 
double digit inflation is a matter of serious 
concern in India for three reasons. First, 
since India has, by and large, had no history 
of high and sustained inflation so far. an 
episode of about 10 per cent per annum 
increase in the general price level lasting Five 
to six years like the present one. despite six 
favourable monsoons in a row. rai.ses alarm. 
Under India's democratic set up this has 
senous implications at the political level 
wiQi a feedback effect on the economy. 
Second, a persistent escalation in the cost of 
living, which is generally higher for the 
Ixittom rung of the society, on top of a 
severely skewed income distribution and large 
muss of absolute poverty, is indeed painful 

b is faete that China has an advantage in 
facing a high inflation rate as comjw^; 
India. Third, since wmkers in die t^aniu 
sector are subject to wage indexation, e% 
though partial and lagged, disparities betwf^^^ 
workers in the organised and those in u.tf 
unorganised sectcxrs tend to increase witij a 
potential for social unrest. In other wch;^, 
the burdoi of structural adjustment, which 
presently include inflation as a major item, 
is falling more on those who cannot and 
should not be made to bear it. 

We feel, however, that the current rate of 
inflation is not at all unmanageable and that 
its adverseconscquencescan be considerably 
neutralised if the govmmnenlhas the wjl) ki 
do so. That there has been much talk of a 
safety net but litde action is disappointing. 
With good crops, fcxxl slocks cxcecdin^j^O 
million tonnes and very comfortable fore^’n 
exchange reserves, the government has t,;a: 
wherewithal for alleviating the distress 
those who are severely affected by the i. 
policy programmes. Any further delay ,. 
undertaking determined action on this rioiii 
can only lead to a situation in which the 
continuation of the new policies itself i.s 
jeopardi.sed. 

As noted in the introduction, the rate of 
inflation mca.sured in terms of the wholesale 
price index, averaged over 52 weeks of the 
year, is likely to be 10.7 percent in 1994- 
95. Ncx t year (1995-96) it is forecast to coir 
down slightly to 10 per cent and, in 199t 
97 a further decline to less than 10 per cei. 
appears to be plausible. 

Table 1: Proooction, Capitai. Formation and Prices 

(Financial Year. April 1-March 31) 
(Rs billim 

hems 1993-94 B 1994-95 8 1995-96 B 

Production (factor cost) at 1980-81 prices 
Agriculiuie and allitid activities 688..*! 

(694.1) 
2.2 711.4 

(710.7) 
3.3 720.5 1.3 

Manufactunng 4.<;7.0 
(464.2) 

3.0 490.0 
(504.6) 

7.2 530.9 8.3 

Inlrastruclure 338.4 
(341.3) 

4.1 354.3 4.7 379.4 7.1 

■Services 702.5 
(703.9) 

7.0 757.5 7.8 816.9 7.8 

Public adiniiiisirdtion and defence 124.6 
(126.9) 

4.5 130.6 4,8 136.4 4.5 

Total GDP 2311.0 4.2, 
(23.30.4) 

Capital formation (total of industry of use) at 19S0-81 prices 

2443.8 
(2453.1) 

5.7 2584.1 5.8 

Fixed 497.0 4.2 528.9 6.4 563.5 6.5 
Total 551.2 

(479.4) 
-1.6 594.4 7.8 636.8 7.1 

Money stock (M,) 
(Wholesale pnee indices: 1981 -82 = 100) 

4335.7 18.2 5050.9 16.5 5859.0 16.0 

Agncultural pnxiucts 270.5 
(271.5) 

5.0 306.6 13.4 337.3 10.0 

Manufactures 242.4 
(243.2) 

8.3 266.5 10.0 293.2 10.0 

All commodities 247.6 
(247.8) 

8.3 274.1 10.7 301.5 10.0 

Nole.r. {i) g ■■ t-irimih rale 111 per cciil. . 

(ii) Figures in pamnlheses under Production and C^apHal Fmmalion are CSO’s provisional 
e.sumaie for 1993-94 and advanced estimates for 1994-9S; Source: Quick ExtimOtes of 
National Income, Coimtmption, Expenditure, Saving and Capital Formation, /5W.f-SW, aiMl 
Advanced Extimateg of National Income, i994-9S, Government of India, February 1' ' 

(iii) Figures in paientbeses under Wholesale Price lndice,s for 1993-94 am otfleiat fig>< , 
Source: Re.rerve Bank of India Bulletin, Octoberl994. 
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Contnoy totbecommon percepdtxi amoag 
'yicy-mi^ra and the public atlaige.mooey 
^ply growth is only one of the factors, 

•?Thaps the most important one. that 
'' tcrmines the rate of inflation. Price trends 
in’the economy are governed by a variety 
(^factors on the demand and suj^ly sides. 
Inese include money .supply expansion 
relative to real GDP growth, output trends 
in agriculture, industrial demand for raw 
materials, import costs and costs associated 
nith inputs as well as final products whose 
prices arc directly or indirectly administered, 
in agriculture these include procurement and 
isjue prices for major items like rice, wheat 
dild sugar and support prices for several 
agricultural commodities. Administered 
prices in the industrial sector, viz, energy- 
I ineral related, include chiefly power, 
j; Uoleum and coal. In the 1990s, agricultural 
t\^x:urcment/supporl prices rose, on the 

■ rage, by about 15 per cent while energy- 
Iheral related prices increased by 12 p>er 

i^ent per annum. We assume for the forecast 
pcricxl a modest annual increase of 8 and 10 
per cent for the two groups respectively. In 
1994-95, the rate of increase in tlie wholesale 
price of agricultural products was 
significantly higher than that of manufactures. 
In 1995-96 the two are likely to be more or 
less equal at 1 Opercent. But. in the subsequent 
year again, the escalation in the prices of 
'ligriculturc-ba.sed products will outpace that 
for manufactures. 
’' It may he noted that money stock (wider 
definition) rose by 18.2 per cent in 1993- 
94. In the first half of 1994-95. monetary 
expansion has been larger than anticipated. 
Several policy mea.sui«s were initiated by the 

■Keserve Bank of India (RBI) in October 
1994 while unveiling'the busy season credit 
policy to restrain monetary growth. Foreign 
exchange inflows on account of foreign 
institutional investors arc expected to slow 
down due to the narrowing of interest rate 
differentials between domestic and develop¬ 
ed countries. The authorities are lollowing 
cautious policies with regard to raising of 
funds abroad by Indian companies both short- 
and long-term, and their deployment. It is 
also expeaed that RBI credit to the central 
government will not exceed Rs 60 billion by 
the end of the year 1994-95, as agreed upon 
between the RBI and government of India, 
t )n account of these factors, RBI expects that 
money growth will be about 16 per cent for 
the year as against the earlier assessment of 
14 to 15 per cent. We expect that monetary 
expansion will range 16 to 17 per cent and 
slow down subsequently. Consequently, 
money supply is assumed to increase by 16.5 
and 16 per cent in 1994-95 and 1995-96 
respectively. 

Unlike in the past, when inflation was 
largely due to supply shocks arising from 
poor harvests or world oil prices or due to 
abnormalities like wars, etc, the present 
episode of inflation is harder Ui grapple with. 

^ Inihefiretiiu[tance,cimtroliingmoneysupply 
■':|]owth is no guarantee that the inflation rate 

•II return to a low rale, say, 5 per cent, 
tbnd. even if that were tiic case, money 
Pb^iUelfisnoteasilycontrollablebecause 

of the large share of fcaeign exchange assets 
in high powered money (m- reserve money). 
Third, excessively tight fiscal-monetary 
policies could hurt b^h production and 
investmentanil thus be sub-^timal from the 
long-term view. Finally, under the new 
policy regime which prominendy includes 
globdisation, the influence of world prices 
added on to the need for depreciation of the 
rupee is going to increase. It may, however, 
be noted that since the value of the rupee 
remained stableovertwoyears, 1993-94 and 
1994-95, and world inflation rate is at a low 
level, this factor has contributed very little 
to the inflation thatindiais nowexperiencing. 

It is necessary now to pursue vigorously 
supply management policies to control the 
double digit inflationary situation as there 
are strong enabling factors, viz, large food 
stocks and foreign exchange reserves, to 
sustain such policies. F.ffcctivc use of 
foodgrain slocks and. timely and adequate 
import of commixlities critical to inflation 
ainirol, particularly thivse which are important 
in the common man’s consumer basket are 
needed. Such import policies, if used 
judiciously, have favourable supply and 
demand effects - increase in supply and 
reduction in money growth which is 
increasing fast due to large Reserve Bank 
acquisition of foreign exchange inflows. 

While demand management policies 
through reduction in gross fiscal deficit- 
GDP ratio have had a favourable impact on 
prices in the crisis years of early 1994; these 
have also had some adverse effects on the 
level of economic activity. For, whatever, 
succe.ss has been achieved is largely at the 
cost of public investment, particularly in 
infrastructure and agriculture, both of which 
arc critical to growth. Currenlexpendilures, 
all of which are not necessarily prtxluctivc. 

could not be controlled in an ad^ate 
measure. Given the political realities^ U 
should not be surprising that reductions in 
the fiscal deflicit-GDP ratio could not be 
su.stained. The scope of efforts on this front 
is now further limited under the present 
circumstances. This is evident from the so- 
called populist policies of several political 
parties which benefited handsomely at the 
recently held state level elections imd may 
win in the states which just went to or are 
going to the polls in the near future. This 
obviously casts its shadow on central 
government policies. 

IV 
Trade and Balance of Payments 

The country’s prospects and actual 
performance in the external sector is much 
more contingent upon a variety of exogenous 
factors which are difficult to predict. In 
particul ar. the tempo of worid wide economic 
activity, fluctuations and trends in world 
prices are not only of critical importance but 
also hard to foresee. Correspondingly, 
forecasting is subject to greater hazards. All 
the same, one may make as good aprognosis 
as one can with the available information and 
Judgment. 

Let us take up exports first. Here it is 
important to note that the recent recession 
in the indastrialiscd world has been more 
prolonged with hesitant recovery than any 
in the recent times. While the US and some 
European economies have more or less been 
looking up for the past one year, several 
others are still struggling hard. In fact, it is 
worth noting thateven Japan has been severely 
affected by the current recession. Former 
Soviet Union which provided a market for 
Indian exports still continues to be in turmoil. 

Tabi.e 2: Tsadr and Balance op Payments 

(Financial Year April 1-March 31) 

(US $ billion) 

Hems 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 8 

Trade (DGCT and S) 
Total merchandise exports (f o b) 22.31 

(22.17) 
18.2 25.39 13.8 ItXl 11.3 

Total merchandise imports (c 10 23.19 
(23.21) 

5.6 28.83 24.3 35.25 22.3 

Trade balance -0.88 
(-1.04) 

-3.44 -6.98 

Balance of Payments 
Meicbandi.se exports (f o b) 22.84 25.93 28.87 

(22.70) - 

Merchandise imports (c i f) 23.97 
(23.99) 

29.84 36.48 

Trade balance -1.13 
(-1.29) 

-3.91 -7.61 

Invisibles (nei) 0.99 
(0.97) 

1.02 2.39 

Current A/C balance -0.14 
(-9.32) 

-2.89 -5.22 

Exchange rate (Rs per US dollar) 31.37 9.0 31.37 0.0 33.00 5.2 

Notes: (i) c ; Growth rale in per cent 
(ii) Figures in parentheses under DGCl and S senes are preliminary estimates; Source:Reserve 

Bank of Mia Bulletin, October 1994. 
(iii) Figures in pBrendieses for 1993-94 under Balance of Payments are quidi estim^; 

Source. Annual Report, 1993-94. Reserve Bank of India, August 1994. 
(iv) The mark-up of BOP exports and import.s over DGCl and S are assumed to be ^KXit the 

same order as in the source cited in (lii). 
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With this variation acroaK countriec, any 
guoM U hazardous. All the same, wc take 
aplunu and assume thatin 1994 total world 
real ODP growth would recovw to 2.1 per 
cent friun the very low rate of less than 1 
percent in 1992.Furthcrrecovciy isforesecn 
during the period 1995 to 1997 with growth 
rates expected to be 2.7 percent in 19^ and 
3.2 per cent in 1996 and 1,997. We also 
assume that world prices would go up by 
about 2 to 3 per cent over the three years. 
1995,1996 and 1997. It is of interest to note 
ui this context that world prices of SITC 
categories 0-1, 2-4, and 5-9 except fuels 
(SITC 3) registered declines but recovered 
in 1994. It should he underlined that due to 
prolonged recession, inflation has so far 
remained negligible in most industrialised 
economics. Even oil prices have shown no 
upward movement though them have been 
considerable short-term fluctuations. 

On the domestic policy side we assume 
that export subsidies, wherever continuing, 
would stay at the 1994-95 rales. But we do 
at the same time assume grculcrpri vale sector 
effort and investment in market research, 
quality imix'ovement, etc. which will steadily 
improve export market penetration. Tliis has 
been done by imposing from 1994-95 
onwards a smooth upward trend in exports 
on top of what would have been the normal 
outcome. It was argued in our September 
forecast tliat in tlic years to Follow the existing 
exchange rate of Rs 31.37 per US dollar will 
not be maintainable if export growth has to 
be sustained. Tliis has been confirmed once 
again by our present analysis. We have, 
therefore, assumed that the exchange rale 
(rupees to dollar) would go up to Rs 33 in 
1996 and Rs 34 in 1997. Tliis docs not appear 
to he far-fetched in view of the reports that 
the premium on shori-range forward 
transactions is currently ranging 4-6perccnt. 
It may be noted in tliis context that RBI has 
recently banned roll over of forwtuil con¬ 
tracts at historical rates. However, it appears 
that the exchange rate adjustment assumed 
by us may full short of the required measure 
of devaluation to maintain export growth in 
dollar terms exceeding 15 per cent per 
annum. There are distinct signals of slow 
down of export giriwth from the high 
rate of 20 per cent registered in the year 
1993-94 which witnessed a substantial 
depreciation of the currency. 

Our forecast is that, in dollar terms, expals 
will increase by about 14 per cent in 1994- 
95, by 11.3 percent in 1995-96 and at a high¬ 
er rate, 13 per cent, in the two subsequent 
years. Bxpwt growth forcca.st for 1994-95. 
it must be nole^ is on the lower side of trends 
inthefirst lOmonthsof 1994-95. Prcliminaiy 
figures point to nearly 17 per cent increase. 
The projected rates imply expMis in dollar 
terms to be of the order of 25.4. 2H.3 and 
31.9 billion in the years 1994-95. 1995-96 
and 1996-97 respectively. Exports were 
S 22.3 billion in 1993-94. These estimates 
correspond to trade figures of the Duectorate 
General of Commercial Intelligence and 
.Statistics (DOCl&S) which differ from the 
balance of payments statistics (RBI). 

Manufactures (SITC 5-9) has the bulk 

.share of over three-fourths in total eiqxiris. 
followed by agro-based exports (SITC 0-1), 
raw materials (SITC 2-4) and lastly POL 
products (SITC 3). The shares of the latter 
three groups in .the total are of the order of 
13. 4 and 2 per cent respectively. Exports 
of m anu facturcs in dollar terms are expected 
to grow at a faster rate compared to the 
others. Manufactured exports are forecast to 
grow at ovM 15 percent in 1994-95 followed 
by a slow down (12.6 per cent) in 1995-96 
and a recovery (13-14 per cent) in the 
subsequent twoyeats.Thcminusculeexpoits 
of crude remain stationary whereas exports 
of otlier SITC groups (0-1. 2-4) will on 
average grow at about 7 per cent. Revival 
of the Soviet and other former centrally 
planned economics could also add to India's 
export growth. 

As mentioned earlier, growth of imports . 
has been spectacular during the first 10 montlis 
of 1994-95, recording nearly 24 per cent 
increase. This is largely tlie result of industrial 
revival and partly due to reduction in import 
tariffs. We expect this trend to continue so 
that for the year as a whole, imports in dollar 
terms would lie higher by about 24.3 per cent 
compared to the preceding year. With 
continued uptrend in industrial activity, 
private capital formation, and further 
reductions and rationalisation of tariff rates 
as anticipated, the forecast of the growth of 
imports during 1995-96 is a bit lower at 
about 22.3 per ceftt followetl by a further 
slowing down in 1996-97. .Since imports in 
dollar terms in 1993-94 were at 23.2 billion 
the projected rates imply value of imports 
to be 28.8.35.3 and possibly about 41 bill ion 
dollars in 1994-95, 1995-96 and 1996-97 
re.spectively 

In making the above forecasts, wc as.sume 
that domestic output of crude oil will be of 
the order of 33 mrllion tones in 1994-95 
compared to less than 30 million tones in 
199.3-94. Domestic crude prixluction is 
expected to increase, on the average, by 10 
per cent yearly during 1995-96 and 1996- 
97. With this, perhaps an optimistic 
assumption, the impoil hill on account of 
POL and related prmlucts, which constitute 
nearly .30 per cent of total imports, will 
increase by 15 and 18 per cent (in dollars) 
in 1995-96 and 1996-97. Tliercafter. it is 
expected to slow down. Imports of 
manufactures including capital gcxxis (SITC 
5-9) share nearly two-thirds of the total 
imports bill and are slated to grow at a high 
rate. The growth rate in 1994-95 is expected 
to be us high as 28 percent compared to about 
8 per cent in 1993-94. Howjver. in 1995-96 
it would decelerate to 24 per cent and the 
trend is anticipated to continue in the next 
year (1996-97). Imports of SITC 0-1 cafe- ‘ 
gory, which includes food and beverages and 
Srrc 2-4. which comprise of raw materials 
and vegetable oils among others, .share about 
3 and 7 per cent of total imports respectively 
and are expected to maintain their shares 
implying their growth more or less at the 
same rates as that of total imports. 

If the foregoing assumptions and the 
implied forecasts arc valid, the trade gap for 
19W-95 will turn out to be about $ 3.4 

Inllion. For 1995-96, the gap will widen to 
about $ 7 bUlion and fof the next year it may 
be even larger. However, the trade deficit 
will be wider on balance of payments basis 
as we allow for 2 and 2.5 per cent mark-up 
on DOCl&S values of exports and imports 
respecti vely. These mark- up rates are in line 
with the preliminary balance of payment 
estimates of the ReserveBank of India (RBI) 
for 1992-93 and 1993-94. 

Tbecurrent account deficit, given thetrade 
deficit, depends on net invisibles. RBI in its 
prcliminaiy estim ates of balance of payments 
for 1993-94 placed net invisibles at nearly 
S1 billion. It is assumed that they will remain 
at about the same level in 1994-95 and then 
increase to $ 2.4 billion in 1995-96. For 
1996-97, they could be larger. Consequent¬ 
ly the current account deficit is placed at 
.5 2.9 billion in 1994-95 and at S 5.2 billion 
in 1995-96. As the trade deficit is expected 
to be much higher in 1996-97, the current 
account deficit would be larger than in 
1995-96. 

The ratio of trade deficit to GDP at market 
prices on the above reckoning will increase 
from less than hall a per cent in 1993-94 to 
1.3 and 2.3 percent in 1994-95 and 1995- 
96 respectively whi le the current deficit will 
rise from a very low rate of one-tenth of 1 
percent in M>93-94 to nearly I jicrcent in 
1994-95 am! to 1.5 per cent in 1995-96. It' 
expected to be near 2 per cent by 1996-9'/ 

V 
SumminK Up 

With tile long awaited signs of industrial 
revival the year tliat is about to close has 
givenrise lonewexpcctations. If thcsy.pp've 
to be right and the tempoof industrial growth 
is sustained, the economy would have entered 
a new phase of development. Tliis inevitably 
brings with it new problems and new 
challenges for all important economic agents, 
but in particular for the policy-mukcn,. They 
would have to deal with more complex 
phenomena over most of which they would 
not have direct control as they have had in 
the past, at least apparently. New irade-<iffs 
would have emerged in different spheres of 
tlie macro-economy. Movement from a low 
level macro-economic equilibrium toone at 
a higher level is bound to cause problems. 
The persisting problems, at lea.st for a while, 
would be continued price rise and adverse 
current account balance. Erstwhile solutions 
arc unlikely to be effective under the new 
scenario. While some problems may gel partly 
rcsolved and partly reconciled to. the real 
problems affecting the mass of ihe people 
will accentuate at tlie macro-eainomic level. 
Unless these arc attended to pniperly and in 
time, gains at the macro-level may not be 
sustainable. This is because the country has 
inherited a large measure of absolute 
deprivation and inequity whicli act as a 
deadweight for the economy. 
[Ntse prepared by Institute of Economic Growiii 
(lEG) and i)elhi School of Eamumics (DSE 
Re.seaichToamon MacromuideHingaf Ihe Indian 
Economy for Spring Meeting of Project UNK 
UN. New Yoik, March 15-18, 1995.] 
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Medical Communily’s Civil War 

Plague in Retrospect 

Turuni Madan 

MOHAN RAO (EPW. October 15. 1994) 
examined the latest outbreak of plague in 
India from an economic and liiKiorical 
penipective. We can look at it from anotlier 
angle. The epidemic provoked a virtual civil 
war among India's medical community, 
which assumed furious dimensions a couple 
of days after September 2.5, the day news 
papers carried terrifying headlines of 
pneunomic plague having .struck Surat. 
Rumblings had. however, been heardearlier. 
in the beginning of September when the 
Haffkinc Institute. Bombay questioned tiie 
technical acumen of the central govern¬ 
ment' s, N ationul Instil ute of Communicable 
DisoBse. in diagnosing bubonic plague in 
Beed district of Maharashtra Haftkinc did 
not sustain its campaign presumably for 
want of sufficient moral strength. Kven 
Sharad Pawar, apprehensive that the diag¬ 
nosis of a known or an unknown disease as 
plague might send foreign investors scam¬ 
pering back home or even rum the existing 
economic structure of the state, could not 
carry conviction with the centre, which, in 
rlirf-ospect, II appears was hell bent on 
declaring the epidemic as plague. In tlic end 
the Muliaraslitra government had to order 
thgirhealtli services all over the .stale toKxik 
for all suspiciouscliaractcrs. simulating any 
of the plague symptoms door to d<H>r. and 
offcrihem antibiotics oreveii hospitalisation, 
if they chose. For the poor in Maharashtra, 
generally scorned and exploited by the 
medical profession, it meant an unsolicited 
medical check-up. 

Autonomous institutions, like the Indian 
Council of Medical Research and All India 
Institute of Medical Sciences proved more 
intractable perhaps because of their prestige, 
and live clout they enjoy with the powers that 
be. An ex-director of an ICMR called the 
.Siiral disease viral pneumonia. The AlIMS 
(^d not offer diagnostic wisdom, but took 
upon itself the role of propaganda warfare. 
Its missiles were calculated to cause 
demoralisation and disaffection in the 
enemy camp. In a unique iwo-in-*>iic inter¬ 
view carried by 'fhr Times oj India on 
.September 2K.the AlIMS miciobiologislwas 
pitted againsttlie NICD director. Tlie AlIMS 
questioned the laborattiry procedures 
followed by the NICD, hinted at the latter’s- 
ignorance of latest procedures, and of course 
on its obsession with tetracycline. NlCD's 

half-hearted arguments revolved round 
expediency, amply justified, so their expert 
said, by an epidemic of such a serious nature. 
The deadliest missiles however emanated 
from the private sector, first from four Sural 
doctors, who produced radiological, 
epidemiifogical and clinical evidence that 
it was amelic'idosis and not plague; and later 
Irom an itinerant epidemiologist based in 
Chandigarh who called it dengue or malaria. 
Hie missiles fired by the private sector had 
a devastating el feel on theenemy. since they 
wciv aimed at the weakest chinks in its 
defences, i e. absence of any data, even such 
elcmcntuiy data, as the clinical course of the 
disease and the age groups affected. 
IXxirdarslian, inadvertently helped the rebel 
forces, in one of its question-answer .ses¬ 
sions, where two aggressive women made 
.the NICD expert Uxik like a Uxldler in need 
of elementary medical education. A con¬ 
viction now gained ground that what had 
been diagnosed as plague was not plague 
after all. At the Science Writers Conference, 
on .September 30. a wail went up, from one 
amongst the audience, like a scream from 
a plague ward that NICD had perpetrated 
the greatest Iraud in medical history. 

Behind all behavioural manifestations, 
individual or collective lurk economic 
motives; a ilictum accepted not only by the 
discredited marxists but by pi^litical thinkers 
of all hues. Highlighting a public health 
problem of potentially-shattering physical 
and siH;ial uinsequences cannot fail toattract 
inve.simenlsfromresponsiblequartcrsinthc 
govemincntlort.-ickling it. Higher budgetary 
allocations mean more posts for expanding 
these institutions headed by satraps with 
little accountability. More money means 
more construction activity for spatial 
expansion of these empires. H iglier liudge tary 
allocutions also mean more money for buy ing 
costly chcmiculs. reagents and equipment, 
which in turn iriean mote commissions. 
Indeed the satraps can demand heftier 
commissions in the present situation since 
they can tell the suppliers and agents that 
but for their ingenuity in inventing plague 
they would not have hud this bonanza come 
their way. That is insofar as tlie legitimate 
budget, the parliament approved budget is 
concerned. Tlien there is the government- 
approved black money which comes in the 
form of financial assistance fn>m inter¬ 

national agencies and a myriad bilater41 
agencies. That too would be enhanced and 
would constitute a greater bonanza since 
such financial assistance can be gobbled up 
without the necessity of .submitting an audited 
statement of accounts. No international 
agency can audit government uccounUsincc 
that would amount to interference in our inter¬ 
nal affairs. Butconsiderationsof sovereignty 
are kept in abeyance when prospects of 
foreign travel become visible on the horizon. 
A most vivid demonstration of txir weakness 
in such matters was provided by two health 
ministry officials, a technocrat and a bureau¬ 
crat, who stepped out on plague-related 
foreign travel to go to Frankfurt Orpenhagen, 
London. Cairo, to finally land in Bahrain to 
explain to the WHO’scaslern Mediterranean 
region tlie plague situation in India. 

For once a seam had been generated in 
India, in which the politician, the 
businessman and the bureaucrat had no part 
to play. It was entirely the making of the 
lechiux;racy, that Uio of ii particular kind 
which enjoys tJic same order of re.spectability 
in the medical profession as the army officers 
deputed to work in the NCC enjoy in the 
army. .Some busiiies.smen were in factruined, 
and politicians, at least a few lost face. Take 
for example Delhi’s Madan Lai Khurana. 
when he ordered the closure of schools 
goaded only by the simple desire of making 
a hit of political capital out of the available 
situation. He only managed to estrange 
Delhi’s children and their angiy parents. 
Chililrcn do not vote, hut their parents do. 
Khurana must certainly tui ve lost some voles, 
which means that he will have to do 
something dramatic in future. Hague did not 
spare even tlie WHO chief. Nakajima who 
risked his life to brave the plague winds of 
Surat to help a brother nation in peril. A man 
with an impeccable arisioeratie bearing, and 
occupying Uie tlirone of UN’s most effective 
and respected specialised agency, Nakajima’s 
rather delicate sensibilities received a bilof 
a shaking up at his press conference on 
September .30. when a reporter pul this 
bucolic question to him. “Did you come here 
all the way to give a clean chit to the NICDT' 

The WHO thus found, itself caught in a 
tncky situation. More than their technical 
skill now then' diplomatic skill was called 
into question. Tliey however managed to 
mamxiuvre themselves into safe position. 

Plague IS adiseaseuf wildnxlenLs,caused 
by a bacterium called Yersinia pestLs. 
maintained amtnig them by wingless insects 
called tleas which live in close ass(x:iaUon 
with them. A WHO team, in accordance with 
die promise made by their chief Hiroshe 
Nakajima, descended in the middle of 
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October and went to variouf: places, and 
concluded their visit on October 25. At the 
end of the visit the New Delhi WHO office 
issued a press release which cannot fail to 
impress one as an diplomatic masterpiece. 
First, nowhere in the two-page document, 
is the name Yersiniapesiis used. That satisfies 
the sceptics who i^m the very beginning 
were not sure about the real nature of the 
disease. Then the press release proceeds to 
fool the gullible by saying that the diagnosis 
of the disease in Surat “is compatible with 
pneumonic plague’. The real masterstroke 
is struck when it says “...The outbreak 
occurred in the midst of outbreaks of several 
other diseases, likemalaria, dengue, enteric 
fever, etc”. That satisfies all the combatants 
in the civil war irrespective of caste, creed 
or sex or institutional affiliations, those who 
called it meiiediosis or those who called it 
dengue or malaria or even those who were 
for viral pneumonia. The press release 
conjures up mouth-watering prospects of 
foreign travel, when it hints at “snengthuning 
of epidemiological capacities”. 

The United Nations’ most prestigious 
specialised agency cannot avoid embar¬ 
rassment when trying to defend the 
indefeasible. While itcatcgorically says that 
there was noevidence of plague transm ission 
in Bombtay. Calcutta, Madras and Delhi, it 
has no explanation fur 69 persons found 
serologically positive in Delhi. Of course the 
WHO cannot use such language as saying 
the NICD's laboratory personnel had 
committed some pardonable blunder in 
conducting their tests. Hence the emphasis 
in the press release about need for isolating 
the plague bacillus, unmistakably 
cheu'acterised as .such. 

To be fair, it must be said but for prompt 
issuaoceof the international travel guidelines 
by the WHO. there is no knowing how 
terrible the damage to India’s foreign trade 
Would have been. In 1983, an outbreak of 
a disease which to all appearances was 
pneumonic plague occurred in aremote urea 
of Himachal Pradesh. Twenty-two persons 
contracted the disease, and 17 succumbed 
to it The outfu'eak occurred in a perfect 
setting of contact with a wild plague focus: 
the symptomatology and the epidemiology 
wmt: unmistakable ShimlaMcdicalCollegc 
even isolated Yersinia pestis. In keeping 
with its past practices a team was sent by 
the union health ministry to snatch away 
credit for this investigation from the local 
authorities. Inthra Gandhi, who was the prime 
minister of India at tliat time somehow got 
wind of the goings-on. After making her 
own assessment, she let slip a message to 
the concerned people that the results of the 
investigations in Himachal Pradesh should 
be published only after obtaining clearance 
from beroffice. ’lliosefamiltarwith berstyle 

of functioning could see that concealed in 
this harmlessly worded message were 
threats of dire consequences. As could be 
expected, fromateamoperatinginaremote 
inhospitable area, no incriminating evidence 
of the involvement of rodents or their flea 
parasites could be founds As a result no one 
talked of plague. The local WHO office was 
not even informed let alone a.sking their 
chief to come down on a rescue mission. 

SAMEEKSHA TRUST BOOKS 

Someone ruminating on the prc.sent course 
of evenu remarked that Indira Gandhi did 
atremendous service toHimachal Pradesh's 
economy, although in a negative sort of 
way by not letting half-baked scientists 
diagnose the state’s ailments. Now, how¬ 
ever, times have changed. With times the 
standards of behaviour. One may say even 
the concept of scientific method has 
undergone a change. 
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